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Formatting Notes:

1. Entries are constructed with month, year and page number.
   i.e.    Mar'41:21  (March, 1941 p. 21)

2. Entries appearing in all upper case letters are articles about the person or subject. Entries appearing in both upper and lower case letters are articles by the person.

3. The entries are in alphabetical order with the following exceptions:
   The names of people are entered first
   Following these are other entries under the same word arranged alphabetically
   i.e.      AUSTIN, SPENCER PETER
             AUSTIN, WILLIAM, JR.
             AUSTIN, MINNESOTA
             AUSTIN, TEXAS
             AUSTIN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

4. Within each heading the entries are arranged chronologically with a few exceptions. In some instances a series of articles with the same title are entered at the beginning of the entry.
   i.e.    Under the entry for many educational institutions the entries from the column "The Board of Education and the work of our Colleges" appear before other entries.

5. Many women are referred to in the periodical only by their husband's name. Where ever possible the woman's given name has been supplied but where that was not possible the entries for the women are at the beginning of the entries for that surname. If it could be determined what the husband's name was his name appears in parentheses after the surname. If it was uncertain whether the initials were the woman's initials or the husband's initials it is noted as Mrs.
   i.e.    JONES, (married to Abner Jones)
             JONES, (MRS. A. B.)

6. As an aid for further identification, whenever it could be determined, people's birth date, death date and spouse's names are noted.
"A D--THIS YEAR OF OUR LORD" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Apr'67:44
AASENG, ROLF E. GOD IS GREAT, GOD IS GOOD
   New resources. Jul'72:49
AAZAGA, FRANCISCO
   (photo) Mar'63:31
ABAJO, CANDELARIA
   (photo) Sep'58:16
ABAO, HERBERT
   A visit to South Africa. Oct'37:15
   Vacationing in Capetown. Nov'42:29
   Basil Holt going to South Africa. Jan'46:19
ABAO, M
   (photo) Sep'35:23
ABAYASEKERA, (MRS. A. M.)
   Women in the ecumenical movement (photo) Feb'72:9
ABBEY, (MRS. C. N.)
   In memoriam. Oct'45:33
ABBEY, MERRILL R. CREED OF OUR HOPE
   Book chat. Apr'55:40
ABBEY, VERE WALFORD, -1943
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:33
ABBING, ROSCAM
   (photo) May'54:32
ABBOTT, (married to Byrdine Akers Abbott)
   (photo) Jan'27:15
ABBOTT, A. G., -1964
   In memoriam. Jan'65:37
Abbott, Byrdine Akers, 1866-1936
   Christianity and business. Apr'19:15
   The lure of the Northwest. May'23:4
ABBOTT, BYRDINE AKERS, 1866-1936
   St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
   quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
   (photo) Oct'22:41
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Jul'23:53     Jul'24:54     May'26:42
   quoted. The worse thing about boys. Jun'26:3
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:42
   (photo) Jan'27:13     Jun'28:21
   Nestor. Sep'32:4
   ...retires. May'34:4
   (death) B. A. Abbott, preacher. Sep'36:3
   (photo) Sep'41:7
ABBOTT, BYRDINE AKERS. THE DISCIPLES--AN INTERPRETATION
   Jul'24:13
   Books. Mar'64:42
ABBOTT, BYRDINE AKERS. LIFE OF WALTER SCOTT
   Speaking of books. Mar'27:58
ABBOTT, ELIZABETH GILBERT, -1960
   In memoriam. Jun'61:39
Abbott, Elva L
   The stranger in our midst. Jan'20:47
ABBOTT, ELVA L
Ministering to Chinese. Jul'31:36
In memoriam. Mar'44:33

ABBOTT, FRED
With the men who died in the war. Oct'20:13
(photo) Oct'20:14

ABBOTT, GRACE
Women and the world highways. Mar'36:43

ABBOTT, ISABEL
Classroom and campus. Mar'67:35

Abbott, John W.
He pictures hope. Oct'66:42
Direct line. Nov'68:33

Abbott, Lillian F -1959
First impressions in China. Feb'19:50
Note. Nov'19:68
I know God will help me. Dec'23:43
Bringing Christ to South Gate. Jan'24:15
Missionary illustrations... Apr'25:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'25:59,61 Nov'26:49 Dec'26:50,51
A wonderful work. Feb'27:53

ABBOTT, LILLIAN F -1959
Children of China. Aug'19:43
Progress at Nantungchow. Feb'20:42
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37 Dec'20:49
(photo) Oct'21:51
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
(death) News room. Oct'59:34

ABBOTT, LILLIAN MOODY, -1950
In memoriam. Feb'51:37

ABBOTT, ROSELLA SIMPSON, -1958
In memoriam. Jul'58:43

ABBOTT, WALTER M. THE DOCUMENTS OF VATICAN II WITH NOTES BY
CATHOLIC, PROTESTANT AND ORTHODOX AUTHORITIES
New books. Jun'66:48

ABBOTT’S ALKALOIDAL COMPANY
Chicago in Congo. Nov'29:4

ABBYVILLE, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:43

ABDU, PHILIP RIAD
(photo) Jan'51:34

ABE, (BISHOP)
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:15

ABE, (married to Takeshi Abe)
A light in Urawa (photo) Mar'60:25

ABE, SHIRO
News room (photo) Jan'63:34

ABE, TAKESHI
A light in Urawa (photo) Mar'60:25

ABE, USHIKARU (JOHN)
Honjo gets a pastor (photo) Dec'55:32

Abel, Charles
Shadows (poem) Mar'30:35
ABEL, CHARLES W
  Missionary illustrations... Sep'31:46
ABERDEEN, SOUTH DAKOTA
  Notes. Apr'19:63
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON
  Notes. Apr'20:59
ABERFAN, WALES
  Children of Aberan Church of Christ numbered among disaster victims. Feb'67:48
  Aberfan rises above disaster. Feb'72:32
  World events. Sep'72:39
  ...remembering and receiving. Feb'73:10
ABERNETHY, MARY ELIZABETH
  Results in the religious day school. Aug'19:56
ABIERTAS, JOSEFA
  Missionary worship service. May'57:33
ABINGDON-COKESBURY SERMONS
  Book chat. May'42:47
ABINGDON COLLEGE
  Global highlights. Jun'66:7
ABORTION
  Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
  Liberalized abortion laws? Mar'67:9
  Ahead of the headlines.
    May'67:4 May'68:5 May'70:5
  Commentary. May'72:13
  Letters. Sep'72:46
  Commentary. Nov'72:12
  Abortion: whose right to life? Mar'73:24
  World events. Oct'73:39
ABOSHI, JAPAN
  Three Disciples and a mission to Japan. Mar'58:23
ABRA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40
  Chapel building in Abra. Jul'34:27
  High in the mountains (photos) May'46:29
ABRA, PHILIPPINES ISLANDS. HIGH SCHOOL
  For adult mission study. Apr'57:36
  Rainbow on the mountain (photo) Mar'64:23
ABRAHAM, C. E.
  A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:23
ABRAM, R C 1873-
  (photo) Jan'21:11
  A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
ABRAMS, ARNOLD CLOYD, 1906-1984
  (married to Aline Elizabeth Lentert Abrams)
  They work for your. Oct'58:47 (photo p. 29)
  Global highlights. Apr'59:5
  Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
ABRAMS, JOY
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'56:33
ABRAMS, JOYCE
  See
  SPICKARD, JOYCE ABRAMS
ABRAMS, MARY JOHNSON, -1952
  In memoriam. Jan'53:37
ABRAMS, NORMA
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'52:28

ABRAMS, RAY HAMILTON. PREACHERS PRESENT ARMS
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34

ABSHIERE, ANNE, -1949
In memoriam. May'49:39

ABUNDANT LIFE PROGRAM (INDIA)
Indian villagers learn to read. Nov'55:23
Global highlights. Nov'58:8

ACADEMIC COSTUME
Academic garb is colorful. Jun'66:39

ACADEMIES OF TEACHING
A look at church schl leadership. Nov'65:14

"ACCELERATION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'69:29

"ACCORDING TO HIS FAITH" (MOTION PICTURE)
News room. Jun'55:42

L'ACCUEIL FRATERNEL
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:6
Translate it "Friendly welcome." Nov'71:43

ACEVEDO, JUAN
/photo Sep'58:22

ACHAUER, FANNIE REYNOLDS, -1948
In memoriam. Apr'48:37

Achelis, Elisabeth
The right beginning. Jun'46:46

ACHESON, A. O
/photo Sep'30:16

ACHIEVEMENT DAY
Jun'38:11
May'39:20
Jun'40:4
Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:21

ACHORD, GEORGIA
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25

ACHTERMEIER, ELIZABETH. THE FEMININE CRISIS IN CHRISTIAN FAITH
New books. Feb'66:40

ACKERMAN, FRANK (married to Viola Ackerman)
Love--the Woodhaven way. Oct'72:26

ACKERMAN, J. EMORY. THE CHURCH AS EMPLOYER, MONEY RAISER AND INVESTOR
Book chat. Dec'60:42

ACKERMAN, VIOLA (married to Frank Ackerman)
Love--the Woodhaven way. Oct'72:26

ACKERMAN, WILLIAM BLAKE, 1910-1981
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33

ACKERS, L. J
Wm. H. McKinney heads men's work (photo) Sep'47:33

Ackley, Jeanne
Youth and missions. Jan'44:31

ACKNERS, LEWIS
/photo Dec'50:29

ACORD, (MRS. J. E.)
In memoriam. Apr'41:39

ACORD, MARY G
Honor the dead by helping the living. Oct'41:43
ACOSTA, DAVID
   Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
ACOSTA, FRANCISCO
   quoted. Rural church. Feb'58:37
ACOSTA, LACY
   (photo) Nov'51:11
ACREE, BERTHA MARSHALL, -1957
   In memoriam. Sep'57:35
ACTION FOR FOOD PRODUCTION
   Social trends. May'67:24
Acuff, Lea Earl
   Letters. Apr'65:49
ACUFF, LEA EARL
   News room (photo) Dec'62:45
ADA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Here and there with World Call. Feb'51:48
ADAIR, JAMES R. GOD'S POWER TO TRIUMPH
   New books. Dec'65:39
Adam, Antoinette
   The redemption (poem) Dec'67:50
ADAM, K
   We visit Telugu land. Jul'38:16
ADAMIC, LOUIS. MY NATIVE LAND
   Book chat. May'44:21
ADAMS, (married to Charles J. Adams)
   Memoriam. Feb'35:39
ADAMS, (married to Hampton Adams)
   (photo) Jun'41:42
   Disciples in the news Dec'65:7
ADAMS, (MRS. I. E.)
   (photo) Feb'30:12
Adams, (married to William L. Adams)
   Letters. Sep'66:43
Adams, A R
   The pastor and missions. Oct'36:17
ADAMS, A R 1876-
   Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
   quoted. From the world Call mail bag. Sep'36:6
Adams, Anname Leavell, 1918- (married to R. Q. Adams)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36 Jul'49:45
   A wedding in Paraguay. Jan'55:45
   4-H in Paraguay. Feb'55:46
   Tenn-age missionaries. Mar'56:42
   Women on world highways. Oct'65:33
ADAMS, ANNAMAE LEAVELL, 1918-
   (appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
   (photo) Jun'46:back cover
   News room. Oct'46:38
   Echoes from everywhere. May'47:40
   (photo) Dec'50:28
   News room. Oct'55:36
   In brief. Feb'73:40
ADAMS, ARLENE
   See
   MILLER, ARLENE ADAMS
ADAMS, BENJAMIN HAROLD, 1950-
   (birth) News room. May'50:40
ADAMS, C C
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:2

ADAMS, CHARLES L
Classroom and campus.
   Sep'59:35  Feb'62:32  Jun'62:35

ADAMS, CLARIS
Personalities (photo) Nov'36:11

ADAMS, CLAUDE EDWARD
(photo) Feb'32:30

ADAMS, CORRINNE
(death) Oct'26:50

ADAMS, COURT ORTH, JR.
Classroom and campus. Dec'46:30
   quoted. Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
   Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40

ADAMS, DAVID L
In brief. Dec'72:42

ADAMS, DIANNE
   See
   HEUSTON, DIANNE ADAMS

Adams, Earl Frederick
   A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15

ADAMS, EARL FREDERICK
   (photo) Nov'49:15

ADAMS, EDWARD
Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:31

ADAMS, EUGENE
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24

ADAMS, FRED
   (photo) Jan'21:17

Adams, Grace Donaldson
Missionary worship service. Jul'48:37  Sep'48:37

Adams, Hampton, 1897-1965
   The minister's power. Sep'33:15
   The unity we have. Jun'35:9
   The church and education. Nov'37:24
   The church helps the home. Nov'40:7
   To church to find God. Oct'42:5
   When children sorrow. Jun'44:7
   A call for dedication of life. Nov'44:12
   Most men are fair. Feb'47:13
   Basic doctrines of the Reformation. Oct'52:17
   Do you know about Evanston? Feb'54:27

ADAMS, HAMPTON, 1897-1965
   Closing the college year. Jul'34:44
   (photo) Jun'35:9
   quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:26
   (photo) Sep'37:5
   The threshold (photo) Nov'37:2
   (photo) Dec'37:5
   Personalities. Dec'37:17
   quoted. The last page. Sep'38:48
   (photo) Nov'40:7  Mar'41:25
   News room. Mar'41:42
   (photo) Jun'41:16  Oct'42:5  Jul'42:12
   News room. Jan'44:34
Significant actions at Columbus (photo) Sep'46:7
quoted. Presidents' messages at Buffalo (photo) Sep'47:7
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Apr'48:34
Global highlights. Feb'50:4
The minister--his larger fellowship. Sep'53:9
Global highlights. Jul'54:2
News room. May'55:39
Global highlights. Nov'56:5
(cont. next page)
ADAMS, HAMPTON (cont.)
News room. Dec'57:36
News room (photo) Sep'59:40
quoted. Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:43
News room (photo) Mar'63:36
In brief. Oct'68:8
ADAMS, HAMPTON. AMBASSADOR IN CHAINS
Book chat. Oct'47:22
ADAMS, HAMPTON. CALLING MEN TO THE MINISTRY
Book chat. Feb'46:23
ADAMS, HAMPTON. CHRISTIAN ANSWERS TO WAR QUESTIONS
Book chat. May'43:25
ADAMS, HAMPTON. THE PASTORAL MINISTRY
Speaking of books. Nov'32:34
A chat about books by Disciples. Feb'33:11
ADAMS, HAMPTON. VOCABULARY OF FAITH
Book chat. May'56:22 Jun'56:44
ADAMS, HAMPTON. WHY I AM A DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Book chat. Feb'58:26
ADAMS, HAMPTON. YOU AND YOUR MINISTER
Book chat. Apr'40:19
ADAMS, HAROLD K (married to Esther Sass Adams)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'61:8
Classroom and campus. Jul'64:36
ADAMS, HARRY BAKER, 1924- (married to Manette Adams)
Global highlights. Jun'61:4
ADAMS, HELEN R
(photo) Jan'21:6
ADAMS, HENRY. LETTERS...1892-1918
Book chat. Feb'39:15
ADAMS, IRA ELMER, 1885-1945
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries.
(photo)Apr'19:39
Church at Jennings, Louisiana. May'19:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
ADAMS, JOHN CLARE. THE OVERSEAS AMERICAN
Book chat. Oct'60:42
ADAMS, JOHN FRANKLIN, 1951-
(birth) News room. Sep'51:40
(photo) Jun'54:12
ADAMS, JOICE [sic]
In memoriam. Dec'44:33
ADAMS, KATHERING SMITH. ORIENTAL FRIENDS IN THE UNITED STATES
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jul'34:42
ADAMS, LULU HILL
In memoriam. May'39:39
ADAMS, MABEL, -1946
In memoriam. May'47:41
ADAMS, MABEL A., -1936
In memoriam. Oct'36:39
Adams, Manette Fishwick (married to Harry Baker Adams)
I have a book! Jul'66:23
Adams, Marian Louise Duncan, 1927-
(married to Raymond Walter Adams, Jr.)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:38 Jan'57:30
Lessons from a mother in India. Oct'57:24
ADAMS, MARIAN LOUISE DUNCAN, 1927-
(photo) Jan'29:16
News room. Mar'48:32 Jan'50:34
(photo) Mar'50:31
ADAMS, MARY ELMA
In memoriam. Jan'33:39
ADAMS, MARY SAPP, 1858-1922 (married to Morton D. Adams)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
Death of Mrs. M.D. Adams of India. May'22:45
In loving tribute to a pioneer (photo) Jul'22:15
ADAMS, MAUDE
It makes us dizzy! Apr'29:4
ADAMS, MORTON D 1856-1934 (married to Mary Sapp Adams)
Death of Mrs. M. D. Adams of India. May'22:45
In loving tribute to a pioneer. Jul'22:15
(death) Morton D. Adams (photo) Apr'34:22
(death) Apr'34:46
ADAMS, MYRTLE A., -1961 (married to Roy Adams)
In memoriam. Nov'61:35
ADAMS, NATTIE J
In memoriam. Jan'42:43
ADAMS, O A
(photo) Mar'24:22
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50
ADAMS, RAJA DAVID, 1957-
(birth) News room. May'57:37
Adams, Ralph Q. 1915- (married to Annamae Leavell Adams)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36 Mar'46:36
A visit to Yhu. Jul'55:41
From seed to harvest in Paraguay. Feb'59:25
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:21
Direct line. Apr'69:32
ADAMS, RALPH Q. 1915-
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
News room. Ocr'45:25
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
News room. Oct'46:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:40
(photo) Dec'50:28
News room. Oct'55:36
(photo) Feb'59:25
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
(photo) Dec'68:21
In brief. Dec'69:39
World events (photo) Oct'70:38
Poor church with a rich ministry. Dec'72:21
In brief. Feb'73:40

Adams, Raymond
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:38

ADAMS, RAYMOND
(photo) Mar'50:31

ADAMS, SUZANNA LOUISE, 1954-
(birth) News room. Mar'54:39

ADAMS, THEODORE FLOYD, 1898-
Global highlights. Dec'55:3

ADAMS, THEODORE FLOYD. MAKING THE MOST OF WHAT LIFE BRINGS
Book chat. Jan'58:40 Mar'58:42

ADAMS, VIRGINIA KATHERINE
See
BIGGS, VIRGINIA KATHERINE ADAMS

ADAMS, W E
(photo) May'25:43
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57

ADAMS, WALTER, 1948-
(birth) News room. May'48:32
(photo) Jun'54:12

ADAMS, WILLIAM EDWARDS, 1866-1946
(death) News room. May'46:38

ADAMSON, (married to Alexander Adamson)
A reception and a farewell. May'28:59
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41

ADAMSON, (married to Max Adamson) -1949
In memoriam. Jun'49:37

Adamson, (Mrs. R. A.)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59

Adamson, A
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:39

ADAMSON, ALEXANDER
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43

ADAMSON, JOY
M.C.I. seeks and trains its leaders (photo) Sep'56:17

Adamson, Mattie Janellie, 1874-1950. (Mrs. Rolandus Augustus)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60

ADAMSON, SPENCER M., 1910-1964
(photo) Sep'38:31

Adamson, Vera
See

Rubright, Vera Adamson

ADCOCK, ADAM KENNEDY, 1870-1948
In memoriam. Jun'48:39

ADCOCK, E. F.
News room (photo) Jul'60:42

ADCOCK, MAY C., -1957
In memoriam. Oct'57:35
ADCOCK, ORAH, -1920
(Death) Jun'20:57
ADD-RAN CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
The threshold. Dec'42:4
Addams, Jane, 1860-1935
Then and now. Jul'30:12
ADDAMS, JANE, 1860-1935
The last page. Oct'27:64
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:33
...princess of peace. Jul'32:10
(death) Social trends. Jul'35:14
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:14
Enemy number one! Dec'35:3
Friends of humanity. Dec'35:12
Women and world highways (photo) FEB'36:35
quoted. Last column. Sep'58:50
ADDAMS, JANE. MY FRIEND, JULIA LATHROP
Book chat. Apr'36:23
ADDICO, JOHN
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
ADDISON, JAMES THAYER. THE MEDIEVAL MISSIONARY
Book chat. Jul'37:44
ADDISON, JAMES THAYER. WAR, PEACE AND THE CHRISTIAN MIND
Book chat. Jun'54:18
ADDISON, JEAN
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:25
ADDISON, JOSEPH
quoted. Last column. Jan'56:48
ADDLEMAN, CHARLES H
Three workers picked for state education posts. Nov'53:47
(photo) Apr'55:10 Mar'59:19
ADD-RAN CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
See
ADD-RAN CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
ADEBO (NIGERIAN CHIEF)
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'65:6
ADEGBOLA, E. A. ADEOLU
Global highlights. Sep'61:8
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA. GROTE STREET CHURCH OF CHRIST
Getting acquainted with Australia (photo) Nov'27:19
(photo) Feb'29:18
ADELBERG, ROY P. THE WAY IN THE WORLD
Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
ADEN, (MRS. C. M.)
In memoriam. Apr'27:50
ADEN, (married to Fred Aden)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
Aden, Fred
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33
Argentine quintuplets. Jul'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'44:32
ADEN, FRED
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33 Jul'38:33
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:19
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
ADIPAT, KRU BAMRUNG (married to Mali Adipat)
Bright promise in Thailand (photo) Dec'56:25
Educating for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:27
Progress came with the Christians (photo) Oct'67:22
New life for a Thai village (photo) Mar'68:14
Thai church at Three Corners (photo) Jun'70:26
ADIPAT, MALI (married to Kru Bambrung Adipat)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'53:4
Guides at a forking road (photo) Jan'57:23
(photo) Oct'67:22
ADIPAT, WILAWAN
Women on world highways (photo) Jun'70:32
ADKINS, (married to Rex Adkins)
(photo) Sep'46:25
ADKINS, EDWARD T. MISSION: THE CHRISTIAN'S CALLING
Servants to the world. Oct'65:21
ADKINS, GEORGE H., 1923-
News room. Dec'53:30
(photo) Jun'67:25
(cont. next page)
ADKINS, GEORGE H. (cont.)
News room. May'58:40 Jan'60:32
In brief. Apr'71:42
ADKINS, KELLY
Youth and the world mission (photo) May'68:33
ADKINS, REX
(photo) Sep'46:25
Adkins, Will S
Just try to be the fellow that mother thinks you are
(poem) Jun'38:48
ADLER, ELIZABETH
quoted. Nov'68:22
ADLER, MORTIMER J. HOW TO READ A BOOK
Book chat. Jun'40:25
ADOPTION
Adoption calls for adjustment. Jun'61:18
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5
ADRIAN, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Oct'50:28
ADSIT, ALICE JEAN DOWD, 1919- (married to Glyn B. Adsit)
Classroom and campus. Feb'45:24 Jul'45:27
(photo) Sep'47:21
Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14
Adsit, Glyn B 1917- (married to Alice Jean Dowd Adsit)
A prodigal son returns. Jan'48:17
Hofei Hospital--mission of mercy. Jun'48:16
China's sorrow. Jul'48:27
Easter in Hofei, China. Jul'48:41
Hope for the soul of China. Jan'49:27
Precious package. Jan'49:39
ADSIT, GLYN B 1917-
Classroom and campus. Feb'45:24 Jul'45:27
(photo) Sep'47:21
I baptize thee. Sep'48:47
Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14
ADULT CONFERENCES
Adults go to conference. Oct'36:15
A pioneering project. Nov'36:29
The adult conference in church life. Apr'38:25
The adult Conference today (1939 schedule) May'39:27
(1940 schedule) Jun'40:29
(1941 schedule) May'41:25
Vaster visions. Oct'41:17
Christian education reviews the records (photo) Nov'41:29
1942 schedule. May'42:29
(1943 schedule) May'43:32
(1944 schedule) Summer is the best season of all. May'44:22
(1945 schedule) Summer conference beckons you. May'45:9
Classroom and campus. Sep'45:22
An invitation to conference (photo) May'46:10
(1947 schedule) When summer comes. May'47:34
(1948 schedule) May'48:28
(1949 schedule) Leadership potential. May'49:30
(1950 schedule) 1950 creative summer activities. May'50:29
(1951 schedule) Summer months bring schools and conferences. May'51:32
(1952 schedule) Adults too, may learn. May'52:32
(1953 schedule) When summer comes. May'53:26
(cont. next page)
ADULT CONFERENCES (cont.)
(1954 schedule) Adults learn too. May'54:33
(1955 schedule) Purposeful vacation activities. May'55:32
(1956 schedule) Use summer creatively. May'56:32
(1957 schedule) Purposeful summer experiences. May'57:30
(1958 schedule) Camps and Laboratory schools. May'58:34
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
(1959 schedule) Purposeful summer activity. May'59:30
ADULT CONFERENCES. BETHANY BEECH, DELAWARE
(photo) May'39:27
ADULT CONFERENCES. BETHANY PARK, INDIANA
(photo) Oct'36:15
ADULT CONFERENCES. BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA
(photo) Apr'38:26
ADULT CONFERENCES. CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:36
Going upstream! Apr'48:44
ADULT CONFERENCES. ILLINOIS
(photo) May'41:25
ADULT CONFERENCES. LAKE GENEVA, WISCONSIN
(photo) Nov'36:29
ADULT CONFERENCES. LOUISIANA
(photo) May'49:30
ADULT CONFERENCES. VALLEY MILLS, TEXAS
(photo) May'45:9
ADULT MISSIONARY CONFERENCES
(1956 schedule) Use summer creatively. May'56:32
(1957 schedule) Purposeful summer experiences. May'57:30
(1958 schedule) Camps and Laboratory schools. May'58:34
ADULT WORK SEMINAR
Experiences that change attitudes. Apr'52:27
THE ADVANCE
The threshold. Nov'35:2
ADVANCE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Sunday School) Nov'22:28
ADVENT
Chrismon tree. Dec'66:29
Youth and the world mission. Dec'66:33
Moodlin' Dec'69:35
"ADVENTURES IN AFRICA" (TELEVISION PROGRAM)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34
ADVERTISING
American wakes up to unethical advertising. Jun'29:4
AFGHANISTAN
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47
Missionary illustrations... Mar'31:45
Youth and missions. Feb'52:35
AFRICA
Notes. Jan'19:62
Young Woman's missionary circles. Feb'19:43
Africa. Mar'19:16
Five definite calls for advance. Mar'19:46
Notes. Apr'19:64
Things you ought to know about the Foreign Society. Jun'19:22
Notes. Jun'19:62
Sep'19:18
Frymire's shoes. Oct'19:16
(cont. next page)
Note. Oct'19:64
(map) Apr'20:8
Facts for the busy woman. May'20:40
Notes. Oct'20:56
(photo) Nov'20:2
Our missionaries in Africa (photo) Feb'21:50
Temperance and missions (photo) Feb'21:9
Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) Jun'21:32
From Chitambo's village to the sea. Jan'24:43
(map) Sep'24:25
Black butterflies. Jun'25:42
Africa and the American negro. Aug'25:30
(note) Apr'26:60
Missionary illustrations... Jun'26:52
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
Oct'26:much of issue
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
Missionary illustrations... Feb'27:55
A lighthouse in Africa (poem) Aug'27:46
Missionary illustrations...
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
Give a thought to Africa (poem) Jan'28:48
Speaking of books. Mar'28:43
Missionary illustrations... Sep'28:41
Speaking of books. Dec'28:44
Sunday schools. Mar'29:51
Missionary illustrations...
    Apr'29:42    Oct'29:56    Feb'30:41
African night (poem) Jun'30:17
Missionary illustrations...Apr'31:45 May'31:45
Give a thought to Africa (poem) Feb'34:43    Feb'37:13
Programs for adult organizations. Apr'37:36
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'37:40
Into Africa (poem) Dec'37:9
When God comes to Africa. Mar'39:3
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:18
The state of the church. Jul'42:29
America's interests in Africa. Mar'43:12
Our foreign missions go forward in wartime. Jun'44:5
Youth and missions. Nov'45:29
Africa has new significance. Dec'45:7
For adult missionary groups. Jan'46:34
Youth and missions. Jan'46:35
For adult missionary groups. Feb'46:34    Mar'46:34
Diamonds, diamonds, diamonds. Mar'46:47
For adult missionary groups. May'46:34
Youth and missions. May'46:35
For adult missionary groups. Jul'47:36
Where is Africa going? Oct'50:21
Global highlights. Dec'50:4        Apr'52:4
Africa joins the world. May'52:16
Youth and missions. Oct'52:37
For adult mission study. Nov'52:36      Dec'52:36
Protestant missions in Africa (map) Jan'53:25
For adult mission study. Jan'53:34
The African woman. Dec'53:42
Needed, a strong African ministry. Jun'54:19
Disciples in Africa hold convetnion. Dec'54:44
There is always a way. Jun'55:24
Women and world highways. Sep'55:33
For all Africa. Feb'58:48
Global highlights. Oct'59:6,7
Youth and missions. Oct'59:39
Global highlights. Dec'59:6
African leadership for Africa. Dec'59:10
For adult mission study. Dec'59:38
Youth and missions. Dec'59:39        Jan'60:37
Holt makes study of African place-names. Feb'60:44
For adult mission study. Mar'60:38
Youth and missions. Mar'60:39
The church and revolution. Apr'60:20
Africa coming--ready or not! Apr'60:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Correspondence from St. Andrews--II. Nov'60:10
Global highlights. Dec'60:4
Christian influence in Africa. Jan'61:9
Global highlights. Feb'61:8
Preaching in the African jungle. Mar'61:26
North African studies. Apr'61:35
Pioneers in Africa. Apr'61:43
Ministry at Kitwe. Jul'61:31
Global highlights. Sep'61:8
Christian literature in Africa. Sep'61:20
Opponent: medicine man. Sep'61:39
Christ and freedom. Sep'61:46
Global highlights. Nov'61:4        Dec'61:7
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34
The winds of change. Jun'62:13
Global highlights. Jan'63:4
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:48
Global highlights. Jul'63:5
United witness in a changing Africa. Mar'65:13 (map p. 15)
Global highlights. Apr'65:6
So, what else is new in Africa? Feb'66:14
Letters. Nov'66:inside front cover
Cities change names! Nov'66:28
Africa (poem) Nov'66:39
Line across the world. Dec'66:18
Ahead of the headlines. May'67:4
Refugees--a golden challenge. Dec'67:16
Global highlights. Feb'68:6
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5  May'70:5
All Africa Church Conference steps up campaign on racism. Jun'71:20
Africans turning to Christianity. Jun'71:21
God's church in Africa. Jul'71:22
Africa's new generation and the fine arts. Jul'71:24
World events. Jul'71:36
African women seek equal status. Sep'71:14
World events. Oct'71:37  Jan'72:39
A two-day "visit" to Africa. Jun'72:28
The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16
Christian communications--helping shape the new Africa. Nov'73:16
Muslims and Christians fight famine together. Dec'73:14

"AFRICA: AN INTRODUCTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'72:29

"AFRICA AND SCHWEITZER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual sugestions. Apr'62:41

AFRICA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
As we consider Africa. Jan'37:26
Bargain books on Africa. Jan'37:45
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

"AFRICAN CHANGES: A YOUNG LEADER IN A YOUNG NATION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'71:29

"AFRICA--CONTINENT IN FERMENT" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'55:45

AFRICA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Short cuts through a long country. Jun'29:7
African night (poem) Jun'29:8
A family of missionaries. Jul'32:28
From Congo to Cairo (map) Apr'34:20
A mighty continent (photos) Mar'35:8
Exports to Africa. Jan'37:12
Africa in your life and mine. Feb'37:12
A positive Christianity for Africa. Apr'37:12
The rural family in Africa. Nov'39:18
The threshold. Feb'40:2
As I see Africa (photos) Jul'40:42
Across the Atlantic via the Nile. Jan'41:23
Last column. May'46:48
Africa in tomorrow's world. Jul'46:12
Day dawns in the Dark Continent. Mar'48:14
Global highlights. Jun'50:3
Singing silhouettes. Sep'50:10
Is Christianity disruptive? Dec'52:12
For adult mission study. May'53:36
A continent is being Discipled (photos) Dec'54:20
The drama of a changing Africa. Dec'59:25 (maps p.26,27)
No easy task in Africa. May'63:29
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
Christianity confronts African traditions. Mar'68:17
African-European understanding is seen as absolutely necessary. Mar'68:36
All in the same boat. Oct'68:19
"AFRICA DISTURBED" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'60:44
AFRICA--EDUCATION
Education and the new generation in Africa. Sep'71:10
AFRICA INLAND MISSION
Missionary illustrations... Dec'29:53
AFRICA PORTFOLIO
For adult mission study. Dec'59:38
AFRICA--SOCIAL CONDITIONS
See
AFRICA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:46
Women and world highways. Sep'36:35 Dec'36:35
A negro mother to her Christmas born baby son (poem) Dec'36:41
Eyes for my heart. Jan'41:26
Negro women in industry. Feb'45:13
Women and world highways. Jul'46:35 Jul'54:37
The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:28
World events. Oct'73:38
AFRICAN-AMERICANS
Notes from the negro work. Feb'19:44
Clayton Chaney Smith. Mar'19:28
Fourteen points in Home Missions. Jun'19:24
Facts for the busy woman. Jun'19:47
All Board meeting. Sep'19:41
Among negro Bible Schools. Nov'19:31
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Negro work in Texas. Dec'19:60
Negroes in American cities. Jul'20:30
National Convention of Negro Disciples. Oct'20:51
Some obvious needs of the negro field. Nov'20:53
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
Prohibition among the negroes. Feb'21:30
The home work... May'21:5
Missionary opportunities among negroes. May'21:15
Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:41
First children's worker for colored Bible schools. Sep'21:57
Pride to be proud of. May'22:3
A man who achieved. Aug'22:22
Black lilies. Dec'22:27
Some news items... Dec'22:45
The work among the negroes in light of the future. Mar'23:50
The dawn of a new day. May'23:17
First the blade... May'23:39
Isn't it worth while? Jun'23:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:57
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
The Negro's part in the missionary work of the church. Dec'23:43
Heroes in Sable. Apr'24:46
"Sonny, that's Mr. Lincoln" (photo) May'24:inside front cover
The new frontiers of American missions. May'24:6
Annual report. Oct'24:41
The eighth annual convention of the negro Churches of Christ. Oct'24:47
Cleveland—in brief. Dec'24:20
Black is a beautiful color. Feb'25:22
Nationwide drive for negro health. Apr'25:38
The negro woman's part in the Jubilee. Apr'25:61
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
African and the American negro. Aug'25:30
At the sign of the D.V.B.S. Aug'25:40
Station U.C.M.S. broadcasting. Aug'25:43
Looking over half a century. Sep'25:6
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
Negro Young People's Conference. Mar'26:61
Station U.C.M.S broadcasting. Apr'26:54
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
The dawn of a new day. May'26:55
All out for Jarvis! Aug'26:46
Facts are facts. Sep'26:36
A plea for fair play. Dec'26:25
Station U.C.M.S broadcasting. Jan'27:44
Speaking of books. Feb'27:42
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
The climbing of a race. Sep'27:30
Station U.C.M.S broadcasting. Sep'27:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'27:45
Negroes and Prohibition. Dec'27:55
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
Where can I serve? May'28:9
Brass tacks in the racial problem. Dec'28:25
Missionary organizations... Mar'29:47
Sunday schools. Mar'29:51
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31
Sunday schools. May'29:37
Station U.C.M.S broadcasting. Jun'29:39
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42
Sunday schools. Jun'29:51
A town with a record. Aug'29:41
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:40
Programs... Oct'29:47
Speaking of books. Dec'29:22
Programs... Jan'30:47
Items that made news last week. Feb'30:44
Missionary illustrations... Mar'31:46
Preston Taylor joins the larger convention. Jun'31:23
Negroes who have achieved. Jul'31:7
The simple art of being kind. Jul'31:36
Missionary illustrations... Aug'31:44
These things it did for me. Sep'31:9
A Christian negro family serves. Oct'31:44
Negroes draw the color line. Jun'32:4
Flashlights on progress in racial recognition. Jul'32:16
The negro and hard times. Sep'32:7
If I lived in Cora Street. Oct'33:9
Programs for young people. Oct'33:37
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'33:42
If God has a sense of the ridiculous. Feb'34:15
Why not negroes? Nov'34:3
Negro leader retires. Feb'35:4
A correction. Feb'35:4
If I were black. Feb'5:17
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:6
Cindy. Oct'35:18
Book chat. Oct'35:34
Social trends. Jan'36:27
Negro teachers. Feb'36:4
A son of the Confederacy looks at race. Feb'36:6
A daughter of the South looks at race. Feb'36:7
Call it a day. Jun'36:18
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'36:36
Programs for young people. Jun'36:37
Heritage. Jul'36:31
Programs for adult organizations. Jul'36:36
Programs for young people. Jul'36:37
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
The negro in America. Jul'36:44
The very onliest way we know. Sep'36:22
Programs for adult organizations. Sep'36:36
Programs for young people. Sep'36:37
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'36:36
Programs for young people. Oct'36:37
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'36:41
Book chat. Oct'36:43
Negro Americans and the churches. Nov'36:14
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'36:32
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'36:36
Programs for young people. Nov'36:37
Programs for adult organizations. Dec'36:36
Women and world highways. Feb'37:35
By way of contrast. Mar'37:34
Devotional study for missionary societies. Mar'37:38
The negro in American citizenship. Apr'37:14
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
Negro youths and the ministry. May'37:20
Programs for adult organizations. May'37:36
Programs for young people. May'37:27
Saw their first negroes. Sep'37:42
A negro church with a vital program. Feb'39:10
The negro--an American minority. Feb'39:18
The acid test. Jun'39:13
The threshold. Jul'39:4
Programs for young people. Sep'40:37
Team on wheels. Nov'40:15
With outstrechted hands. Jan'41:46
Interracial participation in church assemblies. Feb'41:17
Shifting population... Apr'41:8
Negro students need religion. Jul'41:13
Implications of Harlem murders. Feb'42:4
Discovering the negro. Jul'42:11
The Church looks at race. Oct'42:19
Carrying religion to the grass roots. Dec'42:30
The negro and democracy. Feb'43:4
The negro in the American democracy. Feb'43:20
Social trends. Feb'43:24
Democracy and the negro. Mar'43:4
Democracy on the home front. Jul'43:10
Southern Christians consider race. Dec'43:13
Paths of service. Jun'44:17
Southern Regional Council. Jan'45:4
Plans for fellowship with Negro churches. Jun'45:10
The white Christian and his conscience. Jul'45:11
On the others side of the fence. Dec'45:29
Lewis came through. Dec'45:46
Progress on the color line. Feb'46:8
A little child shall lead them. Mar'46:48
Portrait of an adventure. Jul'46:23
For adult missionary groups. Jul'46:36
Southern Churchmen speak out. Sep'46:6
Are we making progress in race relations? Nov'46:13
Social trends. Dec'46:14
Global highlights.
Jan'47:2       Nov'47:2       Jul'48:4
Social trends. Sep'48:14
Global highlights. Nov'48:4
Force of merit. Apr'49:43
Training the negro rural ministry. Jul'49:43
The needs and opportunity of our church. Sep'49:30
Global highlights. Nov'49:2
Echoes from everywhere (photos of Institutes) Jun'50:38
Global highlights. Jan'51:3
People are people. Feb'51:10
News room. Jul'51:38,39
Christianity's offensive in an hour of crisis. Feb'53:9
For adult mission study. Jun'53:40
Social trends. Sep'53:16
Disciples met in Portland. Sep'53:20
Global highlights. Jan'54:2
I am glad I could report progress. Feb'54:6
Vantage ground of freedom. Feb'55:16
Colored yeast. Mar'55:28
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:15
The church, the world and race. Jul'56:17
Book chat. Oct'56:40
A southerner looks at race relations. Feb'57:11
Race relations--a two way street. Sep'57:23
For adult mission study. Sep'57:36
Youth and missions. Sep'57:37
What does the negro want? Feb'59:33
Goldsboro and the negro church. Jul'59:32
Global highlights. Nov'59:4
Social trends. May'60:16
What makes delinquency? Oct'60:9
Global highlights. Nov'60:4 Oct'61:6
Religious liberty for all. May'62:10
But maybe in 102. Jun'62:9
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
More than sparrows? Jul'62:10
We came from darkness. Oct'62:28
Social trends. Jul'63:18
Global highlights. Oct'63:4
Social trends. Jan'64:22
Global highlights. Feb'64:7 May'64:5
World Calling... Sep'64:10
Global highlights. Oct'64:7 Nov'64:6
Letters. Feb'65:44
The negro in the great city. Nov'65:19
Science looks at race. Nov'65:46
Global highlights. Jun'66:5
Operation breadbasket. Jul'66:20
African-Amer.—Ed.
Global highlights. Jan'67:6
Negro anti-semitism. Jan'67:29
Message to the nation. Feb'67:46
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
Social trends. Apr'67:18
? and answers. May'67:8
Global highlights. Jun'67:5
Social trends. Oct'67:21
Global highlights. Jan'68:7
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'68:5
World Calling... May'68:10
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'69:5
Black men discover themselves. Jun'69:22
The scene. Sep'69:44
World events. Oct'69:36
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'70:5
A proposed national commission on Afro-American history and
culture. Jul'70:20
Letters. Sep'70:4,34
Update on the National Convocation of the Christian Church. Nov'70:22
World events. Jan'71:36 Feb'71:37
Black Disciples will present request at Louisville Assembly. Jul'71:18
At Louisville minorities will be heard. Oct'71:10
World events. Nov'71:36
Disciples and the black community. Apr'72:29
Letters. Jun'72:4
What's happening among Disciples? Feb'73:6
World events. May'73:40 Jun'73:36
Sep'73: much of issue
Letters. Nov'73:42 Dec'73:4
AFRICAN-AMERICANS--EDUCATION
Facts for the busy woman. Jun'19:48
Our Negro schools. Jun'19:48
A close up of the Southern Christian Institute. Feb'22:36
Negro education in the United States. Mar'22:33
The race problem solved! May'22:2
The making of men. Jun'22:26
Annual report... Sep'22:36
Garcia. Mar'23:13
J. C. I. Sep'23:20
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:46
Tell 'em we're rising. May'24:18
Program helps. Oct'24:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
The miracle of the wilderness. Jan'25:27
Looking over a half a century. Sep'25:6
Facing up! Sep'26:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
Cooperation in religious education. Apr'27:28
Things are happening at Huber's Station. Apr'27:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
What of the mission schools for negroes? Oct'27:43
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:23
Has our negro work paid? Apr'28:36
By their fruits. Sep'28:11
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:3
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45 Mar'29:45
Sunday schools. Apr'29:37
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
What one school has given the world. Jan'30:23
Scholarship fund for negro education. Sep'30:14
Clearing the way for the advance of a race. May'31:8
Through the years. Sep'33:38
The dramatic story of Fisk. Sep'36:20
Lifting the life of a county. Apr'37:6
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
Negro colleges enroll 45,000. Jul'41:33
Disciples and negro education. Apr'43:13
The needs and opportunity of our church. Sep'49:30
We are doing something about it. Feb'50:19
Global highlights. May'51:3
Classroom and campus. Jul'52:32
A great school emerges. Jun'54:13
Global highlights. Jul'54:2
Self-help and self-respect. Jul'54:5
A school to serve the "new" negro. Sep'54:19
Mt. Beulah is the answer. Apr'55:16
Home missions--achievement with a challenge. Oct'57:21
Last column. Nov'57:48
Negro colleges go on with their task. Apr'61:21
Global highlights.
    Jul'61:7 May'62:9 Dec'64:5
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
Tougaloo has know-how (photo) Jul'70:22
In brief. Sep'71:34
Federal help vital for black higher education. Jul'72:44
Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:13

AFRICAN-AMERICANS--MUSIC
The threshold. Mar'40:2

AFRICAN BAPTIST ASSOCIATION OF NOVA SCOTIA
Global highlights. Apr'53:3

AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
World events. Dec'69:37
Services to black community to continue after Mount Beulah sale. Sep'71:40

AFTER 15 YEARS... (1941-1956)
Book chat. Sep'57:42

AFZAL, ABDUL
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6

AFZAL, ARIF
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6

AFZAL, HUSNA
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6

AFZAL, MOHAMMED (married to Shamim Afzal)
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:5

AFZAL, SHAMIM (married to Mohammed Afzal)
(photo) May'73:front cover
Cover. May'73:4
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:5

AFZAL, SHANAZ
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6

AFZAL, TASLIM
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6

AGADIR, MOROCCO
Global highlights. May'60:5

AGAPE
Youth and the world mission. Feb'68:32

AGAPE SINGERS
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:8

AGBEJA, NIGERIA
Village responds. Sep'61:44

AGED
The laurels that among the Cypress grow. Apr'21:14
Joy and service in Havens Home. Apr'21:54
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:24
Helping God to keep His promises. Apr'22:10
(photo) Apr'22:13
Dividends of love. Apr'22:16
The Florida Christian Home. May'22:43
The Easter call the call of Christ (photos) Mar'23:28
When the roses bloomed again. Apr'23:4
Close ups in our homes. Apr'23:37
No room in the inn (photos) Apr'24:5
The art of being towed in. Apr'24:9
Caring for the aged in Congo. Dec'25:52
India's aged ones. Jul'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51
Plain talk! Dec'26:30,57
Listening in on the world. Oct'30:22
Where the old have their innings. Oct'31:28
Ups and downs in a home for the aged. Dec'37:6
From the inside looking out. Dec'38:8
A far cry from the almshouse. Dec'46:24
Afterglow in Missouri. Dec'48:7
Global highlights. Oct'50:4
Our aging population. Dec'50:19
Making the most out of the last one fourth. Apr'51:10
Over-age refugees have a home. Dec'51:28
A growing time for the spirit. Jan'53:19
Honor your father and your mother. Nov'53:24
The Gospel and old age. Dec'53:16
The church must care for her aged. Dec'53:22
Please don't turn me out. Jan'54:30
Older people and the churches. Apr'56:8
Social trends. Apr'56:12
The need is for housing--plus. Dec'56:7
No time to grow old. Dec'56:9
New life for aging. Apr'57:45
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:11
Full life for the aging. Dec'57:17
Social trends. Mar'58:14
Global highlights. May'58:4
All the years of our lives. Oct'58:13
Churches care about the aging. May'59:21
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:21
Dignity for the aging. Jul'60:29
The church plans for older families. Oct'60:27
Unceasing, loving care for the aging. Dec'60:18
Planning for our parents. Jan'61:25
Social trends. Feb'61:18
Americans care about the aging. Mar'61:14
Make the most of the summer. May'61:25
Growth in the aging years. Oct'61:25
Social trends. Jul'62:22
Housing for the aging. Sep'62:27
While the aging wait. Dec'62:13
Global highlights. Jun'63:7
Honor to those who have served. Feb'64:29
Global highlights. Jun'64:6 Sep'64:6
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
Service for those who wait. Jun'65:23
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
NBA residents lead busy, creative lives. Dec'65:26
Global highlights. Jun'66:5
Keep them young at 83. Jul'66:32
Benevolent teamwork. Dec'66:11
Priceless spirit. Jan'67:45
New horizons for the aging. Dec'67:14
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
Answering cries for help. Dec'68:13
What the NBA policy means. Sep'69:20
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5
Theology of age. Dec'69:16
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'70:5
A ministry to loneliness. Nov'70:10
Update on the National Benevolent Association. Dec'70:9
New projects in retirement housing. Apr'71:17
Meals on wheels. May'71:12
The church in mission in social service. Jun'71:14
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5
Youth and older adults have much in common. Nov'71:20
Years of hope for older adults... Feb'72:10
Spiritual well-being for America's aging. Apr'72:20
Engagement with life. Apr'72:46
World events. Jun'72:38
Commentary. Dec'72:13
Church shows grown concern with nursing care. Dec'72:29
The aging can be militant, too! Mar'73:20
Seniors give a helping hand. Nov'73:12

AGED--BIBLIOGRAPHY

Resources for Plan B. Christian Living Encounters. Nov'71:40

AGEE, (married to Donald Agee)
quoted. World outreach sounding board. Apr'68:32

Agee, Carl, 1889–1954
The church and the state university. Jan'34:16

AGEE, CARL, 1889–1954
(pho) Mar'24:48 Dec'24:34 Jun'30:32,33
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:45
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:33
(pho) Jan'34:17
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
(pho) May'39:26
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32 Sep'43:24
Unique rural church plan in Missouri. Jun'47:43
News room. Sep'49:39

AGEE, WARREN K
Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:6
Presenting (photo) Feb'63:8

AGGREY, J K
Glimpse of the religious world. May'25:45 Nov'28:58

Agnew, Alice Bade
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:60

AGNEW, ALICE BADE
Notes and news. Mar'19:60
Four ways through the Philippines. (photos) Jul'19:42
(photo) Mar'21:55 Sep'22:31

AGNEW, DAVID (married to Martha Holroyd Agnew)
(marriage) News room. Jul'51:39

AGNEW, EDITH J. THE GRAY EYES FAMILY
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32

AGNEW, EDITH J. LARRY
Our heritage—our horizons. Jun'60:41

AGNEW, EDITH J. LEO OF ALASKA
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40

AGNEW, EDITH J. MY ALASKA PICTURE STORY BOOK
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

AGNEW, EDITH J. NEZBAH'S LAMB
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32

AGNEW, EDITH J. SANDY AND MR. JALOPY
Mission field, U.S.A. Jul'56:40

AGNEW, EDITH J. THE THREE HENRYS AND MRS. HORNICLE
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34

AGNEW, EDITH J. TREASURE FOR TOMAS
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
Agnew, J A
The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:25
AGNEW, MARTHA ELLEN HOLROYD, 1930- (married to David Agnew)
(birth) Sep'30:47
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
(marriage) News room. Jul'51:39
AGOSTAN FAMILY
A rare Christian family (photos) Dec'52:6
AGOSTON, ALEXANDER
Global highlights. Nov'58:6
AGOSTON, SANDOR, -1960
(death) Global highlights. Sep'60:5
AGRICULTURAL FAIRS
The missionary and the agricultural fair. May'35:11
Getting next to India. Jun'36:16
Continued interest in Fair. Nov'37:27
The missionary and the agricultural fair. Mar'40:12
Echoes from everywhere. May'40:39
How a fair serves a new purpose (photos) Feb'53:22
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
AGRICULTURAL MISSIONS, INC.
Agriculture 1967
News room. Jan'52:39
Plowing with hope. Jan'59:46
AGRICULTURE
China's greatest need... Oct'20:26
Farming up the Congo. Jan'23:59
Agricultural help in China. Jan'24:42
Mixing plows and prayers. Nov'24:26
Helping the Chinese farmer (photos) Mar'26:16
Among China's farmers. Mar'30:56
Better farmers for the India of tomorrow. Apr'31:31
Our mission faces China's poverty. Jan'32:20
Farmers of forty centuries. Jan'33:14
Justice to agriculture. May'33:inside front cover
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:7
Making the desert blossom. Jun'33:29
Farmers of old China. Dec'33:13
A farmer of men. Mar'34:10
Nothing to eat. Jan'36:9
Feeding the multitudes of the Congo. Apr'37:29
Agriculture a by-product of Christian missions. Jun'37:8
Man is steward of the soil. Apr'38:28
Conservation of soil and soul. May'38:9
Greenwood Johanna Clara. Apr'39:9
The farmers of Japan. Jun'41:9
The earth is the Lord's. Oct'43:21
For adult missionary groups. Feb'44:30
Rural demostration center in Jamaica. Feb'45:23
Global highlights (photo) Jul'46:3
Missions and agricultural planning. Jul'46:6
Agricultural college in Nanking. Apr'47:33
Seeds mean life in China. Feb'48:40
A spiritual view of farmer and soil. Jul'48:13
Better crops, better men. Dec'48:9
To meet human need in Mexico. Jul'51:11
Global highlights. Sep'51:3
Hybrid corn experiment in Greece proves successful. Sep'52:45
A miracle of water. Mar'53:11
Social trends. Oct'54:14
Do it this way. Nov'54:24
Experimental farm aids Indian rice growers. Mar'55:45
What is a surplus? May'55:6
Water of life. May'55:27
Village workers. May'55:40
Indian children learn new ways of farming. Dec'55:26
Social trends. Mar'57:16
Better farming and religion. Sep'57:7
Hope for rural India. Feb'58:31
Plowing with hope. Jan'59:46
Social trends. Feb'59:22  Sep'59:16
The best year yet. Oct'59:30
Social trends. Nov'59:18
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
Social trends. Dec'59:20
Age of the hungry and disposed. Jan'60:21
Food, Feb'61:26
Fighting hopelessness in Brazil. Feb'61:48
A helping hand in rural Paraguay. Sep'67:48
Aguascalientes
Layman gives helpful service in Mexico. Jan'68:45
Social trends. Apr'68:36
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'70:5
India's "green revolution." Apr'71:12
AGRICULTURE MISSIONS FOUNDATION
Home and family life education. Jan'40:31
Watching the Good Neighbor Policy work. Feb'45:15
AGUASCALIENTES, MEXICO
The heart of Mexico. May'19:49
Our orphan family (photo) Mar'20:53
Our Mexican orphanage. Apr'20:32
Notes. Apr'20:60
Echoes from everywhere.  
  Jun'20:46,47  Nov'20:47  Mar'21:62
  Jul'20:35  Feb'21:55
In a land of tomorrow (photo of orphanage) Sep'21:6
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54
Letter from Aquascalientes, Mexico. Mar'22:51
Echoes from everywhere.  
Open doors of Mexico. Sep'22:4
Echoes from everywhere.  
Life more abundant (photo of orphanage) Dec'23:36
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:10
Our needs in Mexico (photo) Dec'23:28
Echoes from everywhere.  
  Jan'24:62  Feb'24:53
Christmas... (photo of orphanage) Mar'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
A long look at Mexico (photos) Jun'24:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49  Nov'24:59
Proud and enthusiastic (photo) Feb'25:41
A direct blessing. Mar'25:46
The crowning event of the year. Nov'25:40
Training for leadership in Mexico. Oct'25:46
Faithful Maria. Dec'26:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
The day of the Indian. Jul'27:57
Rejoicing in Aguascalientes. Oct'27:38
Disciples of Christ in Mexico (photo of Church) Nov'27:55
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Good ideas. Mar'28:47
(picture of church) May'28:63
The people that pass by. Aug'28:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35  Aug'29:35
Keeping up with the Jonses (photos) Mar'30:12
(picture of Camp Fire Girls Group) Mar'31:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:39
Banquet in Mexico. Aug'31:31
Echoes from everywhere.
  Aug'31:40,41,42  Dec'31:40,41  Jan'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:41
A sad experience. Feb'32:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:38  May'32:39
Among their own people. May'32:44
Spirit of good will. Jun'32:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:38  Aug'32:40
The children's special. Oct'32:44
What, where, when and how. Mar'33:43
(photo of Girls' home) Mar'34:24
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:39
World Call in Mexico. Dec'35:23
(photo) Jan'36:24
Echoes from everywhere.
  Nov'36:39  Mar'37:38  May'37:38
Achieved honors in sports. Sep'37:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30  May'38:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'38:39  Sep'38:39
Mexican youth camps. Nov'38:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:16
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
Recession Day observances. Sep'39:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37  Jan'40:37
A teacher's vacation. Jan'40:28
I went to church in Mexico. Mar'40:16
Programs for young people. Mar'40:37
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39  May'40:38
Classes and more classes! Jun'40:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:39  Sep'40:39
Children's Day... Sep'40:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39  Jan'41:39
...news. Mar'41:27
Echoes from everywhere (photo of youth) Mar'41:39
News room. Apr'41:34
Echoes from everywhere.

Apr'41:39  Jul'41:39  Sep'41:39

Aguascalientes events. Oct'41:42

Join hands, then, brothers of the faith (photo) Dec'41:1

Busy days at the social center. Jan'42:48

Ricardo enjoys school. Apr'42:30

Social center program in review. Apr'42:40

Women and world highways. Jun'42:35

News room. Oct'42:34

Bibles for Mexico. Oct'42:44

Eagles from everywhere. Nov'42:39

Mexican gold. Mar'43:9

Eagles from everywhere. Sep'43:35

Club C (photo) May'44:25

A preaching tour in Mexico. Jul'44:28

Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:33

Christmas in Mexico. Dec'44:38

Aguascalientes, Morales

Home missions in Mexico. Feb'45:34

Work of the Mexico Christian Mission. Dec'46:12

A Mexican mother finds joy in painting. Jan'48:27

No leaking roof for Christmas. Mar'49:45

Mexican summer. Jul'49:10

A typical Saturday at Morelos Social Center. Jan'50:42

Dios es amor. Nov'50:22

CYF caravan to Mexico. Jan'52:24

The church at work in Mexico (photo of church) Mar'52:10

...rededicates its church (photo of church) Sep'52:27

World friendship comes alive! Nov'52:29

Girls from Aguascalientes. Feb'55:41

Eagles from everywhere.

Oct'55:32  Jan'56:34  Jul'56:34

(photo of children) Mar'58:11

In Mexico--A good teacher and a true witness. Feb'59:30

Testimony from Mexico. May'59:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32 Apr'62:36
Shining shoes... Feb'63:48
Hands across the border. Nov'68:49
Go and see! May'71:22
(photo of church) Feb'72:15

AGUASCALIENTES, MEXICO. HOPE HOSPITAL
Hope Hospital is growing up. Dec'48:46
No dull moments at Hope Hospital. Oct'52:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'53:38
A step forward. Feb'55:47
Doctor with a mission. Nov'56:22
...honors doctor. Jun'58:48
New Hope Hospital being built. Mar'61:39
New hope in Mexico (photo of cornerstone laying) May'61:21
New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
A healing center for all. Jul'63:17
(photo) Feb'72:15

AGUASCALIENTES, MEXICO. MORELOS SOCIAL CENTER
Global highlights (photo of cornerstone laying) Oct'62:6
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
New witness in a growing city (photo) Apr'63:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
Go and see! May'71:23
Ministry behind prison walls. Mar'73:26

AGUERO, VICTOR
Steppingstone in Paraguay (photo) Oct'60:31

AGUIAR, (married to Augustine Aguiar)
Ministry to people on the move (photo) Mar'63:21

AGUIAR, AUGUSTINE
Ministry to people on the move (photo) Mar'63:21

AGUILAR, (married to Eduardo D. Aguilar)
In brief. Feb'73:40

AGUILA, DANI
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37

AGUILAR, EDUARDO DIAFANO
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38
In brief. Feb'73:40

AGUILAR, RAMONA FRANCO de
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:11

AGUINALDO, PETRA I
Notes. Feb'20:61

AHERN, LEITHA
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'59:39

Ahl, Frances Norene
Kimpese--Congo's finest. Jun'56:30

AHLESTROM, SYDNEY ECKMAN. A RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
New books. Feb'73:35

Ahn, George B., Jr.
Ministry to migrants. Sep'45:18

AHNIR, CHRISTINA B. INIS
(marriage) From the Philippines. Jul'28:47

AHNIR, WENCESLAO
(marriage) From the Philippines. Jul'28:47

AHOKEY, IRELAND. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(photo) Apr'21:47
Gleanings from the Campbell country (photo) Nov'36:12
Global highlights. Sep'61:6
Pilgrimage to Ahorey. Mar'62:19
Global highlights. Dec'62:5

AHRENDT, VIVIAN. A CALL TO PRAYER
Book chat. Dec'38:41

AHRENS, HERMANS. GIVE AND TAKE
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34

AI GOON SHAN
quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:16

AI, VO VAN
World events. Apr'69:35

AID, (MRS. F.D.)
(death) Jun'20:57

AID, MARY L
(death) Apr'20:51

AIDS TO BETTER DISCIPLESHIP
The threshold. Feb'38:2

AIKALA, KATHERINE (married to David Aikala)
Women and world highways (photo) Nov'58:35

AIKENS, JAMES D
quoted. Last column. Jan'61:50

AIKENS, MARY JUNE, 1943-
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'63:35

AIKINS, (married to Arthur J. Aikins)
Here and there with World Call. Nov'49:56

Aikins, Arthur J, 1881-1967
Development at Kingman, Kansas. Dec'21:53

AIKMAN, LEO
quoted. Last column. May'60:50

AINSLIE, MARY ELIZABETH WEISEL, 1890-1983
(married to Peter Ainslie, III)
News room. Feb'48:38
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:8

AINSLIE, PETER, I, 1788-1834
What money will do. Sep'19:22

Ainslie, Peter, III, 1867-1934.
(married to Mary Elizabeth Weisel Ainslie)
The message of the Disciples of Christ. Mar'19:23
Two protestant conferences. Jan'20:42
The primacy of prayer. Aug'20:inside front cover
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:25
Pioneer voices. Mar'64:17

AINSLIE, PETER, III, 1867-1934.
Woman ordained into ministry. Jan'19:57
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28
(photo) Mar'19:23
What money will do (photo) Sep'19:22
First Christian Unity Tour. Sep'19:38
quoted. In memorial, Archibal McLean. Mar'21:4
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:19
(photo) Oct'22:46
As others see us. Jul'23:39
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45
Book chat. Jan'34:12
(death) Peter Ainslie (photo) Apr'34:16
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:14
(photo)

Jan'39:front cover       Jun'49:27       Nov'49:27
Second Ainslie lecture. Nov'50:32
quoted. Last column. Apr'54:52
Old church--new field. Jul'54:27
A fiftieth anniversary. Feb'60:10
(photo) Mar'64:17
...apostle of Christian unity (photo) Jan'66:13

AINSLIE, PETER, III. CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT
New books. Jul'68:36

AINSLIE, PETER, III. THE SCANDAL OF CHRISTIANITY
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42

AINSLIE, PETER, III. SOME EXPERIMENTS IN LIVING
Speaking of books. May'34:33

AINSLIE, PETER, MEMORIAL LECTURESHIPS (SOUTH AFRICA)
Global highlights. May'49:2
Jun'49:27
South Africa's first unity lecture. Jan'50:27
Global highlights. Sep'50:4
Second Ainslie lecture. Nov'50:32
Global highlights. Sep'51:2
Racial division and Christian unity. Dec'51:18
Global highlights. Jun'52:2           Jun'53:2
Dutch Reformed minister gives Ainslie lecture. Sep'53:42
Global highlights. Feb'54:3
Faith for intellectuals. Jul'54:45
Jun'55:24
Disunity shameful. Sep'55:42
Disciples in South Africa. Nov'55:22
Global highlights. Jul'56:2
Prepare the way for unity. Dec'56:46
Global highlights. Nov'57:5           Nov'60:8

AIR TRAVEL
See also
AIRPLANES
Airflight: Nanking to Manila. Mar'49:19

AIRPLANE HIJACKING
World events. Nov'70:37

AIRPLANES
See also
AIR TRAVEL
AVIATION

AIRY GROVE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28

AISO, JOHN FIJIO
Classroom and campus. May'60:32

AITCHESON, E O
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20

AJOS, PARAGUAY
See
CORONEL OVIEDO, PARAGUAY

Akamatsu, Alfred S
Beyond the clouds. Dec'37:11

AKAMATSU, ROBERT
quoted. An adventure in friendship. Jun'39:15

AKERS, MILBURN P., 1900-
   Global highlights. Sep'56:5
   quoted. Last column. Jan'58:50

AKIMENCO, VALENTINA
   (photo) Nov'28:41

AKIMOTO, ATSUKO
   (photo) Jan'49:16

AKIN, (MRS. J. W.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'42:inside front cover

AKITA, JAPAN

Notes. Jan'20:63
Report from Akita. Oct'20:41
Foreign Christian Missionary Society annual report.
Nov'20:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:59,62
   (photo) Jun'21:10

Echoes from everywhere.
U.C.M.S. Department of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
A unique function (photo) Sep'21:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59     Jan'22:64
Itinerating in Japan. Feb'22:58
Echoes from everywhere.
   Feb'22:61     Apr'22:60,61     Jun'22:52
   Mar'22:49
Interesting the fathers... Jul'22:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Memories. Nov'22:63
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:54     Jul'23:57
Christianity in Akita City. Oct'23:58
A lost influence. Nov'23:62
The hands of children are building (photo) Dec'23:24
Changing posts in Japan. Mar'24:52
Not that they serve... Apr'24:25
Jottings from Japan. Aug'25:60
Grape juice only. Dec'25:61
Making contacts in Japan. Jan'26:44
Easter in Akita (photo) Jul'26:38
It seems like real living. Feb'27:52
Another Jubilee church (photo of church) Aug'28:42
The Disciples of Christ in Japan (photo of church) Dec'29:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50
Summer or winter... Jun'30:42
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere.
   May'31:47     Jul'31:41     Aug'31:41
Hope for Akita's rural thousands (photos) May'32:26
The leaven working. May'32:30
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:8
The harvest. May'42:16
The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:9
   (photo of church) Mar'50:25
Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth
anniversary. Oct'53:38
Joy and heartbreak in Japan. Apr'54:20
Glances and glimpses. Jun'64:20
AKITA, JAPAN. CHRISTIAN KINDERGARTEN
(photo) Jul'20:8
Armenian relief from Japan. Aug'20:23
(photo) Jun'21:49,57
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55,59
Short and true from far and near (photo) Sep'21:22
Christmas in Akita (photo) Mar'22:52
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:62
Interesting things happen so fast. Aug'22:55
The spotlight on Japan. Feb'23:58
In the House of Peace (photo) Jun'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
Snapshots of Akita, past and present. Sep'23:10
(photo) Aug'24:39
Learning to be neighborly (photo) Sep'24:56
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:49
AKRON, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A war church and pastor (photo) Oct'19:42
AKRON, OHIO. EAST MARKET STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A community silent class (photo) Jan'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. ug'27:48
(photo of circles) Mar'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'36:39
AKRON, OHIO. FIRESTONE PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Planning the educational building (photo of educational building) Jul'53:18
Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40
AKRON, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:4
AKRON, OHIO. HIGH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'19:37
The Vacation Bible School. Jun'20:39
Feb'21:50
$5,000--how they did it (photo) Nov'26:23
Loved thou me? May'29:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:44
Men in Missions group organized. Jul'41:17
Men in missions. Dec'41:5
They stayed downtown. Oct'63:22
AKRON, OHIO. NOBLE AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... Dec'31:39
AKRON, OHIO. NORTH HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
AKRON, OHIO. SOUTH AKRON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A community silent class. Jan'21:42
AKTION SUHNEZEICHEN (BERLIN, WEST GERMANY)
Tokens of repentance. Jul'65:24
Direct line. Jul'67:37
Akumbek, George
Lesson on love. Nov'62:44
ALABAMA
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Alabama's love gift. Apr'25:55
The story state by state. Aug'25:14
How Church Extension has helped by state. Jul'34:14
Committee on War Services news notes. Oct'45:34
Southern churchmen speak out. Sep'46:6
Here and there with World Call. Jul'52:48

ALABAMA CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Our Negro schools. Jun'19:48
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Report. Sep'21:26
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51

ALABAMA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
New director for Alabama. Jul'25:44

ALABAMA SCHOOL OF RELIGION
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52

ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The San Francisco Bay District. May'19:40
Notes.
Jan'20:60 May'20:62 Jun'20:59 Aug'20:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53

ALAMOSA, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45

ALAMPAY, DARIO
Global highlights (photo) Nov'52:2

Alantz, Doroteo
What I owe to Christ. Dec'34:16
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Pioneering witness in two tongues. Jan'66:17
Letters. Sep'66:inside front cover
Bilingual ministry in Houston. Jun'70:40

ALANZT, DOROTEO
A desert Savonariola (photo) Dec'34:16
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
Latins among us (photo) Oct'60:17
(photo) Jan'66:17 Jun'70:40

ALASKA
The call of the north. May'19:38
Fourteen points in home missions. Jun'19:24
Leader of the mail train. Nov'19:16
False prophets. May'20:5
Notes. Jul'20:43
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
On to Alaska. Feb'29:1
Alaska in August. Mar'29:1
The trip of a thousand thrills! Oct'29:13
Chaplain in Alaska. Apr'44:26
On our own doorstep. Jun'48:7
Frontiers of 1948. Jul'48:38
...triumph and tragedy. Oct'48:20
Disciples in territories. Apr'58:21
Neighbors across borders. Jun'58:16
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:18
Women and world highways. Jul'58:35
Global highlights. Sep'58:5
The Bible in the 49th State. Oct'58:46
The call to Alaska. Apr'61:29
Global highlights. Oct'61:7
Great step in Alaska. Apr'63:15
World Calling... May'64:10
Global highlights. Jun'64:4
After the earthquake. Jul'64:29
Church Women United in Alaska. Jun'68:28
Until the church cares. May'70:13

Alba, Victor
A miracle of water. Mar'53:11
Mexican--U.S. unions tackle migrant issue. Mar'54:14
U.S. Indian policy disturbs Mexicans. Sep'55:25

ALBAN, DON
(photo) Sep'60:14
ALBANIA
Notes. Jun'19:59

Albaugh, Dana M
The talking leaf grows in Africa. Apr'44:22

Albee, David T
Summer enrichment in the nation's capital. Mar'70:24

Alber, John Godfred, 1886-1977
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
How Church Extension has helped by state. Jul'34:20
State missions' apologetic. Nov'38:15

ALBER, JOHN GODFRED, 1886-1977
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
(photo) Oct'27:26    Jul'34:20
The threshold. Dec'43:2

ALBERS, HENRY
NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:4

ALBERT, ALICE, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39

ALBERT, EZEKIEL F., 1908- (married to Hope Albert)
News room. Sep'48:41
Classroom and campus. Apr'51:30    Sep'51:32
News room. Sep'51:40
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:7

ALBERT, FRANK J., 1918-1965
(photo) Sep'55:48

ALBERT, HOPE (married to Ezekiel F. Albert)
Classroom and campus. Apr'51:30    Sep'51:32
News room. Sep'51:40

ALBERT ALLEN MEMORIAL BIBLE COLLEGE AND DORMITORY (MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS)
(photo) Apr'19:57
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62

"ALBERT SCHWEITZER" (FILMSTRIP)
Schweitzer filmstrip. Apr'59:42

ALBERT SCHWEITZER HOSPITAL. (HAITI)
See
DECHAPELLES, HAITI. ALBERT SCHWEITZER HOSPITAL

ALBERTA
The Western Canada Conventions (photo) Sep'20:46
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:23
Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
An outpost of missionary adventure. Mar'23:52
On the east bank of Old Man River. Nov'24:56
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:23
ALBERTI, SOLON
No other foundation. Oct'48:7
ALBERTON, SOUTH AFRICA
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
Albertson, Charles Carroll
(untitled poem) Apr'27:64
ALBERTSON, HERBERT
quoted. Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44
ALBERTSON, LUCY
Memorium. Oct'35:40
ALBERTSON, SARAH A
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
ALBREKSON, ARVID H. TARIRO
Book chat. Mar'59:40
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
ALBRIGHT, (MRS. C. C.)
In memoriam. Sep'44:33
Albright, Carol Clark
Strength with small numbers. May'57:38
Journey to reconciliation (poem) May'70:21
Dialogue (poem) Oct'72:22
ALBRIGHT, GAYLORD
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39
Albright, L. S.
Notes from here and there. Oct'42:47
Orphaned missions and the younger churches. May'45:22
ALBRIGHT, R. W.
quoted. Last column. Apr'46:48
ALBROW, DESMOND
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'69:25
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. LOS ALTOS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
Reaching out across the border. Oct'72:30
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. SOMBRA DEL MONTE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Cooperation builds a church (photo) Mar'52:44
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. MONTE VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Jun'53:40
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. VALLE VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
ALCOCK, MERLE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:40
ALCOHOL
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'42:42
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Thine is the power. Dec'43:10
Bill W. and Doctor Bob. Jan'60:10
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Book chat. Jun'41:23
ALCOHOLISM
Social trends. Dec'44:18
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:23
Alcohol, science and society. Apr'46:42
Global highlights. Nov'50:4
The measure of the problem. Oct'52:32
Global highlights. Feb'53:4
Women and world highways. Jun'54:34
WCTU head, a Disciple, scores liquor promotion. Oct'55:45
Social trends. Apr'56:12
Alcohol is a world problem. Jul'58:22
Room for the alcoholic. Oct'58:44
Global highlights. Dec'58:5
Social trends. Sep'59:16
Dec'59:8 Nov'62:6
Social trends. Apr'63:22
World Calling... Mar'64:10
Global highlights. Mar'65:7
Letters. Sep'65:48
Our alcoholic generation. Apr'66:9
Global highlights. Jul'67:7
Disciples in the news. Oct'67:8
In brief. Nov'67:8
Social trends. Feb'68:40
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'68:5
Temperance education authorized by Congress. Apr'68:36
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
Alcohol problems. Jul'68:11
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'70:5
World events. Dec'71:36
The church and the challenge of alcoholism. Jul'72:28
ALCORN, WILLIAM GARNETT, 1881-1950
(photo) Mar'24:20
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
ALDAMA, MANUEL GARRIDO
Protestantism on the move. Nov'49:22
ALDANA, TABITHA
Christians with aching backs (photo) Dec'55:23
ALDEFER, (MRS. A. A.) -1951
In memoriam. Apr'51:37
ALDERMAN, (MRS. N. K.)
In memoriam. May'34:39
ALDERMAN, ALVIN GRANT, -1903.
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
ALDERMAN, GORDON
quoted. Global highlights. Nov'60:6
ALDERSON, EDWIN G
Classroom and campus. Nov'51:29 May'53:31 Jul'64:37
ALDERSON, THOMAS H., 1892-1976
(photo) Mar'24:29
quoted. Partners with God. Dec'27:30
ALDREDGE, JAMES
quoted. Last column. May'61:50
Aldrich, Charles Grove, 1885-1944 (married to Grace M. Aldrich)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
First the blade... May'23:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:40
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
ALDRICH, CHARLES GROVER, 1885-1944.
A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51
In the land of foreigners. May'27:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
When a mining disaster occurs. Oct'28:11 (photo p. 13)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Twenty-five years in retrospect. Apr'35:12
(death) News room. Sep'44:28

Aldrich, Charles R
No bars to learning. Dec'72:5

ALDRICH, EVA CRAWFORD
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

ALDRICH, GRACE M., 1886-1963 (married to Charles Grover Aldrich)
quouted. Circulation corner. Jan'37:inside front cover

ALDRICH, L. E.
(photo) Nov'31:29
ALDRIDGE, (MRS. M. J.)
(death) Feb'24:50
ALDRIDGE, HETTIE HINES
In memoriam. Jun'44:33

ALECK, (MRS. B.)
(photo) Jun'26:41

ALEGRIA, CIRO. BROAD AND ALIEN IS THE WORLD
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31

Aleman, Arturo
A rural pastor of Mexico teaches the Gospel Oct'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38

ALEMAN, ARTURO
...seeks and finds (photo) Feb'52:46
Active at eighty. Sep'54:48
A dream is fulfilled (photo) Jul'55:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'60:38

ALEMAN, ARTURO, JR. (married to Silvia Hernandez Aleman)
From farm to pulpit (photos) Jan'54:27
Active at eighty. Sep'54:48
A dream is fulfilled (photo) Jul'55:46
Ministers-to-be in Mexico (photo) Jun'56:33
(marriage) Shepherds for Tenayueca (photo) May'59:31
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:31
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46

ALEMAN, HERNANDEZ
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46

ALEMAN, MELVITA
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46

ALEMAN, SILVIA HERNANDEZ (married to Arturo Aleman, Jr.)
(marriage) Shepherds for Tenayueca (photo) May'59:31
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46

Aleppa, Alfred, -1947
A modern Timothy speaks. Aug'25:37

ALEPPA, ALFRED, -1947
The second generation. Jan'23:47
(photo) Mar'23:47
After many years. Jul'24:55
...Ordained at Damoh. Jul'24:59
(photo) Aug'25:37
We visit India. Feb'38:12
(death) News room. Apr'47:40
ALEPPA, BENJAMIN
The local churches grow up in India (photo) Jul'55:21
Aleppa, Christine
Celebrating Independence Day in Sumankhetan. Jan'50:32
ALEPPA, CHRISTINE
(photo) Sep'48:38
ALETH THETA ZE
News from our colleges. Jul'41:33
ALEXANDER, (married to Robert Alexander)
(photo) Jan'70;24
ALEXANDER, (married to Samuel C. Alexander) -1961
(death) News room. Apr'61:34
ALEXANDER, ANDREA
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
ALEXANDER, CHARLES IVAN
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
ALEXANDER, CHARLES M
The religion that sings. Jul'41:44
Alexander. Don H
714 Coffee House. Jul'68:18
ALEXANDER, DORA, -1944
In memoriam. Dec'44:33
ALEXANDER, EDITH, -1963
In memoriam. Dec'63:46
ALEXANDER, ELSIE MAE, -1968
In memoriam. Oct'68:42
ALEXANDER, ESTA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
ALEXANDER, FLORENCE LOUISE
See
FISHBACK, FLORENCE LOUISE ALEXANDER
Alexander, Grace W
Letters. Jun'73:4
ALEXANDER, J K
(death) Apr'36:47
ALEXANDER, JAMES W
James W. Alexander, alias "Jim Jones." Aug'21:34
ALEXANDER, JOHN B
Classroom and campus. Sep'44:27 Jun'50:32
Classroom and campus (photo)
Feb'56:33 Feb'58:33
ALEXANDER, JOHN M
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
ALEXANDER, JOSHUA W., 1852-
Personalities. Jul'35:20
ALEXANDER, MAGGIE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:32
ALEXANDER, MARGARET
(photo) Jul'23:13
ALEXANDER, MARY
In memoriam. Jul'27:48
ALEXANDER, MAURICE
Seniors give a helping hand (photo) Nov'73:12
Alexander, Nelle Grant, 1882-1955
(Married to William Benton Alexander)
India is smiling. Dec'23:38
Growth in numbers and spirituality. Apr'31:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40 May'31:43
Indian villages that hint of brighter tomorrow.
Dec'31:suppl:11
Rip Van Winkle and India. Feb'36:27
India astir. Mar'37:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'37:39
Women and world highways. Apr'38:35 Apr'39:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:51
(photo) Jan'27:5 Oct'27:56
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'34:31 (photo) Feb'35:33
(photo) Mar'37:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
(photo) Apr'39:35 Dec'41:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
News room. Apr'44:28
To whom honor is due (photo) May'44:11
(death) Services held for mission workers. Jan'56:39
ALEXANDER, PHYLLIS
Operation education. May'62:26
ALEXANDER, RALPH EDWARD, 1878–1939.
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
(photo) Mar'24:35
ALEXANDER, ROBERT
Chaplain of the Circus Kirk (photos) Jan'70:22
Alexander, Terry
Music at Jarvis. Jun'39:44
ALEXANDER, WILL W
The threshold. Dec'43:2
Alexander, William Benton, 1876–1947
(married to Nelle Grant Alexander)
W. H. Scott called home. Jan'27:59
India and self-denial week. Oct'29:57
From the India mission. Jun'32:43
Pioneer leader of India dies. Sep'45:35
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM BENTON, 1876–1947.
Feb'19;51
Notes and news. Mar'19:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46 Dec'21:51
quoted. The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
(photo) Jan'27:5 Oct'27:56
(photo) Mar'33:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Dec'34:33 (photo) Feb'35:33 Feb'36:34 Nov'37:29
News room. May'41:32
(photo) Dec'41:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
News room. Apr'44:28
To whom honor is due (photo) May'44:11
quoted. Retirement of C. W. Plopper. Jun'45:15
(death) Passing... Apr'47:31
(death) News room (photo) May'47:35
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM HAMILTON, 1915–1960
(death) News room. Jun'60:42
ALEXANDRIA, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How Alexandria increased its reading span. Jun'36:29
ALEXANDRIA, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Note. May'20:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:62
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49
Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16 (photo of interior p. 17)
When you build (photo) Jul'35:16
(photo) Jul'43:19
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Educational meat, not pablum. Sep'66:15
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. HUME SPRINGS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA. OLD MEETING HOUSE
Global highlights. Jan'52:4
ALEXANDROPOL ORPHANAGE
(photo) Feb'23:62
ALEXIS, (RUSSIAN ARCHBISHOP)
As others see us (photo) Oct'66:22
Aley, Robert Judson, 1860–1935
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:30
ALEY, ROBERT JUDSON, 1860–1935.
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
quoted. Present service and immediate needs of church colleges. May'22:38
Sailing this summer (photo) Jul'23:35
ALEY, ROBERT JUDSON (cont.)
All Africa Chr.
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'23:54 Dec'23:51 May'24:54 Jun'25:52
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Dec'25:42 Mar'26:52 Oct'26:56,57
(photo) Jan'27:30
(photo no. 15) Jan'31:25,24
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
ALFORD, HAROLD J. THE PROUD PEOPLES
Books of value. Dec'72:47
ALFORD, JIM
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39
ALFORD, MOLLIE
In memoriam. Dec'28:48
ALFRED, EMILY
Thirty two hours can bring life (photo) Mar'72:5
ALFRED, JAMES
Personalities. Feb'36:21
ALGERIA
Global highlights. May'62:8
Blankets to aid Algerians. Mar'63:32
ALGERIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Sharing heartache in Algeria. Feb'62:29
ALHAMBRA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting (photo of World Call banquet)
   Apr'40:31
   Honor the dead by helping the living. Oct'41:43
   Circulation corner. Apr'42:2
   Global highlights. Apr'67:5
ALI, BEGUM MOHAMMED
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'55:3
ALI, ESTHER
   For adult missionary groups (photo) Dec'46:34
ALI, MARY
   For adult missionary groups (photo) Dec'46:34
ALI, MONA
   For adult missionary groups (photo) Dec'46:34
ALI, ROBERT
   For adult missionary groups (photo) Dec'46:34
ALI, VIJAY K
   In brief. Jan'72:39
ALI, YAKUB
   Sowing beside all waters. Jul'25:42
ALICIA, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   In the land of foreigners. May'27:47
ALIVISATOS, H S
   quoted. Crusade progress. Jan'51:26
ALIVIZATOS, HAMILCAR
   Global highlights. Sep'52:4
   (photo) Dec'53:3
ALL AFRICA CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE
   African leadership for Africa. Dec'59:10
   World events. Nov'69:36       Mar'70:37
   ...steps up campaign on racism. Jun'71:20
ALL AFRICA CHRISTIAN YOUTH CONFERENCE
   Global highlights. Mar'63:6
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
ALL AFRICA CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES
   All People's
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
   Refugees--a golden challenge. Dec'67:16
   Muslims and Christians fight famine together. Dec'73:14
ALL AFRICAN YOUTH AND STUDENTS CONFERENCE
   World events. Oct'71:37
ALL CALIFORNIA EVANGELISTIC CONFERENCE
   (photo) Apr'24:43
ALL CANADA COMMITTEE
   See
   ALL CANADA CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
   CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN CANADA
ALL CANADA CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
   Our opportunity in Canada (photo) Aug'22:52
   (photo) Oct'22:47
   The All-Canada Conference at Winnipeg (photos) Sep'23:38
   Biennial Conference of the All Canada Movement (photo of Conference) Sep'27:43
   News room. Sep'42:40       Jun'54:38
   Ecumenical group names. Nov'57:46
Canadian partners to the north. Nov'58:19
For adult mission study. Nov'58:38
Global highlights. Nov'61:6
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
Canadian quiz for americans. Sep'66:19
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
Linking arms from Halifax to Vancouver. Jul'72:14
Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:17
Church union "ship" still afloat in Canada. Jul'72:18
ALL CHURCH EVANGELISM, INC.
World events. Jan'72:37
ALL CHURCH PRESS
Global highlights.Jan'64:6
ALL INDIA CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEN
ALL INDIA CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN HOME AND FAMILY LIFE
Global highlights. Feb'54:4
ALL INDIA MEDICAL COLLEGE (VELLORE, INDIA)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
Global highlights (photo of hospital) Apr'64:4
ALL INDIA MEDICAL COLLEGE. HOSPITAL (VELLORE, INDIA)
Hospital and medical college need food. Mar'51:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38
Youth and world mission. Sep'64:37
Global highlights (photo of rehabilitation center) Dec'64:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36
ALL INDIA WOMEN'S CONFERENCE
Women and world highways. Apr'38:35
ALL PEOPLE'S CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND CENTER
See also
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. JAPANESE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hardest test of Christian faith (photo) Nov'42:10
Christmas pageant. Feb'43:42
A church of all peoples (photo) Apr'43:15
(photo) Apr'44:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:32
All People's Church and Community Center (photos) Dec'44:19
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
V-E Day service. Jul'45:37
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo) Nov'45:31 Apr'46:37
Brotherhood in action. Oct'46:10
(photo) Apr'47:13
Global highlights. Jul'47:4
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:39
(photo) Apr'48:front cover
The cover. Apr'48:inside front cover
Global highlights. Apr'48:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
Global highlights. Apr'49:2
What you can do. Apr'49:5
Drama in worship... (photos) Jun'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
For adult missionary groups. Oct'49:34
Global highlights. Nov'49:3
...holds appreciation day. Feb'50:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo)
...and "Dedicated dollars." Jul'51:36
For adult missionary study. Sep'51:34
Youth and missions. Sep'51:35
News room. Jan'52:38
Training begins early. Apr'52:7
Youth and missions. Apr'52:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36
...enjoying human rights (photo of church service) Oct'52:11
...a busy place. Dec'52:44
...provides for its children. Jan'53:46
News room. Jan'54:38
A parish in a city (photos) Sep'54:9
For adult mission study.
Oct'54:36 (photo of mitten tree) May'54:34
News room. Jan'55:40
Thanks, All Peoples (photos) Jan'56:16
News room. Feb'56:38
Where there is human need (photo) Apr'56:16
...takes a long look ahead. Oct'56:15
News room. Jan'57:36
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
News room. Sep'57:38
Home missions—achievement with a challenge. Oct'57:21
Seven centers of hope (photo) Apr'58:15
News room.
May'58:40 Jan'60:32 Mar'60:40
Home missions in a changing land. Sep'60:15
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
News room. Jul'61:36
(photo) Apr'62:front cover
The cover. Apr'62:inside front cover
A "home" at All Peoples (photos) Apr'62:23
(photo of Christmas play) Dec'62:front cover
The cover. Dec'62:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'63:36
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'63:36
Global highlights.
    Jan'64:5 Jun'64:4 (photo of work camp) Jul'65:5
    (photo of class) Apr'66:front cover
The cover. Apr'66:inside front cover
Their business is people! (photos) Apr'66:11
The Watts riot. Jun'66:22
One family. Jul'67:22
Direct line. Jan'68:37
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:12
Volunteers can offer many services. May'68:44
They act like we are somebody (photo of dedication of new facilities) Dec'68:23
Reconciliation is shaped by persons. Apr'69:11
Direct line. Jun'69:32
Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:23
In brief. Jan'70:39 Jul'72:41
World events. Nov'72:38
Seniors give a helping hand. Nov'73:12
ALL RUSSIAN EVANGELICAL UNION
The evangelical church in Russia. May'24:14
What I found in Russia. May'26:34

ALL SOUTH INTERDENOMINATIONAL MISSIONARY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44

"ALL THAT GILTERS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'68:39

"ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'68:39

ALL UNION COUNCIL OF EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS AND BAPTISTS (RUSSIA)
World events. Mar'70:37

ALLAHABAD, INDIA
A handful of grain. Apr'29:17
Better crops, better men (photos) Dec'48:9
News room. Dec'48:31
Literacy House celebrates a birthday. Jul'54:48
(photo of Agricultural Insitute) Jan'55:14
Hope for rural India (photos of Institute) Feb'58:31

ALLAN, A FRED
News room. Mar'56:38

Allan, Anna Ruth Sinclair, 1902-
(married to Archibald Alexander Allan)
Rural reconstruction center in Jamaica. Jun'45:38
Rural evangelism in Jamaica. Jul'46:32

ALLAN, ANNA RUTH SINCLAIR, 1902-
News room. Mar'44:34
Jun'44:28

Allan, Archibald Alexander, 1900-1986
(married to Anna Ruth Sinclair Allan)
I interned in Mexico. Jun'44:24
Hurricanes come to Jamaica. Oct'44:14
Rural demonstration center in Jamaica. Feb'45:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
New projects in Jamaica. Oct'45:37
I can see from my hill. Feb'46:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
Jun'46:39
Rural evangelism in Jamaica. Jul'46:32
Jamaica--land of problems and possibilities. Nov'46:15
Hitting the high spots in Jamaica. Jan'47:41
A million dollar view. Feb'49:44
From one hilltop to another. Jun'49:44
Jamaica Christian College is a growing concern. Oct'50:42
Seven years have changed Jamaica. Nov'58:29

ALLAN, ARCHIBALD ALEXANDER, 1900-1986
News room. Mar'44:34
May'44:28
(photo) Jun'44:24
News room. Jun'44:28
Rural reconstruction center in Jamaica. Jun'45:38
(photo) Jul'46:32
News room. Jul'46:34
(photo) Nov'46:15
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'50:38
(photos) Mar'51:20,21
News room. May'51:38
More churches join home plan (photo) Sep'60:44

ALLAN, BARBARA
News room.
Jan'48:32
Jul'48:46
(photo) Sep'48:31
ALLAN, DOROTHY C. THREE WISE MEN
   Book chat. Dec'35:31
Allan, Ruth
   See
     Allan, Anna Ruth Sinclair
ALLAN, STANTON
   (photo) Jan'26:32
ALLAN, TOM
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:7
ALLAND, JAMES MICHAEL, 1959-
   (birth) News room. May'59:40
Alland, Lawrence Martin, 1931-
   (married to Rosemary Evans Alland)
     House of God. Feb'60:48
ALLAND, LAWRENCE MARTIN, 1931- (commissioning)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
   News room. Mar'61:46
ALLAND, ROSEMARY EVANS, 1932-
   (married to Lawrence Martin Alland)
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
   News room. Mar'61:46
ALLAND, TIMOTHY KIRK, 1960-
   (birth) News room. Mar'61:46
ALLARD, ROBERT
   (photo) Mar'40:33
ALLE, C. L.
   quoted. Last column. May'60:50
ALLEGOOD, HEBER ROBERT, 1889-1956.
   Jun'20:60               Aug'20:48
ALLEGRO, JOHN MARCO. THE PEOPLE OF THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
   Book chat. Jan'59:47
ALLEMANN, CARLOS (married to Ema Allemand)
   A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
ALLEMANN, EMA (married to Carlos Allemand)
   A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
ALLEN, (married to Ewing Allen)
   Memorium. Dec'35:39
ALLEN, (MRS. G. W.)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
ALLEN, (MRS. G. W.) -1959
   In memoriam. Feb'60:39
ALLEN, (MRS. J. T.)
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:3
ALLEN, (MRS. J. W.)
   (photo) Oct'22:7
ALLEN, (MRS. S. J.)
   News room. Oct'60:40
ALLEN, ALBERT
   The Albert Allen Memorial Bible College and Dormitory,
     Manila. Apr'19:57
ALLEN, ALBERT T.
   In brief (photo) Mar'71:40
ALLEN, ALMA
   (death) Jan'20:53
ALLEN, ARCHIE
   (photo) Apr'59:front cover
The cover. Apr'59:inside front cover

Allen, Aubrey N., 1902-
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:9
What about the non-residents? Mar'65:49

ALLEN, AUBREY N., 1902-
(photo) Nov'47:13

ALLEN, C. FITZSIMMONS. GUILT, ANGER AND GOD
New books. Jun'72:33

ALLEN, CADDY H. THE MESSAGE OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Book chat. Dec'39:22

ALLEN, CARRIE
In memoriam. Nov'28:48

ALLEN, CHARLES L. COMMUNION MESSAGES
quoted. Last column. Feb'62:50

ALLEN, CHARLES L. THE TOUCH OF THE MASTER'S HAND
quoted. Last column. Sep'57:48

ALLEN, CHARLES L. WHEN THE HEART IS HUNGRY
quoted. Last column. Sep'55:48
Book chat. Dec'55:44

Allen, Charlotte Spainhower, 1926- (married to Robert R. Allen)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36 Jan'63:36

ALLEN, CHARLOTTE SPAINhower, 1926-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
The village that lost its fear. Jan'65:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34
Missionary register. Sep'66:45

Allen, Cynthia S.
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:39

ALLEN, CYNTHIA S.
The Albert Allen Memorial Bible College and Dormitory,
Manila. Apr'19:57
(photo) Dec'24:36
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
(death) They gave while and as they lived. Mar'27:31
From vision to reality. Sep'28:29

Allen, Devere, 1891-1955 (married to Marie H. Allen)
Who is to blame? Nov'39:23
Don't be fooled! Dec'39:16
British democracy glows brightly. Mar'40:8
Travel--of, by and for the people. May'40:17

ALLEN, DEVERE, 1891-1955
The threshold (photo) Oct'39:2
(photo) Nov'39:23

ALLEN, DEVERE. ABOVE ALL NATIONS
book chat. Jun'49:42

Allen, E T
America's making (poem) Sep'26:back cover

ALLEN, EDGAR WILLIAM, 1868-
Gleanings from early recors of ACMS. May'19:26
East Creighton Ave. Church... Aug'19:43

Allen, Edith M. (married to Kring Allen)
Flames of God's kindling (poem) Dec'34:34

ALLEN, EDNA
(photo) Apr'20:31
ALLEN, EMILY SETTLE
  (death) Mar'20:53

Allen, Ernest Bournor, -1931
  A song of peace (poem) Mar'25:39
  The Son of God goes forth for peace (poem) Apr'33:37

ALLEN, F A
  (photo) Nov'25:31

Allen, Florence E
  Christianity and government. Jul'31:inside front cover

ALLEN, FLORENCE E
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:41
  Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:34
  Women and world highways. Mar'36:43

ALLEN, FRANCES CELIA DEWOLF, 1849-
  (married to Milner Jesse Allen)
  From vision to reality (photo) Sep'28:29
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31

ALLEN, FRANCES JULIA
  (photo) Jun'21:6

ALLEN, FRANK W
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'28:40

ALLEN, FREDERICK LEWIS. THE BIG CHANGE
  Book chat. Feb'53:16

ALLEN, GEORGE V
  quoted. Rivalry in doing good. Jun'60:9
  Still the surest way. Jul'60:9

ALLEN, HAROLD B
  (photo) Jul'46:3

ALLEN, HENRY J
  Glimpses of the religious world. May'27:45

ALLEN, IRVIN
  Mission of mercy. May'65:44

ALLEN, IRVING HENRY
  In brief. Dec'71:37

ALLEN, J H
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57

ALLEN, J S
  College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
  Classroom and campus. Dec'54:35
  (photo) Feb'61:30

ALLEN, J. S. V., -1964
  Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:5
  (death) News room. Feb'65:40

ALLEN, JAKE
  See
  ALLEN, AUBREY N.

ALLEN, JAMES LANE, 1849-1925
  (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
  May'25:53
  The last page. Feb'28:64

ALLEN, JANICE
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:36

ALLEN, JERRY. HEARTH IN THE SNOW
  Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

ALLEN, JOHN W
  Men and Millions Movement (photo) May'19:59
Change, change, change. Sep'20:64
A fifty year adventure (photo) Oct'25:28
Allen, Julia Frances, 1896-
Painting from the inside. Mar'24:40
ALLEN, JULIA FRANCES. 1896-
College of Missions Commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
covers
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
ALLEN, LLOYD JAMES, 1913-
News room. Sep'58:49
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'59:8
ALLEN, LOUISE
Global highlights (photo) May'62:6
ALLEN, MARIAN KURTZ, 1934- (married to William Clay Allen)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
News room. Jul'64:34 Mar'65:34
Allen, Marie H. (married to Devere Allen)
Don't be fooled! Dec'39:16
British democracy glows brightly. Mar'40:8
ALLEN, MARIE H.
The threshold. Oct'39:2
ALLEN, MARY HULDA, 1915-1987
News room. Nov'47:40 Sep'48:40
ALLEN, MAY BELL
In memoriam. Apr'45:33
ALLEN, ORA C., -1958 (married to Heber R. Allen)
In memoriam. Oct'58:37
ALLEN, ORA MOTLEY, -1966
In memoriam. Sep'66:46
ALLEN, PAUL, JR.
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
ALLEN, R. EARL
quoted. Last column. Mar'64:50
ALLEN, R. EARL. BIBLE PARADOXES
quoted. Last column. Apr'64:50
ALLEN, RICHARD
Classorom and campus (photo) Oct'60:34
ALLEN, RICHARD F
Five churches added to Every Home Plan (photo) Dec'60:46
ALLEN, RICHARD T
(photo) Dec'37:31
ALLEN, ROBERT G., -1932
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
Allen, Robert H
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34
Barriers are vibrating. Sep'66:19
ALLEN, ROBERT H
(photo) Feb'65:34
Allen, Robert R., 1929- (married to Charlotte Spainhower Allen)
Practicing what we preach. Feb'62:30
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'62:36 Jan'63:36 Jul'63:38 Feb'64:36
Rainbow on the mountain. Mar'64:23
Up the Apayao. Jul'64:20
The village that lost its fear. Jan'65:26
The gift of three eggs. Jul'65:30
Adults and mission. Jan'66:36

ALLEN, ROBERT R., 1929-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
(photo) Feb'64:36
Missionary register. Sep'66:45

Allen, Ross Jennings, 1897-1979
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
How Church Extension has helped by state. Jul'34:17

ALLEN, ROSS JENNINGS, 1897-1979
(photo) Dec'22:37        Jul'34:17
Global highlights. May'49:4
News room. Dec'52:30
(photo) Sep'58:27

ALLEN, SARA LISA, 1960-
(birth) News room. Mar'61:46

ALLEN, STANTON
(photo) May'25:39
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42

ALLEN, SUE
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

ALLEN, TENA WILLIAMSON, -1947
(death) Homes for the aged feel losses through deaths.
Jul'47:43

Allen, Thomasine
Land of the rising spirit. Feb'53:44

ALLEN, VAN S
In brief. May'69:45

ALLEN, VIRGINIA BELLE
(photo) Jul'23:10

ALLEN, W D
(photo) Jan'21:21

ALLEN, W Y
Kansas leads again (photo) Oct'24:38

ALLEN, WELDON J
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45

Allen, William
Christianity "for sale" in Paraguay. Mar'62:48

ALLEN, WILLIAM
(photo) Feb'51:33

ALLEN, WILLIAM (married go Gwendolyn Allen)
The scene. Apr'71:44

Allen, William Clay
Patriotism. Jul'25:5

Allen, William Clay, Jr. 1933-1989
Frontier in Paraguay. Dec'62:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
Advance on the Paraguay frontier. Jun'64:28

ALLEN, WILLIAM CLAY, JR. 1933-1989
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47 (photo p. 48)
Global highlights. Sep'60:5
News room. Sep'60:49        Jul'64:34        Mar'65:34

Allen, William H
The call of the southland. May'19:35
Strategy at the Crescent City. Sep'19:34
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:25
Among our boosters. May'24:1

ALLEN, WILLIAM H
(photo) May'19:35
Our new community and religious education plant for St. Charles Ave. Church,
New Orleans. May'20:36
(photos)
How the Brotherhood helped and brotherliness prevailed
(photo) Feb'27:36

ALLEN, WILLIAM L
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39

ALLENDALE, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Junior church) May'27:51
Feeding the facts. Aug'27:54
  (photo of the Loyal Men, Class no. 2) Oct'27:inside back cover
These have done it... (photo of missionary guild) Sep'29:21

ALLENDER, EDWIN RICHARD, 1915–
News room. Dec'61:32

ALLENDY, ELEANORE JUNE
News room. Jul'46:47

ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  14 new churches started during first quarter of 1964.
  Oct'64:52

ALLELPA
See

ALEPPA

ALLERDICE, (MRS. JAMES)
Notes. Oct'19:59

ALLEY, J P
Our new feature. Mar'25:1

ALLEY, ROBERT S. SO HELP ME GOD: RELIGION AND THE PRESIDENCY
New books. Sep'72:32

ALLFRED, JAMES A
Sep'19:65

ALLGIRE, CLARA
In memoriam. May'32:40

ALLGOOD, (MRS J. L.)
(photo) Jan'21:10

ALLGOOD, J L
(photo) Jan'21:10

ALLIANCE, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:20
  Lovest thou me? May'29:23

ALLINSON, GEORGE W
(death) Oct'25:55

ALLISON, (MRS. G. T.)
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

ALLISON, CASSIUS VICTOR, 1879-1949
  (photo) Mar'24:25  Dec'24:34

ALLISON, ELLA. -1946
  In memoriam. Sep'46:39

ALLISON, GEORGE
  (photo) Feb'44:35

ALLISON, RICHARD
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43

51
ALLISON, WILLIAM H
In brief. Mar'70:39

ALLISON, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In the land of foreigners. May'27:47

ALLISON, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:35
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
Jubilation in the Coke Fields (photo) Dec'34:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39
(photo) Feb'39:29

ALLISONVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In brief. Oct'69:41

Allman, Carrie
The conference spirit. Sep'23:23

ALLMAN, CARRIE ANDERSON
See KING, CARRIE ANDERSON ALLMAN

ALLRED, (married to James Allred)
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21

ALLRED, (married to James V. Allred)
quoted. At Iglesia Cristiana a fine work continues. Sep'53:8

ALLRED, HENIETTA (STOY)
Notes. Jan'19:62
Sep'19:65

ALLRED, JAMES B
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40

ALLRED, JAMES G
These come to Denver. Sep'38:10 (photo p. 9)

ALLRED, JAMES V., -1959
(photo) Dec'38:29

ALLSHORN, FLORENCE
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'52:35

ALLSPACK, RALPH
(photo) May'22:35 Jan'23:30

ALLSTROM, CONDIT
(photo) May'22:35 Jan'23:30

ALLSTROM, ELIZABETH C. HERE AND THERE WITH THE BIBLE
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36

ALLSTROM, ELIZABETH C. THE ROUND WINDOW
Book chat. Jul'53:42
The life and task of the church in books. Jan'54:32

ALLSTROM, ELIZABETH C. THE SINGING SECRET
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40

ALLWOOD, L E -1947
(death) News room. Jun'47:34

ALMA, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'20:60

ALMOND, LAWRENCE
quoted. Global highlights. May'64:6

"ALMOST NEIGHBORS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'65:42

ALMSTEDT, RUTH
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40

ALMY, AMY BRUNER. AT CHRISTMAS TIME
Book chat. Dec'39:41
ALPENFELS, ETHEL J
   (photo) Oct'46:33
ALPHA BETA STORES
   Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
Alphin, Mary A., 1868-1939 (married to William Alphin)
   The Negro's part in the missionary work of the church.
      Dec'23:43
   The negro woman's part in the Jubilee. Apr'25:61
ALPHIN, MARY A., 1868-1939
   (photo) Dec'24:34        Jan'28:32
Alphin, William (married to Mary A. Alphin)
   Building Christian character at Piedmont Christian
      Institute. Jun'29:55
ALPHIN, WILLIAM M. -1937
   Eleven years ago, and now. Apr'20:46
      (photo) Mar'24:34
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
      (photo) Sep'25:7   Jun'29:55
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:47
ALPINE, TENNESSEE
   The riddle of the southern highlands (photo) Jan'48:15
ALPINE, TENNESSEE. MILLER CHAPEL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
   A larger parish at work (photo) Nov'50:18
ALPINE, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Good ideas. Feb'28:47
ALPINE, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Enter Home Plan. Mar'63:48
ALSMARE, (MRS. JAMES)
   In memoriam. Jun'30:49
Alston, Thomas Edward, 1922-1988 (married to Louise Alston)
   Letters. Sep'72:46
Alstrom, Clara May Crosno
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49    Feb'29:35
   Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural
groups. May'31:18
ALSTROM, CLARA MAY CROSNO
   (photo) Jun'21:9
   College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
      covers
   quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
      (photo) Nov'21:57
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49    May'30:40
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
   Facts regarding the work among the Japanese in the state of
 Colorado.
   Sep'31:38
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
ALSTROM, JOSEPH
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
ALTA, TOA
   (photo) Apr'53:34
ALTAMIRANO, ELBA
   Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28
ALTEMAN, ARTURO, JR.
Workmen for God (photo) Sep'55:26

"ALTERNATIVES" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'60:42

ALTEGELD GARDENS (CHICAGO, ILL.)
Committee on War Services news notes. Feb'46:39

ALTHEIDE, MATILDA ADA, 1891-1962
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32

ALTIZER, THOMAS J. THE GOSPEL OF CHRISTIAN ATHEISM
New books. May'67:22

ALTON, EDNA GREENSLATE, 1876-1967 (married to William A. Alton)
In memoriam. Mar'67:48

ALTON, WILL
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:6

ALTON, WILLIAM A., -1944 (married to Edna Greenslate Alton)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8

ALTON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

ALTOONA, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51

ALTY, T
South Africa's first Unity Lecture (photo) Jan'50:27

Two girls in Africa. Jun'26:40
An opportunity to become a queen. May'27:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48 Jan'29:50
On bicycles in Africa. Apr'31:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:39
Back country visits. Sep'39:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'42:39 Oct'44:33 Jul'56:34


(photo) Aug'20:25
(photo) Mar'22:41
Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Where brunettes are preferred. Nov'26:40
Two women trek through jungle. Jun'27:14 Jul'27:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
News room. May'42:40 Jul'42:43
(photo) Jul'44:34 Feb'45:33 Mar'46:25
News room. Jul'46:47
A forest camp... (photo) Dec'46:26
First impressions--Congo. Feb'53:15
News room. Oct'56:38
A salute to women on the mission field (photo) Mar'57:25
They lived out their dreams (photo) Oct'57:27
News room. Dec'57:36

ALVA, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27
A happening in Alva, Oklahoma. Oct'68:49
ALVARADO, MANUEL
   Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:10
ALVARADO, RAFAEL
   I wonder what they will do (photo) Apr'63:14
   Puerto Rico: a church is born (photo) Jun'72:7
ALVARE, CAROLINA
   (photo) Jan'40:28
   San Louis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
Alvarez, Elisa Santos
   Missionary worship service. Jan'62:35
ALVEREZ, CARMELO (married to Elizabeth Alverez)
   (photo) May'31:28
   Pension Fund notes. May'43:32
   (photo) Jan'55:23
   Island expansion. Mar'58:46
   For adult mission study (photo) Sep'58:40
   World Convention--a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
ALVEREZ, DONACIANO
   (photo) Jun'58:20
ALVEREZ, ELIZABETH (married to Carmelo Alverez)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'54:4
   Women on world highways. Jun'70:31
ALVEREZ, JUAN R
   (photo) Sep'58:15
   For adult mission study (photo) Sep'58:40
ALVEREZ, MARCELO
   (photo) May'29:48
ALVES, RUBEM
   In brief. May'72:40
ALVORD, CLARENCE S., 1884-1973
   (photo) Jun'30:32
   A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33
   Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
   College notes. Jul'38:42
   So great a file of witnesses (photo) Oct'67:38
Alway, Hester
   The gift of gifts (poem) Dec'23:36
ALWEN, GRACE CRITTENDEN
   (death) Nov'26:50
Amaral, Julio
   Room for the alcoholic. Oct'58:44
AMARAL, JULIO
   (ordination) Global highlights. Sep'59:5
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'60:36
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40
   Change has come to Latin America (photo) Apr'62:24
   Two worlds in two days. Feb'63:29
   An adventure in Christian unity (photo) Mar'64:12
   Others have heard the call. Apr'66:14
   Partners with Christians around the world. Feb'71:20
   Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45
AMARILLO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:5
   Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
   Crusade progress (photo of members) Jun'50:26
AMARILLO, TEXAS. MEXICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mexican Christian Church at Amarillo (photo) Oct'38:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39  Jun'39:39  Sep'43:35  Sep'44:33

AMARUME, JAPAN
In its own strength (photo of church members) Jan'34:30

AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
News room. Oct'41:34
Over 3,000 miles in a second of time. Mar'43:15
Global highlights. Mar'59:4  Jul'60:7
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
Radio--Congo's magic link. Feb'63:25
Global highlights. Sep'63:4
DARF amplifies the world voice of the church. Apr'69:24
Amateur radio links Disciples in mission. May'72:26

AMBA SALA
(death) Amba Sala. Jul'39:44

AMBASSADORS' QUARTET (SOUTHERN RHODESIA)
(photo) Feb'60:49

AMBEDKAR, B R
Reaching the unwanted (photo) Feb'39:20
Unity in India: whither? (photo) Oct'41:19
India's "these four." Nov'41:3

AMBIA, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13

AMBROSE, (married to Gary Ambrose)
(commissioning) Disciples in the news. Nov'67:8
Ambrose, (Mrs. J. D.)
Helping others. Jan'28:51

AMBROSE, (MRS. J. D.) -1954
In memoriam. Jul'54:43

AMBROSE, GARY SIDNEY
(commissioning) Disciples in the news. Nov'67:8

AMENT, LILBURN GUY, 1872-1957
(photo) Mar'24:27

AMERICA
Global highlights. Nov'48:3
The church and human worth. Nov'55:5

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES. HUMAN FERTILITY AND PROPULATION PROBLEMS
New books. Jul'65:41

AMERICAN ARBITRATION CRUSADE
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN MINISTERS
Global highlights. Dec'48:2

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS
The threshold. Nov'38:4
Classroom and campus. Apr'54:36
Global highlights. Oct'56:4

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN MINISTERS
Global highlights. Oct'50:2

AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCH
American Bible
Note. Dec'19:64
What the other Boards are doing. Oct'21:12
Glimpses of the religious world.

Baptists and Disciples hold united evangelistic conference.

Jun'29:31
Advancing to new conquests. Oct'29:7
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:32
Northern Baptist-Disciples unity gains momentum. Dec'29:5
As the Baptists see us. Jan'30:19
The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:9
Fraternizing with the Baptists. Feb'30:18
Another barrier to Christian unity. Jul'30:4
The threshold. Jun'37:2 May'41:2
Baptists and Disciples. Sep'43:4
News room. Jan'44:34
Social trends. Feb'44:18
Fellowship in the work. Apr'44:4
A story of Baptist missions. Jun'44:8
A project in Christian cooperation. Apr'45:23
The Baptist-Disciple conference. Oct'45:22
Global highlights. Jan'46:2
New Crusade Plan. May'46:40
Global highlights.

Nov'46:3 Feb'47:2,4 Jul'47:2,3
Baptists give impetus to move to unite. Jul'47:6
Toward reunion: Baptists and Disciples. Feb'48:18
Global highlights. Oct'48:3
Pioneers in religious freedom. Oct'48:16
Global highlights. Jun'49:2 Sep'49:3
We belong together. Sep'49:9
Baptists and Disciples read together. Oct'49:5
Global highlights. Feb'50:3 Mar'50:2
An adventure in unity. May'50:14
Global highlights.

Jul'50:2 Sep'50:3 Mar'51:2
The young people are right. Mar'51:5
Unity at the grass roots. May'51:23
Global highlights. Jun'51:3
News room. Jan'52:39
Chicago, adventure in cooperation. May'52:23
Convention story. Jul'52:21
Global highlights. Jan'53:3 Mar'55:3
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
Global highlights. Mar'62:8
Breakthrough on the Kwai. Feb'63:16
Global highlights. Jul'63:5 Dec'63:6
Ask about it! Dec'63:8
Global highlights. Jul'64:5 Apr'66:7
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'68:5 Oct'68:5
World events. May'70:38 Jun'70:37

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Listening in on the world. Feb'31:20

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
Notes. Jun'19:60 Aug'19:45
Premier Clemenceau accepts Bible. Nov'19:29
A unique Bible pilgrimage. Apr'20:39
America's best export. Jun'20:38
275 miles of Bibles. Jul'20:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:61 Jul'23:56
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45 Jun'25:45
Missionary illustrations of the uniform Sunday school topics. Jun'25:55
Glimpses of the religious world.
   Jul'25:45 Oct'25:45 Feb'27:45
Feb'27:53
Missionary illustrations... Mar'27:41
In divers manners. Apr'27:57
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52 Sep'27:45
National wide Bible reading plan. Jan'28:39
The World book--read around the world. Feb'28:60
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:50
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:31
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
Convention elections, actions and resolutions.
   Dec'30:30 Nov'31:31
The first page. Feb'32:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:38
The book. Jun'32:43
Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:29 Nov'33:53
The threshold. Nov'38:4
For spiritual rearmament. Mar'39:47
13 new languages published in 1938. May'39:47
The threshold.
   Mar'40:2 Oct'40:2 Mar'41:2 Sep'41:2
A tribute to the Fongers. Dec'41:30
The threshold. Jun'42:2
...reports. Jun'42:46
The threshold. Oct'42:2
What is happening to the Bible? Dec'42:10
News room. Feb'43:34
The threshold. Apr'43:2
Testaments for life boats and rafts. Jun'43:33
The Bible in a warring world. Jun'44:35
More new languages. Jun'44:38
An enviable record. Oct'44:3
The Bible in American history. Feb'45:21
The threshold. May'45:2
Need for Bibles in P. I. May'45:25
The threshold. Jun'45:2
Part of the Bible in 1,068 languages. Jul'45:5
Don't be taken in. Sep'45:36
The threshold. Oct'45:2
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:33
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
New Scriptures from Holland. Mar'46:44
Hands across the sea. Apr'46:29
Worldwide Bible fellowship formed. Apr'46:47
Global highlights.
   May'46:2 Oct'46:3 Jan'47:4
   Sep'46:2 Nov'46:3
Braille concordance. Feb'47:38
More Bibles for Japan. Feb'47:45
Global highlights. Apr'47:2 Oct'47:4
World wide Bible reading. Oct'47:5
Global highlights. Nov'47:4       Dec'47:4       Jan'48:3
The sure way to world peace. Mar'48:10
Global highlights. Sep'48:2
The Bibles of 1948. Oct'48:42
The Book to live by. Oct'49:37
Scriptures in Spanish braille. Feb'50:43
I talked with General McArthur. May'50:46
Global highlights. Jun'50:2
Christian churches in China grow. Jul'50:35
Scriptures for Korea are published. Oct'50:44
Global highlights. Dec'50:4
The Testaments are read. Feb'51:44
Global highlights. Sep'51:4       Oct'51:4
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'51:35       Dec'51:36       May'52:38
Appeal is made for greater use of the Bible. May'52:41
Global highlights. Jun'52:3       Jul'52:3
Record scripture distribution in 1951. Jul'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
World scripture events scheduled... Nov'53:38
Global highlights. Jan'54:3
Flood victims get Bibles. Oct'54:48
Global highlights. Jul'56:2
Bible reading program. Nov'56:39
Giving the Bible to the Philippines. May'57:14
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'57:34
Bible reading. Nov'57:39
Last column. Dec'57:52
Global highlights. May'58:8
The Bible in the Forty-ninth state. Oct'58:46
Global highlights. Jan'59:8
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
The very thing you need. Dec'59:28
Global highlights. Feb'60:6       Jun'60:4
...announces program for Christmas. Nov'60:33
Bible history films. Apr'61:41
Bibles for Cubans. Apr'62:47
Global highlights.
Jun'62:7       Sep'62:5       Jan'63:6       Apr'63:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
Global highlights. Jul'63:5       Oct'63:4
News room. Nov'63:40
Ask about it! Apr'64:8
Global highlights.
Nov'64:7       Feb'65:6       Sep'65:6
World Calling... Sep'65:10
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'65:4       Feb'66:4
Anniversary--150. May'66:9
Global highlights. Sep'66:7
In brief. Dec'67:8
Disciples in the news. Jan'68:8
Letters. Jul'68:4
Women on world highways. Sep'68:28
In brief. Nov'68:8
A new dimension. Dec'68:48
A.C.M.S. 1924

In brief. Apr'69:42      May'69:45      Jun'69:39
World Calling... Jun'69:50
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'70:5
Letters. Apr'70:33
In brief. Mar'71:35      Jul'71:45
More Americans are reading their Bibles. Nov'71:23
World events.

AMERICAN BOARD OF APPLIED CHRISTIANITY
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45

AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS
Spending $40,000,000 annually. May'24:11

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
World Calling... Jan'64:10

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN ASHRAM
The threshold. Jul'40:2

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See also

DIAMOND JUBILEE OF THE A.C.M.S.
Recommendation adopted by the A.C.M.S. Jan'19:34
A chaplain's appeal. Jan'19:57
Digest of quarterly Board meeting. Feb'19:64
A sky pilot in Oklahoma. Apr'19:31
Mid-year conference of Home Mission Secretaries. Apr'19:39
What Home Missions money does. Apr'19:55
News from Norway. Apr'19:57
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
The urgency of Home Missions. May'19:2
The call of the new day. May'19:3
Keeping the May offering. May'19:6
What kind of memorial? May'19:7
The call of new Canada. May'19:24
Gleanings from early records... May'19:26
A new opportunity in Chicago. May'19:28
A fresh venture of faith in the Hub City. May'19:31
The church that kept up with a community. May'19:34
The San Francisco Bay District. May'19:40
The Marshal of the Black Bible School. Jun'19:19
Fourteen points in Home missions. Jun'19:24
Church at Tempe, Arizona. Jun'19:52
Notes. June'19:59,60
The challenge of New York City. Jul'19:45
Quarterly meeting. Aug'19:39
Strategy at the Crescent City. Sep'19:34
Work to be done... Oct'19:6
Triumphs in the desert. Oct'19:26
Annual report. Nov'19:46
(annual meeting) Dec'19:47
Notes. Jan'20:60
Notes. Mar'20:62
False prophets. May'20:4
The ideal patriot. May'20:28
Annual report. Nov'20:21
Isaac Errett. Aug'21:16
Beginning at Jerusalem. Oct'23:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:62
A victory of faith in Alabama. Jun'24:41
The glory of the seventy-five years. Feb'25:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Through the years. May'34:38
Notice of meetings. May'41:47
The threshold. Jul'42:2
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
A Century of organized missions (chart) Oct'49:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. BIBLE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
The New Year program for the Bible School Dept. Jan'19:23
The Central regional district for Bible school work.
Mar'19:46
The call of the north. May'19:38
Crystal Beach Assembly. Jul'19:55
Charles Darsie. Jul'19:61
Notes. Jul'19:62
Oct'19:56
Bible School progress of a decade. Nov'19:8
Teacher training and the future Bible School. Nov'19:9
Why $100,000? Nov'19:29,65
First report on the $100,000. Jan'20:56
Roy N. Cloyd. Jan'20:57
A splendid report. Feb'20:1
Help for those who help others. Aug'20:28
The new Department of Religious Education. Nov'20:10

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. BIBLE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. FINANCES
Comparative statements of receipts.
Jan'19:54 May'19:58 Sep'19:53 Mar'20:60
Feb'19:54 Jun'19:54 Oct'19:54 Apr'20:52
Mar'19:54 Jul'19:54 Jan'20:58 May'20:55
Apr'19:54 Aug'19:54 Feb'20:50 Jun'20:53

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. CHURCH EXTENSION BOARD
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:21

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. COMMISSION ON SOCIAL SERVICE
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:22

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. COMMITTEE ON ARMY AND NAVY CHAPLAINS
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:22

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM
The Department... Sep'20:37
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:21

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. FINANCES
Comparative statements of receipts.
Jan'19:54 Jun'19:54 Nov'19:64 May'20:55
Feb'19:54 Jul'19:54 Jan'20:58 Jun'20:53
Mar'19:54 Aug'19:54 Feb'20:50 Jul'20:44
Apr'19:54 Sep'19:53 Mar'20:60 Sep'20:54
May'19:58 Oct'19:54 Apr'20:52 Nov'20:43

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN PALESTINE COMMITTEE
Study tour of Palestine. Jun'49:27
Global highlights. Jun'50:3 Jun'51:4

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN REVIEW
Sectarian shackles. Apr'27:22
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
AMERICAN COLONIZATION SOCIETY
Vantage ground of freedom. Feb'55:17
AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR RELIEF IN THE NEAR EAST
The American Committee... Apr'19:42
Notes. Jul'19:62
AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR THE CHINA FAMINE
For famine prevention in China. Mar'22:43
AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR THE INDEPENDENCE OF ARMENIA
A cablegram. Nov'19:1
AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO THE JEWS
Global highlights. May'50:2
AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON WORK IN CONGO
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN LAYMEN
Religious front for smears. Mar'50:6
AMERICAN COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES FOR FOREIGN SERVICE
Global highlights. Jul'54:2
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON THE ORGANIC UNION OF EVANGELICAL PROTESTANTS
Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:48
AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION
The threshold. Oct'40:2
AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
Fall programs of our colleges. Oct'40:33
AMERICAN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHRISTIANITY
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'26:45
AMERICAN EUGENICS SOCIETY
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'26:45
AMERICAN FAMINE FUND
Their alma mater. Mar'24:56
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
Listening in on the world. Dec'29:25
Will we still dream on? May'30:5
Listening in on the world. Sep'30:20
Missionary illustrations... Jul'31:46
Global highlights. Dec'49:3
AMERICAN FLAG
See
U.S. FLAG
THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:46
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
Youth serves the world. May'40:15
A constructive program for youth. Apr'41:10
Practicing essential Christianity (photos) May'43:6
Youth and missions. Jul'44:31
Global highlights.
Jul'47:3 Sep'48:4 Feb'52:2 Nov'59:5
World events. May'71:37
AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS
Organists to meet. Apr'54:50
AMERICAN HOME MISSIONARY
Or what have you? Jun'28:1
AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12
In brief. Jul'69:41
World events. Jan'71:37

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
- Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
- Global highlights. Apr'61:4 Oct'66:6

AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK
- Book chat. Mar'45:35

AMERICAN LEGION
- The Legion and discrimination. Oct'43:4

AMERICAN LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND DEMOCRACY
- Democracy, justice and peace. Jan'38:4

AMERICAN LEPROSY MISSION
- Leprosy research sanatorium to be established in India. Oct'52:44
- Global highlights. Jun'54:4
- The life in my hands. Jun'54:26
- Leprosy missions drive. Oct'55:45
- News room. Jan'60:32
- World events. Jan'70:37
- Leprosy is still a world problem. Jul'70:8
- World events. Sep'71:39

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
- Global highlights. Sep'48:3

AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH
- Global highlights. Dec'66:6
- Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12
- Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5

AMERICAN MAYFLOWER COUNCIL
- May'20:44

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
- Global highlights. Jun'63:6

AMERICAN MISSION TO LEPERS
- The threshold. May'35:2
- Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42 Feb'38:30
- The threshold. Nov'49:2
- Cooperation across barriers. Jun'40:11
- Provisions for Leper colony. Jan'42:37
- Good news for lepers in Paraguay. Nov'43:25
- Katsina Christmas. Dec'48:28
- Global highlights. Apr'49:3
- October 9-16. Sep'49:44
- Global highlights. Oct'51:4

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY
- Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45

AMERICAN PROTESTANT HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
- Global highlights. Jun'63:4

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
- Global highlights. Nov'52:2

AMERICAN PULPIT SERIES. VOLS. 1-4
- Book chat. May'45:38

AMERICAN RED CROSS
- With the Red Cross in Italy. Mar'19:48
- Why a Red Cross Sunday has been designated. Nov'20:52
- Now tell mother. Nov'27:60
- 1944 Red Cross War Fund. Mar'44:36
AMERICAN RELATIONS WITH CHINA
Speaking of books. Feb'26:55

AMERICAN RELIEF FOR KOREA
Global highlights. Jan'51:2

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF OSTEOPATHY (KIRKSVILLE, MO)
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Dec'22:43 Jul'23:53

AMERICAN SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION
Christian unity and religious education. Aug'21:43

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE BOARD
See also
BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
The eighteenth Amendment. Apr'19:43
A temperance program for Mexico. Jun'19:27
Notes. Jun'19:58
Victory Sunday. Jul'19:12
Needs of the Temperance Board. Jul'19:12
Reconstruction of breweries. Jul'19:59
Notes. Jul'19:61
Victory Day. Aug'19:43
Work to be done... Oct'19:8
Annual report. Nov'19:60
(annual meeting) Dec'19:51
Homer J. Hall. Jul'34:25
Educational unification and the Board of Temperance...
Apr'35:25

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE BOARD. FINANCES
Comparative statements of receipts.
Jan'19:55 Apr'19:54 Jul'19:54 Oct'19:54
Feb'19:56 May'19:58 Aug'19:54 Nov'19:54
Apr'19:54 Jun'19:54 Sep'19:53

Temperance Board receipts. Sep'19:52

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY (CAIRO, EGYPT)
Global highlights. Oct'54:2

AMERICAN YOUTH CONGRESS
Young America at work... Sep'38:26

AMERICANIZATION
See also
 IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
Americanization and the church. Jul'19:36
Americanization calls to the youth of the church. Nov'19:26
Sunday schools among foreigners. Nov'19:26
Americanization in Detroit. Oct'20:46

AMERICANS UNITED FOR SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
Global highlights. Apr'68:6
World events. Nov'70:36

AMERICUS, GEORGIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48

AMES, DAMARIS
(photo) Nov'35:25

Ames, Edward Scribner, 1870-1958
A feast of remembrance. Apr'36:14

AMES, EDWARD SCRIBNER, 1870-1958
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'27:52
(photo) Oct'29:30
Disciples Divinity House. Oct'29:60
(photo) Jun'30:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
(continued next page)
AMES, EDWARD SCRIBNER (cont.)
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
(continued)
---
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover
They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
(photo) Jan'39:16 Mar'39:32
Fall programs of our colleges. Oct'40:32
Campus news. Nov'40:44
Classroom and campus. Oct'45:27
News room. Apr'53:32
(death) News room. Sep'58:42
AMES, EDWARD SCRIBNER. BEYOND THEOLOGY
Book chat. Feb'60:24
AMES, JANETTE DANIEL
The simple art of being kind. Jul'31:36
AMES, VAN METER. BEYOND THEOLOGY
Book chat. Feb'60:24
AMES, VAN METER. OUT OF IOWA
Book chat. Jan'37:18
AMES, VAN METER. PROUST AND SANTAYANA
Book chat. May'37:22
AMES, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'27:42
(Memo) Aug'29:25
Missions in the local church. Jul'35:40
Responsible preaching. Nov'65:30
AMESBURY, MILDRED
(photo) May'22:35
"AMILOS LATINOS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'64:48
AMIRA, ABBASS
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
AMIRA, ALI
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
Amis, (Mrs. J. W.)
Where the leaven works. Apr'25:42
AMISH
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5 Oct'69:5
AMMERMAN, ALICE BYRNE, -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35
AMMERMAN, ANN
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
AMNESTY
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:27
AMNESTY FOR VIETNAM PROTESTORS
The scene. Jun'72:34
Amnesty: reconciliation or conflict? Apr'73:11
Letters.
AMORA, INDIA
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48
   India villages respond (photo) Jun'42:30
   A church for Amora. Sep'58:35

AMORY, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49

AMOS, A. T.
   (photo) Nov'30:18

AMOS, ELLA
   Here and there with World Call. Dec'51:48       Jul'52:48

AMOS, MARGARET, -1956
   In memoriam. Sep'57:35

AMOS, R L
   (photo) May'43:9

AMOY, CHINA
   Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49

Amundsen, Edward
   Battering at the very stronghold. Nov'22:28

AMUNSON, M. M., 1880-
   (photo) Mar'24:35

AMUSEMENTS
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'41:40

ANA CONDA, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

ANACORTES, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Messages from our Home missionaries. Jul'19:53

ANADAHAN, IRINEO
   (photo) Apr'51:17

ANAPLE, LUCINDA
   In memoriam. May'34:39

ANATOLIA COLLEGE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'25:45

ANCHETA, SARAH MANAGBANAG (married to Manuel Ancheta)
   News room. Feb'47:32
   From Philippines to Phillips (photo) Apr'47:25
   Five Filipino sisters... (photo) Mar'60:27
   Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters. Sep'71:21 (1946 photo p. 20)

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
   The call of the north. May'19:38
   After the earthquake. Jul'64:29

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Global highlights.
      (photo of church school class) Feb'57:5
      Mar'57:4
   Disciples in territories (photo of choir) Apr'58:21
   Common concerns of the churches (photo of Finance Committee)
      Jun'58:18
   Women and world highways (photo of C.W.F.) Jul'58:35
   Giant step in Alaska (photo of sanctuary) Apr'63:15
      (photo of church p. 16)
   (photo) Dec'67:3

"AND THEN THEY FORGOT GOD" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Feb'72:29

ANDERECK, EUGENE E., 1923-
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:5
ANDERSON, (MRS. A. T.)
World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32

Anderson, (Mrs. A. W.)
Letters. May'65:41

ANDERSON, (MRS. E. C.)
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47

Anderson, (Mrs. G. W.)
Message for Societies. Aug'19:52

ANDERSON, (MRS. G. W.)
Notes. Feb'19:48
(photo) Mar'19:37 Aug'19:26

Anderson, (Mrs. J. T.)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:59

ANDERSON, (married to James Anderson)
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17
India through a Century. Jul'54:16 (photo p. 17)

ANDERSON, (MRS. O.F.) -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35

ANDERSON, (MRS. O.V.)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'50:4

Anderson, Affra B. Haskell, 1872-1927
(married to George Munsie Anderson)
Looking ahead. Dec'24:19
A glimpse of China. Dec'25:14
Firecrackers instead of wedding bells. Jan'26:57

ANDERSON, AFFRA B. HASKELL, 1872-1927.
(photo) Jun'20:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
(photos) Oct'22:28,47
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:51
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
Mrs. Anderson's illness. Sep'24:1
Mrs. Anderson improves. Oct'24:1
(photo) Dec'24:37
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
Interests here and there. Nov'25:62
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan'26:51 Mar'26:51 Jul'26:53 Dec'26:55
(photo no. 11) Apr'27:17
...retirement (photo) Jun'27:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59 Aug'27:51
(death) Oct'27:4
(photo) Dec'27:2
(untitled poem) Dec'27:31
Like stars in a dark world. Dec'27:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

Anderson, Anna
The making of men. Jun'22:26
Black lilies. Dec'22:27

ANDERSON, ANNA
(photo) Apr'29:20
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'40:35
ANDERSON, ARTHUR
An adventure in unity (photo) May'50:14
ANDERSON, BERT
(photo) Jun'36:32
ANDERSON, BILL
Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:5
ANDERSON, CARL P. THERE WAS A MAN
New books. Oct'65:42
ANDERSON, CHARLES P
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:56
Anderson, Clela Eileen McCall, 1929-
(married to Ronald Elmer Anderson)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38 Dec'63:36
Direct line. Oct'71:31
ANDERSON, CLELA EILEEN McCALL, 1929-
News room (photo) Jul'52:37
(commisioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
(photo) Dec'63:36 Oct'71:31
ANDERSON, DON
Reconciliation is shaped by persons. Apr'69:11
ANDERSON, DOUGLAS (married to Jean Kennedy Anderson)
(marriage) News room. Dec'49:32
ANDERSON, E. C., 1853-1936
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47
ANDERSON, EDITH. -1946
In memoriam. Dec'46:37
ANDERSON, ELINOR JEAN, 1927-
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
ANDERSON, ELIZABETH, -1948
In memoriam. Sep'48:37
ANDERSON, ELIZABETH HART
In memoriam. Mar'32:39
ANDERSON, ELLA
In memoriam. Jul'38:39
ANDERSON, ELLA K., -1923
(photo) Jan'21:18
(death) Nov'23:49
ANDERSON, ERICA. THE SCHWEITZER ALBUM
New books. Jan'66:40
ANDERSON, ETHEL, -1951
In memoriam. Jun'51:37
ANDERSON, EVA
(photo) Jun'21:6
ANDERSON, FANNIE
In memoriam. Aug'32:39
ANDERSON, FRANKLIN P
(death) Nov'26:50
Anderson, G  M
The angel of the church. Jun'20:13
Lost and found--a daddy. Feb'21:41
Another twelve year old in the Temple. Feb'22:30
Garcia. Mar'23:13
Speaking of books.
May'16:52 Jun'26:44 Jul'26:44 Sep'26:54
ANDERSON, G  M
Notes. Feb'19:48
(photo) Mar'24:18
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

ANDERSON, G V
(photo) Jan'21:16

ANDERSON, GEORGE
(photo) Mar'28:32

ANDERSON, GEORGE ODE
(photo) Sep'42:9

ANDERSON, GEORGENE. THE JESSE TREE
New books. Oct'66:46

ANDERSON, GERALD H. CHRIST AND CRISIS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39

ANDERSON, GERALD H. CHRISTIAN MISSION IN THEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
New books. May'67:22

ANDERSON, GERALD H. CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
New books. Oct'71:26

ANDERSON, GERALD H. THE THEOLOGY OF THE CHRISTIAN MISSION
Book chat. Jul'61:43

ANDERSON, GRETEL
I.C.Y.E.--youth adventure in understanding (photo) May'64:24

ANDERSON, H H
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
(photo) Mar'24:45

Anderson, Howard (married to Margaret Anderson)
The campus is a mission field. Nov'56:15
Do Disciples have anything to say? Nov'63:18

ANDERSON, HOWARD
Global highlights (photo) Oct'50:2
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'61:8

ANDERSON, J H
The Star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6

ANDERSON, J R
Classroom and campus. Jan'59:36

ANDERSON, JAMES D. TO COME ALIVE
New books. Oct'73:35

ANDERSON, JAMES H
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17
India through a Century. Jul'54:16 (photo p. 17)

ANDERSON, JEAN RIZALA (RIZOTA) KENNEDY, 1925-
(married to Douglas Anderson)
(marriage) News room. Dec'49:32

ANDERSON, JEAN RIZALA KENNEDY. HERE IS INDIA
Of many books on India. Jan'47:29

ANDERSON, JOHANNE
Global highlights. May'48:4

ANDERSON, JOHN ALVIN, 1958-
(birth) News room. Apr'58:40

ANDERSON, JOSEPH P
quoted. Last column. Feb'56:48

ANDERSON, KENT ERIC, 1962-
(birth) News room. Jan'63:49

ANDERSON, KEVIN LEE, 1959-
(birth) News room. Dec'59:40

Anderson, L C
Actualities in a rural church. Nov'22:52
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:9

ANDERSON, L. C
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
(photo) Mar'24:44
(photo no. 14) Jan'31:25,24
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
(photo) Jul'36:24

ANDERSON, L. K. BRIDGE TO AFRICA
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38

ANDERSON, LEILA
Global highlights. Sep'54:2
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33

Anderson, Leroy Dean, 1876-1961
(married to Lois Slayton Anderson)
As they sat at meat. Feb'35:8
Over against the treasury. Oct'35:8
$48,000 a dozen. Feb'40:24
Meeting the people's needs. Jun'40:21
Family night services. Mar'41:22
The coming of the child. Jun'49:7

ANDERSON, LEROY DEAN, 1876-1961
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
(photo) Nov'25:28
Washington... Dec'30:13
(photo) Oct'31:24 Nov'31:5
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches. Nov'31:12
(photo) Feb'35:8 Mar'37:2 Jun'40:21
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
Classroom and campus. Apr'48:28
(death) News room. Oct'61:34

Anderson, Lewis Calvin, 1886-1982
The Lord's Supper as celebration. May'72:31

ANDERSON, LOIS JEAN
Global highlights (photo) Sep'48:3

ANDERSON, LOIS MARIE HURT (married to Paul H. Anderson)
(marriage) News room. Oct'40:34

ANDERSON, MARGARET
quoted. Last column. Jan'60:50

ANDERSON, MARIAN
Social trends. Apr'39:24
...in Mississippi. Dec'41:6
quoted. Last column. Jul'46:48

ANDERSON, MARIAN F.
(photo) May'39:17

ANDERSON, MARTHA
In memoriam. Nov'39:39

ANDERSON, MARTHA HOLT (married to Richard Anderson)
(marriage) News room. Oct'58:34

ANDERSON, MARY, -1921
(death) Jan'22:59

ANDERSON, MARY, -1947
In memoriam. May'47:41

ANDERSON, MARY ELLEN BOOTH
Memoriam. Sep'34:39
ANDERSON, MARY RUTH
   (photo) Sep'42:6
ANDERSON, MAY
   In memoriam. Apr'30:39
ANDERSON, MELVIN A
   Classroom and campus. Nov'47:29
ANDERSON, MONTA
   (death) Three missionaries gone. Sep'21:59
Anderson, Omer
   C. O.'s back belief with action. Oct'57:47
ANDERSON, ORRIN TODD, 1900-
   Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20 (photo p.19)
   Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
Anderson, Paul B
   Religion in Russia. Jul'63:46
ANDERSON, PAUL B
   Report of a mission on fellowship (photo) Jun'56:31
   Global highlights. Apr'62:4
ANDERSON, PAUL B. PEOPLE, CHURCH AND STATE IN MODERN RUSSIA
   Book chat. Jul'44:17
ANDERSON, PAUL H. (married to Lois Marie Hurt Anderson)
   (marriage) News room. Oct'40:34
ANDERSON, R P
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
ANDERSON, RAYMOND. THE JESSE TREE
   New books. Oct'66:46
ANDERSON, RICHARD (married to Martha Holt Anderson)
   (marriage) News room. Oct'58:34
ANDERSON, RICHARD T
   Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Anderson, Robert B
   Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:10
ANDERSON, ROBERT B
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
Anderson, Robert L
   Litany for the earth. Jul'72:back cover
Anderson, Roger N
   Images of the church. Nov'63:28
ANDERSON, ROGER N
   News room. Dec'59:40 Apr'61:34
   Global highlights. Sep'62:4
ANDERSON, RONALD
   Classroom and campus. Feb'54:33
Anderson, Ronald Elmer, 1927-
   (married to Clela Eileen McCall Anderson)
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
   Direct line. Oct'71:31
ANDERSON, RONALD ELMER, 1927-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
   Global highlights. Jun'62:5
   (photo) Oct'71:31
ANDERSON, RUSSELL
   Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo) May'67:44
ANDERSON, RUTH E. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION HANDBOOK
   Speaking of books. Jun'31:35
ANDERSON, SARAH, -1946
   In memoriam. Jun'46:39
ANDERSON, SUSIE MAYNE, -1956
   In memoriam. Oct'56:35
ANDERSON, VAUGHN
   News room. Dec'52:30
Anderson, W A
   Swift -- yet permanent. Aug'26:13
ANDERSON, WALT. POLITICS AND ENVIRONMENT
   New books. Sep'70:28
ANDERSON, WALTER W., JR.
   In brief. Jul'70:39
ANDERSON, WILLIAM K. PROTESTANTISM: A SYMPOSIUM
   Book chat. Jul'44:17
ANDERSON, INDANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Dec'22:57
   A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
   Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
   Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:24
   Circulation corner. May'38:inside front cover
   Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
ANDERSON, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Mar'50:1
ANDERSON, WEST VIRGINIA. FEDERAL INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
ANDHRA DESH, INDIA
   The Christian movement in India's Andhra Desh. Nov'40:20
ANDRADE, (married to Arturo Andrade, Sr.)
   (photo) Mar'52:12
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Andrade, Arturo, Sr.
   I changed my mind. Dec'46:40
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Jun'54:36    Mar'55:38    Jan'56:34
ANDRADE, ARTURO, SR.
   (photo) Mar'42:24
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'45:33
   (photo) Oct'45:11    Sep'46:11
   News room. Oct'46:41
   (photo) Dec'46:40
   CYF caravan to Mexico (photo) Jan'52:25
   The church at work in Mexico (photos) Mar'52:10
   (photo) Mar'52:36
   From farm to pulpit (photo) Jan'54:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
   (photo) Sep'54:32
   News room. (photo) Jun'55:42    Nov'55:37
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'56:6
   Latins among us (photo) Oct'60:17
   A Spanish Harlem "fortress." Oct'64:22
ANDRADE, ARTURO, JR. (married to Barbara Brown de Andrade)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
ANDRADE, BARBARA BROWN de (married to Arturo Andrade, Jr.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
ANDRADE, ROLANDO
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
ANDREAS, CHARLES
   I will and bequeath. Jul'27:35
ANDREAS, HENRY
I will and bequeath. Jul'27:35

ANDRES, STEFAN. THE BIBLE STORY, RETOLD
New books. Dec'66:25

ANDRESS, A. E.
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32

ANDRESS, GLADYS
See

SIX, GLADYS S. (ANDRESS)

ANDRESS, LOIS LOWREY (married to Paul Andress)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35

Andress, Lucy Alta Wade, 1902- (married to Paul Andress, 1938)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'44:32
January vacation church school. May'44:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
Intermediate Conference at Ramos Mejia. May'44:35
Christian Education Advance in Argentina. Mar'45:38
Argentina report. May'45:38
September in Argentina. Jan'46:47
Achievements in Argentina. Feb'47:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
She gave all she had. Jan'52:45
Disciples women in Argentina hold their first congress. Mar'52:47

ANDRESS, LUCY ALTA WADE, 1902-
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'39:34
(photo) Apr'42:12
News room. Dec'43:32
(photo) Mar'44:15
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'66:32

Andress, Paul, 1899-1965
(marriage to Lois Lowrey Andress)
(marriage to Lucy Wade Andress, 1938)
Christian good neighbors. Apr'42:12
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'44:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:32
Argentina report. May'45:38
September in Argentina. Jan'46:47
The Colegiales Church today. Feb'46:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
A new church is born. Jan'52:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:37
Leadership training courses in the Colegiales Church. Jul'52:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34

ANDRESS, PAUL, 1899-1965
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
receives appointment (photo) Apr'38:43
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'39:34
(photo) Apr'42:12
News room. Jul'43:28
Dec'43:32
(photo) Mar'44:15
News room. Jun'48:32          Sep'51:40
(photo) Feb'54:18
Global highlights (photo) Mar'58:5
News room. Jan'65:34
(death) Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7
In memoriam. Jul'65:43
ANDRESS, ROBERT DAVID, 1944-
(birth) News room. Feb'45:28
(photo) Jun'54:11
ANDREU, GRACIELA (CHELA)
"Chela's" dream came true (photo) Jan'64:21
Andrewes, Lancelot
Prayers for unity. May'54:39
Andrews, Bernice
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42
ANDREWS, BERENICE
See
WILSON, BERENICE ANDREWS
ANDREWS, BONNIE
(photo) Jan'21:6
ANDREWS, C. F
quoted. Sea salt. Oct'32:19
ANDREWS, C. F. CHRIST AND PRAYER
Book chat. Nov'37:20
ANDREWS, C. F. CHRIST AND THE HUMAN NEED
Book chat. Mar'39:22
ANDREWS, C. F. CHRIST IN THE SILENCE
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34
ANDREWS, C. F. MAHATMA GANDHI'S IDEALS
Speaking of books. Apr'30:30
ANDREWS, C. F. SADHU SUNDAR SINGH
Book chat. Dec'34:42
Book reviews. Jan'35:44
ANDREWS, C. F. WHAT I OWE TO CHRIST
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34
Twentieth Century saints. Jun'33:11
ANDREWS, CHARLES F.
(death) A great missionary. Jun'40:3
ANDREWS, DOROTHY W. FLACO
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
ANDREWS, DOROTHY W. THE SECRET SUITCASE
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
ANDREWS, FRED E
Front line chaplains. Jun'44:34
ANDREWS, G. J
quoted. The last page.
Jun'42:48  Mar'43:48  Apr'47:48
quoted. Last column. Dec'48:48
ANDREWS, GEORGE W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:40
ANDREWS, I. P.
News room (photo) Nov'62:42
A cause for celebration (photo) Apr'71:11
ANDREWS, MAME
In memoriam. Nov'27:59
ANDREWS, MARY E
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
ANDREWS, MILDRED
   World events (photo) Mar'71:37
ANDREWS, OLGA
   (photo) Jun'44:23
ANDREY, (ARCHBISHOP)
   The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:22
ANDRUS, CHARLES S. -1959
   In memoriam. Jun'59:37
Andrus, Ivalu Seiler, 1890-1973
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54 Mar'22:49
ANDRUS, IVALU SEILER, 1890-1973
   Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
   Notes. Feb'20:64
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'20:40 Jun'21:59
   quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'29:56
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
   In memoriam. Jun'73:44
ANDRUS GROVE, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'22:26
   Aboard the Gospel cahriot (photo) Jul'25:23
ANDRY, ELISHA ROBERT
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'52:29
ANECDOTES
   On the last page of almost every issue from Nov. 1926 to May
   1965.
   Jesus sends a substitute. Sep'19:7
   The good that men do.
   Feb'27:35 Oct'27:57 Jan'28:43
   Jul'27:60 Nov'27:57
   Missionary illustrations... Sep'31:45
   Sea salt.
   Sep'32:23 Nov'32:23 Jan'33:22
   Oct'32:19 Dec'32:23
   Christmas greetings. Dec'38:48
   Defense measures in the home. Jan'42:50
   Can't a guy do anything? Nov'42:46
   A strange story. May'46:8
   A treasure in the ash-can. May'46:46
   A friend in need. Jul'46:48
   Americans all. Oct'46:22
   Robbing God. Feb'48:45
   Billy gets back on the beam. Feb'48:46
   What shall I give? Nov'50:37
   Josephine runs the water works. Jun'51:11
   It matters what you believe. Jul'51:42
   The real Santa Claus. Dec'51:47
   God is right next door. Dec'52:46
   Unusual customer. Dec'52:46
   Mission worker finds boy who eats spinach. Jul'53:39
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34
   Story of a cast-off. Nov'53:44
   These things I know. Jun'54:44
   When morning gilds the sky. Feb'57:40
   Light for a blinded world. Feb'58:50
   Christian citizenship. Apr'58:34
   Satish learns a lesson. Jun'58:47
   Long-fingered Lisa. Jul'58:32
Elephants in my garden. Oct'58:48
Here and there with World Call. Nov'58:50
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36
Youth and missions. Jan'59:43
The ants and the cheese. Mar'59:29
Thumbs and plums. Mar'59:41
Let us continue to weave. Apr'59:18
The ransom. Mar'60:45
When the glue sets. Feb'61:42
From Egypt--a story of faith. Nov'61:31
Keeping his vow. Nov'61:49
The word for all. Dec'61:42
Sungi's sears. Jul'62:48
Lesson on love. Nov'62:44
What mark? Dec'62:22
Women on world highways. Jan'63:35
Incident in Taiwan. Jun'63:49
Shavings.
Jan'72:35  Feb'72:35  Mar'72:35  Apr'72:36
Insight of a blind beggar. May'72:9
Shavings.
May'72:36  Sep'72:35  Nov'72:32  Jan'73:47
Jul'72:42  Oct'72:35  Dec'72:36
(cont. next page)
Oct'72:35  Nov'72:32  Jan'73:47
Shavings.
Feb'73:37  May'73:34  Sep'73:35  Nov'73:33
Mar'73:34  Jun'73:35  Oct'73:37  Dec'73:34
Apr'73:34  Jul'73:35

ANECDOTES (cont.)
A few words. Jan'73:50
Shavings.

ANENDAIRO, PAX CONSUELO
See
RAMIRE, PAX CONSUELO ANENDAIRO
ANENE, EBENEZER
Youth and missions. Mar'56:37
ANET, HENRI
The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:40
ANEY, MILTON
Ang, Henry S
Nine-year struggle for Professor Ang. Jan'63:48
ANG, HENRY S
Classroom and campus. Dec'61:31
Nine-year struggle for Professor Ang (photo) Jan'63:48
ANGEL, JANIE
(photo) Jan'21:16
ANGEL, MAMIE KATHERINE, 1916–1969 (married to Arthur Angel)
News room. Mar'63:36
In memoriam. Sep'69:34
ANGEL, WILSON
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
Angeles, Justo
The Bible Chair work in Manila. Apr'27:52
ANGELIQUE, MYOY
All in the same boat. Oct'68:25
ANGELL, JAMES W. PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND THE CITY
   New books. Mar'71:28
ANGELL, JOHN H
   Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
ANGELL, NORMAN. RAW MATERIALS, POPULATION PRESSURE AND WAR
   Book chat. May'36:30
ANGELO, CHRISTINE
   Classroom and campus. Jan'64:34
   (photo) Jun'64:34
ANGER
   Anger--and the family. Jul'54:8
ANGLE, (married to Roy Angle) -1973
   In memoriam. Mar'73:44
ANGLE, BARBARA ANN DANFORTH, 1933-
   (married to Donald Russell Angle)
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
   Global highlights. Mar'67:7
ANGLE, DONALD RUSSELL, 1932-
   (married to Barbara Ann Danford Angle)
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
   Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'57:31
   Global highlights. Mar'67:7
ANGLE, PAUL M. THE LINCOLN READER
   Book chat. Jul'47:23
ANGLE, ROY, -1973
   In memoriam. Mar'73:44
ANGLEMYER, SHELVY HILAND, 1894-1983
   Fifth Sunday meetings (photo) Jun'46:28
   quoted. Last column. Sep'58:50
ANGLETON, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46
ANGLICAN CHURCH
   See
   CHURCH OF ENGLAND
ANGLICAN CHURCH OF HONG KONG
   World events. Feb'72:36
ANGOLA
   Consecrated oil tins. Jul'34:26
   A secret weapon. Dec'61:10
ANHEUSER-BUSCH CO. (ST. LOUIS)
   Jun'19:46
"ANIMALS AND HOW THEY COMUNICATE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. May'67:44
ANIMISM
   Animism and Christianity. Oct'33:28
ANIS, ZAKI
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:37
ANITA MARIE (SISTER)
   Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44
ANKENNEY, (married to William Ankeney)
   Global highlights. Jul'58:7
Ankrah, Kodwo E
   Refugees--a golden challenge. Dec'67:16
ANKRAH, KODWO E.
   (photo) Dec'67:17
ANN ARBOR BIBLE CHAIR (MICHIGAN)
   Snap shots. Dec'19:13
Our Ann Arbor Bible Chair. May'20:45
Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:12
Report. Sep'21:27
Annual report... Sep'22:35
Professor Iden and his Upper Room ministry. Nov'22:7
The man who sees stars. Jun'32:17
The Michigan Christian Foundation. Apr'36:16

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
Notes. Jun'19:58

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58 Nov'23:51
The new church at Ann Arbor (photo) Feb'25:43
(photo of parsonage) Sep'46:1

ANNALA, ELLEN
In brief. Jan'71:43
(photo) Sep'73:30

ANNEN, MICHELLE
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:32

ANNISTON, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
With high hope, they press forward (photo) Jun'21:47

ANNUITIES
Life annuity bonds make aged owner care free. Jun'29:45
Annuities grow in favor. Jul'36:9
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:45

"ANOTHER SPRING" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'57:39

ANSHEN, RUTH NANDA. THE REALITY OF THE DEVIL
Books of value. Dec'72:47

ANSLEY, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Fasting and prayer for the missionaries. Mar'22:back cover

ANTHONY, (married to Mark Anthony)
(photo) Jun'49:15
Anthony, Alfred William
Cooperative Home Missions in Montana. Oct'19:38
Personal home missionaries. Oct'20:36

ANTHONY, MARK
(photo) Jul'28:26
The threshold (photo) Oct'38:2
(photo) Jun'49:15

ANTHONY, T L
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38

ANTHROPOLOGY
Women and world highways. Oct'46:33

ANTIN, MARY. THE PROMISED LAND
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56

ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE OF AMERICA
See also
TEMPERANCE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'27:45
Global highlights. Mar'48:3

ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE YEARBOOK, 1929
Speaking of books. Apr'30:31

ANTISEMITISM
Social trends. Apr'39:24
The threshold. Jan'40:2
...a Christian problem. Feb'40:3
...and America. Feb'40:13
Anti-Jewish "fifth column." Jun'40:4
Danger to Christianity. Jan'41:19
Mr. Ford comes through. Mar'42:4
Why I am not an Anti-semit. Mar'43:10
A crime against humanity. Mar'44:7
...and the church. Apr'45:3
Notes on anti-semitism in Europe. Feb'46:6
The tragedy of hate. Mar'46:48
Global highlights.
   Feb'47:2       May'50:2       Mar'60:8       Apr'60:4
Negro anti-semitism. Jan'67:29

ANTONINE, BOTE quoted. Great need for teachers in Congo. May'33:29
ANWEILER, MARILYN. BULL-BULL, THE INDIAN BOY
   New books. May'65:42

ANXIETY
   Bible study. Apr'23:48

AOKI, MITSUO
   Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33

APACHE, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (drawing of 1903 church) Sep'64:3

APARTEID
   Global highlights. Sep'64:5
   Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
   World events. Nov'73:40

APAYAO MISSIONARY SOCIETY
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35

APAYAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   The hard way. Apr'47:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36
   ...God's back country. Jul'54:31
   The fertile mountains. Mar'57:19

APAYAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. APAYAO CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
   Adults and mission (photo) Jan'66:37

APENFELS, ETHEL J. SENSE AND NONSENSE ABOUT RACE
   Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
   Youth and missions. Jun'57:41

APLET, ROBIN L., 1941-
   World events. Sep'69:37

APOSTLES' CREED
   And the life everlasting. Apr'49:7

APPALACHIA
   My mountain people. Jul'19:10
   Facts for the busy woman. Jul'19:50
   The travels of Truly Try in the mountains. Sep'23:30
   Poor soil makes poor folks (photos) Oct'38:18
   The land that time forgot. Apr'46:7
   Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
   The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:15
   Global highlights. Sep'56:3       Jan'60:8
   Appalachian south. Mar'60:44
   Global highlights. Dec'61:5       Feb'62:8
   Mountain of misery and promise. Oct'64:18
   Global highlights. Sep'66:7
   Nov'67:much of issue
   Letters. Jan'68:4       Feb'68:46

79
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'69:5
Women on world highways. Apr'70:31
Help at the grassroots in Appalachia. May'71:24
World events. Oct'71:37
Commentary. Oct'72:16
The death of a mountain. Feb'73:8
Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:5

APPEL, VALLEE O
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28
APPELGATE, JOSEPH MERLE, 1903-1988
Chaplain in Alaska (photo) Apr'44:26
APPENZELLER, HENRY
Global highlights. Dec'50:3
APPHERMAN, (MRS. L. G.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
APPIAH, A. W. E.
For adult mission study (photo) Jan'53:34
Appleby, Rosalee Mills
The child of two nations (poem) Jun'26:32
Applegarth, Margaret T
The career of a cobbler.
Dec'20:22  Feb'21:36  Apr'21:28
Women and world highways.
Feb'44:29  Feb'45:29  Feb'46:33
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T.
quoted. Women and world highways.
Feb'42:35  Jul'42:35
Prophecy and fact (photo) Feb'56:29
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. BOUND IN THE BUNDLE OF LIFE
Book chat. Dec'41:22
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. THE CAREER OF A COBBLER
Book announcements. Sep'22:59
New books. Mar'23:51
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. INDIA INKLINGS
New books Mar'23:51
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. MERRY-GO-ROUND
Speaking of books. Dec'24:41
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. MISSIONARY STORIES FOR LITTLE FOLKS
Books that speak. Apr'22:53
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. MOMENT BY MOMENT
Book chat. Sep'55:40
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. MORE SHORT MISSIONARY PLAYS
Book announcements. Jan'24:53
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. NEXT DOOR NEIGHBORS
Books that speak. Apr'22:53
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. SHORT MISSIONARY PLAYS
Book announcements. Jan'24:53
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. SOME BOYS AND GIRLS IN AMERICA
Book announcements. Dec'23:59
APPLEGARTH, MARGARET T. TWELVE BASKETS FULL
Book chat. Nov'58:41
APPLEGATE, JOSEPH M
APPLEGATE, KENNETH WOOD
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
APPLETON, WISCONSIN  
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45

Aquila, Luis  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'37:39

AQUINALDO, (married to Richard Aquinaldo)  
(photo) Jun'44:23

AQUINO, APOLONIO  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39

AQUINO, EPHIFANIO  
World events. Feb'73:39

ARABIA  
Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) May'21:32

ARABS  
Wherein Christianity has failed. Mar'27:8
Oil the Mandelbaum Gate. Mar'63:9
Letters. May'68:4
A plea for justice and mercy. May'68:23

ARANDA, TWILA JEAN  
News room. Nov'58:37

ARAPAHOE, NORTH CAROLINA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Stumps (photo) Jun'21:20

ARBAUGH, (married to Robert Arbaugh)  
(death) Dec'26:50

ARCHEOLOGY  
Global highlights. Mar'58:6
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'67:5

ARCHER, (married to B. Frank Archer)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'54:4

ARCHER, ANITA SMITH  
(marriage) The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10

ARCHER, BLAIR  
quoted. World Calling... Sep'66:10

ARCHER, CATHALINE ALFORD, 1885-1968  
(married to John Clark Archer)  
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44  
(photo) Jul'28:26  Jan'34:33  
News room. Dec'44:28

ARCHER, DON  
(photo) Sep'39:31

ARCHER, GERTRUDE  
(photo) Mar'28:18

ARCHER, FRANCES  
News from Jacksonville. Oct'27:40

Archer, Glen Harter (married to H. W. Archer)  
Contrasting days at Emily E. Flinn Home. Mar'28:59
We call her a brave heart. Aug'28:35
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39
As I go to Marion. Apr'36:43
One hundred years. Feb'37:43
Ups and downs in a home for the aged. Dec'37:6
Red points and blue. Jun'45:28
Should parochial schools receive government support? Sep'69:26

ARCHER, GLEN HARTER  
What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
New faces in benevolence (photo) Mar'36:28  
(photo) Dec'37:6
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'38:inside front cover
Annual rally at Emily E. Flinn Home. Nov'41:28
(photo) Mar'43:39
N.B.A. news. Sep'43:26
(photo) Dec'44:8
Hallowed rooms of home. Dec'45:5
(marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
N.B.A. reports chyanges in Home superintendents. Oct'52:40
quoted. World events. Nov'70:36

Archer, Glenn L
Let's keep our public schools free! Jul'51:8

ARCHER, GLENN L
(photo) Jul'51:9
quoted. POAU head praises textbook changes. Jun'59:30
Global highlights. Jan'60:6
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'65:6
Global highlights. Apr'68:6
In brief. Apr'69:42

Archer, John Clark, 1881-1957
(married to Cathaline Alford Archer)
China in the local church. Nov'24:13
The faith of the world. Dec'37:18
Essential India. Dec'38:20
No creed but Christ. Feb'44:17

ARCHER, JOHN CLARK, 1881-1957
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'23:53 Jun'26:42
(photo) Mar'27:8
Disciples at Yale (photo)
May'21:51 Jul'28:26 Jul'31:30 Jan'34:33
Jul'27:44 Jul'29:29 Mar'32:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41 Feb'35:33
(photo) Nov'36:22
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'37:inside front cover
(photo) Feb'37:33
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39
News room. Dec'44:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34

Archer, Marlene
Face lifting and faith lifting. May'53:43

ARCHER, MARY E., -1946
In memoriam. Apr'47:39

ARCHER, MATTIE HARRIS, -1958
In memoriam. Sep'58:39

ARCHER, ROBERT J
(marriage) The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10

ARCHER, SCOTT
Campbell ambrotype. Sep'50:15

ARCHER CITY, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:50
A layman's religion in action. Mar'29:27

ARCHIBALD, A C
(photo) Jun'49:2

ARCHIBALD, ARTHUR C. NEW TESTAMENT EVANGELISM
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31

ARCHIE, MISSOURI. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1960. Mar'61:52
ARCHILLA, ANGEL
   (photo) May'49:15
ARCHIVES
   Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:10
ARD, (MRS. M.)
   (photo) Mar'47:33
ARDERY, JULIA HOGE SPENCER
   (married to William Breckenridge Ardery)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'58:8
ARDMORE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What they did and how (photo) Oct'20:7
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
"ARE YOU CHICKEN?" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Apr'66:43
"ARE YOU THERE, GOD?" (SOUND RECORDING)
   World outreach books. Jun'69:7
Arehart, C Lloyd
   (untitled poem) Mar'37:48
ARGALL, A J
   Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18
ARGENBRIGHT, GLENNON, -1947
   In memoriam. Dec'47:35
ARGENBRIGHT, MARY
   (photo) Dec'48:11
ARGENTINA
   Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:11
   Notes. Feb'19:49
   CWBM...gifts. May'19:57
   Notes. May'19:61
   Buenos Aires workers. Aug'19:37
   Much work and few workers. Aug'19:49
   Boundless opportunities. Sep'19:43
   Note. Nov'19:63
   Notes. Feb'20:56,57,63
   Facts for the busy woman. Apr'20:39
   Children of Argentina. Jun'20:30
   Education, the open door to Argentina. Jul'20:24
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:61,64
   Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
   Mrs. Atwater and party in Buenos Aires. Aug'21:34
   With our own missionaries. Aug'21:31
   Short and true from far and near. Nov'21:4
   Ourselves in South America. Nov'21:6
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:62
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61
   They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
   Women's work in Argentina. Mar'22:45
   Ruth Fish honored. Apr'24:41
   Boys help boys. Apr'24:54
   Echoes from everywhere. May'24:56       Jun'24:49,60
   The inspiration back of Colegio Americano. Jul'24:59
   A glimpse into Buenos Aires. Aug'24:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
   Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:59
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
Opening the door of opportunity. Jan'25:21
Colegio Americano e Instituto Comercial Ward. Apr'25:24
First word from the Montevideo delegates. Jun'25:34
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49,58,61
Annual report... Oct'25:36
At church in Buenos Aires. Jan'26:54
An Argentine cottage prayer meeting. Feb'26:53
New Ambassador visits Colegio Americano. Feb'26:57
The first commencement. Mar'26:44
Colegio Americano to the front. Mar'26:44
The day of the race. Mar'26:60
Program helps. Apr'26:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58
Training the Argentine women. Jul'26:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
The Montgomerys at work. Jul'26:55
Mother's Day celebrated. Aug'26:52
In quest of the good. Oct'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50 Feb'27:50
Encouragement in Buenos Aires. Mar'27:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:48,50
Training the youth... May'27:52
Will it mean much? Jun'27:9
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Summer school in Buenos Aires. Jul'27:57
Honoring mother in Buenos Aires. Aug'27:52
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47,48
Young people's work in Latin America. Sep'27:50
A medium of good will. Sep'27:56
Echoes from everywhere.
    May'28:48 Jul'28:34 Aug'28:33
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47,48
A forward step. Nov'28:34
Sociedad Estudiantil de Obreros Cristianos. Nov'28:41
A significant trend. Dec'28:42
Preparing for service. Dec'28:59
Revival in Cramer Street Church. Jan'29:42
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jan'29:49 Feb'29:35,36,44
A charge to keep I have... Mar'29:inside front cover
Missionary organizations... May'29:32
From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:59,60
Young people's institute in Argentina. Aug'29:43
Missionary organizations... Aug'29:46
Serving through play. Oct'29:34
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:38
Argentinians study Africa. Oct'29:62
Argentinian vs Paraguayan. Nov'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
What's going on in South America. Jun'30:53
Colegio Americano students at Cramer Church. Jun'30:59
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40
R. M. Hopkins in South America. Nov'30:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
Buenos Aires congregation lays corner stone. Jan'31:29
Letter to President Hoover. Feb'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:40
What's coming in Latin America? Mar'31:8
Convention voiced appreciation. May'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:39
A dream of years realized. Jun'31:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:41
Missionary illustrations... Aug'31:44
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45
A missionary mother in Argentina. Dec'31:31
Filomena and her superstitions. Jan'32:30
Echoes from everywhere.
The story of Juana. Sep'32:27
The best companion. Sep'32:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
New quarters for Colegio Ward. Apr'33:29
Alcira of Bolivia. May'33:29
A national worker. May'33:46
Our continuing progress in foreign missions. Jun'33:12
A dream of years realized. Dec'33:28
Missionary organizations' own section. Jan'34:35
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
A visit to Ward College. Jan'35:32
Religious education in Colegiales. Jan'35:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'35:39
The Disciples of Christ in Latin America. Jan'36:23
  (photo) Jan'36:24
All-American all church fiesta. Feb'36:33
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39
Attendance and interest grow at Colegio Ward. Jan'37:45
Mi Amigo. Mar'37:9
Welcoming the President. Mar'37:19
The religious program in Colegio Ward. Apr'37:29
From the church in Villa Mitre. May'37:29
Observations in the southern continent. Jul'37:25
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:38
Distinguished visitors at Colegio Ward. Dec'37:34
Activities in Argentina. Apr'38:46
Echoes from everywhere.
  May'38:39  Sep'38:39  Oct'38:39  Nov'38:38,39
Open doors to friendship. Mar'39:18
Our churches in Argentina. Jul'39:46
After twenty-five years at Colegio Ward. Sep'39:25
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
Confederation of churches in River Plate Republics. Oct'39:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39  Jun'40:37
A week of international friendship. Feb'40:25
Women and world highways. Mar'40:35
Wide observance of Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:10
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39  Jun'40:39
Argentina's developing church. Jul'40:13
Unusual experiences. Jul'40:43
News room. Sep'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'40:39
Training leaders for Latin America. Jan'41:33
Land of silver waters. Feb'41:7
The future of missions in Latin America. Mar'41:14
A day in Colegiales. Nov'41:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43     Feb'42:39
Vitamin L in Colegio Ward. Mar'42:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
Women and world highways. Jun'42:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:39
Building progresses in Buenos Aires. Sep'42:47
Smedleys in Argentina. Oct'42:46
(photo) Mar'43:17
Conference at Buenos Aires. May'43:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29
Silver linings on a wartime journey. Sep'43:22
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:18
Echoes from everywhere.
    Oct'43:32    Feb'44:33    Apr'44:32
    Nov'43:32    Mar'44:33
Looking to the future in Argentina. May'44:17
January vacation church school. May'44:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
Intermediate Conference at Ramos Mejia. May'44:35
Opportunity in Argentina. Jul'44:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33
Argentine quintuplets. Jul'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'44:32
An autumn Sunday in Buenos Aires. Sep'44:35
Gateway to Chaco. Nov'44:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:35     Feb'45:33
Latin America--1934-44. Mar'45:5
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:32,33
Christian Education Advance in Argentina. Mar'45:38
Argentina report. May'45:38
Summer conferences in February. May'45:39
Pan-American Day celebration. Jul'45:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28
News room. Sep'45:30
Events in the Chaco. Dec'45:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37
September in Argentina. Jan'46:47
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
Work in the Chaco. Feb'46:42
The Colegiales Church today. Feb'46:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36
Kindergarten closes. Apr'46:29
February activities. May'46:41
Laboratory school in Buenos Aires. Jun'46:31
Protestant outlook in Argentina. Oct'46:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'46:36
New work in the Chaco. Dec'46:29
Let your reach exceed your grasp. Jan'47:27
Achievements in Argentina. Feb'47:41
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:41
Youth and missions. Jun'47:39
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'49:47       Jun'49:36       Oct'49:36
Protestantism on the move. Nov'49:22
A new Christian home in Resistencia. Nov'49:37
What a gift can do. Dec'49:45
Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:12
Colegio Ward's quintuplets celebrate. Oct'50:15
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'51:37       Mar'51:38
A church comes of age. May'51:10
Classroom and campus. Sep'51:33
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36
Jorgelina's cornerstone. Oct'51:28
For adult mission study. Dec'51:34
The ministry in Argentina. Jan'52:10
A new church is born. Jan'52:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36
She gave all she had. Jan'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'52:36
Colegio Ward graduates fifty-one students. Mar'52:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
Disciple women in Argentina hold their first congress.
Mar'52:47
For adult mission study. Apr'52:34
Enterprise in Tablada. Jun'52:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:37
Pepito's faith spreads happiness. Jun'52:43
Leadership training courses in the Colegiales Church.
Jun'52:46
Conferences are held in Buenos Aires. Jul'52:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'52:34       Nov'53:34       Dec'53:34
Latin American journey. Feb'54:20
Latin American missions mature under pressure. Mar'54:20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'54:38
Global highlights. Feb'55:4
Leaven in Barranqueras. Mar'55:46
The hand that gives. Jul'55:5
Argentina--Desc.
Disciles move forward. Sep'55:6
Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:26
Disciples in Argentina lead in establishing kindergartens.
Feb'56:30
Revolution in South America. Apr'56:18
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
Half-Century in Argentina. Apr'56:44
Anniversary in Argentina. Jul'56:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
Conversations with a journalist in Argentina. Oct'56:12
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'56:32       Jan'57:30       Sep'57:34
Dec'56:36       Jun'57:38       Apr'58:36
Room for the alcoholic. Oct'58:44
Global highlights. Dec'58:6
Two lands to the south. Dec'58:16
The church in Argentina is growing. Jan'59:29
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Argentines work together. Mar'59:23
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'59:36
Harvest time in Latin America. Jul'59:19
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36
Resistencia adventure. Feb'60:33
New vistas in Latin America. Apr'60:29
Year of change in missions. Sep'60:22
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36 Oct'60:36
Revival at Belgrano. Nov'60:49
Global highlights. Dec'60:8
Seminary role vital in "new" Argentina. Feb'61:21
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:13
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'61:40 Apr'61:36 May'61:34
Argentine Disciples opening new work. Jun'61:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'61:38 Jul'61:38
Two floods in the Chaco. Nov'61:28
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34
Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:17
Marks of progress seen in Argentina. Jun'62:49
Global highlights. Sep'62:7
Miracle at Villa Mitre. Jan'63:19
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38 Jul'63:38
An adventure in Christian unity. Mar'64:12
The light that keeps shining. May'64:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38
Glances and glimpses. Sep'64:18
Evangelism in Argentina. Jul'67:48
Direct line. Sep'67:33 Dec'70:31 Apr'72:45
Church and community share a dream. May'73:20

ARGENTINA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
First impressions of Buenos Aires. Feb'24:40
Correcting a distorted view. Mar'26:10
Where materialism is rampant. Nov'26:57
Visiting churches in Argentina. Sep'27:42
Arkadelphia
From vision to reality. Sep'28:29
A neighborly visit. Jun'30:41
Carnival time in Buenos Aires. Jul'32:28
The Christ of the Andes. Feb'33:9
First impressions--after twelve years. Jun'37:12
We visit Argentina... (photos) Dec'37:12
Into the Chaco we went! May'47:44
Family life is changing. May'54:22
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
A visit to Argentina. Jun'60:28
Two worlds in two days. Feb'63:29
Latin America's confused giant. Nov'63:15
A crisis made us one. Mar'69:14
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
Direct line. Dec'71:30            Oct'72:40
ARGENTINA--EDUCATION
Direct line. Mar'68:37
ARGENTINA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
    New President inaugurated. Jun'32:27
    Two conflicting concepts. Jan'47:5
    Global highlights. Mar'49:4
    Argentina upholds religion law. Jun'56:8
    Ruling in Argentina hailed by Protestants. Jun'56:49
ARGENTINE LEAGUE OF EVANGELICAL WOMEN
    Women and world highways. Feb'52:3
ARGUAS, MARGARITA
    Women and world highways. Apr'36:35
ARGYLE, A. W. GOD IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
    New books. Sep'66:40
ARIES, LEONARD. P. LET'S TALK IT OVER
    Book chat. Mar'42:45
ARISMAN, (married to Ross Arisman)
    In memoriam. Dec'39:37
ARIZONA
    Church strategy in Arizona. Jan'19:48
    Triumphs in the desert. Oct'19:26
    State convention (photo) Dec'23:34
    The story state by state. Aug'25:12
    Missionary organizations' own section. Sep'33:35
    Desert dawn. May'34:8
    How Church Extension has helped by state. Jul'34:14
    A state looks ahead. Sep'65:18
    World events. Feb'71:37
ARIZONA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
    Arizona. Dec'28:62
    Here and there with World Call. May'49:48
    Global highlights. Jul'56:2
ARIZONA ECUMENICAL COUNCIL
    In brief. Jun'69:39
ARIZONA, STATE PENITENTIARY
    It gets into the blood. Apr'27:39
    Romance and realism (photo) Jun'28:38
ARKADELPHIA, ARKANSAS
    Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
ARKADELPHIA, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    (photo) May'19:4
    Two churches welcomed into Every Home Plan. Jan'61:46
    Churches send World Call to members. Dec'62:48
ARKANSAS
    Notes. Feb'19:46
    Southwestern District needs. Nov'20:45
    First the blade... May'23:40
    Headquarters notes. May'23:52
    The story state by state. Aug'25:13
    How Church Extension has helped by state. Jul'34:14
    Wisdom, good will and race. Jun'56:8
    Global highlights. Dec'60:7
    Women on world highways. Jun'64:32
ARKANSAS BEACON JOURNAL
    Global highlights. May'53:2
ARKANSAS CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)

See also
ARKANSAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

ARKANSAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

See also
ARKANSAS CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:24
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47
(photo of parsonage) Oct'46:1
Global highlights.
Jan'55:2       Jul'57:2       Apr'58:4

ARKANSAS CITY, KANSAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Youth and missions. Oct'56:37

ARKANSAS YOUTH CABINET
Youth cabinet (photo) Jun'69:42

ARLINE, PAUL
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:33

ARLINGTON, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Enroll in EHP. Mar'64:49

ARLINGTON, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
How to raise building fund. Nov'56:41

ARLINGTON, TEXAS. SOUTHWEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches... Jul'58:30

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA. NATIONAL CEMETARY
Who would not go to Arlington? May'25:13
A correction. Feb'35:4

ARMAGH COUNTY, IRELAND
Gleanings from the Campbell country. Nov'36:12

ARMAMENTS

See also
ARMS CONTROL
DISARMAMENT
The month among Disciples. Dec'33:4
Listening in on the world. Dec'33:22
Top-heave militarism. May'34:4
Munitions or missions? Jul'34:3
Munitions' lid off. Oct'34:4
The threshold. Nov'34:2
On the social battle front. Nov'34:22
Book chat. Nov'34:23
America rejects disarmament. Feb'35:9
America, help us make peace. Feb'35:13
Facts about munitions. Apr'35:4
Taking murder out of the nursery. Apr'35:4
There go the ships. May'35:4
Book chat. Oct'35:34
Social trends. Jan'36:27       Jun'36:21
The race is on. Mar'37:4
The threshold. Dec'37:2
Military equipment used for deeds of love. Jun'39:42
Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:42
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By products of national hysteria. Jul'40:5
Global highlights. Jul'52:3
A general challenges our age. Feb'58:10
Social trends. Feb'58:24
Missles and missions. Oct'58:22
Social trends. Feb'63:7
In brief. Jun'69:39

ARMBRUSTER, E F
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

Armbruster, Rose Theresa, 1875-1950
Note. Aug'19:48
Report from Akita. Oct'20:41
A summer in Japan. Nov'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
Among the churches in the Akita District. Jul'23:44
A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:39
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56
The dawn of a new day. May'26:55
Farewell. Aug'26:61
Material and spiritual changes in Japan. Feb'27:55
With the kindergartners. May'27:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
Preaching the word imperative. Jul'27:58
Osaka news. Feb'28:62
Echoes from everywhere.
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49,50
Influence of the kindergarten. Aug'30:27
Tennoji feeds the hungry. Apr'31:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:39 May'32:39
Through Shanghai flames. Feb'33:34
The Japan tidal wave. Dec'34:30
Sugawara San. Feb'35:28

ARMBRUSTER, ROSE THERESA, 1875-1950
Note. Jan'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Oct'21:38 Dec'24:36
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54
quoted. When children broadcast the Gospel. Jun'26:7
(photo) Aug'26:61
(cont. next page) p. 90 Armbruster - Armstrong

ARMBRUSTER, ROSE THERESA (cont.)
Osaka Station news. Jan'27:63
(photo no. 1) Mar'29:24
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Jun'32:31 Feb'33:40 Sep'34:45
(photo) Feb'35:28
(death) News room. Sep'50:43
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ARMED FORCES
See
SOLDIERS

ARMED FORCES PREACHING MISSION
Global highlights. Feb'52:3

ARMENIA
Notes. Jul'19:61
A cablegram. Nov'19:1
(photo) Nov'19:22
Easter in Armenia. Apr'20:50
Humanity requires no mandate. Aug'20:37
Modern acts of Apostles. Aug'20:41
Armenian orphans. Jan'21:48
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47

ARMENIA, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28

ARMER, LAURA ADAMS. WATERLESS MOUNTAIN
Speaking of books. Jul'32:40

ARMISTEAD, JOSEPH DARDEN, -1944
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges. Dec'22:43
(photo) Mar'24:48
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15
In memoriam. Mar'44:33

ARMISTICE DAY
Whose day is Armistice Day? Nov'32:3
Nov'35:3

ARMONIO, CARMEN
Women on world highways. Jun'70:32

ARMOSA, SANTIAGO
Paraguayans are listening to the word (photo) Nov'56:24
Global highlights (photo) Jun'57:2

ARMS, LORA
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7

ARMS CONTROL
See also

ARMAGENTS
DISARAMENT
A call to prayer and effort. Nov'21:20
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:64

ARMSTRONG, (married to Carl Armstrong)
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

ARMSTRONG, (MRS. H. P.)
(photo) Dec'50:26
News room. Nov'57:32

ARMSTRONG, (MRS. L. W.)
Church agency aids migrant family in tragedy. Feb'47:43

ARMSTRONG, (married to Thomas W. Armstrong) -1946
In memoriam. Jun'46:39

ARMSTRONG, (MRS. W. H.)
(death) Feb'19:51

ARMSTRONG, (MRS. W. J.)
Memorium. Jul'35:39

Armstrong, (Mrs. W. N.)
Among the Acadians. Oct'33:26
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ARMSTRONG. (MRS. W. N.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42

ARMSTRONG, (married to Will Armstrong)
(photo) Apr'32:9

ARMSTRONG, APRIL OURSLER. THE BOOK OF GOD
Book chat. Feb'58:42

Armstrong, Cecil John, 1873-1966
The Dulany gift. Feb'25:42

ARMSTRONG, CECIL JOHN, 1873-1966
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'25:53 Feb'26:52
(photo) Mar'24:38
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
Personalities. Jan'35:16

ARMSTRONG, CLARK
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'65:7
(photo) Jan'71:17

Armstrong, Edith
Letters. Dec'66:48

Armstrong, H. C.
See

Armstrong, Henry Claire

Armstrong, H. Clark (married to June Armstrong)
Week of Compassion in our church. Jan'70:14

ARMSTRONG, H. CLARK
In brief. May'69:38
Spotlight on H. Clark Armstrong (photo) Jan'70:12

Armstrong, H. Parr
See

Armstrong, Housen Parr

ARMSTRONG, HAMILTON FISH. WE OR THEY
Book chat. Jun'37:22

ARMSTRONG, HAMILTON FISH. WHEN THERE IS NO PEACE
Book chat. May'39:24

ARMSTRONG, HELEN. PRAYER POEMS
Book chat. Feb'43:25

Armstrong, Henry Claire, 1877-1976 (married to Mary Armstrong)
The Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity. Jan'19:21

The union of Protestants. Feb'19:27
Christian unity and the new day. Mar'19:52
Definite steps toward Christian unity. Apr'19:52
Christian union Sunday. May'19:30
Christian Unity Sunday. Jun'19:35
Interchurch Conference on Organic Union. Aug'19:40
First Christian Unity Tour. Sep'19:38

Christian union by church transformation. Oct'19:50
World Conference on Christian Unity. Nov'19:21
Next goals in Christian unity. Dec'19:37
How long till Christian union? Feb'20:34
United Churches of Christ in America. Apr'20:24

How division undermines the church. May'20:29
Pathways toward Christian unity. Jun'20:23
Prese...
Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity annual report.

Nov'20:41
Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:47
Christian unity in France. Jul'21:28
Christian unity and religious education. Aug'21:43
Unity again invades divided Protestantism. Dec'29:19
Analyzing the status of unity. Jul'30:22
Speaking of books. Aug'30:32
The primacy of the ministry. May'32:4
Speaking of books. May'33:31
Book chat. Oct'34:40
Edinburgh, to Lausanne... Dec'36:17
A world adventure in Christian cooperation. Jan'37:22
Methodist reunion. Jul'38:15
Book chat. Oct'38:43
Twenty years in Christian unity. Jan'39:29
Disciples and the world church. Apr'41:15
Statement of our present cooperative relationship. Jul'41:31
The primacy of the Christian ministry. Sep'45:5

ARMSTRONG, HENRY CLARK, 1877-1976
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:40
Notes on the social conflict. May'29:17
(photo) Oct'29:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:24
(photo) May'33:4 Mar'37:2 Jul'38:15
The church moves toward unity. Apr'40:11
(photo) Feb'41:2 Apr'41:15 Sep'45:5

ARMSTRONG, HENRY CLARK. THE WITNESS OF THE CHURCHES
The threshold. Dec'40:4

ARMSTRONG, HOMER JEROME, 1902-
Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
A Diamond Jubilee meeting in the east. Apr'25:38
The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
Special evangelist. Aug'27:62
Romance and realism. Jun'28:38
quoted. Men and missions. Oct'31:16
quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Personalities. Mar'35:32

Armstrong, Housen Parr, 1898-1966
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:22
Book chat. Apr'35:44
We must become radical. Jul'38:26
I am every child (poem) Jun'46:28
White fields on a dark continent. Jul'58:31
He sounded like Thomas Campbell. Dec'59:17

ARMSTRONG, HOUSEN PARR, 1898-1966
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
(photo) Nov'25:27 Nov'35:45 Jul'38:26 Sep'42:27
Minister schedules tour. Apr'54:47
News room. Nov'57:32
In memoriam. Sep'66:46
ARMSTRONG, ISABELLE
  In memoriam. Sep'38:39
ARMSTRONG, JAMES
  Global highlights. Apr'62:8
  Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32
  quoted. Thank you! Mar'66:24
ARMSTRONG, JAMES. THE JOURNEY THAT MEN MAKE
  New books. Jul'69:28
  Women on world highways. Jan'70:31
ARMSTRONG, JAMES. MISSION: MIDDLE AMERICA
  New books. Jan'71:28
ARMSTRONG, JAMES. THE URGENT NOW: SERMONS ON CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
  New books. Jan'71:28
ARMSTRONG, JENNIE B
  In memoriam. Sep'41:39
ARMSTRONG, LILLIAN
  (photo) Dec'52:9
ARMSTRONG, LOUIS
  We knew what he meant. Apr'61:9
ARMSTRONG, MARJORIE. RELIGION CAN CONQUER COMMUNISM
  New books. Feb'65:39
ARMSTRONG, MARY E., 1876-1948 (marred to Henry Clair Armstrong)
  Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
  (photo) May'33:4
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
  (death) News room. Jan'49:45
ARMSTRONG, MOLLIE
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
ARMSTRONG, O. K. RELIGION CAN CONQUER COMMUNISM
  New books. Feb'65:39
ARMSTRONG, O. V. PRAYER POEMS
  Book chat. Feb'43:25
Armstrong, Robert Grenville
  The city's stake in the rural church. Feb'41:19
ARMSTRONG, ROGER D. PEACE CORPS AND CHRISTIAN MISSION
  New books. Jan'66:40
Armstrong, S C
  Boos related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
ARMSTRONG, THOMAS C
  In memoriam. Jul'27:48
Armstrong, Velma
  A chance for Chris. Jul'65:33
  The fudge sundae. Mar'69:37
ARMSTRONG, W C
  They said. Nov'33:22
ARMSTRONG, WILL
  Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
  Returns on our investment in French-America (photo) Apr'32:9
Armstrong, William Newton, 1887?-1942
  The advancing program among the French. Dec'31:15
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
  Among the Acadians. Oct'33:26
  Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'33:40 Jan'34:39 Feb'34:40
Heart throbs from our French field. Jun'34:45
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'34:49 Sep'34:39 Oct'34:39
From the French field. Oct'34:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39 Mar'35:39
A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:38 Mar'36:40
Six years with French Acadians. Feb'38:27
ARMSTRONG, WILLIAM NEWTON, 1887?-1942
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Aug'31:35 Oct'31:35 Jun'32:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:38
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Sep'34:45 Jun'36:40 Mar'37:42
(death) News notes. Jun'42:34
ARNALDO, ESTER quoted. Forward on the feet of Filipino children. Nov'30:33
Arnaldo, Solomon
An interesting testimony. Jun'27:51
ARDNT, ELMER J
(photo) Mar'45:17 Jun'63:20
Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:6
Arndt, Jessie Ash
Women and world highways. Apr'56:33
ARNEJO, MARIA LUSIA
See
LEMMON, MARIA LUSIA ARNEJO
Arnett, Loren E
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
ARNETT, LOREN E
News room. Dec'60:34 Mar'62:38
Global highlights (photo) May'64:4
News room (photo) May'65:36
ARNETT, TREvor. COLLeGE AND UNIVERSITY FINANCE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:53
Arnholter, Ethelwynne (married to Harold H. Arnholter)
Living with ourselves. Jun'55:20
Families must cooperate. Jul'55:25
The right to privacy. Sep'55:21
When a family meets handicaps. Oct'55:23
A newcomer joins the family. Nov'55:12
The family faces change. Dec'55:25
A family can give support. Jan'56:23
Families can have fun. Feb'56:20
Counseling is a role of the church. Mar'56:16
Discipline is necessary. Apr'56:20
When a patient returns home. May'56:23
Understanding brings relief. Jun'56:14
The family pocketbook. Jul'56:26
In-laws can be friends. Sep'56:22
What's your hurry? Oct'56:14
Families must learn to adjust. Nov'56:12
World peace begins at home. Dec'56:21
ARNHOLTER, ETHELWYNNE
ARNHOLTER, WYNNE
See
ARNHOLTER, ETHELWYNNE
Arnold, (Mrs. S. E.) -1938
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:60
ARNOLD, (MRS. S. E.) -1938
  How the Living Link was reached. Dec'21:24
  In memoriam. Jul'38:39
ARNOLD, C. W
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39
ARNOLD, ELIZABETH
  quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
ARNOLD, ELIZABETH, 1863-1949 (married to Thomas J. Arnold)
  (death) News room. Mar'50:38
ARNOLD, ELOISE ANNETTE SPARKMAN
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
ARNOLD, GLADYS CATHERINE, 1896-
  (photo) Jun'21:6
  College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21: inside covers
  quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
  (photo) Nov'21:57
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57
  The second generation on the mission field (photo) Dec'23:26
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
  Program helps (photo) Mar'25:48
  (photo) Jan'27:5
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
  News room. Mar'50:38
ARNOLD, JAMES RUSSELL, JR.
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
ARNOLD, JENNIE, -1931
  In memoriam. Jul'31:40
ARNOLD, JOHN DAVID, 1883-1963
  Age and experience count most (photo) Sep'55:14
ARNOLD, KEN
  Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
  Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26
Arnold, Louise Boone (married to John David Arnold)
  Girls and the Jubilee. Aug'24:54
ARNOLD, LOUISE BOONE
  (photo) Jul'23:6
  Sep'55:14
ARNOLD, LUCY GREGORY, -1953
  In memoriam. May'54:35
ARNOLD, MARGUERITE
  Out colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
ARNOLD, MARY MARGARET
  (photo) Jul'23:7
Arnold, Maude Hardy
  Tangible tools for an intangible trade. Nov'28:13
ARNOLD, MELVIN. THE AFRICA OF ALBERT SCHWEITZER
  Book chat. Jan'49:42
  Jun'59:42
ARNOLD, MERCEDES, -1971
  Disciples in the news. May'67:7
Global highlights (photo) Feb'68:7
In memoriam. Oct'71:46

ARNOLD, OREN
quoted. Last column.
Dec'55:52  Jan'58:50  Feb'60:50
Apr'56:48  Jun'58:50  Mar'60:50
Jul'57:48  Dec'58:50  Mar'61:54

ARNOLD, RUSSELL W
Classroom and campus.
Oct'51:30  Mar'54:30  Jan'56:47

ARNOLD, THOMAS J., 1863-1906
Pioneering in Luchowfu. Oct'24:14

ARNOLD, THURMAN W. THE FOLKLORE OF CAPITALISM
Book chat. May'38:22

ARNOLD, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1968. Mar'69:42

ARNOLD'S COMMENTARY. 1951
Book chat. Jan'51:40

ARNS, (married to Floyd Arns)
Here and there with World Call. Oct'51:48

AROLE, MAYBELL (married to Raninika "Raj" Arole)
Gospel of health and hope (photos) Oct'71:32
The cross brought us there (photo) Nov'73:24

AROLE, RANINIK A "RAJ" (married to Maybell Arole)
Gospel of health and hope (photos) Oct'71:32

AROON, AJAN
Book of Acts comes alive in Thailand (photo) Dec'72:26

Arqueth, Katherine Goudy
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38

ARQUETTE, AMOS
(photo) Aug'25:57

ARQUIZA-ABESAMIS, ROSALINEA
Virginia Osborn memorial clinic (photo) May'70:32

Arrelle, Margot
The cross (poem) Apr'28:16

ARRIAGADO, HUBERTO
(photo) Jan'39:41

ARRISTIA, CECILIO
Global highlights. Mar'57:4

ARROYO, TONY (married to Virginia Reynolds Arroyo)
(marriage) News room. May'62:32

ARROYO, VIRGINIA REYNOLDS, 1941- (married to Tony Arroyo)
At home in all lands. Oct'48:41
(photo) May'55:37
(marriage) News room. May'62:32

ARROYOS Y ESTEROS, PARAGUAY
Steppingstone in Paraguay. Oct'60:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'63:36

ART
See also
ART AND RELIGION
The threshold. Jun'39:2
Nov'69:much of issue

ART AND RELIGION
Madonnas from many lands. Dec'38:24
The threshold. Dec'39:4
(cont. next page)
ART AND RELIGION (cont.)

Chinese Christian art. Oct'40:21
Women and world highways. Mar'43:35
Christmas art helps to meet human needs. Dec'69:7
Letters. Feb'70:4
Redemption sculpture. Feb'70:16
Letters. Mar'70:4
Passion and Easter. Mar'70:26
Religious beliefs can be communicated through painting and sculpture.
Jun'70:16
Fish: an ages old symbol. Jun'70:20
Easter in drama and art. Apr'71:26
Africa's new generation and the fine arts. Jul'71:24
Future directions in the communication of Christian faith.
Oct'71:suppl:3
Another view of Christmas. Dec'72:50

ARTAZA, (married to Arturo Navajas Artaza)
Argentine Disciples opening new work (photo) Jun'61:33

ARTAZA, ARTURO NAVAJAS.
Argentine Disciples opening new work (photo) Jun'61:33
ARTAZA, BARBARA McNIEL (married to Pablo Navajas Artaza)
Argentine Disciples opening new work. Jun'61:32
ARTAZA, PABLO NAVAJAS (married to Barbara McNiel Artaza)
Argentine Disciples opening new work (photo) Jun'61:32

ARTER, SUSIE
A parish in the city (photo) Sep'54:12

ARTERBURN, ANNE MYERS (married to Donald W. Arterburn)
Three lives of a student minister. Oct'62:13 (photo p. 11)
ARTERBURN, DONALD WILLIAM (married to Anne Myers Arterburn)
Three lives of a student minister (photos) Oct'62:11

ARTERBURN, JENNIE WILEY
Death. May'19:41

ARTESIA, NEW MEXICO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4

ARTHUR, F P
Notes. Jun'19:58

ARTHUR, FREDERICK PRENTICE, 1859-1940
Personalities (photo) Dec'37:17

ARTHUR, GEORGE R. LIFE ON THE NEGRO FRONTIER
Book chat. Oct'35:34

ARTHUR, JULIETTA K. EMPLOYMENT FOR THE HANDICAPPED
New books. Apr'67:22

ARTHUR, ROBERTA H. -1944
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'43:inside front cover
In memoriam. May'44:33

ARTHUR, WILLIAM
Classroom and campus. Nov'63:34

ARTHUR, WILLIAM B
Church magazines urged to study readers' wants. Jun'57:52
Look editor calls for more religious magazines... Oct'57:8

ARTHUR, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Nov'49:34

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION, HUMANS
Social trends. Apr'65:18
ARTIS, AMOS, 1899-1980
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:7
ARTIS, BETTY LOU, 1941-
  (birth) News room. Dec'41:34
ARTIS, RALPH
  (married to Ruth Elaine Boll Artis)
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
Artis, Ruth Elaine Boll, -1978
  (married to Ralph Artis)
  In the land of foreigners. May'27:47
  Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:35
  Where faith is instilled early. Jan'29:42
  Evangelism in the Coke region. Mar'29:61
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51       Feb'33:39
  By all paths. Dec'33:46
  Jubilation in the Coke Fields. Dec'34:34
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39
ARTIS, RUTH ELAINE BOLL, -1978
  New workers. Sep'26:59
  (photo) May'27:47       Sep'27:35
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:63
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35       Nov'34:34
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
  News room. Dec'41:34
ARTISTS
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'40:40
ARTLEY, A. STERL
  Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
ARTUKOVICH, A
  Understanding other peoples. Apr'59:9
ARTZ, RHODES MILEY, 1917-
  News room. Jan'57:36       May'65:48
ARVIN, W. J.
  When churches merge and share facilities (photo) Sep'71:24
ARZAGA, DOMINADOR
  I owe all to the missionary movement (photo) Apr'48:32
ARZAGA, FRANCISCO B., 1898-  
  Dr. Francisco Arzaga. Feb'30:42
  I owe all to the missionary movement (photo) Apr'48:32
  In brief (photo) Nov'69:41
ARZAGA, JOHN
  I owe all to the missionary movement (photo) Apr'48:32
"AS OTHERS SEE US" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visuals. May'68:37
"AS THE TWIG IS BENT" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'54:45
ASBELL, (MRS. J. M.)
  (photo) Mar'24:42
ASBELL, J M
  (photo) Mar'24:42
ASBURY, ANNA M
  Memoriam. Jul'34:39
  Asbury, Jessie Joanna, 1877-1947
  Echoes from everywhere.
ASBURY, JESSIE JOANNA, 1877-1947
Notes. Sep'19:49
(phot) Dec'19:46 Nov'24:54
Jottings from Japan (phot) Aug'25:60
Echoes from everywhere.
   Sep'25:59 Jul'26:51 Apr'29:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
News room. Nov'45:26
(death) One hundred fifteen years of missionary service (phot)
Nov'47:27
(death) News room. Nov'47:40
Aschenbrenner, E I(orJ)
Shepherding at Bonneville. Jan'37:33
Echoes from everywhere. May'37:39
ASCHER, MARGARATHA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
ASH, ANNA B., -1966 (married to Delbert Ash)
   In memoriam. Jun'66:49
ASH, DAVID FULLER. AN AGE IS ENDING
   Classroom and campus. Feb'47:31
ASH, DELBERT L., 1876-1967
   In memoriam. Sep'67:44
ASHANIN, CHARLES B
   Classroom and campus (phot) Jul'67:34
ASHBROOK, HORACE B., -1960
   In memoriam. Dec'60:37
ASHBY, (married to Edd T.) -1945
   In memoriam. Feb'46:37
ASHBY, ELEANOR R
   In memoriam. Jun'45:33
ASHBY, LIZZIE, -1949
   In memoriam. Sep'49:37
Ashby, Samuel, 1868-1943
   Fortieth anniversary of an idea. Sep'35:7
ASHBY, SAMUEL, 1868-1943
   (phot) May'23:32 Apr'27:12
   Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (phot p. 30)
   Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
   (phot) Jun'30:32
   Pension Fund elects new trustees (phot) Nov'34:25
   (phot) Sep'35:7 Sep'39:9 Sep'40:8
   (death) The threshold (phot) Feb'44:2
   (phot) Jan'69:20
Ashcraft, (married to George Ashcraft)
   Letters. Jul'64:46
ASHCRAFT, MARGARET
   In memoriam. Oct'28:48
Asher, A E
   Am I playing fair? Jan'21:24
ASHER, A E
   (death) Apr'23:55
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
ASHFORD, EMMET
   Classroom and campus. Mar'54:30
Ashford, Shirley A.
   In my name (poem) Oct'69:9
Caution: no quarantine! (poem) Dec'69:27
God's timepeace (poem) Feb'70:45
This way out (poem) Jun'70:15
This child is yours (poem) Dec'70:inside back cover
Happy New Year (poem) Jan'71:46
A rightful ecology (poem) Apr'71:18
So little time (poem) Jan'72:inside back cover
The learned? (poem) Mar'72:22
The hitchhiker (poem) Apr'72:50
Mission outward-miracle inward (poem) Mar'73:32
Treasure times (poem) Mar'73:42
ASHLAND, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'21:23
ASHLAND, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
ASHLAND, MICHIGAN
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'28:45
ASHLAND, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A rural community work (photo) Apr'19:8
ASHLAND, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
ASHLAND, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Supports its own native missionary (photo of Christian Endeavor Society)
Sep'26:47
(photo of Senior Christian Endeavor) Nov'28:37
ASHLAND, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6
ASHLEY, J E
(photo) Mar'24:37
ASHLEY, J FRANCIS
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13
ASHLEY, JAMES L
Memoriam. Jun'35:39
ASHLEY, LAWRENCE SMITH, 1897-1983 (married to Mary Taylor Ashley)
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
(photo)
Nov'36:28 Dec'39:inside front cover
Nov'38:inside front cover Sep'46:25
News room. Mar'47:32
All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:12
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:35 Mar'65:33
ASHLEY, LETTA PAGE, 1867-1921
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62
(death) Sep'21:5
ASHLEY, MARK, 1908-1953
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13
In memoriam. Mar'54:35
ASHLEY, MARY TAYLOR, -1973 (married to Lawrence S. Ashley)
In memoriam. Jul'73:43
ASHMORE, WILLIAM
Glimpses of the religious world. May'27:45
ASHTON, MAUDE, -1947
In memoriam. May'48:37 Jun'48:39
ASHTON, RHODA  
(death) Jul'24:53

ASHTON, T E  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:39

ASHTON, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Here and there with World Call. Mar'49:48

ASHWORTH, JESSIE E  
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32

Ashworth, Mae Hurley  
Mission U.S.A.--and you. Jun'56:36  
Neighbors across borders. Jun'58:16  
Light on the Middle East. Dec'58:15  
For adult mission study. Jun'60:38

ASHWORTH, MAE HURLEY. TEN PAIRS OF SHOES  
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40

Ashworth, Robert A  
Danger to Christianity. Jan'41:19

ASIA  
See also

ORIENT  
The seething Orient. Mar'32:17  
A communication to the churches regarding the crisis in the Far East. Apr'32:14  
Barren spring. Apr'32:15  
For adult missionary groups. Dec'44:30  
Global highlights. Jan'46:4  
Eddie [sic] calls for Christian action in Asia. Sep'49:40  
The Christian task in changing East Asia. Mar'50:15  
Christianity in East Asia. Dec'50:6  
See all that is in the picture. Mar'51:6  
Asia views American policy. Jul'51:15  
Youth and missions. Nov'52:37  
Understanding the "new Asia." May'54:37  
Global highlights. Oct'55:3  
Asian challenge. Oct'57:45  
Global highlights. Nov'58:5  
Asian students study church. Jun'59:32  
Time to catch up. Feb'60:20  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38  
"Unfinished" task in Asia. Jul'61:33  
Dreams and reality in church aid. Feb'63:21  
Ministry--frontier in Asia. Apr'63:21  
One day--one church. May'63:28  
A discontent with division. Jun'63:31  
Global highlights. May'64:5  
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:45  
The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16

"ASIA: A CONTINENTAL OVERVIEW" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visuals. Jul'65:42

ASIA--BIBLIOGRAPHY  
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27

ASIA COUNCIL ON ECUMENICAL MISSION  
For mission study. Apr'56:36

ASIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL  
Asians want to learn. May'63:46  
Discovering Asia. Apr'73:24
ASIA, EAST
Opportunities in East Asia. May'50:6
East Asians meet. Jun'57:51
Christian witness in East Asia. Jul'59:10
East Asia's stormy rim. Dec'62:23
Youth and the world mission. Dec'62:39
Rim of East Asia. Jan'63:10
Adults and mission. Jan'63:38

ASIA, EAST--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40

ASIA, SOUTH
Programs for adult organizations. Feb'38:36
Christians and new nations in southern Asia. Apr'69:20

ASIA-SOUTH PACIFIC CONGRESS ON EVANGELISM
Evangelism in the younger churches (photo) Mar'69:7

ASIA, SOUTHEAST
Support of orphaned missions. Jan'42:37
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
For adult missionary groups.
   Jan'45:32   Feb'45:30   Mar'45:30   Apr'45:30
Youth and missions.
   Jan'45:33   Feb'45:31   Mar'45:31   Apr'45:31
Eyes on the Orient. Apr'45:2
Christianity in Southeast Asia. Dec'56:22
Youth and missions. Jan'57:33
Christianity's test in Southeast Asia. Jan'57:46
...a smoking volcano. Feb'57:21
Youth and missions. Mar'57:37
Global highlights. Sep'67:8
Southeast Asia. Dec'68:24

ASIA, SOUTHEAST--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39

ASIAN CHRISTIAN YOUTH ASSEMBLY
Global highlights. Apr'65:5

ASIAN CHURCH WOMEN'S CONFERENCE
Women on world highways. Jan'67:30
Women's role in world issues. Dec'70:26

"ASIAN EARTH" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'72:37

ASIO, JOHN F
A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:6

ASKEW, (MRS. V. H.)
In brief. Sep'69:42

ASKEW, (MRS. W. A.)
   (photo) Jan'28:32

ASKEW, GLADYS DAUGHTERTY, -1967 (married to John Askew)
   In memoriam. Sep'67:44

ASKEW, WILLIAM A
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34

ASKING THEM QUESTIONS (THIRD SERIES)
   Book chat. Sep'50:40

ASOKA WHEEL
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42

Aspinwall, Alica
   Be yourself (poem) Dec'30:48

Aspinwall, Lura Esther
See
Hunt, Lura Esther Aspinwall
ASPINWALL, MYRLE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
Aspley, Joe W., Jr.
Drug use--and abuse. Jun'71:16
ASPLEY, JOHYN CAMERON. SALES PROMOTION HANDBOOK
New books. Dec'64:42
ASQUITH, GLENN H. LIVING IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD
New books. Dec'72:34
ASSAM, INDIA
In the Jungle of Assam. Feb'19:52
...a last frontier. Jun'55:32
ASSASSINATION
Thoughts on three assassinations. Sep'68:46
Assassination--a spiritual issue. May'69:24
ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
Global highlights. Nov'53:2
"ASSIGNMENT INTERNATIONAL" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. May'68:37
ASSMAN, ADA
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:47
ASSOCIATED BOARDS OF CHRISTIAN COLLEGES IN CHINA
China, today and tomorrow. Jun'42:4
The mission to Chinese continues. Mar'68:12
ASSOCIATED BUREAUS OF CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
Build ye more stately mansions (photo) Feb'30:28
ASSOCIATED CHURCH PRESS
Freedom of the press. Apr'41:4
May'48:38
Global highlights. Jun'49:3 May'51:2
...meets in Washington. Jun'52:40
Global highlights (photo of officers)
Jun'53:2 Jun'55:3
Global highlights. Jun'56:3
Church magazines urged to study readers' wants. Jun'57:52
Confidence in NCC. Jun'60:26
Global highlights. Jun'61:7 Nov'61:4
No captive readers. Dec'62:9
In brief. Jan'68:8
Commentary. Jul'73:12
World events. Jul'73:36
ASSOCIATION FOR CHRISTIAN TRAINING AND SERVICE
Global highlights. Feb'68:6
ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATION IN JOURNALISM
Global highlights. Nov'55:4
ASSOCIATION FOR IMPROVING THE CONDITIONS OF THE POOR
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN UNITY
See also
COUNCIL ON CHRISTIAN UNITY
The Association... Jan'19:21
The unity of Protestants. Feb'19:27
Christian unity and the new day. Mar'19:52
Definite steps toward Christian unity. Apr'19:52
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun'19</td>
<td>Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'19</td>
<td>Christian Unity Sunday</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'19</td>
<td>The Gospel of Christian Union</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'19</td>
<td>First Christian Unity Tour</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'19</td>
<td>Work to be done</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'19</td>
<td>Christian union by church transformation</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'19</td>
<td>Next goals in Christian unity</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'19</td>
<td>(annual meeting)</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'20</td>
<td>Two Protestant Conferences</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'20</td>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'20</td>
<td>Annual report</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'21</td>
<td>Midwest Christian Unity Conference</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'21</td>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'21</td>
<td>Change in representation</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'25</td>
<td>Elections and resolutions of the Convention</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'26</td>
<td>Our relation to union movements</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'29</td>
<td>Convention elections and resolutions</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'29</td>
<td>Advancing to new conquests</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'37</td>
<td>The Disciples' Unity Association</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'37</td>
<td>The breaking of bread</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'37</td>
<td>Elections and actions at...</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'38</td>
<td>Twenty years in Christian unity</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'46</td>
<td>Significant actions at Columbus</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'46</td>
<td>Elections and actions at...</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'47</td>
<td>The Crusade -- an answer to need</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'49</td>
<td>Elections at the Cincinnati Convention</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'50</td>
<td>Global highlights</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'50</td>
<td>Elections at the Oklahoma City Convention</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'51</td>
<td>News room</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'52</td>
<td>Bringing Lund to the people</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'52</td>
<td>Elections at the International Convention</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'53</td>
<td>ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN UNITY. FINANCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Comparative statements of receipts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan'19</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Mar'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'19</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Apr'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'19</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>May'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'19</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Jun'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'19</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Jul'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'19</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Sep'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'19</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Nov'20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'19</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Jan'21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'19</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Feb'21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'19</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Mar'21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'19</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Apr'21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'20</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>May'21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'20</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Jun'21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Receipts...
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES.

COMMISSION ON CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION

Global concerns. Mar'48:2

ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCH EDUCATORS

See also

NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF DISCIPLE DIRECTORS

ASSOCIATION OF DISCIPLE MUSICIANS

Classroom and campus. Feb'61:30

Global highlights. Oct'61:4

The music workshop... Jul'62:9

Global highlights. Oct'62:4

Global highlights

{photos) Apr'63:7

{photo of chorus) Nov'63:4

Music and the message. May'64:31

Global highlights.

Mar'65:5 May'65:7 Oct'65:5 Nov'65:5

Music list. Mar'66:40

Lenten music list describes anthems. Feb'67:37

Christmas music. Nov'66:39

Global highlights. Mar'67:5

Musicians hold annual Church Music Workshop. May'68:49

Disciple musicians elect officers (photo of officers) Oct'68:46

Disciple musicians in concert (photo of choir) Dec'68:46

World events. Apr'70:37 Mar'71:37

Editorials. May'71:19

World events. Oct'71:42 Nov'71:38
In brief. Mar'72:41
World events. Jan'73:38 Mar'73:38
In brief. Nov'73:41
ASSOCIATION OF INSTITUTIONAL CHAPLAINS OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Disciples in the news. Dec'66:7
In brief. Jan'69:46
ASSOCIATION OF STATE SECRETARIES
See
CONFERENCE OF REGIONAL MINISTERS AND MODERATORS
ASTACIO, VICTOR JOSE
(photo) Mar'50:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
ASTAN, ABAO
Youth and missions (photo) Feb'57:37
ASTON, (MRS.)
(photo) Jan'21:10
ASTOR, MARGARET
(photo) Nov'37:8
ASTOR, NANCY
quoted. A pointed noncommittal. Nov'26:13
ASTORIA, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Oct'20:63
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
(photo) Aug'24:13
ASTRONAUTS
In brief. Jun'69:39
ASUNCION, PARAGUAY
Notes. Aug'20:48
Ourselves in South America (photos) Nov'21:7
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
Letter from Asuncion... Mar'22:50
Things you ought to know about Foreign Missions. Jun'22:21
(photo) Sep'22:34
Just around the corner in Asuncion. Mar'23:12
Building in Paraguay. Jun'23:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
Oct'25: much of issue
A Sunday in Paraguay. May'26:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53 Aug'26:57
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50
An echo of the Golden Jubilee (photos) Aug'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
Going up (photos) Mar'28:27
Back home in Paraguay. Mar'28:37
Yes, all healthy babies grow. Aug'28:44
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:58,60 Dec'29:51
Where the seasons are reversed. Jan'30:40
Sight seeing in Paraguay. Apr'30:28
A neighborly visit. Jun'30:41
R. M. Hopkins in South America. Nov'30:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:38,39
What goes on at home. Oct'31:28
Noting the changes in Asuncion. Jan'32:28
Post convention trips to Asuncion and Iguassu Falls.
Apr'32:18
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40
National building in Paraguay. Mar'33:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Doctor for Asuncion. Oct'34:44
The church service in Asuncion. Oct'36:44
We visit Paraguay. Nov'37:16
Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'38:38     Nov'39:39     Feb'40:38
Templo Christiano, Asuncion (photo) Sep'40:32
News room. Sep'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39       Jul'41:39
Provisions for Leper colony. Jan'42:37
Asuncion, Mission
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:38,39
   (photo of church) Feb'43:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29
Advance in Paraguay (photos) Jun'45:11
The mission in Paraguay. Jul'45:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:33
   (photo of Daily Vacation Bible School) May'46:36
   May'46:37     Feb'47:37
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11 (photos of
   church school classes p. 12)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34       Jul'48:36
Unexpected guests arrive... Sep'48:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
Building the church in Paraguay. Feb'49:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36       Oct'49:36
   (photo of church members at conference ground) Dec'49:32
Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'51:36       May'51:36
   Where women have a mind to work. Oct'51:42
Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers. Jan'52:26
   Let the children come. Jun'52:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Latin American journey. Feb'54:19
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'55:34
Twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. Jan'56:46
Market time in Asuncion. Mar'56:31
Revolution in South America (photo) Apr'56:19
Paraguayan are listening to the word (photo of Peru Street
   Church)
Nov'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
A picture of Paraguay. Dec'58:17
Global highlights. Sep'62:4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
   Global highlights. Nov'65:5
Direct line.
   Sep'68:41     Jul'70:32     Sep'70:32     Oct'70:32
ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. BARRIO COLON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Part of a fellowship. Mar'55:32
ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The power of God in Paraguay (photo of those baptized)
   May'52:18
ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. FRIENDSHIP MISSION
See

ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. MISION DE AMISTAD

ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. MISION DE AMISTAD
Paraguayan mission after 33 years. Mar'52:8
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'54:34
There is no more room (photo) Feb'55:42
Part of a fellowship. Mar'55:32
Paraguayan youth grown in Friendship (photos of youth)
May'55:14
Watermelon Christmas. Dec'55:49
Children's needs cannot wait. Jun'58:11
Reporter visits... Jun'58:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Christmas program)
Dec'58:36
Cooking and Christianity. Jun'59:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36
No more fear. Oct'60:43
(photo of Christmas play) Dec'60:front cover
The cover. Dec'60:inside front cover
A dream comes true in Paraguay. Sep'61:32
Maria's story. Apr'62:16
Friendship mission changes lives. Jun'62:31
A new church for Paraguay. Nov'62:31
Monuments and mission. Apr'63:48
Glances and glimpses. Jul'64:22
(photo) Oct'67:3
Six whose lives are part of ours. Jul'68:22
A visit to South America. Mar'70:34
In brief. Apr'70:38
A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:22
World events. Nov'72:39

ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. PERU AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Part of a fellowship (photo) Mar'55:32
(photo) Nov'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
Starting a new church in Paraguay. Apr'59:33
Boy from Chacarita. Jun'59:27
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
Boy from Chacarita...eight years after. Oct'67:42
(photo) Oct'70:23

ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights (photo) Jan'52:2
"AT EASTERTIME" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'57:43

AT THE FOOT OF THE CROSS
Book chat. Feb'58:42

AT WORK THROUGH THE YEARS
Mission study material... Jul'42:33

ATCHESON, (MRS. A. O.)
One good turn in Jamaica. Oct'25:57

ATCHESON, A. O.
One good turn in Jamaica. Oct'25:57

ATCHISON, (MRS. J. C.)
In memoriam. Apr'39:39

Atchison, Anne
Letters. Sep'65:46

ATCHISON, KANSAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
ATCHISON, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4     Aug'21:12
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Observing Shelton Memorial Day... (photo) Sep'23:49
The first loan (photos) Aug'24:2
Church Extension at St. Louis. Jul'41:7
(photo) Jan'64:3     Apr'64:3
ATEN, AARON PRINCE, 1839-1932
As the shadows grow longer (photo) Jun'25:11
Aten, Ruth Black (married to Sloan Aten)
Letters. Jul'68:4
ATEN, RUTH BLACK
Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48
Letters. Jul'72:4
ATEN, VIVIAL (married to Charles H. Aten)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'55:4
ATEN, VIVIAN
See
LONG, VIVIAN ATEN
ATHA, (married to Frank P Atha)
Memoriam. Sep'34:39
ATHA, JOSEPH S
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34
ATHEARN, (married to Walter Scott Athearn)
(photo) Jun'23:43
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'27:61
Athearn, Clarence Royalty, 1895-
The challenge of an infinite career. Nov'25:4
ATHEARN, CLARENCE ROYALTY, 1895-
(photo) Jun'23:43
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
ATHEARN, CLARENCE R. THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF ALEXANDER
CAMBELL
Speaking of books. Feb'29:29
ATHEARN, CLARENCE R. TEN REASONS FOR FEDERATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
ATHEARN, GERTRUDE
(photo) Jun'23:43
Athearn, Walter Scott, 1872-1934
Contributions to the principles and methods of religious
education
(bibliography) May'25:60
The future of church colleges. Jul'32:18     Jan'33:5
ATHEARN, WALTER SCOTT, 1872-1934
quoted. Oct'20:49
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
(photo) Jun'23:43     Nov'23:2
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
Complimentary documents. Aug'24:53
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:41
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
A preview of the new college year (photo) Sep'31:32
The first page (photo) Feb'32:2
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
(photo) Jan'33:5
ATHEARN, WALTER SCOTT. A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION
(review) May'20:37
ATHEARN, WALTER SCOTT. THE MINISTER AND THE TEACHER
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
Book chat. Nov'33:12
ATHEISM
Global highlights. Apr'63:5
ATHENAGORAS, METROPOLITAN (ARCHBISHOP)
Global highlights.
(photo) Oct'51:3 (photo) Nov'51:3 Oct'59:8
He sounded like Thomas Campbell (photo) Dec'59:17
Global highlights. Jul'60:8
World Calling... Sep'62:10
Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:6
World Calling... Mar'64:10
Greeks, Turks and Athenagoras I. Jun'65:9
World Calling... Oct'67:10
...the beacon still shines (photo) Dec'72:24
ATHENS, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Civic pride in a new church building (photo) Jun'21:53
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
ATHENS COUNTY, OHIO
Great little churches I have known. May'33:6
ATHENS, GEORGIA. FRIENDSHIP CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Atherton, Charles Ross, 1894- (married to Eva Havens Atherton)
Farming up the Congo. Jan'23:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
ATHERTON, CHARLES ROSS, 1894-
(photo) Jun'21:8
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
ATHERTON, ELLEN, 1924-
Birth. Oct'24:64
Classroom and campus. Nov'48:30 Dec'50:30
Atherton, Eva Havens, 1898- (married to Charles Ross Atherton)
A letter to you. Aug'23:46
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
ATHERTON, EVA HAVENS, 1898-
(photo) Jun'21:8
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
(photo) Oct'26:21
ATHERTON, JOHN W., 1877-1947 (married to Louise Brown Atherton)
Sailing this summer (photo) Jul'23:35
Board of Education and work of the colleges.
Feb'24:52 Feb'26:53
(photo) Sep'39:21
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28
ATHERTON, MARVIN C
(photo) Oct'43:5
ATHERTON, ROSE
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
ATHERTON, ROSS
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63

ATHERTON, WARD STANLEY
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
quoted. News room. Apr'44:28

ATHEY, ANNA GERALDING
(photo) Jul'23:5

ATHEY, EDWIN R., -1955
In memoriam. Jan'56:35

ATIBAGOS, DANTE
Prepared for emergencies. Nov'49:48

ATIENZA, ROSARIO M.
quoted. Women on world highways. Sep'65:39

ATKIN, C. RAY, JR.
World events (photo) Oct'71:38

ATKINS, ALMA NEWELL, 1882-1970 (married to Percy R. Atkins)
Good ideas. Aug'30:38

ATKINS, ALMA NEWELL. HYMN NIGHT SERVICES
Speaking of books. Jun'30:55

ATKINS, ANNA PEARCE
In memoriam. Nov'41:39

Atkins, Gaius Glenn, 1868-
The wonder of money. Jul'24:10
The curious business of being a preacher. Aug'27:21

ATKINS, GAIUS GLENN. CHRISTIANITY AND THE CREATIVE QUEST
Book chat. Apr'39:25 Sep'39:40

ATKINS, GAIUS GLENN. MASTER SERMONS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
Book chat. Sep'40:45

ATKINS, GAIUS GLENN. RELIGION IN OUR TIMES
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41

ATKINS, GAIUS GLENN. THE RESOURCES FOR LIVING
Book chat. Jul'38:22

ATKINS, GAIUS GLENN. THE UPWARD LOOK
Book chat. May'36:30

ATKINS, HARRY V
Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:4

Atkins, Henry Pearce, 1876-
A model ladies aid society. Aug'19:23

ATKINS, HENRY PEARCE, 1876-
Jan'19:6 Apr'19:61 (photo) Jan'27:11

ATKINS, PERCY ROSS, 1882-1957 (married to Alma Newell Atkins)
(photo) Mar'24:36 Dec'44:23

ATKINS, PETE
Classroom and campus. Jan'65:32

ATKINSON, (MRS. J. H.)
(death) Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:34

ATKINSON, (MRS. N. E.)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:38

ATKINSON, A M
What twenty five years can do. Oct'20:24
The first offering for ministerial relief. Nov'20:48
Program helps. Mar'26:48
(photo) Apr'28:2
At last. Apr'28:10
(photo) Nov'49:28 Sep'58:13
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
ATKINSON, BERTHA
   (death) Aug'21:53
ATKINSON, C. HARRY
   Church architecture. May'57:37
ATKINSON, C. HARRY. HOW TO GET YOUR CHURCH BUILT
   Books. Jul'64:42
ATKINSON, CATHERINE. THE SUCCESSFUL YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIETY
   Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
ATKINSON, DIXIE
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
ATKINSON, FLORENCE E
   (death) Aug'21:53
ATKINSON, HENRY AVERY
   Global highlights. Jan'56:2 Mar'56:4
ATKINSON, HENRY AVERY. MEN AND THINGS
   Bargains in books. Apr'23:57
ATKINSON, HENRY AVERY. PRELUDE TO PEACE
   Book chat. Dec'37:28
ATKINSON, J. H.
   Classroom and campus. Dec'62:35
ATKINSON, J HARRY, -1953
   (death) Classroom and campus. Mar'53:31
ATKINSON, MILO, 1874-1958
   (photos) Oct'22:7,43 Mar'24:35 Dec'24:34
   Personalities. Feb'36:21
ATKINSON, NANCY E., -1924 (married to Alonzo Melville Atkinson)
   (photo) Dec'22:2
   Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'22:14
   (photo) Dec'23:4
   With long life will I satisfy thee. Dec'23:18
   A leader passes (photo) Jan'25:29
   Tribute to Mrs. Atkinson. Jan'25:30
ATKINSON, NELLIE
   In memoriam. Sep'30:39
Atkinson, T C
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:62 Oct'22:60
ATLANTA DECLARATION OF CONVICTIONS AND CONCERNS
   Global highlights. Oct'67:6
   The Atlanta Declaration. Oct'67:9
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
   Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:39
   Saved from the lions and the wolves. Jun'29:14
   Global highlights. Jul'46:4
   Let's look at race relations as Christians. Feb'58:11
   Global highlights. Nov'62:4
ATLANTA, GEORGIA. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
   Investments help minority businessmen. Dec'71:45
ATLANTA, GEORGIA. COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
   Global highlights. Jun'48:3
ATLANTA, GEORGIA. FEDERAL PRISON
   The grace of God at work in a federal prison. Mar'23:54
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62 Mar'24:49
   A chord that touches all hearts. Aug'24:39
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
ATLANTA, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:59
   A chord that touches all hearts. Aug'24:39
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
The church board and the world task (photo of Board)
Jan'38:23

ATLANTA, GEORGIA. JEWISH TEMPLE
Global highlights. Dec'58:4 Jan'59:4

ATLANTA, GEORGIA. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches are a good investment (photo of sign board)
Mar'60:17

ATLANTA, GEORGIA. PEACHTREE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sharing World Call. Sep'28:32
Circulation corner. Jan'42:inside front cover
Peachtree challenges. Jul'42:17
The threshold. Sep'42:2
Social trends. Oct'43:8
Symbol of a united church (photo of window) Jan'50:28
Vacation school pupils study their church (photos of class)
Nov'51:9
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
Fifty dollars worth of knowledge. Feb'62:50
Strong ministers for the decade. May'62:19

ATLANTA, GEORGIA. SANDY SPRINGS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Jun'62:7
(photo of construction) Apr'72:3

ATLANTA, GEORGIA. WEST END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EHP in Georgia. Mar'58:44

ATLANTA SCHOOL FOR COLORED SOCIAL WORKERS
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'25:45

ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TEA CO.
World events. Apr'71:37

ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Jul'22:49 Jan'26:42 Sep'27:51,52
Sep'22:49 Jun'26:43 Nov'27:40
Dec'22:43 Jul'26:43 Jan'28:42
Apr'23:55 Aug'26:55 Feb'28:45
Jun'23:54 Nov'26:52 Mar'28:41
Jan'24:34 Dec'26:56 Apr'28:40
Mar'24:57 Jan'27:52 May'28:40
Aug'24:57,58 Feb'27:59 Jun'28:58
Sep'24:51 Mar'27:42 Aug'28:26
Nov'24:53 Apr'27:40 Nov'28:38
Jan'25:34 May'27:42,43 Jan'29:40
Feb'25:52 Jun'27:41 Apr'29:30
May'25:53 Jul'27:41 Jun'29:40
Nov'25:57 Aug'27:42
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:16
Report of students... Jan'21:19
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:12
(photo of students) Jan'22:32
Present service and immediate needs of church colleges.
May'22:38
(phots of students) Jan'23:6,53
Our title picture. Jan'24:1
Glimpses of our colleges. Jan'24:12
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:26
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:6
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:12
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:45
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:44
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
Our college colors fly from the educational vanguard. Jan'32:6
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:32
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:30
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:41
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:8
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:32
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32
College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:32
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:33
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Within college walls. Jan'35:30
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30
From college towers. Mar'35:34
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32
College commencements. Jul'35:32
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
College notes. May'36:32
College commencements. Jul'36:34
College notes. Nov'36:40
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:28 (photo p. 30)
Our colleges and the new year (photo of children of ministers) Mar'37:31
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
In our colleges (photo of archery range) May'37:33
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
College news. Dec'37:31
College happenings. Jan'38:30
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
College notes. Apr'38:32
News from our colleges. May'38:31
College summer events. Sep'38:31
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:58
College news and notes. Feb'39:33
College notes. Mar'39:32
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:33
College commencements. Jul'39:28
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
College notes. Nov'39:33
College notes Jan'40:24 (photo of Howard Chapel p. 25)
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
Architecture serves the church (photo of chapel) Jul'40:24
College notes and news. Dec'40:30
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36
College "Y" joins ranks of foster parents. Sep'42:45
Classroom and campus. Nov'42:30
To him that asketh. Jan'43:15
(photo of entrance to Kinsey Hall) Jan'46:front cover
Global highlights. Jan'46:2
Classroom and campus.
Jan'46:28 Jul'48:30 Mar'49:33 Sep'49:32
Feb'47:31 Jan'49:31 Apr'49:30
(photo of students) Jan'50:19
Feb'50:33 Apr'51:30 Dec'51:31 Dec'52:28
Apr'50:33 May'51:30 Apr'52:29 Jan'53:29
Oct'50:32 Jun'51:31 May'52:28 Feb'53:30
Dec'50:31 Jul'51:30 Jun'52:30 Mar'53:31
Jan'51:31 Sep'51:32 Sep'52:33 May'53:31
Feb'51:33 Oct'51:30 Oct'52:31 Jun'53:34
Mar'51:31 Nov'51:28
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:37
Global highlights. Jul'53:3
Classroom and campus.
Jul'53:30 Mar'54:30 Nov'54:30 Jun'55:35
Sep'53:29 Apr'54:36 Dec'54:34 Jul'55:30
Oct'53:31 May'54:30 Jan'55:32 Sep'55:30
Jan'54:29 Sep'54:30 Apr'55:30 Dec'55:34
Twelve Disciples schols receive large Ford grants. Feb'56:26
117
Classroom and campus.
Feb'56:32 May'56:30 Jun'56:34 Jul'56:30
Apr'56:30
Global highlights. Sep'56:2
Classroom and campus.
Sep'56:32 Dec'56:32 Mar'57:30 May'57:28
Oct'56:30 Jan'57:28 Apr'57:30 Jun'57:34
Nov'56:30 Feb'57:30
Global highlights. Jul'57:2
Classroom and campus.
(photo of ministerial students) Jul'57:30
Sep'57:30 Oct'57:30 Nov'57:30 Dec'57:34
(photo of students) Jan'58:15
Classroom and campus.
Jan'58:28 Jun'58:32 Dec'58:32 May'59:34
Feb'58:32 Jul'58:36 Jan'59:36 Jun'59:34
Mar'58:34 Sep'58:36 Feb'59:36 Sep'9:34
Apr'58:32 Oct'58:32 Mar'59:30 Nov'59:32
May'58:32 Nov'58:32 Apr'59:34 Dec'59:34
(photo of students) Jan'60:14
Classroom and campus.
Jan'60:30 Mar'60:30 May'60:32 Jul'60:36
Feb'60:36 Apr'60:32 Jun'60:34 Sep'60:34
Atomic Energy
Classroom and campus.
Oct'60:34 Apr'61:32 Nov'61:30 Jun'62:34
Nov'60:30 May'61:30 Dec'61:30 Jul'62:34
Jan'61:28 Jul'61:34 Jan'62:30 Sep'62:34
(photo of chapel) Jan'63:17
Classroom and campus.
Jan'63:32 Apr'63:34 Jun'63:34 Sep'63:32
Mar'63:34 May'63:34 Jul'63:36 Nov'63:34
Global highlights. Dec'63:7
Classroom and campus. Dec'63:34
It's never too late to learn! Jan'64:18
Classroom and campus.
Jan'64:34 Apr'64:34 Jul'64:37 Oct'64:36
Feb'64:32 Jun'64:34 Sep'64:32
Global highlights. Dec'64:5
Classroom and campus.
Jan'65:32 Dec'65:34 Nov'66:34 Jan'68:34
Feb'65:32 Jan'66:32 Jan'67:34 Feb'68:35
Mar'65:32 Feb'66:34 Feb'67:34 Apr'68:34
Apr'65:34 Mar'66:32 Mar'67:34 May'68:34
May'65:34 Apr'66:34 Apr'67:34 Jun'68:34
Jun'65:34 May'66:34 May'67:34 Sep'68:34
Jul'65:34 Jun'66:34 Jul'67:34 Oct'68:34
Sep'65:36 Jul'66:34 Oct'67:34 Dec'68:34
Oct'65:34 Sep'66:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
In brief. May'69:42 Jun'69:35
World events. Jul'69:42
In brief.
Jan'70:40 Mar'70:40 Apr'70:43 May'70:41
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. GEORGE F. CUTHRELL LECTURES
Global highlights. Feb'52:2
Classroom and campus. Mar'52:30

ATLANTIC MONTHLY
An expert's presumption. Jan'28:4

ATOMIC BOMB
See also
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
A terrifying challenge. Octg'45:3
Britain, from war to peace. Oct'45:4
Social trends. Oct'45:17
Hope in an Atomic Age? Apr'46:5
Ye shall be as gods. Jul'46:13
The bomb secret is out. Jul'48:22
Men of the mid-Century. Apr'50:6
Social trends. Sep'55:22
World events. Jul'70:35

ATOMIC BOMB SHELTERS
Social trends. Mar'62:22

ATOMIC ENERGY
There must be understanding. Jul'47:7
The bomb secret is out. Jul'48:22
Global highlights. Oct'52:2 May'53:3
Social trends. Oct'55:22
Study atomic energy uses. Mar'56:43
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'70:5

ATOMIC RADIATION
See
RADIOACTIVITY

ATTERBURY, ANSON PHELPS. THE SONG OF THE STARS
Speaking of books. Apr'29:31

ATUNTZE, TIBET
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:57

Atwater, Anna Robison, 1859–1941 (married to John Milton Atwater)
Representative graduates... Feb'19:32
The heart of Mexico. May'19:49
Mexico. Sep'19:61
With the missionaries in Mexico. Mar'20:6
Steadfast, unmovable, always abounding. Mar'21:11
In Porto Rico. May'21:27
Panama and the future. Jun'21:36
The land of the Incas. Jul'21:17
With our own missionaries. Aug'21:30
Ourselves in South America. Nov'21:6
No male and female, but one in Christ Jesus. Dec'21:2
Willis M. Cunningham. Mar'22:9
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51
Growing in power. Aug'22:46
The Conference on Bible work in State Universities. Nov'22:34
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Journeying mercies in Jamaica. Feb'23:17
Building in Paraguay. Jun'23:48
A life and live member. Dec'23:38
Power made perfect in weakness. Sep'24:14
A leader passes. Jan'25:29
Not in robes of purple splendor. Dec'28:5
An appreciation. Sep'30:31
Woman's Day... Dec'31:24
The story of a life. Dec'32:18
Charles T. Paul—an appreciation. Jul'37:17

ATWATER, ANNA ROBISON, 1859-1941
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Aug'19:47
(photo) Dec'19:46
The last President (photo) Apr'20:29
(photo) Jun'20:40
Headquarters notes. May'21:53
(photo) Jun'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
(photo) Aug'21:31
Mrs Atwater and part in Buenos Aires. Aug'21:34
(photo) Sep'21:14
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:53
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
(photo) Oct'22:5 Nov'22:34
Mrs. Atwater's brother dies. Mar'23:62
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
(photo) Oct'23:54
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
(photo) Dec'23:5
Archibald McLean. Dec'23:18
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
(photos) Sep'24:53 Nov'25:58
Mrs. Atwater improves. Mar'26:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
(photo) Jun'26:2
An appreciation. Jun'26:31
Mrs. Atwater bereaved. Jul'26:40
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Dec'26:55 Mar'27:59 Jan'28:44
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
(photo) Jun'28:24 Dec'28:5,43
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42 May'30:41
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
(photo) Nov'34:26
Personalities (photo) Jun'35:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'37:inside front cover
(photo) Jan'39:front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
(death) Anna R. Atwater (photos) May'41:13
Women and world highways (photo) May'48:33
(photo) Nov'49:30
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12

ATWATER, JOHN MILTON, 1837-1900 (married to Anna Robison Atwater)
The last President. Apr'20:29

ATWELL, ANN
In brief. May'69:38 Sep'69:39 Jul'71:43
Atwood, (Mrs. O. B.)
Around the world. May'29:34

ATWOOD, (MRS. O. B.)
(photo) Jul'34:39
News room. Oct'45:25

ATWOOD, (married to Oren B. Atwood), -1954
(death) News room. Mar'54:38
In memoriam. Apr'54:39

ATWOOD, STELLA
(death) May'16:50

AUBREY, EDWIN EWART, 1896-
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18

AUBREY, EDWIN EWART. MAN'S SEARCH FOR HIMSELF
Book chat. Oct'40:25

AUBREY, EDWIN EWART. PRESENT THEOLOGICAL TENDENCIES
Book chat. Apr'36:23

AUBREY, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Example of country church and community work (photo)
Sep'19:32

AUBURN, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:12

AUBURN, NEW YORK. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Stewardship test successful. Nov'27:54
(photo of play) Jun'29:49
Good ideas. May'30:39

AUDIO TAPE CASSETTES
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'71:5

AUDIO-VISUAL ACTIVITIES COMMISSION
Japanese hear and see the Good news. Oct'61:14

AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCE GUIDE
Book chat. Nov'49:45
Audio-visual suggestions.
Apr'59:44     Jul'59:44     Jan'61:40

AUDIO-VISUAL WORKSHOPS
Jul'62:32

AUDIO-VISUALS
Global highlights. Oct'49:2     Feb'50:2
Visualizing Japan. Feb'50:22
Audio Visual evangelism--the hard way. Apr'50:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'51:36
Audio-visual guide. Mar'54:44
Today's tools for today's tasks. Oct'54:24
Global highlights. May'56:5
Camera in the Congo. Jun'57:15
Communicating the Gospel to millions. May'61:26
Japanese hear and see the Good news. Oct'61:14
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Audio-visuals make a big difference! Sep'62:23
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'62:36
Not just tomorrow. Jul'63:33
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:45
World outreach sounding board. Jan'67:32
Youth and the world mission. Jun'67:33
Letters. Mar'68:4
Intermedia: Christian communication ministry. Jun'71:22
Christian mass communications in Japan. Jun'71:26
AUFRANCE, (MRS OTTO)  
(death) May'19:41
AUGENSTEIN, LEROY. COME, LET US PLAY GOD  
New books. Dec'69:28
AUGSBURGER, MYRON S. THE EXPANDED LIFE  
Books of value. Dec'72:47
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA. MARTINEZ-EVANS CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
New churches. Jul'69:41
AUGUSTA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
AUGUSTA, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) Aug'24:12
AUGUSTA, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Augustus, Rosemary  
See  
Terry, Rosemary Augustus
AULEN, GUSTAF. EUCHARIST AND SACRIFICE  
Book chat. Nov'58:24
AULTHY, DOROTHY J  
Dignity for the aging (photo) Jul'60:30
AUMICK, BELLE CLEVELAND, -1948  
In memoriam. Sep'48:37
AUNCIACION, A. P.  
Notes. Mar'19:62
LA AURORA BOOKSTORE (ARGENTINA)  
Echoes for everywhere. Nov'56:32  
(photo) Mar'59:24
AURORA, COLORADO. SOUTH AURORA CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Disciples report new congregations. Jul'73:40
AURORA, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Adults and mission. Feb'63:38
AURORA, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:12  
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54  
(photo) Aug'24:13  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:64
Ausherman, Paul R  
Do you like Per Hansen? Nov'72:25
AUSHERMAN, PAUL R  
(photo) Nov'72:25
AUSTENMAN, F. H.  
quoted. From our religious neighbors. May'35:1
AUSTIN, (MRS. H. P.)  
Here's a record. Aug'29:1  
quoted. Good ideas. Aug'39:39
AUSTIN, ARTHUR  
Global highlights. Apr'51:3
AUSTIN, D  
Disciples witness in India (photo) Jun'55:7
Austin, D M  
Victory at Victoria. Jan'25:36
AUSTIN, EDWIN M  
Steward of life and of means (photo) Oct'26:38
AUSTIN, EUGENE. THE HARVEST OF THE SPIRIT  
Book chat. Mar'43:21
AUSTIN, JACK SPENCER
Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? (photo)
Oct '72:29
Austin, Kathleen Bailey, -1981
(married to Charles K. Bailey)
(married to Spencer P. Austin, 1970)
Women on world highways. Jan '68:30
Compassion in action. Feb '69:25
AUSTIN, KATHLEEN BAILEY, -1981
(photo) May '60:23
Global highlights (photo) May '67:5
Disciples in the news. Oct '67:8 Dec '67:8
World Calling... Mar '68:10
(marriage) In brief. Mar '70:39
World events. Apr '70:45
In brief (photo) Jul '71:39
Museum tells the history of missions (photo) Apr '73:50
Four to retire from the general ministry (photo) Dec '73:39
AUSTIN, KATHLEEN BAILEY HAVENS, 1930-
(married to Ray H. Havens)
(married to Spencer P. Austin, 198-)
Global highlights (photo) May '67:5
In brief. Oct '73:32
World events (photo) Nov '73:38
AUSTIN, MARGARET ANNA
See MEINERTZ, MARGARET ANNA AUSTIN
AUSTIN, MARGARET ELLEN WOLFINGER, -1968
(married to Spencer P. Austin)
In memoriam. Jun '68:42
AUSTIN, PREM
Echoes from everywhere. Jun '56:38
AUSTIN, QUEEN, -1939
In memoriam. Jul '39:39
AUSTIN, ROY
News room. Dec '48:31
Austin, Spencer Peter, 1910-
(married to Margaret Ellen Wolfinger Austin)
(married to Kathleen Bailey Austin, 1970)
(married to Kathleen Bailey Havens Austin, 198-)
Evangelism--lighted from above. Oct '45:14
Membership increase starts in 1945. Feb '46:7
Resurgence of life through evangelism. Feb '47:12
Laboratory project in evangelism. Feb '48:7
Gateways to new life. Feb '49:9
Mission work in Thailand. Mar '51:10
First impressions--Congo. Feb '53:15
One memorable day. Mar '53:19
Christian witness in the Philippines. Apr '53:28
Japan--frontier of the Risen Son. May '53:27
Compassion--1957. Jan '57:15
Book chat. Apr '57:40
Women and world highways. Jul '57:33
Congradulations, World Call! Sep '57:8
Thanksgiving--for what? Nov '58:11
Let's get on with it! Sep '62:13
Brotherhood promotion and distribution. Jan '67:21
AUSTIN, TEXAS. HYDE PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Women and world highways (photos) May'53:33

AUSTIN, TEXAS. PECAN SPRING CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44

AUSTIN, TEXAS. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Sep'49:26
Teamwork in Texas (photo of sign board) Nov'51:18

AUSTIN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57

AUSTRALIA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:62
Where anti-missionary and o-missionary churches are unknown.
Aug'22:47
Letter. Aug'22:59
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:60 Dec'23:64
Singing Australia (photo) Apr'24:42
Doubled in twenty years. May'24:21
Evangelizing in Australia. Feb'25:23
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
Australia in Yunnanfu. Apr'26:41
Hands across the seas. May'26:61
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48
Getting acquainted with Australia. Nov'27:18
President Burnham's journey. Sep'28:4
President Burnham in Australia. Dec'28:4
It may be a "Conference" to them... Feb'29:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
The threshold. Mar'41:2
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:38 Mar'46:37
In the land of the "Aussies." Apr'46:27
Global highlights. May'47:4
Crusade progress. Mar'49:26
World Convention to meet in Australia. Jun'51:18
Global highlights. Apr'53:2
From every continent they come. Apr'55:15
World Council leaders speak. Apr'56:38
Global highlights. Dec'59:5 Feb'60:4
Australian unity. Mar'60:32
Global highlights. Jun'60:7
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35 Oct'63:33
The Disciples "down under." Nov'63:24
An American in Australia. Jan'65:23
Global highlights. Jan'66:6
World events. May'70:36
Convention hosts are churches in Australia and New Zealand.
Jul'70:27

AUSTRALIA—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Royal welcome. Apr'46:48
Disciples will gather in Melbourne. Mar'52:9

AUSTRALIA—POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Listening in on the world. Dec'29:25

AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN MISSION
A world fellowship of churches. Nov'41:13

AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
AUTOSTICKER

AUSTRIA

The lesson unlearned. Sep'34:3
Global highlights. Nov'46:4
What it is like to starve. Jul'47:26
Global highlights. Jun'48:2
Social trends abroad. Nov'49:19
Loaves and fishes. Jul'54:32
Music and misery in Austria. Feb'57:16

AUTONOMY

AUTERBRANDT, SAMUEL W. THE HIGH-PRIEST'S STORY

AUTONOMY

AUTONOMY

AVIS, LOUIS

AVIATION

See also
LINDBERGH, CHARLES
Eagles of peace. Jul'28:24

AVILA, GERARDO de

Church offers quality education--plus the gospel (photo) Jun'72:10
AVILA, JOSE LUIS
Hope Hospital honors doctor (photo) Jun'58:48
(photo) May'61:21
A healing center for all (photo) Jul'63:17

AVOCADOS
The avocado. Nov'37:34

AVON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
14 new churches started during first quarter of 1964.
Oct'64:52
(photo of construction) Jul'66:3

"THE AWAKENING VILLAGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'61:40

Axling, William
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'53:36

AXLING, WILLIAM
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:2
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36

AXLING, WILLIAM. KAGAWA
Speaking of books. Oct'32:42

AXLING, WILLIAM. THIS IS JAPAN
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

AXTELL CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
(photo of freshman class) Jun'39:34
For adult mission study. Jan'54:36
Global highlights. Nov'63:4

AXTMAN, GRICE
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:35

AXTON, JOHN T
When the boys come home. (photo) Feb'19:23

AYALA, EUSEBIO
The Chaco situation. Nov'32:30
quoted. The threshold. Dec'33:2

AYALA, JOSE M
(photo) Nov'23:14

AYARS, (MRS. T. R.)
The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28

AYDELOT, GEORGE
(photo) May'25:39 Jan'26:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:42

AYDELOTT, (married to L. Clark Aydelott)
No "normal" day for the hospital chaplain. Feb'64:16
(photo p. 17)

Aydelott, Lewis Clark, 1903-
No "normal" day for the hospital chaplain. Feb'64:16

AYDEN, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51

AYER, PERLEY F
Global highlights. May'65:7

AYERS, BRANDT. YOU CAN'T EAT MAGNOLIAS
New books. Nov'72:37

AYERS, NORA
In memoriam. Apr'44:36

Ayers, Ronald J
Letters. Jul'69:34
AYERS, W. H.
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'61:29

AYLESWORTH
  See also
  AYLESWORTH

AYLESWORTH, BARTON ORVILLE, 18601-1933
  William Prince Aylesworth. Jan'22:4
  (photo) Mar'28:32
Aylesworth, Kittie A., -1940
  (married to Raymond G. Aylesworth)
  The menu of the missionary meeting. Jan'38:37

AYLESWORTH, KITTIE AUSTIN, -1948
  Within college walls. Jan'35:43
  In memoriam. Feb'49:39

AYLESWORTH, MERLIN HALL, 1886-1952
  Personalities (photo) Sep'34:16
Aylesworth, Raymond G., -1956
  (married to Kittie Austin Aylesworth)
  A strong recommendation. May'27:44

AYLESWORTH, RAYMOND G., -1956
  William Prince Aylesworth. Jan'22:4
  Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:41
  quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
  Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
  Within college walls. Jan'35:43
  In memoriam. Sep'56:35

AYLWORTH
  See also
  AYLESWORTH

AYLWORTH, MARY DOAN STUZAKER, -1940
  (married to William Prince Aylsworth)
  (death) News room. Sep'40:34

AYLWORTH, NICHOLAS JOHN, 1843-1907
  William Prince Aylsworth. Jan'22:4
Aylsworth, William Prince, 1844-1926
  (married to Mary Doane Stuzaker Aylsworth)
  Full of years and of honors. Mar'21:25

AYLWORTH, WILLIAM PRINCE, 1844-1926
  Board of Education and work of our colleges.
  Jan'25:34 Jul'25:50 Jan'27:52
  (photo) Jan'21:9
  William Prince Aylsworth. Jan'22:4
  (photo) Jan'22:2
  College of Missions items (photo) Jul'23:54
  quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
  Jun'24:44
  Professor Aylsworth dies. Dec'26:3
  I had a friend (photo) Jan'27:21
  Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8 (photo p. 11)

AYRES, ARTHUR B
  (photo) Jan'39:1
Ayres, Bess Samuel (married to J. I. Ayres)
  Homing ships (poem) Feb'36:23
  Prayers (poem) Apr'40:46
  John to Peter and James (poem) Jun'41:48
That perfect church (poem) Jan'42:52
Salesmanship. Feb'42:6
One talent (poem) Mar'43:48

AYRES, BESS SAMUEL
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44

AYRES, WILLIAM H
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:26

AZARIAH, HENRY
Hope for rural India (photo) Feb'58:31
Azariah, Vedanayakam Samuel (Bishop of Dornakai)
The mission of the church. Mar'39:5
AZARIAH, VEDANAYAKAM SAMUEL (BISHOP OF DORNAKAI)
(photo) May'39:5
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'39:38
The threshold. Mar'45:2

AZIZ, PHILIP
Youth and missions. Apr'53:37

AZLEIN, ARTHUR ANDREW, 1917-
(photo) Sep'37:33
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14

AZUSA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51

AZZATI, (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37
AZZATI, (MRS) (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37
AZZATI, (married to Silvio Azzati)
Half-century in Argentina. Apr'56:44
AZZATI, ELENA C de
Buenos Aires congregation lays corner stone (photo)
Jan'31:29
AZZATI, ITALINA
(photo) Dec'22:26
The first commencement (photo) Mar'26:44
(photo) Nov'28:41
AZZATI, SILVIO
Buenos Aires congregation lays corner stone (photo)
Jan'31:29
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:5
Change has come to Latin America (photo) Apr'62:24
BA MAUNG CHAIN
Global highlights. Oct'50:4

BAADER, ETHEL M. INDIAN PLAYMATES OF NAVAJO LAND
Speaking of books. Mar'28:44

BAAL, GENEVIEVE
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:29

BAAY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:36

BABA, ANN YONAN
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44

BABB, JOE R., 1894-1983
(photo) Mar'24:47
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13
News room. Sep'48:40
(photo) Nov'50:27
(retirement) News room. Feb'60:34

BABB, JOSEPH DAVID, 1865-1939
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13

BABB, WILLIAM EVERETT, 1886-1973
(photo) Mar'24:50 Dec'24:34
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42

BABBAGE, STUART BARTON. SEX AND SANITY
New books. Jun'67:45

BABBITT, MARY
In memoriam. Feb'40:39

BABCOCK, DAVIS J., 1932-
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'54:35

Babcock, Maltbie D
(untitled poem) May'25:6

BABCOCK, MALTHIE D
quoted. Last column. Oct'64:54

BABISTA, PANFILA
Women and world highways. Mar'57:46 (photo p. 33)

Babson, Roger W
Christian education. Jul'21:back cover
Churchmanship and laymen. Jun'26:10
Religion an element of success. Nov'26:22
If I were a country minister. Dec'29:26
Something to think about. Jul'31:17

BABSON, ROGER W
The fundamental cause of the Depression. Jul'32:4

BABSON, ROGER W. HOW TO INCREASE CHURCH ATTENDANCE
Increasing the attendance. Feb'37:3

BABSON, ROGER W. NEW TASKS FOR OLD CHURCHES
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:50

BABSON, ROGER W. WHAT ABOUT GOD?
Book chat. Jul'35:31

BACCUS, (married to Henry Baccus) -1956
In memoriam. Dec'56:37
BACERRA, LAURA LUZ
   In brief (photo) Oct'73:40

BACH, EMMA
   (photo) Jan'21:14

BACH, MARCUS. FAITH AND MY FRIENDS
   Book chat. Jun'51:40

BACH, MARCUS. GOD AND THE SOVIETS
   Book chat. Dec'58:24

BACH, MARCUS. HAD YOU BEEN BORN IN ANOTHER FAITH
   Book chat. Nov'61:42

BACH, MARCUS. MAJOR RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
   Book chat. Mar'60:24

BACH, MARCUS. THE POWER OF PERCEPTION
   New books. Sep'66:40

BACH, MARCUS. VESPER DRAMAS
   Book chat. Mar'39:42

BACHELDER, ESTHER
   In memoriam. Jun'45:33

BACHOFEN, ELISA B
   Women and world highways. Apr'36:35

BACKER, SOPHRONIA
   In memoriam. Jul'36:39

BACKHOUSE, MARGARET
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'48:4

BACKMAN, EMMA, -1962
   In memoriam. May'62:37

BACKSTROM, (married to Ernest Backstrom)
   News room. Dec'44:28 Jan'53:45

BACKSTROM, JAMES
   (photo) Nov'50:33

Backstrom, William K
   Youth and the world mission. May'67:30

BACKSTROM, WILLIAM K
   NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41

Backus, Fay Huntington Provines
   Our debt of love. Apr'25:13
   At the gateway to Mexico. Sep'26:46
   (untitled poem) Dec'27:31

BACKUS, FAY HUNTINGTON PROVINES
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43 Dec'31:35

BACKUS, FAYE CATHERINE, 1931-
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35

BACKUS, L C
   As others see us. Jul'23:39

BACON, (married to Austin Bacon)
   News room (photo) Mar'53:46

BACON, (married to Lee Bacon)
   Information gives inspiration. Jun'27:63

BACON, AUSTIN
   News room (photo) Mar'53:46

Bacon, Bessie Blanchard, 1887-1923
   (married to Walter Reed Bacon)

BACON, BESSIE BLANCHARD, 1887-1923
   Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth." (photo) Aug'19:15
Notes. Sep'19:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:58 Feb'23:55
Death of Mrs. Bacon. Oct'23:62
Mrs. Bacon answers final call (photo) Nov'23:47
(photo of grave) Jun'24:18
BACON, BESSIE BLANCHARD. WITH HEAPS O' LOVE
Speaking of books. Oct'25:52
Bacon, Effie McCallum, 1889-1969 (married to Wallace R. Bacon)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:59
Nantungchow Woman's club. Feb'24:44
World Call. Mar'24:62
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:61
BACON, EFFIE MCCALLUM, 1889-1969
Nanking Christian Girls' School. Mar'19:51
Notes. May'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
Notes. Sep'20:58
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
In memoriam. Nov'69:46 Jul'70:45
BACON, ELIZABETH BROWNING BLANCHARD
See
BACON, BESSIE BLANCHARD
BACON, FLORENCE MARGARET, 1918-
Death of Mrs. Bacon. Oct'23:62
BACON, FRANCIS
Science, a product of Christianity. Feb'22:10
Bacon, Hazel
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:11
Bacon, Langston, 1851-1933
The golden star (poem) Apr'19:31
BACON, LEE
Information gives inspiration. Jun'27:63
BACON, LILLIAN
Nantungchow in the limelight (photo) Jun'21:29
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:55
Death of Mrs. Bacon. Oct'23:62
BACON, MARY ELLEN GOULD, -1922
(death) Oct'22:55
Bacon, Wallace Reed, 1888-1970
(married to Bessie Blanchard Bacon)
(married to Effie McCallum Bacon)
Prospecting China's golden fields. Aug'20:34
Walking about Nanking. Oct'20:41
Nantungchow in the limelight. Jun'21:27
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50
Setting China's sails. Jun'24:7
Our relation to union movements. Jul'26:8
The local church and the emergency. Oct'41:7
BACON, WALLACE REED, 1888-1970
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth." (photo) Aug'19:26
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Sep'19:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:58 Feb'23:55
Death of Mrs. Bacon. Oct'23:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51
(photo) Jun'24:8
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
(photo) Jan'27:6 Jun'30:32
Personalities (photo) Mar'35:22
(photo) Nov'36:41 Oct'41:7
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'51:4
In memoriam. Jul'70:43

BACON, WILLIAM I., -1942
In memoriam. Feb'43:39

BACON COLLEGE
(photo) Jan'23:22
Major actions of the International Convention of 1935. Nov'35:43
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
A century of higher education. Jan'36:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:7

BAD NEUSTADT, GERMANY
Global highlights (photo of Synagogue) Mar'46:2
American chaplain rededicates German synagogue (photo of Synagogue) Mar'46:26

BADANJA, DONJA
When the staff of life is not enough. Jan'61:13

BADERS, D R
(photo) Jul'22:46

BADEAU, JOHN. THE LANDS BETWEEN
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

BADEN-POWELL, ROBERT
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45

Bader, Golda Maud Elam, 1885-1981 (married to Jessie M. Bader)
English homes. May'35:18
Women and religion. Dec'35:7
Women and world highways. Oct'55:29

BADER, GOLDA MAUD ELAM, 1885-1981
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41 Aug'32:41
(photo) May'35:18 Nov'35:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34 Jul'37:33
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'49:36
(photo) Oct'55:29
News room. Sep'58:42
(photo) Oct'60:10
News room (photo) Nov'63:40
In brief. Apr'70:39

Bader, Jesse Moren, 1886-1963 (Married to Golda Bader)
The win one campaign. Feb'20:44
Won to win. Mar'20:42
A quest for souls. Apr'20:26
The Department of Evangelism of the American Christian Missionary Society. Sep'20:37
1921 Pre-Easter evangelism. Feb'21:22
The Easter season and evangelism. Mar'21:39
Conserving the results of evangelism. Apr'21:34
Easter to Pentecost Evangelism... Apr'21:56
Some startling statistics. May'21:17
The autumn program of evangelism. Sep'21:8
White Christmas gifts for the King. Nov'21:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:49
The 1922 Pre-Easter plans and program. Feb'22:4
Love will find a way. Feb'22:17
An appreciation. Feb'22:64
Glorious Easter results. May'22:5
Twentieth Century pioneering. Dec'22:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43
The 1923 Pre-Easter evangelistic campaign. Feb'23:4
A Bible revival. May'23:15
Putting the Christ in Christmas. Dec'23:41
Gleaners and gleaning. Jan'24:23
The divine quest. Feb'24:7
Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:34
Easter victories. Jun'24:16
Evangelism on the march. Sep'24:16
The evangelistic retreat. Sep'24:19
The call to advance. Dec'24:29
Organize! spiritualize!... Feb'25:9
Some plans for the Pre-Easter crusade. Mar'25:19
The new program of evangelism. Sep'25:15
So we come rejoicing... Dec'25:29
From New Year's to Easter. Feb'26:8
Christian Endeavor helping in the grandest work of the world. Feb'26:47
The Walter Scott Centennial evangelistic program. Sep'26:35
Another hand across the sea. Dec'26:19
The burning heart. Feb'27:13
Leakage and losses. Apr'27:30
Our greatest Easter. Jun'27:17
Pearl of the Pacific. Oct'27:37
Getting acquainted with Australia. Nov'27:18
The Nineteenth Centennial of Pentecost. Dec'27:22
Nation-wide Bible reading plan. Jan'28:39
Close the back door. Feb'28:15
The Ohio state Pastors' Conference. Mar'28:60
After Easter comes Pentecost. May'28:22
The momentum of Pentecost. Feb'29:11
On Resurrection morning. Apr'29:23
Autumn evangelistic program. Sep'29:8
The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:9
Helping churches to walk alone. Jun'30:38
Home missions today--and tomorrow. Sep'30:6
The highway evangelism will travel this year. Sep'30:8
This is the season of ingathering! Feb'31:9
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:41
He is able! Feb'32:10
World Convention notes. Jun'35:40 Jul'35:47
The National Preaching Mission. Apr'36:20
Annual British Conference. Oct'39:46
The National Christian Mission. Apr'40:13
Evangelism goes to the university campus. May'40:27
A hungering humanity. Feb'41:4
America's prayer minute. Feb'42:14
A national mission to Christian teachers. Apr'44:16
World Communion Sunday. Sep'45:13
Toward reunion: Baptists and Disciples. Feb'48:18
We belong together. Sep'49:9
Evangelize America now. Feb'50:15
Ten unforgettable days. Apr'50:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Disciples will gather in Melbourne. Mar'52:9
"Mr. Africa" retires from National Council post... Jul'53:28
Toward a larger evangelism. Feb'54:15
From every continent they come. Apr'55:15
The best program every. Jul'55:26
The Puerto Rican mission matures. Apr'56:21
Jamaica mission nears centennial. May'56:19
This hospital serves Haiti. Jun'56:15
The church at work in Congo. Nov'58:25
Evangelism is different now. Feb'59:16
Edinburgh ahead! Mar'60:16
Serving God and man. Mar'60:28
Puerto Rico calls. May'62:22
Vatican Council makes history. Dec'62:31
Vatican Council desires "unity." Jan'63:29

BADER, JESSE MOREN, 1886-1963
(photo) Mar'20:42
Notes. Mar'20:62
A. C. M. S. annual report. Nov'20:21
The home work... May'21:4
For greater service. May'21:57
Report. Sep'21:27
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:54
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
(photo) Sep'23:38
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
(photo) Mar'24:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47 Jun'24:53
(photo) Dec'24:48
An evangelistic charge through the west. Feb'25:22
(photo) Feb'25:27
A western evangelistic campaign (photo) Apr'25:40
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
An old method in the new west. May'25:55
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour (photo) Apr'26:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'26:55
...in England. Sep'26:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51 Nov'26:54
(photo) Jan'27:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
(photo no. 14) Apr'27:17
May'27:55
What's doing in Britain. Jan'28:31
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   (photo) Oct'29:29
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
Another contribution from the Disciples. Sep'30:4
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
   (photo) Dec'30:8
New building dedicated at Hazel Green. Jul'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
   ...goes to Federal Council. Jan'32:4
   ...an appreciation (photo) Feb'32:7
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
     Aug'32:41  Sep'33:33  Nov'34:34
     (photo) May'35:19  Sep'35:25
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:24
   (photo) Nov'35:24
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
The threshold. Jul'38:2
   (photo)
     Jan'39:8  Feb'41:4  Feb'43:14
     Dec'39:inside front cover  Jun'41:42  Sep'42:26
     Apr'40:13
News room. Jan'44:34
   (photo) Apr'44:16
News room. May'45:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:29
   (photo) Apr'46:17
News room. Oct'46:38
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
   (photo) Sep'47:7,9
Global highlights. Feb'48:2
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
   (photo) Jul'52:23
Global highlights. Nov'53:3  Jan'54:3
World Convention opens new office. Feb'54:8
Global highlights. May'54:4
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:24
   (photo) Apr'55:15  Apr'56:21
News room. Dec'57:36
Global highlights. Apr'58:6
News room. Sep'58:42
   (1925 photo) Feb'59:16
A dream comes true in Orissa (photo) Apr'59:30
Global highlights (photo)
   Sep'59:4  Jun'60:7
   (photo) Oct'60:10
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:4
   (photo) May'62:22
Global highlights. Oct'62:4,5
   (death) Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:4
Global highlights. Dec'63:5
New books. Jan'66:40
World events. Nov'69:36

BADER, JESSE M. EVANGELISM IN A CHANGING AMERICA
Book chat. Apr'57:42 Jul'57:20

BADGETT, ROBERT L., 1898-1976
Classroom and campus. Jun'62:35

Badgett, Virginia
Letters. Apr'69:45

BADHAM, LESLIE. LOVE SPEAKS FROM THE CROSS
Book chat. Feb'55:44

BADOC, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The experience of one month. Oct'27:35

Baehr, Karl
Religion in Israel. Feb'50:28
Middle East propaganda tussle. Jul'51:21
Letters. May'68:4

Baeta, Christian G
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34

BAETA, CHRISTIAN G
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'60:4
Christian influence in Africa. Jan'61:9
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:24

BAETA, CHRISTIAN G. CHRISTIANITY IN TROPICAL AFRICA
New books. Oct'68:37

Baez-Camargo, Gonzalo
Toward an understanding of Mexico. Feb'40:11
The key is the ministry. Nov'62:29

BAEZ-CAMARGO, GONZALO
(photo) Feb'40:11
Drake Lecturers named (photo) Dec'43:6
Who's who among the Drake lecturers (photo) Feb'44:5
Day by day story of the Drake Conference (photo) Mar'44:21
(photo) May'46:24
Christ centered Assembly (photo) Jan'56:28

Bagby, Edward Benjamin, 1865-1921
The children's cry... Apr'19:52
What money will do. Sep'19:22
Uncle Sam, missionary. Jul'19:4
Who said "Shadow of the dead line?" Nov'19:29
Of Presidential stock and habit. Apr'20:6
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:4
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:24
Note. Oct'20:59
Bright, brief, brotherly. Jul'21:26
Why I am glad I am a minister. Aug'22:18

BAGBY, EDWARD BENJAMIN, 1865-1921
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
(photo) Sep'19:23
What money will do (photo) Sep'19:24
(photo) Sep'20:24
Presentation of Chaplian medals... (photo) Dec'20:41
(photo) Aug'22:19

BAGBY, RICHARD B., 1867-1948
Uncle Sam, missionary. Jul'19:6
(photo) Sep'19:23
BAGDIKIAN, BEN H. THE INFORMATION MACHINES
New books. Apr'72:32

BAGGETT, SOPHIA
Crowded out at Beulah. Apr'45:13
Baggett, William Lee, 1917-
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
BAGGETT, WILLIAM LEE, 1917-
Enter Every Home Plan (photo) Oct'62:47

Baghdigian, Badgasar Krikor
The real American. Jul'29:inside front cover

BAGLEY, MARY MARTHEMA, -1932
In memoriam. Jan'33:39
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

BAGGELL, ELIZABETH, -1956
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

BAGUIO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
(photo) Nov'21:22
Baguio (photos) Aug'24:37
Giving wings to the work (photo) Aug'25:38
Baguio. Sep'25:53
Even missionaries have fun! Mar'30:35
A Filipino's tribute. Jan'42:37
(photo of missionaries' vacation cottage) Jun'49:19
This is my church, too! Jul'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36
Direct line. Mar'68:37

BAGWELL, (MRS O. F.)
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9
Bagwell, Bill
Poky Puppy has a new home. Mar'48:26

BAHADUR, DURGA
Nepal is a place for pioneers (photo) Apr'57:13

BAHADUR, RAI
(photo) Dec'42:42

BAHAMENDE, WENCESLAO
Christian strategy for Latin America (photo) Oct'49:23

BAHL, T R
An Indian pleads for understanding. Oct'50:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36

BAHLER, DOROTHY E
In memoriam. Jun'28:48

BAHR, BERTHA, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'57:39

BAI, ALICE
(photo) Nov'41:42

BAI, ASMANI
(photo) Nov'41:42

BAI, BALLOO
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:54

BAI, BARI
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'35:39

BAI, BATASSIYA
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42
BAI, BLONDIA
Womanhood blessed and uplifted. Jun'48:42

BAI, BUNKWAR
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42

BAI, DILASA
(photo) Nov'41:42

Bai, Hunai
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40

Bai, Jagarmati
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'34:39

BAI, JAGARMATI
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:39

Bai, Janki
Witnessing for Christ. Aug'25:50

BAI, JANKI
(photo) Aug'25:50

To these we hand the torch. May'31:42

BAI, KAMNI
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51

BAI, KASIYA
A study in contrasts. Jun'32:30

BAI, KHARGI
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51

BAI, KHUMANTYA
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40

BAI, LALBI
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42

BAI, LALTIYA
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51

Bai, Lois
Reaching non-Christians. Jan'31:47

BAI, LOIS
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42

BAI, MAMORAMA
(photo) Jul'37:32

BAI, MARTHA
Preparing a ministry of healing (photo) Apr'59:14

BAI, NIMIYA
(photo) Nov'41:42

BAI, PARA MANI
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29

BAI, PRIYA
Indian leaders. Jun'59:48

Bai, Piyari
Witnessing for Christ. Aug'25:50

BAI, PIYARI
(photo) Aug'25:50

BAI, PRAGIYA
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42

BAI, PRIYA
(photo) Nov'41:42

BAI, RAMWATI
The awakening in Chattisgarh. Sep'41:46

BAI, RIZZI
The story of Rizzi Bai. Jun'57:48

BAI, ROSHINI
(photo) Nov'41:42
BAI, RUKANI
(photo) Nov'41:42

BAI, SAHUDRA
Distant villages of India being reached. Apr'48:43

BAI, SARAH
A bible woman testifies. Apr'31:34

BAI, SARU
With the men and women of all lands who have answered our call. Oct'20:16
A day with the Bible in India (photo) Dec'20:14

BAI, SHAHEDAN
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38

BAI, SITARA
(death) Mother to the motherless. Jan'37:33

BAI, SUBHAUTIN
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'31:39

BAI, SUDAMA
...and her twin girls (photo) Apr'38:29

BAI, SURAGI
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42

BAIL, P M
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31

BAIL
Bail or jail, is the church concerned? May'72:28

BAILES, ANDREW JACKSON, 1897-1982
Five churches adopt home plan (photo) Nov'58:46

BAILEY, (MRS. E. G.), -1952
In memoriam. Mar'53:37

BAILEY, (married to Frank Bailey)
(photos) Oct'22:7,42
Bailey, (married to Ray Bailey)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:49
Good ideas. Apr'29:34

BAILEY, (MRS. S. H.)
(photo) Oct'29:11
Bailey, (married to Thomas Bailey)
Good ideas... Oct'33:39

BAILEY, (married to Thomas Bailey)
(photo) Jan'28:32

BAILEY, (married to William Bailey)
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41

Bailey, Albert E
Two ways. Jul'33:11

BAILEY, ALBERT E
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
In our colleges. Oct'38:32

BAILEY, AMBROSE MOODY. EVANGELISM IN A CHANGING WORLD
Book chat. Jan'37:40

BAILEY, AMBROSE MOODY. THE PASTOR IN ACTION
Book chat. Nov'39:20

BAILEY, AMBROSE MOODY. STAND UP AND PREACH
Book chat. Nov'37:42

BAILEY, ANNA I., -1948
In memoriam. May'48:37
BAILEY, BEN E
Classroom and campus. Nov'67:35

BAILEY, CHARLES F., -1968 (married to Kathleen Bailey Austin)
  In memoriam. Jul'68:48

BAILEY, ED
  "Chela's" dream came true (photo) Jan'64:21

BAILEY, ERNEST W
  Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'49:4

BAILEY, FANNIE, -1969
  In memoriam. Jan'70:43

BAILEY, GRACE G
  (photo) Oct'23:54
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38

BAILEY, HELEN.
  JEEP TRACKS
  For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

Bailey, Henry Turner
  The children's birthright. Jul'51:45

BAILEY, HILARY G
  The threshold. Mar'35:2

BAILEY, J M
  (photo) Mar'24:34

Bailey, J Martin
  Letters. Mar'69:45

BAILEY, J. MARTIN.
  WINDBREAKS
  For your town and county bookshelf. Jun'59:41

BAILEY, JACK
  (photo) May'46:31

BAILEY, JAMES G
  (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45

BAILEY, KATHARINE McKEE
  Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41

BAILEY, KATHLEEN (married to Ray Havens)
  See
    AUSTIN, KATHLEEN BAILEY HAVENS

BAILEY, KATHLEEN (married to Charles K. Bailey)
  See
    AUSTIN, KATHLEEN BAILEY

BAILEY, KENNETH
  Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'58:33

BAILEY, LETTIE
  In memoriam. Jan'45:35

BAILEY, LEVEDA
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'64:36

Bailey, Liberty H
  The rural church (poem) Sep'30:12
  The country church (poem) Sep'37:35

BAILEY, MABEL DRISCOLL
  Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33

BAILEY, MARCIA
  (photo) Jan'21:11

BAILEY, MARIE F.
  News room. Nov'54:36
  Feb'60:34
  Jul'60:42
  Retirements from general ministry. Oct'66:32

BAILEY, MARION
  (photo) Mar'24:47

BAILEY, MOSES
  Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32
BAILEY, R S
    (photo) Feb'23:20
    Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
BAILEY, ROY
    (photo) Apr'64:16
BAILEY, S C
    (photo) Nov'27:6
BAILEY, S H
    (photo) Oct'29:11
BAILEY, STEPHEN K
    Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
BAILEY, WELLESLEY
    Leprosy: from fear to hope. Oct'73:25
BAILEY, WILFRED M.
    AWAKENED WORSHIP
    New books. Jul'72:34
BAILLIE, A R
    quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Sep'50:26
BAILLIE, ALEXANDER STUART, 1884–1963
    (photo) Apr'41:25
    Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31
    In memoriam. May'63:45
BAILLIE, ALEXANDER STUART.
    THE SEVEN LAST WORDS
    Book chat. May'35:23          Jan'36:21
BAILLIE, DONALD M
    Global highlights (photo) Nov'51:3
BAILLIE, JOHN, -1960
    (photo) Nov'54:front cover
    Jun'58:21
    (death) Global highlights. Dec'60:7
BAILLIE, JOHN.
    THE PLACE OF JESUS CHRIST IN MODERN CHRISTIANITY
    Speaking of books. Nov'29:43
Bailly, C
    Strangers in a strange land are compatriots. Nov'20:54
BAILLY, C (PERE)
    Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape (photo) Jun'20:4
    (photo) Aug'20:4
BAILY, SYBIL
    A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:23
BAIN, GEORGE W
    (death) Glimpses of the religious world. May'27:45
BAINBRIDGE, LUCY S.
    JEWELS FROM THE ORIENT
    New books. Jan'23:47
BAINBRIDGE, GEORGIA.
    FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    (photo) Aug'32:5
Bainford, Mary E
    Mount Hermon Federate School of Missions. Sep'24:56
BAINTER, MINNIE, -1948
    In memoriam. Jul'48:38
BAINTON, ROLAND HERBERT, 1894-1984
    Global highlights. Mar'56:2
    quoted. Last column. Oct'56:48
BAINTON, ROLAND H.
    CHRISTENDOM
    New books. Mar'67:22
BAINTON, ROLAND H.
    CHRISTIAN ATTITUDES TOWARD WAR
    Book chat. Dec'60:22
BAINTON, ROLAND H.
    HERE I STAND
BAINTON, ROLAND H. THE HORIZON HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY
New books. Dec'64:24

BAINTON, ROLAND H. THE TRAVAIL OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Book chat. Jan'52:18

BAINTON, ROLAND H. YALE AND THE MINISTRY
Book chat. Sep'57:22

BAIRD, (married to Fred Baird)
Here and there with World Call. Apr'50:48

BAIRD, B B
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6

BAIRD, BERTHA N
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

BAIRD, CAROLYN
News room. Jan'55:40
Youth and missions (photo) Jul'57:37

Baird, Erest Clay, 1872-1961
We are off with a smile (poem) Oct'21:2
The missionaires' answer (poem) Jan'29:49
Christmas (poem) Dec'42:48

Baird, Eva May Raw, 1880-1945 (married to George Burleigh Baird)
Girls and education in China. Mar'19:38
Note. Sep'19:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:46
Chen Da Ma. Oct'23:25
Eunice C. Titus... Aug'25:36
Forward march. Mar'27:29
Appraising the minister's wife. Jun'32:15
I have a new permanent. Apr'37:16

BAIRD, EVA MAY RAW, 1880-1945
(death) News room. Dec'45:32

BAIRD, EVA MAY RAW. KEEPERS OF THE FLAME
Keepers of the flame. Jan'30:58

BAIRD, F M
An appreciation (photo) Apr'20:53
(death) Mar'22:54

BAIRD, FLORENCE M
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32

BAIRD, FRANK
A missionary at seventy. Feb'20:34
(photo) Nov'25:28

Baird, George Burleigh, 1880-1970 (married to Eva May Raw Baird)
Note. Aug'19:48
The work at Central Christian Church, Hobeihsien, China.
Aug'19:62
Note. Oct'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63

BAIRD, GEORGE BURLEIGH, 1880-1970

BAIRD, HARRELL
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34

BAIRD, HARRY
News room. Dec'61:32

BAIRD, HELEN
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57 Oct'30:34

BAIRD, JAMES KENNETH, 1917-
News room. Feb'48:38 May'48:32
BAIRD, JOHN  
(photo) Oct'42:42
BAIRD, NORA  
See  
MARX, NORA BAIRD
BAIRD, RALPH  
F. M. Baird. Apr'20:53
BAIRD, WILLIAM ROBB, 1924-  
Classroom and campus.  
Mar'55:35      Jul'56:30      Apr'67:35      Jan'68:35  
Nov'55:28      Feb'64:32      Sep'67:35      Jun'68:34
BAIRD, WILLIAM ROBB. PAUL'S MESSAGE AND MISSION  
Book chat. Jan'61:24          Feb'61:24
BAITY,  (married to Freal Baity) -1951  
In memoriam. Nov'51:35
BAKAI, YAKUB  
(photo) Nov'41:42  
Bakalanjwa Molse  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
BAKANGA, CONGO  
There will never be another day. Feb'28:38
BAKATUSHIHA, PIERRE  
(photo) Mar'63:13
BAKER,  (MRS. E. M.) -1950  
In memoriam. Feb'51:37
BAKER,  (married to Ernest Baker)  
Christian educators look ahead (photo) Apr'55:18
BAKER,  (MRS. H. A.)  
Notes. Sep'19:49
BAKER,  (married to Joseph Baker)  
(death) Aug'24:58  
Baker,  (married to Lisle Baker, Jr.)  
Women on world highways. Feb'64:35
BAKER,  (MRS. R. O.)  
In memoriam. Mar'38:39
BAKER,  (MRS. W. M.)  
(photo) Dec'24:43      Nov'25:11  
(death) Homes for the aged feel losses through deaths  
Jul'47:43
BAKER,  (MRS. W  O) -1920  
(death) Nov'20:49
BAKER,  (married to William Baker)  
You're in Denmark now (photo) Oct'58:11
BAKER, A. E. THE BIBLE TREASURY  
Book chat. Jun'36:43
BAKER, A G  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
BAKER, A. GORDON  
quoted. Last column. Jun'62:50
BAKER, ALCINOUS, 1847-1934 (married to Emily Calviss Baker)  
Memoriam. Jul'34:39
Baker, Annella (married to Vernon Baker)  
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25
BAKER, ANNELLA  
(photo) Jul'72:26
BAKER, ARCHIBALD G. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS AND A NEW WORLD CULTURE  
Book chat. Jun'34:5
Baker, Betty (married to William R. Baker)
A two-day "visit" to Africa. Jun'72:28

BAKER, BRYANT "THE PIONEER MOTHER" (SCULPTURE)
(photo) Sep'27:front cover
Our Cover. Sep'27:1

BAKER, CAROLINE D
(death) Mar'22:54
Her works do follow her. Nov'29:59

BAKER, CATHERINE
Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:2

BAKER, CATHERINE SMITH, -1953
In memoriam. Jun'53:39

Baker, Clair
Inside information. Aug'19:45

BAKER, CORA E., 1872-1960 (married to Jacob W. Baker)
In memoriam. Sep'60:37

BAKER, DAVID, -1950
(death) Global highlights. Sep'50:3

BAKER, DAVID D. MISSIONARY EDUCATION IN YOUR CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'42:17

BAKER, DAVID D. NEW WORLD AHEAD
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31

Baker, Donald G
With faces toward Africa. Oct'31:45

Baker, Donald Hall, 1897- (married to Lelia Georgia Barber Baker)
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'32:38 Mar'34:40 Apr'34:40 Nov'35:38
News from Mondombe. Jun'36:46
An He lived. Dec'36:29
Feeding the multitudes of the Congo. Apr'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'39:38 Jul'39:39
Shadows on the screen. Nov'39:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:38 Sep'40:38
Hospital carries on! Mar'41:47
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42:39
Reflected truths of the mission. Apr'42:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39 Jul'42:38
Medical and evangelistic report. Jul'42:44
A furlough substitute. Jan'43:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:38
Medical work in Congo. Jun'43:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:30 Jan'44:33
Congo Christian Conference. Feb'44:40
Personnel needs in Congo. Jun'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'46:39 May'47:45
A challenging task. Jun'47:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:39
Kala Azar comes to Congo. Nov'47:36
What have we accomplished? Jun'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'48:36 Jan'49:37
Medical missionaries and modern miracles. Jul'49:47
Extinction or survival in Congo. Feb'50:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36 Dec'53:34
The African woman. Dec'53:42
Congo give-away program. Dec'54:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'58:36 Oct'59:36 May'60:34
Letters. Mar'65:46

BAKER, DONALD HALL, 1897-
(phone) Feb'31:46
Reenforcements to the front (photo) Jun'31:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
quoted. The last page. Dec'39:48
One touch of nature. Nov'41:12
(phone) Jul'44:34
Classroom and campus. Apr'45:26 Mar'46:30
News room. Apr'46:32
(phone) Jun'46:26
quoted. Last column. Jun'49:48
News room. Nov'49:35
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'50:32
(phone) Jul'51:27
News room. Mar'61:46

BAKER, E S
(phone) Mar'24:53

BAKER, EDITH, -1949
In memoriam. Dec'49:37

BAKER, EDITH MARIE (married to Ernest P. Baker)
See
YOUNG, EDITH MARIE BAKER

BAKER, EDWIN D
Personalities. Jan'35:16

BAKER, ELLIS S (married to Mary Hart Ross Baker)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'59:8

BAKER, ELMER
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jan'49:30

BAKER, GILBERT. THE CHANGING SCENE IN CHINA
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32

BAKER, GORDON PRATT. THE WITNESS OF THE PROPHETS
Book chat. Mar'48:20

BAKER, GRACE ELIZABETH, 1935-
(birth) Oct'35:47
(phone) Jun'37:24 Jan'43:42 Jul'44:34
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30

BAKER, GUS
Global highlights (photo) Jan'61:6

BAKER, H A
Notes. Mar'19:62 Sep'19:49

BAKER, H. LEIGH
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
News of campus events. Jul'42:31

BAKER, HARRY LEE
News of our colleges. Oct'39:33

Baker, Helen E (Married to David D. Baker)
New editor sends greetings. Sep'52:31

BAKER, HELEN E.
Global highlights (photo) Jun'53:2
(phone) Sep'52:31
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'55:33

BAKER, HUGH ROSS
(phone) Sep'42:9
BAKER, JAMES C
  Friend of youth heads Council (photo) May'42:8
  Interpretations from San Francisco. Jun'45:16
  The return to Japan. May'46:6
  News room. Mar'48:32
Baker, Karle Wilson
  God's company (poem) Jul'25:11
  Daily bread (poem) Aug'29:48
Baker, Kenrick
  Ecumenical teams. Jul'66:48
BAKER, L J
  In memoriam. Feb'34:39
BAKER, LAURETTA ANN, 1931-
  (photo) May'34:41 Jan'43:42 Feb'50:33
  Jun'37:24 Jul'44:34
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36
Baker, Lelia Georgia Barber, 1903–1979
  (Married to Donald Hall Baker)
  What would you do? Jun'36:32
  News from Mondombe. Jun'36:46
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
  Shadows on the screen. Nov'39:30
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'40:39 May'40:39 Sep'40:38
  Hospital carries on! Mar'41:47
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:39
  Reflected truths of the mission. Apr'42:31
  Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
  Feast in Congo. Jun'44:27
  A trip on the "Oregon." Jul'44:24
  Captain John Ikima talks. Sep'44:22
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:35 Jul'46:39
  What have we accomplished? Jun'48:44
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Jan'49:36 Jul'52:40 Jun'59:36 May'60:34
    Jun'52:36 Dec'53:34 Nov'59:34
BAKER, LELIA GEORGIA BARBER, 1903–1979
  Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
  Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:7
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
  quoted. The last page. Dec'39:48
  One touch of nature. Nov'41:12
  Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
    (photo) Jan'43:42
  quoted. Last column. Jun'44:40
    (photo) Jul'44:34 Feb'45:33
  News room. Apr'46:32
  Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
    (photo) Feb'48:26
  News room. Nov'49:35
    (photo) Sep'50:32
  News room. Mar'61:46
Baker, Leslie
  Leaves from a Congo notebook. Jun'35:15
BAKER, LOIS
  ...dream. Sep'46:29
BAKER, LORETTA ANN, 1931-
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30

BAKER, MARGARET RUTH, 1933-
(photo) Jun'37:24 Jan'43:42
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30

BAKER, MARION
Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44

BAKER, MARY
(death) Aug'26:49

BAKER, MAUDE
(photo) May'23:34

BAKER, MAURICE WYNNE, 1938-
(birth) Dec'38:43
(photo) Jan'43:42 Jul'44:34
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
(photo) Jun'54:11

BAKER, MYRON
Notes from the college campus. De'390:31

BAKER, NANCY
Youth and the world mission (photo) Jul'63:41

BAKER, NEWTON D
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:42

BAKER, NEWTON D. WHY WE WENT TO WAR
Book chat. Feb'37:45

BAKER, NOEL C
Classroom and campus. Oct'62:32

BAKER, PATRICIA
See
FEY, PATRICIA BAKER

Baker, Ray H., 1897–1980
Sunday schools. Mar'29:64

BAKER, RICHARD TERRILL. DARKNESS OF THE SUN
Book chat. Dec'47:47

BAKER, RICHARD TERRILL. THE SEED AND THE SOIL
On the making of books... Jan'42:32

BAKER, RICHARD TERRILL. A TRUMPET OF A PROPHECY
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
Youth and missions. Feb'44:31

BAKER, ROBERT
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6

BAKER, ROBERT
Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:5

BAKER, SAMUEL A
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'26:56

Baker, Sara
Industrial and college girls. Jan'23:54

BAKER, SHEILA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'52:30

BAKER, SOPHIA ELIZABETH
(death) Nov'24:50
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51

Baker, Vernon R (married to Annella Baker)
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25

BAKER, VERNON R
Classroom and campus. Jun'67:35
(photo) Jul'72:25

BAKER, W. G. THANKSGIVING FOR CHILDBIRTH AND DEDICATION OF
PARENTS
Book chat. Jun'57:44
Baker, William M., 1868-1931
H. L. Olmstead. Jan'21:43
BAKER, WILLIAM M., 1868-1931
(photo) Dec'24:43
(death) Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:6
BAKER, W P
Campus news. Nov'40:44
BAKER, WESLEY C. THE OPEN END OF CHRISTIAN MORALS
New books. Feb'68:38
BAKER, WILLIAM G (married to Barbara Carmichael Baker)
Classroom and campus. Dec'50:31
You're in Denmark now (photo) Oct'58:11
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'59:8
Global highlights. Jun'63:4
BAKER, OREGON
A missionary baby and church extension. May'19:53
BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:49
(photo) Feb'22:59
BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:62
A missionary revival. Apr'23:42
(photo of Woman's Missionary Society) May'25:64
A journey to Africa. Jun'29:48
(photo of sanctuary under construction) Jul'55:1
(photo of construction) Jul'58:20
Four churches join home plan. Mar'59:46
BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA (NEW CHURCH STARTED 1962)
BAKUMBA JAMES
Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6
BAL, JANKI
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:37
BALANGIR, INDIA
Christmas comes to Orissa. Dec'63:29
BALBALASANG, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Who will come to stay? (photo) Dec'23:40
BALCH, CHOATE N
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
BALCH, GLENN. INDIAN SADDLE-UP
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
BALDERAMA, PONCIANO
(photo) May'29:48
BALDERSON, DOROTHY ERNESTINE
(photo) Jul'23:7
BALDERSON, W E
(photo) Oct'30:11
BALDOCK, (MRS. M. J.) -1928
In memoriam. Dec'28:48
Baldwin, (Mrs. F. M.)
The Emily E. Flinn Home (poem) Mar'28:17
BALDWIN, (married to Frank Baldwin)
(death) Jan'24:50
BALDWIN, (married to Raymond Baldwin)
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
(death) News room. Jun'45:34
BALDWIN, AMELIA CALMES
In memoriam. Apr'39:39
BALDWIN, EDWARD CHAUNCEY. TYPES OF LITERATURE IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT
Speaking of books. Nov'29:42
Baldwin, Eleanor
Quiet places (poem) Jun'36:43
BALDWIN, ELLEN S
Notes. Feb'19:47
Baldwin, Faith
In memoriam (poem) Sep'24:back cover
BALDWIN, IVAN
Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2
BALDWIN, JOSEPH
A pioneer medical missionary. May'31:31
BALDWIN, MERLE
(photo) Nov'41:13
BALDWIN, OLIVIA ARTEMESIA, 1858-1931
Notes. Feb'19:47
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
A pioneer medical missionary. May'31:31
BALDWIN, OLIVIA. SITA
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:47
Book announcements. Jul'22:56
A sequel to "Sita." Sep'29:25
Baldwin, Raymond Wesley, 1906-1960
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
BALDWIN, RAYMOND WESLEY, 1906-1960
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)
Jul'31:30    Mar'32:27
Kansas Director of Religious education (photo) Feb'34:26
(photo) Nov'36:43  Nov'38:13
News room. Feb'45:28  Jun'45:34
Global highlights. Nov'56:4
(death) News room. Sep'60:40
BALDWIN, W A
(photo) Jan'28:28
BALDWIN, WILLIS ANSON, 1860-1941
In memoriam. May'41:39
BALES, EMMA ENGLE
In memoriam. Oct'37:39
BALES, VIRGINIA
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Balfour, Lloyd Milton, 1909-1968
(married to Alma L. Obert Balfour)
Letters. Nov'63:49
BALFOUR, LLOYD MILTON, 1909-1968
New room. Oct'51:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'58:8
News room. Jul'63:42
In memoriam. Sep'68:42
BALI, INDONESIA
Indonesians shift to Christianity (photos of church) Oct'71:28
BALINDA (MARTYR)
With the Christian martyrs of all ages. Oct'20:21

BALK, ALFRED. THE RELIGION BUSINESS
New books. Nov'68:36

BALL, (married to Albert Ball)
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
BALL, (married to Francis Ball) -1955
In memoriam. Jun'56:39
BALL, (married to Kenneth W. Ball)
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:33

BALL, ALICE E
In brief. Jul'71:45
World events (photo) Oct'73:38

BALL, ELSIE. THE STORY PETER TOLD
Speaking of books. Feb'30:31

BALL, HELEN LOUISE
Classroom and campus. Dec'49:31

BALL, HENRY E
(photo) May'69:3

BALL, MARGARET ALMA
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

BALL, MARY EMMA
(death) Apr'19:60

BALLANTYNE, (MRS. WILLIAM)
(photo) Jun'30:33

BALLARD, ADELA J. -1938
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
(death) Women and world highways. Jul'38:35
The threshold. Oct'38:2

BALLARD, ADELA J. ROVING WITH THE MIGRANTS
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

BALLARD, J HUDSON
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:40

BALLARD, JOHN W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:41

BALLARD, RAY H
(photo) Jan'21:8

BALLEINE, G F
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Oct'26:55

BALLENSKY, JOHN
Four churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Apr'61:44

BALLINGER, ANNIE M
Circulation corner. Apr'38:inside front cover
In memoriam. Apr'41:39

BALLINGER, GERTRUDE, -1963
(death) News room. Oct'63:35

Ballinger, James L
Adventures in Christian living. Nov'56:9
Summer's exciting opportunities. Jun'62:46
Landmark for youth. Jun'63:32

BALLINGER, JAMES L
News room. Nov'50:38 Sep'52:38
These educational services change local churches (photo)
Nov'54:10
News room. Sep'55:39 Sep'58:48
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'59:35
Women and world highways. Dec'59:33
Camping--today and tomorrow. May'60:19
News room. Sep'60:48
BALLINGER, JAMES L. CHURCH VOCATIONS FOR YOUTH AND ADULTS
New books. Apr'65:39
BALLINGER, TERESA KAY, 1959-
(birth) News room. Mar'59:32
BALLINGER, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
All from Texas. Jan'28:47
Wanted to help. Mar'28:49
BALLOU, HUMPHREY
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39
BALLOU, ROBERT O. THE BIBLE OF THE WORLD
Book chat. Mar'40:46
BALLOU, ROBERT O. THE LIVING BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'52:44
BALLOW, FRANK
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
BALTARZAR, DEZSO
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Committee on War Services news notes. Jun'46:44
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'69:5
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. CHRISTIAN TEMPLE
Global highlights (photo of architect's drawing for Ainslie Memorial Chapel)
Mar'54:2
Old church--new field. Jul'54:27
Promoting good will. May'63:32
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. MOUNT OLIVET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
News room. Jan'51:46
For adult mission study. Nov'51:32
Old church--new field. Jul'54:27
(photo of fire aftermath) Jul'71:3
In brief. Jul'71:45
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. SOUTHWEST CHRISTIAN PARISH
When churches stay in the inner city. Feb'73:16
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 25TH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. WILHELM PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The job that couldn't be done, but they did it (photo)
Aug'23:38
Baltzell, Mildred (married to Victor L. Baltzell)
Letters. Jul'69:35
Women on world highways. Mar'70:31
Have Quadrennials made any difference? Oct'73:18
BALTZELL, MILDRED
Global highlights (photo) Feb'68:7
State presidents (photo) Apr'68:46
National Council approves new structure at Dallas (photo)
Feb'73:41
The scene (photo) May'73:33
BALTZELL, ROBERT C., 1879-
(photo) Apr'27:12
Judge becomes Pension trustee. Sep'34:17
Pension Fund elects new trustees (photo) Nov'34:25
BANDA, INDIA

Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:60

BANDY, H M

Correction. Aug'23:54

BANERJEE, B K

Pendra Road Tuberculosis Sanatorium on of India's best (photo) Nov'49:23

Baney, George Wayne, 1887-
The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:25

BANEY, GEORGE WAYNE, 1887-
Building by faith for the faith (photo) May'25:27

Bangham, May Dickerson
Growing (poem) Nov'30:48

BANGKOK INSTITUTE OF THEOLOGY (THAILAND)

Disciples finds new role with church in Thailand. Feb'73:31

BANGKOK, THAILAND

Global highlights. Mar'46:3
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38

BANGLADESH

World events. Apr'72:38 May'72:38 Jul'72:39
Bangladesh response impresses observers. Oct'72:14
Love: one egg or $13 million. Dec'72:7

BANGLADESH ECUMENICAL RELIEF AND REHABILITATION SERVICE

World events. Apr'72:38
Bangladesh response impresses observers. Oct'72:14
World events. Jun'73:37

BANGUI, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50
(photos of church and hospital) Dec'49:9
(photo of church) Mar'54:37

BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS

News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40

BANKS, (married to Eldon Banks)
(photo) Oct'55:21

BANKS, (married to Hartley G. Banks)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'57:35

BANKS, DOUGLAS

Church agency aids migrant family in tragedy. Feb'47:43

Banks, Gabriel Conklin, 1892-1972 (married to Opal Banks)
Cooperation in "Non-cooperating" India. Nov'22:64
A Hindustani Christmas. Dec'22:42
These things it did for me. Sep'31:8
Spanning the Century at Cane Ridge. Sep'32:13
In memoriam. Mar'73:44

BANKS, GABRIEL CONKLIN, 1892-1972
(photo) Jun'21:7
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:61
A belated convention report. Jun'22:43
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34

BANKS, GABRIEL CONKLIN. BACK TO THE MOUNTAINS
New books. Dec'64:42
BANKS, HARTLEY G., SR.
   Classroom and campus (photo)
      Apr'66:35      Sep'67:35
   In brief. Sep'69:42
BANKS, JOHN
   Chaplains counsel men in correctional training. Feb'71:33
BANKS, LOIS BLANCHE
   (death) Nov'24:50
BANKS, OPEL BURKHARDT, 1896-1976
   (photo) Jun'21:7
   College of Missions Commencement, 1921 (photo)
      Aug'21:inside covers
   quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:61
   Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
   A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:44
BANKS, SUSIE
   Church agency aids migrant family in tragedy. Feb'47:43
BANKS AND BANKING
   My bank and my church. Jun'29:4
BANNA, PHILIPPINES
   A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:23
BANNISTER, HELEN
   (photo) Jan'21:12
BANPONG, THAILAND
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
BANQUED, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   Notes. Feb'20:59
      Among the churches in Northern Luzon. Oct'20:54
   Hurricane brings destruction... Dec'47:38
      Old hospital with a new view (photo of hospital) Apr'71:40
BANTA, C O
   (photo) Mar'24:28
"BANTU GIRL" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'60:46
Bantu Maurice
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34
Bantz, Eva M
   All from Texas. Jan'28:47
BANTZ, KATE
   (death) May'26:50
BAO LI CHANG
   (photo) Jun'23:21
BAONDA PIERRE
   What makes a mission station? Feb'40:32 (photo p. 33)
BAPTISM
   The spiritual value of baptism. Aug'23:18
   He that baptizeth, with reverence. Feb'24:26
   Baptism on the mission fields. Mar'26:31
   Faith, repentance, baptism. Feb'32:13
   Worship is important. Apr'61:23
   Global highlights. Apr'65:4
   Shavings. Mar'73:34
BAPTIST-CHRISTIAN STUDENT CONVENTION
   News room. Jun'50:34
BAPTIST CHURCH
BAPTISTS

BAPTIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY (ENGLAND)
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45

BAPTIST UNION OF DENMARK
Global highlights. Jan'53:4

BAPTIST WORLD ALLIANCE
Global highlights. Jun'55:2

BAPTIST WORLD CONGRESS
Global highlights. Sep'50:3

BAPTISTS
Note. Oct'19:63
Glimpses of the outside world.
Sep'23:57 Feb'24:47 Jan'26:45
Global highlights. Jan'47:4 Jan'53:2
British Baptist finds church "astonishingly alive" in USSR.
Apr'71:25

BAPTISTS, AMERICAN
See
AMERICAN BAPTISTS

BAPTISTS, NATIONAL
See
NATIONAL BAPTISTS

BAPTISTS, NORTHERN
See
AMERICAN BAPTISTS

BAPTISTS, SOUTHERN
See
SOUTHERN BAPTISTS

BARAKAT, LAYYAH
Missionary illustrations for uniform Sunday school lessons.
Dec'25:53

Barbe, L Pearl
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:48

BARBE, L PEARL
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

BARBE, WREN. YOUNG JAPAN VIEWS UNCLE SAM
New books. Sep'66:39

BARBEE, J. E. E
(photo) Mar'24:38

BARBEE, JAMES E., 1896-1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39

BARBER, R. F.
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:5

BARBER, RUTH THOMPSON (married to James E. Barber)
Presenting... (photo) May'65:8

Barbieri, Sante Uberto
Trial and hope in Latin America. Sep'57:14

BARBIERI, SANTE UBERTO
(photo) Nov'54:front cover
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:19

BARBIERI, SANTE UBERTO. LAND OF ELDORADO
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38

BARBOUR, DOROTHY DICKINSON. MAKING THE BIBLE DESIRED
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30

BARBOUVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
BARBRE, BARBARA JEAN
   (photo) Jul'23:5
BARBRE, SADIE, -1951
   In memoriam. Sep'51:37
BARBRE, W T
   (photo) Mar'24:49
BARBRE, WILLIAM T., -1963
   In memoriam. Nov'63:44
BARCINAS, ENRIQUETA
   From generation to generation (photo) Apr'24:19
BARCLAY, (married to Homer Barclay)
   (death) May'25:58
Barclay, Earle
   Missionary (poem) May'60:50
BARCLAY, EARLE
   quoted. Why we stay in the ministry (photo) Oct'63:12
BARCLAY, EMMA CELESTINE, 1842-1928
   (married to Robert Gutzlaff Barclay)
   Back to pioneer days. Oct'28:46
BARCLAY, GEORGE. THE BIBLE SPEAKS TO OUR DAY
   Book chat. Jul'45:17
BARCLAY, JAMES TURNER, 1807-1874
   Back to pioneer days. Oct'28:46
   It began with a woman's prayer. Dec'57:46
Barclay, John, 1893-1989
   Mission with the military in Spain. Mar'62:21
BARCLAY, JOHN, 1893-1989
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'23:53
   (photo) Mar'24:21
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Sep'24:51     Mar'25:52
   (photo) Jun'30:32
   quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:13
   Global highlights. Dec'61:4
   quoted. Last column. Oct'62:50
BARCLAY, JOHN. WHAT OUGHT TO BE CAN BE
   New books. Mar'67:41
BARCLAY, JOHN T
   Beginning at Jerusalem. Oct'23:24
BARCLAY, LORNE W. THE CHILD: HIS NATURE AND HIS NEEDS
   Speaking of books. Feb'25:55
BARCLAY, LYDIA TODHUNTER
   (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Jul'25:50
BARCLAY, WADE CRAWFORD, 1874-
   Books wanted in Spanish. Oct'27:49
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
   From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38
BARCLAY, WADE CRAWFORD. WIDENING HORIZONS, 1845-1895
   Book chat. Jul'58:46
BARCLAY, WILLIAM
   Global highlights. Jan'51:3
BARCLAY, WILLIAM. DAILY CELEBRATIONS
   New books for the church library. Feb'72:45
BARCLAY, WILLIAM. IN THE HANDS OF GOD
   New books. Jun'68:36
BARCLAY, WILLIAM. LETTERS TO THE SEVEN CHURCHES
Book chat. May'58:41
BARCLAY, WILLIAM. THE MASTER'S MEN
Book chat. Apr'60:43
BARCLAY, WILLIAM. THE MIND OF JESUS
Book chat. Mar'62:40
BARCLAY, WILLIAM. THE MIND OF ST. PAUL
Book chat. Oct'59:26
BARD, NEIL
(photo) Jun'46:4
BARD, PATTI. GAMES CHRISTIANS PLAY
New books. May'69:28
BARDEGUEZ, JORGE L
Which way, Puerto Rico? (photo) Dec'71:17
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders (photo) Jan'72:19
BARDEN, JAMES L
Classroom and campus. Sep'60:34
BARDSLEY, CUTHBERT. HIM WE DELCARE
New books. May'69:28
BARDY, NEIL
(photo) May'29:48
BARE, CHARLES
Classroom and campus. Jul'49:31 Sep'50:32
BARE, EDGAR AYLESWORTH
(birth) Nov'25:63
(photo) Dec'25:44
Batang at last! Jul'26:39
Bare, Lois Nichols, 1897- (married to Norton H. Bare)
Whom I shall know (poem) Dec'25:44
Little brown babies (poem) Oct'26:40
Reaching the goal. Oct'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
Saved his face and the girl. Jan'27:51
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'27:48 Jul'27:48 Apr'28:48
A round robin letter. May'28:36
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'28:47 Feb'29:35 Jul'29:34
Midwest home camp (poem) Sep'29:46
Batang at last! Dec'29:37
Christian wedding in Batang. Mar'30:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:50
Influence from afar. Oct'30:33
Passion week dramatized. Oct'30:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39
BARE, LOIS NICHOLS, 1897-
The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
(photo) Dec'25:44 Mar'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31 Jan'33:40
BARE, LYREL MARGUERITE
See
FAIRBROTHER, LYREL MARGUERITE BARE
Bare, Norton H., 1893- (married to Lois Nichols Bare)
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'27:48 Feb'29:44 Jun'30:49,63
Feb'28:48
Ministering to the sick. Jul'30:29
An outing in Tibet. Oct'30:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40 Aug'31:41,42

BARE, NORTON H., 1893?-
The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
(photo) May'26:36 Mar'27:17
Batang doctor busy. Dec'27:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31 Sep'29:41
(photo) Apr'30:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

BARE, ORLANDO GARLAND
(birth) May'30:47

BARELA, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:60
Henry, the tin missionary. Dec'22:9
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'23:56 Nov'24:49 Feb'26:50 Jun'31:41
Feb'24:54,57 Dec'25:60 Jan'30:50

Barfield, James Harkness, 1898-1952
An adventure in friendship. Dec'36:26

BARGA, LAURINA
(photo) Jun'22:24

BARGARH, INDIA
A dream comes true in Orissa. Apr'59:30

BARGER, BENJAMIN, 1920-
Echoes from everywhere. (birth) Dec'20:59 Mar'21:62
(photo) Jun'23:45 Apr'27:49

BARGER, ERVA
See ZUCKERMAN, ERVA BARGER

Barger, Gervase James Patterson, 1882-1966
(married to Myrtle Grace Barger)
Fighting yaws... Dec'25:31
The spirit of the Great Physician at work. Oct'26:22
At Bolenge hospital. Nov'29:60

BARGER, GERVASE JAMES PATTERSON, 1882-1966
Notes. Feb'19:45 Apr'19:62
(photo) Dec'19:46
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59 Mar'21:62
Our Congo doctors (photo) Aug'22:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:64
(photo) Jul'25:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
quoted. When children broadcast the Gospel. Jun'26:7
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Aug'26:57 Oct'26:51 Jun'30:56 Feb'33:40
Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3
In memoriam. Feb'67:43

Barger, Myrtle Grace King, 1881-1972
(married to Gervase J. P. Barger)
The children of Congoland. Jun'20:28
Our woman's council (poem) Nov'41:35

BARGER, MYRTLE GRACE KING, 1881-1972
(photo) Dec'19:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
In memoriam. May'72:47
BARGER, REX
(photo) Jun'23:50 Apr'27:49
BARGER, VERA
Painting from the inside. Mar'24:40
BARGER, WENONA
See
DIGGLE, WENONA BARGER
BARHAM, ANN
Classroom and campus. Apr'45:27
BARING-GOULD, SABINE
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45
BARKER, (MRS. H. D.)
(death) Oct'22:55
BARKER, (MRS. J. V.)
In memoriam. May'34:39
BARKER, AARON T., (married to Betty Stinson Barker)
(photo) Sep'42:9
Global highlights (photo)
May'58:4 Apr'59:6
An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
BARKER, BETTY STINSON (married to Aaron Barker)
Global highlights (photo) May'58:4
BARKER, H. D
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:42
Barker, Paul G
Changes in relationships between Christians and Jews.
Sep'67:12
BARKER, REGINALD J. IT BEGAN IN GALILEE
Book chat. Oct'38:24
BARKER, WILLIAM P. SAINTS IN APRONS AND OVERALLS
quoted. Last column. Feb'60:50
BARKER, WILLIAM P. WOMEN AND THE LIBERATOR
New books. Dec'72:34
BARKLEY, ALBIN WILLIAM, 1877-1956
Social trends. Mar'38:23
First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
BARKLEY, JUDITH CAROL
Global highlights. Jul'62:5
BARLOW, LESTER
Intelligence for what? May'40:3
BARNARD, EDNA DAVIS
(death) Jul'19:55
Barnard, Herbert C (married to Jennie Beth Taylor Barnard)
Spring renewal. May'69:37
New ways to give. Nov'72:10
BARNARD, HERBERT C
(marriage) News room. Sep'50:38
(photo) Dec'50:30
Churches adopt Every Home Plan (photo) Jan'58:45
New churches--how, why, where they grow (photo) Jul'61:13
World Calling... (photo) Sep'67:10
Barnard, Jennie Beth Taylor (married to Herbert C. Barnard)
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
BARNARD, JENNIE BETH TAYLOR
News room. Jul'49:47
Barnard, L. W.
America's best export. Jun'20:38

BARNARD, MILDRED HOLLOWAY
(phoe) Aug'30:10

BARNARD, WINIFRED E. KEMBO, A LITTLE GIRL OF AFRICA
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38

BARNARD COLLEGE (NEW YORK)
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45

BARNES, (MRS. L. M.)
 quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'59:50

BARNES, (married to Francis E. Barnes)
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31

BARNES, (MRS. L. M.)
 (photo) Dec'38:29

BARNES, ALLEMA, -1941
 (photo) Dec'40:28
 In memoriam. Jul'42:39

Barnes, Allene
What we do. Dec'37:46

BARNES, ALLENE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:44

BARNES, ANDERSON B
 (married to Carnella Jamison Barnes)
 (marriage) News room. Jun'46:34
 Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39

BARNES, ANNA
In memoriam. May'38:39

BARNES, ANNA ELIZABETH, 1946–
Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39

BARNES, ANNIE
 (photo) Jul'33:6
Barnes, Belle L
 Inasmuch (poem) Apr'29:36
Barnes, Bill Lloyd, 1926–
Letters. Oct'66:49

BARNES, BILL LLOYD, 1926–
 (ordination) Classroom and campus. May'48:30
 Together we build (photos) Apr'54:10
 Classroom and campus. Sep'60:34
 In brief. Oct'72:40

BARNES, BUTCH
 Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

Barnes, Carnella L. Jamison, 1911–
 (married to Anderson B. Barnes)
 With outstretched hands. Jan'41:46
 The dedication of Lehman Hall. Nov'41:33
 Paths of service. Jun'44:17
 New heights of consecration. Nov'44:8

BARNES, CARNELLA L. JAMISON, 1911–
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
Miss Carnella Jamison (photo) Feb'39:29
 (ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
Team on wheels (photo) Nov'40:15
News room.
 Feb'41:42 Sep'42:40 Mar'45:28
 Feb'42:34 May'44:28 Jun'45:34
BARNES, THELMA
Shared bread (photo) Jan'67:43

BARNESVILLE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6

BARNET, RICHARD J. INTERVENTION AND REVOLUTION
New books. Nov'69:28

BARNETT, (married to H. DeWitt Barnett)
Let us keep awake to holy surprise (photo) Mar'72:49
In brief. Jul'73:38

BARNETT, (MRS. W. D.) -1958
In memoriam. Jun'58:37

BARNETT, ALBERT E. THE NEW TESTAMENT: ITS MAKING AND MEANING
Book chat. Dec'46:18

Barnett, Carl H., 1881-1950
Trends in crime control. Jul'37:6

BARNETT, CARL H., 1881-1950
From the Board of Temperance and Social Welfare. Jun'23:53
(photo) Oct'35:30 Jul'37:6
In memoriam. Dec'50:37

BARNETT, CAROLYN JEAN, 1936-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30

BARNETT, CHESTER L

BARNETT, IDELL E BOOTH (married to W. Gwynn Barnett)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
(photo) Aug'30:14

BARNETT, JOHN T.
Classroom and campus. Apr'52:28

BARNETT, MARTHA
(photo) Sep'58:front cover
The cover. Sep'58:inside front cover
(photo) Sep'58:11

Barnett, Sada E
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51

BARNETT, STELL O. BETTER CHURCH BULLETINS
quoted. Last column. Dec'55:52
BARNETT, W. GWYNN (married to Idelle Booth Barnett)  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33  
(photo) Jul'39:8
BARNETTE, DUDLEY P., JR.  
Beneath the spire (photo) May'57:6
BARNETTE, L J  
(photo) Mar'24:43
BARNEY, E M  
Campaigning for Prohibition. Dec'19:33
BARNEY, ELSIE, -1956  
In memoriam. Dec'56:37
BARNEY'S PRAIRIE, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:14
BARNHART, C. J.  
(photo) Jun'63:21
BARNHART, CLARENCE L. THE WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA DICTIONARY  
Books. Jan'64:42
BARNHART, JOE E. THE BILLY GRAHAM RELIGION  
New books. Apr'73:35
BARHART, PHIL. DON'T CALL ME PREACHER  
New books. Sep'73:36
BARNUM, ANNA  
(death) News room. Dec'40:32
BARNUM, ELMER H  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
BARONIA, JUAN L., -1953  
(photo) Mar'19:61
BAROT, MADELEINE  
(photo) Nov'45:9   Feb'46:24  
Global highlights. Apr'52:4  
Women and world highways (photo)  
Jun'52:33   Apr'56:33  
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'63:6
BAROYEN, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS  
Playing Filipino. Jan'21:42  
A rainbow of promise (photo) Jun'21:46
BARQUISIMETO, VENEZUELA  
The church matures in Venezuela (photo of El Vigia Church)  
Mar'73:29
Barr,  (Mrs. W. H.)  
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:64
BARR, ANNIE, -1959 (married to George Barr)  
Global highlights. Feb'46:2  
(death) News room. Sep'59:40
BARR, BONNIE MAURINE  
See  
WEAVER, BONNIE MAURINE BARR
BARR, BROWNE. THE MINISTERING CONGREGATION  
New books. May'73:36
BARR, FANNIE, -1953  
In memoriam. Apr'54:39
BARR, GEORGE EWART, 1893- (married to Annie Barr)  
Global highlights. Feb'46:2  
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'46:inside front cover  
quoted. Peering into the skies. Jul'46:5  
Fraternal messages at Columbus (photo) Jul'46:11  
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
News room. Oct'46:38 Jul'47:34
Barr, Harold G., 1894-1970 (married to Mary Mildred Barr)
   Why, where, how? Jan'60:13
BARR, HAROLD G., 1894-1970
   Opening of the college year (photo) Oct'37:30
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
   (photo) Jan'39:15
   News room. Sep'47:41
   Classroom and campus. Sep'51:32 Sep'58:37
   (photo) Jan'60:13
   Close service. Oct'60:28
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'61:8
   In memoriam. Jun'70:41
BARR, JOSEPH H
   (death) Apr'22:53
Barr, Lucile Will, 1905-1970 (married to Robert L. Barr)
   New life at Sixty-plus. Nov'66:40
BARR, LUCILE WILL, 1905-1970
   (appointment) Global highlights (photo) May'65:5
   (photo) May'65:47
   Missionary register. Jul'65:46
   In memoriam. Jun'70:41
BARR, MARILYN
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'51:3
BARR, O. SIDNEY. THE CHRISTIAN NEW MORALITY
   New books. Nov'69:28
BARR, STRINGFELLOW. CITIZENS OF THE WORLD
   Book chat. Jan'53:21
BARR, STRINGFELLOW. THE THREE WORLDS OF MAN
   Book chat. May'63:22
BARR, SUSIE B
   In memoriam. Apr'43:39
BARR, W. F
   (photo) Jan'21:6
Barr, William Richard, 1934-
   Why do we have world missions? Mar'61:19
BARR, WILLIAM RICHARD, 1934-
   News room. May'56:38 Nov'56:36 Feb'57:32
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'57:31
   News room. Jul'57:38
   (photo) May'59:front cover
   The cover. May'59:inside front cover
BARRANQUERAS, ARGENTINA
   New work in the Chaco (photo) Dec'46:29
   Leaven in Barranqueras. Mar'55:46
   Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:17
BARREIRO, REYNALDO
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
BARRETT, (married to Carl H. Barrett)
   News room. Jan'47:38
BARRETT, (married to Courtney Barrett)
   In memoriam. Dec'37:39
BARRETT, (MRS. O. L.)
   (photo) Jan'27:14
BARRETT, CARL H
   News room. Jan'47:38
BARRETT, GEORGE W. DEMANDS ON THE MINISTRY TODAY
New books. Dec'70:28
Barrett, Mark
Defend (photo) Jul'71:50
BARRETT, O F
(photo) Jun'49:15
BARRETT, O L
(photo) Jan'27:14
BARRETT, O SLACK, -1953
Global highlights. Jul'48:3
In memoriam. Jul'53:38
(death) News room. Jul'53:40
BARRETT, ROBERT
Officers named (photo) Jul'68:43
BARRETT, SUSAN
In memoriam. Apr'35:39
BARRETT, WILLIAM. IRRATIONAL MAN
Book chat. Mar'63:24
BARRETT, WILLIAM E. THE LEFT HAND OF GOD
Book chat. May'51:40
Barretto, Lauro
Paraguayan "actor" tells of film role. Jan'59:49
BARRETTO, LAURO
Paraguayan church opens new mission (photo) Jul'57:29
BARRICK, BILL
Disciple youth win scholarships. Sep'47:46
BARRIE, MARY
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41
BARRIENTOS, RENE
Disciples in the news (photo) May'67:7
BARRIGER, SALLIE
In memorium. Oct'36:39
BARRINGER, ANNA MOODY, -1950
In memoriam. May'50:39
BARRIO COLON, PARAGUAY
For adult mission study. Feb'52:34
BARRIO DAJAOS ABAJO, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
BARRIO JUAN SANCHES, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
BARRIO NUNERO, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50
BARROIS, GEORGE A. PATHWAYS OF THE INNER LIFE
Book chat. Mar'57:38
Barron, Bernard
Christian unity. Jan'51:47
BARRON, BERNARD
(photo) Apr'50:19
BARRON, ESTHER LILLIAN MOSS
Classroom and campus. Jan'54:29
Barron, Jack Terrell, 1919- (married to Marjorie Ann Barron)
Elephants in the moonlight. Feb'60:31
The woman wore red paint. Sep'63:13
We thank thee (poem) Nov'63:11
A "best dressed man" in Congo. Feb'64:24
Lay witness mission comes to us. Dec'71:18
Love's way. Jul'73:11

BARRON, JACK TERRELL, 1919-
  News room.
    Jul'50:42 (photo) Sep'52:38 Mar'58:32
BARRON, JOHN ALBERT, 1955-
  (birth) News room. Apr'55:38
BARRON, MARJORIE ANN, 1922-
  (married to Jack Barron) News room (photo) Sep'52:38
  News room. Mar'58:32
BARRON, THEODORE W., 1907-
  (missing in action) News room. Jan'43:34
BARRON, WILLIAM MARK, 1953-
  (birth) News room. Oct'53:37
BARROW, GWEN
  (photo) Nov'50:33
BARROW, HAROLD M
  Classroom and campus. Mar'46:31
BARROW, JAMES H
  Classroom and campus. Dec'58:33
BARRY, DAVID W
  quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'69:25
BARRY, ED
  Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'61:33
BARRY, F. R. WHAT HAS CHRISTIANITY TO SAY?
  Book chat. Mar'38:22
BARRY, MYRTLE
  Crusade progress. May'49:26
BARRY, RAYMOND E
  Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
Barstow, Horace Fremont
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:63
BARSTOW, ROBBINS W.
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'55:3
  Churches serve Americans overseas. Jul'56:39
BART, HELEN JACKSON
  It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8
BARTAREAU, EARL
  Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
BARTEK, JOSEF
  Once in three hundred years (photo) Apr'48:8
BARTH, KARL, 1886-1968
  Book chat. Mar'34:16
  Global highlights. Jul'46:2
  (death) Global highlights (photo) Feb'69:30
BARTH, KARL. CHRIST AND ADAM
  Book chat. Jan'58:24
BARTH, KARL. DELIVERANCE TO THE CAPTIVES
  Book chat. May'62:41
BARTH, KARL. THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS
  Book chat. Oct'62:24
BARTH, KARL. EVANGELICAL THEOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION
  Book chat. Jun'63:22
BARTH, KARL. GOD IN ACTION
  Book chat. Sep'36:24
BARTH, KARL. GOD'S SEARCH FOR MAN
  Book chat. Jun'35:23
BARTH, MARCUS
  Classroom and campus. Dec'60:32
BARTH, MARCUS. THE BROKEN WALL
   book chat. May'60:22
BARTHOLOMEW, (married to Dan Bartholomew)
   (photo) Dec'24:34
BARTHOLOMEW, (married to Isaac Bartholomew) -1950
   In memoriam. Nov'50:43
BARTHOLOMEW, (MRS. W. H.)
   (death) Feb'19:51
BARTHOLOMEW, CAROLINE, 1837-1934
   (married to Othniel Aid Bartholomew)
   Waiting. Apr'29:11
BARTHOLOMEW, OTHENIEL AID, 1837-1909
   (married to Caroline Bartholomew)
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
BARTLE, MARY E
   (photo) Jul'23:6
BARTLE, W  D
   (photo) Mar'24:47
BARTLETT, BETTY
   In memoriam. Jun'39:39
BARTLETT, ELIZABETH WOOD, 1864-1934
   (married to Samuel Henderson Bartlett)
   Jamaica and Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett (photo) Feb'22:57
   The call of friendship brook. Apr'22:40
   From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
   Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:19
   (photo) Jan'24:45       Dec'23:42
   A live Oklahoma Christian Endeavor Society (photo) Mar'26:47
   Circulation corner. Sep'43:inside front cover
BARTLETT, FRANK SEYMOUR, -1944
   In memoriam. Jan'45:35
Bartlett, Frank S., Jr.
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
   Dec'21:47
   The good Samaritan in the Twin cities. Aug'23:25
BARTLETT, FRANK S  , JR
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58
   (photo) Mar'24:27    Dec'24:34
BARTLETT, GENE E. THE AUDACITY OF PREACHING
   Book chat. Jul'62:24
BARTLETT, GRACE M., 1885- (married to Earle Goodman Bartlett)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'60:8
BARTLETT, IDA F., -1950
   In memoriam. Feb'51:37
BARTLETT, MARIE DUNAHM, 1901- (married to Ted R. Bartlett)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'62:8
BARTLETT, MARY CORNELIA KING
   (married to Samuel H. Bartlett)
Bartlett, Samuel Henderson, 1862-1945

(married to Elizabeth Wood Bartlett)
(married to Mary Coprnelia King Bartlett)

A royal welcome in Jamaica. Mar'22:53
The call of friendship brook. Apr'22:40
Five miles on horseback. Aug'22:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:45
Our first Christmas in Jamaica. Mar'23:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:49
Through the clouds to serve. Feb'24:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:60
Our sources of supply. Sep'24:39
How one church came to us. Nov'24:60
Opportunity with a big "O." Jan'25:43
A heroic task. Sep'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:49
One good turn in Jamaica. Oct'25:57
A sermon with a yam for a text. Nov'25:43
As oft as ye eat of this bread. Dec'25:37
G. N. Penso and son Oswald. Jan'26:59
Friendship book heard the call. Apr'27:36
Teaching them to know Jesus. Jan'28:56
The church on the job... Aug'30:18

Jamaica and Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett (photo) Feb'22:57
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:62
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:19
The church that wouldn't be closed (photo) Jun'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:60
(photo) Jan'26:48
...leads Jamaica temperance forces. Jan'28:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50

(death) News room. Mar'45:28

BARTLETT, STANLEY JAMES, 1919-
(photo) Jul'72:6

BARTLEY, (MRS. R. T.)
Memorium. Apr'36:39

BARTLEY, CHARLES
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34

BARTLEY, GEORGIA L
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52

BARTON, BELL CURRY
In memoriam. Mar'39:39

BARTON, BETSY. AND NOW TO LIVE AGAIN
Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25

Barton, Bruce
The eternal miracle. Jan'25:31

BARTON, BRUCE. THE MAN NOBODY KNOWS
Speaking of books. Aug'25:59
quoted. Recruiting for Christian service two thousand years ago.
Dec'25:17

BARTON, EDWIN. PHYSICIAN TO THE MAYAS
New books. Jan'71:28
BARTON, J. H.
Notes. Feb'20:59

BARTON, JAMES L.
The American Committee for Relief in the Near East.
Apr'19:43

BARTON, JAMES L. THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO ISLAM
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51

BARTON, LELA V.
Here and there with World Call. Jan'59:58
quoted. Here and there with World Call.
Apr'59:50 Apr'60:50

BARTON, MARCIA HELEN, 1892-1981
Where there is human need (photo) Apr'56:16
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years
(photo) Sep'59:27

BARTON, MARCIE
(photo) Nov'38:7

Barton, Marie
Who climbs ambition's ladder (poem) Dec'32:48

BARTON, MARY E
(death) Mar'22:54

BARTON, WILLIAM E
quoted. The last page. Nov'27:64

BARTON COLLEGE (WILSON, NORTH CAROLINA)
See
ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

BARTON, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Home plan "tool." Dec'59:48

BARTON W. STONE CHRISTIAN HOME (JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS)
Some pressing needs. Feb'19:35
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Notes. Feb'19:48
More room for the aged. Mar'19:51
Though blind, she writes. Mar'19:57
Bearing one another's burdens. Mar'19:57
Ninety-three years speak. Mar'19:59
Record of service... Apr'19:6
Notes. Apr'19:62,63
A glowing tribute from a grateful heart. May'19:37
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes. May'19:61,62
Inside information. Aug'19:45
The haven of rest... Sep'19:41
Notes. Sep'19:48 Oct'19:59
Our home at Jacksonville, Illinois. Apr'20:48
Notes. Oct'20:56
(photo) Nov'20:37
A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
(photo) Apr'21:12
Report. Sep'21:38
Dividends of love. Apr'22:16
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:17
Annual report... Sep'22:43
The Christian Home for the Aged... (photos) Dec'22:21
A glimpse into the Christian Home for the Aged... (photo)
Apr'23:7
/photos) Apr'23:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Annual report. Oct'24:43
The work of the Department of Benevolence. Dec'24:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49
Annual report. Oct'25:39
(photo) Dec'25:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:51
(photo) May'26:46
Called to service. Aug'27:52
News from Jacksonville. Oct'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
(photo) Dec'27:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
In appreciation. Feb'28:49
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
(photos) Dec'28:57
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:44
(photo) Dec'29:8
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:50
Not ashamed of their ages. Sep'30:31
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40
Open house and hearts in Jacksonville (photo) Jul'31:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
(photo) Dec'31:10
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
Station NBA on the air. Nov'35:40
New buildings for the Benevolent Homes. Jun'38:46
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:44
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
(photo) Mar'40:42 Dec'42:25
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
Benevolence within the Century. Dec'49:15
News room. Sep'51:40
Unit for aged started. Jan'55:45
News room. Dec'55:42
Baselo
Full life for the aging. Dec'57:17 (photos p. 18)
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:29
News room.
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BARTOW, Alice E
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'35:40

BARTOW, FLORIDA
A community in action. Sep'68:40
Ministers build bridges in a divided world. Oct'71:14

BARTUCH, PETER
(photo) Apr'35:29

BARUCH, BERNARD
quoted. Last column. Jun'59:50

BASDEN, RACHEL, -1926
(death) Sep'26:52

BASEBALL
Baseball in the Orient. Sep'31:35

BASELIO JEAN
Death...is the beginning. Mar'64:11

BASEY, JOYCE
See

COALSON, JOYCE BASEY

Bash, Floyd Allen, 1885-1953
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:34
The unanswerable testimony. Dec'24:7
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
Book chat. Oct'48:44

BASH, FLOYD ALLEN, 1885-1953
(photo) Oct'23:53 Mar'24:36
quoted. A man with thousand-league boots. Mar'24:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
quoted. Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:24
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
Bash, Floyd Allen, III
   How I feel about the ministry. Oct'67:12
BASH, GERALD S
   (photo) Feb'44:35
Bash, Lawrence Willard, 1911- (married to Letha Bash)
   Slamming the door. May'47:19
   The church should speak out. Jan'61:21
   The end of the Reformation is reunion. Oct'62:17
Affluence--danger or asset. Apr'67:26
BASH, LAWRENCE WILLARD, 1911-
   Teamwork in Texas (photo) Nov'51:18
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'56:4
   Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33
   Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
   Five great days in Los Angeles (photo) Sep'62:29
   quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
   Carnival of the four winds (photo) Nov'72:42
BASH, LETHA BUCKLEY (married to Lawrence W. Bash)
   Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33
   New churches are for people (photo) Feb'60:19
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
   (photo) Nov'72:42
BASH, PHIDELLA, -1932
   In memoriam. Jan'33:39
Bashore, Barbara Lee, 1933-
   Mike's big story. Nov'65:31
   Women on world highways. Mar'69:33
BASHORE, BARBARA LEE, 1933-
   (married to Joe Walter Bashore)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
   Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
BASHORE, JOE WALTER (married to Barbara Lee Bashore)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
   News room. Jan'58:30
BASIS FOR THE PEACE TO COME
   Book chat. Dec'42:17
BASKETT, CLAUDE E., 1913- (married to Freda S. Baskett)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'58:8
BASKETT, MARGARET DEMAREE, -1964
   In memoriam. Nov'64:37
BASOL, JOSE
   (photo) Nov'28:41
BASS, (married to Thomas Bass) -1947
   In memoriam. Dec'47:35
BASS, BOBBY
   In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:46
BASS, H. BOB
   Teamwork in church construction (photo) Jul'58:17
BASS, HENRY B
   Classroom and campus. Jul'62:35
BASS, THOMAS WHITTNE, 1885-1972
Renewed vigor in a historic church. Mar'21:45
(photo) Mar'24:18
BASS, W. P. THIS IS THE NAVAHO
quoted. Youth and missions. Sep'55:37
BASSETT, (MRS. J. E.) -1959
In memoriam. Nov'59:35
BASSETT, (married to Walter J. Bassett)
(death) Dec'25:51
BASSETT, ELEANOR
(photo) Oct'47:25
BASSETT, ELLA
News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44
BASSETT, MARY
(photo) Jun'50:31
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31
BASSETT, MARY ANN
In brief. Sep'71:42
Basso, Andrew
Letters. Sep'69:4
BASTIN, (MRS. J. W.)
In memoriam. Apr'39:39
BASTIN, HENLEY V
Classroom and campus. Apr'53:30
BASU, SHYAM BHABINI
Shyam Bhabini Basu. Dec'45:44
BASUTOLAND
See
LESOTHO
BATAC, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
First aid to the church (photo of church) Jul'27:45
BATAL, JAMES
Youth and missions. Jan'51:35 Apr'53:37
BATAL, JAMES. ASSIGNMENT: NEAR EAST
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38
BATANG, TIBET
Notes. Apr'19:63 Jun'19:62
An orphanage requested for Batang. Oct'19:57
Civil war at Batang. Nov'20:11
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62 Dec'20:49
Perilous days in Batang (photo) Mar'21:49
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:60
The Bible in Tibet (photos) Apr'21:36
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
(photo) Jun'21:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:60,62
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:12
(photo) Sep'21:inside covers
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:62
War around Batang (photo) Nov'21:54
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:60
A new use for candles. Jan'22:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50,60
Come on. Apr'22:4
Batang, Tibet (photo) Apr'22:7
Dr. A. L. Shelton, martyr for Tibet. May'22:7
The last word from Batang. Jun'22:1
Things you ought to know about foreign missions. Jun'22:20
Orphanage work in Batang. Jun'22:38
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
Border warfare near Batang (photos) Sep'22:10
At home in Batang. Oct'22:63
Medical work in Batang. Nov'22:22
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:51,58
Some things as they are on the Tibetan border (photo)
Dec'22:24
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo) Aug'23:17
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'23:56,61,62 Jan'24:62 Apr'24:60
Oct'23:63
Where smiles and tears mingle. Jun'24:54
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'24:60 Jul'24:64 Aug'24:49,59,61
The weekly bath on Saturday. Aug'24:63
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:50
A full evangelistic program in Batang. Nov'24:38
Eight days less than eight months. Nov'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49,58,59 Dec'24:51
Ripe for another harvest soon. Jan'25:37
Hoping for the future. Jan'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:51 Feb'25:63
Evangelism to the front. Apr'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:63,64
His first operation... May'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50
Just like American girls. May'25:64
Garden making a part of missionary life. Jun'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:49,53,62
Helping from across the sea. Jun'25:57
The dawn of reaping time. Jul'25:36
Echoes from everywhere.
Here a little and there a little. Sep'25:43
Echoes from everywhere.
Reading material for Chinese and Tibetans. Dec'25:46
Plans for the orphanage in Batang. Dec'25:58
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'25:60 Mar'26:50 May'24:49,50
Jan'26:50 Apr'26:50 Jun'26:49,50,57
Patience needed in Tibet. Jun'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58
Mixing fevers and dinners. Jun'26:62
Batang at last! (photo) Jul'26:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
Education in Batang. Aug'26:48
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'26:49 Sep'26:51
Baptism in Batang. Sep'26:58
Why an orphanage in Batang. Oct'26:39
Medical work in Batang. Oct'26:39
Back to Batang. Oct'26:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50,51
Recent developments in the Tibetan mission. Dec'26:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50,51
A kindergarten of boys. Dec'26:60
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'27:49
Saved his face and the girl. Jan'27:51
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:49,50
The Ogdens of Batang (photos) Mar'27:16
Rendering a very necessary service. Mar'27:44
New building on the way. Mar'27:62
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'27:49 May'27:50 Jun'27:48
Preaching and teaching in Batang. Jun'27:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:47,48
Quiet in Batang. Aug'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47,48
The situation in Batang. Sep'27:52
Some priestly guests. Sep'27:60
Russell Morse coming home. Sep'27:61
Batang doctor busy. Dec'27:61
Sans everything but courage and hope. Feb'28:39
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'28:48 May'28:48 Jul'28:34
Apr'28:48 Jun'28:47,48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
A story from life (photo) Dec'28:10
About face! Jan'29:16
Our work on the Tibetan border. Jan'29:17
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35,36,44
Ninth anniversary of Batang orphanage. Feb'29:47
(photos) Mar'29:33
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'29:34,35,36 Aug'29:36 Oct'29:49
(photo) Nov'29:36
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
Batang at last! (photo) Dec'29:37
Christian wedding in Batang. Mar'30:57
Batang honors a fallen comrade. Apr'30:41
A quarter of a century in Tibet (photos) Jun'30:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49,50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
The signs of the times in Batang (photos of orphans)
Jul'30:27
Ministering to the sick. Jul'30:29
(photo of World Day of Prayer service) Aug'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40
The new orphanage at Batang (photo) Jul'31:23
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'31:39 Aug'31:40,41,42 Sep'31:41
(photo) Dec'31:suppl:8
Not without witness in Tibet (photo) Dec'31:suppl:14
A statement concerning the Tibetan situation. May'32:23
Echoes from everywhere (photo of World Day of Prayer)
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Station UCMS broadcasting.
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We would see Jesus. Jan'40:16
News room. Sep'40:34
BATANGAS, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Filipino church sets high mark in giving. Mar'21:54
BATAVIA, MINNESOTA
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
BATCHELDER, ROBERT C. THE IRREVERSIBLE DECISION, 1939-1950
New books. Dec'65:22
BATCHELDOR, (MRS. J. D.) -1955
In memoriam. Jul'55:39
BATE, H. S. FAITH AND ORDER
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
BATEMAN, (MRS. G. B.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
BATEMAN, ANNIE K., -1946
In memoriam. Jun'46:39
BATEMAN, DORCAS
See
BATEMAN, EVA DORCAS DYE
BATEMAN, EVA DORCAS DYE, -1953 (married to Ivan Lester Bateman)
    (photo) Nov'20:58
    (death) News room. Mar'54:38
BATEMAN, G B
    (death) Jul'38:47
Bateman, Georgia Benona, 1893–
    Echoes from everywhere.
    Oct'32:40 Mar'45:33 Feb'47:36 Oct'49:36
Medical work in Bolenge. Feb'50:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:46
BATEMAN, GEORGIA BENONA, 1893–
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BATEMAN, JOHN THOMAS
    (photo) Jul'31:42
BATEMAN, MANHA
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
Bateman, Martha Jane, 1889-1974
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:61
An African soldier of the cross. Oct'23:18
American friends. Oct'39:31
Equatorial summer season. Oct'41:46
Ekela. Oct'41:47
Two hundred miles via bicycle. Feb'42:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:39 Feb'43:38
Light of peace and hope. Feb'43:45
Echoes from everywhere.
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BATEMAN, MARTHA JANE, 1889-1974
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth." (photo) Aug'19:15
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Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
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Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'59:35
News room (photo) Nov'60:36
BATEMAN, MYRTLE
In memoriam. Jun'34:39
BATEMAN, WILMA DOERFLER, -1963
In memoriam. Dec'63:46
BATES, (MRS. F. M.)
In memoriam. Oct'29:49
BATES, (MRS. H. ROSWELL)
A pilgrimage in search of faith. Dec'19:32
Bates, (Mrs. S. A.)
Golden Jubilee notes. Dec'23:60
BATES, (MRS. S. L.)
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
BATES, A L
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
BATES, BONNIE F
News room. Sep'58:49
Essentials in Christian education (photo) Apr'59:20
News room. Apr'59:46
The Disciples "down under." Nov'63:24
BATES, EARL E
Help wanted! (photo) Apr'55:8
BATES, GAYLORD S
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:31
Bates, Georgia Kinney
Jessie Brown Pounds. May'21:14
BATES, GEORGIA KINNEY
(death) Jun'25:16
(death) Board of Education... Jun'25:52
BATES, KAREN KUMARI, 1959-
(birth) News room. Nov'59:38
Bates, Katharine Lee
America the beautiful. Nov'19:34 Oct'27:32
BATES, KATHARINE LEE. THE PILGRIM SHIP
Speaking of books. Feb'30:30
BATES, L ELAINE RISING
(marriage) Thinking it through with our educators. Apr'28:17
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'28:40
Bates, Lilliath Robbins, 1893-1982
(married to Miner Searle Bates)
Letters. Feb'69:36
BATES, LILLIATH ROBBINS, 1893-1982
(marriage) Aug'23:64
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
A good man doing his best (photo) May'32:21
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
News room. Apr'47:40
Bates, Margaret Sue Gillespie, 1931-
(married to Robert Searle Bates)
For the study on India. Jul'72:49
BATES, MARGARET SUE GILLESPIE, 1931-
(marriage) News room. Jan'57:36
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
Global highlights. Dec'66:7
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BATES, MARY
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(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
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...an appreciation (photo) Oct'30:19  

Bates, Miner Searle. 1897-1978 (married to Lillith Robbins Bates)  
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Remaking China. Apr'34:8  
Old China and new militarism. Jul'36:18  
Tragic drama in the East. Dec'36:5  
The state challenges God. Jan'38:15  
Trends in world Christianity. Jul'39:22  
A missionary journey... Sep'40:17  
Christianity in China today. Jul'41:11  
The war and missions. Oct'41:10  
Missions in war emergency. Feb'42:15  
Christian youth and today's world. May'42:7  
Eyes on the Orient.  

Day after tomorrow in the Orient. Jul'42:6  
The sun will rise again in the East. Oct'42:20  
Reconstruction and Christian opportunity. Jan'44:11  
Two hundred new missionaries needed. Mar'44:17  
What about China? May'44:15  
One world, one struggle. Jun'44:16  
The Orient is folks. Jul'44:13  
Clouds over China. Dec'44:4  
The experience of liberation. Mar'46:7  
Distressed China. Nov'46:22  
Any good out of a Nazi? Apr'48:45  
Direct news from China. Sep'49:9  
Needed a strong African ministry. Jun'54:19  
Disciples and the Congo ministry. Jul'54:30  
Christianity in the People's Republic of China. Mar'70:14  

BATES, MINER SEARLE, 1897-1978  
(photo) Aug'20:25  
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:59  
(marriage) Aug'23:64  
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43  
A correction. Aug'27:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
A good man doing his best (photo) May'32:21
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5 Nov'33:5
quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Personalities (photo) Nov'34:13
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
quoted. News and notes from China. Jun'38:21
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'38:34 Jul'38:33 Oct'38:34
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20
(photo) Feb'39:4
...missionary of international relations (photo) Nov'39:10
(photo)
Mar'40:19 Sep'40:17 Jul'41:11 Sep'41:33
World Call's columnist. Oct'41:6
(photo) Oct'41:10,11 Dec'41:29 Jan'42:9
News room. Jan'42:38
(photo)
Feb'42:15 Sep'42:15 Jan'43:33 Apr'43:29
Jul'42:32 Dec'43:31 Mar'43:19
Drake Lecturers named (photo) Dec'43:6
Who's who among Drake lecturers (photo) Feb'44:5
(photo) Mar'44:17
Day by day story of the Drak Conference. Mar'44:21
(photo p. 20)
(photo) May'44:15 Jun'44:16
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:27
News room. May'45:28 Sep'45:30
Productive work... Oct'45:3
News room. Oct'45:25 Dec'45:32
(photo) Mar'46:7
News room. Sep'46:41
(photo) Nov'46:22
News room. Jan'48:32
(photo) Jun'49:22
Global highlights. Jul'50:2
Missions and the preacher. Sep'50:5
(photo) Nov'50:13
Christianity in East Asia. Dec'50:6
Global highlights. Mar'51:2
News room. Apr'52:38
It happened at Willingen (photo) Oct'52:23
(photo) Jul'54:30
The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
Global highlights. Dec'58:7
Missionary giants. Jan'69:32

BATES, MINER SEARLE. THE PROSPECTS OF CHRISTIANITY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

New books. Oct'64:46

BATES, MINER SEARLE. RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, AN INQUIRY
Book chat. Oct'45:20
News room. Jul'46:34
Global highlights. May'48:4

BATES, MORTON GAYLORD
(birth) Jun'26:64
Some unsung missionaries in the China field (photo)  
Jun'36:24
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover

Bates, Robert Searle, 1928-
(married to Margaret Sue Gillespie Bates)
Students united. May'54:20
Asian students study church. Jun'50:32
Indian monsoons (poem) Dec'69:27
Ministry in India--preparing for variety. Sep'72:12
Giving and receiving. Jan'73:25

BATES, ROBERT SEARLE, 1928-
Some unsung missionaries in the China field (photo)  
Jun'36:24
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover
Feb'50:33
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32
(photo) Jul'52:22
(marriage) News room. Jan'57:36
News room. Feb'57:32
Global highlights (photo) Mar'59:6
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
Global highlights. Dec'66:7
In brief. Sep'70:42
Let us keep awake to holy surprise (photo) Mar'72:49
In brief (photo) Apr'72:41

BATES, S. L.
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33

BATES, SUE
See

BATES, MARGARET SUE GILLESPIE

BATES, VICTOR SEARLE, 1928-
(birth) Sunshine and shadow. Dec'28:61

BATES, Z. ELTON
(photo) Jul'23:11
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30

BATESBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
South Carolina adds another church (photo) Mar'21:57

BATEY, RICHARD. JESUS AND THE POOR
New books. Jul'72:34
Batman, (married to James Batman)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:48

BATMAN, IRA C
(photo) May'24:32
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32

BATMAN, LEVI GORDON, 1869-1939 (married to Cora L. Batman)
(photo) Dec'24:34 Jun'33:14
Personalities. Mar'38:23

BATMAN, OLIVE
In memoriaum. Mar'37:39

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56 Jul'19:53

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Batoon, Canuto
   An Apayao woman and her relation to her husband. Jun'32:30

BATOON, CANUTO
   Blazing the way. Jul'27:39
   (photo) Jul'34:27

BATOON, DAVID
   Upstream to Kabugao (photo) Dec'49:38

BATOON, ESTHER
   Classroom and campus. Nov'47:28
   (photo) Jun'49:31
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38

BATOON, REUBEN
   Classroom and campus. Nov'47:28
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'50:3
   (photo) May'57:front cover

BATSCH, BENJAMIN T
   The college and victory (photo) Jan'19:32

BATTEN, DIane (married to John Batten)
   (photo) Sep'66:front cover

Batten, Charles M
   What's doing in Britain.
      Feb'28:29     Apr'28:24     Oct'28:20

Batten, Dick
   Prayer. Dec'64:22

BATTEN, JAMES
   (photo) Feb'32:31

BATTENHOUSE, HENRY M. THIS SEED OF FAITH
   Book chat. Sep'42:22

BATTERSHELL, LODEMA (married to Hardin Battershell)
   They'll never see 100 again! (photo) Nov'65:17

BATTERSON, JACK L., 1930-
   Classroom and campus. Oct'59:32

BATTERTON, HARRIET, 1894-
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'25:52

BATTERTON, SALLIE
   In memoriam. Jan'29:63

BATTIFF, FANNIE STONER
   In memoriam. Apr'34:39

Battle, Richard
   Stars (poem) Jan'33:48

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN. RIVERSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

BATTSON, (MRS. WILLIAM)
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:62

BATTSON, FRANK
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:62

BATTSON, WILLIAM
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:62

BATTSON MEMORIAL PRESS
   Now we are a people. May'23:44
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
BATY, HARVEY F  
Classroom and campus. Dec'68:35

Batzka, David L
Should campus revolutionaries be stopped by police?  
Jul'69:27
Youth and older adults have much in common. Nov'71:20
Engagement with life. Apr'72:46

Batzka, David L.
In brief. Feb'69:35     Apr'71:41

Bauer, Grace
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:55
Understanding hearts. Aug'28:45

BAUER, GRACE
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
Sep'35:32     Oct'36:34     May'37:40

Bauer, Grace
Understanding hearts. Aug'28:45

BAUER, HELEN STANLEY, 1906-
News room. Oct'51:43
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'52:4

BAUER, VIRGIL
Global highlights (photo) May'63:6

BAUGH, ANNICE
In memoriam. Dec'38:39

Baugh, Clyde Donald
A strategy for the small city church. Oct'55:17

BAUGH, CLYDE DONALD
News room. May'54:38
For adult mission study. Sep'54:36
News room. Mar'56:39
Global highlights. May'60:5

BAUGH, SAM
(photo) Feb'37:33

BAUGHMAN, GARY LEE, 1944-1971
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'64:35

BAUGHMAN, JAMES CARSON, 1938-
(photo) Dec'67:24

BAUGHMAN, MARTHA
Notes. Sep'19:51

BAUKIND, JOHN
(photo) Nov'48:20

BAUKULU SETEFANO
A progressive experiment. Sep'42:31

BAUM, GREGORY
In brief. Feb'69:35

BAUM, WILLIAM
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34

BAUMAN, (married to Ernesto Bauman)
Global highlights (photo) Nov'54:3

BAUMAN, EDWARD W. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Feb'62:40

BAUMAN, ERNESTO
Global highlights (photo) Nov'54:3
Argentines work together (photo) Mar'59:24
Baumann, George (married to Helen Baumann)
When laymen explore their faith. Mar'66:28
Baumann, Helen (married to George Baumann)
When laymen explore their faith. Mar'66:28
BAUMBOLITO, BERNARD
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29

BAUMGARDNER, (married to Bobby Baumgardner) -1951
In memoriam. Feb'52:37
Baumgardner, Barbara S
From breaking chairs to leading carols. Dec'67:12

BAUMGARDNER, VIVIAN FAY
Midway College is on the move (photo) Jan'73:26

BAUMGARTNER, M D
(photo) Jan'21:5

BAUMGARTNER, MARION
Global highlights. Apr'55:4

BAUMHART, RAYMOND. AN HONEST PROFIT
New books. Jul'70:28

BAURCLE, BELLE
(death) Apr'24:57

BAUS, CARRIE
News room. Dec'54:40

BAUTER, D R
(photo) Oct'47:17

BAUTISTA, MARCIANA
Pioneer nursing in the Philippines (photo) Oct'23:47

BAXTER, BATSELL BARRETT. THE HEART OF THE YALE LECTURES
Book chat. Oct'47:22

BAXTER, EDNA M. HOW OUR RELIGION BEGAN
Book chat. Oct'39:42

BAXTER, HAZEL ANDRA SCOTT
See

LEMMON, HAZEL ANDRA SCOTT BAXTER

BAXTER, J. HOWARD
Kentucky Homes forge ahead in care services (photo)
Jun'66:18

BAXTER, MARGARET
(photo) May'35:33

BAXTER, MARY ELMORE (married to O. Peck Baxter)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'51:4

BAXTER, NEIL HIMROD, -1936
(photo) Oct'21:47
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Sailing this summer (photo) Jul'23:34
To whom it may concern. Aug'25:1
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34

BAY CITY, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Void--if detached. Mar'63:9

BAY DISTRICT (CALIFORNIA) UNION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Good ideas. Jul'30:40

BAY VIEW INTERDENOMINATION SCHOOL OF MISSIONS (MICHIGAN)
Notes. Nov'19:63

BAYAG, APAYAC, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:46 Mar'49:38
(photo of Chapel and congregation) Mar'51:7

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
In Porto Rico. May'21:28
Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'21:60    Apr'23:51       Jun'23:51
A beautiful Jubilee gift. Jul'23:51
Opening the doors (photo of woman's missionary society)
Jan'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:49
(photo of Given's Memorial) Feb'24:53
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51,58
And now we're at home. Dec'27:60
Tribute to missionaries. Mar'44:3
Global highlights. May'49:3

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. BUENA VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jun'72:6

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. CAMERIO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In Porto Rico. May'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:62
(photo) May'30:12    May'49:3
News room. Nov'55:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
Church choirs are vital in Puerto Rico. Apr'68:45
Venezuelan Christians entertain angels unawares. Oct'70:24
(photo) Jun'72:5

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Common concerns of the churches (photo of congregation)
Jan'58:19

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST ACADEMY
(photo) Sep'67:3
Church offers quality education--plus the gospel (photo)
Jun'72:10

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. JUAN DOMINGO CHURCH
Church Extension goes abroad. Sep'49:16 (photo p. 17)

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. MAGNOLIA GARDENS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In Puerto Rico a church is born. Jan'64:44

BAYAMON, PUERTO RICO. RIO PLANTATION CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Head start in Puerto Rico (photo) May'67:27

Bayer, Charles Homer, 1930-
Christian youth get involved in living. May'64:17
Here the church finds its salvation. Jul'65:19
Under the shower. Nov'65:16
Educational meat, not pablum. Sep'66:15
Fatal bite of the renewal bug. Oct'68:15
Celebration is central. Nov'72:23

BAYER, CHARLES HOMER, 1930-
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24
Global highlights. Apr'68:6

BAYERS, MARY SPARKS, -1960 (married to L. J. Bayers)
In memoriam. Jul'60:48

BAYLESS, C A
(death) Sep'24:58

BAYLOR, PHYLLIS
(photo) Feb'51:33

BAYNE, STEPHEN
Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:6

BAYNE, STEPHEN F., JR.
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union
BEACHIN, (married to Victor Beachin)
   News room. Mar'60:40
   Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
   In brief. May'70:42
   (photo) Feb'71:34
BEACHIN, HILDA
   Global highlights (photo) May'62:6
   Here and there with World Call. Dec'65:50
BEACON, GEORGE
   (death) Mar'21:50
BEAL, (MRS. N.)
   (photo) May'55:38
BEAL, FLORA FLAVIA
   See
   SHELTON, FLORA FLAVIA BEAL
BEAL, JUNA L
   Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31
BEAL, NEOMA OLIVE KOHL, -1963
   (photo) Jul'23:8  Apr'60:31
   A right direction for unwed mothers (photo) Apr'61:19
   (death) News room. Sep'63:42
BEALE, ILSE
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:3
BEALE, J T
   News room. May'51:38
   News room (photo) Mar'53:38
   Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:27
Beale, Nellie K
   Women and world highways. Mar'35:35
BEALE, ROBERT C
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
BEALL, ADA CRITCHFIELD
   Memorium. Apr'36:39
BEALS, CALLIE, -1958
   In memoriam. Apr'58:37
BEALS, CARLTON. THE CRIME OF CUBA
   Speaking of books. Nov'33:34
BEALS, GLADIS MAUD
   In memoriam. Dec'27:48
BEAMER, ETTA
   In memoriam. Jul'43:26
BEAMSVILLE, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25
BEAN, ADA PRITCHETT
   (death) Nov'24:50
BEAN, HARLEY, -1961
   In memoriam. Jul'61:39
BEAN, JOHN REUBEN, 1928-
   The state society--a servant (photo) Oct'59:27
   News room. Oct'60:40
   Four ministers will be heard at the Kansas City Assembly
   (photo) Jul'68:48
BEAR, KEEThY "QUINTET FOR WOODWINDS" (MUSIC)
   Fine arts on the campus. Nov'69:26
BEARD, ANNA, -1956
   In memoriam. Mar'57:35
BEARD, BELLE B
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51

BEARD, CHARLES A. AMERICA FACES THE FUTURE
America faces the future. May'33:10

BEARD, CHARLES A. AMERICA IN MIDPASSAGE
Book chat. Sep'39:22

BEARD, CHARLES A. THE DISCUSSION OF HUMAN AFFAIRS
Book chat. Oct'36:24

BEARD, CHARLES A. THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Book chat. Mar'44:14

BEARD, ELLA, -1927
In memoriam. Jan'28:48

BEARD, EMMA, -1928
In memoriam. Jan'29:63

BEARD, MARY, -1934
Memoriam. Feb'35:39

BEARD, MARY R. AMERICAN IN MIDPASSAGE
Book chat. Sep'39:22

Beard, Mildred Paulene
The why and how of welfare. Jul'53:24

BEARD, RAMONA C., 1903-
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

BEARDEN, VIRGINIA
Here and there with World Call. Jan'49:48

BEARDSLEY, ELLA
In memoriam. Nov'33:39

BEARDSLEY, FRANK G. RELIGIOUS PROGRESS THROUGH RELIGIOUS REVIVALS
Book chat. Jul'43:16

Beardsley, Sarah E
In appreciation. Feb'28:49

BEARDSTOWN, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13

BEARE, ANNIE JOHNSTON, -1946
In memoriam. Mar'47:37

"THE BEARER OF THE BOOK" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'59:42

BEASLEY, LONA
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:14

BEASLEY, MARY EVANS (married to Theodore Prentis Beasley)
(photo) Jan'71:21

BEASLEY, THEODORE PRENTIS, 1900-1984
Global highlights (photo) Jun'52:3
(photo) Sep'66:front cover
Jan'71:21

BEATCH, LYLE ROBERT
(photo) Feb'32:30

"BEATITUDES FOR THE 70'S" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jun'72:33

BEATON, JAMES ALEXANDER, 1874-1921
(death) May'21:51

BEATRICE, NEBRASKA
Crusade progress. Jul'50:26

BEATRICE, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Nov'22:front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50 Nov'27:47

BEATTIE, ETHEL BLANCHE
James Alexander Beattie. Jan'28:12
  The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30

BEATTIE, JAMES ALEXANDER, 1845-1931
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:43
  James Alexander Beattie. Jan'28:12
    (death) The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30

BEATTIE, MABELLE B
  James Alexander Beattie. Jan'28:12
  The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30

BEATTIE, MALLORY. THE MAKING OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS
  Book chat. Feb'54:20

BEATTIE, MERLE M
  James Alexander Beattie. Jan'28:12
  The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30

BEATTIE, R. KENT
  James Alexander Beattie. Jan'28:12
  The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30
  Beatty, Ellsworth Clarence
    Prize winning Prohibition essay. Jul'24:23

BEATTY, ELLSWORTH CLARENCE
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
  College of Missions notes. Dec'25:52

BEATTIE, MAUDE, -1953
  In memoriam. Jun'53:39

BEAUCHAMP, ALICE (married to James W. Beauchamp)
  Memorium. Mar'36:39

BEAUCHAMP, ANGEL (married to Consuelo Perez Guerra Beauchamp)
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48

BEAUCHAMP, BERTHA LEACOCK, -1958
  (married to B. L. Francis)
  (married to Ward Beauchamp)
  (death) News room. Sep'58:42

Beauchamp, Consuelo Perez-Guerra, 1894-
  (married to Angel Beauchamp)
  Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
  Three great adventures. Sep'23:8
  Opening the doors. Jan'24:37

BEAUCHAMP, CONSUELO PEREZ GUERRA, 1894-
  (photos) Jul'22:2  Sep'22:24  Sep'23:8
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:60
  Going forward in His name. Oct'24:59
  (photos) Jun'25:34  Jan'26:49
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48

BEAUCHAMP, TOM L.
  quoted. At Richmond they said. Nov'39:14

BEAUFORT, SOUTH CAROLINA. RIVERSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28

BEAUMONT, (married to Ross Beaumont)
  In memorium. Mar'37:39

BEAUMONT, ROSS
  (photo) Nov'25:28

BEAUMONT, VELMA A., (married to W. L. Beaumont)
  (photo) Jun'50:18

BEAUMONT, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
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What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
   (photo of parsonage) Sep'46:1

BEAUMONT, TEXAS. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July-September, 1962. Jan'63:45

BEAVEN, ALBERT
   Women and world highways. Sep'38:35

BEAVEN, ALBERT W. THE LOCAL CHURCH
   Book chat. Sep'37:29

BEAVEN, ALBERT W. REMAKING LIFE
   Book chat. Mar'40:23

BEAVEN, ROBERT H. IN HIM WAS LIFE
   Book chat. Mar'46:21

BEAVER, (married to Peter Boyd Beaver)
   (death) Nov'23:49

Beaver, A. Alton, 1939- (married to Edwina Michael Beaver)
   Actions on social issues. Oct'69:17
   Ministry to men who emigrate to Canada. Jul'70:11

BEAVER, A. ALTON, 1939-
   Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
   In brief. Jun'71:40
   Emergency ministry serves young U.S. draft age emigrants in Canada
     (photo) Jul'71:17

Beaver, Edwina (married to A. Alton Beaver)
   New books. Apr'70:29

BEAVER, MARTHA E
   In memoriam. Jul'33:39

BEAVER, R. PIERCE. ALL LOVES EXCELLING
   New books. Apr'69:28

BEAVER, R. PIERCE. CHURCH, STATE AND THE AMERICAN INDIANS
   New books. Feb'68:38

BEAVER, R. PIERCE. ECUMENICAL BEGINNINGS IN PROTESTANT WORLD MISSION
   Book chat. Apr'63:42

BEAVER, R. PIERCE. ENVOYS OF PEACE
   New books. Sep'64:42

BEAVER, R. PIERCE. THE MISSIONARY BETWEEN THE TIMES
   New books. Nov'68:36

BEAVER, R. PIERCE. PIONEERS IN MISSION
   New books. Nov'66:42

BEAVER, SARAH
   (death) Dec'24:46

BEAVER CREEK, MARYLAND. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What they did and how. Oct'20:8
   The month among Disciples. Jun'33:4

BEAVER CREEK, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37

BEAVON, ERIC A. SLINDIGA THE SAVAGE
   Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

BEAZLEY, (married to George G. Beazley, Sr.) -1963
   (death) News room. Mar'63:36

BEAZLEY, CHARLOTTE STROTHER HOLMAN
   (married to George G. Beazley, Jr.)
   Global highlights. Nov'60:5

BEAZLEY, GEORGE G., SR. -1963
   (death) News room. Mar'63:36

Beazley, George Grimes, Jr., 1914-1973
(married to Charlotte Strother Holman Beazley)

How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Disciples look to New Delhi. Nov'61:24
Looking back at New Delhi. Apr'62:19
Adults and mission. Oct'62:38
Pearly gates of Hong Kong. Mar'63:20
Dreams and decisions in church union. Jun'63:19
Does theology divide or unite? Jul'63:34
Adults and mission. Oct'64:40
Ecumenical journey. Dec'64:21
Ecumenical reflections. Feb'65:29
Why work for union? Mar'65:38
Adults and mission. Sep'65:40
Man of vigor and warmth. Apr'66:25
The transforming trail of union. May'66:17
Letters. Jul'66:inside front cover
The empty pulpit. Sep'66:29
Mexico, case study for American Christians. Mar'67:17
From words to action on church union. Jun'68:11
Letters. Sep'68:4
Insight into a sister communion. Dec'68:19
Write your plan of union. Nov'70:14
Why Disciples talk with the Catholics. Sep'72:15
Disciples respond to union plan. Oct'72:23
A big man for a big task. Nov'72:21
The hidden Christ and commitment. May'73:18

BEAZLEY, GEORGE GRIMES, JR., 1914-1973

Beneath the spire (photo) May'57:6
Global highlights. Nov'60:5
Council executive concerned with unity (photo) Dec'60:47
Global highlights. Mar'61:7
(photo) Jul'61:21 Nov'61:25
quoted. Statement of faith. Feb'62:49
(photo) Apr'62:20
Global highlights.
Adults and mission (photo) Nov'62:40
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:6
(photo) Jun'63:19
Global highlights (photo)
   Sep'63:7 Jan'64:5
Partners in conversation (photo) Jun'64:13
Classroom and campus. Jun'64:34
News room. Jul'64:34
(photo) Dec'64:21 Apr'66:25 May'66:front cover
The cover. May'66:inside front cover
(photo) May'66:17
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'66:7
Global highlights (photo) Jun'67:6
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'68:14
(photo) Jun'68:11
Next month at Uppsala. Jun';68:15
Global highlights. Sep'68:6
World events (photo) May'69:33
World events. Jul'69:43
The scene (photo) Feb'70:44

63
World events (photo) Mar'70:36
The scene. May'70:45
(photo) Jan'71:22
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:8
If this plan is of God (photo) Dec'71:40
If not COCU--what? (photo) Jul'72:31
(photo) Sep'72:16 Nov'72:21
The scene (photo) May'73:33
Uniting the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6
In brief. Sep'73:40
(photo) Nov'73:40
(death) Commentary. Dec'73:13
(death) World events (photo) Dec'73:38
BEBOUT, DELMER RAY, 1863-1948 (married to Margaret M. Bebout)
(photo) Jan'27:11 Apr'29:20 Dec'40:28
In memoriam. Jan'49:39
BEBOUT, MARGARET M., 1868-1959 (married to Delmer Ray Bebout)
(photo) Dec'40:28
BEBOUT, RAY TURNER, 1895-1975
quoted. Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
Beck, Alan.
What is a girl? Jun'51:42
What is a boy? Jun'51:47
BECK, B  D
(photo) Nov'25:29
Beck, Bertha E
The elephant is a silly bird. Oct'66:31
BECK, D  M
Fifty and more years of service for Christ (photo) Sep'25:30
BECK, DWIGHT M. THROUGH THE GOSPELS TO JESUS
Book chat. Sep'55:40
BECK, ELLA MAY
(death) Oct'20:41
Beck, Emma
Developing a missionary conscience. Mar'27:47
BECK, JERRY A
World events. Sep'69:37
BECK, MARY I. TAI-LEE'S PRECIOUS SEED
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
BECK, NAOMI JEAN, 1958-
Global highlights (photo) May'62:4
Missionary register. Dec'65:49
BECK, R  T
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
BECK, ROBERT
(photo) Jul'28:26
Beck, Robert Talmage, 1894-1961
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:21
BECK, ROBERT TALMAGE, 1894-1961
Where students mobilize for the church. Jan'32:10
Last column. Mar'45:40
(photo) Oct'45:11
(death) News room. Jan'62:32
BECK, RUTH
Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37
BECKELHYMER, ANNA
(death) Jul'24:53
Beckelhymer, Betty Jane Courtney, 1921-1986
(married to Paul Hunter Beckelhymer)
What do teenagers need and want? Oct'45:16
BECKELHYMER, BETTY JANE COURTNEY, 1921-1986
(marriage) News room. Sep'51:38
BECKELHYMER, CAROLYN
World events (photo) Sep'72:39
BECKELHYMER, HUNTER
See
BECKELHYMER, PAUL HUNTER
Beckelhymer, Paul Hunter, 1919-
(married to Betty Jane Courtney Beckelhymer)
A prayer for the college graduate. Jun'57:18
BECKELHYMER, PAUL HUNTER, 1919-
(married to Betty Jane Courtney Beckelhymer)
(marriage) News room. Sep'51:38
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'53:31
Global highlights (photo) May'63:5
Classroom and campus. Sep'67:34
BECKELHYMER, PAUL HUNTER. HOCKING VALLEY IRON MAN
Book chat. Sep'62:44
BECKELHYMER, PAUL HUNTER. MEETING LIFE ON HIGHER LEVELS
Book chat. Dec'56:10
BECKELHYMER, PAUL HUNTER. QUESTIONS GOD ASKS
Book chat. Apr'61:41
BECKER, (married to George A. Becker)
News room (photo) Oct'53:36
Becker, Babette
The Cathedral on the hill. May'25:15
Becker, Easter B
A gift of roses. Dec'72:inside back cover
Becker, Edwin Lewis, 1917-
(married to Georgia Anne Nordeen Becker)
(married to Jan Becker)
Disciples of Christ look to their churches in town and country. Oct'44:18
The church at the heart of the community. Apr'45:10
Town and country ministers in school. Nov'45:21
Religion and the organizations in rural America. May'46:14
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
Crusading in town and country. Feb'48:17
The church and the country. Oct'48:11
Victories in town and country. Feb'49:10
Which rural church? Apr'50:15
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:16
Can Disciples fill their rural pulpits? Oct'59:23
Prophets then and now. Jun'67:14
BECKER, EDWIN LEWIS, 1917-
(photo) Jul'23:6
Home Missions staff (photo) Sep'44:14
(photo) Oct'44:18
Able young leadership. Oct'45:3
(photo) Nov'45:21        Apr'46:17
Global highlights. May'46:3
(photo) May'46:14
Global highlights (photo) Oct'46:4
News room. Nov'46:32
National Conference on the Town and Country Church.
Jan'47:40
News room. Mar'47:32
(photo) Feb'48:17
Global highlights. Jan'50:2
Convocation on church in town and country (photo) Jan'50:29
News room. Jul'50:42
For adult mission study. Nov'50:41
News room. Jan'51:46
Forty years concern for a rural people (photo) May'51:25
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:28 Dec'57:34
Preparing ministers for today's rural churches (photo) May'58:19
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28
The city—a global challenge. Nov'63:26
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:32 Nov'65:32
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
BECKER, EDWIN LEWIS. RESPONDING TO GOD'S CALL
New books. Jun'70:28
BECKER, EDWIN LEWIS, 1948-
(birth) News room. Jul'48:39
In brief. Feb'71:41
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad (photo) Oct'71:45
BECKER, EFFIE BELLE GROVES, 1890-1972 (married to Paul E. Becker)
(photo) Jan'27:13 Dec'37:25
BECKER, GEORGE A
News room (photo) Oct'53:36
BECKER, GEORGIA ANNE NORDEEN, 1917-1969
(married to Edwin Lewis Becker, Sr.)
(photo) May'39:17
In memoriam. Feb'70:42
BECKER, HANNELORE
News room (photo) Oct'51:43
(photo) Jul'52:38
Youth and missions (photo) Sep'52:37
BECKER, KAREN ELEANOR, 1946-
(birth) News room. Sep'46:40
BECKER, LAWRENCE W
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:30
BECKER, MAGGIE L
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:33
Becker, Paul Ellsworth, 1889-1980
(married to Effie Belle Groves Becker)
The Christian college vindicated. Jan'30:17
A program of evangelism. Feb'38:8
BECKER, PAUL ELLSWORTH, 1889-1980
(photo) Mar'24:37
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
(photo) Jan'27:13
High lights from our colleges (photo) Sep'29:30
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'36:1
(photo) Dec'37:25 Feb'38:8
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
News room. Apr'45:28
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:35
So great a file of witnesses (photo) Oct'67:38

BECKER, PAULA
In brief (photo) Jul'71:45

Beckers, D G
Would I be missed? (poem) Dec'38:48

Beckes, Isaac K
Joining hands to serve youth. Oct'49:24

BECKES, ISAAC K
The threshold. Jul'43:2

BECKETT, (MRS JOSEPH)
(death) Jun'24:57

Beckett, Bessie
See

Rader, Bessie Beckett

BECKETT, EARLE KENNETH, 1900-1982
News room (photo) Sep'46:40

BECKLER, H E
Texas School of Evangelists. Jul'20:29

BECKLEY, MARGARET
(death) Mar'20:53

BECKLEY, WEST VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) May'25:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39

BECKMAN, PAT H
As others see us. Jul'23:39

BECKNER, EARL R
A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31

BEDFORD, A E
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44

Bedford, Archie B., 1895-

BEDFORD, ARCHIE B., 1895-
(photo) Jul'28:13
Personalities (photo) May'37:19

BEDFORD, SIDNEY McHENRY, 1883-1966
_quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean._
Jun'24:44
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41
Classroom and campus. Feb'48:31

BEDFORD, SIDNEY McHENRY, JR.
(photo) Jul'23:6
_quoted. We also are ready._ May'25:22

BEDFORD, WILLIAM C
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:30

BEDFORD, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How a church spent forty-five years in India. May'29:34

BEDFORD, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:13

BEDNAR, F
Once in three hundred years (photo) Apr'48:8
BEEBE, (MRS. OSCAR)
(death) Nov'24:50
BEEBE, ABRAHAM J. (married to Irene Letlow Beebe)
(marriage) Wedding bells at Yakima (photo) Dec'48:17
BEEBE, IRENE LETLOW (married to Abraham J. Beebe)
(marriage) Wedding bells at Yakima (photo) Dec'48:17
BEECH, ROBERT
Global highlights. May'66:7
BEECH BOTTOM, WEST VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Going up. Sep'25:13
The Golden Jubilee in Beech Bottom (photo) Oct'25:44
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
The vacation church school in a community center (photo)
Dec'31:27
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'33:40    Dec'33:39    Dec'35:39
BEECH GROVE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation's cozy corner. Feb'34:26
BEECHER, HENRY WARD, 1813-1887
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
Book chat. Apr'35:44
quoted. The last page. May'40:48        Nov'57:48
BEEKMAN, R. C.
   In memoriam. Sep'39:39
BEELEY, A. D
   News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36
BEELEY, JAMES H
   News room. Dec'53:30
BEEM, JAMES SAMUEL, 1876-1952
   In memoriam. Nov'52:35
BEEMAN, BESS O
   quoted. Last column. Sep'47:48
BEEMAN, ELLIS
   (photo) Sep'42:5
   Beeman, Ruth Coates, 1925- (married to Robert Beeman)
   Christians in Monieka. Dec'56:51
BEEMAN, RUTH COATES, 1925-
   News room. Sep'52:38       May'57:36
BEERBOWER, (MRS. O. A.)
   Here and there with World Call. Jul'53:48
BEERS, CLIFFORD WHITTINGHAM. A MIND THAT FOUND ITSELF
   Book chat. Jul'35:17
Beers, George Pitt
   The background is not in the picture. Apr'42:9
BEERY, (MRS. Z. A.) -1956
   In memoriam. Oct'56:35
BEESON, W. H., -1973
   In memoriam. May'73:42
BEETGE, C. J
   (photo) Sep'47:9
BEEVER, NANCY, -1942
   In memoriam. Jun'42:39
"BEGGER AT THE GATES" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Nov'69:29
"THE BEGINNING" (MOTION PICTURE)
   News room (photo) May'54:38
Audio-visual suggestions (photo) Sep'54:40
Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:25

BEGNOZZI, FAUSTO
(photo) Nov'28:41

BEGTRUP, BODIL
(photo) Jan'48:20

Beguin, M. Oliver
Return from Russia. Dec'48:18

BEGUIN, M. OLIVER
Reconstructing "behind barbed wire." (photo) Apr'47:29

Behler, Anne Marilyn Stiles, 1935- (married to George W. Behler)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36

BEHLER, ANNE MARILYN STILES, 1935-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
News room. Feb'61:34
Ministry at Kitwe (photo) Jul'61:31
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49

Behler, George Warren, 1933- (married to Anne Marilyn Stiles Behler)
Freedom for Congo. Jun'60:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36 Dec'61:34
Women on world highways. Mar'65:35

BEHLER, GEORGE WARREN
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
News room. Feb'61:34
Ministry at Kitwe (photo) Jul'61:31
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49

Behler, James Henry, 1914-1970 (married to Violet Behler)
Mt. Beulah is the answer. Apr'55:16
Pioneering witness in two tongues. Jan'66:16

BEHLER, JAMES HENRY, 1914-1970
News room. Apr'55:38
"Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:25
News room (photo) Jun'56:42
New program to benefit Yakimas. Apr'57:44
News room. Apr'58:40
(photo) Jan'66:17
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'67:7
Disciples in the news. Feb'68:8
In memoriam. Sep'70:46

BEHLER, LYNELLE MARIE, 1960- (birth) News room. Mar'61:46
Ministry at Kitwe (photo) Jul'61:31

BEHLER, MARK
Ministry at Kitwe (photo) Jul'61:31

BEHLER, VIOLET REED SWAIN (married to James H. Behler)
Where higher education is involved (photo) Oct'57:26

Behner, Maude C
Letters. Mar'70:34

BEHYMER, E. HUGH
Classroom and campus.
Apr'52:28 Feb'53:42 Jan'54:29

BEI, BENJAMIN
All the world loves a lover. Feb'30:26

BEI, HANNA
All the world loves a lover (photo) Feb'30:26

BEILBY, CORA, -1945
In memoriam. Feb'46:37
Beiler, Donald K
  Puerto Rican preview. Oct'64:28
BEILER, EDNA. TRES FAMILIAS
  Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
BEILER, EDNA. WHITE ELEPHANT FOR SALE
BEILER, IRWIN ROSS. STUDIES IN THE LIFE OF JESUS
  Book chat. Dec'36:24
BEIN, ALBERT. LET FREEDOM RING
  Book chat. Jan'37:40
"BEING MANY--YET ONE" (FILMSTRIP)
  Lund Conference filmstrip and literature. Apr'53:44
BEISSELL, INA MAE
  (photo) Nov'28:41
  Preparing for service (photo) Dec'28:59
BEITLER, EUGENE P. HOW TO READ THE BIBLE
  Book chat. Sep'57:42
Beittel, Adam Daniel
  Negro colleges go on with their task. Apr'61:21
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'64:38
BEITTEL, ADAM DANIEL
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:4
  An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
  News room (photo) Jan'64:40
  (photo) Apr'64:38
  Global highlights. Jun'64:5
  Classroom and campus. Jul'64:36
BEKUNGU MALAKO
  He searched and found the life he sought. Jul'47:44
BELANGER, MAURICE
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'63:34
Belcastro, Joseph, 1910–1989
  Restructure and the Independents. Jan'66:43
BELCASTRO, JOSEPH, 1910–1989
  News room. Jul'49:32
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:2
  quoted. Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:21
BELCASTRO, JOSEPH. THE RELATIONSHIP OF BAPTISM TO CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
  Three important publications. Jan'64:10
Belcher, Carl Herman, 1914–1979 (married to Ruby Belcher)
  Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
  Adults and mission. May'62:38
  Meditations. Sep'62:37
  Adult and mission. Dec'62:38
  Moments of meditation. Mar'63:39
  Adults and mission. Feb'64:38
  The goal that means growth. Mar'64:33
  Meeting snags along the way. Apr'64:30
  Outreach education makes a difference. May'64:32
  Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30
BELCHER, CARL HERMAN, 1914–1979
  Global highlights. May'57:2
  Schools of missions--why and how? Oct'60:21
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'62:6
BELCHER, J. E., -1964
(death) News room. Jul'64:34
BELCHER, LOUIS
(photo) Feb'23:34
BELCHER, M. WALLER, JR.
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
BELCHER, ROBERT
(photo) Mar'40:33
BELCHER, RUBY, 1912?-1960 (married to Carl H. Belcher)
(death) News room. Sep'60:40
BELCHER, THOMAS JEFFERSON, 1878-1920
The first death claim under the Pension system (photo)
Nov'20:51
BELCHER, V HOWARD
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'47:30
Classroom and campus. Mar'54:30
BELDEN, ALBERT D. GEORGE WHITEFIELD, THE AWAKENER
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34
BELDEN, ALBERT D. THE RELIGIOUS DIFFICULTIES OF YOUTH
Speaking of books. Apr'29:31
BELDEN, HARRIET
In memoriam. Apr'39:39
BELDEN, LELA
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
BELGIAN CONGO
See
CONGO
BELGIUM
How Belgium faces the future. Mar'19:26
Temperance progress in Belgium. Mar'20:52
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:59
The state of the church. Feb'43:31
Women and world highways. Jan'47:33
Global highlights. Oct'49:2
No place like Brussels! Feb'56:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
Global highlights. Jan'59:5
BELGUM, DAVID. WHY MARRY?
Books of value. Dec'72:47
BELHAVEN, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28
BELIAEFF, IVAN PARLOWITCH
(photo) May'26:23
BELICHEICK, STEPHEN N
Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33
BELKNAP, W P
quoted. The Campaign for Underwriting. May'21:6
BELL, (MRS. H. K.)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:3
BELL, (MRS. O. C.)
(photo) Feb'24:40
BELL, (MRS. W. B.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
BELL, (married to Walter B. Bell)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
BELL, ADRAST, 1897-
Melted into music. Apr'33:21
(photo) Apr'34:24
BELL, ALICE
   In memoriam. Mar'28:60
BELL, BERNARD IDDINGS. THE CHURCH IN DISREPUTE
   Book chat. Apr'43:24
BELL, BERNARD IDDINGS. RELIGION FOR LIVING
   Book chat. Jun'40:25
BELL, BERNARD IDDINGS. STILL SHINES THE STAR
   Book chat. Jan'42:23
BELL, BOB
   Global highlights (photo) May'53:2
BELL, CHARLES
   Reproduction of "The Last Supper." (photo) Jun'29:36
BELL, CLIFTON
   Contributing members receiving World Call (photo) Oct'60:46
BELL, COLLINS J
   Classroom and campus. May'62:35
Bell, Dick
   Journey's end. Sep'49:21
BELL, DOROTHY E
   (photo) Sep'42:8
BELL, DOUGLAS
   (photo) Dec'62:50
BELL, ELIZABETH, -1955
   In memoriam. Jan'56:39
BELL, EMMA LAURA, -1942
   In memoriam. May'42:39
BELL, ETHEL CLAXON, -1955
   In memoriam. Mar'56:35
Bell, G O
   Odell's light in India. Jun'21:56
BELL, GEORGE K
   THE KINGSHIP OF CHRIST
   Book chat. Sep'54:46
BELL, GRANT S
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:3
BELL, GRACE MONIGER, -1957
   In memoriam. Apr'57:35
BELL, H C
   (photo) Mar'24:49
BELL, HAROLD
   (photo) Feb'49:33
BELL, HILL McCLELLAND, 1860-1927
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
   (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42
BELL, INEZ FORTUNE, -1950 (married to Harry L. Bell)
   In memoriam. Sep'50:37
Bell, Juanita
   Little Indians speak (poem) Jun'62:23
BELL, KEITH
    (photo) Jun'40:30
BELL, LYNDELL
    Women on world highways (photo) Dec'64:33
BELL, M. STAN
    Classroom and campus. Sep'67:34
BELL, MARSHA
    The local church (photo) Oct'67:27
BELL, MARTHA ELLEN
    In memoriam. Sep'43:35
BELL, OTIS
    Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:7
BELL, RAYMOND
    (photo) Jun'40:30
    Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'52:4
BELL, ROBERT E., JR. (married to Virginia Herbert Bell)
    Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'57:6
    (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jun'43:25
BELL, ROBERT MONROE, 1889-1968 (married to Myrtle Deckle Bell)
    In memoriam. May'68:42
BELL, RUTH
    A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
Bell, U. R., 1888-
    Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49
    The Toledo plan of week day religious education. Nov'22:19
BELL, U. R., 1888-
    (photo) Mar'24:41 Apr'25:54
    Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16
BELL, VIRGINIA MARSH, 1922- (married to Wayne Bell)
    Global highlights (photo) Jun'66:6
BELL, W COSBY. IF A MAN DIE
    Book chat. May'35:23
BELL, WALTER P
    Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'53:4
BELL, WAYNE HARVEY, 1919- (married to Virginia Bell)
    (photo) Jun'40:30 Sep'42:6
    Classroom and campus. Jun'43:25
    Global highlights (photo) May'60:6
    Classroom and campus. May'61:31
    News room. May'62:32
    Disciples in the news. May'68:8
    In brief. May'69:39
BELL, WINSTON CLYDE, 1921-
    (photo) Jun'40:30 Sep'42:9
    (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jun'43:25
    Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32
Bell Ringer
    See
    Moseley, Joseph Edward
BELLAIRE, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48
    Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46
BELLAMY, GEORGE
    Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
BELLEVUE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples assist strategic churches. Jul'56:46
Here and there with World Call. May'57:48
Happy in EHP. Oct'58:47

BELLEFLOWER, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'24:60

BELLEFLOWER, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The desire for service. Nov'23:47

BELLEFOREST, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:58

BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:8
They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:11
The Church's world mission. Nov'40:16

BELLINZONI, A. J. INTELLECTUAL HONESTY AND RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT
New books. Mar'70:28

BELLO, NINO LO. THE VATICAN EMPIRE
New books. May'69:28

BELLOC, HILAIRE
quoted. What is faith? Aug'24:26

BELLS
Ring, bells, across the snow. Jan'45:26

BELLVILLE, JOHN FRANCIS
(photo) Mar'24:47

BELO, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42

BELOIT, WISCONSIN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes... Dec'24:63

BELSELL, MAE
(photo) Mar'26:12

BELT, ELIZABETH
Classroom and campus. Nov'47:29

BELTON, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44

BELTRAN, MANUEL
(photo) Apr'28:54

BEMENT, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39

BEMIS, (MRS. A. R.)
Here and there with World Call. Dec'48:48

BEN, LEW
Notes. Feb'19:47

BENARY-ISBERT, MARGOT. THESE VINTAGE YEARS
New books. Nov'68:36

BENCE, PAULINE THOMAS
News room. Dec'61:32

BENDE, BARBARA
News room. Jan'50:34

BENDER, ANDREW
(death) Dec'31:47
Bender, Anna Katharine, 1894-
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
A Mama Ji in Mahoba. Nov'22:57
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'24:50  Jun'25:61  Nov'31:38  Sep'38:38
Healing and health for Kanaklata. Jan'53:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Indian nurses receive advanced training. Mar'55:43
Healing ministry. Nov'58:42
"Courage" India Convention theme. Jun'59:49

**BENDER, ANNA KATHARINE, 1894-**
(photograph) Aug'20:25
Echoes from everywhere.  
Mar'21:63  Feb'22:63,64  Sep'24:49

To these we hand the torch (photograph) Feb'31:29
News room.
Nov'40:47  Oct'41:34  Jul'43:28
Jan'41:34  Dec'41:34
(photograph) Mar'44:15
News room. Jul'44:34
A South Atlantic crossing. Sep'44:20
Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32
News room (photograph) Dec'56:40
Leaders retire (photograph) Oct'62:30

**BENDER, EARL D**
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:46

**BENDER SCHOOL (VENEZUELA)**
Poor church with a rich ministry (photographs) Dec'72:21

**BENDRAT, T A**
(photograph) Jan'21:8

**BENEDICT, DONALD L**
Global highlights. Sep'64:5

**BENEDUM, MICHAEL L**
Classroom and campus. Jan'58:28  Feb'59:36

**BENEFIEL, HATTIE**
News room. Jan'62:32

**BENEKER, GERRITT. "THE BUILDER" (PAINTING)**
(photograph) Oct'34:front cover

**BENES, EDUARD**
Land of Hus, Masaryk and Benes. Apr'48:6

Benet, Stephen Vincent
A creed for Americans. Jul'52:7

**BENEVOLENCE**
See also
Names of benevolent institutions
Benevolence and the United Budget. Jan'19:9
The need of brotherhood. Jun'19:36
The new chivalry. Aug'19:34
A cure for skepticism. Sep'19:7
State and private charity. Oct'19:43
Do you hear the crying of the children? Nov'19:62
A new appraisal of human life. Dec'19:17
What twenty-five years can do. Oct'20:24
A fatal omission. Oct'20:46
Jesus practices, the Brotherhood preached. Apr'21:25
An unemphasized phase of Apostolic Christianity. May'21:23
The cost of love. Sep'21:16
A universal virtue. Oct'21:9
Two sparrows. Apr'23:17
No one found him! Apr'23:31
The ministry of mercy. Apr'24:7
A patch of beans. Apr'24:46
Taken in. Jun'25:44
The neediest cases (poem) Dec'25:inside front cover
Religion, pure and undefiled. Jul'26:19
Ye are my friends if... Jul'26:46
We look for a new earth. Dec'26:4
The things of abiding worth. Dec'26:6
The good that men do.
   Feb'27:35   Jul'27:60   Sep'27:57
   Apr'27:58   Aug'27:52   Jan'28:43
The new meaning of benevolence. Jul'28:18
News items that point the trend of the day. Aug'30:35
Where thy treasure is. Oct'30:21
Apr'31:much of issue
Dec'31:much of issue
Dec'32:much of issue
Do you, too, care? Dec'33:21
What relief does to morals. Jul'35:10
The imperatives of benevolence. Dec'35:5
The thresh. Mar'36:2
The church's ;answer to human need! (photos) Dec'39:24
The spirit of Christian benevolence. Dec'41:7
Proceed with courage. Feb'42:8
A service of love in wartime. May'42:12
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes. Sep'43:23
A Brotherhood treasure hunt. Dec'43:18
Inasmuch. Dec'43:20
Switzerland serves war-swept humanity. Dec'43:22
Time for a miracle. Jan'46:46
Compassionate hearts. May'46:27
My neighbors' children. Jun'46:23
Church World Service report. Sep'46:48
It's cold today. Jan'47:44
Global highlights. Feb'47:4
Caring and sharing. Feb'47:6
The results of unconditional love. Feb'47:10
It is my brother who is hungry. Feb'47:17
The other side of church relief. Feb'47:40
Bread on the waters. Apr'47:34
Slamming the door. May'47:19
The magic carpet of the church. Dec'47:24
Jesus, pray send me something to eat. Dec'47:26
The compassionate heart. Mar'48:27
Social trends. Oct'48:23
Don't neglect the sandals! Dec'53:12
A year to push horizons out. Sep'57:17
Social trends. May'59:20
Benevolence meets man's real needs. Dec'61:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
Pioneer voices, no. 5. Nov'63:23
Benevolence is more than bread! Dec'64:13
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
The future of Christian benevolence. Apr'67:30
The last word. Jun'67:50
Compassion fatigue? Feb'68:9
Relief appeals. May'68:43
Moodlin' Feb'70:35

BENFER, LOUISA
In memoriam. Feb'31:39

BENFIELD, WILLIAM AVERY, JR.
If this plan is of God (photo) Dec'71:40

BENGAL REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT PROJECT
New hopes for the homeless (photo of new homes) Jan'65:19

BENGAL REFUGEE SERVICE
Global highlights. Apr'64:4

Bengston, Bennie
Champion of God's trees. Jun'57:31

Benitez, Francisco
Believing--practicing. Mar'26:35

Benitez, Juan Angel
Coronel Oviedo's kindergarten. Dec'51:44

BENITEZ, JUAN ANGEL
(photo) Dec'51:44

BENJAMIN, A R
(photo) Mar'24:58

BENJAMIN, ESTHER
(photo) Sep'42:5

BENJAMIN, JOEL R., 1890-
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5

BENJAMIN, JOHN
The leper clinic at Mungeli (photo) Sep'33:28

Benjamin, Thomas Garrett, Jr.
Disciples and the black community. Apr'72:29

BENJAMIN, THOMAS GARROTT, JR.
World events. Jun'71:38
(photo) Apr'72:29          Sep'73:12
Voices heard by the whole church (photo) Sep'73:20
(photo) Sep'73:33    Dec'73:3

Benlehr, Charles Edward, 1874-1974
(married to Cornelia Andrews Hook Benlehr)
Note. Aug'19:48
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:40

BENLEHR, CHARLES EDWARD, 1874-1974
CE news notes. Jan'19:64
(photo) Oct'21:39
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
News room. Sep'40:34
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
News room. Sep'41:34
(photo) Dec'41:16

Benlehr, Cornelia Andrews Hook, 1872-1958
(married to Charles E. Benlehr)
CE news notes. Jan'19:64
Dedicating Patharia chapel. Sep'23:58
Forward! Be strong in the Lord. May'39:44

BENLEHR, CORNELIA ANDREWS HOOK, 1872-1958
(photo) Oct'21:39
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
quoted. Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
News room. Sep'40:34
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
News room. Sep'41:34
(photo) Dec'41:16
(death) News room. Mar'58:32

BENNER, ALICE E
In memoriam. Jul'41:39

BENNER, EDWIN F
In memoriam. May'38:39

BENNETT, (married to Marion H. Bennett) -1953
In memoriam. May'54:35

BENNETT, (married to Phil Bennett)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. May'52:48

BENNETT, (MRS. R. A.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:45

BENNETT, ALLIE S., 1846-1936 (married to E. T. C. Bennett)
In memorium. Sep'36:39

Bennett, Anita Cole, 1923-1989 (married to Robert S. Bennett)
Back-of-the-wall. May'61:49

BENNETT, ANITA COLE, 1923-1989
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
News room. Apr'64:41

BENNETT, CHARLES EDWARD, 1910-
quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace.
Jul'60:18 (photo p. 17)
New projects in retirement housing (photo) Apr'71:16
(cont. next page)

BENNETT, CHARLES EDWARD (cont.)
Spotlight on Charles Bennett (photos) Sep'72:17
World events. Apr'73:38

BENNETT, CHARLES H
News room. Apr'60:34

BENNETT, DORA ELLEN
In memoriam. Dec'38:39

BENNETT, EDWARD THEODORE CLINTON, 1840-1929
Our fifty year club of preachers (photo) Jul'25:13

Bennett, Essie M. Gandy
Women on world highways. Mar'66:35

BENNETT, ESSIE M. GANDY
News room. May'57:36 Oct'57:32 Dec'64:36
CWF leader takes disability retirement (photo) Oct'72:33

BENNETT, EVALYN (EVALINE) -1939
(photo) Feb'31:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40

Bennett, Fannie Marie, 1904-1968
Devotional study for missionary societies. Dec'39:36
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
A look at leadership. Jun'65:30
Letters. Dec'67:49

BENNETT, FANNIE MARIE, 1904-1968
(photo) Jun'40:7
News room. Jul'46:47 Sep'50:38
These educational services change local churches (photo) Nov'54:8
News room. Jan'59:38 May'61:32
(death) Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'68:8
In memoriam. Jul'68:42
In brief. Mar'69:39
BENNETT, G  S
(photo) Mar'24:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42
Bennett, Gene C
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
BENNETT, GEORGE W
Classroom and campus. Mar'44:27
Bennett, Gertrude Ryder
Fettered (poem) Mar'35:48
BENNETT, GOLDIE M., -1935
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
BENNETT, HARRY GORDON, 1869-1943
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:63
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:13
BENNETT, JAMES R
In brief (photo) Nov'72:40
BENNETT, JOHN
Churches give their community new life. Jun'73:16
Bennett, John Coleman, 1902-
Looking to Amsterdam, 1948. Jun'47:8
Asia views American policy. Jul'51:15
BENNETT, JOHN COLEMAN, 1902-
(photo) Jul'51:15
This nation under God. Apr'52:5
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:24
"do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:24
Global highlights. Apr'61:7
BENNETT, JOHN COLEMAN. CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ETHICS IN A CHANGING WORLD
New books. Nov'66:16
BENNETT, JOHN COLEMAN. CHRISTIANITY AND COMMUNISM
Book chat. Dec'48:43
BENNETT, JOHN COLEMAN. CHRISTIANITY--AND OUR WORLD
Book chat. Nov'37:20
BENNETT, JOHN COLEMAN. FOREIGN POLICY IN CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE
New books. Dec'66:25
BENNETT, JOHN COLEMAN. SOCIAL SALVATION
Book chat. Jul'35:17
Bennett, John H
Letters. Jul'72:4
BENNETT, JOHN H
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'63:37
Bennett, Joseph R
What DCHS can do for you. Nov'66:14
BENNETT, JOSEPH R.
(phots) Nov'66:15
BENNETT, LAWRENCE L
(photo) Sep'42:9
Classroom and campus. Oct'52:30
BENNETT, LEO
quoted. Last column. Nov'60:50
BENNETT, M. E. COLLEGE AND LIFE
Book chat. Dec'34:22
BENNETT, MARIE
(photo) Jan'26:28       Aug'27:58
BENNETT, MARY A. TWO THOUSAND TONGUES TO GO
Book chat. Sep'59:42
Bennett, Mary V (married to Leonard L. Bennett)
Letters. Mar'65:46
BENNETT, MINNIE T
In memoriam. Nov'45:31
BENNETT, R A
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
BENNETT, RALPH
(photo) Sep'42:5
In brief. Apr'70:39
Bennett, Ralph Eugene
The West Paseo Christian Church. Apr'49:26
BENNETT, RALPH EUGENE
News room. Jul'49:32
Bennett, Rexie E
Women and world highways. Sep'46:35
BENNETT, ROBERT E
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32
BENNETT, ROBERT S
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
News room. Apr'64:41
BENNETT, ROLLA JAMES, 1884-1966
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
BENNETT, S I
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29
BENNETT, WILLIAM C
Self-help with a spiritual emphasis. Feb'54:16 (photo p. 17)
BENNIFIELD, (MRS. J. C.)
Memorium. Oct'35:40
BENNINGTON, W J
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
BENSON, DESSIN. GAMING
New books for the church library. Feb'72:46
BENSON, EZRA TAFT
Global highlights (photo) Feb'56:2
BENSON, LENA, -1949
In memoriam. Mar'50:37
BENSON, LYNN
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'58:37
BENSON, MARY ELLEN
Global highlights. Jul'62:7
BENSON, SAMUEL C
A unique bible pilgrimage. Apr'20:39
Bentley, (married to Neil L. Bentley)
Letters. Jul'69:35
BENTLEY, CLARA LEIGH
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
(photo) Feb'41:23
BENTLEY, EDITH RUSSELL, 1883-1966 (married to Bert I. Bentley)
(photo) Oct'29:11       Dec'30:13       Nov'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
Circulation corner. Jan'42:inside front cover
News room. Jul'45:34

80
In memoriam. Jan'67:41
BENTLEY, LINNE McCUNE
(death) Oct'34:47
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
BENTLEY, MARY, -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41
Bentley, William Preston, 1862-1941
Answering the call of the Bay District. May'19:40
Note. Sep'19:48
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
Note. Dec'19:63
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62
Farwell to missionaries. Nov'21:57
BENTLEY, WILLIAM PRESTON, 1862-1941
Notes. Mar'19:61
The San Francisco Bay District (photo) May'19:40
Notes. Aug'19:46 Apr'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:14
(photo) Sep'23:35
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'25:52 Jan'26:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
(death) News room. Jun'41:34 Oct'41:34
BENTON, DOROTHY G. OLD SONGS HYMNAL
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42
BENTON, PROSPER
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations
(photo) Jun'70:42
BENTON, THOMAS HART
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'52:30
Benton, William
International understanding... Jun'46:13
BENTON, WILLIAM
(photo) Jun'46:13
BENTON COUNTY, IOWA
An Iowa county convention. Nov'27:55
BENTONVILLE, ARKANSAS. MILLER CHAPEL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BEN-ZVI, ITSHAK
Christians in Israel (photo) Mar'61:33
BERCHTESGADEN, WEST GERMANY
God's voice in the mountains (photo of Religious House)
Jun'64:23
BERDEAU, (married to Lavinia Berdeau)
(photo) Jul'71:42
BERDEAU, LAVINIA
Indian aid center opened in Yakima (photo) Jul'71:42
BERDYAEV, NICHOLAS. THE END OF OUR TIME
Book chat. Sep'36:24
BEREA COLLEGE
Six thousand miles to God. Mar'63:15
Lord...make me an abolitionist. Jul'63:21
BEREA, JAMAICA
Through clouds to serve. Feb'24:36
One good turn in Jamaica (photo) Oct'25:57
BERECZKY, ALBERT
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:3
BEREMAN, VIRGINIA HALL
  (photo) Jan'21:9
BERG, DWIGHT H
  Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
BERG, MARGARET ARBORE. WEDNESDAY'S CHILD
  Book chat. Jan'61:39
BERG, MARTHA
  In brief. Jul'73:38
Berg, Roy O
  The war on war! (cartoons) Jul'32:13
  Building a warless world with Christ (cartoons) Jul'33:4
Berg, Viola Jacobson
  Christmas bells ring out (poem) Dec'67:48
  Hours with God (poem) Mar'72:22
Berg, Virginia Brandt
  Out of a great heart. Jan'22:40
BERGADO, ELIZABETH MANAGBANAG (married to Guillermo Bergado)
  News room. Feb'47:32
  From Philippines to Phillips (photo) Apr'47:25
  Five Filipino sisters... (photo) Mar'60:27
  Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters. Sep'71:21
  (1946 photo p. 20)
BERGENDORFF, CONRAD
  Unity is four-fold. Feb'54:21
  Hoover lectures correction. Mar'54:27
BERGENDORFF, CONRAD. OLAVUS PETRI AND THE ECCLESAISTICAL
  TRANSFORMATION IN SWEDEN
  New books. Dec'65:39
BERGER, DAN
  Images of prejudice. Jun'61:10
BERGER, EMIL
  (photo) Jan'21:18
BERGER, JOHN N
  quoted. How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:26
BERGER, MICHEL
  Classroom and campus. Oct'51:30
BERGER, PETER
  quoted. The scene. Mar'72:36
BERGER, VIOLA CATHERINE, -1955
  In memoriam. Sep'55:35
BERGSEN, KAREN, 1936-
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
BERGSEN, MABEL CORINE BOOTH
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
  (photo) Aug'30:14
  (engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
BERGSEN, OSCAR WILHELM
  (engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
Berggren, Gretchen
  The Congo--where milk is medicine. Jan'61:48
BERGMAN, (MRS. M.)
  News room. Mar'60:40
BERGRAV, EIVIND, -1959
  (photo) May'46:24
  Global highlights.
Well, here I am. Mar'59:9

BERHENKE, MARGARET (married to Luther F. Berhenke)
Women and world highways. May'57:31

BERHENKE, MARGARET (married to Luther F. Berhenke)
(photo) May'57:31

BERISSO, ARGENTINA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:39

BERK, LOUIS
Classroom and campus. Oct'60:34

BERKELEY, JAMES P
News room (photo) Apr'53:32

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. JAPANESE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Student pastor at Berkeley. Jun'24:40
Interracial fellowship in Berkeley. Nov'24:38
(photo of Japanese student fellowship) Mar'30:54
Crusade progress. May'49:26

BERKEMEYER, WILLIAM C. DIARY OF A DISCIPLE
Book chat. Mar'54:40

BERKEY, JAMES
Global highlights (photo) Jun'58:5

BERKEY, RICHARD JAMES
News room (photo) Oct'53:36
Ministers says EHP an asset to church (photo) Jan'62:48 quoted. Why we stay in the ministry (photo) Oct'63:12

BERKOUWER, G. C. THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL AND THE NEW CATHOLICISM
New books. Oct'65:42

BERKSHIRE, STEWART
Personalities. Nov'34;13

BERLE, MILTON
Social trends. Jan'53:20

BERLIN, GERMANY
Global highlights. Apr'47:3 Feb'51:3
Editorial correspondence from Germany. Nov'53:6
Report from Berlin: East and West. Mar'61:32
Mission in a divided city. Mar'64:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38

BERMEJO, ARGENTINA
Evangelism in Argentina. Jul'67:48

Bernal, Gerald E
Letters. Sep'65:47

BERNARD, (married to S. M. Bernard)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32

BERNARD, BOSEMBE
(photo) Mar'35:9

BERNARD, BROOKS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
Bernard, Eugene. "The Lord's Prayer" (Painting)  
(photo) Oct'34:16
Bernard, Harry  
(photo) Nov'23:19
Bernard, Herbert C  
Use of lose your members. Apr'62:17  
A new dimension. Dec'68:48
Bernard, Herbert C  
World Calling... Nov'67:10  
Make a call on World Call (photo) Sep'68:46  
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:18  
World Calling... (photo) Jul'70:50
Bernard, Josephnine (Mrs. Bosembe)  
(photo) Mar'35:9
Bernard, Mildred H  
See  
Poste, Mildred Holloway
Bernard, S M  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
Bernard, W. Worth  
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:30 Jun'57:34
Bernardino, Minerva  
Women and world highways. Mar'46:33
Bernays, Edward L. Speak Up for Democracy  
Book chat. Mar'41:46
Berndt, Tana  
Letters. May'65:40
Bernegger, Sigrid  
The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:13  
(photo) Jun'63:21
Berneking, Ann (married to Gerald Berneking)  
Women and world highways. May'44:29
Berneking, Ann  
(photo) Nov'36:42
Berneking, Gerald, 1904-1959 (Married to Ann Berneking)  
Programs for young people. Oct'37:37  
Postwar planning in the church. Sep'45:14
Berneking, Gerald, 1904-1959  
(photo) Nov'36:42  
News nots--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27  
(photo) Sep'45:14  
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'49:4  
Commission on Brotherhood Finance--how will it affect Disciples of Christ.  
Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
Berner, Belle  
(death) News from the homes for the aged. Sep'38:46
Bernhardt, Esther, 1926-. (married to Daniel Bernhardt)  
In brief. Sep'73:40
Berning, Helen Darby  
Sabbath morning (poem) Dec'66:49
Berounsky, Otakar  
(photo) Jan'47:23
Berrigan, Daniel  
quoted. Vietnam: another point of view. Apr'66:36
Berrigan, Daniel. America Is Hard to Find  
New books. May'73:35
BERRIGAN, DANIEL. CONSEQUENCES: TRUTH AND... New books. Jul'67:38
BERRIGAN, PHILIP. A PUNISHMENT FOR PEACE New books. Sep'69:28
BERRIOS, ANNIE Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37
BERRO, JULIA
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
A national worker. May'33:46
(photo) Mar'34:24
BERRY, (MRS. J. P.)
In memoriam. May'34:39
Berry, (Mrs. M. A.) Lifting the life of a county. Apr'37:6
BERRY, (MRS. N. V.) This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
Berry, (married to Paul J. Berry) Letters. Jan'68:42
Berry, Cecil E The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:25
BERRY, CECIL E. Global highlights. May'54:4
BERRY, CHARLES (photo) May'31:10
BERRY, CLAIRE EDWIN, 1930- (married to Charlotte Berry)
Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:11
BERRY, ELAINE (photo) Dec'43:9
BERRY, GEORGE KEYES, 1854-1939 In memoriam. Apr'39:39
Berry, Harry Jay, 1901-1968 (married to Lillian Berry) Local church recovery and advance. Mar'36:20
They worship anywhere. Jun'45:36
Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:6 In memoriam. May'68:46
Berry, Herman (married to Mary K. Peterson Berry) Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:9
Berry, Jennie L Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
BERRY, JOHN News room. Sep'48:41
BERRY, JOSEPH (photo) Feb'42:32
BERRY, JOYCE (photo) Dec'43:9
Berry, Lawrence Speaking of books. Nov'32:34 Sep'33:31 May'34:33 Mar'33:42 Apr'34:32
BERRY, LAWRENCE
BERRY, MARTHA
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
BERRY, NANCY
(poto) May'31:10
BERRY, NORMAN E
(poto) Dec'44:8
BERRY, PHYLLIS
(poto) Dec'43:9
BERRY, RUTH MUIRHEARD. HIGH IS THE WALL
Book chat. Dec'55:43
BERRY, SIDNEY M
Global highlights. Sep'50:4
Second Ainslie lecture. Nov'50:32
BERRY, THEODORA
(poto) Apr'37:6
BERRY, UNA DELL, -1948
(poto) Sep'33:4,34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
In memoriam. Jun'48:39
Berry, W. M. B.
Consecration, determination, cooperation. Apr'19:45
BERRY, WILLIAM G
Global highlights. May'59:5
BERRYMAN, LILLIAN LOU
Memoriam. Jan'35:40
BERTOCCI, PETER A. RELIGION AS CREATIVE INSECURITY
Book chat. Nov'58:24
BERTON, PIERRE. THE COMFORTABLE PEW
New books. Feb'66:22
BERTRAM, JAMES. UNCONQUERED
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
BESANCEY, (married to Charles Besancey)
In memoriam. Mar'42:39
BESCO, PENNSYLVANIA
A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55
BESENGE, CONGO
His followers at Besenge. Oct'22:57
BESOMBO, CONGO
What others are doing. Oct'33:41
BESTE, (MRS. W. L.)
1929 -
(poto) Dec'44:23
BETHANY ASSEMBLY (BETHANY PARK, INDIANA)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
BETHANY CHURCH SCHOOL GUIDE
For adult missionary study. Sep'50:35
BETHANY CIRCLE
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:27
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:43
National Bethany Circle reorganized and renamed. Aug'27:58
Alpha of Bethany Circle. Jul'30:29
BETHANY COLLEGE
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Thomas Ellsworth Cramblet. Jan'20:35
(photo) Jan'20:37
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges doing... Jan'21:57
A man bears fruit (photo) Mar'21:26
His religion the reality of his life. Apr'21:8
A. McLean and his teachers. Jun'21:30
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:55
(photo of main building) Jan'22:front cover
The strategy of Christian education. Jan'22:3
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:12
.photos) Jan'22:14,32
Why he loved his college (photo) Jan'22:26
Gratifying recognition. Feb'22:49
Pertinent items... Apr'22:62
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:38
(photo) Jan'23:11
Educational ideals of the great pioneers... Jan'23:20
Industrial and college girls. Jan'23:54
A million dollar gift to education. Feb'23:36
What an editor thinks about stewardship. Apr'23:9
Miss Cammie. Sep'23:18
Glimpses of our colleges... (photo) Jan'24:10
Bethany College commencement extraordinary. Aug'24:35
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:6
(photo) Apr'25:30
(photos of students) Jan'26:15
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:29
(photo of Ministerial Association) Mar'27:43
A building era for our colleges (photo) an'28:6
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
College songs! Jan'29:31
Brief talks... Jan'29:57
(photo of band) May'29:29
Highlights from our colleges. (photos) Aug'29:29
High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
What's going on in our colleges (photo) Dec'29:40
(photo) Jan'30:16
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:42
Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:32
News from the Board of Education and the cooperating colleges. Mar'30:40
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:35
Summer news and views from our colleges (photo of Student Ministerial Assoc.) Aug'30:34
(photo of Old Main) Jan'31:front cover
The first page. Jan'31:2
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:32
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32,33
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32,33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:6
Where students mobilize for the church. Jan'32:10
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:32
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40,41
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:32
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:30
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:34
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
The colleges at work. May'33:32
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:32
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32
College registrars are busy. Oct'33:32
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
(photo) Jan'34:8
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Bethany College installs President. Jan'35:3
(photo of Freshman class) Jan'35:30
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32
College commencements. Jul'35:32
College miscellany. Sep'35:31
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
(photo of Church Council) Jan'36:13
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
College notes. May'36:32
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
College notes. Nov'36:40
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up our colleges. Jan'37:44
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33
College happenings. Jan'38:28 (photo of track meet p. 30)
College activities. Jun'38:33
College summer events. Sep'38:30 (photo of ministerial
Association p. 31)
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:41
College notes. Mar'39:43
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:32
Springtide college activities (photo of Y.W.C.A. members)
May'39:33
College activities. Jun'39:31
Back to the college campus (photo of presentation of
portrait of T. E. Cramble) Sep'39:30
News of our colleges. Oct'39:33
Bethany Centennial plans (photo) Nov'39:28
College notes. Nov'39:32
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
College notes (photo of commencement) Jan'40:22,23
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
(photo) May'40:front cover
The threshold. May'40:2
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:33
From the college campus. Jun'40:31
Colleges observe anniversaries (photo) Jul'40:14
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
College notes and news. Sep'40:30
Fall programs of our colleges. Oct'40:32
Campus news. Nov'40:32
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31
College notes and news. Mar'41:31
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
College and university news. Sep'41:31
(photo of centenostone) Jan'42:17
News from classroom and campus (photo of Bethany House)
Jan'42:35
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:33
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:33
Colleges and universities kplan for spring and summer.
May'42:46
News of campus events (photo of commencement) Jul'42:30
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'42:31
To him that asketh. Jan'43:16
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32 (photo of Point Breeze Inn
p. 33)
Classroom and campus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun'43:25</td>
<td>Oct'43:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'43:25</td>
<td>Nov'43:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'43:25</td>
<td>Dec'43:24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(photo of campus) Jul'44:26
Classroom and campus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep'44:26</td>
<td>Oct'44:26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Religion in education. Jan'45:3
Classroom and campus.

Jan'45:28     Nov'45:24     Sep'46:33     Apr'47:31
Feb'45:25     Dec'45:30     Oct'46:31     Jun'47:33
Mar'45:26     Jan'46:28     Dec'46:30     Sep'47:33
Apr'45:26     Mar'46:30     Jan'47:30     Nov'47:29
Sep'45:22     May'46:30     Mar'47:30
Dec'47:28     (photo of students p. 29)
Jan'48:31     Mar'48:30
May'48:30     (photo of Choir p. 31)
Jun'48:35     (photo of student groups) Jul'48:30

(print of students) Jan'50:18
Classroom and campus.

Jan'50:30     Apr'50:33     Oct'50:33
Feb'50:32     Jun'50:32     Nov'50:37
Mar'50:30     Jul'50:32     Dec'50:30
(photo) Jan'51:17
Classroom and campus.

Jan'51:31     (photo of Displaced Person student p. 30)
Feb'51:33     Jun'51:30     Dec'51:30     May'52:28
Mar'51:30     Jul'51:30     Feb'52:29     Jun'52:31
Apr'51:30     Sep'51:32     Apr'52:28     Jul'52:32
May'51:30

News room. Sep'52:38
Classroom and campus.

Dec'52:28     Mar'53:31     Jun'53:35     Oct'53:30
Jan'53:23     Apr'53:30     Jul'53:30     Nov'53:30
Feb'53:31     May'53:30     Sep'53:30

Global highlights. Dec'53:2
Classroom and campus.

Dec'53:33     Sep'54:30     Feb'55:30     Jul'55:30
Jan'54:29     Oct'54:33     Mar'55:35     Sep'55:30
Feb'54:32     Nov'54:30     Apr'55:30     Oct'55:30
Jul'54:35     (photo of student pastors) Jan'56:33
Feb'56:32

Twelve Disciples schools receive large Ford grants.
Feb'56:26
Classroom and campus.

Mar'56:28     Apr'56:30     May'56:30
(photos) Jun'56:34
Jul'56:30     (photo of Arts Festival Committee p. 31)
Jan'57:28     Feb'57:30     Mar'57:30
Apr'57:30     (photo of DSF leaders p. 31)
(photos) May'57:9
Classroom and campus.

May'57:28     Jun'57:34     Jul'57:30
Sep'57:30     (photo of commencement)
Oct'57:31     Dec'57:34

Global highlights. Jan'58:6

(photo of students studying) Jan'58:13
Classroom and campus. Jan'58:28     Feb'58:32
Global highlights. Mar'58:6
Classroom and campus.
  Mar'58:34  May'58:32  Jul'58:36  Dec'58:32
  Apr'58:32  Jun'59:32  Sep'58:36
(photo of 1924 Alumni Executive Committee) Jan'59:26
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'59:36  Feb'59:36
  (photo of ministerial students) Mar'59:30
  Apr'59:34  Jun'59:34  Sep'59:34
  May'59:34  Jul'59:36
The Declaration and address (photo) Oct'59:29
Classroom and campus.
  Oct'59:32  (photo of Committee p. 33)
  Nov'59:32
Global highlights. Dec'59:4
Classroom and campus.
  Dec'59:34  Mar'60:30  Jun'60:34  Oct'60:34
  Jan'60:30  Apr'60:32  Jul'60:36  Nov'60:30,31
  Feb'60:36  May'60:32  Sep'60:34  Dec'60:32
  (photo of three department heads) Feb'61:30
  Mar'61:36  Apr'61:32
  May'61:30  (photo of international students p. 31)
  Jul'61:34  Oct'61:32  Dec'61:38
  Sep'61:28  Nov'61:30
The world comes to the campus. Jan'62:13
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'62:32  May'62:34  Sep'62:34  Feb'63:34
  Mar'62:32  Jun'62:34  Dec'62:34
Global highlights. Mar'63:5
Classroom and campus.
  Mar'63:34  Jul'63:36  Dec'63:34  Mar'64:34
  Apr'63:34  Sep'63:32  Jan'64:34  Apr'64:34
  May'63:34  Nov'63:34  Feb'64:32  May'64:36
  Jun'63:34
  (photo of international faculty) Jun'64:34
  Jul'64:37
Presenting... Sep'64:8
Classroom and campus.
  Sep'64:32  Nov'64:34  Jan'65:32
  Oct'64:36  Dec'64:34
  (photo of international students) Feb'65:32
Bethany Towers
Classroom and campus.
  Mar'65:32  Apr'65:32  May'65:34
Global highlights. Sep'65:4
Classroom and campus.
  (photo of National Campbell scholars) Sep'65:36
  Nov'65:32  Dec'65:34  Jan'66:32  Feb'66:34
  (photo of international students) Mar'66:32
  Apr'66:34  Nov'66:34  May'67:35  Mar'68:34
  May'66:34  Dec'66:34  Jun'67:34  Apr'68:34
  Jun'66:34  Jan'67:34  Oct'67:34  May'68:34
  Jul'66:34  Feb'67:34  Nov'67:34  Jun'68:34
  Sep'66:34  Mar'67:34  Jan'68:34  Sep'68:35
  Oct'66:34  Apr'67:34  Feb'68:35
Degrees and awards granted. Sep'68:35
Classroom and campus.
  Oct'68:34  Nov'68:34  Dec'68:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
In brief.
  May'69:45  Jun'69:35  Jun'69:39
World events. Jul'69:42  Sep'69:37
In brief.
  Dec'69:39  May'70:41  Sep'70:45
  Jan'70:40  Jul'70:42  Feb'71:42
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
In brief. Mar'71:42  Apr'71:41
The scene. Apr'71:44
In brief. Jun'71:43  Mar'72:42
A college prepares its students for life (photo) Jul'72:21
No bars to learning. Dec'72:5
World events. Jan'73:39
BETHANY COLLEGE. OREON E. SCOTT LECTURES
  Global highlights. Mar'56:2
BETHANY GRADED LESSONS
  Youth and missions. Sep'45:27
BETHANY GUIDE
  In brief. Dec'73:42
BEHTANY HOSPITAL (SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA)
  NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
BETHANY, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
  Dec'21:46
  Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51  May'24:52
  Woman's Missionary Societies and Circles. Dec'26:48
  (photo) Jan'29:41
  Good ideas... Feb'29:34
BETHANY OKLAHOMA. WESTERN OAKS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
BETHANY PRESS
  News room. Jun'54:41
  Ask about it! Mar'64:8
  Bethany Press—a story of service. May'64:29
  Ask about it! Jun'64:8
  Global highlights. Jun'67:6
BETHANY TOWERS (HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA)
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:6
BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA
  A. McLean's burial at Bethany. Dec'21:40
  Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
  The scene. Apr'71:44
BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA. CAMPBELL STUDY
  (photo) May'26:11
BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Jan'23:20
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'23:53
  What the children did this summer (photo of Vacation church
  school) Nov'27:11
  Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26
  From our colleges. Apr'36:30
  Classroom and campus.
  Oct'43:26  May'51:30  Feb'53:42  Jun'59:34
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34
The scene. Apr'71:44

BETHEL, JAMAICA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:58
(photo) May'30:10

BETHLEHEM, ISRAEL (HOLY LAND)
The Christmas city... (photo) Dec'36:6
Come ye to Bethlehem. Dec'61:11
O little town of Bethlehem. Dec'64:11

BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA
Easter in Bethlehem (photos) Jul'24:15

BETHSEIDA, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15

BETHUNE, MARY McLEOD
Global highlights. Jul'52:2
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

Betts, Charles J., 1914-1984 (married to Virginia Betts)
The unit approach to church building. Jul'48:24
Level vs sloping floors. Jul'49:18
Planning the church kitchen. Jul'51:24
And the walls came tumbling down. Jul'53:17
Are new churches really better? Dec'62:17
Creative program. Feb'69:18
Revolution in church architecture. Nov'69:14

BETTS, CHARLES J., 1914-1984
Global highlights. (photo) Jul'47:4 Mar'49:3
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:14
News room.
   (photo) Nov'51:38 Jun'52:38 Sep'52:38
   Jan'52:38
Disciple architect to speqak at churchmen's exposition. Oct'53:41
News room. Dec'53:30
   (photos) Feb'55:1
A year of progress. Apr'55:45
   (photo) May'56:1
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:10
New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12
News room. Nov'57:32
They work for you (photo) May'58:27
Global highlights (photo) Sep'58:5
News room.
   Sep'58:48 Jan'59:38 (photo) Jul'60:42
New churches--how, why, where they grow (photo) Jul'61:12
News room (photo) Oct'61:34
News room. Mar'63:36
News room (photo) May'64:30
Disciples in the news. Jun'66:7
World events (photo) Jul'69:42

BETTS, EARL P
   (photo) May'56:1

BETTS, JEANETTE
quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover
Betts, Rome A
The sure way to world peace. Mar'48:10

BETTS, VIRGINIA (married to Charles Betts)
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:14
Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:2

BETTY, NEVILLE
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29

BETWEEN HONESTY AND HOPE
New books. Sep'71:28
"BETWEEN THE DARK AND THE DAYLIGHT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Feb'69:29

BEVACQUA, FRANK
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'59:33

BEVAN, R. J. W. STEPS TO CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDING
Book chat. Jan'59:32

BEVAN, VIRGINIA
(photo) May'42:24

Bevans, George E
Stewardship questions for discussion. Apr'41:42

BEVER, GEORGE
(photo) Nov'48:20

BEVERAGE, (MRS. FRED)
Memorium. Oct'35:40

Beverage, Albion
Reconstruction is more than relief. Jul'47:12

BEVERAGE, ALBION
(photo) Jul'47:12

Bevis, Katherine
Terri learns about shoes. Nov'59:40

BEWER, JULIUS A. THE BOOK OF ISAIAH (HARPER'S ANNOTATED BIBLE)
Book chat. Oct'50:40

BEWER, JULIUS A. THE LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Speaking of books. Nov'33:34

BEYER, ORA, -1958
In memoriam. Jul'58:43

BHEYETTE, RUTH
(photo) Oct'54:17

"BEYOND BRICK AND MORTAR" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'58:42
"BEYOND CITY LIMITS" (FLIMSTRIP)
News room. Oct'50:34
"BEYOND HEARING" (FLIMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Dec'69:29
"BEYOND OUR OWN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights. Nov'47:4

BHABINI, SHYAN
With the men and women of all lands who have answered our call. Oct'20:16

Bhagirathi, E
What the church means to my new nation. Jan'65:14

BHAIRON
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'31:39

BHAVE, ACHARYA VINOBA
Global highlights. Sep'55:4

BHAYALAL
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40

BHILAI, INDIA
Global highlights. Mar'59:6
Steel, Soviets and salvation. Apr'64:29

BHULAN, INDIA
The Pool of Pathariya. Feb'20:49

BAFRA
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'68:5
Global highlights. Oct'68:6
Editorials. Feb'69:23
World events. Mar'69:31
Fish in the chapel. May'69:22
World events. Mar'70:36

BIAGGI, EDGARDO
Head start in Puerto Rico (photo) May'67:26

Biard, Harrell C
Letters. Jan'70:41

BIARD, HARRELL C
quoted. Cane Ridge. Nov'57:40

BIBAI, JAPAN
The Gospel of the dirty hands. Jan'54:31

BIBBEE, MARY ELLEN
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30

Bible, F W
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51

BIBLE, RAGOLI
Global highlights. Jul'51:2

BIBLE
Bible study. Dec'20:48
The Bible in China. Jan'21:37
The open Bible. Feb'22:14
Bible study. Apr'22:48
A Bible revival. May'23:15
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
Remarkable religious library. May'24:40
The open Bible. Jan'26:46
(cartoon) Feb'26:2
The book for the crisis. Jun'26:40
The Filipion's love for the Bible. Oct'27:17
Speaking of books. Dec'29:43
For such an age as this! Jul'32:5
An "Old Salt" and the Bible. Jul'32:44
The book of heaven. Oct'33:43
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jun'34:42
The threshold. Sep'35:2
Mr. Hearst, Mr. Broun, the Bible. Jan'36:4
Professor Quiz and the Bible. Jun'37:3
Bible hungry China. Apr'41:20
America's best seller. Apr'41:21
The Bible is good reading. Nov'41:11
The threshold. Jun'42:2
The Bible. May'44:38
The Bible in American history. Feb'45:21
Book chat. Jul'45:17
The Bible grows. Oct'45:39
Last column. Dec'48:48
Here is another letter. Mar'49:22
Making a personal discovery. May'51:6
Discovering the Bible. Mar'53:5
The Bible that rode on a sled. Dec'60:40
Global highlights. Apr'65:4
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
Japanese choose the Bible. Mar'69:40
God's scriptures (poem) Jan'73:32
"THE BIBLE AND DIEGO THOMSON" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'62:41
BIBLE. ARABIC
Global highlights. Sep'62:8
BIBLE BOOKS FOR SMALL PEOPLE
Book chat. Feb'36:42
BIBLE. BRAILLE
Scriptures in Spanish braille. Feb'50:43
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
World events. Mar'72:38
BIBLE CHAIRS
See also
Names of Chairs
i.e. TEXAS BIBLE CHAIR
Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:12
Report. Sep'21:27
Annual report... Sep'22:35
Conference on Bible work in State Universities. Nov'22:34
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Education without religion? Jan'24:28
Annual report. Oct'24:41
Where church and state join hands. Nov'24:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
It happened in Kansas. Sep'26:62
Twenty-five years in one chair! Nov'30:14
So much--with so little. Jan'45:6
The Bible Chair and center. Jan'58:14
Global highlights. Jan'67:7
Religion at state universities. Nov'68:39
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20
"BIBLE CITIES" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'60:44
BIBLE COLLEGE (DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND)
Classroom and campus. Jun'48:35
Global highlights. Jun'51:3
BIBLE COLLEGE OF MISSOURI
See
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF RELIGION
BIBLE COLLEGE OF NEW ZEALAND
Global highlights. Feb'49:3
BIBLE--CONCORDANCES
Electronic brain used in making concordance. Apr'56:47
BIBLE--CRITICISM, INTERPRETATION, ETC.
Speaking of books. Nov'29:42
BIBLE--DISTRIBUTION
The best seller. Feb'20:31
The Bible in China. Jan'21:37
The Bible in Latin America. Mar'21:30
The Bible in Tibet. Apr'21:36
The work and worth of the Bible in Japan. May'21:34
Bible study. May'21:52
Echoes from everywhere.

Jul'23:56      Sep'23:62      Dec'23:49
Eleven thousand Bibles afloat. May'24:37
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
Left all her money to print Bibles. Jul'24:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'25:45
The two edged sword. Feb'26:36
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45      Dec'27:45
Dollar Bibles. Nov'29:60
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
The word of God in India. Feb'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:38
The book. Jun'32:43
13 new languages published in 1938. May'39:47
Bibles for China. Nov'40:8
The threshold. Jan'42:2
Gospel portions distributed. May'42:46
What is happening to the Bible? Dec'42:10
Testaments for life boats and rafts. Jun'43:33
Gifts for Scriptures. Jun'46:42
More Bibles for Japan. Fe'47:45
Global highlights. Apr'47:2
The Bible marches on. Apr'48:29
Global highlights. May'48:2
The Bibles of 1948. Oct'48:42
I talked with General MacArthur. May'50:46
Scriptures for Korea published. Oct'50:44
Scriptures wanted in Israel. Nov'50:48
No missionary has too many Bibles. Nov'50:49
Global highlights. May'51:2,3
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:37
The scriptures on land and sea. Mar'52:45
Record scripture distribution in 1951. Jul'52:45
Global highlights.

Oct'52:3      Apr'54:4      Apr'56:2      Nov'56:2
Jan'54:3      Feb'56:3      Jun'56:3
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'56:36
Giving the Bible to the Philippines. May'57:14
Needed--a better balance. Oct'58:46
Global highlights. Jan'59:8      Jun'59:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36
The very thing you need. Dec'59:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
Global highlights.

May'60:5      Jun'60:4      Jul'61:8      Jan'62:7
(cont. next page)  p. 223  Bible D - Bible E

BIBLE--DISTRIBUTION (cont.)
Bibles for Cubans. Apr'62:47
Global highlights.

Jun'62:7      Feb'63:7      Sep'63:5      Feb'65:6
Churches unite in promoting reading of Bible in Mexico.
Apr'65:46
Mary's big wish. Apr'68:31
The Bible in Eastern Europe. Nov'71:22
World events. Jul'72:40  May'73:38  Jul'73:37
BIBLE. ENGLISH. TODAY'S ENGLISH VERSION
In brief. Jun'69:39
World events. Jun'70:37
BIBLE. JAPANESE
Best book of 1955. Apr'56:45
BIBLE. N.T.
Bible study. Jun'21:54
Restructure notebook. Feb'64:31
BIBLE. N.T. ACTS I:1-9
Bible study. Jul'21:38
BIBLE. N.T. ACTS I:8
Bible study. Nov'21:48
BIBLE. N.T. ACTS VIII
Introducing men to Jesus Christ. Feb'22:15
BIBLE. N.T. ACTS VIII:4
Bible study. Dec'21:50
BIBLE. N.T. ACTS XVI:13-15
Woman's missionary societies and circles. Aug'26:48
BIBLE. N.T. ACTS XVII:26-27
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. COLOSSIANS
Colossians. Apr'19:36
BIBLE. N.T. COLOSSIANS I:3-18
Missionary societies. Dec'27:46
BIBLE. N.T. COLOSSIANS I:13
What is the church? (poem) Aug'30:39
BIBLE. N.T. COLOSSIANS III:8-11
Missionary societies. Oct'28:46
BIBLE. N.T. I CORINTHIANS II:1-2
Woman's Missionary Societies and Circles. Dec'26:48
BIBLE. N.T. I CORINTHIANS XIII
An old love letter. Jul'26:48
Missionary societies. May'28:46
BIBLE. N.T. I CORINTHIANS XVI:19
Woman's missionary societies and circles. Aug'26:48
BIBLE. N.T. II CORINTHIANS V:14
Missionary societies. Jun'28:46
BIBLE. N.T. II CORINTHIANS VIII-IX
Bible study. Aug'20:36 Mar'22:48
BIBLE. N.T. II CORINTHIANS XI:23-28
Missionary societies. Feb'28:46
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. GOOD NEWS FOR MODERN MAN
The word for today's world. Apr'73:31
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE
Book chat. Feb'61:40 Apr'61:24
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. THE NEW TESTAMENT IN BASIC ENGLISH
Book chat. Oct'41:44
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. THE NEW TESTAMENT IN MODERN ENGLISH
Book chat. Nov'58:40
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. THE NEW TESTAMENT OCTAPLA
Book chat. Sep'62:45
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. PARALLEL EDITION NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Jun'59:42
BIBLE. N.T. ENGLISH. TODAY'S ENGLISH VERSION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
New books. Dec'66:25
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'68:5
BIBLE. N.T. GALATIANS
Galatians. Mar'19:40
BIBLE. N.T. GOSPELS. THE GOSPELS TRANSLATED INTO MODERN ENGLISH
by J. B. Phillips.
Book chat. Apr'53:42
BIBLE. N.T. HEBREWS XI-XII
Devotional study for adult organizations. Aug'30:38
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN
Book chat. Mar'46:21
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN. THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. JOHN IN VERSE
Book chat. Jul'44:40
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN IV:35-38
Bible study. May'20:40
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN V:1-9
Bible study. Jan'20:38
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN VI:1-14
Devotional study for woman's societies. Feb'30:38
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN VIII:13-16
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN VIII:31-36
Woman's Missionary Societies and circles. Jan'27:48
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN IX:1-25
Bible study. Apr'20:38
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN XII:20-25
We would see Jesus. Oct'26:48
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN XV:1-5
Devotional study for woman's societies. Feb'30:38
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN XVIII:1-23
Bible study. May'22:50
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN XVIII:1-20
Missionary societies. Apr'28:46
BIBLE. N.T. JOHN XXI:15-17
Devotional study for woman's societies. Apr'30:38
BIBLE. N.T. I JOHN IV:4
Devotional study for woman's societies. May'30:38
BIBLE. N.T. LONKUNDO
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
Bonkanda wa Nzakomba. Feb'21:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:59
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE IV:1-13
Devotional study for women's societies. Sep'29:34
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE IV:31-41
Bible study. Dec'19:40
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE V:1-11
Devotional study for missionary societies.
Dec'33:38 Jun'34:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE X:30-37
Devotional study for missionary societies. May'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XI:5-8
Devotional study for missionary societies. Apr'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XII:16-21
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jan'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XIV:25-33
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jun'31:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XV:1-10
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Dec'31:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XVI:19-31
   May'21:back cover
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Feb'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XVII:11-19
   Bible study. Mar'20:40
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XVIII:9-14
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'31:38
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XIX:13-27
   Bible study. Feb'24:48
BIBLE. N.T. LUKE XXIV:47
   Bible study. Nov'21:48
BIBLE. N.T. MARK
   The Gospel of Mark in picture and symbol by a Chinese woman.
   Mar'20:46
BIBLE. N.T. MARK I:40-42
   Devotional study for women's societies. Aug'29:34
BIBLE. N.T. MARK II:1-5
   Bible study. Feb'20:36
BIBLE. N.T. MARK IV:3-8
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Mar'32:38
BIBLE. N.T. MARK IV:26-28
   Bible lesson... Sep'23:48
BIBLE. N.T. MARK VI:30-44
   Devotional study for women's societies. Jun'29:48
BIBLE. N.T. MARK XIV:3-9
   Bible study. Jun'20:46
   Devotional study for women's societies. Nov'29:48
BIBLE. N.T. MARK XVI:20
   Bible study. Dec'21:50
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW V:6-16
   Bible study. Dec'23:48
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW IX:35-38
   Bible study. Aug'21:50
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XIII:31-32
   Bible lesson... Sep'23:48
   Bible study. Jul'24:48
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Oct'31:38
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XV:21-28
   Devotional study for women's societies. Jul'29:34
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XVIII:23-35
   Devotional study for women's societies. Jan'30:48
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XXV:14-30
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Aug'31:38
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XXV:31-40
   Bible study. Sep'19:44
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XXV:31-46
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'31:38
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XXVII:22
   The great question for Japan. Mar'27:49
BIBLE. N.T. MATTHEW XXVIII:19
   A new view of an old text. Nov'24:23
BIBLE. N.T. I PETER IV:10
   Ours and His. Oct'23:11
BIBLE. N.T. II PETER I:4
   Devotional study for women's societies. Aug'29:34
BIBLE. N.T. II PETER I:11
  Bible study. May'24:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS
  Philippians. May'19:54
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS I:1-11
  Bible study. Jun'22:50
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS I:12-26
  Bible study. Jul'22:54
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS II:1-11
  Bible study. Aug'22:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS II:12-18
  Bible study. Sep'22:58
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS II:19-20
  Bible study. Oct'22:56
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS III:1-6
  Bible study. Nov'22:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS III:7-8
  Bible study. Dec'22:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS III:8-11
  Bible study. Feb'23:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS III:13-14
  Bible study. Mar'23:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS IV:6-7
  Bible study. Apr'23:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS IV:10-20
  Missionary societies. Mar'28:46
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS IV:13
  Bible study. May'23:48
BIBLE. N.T. PHILIPPIANS XII:16
  Devotional study for adult organizations. Sep'30:38
BIBLE. N.T. REVELATION
  Book chat. May'58:24
BIBLE. N.T. REVELATION XXI:1-3
  Devotional study for woman's societies. Nov'28:48
BIBLE. N.T. REVELATION XXI:1-7
  Bible study. Aug'24:48
BIBLE. N.T. REVISED STANDARD VERSION
  Global highlights. Feb'46:2
  Book chat. Apr'46:19
  A New Testament for today. May'46:21
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS I:13-16
  Bible study. Jan'22:48
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS I:16
  Bible study. Nov'21:48
  Woman's Missionary Societies and Circles. Dec'26:48
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS VIII:31-39
  Devotional study for women's societies. May'29:34
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS XII:9-12
  Missionary societies. Oct'27:46
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS XIV:13
  Missionary Societies. Sep'27:46
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS XV:19-21
  Bible study. Jan'22:48
BIBLE. N.T. ROMANS XVI:1
  Woman's missionary societies and circles. Aug'26:48
BIBLE. N.T. RUSSIAN
  Global highlights. May'65:4
BIBLE. N.T. I THESSALONIANS I:1-10
  Bible study. Feb'22:50

BIBLE. O.T. DANIEL II:31-34
  Bible study. Jan'24:48

BIBLE. O.T. ENGLISH
  Ahead of the headlines. Jan'69:5

BIBLE. O.T. ENGLISH. JERUSALEM. THE OLD TESTAMENT OF THE
  JERUSALEM BIBLE
  New books. Feb'70:29

BIBLE. O.T. HAGGAI
  Bible study. Jan'19:50

BIBLE. O.T. ISAIAH
  Global highlights. Jun'48:4

BIBLE. O.T. ISAIAH I:2
  Bible study. Jun'21:54

BIBLE. O.T. ISAIAH XXXV
  Woman's missionary societies... May'27:48

BIBLE. O.T. ISAIAH XXXV:3-10
  Devotional study... Mar'29:48

BIBLE. O.T. ISAIAH LV:10-13
  Bible study. May'21:52

BIBLE. O.T. MALACHI
  Malachi. Feb'19:42

BIBLE. O.T. PROPHETS
  Book chat. Mar'48:20

BIBLE. O.T. PSALMS
  Helps for leaders of junior groups.
    Jan'38:42 Feb'38:40

BIBLE. O.T. PSALMS. PSALMS FOR THE MODERN MAN
  World events. Sep'71:38

BIBLE. O.T. PSALM VIII
  The Psalms for modern man. Feb'71:18

BIBLE. O.T. PSALM IX
  Hoep and judgement. Oct'73:inside back cover

BIBLE. O.T. PSALM XXIII
  The Indian's twenty-third Psalm. Aug'26:26
    Jan'28:back cover
  Devotional study for missionary societies. Aug'32:38
  The Lord is my friend (poem) Mar'69:18
  Twenty-third Psalm. Oct'73:50

BIBLE. O.T. PSALM XL
  Psalm for a minister. Oct'65:14

BIBLE. O.T. PSALM LIX:9
  And in His Temple everything saith Glory... (poem) Sep'21:60

BIBLE. O.T. PSALM LXXII
  Bible lesson for September. Aug'23:48

BIBLE. O.T. REVISED STANDARD VERSION
  Global highlights. Apr'51:3

BIBLE. O.T. STUDY AND TEACHING
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'38:33

BIBLE--READING
  When thirty million people read together. Feb'27:7
  Nation wide Bible reading plan. Jan'28:39
  The world book--read around the world. Feb'28:60
  The threshold. Nov'45:2
  World wide Bible reading. Oct'47:5
  Fifth annual worldwide Bible reading. Oct'48:46
The Book to live by. Oct'49:37
Reading aloud in the family. Feb'53:21
Bible reading program. Nov'56:39
Bible reading. Nov'57:39
Global highlights. Nov'61:8
Signs of a new Reformation. Apr'65:14
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
More Americans are reading their Bibles. Nov'71:23

"BIBLE SCROLLS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'60:44

BIBLE. SELECTIONS. BEST BIBLE VERSES
Book chat. Oct'52:40

BIBLE. SELECTIONS. THE COMPANION BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'53:42

BIBLE. SELECTIONS. OLIVE PELL BIBLE
Book chat. Feb'53:38

BIBLE. SELECTIONS. READINGS FROM THE BIBLE
Book chat. Nov'52:38

THE BIBLE SPEAKS AGAIN
New books. Dec'69:28

BIBLE--STUDY AND TEACHING
Program helps. Jun'23:48
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Oct'33:43
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'35:44 Jan'38:41 May'40:40 Jun'40:40
Book chat. Dec'41:22
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'42:40
Knowledge of the Bible. Apr'50:5
Global highlights. Dec'57:5

BIBLE--VERSIONS
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:46 May'25:45
Entire Bible is written on one sheet of paper (photo) Feb'26:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:50
Where the plan worked. Apr'27:55
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:38
The threshold. Apr'36:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
The threshold. May'42:4
Scripture display service. Apr'44:25
More new languages. Jun'44:38
Part of the Bible in 1,068 languages. Jul'45:5
Global highlights. Feb'46:2
New Scriptures from Holland. Mar'46:44
Global highlights. Apr'47:2
Revision received with rejoicing. Jan'48:38
The Bibles of 1948. Oct'48:42
Global highlights.
    Jul'51:2  Mar'53:4  Jan'61:4
    Jun'52:4  Mar'56:4
Global highlights. Apr'61:5
Bible history films. Apr'61:41
Global highlights. Sep'64:4 Nov'64:7 May'65:4
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
In brief. Mar'68:8
New books. May'70:28
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:50
New books. Jun'71:28
World events. Jul'71:39
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'71:5
The word for today's world. Apr'73:31
World events. Apr'73:38
BIBLE. VERSIONS. CODEX SINAITICUS
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
The oldest New Testament. Feb'34:4
BIBLE. VERSIONS. GUTENBURG
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
Rare Bible sold. Jun'26:63
News items that point the trend of the day. Aug'30:35
Global highlights. Nov'52:3
BIBLE. VERSIONS. KING JAMES BIBLE
See
BIBLE. ENGLISH. KING JAMES BIBLE
BIBLE. VERSIONS. NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE
New advanced Bible. Jul'32:45
BIBLE. VERSIONS. REVISED STANDARD VERSION
See
BIBLE. N.T. REVISED STANDARD VERSION
BIBLE. ENGLISH. REVISED STANDARD VERSION
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EDUCATION IN FAMILY LIFE, MARRIAGE, PARENTHOOD
AND YOUNG PEOPLE'S RELATIONSHIPS
Book chat. May'35:30
Bickford, Lester Marion, 1911-
Letters. Dec'68:4
BICKFORD, LESTER MARION, 1911-
BICKS, BARBARA JEAN, 1942-
(birth) News room. Nov'42:34
Education--an exciting adventure (photo) Jun'63:21
BICKS, DOROTHY ANN, 1939-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
Bicks, Dorothy Menzies, 1910-1987
(married to Rex Alexander Bicks)
Christian women meet in India. Nov'62:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'63:36
United witness at Christmas. Dec'65:45
Indian reverie (poem) Nov'67:45
Holy pilgrimage (poem) Feb'6y8:37
Convention makes history in India. Feb'68:48
BICKS, DOROTHY MENZIES, 1910-1987
(photo) Jun'23:44
Oklahoma's love gift to India. Jul'27:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Candidates appointed (photo) Jun'35:8
(photo) Jun'36:28 Feb'37:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
(marriage) Jan'39:62
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) May'39:34
News room. Jan'46:38
Bicks, Rex Alexander, 1912– (married to Dorothy Menzies Bicks)

Return to India. Apr'62:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'62:36
India at the crossroads. Dec'63:25
Missionary helps tourists see real India. Jan'64:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'64:36
Her life tells a mission's story. Mar'65:48
In India people are important! Apr'65:33
A ministry on wheels. May'65:48
Famine persists in India. Feb'67:24

BICKS, REX ALEXANDER, 1912–
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
(marriage) Jan'39:62
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) May'39:34
Global highlights (photo) Jul'61:4
(appointment) Global highlights. Sep'61:6
News room. Jan'64:40
(photo) Jun'64:36
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
Radiology work begins in India. May'66:32
Missionary register. Sep'66:45
Global highlights. Feb'69:30
In brief. Jul'71:43 Nov'73:41

Biddell, Joyce
Loaves and fishes. Jul'54:32
Parsonage sick bay. Dec'55:50

BIDDLE, (MRS A. D.), -1939
In memoriam. Jul'39:39

BIDDLE, ALICE MAY, 1901– (married to Earle H. Biddle)
(photo) Jun'50:18

BIDDLE, ANN
Here and there with World Call. Oct'52:48

BIDDLE, EARL HENRY, 1893–1960 (married to Alice May Biddle)
News room. Dec'50:32

BIDDLE, FRANCIS. THE FEAR OF FREEDOM
Book chat. Apr'52:44

BIDDLE, FRANK C
(photo) Jun'49:15

BIDDLE, HARRY NICHOLAS, 1872–1898
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42
Evaluation of fifty years. Jun'48:9
Fifty years--ago and hence. Mar'49:31
International Convention of Disciples of Christ (photo)
BIDDLE, JENNIE
In memorium. Feb'37:39

BIDDU, JORDAN
The refugees we dare not forget (photo) Jan'63:21

BIDLE, JAMES W.
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'64:6

BIDWELL, ALICE T
(photo) Jan'21:5

BIDWELL, LESLIE STEARNS
See WEESNER, LESLIE STEARNS BIDWELL

BIEDERWOLF, W E
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52

BIERMA, CORNELIUS
In memoriam. Nov'27:59

BIERMA, JOHN KENNETH, 1929-
(birth) Feb'30:47
India moving Christward. Mar'30:59

Bierma, John Nichols. 1884-1961 (married to Regina E. Bierman)
Echoes from everywhere.
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:40
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51
A new way of borrowing money. Jul'23:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:49
Worthy of a golden pin. Sep'26:58
Seeking, they know not what. Dec'26:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50,51
A matter of decades. Feb'27:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:47
Hunger for truth. Aug'27:59
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48 Mar'28:48
Peace day in Mahoba. Apr'28:57
Hobnobbing with royalty. May'28:34
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33 Nov'28:50
Rath and Mahoba. Jan'29:39
Echoes from everywhere.
May'29:35 Jun'29:60 Oct'29:63 May'30:40
India and Pentecost. Jun'30:42

BIERMA, JOHN NICHOLS, 1884-1961
Notes. Apr'19:65 May'19:64 Nov'19:63
(photo) Nov'20:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:60
Cooperation in "Non-cooperating" India. Nov'22:64
(photo) Dec'22:47
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63 Mar'24:50
Off for India. Dec'25:51
Back home again. Mar'26:46
(death) News room. Feb'62:34

BIERMA, MYRTLE DOROTHY
(photo) Jun'23:inside front cover

BIERMA, RACHEL CHILSON
(photo) Jun'23:44

BIERMA, REGINA ELINOR MERKLY, 1885-1969
(married to John Nichols Bierma)
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'20:59
Off for India. Dec'25:51
In memoriam. Dec'69:46
BIERMA, RUTH MAXEY
(photos) Jun'23:31,44
BIERMA, SARAH LUCILE
(photos) Jun'23:15,44
BIEZANEK, ANNE. ALL THINGS NEW
New books. Jul'65:22
BIG CREEK, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
As the field workers see the fields (photo) Nov'19:30
BIG LICK, TENNESSEE
The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:16
BIG SPRING, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
On the Puget Sound to Gulf Highway (photo) Dec'25:58
(photo) Jul'38:1
BIGELOW, ALBERT. THE VOYAGE OF THE GOLDEN RULE
Book chat. Dec'59:42
BIGELOW, MARGARET OGDEN
quoted. Last column. Feb'60:50
Bigger, Julia
Letters. Nov'70:31
BIGGERSTAFF, (MRS. S.)
(photo) May'55:38
"THE BIGGEST THING IN MIDDLEVILLE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'58:40
BIGGS, ALICE
In memoriam. Dec'32:39
BIGGS, J Q
(photo) Jan'21:17 Mar'24:42
BIGGS, JOHN MELVIN
(photo) Jul'23:8
BIGGS, MARY ANITA
(photo) Jul'23:8
BIGGS, VIRGINIA KATHERINE ADAMS, 1944- (married to Clint Biggs)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36 May'47:40
(photo) Jun'54:12
BIGNELL, POLLY ANN
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
BIJORI, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:39
BIKINI ISLAND (SOUTH PACIFIC)
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
BILASPUR, INDIA
Peace thanksgiving. Mar'19:57
I was sick and ye visitied me not. Sep'19:42
Notes. Jan'20:64
Mamma Ji of Bilaspur. Jun'20:18
Notes. Sep'20:62
Wonderful folks... Apr'22:56
From the India news letter. Nov'23:52
Christmas in India. Dec'23:47
Scouting in India. Dec'23:53
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'24:58 (photo) Feb'24:55 Feb'24:57
Under the Banyan tree. Mar'24:32
An India railway station congregation (photo) Jul'24:59
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
A mother of churches. Nov'24:39
Echoes from everywhere.
Baby week in Bilaspur (photo) Nov'25:44
Remembered for what she has done. Apr'26:57
Equipped for service. Jul'26:39
One Christian community in India (photos) Jul'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51
Honoring our pioneers. Dec'26:54
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49 May'27:50
Overcoming a handicap. Aug'27:35
Teaching in four languages. Aug'27:53
The "Good sport" spirit in India (photos) Sep'27:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:47
Livingood news. Apr'28:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Where rescuing is the routine. Mar'29:37
Christmas holiday not all play. Mar'29:62
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'29:49,60 Nov'29:49 Jan'30:50
All one body we. Feb'30:45
Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40
Teaching--preaching--healing. Sep'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
When can we expect our India churches to become self-
supporting? Jan'31:26
Baptisms and weddings. Jan'31:28
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31 May'31:42
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'31:41 Jul'31:41 Jan'32:40 Feb'32:47
An "at home" in Bilaspur. May'32:27
More abundant giving. Apr'32:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39 Jul'32:39
After many days. Jul'32:46
Echoes from everywhere.
   Sep'32:40 Jan'33:39 Mar'33:39
At even, when the sun did set. Sep'33:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:39
Babies or cows--which? Jan'34:29
Missionary organizations' own section. Jan'34:35
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'34:39
Indian scenes. Mar'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:38
And there was light. Dec'36:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'37:39
We visit India. Feb'38:13
An Indian Sunday. Jul'40;15
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'40:38
The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
News from Nipania. Dec'41:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:32
News from Bilaspur. Oct'44:38
A boy who could say "no." Jan'45:37
A chaplain visits Bilaspur. Jan'45:39
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:8 (photo p. 9)
A picnic in Bilaspur. Dec'45:29
British officer visits Bilaspur. Jun'46:40
When nurses get together. Jul'46:33
Building anew with Christ—in India. Jan'47:39
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'47:38
Thankful for what I saw. Apr'47:42
I was a stranger... Oct'48:40
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:44
How opportunity came to an Indian schoolboy (photos of boys' school) Sep'50:24
Women of the new India. Dec'50:16
Not bad for a rainy day! Jun'51:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
...vacation school. Oct'52:44
From the diary of Rosa Page Welch. Apr'53:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
Community center. Sep'54:41
Christmas in India. Dec'54:50
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
Healing and much more! May'58:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
House by the Raipur Road. Jan'62:25
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36 Apr'63:36
India at the crossroads (photo of the Tarbahar Church) Dec'63:26
Glances and glimpses. Feb'64:12
Gift for a new church. Jan'67:46 (photo from the 1880's p. 47)
India is different...yet the same. May'68:21

BILASPUR, INDIA. BOYS' SCHOOL
India—problems and progress (photo of students) Jan'64:25

BILASPUR, INDIA. BURGESS MEMORIAL SCHOOL
Notes. May'19:61,62
Look on the fields—India. Oct'19:19
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
Fate takes a hand (photo) Nov'24:57
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'26:49
It is a living thing (photos) Jul'27:32
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:59 Feb'29:44
Coming into her own (photo) Jun'29:43
Missionary organizations. Sep'29:32
Close of school session shows steady gain. Aug'30:27
Contrasting practical Christianity and impractical Hinduism.
Aug'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:38,39
A jewel with many facets. May'36:28
School gifts at Bilaspur. Jun'39:9
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
An Indian Sunday. Jul'40:15
Jul'42:45
Sixty years of service (photos) Jan'47:10
Martha takes home a good report (photos) Jul'50:19
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'53:33
(photo) Jan'55:15
A second "Miss Shah" at Bilaspur. Mar'60:43
Billings
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'62:38
India at the crossroads (photo) Dec'63:26
Enlarging the church's service. Oct'71:12 (photo p. 13)

BILASPUR, INDIA. JACKMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
I was sick and ye visited me not. Sep'19:42
An open door of healing in India. Jul'21:15
Annual report... Sep'22:25
A call for help. Sep'23:36
From the India news letter. Nov'23:52
Open doors in India. May'24:58
Susie Pritchard Jackman Memorial Hospital. Aug'25:56
From the Bilaspur Hospital. Nov'29:61
(photos) Feb'31:22
A hospital day. May'34:27
Who will give him his chance? Oct'34:43
Jackman Memorial Hospital. Dec'40:28
Nurses graduate in Bilaspur (photo of graduates) Jul'41:46
Jul'45:28
Building anew with Christ—In India (photo of graduates) Jan'47:39
(photo) May'49:7
...trains nurses (photos) Apr'51:28
The visitor. Mar'55:47
Disciples begin new maternal health and child welfare service in India.
Jun'56:49
Weather is important. Oct'56:45
Healing and much more! (photo of graduation) May'58:29
Preparing a ministry of healing (photos) Apr'59:14
Healing in India. Jun'59:44
She found a job in India. Jul'64:46
Healing ministry. Nov'65:49
Wonderful barrels of goods. Nov'66:33
Direct line. Nov'70:32
Enlarging the church's service (photo) Oct'71:12

BILASPUR, INDIA. JACKMAN MEMORIAL NURSING SCHOOL
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:37
From brush heap to nurses' training. Oct'51:44
Indian nurses receive advanced training. Mar'55:43

BILBRO, (MRS. B F)
(death) Mar'20:53

BILES, C M
(photo) Jan'21:8

BILES, ETHEL
(photo) Jan'21:9
Bilheimer, Robert S., 1917-
Obeying God in new ways. Jan'56:13

BILHEIMER, ROBERT S., 1917-
Global highlights (photo) Jan'54:3 May'54:3
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:33 quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'69:42

BILL, ANNA C
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47

BILLIARDS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
BILLINGHAM, RILLA McCULLOUGH, -1949
   In memoriam. Nov'49:43
BILLINGS, PEGGY. IN NO ONE'S POCKET
   World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
BILLINGS, PEGGY. THE WAITING PEOPLE
   Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
BILLINGS, MONTANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
BILLINGS, MONTANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'21:14
Billingslee, Dale
   A short philippic on the state of the world (poem) Mar'71:26
BILLINGSLEY, JACK D
   In brief (photo) Nov'72:40
BILLINGTON, (MRS. F. E.)
   (photo) Jun'23:43
BILLINGTON, DONNA JEAN
   (photo) Jun'23:43
Billington, Frank Edward, 1872-1953
   The Northwest has its victories. Jul'19:60
BILLINGTON, FRANK EDWARD, 1872-1953
   Notes. May'19:62
   Two new departments of Religious education (photo) Oct'20:49
   (photo)
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
   In memoriam. Mar'54:35
Billmann, Adolph B
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'46:39
BILLS, ROBERT J., 1911-
   News room. Sep'47:41    Jan'48:32
BILWARI, INDIA
   Among the depressed classes. Feb'37:29
BINA, INDIA
   Note. May'20:62
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:51
   Watching the road (photo) Sep'23:34
   A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:43
   From the India newsletter. Nov'23:52
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Sown fields. Sep'25:55
   Preaching the word. Oct'25:44
   She will be brought up a Christian. Dec'25:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
BINFORD, LEONA
   News room. Jul'53:40
BINGHAM, (married to Walter D. Bingham)
   Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:9
BINGHAM, ELIZA ANN
   (death) Nov'26:50
Bingham, Walter D., 1921-
   Black men discover themselves. Jun'69:22
   What's happening among Disiples? Feb'73:5
BINGHAM, WALTER D., 1921-
   (photo) Sep'51:23
   ...praise home plan (photo) Dec'58:42
EHP grows (phot) Dec'61:45
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:6
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'66:7
Global highlights (photo) Dec'67:6
The scene (photo) Sep'70:44
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville (photo) Sep'71:8
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:9
The scene. Sep'72:36
General Board deals with business, issues. Sep'72:41
(photo) Feb'73:5
The scene (photo) May'73:33
Stimulating worship and witness (photo) Jun'73:22
Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:24
(photo) Sep'73:7

BINGLE, E. J. WORLD CHRISTIAN HANDBOOK, 1952
Book chat. Apr'53:42

BINGO
Social trends. Jun'55:22
Global highlights. Jul'59:5

BINING, MARTHA KEENER
In memoriam. Jun'28:48

BINKERHOFF, VAN WYCK, JR.
News room (photo) Nov'58:34

BINKLEY, FRED
When churches stay in the inner city (photo) Feb'73:16

BINKLEY, JOHN R., JR. 1911- (married to Mary Elizabeth Binkley)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'61:8

Binkley, Robert M
One layman's concept of the ministry. Oct'69:7

Binns, Lillian Lee, 1896-1958
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:49
What will they take back? Jul'26:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51 Nov'26:50
An appreciated service. Dec'26:46
A project in cooperative leadership. Feb'29:27
This is the day. Mar'29:35
Where the seasons are reversed. Jan'30:40
The girls are coming too... Jan'30:57
Closing days at Colegio Internacional. Mar'30:36

BINNS, LILLIAN LEE, 1896-1958
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:18
A correction. Nov'24:56
(photo) Jun'28:44 Mar'30:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33

BINTASAN, (married to Warunee Bintasan)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'53:34

BINTASAN, WARUNEE
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'53:34

BIOGRAPHY SET
Missionary materials and methods. Sep'33:41

BIRCH, CHARLES
quoted. Quote...unquote. Dec'71:21

BIRD, (married to Charles Bird) -1961
In memoriam. Jun'61:39
Bird, (married to Joseph E. Bird)
Note. Nov'19:63

Bird, Nancy
Commencement at Livingston Academy. Sep'34:29

BIRD, R A
(photo) Nov'48:28

BIRDIE, JAMES. "THE SLEEPING CLERGYMAN" (PLAY)
Rise up, o men of God. Jul'54:11

BIRD'S NEST ORPHANAGE (SYRIA)
Near East Relief as I saw it. Mar'25:26

BIRDSELL, PAUL. VERSAILLES TWENTY YEARS AFTER
Book chat. Jul'41:21

BIRDSONG, H E
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:55

BIRDSTON, KEITH R. SHOCK AND RENEWAL
Book chat. Oct'55:16

BIRGER GANG
(photo) Oct'27:13

Birkhead, Guthrie Sweeney, 1887-1959
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
Book chat. Dec'37:42

BIRKHEAD, JANE
(photo) May'35:33

BIRKHEAD, SUSIE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'63:35

BIRKNER, OTHA
Void--if detached. Mar'63:9

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
Vacation church schools in Birmingham (photos) Nov'22:39
World Calling... May'64:10

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA. 57TH ST. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A correction. Mar'19:57
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
(photo) May'19:4
Tangible tools for an intangible trade (photos) Nov'28:13
Circulation corner. Mar'35:1
(photo of parsonage) Jun'45:1
They stayed downtown (photo) Oct'63:21

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA. ROEBUCK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA. WOODLAWN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. MOSELEY ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Missionaries ordained. Jan'55:47

BIRNBAUM, (MRS. W. G.)
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34

BIRNBAUM, VIVIAN GRIFFIN, 1907- (married to Warren Birnbaum)
News room. Jul'49:32
Global highlights (photo) May'60:5

BIRTH CONTROL
The church and marriage. Nov'53:18
Social trends. Nov'58:18 Feb'60:20
Family planning--politics or morals? Feb'60:22
Global highlights.
   Apr'60:4       Jun'60:8       Apr'61:8
Social trends. Jul'62:22
Malnutrition and birth control. Jun'63:9
Social trends. Jan'65:20
Global highlights. Apr'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7  May'65:6
Why birth control information? Oct'65:9
Global highlights. Mar'66:7
The demograph and birth control. Apr'66:9
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
Four questions for Christians. Dec'66:9
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'66:4
Social trends. Dec'66:20
The N.Y. Times advertisement. Feb'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'67:5  Dec'67:5
The population nightmare. Mar'68:19
Family planning in India. Mar'68:46
Editorials. Oct'68:9
Birth control. Feb'69:12
Letters. May'69:4
Ahead of the headline. Jul'70:5  Feb'71:5
Direct line. Feb'72:30

BIRTHDAY BANKS
Do the members of your Bible school have birthdays? (photo)
Jun'25:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
(note) Sep'26:62

BIRTHDAY BOXES
The new birthday box. Nov'22:38
"BIRTHDAY PARTY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:3

BISER, ELIZABETH
   Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32  Mar'44:27
BISER, ROY HAMILTON, 1885-1949
   (photo) Mar'24:29
BISHOP, (Married to John Bishop)
   In memoriam. Mar'33:39
BISHOP, EMMA
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56
   In memoriam. Dec'38:29
BISHOP, ERMA R. THE CHALLENGE OF EASTER
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'47
Bishop, Leo Kenneth, 1912- (married to Paula S. Bishop)
   Patterned for magnanimity. Dec'44:9
   These are our children. Feb'45:17
   With Christ we build anew. Mar'46:10
BISHOP, LEO KENNETH, 1912-
   quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'37:inside front cover
   (photo) Dec'37:24
   News room. Jul'48:39
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:2
   News room. Jul'50:42
Bishop, Martha
   What a Young People's Conference means. Nov'22:26
BISHOP, MARTHA
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
An appreciation (photo) Oct'24:61
Bishop, Paula S. (married to Leo Kenneth Bishop)
Women and world highways. May'43:35 Nov'43:29
Missionary worship service.
    Dec'43:30 Feb'44:32 May'44:32
    Jan'44:32 Apr'44:32
A robe--torn and mended (poem) Sep'44:27
Seedbeds (poem) Jan'46:48
BISHOP, PAULA S.
    (photo) Dec'37:24
BISSELL, ALLAN H
    (photo) Jan'25:35
    The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
BISSELL, HOWARD S
Classroom and campus. Jul'64:36
Bissen, Earl R
Letters. May'67:42
BISWAS, S N C
Notes. Mar'19:61
BITAPUR, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'59:36
BITTINGER, DESMOND W
Classroom and campus.
    Nov'65:32 Oct'66:34 Mar'68:34
BITTMAN, JOHN
    (photo) Mar'46:22
BITZER, MARY
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
BIVENS, HAZEL O
    See WATTS, HAZEL O. BIVENS
BIXENMAN, MIRIAM BROWN
    (photo) Apr'58:39
BIXLER, JULIUS SEELYE. RELIGION FOR FREE MINDS
    Book chat. Feb'40:21
Bixler, Lawrence M., 1913-
    The church and the preacher's home. Jul'42:23
BIXLER, LAWRENCE M., 1913-
    Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'55:35
    Classroom and campus. Jan'56:32
BIXLER, ROY WHITE
    News from the Board of Education and the cooperating colleges. Mar'30:41
BJORKE, (married to Emanuel Bjorke)
    Global highlights (photo) Jan'47:3
BJORKE, EMANUEL
    Global highlights (photo) Jan'47:3
BLACHLY, J H
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42
BLACK, (married to David Black)
    (photo) Mar'47:33
BLACK, (MRS. J. C.)
    In days of yore. Jun'24:31
BLACK, (married to John Wycliff Black)
    (death) News room. Mar'41:34
BLACK, (married to Larry Black)
    Global highlights (photo) May'63:5
BLACK, ALBERTA  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
BLACK, AMANDA  
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'50:4
BLACK, ANNA E. McCUTCHAN, -1962  
In memoriam. Apr'62:37
BLACK, ARTHUR  
(photo) May'28:23
BLACK, ELIZA J  
(death) Dec'21:57
BLACK, EMMA, -1942  
In memoriam. Nov'42:29
Black, Florence Miller, -1960 (married to William Black)  
Since the days of '74. Dec'24:16
BLACK, FLORENCE MILLER, -1960  
(photo) Dec'30:2
BLACK, GUY H  
How the silent revival works. Feb'26:7
BLACK, HAROLD GARNET. THE UPWARD LOOK  
Book chat. May'36:30
BLACK, HAROLD GARNET. THE WAY OUT  
Book chat. Jan'40:21
BLACK, IDA  
(death) Jun'21:50
BLACK, J C  
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50  
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
BLACK, JAMES. HIS GLORIOUS SHAME  
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
BLACK, JOHN LLOYD, 1898-1974 (married to Rena Black)  
Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17  
(photo) Dec'44:22
News room. Mar'58:32  
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'66:32
BLACK, JOHN WYCLIFFE, -1951  
An apostle of good will. Jan'27:4 (photo p. 8)  
What's doing in Britain. Apr'28:24  
May'28:25 (photo) Dec'30:8  
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Sep'32:41
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:15  
(photo p. 16)  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34  
(photo) May'35:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31  
What they say. Sep'35:18  
(photo) Oct'37:6
News room. Oct'40:34  
(photo) Feb'41:13  
Oct'45:4
News room. May'47:36  
(photo) Oct'47:24
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20  
(death) Global highlights. Sep'51:3
BLACK, MARIA  
NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
BLACK, MARVIN M. THE PENDULUM SWINGS BACK  
Book chat. Mar'38:22
BLACK, MARY CARR
   In memoriam. Jan'45:35
BLACK, MAY. -1946
   In memoriam. Sep'46:39
BLACK, R W
   What's doing in Britain. Apr'28:24 May'28:25
BLACK, REKA LOIS
   News room (photo) Nov'44:27
BLACK, RENA C., 1900-1972 (married to John Lloyd Black)
   Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
   News room. Oct'43:34 Oct'45:25
   Retirements from general ministry. Oct'66:32
   In memoriam. Jul'72:43
Black, Robert A
   Enlisting the go-homes! Oct'28:23
Black, Robert F
   Letters. Nov'66:inside front cover
BLACK, ROBERT K
   Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36
BLACK, RUTH
   See
   MARX, RUTH BLACK
BLACK, RUTH (SAMARIA RELIEF TEAM)
   Christian concerns in the Middle East (photo) Nov'55:7
BLACK, T B
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
BLACK, WILLIAM
   These come to Denver. Sep'38:10
"BLACK AND WHITE: UPTIGHT" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Feb'71:29
"BLACK HISTORY: LOST, STOLEN OR STRAYED" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Dec'69:29
BLACK MANIFESTO
   World events. Jul'69:45
   World Calling... Jul'69:50
   Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5
   The scene. Sep'69:44
   Ahead of the headlines. Oct'69:5
   World events. Nov'69:36
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTMOUNT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   EHP grows. Dec'61:45
BLACK MUSLIMS
   Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4
Blackberry, Virginia
   South Central Young People's Conference. Oct'20:48
BLACKBURN, (married to Matthew H. Blackburn) -1952
   In memoriam. Apr'52:37
BLACKBURN, (married to Michael W. Blackburn)
   Classroom and campus. Sep'61:29
BLACKBURN, ALMA
   (death) Oct'19:58
Blackburn, Cleo Walter, 1909-1978
   (married to Fannie Elizabeth Scott Blackburn)
   (married to Dora Oma Atkins Blackburn)
   The Smiths and the world. Oct'36:20
   The church serving community needs. Sep'46:15
   Lessons from a quarter Century of turmoil. Jun'47:9
BLACKBURN, CLEO WALTER, 1909-1978

A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    May'31:30  Oct'31:35  Feb'36:44
A community house (photo) Apr'36:27
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Jul'36:40  Jan'37:32  Oct'38:34
(ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
News room. Feb'41:42
The threshold. Nov'43:2
Drake Lecturers named (photo) Dec'43:6
Who's who among Drake lecturers (photo) Feb'44:5
Day by day story of the Drake Conference (photo) Mar'44:20
(photo) Sep'46:15       Jun'47:9
A monument to the Christian Woman's Board of Missions
(photo) Oct'47:26
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:2
News room. Sep'49:38
(photo) Apr'50:12
Global highlights. Jul'53:3    Jul'54:2
quoted. Twelve Disciples schools receive large Ford grants
(photo) Feb'56:27
(photo) Feb'57:13
At Jarvis--first a life. Apr'63:29
Honored for achievements. Jul'69:11
The scene. Jun'73:32

Blackburn, David (married to Maria Blackburn)
Hope and stark reality in Brazil. Dec'73:19

BLACKBURN, DAVID

In brief. Jul'72:41
(photo) Dec'73:20

BLACKBURN, DEETSY L

See
GRAY, DEETSY L. BLACKBURN

BLACKBURN, DOROTHY
(photo) Nov'50:21

BLACKBURN, JAMES K

Classroom and campus. Feb'59:36

BLACKBURN, MARGARET MEDBURY

Convention glimpses. Nov'34:31

BLACKBURN, MARIA (married to David Blackburn)
Hope and stark reality in Brazil (photo) Dec'73:20

BLACKBURN, R. W.

Classroom and campus. Mar'64:34

BLACKBURN, WALTER S

In brief. Sep'69:38
(photo) Oct'69:3

BLACKFORD, DENNY

Classroom and campus. May'56:31

BLACKFORD, G. E.

Fighting hopelessness in Brazil. Feb'61:48

BLACKHURST, JAMES H

Classroom and campus. Mar'54:31

BLACKHURST, JAMES H. INTRODUCING EDUCATION
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31

BLACKLIDGE, JOHN H

Our colleges go forward in emergency programs (photo)
BLACKLOCK, CLARA JANET, 1886-1973
(married to Albert W. Blacklock)
Canadian partners to the north (photo) Nov'58:21
News room. Sep'59:41
Blackmar, Charles B
Crisis in our courts. Apr'72:18
Letters. May'73:4
BLACKMON, LARRY
News room (photo) May'57:36
BLACKSHEAR, GENIE BANTON
(death) Sep'25:57
BLACKWELL, ELIZABETH
Global highlights. Nov'58:5
BLACKWELL, MADELENE
College activities. Jun'39:31
BLACKWELL, W P
(photo) Mar'24:28
BLACKWELL, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Apr'52:48
BLACKWOOD, (MRS. D. C.)
Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo) Apr'57:26
BLACKWOOD, (married to David C. Blackwood, Jr.) -1962
(death) News room. Feb'63:40
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. BIOGRAPHICAL PREACHING FOR TODAY
Book chat. Jan'55:41
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. DOCTRINAL PREACHING FOR TODAY
Book chat. Sep'57:40
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. EVANGELISM IN THE HOME CHURCH
Book chat. May'42:23
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. EXPOSITORY PREACHING FOR TODAY
Book chat. Sep'53:17
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. THE FINE ART OF PUBLIC WORSHIP
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. PLANNING A YEAR'S PULPIT WORK
Book chat. Mar'43:21
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. PREACHING FROM SAMUEL
Book chat. Dec'46:18
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. PREACHING FROM THE BIBLE
Book chat. Jun'41:23
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. PREACHING FROM THE PROPHETIC BOOKS
Book chat. Dec'51:40
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. THE SOUL OF FREDERICK W. ROBERTSON
Book chat. Oct'47:22
BLACKWOOD, ANDREW W. SPECIAL DAY SERMONS FOR EVANGELICALS
Book chat. Feb'62:40
BLACKWOOD, DAVID
Classroom and campus. Jun'57:34
BLACKWOOD, DAVID CONWAY, JR. 1936-1962
(death) News room. Feb'63:40
Blagg, Viva Irene
In church (poem) Nov'28:20
BLAIKLOCK, E. M. PICTORIAL BIBLE ATLAS
New books. Feb'70:28
BLAINE, ANITA. THE WORLD AT THE CROSSROADS
Book chat. Sep'47:44
BLAINE, TOM R. MARRIAGE HAPPINESS OR UNHAPPINESS
BLAIR, ALBERT  
(death) A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33

BLAIR, EDWARD P. THE BIBLE AND YOU
Book chat. Dec'54:46

BLAIR, JAMES
Evangelism at Seattle (photo) Jul'69:10
World events. Apr'70:45
Voices heard by the whole church (photo) Sep'73:20

BLAIR, M S
As the shadows grow longer (photo) Jun'25:10

BLAIR, MYRTLE F., -1954
In memoriam. Jul'54:43

Blair, V W
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18

BLAIR, V W
Feb'19:36
Eureka missionary service flag (photo) Jun'19:49

BLAISDELL, NELLIE
In memoriam. Jun'45:33

BLAKE, EDGAR
quoted. Jun'19:51

BLAKE, EDGAR. A LOST PASSION
Book chat. Jun'43:35

Blake, Eugene Carson, 1906-1985
Why aid Korean Christians? Feb'53:17
Apathy: our major difficulty. May'66:12
A plea for human rights. Jul'70:17

BLAKE, EUGENE CARSON, 1906-1985
Global highlights. Jul'51:2 Feb'55:3
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:25
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'55:29
Global highlights. Feb'56:3
Issues race relations message. Feb'56:18
Report of a mission on fellowship (photo) Jun'56:31
Global highlights (photo) Feb'57:3
...urges support of church colleges. Mar'57:48
Global highlights. Jun'57:6
quoted. Churches urge aid to underdeveloped nations.
Jun'57:50
quoted. Global highlights. Jun'60:8
Global highlights. Feb'61:6
The will to unity. Mar'62:9
Global highlights. Apr'62:4
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:6
(photo) Jun'63:19
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:6
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
Global highlights. May'66:7
Man of vigor and warmth (photo) Apr'66:25
(photo) May'66:front cover
The cover. May'66:inside front cover
Ambitious and exciting effort for church union (photo)
May'66:12
(photo) May'66:17
Global highlights (photo)
Feb'67:6 Oct'67:6
quoted. The miracle progresses. Dec'67:9
Classroom and campus. Dec'67:34
quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'68:22
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'68:7
World Council of Churches. Apr'69:23
In brief (photo) Jul'69:40
World events (photo) Sep'69:37
World events. Jan'71:36
A big man for a big task. Nov'72:21
Uniting the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6

BLAKE, EUGENE CARSON. THE CHURCH IN THE NEXT DECADE
New books. Dec'66:25

BLAKE, EVERETT
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:30

BLAKE, HAROLD
News room (photo) Mar'53:38

BLAKE, NELSON MANFRED. THE ROAD TO RENO
Book chat. Oct'62:24

BLAKE, TINA MAE BROOKS, -1964
In memoriam. Nov'64:37

BLAKELEY, JANE C., 1838-
Our two nonegenarians at the Florida Christian Home.
Jan'34:45

BLAKEMORE, (MRS. W. B.)
In memoriam. Mar'33:39

BLAKEMORE, CORDELIA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42

BLAKEMORE, JOSEPHINE GILSTRAP
(married to William Barnett Blakemore)
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20

Blakemore, William Barnett, 1912-1975
(married to Josephine Gilstrap Blakemore)
Whither American culture? Jan'51:7
The Reformation and the layman. Oct'57:13
Message from Montreal. Oct'63:17
A Protestant in Rome. May'65:12
A Protestant looks at Vatican Council. May'66:24
We must pray as the disciples prayed. Nov'68:20
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement. Sep'72:24

BLAKEMORE, WILLIAM BARNETT, 1912-1975
College activities. Jun'38:32
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:33
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer.
May'42:46
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24 Jun'45:27
The threshold. Oct'45:2
(photo) May'46:18
The Hoover Lectures (photo) Jan'47:19
Classroom and campus (photo) May'48:30
(photo) Jan'51:7
Plans set for Evanston. Jan'54:17
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:30
Global highlights. Jun'59:7
Classroom and campus. Feb'60:36         Sep'61:28
Disciples look to New Delhi (photo) Nov'61:24
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:7
Global highlights.
   May'65:5       Sep'65:5       (photo) Jan'66:5
Classroom and campus.
   Apr'66:34     Mar'67:34     Sep'67:34
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville (photo) Sep'71:8
World events. Sep'71:39
In brief. Mar'72:42
   (photo) Sep'72:25
World events. Feb'73:38
BLAKEMORE, WILLIAM BARNETT. ENCOUNTERING GOD
New books. Mar'65:42
BLAKEMORE, WILLIAM BARNETT. QUEST FOR INTELLIGENCE IN MINISTRY
New books. Sep'70:28
BLALOCK, ROY
   News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
   (photo) Nov'47:13
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'60:44
BLAMPIED, (married to Ray Blampied)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'65:33
BLAMPIED, RAY A
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'36:inside front cover
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'65:33
BLANCHARD, (MRS. F. E.)
   (death) Dec'21:57
BLANCHARD, (MRS. H. F.)
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2
BLANCHARD, (married to Ralph Blanchard), -1942
   In memoriam. Jan'43:39
BLANCHARD, C
   (photo) Aug'19:26
Blanchard, Charles, 1861-1939
   Come on! (poem) Jun'22:10
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
   A university in the wilderness. Jul'27:30
   Unafraid (poem) Mar'32:30
   Come on (poem) Oct'34:37
   Sundown (poem) Mar'35:21
   A passion prayer (poem) Apr'36:26
   Lord, I am coming (poem) Jul'36:7
   Kagawa (poem) Feb'38:22
   The happy God (poem) Apr'38:15
   The greatest thing (poem) Sep'38:48
   Forever free! (poem) Dec'38:13
   A prayer for this hour (poem) Apr'39:48
   Give me this mountain (poem) Nov'41:28
   I take the cup (poem) Jan'44:10
BLANCHARD, CHARLES. 1861-1939
   Mrs. Bacon answers final call. Nov'23:47
   Personalities. Dec'35:22
BLANCHARD, ELSIE
   News room. Jan'56:38
BLANCHARD, MARGARET
  (photo) Dec'51:9
BLANCHARD, PAUL. DEMOCRACY AND EMPIRE IN THE CARIBBEAN
  Book chat. Feb'48:39
BLANCO, (BUENOS AIRES)
  (photo) Aug'19:37
BLANCO, (married to Jose Blanco)
  (photo) Apr'51:16
BLAND, (MRS. G. A.)
  News room. Nov'40:47
BLAND, (MRS. W. W.)
  A joyful giver. Feb'25:41
Bland, Grace (married to G. A. Bland)
  Memories and events at Hazel Green. Apr'41:45
BLAND, GRACE
  News room. Jan'41:34
BLAND, H F
  In memoriam. Jan'42:43
BLAND, MARIE A
  Listening in on the world. Aug'30:22
BLAND, SUE, -1962 (married to Minor A. Bland)
  In memoriam. Jan'63:42
BLAND, WILLIE C
  In memoriam. Jul'30:41
BLANDON, SMILEY. FAITH IS THE ANSWER
  Book chat. Feb'41:25
BLANDENSVILLE, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  A live Illinois Society. May'26:47
Blanding, Sarah Gibson
  Brotherhood--an American principle. Feb'53:45
Blankenbiller, Harriet
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:64
BLANKENBILLER, HARRIET
  Five nurses in College of Missions. Feb'21:64
  (photo) Jun'21:6
  College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
  covers quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
  (photo) Nov'21:57
  Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
  (photo) Sep'25:52
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
BLANKENSHIP, (married to Bruce Blankenship)
  Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:14
Blankenship, Noel Vernon, 1928-
  Stewardship in the family. Feb'41:34
  Traditional or conventional churches. Oct'71:suppl:18
BLANKENSHIP, NOEL VERNON, 1928-
  Committee on War Services news notes.
    Jul'45:27     Sep'45:31     Oct'45:34
  Disciples in the news (photo) May'66:7
  (photo) Oct'69:3
  Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:27
  World events (photo) Apr'71:38
  (photo) Oct'71:suppl:18
BLANKS, WILLIAM DAVIDSON
  Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
BLANSHARD, BRAND
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'63:35

BLANSHARD, PAUL, 1892-
  quoted. Last column. Jul'62:50
  Global highlights. May'63:5

BLANSHARD, PAUL. AMERICAN FREEDOM AND CATHOLIC POWER
  Book chat. Sep'49:22
  How free is the press? Dec'49:5

BLANSHARD, PAUL. COMMUNISM, DEMOCRACY AND CATHOLIC POWER
  Global highlights. Oct'51:2
  Book chat. Jan'52:18

BLANSHARD, PAUL. GOD AND MAN IN WASHINGTON
  Book chat. Jul'60:44

BLANSHARD, PAUL. PAUL BLANSHARD ON VATICAN II
  New books. Feb'67:18

BLANTON, BETTY LINDSAY, 1920- (married to William Blanton)
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'63:37

BLANTON, CATHERINE. WHAT A BREAK
  Youth and the world mission. May'62:39
  About persons of special need. Jun'62:41

BLANTON, JOAB H
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:63

Blanton, Molly
  Keep the rumor going. May'70:8

BLANY, MILTON L
  (death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53

Blatt, Evelyn
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36

BLATTER, DOROTHY. THE THIRSTY PEOPLE
  Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

BLATTER, DOROTHY. THE THIRSTY VILLAGE
  Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:39

BLAUW, JOHANNES. THE MISSIONARY NATURE OF THE CHURCH
  Book chat. Jan'63:18

BLAYNEW, LOIS PEARCE, -1956
  In memoriam. Nov'56:33 Dec'56:37

BLAZER, PAUL
  Classroom and campus. Jul'58:37

BLAZIER, DANIEL C
  More churches join Home Plan (photo) Sep'60:44

BLEDSOE, (MRS. E. S.)
  (photo) Jun'23:43

BLEDSOE, (married to Harry W. Bledsoe)
  In memoriam. Dec'37:39

BLEDSOE, S E
  (photo) Jun'23:43

BLENUS, T H
  Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

BLESSING, CAROL ANN
  Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33

BLESSING, DORIS
  Classroom and campus. Jul'45:26

BLEUM, A W
  Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30

BLEVENS, ERNEST
  quoted. Last column. Oct'59:50

BLEVINS, HUGH TEVIS, SR., -1953
News room (photo) Jun'50;34
(death) News room. Sep'53:43
Fowler homes serve young and old. Dec'54:10
BLEWETT, EDWARD YORK
quoted. Last column. Oct'55:48
BLEWETT, THOMAS T
Classroom and campus. Sep'49:39         Feb'53:31
BLIAS, (MRS. CHARLES M)
(photo) Jan'21:8
BLICK, BESSIE C., -1956
In memoriam. May'56:35
BLICKENSTAFF, ROSALIE
Classroom and campus. Sep'56:32
BLIND
The blind shall see again. Jan'51:28
Blind will receive religious talking book. Nov'51:48
Dots and records. Dec'55:31
New approaches to India's old needs. Nov'56:27
Light out of darkness. Nov'56:28
Hymns for the blind. Dec'58:42
Books into Braille. Oct'59:46
Global highlights. May'62:6
Letters. Jul'66:inside front cover
BLINDER, OLGA
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24
BLISS, HOWARD
Notes. Jun'19:63
BLISS, KATHLEEN
Global highlights. Jan'50:4
Women and world highways. Jun'52:33
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:18
BLISS, KATHLEEN. THE SERVICE AND STATUS OF WOMEN IN THE CHURCHES
Women in the life of the church. Nov'52:5
BLISS, KATHLEEN. WE THE PEOPLE
New books. Nov'64:42
BLISS, SIDNEY KIDD, 1914-
Corrections. Mar'43:31
News room (photo) Mar'43:34
News room. Oct'44:28
BLISS, TASKER H
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
BLIZZARD, SAMUEL W
Ministers' salaries. Dec'57:45
Bloch, Joshua
Book chat. Nov'47:42
BLOCK, KARL MORGAN
quoted. Last column. Dec'54:52
BLOMAERT, PIERRE
How Belgium faces the future (photo) Mar'19:26
BLOM, J T
(photo) Mar'24:41
BLOOD, H. I., 1878-1953
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34
For adult missionary groups (photo) Sep'49:34
As I saw Hazel Green. Oct'49:29
News room. Dec'50:32
Who will follow in his train? (photos) Jun'51:12
BLOOM, (married to William K. Bloom)
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41

BLOOM, ARTHUR W
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41
Dwight L. Moody walks in daylight. Aug'25:29

Bloom, Camilla Jo
World youth search for the answers. May'61:11

BLOOM, CAMILLA JO
News room.
Feb'60:34 Mar'60:40 (photo) Apr'60:34
(photo) May'60:12
News room. May'60:38 Nov'60:36
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:6

BLOOM, CHARLES HADDON, 1872-1947 (married to Ella R. Bloom)
Notes. Aug'19:45
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41
(photo) Dec'24:34 Jul'36:24

BLOOM, EBENESER
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41

Bloom, J T
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46

BLOOM, J V
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41

BLOOM, W KNIGHTON
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41

BLOOM, WILLIAN K
Five sons--five preachers (photo) Dec'22:41

BLOOMER, JOSEPHINE E., -1963
In memoriam. Oct'63:46

BLOOMFIELD, (married to J. W. Bloomfield) -1951
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
(death) News room. Jul'51:38

BLOOMFIELD, J. W.
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'37:inside front cover

BLOOMFIELD, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church with a plan. May'55:45

BLOOMINGTON, G F R
quoted. The last page. Jun'36:48

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS. CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'21:35

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how. Oct'20:9

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA. (unnamed) CHRISTIAN CHURCH

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Vacation Church School) Sep'24:20
(photo of Triangle Club) Jun'26:56
Sanctuaries of the Disciples (photo) (plans) Jul'42:24
(photo of dinner meeting) Jun'52:1

BLOOMINGTON, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:17

BLOSS, (married to Walter R. Bloss) -1957
In memoriam. Mar'58:37

BLOSS, HELEN (married to John Bloss)
(photo) Mar'59:4
\[ \text{Bloss, John Edward, 1925- (married to Helen Bloss)} \]
Invaders in the rural church. May'59:14

\[ \text{BLOSS, JOHN EDWARD, 1925-} \]
Global highlights (photo) Mar'59:4
(photos) May'59:14
For adult mission study. Sep'59:38

\[ \text{Blosser, Elizabeth Gale, 1884-1952 (Married to Ray W. Blosser)} \]
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
Woman's Day... Dec'26:17
A week in the Belgian Congo. Jan'28:26
South American comes to San Francisco. Sep'28:24
What I think of Prohibition. Jul'30:14
Telling the story. Nov'30:34
An open door. Mar'31:31
The birth of a great purpose. Jul'34:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:39
Women and world highways. Dec'35:35

\[ \text{BLOSSER, ELIZABETH GALE, 1884-1952} \]
(photo) Jan'28:32
quoted. The African project at work. Aug'29:46
From a garden. Dec'29:49
Summer conferences in missionary education. Jun'30:52
(photo) Jul'30:14 Nov'32:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:43
(photo) Jan'39:9
(death) News room. Jun'52:39

\[ \text{BLOUNT, (MRS. B. M.)} \]
(death) Jun'21:50

\[ \text{BLOUNT, NELLE} \]
No time to grow old (photo) Dec'56:10

\[ \text{BLOUNT, RALPH E. LOVE LOYAL} \]
Book chat. Jul'40:47

\[ \text{BLOWERS, RUSSELL FREDERICK, 1924-} \]
Minister comments on rock opera. Jun'71:33

\[ \text{BLOXHAM, E. S.} \]
The scene (photo) Jan'70:44

\[ \text{Blue, Andrew B., 1876-} \]
An industrial community church. Jul'22:45

\[ \text{BLUE MOUND, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH} \]
(photo of missionary society) Aug'31:41
(photo of church school class) Jul'53:1

\[ \text{BLUE RIDGE COLLEGE (MARYLAND)} \]
Relief collection center in operation. Mar'46:46

\[ \text{BLUE RIDGE, NORTH CAROLINA. MISSIONARY EDUCATION CONFERENCE} \]
Growing new wood. Oct'24:57
Blue Ridge announced. Apr'25:53
Blue Ridge. Sep'25:46

\[ \text{BLUEFIELD, WEST VIRGINIA. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH} \]
Adopt home plan. Jun'58:46

\[ \text{BLUEFIELD, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH} \]
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:64

\[ \text{BLUEM, A. WILLIAM. RELIGIOUS TELEVISION PROGRAMS} \]
New books. Dec'69:29

\[ \text{BLUESKY, ALBERT} \]
Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:14

BLUMBERG, JOHN. THIS IS THE MIDDLE EAST
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

BLUMER, MARGARET
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24

BLUNT, J H
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'37:inside front cover

BLUNT, W B
(photo) Nov'25:59

BLYTHE, IRA J., 1874?–1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39

BLYTHE, LeGETTE. THE CROWN TREE
Book chat. Jun'57:44

BLYTHE, LULU M
In memorium. Mar'40:39
Her name—a synonym for giving. Jun'40:18

BLYTHEWOOD, (married to Russell M. Blythewood)
Presenting (photo) Oct'63:8

BLYTHEWOOD, RUSSELL M.
Presenting (photo) Oct'63:8

BNAI BRITH ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE
Global highlights. Dec'55:4

BOAKO W'AUMBIA, CONGO
White medicine. Aug'24:44

BOANGA, CONGO
A progressive experiment. Sep'42:31

BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION
Church extension and the development of the needy field.
Jan'19:56
Grinding the mill. Feb'19:27
They had a program... Feb'19:53
The Church extension field. Feb'19:56
Jeopardizing church property. Feb'19:57
Opening of Disciples' Community House, New York City.
Mar'19:54
A sky pilot in Oklahoma. Apr'19:31
A house of God... Apr'19:44
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:44
Consecration, determination, cooperation. Apr'19:45
Hope revived. Apr'19:57
Church at Jennings, Louisiana. May'19:42
A new work... May'19:43
A missionary baby and church extension. May'19:53
Notes. May'19:62,63
A heroic struggle. Jun'19:55
Outstanding work... Jun'19:55
The challenge of New York City. Jul'19:45
A long preacher in a long pastorate. Jul'19:48
"That big speckled map." Sep'19:5
Memorial and named funds. Sep'19:7
Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Sep'19:8
A pioneer plus church extension. Sep'19:10
Sep'19:20
Example of country church and community work. Sep'19:32
Strategy at the Crescent City. Sep'19:34
Sep'19:37
Church extension victory at Des Moines. Sep'19:40
Notes. Sep'19:48
Work to be done... Oct'19:7
Samples from one day's mail. Oct'19:28
Annual report. Nov'19:55
(annual meeting) Dec'19:47
The best in the city. Jan'20:43
Church Extension our Good Samaritan. Jan'20:48
Victory for oldest church... Feb'20:47
All honor to Church Extension. Feb'20:47
A call from the Pan-handle. Mar'20:43
Church Extension and the Rocky Mountain District. Mar'20:45
That new building. Mar'20:45
Notes. Mar'20:64
Eleven years ago, and now. Apr'20:46
Progress at Garrett, Indiana. Apr'20:47
The tonic of Church Extension. Apr'20:47
Notes. Apr'20:60 May'20:59,60,61 Jun'20:60,62,64
Belmont Ave. and Church Extension. Jul'20:32
Notes. Jul'20:43,45
Home of the church... Sep'20:3
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:23
Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50
Annual report. Nov'20:23
A Church Extension valedictory. Dec'20:56
Church Extension Board a friend in need. Feb'21:48
New equipment at Columbus, Kansas. Feb'21:48
A church extension record. Feb'21:53
Renewed vigor in a historic church. Mar'21:45
South Carolina adds another church... Mar'21:57
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47
An evolution of fellowship. Aug'21:3
Church erection and growth. Aug'21:8
Fellowship in sacrifice. Aug'21:10
Some by-products of church extension. Aug'21:12
Frozen credits and thawing churches. Aug'21:14
A church that had a program. Aug'21:47
Report. Sep'21:38
Resolutions... Oct'21:56
Growth, a result of encouragement. Dec'21:57
Out of a great heart. Jan'22:40
Where the people are. Jan'22:40
The Third Christian Church of Philadelphia. Feb'22:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:55
By the side of the Lincoln Highway. Feb'22:56
In one of the Quad Cities. Mar'22:38
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:47
No greater work than this. Jun'22:49
The Queen City of the Ozone Belt. Jun'22:55
From a mission point to self-support. Jul'22:51
A worthy tribute. Aug'22:4
Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:5
Any Sunday in September. Aug'22:51
In a University center. Aug'22:56
A little child shall lead them. Aug'22:58
Extending the church. Sep'22:8
Annual report... Sep'22:44
A bureau of church architecture? Nov'22:8
Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:14
The largest church erection loan. Feb'23:44
Echoes from everywhere.
   Feb'23:49   Apr'23:58   May'23:54,58
Aug'23: much of issue
425 DeBelivier Ave. Sep'23:52
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
From tin can to sanctuary. Oct'23:58
When there was no other help. Nov'23:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:50 Jan'24:55
Overhead. Feb'24:31
Church erection to the rescue. Feb'24:34
Church erection lends hope and help. Mar'24:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
Aug'24: much of issue
Annual report. Oct'24:42
The call to advance. Dec'24:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:64
A friend indeed. Apr'25:44
An example in cooperation. Jun'25:56
Aug'25: much of issue
A correction (of Aug'25:8) Oct'25:1
Annual report... Oct'25:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
New head of Church Erection. Apr'26:57
Aug'26: much of issue
After their kind. Mar'27:35
Aug'27: much of issue
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
Church Erection honor list. Dec'27:58
Some general rules of church erection. Jan'28:60
Church erection honor list.
   Feb'28:61   Apr'28:41   Jun'28:58
   Mar'28:50   May'28:62   Jul'28:45
Aug'28: much of issue
By their fruits. Sep'28:11
The heritage of a leader. Sep'28:40
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39
Aug'29: much of issue
The last Sunday in September. Sep'29:4
Helping churches to get a start. Sep'29:13
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:43
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Dec'29:52   Jan'30:52   Mar'30:43
Helping churches to walk alone. Jun'30:38
Aug'30: much of issue
Programs... Nov'30:37
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
Aug'31: much of issue
Saving churches... Aug'32:5
As it seems to me. Aug'32:19
Jul'33: much of issue
Executive Committee refers Commission report. Oct'33:inside front cover
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:29
The Board of Church Extension. Jan'34:5
A new board is launched. Jan'34:25
Directory... Jul'34:inside front cover
Heave-ho! Jul'34:7
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14
A Brotherhood service. Sep'34:11
The threshold. Oct'34:2
Brotherhood trouble shooting. Jan'35:7
Lending money--plus. Mar'35:29
(directory) Jul'35:inside front cover
Twenty-five years with Church Extension. Jul'35:7
Business in Christianity. Jul'35:15
New frontiers of Church Extension. Sep'35:19
Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention... Nov'35:24
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:45
Annual meeting... Mar'36:22
Jul'36:much of issue
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41,42
M. H. Gray retires. Apr'37:21
Jul'37:much of issue
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:26
A friend in need. Apr'38:14
A story of two elders. May'38:1
Jul'38:much of issue
Through fifty years. Oct'38:4
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:29
Saving and serving churches. Apr'39:18
Jul'39:much of issue
Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:28
Church Extension makes progress (photo of annual meeting) Mar'40:17
Jul'40:much of issue
The threshold. Apr'41:2
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:31
Jul'41:much of issue
Do Christian missions pay? Nov'41:18
Church Extension in emergencies. Jul'42:9
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:26
...closes 54th year. Mar'43:20
Annual meeting... Mar'44:14
The threshold. Jun'44:2
April meetings. Jun'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
Opportunity ahead. Jul'44:9
...calls Rolland H. Sheafor. Oct'44:7
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:22
Church Extension is ready. Jul'45:5
Parsonages. Jul'45:20
Global highlights. Jan'46:4 Mar'46:2
New policy in church aid. Apr'46:5
Disciples are preparing to launch "Crusade for a Christian World." (photo of officers) May'46:18
Portrait of an adventure. Jul'46:23
Global highlights. Sep'46:2
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:26
Another adventure. Sep'46:43
Global highlights. Mar'47:2
Church Extension made this race. Apr'47:1
Global highlights. Jul'47:4
Counting the cost. Jul'47:20
An accounting of stewardship. Jul'47:21
The small church. Jul'47:24
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:25
Global highlights. Mar'48:2
On a glorious mission. Jun'48;21
What of Church Extension's tomorrow? Jul'48:7
Through the years. Jul'48:9
Of books, brotherhood and buildings. Mar'49:16
The West Paseo Christian Church. Apr'49:26
Church Extension goes abroad. Sep'49:16
The Crusade—an answer to need. Nov'49:29
Elections at the Cincinnati Convention. Dec'49:29
The Crusade—an answer to need. Nov'49:29
We dedicate this building. Jul'50:13
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:14
...goes to Puerto Rico. Jul'50:5
News room. Jul'50:40
Elections at Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
From pie factory to sanctuary. Mar'51:15
New churches for America. Apr'51:8
To beg—borrow—or steal. Jul'51:7
News room. Feb'52:38
Global highlights. Mar'52:4
News room. Jun'52:38
Angels in the suburbs. Jul'52:8
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
Fifty children for lunch. Feb'53:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:32
(photo of Board of Directors) Apr'53:1
News room. May'53:38
(map of churches west of Mississippi helped by the Board) Jun'53:26
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:26
News room. Sep'53:39 Dec'53:30
(photo of Board) Apr'54:1
Together we build. Apr'54:9
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:25
A year of progress. Apr'55:45
Global highlights (photo of officers) Apr'56:4
Global highlights. Jul'56:5
Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:8
Global highlights. Sep'56:5 Oct'56:4
Building clinics. Oct'56:43
Elections at the 1965 convention. Dec'56:31
Global highlights.
Jan'57:4 Mar'57:3 (photo of officers) Apr'57:3
...gains (photo of Trustees) Apr'57:39
Global highlights. May'57:5
Jul'57: much of issue
Global highlights.
  Sep'57:6       Oct'57:3       Nov'57:4
A church serves its community. Nov'57:23
News room. Nov'57:32
Global highlights. Dec'57:4
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:37
Global highlights.
  Feb'58:8       Mar'58:4,6       Apr'58:7
News room. Apr'58:40
Global highlights. May'58:7
They work for you. May'58:27
Global highlights. Jun'58:6
(drawing of new building) Jul'58: front cover
The cover. Jul'58: inside front cover
Global highlights. Jul'58:5,7
Global highlights (photo of cornerstone laying) Sep'58:5
You can't talk in here. Sep'58:10
News room. Sep'58:42
Global highlights. Dec'58:6
News room. Dec'58:34
Global highlights. Jan'59:5
It has all happened in forty years. Jan'59:20
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:45
Global highlights. Feb'59:7
News room. Feb'59:42
Recipe for a new congregation. Mar'59:19
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:8
Partners build new churches. Apr'59:16
Global highlights (photo of officers) May'59:5
Disciples start 36 churches in 1958. May'59:32
Global highlights. Jul'59:4
A new church for Columbia. Jul'59:11
Global highlights. Sep'59:5,7       Oct'59:5
News room. Oct'59:34
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29
Global highlights.
  Jan'60:7       May'60:7       Jun'60:7
News room (photo of new board members) Jun'60:42
Global highlights.
  Sep'60:4,5       Oct'60:6       Nov'60:6
Elections at Louisville Assembly. Jan'61:30
News room. Feb'61:34       Mar'61:46       Apr'61:34
New churches--how, why, where they grow. Jul'61:12
Global highlights. Sep'61:7
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34
Global highlights. Oct'61:5
News room. Dec'61:32
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:42
News room. Mar'62:38
Global highlights. Apr'62:6       Jun'62:4
Church and town reborn. Jul'62:11
Partners in progress. Jul'62:26
Ask about it! Nov'62:8       Dec'62:8
Elected to serve. Dec'62:40
Global highlights. Feb'63:6
Ask about it! Feb'63:8
Global highlights. Mar'63:5
Ask about it! Mar'63:8
Global highlights. Apr'63:5,6 May'63:6
News room. May'63:40
Global highlights. Dec'63:6
News room. Feb'64:34
Global highlights. Mar'64:6
Ask about it! Mar'64:36
Global highlights. Apr'64:5
Ask about it! Apr'64:8
New Church Advance. Apr'64:13
News room. Apr'64:40
New churches services. Jul'64:17
Global highlights. Sep'64:4,5 Oct'64:4
1965 - Finances
News room. Feb'65:40
Global highlights (photo of officers) Mar'65:4
Global highlights. Mar'65:6
Global highlights (photo of directors) Apr'65:6
Global highlights. May'65:7
A new day in church financing. Jul'65:14
New churches: we mean business. Sep'65:much of issue
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4 Dec'65:4
Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7 Apr'66:7
Global highlights (photo of officers) Apr'66:6
Global highlights. May'66:5
Disciples in the news. May'66:7
Global highlights. May'66:6
Comprehensive planning. Jul'66:26
Global highlights (photo of new officers) Sep'66:5
Ahead of the headlines. May'67:4
Global highlights. May'67:6
Head start in Puerto Rico. May'67:26
Disciples in the news.
    Sep'67:8 May'67:7 Mar'68:8
Global highlights. Sep'68:6 Dec'68:6
World events. Mar'69:35
In brief. Apr'69:39
World events. Jun'69:37
In brief.
    Jun'69:39 Sep'69:39 Dec'69:38 Mar'70:40
Update on Board of Church Extension. Jul'70:14
World events. Sep'70:37
In brief. Oct'70:42 Nov'70:39 Dec'70:43
Work of the Church at the General level. Jan'71:15
World events. Feb'71:38
In brief. Mar'71:45
World events. Apr'71:38
In brief. Mar'71:45
World events. Apr'71:38
Loan helps church in Juarez, Mexico. Apr'71:41
In brief. May'71:45
World events. Jun'71:39
In brief. Jun'71:41 Jul'71:45
When churches merge and share facilities. Sep'71:24
In brief. Sep'71:43
Oct'71:suppl:most of issue
Investments help minority businessmen. Dec'71:45
World events. Jan'72:38 Mar'72:39
In brief. Mar'72:41
World events. Apr'72:40
Urban renewal--opportunity or disaster. Jun'72:19
In brief. Dec'72:41
Dec'72:suppl:entire issue
In brief. Mar'73:40
World events. Mar'73:38,39

BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION. FINANCES
Comparative statements of receipts...

| Jan'19:55 | Apr'19:54 | Jul'19:54 | Oct'19:54 |
| Feb'19:55 | May'19:58 | Aug'19:54 | Nov'19:64 |
| Mar'19:55 | Jun'19:54 | Sep'19:53 | Jan'20:50 |

(cont. next page)

BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION. FINANCES (cont.)

| Feb'20:50 | May'20:55 | Sep'20:54 | Feb'21:51 |
| Apr'20:52 | Jul'20:44 |

Satisfaction and service. Feb'19:25
Notes. Apr'20:60 Jun'10:59
Annual report. Nov'20:24
Annual offering for Church erection. Aug'23:58
Financial activities.

| Aug'26:62 | Oct'26:63 | Dec'26:63 |
| Sep'26:59 | Nov'26:58 | Jan'27:64 |

Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
The record of Church erection. Aug'29:inside front cover
Why I established a named loan fund... Aug'29:8
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:43
The record of Church Erection. Aug'31:inside front cover
An important announcement. Sep'31:44
Aug'32:inside front cover
Church erection's record of service. Sep'33:1
Golden Jubilee... Nov'38:1
High points of Church Extension. Mar'39:26
Church Extension loans. Dec'39:32
High points of 1944. Mar'45:11
News room. Feb'49:34
Of books, brotherhood and buildings. Mar'49:16
...reports gain. Mar'54:39
A year of progress. Apr'55:45
News room. Feb'56:38
Global highlights.

| Dec'56:3 | May'62:7 | Jul'63:5 |

New churches: we mean business. Sep'65:much of issue

BOARD OF EDUCATION (--1936)
See also
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION (1936-1977)
DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION (1977-)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.

| Jul'22:48 | Feb'24:52 | Sep'25:43 | Sep'26:57 |
Tasks. Jan'19:4
Harry Otis Pritchard. Apr'19:7
"Go away to College" service. Sep'19:39
Work to be done... Oct'19:10
(annual meeting) Dec'19:51
New plan for handling education offerings (map) Jan'20:52
Directory. Oct'20:4
Annual report. Nov'20:38
The Campaign for Underwriting. May'21:7
Directory. Jun'21:16
G. I. Hoover. Jun'21:52
Report. Sep'21:46
A going Convention. Oct'21:23
Statement of the aims... Dec'21:22
The strategy of Christian education. Jan'22:3
Christian statesmanship... Jan'22:8
Education Day. Jan'22:30
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Jun'22:59
Annual report... Sep'22:56
Chickens and eggs; churches and colleges. Jan'23:3
The objectives of the Board of Education. Jan'23:4
Annual meeting (photo) May'23:32
The year at a glance. Oct'23:40
Convention notes. Oct'23:57
A new man for a new task. Dec'23:27
Education against propaganda. Jan'24:3
Education day... Jan'24:20
Jan'24:64
Fine progress... Jun'24:21
A new venture in faith. Sep'24:17
Annual report. Oct'24:46
(photo of officers) Oct'24:47
Committees, boards and officers. Dec'24:39
Jan'25:much of issue
Our youngest college. Mar'25:23
Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:27
Annual report. Oct'25:43
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:52
The twofold purpose of Education Day. Jan'26:13
Crusading for our colleges. Jan'26:32
A great and growing work reviewed. Jun'26:30
In appreciation. Oct'26:1
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:40
Annual meeting... (photo of members) Jun'27:32
Thinking it through with our educators. Apr'28:17
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:40
High points in the annual reports. Oct'28:inside front cover
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:43
Brief talks. Oct'28:56
Another league of laymen. Jan'29:7
Education Day sermon contest. Jan'29:35
Our educational work stands in review. Jun'29:29
High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:30
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:53
Ask me another. Jan'30:15
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
Looking to the future of our colleges. May'30:6
Our college leaders face their task. Jun'30:21
(photo) Jun'30:32
Our colleges plan for their support. Aug'30:5
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:32
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:27
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
Jan'31: much of issue
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
...holds annual meeting. Jun'31:15
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Finances
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:28
Jan'32: much of issue
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
Educational problems considered. May'32:8
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
The colleges at work. May'33:33
...meets. Jun'33:32
College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:28
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:32
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Student work director chosen. Sep'34:21
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
(directory) Jan'35: inside front cover
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:45
Major actions of the International Convention... Nov'35:43
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
College notes. May'36:32
BOARD OF EDUCATION. FINANCES
Comparative statement of receipts...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun'19:54</td>
<td>Sep'20:54</td>
<td>Feb'22:49</td>
<td>Feb'23:61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'19:53</td>
<td>Apr'21:52</td>
<td>May'22:60</td>
<td>May'23:61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Receipts...
Budget. Mar'20:59
Annual report. Nov'20:40 Sep'21:47
Financial statement. Sep'22:57
Bd of Higher Ed.
Annual report. Oct'24:46
High points in the annual reports. Oct'28:inside front cover
A new financial policy. Sep'30:17
Our neighbors set an embarrassing pace. Sep'31:23
A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32

BOARD OF FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION
Global highlights. Jul'54:2
Self-help and self-respect. Jul'54:5
News room. Sep'54:39

BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION (1938-1976)
[Note: COLLEGE ASSOCIATION, (1936-1938) entries listed here]
See also
BOARD OF EDUCATION (-1936)
DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION (1977-
College notes. May'36:32
Important gatherings in Indianapolis. Jun'36:22
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:42
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
In our colleges. May'37:33
College Association looks ahead. Jun'37:30
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:25
(becomes Board of Higher Education) Important Brotherhood meetings.
Jun'38:12
Higher education reports programs. Jan'39:14
New Secretary for Board... Jun'39:31
...new Secretary. Jul'39:27
The Disciples and higher education. Nov'39:43
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
April meetings in Indianapolis. May'40:20 (photo p. 21)
Brotherhood meetings. Apr'41:2
News from our colleges. Nov'41:30
Called to college leadership. Apr'42:17
Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:21
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
Elections at the spring meeting. Jul'43:21
Set free the things of the spirit. Jan'45:5
May'45:3
Global highlights. Nov'46:2
A new leader for a new day. Jan'47:14
Global highlights. Jun'47:3
Looking at higher education. Sep'47:6
Classroom and campus. Feb'48:30
Global highlights. May'48:2
Classroom and campus. May'48:31
News room. Apr'49:34
Global highlights. Jun'49:4
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:28
Global highlights. Sep'50:2
Elections at the Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
Classroom and campus. Jun'51:31 Mar'52:30
In annual meetings. May'52:31
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
Toward an effective ministry. Jan'53:5
Church and campus work together. Jan'53:7
Proposed survey of the ministry. Jan'53:29
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:27
Classroom and campus. Dec'53:33
Fifteen years of change. Jan'55:8
(list of institutions affiliated) Jan'55:19
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:25
Classroom and campus (photo of Board meeting) May'55:30
Global highlights. May'56:5
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:31
Global highlights. May'57:2 Sep'57:5
Where higher education is involved. Oct'57:25
Global highlights. Dec'57:4
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:37
Global highlights. Apr'58:5
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:45
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29
Elections at Louisville Assembly. Jan'61:41
Global highlights. May'61:7
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:28
Classroom and campus. Nov'61:30
Adults and mission (list of institutions affiliated with the
Board) Feb'62:38
News room. Nov'62:42
Global highlights. Dec'62:7
Ask about it! Dec'62:8
Elected to serve. Dec'62:40
Ask about it! Jan'63:8
Global highlights. May'63:5
Ask about it!
Mar'63:8 Mar'64:8 Apr'64:8
Global highlights. May'64:4 Jan'65:6
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:35
Disciples in the news. Mar'68:8
Global highlights.
May'68:6       Sep'68:7       Dec'68:6
They made things happen. Jan'69:14
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
World events. Dec'69:37       May'70:37
In brief. Dec'70:43
Freezing and thawing education dollars. Nov'71:14
World events. Jan'73:40
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION. STUDENT WORK
 Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:28
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:31
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
Student work opportunities. Nov'37:12
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
College happenings. Jan'38:31
College notes. Apr'38:33
College activities. Jun'38:43
Disciple students and higher education. Nov'48:20
News room. Jun'55:42
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20
BOARD OF MINISTERIAL RELIEF
See also
PENSION FUND
Stories that are never told. Jan'19:16
Recruits and pensions. Feb'19:9
Gratitude of our benefactors. Feb'19:54
George T. Oliver. Mar'19:37
The advance of the White Cross. Mar'19:64
Should preachers have pensions? Apr'19:19
Orphaned but not forgotten. Apr'19:58
Apr'19:61
The "Dead line" in the ministry. May'19:15
Typical letters to 627 Lemcke Building. May'19:30
Missionaries wear out. Jun'19:55
The church's hired man or God's ambassador. Jul'19:31
Church meanness. Aug'19:23
Ministerial Relief, bricks without straw. Aug'19:37
Keen interest in ministerial pensions. Sep'19:33
Tragic need and six per cent. Sep'19:60
Work to be done... Oct'19:11
Samples from one day's mail. Oct'19:29
When shall it be? Nov'19:24
Who said "Shadow of the dead line?" Nov'19:29
Annual report. Nov'19:59
The spiritual quality of Ministerial Relief. Dec'19:4
Ministerial modesty. Dec'19:5
Christmas and our aged ministers. Dec'19:5
(annual meeting) Dec'19:50
Penalizing the preacher. Jan'20:24
Going and growing. Jan'20:55
Notes. Jan'20:60
Honor to whom honor. Feb'20:43
The first quarter Century. Feb'10:46
A ward of the Brotherhood. Feb'20:46
A life enlistment service. Mar'20:55
Letters... Apr'20:54
Why I believe in the new Pension Plan. Apr'20:55
Note. May'20:62
The house of sacred fellowship. Sep'20:55
Annual report. Nov'20:38
The first offering for ministerial relief. Nov'20:48
The first death claim under the Pension system. Nov'20:51
Ministerial relief benefits never forgotten. Nov'20:51
This picture ought to haunt you. Dec'20:2
The glory of the ministry. Dec'20:20
Is it charity or back pay? Dec'20:52
Plain questions and straight answers on ministerial pensions. Mar'21:51
The ministerial pension. Jun'21:52
Concerning the ministry. Jul'21:43
Convention offering for Ministerial Relief. Oct'21:64
The pay roll and the prophet. Dec'21:35
8000 years in Christian service. Dec'21:49
A worthy example. Jan'22:59
Ministerial support helps preachers to come back. Jul'22:3
A good Pension example. Aug'22:55
Annual report... Sep'22:43
The early days of ministerial relief. Dec'22:44
Headache, heartache and three hundred preachers' homes. Dec'22:56
It's all changed now. Jan'23:59
Yesterday's prophets of today and tomorrow. Mar'23:35
What is ministerial relief? May'23:47
The year at a glance. Oct'23:38
A great record and its claim. Dec'23:10
The older years are the wistful ones. Jul'24:31
The call to advance. Dec'24:30
Pension benefits increased... Aug'25:15
Annual report... Oct'25:38
Program helps. Mar'26:48
The church cares for her own. Apr'27:8
The Pension Conferences in Texas. May'27:57
Timely help for the ministry. May'27:63
The compelling motive for pensions. Jul'29:26
After forty years. Feb'35:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
Pension Fund news. Jun'35:44
Fortieth anniversary of an idea. Sep'35:7
Does the church have a conscience? Sep'48:18
A minister's self-respect. Jan'65:25

BOARD OF MINISTERIAL RELIEF. FINANCES
Comparatives statements of receipts...
Jan'19:54       Jun'19:54       Nov'19:64       May'20:55
Feb'19:55       Jul'19:54       Jan'20:58       Jun'20:53
Apr'19:54       Sep'19:53       Mar'20:60       Sep'20:54
May'19:58       Oct'19:54       Apr'20:52       Nov'20:43
A good August. Oct'19:58
America's underwritten mandatory. Jan'21:49

BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
See also
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE BOARD
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL ACTION

Campaigning for Prohibition. Dec'19:33
Is their fight our fight? Jan'20:55
Notes. Feb'20:59
Directory. Oct'20:4
Annual report. Nov'20:42
Directory. Jun'21:16
Annual report. Sep'21:49 Sep'22:55
International Convention... Oct'22:48
From the Board... Jun'23:53
The year at a glance. Oct'23:41
Committees, boards and officers. Dec'24:39
The work of the Board... Jul'25:31
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:52
The mind of our ministry on ways to peace. Dec'25:12
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:40
Gordon throws down the guantlet. Apr'27:27
Large service for small outlay. Jul'27:4
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:40
High points in the annual reports. Oct'28:inside front cover
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:61
Another contribution from Missouri. Nov'28:20
Notes on the social conflict. May'29:17
A new type of service available. Jul'29:4
Two important peace documents. Jul'29:4
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:30
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:45
Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'29:31
What's going on in the Board of Temperance... Mar'30:57
A supplement to the fireworks. Jul'30:4
Material available. Aug'30:5
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Nov'30:27 Nov'31:29
Christian citizenship looks at 1932. Sep'32:19
Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:29
Listening in on the world. Nov'32:22
Jul'33: much of issue
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:53
Resolution on world peace. Dec'33:6
Directory... Jul'34:inside front cover
Our modern social task. Jul'34:6
The threshold. Jan'35:2
Educational unification and the Board of Temperance...
Apr'35:25
(Directory) Jul'35:inside front cover

BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE. FINANCES

Comparative statement of receipts.

Receipts...

Oct'23:61     Mar'24:63     Dec'24:60
Nov'23:59     Apr'24:63     Jan'25-Apr'26 p.64

Annual report. Sep'21:50
High points in the annual reports. Oct'28:inside front cover

BOARDMAN, MIKE
World events (photo) Feb'72:36

BOARDMAN, PAUL
The threshold (photo) Jul'45:2
News room. Feb'47:32

BOATRIGHT, (married to William B.) -1949
In memoriam. Mar'50:37
Boatright, Mary Elizabeth Hildebrand, 1933-
First term in Japan (photo) Sep'63:28
(commissioning) Global highlights. Sep'65:4

BOBANGI, CONGO
With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36
Bobb, Donald
Congo's Carrefour des Jeunes. Jul'71:20
Bobb, Mary
Free University of the Congo. Sep'71:12

BOBBITT, (married to Frank Bobbitt)
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jan'60:50
Bobbitt, Ben Charles, 1905- (married to Frances Bobbitt)
Our heritage and mission. Oct'40:11
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:9
New Church Advance. Apr'64:16

BOBBITT, BEN CHARLES, 1905-
(photo) Nov'36:43     Feb'37:34     Nov'38:13
The threshold. Jun'42:2
Global highlights.
    Oct'52:4     (photo) Oct'56:5     Jan'60:4
    Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'62:8
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'68:25

BOBBITT, LUCY JANE
An interesting development. Jan'19:9

BOBBITT, MARIAN
quoted. Missionary organizations' own section. Jun'33:35

BOBBITT, WILLIAM M
An interesting development. Jan'19:9

BOBELE, CONGO
The Ubangi-Ngiri area in Congo. Jul'45:35

BOBLITT, ALICE MAY, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39

BOCK, (married to Elmer Bock)
Lay witness mission comes to us (photo) Dec'71:19

BOCK, (married to William H. Bock)
(photo) Mar'42:8

BOCK, MAE, -1964
In memoriam. Jun'64:49
Bock, Paul
Reconstructing "behind barbed wire." Apr'47:29
Hilfswerk helps refugees build their own homes and
communities.

Dec'47:44
Religious education in the Russian Zone. Mar'48:8
Spearhead of total Christianity. Jul'48:17

BOCK, PAUL
quoted. Last column. Jan'46:48
Bock, William H
The house of the people. Mar'42:8

BOCK, WILLIAM H
(photo) Mar'42:8

BOCKELMAN, ELEANOR
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35

BOCKELMAN, WILFRED. ON GOOD SOIL
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41

BOCOCK, BESSIE BISHOP, -1965
In memoriam. Apr'66:49

BODARD, JACK PAUL, 1916-
They work for you. Sep'58:44 (photo p. 28)
Pastoral unities bring a new day (photo) Nov'59:16
News room (photo) Sep'64:39

BODDY, HELEN
In brief. Sep'73:41

BODE, BIDDIE
(death) Dec'25:51

BODELL, (MRS. E. W.)
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

BODELL, SARAH ANN, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'52:37

BODEN, W H
Echos from everywhere. May'21:64

BODGER, JOHN D. FUZZY-WUZZY ANGELS OF PAPUA
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27

BODINE, HARRY E (married to Winona Fishback Bodine)
(marriage) News room. Mar'61:46
Bodine, Winona Fishback (married to Harry E. Bodine)
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

BODINE, WINONA FISHBACK
(marriage) News room. Mar'61:46

BOECK, A L
News of campus events. Jul'42:31

Boeckel, Florence Brewer
Vote peace! Jul'37:19

BOECKEL, FLORENCE BREWER
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
(photo) Jul'37:19

BOECKEL, FLORENCE BREWER. THE TURN TOWARD PEACE
Speaking of books. Feb'31:35

BOEGEMAN, (MRS. A. H.)
(death) Nov'26:50

BOEGEMAN, NONA
In memoriam. Jul'41:39

BOEGNER, MARC
(photo) Mar'44:14
The threshold. May'45:2 (photo) Jun'45:2
For adult missionary groups. Jun'45:30
The threshold (photo) Jul'45:2
(photo) Mar'46:25
School opens in America and France. Nov'46:5
(photo) Jan'47:23
Global highlights (photo) Apr'47:3
Church-state separation. Feb'56:5
Global highlights. May'61:5 Jun'62:7
BOEING, MARC. THE PRAYER OF THE UNIVERSAL CHURCH
Book chat. Jul'54:46
Boellstorff, Ruth A
Letters. Mar'69:4
BOENDE, CONGO
Bright prospects at Boende. Jul'57:47
Global highlights (photo, map) Feb'58:7
Direct line. Oct'71:31
BOETEKER, WILLIAM J
quoted. Last column. May'53:48
BOETTER, RAMIREZ
Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers (photo)
Jan'52:26
BOFOKA, CONGO
First itineration experience in Congo. Mar'47:29
BOFONGE JOSEPH
Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)
Mar'60:13
BOGADOTTIR, EDDA
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding (photo) May'64:25
BOGARIN, JOSE T
Protestants on the air (photo) Apr'58:31
BOGART, HARRY M
In memoriam. Sep'41:39
BOGART, ORA
(death) Sep'23:54
BOGGS, ELMER
Programs for young people. Oct'32:37
BOGESS, EDGAR F., 1860-1931
Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Sep'19:8
How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug'25:20
Church Extension in emergencies. Jul'42:9
Church Extension made this race. Apr'47:1
BOGESS, MINNIE FLORENCE
(death) Mar'20:53
BOGGS, FANNIE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
BOGGS, MARILU
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:34
Boggs, O. Merrill
Open doors at College Hill. Feb'63:17
BOGGS, O. MERRILL
(photo) Feb'63:18
BOHAMBU PIERRE
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
BOHANAN, (MRS. R J)
(death) Apr'20:64
BOHANNON, (married to George Bohannon), -1954
In memoriam. Nov'54:33
BOHANNON, ALLENE P. SCOTT, -1957 (married to Howard T. Bohannan)
   In memoriam. Jan'58:33
BOHANNON, ANNE NEIL
   Notes. Jan'19:62
BOHANNON, SHIRLEY
   Notes. Jan'19:62
Bohren, H. Ben
   How ministers see themselves. Apr'72:12
BOHREN, H. BEN
   (photo) Apr'72:12
BOIJA, KERSTIN
   I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding (photo) May'64:24
BOISE, IDAHO
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
BOISE, IDAHO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, October-December, 1960. Mar'61:52
BOISE, IDAHO. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   From pie factory to sanctuary (photo) Mar'51:15
Bok, Edward W
   Our boys a great national asset. Sep'24:21
BOK, EDWARD W. AMERICA GIVE ME A CHANCE
   Speaking of books. Sep'26:54
BOK, EDWARD W. DOLLARS ONLY
   Speaking of books. Sep'26:54
BOKAA JEANNE (married to Bokeleale Jean)
   Women and world highways (photo) Apr'60:35
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
   Christian families appear in Congo. Dec'61:24
   The scene. Sep'71:44
BOKAMBA GEORGES D. (married to Mboko Virginia Bokamba)
   Global highlights. Sep'62:5
   Scholareship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:18
BOKANGO LOUISA
   Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission. Mar'60:11
   (photo p. 12)
Bokeleale Itofo Bokambanza "Jean" (married to Bokaa Jeanne)
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
   Congo's doors are open wide. Sep'6:21
BOKELEALE ITOFO BOKAMANZA "JEAN"
   Story of sadness and triumph. Oct'48:31
   Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:9
   What lies ahead for the Congo? (photo) Mar'57:11
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'58:7
   Women and world highways (photo) Apr'60:35
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
   Christian families appear in Congo. Dec'61:24
   News room. Apr'63:32
   Africa--no retreat from revolution. Jan'65:14
   Congo church "persists." Jan'65:48
   quoted. World Calling. Apr'65:10
   Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
   Gift from Congo (photo) Jul'65:17
   (photo) Jul'67:front cover
   The cover. Jul'67:4
   Bokeleale, African Christian (photo) Jul'67:11
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
   Letters. Jun'68:46
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
Letters. Jul'68:49
Global highlights. Sep'68:7
In brief. Feb'69:39
(photo) Jun'69:front cover
The cover. Jun'69:4
Leaders of the church in Congo (photo) Jun'69:24
World events. May'70:37
The scene (photo) Sep'71:44
Congolese Christians want unity... Sep'71:44 (photo p. 45)
Commentary. Apr'72:17
World events. Apr'72:39
Toward a true Zairean church (photo) Dec'73:22

BOKELEALE JEAN
See
BOKELEALE BOKAMBANZA

BOKEMBYA (married to Pierre R. Bokemby)
(photo) Nov'70:38

BOKEMBYA, PIERRE R.
In brief (photo) May'70:38

BOKEMO
Bokemo, the friend. Feb'24:16

BOKENGEO DANIEL
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:38
(photo) Feb'44:23        Mar'46:25

BOKERESE PAUL
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39

BOKINGI
The worker. Jan'64:32

Boknodo
To friends who are in America. Feb'28:50

BOKOLOMBE SAMUEL
And peace reigned again! (photo) Jan'42:46

BOKOKOTO, CONGO
With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36

BOKOMBOJI PIERRE
Sunday in Congo was a very great day (photo) Jan'53:26

BOKSBERG, SOUTH AFRICA
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34

BOKULAKA PIERRE
A fine sermon. Jan'40:44
A gift from Congo. Nov'64:11

BOKULU PIERRE
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:39

BOKUMBOJI PIERRE
World events (photo) Mar'69:30

BOKUNGA MARK
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:60

BOKUNGHA
Ekota Sala. Feb'54:42

BOKUNGHA JACQUES
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:9 (photo p. 12)

BOKUNGU, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38

BOKUNGAENGA
quoted. Great need for teachers in Congo. May'33:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:40

BOKWALA PIERRE
(photo) Jan'53:11

BOLA DAVID
Gift from the Congo (photo) Jul'65:17
Others have heard the call (photo) Apr'66:16

BOLA PIERRE
Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)
Mar'60:13

BOLAMBE JACQUES
What makes a mission station? Feb'40:33

BOLAN, (MRS. RAY)
(photo) Jul'28:26

BOLAN, MINNIE E
In memoriam. Jan'44:33

BOLAN, R
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

BOLANOS, NANCY
(photo) Oct'54:16

BOLEKFLA JEAN
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29

BOLEKO JOB
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'59:8
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:12
Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)
Mar'60:11

BOLEMBA, CONGO
Sowing seeds of truth and light. Jan'40:47

BOLEN, HARRY
Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:4

Bolen, Homer R
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:12

Bolen, Robert Harrison
How I feel about the ministry. Oct'67:12

BOLENGE, ZAIRE
Apr'19:61,62
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
The ordination of Mark Njoji (photo) Jan'21:39
(photo) Jan'22:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:63
(photos) Feb'22:39
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:64
The hum of the sawmill in equatorial Africa (photos)
Mar'22:32
The Disciples' mission on the Congo (photos) Mar'23:8
A modern mission station in Africa (photos) (map) Apr'23:20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:59
What I found in Africa (photo) May'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56
The transformations of twenty years. Oct'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:61 Dec;23:64
(photos) Jan'24:39
Bokemo, the friend. Feb'24:16
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere.

(photo of orphan girls) Sep'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
Overcoming obstacles on the Congo (photo) Feb'25:39
Through the eyes of a new missionary. Jul'25:35
Beloved Bolenge after a brief absence (photos) Jul'25:37
The Church of Christ in Congo (photo) Sep'25:25
(photo) Dec'25:32
Caring for the aged in Congo. Dec'25:52
A tribute to Bolenge. Feb'26:58
As others see us. May'26:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
(photos) Jul'26:35   Oct'26:5,19
A very great sorrow. Dec'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
A happy day at Bolenge. Aug'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47
Christian Endeavor in Africa. Feb'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49
Christmas in retrospect. Dec'28:38
A letter from Mark Njoji. Jan'29:37
(photo of church) Feb'29:41
(photo of visit of King and Queen of Belgium) Mar'29:9
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50
Drops of prayer. Jun'29:45
Bolenge (poem) Jun'29:64
A quiver of arrows for the church (photos) Jul'29:14
At Bolenge hospital. Nov'29:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51   May'30:40
Knowledge vs ignorance. Jun'30:35
Happy to return to Africa. Aug'30:29
Joys of a reunion in Africa. Jan'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:38
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Aug'31:29
A first born in Chicago. Dec'31:18
(photo) Dec'31:suppl:9
Programs for adult organizations. Jan'32:36
On arriving at Bolenge after furlough. Mar'32:28
Printing press kept busy. May'32:47
Enter the witch doctor. Jul'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:38
Missionary organizations' own section. Jan'34:35
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
Pioneering on the Congo. Jun'34:12
With pomp and ceremony. Jun'34:41
Where something happens all the time. Jul'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
New school year begins. Jan'37:46
What results in central Africa? Mar'37:16
A week at Bolenge. Sep'37:8
Activities at Bolenge. Dec'37:30
We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:39
First days at Bolenge. Mar'39:30
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:16
Missionary's diary in review. Mar'40:26
I fooled 'em. May'40:10
First promotion day. May'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:39
An African social. Sep'40:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39
Christmas at Bolenge (photo of church) Dec'41:27
Effects of the Christian message. Feb'42:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
Song festival... May'42:43
Youth and missions. Oct'42:37
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'42:38 Apr'43:39 Jun'43:28
A happy Christmas Day at Bolenge. Feb'44:36
An account of stewardship. Jul'44:4
Building program... Oct'44:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:33 Feb'45:33
(photo of church) Dec'45:16
The church at work in Congo (photo of church) Jan'46:10
(photo) Mar'46:24,25
Some changes have been made. Feb'47:47
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:37 Apr'48:36
Inspector impressed with missionaries' hospitality.
Mar'48:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:36
Story of sadness and triumph. Oct'48:31
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38 Apr'49:38
We Christians join in this work. Nov'49:20
Medial work in Bolenge. Feb'50:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'50:46
Church and school... Oct'52:29
First impressions--Congo. Feb'53:15
(photo of church) Mar'53:9
Growing Christians in Congo. Apr'53:10
News room (photo of laying of church cornerstone) Oct'53:37
...the little church that wouldn't stop growing (photos)
Nov'53:22
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
We returned to Bolenge. Feb'54:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'54:34
"Kingdom" funds in use. Dec'54:49
African impressions (photo of Dye Memorial Church) Jul'55:15
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34 Dec'56:36
Our best export. Jan'57:43
Congo notebook. Apr'57:8
(photo of clinic) Jun'57:front cover
The cover. Jun'57:inside front cover
Camera in the Congo. Jun'57:15
New church for Bolenge (photo of church) Jul'57:32
White fields on a dark continent. Jul'58:31
Now--Bokatola! Feb'59:46
Little money--big results. Mar'59:42
Women and world highways. Apr'60:35
Go and teach in Africa. May'60:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34
 Echoes from everywhere (photo of some students) Apr'63:36
Jesus and the witch doctor. Apr'65:48
Contrasts in Africa. Feb'73:29

BOLENGE, CONGO. ECOLE DE PREDICATEURS
 Birthday in Congo. Dec'54:42

BOLENGE, CONGO. ECOLE MAYEANNE
 Are educational missions important? (photo) Mar'53:26 (photo of 1952 graduates p. 27)
 Sound of the hammer. Jun'58:28

BOLES, (MRS. E. E.)
 Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2

BOLES, ELLA
 (photo) Dec'45:5

BOLES, W. H
 Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

BOLESTOWN, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
 Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15

BOLIN, (married to Luke Bolin)
 Here and there... Mar'48:48

BOLING, ANNA, -1956
 In memoriam. May'57:33

BOLIVIA
 Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:15

BOLIVRI, OSCAR
 Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:6

Boll, Ruth Elaine
 See
 Artis, Ruth Elaine Boll

BOLLARD, R. C
 quoted. The "tried it once." Jul'22:43

BOLLES, DONALD C
 Global highlights. Dec'48:3

BOLLINGER, ORAN EDWARD ASA, 1914-
 (photo) Jul'46:29

BOLMAN, (married to Paul Bolman)
 Here and there... Mar'48:48

BOLMAN, ORIE CHESTER, 1872-1954 (married to Harriet M. Bolman)
 Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12

BOLMAN, PAUL
 Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12
 Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'57:30
 Benevolence--then and now (photo) Dec'61:19

BOLMEIER, E. C
 Global highlights. Feb'58:6

BOLOMBO JOHN
 Congo claims her right to know (photo) Apr'36:28

Bolonga Elie
 Effects of the Christian message. Feb'42:29

BOLOGNA ELIE
 Heart aches for African youth. Nov'38:44

BOLONGWA
 quoted. From Ngiri to the Ubangi. Apr'47:27
Bolton, H F
Message. May'19:39

BOLUMBA REBECCA
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'55:32

BOMATSA, ANNA–MARIE
 quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36

BOMBAY, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36

BOMBESI JEAN
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'58:36

BOMBOKA, MALIA

Bombundo Louise
Missionary worship service. May'54:35

BOMBUNDO LOUISE
For adult missionary study (photo) May'54:36

BOMENGJE JEAN
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34

BOMETELA
Medicine in Congo enters new era. Mar'51:16

BOMPESE JOHN
News room. Dec'61:32

BOMPULO THOMAS
Bompulo finds the answer. Jan'60:48

BON AIR, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

BONA, FELISSIMO
(photo) Jun'23:44

BOND, (married to Wilkes Bond)
In memoriam. Jan'32:40

BOND, A A
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52

Bond, Agnes Davenport
This hour is mine (poem) Nov'63:50

Bond, Carrie Jacobs
Gratitude (poem) Nov'38:48

BOND, CLAIRE SMITH
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'52:4

BOND, GILBERT
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

BOND, GWENN
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:63

BOND, HENRY
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

Bond, James
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

BOND, JAMES
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:12

BOND, JAMES, JR.
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

BOND, JANE ALICE BROWN
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

BOND, JULIAN
In brief. Jul'69:39

Bond, Mary Lou, 1937–
A summer in Mexico. Jul'61:32
BOND, MARY LOU, 1937-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...
(photo) Sep'64:7
Missionary register. Nov'65:48
(correction) Missionary register. Jan'66:46

BOND, MAXWELL
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

BOND, ORA VAN HORN
quoted. The last page. Sep'39:48

Bond, Robert Lee, 1922- (married to Betty Bond)
They call it "the place." Dec'63:32

BOND, ROBERT LEE, 1922-
News room (photo) Jul'52:37
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'60:8
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:6

BOND, SARAH
Muslims and Christians fight famine together (photo)
Dec'73:15

BOND, THOMAS
Singers in a weary lan' Jan'28:24

BONDAGE, A J
News room. Nov'44:27

BONDEJI, DANIEL
An African soldier of the cross. Oct'23:18
African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:53
(photo) Sep'25:24

BONDS
Bonds and human relations. Mar'35:3

Bondurant, Joan V
Brotherhood in India. Oct'46:16
India's little known youth. May'47:21

BONDURANT, JOAN V
(photo) May'47:21

BONDURANT, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48

BONE, MARY, -1941
In memoriam. Feb'41:39

BONFILS, S. F. -1849
College notes. Mar'39:44

BONGALEMBA
(photo) May'53:9

BONGALEMBA. WANGA YOANE
For adult mission study. Apr'53:36

BONGELEMBBA NATHANAEEL
Two living witnesses (photo) Apr'38:31
(photo) Oct'38:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:39
(photo) Jan'41:13
Bolenga--the little church that wouldn't stop growing
(photo) Nov'53:22
For adult mission study. May'54:36

BONGEYA MASA
Journalist sees Zaire as haven of religious freedom (photo)
Jun'73:42

BONGONDA MATAYO
...one of the best. Jan'46:30
BONGOSO YOANE
African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:53

BONHAM, DAVID WARREN, 1944-
(birth) News room. Feb'45:28
(photo) Jun'54:10

Bonham, Esther A. Shipppard, 1905- (married to Kenneth W. Bonham)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'48:36
God's beauty in nature. Mar'48:42
Three seasons in India. Jul'49:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36 Jan'63:36

BONHAM, ESTHER A. SHIPPARD, 1905-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
(photo) Apr'33:39 Dec'39:14
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
News room. Sep'42:40
Bicycle doctor. Oct'48:24
quoted. Last column. Jun'51:48
Missionary register.

Bonham, Kenneth Warren, 1903-
(married to Esther A. Shipppard Bonham)
How cheap is life? May'38:46
Echoes from everywhere.

BOHNAM, KENNETH BRUCE, 1934-
(birth) Dec'34:47
Children of the India station (photo) Mar'38:25
(photo) Jun'54:10

BONHAM, KENNETH WARREN, 1903-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
(photo) Apr'33:39
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
News room. Sep'42:40 Jan'48:42
Bicycle Doctor (photos) Oct'48:24
Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
quoted. Last column. Jul'49:48
Rough journey in Surjuja (photo) Nov'58:31
India at the crossroads (photo) Dec'63:27
(photo) Oct'64:38 Nov'64:36
Healing at Pendra Road (photo) May'65:26
Missionary register.

BONHAM, KENNETH WARREN, 1903-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
(photo) Apr'33:39
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
News room. Sep'42:40 Jan'48:42
Bicycle Doctor (photos) Oct'48:24
Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
quoted. Last column. Jul'49:48
Rough journey in Surjuja (photo) Nov'58:31
India at the crossroads (photo) Dec'63:27
(photo) Oct'64:38 Nov'64:36
Healing at Pendra Road (photo) May'65:26
Missionary register.
BONHAM, ROBERT JOHN, 1940-
(birth) News room. Jan'41:34
(photo) Jun'54:10
BONHAM, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
  Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
BONHOEFFER, DIETRICH
  quoted. Last column. Oct'58:50
  New books. May'67:22
BONI, CHANA
  Easter in drama and art (photo of Passion Play) Arp'71:26
BONILLA, JOSE
  (photo) Mar'50:46
BONKALE YOSEPH
  Sowing seeds of truth and light. Jan'40:47
BONKANYA ZECHARIAH
  Heart aches for African youth. Nov'38:44
Bonnell, Harold
  They cam to the Mount of Olives. Mar'56:27
Bonnell, John Sutherland
  Why fear death? Apr'57:9
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND
  quoted. Last column. Jan'54:48
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND. CERTAINITIES FOR UNCERTAIN TIMES
  Book chat. Mar'62:40
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND. DO YOU WANT TO BE HEALED?
  New books. Mar'69:28
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND. I BELIEVE IN IMMORTALITY
  Book chat. Feb'59:24
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND. NO ESCAPE FROM LIFE
  Book chat. May'58:41
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND. PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY
  Book chat. Mar'39:22
BONNELL, JOHN SUTHERLAND. WHAT ARE YOU LIVING FOR?
  Book chat. Apr'50:21
BONELL, JOSEPHINE OWAISSSA COTTLE, 1924?-  
  (Gale Storm) (married to Lee Bonnell)
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38
BONELL, LOUELLA
  Global highlights. Jul'62:5
BONNER, CAREY
  (photo) Nov'27:6
BONNER, THOMAS N
  Classroom and campus. Nov'51:28
BONNER SPRINGS, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
BONNEVILLE, JOSEPHINE
  (photo) Feb'27:38
BONNEVILLE DAM, OREGON. COMMUNITY CHURCH
  A home missions trilogy. Sep'36:29
  Shepherdng at Bonneville. Jan'37:33
  Echoes from everywhere. May'37:39    Feb'38:39
BONNEY, ANNA
  (death) Notes from the Benevolent Homes. Mar'38:43
BONNSTETTER, BURNETTA
  Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
BONSACK, CHARLES D
quoted. A tribute to our Congo work. Jan'29:61

BONTAMBA MARK
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:40

BONTÉ, ANGELINE MUCHLMATT (MRS. CLIFFORD) -1936
In memoriam. Dec'36:39

BONTONGO PIERRE
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:7

BONTRAGER, ROBERT W
Global highlights. Apr'61:7

BOO WEN LIEN
A shining scroll of Christian nationals. Dec'42:16

Booter, (married to Robert Booher)
Letters. Nov'63:49

Book, Abbott, 1889-1960 (married to Evelyn W. Book)
Why a Director of Religious Education? Nov'26:9
...commends Missionary Quarterly. Aug'27:44
The threshold.
Feb'36:2     Dec'36:2     Feb'38:2
Sep'36:2     Apr'38:2

Madonnas from many lands. Dec'38:24
The threshold. Jun'39:2    Dec'39:4

Chinese Christian art. Oct'40:21
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:23
The threshold. Apr'42:4
(note) Sep'42:45

BOOK, ABBOTT, 1889-1960
(Ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
(photo) Nov'35:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'40:inside front cover

The threshold. Mar'41:2
News room. Sep'46:40
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:30
(death) News room. Jun'60:42

BOOK, MARY E
(photo) May'35:33

BOOK, WILLIAM HENRY, 1863-1946
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'40:inside front cover
News room. Sep'46:40

Book, William Henry, 1898-1965
How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:20

BOOK, WILLIAM HENRY, 1898-1965
Global highlights (photo) Mar'48:3
quoted. Crusade progress. Sep'49:28
News room. Jun'56:42
(photo) Jul'61:21
(death) The last word. Nov'65:50

"BOOK FOR THE WORLD OF TOMORROW (MOTION PICTURE)
Apr'43:42

BOOK OF DAILY DEVOTIONS
Book chat. Dec'34:42

BOOK OF SERVICES FOR GROUP WORSHIP
Speaking of books. Feb'30:31

Booker, Russell Everett, 1885-1947
(married to Katherine P. Booker)
Book chat. Dec'35:31
BOOKMAN, CHARLES
  In brief. Apr'71:41

BOOKMOBILES
  (photo) Apr'58:front cover
  The cover. Apr'58:inside front cover
  Seven centers of hope (photo) Apr'58:13

BOOKS AND READING
  The gift of reading. Jun'25:49
  How Jane cared for her books. Aug'28:38
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42
  Book friends through the years. Jul'33:31
  Programs for adult organizations. Jul'33:36
  Book chat. May'34:14
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'36:41
  Observing National Book Week. Nov'37:41
  The threshold. Nov'41:2
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'42:40
  Reading maketh a full man. Oct'44:24
  Return of the books. Jan'48:28
  Books—missionary's hobby. Jan'50:43
  Youth and missions. Dec'52:37
  Reading aloud in the family. Feb'53:21
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'53:36
  Faith and freedom belong together. Sep'53:5
  Youth and missions. Nov'55:35
  Thirst for literature. Nov'55:36
  Youth and missions.
    Nov'56:35  Jul'57:37  Jul'58:41  Sep'58:41
  It makes a difference what your read. Oct'58:12
  You and the preacher's power. Dec'58:10
  Who says we won't read? May'59:12
  Youth and missions. Jun'60:39
  How members keep up with the world. Oct'60:25
  Youth and missions. Oct'60:39
  Adults and missions. May'61:36
  Teens lead in book program. Jun'61:16
  Let's keep our fifth freedom! Oct'61:19
  Youth and the world mission. Oct'61:39
  Book chat. Jun'62:14
  Adults and mission. Dec'62:38
  Let's talk about writing. Feb'63:28
  Read and gain. Oct'63:10
  Youth and the world mission. Dec'63:39
  World Calling... Jul'64:10
  Women on world highways. Oct'64:35
  10 tips for improving your reading. Mar'65:50
  No book in their hands. May'66:9
  I have a book! Jul'66:23
  Ahead of the headlines. Dec'67:5  Nov'70:5
  Church librarians are doing things. Jun'71:12

BOOKS ARE BRIDGES FOR YOUTH
  Youth and missions. Nov'56:35

BOOM, CORRIE TEN. THE HIDING PLACE
  New books. Apr'72:32

BOOMER, (married to George Boomer)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53

BOOMER, (MRS. J. F.)
(photo)
Mar'28:52      May'29:48      Mar'30:45      Jan'31:19

BOOMER, GEORGE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53

BOOMER, J F -1946
(photo) Mar'28:52
(death) News room. Mar'47:32

"BOOMTIME" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'61:43

BOONE, (married to Ollie Boone) -1934
Memoriam. Oct'34:39

BOONE, CARRIE
In memoriam. Nov'31:39

BOONE, JOHN GROSS
With the men who died in the war. Oct'20:13

Boone, John T., 1860-1945
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33
When the flag is at half mast. Aug'28:46

BOONE, JOHN T., 1860-1945
New home for the aged in Florida (photo) Jan'20:51
(photo) Apr'21:6      May'22:43
Annual report... Sep'22:43
(photo) Oct'22:7      Nov'25:62
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
Personalities (photo) Mar'37:23

Boone, Lavora
The golden afterglow (poem) Jul'39:48

BOONE, NANNIE C
In memoriam. Dec'31:41

BOONE, NORTH CAROLINA
On the "Boone and black bear" trails. Nov'26:55

BOONE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New church at Boone... (photo) Feb'27:38

BOORSTIN, DANIEL J. THE AMERICANS: THE DEMOCRATIC EXPERIENCE
New books. Nov'73:34

Boosinger, Elby Alex
Adult and mission. Jan'65:39
A million missionaries. Feb'66:30
Go and see! May'71:22
Dreams and reality (poem) Sep'71:50

BOOSINGER, ELBY ALEX
News room. Sep'64:39
In brief. Feb'69:35      Jan'71:42
World events (photo) Nov'71:37

BOOSINGER, JOHN WESLEY, 1918-
(married to Pauline Mae Dix Boosinger)
Classroom and campus. Dec'58:33

BOOTE, (MRS. R. E.)
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:45

Bootes, Garfield
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55

BOOTH, (MRS. J. D.) -1956
In memoriam. May'56:35      Jul'56:39

BOOTH, (MRS. O.)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
BOOTH, ALAN. NOT ONLY PEACE
New books. Jun'68:36

BOOTH, DONALD R
Classroom and campus. May'62:34

BOOTH, EDWIN PRINCE. NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES
Book chat. Feb'43:25

BOOTH, ESMA RIDEOUT. BRIGHT PATHWAYS
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40

BOOTH, ESMA RIDEOUT. KALENA
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

BOOTH, ESMA RIDEOUT. NEW MAGIC
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

BOOTH, ESMA RIDEOUT. NYANGA'S TWO VILLAGES
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38

BOOTH, EVANGELINE
quoted. Facts and figures on Prohibition. Jul'32:9

BOOTH, FANNIE WILLIS, -1943
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:33
(photo) Jul'40:14
College notes and news. Sep'40:31
(death) Classroom and campus. Mar'43:33

BOOTH, G
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44

BOOTH, GEORGE
(photo) Aug'30:14

BOOTH, IDELLE
See
BARNETT, IDELLE BOOTH

BOOTH, J R
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41

Booth, Jay N., 1898-1981
His ministry was healing. Mar'73:12

BOOTH, JEAN
(photo) Aug'30:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44 Jul'34:44

Booth, John Henry, 1880-1960
(married to Justitia Corinne Shultz Booth)
Grinding the mill. Feb'19:27
A sky pilot in Oklahoma. Apr'19:31
A long preacher in a long pastorate. Jul'19:48
"That big speckled map." Sep'19:5
The new building... Mar'20:45
A. McLean and our missionary growth. Mar'21:43
Fellowship in sacrifice. Aug'21:10
A bureau of church architecture? Nov'22:8
A simultaneous every-church visitation. Feb'24:11
The greatest year in accomplishment. Aug'24:8
A greater year ahead. Aug'24:9
Financing the new building. Aug'24:14
How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug'25:18
George W. Muckley... Apr'26:26
When two-and-a-half million is not enough. Aug'26:7
How the Brotherhood helped and brotherliness prevailed. Feb'27:36
A cup of priming water. Aug '28:11
The heritage of a leader. Sep '28:40
The year's work in church erection. Aug '29:9
The amenities of building a church. Jan '30:41
Stockton saved. Feb '30:40
Why a bureau of church architecture. Aug '30:6
The miracle of the ten church steeples. Aug '30:13
We want to borrow. Aug '31:11
The headquarters' family suffers a loss. Dec '31:22
Saving churches... Aug '32:5
It's hard to kill a church. Jul '33:9
A new board is launched. Jan '34:25
Heave-ho! Jul '34:7
Business in Christianity. Jul '35:15
He was a good steward. Jan '36:22
Annuities grow in favor. Jul '36:9
M. H. Gray retires. Apr '37:21
Church Extension during 1936. Jul '37:14
A friend in need. Apr '38:14
Fifty years of Church Extension. Jul '38:13
Two decades of Church Extension. Jan '39:24
Church Extension in emergencies. Jul '42:9
Twenty years of Brotherhood service. Jul '43:17
Parsonages. Jul '45:20
Through the years. Jul '48:9

BOOTH, JOHN HENRY, 1880-1960
Glorious Easter results. May '22:6
Headquarters notes. Apr '23:52
Echoes from everywhere. May '23:54
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep '23:52
Booth promoted to Promotion (photo) Dec '23:11
A scandal in your town (photo) Dec '23:37
Headquarters notes. Feb '24:53
(photo) Aug '25:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar '26:51
New head of Church Erection. Apr '26:57
(photo) Aug '26:2 Dec '26:34
(photo no. 20) Apr '27:17
Why I came into church erection. Aug '27:5
(photo) Oct '28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul '29:43
(photo) Oct '29:32
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov '29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. May '30:41
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul '30:39
More leaves from the family album (photo) Aug '30:10
(photo) Aug '30:14
The secretaries elected. Dec '30:6
(photo) Nov '33:24 Jul '34:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan '35:33 Mar '35:40
An enviable record. Jul '35:3
Twenty-five years with Church Extension (photo) Jul '35:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov '35:40
(photo) Jul '36:9
Personalities (photo) Jul '37:16
(photo) Jul '38:13 Jan '39:1,9
Have you met John Booth? (photo) Jul'39:8
(photo) Mar'40:17  Apr'41:2
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:15
(photo) Jul'42:9  Mar'43:20  Apr'46:17
News room. Dec'46:38  May'47:35  Jul'47:34
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
A servant and a leader. May'48:6
On a glorious mission (photo) Jun'48:21
News room.
    Apr'50:40  Feb'52:38  (photo) Oct'57:32
Global highlights.
    (photo) Jul'58:5  Sep'59:7
(death) Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:4
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12
BOOTH, JOHN HENRY, JR
(photo) Aug'30:14
BOOTH, JUSTITIA CORINNE SHULTZ, 1881-1971
(married to John H. Booth)
(photo) Aug'30:14  Jul'35:34
In memoriam. Jul'71:46
BOOTH, MABEL CORINNE
See
BERGESEN, MABEL CORINE BOOTH
BOOTH, MAGGIE, -1950
In memoriam. Nov'50:43
BOOTH, MARJORIE
See
WATKINS, MARJORIE BOOTH
BOOTH, MARY
In memorium. Oct'40:39
BOOTH, NEWELL S. THE CROSS OVER AFRICA
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
BOOTH, OSBORNE, 1895-
(photo) Jul'28:26
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
(photo) Sep'38:31
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:41
College notes and news. Mar'41:31
Classroom and campus.
    Oct'43:26  Sep'46:33  Dec'55:34
    Jan'45:28  Nov'53:30  Jan'56:33
All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:9
BOOTH, OSBORNE. THE CHOSEN PEOPLE
Classroom and campus. Nov'59:32
Book chat. Dec'59:42
BOOTH, WILLIAM
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39
BOOZER, GRACE LEONA HALE, 1901-1975 (married to Henry Boozer)
News room. Jul'59:44
Global highlights (photo) May'62:6
Disciples in the news. Jun'66:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'66:32
Borah, William E
A referendum in 1928. Jul'27:10
BORAM, MARY E., -1954
In memoriam. Apr'54:39
BORDEAUX, MARCY C
   Classroom and campus. Nov'48:30

BORDEN, DELIA
   Memorium. Oct'35:40

BORDERN, (MRS. W. J.)
   Memorium. Nov'35:39

BORDERS, (Married to KARL BORDERS)
   (photo) Dec'24:48        Oct'25:25

Borders, Karl, 1891-1953 (married to Mary Gayle Borders)
   The immediacy of the Russian task. May'20:46
   My year as a Navy Chaplain. Aug'20:32
   A new home for the Russian Church. Sep'20:4
   Beginnings of Brotherhood House. May'21:47
   Making brotherhood a reality in Chicago. Aug'21:38
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61
   The transformation of Solon Avenue. Jan'22:46
   Not Americanization so much as Americans. Feb'22:32
   Short and true from far and near. May'22:48
   Our of the heart of Russia. Dec'22:10
   Echoes from everywhere. May'23:64
   This is Brotherhood House. May'23:back cover
   A Russian pilgrimage. Jul'23:7
   Revolution and religion in Russia. Oct'23:4
   The three graceless. Feb'24:39
   The social settlement. Apr'24:20
   The evangelical church in Russia. May'24:14
   The business of living in the same world. Feb'25:44
   Hitching the Russian bear to a plow. Oct'25:25
   So this is Russia! Jun'26:26
   The art of living together. Dec'26:23

BORDERS, KARL, 1891-1953
   Jan'19:54
   College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
   Notes. Jan'20:60
   (photo) May'20:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:61
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:60
   Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
   The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
   (photo) Dec'24:48
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
   (photo) Oct'25:25        Jun'26:29
   (death) Global highlights. Apr'53:3

Boren, (Mrs. C E)
   What our Bible schools should do. Nov'20:45

BOREN, CARTER EXCELL, 1912-1973
   (photo) Mar'39:32
   Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
   Classroom and campus. Feb'55:31

BORGER, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) May'27:55
   What unusual thing has your society done? Dec'27:47
   Helping churches to walk alone. Jun'30:38
   (photo of parsonage) Jun'43:9

BORGERSEN, BODIL
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:31

BORGSTROM, LORNA JO
Global highlights (photo) Dec'64:4

BORING, EDWIN G
Classroom and campus. Feb'59:36

BORLAND, HAL. PLANTS OF CHRISTMAS
New books. Jan'71:44
Borland, Kathryn Kilby (married to James B. Borland)
The boy who "sees" with his ears. May'68:41

BORMANN, MARTIN
The state of the church. Jun'42:31

BOROB, JORGE
A shining scroll of Christian nationals. Dec'42:16

BOROP, NILES ALFRED, 1877-
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5

BORUFF, JOHN
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
BOSE, (married to Shyam Bhabini Rose)
To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43

BOSE, FREDHA
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53

Bose, Shyam Bhabini
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40

BOSE, SHYAM BHABINI
quoted. Easter in Kulpahar. Jul'28:45

BOSEL PIERRE
(photo) Oct'38:31 Jan'41:13

BOSH, RAY WARREN, 1919-1986
Classroom and campus. Feb'62:32
Disciples in the news. May'67:7

BOSLEY, HAROLD AUGUSTUS, 1907-
quoted. Last column. Feb'61:50
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jan'68:18

BOSLEY, HAROLD A. DOING WHAT IS CHRISTIAN
Book chat. Dec'60:22

BOSLEY, HAROLD A. PREACHING ON CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES
Book chat. Sep'53:17

BOSLEY, HAROLD A. THE QUEST FOR RELIGIOUS CERTAINTY
Book chat. Jun'39:22

BOSLEY, HAROLD A. SERMONS ON GENESIS
Book chat. Dec'58:40

BOSLEY, HAROLD A. WHAT DID THE WORLD COUNCIL SAY TO YOU?
Book chat. May'55:16

BOSMAN, MARY ALICE, -1926
(death) Nov'26:50

BOSOBELE, CONGO
First service in new church building. Dec'46:43
From the Ngiri to the Ubangi. Apr'47:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:36
(photo of drum tower) Mar'60:19
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36
Cities change names! Nov'66:28

BOSODONGO, CONGO
Juapa-Lomela trip. Jul'20:40

BOSS, JOHN "DUKE"
(photo) Jun'69:3
BOSSERMAN, PHILLIP. TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN VALUES AND LEISURE
   New books for the church library. Feb'72:45
BOSSIER CITY, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:21
Bostelmann, Carl John
   Process (poem) Jul'34:24
BOSTICK, SARAH LUE HOWARD, 1868-1948
   (married to Mancil Mathis Bostick)
   Notes. Feb'19:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:48
   Global highlights. Jul'48:4
   Served her race and generation. Nov'49:6
BOSTON, (married to Fred Boston)
   In memoriam. Oct'27:48
BOSTON, DAVID
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:30
Boston, David F
   A church budget... Sep'62:28
   Letters. Jul'66:inside front cover
BOSTON, JACK
   Classroom and campus. Jan'49:30
BOSTON, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Oct'27:5
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
   Note. Apr'20:62
   Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
   Let's wipe out spiritual illiteracy! Nov'28:19
   Christmas Eve on Beacon Hill. Dec'28:54
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:5
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. ST. JAMES ST. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A fresh venture of faith in the Hub City. May'19:31
   Notes. Aug'20:48
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
   Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
BOSTON UNIVERSITY. DISCIPLES CLUB
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   (photo) Jul'26:42
BOSTON UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
   Complimentary documents. Aug'24:53
   Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57
   Glimpses of the religious world. May'27:45
   Oct'28:45
BOSTWICK, LILY MAY (married to James C. Bostwick)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'52:4
BOSUMA, PAUL
   Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations
   (photo) Jun'70:42
   Congo has a new medical school (photo) May'71:20
BOSUMBE PIERRE
   Ummmmh. Jan'48:26
BOSWELL, BEBE, 1886-1971 (married to Zelma Boswell)
   Presenting... (photo) Jun'64:8
BOSWELL, BILL
   (photo) Nov'52:11
BOSWELL, BILL REESER
(ordination) News room. Dec'57:36
BOSWELL, IRA MATTHEWS, 1866-1950
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
Personalities. May'35:17
BOSWELL, MATTIE
(death) May'26:50
Boswell, Nellie (married tothurman Boswell)
Women and world highways. Jul'58:35
BOSWELL, NINA
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:35
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
BOSWELL, THURLA
(photo) Nov'52:11
BOSWELL, THURMAN (married to Nellie Boswell)
Global highlights. Mar'57:4
(photo) Jun'58:18
BOSWORTH, HENRY M
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32
BOSWORTH, OLIVE FANT
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32
BOSWORTH, WILLIAM. THE LONG SEARCH
Book chat. Jun'57:44
BOTELEHER, MATTIE M., 1859-1929
In memoriam. Nov'29:49
BOTELEHO, INOCEECIO
(photo) Jan'40:28
BOTHEL, DAISY
In memoriam. Nov'43:33
BOTHWELL, JEAN. THE HIDDEN TREASURE
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
BOTHWELL, JEAN. LITTLE BOAT BOY
Of many books on India. Jan'47:29
BOTHWELL, JEAN. THE THIRTEENTH STONE
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28
BOTKIN, GLEB. THE WOMAN WHO ROSE AGAIN
Book chat. Nov'37:42
BOTON, ROBERT R.
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
BOTT, G. ERNEST
(photo) Nov'47:3
BOTTEN, (married to Dell Botten)
(death) Nov'21:50
BOTTENFIELD, LETA B
(death) May'19:41
BOTTHOFF, VIDA E
In memoriam. Jan'32:40
BOTTHOF, WALTER E
quoted. The last page. May'42:48
Botting, Jean G
Women and world highways. Mar'55:33
BOTTS, EMMA DIMITT, -1947
In memoriam. Dec'47:35
Botts, Evelyn
Youth and missions. Nov'59:37
BOTTS, EVELYN
(photo) Nov'59:37
Botts, Ida Bassett
Mother's Day (poem) May'39:48
America's peace song (poem) Jul'40:48
Cure for war (poem) Mar'41:42
BOTULI DANIELE
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
BOTUMBU MAATA
What makes a mission station? Feb'40:33
BOTUNA, JEAN
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:38
Bouchard, Tommie Matthews, 1928-1980
(married to Sherry Ann Drennen Bouchard)
Christian service teams help fill a two-fold need. Mar'53:17
Circuit riders on a modern frontier. Nov'59:11
The Afzals find a home. May'73:5
BOUCHARD, TOMMIE MATTHEWS, 1928-1980
News room. Jun'52:38
(photo) Nov'52:10 Mar'53:17
Global highlights. Jul'66:5
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
BOUCHER, ADDIE, -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35
BOUCHER, HATTIE
(death) Mar'21:50
BOUCHER, MAUDE
In memoriam. May'41:39
BOULDER CITY, NEVADA. GRACE COMMUNITY CHURCH
Building men at Boulder Dam. Oct'33:7
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:39,40 Jan'34:40
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:38
Achievements in Home Missions. Apr'35:6
Mountains unscalable (photo) Sep'35:28 (photo of Berean class p. 29)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39 Feb'36:39
A home missions trilogy. Sep'36:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:38 Jan'37:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
 Echoes from everywhere. Jun'37:39 Jan'38:39
BOULDER, COLORADO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BOULDER, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
BOULDER DAM
(photo) Sep'36:28
BOULDER DAM, NEVADA. GRACE COMMUNITY CHURCH
Programs for young people. Sep'39:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'41:38
BOULDING, KENNETH E. THE ORGANIZATIONAL REVOLUTION
Book chat. Apr'53:24
BOULGAKOFF, SERGIUS
Personalities. Oct'37:21
BOULIER, JEAN
Imitating the worst. May'49:5
BOULTON, FRED
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
BOULTON, LOUISE MACKLIN
Six hobbies and a family. Jan'19:31
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42

BOULTON, MILO
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'47:34

BOULWARE, LOIS
Classroom and campus. May'47:32

BOUMAN, H. J. A.
Global highlights. Dec'60:6

BOUQUET, A. C. EVERYDAY LIFE IN NEW TESTAMENT TIMES
Book chat. Nov'54:40

BOURDETTE, WESLEY R
News room. May'61:32
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15 (photo p. 16)
News room. Jul'63:42
Global highlights (photo) Dec'63:5

BOURLAND, E B
(photo) Mar'24:28
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44

BOURLAND, SALLIE E. -1946
In memorium. Sep'46:39

BOURNE, (MRS. H. K.) -1958
In memoriam. Nov'58:37

Bourne, Anna Ruth Dobyns, 1855-1942
Religious drama... Oct'29:21

BOURNE, ANNA RUTH DOBYNS, 1855-1942
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33

Bourne, Catherine
Letters. Sep'65:46

BOURNE, REUBEN
No time to grow old (photo) Dec'56:9

BOURQUIN, DORA
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:3

BOUTO PROSPER
Congo has a new medical school (photo) May'71:20

BOUTWELL, (MRS. LLOYD R)
Who follows in their train (photo) Feb'19:49

BOUTWELL, ELIZABETH K
Apr'19:62

BOUTWELL, LLOYD R., 1889?-1918
Who follows in their train (photo) Feb'19:49
(death) Feb'19:51
Notes. Apr'19:62
With the men who died in the war. Oct'20:13

BOUTWELL, LLOYD R., JR.
Who follows in their train (photo) Feb'19:49

BOUYER, LOUIS. CHRISTIAN INITIATION
Book chat. Oct'60:42

BOUYER, LOUIS. THE SPIRIT AND FORMS OF PROTESTANTISM
New books. Feb'65:39

BOVARD, WILLIAM
(photo) Nov'26:33

BOW, RUSSELL. THE INTEGRITY OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
New books. Sep'68:36

BOWDEN, (MRS. C. A.) -1950
In memoriam. Jan'51:37

BOWDEN, BETTY
News room. Jan'48:32

BOWDEN, CORA
(photo) Nov'48:7

BOWDEN, GILBERT
(photo) Oct'23:51

Bowden, Henry Gilbert, 1877-1940
(married to Mary Anderson Bowden)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:63
Introducing men to Jesus Christ. Feb'22:15

BOWDEN, HENRY GILBERT, 1877-1940
Men and Millions Movement (photo) May'19:59
quoted. The 1922 Pre-Easter plans and program. Feb'22:4
Men and Millions Movement. Sep'22:55
A prophetic document which made history. Jun'23:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Goes to Texas. Jul'26:56
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:53
T.C.U. gets Bowden (photo) Nov'26:38
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:41

BOWDEN, LULU, -1953 (married to Cleve Bowden)
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

BOWDEN, MARY ANDERSON
See
PENDERY, MARY ANDERSON BOWDEN

BOWDEN, PERRY
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30

BOWEN, (married to Carroll F. Bowen) -1946
In memoriam. Sep'46:39

BOWEN, BESSIE SCOVILLE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33

BOWEN, BETSY
See

HOBGOOD, BETSY BOWEN

BOWEN, CATHERINE DRINKER. YANKEE FROM OLYMPUS
Book chat. Jul'44:17

BOWEN, DANE
Mexican summer (photo) Jul'49:10

BOWEN, ELEANOR C
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:30

BOWEN, EUNICE PUGH, -1964
In memoriam. Jan'65:37

Bowen, Frank Lincoln, 1866-1938
(married to Mary E. Nichols Bowen)
Belmont Ave. and Church Extension. Jul'20:32
The Kansas City plan and church extension. Aug'23:30
William Franklin Richardson. Aug'25:22

BOWEN, FRANK LINCOLN, 1866-1938
(photo) Mar'24:26
The triumph of four decades (photo) Jun'38:22

BOWEN, FREDERICK J
(photo) May'22:45

BOWEN, HOWARD R. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BUSINESS MAN
Book chat. Jul'53:16

Bowen, Hilary Thomas, 1896-1986
Our tragic blindness. Nov'39:29
National sovereignty and the body international. Mar'40:18

BOWEN, HILARY THOMAS, 1896-1986

169
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'28:41

BOWEN, HOLLY (married to Robert Bowen)
World events (photo) Jul'73:37

Bowen, J A
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50

Bowen, Kenneth Blount, 1889-1961 (married to Onnolee Avery Bowen)
The man who sees stars. Jun'32:17
The economic order. Nov'37:23
Religious education at Denver. Nov'38:10
Is it well with the young man? Oct'42:10

BOWEN, KENNETH BLOUNT, 1889-1961
(photo) Mar'24:40
Personalities. May'35:17
(photo) Sep'37:5
The threshold (photo) Nov'37:2
Personalities. Dec'37:17
(photo) Nov'38:10 Jun'41:16 Oct'42:42
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30 Sep'48:30
News room. Nov'48:47
(death) News room. Sep'61:38

BOWEN, LINA C., -1949
In memoriam. Sep'49:37

BOWEN, MARGARET
(death) May'24:51

BOWEN, MARY E. NICHOLS, 1867-1945
(married to Frank Lincoln Bowen)
The triumph of four decades. Jun'38:22

BOWEN, ONNOLEE AVERY, 1900-1973 (married to Kenneth B. Bowen)
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:14
(photo) Jul'52:23

BOWEN, ROBERT (married to Holly Bowen)
World events (photo) Jul'73:37

Bowen, Thaddeus Hassell, 1893-1965
Great preaching is not dead! Feb'33:7
Book reviews. Sep'63:44

BOWEN, THADDEUS HASSELL, 1893-1965
(photo) Feb'33:7
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
Personalities. May'35:17
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
Classroom and campus.
Sep'52:32 Sep'55:30 Jul'63:36

BOWEN, TIMOTHY WASHINGTON, 1898-
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

BOWEN, TREvor. DIVINE WHITE RIGHT
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43

BOWEN MEMORIAL RESIDENCE (KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI)
Global highlights. Jun'60:7

BOWER, ADELE
See
BUNN, ADELE BOWER

Bower, Clark A., 1871-1964 (married to Cora Bower)
By the side of the Lincoln Highway. Feb'22:56

BOWER, CLARK A., 1871-1964
Notes. Apr'20:60
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BOWER, ETHEL ADELE
See
OLIVER, ETHEL ADELE BOWER

BOWER, JO ANNA
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32

BOWER, LORETTA KAY, 1950-
(birth) News room. Jun'50:34

BOWER, MATTIE, -1948
In memoriam. Nov'48:37

BOWER, PORTER
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:7

BOWER, ROBERT. SOLVING MARRIAGE PROBLEMS
New books. Oct'72:33

BOWER, RUTH
(photo) Oct'42:42

BOWER, W D
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42

Bower, William Clayton, 1878-1982
How the lessons for our Sunday Schools are provided. Nov'19:6
Resolution... Dec'21:28
The next steps in religious education. Nov'22:4
Dr. Vernon Stauffer. Sep'25:54
As the Baptists see us. Jan'30:19
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42 May'33:21
Adult education for modern life. Jun'38:21

BOWER, WILLIAM CLAYTON, 1878-1982
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Oct'22:55 Apr'23:54 Apr'24:52 May'24:54
(photo) Apr'25:52
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'26:42 Jun'26:42 Oct'26:56
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
quoted. What they said (photo) Nov'34:19
(photo) Nov'34:33
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
(photo) Jun'38:21 Mar'39:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
(photo) Apr'49:20
Disciple doers. Oct'50:19
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'62:31
quoted. Three lives of a student minister. Oct'62:11
Classroom and campus (photo) May'66:35

BOWER, WILLIAM CLAYTON. CHRIST AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Book chat. Jun'43:10

BOWER, WILLIAM CLAYTON. CHURCH AND STATE IN EDUCATION
Book chat. May'44:21

BOWER, WILLIAM CLAYTON. THE CHURCH AT WORK IN THE MODERN WORLD
Book chat. Jan'36:21

BOWER, WILLIAM CLAYTON. THE CURRICULUM OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43
Book chat. Nov'33:12

BOWER, WILLIAM CLAYTON. THE DISCIPLES AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
book chat. Dec'36:24
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
Congo church "persists." Jan'65:48
Missionary register. Nov'65:48
In brief. Nov'72:40

BOWERS, VERNON HOWARD (married to Ellamae Owens Bowers)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'57:6
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47 (photo p. 48)

Bowie, Walter Russell
Prayer of the immigrants (poem) Nov'34:48

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'26:45        Sep'28:36

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. THE BIBLE STORY
Book chat. Nov'52:38

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. LIFT UP YOUR HEARTS
Book chat. Apr'57:40

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. THE LIVING STORY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Dec'59:42

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. PREACHING
Book chat. Jul'54:12

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. THE RENEWING GOSPEL
Book chat. Mar'36:11

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. THE STORY OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Dec'41:22

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. THE STORY OF THE CHURCH
Book chat. Jan'56:41

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. WHERE YOU FIND GOD
New books. Jun'68:36

BOWIE, WALTER RUSSELL. WHICH WAY AHEAD?
Book chat. May'43:25

BOWIE, ARIZONA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An American missionary. May'23:7

BOWLER, ALIDA C
On the social battle front. Jan'34:13

BOWLES, (MRS. W. D.)
In memoriam. Nov'37:39

BOWLES, CHESTER
Global highlights. Jul'63:4

BOWLES, CHESTER. AMBASSADOR'S REPORT
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

BOWLES, CLARA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44

Bowles, Estella
guiding growing girls. Mar'38:14

Bowles, Jean Kercheval (married to Donald Bowles)
About persons in special need. Jun'62:41
Chain of prayer grows. Feb'63:44
Women on world highways. Sep'63:37
India's school in the clouds. Mar'65:19
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40

BOWLES, JEAN KERCHEVAL
News room. Mar'60:40        Sep'63:42
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34

Bowles, Luanne J
The dramatic story of Fisk. Sep'36:20

Bowles, William E
From polite answers to thinking on church vocations.
May'69:10
BOWLIN, ELLEN B
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41

BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jan'19:7

BOWLING GREEN, VIRGINIA. ANTIOCH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:15

BOWLSBY, JENNIE
In memorium. Sep'36:39

BOWMAN, (MRS. A. R.)
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51

BOWMAN, (married to E. M. Bowman)
Jan'19:54
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
(photo) Jul'25:15 Dec'37:33
The threshold. Jul'42:2

BOWMAN, BESSIE HOPPER (married to James Bowman)
Women and world highways (photo) Nov'58:35

BOWMAN, CARRIE, -1953
In memoriam. Oct'53:33

BOWMAN, DAVID J
World events. Jun'69:37

BOWMAN, ELVA, -1956
In memoriam. Dec'56:37

BOWMAN, ERNEST L
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33

Bowman, Ernest McDonald, 1863-1942
As a man giveth. Mar'23:4

BOWMAN, ERNEST McDONALD, 1863-1942
Jan'19:54
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
(photo) Jul'25:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31
Personalities (photo) Feb'37:14
(photo) Dec'37:33
(death) The threshold (photo) Mar'42:2

Bowman, Esther Treudley
One memory that will endure. Jul'23:15
With trumpet and drum. Mar'24:11
Not that they serve... Apr'24:25
New York looks ahead. Feb'28:36

BOWMAN, HEATH. MEXICAN ODYSSEY
Book chat. Mar'37:44

BOWMAN, LAURA, -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47:37

BOWMAN, MARTHA NELL
(photo) Mar'43:16
Bowman, Mary O. Sheldrake (Married to Willard Bowman)
Christmas Eve on Beacon Hill. Dec'28:54

BOWMAN, MARY O. SHELDRAKE
Religious education is their profession (photo) Sep'23:33
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Mar'25:44 Jul'30:33 Oct'30:34 Jul'34:41
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
BOWMAN, MYRTLE, -1953
In memoriam. Sep'53:35

BOWMAN, WILLARD (married to Mary O. Sheldrake Bowman)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44

Bowring, John
In the Cross of Christ I glory (poem) Apr'33:11

BOWSER, (MRS. B. F.) -1947
In memoriam. Jan'48:37

BOWSER, BRUCE
World events (photo) Mar'71:36

BOWSER, CONNIE
In memorium. Mar'37:39

BOWSHER, KAY
(photo) Jan'58:22

BOWYER, MARY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44

BOXLEY, JOHN R
(note) Nov'29:1

BOY SCOUTS
See also
SCOUTS AND SCOUTING
The Boy Scout movement in the church. Jul'19:24
(photo) Jul'19:52
Boys Scouts of Hebron, Nebraska (photo) Aug'19:28
Starting the Boy Scouts in a community. Aug'20:20
Scouting in Harda. Mar'23:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50
China is moving (photo of Wuhu, China, Boy Scout troups)
Jun'26:55
The return of the scouts. May'27:54
Good scouts in India make for brotherhood. Nov'27:42
Two Filipino Christians. Mar'28:35
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:36
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45
Livengood news. Oct'29:57
Gaily colored turbans waved. Dec'29:31 (photos p. 32)
A factory for making men (photos) Dec'29:58
The Gospel of the "Good turn." Aug'30:30
New vocabularies—new pleasures. Jun'31:13
Damoh takes more steps in advance (photos) May'32:29

BOYAKA (married to Boyaka Peter)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'62:36
In brief (photo) Jul'71:42
(photo) Oct'71:11

BOYAKA PETRO
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'62:36
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
(photo) Jun'69:front cover
The cover. Jun'69:4
In brief. Nov'70:38 (photo) Jul'71:42
Overseas leaders welcomed (photo) Oct'71:11
A two-day "visit" to Africa (photo) Jun'72:28

Boyard, William S
Religious education in the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Nov'24:28
BOYCE, ETHEL K
Fall activities of our colleges. Dec'31:33
Boyce, Henry
Letters. Nov'72:4
BOYCE, MYRNA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
BOYD, (married to Donald Boyd)
Circulation corner (photo) Nov'45:inside front cover
BOYD, (MRS. E. L.)
(photo) Nov'25:50 Dec'27:14
BOYD, ADA
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jan'21:36
(photo) Dec'23:inside front cover
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
When women pioneered (photo) Mar'28:18
(photo) Mar'28:32
BOYD, AZILE MAY, 1900-1964 (married to Carl M. Boyd)
(death) News room. Jul'64:34
BOYD, BARBARA
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30
BOYD, BYRON BEN
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
Boyd, Carl Milton, 1900-1987 (married to Azile May Boyd)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:33
Following the serviceman. Dec'52:20
For more than bread. Nov'59:15
BOYD, CARL MILTON, 1900-1987
News room. Feb'51:39
Crusade progress (photo) Apr'51:26
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3
News room. (photo) Mar'52:32 Jun'52:38
(photo) Jul'52:24
News room. May'53:39
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
American troops are serving well. Oct'54:28
News room. Dec'54:40
Global highlights. Jul'55:4
News room. May'56:38 (photo) Sep'56:30
Military service and the church's task. Oct'56:17
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'58:5
News room.
Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:28
Boyd, Charles Newton
A Christmas wish (poem) Dec'35:48
BOYD, CHARLES NEWTON. THE ORGANIST AND THE CHOIRMASTER
Book chat. Oct'36:43
BOYD, DELLA
In memoriam. May'28:48
BOYD, E L
(photo) Nov'25:50 Dec'27:14
Boyd, Edna McGuire, 1899- (married to John B. Boyd)
Women and world highways. Feb'54:30
Pedro plays baseball. Oct'64:32
Letters. Nov'66:41
BOYD, EDNA McGUIRE, 1899- (photo) Feb'54
  BOYD, EDNA McGUIRE. PUERTO RICO, BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE
    New books. Oct'64
BOYD, J O
  Classroom and campus. Dec'51: May'52:30
BOYD, JAMES
  (photo) Sep'30:19
Boyd, James D
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
Boyd, Joseph D
  An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:7
BOYD, JOSEPH DAVID, 1895-1957
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
  New field worker (photo) Dec'25:37
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
Boyd, Lois Rogers, 1913- (married to Opha Samuel Boyd)
  Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
  The Chaplain runs a Sunday School. Apr'62:28
  Should the church help mother go to work? Jul'63:29
BOYD, LOIS ROGERS, 1913-
  Youth and missions (photo) Jun'52:35
  (photo) Nov'50:26
  Christian educators look ahead (photo) Apr'55:18
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'61:8
  (photo) Apr'62:28
BOYD, MALCOLM
  Strasbourg--a note of impatience and urgency (photo)
    May'61:13
BOYD, MALCOLM. FREE TO LIVE, FREE TO DIE
  New books. Jan'68:39
Boyd, Marjorie
  Africans in our church. Feb'69:20
BOYD, MARVIN L
  Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31
BOYD, NINA HALE, -1945
  In memoriam. Dec'45:37
BOYD, NORA EDNA
  In memoriam. Mar'28:60
Boyd, S Ida
BOYDEN, BECKY
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'63:32
BOYELA LOUISE (married to Mpeta Joseph)
  Congo widow takes her stand (photo) Jun'65:18
BOYER, (MRS. D. W.)
  In memoriam. Nov'33:39
BOYER, (married to John M. Boyer)
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:45
  (death) Sep'36:46
Boyer, Beatrice Alexander, 1888-
  (married to Elmer G. Boyer)
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:59
  A glimpse of Congo. Mar'24:38
  Such words help. Sep'24:1
  Trekking through Africa. Sep'24:38
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
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Nothing could quench their joy. Oct'26:42
A stillness that is never still. Jan'27:35
Christian Endeavor in Africa. Feb'28:50
Evangelizing in Africa. Mar'28:38
Seeing Africa by moonlight. Nov'29:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:49
Bicycling through Congo. Oct'34:28
The man who changed the world. May'38:33
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'39:38    Apr'40:39    Nov'40:38

BOYER, BEATRICE ALEXANDER, 1888-
(photo) Jun'21:8
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
News room. Jul'42:43
(photo) Jul'44:34
First itineration experience in Congo. Mar'47:29
(photo) Jul'52:26

BOYER, CLAYTON HAROLD, 1940- (married to Sally Crawford Boyer)
Classroom and campus (photo)
Dec'62:34    Nov'64:35

Boyer, Elmer George, 1891-1973
(married to Beatrice Alexander Boyer)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:64    Feb'40:39
A Congo music teacher. Jun'45:28
Advances in Wema. Jun'46:48

BOYER, ELMER GEORGE, 1891-1973
(photo) Jun'21:8
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
News room. Jul'42:43
(photo) Jul'44:34
First itineration experience in Congo. Mar'47:29
(photo) Jul'52:26
They have lived and served (photo) Sep'56:25

BOYER, MERLE WILLIAM. EVERYMAN'S ADVENTURE
Book chat. Jun'47:21

BOYER, RUTH
(photo) Jun'44:23

BOYER, SALLY CRAWFORD (married to Clay Boyer)
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'62:34

BOYER, SARAH, -1954
In memoriam. Sep'54:35

Boyer, Thomas A
The best in the city. Jan'20:43

BOYERS, ETHEL ELIZABETH, -1963
In memoriam. Nov'63:44

BOYLAN, HELEN H
In memoriam. Jun'45:33

BOYLES, MARVIN A
When churches stay in the inner city (photo) Feb'73:18

BOYNTON, EDWIN CURTIS, 1871-1949
(photo) Mar'24:47
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:40

BOYNTON, HARRY T., -1955

Boynton, Leonard William, 1910-
The Crusade is on the way! Mar'47:16

BOYNTON, LEONARD WILLIAM, 1910-
(photo) Mar'47:16
Global highlights. Oct'49:4
Evangelistic campaign. Dec'60:49

BOYS
See also
BOY SCOUTS
CHILDREN
Boys only, but Lotumbe boys. Jan'22:47
Our boys a great national asset. Sep'24:21
Lost--a boy! Nov'27:28
A lawyer has a word for the fathers of sons. Jun'30:29
What is a boy? Jun'51:47
Boys find faith in church camps. Jan'72:34

Boyte, Robert Howard, 1930-
Congregations urged to study and respond to Plan of Union.
Feb'72:39
Church union: responsible realism. Jun'73:23

BOYTE, ROBERT HOWARD, 1930-
Classroom and campus. Jan'55:32
In brief (photo) Dec'71:37
(photo) Nov'73:32

BOZOO, WEST VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Apr'49:48

Braaten, Carl
Easter vision. Apr'73:20

BRACE, MARY MARGARET
Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32

BRACHER, MARJORIE LOUISE. LOVE IS NOT LUXURY
Book chat. May'52:40

BRACKEBUSCH, BONNIE
Classroom and campus (photo) May'57:29

BRACKE, AURELIA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32

BRACKE, ROSA BROWN, -1960
...resigns. Sep'38:44
(photo) Nov'38:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'54:37

BRADBURY, J T
(photo) Mar'24:49

BRADBURY, JOHN W. HASTENING THE DAY OF GOD
Book chat. Sep'53:41

BRADDOCK, ROBERTA I
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42

BRADEN, (married to Thomas G. Braden)
In memoriam. Mar'43:39
BRADEN, (MRS. W. H.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32

Braden, Arthur Wayne, 1881-1964
The Bible school as an evangelistic agency. Feb'22:12
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:29
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:27

BRADEN, ANTHONY WAYNE, 1881-1964
Notes. Feb'19:48
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
(photo) Jan'25:32
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:43
(photo) Jan'27:29
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
News from the Board of Education and the cooperating
colleges (photo) Mar'30:40
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 21) Jan'31:25,24
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
(photo) Nov'35:24
The threshold. Jan'38:2
College happenings. Jan'38:31
(photo) Sep'42:9

BRADEN, ARTHUR WAYNE, 1917- (married to Gayle Anderson)
Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:31
Classroom and campus. Apr'60:33

BRADEN, CHARLES SAMUEL. MAN'S QUEST FOR SALVATION
Book chat. Feb'42:23

BRADEN, CHARLES SAMUEL. MODERN TENDENCIES IN WORLD RELIGIONS
Speaking of books. Jun'33:34

BRADEN, CHARLES SAMUEL. THE WORLD'S RELIGIONS
Book chat. Jul'39:26 Feb'59:24

BRADEN, CLYDE
(ordination) Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45

BRADEN, CORA G. YOHO, 1880-1970 (married to Arthur Braden)
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40

Braden, Edna Earle
Seattle, the beautiful (poem) Aug'29:back cover

BRADEN, GAYLE ANDERSON, 1920- (married to Arthur Wayne Braden)
Classroom and campus. Apr'60:33

Braden, Samuel Barton, 1876-1957
Kansas University Bible Chair. May'23:51
Bible study... Oct'23 - Aug'24 p. 48
Education without religion? Jan'24:28
Finding Christ for the Red Man. Feb'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51

BRADEN, SAMUEL BARTON, 1876-1957
(photo) May'23:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:53
(photo) Aug'23:54 Mar'24:57
When college girls join hands. Apr'24:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:49
News from the Board of Education and the cooperating
colleges. Mar'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
(photo no. 9) Jan'31:25,24

BRADEN, SAMUEL R
(photo) Jan'21:20

BRADEN, THOMAS G., -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35

BRADFORD, (MRS. B. J.)
A bit of history (photo) Jan'23:50

BRADFORD, (MRS. G. J.)
Pioneering in Montana (photo) Apr'24:46

BRADFORD, BENJAMIN, JR.
The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28

BRADFORD, G. J
Pioneering in Montana (photo) Apr'24:46

BRADFORD, GAMALIEL. D. L. MOODY
Speaking of books. Apr'28:43

Bradford, George Franklin, 1870–1948
My experiences as stewardship and tithing evangelist.
Feb'21:21
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:36
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60

BRADFORD, GEORGE FRANKLIN, 1870–1948
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
A church with more tithers than members. Jul'22:53
Correction. Sep'22:60

BRADFORD, JAMES O., JR. 1934–
Four churches enroll in EHP (photo) Nov'61:46

BRADFORD, JOHN E
(photo) Dec'31:32

BRADFORD, MARTHA T.
In memoriam. Jan'30:49

BRADFORD, SAMANTHA
(death) Jan'24:50

BRADLEY, (MRS. O. L.)
Fifty remarkable years (photo) Apr'33:30

BRADLEY, ANNA FRANCES
(photo) May'23:34

BRADLEY, BEULAH
(photo) Jan'21:17

Bradley, Dwight J
The Disciples (poem) Jan'28:24
Let your own light shine. Dec'42:inside front cover

BRADLEY, DWIGHT J
News room (photo) Jul'54:42

BRADLEY, E. J
(photo) Mar'24:17

BRADLEY, EDITH MARIE, -1960 (married to Walter R. Bradley)
In memoriam. May'60:35

BRADLEY, FRANK
(photo) Jan'41:34

Bradley, J. H
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60

BRADLEY, KENNETH M
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50

BRADLEY, MARY (married to Omar N. Bradley)
Beneath the spire. May'50:4

BRADLEY, OMAR NELSON, 1893– (married to Mary Bradley)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'50:4
A General challenges our age. Feb'58:10

BRADLEY, PRESTON. LIFE AND YOU
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29

BRADLEY, ROBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'56:29
Bradley, Sidney R., 1896-1951
Lending money--plus. Mar'35:29

BRADLEY, SIDNEY R., 1896-1951
(photo) Jun'30:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
(photo) Mar'35:29
quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention...Nov'35:24
(photo) Jul'39:8

BRADNER, CLEVELAND JOHN, JR., 1917-
Classroom and campus. Oct'52:30

Bradney, Leta
Women and world highways. May'60:31
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
Women on world highways. Dec'63:33
Adults and mission. Nov'64:38 May'65:38

BRADNEY, LETA
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33
News room. Jan'60:32 Oct'64:34

Bradshaw, A J
Hitherto has Jehovah helped us. Mar'22:47

BRADSHAW, AUBREY S
Classroom and campus. Jan'44:25 Sep'47:32

Bradshaw, James Clinton, 1916-1961
A church builds its budget. Oct'57:19
Disciples in territories. Apr'58:21
Latins among us. Oct'60:17
How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:20
Adults and mission. Jan'62:36

BRADSHAW, JAMES CLINTON, 1916-1961
Global highlights (photo) Mar'57:3
Dear Brad... (photo) Apr'57:19
They work for you. (photo) Jan'58:23
They work for you. Feb'58:21
(photo) Apr'60:19
quoted. Home missions--our heritage and horizons (photo)
Jun'60:23
The call to Alaska (photo) Apr'61:29
(photo) Jul'61:21
(death) Global highlights (photo) Feb'62:4
(death) J. Clinton Bradshaw. Feb'62:9

BRADSHAW, JANICE
See
HARRISON, JANICE BRADSHAW

BRADSHAW, JOHN
(photo) Feb'23:34

BRADSHAW, JOSEPHINE, 1883-1952
News room. Mar'51:40

BRADSHAW. MARION
(photo) Feb'23:34
Bradshaw, Vinton David, 1922-- (married to Martha June Bradshaw)
Soil, souls and society. May'57:11

BRADSHAW, VINTON DAVID, 1922--
News room (photo) Dec'47:30
(ordination) Classroom and campus. May'48:30
For adult missionary study. Sep'50:35
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:16
News room. May'51:38
For adult mission study. Oct'51:34
News room. Dec'53:30
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'56:36
(photo) May'57:11
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'58:8
Preparing ministers for today's rural churches (photo)
May'58:20
Classroom and campus. Dec'58:32
Appalachian south. Mar'60:44
Classroom and campus. Feb'62:32
Seminary students have changed. Jan'63:23

BRADWAY, ANNA S
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44

BRADY, (MRS. C. A.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
In memoriam. Aug'30:41

BRADY, (MRS. C. M.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'38:2

BRADY, (MRS. R. F.)
News room. Oct'44:28

BRADY, BETTIE BELLE, -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47:37

Brady, Brenda
Life (poem) Jan'72:24

BRADY, C A
(photo) Dec'24:34

Brady, Edna Caldwell, 1900--
(married to Richard F. Brady)
The Bradys at work. Dec'29:63
Children sense so much. Jun'39:29
We play together. Mar'40:34

BRADY, EDNA CALDWELL, 1900--
(photo) Nov'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35
(photo)
May'29:48  Mar'30:45  Jan'31:19  Dec'32:suppl:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
News room. Jun'46:45

BRADY, EUNICE MARIE
(photo) May'29:48

BRADY, JOYCE ELAINE, 1927--
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:25
(photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40

BRADY, JUNE, 1913-1969 (married to Kenneth Brady)
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34

BRADY, MARILYN JEAN, 1937--
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
We play together (photo) Mar'40:34
BRADY, NEAL CALDWELL, 1926-
(photo) Mar'30:49
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:25
(photo p. 24)
News room. Mar'43:34
Brady, Richard Freeman, 1902-1967
(married to Edna Caldwell Brady)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35
Dr. Francisco Arzaga. Feb'30:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:38
BRADY, RICHARD FREEMAN, 1902-1967
(photo) Nov'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35
(photo) May'29:48
The Bradys at work. Dec'29:63
(photo)
Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19 Dec'32:suppl:5
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'34:41 Jul'34:41 Sep'34:45 Apr'38:30
(photo) Oct'41:11 Feb'42:15
Miracles you paid for. Feb'42:26
News room. May'42:40 Oct'44:28 Jun'46:45
In memoriam. May'67:46
BRAGA, ERASMO
(photo) Jul'25:14
Christian work in South America (photo) Aug'25:27
(photo) May'28:23
(death) Two leaders pass. Jul'32:4
BRAGG, (MRS. J. D.)
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33
BRAGGS, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Mar'49:48
BRAILLE
Scriptures in Spanish braille. Feb'50:43
Books into Braille. Oct'59:46
Global highlights. Dec'62:5
BRAILLE PRINTING PRESS (LOS ANGELES)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
BRAINARD, ELEANOR HOLSTON. BROKEN GUNS
Book chat. Jan'38:33
BRAINARD, FRANK E
In brief. Jun'70:39
BRAINERD, DAVID
An epistle to the churches. Nov'21:34
BRAISTED, PAUL J
The threshold. Dec'37:2
BRAKPOL, SOUTH AFRICA
Echoes from everywhere (photo of church interior) Jun'47:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
Braley, Berton
Ante-Volstead saloon days... (poem) Oct'32:48
BRALEY, GRACE EMMA MADDEN, 1910-1989?
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
Bramhall, Marjorie
Letters. Apr'69:45
BRAMMER, MARY GILLILAND, -1947
  Classroom and campus. Dec'47:28
BRANCH, A. A.
  Classroom and campus. Jan'63:33
Branch, Anna Hempstead
  The monk in the kitchen (poem) Jul'50:36
Branch, Beatrice
  Brothers (poem) Nov'68:49
  Wisdom (poem) Feb'69:42
  Three in one (poem) Jul'69:46
  Space age (poem) May'70:18
  Unaccountable (poem) Nov'70:48
  That first Christmas night (poem) Dec'70:25
  No alibi (poem) Jan'72:inside back cover
  Judgement (poem) Apr'72:37
  No alibi (poem) Jan'73:14
BRANCH, HELEN
  Interracial fellowship in Berkeley. Nov'24:38
BRANCH, M F (photo) Sep'30:18
BRANCH, MINOR G
  From college towers. Mar'35:44
BRANCH, ROSE H. (married to A. A. Branch)
  Tougaloo--Mississippi's "most needed" college (photo) Apr'57:25
BRANCHES OF THE BANYAN
  Read about India! Dec'63:41
BRAND, NORA ALICE
  In memoriam. Sep'44:33
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
  Global highlights (photo of model of chapel) Jul'54:2
BRANDENBURG, KENNETH E
  In brief. Dec'73:40
BRANDENBURG, WILLIAM A., JR.
  College notes and news. Sep'40:31
  (photo) Nov'40:32
  Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
  Classroom and campus. Dec'49:31
Brandenfels, John Fred, 1936-
  (married to Lois Aydelott Brandenfels)
  Ministry to the almost-forgotten men. Jul'65:32
BRANDENFELS, JOHN FRED, 1936-
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:5
  Missionary register. Jul'65:46
  (photo) Apr'67:38
  World events. Mar'69:35
  In brief. Apr'69:39
BRANDENFELS, LOIS AYDELOTT, 1936-
  (married to J. Fred Brandenfels)
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:5
  Missionary register. Jul'65:46
  (photo) Apr'67:38
  World events. Mar'69:33
  In brief. Apr'69:39
BRANDON, CLARA
  In memorium. Sep'40:39
Brandon, Larry
A spiritual view of farmer and soil. Jul'48:13

BRANDON, LARRY
(photo) Jul'48:13

BRANDON, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46

BRANDT, (married to Larry Brandt)
(photo) Feb'71:30,31

Brandt, Grace Lee, 1881-1968 (married to John Lincoln Brandt)
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50

BRANDT, GRACE LEE, 1881-1968
quoted. The threshold. Oct'33:2

BRANDT, JAMES H
In brief. May'72:40

Brandt, John Lincoln, 1860-1946
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46

BRANDT, JOHN LINCOLN, 1860-1946
(photo) Mar'24:26 Dec'24:34
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13

BRANDT, JOHN LINCOLN, JR.
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13

BRANDT, WALTER I. LUTHER'S WORKS. VOL. 45
Book chat. Sep'62:24

BRANHAM, (MRS. T. A.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'39:inside front cover
In memoriam. May'40:39

BRANHAM, BOB
Classroom and campus. Feb'55:31

BRANHAM, E L
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:53

BRANIC, F M
(photo) Mar'24:39

BRANNEN, NOAH S. SOKKA GAKKAI, JAPAN'S MILITANT BUDDHISTS
New books. Jun'69:28

Brash, Alan A
Miracles through compassion. Apr'59:47
"Unfinished" task in Asia. Jul'61:33

BRASH, ALAN A
Compassion in the "Stinking mud." Dec'59:30
World events. Dec'69:38

BRASHEARS, RICK
Youth and the world mission. Mar'68:32

BRASHEER, MAUD HAMILTON, -1969
In memoriam. Jan'70:43

BRASHER, ELIZA TULL
(death) Jul'23:54

BRASKAMP, BERNARD
(photo) Jul'60:16

BRASTED, ALVA
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3

BRATCHER, ROBERT G.
World events (photo) Jun'70:37
The word for today's world (photo) Apr'73:31

BRAUCH, ELIZABETH
(death) Nov'21:50

BRAUER, JERALD C. THE WESTMINSTER DICTIONARY OF CHURCH HISTORY
New resources. Jul'72:49

BRAUER, MAX
Hope in German co-ops. Feb'44:18

Braun, Theodore
Peacemaking--an exciting business. May'64:12

BRAUN, THEODORE
Global highlights. Apr'51:4

BRAUN, THEODORE A. CALLED TO BE
Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39

Braun, Willys K
Letters. Jul'68:49

BRAVO, JOE
(photo) Feb'56:14

Braxton, H. Galt, 1881-1973
First call of the U.C.M.S. Nov'20:42

BRAXTON, H. GALT, 1881-1973
Notes. Feb'20:62
Disciple commends rector. Oct'39:4
(photo) Jun'43:4

BRAY, JOYCE
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover

BRAY, NEAL
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover

BRAYBOY, DANIEL C., 1879-1937
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51

Braymer, (married to George Braymer, Jr.)
Letters. May'67:inside front cover
Letters. Apr'69:4

BRAYNE, F L. SOCRATES IN AN INDIAN VILLAGE
Speaking of books. Nov'29:44

BRAZAVILLE, CONGO
On the way to Bolenge. Feb'25:58

BRAZELTON, HOWARD J., -1921
(death) Oct'21:64

BRAZIER, ARTHUR M. BLACK SELF-DETERMINATION
New books. Nov'69:28

BRAZIL
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'26:58
Missionary illustrations...
Nov'27:52 Feb'29:42 Apr'29:41
Special correspondence from the River Plate Republics.
Apr'29:44
Let's go sailing down to Rio! Apr'32:17
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37
The future of missions in Latin America. Mar'41:14
The state of the church. May'42:31
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
Religion at work. Jun'45:35
Global highlights. Jan'47:4
"Each one teach one" in Brazil. Apr'47:45
Global highlights. Sep'48:2 Jun'52:3
Colonization in Brazil launched by World Council. Jul'53:43
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'53:37
Kagawa studies Brazil. Jun'54:44
The very thing you need. Dec'59:28
Old Believers make a home. Dec'59:45
Global highlights. Jan'60:5
What price cooperation? Jul'61:11
Old Believers. Jul'61:49
Global highlights. Sep'62:5
Direct line. Jun'69:32
Churches respond to human need in Brazil. Feb'70:12
Direct line. May'71:31
Straddling tow cultures. May'72:42
In brief. Jul'72:41
Direct line. Feb'73:45
Hope and stark reality in Brazil. Dec'73:19

BRAZIL CHRISTIAN MISSION
Global highlights. Jul'61:5
What price cooperation? Jul'61:11

BRAZIL--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
The Christ of the Andes. Feb'33:9
First impressions--after twelve years. Jun'37:12
A Brazilian vacation. May'40:34
Fighting hopelessness in Brazil. Feb'61:48

"BRAZIL, I LOVE YOU" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'70:29

BRAZIL, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they preferred. Jul'34:1

BREA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49

BREAD AND PUPPET THEATER
Bread and puppet theater. Nov'69:8 (photo p. 9)

BREAD FOR THE WORLD CAMPAIGN
Global highlights. Feb'64:6

BREADY, J. WESLEY. THIS FREEDOM WHENCE?
Book chat. Nov'42:23

"BREAKTHRU" (TELEVISON PROGRAM)
...for children, young people and you. Apr'65:9

BREAM, HARVEY C., SR.
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56

BREATHITT RABBIT PRODUCERS CORPORATION
Self help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:6

BRECK, FLORA E. SPECIAL DAY PROGRAMS AND SELECTIONS FOR CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL
Book chat. Jan'52:42

BREECE, ELZEE
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26

BREECE, G E
(photo) Jan'21:15

BREECE, GEORGE EVERETT (married to Nellie Mildred King Breece)
News room (photo) Nov'55:37
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44

Breece, Nellie Mildred King (married to George E. Breece)
Women and world highways. Nov'58:35

BREECE, NELLIE MILDRED KING
News room (photo) Nov'55:37
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44

Breed, David
Revelation (poem) Jun'63:32

BREED, VERLE
(photo) Sep'28:34
BREEDEN, HARVEY OSCAR, 1857-1933
(married to Florence Myers Breeden)
(photo) Mar'24:54 Mar'28:32
(death) Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:34
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41

BREEDING, NORA, -1949
In memoriam. Jul'49:39

BREELAND, (MRS. S. W.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34

BREEN, MARY J. PARTNERS IN PLAY
Book chat. Feb'37:47

BREESE, (married to George Breese)
News room. Jul'54:42

BREESE, GEORGE
News room. Jul'54:42

BREESE, TYLER
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8

BREEZE, CARRIE
(death) May'20:50

BRELAND, SOPHIE EISLER
Memoriam. Sep'34:39

Brelsford, (married to Joe J. Brelsford)
Letters. Oct'70:34

BREMER, ELIZABETH SMILEY, 1926-
(married to Joseph Daniel Bremer)
News room. Feb'60:34
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
A ministry among the silk weavers. Jun'64:17
India's school in the clouds. Mar'65:20
Missionary register. Oct'65:43 Sep'66:45
In brief. Sep'70:42 Sep'71:41

BREMER, JOHN MARK, 1964-
(birth) News room. Oct'64:34
Bremer, Joseph Daniel
(married to Elizabeth "Betty" Smiley Bremer)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38

BREMER, JOSEPH DANIEL
News room. Feb'60:34
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
A ministry among the silk weavers (photo) Jun'64:17
(photo) Oct'64:38
Missionary register. Oct'65:43 Sep'66:45
In brief. Sep'70:42 In brief (photo) Feb'71:41
In brief. Sep'71:41

BREMER, KAREN LEE, 1962-
(birth) News room. Jul'62:36

BREMERTON, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Nov'22:60 Aug'24:11
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
A home mission church. Dec'25:53
A romance of home missions. May'26:53
(photo) Jun'41:1

BRENGLE, ETTA
In memoriam. Dec'41:39
BRENHAM, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A real "service" class. Dec'19:62
Brenneman, Frances Carolyn Fox, 1936-
(married to Lyle E. Brenneman)
Women on world highways. Jul'63:35
BRENNEMAN, FRANCES CAROLYN FOX, 1936-
Global highlights (photo) May'63:4
(photo) Jul'63:35
BRENNEMAN, LYLE EUGENE, 1934- (married to Frances Fox Brenneman)
Global highlights (photo) May'63:4
Women on world highways (photo) Jul'63:35
BRENNER, A. E. K.
quoted. Last column. Sep'60:50
Brent, Charles Henry, 1862-1929
A prayer for peace. Jan'23:31
(note) Oct'25:6
BRENT, CHARLES HENRY, 1862-1929
quoted. Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
BRENTANO, FRANCES. NATION UNDER GOD
Book chat. Mar'59:26
BRENTANO, FRANCES. THE QUESTING SPIRIT
Book chat. Feb'48:16
BRENTLINGER, MARY
(death) Apr'22:53
BRETALL, ROBERT W. REINHOLD NIEBUHR: HIS RELIGIOUS, SOCIAL AND
POLITICAL THOUGHT
Book chat. Apr'56:22
BRETCHES, ETHEL ELIZABETH
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'55:4
BRETZ, FAY
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'37:inside front cover
BRETZ, HARRY
(photo) Jan'21:5
BREVARD ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Global highlights. Apr'63:5
BREWBAKER, CHARLES W. THE ADULT PROGRAM IN THE CHURCH SCHOOL
Speaking of books. Mar'28:44
BREWER, (married to James H. Brewer)
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Dec'34:33 Mar'35:40 (death) May'35:40
BREWER, CAREY
See
BREWER, MARION CAREY
BREWER, DON D (married to Shirley Brewer)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'55:2
News room (photo)
Apr'62:34 Mar'65:34
In brief (photo) Nov'70:42
quoted. World events. Oct'73:39
BREWER, GEORGIA
College notes. Nov'39:33
Brewer, Jane A. 1890-
Glory to God in the highest... Feb'24:59
The Camp Fire Girls of Anahusc. Sep'24:54
Gifts of service and self. Apr'26:62
Putting us to shame. Jun'28:59
Locating at Charcas. Nov'28:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:50
Two years in Charcas, Mexico. Apr'31:28
Eleven years ago--and now. Jan'33:28

BREWER, JANE A., 1890--
(photo) Aug'19:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
Program helps. (photo) Feb'26:49
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
(photo) Nov'31:31
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Apr'32:33      Nov'35:40      Apr'36:40      Jul'37:34
A very special person (photo) Feb'65:49

Brewer, Marion Carey, 1928--
View from the President's chair. Jan'65:18

BREWER, MARION CAREY. 1928--
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:7
News room. Dec'64:36
(photo) Jan'65:18
In brief. Oct'70:38
When education becomes more than just learning (photo)
Jun'73:28

BREWER, MAXINE
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'60:50

BREWER, SALLIE DOYLE, -1962
In memoriam. Sep'62:46

BREWSTER, ARVILLA S
Memorium. Oct'35:40
Brewster, George Washington, Jr., 1870?--1959
The San Francisco Bay district. May'19:40
A missionary imperative. May'20:48
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
The story state by state. Aug'25:11

BREWSTER, GEORGE WASHINGTON, JR., 1870?--1959
(photo) May'19:40   Oct'23:56
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:43
(photo) Aug'25:11

Brewster, S  E
All that is needed is vision! Jul'29:11

BREWSTER, S  E
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22

BRICE, ANNIE
(photo) Nov'49:11
Brice, Eugene Wayne, 1931--
It began with a woman's prayer. Dec'57:46

BRICE, EUGENE WAYNE, 1931--
News room. Jan'61:37

BRICKER, LUTHER OTTERBEIN, 1874-1942
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57

BRICKER, LUTHER OTTERBEIN. SERMONS IN THE SANCTUARY
Book chat. Feb'44:37
BRICKER, MYRA, -1932
In memoriam. Dec'32:39
BRICKLIN, BARRY. STRONG FAMILY, STRONG CHILD
New books. Apr'71:28
BRICKLIN, PATRICIA M. STRONG FAMILY, STRONG CHILD
New books. Apr'71:28
BRIDGEN, LUELLA
(photo) Jun'50:18
BRIDGENSTINE, MERWIN G., 1902-
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30 Jul'46:31
BRIDENTHAL, C
Mar'24:54
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'19:46
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
Notes. Feb'20:61
Disciples assist strategic churches. Jul'56:46
I wonder what they will do. Apr'63:13
BRIDGERS, JOHN FURMAN
Classroom and campus. Oct'67:34
Bridges, (married to J. T. Bridges, Sr.)
Letters. May'65:41 May'71:33
BRIDGES, RONALD
Global highlights. Jan'50:3
The voice of religion in the news. Jan'50:5
Global highlights. May'51:4 Feb'56:3
BRIDGES, WILLIAM R (married to Margaret Bruce Cruise Bridges)
Presenting (photo) Oct'66:8
BRIDGEWATER, PAT
Classroom and campus. Jan'68:34
"BRIDGING YESTERDAY WITH TOMORROW" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'56:40
BRIDGMAN, FRED
Missionary illustrations... Dec'28:55
BRIDGMAN, LAURA
Missionary illustrations... Dec'26:54
BRIDGMAN, P. W. THE INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY
Book chat. Oct'38:24
BRIDSTON, KEITH R
Global highlights. Dec'61:5
BRIDSTON, KEITH R. MISSION, MYTH AND REALITY
New books. Jan'66:40
Bridwell, Betty
Missionary worship service. Sep'50:37 Oct'50:39
Faith makes her strong. Nov'50:31
Missionary worship service. Nov'50:43
A light shines from the hill. May'51:15
Medicine in Congo enters new era. Mar'51:16
Book chat. May'51:40
Who will follow in his train? Jun'51:12
He is known by his works. Jul'51:28
Bridwell, Harry Travis, 1898-1977 (married to Marie Bridwell)
Letters. Mar'68:4
Bridwell, John Tipton, 1870-1953
Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:11
BRIDWELL, JOHN TIPTON, 1870-1953
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BRIDWELL, MADONNA ELIZABETH
(photo) Jul'23:6
BRIDWELL, MARIE (married to Harry Travis Bridwell)
(photo) Jun'50:18
BRIGGS, (married to Eugene S. Briggs)
Classroom and campus. Dec'59:35
BRIGGS, (married to Hollis Briggs) -1968
In memoriam. Mar'69:42
BRIGGS, (married to Karl Briggs)
In memoriam. Sep'40:39
BRIGGS, (married to Raymond Briggs)
News room. May'65:48
BRIGGS, CLAYTON E
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Briggs, Eugene Stephen, 1890-1978
The place of the Christian college. Jan'36:13
How do adults spend their time? Feb'38:16
BRIGGS, EUGENE STEPHEN, 1890-1978
A young man heads an old college. Oct'35:17
The threshold (photo) Sep'35:2
(photo) Nov'36:34
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
(photo) May'37:9
The threshold. Feb'38:2
Qualified for leadership. Feb'38:3
(photo) Feb'38:16,33
McCash honored with Briggs (photo) Mar'38:21
(photo) Jan'39:16 Dec'39:inside front cover
News room. (photo) Mar'41:42 Mar'48:32
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'48:30
News room. Dec'49:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'49:4
Classroom and campus. Feb'52:29
Global highlights. Mar'52:3
Classroom and campus.
Mar'52:30 Mar'54:31 Apr'55:31
Apr'52:29 Jan'55:33 (photo) May'55:30
(photo) May'53:31
quoted. Twelve Disciples schools receive large Ford grants.
Feb'56:27
(photo p. 26)
Global highlights (photo) May'56:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:31
Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:5
Classroom and campus (photo)
Feb'61:31 Apr'61:33 Jun'63:35
BRIGGS, G W. THE SHORTER OXFORD BIBLE
Book chat. Sep'51:24
BRIGGS, HAROLD EDWARD, 1896-
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
BRIGGS, HOWARD LEWIS
College commencements. Jul'36:34
Briggs, Mary Gentry
Book chat. Mar'37:44
BRIGGS, WARREN L
Classroom and campus. Mar'58:34

BRIGHT, DEAN WILLIAM, 1909-1979
News room. Mar'58:32 Apr'61:34 Mar'63:44

BRIGHT, (married to Fred A. Bright)
Letters. Feb'67:inside back cover

BRIGHT, (married to L. Vern Bright)
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'67:30

Bright, (married to N. G. Bright, Jr.)
Letters. Jun'70:35

BRIGHT, F A
(photo) Mar'24:54

Bright, John
Was it only a dream? Aug'25:30

BRIGHT, JOHN. THE KINGDOM OF GOD
Book chat. Dec'53:40 Sep'54:46

BRIGHT, MABEL, -1948
In memoriam. May'48:37

BRIGHT, MAYE MADDOX, -1958 (married to Newton Bright)
In memoriam. Mar'59:35

BRIGHT, MOLLIE POTTER
(death) Jul'26:51

"BRIGHT FLAME" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'64:43

"THE BRIGHT SIDE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'58:47

BRIGHTBILL, (married to Jerry Brightbill)
World events (photo) Nov'71:38

BRIGHTBILL, JERRY
World events (photo) Nov'71:38

BRIGHTMAN, EDGAR SHEFFIELD. THE SPIRITUAL LIFE
Book chat. Nov'42:23

BRIGHTON, NORMAN
A fresh venture of faith in the Hub City. May'19:31
Notes. Apr'20:62 Aug'20:48

Briley, Alice
Outside the gate (poem) Mar'66:14

BRILIOTH, YNGVE TORGNY
Global highlights (photo) Nov'51:3
Global highlights. Jun'59:6

BRILL, EARL H. THE CREATIVE EDGE OF AMERICAN PROTESTANTISM
New books. Nov'66:16
New books. Sep'70:28

BRILLHART, FLORENCE C. TOGETHER WE PRAISE HIM
Book chat. Apr'56:40

BRINEY, CLAUDIA CANTRELL, 1880-1950
(married to William Newton Briney)
In memoriam. Jun'50:39

Briney, Elvira
Letters. Sep'68:4

Briney, John Benton, 1839-1927
A new day has dawned. Oct'22:24
The Convention as I saw it. Nov'25:12

BRINEY, JOHN BENTON, 1839-1927
quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:4
(photo) Oct'22:24
Our fifty year club of preachers (photo) Jul'25:12
(photo) Nov'25:12
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15
The passing of three leaders. Sep'27:4

Briney, Russell Barclay, 1875–1952
A Chaplain's appeal. Jan'19:57

BRINEY, RUSSELL BARCLAY, 1875–1952
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15

BRINEY, WILLIAM NEWTON, 1865–1952
(married to Claudia Cantrell Briney)
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15
Personalities (photo) May'36:24
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'51:30

BRINGAS, (married to Paul Bringas)
(photo) Feb'27:44

BRINGAS, BENJAMIN
Scholarship aid. Dec'54:51

Bringas, Pablo, -1973
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50

BRINGAS, PABLO, -1973
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:49 Jun'29:50
The happiest hour in my life (photo) Jun'40:29
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:29
(photo) Mar'47:40
News room. Apr'47:40
Crusading in the Abra Mountains (photo) Jun'48:28
News room. Nov'49:35
Filipinos send Bringas to Cincinnati (photo) Dec'49:8
(photo) Mar'54:29
Union is a call of God. May'56:13 (photo p. 12)
This is my church, too! Jul'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40
In memoriam. Sep'73:46

BRINGAS, PAUL
(photo) Feb'27:44 Jan'31:19

BRINGAS, PAUL, JR
(photo) Feb'27:44

BRINGLE, JOHN
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23

BRINKERHOFF, VAN WYCK
News room. Jul'58:43

Brinn, T S
Letters. Nov'63:49 Jan'64:49

BRINTON, LAVINA, -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41

BRISBANE, ARTHUR
Students challenge Brisbane. Jan'34:4
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Sep'53:48

BRISBANE, ROBERT. THE BLACK VANGUARD: ORIGINS OF THE NEGRO
REVOLUTION, 1900–1960
New books. May'70:28

BRISBEN, EFFIE
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:21
BRISENO, BENJAMIN
(photo) Nov'73:22
BRISTOL, R. F.
Enter Home Plan. Mar'63:48
Bristol, Ted
Letters. Nov'67:4
BRISTON, LUELLA
In memoriam. Feb'45:33
Bristow, Sallie
The spruce with no stickers. Dec'66:31
BRITE, BECKY
In brief (photo) Jun'70:39
Crisis of participation (photo) Feb'71:11
BRITE, LUCAS CHARLES, 1860-1941
Correction. Aug'23:54
(death) News room. Oct'41:34
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:34
BRITE DIVINITY SCHOOL
See
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY. BRITE DIVINITY SCHOOL
BRITISH AMERICAN PREACHERS' EXCHANGE
? and answers. Jun'67:7
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY
Notes. Oct'20:56
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35
Global highlights.
Oct'52:3 Apr'54:4 Jul'56:4 Apr'61:5
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
The great northwest. May'20:53
BRITISH CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIAN YOUTH
Global highlights. Nov'62:4
BRITISH COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
The state of the church. Dec'42:29
The threshold. Nov'43:2
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20
Global highlights. Jun'54:2
BRITISH COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. YOUTH CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Oct'51:2
BRITISH FREE CHURCH COUNCIL
What's doing in Britain. May'28:25
BRITISH WEEKLY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
BRITT, (MRS. C. E.)
In memoriam. Jun'43:29
BRITT, GEORGE T
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
BRITT, GEORGE W
St. Louis Convention Committee. Dec'20:44
BRITT, JAMES
(photo) (young male) Oct'47:21
BRITT, LOUISE
See
JACKSON, LOUISE BRITT
BRITT, MARJORIE
(photo) (young female) Oct'47:21
BRITT, WILLIAM
Brittain, (married to Leonard Brittain)

Letters. Jun'69:33

BRITAIN, GINGER

In brief (photo) Jul'71:39

BRITTINGHAM, (MRS. W. F.)

(death) Mar'22:54

BRO, (MRS. A D)

(photo) Aug'19:26

BRO, ALICE CAROLINE

(birth) Feb'24:63

Bro, Albin Carl, 1919-1956 (Married to Margueritte Harmon Bro)

Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60

History and politics in Luchowfu. Oct'24:23

BRO, ALBIN CARL, 1919-1956

College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52

Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56

"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15

(photo) Aug'19:26        Sep'19:42

Prospecting China's golden fields (photo) Aug'20:34

Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60

What would you do? May'24:38

Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48

(photo) Sep'25:52

Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44

(death) News room. Jun'56:42

BRO, ANDREW

Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36

BRO, HARMON

(photo) Jul'23:25

Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31

BRO, KENNETH

(photo) Jul'23:52

Bro, Marguerite Harmon, 1894-1977 (Married to Albin Carl Bro)

Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:45

In the mud and scum of things... Aug'23:44

Baptizing the women at Luchowfu. Oct'23:43

Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61

A rare tribute. Apr'24:1

Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49

What would you do? May'24:38

Friends in need. Jul'24:44

What a hospital does in China. Oct'24:11

Another corner of our field. Oct'24:25

Self support in Luchowfu. May'25:60

Luchowfu in retrospect. Jun'25:39

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:61

Two pictures. Jan'31:21

Jane Addams, princess of peace. Jul'32:10

Happiest in the world. Sep'33:7

A kite for Little Lion. Mar'34:17

Filled with His strength. Dec'34:18

New wine. Dec'44:12

Finding the way to God. Jun'57:23

O little town of Bethlehem. Dec'64:11

Good Friday in old Jerusalem. Apr'65:21

Letters. Mar'73:4
BRO, MARGUERITE HARMON, 1894-1977
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26       Sep'19:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
(photo) Sep'25:52
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'29:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42       Feb'36:44
(photo) Dec'37:24        Dec'39:14
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:32
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'65:35
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
BRO, MARGUERITE HARMON. A HANDBOOK OF DRAMA
Book chat. Mar'39:42
BRO, MARGUERITE HARMON. LET'S TALK ABOUT YOU
Book chat. May'45:17
BRO, MARGUERITE HARMON. MORE THAN WE ARE
Book chat. Nov'48:14
BRO, MARGUERITE HARMON. WHEN CHILDREN ASK
Book chat. Apr'40:19       Sep'58:47
BROADBENT, EVELYN H (married to Charles D. Broadbent)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'59:8
BROADCASTING, RELIGIOUS
See
RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING
BROADUS, VELMA, -1971
In memoriam. Jun'71:46
BROADUS, JAMES M
Classroom and campus. Jul'62:35
BROADUS, LOREN ARTHUR, 1928-
(married to Catherine Estelle Broadus)
Classroom and campus. Oct'64:36
BROADWAY, ROSA E. -1955 (married to Zacharia Taylor Broadway)
In memoriam. Jun'55:37
BROCE, THOMAS EDWARD, 1936-1988
World events (photo) Jun'73:38
BROCK, BESSIE MYERS (married to Forrest L. Brock)
News room. Jan'50:45       Mar'50:38
(engagement) News room. Nov'56:36
(marriage) News room. Dec'56:40
BROCK, BLANCH KERR, 1888-1958 (married to Virgil P. Brock)
The last page. Oct'28:64
(photo) Nov'31:12
BROCK, FORREST LINDLEY, 1906- (married to Bessie Myers Brock)
News room. Nov'46:45
(engagement) News room. Nov'56:36
(marriage) News room. Dec'56:40
BROCK, MARLYN
(photo) Feb'42:32
BROCK, STEPHEN JAY, 1941-
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'66:34
BROCK, VIRGIL PRENTISS, 1887-1978 (married to Blanche Kerr Brock)
(photo) Oct'22:52
The last page. Oct'28:64
  (photo) Nov'31:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
BROCK, NEBRASKA. CHARTER OAK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
BROCKMAN, FLETCHER S. I DISCOVER THE ORIENT
  Book chat. Feb'36:42 Mar'36:31
BROCKWAY, ALLAN R. THE SECULAR SAINT
  New books. Sep'68:36
Brodax, Corilla G
  World consciousness on the campus. Jun'25:22
BRODERS, (married to Howard Broders)
  (photo) Sep'66:front cover
BRODMANN, ELIZABETH, -1968 (married to D. John Brodmann)
  (photo) Jun'50:18
  In memoriam. Feb'69:46
BRODMANN, JOHN
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'55:30 (photo) Apr'60:33
Brody, W H
  My church. Mar'33:back cover
BROKAW, (MRS. F. W.) -1951
  (death) News room. Mar'51:47
BROKAW, (married to Frank Brokaw)
  (photo) Sep'22:35
BROKAW, (MRS. G. L.)
  (death) Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
BROKAW, EARL EMERSON, 1918–
  News room (photo)
    May'62:32 May'63:40
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:4
  News room. Feb'64:34 Mar'64:36
  Global highlights (photo) May'64:4
BROKEN ARROW, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  What they did and how. Oct'20:8
"THE BROKEN MASK" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'57:42
BRONAUGH, MOLLIE
  In memoriam. Jan'33:39
BRONAUGH, RAUDA
  In memoriam. Nov'28:48
BRONISCH, DETLEV
  World youth training for service (photo) May'47:7
BRONKEMA, FREDERICK H., JR.
  (married to Marguerite Cobble Bronkema)
    (marriage) News room. Jul'59:42
    In brief. Sep'72:40
BRONKEMA, MARGUERITE COBBLE, 1935–
  (married to Frederick H. Bronkema, Jr.)
    (birth) Jun'35:47
    (photo) Jun'37:25 Jun'54:12
    News room. Nov'57:35
    (marriage) News room. Jul'59:42
    In brief. Sep'72:40
BRONKEMA, PEGGY
  See
BRONKEMA, MARGUERITE COBBLE
BRONSON, RUTH MUSKRAT
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'26:45
Fellowship around the world. Feb'33:47
Women and world highways (photo) Nov'46:33

BRONSON, RUTH MUSKRAT. INDIANS ARE PEOPLE, TOO
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
Women and world highways. Nov'46:33

BRONX, NEW YORK. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:18
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:21
Integration is working. Feb'56:14
I wonder what they will do. Apr'63:13 (photo p. 14)

BROOK, (married to George W. Brook)
In memorium. Dec'36:39

BROOKBANK, EMILY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42

BROOKBANK, EMMA
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56
Brooke, Graham Wilmot
Heroes of the Sudan, who are they? May'20:41

BROOKFIELD, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Mar'28:47

BROOKFIELD, WISCONSIN. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

BROOKING, ANNA
In memoriam. May'39:39

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. BOROUGH PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Messages from our Home Missionaries.
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'21:61 Aug'23:59 May'35:38

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. COMMUNITY HOUSE
See
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. COMMUNITY HOUSE

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. EDGEMOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. FIRST SPANISH CHURCH
Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50
I wonder what they will do. Apr'63:14

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. FLATBUSH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. HALSEY STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Shifting population... Apr'41:8 (photos p. 9)

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. MOUNT HEBRON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'71:supp1:12
Urban renewal--opportunity or disaster (photo) Jun'72:19
(photo) Oct'72:3

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. PREPARATORY SCHOOL
The good that men do. Jul'27:60

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. RIDGEWOOD HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
The challenge of New York City (photo) Jul'19:45
Notes. Aug'19:46,47
Community building (photo) Jun'20:49
Board of Church Extension annual report. Nov'20:24
Our first experiment in an industrial center. May'21:37
Building the city we want (photos) Mar'22:10
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
New pastor... Jun'24:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:63
Helping others as they help themselves. Apr'27:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
Sample home mission churches (photo) Sep'27:10
Missionary work in New York's bedroom. Feb'29:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:62
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:23

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. SINAI CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Spanish speaking churches. May'58:49
Meet the Spanish-Americans. Jun'64:26
The city, the challenge, the future (photo) Jul'64:26

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. STUYVESANT HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The scene. Jul'70:44

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. WILLIAMSBURG CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:21

Brooks, (married to James H. Brooks)
Mountains unscaleable. Sep'35:28

BROOKS, (married to Joseph Brooks) -1960
In memoriam. Jan'61:33

BROOKS, (married to Parker Brooks) -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37

BROOKS, (MRS. W. A.) -1948
In memoriam. Sep'48:37

BROOKS, (married to William Brooks)
In brief (photo) Feb'72:38

BROOKS, ADA L., -1953
In memoriam. Jan'54:35

Brooks, Alonzo Cleon, 1896- (married to Gladys Tilton Brooks)
Mobilizing peace sentiments. May'38:8
One church looks to its youth. Jul'42:5

BROOKS, ALONZO CLEON, 1896-
Closing the college year. Jul'34:44
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'36:1
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4
(photo) Apr'40:22 Mar'41:25 Jul'42:5
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover
Global highlights. Jan'46:4
(photo) Apr'54:1
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
Called to His purpose (photo) Jul'59:29

BROOKS, ANGIE
Church women and the UN (photo) Apr'70:8

BROOKS, ARLE, 1910-
The United States vs Arle Brooks. Apr'41:31

BROOKS, ARTHUR
(photo) Mar'24:25 May'38:8

BROOKS, C A
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60

BROOKS, C L
Global highlights. May'49:4

BROOKS, CAROLYN. BOYS AND GIRLS LEARNING ABOUT ALCOHOL
A new course of study on alcohol. May'38:41
BROOKS, CECIL I., 1888-
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
BROOKS, CHARLES
(photo) Jul'43:21
BROOKS, CHARLES A. CHRISTIAN AMERICANIZATION
Bargains in books. May'23:56
Brooks, Charles Lane, 1899-1973
Pay more attention to reading! Jan'50:24
BROOKS, CHARLES LANE, 1899-1973
News room. Jul'49:32 Apr'51:38
In memoriam. Nov'73:47
BROOKS, DAVID T
World events (photo) Feb'71:37
In brief. Jan'72:39
Brooks, Gladys Tilton (married to A. C. Brooks)
Marching toward world peace. Feb'37:15
Devotional study for missionary societies. Apr'40:38
BROOKS, GLADYS TILTON
(photo) Feb'37:15 Sep'42:25
quoted. A witness in His work. Apr'58:49
BROOKS, GWENDOLYN. BRONZEVILLE BOYS AND GIRLS
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
BROOKS, JOHN. THE GREAT LEAP: THE PAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS IN AMERICA
New books. Jan'67:20
BROOKS, JOHN A
Personalities. Oct'36:25
Brooks, Kyle, 1875-1939 (married to Nora W. Brooks)
The good that men do. Mar'27:55
BROOKS, KYLE, 1875-1939
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
In memoriam. Nov'39:39
BROOKS, LAURA BELLE, -1946
In memoriam. Apr'46:37
BROOKS, MAHALA
(death) Jul'23:54
BROOKS, MARY BELLE CHILDERS
(death) Nov'26:50
Brooks, Phillips
O little town of Bethlehem (poem) Dec'20:back cover
Largeness of life. Apr'27:front cover
Easter morning (poem) Apr'42:48
BROOKS, PHILLIPS
(statue) Apr'25:front cover
quoted. The challenge of the Twentieth Century city.
Feb'26:31
quoted. Last column.
Allies in meeting human need. Jul'62:23
Brooks, Rachel Gleason
The anniversary of an open door. Oct'39:11
BROOKS, STRATTON D
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'23:51
Brooks, Thomas E
Southern Christian consider race. Dec'43:13
BROOKS, THOMAS W
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'54:4
BROOKS, VAN WYCK. THE FLOWERING OF NEW ENGLAND, 1815-1865
Book chat. Oct'40:25
BROOKS, VAN WYCK. NEW ENGLAND INDIAN SUMMER, 1865-1915
Book chat. Oct'40:25
BROOKS, VAN WYCK. THE TIMES OF MELVILLE AND WHITMAN
Book chat. Feb'48:16
BROOKS, VAN WYCK. THE WORLD OF WASHINGTON IRVING
book chat. Feb'45:38
Brooks, W E
Barabbas speaks (poem) Apr'25:back cover
BROOM, LIZZIE
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64
BROREIN, SARAH ELIZABETH, -1958 (married to W. G. Brorein)
In memoriam. Feb'59:39
BROSS FOUNDATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
BROSTROM, CARL ALTON, 1914-
News room. Nov'59:38
In brief. Nov'69:41
"BROTHER SUN, SISTER MOON" (MOTION PICTURE)
Brother Sun, Sister Moon. May'73:26
BROTHERHOOD
See also
RACE RELATIONS
In the life of Jesus. Jul'19:30
Apostolic brotherhood. Jul'19:41
Brotherhood begins in my church. Sep'46:14
Churchman's vocabulary. Jun'63:16
Christian relations yesterday and today. Jul'67:14
BROTHERHOOD CONVOCATIONS
Nov'40:4
Dec'40:inside front cover
Mar'41:20
...in retrospect. May'41:4
The threshold. Apr'44:2 May'44:2
A report to the Brotherhood. Jul'44:16
BROTHERHOOD DINNERS
Mar'38:3,7
The life of the Brotherhood. May'38:29
A world wide fellowship. Jul'38:28
The threshold. Jan'39:2 Feb'39:2
...in Mexico. Mar'39:44
(photo of dinner in Tokyo) May'39:39
The threshold. Dec'39:4
Brotherhood dinner... Jan'40:15
Wide observance... Apr'40:10
Brotherhood dinners. Apr'40:30
...and British missions. Dec'40:6
The threshold. Feb'41:2
Christian World Fellowship. Feb'41:12
A "thank you" from Great Britain. Oct'41:33
The threshold. Jan'42:2
Humanity hungers. Jan'43:9
"BROTHERHOOD INCORPORATED" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'65:44
BROTHERHOOD MONTH
The threshold. Jan'44:2
For adult missionary groups. Jan'44:30
The threshold. Dec'44:2
Social trends. Feb'46:19
Feb'49:6
"BROTHERHOOD RESTRUCTURE: A PROCESS OF GROWING UP" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. May'66:41
BROTHERHOOD SUNDAY
Youth and missions. Dec'54:39
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
Global highlights. Jan'47:3 Jan'53:3
Brotherhood--an American principle. Feb'53:45
Global highlights. Feb'58:4
BROTHERS, RUTH
In memoriam. Feb'37:39
Brougher, Patricia
Who wants to wait in the wings? Mar'73:50
Broun, Haywood
Letter to a clergyman. Jan'36:10
BROWN, HAYWOOD
quoted. The last page. Mar'28:64
Mr. Hearts, Mr. Broun, the Bible. Jan'36:4
BRouser, Hugh B., 1889–
(photo) Mar'24:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
BROWDER, (MRS. G. W.)
In memoriam. Jun'39:39
BROWDER, (married to Leighleman) –1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
Brower, Linda
Women and world highways. May'41:31
BROWINGTON, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Bell for the Congo (photo of some members) Oct'68:48
BROWITT, EMMA V
In memoriam. Jun'29:50
BROWN, (MRS. D. C.)
(photo) Jan'21:5
BROWN, (married to David T. Brown)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
BROWN, (married to Demarcus Brown)
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:33
BROWN, (MRS. E. L.)
(death) Oct'26:50
BROWN, (married to George W. Brown)
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Jan'25:32
BROWN, (MRS. H. C.)
(photo) Mar'24:34
BROWN, (MRS. J. A.)
In memoriam. May'45:33
BROWN, (MRS. J. E.)
Giving the girls of China a chance. Aug'19:44
BROWN, (married to Jack Brown)
Memoriam. Feb'35:39
Brown, (Mrs. L. E.)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
BROWN, (MRS. L. E.)
  (photo) Oct'23:55 Dec'24:34 Sep'31:44
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
BROWN, (MRS. O. S.)
  (photo) Sep'34:29
BROWN, (MRS. P. A.)
  (death) Apr'25:51
BROWN, (MRS. R. S.)
  In memoriam. May'37:39
BROWN, (MRS. R. T.)
  The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
BROWN, (MRS. T. J.)
  (death) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49
BROWN, A L
  News room. May'50:40
BROWN, ABBIE
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
BROWN, ALBERT
  What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31
BROWN, ALBERT R., 1866-1962
  Pioneer with bold dreams (photo) Jul'62:25
BROWN, ALBERTA Z. TEENS TO 21
  Book chat. Dec'57:42
BROWN, ALFRED C
  News room. Sep'58:49
  Global highlights. Jun'62:4
  (photo) Jan'68:43
  World events. Apr'70:45
BROWN, ALFREDA
  In brief. Feb'69:35
BROWN, ALICE
  (photo) Jun'30:32
BROWN, ALICE M. (married to Carl R. Brown)
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'55:33
BROWN, ALVA (TEXAS)
  In brief. Dec'73:40
Brown, Alva Belva Shackelford, 1920-1977
  (married to Leonard Brown)
  Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
BROWN, ALVA BELVA SHACKELFORD, 1920-1977
  News room (photo) Nov'47:30
  (marriage) News room. Jan'49:38
  News room.
BROWN, ALVA ROSS 1905-1941
  (photo) Jan'39:15
  (death) News room (photo) Apr'41:34
  (death) Pension Fund news and notes. Apr'41:42
BROWN, AMY, -1953
  In memoriam. Mar'54:35
BROWN, ANNA
  quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'42:2
BROWN, ARTHUR J
  Missionary illustrations... Nov'27:52
  Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:6
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BROWN, ARTHUR J. CHINESE REVOLUTION
Bargains in books. Jun '23:43
BROWN, ARTHUR L
quoted. Message from British Brethren. Nov '42:3
BROWN, ARTHUR V
Sailing this summer (photo) Jul '23:35
BROWN, B WARREN
(photo) Dec '31:32
Brown, Bettie Rodgers, -1961
A day in the St. Louis Children's Home. Jan '19:38
A blue ribbon girl in the Christian Orphan's Home. Apr '19:51
Sunbeams in Children's Home, St. Louis. May '19:37
Behind the scenes in the Christian Orphan's Home. Jun '10:45
Big doings at the Christian Orphans' Home. Sep '19:33
Efficiency in the care of dependent children. Feb '20:32
Saving Americans for America. Apr '20:40
Short and true from far and near. Nov '21:40
The greatest of these is love. Aug '22:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jan '23:56
A page of pleasant happenings. Feb '23:52
You gave them a second chance. Jun '23:55
Keeping the family together. Feb '24:38
Setting the house in order. Feb '24:44
Children who have made good. Apr '24:57
A view from within. Jan '25:37
Warbles, marbles... Jun '25:42
Feeding and feathering our nestlings. Dec '25:10
Taking the war out of Baby Ward. Dec '25:51
Children's Day in the children's homes. Jun '26:34
A kaleidoscopic view. Dec '26:37
What spring brought to the home. Jun '27:36
Activities of one month. Dec '27:43
A generation of service. Jan '28:35
Echoes from everywhere. Mar '29:50
Spiders and mice and everything nice. Mar '30:37
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec '30:20
BROWN, BETTIE RODGERS, -1961
(photo) Jan '19:38
quoted. Feb '19:39
The mission of sorrow. Feb '19:58
A tour of inspection. Aug '19:43
Notes. Aug '19:46
(photo) Apr '22:2 Aug '22:15
quoted. Annual report... Sep '22:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr '24:59 Jun '24:60
(photo) Nov '25:48
Family life maintained. Jul '26:52
(photo) Dec '27:18
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan '31:34 Nov '35:40 May '36:31
(photo) Dec '44:8
...retires (photo) May '51:42
(death) News room. Sep '61:38
BROWN, BETTY JEAN WHITE FOOT (married to George Joseph Brown)
Women on world highways. May '63:33
In brief (photo) Mar '70:39
Direct line. May '70:33
At Louisville minorities will be heard (photo) Oct'71:10
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:8

Brown, Beulah Deming
A trip to the Russian Sunday School Sep'20:18
Making brotherhood a reality in Chicago. Aug'21:40
Through the windows of Brotherhood House. May'23:56
Playing with mothers. Jun'23:42
Christmas in the home. Mar'24:58

BROWN, BEULAH DEMING
(photo) Aug'21:39
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:64
(photo) May'23:56

BROWN, BRADY
(photo) Dec'37:27

BROWN, BURTON H
(photo) Sep'42:6
quoted. World events. Apr'70:36
World events. Sep'71:39
In brief. Nov'73:46

BROWN, CARL, 1886-1970
Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:9
News room (photo) Nov'58:34
(photo) May'60:23
In memoriam. Feb'71:43
New ways to give. Nov'72:11

BROWN, CAROL
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53

BROWN, CHARLES
Global highlights (photo) May'55:3

BROWN, CHARLES F
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30

BROWN, CHARLES M
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:45
(death) Sep'36:46

BROWN, CHARLES REYNOLDS, 1862-
(photo) Oct'21:11 May'23:35
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'24:47
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
Missionary illustrations... Oct'26:55
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45

BROWN, CHARLES R. HAVE WE OUTGROWN RELIGION?
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41

BROWN, CHARLES WILSON
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'49:4

"BROWN, CHARLIE" (CARTOON CHARACTER)
The last word. Jan'67:50

BROWN, CLARENCE M
News room. Jul'52:37

BROWN, CLARENCE W
(photo) Oct'39:25

BROWN, CRAWFORD W

BROWN, D M
quoted. Global highlights. Juan'59:6

BROWN, D. MacKENZIE. ULTIMATE CONCERN IN DIALOGUE
New books. Dec'65:39
BROWN, DAVID CONKLIN, JR. COME TO SHANTA BHAWAN
   Read about India! Dec'63:41
BROWN, DAVID G
   Classroom and campus. Jun'67:34
Brown, David T
   Making brotherhood a reality in Chicago. Aug'21:40
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:64
BROWN, DAVID T
   (photo) Aug'21:39
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61
   (photo) May'23:56
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
BROWN, DEE. BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE
   New books. May'71:28
BROWN, DEMARCHUS CLARITON, -1926
   Feb'19:1
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:42
   ...teacher (photo) Nov'26:36
BROWN, DOROTHY, -1921
   (death) Three missionaries gone. Sep'21:59
   (photo) Feb'23:34
Brown, Dorothy M
   A little child shall lead them. May'21:44
BROWN, DULCINEA
   Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
BROWN, EARL
   (photo) Feb'23:34
BROWN, EDNA DIXON, 1934-1986 (married to Raymond E. Brown)
   Spotlight on three NBA board members (photo) Dec'70:11
BROWN, EDWARD L
   (photo) Jul'28:28
   In memoriam. Jun'38:39
BROWN, ELAINE
   Music and the message (photo) May'64:31
   quoted. Global highlights. Dec'64:6
BROWN, EMMA L
   In memorium. Nov'40:39
BROWN, FANNIE
   These merry widows of ours. Dec'32:29
BROWN, FANNIE NEAL. -1946
   In memoriam. Jul'46:39
BROWN, FAY JEAN
   See
   MOON, FAY JEAN BROWN
Brown, Frances V (married to Harsh Brown)
   Missionary worship service. Jul'56:35 Oct'56:35
BROWN, FRANK
   (photo) Feb'23:34
BROWN, FRED H
   In memoriam. Mar'39:39
Brown, Genevieve, 1892-1981
   The church sends her own to college. Sep'27:26
   Together—we build for Him. Aug'28:15
   Our educational work stands in review. Jun'29:29
   Our college leaders face their task. Jun'30:21
   We dream ourselves into marble. Dec'30:14
   Life—end first! Jan'32:14
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A World Call bazaar. Mar'34:44
Devotional study for missionary societies.  
May'35:38  Jan'36:38  Mar'36:38  May'36:38  
Dec'35:38  Feb'36:38  Apr'36:38  
New leader of children's work. Apr'36:26
Book chat. May'36:30
Important gatherings in Indianapolis. Jun'36:23
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
From Cape Coast to Jarvis. Oct'36:30
Women and world highways. Jun'37:35
Book chat. Sep'37:29  Oct'37:42  Nov'37:42
Women and world highways. Feb'38:35
Book chat. May'38:42
A litany in behalf of the city. Oct'38:15
Book chat. Nov'38:33
Women and world highways. Jan'39:43
Developing missionary leadership. Sep'39:28
Women and world highways. Sep'39:35
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
I went to church in Mexico. Mar'40:15
Women and world highways. Sep'40:35
Not refugees, but people. Nov'40:17
Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'40:38
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Women and world highways. Apr'43:35
What of the migrants? Jul'43:20
Susan Doe joins the Council. Jul'43:29
Makers of the U.S.A. Sep'43:20
Disciple leaders to new fields. Nov'43:21
Pioneering in Christian literacy. Jan'44:16
Women and world highways. Jan'44:29
Youth and missions. Mar'44:31
Women and world highways. Apr'44:29
Indians are Americans, too. Sep'44:6
Women and world highways. Sep'44:29
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
Women and world highways.  
Jan'45:31  Sep'45:25  Dec'45:33
Brotherhood in action. Oct'46:10
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28
Traveling with missionary education secretary. Jun'48:47
Impressions of the Philippines. Sep'48:9
Women and world highways. Nov'48:33
The rice is green. Dec'48:15
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
Women and world highways.  
Nov'50:39  Mar'51:35  Apr'51:33  Dec'51:33
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Women and world highways. Jun'52:33  Jul'52:35
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
Women and world highways. Mar'53:33
Spanish speaking Americans. Jan'53:16
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
New hearts for our cities. Jul'54:18
What next for Indian Americans? Jun'55:13
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
Africa coming--ready or not! Apr'60:21
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41

BROWN, GENEVIEVE, 1892–1981
(photos) Jan'25:32,35
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'28:45
(photo) Jun'30:32
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Missionary Education head (photo) Nov'34:24
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Dec'36:30   Feb'37:44   Jun'39:34
(photo) Nov'42:25
News room. Jan'46:38
(photos) Sep'46:3
Global highlights (photo) Feb'48:2
(photo) Sep'48:9
News room. Dec'48:31
(photo) Dec'49:26   Nov'50:26
Global highlights (photo) Nov'51:2
News room (photo) Mar'52:40
They work for you (photo) Jan'58:23
They work for you. Feb'58:21
News room. Sep'58:48
(photo) Jul'59:6
(retirement) Leader honored for "creativity" (photo)
Sep'59:27
News room. Dec'59:40
(photos) Oct'60:39

BROWN, GENEVIEVE. GROWING EDGES IN HOME MISSIONS
Mission field, U.S.A. Jul'56:40
quoted. Youth and missions. Sep'56:37

BROWN, GENEVIEVE PERKINS, 1882–1970 (married to Justin E. Brown)
In memoriam. Apr'70:34

BROWN, GEORGE
(photo) Nov'36:34
News room. Mar'54:39

BROWN, GEORGE D
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44

BROWN, GEORGE JOSEPH (married to Betty Jean White Foot)
Good stewards on the reservation (photo) Apr'61:27

Brown, George William, 1870–1932
The Hindu Coolie woman at a wage earning task. Nov'29:50
D. O. Cunningham. Feb'21:4
Advantages of removing the College of Missions. Aug'22:23
A good pension example. Aug'22:55
College of Missions notes. Jul'26:59

BROWN, GEORGE WILLIAM, 1870–1932
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Notable addition to College of Missions faculty (photo) Jun'21:58
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Nov'22:34
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
(photo) Apr'23:13 May'23:32 Jan'25:32
College of Missions. Mar'25:64
(photo) Mar'28:18
Missionary scholar dies (photo) Jan'33:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
BROWN, GEORGIANA
In memorium. Sep'36:39
BROWN, GLADYS, -1956
In memoriam. Jun'56:39
Brown, Grace Lindsey
The mirror blue. Jun'25:4
BROWN, GRETA JOHNSON (married to Richard Ewing Brown)
See PLOPPER, GRETA JOHNSON BROWN
BROWN, H T
BROWN, HANDEL H. KEEPING THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
New books. Dec'65:42
BROWN, HAROLD GLEN, 1917-
News notes--Committee on War services. Jun'45:27
Churches help those with special needs (photo) Sep'62:26
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:6
BROWN, HARSH (married to Frances V. Brown)
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:6
News room. Mar'60:40
BROWN, HENRY CLAY, 1877-1954
(photo) Mar'24:47
BROWN, HILTON ULTIMUS, JR
With the men who died in the war. Oct'20:13
(photo) Oct'20:14
BROWN, HUGH T. -1946
(death) News room. Apr'46:41
Brown, Ina Corinne
Advantages for your children. Jul'32:29
BROWN, INA CORINNE. THE STORY OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO
   Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
BROWN, J I
   (photo) Mar'24:49
Brown, James Colonel
   Letters. Jun'68:4
BROWN, JANET M
   Classroom and campus (photo)
   May'66:34     Apr'67:36
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. DEEDEE'S HOLIDAY
   Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. THE FAMILY GOES TRAVELING
   For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. FRIENDSHIP MAGIC
   Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. A LITTLE BOY OF MEXICO
   Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. RONNIE'S WISH
   Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. SURPRISE FOR ROBIN
   For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
BROWN, JEANNETTE PERKINS. WISHES COME TRUE
   Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
Brown, Jessie
   See
Pounds, Jessie Brown
BROWN, JESSIE WINTER, -1954
   In memoriam. Nov'54:33
BROWN, JOANNA GALLEY
   (death) Aug'25:50
BROWN, JOHN PAIRMAN. THE LIBERATED ZONE
   New books. Dec'71:29
Brown, John Thomas, 1869-1926
   Church membership and missionary needs in the Orient.
   Oct'22:27
BROWN, JOHN THOMAS, 1869-1926
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
   Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
   Church membership in China. Jul'22:34
   (photos) Oct'22:7,29
   (death) John T. Brown. Jan'27:4
BROWN, JOSEPHINE C. THE RURAL COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL CASE WORK
   Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
BROWN, JUDSON, 1855-1939
Brown, Justin Emmett, 1876-1943
   (married to Genevieve Perkins Brown)
   Plans and progress, Luchowfu. Oct'19:42
BROWN, JUSTIN EMMETT, 1876-1943
   Giving the girls of china a chance. Aug'19:44
   The work at Central Christian Church, Hofeihsien...
   Aug'19:62
   (photo) Oct'21:51
Brown, Kenneth Irving, 1896-1980
   Education east and west. Feb'33:13
   What matters? May'38:4
   The college-related church. Jan'50:13
BROWN, KENNETH IRVING, 1896-1980
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40 quoted. What they said. Nov'34:19
(photo) Nov'34:24
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
(photo) May'38:4
College notes. Jul'38:43
(photo) Jan'39:16
Notes from the college campus (photo) Dec'39:31 quoted. Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:33
(photo) Jan'50:13
Classroom and campus. Apr'51:31 Apr'62:33
BROWN, KENNETH IRVING. A CAMPUS DECADE
Book chat. Oct'40:47
BROWN, KENNETH IRVING. CHARACTER: BAD
Speaking of books. Jul'34:32
The threshold. Apr'35:2
BROWN, KING RYAN, 1859-1932
A missionary story with consequences reaching two ways. Dec'32:46
Brown, L. Eugene
Eastern Seaboard Seminar. Jun'70:24
Letters. Feb'71:34
BROWN, L. EUGENE
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'68:8
In brief. Oct'70:45
World events (photo) Jun'72:38
Personalizing the challenge of ministry. Jun'73:18
Brown, L. Wallace
Letters. Jun'66:inside front cover
BROWN, LELAND ARTHUR, 1897-
News from our colleges. Nov'41:30
Classroom and campus.
(photo) Sep'43:24 Sep'56:32 Apr'65:35
Jan'44:25 Nov'64:35 Nov'65:33
Jan'47:31
BROWN, LEONARD, 1927- (married to Alva Shackelford Brown)
(marriage) News room. Jan'49:38
BROWN, LEONARD, 1949-
(birth) News room. Dec'49:32
BROWN, LEONIDAS ELDEN, 1855-1926
(photo) Oct'23:55 Mar'24:25
BROWN, LEOTA POLLY, 1871-1955 (married to Roy Leighton Brown)
Headquarters notes. Jul'25:52
(photo) Dec'24:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45 Feb'25:45
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
A layman's evangelistic vision down in Florida. Oct'25:56
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
(photo) Jan'27:15
In divers manners. Apr'27:57
(photo) Feb'28:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42 Dec'29:52
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:13
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul'30:39
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(photo) Aug'30:11
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40
Roy L. Brown. Dec'34:26
Personalities. May'35:17
Classroom and campus. Jan'46:28 Jul'46:30
BROWN, Lester R. WORLD WITHOUT BORDERS
New books. Mar'73:36
Brown, Leta May, 1892-1965
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:55 Jan'24:54
Baby week in Bilaspur. Nov'25:44
Where caste may be observed. Oct'26:58
Missionary organizations... Feb'29:32
Custom in India. Aug'29:36
Prospect and retrospect. Mar'30:39
Taking temperatures in India. Dec'30:32
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Devotional study for the business woman's guilds. Apr'31:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40 Jun'32:39
The joy of paying one's own way. Jul'32:26
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:40
One among ten who was grateful. Sep'32:31
If it had been a boy. Oct'32:45
Opportunities and obstacles. May'33:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:40
Medical tribulations in India. Feb'34:29
Vaccinations or votives. Oct'34:31
Cause and effect in India. Jan'35:32
A dream becomes reality. Jan'35:41
Gods of their fathers. Jul'35:26
Forward with God in India. Mar'36:26
The "400" in Damoh. Jun'36:31
Victorious faith. Mar'38:29
A birthday tribute (poem) Mar'38:48
Witnessing. Jun'39:27
Life's pilgrimage (poem) Nov'39:31
The younger generation at Sumankhetan. Apr'40:44
Say it with flowers. Oct'40:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'41:39 Oct'41:39
Enrollment exceeds capacity. Apr'42:29
The Governor visits Sumankhetan. Dec'42:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:39 May'43:39
To India from Iraq. Sep'43:13
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:32
Christmas in the open-air church. Dec'43:26
House cleaning and decorating. May'44:34
The service of simple things (poem) Dec'45:48
This is Thy house (poem) Feb'46:31
A missionary's furlough. May'46:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:37
(note) Nov'47:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
Budget limits boarding students in India. Feb'50:45
The rainy season (poem) Apr'50:48
India missions holds convention. Jun'50:41
Holiday happiness (poem) Jul'50:48
Missionary teas in Mugeli. Nov'50:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
A visit with good neighbors--the Mennonites. May'51:44
Progress is reported at the India Convention. Jun'51:32
Christians, too, are hungry in India. Jul'51:46
Still prisoners of caste. Feb'52:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
In Christ we share a fellowship. May'52:30
Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38
Women and world highways. Oct'52:33
Golden jubilee. Feb'56:45
New church body in India heralds dawn of a new era. May'56:47
His name is "happiness." Feb'57:38
Found sleeping (poem) Apr'57:48
Remarkable India. Jul'57:45
New church in Kotmi. Oct'57:43
Diamond Jubilee in India. Feb'58:29
Satish learns a lesson. Jun'58:47
The cross at Kotmi. Jun'60:31
The little box. Sep'61:40

BROWN, LETA MAY, 1892-1965
Five nurses in College of Missions. Feb'21:64 (photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:62
Missionary organizations. Dec'30:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:43 (photo) Jun'36:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40 Apr'37:30
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'38:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38
quoted. Last column. Jun'50:48 May'51:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
Disciples in India make history (photo) Jun'55:44 (photo) May'56:47
Youth and missions. Apr'57:37
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years (photo) Sep'59:28
(death) News room. Apr'65:42

BROWN, LETA MAY. HIRA LAL OF INDIA: DIAMOND PRECIOUS
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

BROWN, LEW
The ministers of Seattle invite you! (photo) May'29:25

BROWN, LILLA SKINNER
(death) Apr'20:51

BROWN, LIZZIE, -1950
In memoriam. Nov'50:43

BROWN, LULA, -1959 (married to Carl Brown)
In memoriam. May'59:37

Brown, Mabel H
The soldier meets the missionary. Feb'44:28
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BROWN, MAE LOUISE
   News room. Jan'50:45
BROWN, MARGUERITE
   (photo) Jun'67:24
Brown, Martel (married to Paul F. Brown)
   We saw his work. May'65:28
BROWN, MARTEL
   (photo) May'65:28
BROWN, MARTHA B. STEVENS
   (death) Feb'25:53
BROWN, MARY
   (death) Mar'26:50
BROWN, MARY, ~1972 (married to Ernest M. Brown)
   In memoriam. May'72:47
Brown, Mattie Julian
   Let me sell you Jarvis! Sep'29:17
Brown, Maude McClave
   He hath made of one blood. Apr'26:29
BROWN, MAUDE SPRINGER, 1900--
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
BROWN, MERTON D
   Classroom and campus. Mar'63:34
Brown, Mildred E
   Letters. May'66:inside front cover Dec'67:4
BROWN, MOLLIE
   (death) Oct'66:inside front cover Dec'67:4
BROWN, NELLY
   In memorium. Dec'36:39
BROWN, NORA, ~1950
   In memoriam. Sep'50:37
BROWN, NORMA CAMILLE, 1899-1964
   Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33
   (death) News room. Jan'65:34
BROWN, NORMAN
   College of Missions. Mar'25:64
BROWN, ORMONDE STANLEY, 1913-1986
   (photo) Feb'44:35
BROWN, Oswald Eugene, 1861-1939
   M. E. Sadler. Jul'22:53
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Jul'26:42 Aug'26:55
Brown, Paul F (married to Martel Brown)
   We saw his work. May'65:28
BROWN, PAUL F.
   (photo) May'65:28
   The ministry of service volunteers (photo) May'73:30
Brown, Porter
   Mother's Day. May'47:26
BROWN, RANSOM DeLOSS, 1878-1947
   In memoriam. Dec'47:35
Brown, Raymond Edward, 1925--
   Update on the National Convocation of the Christian Church.
   Nov'70:22
   Emerging churches in smaller cities, towns and country.
   Oct'71:suppl:16

A people in search of economic power. Sep'73:17
BROWN, RAYMOND EDWARD, 1925-
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
quoted. Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
NMC approves merger. Oct'68:44
World events (photo) Sep'69:36
(photo) Oct'69:3
In brief. Oct'69:41 Nov'69:38 Feb'70:38
The scene (photo) Feb'70:44
World events (photo) Jun'70:37
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15
(photo) Nov'70:22
In brief. Nov'70:39
World events. Dec'70:37
(photo) Jan'71:15
In brief (photo) Jun'71:41
(photo) Oct'71:9 Oct'71:suppl:16
Investments help minority businessmen (photo) Dec'71:45
Urban renewal--opportunity or disaster (photo) Jun'72:19
(photo) Sep'72:9
World events. Nov'72:38
In brief. Dec'72:41
(photo) Sep'73:17,34
BROWN, RAMOND EDWARD, JR.
ICWF Quadrennial Assembly (photo) Sep'70:22
BROWN, ROBERT McAFFE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'68:34
BROWN, ROBERT McAFFE. AN AMERICAN DIALOGUE
Book chat. Dec'60:42 Feb'61:40
BROWN, ROBERT McAFFE. THE COLLECT'D WRITINGS OF ST. HERETICUS
New books. Mar'65:42
BROWN, ROBERT McAFFE. THE ECUMENICAL REVOLUTION
New books. Mar'68:38
BROWN, ROBERT McAFFE. THE SPIRIT OF PROTESTANTISM
Book chat. Jun'61:24
BROWN, ROBERT R. FRIENDLY ENEMIES
quoted. Last column. Jun'56:52
BROWN, ROSA V.
See
HAYNES, ROSA V. BROWN GRUBBS
Brown, Roy Leighton, 1870-1934 (married to Leota Polly Brown)
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:37
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:23
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
BROWN, ROY LEIGHTON, 1870-1934
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:56,64
(photo) Dec'24:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45 Feb'25:45
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
(photo) Aug'25:10
The latest flash of Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
A layman's evangelistic vision down in Florida. Oct'25:56
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6  
(photo) Jan'27:15  
In divers manners. Apr'27:57  
(photo) Oct'27:23  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42  
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:13  
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul'30:39  
(photo) Aug'30:11  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40  
(death) Roy L. Brown (photo) Dec'34:26

BROWN, RUSSELL  
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33  
Brown, Ruth Frazier  
Where rifles hang on cabin walls. May'24:26  
BROWN, RUTH FRAZIER  
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:19

BROWN, S W  
Notes. Apr'20:64

BROWN, SARAH CATHEINE BLAIR  
In memoriam. Jun'30:49

BROWN, STELLA (married to Hobart P. Brown)  
Global highlights. Jun'57:4  
News room. Jun'61:42

BROWN, STELLA (married to Robert P. Brown)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'57:6

BROWN, STEPHEN W. SO NOW YOU ARE A CHRISTIAN  
New books. Dec'72:35

Brown, Sterling W  
A religion for youth. Sep'40:19  
What religion has to offer. Dec'40:17  
Jamaica mission provides leadership. May'42:28  
Protestant strategy for brotherhood. Feb'45:11

BROWN, STERLING W  
(photo) Mar'34:34  
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31  
A close up our colleges. Jan'37:44  
(photo) Dec'37:27  
News from the college campus. Feb'41:31  
(photo) Dec'42:33  
News room. Sep'45:30  
Global highlights. May'47:3  
Classroom and campus. Jun'47:33  
Global highlights. May'49:2  
Classroom and campus. Mar'61:37  
Disciples in the news. Jun'66:7  
World events (photo) Feb'71:39  
Interfaith understanding is growing (photo) May'73:13

BROWN, STEVE  
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

BROWN, SUE F  
In memoriam. Sep'37:39

Brown, Thelma  
My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:23

BROWN, THELMA SHARMAN. TREASURE OF RELIGIOUS PLAYS  
Book chat. Jan'48:40

BROWN, VARINA  
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
BROWN, VIRGINIA CLARK ARCHER, 1865-1954
(married to George William Brown)
Notable addition to College of Missions faculty. Jun'21:58
(photo) Mar'28:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
In memoriam. Feb'55:35

BROWN, W H
News room. Jan'57:36

Brown, W J
The way California looks at it. Nov'20:45

BROWN, W J
(photo) Nov'25:29

BROWN, W NORMAN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33

BROWN, WALTER L., JR.
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40

BROWN, WILL H PATRIOTIC ILLUSTRATIONS FOR PUBLIC SPEAKERS
The book shelf. Oct'19:58

BROWN, WILLIAM A
quoted. The last page. Oct'26:64

Brown, William Adams, 1865-1943
Fourteen points on foreign missions. Jun'25:inside front cover
The church in America. Aug'25:back cover

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS, 1865-1943
(death) A loss to the world church. Mar'44:4

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. CHURCH AND STATE IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA
Book chat. Mar'37:24

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. THE CHURCH, CATHOLIC AND PROTESTANT
Book chat. Jul'35:17

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. THE CHURCH THROUGH HALF A CENTURY
Book chat. Nov'36:16

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. THE FUTURE ECONOMIC POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES
Book chat. Jan'44:18

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. GOD AT WORK
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. THE MINISTER
Book chat. Jan'38:14

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS. THE NEW ORDER IN THE CHURCH
Book chat. Jul'43:16

Brown, William E
Letters. Jul'69:34

BROWN, WILLIAM MONTGOMERY, 1855-
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39

BROWN UNIVERSITY (PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND)
Global highlights. Jul'64:6
Classroom and campus. Jan'65:23

BROWN-MILLER, IRENE
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33

BROWN-SHERMAN, STANLEY. WHAT DID JESUS THINK?
Book chat. Apr'35:24

BROWNE, BENJAMIN P
quoted. Last column. Apr'61:50

BROWNE, BENJAMIN P. CHRISTIAN JOURNALISM FOR TODAY
Book chat. Dec'52:40

BROWNE, BENJAMIN P. LET THERE BE LIGHT
quoted. Last column. Jan'57:48

BROWNE-MAYERS, CHARLOTTE
Global highlights (photo) May'68:7
quoted. Nov'68:13

BROWNING, A T
(photo) Mar'24:28

BROWNING, ALVA THOMAS, 1893-1972
Here and there with World Call. Mar'52:48

BROWNING, ANN
(photo) Nov'40:33

BROWNING, CHARITY HENDREN
(photo) Nov'40:33

BROWNING, DONALD SPENCER
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30

BROWNING DONALD SPENCER. ATONEMENT AND PSYCHOTHERAPY
New bokoks. Feb'67:18

BROWNING, DORIS ISABEL
(photo) Dec'30:41

BROWNING, EDNA BEATRICE, 1886-1951
In memoriam. Jun'51:37

BROWNING, EDWARD W., FOUNDATION
Items that made news last month. Feb'30:44

BROWNING, JUANITA
(photo) Jul'23:5

Browning, Louise
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
Youth and missions. Mar'54:37
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
Meditations. Dec'62:37

BROWNING, LOUISE
(photo) Oct'60:39

BROWNING, ROY W
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31

BROWNING, SALLIE DIXIE, -1946
In memoriam. Apr'47:39

BROWNING, WEBSTER E
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60

BROWNLEE, FRED L. THESE RIGHTS WE HOLD
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Brownlee, Jack
If youth were in charge of the church. Jul'73:42

BROWNLEE, MARTHA
Memorium. Nov'35:39

BROWNRIGG, RONALD. WHO'S WHO IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
Impressive values. Mar'72:34

BROWNSTOWN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17

BROWNSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Coke ovens, mines and men. Sep'25:9
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS
Pablo Cotto--pioneer pastor. Dec'58:31

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS. BELLA VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A fertile field for the church. Jun'53:18 (photo p. 17)
That all may be one (photos) Oct'53:18
Hands across the border. Nov'68:49

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct.'19:46
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
Notes. Apr'20:59 Jun'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:61
(photo) Mar'30:59
Another monument to Brotherhood help (photo) Oct'30:26
(photo) Nov'33:21

BROYLES, J. ALLEN. THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
New books. Oct'64:24

BROYLES, L. F.
Here and there with World Call. Jul'60:50

BROYLES, MARGARET E., -1952
In memoriam. Oct'52:35

BROZAND, LILLIE B
(photo) Jul'28:28

BRUBAKER, ABBIE, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'54:37

BRUBAKER, ELLA
In memoriam. Mar'38:39

BRUBAKER, LELAND
quoted. Global highlights. Nov'49:3

BRUBECK, SHIELDS A
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33

BRUCE, (married to Francis Bruce)
The church follows the frontier. Jul'52:20

Bruce, Alexander Campbell, 1836-1928
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:64

Bruce, Aubert Edgar
Nicknaming the alien (poem) Jun'29:22

BRUCE, EDITH
The church speaks across the footlights (photo) May'72:11

BRUCE, EDWARD JAMES, 1920-

BRUCE, F. U
Canadian partners to the north (photo) Nov'58:20

Bruce, Francis
A personal adventure in unity. Oct'65:19

BRUCE, FRANCIS
(photo) May'37:34 Sep'39:31
The church follows the frontier. Jul'52:20 (photo p. 19)
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23

BRUCE, FREDERICK FYVIE. THE ENGLISH BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'61:24

BRUCE, MARION
(photo) May'37:34

BRUCE, ROBERT C
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:64

BRUCEVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hundred year churches (photo) Oct'32:14
BRUCKBERGER, T. L. IMAGE OF AMERICA
Book chat. Nov'59:26

BRUCKMAN, CHRISTINE
See ROUSE, M. CHRISTINE BRUCKMAN

BRUINGTON, MIMA GARDNER, -1960 (married to Elmer E. Bruington)
In memoriam. Jun'60:37

BRUMBAUGH, (MRS. E. A.) -1951
In memoriam. Jan'52:37

Brumbaugh, L A
Note. Jun'19:60
Speaking of books. Nov'32:34

BRUMBAUGH, L A
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51

Brumbaugh, T T
The challenge of Japan's church. Dec'41:11
Position of Christianity gains in Japan. Feb'47:42

BRUMBAUGH, T T
(photo) Dec'41:11

BRUMFIELD, (MRS. R. V.)
In memoriam. Dec'36:39

BRUMFIELD, IDA
In memoriam. Dec'43:31

Brummel, B. Lee, 1939- (married to Jacquelin Louise Brummel)
Direct line. Oct'72:40

BRUMMEL, B. LEE, 1939-
When churches work together (photo) Oct'59:11
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'63:37
In brief. May'70:42
(commissioning) World events (photo) Sep'70:37
In brief. Nov'70:38 Jun'71:40

Brummel, Jacquelin Louise, 1939- (married to B. Lee Brummel)
Direct line. Oct'72:40

BRUMMEL, JACQUELLIN LOUISE, 1939-
In brief. May'70:42
(commissioning) World events (photo) Sep'70:37
In brief. Nov'70:38 Jun'71:40

BRUMMETT, KATHY KIM
(adoption) News room. May'57:37

Brummett, Leonard James, 1926- (married to Ruth Mitchum Brumett)
Our first day in Manila. Dec'52:47
Villagers make peace in Philippines. Nov'53:40
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'54:35
A mission church grows up. Oct'54:45
Echoes from everywhere.
People are our business. Feb'56:41
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'56:34
The old grandmother dies. Jun'56:19
This is my church, too! Jul'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
The fertile mountains. Mar'57:19

BRUMMETT, LEONARD JAMES, 1926-
Summer internship at Mariner's Temple. Mar'49:27
(photo) Mar'50:31
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
Global highlights. Apr'56:3
News room. Nov'57:32
Brummett, Ruth Mitchum, 1927- (married to Leonard James Brumett)
Our first day in Manila. Dec'52:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34
BRUMMETT, RUTH MITCHUM, 1927-
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
Global highlights. Apr'56:3
News room. Nov'57:32
BRUMMITT, DAN B
quoted. The last page. Mar'27:64
BRUMMITT, EDNA
News room. Mar'57:32
BRUMMITT, STELLA W. BROTHER VAN
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:55
Bargains in books. May'23:56
Bruner, Benjamin Harrison, 1888-1966 (married to Edna A. Bruner)
With the men who died in the war. Oct'20:13
The new emphasis upon the world's need of a Savior. Nov'20:19
Beginning from Jerusalem. Oct'33:20
Unified devotion. Jun'36:15
When the church was young. Feb'38:10
Christians in the world. Oct'46:13
BRUNER, BENJAMIN HARRISON, 1888-1966
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
(photo) Jun'36:15 Sep'46:27 Oct'46:13
In memoriam. Nov'66:44
BRUNER, BENJAMIN H. GREAT CHOICES OF THE LAST WEEK
Book chat. Mar'37:44
BRUNER, BENJAMIN H. GREAT QUESTIONS OF THE LAST WEEK
Disciples books of 1934. Jan'35:11
BRUNER, BENJAMIN H. THE MEANING OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
Speaking of books. Apr'30:31
BRUNER, BENJAMIN H. THIS SACRED HOUR
Book chat. Mar'54:18
BRUNER, BENJAMIN H. TOWARD THE SUNRISING
Book chat. Mar'35:45 Jan'36:21
Bruner, Edna A., 1889-1965 (married to Benjamin H. Bruner)
Women and world highways. Dec'49:33
BRUNER, EDNA A., 1889-1965
News room. Jan'43:34
Here and there with World Call. Apr'49:48
News room. Sep'49:39
quoted. Women and world highways (photo) Jun'50:35
(death) Global highlights. Jun'65:7
In memoriam. Jun'65:49
BRUNER, HENRY LANE, 1861-1945
(photo) Jan'21:5
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34
In our colleges (photo) Oct'38:33
Bruner, Margaret E
The hill road (poem) Feb'34:56
BRUNER, MARY GREGG
(photo) Jul'23:7
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
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BRUNER, ROBERT HARRISON
  (photo) Jul'23:7
BRUNING, (MRS. W. A.)
  (death) Dec'24:46
BRUNK, (MRS. B. F.)
  In memoriam. Apr'34:39
BRUNK, ALDIN CARPENTER
  (photo) Jun'21:12
  College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
BRUNK, BETTY
  (photo) Oct'42:42
BRUNK, HAROLD
  (photo) Oct'42:42
BRUNK, HUGH D., 1892-
  Notes... Dec'24:63
  (note) Jan'25:46
BRUNK, R O
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
Brunner, Edmund DeS
  Give country boys and girls a chance. Jun'20:45
  Religious instruction for rural churches. Aug'20:39
BRUNNER, EDMUND DeS. COOPERATION IN COOPERSBURG
  Book announcements. Jul'21:46
Brunner, Emil
  See
  Brunner, Heinrich Emil
BRUNNER, GORIG
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'58:5
Brunner, Heinrich Emil, 1889-1966
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'54:38
BRUNNER, HEINRICH EMIL, 1889-1966
  (photo) May'46:24
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38
  Global highlights. Nov'52:3    Nov'53:3
BRUNNER, HEINRICH EMIL. FAITH HOME AND LOVE
  Book chat. Nov'57:38
BRUNNER, HEINRICH EMIL. JUSTICE AND THE SOCIAL ORDER
  Book chat. Nov'46:45
BRUNS, RICHARD
  Classroom and campus. Apr'65:34
Bruntz, George G
  Child labor in a prairie state. Nov'36:6
BRUSH RUN CHURCH (PENNSYLVANIA)
  (photo) Mar'38:15
  Global highlights. Mar'61:6
  Global highlights (drawing) Jun'61:7
  Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34
  A visit to Brush Run. Jan'72:5
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM
  No place like Brussels! Feb'56:28
BRUZON, THOMAS
  (photo) Nov'28:41
BRYAN, (MRS. C C)
  (photo) Nov'22:1
BRYAN, (MRS. J. C.)
  (death) Jul'26:51
BRYAN, (MRS. W. H.)
Here and there with World Call. Apr'54:52
Bryan, Charles William
Who will occupy our empty pulpits? May'65:11
BRYAN, CHARLES WILLIAM
News room. Dec'64:36
Reflections on the tenth Seaboard Seminar. Jun'66:38
Africans in our church (photo) Feb'69:20
In brief. Sep'73:42
BRYAN, DAVID
Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33
BRYAN, DAVID MERLE, 1921- (married to Margie E. CAsteel Bryan)
News room. Dec'54:40
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31
(photo) Jan'71:42
BRYAN, DAWSON C. THE ART OF ILLUSTRATING SERMONS
Book chat. Apr'38:34
BRYAN, DAWSON C. A WORKABLE PLAN OF EVANGELISM
Book chat. Nov'45:37
BRYAN, ERNEST ROWLETT, 1906-
News room. Apr'47:40
Global highlights. Sep'49:4
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'51:4
BRYAN, FLORENCE
Here and there with World Call. Mar'51:48
BRYAN, FLORENCE TALBOTT, -1951
In memoriam. Jun'51:37
BRYAN, IDA
In memoriam. Oct'37:39
BRYAN, ISABEL
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
BRYAN, JAMES RICHARD
(death) Jun'20:57
BRYAN, JOSEPH L
News room (photo) Apr'63:32
Bryan, L. Wayne
Survival on the campus. Jul'73:9
BRYAN, MARGIE E. CASTEEL (married to David Merle Bryan)
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25
BRYAN, MITTIE
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
No time to grow old (photo) Dec'56:11
BRYAN, NEEDHAM
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'28:40
BRYAN, T R
A Church Extension valedictory. Dec'20:56
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:14
BRYAN, WILLIAM JENNINGS, -1925
The Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
BRYAN, WILLIAM LOWE, 1860-1955
BRYAN, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Working with students. Nov'42:17
BRYANT, ANITA. AMAZING GRACE
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
BRYANT, BEAUFORD HARDING
BRYANT, DEBORAH IRENE, 1946-
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25 Nov'46:29

BRYANT, FRANCIS WAYNE, 1930- (married to Betty Joyce Bryant) Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'61:8

BRYANT, GRACE, -1950
In memoriam. Oct'50:39

BRYANT, JAMES HUDSON, -1949
In memoriam. Jan'50:39

BRYANT, JAMES S
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35

Bryant, Lowell Castle, 1910-
Local church and national agency are one. Oct'60:11

BRYANT, LOWELL CASTLE, 1910-
Global highlights (photo) May'60:6
Gaines Cook retires from International Convention post (photo) Oct'64:29

BRYANT, MABEL C., -1949
In memoriam. May'49:39

BRYANT, MARY A
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59

BRYANT, O A
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44

BRYANT, SUSIE CRAIG
In memoriam. May'45:33

BRYANT, WAYNE
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:31
Iowa church joins EHP (photo) Apr'64:48

Bryant, William Cullen
The church (poem) Oct'41:front cover

BRYCE, PETER, 1878-
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:13

BRYDEN, JOHN R
Classroom and campus.
Nov'51:29 Mar'64:35 Nov'64:35 Nov'65:33

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church erection to the rescue. Feb'24:34

BRYNNER, YUL. BRING FORTH THE CHILDREN
Book chat. Mar'61:50

BRYSON, MARY
(death) Apr'25:51

Bryson, Walter F
A defender of the apron. Jul'21:44

BRYSON, WALTER L
(photo) Jan'21:17
Bu, Hia
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38

BUBENZER, MARY LOUISE (MARLISE) (married to Reinhard Leopold Bubenzer)
Presenting (photo) Jun'63:8

BUBENZER, REINHARD LEOPOLD (MIKE) (married to Mary Louis Bubenzer)
Presenting (photo) Jun'63:8

BUBER, MARTIN, -1965
Global highlights. Dec'53:4
(death) World Calling... Feb'66:10

BUBNOV, (married to Ignor D. Bubnov)
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33

BUBNOV, IGNOR D.
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33

BUCAFUSCO, LUIS
Why do we have world missions? (photo) Mar'61:19

BUCAY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40

BUCHAN, JOHN. PILGRIM'S REST
Book chat. Oct'41:23

BUCHAN, LAURA. HEARTH IN THE SNOW
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

BUCHANAN, (MRS. W. E.)
The friendly American. Jan'63:30

BUCHANAN, DAVID
Still pioneering in the Kentucky hills (photo) Feb'73:25

BUCHANAN, ELSIE
News room. Jan'65:34

BUCHANAN, EVELYN HAMMONDS (married to George Buchanan)
Still pioneering in the Kentucky hills (photo) Feb'73:25

Buchanan, George "Jack" (married to Evelyn Buchanan)
Students get ready for change in Appalachia. Nov'67:24

BUCHANAN, GEORGE "JACK"
In brief. Dec'72:42
Still pioneering in the Kentucky hills (photo) Feb'73:25
World events (photo) Sep'73:38

BUCHANAN, GEORGE WILMER
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:15

BUCHANAN, HERBERT J., 1883-1963
(photo) Mar'24:51

BUCHANAN, JACK
See

BUCHANAN, GEORGE "JACK"

BUCHANAN, LINDSAY
They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:23

Buchanan, Loisanne, 1912-
About persons of special needs. Jun'62:41

BUCHANAN, LOISANNE, 1912-
News room. Jul'52:37 Jan'65:34
In brief. Sep'69:38 Apr'71:41

BUCHANAN, STHELLA (sic)
World friendship comes alive! (photo) Nov'52:29

BUCHANAN, W. E. (BUCK)
The friendly American. Jan'63:30

Buchanan, Walter Scott, 1870-1946
The Church in the capital of Uncle Sam's baby state, Arizona. Jun'19:40
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:23
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
O come let us worship. Feb'28:19
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
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BUCHANAN, WALTER SCOTT, 1870-1946
    Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
    (photo) Sep'20:23    Mar'24:18    Oct'27:26
BUCHANAN COUNTY, IOWA
    An Iowa county convention. Nov'27:55
Bucher, Adaline Elizabeth, 1901-
    Where China takes care of her own. Aug'31:27
    Where the old have their innings. Oct'31:28
BUCHER, ADALINE ELIZABETH, 1901-
    (photo) Nov'23:front cover
    Our cover. Nov'23:1
    World Call makes another contribution in China (photo)
    Jul'30:1
    Station UCMS broadcasting.
        Jul'30:33    Sep'30:34    Feb'31:42
    (photo) Oct'31:28
    Station UCMS broadcasting.
        Aug'32:41    Feb'33:40    Apr'34:31
        Sep'32:41    May'33:42    Sep'34:45
BUCHER, J N
    (death) Feb'31:47
BUCHOLZ, (MRS. M P)
    (death) May'20:60
BUCHTER, MARGUERITE
    Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:32
Buck, Carlton Carey, 1907-
    Superiority? (poem) Jul'46:22
    Little Indian girl (poem) Dec'62:30
    Faith at Christmas (poem) Dec'63:22
    I look at the world (poem) apr'70:7
    The church and the challenge of alcoholism. Jul'72:28
    The meaning of Christmas (poem) Dec'72:6
    Letters. Jun'73:4
BUCK, CARLTON CAREY, 1907-
    In brief. Feb'71:41
    (photo) Jul'72:28
Buck, John Lossing
    Farmers of old China. Dec'33:13
BUCK, MARY BLYTHE, -1956
    In memoriam. Dec'56:37
Buck, Mary Margaret
    Letters. May'73:4
Buck, Oscar
    Thinking straight in missions. Mar'32:23
BUCK, OSCAR MACMILLAN
    Missionary illustrations... Apr'31:46
BUCK, OSCAR MACMILLAN. CHRISTIANITY TESTED
    Book chat. Sep'35:22
BUCK, OSCAR. OUR ASIATIC CHRIST
    Speaking of books. May'28:43
Buck, Pearl S
    The great Yangtse. Feb'32:17
    Barren spring. Apr'32:15
    An old woman passes. Mar'33:7
BUCK, PEARL S
    Station UCMS broadcasting.
        Aug'32:41    Sep'32:41    Sep'34:45
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:34 Dec'65:34

BUCK, PEARL S. THE BIG WAVE
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27

BUCK, PEARL S. DRAGON SEED
Book chat. Jun'42:23

BUCK, PEARL S. THE HIDDEN FLOWER
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

BUCK, PEARL S. PEONY
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32

BUCK, PEARL S. THE YOUNG REVOLUTIONIST
Programs for young people. Dec'32:37

BUCK, SARAH J
In memoriam. Jul'38:39

BUCKE, EMORY S
quoted. Last column. Sep'61:50

BUCKHAM, JOHN WRIGHT. CHRISTIANITY AND PERSONALITY
Book chat. May'36:26

BUCKHAM, JOHN WRIGHT. THE INNER WORLD
Book chat. Apr'42:23

BUCKINGHAM, (MRS. J. L.) -1949
In memoriam. Jul'49:39

BUCKINGHAM, S T
Fifty and more years of service for Christ (photo) Sep'25:31

BUCKINGHAM, T S
With the Near East Relief Commission. Jun'19:43

BUCKLES, (married to William C. Buckles)
(death) Jun'24:52

BUCKLEY, M L
Notes. Jun'19:62
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'24:57

BUCKLEY, MARGARET A
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

Bucklin, Clarissa
Windows (poem) Aug'26:back cover

BUCKNER, (married to Clark Buckner)
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:15

Buckner, (married to George Walker Buckner, Jr.)
Women and world highways. Feb'36:35

BUCKNER, (married to George Walker Buckner, Jr.)
Our new editor. Apr'35:13
(photo) Jul'35:34
Forgotten Island (photo) Apr'47:6
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20

BUCKNER, (married to Samuel G. Buckner) -1959
In memoriam. Jul'59:39

Buckner, Alice Gadd Sorrell (married to Champ Clark Buckner)
What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's
students... Jan'34:10

Book chat. Jul'35:31 Nov'36:45

BUCKNER, ALICE GADD SORRELL
There's no time for delay. Aug'26:27
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:57

Mr. Sorrell dies. Jul'30:1

The contribution of Wayne Sorrell. Aug'30:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
(photo) Jan'34:10

Global highlights (photo) Dec'48:2
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A visiting ministry among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'53:15
(retirement) News room (photo) Mar'55:36

BUCKNER, ALLEN
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'49:33

BUCKNER, ALLEN MARION, 1900-1950
In memoriam. Sep'50:37

Buckner, Champ Clark, 1888-1976
How we put "Word Call" in every home. Jan'27:51

BUCKNER, CHAMP CLARK, 1888-1976
(photo) Dec'21:19
A family quartette of ministers (photo) Apr'26:2
News room. Dec'48:31
Here and there with World Call. Mar'51:48

BUCKNER, GEORGE WALKER, 1863-1948
(married to Mary P. Buckner)
(photo) Dec'21:19 Mar'24:51
A family quartette of ministers (photo) Apr'26:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
News room. May'42:40
As I look at the ministry (photo) Sep'44:9
News room. Apr'46:32

Buckner, George Walker, 1893-1981
Teacher training and the future Bible School. Nov'19:9
The first page. Nov'32:2
Book chat. May'35:30
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:18
More book reviews. Sep'35:42
Books for today. Sep'35:46
World Call in Mexico. Dec'35:23
Book chat. Dec'35:31
Country Club at Easter time. Mar'36:6
Book chat. Apr'36:44 May'36:30
A church that built wisely and well. Jul'36:10
Book chat.

Women and world highways. Mar'37:35
Book chat. Mar'37:44 Apr'37:45
Are young people different? Jun'37:4
Book chat. Jun'37:42 Jul'37:44
Editorial correspondence. Sep'37:4
Celebrating the Fourth in Stockholm. Sep'37:25
Book chat. Sep'37:29
Editorial correspondence. Oct'37:4
British conference at Glasgow. Oct'37:6
Book chat. Oct'37:42
The China mission carries on. Nov'37:4
Preserving the Campbell Homestead. Jan'38:17
Book chat. Jan'38:33,34
Foreign mission leaders confer. Feb'38:4
Book chat. Feb'38:34,46
Democracy endangered. apr'38:20
Book chat.

The church faces the world. Feb'39:4
Reaching the unwanted. Feb'39:20
More about Madras. Mar'39:4
Trends in world Christianity. Apr'39:6 May'39:22
School girls at Bilaspur. Jun'39:9
Book chat. Jun'39:33
Trends in world Christianity.
  Jul'39:24 Sep'39:14 Oct'39:18
Book chat.
  Sep'39:40 Jan'40:40 Mar'40:46 May'40:46
  Dec'39:41 Feb'40:46 Apr'40:43 Jun'40:44
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
Books out of Madras. Feb'40:18
You must know Nehru. Mar'40:19
Kagawa and Ogawa arrested. Oct'40:14
Book chat. Oct'40:47
There's only one and we've got him. Jan'41:17
Book chat. Feb'41:27
Toward freedom. Mar'41:17
Book chat. Mar'41:46 May'41:46 Oct'41:44
Let the church be the church. Feb'42:20
International Council meetings. Mar'42:15
The faith by which the church lives. Mar'42:18
The world church and rising nationalism. Apr'42:18
A witnessing church in a despairing world. May'42:18
The church and social change. Jun'42:18
Book chat. Jun'42:44
Obligations of the church to a warring world. Jul'42:18
Book chat. Jul'42:46
The church's stake in world order. Sep'42:23
The church looks at race. Oct'42:18
The church and education. Nov'42:18
The church and its own unity. Jan'43:18
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
That the church may speak. Feb'43:18
Book chat. May'43:44 Sep'43:37
It is later than you think. Nov'43:6
Book chat. Jan'44:36
Women and the Great Commission. Feb'44:4
A fellowship in the work. Apr'44:4
A veteran preacher appraises his calling. Sep'44:9
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
Book chat. Feb'45:38
Britain, from war to peace. Oct'45:4
French Protestantism looks ahead. Nov'45:4
Editorial correspondence... Dec'45:4
Looking at Europe through the eyes of the church. Jan'46:6
Notes on anti-semitism in Europe. Feb'46:6
New occasions, new opportunities. Mar'46:6
America and the world's needs. Apr'46:6
Book chat. Jul'46:46
Who erected the Iron Curtain? Nov'46:6
Editorial correspondence from Seattle. Jan'47:6
Forgotten island. Apr'47:6
Correspondence from Europe. Oct'47:6
Editorial correspondence from Europe. Nov'47:6
Interpreting a people. Mar'48:24
Land of Hus, Masaryk and Benes. Apr'48:6
Editorial correspondence from Amsterdam. Oct'48:6
The church and the international disorder. Mar'49:28
Issues in religious liberty. Sep'49:6
On so slender a thread. Oct'49:6
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Book chat. Mar'50:41
Henry Noble Sherwood retires. Jun'50:33
Home missions readings--1950. Jul'50:34
Book chat. Jul'51:40
World Council looks to the future. Oct'51:7
Yugoslavia welcomes visiting churchmen. Nov'51:6
Book chat. Nov'51:37
An ambassador to the vatican? Dec'51:6
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Book chat. Jun'52:42
Youth at work in France. Oct'52:6
Midsummer weekend. Nov'52:6
A rare Christian family. Dec'52:6
Learning by working. Dec'52:7
Curative action now. Jan'53:6
Editorial correspondence...
    from Great Britain. Oct'53:6
    from Germany. Nov'53:6 Dec'53:6
    from Europe. Oct'55:5
Christian concerns in the Middle East. Nov'55:6
Correspondence from Yugoslavia. Dec'55:6
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Correspondence from Europe. Oct'56:7 Nov'56:8
Editorial correspondence, III. Dec'56:8
Book chat. Dec'56:44
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Correspondence from New Haven. Oct'57:8
Book chat. Jun'58:44
You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:10
The World Council looks at its work. Nov'58:10
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
Editorial correspondence from Rhodes. Nov'59:10
Editorial correspondence from St. Andrews.
    Oct'60:10 Nov'60:10
Book chat. Jun'61:43
Personally speaking. Jul'61:10
Book chat. Sep'61:41
Impressions in India. Jan'62:26
Faith builds a church. May'62:49
One day--one church. May'63:28
Book chat. May'63:41
A discontent with division. Jun'63:31
Something new and great. Jul'63:31
Books. Nov'63:41
Is this the church's business? Jul'64:15
Letters. Jun'68:4
They made things happen. Jan'69:13
Editorials. Apr'69:19
Faith, with freedom, in the ''too-holy'' land. Oct'73:5
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BUCKNER, GEORGE WALKER, 1893-1981

A family quartette of ministers (photo) Apr'26:2
(photo) Jun'30:32
Note: became editor of World Call with April, 1935 issue.

Retired as editor June 30, 1961.
The threshold. Mar'35:2
Our new editor (photo) Apr'35:13
Personalities. Apr'35:17  Sep'35:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:43
The threshold (photo) Oct'36:2
(photo) Nov'36:28
College activities. Feb'37:33
(photo) Mar'37:2
The threshold. Jul'37:2
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20 (photo p. 21)
The threshold (photo) Dec'38:4
(photo) Dec'38:30
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
(photo) Feb'39:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
(photo) Mar'39:33
The Threshold. Apr'39:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'39:34
(photo) Mar'40:17
World Call in California. Sep'40:20
(photo) Jun'41:16  Nov'42:25
News room. Jan'44:34
The threshold. Sep'45:2
News room. Oct'45:25
The threshold (photo) Dec'45:2
Global highlights. Feb'46:2
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
News room. Feb'47:32
(photo) May'47:29
News room. Jul'48:39
(photo) Sep'49:41
Global highlights.
   (photo) May'50:2  Feb'52:2  Mar'52:3
Candidates reply on Vatican ambassador. Nov'52:40
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'53:30
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
(photo) Jan'55:25
Global highlights.
   (photo) Oct'55:2  Feb'56:3  Nov'56:5
World Christianity in focus. Mar'57:26
They work for you... Nov'58:27
(photo) Jan'59:back cover
Global highlights. Apr'59:4
Pugh to come to World Call. Jul'60:10
Global highlights. Nov'60:5
Council executive concerned with unity. Dec'60:47
News room. Jan'61:37
Global highlights. Jul'61:5,7
Personally speaking. Jul'61:10
Here and there with World Call. Jul'61:50
BUCKNER, GEORGE WALKER. CONCERNS OF A WORLD CHURCH
Book chat. Nov'43:10
Suggested text for adult classes. Nov'43:36

BUCKNER, GEORGIA
See
DORLAQUE, GEORGIA BUCKNER

BUCKNER, JULIA
See
CARR, JULIA BUCKNER

BUCKNER, MABEL
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32

BUCKNER, MARY PICKINS, 1875-1962
(married to George Walker Buckner, Sr.)
(press) Dec'21:19
The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
News room. May'44:28 Oct'48:32

Buckner, Samuel Griffith, 1885-1940
Yakima Indian Christian Mission. May'21:58

BUCKNER, SAMUEL GRIFFITH, 1885-1940

(press) Dec'21:19
A family quartette of ministers (photo) Apr'26:2
Personalities. Jun'38:15
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34

BUCKNER, SARAH CHINN, -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35

BUCKNER, SUE
(press) May'35:33

Buckner, Winifred
Book chat. Apr'36:44 Jan'52:42

BUDD, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Apr'44:36 May'44:33

BUDDHISM
Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:51
By Buddha's gilded temples. Jan'22:54
The Chinese tempel and the Christian church. Aug'24:21
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52
Buddhism and Christianity... Oct'41:43
Global highlights.
    Jul'60:4 May'61:6 Feb'64:4
Japan's fanatical faith. Sep'64:26

BUDER, CHRISTINE
News room. Mar'52:32

BUDU
A picture, past, present and future. Jun'30:40

Buechley, Frank
A rural parish shows possibilities. Dec'46:27
BUECHNER, FREDERICK. WISHFUL THINKING
New books. Jul'73:34

BUEGA, GERDA
Global highlights. Feb'61:4

BUEHLER, MARGARET
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30

BUEHRLE, CAROLYN
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'52:28

BUELL, LESLIE
Social trends. Jun'47:16

BUENA VISTA, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
Notes. May'19:61
Buenos Aires workers. Aug'19:37
Notes. Aug'19:45
Much work and few workers. Aug'19:49
Boundless opportunities. Sep'19:43
Notes. Feb'20:56,63
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53,61,64
With our own missionaries. Aug'21:31
Mrs. Atwater and party in Buenos Aires. Aug'21:34
Ourselves in South America (photo) Nov'21:6
(often Jun'22:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
(photo of Woman's Bible Training School) Dec'22:26
Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:58
Building the Lord a house in Buenos Aires (photo) Dec'23:12
First impressions of Buenos Aires. Feb'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
Ruth Fish honored. Apr'24:41
Boys help boys. Apr'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:56
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49,60
A glimpse into Buenos Aires. Aug'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:59
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
Opening the door of opportunity (photo) Jan'25:21
First word from Montevideo delegates. Jun'25:34
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49,58,61
At church in Buenos Aires. Jan'26:54
The first commencement. Mar'26:44
Colegio Americano to the front. Mar'26:44
The day of the race. Mar'26:60
Program helps. Apr'26:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58
Training the Argentine women. Jul'26:38
The Montgomerys at work. Jul'26:55
Where materialism is rampant. Nov'26:57
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:50
Encouragement in Buenos Aires. Mar'27:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:48,50, Jun'27:48
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Summer school in Buenos Aires. Jul'27:57
Honoring mother in Buenos Aires. Aug'27:52
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47
Young people's work in Latin America (photo of Young People's Christian Association) Sep'27:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34 Aug'28:33
From vision to reality. Sep'28:29
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:48
Sociedad Estudiantil de Obreros Cristianos. Nov'28:41
A significant trend. Dec'28:42
Preparing for service. Dec'28:59
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:44
Missionary organizations... May'29:32
From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:59
Missionary organizations... Aug'29:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
What's going on in South America. Jun'30:53
R. M. Hopkins in South America. Nov'30:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
What's coming in Latin America? Mar'31:8
Carnival time in Buenos Aires. Jul'32:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
Missionary organizations' own section. Jan'34:35
Mi Amigo. Mar'37:9
Welcoming the President. Mar'37:19
First impressions--after twelve years. Jun'37:12
Observations in the southern continent. Jul'37:25
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'38:39 Oct'38:39
News room. Sep'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43 May'42:39
Smedleys in Argentina. Oct'42:46
Conference at Buenos Aires. May'43:47
Silver linings on a wartime journey. Sep'43:22
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'43:32 Feb'44:33 Mar'44:33 Apr'44:32
Looking to the future in Argentina. May'44:17
January vacation church school. May'44:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
Argentine quintuplets. Jul'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:32,33
Argentina report. May'45:38
Pan-American Day celebration. Jul'45:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28
September in Argentina. Jan'46:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
Kindergarten closes. Apr'46:29
February activities. May'46:41
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11 (photo) May'47:24
Protestantism on the move. Nov'49:22
What a gift can do. Dec'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36 Mar'52:38
Disciple women in Argentina hold their first congress. Mar'52:47
Enterprise in Tablada. Jun'52:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:37 Nov'53:34
Latin American journey. Feb'54:20
Anniversary in Argentina. Jul'56:29
The church in Argentina is growing. Jan'59:30
A visit to Argentina. Jun'60:28
Global highlights. Dec'60:8
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
Global highlights. Sep'62:7
Glances and glimpses. Sep'64:18
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. BELGRANO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36
Revival at Belgrano. Nov'60:49

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. COLEGIALES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Buenos Aires Congregation lays corner stone (photo) Jan'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:40 May'31:39
A dream of years realized (photos) Jun'31:44
A missionary mother in Argentina. Dec'31:31 (photo) Jun'32:7
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:38
Activities in Argentina. Apr'38:46 (photo) Mar'39:19
Our churches in Argentina (photo) Jul'39:46
Wide observance of Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:10
Unusual experiences. Jul'40:43 (photo) Feb'41:8
A day in Colegiales. Nov'41:33
The Colegiales Church today. Feb'46:44
Laboratory school in Buenos Aires (photos of school) Jun'46:31
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
For adult mission study. Apr'52:34
Leadership training courses... Jun'52:46
Marks of progress seen in Argentina. Jun'62:49

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. COLEGIO WARD
See

COLEGIO WARD

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. CRAMER STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Short and true from far and near. Nov'21:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
Mother's Day celebrated (photos) Aug'26:52
In quest of the good. Oct'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50 May'27:50
Revival... Jan'29:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:36 (photo of Sunday school classes) Jun'29:38
Serving through play (photo of Basketball team) Oct'29:34
Argentinians study Africa. Oct'29:62
Colegio Americano students at Cramer Church (photo) Jun'30:59
Our churches in Argentina. Jul'39:46
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:18
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. FLORIDA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'57:38

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. SAAVEDRA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
A church comes of age (photos) May'51:10

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. TABLADA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of worship service) Mar'59:23
Echoes from everywhere (photo of some members) Feb'61:36
All eyes on Latin America (photo) Dec'61:27

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
See
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA)

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. VILLA MITRE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The church in Villa Mitre. May'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
(photo) Jan'40:19'
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:37 Jun'40:39
Argentina's developing church (photo of interior) Jul'40:13
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:18
An autumn Sunday in Buenos Aires (photo of interior) Sep'44:35
Jorgelina's cornerstone (photo) Oct'51:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36
Pepito's faith spreads happiness. Jun'52:43
Revolution in South America (photo) Apr'56:18
Miracle at Villa Mitre (photo of sanctuary) Jan'63:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Church and community share a dream. May'73:20

Buenviaje, Catalina J.
Women and world highways. Nov'70:26

BUENVIAJE, CATALINA J.
(photo) Jan'51:25
Women and world highways. Jun'70:32
ICWF Quadrennial Assembly (photo) Sep'70:22
(photo) Nov'70:27
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:18
(photo) p. 19

BUERGER, HUGHES L., JR.
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30 Nov'50:36

Buerk, John A
Why do students fail? Oct'64:11

BUFFALO, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Apr'19:62

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
Buffalo hotels. Mar'47:20
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25

BUFFALO (NEW YORK) AND ERIE COUNTY COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
What happened at Buffal. Jan'29:29
Back to fundamentals. Jan'30:5
Global highlights. Nov'61:7
Global highlights. Jun'66:6

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'20:29
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:41
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. CLEVELAND HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Another adventure. Sep'46:43
An accounting of stewardship. Jul'47:22 (photo p. 21)
(photo) Sep'51:14
Overcrowding is no problem (photo of Church school class)
Nov'57:10

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. ENGLEWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Spe'21:63
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. FOREST AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. GLENWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. KENSINGTON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Note. Sep'19:48

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. RICHMOND AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:61 Jun'23:44
What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:25
Good ideas... Jan'32:38
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples (photo) May'47:25

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In a University center (photo) Aug'22:56
Growing a church. Apr'27:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'28:47
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples (photo) May'47:25

BUFFALO, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'31:46

BUFFINGTON, B F
In memoriam. Feb'42:39

BUFFINGTON, MARGARET
Memorium. Sep'35:39

BUFFKIN, JOSEPHINE BERGMANN
In memoriam. Mar'34:40

BUFORD, MATTIE
(death) Sep'25:57

BUGBEE, WILLIS N. THE SPIRIT OF FINLAND
Book chat. Jun'40:44

BUHLER, (MRS. M A)
(photo) Jul'22:47

BUHLER, ARTHUR E
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:7

BUHMILLER, THELMA
News room. Mar'44:34
(photo) Oct'45:18

BUHRMESTER, A C
The college and victory (photo) Jan'19:33

BUIE, HALLIE. KE SOONI
Book chat. Mar'48:31
"BUILDING FOR CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'62:41
BUILTA, THOMAS BRODE
(photo) Jul'23:4

BULGARIA
Missionary illustrations... May'30:43
Global highlights. Mar'48:3
The nature of Christian fellowship. Apr'49:5
Global highlights. Jul'52:2

Bull, Leona
Sunday schools. Mar'29:51          Jun'29:51

BULL, LEONA
Sunday schools. Apr'29:37

BULL, LOUISA CAROLINE, -1955
In memoriam. Nov'55:33

BULLARD, ROGER A
Classroom and campus. Apr'67:34         May'68:34
World events (photo) Jun'70:37
The word for today's world (photo) Apr'73:31

BULLARD, SARA R
In memoriam. Dec'38:39

BULLETIN BOARDS
Adults and mission. Mar'64:40

BULLETT, MARY
In memoriam. Nov'37:39

BULLITTSVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of committee) Feb'55:1

BULLOCK, ANN
Classroom and campus. Jul'65:34

Bullock, J Harry
Message. Oct'19:46

THE BULLY BULLETIN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42

BULTMANN, RUDOLF. JESUS AND THE WORD
Book chat. Mar'35:45

BULTMANN, RUDOLF. THE PRESENCE OF ETERNITY
Book chat. Apr'58:24

BUMA, KYOJI. THIS IS JAPAN TODAY
World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33

BUMBAUGH, (MRS. J. H.)
Here and there... Feb'48:48

BUNCH, BESS ROBBINS WHITE
See

COCHRAN, BESS ROBBINS WHITE
BUNCH, CHRISTOPHER. PRAYERS FOR THE FAMILY
quoted. Last column. Dec'61:50          Apr'62:50
BUNCH, JOSEPHINE. PRAYERS FOR THE FAMILY
quoted. Last column. Dec'61:50          Apr'62:50

BUNCH, LESLIE BRUNER
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
(photo) Jul'32:25

BUNCHE, RALPH J
A merited and popular award. Nov'50:6
Classroom and campus. Dec'63:35
News room (photo) Jan'64:40

BUNDY, GEORGE W
(death) Jun'23:54

BUNDY, McGEORGE. ON ACTIVE SERVICE IN PEACE AND WAR
Book chat. Oct'48:44
BUNDY, MILDRED FRANKLIN, 1875-1938 (married to Newton Bundy)
   Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
BUNDY, NEWTON, 1860-
   (photo) Mar'24:50 Nov'25:33
BUNDY, SAM
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'52:4
Bunjes, Emil Henry, Jr., 1928-
   Letters. Dec'70:32
BUNKER, (married to H. E. Bunker)
   Friends of God (photo) Jun'24:55
BUNKER, H E
   Friends of God (photo) Jun'24:55
BUNKER, HELEN
   In memoriam. Mar'37:39
Bunn, Adele Bower (married to William Bunn)
   See
      Oliver, Ethel Adele Bower Bunn
BUNN, WILLIAM (married to Adele Bower Bunn Oliver)
   (marriage) News room. Nov'54:36
BUNOT, PEDRO
   (photo) Mar'51:8
BUNTAIN, (MRS. ALEXANDER)
   Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
BUNTEN, MAUDE O., -1955
   In memoriam. Feb'56:35
BUNYAN, JOHN. PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
   Book chat. Jan'40:21
BUNYAN, MYRTIE, -1942
   In memoriam. Jun'42:39
BURBANK, LUTHER
   quoted. Last column. Nov'54:48
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   In brief. Jul'71:45
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA. LITTLE WHITE CHAPEL
   (photo) Nov'47:11
Burch, (married to Waldo Burch)
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'61:50
Burch, BARABRA LOIS
   See
      CARSON, BARABRA LOIS BURCH
Burch, Clarence Arthur, 1883-1977
   (Married to Miriam Stewart Howes Burch)
   Industrial development in Wuhu, China. Nov'22:60
   Where every prospect pleases and only man is vile. May'24:35
   An unexpected testimony. Apr'27:57
   War experiences in Chuchow and our other stations. Jul'27:28
   The funeral of the father of the new Chinese Republic. Sep'29:29
   Laying siege to China. Mar'30:27
   Seed time in the church in China. Dec'32:28
   The church in China preaches. Jan'33:34
   No sleeping giant now. May'34:43
   What the Gospel means. Mar'36:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'36:39
   Why missionaries went back. Dec'40:13
   The church in China today. Jan'41:15
BURCH, CLARENCE ARTHUR, 1883-1977
(Book chat. Sep'42:46
(Book chat. Sep'42:46
(photo) Oct'22:5 Sep'24:45
Program helps (photo) Mar'25:48
A bird's eye view of Chuchow (photo of home) Mar'25:49 (photo) Oct'26:44
(photo no. 4) Mar'29:24
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:11 Jun'33:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34 May'34:41
(photo) Sep'37:17
Church at Hofei adds hundred. Oct'39:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
(photo) Dec'40:13
News room. Feb'42:34
(photo) Sep'42:39
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33
News room. Sep'45:30 Apr'46:41
Classroom and campus. Mar'47:30
BURCH, CLARIS DELANO, 1912-1936
(photo) Jun'23:22
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30 (death) Mar'36:47
BURCH, ELIZABETH CASWELL
See O'HANLON, ELIZABETH CASWELL BURCH
Burch, Maxine Marie, 1924-
Echos from everywhere. Jul'56:34 Nov'60:32
BURCH, MAXINE MARIE, 1924-
News room. May'55:38
(commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38
(photo) May'56:47
Healing and much more! May'58:29
In brief. Oct'73:32
Burch, Miriam Stuart Howes, 1884-1972
(married to Clarence Arthur Burch)
Echos from everywhere. Mar'37:38,39
Homes of Chinese Christians. Apr'40:27
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jan'41:38
Women and world highways. Apr'41:35
Children of calamity. Jun'41:24
Madame Kiang. Jul'41:44
BURCH, MIRIAM STUART HOWES, 1884-1972
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:11 Jun'33:18
Echos from everywhere. Oct'34:39
quoted. Missionary organizations' own section. Nov'34:35
quoted. China eats bitterness (photo) May'38:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
(photo) Jun'41:24
News room. Sep'45:30
In memoriam. Jan'73:44
BURCH, RUTH FRANCIS
See FIDDLER, RUTH FRANCIS BURCH
BURCHAM, ANN
Youth and the world mission (photo) May'68:33
BURCHAM, CARNIE ROY (married to Sara Jane Smith Burcham)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'52:4
   Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
   Disciples in the news (photo)
      Mar'67:7 Dec'68:8
BURCHAM, SARA JANE SMITH (married to Carnie Roy Burcham)
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'52:48
BURCHFIELD, REBECCA, -1941
   In memoriam. Apr'42:39
BURCKHALTER, SABINAH ROBERTS
   In memoriam. Jan'41:39
Burdett, Franklin L
   Book chat. Sep'42:46
BURDETT, FRANKLIN L
   (photo) Oct'40:32
   Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
Burdett, K C
   Rough journey in Surguja. Nov'58:31
Burdette, Robert J
   How they spent their money (poem) Feb'35:48
BURDG, KATIE, -1956
   In memoriam. Apr'57:35
BURDICK, ADDA, -1953
   In memoriam. Jun'53:39
Burdick, H Dean
   My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:25
BURDIN, GRAY
   (photo) Oct'39:33
BURDUE, WAYNE HENRY, 1911-1951
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'51:3
   Crusade progress. Apr'51:26
   Global highlights. Oct'51:2
   (photo) Oct'53:2
BUREMAN, MIKE
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
BUREMAN, RALPH EDWARD, 1912-1987
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
   News room. Nov'53:32
   Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
BURFORD, (MRS. T. C.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'38:2
BURGER, MARY LOU
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:31
BURGER, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of parsonage) Jul'42:1
BURGESS, BERNICE
   Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
BURGESS, C E
   Circulation corner. Feb'40:inside front cover
BURGESS, EDITH
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51
BURGESS, ELIZABETH COOK
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:61
BURGESS, JENNIE
   In memoriam. Sep'31:40
BURGESS, JOEL
(photo) Feb'19:7

BURGESS, JOHN A
My good fortune—and yours (photo) Mar'54:13

Burgess, Mattie W., 1862-1937
They that are sick. Jul'21:37
Short and true from far and near. Nov'21:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Reaching the women. Dec'25:63
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'26:51 Nov'26:50 Nov'31:39

BURGESS, MATTIE W. 1862-1937
Notes. Feb'20:56
News from home. May'20:35
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Feb'21:18
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:55
Headquarter notes. Aug'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
quoted. The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
At work again in India. Oct'25:43
(photo) May'26:55
Work that counts. Jul'26:46
(photo) Dec'28:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:50
(photo) Mar'31:25
The first page. Apr'31:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42 Sep'32:41
Bridging the year. Nov'32:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
(photo) Mar'36:26
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:47
(death) The final furlough of Mattie Burgess (photo)
Oct'37:34
(death) Oct'37:47
The song (poem) Dec'37:30

BURGESS, NANNIE (NANCY) LEDGERWOOD, 1836-1902
(married to Otis Asa Burgess)
Eureka Missionary Service Flag. Jun'19:49
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:38
A bit of history. Jan'23:50
Dec'23:4
Power made perfect in weakness (photo) Sep'24:14

Burgess, Nellie V
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Nov'36:32 Dec'37:41 Dec'41:40

BURGESS, PERRY. WHO WALK ALONE
For adult missionary groups. Jan'44:30
The threshold. Dec'44:2

Burgess, Rebecca Scott
Sunday schools. Mar'29:52

Burgess, Robert
Book chat. Jan'40:40 Jan'41:44

Burgess, S T
God is holding me responsible. Jul'24:56

BURGESS, SAMUEL JOEL
BURGESS, SARAH
  (death) Feb'21:50
Burgess, T. K.
  Letters. Jan'64:49
BURGESS, T. M.
  Notes. Feb'19:48
BURGESS MEMORIAL GIRLS' SCHOOL
  See
  BILASPUR, INDIA. BURGESS MEMORIAL GIRLS' SCHOOL
BURGH, FREDRIC S
  Classroom and campus. Feb'59:36
A new day in church financing (photo) Jul'65:14
BURGHARD, KATHERINE
  (photo) May'55:38 Apr'60:31
Retirements from general ministry. Feb'71:40
BURGHARDT, WILLIAM FRANKLIN
  (photo) Feb'32:31
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
BURGHART, (married to Robert A. Burghart)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'57:6
Burgion, Nora
  Son of a fisherman. Jun'62:40
BURGOS, EULALIO
  (photo) Nov'28:41 Jan'52:10 Feb'52:34 Nov'69:46
Quoted. Direct line. Apr'72:45
BURGOS, PHILIPPINES
  Hurricane brings destruction in the Philippines. Dec'47:38
BURGSTABLER, H J
  (photo) Dec'31:32
BURK, (MRS. W. D.)
  (photo) Nov'47:13
BURK, ELDIAH
  People help people at M.C.I. (photo) Apr'54:16
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'67:7
Burke, (married to H. Edwin Burke)
  Letters. May'69:41
BURKE, (married to Henry C. Burke)
  Classroom and campus. Dec'62:34
BURKE, (married to Herman E. Burke)
  Elections at Cleveland (photo) Jan'58:37
BURKE, (MRS. W. H.) -1964
  (death) News room. Apr'64:40
BURKE, DONALD
  (photo) Oct'42:42
BURKE, EDMOND
  Quoted. Last column. Jan'57:48
BURKE, EDMUND N
  News room (photo) Feb'58:40
BURKE, EDNA L
  Here and there... Jan'48:48
  News room. Jun'48:32
Burke, Elizabeth (married to Hermon Burke)
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
BURKE, ELIZABETH
  They work for you (photo) Nov'58:28
Burke, Ellen I
An African wedding. Feb'25:55
BÜRKE, ELLEN
(photo) Oct'30:40
BÜRKE, HELEN G
Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:9 (photo p. 10)
BÜRKE, HENRY C
Classroom and campus. Dec'62:34
Burke, Hermon Edwin (married to Elizabeth Burke)
Recipe for a new congregation. Mar'59:19
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
BÜRKE, HERMON EDWIN
(photo) Oct'42:42
Global highlights. Nov'56:5
Dear Brad... (photo) Apr'57:19
(photo) Mar'59:20
New churches are for people (photo) Feb'60:19
(photo) Apr'60:19
News room. Sep'60:48
Burke, Jessie Mae, 1906--
A ministry of mercy. Dec'41:23
Camp life. Jul'42:32
Be not forgetful. Dec'42:24
Victory gardens at summer camp. Sep'43:26
A Brotherhood treasure hunt. Dec'43:18
The Brotherhood holds the mercy keys... Dec'44:20
Your other family... Dec'51:24
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:23
Letters. Dec'67:4
BÜRKE, JESSIE MAE, 1906--
...to Benevolent Association. Sep'41:32
Executive Staff of N.B.A. (photo) May'43:28
(photo) Dec'44:8 May'55:38
They work for you. Mar'58:46 (photo p. 27)
(photo) Dec'67:26
Six retirements from the general ministry. Oct'72:33
(photo p. 32)
BÜRKE, KENDALL EDWARD, 1893-1943
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
(photo) Oct'42:42 May'43:32
Classroom and campus. Apr'44:24
BÜRKE, MARY ELLEN
In memoriam. Mar'40:39
BÜRKE, MAURICE GLYNN, 1929--
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
BÜRKE, VERDIA BENDER (married to Artie E. Burke)
(photo) Nov'50:27
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'55:4
Christian educators look ahead (photo) Apr'55:18
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
BÜRKE, WAYNE F
In brief. Sep'71:41
World events (photo) Oct'71:40
BÜRKE MEYER, ROBERT
(photo) Jan'42:13
BURKETT, (MRS. Z. E.)
   In memoriam. Sep'30:39
BURKETT, ELSIE (married to Thomas Allen Burkett)
   Presenting (photo) Mar'63:8
BURKETT, MORRIS
   Presenting (photo) Mar'63:8
BURKETT, THOMAS ALLEN, 1907- (married to Elsie Burkett)
   Presenting (photo) Mar'63:8
Burkette, F. Z.
   A divine right. Apr'20:51
BÜRKETTE, F. Z.
   (photo) Apr'20:51
BURKHALLER, DAREY E
   Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7
BURKHARDT, (married to Carl Burkhardt)
   News room (photo) Mar'56:38
BURKHARDT, CARL
   News room (photo) Mar'56:38
BURKHARDT, JAMES CALVIN, 1870-1933?
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
BURKHARDT, OPAL
   See
   BANKS, OPAL BURKHARDT
Burkhart, (married to David Burkhart)
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:52
BURKHART, (married to John Burkhart)
   An appreciation. Jul'23:18
BURKHART, ARTHUR E
   (photo) Dec'21:18
   An appreciation (photo) Jul'23:18
BURKHART, CARL A
   (photo) Dec'21:18
   An appreciation (photo) Jul'23:18
   (photo) Mar'24:25
Burkhart, Carl A., Jr.
   Career at midpoint. Jan'68:19
BURKHART, CLAUDE M
   (photo) Dec'21:18
   An appreciation (photo) Jul'23:18
BURKHART, H. C
   Feb'19:37
BURKHART, HALLY C
   (photo) Dec'21:18
   An appreciation (photo) Jul'23:18
BURKHART, HAROLD
   (photo) May'37:34
BURKHART, JOHN
   An appreciation. Jul'23:18
BURKHART, JOHN W
   (photo) Dec'21:18
   An appreciation (photo) Jul'23:18
BURKHART, LOIS
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39
Burkhart, Roy A
   Christian youth building a new world. May'35:5
BURKHART, ROY A
   (photo) Apr'46:24
Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:4
Classroom and campus. Dec'60:33

BURKHART, ROY A. THE CHURCH AND THE RETURNING SOLDIER
Book chat. Sep'45:34

BURKHART, ROY A. THINKING ABOUT MARRIAGE
Book chat. Jul'35:31

BURKHART, ROY A. YOUTH AND THE WAY OF JESUS
Book chat. Jan'40:40

BURKHOLDER, (MRS. J. E.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'38:2

BURKS, CONNIE COOPER, -1948
In memoriam. Dec'48:37

BURLEIGH, HARRY T
Nobody knows the trouble I've seen. Jun'24:46

BURLEIGH, HARRY T. OLD SONGS HYMNAL
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42

BURLEIGH, HUGH M
Classroom and campus. Sep'68:35

BURLEIGH, JENNIFER ELIZABETH
(photo) Oct'71:15

BURLEIGH, WILLIAM G. MATOAKA
Speaking of books. Sep'25:50

Burleson, Hugh L
(untitled poem) Dec'47:31

BURLESON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

BURLINGAME, CORA, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:32

BURLINGAME, ETHIE
See
LEHMAN, ETHIE BURLINGAME

BURLINGAME, VIRGINIA W. STRUBLE. CACTUS
Book chat. Jul'58:44

BURLINGAME, VIRGINIA W. STRUBLE. LARRY TWO-FEATHERS
New books. May'67:40

BURLINGTON, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Teaching missions by the surprise method. Feb'28:58
Four congregations enroll in Home Plan. Feb'60:49

BURLINGTON, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The little white church on the corner (photo) May'22:59
Good ideas... Jan'32:38

BURMA
Global highlights.
    Jul'60:4    Nov'60:6    Jan'61:7
Burma's mercy truck. Jan'61:46
Global highlights. Jul'65:7

BURMEISTER, A. G.
Disciples in South Africa dedicate new church for Africans
(photo) Jul'56:43

BURN, BRUCE
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2

BURNAGE, ENGLAND. CHURCH OF CHRIST
The widening circle. Mar'58:41

BURNAM, JOHN J
Memorium. May'36:39

BURNAND, EUGENE. "GO PREACH THE GOSPEL" (PAINTING)
(photo) Sep'35:front cover
The threshold. Sep'35:2

BURNAU, (MRS. W. S.)
(death) Jan'23:58

BURNELL, ELAINE H. ASIAN DILEMMA: UNITED STATES, JAPAN AND CHINA
New books. Jan'70:28

Burner, Lulu M., -1927
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49

BURNER, LULU M., -1927
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
In memoriam. Nov'27:59

BURNER, MARY GREGG
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42

BURNER, SARA KATHERINE, 1921-
(photo) Sep'42:9

BURNER, SARA McPHERSON, 1887-1926
Former missionary dies. Jul'26:61

BURNER, WILLIAM LEROY, 1884-1963
Former missionary dies. Jul'26:61
(death) News room. Jan'64:40
Classroom and campus. Oct'64:36

BURNER, WILLIS J., 1870-1957 (married to Bertie Burner)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
(death) News room. Jul'57:38

BURNETT, MARY COUTS
Mrs. Burnett gives $4,150,000 to Texas Christian University.
Feb'24:18
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Feb'25:52

BURNETT, PETER R., -1922
(death) Jan'23:58

BURNETT, RALPH
Four churches join home plan (photo) Jul'59:49

Burnham, Cenie Otha Allison, 1871-1955
(married to Frederick William Burnham)
Speaking of books.
Feb'26:55 Apr'26:51 Jun'26:44 Jul'26:52
Mar'26:55 May'26:52 Jul'26:44

BURNHAM, CENIE OTHA ALLISON, 1871-1955
(photo) Jul'20:18
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
(photo) Nov'23:15
The last page. Apr'27:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43 Jan'29:43
(photo) Feb'29:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
(death) News room. Dec'55:42

BURNHAM, FRANKIE
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44

Burnham, Frederick William, 1871-1960
(married to Cenie Otha Allison Burnham)
The urgency of home missions. May'19:2
Enterprise in home missions. Jan'20:57
Unredeemed America. May'20:11
United Christian Missionary Society. May'20:56
Charge to outgoing missionaries. Jul'20:back cover
United Christian Missionary Society. Dec'20:inside back
cover
Letters. May'21:50
The Board of Managers speaks again. Feb'22:inside front cover
Charge to the new missionaries. Jul'22:4
The U. C. M. S.... Oct'22:back cover
Notes. Nov'22:inside front cover
Progress made under the U.C.M.S. Feb'23:15
A prophetic document which made history. Jun'23:10
Porto Rico and our missionary service. Nov'23:14
And more to come. Oct'25:1
The thread that ties the work together. Feb'26:4
What I found in Russia. May'26:22
A challenge. May'26:34
The new woman secretary. Jul'26:17
Speaking of books. Sep'26:53
Noteworthy changes and additions. Aug'27:24
Fire! (poem) Oct'27:4
A Christmas letter. Dec'27:5
Will the Brotherhood accept the challenge of the Survey? Jun'28:23
Sharing Robert M. Hopkins. Sep'28:19
En route to Australia. Nov'28:62
It may be a "Conference" to them.... Feb'29:17
A handful of grain. Apr'29:17
Glimpses of the whitened field. May'29:6
W. R. Warren--an appreciation. Sep'29:14
The Executive Committee meets. Dec'29:29
Out of the Orient comes Toyohiko Kagawa. Feb'30:15
Grant Kirkland Lewis. Apr'37:9
Keith Vawter, May'37:43
Church and state. Oct'37:26
The church and the world of today. Jun'38:19
Richmond greets Convention. Jun'39:12
Congregationalism works. Oct'39:13
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:22
After many days. Apr'42:44
We face the future with hope. Oct'42:21

BURNHAM, FREDERICK WILLIAM, 1871-1960
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:27
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
Board of Managers' meeting. Feb'20:51
The first President. Jul'20:16
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:22
An international passport. May'21:46
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
(photo) Jun'22:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
(photo) Aug'24:50 Dex'24:5,48
Mr. Burnham's journey. Jul'25:1
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:51

250
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour (photo) Apr'26:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
(photo) Jan'27:14
(photo no. 4) Apr'27:16
The last page. Apr'27:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
(photo) Dec'27:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
President Burnham's journey. Sep'28:4
President Burnham in Australia. Dec'28:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
What do the new plans mean in India? Feb'29:15
President Burnham's return. Mar'29:1
quoted. Coming—a world youth fellowship! Apr'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
(photo) May'29:6
Interesting people you will hear at Seattle (photo) Aug'29:2
(photos) Oct'29:2,29
Our ex-President. Dec'29:4
A prophecy fulfilled. Feb'30:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
...in the pastorate. Mar'30:5
All in Japanese. Mar'30:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
Personalities (photo) Jan'35:15
quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International
Convention.
Nov'35:25
The threshold. Jun'36:2
(photo) Mar'37:2 Sep'37:5 Oct'37:2
Personalities. Feb'38;23
(photo) Jun'38:19 Jun'39:10 Oct'42:21
Jan'39:front cover Oct'39:13,24
Drake Lecturers named. Dec'43:6
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
News room. Jul'46:47 Feb'58:40
(death) Global highlights (photo) Mar'60:4
(death) His eye was on tomorrow. Mar'60:9
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12
"THE BURNING BUSH" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'65:43
Burns, (Mrs. C. E.)
Youth at its best. Jul'25:47
BURNS, (married to Robert W. Burns)
(photo) Nov'48:29
BURNS, (MRS. T. H.)
Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover
BURNS, (married to Walter S. Burns)
The unofficial mother. Nov'23:22
BURNS, ABBOTT S
News room. May'43:34
Burns, Ann Wallace Horton (married to Benjamin F. Burns)
A chat about the ICWF assembly. Apr'70:10

BURNS, ANN WALLACE HORTON
Women on world highways (photo) Sep'66:28
(photo) Apr'70:11

BURNS, BARBARA L
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30 Oct'66:35

BURNS, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 1918-1987 (married to Ann Burns)
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:35 May'64:37

BURNS, C E
(photo) Mar'24:29

BURNS, EVALINE M
quoted. His eye was on tomorrow. Mar'60:9

BURNS, JAMES DALLAS
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45

BURNS, PAULINE
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28

Burns, Robert Whitehall, 1904-1991
Discovering tomorrow's ministers. Sep'50:17
What makes a Christian home? Oct'61:21
Strong ministers for the decade. May'62:19
The new begins. Jan'63:11
Come to Miami Beach. Jul'63:28
Letters. Apr'64:48 Oct'68:4

BURNS, ROBERT WHITEHALL, 1904-1991
(photo) Mar'24:41
(ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
quoted. Coming--a world youth fellowship! Apr'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
Personalities. May'36:24 May'37:19
quoted. The last page. Mar'40:48
(photo) Sep'42:2
Book chat. Feb'44:37
(photo) Nov'48:28 Sep'50:17
News room. Oct'52:38
quoted. Where we live. Feb'59:9
(photo) Oct'61:21
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
Fifty dollars worth of knowledge. Feb'62:50
Global highlights,
(photo) Nov'62:5 May'63:5 (photo) Jun'63:4
Classroom and campus. Jul'63:36
Historical Society--servant and host (photo) Oct'63:16
New books (photo) Dec'69:28

Burns, Twila V
See

Hood, Twila Burns

BURNSIDE, MINNIE
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:38

BURNWORTH, LEVI, 1866-1947
(photo) Mar'24:49

Buroker, L. Feres, 1902-
Chinese luncheon at Wabash. Sep'30:41

BURR, AGNES RUSH. NEIGHBOR INDIA
Neighbor India. Oct'29:20

BURR, AMELIA JOSEPHINE. A CHILD GARDEN IN INDIA
Book announcements. Aug'22:50
Burr, Walter
   Shine? Mar'28:20
Burr, William Norris
   The forward look of youth (poem) Jan'27:back cover
BURRALL, CHARLES
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'65:6
BURRISS, (MRS. R A)
   The Havens Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40
Burriess, Rufus Allen, 1859-1930
   An interesting picnic. Sep'19:43
   Items of interest from the Havens Home. Feb'20:48
BURRISS, RUFUS ALLEN, 1859-1930
   Notes. Jun'19:59
   The Havens Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40
   Notes. Oct'19:60    Feb'20:63
BURROUGH, NANNIE, -1945
   In memoriam. Nov'45:31
Burroughs, Margaret Ann
   A trip through Endeavor land. May'25:47
BURROUGHS, FANNIE H., -1957
   In memoriam. Apr'57:35
BURROUGHS, NANNIE H
   (photo) Jul'42:12
Burrows, Edna Jackson
   Nomads of America (poem) Mar'63:22
   After Bethlehem (poem) Mar'66:46
   Letters. Jun'66:41
   Benevolence (poem) Jun'70:15
   Tribute to the unkown worker (poem) Jan'72:inside back cover
BURROWS, MILLAR
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:2
BURROWS, MILLAR. DILIGENTLY COMPARED
   New books. Feb'65:39
BURRTON, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'24:11
BURRUS, (MRS. J. F.)
   In memoriam. Mar'34:40
BURRUS, C A
   (photo) Mar'24:56
BURRUS, CARL ALLEN, 1890-1945
   In memoriam. May'45:33
BURSON, EMMA L
   In memoriam. Feb'30:46
BURT, (married to Charles W. Burt) -1926
   (death) May'26:50
BURT, ANNA BELL, -1953
   In memoriam. Jan'54:35
BURT, C. A.
   quoted. Christmas. Dec'71:50
BURT, DOROTHY M. THE WORLD'S CHILDREN IN PICTURES: JAPAN
   World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
BURT, JESSE. INDIANS OF THE SOUTHEAST: THEN AND NOW
   New books. Oct'73:35
Burt, Kathleen M
   Looking in from outside. Jul'36:30
BURT, KATHLEEN M
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
BURT, MAUDE T.
Classroom and campus. May'61:30

BURT, MILLARD P
Classroom and campus.
   Nov'53:30   Oct'55:30   Jul'58:36   Apr'63:34

BURT, MINA A
A community silent class. Jan'21:42

BURTON, (married to Charles H. Burton)
   Disciples launch new personal witness program (photo)
      Feb'56:11

BURTON, (married to Levi Burton)
Here and there with World Call. Juan'53:52
In memoriam. Mar'49:39
Burton, Betty
Beyond the church door with Christ. Nov'50:14

BURTON, BETTY
   (photo) Nov'50:15

BURTON, C L
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39

BURTON, CHARLES EMERSON. FINDING A RELIGION TO LIVE
   Speaking of books. Apr'29:47

BURTON, CHARLES L
   Personalities (photo) Jun'38:15

BURTON, COURTNEY
Classroom and campus. Sep'54:30

BURTON, EDGAR GORDON, 1903-1968
   (photo) Oct'47:25
   Global highlights. Oct'52:3
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'52:34
   World Convention opens new office (photo) Feb'54:8
   (photo) Jul'55:front cover
   The cover. Jul'55:inside front cover
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'62:8
   In memoriam. Jul'68:48

BURTON, FANNIE, -1950
   In memoriam. May'50:39

BURTON, FANNIE E., -1920
   (death) Jan'21:47

BURTON, KEN
   Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26

BURTON, L. DORTCH
   (photo) Jan'21:18

BURTON, MARGARET. ASSURANCES OF LIFE ETERNAL
   Book chat. Dec'59:42

BURTON, MARGARET. ON EARTH, PEACE
   Speaking of books. Oct'25:52
Burton, Margaret E
   Psalm of life (poem) Mar'28:63

BURTON, MARY G
   (death) Oct'26:50
Burton, Paul Dunn, 1922-
Pilgrimage to Ahorey. Mar'62:19

BURTON, PAUL DUNN, 1922-
Classroom and campus. Jun'45:27
Global highlights. Sep'61:6
(photo) Mar'62:19
Burton, Robert L
A healing ministry. Apr'61:30
BURTON, ROBERT L
Partners in the healing ministry (photo) Jun'62:15
Burton, T. H., Sr.
T. B. Frost, a pioneer. Apr'46:28
Burton, Walter R
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:59
Burton, Walter S
A farewell to the guests of Havens Home. Dec'22:56
BURTT, B. H
(photo) Jan'21:8
BURWELL, THORNTON C
(photo) Nov'25:28 Oct'30:16
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
BUSBEE, MAGGIE ARENA TILGHMAN WATERS, -1955
(married to J. F. Busbee)
In memoriam. Sep'55:35
BUSBY, ALVIN C
Strong ministers for the decade (photo) May'62:19
BUSBY, HUGH CARLTON, 1909-
Global highlights. Nov'53:3
News room. Jan'54:38
BUSCH, ROBERT A
World events (photo) Apr'73:39
BUSH, (MRS. G. L.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover
BUSH, (married to George Bush), -1966
In memoriam. Dec'66:45
BUSH, (MRS. W. H.)
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
BUSH, A. J
Example of country church and community work. Sep'19:32
Bush, Benjamin
Lifting the Iron Curtain. May'47:29
BUSH, BENJAMIN
News room. Jan'46:38
(photo) May'47:29
BUSH, BETTY
(photo) Apr'43:33
BUSH, BEULAH
Fowler Homes serve young and old. Dec'54:10
BUSH, EMMA L., 1852-1937
In memoriam. Jul'37:39
BUSH, FRONIA
(death) Nov'24:50 Feb'25:53
BUSH, GEORGE L
In divers manners. Apr'27:57
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
Bush, Grace
New day (poem) Jul'65:48
BUSH, MARGARET SCOTT
In memoriam. Sep'33:39
BUSH, OLIVE SHRYOCK, 1866-1946
quoted. The first page. Aug'32:2
BUSH, RICHARD C. RELIGION IN COMMUNIST CHINA
   New books. Nov'70:28
BUSH, T. L. GOOSE CREEK FOLKS
   A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
BUSH, VANNEVAR. MODERN ARMS AND FREE MEN
   Book chat. Mar'50:12
BUSHNELL, ELIZA ANTOINETTE
   (death) Feb'23:64
Bushong, Eugene
   Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:7
BUSINESS ETHICS
   Religion in business. Sep'24:30
   (note) Oct'24:59
   Christianizing business. Dec'27:41
   Will the rules of Jesus work in industry today? May'28:14
THE BUSINESS OF MISSIONS
   Spending $40,000,000 annually. May'24:11
BUSINESS WOMEN'S TOURS
   See
   PURPOSEFUL TOURS
BUSS, JOHN H
   In brief. May'72:40
BUSS, THEODORE
   quoted. Nov'68:32
BUSSABARGER, ROBERT LEE, 1877-1974
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
BUSSARD, JAMES H
   They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:11
   (photo p. 10)
BUSSELL, CLARA
   In memoriam. Mar'29:48
BUSSELL, NANCY SMITH
   (death) Mar'22:54
BUSSING, ISAAC S
   A successful experiment in union. Aug'19:55
BUSTER, I. JEFF
   Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:19
   (photo) Aug'19:48
BUTCHART, F. C
   (photo) Dec'24:48
Butchart, Franklin David, 1875-1953
   (married to Mary Beckwith Butchart)
   The church that kept up with a community. May'19:34
   Note. May'19:61
   Message. Jul'19:52,53
   Note. Aug'19:47
   Foreign neighbors at home. Nov'19:14
   Note. Nov'19:67
   Summer slump or vital service. Jun'20:14
   Who will take John? Mar'21:24
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:63
   President Garfield and the Disciples. Sep'24:7
   The joy of advancing together. Feb'25:20
   Flowers for the living. Jul'26:1
   The Church and the city trail. Sep'29:9
BUTCHART, FRANKLIN DAVID, 1875-1953
   (photo) May'19:15
A great victory at Cleveland. Apr'24:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
Cleveland--in brief. Dec'24:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
Chautauqua news. May'46:42

BUTCHART, HARVEY
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64

BUTCHART, HELEN LUCILE, 1910-1930
Helen Butchart dies. Sep'30:41

BUTCHART, J H
College notes. Nov'36:40

BUTCHART, JAMES, 1866-1916
(married to Nellie Daugherty Butchart)
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
(photo) Dec'21:17
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:5
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Pioneering in Luchowfu. Oct'24:14
Then and now. Oct'24:15
Program helps (photo) Jan'25:49
(photo) Feb'25:51
We delight to honor. Dec'32:suppl:2
He healed them (poem) (photo) Feb'33:27
News room. Jul'40:34

BUTCHART, JOHN
(photo) Dec'21:17

BUTCHART, JOHN HARVEY
(photo) Nov'41:30

BUTCHART, LEONOR WHITEHEAD, -1943 (married to Reuben Butchart)
In memoriam. Jan'44:33

Butchart, Mary Beckwith, 1890-1981
(married to Franklin David Butchart)
Love in the concrete. Dec'21:41
The reinterpretation of the immigrant. May'24:23

BUTCHART, MARY BECKWITH, 1890-1981
Chautauqua news. May'46:42

BUTCHART, MARY BECKWITH. MIRANDY'S GHOST
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33

BUTCHART, MARY BECKWITH. UP THE LADDER ROUNDS
Christmas lists. Nov'23:56

BUTCHART, NELLIE DAUGHERTY, 1872-1940
(married to James Butchart)
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34
We pay tribute to our missionaries. Jul'40:27
(death) News room. Jul'40:34
(death) Jul'40:46
News room. Sep'42:40

Butchart, Reuben, 1863-1963
(married to Leonora Whitehead Butchart)
Archibald McLean: leader (poem) Nov'21:58
No room in the inn (poem) Dec'21:back cover
The All-Canada Conference at Winnipeg. Sep'23:38
John Barleycorn in Canada. Jul'25:29
The Master of the inn (poem) Jul'27:back cover
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:27
The true north (poem) Jul'29:2
In times of distress amongst the nations (poem) Jul'40:12

BUTCHART, REUBEN, 1863-1963
(photo) Oct'22:47 Sep'23:38
quoted. The life and labors of Archibald McLean. Sep'23:55
Linking arms from Halifax to Vancouver. Jul'72:15

BUTCHART, REUBEN. THE LYRIC LUTE
Speaking of books. Nov'28:44

BUTCHART, ROMA WILSON
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64

BUTCHART, RUTH CHRISTIAN, 1912-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34

BUTCHER, GRACE
Butler Univ. 1923 -
Classroom and campus. Dec'63:34

BUTLER, (married to Burt Butler)
(photo) Nov'48:7
Butler, (Mrs. E. W.)
Letters. Sep'67:41

BUTLER, (MRS. W. E.)
In memoriam. Jul'28:45

BUTLER, CLEMENTINE. OWNERSHIP
Speaking of books. Jun'27:57

BUTLER, CLEMENTINE. PANDITA RAMABAI
New books. Jul'23:60

BUTLER, EDITH ANDERSON
Notes. Dec'19:64

BUTLER, EVELYN, 1871-1934
(death) Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31

BUTLER, GEORGE D.
(photo) Jul'52:29

BUTLER, GEORGE PAUL. BEST SERMONS, 1944
Book chat. Mar'45:7

BUTLER, HAZEL
In memorium. Apr'40:39

BUTLER, HELEN
(photo) Dec'39:10

BUTLER, HELEN. A STONE UPON HIS SHOULDER
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32

BUTLER, ISABELLA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39

BUTLER, LINDA
News room (photo) Oct'55:36

BUTLER, MAUDE
N.B.A. reports changes in Home Superintendents. Oct'52:40

BUTLER, NICHOLAS MURRAY
quoted. Sea salt. Jan'33:22
quoted. Last column. Apr'56:48
Butler, Ruby Stainbrook
Lesson in music (poem) May'52:41
BUTLER, SCOT, 1844-1931  
(death) Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35

BUTLER, SMEDLEY D. WAR IS A RACKET  
Book chat. May'35:30

BUTLER COLLEGE  
See  
BUTLER UNIVERSITY  

BUTLER, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) Aug'32:6

BUTLER, PENNSYLVANIA. OAK HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50

BUTLER, PENNSYLVANIA. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH  
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:11

BUTLER, TENNESSEE. WILLIS-HOLTON MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Notes. Jan'20:61  
Broadcasting the Gospel. Feb'23:22  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58

BUTLER UNIVERSITY  
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.  

The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.  
Nov'23:52 May'25:52 Jan'27:52  
Dec'23:51 Jun'25:52 Apr'26:40,41,63  
Jan'24:41 Jul'25:50 May'27:42  
Mar'24:57 Aug'25:52 Jul'27:40  
Apr'24:52 Oct'25:54 Nov'27:41  
May'24:54 Nov'25:57 Dec'27:43  
Jun'24:56 Jan'26:42,43 Apr'28:41  
Jul'24:54,55 Apr'26:42,43 Jun'28:43  
Aug'24:57 May'26:43 Jul'28:45  
Sep'24:51 Jul'26:43,56 Nov'28:39  
Jan'25:34 Aug'26:55,56 Jan'29:40  
Feb'25:52 Oct'26:56 Apr'29:30  
Mar'25:52 Nov'26:52 Jun'29:40  
Apr'25:53 Dec'26:56

The college and victory (photo) Jan'19:32  
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52  
Education and the advance of the Disciples of Christ.  
Mar'19:29  
Among our colleges. Jun'19:57  
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37  
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39  
Thomas C. Howe resigns from presidency of Butler College.  
Nov'20:54  
(photo) Jan'21:5  
Report of students... Jan'21:19  
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:57  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60  
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:13  
(photos) Jan'22:14,32  
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52  
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:38  
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45  
Social service at Butler (photo) Jan'23:52  
A million dollar gift to education. Feb'23:36  
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
For a larger Butler College. Jul'23:35
(photo) Jan'24:inside covers
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:7
(photo of Freshman class) Jan'25:inside covers
(photos of students) Jan'26:19
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:30
Butler gets ready for moving day (photos) Jan'28:19
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
(photo of Jordan Memorial Hall) Jan'29:front cover
Interpreting the tower. Jan'29:1
College songs! Jan'29:32
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29      Sep'29:30
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
(photo of football field) Jan'30:11
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:42
News from the Board of Education and the cooperating colleges. ar'30:41
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:32
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:46
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
(photo of Men's Glee club) Jan'31:8
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42,44
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34,35
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:6
From choir boys to steeple jacks. Jan'32:12
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:32
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30,31
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30,31
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:32
(photo) Jul'32:18
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:31
(photo) Sep'32:12
A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:15
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:34
The colleges at work. May'33:32
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:32
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32
College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
Large college enrollment. Nov'33:32
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:33
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:33
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30
A President for Butler. Mar'35:15
From college towers. Mar'35:44
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45
College commencements. Jul'35:45
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:45
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:45
From our colleges. Apr'36:31
College notes. May'36:42
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:33
Colleges plan for fall opening (photo of students) Sep'36:33
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
College notes. Nov'36:40
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:31 (photo of students p. 29)
College activities. Feb'37:32
Our colleges and the new year (photo of Museum of Zoology) Mar'37:32
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
(photo of Madigral club) Jan'38:30
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31 (photo of staff of Collegian p. 32)
News of our colleges. May'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:33
College notes. Jul'38:42
College summer events. Sep'38:30
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30
Busy days in our colleges.
Dec'38:32 Jan'39:41 Apr'39:33
Springtide college activities. May'39:32
College commencements. Jul'39:28
Butler's new President. Sep'39:21
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31
College notes. Nov'39:33
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
(photo of Jordan Hall) Jan'40:front cover
The threshold. Jan'40:2
College news. Jan'40:25
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:31
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:33
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
College notes and news. Sep'40:30
Fall programs of our colleges (photo of faculty) Oct'40:32
Campus news. Nov'40:44
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:30
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
College notes and news. Mar'41:31
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
Colleges approach commencements season. Jun'41:32
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31 Dec'41:33
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36
News from our college reporters (photo of faculty) Feb'42:32
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:33
The threshold. Apr'42:4
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:33
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
News of campus events. Jul'42:31
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
Classroom and campus. Nov'42:30
To him that asketh. Jan'43:14
Classroom and campus.

Jan'43:28 Jul'43:24 Mar'44:26 Jun'45:26
Feb'43:32 Sep'43:24 May'44:24 Sep'45:22
Apr'43:33 Dec'43:24 Jan'45:28 Nov'45:24
May'43:30 Jan'44:25 Feb'45:24 Dec'45:30
Jun'43:24 Feb'44:27 May'45:25
Jan'46:29 (photo of reading clinic p. 28)
Feb'46:28 Mar'46:31 Apr'46:30
(photo of veterans) Apr'46:31
(photo of students) May'46:31
Jun'46:32 Jul'46:31
(photo of students) Sep'46:34
Oct'46:31 Dec'46:30 Feb'47:30 May'47:32
Nov'46:28 Jan'47:30 Apr'47:30
(photo of memorial service) Jul'47:32
Sep'47:32 Nov'47:29 Feb'48:30
Oct'47:30 Jan'48:31 Mar'48:30
Jun'48:34 (photo of new student union p. 35)
Jul'48:31 Jan'49:30 Apr'49:31 Sep'49:32
Nov'48:30 Mar'49:32 Jun'49:30 Dec'49:30
Twelve Disciples schools receive large Ford grants. Feb'56:26

BUTLER UNIVERSITY. JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC


Butterfield, Kenyon L
Women and rural missions. Dec'32:11
Farmers of forty centuries. Jan'33:14

Butters, Dorothy Gilman. Heartbreak Street
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

Butters, Leantha
I will and bequeath. Jul'27:35

BUTTERWORTH, MIKE
Classroom and campus. May'61:31

BUTTILES, C. H.
In memoriam. Oct'37:39

Butt, Susie Davidson, -1942
In memoriam. Jul'42:39

BUTTLE, C. H.
In memoriam. Oct'37:39

Butt, Frank C., 1864-
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:14
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31

Butt, Vienna Wren Roberts, 1901-
(photo) Jul'28:26

Buttram, (Mrs. Frank)
A link in the chain (photo) Jun'24:50

BUTTRAM, FRANK A., 1886-1966
A link in the chain (photo) Jun'24:50
(photo) Nov'25:9
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p. 30)
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
(photo) Sep'30:19 Jan'69:20

Buttrick, George Arthur, 1892-
The deeper function of the church. Nov'32:19
The church's task for today. Feb'41:15

BUTTRICK, GEORGE ARTHUR, 1892-
(photo) Feb'41:15
quoted. American churches in council. Feb'41:23

BUTTRICK, GEORGE A. CHRIST AND MAN'S DILEMMA
Book chat. May'46:15

BUTTRICK, GEORGE A. THE CHRISTIAN FACT AND MODERN DOUBT
Book chat. Feb'35:19

BUTTRICK, GEORGE A. PRAYER
Book chat. Mar'42:23

Butts, (Mrs. J. C.)
Organized for missions. Sep'27:46

Butts, Mary Frances
(untitled poem) Jun'32:40

BUTZ, CHLOE, -1955
In memoriam. Oct'55:33

BUTZHER, (married to Delano Butzher)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'59:34

BUVINGER, W. J.
Global highlights. May'67:7

BUXTON, ALBERT
See

BUXTON, WILLIAM ALBERT

BUXTON, DAVID HENRY, 1860-1935
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:10

BUXTON, WILLIAM ALBERT, 1861-1930
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34

"BUYERS' CHOICE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'61:46

BY AN UNKNOWN DISCIPLE
Some books recently from press. Sep'21:59

BYARS, MARY
Our oldest sailors. Oct'29:1

Byerlee, Allen
See

Byerlee, William Allen

BYERLEE, BELLE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
(death) Feb'35:47

Byerlee, David Allen, 1891-1966 (married to Victoria Ann Byerlee)
The Frank Battson Memorial Press... Jun'22:46
Now we are a people. May'23:44
Financial depression reaches Africa. Mar'32:46
Self-support in Africa. May'32:44
Printing press kept busy. May'32:47

BYERLEE, DAVID ALLEN, 1891-1966
(photo) Aug'20:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62, Dec'23:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
Beloved Bolenge after a brief absence. Jul'25:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52, Mar'38:42
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. Feb'45:28
(photo) Feb'48:26, Nov'48:27
151 years of service (photo) Sep'58:30
Global highlights. Sep'60:6
In memoriam. Mar'67:48
BYERLEE, DAVID WALTER, 1957-
(birth) News room. Sep'57:38
BYERLEE, DONNA JOY, 1954-
(birth) News room. May'54:39
BYERLEE, JOY (Married to W. Allen Byerlee)
See
BYERLEE, VICTORIA ANN CAVE, 1887-1981
(married to David Allen Byerlee)
Beloved Bolenge after a brief absence. Jul'25:37
Cementing the tie that binds. Aug'28:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'33:39
An African social. Sep'40:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37
Christmas at Bolenge. Dec'41:27
We returned to Bolenge. Feb'54:41
Ekota Sala. Feb'54:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34
BYERLEE, VICTORIA ANN CAVE, 1887-1981
(photo) Aug'20:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47, Jan'30:52
(photo) Mar'33:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
News room. Feb'45:28
(photo) Feb'48:26, Feb'54:41
151 years of service (photo) Sep'58:30
BYERLEE, WILLIAM ALLEN, 1928- (married to Zella Joy Byerlee)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'54:34, May'64:38
Bompulo finds the answer. Jan'60:48
BYERLEE, WILLIAM ALLEN, 1928-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
(photo) Jun'37:25
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37
Global highlights. Jan'57:4
(photo) May'64:38
A boat and a press that made history (photo) Mar'66:30
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'70:45
BYERLEE, ZELLA JOY, 1934- (married to William Allen Byerlee)
Global highlights. Jan'57:4
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'70:45
BYERLY, KENNETH R
Church and press. Sep'61:43

BYERS, (MRS. A. M.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44

BYERS, MATTIE KERR, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'52:37

Byers, Mel
The dead part. Nov'67:46

BYERS, RUTH
Cartoon draws fan mail (photo) Nov'68:37

Byfield, Bevis B
Direct line. Jan'73:46

BYFIELD, BEVIS B
Good tidings in Jamaica (photo) Jun'61:13

BYFIELD, RICHARD. YOUR MONEY AND YOUR CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'59:42

BYRD, (married to Roy Byrd)
(death) Mar'24:52

BYRD, GOLDEN, 1894-1973
Close service. Oct'60:28

BYRD, LOUIS E (married to Pearl Byrd)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'55:4

BYRD, MABEL
quoted. The last page. Jul'27:64

BYRD, RICHARD E
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45
Items that made news last month. Feb'30:44

BYRD, ROBERT
(photo) Oct'27:13

BYRDSTOWN, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:17

BYRDSTOWN, TENNESSEE. LOVE LADY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:17

BYRN-JONES, DAVID. THE DILEMMA OF AN IDEALIST
Book chat. Jul'50:18

BYRNE, ALICE SETTLEMYER
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
News room. Jul'40:34

BYRON, DELLA MAE (married to A. T. Byron) -1950
In memoriam. Jan'51:37

BYRUM, THOMAS G
Classroom and campus. Jan'63:32

BYSFIELD, ANNIE, -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35

BYTHEWOOD, JOHN A
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour (photo) Apr'26:38

Bythewood, Russell Marshall, 1890-1982
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:60
Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:9
First Christian Church, Oklahoma City, believes in conferences. Nov'32:10

BYTHEWOOD, RUSSELL MARSHALL, 1890-1982
(photo) Nov'25:29 Jul'29:10 Nov'35:25
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'37:inside front cover
quoted. The church's world mission. Nov'40:16
C.

C. O. R. E.
See
CONGRESS ON RACIAL EQUALITY

CAAGUAZU, PARAGUAY
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34

CABANG, CARINO
(photo) Jul'23:22

CABELL, JOSEPH
Thomas Jefferson and education. Jul'20:11

CABIN CREEK JUNCTION, WEST VIRGINIA
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:43

CABIN CREEK, WEST VIRGINIA
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia. May'19:41

CABINISS, EMMET O (married to Louise Carmichael Cabiniss)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'57:6

CABLE, ADA L
quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38

CABLE TELEVISION
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'71:5

CABLISH, EMMA S
In memoriam. Apr'40:39

CABOT, RICHARD C. THE ART OF MINISTERING TO THE SICK
Book chat. May'36:26

CABOT, RICHARD C. CHRISTIANITY AND SEX
Book chat. Sep'38:16

CABOT, RICHARD C. THE MEANING OF RIGHT AND WRONG
Book chat. Feb'34:14

CABOT, RICHARD C. WHAT MEN LIVE BY
Book chat. Feb'34:14

CABRAL, GERADO
(photo) Jan'52:11

CABRERA, FERNANDO
See
RIVERA, FERNANDO CABRERA

CABUGAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:46

CABULALAAN, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35

CADBURY, HENRY J
Global highlights (photo) Feb'48:4

CADDOUX, CECIL JOHN. THE CASE FOR EVANGELICAL MODERNISM
Book chat. Jul'39:26

Cade, Alex James, 1928- (married to Juanita Cade)
Proposal for a church center coping with alienation and poverty.
Oct'71:suppl:21

CADE, ALEX JAMES, 1928- (married to Juanita Cade)
Presenting... (photo) Mar'66:8
In brief. Jun'69:35
(photo) Oct'71:suppl:21
Voices heard by the whole church (photo) Sep'73:20
CADIGAN, ROBERT J
Global highlights (photo) Jun'53:2
quoted. Called to the impossible. Sep'54:5
Global highlights (photo) Jun'55:3
CADILLAC, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries.
Jul'19:52    Oct'19:47
Notes. Feb'20:62    Oct'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
CADLE TABERNACLE (INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA)
(photo) Oct'32:7
Cadman, S Parkes
A unifying task. Sep'26:30
Prohibition. Feb'28:21
CADMAN, S PARKES
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'24:34    Mar'26:53
quoted. Sea salt. Oct'32:19
The threshold. Mar'37:2
Cadwell, (Mrs. F. K.)
Letters. Jul'70:43
Cadwell, Merrill Lorenzo, 1911-
(married to Esther Joan Babcock Cadwell)
The functional church makes a difference! Sep'64:13
Spiritual Life Conferences for the local congregation.
Feb'66:29
Worship as the day begins. Jun'66:32
Letters. Mar'67:45
Catch up with your outfit. Sep'67:11
The arts in worship. Nov'69:12
CAGLEY,  (married to Vernon Cagley)
Here and there with World Call. Apr'51:48
CAGUGAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
(photo of Daily Vacation Church School) Feb'41:39
CAHEY, GEEDA  
(poto) Jul'32:31

Cahill, Isaac Jasper, 1868-1945
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:26
Broadway as it is. Aug'22:41
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
The Commission on the Ministry. Apr'26:7
Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:11
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
As a newcomer sees it.  
Apr'31:20  Jun'31:15  Aug'31:4
May'31:22  Jul'31:10  Sep'31:14
I believe! Apr'31:5
The green pastures. May'31:5
Stand by! Oct'31:5
The handicaps of the Cross. Mar'31:8
Executives' statement of the readjustments... Aug'32:20
Speaking of books. Oct'32:42  Dec'32:41
It has happened again. Jan'33:19
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
Today's evangelism. Feb'33:5
Evangelism in the small church. May'33:11
Speaking of books. May'33:31  Jun'33:34
First principles and beyond. Oct'33:15
The United Society looks ahead. Nov'33:23
Evangelizing "once-won" Disciples. Feb'34:7
Speaking of books. Mar'34:32
Abundant living in the Tennessee Valley. May'34:12
Speaking of books. Sep'34:34
Constitutional changes. Oct'34:16
The home. Dec'34:47
We've a story to tell. Feb'35:5
Editor enters peace work. Feb'35:16
Book chat. Apr'35:44
Thirty-one days in Puerto Rico. Oct'35:10
Evangelism and a life philosophy. Feb'36:3
What Puerto Rico wants. Sep'36:12
Reading between the lines. Jun'37:28
Impressions of Jamaica. Sep'38:23

CAHILL, ISAAC JASPER, 1868-1945
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
Building in a churchless community. May'19:29
(photo) Sep'20:26
Leadership training and school of methods, Southern Christian Institute.
Jun'21:43
(photo) Aug'25:12  Apr'27:12  Oct'27:22
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31
quoted. The last page. Nov'28:64
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:28
...comes to headquarters (photo) Jan'31:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42  Aug'31:35
...heads evangelism. Aug'32:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
(photo) Feb'33:4 Oct'33:15 Nov'34:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
(photo) Oct'35:10
Fifty-eight years of brotherhood service (photo) Jul'36:6
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'37:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
(photo) Dec'37:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32 Feb'38:30
...in Jamaica. Apr'38:42
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Jul'38:33 Oct'38:34 Dec'38:40
(photo) Jan'39:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34 Sep'39:32
(death) News room. Feb'45:28
(death) Passing... (photo) Mar'45:18
(photo) Nov'49:31
CAHILL, KEVIN M. THE UNTAPPED RESOURCE
New books. Oct'72:34
CAHOKIA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
CAILLIET, EMILE. ALONE AT HIGH NOON
New books. Nov'71:29
CAILLIET, EMILE. THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO CULTURE
Book chat. May'53:18
CAILLIET, EMILE. THE DAWN OF PERSONALITY
Book chat. Jun'55:26
CAILLIET, EMILE. THE RECOVERY OF PURPOSE
Book chat. Jan'60:24
CAIN, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Mar'38:39
CAIN, EMMA
   My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56
   Hallowed rooms of home. Dec'45:5
CAIN, DATIE DUNN. -1946
   In memoriam. Jul'46:39
CAIN, DOYLE (married to Elizabeth Barret Cain)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'55:4
CAINES, J. W
   (photo) Mar'24:57
CAIRD, DAVID
   quoted. Last column. Feb'57:48
CAIRD, G. B. THE SHORTER OXFORD BIBLE
   Book chat. Sep'51:24
CAIRD, G. B. THE TRUTH OF THE GOSPEL
   Book chat. Jan'51:20
Cairnes, Lucille
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47
CAIRNS, D. S. THE RIDDLE OF THE WORLD
   Book chat. May'38:22
CAIRO, EGYPT
   Out of every nation. Nov'27:44
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36
CAIRO, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches send World Call to members. Dec'62:48
CAJINA-JOZEZ, CARLOS VICENTE, 1921-
   In brief. May'69:42
CALAHAN, EVA
(photo) May'43:9
CALBAYOG CITY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
CALCUTTA, INDIA
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
CALDERONE, MARY S.
quoted. Action starter. Nov'70:9
CALDERWOOD, CHARLOTTE, -1956
Circulation corner. Feb'46:inside front cover
In memoriam. Sep'56:35
CALDERWOOD, LAURA
In memoriam. Jan'30:49
CALDERWOOD, ROSE RUETTA JOHNSON, -1957
(married to Jesse S. Calderwood)
(death) News room. Dec'57:36
Caldwell, David Arthur, 1943-
Churching the new town. Dec'72:suppl:12
Caldwell, Jesse Cobb, 1873-
How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:5
Caldwell, Mary Latshaw (married to John H. Caldwell)
Women and world highways. Jan'58:31
The compulsion of ;ibenevolence. Mar'61:28
Caldwell, MABEL CLYDE
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Mar'20:63
Caldwell, NANNIE
In memorium. Feb'40:39
Caldwell, Nellie E., -1944
  In memoriam. Jun'44:33
Caldwell, Ruth W., 1891-1980 (married to Jesse Cobb Caldwell)
  Letters. Oct'73:46
Caldwell, Sallie, -1948
  In memoriam. Sep'48:37
Caldwell, William T
  No time to grow old. Dec'56:12 (photo p. 11)
Caldwell, Winifred
  (photo) Oct'29:31
Caldwell, Idaho. First Christian Church
  Can you beat it? Mar'27:40
Caldwell, Idaho. Treasure Valley Christian Church
  New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
Caldwell, Kansas. Central Christian Church
  Good ideas. Oct'30:39
Cale, Mary Jane
  In memoriam. Sep'30:39
Caleb, Isabel B
  quoted. Women and world highways. May'47:37
Calendar
  The churches and the simplified calendar. Aug'28:20
  The right beginning. Jun'46:46
Calgary, Alberta
  Notes. Apr'19:63 May'19:64
  Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
Calgary, Alberta. Central Christian Church
  (photo) Sep'19:50
  Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:47
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:61
  The site of the new Calgary Church. Apr'21:51
  Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:23
  Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
  An outpost of missionary adventure. Mar'23:52
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Calgary, Alberta. South Hill Christian Church
  New churches, October-December, 1958. May'59:32
Calhoun, Audrey (married to Jay Calhoun)
  Disciples make world need their concern. Feb'57:19
  Whose hand is it? Dec'57:30
  God's mercy in our hands. Feb'59:18
Calhoun, Dorothy. Let Freedom Ring
  News room. Sep'57:38
Calhoun, Dorothy. Let Freedom Ring
  Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
Calhoun, Hall Laurie, 1863-1935
  (married to Mary Ettah Stacy Calhoun)
  quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:22
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'22:43
Calhoun, Harold. Let Freedom Ring
  Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
Calhoun, Jay R (married to Audrey Calhoun)
  Missionary worship service. Nov'56:33
  The battle of the birth rate. Apr'58:17
  Women and world highways. Sep'59:33
CALHOUN, JAY R
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:28
Global highlights. Nov'55:2
For adult mission study. Nov'56:34
Dear Brad... (photo) Apr'57:19
Global highlights. May'58:6
News room. Dec'59:40
Classroom and campus. Feb'60:36
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'60:33
In brief. Jul'73:38

CALHOUN, NINA FAY, 1894- (married to Thomas J. Calhoun)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'58:8

CALHOUN, ROBERT LOWRY. GOD AND THE COMMON LIFE
Book chat. Oct'35:19

CALHOUN, ROBERT LOWRY. THE PLACE OF RELIGION IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Religion needs higher education. Jun'43:23

CALIAN, CARNEGIE SAMUEL. ICON AND PULPIT
New books. Jan'69:36

CALIFORNIA
Japanese on the Pacific Coast. Oct'19:14
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
A missionary imperative. May'20:48
My experience as stewardship and tithing evangelist...
Feb'21:21
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The "Kingdom-extending" program of Southern California.
Jan'23:49
Southern California simultaneous evangelistic campaign.
Feb'23:10
Work of our colleges. Mar'23:51
The Gospel goes a-motoring. Jan'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:62
All California evangelistic conference (photo) Apr'24:43
The story state by state. Aug'25:11,14
Around the world with the Disciples. Apr'29:34
A forty-dollar orange. Jun'29:57
Southern California plans for Easter. Feb'32:9
New churches for America. Apr'51:9
World events. Dec'72:40

CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
In 1934 this institution became Chapman College.
See entries under that name.

CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN HOME
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Christmas at Massie Home. Mar'19:53
More room for the aged. Mar'19:51
Record of service... Apr'19:7
Apr'19:61
NBA directory. May'19:60
Massie Home for the Aged (photo) Sep'19:21
Notes. Oct'19:60 Jan'20:60 Feb'20:63
A growing ministry. Apr'21:7
(photo) Apr'21:13
Report. Sep'21:38
The California Christian Home (photos) Nov'21:17
Helping God to keep His promises. Apr'22:10
(photo) Aug'22:17
No room in the inn. Apr'24:6
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Annual report. Oct'24:43
The work of the Department of Benevolence. Dec'24:8
Statio UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
On the making of decisions. Jul'25:19
Annual report... Oct'25:39
(photo) Dec'25:21
Statio UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
A Christmas gift to the Brotherhood (photos) Dec'26:32
California's dream comes true (photos) Jul'27:14
A self-revealing letter. Sep'27:58
(photo) Dec'27:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
In appreciation. Feb'28:49
Locked doors! (photos) Aug'28:17
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
Our birthday party. May'29:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
Folks is folks. Dec'29:12
(photo) Apr'30:46
Statio UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
(photo) Dec'30:18
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
(photo) Dec'31:10
Life in the San Gabriel Home. Apr'32:32
Statio UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:24
New buildings for the Benevolent Homes. Jun'38:46
Gifts for our benevolent homes. Mar'40:42
(photo) Dec'41:24 Dec'42:25
NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
News room. Sep'51:40
Global highlights (photo) May'55:2
News room. May'55:38 Sep'55:38
Benevolence at its best (photos) Dec'55:7
Global highlights. Apr'56:2 Sep'59:8
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
Benevolence—then and now (photo) Dec'61:20
Lifetime of service. May'62:31
Jun'62:32 Oct'62:34
News room (photo) Dec'62:45
News room.
Jan'63:34 Jun'63:41 Dec'63:40 Jun'64:41
Feb'63:40 Jul'63:42 Jan'64:40 Jul'64:34
Mar'63:44 Sep'63:48 Mar'64:46 Sep'64:48
Apr'63:32 Oct'63:35 Apr'64:41 Oct'64:48
May'63:40 Nov'63:40 May'64:34 Nov'64:32
"Lucy"--a woman who wanted a home (photo) Dec'64:23
News room.
Dec'64:36      Feb'65:40      Apr'65:42
Jan'65:34      Mar'65:34      May'65:36
NBA homes.
Sep'65:51      Nov'65:42      Jan'66:46
Oct'65:51      Dec'65:44
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'66:4
NBA homes.
Jul'66:41      Feb'67:37      Sep'67:45      Mar'68:43
NBA homes.
May'68:42      May'69:46      Feb'70:42      Jan'71:46
Jun'68:42      Jun'69:46      Mar'70:45      Feb'71:46
Sep'68:42      Jul'69:46      Apr'70:46      Apr'71:46
Oct'68:40      Sep'69:46      May'70:46      May'71:46
Nov'68:41      Oct'69:46      Jul'70:46      Jun'71:46
Dec'68:42      Nov'69:42      Sep'70:46      Jul'71:46
Jan'69:41      Dec'69:42      Oct'70:46      Sep'71:46
Feb'69:46      Jan'70:46      Dec'70:46      Oct'71:46
Apr'69:46
NBA ministry of service (photo of a resident) Dec'71:27
NBA homes.
Dec'71:42      Jun'72:46      Jan'73:45      Jul'73:43
Jan'72:49      Sep'72:44      Feb'73:43      Oct'73:45
Mar'72:42      Nov'72:44      Mar'73:44      Nov'73:42,47
Apr'72:42      Dec'72:44      Jun'73:45      Dec'73:46
CALIFORNIA, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
CALIFORNIA, NORTHERN, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14
Circulation corner. Dec'41:2
Crusade progress. Feb'51:26
News room. Sep'51:40
CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF CHRISTIANITY (LOS ANGELES)
Charles C. Chapman--who is he? Oct'19:31
Two new departments of Religious education. Oct'20:49
(photo) Jan'22:10
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:13
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
(photo of planned campus) Jan'22:37
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Board of Education and the work of our colleges. Jul'22:48
(photo) Jan'23:10
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
Foreign service at home. Jan'23:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Feb'23:45      Apr'23:54
CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF RELIGION
Another Christian college. Oct'19:33
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Report of students... Jan'21:19
CALIFORNIA, SOUTHERN, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievement...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
California does the unusual. Jul'30:23
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15
Global highlights. Feb'46:4
Here and there with World Call. May'49:48
Crusade progress. Dec'50:21
Classroom and campus. Jun'55:34
CALKINS, (married to J. Birdsall Calkins)
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'54:33
CALKINS, CORA
In memoriam. Jun'31:40
CALKINS, FRED
Memorium. May'35:39
Calkins, Hugh Stone, 1877-
What of the mission schools for negroes? Oct'27:43
CALKINS, HUGH STONE, 1877-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51 Feb'27:51
CALKINS, RAYMOND. JEREMIAH THE PROPHET
Speaking of books. Apr'31:35
CALKINS, THOMAS V
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
CALL, JENNIE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
"CALL COLLECT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jun'70:29
CALL TO UNITED CHRISTIAN YOUTH ACTION
The call of Christian youth. Nov'51:5
Youth and missions. Jan'52:35
Following up the call. May'52:8
CALLAHAN, ANNA LIER
In memoriam. Jul'27:48
Callahan, Carrie
Prayer for peace (poem) Nov'40:48
In Normandy (poem) Mar'46:11
CALLAHAN, DANIEL. THE SECULAR CITY DEBATE
New books. Jan'67:20
CALLAHAN, LEIGH (married to Loel A. Callahan)
In brief. Oct'72:40
CALLAHAN, LOEL A (married to Leigh Callahan)
In brief. Oct'72:40
CALLAHAN, PATRICK HENRY
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:15
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:24
CALLAO, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Sep'39:inside front cover
CALLARMAN, (MRS C. W.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:43
Callarman, Eva Avis, 1890-1934
What do your children do during vacation? Jun'27:31
Whereas. Nov'28:52
CALLARMAN, EVA AVIS, 1890-1934
Miss Eva Callarman (photo) Apr'26:57
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'26:51   Feb'29:43
(death) Eva A. Callarman (photo) Mar'34:26

Callaway, C H
A little child shall lead them. Aug'22:58

CALLAWAY, DURYEA HAZELLANNE DICKSON, 1940-
(married to Louis Marshall Callaway)
(birth) News room. Nov'40:40
(marriage) News room. Nov'61:39

CALLAWAY, LOUIS MARSHALL
(married to Duryea Hazellanne Dickson Callaway)
(marriage) News room. Nov'61:39

CALLAWAY, PAUL
Personalities. Feb'38:23

CALLAWAY, R V
(photo) Mar'24:40

CALLCOTT, WILFRID HARDY. CHURCH AND STATE IN MEXICO
Speaking of books. Nov'27:58

CALLE COMERIO, PUERTO RICO
Forty-eight hours. May'31:28

Callendar, Leila Lamar, 1917-1944
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'46:39
When women make plans. Jun'47:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'47:40   Jul'48:36
Library, youth activities, classes at Morelos Social Center.
Jan'49:46
Mexican youth camp. Sep'50:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'54:34   Oct'55:32

CALLENDAR, LEILA LAMAR, 1917-1944
News room.
   (photo) Jan'44:34   Apr'44:28   Mar'45:28
   Feb'44:34   Feb'45:28
   (photo) Jul'46:39
Mexican summer. Jul'49:10
A typical Saturday at Morelos Social Center. Jan'50:42
News room (photo) Jun'55:42
Mexican young people go forward. Jul'56:27
Mexican Disciples reach others (photo) May'62:17
New day for healing in Mexico. Mar'62:19
News room. Jan'64:40
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32
News room. Apr'64:40
Global highlights. Feb'68:7
In brief. Apr'69:38,39   Jan'71:40

CALLIS, NANNIE ORR, -1959
In memoriam. May'59:37

CALLISON, ALICE ADAH
In memoriam. May'33:40

CALMES, NEVILLE. UNTO THE HILLS
Speaking of books. Jul'32:40

CALPITO, FELICE
(photo) Apr'51:16

CALVERLEY, ELEANOR T. MY ARABIAN DAYS AND NIGHTS
Book chat. Mar'58:42
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
CALVERT, LUCILE
  Classroom and campus. Jan'44:25
Calvert, Samuel McCrae
  Merited praise. Nov'23:34
CALVIN, HELEN
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
CALVIN, JEAN, 1509–1564
  (photo) Oct'49:7 Oct'52:17
CAMARA, HELDER PESSOA
  Spotlight on Latin American Christians (photo) Sep'70:13
  Three books on cultural revolution. Jan'72:46
    In brief. Jul'72:41
CAMARA, HELDER PESSOA. THE CHURCH AND COLNIALISM
  New books. May'70:29
CAMARGO, ALBERT L
  Minorities and religious liberty. Mar'60:10
Camargo, G. Baez
  Christianity's rivals in Latin America. Feb'36:9
CAMARGO, G. BAEZ
  (photo) Nov'35:29
    Opening the doors in Mexico. Mar'36:28
    (photo) Mar'39:4 Nov'47:9
CAMARGO, G. BAEZ. RELIGION IN THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO
  Book chat. Apr'36:44
CAMBODIA
  Concerning our national crisis. Jul'70:18
    Editorials. Jul'70:19
    World events. Dec'70:44
CAMBORNE, PHILLIP. AFRICANS ON SAFARI
  Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
CAMBRIDGE BIBLE COMMENTARY ON THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE
  Books serve as resources. Jun'72:36
CAMBRIDGE, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  With the church that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
    Week of Compassion in our church. Jan'70:14
CAMDEN, MAINE
  What kind of memorials? May'51:5
CAMERON, A. P (married to Effie Land Cameron)
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
    quoted. They sing in appreciation (photo) Jul'40:11
CAMERON, ALICE HOPPER
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
    In memoriam. Dec'27:48
CAMERON, EFFIE LAND, 1886–1967 (married to A. P. Cameron)
  (death) Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
    In memoriam. Oct'67:45
Cameron, Emory Clae, 1894–1936 (married to Regina May Cameron)
  What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's students...
    Jan'34:14
    The soul and the soil. Feb'35:10
    Back to the land. Apr'36:5
CAMERON, EMORY CLAE, 1894-1936
Notes. May'20:59
  (photo) Jan'34:14 Feb'35:10
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'35:1
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:24
(death) College activities (photo) Feb'37:32
Negro youths and the ministry. May'37:20
CAMERON, EMORY C. THE RURAL CHURCH AND THE PASTORAL UNITY PLAN
Book chat. Jul'35:31
CAMERON, REGINA MAY, 1884-1972 (married to Emory C. Cameron)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32
  (photo) Nov'38:9
CAMERON, W. A. JESUS AND THE RISING GENERATION
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42
CAMERON, W. C., -1956
  In memoriam. Mar'57:35
CAMERON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Here and there with World Call. Sep'61:50
CAMEROONS
  Notes from here and there. Oct'42:47
  Youth and missions. Apr'53:37
CAMMAERTS, EMILE. THE FLOWER OF GRASS
  Book chat. Sep'45:18
CAMP, CHESTER D
  A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32
CAMP, JIM
  Beneath the spire (photo) May'51:4
CAMP, MATIE WHITE, -1959 (married to Frank Camp)
  In memoriam. Nov'59:35
CAMP, WALTER
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:56
CAMP, WALTER. THE DAILY DOZEN
  Three times a day. Dec'21:16
CAMP CUSTER, MICHIGAN
  Apr'19:62
CAMP FIRE GIRLS
    (photo) Aug'20:29
  The Camp Fire Girls of Anahuac (photo) Sep'24:54
  Campfire Girls in Mexico (photo) Jun'25:36
  An all-Indian Camp Fire Girls' group. Apr'30:19
  Camp Fire Girls. Aug'31:38
    A sad experience. Feb'32:34
    ...observe 57th anniversary. Mar'67:42
CAMP FUNSTON
  Apr'19:61,64
CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA
  The children who captured Camp Lejeune. May'73:24
CAMP MINNEHAHA (SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK)
  Our New York trip. Dec'32:31
Campbell, (married to Gene Campbell)
  Letters. Feb'71:34
CAMPBELL, (MRS. H. T.)
  (photo) Jan'23:1
CAMPBELL, (married to John B. Campbell)
  In memoriam. Mar'34:40
CAMPBELL, (married to Oscar P. Campbell)
News room (photo) Oct'53:36

Campbell, (married to Paul Campbell)
Read about India! Dec'63:41

CAMPBELL, (married to Paul Campbell)
News room. Sep'46:40
Circuit riders on a modern frontier. Nov'59:12 (photo p. 13)
News room (photo) May'60:38

CAMPBELL, (MRS. R. L.) -1947
In memoriam. Mar'47:37

Campbell, (Mrs. R. S.)
The whole church at school. Feb'23:59

CAMPBELL, (married to Roy S. Campbell)
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

CAMPBELL, (MRS. T. A.)
In memoriam. Jun'34:39

CAMPBELL, ADDIE
(death) Mar'22:54

Campbell, Alexander, 1788-1866
On missions. Mar'19:25
The grand work of this age. Feb'20:14

CAMPBELL, ALEXANDER, 1788-1866
quoted. Mar'19:7
(photo) Mar'19:25
quoted. Mar'19:35
Let there be light. Jan'20:4
With the pioneers of our religious movement. Oct'20:19
(photo) May'21:2
An evolution of fellowship. Aug'21:3
A. McLean's burial at Bethany. Dec'21:40
Some fruits of our colleges. Jan'23:8
Educational ideals of the great pioneers... Jan'23:20
(portrait) Feb'23:front cover
Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:5
Musing on our plea. May'26:10
Brief talks... Jan'29:57
Speaking of books. Feb'29:29
High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32
quoted. 'Twas ever thus. Feb'33:3
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Militant pacifists (photo) Mar'36:12
Bethany Centennial plans. Nov'39:28
...on education (photo) Apr'42:15
...on theology. Dec'42:28
Christian liberty. Dec'43:4
Disciples in the world today. Sep'46:8
International Convention of Disciples of Christ (drawing)
Jul'49:24
(photo) Oct'49:43
Nov'49:25
Sep'50:front cover
The cover. Sep'50:inside front cover
...as a preacher. Sep'50:7
Campbell ambrotype. Sep'50:15
The Campbell ambrotype. Nov'50:6
quoted. Last column. Jun'53:52
May'54:48
Classroom and campus (photo of schoolhouse) Jun'55:35
Book chat. Jun'58:42
Global highlights. Sep'58:4
Heritage of the ministry. Sep'58:11
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
Historical project. Jun'60:32
A day to remember. Feb'61:32
Global highlights. Sep'62:6
quoted. Last column. Sep'62:50
Classroom and campus. May'63:34
quoted. Set apart to serve. Oct'63:19
Adults and mission. Oct'64:40
Global highlights. Dec'64:5
The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension (drawing)
Nov'65:28
...after 100 years. Mar'66:9
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:11
A visit to Brush Run. Jan'72:5 (photo of study p. 6)
A college prepares its students for life. Jul'72:21
CAMPBELL, ALEXANDER. COMPEND OF ALEXANDER CAMPBELL'S THEOLOGY
Book chat. Jan'62:16
CAMPBELL, ALEXANDER. HOME
 See
CAMPBELL HOME (BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA)
CAMPBELL, ALEXANDER. PORTRAITS
Closing the school year. Jul'34:31
CAMPBELL, ALEXANDER MORTON, 1907-1968
Last column (photo) Mar'45:40
Global highlights (photo) Jun'46:2
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'48:4
Men hear plea for great lay action (photo) Oct'51:38
CAMPBELL, ARGYLE, 1874-1944
Board of Education and work of our colleges (photo)
Jul'26:43
(photo) Sep'44:27
Classroom and campus. Oct'44:26
CAMPBELL, CAROLINE
In memorium. Jan'40:37
CAMPBELL, CLINTON P
News room. Jan'46:38 Mar'47:45
Global highlights. Jul'49:2
CAMPBELL, DONALD J. THE ADVENTURE OF PRAYER
Book chat. Apr'49:40
CAMPBELL, DONAVON R
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40
CAMPBELL, DYRE
See
CAMPBELL, RUBY DYRE
CAMPBELL, E. C
A community silent class. Jan'21:42
CAMPBELL, EFFIE MAY
See
PICKETT EFFIE MAY CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL, ELBA
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:7
CAMPBELL, ERNEST F
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'69:25
CAMPBELL, FLORENCE KEEFER
(marriage) NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
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CAMPBELL, GABE
New directions in men's work (photo) Mar'66:12
Campbell, George Alexander, 1869-1943
(married to Luna May Campbell)
What will you do with the child? Jul'19:34
A successful debt-raising campaign. Sep'19:36
With the Christian martyrs of all ages. Oct'20:21
Archibald McLean. Feb'21:5
A friend's appreciation. Jun'23:7
The Disciples—an interpretation. Jul'24:13
What religious education is—and is not. Nov'26:inside front cover
Another living link. Apr'29:14
Remembering James H. Mohrter. Dec'29:9
The Disciples lose a leader. Mar'31:16
Big jobs for Christian men! Oct'31:15
The lesson of Charles Sanderson Medbury. Jun'32:12
Kept. Jun'33:9
Come up to Pittsburgh. Sep'33:25
The NBA enters its Jubilee! Dec'36:12
CAMPBELL, GEORGE ALEXANDER, 1869-1943
quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:5
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
(photos) Oct'22:7, 28
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'23:54 Jul'24:54
Washington... Dec'30:13
(photo) Dec'30:29 Nov'31:30
quoted. The first page. Aug'32:
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
(photo) Nov'32:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
Announcement. May'33:1
(photo) May'33:4 Jun'33:9
(bio. sketch) Jun'33:10
Men of books. Sep'33:11
quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
Personalities. Jun'35:12 Nov'36:11
(photo) Dec'36:12 Dec'37:26
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:13
Illness of Evangelist editors. Sep'40:3
quoted. Four decades of Sunday School leadership. Feb'43:7
(death) The threshold. Oct'43:2
CAMPBELL, GEORGE ALEXANDER. FRIENDS ARE MY STORY
Book chat. Dec'44:17
CAMPBELL, GEORGE CALVIN, 1873-1949
quoted. Livest thou me? May'29:23
CAMPBELL, GEORGE W
(marriage) NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
Campbell, Georgia May
See
Lollis, Georgia May
CAMPBELL, HARLEY T
The Campbells are coming. Dec'21:1
(photo) Mar'22:1
Our new circulation manager. Aug'23:1
(death) Nov'32:4
CAMPBELL, JAMES
(photo) Feb'34:20
Campbell Jan
Security (poem) Jan'72:43
CAMPBELL, JAN
World events (photo) Sep'69:37
CAMPBELL, JENNIE NEVILLE
In memoriam. Sep'38:39
CAMPBELL, JOHN
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:4
News room (photo) Jan'62:32
Disciples' Amateur Radion Fellowship (photo) May'67:44
CAMPBELL, JOHN B., 1856-1937
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
Campbell, John W
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
CAMPBELL, JUANITA JOY
Disciple wins grant. Sep'55:41
CAMPBELL, LAWSON
See
CAMPBELL, W. G. LAWSON
CAMPBELL, LEROY
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
CAMPBELL, LOUISA FISCHER, -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35
CAMPBELL, LOUISE LOOS
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
Remembering Mrs. Louis Loos Campbell. Apr'27:34
CAMPBELL, LUNA MAY, 1869-1940 (married to George A. Campbell)
(photo) Dec'30:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:47
CAMPBELL, LYLE E., -1959
In memoriam. May'59:37
CAMPBELL, McLEOD
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'53:30
CAMPBELL, MARY
See also
METCALF, MARY CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL, MARY
(photo) Jan'28:32
CAMPBELL, MARY, -1950
In memoriam. Apr'51:37
CAMPBELL, MARY JANE
(death) Nov'21:50
CAMPBELL, MATTIE
In memoriam. Sep'38:39
CAMPBELL, OSCAR P
News room (photo) Oct'53:36
CAMPBELL, P. R
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
CAMPBELL, PAUL
Classroom and campus. Feb'45:24
News room. Sep'46:40 Oct'61:34

CAMPBELL, R. GYLE

College notes and news. Sep'40:30

Campbell, Ruby Dyre, 1901-
The state society— a servant. Oct'59:27
Portrait of a rural pastor. May'63:11

CAMPBELL, RUBY DYRE, 1901-
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'58:8

CAMPBELL, RUTH
(photo) Apr'46:4

CAMPBELL, SARA E
(death) Sep'25:57

CAMPBELL, THOMAS, 1763-1854

Let there be light. Jan'20:4
With the pioneers of our religious movement. Oct'20:19
Educational ideals of the great pioneers... Jan'23:20
Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:5
(portrait) Feb'23:back cover
Book chat. Mar'36:11
The threshold (photo of plaque at Ahory) Sep'37:2
Disciples in the world today. Sep'46:8
(photo) Nov'49:27
A day to remember. Feb'61:32
Pilgrimage to Ahorey. Mar'62:19
Global highlights Dec'62:5
Adults and mission. Oct'64:40
The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension (drawing)
Nov'65:28

CAMPBELL, THOMAS, 1763-1854. DECLARATION AND ADDRESS

Free copies of booklet. Nov'27:62
Global highlights. Nov'56:3
Called to His purpose. Jul'59:29
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36
Global highlights. Sep'59:4
The Declaration and Address. Oct'59:29
Global highlights. Dec'59:4

CAMPBELL, THOMAS M

Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7
World events (photo) Jan'70:36

CAMPBELL, THOMAS MORTON

(photo) Oct'51:38

Campbell, Vivian

Women and world highways. Jul'46:35

CAMPBELL, VIVIAN. A CHRISTIAN ANTHOLOGY OF POETRY AND PAINTING

Book chat. Nov'47:43

CAMPBELL, W C

(photo) Nov'25:31

CAMPBELL, W. G. LAWSON, 1879-1930

(photo) Dec'24:34
In memoriam. Jul'30:41

CAMPBELL, W S

St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
In memoriam. Sep'37:39

CAMPBELL, WANDA

Classroom and campus. Mar'48:30
(photo) May'49:19
CAMPBELL, WILL D. THE FAILURE AND THE HOPE
New books. May'73:35

CAMPBELL CLUB (YALE UNIVERSITY)
See
YALE UNIVERSITY. CAMPBELL CLUB

CAMPBELL HISTORICAL AND MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION (BETHANY, WV)
The threshold. Nov'35:2
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28

CAMPBELL HOME (BETHANY, WEST VIRGINIA)
(photo) Jan'23:21 May'28:20
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
The threshold. Dec'36:2
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:27
Preserving the Campbell Homestead (photo) Jan'38:17
Campbell Homestead should be preserved. Mar'38:15
The Campbell Homestead. May'38:42
Global highlights. Jun'47:4 Jul'48:4
A plea for the Campbell Mansion. Sep'48:45
Global highlights (photo of Committee) May'51:3
Global highlights. Oct'51:3
Men hear plea for great lay action. Oct'51:38
(photo) Sep'58:front cover
The cover. Jul'58:inside front cover

CAMPBELL INSTITUTE
College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
College notes. Jul'38:42
Classroom and campus. Jul'44:27
News room. Nov'48:32

CAMPBELL-STONE APARTMENTS (ATLANTA, GEORGIA)
Global highlights.

CAMPS AND ConFERENCES
See also
ADULT CONFERENCES
CHI RHO CAMP
YOUNG PEOPLES' CONFERENCES
My summer in camp. Dec'30:31
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:36
Campers discover God in nature (photos) Nov'50:33
Summer's exciting opportunities. Jun'62:46
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
Boys find faith in church camps. Jan'72:34

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Jun'47:31
"THE CAMPUS MINISTER" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'59:49

CAMPUS MINISTERS
See
CHAPLAINS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

CAMPUS MINISTRY
World events. Nov'73:39

CANADA
See also
ALL CANADA CONFERENCE
The call of new Canada. May'19:24
Canada: past, present and future. Jul'19:13
Canada sets pace. Apr'20:57
Notes. Apr'20:61
The Western Canada conventions. Sep'20:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Canada and religious education. Nov'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:63
A "sound of going" in the trees of Canada. Jul'22:44
Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
George H. Stewart. Feb'23:56
Religious education among the Disciples of Christ in Canada. Nov'23:29
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
God's peace plan. Mar'24:3
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:53
Canadian Christians in biennial Convention (photos) Aug'24:32
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:52
Canada's contribution. Nov'24:22
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
John Barleycorn in Canada. Jul'25:29
The story state by state. Aug'25:14
Moving forward in Canada. Sep'25:14
Why are the Disciples of Christ out of the United Church of Canada?
May'26:7
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'26:56
Our neighbors to the north. Sep'26:58
The Fourth of July in Canada. Sep'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49,50
Independence Day and Dominion Day. Jul'27:inside front cover
Third Biennial Conference of the All-Canada Movement. Sep'27:43
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40
The true north (poem) Jul'29:2
Country churches have made our Canadian cause! May'31:23
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'34:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
Canada and the liquor trade. Feb'43:45
The state of the church. Mar'43:31
Canadian school of missions. Nov'44:23
Coming of age. Dec'44:16
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'44:33
Canada's children. Nov'45:16
Global highlights.
Jun'46:4 Oct'46:4 Jan'47:2 Mar'52:2
The church follows the frontier. Jul'52:19
News room. Jun'54:41
From every continent they come. Apr'55:15
Women and world highways. Apr'55:33
For adult mission study. Jun'55:38
Women and world highways. Jul'55:33
Global highlights. Apr'58:6
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:19
Global highlights. Sep'58:5
Apologies to Canada! Sep'58:49
Canadian partners to the north. Nov'58:19
For adult mission study. Nov'58:38
Women and world highways. Dec'58:35
Global highlights. Feb'61:5 Nov'61:6
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
Discovery in the Maritimes. Apr'62:21
Global highlights. Apr'63:7 Sep'63:6 Dec'63:5
Canada and the Disciples of Christ. Jul'65:9
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4 Jan'66:4
Churches to study very current events. Jun'66:23
My two countries. Jun'66:24
Canadian Disciples. Jul'66:16
Canada and the U.S.A. Sep'66:9
Canadian quiz for Americans. Sep'66:18
Moments of worship. Sep'66:37 Oct'66:37
And Canada. Nov'66:17
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5
Expo '67. Jul'67:42
Disciples in the news (photo of flag) Apr'68:8
Youth and the world mission. Apr'68:33
Ahead of the headlines.
Mar'70:5 Apr'70:5 Dec'70:5
World events. Jan'71:38
In brief. Jan'71:41
World events. Feb'71:39 Feb'72:36
Commentary. Jul'72:12
Linking arms from Halifax to Vancouver. Jul'72:14
Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:17
Church union "ship" still afloat in Canada. Jul'72:18
World events.
Sep'72:39 Feb'73:39 Apr'73:38 Mar'73:38

CANADA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:22

CANADA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Government control in Canada. Dec'32:19
Global highlights. Mar'54:3
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'67:5

CANADAY, J E
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50

CANADIAN COUNCIL OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS
Global highlights. Feb'48:4 Nov'68:7

CANADIAN COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Jan'51:3 Jan'52:3
World events. Jul'72:40 Dec'72:38

CANADIAN DISCIPLE
quoted. Ontario is paying the price. Jan'28:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
Circulation corner. Oct'38:inside front cover
Women and world highways. Apr'55:33
CANADIAN NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ECOLOGY AND RESPONSIBILITY
World events. Jan'71:38

CANADIAN RED CROSS
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45

CANADIAN SCHOOL OF MISSIONS
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:63
The threshold. Dec'38:4
Nov'44:23

CANADY, ESPER DEAN, 1913-
News room. Jan'57:36

CANADY, JOHN E
Memorium. Sep'35:39

CANAL ZONE
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45

CANARY, PEYTON HENRY, JR., 1891-1969
College summer events. Sep'38:30

CANAWAGAN
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:38

CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48

CANBY, HENRY SEIDEL. ALMA MATER
Book chat. May'37:22

CANBY, ROBERT
(photo) Jul'23:11

CANBY, RUTH
(photo) Jul'23:11

CANDLER, JEMMIE FULBRIGHT. -1945
In memoriam. Dec'45:37

CANE RIDGE MEETING HOUSE
See also
CANE RIDGE PRESERVATION PROJECT
To preserve historic old Cane Ridge Church. Dec'21:19
Spanning the Century at Cane Ridge (photo) Sep'32:13
(photo) Dec'34:32
Cane Ridge Meeting House (photo) Jul'39:34
(photo) Oct'40:11
News room. Oct'41:34
First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
News room. Sep'50:38
Global highlights. Jun'54:4
...a rediscovered shrine (photos) Jun'54:31
Global highlights. Nov'54:2
...being covered (photo) Dec'55:30
Global highlights (photo of new covering) Jun'57:3
Global highlights. Sep'57:3
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
Cane Ridge. Nov'57:40
From Cane Ridge to Cane Ridge to... Jun'65:9
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
(photo of protective covering) May'66:13
Twelve thousand Cane Ridge visitors (photo of protective building) Oct'67:40
CANE RIDGE MEETING HOUSE. CEMETARY
(photo) Oct'20:20
CANE RIDGE PRESERVATION PROJECT
CANEDY, (married to Fred H. Canedy) -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35
CANEDY, JANE
Classroom and campus (photo) May'57:29
CANEDY, JOHN ROBERT "JACK" 1927- (married to Mary Lou Canedy)
(photo) Feb'49:33
Canedy, Mary Lou (married to John Robert "Jack" Canedy)
Women on world highways. May'66:37
Letters. Sep'67:43
CANEY, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'32:5
CANFIELD, REBECCA J
Memorium. Sep'35:39
CANNADAY, ADA L
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
CANNON, (married to George N. Cannon)
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
CANNON, (MRS. J. T.)
Here and there with World Call. Sep'57:48
CANNON, (married to John Cannon)
The scene. Apr'72:34
CANNON, CHARITY
See
WILLARD, CHARITY CANNON
CANNON, GLADYS
Global highlights (photo) May'62:6
CANNON, JACQUELINE
(photo) Nov'42:31
CANNON, JAMES, JR.
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45
CANNON, JOE W
(photo) Sep'59:12
CANNON, LEE E., 1886-1969
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'50:4
CANNON, MICHAEL
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jul'69:17
CANNON, W H
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLain.
Jun'24:43
CANNON, WILLIAM R. JOURNEYS AFTER ST. PAUL
Book chat. May'63:22
CANTA, MATIAS
A missionary to the Moros. Nov'20:55
CANTERBURY, ENGLAND. CATHEDRAL
(photo) Aug'27:front cover
Our cover. Aug'27:1
CANTILLA, NIMIA
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
CANTON, CHINA
China on the move. Jan'30:61
CANTON CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
See
LINGMAN UNIVERSITY
CANTON, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo of leaders) Nov'47:13
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44

CANTON, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
Easter reports. May'23:56
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'23:52
Circulation corner.
    Jul'37:inside front cover Oct'38:inside front cover

CANTON, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47

CANTON, PENNSYLVANIA. NORTH UNION CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More congregations approve Every Home Plan. Mar'61:51

CANTOR, EDDIE
Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2
What you can do. Apr'49:5
quoted. Last column. Dec'60:50

Cantrell, Florine, 1899-
In the heart of Mexico. Dec'28:35
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39
Making the desert to blossom. Jun'33:29
What makes news? Jan'36:33
Christmas festivities in rural Mexico. Feb'36:45
Echoes from everywhere.
    May'37:39 Jul'37:39 Sep'37:39
Echo from Mexico. Dec'37:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39 Jan'38:40
Children lead the way. Jun'38:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Living one day at a time. Jan'44:39
Transforming the desert. Oct'44:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37 Dec'48:36
Achievements and joys in Zacatecas. May'50:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'53:36
Discarded gold. Jun'54:26
Fruitful season in Los Nogales. May'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38
120,000 pesos and the Lord's work. Feb'60:48
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:16
A missionary looks at milestones. Mar'64:45

CANTRELL, FLORINE, 1899-
Ready to sail (photo) Jun'28:9
Impressions of my first missionary conference. Nov'30:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:38 Aug'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
In the Lone Star state. Nov'35:28
An evangelistic campaign. Dec'36:43
Opening the doors in Mexico. Mar'37:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
(photo) Mar'38:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'38:39
News room. Dec'40:41          Apr'41:34
Echoes from Nogales ranch. Apr'41:43
News room. May'41:32
quoted. Women and world highways. Jul'42:35
For adult missionary groups. May'44:30
News room. Feb'45:28
Christmas in Zacatecas. Dec'45:26
News room. Jan'46:38          Mar'46:38
New well at Los Haro. Sep'46:28
Truly living a link (photo) Dec'46:32
Progress--material and spiritual. Oct'47:41
Institute for Rural Women (photo) Jul'54:33
Workmen for God (photo) Sep'55:26
News room. Dec'57:36
(photo) Oct'58:inside back cover
Conference stirs Mexican youth (photo) Apr'59:45
(photo) May'60:25
Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:6
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala (photo) Apr'62:31
Mexican Disciples reach others (photo) May'62:18
News room. (photo) Dec'63:40
News room. Apr'64:40          May'64:34
Global highlights. Feb'67:6
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'67:37
CAPELL, ARCHIBALD
(death) Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31
CAPERNAUM, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Have you been to Capernaum? Dec'65:18
CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
A visit to South Africa. Oct'37:15 (photo of church p. 16)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
Capistrano, Samuel
What the church means to my new nation. Feb'65:28
CAPITAL AREA
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
CAPITAL FOR KINGDOM BUILDING
---home and abroad. Mar'53:29
...funds in use. Dec'54:49
Global highlights. May'57:3
The Philippines and CKB. May'58:31
Capital program moves forward. Mar'59:12
Capital for the Congo. Mar'60:19
Forty years of outreach. Sep'60:10
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
Social trends. May'59:20
CAPITALISM
Perhaps you missed this. Jul'49:5
CAPLOW, THEODORE. THE ACADEMIC MARKETPLACE
Book chat. Nov'60:38
CAPON, ROBERT FARRAR. THE SUPPER OF THE LAMB
New books. Jun'69:29
CAPPAS, CONSTANTINE E
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:34
CAPPER, (MRS. E. C.)
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:43
CAPPS, CAROL L
Here and there with World Call. Oct'57:48

CAPPS, DORIS F (married to Robert G. Capps)
Classroom and campus. Apr'56:30

CAPPS, ROBERT G (married to Doris F. Capps)
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30 Apr'64:34

"THE CAPTIVE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'64:44
Global highlights. Jan'65:5

CARABALLO, CARMEN
(photo) Nov'48:19

CARABALLO, JUSTINO
(photo) Nov'48:19

CARABALLO, RAQUEL
(photo) Nov'48:19

CARDENAS, M. RALPH
(photo) Oct'54:15
Cardenas, Ralph R
A Mexican American speaks out. Jan'65:21

CARDONA, JOSE ARACELIO
(photo) Sep'51:10
In brief. Dec'72:41

CARDOZO, DOLORES
The real doctors (photo) Jul'53:7

CARDOZO, RAMON I
(photo) Jun'31:31

CARDWELL, DAVID WEBB, 1949-
(birth) News room. Dec'49:32
(photo) Jun'54:12

CARDWELL, DOUGLAS
(photo) Jun'54:12
Classroom and campus. May'61:31

CARDWELL, ELBERT HUGH, 1953-
(birth) News room. May'53:38
(photo) Jun'54:12

CARDWELL, JANET
(photo) Jun'54:12

CARDWELL, JANET SUE
Classroom and campus. Jun'64:35

CARDWELL, MARY ANN, 1947-
(birth) News room. Oct'47:32
(photo) Jun'54:12
Cardwell, Sue Webb, 1918- (married to Walter Douglas Cardwell)
We're happy to be here. Apr'46:40
First back-country visit. Sep'46:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'46:37 Feb'47:36 Sep'47:38
Sunday in Congo villages. Oct'47:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:36 Jan'54:34

CARDWELL, SUE WEBB, 1918-
News room. Mar'45:28
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
News room. Feb'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
For adult missionary groups. Jul'47:36
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Mar'48:34
(photos) Mar'53:26
News room. Mar'58:32
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33
Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
Cardwell, Walter Douglas, 1912—(married to Sue Webb Cardwell)
Sojourners in the land of Egypt. Mar'46:41
We're happy to be here. apr'46:40
First back-country visit. Sep'46:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37 Feb'47:36
A year in Congo. Mar'47:17
Echoes from everywhere.
   Mar'47:37 Sep'47:38 Oct'47:37
Sunday in Congo villages. Oct'47:42
Going upstream! Apr'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:36 Sep'48:36,42
Congo changes and the challenge grows. May'50:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:39
Embarassing opportunities. Jul'51:27
Bible Sunday--Congo style. Jan'52:27
Growing Christians in Congo. Apr'53:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Our best export. Jan'57:43
Missles and missions. Oct'58:22
Go and teachin Africa. May'60:17
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
God and company, builders. Jan'64:30
Letters. Mar'65:48
Conversion--1968. Feb'68:11
Evangelism in the younger churches. Mar'69:6
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:16
Invitation to adventure. Apr'70:16
Contrasts in Africa. Feb'73:29
CARDWELL, WALTER DOUGLAS, 1912-
   News room. Mar'45:28
   (appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
   News room. Feb'46:38
   (photo) Jun'46:back cover
   For adult missionary groups. Jul'47:36
   (photo) Feb'48:26
   quoted. For adult missionary groups. Mar'48:34
   (photo) Jan'52:27
   Preaching trips into the "bush" are imnportant (photos)
   Nov'52:28
   News room (photo) Oct'53:37
   Bolenge--the little church that wouldn't stop growing
   (photo) Nov'53:22
   Classroom and campus. Feb'54:32
   Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:8
   What lies ahead for the Congo? (photo) Mar'57:10
   News room. Mar'58:32 Jun'61:42
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
   News room. Dec'64:36
   Disciples in the news. Nov'67:8 Dec'67:8
   In brief. Sep'69:38
   (1956 photo) Apr'70:16
   (1969 photo) Apr'70:17
   In brief. Jun'71:40
   A two-day "visit" to Africa (photo) Jun'72:28
CARDWELL, WALTER DOUGLAS. THE GROWING EDGE OF THE CHURCH
For adult mission study. Apr'53:36
CARE
See
COOPERATION FOR AMERICAN REMITTANCES TO EUROPE
CAREY, (MRS. A. E.)
In memoriam. May'28:48
CAREY, JOHN
(photo) Jun'28:24
CAREY, LESLIE R. SOLITAIRE
Book chat. Nov'35:34
CAREY, M E
(photo) Mar'38:32
CAREY, MARY E., -1948
In memoriam. Jul'48:38
CAREY, MAY BALSAR
In memoriam. Apr'28:48
CAREY, MILBURN E
From the college campus. Jun'40:47
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:35 Jan'65:33
CAREY, W J THE KINGDOM THAT MUST BE BUILT
The bookshelf. Oct'19:58
CAREY, WILLIAM
Friend of India. Mar'50:6
CAREY, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
CARFER, (married to Francis O. Carfer) -1963
In memoriam. May'63:45
CARFER, FRANCIS O., -1964
In memoriam. Jun'64:49
GARGETT, (MRS. C. E.)
Circulation corner (photo) Dec'47:inside front cover
Cargill, (married to Paul Cargill)
Letters. Jun'67:inside front cover Mar'73:4
CARHART, ALFREDA POST. MASOUD THE BEDOUN
Speaking of books. Sep'26:53
CARIBBEAN
The churches join hands in the Caribbean. Sep'29:18
May'30:much of issue
More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17
Missionary organizations. Aug'30:36
Devotional study for adult societies. Nov'30:38
For adult missionary groups. Jun'48:36
Youth and missions. Apr'55:37
Caribbean close-ups. Jul'57:17
Global highlights. Jul'59:6
Good news to the poor. Dec'71:24
CARICATURES AND CARTOONS
See
CARTOONS
CARIDAD, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Economic rehabilitation. Oct'49:31
CARILLO, CARMEN
In Mexico--a good teacher and a true witness (photo)
Feb'59:30
CARILLO de ALBORNIZ, A. F. ROMAN CATHOLICISM AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
Religious freedom. May'60:48
CARILLO-FLORES, ANTONIO
quoted. World events. Jan'73:40
Carin, Leonard A
A diary of beginning again. Apr'45:14
CARINO, FRANCISCO
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
CARINO, NIEVES
(photo) Jan'51:25
CARITAS (PARAGUAY)
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'70:5
Carl, (married to Fred Carl)
Letters. Feb'65:45
CARLASS, MARY
In memoriam. Oct'44:33
CARLETON, (married to Sam Carleton)
In memoriam. Feb'38:39
CARLEY, ISOBEL (married to James Carley)
News room. Dec'60:34
Carley, James (married to Isobel Carley)
Let's take church music seriously. Jun'63:14
CARLEY, JAMES
Classroom and campus.
Nov'53:30 Jan'57:29 Jul'57:31
All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:11
News room. Dec'60:34
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:7
Classroom and campus. Feb'65:32
World events (photo) Oct'71:42
CARLEY, JAMES. HYMNS FOR TODAY
Book chat. Mar'61:50
CARLISLE, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
(photo of sanctuary. May'72:3
CARLOCK, FRED W., 1918?-1989
Profile of a Disciple chaplain (photo) Nov'66:23
Carlock, Mabel
Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26
CARLOCK, MABEL
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:32
CARLOCK, ILLINOIS
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. May'38:39
CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Five churches added to Every Home Plan. Dec'60:46
CARLSON, AVERY L
(photo) Jan'21:6
CARLSON, BERNICE WELLS. RECREATION FOR RETARDED TEENAGERS AND YOUTH ADULTS
New books. Apr'68:38
CARLSON, CLARENCE
Worcester--story of successful evangelism (photo) Oct'56:10
CARLSON, EDGAR N. THE CHURCH AND THE PUBLIC CONSCIENCE
Book chat. Jun'56:16
CARLSON, ERIC LAWRENCE, 1962-  
(birth) News room. Jan'63:49

CARLSON, ESKIL C

Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33

Carlson, Estelle Miller, 1925-1991  
(married to Richard L. Carlson)
Thai villagers listen. Jun'58:29
Christmas in Thailand. Dec'58:30
Echos from everywhere. Nov'64:36

CARLSON, ESTELLE MILLER, 1925-1991
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2  
(commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36
News room. Nov'58:37 Jul'59:44
(photo) Nov'64:36
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'69:39

CARLSON, EVANS F

Echos from everywhere. Mar'44:33

Carlson, Jessie S. Baptie (married to John Eric Carlson)
Budgeting for God. Nov'36:30
Memories (poem) Jun'42:11

CARLSON, JESSIE S. BAPTIE

quoted. The world comes to Memphis. Oct'32:17
(photo) Nov'50:26
Children's crusader retires. Oct'51:29
NBA secretary retires (photo) Jan'65:30

Carlson, Joel

The Americans' decision on South Africa. Dec'71:12

Carlson, John Eric, 1897-1976  
(married to Jessie S. Baptie Carlson)
The trip across. Sep'35:24
From the log of a landlubber. Sep'35:25
Anticipation realized. Sep'35:26
Building the church through benevolence. Dec'37:8
Benevolence looks ahead. Dec'38:6
New phases of benevolence. Dec'40:7
Miss Burke to Benevolent Association. Sep'41:32
Caring for her own... Dec'41:8
The measuring rod of benevolence. Dec'42:23
Inasmuch. Dec'43:20
Benevolence looks to the future. Dec'44:6
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
A year of Christian benevolence. Dec'46:23
Frederick M. Rogers--an appreciation. May'47:26
NBA annual staff conference. May'48:29
Miss Jameson retires after forty-five years with NBA. Jul'48:32
Mrs. F. M. Rogers retires. Nov'48:42
The story of the year. Dec'48:14
National Benevolent Association reports personnel change. Sep'49:33
Benevolence with the Century. Dec'49:15
Our aging population. Dec'50:19
A year of benevolence. Dec'51:22
The church must care for her aged. Dec'53:22
The joys of journeying. Jan'65:29
CARLSON, JOHN ERIC, 1897-1976
No excuse for a "dead church." (photo) Nov'26:56
The threshold (photo) Jul'35:2
F. M. Rogers leaves secretary's post (photo) Jun'37:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:35 Sep'37:30
(photo)
Dec'37:8 Dec'38:6 Dec'39:10 Dec'40:7
Executive staff of N.B.A. (photo) May'43:28
News room. Jun'43:30
(photo) Dec'44:6,8,23 Dec'45:9
Another dream come true. Dec'47:5
These homes are crowded too (photo) Dec'47:7
News room. Jul'49:47
(photo) Dec'49:15,25 Dec'51:22
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
"Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:25
They work for you (photo) Mar'56:28
Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:5
Woodhaven--hope for the handicapped (photo) Nov'62:18
(photo) Jan'65:29
NBA secretary retires (photo) Jan'65:30
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7

CARLSON, KEITH MILLER, 1961-
(birth) News room. Nov'61:39

CARLSON, KIRSTEN ELAINE, 1956-
(birth) News room. Dec'56:40

CARLSON, MAMIE E
In memorium. May'40:39
Carlson, Nell Marie
Instruments of the love of God. Nov'60:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'65:38

CARLSON, NELL MARIE
News room. Oct'58:34
(photo) Nov'60:20
News room. Dec'60:34
(photo) Jan'65:38
Disciples in the news. Jun'66:7

CARLSON, PAUL. THERE WAS A MAN
New books. Oct'65:42

CARLSON, RICHARD LAIRD, 1929- (married to Estelle Miller Carlson)
(commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36
News room. Nov'58:37 Jul'59:44
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'69:39

CARLTON, (married to Brice Carlton)
In memoriam. Apr'33:39

CARLTON, ALFORD
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:5
Carlton, Fanny Shelton, 1892-1977
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'21:60 Mar'24:50 May'25:50
Apr'22:59 Jan'25:51 Jul'25:56
They passed the goal. Aug'25:39
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'25:49 May'26:49 Jan'27:49 Aug'27:48
Developing women workers. Aug'29:43
Growing interest in Puerto Rico. Feb'32:26

CARLTON, FANNY SHELTON, 1892-1977
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:43 Dec'20:59
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
(photo) Jun'21:36 Jun'25:34 Jan'26:49
Singing at Easter time (photo) Feb'28:53
(photo) May'30:13
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'32:33 May'37:40 Jul'38:44
Dec'32:40 Nov'37:43
Classroom and campus (photo) May'57:28
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36

CARLTON, MATTIE
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

CARLTON COLLEGE (WORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA)
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45

CARLYLE, THOMAS
quoted. The last page. Mar'40:48 May'40:48

Carman, Bliss
Lord of the far horizons (poem) Aug'26:43

CARMICHAEL, (MRS. O. C.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34

CARMICHAEL, EDWIN, -1959
(death) News room. Dec'59:40

Carmichael, Florence Pauline, 1885-1986
Solving the problems of the small school. Nov'23:35
Children's week.... Apr'25:34
What does a field worker do? Nov'26:15
Anticipating the "plastic age." Nov'28:5
Sunday schools. Nov'28:51
A new plan for those interested in teacher training.
Jan'29:42
Jewels the giant dropped. Jun'29:21
Sunday schools. Sep'29:38
Is your one-room Sunday school a bedlam? Nov'29:17
Meeting the needs of all age groups. Nov'30:16
The laboratory training school. Dec'36:18
Georgia women have a real treat.... Feb'38:26
Summer laboratory training schools. May'41:28
Blue prints for a new world. Jun'42:8
America's children--meeting their needs now! Nov'42:14
Laboratory Training Schools. Nov'43:14
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

CARMICHAEL, FLORENCE PAULINE, 1885-1986
(photo) May'20:44
Four new Bible School Field workers. May'20:45
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
The Vacation Church School. Apr'21:48
Leadership training and school of methods, Southern Christian Institute.
Jun'21:43
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
(photo) Apr'25:54
Remember these in hour hour of prayer. Jun'28:47
...an appreciation. Sep'28:46
(photo) Oct'28:32 Nov'28:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
(photo) Nov'29:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52 Jun'30:56
Putting teaching into the laboratory. Jul'30:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
(photo) Dec'36:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
(photo) Feb'38:26 Nov'39:6 Jun'42:8
News room. Apr'48:39 Jun'48:32
Records of distinguished service (photo) Sep'48:19
Christian education--forty years of progress (photo)
Nov'58:14
Honor to those who have served (photo) Feb'64:29
CARMICHAEL, HOWARD
(death) News room. Nov'43:28
CARMICHAEL, LAURA EMMA, 1852-1949
(married to Michael Taylor Carmichael)
(death) News room. Sep'49:39
CARMICHAEL, MABEL
(photo) Dec'24:48
CARMICHAEL, OTIS T
(death) News room. Jul'44:36
CARMICHAEL, RAYMOND P
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
CARMICHAEL, WILLIAM HARVEY, –1942
(death) News room. May'42:40
CARMICHAELS, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Feb'50:26
CARMONA, MARIA
(photo) Sep'48:31
CARMONA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Laymen lead in the Philippines. Jan'64:31
Women on world highways. Jan'64:36
CARNANAN, M
(photo) May'57:39
CARNEY, ANDREW
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52
CARNEY, DALE. HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE
Book chat. Jul'37:26
CARNEY COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION. DISSENT AND DISRUPTION
New books. May'72:33
CARNEY CORPORATION
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'24:53
CARNELL, CORBIN SCOTT
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30
CARNELL, EDWARD JOHN. THE BURDEN OF SOREN KIERKEGAARD
New books. Feb'66:40
CARNER, W W
Notes. Sep'19:52
CARNES, DON C., –1965
In memoriam. Sep'65:52
CARNES, J. SIDNEY
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
Carnes, Percy T
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
Carney, (Mrs. N. L.)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
CARNEY, (MRS. N. L.)
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
(photo) Oct'22:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
CARNEY, EARL M., -1954
In memoriam. May'54:35
CARNEY, ELSIE PALMER, -1950
In memoriam. Mar'51:39
CARNEY, FRANK
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'29:41
CARNEY, MARJORY
(photo) Jun'23:43
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
CARNEY, RICHARD EDGAR
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:34
Carney, Venita O
A summer visitor to Jarvis. Jan'34:30
Jarvis comes to the rescue. Apr'34:30
Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'36:38
Jarvis Christian College. Feb'39:44
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:12
Around the Jarvis campus. Jun'42:29
CAROLAND, GEORGE SMITH, 1911-1979
News room. Mar'52:32
(photo) Jan'71:14
CAROLINA ENLARGEMENT CAMPAIGN
Notes. Oct'20:56
CAROTHERS, (married to J. Edwin Carothers)
News room. Nov'44:27
CAROTHERS, J. EDWARD. THE CHURCHES AND CRUELTY SYSTEMS
New books. Jan'71:28
CAROTHERS, J. EDWIN, 1916-
News room. Nov'44:27
CAROTHERS, ROSE
In memoriam. Sep'36:39
CARPE, WILLIAM DONALD
Disciples in the news. Jul'67:8
CARPENTER, (MRS. J G)
(death) May'19:41
CARPENTER, (married to Lynn V. Carpenter)
(photo) Jun'50:18
CARPENTER, (married to Glenn C. Carpenter)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'68:7
State presidents (photo) Apr'68:46
In brief. Jun'71:40
CARPENTER, CATHERINE
(photo) Jun'25:34
Carpenter, Cecil Clyde, 1880-1960
The Princeton Plan. Jan'20:54
Building for an intelligent tomorrow. Feb'32:8
CARPENTER, CECIL CLYDE, 1880-1960
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo) Mar'24:17
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52
Personalities. Jan'37:21
quoted. Last column. Dec'60:50
CARPENTER, CHARLES
Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:3
(photo) Mar'52:28
Help wanted! (photo) Apr'55:8
Global highlights. Mar'57:6
Carpenter, Donald D
Help us. Jan'70:42
CARPENTER, ELLA PEARSON, -1956
In memoriam. Jan'57:31
CARPENTER, EMMA
In memoriam. Apr'33:39
CARPENTER, FRANCES
See
O'DELL, FRANCES CARPENTER
CARPENTER, FRANCIS. TALES OF A CHINESE GRANDMOTHER
(note) Nov'38:41
CARPENTER, GENE
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
CARPENTER, GEORGE
A new day for missions. Feb'56:23
CARPENTER, GEORGE. THE WAY IN AFRICA
For adult mission study. Dec'59:38
CARPENTER, GEORGE T
All honor to Church Extension. Feb'20:47
A university in the wilderness. Jul'27:30
Carpenter, George W
Young Africa goes to school. Oct'43:14
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:24
CARPENTER, GEORGE W
Global highlights. Jun'53:3
CARPENTER, GEORGE W. ENCOUNTERS OF THE FAITHS
CARPENTER, GEORGE WAYLAND. THE WAY IN AFRICA
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
Carpenter, Homer Wilson, 1880-1964
(married to Lillie Tevis Carpenter)
Enlisting the go-homes! Oct'28:21
These have done it... Sep'29:20
Issues at Indianapolis. Sep'32:11
The World Convention. Sep'35:17
CARPENTER, HOMER WILSON, 1880-1964
quoted. From the World call mail bag. Dec'22:55
(photo) Jan'27:12
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:43
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29
(photo) Sep'29:20 Nov'32:16
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:25
(photo) Sep'32:11
quoted. This is what they say (photo) Apr'33:47
(photo) Sep'33:4
quoted. Our friends speak out. Nov'34:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
The threshold. Jul'35:2
Personalities (photo) Jul'35:20
(photo) Feb'41:24
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
News room. May'54:38
CARPENTER, HOMER. THE FUTURE IS NOW
Book chat. May'51:18
CARPENTER, J C
(death) Sunshine and shadow. Dec'28:61
CARPENTER, J H
(photo) Mar'24:28
CARPENTER, J HENRY
China's cooperatives. Mar'43:44
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'47:4       Apr'53:2
CARPENTER, J WALTER
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
CARPENTER, JAMES C
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'62:33
CARPENTER, JANE ALICE
(death) Aug'25:50
CARPENTER, L L
(photo) Mar'28:32
CARPENTER, LEEWELL H. THE TALL SYCAMORE OF THE WABASH
Carpenter, Mabel
Missionary worship services. Oct'49:37
CARPENTER, MARGARET
In memoriam. Jun'38:39
CARPENTER, MARTHA, -1933
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
CARPENTER, MARTHA DAVIDSON, -1955
In memoriam. Nov'55:33
CARPENTER, MARY CATHERINE
See
MAGNUSON, MARY CATHERINE CARPENTER
Carpenter, Mayme Lemira Sampson, 1882-1956
(married to Vere C. Carpenter)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58       Nov'21:59
Opening a rural community to the Gospel. May'24:59
How Christmas is celebrated in Porto Rico. Dec'25:57
Sowing in good soil. Jul'30:27
A side light on Porto Rico. Jul'30:30
Puerto Rico, the enchanted... Dec'32:17
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'40:38
Puerto Rico mission. Dec'43:34
CARPENTER, MAYME LEMIRA SAMPSON, 1882-1956
Notes. Sep'19:50
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:56 Oct'20:43
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
(photo) Jun'21:36
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
.photos Oct'22:5,34
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50
(photo) Jun'25:34
A real shepherd of the hills (photo) Jan'26:34
(photo) Feb'28:56
(photo no. 8) Mar'29:24
(photo) May'30:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40          Oct'37:33
News room. Jan'42:38          Feb'42:34      Jun'42:34
Tribute to missionaries. mar'44:3
To whom honor is due (photo) May'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
(death) News room. Oct'56:38
Carpenter, Minerva L., -1958
In memoriam. Mar'59:35
Carpenter, N C
Missionary worship service. Jun'49:37
Carpenter, N C
(photo) Mar'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38
Carpenter, Nellie O
(photo) Jan'21:18
Carpenter, Niles. The Sociology of City Life
Speaking of books. Dec'32:41
Carpenter, Paul Cochran, 1914-1978
quoted. Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
Classroom and campus.
    Jul'58:36          Jun'63:34
    (photo) Apr'60:33      Apr'66:34
    (photo) Oct'62:33
Carpenter, Ralph S
(photo) Jan'68:13
Carpenter, Vere Clifton, 1878-1966
(married to Mayme Lemira Sampson Carpenter)
What the Gospel has done in Dajaos. Apr'23:44
When wedding bells ran late. Sep'24:43
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:50
Rebuilding in Porto Rico. May'30:23
Carpenter, Vere Clifton, 1878-1966
Notes. Sep'19:50
Echoes from everywhere.
    Aug'20:36,37          Sep'20:40      Oct'20:43
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
In Porto Rico. May'21:28
(photo) Jun'21:36
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51
(photos) Oct'22:5,34
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
(photo) Jan'24:38
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jan'24:50          Apr'24:60      Jun'24:49
    (photo) Jun'25:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:61
A real shepherd of the hills (photo) Jan'26:34
(photo) Feb'28:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
Sunshine and shadow. Dec'28:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
(photo no. 8) Mar'29:24
(photo) May'30:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40 Oct'37:33
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:9
News room. Jan'42:38 Feb'42:34 Jun'43:34
(photo) Oct'43:24
Tribute to missionaries. Mar'44:3
To whom honor is due (photo) May'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
Global highlights. Apr'67:7

Carpenter, Vere C. Puerto Rican Disciples
Book chat. Oct'60:42

Carpenter, Walter
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:42

Carpenter, William
Global highlights (photo) Jun'59:7
Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32

Carpenter, William F
(photo) Oct'43:5

Carper, Elizabeth Leach
Memorium. May'35:39

Carr, (Mrs. F. J.)
(death) Aug'21:53

Carr, (married to Robert G. Carr)
Classroom and campus. Feb'60:37
In brief (photo) May'71:43

Carr, Aute
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'56:34

Carr, David
Youth and the world mission (photo) Jan'64:39

Carr, Edward Hallet. Conditions of Peace
Book chat. Oct'42:23

Carr, Elizabeth Stephens
quoted. Last column. Jun'45:40

Carr, Harriet
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'67:7

Carr, John M (married to Julia Buckner Carr)
(marriage) News room. May'42:40

Carr, Julia Buckner (married to John M. Carr)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
(photo) Feb'38:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
College enrollment increased. Nov'38:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:34
News room. Jul'41:34
(marriage) News room. May'42:40

Carr, Mattie Sea
(death) Oct'22:55

Carr, Phoebe
(death) News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44

Carr, Robert
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39
CARR, ROBERT G.
In brief (photo) May'71:43
CARR-BURDETT COLLEGE (SHERMAN, TEXAS)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39  Jun'24:56  Sep'27:52
Mar'23:53  Sep'24:51  Nov'27:40
Jan'24:41  Nov'26:53  (closing) May'29:29
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:58
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:13
(photo) Jan'22:14
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
(photo) Jan'24:inside covers
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:14
(photo of students) Jan'26:11
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:30
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:6
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
CARRANZA, VENUSTIANO
(photo) May'19:46
Some facts about Mexico. May'19:47
An interview with President Carranza. May'19:47
CARREFOUR DES JEUNES
Congo's Carrefour des Jeunes. Jul'71:20
CARRELL, ALEXIS
quoted. Last column. Apr'58:50
CARRELL, ALEXIS. PRAYER
Book chat. Apr'49:40
CARRELL, RACHEL
In memoriam. Oct'43:33
CARRELL, WILLIAM
(photo) Mar'71:18
CARRIE HEDRICH SEAY MEMORIAL HOME
News room. Jan'49:38
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
N.B.A. dedicates new buildings. Sep'50:42
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:25
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:11
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
A drama in three parts (photos) Dec'65:17
(closing) World events. Sep'72:38
CARRIER, BLANCHE. INTEGRITY FOR TOMORROW'S ADULTS
Book chat. Sep'59:45
CARRIGAN, MARGARET
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
CARRILLO, ALGRIA
Inman Center prepares leaders (photo) Mar'63:27
CARRINGTON, CARMELO
Global highlights (photo) Feb'61:5
CARRINGTON, PAUL
(photo) Sep'66:front cover
CARRINGTON, W. L. PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION AND HUMAN NEED
Book chat. Feb'58:42
CARRITHERS, FLORENCE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'50:33
CARROLL, (married to Emmitt Tipton Carroll, Sr.)
   Here and there with World Call. Mar'49:48
CARROLL, (MRS. H. H.) -1950
   In memoriam. May'50:39
CARROLL, BLANCHE
   See
   SNYDER, BLANCHE CARROLL
CARROLL, C. M.
   (photo) Sep'73:17
CARROLL, CATHERIN
   Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
CARROLL, EMMITT TIPTON, 1906-1983
   Classroom and campus. Jul'49:31 Oct'51:30
   Mountains of misery and promise (photo) Oct'64:18
CARROLL, HENRY K
   Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
CARROLL, JACK
   Global highlights. Jun'63:5
CARROLL, MABEL LADD, -1950
   In memoriam. Oct'50:39
CARROLL, MICHAEL
   (photo) Sep'68:19
CARROLL, W E
   (photo) Jan'27:11
CARROLLTON, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Hundred year churches. Oct'32:14
CARROLLTON, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   In brief. Jul'71:45
CARRUTHERS, JEANNE. ARTS SAMPLER FROM SOUTHEAST ASIA
   World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
CARSON, (MRS. A. B.), -1953
   In memoriam. Feb'54:35
CARSON, ATHUR L
   Mission leaders seek solution of problems at home and abroad
   (photo) Feb'54:28
CARSON, B G
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:40
Carson, Barbara Lois Burch, 1910-
   My Chinese friends. Jun'33:17
CARSON, BARBARA LOIS BURCH, 1910-
   (photo) Jun'23:22
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29 Dec'36:30
CARSON, CORNELL
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:38
Carson, Dorothy
   Youth challenges itself. Mar'26:58
CARSON, DOROTHY
   quoted. Are young people's conferences worth while? (photo)
   May'23:35
CARSON, EMMA S
   In memoriam. Jun'45:33
CARSON, GERALD CHARLES, 1936-
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
CARSON, RUTH
   (photo) Nov'41:30
Carson, Shirley
   Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
CARSON CITY, NEVADA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Pension Fund notes and news. Feb'42:27
Carstens, C
   Humanizing the care of needy children. Dec'25:4
Carstensen, Roger Norwood, 1920–
   In memoriam (poem) Mar'68:44
   The gift (poem) Dec'70:45
CARSTENSEN, ROGER NORWOOD, 1920–
   World events (photo) Nov'72:39
   (photo) Feb'73:3
Cartee, Roy V., 1917–
   Students evangelize students. Jun'51:27
Carter, (Mrs. A. H.)
   Rhyme and reason from our St. Louis Orphans' Home (poem)
   Sep'30:27
CARTER, (MRS. A. H.)
   (photo) Sep'30:27
   quoted. Circulation corner. May'42:2
CARTER, (married to Albert Carter) -1952
   In memoriam. Mar'53:37
CARTER, (MRS. C. A.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'42:inside front cover
CARTER, (married to Craft C. Carter)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'57:6
CARTER, (married to George Carter)
   Memorial. Jan'36:39
CARTER, (married to Lemuel Carter)
   In memoriam. Jun'29:50
CARTER, (married to Leroy F. Carter)
   Circulation corner. Apr'46:inside front cover
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48
CARTER, AMANDA, -1947
   In memoriam. Apr'47:39
CARTER, ANN
   In memoriam. Apr'31:39
Carter, Anna Scott, 1879–1970
   Kingdom building on Mt. Beulah. Jan'27:43
   A pioneer passes. Oct'28:7
   The missionary organizations' own section. Mar'33:35
   Mexico--land of challenge. Dec'48:24
   Kentucky hills called..the church answered. Feb'51:28
CARTER, ANNA SCOTT, 1879–1970
   (photo) Dec'24:34
   Interest shown in the reading contest. Jan'26:54
   (photo) Jan'28:32 Nov'31:6
   News room. Sep'47:41
   (photo) Dec'48:24
   News room. Jan'50:45
   In memoriam. May'70:43
CARTER, ANNIE KING, -1959
   In memoriam. Sep'59:37
CARTER, ARTIE MASON
   Classroom and campus. Jun'47:32
CARTER, CATHRINE FRANCES, 1904-
   News room. May'49:41
CARTER, DELBERT
   (photo) Nov'48:7
Carter, E. Russell
   The "faceless" migrants... Nov'64:16
CARTER, E. RUSSELL. THE GIFT IS RICH
   Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
CARTER, ETTA ROSE, -1948
   In memoriam. Jan'49:39
CARTER, EUGENIA A., -1953
   In memoriam. Oct'53:33
Carter, F E
   Blind (poem) Dec'39:35
CARTER, FANNIE
   (death) Mar'21:50
Carter, Frank T
   Where Mormonism flourishes. Feb'27:43
   A good start in Ogden. Apr'27:54
CARTER, FRANK T
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
   The last page. Apr'27:64
CARTER, FRANK THOMAS, 1888-1961
   In memoriam. Oct'61:37
CARTER, GEORGE WILLIAM
   (note) Feb'27:61
CARTER, HODDING
   Asia is asking questions. Feb'55:12
CARTER, J EVERHARD
   News room. Jul'49:32
CARTER, J H
   Fifty and more years of service for Christ (photo) Sep'25:30
   Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30
CARTER, J WILFRED
   quoted. Here and there with World Call. Apr'49:48
   Enter Home Plan (photo) Mar'63:48
CARTER, JIMMY
   (photo) Oct'73:29
CARTER, JOHN MACK, 1928-
   In brief (photo) Sep'73:42
Carter, John Sundell, 1933- (married to Renee Galland Carter)
   Six whose lives are part of ours. Jul'68:22
CARTER, JOHN SUNDELL, 1933-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
   Missionary register. Feb'66:43
   (photo) Jul'68:22
   A visit to South America. Mar'70:34
CARTER, LAURA B
   (death) Jan'22:59
CARTER, LAURA V
   In memorium. Nov'36:39
CARTER, LEROY F
   News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
CARTER, LYMAN LIONEL, -1948
   In memoriam. Jun'48:39
CARTER, MARY GOSS
   Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30
CARTER, NICHOLAS PAUL, 1965-  
(birth) Missionary register. Nov'65:48

CARTER, REED McCUNE, 1928- (married to Elaine McMullin Carter)  
(photo) Jul'48:30

Carter, Renee Galland, 1933- (married to John S. Carter)  
Six whose lives are part of ours. Jul'68:22

CARTER, RENEE GALLAND, 1933-  
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5  
Missionary register. Feb'66:43  
(photo) Jul'68:22  
A visit to South America. Mar'70:34

CARTER, ROBERT  
News room. Jan'54:38  
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'60:34

CARTER, RUTH  
Women and world highways. Jun'56:37

Carter, Vernon H  
A religion that makes men whole. Mar'54:17  
Body and soul. Jan'63:14  
Twenty-third Psalm. Oct'73:50

CARTER, VERNON H  
News room. Nov'51:39  
(photo) Mar'54:17 Apr'58:41  
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'66:7  
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'68:24  
In brief. May'70:42

CARTER, WALTER, -1946  
In memoriam. Feb'47:37

CARTHAGE, MISSOURI. MAIN STREET PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH  
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:11

CARTHAGE, SOUTH DAKOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49

CARTHAGE, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Tennessee, Florida churches enter EHP. Sep'63:54

CARTMILL, EVELYN WEBER HAY, 1923-  
Disciples in the news. Oct'65:7

Carton, Genefrede Harris, -1953 (married to Camilla Carton)  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33

CARTON, GENEFREDE HARRIS, -1953  
(photo) Nov'23:19  
Miss Genefrede Harris (photo) Nov'23:45  
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:19  
(photo) Jul'28:28  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52  
Northern area (photo) Dec'34:26  
(photo) Nov'36:43 Nov'38:13  
News room. Jan'45:36  
(photo) Sep'46:10  
News room. May'47:36  
In memoriam. Sep'53:35  
(death) News room. Sep'53:38

CARTOONING  
Cartoon draws fan mail. Nov'68:37

CARTOONS  
Sep'63:51,54 May'65:50 Jan'68:46 Nov'69:45  
Nov'63:41 Nov'65:34 Feb'68:45 Dec'69:40  
Dec'63:50 Dec'65:42 Mar'68:39,50 Jan'70:13
CARTWRIGHT, (MRS. W. D.)
(photo) Sep'35:26
Cartwright, Colbert Scott, 1924-
(married to Anne Ramsey Quarles Cartwright)
The church, the world and race. Jul'56:17
Churches getting it together. Jan'72:16
CARTWRIGHT, COLBERT SCOTT, 1924-
(photo) Jul'56:17 Jan'72:16
CARTWRIGHT, COLBERT S. THE LORD'S PRAYER COME ALIVE
New books. Nov'73:35
CARTWRIGHT, DAVID RAY (married to Susan Cartwright)
Classroom and campus. Oct'67:34
CARTWRIGHT, FRANK T. LIFE HAS NO CEILING
Book chat. Feb'41:27
CARTWRIGHT, GEORGE W.
Classroom and campus. Jul'67:34
CARTWRIGHT, INEZ HELENE SCOTT, 1889-1953
(married to Lin D. Cartwright)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'51:4
(death) News room. Feb'54:31
Cartwright, Lin Dorwin, 1886-1989
(married to Inez Helene Scott Cartwright)
The joy of advancing together. Feb'25:19
The youth movement in the local church. Apr'25:47
The fine art of leavening. Nov'28:9
An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:8
Educating for service. Nov'36:10
Crusade for a transformed life. Dec'43:15
CARTWRIGHT, LIN DORWIN, 1886-1989
(photo) Jan'19:23
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries. Apr'19:39
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
(photo)
Jan'27:13 Jul'28:28 Feb'33:4 Nov'36:10
...to Christian Board. Sep'40:3
(photo) Jul'41:2 Apr'42:24 Sep'42:26
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:29
Dr. Miller's editorship. Oct'48:5
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:8
Global highlights. Jul'51:3
World Convention notes. Apr'52:47
quoted. Disciples meet in Des Moines. Nov'56:20
His ministry continues. Jul'58:9
(photo) Mar'62:40
CARTWRIGHT, LIN D. EVANGELISM FOR TODAY
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:11
CARTWRIGHT, LIN D. THE GREAT COMMISSION
Book chat. Nov'62:43
quoted. Last column. Nov'62:50
Book chat. Jan'63:18
CARTWRIGHT, R L
Jan'19:7
(photo) Mar'24:31
CARTWRIGHT, W D
(photo) Sep'35:26
Carty, James William, 1925-1990
Book chat. May'52:40 Dec'52:40
Words have power in Tanganyika. Dec'56:13
Halana Makheli--and a village on the move. Jul'57:27
Thanksgiving for missionaries. Nov'57:26
Your child and missions. Feb'58:30
Strangers in a foreign land. May'58:30
International exchange builds ties. Nov'58:22
Little money--big results. Mar'59:42
Making history real. Jun'59:44
Trials of a state church. Mar'60:26
Great task in Britain. Dec'60:28
Latin America listens. Jul'62:21
The friendly American. Jan'63:30
Asians want to learn. May'63:46
Education--an exciting adventure. Jun'63:21
Presenting... Sep'64:8
The church is needed in awakening Asia. Jun'65:24
Academic garb is colorful. Jun'66:39
A turning about in Latin America. Nov'72:29
Broadcasting for progress across Africa. Jan'73:13
Heritage and hope of David Livingstone. Jun'73:20
Letters. Oct'73:4
Christian communications--helping shape the new Africa. Nov'73:16
CARTY, JAMES WILLIAM, 1925-1990
Global highlights.
Apr'56:6 (photo) Jul'56:3
Jun'56:3 Sep'59:34
quoted. Last column. Sep'60:50
Classroom and campus. Feb'61:30 Apr'62:32
Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:6
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32
(photo) Nov'64:28
Disciples in the news (photo) May'67:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:34
In brief. Oct'72:40
CARTY, JAMES W. ADVERTISING THE LOCAL CHURCH
New books. Mar'66:39
CARTY, JAMES W. COMMUNICATING WITH GOD
Classroom and campus. Jun'64:34
CARTY, JAMES W. AN EDUCATOR'S GUIDE FOR PREPARING ARTICLES FOR PERIODICALS
Classroom and campus. Feb'63:34
CARTY, JAMES W. THE GRESHAM YEARS
New books. Sep'70:29
CARTY, JAMES W. NASHVILLE AS A WORLD RELIGIOUS CENTER
Book chat. Feb'59:44
CARTY, JAMES W. WORKING THE LATIN AMERICAN PRESS
Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
CARTY, LAWRENCE C. (married to Mary B. Leonard Carty)
(photo) Feb'38:inside front cover
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'55:4
CARTY, PAUL
(photo) Nov'64:28
CARUSO, JOHN ANTHONY (married to Marie Camille Caruso)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'61:8
Caruthers, Mazie V
The neediest cases (poem) Dec'25:inside front cover
The tale is spun (poem) Jan'32:24
Homespun prayers (poem) Sep'36:48
Responsibility (poem) Oct'36:48
CARVER, GEORGE
Programs... Oct'29:47
CARVER, GEORGE WASHINGTON, 1864-1943
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
(photo) Feb'36:6
The threshold. Feb'45:2
American, scientist, man of God. Feb'45:3
Science looks at race. Nov'65:46
CARVER, IONE
(death) Oct'23:62
CARVER, W. O. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN TODAY'S WORLD
Book chat. Jun'42:23
CARVER CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CENTER (DOS PALOS, CALIFORNIA)
Global highlights. Jan'64:6
Ministry to thirsty people. Jan'67:38
CARVETH, LYSLE. MORO BOY
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:39
CARVILLE, LOUISIANA. CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Carvin, Frances M., 1864-
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:50
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
CARVIN, FRANCES M., 1864-
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
Mrs. Frances M. Carvin (photo) Jan'24:44
(photo) Nov'25:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59  Jul'27:59
(photo) Dec'27:12
What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
CARY, ALICE
Position of Christianity gains in Japan. Feb'47:42
Cary, Harold
To set a million children free. Jun'24:4

CARY, T A
The will of T. A. Cary (photo) Oct'20:4
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Nov'20:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31

CARY, W. STERLING
National Council approves new structure at Dallas (photo)
Feb'73:41

CASA UNIDA
Union Press serves Latin America. Jun'59:43

CASADY, LOUIS HOWARD
Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39

CASCADE, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sweet smelling, scented soap. Dec'70:24

CASCINO, ALFRED
Beneath the spire (photo) May'49:4

CASCUPÉ, PARAGUAY
Back home in Paraguay (photo of church) Mar'28:37

CASE, (MRS. J. D.)
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
Interest shown in the reading contest. Jan'26:54
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44 May'28:44
(photo) Nov'29:2

CASE, (MRS. M. A.)
In memoriam. Dec'31:41

CASE, (married to Perry Case)
(photo) Jan'21:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'23:54 Sep'25:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51

CASE, (MRS. W. H.) -1959
In memoriam. Jan'60:35

CASE, CLARA L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31

CASE, J D
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31

CASE, JACQUELINE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'52:33

CASE, MARGARET BOLIN, -1961
In memoriam. Mar'62:35

CASE, PERRY
(photo) Jan'21:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'23:54 Sep'25:43 Dec'25:43
Classroom and campus. Nov'51:28

Case, Philip W
Youth help church see its world ministry. May'73:15

CASE, SALLIE B., -1942
In memoriam. Sep'42:39

CASE, SHIRLEY JACKSON, 1872–1947
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8
CASE, SHIRLEY JACKSON. CHRISTIANITY IN A CHANGING WORLD
Book chat. Sep'41:23
CASEBERE, MEDORA
(death) Aug'26:49
CASEY, EUGENE
Glimpses of the outside world. Nov'23:54
CASEY, ROBERT PIERCE. RELIGION IN RUSSIA
Book chat. Jun'46:17
CASEY, THELMA
Women on world highways (photo) Dec'64:33
CASH, CHRISTINE BENTON
Classroom and campus. Mar'61:37
CASH, FANNIE, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
CASH, IDA, -1947
In memoriam. Mar'48:37
CASH, JULIA
(death) Jun'23:54
CASH, W. WILSON. CHRISTENDOM AND ISLAM
Book chat. Jun'39:33
CASH, W. WILSON. THE MOSLEM WORLD IN REVOLUTION
quoted. Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49
CASHMAN, ROBERT. THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OF A CHURCH
Book chat. Jun'37:42
Casillas de Maldonado, Esther
Missionary worship service. May'62:37
CASKEY, (MRS. T. W.)
In memoriam. Jan'28:48
CASON, ANNA PAUL
See
COUZENS, ANNA PAUL CASON
CASON, E N
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:33 Dec'51:31
CASON, MARY
(photo) Jan'21:15
Casper, Gretchen
Letters. Nov'70:31
CASPER, WYOMING. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:61
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
CASS, (married to Henry Cass)
(photo) Sep'46:25
CASS, HENRY
(photo) Sep'46:25
CASS, PAUL
(photo) Sep'46:25
CASSADAY, C. ARTHUR
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
CASSELL, JOHN S., JR.
When churches stay in the inner city (photo) Feb'73:18
Cassell, Louise
What is life (poem) May'42:48
His prayer (poem) Feb'47:48
CASSELS, LOUIS. CHRISTIAN PRIMER
New books. Sep'64:42
CASSELS, LOUIS. THE REALITY OF GOD
New books. Nov'71:28
CASSELS, LOUIS. YOUR BIBLE
   New books. Sep'67:38
CASSERLEY, J. V. LANGMEAD. THE BENT WORLD
   Book chat. Jan'56:20
CASSETTES
   See AUDIO TAPE CASSETTES
CASSIN, (married to Philip Cassin)
   Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33
CASSITY, W. W
   (photo) Jul'40:14
Casteel, Pat (married to William L. Castell)
   Read about India! Dec'63:41
CASTENDYCK, ELSA. THE HANDICAPPED CHILD
   Book chat. Oct'50:40
CASTER, WILLMETTA E., -1957
   In memoriam. Sep'57:35
CASTILLA, JOSE MARTINEZ de
   Priest is Disciple. Oct'55:42
CASTILLA, MARGARITA
   Priest is Disciple. Oct'55:42
Castillo, Mario
   Home missions from the inside. Sep'27:58
CASTILLO, REUBEN
   (photo) Nov'28:35
CASTILLO, SANTOS, -1938 (married to Socorro Carrera de Castillo)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
CASTILLO, SARA
   News room. Nov'42:34
CASTILLO, SOCARRO CARRERA DE (married to Santos Castillo)
   (photo) Jan'40:28
   San Louis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
   Christian womanhood, Mexican style (photos) Jun'51:23
Castle, Harlen
   The Garden of Resurrection (poem) Apr'27:inside front cover
   Don't cheat! Nov'31:23
Castleberry, John Jackson, 1877-1937
   (married to Annie Porter Castleberry)
   Facing the New Year in the Bible School. Jan'20:31
   The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:25
CASTLEBERRY, JOHN JACKSON, 1877-1937
   (photo) Sep'20:25
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
   (photo) Jan'27:14
   Personalities (photo) May'35:17
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:47
   (death) Personalities. Nov'37:21
   (photo) Sep'41:7
CASTLEBERRY, JOHN J. THE SOUL OF RELIGION
   Speaking of books. Dec'26:53
Castleman, William James, 1908-
   Letters. Oct'64:50
CASTLEMAN, WILLIAM JAMES, 1908-
   quoted. Last column. Apr'63:50
CASTLEMAN, WILLIAM J. ON THIS FOUNDATION
   New books. Jun'66:49
CASTLETON, JAMAICA. UNION CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
CASTOR, FLOY
(death) Jun'26:50
CASTOR, LILLIE, -1947
   In memoriam. Nov'47:35
CASTRO, ARELIO DE
   (photo) Feb'51:15
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'54:2
   Scholarship aid. Dec'54:51
   Teach Christ now (photo) Oct'55:26
   Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:26
CASTRO, EMILIO
   quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:7
CASTRO, EPIFANIA DE
   News room. Apr'56:32
Casynn, John
   (untitled poem) Mar'71:27
CATE, WILLIAM
   City churches can plan the right way (photo) Oct'60:15
CATER, DOUGLASS
   quoted. Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:19
CATER, DOUGLASS. ETHICS IN A BUSINESS SOCIETY
   As we earn our daily bread. Jun'54:6
CATES, ROY J
   News room. May'65:48
Catey, (Mrs. A.)
   Letters. Nov'66:inside front cover
CATHEDRAL FILMS
   Audio-visuals. Mar'67:44
CATHEY, (married to Dan Cathey)
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'66:6
Cathey, (Mrs. W. A.)
   How we put "World Call" in every home. Jan'27:50
CATHEY, (MRS. W. A.)
   (photo) Jan'27:50
CATHEY, M B
   (photo) Nov'48:7
CATHOLIC ASSOCIATION FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE
   The threshold. Oct'41:4
CATHOLIC CHURCH
   See also
   VATICAN COUNCIL
   The call of a continent. Jan'19:11
   A chat with an American priest in the Philippines. May'19:42
   Facts for the busy woman. Sep'19:44
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47 Nov'27:45
   Back home in Paraguay. Mar'28:37
   A forward step. Nov'28:34
   Why we behave like human beings. Dec'28:14
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49
   Catholic missions increase. Mar'34:4
   The state of the church. Mar'42:27
   The Christian mission in Latin America. Jan'43:10
   A challenge to religious liberty. Dec'43:23
   Social trends. Jul'44:8
   A chaplain looks at South America. Sep'44:34
   Protestant outlook in Argentina. Oct'46:21
   Two conflicting concepts. Jan'47:5
Correspondence from Europe. Oct'47:6
Conviction without fanaticism. Dec'47:6
Shall America be divided? Dec'47:13
Social trends. Apr'48:18
Global highlights. May'48:2
Why Protestant missions in Latin America? Jun'48:12
Who is "attacking?" Jul'48:6
Defending religious liberty. Jan'49:6
In answer to the Bishops. Jan'49:11
Religious segregation. Mar'49:17
World issues faced at Cleveland. May'49:25
Global highlights. Jun'49:3
Perhaps you missed this. Jul'49:5
A Protestant-Catholic conference? Sep'49:5
Global highlights. Oct'49:2
Social trends abroad. Oct'49:21
Christianity in Latin America. Nov'49:6
How free is the press? Dec'49:5
Protestantism in Italy. Feb'50:44
Global highlights. Jun'50:4
Wanted, mutual respect. Dec'50:11
Global highlights. Mar'51:3
Let's keep our public schools free! Jul'51:8
Not in the name of emergency. Oct'51:5
Straws in the wind. Oct'51:9
Global highlights. Oct'51:20 Dec'51:10
Entering the back door. Jan'52:6
The ministry of the "Good neighbor." Feb'52:5
Disagreement between associates. Mar'52:6
We reject. Apr'52:6
Religious liberty in Colombia. May'52:5
Global highlights. Jun'52:2
More about liberty in Colombia. Jul'52:5
What should we do about Colombia? Jul'52:31
Global highlights. Oct'52:3
Decapitating the church? Dec'52:5
Religious freedom and "proselytizing." Jan'53:5
Global highlights. Feb'53:2 Apr'53:2
The Philippines--yesterday and today. Jun'53:8
Church-state problem stirs Mexico. Apr'54:32
Converts. May'54:47
It belongs in the record. Apr'55:5
The hand that gives. Jul'55:5
A bold yeast. Oct'55:27
Global highlights. Feb'56:3
Church-state separation. Feb'56:5
Understanding--a two way street. Mar'56:5
Social trends. Sep'56:24
A rebuke to religious bias. Feb'57:8
Censorship by pressure. Mar'57:7
Church censorship. Feb'58:47
Philippine Catholics face vital issue. Jul'58:50
Global highlights. Apr'59:7
Citizenship and tolerance. Apr'59:10
Global highlights.
Oct'59:4 Nov'59:5 Dec'59:8
Toward a united church? Dec'59:10
Global highlights. Apr'60:4
Religious freedom. May'60:48
Global highlights. Jun'60:5,7
Social trends. Jun'60:16
Global highlights. Dec'60:8
Book chat. Dec'60:42
Churches and political power. Jan'61:9
Protestant-Catholic. Apr'61:49
Global highlights. Mar'62:7 Apr'62:8
Social trends. Jul'62:22
Global highlights.
Dec'62:6 Jan'63:5 Feb'63:4,5
Two worlds in two days. Feb'63:29
Interest in Christian unity grows. Apr'63:46
Global highlights. May'63:5 Mar'64:6
An adventure in Christian unity. Mar'64:12
Global highlights.
Apr'64:4 May'64:7 Nov'64:6
Protestant dilemmas in Latin America. Nov'64:20
Global highlights. Mar'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
The Catholics score again. Nov'65:9
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'66:4
Global highlights. Feb'66:5
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Global highlights. Apr'66:6
Barriers are vibrating. Sep'66:19
Global highlights. Oct'66:7
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
The N.T. Times advertisement. Feb'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
When Protestants marry Roman Catholics. Apr'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5
Christian relations yesterday and today. Jul'67:14
Ahead of the headlines.
Sep'67:5 Oct'67:5 Nov'67:5
Global highlights. Dec'67:6
Another Renaissance. Jan'68:9
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'68:5
Letters. Mar'68:4
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'68:5 Apr'68:5
Global highlights. Jul'68:6
Letters. Sep'68:4
In brief. Sep'68:8
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'68:5 Dec'68:5
World Calling... Jun'69:50
World events. Jul'69:43
Ahead of the headlines.
Dec'69:5 Jan'70:5 Feb'70:5 Apr'70:5
My wife, the "nun." May'70:20
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'70:5
Man-ana means dawn. Dec'70:12
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'71:5 Nov'71:5
Shavings. May'72:36
World events. May'72:38
Why Disciples talk with the Catholics. Sep'72:18
Shavings. Nov'72:32    Apr'73:34

CATHOLIC CHURCH. CARDINALS
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:64
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45

CATHOLIC CHURCH--COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'69:5

CATHOLIC CHURCH--EDUCATION
World Calling... May'64:10
Ahead of the headlines. May'69:5
Should parochial schools receive government support?
Sep'69:26

CATHOLIC CHURCH. LITURGY AND RITUAL
What will they take back? Jul'26:40
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5

CATHOLIC CHURCH. POPE
Notes. Jul'19:62
The Pope writes a letter. Nov'50:6

CATHOLIC CHURCH. POPE. JOHN XXIII -1963
Vatican Council desires "unity" (photo) Jan'63:29
The Pope's Encyclical. Jun'63:9
(death) Global highlights. Jul'63:7
The Catholics score again. Nov'65:9

CATHOLIC CHURCH. POPE. JOHN XXIII. POPE JOHN XXIII: JOURNAL OF A SOUL
New books. Jun'65:41

CATHOLIC CHURCH. POPE. PAUL VI
Global highlights. Sep'63:4
quoted. Global highlights. Nov'64:6
The Catholics score again. Nov'65:9
World Calling... Dec'65:10
Global highlights. Oct'66:5
World Calling... Oct'67:10
Editorials. Oct'68:9
World events. Sep'69:36    Feb'73:38

CATHOLIC CHURCH. POPE. PIUS XI
The Pope on unity. Feb'32:4
Social trends. Sep'35:27

CATHOLIC CHURCH. POPE. PIUS XII
Fall in--just back of me. Mar'53:5

CATHOLIC CHURCH. VATICAN COUNCIL II
See

VATICAN COUNCIL II

CATHOLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'24:53

CATHOLIC ORGANIZATION FOR RELIEF AND REHABILITATION
Bangladesh response impresses observers. Oct'72:14

CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES
Global highlights. Jul'63:6

CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
See

CATHOLIC CHURCH. EDUCATION
Catli, Felicidad Guerrero (married to Samuel Catli)
Missionary worship service. Mar'54:35

CATLI, FELICIDAD GUERRERO
News room. Feb'47:32    Sep'47:41
For adult mission study (photo) Mar'54:36
CAUBLE, COMMODORE WESLEY, 1874-1935
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Sep'20:27
Feb'22:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
(death) C. W. Cauble (photo) Oct'35:26
CAUBLE, COMMODORE W. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN INDIANA
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32
CAUDILL, R. PAUL. BROADMAN COMMENTS
Book chat. Feb'51:40
CAUTHEN, KENNETH. CHRISTIAN BIOPOLITICS
New books. Apr'72:32
CAVAN, JORDAN
(photo) Jan'21:5
CAVE, ALICE A., 1865-1946 (married to Preston Andrew Cave)
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
CAVE, ELLA S
(death) Jul'21:43
CAVE, L W
(death of wife) Jul'21:43
Cave, Preston Andrew, 1866-1945 (married to Alice A. Cave)
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:24
CAVE, PRESTON ANDREW, 1866-1945
Notes. Jul'20:46
(death of mother) Jul'21:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:64
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
(photo) Aug'25:12 Oct'27:24
CAVE, PRESTON R
(photo) Sep'19:23
What money will do. Sep'19:24
CAVE, SYDNEY. HINDUISM OR CHRISTIANITY?
Book chat. Nov'39:46
CAVE, W H
(death) Nov'37:47
Cavell, Edith
Form Edith Cavell's prayer-book. Apr'28:62
CAVELL, EDITH
Missionary illustrations... Jun'26:52
CAVELL, JEAN MOORE. FILIPINO PLAYMATES
What, where, when and how. Jan'30:46
Cavert, Inez M
Women and world highways. Jul'49:33
CAVERT, INEZ M.
...retires. Feb'56:46
CAVERT, INEZ M. WOMEN IN AMERICAN CHURCH LIFE
Book chat. Jun'49:10
Cavert, Samuel McCrae, 1888- (married to Twila Lytton Cavert)
The missionary movement and the changing social order.
Mar'38:8
American Christians and world issues. May'41:18
Christian Europe today and tomorrow. Dec'42:18
The truth about the Federal Council. Mar'50:13
An evangelist retires. Feb'54:14

CAVERT, SAMUEL McCRAE, 1888–
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:24
quoted. The threshold. Jan'40:2 Dec'40:4
(photo) Sep'42:27
The state of the church. Nov'42:33
(photo) Dec'42:18
Leadership of the Federal Council. Jan'45:4
The threshold. Sep'45:2
(photo) May'46:25
Global highlights. Nov'46:2
quoted. Editorial correspondence from Seattle. Jan'47:6
Global highlights.
(photo) Feb'47:3 (photo) Jan'48:2 (photo) Apr'48:3
Study conference for Amsterdam Assembly (photo) Jun'48:31
(photo) Jan'49:25
quoted. Global highlights. Apr'49:4
quoted. Ideas from Interseminary Conference. Feb'50:17
Religious front for smears. Mar'50:6
(photo) Mar'50:13
Global highlights. Jan'51:2
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
Global highlights (photo) May'52:2 (photo) Nov'53:2
Trusted leadership assured. Nov'53:5
Global highlights. (photo) Jan'54:3 May'54:4
Worship in the Evanston Assembly (photo) Jul'54:36
Global highlights. Jan'57:6
Servant of all the churches. Jan'58:10
Global highlights. Feb'58:4 (photo) Nov'58:6

CAVERT, SAMUEL McCRAE. THE ADVENTURE OF THE CHURCH
The adventure of the church. Jul'27:56

CAVERT, SAMUEL McCRAE. CHURCH COOPERATION AND UNITY IN AMERICA
New books. Mar'71:28

CAVERT, SAMUEL McCRAE. THE CHURCH FACES THE WORLD

CAvert, Twila Lytton (married to Samuel McCrae Cavert)
Youth and Christian unity movements. Feb'41:29
The life and work of women in the church. Oct'46:15

CAVERT, TWILA LYTTON
(photo) Feb'41:29 May'46:25 Oct'46:15

CAVERT, WALTER DUDLEY. STORY SERMONS FROM LITERATURE AND ART
Book chat. Dec'39:41

CAWTHORNE, CAROL A
Classroom and campus. Feb'58:32

Cayaba, Catalino
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34

CAYABA, CATALINO
A pastor's example. Oct'55:47

CAYCE, (MRS. R. S.)
News room. Jul'41:34

CAYCE, REBECCA D
In memoriam. May'43:39

CAYLOR, MIRIAM
Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:8

CAYTON, A. J
Apr'19:61
CAYWOOD, HENRY S
Classroom and campus. Feb'56:33

CECIL, (Mrs. R. L.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'35:1

CECIL, (married to Sam Cecil)
A light shines from the hill. May'51:15

CECIL, Berta K. (married to Roy M. Cecil)
"Extras" at Hazel Green Academy. Apr'64:16
Music in the hills. Mar'65:30

CECIL, BETTY NORRIS (married to Charles Edward Cecil)
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36

CECIL, CHARLES EDWARD (married to Betty Norris Cecil)
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
A family looks at Hazel Green. Apr'62:14

CECIL, CLIFFORD I., 1897?-1969
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Nov'50:30

CECIL, EDNA M.
A family looks at Hazel Green. Apr'62:13 (photo p. 14)

CECIL, EVERETT LEO, 1929-
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:5

CECIL, GERALD T
In brief. Feb'69:38

CECIL, HERBERT M
Classroom and campus. Oct'50:32

CECIL, JEFFERSON THORNTON, 1954-
(birth) News room. May'54:39

CECIL, JERRY BICKERS
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'63:36

CECIL, SAM
A light shines from the hill. May'51:15

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. (NEW CHURCH 1958)
New churches, July-September, 1958. Feb'59:34

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Casting into the treasury. Jun'22:44
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
The last page. Nov'27:64
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:39

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. NOELRIDGE PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1959. Feb'60:30

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Glimpses of the outside world. Nov'23:54

CEDARLEAF, J. LENNART. OLDER PEOPLE AND THE CHURCH
Book chat. Jun'49:10

CELIBACY
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'70:5

CEMETERIES
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'70:5

CENICEROS, JOSE ANGEL
Global highlights. Jan'56:4
CENSORSHIP
Besides, it doesn't work. Nov'57:8
Global highlights. Jun'59:7
Editorials. Nov'69:19

CENSORSHIP OF THE PRESS
See
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

CENSUS
See
UNITED STATES. CENSUS

CENTENO, PABLO NAVAJAS
Churches in Latin America find new life (photo) Mar'62:17

CENTER FOR CHRISTIAN RENEWAL
The scene. Dec'69:44

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE
World events. Mar'69:34

CENTER POINT, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Apr'50:26

CENTER, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:9

CENTERVILLE, ALABAMA
The simple art of being kind. Jul'31:36

CENTERVILLE, MISSOURI. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Youth and missions. Feb'49:37

Centerwall, Siegried Achorn, 1925–
(married to Willard Raymond Centerwall)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Missionaries are "wealthy!" Jan'63:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
Healing on the Indian roadside. Feb'64:13

CENTERWALL, SIEGRIED ACHORN, 1925–
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
(photo) Feb'64:13
Missionary register. Jul'66:46

Centerwall, Willard Raymond, 1924–
(married to Siegried Achorn Centerwall)
Missionaries are "wealthy!" Jan'63:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
Healing on the Indian roadside. Feb'64:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38 Apr'65:36

CENTERWALL, WILLARD RAYMOND, 1924–
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
(photo) Feb'64:13 Jul'64:38 Apr'65:36
Missionary register. Jul'66:46

Centiman, Ralph S
A preacher's prayer (poem) Sep'38:48

CENTRAL AMERICAN PASTORS' RETREAT
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala. Apr'62:31

CENTRAL CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE (LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY)
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Report. Sep'21:26
Holding the fort. Jul'23:47
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Program helps. Oct'24:48
Looking over half a century. Sep'25:8
Going up. Sep'25:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:58 Sep'26:50
CENTRAL COMMITTEE ON THE UNITED STUDY OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39

CENTRAL INFORMATION BUREAU FOR PRISONERS OF WAR
A beacon of light in a world of Chaos. Feb'44:24

CENTRAL PARK, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55

CENTRAL PROVINCES, INDIA
A whole people move toward Christ (map) Mar'54:24

CENTRALIA, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
Guidance for expanding churches. Jul'49:9
Global highlights. Feb'52:4
Unity at the "grass roots." May'52:6
Visitiation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? (photo of pastor's class)
Oct'72:29

CENTRALIA, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Mar'28:47
Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:19

CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... Mar'30:48
Here and there with World Call. Dec'52:48

CENTRE COLLEGE (DANVILLE, KENTUCKY)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'27:43

CERAM, C. W. THE FIRST AMERICAN
New books. Jul'72:34

CERES, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51

CERESOLE, PIERRE
quoted. Last column. Jul'56:48

CESAREO, LAIDA
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:6

Cestari, Elvira
A work of joy. Mar'55:51
Mexico touched my heart. Nov'58:30

CESTARI, ELVIRA
News room. Mar'57:32
Church leaders from abroad study in U.S. Jul'57:39
(photo) Nov'58:30
The church in Argentina is growing. Jan'59:30

CEYLON
A thousand years of service from one family. Jul'19:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39
Global highlights. Jun'55:3

CHABOT, PENNSYLVANIA. CHABOT TERRACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Home was not like this! Dec'45:17

CHACO, ARGENTINA
Gateway to Chaco (photos) Nov'44:22
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:32
New work in the Chaco. Dec'46:29

CHACO, PARAGUAY
The Chaco situation. Nov'32:30

Chadd, Nellie
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51

CHADDOCK, NELLIE, -1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37
CHADWICK, EDITH
   In memoriam. Jan'45:35
CHADWICK, OWEN. THE REFORMATION
   New books. Jan'66:22
CHADWICK, OWEN. THE VICTORIAN CHURCH
   New books. Mar'67:41
Chadwick, R A
   Intensive work pays. Apr'27:1
Chaffee, Clifford E
   Disciple finds new role with church in Thailand. Feb'73:31
CHAI CHANG CHOI
   Classroom and campus. Sep'46:34
CHAIN, BEVERLY. DAYS OF DECISION
   Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
CHAIN OF PRAYER
   Global highlights.
   Jan'58:7  Mar'59:7  Apr'61:7  Dec'61:6
   Mar'58:4  Jan'60:4  Oct'61:8  Jan'62:8
   ...grows. Feb'63:44
   World events. Nov'70:37
CHAIRAT, SRAN
   Global highlights (photo) Spr'48:2
CHAKKO, SARAH, -1954
   Global highlights. Jan'50:4
   Women in the life of the church. Sep'50:5
   Personal items from Geneva. Dec'50:42
   (photo) Feb'51:front cover
   The cover. Feb'51:inside front cover
   Global highlights. Feb'51:3
   quoted. Women and world highways. Jun'51:33
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:3
   Women and world highways. Oct'51:33
   India, new India (photo) Jan'52:17
   (death) Global highlights (photo) Mar'54:3
   One church, one humanity. Mar'54:5
CHALAMET, ROGER
   Translate it "Friendly welcome." Nov'71:43
CHALAT, KRU
   A trip to Nakon Choom. Apr'59:31
CHALFANT, IRVIN H (married to Loma Mae Jones Chalfant)
   (marriage) In brief. Jun'72:40
Chalfant, Loma Mae Jones, 1927- (married to Irvin H. Chalfant)
   A ministry to the retarded. Feb'66:23
CHALFANT, LOMA MAE JONES, 1927-
   News room. Nov'55:37
   The state society--a servant (photo) Oct'59:27
   News room. May'61:32  Feb'64:34  Mar'64:36
   (marriage) In brief. Jun'72:40
CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE: A PROTESTANT PERSPECTIVE OF THE VATICAN COUNCIL
   New books. Sep'67:38
"THE CHALLENGE OF A CLOSER MOON" (TV PROGRAM)
   Ahead of the headlines. Apr'69:5
"CHALLENGE OF FAITH" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'56:42
Chalmers, Allan Knight
   It is not enough. Sep'31:10
CHALMERS, ALLAN KNIGHT. CANDLES IN THE WIND
   Book chat. Jun'41:23
Chalmers, James
   The flag follows the cross. Jul'25:42
CHALMERS, JAMES
   Missionary illustrations... Jan'30:54
CHALORYOO, SUCON
   Women on world highways (photo) Feb'65:35
CHAMA'S CHOICE
   Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
CHAMBERLAIN, (MRS. A. L.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49
Chamberlain, (Mrs. L. A.)
   A glimpse into Buenos Aires. Aug'24:51
CHAMBERLAIN, A L
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49
CHAMBERLAIN, ESTHER, -1963 (married to Royal F. Chamberlain)
   In memoriam. Mar'64:45
CHAMBERLAIN, HARRIE R.
   Women and world highways. Sep'38:35
CHAMBERLAIN, JACOB
   Missionary illustrations... Aug'28:42
CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN, -1954
   In memoriam. Dec'54:37
Chamberlain, Lucy L
   The problem of the down-town church. Jun'22:40
Chamberlain, Will C
   My bridge of dreams (poem) Sep'27:57
Chamberlin, Enola
   Evening (poem) Feb'67:43
   Futility (poem) Mar'68:43
   The boy and the wood (poem) Apr'68:46
   Unsung (poem) Nov'68:29
   My dreams (poem) Mar'69:41
   A hope (poem) Feb'70:45
   The hope (poem) Apr'70:6
   Resolution (poem) May'70:18
   Strange country (poem) Jul'71:50
CHAMBERLIN, IDA S., -1958
   In memoriam. May'58:37
Chamberlin, J Gordon
   What about young adults. Nov'45:10
CHAMBERS, (married to Jerry B. Chambers) -1962
   In memoriam. May'62:37
CHAMBERS, (married to Preston Chambers)
   Disciples in the news. May'67:7
Chambers, C E
   How we put "World Call" in every home. Jan'27:50
CHAMBERS, C E
   (photo) Mar'24:45
CHAMBERS, ESTELLA
   In memoriam. Jan'44:33
CHAMBERS, FLORENCE
   (photo) Jul'40:33
CHAMBERS, LARRY LEE, 1937- (married to Carol B. Chambers)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'58:33
Chambers, Lawton
   Adults and missions. Nov'63:38

CHAMBERS, LESLIE
   Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
   Classroom and campus. Feb'47:31

CHAMBERS, LULU B., -1957
   In memoriam. Mar'58:37

CHAMBERS, MARTHA, -1948
   In memoriam. Nov'48:37

CHAMBERS, ROBERT W
   Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30

CHAMBERS, WHITTAKER. WITNESS
   Book chat. Oct'52:16

Chambless, Robert D.
   Vietnam and you. Feb'68:40

CHAMBLES, ROBERT D
   World events (photo) Jun'69:38
   NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:26
   In brief. Dec'72:41

CHAMBLISS, NATHANIEL
   St. Mark's project shows people the church cares (photo)
   Oct'69:21

CHAMNESS, IVY LEONE
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'53:4

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS. UNIVERSITY PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The Illinois Disciples Foundation at work... (photo)
   Jan'23:37
   A successful school of missions. Jul'23:49
   A night in Africa. Oct'29:35
   Alpha of Bethany Circle (photo of pageant) Jul'30:29
   Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
   (photo) Jan'34:16
   A church that built wisely and well (photos) Jul'36:10
   (photo) Jan'39:24
   A unique Brotherhood ministry. Jul'39:7
   (photo) Jul'43:19
   Church architecture and the ordinances (photos, plans)
   Jul'45:6
   An adventure in stewardship. Mar'48:16
   Stewardship in the local church. Oct'48:12
   (photo of sanctuary) Jun'49:1
   An every home plan church. Dec'57:50
   Here and there with World Call. Feb'59:50

CHAMPION, EOTO RUSSELL (married to Ted Champion)
   (marriage) News room. Nov'46:32

CHAMPION, TED (married to Eoto Russell Champion)
   (marriage) News room. Nov'46:32

CHAN, CHARLES W
   Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'62:32

CHAN, SHAU WING. CHINESE READER FOR BEGINNERS
   Book chat. Sep'42:46

CHAN BA-LING, CHINA
   Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34

CHANCE, (MRS. M.T.) -1961
   In memoriam. May'61:35
World events (photo)
   Sep'71:37    Sep'72:38
CHANG, ANDREW
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:39
CHANG, C W
   (photo) Jul'46:3
   Fraternal messages at Columbus (photo) Jul'46:11
   quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:10
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
CHANG, CHI CHING
   Understanding hearts (photo) Aug'28:45
CHANG CHIEN
   Nantungchow in the limelight. Jun'21:27
   Save or salvage--which? Mar'27:50
CHANG CHIH-KIANG
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
CHANG CHIH-WEN
   Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:19
CHANG CHU SENG
   That these shall not have died in vain. Mar'38:47
CHANG, ELIZABETH T. C.
   Classroom and campus. Apr'67:35
CHANG HWELING
   (photo) Mar'40:34
CHANG HWEI MING
   (photo) Mar'40:34
CHANG KWEI-YING
   Women in China today (photo) Oct'71:21
CHANG, MARY
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
Chang, Rosalynde Han
   Letter written by a Chinese lady to Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh... Oct'32:27
CHANG SHI HSIEN
   Warphanage mother (photo) Jun'45:23
CHANG SHU-HSIEN
   Miracle of progress in Hofei (photo) Jun'47:30
CHANG SIAO-YIEN
   Shall come again with joy (photo) Dec'36:22
CHANG TUNG WU, 1895-1984
   News room. Oct'63:35
CHANG YEUN-WEI
   Shall come again with joy. Dec'36:22 (photo p. 23)
CHANG YOU-CHIANG
   In what divers pain they met. Aug'32:30
CHANGTRAKUL, VIPSON
   How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:10
CHANKIDAR, MANGI
   A Christian Endeavor in Damoh (photo) Jan'23:46
CHANNELS, LLOYD VERNON, 1914- (married to Vera Channels)
   (photo) Mar'39:32
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
News room. Mar'50:47
(photo) Apr'53:1 Apr'54:1
Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:3
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
Global highlights. May'58:7

CHANNELS, LLOYD VERNON. THE LAYMAN LEARNS TO PRAY
Book chat. Nov'57:38 Jun'58:42
Channels, Noreen
I ain't never had my own toothbrush. Dec'65:29
Channels, Vera Whitted, 1915- (married to Lloyd Vernon Channels)
Single persons in the church. Apr'61:25

CHANNELS, VERA WHITTED, 1915-
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'59:8

CHANNELS, VERA. THE LAYMAN BUILDS A CHRISTIAN HOME
Book chat. Dec'59:42
CHANUTE, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Kansas tries the guild. Dec'27:24
(photo) Aug'29:24

CHAO, T C
Global highlights. Jan'49:4

CHAO ER FONG
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50

CHAO MING-YANG
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31

CHAPIN, MAE
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34

CHAPIN, S B

CHAPLAINCY
When the boys cam home. Feb'19:23
The message that made good. Jul'19:30
Chaplains' addresses desired. Sep'20:47
Notes. Oct'20:59
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions.
Jul'49:23
Global highlights. Jul'60:6
National Parks chaplaincy enlists 142. Jul'60:24
News room. Jan'61:37
Adults and mission. Jan'62:36
They help people become whole. Feb'62:15
Profile of a Disciple Chaplain. Nov'66:22
Global highlights. Jun'68:6
In brief. Apr'70:39
World events. Jul'70:36
Update, the Disciple Chaplain--1970 model. Sep'70:14
World events. Jul'71:38
Dollars and dignity for the handicapped. Jul'72:8

CHAPLAINCY, CIRCUS
Chaplain of the Circus Kirk. Jan'70:22

CHAPLAINCY, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Global highlights. Jun'61:8
A few steps from the campus. Sep'63:14
World events. Nov'73:39

CHAPLAINCY, HOSPITAL
Global highlights. Jul'46:4
I was sick and ye visited me. Apr'47:26
Report from the Rochester Hospital Chaplain. Jan'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
Ministry to the mind. Feb'50:13
A religion that makes men whole. Mar'54:17
The cover. Sep'57:inside front cover
They help people become whole. Feb'62:16
Body and soul. Jan'63:14
No "normal" day for the hospital chaplain. Feb'64:16
Letters. Jul'66:inside front cover
Barbie meets the chaplain. Jan'68:33

CHAPLAINCY, INDUSTRIAL
My concept of the ministry. Oct'69:6

CHAPLAINCY, MILITARY
A Chaplain's appeal. Jan'19:57
A Sunday at sea in the United States Navy. Feb'20:4
Our Army Chaplains in the Great War. Feb'20:22
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:4
My year as a Navy Chaplain. Aug'20:32
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:22
Presentation of Chaplain medals... (photo) Dec'20:41
Echoes from everywhere.
  Mar'21:64       Jun'21:63       Jan'23:43
  Apr'21:57,60
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'23:58    Jan'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53     Sep'24:45
Glimpses of the religious world.
  Jan'25:47       Jun'25:45       Jun'26:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52     Mar'33:41
Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44
The Chaplaincy. Jan'37:3
The church and the chaplain. Feb'37:21
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:44
The threshold. May'41:2
Social trends. Jun'41:22
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42:38
The threshold. May'42:4
When men worship. Jul'42:13
Calling Disciple chaplains. Oct'42:3
Is it well with the young man? Oct'41:12
Our boy. Oct'42:11
Building the army church. Oct'42:29
The threshold. Jan'43:2
The church, the chaplain and the service man. Jan'43:20
Churches unite to assist chaplains. Jan'43:43
A Disciple chaplain speaks. Feb'43:16
The threshold. Mar'43:2
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'43:39
Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover
Out of the night. May'43:16
The last column. Jun'43:36
Calling two churches. Jul'43:11
Bishop Leonard's report. Jul'43:36
I couldn't get along without my chaplains. Sep'43:11
Wartime service fund. Sep'43:16
The threshold. Oct'43:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33
The threshold. Feb'44:2
They gathered around the table. Feb'44:27
Chaplains and the war. Feb'44:35
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:32
Circulation corner. Apr'44:inside front cover
Chaplain in Alaska. Apr'44:26
Front line Chaplains. Jun'44:34
Lord send men and women. Jun'44:35
Recruits for the ministry. Sep'44:3
We represent you. Sep'44:5
A Chaplain's education in missions. Oct'44:11
Humanity at its best. Nov'44:4
Thanks for missionaries. Dec'44:35
Jan'45:much of issue
Chaplain on Island X. Feb'45:25
Front line troops at worship. Mar'45:34
They that go down to the sea in ships. Apr'45:36
Modern circuit rider. May'45:22
Retreat for chaplains. May'45:36
The Navy Chaplain. May'45:39
Easter Sunday in Italy. Jun'4512
Chaplains cooperate in India. Jun'45:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:33
They worship anywhere. Jun'45:36
From Palau to America to Luzon. Jul'45:15
The state of the ministry. Sep'45:3
Effective religious leadership. Oct'45:37
Disciple chaplain back in U.S. after release. Dec'45:19
Hungry for Christian fellowship. Dec'45:38
A chapel in England. Feb'46:40
American Chaplain rededicates German synagogue. Mar'46:26
News room. Mar'46:38
Committee on War Services news notes.
Mar'46:40 Apr'46:29
The church: united front... Jul'46:18
Global highlights. Feb'47:2
Disciple Chaplains hold retreat (photo) Oct'47:17
Global highlights. Jan'48:2 Apr'51:2
Crusade progress. Apr'51:26
National emergency services are available. Apr'51:32
Global highlights. Dec'51:2
Week of Compassion highlights concern for military personnel. Jan'52:19
A chaplain's visit to Korea. Mar'52:28
News room. May'52:34
Global highlights. Sep'52:3 Nov'52:3
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'52:34
(photo of Disciple Chaplains' retreat) Feb'53:32
Sep'53:34
They still serve. Oct'54:12
American troops are serving well. Oct'54:28
Army services. Nov'54:39
Chaplains are evangelists. Feb'55:10
Global highlights. Jul'55:3 May'56:4
Military service and the church's task. Oct'56:17
Global highlights. Dec'56:5   Mar'57:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
Global highlights.
  Jun'57:5   Feb'58:5   Oct'58:8
Women and world highways. Apr'59:37
The Chaplina--always there. Jul'60:33
Global highlights. Feb'61:7
Mission with the military in Spain. Mar'62:21
The Chaplain runs a Sunday school. Apr'62:28
Global highlights. May'62:7
Crisis, call-up and challenge. Apr'63:17
God's voice in the mountains. Jun'64:23
Chaplains don't belong on the shelf! Nov'64:23
Global highlights. Dec'64:5
A Chaplain views his ministry. Jun'65:17
Letters. Sep'65:3   Dec'65:46
Global highlights. Jun'66:6
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
Profile of a Disciple Chaplain. Nov'66:22
What more can churches do for their servicemen? Jul'67:20
Chaplain a TV producer. Jul'67:49
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'67:5
Direct line. Oct'67:31
Global highlights. Jan'68:7
God's man--the Chaplain. Feb'68:41
In brief. Apr'68:8
Editorials. Jul'68:9
In brief. Dec'68:8
Chaplains build altars in Asia. Apr'69:14
In brief. May'69:45
Women on world highways. Sep'69:31
World events. Sep'69:37   Jan'70:36
The scene. Jan'70:44
Direct line. Feb'71:32
Chaplains counsel men in correctional training. Feb'71:33
World events. Oct'71:38
A church school to serve 49,000. Sep'72:5
World events. Dec'72:41   May'73:39   Sep'73:38

CHAPLAINCY, PRISONS
See
PRISON MINISTRIES

CHAPLAINCY
See
CHAPLAINCY, CIRCUS
CHAPLAINCY, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
CHAPLAINCY, HOSPITAL
CHAPLAINCY, INDUSTRIAL
CHAPLAINCY, MILITARY
PRISON MINISTRIES

Chaplin, W G
The turn of the lane. Aug'25:58

CHAPMAN, (MRS. B. F.)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'56:48

CHAPMAN, (married to Charles C. Chapman)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'59:36
Chapman, (Mrs. M. M.)
Why I believe in Santa Claus. Dec'28:8

CHAPMAN, (MRS. M. M.)
(photo) Dec'28:8

CHAPMAN, (married to Wilbert Chapman)
In memoriam. May'37:39

CHAPMAN, ANDREW LUTHER, 1869-1937
(photo) Dec'24:34
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:43
(death) In our colleges. May'37:33

CHAPMAN, ARTHUR
Pension Fund notes and news. Feb'37:40
(photo) Sep'40:9

CHAPMAN, CHARLES CLARKE, 1853-1944
Charles C. Chapman--who is he? Oct'19:31
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:20
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:12
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
Midsummer in our colleges (photo) Sep'34:31
(photo) Jun'37:32
(death) News room. Jun'44:28

CHAPMAN, CHRISTINE FOREMAN
In memoriam. Jan'28:48

Chapman, David Park, 1886-1967
A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55
Robert S. Latimer. Apr'24:27
The story state by state. Aug'25:15

CHAPMAN, DAVID PARK, 1886-1967
(photo) Jan'19:23
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35

CHAPMAN, EMMETT
From honor to honor (photo) Oct'25:47

Chapman, Irvin C
What shall we do with the Bracero? Nov'64:24

CHAPMAN, IRVIN C
The scene (photo) May'73:33

Chapman, John Jay
No pilots we (poems) Jul'25:28

CHAPMAN, LILLIAN
(photo) Jan'21:16

CHAPMAN, MAME C
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32

CHAPMAN, MAXINE
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8

CHAPMAN, MERLE G
(photo) May'25:43

CHAPMAN, MINNIE M -1940
In memoriam. Feb'41:39

Chapman, Ruth
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36 Mar'62:34
CHAPMAN, RUTH
(photo) Dec'42:33  May'55:38  Apr'60:31
Southern Home looks forward. Jun'62:24
World events. Apr'69:38

CHAPMAN, S J
(photo) Jan'21:20

CHAPMAN, STANLEY C., -1968
In memoriam. Nov'68:41

CHAPMAN, THOMAS W
(photo) Mar'39:32

CHAPMAN COLLEGE

Note: before 1934 this institution was named California Christian College. All entries for this institution appear under Chapman College.

Board of Education and work of our colleges.

Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:11
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
(photo of students) Jan'26:12
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:29
A building era for our colleges (photo) Jan'28:6
(photo of Glee Clubs) May'28:40
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
(photo of Filipino students) Mar'29:41
(photo of Founders' Day Banquet) Jul'29:24
High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:40
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
(photo) Jan'30:16
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:42
Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:46
Summer news and views from our colleges. Aug'30:34
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:32
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
(photo of vesper services) Jan'31:3
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:33
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:6
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:32
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:31
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:8
(photo of ministerial students p. 9)
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:34
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32
(photo) Nov'33:16
Listening in on the world. Dec'33:22
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's
students... Jan'34:11
Mid-winter in our colleges. Feb'34:32
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
Within college walls. Jan'35:30
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45
College commencements. Jul'35:33
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
(photo of Gospel Team) Jan'36:30
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
Colleges enter new semester (photo of Gospel Team) Mar'36:33
College notes. May'36:32
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up of our colleges (photo of male quartet) Jan'37:30
College activities. Feb'37:32
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:32
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
(photo of Administration Building) Jan'38:6
(photo of International Relations Club) Jan'38:7
College happenings. Jan'38:30
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:32
College notes. Jul'38:42,43
College summer events. Sep'38:31
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17
College activities. Jun'39:30
College commencements. Jul'39:28
College notes. Nov'39:33
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
College notes. Jan'40:26
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:31
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:32
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
Campus news. Nov'40:33
College notes and news. Dec'40:30
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31
News from the college campus. Feb'41:31
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
To him that asketh. Jan'43:15
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:29
A new program... Jun'45:25
(photo of students) Jan'46:9
Classroom and campus.
Jan'46:28 Jan'47:30 Feb'47:31 Mar'47:30
(photo of students) Jun'47:33
Classroom and campus.
Jul'47:33 Dec'47:29 Jul'48:30
Sep'47:32 Mar'48:31 Oct'48:30
(photo of male quartet) Nov'48:20
Classroom and campus.
Nov'48:30 May'49:33
(photo of Cardinalettes) Jul'49:31
(photo of future site) Oct'49:31
Nov'49:38 Dec'49:31
(photo of students) Jan'50:18
Classroom and campus.
Jan'50:30 May'51:31 Feb'52:28 Jul'52:32
Dec'50:30 Oct'51:30 Mar'52:30 Sep'52:33
Jan'51:30 Dec'51:38 Apr'52:29 Oct'52:28
Mar'51:31 Jan'52:30 Jun'52:30 Jan'53:28
(photo of Chapman Singers) Feb'53:31,42
Mar'53:31 Apr'53:30 May'53:31
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:36
Classroom and campus.
Jul'53:31 Nov'53:31 Mar'54:30
Sep'53:29 Dec'53:33 Apr'54:36
Oct'53:30 Jan'54:29 May'54:30
Global highlights. Jun'54:3
Classroom and campus.
Oct'54:32 Apr'55:30 Sep'55:30 Feb'56:32
Dec'54:34 Jun'55:34 Nov'55:27 Apr'56:30
Jan'55:32
Religion on the campus (photo) May'56:29
Classroom and campus.
May'56:30
Jun'56:34 (photo of musical groups p. 35)
Jul'56:30 Oct'56:30 Nov'56:30 Dec'56:32
Sep'56:33
The cover. Jan'57:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:30
Global highlights. Mar'57:2
Classroom and campus.
Global highlights. Jun'58:4
Classroom and campus.

What does a college president do? Jan'59:33

Global highlights. Feb'59:4

Student and campus. (photo) Jan'61:11

The cover. Jan'63:inside front cover

"Chela's" dream came true. Jan'64:21

A new day in church financing (photo of construction) Jul'65:14

Youth and the world mission. Jun'68:31

Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
World events. Jul'69:42
Campuses need changing but... Oct'69:25
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
In brief. Jun'71:41
A college with 20 campuses. Jan'73:15

CHAPMAN PARK HOTEL (LOS ANGELES)
(photo of Chapel) Sep'40:2

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. AND THE PROPHETS
Book chat. Dec'46:41

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. ANNOINTED TO PREACH
Book chat. Apr'51:18

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. FACES ABOUT THE CROSS
Book chat. Mar'41:23

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. FEMININE FACES
Book chat. May'42:47

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. IF I WERE YOUNG
Book chat. Mar'45:7

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. LIVING ZESTFULLY
Book chat. Jul'44:40

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. MEET THESE MEN
Book chat. Jun'56:44

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. QUESTIONS JESUS ASKED
Book chat. Nov'48:44

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. THE ROAD TO CERTAINTY
Book chat. May'40:23

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. SERMONS FROM JOB
Book chat. Jan'42:58

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. SERMONS FROM REVELATION
Book chat. Mar'43:21

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. SERMONS FROM THE PARABLES
Book chat. Oct'33:31

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. SERMONS ON SIMON PETER
Book chat. Nov'59:42

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. SERMONS ON THE LORD'S PRAYER
Book chat. Nov'34:40

CHAPPEL, CLOVIS G. WHEN THE CHURCH WAS YOUNG
Book chat. Feb'50:40

CHAPPEL, NELSON
Global highlights.
Apr'51:2 (photo) Jul'52:3 May'53:3

CHAPPELL, W FAREY
(photo) Nov'27:6

CHARBURUT, MAITREE
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37

CHARCAS, MEXICO
Guadalupe. Feb'24:35
Locating at Charcas (photo) Nov'28:35
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'29:49 Apr'29:35 Jun'29:50
Two years in Charcas, Mexico. Apr'31:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
Work in rural Mexico. Mar'34:45
Holy week in Charcas. May'34:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:39

CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT
Commentary. Jul'73:13
Letters. Nov'73:42
CHARLEBOIS, ROBERT J
quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'70:7
CHARLES, ABEL
Where corner stones are milestones... Aug'25:32
(photo) Sep'44:27
CHARLES, ABEL, JR.
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
CHARLES, AMANDA LUVINA, -1951
In memoriam. May'51:37
Charles, Donald E
Desolate road in a rich land. Jan'60:25
CHARLES, G. P.
quoted. Projects of aid. Sep'57:39
CHARLES, MABEL FALLS
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'67:35
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:40
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Committee on War Services news notes.
Sep'45:31 Oct'45:34
EHP grows. May'58:44
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:40
New Crusade plan. May'46:40
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA. BOYD MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley. May'19:41
Notes. Feb'20:58
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A new building... Aug'20:28
(photo of parsonage) May'45:1
CHARLESTOWN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Committee on War Services news notes. Jul'45:27
CHARLEY, VIOLA
(photo) Dec'50:28
"CHARLEY CHURCHMAN AND THE CLOWNS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'68:37
"CHARLEY CHURCHMAN AND THE TEENAGE MASQUERADE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'67:39
CHARLOTTA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'24:50
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA. EASTWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Jun'62:7
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
(photo of Chrismon tree) Dec'66:30
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA. SOUTH PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In brief. Oct'69:41
(photo of construction) Mar'73:3
CHARLOTTSTOWN, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. CROSSROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Nov'61:6
CHARLTON, ELLA MAE. A GIFT OF TURTLES
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41

CHARNOCK, LEONARD WILLIAM HOOSON, 1894-1968
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'58:32

CHARTBURUT, MAITREE
Youth and missions (photo) Feb'57:37

CHARTER, (married to Emmett Charter)
Here and there with World Call. Sep'59:50

CHARTERS, R. DALE, 1914-
World outreach sounding board. Jun'68:32

CHARTIER, AGNES
(photo) Jun'33:33

CHASE, HARVEY
(photo) Feb'34:20

CHASE, HERBERT S
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'58:29

CHASE, HERBERT TRACY, 1919- (married to Joan Ardery Chase)
The ministry in South America (photo) Sep'56:12

CHASE, IRA JOY, 1834-1895 (married to Rhoda J. Castle Chase)
Program helps. Mar'26:48

CHASE, MARY ELLEN. THE BIBLE AND THE COMMON READER
Book chat. Jan'45:16 Dec'52:40

CHASE, MARY ELLEN. READINGS FROM THE BIBLE
Book chat. Nov'52:38

CHASE, MARY LOUISE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34

CHASE, RHODA J. CASTLE, 1832?-1926 (married to Ira Joy Chase)
(photo) Jan'19:16
My missionary mother. Feb'22:20
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:54

Chase, Roger E
Youth examines military training. May'36:5

CHASE, STUART
Classroom and campus. Mar'48:30

CHASE, STUART. DEMOCRACY UNDER PRESSURE
Book chat. Feb'45:38

CHASE, STUART. FOR THIS WE FOUGHT
Book chat. Nov'46:16

CHASE, STUART. MEXICO--A STUDY OF TWO AMERICAS
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42

CHASE, STUART. A NEW DEAL
Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
American faces the future. May'33:10

CHASTAIN, CHARLES A
(photo) Nov'25:59

CHASTAIN, WILLIAM ALLEN, 1855-1931
In memoriam. May'31:40

Chatfield, (married to Lowell Chatfield)
Letters. Jan'70:41

CHATFIELD, CHARLES. FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
New books. Dec'71:28

Chatfield, Ena L
(married to John R. Chatfield)
(married to Thomas I. Henry)
See
Henry, Ena L. Chatfield

Chatfield, Jack
See
Chatfield, John R
Chatfield, John Robinson, 1897-1955  (married to Ena Chatfield)
A sunday in the Philippines. Feb'48:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'48:36  Feb'49:38
Behold the rice fields! May'49:47
Upstream to Kabugao. Dec'49:38
Education in the Philippines. Apr'50:33
Can you help us build our church, Sir? Jun'51:28
CHATFIELD, JOHN ROBINSON, 1897-1955
News room. Jul'47:34
New missionaries go equipped (photo) Nov'47:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'49:36
These little piges never went to market. Jan'49:44
News room. Dec'50:32
(photo) Feb'51:13,14
An expanding ministry. Dec'52:19 (photo p. 18)
(death) Services held for three workers. Dec'55:30
Chatley, M  E
Disciples of Christ at Chautauqua. Oct'39:43
CHATMAN, SAMMY
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'39:39
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:38
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE. ASHLAND TERRACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches are a good investment (photo of sign board)
Mar'60:17
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:48
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
The reading contest. Oct'25:49
Business girls' circle (photo) Jun'27:44
Breaking a record. Feb'29:34
The threshold. Apr'34:2
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE. HIGHLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:63
Faith justified... (photo) Feb'21:44
(photo) Aug'21:10
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
The reading contest. Oct'25:49
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:61
CHATIN, MURIEL
Classroom and campus. Dec'55:34
CHAUNCEY, GEORGE A. DECISIONS! DECISIONS!
New books. Dec'72:35
CHAUTAUQUA ASSEMBLY
See
CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION
CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION. NEW YORK
Notes. Jun'19:60  Aug'19:46
Do we know our heroes? May'25:35
Disciples headquarters... Apr'28:57
Lake Chautauqua invites you. Jun'29:57
Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45

77
Disciples headquarters at Lake Chautauqua. Jun'31:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35 Jul'33:44
The threshold. Oct'34:2 Jul'35:2
Why a Missourian goes to Chautauqua. Jul'35:30
The threshold. May'36:2
Chautauqua. May'36:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
Mrs. Emory Ross again hostess. Jun'37:42
...Institute of World Missions. Jun'37:43 Jul'37:45
Disciples at Chautauqua. Nov'37:44
The threshold. Apr'38:2
New hostess... May'38:44
Disciples headquarters at Chautauqua. Nov'38:47
Mrs. Emory Ross again hostess. Apr'39:31
Disciples of Christ at Chautauqua. Oct'39:43
News room. Jul'40:34
Chautauqua. Jun'41:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'42:39
News room. May'43:34
Disciples headquarters. Jun'44:38
News room. Oct'44:28
...1945 season. Jul'45:38
...news. May'46:42
Global highlights. Oct'46:2
Prospect for season... Jun'47:42
Record attendance at Disciples headquarters. Nov'47:44
Disciples headquarters...extends invitation. Jun'50:45
Disciples at Chautauqua, N.Y. Jun'51:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38
Global highlights. Mar'59:6

CHAVEY, (MRS.)
(photo) Mar'25:51

CHAVEZ, CAESAR
World events (photo) Jun'70:36

CHAVEZ, EVENTELINA
(photo) Dec'42:42

CHAVIS, CONCHA
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39

CHE KAM KONG
Others have heard the call. Apr'66:16

CHEATHAM, EULA (married to George E. Cheatham)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'59:8

CHEATHAM, LOUISE C. ROBERTSON
(married to Richard Beauregard Cheatham)
News room. Jan'48:32

CHEATHAM, RICHARD BEAUREGARD, 1916—
(married to Louise C. Robertson Cheatham)

In brief. Sep'69:38

CHEEK, AUGUSTA
(photo) Nov'41:30

CHEEK, CARL R
(photo) Mar'24:41

CHEEVER, (MRS.)—1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

CHELEY, FRANK H. MARKED TRAILS FOR BOYS
Speaking of books. Feb'32:32
CHELISH, (MRS. R. C.)
   Women on world highways. Jun'70:32

CHELLAPA, D
   A new look at the church in India. Dec'57:7

CHEN, (married to K. C. Chen)
   (photo) Feb'52:17

   Chen, Anna
      Echoes from everywhere. Jan'38:40

   CHEN, ANNA
      Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35
      China's youth on the march. Mar'35:19
      Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27

   CHEN AU-MING
      Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18

   CHEN CHEK-LING
      All of this--and only 25 beds (photo) Apr'52:21
      Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'57:34

   CHEN CHI-REN
      Hail and farewell. Jan'36:46

   CHEN CHING-MING
      Chinese Armies get religion. Sep'22:48

   Chen, D  S
      In the absence of all missionaries. Sep'28:28
      The welcome home of Dr. and Mrs. Corpron. Jun'30:43

   CHEN DA MA
      Chen Da Ma.
         Jul'23:27                Sep'23:16
      Missionary illustrations. Jul'26:52
      Echoes from everywhere. May'29:36

   CHEN DA REN
      (photo) Jan'28:15
      Seed time in the church in China (photo) Dec'32:28

   CHEN, DAVID
      Classroom and campus (photo)
         May'53:31       May'55:31

   CHEN, DONALD
      (death) Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36

   CHEN, DOROTHY
      (photo) Apr'30:38        Dec'30:28

   CHEN, EVA LIV HSIAO TSENG
      Global highlights. Dec'46:3

   CHEN, FEN RU
      Doe God hear? Sep'22:51
      Ch'en F'eh-ching
         A Chinese point of view. Oct'24:35

   CHEN, FRANCIS
      (photo) Jul'41:43

   CHEN GING-SHAN
      The conversion of a government teacher. Aug'19:59

   CHEN, H  T  (married to Winnie Chen)
      (photo) Sep'55:11
      Church leaders from abroad study in U.S. (photo) Jul'57:39
      (photo) Mar'58:inside back cover     Oct'59:22

   CHEN, HELEN CHING-LAN
      See

   CHEO, HELEN CHING-LAN CHEN
CHEN HSI-REN
Serving where she was served (photo) Jan'30:56
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45 Feb'36:34
China notes. May'36:45
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18
CHEN I-HUA
Miracle of progress in Hefei (photo) Jun'47:30
Chen, K C
A growing Christian movement. Feb'52:17
CHEN, K. C.
(photo) Feb'52:17
CH’EN K’EH-CHING (WILLIAM), 1893–
The people's schools of the University of Nanking. Jan'23:55
(photo) Oct'24:2
News room. Oct'47:32
CHEN, LUKE. "MADONNA AND CHILD" (PAINTING)
Madonnas from many lands (photo) Dec'38:25
(photo) Dec'56:front cover
The cover. Dec'56:inside front cover
CHEN, MARY
Piano recital in China. Mar'20:49
After seven months. Feb'28:40
(photo) Mar'57:15
CHEN, MARY C
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32
CHEN SAO-DZ
Chen Da Ma. Jul'23:27
CHEN SHU-LAN
Youth and missions. May'49:37
CHEN, T. H.
All of this—and only 25 beds. Apr'52:21
News room (photo) Jun'52:38
Mission dedicates hospital equipment (photo) Sep'54:42
CHEN TAO-SENG
quoted. Programs for young people. Feb'32:37
(photo) Jun'45:20
CHEN, VIRGINIA
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
CHEN, W. Y.
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:15
Ordination for Luther Shao (photo) Feb'43:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33
The church in China plans Christian advance (photo)
Jun'45:19
CHEN, WINNIE (married to H. T. Chen)
Home to Thailand (photo) Nov'62:33
CHEN WU
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
CHEN, Y G
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
News room. Jan'45:30
CHEN, YIH
College notes and news. Mar'41:30 (photo p. 31)
CHENAULT, JOHN CABELL, 1914–
(married to Mary Elizabeth Crouch Chenault)
Exciting adventure with history (photo) Jan'59:17
In brief. May'69:39

CHENAULT, MARJORIE
(photo) Sep'49:30

Cheney, Ednah D
The larger prayer (poem) Nov'48:37

CHENEY, KATHERINE JULIA, -1935
Memorium. Dec'35:39

CHENEY, RUSSELL
Worcester--story of successful evangelism (photo) Oct'56:10

CHENEY, RUTH. HIGH WALL? LOW WALL? NO WALL?
World outreach books. Dec'69:33

CHENEY, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50

CHENG, DOROTHY
Chinese luncheon at Wabash (photo) Sep'30:41

CHENG CHING-YI
quoted. Side lights... Sep'22:17
An index to Japanese thought. Mar'29:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:50

CHENGU, CHINA
A missionary journey... Sep'40:18
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:36
Christian colleges in Chengtu, West China. Mar'41:27
Working in West China. Dec'41:20
...educational center of China. Apr'42:31
While the bombs fall. May'42:29
Working in Chengtu. Jul'44:37
...cultural center of free China. Sep'44:12 (photos p. 13)
...workers' seminar. Feb'45:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
News room. Jul'45:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:37 Jan'46:37
Disciples fellowship in Chengtu... Jul'46:40

CHENOWETH, IRVING SHOEMAKER, 1883-1922
(married to Nelle Dickinson Chenoweth)
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28

CHENOWETH, KATE
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

CHENOWETH, KATHRYN NELSON, 1911-
(married to Wilson Smith Chenoweth)
News room. Apr'63:32

CHENOWETH, WILSON SMITH, 1912-
(married to Kathryn Nelson Chenoweth)
News room. Apr'63:32

CHEO, (MRS. SHAO CHEN)
(photo) May'33:26

CHEO, C W
(photo) Dec'28:34
Cheo, Charles
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:39

CHEO, HELEN CHING-LAN CHEN
(married to Paul Pen-ching Cheo)
(marriage) News room. Oct'49:32

CHEO, JOY RUTH
(photo) Dec'41:20
The threshold. Oct'42:2
Cheo, Luther
China missions. May'49:12
CHEO, LUTHER
An appreciation of my heritage. Jun'48:19
(photo) May'49:13
CHEO, PAUL PEN-CHING
(married to Helen Ching-Lan Chen Cheo)
(marriage) News room. Oct'49:32
CHEO, PETER
Pastor Peter Cheo and family (photo) May'33:30
CHEO, VIOLET
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
CHEO (married to Cheo Chu Ch'en)
A Christian layman in China (photo) Oct'45:24
CHEO CHU CH'EN
A Christian layman in China (photo) Oct'45:24
CHEO HSIAO-CHEN
(photo) Oct'26:44
CHEO PEHHFUIN
News room. Oct'47:32
CHEO PEN-CHING
News room. Oct'47:32
CHEO SHAO CHEN
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:10 May'33:26
Cheo Yu-Wen
Chuchow. Dec'32:suppl:11
CHEO YU-WEN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:39
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31
(photo) Oct'36:40
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
CHERIYAN, T
(photo) Mar'52:21
CHEROKEE INDIANS
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:38
CHEROKEE STRIP
Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Sep'19:8
Church Extension made this race. Apr'47:1
CHERR, PAT. MY DOG IS LOST!
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
CHERRYHOMES, ARTHUR DANIEL, 1951-
(birth) News room. Feb'52:38
CHERRYHOMES, CHRISTOPHER
See
CHERRYHOMES, GEORGE CHRISTOPHER
CHERRYHOMES, GEORGE CHRISTOPHER, 1949-
(birth) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'49:36
News room. Jul'50:42
(photo) Dec'50:28
News room. Jul'50:40
(photo) Nov'50:13
We went to Oklahoma City. Dec'50:24
(photo) Dec'50:28
News room (photo) Nov'54:36
We went to Nakon Pathom. Jan'55:10 (photo p. 11)  
(photo) Jul'55:34  
News room. Nov'57:32  
Cherryhomes, George T., 1914-  
(married to Margaret Kay Kennedy Cherryhomes)  
China--after one year. Feb'48:13  
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38 Dec'49:36  
Guides at a forking road. Jan'57:23  
CHERRYHOMES, GEORGE T., 1914-  
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42  
News room. Jan'43:34  
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7  
(marriage) News room. Mar'46:38  
(photo) Jun'46:back cover  
Airflight: Nanking to Manila (photo) Mar'49:19  
(photo) Jan'50:44 Jan'53:13 Jun'53:13  
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34  
Cherryhomes, Margaret Kay (May) Kennedy, 1921-  
(married to George Cherryhomes)  
Airflight: Nanking to Manila (photo) Mar'49:19  
Singing their way through school. Jan'50:47  
Christian youth witness in Thailand. Feb'57:23  
CHERRYHOMES, MARGARET KAY (MAY) KENNEDY, 1921-  
(photo) Sep'22:24 Jun'27:35 Sep'42:8  
Jun'23:22 Jul'27:36  
News room (photo) Nov'47:27  
(marriage) News room. Mar'46:38  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34  
Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14  
News room. Feb'49:34  
(photo) Mar'49:19  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'49:36  
News room. Jul'50:40  
(photo) Nov'50:13 Dec'50:28  
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34  
We went to Nakon Pathom. Jan'55:10 (photo p. 11)  
(photo) Feb'57:25  
News room. Nov'57:32  
CHERRYHOMES, PAUL DEAN, 1955-  
(birth) News room. Jan'56:38  
CHERRYHOMES, RAWLINS  
(photo) Sep'42:5  
CHERRYVALE, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:48  
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57  
CHESAPEAKE AREA CONFERENCE AND TRAINING SCHOOL  
Jun'24:58  
Chess, Juanita  
Letters. Jul'66:46  
Cheserton-Mangle, Maanna  
Cross or swastika. Mar'46:43  
A little child shall lead them. Mar'46:48  
"Holy Joe" comes home. Jul'46:20  
Lois Baker's dream. Sep'46:29  
They know not what they do. Sep'46:47  
Americans all. Oct'46:22  
The first Thanksgiving. Nov'46:27
The contraband bundle. Feb'47:28
Ministering to the saints. Nov'47:45
The passerby. Nov'48:15
Rosh Hashanah... Jul'49:35
Religion at work. Feb'50:46

CHESTERTON-MANGLE, MAEANNA
quoted. Last column.
  Sep'45:36  Sep'46:48  Sep'47:48
  May'46:48  Jul'47:48  Feb'49:48

Chess, Juanita
  Letters. Feb'68:46

CHESSHER, H G
  (photo) Nov'27:6

CHESTER, ALAN
  Notes. Sep'20:59

CHESTER, ANNE
  When the roses bloomed again. Apr'23:4

CHESTER, MARGUERITE
  In memoriam. Apr'44:36

CHESTER, ENGLAND
  News room. Nov'48:32

CHESTERTON, GILBERT K
  The last page. Aug'26:64

CHETSINGH, RANJIT M
  Global highlights. May'56:4

Cheverton, Cecil Frank, 1889-1953  (married to Vivian Cheverton)
  A halloween trick that served the Lord. Feb'26:27
  What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's
  students... Jan'34:11
  An educator's confession of faith. Jan'38:6

CHEVERTON, CECIL FRANK, 1889-1953
  Two new departments of Religious Education (photo) Oct'20:49
  (photo) Jan'21:20
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:43
  (photo) Sep'28:15
  What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:40
  Our colleges in convention and conference (photo) Oct'30:32
  Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
  (photo no. 18) Jan'31:25,24
  On the college campus. Oct'32:32
  (photo) Jan'34:11
  quoted. What they said. Nov'34:19 (photo p. 24)
  Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
  quoted. Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17 (photo p. 16)
  Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
  College notes and news. Dec'40:30
  Classroom and campus. Sep'43:25
  Bible lectures at Columbus (photo) May'46:20
  Classroom and campus. Feb'47:31
  (death) Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'53:31

CHEVERTON, DAVID POPE, 1930-  
  (married to Helen Louise Simpson Cheverton)
  News room. Feb'54:31  Apr'57:38

CHEVERTON, VIVIAN  (married to Cecil F. Cheverton)
  Classroom and campus. Nov'58:32  Oct'64:36

CHEVERTON, WILLIAM C., 1898-1970
  News room (photo) Oct'56:39
Classroom and campus. Feb'62:32
Classroom and campus (photo) May'64:37
CHEYENNE, WYOMING. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A tale of Cheyenne (photo) Feb'26:13
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
Cheyenne has a gospel team (phot of team) Feb'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50
Sample home mission churches (photos) Sep'27:14
First Church, Cheyenne. Nov'27:62
Helping churches to walk alone. Jun'30:38
Echoes for church "doings." Oct'32:29
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25
Committee on War Services news notes. Sep'45:31
Cheyney, C I
(letter) Feb'25:1
CHEZEM, LINDA
Uni-walk for UNICEF (photo) Sep'72:31
CHI MO-HAN
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18
CHI PAN CH'I
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:49
CHI TONG SU
Radio power in South Korea (photo) Nov'69:33
CHI RHO CAMPS
An invitation to Conference (photo) May'46:10
Power potential. May'48:19
Camp is a quest. May'49:20
Disciple youth are active in summer. May'51:7
Training begins early. Apr'52:7
Adventures in Christian living (photos) Nov'56:9
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
Camping--today and tomorrow. May'60:19
New plans for youth. May'61:23
Landmark for youth. Jun'63:32
Christian youth get involved in living. May'64:17
Wyoming tries united camping. Oct'66:29
CHI RHO CAMPS. MEXICO
Youth and missions. Oct'57:37
CHI RHO CAMPS. PARAGUAY
A good camp. Oct'59:49
CHI RHO FELLOWSHIP
Youth and missions.
Jun'49:35 Jul'49:37 Sep'49:35
Global highlights. Oct'49:2
Youth and missions.
Oct'49:35 Dec'49:35 Apr'50:37
Nov'49:41 Mar'50:35
A program for young Disciples. May'50:23
Youth and missions.
May'50:37 Sep'50:34 Dec'50:34 May'51:35
Jun'50:37 Oct'50:36 Jan'51:35 Jan'57:33
Jul'50:37 Nov'50:40 Feb'51:35
Youth and the world mission. Mar'67:33
CHIANG KAI-SHEK, 1886- (married to Soong Mai-ling)
The Christian President of China. Dec'30:6
Listening in on the world. Dec'30:22
General Chiang on China's need. Dec'33:5
...at Ginling Commencement (photo) Oct'34:30
Serving China in a spirit of good will (photo) Oct'36:31
A message from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek (photo)
Feb'37:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
(photo) May'40:13 May'41:15
CHIANG KAI-SHEK. GENERAL CHIANG KAI SHEK
Book chat. Jan'38:14

CHIBA, ATSUSHI
Global highlights (photo) May'63:4

CHICAGO FELLOWSHIP OF ALL CHRISTIANS
Global highlights. May'47:3

CHICAGO HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Winning the immovable city. Feb'61:113

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Outstanding work... Jun'19:55
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
Glimpses of the religious world.
    Sep'24:47 Dec'26:45 Jan'27:45 Feb'27:45
Listening in on the world. Apr'31:16
(photos of E. Stanley Jones evangelistic meeting) Mar'34:6
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:19
Global highlights. Feb'49:3 May'51:2
Chicago, adventure in cooperation (photos) May'52:23
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:32
Global highlights. Nov'57:2
Second chance in Chicago. Jul'58:30
Winning the immovable city. Feb'61:11
They call it "the place." Dec'63:32
Beyond boycotts. Feb'68:16
Global highlights. Nov'68:7
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'68:5

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Second chance in Chicago. Jul'58:30

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. BROTHERHOOD HOUSE
Beginnings of Brotherhood House (photo) May'21:47
Making brotherhood a reality in Chicago (photo) Aug'21:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61
The transformation of Solon Avenue. Jan'22:46
Short and true from far and near. May'22:48
From Judaism to Christianity. Aug'22:30
Annual report... Sep'22:36
(photo) Nov'22:37
Through the windows of Brotherhood House (photo) May'23:56
This is Brotherhood House (photo) May'23:back cover
Playing with the mothers. Jun'23:42
A thirst for knowledge. Jan'24:43
The three graceless. Feb'24:39
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:60
The social settlement (photos) Apr'24:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
Program helps. Dec'24:48
The business of living in the same world. Feb'25:44
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:11
(photo p. 10)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
(photo of Vacation Church School) Sep'25:21
Three months at Brotherhood House (photo) Jan'26:30
(photo) Feb'26:39
Station UMCS broadcasting. May'26:51
Finding ourselves in Chicago. Sep'26:20
Chicago, Illinois. Christian Ministerial Association
Letter to China workers. Apr'38:43
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. CHURCH FEDERATION
News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
CHICAGO (ILLINOIS) CHURCH FEDERATION BULLETIN
quoted. What the ministry knows about industry. Sep'29:24
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. CRYSTAL STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
Finding ourselves in Chicago (photo) Sep'26:20
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. DISCIPLES COMMUNITY CENTER
The Church of Christ as the Good Samaritan. Apr'19:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:61
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. DISCIPLES UNION
The threshold. Oct'37:2
Global highlights. Jan'48:3
News room. Mar'49:41
Global highlights. Mar'62:7 Jan'63:6
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. DOUGLAS PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A city that stayed. May'23:13
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ECUMENICAL INSTITUTE
May'54:46
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. ENGLEWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'19:47
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49 Aug'23:51
Golden Jubilee notes. Dec'23:60
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:60
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE. 1921
(photo) Mar'22:42
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. FIRST KOREAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES)
World events. Apr'71:38
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. HALSTED STREET INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
Programs for young people. Oct'39:37
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. INDANA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40
Crusade progress. Apr'50:26
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. IRVING PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
My house shall be called a house of prayer (photos)
Aug'28:10
Here and there with World Call. Jan'56:48
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. JACKSON BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Daily Vacation Bible School. Nov'27:49
The city church and its community. Oct'38:5
In brief. Dec'70:39
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. JACKSON BLVD CHURCH. CHINESE MISSION
The stranger in our midst. Jan'20:47
(photo) Feb'20:54
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo of Daily Vacation Bible school) Oct'26:60
Geared to the load. Apr'27:56
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Readjustments in our home mission work. May'29:9
These have done it... Sep'29:20
They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:12
Old church with a new challenge (photos) Oct'60:23
Winning the immovable city. Feb'61:12
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
Global highlights. Jan'62:4

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. METROPOLITAN CHURCH. CHINESE MISSION
The stranger in our midst (photo) Jan'20:47

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. MONROE STREET CHINESE CHRISTIAN MISSION
Ministering to Chinese (photo) Jul'31:36

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. MORGAN PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A friend to the church in need. Jul'21:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:39

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. NORTH SHORE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. OAKWOOD BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church comes into its own (photo) Jun'26:36
Finding ourselves in Chicago. Sep'26:20

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. OLIVET CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. PARKWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches receive awards at banquet. Dec'68:44

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. PARKWAY GARDEN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(drawing of proposed building) Oct'55:1

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. RAVENSWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:12

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. RUSSIAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A new opportunity in Chicago (photo) May'19:28
Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39
The immediacy of the Russian task. My'20:46
A new home for the Russian Church. Sep'20:4
A trip to the Russian Sunday School. Sep'20:16
The Thanksgiving Sunday offering (photo) Oct'20:45
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:21
Board of Church Extension annual report. Nov'20:25
(photo) Nov'20:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. SOUTH COMMONS COMMUNITY CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1968. Mar'69:42
In brief. Oct'69:41

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. SOUTH SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Apr'50:26

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH. COMMUNION SERVICES
Book chat. May'37:45

CHICAGO LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Global highlights. Jul'46:2

CHICAGO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
Concerning our national crisis. Jul'70:18

CHICHASHA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of church and parsonage) Mar'43:1

CHICHIBU (PRINCESS OF JAPAN)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'59:4

CHICK, ELIZA
(death) May'25:58

CHICKASHA, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:52
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
Here and there with World Call. Feb'51:48

CHICO, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Jun'35:1

CHIEN HSI-LIN
Chinese leaders in chulhalen carry much responsibility.
Nov'50:37

CHIENGMAI, THAILAND
Now we know! Dec'59:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34

CHIGENOBU, SHINICHI
The people prayed for a church. Dec'53:27

CHII CHEN
quoted. In what divers pain they met. Aug'32:30

Child, Elmer Ray, 1883-1948 (married to Elsie L. Britt Child)
Incidents by the way. Jul'19:49 Oct'19:45

CHILD, ELMER RAY, 1883-1948
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:32

CHILD, ELSIE L. BRITT, 1884- (married to Elmer Ray Child)
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:32

CHILD CARE
Wartime's eight-hour orphans. Jun'43:13

CHILD DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF MISSISSIPPI
How churches fight poverty. Sep'68:39

CHILD HEALTH DAY
...has theme emphasizing emotional growth. May'53:39

CHILD LABOR
See

CHILDREN--EMPLOYMENT

CHILD SAVING INSTITUTE
(photo) Jan'19:18
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Records of service... Apr'19:6
Child Saving Institute. Apr'19:41
NBA directory. May'19:60
Child Saving Institute. May'19:60
Sep'19:40
Child Saving Institute (photo) Feb'20:48
Judge Slabaugh's verdict. Feb'20:48
(photo) Nov'20:36
Campaigning for the children. Mar'21:48
A growing ministry. Apr'21:6
(photos) Apr'21:12,21
Report. Sep'21:38
The Child Saving Institute (photos) Jun'22:30
A clearing house for little tots. Sep'22:20
Annual report... Sep'22:42
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
(photo) Mar'25:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
Annual report... Oct'25:39
After one year. May'27:40
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'31:42          Oct'31:35
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:25
Gifts for our benevolent homes. Mar'40:42
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:24
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:9
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
A right direction for unwed mothers (photos) Apr'61:18
In brief. Jul'71:43
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Creed. Dec'25:6
CHILDERS, STELLA
(photo) Feb'26:38
CHILDREN
See also
FAMILY
ORPHANS AND ORPHANAGES
Our hope is in the children. May'20:41
Village children of India. Jun'20:26
The children of Congoland. Jun'20:28
Children of Argentia. Jun'20:30
Medical missions among Filipino children. Jun'20:31
Give country boys and girls a chance. Jun'20:45
Wanderland--Wonderland: Marta. Oct'20:31
Our children's neighbors. Jun'21:3
Parental evangelism. Mar'22:14
The Kingdom of God looks toward the children. Jul'22:48
Life as it is lived in India. Nov'22:54
Our boys and girls. Mar'23:30
Jun'23 much of issue on Missionaries' children.
Children of the manse. Jul'23:4
The children's Mr. Stockton. Aug'23:58
The hands of children are building. Dec'23:24
The children's time. Dec'23:42
The rescue of a little girl. Mar'24:37
Jun'24: much of issue
When we came to the baptismal water. Sep'24:43
Among our children. Nov'24:31
The world moves forward on the feet of little children
(photos) Jun'25:24
The challenge. Nov'25:29
The child of two nations (poem) Jun'26:32
Crime and the home. Jul'26:16
In hearts too young (poem) Jul'26:29
Jun'27:much of issue
Childhood in India. Jan'28:53
A family in need. Jan'28:53
Jun'28:much of issue
Jun'29:much of issue
Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
Children observe self-denial. Aug'29:46
The child's bill of rights. Oct'29:16
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:56
Building for an intelligent tomorrow. Feb'32:8
Today's experiences reflect tomorrow's way and destiny. Feb'32:14
Advantages for your children. Jul'32:29
Books for young people. Jul'32:37
To be a child. Dec'32:23
What, where, when and how. Mar'33:43
/photos Jun'33:24,28
A prayer for children. Jun'35:inside front cover
/photos Jun'35:24 Dec'35:24
Jun'36:much of issue
To a Chinese baby (poem) Jun'37:11
/photos Jun'37:17
Canned childhood (poem) Jul'38:35
The child, the church's opportunity. Dec'38:10
Children in a democracy.
Feb'40:19 Mar'40:24 Apr'40:16
Simple thrills. Sep'40:42
Children in a world of hate. Nov'40:13
Mankind is my business. Dec'40:26
"Poor school" for children. Apr'41:47
The child in the midst. Jun'41:3
Children of calamity. Jun'41:24
The children, Lord, the children. Nov'41:28
Blue prints for a new world. Jun'42:8
Social trends. Jul'42:22
A child's picture interest. Jul'42:47
Jun'43:much of issue
Influence of encouragement. Feb'43:43
The child's bill of rights. May'44:14
Jun'44:much of issue
These are our children. Feb'45:17
The child in Tahiti. Feb'45:36
Social trends. Mar'45:15
That they might have life. Jun'45:5
Canada's children. Nov'45:16
Jun'46:much of issue
Opportunity in rural Mexico. Oct'46:18
Children in a world awhirl. Jun'47:7
And a little child... (poem) Jun'47:16
/photos Jun'47:24
Rights of the child. Feb'48:6
Abandoned babies of the occupation (photos) Jan'49:15
Jun'49:much of issue
Church women ask Congress to act on Child aid Bill. Jul'49:34
Global highlights. Nov'49:3
Children in new Japan learn the way. Jun'50:8
Pledge to children. Feb'51:46
Africa's children. Jun'51:19
The children's birthright. Jul'51:45
A concern of parents. Apr'52:6
Let the children come. Jun'52:28
On speaking the truth, with love. Mar'53:21
Child Health Day has theme emphasizing emotional growth. May'53:39
Let the little children come. Jun'53:7
Disciples are at work with children around the world (photos) Jun'53:28
UNICEF means life and hope to the world's needy children (photos) Jun'53:31
Let us make way for the children. Jul'53:22
Children and their money. Sep'53:11
Preparing children for worship. Apr'54:14
Family play day. May'54:46
Children in Japan (photos) Jun'54:21
Children are teachers. Jun'54:47
Poorest of the poor. Apr'55:32
Children are important. May'56:17
Let the children come. Jun'56:11
Children make good neighbors. Feb'57:15
Children's needs cannot wait. Jun'58:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
Your child and missions. Feb'58:30
A children's charter. Jun'59:9
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
Children have problems, too. Jul'59:28
Home for Japan's forgotten children. Jun'60:11
Influencing a child. Jun'60:47
NBA homes meet needs of children. Dec'60:13
For all children (poem) Jun'61:11
Flowers in the winter (photos) Jun'62:11
Today's children--tomorrow's church. Jun'63:12
Child care has changed! Dec'63:13
Ask about it! Feb'64:8
Sermon from a wheelchair. Oct'64:19
The world of Century 21 is being shaped now... (photos) Jun'66:26
Answer cries for help. Dec'68:12
The child will be called holy--the Son of God. Dec'70:6
World events. Jan'72:39
Help for the neglected child. Jul'73:21
Tribute to the children.; Jul'73:30
Help for the emotionally troubled child. Nov'73:20

"CHILDREN AND THE CHURCH" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'55:45
"CHILDREN AND THE CHURCH IN LATIN AMERICA" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'62:41
"CHILDREN CAN HELP TOO" (FILMSTRIP)
Global highlights. Feb'50:2
CHILDREN AT BEDTIME PRAYER
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
CHILDREN--DISCIPLINE

See

DISCIPLINE OF CHILDREN

CHILDREN--EMPLOYMENT

Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:46 Apr'24:45
To set a million children free. Jun'24:4
To save American childhood. Jun'24:28
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
Public conscience grows in child labor. Dec'29:43
Child Labor amendment. Apr'34:3
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
Let's end that ancient atrocity. Jun'35:13
Again--that ancient atrocity! Apr'36:3
Is child labor abolished? Jun'36:5
The child labor crusaders. Nov'36:4
The threshold. Jan'37:2
Mr. Hoover supports the President. Feb'37:3
A long and tortuous road. Apr'37:4
Children who work for me. Jul'38:20
What do about it? Sep'38:3
About these women and children who work for me... Feb'39:16
Child labor laws imperiled. Jun'42:3
Child labor on industrialized farms (photos) Jun'43:20
Child labor: a wartime problem. Sep'43:14

CHILDREN--MALNUTRITION

Is it any wonder? Dec'19:41
"CHILDREN WITHOUT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'66:45

CHILDREN'S ART

When children express their faith. Nov'64:26

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING CRUSADE

The threshold. Jun'42:2

CHILDREN'S DAY

Children's Day and the new era. Jun'19:2
These little ones. Jun'19:3
The Children's League of Nations. Jun'19:4
The Children's Day offering and the United Budget. Jun'19:6
Coming leaders of world plans. Jun'19:33
What Children's Day has meant to the Foreign Society.
Jun'19:39
The man who handles the Children's Day money. Jun'19:45
What the Children's Day offering will do. Jun'19:52
Four minute men for Children's Day. Jun'19:52
Let the children lead the way. Jun'20:3
What has happened since the first Children's Day. Jun'20:37
Children's Day for foreign missions. Jun'21:8
Canary birds and Children's Day. Jun'21:38
Something new... May'22:58
Let every day be Children's Day. Jun'22:3
"Broadcasting" on Children's Day. Jun'22:8
Don'ts and Do's... Jun'22:44
The Children (poem) Jun'22:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:62 Sep'22:64
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
Truly Try gets to thinking about Children's Day (poem)
Jun'23:32
This is what some people have promised to do. Jun'23:56
Two telegrams. Jul'23:54
Ohio's Children's Day. Jun'24:32
Jun'24:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Children's Day in Japan. Nov'24:54
Helping mother. Jun'25:3
The world moves forward on the feet of little children.
Jun'25:24
Margaret Anne and Children's Day. Jun'25:32
The last of four. May'26:47
The worse thing about boys. Jun'26:3
When children broadcast the Gospel. Jun'26:7
A world of friends. Jun'26:38
Children's Day a success. Aug'26:47
Children's Day and Pentecost. May'27:62
Jun'27: much of issue
Jun'28: much of issue
Next month. May'29:1
Jun'29: much of issue
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:30
A night in Africa. Oct'29:35
What, where, when and how. May'30:42
What is Children's Day? Jun'30:4
What, where, when and how. May'31:41
What happens to people who make things happen. Jun'31:3
A service of worship for Children's Day. Jun'31:31
A Children's Day worship service. May'32:31
What, where, when and how. May'32:41
Helps for leaders in junior groups. May'32:43
Children's Day (poem) Jun'32:14
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'32:45
We've a story to tell to the nations. May'33:34
Missionary materials and methods. May'33:43
Helps for leaders of children's groups. May'33:44
Jun'33: much of issue
The world children for Jesus. May'34:34
Program helps for leaders of children's groups. May'34:42
Jun'34: much of issue
...around the world. May'35:32
Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'35:41
The child in the midst. Jun'35:3
Of such is the Kingdom. May'36:34
May'36: back cover
The threshold. Jun'36:2
Thirty years ago and now. Jun'36:6
Helps for the leaders of junior groups. Jun'36:41
Joy to the world. May'37:30
As we face Children's Day. Jun'37:10
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'37:40
Why $100,000 for Children's Day. May'38:23
Children's Day in '88. May'38:27
Each heart a flame. May'38:30
Jun'38:4
The threshold. Apr'39:2
One church, one faith, one Lord. May'39:30
Jun'39:3
April, May and June. Jun'39:14
Approaching Children's Day. May'40:4
The conquering King. May'40:26
The threshold. Jun'40:2
A Children's Day meditation. Jun'40:5
The highway of the Prince of Peace. May'41:26
I plan for Children's Day. May'41:33
Rule in our hearts. May'42:34
A Christian yardstick. Jun'42:5
To Thee we lift our hearts. May'43:33
A map for Children's Day. Jun'43:16
Voices around the world. May'44:27
...letter from Burma. May'45:4
...builds tomorrow. May'45:13
Whom oceans part. May'45:27
The threshold. Jun'45:2
Build now for tomorrow. May'46:16
The time is now. May'46:32
The opportunity we've talked about. Jun'46:5
A collection or an offering? May'47:36
Something new for Children's Day. Oct'47:39
(photos) Jun'48;24
The coming of the child. Jun'49:7
The origin of Children's Day (photos) Jun'49:24
Let them leave Children's Day alone. Jun'50:5
(photos) Jun'50:23
A miraculous bag of coins. Jun'55:10
Challenge of Children's Day. May'56:39
Children's Day 1958. Jun'58:9

CHILDREN'S LEAGUE OF NATIONS
These little ones. Jun'19:3
The Children's League of Nations. Jun'19:4

CHILDREN'S MISSIONARY LIBRARY
Book chat. Mar'50:41

CHILDREN'S PLAYS
When silence spoke loudly. May'65:32

CHILDREN'S POEMS
Tree top town, by Lucy King DeMoss. Aug'27:56

CHILDREN'S STORIES
Taro and Hana come to America. Jan'22:38
Ding and G. W. Mar'22:30
The sleeping child. Apr'22:32
Let's go to a Mexican party. May'22:32
Saturday, June three. Jun'22:32
Tonio's Fourth of July. Jul'22:32
The call of the flowers. Sep'22:32
The story of Chichaya... Oct'22:32
Sarah's "exiled fathers." Nov'22:32
Do you always? Jan'23:32
The travels of "Truly Try. Feb'23:32
The adventures of Truly Try. Mar'23:32
The travels of Truly Try: Easter in China. Apr'23:32
Truly Try on the roof of the world. May'23:36
Missionary stories that children really love to read. Jun'23:45
Truly Try in India. Jul'23:32
Truly Try: a vacation letter from Paraguay. Aug'23:34
The travels of Truly Try in the mountains. Sep'23:30
Alexander. Oct'23:30
The cat and the canary. Nov'23:32
June's Christmas. Dec'23:30
Lois Marie and the "medicine." Jan'24:32
Bettie Bacon has callers. Feb'24:32
Under the Banyan tree. Mar'24:32
The wonderful box. Apr'24:32
Allan and the baby hippo. May'24:32
Chio's Children's Day. Jun'24:32
The friendly flag. Jul'24:32
Children who have never seen a bee. Aug'24:40
Nancy on the other side. Sep'24:32
Not Cinderella. Oct'24:37
World Call is magic. Nov'24:42
Hats on. Dec'24:52
One day on the sun porch. Jan'25:38
A Valentine party in China. Feb'25:32
The tale of the kites. Mar'25:36
That's why my ears are so long. Apr'25:32
The first dandelions. May'25:32
Margaret Anne and Children's Day. Jun'25:32
Land of the Pilgrim's pride. Jul'25:32
At the sign of the D.V.B.S. Aug'25:40
Eeny-Meeny-Miny-Mo. Sep'25:38
Teddy goes nutting. Oct'25:50
Thou shalt rejoice in thy feast. Nov'25:38
Christmas stars. Dec'25:38
Turning over a new leaf. Jan'26:40
South America's George Washington. Feb'26:40
Where everybody goes barefoot. Mar'26:42
Mother earth gets ready for Easter. Apr'26:52
Neighbors. May'26:40
A world of friends. Jun'26:38
I made it for you. Jul'26:32
Rosie at Camp Burton. Aug'26:44
The friendship fairy gets ready for September. Sep'26:44
Give the password. Oct'26:52
The friendly land. Nov'26:42
The road to Christmas. Dec'26:40
The elephant goes to church. Jan'27:56
A hero of old Japan. Feb'27:56
Nancy Lou goes to the dolls' festival. Mar'27:52
The flower that bloomed at Easter. Apr'27:42
The return of the scouts. May'27:54
Home coming on Children's Day. Jun'27:52
Tony and his library. Jul'27:54
I see. Sep'27:54
The four hundred family. Oct'27:54
Thanksgiving. Nov'27:50
Happy Christmas little Miss Tokyo. Dec'27:56
Mokeko points the way. Oct'59:42
Terri learns about shoes. Nov'59:40
The other mother. Dec'59:41
News for Mark. Jan'60:39
Shanglan's decision. Feb'60:42
In-on-everything Johnny. Mar'60:41
Wild apples. Apr'60:40
New neighbors. May'60:40
The boy who wore his shoes to bed. Jun'60:40
The new magic. Jul'60:43
Friends for Mario. Sep'60:41
David's plan. Oct'60:41
The Bible that rode on a sled. Dec'60:40
Oscar finds friends. Jan'61:38
A day to remember. Feb'61:32
Something special. Mar'61:44
Surprise for Millie Jo. Apr'61:40
Noriko's new coat. Jun'61:46
Festival in Manila. Jul'61:42
The little box. Sep'61:40
Big day for Eddie. Oct'61:40
The magic secret. Nov'61:38
George's talent. Dec'61:38
A brother for the Newbys. Apr'62:40
A great book for a great republic. May'62:40
Son of a fisherman. Jun'62:40
Anja of India. Jun'64:38
A name to remember. Jul'64:32
Water boy. Sep'64:38
Pedro plays baseball. Oct'64:32
Lights in the darkness. Nov'64:31
Little old house. Dec'64:31
Nabor's carrots. Jan'65:31
Not in our school! Feb'65:31
Fely's shoes. Mar'65:31
Thapa remembers. Apr'65:31
When silence spoke loudly. May'65:32
A wish that came true. Jun'65:33
A chance for Chris. Jul'65:33
What is important? Sep'65:30
The hidden treasure. Oct'65:30
Mike's big story. Nov'65:31
Let love in. Dec'65:31
A sweet way. Jan'66:31
The little preacher. Feb'66:31
Kenneth's rose. Mar'66:31
My three flags. Apr'66:31
Ranjan attends a Mela. May'66:33
Daud's plan. Jun'66:31
Pedro finds his first friend. Jul'66:31
The elephant is a silly bird. Oct'66:31
Darian's dinner. Nov'66:31
The spruce with no stickers. Dec'66:31
Basketful of stamps. Jan'67:31
Mary Lou learns to smile. May'67:31
George makes a discovery. Jun'67:40
Athan and his baby chick. Jul'67:31
The boy who found himself. Sep'67:31
The baby's secret. Dec'67:31
Jobs for everyone. Feb'68:45
A home for shadow. Mar'68:31
Mary's big wish. Apr'68:31
The boy who "sees" with his ears. May'68:41
Beth remembers. Jun'68:40
The procrastinator. Jul'68:33
Curls and red socks. Sep'68:31
The fudge sundae. mar'69:37

CHILDREN'S WEEK
Apr'21:54
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Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:40
Sectarianism in China. Apr'34:3
Remaking China. Apr'34:8
Programs for adult organizations. Apr'34:36
Through the years. Apr'34:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'34:39,40
Women eager to work. May'34:32
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:39,40
Boys, girls and babies. Jun'34:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:39,40 Jul'34:39,40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:38,39,40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
Evangelism in China. Sep'34:46
Gen. Chiang Kai-Shek at Ginling Commencement. Oct'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:38,39
I would not trade my job. Oct'34:42
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44
What they said. Nov'34:18
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
Saving the babies of China. Nov'34:46
A day in Luchowfu Hospital. Dec'34:5
Our sisters of the dawn (photos) Dec'34:14
Filled with His strength. Dec'34:18
A man for the job. Dec'34:27
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39
A Peter, not a Judas. Jan'35:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:40
Feb'35:much of issue
Mar'35:much of issue
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:28
Arranging a marriage. May'35:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'35:39
Laying enduring foundations in China. Jun'35:10
Clinics in Chinese villages. Jun'35:27
By way of contrast. Jun'35:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:38,39
Reaching many types. Jul'35:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'35:39
Caller of souls. Jul'35:46
Mothers' club serves community. Jul'35:46
Why I go to China. Sep'35:9
Echoes from everywhere.
   Sep'35:38,39  Oct'35:38,40  Nov'35:38,39
A mission project becomes of age. Dec'35:16
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'35:38,39
Rural China. Dec'35:43
Jan'36:much of issue
A worker's cooperative in China. Feb'36:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:38,39,46,47
New school building in Wuhu. Mar'36:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:39,40
A many-sided problem. mar'36:44
What the Gospel means. Mar'36:46
Apr'36:much of issue
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:38,39
China notes. May'36:45
A faithful friend. Jun'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'36:38
Training leaders in China. Jul'36:22
Three deep bows to Lee Hou-Fu. Jul'36:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'36:38,39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
Some friends of mine. Sep'36:30
National Chidren's Day in China. Sep'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:38,39
Back to back. Oct'36:31
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'36:38,39,40  Nov'36:38,39
School holds high place. Nov'36:47
Tragic drama in the East. Dec'36:5
Shall come again with joy. Dec'36:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:38,39  Jan'37:3
Children start ball rolling. Feb'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'37:38,39
A message from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. Feb'37:40
The camera plays its part. Mar'37:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:38,39
Anniversaries come in twos. Apr'37:22
South Gate church and its young people. Apr'37:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:38,39
Drought in America and in China. May'37:3
My reasons for becoming a Chinese citizen. May'37:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'37:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
An awakened China. Sep'37:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39
Saw their first negroes. Sep'37:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'37:38,39
The China Mission carries on. Nov'37:4
the Nantungchow bombing. Nov'37:5
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:39
The faith of the world. Dec'37:18
Nanking in War-time. Dec'37:22
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39
Location of China missionaries. Dec'37:43
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'38:40
Changes of location of China missionaries. Jan'38:43
Ruh Chunio boys' school burned. Feb'38:46
The threshold. Mar'38:2
The need will remain. Mar'38:3
Planning for the centuries. Mar'38:18
That these have not died in vain. Mar'38:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'38:38,39
We visit China. Apr'38:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
Letter to China workers. Apr'38:43
China eats bitterness. May'38:3,12
China tomorrow. Jun'38:14
Mission stations become relief centers (map) Jun'38:25
I speak for our China mission (photos) Jun'38:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'38:39
A world wide fellowship. Jul'38:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
Ambassadors of good will. Sep'38:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'38:39
Why missionaries return to China (photos of Disciples) Oct'38:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek. Oct'38:47
A voice out of China. Nov'38:18
Why all of this? Nov'38:42
Daily Vacation Bible schools in nanking. Nov'38:46
An open letter to sponsors of missions. Dec'38:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'38:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:46,47
The threshold. Feb'39:2
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39
The Chinese at Madras. Mar'39:3
Christianity's future in China. Mar'39:20
The threshold. Apr'39:2
India mission helps with China relief. Apr'39:30
A loving heart in Shanghai. Apr'39:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:38
As Chinese students see it. May'39:14
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:19
Echoes from everywhere. May'39:39
Jun'39:much of issue
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
Notes on Nanking. Sep'39:23
Meideh and Aideh. Sep'39:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:38
A greatful heart. Sep'39:47
The threshold. Oct'39:2
Church at Hofei adds hundred. Oct'39:5
At Ginling College. Oct'39:17
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:38
Churches of China impressed with mission teachings. Oct'39:47
The threshold. Nov'39:2
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39
Notes from Nanking. Nov'39:44
The threshold. Dec'39:2
Chinese cooperatives. Dec'39:12
Social trends. Dec'39:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:36
Reporting progress at Hofei, Jan'40:9
Cooperatives in West China. Jan'40:12
We would see Jesus. Jan'40:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:36,37
Evangelism in China. Feb'40:9
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:38,39
Church service for refugees. Feb'40:47
The Hofei Institute. Feb'40:42
The threshold. Mar'40:2
Adventures in fellowship. Mar'40:5
Response to China's need. Mar'40:27
We play together. Mar'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'40:39
Wide observance of Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:10
Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:38
Etternally grateful. Apr'40:46
Catching up on China news. Apr'40:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'40:39
China fragments (poem) Jun'40:8
News room. Jul'40:34
Guests at your table. Jul'40:44
The threshold. Sep'40:2
Communion in Nanking. Oct'40:5
New Christians in China. Oct'40:30
The children's guide. Oct'40:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:38,39
Bibles for China. Nov'40:8
A chinese church twenty years hence. Nov'40:12
Business as usual. Nov'40:28
Hofei has a young people's conference. Nov'40:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:38,39
Dec'40:much of issue
Jan'41:much of issue
Feb'41:much of issue
Mar'41:much of issue
Apr'41:much of issue
A Chinese youth looks at China. May'41:15
Programs for adult organizations. May'41:36
Programs for young people. May'41:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'41:38,39
Little pitchers have big ears. Jun'41:7
Children of calamity. Jun'41:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'41:38
Christian Institute in Chuchow. Jun'41:46
Jul'41:much of issue
Your church in China. Sep'41:9
Your bowl of rice finds a starving child (photo) Sep'41:28
Eyes on the Orient. Sep'41:33
News room. Sep'41:42
Oct'41:much of issue
The Chinese have a word for it. Nov'41:15
Book chat. Nov'41:23
Convention in war torn China. Nov'41:32
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:38
Working in West China. Dec'41:20
Hurry up and laugh! Dec'41:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'41:39
The Christian mission in the Orient. Jan'42:3
The man's not crazy, he's just a Christian. Jan'42:31
News room. Jan'42:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
Feb'42:much of issue
Station WANT. Mar'42:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'42:29
Christian work in the Orient. May'42:26
While the bombs fall. May'42:29
Outstanding ears. May'42:44
China, today and tomorrow. Jun'42:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:39
The threshold. Oct'42:2
The church in the Far East today. Oct'42:14
Lyman Hoover in West China. Nov'42:47
Which interpretation is correct? Dec'42:5
News room. Jan'43:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
(photo) Mar'43:17
China's hopefuls. Mar'43:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'43:39
China's cooperatives. Mar'43:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:39
Grateful for radio mail bag. May'43:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:39
China relief. Jun'43:25
Jul'43:much of issue
Eyes on the Orient. Sep'43:2
The church in China's transition. Sep'43:17
Mine eyes have seen the glory. Oct'43:16
Eyes on the Orient. Nov'43:2
New avenues of Christian service. Dec'43:17
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
Chinese Christian leaders. Jan'44:3
From Chapei to freedom. Jan'44:4
Evangelism theme of free China campaigns. Jan'44:38
New orchards in new China. Jan'44:40
China carries on in education and evangelism. Feb'44:11
Victory gardens in China. Mar'44:11
Youth and missions. Mar'44:31
Apr'44: much of issue
What about China? May'44:15
The Li family of Nanking. May'44:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
The China mission meeting in Indianapolis. Jun'44:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33
Working in Chengtu. Jul'44:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'44:32
Chengtu, cultural center of free China. Sep'44:12
$450,000 for China. Sep'44:40
Tryin' to make Heaven. Oct'44:6
Silver lining in China's war clouds. Oct'44:15
P'an Chuin Tsiang. Oct'44:35
Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34
For the healing of humanity. Jan'45:insert
News room. Jan'45:30
Looking ahead with China. Feb'45:20
Chengtu workers' seminar. Feb'45:23
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'45:32
...after the war. Mar'45:19
Rebuild for Christ in China (photo) Mar'45:20
What cooperation can do. Mar'45:34
Relief funds in China. Mar'45:38
Eyes on the Orient. Apr'45:2
(photo) Jun'45:front cover
The threshold. Jun'45:2
Good Samaritan in China. Jun'45:3
In China they carry on. Jun'45:4
Beautiful jade. Jun'45:18
The church in China plans Christian advance. Jun'45:19
Warphanage mother. Jun'45:23
China at San Francisco. Jul'45:4
China thanks America. Jul'45:13
A Chinese doctor carries on. Jul'45:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
News room. Jul'45:34
Missions in wartime China. Sep'45:10
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:32,33
A fine way to live. Nov'45:32
California mother honored. Nov'45:34
Dr. Yen Peh-Tsiao. Nov'45:38
The foundation for a Christian society. Dec'45:27
Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:37
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:16 (map p. 17)
To the Disciples of Christ. Jan'46:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37
Yenching reopens in Peiping. Jan'46:47
Opportunity threatens in China. Feb'46:15
Youth conference in China. Feb'46:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
Nanking's visual education. Feb'46:46
The experience of liberation. Mar'46:7
Global highlights. Apr'46:2
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'46:36
Hands across the sea. Apr'46:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'46:37
Why I'm going to China. May'46:43
China's children during the war. Jun'46:10
China missions gain new impetus. Jun'46:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'46:39
A church bombed out and scattered... Jul'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'46:39
Impressions of free Wuhu. Jul'46:40
Disciples fellowship in Chengtu... Jul'46:40
Sleeping bag period. Jul'46:45
Global highlights. Sep'46:2,3
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
Hopeful sign in the Hofei area. Oct'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'46:37
...through the eyes of the church. Nov'46:5
So here we are. Nov'46:16
Distressed China... Nov'46:22
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'46:36
Missionary veterans. Dec'46:27
Global highlights. Jan'47:3
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'47:36 Feb'47:36,37
The task is great. Feb'47:44
Nanking University "at home." Feb'47:46
The time to help China is now! Mar'47:22
(photo) Mar'47:25
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:36,37
Agricultural college in Nanking. Apr'47:33
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'47:38,39
A new China "incident." May'47:5
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:41,45
Miracle of progress in Hofei. Jun'47:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'47:41
Doctors for China. Jun'47:45
A doctor takes over in Hofei. Jul'47:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'47:39
After "bitterness"--courage and faith. Sep'47:5
Chinese Christians move forward (photo of annual convention) Sep'47:23
For adult missionary groups. Sep'47:36
Nanking University seeks to improve the farm lands. Oct'47:31
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:37
Educational evangelism in China. Nov'47:20
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'47:34,35 Dec'47:34
Health center a great help. Dec'47:39
Wuhu Academy students win prizes. Dec'47:45
The church in China. Jan'48:6
A prodigal son returns. Jan'48:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36
Cure and prevention program. Jan'48:39
Applied Christianity at Ginling. Feb'48:12
...after one year. Feb'48:13
A stewardship specialist. Feb'48:32
Seeds mean life in China. Feb'48:40
Mar'48:much of issue
Global highlights. Apr'48:3
Time flies as an arrow. Apr'48:24
China Christians enthusiastic for Crusade. Apr'48:42
Any good out of a Nazi? Apr'48:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:37
A little bundle of life. May'48:46
Hofei Hospital—mission of mercy. Jun'48:16
First agricultural leprosy colony for China. Jun'48:18
P'an Lao T'ai T'ai. Jun'48:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'48:38
Calf on the end of a rope! Jun'48:46
China's sorrow (photos) Jul'48:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
Money or rice. Jul'48:37
Assignment--Nantung. Jul'48:40
Easter in Hofei... Jul'48:41
Which shall it be: win friends or destroy enemies? Sep'48:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:36,42
I baptize thee. Sep'48:47
Come over and help us. Oct'48:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36,37
China convention reaches high level. Oct'48:38
It happened in China. Oct'48:39
Missions in Communist China. Nov'48:16
For adult missionary groups. Nov'48:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:36
New record of service at Christian Hospital. Nov'48:46
Dec'48:much of issue
Jan'49:much of issue
For adult missionary groups. Feb'49:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:39
A day at South Gate. Mar'49:12
News room. Mar'49:34
For adult missionary groups. Mar'49:36
Youth and missions. Mar'49:37
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18
For adult missionary groups. Apr'49:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38,39
May'49:much of issue
Global highlights. Jun'49:2,3
For adult missionary groups. Jun'49:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36
Ye must be born anew. Jul'49:40
Father learns to read. Oct'49:42
Global highlights. Dec'49:2
The faith of those who hope to stay. Dec'49:21
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36
Jan'50:much of issue
Global highlights. Feb'50:4
The work in China goes on. Feb'50:5
Help them to help themselves (photos) Feb'50:7
For adult missionary groups. Mar'50:34
Use it or lose it! Apr'50:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38
May'50:much of issue
Drum Tower discovers Kenneth Wen. Jun'50:7
Echoes from everywhere. Juan'50:46,47
The Chinese must lead. Jul'50:6
Crusade progress. Jul'50:26
Christian churches in China grow. Jul'50:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'50:38  Sep'50:36
Special days are observed in China's Christian Churches. Oct'50:31
China calls graduates to serve her people. Oct'50:46
Nov'50:much of issue
Chinese youth gather in Conference. Dec'50:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36  Jan'51:36
Nanking University conducts a tuberculosis clinic. Jan'51:46
Feb'51:much of issue
The China situation. Mar'51:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:38,45
Global highlights. Apr'51:4
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
Chinese Christians carry on. Jul'51:6
Three China missionaries retire. Jul'51:29
Global highlights. Sep'51:4
No defeatism here. Oct'51:5
A fellowship of intercession. Dec'52:5
Global highlights. Jun'52:3
Danger--a living faith. Mar'54:6
Global highlights. Jan'55:3  Jun'55:4
Visits Chinese Christians. Feb'56:47
Global highlights. Jun'56:4
Editorial correspondence--III. Dec'56:8
Global highlights.
Mar'57:4  Apr'57:4  Jul'57:5  Jan'58:5
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36  Nov'58:36
Global highlights. Mar'59:7
Out of China... Mar'59:10
Witness in Red China. Jun'59:16
China's churches are still serving. Dec'59:15
The right to know. Feb'60:10
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
More on the right to know. Mar'60:10
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
Global highlights. Feb'61:4  Apr'61:7
Escape to hope in Hong Kong. Apr'61:31
Old Believers. Jul'61:49
Christians in China. Nov'61:32
Who is on trial in China? May'63:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36
Ask about it! Feb'65:8
What's the truth about the National Council? Mar'65:11
Is the church in China dying? Jan'66:29
Global highlights. Sep'66:5
New Ginling school honors missionary. Nov'67:42
Three themes for study. Jun'69:6
World events. Dec'69:37
Religion in China. Mar'70:10
Christianity in the People's Republic of China. Mar'70:14
Editorials. Mar'70:19
Letters. Apr'70:4
World Calling... Jun'70:50
Letters. Jul'70:43 Oct'70:34 Apr'71:4
World events. Sep'71:36
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'71:5
Commentary. Nov'71:15
Letters. Feb'72:45
World events. Dec'72:41 Jul'73:37
"CHINA: A ONE CLASS SOCIETY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Feb'70:29
"CHINA AND ITS PEOPLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'72:30

CHINA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32

CHINA BIOGRAPHY SET
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'40:36

"CHINA: CONTRASTS AND CONTINUITIES" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Sep'69:29

CHINA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
First impressions of China. Feb'19:50
Little journeys in the Land of Tomorrow. Feb'20:25
(photo of a Chinese market scene) Feb'20:53
China awakening. Jan'20:48
Walking about Nanking. Oct'20:4
Touring in China (photo) Nov'20:53
At the foot of purple mountain. Feb'21:53
Bible teacher's training school for women. Feb'21:45
The eclipse and an evil spirit. Feb'21:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60
No open membership in China. Mar'21:29
Eye witness report of China famine (photo) Mar'21:36
Feed my sheet (photos) Mar'21:44
Progress and problems of Nantungchow. Mar'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:60,61,64
China for Christ (photos) Aug'21:22
Hitting Anhwei trails (photos) Nov'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:49
Along the trail to Batang. Jan'22:58
Some impressions of Chinese reality (photos) Mar'22:17
Improvement of cotton and men. Mar'22:28
The Chinese ways. Mar'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:52
In the hollow of His hand. Jul'22:22
On the Big Horse Road (photo) Jul'23:14
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:43
Staring work in the China mission. Sep'23:28
With trumpet and drum (photos) Mar'24:11
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59
Where every prospect pleases and only man is vile. May'24:35
We are on the way. May'24:43
Better days for China. Sep'24:40
Fear of spirits played a large part. Mar'25:46
A bird's eye view of Chuchow. Mar'25:49
A modern missionary journey. May'25:34
Four hours with Chinese friends. May'25:38
Going to convention in China. Jul'25:34
The Chinese puzzle (photos) Feb'26:15
Monuments of fear and gates of hope (photos) Mar'26:14
En route to the world's roof. Mar'26:36
On the long, long trail (photo) May'26:36
No slackers need apply. Jun'26:8
Save or salvage— which? Mar'27:50
In the sweat of thy face. Sep'27:38
China, six months after. Jan'28:14
After seven months. Feb'28:40
Through the gorges of the Yangtze. Aug'29:16
Celebrating a sixtieth birthday in China. Aug'29:22
The funeral of the father of the new Chinese Republic. Sep'29:29
Almost to Batang. Nov'29:36
Through western Szechwan to the Tibetan border. Mar'30:23
The burdens and blessings of industry in China. Jun'30:60
Aboard a Yangtze River launch. Oct'30:31
Through war and banditry. Nov'30:28
Back to Luchowfu. Mar'31:30
Happenings in Luchowfu. Oct'31:32
The great Yangtze. Feb'32:17
With Mrs. Muckley in China. Jun'32:24
My Chinese friends. Jun'33:17
Around the world with Christ. Jun'33:19
This university is alive. Mar'34:28
No sleeping giant now. May'34:43
Rites old and new Oct'34:46
Light on the coasts of Asia. Nov'34:11
Book chat. Nov'34:40
The East hurrying itself. Feb'35:45
Arranging a marriage. Apr'35:18
On a shopping tour in Nanking Road. Apr'35:26
Nothing to eat. Jan'36:9
Book chat. Mar'36:31
The faithful servant. Mar'36:44
A Christian marriage. Jun'36:30
Training leaders in China. Jul'36:22
Programs for young people. Feb'37:37
China notes. Feb'38:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:47
Programs for young people. Feb'40:37
Homes of Chinese Christians. Apr'40:27
On behalf of China. May'40:47
Going around in a circle. Jun'40:13
A missionary journey... Sep'40:17
Chinese Christian art. Oct'40:21
Through pain to a new stature. Nov'40:45
The cost of living in China. Apr'41:27
The religion that sings. Jul'41:44
And still they come. Jul'44:18 (map p. 19)
A Chinese looks at war. Dec'44:34
American Chaplain in China. Jan'45:13
"Gung Ho" workers raise health standards. Feb'45:22
Visual education in West China. May'45:36
Industrial cooperatives in China. Nov'45:18
Over the Hump. Feb'46:48
Christianity and democracy in balance... Jun'47:13
Chines college girls plan for marriage. Nov'47:47
Ricksha boy. Dec'47:40
Hawkers. Jan'48:44
...after one year. Feb'48:13
Missionary returns to China. Feb'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'48:36
Airflight: Nanking to Manila. Mar'49:19
China missionaries besieged with visitors. May'49:42
Life in communist-held China. May'49:27
Youth and missions. May'49:37
The evening of the thirtieth. Jul'49:44
Life on a China frontier (photos) Sep'49:10
Shen Yo remembers. Dec'49:10
Ginling girls serve rural folk. Feb'50:43
From Wuhu to Wuhu in seven days (photos) Mar'50:27
Sixteen million starving in China. Jun'50:40
Kite flying is still a favorite sport. Sep'50:44
Watermelons the best every. Nov'50:50
New marriage law issued in Peking. Nov'50:52
The Chinese calendar never fails. Dec'50:39
Last column. Dec'50:48
Not more power, but deeper depth! Apr'52:26
From strangers to friends. Jan'70:6
Agenda item number one: China (photos) Feb'70:6
They saw China from the bottom up. Apr'70:23
Women in China today. Oct'71:20
A lot to learn about China. Jul'73:14

CHINA--EDUCATION
See also
Names of educational institutions located in China
i.e. GINLING COLLEGE          NANKING UNIVERSITY
Education in the China mission. Jan'25:13
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45        Jul'26:45
Government grants for education in China. May'35:45
A Chinese University's varied services. Dec'35:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:38,39
Serving China is a spirit of good will. Oct'36:31
Christian colleges in China. Jul'38:44
Education--the refugee finds shelter. May'40:12
Christian colleges in Chengtu, West China. Mar'41:27
Silver bells ring (photos) May'41:20
Teaching under bombs. Sep'41:44
The state of the church. Feb'42:28
Graduating under bombs. Feb'42:44
Chengtu, educational center of China. Apr'42:31
From the educational front in West China. Nov'42:42
Christian colleges in China face a new year. Feb'43:29
China carries on in education and evangelism. Feb'44:11
Global highlights. May'46:4
Going home. Jun'46:41
Global highlights. Feb'47:3
News room. Apr'47:40
Christian education and Chinese leadership. Jun'47:5
Educational evangelism in China. Nov'47:20
Three of China's colleges merge. Nov'47:46
Global highlights.
Dec'47:3  Feb'48:2  Mar'48:4
Lifting the veil of illiteracy (photos) Jun'48:27
Really underpaid teachers. Jun'48:40
Global highlights. Nov'48:4
Jubilee in jeopardy. Feb'49:21
Global highlights. Mar'49:4  Apr'49:3
Direct news from China. Sep'49:9
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38
Interview with a Japanese educator. Mar'50:8
The plight of Chinese Christian seminaries. Jul'53:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
The mission to Chinese continues. Mar'68:11
In China today everything is education. May'70:26

CHINA. GREAT WALL

See
GREAT WALL OF CHINA

CHINA--HISTORY
Heralds of the Prince of Peace. Apr'25:46

CHINA INLAND MISSION
Notes. Oct'20:60

CHINA--MUSIC
Chinese folk songs. Feb'47:44

CHINA. NATIONAL CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE
(photo) Aug'22:25
China as seen at Shanghai. Sep'22:13
Side lights... Sep'22:17
Annual report... Sep'22:24

CHINA PAC
New books for the church library. Feb'72:46

"CHINA: PERIL OF PROMISE?" (SOUND RECORDING)
World outreach books. Dec'69:33

CHINA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
History and politics in Luchowfu. Oct'24:23
Internal aspects of the struggle in China. Sep'26:31
What is the matter with China? Feb'27:29
Shifting scenes in China. Feb'27:40
Changing China (map) Mar'27:inside front cover
Speaking of China. Mar'27:4
An unexpected testimony. Apr'27:57
The missionaries and the Chinese. May'27:30
Present state of China's revolution. Nov'27:26
China squares herself. May'28:4
Is China on her feet? Nov'28:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Where is the romance of missions? Dec'29:6
The latest word from China. Jan'30:22
Listening in on the world. Feb'30:19,25
Through war and banditry. Nov'30:28
Listening in on the world.
Dec'30:22  Jul'31:20  May'33:20
China turns a corner. Nov'33:3
China points out our choice. Feb'34:4
Old China and new militarism. Jul'36:18
Japan and communism struggle for China. Mar'37:6
Social trends. Sep'37:24
China situation at a glance. Oct'37:10
Whatsoever things are of good report. Oct'38:12
Eyes on the Orient.
   Nov'41:27     Dec'41:29     Dec'42:31
Stop discrimination against China. Feb'43:4
Clouds over China. Dec'44:4
Eyes on the Orient. Jan'45:2
So here we are. Nov'46:18
Distressed China... Nov'46:22
Missions in Communist China. Nov'48:16
What one man would do. Feb'49:5
News from China. Apr'49:19
Life in communist-held China. May'49:27
Global highlights. Sep'49:4
The faith of those who hope to stay. Dec'49:21
Religion in China. Apr'50:42
The China situation. Mar'51:23
Missionaries detained in China. Jun'52:24
Chinese Reds use religion to further godless aims. May'53:32
Chinese Christians receive varied treatment under Communist rule. Jun'53:43
Peace in the Far East. Jul'53:15
NCC protests Chinese action. May'60:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36
World Calling... Feb'64:10
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
Letters. Jun'70:4,35

CHINA--STATISTICS
   Some statistics regarding China. Nov'21:47
   What if these were your children? Mar'22:38
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45     Jun'27:54
   Did you know? Oct'40:42
"CHINA: THE BIG QUESTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Feb'70:29
"CHINA: THE OLD AND THE NEW" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Sep'69:29

CHINA WALL
   See
   GREAT WALL OF CHINA
CHINA'S REAL REVOLUTION
   Speaking of books. Mar'25:54

CHINASWAMY
   Chinaswamy, Christian cook. Sep'20:10
   With the men and women of all lands who have answered our call. Oct'20:17

CHINDA SINGHANET
   Miracle in Thailand. May'61:28

CHINEN, TETSUO
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'59:36

CHINESE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE (LOS ANGELES)
   Annual report... Sep'22:37

CHINESE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE (SAN FRANCISCO)
Snap shots... Dec'19:15
(photo) Nov'20:29  Nov'22:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:60
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61
Neighboring China in San Francisco. May'24:25
CHINESE CHRISTIAN SOCIETY (SAN FRANCISCO)
(photo of Vacation Bible school) Nov'25:43
CHINESE FAMINE FUND
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
CHINESE HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
CHINESE IN BRAZIL
Chinese family resettles in Brazil. Jun'66:46
CHINESE IN OTHER COUNTRIES
See also
CHINESE IN (specific countries)
Christian books for the scattered Chinese. Feb'70:40
CHINESE IN THAILAND
Direct line. Mar'73:42
CHINESE IN THE PHILIPPINES
A Chinese boy's sacrificial gift. Dec'39:32
Pasqual Chan's witness. Feb'61:29
CHINESE IN THE UNITED STATES
Facts for the busy woman. Oct'19:44
Oriental students in American institutions. Oct'19:46
Ping has a caller. Sep'23:47
Neighboring China in San Francisco. May'24:25
The hand of a helper. Jul'24:46
A tremor in our social structure. Jan'26:19
A "yellow peril" or "golden opportunity?" Aug'26:29
Programs for young people. Feb'33:37
The anniversary of an open door. Oct'39:11
Axis broadcasts. Oct'43:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33
Race relations in a university center. Dec'46:9
Summer internship at Mariner's Temple. Mar'49:27
A growing Christian movement. Feb'52:17
CHINESE INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
Cooperatives in West China. Jan'40:12
"Gung Ho" workers raise health standards. Feb'45:22
CHINESE LANGUAGE
The Famine Colonization Association of China. Jan'19:36
The Chinese language simplified. De'20:53
Chinese geographical names. Jan'21:44
CHINESE NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL
See
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF CHINA
CHINESE NEW YEAR
A festal time in China. Apr'25:38
CHINESE RECORDER
Apr'24:64
quoted. Perils and problems in Japan. Sep'24:18
CHINESE YOUNG PEOPLE'S UNION (SAN FRANCISCO)
(photo) Sep'25:54
CHING-YUEN TSO
Women and world highways. Feb'35:35
Chinn, M J
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:43
Chirgwin, Arthur M
The very thing you need. Dec'59:28
CHIRGW IN, ARTHUR M. THE BIBLE IN WORLD EVANGELISM
Book chat. Nov'54:16
CHISHOLM, BROCK
quoted. Last column. Sep'48:48
CHISHOLM, ROBBIE N.
In brief. May'69:39
The scene (photo) Sep'70:45
CHISM, (married to Charles Chism)
Memoriam. Nov'34:39
CHISM, THOMAS M
Classroom and campus. Nov'65:33
CHITAMBAR, JASHWANT R. MAHATMA GANDHI, HIS LIFE, WORK AND
INFLUENCE
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
CHITWOOD, (MRS. S. M.)
In memoriam. Mar'32:39
CHIWAYA, T
(photo) Jan'26:22
CHO, KIYOKO TAKEDA
Women on world highways. May'65:33
World events (photo) May'71:35
The hidden Christ and commitment (photo) May'73:19
CHOI, JOHN
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
CHOI, SOONGOOK
Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:6
"THE CHOICE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'56:47
CHOLERA
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39 Dec'58:36
Chon, Siryoon
Six thousand miles to God. Mar'63:15
CHON, SIRYOON
(photo) Mar'63:15
CHONG MIAO, CHINA
Going to convention in China (photo) Jul'25:34
"CHOOSING YOUR LIFE'S WORK" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'56:40
CHORON, JACQUES. DEATH AND WESTERN THOUGHT
New books. Nov'73:34
CHOUCHOW, CHINA
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:32
CHOU DHARIE, SUMAN
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
CHOU DHURUY, URMILLA
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:2
CHOW HSI-CHENG
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39
CHOW MING I
Helping China to help herself. Mar'29:57
Among China's farmers (photo) Mar'30:56
Children start the ball rolling. Feb'37:29
CHOW, PETER
Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27

Chow Sing
...tells his story. Feb'41:43

CHOW SING
(photo) Feb'41:43

CHOW YOUNG CHEO
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:10

CHOW YU-WEN
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:38

CHOW YUNG BEH
quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:16

CHOW YUNG CHEN
Where the old have their innings (photo) Oct'31:28

CHOWSHEIN, CHINA
Going to convention in China. Jul'25:34

CHRISMAN, LEWIS H. TEN-MINUTE SERMONS
Book chat. Dec'35:21

CHRISMAN, WARREN FRED, 1923-
Global highlights (photo) Feb'69:31
In brief (photo) Mar'70:38
World events (photo) Mar'71:37

CHRISMONS
Chrismon tree. Dec'66:29 (photo p. 30)
Letters. Feb'67:inside back cover
Chrismon tree...an educational tool. Dec'70:25

CHRIST, OWEN
Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:2
"CHRIST IN THE ART OF CHINA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'69:29

CHRIST MONTHLY
Christian magazine started in Japan. Jul'60:38

CHRISTENBERRY, CHARLES W
Classroom and campus. Feb'56:33

CHRISTENDOM
Global highlights. Jan'49:2

CHRISTENSEN, (married to Carl S. Christensen)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'51:48

CHRISTENSEN, CARL W
quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:7

CHRISTENSEN, HAROLD T

CHRISTENSEN, JAMES LEE, 1922- (married to Margaret Christensen)
Global highlights. May'52:3
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'57:6
Global highlights. Jun'61:6
quoted. For a new year. Jan'63:10
World Convention plans for the summer of '74 (photo) Jan'73:20

CHRISTENSEN, JAMES LEE. CONTEMPORARY WORSHIP SERVICES
New books. Jul'72:34

CHRISTENSEN, LARRY
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:32

CHRISTENSEN, LLOYD
quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38

CHRISTENSEN, MARGARET (married to James L. Christensen)
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
CHRISTIAN, BETSY
(photo) Jun'68:28
CHRISTIAN, CAROLYN
(death) Jan'26:49
CHRISTIAN, GILBERT B
Global highlights. Dec'50:3
CHRISTIAN, JOHN, -1950
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:45
CHRISTIAN, JOSEPH PAUL
(photo) Jul'23:12
CHRISTIAN, PERSIS LEMON, 1840?-1918
(married to George Clark Christian)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:38
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'22:14
Of whom the world was not worthy (photo) Aug'24:16
THE CHRISTIAN (CHRISTIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION)
Open letter. Nov'62:10
CHRISTIAN ACTION FELLOWSHIP (ENGLAND)
Social trends. Mar'50:18
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE (ENGLAND)
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31
The threshold. Mar'37:2
Global highlights. Mar'51:2
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE (METHODIST)
quoted. Southern jury indicts lynchers. Mar'43:31
Global highlights. Nov'48:2
CHRISTIAN AGENCY FOR SOCIAL ACTION, RELIEF AND DEVELOPMENT
(INDIA)
In brief. Sep'68:8
CHRISTIAN ART AND SYMBOLISM
See
ART AND RELIGION
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION FOR RADIO AND AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES (INDIA)
CARAVS of India. Mar'67:22
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:43
Communicating the good news in India. Mar'72:26
CHRISTIAN BASIS OF WORLD ORDER (THE MERRICK LECTURES)
Book chat. Sep'43:18
CHRISTIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
The story of the beginning. May'24:60
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jun'26:53 Apr'28:39 Aug'29:42 Feb'31:42
Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:30
The threshold. Feb'36:2
Lin D. Cartwright to Christian Board. Sep'40:3
News room. Mar'41:42
Change in leadership. Sep'42:4
Your Brotherhood publishing house. Jan'43:16
A significant service. Mar'44:4
News room. Mar'46:38
(photo of exhibit) Sep'47:27
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:31
Who produces our study materials? Nov'50:26 (photos p. 28)
Children's crusader retires. Oct'51:29
Global highlights. Jul'52:2
News room. May'54:39
Global highlights. May'55:2
News room. Oct'55:36
Discount rate for church libraries. Nov'55:39
Invitation to authors. Mar'58:10
They work for you. Oct'58:29
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:46
Global highlights. Apr'59:5
News room. Apr'60:34
Global highlights (drawing of new building) Jun'61:6
Ask about it! Nov'68:8
St. Louis dedication. Jan'63:46
Ask about it! Mar'63:8 May'63:8
Global highlights. Jul'63:4
Ask about it! Nov'63:8 Apr'64:8
Bethany Press--a story of service (photo) May'64:29
World Calling... Dec'66:10
(photo of building) Sep'67:inside front cover
World events. Jun'69:39
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:14
CHRISTIAN BROTHERHOOD HOMES (JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI)
World events. Mar'71:36
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS (WINERY)
CHRISTIAN CENTER OF RELIGION AND HEALTH (CHICAGO)
Global highlights. Jan'53:2
CHRISTIAN CENTURY
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
The American church and war. Nov'39:16
Global highlights. Jul'58:5
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
Book chat. Jul'62:24
Global highlights. Jul'66:6
In brief. Sep'69:42
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, INC.
Jun'51:46
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (STONITES, REPUBLICAN METHODISTS, ETC.)
See
CHRISTIAN CONNECTION
CHRISTIAN CHURCH CHILDREN'S CENTER (DANVILLE, KENTUCKY)
Help for the emotionally troubled child. Nov'73:20
CHRISTIAN CHURCH COLLEGE DAY
In brief. Dec'70:43
CHRISTIAN CHURCH COMMISSION OF KANSAS CITY
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:24
News room. Feb'62:34
Churches serve in areas of change. Jul'62:18
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
(note: here are entered articles dealing with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) after the restructure of
the denomination. Articles dealing with the fellowship before restructure appear under the heading DISCIPLES
OF CHRIST.)
Brotherhood organization. May'67:21
Beyond '70. Apr'68:18
Global highlights. Nov'68:6
Editorials. Nov'68:9
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN...

See also under name of state (i.e.)

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN INDIANA

See

INDIANA

INDIANA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE SOUTHWEST

See

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS

TEXAS

TEXAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN CANADA

See also

ALL CANADA CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES

In brief. Jun'73:39

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN GEORGIA


CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN INDIANA

Global highlights. Jun'63:7 Mar'64:7

In brief. Apr'72:41

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN INDIANA. DISTRICT 11

How COCU was featured in District 11. Jun'68:12

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN IOWA

The scene. Jul'73:32

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN KANSAS

Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7

In brief. Dec'72:41

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN KENTUCKY

Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN MISSOURI

Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN NORTH CAROLINA

Pertinent actions of 1970 regional assemblies. Oct'70:9

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN PENNSYLVANIA

World events. Sep'71:39 Nov'71:37

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN SOUTH CAROLINA

The scene. Jun'72:34

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND SOUTHERN NEVADA

Unity walk. Feb'72:21

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS

See also

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TXAS

In brief. Jul'69:38 Dec'70:34 Dec'73:40

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS

GULF COAST AREA

Churches band together for mutual help. Jun'67:21

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS. YOUTH CONVENTION

World events. Oct'71:38

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE CAPITAL AREA

The dynamics of the regional church. Dec'72:suppl:3

Churching the new town. Dec'72:suppl:12

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE NORTHEAST

Recent achievements. Oct'72:27


Good ideas... Jul'30:40
Global highlights. Sep'58:8
New health for ailing churches. Sep'62:20
Youth and the world mission. Jun'67:33
Disciples in the news. May'68:8
Pertinent actions of 1970 regional assemblies. Oct'70:9

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE NORTHWEST
World events. Sep'71:39

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE PACIFIC SOUTHWEST
In brief. Nov'70:41

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE SOUTHWEST
See

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN WEST VIRGINIA
His parish is West Virginia. Jul'72:5

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) THE NAME
What's in a name? Oct'64:9 Mar'65:17

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) OF CALIFORNIA, NORTH AND NEVADA NORTHWEST
Pertinent actions of 1970 regional assemblies. Oct'70:9

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) THE PROVISIONAL DESIGN
The Provisional Design. Oct'66:9
7 tips on studying the proposed design. Nov'66:50
Now, it's your turn. Dec'66:14
Digest... Dec'66:16
7 tips for considering the Provisional design. Feb'67:50
Churches are studying the Provisional design. Mar'67:38
? and answers. Apr'67:8
Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40
...revised. Sep'67:19
Global highlights. Oct'67:6
? and answers. Jan'68:6,50
Global highlights. Mar'68:6
A mood for yielding. Apr'68:9
Global highlights. Jul'68:6

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST). SYMBOL
Global highlights. Jan'69:6
...announces new symbol. Jul'70:29
(drawing) Jan'71:front cover

CHRISTIAN CHURCH FOUNDATION
What one gift can o. Jan'62:14
Global highlights. Oct'64:4 Feb'65:6
Update on Christian Church Foundation. Oct'69:13
World events. Jan'70:37
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:21
The scene. Jun'71:44
World events. Nov'71:37 Jan'72:36

CHRISTIAN CHURCH HOMES (ATLANTA, GEORGIA)
Housing for the aging. Sep'62:28

CHRISTIAN CHURCH HOMES OF KENTUCKY
Sep'19:65
(photo) Apr'21:23
Kentucky Homes forge ahead in care services. Jun'66:18
Letters. Sep'66:49
Help for the emotionally troubled child. Nov'73:20

CHRISTIAN CHURCH HOMES OF KENTUCKY. FINANCES
Comparative statements of receipts. Mar'19:56
CHRISTIAN CHURCH UNION OF GREATER INDIANAPOLIS
An old church gains as it gives. Jul'60:12
Churches band together for mutual help. Jun'67:21

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES AND CHURCHES OF CHRIST
Again-the independent missionary. Jan'40:4
Global highlights. Dec'47:3
Restructure and the Independents. Jan'66:43

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS
See also
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS
Global highlights. Sep'60:8
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) THE NAME
What's in a name? Oct'64:9

"CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'56:42

CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP SEMINARS
Global highlights. Oct'57:5

CHRISTIAN CODE FOR THE CITY IN TERMS OF GROUP NEEDS AND POSSIBILITIES
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (COLUMBIA, MISSOURI)
See
COLUMBIA COLLEGE

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. (JAMAICA)
Jamaica Christian College is a growing concern (photo) Oct'50:42
A mission school is built (photos) Mar'51:19
Jamaican hurricane hits Christian College. Oct'51:31
A new school begins to make its mark (photos) May'52:12

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE OF GEORGIA
Global highlights (photo) Nov'49:2
Classroom and campus.
(photo of D.S.F.) Sep'50:33
Apr'51:31 May'52:29 Apr'53:30 Feb'54:32
Jul'51:30 Sep'52:32 Jul'53:31 Feb'55:31
Nov'51:28 Jan'53:28 Dec'53:33 Dec'55:34
Jan'52:31 Mar'53:31 Jan'54:28 Nov'56:30
Feb'52:28
(photo of D.S.F.) Nov'57:30
Jan'58:28 May'58:32
Global highlights (photo of two students) Feb'59:4
Classroom and campus.
Mar'59:30
(drawing of resident room) Apr'59:34
(photo of St. Clair Hall) Jun'59:35
Global highlights. Feb'64:4
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
(photo) Feb'73:3
World events. Feb'73:39

CHRISTIAN COMANDO CAMPAIGN (ENGLAND)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'47:4

CHRISTIAN COMMISSION FOR CAMP AND DEFENSE COMMUNITIES
News room. Feb'44:34

CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
See
UNIVERSAL CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
CHRISTIAN CONNECTION
  Glimpses of the religious world. Feb '29:31
  Two Protestant bodies anticipate merger. Nov '29:12
  Partners in conversation. Jun '64:14
CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF INDIA AND PAKISTAN
  Global highlights. Jan '51:4
CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF SOUTH AFRICA
  Global highlights. Jul '57:5
CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
  Ahead of the headlines. Oct '69:5
CHRISTIAN CRUSADER
  Global highlights. Feb '47:4
CHRISTIAN CRUSADERS
  Book chat. Sep '48:44
CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP SERIES
  New books. Oct '64:24
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION ADVANCE
  Social trends. Jan '42:22
  ...in Argentina. Mar '45:38
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION ASSEMBLY
  Christian educators look ahead. Apr '55:18
  Global highlights. Mar '57:5
  The credit goes to the quarterly. Nov '57:17
  Christian Education Assembly meets. Mar '60:35
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION CRUSADE
  Crusade progress. Feb '49:26
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION WEEK
  Sep '51:43
CHRISTIAN EDUCATORS' CONFERENCE
  See
  ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCH EDUCATORS
CHRISTIAN EDUCATORS' FELLOWSHIP
  See
  ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCH EDUCATORS
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
  Notes. Jan '19:64
  The star Christian Endeavor standard. Feb '19:60
  Christian Endeavor missions. Mar '19:59
  Endeavorers attention. Apr '19:38
  Missionary topic. Apr '19:56
  Loyalty to our church and country. Jun '19:41
  Christian Endeavor notes. Jul '19:59
  Cheer up--it may not be so. Jul '19:59
  Christian Endeavor day for home missions. Jun '20:1
  Christian Endeavor, young people's movement of the church.
  Dec '20:47
  Missionary education. Jun '21:50
  Christian Endeavor Day for Home Missions. Jul '21:37
  Christian Endeavor in the local church. Nov '22:12
  A church that believes in Christian Endeavor. Nov '22:45
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul '23:60
  Headquarters notes. Aug '23:52
  C. E. at DesMoines. Sep '23:59
  The first Jamaican C. E. experts. Nov '23:43
  Glimpses of the religious world. May '24:45
  Echoes from everywhere. May '24:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:56
...topics. Mar'25:47
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
A trip through Endeavor land. May'25:47
How to spend Sunday. May'25:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
The thirtieth International Christian Endeavor Convention (photo) Sep'25:32
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
The new program for Christian Endeavor. Sep'25:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
We would see Jesus. Nov'25:47
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
The 1926 Christian Endeavor Day pageant. Dec'25:46
A forward program... Dec'25:47
...and evangelism. Jan'26:46
Christian Endeavorers, what do you read? Jan'26:47
...helping in the grandest work of the world. Feb'26:47
A live Oklahoma Christian Endeavor Society. Mar'26:47
Youth share in the Pre-Easter evangelistic crusade. Mar'26:47
Senior C. E. topics. Apr'26:46
So this is Hazel Green. Apr'26:47
A live Illinois Society. May'26:47
Christian Endeavor forges ahead. Jun'26:47
Christian Endeavor around the world. Nov'26:58 Mar'27:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
Endeavor snap shots from Manila. Oct'27:51
How far can you see? Dec'27:51
...in far away India. Jan'28:50
...in Africa. Feb'28:50
...in the Philippine Islands. Jun'28:49
Conference pays. Nov'28:37
(note) Jul'29:28
The trinity of triumph. Aug'29:18
Youth on parade. Sep'29:15
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:31
Mar'37:47
...marches on. Nov'38:42
The threshold. Jun'40:2
Global highlights.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CONVENTION
Thirteenth International C. E. Convention (photo) Sep'25:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
Youth meets and marches (photo of Disciples at C. E. Convention)

Sept'27:32
Jubilee convention... Jun'31:44
Thousands of your delegates will join in celebrating Christian Endeavor's 50th anniversary. Jul'31:44
Forward steps taken... Sep'31:42
World Convention. May'35:2
The threshold. May'37:2 Jun'38:2 May'41:2
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR WORLD
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43

CHRISTIAN ETHICS
Programs... Oct'29:47

CHRISTIAN EVANGELIST
quoted. William Franklin Richardson. Aug'25:22
New editor... Mar'35:4
The editorship of Willard Shelton. Jun'38:4
The American church and war. Nov'39:16
Illness of Evangelist editors. Sep'40:3
A new Disciple editor. Nov'41:4
Global highlights. Sep'48:4
Dr. Miller's editorship. Oct'48:5
Global highlights. Mar'58:5

CHRISTIAN FAMILY LIFE FOUNDATION (CHINA)
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36

CHRISTIAN FAMILY WEEK
Global highlights. May'50:4
Our family loves the church. May'52:13
Churches look at the family. May'58:16

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible study. Jun'22:5
Fellowship in a divided world. Nov'72:22

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:30

CHRISTIAN FRONT
The unChristian Christian Front. Feb'40:3

CHRISTIAN HERALD
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
Global highlights. Oct'49:3

CHRISTIAN HERALD ASSOCIATION
Institute to feature church unity. Jun'29:4

CHRISTIAN HOME AND FAMILY LIFE INSTITUTE (BEIRUT, LEBANON)
Global highlights. Oct'56:5

"CHRISTIAN HOME AND FAMILY LIFE KIT" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'59:42

CHRISTIAN HOME COMMITTEE (CHINA)
The foundation for a Christian society. Dec'45:27

CHRISTIAN HOME MOVEMENT (INDIA)
India and the Christian home. May'55:21

CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL (KANSAS CITY)
Graduating nurses at Kansas City (photo) Feb'21:46
A growing ministry. Apr'21:6

CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL (VALPARAISO, INDIANA)
Notes. Feb'19:45
Apr'19:61,62
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes. May'19:63
Beautiful ministry appreciated (photo) Aug'19:35
A growing ministry. Apr'21:6
(photo) Apr'21:13
Report. Sep'21:38
Annual report... Sep'22:43
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Annual report... Oct'25:40
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
Sale of hospital. Mar'37:46
"A CHRISTIAN IN COMMUNIST CHINA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'61:45
CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF SOCIETY (BANGALORE, INDIA)
Global highlights. May'52:2
CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE OF SOUTH AFRICA
Global highlights. Nov'63:5
CHRISTIAN LAY LEADERS' FELLOWSHIP (JAMAICA)
They serve the churches (photo of members) Jul'55:29
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
International exchange of church leaders. Mar'43:18
CHRISTIAN LIFE
Life's alchemy. Jul'19:39
An yet he smiles. Feb'21:14
An open road. Feb'21:15
Give God a chance. Oct'21:3
Pride to be proud of. May'22:3
Bible study. Aug'22:48 Sep'22:58
Is religious work taboo where wealth and culture abound?
Nov'22:27
Bible study. Mar'23:48
Ye have not, because ye ask not. Apr'23:16
Bible study. May'23:48
Springs of spiritual life. Jul'23:11
Supreme adventures for the youth of today. Sep'23:3
Sparing bouquets. Jul'24:43
A young man's life plan. Jun'25:back cover
Too proud to lie... Jul'25:3
Infolded in His love. Jul'25:5
Peace I leave unto you. Jul'25:26
The miniature sermon. Aug'25:47
Be unto others. Sep'25:46
The signs of the time. Feb'26:22
Believing--practicing. Mar'26:35
The sixth epistle to the churches. Apr'26:19
Measuring rods. Feb'27:20
The good that me do. Feb'27:35
The rock of Christian certitude. Oct'28:5
Devotional study for woman's societies. Dec'29:48
What awaits us beyond the bend? Jan'30:6
Akin to talking shop. Mar'30:4
The Christian life. Jun'30:10
More light--less heat. Jul'30:10
Devotional study for young matrons. Jan'31:38
The confession of a missionary. Feb'31:16
I believe! Apr'31:5
Teaching life. Nov'31:10
The missionary organizations' own section. Mar'32:35
The preaching power of deeds. Apr'32:4
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'32:44
Let not your heart be troubled. Jun'32:3
The house of the interpreter. Jun'32:21
The missionary organizations' own section. Jul'32:35
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Aug'32:44 Oct'32:43 May'33:44 Jun'33:43

Helps for leaders of childrens groups. Jul'33:42

Live and help live. Nov'33:9

The light of the world. Mar'34:14

Missionary organizations' own section. Apr'34:35

The need of a moral earthquake. Oct'35:11

Helps for the leaders of junior groups. Oct'35:41

The final imperative. Nov'35:19

Christian imperatives for the day. Nov'35:21

Helps for the leaders of junior groups. Nov'35:32

What matters? May'38:4

Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'38:40

Faith for these times. Nov'38:28

When road signs are down. May'41:9

The tides are rising. Nov'41:21

The world in my garden. Jan'42:19

Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jan'42:44

Will the war bring benefits too? Jun'42:31

The Christian hope and reality. Sep'42:10

Trying to make things add up. Jan'43:30

Social trends Dec'43:16

For adult missionary groups. Dec'43:28 Mar'44:30

Concerned with life's ends. Apr'44:3

Reorganizing our ideals. Oct'44:5

Dedication of purpose. Feb'45:5

Listen you, how long will you wait? May'45:5

People want a part in great tasks. Oct'45:21

Women and world highways. Jan'46:33

Speak, Son of man. Feb'46:20

A layman looks at the church. Apr'46:18

On our side. Jul'46:42

Human progress depends on church. Nov'46:38

Developing character traits urged. Nov'46:40

Gratitude to God. Nov'46:46

A Georgian speaks on the Christian position. Feb'47:14

Personal peace. Mar'47:42

God and the four freedoms. Jul'47:9

Beginning in me. Dec'47:17

The right to be called Christians. Apr'48:13

Wanted: a touch of madness. Jun'49:11

For the Christian Women's Fellowship—for adult missionary groups.

Jul'50:36

Your potential of fulfillment. May'51:14

Abundant life, 1952. Jan'52:5

We belong. Jan'52:9

Living with peace of mind.

Mar'53:18 Apr'53:44 May'53:29 Jul'53:43

Be still and know. Feb'54:43

These things I believe. Mar'54:7

The church must face its frontiers. May'54:25

Rise up, o men of God. Jul'54:11

Applying Christian principles. Nov'54:6

The right side of the mountain. Nov'54:14

Sound advice from Japan. Apr'55:5

Living with ourselves. Jun'55:20
Being Christian in prosperity. Jun'56:43
Social trends. Nov'57:18
Your religion and your work. Jan'58:9
Remaining human in an age of power. Jul'58:48
Spiritual depth. Sep'58:25
Many to care for and few to care. Oct'58:21
A frontier unclaimed. Feb'59:21
Marks of maturity. Feb'60:23
Easter is for families, too. Mar'60:18
Christian courtesy. Jun'60:21
Where ends the frontier? Sep'61:10
Where Christian learning occurs. Sep'61:22
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
Spiritual middle age. Mar'62:49
You are a Christian? Nov'62:33
Good for seven weeks. Feb'63:20
Sincerely yours. Mar'63:10
Churchman's vocabulary. Apr'63:24
Social trends. Feb'64:20
To build a house of freedom. Jul'64:11
Youth and the world mission. Sep'64:37
Adults and mission. Feb'65:36
Needed: that Yankee spirit. Apr'65:44
7 tips for achieving reverence. Jul'65:50
Adults and mission. Nov'65:36
Global highlights. Feb'66:5
The missing witness. Apr'66:19
The last word.
May'66:50    Jul'66:50    Nov'66:50    Mar'67:50
Jun'66:50    Oct'66:50    Feb'67:50
I affirm. Apr'67:13
The last word. Apr'67:50    May'67:50
Women on world highways. Jun'67:30
A phony? who, me? Jul'67:9
When summer sizzles. Sep'67:46
The "either-or" attitude. Oct'67:48
On being a contemporary Christian. Sep'68:12
Christian life requires willingness to be changed. Nov'68:22
Only good people can make a good society. Jan'69:30
Do you really mean it? May'69:9
Everyone has a God. May'69:9
Editorials. Sep'69:19
I just became thirty-three. Mar'70:18
Cumpli treinta y tres anos! Mar'70:45
Editorials. Apr'70:19
The world is open to the future. May'70:9
Journey to reconciliation (poem) May'70:21
Letters. Dec'70:32
Ergs, hours and insights. May'71:10
World Calling... May'71:50
Just thinking. Feb'72:18
Shavings. Oct'72:36
Letters. Nov'72:4
Shavings. Jan'73:47
Three plans. Dec'73:16
CHRISTIAN LIFE CONFERENCES
Classroom and campus. Apr'65:34
CHRISTIAN LIFE CURRICULUM
Disciples in the news. Jul'67:8
Old word--new meaning. Apr'68:15
A call to the teaching ministry. Jun'68:21
Learn for your life. Jul'68:24
Women on world highways. Apr'69:33
World outreach education and CLC. Feb'69:37
World events. Jun'69:38
World outreach sounding board. Jul'69:30 Jan'70:30
CLC and mission imperatives. Mar'70:22
World outreach sounding board. Apr'70:30 May'70:30 Jun'70:30

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
Missionary books for men. Feb'23:55
Now we are a people. May'23:44
How to get missionary books read. Jun'23:49
The reading contest. Oct'25:49
Christian Endeavorers, what do you read? Jan'26:47
Program heoops. May'26:48
A continent wide reading contest for young people. Jun'26:49
List of reading contest books. Jul'26:48
Try this on your Society. Jul'26:50
The reading contest in one church. Nov'26:49
A hundred years and a thousand books. Oct'30:17
Holiday shoppers, please note! Dec'30:35
The threshold. Apr'34:2
...in Mexico. Jan'43:27
For adult missionary groups. Mar'48:34
Global highlights. Jun'53:4
Disciples stress responsibilities. Sep'58:17
It makes a difference what you read. Oct'58:12
Christian literature in Africa. Sep'61:20
Let's keep our fifth freedom! Oct'61:19
Strage paradox. Jan'63:10
Women on world highways. Oct'64:35
Intermedia sends the word to Latin America. Oct'70:26
World events. Nov'73:39

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE COMMISSION
Women on world highways. Oct'64:35
Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
Work of the Church at the General level. Jan'71:25

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE WEEK
The threshold. Sep'44:2
Women and world highways. Sep'44:29
The threshold. Oct'44:2
Reading maketh a full man. Oct'44:24
The threshold. Sep'45:2
The gist of Christian Literature Week. Oct'46:27
A chorus of hope! Oct'48:15
Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48
Global highlights. Jun'49:4
Here and there with World Call. Sep'49:48
Global highlights. Jun'50:3 May'54:4
Oct'56:43
Global highlights. Oct'57:4
October 28—November 4. Nov'62:10
Read and gain. Oct'63:10
An important week. Oct'64:9
Women on world highways. Oct'64:35
CHRISTIAN LIVING ENCOUNTERS
World outreach sounding board.
Jan'70:30 Apr'70:30 Jul'70:30
Feb'70:31 May'70:30 Sep'70:30
Mar'70:30 Jun'70:30 Oct'70:30
What's bugging your church? Jul'71:12
Resources for Plan B. Nov'71:40
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF INDIA
Family planning in India. Mar'68:48
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL COUNCIL FOR OVERSEAS WORK
Oct'38:42
CHRISTIAN MEN'S ASSEMBLY
News room. Jan'61:37
CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP
Laymen's Advisory Commission proposes new name (photo)
Oct'50:33
Global highlights. Nov'50:3
We're all on the team. Mar'51:22
News room. Nov'51:30 Sep'56:30 Mar'57:32
Oct'55:36 Oct'56:39
Global highlights.
(photo of officers) Oct'57:2 Dec'57:4
The CMF leads out. Sep'58:9
News room. Jul'59:42 Sep'59:40
Laymen are responsible. Oct'59:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
Men's retreat... May'62:13
News room. Oct'62:34
More than food, song and speech. Sep'63:17
News room. Oct'63:35
Laymen "gulp" theology--and enjoy it! Dec'63:28
Men read "the living book." Jan'64:28
News room. May'64:34
Men's work grows in Jamaica. Jun'64:31
Men's work--a look at the future. Jul'64:21
News room. Sep'64:39
Adult and mission. Jan'65:39
Retreats--a search for meaning. Jun'65:15
Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
Global highlights. Jan'66:5 Sep'66:5
Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
The scene. May'69:44
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:28
World events. Sep'69:37
In brief. Mar'70:38
World events. Jun'70:37
In brief. Jul'70:39
World events. Sep'72:38 Sep'73:39 Nov'73:38
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:7
CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP. JAMAICA
Men's work grows in Jamaica. Jun'64:31
CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP. KANSAS
(photo of retreat) Sep'63:front cover
The cover. Sep'63:inside front cover
CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP. NATIONAL LAYMAN'S ADVISORY COMMISSION
Disciples in the news. Oct'65:7
World events (photo) Sep'71:37
World events. Nov'71:37
CHRISTIAN MESSENGER (CALIFORNIA)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:62
CHRISTIAN MESSENGER (ED. BY BARTON WARREN STONE)
CHRISTIAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
In brief. Jul'70:39
World events. Jan'71:39
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN THE NATIONAL PARKS
See also
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM. CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN THE
NATIONAL PARKS
World events. Dec'71:36
CHRISTIAN MISSION
...carries on. Feb'42:14
The threshold. Jun'42:2
CHRISTIAN MISSION IN AFRICA CONFERENCE (LE ZOUTE, BELGIUM)
(photo) Mar'27:44
CHRISTIAN MISSION ON WORLD ORDER
Oct'43:4
A significant mission. Dec'43:3
CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN MID-INDIA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
CHRISTIAN MONITOR
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT IN JAPAN, KOREA AND FORMOSA
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51
CHRISTIAN OBSERVER
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
CHRISTIAN OLD PEOPLE'S HOME (JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS)
See
ILLINOIS CHRISTIAN HOME (JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS)
CHRISTIAN ORDER IN POLITICS, ECONOMICS AND CITIZENSHIP
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'26:45
CHRISTIAN PLEA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
News room. Mar'48:32
CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY (ENGLAND)
The threshold. May'35:2
Social trends. Jun'35:22
CHRISTIAN RADIO FELLOWSHIP
See
DISCIPLES AMATEUR RADIO FELLOWSHIP
CHRISTIAN REGISTER
An early year book. Apr'34:23
The threshold. Sep'38:2
CHRISTIAN RURAL FELLOWSHIP
The threshold. Sep'40:2
CHRISTIAN RURAL OVERSEAS PROGRAM
Global highlights.
Nov'48:3 Sep'49:3 Nov'49:3
Christian love, one to another. Nov'49:36
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Global highlights. Jun'51:4  Apr'52:2
Hybrid corn experiment in Greece proves successful.
Sep'52:45
Global highlights. Sep'53:4
Social trends. Sep'54:18
Global highlights. Oct'54:3  Mar'55:2
Wheat for the world. Jul'66:49
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:43
World events. May'71:36
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
quoted. The front door of the movies. Nov'27:35
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE READING ROOMS
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'70:5
CHRISTIAN SERVICE SONGS
Book chat. Jan'40:40
CHRISTIAN SERVICE TEAMS
...help fill a two-fold need. Mar'53:17
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION MOVEMENT
Listening in on the world. Nov'32:22
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL WELFARE
Global highlights. Jan'54:2
CHRISTIAN SOCIAL WORKERS' CONFERENCE
A vital conference. Apr'53:5
CHRISTIAN STANDARD
Isaac Errett. Aug'21:17
Sectarian shackles. Apr'27:22
CHRISTIAN SUHAYAK
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60
CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS
See
ART AND RELIGION
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'27:41  Sep'27:51  Jan'28:42
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:44
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:32 (photo of faculty p. 33)
With our apologies. Mar'31:47
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:34
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31,32
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45
College commencements. Jul'35:45
Summer on the college campus (photo of faculty and alumni at World Convention) Oct'35:30
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
College notes. Nov'36:40
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:31
Negro youths and the ministry (photo of black students) May'37:20
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
College notes. Apr'38:32
News from our colleges. May'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:33
College summer events. Sep'38:30
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
The threshold. Jun'39:2
College news and notes. Feb'39:32
College notes. Mar'39:31
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
College notes. Nov'39:33
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
College notes. Jan'40:25
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:31
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
College notes and news. Sep'40:30
Campus news. Nov'40:44
Reports from the college campus (photo of building) Jan'41:30
College and university news. Sep'41:30
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
Classroom and campus.
Nov'42:30  Jan'44:25  Jul'44:26  Oct'45:26
Sep'43:24  Mar'44:26  Dec'44:26  (photo of students) Oct'45:27
Classroom and campus
(photo of steeple) Jan'47:7
Classroom and campus.
Apr'47:30  Apr'48:29  Sep'48:30  Dec'48:33
(photo of students) Jan'49:9
Classroom and campus.
Feb'49:32  Jun'49:30
(photo of Ministerial Association Officers) Jul'49:31
(photo of graduates) Sep'49:32
Nov'49:46  Mar'50:30  May'50:32  Sep'50:32
Dec'49:30  Apr'50:32  Jul'50:33  Nov'50:36
Classroom and campus.
(photo of booth at International Convention) Dec'50:31
Feb'51:32  Mar'51:30  Apr'51:31
News room. May'51:38
Classroom and campus.

Jun'51:31   Sep'51:32   Oct'51:30   Nov'51:28
(photo of Orthodox delegates) Dec'51:31
Jan'52:30   (photo of students p. 31)
Feb'52:29   Mar'52:31
(photo of installation) May'52:29
Jun'52:30   Jul'52:33
(photo of ceremonies) Sep'52:33
Oct'52:31
(photo of convocation) Nov'52:31
Dec'52:28   Feb'53:31   Apr'53:30   Jul'53:31
Jan'53:28   Mar'53:30   Jun'53:34   Sep'53:28

The student pastor and his church. Oct'53:22
Classroom and campus.

Nov'53:31   Oct'54:32   Jun'54:30   Jan'56:32
Jan'54:28   Nov'54:30   Sep'55:31   Feb'56:33
Apr'54:37   Dec'54:34   Oct'55:31   Mar'56:28

Global highlights. Jun'56:2,5
Classroom and campus. Jun'56:35   Jul'56:31
Global highlights. Sep'56:5
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31   Dec'56:33
(photo of 1956 graduates) Jan'57:37
Classroom and campus. Jan'57:29   May'57:29
Drama workshop set. May'57:40
Classroom and campus. Jun'57:35
Challenge of the ministry. Jun'57:50
Classroom and campus.

Jul'57:31   Nov'57:31   Dec'57:35   Jan'58:29
Global highlights. Jun'58:4
Classroom and campus. Jul'58:37   Oct'58:33
Global highlights. Nov'58:6
Classroom and campus.

Nov'58:33
(photo of international students) Dec'58:32
(photo of international students) Jan'59:51
Classroom and campus. Feb'59:36
Classroom and campus (photo of Alumni Council) Mar'59:31
Global highlights. Mar'59:7
Classroom and campus. Apr'59:34
Global highlights. May'59:7
Classroom and campus. May'59:34
Global highlights. Jun'59:5
Classroom and campus. Jun'59:34
Seminaries plan summer institutes. Jun'59:32
Classroom and campus.

Jul'59:36   Oct'59:33   Apr'60:32
Sep'59:34   Dec'59:34
Global highlights. May'60:4,7
Classroom and campus.

Nov'60:32   Jun'60:34   Jul'60:36   Sep'60:34
Classroom and campus.

Nov'60:30   Mar'61:36   Dec'61:30
Dec'60:32   Apr'61:32   Jan'62:30
Feb'61:30   Nov'61:30   Feb'62:32
Global highlights. Mar'62:7
Classroom and campus.
Global highlights (photo of model of new building) Jul'62:6
Classroom and campus.
  Dec'62:34  Jul'63:36  Dec'63:34
  Mar'62:34  Sep'63:32  Jan'64:34
  May'63:34  Nov'63:34  Mar'64:34
World Calling... May'64:10
Classroom and campus.
  (photo of groundbreaking) Sep'64:33
  Oct'64:37  Nov'64:34
Global highlights. Jan'65:7
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'65:33  Feb'65:32  Mar'65:32
  (photo of dining room) Apr'65:35
  May'65:34  Nov'65:32  Feb'66:34
  Oct'65:34  Dec'65:34
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4
Global highlights. Jun'66:6
(photo of sculpture) Jul'66:front cover
The cover. Jul'66:inside front cover
Pomodoro's bronze sphere. Jul'66:30
Classroom and campus.
  Sep'66:34  Oct'66:35  Nov'66:34  Dec'66:34
Global highlights. Jan'67:5
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'67:34  Jun'67:34  Nov'67:34  Feb'68:35
  Apr'67:34  Jul'67:34  Dec'67:34  Mar'68:34
  May'67:34  Sep'67:34  Jan'68:34  Apr'68:34
Global highlights. Jun'68:6
X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:17
Degrees and awards granted. Sep'68:35
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34  Nov'68:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
Global highlights. Jan'69:46
In brief.
  Feb'69:35  May'69:42  Dec'69:39  Jul'70:42
  Mar'69:42  Jun'69:35  May'70:41  Sep'70:42
World events. Oct'70:37
In brief. Oct'70:42  Dec'70:43  Jan'71:41
World events. Apr'71:36
In brief. Jul'71:42  Sep'71:35
World events. Apr'73:41
In brief. Jul'73:39
World events. Jul'73:36

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  Question: how spread the good news? Sep'71:9

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. REPETORY THEATER
  (photo) May'72:front cover
  Cover. May'72:4
  The church speaks across the footlights. May'72:10

CHRISTIAN UNION
  See CHRISTIAN UNITY

CHRISTIAN UNION QUARTERLY
  The Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity.
  Jan'19:22
Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity annual report. Nov'20:41
News room. Feb'48:38

CHRISTIAN UNITY

See also

CONSULTATION ON CHURCH UNION
Councils of churches (i.e. National Council of Churches)

ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:27
The message of the Disciples of Christ. Mar'19:23
Christian unity and the new day. Mar'19:52
Definite steps toward Christian unity. Apr'19:52
The Christian Unity League. May'19:30
Christian Union Sunday. May'19:30
Association for the Promotion of Christian Unity. Jun'19:7
Christian Unity Sunday. Jun'19:35
Interchurch World Movement of North America. Jun'19:50
The Gospel of Christian Union. Jul'19:44
Interchurch Conference on Organic Union. Aug'19:40
First Christian Unity Tour. Sep'19:38
Christian union by church transformation. Oct'19:50
World Conference on Christian Unity. Nov'19:21
How long till Christian Union? Feb'20:34
Christian unity and missions. Mar'20:34
United Churches of Christ in America. Apr'20:24
Home missionary leadership in movements toward unity. May'20:17
How division undermines the church. May'20:29
Pathways toward Christian unity. Jun'20:23
The necessity of preactical unity. Aug'20:42
Shall we despair of unity? Sep'20:31
A statement from the Foreign Society about the union situation in China. Oct'20:27
Christian unity a world prospect. Oct'20:56
Union movement among Russians. Jan'21:46
An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39
Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:47
Christian unity in France. Jul'21:28
Christian unity and religious education. Aug'21:43
Bible study. May'22:50
Three nails for the Devil's coffin. Jul'22:3
Address of the President... Oct'22:9
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
Facing the common task of the churches. Jan'25:4
Another plea or unity. Mar'25:22
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
Musing on our plea. May'26:10
Our relation to union movements. Jul'26:8
A basis of unity. Oct'26:36
Church union in China. Nov'27:4
Hoisting the flag of unity. Nov'27:12
The United Church in China? Mar'28:9
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
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Complacency—a Disciple trait. Dec'28:4
Another step toward unity. Dec'28:21
What they're thinking in the Philippines. Apr'29:21
Missionary organizations... May'29:32
Institute to feature church unity. Jun'29:4
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
A word on Christian unity. Oct'29:9
Northern Baptist-Disciples unity gains momentum. Dec'29:5
Unity again invades divided Protestantism. Dec'29:19
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42
India interested in church union. Feb'30:6
News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
Another barrier to Christian unity. Jul'30:4
Analyzing the status of unity. Jul'30:22
A bystanders looks at unity. Dec'30:5
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:29
A stone not to be rejected. Mar'31:4
The Pope on unity. Feb'32:4
A ballot on church union. Apr'32:inside front cover
The study of Church unity. Apr'32:5
Who wants unity? Nov'32:4
Disciples and the laymen's report. Apr'33:19
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
Twenty-five years. Jan'34:3
Do we mean it? Jul'34:3
Book chat. Oct'34:40
What they said. Nov'34:18
Pentecost and unity. May'35:4
The unity we have. Jun'35:9
Studying Christian unity. Jun'37:3
The value of Inter-Church Conferences. Jun'37:20
Christian unity and the mission field. Oct'37:3
The threshold. Dec'37:2
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:26
Acts of worship for Pentecost. Jun'38:34
Twenty years in Christian unity. Jan'39:29
Disciple commends rector. Oct'39:4
Trends in world Christianity. Oct'39:18
The church moves toward unity. Apr'40:11
Youth and Christian unity. May'40:7
Pentecost and Christian unity. May'40:9
Litany for Christian Unity Sunday. May'40:19
Youth and Christian unity movements. Feb'41:29
Church union in India. Jul'41:15
Church union in North India. Sep'41:21
World Communion Sunday. Oct'41:6
Unity in India: whither? Oct'41:19
Christian unity conference. Dec'41:6
The story of 1942. Jan'43:8
The church and its own unity. Jan'43:18
Christian education and unity. Mar'43:3
Pentecost and Christian unity. May'43:3
A country preacher looks at Christianity. Nov'43:25
Toward Christian unity and cooperation. Feb'45:4
The good news of Christian unity. Apr'45:15
Forward together. Apr'45:21
The threshold. Oct'45:2
American Christianity and the ideal of unity. May'46:5
A striking witness. May'46:16
Let's crusade again for unity. Dec'46:16
...begins at home. May'47:24
Proposed unity conferences. Nov'47:22
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:27
An American brotherhood. Dec'47:11
Laymen hold the key to unity. Dec'47:19
Toward reunion: Baptists and Disciples. Feb'48:18
Pentecost and Christian unity. May'48:23
The story of San Francisco. Nov'48:22
Elections and actions at San Francisco. Nov'48:28
Crusade Conferences on Christian unity. Dec'48:17
...and the pew. Jan'49:6
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions.
Jul'49:23
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:27
Global highlights. Feb'50:4
Church union conference plans ahead. Feb'50:51
Churches in the Orient seek union. Sep'50:21
Global highlights. Nov'50:2
We went to Oklahoma City. Dec'50:27
Said in Oklahoma City. Jan'51:40
Christian unity. Jan'51:47
A united church. Apr'51:11
Unity at the grass roots. May'51:23
The Emmanuel Movement spreads Christian unity. May'51:45
Protestantism and liberty. Oct'51:15
The hope of Pentecost. Jun'52:8
Let the churches march together. May'53:19
Christian unity study seminar. Jun'53:15
Dutch Reformed minister gives Ainslie lecture. Sep'53:42
Prayer for Christian unity. Jan'54:39
Unity is four-fold. Feb'54:21
Is unity possible? Apr'54:29
Prayers for unity. May'54:39
Issues at Evanston. Jun'54:27
The search for unity. Oct'54:5
We resolve. Jan'55:24
You and I and Christian unity. Feb'55:6
This nation under God. Feb'55:24
Disunity shameful. Sep'55:42
Christians are world citizens. Nov'55:19
Disciples in South Africa. Nov'55:21
Unity and the Disciples. Jan'56:42
Students of unity. Jan'56:44
Prayers for oneness. Jan'56:45
The will to unit--and patience. Mar'56:5
Union is a call of God. May'56:12
Christian unity making "unprecedented advances." Jun'56:33
Prepare the way for unity. Dec'56:46
Global highlights. Jan'57:6
Christian unity in a global setting. Jan'57:21
Churches to offer prayers for unity. Jan'57:37
Book chat. Nov'57:22
Discoveries at Oberlin. Nov'57:27
Prayers for unity. Jan'58:50
Global highlights. Feb'58:4
The church's unity and mission. Mar'58:9
Concerned for unity. Mar'58:10
Pentecost and unity. May'58:10
Decade of unity. Jun'58:21
Global highlights. Jul'58:4
Disciples stress responsibility. Sep'58:18
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:19
They work for you. Nov'58:27
Global highlights. Dec'58:4 Jan'59:5,7
Around the world in forty years. Jan'59:12
It has all happened in forty years. Jan'59:24
Prayers for unity. Jan'59:56
World mission. Oct'59:15
Lifting up the cause of unity. Nov'59:9
Week of Prayer for Christian unity set. Jan'60:28
Global highlights. Feb'60:6
Christian unity. Feb'60:39
Global highlights. Mar'60:4
Australian unity. Mar'60:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Stirrings of the spirit. May'60:30
Global highlights. Jun'60:7
The union of the church around the world. Jun'60:27
Global highlights. Jan'61:6
Disciples witness in united church efforts. Jan'61:26
Global highlights. Feb'61:5,6
The rural church can practice unity. May'61:19
Making unity a vital issue. Jun'61:19
Global highlights. Jan'62:4
The will to unity. Mar'62:9
Right unity--right basis. Apr'62:46
The end of the Reformation is reunion. Oct'62:17
Adults and missions. Oct'62:38
Global highlights. Nov'62:4 Jan'63:4
Ask about it! Jan'63:8
Vatican Council desires "unity." Jan'63:29
Adults and mission. Mar'63:40
Interest in Christian unity grows. Apr'63:46
Global highlights. May'63:4
One day--one church. May'63:28
Global highlights. Jun'63:6
Dreams and decisions in church union. Jun'63:19
A discontent with division. Jun'63:31
Global highlights. Jul'63:4,7
Does theology divide or unite? Jul'63:34
Global highlights. Dec'63:4
The road to unity. Dec'63:23
Global highlights. Jan'64:5,7
Road to unity. Jan'64:29
Letters. Jan'64:49
Road to unity. Feb'64:23
Restructure notebook. Feb'64:31
An adventure in Christian unity. Mar'64:12
Pioneer voices. Mar'64:17
Letters. Mar'64:49
Global highlights. Apr'64:5    Jun'64:6
Courtship and unity. Jun'64:19
A united church in the United States? Sep'64:15
Adults and mission. Oct'64:40
Global highlights. Dec'64:4,6,7
Women on world highways. Jan'65:35
Ecumenical reflections. Feb'65:29
Why work for union? Mar'65:38
Global highlights. Jun'65:5
Christian unity and tomorrow's historians. Sep'65:9
Adults and mission. Sep'65:40
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4
Global highlights. Oct'65:5
It sounds like electricity. Jan'68:9
Peter Ainslie—apostle of Christian unity. Jan'66:13
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Prayer of unity. Apr'66:30
May'66: much of issue
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'66:4    Oct'66:4
New wineskins. Nov'66:12
Review and forcast. Feb'67:21
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4
Christian unity. Apr'67:14
A layman's view of church union. May'67:28
Unity begins in our community. May'68:24
Jun'68: much of issue
Tell me about COCU in Biblical terms. Oct'68:28
Nov'68: much of issue
Global highlights. Jan'69:6
They made things happen. Jan'69:13
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:43
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5
The world calls man to prayer. Jan'70:18
Editorials. Jan'70:19    Sep'70:19
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'70:5
Life preaching to a parade. Oct'70:22
Write your plan of union. Nov'70:15
Editorials. Feb'71:19
World events. Feb'71:39
Dividends in study of church union. May'71:14
Congolese Christians want unity... Sep'71:44
Commentary. Oct'71:18
World events.
    Nov'71:37    Jan'72:37    Feb'72:36
A litany on church unity. Mar'72:18
A prayer for unity. Apr'72:back cover
Church union moves ahead in New Zealand. May'72:20
Church union "ship" still afloat in Canada. Jul'72:18
World events. Jul'72:39
Disciples respond to union plan. Oct'72:23
Barton Stone: a quiet flame. Nov'72:31
Church union in sixteen countries. Jan'73:29
On beyond zebra: the risk of union. Jan'73:31
World events. Feb'73:38    Apr'73:38
Letters. Apr'73:44
World events. May'73:38
Church union: responsible realism. Jun'73:23
Direct line. Jun'73:40
World events. Jul'73:36
Commentary. Oct'73:16
CHRISTIAN UNITY--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Resources for Plan B. Christian Living Encounters. Nov'71:40
CHRISTIAN UNITY CONFERENCE (PORTLAND, OREGON)
Global highlights. Jul'54:4
CHRISTIAN UNITY LEAGUE
The Christian Unity League. May'19:30
"CHRISTIAN UNITY--MISSION BEGUN" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'59:43
CHRISTIAN UNITY--STUDY AND TEACHING
Study on unity. Jan'61:49
CHRISTIAN UNITY SUNDAY
Christian Union Sunday. May'19:30
Christian Unity Sunday. Jun'19:35
Litany for Christian Unity Sunday. May'40:19
CHRISTIAN UNITY WEEK
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY. PERGURUAN TINGGI THEOLOGIA
(TOMOHON, SULAWESI, INDONESIA)
Missionary becomes professor in Indonesian university.
Sep'67:37
CHRISTIAN VILLAGE SERVICE
Ecumenical gesture of Christian love. Apr'51:42
CHRISTIAN VOICES IN CHINA
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
"CHRISTIAN WITNESS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jan'68:39
CHRISTIAN WITNESS IN COMMUNIST CHINA
Book chat. Sep'52:18
CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS
See also
GOLDEN JUBILEE
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
Opening education to the women of the Orient. Feb'19:29
A big drive for membership in the C.W.B.M. Feb'19:34
Notes. Feb'19:46,48
Girls and education in China. Mar'19:38
Development work of the C.W.B.M. Mar'19:44
Notes. Mar'19:60
Look on the fields... Apr'19:46
Seeking recruits. Apr'19:53
The call of the southland. May'19:35
The San Francisco Bay District. May'19:40
The heart of Mexico. May'19:49
Notes. May'19:61
Eureka Missionary service flag. Jun'19:49
My mountain people. Jul'19:10
Notes. Jul'19:64
The romance of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.
Aug'19:10
Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:51
Forty-fifth anniversary of the Christian Woman's Board of
Missions. Aug'19:52
Notes. Sep'19:50, 52
Mexico. Sep'19:61
Development Department. Sep'19:62
Work to be done... Oct'19:4
Development Department. Oct'19:51
Development Department. Nov'19:27
Annual report. Nov'19:41
Notes. Nov'19:63
Woman, behold thy son! Dec'19:3
Snap shots... Dec'19:7
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Development Department. Dec'19:34
Christian Woman's Board of Missions Day observance.
Dec'19:38
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
(Board meeting) (photo) Dec'19:42
Officers. Dec'19:inside back cover
The Woman's Missionary Society. Jan'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:34
Missionary organizations auxiliary to the United Christian
Missionary Society.
Oct'20:52
The five year campaign. Oct'20:52
Annual report. Nov'20:25
Old letters of rare value.
Dec'20:16 Apr'21:38 Oct'21:21
A record of fifty years. Nov'22:56
The spirit of '74. Dec'22:3
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'22:14
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Women and missions. Jan'23:26
Announcements for Guest Day. Jan'23:49
A bit of history. Jan'23:50
Ye have not, because ye ask not. Apr'23:16
Ancient history. May'23:12
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'23:4
The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
With long life will I satisfy thee. Dec'23:18
The outreach of organized womanhood. Dec'23:22
A life and live member. Dec'23:38
They helped with the foundation. Jul'24:22
Of whom the world was not worthy. Aug'24:16
Power made perfect in weakness. Sep'24:14
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
Since the days of '74. Dec'24:16
Missionary illustrations for uniform Sunday school lessons.
Jul'25:55
Woman's work for missions. Sep'26:48
Brief talks on our children's work. Jun'28:57
Woman pays on her account. Dec'28:17
Devotional study for adult organizations. Sep'30:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
Missionary organizations' own sectio. Feb'34:35
Out of the past. Apr'34:10
Through the years. May'34:38
1874–1934 at Des Moines. Sep'34:20
Notice of meetings. May'41:47
The threshold. Jul'42:2
Oil at Jarvis. Sep'42:34
A monument to the C.W.B.M. Oct'47:26
Mother of the C.W.B.M. Jan'48:33
It began with a woman's prayer. Dec'57:46
Adults and missions. Nov'60:34
Adults and mission. Oct'65:36
World events. Mar'72:38

CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS DAY

Jan'19:55 Nov'20:46

Christian Woman's Board of Missions. Development Department
Jan'20:49 Apr'20:41 Aug'20:38
Feb'20:40 May'20:38 Sep'20:44
Mar'20:51 Jun'20:44

CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS. EFFICIENCY INSTITUTE

Notes. Jan'19:62

CHRISTIAN WOMAN’S BOARD OF MISSIONS. FINANCES

Comparative statement of receipts.

Jan'19:54 Jun'19:54 Nov'19:64 May'20:55
Feb'19:54 Jul'19:54 Jan'20:58 Jun'20:53
Mar'19:54 Aug'19:54 Feb'20:50 Jul'20:44
Apr'19:54 Sep'19:53 Mar'20:60 Sep'20:54
May'19:58 Oct'19:54 Apr'20:52 Nov'20:43

Notes. Jan'19:62

Special objects for individual gifts. May'19:57
The Church budg[e and funds of Missionary Societies.
Aug'19:53
Statement of the Treasurer. Sep'19:62
Notes. Nov'19:63
Financial report. Sep'20:44
Annual report. Nov'20:29

CHRISTIAN WOMAN’S BOARD OF MISSIONS. GOLDEN JUBILEE

A record of fifty years. Nov'22:56
The Spirit of '74. Dec'22:3
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'22:14
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Women and missions. Jan'23:26
Announcements for Guest Day. Jan'23:49
A bit of history. Jan'23:50
Ye have not, because ye ask not. Apr'23:16
Ancient history. May'23:12
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38
The Golden Jubilee on the mission fields. Jun'23:54
Monthly calendar. Jul'23:48
Aims by states and provinces. Jul'23:49
A beautiful Jubilee gift. Jul'23:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:51
Calendar. Aug'23:48
Prayer in the life of the church. Aug'23:49
Calendar. Sep'23:48
The Golden Jubilee and the general fund. Sep'23:49
The year of Jubilee has come! Oct'23:3
Buy a gold bond--why? Oct'23:48
CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS. GOLDEN JUBILEE

Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50
Notes. Nov'23:49
Dec'23:8
The hands of children are building. Dec'23:24
Gifts of gold. Dec'23:41
Notes. Dec'23:60
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
The Philippines and the Golden Jubilee. Feb'24:42
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51 Mar'24:51
Mother's Day and the Golden Jubilee. Apr'24:17
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:61
Buried alive by his mother. May'24:12
Station U.C.M.S. broadcasting. May'24:47
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
The Gold tree. Jun'24:10
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
A challenge from Luchowfu. Jun'24:54
Girls and the Jubilee. Aug'24:54
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Where does your state stand? Aug'24:57
Equal rights for men. Sep'24:3
The grass of the field... Sep'24:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
A close-up of the Golden Jubilee. Sep'24:48
The age record in Gold Bonds. Sep'24:48
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Where does your state stand? Sep'24:50
The Jubilee campaign at Luchowfu. Oct'24:34
Two important resolutions. Oct'24:62
One plus one... Nov'24:3
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
Since the days of '74. Dec'24:16
Thinking it over. Dec'24:18
Cleveland--in brief. Dec'24:20
The limitless Christ. Dec'24:21
Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
A joyful giver. Feb'25:41
Convention and Golden Jubilee in India. Mar'25:32
On the Golden Jubilee honor roll. Mar'25:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:49
Jubilee buildings bring real joy. Jul'25:53
Going up. Sep'25:12
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
Another echo from the Jubilee. Dec'28:23
Scholarship fund for negro education. Sep'30:14
"CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN TODAY'S WORLD" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visuals. Feb'68:39
CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
News room. Mar'49:34 Feb'50:34
These women led in planning C. W. F. Jun'50:18
Enter: Christian Women's Fellowship. Jun'50:19
Women and world highways. Jun'50:55
For the C.W.F.--for adult missionary groups. Jul'50:36
Here and there with World Call. Jul'50:48
Women and world highways. Sep'50:31 Oct'50:35
News room. Dec'51:29 May'52:34 Apr'53:32
Women and world highways.
  Sep'53:33 Nov'53:33 Feb'54:30
  Oct'53:29 Dec'53:31
News room. Mar'54:38
Women and world highways. Mar'55:33
News room. Mar'55:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
Women and world highways.
  Apr'55:33 Jul'55:33 Jan'57:27
  May'55:33 Dec'55:37
News room. Apr'57:38
Women and world highways.
  Jul'57:33 Oct'57:33 Jan'58:31
  Sep'57:33 Nov'57:33
Prayer vigil. Apr'58:48
Signs of hope in Mexico (photo) Jul'58:16
Women and world highways.
  Oct'58:35 Nov'58:35 Jun'59:33 Jul'59:35
News room. Jul'59:44
Women and world highways. Nov'59:31
United Society's fortieth year. Jan'60:9
News room. Jan'60:32
Women and world highways. Mar'60:33
Global highlights (photo of Association officers) Apr'60:7
Women and world highways. Jul'60:35 Dec'60:35
Global highlights. Mar'61:4
Women and world highways. Sep'61:33
News room. Sep'61:38
A Christian woman. Sep'61:44
Global highlights. Oct'61:7
Women and world highways. Oct'61:35
News room. Dec'61:32
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
Global highlights (photo of officers) May'62:6
Adults and mission. Jun'62:38
Women and world highways.
Global highlights. May'63:5
Women on world highways. Jun'63:33
Moments of meditation. Jun'63:37
Women on world highways.
  Jul'63:35 Oct'63:33 Feb'64:35
News room. Feb'65:40
Women on world highways. Apr'65:32
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
Women on world highways.
  Sep'65:39 Apr'66:33 Nov'67:30
  Feb'66:33 Sep'66:28
Global highlights. Jan'68:7
Women on world highways. May'68:30
The scene. May'69:44
Reconciliation person-to-person. Oct'69:23
World events. Jun'70:37    Dec'70:37
In brief. Feb'73:40
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:6
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. OKLAHOMA
Global highlights. Jan'55:2
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. QUADRENNIAL
Have Quadrennials made any difference? Oct'73:18
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. QUADRENNIAL. 1957
Women and world highways. Nov'56:29
Women make ready for Quadrennial. Mar'57:22
Women and world highways. May'57:31
Global highlights. Jun'57:9
Quadrennial brings rich experience (photo) Sep'57:19
Women and world highways. Oct'57:33    Nov'57:33
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. QUADRENNIAL. 1961
Women and world highways. Mar'60:33
Global highlights. May'60:8    Jan'61:8
Women and world highways.
   Feb'61:35    Mar'61:35    Apr'61:35
Women advance assembly plans. May'61:14 (photos p. 15)
Global highlights. Sep'61:4
It's Quadrennial year! (photo) Apr'66:29
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. QUADRENNIAL. 1966
Global highlights. Jan'65:4    Jul'65:6
Courage to be Christian. Sep'65:27
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
Women on world highways. Jan'66:35
...a man's view. Mar'66:21
Women on world highways. Mar'66:35
It's Quadrennial year! Apr'66:29
Global highlights. Jun'66:6
World Calling... Jun'66:10
Global highlights. Sep'66:5
Congratulations to the women! (photos) Sep'66:26
(paints) Sep'69:15
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. QUADRENNIAL. 1970
World events. Apr'69:34
CWF begins countdown for Quadrennial. Sep'69:14
Women on world highways. Jan'70:31
What the ICWF assembly can mean to the church. Mar'70:20
Women on world highways. Mar'70:31
A chat about the ICWF assembly. Apr'70:10
World events. Apr'70:37
Suggested commissioning service. May'70:31
Women on world highways. Jun'70:31
Sep'70: much of issue
Churchwoman, do your own thing. Oct'70:16
Letters. Dec'70:4
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. QUADRENNIAL. 1974
CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S FELLOWSHIP. STAFF FELLOWSHIP
In brief. May'70:42
CHRISTIAN WORK
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
CHRISTIAN WORK IN SOUTH AMERICA
Speaking of books. May'26:52

CHRISTIAN WORKERS' MOVEMENT (JAPAN)
Global highlights. Sep'55:2

CHRISTIAN WORLD EDUCATION CONFERENCE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'29:30

CHRISTIAN WORLD FRIENDSHIP
World friendship in a world at war. May'43:18

CHRISTIAN WORLD FRIENDSHIP FUND
Youth and missions.
- Jul'43:31  Nov'44:31  Jun'45:31
  Disciple youth build world friendship. Jul'45:19

Youth and missions.
- Sep'45:27  Mar'48:35  Jul'49:37  May'50:37
- Dec'45:35  Mar'49:37  Feb'50:37  Jul'51:35
- Dec'47:33  Apr'49:37  Apr'50:37  Oct'51:35

Convocation of Christian youth. Nov'51:20
Youth and missions.
- Jan'52:36  Jan'54:37  Jun'56:41  Jul'58:41
- Jan'53:35  Jul'55:37  Jun'57:40  Jun'60:39
- Jul'53:35

Operation education. May'62:26

CHRISTIAN WORLD FRIENDSHIP MEETS
A mission center in miniature size. May'60:21

CHRISTIAN WORLD INSTITUTE (KANSAS CITY)
The threshold. Dec'42:4

CHRISTIAN WORSHIP: A HYMNAL
Book chat. Mar'42:23
Global highlights. Apr'58:4
Preserve the old songs. Apr'64:9

CHRISTIAN WRITERS' CONFERENCE

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR
Books of interest. Jul'63:43

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CHAPBOOK
Book chat. Jun'59:42

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA
Global highlights. Jul'48:2
Take home Grand Rapids (photo) Nov'48:31
Youth to discuss world problems at Kottayam. Sep'52:42

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CONVOCATION
News room. Jul'51:38
Youth and missions. Oct'51:35
Convocation of Christian youth. Nov'51:20

CHRISTIAN YOUTH COUNCIL OF NORTH AMERICA
Christian Youth Council (photo of Disciple delegates)
- Sep'41:33
- Sep'43:39
  (photo of 1943 meet) Oct'43:17
Lakeside Conference. Jun'44:25
Global highlights. Dec'47:3
CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
A Christian Youth Fellowship. Nov'38:24
May'39:8
Youth and missions. Sep'43:33
Thy paths our chosen way. May'44:12
Twelve days at Lakeside. Sep'44:15
Youth and missions.
Dec'44:31 Oct'45:31
Jan'45:33 Nov'45:29
Apr'45 - Jul'45 p., 31 Dec'45:35
Sep'45:27 Jan'46 - Mar'46 p. 35
Global highlights (photo of Executive Committee) Apr'46:4
Youth and missions.
Apr'46:35 Jun'46 - Sep'46 p. 37
May'46:35 Oct'46 - Jan'47 p. 35
News room. Jan'47:44
Youth and missions.
Feb'47:35 Mar'47:35 Apr'47:35
CYF and the world church. May'47:10
Youth and missions.
May'47:35 Jun'47:35 Oct'47:35 Apr'48:35
Jun'47:37 Nov'47:33 Feb'48:35
Global highlights. May'48:2
Youth and missions.
May'48:35 Jul'48 - Jan'49 p. 35
Jun'48:37 Feb'49 - Apr'49 p. 37
Christian youth. May'49:19
Youth and missions
Global highlights. Oct'49:2,4
Youth and missions.
Oct'49:35 Dec'49:35 Mar'50:35
Nov'49:41 Feb'50:37 Apr'50:37
A program for young Disciples. May'50:23
Youth and missions.
May'50:37 Sep'50:34 Dec'50:34
Jun'50:37 Oct'50:36 Jan'51:35
Jul'50:37 Nov'51:40 Feb'51:35
News room (photo of Executive Committee) Feb'51:38
Youth and missions. May'51:35 Jun'51:35
Open letter to pastors and lay leaders who work with youth... Mar'52:27
Following the call. May'52:8
Youth fellowships are organized in Philippines. Jun'52:32
News room. Feb'53:36
Youth and missions.
Sep'53:37 Oct'53:35 Jan'57:33
Youth around the world. May'57:23
Youth at work and worship. May'58:11
Youth and missions. Jun'58:39
News room. Nov'58:34
Youth and missions. Nov'59:37 Feb'61:39
Global highlights (photo of study group) Nov'61:6
Youth and the world mission.
Feb'63:39 Jul'63:41 Feb'64:40
CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP CARAVANS

See also

YOUTH TOURS
Caravans for Christian young people. May'49:9
CYF caravans... Nov'46:11
CYF and the world church. May'47:11
Power potential. May'48:18 (photo p. 19)
...a summer of service. Nov'48:9 (photos p. 10)
CYF Caravans (photo) May'49:18
Caravan abroad. Nov'49:17
...to Mexico (photo) Jan'52:24
World friendship comes alive! Nov'52:29
Youth and missions. Mar'53:35
News room. Apr'53:46
Global highlights. Oct'54:3

CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP COMMISSION
Disciple youth build world friendship. Jul'45:19
Youth will not wait. Nov'46:11 (photo p. 10)
Global highlights. May'48:2
Power potential. May'48:19 (photo p. 20)
Global highlights. Oct'48:4
Christian youth. May'49:19
News room. Oct'50:47
Global highlights (photo of some delegates) Nov'50:3
Youth and missions (photos) Oct'53:35
News room. Nov'53:47
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'54:39
(photo) May'57:24
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37
Youth elect officers... Nov'57:47
Youth and missions (photo)
Oct'58:39 Nov'58:39
Who says we won't read. May'59:12
News room. Feb'60:34
(photo) Jun'60:39
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

CHRISTIANITY
Do we dare to be Christians? Apr'22:3
As Christianity strikes an oriental mind. Sep'30:5
Poor religion and great religion. Dec'39:21
A tribute to the Christian church. Oct'40:17
What religion has to offer. Dec'40:17
...in a world of movement. Mar'41:6
Christianity (poem) Jul'41:20
Salesmanship. Feb'42:6
The living church in a dying world. Mar'42:14
The faith by which the church lives. Mar'42:18
Make the world safe with Christianity. Mar'42:30
Changes in religious thought in the last 25 years. Jan'44:7
Hopes for the future. Oct'46:40
The meaning of the Christian faith in my community.
Nov'46:30
Beginning in me. Dec'47:17
The nature of Christianity. Jan'48:42
Making Christmas Christian. Dec'50:5
Is Christianity disruptive? Dec'52:12
These things I believe. Mar'54:7
God's eternal "yes." Apr'54:7
These hings I believe. Jul'54:6
Message of a new creation. Mar'66:46
Editorials. Jul'69:19
Commentary. Apr'72:16

CHRISTIANITY AND ART
See
ART AND RELIGION
CHRISTIANITY AND CRISIS
The threshold. Mar'41:2
CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS
The Christian mission and other faiths. May'33:19
CHRISTIANITY CALLING
Not the time for prayer? May'40:4
CHRISTIANS, BRING THE WORLD TOGETHER!
On the making of books... Jan'42:33
CHRISTIANSEN, LEONARD M
(photo) Jan'73:16
CHRISTIE, (married to William C. Christie)
Her own memory perpetuated. Apr'27:62
CHRISTIE, B W
(photo) Apr'23:19
CHRISTIE, JACK
Golden Jubilee. Feb'56:45
CHRISTIE, ROBERT E., -1923
(death) Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
CHRISTIE, T C
Global highlights. Sep'55:2
CHRISTMAS, LEOLA O
(photo) Jul'28:28
CHRISTMAS
Christmas among our Filipinos. Apr'19:33
Guess what makes it Christmas. Dec'19:16
The spiritual benefits of White Gifts. Dec'20:32
Wanderland—Wonderland: a strange Christmas dinner. Dec'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:55
A Christmas pageant. Jun'21:44
White Christmas gifts for the King. Nov'21:47
The preacher's day. Dec'21:7
A song at Christmas time (poem) Dec'21:15
Jo-Ann and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) Dec'21:32
Spiritual values of the White gifts service. Dec'21:54
No room in the inn (poem) Dec'21:back cover
Christmas in Akita, Japan. Mar'22:52
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:49,50,60,62
What is Christmas? (poem) Dec'22:32
A Hindustani Christmas. Dec'22:42
The Christmas service in the life of a church. Dec'22:62
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49
The Christmas spirit at the Disciples Community House. Mar'23:6
Our first Christmas in Jamaica. Mar'23:56
Christmas bells (poem) Dec'23:13
June's Christmas. Dec'23:30
The satisfaction of a proper Christmas observance. Dec'23:39
Putting Christ in Christmas. Dec'23:41
The children's time. Dec'23:42
Christmas in India. Dec'23:47
Glory to God in the highest... Feb'24:59
Christmas at the Mexican Christian Orphanage. Mar'24:40
Christmas at White Swan. Mar'24:54
Christmas in the home. Mar'24:58
Where is the child? Dec'24:3
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
A Christmas camp in Dandak Jungle. Dec'24:54
Substance, service and self. Feb'25:58
It is mothers who make Christmas merry. Dec'25:3
Christmas stars. Dec'25:38
Christmas in other lands. Dec'25:56
How Christmas is celebrated in Porto Rico. Dec'25:57
Keeping Christmas (poem) Dec'25:back cover
Shepherds and wise men (poem) Nov'26:48
We look for a new earth. Dec'26:4
Locarno's yuletide vision (poem) Dec'26:10
The road to Christmas. Dec'26:40
Missionary illustrations... Dec'26:54
Christmas time in the homeland (poem) Dec'26:back cover
Woman's missionary societies... Feb'27:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:39
Heaven's gift to earth... (poem) Nov'27:46
The perfect gift. Nov'27:48
And now it's Christmas. Dec'27:1
A Christmas letter. Dec'27:5
The church shall swell the chorus! Dec'27:6
Missionary illustrations... Dec'27:53
Happy Christmas, little Miss Tokyo. Dec'27:56
Christmas and Christians in Mungeli. Feb'28:41
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:42
Where Santa Clau is different. Apr'28:41
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
Dec'28:much of issue
Christmas holiday not all play. Mar'29:62
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35
Missionary organizations. Nov'29:46
Programs... Nov'29:47
Dec'29:much of issue
Happy birthday to you! Feb'30:29
News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:62
Christmas is coming (poem) Oct'30:37
Programs... Nov'30:37
Dec'30:much of issue
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:40
Dec'31:much of issue
The missionary organizations' own section. Jan'32:35
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40
Chinese great gift givers. May'32:28
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'32:44
Dec'32: much o issue
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33: 26
Shepherds and wise men (poem) Nov'33: 37
Devotional study of missionary societies. Nov'33: 38
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'33: 43
Dec'33: much of issue
Christians in Japan. Mar'34: 45
Programs for young people. Nov'34: 37
Dec'34: much of issue
Book chat. Nov'35: 34
Dec'35: much of issue
What did I get for Christmas? Jan'36: inside front cover
Christmas festivities in rural Mexico. Feb'36: 45
Dec'36: much of issue
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'37: 36
Programs for young people. Nov'37: 37
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'37: 40
Christmas in San Luis Potosi. Feb'38: 29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38: 39
If Christ had come to my city. Nov'38: 22
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'38: 36
Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'38: 38
Dec'38: much of issue
Notes from China. Jun'39: 44
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'39: 36
Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'39: 38
Dec'39: much of issue
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'40: 36
Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'40: 38
Mankind is my business. Dec'40: 26
Programs for adult organizations. Jan'41: 36
Are you studying democracy? Nov'41: 36
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'41: 40
A new Christmas play. Nov'41: 47
Dec'41: much of issue
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42: 39
Dec'42: much of issue
Christmas pageant. Feb'43: 42
Youth and missions. Nov'43: 31
The Christmas star will shine again this year (poem) Dec'43: 5
Christmas in the open-air church. Dec'43: 26
Christmas with the Girls' Clubs. Feb'44: 27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44: 32
A happy Christmas Day at Bolenge. Feb'44: 36
And this shall be a sign (poem) Dec'44: 5
Dedication at Christmas (poem) Dec'44: 29
Christmas in Mexico. Dec'44: 38
Christmas at Mexican Christian Institute. Feb'45: 40
Women and world highways. Sep'45: 25
Dec'45: much of issue
A new missionary in India. May'46: 46
Christmas and good will. Dec'47: 5
Christmas village. Dec'47: 10
The brightest star. Dec'47: 27
(untitled poem) Dec'47: 31
The Christ child came to Congo. Feb'48: 32
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Share your Christmas. Oct'48:46
Katsina Christmas. Dec'48:28
Youth and missions. Dec'48:35
Christmas in Nantung spreads cheer. Dec'48:44
Christmas in the Longhouse. Feb'49:45
Christmas 1948 in India. Mar'49:44
No leaking roof for Christmas. Mar'49:45
Women and world highways. Dec'49:33
Here and there with World Call. Dec'49:48
Christianity meets the test. May'50:10
The joy of Christmas in China. May'50:44
Making Christmas Christian. Dec'50:5
Christmas in Mexico. Dec'50:14
Women and world highways. Dec'50:33
Global highlights. Feb'51:2
Congo Christmas (poem) Dec'51:7
The real Santa Claus. Dec'51:47
Global highlights. Oct'52:2
The Holy Family. Dec'52:8
Christmas (poem) Dec'52:32
Season of hope. Dec'53:8
It's "Merry Christmas" in Mexican mission. Dec'53:29
Christmas in Japan. Dec'54:32
Congo yuletide. Dec'54:45
Christmas in India. Dec'54:50
Last column. Dec'54:52
Dec'55: much of issue
Christmas for the homeless. Dec'56:18
Christmas in Monieka. Dec'56:51
Forgotten people at Christmas. Dec'57:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38
Youth and missions. Dec'57:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Christmas in Thailand. Dec'58:30
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
Women and world highways. Dec'59:33
The other mother. Dec'59:41
Philippine Christmas. Dec'59:46
For adult mission study. Oct'60:38
Bible Society announces program for Christmas. Nov'60:33
Man's yearning at Christmastime. Dec'60:11
A look at Christmas. Dec'60:21
Nine-year-old's history of Christmas. Dec'60:28
Global highlights. Nov'61:7
Opportunities unlimited in the holidays. Nov'61:17
Dec'61: much of issue
Dec'62: much of issue
Dec'63: much of issue
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'64:43
World Calling... Dec'64:10
Christmas love feast at Bilaspur. Dec'64:28
At Christmas. Dec'64:28
Youth and the world mission. Dec'64:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'65:38
Dec'65: much of issue
Moments of worship. Nov'66:37
Chrismon tree. Dec'66:29
Youth and the world mission. Dec'66:33
Tips on observing Christmas in the church. Dec'66:50
Dec'67: much of issue
Editorials. Dec'68:9
Christmas prayer. Dec'68:11
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'69:5
Christmas! Too late or too soon? Dec'69:6
Christmas art helps to meet human needs. Dec'69:7
Reaching beyond ourselves at Christmas. Dec'69:8
Dec'70: much of issue
Commentary. Dec'71:11
Moodlin'. Dec'71:35
Christmas. Dec'71:50
Dec'72: much of issue
Shavings. Mar'73:34
Dec'73: much of issue
CHRISTMAS—AN AMERICAN ANNUAL
Book chat.
Dec'34:42      Dec'43:38      Dec'47:47
Dec'36:40      Dec'46:41      Jan'50:45
(photo of cover) Dec'50:18
Book chat. Jan'53:41      Jan'54:42      Dec'54:46
The cover. Dec'55: inside front cover
Global highlights. Dec'59:5
Books. Nov'63:41
The cover. Dec'63: inside front cover
CHRISTMAS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Christmas stories. Dec'43:36
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Don't tear up those Christmas cards! Feb'46:48
African artists design Christmas cards. Dec'66:46
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Joy to the world. Dec'27:35
"CHRISTMAS IN APPALACHIA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'65:44
"CHRISTMAS IN HONG KONG" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'60:41
"CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'58:42
"CHRISTMAS IS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'71:29
CHRISTMAS MUSIC
Christmas music. Nov'66:39
Pious jingle bells. Dec'66:26
Twentieth Century anthems for Advent and Christmas.
Dec'67:39
CHRISTMAS OFFERING
Headache, heartache and three hundred preachers' homes.
Dec'22:56
Dec'22:57
The Christmas service in the life of a church. Dec'22:62
The Christmas referendum. Dec'28:14
Dec'32:44
Notes from the Benevolent Homes. Mar'38:43
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:44
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23
The Brotherhood holds the mercy keys... Dec'44:20
"THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'56:40

THE CHRISTMAS STORY
Book chat. Nov'52:38

CHRISTMOUNT CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY
Global highlights. Apr'50:2 Oct'55:3
Ask about it! Sep'63:8
In brief. Sep'68:38 Mar'70:39
Work of the Church at the General level. Jan'71:25
A center for scenery and service (photos) Feb'73:14

CHRISTOFFEL, JOE
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39

CHRISTOPHER, GEORGE
World events. Feb'71:39

THE CHRISTOPHERS. SEVENTEEN PRAYERS FOR TODAY
quoted. A prayer for unity. Apr'72:back cover

CHRISTOPHERSON, JOHN
(photo) Mar'24:24

CHRISTY INSTITUTE
Notes. Jun'19:60 Jul'19:61
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'21:64 Aug'21:59 Nov'21:60
Spirit of self-help manifested. May'24:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
Tenth anniversary... Nov'24:39
(photo) Nov'24:58
The open avenue to hearts. Feb'25:38
(photo) Apr'25:21
Putting the Christ in Christy Institute (photo) May'25:42
Osaka after twenty years. Oct'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:62
Results... Nov'25:44
News from Osaka... Jan'26:62
...annual banquet. Feb'26:39
Night school work as an evangelical agency (photos) Jun'26:18
From Osaka, Japan. Aug'26:59
New quarters for Christy Institute. Oct'27:41
A busy center. Feb'28:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
(photo) Nov'28:36
(photo of girls' typewriting department) Sep'29:33
Twenty-seven years in Japan (photo) Jun'31:30

"CHROMOPHOBIA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jun'69:29

CHU, MA
Disciples open Thailand chapel. Jan'57:19

CHU, MOLLY
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31

CHU CHU, DON
Opening a rural community to the Gospel. May'24:59

CHU LIANG
In what divers pain they met. Aug'32:30

CHU RIVER (CHINA)
The waters-by-my-door (photo) Aug'22:20
CHU SHAO-TANG
Christian leaders in Chuhsien carry much responsibility.
Nov'50:37

CHU YUNG-SHAN
Clinics in Chinese villages (photo) Jun'35:27

CHUBB, M D
Mar'19:60 Jun'19:59
Report. Sep'21:27

CHUCH GAN, CHINA
A modern missionary journey. May'25:35
Save or salvage—-which? Mar'27:50

CHUCHOW, CHINA
Notes.
China awakening. Jun'20:48
Miss Kelly writes from the famine district. Jul'21:42
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:21
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50 Jul'22:56
The waters-by-my-door. Aug'22:20
As a Chinese doctor sees us. Mar'23:18
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60,64 Jun'23:59
Columbus. Aug'23:10
Echoes from everywhere.
Aug'23:60 Nov'23:60 Mar'24:60
Sep'23:62 Dec'23:50
(note) Oct'24:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Osgood of Chuchow. Mar'25:15
Program helps (photo) Mar'25:48
A bird's eye view of Chuchow. Mar'25:49
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
Apr'25:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59,61
An unexpected testimony. Apr'27:57
War experiences in Chuchow and our other stations. Jul'27:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
Through war and banditry (photo) Nov'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:39
Chuchow. Dec'32: suppl:1
(photo of household worship group) May'33:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:39
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31
(photo of school) Sep'37:16
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
We visit China. Apr'38:17
Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:30
Women and world highways. Apr'41:35
Christian Institute in Chuchow. Jun'41:46
Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:16

CHUNG CHI COLLEGE. THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
A new seminary in Hong Kong (photo) May'70:11

CHUHSIEN, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
News from China. Apr'49:19
Global highlights. Dec'49:2  (photo) Jan'50:3
Today's China and the church. Jan'50:20
Christianity meets the test. May'50:9
Christian churches in China grow. Jul'50:35
Christian leaders in Chuhsien carry much responsibility. Nov'50:37
(photo of choir) Feb'51:22

CHUIN CHANG
Who is on trial in China? (photo) May'63:17

CHUING, RUTH
Global highlights. Oct'48:4

CHUMPEN, SETHOK
When life has hope. Nov'65:43

CHUN, VIOLETTE
(photo) Jan'39:41

CHUNG, (married to Chai Sik Chung)
The church is needed in awakening Asia (photo) Jun'65:25

CHUNG, CHAI SIK
Classroom and campus. Dec'63:34  Jan'64:34  (photo) Jun'64:34

CHUNG CHUI COLLEGE (HONG KONG)
Global highlights. Feb'52:3
A Christian college in Hong Kong grows. Mar'53:40

CHUNG HWA
Global highlights. Oct'48:4

CHUNKING, CHINA
A missionary journey... Sep'40:17
Christianity in China today. Dec'40:20

CHUPA, ED
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37

CHURCH, (married to Louis Church)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22

CHURCH, LESLIE F.
quoted. Last column. May'57:48

CHURCH, LESLIE F. IN THE STORM
Book chat. Oct'42:23

CHURCH, VIRGINIA. THE ADVENTURE OF FINDING GOD
Book chat. Dec'50:38

CHURCH, VIRGINIA. TO MEET THE DAY
Book chat. Oct'53:42

CHURCH
Springs of spiritual life. Jul'23:11
The miracle of the church. Aug'24:3
The Chinese temple and the Christian church. Aug'24:21
The church in America. Aug'25:back cover
My creed. Jan'26:26
Where the church comes in (poem) Aug'26:inside front cover
The guarantee of the church. Mar'28:6
The church of my dreams (poem) Feb'29:37
My bank and my church. Jun'29:4
Myself and my church. Sep'29:22
O Lord, revive thy church (poem) Jun'30:46
Oct'31:much of issue
An editor's call to the church. Apr'32:16
Helps for leaders in junior groups. May'32:42
The deeper function of the church. Nov'32:19
My church. Mar'33:back cover
Rediscover your church. Sep'33:18
A church without spot or wrinkle. Dec'33:15
What they said. Nov'34:24
The church and criticism. Mar'35:3
The local church is basic. Oct'35:3
There is no "local" church. Oct'35:3
A great church. Oct'35:16
The church sees itself. Dec'35:19
Oct'36: much of issue
Educating for service. Nov'36:10
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'37:41
State missions and the local church. Nov'37:6
When the church was young. Feb'38:10
The missionary movement and the changing social order. Mar'38:8
Building Kingdom values. Mar'38:16
God proposes—the church disposes. Nov'38:27
Devotional study for missionary societies. Feb'39:38
Programs for adult organizations. Sep'39:36
A church (poem) Apr'40:37
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'40:38
The church, its tradition and fellowship. Nov'40:14
The church's task for today. Feb'41:15
When road signs are down. May'41:9
What makes a church? May'41:12
The church (poem) Oct'41:front cover
Who builds the church (poem) Oct'41:9
Social trends. Octg'41:24
The work is life Oct'41:25
Let the church be the church. Feb'42:20
A message to our fellow Christians. Feb'42:24
Christians must choose. Mar'42:20
More than a local church. Jun'42:3
To church to find God. Oct'42:5
American Protestants at Cleveland. Jan'43:4
What can a small church do? Oct'44:4
The world mind... Oct'44:12
Dedication of service. Jan'45:10
Oct'45: much of issue
The church faces reconversion. Nov'45:12
Building the world church at the home base. Apr'46:43
The church: united front... Jul'46:18
The local church. Dec'46:21
The church in America. Feb'47:5
A new order in the church. Oct'47:8
The outreach of the church. Oct'47:18
A layman looks ahead. Nov'47:26
The meaning of the local church. Oct'48:5
Protestantism affirms. Oct'49:7
The opportunity of city churches. Apr'50:13
A layman's evaluation of the church's program. Apr'50:45
There is no local church. Oct'50:13
Proving ground of democracy. Jul'52:16
Let the churches march together. May'53:19
I believe in Christian missions. Apr'55:22
What is a church? Oct'57:9
Many to care for and few to care. Oct'58:21
I am the church (poem) Jan'59:18
A cause or a club? Mar'59:9
Are members aware of today's trends. Mar'59:25
thumbs and plums. Mar'59:41
The greatness of the church. May'59:11
The small church can be effective. Sep'59:25
Is it your business? Oct'59:25
Marks of maturity. Feb'60:23
Churches serve amidst change. Jul'60:21
What is a sufficient ministry? Sep'60:23
Marks of a true church. May'61:29
The church and change. Jun'61:25
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
Will our nation bypass the church? Dec'61:18
Churchman's vocabulary. May'63:24
Lest great words become trite. Jul'63:10
Global highlights. Sep'63:6
Images of the church. Nov'63:28
Global highlights. Dec'63:6
Adults and mission. Jan'64:38
Restructure notebook. Feb'64:31
A new renaissance? Nov'64:9
The perfect congregation. Nov'64:30
Get out of the church. Jun'65:11
Voice of the church. May'65:9
Where the church finds its salvation. Jul'65:19
Serving in a changing world. Sep'65:25
Servants to the world. Oct'65:21
The church is moving... Oct'65:23
Letters. Jan'66:inside front cover
World Calling. Jan'66:10  Feb'66:10
Fiddling while Rome burns. Feb'66:39
The last world. Feb'66:50  Mar'66:50
Pentecost, Reformation, Renaissance 1960's Jun'66:9
The church is you. Oct'66:9
Shall not prevail against it. Nov'66:9
The unpopularity of Jesus. Nov'66:18
Mutual ministry. Dec'66:28
Letters. Feb'67:36
The church and her critics. Mar'67:9
Winds of God are blowing. Apr'67:17
Catch up with your outfit. Sep'67:11
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'68:5
Changes in church life. Jan'68:46
Why churches have to retool. Feb'68:20
As others see the church. Mar'68:9
World Calling... Mar'68:10
Bull at a new gate. Oct'68:14
Fatal bite of the renewal bug. Oct'68:15
Churches are stronger now. Sep'68:11
Social trends. Sep'68:38
The church in 1999. Jan'69:28
Editorials. Mar'69:19
What is happening to America? Mar'69:22
They church in the last third of our century. Mar'69:24
My church, I want some answers. May'69:7
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'69:5
Editorials. Jul'69:19
The church at work...function and task. Sep'69:8
Reply to Judith Stearns. Sep'69:45
The mission of Findlay Street. Oct'69:10
Letters. Jan'70:4
World Calling... Jan'70:50
What can we expect from theseventies? Feb'70:22
Letters. May'70:4
Editorials. Jun'70:19
The sands of our foundation. Dec'70:16
Moodlin' Feb'71:35
Future directions in the communication of Christian faith...
Oct'71:suppl:3
Traditional or conventional churches. Oct'71:suppl:18
Commentary. Feb'72:13
Youth help make the church "aware." Mar'72:19
How change can be used for human good. May'72:14
How safe is the church? Nov'72:9
A future for the church. Jan'73:9
Christ--the answer. Apr'73:10
Easter vision. Apr'73:20
What's happening in the churches? Apr'73:21
The Christian should be a "righteous revolutionary." Sep'73:23

CHURCH ADMINISTRATION
The craze for organization. Sep'33:13
"THE CHURCH ALIVE IN JAPAN" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Oct'67:39
THE CHURCH AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
New books. Feb'66:40
CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE TOUR
Global highlights. Apr'57:6
CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE WEEK
Study economic problems. Feb'60:37
"CHURCH AND POVERTY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Feb'67:42
CHURCH AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
See also
U.S.--SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Social service methods in church work. Jun'19:26
The newspaper puts a question to the church. Feb'20:47
Radicalism not the cure for unrest. Mar'20:45
A movement for industrial counseling. Apr'21:22
Address of the President... Oct'22:9
Social service through a young woman's auxiliary. Jan'23:44
A social evangelistic campaign. Jun'23:13
From the Board of Temperance and Social Welfare. Jun'23:53
(cartoon) Jul'25:2
The work of the Board of Temperance... Jul'25:31
Statement of the Board of Managers of the U.C.M.S. Jan'26:38
Let your light so shine. Jun'26:23
Making the church effective in the world. Jul'26:4
A social program for the church. Jul'26:11
Jul'27:much of issue
Does the church face realities? Oct'28:19
Why we are where we are. Jan'29:27
Contemporary commandments of social righteousness. Mar'29:26
Notes on the social conflict. May'29:17
Jul'29:much of issue
What the ministry knows about industry. Sep'29:24
Churches look into textile situation. Feb'30:25
News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40
Jul'30:much of issue
Religion in a machine civilization. Sep'30:21
Jul'31:much of issue
This compact world. Oct'31:4
Jul'32:much of issue
Sep'32:much of issue
Mars stuffs while men starve. Oct'32:3
Listening in on the world. Feb'33:24
In the field of Temperance and Social Welfare. Feb'33:25
New statement of social ideals. Feb'33:12
The church and Prohibition. Feb'33:19
Jul'33:much of issue
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:54
On the social battle front.
Jan'34:13 Apr'34:17 Jun'34:15 Dec'34:23
Feb'34:13 May'34:20 Oct'34:18
Programs for young people. Jan'34:37
Jul'34:much of issue
The Des Moines Convention. Nov'34:9
The church and the new society. Jan'35:12
A program of social education for the adult church.
Feb'35:24 Mar'35:26
Educational unification and the Board of Temperance and
Social Welfare.
Apr'35:25
What relief does to morale. Jul'35:10
Excerpts from address delivered at the International
Convention... Nov'35:24
Education for a Christian social order. Jan'36:5
The church and the peace movement. Jul'36:8
Nobody would be foul enough. Jul'36:14
Social trends. Jul'36:16
In defense of freedom. Nov'36:4
Child labor in a prairie state. Nov'36:6
Negro Americans and the churches. Nov'36:14
Social trends. Nov'36:17
Church and community. Oct'37:25
Education and action belong together. Nov'37:15
Social trends. Dec'37:29 Jun'38:26
Jul'38:much of issue
Social ideals of the churches. Sep'38:4
Social trends. Dec'38:23
Social trends through twenty years. Jan'39:33
Trends in world Christianity. Jul'39:24
Social trends. Dec'39:23 Jan'40:40
Programs for young people. Nov'40:37
Social trends. Mar'41:24
Jul'41:much of issue
The work is life. Oct'41:25
Christian and future society. Feb'42:19
Social action. Apr'42:45
The church and social change. Jun'42:18
Social welfare and the rural church. Oct'42:13
Social trends. Dec'42:22     Jan'43:24
Democracy on the home front. Jul'43:10
Social trends. Jan'44:14
Women and world highways. Mar'44:29
The church and social action. Jul'44:5
Is this the revival? Oct'45:5
War workers found the church there. Nov'45:13
Realistic social education for youth. Jul'46:7
The church serving the community needs. Sep'46:15
Most men are fair. Feb'47:13
Churchmen study rehabilitation. Jul'51:10
This nation under God. Apr'52:5
The church must follow through. Apr'52:6
The churches and human rights. Jul'52:13
The church and social concern. Jul'53:5
The why and how of welfare. Jul'53:24
These things I believe.
    Mar'54:7     Apr'54:6     May'54:14
The churches speak out. Nov'54:20
We resolve. Jan'55:23
Global highlights. May'55:4
They advance Christian action. Jul'55:16
So this is social action! Oct'55:14
Global highlights. Nov'55:2
"Do-gooders" get together. Jan'56:24
Social trends. Jun'56:12     Oct'56:18
Disciples face social issues. Dec'56:17
Churches speak out at Des Moines. Dec'56:41
Our responsibility is to act. Jun'57:28
Mission frontier in human hearts. Jul'57:9
Study social needs. Jul'57:44
Social trends. Dec'57:14
Institutions renew society. Mar'58:13
The World Council looks at its work. Nov'58:10
Shall the church speak? Dec'58:9
Churchmen speak out at Cleveland. Jan'59:35
Churches and social issues. May'59:49
Pulpit and pew differ on issues. Sep'59:18
The church should speak out. Jan'60:21
Global highlights. Apr'60:7
Let the church speak. Apr'60:10
How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:20
Let the church speak out! Jan'62:9
How churches heal and help. Jan'62:24
Convention resolution. Apr'62:48
The winds of change. Jun'62:13
Mission to persons in need. Jun'62:26
Who hears or cares? Jul'62:33
A church shows it really cares. Nov'62:20
Convention in a "resoluting" mood. Dec'62:12
Social welfare. Jan'63:42
Sincerely yours. May'63:10
Pioneer voices no. 4. Sep'63:19
Outside the walls. Sep'63:22
Disciples meet crucial issues. Dec'63:12
The church must act now. Jul'64:9
Is this the church's business? Jul'64:15
A long way. Jul'64:25
Christian action... Jul'64:49
Global highlights. Sep'64:5
Youth and the world mission. Nov'64:39
New era of Christianity. Dec'64:9
Days of old and 1964 at Detroit. Dec'64:15
Social trends. May'65:18
Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:18
God and His "politicians." Feb'66:45
Social trends. May'66:20
For Christ's sake. Jul'66:17
Operation breadbasket. Jul'66:20
I have a book! Jul'66:23
The task-0-feeding sheep. Sep'66:21
The incarnation and social action. Sep'66:23
? and answers. Oct'66:8
Marks of Christian involvement. Oct'66:25
Global highlights. Dec'66:7
Social concerns. Feb'67:17
Global highlights. Mar'67:6
Our scattered fellowship serves people. Jul'67:24
Two worlds. Jul'67:26
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:11
Inner city--the churches' baffling frontier. May'68:15
Letters. Nov'68:4
Indifference of Christians to human need is heresy. Nov'68:16
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:21
They made things happen. Jan'69:14
Only good people can make a good society. Jan'69:30
Church in politics? Mar'69:26
Beyond liberalism. May'69:15
Actions on social issues. Oct'69:17
No compromise for Christ's church. Jan'70:10
Main Street takes hold of world revolution. Jan'70:11
World events. May'70:36
The church outside the walls. Oct'70:14
Christians can make the world a more human dwelling place. Nov'70:6
A ministry to loneliness. Nov'70:10
Editorials. Nov'70:19
Letters. Jan'71:4
Jun'71:much of issue
A time to speak; a time to act. Sep'71:6
Proposal for a church center coping with alienation and poverty. Oct'71:suppl:21
The local congregation's finest hour. Feb'72:22
Commentary. Jan'72:15
How change can be used for human good. May'72:14
Bridging church and ghetto. Oct'72:21
The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16
Finding a better way to meet human problems. Dec'72:31
Church and housing. Dec'72:suppl:15
Our future. Dec'72:suppl:24
The church came to Miami, too! Jan'73:7
A future for the church. Jan'73:9
Commentary. Feb'73:13
A church that specializes. Apr'73:5
Churches give their community new life. Jun'73:16
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:7

CHURCH AND STATE

See also

CHURCH PROPERTY--TAXATION

From the Constitution and Great Commission. Nov'21:4
Speaking of books. Nov'27:58
Taxation of churches. Feb'34:3
Church and state. Oct'37:26
The state challenges God. Jan'38:15
Jul'39:5,6
Either--or. Sep'39:3
Church or state? Sep'39:7
Church and state in Japan. Nov'40:3,10
Social trends. Sep'47:17
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:26
Shall America be divided? Dec'47:13
In answer to the Bishops. Jan'49:11
Religious segregation. Mar'49:17
Educators air views on released-time program. Apr'49:45
Global highlights.
   Jul'49:3   Sep'49:3   Dec'49:3
Concerning aid to schools. Dec'49:5
Global highlights. Mar'51:3
The wall between church and state. Apr'51:5
Not in the name of emergency. Oct'51:5
Church-state problem stirs in Mexico. Apr'54:32
Social trends. Apr'55:14
Church-state separation. Feb'56:5
A disturbing story. Mar'56:6
Christianity and governments. Jan'57:7
Global highlights. Feb'58:6
Privilege for the clergy? Apr'58:9
The tender trap. Sep'59:47
Social trends. Oct'59:18
Global highlights. Nov'59:4
Social trends. Mar'60:20
Churches and political power. Jan'61:9
Global highlights. Mar'61:5    Apr'61:6
Social trends. Jun'61:20
Global highlights. Jan'62:4   May'62:4
What things are Caesar's? Sep'62:9
Global highlights. Mar'64:6
Federal aid to education issue. Mar'65:9
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4   Oct'65:4
Social trends. Oct'65:22
Christians and politics. Feb'66:32
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4   Feb'67:4
Social trends. Mar'67:16
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4
Social trends. May'67:24
World events. Apr'70:37
Commentary. Nov'73:14
The threshold. May'44:2 May'45:2

The witness bearing for the church to the nations. Aug'19:6
The new emphasis on knowing the world. Oct'20:25
Bible study. Oct'20:42
The real war after the war. May'21:3
Finding the wicket gate. Aug'24:23
Youth's outlook on world problems. Sep'24:4
Two important peace documents. Jul'29:4
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'34:36
Our world. Feb'36:11
The church and the world of today. Jun'38:19
The church and the international order. Mar'39:9
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'39:36
Trends in world Christianity. Jul'39:22
Programs for adult organizations.

Social trends. Feb'40:22
Programs for adult organizations. Feb'40:36
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:21
Programs for adult organizations. Apr'40:36
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'40:40
Programs for adult organizations. May'40:36
Programs for young people. May'40:37
I belong to a world church. Jun'40:9
Responsibility for an ordered world. Jul'40:4
American Christians and world issues. May'41:18
Social trends. May'41:24
Christianity and world crisis. Jun'41:20
The church and world order. Jul'41:9
Democratic principles in world relations. Dec'41:13
Christians and world order.

An affirmation of Christian faith for war days. Feb'42:25
The world church and rising nationalism. Apr'42:18
A witnessing church in a despairing world. May'42:18
Destruction or dawn—which? Jun'42:16
The church and social change. Jun'41:18
Obligations of the church to a warring world. Jul'42:18
The church's state in world order. Sep'42:23
When Board meetings become vital. Oct'42:22
How can we rebuild a new world? Nov'42:8
The state of the church. Jan'43:30
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'43:40
A global concept (map of the world) Mar'43:25
Involved in mankind. Apr'43:20
A needed Conference. Oct'43:3
Social trends. Nov'43:17
Youth and missions. Nov'43:31 Dec'43:3
Day by day story of the Drake Conference. Mar'44:20
Christian attitudes in time of war. Apr'44:19
A year of dedication. Jul'44:11
What is the church doing? Oct'44:36
Social trends. Oct'44:17
Women and world highways. Nov'44:29
The churches consider world order. Mar'45:16
The rural church and global Christianity. May'45:11
Opinion indicator on world order. May'45:18
Social trends. Jul'45:10
A terrifying challenge. Oct'45:3
Women and world highways. Oct'45:29
Youth and missions. Oct'45:31
Education for one world. Jan'46:7
With Christ we build anew. Mar'46:10
Making the new world better. Mar'46:15
Christians in the world. Oct'46:13
World order studies. Oct'46:47
Lessons from a quarter Century of turmoil. Jun'47:9
Toward a Christian world order. Feb'47:16
It will have to be grown. Juan'47:20
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:27
The church and world relief. Feb'48:15
Global highlights. Jun'48:3  Mar'49:4
The church and the international disorder. Mar'49:28
World issues faced at Cleveland. May'49:24
Churchman's seminar on world affairs. Jul'49:17
Social trends. Nov'50:22
Global highlights. Jun'51:2
Seeking a world strategy. Jun'51:5
Youth to discuss world problems at Kottayam. Sep'52:42
The churches and the nations. Apr'53:6
The church must face its frontiers. May'54:24
Issues at Evanston. Jun'54:27
The church in the world. Jul'55:5
Christianity faces a troubled world. Dec'55:15
Some tests for world Christians. Jan'56:30
Man's yearning at Christmastime. Dec'60:11
The world of 1961. Jan'61:10
What's good in secularism? Jul'61:29
We belong to the minority. Mar'62:12
Revolution and world mission. Jun'62:21
Christians in a suffering world. Nov'62:15
Ten big conferences! Dec'63:10
Disciples meet crucial issues. Dec'63:12
World Calling... Mar'64:10
Global highlights. Dec'64:6  Mar'65:6
What can the church say to the world? Jul'65:23
Ask about it! Oct'65:8
Social trends. Dec'65:16
Churches face a day of emergencies. Jan'66:26
Women and world highways. Oct'67:30
No parish is too small to take part in world affairs. Nov'68:18
The church's place in international affairs. Oct'69:40
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'70:5
My world scares me. May'71:6
What is the Christian ministry? Oct'71:12
Ministers build bridges in a divided world. Oct'71:13
Commentary. Mar'73:22
CHURCH ARCHITECTURAL GUILD OF AMERICA
Global highlights (photo of delegates) Mar'50:2
News room. Apr'58:40

CHURCH ARCHITECTURE

Church architecture. Aug'21:5
Church architecture for religious eduction. Nov'21:15
A bureau of church architecture? Nov'22:8
Our plea vs. our church architecture (plans) Nov'22:9
Church architecture. Aug'23:4
A. F. Wickes... Oct'23:14
The room for worship (plans) Aug'25:16
A mission and a message... (plan) Aug'27:7
Conference on Church architecture. Dec'29:63
Aug'30: much of issue
Aug'31: much of issue
What they said. Nov'34:18
Old buildings -- new expressions. Jul'38:24
Architecture serves the church. Jul'40:24
Twenty years of Brotherhood service. Jul'43:17
The story of Gary. Jul'43:18
The story of twenty years... (photos) Jul'43:19
...and the ordinances. Jul'45:6
From auditorium to sanctuary. Jul'46:24
The small church (plans) Jul'47:24
Global highlights. Mar'49:3
Level vs sloping floors (drawings) Jul'49:18
The ordinances then and now. Jul'49:19
Color goes to church. Jul'50:7
Planning the church kitchen. Jul'51:24
And the walls came tumbling down. Jul'53:17
Planning the educational building. Jul'53:18
Equipping the educational building (photos of educational buildings) Jul'53:21
Church architecture. Mar'54:41
Modern church design most popular in poll. Jun'56:52
Church architecture. May'57:37
What is needed in a first unit? (plans) Jul'57:14
Church architects critical of trends. Jul'58:32
You can't talk in here. Sep'59:10
Global highlights. Dec'58:4
New era dawns in church architecture. Sep'61:39
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4
Why churches have to retool. Feb'68:20
Churches need facilities that bend. Mar'68:23
Research is a tool that can be used for the church. Jul'68:26
Creative program. Feb'69:18
Revolution in church architecture. Nov'69:14
The role of architecture and the arts in communicating the Christian faith.
Oct'71:suppl:8

"THE CHURCH AT WORK IN OKINAWA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'62:44

CHURCH ATTENDANCE

Missing the mark. Feb'25:inside front cover
Why come to church? Feb'26:35
The threshold. Jul'35:2
Weather and the church. Apr'36:4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The layman's opportunity.</td>
<td>Apr'36:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The question of church attendance.</td>
<td>Feb'37:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The last page.</td>
<td>Oct'37:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do adults spend their time? (chart)</td>
<td>Feb'38:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why attend church?</td>
<td>May'43:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September opportunity.</td>
<td>Sep'57:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern on a card.</td>
<td>Sep'61:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead of the headlines.</td>
<td>Jun'66:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why go to church?</td>
<td>Feb'67:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahead of the headlines.</td>
<td>May'71:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World events.</td>
<td>Mar'72:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH ATTENDENCE--STATISTICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echoes from everywhere.</td>
<td>May'49:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church attendance record set.</td>
<td>Mar'56:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH--BIBLIOGRAPHY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books: churches for new times.</td>
<td>Jun'61:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH BOARDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The church board and the world task.</td>
<td>Jan'38:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board responsibility.</td>
<td>Dec'58:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Calling...</td>
<td>Apr'68:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH BUILDING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH EXTENSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH BUILDINGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHURCH ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and building.</td>
<td>Jun'19:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Except the Lord build the house.</td>
<td>Sep'19:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living monuments.</td>
<td>Sep'19:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which course is most pleasing to Christ?</td>
<td>Sep'19:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community service and church building.</td>
<td>Sep'19:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church extension in Colorado.</td>
<td>Mar'20:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That new building...</td>
<td>Mar'20:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home of the church...</td>
<td>Sep'20:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church erection and growth.</td>
<td>Aug'21:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church architecture.</td>
<td>Aug'21:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glimpses of the religious world.</td>
<td>Jul'24:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'24:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'26:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'27:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'28:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'29:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devotional study for adult missionary societies.</td>
<td>Jul'30:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'30:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echoes from everywhere.</td>
<td>Nov'30:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'31:much of issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's smart to be thrifty!</td>
<td>Aug'32:7 (plans p. 8-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churches may help us worship.</td>
<td>Jul'33:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ordinances.</td>
<td>Jul'34:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A village church (plans)</td>
<td>Jul'34:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God seeks this house (poem)</td>
<td>Jul'34:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helps for leaders of junior groups.</td>
<td>Feb'37:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The integrity of the church.</td>
<td>Jul'40:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every plan is different...</td>
<td>Jul'44:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color goes to church.</td>
<td>Jul'50:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We dedicate this building.</td>
<td>Jul'50:13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Global highlights. Nov'52:2
Service and space. Oct'58:25
Does it make a good impression? Feb'59:23
Safety precautions. Apr'59:25
Take a good look at the premises. Nov'60:27
Global highlights. Dec'61:7
Are new churches really better? Dec'62:19
20 tips for the property department. Jul'64:47
Global highlights. Feb'65:6
14 tips for protection against church fires. Feb'66:50
Church work room. Jul'6:2
Would you believe it? Jan'67:16
Church buildings—why? Sep'67:20
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'70:5
A church that enjoys flexibility. Feb'72:16
How a church can remodel for flexibility. Mar'72:10

CHURCH BUILDINGS—DEDICATIONS
Why and how to dedicate churches. Sep'20:18
Dedicated to work and worship. Nov'26:6

CHURCH BULLETIN BOARDS
The neglected bulletin board. Dec'61:17

CHURCH BUSES
By bus to church school. Feb'68:9
View from the front of the bus. Mar'69:20

CHURCH CHOIRS
Church choirs are vital in Puerto Rico. Apr'68:45

CHURCH COMMITTEE FOR CHINA RELIEF
The threshold. Mar'40:2 Apr'40:2

CHURCH COMITY CONFERENCE
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45

CHURCH COMMITTEE ON CHINA RELIEF
The threshold. Oct'40:2
Christmas cards. Sep'41:42

CHURCH COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS RELIEF AND RECONSTRUCTION
Disciples plan advance program. Nov'45:7
Peace brings added obligations and responsibilities. Dec'45:13
The results of unconditional love. Feb'47:10

CHURCH CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK
The mission of the church in the time of social crisis. Jul'32:17
The threshold. May'44:2
News room. Sep'44:28
Global highlights. May'49:2 (photo of officers) Sep'49:2

CHURCH COOPERATION
Three nails for the Devil's coffin. Jul'22:3
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
When churches work together. Oct'59:11

CHURCH DINNERS
As they sat at meat. Feb'35:8

CHURCH ENLARGEMENT CRUSADE
Crusading in town and country (photo of sponsoring committee) Feb'48:17
Victories in town and country. Feb'49:10
News room. Sep'51:39
CHURCH EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT BOARD

Global highlights. Jul'65:5

CHURCH EXTENSION

See also

BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION

A united church enters war production communities. Jan'19:15
Some facts and fancies regarding church extension. Jan'19:24
Church strategy in Arizona. Jan'19:48
Living monuments. Sep'19:4
"That big speckled map." Sep'19:5
The glory of church building. Apr'25:19
Planting and growing New Testament churches. Feb'26:10
A tale of Cheyenne. Feb'26:13
Aug'26:much of issue
Aug'27:much of issue
The amenities of building a church. Jan'30:41
What, where, when and how. Sep'30:35
The integrity of the church. Jul'40:10
The church adjusts its program. Jun'42:3
Opportunity ahead. Jul'44:9
We are getting ready to build! Jul'46:8
Church building restrictions. Jul'46:17
Counting the cost. Jul'47:20
Establishing new churches. Nov'47:11
The unit approach to church building (plans) Jul'48:24
Global highlights. Jul'49:3
New churches for America. Apr'51:8
Our country's need. Jul'51:5
To beg--borrow--or steal. Jul'51:7
Big city gets a new church. Sep'51:14
Global highlights. Dec'51:2 Feb'52:4
Jul'52:much of issue
Global highlights. Sep'52:3
New residential areas call for new churches. Nov'52:40
Global highlights. Jul'53:3 Oct'53:3
Together we build. Apr'54:9
Global highlights. May'54:2
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:24
Global highlights.

Sep'54:2 Nov'55:3 Jun'56:4
Mar'55:3 May'56:4

New churches for the nation's needs. Jun'56:25
For adult mission study. Jun'56:40
Global highlights. Jan'57:6
Jul'57:much of issue
Overcrowding is no problem. Nov'57:9
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
Global highlights. Mar'58:7
News room. Apr'58:40
Global highlights. Jun'58:6
Teamwork in church construction. Jul'58:17
Global highlights. Jan'59:8 Mar'59:6
Recipe for a new congregation. Mar'59:19
Global highlights. Apr'59:6
Partners build new churches. Apr'59:16
New churches are for people. Feb'60:19
Global highlights. Mar'60:6
"X" for church planning. Apr'60:19
Disciples and the challenge of the sixties. Oct'60:16
Global highlights. Jan'61:7 Mar'61:4
New churches--how, why, where they grow. Jul'61:12
Bold new avenues of witness. Sep'61:23
Village responds. Sep'61:44
Churches where they are needed. Oct'61:23
Building as a Brotherhood. Apr'62:26
Global highlights. May'62:7 Feb'63:7
Advance in Nebraska. Jul'63:19
Where are the new churches? Jul'63:23
New Church Advance. Apr'64:13
Global highlights. Apr'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
Global highlights. May'65:7
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4
New churches: we mean business. Sep'65:9
New churches. Sep'65:9
10 tips for a new congregation. Sep'65:54
Global highlights. Sep'66:5
New congregations. Sep'66:22
Global highlights. Dec'66:5
Would you believe it? Jan'67:16
Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'67:26
Creative approaches to church establishment. Apr'68:19
Financing new churches. Jun'68:23
World events. Jun'69:37
Update on New Church Advance. Dec'69:14
Seed on good ground. Jun'71:6
Decade of Decision new congregations as of April, 1971. Jun'71:42
Developing a strategy for Disciples in the New York Metropolitan area.
Oct'71:suppl:11
New churches are worth the effort! Sep'72:9
Dec'72:suppl:entire issue
CHURCH EXTENSION--STATISTICS
Global highlights. Mar'54:4 Apr'60:5
CHURCH EXTENSION SUNDAY
The theshold. Sep'35:2 Sep'36:2
CHURCH FEDERATION OF GREATER CHICAGO
Global highlights. Nov'57:2
The church and the city's newcomers. Sep'58:9
CHURCH FEDERATION OF GREATER INDIANAPOLIS
Global highlights. Apr'48:3
CHURCH FINANCE COUNCIL
See also
UNIFIED PROMOTION
The scene. May'71:44
CHURCH FINANCES
Frozen credits and thawing churches. Aug'21:14
The self apportionment plan. Oct'21:17
The ABC of the Every Member Canvass. Oct'21:19
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:24
The Englewood Every-Member-Canvass plan. Oct'21:52
A stewardship referendum and vote. Oct'21:53
Do the churches believe in the self-apportionment plan?
Nov'21:44
A county wide conscience in a county seat church. Feb'22:44
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:59
Two things that should not be mixed. Jul'24:51
Financing the new building. Aug'24:14
14 points in the Year Book. Feb'29:23
How five hundred churches raise money. Oct'31:21
Debts of honor. Aug'32:10
Spiritual values in church finance. Oct'32:11
The one hundred day plan. Dec'32:27
The integrity of the church. Jul'35:5
Over against the treasury. Oct'35:8
A renewed local church. Oct'35:14
The church presses on. Dec'35:18
A storehouse tithing church. Apr'36:43
Let the local church play fair. Oct'36:13
Church debts. Jul'38:12
Program--then budgets. Oct'38:9
don't let it happen again. Jul'42:8
The lift of Emergency Million. Oct'42:7
The budget--an educational process. Oct'43:9
Building the budget. Nov'43:4
An account of stewardship. Jul'44:4
The threshold. May'45:2
Global highlights. Mar'51:4
Facts to face in 1951. Dec'51:5
Contributions of religious groups. May'52:48
Global highlights. Jan'54:2 Jan'56:3
How to raise building funds. Nov'56:41
Church giving soars. Dec'56:47
Churches to consider effects of abundance. Jan'57:42
A church builds its budget. Oct'57:19
Social trends. Jan'58:18
Global highlights.
    May'58:4 Jan'59:6 Jan'60:5
    Oct'58:7 Sep'49:4
Does the church mean business? Jan'61:9
Global highlights. Sep'61:5
Signs of maturity. Jan'62:9
Global highlights. Feb'62:7 Mar'62:5,6
Open letter. Mar'62:10
Adults and mission. Apr'62:38
A church budget... Sep'62:28
Global highlights. Jan'63:4 Mar'63:4
Adults and mission. Oct'63:38
Ask about it! Dec'63:8
Disciples' per capita giving. Dec'63:10
Adults and mission. Feb'64:38
The goal that means growth. Mar'64:33
Meeting snags along the way. Apr'64:30
Outreach education makes a difference. May'64:32
Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30
Global highlights. Jan'65:5
World Calling... Mar'65:10
The dilemma of stretching dollars. Nov'65:24
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'66:4
Global highlights. Feb'66:6
Adults and mission. May'66:38
Brotherhood promotion and distribution. Jan'67:21
World outreach sounding board. Sep'66:36
Global highlights. Jan'67:6
Financing new churches. Jun'68:23
Global highlights. Oct'68:6 Jan'69:46
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'69:5
Editorials. May'69:19
World events. May'69:33
Editorials. Jun'69:19
World events. Jun'69:37
The scene. Jun'69:44
In brief. Jan'71:41
Editorials. Apr'71:19
World events. Oct'71:38
The scene. Apr'72:34
Shavings. Apr'72:36
World events.
The seven per cent crunch. Jun'73:14

CHURCH GOVERNMENT
See

CHURCH POLITY

CHURCH GROWTH
See also
EVANGELISTIC WORK
Missions in the coming era. Mar'55:19
Churches must change. May'55:19
Disciples seek a strategy. Sep'55:19
Why do churches grow? Feb'73:18
Vital churches put accent on the future. Apr'73:12

CHURCH GROWTH AND GROUP CONVERSION
Book chat. Jun'58:42

CHURCH KITCHENS
Planning the church kitchen (photos) Jul'51:24 (plans p. 25)

CHURCH LEADERSHIP
See

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP

CHURCH LIBRARIES
How to get missionary books read. Jun'23:49
How one church is developing a passion for missions. Oct'32:31
Building a church library. Mar'41:25
Discount rate for church libraries. Nov'55:39
How members keep up with the world. Oct'60:25
Let's keep our fifth freedom! Oct'61:19
Adults and mission. Dec'62:38
World Calling... Apr'64:10
Center of learning. Sep'66:17
Church librarians are doing things. Jun'71:12
Letters. Nov'71:4

CHURCH LOYALTY MONTH
Global highlights. Mar'64:4
8 tips on Church Loyalty Month. Sep'64:46
Catch up with your outfit. Sep'67:11

CHURCH MANAGEMENT
Let's be practical now. Mar'47:28

CHURCH MANAGEMENT
quoted. One hundred thousand ministers can't be wrong. Mar'29:31

CHURCH MEMBERS
11 tips for serving new members. Jun'65:49
The new new members. Mar'67:9
Commentary. Oct'71:18

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
See also

CHURCH GROWTH
EVANGELISTIC WORK
Speaking of books. Apr'30:31
The significance of fifty million church members. Feb'31:7
Close the back door. Feb'34:5
My unreached. Nov'37:13
The minister and his members. Feb'38:20
Who is disloyal? Feb'38:21
Social trends. Apr'38:25
The non-resident member. Jan'40:3
New wine. Dec'44:12
The Non-Resident member. Dec'49:5
Global highlights. Jul'51:2
America is changing and so are Disciples. Oct'55:19
Protestant expansion forseen. Feb'56:44
Lost power of lost people. Feb'57:9
More members, fewer ministers. Nov'57:7
Moving members. Jan'58:17
The family can help the new church members. Mar'58:18
Inactive members. Jun'58:25
How much time for the church? Sep'58:21
Global highlights. Feb'59:7
Church people have feelings. Jan'60:19
Who is an active member? Jan'62:10
Use or lose your members. Apr'62:17
Global highlights. Mar'63:5
What about the non-residents? Mar'65:49
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
Global highlights. Jun'67:6
In brief. Jan'68:8
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'67:5
Churchmanship. Oct'69:8
Editorials. Mar'70:19

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP--STATISTICS
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:63
Church membership in the United States. Feb'24:60
Churches gain in membership. May'24:41
Growth in membership at home and abroad. Jun'24:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
A correction. Sep'24:57
How we stand. Jan'25:57
Greatest Easter in history. May'25:56
So we come rejoicing... Dec'25:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
Speaking of books. Mar'26:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
Leakage and losses. Apr'27:30
The churches gain. Nov'27:4
What the 1927 Year Book shows. Mar'28:60
The church grows! Feb'29:inside front cover
14 points in the Year Book. Feb'29:23
The church sails on! Jun'30:5
The first page. Mar'31:2
The Disciples of Christ grow. Feb'32:inside front cover
Church membership attains new record. Jul'33:3
U.S. Religious bodies and groups over 100,000 membership.
Sep'34:13
The threshold. May'36:2
The League of 100,000 disciples of Christ. Sep'38:14
Church membership trends. Mar'44:12
The threshold. Oct'45:2
Membership increase starts in 1945 (chart) Feb'46:7
Global highlights. Mar'46:3
Evangelism: gains and goals. Feb'47:21
Census of religious bodies, 1946. Feb'47:39
Global highlights. Mar'47:3
Christianizing the home base. Apr'47:5
Global highlights.
  Jul'47:3    Oct'49:3    Oct'52:2
  Feb'49:2    May'52:2    Oct'53:2
Social trends. Nov'53:16
Disappearing Disciples (map) May'54:21
Global highlights.
  Oct'54:3    Mar'55:2    Oct'55:3
The Year Book reports. Mar'56:46
Global highlights.
  Oct'56:2    Nov'56:2    (map) Dec'56:5    Mar'57:2
Gain reported in church membership. Oct'57:48
Global highlights.
  Oct'58:4    May'60:6    Dec'60:6
  Oct'59:4    Nov'60:6    Apr'61:6
The church and change. Jun'61:25
Global highlights.
  Jan'62:8    Feb'64:4    Feb'65:4,7    Mar'67:5
  Feb'63:4    Mar'64:4    Mar'66:5
Global highlights. Mar'67:5
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'67:5
In brief. Nov'67:8
World events. Apr'70:37    May'70:36    May'71:37
Commentary. Apr'72:17
World events. May'72:39    Mar'73:40    Jun'73:36
CHURCH MERGERS
  When churches merge and share facilites. Sep'71:24
CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY
  Notes. Oct'20:60
CHURCH MUSIC
  See also
CHURCH CHOIRS
HYMNS
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN WORSHIP
About church music. Aug'19:17
Singing to save. Feb'23:8
The unfathomed power of song. Feb'28:9
Book chat. Oct'36:43
A new service to the rural church. Jun'39:46
Ministry of music. Jul'58:23
Musicians' fellowship. Jan'61:33
Let's look at the ministry of music. Mar'61:31
The music workshop... Jul'62:9
Music and mission. Jul'62:49
Let's take church music seriously. Jun'63:14
What do we do with church music? Feb'64:18
Letters. Jul'64:45
Jazz comes to the sanctuary. Nov'64:15
Global highlights. Dec'64:6  Mar'65:5
Letters. Sep'65:47
Pious jingle bells. Dec'66:26
Lenten music list describes anthems. Feb'67:37
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5
World events. Apr'70:37  May'70:38
The message of rock music. Mar'72:7

CHURCH NEWSLETTERS
Printer's ink and the Kingdom. Aug'21:49
11 tips for better church newsletters. Apr'66:59

CHURCH OF CHRIST BIBLE COLLEGE (GLEN LEITH, NEW ZEALAND)
(photo) Oct'34:33

CHURCH OF CHRIST IN CANADA
World events. Apr'73:38

CHURCH OF CHRIST IN CHINA
The United Church in China? Mar'28:9

CHURCH OF CHRIST IN THAILAND
Global highlights. Mar'63:7

CHURCH OF CHRIST IN ZAIRE
See
EGLISE DU CHRIST AU ZAIRE

CHURCH OF CHRIST MANOR, INC.
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'68:5

CHURCH OF CHRIST UNITING
See

CONSULTATION ON CHURCH UNION

CHURCH OF ENGLAND
Global highlights.
Dec'50:4  Sep'53:4  Apr'65:4
Insight into a sister communion. Dec'68:19
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'70:5
World events. Feb'72:36

CHURCH OF ENGLAND. BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45

CHURCH OF ENGLAND. CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY
In brief. May'69:45

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATER DAY SAINTS
See
MORMONS AND MORMONISM

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST ON EARTH THROUGH THE PROPHET SIMON KIMBANGU
Kimbanguists in the Congo. Mar'70:16

CHURCH OF NORTH INDIA
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'70:5
Enlarging the partnership in India. Jul'70:6
World events. Jan'71:37
The scene (photos of first assembly) Feb'71:44
A cause for celebration. Apr'71:10
Groups founded by British Churches join the Church of North India.
Dec'71:32
A time of growing together in India. Oct'72:11

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND
Global highlights. Sep'60:8
World events. May'72:39

CHURCH OF SOUTH INDIA
Global highlights.
Sep'47:2 Nov'52:3 Jun'57:2

CHURCH OF SWEDEN
Global highlights. Dec'58:5 Apr'60:7
Churchwomen here and in Sweden. Apr'60:10
Global highlights. Jun'60:6

CHURCH OF THE AIR
See
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM. CHURCH OF THE AIR

CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
Global highlights. Nov'58:8
In our day. Nov'58:9
Global highlights. Sep'60:4

CHURCH OFFICERS
Prayer for church officers. Feb'42:18

CHURCH ORGANIZATION
See

CHURCH PEACE UNION
Half of humanity. Oct'42:3
Global highlights. Jan'56:2 Mar'57:4

CHURCH PENSIONS CONFERENCE
Report... Feb'40:44
Global highlights. Apr'49:4
World events. Feb'70:36

CHURCH PLANNING
See also
CHURCH PROGRAM PLANNING
The church and the city. Oct'48:10
Something happens when churches plan. Jan'54:10
The planning must be right. Jul'57:12
Hidden motive for service. Apr'58:23
Your church looks at its neglected persons. Dec'58:23
It has all happened in forty years. Jan'59:20
Sunday evening. May'59:25
Christian quest groups. Jun'59:25
The small church can be effective. Sep'59:25
City churches can plan the right way. Oct'60:15
Global highlights. Jan'61:4
Planning a program for a year's work. Feb'61:23
Local planning pays. Nov'62:25
The church must plan for change. Nov'63:32
Comprehensive planning. Jul'66:26
10 tips for summer. Jul'66:50
World outreach sounding board. Oct'66:36
Program planning pitfalls. Apr'67:32
Ahead of the headlines. May'67:4
Global highlights. Jul'67:6
World outreach sounding board. Jul'67:32
Youth and the world mission. Sep'67:37
Research is a tool that can be used for the church. Jul'68:26
Creative program. Feb'69:18
Looking at change. Jan'73:42

CHURCH POLITY
Making the local church efficient. Jul'26:14
The conference table in the local church. Oct'37:14
Congregationalism works. Oct'39:13
Your church looks at its leadership. Nov'58:17
Committee committees. Nov'59:25
Are you in a rut? Apr'60:17
Churchman's vocabulary. Apr'63:24 Oct'63:22
Restructure notebook. Jul'64:31
The functional church makes a difference! Sep'64:13
Disciples, delegates and Dallas. Apr'65:17
Letters. Jun'65:inside front cover
After defeat--what? May'66:21
The Provisional Design. Oct'66:9
Local church life. Oct'66:24
World Calling... Apr'68:10
 Provisional structure at the general level of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) Jan'71:13
Moodlin' Jan'71:35
World events. Feb'73:40

CHURCH PRESS MONTH
Global highlights. Oct'57:2

CHURCH PROGRAM COORDINATING COUNCIL
News room. Feb'51:39

CHURCH PROGRAM GUIDANCE MANUAL
Planning guide. May'66:46
Global highlights. Nov'66:7
Fine set of tools. Nov'66:9

CHURCH PROGRAM PLANNING
See also

CHURCH PLANNING
CHURCH PROGRAM COORDINATING COUNCIL
CHURCH PROGRAM PLANNING COMMITTEE
HOME AND STATE MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL
Church program week. Jul'39:21
Sep'39:3
Local church program planning. Sep'43:12
Plan the local program. Oct'45:3
Program planning in the local church. Oct'46:8
The program is important. Oct'57:20

CHURCH PROGRAM PLANNING COMMITTEE
Church program planning. Jul'40:3
Oct'41:5
The threshold. Sep'42:2
Plan the work... Jun'47:26

CHURCH PROGRAM PLANNING GUIDE
Planning guide. May'66:46

CHURCH PROGRAM WEEK
Sep'37:23
Jul'38:17
The threshold. Sep'44:2

CHURCH PROPERTY
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5

CHURCH PROPERTY--TAXATION
Taxation of churches. Feb'34:3
Ahead of the headlines. May'67:4
Social trends. Sep'67:23

"THE CHURCH REACHES OUT" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'56:42

CHURCH RECORDS
The keeping of church records. Mar'48:19
Methods of record keeping. Feb'58:25
Ask about it! Sep'65:8
World Calling... Nov'65:10

"CHURCH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AUDIO-VISUAL KIT" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'55:44

CHURCH SCHOOL OF MISSIONS
See also
SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
SCHOOLS OF WORLD OUTREACH
Feb'19:52
In the Northwest. Feb'19:53
In action. Apr'19:40
At Lebanon, Indiana. May'19:39
Jan'20:45
Missionary education. Jun'21:49
A Church School of Missions. Nov'21:55
A suggestion worth while. Dec'21:13
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:61
Dec'22:58
The whole church at school. Feb'23:59
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51
A successful school of missions. Jul'23:49
A Seattle school of missions. Aug'23:51
Proving the church school of missions. Nov'23:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:54
The first page. Oct'31:2
How one church brought in the world. Oct'31:14
What, where, when and how. Nov'31:43 May'32:41
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
...for children. Jan'33:45
Making summer count. Jun'33:41
Missionary education is for the whole church. Mar'55:16
Schools of missions--why and how? Oct'60:21
Adults and mission. Oct'61:38

CHURCH SCHOOLS (ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY)
Global highlights. Apr'61:6
Ahead of the headlines.
Apr'67:4 Nay'69:5 Sep'69:5
Should parochial schools receive government support?
Sep'69:26
CHURCH SCHOOLS, WEEK-DAY

See
WEEK DAY CHURCH SCHOOLS

CHURCH SOCIAL WORK PLACEMENT BUREAU
The threshold. Nov'41:2

CHURCH SPIRES IN CITY SKYLINES
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

CHURCH VOCATIONS
Finding a lifework in the church. May'56:15
Let's not undersell preaching. Sep'60:32
Global highlights. Mar'62:5
Change your vocation? Mar'62:10
Youth and the world mission. Jan'63:39
Global highlights. Jul'66:7
Women on world highways. Mar'69:33
From polite answers to thinking on church vocations.
May'69:10
Why I joined the ministry. May'69:12
Enlisting ministers--a job for all of us. Jun'69:12
Personalizing the challenge of ministry. Jun'73:18

THE CHURCH WE CANNOT SEE
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32

THE CHURCH WOMAN
New editor sends greetings. Sep'52:31

CHURCH WOMEN UNITED
See also
UNITED CHURCH WOMEN
UNITED COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
Women and world highways. Jul'67:30
Global highlights. Oct'67:7
Church women approve of UNICEF. Oct'67:39
...in Alaska and in Hawaii. Jun'68:28
World events. Apr'69:31
Christian causeways. Oct'69:31
In brief. Mar'70:40
Church women and the UN. Apr'70:8
Women on world highways. Apr'70:31
World events. Nov'70:36
New life awaits. Mar'71:22
Breakthrough is the word. Apr'71:14
World events. Jul'71:37
To laugh, to love and to wear bright orange. Sep'71:22
World events. Feb'73:38
As hand touches hand. May'73:31
World events. Nov'73:40

CHURCH WORK WITH THE MILITARY
See also
CHAPLAINCY, MILITARY
The soldier and the new decision. Jul'19:back cover
The church and the army camp. Jul'41:8
The churches and our men in service. Sep'41:14
The threshold. Oct'41:4

CHURCH WORK WITH YOUTH
See
CAMPS AND CONFERENCES
CHI RHO CAMP
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF ADOLESCENTS
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCES
YOUTH
CHURCH WORLD SERVICE
Relief collection center in operation. Mar'46:46
Clothing needs in Europe continue. May'46:41
Spark form the radio set the house on fire (photo) Jun'46:30
Global highlights. Jul'46:2 Sep'46:3
Church World Service report. Sep'46:48
Social trends. Oct'46:24
All I can spare? Jan'47:29
Ninth center. Jan'47:46
Caring and sharing. Feb'47:6
Flour! Feb'47:27
Thanks, America. Feb'47:29
The other side of church relief. Feb'47:40
From an American woman in Germany. Mar'47:5
If thine enemy hunger... Mar'47:38
Global highlights. May'47:2
...ships over 4,000,000 pounds in two months. May'47:43
Global highlights. Jun'47:2
More than relief. Jun'47:6
Social trends. Jul'47:14
Global highlights. Sep'47:2
...plans for Christmas. Sep'47:47
Global highlights. Oct'47:3
For adult missionary groups. Oct'47:34
One word says so much. Oct'47:47
Global highlights. Nov'47:3
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
Those without homes. Jan'48:20
Return of the books. Jan'48:28
Cure and prevention program. Jan'48:39
Kindergarten kindness. Jan'48:39
Global highlights. Feb'48:2
Help give them life! (photos) Feb'48:21
Beyond all minimums. Feb'48:28
Poky Puppy has a new home. Mar'48:26
Apr'48:47
Changing trends in overseas relief needs. Jul'48:32
Ton of seeds to Europe. Jul'48:41
A story of courage. Oct'48:45
Global highlights. Nov'48:2 Dec'48:2
Social trends. Dec'48:20
Operation peace: Okinawa. Feb'49:30
Social trends. Mar'49:23
Global highlights. Apr'49:2
Report on conditions in Europe. Jun'49:45
Journey's end. Sep'49:21
Women and world highways. Oct'49:33
Christian love, one to another. Nov'49:36
The 1950 Week of Compassion. Jan'50;15
Manna for Macedonia. Apr'50:31
Joy and recovery comes to a little girl through the world Christmas festival.
Sep'50:46
Global highlights. Dec'50:3
Nobody needs us and nobody wants us. Dec'50:45
...report on South India. Jan'51:39
New addresses... Sep'51:44
Global highlights.

Apr'52:2 Oct'52:3 Jan'53:3 Feb'53:2
Land of the rising spirit. Feb'53:44
...amputee program in Korea gets $71,000... Mar'53:44
Indian and Pakistan get famine relief aid. Mar'53:44
Global highlights.

May'53:3 Sep'53:4 Oct'53:2 Feb'54:2
Sunshine and shadow. May'54:22
Global highlights.

Oct'54:3 Dec'54:3 Feb'55:3
Nov'54:4 Jan'55:3
A long road back. Feb'55:29
What is a surplus? May'55:6
Global highlights. Jun'55:2
Operation Easter Egg. Jun'55:52
Global highlights. Jul'55:2
Refugees arrive in New York. Sep'55:44
...reports surplus total. Sep'55:47
Global highlights. Nov'55:2 Dec'55:2,3
Report from Egypt. Jan'56:44
Global highlights. Apr'56:4
Building for friendship. May'56:21
Reports on C.W.S. in Japan. May'56:48
Global highlights. Oct'56:5
One coat to a family. Nov'56:26
Global highlights. Jan'57:3
Disciples assist war victims in Egypt. Feb'57:12
Aid to amputees. Feb'57:47
President hails C.W.S. Apr'57:44
American churches send $31 million for relief. Apr'57:45
Global highlights.

May'57:6 Mar'58:5 Apr'58:5 Jun'58:6
Aid to India. Jun'58:49
Unfinished program. Jul'58:39
Global highlights.

Sep'58:8 Oct'58:7 Nov'58:5 Feb'59:8
53,000 pounds of clothing. Mar'59:22
Global highlights. May'59:6
Today's battle to rebuild Korea. Jun'59:31
Global highlights. Nov'59:7 Dec'59:7
Bond of brotherhood. Jan'60:49
World's needs demand continuing compassion. Feb'60:26
Aid to Jamaica. Mar'60:32
A bowl of hope a day. Apr'60:44
Global highlights. May'60:5 Jun'60:4
Self-help project. Jun'60:46
Korean needs. Jun'60:31
Nylons aid Korean widows. Jun'60:49
Global highlights. Jul'60:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38
Churches aid Congo. Jul'60:44
Aid rushed to Chile. Jul'60:49
Jews join CWS. Oct'60:44
Loaves and fishes. Oct'60:45
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Global highlights. Dec'60:7
When the staff of life is not enough. Jan'61:13
Refugees "Homeless no more." Jan'61:44
Global highlights. Feb'61:8
Food for Congo. Mar'61:39
Escape to hope in Hong Kong. Apr'61:31
Global highlights. Oct'61:5
CWS aids Hong Kong fire victims. Oct'61:33
Global highlights.
Nov'61:6    Dec'61:6    Jan'62:7
Worthless one? Jan'62:29
Global highlights. Feb'62:5
Homeless on our doorstep. Feb'62:18
Social trends. Apr'62:18
News room. Apr'62:34
The refugees we dare not forget. Jan'63:44
Help for a hungering humanity. Feb'63:26
"Pearly" gates of Hong Kong. Mar'63:20
Blankets to aid Algerians. Mar'63:32
Global highlights. Apr'63:4,6    Jul'63:6
Brighter future for "forgotten girls." Jul'63:48
Global highlights. Nov'63:6,7    Dec'63:5
Make it a million! Feb'64:9
Global highlights. Mar'64:5    May'64:5
Breakthrough--fresh sea water. Dec'64:9
Global highlights. Mar'65:4
Beans for Ti Cong. Mar'65:12
Global highlights. Jun'65:5
Can we enjoy our comfort? Jun'65:28
Global highlights. Jul'65:5
No more milk. Oct'65:18
Global highlights. Dec'65:7
We can do no less. Dec'65:15
Global highlights. Mar'66:5,6    Apr'66:5
? and answers. Apr'66:8
Las Igelesias frente a un dia de emergencias. Apr'66:26
Top priority for service in Korea. Apr'66:48
Global highlights. Jul'66:7
Family planning in Hong Kong. Jul'66:41
Are we heading for nutritional suicide? Oct'66:26
Global highlights. Nov'66:7
Food surplus shortage. Jan'67:9
A crying need. Jan'67:44
Christians team up to help war-weary people. Feb'67:23
Show them God lives. Feb'67:26
Doodling. Feb'67:38
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
I met a planeload of refugees. Mar'67:19
Global highlights. Sep'67:6
Churches respond to disasters. Oct'67:23
The receiving end of compassion. Jan'69:39
Compassion in action. Feb'69:25
Human need in Haiti. Mar'69:40
Fish in the chapel. May'69:22
The challenge of world hunger. Dec'69:10
Good news in a boxcar. Feb'70:10
Church gifts aid education projects. Dec'70:22
The church helps people in times of disaster. Jan'71:30

World events.

- Dec'71:36  Apr'72:38

Commentary. Jan'73:18
World events. May'73:38
The church's success story. Jul'73:19

CHURCH WORLD SERVICE.

- COMMITTEE ON WORLD FRIENDSHIP AMONG CHILDREN
  - World Christmas festival. Sep'49:43

CHURCH YEAR

- Your church year. Oct'31:17
- The church year, 1932-33. Oct'32:21
- Church program week. Jul'39:21

CHURCHES AND WORLD PEACE

- Two important peace documents. Jul'29:4

CHURCHES OF CHRIST (AUSTRALIA)

- The momentum of Pentecost. Feb'29:11
- It may be a "Conference" to them... Feb'29:17
- Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
- A world fellowship of churches. Nov'41:13
- Golden Jubilee. Feb'56:45
- Australian missions. Feb'63:45
- Women and world highways. Oct'63:33
- The Disciples "down under." Nov'63:24
- An American in Australia. Jan'65:23

CHURCHES OF CHRIST (AUSTRALIA) FEDERAL ABORIGINES MISSION BOARD

- Book chat. Sep'57:42

CHURCHES OF CHRIST (GREAT BRITAIN)

- (photo of 1926 convention) Dec'26:20
- Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
- A study in comparisons (photo of conference) Nov'27:32
- What's doing in Britain.
  - Feb'28:29  Apr'28:24  Jul'28:20
- The momentum of Pentecost. Feb'29:11
- Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
- ...send delegate to Des Moines. Oct'34:32
- British conference at Glasgow. Oct'37:6
- Annual British Conference. Oct'39:46
- News room. Nov'40:40
- Brotherhood Dinner and British missions. Dec'40:6
- Christian World Fellowship. Feb'41:12
- British churchmen look towards peace. Jun'42:14
- Message from British Brethren. Nov'42:3
- Fraternal greetings. Sep'43:30
- Ordination in Great Britain. Sep'44:4
- Union Committee in Britain. Nov'44:4
- Britain, from war to peace. Oct'45:4
- On two continents. Feb'48:24
- Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20
- Mission work in Thailand. Mar'51:10
- British churches and inter-communion relations. Nov'51:46
News room. Mar'53:46
CHURCHTOWN, OHIO
Global highlights. Nov'59:7
CIALES, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50 Jul'25:61
Golden Jubilee home... (photo of church) Oct'25:57
(photo of church) May'55:10
CIMADE
See
COMITE INTER-MOUVEMENT AUPRES DES EVACUES
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50 Jan'25:50
Welcome to Cincinnati (photo) Jun'49:15
The scene. Feb'73:33
Disciples look toward the Queen City in '73 (photo of waterfront) Mar'73:18
CINCINNATI, OHIO. ANDERSON HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1962. Jan'63:45
CINCINNATI, OHIO. CARTHAGE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:13 (photo p. 14)
CINCINNATI, OHIO. COLLEGE HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Open doors at College Hill. Feb'63:17
CINCINNATI, OHIO. EVANSTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A modern Bible School (photos) Oct'20:44
CINCINNATI, OHIO. FEDERATION OF CHURCHES
Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
CINCINNATI, OHIO. FOREST PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A two-day "visit" to Africa. Jun'72:28
CINCINNATI, OHIO. KEMPER APARTMENTS
The scene. Feb'72:44
CINCINNATI, OHIO. MOUNT HEALTHY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
...praise home plan. Dec'58:42
CINCINNATI, OHIO. NORWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:58
CINCINNATI, OHIO. OAK HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
CINCINNATI, OHIO. SPRING GROVE CEMETARY
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'25:45
CINCINNATI, OHIO. WALNUT HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Who will be next? Feb'22:1
The scene. Feb'72:44
"CINEMA SOUNDS" (RADIO PROGRAM)
World events. Jun'73:38
CIPRIANO CEI. "PRESENTIMENTO" (PAINTING)
Madonnas from may lands (photo) Dec'38:25
Cirrillo, Marie
When people leave Appalachia. Nop'67:14
CIRCUIT RIDERS
The circuit rider (poem) Feb'25:back cover (statue at Salem, Oregon) Feb'25:back cover
CIRCUSES
Chaplain of the Circus Kirk. Jan'70:22
CSICO CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
See also
MIDLAND COLLEGE
Work of our colleges and Board of Education.  
Nov'22:38     Aug'23:53
CISCO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Pithy news items from the Board of Education.  Nov'29:40
CISLAK, FRANCIS E
A preview of the college year.  Sep'32:32
CITIES
My city, my church.  Dec'61:46
Global highlights.  Apr'62:8
Churches serve in areas of change.  Jul'62:17
Macedonia call--1962.  Sep'62:16
Global highlights.  Nov'62:7
Youth and the world mission.  May'63:39
The church and the changing city.  Jun'63:23
A prayer for the city (poem)  Jun'63:25
Two cultures but one humanity.  Jul'63:26
Adults and mission.  Jul'63:40
The city--a global challenge.  Nov'63:25
Disciples and the city.  Dec'63:30
The call it "the place."  Dec'63:32
Ahead of the headlines.  Feb'66:4
Social trends.  Jun'66:16
Ahead of the headlines.  Jul'66:4
Seminarians see the city.  Jan'67:14
Jun'67: much of issue
Global highlights.  Nov'67:7
Urban emergency.  Nov'67:9
Social trends.  Jan'68:36
Global highlights.  Feb'68:6     Mar'68:6
? and answers.  Mar'68:50
Urban coalition, continuing.  Apr'68:9
Disciples respond to the urban crisis.  May'68:11
Inner city--the churches' baffling frontier.  May'68:15
10 tips on facing the crisis in your town.  May'68:50
Friendly town.  Jul'68:15
Global highlights.  Jul'68:7
Youth and the world mission.  Jul'68:32
X-502 reveals God at work.  Sep'68:17
A community in action.  Sep'68:40
Social trends.  Oct'68:38
Editorials.  Feb'69:23
Ahead of the headlines.  Apr'69:5
World events.  May'69:32
Two days in the inner city.  Feb'70:23
Ahead of the headlines.  Sep'70:5
World events.  Jun'71:36
The role of the emerging church in major cities.
Oct'72:suppl:14
Urban renewal--opportunity or disaster.  Jun'72:19
CITIES--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Recommended books on the changing city.  Jun'63:40
CITIZENS CRUSADE AGAINST POVERTY
Global highlights.  Mar'66:6
CITIZENSHIP
See also
AMERICANIZATION
NATURALIZATION
Good Americans in the making. Jun'19:42
Americanization and the church. Jul'19:36
Are you going to vote? Sep'24:55
Are you a Christian citizen? Oct'24:1
Constructive citizenship. Oct'28:8
Helps for the leaders of junior groups.
   Feb'36:40  Jan'39:49
American Dependence Day. Nov'57:14
Christian citizenship. Apr'58:34
Citizenship and tolerance. Apr'59:10
Freedom means responsibility. Feb'66:48
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'70:5

CITIZENSHIP SEMINARS
Global highlights. Sep'65:6

CITY ASSOCIATIONS FELLOWSHIP OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Feb'69:31
In brief (photo of officers) Mar'70:38
World events. Mar'71:37

CITY CHURCHES
Facts for the busy woman. May'19:54
Unredeemed America. May'20:13
The city problem of the church. May'20:18
The call of the city. May'20:21
Our first experiment in an industrial center. May'21:37
Diagnosing your city. Aug'21:37
Church leadership in community life. Jan'22:17
A county wide conscience in a county seat church. Feb'22:44
The problem of the down-town church. Jun'22:40
A city church that stayed. May'23:13
The growth of the Disciples of Christ in cities (chart)
Aug'23:24
The challenge of the Twentieth Century city. Feb'26:31
The church and the city trail. Sep'29:9
News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40
Prayer for slum clearance. Jul'36:inside front cover
Programs for young people. Feb'38:37
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'38:36
Programs for young people. Jun'38:37
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jun'38:38
Christ at the center of city life. Jul'38:6
Books about the city. Jul'38:32
Programs for adult organizations. Jul'38:36
Programs for young people. Jul'38:37
Programs for adult organizations. Sep'38:36
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'38:38
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'38:40
Oct'38:much of issue
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'38:36
What makes a city "good?" Jul'39:12
The American city as a home missionary field. Nov'40:27
The church and the city. Oct'48:10
Children of the slums. Jun'49:6
The opportunity of city churches. Apr'50:13
Beginning with the city. Apr'54:5
Together we build. Apr'54:9
The city is a mission field. Jun'54:14
For adult mission study. Jun'54:38
Youth and missions. Jun'54:39
Jul'64: much of issue
For adult mission study. Sep'54:36 Oct'54:36
Global highlights. Nov'54:2
The downtown church carries on. Nov'54:7
Churches change a city. Nov'54:27
Global highlights. Nov'54:34
A strategy for the small city church. Oct'55:17
New hope for city churches. Oct'57:15
Effective evangelism for today. Feb'58:16
Global highlights. Apr'59:6
Dare of the changing city. Jun'59:14
An old church gains as it gives. Jul'60:11
When city churches support one another. Jul'60:46
City churches can plan the right way. Oct'60:15
Winning the immovable city. Feb'61:11
My city, my church. Dec'61:46
The church and the changing city. Jun'63:23
Youth and the world mission. Jun'63:39
Outside the walls. Sep'63:22
They stayed downtown. Oct'63:21
Global highlights Dec'63:7
Disciples and the city. Dec'63:30
Minorities and the city church. Feb'64:48
Global highlights. Apr'64:6
When churches move out. Nov'65:9
Global highlights. Sep'66:7
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
Jun'67: much of issue
Letters. Mar'68:4
On being the church in the city. Sep'71:26
When churches stay in the inner city. Feb'73:16

CITY PLANNERS
Global highlights. Nov'67:7
"CITY STORY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'54:50

CIUDAD GARCIA, MEXICO
My trip to Jerez. Jan'29:44
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
Echoes from everywhere.
May'37:39 Mar'42:38 Jun'45:33
Jan'38:40 Jun'42:39 Nov'45:30
Calling on the Fuquas in Los Haro! Apr'48:46
The Fuqua's describe Jerez, Zacatecas. Jun'50:42
Mr. Aleman seeks and finds. Feb'52:46

CIVIL DEFENSE
Social trends. Mar'62:22

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
See
GOVERNMENT, RESISTENCE TO

CIVIL RELIGION
See
NATIONALISM AND RELIGION

CIVIL RIGHTS
See
HUMAN RIGHTS
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS
   On the social battle front. Jan'34:13
   Conservation of soil and soul. May'38:9
CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE
   Jul'44:17
CIVILIZATION
   Guarding the springs of civilization. Jul'33:13
   Must we also move out of God's way? May'34:21
   Social trends. Nov'47:12
CLAGUE, JAMES G., 1911-
   Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30
   (photo) Dec'48:33
   Classroom and campus. Apr'56:31
   Jan'57:29
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:4
   Classroom and campus. Dec'65:34
CLAIBORNE, FREDERICK
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
CLAIBORNE, JAMES LEE, 1929-1975
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'57:4
CLAPP, CONSTANCE
   Vacation church schools... (photo) Jun'51:8
   Speaking of books. Jan'32:47
CLAPP, R G quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'41:2
CLAPPER, SIMON K., -1960
   In memoriam. Sep'60:37
CLAPSADDLE, GERALD L quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'68:16
CLAREMORE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
CLAREMONT SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
   See
   DISCIPLES SEMINARY FOUNDATION (CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA)
   SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY AT CLAREMONT (CALIFORNIA)
CLARENDON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A call from the Pan-handle. Mar'20:43
   No greater work than this (photo) Jun'22:49
CLARK, (married to Edward E. Clark), -1934
   In memoriam. May'34:39
CLARK, (married to Ernest Clark), -1924
   (death) Sep'24:58
CLARK, (married to Francis E. Clark)
   (photo) Feb'26:46
CLARK, (married to George Clark), -1926
   (death) Oct'26:50
CLARK, (married to Hershal Clark), -1946
   In memoriam. Oct'46:37
CLARK, (married to Joseph Clark)
   (photo) Oct'26:6
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
Clark, (Mrs. L. E.)
   Letters. May'69:41
CLARK, (married to Marion Clark)
   In memoriam. May'28:48
CLARK, (married to Orvie Clark)
   quoted. Here and there... Jun'48:48
CLARK, (married to R. Warren Clark)
    In brief. Sep'73:41
CLARK, (married to Randolph Clark) -1921
    (death) Jun'21:41
CLARK, (married to Randolph Lee Clark, Sr.) -1961
    In memoriam. Mar'61:41
CLARK, (MRS. T. J.)
    Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42
    quoted. The initial gift to the initial reserve fund for the
    proposed Pension Plan. Dec'27:61
CLARK, (married to William Clark)
    (death) Feb'24:50
Clark, Albert E
    Letters. Jul'64:46
CLARK, ALDEN H. INDIA ON THE MARCH
    Book announcements. Aug'22:49
    Do you realize? Apr'23:55
Clark, Alice
    Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49
    In an Indian hospital. Dec'37:20
    Great religious migration brings suffering. Dec'47:36
CLARK, ALICE
    There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
    Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31        Oct'37:33
    A continuing service. Nov'37:28
    News room. Sep'45:30                Jun'46:34
    (photo) Jul'46:33
    News room. May'47:35
    quoted. For adult missionary groups. May'47:38
    (photo) Dec'47:36
    News room. Jan'48:32
    Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
    News room. Jan'62:32
    Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'63:31
    NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:26
CLARK, ANN NOLAN. IN MY MOTHER'S HOUSE
    Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
CLARK, ANNA I. -1946
    In memoriam. May'46:37
CLARK, ANNA M
    See
    CLARKE, ANNA MARGARET
CLARK, ANNIE ANDERSON
    In memoriam. Oct'32:39
CLARK, BENNETT CHAMP
    Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
    An alert senator. Feb'37:4
Clark, Betty Jean, 1929- (married to William Clark)
    Kindergarten for Yakima. Jun'61:28
CLARK, BETTY JEAN, 1929- (photo) Jun'61:28
    Women on world highways. May'63:33
CLARK, BETTY JEAN. NEARER TO THEE
    Book chat. Nov'56:39
CLARK, BILL
    (photo) Jan'68:37
CLARK, BYRON
   In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
CLARK, CHAMP, 1850–1921
   (death) May'21:51
CLARK, CHARLES B
   (photo) Oct'22:52
CLARK, DAVID
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'58:37
CLARK, DAVID H.
   World outreach sounding board. Mar'68:33
CLARK, DENLEY
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
CLARK, DOROTHY HUNDLEY
   News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
Clark, Elmer Talmage, 1886–
   We have evangelized; now let us Christianize. Jan'24:16
CLARK, ELMER T. THE SMALL SECT IN AMERICA
   Book chat. Feb'38:34 Dec'49:16
CLARK, EMMA JENNINGS, 1852– (married to Thomas J. Clark)
   (married to Thomas J. Clark)
   News room. Sep'46:40
Clark, Eulalee
   Notes. Nun'19:59
CLARK, EVELYN P
   (photo) Jul'48:30
CLARK, FLORA, –1943
   In memoriam. Jan'44:33
CLARK, FOSTER
   (photo) Jan'32
CLARK, FRANCIS EDWARD, 1851–1927
   (married to Harriett E. Abbott Clark)
   C E notes. Jan'19:64
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63
The thirtieth International Christian Endeavor Convention
   (photo) Sep'25:33
   (photo) Feb'26:46
   (death) Francis E. Clark (photo) Jul'27:2
CLARK, FRANK A., 1911–
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:4
   News room (photo) Sep'64:39
   Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'65:7
   In brief. Jan'69:46
Clark, Gene
   Letters. Nov'70:31
CLARK, GEORGE T., –1958
   In memoriam. Dec'58:37
CLARK, GEORGIA, –1955 (married to T. C. Clark)
   In memoriam. Nov'55:33
CLARK, GLENN
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
CLARK, GLENN. HOW TO FIND HEALTH THROUGH PRAYER
   Book chat. Apr'41:23
CLARK, GLENN. ON WINGS OF PRAYER
   Book chat. Feb'56:40
CLARK, GLENN. TWO OR THREE GATHERED TOGETHER
   Sep'42:22
CLARK, GLENN. THE WAY, THE TRUTH, AND THE LIFE
   Book chat. Jul'46:46
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Clark, Glenna
Letters. Jul'67:46

CLARK, H A G
(photo) May'26:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56

CLARK, HANNAH E.
(death) Dec'24:46

CLARK, HAROLD R
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'62:8

CLARK, HATTIE
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:27
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15

CLARK, HELEN DALE
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28

CLARK, HENRIETTA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34

CLARK, HENRY
(photo) Jul'28:26

CLARK, HOWARD H.
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'68:16

CLARK, HOWARD J
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43

Clark, J L
Discovering the negro. Jul'42:11

CLARK, J. L.
(photo) Jul'42:11
The threshold. Sep'42:2

CLARK, JOHN
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:32

CLARK, JOHN FRANKLIN
(photo) Jul'23:4

CLARK, John Ray, 1890-1961
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:23
The human side of ministerial relief. Feb'32:22
Who can estimate the loss? Apr'32:25

CLARK, JOHN RAY, 1890-1961

CLARK, JOSEPH
The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:40
(photo) Oct'26:6
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
One touch of nature. Nov'41:12

CLARK, JOSEPH LYNN, 1881-1969
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'66:35
In memoriam. Nov'69:46
In brief. Apr'71:41
World events. Jun'72:40

CLARK, KENNETH B. THE NEGRO PROTEST
Books. Apr'64:43

CLARK, LAURA B
(photo) Jan'21:18
Clark, Leslie Savage
Migrant workers (poem) Jul'53:34

CLARK, LOIS
In brief. May'71:42   Feb'73:40

CLARK, M. E. THE CHURCH CREATIVE
New books. Feb'69:28

Clark, M. Edward
The aging can be militant, too! Mar'73:20

CLARK, MARGARET
See

RUBICK, MARGARET CLARK

CLARK, MARGARET EARLE OWEN "PEGGY"
See

OWEN–CLARK, MARGARET EARLE "PEGGY"

Clark, Martha Haskell
A prayer for the holidays (poem) Dec'30:inside front cover
(untitled poem) Nov'37:37

CLARK, MARY
News room (photo) Jun'52:38

Clark, Mary H
Letters. Jan'66:inside front cover

CLARK, MARY WRIGHT, -1925
(death) Aug'25:50

CLARK, MILDRED
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'28:26

CLARK, NELLIE JEAN, 1878–1958
(death) News room. Jun'58:34

CLARK, OLYNTHUS B., 1864–
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
On the college campus. Oct'32:32

CLARK, PATRICIA
News room (photo) May'62:32

CLARK, PAUL J
Two churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Jun'60:48

CLARK, PERCY L. A., -1957
Thailand welcomes Edna Gish (photo) Jan'52:32
(death) News room. Nov'54:36
(correction--not dead) News room. Dec'54:40
Education for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:28
(death) News room. Jan'58:30

Clark, Peter
Is this what life is all about? (poem) May'71:9

CLARK, PETER
Spotlight on Peter Clark (photo) May'71:8

CLARK, R. WARREN
In brief. Sep'73:41

CLARK, RANDOLPH, 1844–1935
Which shall it be? (photo) Nov'19:24
Mrs. Randolph Clark. Jun'21:41
(photo) Jan'24:2   Jul'24:31
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
Fifty and more years of service for Christ (photo) Sep'25:30
On the college campus. Oct'32:33
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44

CLARK, RAYMOND
(photo) Jul'23:4
CLARK, RENA M
In memoriam. Apr'30:39

CLARK, ROBERT EARLE. POEMS FOR GREAT DAYS
Book chat. Jul'48:14

CLARK, ROBERT H
Global highlights. Jan'60:7

CLARK, ROY
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'66:35

CLARK, SAMUEL
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36

CLARK, SARAH E., -1923
(death) May'23:55

CLARK, SARAH E
Missions on and off the beaten paths. Sep'55:9 (photo p. 10)

CLARK, THOMAS ARKLE
quoted. The last page. Oct'26:64

Clark, Thomas Curtis, 1877-1953 (married to Hazel P. Davis Clark)
(untitled poem) Apr'26:44
Launch out (poem) Aug'30:36
I am still rich (poem) Oct'32:48
The Master (poem) Feb'33:23
April day (poem) Apr'36:9
(untitled poem) Jun'38:20
Our flag (poem) Jun'38:48
A song for new days (poem) Jan'39:30
(untitled poem) Jan'42:17
A hymn of Christian faith in a time of stress (poem)
Jan'43:48
Thou Father of us all (hymn) Jan'44:26

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS, 1877-1953
Notes. Jun'19:64
Personalities. Apr'35:17
Book chat. Dec'35:21
(photo) Apr'42:4
(death) News room. Feb'54:40

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. HOME ROADS AND FAR HORIZONS
Songs and sonnets. Nov'35:22
Book chat. Dec'35:31 Jan'36:21

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. ONE HUNDRED POEMS OF PEACE
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:11

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. POEMS FOR DAILY NEEDS
Book chat. Dec'36:40 Jan'37:18

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. POEMS FOR GREAT DAYS
Book chat. Jul'48:14

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. POEMS FOR LIFE
Book chat. Mar'42:23

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. POEMS OF JUSTICE
Speaking of books. Feb'30:31

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS AND ESTHER A. GILLESPIE. QUOTABLE POEMS
Speaking of books. Feb'29:29 Apr'32:34

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. THREE HUNDRED FAVORITE POEMS
Book chat. Jul'46:46

CLARK, THOMAS CURTIS. TREASURY OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
Book chat. Nov'49:45

CLARK, TOM B., -1978
Global highlights. Nov'53:4
Southwest churches adopt home plan (photo) Feb'59:34
CLARK, TOM C
  Global highlights. Nov'62:7
CLARK, VIRGINIA MALTBY
  See
  CLARKE, VIRGINIA MALTBY
CLARK, W  P
  quoted. Partners with God. Dec'27:30
CLARK, WALTER HOUSTON. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
  Book chat. Sep'58:46
CLARK, WESLEY
  (photo) Sep'54:22
Clark, Wilber E.
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:64
CLARK, WILDA
  Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
CLARK, WILLIAM
  World events (photo) Mar'69:35
CLARK, WILLIAM A. THE CHURCH IN CHINA
  New books. Nov'70:29
Clark, William Guy, 1929- (married to Betty Clark)
  Living in two worlds. Apr'59:11
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'64:38
  House of friendship. Apr'65:11
  A Century of dreams and miracles. Apr'72:22
CLARK, WILLIAM GUY, 1929-
  Global highlights. May'58:4
  Living in two worlds. Apr'59:9
  Global highlights. Jun'61:5
  An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
  quoted. Global highlights. May'62:7
  Yakima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:27
  (photo) Apr'64:38  Apr'65:13
  Adults and mission (photo) May'65:38
  In brief. Mar'72:41
  (photo) Apr'72:22
Clark, Willis, Jr.
  Focus on faith. Jul'59:31
CLARK, WILLIS, JR.
  One church aids the war on poverty. Jan'66:15
CLARK, MISSOURI. MACEDONIA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Letters. Jul'67:46
CLARKE, (MRS) (INDIA)
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
CLARKE, (MRS. C. A.)
  (death) News room. Sep'40:34
  In memorium. Oct'40:39
CLARKE, (MRS. S J)
  (death) Feb'19:51
Clarke, Anna Martha, 1894-1953
  Kansas inaugurates circle meet. Feb'24:36
  Why a circle meet? Jan'25:24
  Youth challenges itself. Mar'26:57
  Has missions an appeal for youth? May'27:15
  A suggestion of tomorrow's missionary strength in the local
  church. Apr'30:24
  The missionary organizations' own section. Feb'33:35
Speaking of books. Jul'34:33
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
Women and world highways. Jun'48:33

CLARKE, ANNA MARTHA, 1894-1953
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
(photo) Apr'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
When enthusiasm ran high. Jun'27:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44 May'28:44
(photo) Jul'28:28 Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'28:50 Nov'29:51 Nov'31:42
Apr'29:43 Jan'30:52
Youth leader resigns (photo) Oct'34:20
(photo) Nov'38:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
(photo) Nov'39:7
News room. Jun'43:30 Dec'50:32
(death) News room. Sep'53:39

CLARKE, CHARLES ALBERT, -1949
In memoriam. May'49:39

CLARKE, EDWARD J
Global highlights (photo) May'58:6

Clarke, Elizabeth
Women and world highways. Jun'38:35

CLARKE, F. EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Book chat. Jan'42:23

CLARKE, FRANK ATHERTON
Presenting... (photo) Sep'63:8
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8

CLARKE, JAMES E
American education in Interchurch Movement. Mar'20:12

CLARKE, JAMES FREEMAN
quoted. Last column. Jul'57:48

CLARKE, JANE RECORDS, 1834-1934 (married to Thomas Clarke)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
Memorium. Feb'35:39

CLARKE, JOHN RAY
See

CLARK, JOHN RAY

CLARKE, L MAE
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:33

Clarke, Marion F
Letters. Feb'71:29

Clarke, Mary Louisa, 1867-1957
Note. Sep'20:62
Where example furnished inspiration. Sep'26:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:39
With the boys in Damoh. Jan'36:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:38
CLAIRKE, MARY LOUISA, 1867-1957
Notes. Feb'20:56
Shall we shut the door? Apr'20:43
News from home. May'20:35
(photo) Mar'28:18 Mar'36:26
For thirty-seven years in India. Apr'37:42
CLAIRKE, MITCHELL
Classroom and campus. Jul'48:30
CLAIRKE, ROGER THOMAS, 1899-1935
(photo) Jul'25:7
New missionaries to four fields (photo) Aug'27:26
(death) Last minute notes. Apr'35:47
(death) May'35:2
(death) A hero of the faith (photo) May'35:13
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
CLAIRKE, SARA ELIZABETH
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Clarke, Virginia Maltby, 1902-1972 (married to Roger T. Clarke)
The children of Congo. Jun'36:10
What results in central Africa? Mar'37:16
Vesta McCune, devoted missionary. Mar'38:17
Those prosaic letters: I.C.C. Feb'39:7
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:39
Missionary's diary in review. Mar'40:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:39
Congoese react to the war. Apr'41:30
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
Song festival in Bolenge. May'42:43
A happy Christmas Day at Bolenge. Feb'44:36
A singing people. Jul'45:38
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'46:37
Some changes have been made. Feb'47:47
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:37
Inspector impressed with missionaries' hospitality. Mar'48:41
Echoes from everywhere.
    Feb'49:47 Mar'49:38 Apr'49:38 Jan'51:36
Boys are boys. Jun'52:7
A milestone in Congo. Nov'58:26
Meditations. Oct'62:37
CLAIRKE, VIRGINIA MALTBY, 1902-1972
Fifteen years of world-service. Aug'26:21
New missionaries to four fields (photo) Aug'27:26
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Feb'36:44 Nov'36:34 Mar'37:42
(photo) Mar'38:42
quoted. The last page. Apr'39:48
News room. Oct'42:34
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Apr'44:30
(photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Nov'45:26
(photo) Feb'48:26
Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:9
Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
News room. Jan'62:32
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'70:33
In memoriam. Nov'72:47

Clarke, W J
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:43

CLARKE, W. K. LOWTHER. CONCISE BIBLE COMMENTARY
Book chat. Apr'53:24

CLARKE, WILLIAM JOHNSTON, 1877-1948
In memoriam. Apr'49:40

CLARKE-MACLEOD, EMILY
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63

CLARKSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The local churchlifts up missions (photo) Oct'56:22
Home plan hailed by pastor. Oct'59:49

CLARKSDALE, MISSISSIPPI. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46

CLARKSDALE, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The opportunity in Mississippi. Nov'20:50
Helping churches to walk alone. Jun'30:38

CLARKSON, SUSIE, -1956
In memoriam. Sep'56:35

Clarkson, William Palmer, 1867-1941
A business man's view of missionary finance. Sep'24:13
F. M. Rogers leaves secretary's post. Jun'37:19

CLARKSON, WILLIAM PALMER, 1867-1941
Of Presidential stock and habit (photo) Apr'20:6
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
(photo) Oct'22:7
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'24:56
(photo) Feb'33:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'47:30
W. Palmer Clarkson. Apr'37:42
(photo) Jun'37:34
W. Palmer Clarkson... (photo) Feb'41:26

CLARKSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55
(photo of Vacation Church school) Sep'25:20
Our covenant with God. May'65:20

CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51

CLARY, OMAR LEROY (married to Lois Clary)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'60:8

CLARY, OTHA R., 1903-
(photo) Oct'54:29

CLAUDIO, DOLLY
They act like we are somebody (photo) Dec'68:23

CLAUDIUS, C
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31

CLAUDIUS, KARUNA
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31

Claudius, MacDonald
Voice from India. Dec'61:46

CLAUDIUS, MacDONALD
Youth and missions (photo) Jan'55:39
(photo) Dec'61:48
Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:5
What's ahead for India? (photo) May'64:19
Time of struggle in India (photo) Jul'65:25

CLAUSEN, BERNARD C
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30

CLAVERIE, ROBERTO. "FOR GOD SO LOVED THE WORLD" (DRAWING)
(photo) Dec'70:front cover
The cover. Dec'70:4

CLAVERIE, ROBERTO. "MADONNA OF THE ANDES" (PAINTING)
(photo) Dec'70:6

CLAVIER, HENRY
Classroom and campus. Jan'54:28

Clawson, Bertha Fidelia, 1868-1957
The eleventh annual commencement. Oct'19:48
Commencement exercises in Tokyo. Jul'20:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:47
Osaka after twenty years. Oct'25:56
At home again! Oct'26:47
Follow-up work among graduates. May'27:53
Lavina Oldham memorial service. Nov'27:59
Honored by royalty. Nov'29:35
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:49 Dec'29:51
The miracle of Hatsu Inoue. Mar'30:45
After twenty-five years. Jul'30:18
...realizes a dream. Jan'36:32
An evaluation. May'36:29
Dedication at Margaret K. Long Girls' School. Mar'37:27
Fred E. Hagin—an appreciation. Sep'38:27

CLAWSON, BERTHA FIDELIA, 1868-1957
Notes. Mar'19:60
quoted. The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
(photo) Jun'24:2
Her middle name is Fidelity. Jun'24:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
Putting the Christ in Christy Institute. May'25:42
Osaka news items. May'26:63
quoted. What happened at Takinowgowa. Mar'28:13
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
...visits Japan. Oct'35:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34
A thirtieth anniversary (photos) Apr'36:12
(photo) Dec'37:24
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8
(photo) Oct'38:12
News room. Jun'42:34 Jul'44:36 Nov'47:30
Nov'43:28 Nov'45:26 Sep'51:40
Benevolence at its best. Dec'55:7
Global highlights. Jan'56:2
(death) News room (photo) Apr'57:38
Book chat. Jul'57:42
A century in Japan. Nov'59:22
Missionary giants. Jan'69:32

CLAWSON, BERTHA FIDELIA. BERTHA FIDELIA
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

CLAWSON, CHARLENE
Classroom and campus. Jul'54:34
CLAXTON, ALLEN E
  Globaly highlights (photo) Jan'48:3

CLAY, (MRS. T. H.)
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54

CLAY, ANNE
  In memoriam. May'27:49

Clay, Benjamin Franklin, 1851-1932
  How we won out in Gladstone, Oregon. Jul'20:35

CLAY, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 1851-1932
  Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:8
  (left top photo) Apr'30:14,15
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33

CLAY, CALLIE
  Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:13

CLAY, CASSIUS
  Lord...make me an abolitionist. Jul'63:21

CLAY, HENRY, 1777-1852
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'25:52
  Eisenhower at Transylvania. Jun'54:6

CLAY, MARY ALICE
  They built a church in five weeks (photo) Nov'53:13

Clay, Mattie Neal
  Disciples' headquarters at Chautauqua. Nov'38:47

CLAY, MATTIE NEAL
  New hostess at Chautauqua (photo) May'38:44

CLAY, ROGERS
  Personalities. Feb'36:21

CLAY, SARAH GODLEY
  In memorium. Sep'40:39 Nov'40:39

CLAY, T S
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38

CLAYBORNE, RICHARD BOOKER, 1915-
  Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
  (photo) Jun'57:26 Jul'72:3 Sep'72:front cover
  Cover. Sep'72:4

CLAYMORE, RICHARD B
  quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'44:inside front cover

CLAYPOOL, (MRS. W. P.)
  In memoriam. Oct'38:39

CLAYPOOL, JAMES V
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3

CLAYPOON, ALICE
  Memorium. Jul'35:39

CLAYTON, E. H. HEAVEN BELOW
  Book chat. Oct'44:16

CLAYTON, G. A., 1899-
  South Africa's first Unity Lecture (photo) Jan'50:27
  Prepare the way for unity (photo) Dec'56:47

CLAYTON, GEOFFREY HARE, -1957
  Global highlights. Dec'55:3
  (death) Global highlights. May'57:4

CLAYTON, P B
  Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36

CLAYTON, S. EMILY
  In memoriam. Sep'44:33

CLAYTON, T B
  Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
CLAYTON, T. BOYD
quoted. They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:12 (photo p. 11)
News room. Nov'42:43
Classroom and campus. Dec'46:31
News room. Jan'47:38

CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Why Clayton, New Mexico, should have a new building.
Aug'19:64
Notes. Sep'19:48
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46

CLAYTONIA, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
One week with a present day pioneer. Feb'21:53

CLEAGUE, ALBERT B., JR. THE BLACK MESSIAH
New books. Jun'70:28

CLEAN AMERICAN PICTURES. JOHN GOLDEN UNIT
(note) Oct'24:58

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:50

CLEARWATER, FLORIDA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'62:3

CLEARY, EDWARD L. SHAPING A NEW WORLD
New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31

CLEAVENS, FRANK. CREATIVE PARENTHOOD
New books. Oct'72:33

Cleaver, (married to Guy Cleaver)
Golden Jubilee notes. Dec'23:60

Cleaver, Ben Hill, 1881-1975
Letters. Dec'72:44

CLEAVER, ELDRIDGE
Letters. Feb'71:29

Cleaver, Thomas Spencer, 1886-
Message. May'19:39

CLEAVER, THOMAS SPENCER, 1886-
Apr'19:62
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
(photo) Mar'24:18
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'26:43 Feb'26:52

CLEBSCHE, WILLIAM A. FROM SACRED TO PROFANE AMERICA
New books. Jun'68:37

Cleghorn, Sarah N
Canned childhood (poem) Jul'38:35 Jul'40:37

CLELAND, A. W
(photo) Jun'51:18

CLEM, (MRS. E. E.) -1945
In memoriam. Dec'45:37

CLEM, (married to Ralph Clem)
(photo) Nov'48:28

CLEMENCEAU, GEORGES
Listening in on the world. Feb'30:19

Clemens, Margaret M
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Sep'38:40 Dec'39:38 Nov'41:40

Clement, Emma Clarissa, 1875- 
Coming into her own. Jun'29:43
CLEMENT, EMMA CLARISSA, 1875- 
Global highlights (photo) Jun'46:3
CLEMENTS, EARLE
First National laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
CLEMENTS, JOSIAH S., 1851-1925 (married to Nancy Clements) 
(death) Apr'25:51
CLEMENTS, LENA, -1959 
In memoriam. Nov'59:35
Clements, Leslie C 
Abortion: whose right to life? Mar'73:24
CLEMENTS, MARVIN
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:12
Clements, Samuel 
A war prayer. Jul'28:back cover
CLEMENTS, SAMUEL
The last page. Feb'27:64 
Last column. Nov'50:52 
quoted. Last column. Jul'64:50
Clemes, Bill
Transforming migrants into individuals. Oct'48:29
Clemmer, Laura White, 1874?-1968 
(married to William Brunner Clemmer) 
Golde Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
CLEMMER, LAURA WHITE, 1874?-1968 
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
CLEMMER, LILLIAN 
(photo) Dec'51:9
Clemmer, William Brunner, 1866-1957 
(married to Laura White Clemmer) 
A dream takes shape. Dec'27:8
CLEMMER, WILLIAM BRUNNER, 1866-1957 
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8 
(photo) Sep'46:27 
News room. Feb'47:32
CLEMMONS, (MRS. C. H.) 
In memoriam. Feb'38:39
CLEMON, (MRS FRED C) 
(death) Mar'21:50
CLENDENIN, ANNA 
(death) Jul'25:51
Cleophas, C B 
Scouting in Harda. Mar'23:46
CLERGY
The shortage of ministers. Feb'19:6 
Where do we get our preachers and missionaries? Jun'19:30 
The church's hired man or God's ambassador. Jul'19:31 
Alarming transiency of ministers. Jun'20:45 
Ministerial leadership. Aug'20:18 
Dealing with the mightiest forces. Sep'20:31 
The glory of the ministry. Dec'20:18 
How do our preachers live? Jun'21:4 
Any minister to any church. Oct'21:8 
The source of ministerial supply. Dec'21:17 
Justifying the ministry for the ministers' sons. Dec'21:55 
Enlisting for life service. Jan'23:16 
The minister (poem) Apr'25:inside front cover 
Apr'26: much of issue
The curious business of being a preacher. Aug'27:21
Recruiting for the ministry. Feb'28:11
Apr'28:much of issue
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:27
Apr'29:much of issue
Calling them out. Oct'29:12
The minister (poem) Nov'29:27
The last page. Sep'30:48
Minister wanted (poem) Jan'31:48
Magnifying the local ministry. Oct'31:4
An open letter. Oct'31:18
The minister, a man apart. Dec'31:4
A problem of all preachers. Jan'32:19
Maintaining a balance. Apr'32:21
May'32:much of issue
The preacher's chance. Jul'32:14
The last page. Jul'32:48
The shepherd call. Feb'33:17
The unknown minister to his wife. May'33:14
Civilization's chief dependence. Jul'33:15
What young preachers read. Jul'33:20
Sep'33:much of issue
The minister—an educator. Nov'33:21
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34
On the social battle front. Jul'34:18
Sep'34:much of issue
The preacher the key man. Apr'35:3
Preachers and preaching. Sep'35:5
A prayer for the ministry of the word. Sep'35:6
Security act leaves the preacher out. Sep'35:14
The minister must lead. Nov'35:10
Letter to a clergyman. Jan'36:10
The minister indispensable. Mar'36:16
Preachers or pastors for the rural church. May'36:20
Sep'36:much of issue
Sep'37:much of issue
(photo) Oct'37:23
A prayer for ministers. Jan'38:22
Sep'38:much of issue
Sep'39:much of issue
Ministerial placement plan. Jun'40:20
Sep'40:much of issue
Sep'41:much of issue
Men who helped God. Dec'41:29
The mission of the minister. Mar'42:3
The minister of the rural church. Jul'42:45
Sep'42:much of issue
Sep'43:much of issue
Sep'44:much of issue
Sep'45:much of issue
A program of ministerial recruitment. Oct'45:12
The ministry must lead... Jul'46:27
The ministry... Sep'46:5
When the pulpit committee seeks another pastor. Oct'46:28
The high calling. Sep'47:21
Ministerial longevity. Apr'48:16
Recruiting for dedicated lives. Sep'48:7
The work of the ministry. Sep'48:15
The enlistment is for life. Sep'48:16
Wanted: Ministers. Apr'49:30
When a boy chooses the ministry. Sep'49:7
Satisfactions of the ministry. Sep'49:7
Mailing of ministers. Nov'49:6
The personal ministry. Sep'50:8
Discovering tomorrow's ministers. Sep'50:17
The church must care. Sep'50:19
Great expectations. Sep'51:7
Sustaining the ministry in active service. Sep'51:18
Supporting the ministry in retirement. Sep'51:19
A sense of the essential. Feb'52:5
Pronouncement and practice. Sep'52:5
The deepest of the heart. Sep'52:8
Specialized ministers are needed. Sep'52:44
Recruiting the minister. Jan'53:14
Problems of the minister. May'53:6
Sep'53: much of issue
The minister--dreamer, architect, builder. Oct'53:7
A study group is a helpful tool. Oct'53:11
Sep'54: much of issue
Ministers and Social Security. Jan'55:29
The church, the minister, the ministry. Sep'55:5
How to get rid of a preacher. Feb'56:48
Ministers face perils. Jul'56:47
Ministers for tomorrow. Sep'56:19
For adult mission study. Nov'56:34
All this is the ministry. Sep'57:9
Churches make ministers. Sep'57:32
More members, fewer ministers. Nov'57:7
The battle of the birth rate. Apr'58:17
Global highlights. May'58:6
Heritage of the ministry. Sep'58:11
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:19
You and the preacher's power. Dec'58:10
Privilege for the clergy. Dec'58:10
Global highlights. Mar'59:5
The minister at your service. Jul'59:25
Ethics for the church member. Dec'59:23
Fellowship in Mexico. Jan'60:46
Finding a minister. Apr'60:15
Where are tomorrow's ministers? Jun'60:15
What is a sufficient ministry? Sep'60:23
Let's not undersell preaching. Sep'60:32
Global highlights. Oct'60:6
Ministers and good habits. Oct'60:9
Latins among us. Oct'60:17
Global highlights. Jun'61:5
Pastor and people share a ministry. Jun'61:22
From pew to pulpit. Sep'61:11
Thoughts for a pulpit committee. Sep'61:19
Ministers are "wholly loyal." Oct'61:13
Book chat. Oct'61:24
Leaving the ministry? Nov'61:10
Let the minister help! Apr'62:48
Three lives of a student minister. Oct'62:11
Do ministers need a 25 hour day? Oct'62:26
The key is the ministry. Nov'62:29
Global highlights. Jan'63:6
Ask about it! May'63:8
Is our ministry adequate? Jun'63:15
Call to serve. Sep'63:53
Why we stay in the ministry. Oct'63:12
Set apart to serve. Oct'63:19
God measures the ministry. Oct'63:23
Restructure notebook. Jun'64:33
Global highlights. Nov'64:4
Who will occupy our empty pulpits? May'65:11
Psalm for a minister. Oct'65:14
10 tips to a congregation with a new pastor. Oct'65:50
Ask about it! Nov'65:8
Church and ministry--a marriage. Dec'65:12
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
Out of conflict--learning. Feb'66:19
Letters. Apr'66:42
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
World Calling... Oct'66:10
No minister walks alone. Oct'66:11
Changes ahead for the ministry. Oct'66:13
Mutual ministry. Nov'66:11
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
World Calling... Oct'67:10
Letters. Jan'68:4
Global highlights. Jan'68:7
Career at midpoint. Jan'68:19
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'68:5   Sep'68:5
Churches are stronger now. Sep'68:11
Interim pastor. Oct'68:12
10 tips on supporting your minister. Oct'68:50
The role of the seminary alumnus. Feb'69:14
Why I joined the ministry. May'69:12
Enlisting ministers--a job for all of us. Jun'69:12
Letters. Jul'69:33
One layman's concept of the ministry. Oct'69:7
Letters. Jun'71:4
Ministers build bridges in a divided world. Oct'71:13
How ministers see themselves. Apr'72:8
Letters. Jun'72:42
Film deals with minister's work. Jul'72:36
Churches must deal with stress in the ministry. Sep'72:20
Shavings. Sep'72:35
Profile of a black minister. Sep'73:8
The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:31
Shavings. Oct'73:37 Dec'73:34
CLERGY AND LAYMEN CONCERNED ABOUT VIETNAM
World events. Apr'69:30
CLERGY BUREAU
Of interest to preachers. Jan'21:49
Important notice regarding clergy certificates. May'48:42
CLERGY CHILDREN
See
CLERGY FAMILIES
CLERGY--CONFERENCES
     Study for the rural pastor. May'29:30

CLERGY--EDUCATION
     See
     THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

CLERGY--ETHICS
     Minister's code of ethics. Nov'44:4

CLERGY FAMILIES
     Children of the manse. Jul'23:4
     The promise of the children of the manse. Apr'25:4
     In their footsteps. Apr'28:18
     Little sticks of dynamite. Sep'41:19
     Who follows in their train? Sep'42:5
     Parents in the parsonage. Apr'53:23
     The minister--his family and his church. Sep'53:14
     Editorials. May'70:19

CLERGY--ORGANIZATIONS
     Global highlights. Oct'66:7

CLERGY--PENSIONS
     See also
     BOARD OF MINISTERIAL RELIEF
     PENSION FUND OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
     Recruits and pensions. Feb'19:9
     Short preachers have pensions? Apr'19:19
     The first offering for ministerial relief. Nov'20:48
     Sixty-four years a preacher. Jan'21:40
     Keeping faith with the ministry. Jan'21:49
     Plain questions and straight answers on ministerial pensions. Mar'21:51
     The ministerial pension. Jun'21:52
     Over sixty years in the ministry. Aug'21:55
     8000 years in Christian service. Dec'21:49
     A worthy example. Jan'22:59
     Ministerial support helps preachers to come back. Jul'22:31
     It's all changed now. Jan'23:59
     Yesterday's prophets of today and tomorrow. Mar'23:35
     The four stages of development in ministerial relief and pensions. Apr'25:5
     The young minister and the Pension. Apr'25:22
     Comparative chart for study of ministerial relief and pensions. Apr'25:23
     Pension benefits increased... Aug'25:15
     Presbyterian Pension plans. Sep'26:19
     The progress of the proposed Pension Plan. Apr'27:13
     The pension conferences in Texas. May'27:57
     Timely help for the ministry. May'27:63
     The success of an idea. Jul'27:34
     Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52 Dec'27:45
     The new adventure of the church. Jan'28:25
     Apr'28:much of issue
     Apr'29:much of issue
     How do preachers live? May'29:4
     Saved from the lions and the wolves. Jun'29:14
     Apr'30:much of issue
     An adventure in justice. Jul'30:17
     Two sorts of Pensions from two sorts of funds. Oct'31:23
     For the preaching of the Gospel. Jan'32:23
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Protestant pension conference. Dec'32:22
Global highlights. Jan'48:3
The church must care. Sep'50:19
Supporting the ministry in retirement. Sep'51:19
The church provides for its own. Sep'52:16
Attention ministers and churches. Mar'56:6
Global highlights. Apr'56:5
Again, attention churches. Apr'56:8
The minister's security. Sep'57:7
How free is a minister? Sep'59:17
The "extra" can make a difference. Sep'61:17
Global highlights. Feb'63:7
Ask about it! Jul'64:8
A minister's self-respect. Jan'65:25
Ahead of the headlines.
  Jun'65:4            Jul'65:4              Dec'65:4
Pensions. Nov'66:21
World events. Feb'70:36
Commentary. Oct'72:17a
Forty years and $25,000 later. Dec'72:11

CLERGY SPOUSES
The minister's wife. Mar'20:50  Apr'26:16
I'm glad I married a preacher! Apr'28:14
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
Waiting. Apr'29:11
Appraising the minister's wife. Jun'32:15
The unknown minister to his wife. May'33:14
Happiest in the world. Sep'33:7
Women and world highways. Jan'50:35
Parents in the parsonage. Apr'53:23
For the widow's sake. Mar'58:30
Women on world highways. Sep'69:31
My wife, the "nun." May'70:20

CLERGY--STATISTICS
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39    May'27:45
Do figures ever lie? Jun'29:23
Surveying our ministry. Jan'30:21
An age picture of 119 persons on ministerial relief.
  Jul'36:inside back cover

CLERGY SUPPORT
Recruits and pensions. Feb'19:9
Church meanness. Aug'19:23
How do our preachers live? Nov'20:48
Is it charity or back pay? Dec'20:52
Hot for the heart of the ministry. Jan'21:31
How do ministers live? Apr'21:49
A square dial for preachers. May'21:38
How some of our preachers live. Aug'21:58
The pay roll and the prophet. Dec'21:35
From the diary of the ministry. Aug'22:37
Undergirding a world ministry. Dec'22:20
The early days of ministerial relief. Dec'22:44
What is ministerial relief? May'23:47
A great record and its claim. Dec'23:10
Salary gains in North Carolina. Aug'24:51
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39
Our debt of love. Apr'25:13
The minister and the Easter Offering. Apr'25:15
Turning the light on Ministerial Relief. Apr'26:18
(map showing average salaries of active workers) Feb'27:32
Apr'27: much of issue
Necessity is laid upon me. Jul'28:4
Missionary societies. Sep'28:32
How do preachers live? May'29:4
Hold the line, please. Sep'29:8
The tides flow out, and in. Sep'35:7
The minister's salary. Sep'37:14
On the conscience of the church. Dec'37:3

Social Security pensions. May'39:31
The minister's stake in the Pension Plan. Sep'41:11

The threshold. Oct'42:2
Salaries of ministers. Oct'42:3
Rice on the doorstep. Jul'43:8
Sustaining the ministry in active service. Sep'51:18
Face to face in 1951. Dec'51:5
Global highlights. Mar'52:2
Ministers' salaries. Nov'52:14
1925 vs 1952 records on average salaries. Nov'52:46
The minister--and his supporting Brotherhood. Sep'53:15
Of concern to ministers and churches. Mar'55:6
Global highlights. Jan'56:4
Make study of salaries. Feb'56:28
Sustain the ministry! Sep'56:9
How to undergird the ministry. Sep'56:10
Ministers' salaries. Dec'57:45
Two letters to answer. Sep'59:21
Global highlights. Nov'60:7 Jun'62:7
Ask about it! Mar'63:8
Global highlights. Sep'64:5 Jan'65:4
What is a minister worth? Feb'65:19
Church and minister--a marriage. Dec'65:13
10 tips on ministerial support. Oct'66:50
Letters. Oct'71:35 Dec'71:4
How much $hould we pay our pastor? Oct'72:9
World events. Sep'73:38

CLERGY SUPPORT--STATISTICS
Who are these and when came they? Apr'30:11
First 15 age pensions under the plan. Sep'31:21
World events. Jun'69:37

CLERGY WIVES
See
CLERGY SPOUSES
Clerique, Lois
Letters. May'69:4
CLETTO, DAVID
(photo) Feb'27:44
CLEVELAND, ARTHUR VERNE, 1902-1944
(married to Esther L. Cleveland)
(photo) Apr'41:25
(death) The threshold. Nov'45:2
CLEVELAND, DAVID L
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:31 Sep'65:36
CLEVELAND, DORCAS RUTH
Better than battleships. Feb'21:52
CLEVELAND, FORREST F
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Classroom and campus. Apr'47:30
CLEVELAND, HANNAH, -1949
In memoriam. May'49:39
CLEVELAND, HARLAN. THE OVERSEAS AMERICAN
Book chat. Oct'60:42
CLEVELAND, HORACE S.
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'60:34
CLEVELAND, JAMES
Reston: good news for the whole church (photo) Nov'73:18
CLEVELAND, LUCINA
In memoriam. Sep'37:39
CLEVELAND, MARTHA, -1954
In memoriam. Mar'55:39
CLEVELAND, MARY
In memoriam. Sep'62:46
CLEVELAND, PHILIP JEROME. THREE CHURCHES AND A MODEL T
Book chat. May'60:41
CLEVELAND CHRISTIAN HOME
Some pressing needs. Feb'19:35
Happiness in our homes. Feb'19:39
Christmas at the Cleveland Home. Mar'19:53
Record of service... Apr'19:6
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes. May'19:61 Jun'19:60
The Cleveland Christian Orphanage. Oct'19:48
A cry of need from Cleveland. Feb'20:48
Notes. Feb'20:62 Mar'20:62
(photo) Apr'20:23
Notes. May'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58
A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
(photo) Apr'21:13
The home on the hill. Aug'21:53
Report. Sep'21:37
Love in the concrete (photo) Dec'21:41
Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:35
Dividends of Love (photo) Apr'22:20
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:16
Annual report... Sep'22:42
Close ups in our homes. Apr'23:39
Men and women in the making. Nov'23:44
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
Housing the homeless child. Jan'24:22
Help the homeless child (photos) Mar'24:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
No room in the inn. Apr'24:5
A great victory at Cleveland. Apr'24:14
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
Annual report. Oct'24:42
(photo) Dec'24:7
The work of the Department of Benevolence. Dec'24:8
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:54
Annual report... Oct'25:39
/photos) Dec'25:14-15
The new Cleveland Home dedicated (photo) Jan'26:39
Children's Day in the children's homes. Jun'26:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Dec'26:front cover
Making room for the babies (photos) Dec'26:11
Helping all the way. Dec'26:15
Triangle palaver. Apr'27:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
When doctors get together. Jul'27:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:47
(photo) Dec'27:inside front cover Dec'27:17
A friend finding tour (photos) Dec'27:40
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
Christians at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
(photo) Dec'28:62
Girls give pageant. May'29:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:63
Stories from real life. Dec'29:11
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:39
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
(photo) Dec'31:front cover
The first page. Dec'31:2
(photo) Dec'31:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:25
(photo) Dec'33:24
National Benevolent Association notes. Jul'35:40
Pure religion and undefiled (photo) Dec'36:9
New buildings for the Benevolent Homes. Jun'38:46
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
New phases of benevolence. Dec'40:7
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? Sep'41:29
Camp life (photo of camp girls) Jul'42:32
(photo) Dec'42:25
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
Victory gardens at summer camp. Sep'43:26
Hallowed rooms of home (photo) Dec'45:6
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion (photo) Dec'52:23
World Call visits Mom Thorpe's shoe (photos) Dec'53:9
Echoes from everywhere (photo of dental clinic) May'56:34
Global highlights (photo of grounds after tornado) Jul'56:4
(photo) Jun'57:26
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:9
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
Benevolence--then and now (photo) Dec'61:20
Global highlights. Jun'62:6
News room. Jan'63:34
Day care attacks a massive need (photo of children) Apr'66:23
From breaking chairs to leading carols. Dec'67:12
Update on the National Benevolent Association. Dec'70:8
It's just what I love. Nov'71:50
Need opened the doors. Dec'72:23
Help for the neglected child. Jul'73:21

CLEVELAND CONFERENCE ON WORLD ORDER

See

NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCHES AND WORLD ORDER

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:31 (photo p. 25)

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO

Global highlights. Sep'66:6

CLEVELAND, OHIO

The church that kept up with a community. May'19:34
A great victory at Cleveland. Apr'24:14
(photograph of Public Auditorium) Jul'24:inside front cover
Where the Jubilee Convention will meet (photo of Public Auditorium) Jul'24:14
The Disciples in Cleveland. Oct'24:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'26:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50
The lesson from Cleveland. Aug'29:23
The church and the city trail. Sep'29:9
Global highlights. Mar'49:3
(photograph of Public Square) May'49:24
Two cities names for human relations award. May'52:46
Welcome to Cleveland! Oct'57:23
Global highlights. Jul'62:4
Churches serve in areas of change. Jul'62:18
Friendly town. Jul'68:15

CLEVELAND, OHIO. BOHEMIAN MISSION

Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52
Nov'19:67 Jun'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:63
(photograph) Jun'21:10
Where shawls are no longer worn. Jan'22:24

CLEVELAND, OHIO. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
Summer slump or vital service. June'20:14
(photograph) Nov'20:33
Where shawls are no longer worn. Jan'22:24
Broadway as it is. Aug'22:41
Annual report... Sep'22:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51,59
Pre-Easter evangelistic rallies. Apr'23:53
Isn't it worth while? (photograph) Jun'23:19
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
The reinterpretation of the immigrant (photo) May'24:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
Program helps. Dec'24:49
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:11
(photograph of Vacation Church school) Sep'25:20
(photograph of drama) Sep'25:57
Program helps (photograph) Oct'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
Broadway's club life. Jul'27:35
A vacation school that is different (photo of school) Nov'27:53
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
The Vacation Church School in the immigrant community.
May'28:50
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Just a mothers' club. Apr'29:28
Readjustments in our home mission work. May'29:9

CLEVELAND, OHIO. CEDAR AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Circulation corner. Dec'47:inside front cover

CLEVELAND, OHIO. CHAGRIN VALLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

CLEVELAND, OHIO. CHURCH FEDERATION
Global highlights. Oct'46:3

CLEVELAND, OHIO. THE CHURCH OF ALL PEOPLE
Global highlights. Jul'46:2

CLEVELAND, OHIO. CORLETT CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY HOUSE
Isn't it worth while? (photo) Jun'23:20
Full to overflowing. Jul'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50

CLEVELAND, OHIO. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Oct'66:6

CLEVELAND, OHIO. CRAWFORD ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32

CLEVELAND, OHIO. EUCLID AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jan'19:6
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Notes. Jun'19:62
(photo) Aug'19:4
Origin (of the CWBM) Dec'21:22
An enduring investment. Jul'22:1
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
A pageant of world missions. Feb'24:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
How Euclid Avenue honors her missionaries. Jul'24:40
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'25:53
Churches enacting a moral miracle. Jan'31:17
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41
Here and there with World Call. Jun'52:48

CLEVELAND, OHIO. FIFTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

CLEVELAND, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53

CLEVELAND, OHIO. FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Global highlights. Oct'46:3

CLEVELAND, OHIO. FRANKLIN CIRCLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The problems of the down-town church (photo) Jun'22:40
Recruiting Christian leadership. Feb'23:31
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Reunited. Dec'29:59
An open door of evangelism. Feb'37:7
Circulation corner. May'37:inside front cover
Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:44
CLEVELAND, OHIO. HIGHLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The largest church erection loan (photo) Feb'23:44
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11

CLEVELAND, OHIO. LAKEWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:62 Apr'23:51
Youth and missions. Nov'44:31

CLEVELAND, OHIO. SHAKER HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Social trends. Apr'49:12

CLEVELAND, OHIO. WEST BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
Good ideas... Sep'31:39
In peace and in war. Feb'35:4

CLEVELAND, OHIO. WEST GEauga CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See

CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Every Home Plan continues growth. Nov'60:48

CLEVELAND, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches... Jul'58:30

CLEVENGER, MARTHA
News room.
Sep'56:38 Sep'59:41 (photo) Jun'61:42

CLIFFE, CHARLES S., -1924
(death) Feb'25:53

CLIFFORD, ARTHUR C
Classroom and campus. Apr'56:30
Clifford, Edward Hall, 1872-1945 (married to Lora H. Clifford)
A good place in which to live. Aug'22:40

CLIFFORD, EDWARD HALL, 1872-1945
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53

CLIFFORD, LORA H., 1875-1954 (married to Edward Hall Clifford)
In memoriam. May'54:35

CLIFFORD, PAUL ROWNTREE. THE PASTORAL CALLING
Book chat. Oct'61:24

CLIFFORD, VIOLA J., -1941
In memoriam. May'41:39

CLIFT, CECIL WILLIAM, 1912-1985
Self-help with a spiritual emphasis. Feb'54:17
Jarvis helps many build richer lives (photo) Oct'56:25

CLIFTON, C. STANLEY
Classroom and campus. Dec'44:27
Beneath the spire (photo) May'60:8

CLIFTON, FARRIS WILLIAM, 1919-
(married to Ramona Porter Clifton)
Letters. Sep'66:43

CLIFTON, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Kentucky homes forge ahead in care services (photo)
Jun'66:19
Benevolent teamwork (photo) Dec'66:13

CLIFTON, LUCILE. GOOD TIMES
New books. Jul'70:28

CLIFTON, STANLEY
See

CLIFTON, C. STANLEY

CLIFTON, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:60
By the side of the Lincoln Highway (photo) Feb'22:56
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:64
How one community served migrant children. Nov'44:36

CLIFTON HEIGHTS, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35

Climenhegg, Ora
American youth projects. May'39:13

CLIMENHEGG, ORA
News from Ontario. Dec'38:47

CLINCHY, RUSSELL J. FAITH AND FREEDOM
Book chat. Jun'47:21

CLINCHY, RUSSELL J. A REASONABLE FAITH
Book chat. Sep'37:22

CLINE, CONNIE
Classroom and campus (photo) May'57:29

CLINE, DUANE A
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31

CLINE, FOSTER L
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43

CLINE, FRED
(photo) Feb'23:34

CLINE, HELEN
See

REYES, HELEN CLINE

CLINEBELL, HOWARD J. UNDERSTANDING AND COUNSELING THE ALCOHOLIC
Book chat. Mar'57:38

CLINESMITH, LOTTIE M., -1953 (married to Floyd W. Clinesmith)
In memoriam. Jun'53:39

Clingan, Donald Frank, 1926- (married to Jacqueline Clingan)
Adults and mission.

World outreach sounding board.

Feb'67:28  Dec'67:32  Jun'68:32

World outreach education and CLC. Feb'69:37
Vacation church school at night. Mar'69:36

World outreach sounding board. Apr'69:36  May'69:30
A missionary partner relationship can be personal. Jun'69:30

World outreach sounding board.

Jul'69:30  Nov'69:30  Jan'70:30  Mar'70:30
Sep'69:30  Dec'69:30  Feb'70:31  Apr'70:30

World outreach sounding board.

May - Sep'70 p.30  Sep - Oct'70 p.30
It's just what I love. Nov'71:50

CLINGAN, DONALD FRANK, 1926-
quoted. Youth and missions. Apr'52:35
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'59:8
Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:7
Global highlights. Feb'66:7
They make a joyful noise. Mar'68:41
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
World outreach sounding board. Nov'70:30
In brief (photo) Nov'70:42
In brief. Dec'71:37
World events (photo) Nov'72:39
World events. Mar'73:39d
In brief. Jul'73:39

CLINGAN, DONALD FRANK. OUTREACH FAMILY ALBUM
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
Clingan, Jacqueline Stephenson (married to Donald Frank Clingan)
The Lord is my friend (poem) Mar'69:18
Get in the summer thing. Nov'70:24

CLINKINBEARD, A L
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26

CLINTON, LENA MAE MANNING, 1900- (married to William E. Clinton)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'61:8

CLINTON, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jan'19:7

CLINTON, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Mar'39:inside front cover

CLIPPINGER, GLEN C
(photo) Nov'25:30

CLIPPINGER, W G
(photo) Dec'31:32

CLODFELTER, ROSE MARIE, 1918- (married to D. Lester Niles)
News room. Jan'41:34
(photo) Jun'44:23

CLOPTON, VIRGINIA LINN
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33

CLORE, SUE INGRAM, -1953
In memoriam. May'53:35

CLOSE, JENNIE, -1929
(death) A great church graduates two of its saints.
Mar'29:56

CLOSE, LORRAINE (married to Cyril F. Close)
(photo) Sep'46:26
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'49:4
(photo) Jun'50:18
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
News room (photo) Mar'56:39

CLOUD, CANDY
World events (photo) Sep'71:38

CLOUD, FRED. IN STEP WITH TIME
Youth and missions. May'60:37
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41

CLOUD, MAY
In memoriam. Oct'38:39

CLOUD, (married to Sherman D. Clough)
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36

Clough, Leonard G
Year of the student. Dec'66:22

CLOUGH, SHERMAN D
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36

Clouse, H E
Missionary illustrations... May'27:51

CLOWER, JOSEPH B., JR. THE CHURCH IN THE THOUGHT OF JESUS
Book chat. Oct'60:26

"CLOWN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'72:33

Cloyd, Carroll Bailey, 1894-
(married to Maxima Brandenberg Cloyd)
CLOYD, CARROLL BAILEY, 1894–
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'43:inside front cover
CLOYD, EDWARD L., JR.
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
Cloyd, Irma
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:14
Children's Day in the children's homes. Jun'26:34
CLOYD, IRMA
CLOYD, ROY NELSON, 1888–1980 (married to Gwen Harrison Cloyd)
Roy N. Cloyd (photo) Jan'20:57
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Clubb, Merrell Dare, 1865–1946
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:24
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
CLUBB, MERRILL DARE, 1865–1946
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
(photo) Jul'34:20 Jul'40:14
(death) News room. Jul'46:34
CLUM, BERTHA, -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
CLUSTER, ARAMINDA
In memoriam. Dec'27:48
Clydesdale, John
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:51
CLYMER, ROBERT WOODS, 1868–1946
(photos) Mar'24:38,58
CLYMER, WAYNE K
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'63:6
COAD, D. MERWIN (married to Delores Hale Coad)
Global highlights. Jan'57:4
quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace. Jul'60:17 (photo p. 16)
COAD, PETER
Global highlights (photo) Jun'58:4
Classroom and campus. Jun'58:32 Jun'63:34
COAKLEY, D I
(photo) Nov'25:26
COALSON, JOYCE BASEY
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
COAN, (married to George W. Coan)
In memoriam. Oct'39:39
COAN, GEORGE W., JR.
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:49
COATES, (married to Lyal Coates)
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33
COATES, MARY
(photo) Jun'33:33
Coates, Ruth
See
Beeman, Ruth Coates
COATS, GEORGE W., JR.
COATS, MAY
Classroom and campus. Dec'68:34
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33

COBB, ALICE
RAISING CANE ON HUCKLEBERRY
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41

COBB, ALICE
THE SWIMMING POOL
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36

Cobb, Carl Leon, 1933-1986 (married to Louise Bell Cobb)
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33

COBB, CHARLES
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30

COBB, DON
Opportunities unlimited (photos) Jun'68:18

Cobb, Ethel Bryant
A prayer for our nation (poem) Jul'37:7

COBB, JAMES V
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:30 Mar'66:32

COBB, JOHN B, -1958
In memoriam. Nov'58:37

COBB, MARGARET BROWN
EVERYTHING COUNTS
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28

COBB, TABITHA
Open doors at College Hill (photo) Feb'63:17

Cobbey, Charles Elliott, 1885-1925
(married to Mabel Snyder Cobbey)
The message that made good. Jul'19:30
Getting away from war. Sep'19:66
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:30
The stewardship of life. Sep'23:4

COBBEY, CHARLES ELLIOTT, 1885-1925
The work of our colleges and the Board of Education.
Sep'22:49 Nov'22:38 Apr'23:54 Mar'25:52
Cotner's new president (photo) Sep'22:53
(photo) May'23:32
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
(photo) Jan'25:32
Charles Elliott Cobbey--a tribute (photo) Nov'25:35

COBBINS, RUTH
News room. Jan'45:36

COBBLE, (MRS. J. M.)
(death) News room. Sep'41:34

Cobble, Alice Dunning, 1908-
(married to Robbin R. Cobble)
(married to Thomas Lamont Henry)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:40 Jul'34:40
Getting the best of a python. Sep'34:46
Sunday morning. Oct'34:32
The wet and the dry of it. Oct'34:40
Ngando--the strong. Dec'34:27
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
School as taught in Congo. Jan'36:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:39 Mar'37:39
We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:10
Echoes from everywhere.

Feb'38:38     Jun'38:39     May'41:39     Oct'41:39

The shepherd's story. Dec'41:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
Actions speak louder than words. Nov'46:46
Echoes from everywhere.

Sep'47:38     Jul'48:36     Jun'49:35

Little acts of kindness. Jun'49:47
Singing silhouettes. Sep'50:10
Dr. Jaggard was consecrated to his task. Apr'51:27
It matters what you believe. Jul'51:42
Echoes from everywhere.

Feb'52:36     Sep'52:34     Sep'53:34

Economic conditions forcing Congo women into marital slavery. Oct'53:44
Twenty years of change. Jan'54:45
Congo yuletide. Dec'54:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Congo romance. Oct'55:47
Maternity ward. May'56:45

Cobble, Alice Dunning, 1908-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
(marriage) Dec'32:47
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
(photo) Dec'34:29
News room. Feb'41:43     Apr'42:34
quoted. Last column. Feb'44:40
(photo) Feb'48:26
Crusade progress. Apr'50:26
quoted. Last column. Sep'52:48
News room. Sep'58:32

Cobble, Alice Dunning. Wembi, the Singer of Stories
Book chat. Jul'59:43
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

Cobble, Betty
See
Richey, Elizabeth Alice Cobble
Cobble, Elizabeth Alice
See
Richey, Elizabeth Alice Cobble
Cobble, Julia Ann Jenkins (married to Robert Ward Cobble)
(marriage) News room. Jun'58:34
Cobble, Marguerite (Peggy), 1935-
See
Bronkema, Marguerite Cobble
Cobble, Nancy Anne, 1942-
See
Lutsenhizer, Nancy Anne Cobble, 1942-
Cobble, Peggy
See
Bronkema, Marguerite Cobble
Cobble, Robert Ward, 1937- (married to Julia Ann Jenkins Cobble)
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
(photo) Jun'54:12
(marriage) News room. Jun'58:34
Cobble, Robin Reo, 1903-1956 (married to Alice Dunning Cobble)
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'31:41     Mar'34:40     Apr'34:40
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Ngando--the strong. Dec'34:27
Teaching at Monieka. Sep'37:44
We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'39:39
Follow me. Jul'41:26
Superstition is ingenious. Jul'41:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39
The shepherd's story. Dec'41:29
Echoes from everywhere.
    Feb'46:37  Oct'46:37  Nov'46:36
Echoes from everywhere.
    Sep'47:38  Jul'48:36  Nov'48:36
The elephant hunt. Sep'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'52:36  Sep'53:34
Economic conditions forcing Congo women into marital slavery. Oct'53:44
Congo yuletide. Dec'54:45
Evangelistic retreat. Mar'55:49
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Congo romance. Oct'55:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:38
Maternity ward. May'56:45

COBBLE, ROBIN REO, 1903-1956
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42         Mar'31:33
  (photo) Apr'31:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
  (marriage) Dec'32:47
  (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
College commencements. Jul'35:32
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
News room. Feb'41:43          Apr'42:34
  (photo) Sep'42:14
quoted. Last column. Feb'44:40
  (photo) Feb'48:26
Little acts of kindness. Jun'49:47
quoted. Last column. Feb'50:48
Crusade progress. Apr'50:26
quoted. Last column. Oct'50:48
Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:8
  (death) Global highlights. May'56:2
  (death) Global highlights (photo) Jun'56:2
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34

COBBLE, ROBIN WARD
See
COBBLE, ROBERT WARD
COBBS, HARTZELL
  (photo) Oct'42:42
  Beneath the spire (photo) May'48:4
COBLE, (married to Oran Coble)
  (photo) Dec'49:26
COBLE, CAROLINE
  In memoriam. Sep'33:39
Coblentz, Catherine Cate
Wanted, a housekeeper (poem) Apr'32:48

COBLIN, ETHELIND SOUTH, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'53:35

COBURN, AMY BOAM
(death) Apr'25:51

COBURN, BEVERLY DAWSON, 1927- (married to James Franklin Coburn)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4

COBURN, CLIFFORD STANLEY, 1953-
(birth) News room. Oct'53:37

Coburn, James Franklin, 1927- (married to Beverly Dawson Coburn)
Partners in a global mission. Oct'65:17

COBURN, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1927-
(photo) May'51:28
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'56:4
House of friendship (photo) Apr'65:12
Christian leaders among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'68:14

COBURN, JANIS ANN, 1956-
(birth) News room. Dec'56:40

Coburn, Jesse LeRoy, Jr., 1912-
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42:38

COBURN, JOHN B. A LIFE TO LIVE: A WAY TO PRAY
New books. Sep'73:36

COBURN, PETER LYNDON, 1964-
(birth) News room. Jun'64:41

COBURN, ROGER BRENT, 1958-
(birth) News room. Jun'58:34

COBURN, WALTER
(photo) Sep'42:7

COCA, DONA
Cooking and Christianity (photo) Jun'59:29

COCAGNAC, A. M. BIBLE FOR YOUNG CHRISTIANS
New books. Mar'68:39

COCHE, WILLIAM A. THE COMPANION BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'53:42

Cochner. Mary
Prayer (poem) Nov'28:18

Cochran, (married to Richard Cochran)
Letters. Jun'69:33

Cochran, Bess Robbins White, 1897-1986
(married to Leslie Bruner Bunch)
(married to Edward Louis Cochran)
The significance of the Student Volunteer Conference.
Feb'24:9
A shepherd of the Bayous. Jun'24:13
Where religion speaks for itself. Jul'24:25
Finding the wicket gate. Aug'24:23
The things that stand out. Nov'24:19
And they wrapped him in swaddling clothes. Dec'24:14
The miracle of the wilderness. Jan'25:27
The prelude to world peace. Mar'25:21
Is this a time? Jul'25:6
The "otherwise engaged." Aug'25:31
The Oklahoma City Convention. Nov'25:9
The case against the church. Feb'26:29
Thy Kingdom come. Jun'26:21
We must be choosing, you and I. Jan'27:16
Via Belvedere. Sep'27:8
In the midst of revolution. Sep'27:9
A cycle of kindness. Nov'27:17
Illumination from the Youth Convention. Jun'28:26
Advancing to new conquests. Oct'29:6
The past twenty years in benevolence. Jan'39:28
The year has sung a wistful song. Dec'40:10
The broadening way. Apr'64:36
Only good people can make a good society. Jan'69:30
Letters. Apr'71:4

COCHRAN, BESS ROBBINS WHITE, 1897-1986
Note: Editor of World Call from 1929 - July, 1932

In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover
Our new editor (photo) Nov'23:1
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
(photo) Oct'28:32
Off for Alaska! (photo) Oct'29:1
(marriage to Leslie Bruner Bunch) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
Her rose, while she is living (photo) Jul'32:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31 Mar'36:30
The threshold. May'36:2
(photo) Nov'36:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'37:inside front cover
(marriage to Louis Cochran) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
(photo) Dec'37:32 Dec'39:10
News room. Jan'41:34
Miss Burke to Benevolent Association. Sep'41:32
Salute to the past. Jan'59:10
Author, former editor visit Indianapolis (photo) Oct'61:50
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (middle photo) Oct'62:16
Presenting... (photo) Mar'65:8
(photos) Jan'69:30

COCHRAN, BESS ROBBINS WHITE. CAPTIVES OF THE WORD
New books. Mar'70:28

COCHRAN, BESS ROBBINS WHITE. WITHOUT HALOS
News room. Nov'47:30
Former editor scores. Dec'47:6

COCHRAN, E K
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33

COCHRAN, EDWARD LOUIS, 1899-1974
(married to Bess Robbins White Cochran)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
(photo) Jun'58:42
Called to His purpose (photo) Jul'59:29
(photo) Sep'61:25
Author, former editor visit Indianapolis (photo) Oct'61:50
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (middle photo) Oct'62:16
Presenting... (photo) Mar'65:8
Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7

COCHRAN, EDWARD LOUIS. CAPTIVES OF THE WORD
New books. Mar'70:28

COCHRAN, EDWARD LOUIS. FOOL OF GOD
Book chat. Jun'58:42 Oct'58:41

COCHRAN, EDWARD LOUIS. RACCOON JOHN SMITH
Books. Jun'64:44

Cochran, Jean Carter
Women and world highways. Apr'37:35

COCHRAN, JEAN CARTER. THE BELLS OF THE BLUE PAGODA
New books. Jan'23:47
Christmas lists. Nov'23:56

COCHRAN, JEAN CARTER. FOREIGN MAGIC
The book shelf. Oct'19:58

COCHRAN, JOHN C
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

COCHRAN, LOUIS
See

COCHRAN, EDWARD LOUIS

COCHRAN, MARK MORDECAI, 1854-1936
(photo) Mar'21:2
A man bears fruit. Mar'21:26
A correction. Apr'21:1
What an editor thinks about stewardship. Apr'23:9
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:9
...dies (photo) Jan'37:15
(photo) Jan'39:6

COCHRAN, PERCY BAYARD
(photo) Mar'21:27

COCHRAN, SUSAN WELCH
A man bears fruit. Mar'21:26

COCHRAN, WILLIAM M., -1919
(death) Oct'19:58

Cockburn, J. Hutchinson
Ecumenical giving. Feb'47:22

COCKBURN, J. HUTCHINSON
Global highlights (photo) Apr'47:3
The nature of Christian fellowship. Apr'49:5

COCKE, WILLIAM A. THE CONDENSED BIBLE
Book chat. Dec'51:40

COCKRELL, DORA (DURA) LOUISE BROKAW, 1877-1961
(married to Egbert Railey Cockrell)
(photo) Jan'21:17
Art as an aid to Bible study (photo) Apr'27:59
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'46:31
Classroom and campus. Jul'51:30
In memoriam. Jul'61:39

COCKRILL, DURA LOUISE BROKAW. INTRODUCTION TO ART
Speaking of books. Sep'30:33

Cockrill, Egbert Railey, 1872-1934
(married to Dura Louise Brokaw Cockrell)
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:29

COCKRILL, EGBERT RAILEY, 1872-1934
Board of Education and work of our colleges.

Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 10) Jan'31:25, 24

Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Our colleges at work (photo) Nov'34:32

COCKRELL, VARDAMAN
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31

COCKRILL, IDA
Classroom and campus (photo)

COCKRILL, J W
A new building at Port Arthur. Sep'20:42

COCKRUM, A B , JR.
Apr'19:62

COCKRUM, MARY
(death) Apr'20:51

COCKRUM, WILLIE
Apr'19:62

A CODE OF ETHICS FOR LOCAL CONGREGATIONS
A code of ethics. Jul'60:23

CODINGTON, (MRS G. E.)
In memoriam. Jun'41:39

COE, (married to George W. Coe)
(death) May'19:41

COE, ALBERT BUCKNER
Global highlights (photo) Dec'54:2
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jun'70:18

COE, AMY KINNIS
The memory of the just is blessed. Jan'20:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:58

COE, AUSTIN
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:31
For adult mission study. Sep'54:36

COE, CHARLES FRANCIS. HOOCH
Speaking of books. Jul'29:30

COE, GEORGE A. THE MOTIVES OF MEN
Speaking of books. Mar'30:42

COE, GEORGE A. WHAT IS CHRISTIAN EDUCATION?
Book chat. Nov'33:12

COE, JOSIAH
The memory of the just is blessed. Jan'20:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:58

COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Nov'46:1

COFFEE HOUSE MINISTRY
Ask about it! Oct'65:8
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
714 Coffee House. Jul'68:18
Haymarket Coffee House. Nov'68:45

COFFELL, (MRS. C. A.)
Here and there with World Call. Jul'49:48
COFFEY, (married to Roy Coffey) -1962
In memoriam. Mar'63:44
Coffey, A J
Who saved the church at Logan? Jul'36:5
COFFEY, ELLEN M., -1938
In memoriam. Oct'38:39
COFFEY, H D
The threshold. Jul'38:2
COFFEY, JASPER HILL, 1838-1921
(death) Another pioneer passes (photo) Mar'22:54
Coffey, L N
The idea bears fruit. Apr'25:1
COFFEY, L N
(photo) Jun'49:15
COFFEYVILLE, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The youth movement in the local church (photo of Senior Department)
Apr'25:47
Coffin, George W
Letters. Nov'71:35
Coffin, Henry Sloan
An intercession in time of war. Feb'45:23
COFFIN, HENRY SLOAN
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31
COFFIN, HENRY SLOAN. RELIGION YESTERDAY AND TODAY
Book chat. Jul'40:23
COFFIN, HENRY SLOAN. WHAT MEN ARE ASKING
Speaking of books. Jan'34:41
COFFIN, LILLIAN A., -1957
In memoriam. Nov'57:35
Coffin, Margaret Avery
Women and world highways. Mar'38:35
COFFIN, WILLIAM SLOAN
Global highlights (photo) Apr'68:6
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'68:5
A look at the real "radical" of Yale (photo) Oct'73:14
COFFMAN, BERTHA L. MARSHALL, -1929 (married to George W. Coffman)
In memoriam. May'29:36
COFFMAN, CHARLES L
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:12
COFFMAN, EDWARD FELAND, JR., 1922-
(photo) Oct'42:42
News room. Oct'51:43
quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:13
COFFMAN, GEORGE W., 1866-1935
(married to Bertha L. Marshall Coffman)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33
COFFMAN, H C
(photo) Nov'22:34
COFFMAN, RAMON P. FAMOUS EXPLORERS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Book chat. Jun'42:44
COFFMAN, VIRGINIA COX, -1959
In memoriam. Sep'59:37
COGDELL, DARYL
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:26
COGGAN, F. D.
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
Sunday schools. Sep'28:37
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
When a mining disaster occurs. Oct'28:11
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49
Where faith is instilled early. Jan'29:42
After sixteen years. Mar'29:44
Evangelism in the Coke region. Mar'29:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51,63 Aug'31:41
A madonna of the furnaces. Sep'31:15
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:40
Programs... Nov'31:37
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'31:41 Feb'32:47 Mar'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'32:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
(photo) Apr'34:24
They can't want grass! (photo of playground) Apr'34:28
Through the years. May'34:39
Jubilation in the Coke Fields. Dec'34:34
Achievements in Home Missions. Apr'35:7
Twenty-five years in retrospect. Apr'35:11
A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:29
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25 (photo p. 24)
Two decades of home missions. Jan'39:34
A prophitable mining investment. Feb'39:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:41
News room. Sep'44:28
Another mission church becomes self-supporting. Jan'49:40
The church in a changing community. Sep'49:14
Victory day in the Coke Region. Sep'49:42

COKER, ESTHER
All in the same boat. Oct'68:20

COLACCI, MARIO. CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE TODAY
New books. Mar'67:40

COLBERT, FLOY
World events (photo) Sep'71:37

COLCHER,
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:53

COLD BROOK, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Bible class (photo) Mar'19:47
Notes. Jun'19:63

COLDWATER, MICHIGAN. ELDRED MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:61
The Eldred Memorial (photo) Sep'21:55
Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:11

COLE, (MISS)
(photo) Jan'21:13

COLE, (married to Gerald Cole)
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25

COLE, (MRS. W. H.)
In memoriam. Apr'29:44
COLE, A  L  
   (photo) Jan'27:10 Nov'35:24

Cole, Addison Lewis, 1884-1955
   The spirit of Christian benevolence. Dec'41:7

COLE, ADDISON LEWIS, 1884-1955
   (photo) Dec'41:7

COLE, ALICE L
   The minister's wife (photo) Mar'20:50

COLE, ALICE WEST, 1879-1957 (married to Elmer Ward Cole)
   (photo) Oct'22:7 Sep'47:8
   Nov'38:inside front cover Nov'48:28

COLE, BESSIE MAE GARTON, 1882-1964
   (married to Clifford Alenson Cole)
   In memoriam. Apr'64:48
   A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:7

COLE, C  A
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26

COLE, C  C
   The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53

COLE, CLARA IRENE, 1887-1967 (married to W. C. Cole)
   In memoriam. Oct'67:45

Cole, Clifford (son of Myron C. Cole)
   See

Cole, Myron Clifford, 1935-

Cole, Clifford Alenson, 1881-1965 (married to Bessie Mae Cole)
   Geared to the load, educationally speaking. Jul'23:20
   The friendly visitation plan. Feb'26:21
   A court room trial of stewardship. Nov'34:17
   Establishing new churches. Nov'47:11

COLE, CLIFFORD ALENSON, 1881-1965
   (photo) Jan'21:20
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
   (photo) Jun'43:5
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'48:4
   (photo) Dec'50:24
   (death) Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
   In memoriam. Dec'65:48
   A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:7

COLE, CLIFFORD ALENSON. AMONG OTHER THINGS
   Books. Apr'64:45

Cole, Connor Garton, 1915-
   Annual meeting of Unified Promotion boards held. May'48:27
   Crusade progress.

COLE, CONNOR GARTON, 1915-
   (ordination) College activities. Jun'39:31
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:4
   News room. Jan'49:38
   A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:7

COLE, EDWARD (married to Pat Cole)
   (photo) Oct'60:front cover
   The cover. Oct'60:inside front cover
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

COLE, ELIZABETH S., -1957 (married to Edward Cole)
   In memoriam. Jan'58:33
COLE, ELMER WARD
(photo) Jul'23:8
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Peeping behind the Convention curtain. Apr'30:5
Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
(photo) Nov'34:9
Convention glimpses. Nov'34:31
In the heart of America. Nov'36:27
Personalities (photo) Feb'38:23
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'38:inside front cover

COLE, FAITH, -1973
In memoriam. Jul'73:42

COLE, G. G.
(photo) Jan'21:18

COLE, HOWARD CURTIS, 1915-
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'57:34

COLE, J S REX
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31

COLE, KING DAVID
The scene (photo) Sep'70:45
Voices heard by the whole church. Sep'73:20 (photo p. 19)

COLE, IANTHE MARIE
(photo) Jul'23:8

COLE, LORENA WINKLE, -1971 (married to Homer Cole)
In memoriam. Dec'71:42

COLE, LORENE MARSH DEBS (married to Myron C. Cole)
News room (photo) May'57:36
(photo) May'60:23
A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:9

COLE, LUCILLE DERHAMMER (married to O. Ivan Cole)
Women and world highways. Mar'63:37

COLE, LUTHER
(photo) Mar'24:36

COLE, MARY E., -1919
(death) Jul'19:55

COLE, MYRON CLIFFORD, 1909-
(married to Orma Jeanne Cole)
(married to Lorene Marsh Debs Cole)
Toward a living church. May'42:20
The International Convention. May'53:15
We believe in the downtown church. Jul'54:26
Cleveland--of course! Sep'57:21
It makes a difference what you read. Oct'58:12
Younger churches in action. Mar'59:27
City of the Angels welcomes Disciples. Jul'62:29
God's man—the chaplain. Feb'68:41
I had a dream. Jun'69:17

COLE, MYRON CLIFFORD, 1909-
(photo) Jul'23:13 May'42:20
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'48:4
(photo) Dec'50:24 Feb'53:37 May'53:15
News room. Apr'54:42 Oct'54:38
(photo) Sep'55:15 Sep'57:21
Indiana, Oregon churches enter EHP (photo) Apr'58:48
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
(photo) Jul'62:30
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:33
(photo) Jun'66:29
Global highlights (photo) Dec'67:6
Convetion reflections. Dec'67:9
(photo) Feb'68:41
Global highlights (photo) Nov'68:6
The scene. Feb'69:44
(photo) Jul'69:front cover
The cover. Jul'69:4
A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:7
Seattle Assembly (photo) Oct'69:14
(photo) Oct'71:9

COLE, MYRON C. THE NATURE OF THE CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
Book chat. Dec'56:20

Cole, Orma Jeanne, -1966 (married to Myron C. Cole)
Family worship yields dividends. May'61:18

COLE, ORMA JEANNE, -1966
(death) Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
In memoriam. Mar'66:41
A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:8

COLE, STEWART G. CHARACTER AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Book chat. Dec'36:24

Cole, W C
Jamaica celebrates its Jubilee. Jun'26:41

COLE, W C
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
"Williams Day" in Jamaica. Apr'26:61

COLE, WILLIAM GRAHAM. THE RESTLESS QUEST OF MODERN MAN
New books. Dec'66:41

COLE, WILLIAM GRAHAM. SEX IN CHRISTIANITY AND PSYCHOANALYSIS
Book chat. Nov'55:44

COLEGIO AMERICANO E INSTITUTO COMERCIAL WARD (BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA)
/photos) Nov'20:27
The inspiration back of Colegio Americano. Jul'24:59
Opening the door of opportunity (photos) Jan'25:21
Colegio Americano... (photos) Apr'25:24
New Ambassador visits... Feb'26:57
...to the front. Mar'26:44
A united effort for South America. May'26:56
A soul satisfying occasion. Apr'27:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48
A medium of good will (photo of graduating class) Sep'27:56
Echoes form everywhere. May'28:48 Feb'29:35,44
Missionary organizations... May'29:32
Argentinian vs Paraguayan (photo of basketball team)
Nov'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
What's going on in South America. Jun'30:53
...students at Cramer Church. Jun'30:59
(photo of basketball team) Jun'34:6

COLEGIO HIDALGO (MEXICO)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:50

COLEGIO INGLIS (SAN LUIS POTOSI, MEXICO)
Another chapter on Mexico (photo) Oct'21:14
(photo) Oct'23:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:49
A week of fiestas. Jul'28:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
From across the border. Jun'29:62
Honoring mother and teachers (photos) Jul'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
Good record... Jul'31:31
A chronical... Aug'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:42
Life in the Internado. Aug'31:45
Temperance education in Mexico. Jan'32:30
Winning its way in Mexico (photos) Jan'34:28
Feb'38:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:38
Colegio Ingles (photo) Jul'41:45
(photo) Feb'43:10
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:33
Work of the Mexico Christian Mission. Dec'46:12
A Protestant shoel in Mexico serves the community (photo of Kindergarten)
Jan'50:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'53:34
Teacher honored in Mexico. Mar'61:34
(photo of teacher and pupil) Nov'62:front cover
The cover. Nov'62:inside front cover
Closing of school challenges Disciples of Christ in Mexico. May'68:48

COLEGIO INTERNACIONAL (ASUNCION, PARAGUAY)
Notes. Aug'20:48
Ourselves in South America. Nov'21:9
(photo) Nov'21:10
Colegio Internacional... (photo) Mar'22:44
Letter from Asuncion, Paraguay. Mar'22:50
/photos) Mar'23:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:59
Building in Paraguay. Jun'23:48
Colegio Internacional in the future of Paraguay (photos) Oct'23:12
Our mission work in Paraguay (photos) Oct'25:11
In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:50 Jul'26:51
The merican college in Paraguay. Sep'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52
Making history in historic Paraguay (photo) Feb'27:25
What's the baby crying about? Sep'27:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56
Various nationalities (photo) Dec'27:61
Reunion at Colegio Internacional. Feb'28:51
Yes, all healthy babies grow (photos) Aug'28:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
A project in cooperative leadership. Feb'29:27
This is the day. Mar'29:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:60
A nine-year-old in South America. Aug'29:26
Argentinian vs Paraguayan. Nov'29:38 (photo of basketball team p. 39)
Where the seasons are reversed. Jan'30:40
Closing days at Colegio Internacional. Mar'30:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:39
Our school in Paraguay. Aug'30:46
Where play has a part (photo of athletic group) Oct'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
Activities... Jun'31:31
(photo) Aug'31:40
Revolutions and education (photo) Oct'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:39
A valuable gift. Feb'32:27
A monument to missionary labor... (photos) Mar'32:7
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
Welcome visitors at Colegio Internacional. Oct'32:46
Nation building in Paraguay (photo) Mar'33:17
The great Christian school in Paraguay (photo) Apr'33:15
(photo of hospital staff) Mar'34:9
(photo) Apr'34:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'35:39
Leaders for tomorrow's Paraguay (photo) Nov'35:9
(photo) Jan'36:24
Peace. Feb'36:31
Launching out in Latin America (photo) May'36:9
Commencement time... (photos) May'36:16
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39 Dec'36:38
(photo) Feb'37:39
Observations in the southern continent. Jul'37:24
We visit Paraguay (photos) Nov'37:17
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'38:39 Jul'38:39 Dec'38:39 Jan'39:47
Open doors to friendship (photo) Mar'39:18
Echoes from everywhere.
May I present our children (photo) Dec'39:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37 Jun'40:39
When school is out. Feb'41:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:39
Christian good neighbors (photo of 1942 graduating class)
Apr'41:23
Constructive good will. Nov'42:26
Five years in Paraguay (photos) May'43:14
News room. May'43:34
Life at a boys' dormitory... (photos) Jun'43:8
Paraguayan dental clinic (photo) Nov'44:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
The mission in Paraguay. Jul'45:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28
Boarding school barbeque. Sep'45:36
Hobby shop--Paraguay's first (photos) Jan'46:27
Education in Paraguay. Sep'46:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'46:37
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:40
Teaching an preaching in Paraguay. Oct'47:28
Building the church in Paraguay. Feb'49:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36
Look up--we are coming. Jan'49:47
News room. Mar'49:34
Visitors are impressed with Paraguay mission. Feb'52:47
Paraguayan mission after 33 years (photo of alumni committee) Mar'52:7
(photo of Allen-Stone Building) Apr'54:43
A work of joy. Mar'55:51
Colegio Internacional. Jun'56:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'57:34 Jun'59:36 Nov'59:34
Global highlights. Apr'60:4
Congratulations... Apr'60:9
Return to Paraguay (photo of former directors) Jul'60:31
Global highlights. Jan'61:5
Direct line. Jul'70:32
World events (photo of some students) Sep'70:36
COLEGIO MORELOS (AQUACALIENTES, MEXICO)
(photo) Nov'20:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:59
Joy in the work. Aug'25:63
The crowning event of the year (photos) Nov'25:40
Where diversified living is practiced. Mar'26:41
A forward look. Feb'27:52
For the youth of Mexico (photo) Jun'28:10
(photo of girls) Aug'28:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Esperanza and Angeles. Nov'30:46
Echoes from everywhere.
Aug'31:41 (photo of our graduates) Dec'31:40
(photo of two graduates) Dec'34:34
Work of the Mexico Christian Mission. Dec'46:12
One hundred years of missionary service. Nov'48:43
COLEGIO WARD
New quarters for Colegio Ward (photo) Apr'33:29
A dream of years realized (photo) Dec'33:28
A visit to Ward College. Jan'35:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Echoes from everywhere. May'35:39
(photo) Jan'36:24
(photo of students) Sep'36:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39
Attendance and interest grow at Colegio Ward. Jan'37:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
The religious program in Colegio Ward. Apr'37;29
Observations in the southern continent. Jul'37:24
We visit Argentina... Dec'37:12 (photo p. 13)
Distinguished visitors... Dec'37:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:38,39
After twenty-five years... (photo) Sep'39:25
A week of international friendship (photo) Feb'40:25
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39
Land of silver waters. Feb'41:7
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:39
Vitamin L... (photos) Mar'42:6
News room. May'42:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29
Looking to the future in Argentina. May'44:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33 Jan'45:35
News room. Sep'45:30
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'46:36
News room. Nov'46:32
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:47 Jun'49:35
News room. Mar'50:47
Colegio Ward's quintuplets celebrate. Oct'50:15
Classroom and campus. Sep'51:33
News room (photo of graduation) Dec'51:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'52:36
...graduates fifty-one students (photos) Mar'52:26
End of American school as a part of Colegio Ward. Oct'52:31
Global highlights. Nov'54:3
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'55:34 Sep'57:34 Apr'58:36
The church in Argentina is growing (photo) Jan'59:29
New vistas in Latin America (photo of students) Apr'60:29
A visit to Argentina. Jun'60:28
The light that keeps shining (photo of Theatre Club)
May'64:28
COLEGROVE, ANNA BARBER
(death) May'25:58
COLEGROVE, FAYE
Classroom and campus. Dec'43:24
COLEMAN, (MRS. S. G.)
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
COLEMAN, ALTHA
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:30
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jan'58:28
COLEMAN, C B
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'24:52
COLEMAN, COLLEEN
News room (photo) Oct'55:36
COLEMAN, ELLA FRISBEE, -1955
In memoriam. Mar'56:35
COLEMAN, HORACE E
Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45
COLEMAN, J. WINSTON, JR.
In brief. Apr'69:43
COLEMAN, JOHN E. THE QUIET MIND
New books. Sep'71:28
COLEMAN, LINWOOD
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:30
   Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32
COLEMAN, LORENE
   News room. Oct'52:38
COLEMAN, MARY
   (photo) Jan'21:12
Coleman, Reuben Wesley, 1901-1987
   Architecture which interprets. Jul'41:23
COLEMAN, REUBEN WESLEY, 1901-1987
   College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
   (photo) Nov'35:25        Nov'36:43      Nov'38:13
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
   Global highlights. May'46:4
   News room. Jun'46:34
   Global highlights. Nov'46:4
Coleman, Roger L
   We're all in the same bag! Mar'73:10
COLER, BIRD S
   Notes. Jun'20:64
COLER, G P
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:13
COLESON, (MRS. J. A.)
   In memoriam. Feb'31:39
Coleson, Amelia
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:59
COLEY, FRED, 1891-1965 (married to Emma Coley)
   (photo) Mar'24:46
   Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'62:8
COLFAK, WASHINGTON, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:24
COLFAK, WEST VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
COLGATE, RUSSELL
   (death) ...passes. Sep'41:33
   International Council medals. Oct'43:25
COLGATE, WILLIAM
   An evolution of fellowship. Aug'21:3
   Does it work, this tithing business? Jul'24:27
COLGATE–ROCHESTER DIVINITY SCHOOL
   Global highlights. May'49:3
COLGLAZIER, (MRS. W. C.)
   News room. May'60:38
COLINDRES, JULIO
   Classroom and campus (photo)
   Jun'49:31      Dec'51:30
COLL, EDNA
   Classroom and campus. Sep'62:35
COLLECTIVISM
   ...and Christianity. Feb'45:9
COLLEGE ASSOCIATION OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
   [Name of the Board of Higher Education from 1936-1938]
   See
   BOARD OF EDUCATION for pre 1936 entries
   BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION for post 1936 entries
COLLEGE CAMP (LAKE GENEVA, WISCONSIN)
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'25:45

COLLEGE DAY
Classroom and campus. Apr'51:30

COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
College of Missions notes (items)
Apr'19:61,64 Jun'23:54 Mar'25:64
Feb'22:6 Jul'23:47

Notes. Jan'19:60
(photo) Feb'19:cover
How it stirs a contemporary. Feb'19:3
Representative graduates. Feb'19:32
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:14
Snap shots. Dec'19:13
Decennial commencement... (photo) Jul'20:41
(photos of pageant) Aug'20:9-12
Notes. Oct'20:56,59,62
A house of the nations (photo) Nov'20:9
Notes. Nov'20:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47 Dec'20:57
Except they be sent (photo) Jan'21:3
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:55
(photo) Feb'21:64
Notable addition to College of Missions faculty. Jun'21:58
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:25
Aug'21:29
Notes. Aug'21:53
Report. Sep'21:28
A going Convention. Oct'21:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:51
"World Conference" at the College of Missions. Mar'22:55
Commencement. May'22:1
Why we have a College of Missions? Jun'22:57
College of Missions commencement. Jul'22:4
The relocation of the College of Missions. Jul'22:26
(photo of commencement Ivy Chain) Jul'22:back cover
Advantages of removing the College of Missions. Aug'22:23
Annual report. Sep'22:24
International Convention... Oct'22:47
Tales out of school. Dec'22:30
Miles of smiles. Dec'22:49
Where "go" means go (photo of faculty) Apr'23:12
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
Commencement... (photo) Aug'23:12
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
The radiation of the College of Missions. Dec'23:19
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'24:57
Severing the Ivy Chain (photos) Jul'24:6
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'25:52
Is this a time? (photos) Jul'25:6
The ivy clings (poem) (photo) Jul'25:back cover
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54 Jun'26:53
College of Missions notes. Jul'26:59
Fifteen years of world-service (photos) Aug'26:20
Suspending the College of Missions. Jul'27:56
After the silence of the centuries. Aug'27:17
(photo of graduates) Aug'27:18
...Commencement (photos) Aug'27:34
Two important announcements. Jun'28:61
The College of Missions at Hartford. Aug'28:20
The new home for the College of Missions. Aug'28:23
College of Missions extension course. Sep'28:27
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
Commencement. Jul'29:12
...offers special Latin America study. Jul'29:42
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:39
New department at College of Missions. Aug'30:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34 Nov'31:42
Charles T. Paul--an appreciation. Jul'37:18
News room. Dec'41:34
Missions house (photo) Dec'42:28
...begins a new era. Nov'55:26
Course held for missionaries. Jul'56:32
Missions house. Sep'56:42
Global highlights. Feb'57:6 May'57:4
News room. Jun'61:42
(1922 photo) Jan'69:19

COLLEGE OF THE BIBLE (AUSTRALIA)
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
Doubled in twenty years. May'24:21
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:62
Making ministers in Australia (photos) Jan'28:13
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:31
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Campus news. Nov'40:33 (photo of Chown Chapel p. 32)
(photo of Chown Memorial Chapel) Apr'46:27
News room. Feb'47:32

COLLEGE OF THE BIBLE (LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY)
See
LEXINGTON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

COLLEGE OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN CANADA (TORONTO)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'28:62 Dec'28:40 Jan'29:42
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Classroom and campus. Mar'50:30

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Sep'49:26
(photo) Feb'51:26

COLLEGE TEACHERS
The professor gains status. Jan'60:9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
See also
HIGHER EDUCATION
Names of individual institutions.
Where do we get our preachers and missionaries? Jun'19:30
An economic crime. Jun'19:34
The Christian college and patriotism. Jul'19:26
Christian colleges. Aug'19:21
Why go to college? Sep'19:25
The deputation. Nov'19:33
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
Jan'22: most of issue
Collegiate education in the central west. May'22:14
Present service and immediate needs of church colleges.
May'22:38
A new angle to Prohibition. Jul'22:44
Chickens and eggs; churches and colleges. Jan'23:3
Some fruits of our colleges. Jan'23:8
A million dollar gift to education. Feb'23:36
World consciousness on the campus. Jun'25:22
Teaching religious education in our colleges. Nov'25:23
Jan'26: much of issue
Jan'27: much of issue
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:40
Jan'28: much of issue
Is the day of small colleges over? Apr'28:21
When deciding on a college this fall... (advertisements)
Sep'28:44
What shall we offer the university student? Oct'28:9
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:41
Jan'29: much of issue
Jan'30: much of issue
Looking to the future of our colleges. May'30:6
Happy days are here again. Jul'30:4
Interesting experiment of four Christian colleges. Aug'30:45
Jan'31: much of issue
What have students a right to expect from our church colleges? Sep'31:19
Jan'32: much of issue
The future of church colleges. Jul'32:18
Jan'33: much of issue
College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
Jan'34: much of issue
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
What they said. Nov'34:19
Jan'35: much of issue
Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention...
Nov'35:24
Jan'36: much of issue
Jan'37: much of issue
Jan'38: much of issue
Religion on the campus. Sep'38:18
The future of the church related college. Jan'39:26
News of our colleges. Oct'39:33
Jan'40: much of issue
Jan'41: much of issue
Jan'42: much of issue
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:32
Why Christian colleges? Sep'42:32
Jan'43: much of issue
Citations from Who's Who. Feb'43:21
Christian colleges and the ministry. Sep'43:6
Ideas at work. Oct'43:37
Jan'44: much of issue
The colleges prepare for peace. May'44:5
Jan'46: much of issue
Looking at higher education. Sep'47:6
Laymen and Christian education. Sep'47:18
Shall I go to college? May'49:10
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:28
Jan'50: much of issue
Global highlights. Feb'50:2
Jan'51: much of issue
Classroom and campus. Apr'51:31
A am the church college. Jan'52:14
The church needs the church college. Jan'51:15 (list of Disciple Higher Education Institutions p. 16)
Classroom and campus. Feb'52:29
The church college has a vital task. Jan'53:15
Global highlights. Mar'53:2
The new word in a new world. Jan'54:19
Global highlights. Apr'54:3
Classroom and campus. Sep'54:30 Nov'54:30
Fifteen years of change. Jan'55:7
A religious program for the small college. Jan'55:16 (list of institutions affiliated with Board of Higher Education) Jan'55:19
Men to aid church colleges. Nov'55:40
Should the church keep its colleges? Jan'56:21
Church colleges get large gifts in 1955. Feb'56:45
Global highlights. Mar'56:2
Women's colleges. Mar'56:44
Global highlights. Jun'56:6 Dec'56:3
Blake urges support of church colleges. Mar'57:48
Global highlights. May'57:6
Did you say--church college? May'57:9
Church college issues. Sep'57:47
Who carries the deficit? Jan'58:9
The prospective student. Jan'58:12
The church related college. Jan'58:15
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Global highlights. Jul'58:7 Sep'58:4
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36 Oct'58:32
Global highlights. Jan'59:6
Investigating immortality. Jan'59:13
Forty years have changed the campus. Jan'59:26
What does a college president do? Jan'59:33
Social trends. Jun'59:16
Christian colleges seen as "best hope." Sep'59:50
Global highlights. Oct'59:8
Classroom and campus. Oct'59:32
Why, where, how? Jan'60:11
Why the college chapel? Jan'61:15
Christian task. Jan'61:47
Global highlights. Feb'61:5 Jun'61:5
Religion on the campus. Jan'62:21
Global highlights. Dec'62:7 Jan'63:5
You can't divorce faith and learning. Jan'63:17
Global highlights.
World Calling... Dec'64:10
View from the President's chair. Jan'65:18
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
Campus religion. May'65:9
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
Global highlights. Jul'65:6
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4 Jan'66:4
The quiet campus revolution. Jan'66:11
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'66:4
Higher education enters a new era. Oct'66:16
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
? and answers. Jan'67:8
The church college meets the new era. May'67:17
Religion at state universities. Nov'68:39
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
I chose a Christian college. Jul'69:13
What's ahead for the church college? Jul'69:14
Campuses need changing but... Oct'69:24
Fine arts on the campus. Nov'69:26
The emerging university. Jan'70:16
Mar'71:much of issue
World events. Nov'71:37 Jan'72:36
Spotlight on "Jitter" Nolen. May'72:7
Religion belongs on the college campus. Oct'72:7
Commentary. Nov'72:12
Is there a future for the small church-related college?
Apr'73:19
Commentary. Jun'73:12
Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:13

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES--FINANCES
Global highlights. Apr'61:4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES--STATISTICS
Jul'24:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52

Colley, William M
Teamwork in church construction. Jul'58:18

COLLIER, DANIEL
The first Jamaican C. E. experts. Nov'23:43 (photo p.44)

COLLIER, FERRIL
Love will find a way. Feb'22:17

COLLIER, KATHARINE BROWNELL. COSMOGONIES OF OUR FATHERS
Book chat. Apr'35:44

COLLIER, ROBERT
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36

COLLIER, STELLA, -1960
(death) News room. May'60:44

COLLINGTON, MIRIAN (married to Gordon Collington)
Women and world highways (photo) Nov'58:35

COLLINS, (married to Charles H. Collins)
(death) Oct'34:47

COLLINS, (MRS. E. T.)
(death) Dec'21:57

COLLINS, (MRS. F. W.)
Memorium. Jul'35:39

Collins, (married to Jack Collins)
I'll walk today where Jesus walks (poem) Jun'67:44
COLLINS, (married to Selwyn Collins) -1950
  In memoriam. Jul'50:39
Collins, Betsy, 1921- (married to Thomas W. Collins)
  Women and world highways. Oct'59:35
  They help people become whole. Feb'62:15
COLLINS, BETSY, 1921-
  News room. Apr'58:40 Sep'59:41
COLLINS, EDNA HUDSON
  In memoriam. Sep'33:39
COLLINS, EFFIE M
  (death) Mar'22:54
Collins, F
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:62
COLLINS, F. BOYD
  (photo) Sep'42:6
COLLINS, FANNIE E
  The Japanese Christian Institute (photo) May'21:18
COLLINS, H I
  (photo) Feb'41:18
COLLINS, HETTIE
  In memoriam. Mar'29:48
COLLINS, ISABELLE
  (photo) Apr'27:12
COLLINS, JOHN
  A different kind of missionary. Apr'73:16
COLLINS, LEORA FILLMORE
  In memoriam. Apr'29:44
COLLINS, LEROY
  quoted. Global highlights. Feb'64:6
Collins, Lillian Benedict, 1890-1969
  The girls at Luchowfu. Jan'19:61
  Giving the girls of China a chance. Aug'19:44
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50
  A look at the past five years. Oct'24:19
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:50
  The work of the pastors. Feb'27:63
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:39
  Our girls' school in Luchowfu. Mar'32:27
COLLINS, LILLIAN BENEDICT, 1890-1969
  (photo) Feb'19:32
  Representative graduates. Feb'19:33
  Girls and education in China. Mar'19:38
  (photo) Feb'20:35
  Notes. Feb'20:63
  Echoes from everywhere.
      Aug'20:37 Sep'20:41 Oct'20:43
  Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
  quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
  Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
  (photo)
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:39
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40 Feb'36:34
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
  In memoriam. Jan'70:43
COLLINS, MARTHA
  quoted. Youth and the world mission (photo) Jan'68:31
COLLINS, MARY ELIZABETH, 1888-1957  
   In memoriam. Oct'57:35
COLLINS, PHOEBE K  
   In memoriam. Feb'28:49
COLLINS, W S  
   Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
COLLINS, WEALTHA A  
   (death) Apr'23:55
COLLINS, WILLIE  
   (photo) Jan'41:34
COLLINS, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   A big brother in time of need (photo) Nov'21:58
COLLINSVILLE, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   (photo) Aug'24:12
COLLIS, (married to W. E. Collis)  
   Here and there... Mar'48:48
COLLIS, JOHN VANCE, 1893-1973  
   Classroom and campus. Jun'62:35
COLLIS, MARK, 1851-1955  
   Classroom and campus. Jan'52:31
COLMENEGNI, (MISS) (BUENOS AIRES)  
   (photo) Aug'19:37
COLOGNE, GERMAN. CATHEDRAL  
   (photo) Oct'47:37
COLOMBIA  
   Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
   Echoes from everywhere.  
   Religious freedom in Colombia. Jun'50:6
   Global highlights. May'52:2
   Religious liberty in Colombia. May'52:5
   More about liberty in Colombia. Jul'52:5
   What should we do about Colombia? Jul'52:31
   Global highlights. Nov'52:3      Feb'53:2
   Repression and church growth. Nov'53:5
   Government and mobs continue to hit Protestants. May'54:39
   Global highlights. Jun'54:4
   Freedom's march in reverse. Jun'54:5
   Global highlights. Jul'54:4
   Persecution in Colombia. Mar'56:42
   Global highlights.  
      Jul'56:3      Jan'57:5      Nov'57:2      Dec'57:3
   Minorities and religious liberty. Mar'60:10
   A better future? Jan'73:28
COLOMBIA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT  
   Global highlights. Jul'62:7
COLON, FRANK  
   World events (photo) Jan'73:40
COLONIA CENTENARIO, MEXICO  
   A church serves 'mid poverty, vice and fanaticism. Dec'49:42
"THE COLOR OF MAN" (FILMSTRIP)  
   Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'56:42
COLORADO  
   Church extension and the Rocky Mountain District. Mar'20:45
   Present day frontier experiences. May'20:34
   Rocky Mountain Bible School superintendent. May'20:35
   A pioneer of today. Nov'20:44
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The story state by state. Aug'25:14
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
Facts regarding the work among the Japanese... Sep'31:38
Here and there with World Call. Dec'48:48
COLORADO CHAIR OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
Apr'47:31
COLORADO CHRISTIAN HOME
Happenings in our Homes. Feb'19:39
Record of service... Apr'19:6
Notes. Apr'19:62,64
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes. Sep'19:48,51
How a baby found a home and her mother relief. Sep'19:61
Notes. May'20:63 Oct'20:56
Campaigning for the children. Mar'21:48
A growing ministry. Apr'21:5
(rec) Apr'21:12,25,50
You will never go away any more. Apr'21:49
Report. Sep'21:37
(photo) Jul'22:13
Annual report... Sep'22:42
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18
Close ups in our homes. Apr'23:39
Convention notes. Oct'23:57
No room in the inn. Apr'24:6
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
A call from the Rockies (photos) May'24:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
Annual report. Oct'24:43
The work of the Department of Benevolence. Dec'24:8
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:49
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
Annual report... Oct'25:39
Laying the corner stone... (photo) Oct'25:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
Children's Day in the children's homes (photo) Jun'26:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
They have builded a house (photo) Sep'26:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53 May'27:55
(photo) Jul'27:48 Dec'27:20
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
Help for the babies' ward. Feb'28:61
(photo) May'28:20
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
What's happening in our homes. Jan'29:59
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
Activities at Colorado Home. Sep'30:41
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Stories from our Colorado Christian Home. Mar'31:18
...hospital unit. Jul'31:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35 Nov'31:42
(photo) Dec'31:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35 Jan'32:41
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:25
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:39,40 Nov'33:40
(photo) Dec'36:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
The years tell the story (photo) Sep'38:21
(photo) Jun'40:27 Dec'42:24
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14 (photo p. 13)
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:23
Benevolence at its best (photos) Dec'55:7
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
Children's homes restore family life. Dec'56:15
Children make good neighbors (photos) Feb'57:15
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:10
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
(photo of nativity scene) Dec'58:front cover
The cover. Dec'58:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
A foster family for the Hawks. Dec'62:26
New setting for a group home (photos) Dec'69:24
In brief. Nov'70:42
World events. Oct'73:39
Changes buttressed by faith (photo) Dec'73:25
COLORADO CHRISTIAN HOME VISITOR
quoted. Last column. Feb'60:50
COLORADO CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:23
(photo of offices) Oct'38:23
COLORADO COUNCIL OF FEDERATED CHURCH WOMEN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
Easter reports. May'23:56
A call to the mountains... Aug'23:inside front cover
Our cover. Sep'23:1
Combine vacation and inspiration at Colorado Springs. Sep'23:53
(photo) Sep'23:back cover
The Colorado Springs convention. Oct'23:52
Convention notes. Oct'23:57
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Whatever their hands find to do. Aug'28:42
(note) Dec'28:48
(drawing) Jul'35:15
(photo) Jul'43:19
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
Postwar planning in the church. Sep'45:14
Beneath the spire. Mar'49:4
Here and there with World Call. Jan'54:48
Ministering to people on the move. Feb'59:29

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO. GARDEN OF GETHSEMANE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

COLSHER, BETTY JANE
(photo) Nov'23:front cover
Our cover. Nov'23:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34

Colsher, Jane
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28

COLSHER, JANE
Youth and missions. Mar'43:37

COLSHER, W A
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35

COLSHER, WILLIAM H
(ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
(photo) Nov'48:24
Changes in national leadership. Jun'52:29
(photo) Jul'52:22

COLSTON, LOWELL Glicken, 1916-1985 (married to Frances Colston)
(photo) Sep'42:7
Classroom and campus.
Feb'62:32 May'63:34 Nov'68:34

COLSTON, LOWELL. THE CONTEXT OF PASTORAL COUNSELING
Book chat. Jul'62:42

COLTERYAHN, JANE A
(photo) May'39:17

COLTON, (married to Edward Colton)
In memoriam. Sep'39:39

COLTON, EDWARD
In memoriam. Sep'39:39

COLUMBIA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
In brief. Feb'69:39

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM. CHURCH OF THE AIR
The threshold. Jun'36:2
News room. Dec'46:38 Mar'52:32
Global highlights. Sep'58:5

COLUMBIA COLLEGE (COLUMBIA, MISSOURI)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:38 Jul'24:54 Feb'26:52 Aug'27:43
Jun'23:53 Feb'25:53 Dec'26:57 Feb'28:45
Jan'24:34 Jan'26:42 Jun'27:60 Jun'29:41
Feb'24:52
Aug'19:60

A good opening at Christian College. Oct'19:53
College head for 19 years has retired. Oct'20:64
(photo) Jan'21:11
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:56
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
(photo) Jan'22:9
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:13
(photo of students) Jan'22:32
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:38
(photo) Jan'24:inside covers
Glimpses of our colleges... (photo of Y.W.C.A. cabinet)
Jan'24:13
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:52
(photo of graduating class) Sep'25:42
.photos of students Jan'26:42,43
Diamond Jubilee at Christian College. Sep'26:60
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:25
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:6
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
(photo of entrance) Jan'30:8
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:44
Midwinter news of our colleges. Jan'31:44 Mar'31:35
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:6
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:45
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:32
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:31
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:9
(photo of play p. 8)
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:47
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:32
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:43
Second semester in our colleges (photo of daughters of
ministers) May'35:33
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:18
The threshold. Sep'35:2
A young man heads an old college (photo) Oct'35:17
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
Colleges notes. May'36:32
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
College commencements (photo of graduating class) Jul'36:34
News from our colleges. Dec'36:32
The junior college (photo) Jan'37:10
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
Activities ion our colleges. Jun'37:32 (photo of Kentucky
Club p. 33)
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
College happenings. Jan'38:28
Christian's new president (photo) Mar'38:6
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31
College notes. Apr'38:33
College activities. Jun'38:32
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30
Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:58
College notes. Mar'39:31
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:33
College activities. Jun'39:30
College notes. Nov'39:33
College notes. Jan'40:22 (photo of Hughes Hall p. 23)
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:33
College notes and news (photo of stained glass window in Chapel) Dec'40:30
(photo) Jan'41:9
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
College notes and news. Mar'41:30
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
College and university news. Sep'41:31
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:34
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:32
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:33
To him that asketh. Jan'43:15
Classroom and campus.
Apr'44:24
(photo) May'44:25
(photo of choral club) Jun'44:27
(photo) Jul'44:27
Jun'45:26 Jun'47:32 May'48:30 Sep'49:33
Mar'46:30 Jan'48:30 Jun'48:34 Oct'49:30
Apr'47:30
Dec'49:31 (photo of Vesper Board p. 30)
(photo of students)
Classroom and campus.
Jan'50:30 Feb'50:32 Mar'50:31
(photo of student tour group) Apr'50:32
May'50:33 Jul'50:32 Jan'51:30
Jun'50:32 Nov'50:36 Feb'51:33
(photo of students) Mar'51:31
Apr'51:30 Jun'51:30 Dec'51:30
(photo of students) Jan'52:31
(photo) Feb'52:28
Mar'52:31 Sep'52:33 Feb'53:31
Apr'52:29 Jan'53:29 Apr'53:30
(photo of Double sextette) Jun'53:35
(photo of Vesper Board) Dec'54:35
May'55:39 Dec'55:34
Global highlights. Dec'56:2
Classroom and campus.
Dec'56:32      Mar'57:30      May'57:28
Feb'57:30      Apr'57:30
(photo of reception) Jun'57:35
Jul'57:30      Oct'57:30      Jan'58:28      Mar'58:34
Sep'57:30      Dec'57:34      Feb'58:32      May'58:32
Classroom and campus.
Jun'58:32      Oct'58:32      Sep'59:34
Jul'58:36      Nov'58:32      Oct'59:32
Sep'58:36      Dec'58:32      Nov'59:32
(photo of students) Jan'60:15
Classroom and campus.
(photo of student assembly) Feb'61:31
(photo of chapel window) Mar'61:37
Nov'62:37      Jan'63:32      Jun'63:34      Jan'64:34
Global highlights. Jun'65:7
Classroom and campus.
Oct'65:34      Dec'65:34      Jan'66:32
(photo of groundbreaking) Apr'66:35
Jun'66:34      Mar'67:34      May'67:34,35      Dec'67:34
Nov'66:34      Apr'67:34      Sep'67:5
(photo of musical group) Jan'68:34
Mar'68:34      Apr'68:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
In brief. Sep'69:42      Jan'70:39      May'70:41
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
Walking his way through college. Feb'73:30
COLUMBIA CONSERVE CO. (INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA)
A canning factory owned by the workers (photos) Jul'31:8
COLUMBIA FALLS, MONTANTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples assist strategic churches. Jul'56:46
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND
In brief. Nov'70:40
Churching the new town. Dec'72:suppl:12
(photo of Interfaith Center p. 14)
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:53
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'59:front cover
The cover. Jul'59:inside front cover
A new church for Columbia. Jul'59:11
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN STUDENT CONGREGATION
A Christian student congregation (photo) Jul'24:38
Serving the religious needs. Jan'29:38
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:46
Hundred year churches (photo) Oct'32:13
(photo) Apr'42:1
Classroom and campus. Apr'51:30
(photo) Jul'59:front cover
The cover. Jul'59:inside front cover
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:11
(photo of sanctuary) May'66:27
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:24
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
Adopt home plan. Jun'58:46

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Notes. Feb'19:46
- Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:61

COLUMBIA, TENNESSEE. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- How we put "World Call" in every home. Jan'27:50
- World Calling... Sep'69:50

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY (N.Y.)

- Global highlights. Dec'53:3

COLUMBUS, MARTHA

- (photo) Aug'25:57

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCHES

- Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58 Sep'24:49

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- We dedicate this building. Jul'50:13
- Vote to send World Call to all homes. Feb'61:46

COLUMBUS, INDIANA. NORTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Revolution in church architecture (photo of sanctuary) Nov'69:15
- Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:22

COLUMBUS, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- New equipment at Columbus, Kansas. Feb'21:48

COLUMBUS, OHIO

- International Convention goes to Columbus. Jul'27:1
- On to Columbus! Feb'28:30
- A convention of decision and fellowship. Jun'28:20
- Columbus--October 25-31. Jul'37:5
- ...welcomes you. Sep'37:middle insert
- (photo) Oct'37:front cover
- The threshold. Oct'37:2
- ...again invites you (photos) Oct'44:20
- ...again welcomes the International Convention (photos) Jun'46:20

COLUMBUS, OHIO. BENFIELD AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:8

COLUMBUS, OHIO. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- New churches, July-September, 1963. Jan'64:46

COLUMBUS, OHIO. BROAD STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7
- Minister to city's needs (photos) Sep'60:11
- A church shows it really cares. Nov'62:20

COLUMBUS, OHIO. CHICAGO AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:8
- When disaster strikes (photo of fire) Jan'63:15

COLUMBUS, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:47

COLUMBUS, OHIO. EAST COLUMBUS CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Vacation church school at night. Mar'69:36

COLUMBUS, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Opportunities unlimited. Jun'68:18

COLUMBUS, OHIO. FIRST COMMUNITY CHURCH

- Worship in Ohio church reflects search for rhythm. Jun'71:11

COLUMBUS, OHIO. HILLTOP CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:8

COLUMBUS, OHIO. INDIANOLA CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7
COLUMBUS, OHIO. KARL ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1961. Apr'62:49

COLUMBUS, OHIO. OBETZ ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1962. Jan'63:45

COLUMBUS, OHIO. SOUTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A heroic struggle (photo) Jun'19:55
Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7

COLUMBUS, OHIO. SOUTHWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:8

COLUMBUS, OHIO. WEST FOURTH AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34

COLUMBUS, OHIO. WILSON AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... (photo of fellowship hall) Oct'33:39
Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7

COLVARD, LEILA, -1956
In memoriam. Jan'57:31

COLVER, JOHN LESLIE, 1905-
(married to Margaretta Campbell Nelmes Colver)
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
(photo) Oct'47:35 Dec'53:31
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
quoted. Disciples meet in Des Moines. Nov'56:20
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'57:6

COLVER, MARGARETTA CAMPBELL NELMES METTA
(married to John Leslie Colver)
quotted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48

Colvin, James
Letters. Jan'68:42

COLWELL, DAVID G., 1916-
Global highlights (photo)
Jun'63:6 Jan'64:5
Partners in conversation (photo) Jun'64:13
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union
(photo) May'66:14
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'66:7
Evangelism at Seattle (photo) Jul'69:10

COLWELL, E C
(photo) Jan'47:19

COLWELL, ERNEST CADMAN
Classroom and campus. Feb'63:34

COLWELL, ERNEST CADMAN. JESUS AND THE GOSPEL
Book chat. Apr'63:24

Colwick, (married to Carl Colwick)
Letters. Apr'69:45

COLYER, S D
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27

COMAY, JOAN. EVERYONE'S GUIDE TO ISRAEL
Book chat. Sep'62:45

COMAY, JOAN. WHO'S WHO IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
Impressive values. Mar'72:34

COMBS, (MRS. T E)
Notes. Sep'20:59

COMBS, ANNA
In memoriam. Jul'32:39
COMBS, BERT T
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:6
Combs, George Hamilton, 1864-1951
(married to Martha Miller Combs)
I had a friend. Apr'26:28
When Hell breaks loose. Jul'40:8
COMBS, GEORGE HAMILTON, 1864-1951
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:22
For greater service. May'21:57
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42
Men of books. Sep'33:11
quoted. Liberty, loyalty, unity (photo) Nov'34:27
Personalities (photo) Jul'35:20
Personalities. Sep'35:21
Country Club at Easter time (photo) Mar'36:6
Personalities (photo) Oct'36:25
(photo) Jul'40:8
Classroom and campus. Jan'43:29
COMBS, GEORGE HAMILTON. I'D TAKE THIS WAY AGAIN
Book chat. Dec'44:17
COMBS, GREG
Amateur radio links Disciples in mission (photo) May'72:27
Combs, H C
Message. Oct'19:46
COMBS, H C
H. C. Combs (photo) Jan'20:59
COMBS, JOSEPHINE
News room. Jan'56:38
COMBS, JOSIAH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'28:27
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:44
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
COMBS, LOULA LONG, 1881?–1971 (married to Pryor Combs)
In brief. May'72:40
COMBS, MARTHA MILLER, 1866-1924
(married to George Hamilton Combs)
(photo) Nov'36:27
COMBS, ROY T
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:6
"COME BACK, EPNANCE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Oct'70:29
COME YE THANKFUL PEOPLE, COME (HYMN)
Come ye thankful people, come. Nov'28:22
COMER, HARRETT MALATINA HARDY, 1914–
(married to Harvey Franklin Comer)
Prall Street project... Dec'52:31
COMER, HARVEY FRANKLIN (married to Harriet Hardy Comer)
(marriage) News room. Apr'52:39
COMETA, B
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
COMFORT, RICHARD O
Global highlights. Jan'56:2 (photo) Sep'56:3
COMIC BOOKS
*Shavings.* Nov'73:33

"THE COMING OF THE STRANGER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'68:37

COMITE INTER-MOUVEMENT AUPRES DES EVACUES (CIMADE)
Youth work in France. Jun'45:25
The story of CIMADE. Nov'45:8
French Protestantism looks ahead. Nov'45:14
French try to love even enemies. Feb'46:24
Intellectual refugees. Jun'46:22
Not working alone. Dec'46:6
The church and world relief. Feb'48:15
Rebuilding foundations. Jul'49:5
Caravan abroad. Nov'49:17
To the glory of God. Jul'51:44
Youth at work in France. Oct'52:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
...still serves. May'56:46
Global highlights. Jan'59:4
CIMADE. May'59:29
Global highlights. Feb'60:7
Mission in Marseilles. Dec'60:29
Recognizing revolution. Nov'68:24
Partners with Christians around the world. Feb'71:20
New books. Apr'71:28

COMITY ON THE MISSION FIELD
Comity in the Philippines. Sep'25:36
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:53
Mission Boards confer on China. Dec'25:54
Our relation to union movements. Jul'26:9
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45
Analyzing the competition of churches. Mar'28:24
Global highlights. Mar'68:7

COMMERCIAL CRISES
See DEPRESSIONS--1929

COMMISSION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOLARS
Global highlights. Nov'50:3

COMMISSION OF FRIENDLY INQUIRY
Disciples face decision and judgement. Jan'55:6

COMMISSION OF THE CHURCHES ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Global highlights. Jun'48:3
Peace but not at price of tyranny... Nov'51:44
Global highlights. Mar'63:5

COMMISSION ON A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
See FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE

COMMISSION ON BROTHERHOOD FINANCE
Elections at Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
What is the Brotherhood Finance Commission? Jan'52:41
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
...how will it affect Disciples of Christ. Feb'53:12
(elections at International Conventions)
Global highlights (photo of officers) May'60:6
(elections at International Conventions)
Jan'61:30 Dec'61:28
Global highlights. May'64:7
Global highlights. May'65:5
The dilemma of stretching dollars. Nov'65:24
Global highlights. May'66:6 May'67:5
Disciples in the news. May'68:8
October meetings. Dec'68:49
World outreach sounding board. Dec'69:30
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
The scene. Feb'72:44
World events. Jul'72:39
The scene. May'73:32
In brief. May'73:41

COMMISSION ON BROTHERHOOD RESTRUCTURE
Freedom with responsibility. Mary'62:25
Restructure. Jun'62:44
Global highlights. Dec'62:4
That new word--restructure. Dec'62:9
A look at Restructure (photo of 1962 meeting) Jan'63:22
Restructure--full steam ahead (photo of meeting) Sep'63:25
Restructure. Oct'63:42
Ask about it! Dec'63:8
Global highlights. Sep'64:6
Restructure notebook (photo of June meeting) Sep'64:28
What's in a name? Oct'64:9
Ask about it! Jan'65:8
What's in a name? Mar'65:17
Global highlights. May'65:7
What Disciples want to know about Restructure. Jun'65:21
Global highlights (photo of meeting) Sep'65:6
Where we are in Brotherhood Restructure (photos) Sep'66:11
Restructure. Oct'66:4
Global highlights. Jun'67:5
Update of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Feb'70:18

COMMISSION ON BUDGETS AND PROMOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Convention elections and resolutions.
Jun'28:39 Dec'30:26 Nov'32:28
Oct'29:29 Nov'31:28
The month among Disciples. Jun'33:4
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:54
Division of church offerings. Jan'34:5
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:29
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41
New calendar of special days. Jul'37:21
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:25
Important Brotherhood meetings. Jun'38:12
Elections at the spring meeting. Jul'43:21
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:22
Disciples are preparing to launch "Crusade for a Christian World." May'46:18
Elections and actions at...
  Sep'47:25  Dec'49:29  Jul'52:28
  Nov'48:27  Dec'50:29  Sep'53:26
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:25
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:45
Global highlights. May'59:4
(elections at International Conventions) Dec'56:30
(elections at International Conventions)
  Jan'58:37  Nov'59:29  Jan'61:30  Dec'61:28
Global highlights (photo of officers) May'62:5
Elected to serve. Dec'62:40
Global highlights. May'63:7  Jun'63:5
COMMISSION ON CHAPLAINCY ENDORSEMENT
  Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
  In brief. May'71:39
COMMISSION ON CHAPLAINS AND ARMED FORCES PERSONNEL
  In brief. May'69:45
COMMISSION ON CHRISTIANITY AND COMMUNISM
  Churches studying Communist menace. Jan'64:41
COMMISSION ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY
  Mexico, case study for American Christians. Mar'67:17
COMMISSION ON CHURCH VOCATIONS
  Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
COMMISSION ON COOPERATIVE POLICY AND PRACTICE
  Ask about it! Apr'65:8
  Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
COMMISSION ON HARMONY
  Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:33
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL PEACE (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
  Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
COMMISSION ON INTERRACIAL COOPERATION
  Progress in race relations meet. Jun'26:54
  Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45  Nov'28:45
COMMISSION ON MISSIONARY EDUCATION
  Adults and mission. Jun'63:38
COMMISSION ON POLICIES AND RELATIONSHIPS
  The month among Disciples (photo) Feb'33:4
  Looking ahead. Jun'33:22
  Executive Committee refers Commission report. Oct'33:inside front cover
  A Pre-Convention statement from the Commission... Oct'33:6
  The United Society looks ahead. Nov'33:23
  Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:53
COMMISSION ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS AND PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY
  Ahead of the headlines. Apr'71:5
COMMISSION ON RELIGION IN APPALACHIA
  Will the church take a dare in the new Appalachia? Nov'67:17
  In brief. Dec'70:39
  World events. Jan'71:36
  Help at the grassroots in Appalachia. May'71:25
  Commentary. Oct'72:16
  The death of a mountain. Feb'73:8
Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:5

COMMISSION ON RESTUDY
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29
(photo) Sep'38:34
News room. Feb'47:32

COMMISSION ON THE CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE
Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:4
The Church and economic life. Jul'48:12

COMMISSION ON THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
News room. Mar'51:40

COMMISSION ON THE LIFE AND WORK OF WOMEN IN CHURCHES
Global highlights (photo of delegates) May'50:3
Personal items from Geneva. Dec'50:42

COMMISSION ON THE MINISTRY
Apr'26:6
...meets. Jun'26:16
(photo) Jan'27:47
(map showing distribution of information schedules...)
Feb'27:32
(photo of Central Committee) Apr'27:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
(photo of dinner meeting, Feb. 16, 1928) Apr'28:32
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:40
Disciples guide their ministers of tomorrow. Sep'62:17

COMMISSION ON THE PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
Global highlights. May'54:4 Nov'56:4

COMMISSION ON THE RURAL CHURCH
Commission on the rural church. Feb'29:14

COMMISSION ON WORLD ORDER
Global highlights. Apr'46:3

COMMISSION TO AFRICA
Global highlights. Jul'63:6
Words to remember. Sep'63:20

COMMISSION TO RESTUDY THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:29
(photo) Mar'37:2
News room. Mar'46:38

COMMISSION TO STUDY THE BASES OF A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
Six pillars of peace. May'43:8

COMMISSION TO THE ORIENT
Executive Committee's charge to the Commission... Mar'26:28
Historical background of the Commission (photo) Mar'26:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
Aug'26:1
Report... Aug'26:34
A caution and two convictions. Mar'27:20
Women and world highways. Jan'55:35

COMMITTEE FOR A CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY IN JAPAN
Global highlights. Dec'48:4

COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN REMITTANCES TO EUROPE
Global highlights. Sep'52:3

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
See CHRISTIAN LITERATURE COMMISSION

COMMITTEE ON CHRISTIAN LITERATURE FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN MISSION FIELDS
Prophecy and fact. Feb'56:29
Disciples in Argentina lead in establishing kindergartens.
Feb'56:30
COMMITTEE ON COOPERATION IN LATIN AMERICA
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'26:58
A real man and a real job. Mar'28:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
Global highlights. May'50:3
COMMITTEE ON DRAFT DEFERMENTS
Social trends. Mar'51:18
National emergency services are available. Apr'51:32
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Social trends. Sep'50:18
COMMITTEE ON MILITARY AND VETERANS' SERVICES
See also
COMMITTEE ON WAR SERVICES
News room. Mar'47:45 Mar'48:32 Feb'51:39
National emergency services are available. Apr'51:32
Global highlights. Sep'51:3
News room. May'52:34 Jun'54:41 Dec'54:40
Nov'52:32 Nov'54:36
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:21
Military service and the church's task. Oct'56:17
News room. Sep'58:42
Ministering to people on the move. Feb'59:29
News room. Jul'59:42
COMMITTEE ON MISSIONARY EDUCATION
The new joint catalogue of missionary publications. Jan'19:56
COMMITTEE ON MORAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS
? and answers. Mar'66:8
COMMITTEE ON RACIAL EQUALITY
Social trends. Sep'56:24
COMMITTEE ON SELECTIVE SERVICE STATUS OF MINISTERS
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS SURVEYS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:53
COMMITTEE ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
COMMITTEE ON THE CAUSE AND CURE OF WAR
Women and world highways. Mar'35:35 Apr'35:35
COMMITTEE ON WAR SERVICES
See also
COMMITTEE ON MILITARY AND VETERANS' SERVICES
Reading material for men in service. Oct'42:3
Is it well with the young man? Oct'42:10
The church, the chaplain and the service man. Jan'43:20
Feb'43:4
The threshold. Mar'43:2
Apr'43:10
Cooperation is imperative. Jul'43:7
News room. Jul'43:28
The threshold. Nov'43:2
Volunteers for summer service. Apr'44:5
A report from Miami. May'44:36
Summer volunteer workers. Jun'44:23
(photo of canteen) Jan'45:insert
The threshold. Jan'45:2
News notes... Jun'45:27
Youth and missions. Jun'45:31
News notes.
   Jul'45:27   Dec'45:40   Feb'46:39   Apr'46:29
   Sep'45:31   Jan'46:32   Mar'46:40   May'46:40
Oct'45:34
Global highlights. Jun'46:4
News notes.
   Jun'46:44   Jul'46:42   Dec'46:38   Mar'47:45
COMMITTEE ON WORLD FRIENDSHIP AMONG CHILDREN
Friendship school bags. Aug'28:47
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
What, where, when and how. Oct'29:52
Friendship folios for China. Sep'32:46
COMMITTEE ON WORLD LITERACY AND CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
At work in world literacy. Jan'56:5
Lit-Lit launches program to halt Communist inroads. Mar'57:47
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Making bird tracks talk. Sep'59:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'61:38
Global highlights. Dec'61:5
Literacy can break the chains in Haiti. Feb'62:21
Global highlights. Apr'62:5
Strange paradox. Jan'63:10
African artists design Christmas cards. Dec'66:46
Happy birthday "Lit-lit." Jun'67:9
Christian books for the scattered Chinese. Feb'70:40
Intermedia sends the word to Latin America. Oct'70:26
COMMITTEE ON WORLD LITERACY AND CHRISTIAN LITERATURE.
A CHRISTIAN'S HANDBOOK ON COMMUNISM
New books. Nov'64:22
COMMON PLACE (PEORIA, ILLINOIS)
Two days in the inner city (photos) Feb'70:23
COMMONER, BARRY. THE CLOSING CIRCLE
New books. May'73:35
COMMONWEAL
COMMUNAL LIVING
The church looks at communal living. May'72:18
COMMUNICATION
Latin America listens. Jul'62:21
Churchman's vocabulary. Jul'63:16
"Mass-Com" and the church in Japan. Dec'67:41
Future directions for Disciples in the communication of the Christian faith. Oct'71:suppl:29
COMMUNISM
Speaking of books. Nov'28:44
Will we still dream on? May'30:6
Listening in on the world. Jun'30:26
Communism in China. May'33:3
Christianity's rivals in Latin America. Feb'36:10
From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5
Japan and communism struggle for China. Mar'37:6
Again! the "Reds!" Oct'38:4
How to beat communism. Jul'39:19
Clouds over China. Dec'44:4
Global highlights. May'47:4
Christian love--China's hope. Mar'48:25
Global highlights. Apr'49i:3
Perhaps you missed this. Jul'49:5
Religious front for smears. Mar'50:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38
The Pope writes a letter. Nov'50:6
The new Latin America. Apr'52:11
Not more power, but deeper death! Apr'52:26
Making sin pay. May'52:5
Global highlights. Dec'52:2
Is peace possible? Jul'52:17
Book chat. Nov'56:18
Social trends. Oct'57:10
Global highlights. Oct'58:6
Answering communism. Oct'60:9
Jun'61:5,6
Global highlights. Apr'62:5
Christians look at Communism. Jul'62:19
Global highlights. Nov'63:7
Churches studying the Communist menace. Jan'64:41
What's the truth about the National Council? Mar'65:12
Global highlights. May'66:5
Social trends. Oct'66:14
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'67:4
Social trends. Feb'67:22
They saw red. Oct'67:20
In brief. Dec'67:8
Moments of worship. Apr'70:48

COMMUNITY CHURCHES
The application of democracy to the administration of religion. May'19:6
How one community is finding itself. Aug'19:20
The rural community church. Aug'19:24
Global highlights. Oct'50:3 Jan'62:8

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
Jan'47:32

COMMUNITY INFORMATION DEPOT
Yes! there is hope for rural Appalachia. Nov'67:21

COMMUNITY OF THE GREAT COMISSION
Youth and the world mission. Jul'65:39

COMPIEGNE, FRANCE. CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47

COMPTON, (MRS. A. M.)
In memoriam. Feb'42:39

Compton, Arthur H
Ye shall be as gods. Jul'46:13

COMPTON, ARTHUR H
(drawing) Jul'46:13
Global highlights. Dec'54:4

COMPTON, J S
(photo) Jan'21:14

COMPTON, JAMES STEPHEN, 1873-1951 (married to Evaline C. Compton)
In memoriam. Sep'51:37
Compton, John Robert, 1925- (married to Lucile Compton)
A prayer for today. Nov'63:20
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:18

COMPTON, JOHN ROBERT, 1925-
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'58:8
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:7 (photo) Jan'63:7
Classroom and campus. Mar'63:34
Hatred--by arson. Nov'66:9
Disciples in the news. Feb'68:8 Jun'68:8
In brief. Jan'69:46
Reconciliation is shaped by persons (photo) Apr'69:10
Update on Reconciliation. Sep'69:10
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. May'70:38 Sep'70:39
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar (photo) Oct'70:21
World events. Nov'70:36 (photo) Feb'71:37
In brief. Feb'71:42
World events. May'71:36
Black Disciples will present request at Louisville Assembly (photo) Jul'71:18
The scene. Feb'72:44
In brief. Apr'72:40
The scene. Jun'72:35
In brief. Jun'72:40
The scene. Feb'73:34
World events (photo) Jun'73:36

Compton, Kenneth Ray
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

COMPTON, KENNETH RAY
News room. Sep'58:49
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:5
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'70:39 Nov'70:41

COMPTON, VIOLA
Notes. Feb'19:46
Apr'19:61
Notes. May'19:62
A messenger of mercy (photo) Jun'19:53

COMPTON'S ILLUSTRATED SCIENCE DICTIONARY
Books of interest. Jul'63:43

COMPTON'S PICTURED ENCYCLOPEDIA
(1964 EDITION) Books. Apr'64:43
(1966 EDITION) World Calling. Apr'66:10

COMPUTERS
Electronic brain used in making concordance. Apr'56:47
World events. Jul'72:39

COMSTOCK, C W
(photo) Mar'24:26

COMSTOCK, JAMES F
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:34

COMSTOCK, NANNIE, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37
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COMSTOCK, VIVIAN
   (photo) Jul'32:31
CONANT, JAMES BRYANT
   Global highlights. Jun'52:2
CONANT, JAMES BRYANT. EDUCATION IN A DIVIDED WORLD
   Book chat. Feb'49:40
CONANT, LYDIA J
   (death) Oct'21:64
CONAWAY, ARTHUR
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
CONCEPTION, PARAGUAY
   Echoes from everywhere. May'24:50
   (photo) Oct'25:13
CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
   New books. Oct'71:26
CONCORDIA, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Good ideas. Mar'28:47
CONDE, BERTHA
   quoted. Sea salt. Oct'32:19
CONDICT, GEORGIA NORINE
   In memoriam. Feb'44:33
CONDIT, (MRS. L. H.)
   In memorium. Oct'36:39
CONDIT, FRED WHALEY, 1881-1960 (married to Pauline R. Condit)
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'22:43
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
   In memoriam. May'60:35
Cone, David W
   How a church can remodel for flexibility. Mar'72:10
CONE, JAMES H. BLACK THEOLOGY AND BLACK POWER
   New books. May'70:28
CONE, NANCY HOLWAGER
   See
   HARRISON, NANCY HOLWAGER CONE
CONFERENCE FOR MINISTERS AND RELIGIOUS WORKERS
   The threshold. Jul'40:2
CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIAN RURAL LEADERS (NANKING, CHINA)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:57
   An important factor. Jul'26:54
CONFERENCE OF CHURCH WORK FOR DEPENDENT AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45
CONFERENCE OF EAST ASIAN CHURCHES
   Christian confer at Bangkok. Jan'50:6
   Global highlights. Feb'50:3
   The Christian task in changing East Asia (photo of delegates) Mar'50:15
CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN CHURCHES
   Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
CONFERENCE OF EVANGELICAL PROTESTANTS FOR ORGANIC UNION
   Two Protestant conferences. Jan'20:42
CONFERENCE OF HOME MISSIONS SECRETARIES
   Mid-year Conference... Apr'19:39
CONFERENCE OF MEN'S WORK SECRETARIES
   News room. Mar'53:46
CONFERENCE OF MISSIONARIES
   Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:25
   (photo) Aug'21:28
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CONFERENCE OF REGIONAL MINISTERS AND MODERATORS
State Secretaries Association. Oct'27:1
Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:9
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'27:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
The threshold. Jan'40:2
News room. Feb'42:34
Global highlights. Feb'58:7
They work for you. Sep'58:27
News room. Feb'62:34
Global highlights. Feb'63:7
News room. Mar'64:36 Feb'65:40
Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
Global highlights. Feb'67:7 Mar'67:6
Global highlights (photo of women "chairmen") Feb'68:7
December meetings. Dec'68:49
World events. Feb'70:37
World events (photo of officers) Mar'70:37
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
World events. Feb'71:36
In brief. Feb'72:38
World events (photo of officers)
Mar'72:40 Mar'73:39
The scene. May'73:32
CONFERENCE OF RELIGIOUS WORKERS AT STATE UNIVERSITIES
Work of our colleges. Mar'23:51
CONFERENCE OF RELIGIOUS WORKERS ON CAMPUSES
The Church and the secular university. Mar'24:28
CONFERENCE OF STATE AND AREA SECRETARIES AND BOARD CHAIRMEN
See
CONFERENCE OF RELIGIOUS MINISTERS AND MODERATORS
CONFERENCE OF TEACHERS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Religious Educators meet. May'26:59
CONFERENCE ON ADULT WORK (LAKE GENEVA)
News room (photo of conferees) Oct'53:36
CONFERENCE ON BIBLE WORK IN STATE UNIVERSITIES
Nov'22:34
CONFERENCE ON CHRISTIAN WORK IN SOUTH AMERICA
Feb'25:30
(note) Mar'25:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
CONFERENCE ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY
As others see us (photos) Oct'66:19
Global highlights. Dec'67:7
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12
CONFERENCE ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY IN LATIN AMERICA. 1966
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND THE LATIN CHURCHES
New books. Feb'70:28
CONFERENCE ON CHURCH, COMMUNITY AND STATE (OXFORD, ENGLAND)
See
WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHURCH, COMMUNITY AND STATE
CONFERENCE ON CHURCH UNION
Church union Conference plans ahead. Feb'50:31
Global highlights. Jan'51:2
A process in its beginnings. Jan'51:6
Global highlights. Mar'51:2
A united church (photo of officers) Apr'51:11

CONFERENCE ON FAITH AND ORDER
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29

CONFERENCE ON FAMILY PROBLEMS
Global highlights. Sep'53:2

CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
See

UNIVERSAL CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK

CONFERENCE ON ORGANIC CHURCH UNION (PHILADELPHIA)
The message of the Disciples of Christ. Mar'19:23

CONFERENCE ON RELIGION AND RACE (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
Global highlights. Apr'65:5

CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL ACTION
Social trends. Jun'38:26

CONFERENCE ON THE BASES OF A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
Echos from everywhere. Sep'43:35

CONFERENCE ON THE CAUSE AND CURE OF WAR
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
A prelude to world peace. Mar'25:21
When women war for peace. Mar'28:4
The new international anarchy. Mar'37:18
Women and world highways.
   Mar'37:35   Mar'38:35    Mar'39:35    Jan'40:33

CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION (SILVER BAY, N.Y.)
The threshold. Jul'43:2

CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE
Social trends. May'51:22

CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND PEACE (DETROIT, 1953)
Global highlights. Dec'53:2

CONFERENCE ON WORLD ECONOMIC COOPERATION
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34

CONFERENCES ON CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
(1965 schedule) Why not attend a mission conference?
Mar'65:28
Conferences that give answers. Feb'66:17 (1966 schedule p. 18)

CONFERENCIA EVANGELICA LATIN AMERICA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:38
Religious freedom. Oct'61:48
Change has come to Latin America. Apr'62:24
World events. Oct'69:36
(photo) Dec'70:15

CONFIRMA, GRACIANO (married to Pacita Confirma)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
(photo) Jun'50:25    Mar'51:9

CONFIRMA, PACITA (married to Graciano Confirma)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
(photo) Jun'50:25

CONFLICT IN CHURCHES
Out of conflict--learning. Feb'66:19
? and answers. Feb'67:8

"CONFORMITY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'66:44

CONFRATERNIDAD NACIONAL HISPANA Y BILINGUE
See

HISPANIC AMERICAN CAUCUS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES
OF CHRIST)
CONFUCIANISM
   Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:51
CONG, TI
   Beans for Ti Cong. Mar'65:12
CONGERVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Church School of Missions in action. Apr'19:40
CONGO
   See also
   ZAIRE
   Jan'19:45
   Notes. Jan'19:64
   Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:11
   Notes. Feb'19:45
   Some contrasts. Mar'19:4
   The adventures of Yoka. Mar'19:12
   Notes. Mar'19:60,61,63
   Apr'19:61,62,64,67,68
   Africa's call for medical help. May'19:52
   CWBM gifts. May'19:57
   Wanderland--Wonderland. Jun'19:38
   What the Children's Day offering will do. Jun'19:52
   Notes. Jun'19:59
   How America looks from Africa. Jul'19:21
   Wanderland--Wonderland, a bat feast. Jul'19:23
   Notes. Jul'19:61,62
   A glimpse of Congo. Aug'19:42
   Miss Smith at Monieka. Aug'19:42
   A baby's first four years. Aug'19:62
   More than eager for the fray. Sep'19:27
   Message from Monieka. Sep'19:34
   Notes. Sep'19:48
   Look on the fields. Oct'19:21
   Snap shots... Dec'19:12
   Man needed to manage sawmill in Africa. Jan'20:58
   Notes. Jan'20:63     Feb'20:57,58
   Five minutes in our foreign fields. Mar'20:15
   "Old Lon'jataka is dead." Mar'20:24
   The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:39
   Three special workers needed for the Congo. Apr'20:40
   Notes. Apr'20:55,61
   The healing of Africa. May'20:22
   Oongo mission stations and missionaries. May'20:40
   Notes. May'20:63,64
   The children of Congoland. Jun'20:28
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
   "Ntukunyu Bosuki Wa Jwilo." Jun'20:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:34     Aug'20:37
   The Congo Mission attains its majority. Sep'20:47
   Notes. Sep'20:59,60,63
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42,43
   Notes. Oct'20:56,58,64
   Where will it lead? Nov'20:14
   Good news from Congo. Nov'20:58
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59,60
   (photo) Dec'20:30
   New advance in Africa (photos) Dec'20:50
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58,59
The ordination of Mark Jnoji. Jan'21:30
Bonkanda wa Nazkomba (photo) Feb'21:34
Teaching the Bible in Congoland. Feb'21:55
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60  Mar'21:53,62
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:64
Mondombe rejoices. May'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
We only await the workers. Jun'21:51
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59,60,64
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:24
U.C.M.S. Department of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:54,62
Evangelizing the Congo basin. Oct'21:5
Echoes from everywhere.
Phelps-Stokes Educational Commission in Congo. Jan'22:21
Getting the Gospel across in Congoland. Jan'22:31
Boys only--bu Lotumbe boys. Jan'22:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61,62,63
The repentance of Bokanga. Feb'22:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:64
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
The hum of the sawmill in equatorial Africa (photos)
  Mar'22:32
Go ye--teach--baptize--teach. Mar'22:42
Things you ought to know about foreign missions. Jun'22:20
The Frank Battson Memorial Press... Jun'22:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:62
With healing in its beams. Jul'22:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:17
Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:26
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:58,59,60
Annual report... Sep'22:25
Moving day in jungle town. Sep'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:59,64
A desperate need. Oct'22:inside front cover
Imperatively needed... Dec'22:35
"Strong things" from Monkoto. Jan'23:36
Letter from Dr. Dye. Jan'23:50
Farming up the Congo. Jan'23:59
An African Topsy. Feb'23:47
The Disciples' mission on the Congo. Mar'23:7
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:40
A modern mission station in Africa. Apr'23:20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58,59
The highways of the King. May'23:30
What I found in Africa. May'23:41
Dr. Dye at Lotumbe. May'23:41
Now we are a people. May'23:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49,55
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:60
The call of Wema. Jun'23:64
(photograph) Aug'23:13
A letter to you. Aug'23:46
Jehovah is their strength. Aug'23:57
The transformations of twenty years. Oct'23:8
An African soldier of the cross. Oct'23:18
The year at a glance. Oct'23:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:61
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49,50,53,59,64
Lois Marie and the "medicine." Jan'24:32
Fishing in Africa. Jan'24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
Bokemo, the friend. Feb'24:16
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
Lifting the world's load. Mar'24:6
Free born souls in mission lands. Mar'24:8
Launching a Congo steamer. Mar'24:21
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59,60
Allan and the baby hippo. May'24:32
Daily Easter in Africa. May'24:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49,51,53,56
A call to those who listen. May'24:59
The Union Mission House. Jun'24:29
Rapid growth in the Congo (photos) Jun'24:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49
Annual conference of Congo mission. Jul'24:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49,50
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49,59
The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:24
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49,62
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Mr. and Mrs. Yocum going to Africa. Sep'24:55
Voice their sentiments in substantial way. Jul'24:56
Annual report. Oct'24:39
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
Post facto (poem) Oct'24:54
A busy month at Monieka. Oct'24:62
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:51,56,57
Overcoming obstacles on the Congo. Feb'25:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
An African wedding. Feb'25:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:51
Her ministry wonderfully blest. Apr'25:39
Growing in grace and liberality. Apr'25:46
African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:53
Interesting figures from Africa. May'25:37
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Material and spiritual light in Africa. May'25:40
Beloved Bolenge after a brief absence. Jul'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:49
The day's work at Mondombe. Jul'25:55
Educational work in Congo. Jul'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51
The Church of Christ in Congo (photos) Sep'25:24
So it goes in Congo. Sep'25:57
Annual report... Oct'25:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:60
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New church for Bolenge. Jul'57:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
Bright prospects at Boende. Jul'57:45
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'57:34 Dec'57:38 Jan'58:32
New light in the Congo. Feb'58:9
Congo magazine. Feb'58:43
   (photo of two pastors) Mar'58:11
Builders help missions grow (photos) Apr'58:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'58:36
Children's needs cannot wait. Jun'58:12
Sound of the hammer. Jun'58:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
White fields on a dark continent. Jul'58:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38
Only the best for the Congo. Oct'58:23
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36
Yardstick experience in Congo. Oct'58:49
The church at work in Congo. Nov'58:25
A milestone in Congo. Nov'58:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Global highlights. Jan'59:5
Now--Bokatola! Feb'59:46
Global highlights. Mar'59:4
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Little money--big results. Mar'59:42
The city--a new frontier in Congo. May'59:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36
Role in new Congo. Jun'59:48
Signs of progress in Congo. Jul'59:34
To a changing continent. Sep'59:9
Global highlights. Oct'59:4
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36
Mokeko points the way. Oct'59:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
Women and world highways. Jan'60:33
Youth and missions. Jan'60:37
Congo pastors want to grow. Feb'60:15
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
For adult mission study. Feb'60:40
House of God. Feb'60:48
Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission. Mar'60:11
Capital for the Congo. Mar'60:19
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36
Medical witness in Congo. Mar'60:37
Disciples in Congo. Mar'60:48
Africa coming--ready or not! Apr'60:21
Congo women have great needs. Apr'60:27
Women and world highways. Apr'60:35
Global highlights. May'60:4
Go teach in Africa. May'60:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'60:34
For adult mission study. May'60:36
Global highlights. Jun'60:7
(photo of country church) Jun'60:back cover
Global highlights. Jul'60:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38
Churches aid Congo. Jul'60:44
Global highlights. Sep'60:6
Year of change in missions. Sep'60:21
Now they look like preachers. Sep'60:47
Global highlights. Oct'60:5,7,8
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
Global highlights. Nov'60:5,7 Dec'60:4
Sense and imagination in Congo. Dec'60:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32
...where milk is medicine. Jan'61:48
Continuing Congo crisis. Feb'61:10
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
Global highlights (photo of baptism) Mar'61:7
Food for Congo. Mar'61:39
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40
Milk for Congo. Mar'61:52
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
Global highlights. May'61:4,7
Echoes from everywhere.
May'61:34 Jun'61:38 Jul'61:38 Sep'61:34
Relief supplies for Congo. Sep'61:48
Global highlights. Oct'61:8
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36 Nov'61:34
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36
Global highlights. Mar'62:4
Why missions? Mar'62:11
Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'62:34      Apr'62:36      May'62:36
Global highlights. Jun'62:5
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jun'62:36      Jul'62:38      Sep'62:36
Congo Council plans advance. Sep'62:48
Global highlights. Oct'62:7
Women on world highways. Jan'63:35
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:48
Global highlights. Feb'63:4
Radio--Congo's magic link. Feb'63:25
Ministers for the troubled Congo (map) Mar'63:12
Moments of meditation. Mar'63:39
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
No easy task in Africa. May'63:30
Congolese complain, struggle and grow. May'63:30
Today's children--tomorrow's church. Jun'63:12
Sep'63:much of issue
Global highlights. Oct'63:6
The city--a global challenge. Nov'63:27
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:18
The worker. Jan'64:32
A "best dressed man" in Congo. Feb'64:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'64:38
Global highlights. Apr'64:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'64:36
Global highlights. Oct'64:6      Nov'64:7
A gift from Congo. Nov'64:11
Global highlights. Dec'64:4      Jan'65:4
Africa--no retreat from revolution. Jan'65:13 (photo of baptism service p. 15)
Congo church "persists." Jan'65:48
Global highlights. Feb'65:6      Mar'65:6,7
World Calling... Apr'65:10
Jesus and the witch doctor. Apr'65:48
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
World Calling... May'65:10
Congo Disciples look to the future. May'65:31
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4
Congo widow takes her stand. Jun'65:18
Global highlights. Jul'65:5
Gift from the Congo. Jul'65:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
We need your prayers. Jul'65:49
Global highlights. Nov'65:6
Women on world highways. Feb'66:33
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
Global highlights. Mar'66:5
Love at work in Congo. Mar'66:15
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'66:4
New Congo bookstore a symbol of progress. Jul'66:39
Ministers meet in Congo. Oct'66:40
Global highlights. Nov'66:6
Cities change names! Nov'66:28
In brief. Nov'67:8
Direct line. Nov'67:37
Refugees--a golden challenge. Dec'67:17
Christianity confronts African traditions. Mar'68:17
A new sense of brotherhood in Congo. May'68:18
   (photos p. 19)
Direct line. Jul'68:38
Letters. Jul'68:49
Direct line. Nov'68:33
Chapel bells ring in the day. Dec'68:40
Editorials. Jan'69:7
In brief. Feb'69:39
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:17
Leaders of the church in Congo. Jun'69:24
Direct line. Jul'69:32
World events. Jul'69:36
Direct line. Dec'69:32
Kimbanguists in the Congo. Mar'70:16
World events. Mar'70:37 Jan'71:39
Congo has a new medical school May'71:20
Direct line. Jun'71:31
Congo's Carrefour des Jeunes. Jul'71:20
God's church in Africa. Jul'71:22
Direct line. Sep'71:30
Congolese Christians want unity... Sep'71:44
Direct line. Oct'71:30,31
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'71:5
World events. Jan'72:36

CONGO--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
CONGO CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Need apparent for Congo Christian Institute. Mar'29:62
A sample of the training given children in Congo. Jun'29:9
Notes from Congo mission. Aug'29:27
How shall the Congo Christian Institute develop? Oct'29:19
Missionary organizations. Oct'29:46
A year-old school shows results (map) Dec'29:17
We cannot take this step alone (photos) Jun'30:15
Echoes from everywhere.
Chapel... Aug'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:42
A first born in Chicago (photo of first graduating class)
Dec'31:18
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:47 Mar'32:39
The second milestone reached (photos) Mar'33:29
...graduates. Mar'33:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39 Jun'33:39
By way of contrast. Jul'33:18
Five years of service (photo of 1933 graduates) Jan'34:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
Mbowina wins his way. Feb'35:29
Training leaders for tomorrow's Africa (photo of football team) Mar'36:14
The use of drama. Jan'37:34
What results in central Africa? Mar'37:16
A week at Bolenge. Sep'37:8
The man who changed the world. May'38:33
(photo of faculty) Oct'38:31
Those prosaic letters: I.C.C. (photos) Feb'39:7
Mpengo Thomas honored. Feb'39:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
(photo) Nov'39:19
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39
Missionary's diary in review... Mar'40:26
A Christian school in the Belgian Congo (photo) Jan'41:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:39
The first day of school! Jun'42:45
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:38
Christmas in Congo. Dec'42:44
I.C.C. completes 15 years. Feb'43:41
Institute graduates nineteen. May'43:42
...commencement (photos) Jan'44:27
Dressmanking at the C.C.I. Nov'44:39
(photo) Mar'46:25
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
(photo of 1945 graduating class) Jun'48:11
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
Boys are boys. Jun'52:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Is unity possible? Apr'54:30
(photo) Dec'54:31 Mar'55:7
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Congo notebook. Apr'57:8
(photo of graduates) Mar'60:38
Go and teach in Africa. May'60:17
Global highlights. Jul'62:4

CONGO CHRISTIAN NEWS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
"CONGO: CLOSE-UP" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'60:42

CONGO--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Juapa-Lomela trip. Jul'20:40
Leaves from a Congo travelogue. Jun'21:17
Evangelizing the Congo basin (photos) Oct'21:5
Phelps-Stokes Educational Commission in Congo. Jan'22:21
What is a barbed arrow worth? (photos) Mar'22:26
Through African forests (photo) Jun'22:42
His followers at Besenge. Oct'22:57
It was a Bangwa Village in Africa. Nov'22:62
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56
Seeing real Congo life. Dec'23:35
Where is life? (photo) Jan'24:39
A glimpse of Congo (photos) Mar'24:38
As it is in Africa. Apr'24:36
An African metropolis. May'24:39
The lure of Africa (photos) Jul'24:34
White medicine. Aug'24:44
Trekking through Africa. Sep'24:38
Ten days in the jungle (photo) Jan'25:42
On the way to Bolenge. Feb'25:58
With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36
A hike through the forest. Jun'25:37
Through the eyes of new missionary. Jul'25:35
A visit to the outposts. Aug'25:57
First impressions of Africa. Oct'25:58
Up hill and down dale. Jan'26:56
Two girls in Africa. Jun'26:40
Mongo-Ngombe itineration (photos) Jul'26:34
Oct'26: much of issue
A stillnews that is never still (photos) Jan'27:35
Seventeen days in Congo. Feb'27:53
Two women trek through jungle. Jun'27:14 Jul'27:18
The hedge row on a journey. Oct'27:40
Alligators and ailments in Africa. Jan'28:39
There will never be another day. Feb'28:38
Evangelizing in Africa. Mar'28:38
Cementing the tie that binds. Aug'28:28
A Drake student in Congo (photo) Jun'29:34
Seeing Africa by moonlight. Nov'29:37
White fields amid black people. Jan'30:37
He that goeth forth with weeping. Jun'30:36
E Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:39
On bicycles in Africa. Apr'31:44
With faces toward Africa. Oct'31:45
Ten years of preparation... Feb'32:29
Through the swamps of Africa. Feb'32:34
On arriving at Bolenge after furlough. Mar'32:28
Pictures I remember. Jun'32:inside front cover
Eleven days on the "Oregon." Feb'33:30
Sign along the Congo way. Apr'33:34
An Oregon itinerary. Jul'33:29
Rice fields of Africa. Dec'33:28
A new road out of Africa. Mar'34:12
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:40
The Havens family on tour. May'34:26
Where something happens all the time. Jul'34:29
Bicycling through Congo. Oct'34:28
Sunday morning. Oct'34:32
The wet and dry of it. Oct'34:40
Leaves from a Congo notebook. Jun'35:15
A mighty continent. Mar'35:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'36:39
A son of the forest. Dec'36:20
And He lived. Dec'36:29
A son of the forest. Feb'37:22
The last page. Feb'37:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'37:38
Survival after death. Nov'37:27
We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:10
The thrills of the journey. Feb'38:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:38,39
Changes in Africa. Feb'38:42
After thirteen years. Mar'38:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:39
Congo's royal highways (photos) Jun'38:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:39
Going to Conference in Africa. Oct'38:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:46 Mar'39:38
Troubles of travel. Apr'39:34
Back country visits. Sep'39:29
A medley of the path. Jan'40:31
The doctor speaks. Jul'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39
Bicycle ride on Palm Avenue. Mar'41:29
Superstition is ingenious. Jul'41:42
A visit upriver on the "Oregon." Nov'41:26
Two hundred miles via bicycle. Feb'42:26
Wild animals--alack! alas! Feb'42:46
New problems for old (photos) Jun'42:12
Teacher-preachers needed. Jun'42:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:38
More teachers are needed. Apr'43:45
A last ride on the river. Jul'43:35
Ifumo in Monkoto. Feb'44:23
On a Congo mail boat. Apr'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:32
A trip on the "Oregon." Jul'44:24
Captain John Inkima talks. Sep'44:22
A visit to Ingende. Oct'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:33
Congo rhythm. Dec'44:25
On a Congo river. Jan'45:36
First impressions of Congo (photo of Leper Camp) Feb'45:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:32
The Ubangi-Ngiri area in Congo. Jul'45:35
The Congo at last. Dec'45:15
Four months to Mondombe. Jan'46:42
Sixty days on the "Oregon." Feb'46:10 (map p. 11)
The people of Congo (photo) Mar'46:17
Africa sings a new song (photos) Mar'46:24
We're happy to be here. Apr'46:40
First back-country visit. Sep'46:28
Congo delicacies. Oct'46:44
Home of a missionary. Feb'47:41
A year in Congo. Mar'47:17
First itineration experience in Congo. Mar'47:29
From the Ngiri to the Ubangi. Apr'47:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'47:38
...land of change and promise (map) (photos) Jun'47:22
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:38
Sunday in Congo villages. Oct'47:42
Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'47:34 Feb'48:36 Jan'49:37 Feb'49:47
The elephant hunt. Sep'49:45
A new missionary meets the Congolese. Oct'49:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'49:42
Plantation life in Belgian Congo. Nov'49:54
Beautiful trip, except--no brakes. Dec'49:43
Extinction or survival in Congo. Feb'50:10
Hunting in the Congo. Feb'50:42
African dawn. Mar'50:17
Congo changes and the challenge grows. May'50:19
Strange customs found in Congo. Nov'50:48
Congo Christmas (poem) Dec'51:7
We'd like to do it all over again. May'52:10
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34
Preaching trips into the bush are important. Nov'52:28
Now is the time (photo) Jan'53:23
First impressions--Congo. Feb'53:15
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:32
Congo rivers... Feb'53:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'53:34
The challenge of change in Africa (photos) Mar'53:7
Why to Congo via Belgium? Mar'53:47
For adult mission study. Apr'53:36
Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
For adult mission study. May'53:36
A memorable experience. Jul'53:26
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34 Oct'53:32
Economic conditions forcing Congo women into marital slavery. Oct'53:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
Twenty years of change. Jan'54:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'54:34
Ekota Sala. Feb'54:42
First term missionaries in Congo must learn by experience. May'54:42
The Queen with the dirty shirt (photos) Jul'54:13
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'54:34
Congo yuletide. Dec'54:45
I visited Congo's Discipleland. Jan'55:20
Rice for sale! Jan'55:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
A Congo journal. Feb'55:27
Ten days in Africa (photos) Mar'55:7
Congo Christians find no cause for wailing. Apr'55:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'55:36
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32
Congo's mighty women. Apr'56:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'56:34
We serve the village churches as a family. Oct'56:27
Christmas in Monieka. Dec'56:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'57:30
Congo notebook. Apr'57:8
Congo women learn. Apr'57:43
Big tasks and great dreams in "Cog." Jul'57:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
But you haven't seen Congo! Jun'58:41
Yardstick experience in Congo. Oct'58:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
A trip to remember. Feb'59:32
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
Congo Sunday. Mar'59:47
A night to be remembered. May'59:28
Bompulo finds the answer. Jan'60:48
Congo pastors want to grow. Feb'60:16
Elephants in the moonlight. Feb'60:31
For adult mission study. Apr'60:38
Congo's needs are great. May'60:43
Letter from Congo. Oct'60:32
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'60:32
Global highlights. Apr'61:7
We knew what he meant. Apr'61:9
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
What mark? Dec'62:22
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'63:36    Jun'63:36    Dec'63:36
May'63:36    Nov'63:36
Glances and glimpses. Jan'64:22
"Leap" in Congo. Jan'64:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36
Glances and glimpses. Apr'64:22
Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38    Jun'64:36
United witness in a changing Africa. Mar'65:13
Love at work in Congo. Mar'66:15
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
Direct line. Mar'67:37
Invitation to adventure. Apr'70:16
In brief. Jul'71:42

CONGO—EDUCATION

See also
CONGO CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Young Africa goes to school. Oct'43:14
Global highlights. May'46:3    Apr'49:3
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38    Jan'50:38
Church and school... Oct'52:29
For adult mission study. Mar'53:34
Are educational missions important? Mar'53:26
Congo University. Nov'54:45
Congo give-away program (photos of mission schools)
Dec'54:31
Birthday in Congo. Dec'54:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
Global highlights. Mar'60:4
And you will learn to write. Apr'61:16
Global highlights. Nov'61:7
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36
Global highlights. Jan'65:5
Top priority in Africa. Jan'67:40
Free University of the Congo. Mar'67:25
Universidad Libre del Congo. May'67:38
Direct line. Dec'69:32
Free universify of the Congo shows progress. Jul'70:34
Translate it "Friendly welcome." Nov'71:43

CONGO. GENERAL CONFERENCE OF PROTESTANT MISSIONARIES

The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:40
"CONGO HANDCLASP" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'60:42

CONGO MISSION NEWS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44

CONGO--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Controversies affecting the Belgian Congo. Jan'47:29
Congo a "nation." Nov'57:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'60:34
Freedom for Congo. Jun'60:48
Letter from Congo. Oct'60:32
Good news out of Congo. Nov'60:9
The UN and the Congo. Apr'62:42
Global highlights. Dec'62:4        Feb'65:5
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'65:36
Global highlights. Sep'67:7

CONGO POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Global highlights. Nov'61:7

CONGO PROTESTANT COUNCIL
Adventures in cooperation. Apr'35:16
Congo Council plans advance. Sep'62:48
World events. Jul'69:36       May'70:37

CONGO--STATISTICS
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38
In Congo. Nov'26:62
What the year shows in Africa. Aug'28:29
Missionary organizations... Mar'29:46
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39
BILENE evaporistic report. May'34:28
Glabes. Dec'36:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:39 Jun'43:28
Interpreting dull reading of Congo census. Jun'47:44
Evaluation of fifty years. Jun'48:9
What have we accomplished? Jun'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:37

CONGOLESE IN THE UNITED STATES
Global highlights. Jul'61:5

CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
CHRISTIAN CONNECTION
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
Two Protestant bodies anticipate merger. Nov'29:12
Unity again invades divided Protestantism. Dec'29:19
News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40
The threshold. Nov'35:2
The question of church attendance. Feb'37:3
Elections and actions at... Dec'37:27 Jun'41:43
The threshold. Mar'45:2
Global highlights.
    Sep'46:4        Apr'49:3        Apr'50:3
    Feb'48:2       Jun'49:3
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36
Global highlights. Jul'55:3
It began under a haystack. Jan'56:6
Global highlights. Feb'56:4        Mar'56:3
Approve merger. Nov'56:41
A united and uniting church. Sep'57:8
Global highlights. Mar'61:7
Partners in conversation. Jun'64:14

CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH. COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL ACTION
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
The threshold. Mar'36:2
CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH. MISSION COUNCIL
He shared his dream. Jul'52:6

CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH. PILGRIM FELLOWSHIP
Global highlights. Sep'56:6

CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Global highlights. Dec'52:3

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Glimpses of the outside world.
  Sep'23:57    Aug'24:47    Mar'27:45
  Jan'24:52    Jun'25:45    Jun'28:47
  Feb'24:46    Jul'25:45    Feb'29:31
  Jun'24:47    Oct'25:45    Mar'29:45

Notes. Jun'19:61
What the other Boards are doing. Oct'21:11
For your mental stimulus. Jul'25:30
Two Protestant bodies anticipate merger. Nov'29:12
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45
A council for social action. Sep'34:4

CONGREGATIONALISM
Congregationalism works. Oct'39:13

CONGRESO INTERNACION DE EDUCACION CRISTIANA
Sep'41:15

CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
Social trends. Sep'44:19    Jul'53:12

CONGRESS OF LATIN AMERICAN EVANGELICAL YOUTH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'41:39

CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:14

CONGRESS OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Task of the church in our world. Apr'24:42
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'24:54

CONGRESS ON CHRISTIAN WORK IN SOUTH AMERICA
Sail for Congress in Montevideo. Apr'25:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
A Congress-eye view of South America. Jun'25:9
First word from the Montevideo delegates. Jun'25:34
The Montevideo Congress. Jul'25:14
Christian work in South America. Aug'25:27

CONGRESS ON RACIAL EQUALITY
Social trends. Mar'65:16

CONKLIN, EVA, -1957
In memoriam. Nov'57:35

Conkright, Margaret Wilma
See
   Cowley, Margaret Wilma Conkright

Conley, Elizabeth, 1898-
   Short and true from far and near. May'22:49
   Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51

CONLEY, ELIZABETH, 1898-
   (photo) May'22:35    Dec'24:48
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42

CONLEY, THOMAS H. TWO IN THE PULPIT
New books. Dec'73:45

CONLON, JOHN
Youth and the world mission (photo) Jul'63:41
CONLY,  (married to Emil Conly)  
In memoriam. Feb'45:33

CONNELL, PEARL S  
In memoriam. Jan'44:33

CONNELLSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) Feb'19:37  
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49  
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:55

CONNELLY,  (MRS. W. G.)  
(photo) Nov'38:6

Connelly, Howard Garfield, 1880-1927  
A challenge from New Albany. Dec'19:30  
White gifts for the King. Dec'21:44

CONNELLY, HOWARD GARFIELD, 1880-1927  
A challenge from New Albany (photo) Dec'19:30  
(photo) Mar'24:57  
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:40  
In memoriam. Jan'28:48

CONNELLY, JULIA  
(photo) Jan'21:12

CONNELLY, SUSAN HELEN  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:41

CONNER,  (married to Albert Conner)  
In memoriam. Jun'38:39

CONNER,  (married to William Conner)  
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34

CONNER, ADELAIDE  
In memorium. Jul'36:39

CONNER, AMERICUS WOOD, 1854-1932  
(married to Mary Jane Cadwallader Conner)  
The preaching Conners (photo) Dec'22:7

CONNER, ANNA LAURA DORBIN, -1962  
In memoriam. Jun'62:42

CONNER, DANIEL  
The preaching Conners (photo) Dec'22:7

CONNER, ELIZABETH, -1945  
In memoriam. Apr'46:37

CONNER, ELIZABETH  
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:13

CONNER, EMMA, -1948  
In memoriam. Apr'48:37

CONNER, ERASTUS S., 1864-1952  
(married to Rachel May Blount Conner)  
The preaching Conners (photo) Dec'22:7  
(photo) Mar'24:51 Sep'39:8

CONNER, JAMES  
The preaching Conners (photo) Dec'22:7

CONNER, JAMES W  
The preaching Conners (photo) Dec'22:7

Conner, Lola Blount, 1893?-1976  
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:22  
With the circles. Nov'19:27  
Brother Mac: a good shepherd. May'33:7  
Saved! a church and twenty-five homes. Jul'33:5  
Des Moines--city of churches. Sep'34:8  
Des Moines presents a strong program. Oct'34:19
Love built these lives. Dec'34:6
Scholar and peace worker to address Convention. Sep'35:20
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15
Noted speakers at Kansas City. Oct'36:16
They will speak at Columbus. Sep'37:18
Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7
Women and world highways. Nov'40:35
Read about India! Dec'63:41

CONNER. LOLA BLOUNT, 1893?-1976
(photo) Sep'19:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
(photo) Sep'66:17

CONNER, MARTHA E
(death) Apr'23:55

CONNER, RACHEL MAY BLOUNT, 1862?-1948
(married to Erastus S. Conner)
In memoriam. Sep'48:37

CONNER, RALPH. TREADING THE WINEPRESS
Speaking of books. Mar'26:55

CONNER, RUTH
(photo) Jan'21:14

Conner, Samuel M
An honor roll. Nov'19:24
What is ministerial relief? May'23:47

CONNER, SAMUEL M
The preaching Conners (photo) Dec'22:7
(photo) May'23:47
(death) Feb'24:52

CONNER, WARREN
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'60:36
Global highlights. Jul'67:7

CONNORS, ANNA
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

Conning, John Stuart
The wandering Jew, modern version. May'38:26
Why I am not an Anti-Semite. Mar'43:10
Israel! What of tomorrow. Sep'45:19
Christ on Pogrom Street. Dec'45:12

CONNOR, PAUL
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18

CONOVER, C. EUGENE. MORAL EDUCATION IN FAMILY, SCHOOL AND CHURCH
Book chat. Apr'63:42

CONOVER, ELBERT M
News room (photo) Nov'51:38

CONOVER, ELIZABETH HIGGINSON
In memoriam. Apr'41:39

CONOVER, GLENN (married to Lola M. Stonecipher Conover)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'54:4

Conover, Lula
Hands across the sea. Apr'46:29

CONOVER, LYDIA, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'54:37

CONRAD, CHARLES R
In our colleges. Oct'38:32

CONRAD, L. B., 1887-
(photo) Nov'25:30
CONRAD, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55

CONRADS, MINNIE
In memoriam. Feb'42:39

CONROD, GRACE COOPER
In memoriam. Oct'41:39

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
Social trends. May'37:23
The threshold. Dec'39:4
...in Britain. Feb'40:4
...in America. Feb'40:4
Social trends. Mar'40:22
Enrolling... Apr'40:3
Social trends. Apr'40:20
Disciples and Conscientious objectors. Nov'40:3
Ambassador's son is a C. O. Oct'40:3
Social trends. Nov'40:24
Creative pioneering. Nov'41:19
The threshold. Jul'44:2
Social trends. Dec'44:18
Actions at Columbus. Dec'44:37
The threshold. Oct'45:2
Global highlights.
Dec'46:3 Oct'53:4 Apr'54:3 Dec'54:3
C. O.'s back belief with action. Oct'57:47
Global highlights.
Apr'60:6 Oct'60:5 Nov'61:7 Mar'64:7
Young men are troubled about war. Apr'67:16
Social trends. Sep'67:23
Think before criticizing. May'68:9
The cover. Jul'70:4
Ministry to men who emigrate to Canada. Jul'70:11
Letters. Sep'70:33 Oct'70:34
In brief. Mar'71:35
They chose Canada. Jul'71:14
Emergency ministry serves young U.S. draft age emigrants in Canada.
Jul'71:17
World events. Dec'71:36 Mar'72:39
Commentary. Feb'73:12
Amnesty: reconciliation or conflict? Apr'73:11
World events. May'73:38

CONSCRIPTION
See
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSARY

CONSTANTINE, GUS ANDREW, 1923-
Classroom and campus. Mar'57:30 May'60:32
"CONSTRAINED BY LOVE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'55:42

CONSULTATION ON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AND CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
News room. Feb'64:34 Mar'64:36

CONSULTATION ON CHURCH UNION
The will to unity. Mar'62:9
Global highlights. Apr'62:4 Jun'62:8
Dreams and decisions in church union. Jun'63:19
Global highlights.
  Sep'63:4  Mar'64:5  Jun'64:5
  Dec'63:5  Apr'64:5
A united church in the United States? Sep'64:15
Global highlights.
  Jan'65:7  Apr'65:6  Jun'65:6
  Feb'65:5  May'65:7
From Cane Ridge to Cane Ridge to... Jun'65:9
Adults and mission. Sep'65:40
Global highlights. Apr'66:5,7
Prayer of unity. Apr'66:30
May'66:much of issue
Letters. Jul'66:inside front cover
Global highlights. Jul'66:5
Disciples in the news. Jul'66:7
Global highlights. Oct'66:5
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
Global highlights. May'67:5
A layman's view of church union. May'67:28
Global highlights. Jul'67:6
The dead part. Nov'67:46
A prayer for the Consultation... Mar'68:42
Global highlights. May'68:7
Jun'68:much of issue
Youth and the world mission. Jul'68:32
Letters. Sep'68:4
Global highlights. Sep'68:6
Letters. Oct'68:4
Tell me about COCU in Biblical terms. Oct'68:28
Letters. Jan'69:48
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'69:5
World events. Apr'69:34  May'69:33
World Calling... May'69:50
In brief. Jul'69:41
Editorials. Jan'70:19  Mar'70:19
World events (phot of officers) May'70:36
The scene (photos) May'70:44
(photo of symbol) Jun'70:front cover
The cover. Jun'70:4
Update on the Consultation on Church Union. Jun'70:6
In brief. Jul'70:39
Editorials. Sep'70:19
World events. Oct'70:37,38
COCU--avenue to mission. Dec'70:41
World events. Jan'71:39
Dividends in study of church union. May'71:14
World events. Jul'71:37
In brief. Jun'71:43
World events. Sep'71:37
If this plan is of God. Dec'71:40
Churches getting it together. Jan'72:16
World events. Jan'72:36
Congregations urged to study and respond to Plan of Union.
Feb'72:39
A shared eucharistic life. May'72:32
World events. May '72:38 Jun '72:38
If not COCU--what? Jul '72:30
Disciples respond to union plan. Oct '72:23
World events. Nov '72:39
On beyond zebra: the risk of union. Jan '73:31
In brief. Feb '73:40
World events. Mar '73:40 May '73:38
Church union: responsible realism. Jun '73:23
The scene. Jul '73:32
In brief. Sep '73:40
World events. Dec '73:38
CONSULTATION ON CHURCH UNION. A PLAN OF UNION
Letters. Nov '70:4
Write your plan of union. Nov '70:14
CONSULTATION ON CHURCH WOMEN
See
CONSULTATION ON WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
CONSULTATION ON CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MINISTERS
Global highlights. Apr '65:6
CONSULTATION ON ECUMENICAL ASSISTANCE FOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
World events. Apr '70:36
CONSULTATION ON INTERNAL UNITY
Global highlights. Feb '66:5
CONSULTATION ON WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May '68:12
Women on world highways. May '68:30
Ecumenical guests (photo of ecumenical guests) Jun '68:36
CONSUMER PROTECTION
Social trends. Jan '61:22
CONSUMERS COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION (NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO)
Why Kagawa is coming to America (photo) Dec '35:15
CONTADO, LOU MANAGBANAG (married to Tito Contado)
Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters. Sep '71:21
CONTINUING EDUCATION
It's never too late to learn! Jan '64:17
Your pastor's continuing education. Apr '64:9
Global highlights. Apr '65:6
Concerning continuing education. Jan '68:21
Global highlights. Mar '68:7
Classroom and campus. Mar '68:34
In brief. Apr '68:8
World events. May '70:38
Dec '72:suppl:much of issue
CONVENTION ON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. 1958
Christian education in a world setting. Nov '58:23
"THE CONVERSATIONALIST" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan '65:45
CONVERSE, AMASA
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr '27:45
Converse, Bertha Harris, 1867-1928
But he took a towel (poem) Apr '41:48
CONVERSE, BERTHA HARRIS, 1867-1928
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan '29:43
(death) Miss Bertha of Hazel Green. Feb '29:45
Along the trail of home missions. Sep '31:29
CONVERSE, BERTHA HARRIS. LITTLE KIN CHAN
Speaking of books. Nov '29:56
CONVERSE, EDITH MARIE, 1864-1945
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
(death) News room. Jun'45:34
In memoriam. Jul'45:33
CONVERSE, F BARTLETT
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
CONVERSE, HARRY P
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
CONVERSE, HYLA STUNTZ. RAISE A SIGNAL
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
CONVERSE, PAUL
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'53:37
CONVERSE, PAUL E. REVOLUTION AND REDEMPTION
Book chat. Oct'55:16
"CONVERSION PLUS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'63:44
CONVOCATION OF CHRISTIAN YOUTH
News room. Jun'51:38
CONVOCATION OF PROTESTANT COLLEGES
Global highlights. Sep'58:4
CONVOCATION ON THE CHURCH IN TOWN AND COUNTRY
The threshold. Jul'43:2
Jan'50:29
CONWAY, AMANDA R
In memoriam. Feb'27:49
CONWAY, JACK
World events (photo) May'69:32
Conwell, Donald Pettus, 1920-
Story of sadness and triumph. Oct'48:31
New truck initiated. Jul'49:46
Plantation life in Belgian Congo. Nov'49:54
Hunting in the Congo. Feb'50:42
CONWELL, DONALD PETTUS, 1920-
News room.
CONWELL, ELSA PETTUS WELLS, 1892- (married to J. D. Conwell)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
(photo) Jun'50:18
News room. Nov'54:36
CONWELL, KAREN LEIGH, 1959-
(birth) News room. Jul'59:42
CONWELL, RUSSELL HERMAN, 1843-1925
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
CONYERS, (married to Ralph Conyers)
News room (photo) Apr'61:34
CONYERS, RALPH
News room (photo) Apr'61:34
COOGAN, JACKIE
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
COOK, (married to Allen P. Cook, Sr.) -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35
COOK, (married to Cecil H. Cook)
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:11
COOK, (married to Charles Cook) -1935
Memorium. Jun'35:39
COOK, (MRS D E)
  The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
COOK, (MRS. I. D.) -1931
  In memoriam. Aug'31:40
COOK, (MRS. J. W.) -1943
  In memoriam. Nov'43:33
COOK, (married to Jay Cook) -1934
  Memorium. Jan'35:40
COOK, (married to Leslie W. Cook)
  quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside fron cover
COOK, (MRS. O. L.) -1947
  In memoriam. Feb'48:37
COOK, (MRS. S. M.) -1933
  In memoriam. Sep'33:39
COOK, (married to Thomas P. Cook) -1941
  In memoriam. Dec'41:39
Cook, (Mrs. W. H.)
  Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:52
COOK, A J
COOK, ALLEN P., SR. -1952
  In memoriam. Nov'52:35
Cook, Agnes G
  Good ideas... Sep'32:39
COOK, CECIL H., 1915-
  Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:11
COOK, CHARLES H.
  A better life for America's Indian people. Dec'65:23
Cook, Clair M
  The poor in a land of plenty. Jul'63:14
Cook, Edith Mary Rose, 1979 (married to Gaines Monroe Cook)
  Congo notebook. Apr'57:8
  Rope in the sea. Jul'57:21
COOK, EDITH MARY ROSE, -1979
  News room. Nov'47:30
  (photo) Nov'48:29
  News room. Nov'48:32
  The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
  Disciples meet in Des Moines (photo) Nov'56:20
  Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'57:4
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32
  Gaines M. Cook retires from International Convention post
  (photo) Oct'64:29
Cook, Elsie
  Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
COOK, ELSIE
  News room. Jan'49:38
COOK, EMMA -1947
  In memoriam. Oct'47:37
COOK, FRANCIS LINCOLN, 1865-1962
  Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:63
  Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:13
  (death) News room. Sep'62:40
COOK, FRANK L

See
COOK, FRANCIS LINCOLN
Cook, Gaines Monroe, 1897-1983 (married to Edith Mary Rose Cook)
How will our churches observe Pentecost? Nov'29:11
Great little churches I have known. May'33:5
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
Important gatherings in Indianapolis. Jun'36:22
Board of Review indorses continued cooperation. Jun'37:30
Men in Missions group organizes. Jul'41:17
The brotherhood moves forward. Mar'47:19
Rush Year Book data. Oct'47:38
Disciples and the ecumenical church. May'48:21
Disciples face the future. Sep'51:25
Assemblies meet specific need. Dec'51:22
Chicago, adventure in cooperation. May'52:23
Portland highlights. Jun'53:25
Miami highlights. Oct'54:23
World Christianity in focus. Mar'57:26
Why not enough "life" for Congo? May'57:21
India still needs modern missions. Jun'57:19
Welcome to Cleveland! Oct'57:23
Ask about it! Jul'62 - Jul'64 p. 8
Restructure notebook. Sep'64:28
A center for scenery and service. Feb'73:14

COOK, GAINES MONROE, 1897-1983
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
(photo) Jul'34:17
quoted. Our friends speak out. Nov'34:1
(photo)
Nov'35:28  Apr'40:22  Apr'41:inside back cover
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:14
Two popular selections. Sep'46:6
Significant actions at Columbus (photo) Sep'46:7
(photo) Oct'46:25  Mar'47:19
Classroom and campus. Jun'47:32
News room. Jul'47:42
(photo) Sep'47:8
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
(photo) Oct'47:25
News room. Nov'47:30  Apr'48:39
(photo) May'48:21  Nov'48:28
News room. Nov'48:32
Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:2  May'50:2
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:8,9
(photo) Dec'50:25  Apr'51:11
Global highlights. Oct'51:3
(photo) Dec'51:22
Global highlights. Mar'52:3
World Convention notes. Apr'52:47
(photo) Jul'52:25
quoted. Proud to be a part! Oct'52:27
(photo) Apr'53:39  Sep'53:26  Oct'54:23
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'55:31
Global highlights (photo) Jun'55:2
(photo) Sep'55:33
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Global highlights. Nov'56:3
Disciples meet in Des Moines (photo) Nov'56:20
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
Global highlights (photo) Feb'57:4
(photo) Mar'57:26 Apr'57:8
They work for you (photo) Sep'57:25
(photo) Oct'57:front cover
The cover. Oct'57:inside front cover
(photo) Oct'57:23
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:33
Global highlights. May'58:4
(photo) Jan'59:back cover
Global highlights (photo) Feb'60:6 May'60:7
Global highlights. Jul'60:4
(photo) Jul'60:27
News room. Jul'60:42
(photo) Oct'60:front cover
The cover. Oct'60:inside front cover
News room (photo) Apr'61:34
Global highlights (photo) May'61:4
News room. Sep'61:38
Global highlights (photo) May'62:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'62:33
Adults and mission (photo) Nov'62:40
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:6 May'63:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32
Global highlights. Dec'63:4
Ask about it! Sep'64:8
...retires from International Convention post (photo)
Oct'64:29
? and answers. Feb'66:8
They made things happen (photo) Jan'69:14
In brief. Mar'70:39
Cook, Garry Leavitt, 1873-1951
As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:30
COOK, GARRY LEAVITT, 1873-1951
The Central Regional District for Bible School work.
Mar'19:46
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
(photo) Nov'22:34
Headquarters notes. May'23:52 Jul'23:52
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
COOK, GORDON
(photo) Sep'37:33
Cook, Grace
A columnist looks at missionaries. Jan'44:29
COOK, H REVERE
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2
COOK, HARLEY
News room. Feb'60:34
COOK, HARRY J
Here and there with World Call. Mar'50:48
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'57:6

COOK, HOWARD LEE, -1960
   In memoriam. Sep'60:37
COOK, IDA HAMLYN, -1945
   In memoriam. Nov'45:31
Cook, Leland S., 1891–1986
   If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:22
   The interim minister. Oct'65:23
   Letters. Dec'70:32
COOK, LELAND S. 1891–1986
   (photo) Oct'65:23
COOK, LESLIE E.
   quoted. Global highlights. Nov'64:6
COOK, LESLIE G. THE CHURCH IS THERE
   Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
COOK, LLOYD ALLEN
   Classroom and campus. Feb'48:31
Cook, Lois Bierma
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:40
COOK, NANCY JANE
   (death) Nov'23:49
COOK, NELLE
   (photo) Jan'21:8
COOK, OLIVE RAMBO. COON HOLLER
   For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
COOK, ORVILLE LEE, 1861–1954
   In memoriam. Apr'54:39
COOK, P T
   (death) Mar'26:50
COOK, R V
   A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
Cook, Richard J
   On being a real person. Jan'56:7
COOK, ROBERT
   (photo) Jul'48:30
COOK, S M
   (photo) Dec'19:4 Oct'22:36
   Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:11
   God's pioneer (poem) Jun'25:41
Cook, Scott
   How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41
COOK, THOMAS C., JR.
   In brief. Jul'73:38
COOK, VIRGINIA. GUIDEPOSTS FOR WORSHIP
   New books. Oct'64:47
COOK, WALTER L. CHRISTIAN FRIENDSHIP
   New books. Sep'68:36
COOK, WALTER L. MEALTIME GRACES FOR THE FAMILY
   New books. Feb'67:18
Cook, Walter Scott, 1875–1948
   The new adult program. Nov'19:25
   Flowers for the living. Jul'26:1
COOK, WALTER SCOTT, 1875–1948
   (photo) Oct'22:36
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
COOK CHRISTIAN TRAINING SCHOOL
   For adult missionary groups. Oct'44:30
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A better life for America's Indian people (photo of ground-breaking) Dec'65:23
Until the church cares. May'70:12
Letters. Sep'70:33
COOKE, GREVILLE. THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
Book chat. May'50:16
COOKE, H F
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
Cooke, Leslie E
Christians in a suffering world. Nov'62:15
COOKE, LESLIE E
Global highlights. Jan'55:4 Jan'56:4
quoted. Projects of aid. Sep'57:39
Global highlights. Sep'61:7
(phot) Nov'62:15
Cooke, Lloyd
The meaning of Christmas (poem) Dec'72:6
COOKE, MYRTLE M. PATH OF GLADNESS
Book chat. Feb'58:42
COOKERY
Fried potatoes for breakfast. Apr'64:28
Gujiya. May'64:48
Chicken curry. Feb'65:42
Meat pilao. Apr'65:46
COOKRELL, E R
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
COOKSVILLE, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
COOLBAUGH, MAY O
(phot) Jan'21:15
COOLEY, D WILSON
Classroom and campus. Feb'56:33
COOLEY, FRANK L. INDONESIA: CHURCH AND SOCIETY
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
COOLEY, HATTIE C., 1857-1924
Note. Oct'19:60
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
A farewell to the guests of Havens Home. Dec'22:56
(death) Sep'24:58
COOLEY, JOHN K. BAAL, CHRIST AND MOHAMMED
New books. Oct'65:20
COOLEY, LATHROP, 1910-
What kind of memorial? May'19:7
COOLEY, WILLIAM
(phot) Jul'58:19
Global highlights. Dec'58:4
News room (phot) Jul'60:42
Coolidge, Calvin
...on foreign missions. Mar'25:17
COULIDGE, CALVIN
quoted. Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
(phot) Mar'25:17 Nov'25:42
Colonel Coolidge. May'26:45
quoted. The last page. Sep'26:64
COOLVILLE, OHIO. ORANGE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51

COOMBS, (MRS. Z. E.)
   Good ideas... (photo) Feb'29:34

COOMBS, JAMES ELLSWORTH, 1861-
   (photo) Mar'24:40

COOMBS, MARY KATE
   Social service through a young woman's auxiliary. Jan'23:44

COON, MAUDE, -1950
   (death) News room. Apr'50:40

COONEY, STEPHEN
   No bars to learning (photo) Dec'72:5

COONRAD, AUDNA, 1860?-1969
   In memoriam. Nov'69:42

Coonradt, Bert H., 1873-
   A big brother in time of need. Nov'21:58

COONS, (married to Humbert Coons)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'40:inside front cover

COONS, (married to W. Ray Coons) -1964
   In memoriam. Apr'64:48

Coons, Emma
   Letters. Apr'69:45

COONS, PHILENA A., -1948
   In memoriam. Jun'48:39

COOP, (married to Frank Coop)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35
   (photo) Oct'22:30
   The Illinois Disciples' Foundation at work at the University of Illinois. Jan'23:37
   College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33

COOP, (married to Joe Coop)
   (photo) Oct'22:30

COOP, FRANK DICKENSON, 1893-
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35
   (photo) Oct'22:30
   The Illinois Disciples' Foundation at work... Jan'23:37
   (photo) Jul'28:26

COOP, JOE, -1932
   (photo) Oct'22:30
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34

Cooper, (Mrs. A. C.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:40

COOPER, (MRS. A. C.)
   Circulation corner. Oct'36:inside front cover

COOPER, (MRS. C. T.)
   Here and there with World Call. Jun'55:52

COOPER, (MRS. C. W.)
   quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover

COOPER, (MRS. H. B.)
   Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'55:4

COOPER, (married to Martin W. Cooper)
   quoted. World outreach sounding board. Apr'69:36

COOPER, (married to O. A. Cooper)
   Circulation corner. Nov'41:inside front cover

COOPER, -1939 (married to Stewart S.)
   In memoriam. Jun'39:39
Cooper, A  B  
Can and cannot (poem) Mar'41:48

COOPER, BERTHA
(photo) Jan'21:17

Cooper, Dennis Ray
Nine-year-old's history of Christmas. Dec'60:28

Cooper, George
Babyland (poem) Sep'22:20

COOPER, HUGH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52

COOPER, JOHN CHARLES. RADICAL CHRISTIANITY AND ITS SOURCES
New books. Mar'69:28

COOPER, KENNETH
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:27

COOPER, LIDIA JANE, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39

COOPER, LOWELL
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'65:35

COOPER, MARIETTA AKERS
In memoriam. Apr'43:39

COOPER, MARY M. -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

COOPER, MATTIE LULA. HOUSE ON THE CORNER
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

Cooper, Myers Young, 1873-1958
The Campbell Homestead. May'38:42

COOPER, MYERS YOUNG, 1873-1958
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'29:29
(photo) Feb'33:4
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
Global highlights. Feb'49:2
(photo) Jun'49:15
(death) Services held for Disciples. Feb'59:42

COOPER, NANCY JANE
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

COOPER, NETTIE
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:38

COOPER, O
(photo) May'55:38

COOPER, OSCAR A., 1899-1971
Global highlights (photo) Apr'61:4

COOPER, RICHARD
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:36

COOPER, ROBERT A., 1900-
(photo) Oct'39:24

COOPER, SANSON MILLIGAN, 1858-1935
(death) Three stalwarts pass. Jul'35:4

COOPER, VERNON, 1891-
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'28:40

COOPER, WILLIAM J
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:34

COOPER, WILMER A
quoted. Quotes from campus communities. Mar'69:16

COOPERATING BOARD FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN CHOSEN (KOREA)
Global highlights. Jul'57:6

COOPERATION FOR AMERICAN REMITTANCES TO EUROPE (CARE)
...blanket packages now available for Europe. Mar'47:47
Facts about CARE. Jul'47:40
The red apple. Jun'48:39
Social trends. Oct'48:23
...announces new package. Oct'48:46
Global highlights. Feb'49:2
...reduces two packages. Apr'49:46
...offers new $5.50 package. Oct'49:46
Hospital and medical college need food. Mar'51:34
Abundance meets need. Jul'51:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'51:36
Social trends. Nov'51:13
...offers "resettler's kit." Mar'52:39
...reports on Yugoslavia. Apr'52:30

COOPERATIVE COLLEGE REGISTRY
Global highlights. May'64:4
Disciples in the news. Apr'67:7

COOPERATIVE CURRICULUM PROJECT
One faith for all to teach. Nov'61:12

COOPERATIVE NURSERY SCHOOLS
Indian mothers help Yakima kindergarten. Jun'67:44

COOPERATIVE PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
Global highlights. Apr'46:4

COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES
Christ and the cooperatives. Dec'34:21
A good sermon--but how? Jan'35:17
Why Kagawa is coming to America. Dec'35:14
A workers' cooperative in China. Feb'36:14
Nobody would be fool enough. Jul'36:14
Peace and plenty in Scandinavia. Feb'37:18
Chinese cooperatives. Dec'39:12
Cooperatives in West China. Jan'40:12
Building an industrial co-operative. Feb'40:29
The threshold. Apr'41:2
Every Co-op a nucleus of a new world in the making. Apr'41:11
The threshold. Dec'41:4
China's hopefuls. Mar'43:23
China's cooperatives. Mar'43:44
Hope in German co-ops. Feb'44:18
French cooperatives reported still in operation. Oct'44:39
The threshold. Apr'45:2
Industrial cooperatives in China. Nov'45:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32

COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON MORAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS
Ask about it! Jan'64:8
Global highlights. Feb'64:4

COOS, FRANCES, -1940
In memorium. Nov'40:39

COOTS, RAE
Meals on wheels (photo) May'71:13

COPE, HENRY FREDERICK
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:53
COPE, KATHARINE

See
WARREN, KATHARINE COPE

COPE, M B
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19

Cope, Peter Breckenridge, 1888-1966
The relation of a man to his money. Mar'23:26

COPE, PETER BRECKENRIDGE, 1888-1966
(photo) Dec'44:8 May'55:38
New life for aging. Apr'54:46
News room. Oct'57:32

COPELAND, (MRS. N. E.)
(photo) Jan'28:32

COPELAND, BELLE
Memorium. Jun'36:39

COPELAND, J G
Memorium. Jun'36:39

COPELAND, JOYCE
quoted. Students say. Mar'71:16

COPELAND, LEWIS
(photo) Mar'34:34

COPELAND, SARAH
Memorium. Jun'35:39

COPELAND, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Where head and heart agree (photo) Jul'21:22

COPENBARGER, NANCY
In memoriam. Dec'44:33

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights (photo) Jan'47:3

Copenhaver, (Mrs. J. H.)
Letters. Mar'70:4

COPENHAFER, (MRS. S. C.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'37:inside front cover

Copenhaver, Laura S
The voice that calls (poem) Aug'29:45

COPENHAFER, LAURA. SHORT PAGEANTS FOR THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Speaking of books. Nov'29:57

COPERAS COVE, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1964. Jan'65:46

COPPING, HAROLD "THE HEALER" (PAINTING)
(photo) Jun'37:front cover

Copsey, Roy Dale
Letters. Dec'65:46

COPTIC ORTHODOX CHURCH
Global highlights. Jun'59:5
Global highlights. Oct'60:6
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4

COQUILHATVILLE, CONGO
See
MBANDAKA, CONGO

CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27

CORATHERS, J. EDWIN, 1916-
(married to Susan Nickell Corathers)
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
News room. Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
(marriage) News room. Sep'44:28

CORATHERS, SUSAN NICKELL
  (married to J. Edwin Corathers)
(marriage) News room. Sep'44:28

CORBETT, J. ELLIOTT. CHRISTIANS AWAKE!
New books. Jan'71:29

CORBETT, J. ELLIOTT. THE PROPHETS ON MAIN STREET
New books. Sep'65:42

CORBETT, LUCILE
See
CORBETT, WILMA LUCILLE

Corbett, Robert G
Letters. Sep'65:3

CORBETT, WILMA LUCILLE
  (photo) Jul'28:28        Feb'32:31

CORBIN, (MRS. J. C.), -1944
  In memoriam. Jul'44:33

CORBIN, (married to Russell Corbin)
  In brief. Feb'71:42

CORBIN, CALVIN
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33

CORBIN, JOHN
  Help wanted! (photo) Apr'55:8

CORBIN, RUSSELL
  The people in our backyard (photo) Apr'65:20
  In brief. Feb'71:42

CORBRIDGE, JAMES
  (photo) Jan'27:46

CORBRIDGE, JAYNE
  (photo) Jan'27:46

CORDELL HULL JUNIOR COLLEGE (LIVINGSTON, TENNESSEE)
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39

CORDER, NORMAN F
  (photo) Jun'44:23

CORDIER, ANDREW W
  Global highlights. Mar'62:5
  Ecumenical events. Sep'69:42
  quoted. Quote--unquote. Oct'71:inside back cover

CORDILL, TUNIS F., JR.
  Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30

CORDOVA, ANA A., 1917--
  (ordination) In brief. May'70:40

CORDRAY, BLANCHE, -1952
  In memoriam. Jan'53:37

Core, Carl L
  Is the Great Commission outmoded? Oct'43:7

CORE, CARL L
  (photo) Oct'43:7

CORE, EARLE LEMLEY, 1902--
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'59:8

COREY, EDITH CORRINE WEBSTER, 1878-1969
  (married to Stephen Jaren Corey)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
  (photo) Nov'38:6
  Beneath the spire (photo) Ot'51:4
  News room. Nov'51:30
COREY, HELEN
(death) Jul'27:57

COREY, JACK
World Convention news. Jun'35:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34

COREY, JOHN. ACTION PATTERNS IN SCHOOL DESEGREGATION
Book chat. Sep'59:44

COREY, JOHN PERSHING
(photo) Nov'23:front cover
Our cover. Nov'23:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42

COREY, JULIA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42 Jul'37:34

COREY, MARTHA ROBB, -1952 (married to Stephen Maxwell Corey)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
(death) News room. Jun'52:38

COREY, MAX
See
COREY, STEPHEN MAXWELL

COREY, ROWENA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54

Corey, Stephen Jared, 1873-1962
(married to Edith Corrina Webster Corey)
The foreign fields and post-War conditions. Jan'19:8
How German ambitions hit the Foreign Society. Mar'19:7
Children's Day and the new era. Jun'19:2
"Old Lonjatake is dead." Mar'20:24
Budget of the Disciples of Christ in the Interchurch World Movement for the year 1920. Apr'20:9
What has happened since the first Children's DAy. Jun'20:37
A new volume by Archibald McLean. Dec'20:55
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
A junior comrade's testimony. Mar'21:13
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
Shall we allow our Foreign Mission strategy to break down? Mar'22:4
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
"Broadcasting" on Children's Day. Jun'22:8
Delay in the publication of the biography of A. McLean. Sep'22:56
Book announcements. Dec'22:53
New visions of truth from the mission field. Mar'23:9
Contributions of; the mission fields to Christian tolerance. May'23:28
Foreign missions and world friendship. Oct'23:32
Lifting the world's load. Mar'24:4
The call to advance. Dec'24:29
First word from the Montevideo delegates. Jun'25:34
Meeting our new day in foreign missions. Sep'25:22
Our mission work in Paraguay. Oct'25:11
Missionary illustrations... Nov'25:51
Baptism on the mission fields. Mar'26:31
Speaking of books. May'26:52
An appreciation. Jun'26:31
Speaking of books. Jul'26:44 Sep'26:53
Recent developments in the Tibetan mission. Dec'26:36
Eternal verities amid changing realities. Mar'27:5
The missionary situation in China. May'27:suppl:1
The situation in Batang. Sep'27:52
The indigenous church is a success. Dec'27:28
Japan after thirteen years. Dec'27:38
And yet awhile longer. Mar'28:30
A visit to the mountain tribes. Apr'28:34
Some impressions of India. May'28:37
The lad of Nazareth... Jun'28:5
New plans for the work in India. Jul'28:16
The College of Missions at Hartford. Aug'28:20
All aboard for Indianapolis. Sep'28:23
Speaking of books. Nov'28:56
Our work on the Tibetan border. Jan'29:17
The return of the missionaries to China. Feb'29:14
What do the new plans mean in India? Feb'29:15
Our first foreign field plans for self-support. Aug'29:12
James Clarence Ogden. Oct'29:24
Is the church guilty of a social crime? Mar'30:6
God has not quit! Oct'30:6
A Christmas letter. Dec'30:7
Open my eyes that I may see. Apr'31:9
Look well, therefore, to this day. Jun'31:4
What readjustments mean. Sep'31:4
Hold that line! Nov'31:14
Stark realities! Feb'32:3
Speaking of books. Feb'32:32
W. H. Hoover, a friend of man. May'32:22
Hold that line... Jun'32:10
Mary Campbell Metcalf, an appreciation. Jul'32:15
The new editor. Aug'32:4
Executives' statement of the readjustments... Aug'32:20
A twilight prayer. Oct'32:inside front cover
The laymen's foreign missions inquiry. Jan'33:7
Warning! Mar'33:13
The threshold. May'33:2
Our continuing program of Kingdom building. May'33:24
The Board of Church Extension. Jan'34:5
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34
Recovery day for foreign missions. Mar'34:22
Change and challenge in Home Missions. Apr'34:14
R. A. Long and Christian missions. May'34:11
As we face June. Jun'34:17
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
Youth leader resigns. Oct'34:20
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:44
Some changes during thirty years. Feb'35:6
As we approach June thirtieth. Jun'35:5
Friends of humanity. Dec'35:12
Robert A. Doan. May'36:22
Thirty years ago and now. Jun'36:6
Fifty-eight years of brotherhood service. Jul'36:6
The Pension Plan and human needs. Sep'36:8
For thirty-seven years in India. Apr'37:42
There is no substitute. Jan'38:43
Book chat. Feb'38:34
The present position in world missions. Apr'38:18
The threshold. Jul'38:2
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek. Oct'38:47
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20
Distinguished leaders in Christian missions. Jan'40:13
Book chat. Apr'40:43
Charles T. Paul. Feb'41:9
Convention fellowship. May'41:17
Trenton foreign missions conference. Mar'42:26
Royal J. Dye, an appreciation. Sep'42:12
Book chat. Oct'42:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:38
A new leader for a new day. Jan'47:14
One hundred fifteen years of missionary service. Nov'47:27
More than ever, I believe in missions. Sep'48:11
Echoes from everywhere.
  Mar'49:38  Jun'51:36  Apr'52:36
COREY, STEPHEN JARED, 1873-1962
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
(photo) Aug'19:26  Nov'20:42
Well deserved recognition. Mar'21:50
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
covers
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:64
The stewardship rallies. Dec'21:45
(photo) Oct'22:5  Nov'22:34
Headquarters notes.
  Apr'23:52  Aug'23:52  Jan'24:53
  Jun'23:52  Nov'23:54
quoted. Oldest Chinese evangelist celebrates birthday.
Feb'24:34
(photo) Dec'24:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45 Mar'25:44
Our travelers return. Jul'25:1
(photo) Jul'25:15  Apr'26:43
(photo no. 16) Apr'27:17
Helen Corey. Jul'27:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42 Apr'28:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
Interesting people you will hear at Seattle (photo) Aug'29:2
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
The Executive Committee meeting. Feb'30:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41 Sep'30:34
(photo) Dec'30:2
Washington... Dec'30:11
(photo)
  Jun'31:10  Nov'31:14  Feb'33:4  May'33:4
We all do care... Oct'33:23
The threshold. Jan'34:2
(photo) Jun'34:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
Some changes during thirty years (photos) Feb'35:6
World Convention news. Jun'35:40
(photo) Nov'35:24 Sep'36:8
The threshold (photo) Jun'38:2
...resignation. Jun'38:3
College activities. Jun'38:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
(photo) Nov'38:6
...carries on (photo) Nov'38:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
(photo) Jan'39:13,15
College news and notes. Feb'39:33
(photo) Jun'39:10 May'41:17 Feb'43:9
Christian liberty. Dec'43:4
News room. Apr'46:32 May'46:38
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32 Jul'46:31
News room. Jul'46:34 Mar'47:45
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
(photo) Sep'48:11
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30
(photo) Nov'48:25
News room. Nov'48:47
quoted. Last column. Jul'51:48
News room. Nov'51:30 Jul'53:40
(death) News room (photo) Dec'62:32
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. AMONG SOUTH AMERICAN FRIENDS
Speaking of books. Jan'26:52
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. BEYOND STATISTICS
Reading between the lines. Jun'37:28
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. FIFTY YEARS OF ATTACK AND CONTROVERSY
News room. Jan'54:38 Apr'54:28
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. MISSIONS MATCHING THE HOUR
Meet the critics! Oct'31:29
What, where, when and how. Dec'31:44 May'32:41
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. THE PREACHER AND HIS MISSIONARY MESSAGE
Answering the critics. Nov'30:4
A tonic for missionary dizziness. Feb'31:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. STRENGTH FOR TODAY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
COREY, STEPHEN JARED. THINKING THINGS THROUGH WITH E. E. SNODDY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
COREY, STEPHEN MAXWELL, 1904- (married to Martha Robb Corey)
Eureka's sixty-sixth commencement. Aug'26:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jul'30:33 Oct'31:35 Oct'36:34
News room. Nov'55:37
Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37
CORKEY, WILLIAM
Impress Irish visitor. May'20:39
Corley, (married to Jute B. Corley)
Good ideas. May'28:47
CORMIER, (married to Steven Cormier)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'50:42
CORMIER, STEVEN
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'50:42
CORN, (married to Lee Corn)
   (photo) Jun'50:18
CORNELIUS, ALICE WATSON CLAY, 1888-1919
   (married to Edwin Thomas Cornelius, Sr.)
   (death) (photo) Jun'19:53
Cornelius, Charlotte
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:55
CORNELIUS, CHARLOTTE
   (photo) Sep'21:9         Jun'23:29
   The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
Cornelius, Edwin Thomas, 1887-1967
   (married to Alice Watson Clay Cornelius)
   (married to Lottie A. Robert Cornelius)
Mexicans in the United States. Sep'19:29
Look on the field--Mexico. Oct'19:22
The new field of the Disciples of Christ in Mexico.
Apr'20:14
Auspicious beginnings in Central Mexico. Aug'20:12
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Mexicans in the United States. Sep'27:10
Analyzing the competition of churches. Mar'28:24
On to the heart of Mexico. Apr'28:54
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
Speaking of books. Sep'28:35
Man, what a chance. Sep'30:9
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:40
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39
CORNELIUS, EDWIN THOMAS, 1924-
   (married to Mary Louise Morrow Cornelius)
   (photo) Sep'42:9
Classroom and campus. Apr'44:25
News room. (photo) Nov'44:27       Sep'48:41
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
CORNELIUS, EDWIN THOMAS, 1946–
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
CORNELIUS, JO ANN
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
CORNELIUS, JOHN IRVING, 1944–
(birth) News room. Apr'49:34
Cornelius, Lottie A. Roberts, 1889-1970
(married to Edwin Thomas Cornelius)
Echoes from everywhere. 
Jun'22:61     Dec'34:39
CORNELIUS, LOTTIE A. ROBERTS, 1889-1970
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes (photo) Sep'19:49
(photo) Aug'20:25
(photo) Sep'21:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. 
May'25:51     Jul'27:59     Jun'37:35
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
In memoriam. Apr'70:34
CORNELIUS, LULU, –1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39
Cornelius, Mary Louise Morrow, 1925–
(married to Edwin Thomas Cornelius, Jr.)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:59     May'33:40
CORNELIUS, MARY LOUISE MORROW, 1925–
News room. Sep'48:41
Growing in power. Aug'22:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
CORNELIUS, RACHEL ALLEEN
See
HILL, RACHEL ALLEEN CORNELIUS
Cornell, A B
All honor to Church Extension. Feb'20:47
CORNELL, CLIFFORD (married to Helen Frances McGavran Cornell)
(marriage) News room. Oct'47:32
CORNELL, CORBIN S
Classroom and campus. Jul'56:30
CORNELL, HELEN FRANCES McGAVRAN, 1926–
(married to Clifford Cornell)
(birth) Sep'26:
(photo) Nov'28:34     Oct'32:41
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 25)
(photo) Sep'40:27
News room. Nov'44:27
(marriage) News room. Oct'47:32
CORNELL, J K
All honor to Church Extension. Feb'20:47
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Cornell school for missionaries (photo of library tower)
Apr'39:34
CORNFIELD, GAALYAHU. ADAM TO DANIEL
Book chat. Jan'62:40
CORNING, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:8
CORN, C W
News room. Jul'48:39
Churches send World Call to members (photo) Dec'62:48

CORNWELL, DEAN B., 1928-
(married to Sarah Lydia Weaver Cornwell)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
Cornwell, Sarah Lydia Weaver, 1929-
(married to Dean R. Cornwell)
Echoes from everywhere. May'60:34
CORNWELL, SARAH LYDIA WEAVER, 1929-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
CORNWELL, THOMAS ALAN, 1957-
(birth) News room. Mar'58:32
CORNWELL, WESLEY PAUL, 1962-
(birth) News room. Apr'62:34

CORONARY HEART DISEASE
Last column. Jun'54:48

CORONEL OVIEDO, PARAGUAY
News room. May'47:35
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:40
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26
Kindergarten teaching. Jun'49:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:45
Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:11
(photo of children) Jun'50:25
One thing leads to another. Jun'50:42
Crusade progress. May'51:26
...kindergarten. Dec'51:44
Assignment in Paraguay (photos) Feb'52:12
For adult mission study. Feb'52:34
When I returned to Coronel Oviedo. Jun'53:50
Latin American journey. Feb'54:19
4-H in Paraguay. Feb'55:46
Part of a fellowship. Mar'55:32
House of friendship. Mar'55:43
Teen-age missionaries. Mar'56:42
Global highlights. Oct'56:6
Paraguayans are listening to the word (photo of church members) Nov'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
Global highlights. Jun'57:2
Friendship house. Jun'57:46
A picture of Paraguay. Dec'58:18 (photo of church activities p. 17)
Paraguyan "actor" tells of film role. Jan'59:49
From seed to harvest in Paraguay. Feb'59:25
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36 Jul'60:38
All eyes on Latin America (photo) Dec'61:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38 Dec'62:36
Women on world highways. Oct'65:33
Direct line. Dec'67:37
A visit to South America. Mar'70:34
Direct line. Jul'70:32

COROZAL, PUERTO RICO
(photo of First Church) Jul'54:1
Women and world highways. Jun'55:33

CORPRON, DANIEL RAYMOND, 1961-
(birth) News room. Sep'61:38
Corpron, Douglas Ogden, 1928-
(married to Helen Louise Ball Corpron)
A trip to Nakon Choom. Apr'59:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
Venture on the River Kwai. Oct'59:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32 Sep'62:36
Breakthrough on the Kwai. Feb'63:14
Letters. Oct'65:inside front cover
Direct line. Apr'67:38

CORPRON, DOUGLAS OGDEN, 1928-
(birth) Oct'28:63 (photo) Apr'34:31
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26 (photo p. 25)
 Echoes from everywhere. May'61:34 (photo) Feb'63:14  Apr'67:38
Corpron, Douglas Squire, 1894-1976
(married to Grace Stevens Chapman Corpron)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:56
Going to Convention in China. Jul'25:34
Bandits in Luchowfu. Feb'26:62
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:41
Meningitis in China. Oct'31:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:38
These Depression blues. Oct'32:45
Clinics in Chinese villages. Jun'35:27
Church service for refugees. Feb'40:47
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:38 Oct'40:38,39
Feeding the hungry. Oct'41:30
Echoes from everywhere.
  Feb'47:37 May'47:41 Nov'47:34
CORPRON, DOUGLAS SQUIRE, 1894-1976
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
The Gospel in a tea house (photo) Dec'24:41 (photo) Sep'25:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
The price that is paid. Sep'27:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44 Jun'29:39
The welcome home of Dr. and Mrs. Corpron. Jun'30:43 (photo) Dec'32:suppl:8 Apr'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'35:39 Sep'35:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:43 Dec'37:32
Church at Hofei adds hundred. Oct'39:5
Reporting progress at Hofei. Jan'40:9 (photo) Oct'41:11
News room. Oct'41:34 (photo) Feb'42:15
News room. Mar'42:43 Jun'42:34
A Chinese doctor carries on. Jul'45:24
A doctor takes over in Hofei (photo) Jul'47:8
Missionary returns to China. Feb'48:44
Hofei Hospital--mission of mercy (photo) Jun'48:16
quoted. Come over and help us. Oct'48:27
New record of service at Christian Hospital. Nov'48:46
News room (photo) Apr'49:34
For adult mission study. Oct'52:36
Doctor serves Yakima Mission. Mar'55:50
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:17
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo)
Nov'57:13

Corpron, Grace Stevens Chapman, 1894-1991
(married to Douglas Squire Corpron)
A missionary mother in China. Dec'30:34
Back to Luchowfu. Mar'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:47
Happenings in Luchowfu. Oct'31:32
Chinese great gift givers. May'32:28
Teaching Chinese how to live. Jun'32:23
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jul'33:40      Sep'33:40      Nov'33:39,40
Luchowfu day by day. Feb'34:30
Echoes from everywhere.
   Mar'34:40      Jun'34:40      Sep'34:39
   I would not trade my job. Oct'34:42
Saving the babies of China. Nov'34:46
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'35:38,39      Oct'35:39
Where famine stalks. Jan'36:29
A busy doctor. Apr'36:43
Echoes from everywhere.
   May'36:38      Dec'36:38      Jan'39:46
A loving heart in Shanghai. Apr'39:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:38
Meideh and Aideh. Sep'39:29
Reporting progress at Hofei. Jan'40:9
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:39
The Hofei Institute. Feb'40:42
Church programs in action. Dec'40:47
High cost of living in China. Jan'41:45
Missionary returns to China. Feb'48:44

CORPRON, GRACE STEVENS CHAPMAN, 1894-1991
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
   (photo) Sep'25:52
The price that is paid. Sep'27:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39
The welcome home of Dr. and Mrs. Corpron. Jun'30:43
   (photo) Dec'32:suppl:8      Apr'34:31      Oct'34:42
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:43      Dec'37:32
   (photo) Jan'40:9
News room. Mar'41:42
   (photo) Jul'45:24      Jun'48:16      Dec'48:21
A "twin" clinic. Dec'48:29
News room (photo) Apr'49:34
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo)
Nov'57:13
Global highlights. Oct'58:5

Corpron, Helen Louise Ball, 1929-  
(married to Douglas Ogden Corpron)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32

323
Breakthrough on the Kwai. Feb'63:14
Direct line. Apr'67:38
CORPRON, HELEN LOUISE BALL, 1929–
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
Programs for adult organizations. Feb'32:36
(phot) Feb'63:16 Mar'64:38 Apr'67:38
CORPRON, KAREN GRACE, 1965–
(birth) Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
CORPRON, KARL GORDON, 1965–
(birth) Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
CORPRON, MARY MARIE, 1932–
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:40
(phot) Apr'34:31
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26
(phot p. 25)
(phot) Feb'41:inside back cover
News room (phot) Apr'49:34
CORPRON, PAMELA MARIE, 1959–
(birth) News room. Oct'59:48
CORPRON, PHYLLIS ANN
(phot) Jul'25:34
The price that is paid. Sep'27:58
CORPRON, RUTH STEVENS, 1930–
(birth) Jan'31:47
(phot) Apr'34:31
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26
(phot p. 25)
(phot) Feb'41:inside back cover
News room (phot) Apr'49:34
CORPRON, WILLIAM
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
CORPRON, WILLIAM EDWARD
(birth) May'26:64
The price that is paid. Sep'27:58
CORPOR, LAURA
Direct line. May'70:33
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(phot) Aug'29:25
A dream come true. Apr'48:9
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. IGLESIA CRISTIANA
A new Mexican church is born (phot) Sep'47:42
A dream come true (phot) Apr'48:9
News room. Nov'50:38
At...a fine work continues. Sep'53:8
Mission churches. Sep'54:43
Hurricane "Beulah" damages churches in Mexico and Texas.
Dec'67:42
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. MEXICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. IGLESIA CRISTIANA
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. PRESCOTT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Jul'51:48
CORRELL, IVAN ALLEN, 1913–
Victories in town and country. Feb'49:10
CORRIE, CARRIE SPENCER, –1957
In memoriam. Mar'57:35
CORRYMEELA CENTER, IRELAND
Ray of hope in Northern Ireland (photo) Mar'72:24
CORSAUT, W D
(photo) Nov'25:31
CORSI, EDWARD J.
Global highlights. Jun'55:2
CORSICANA, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Helping others. Jan'28:51
CORSON, FRED PIERCE. THE CHRISTIAN IMPRINT
Book chat. Sep'55:24
CORSON, FRED PIERCE. PATTERN FOR SUCCESSFUL LIVING
New book on successful living. May'53:46
CORSON, FRED PIERCE. YOUR CHURCH AND YOU
Book chat. Feb'52:18
CORTER, W R
(photo) Jul'36:25
CORTEZ, HERNAN
New wealth for Mexico. Mar'26:46
CORTLAND, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17
CORTON, ESTHER MANAGBANAG (married to Felomino Corton)
News room. Feb'47:32
From Philippines to Phillips (photo) Apr'47:25
Five Filipino sisters... (photo) Mar'60:27
Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters. Sep'71:21
(1946 photo p. 20)
CORUM, (MRS. Z. W.)
(death) May'26:50
CORVALLIS, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:63 Nov'23:51
(photo of youth) Dec'23:44
CORWIN, J B
(photo) Jan'27:15
CORWIN, WILL B
As others see us. Jul'23:40
CORWINE, HERBERT JAMES, 1876-
(photo) Jan'25:35
Cory, Abram Edward, 1873-1952 (married to Bertha Adkins Cory)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
The limitless Christ. Dec'24:21
A gesture in the movements of the world. Nov'25:20
Introducing O. T. Mattox. Jan'26:59
A message from Lloyd George. Nov'26:27
Four leaders give an opinion. Jul'27:43
Pension Fund enters new period. Aug'31:25
The status of the Pension Fund. Sep'34:5
The Week of the Ministry. Sep'39:10
A portrait of the man of this hour. Sep'40:6
A global concept. Mar'43:25
The work of the minister. Sep'48:15
CORY, ABRAM EDWARD, 1873-1952
The Interchurch World Movement of North America. Apr'19:55
Men and Millions Movement. May'19:59
quoted. Jun'19:51
Summer conferences... Jul'19:56
Annual conference of missionares... Aug'19:26
Appalling famine in China. Jan'21:55
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
Welcome home. Oct'21:55
Abram E. Cory (photo) Jun'22:15
Men and Millions Movement. Sep'22:55
The men who moved the Men and Millions Movement (photo) Jun'23:2
A prophetic document which made history. Jun'23:10
Abram E. Cory, President (photo) Dec'23:23
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Dec'23:51
(photo) Mar'24:45
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:22
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Cincinnatus takes the field again. Feb'30:4
(photo) Nov'31:13
Personalities. Oct'34:15
quoted. Our friends speak out. Nov'34:1
quoted. Circulation corner.
Nov'35:1
(photo)
Mar'37:2
there's only one and we've got him. Jan'41:17
The threshold. Feb'41:2
News room. Feb'41:42
College and university news. Sep'41:30
(photo) Sep'42:14
(death) Global highlights. May'52:3
It undergirds the ministry. Sep'55:7
Cory, Abram E OUT WHERE THE WORLD BEGINS
New books of special interest. Feb'22:53
Book announcements. Jul'22:55
Cory, Abram E THE TRAIL TO THE HEARTS OF MEN
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
Book announcements. Jul'22:55
Cory, Bertha Adkins, 1870-1947 (married to Abram E. Cory)
(photo) Aug'19:27
(death) Sep'47:11
Cory, David M. WITHIN TWO WORLDS
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
Cory, Louise
See
Kilgour, Louise Cory
Cory, Martha
(photo) Aug'19:27
Cory, Mary Louise
See
Kent, Martha Louise Cory
Corydon, Indiana. Christian Church
More congregations approve Every Home Plan. Mar'61:51
Here and there with World Call. Feb'62:50
Cosby, (Mrs. E B)
Notes. Sep'19:49
COSBY, N. GORDON
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3
COSH, J W
   (photo) Nov'27:20
COSHOCTON, OHIO
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:54
COSIO, MEXICO
   Ideas from a neighboring village (photo) Oct'38:44
   Roberto wants to play. Nov'46:27
COSMA, ALICE K
   (photo) Jan'48:20
COSS, THURMAN L. SECRETS FROM THE CAVES
   Books. Dec'63:44
COSSABOOM, CHARLES ORVILLE, 1886-1952
   (married to Lillian B. Cossaboom)
   (photo) Jun'49:15
COSSABOOM, MELBOURNE AMOS, 1878-1963
   (married to Mary Elizabeth Paulson Cossaboom)
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
   (photo) Mar'24:42
   quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'35:1
COSTA RICA
   Disciples study Spanish in Cost Rica. Nov'52:23
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'64:36
   Ministry to the almost-forgotten men. Jul'65:32
COSTAS, SPERO
   (death) A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:31
COTNER COLLEGE
   The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
   Nov'22:38    Mar'25:52      Sep'26:57    Feb'28:45
   Feb'23:45    Apr'25:52      Oct'26:56    Mar'28:40
   May'23:53    May'25:52      Nov'26:52    Apr'28:40
   Jan'24:41    Mar'26:53      May'27:43    Dec'28:40
   Feb'24:52    Apr'26:43      Jul'27:41    Jan'29:41
   Oct'24:52    May'26:43      Aug'27:61    Feb'29:30
   The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
   Apr'29:30    Jun'29:40      Jul'29:25
   Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
   (photo) Jan'21:9
   Report of students... Jan'21:19
   What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:59
   William Prince Aylesworth. Jan'22:4
   Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:14
   Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
   (photo of Student Volunteer Band) May'22:5
   Present need and immediate needs... May'22:39
   Cotner's new president. Sep'22:53
   (photos) Jan'23:10,29       Jan'24:front cover
   Our cover. Jan'24:1
   Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:8
   Cotner builds a home in India. May'24:46
   State championship debating team, 1924. Jul'24:39
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:12
The spirit of the pioneer. Apr'25:31
(phots of students) Jan'26:20
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
A building era for our colleges (photo) Jan'28:6
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
College songs! Jan'29:32
(photo of Sylvan Dale) Jun'29:41
What my alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:12 (photo p. 10)
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:42
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:46
Summer news and views from our colleges. Aug'30:34
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:32
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41  Feb'31:46
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32,33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30,31
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:31
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32,33
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:31
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:9
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
The colleges at work. May'33:32
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:43
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
Within college walls. Jan'35:43
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:31
News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
(photo) Jan'39:26
Global highlights. Apr'46:2
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'52:30  Oct'55:30  Mar'58:34  Mar'67:34
  Nov'54:31  Dec'65:32  May'61:30  Apr'67:34
  Mar'55:39  Feb'57:30  Mar'66:33
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37

COTTEN, CARROLL C. THE IMPARATIVE IS LEADERSHIP
New books. Dec'73:36
COTTLE, EFFIE, ~1962 (married to Grad Cottle)
In memoriam. Mar'63:44
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COTTO, FANNIE CANDELARIO (married to Pablo Cotto)
(photo) Oct'53:19
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
In brief (photo) Feb'71:42
COTTO, FELIX
(photo) Oct'53:19
Cotto, Pablo, -1990 (married to Fannie Candelario Cotto)
Minorities and the city church. Feb'64:48
The Young Lords in New York. Feb'71:14
Direct line. Apr'72:45
COTTO, PABLO, -1990
(photo) Oct'47:inside front cover
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:19
that all may be one. Oct'53:18
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
Integration is working. Feb'56:13
...pioneer pastor (photo) Dec'58:31
News room (photo) May'60:44
World events (photo) Jan'71:39
In brief (photo) Feb'71:42
(photo) Apr'72:45
COTTO, RAFAEL
(photo) Oct'43:24
COTTO REYES, AGUSTO
(photo) Jan'29:39
COTTO REYES, CESAR
(photo) Jan'29:39
COTTO REYES, CONSUENO
(photo) Jan'29:39
COTTO REYES, JUANA
(photo) Jan'29:39
COTTO REYES, SUNCHA
(photo) Jan'29:39
Cotto, Louise
Women and world highways. Jun'36:35
COTTON, BRUCE C
Classroom and campus. Oct'58:33
COTTON, G. ROBERT
They advance Christian action (photo) Jul'55:17
COTTON, SARAH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57
COTTON INDUSTRY
What is troubling the cotton mills? Jul'29:5
The collapse of cotton. Dec'35:3
Increasing realism in the south. Sep'36:4
COUCH, IDA
In memoriam. Oct'44:33
Couch, Leon Harold, 1882-1952
Notes. Oct'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:64
COUCH, LEON HAROLD, 1882-1952
Notes. Jun'20:62
COUCH, SALLIE, -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37
COUCH, W E
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
COUCHMAN, ROSA VERINER, -1957
   In memoriam. Mar'58:37
COUGH, KATHY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'57:31
COUGH, MIKIE JO
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'57:31
COUGH, SHERI
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'57:31
COUGHLIN, (FATHER)
   Social trends. Jun'35:22
"COULD YOU ANSWER MY QUESTION?" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jun'68:37
COULEE CENTER, WASHINGTON. COMMUNITY CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40   Feb'36:39
   Life-giving waters (photo of Mother's Club) Sep'40:43
COULEE DAM, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Programs for young people. Sep'39:37
COULSON, HATTIE, -1946
   In memoriam. Feb'47:37
COULTER, (married to Sam Coulter)
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'67:5
COULTER, GEORGE H
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:57
COULTER, SAM
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'67:5
COUNARD, SHELDON
   (photo) Oct'35:30
COUNCIL, FRANCIS E
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'29:30
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:62   Jan'24:58
   Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL ACTION
   Social trends. Dec'53:20
COUNCIL OF AGENCIES
   Program ready for launching. Jun'51:21
   In annual meetings. May'52:31
   The church is mission. Oct'53:9
   Global highlights.
      Sep'58:4   Oct'58:7   May'60:4       Sep'60:4
COUNCIL OF CHURCH BOARDS OF EDUCATION
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Feb'27:59   Mar'28:40
      Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:32
      News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:40
      The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30
      Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:31
      Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33
      College news and notes. Feb'39:33
      Students meet at Wooster. Dec'43:35
      Global highlights. Nov'46:2
COUNCIL OF FEDERATED CHURCH WOMEN
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
COUNCIL OF MEN'S WORK SECRETARIES
   Global highlights. Feb'48:3
COUNCIL OF MINISTERS' WIVES
   Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:7
Convention glimpses. Nov'34:30

COUNCIL OF PROTESTANT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Global highlights.
Mar'59:8       Mar'60:5       Nov'63:5

COUNCIL OF SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN WORKERS
News room. Apr'54:42        Apr'55:38

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS
Union councils of great moment. Mar'19:49
Glimpses of the religious world.
Mar'24:46       Dec'24:47       Aug'25:45       Jan'26:45
Home Missions Councils meet. Mar'26:13
Another step toward unity. Dec'28:21
The work grows. Apr'29:23
(photo of Conference) Jun'29:45
Another example of cooperative work. Mar'30:34
Interpreting Christ to the America of today. Feb'32:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
The threshold. Feb'37:2
Conferring at Asbury Park. Mar'37:21
Misery among the migrants. Jun'38:30
The threshold. Oct'38:2
Home missions and human need. Mar'40:31
Women and world highways. Oct'40:35
American churches in council. Feb'41:22
Refugee professors make good. Dec'41:5

COUNCIL ON CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION IN ASIA
Global highlights. Feb'54:4

COUNCIL ON CHRISTIAN UNITY (1954- )
See also
ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN UNITY ( -1954)
They are elected to serve (photo of Board) Jan'55:25
News room. May'55:39
Global highlights. Jul'55:2
News room. Sep'55:38
Global highlights. Sep'56:6       Nov'56:5
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:37
They work for you. Nov'58:27
(Elections at International Conventions)
Jan'59:45       Nov'59:29
A fiftieth anniversary. Feb'60:10
Global highlights. Nov'60:5
Council executive concerned with unity. Dec'60:47
Elections at Louisville assembly. Jan'61:30
Global highlights. Mar'61:7       Sep'61:4
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:28
Elected to serve. Dec'62:40
Adults and mission. Dec'63:38
News room. Nov'64:32
Ask about it! Mar'65:8
Disciples in the news. Jan'68:8
They made things happen. Jan'69:13
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:22
In brief. Dec'71:37

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS. THE FOREIGN POLICY OF THE POWERS
Book chat. May'35:23
COUNCIL ON SPANISH AMERICAN WORK
Council calls for unity in ministry to Spanish Americans.
Apr'67:25

COUNCIL ON THE ORGANIC UNION OF THE EVANGELICAL CHURCHES
United Churches of Christ in America. Apr'20:24

COUNCIL PLAN FOR WOMEN'S WORK
Is the "Council Plan" coming? Oct'31:19

COUNTRY CHURCHES
See
RURAL CHURCHES

COUNTRY CLUB HILLS, ILLINOIS. UNITED CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Countryman, Evelyn (married to Lawrence Countryman)
Winning the immovable city (photo) Feb'61:12
Soul defense. May'42:43

COUNTS, (married to Gilbert E. Counts)
Counts, Lucille Merrille
A deputation team from Culver Stockton. Jan'23:53

COUPLAND, REGINALD. LIVINGSTONE'S LAST JOURNEY
Book chat. Jul'47:46

COURAGE
Courage, like happiness, is many things. Sep'66:24
"COURSE OF THE RIVER" (FILMSTRIP)
News room. Nov'51:30

COURTER, GEORGE E
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40

COURTESY
Editorials. Sep'68:9

COURTNEY, BETTY JANE
See
BECKELHYMER, BETTY JANE COURTNEY

COURTNEY, FLORA, -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35

COURTNEY, FRANCIS BERNARD, 1867-
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:63

Courtney, Paul J
Birth control. Feb'69:13

COURTNEY, T B
A home that is a home (photo) Mar'22:7
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30

COURTNEY, W. R.
Classroom and campus. Apr'58:46

COUSIN, MARIE
(photo) Jan'21:5

COUSINS, (married to L. E. Cousins)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30

COUSINS, (Married to Lawrence Cousins)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30

COUSINS, BETTIE ANNE, 1936-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:47

COUSINS, LAWRENCE E., 1902- (married to Clara P. Cousins)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'62:8
COUSINS, MARGARET. CHRISTMAS GIFT
Book chat. Dec'52:41
Cousins, Norman, -1990
Litany for modern man. Dec'53:25
One person. Mar'73:inside back cover
COUSINS, NORMAN, -1990
quoted. The world of 1961. Jan'61:10
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:34
quoted. Editorials. May'69:19
quoted. Quote--uquote. Oct'71:inside back cover
COUSINS, NORMAN. DR. SCHWEITZER OF LAMBARENE
Book chat. Oct'60:26
COUSINS, NORMAN. IN GOD WE TRUST
Book chat. Jul'58:46 Mar'59:26
COUSINS, NORMAN. IN PLACE OF FOLLY
Book chat. Jan'62:39
COUSINS, NORMAN. MODERN MAN IS OBSOLETE
Book chat. Jan'46:23
COUSINS, NORMAN. TALKS WITH NEHRU
Book chat. Nov'51:23
COUSINS, WILLIAM E
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:6
COUZENS, ANNA PAUL CASON
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
COUZENS, JAMES
(death) A great American. Dec'36:4
COUZENS, JAMES J
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
COVALT, FLEET, -1936
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
COVENANTS
Our covenant with God. May'65:19
COVENTRY COURT PLAYERS (ENGLAND)
Drama for the people--byu the people (photo) Jun'72:30
COVENTRY, ENGLAND. CATHEDRAL
Global highlights. Jun'62:7
COVER, DONALD
(photo) Sep'38:31
Covey, Carl Virgil, 1894-1961 (married to Ica Lola Cheney Covey)
Shepherding the rural churches. May'47:13
COVEY, CARL VIRGIL, 18994-1961
(photo) May'47:13
Covey, Ica Lola Cheney, 1897-1974 (married to Carl V. Covey)
Letters. Jul'71:34
COVINA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40
COVINGTON, ALBERTINE
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:40
COVINGTON, GERALDINE
In memoriam. Jun'30:49
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Does a revival meeting revive? Feb'24:23
The tie that binds. Aug'24:1
A week on the Congo. Feb'29:48
A service of memory. Apr'32:32
The scene. Feb'73:34
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY. MADISON AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Crusade progress. Nov'50:30
COVINGTON, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
  (photo) Oct'31:31
Cowan, (married to Jason M. Cowan)
  Devotional study for missionary societies. Oct'36:38
COWAN, (married to Jason M. Cowan)
  (photo) Sep'51:22
COWAN, (married to Larry Cowan)
  In brief. Oct'72:40
COWAN, CONSTANCE
  Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36
COWAN, JASON M.
  quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
  Jun'24:44
  Station UCMS broadcasting.
  May'31:30      Oct'31:35      Sep'38:42
  News room. Oct'41:34
  (photo) Sep'52:10
Cowan, Larry W., 1947–
  Direct line. Jun'73:46
COWAN, LARRY W., 1947–
  In brief. Oct'72:40
COWAN, WAYNE H. FACING PROTESTANT-ROMAN CATHOLIC TENSIONS
  Book chat. Dec'60:42
COWDEN, HOWARD A
  (photo) Dec'35:14
COWDEN, JOHN BRANDON, 1876–1965
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
COWDEN, LEONA
  Bell for the Congo (photo) Oct'68:48
COWDEN, W F
  (photo) Aug'21:2
  John Shackelford. Jun'22:41
  (photo) Mar'28:32
COWDERY, CLARENCE D
  News room. Jul'57:38       (photo) Sep'59:40
Cowdery, Kate Louise
  Teacher training at S.C.I. Apr'39:42
  Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lehman honored. Dec'40:28
Cowdrey, Anna Bell, 1883–1962
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:63
  When we came to the baptismal water. Sep'24:43
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:60      Aug'25:49
  Echoes from everywhere.
  Jan'30:62,63      Nov'31:39      Apr'32:38      Sep'40:39
  Missionary worship service. Feb'55:35
COWDREY, ANNA BELL, 1883–1962
  Notes. Apr'19:65
  (photo) Aug'19:27
  Notes. Aug'19:45
  Aug'19:60
  (photo) Dec'19:46      Nov'20:49
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
  Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'33:42  Nov'38:34  Jan'39:42
(photo) Apr'39:28  Dec'41:16
Five retire from India, China, Congo missions (photo)
Sep'50:27
News room (photo) Jul'52:37
For adult mission study (photo) Jan'55:38
For adult mission study. Feb'55:36
(death) News room. Jan'63:34
COWDREY, WARREN
  In Porto Rico. May'21:28
Cowherd, Fletcher
  Dedicated to work and worship. Nov'26:6
COWHERD, FLETCHER
  Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
  Resolutions... Oct'21:55
  Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:13
COWIN, EARLE E. (married to Elsie M. Cowin)
  Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:10
  Cowin, Elsie M. (married to Earle E. Cowin)
  The Yakima Indian Mission. Mar'37:26
COWIN, ELSIE M
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'52:4
COWIN, FREDERICK
  Personalities. Jan'35:16
COWLES, OLIVER H., 1909-
  (photo) Feb'37:33
COWLEY, HAROLD BURNETT
  (married to Margaret Wilma Conkright Cowley)
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
COWLEY, MALCOLM. BLACK CARGOES
  Book chat. Mar'63:42
Cowley, Margaret Wilma Conkright, 1896-
  (married to Harold Burnett Cowley)
  Equipped for service. Jul'26:39
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
COWLEY, MARGARET WILMA CONKRIGHT, 1896-
  (photo) Jul'22:2
  College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
  Sailing this summer (photo) Jul'23:44
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
COWLING, (married to Robert Cowling)
  (photo) Sep'33:4,34
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34  Dec'34:33
  (photo) Nov'35:28
Cowling, Ellis, 1905-1979
  Brotherhood in banking. Feb'34:20
  A good sermon--but how? Jan'35:17
  The price of eggs and the country church. Oct'37:8
  A colony in the Kingdom of God. Oct'51:11
  Let's consider our spending. Jul'56:13
COWLING, ELLIS, 1905-1979
  (photo) Feb'34:20
  The threshold (photo) Oct'36:2
  (photo) Oct'37:8
For adult mission study. Oct'51:34
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Sep'53:48
Here and there with World Call. Sep'54:48
(photo) Jul'56:13

COWLING, R
(photo) May'57:39

COWLING, ROBERT H., -1957
In memoriam. Oct'57:35

COWLING, ROBERTA
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'57:31

COWMAN, (married to Charles Cowman)
Ethiopia shall lift up her hands. Apr'42:26

COWMAN, (married to Charles E. Cowman) TRAVELING TOWARD SUNRISE
Book chat. Dec'52:40

COWPER, HOLMES, -1934
(death) Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43

COX, (married to Artie L. Cox)
In memorium. Jul'40:39

COX, (MRS. E. E.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47

COX, (MRS. E. G.)
In memoriam. Mar'30:50

COX, (married to Frank Cox) -1965
(death) News room. May'65:36

COX, (MRS. W. J.)
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

COX, ALBERT NORMAN, 1929- (married to Susan Bradley Cox)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:4
Classroom and campus. Oct'65:34
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
quoted. Midway College is on the move. Jan'73:27

COX, ALVA I. THE DELINQUENT, THE HIPSTER AND THE SQUARE
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

COX, ANNA R
Memorium. Mar'35:39

COX, BARBARA
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31

Cox, Betty Whitfield (married to John H. Cox)
Day before spring (poem) Apr'67:12
Think of these things (poem) Mar'67:29

COX, CHARLES
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'51:28
Classroom and campus. Dec'55:34

COX, CHARLES F
News room. Apr'52:38

COX, CHARLES H
News room. Jul'61:36

COX, CLIFFORD C., 1945-
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
In brief. Sep'69:39 Feb'71:40

COX, DAVID F
Global highlights. May'63:6

COX, DOUGLAS
Camera in the Congo (photo) Jun'57:15

COX, EARNEST SEVIER. WHITE AMERICA
Speaking of books. Feb'27:42
COX, EDWARD M
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7

COX, ERNEST J
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:19

COX, FOSSIE BAKER
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51

COX, FRANCIS AUGUSTA, 1783–1853
quoted. Last column. Feb'56:48

COX, GENE
Personalities (photo) Jul'36:21

COX, GRACE, -1954
In memoriam. Jul'54:43

COX, H. WAKELIN
quoted. Why to Congo via Belgium? Mar'53:47

COX, HARVEY
Ahead of the headlines. May'69:5

COX, HARVEY. THE SECULAR CITY
New books. Nov'65:18

COX, JAMES A
Four congregations enroll in Home Plan (photo) Feb'60:49

COX, JANET McKEE, -1949
In memoriam. Mar'50:37

COX, LLOYD G
News room. Apr'60:34

COX, MARGARET
A new hope (photo) Apr'27:38

COX, MILDRED MYERS, -1930
In memoriam. Jul'30:41

COX, R. H
Classroom and campus. May'64:36

COX, RICHARD G
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50

COX, SARA
(photo) Jul'28:26

COXILL, HERBERT WAKELIN, 1891–1982
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
No place like Brussels! Feb'56:28

COYLE, (married to Barton S. Coyle)
In memoriam. Apr'31:39

COZAD, CYNTHIA
In memoriam. Feb'30:46

COZAD, SIMEON E. THE SECOND BOOK OF STORY TALKS
Book chat. Mar'37:44

CRABB, GEORGIE MOODY, -1947
In memoriam. Jan'48:37

CRABB, MARGARET, -1967
(death) Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
In memoriam. Oct'67:45

CRABTREE, CECILIA, -1951
In memoriam. Apr'51:37

CRABTREE, MARGARET C
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26

Crabtree, W E
A first hand glimpse of the Japanese mission. Feb'25:35
Letter writing at Mahoba. May'25:40

CRABTREE, W E
(photo) Jan'27:13
Craddock, Ethel Frances Smith (Fran) (married to James Craddock)

Women on world highways. Sep'67:30    Jul'68:28
Women find ways to be involved. Jan'71:11
Discovering Asia. Apr'73:26

CRADDOCK, ETHEL FRANCES SMITH (FRAN)

Women on world highways (photo) Sep'70:31
(poto) Jan'71:11    Apr'73:26

CRADDOCK, FRAN

See

CRADDOCK, ETHEL FRANCES SMITH

Craddock, Fred Brenning

Christmas: too late or too soon? Dec'69:6

CRADDOCK, FRED BRENNING

Global highlights. Jul'66:5
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27

Craddock, James Richard, 1921-
(married to Ethel Frances Smith Craddock)

Women on world highways. Jul'68:28

CRADDOCK, JAMES RICHARD, 1921-

Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? (photo)
Oct'72:29

CRADDOCK, LYNN JOSEPHINE, 1947-

In brief. Sep'71:42

CRADY, (married to R. L. Crady)

When churches merge and share facilites (photo) Sep'71:24

CRADY, R. L.

When churches merge and share facilites (photo) Sep'71:24

CRAFT, FRANK WILLIAM

In memoriam. Jun'29:50

CRAFTON, CLIFFORD GENE

Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:6

CRAGG, KENNETH. CHRISTIANITY IN WORLD PERSPECTIVE


Craggett, Charles Ernest, 1889-1950

Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39

CRAGGETT, CHARLES ERNEST, 1889-1950

In memoriam. Mar'51:39

Craggett, Daisy Lee Gaffney, 1920-
(married to Charles A. Craggett)

Letters. Oct'67:4

CRAGGETT, DAISY LEE GAFFNEY, 1920-

Presenting (photo) Jul'67:36

CRAGGETT, FOSTER TOBIAS, 1918-
(poto) Mar'40:33

All People's enjoying human rights (photo) Oct'52:12

CRAIG, (MRS. A J)

Notes. Mar'20:62

CRAIG, (married to George Craig) -1962

In memoriam. May'62:37

CRAIG, (married to Hugh Craig)

Here and there with World Call. Jan'54:48    Sep'55:48

Craig, (Mrs. J. F.)

A Seattle school of missions. Aug'23:51

CRAIG, (MRS. J. F.)

Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:61
CRAIG, (MRS. L. L.) -1950
   In memoriam. Feb'51:37
CRAIG, A W
   (photo) Mar'24:28
CRAIG, CLARENCE TUCKER, 1895-
   Study conferences for Amsterdam Assembly (photo) Jun'48:31
   quoted. The universal church in God's design. Dec'48:30
CRAIG, CLARENCE TUCKER. THE BEGINNING OF CHRISTIANITY
   Book chat. Feb'44:37
CRAIG, CLARENCE TUCKER. THE CHALLENGE OF OUR CULTURE
   (INTERSEMINARY SERIES, VOL. I)
   Book chat. Jan'47:16
CRAIG, CLARENCE TUCKER. TH EONE CHURCH, IN LIGHT OF THE NEW
   TESTAMENT
   Book chat. Oct'51:40
CRAIG, DANIEL B
   News room. Feb'50:34
CRAIG, DANIEL BURKS
   Classroom and campus. Dec'54:34
CRAIG, DON
   (photo) Nov'48:10
CRAIG, EVA GRAHAM, 1876-1954 (married to Joseph H. Craig)
CRAIG, HORACE WISE, -1957
   In memoriam. Mar'58:37
CRAIG, JAMES E
   No other foundation. Oct'48:7 (photo p. 8)
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:3
   quoted. The Campbell ambrotype. Nov'50:6
CRAIG, JEAN (married to Richard L. Craig)
   They work for you. Nov'58:28 (photo p.27)
CRAIG, JUDY
   Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13
Craig, Laura Gerould, 1860-1946
   Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topices.
   Nov'25:51
CRAIG, LAURA GEROULD, 1860-1946
   Nov'20:49
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:35
   In memoriam. Feb'47:37
CRAIG, LAURA GEROULD. PRECIOUS JEWELS
   Book chat. Dec'38:41
CRAIG, MARGUERITE, -1966 (married to George H. Craig)
   In memoriam. Mar'66:43
Craig, Marion
   Children's Day (poem) Jun'32:14
CRAIG, MARY
   Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
   (photo) Jun'30:32
CRAIG, MARY C
   Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
CRAIG, MARY CARPENTER
CRAIG, MARY E
   (photo) Oct'22:7
CRAIG, MATHILDA CATHERINE
   Memorium. Mar'35:39
CRAIG, MILTON
Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo) May'67:44

CRAIG, RONALD
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:10

CRAIG, W B
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18

CRAIG, WARREN
(death) Jul'23:54

CRAIG, WILLIAM MILTON
Crusade progress (photo) Oct'49:26
Global highlights (photo)
May'64:5 May'65:4

CRAIG SPRINGS, VIRGINIA. CAMP
Global highlights (photo of repair work) Nov'62:4

Craighead, E R
Are you getting results like these? Nov'22:40

CRAIGIE, WILLIAM A
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31

Crain, Beatrice Rankin, 1889-1960 (married to James A. Crain)
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32

CRAIN, BEATRICE RANKIN, 1889-1960
(death) News room. Jun'60:42

CRAIN, FRANCES UTTERBACK (Married to James W. Crain)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34

Crain, James Andrew, 1886-1971 (married to Beatrice Rankin Crain)
James Crain wrote a column in almost every issue from December 1929 to January 1954. See the table of contents for each issue for the page number. The column's title and the months each appeared are:
Listening in on the world. Dec'29 - Dec'33
On the social battle front. Jan - Dec'34
Social trends. Jun'35 - Jan'54
Some recent gains in Prohibition. Jul'29:6
Speaking of books. Apr'30:30
The fallacy of Prohibition polls. May'30:26
Speaking of books. May'30:32
Prohibition takes stock. Jan'31:14
Eighteenth Amendment declared unconstitutional! Feb'31:24
Speaking of books. Feb'31:35
The drys are out of the trenches! Apr'31:21
Speaking of books. Apr'31:35 Jun'31:34
In the sweetn here and now! Jul'31:5
What are young people thinking about Prohibition? Nov'31:16
Speaking of books. Dec'31:42 Feb'32:32
Shall I vote in the Literary Digest poll? Apr'32:19
Beer for revenue! Jul'32:7
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34 Dec'32:41
Dry fight warms. Jun'33:15
Speaking of books. Jun'33:34
The sins of 1933. Jul'33:25
Speaking of books.
Has repeal solved the liquor problem? Jul'34:4
Speaking of books. Jul'34:32 Sep'34:34
A program of social education for the adult church.
Feb'35:24 Mar'35:26
Educational unification and the Board of Temperance...
Apr'35:25
Youth and social revolt. May'35:15
Book chat. Oct'35:34
Nobody would be fool enough. Jul'36:14
Announcing the Disciples' Peace Poll. Sep'36:inside front cover
Book chat. Feb'37:47
Social trends through twenty years. Jan'39:33
What makes a city "good?" Jul'39:12
Book chat. Sep'39:40
Cooperatives in West China. Jan'40:12
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:23
By products of national hysteria. Jul'40:5
Examining democracy. Oct'40:24
The church and world order. Jul'41:9
T. T. Swearingen returns to pastorate. Jan'42:21
The highlander discovers America. Apr'45:6
The land that time forgot. Apr'46:7
The church and economic life. Jul'48:12
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20
Our American heritage. Jul'50:8
Churchmen study rehabilitation. Jul'51:10
Is peace possible? Jul'52:17
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Human rights and the home missions enterprise. Nov'52:8
Goodwill on a world scale. Mar'53:15
These things I believe.
Feb'54:9 Apr'54:6 Jun'54:7
Mar'54:7 May'54:14 Jul'54:6
Christianity faces a troubled world. Dec'55:15
Laymen are responsible. Oct'59:17
Will the UN survive? Mar'62:29

CRAIN, JAMES ANDREW, 1886-1971
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:62
Another contribution from Missouri (photo) Nov'28:20
Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'9:31
What's going on in the Board of Temperance... Mar'30:57
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
A supplement to the fireworks. Jul'30:4
The first page. Feb'31:2
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Presbyterians to use Mr. Crain's temperance lessons.
Nov'31:44
(photo) Feb'33:2
In the field of Temperance and Social Welfare. Feb'33:25
The month among Disciples (photo) May'33:4
The threshold. Jan'34:2
Our modern social task (photo) Jul'34:6
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:19
Personalities. Apr'36:24

341
(photo) Jul'36:14
The threshold (photo) Oct'36:2
(photo) Nov'36:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42 May'37:40
(photo) Dec'37:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
(photo) Jan'40:12 Apr'40:22
News room. May'41:32 Apr'40:22
(photo) Jul'41:9
Social welfare and the rural church (photo) Oct'42:13
The Executive staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium
(photo) Nov'42:24
(photo) Apr'43:19
News room. May'45:28 Apr'43:19
(photo) Apr'46:7
News room. Sep'46:40 Mar'47:32
Global highlights (photo) May'47:3
News room. Jun'47:35
(photo) Nov'48:25
News room. Feb'49:34
Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:2
News room. Jun'50:34
(photo) Nov'50:27
Forty years concern for a rural people (photo) May'51:25
(photo) Jul'52:17
News room (photo) Jun'53:42
Global highlights (photo) Nov'53:2
An influential ministry. Jan'54:5
Friends pay tribute... (photo) Jan'54:6
These things I believe. Feb'54:9
Since 1929 (photo) Jul'54:7
News room (photo)
Jul'54:42 Sep'54:38
News room. Jan'56:38
The right way (photo) Jul'58:48
News room. Mar'59:32
(photo) Oct'59:17
Global highlights (photo) Feb'61:5
They made things happen (photo) Jan'69:14
In memoriam. Mar'71:45

CRAIN, JAMES A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL IDEAS AMONG THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
New books. Jan'70:28

CRAIN, JAMES W. (Married to Frances Utterback Crain)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34

CRAIN, WILLIAM H., -1949
(death) News room. May'49:40

CRAM, (married to Ambrose L. Cram, Jr.)
In brief. Jun'69:39

CRAMBLET, MILDRED MARGARET BARNACLE, 1894-1982
(married to Wilbur Haverfield Cramblet)
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'45:25

CRAMBLET, THOMAS ELLSWORTH, 1862-1919
(death) Aug'19:60
Thomas Ellsworth Cramblet. Jan'20:35
(photo) Jan'20:37
Back to the college campus (portrait) Sep'39:30
Cramblet, Wilbur Haverfield, 1892-1975
(married to Mildred Margaret Barnacle Cramblet)
Higher education reports progress. Jan'39:14
The church needs the church college. Jan'52:15
Forty years have changed the campus. Jan'59:26

CRAMBLET, WILBUR HAVERFIELD, 1892-1975
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Bethany College installs President (photo) Jan'35:3
(photo) Jun'37:30                        Jan'39:14
Back to the college campus (photo) Sep'39:39
(photo) Jul'40:14                        Jul'42:30
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:16 (photo p. 15)
(photo) Jul'43:24
Classroom and campus.
(photo) Feb'45:25  Mar'45:26  Dec'50:30
Global highlights (photo) May'51:3
(photo) Jan'52:15
Global highlights. Mar'52:3  Jul'52:2
Faith and freedom belong together. Sep'53:5
Classroom and campus. May'55:31  Oct'55:30
Global highlights (photo) Jan'56:3
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'57:28
They work for you (photo) Oct'58:29
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (photo, lower right, right person)
Oct'62:15
Global highlights. Jul'63:4
Historical Society--servant and host (photo) Oct'63:16
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24

CRAMBLET, WILBUR HAVERFIELD. THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN WEST VIRGINIA
The scene. Jul'71:44
Books about the Disciples. Dec'71:34

CRAMBLITT, ORLYN P., -1935
Memorium. May'35:39

CRAMER, (MRS. F. A.)
(photo) Oct'22:7

CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY. FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:11

CRANE, ALICE MARY (married to Amos M. Crane)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'58:8
Beneath the spire correction. Dec'58:42

CRANE, BESSIE (THOMAS)
Notes. Oct'19:60

CRANE, CELESTE, -1959
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

Crane, Frank
The soldier and the new decision. Jul'19:back cover
The greatest things (poem) Apr'31:48

CRANE, FRANK
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'59:36

CRANE, GEORGE W
Classroom and campus. May'60:32

CRANE, JAMES. INSIDE-OUT
New books. Nov'68:36

CRANE, LOIS HEARD
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'42:inside front cover
CRANE, SALLY H., -1940
In memoriam. Dec'40:37

CRANE, WILLIAM
Notes. Oct'19:60

Crane, William H
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38

CRANK, (married to Charles E. Crank)
(photo) Jul'72:7

CRANK, BRIAN
(photo) Jul'72:7

Crank, Charles Edward, 1923-
(married to Melba Louise Cornett Crank)
The regional minister. Oct'70:8

Letters. Nov'73:42

CRANK, CHARLES EDWARD, 1923-
Classroom and campus. Jun'58:32 Oct'58:32
When churches work together (photo) Oct'59:11,13
Disciples in the news. Oct'65:7
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
World events (photo)
   May'70:37 Feb'71:36 Sep'71:37 Mar'72:40
(photo) Jul'72:front cover
Cover. Jul'72:4
His parish is West Virginia (photos) Jul'72:5
World events (photo) Mar'73:39

CRANK, J. RAUSser, 1862-1940
In memoriam. Jan'41:39

CRANK, KATHY
(photo) Jul'72:7

Crank, Mary Eugenia, 1924-
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36

CRANK, MARY EUGENIA, 1924-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
Global highlights. May'67:7
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Dec'67:7
In brief. Jul'71:43 Sep'71:41

CRANK, SARAH CATHARINE McCoy, 1863-1948 (married to J. R. Crank)
In memoriam. Nov'48:37
Letters. Jul'68:4

CRANHELL, FLORENCE. RAFAEL AND CONSUELO
Speaking of books. Nov'29:56

CRANSTON, (married to Henry Cranston) -1952
In memoriam. Oct'52:35

CRANSTON, EARL. SWORDS OR PLOWSHARES?
Book chat. Jan'38:14

Crapo, Anne (married to Dana L. Crapo)
Should seminaries present controversial plays? Nov';69:16
Crapo, Dana L (married to Anne Crapo)
Should seminaries present controversial plays? Nov';69:17

CRAVENS, HELEN
(photo) Jan'21:8

CRAWFORD, (MRS. A. J.)
In memoriam. Jul'28:45

CRAWFORD, (MRS. C. H.)
In memoriam. Jun'40:39

CRAWFORD, (MRS. E. N.)
(death) May'26:50
CRAWFORD, (MRS. N. B.)
Dr. and Mrs. N. B. Crawford (photo) Jul'23:2
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'28:40
CRAWFORD, A. B.
Classroom and campus. Nov'67:35
CRAWFORD, DAN
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Aug'26:53
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'26:58
Missionary illustrations... Jan'27:47
CRAWFORD, DAVID LIVINGSTONE. CAN NATIONS BE NEIGHBORS?
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
CRAWFORD, DONALD, 1820-1911
A. McLean and his teachers (photo) Jun'21:30
CRAWFORD, EARL H. 1881?-1947
Brother Mac: a good shepherd (photo) May'33:7
(photo) Sep'40:8
(death) News room. Dec'47:30
CRAWFORD, ELLA
In memoriam. Sep'28:33
CRAWFORD, ISABEL. KIOWA
Book announcements. Jul'21:45
CRAWFORD, J. N
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
CRAWFORD, J. O
(photo) Mar'24:20
CRAWFORD, JOHN E. BEING THE REAL FATHER NOW THAT YOUR TEENAGER
WILL NEED
New books. Sep'68:37
CRAWFORD, JOHN R., -1966
In memoriam. Apr'66:49
CRAWFORD, JOHN R. THE CHRISTIAN AND HIS MONEY
New books. Nov'67:38
CRAWFORD, JOSEPHINE
(death) Nov'23:49
CRAWFORD, JULIUS EARL. FINANCIAL RECOVERY FOR THE LOCAL CHURCH
Book reviews. Jan'35:44
CRAWFORD, LEE HOWELL, 1882-1944
(death) News room. Oct'44:28
CRAWFORD, MABEL LITTLE. JUMPING BEANS
Speaking of books. Nov'29:56
CRAWFORD, MATSU W
quoted. Women and world highways. Feb'50:35
CRAWFORD, MINNIE CHAPMAN
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:32
CRAWFORD, N. B
Dr. and Mrs. N. B. Crawford (photo) Jul'23:2
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Mar'28:40
CRAWFORD, NEIL JAMES, 1902-1959
(photo) Dec'30:27
CRAWFORD, NELSON ANTRIM. YOUR CHILD FACES WAR
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'37:41
CRAWFORD, NORMAN GREVE, 1904-1982
(married to Martha Helen Crawford)
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Jun'50;26
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'62:8
Crawford, Robert
   Thirst for literature. Nov'55:36
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38

CRAWFORD, ROBERT
   Disciples help in Philippine Literature work (photo) Nov'53:29
   (photo) Apr'57:27

CREAMER, A A
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30;42
   (photo) Dec'30:12

CREAMER, CONSTANCE
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39 Nov'30:42

CREAN, ROBERT

CREASER, MINNIE
   Women and world highways. Dec'35:35

CREATH, MILDRED
   A labor of love (photo) Oct'43:12
   (photo) Jun'44:23

"CREATION AND DESTRUCTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'68:37

CREBS, BERRY STEWART. THE SEVENTH ANGEL
   Book chat. Jan'40:40

CREDIT CARDS
   Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5

CREDIT UNIONS
   See also
   COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES
   Brotherhood in banking. Feb'34:20
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:37
   Church bells shall ring in Makati. Jan'51:24
   Social trends. Sep'62:18

CREDELE, ELLIS. TALL TALES FROM THE HIGH HILLS
   Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41

CREE, LILLIE
   In memoriam. Jun'29:50

CREECH, (MRS. G. T.)
   News room. Oct'41:34 Feb'42:34

CREEGER, MARION J., 1896-
   News room (photo) Feb'44:34
   Help wanted! (photo) Apr'55:8
   quoted. Global highlights. Dec'56:5 Nov'60:6

CREEKMORE, THOMAS
   A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44

Creekpau, Mary
   Our own youth movement. Apr'24:23

CREIGHTON, SAMUEL HAZELIT, 1864-1941
   (photo) Jul'40:14

CRENShAW, (MRS. F. E.)
   In memoriam. Apr'33:39

CRENShAW, JULIA C
   (death) Oct'19:58

CRENShAW, MARY E
   (photo) Nov'29:2 Dec'30:2

CREPS, EVA, -1948
   In memoriam. May'49:39
CREST, FRANCE
  On so sledger a tryhead. Oct'49:6

CREVE COEUR, MISSOURI. HOPE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
  (photo of sanctuary) Feb'69:19
  (floor plans) Oct'71:suppl:10

CREW, GRACE
  Meals on wheels (photo) May'71:13

CREW, WILBUR VAN BUSKIRK, -1949
  (photo) Dec'24:34               Apr'27:12
  Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
  (photo) Jun'30:33              Sep'40:8

Crewdson, Amy Jean Robison Sarvis
  Christmas in Akita, Japan. Mar'22:52
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:57
  The open avenue to hearts. Feb'25:38
  May we come in? Apr'25:43
  From Holland, Michigan to Tomio, Japan. Aug'27:60
  Both and. Nov'28:36
  Tennoji's church family. May'35:20

CREWDSON, AMY JEAN ROBISON SARVIS
  (photo) Jun'21:9
  College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
  covers quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
  Wedding bells ring in Japan. Aug'24:54
  (photo) Apr'25:43
  Putting the Christ in Christy Institute. May'25:42
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53          Aug'26:57
  From Osaka, Japan. Aug'26:59
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
  Men who make men. Jan'31:11
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:39
  quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40

CREWDSON, DONALD LEE
  (birth) Jun'25:62
  From the Pittsburgh of Japan (photo) Aug'27:53

CREWDSON, GLEN WILLIAM
  (birth) The year in retrospect. Jul'25:58
  From the Pittsburgh of Japan (photo) Aug'27:53

Crewdson, Ira Dorwin, 1893-1975
  (married to Luella May Hill Crewdson)
  (married to Amy Jean Robison Sarvis Crewdson)
  The first Christian wedding in Shinjo. May'23:46
  Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49
  A unique field of labor. Jun'24:57
  Tenth anniversary of Christy Institute. Nov'24:39
  The year in retrospect. Jul'25:58
  Christy Institute annual banquet. Feb'26:39
  Woman's missionary societies... Mar'27:49
  Witnessing for temperance in Japan. Apr'27:36
  The King id dead, long live the King. May'27:38
  Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
  Evangelism to the front. Jul'27:53
  New quarters for Christy Institute. Oct'27:41
  Cherry blossom time. Oct'27:59
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48          Oct'28:48
Being the tale of an auto. Jan'30:58
The latest thing in farm relief. Jun'30:61
Newspaper evangelism. Oct'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40 May'31:39
Placing Christianity in Japanese soil. Jun'31:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:39 Feb'32:39,40
Farmer's institutes. Apr'32:46
Bible study groups. Jun'32:24
Making contacts in Japan. Jun'32:30
A new life worker. Jun'32:47
Training rural Christian leadership in Japan. May'33:9

CREWDSON, IRA DORWIN, 1893-1975
Jottings from Japan. Aug'25:60
From Osaka, Japan. Aug'26:59
(phot) Nov'28:62
Disciples at Yale (phot) Jul'29:29
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
(phot) May'33:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
News room. May'58:40
Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies (phot) Sep'65:31

CREWDSON, KENNETH
(phot) Jun'23:16
From the Pittsburgh of Japan (phot) Aug'27:53
Crewdsom, Luella May Hill, 1890-1966 (married to Ira D. Crewdson)
Seed of Christianity planted in their hearts. Aug'26:54
About the earthquakes. Jun'27:55
From the Pittsburgh of Japan. Aug'27:53
Busy mother. Sep'30:47
Reaching the children and their parents. Sep'31:27

CREWDSON, LUELLA MAY HILL, 1890-1966
College of Missions commencement (phot) Jul'22:7
The year in retrospect. Jul'25:58
(phot) Dec'27:39
Disciples at Yale (phot) Jul'29:29
In memoriam. Jan'67:41

CREWDSON, W D
Notes. Feb'20:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31

CREWE, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Short and true from far and near (phot) Apr'22:47
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51

CREWS, (MRS. O. J.)
In memoriam. Mar'45:33

CREWS, ALBERT
Global highlights (phot) Feb'51:2

CREWS, FLOYD H
Classroom and campus. May'65:35

CREWS, RICHARD
Disciples met in Portland (phot) Sep'53:20

CRICHLOW, ERNEST. WE SHALL LIVE IN PEACE
New books. Feb'69:28

CRIDER, MARY, -1952
In memoriam. Sep'52:35
CRIDER, WALLACE
   News room (photo) Jun'57:42
CRIGHTON, (married to John C. Crighton)
   Classroom and campus. Apr'57:30
CRILL, (MRS. H. A.)
   The church serves its aging (photo) Oct'57:11
Crim, Grace S
   Youth and missions. Dec'52:37
CRIM, GRACE S
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'56:31
CRIM, KEITH R
   World events (photo) Jun'70:37
Crim, Mort
   Every minute counts. Nov'71:42
CRIM, MORT
   (photo) Nov'71:42
CRIMNALS
See
CRIME AND CRIMNALS
CRIME AND CRIMINALS
   Tooth and claw or heart and soul. Jul'24:3
   The chief peril of our democracy. Jul'24:4
   Crime and the home. Jul'26:16
   Who are the violators. Feb'28:4
   Sounding tapes for crime. Nov'30:3
   Our crime situation. Apr'32:4
   The church and the new society. Jan'35:13
   Harold Gray and his social experiment. Apr'35:21
   Trends in crime control. Jul'37:6
   Social trends. Apr'51:21 May'55:16
   The hard road back. Jul'55:18
   Global highlights. Dec'60:6
   Crime is on our doorstep. Oct'62:9
   Breaking point. Sep'64:9
   We're with you, Mr. President. Jun'65:9
   Global highlights. Jun'66:6
   Social trends. Jul'67:18
   Applause in the wrong place. Apr'68:49
   Editorials. Dec'70:19
   World events. Nov'71:38
   A first-hand look at criminal justice. Mar'72:28
   Crisis in our courts. Apr'72:18
   Bail or jail, is the church concerned? May'72:28
   Letters. Sep'72:4
CRINER, (MRS. L. C.)
   (death) Oct'24:50
CRIPPS, (MRS. O. A.) -1942
   In memoriam. Jun'42:39
Cripps, Arthur S
   For Africa (poem) Oct'26:10
CRIPPS, JOHN STAFFORD
   Ambassador's son is a C. O. Oct'40:3
CRISES, COMMERCIAL
See
DEPRESSIONS
"CRISIS: CONGO" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Dec'65:44
"CRISIS IN MINISTRY" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Sep'71:29
CRISMAN, (MRS. E. A.)
   In memoriam. Mar'29:48
CRISPE, (married to Charles S. Crispen) -1941
   In memoriam. Apr'42:39
Crissman, Robert W
   The dilemma of stretching dollars. Nov'65:24
CRISSMAN, ROBERT W
   News room. Nov'64:32
   Global highlights (photo)
      May'66:6 May'67:5
   Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8
   In brief. Jul'69:38
   NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:27
CRI, OWEN
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'58:8
Crist, Pearl
   Practicing essential Christianity. May'43:6
CRISTENSEN, JUNE
   In brief. Feb'70:38
CRISTISON, JAMES A. EMPHASIS ON LIVING
   New books. Jun'70:28
Criswell, Grover E
   God and His "politicians." Feb'66:45
CRISWELL, HELEN PRITICAHERD
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Jun'24:56 Nov'25:57
CRISWELL, V. E.
   In brief. Oct'69:38
CRITCHFIELD, (married to Lou M. Critchfield)
   In memoriam. Sep'40:39
CRITCHFIELD, (married to Max Critchfield)
   In brief. Jan'25:35
CRITCHFIELD, MAX, 1895-
   Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
   (photo) Jun'30:32 Nov'31:7
   Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
CRITTENDEN, JOHN W.
   In brief. Apr'70:43
CRITTENDEN, RAY
   College commencements. Jul'35:33
CROATIA
   Poor martyr material. Mar'53:6
CROCKATT, JOHN
   What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31
Crockatt, W C
   A "Thank you" from Great Britain. Oct'41:33
CROCKATT, WILLIAM
   What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31
Crocker, A B
   Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
CROCKER, DELBERT M
Disciples in the news (photo) Sep'67:8
World events (photo) Mar'72:39
CROCKER, LIONEL G. HENRY WARD BEECHER'S ART OF PREACHING
Book chat. Apr'35:44
CROCKER, MARTHA, 1947
In memoriam. Nov'47:35
Crockett, William J
What can the church say to the world? Jul'65:23
CROCKETT, WILLIAM PERRY
The good that men do. May'27:58
CROEL, ALCIA KAYE
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:33
Croel, Karl H., 1923- (married to Lois A. Arntz Croel)
Planning a program for a year's work. Feb'61:23
Music and the message. May'64:31
CROEL, KARL H., 1923-
Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:4
The music workshop... Jul'62:9
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:7
CROFT, (married to James Croft)
Here and there with World Call. Jul'60:50
CROME, MARIAN
News room. Mar'56:38
CROMIE, GLADYS (married to John Cromie)
News room. Mar'47:32
CROMIE, JOHN, 1907-1967 (married to Gladys Cromie)
News room. Mar'47:32
They work for you (photo) Apr'58:25
News room. Sep'62:40
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'67:7
In memoriam. Nov'67:36
Cron, Bryan Frank, 1913-
Seen while on a morning walk (poem) Jun'73:24
CRONE, GARY, 1887-1954
(death) News room. Feb'55:39
CRONE, H E
(photo) Dec'46:25
Crone, Marian McMeen, 1888-1966 (married to Gary Crone)
Good ideas... Dec'31:38
CRONE, MARIAN McMEEN, 1888-1966
News room. Nov'47:40  Nov'50:46  Sep'51:38
Cronenberger, Mark C., 1895-
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'35:39  Jun'35:38  Feb'36:39  Jul'36:39
CRONK, (MRS. E. C.) -1927
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
CRONK, (MRS. E. C.) NEGRO PRIMARY PICTURE STORIES
Book announcements. Aug'22:50
Cronkhite, L R
The evolution of a country church. May'23:10
CROOK, ALICE
Global highlights. Jul'49:2
CROOK, MARGARET BRACKENBURY. WOMEN AND RELIGION
New books. Mar'65:42  Jun'65:42
CROOK, NETTIE
   In memoriam. May'27:49
CROOK, ROGER H. THE CHANGING AMERICAN FAMILY
   Book chat. Mar'61:20
CROOK, ROGER H. LET'S GET MARRIED
   Book chat. Jun'62:42
CROOK, ROGER H. NO SOUTH OR NORTH
   Book chat. Jul'59:26
CROOKSTON, MINNESOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
CROP
   See
   CHRISTIAN RURAL OVERSEAS PROGRAM
CROSBY, (married to James Crosby)
   In memoriam. Oct'43:33
Crosby, Glenn
   (untitled poem) Mar'45:40
CROSBY, MARIE, -1949
   (photo) Jan'21:8
   Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
   Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
   Classroom and campus. Mar'43:32
   (death) Classroom and campus. May'49:33
CROSBY, O GLENN
   quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
CROSE, JOAN
   What kind of harvest will they reap? (photo) Oct'49:28
CROSNO, CLARA
   See
   ALSTROM, CLARA CROSNO
CROSS, (married to James G. Cross)
   (photo) Jan'28:32
   Circulation corner. Jun'42:inside front cover
CROSS, ALEXANDER, 1811?-1854
   Through the years. Jan'34:38
CROSS, CATHERINE, -1893
   Colored yeast. Mar'55:28 (photo p. 29)
CROSS, DANIEL FRANKLIN, 1887-1940
   In memoriam. Mar'40:39
CROSS, DELLA
   What kind of harvest will they reap? (photo) Oct'49:28
CROSS, F. L. OXFORD DICTIONARY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Book chat. Jan'58:24
CROSS, HAZEL ELLEN, 1889- (married to Daniel Franklin Cross)
   (photo) Oct'22:7
CROSS, HELEN FIDELIA, -1951
   In memoriam. Jun'52:37
Cross, Isabel H
   Letters. Jan'69:48
CROSS, J B
   (photo) Oct'35:30
CROSS, JAMES C
   Classroom and campus. Nov'54:31
CROSS, LIVINGSTON
   Classroom and campus. Oct'57:31
CROSS, MARY W
   News room. Jul'40:34
CROSS, ORRIE
   No one found him! Apr'23:31
CROSS, PERCY GEORGE, 1877-
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:49
CROSS, THOMAS, 1826-1897
   Colored yeast. Mar'55: 28 (photo p. 29)
THE CROSS
   The cross (poem) Aug'23:back cover
   The spirit of the cross. Feb'24:4
   The cross (poem) Apr'28:16
   Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
   The handicaps of the cross. Mar'32:8
   A meditation on the cross. Mar'45:25
   Cross or Swastika. Mar'46:43
CROSS FAMILY
   Colored yeast. Mar'55: 28 (photo p. 29)
"CROSS IN THE LOTUS" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jul'72:33
CROSSAN, ANNA VICKERS
   In memoriam. Apr'45:33
CROSEN, GEORGE EDWIN
   Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
CROSSFIELD, GOLDIE
   See
   CROSSFIELD, SARAH GOLDEN
   Crossfield, Richard Henry, 1869-1951
      (married to Annie Ritchie TErry Crossfield)
      Peace and plenty in Scandinavia. Feb'37:18
      A sharecropper celebrates "Old Jim's" birthday. Oct'37:32
   CROSSFIELD, RICHARD HENRY, 1869-1951
      The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
      Jan'23:39   Dec'23:51   Aug'24:57   Apr'26:42
      Feb'23:45   Mar'24:57   Oct'24:52
      Transylvania College notes. Sep'20:47
      (photo) Jan'21:12
      Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
      quoted. Present service and immediate needs of church
      colleges. May'22:40
      Echoes from everywhere. May'22:61
      The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
      Richard Henry Crossfield. Sep'22:51
      (photo) May'23:32   Jan'24:5   Jan'25:32
      Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
      (photo) Jun'28:25
      Personalities (photo) May'36:24
      quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'37:inside front cover
      The threshold. Apr'37:2
      In our colleges. Oct'38:33
CROSSFIELD, SARAH GOLDEN "GOLDIE" -1965
   Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'49:4
CROSSFIELD, W H
   Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
"CROSSING POINT" (MOITON PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Oct'68:37
CROSSLAND, R E
   (photo) Jan'21:15
CROSSLAND, WELDON. HOW TO INCREASE CHURCH MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE
Book chat. Oct'49:38

CROSSLAND, WELDON. A PLANNED PROGRAM FOR THE CHURCH YEAR
Book chat. Jul'51:22

CROSSLEY, C F
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32

CROSSLEY, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Jun'44:33
"CROSSROAD AT CEDARMONT" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'57:42

CROITHERSVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17

CROTON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
From Croton to everywhere. Oct'32:18

CROUCH, ALPHA MAY
Memorium. May'36:39
CROUCH, ARCHIE. RISING THROUGH THE DUST
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
CROUCH, CHARLES ERNEST, 1903-1962
(married to Gladys Payne Crouch)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:6

CROUCH, DARYL
World events (photo) Nov'70:38

CROUCH, LILLIAN
In memoriam. Apr'45:33
CROUCH, LILLIAN BOURNE
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:26

CROUCH, SAMUEL ARTHUR, 1899-
News room (photo) Jul'52:47

CROUNSE, BERTHA LEE
Classroom and campus. Nov'58:33

CROVATTO, GUSTAVE
(photo) Jun'31:31

CROW, Chester L., 1906?–1984
The French Field. Apr'40:8

CROW, CHESTER L., 1906–1984
News room. Nov'40:47
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
Global highlights. Feb'58:7
(photo) Sep'58:27

CROW, FRANK
News room. Jun'52:38

CROW, GEORGE D
Classroom and campus. Jun'58:33

CROW, J. FRANKLIN, 1924–1967
They work for you. Sep'58:44 (photo p. 28)
Classroom and campus. Jun'59:35
News room. Jul'59:42 (photo) May'61:32
In memoriam. Apr'68:44

Crow, Paul Abernathy, Jr., 1931– (married to Mary Matthews Crow)
Mission to Latin America. May'57:26
A united church in the United States? Sep'64:15
Peter Ainslie—apostle of Christian unity. Jan'66:13
No single missionary body is sufficient unto itself.
Nov'68:14
Update on the Consultation on Church Union. Jun'70:6
A shared eucharistic life. May'72:32

CROW, PAUL ABERNETHY, JR., 1931-
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'53:4
Youth and missions (photo) Oct'53:35
News room. Jul'54:42 (photo) Feb'55:38
Global highlights. Dec'56:2
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:30 Oct'61:32
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26
Classroom and campus.
Dec'61:30 (photo) Jun'62:35 Sep'63:32
Global highlights. Dec'63:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'64:34
(photo) Jan'65:17 May'66:17
Reflections on the tenth Seaboard Seminar. Jun'66:38
Disciples in the news. Jul'67:8
Classroom and campus. May'68:34
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Global highlights (photo) Sep'68:6
World events (photo) Jul'69:37
In brief. Sep'69:38
Spotlight on Paul Crow. May'70:16 (photo p. 17)
World events. May'70:36
(photo) Jun'70:7
Write your plan of union (photo) Nov'70:15
World events. Jan'71:37
The scene (photo) Feb'71:44
quoted. World events. Sep'71:37
quoted. Commentary. Oct'71:18
World events (photo)
Jan'72:36 May'72:38 May'72:32
If not COCU--what? (photo) Jul'72:31
Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:23

CROW, PAUL ABERNETHY, JR. CHURCH UNION AT MIDPOINT
New books. Mar'73:35
CROW, PAUL ABERNETHY, JR. THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT IN
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL OUTLINE
New books. Oct'65:20
CROW, PAUL ABERNETHY, JR. WHERE WE ARE IN CHURCH UNION
New books. Sep'65:26

CROWDY, RACHEL
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'26:45

CROWE, CHARLES M. GETTING HELP FROM THE BIBLE
Book chat. Oct'58:41
CROWE, CHARLES M. ON LIVING WITH YOURSELF
Book chat. Jul'52:44
CROWE, CHARLES M. SERMONS FOR SPECIAL DAYS
Book chat. Jul'51:22
CROWE, CHARLES M. SERMONS ON THE PARABLES OF JESUS
Book chat. Mar'53:42
CROWE, CHARLES M. STEWARDSHIP SERMONS
Book chat. Jan'61:39
CROWE, CHARLES M. THE YEARS OF OUR LORD
Book chat. Apr'55:40
CROWE, J C (photo) Mar'24:18
CROWELL, GEORGE H. SOCIETY AGAINST ITSELF
New books. Feb'69:28
Crowell, Grace Noll
God keep a clean wind blowing (poem) Jan'29:45
A pastor and his people (poem) Jan'33:19
A hungry man is at my door (poem) Sep'33:48
Someone had prayed (poem) Feb'34:16
Youth prays for peace (poem) Jul'34:48
For one brief starry night (poem) Dec'34:24
This is her day (poem) May'35:48
Harvest (poem) Nov'35:48
Seekers (poem) Dec'35:48
The immoral drama (poem) Apr'36:48
The mothers of the earth (poem) May'36:48
A prayer for peace (poem) Feb'37:17
(untitled poem) Oct'37:38
Because of thy great bounty (poem) Nov'62:39
CROWELL, GRACE NOLL. GOD'S MASTERPIECES
Book chat. Jan'63:41
CROWELL, GRACE NOLL. MEDITATIONS
Book chat. Sep'51:42
CROWELL, GRACE NOLL. MOMENTS OF DEVOTION
Book chat. Feb'53:38
CROWELL, GRACE NOLL. RICHES OF THE KINGDOM
Book chat. Jul'54:46
CROWELL, GRACE NOLL. SONGS OF FAITH
Book chat. Sep'39:40
CROWELL, GRACE NOLL. SPLendor AHEAD
Book chat. Jan'41:45
CROWELL, J F
News room. Nov'58:34
Crowl, (married to Dick Crowl)
Letters. May'65:40
CROWL, WILLIAM EARL, 1939-
Classroom and campus (photo) May'60:33
CROWLEY, (MRS. W. A.)
(photo) Sep'33:4,34
CROWLEY, TIMOTHY F
Memorium. Sep'35:39
CROWLEY, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural
groups (photo) May'31:18
Facts regarding the work among the Japanese in the state of
Colorado. Sep'31:39
CROWLEY, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Apr'52:48 Sep'54:48
CROWN, GLADYS K (married to Henry Crown)
Classroom and campus. Jan'64:35
CROWN, HENRY (married to Gladys K. Crown)
Classroom and campus. Jan'64:35
CROWN, MABEL B., 1892-1987 (married to L. A. Crown)
News room. Jan'49:45 (photo) May'51:38
Global highlights (photo) May'55:3
CROWNVILLE, TENNESSEE
Echoes from everywhere. Mary'36:40
CROWTHER, SAMUEL
quoted. Facts and figures on Prohibition. Jul'32:9
CROZAD, SIMON E. STORY TALES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Book chat. Dec'35:31
Crozier, Jenny English
See
Stead, Jenny English Crozier
CRULL, GLADYS, -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35
CRULL, HARRY E
Classroom and campus.
Oct'48:30 Mar'53:30 Jul'54:35
CRUM, (married to Leonard R. Crum)
They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:24
CRUM, ADAH J., -1954 (married to W. I. Crum)
In memoriam. Jun'54:37
CRUM, E W., -1952
In memoriam. Mary'52:39
CRUM, ETHEL R., 1879-1967 (married to Edwin W. Crum)
In memoriam. Sep'67:44
CRUM, LATINA PATRICK
In memoriam. Apr'33:39
CRUM, W I
(photo) Nov'25:29
Crummey, D Clifford
Tithing can be learned at home. Dec'54:42
CRUMP, IRVIN. THE BIRDSON BOYS
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
CRUMP, WINNIE
Classroom and campus. Mar'44:27
CRUSADE FOR A CHRISTIAN WORLD
Disciples are preparing to launch "Crusade..." May'46:18
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
Global highlights. Nov'46:4
The colleges and Christian leadership. Jan'47:8
Forward with the United Society. Jan'47:18
Global highlights. Feb'47:2,4
Resurgence of life through evangelism. Feb'47:12
Toward a Christian world order. Feb'47:16
Global highlights (photos of committees) Mar'47:3
The Crusade is on the way! Mar'47:16
Toward self-supporting churches. Apr'47:14
Upon this foundation. Apr'47:16
Crusade plans for the local church. Apr'47:18
The Crusade goes to the home. May'47:12
L. N. D. Wells chosen Crusade Chairman. May'47:17
Crusade program activity goals. May'47:18
Youth and missions. May'47:39
Global highlights. Jun'47:2
For adult missionary societies. Jun'47:38
Buffalo pageant will highlight the Crusade... Jul'47:17
Global highlights. Sep'47:4
Presidents' messages at Buffalo. Sep'47:7
As you face Crusade Sunday. Sep'47:12
Captured! Sep'47:13
The high calling. Sep'47:21
A Christian world or none. Oct'47:12
Working to win others. Oct'47:16
Women and world highways. Oct'47:33
Crusade progress. Nov'47:13
Global highlights. Jan'48:3
Classroom and campus. Jan'48:30
Laboratory project in evangelism. Feb'48:7
Global highlights. Mar'48:4 Apr'48:3,4
China Christians enthusiastic for Crusade. Apr'48:42
A report of progress. May'48:6
Pentecost and Christian unity. May'48:23
Annual meeting of Unified Promotion boards held. May'48:27
News room. Jun'48:41
Women and world highways. Jul'48:33
Recruiting for dedicated lives. Sep'48:7
Education goals are being met. Nov'48:7
The story of San Francisco. Nov'48:21
Crusade progress.
Dec'48:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
Crusade progress. Apr'49:28 May'49:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38
A new era can begin. Jun'49:21
Crusade progress. Jun'49:26
News room. Jun'49:38
Beyond the Crusade. Jul'49:6
Crusade progress. Jul'49:26
Our responsibility to the ministry. Sep'49:18
Crusade progress. Sep'49:26
Global highlights. Oct'49:4
Crusade progress. Oct'49:26
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30
Nov'49: much of issue
Crusade progress. Dec'49:23
The 1950 Week of Compassion. Jan'50:15
Crusade progress. Jan'50:26 Mar'50:26 May'50:27
Feb'50:26 Apr'50:26
Let's finish the job. Jun'50:10
Crusade progress. Jun'50:26
The meaning of the Crusade. Jul'50:5
Crusade progress. Jul'50:26 Sep'50:26 Oct'50:26
Greater things than these. Oct'50:27
Money talks. Nov'50:19
Crusade progress.Nov'50:30 Dec'40:21 Jan'51:26
Looking at the Crusade. Mar'51:5
Crusade progress. Mar'51:26 Apr'51:26 May'51:26
Program ready for launching. Jun'51:21
Crusade progress. Jun'51:26
Progress reported at the India Convention. Jun'51:32
The assurance of things hoped for. Oct'51:21
CRUSADE FOR A CHRISTIAN WORLD.
   COMMITTEE ON CHRISTIAN UNITY AND COOPERATION
Principal Robinson's visit. mar'47:31
CRUSADE FOR A TRANSFORMED LIFE
Dec'43:15
CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'28:45
CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM
   Social trends. Oct'51:20
CRUSADE WITH CHRIST MOVEMENT
May'28:16
CRUSINBERRY, W A
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
CRUTCHFIELD, LAURILLA, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'53:35
CRUZ, LAURA dela
See DeLaCRUZ, LAURA
CRUZ, MIRIAM
Churchwoman do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16
CRY AT BIRTH
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
CRYING
A day for crying. Jan'66:48
CRYSDALE, STEWART
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
CRYSTAL BEACH CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY (FRANKFORT, MICHIGAN)
Jul'19:55
Crystal Beach Christian Assembly (photos) Oct'27:30
Disciples in Michigan. Jul'42:16
College of Missions begins a new era (photo of Crystal Lake)
Nov'55:26
CRYSTAL BEACH CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY. MISSIONS HOUSE
Missions house. Sep'56:42
CUBA
A well spiced life. Aug'25:42
Paragraphs to ponder. May'30:21
More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17
And they continued steadfast. Sep'32:33
Speaking of books. Nov'33:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'38:38
Understanding other peoples. Apr'59:9
Global highlights. Jul'61:7
Social trends. Oct'61:20
Bibles for Cubans. Apr'62:47
Global highlights. Apr'63:4
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'69:5
Two weeks in Cuba. Feb'72:25
CUBA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Reading for grownups. Feb'61:10
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5
CUBANS IN THE UNITED STATES
Global highlights. Feb'61:4
Homeless on our doorstep. Feb'62:18
Global highlights.
Apr'62:6 May'62:4 Feb'63:6
Cuban refugees--an opportunity. Jul'63:32
Global highlights. Oct'63:6
(photo) Nov'64:front cover
The cover. Nov'64:inside front cover
In search of freedom. Nov'64:21
Global highlights. May'66:5
CUCKLER, VIRGINIA
(photo) Sep'46:26
CUCKOO, VIRGINIA. GILBOA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The threshold. Jun'33:2
CUENCA, AUGUSTIN
Steppingstone in Paraguay. Oct'60:31
Cueni, R. Robert, 1942-
Letters. Nov'67:43
Cueva, Jose M., 1888-1966 (married to Tita Aranda Cueva)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'37:38
CUEVA, JOSE M., 1888-1966
It is worth while. Mar'24:43
Always stood by his side. Jun'24:41
(photo) Jun'24:60           Jul'24:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
Program helps. Aug'25:48
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
(photo) Sep'30:10      Nov'35:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
(photo) Feb'43:10
CUEVA, PETRA
(photo) Feb'43:10
CUEVA, TITA ARANDA, 1887-1981 (married to Jose M. Cueva)
Always stood by his side. Jun'24:41
(photo) Jun'24:60
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
(photo) Nov'35:23
Culberson, Gerald, 1879-1953 (married to Mary Syme Culberson)
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40
CULBERSON, GERALD, 1879-1953
(photo) Mar'24:43
CULBERSON, MARY SYME, 1878-1967 (married to Gerald Culberson)
(photo) Mar'24:43
CULBERSON, RUTH
(photo) Jul'23:7
CULBERTSON, JUDI. GAMES CHRISTIANS PLAY
New books. May'69:28
CULBRETH, J MARVIN. PATHWAYS TO THE ABUNDANT LIFE
Speaking of books. May'34:33
CULION, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
At the Culion Leper Colony. Dec'22:17
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41
CULL, ALLEN WILSON
(photo) Jul'23:9
CULL, GEORGE RUSSELL
(photo) Jul'23:9
CULL, MALLIE MILLER (married to Ophir Kirk Cull)
Beneath the spire. Nov'49:4
CULL, OPHIR KIRK, 1887-1952 (married to Mallie Miller Cull)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'49:4
In memoriam. Jan'53:37
Cullen, Countee
Simon the Cyrenian speaks (poem) Sep'26:10
Scandal and gossip (poem) May'28:64
(untitled poem) May'28:64
(untitled poem) Jun'28:64
CULLEN, COUNTEE P
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
quoted. The last page. Jul'26:64
CULLER, (married to Arthur J. Culler)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22
Culler, Arthur Jerome, 1883-1946
A faithful Badwelli and his church. Feb'22:8
CULLER, ARTHUR JEROME, 1883-1946
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Jan'26:42     Mar'29:40
(photo) Sep'37:5
CULLER, S L
  (photo) Dec'44:23
CULLINS, (married to Arch E. Cullins)
  (photo) Oct'29:23
CULLMAN, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. May'20:59
Prejudice changed to respect (photo) Sep'21:39
CULLY, KENDIG BRUBAKER. DOES THE CHURCH KNOW HOW TO TEACH?
  New books. Feb'71:28
CULP, RUTH
  (photo) Nov'27:24
CULP, S B
  (photo) Mar'24:39
CULTS
  Ahead of the headlines. May'70:5          Jul'70:5
CULTURAL INFORMATION SERVICE (NEW YORK)
  Valuable service looks at culture. Sep'72:44
  Brother Sun, Sister Moon. May'73:26
Culver, Alice
  Churches change a city. Nov'54:27
Culver, Elsie Thomas
  It blesseth him that gives and him that takes. Sep'43:23
  Time for a miracle. Jan'46:46
  Sins of the fathers. Feb'46:30
  Pick up supper. May'46:39
  My neighbors' children. Jun'46:23
  The hope of Pentecost. Jun'52:8
CULVER, ELSIE THOMAS
  (photo) Nov'45:27
CULVER, ELSIE THOMAS. NEW CHURCH PROGRAMS WITH THE AGED
  Book chat. Sep'61:24
CULVER, ELSIE THOMAS. WOMEN IN THE WORLD OF RELIGION
  New books. Sep'67:38
CULVER, HELEN
  Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
CULVER, MARY ELIZABETH, 1841-1935 (married to L. L. Culver)
  (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
CULVER STOCKTON COLLEGE
  The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
    Jan'23:38     Mar'24:57     Mar'26:52     Apr'28:41
    May'23:53    Sep'24:51     Jun'26:57     Jun'28:43
    Feb'24:52   Aug'25:52     Jan'28:42     Mar'29:40
  Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
  (photo) Jan'21:15
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Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:56
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:14
(photo) Jan'22:15
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:39
(photo) Jan'23:11
Carl Johann (photo) Jan'23:24
A deputation team from Culver Stockton. Jan'23:53
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:14
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:12
(photo of students) Jan'26:17
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
College songs! Jan'29:32
(photo of "pep" team) Sep'29:front cover
Our cover. Sep'29:1
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:9 (photos p. 10)
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43
Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:32 (photo of "Razzers" p. 33)
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
(photo of archery practice) Jan'31:8
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
(photo of ministerial group) Sep'31:33
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
Our college colors fly from the educational vanguard. Jan'32:7
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33 (photo of band p. 32)
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
(photo of the Glee Club) Mar'32:31
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:31
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:9
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:33
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32
Activities of our colleges (photo of men's glee club) Apr'34:33
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:43
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
News of our colleges. Apr'35:45
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:33
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33
College commencements. Jul'35:45
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mary'36:45
From our colleges. Apr'36:30 Jun'36:34
College commencements. Jul'36:45
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:31 (photo p. 28)
College activities. Feb'37:32
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:33
Women and world highways. Jun'37:35
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
A new President for an old college. Jan'38:8
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31
News from our colleges. May'38:31
College activities. Jun'38:33
College summer events. Sep'38:31
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:31
Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
College notes. Mar'39:43
Busy days for our colleges (photo of new dormitory) Apr'39:32
College commencements. Jul'39:29
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
College notes. Nov'39:32
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
College notes. Jan'40:22
College notes and news. May'40:33
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33
Campus news. Nov'40:33
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
News from the college campus. Feb'41:31
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33,45
College and university news. Sep'41:31
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
(photo of Henderson Hall) Jan'42:front cover
The threshold. Jan'42:2
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:35
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:32
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
(photo of receipt of portrait of H. B. Robison) May'42:32
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:32
Classroom and campus.

Oct'42:32 Nov'42:30 Dec'42:33
To him that asketh. Jan'43:16

Classroom and campus.

Jan'43:29       Jun'44:27       Apr'45:26       May'46:30
Apr'43:33       Jul'44:27       Oct'45:26       Sep'46:33
May'43:30       Sep'44:27       Nov'45:24       Oct'46:31
Jan'44:25       Nov'44:24       Mar'46:30       Dec'46:30
Apr'44:24       Mar'45:26

(photo of students) Jan'47:8

Classroom and campus.

Jan'47:30       May'47:32       Nov'47:28
Feb'47:31       Jun'47:32       Dec'47:29
Jan'48:30 (photo of wives and children of students)
Apr'48:29       Dec'48:32       Jun'49:30
May'48:31       Jan'49:30       Sep'49:32
Jul'48:31

Classroom and campus.

Feb'50:33       Apr'50:33       Jul'50:33       Dec'50:31

Global highlights. Jan'51:2

Classroom and campus.

Jan'51:31       Oct'51:30       Apr'53:29       Sep'52:32
Mar'51:31       Nov'51:29       May'52:28       Nov'52:30
Apr'51:30       Dec'51:31       Jun'52:30       Feb'53:30
Jul'51:30       Jan'52:30       Jul'52:32       Apr'53:30
Sep'51:32       Mar'52:30

Global highlights. Jun'53:3

Classroom and campus.

Oct'53:30       Jun'54:32       Mar'55:35       Sep'55:30
Nov'53:30       Jul'54:34       May'55:31       Oct'55:30
Jan'54:29       Jan'55:33       Jul'55:30       Dec'55:34
Apr'54:37       Feb'55:30

Twelve Disciples schools recieve large Ford grants.

Classroom and campus.

Feb'56:26 (photo of new pulpit Bible p. 33)
Mar'56:29       Jul'56:30       Sep'56:32       Oct'56:30
Apr'56:30
Nov'56:30 (photo of Missouri high school youth p. 31)
Dec'56:32       Jan'57:28       Feb'57:31
(photo of honorees) Apr'57:30
May'57:28

Classroom and campus.

Jun'57:34       Sep'57:30       Nov'57:30
Jul'57:30       Oct'57:30       Dec'57:34

Classroom and campus.

Jan'58:28
Feb'58:32 (photo of dedication of new chapel p. 33)
Mar'58:34       Jun'58:32       Oct'58:32
Apr'58:32       Jul'58:36       Nov'58:32
May'58:32       Sep'58:37       Dec'58:32

Classroom and campus.

Jan'59:27
Jan'59:36
(photo of honor scholarship winners) Feb'59:36
Mar'59:30 Jun'59:34 Sep'59:34 Dec'59:34
Apr'59:34 Jul'59:36 Nov'59:32
(photo of students) Jan'60:front cover
Classroom and campus.
Mar'60:30
Apr'60:32 (photo of commencement speakers p. 33)
May'60:30 Jul'60:36 Oct'60:34
Jun'60:34 Sep'60:34 Dec'60:32
(photo of chapel) Jan'61:15
Classroom and campus.
(drawing of campus) Jan'61:29
Jan'61:28 Mar'61:36 May'61:30 Jul'61:34
Feb'61:30 Apr'61:32 Jun'61:34
(photo of groundbreaking) Sep'61:29
Oct'61:32 Jan'62:30 Apr'62:32
Nov'61:30 Feb'62:32 May'62:34
Dec'61:30 Mar'62:32 Jun'62:34
Jul'62:34 (photo of three Presidents p. 35)
Sep'62:34
Missouri laymen learn to lead. Oct'62:22
Classroom and campus. Nov'62:36
Global highlights. Jan'63:4
Classroom and campus.
Jan'63:32 Feb'63:34
(photo of awarding of honorary degrees) Apr'63:34
May'63:34 Jul'63:36 Nov'63:34
Jun'63:34 Sep'63:33 Dec'63:34
It's never too late to learn! Jan'64:18
Classroom and campus.
Jan'64:35 Mar'64:34 Apr'64:34
(photo of Founders' Day Convocation) May'64:36
Jun'64:34 Jul'64:37
(photo of construction of Alexander Campbell Auditorium) Dec'64:35
Jan'65:32 Oct'65:35 Jul'66:34 Jun'67:34
Feb'65:32 Nov'65:32 Sep'66:34 Jul'67:34
Mar'65:34 Dec'65:34 Oct'66:34 Oct'67:34
Apr'65:34 Jan'66:32 Dec'66:35 Nov'67:34
May'65:34 Feb'66:35 Jan'67:34 Dec'67:34
Jun'65:34 Mar'66:32 Feb'67:34 Apr'68:34
Jul'65:34 Apr'66:34 Mar'67:34 Jun'68:34
Sep'65:36 Jun'66:34 Apr'67:35 Jul'68:34
Degrees and awards granted. Sep'68:35
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34
Higher education in the past half-century (photo of cheerleaders) Jan'69:37
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:8
Students do. Mar'71:18
In brief. Mar'71:41 May'73:41
World events. Nov'73:41
CUMBERLAND, ALFRA
(death) Jun'24:57
CUMBERLAND HOMESTEAD HOUSE (CROSSVILLE, TENNESSEE)
(photo) Oct'36:19
CUMBERLAND, MARYLAND. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join home plan. Jul'59:49
Adults and mission. Mar'64:40
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
CUMINGS, EDGARD C
Classroom and campus. Jul'52:33
CUMMINGS, A B
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:54
CUMMINGS, ABBIE, -1951
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
CUMMINGS, ANNA E
In memoriam. Mar'33:39
Cummings, C C
Make room for youth. Sep'33:6
Cummings, Clark Walker, -1950
CUMMINGS, CLARK WALKER, -1950
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:62
(photo) Mar'24:43
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
(photo) Dec'24:34
(photo) Sep'33:4
What pastors are doing. Mar'34:1
quoted. Circulation corner. May'36:1
Drake Lecturers named. Dec'43:6
(death) Global highlights. Mar'50:4
CUMMINGS, F ELSIE
quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'50:4
CUMMINGS, FANNIE, -1948
In memoriam. Sep'48:37
CUMMINGS, FRANCIS MARION, 1848-1935
Our fifty year club of preachers (photo) Jul'25:12
CUMMINGS, FRANK
Update on the National Convocation of the Christian Church
(photo) Nov'70:23
CUMMINGS, NANCY J., -1961
In memoriam. Jun'61:39
CUMMINGS, OLIVER DeW.
quoted. Said at ICRE meeting. Apr'46:44
CUMMINS, CLAUDE EDWIN, 1897-1956 (married to Alta Adams Cummins)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Claude E. Cummins (photo) Jul'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
In memoriam. May'56:35
(death) News room. May'56:38
CUMMINS, DANIEL NEAL
Global highlights. Nov'66:6
CUMMINS, EARL EVERETT
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
CUMMINS, MARGARET, -1957
In memoriam. Apr'57:35
CUNA INDIANS
Easter in drama and art (photo of Ascension of Christ print)
Apr'71:27
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CUNDIFF, (MRS. W. N.)
  quoted. Last column. Oct'59:50
CUNDIFF, NORMA
  Classroom and campus. Jul'49:31
CUNDIFF, PAUL A
  Classroom and campus.
  Mar'49:33   Mar'53:30   Oct'53:31
CUNNINGGIM, MERRIMON. FREEDOM'S HOLY LIGHT
  Book chat. Dec'55:24
CUNNINGHAM, (married to James B. Cunningham)
  In memorium. Sep'40:39
CUNNINGHAM, ARETAS
  They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
CUNNINGHAM, CURTIS
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'65:35
Cunningham, David Orville, 1875-1920
  (married to Jennie Runner Cunningham)
  How America looks from India. Jul'19:20
  Look on the fields. Feb'21:inside front cover
CUNNINGHAM, DAVID ORVILLE, 1875-1920
  Seeking recruits (photo) Apr'19:53
  (photo) Aug'19:27   Dec'19:46
  F.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:30
  Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
  (photo) Feb'21:2
  D. O. Cunningham. Feb'21:4
  They sleep—and call. Mar'22:6
Cunningham, Dick
  Letters. May'70:4
Cunningham, Effie L. Harris, 1869-1945
  (married to Willis M. Cunningham)
  The outreach of organized womanhood. Dec'23:22
  Always stood by his side. Jun'24:41
  They helped with the foundation. Jul'24:22
  What is Woman's Day? Dec'25:13
  Indiana Welcome Day. Jan'29:58
  Mrs. W. O. Darnall. Sep'30:31
CUNNINGHAM, EFFIE L. HARRIS, 1869-1945
  (photo) Aug'19:26   Jun'20:48
  Change, change, change. Sep'20:1
  (photo) Aug'21:42
  Willis M. Cunningham. Mar'22:9
  Conference on Bible work in State Universities (photo)
  Nov'22:34
  Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
  (photo) Dec'25:2
  Mrs. Cunningham resigns. Dec'25:46
  Fifteen years of world-service. Aug'26:23
  (photo) Jan'28:32   Dec'28:43
  Indiana Day becomes an institution. Dec'29:59
  (photo) Nov'34:26
  Convention glimpses. Nov'34:30
  (photo) Jan'39:6
  News room. Mar'45:28
A woman of humility and faith (photo) Sep'45:12 quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:33
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'48:33
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12

CUNNINGHAM, ELLA
(death) Nov'23:49

Cunningham, Gerald, 1936-
Bail or jail, is the church concerned? May'72:28

CUNNINGHAM, GERALD, 1936-
For Christ's sake (photo) Jul'66:19
Disciples in the news. Oct'68:8
In brief. Sep'69:38 Mar'70:38 Feb'71:42
(photo) Sep'73:33
In brief. Sep'73:40

CUNNINGHAM, HARRY
(photo) Sep'39:31

CUNNINGHAM, HAZEL MAE, 1908-
(photo) Aug'19:27 Jun'23:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42

CUNNINGHAM, HERBERT
(photo) Sep'39:31

CUNNINGHAM, HILDA MARIE
See PERKHEISER, HILDA MARIE CUNNINGHAM

CUNNINGHAM, J. FRANK
Again--the independent missionary. Jan'40:4

Cunningham, J W
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49

CUNNINGHAM, JACOB
News room. Nov'47:30
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36,37

CUNNINGHAM, JAMES
(photo) Nov'27:6

Cunningham, Jennie Runner, 1879-1939
(married to David Orville Cunningham)
A day with the Bible in India. Dec'20:13
An appreciation. Aug'32:21

CUNNINGHAM, JENNIE RUNNER, 1879-1939
(photo) Aug'19:27 Dec'19:46
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
D. O. Cunningham. Feb'21:4
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(death) Mar'22:9
(photo) Oct'22:5 Jun'23:22
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
(photo) Jan'27:40
Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
(death) Feb'40:47
(death)...their mother. Mar'40:30
To mother (poem) Mar'40:30
(1927 photo) Jun'59:40

Cunningham, Jo
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38

CUNNINGHAM, JOHN ROOD, 1891-
(photo) Mar'45:17
CUNNINGHAM, LEIGH AUGUST, 1884-1961 (married to Eliza Cunningham)  
(photo) Mar'24:51  
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'53:4

CUNNINGHAM, RICHARD GLENN
  Californian directs youth education (photo) Feb'69:36  
  World events. Apr'70:36  
  In brief. Jan'71:43  
  (photo) Feb'72:37  
  In brief. Feb'73:40

CUNNINGHAM, RUTH  
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42

CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM DAYTON, 1864-1936  
  (married to Emily Blackstone Boyd Cunningham)  
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32

CUNNINGTON,  (married to John Cunnington)
  (photo) Apr'73:26

CUNNINGTON, JOHN  
  (photo) Apr'73:26

CUPP, LOUIS S., 1874-  
  (photo) Jan'25:35  
  May'25:39
  In memoriam. May'41:39

Cuppy, Autie Carrol, 1918- (married to Vera Grace Cuppy)
  We're glad we came to Congo. Jan'53:10
  A Congo journal. Feb'55:27
  Echoes from everywhere.  
    Oct'55:32  Jul'57:34  Feb'58:36
  Where are tomorrow's ministers? Jun'60:15
  Project Equality--one means of reconciliation. Jul'69:16

CUPPY, AUTIE CARROL, 1918-  
  (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Nov'49:3
  (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:35
  (photo) Jan'53:10
  Classroom and campus. Feb'54:32
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'54:34
  We serve the village churches as a family (photo) Oct'56:27
  News room. May'59:40  Sep'62:40

CUPPY, DWIGHT ERNEST, 1951-  
  (birth) News room. May'51:47
  (photo) Jun'54:10
  And a little child shall lead them (photo) Jun'55:27

CUPPY, JAMES NEGLEY, 1956-  
  (birth) News room. Dec'56:40
  Missionaries' baby receives new "name" (photo) Jun'57:32

CUPPY, PETER  
  (photo) Jun'54:10

CUPPY, PHILIP CRAIG, 1960-  
  (birth) News room. Oct'60:40

CUPPY, RON  
  Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

Cuppy, Vera Grace, 1922- (married to Autie Carrol Cuppy)
  We're glad we came to Congo. Jan'53:10
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'54:34
  And a little child shall lead them. Jun'55:27
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32  Jun'56:38
  We serve the village churches as a family. Oct'56:27
  New women of Congo. Feb'57:44
Echoes from everywhere.

Oct'57:34  Nov'57:34  Jan'58:32  Feb'58:36
Elephants in my garden. Oct'58:48
The new magic. Jul'60:43
Aoubt "persons of special need." Jun'62:41

CUPPY, VERA GRACE, 1922-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Nov'49:3
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:35
(photo) Jan'53:10  Oct'54:34  Jun'55:27
quoted. Children's needs cannot wait. Jun'58:11

CURE, (married to Harry L. Cure), -1946
In memoriam. Nov'46:37

CUREAU, A L
quoted. With healing in its beams. Jul'22:17

CURLESS, CHRISTINE GRANT
quoted. Last column. Apr'55:48

CURRAN, (MRS. J. H.)
In memoriam. Dec'27:48

CURRAN, HENRY H
Listening in on the world. May'31:24

CURRANCE, C BURTLE, -1958 (married to Dale Ellis Currance)
(marriage) Global highlights (photo) Jan'46:2
(death) News room. Dec'58:34

Currance, Dale Ellis, 1893-1967 (married to C. Burtle Currance)
Just girls. Nov'22:53
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:50,62
Baguio. Aug'24:37
The world--my neighbor. Aug'27:45
Years and changes. Feb'30:45
American adventure. Mar'35:10
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jun'35:38
Lifeless and living treasurers. Jul'35:38
Devotional study for missionary societies.

Oct'35:39  Nov'35:38
What did I get for Christmas? Jan'36:inside front cover
For God and country. Apr'36:10
Looking backward--from 1960. May'36:25
Home missions begins at home. Apr'37:5
They are seven. Apr'38:7
President Ervin finishes his course. Oct'38:28
Two decades of home missions. Jan'39:34
Women and world highways. Mar'39:35
That they may all be one. Apr'39:4
L. Madge Smith retires. Sep'39:19
Devotional study for missionary societies. Feb'40:38
I belong to a world church. Jun'40:9
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Home missions keeps on keeping on. Apr'44:10
All People's Church and Community Center. Dec'44:19
Building beauty into institutions. Apr'45:8

CURRANCE, DALE ELLIS, 1893-1967
Student evangelization at Laoag. Jun'21:57
(photo) Mar'22:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:62
(photo) Jul'23:17  Aug'23:22
quoted. When children broadcast the Gospel. Jun'26:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
(photo) Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
New worker in home missions (photo) Dec'34:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33 Jan'35:33
quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International
Convention... Nov'35:24
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Nov'35:40 May'36:43 Jun'38:42
(photo) Nov'38:7 Nov'39:25 Dec'39:15
Team on wheels (photo) Nov'40:15
(photo) Sep'42:39 Nov'42:24 Nov'44:20
(marriage) Global highlights (photo) Jan'46:2
In memoriam. Nov'67:36
CURRICULUM AND PROGRAM COUNCIL
(last meeting) In brief. Jul'70:39
CURRICULUM--RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
See
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION--CURRICULUM
CURRIE, EVA G
Bequests for Pensions. Oct'32:46
Currie, Isabel MacNeil
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59
CURRIE, JAMES
quoted. Last column. Jul'59:50
Currier, Raymond P
Katsina Christmas. Dec'48:28
CURLIN, BEVERLY M. IF A MAN IS TO LIVE
New books. Jul'69:28
CURRY, (married to Allen D. Curry)
In memoriam. Dec'39:37
CURRY, (married to Thomas L. Curry)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'59:34
CURRY, BRUCE. SPEAKING OF RELIGION
Book chat. Jun'35:23
CURRY, ELLA
In memoriam. Nov'41:39
CURRY, EVA B., -1949
In memoriam. Jan'50:39
Curry, Pauline
Guest day with one circle. Jun'27:49
CURRY, RICHARD
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23
CURRY, RUTH SKINNER, 1909- (married to Alfred B. Curry)
News room. Nov'58:37
Global highlights (photo) Apr'60:7
CURRY, YOLANDA
Youth help church see its world ministry (photo) May'73:16
CURTISON, FRED S
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
CURTIS, (MRS. B. R.) -1954
(death) News room. Jun'54:41
CURTIS, C. J. CONTEMPORARY PROTESTANT THOUGHT
New books. Jul'70:28
Curtis, Charles Cecil, 1877-1964
Successful meeting at Moscow. Jul'34:47
CURTIS, FRANCIS J
quoted. Last column. Jun'54:48
CURTIS, J. E., -1924
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'24:34
CURTIS, JESSIE, -1943
In memoriam. Mar'43:39
CURTIS, MYRA ANN JENNINGS
In memoriam. Mar'38:39
Curtis, Oliver L., 1873-
Notes. Dec'19:63
CURTIS, OLIVER L., 1873-
Notes. Jun'20:59
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
CURTIS, ORRIN, -1951
In memoriam. May'51:37
CURTIS, PATSEY
In memoriam. Feb'44:33
CURTIS, PAUL B
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:11
Curit, Roy E
Message. Jul'19:52
CURTISS, PHEBE A. WHITE GIFTS FOR THE KING
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
CUSHING, (married to Charles Cushing)
In memoriam. Apr'44:36
CUSHING, MARJORIE
News room. Jan'46:38
CUSHING, RICHARD CARDINAL
In brief. Jun'69:39
CUSHING, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join home plan. Mar'59:46
A better picture of world mission. Jul'73:28
CUSHMAN, EMMA D
quoted. America's underwritten mandatory. Jan'21:49
CUSHMAN, MARY FLOYD. MISSIONARY DOCTOR
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Cushman, Ralph Spaulding
The glorious minority. Oct'54:43
CUSHMAN, RALPH SPAULDING. I HAVE A STEWARDSHIP
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
CUSHMAN, RALPH SPAULDING. MEDITATIONS AND VERSE
Book chat. Jul'52:44
CUSHMAN, RALPH SPAULDING. THE MESSAGE OF STEWARDSHIP
Book chat. Feb'47:23
CUSHMAN, RALPH SPAULDING. MORE HILLTOP VERSES AND PRAYERS
Book chat. Apr'49:40
Custer, Laura H
The spirit of union. Jul'27:51
CUSTER-MILLER, BERTHA
(death) Aug'20:31
CUSTODIANS
See
JANITORS
Cutbirth, Jack W
Letters. Jan'70:41
CUTHBERT, MARION. WE SING AMERICA
Book chat. Oct'36:43
CUTHRELL, GEORGE FREDERICK, 1881-1962
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      May'24:54   Aug'24:57
   Global highlights. Feb'52:2
CUTLER, TOM
   From athlete to amputee (photos) May'62:23
CUTLIP, MARY
   Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
Cutlip, Randall Brower, 1916-
   Letters. Jun'71:4
CUTLIP, RANDALL BROWER, 1916-
   Classroom and campus.
      Sep'53:29   Sep'55:30   Jun'59:34
      Nov'53:30   Jul'58:36
   Global highlights. Jul'60:6
   Classroom and campus. May'62:35
CUTSINGER, DONALD R
   In brief. Oct'70:42
CUTSINGER, REBA, -1959 (married to Clarence Cutsinger)
   In memoriam. Sep'59:37
CUTTENBARGER, JULIA
   In memoriam. Mar'34:40
CUTTER, FRED P
   News from our colleges (photo) Jul'41:32
CYBERNETICS
   Social trends. Jun'63:18
   Ahead of the headlines. Jun'67:4
CYRUS, JOHN
   (photo) Dec'30:41   Mar'34:34
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
   In the midst of Revolution. Sep'27:9
   A cycle of kindness. Nov'27:17
   Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
   The threshold. Jan'44:2
   Editorial correspondence. Dec'45:4
   ...7 years after Munich. Apr'46:21
   Who erected the Iron Curtain? Nov'46:6
   Women and world highways. Jan'47:33
   Global highlights. Apr'47:3
   Lifting the Iron Curtain. May'47:29
   Global highlights. Feb'48:2   Mar'48:2
   Poky Puppy has a new home. Mar'48:26
   Land of Hus, Masaryk and Benes. Apr'48:6
   Once in three hundred years. Apr'48:8
   Global highlights.
      Sep'48:2   Oct'48:2   Jan'49:4
   Where laymen hold the key. Jul'50:5
   Global highlights. Dec'50:2
   Sunday morning in Prague. Jan'64:19
   Global highlights. Oct'68:7
D

DABBS, JAMES McBRIDE. THE SOUTHERN HERITAGE
 Book chat. Jul'59:43

DABNEY, (married to Vaughn Dabney)
 Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:2

DABNEY, ELEANOR HOYT. MY HEART AN ALTAR
 Holt makes study of African place-names. Feb'60:45

DABNEY, JOSEPH DILLARD, 1867-1922
 (death) Jan'23:58

DABNEY, VAUGHN
 Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:2

DABNEY, VIRGINIUS
 Classroom and campus. Dec'45:30

DACUS, MELVIN O (married to Katy Dacus)
 Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'62:8

DADALAKITEN, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
 Echoes from everywhere. Dec'32:38

Dade, Barbara Bates (married to Edgar Paul Dade)
 Capital for the Congo. Mar'60:19

DADE, BARBARA BATES
 News room. Sep'50:38
 An expanding ministry (photo) Dec'52:18

DADE, EDGAR PAUL (married to Barbara Bates Dade)
 News room. Sep'50:38
 An expanding ministry (photo) Dec'52:18
 Bolenge--the little church that wouldn't stop growing
 (photo) Nov'53:22

DADY, ROBERT
 quoted. Last column. Jun'51:48

DAEPP, IRENE
 See
 MILLS, IRENE DAEPP

DAFFRON, HARRIET. NEARER TO THEE
 Book chat. Nov'56:39

DAGADU, PETER KWEI, -1960
 Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:3
 (death) Global highlights. Sep'60:7

DAGAT, PREM SHANKAR
 What they are thinking in Damoh. Aug'29:28

DAGAUNKER, NARAIN
 Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49

DAGGETT, ROBERT FROST
 Board of Education and work of our colleges.
 Mar'25:52    Apr'27:56

Dahilig, Juan Fernandez, 1906-
 First aid to the church. Jul'27:45

DAHL, GORDON J.
 Global highlights. Nov'68:7

DAHL, LENA, -1952
 In memoriam. Sep'52:35

DAHL, NILS A
 Classroom and campus. Feb'67:35

Dahlberg, Edwin Theodore, 1892-
 Light for a blinded world. Feb'58:50
Hate and fate in the Middle East. Jan'59:15
The larger patriotism. Jul'59:30

DAHLBERG, EDWIN THEODORE, 1892-
News room. Jan'44:34
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'45:inside front cover
Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:2
Massive reconciliation. Feb'58:9
Offices filled (photo) Feb'58:28
Global highlights. Mar'58:5
Disciples and the church universal (photo) Dec'58:28
NCC President visits troops. Jan'59:54
Global highlights. Jun'59:7
What kind of light? Dec'59:10
NCC President urges increased overseas aid. Oct'60:50
The aging can be militant, too! Mar'73:21

DAHLBERG, EDWIN T. HERALD OF THE EVANGEL
New books. Jan'66:40

DAHLBERG, EDWIN T. IN THE UNITY OF THE FAITH
Book chat. Nov'60:26

DAHLBERG, EDWIN T. THIS IS THE RIM OF EAST ASIA
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40

DAHLIN, CLIFFORD E
Christian love, one to another (photo) Nov'49:37

DAHLSTROM, TRYGVE
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:9

DAI, DINA
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51

DAIL, SUE
In memoriam. Feb'37:39

DAILEY, FLORENCE
Memorium. Mar'35:39

DAILEY, KATIE LOU KELLISON (married to Warren Dailey)
(marriage) News room. Jan'43:41

DAILEY, STARR. RELEASE
Book chat. May'42:23

DAILEY, WARREN (married to Katie Lou Kellison)
(marriage) News room. Jan'43:41

DAILEY, WAYNE O
Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:2

DAINES, J
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6

DAJAOS, PUERTO RICO
What the Gospel has done in Dajaos. Apr'23:44
(photo of church) Nov'23:16
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jan'24:60 Apr'24:60 Jul'25:56 Sep'28:33
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:15
Global highlights (photo of inside of church) Dec'59:7

DALAI LAMA
Visiting Tibet's "God-Kin." Dec'59:29

Dalbey, J H
Faith justified at Highland Park, Chattanooga. Feb'21:44

DALBEY, MARY L P
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55

DALDALIQUITAN, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32
Dale, Edna Pauline, 1874-1965
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:60
Bible teachers training schol for women, Nanking, China.
Feb'21:45
The past year at the Bible Teachers' Training School for
Women, Nanking
China. Jan'23:60
Chinese students go afield. Aug'23:55
Learning to do by doing. Jul'24:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40
DALE, EDNA PAULINE, 1874-1965
(photo) Jul'25:51
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'27:56 Jul'29:43 Aug'30:33
(death) Global highlights. Jun'65:7
In memoriam. Jun'65:49
DALE, JACK B., -1955 (married to Mary Mondy Dale)
(marriage) News room. May'44:28
(death) News room. Jan'56:38
DALE, LELIA HARRIS, -1950
In memoriam. Dec'50:37
DALE, MARY
Conversations with a journalist in Argentina (photo)
Oct'56:13
Dale, Mary Mondy (married to Jack B. Dale)
A creed for missionary societies. Oct'27:49
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
Finding the need in home missions. Apr'59:23
Home missions in a changing land. Sep'60:15
Adults and mission. Jan'62:36
Revolution in home missions. Jul'62:14
DALE, MARY MONDY
(photo) Feb'43:11
News room. (photo) Mar'43:34 May'43:34
(marriage) News room. May'44:28
Beacon lights across America (photo) Apr'57:11
(photo) Jan'58:24
They work for you. Feb'58:21
Global highlights. Jun'60:4
(photo) Sep'60:15
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'60:33
An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:7
(photo) Jan'68:43
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Feb'71:40
DALE, ROSE HART
(photo) Dec'39:15
DALE HOLLOW LAKE (TENNESSEE)
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
DALE HOLLOW LARGER PARISH (TENNESSEE)
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
News room. Dec'47:30
The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:15
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
For adult missionary study. Sep'50:35
A larger parish at work (map) Nov'50:16
News room. May'51:38
For adult mission study. Oct'51:34 Sep'56:36
Youth and missions (photo of youth) Jul'59:41
First step: census. Nov'62:26

DALEVILLE, INDIANA
A venture in interchurch cooperation (map) Oct'42:8

DALGES, EGGERT
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30

DALI, SALVADOR. "THE CRUCIFIXION" (PAINTING)
The crucifixion (photo) Mar'67:29
Letters. Jun'67:inside front cover

Dallas, Donald
Where students mobilize for the church. Jan'32:10
Dallas, Marguerite (married to Rex R. Dallas)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:37

DALLAS, REX R.
quoted. Crusade progress. Dec'50:21

DALLAS, WILLIAM OTIS, 1882-1941 (married to Mary Alberta Dallas)
(photo) Mar'24:41
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

DALLAS CASTLE, JAMAICA
They built a church in five weeks (photos of New Bethel Church) Nov'53:10
Jamaica mission nears centennial (photo of New Bethel Church) May'56:19

DALLAS, TEXAS
What church erection has meant to Dallas. Aug'23:28
Business men provide camp facilities for Texas orphans. Aug'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
(photo of skyline) Sep'66:front cover

DALLAS, TEXAS. CASA VIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Together we build (photo) Apr'54:11

DALLAS, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The threshold. May'33:2
Circulation corner. Nov'41:inside front cover
A little church within a church (photos) Jun'43:15
Down to "brass tacks" in Decade of Decision. Sep'60:18

DALLAS, TEXAS. COCHRAN STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29

DALLAS, TEXAS. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Nov'50:3

DALLAS, TEXAS. DENLEY DRIVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1963. May'64:44

DALLAS, TEXAS. EAST DALLAS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'19:59
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:59
Great offering from a great church. Feb'24:41
Hoping it may prove contagious. Mar'24:56
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:18
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:50
A stewardship week in Dallas. Jan'27:62
All from Texas. Jan'28:47
An enthusiastic World Call secretary. Jun'33:1
Circulation corner (photo of members) Nov'36:1
Gleaned from the Year Book. Feb'38:18
A hospital unit gift. Nov'39:28
The threshold. Jan'40:2 Feb'44:2
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23
(photos of church school classes) Jul'53:17,19
Equipping the educational building (photos of educational building) Jul'53:21
Last column. Apr'56:48

DALLAS, TEXAS. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:35

DALLAS, TEXAS. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45

DALLAS, TEXAS. GREENVILLE AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Summer Christmas trees. Oct'34:46
Here and there with World Call. Sep'52:48
Reconciliation through crafts (photos of children) Nov'69:20

DALLAS, TEXAS. HIGHLANDS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April - June, 1959. Nov'59:30

DALLAS, TEXAS. MIDWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40

DALLAS, TEXAS. MIDWAY HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church that specializes (photos) Apr'73:5

DALLAS, TEXAS. MOUNT AUBURN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29
All from Texas (photo of Woman's Council) Jan'28:47

DALLAS, TEXAS. NORTH DALLAS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29

DALLAS, TEXAS. NORTHWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Oct'64:64
Reconciliation is shaped by persons (photo of block partners) Apr'69:12

DALLAS, TEXAS. OAK CLIFF CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29
What are tidal moments for? Apr'30:4

DALLAS, TEXAS. OAK LAWN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Using the best number. Apr'27:56

DALLAS, TEXAS. PLEASANT GROVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Apr'63:4

DALLAS, TEXAS. ROSEMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29
Schools of missions -- why and how? Oct'60:21

DALLAS, TEXAS. ROSS AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29

DALLAS, TEXAS. SOUTH DALLAS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A house of God... (photo) Apr'19:44
What church erection has meant to Dallas (photo) Aug'23:29

DALLAS, TEXAS. URBANDALE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches among Disciples (photo) Feb'46:17

DALLAS, TEXAS. WESTERN HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Key to new church's progress in creative membership (photo of worship service) Sep'65:22

DALLIN, CYRUS E. "THE APPEAL TO THE GREAT SPIRIT" (STATUE)
(photo) May'24:front cover

DALRYMPE, NELLA BLEE ANDERSON
In memoriam. Mar'44:33

DALTON, (married to John Dalton)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22

DALTON, HELEN M., 1894-1975 (married to John Bruce Dalton)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'36:1
DALTON, JOHN
Well, here we are again! Mar'47:18
DALTON, JOHN BRUCE, 1894-1978 (married to Helen M. Dalton)
(note) Mar'29:35
DALTON, W L
(photo) Mar'24:30
DALUEGE, KURT
Maggots of hate. Dec'46:22
D'AMATO, GUY ALBERT. PORTRAITS OF IDEAS
Book chat. May'47:42
DAME, C H
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
Damel, (Mrs. C. C.)
Letters. Nov'67:43
DAMEWOOD, PRISCILLA A
(death) Aug'25:50
DAMOH, INDIA
Damoh boys and play. Jan'19:40
Notes. Apr'19:66 Aug'19:48,49 Sep'19:49
Jun'19:64
The healing of India. Dec'19:20
Notes. Jan'20:64 Feb'20:60
(photo of church) May'20:32
News from home. May'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
Notes. Sep'20:60 Oct'20:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61 Jan'21:61 Feb'21:60
I thought you might be interested. Mar'21:46
(photo of Orphanage) Apr'21:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:58
Deepening the spiritual life of the Damoh church. Aug'22:43
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
(photo) Oct'22:17
A Hindu wedding in Damoh. Dec'22:46
A Christian Endeavor in Damoh (photos) Jan'23:46
A bird's eye view of the Damoh Orphanage. Mar'23:47
The Doctor Miss Sahib is gone. Apr'23:30
Dr. Mary McGavran. May'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:56
From the India news letter. Nov'23:52
Sowing the seed. Dec'23:44
Scouting in India. Dec'23:53
A challenge from the mission field (photo) Jan'24:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:49,55
Gathering in the waife (photo of Orphanage) Mar'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:53,64
The real remedy. Jul'24:41
After many years. Jul'24:55
Alfred Aleppa ordained at Damoh. Jul'24:59
When we came to the baptismal water. Sep'24:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49 Nov'24:59
Work and worship in Damoh (photos) Jun'25:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
A modern Timothy speaks. Aug'25:37
Sown fields. Sep'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59 Oct'25:49
Lights and shadows of a woman doctor's life. Feb'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:61
From the India news letter. Aug'26:51
Trained along many lines. May'27:40
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Rasul Kahn goes back to his village. Jul'27:37
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:49
How far can you see? (photos of Christian Endeavor groups)
Dec'27:51
Christian Endeavor in far away India (photo of Junior Christian Endeavor)
Jan'28:50
The bad with the good at the New Year. Feb'28:61
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'28:48
Livengood news. Apr'28:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
(photo of church) Jul'28:17
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'28:48 Dec'28:50 Mar'29:49
Nov'28:60 Feb'29:36,44
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49 Jul'29:35,36
What they are thinking in Damoh. Aug'29:28
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:34,36
Cancrum oris or ulcerative stomatitis. Sep'29:29
The open door in Damoh, India. Nov'29:41
Hard to surpass in America. Nov'29:54
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50
A factory for making men. Dec'29:58
Livengood news. Mar'30:38
(photo of vacation church school) Jun'30:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:50
Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
The Gospel of the "Good turn." Aug'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40
Livengood news. Oct'30:29
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Better farmers for the India of tomorrow. Apr'31:31
To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
Echoes from everywhere.
May'31:39 Aug'31:39,40 Nov'31:38,39
With Rice in India. Jan'32:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40 Apr'32:39
Thriving Sunday school in India. Apr'32:47
Echoes from everywhere.
May'32:40 Jun'32:39 Aug'32:40
One among ten who was grateful. Sep'32:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'32:38,39 Feb'33:39 Apr'33:39,40 May'33:39
Opportunities and obstacles. May'33:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:40
With the boys in Damoh. Jan'36:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:39,40
Intensive evangelistic work. Mar'36:47
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'36:39 May'36:38
The "400" in Damoh. Jun'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'36:39
The mass movement in India. Jun'36:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'36:39
Women prominent on program. Sep'36:31
Echoes from everywhere.
                    ep'36:39 Jan'37:39 Nov'37:39 Dec'37:39
We visit India. Feb'38:12
Our boys. Apr'38:45
How cheap is life? May'38:46
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
India mission helps with China relief. Apr'39:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:38,39
At the Lord's Table in Damoh. Apr'39:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
New creatures in Christ. Jul'39:41
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:16
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:38
Easter in Damoh. Mar'40:44
Echoes from everywhere.
                    Dec'40:37 Mar'41:39 Apr'41:39 May'41:39
My work is play--my play is work. Oct'41:31
Janku's invitation accepted. Oct'41:47
Engagement ceremony in Damoh. Mar'42:46
A Christian Endeavor investment. Sep'42:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:39
A Parsee ceremony. Feb'43:46
Soldiers three. Jul'43:12
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:32 Dec'43:30
Damoh boy now preaching. Jan'44:35
Rickshaw for hire. Feb'45:35
Retreat and revival in Damoh. Mar'45:27
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:8 (photo p. 9)
Famine orphan and surgeon. Jun'45:35
Return to Damoh. Apr'46:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37
Serving the womanhood of India. Sep'48:46
Echoes from everywhere.
                    Oct'48:36 Feb'49:47 Nov'49:42
                    Nov'48:36 Mar'49:38 Feb'50:38,39
Crusade progress. May'50:27
(photo of children) Jun'50:24
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Doctor Rice reports from Damoh... Apr'51:44
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:37 Jan'52:36
New lights are dedicated. Jan'52:46
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'54:32
A brass band for the bride. Sep'55:32
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
Technical assistance--a missionary idea. Jul'56:23
$2.80 an eye! May'65:49

DAMON, (MRS. O. H.)
(death) Nov'24:50
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DAMONTE, ROY. EARLY TEENS GUIDE ON NEW FORMS OF MISSIONS
   World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33
DANA, MALCOLM. CHRIST OF THE COUNTRYSIDE
   Book chat. Oct'37:42
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
   Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
   Utility and the beautiful (photos) (plans) Jul'37:10
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'41:39
   (photo) Jul'43:19 Oct'45:front cover
   The threshold. Oct'45:2
   How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT. CHURCH OF CHRIST DISCIPLES
   See
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
DANCE
   Dancing the good news. Jun'73:50
DANCING KETTLE AND OTHER JAPANESE FOLK TALES
   Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
DANCK, VICTOR B
   Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
DANDRIDGE, E P., JR.
   Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
Dandridge, Raymond
   Roosevelt (poem) by Raymond Dandridge. Jul'23:47
DANDRIDGE, RAYMOND
   Raymond Dandridge carries on. Jul'23:46
DANFORTH, (MRS. W. P.) -1957
   In memoriam. Jan'58:33
DANFORTH, WILLIAM H. I DARE YOU
   Speaking of books. Feb'32:33
DANGOEN, FLORA
   For adult mission study (photo) Apr'57:36
DANIEL (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
   Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'32:44
DANIEL, (MRS J. C.)
   In memoriam. Ju'41:39
DANIEL, FRANKLIN
   Classroom and campus. Jan'44:26
DANIEL, GILBERT L
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37
DANIEL, MARY J
   In memoriam. Jul'30:41
DANIEL, R P
   (photo) Jul'42:12
DANIELEY, JAMES E
   Classroom and campus. Oct'61:32
DANIELL, JACK MATHEWS, 1927-(married to Colleen Woodruff Daniell)
   Five churches added to Every Home Plan (photo) Dec'60:46
DANIELL, JAMES D
   Classroom and campus. Mar'55:35 Dec'58:32
DANIELLS, ELEANOR
   Classroom and campus.
   Oct'45:26 Nov'45:24 Jun'58:32
DANIELS, (MRS. B. E.)
   In memoriam. Jun'33:39
DANIELS, (MRS. D. O.)
In memoriam. Oct'27:48
Daniels, (Mrs. E.)
Good ideas. Mar'28:47
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
DANIELS, (MRS. E.)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
DANIELS, (MRS. G. J.)
Good ideas. Feb'31:39
DANIELS, (married to Henry Clay Daniels)
College notes. May'36:32
DANIELS, BILL
See
DANIELS, WILLIAM R.
DANIELS, DAVID
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32
Daniels, Delbert William, 1910-1974
Letters. Mar'65:48 Apr'66:42
DANIELS, EARL
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12
(photo) Jul'28:26
Personalities. (photo) Jun'35:12 May'37:19
DANIELS, EARL. THE FUNERAL MESSAGE
Book chat. Apr'37:45
DANIELS, ELVIN, 1880-1935 (married to Blanche Daniels)
(photo) Mar'24:30
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
(photo) Jun'28:20
Disciples at Yale. Jul'29:29
DANIELS, ESTHER. PATHS THAT CROSS
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
DANIELS, FLORENCE
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
(photo) Nov'38:31
DANIELS, GEORGE M. SOUTHERN AFRICA: A TIME FOR CHANGE
World outreach books. Dec'69:33
DANIELS, GEORGE M. THIS IS THE CHURCH IN NEW NATIONS
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
Daniels, Jerry
American youth projects. May'39:13
DANIELS, LIZZIE
In memoriam. Mar'43:39
DANIELS, MARY
In memoriam. May'37:39
Daniels, William R
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
What does youth want? May'60:11
Frustrated youth question their role. Feb'62:24
DANIELS, WILLIAM R
News room. Apr'59:46 Nov'59:38 Feb'60:34
Classroom and campus. Feb'60:36
News room (photo) Apr'60:34
(photo) May'60:12
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:33
DANKER, WILLIAM J. THE FUTURE OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
New books. Nov'71:28

DANNEN, H. L., -1953
In memoriam. Jul'53:38
(death) News room. Jul'53:40

DANNEN, KENT, 1946–
The seminary scene (photo) Sep'72:28

DANNENBERG, DANIEL E., 1876-1955
(married to Ruth Meacham Dannenberg)
(death) Former missionary dies. Feb'56:39

DANNENBERG, RUTH MEACHAM, 1882-1964
(married to Daniel E. Dannenberg)
(death) News room. Sep'64:39

DANNER, WILLIAM
From Osaka, Japan. Mar'26:40

Danner, William M
Two men. May'36:14

DANNER, WILLIAM M
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1

DANNI, ANTON A., -1959
(death) News room. Feb'60:34
Mar'60:40

DANSBY, BROOKS
(photo) Oct'73:13

DANVILLE, ILLINOIS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What I think of the "two-by-two plan." Feb'30:17
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47

DANVILLE, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mrs. Alethea M. Slade. Dec'21:55
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29

DANVILLE, ILLINOIS. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6

DANVILLE, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:47
Crusade progress. Dec'50:21

DANVILLE, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Architecture serves the church (photo) Jul'40:24

DANVILLE, VIRGINIA. LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION. CHRISMONS
New books. Dec'66:42
Darby, (married to Paul H. Darby)
Letters. Jun'65:inside front cover

DARBY, J W
(photo) Mar'24:56
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29

DARBY, MINNIE PEARCE, -1952
In memoriam. Sep'52:35

DARBY, NELLIE M
In brief. Sep'70:39
Feb'71:40

DARBY, W C
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:49
Friendship Brook heard the call. Apr'27:36
(photo) Sep'30:16

DARBY, WILLIAM
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
DARBYSHIRE, (MRS. T. W.)
(death) Nov'26:50

Darcy, Louise
  Within the cities (poem) May'72:48
  One language (poem) Jun'72:50
  The living God (poem) Jul'72:49
  Following and sharing (poem) Nov'72:8
  Exchange (poem) Nov'73:36

DARE, MARY J., -1927
  In memoriam. Aug'27:48

DARGITZ, DEBORAH
  (photo) Sep'64:32
  (birth) News room. Apr'60:34
  (photo) Sep'64:32

Dargitz, Laura Katherine Sherman, 1934-
  (married to Robert Earl Dargitz)
  Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36

DARGITZ, LAURA KATHERINE SHERMAN, 1934-
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'58:6
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'64:32

Dargitz, Robert Earl, 1934-
  (married to Laura Katherine Sherman Dargitz)
  Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36

DARGITZ, ROBERT EARL, 1934-
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'58:6
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'64:32
  Global highlights (photo) Mar'66:5

DARIES, FREDERICK R. WITH GOD AND FRIENDS EACH DAY
  Book chat. Feb'38:46

DARJEELING, INDIA
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:60
  (photo) Mar'47:front cover
  Global highlights. Mar'47:2
  Have you met him lately? Dec'67:44

Darling, Ethel White Alma, 1910-

DARLING, ETHEL WHITE ALMA, 1910-
  News room. Oct'57:32
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'60:7
  Here and there with World Call. Dec'60:50

DARNALL, (MRS. W. O.)
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
  (death) Mrs. W. O. Darnall. Sep'30:31

DARNALL, NELLIE
  (photo) Dec'39:10

Darnall, Nora Emma, 1887-1954
  The hands of children are building. Dec'23:24
  In the days of yore. Jun'24:30
  The last word in ambassadors. Jun'27:29
  The contribution of children to world friendship. Jun'29:18
  Speaking of books. Nov'29:56

DARNALL, NORA EMMA, 1887-1954
  (photo) Oct'21:50
  Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Darneal, Louise
Brotherly love (poem) Sep'65:48
DARNELL, DORIS. THIS IS NORTH AMERICA
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
DARNELL, ERMINA JETT. AFTER THE MANNER OF THE OAK
Book chat. Jan'36:44
Darnell, Timothy
Do you meally mean it? May'69:9
DARRACH, WILLIAM
quoted. Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
DARSIE, (MRS)
(photo) Jan'21:13
DARSIE, (married to Lloyd Darsie)
In memoriam. Jun'37:39
Darsie, Charles, 1872-1948
The adult division. Nov'19:25
Adult mobilization week. Jan'20:43
A modern Bible School. Oct'20:44
Ten thousand trained teachers. Oct'20:49
The source of ministerial supply. Dec'21:17
Our first Standard Teacher Training graduates. Jul'22:46
Teacher training possibilities. Nov'22:40
Thousands training for service. Nov'23:41
Religious education in the home. Nov'24:29
Teaching that brings results. Mar'25:60
An adult program for the Disciples. Sep'27:29
Does your class think? Nov'27:30
Enlisting the laymen. Mar'28:25
Speaking of books. May'28:43 Jul'28:30
Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:19
A new worker in Chesapeake area. Sep'28:43
Enlisting the go-homes! Oct'28:21
Found--Charles Ross! Nov'28:57
Speaking of books.
Feb'29:29 Nov'29:42 Mar'30:42
Apr'29:31 Jan'30:44 Jul'30:32
Meeting the needs of all age-groups. Nov'30:17
Speaking of books. Jan'31:33
The family is still first. Apr'31:17
These coaching conferences. Nov'31:21
Speaking of books. Dec'31:42 Apr'32:34
DARSIE, CHARLES, 1872-1948
(photo) Jul'19:61
The new adult program (photo) Nov'19:25
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52 Jun'23:52
(photo) Nov'23:19
Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
(photo) Apr'25:54
(note) Aug'26:46
...returns to St. Louis (photo) Jul'27:60
Remember these in your hour of prayer. Jun'28:47
The family album. Nov'29:6 (photo p. 7)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34   Oct'30:34
...retires. Jul'32:4
News room. Sep'40:34
(death) News room. Nov'48:47

DARSIE, CHARLES. THE CHRISTIAN FAMILY
quoted. In the line of succession. Jul'23:inside front cover

DARSIE, CLYDE, 1874-1960
(photo) Dec'24:34

DARSIE, GEORGE, 1870-1928
(photo) Dec'24:34
(death) The passing of two leaders. Jun'28:4

DARSIE, GRACE WHARTON
Emma richardson Wahrton. Apr'22:43

Darsie, Hugh Dwight, 1894-1972
The UN and the Congo. Apr'62:42

DARSIE, HUGH DWIGHT, 1894-1972
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43
News room. Oct'47:32
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:23

DARSIE, JOHN LOBINGIER, 1844-1932
(death) We pause to remember. Apr'32:5
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33

Darsie, Lloyd, 1863-1942?
Emma Richardson Wharton, Apr'22:42
A mother of missionaries. Jan'27:51
Of the household of faith. Jan'29:39
Mrs. Mary E. Ford. Mar'29:34

DARSIE, MARVIN
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34

DARST, IDA, -1951
(death) Classroom and campus. Jul'51:31

DARST, J P
(death) Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33

DARST, JACKSON
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36

DARST, MARGARET
(photo) Aug'19:26

DARTMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA. WYNDHOLME CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'72:14

DAS, ANDREW THAKUR
Global highlights. Oct'57:4

DAS, BALI
Famine orphan and surgeon. Jun'45:35

DAS, DHARM
To these we had the torch. Apr'31:43

DAS, ELIZABETH
To these we had the torch. Apr'31:43

DAS, KHRIST
To India from Iraq. Sep'43:13
DAS, MASIE
To these we had the torch. Apr'31:43
DAS, MASIH
Weddings and baptism. Feb'32:27
DAS, PRBH
News room. Dec'45:32
DASHER, CHRISTIAN H
Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:6
DASHIELL, LEIGHTON A (married to Ruby Dashiell)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'60:8
DASMARINAS, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Younger churches reach maturity (photo of church) May'57:19
In brief. Apr'70:39
Virginia Osborn memorial clinic (photos of clinic) May'70:32
DASS, HARI
The Doctor Babu (photo) Feb'24:38
DASS, S N B
Honoring our pioneers. Dec'26:54
DATA PROCESSING
See
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
DATAR, BALWANT N
Global highlights. Nov'56:3
DATE, KATSUYOSHI
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
DATZYNKIEWICZ, ZYGMUNT
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37
d'AUBIGNE, (married to J. Merle d'Aubigne)
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'51:33
DAUGHERTY, ALVA PAUL, 1895-1969
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
DAUGHERTY, BESSIE WHITE, -1957
In memoriam. Apr'58:37
DAUGHERTY, C R
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
DAUGHERTY, CAROLOS WYNN
(photo) Jul'23:11
DAUGHERTY, CLAYTON
Global highlights. Jun'62:5
DAUGHERTY, DOROTHY MELBA
(photo) Jul'23:13
Daugherty, Edgar Fay, 1874-1957
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:26
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42
DAUGHERTY, EDGAR FAY, 1874-1957
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50
Personalities. Jun'35:12 Feb'38:23
DAUGHERTY, JOAN
(photo) Oct'45:16
DAUGHERTY, MARY ETTA
In memoriam. Feb'40:39
DAUGHERTY, S C
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
DAUGHERTY, W A
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
DAUGHERTY, W E
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
DAUGHERTY, WILLIAM D
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Social trends. Apr'39:24

DAUM, (MRS. W O)
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia.
May'19:40
(photo) May'19:41

DAUM, DAISY, -1963 (married to Walter Daum)
In memoriam. Jul'63:46

DAUM, LUCY
(death) Sep'24:58

DAURA, PIERRE
Classroom and campus. Dec'45:30

DAURDI, BAZELE
A transformation. Jun'36:44

DAVENPORT, (MRS. F. M.)
death) Nov'19:28
Davenport, (married to Tom Davenport)
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'35:1

DAVENPORT, (married to Tom Davenport)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42

DAVENPORT, ANNE HOYTE
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24

DAVENPORT, FRANCIS GARVIN, 1905-
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:31

DAVENPORT. FRANCIS GARVIN. CULTURAL LIFE IN NASHVILLE ON THE EVE
OF THE CIVIL WAR
News from our colleges. Nov'41:30

DAVENPORT, RUSSELL W. MY COUNTRY
Book chat. Apr'45:14

DAVENPORT, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49

DAVES, MICHAEL. COME WITH FAITH
New books. Dec'65:39

DAVEY, EMILY MARY, 1911-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:45

DAVEY, F M
(death) Apr'23:55

DAVEY, MARIAN BENSON, 1871-1951 (married to Percival A. Davey)
Tokyo news. Sep'19:36
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal. Aug'21:26
(death) News room. Dec'51:46
(death) They served in Japan, Africa and India. Jan'52:36

DAVEY, MARIAN BENSON, 1910-
See

MAPLES, MARIAN BENSON DAVEY, 1910-

DAVEY, MARTIN L., 1884-1946
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
Personalities. Jan'35:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40

Davey, Percival Arthur, 1871-1938
(married to Marian Benson Davey)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61
They have stood firm. Apr'23:14
DAVEY, PERCIVAL ARTHUR, 1871-1938
Tokyo news. Sep'19:36
The work and worth of the Bible in Japan. May'21:34
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Oct'21:38
(death) Percival A. Davey (photo) Apr'38;29

DAVID, CAROLYN ANN, 1960-
(birth) News room. Apr'60:34

DAVID, LENA HUFFAKER, 1925- (married to William David)
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
(resignation) News room. May'62:42

DAVID, WILLIAM E., 1925- (married to Lena Huffaker David)
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
Why do we have world missions? (photo) Mar'61:19
(resignation) News room. May'62:42

DAVIDIAN, BETTY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40

DAVIDIAN, F. M.
(photo) Nov'36:42

Davidian, Simon M
Building in a churchless community. May'19:29

DAVIDIAN, SIMON M.
Classroom and campus. May'64:36

DAVIDSON, (MRS. C. L.)
In memoriam. May'44:33

DAVIDSON, ANN E., 1904-1978
Global highlights (photo)
Jun'50:3 May'55:3
They work for you. Feb'59:28 (photo p. 27)
Global highlights (photo)
May'60:5 May'62:6
Disciples in the news. May'68:8
In brief. May'70:40
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:40 (photo p. 41)

DAVIDSON, ANNIE EWING, 1862-1944
quoted. Of whom the world was not worthy. Aug'24:16
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
Women and world highways (photo) Dec'42:35
In memoriam. Apr'44:36

DAVIDSON, ANNIE LAURIE
(photo) Sep'28:34

DAVIDSON, B R
Our oldest sailors. Oct'29:1
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10

DAVIDSON, BIL
(photo) Dec'50:30

DAVIDSON, CAROLINE EWING
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33

DAVIDSON, JANE C
In memoriam. Feb'31:39

Davidson, John
On entering a chapel (poem) Sep'32:14

DAVIDSON, MALCOLM SIMMONS
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
DAVIDSON, MARY GENEVIEVE HOOVER
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
DAVIDSON, MAX D
Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:3
DAVIDSON, PATRICIA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
DAVIDSON, RANDALL THOMAS
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
DAVIDSON, ROBERT
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
DAVIDSON, ROBERT. THE BIBLE SPEAKS
Book chat. Mar'60:42
DAVIDSON, SALLIE D.
In memoriam. Mar'38:39
DAVIDSON, WILLIAM A., 1837-1933
(death) Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
DAVIDSON, WILLIAM F
World outreach sounding board. May'67:32
DAVIDSON COLLEGE
Compulsory loyalty. Apr'63:9
DAVIE, (married to Hugh Davie)
In memoriam. May'38:39
DAVIES, A. MERVIN. FOUNDATION OF AMERICAN FREEDOM
Book chat. Dec'55:24
DAVIES, A. POWELL
quoted. Last column. Jan'60:50
DAVIES, A. POWELL. THE MIND AND FAITH OF A. POWELL DAVIES
Book chat. Mar'59:40
DAVIES, ALFRED T. JOHN CALVIN, MANY-SIDED GENIUS
Book chat. Oct'50:40
DAVIES, ALFRED T. THE PULPIT SPEAKS ON RACE
New books. Mar'65:22
Davies, Burton Alvin, 1887-1945 (married to Ruth Clay Davies)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:61
The site of the new Calgary Church. Apr'21:51
An outpost of missionary adventure. Mar'23:52
A romance of home missions. May'26:53
DAVIES, BURTON ALVIN, 1887-1945
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:23
(photo) Mar'23:52
DAVIES, D. R. THE SIN OF OUR AGE
Book chat. Dec'47:18
DAVIES, EMLYN
Global highlights. Jan'59:7
Davies, Fred R
James W. Lanhamn. Feb'20:21
Davies, Helen
On a shopping tour in Nanking Road. Apr'35:26
Davies, Hilda J
Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38
Davies, Horton
Racial division and Christian unity. Dec'51:18
DAVIES, HORTON. A MIRROR OF THE MINISTRY IN MODERN NOVELS
Book chat. Mar'60:24
DAVIES, J. G. A DICTIONARY OF LITURGY AND WORSHIP
Books of interest. Mar'73:45
DAVIES, JENNIE BURSON
(death) Mar'21:50

DAVIES, JOHN TREVOR. LORD OF ALL
Book chat. Mar'53:42

DAVIES, MARGARET S
quoted. Church in new Israel. Feb'59:45

Davies, Marie F
A letter from Palestine. Apr'27:1

Davies, Mary Carolyn
The circuit rider (poem) Feb'25:back cover
A prayer in verse (poem) Mar'29:64
God let me give more (poem) Jan'32:35
God, let me give (poem) Feb'36:48
A New Year (poem) Jan'38:48

DAVIES, MARY CAROLYN
quoted. The last page. Sep'27:64

Davies, Rowene B
Evangelism (poem) Feb'28:46

DAVIES, T D
Chaplains cooperate in India (photo) Jun'45:15

Davies, W H
The crowded life (poem) Jan'33:48

DAVILA, F F
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:18

Davila, Francisco
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:49

DAVILA, FRANCISCO
(photo) Sep'44:27
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46

DAVILA, MAGDALENA
Pioneering with a city's needs (photo) Jun'73:9

DAVINCI, LEONARDO. "THE LAST SUPPER" (PAINTING)
(photo) Apr'28:5
Reproduction of "The Last Supper." Jun'29:36

DAVIS, (MRS. B. T.)
(photo) Dec'24:24

DAVIS, (married to Charles H. Davis)
(photo) Jun'46:1

DAVIS, (MRS. E. A.) -1963
In memoriam. May'63:45

DAVIS, (married to Frank Davis)
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:22

Davis, (Mrs. H. C.)

DAVIS, (MRS. L. V.)
Memoriam. Nov'34:39

DAVIS, (married to Milton Davis)
News room. Jul'49:32

DAVIS, (MRS. R. C.)
(photo) Nov'32:16

Davis, (married to Stephen Davis)
Letters. Sep'65:46

DAVIS, (married to Sumner A. Davis) -1958
(death) Services held for Disciples. Feb'59:42

DAVIS, (married to Thomas J. Davis)
Circulation corner. Feb'42:inside front cover
DAVIS, (married to Vernon Davis) -1950
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
Davis, (Mrs. W. E.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'38:40
DAVIS, (MRS. W. H.)
(death) Aug'22:59
DAVIS, (married to Walter E. Davis)
In memoriam. Mar'29:48
DAVIS, A W
(photo) Dec'24:9
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
A glimpse of a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
DAVIS, AARON
(photo) Mar'23:14
DAVIS, ANNA RIGGAN MERRITT, -1951
In memoriam. Dec'51:37
DAVIS, ARNOLD
(photo) Sep'38:31
DAVIS, AUDREY H
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
DAVIS, B S
(photo) Mar'24:55
DAVIS, BELLE R
Memoriam. Mar'35:39
Davis, Bernard Frank, 1925-
  (married to Julia Margaret Hubman Davis)
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32
DAVIS, BERNARD FRANK, 1925-
  (photo) Mar'50:31
  (commissioning) (photo) Jul'51:27
  Global highlights. Sep'60:6
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'61:36
  News room. Jan'62:32
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'62:35
Davis, Bert H
Forward steps taken in Christian Endeavor Golden Jubilee
Convention.
Sep'31:42
DAVIS, BERT H. YOUNG CHRISTIANS AT WORK
Book chat. Jun'49:42
DAVIS, BOBBIE JEAN
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'55:31
  And be a friend to man (photo) Jul'56:21
DAVIS, BRUCE JAMES 1955-
  (birth) News room. Sep'55:39
DAVIS, C. C.
  (photo) Mar'24:17
DAVIS, CAROLYN MARIE, 1960-
  (birth) News room. Jul'60:42
DAVIS, CHARLES. A QUESTION OF CONSCIENCE
  New books. Mar'68:38
DAVIS, CHARLES E
Social trends. Dec'51:10
DAVIS, CHARLES H
  (photo) Jun'46:1
DAVIS, CHERLY
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'56:34
Davis, Christie S
The church at work in Japan. Feb'60:28

DAVIS, CHRISTINE ALLEN
(photo) Dec'24:36

DAVIS, CHRISTINE LYNN, 1954–
(birth) News room. Mar'54:39

DAVIS, D R. REINHOLD NIEBUHR: PROPHET FROM AMERICA
Book chat. Dec'48:22

Davis, Dan R
A rural challenge to the Protestant church. Oct'40:27

DAVIS, DEBBIE
Reconciliation is shaped by persons. Apr'69:10 (photo p. 11)
Davis, Dorothy Elsie Armstrong, 1930–
(married to Lew Arthur Davis)
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'56:32 Sep'58:38 Feb'63:36
Dec'57:38 Oct'61:36
Christmas comes to Orissa. Dec'63:29
Sight for the blind of Orissa. May'64:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'65:38
A journey for Sarat. Mar'65:29
Direct line. Oct'68:39

DAVIS, DOROTHY ELSIE ARMSTRONG, 1930–
News room. Apr'55:39 Nov'57:32
India at the crossroads (photo) Dec'63:26
(photo) Jan'65:38
Missionary register. Jul'65:46
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
(photo) Oct'68:39
In brief. Mar'71:45

DAVIS, E J
quoted. The first page. Oct'32:2
Davis, Edwin Carey, 1872–1957
Inverted India turning right side up. Aug'20:11
Echoes from everywhere.
Aug'21:60 Apr'22:61 May'24:49
Destruction in India. Feb'25:39
A remarriage in India. Jul'25:36
Sowing beside all waters. Jul'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:50
Remembering C. H. Thomson. Mar'28:34
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'30:50 Mar'35:39 Apr'35:38

DAVIS, EDWIN CAREY, 1872–1957
Notes and news. Feb'19:49 Aug'19:45
quoted. Aug'19:60 (photo) Dec'19:46
Notes. Jan'20:60
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:38
Notes. Aug'20:48 (photo) Nov'20:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
DAVIS, EFFIE MATHEWS, -1947
In memoriam. Jul'47:39

DAVIS, ELLA
In memoriam. Jul'31:40

DAVIS, ELLEN WATKINS, 1912–1966 (married to George R. Davis)
In memoriam. Oct'66:41

DAVIS, ELMER
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'37:inside front cover

DAVIS, ELMER. BUT WE WERE BORN FREE
The free heritage of youth. May'54:5
Book chat. Oct'54:20

DAVIS, EVA MAE
(photo) Jul'24:38

DAVIS, F G
(photo) Mar'24:47

DAVIS, FANNIE SUE
In memoriam. Sep'37:39

Davis, Frank N
Bid day for Eddie. Oct'61:40

DAVIS, GEORGE
The scene. Apr'73:33

DAVIS, GEORGE B
(death) Sep'23:54

Davis, George Richard, 1909– (married to Ellen Watkins Davis)
Horizons of mercy. Dec'44:7
Evangelism: always our first concern. Oct'46:12
"Calling" in the Capital. Feb'66:21

DAVIS, GEORGE RICHARD, 1909–
(photo) Dec'44:7 Oct'46:12
quoted. Last column. Oct'61:50
(photo) Sep'62:7 Feb'66:21

DAVIS, GILBERT, JR.
Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:43

DAVIS, GLENN THOMAS, 1962–
(birth) News room. May'62:42

DAVIS, GORDON
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32

DAVIS, GUS C
(death) Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:41

DAVIS, H GRADY. DESIGN FOR PREACHING
Book chat. May'58:24

DAVIS, H. GRADY. WHY WE WORSHIP
Book chat. Jan'62:16

Davis, Harold
Direct line. Jul'70:32

DAVIS, HAROLD
Classroom and campus.
Jun'44:26 Jun'45:27 Sep'47:33
Nov'44:24 Nov'45:24
In brief. Oct'69:41 Nov'70:38
DAVIS, HAROLD FENTON, 1916- (married to Ruth Leona Harpe Davis) (commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service... (photo) Sep'64:7

DAVIS, HARRY, JR. (photo) Jul'23:11

DAVIS, HARRY C In memoriam. Sep'39:39


DAVIS, HAZEL, -1972 (married to John Davis) (photo) Jan'21:17 Sep'42:33

DAVIS, HELEN (married to Cecil Davis) See PEARSON, HELEN DAVIS

DAVIS, HELEN. CONSPICUOUS OF COOPERATIVE MISSIONARY ENTERPRISES Book chat. Dec'35:31

DAVIS, HENRY OWEN Classroom and campus. Nov'51:29

DAVIS, HERBERT PERRY, 1921- Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:5 Disciples in the news. Mar'67:7

DAVIS, IDA ...praises home plan. Dec'58:42

Davis, Isabelle Marshall, 1870-1955 (married to Edwin Carey Davis)


Davis, J A A new hope. Apr'27:38

DAVIS, J A (photo) Apr'27:38
DAVIS, J F
An interesting development. Jan'19:9

DAVIS, J MERLE
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29

DAVIS, J MERLE. THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE YOUNGER CHURCHES
Book chat. Feb'40:46

DAVIS, J P
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53

DAVIS, JAMES
(photo) Jul'46:32

DAVIS, JAMES E
The star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
Classroom and campus. Oct'59:32

Davis, Jane
Kempese--center of healing in Congo. Mar'55:31

DAVIS, JANE
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
News room. Jul'59:44
(resignation) News room. Mar'60:40

DAVIS, JEAN REYNOLDS. TO GOD WITH LOVE
New books. Apr'69:28

DAVIS, JEFFERSON
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33

DAVIS, JENNIE, -1957
In memoriam. Jul'58:43

DAVIS, JEROME
A travel seminar. Apr'39:47

DAVIS, JEROME. RELIGION IN AMERICA
Book chat. Nov'56:38

DAVIS, JOHN
(photo) Jan'21:17

DAVIS, JOHN D. THE WESTMINSTER DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Jul'45:17

Davis, John Herbert, 1904-1988
My neighbor in the Middle East. Oct'63:29
Letters. Oct'73:46

Davis, John Lowell, 1904-1977 (married to Hazel Davis)
Classroom and campus.

Nov'42:30 Dec'43:26 Dec'44:26 Dec'45:30
Jan'43:28 Feb'44:26 Feb'45:24 Feb'46:28
Feb'43:32 Mar'44:26 Mar'45:26 Mar'46:30
Mar'43:32 Apr'44:24 Apr'45:26 Apr'46:30
Apr'43:32 May'44:24 May'45:24 May'46:30
May'43:30 Jun'44:26 Jun'45:26 Jun'46:32
Jun'43:24 Jul'44:26 Jul'45:26 Jul'46:30
Jul'43:24 Sep'44:26 Sep'45:22 Sep'46:33
Sep'43:24 Oct'44:26 Oct'45:26 Oct'46:30
Oct'43:26

Why Christian colleges? Sep'42:32
Situation excellent... Oct'42:32
The Brotherhood and higher education. Jan'43:5
Book chat. Apr'43:44
Religion needs higher education. Jun'43:23
Emphasize Christian higher education. Jul'43:21
Christian colleges and the ministry. Sep'43:6
Mine eyes have seen the glory. Oct'43:16
Ideas at work. Oct'43:37
Life is real... Nov'43:34
Man and the Christian college. Dec'43:34
Book chat. Dec'43:38
Education between the wars. Jan'44:5
A psychology for youth workers. May'44:8
Set free the things of the spirit. Jan'45:5
Opinion indicator on world order. May'45:18
Education for one world. Jan'46:7
When mercy seasons justice. Apr'46:26
A New Testament for today. May'46:21
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8
Shall I go to college? May'49:10
What does a college president do? Jan'59:33
Why the college chapel? Jan'61:15
The church college meets the new era. May'67:20

DAVIS, JOHN LOWELL, 1904-1977
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:32
Called to college leadership (photo) Apr'42:17
Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:21
News room. Jul'42:43
(photo) Sep'42:33       Jan'43:5
News room. Jan'43:34
(photo) Jan'43:4       May'44:8       May'46:18,21
       Sep'43:6       Jan'46:7
Global highlights. Jun'46:3
(photo) Sep'46:11
News room. Feb'47:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30       (photo) Oct'55:31
Global highlights. Feb'57:3       (photo) Mar'57:2
Classroom and campus.
       (photo) May'57:28       Feb'58:32
       Nov'57:30       (photo) Oct'58:33
       (photo) Jan'59:33
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'59:36 (photo) Jan'63:33
Global highlights. Apr'63:6
Classroom and campus (photo)
       May'64:37       Feb'65:33       Sep'65:37       Feb'66:34
Six retirements from the general ministry. Oct'72:32

Davis, Julia Margaret Hubman, 1925-
(married to Bernard Frank Davis)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Congo Christians find no cause for wailing. Apr'55:35

DAVIS, JULIA MARGARET HUBMAN, 1925-
(photo) Mar'50:31
(commissioning) (photo) Jul'51:27

DAVIS, L A
Here and there with World Call. Feb'51:48

DAVIS, L F
(photo) Mar'24:49

DAVIS, LETA CHARLOTTE, 1892-1981
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'51:4

Davis, Lew Arter, 1930-
(married to Dorothy Elsie Armstrong Davis)
Adventure in missionary training. Apr'53:38
Festival of Christ, our guest. Sep'56:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38  Sep'58:38
Spiritual drama. Jan'59:50
A dream comes true in Orissa. Apr'59:30
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jul'59:38  Jul'60:38  Oct'61:36  Jul'63:38
    Jun'60:36  Sep'60:36  Feb'63:36
A journey for Sarat. Mar'65:29
Direct line. Oct'68:39

DAVIS, LEW ARTER, 1930-
News room. Apr'55:39  Nov'57:32
Trained leaders for a growing church in India (photo)
Mar'64:19
Missionary register. Jul'65:46
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
    (photo) Oct'68:39
The scene (photo) Feb'71:45
In brief. Mar'71:45  May'72:40

Davis, Lex Lavern, 1932-
Letters. Mar'64:49

DAVIS, LEX LAVERN, 1932-
From people to people (photo) Nov'61:29
Chaplain a TV producer (photo) Jul'67:49

DAVIS, LILON T
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

DAVIS, LOLA
Crusade progress. May'49:26

DAVIS, MARGARET E
In memoriam. Jun'38:39

DAVIS, MARTIN H., JR.
Global highlights. Oct'55:2

DAVIS, MARY
(death) Dec'19:31

DAVIS, MARY EDITH
In memoriam. Nov'39:39

DAVIS, MAUDE
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1

DAVIS, MAURICE
Global highlights. Oct'64:5

DAVIS, MAURICE M
    (photo) Jul'23:11
    Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29
    Service for those who wait (photos) Jun'65:23

DAVIS, MAXINE. THO SHALL NOT WANT
Book chat. Jun'37:43

DAVIS, MAZINE. THE LOST GENERATION
Book chat. Jul'36:32

DAVIS, MINNIE L
In memoriam. May'43:39

DAVIS, MOSHE. ISRAEL: IT ROLE IN CIVILIZATION
Book chat. Oct'56:40

DAVIS, MYRTLE
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34

DAVIS, NEWELL TRIMBLE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
DAVIS, O. B., JR.
More churches join Home Plan (photo) Sep'60:44
DAVIS, ONITA, -1964
In memoriam. Jun'64:49
Davis, Ozora S
This is my church (poem) Jul'34:24
DAVIS, PAUL
Global highlights (photo) May'57:2
DAVIS, PAUL C
Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32
DAVIS, PAUL J
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'26:50
DAVIS, PETER ALLEN, 1955-
(birth) News room. Feb'56:38
Davis, R H
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40
DAVIS, R H
(photo) Feb'22:37
Crusade progress (photo) Apr'50:26
DAVIS, RACHEL DOYLE
In memoriam. Sep'31:40
DAVIS, ROBERT
(photo) Oct'29:29
DAVIS, ROBERT E
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:31
Davis, Ruth Leona Harpe, 1919- (married to Harold F. Davis)
Women on world highways. Jun'69:31
Direct line. Jul'70:32
DAVIS, RUTH LEONA HARPE, 1919-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...
(photo) Sep'64:7
In brief. Oct'69:41      Nov'70:38
DAVIS, SAMUEL
Global highlights (photo) Jan'52:3
DAVIS, SARAH WILSON
Memorium. Jun'35:39
DAVIS, SIGEL
(photo) Mar'47:31
DAVIS, SUE F
(death) Nov'23:49
DAVIS, THOMAS AUSTIN, 1934-
(birth) Sep'34:47
(photo) Jun'37:24
DAVIS, THURSTON N
DAVIS, VIRGINIA
(death) Dec'22:54
Davis, W H
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'37:39
DAVIS, W H
(photo) Nov'25:26
DAVIS, WALTER A (married to Christine Davis)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'59:8
DAVIS, WARREN G., 1909?-1967 (married to Lois Winifred Davis)
World Calling... (photo) Oct'66:10
World Calling... Dec'66:10     Mar'67:10
In memoriam. Jul'67:43
DAVIS, WILBUR
(photo) Jul'28:26
DAVIS, WILL
Investments help minority businessmen (photo) Dec'71:45
DAVIS, WILLIAM ELLSWORTH, 1896-1987
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
New missionaries to four fields. Aug'27:26 (photo p.25)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
Medicine in Congo enters new era. Mar'51:16
DAVIS, WILLIAM ELLSWORTH, 1929-
(birth) Oct'29:64
(photo) Jun'37:24
DAVIS, Z. ALICE, -1952
In memoriam. Oct'52:35
DAVIS-DUBOIS, RACHEL. GET TOGETHER AMERICANS
Book chat. May'44:21
Davison, (Mrs. Emmett)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40
Davison, Anne M
Nylons aid Korean widows. Jun'60:40
Davison, Frank Elon, 1887-1960 (married to Mary Ruth Davison)
A life recruiting service. Sep'19:46
An appreciation. Jul'23:18
A social program for the church. Jul'26:11
Reproduction of "The Last Supper." Jun'29:36
Politics... Aug'32:14
Universal Christian Council. Jan'36:11
An experiment in democracy. May'43:12
Dedication of service. Jan'45:10
Forward together. Apr'45:20
Ethics in the local church. Oct'45:6
Captured! Sep'47:13
A century of cooperation. Apr'49:13
Today's Crusade leaders say. Nov'49:26
The minister--dreamer, architect, builder. Oct'53:7
A Disciple I can never forget. Jan'55:28
An unforgettable family. Mar'57:29
DAVISON, FRANK ELON, 1887-1960
"Go away to college" service. Sep'19:39
(photo) May'23:32
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Peeping behind the Convention curtain. Apr'30:5
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:15
(photo p. 17)
(photo) May'33:4
Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
Personalities (photo) Mar'35:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
(photo) Oct'35:30 (photo) Sep'42:25
quoted. Parsonages. Jul'45:21
Classroom and campus. Jul'45:27
(photo) Oct'45:6
World Convention digest (photo) Sep'47:9
(photo) Sep'47:13
News room. May'49:40
Global highlights. Jun'49:3

28
International Convention of Disciples of Christ (photo)  
Jul'49:24
(photo) Nov'49:26
Global highlights. Sep'51:3  
(photo) Oct'53:7
Classroom and campus. Dec'55:46
(death) News room. Sep'60:40
Classroom and campus. Mar'61:36

DAVISON, FRANK ELON. I WOULD DO IT AGAIN  
Book chat. Jan'49:18

DAVISON, FRANK ELON. LET'S TALK IT OVER  
Book chat. Nov'53:19

DAVISON, FRANK ELON. THRU THE REAR VIEW MIRROR  
Book chat. Feb'56:18

DAVISON, W. H.  
Global highlights (photo) Feb'48:3

DAVOS, SWITZERLAND  
Editorial correspondence from Europe. Oct'55:5

Daw, Roma Baker  
Colored yeast. Mar'55:28

Dawber, Mark A., 1881-  
Misery among the migrants. Jun'38:30
The menace of migratory labor. Feb'39:23
The plight of the sharecropper. Apr'40:28
Mankind is my business. Dec'40:26
The outlook for home missions. Apr'41:5
Alaska—triumph and tragedy. Oct'48:20
Why a Home Missions Congress? Nov'49:12
The rural way of life. Jul'50:28

DAWBER, MARK A., 1881-  
(photo) Feb'41:18
The threshold. Sep'41:2  
(photo) Apr'44:9
Town and Country Institutes. Jul'44:27
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:10
Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
Global highlights. (photo) Sep'47:4  
 Jul'49:2
(photo) Nov'49:12
Home missions on the march (photo) Apr'50:17
Rural re-churching. Dec'56:49

DAWBER, MARK A. REBUILDING RURAL AMERICA  
Book chat. Oct'37:42

DAWBER, MARK A. OUR SHIFTING POPULATIONS  
The threshold. Dec'40:4

DAWLEY, POWEL MILLS. THE WORDS OF LIFE  
Book chat. Mar'51:12

DAWSON, BARBARA JEAN, 1958-  
(birth) News room. Mar'58:32

DAWSON, CHARLES HAYDEN, 1929-  
(divorced from Joyce Litton Mariencheck)  
(married to Charlotte Foxal Dawson)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
News room. Jul'61:36
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7

DAWSON, CHARLES RICHARD, 1920-  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'48:2
DAWSON, CORNELIA JOY, 1948-
(birth) News room. Jan'49:38
DAWSON, DELLA M
In memoriam. Mar'33:39
DAWSON, ELIZABETH RITCHEY, 1923-
(photo) Jun'25:50   Jun'30:56
DAWSON, F F
DAWSON, H D
Classroom and campus. Mar'44:27
DAWSON, HELENE. ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF HOPE
New books. Feb'72:28
DAWSON, HELEN
World outreach sounding board. May'68:32
DAWSON, J. M.
Social trends. Apr'48:18
DAWSON, J. THOMAS
Businesst men in town. Dec'65:40
DAWSON, JANE CAMPBELL
Alexander Campbell's niece dies. May'25:58
DAWSON, JOSEPH M.
Global highlights. Mar'55:3
DAWSON, JOYCE LITTON (divorced from Charles H. Dawson)
See
 MARIENCHECK, JOYCE LITTON
DAWSON, LYDIA
(death) Feb'26:51
DAWSON, MARSHALL. JOHN FREDERIC OBERLIN
Book chat. Apr'35:44
DAWSON, NORA, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
DAWSON, W J
 quoted. Feb'19:31
DAWSON SPRINGS, KENTUCKY. ILSLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'69:41
DAY, (married to Arnold Day)
In memoriam. Jun'32:39
DAY, (MRS. S. B.)
In memoriam. Jul'27:48
DAY, (married to Simon A. Day)
Memoriam. Oct'34:39
DAY, ALDEWIN GARNETT, -1978 (married to Faith Day)
What pastors are doing. Mar'34:1
Classroom and campus (photo) May'51:30
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
Jul'52:30
Day, Aldewin Garnett, Jr. 1930- (married to Carolyn E. Wood Day)
"Justice place" in the Delta. Feb'66:25
The welfare poor--myth and fact. Oct'72:18
Christians and their government. Jun'73:31
DAY, ALDEWIN GARNETT, JR.. 1930-
News room. Mar'64:36
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
In brief. Mar'70:38
(photo) Jun'73:31
Day, Albert Edward, 1884-
Americanism and Christianity begin at home. Apr'44:18
DAY, ALBERT EDWARD, 1884-
Global highlights (photo) Jan'47:2
DAY, ALBERT EDWARD. THE EVANGEL OF A NEW WORLD
Book chat. Oct'39:42
DAY, ALBERT EDWARD. EXISTENCE UNDER GOD
Book chat. Oct'59:26
DAY, ALBERT EDWARD. THE FAITH WE LIVE
Book chat. Jul'40:23
DAY, C M
(photo) mar'24:44
DAY, CHARLES A
Churches in home plan enthusiastic (photo) May'59:45
DAY, DUANE L. URBAN CHURCH BREAKTHROUGH
New books. Mar'67:40
Day, Edward Lawrence, 1873-1952
An aged father's joy. Feb'22:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:62
DAY, EDWARD LAWRENCE, 1873-1952
Notes. Jul'20:46
The Emily E. Flinn Home... Sep'20:7
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58
(photo)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:41
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
News room. Jan'49:38
(death) News room. Nov'52:32
DAY, F E
(photo) Mar'24:36
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
DAY, GARDINER M. THE APOSTLE'S CREED
Books. Feb'64:44
DAY, GARNETT
See
DAY, ALDEWIN GARNETT
Day, Genevieve H
A friend or two (poem) Nov'42:48
Day, George E
Brotherhood (poem) Oct'30:36
DAY, I. N. ELLA B., -1950
In memoriam. Nov'50:43
DAY, LIZZIE
In memoriam. May'38:39
DAY, MARY ANN
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'63:35
DAY, MARY EASTMAN
In memoriam. Oct'32:39
DAY, ORA
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
DAY, PETER
Global highlights (photo) Jun'55:3
quoted. Last column. Dec'57:52
Global highlights. Jun'58:7
DAY, VIRGINIA
(photo) Jul'23:6
DAY, WILLIAM E

News room. Dec'58:34

"THE DAY BEFORE EASTER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Easter film seen. Jun'55:48

DAY CARE FOR CHILDREN
Day care attacks a massive need. Apr'66:23

"DAY FOR WITNESS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'61:41

DAY OF BREAD
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5

DAY OF PRAYER FOR MISSIONS
Jan'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:45

Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Dec'25:50
In everything by prayer. Jan'26:57
Feb'26:60 Nov'26:51
A world fellowship of intercession. Dec'26:61
Jan'27:63 Feb'27:53

THE DAY OF RESURRECTION (HYMN)
The Day of Resurrection. Mar'29:18

"DAY OF TRIUMPH" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Feb'66:41

DAYAL, PRABHU
Boys find the place in life. Feb'43:27

DAYAL, RAM
Boys find the place in life. Feb'43:26

DAYAL, SAMUEL DIN
Boys find the place in life. Feb'43:26

DAYAL, SUKH
Boys find the place in life. Feb'43:26

Dayoan, Maria I
See
Garcia, Maria I. Dayoan

DAYOAN DE LA CRUZ, SOFIA
(photo) Feb'46:3

DAYTON, OHIO
Teaching citizenship through religious education. Nov'26:14
Study reveals churches' need. Dec'54:48

DAYTON, OHIO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'19:37
Tried and found helpful. Apr'22:49
(photo of day nursery) Jun'43:13

DAYTON, OHIO. FIDELITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'20:52

DAYTON, OHIO. HILLCREST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of men) May'55:1
(photo of sanctuary) Jun'55:1

DAYTON, OHIO. KETTERING CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'57:11 Jun'58:3

DAYTON, OHIO. NORTHWEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of construction) Jul'73:3

DAYTON, OHIO. SANTA CLARA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47

DAYTON, OHIO. WEST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
Another way of sending the light to Africa. Jul'29:42
DAYTON, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. May'35:1
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA. RIO VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44
De Castro, Aurelio
See
Castro, Aurelio de
DE SAINT EXPUERY, ANTOINE. WIND, SAND AND STARS
Book chat. Mar'40:23
DEACONESSES
From the India newsletter. Nov'23:52
DEAD SEA
Shavings. Oct'72:35
DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Global highlights. Oct'49:2 Jun'53:4
...hailed as significant discovery. Mar'56:47
"THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'60:46
DEADMAN, DELORIS A
(photo) Jul'23:12
DEADMAN, HOMER RANDOLPH
(photo) Jul'23:12 Mar'34:34
DEADMAN, R E
quoted. From a son of the parsonage. Nov'42:4
Deadman, Roy Emmett, 1883-1972
Church School of Missions at Lebanon, Indiana. May'19:39
DEADMAN, ROY EMMETT, 1883-1972
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
(photo) Jul'23:12 Mar'24:23
From a son of the parsonage. Nov'42:4
quoted. Parsonages. Jul'45:21
DEAF
A community silent class. Jan'21:42
DEALEY, J Q
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
DEAN, (MRS. C. L.)
(photo) Jan'27:6
DEAN, (married to Isaiah Dean)
(death) Oct'19:58
DEAN, (MRS. J. A.)
Here and there with World Call. Mar'52:48
DEAN, (married to James Russell), -1953
In memoriam. May'53:35
Dean, (Mrs. W. O.)
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
DEAN, C W
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
Dean, Charles Lemuel, 1875-1948
Echoes from the Rockies. May'20:45
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:61 May'21:61
DEAN, CHARLES LEMUEL, 1875-1948
(photo) Sep'20:28
Report. Sep'21:28
Some news items... Dec'22:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
(photo) Jan'27:6
DEAN, CHARLES W
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Dean, Don M
Exercising man's mental muscles. Apr'65:28
DEAN, HARMON P
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'57:6
DEAN, HATTIE, -1946
In memoriam. Jun'46:39
DEAN, HOYT
Bell for the Congo (photo) Oct'68:48
Dean, Kenneth Gordon, 1928- (married to Nellie R. Dean)
Learn for your life. Jul'68:24
DEAN, NANCY
Color her "clever" (photo) Apr'63:31
DEAN, NANCY. DAUGHTER IN COLLEGE COLORING BOOK
Color her "clever" Apr'63:31
DEAN, ROSALINE
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'54:32
DEAN, SAMUEL M
Missionaries as self-multipliers. May'33:17
Dean, Vera Michaels
The UN in a troubled world. Oct'46:7
DEAN, VERA MICHAELS
On Russia--read first, then speak. Oct'46:5
(photo) Oct'46:6
DEAN, VERA MICHAELS. THE STRUGGLE FOR WORLD ORDER
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
Deans, James D
The country church (poem) Jul'31:44
DEAR FAMILY, BY "PEGGY ANN"
Speaking of books. Oct'25:52
DEARBORN, MICHIGAN. DARBORN HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1958. Feb'59:34
DEARDORFF, CALLISTA ALLARD
In memoriam. Jul'32:39
DEARDORFF, ELMIRA OXER
In memoriam. Apr'34:39
DEARING, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
DeARMOND, BESSIE
Memorium. May'36:39
DEARING, J  S
What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
DEATH
When the death angel comes. Sep'20:51
In time of sorrow. Aug'24:53
Going away (poem) Jun'32:12
Sundown (poem) Mar'35:21
What lies beyond? (poem) Dec'36:15
Survival after death. Nov'37:27
Death is a part of life. Apr'52:15
Intimations of immortality. Apr'53:7
Women and world highways. Jul'53:33
Congo Christians find no cause for wailing. Apr'55:35
The family faces change. Dec'55:25
Why fear death? Apr'57:9
The American way of death. Jan'64:9
DeBEAUVIOR, SIMONE. THE COMING OF AGE
   New books. Dec '72:34
DEBENPORT, (MRS. J. M.)
   The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:7
DeBOCK, ETHEL, -1945
   In memoriam. Jan'46:37   Feb'47:37
DeBOER, WILLIAM
   News room. Feb'47:32
DeBOSE, RENA HOUSTON
   News room. Mar'60:40
deBRUCKER, JOSE. THE VIOLENCE OF A PEACEMAKER: DOM HELDER
   Three books on cultural revolution. Jan'72:46
DECade of decision
   Global highlights. Sep'58:4
   Disciples face Decade of Decision. Oct'58:30
   Global highlights. Feb'59:5   Jun'59:4
   Looking back to see ahead. Sep'59:10
   Global highlights.
      Feb'60:4   Apr'60:7   May'60:4   Jun'60:6
   Where are tomorrow's ministers? Jun'60:15
   Global highlights. Jul'60:4   Sep'60:4
   Down to "brass tacks" in Decade of Decision. Sep'60:17
   A new decade for dreamers. Sep'60:26
   Decade of Decision (poem) Sep'60:27
   Global highlights. Jan'61:4
   Adults and mission. Sep'61:36
   Global highlights. Oct'61:5
   Asset or liability? Oct'61:9
   Global highlights. May'62:6
   End of an era. May'62:10
   Better barns or a better world? Jun'62:48
   What your church could do. Sep'62:11
   Let's get on with it! Sep'62:13
   Decade achievements--after two years. Sep'62:14
   Women and world highways. Sep'62:33
   The united way. Mar'63:23
   Stewards must grow! Sep'63:23
   Decision/opportunity. Jan'67:18
   Update on New Church Advance. Dec'69:14
   The scene. Mar'70:44
   Decisions that really matter. Jan'71:26
DeCamp, E. Otto
   Radio power in south Korea. Nov'69:33
DeCARLO, MARIA
   (photo) Dec'22:26
DeCastilla, Jose Martinez
   Laymen's Institute. Jul'57:46
DeCastro, Aurelio
   See
   Castro, Aurelio de
DECATUR, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo of missionary society) May'32:39

DECATUR, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
View from the front of the bus. Mar'69:20

DECATUR, ILLINOIS. (new Christian Church)  

DECATUR, ILLINOIS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:51

DECATUR, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Farewell and ordination. Sep'24:57
News room. Jan'53:33

DECATUR, ILLINOIS. SEVENTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58

DE CESARE, (BUENOS AIRES)  
(photo) Aug'19:37

Dechert, (married to Louis Tarleton Dechert)  
Letters. Sep'65:47

Decker, Annabelle Coleman  
Direct line. Nov'68:33

DECKER, ANNABELLE COLEMAN  
News room. Nov'58:34 Jan'62:46
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
(photo) Nov'68:33

DECKER, JOHN W.  
Dr. Warnshusis retires (photo) Jan'43:33
The threshold. Sep'44:2
News room. Jul'45:34
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2

DECKER, M S  
(photo) Oct'23:52

deDIETRICH, SUZANNE  
Something new in the life of the churches. Jun'48:6
Discovering the Bible. Mar'53:5
(photo) Mar'53:23
Global highlights. Feb'55:2
Women on world highways (photo) Jul'65:37

DEDICATION DAY  
Apr'49:31

DEDIJER, STEVE  
(photo) Oct'47:6

DEDRA DUN, INDIA  
Youth and missions. Feb'55:37

Deed, Lena Waldo  
(untitled poem) Aug'32:30

DEEMS, CALLIE  
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
In memoriam. Apr'29:44

DEEN, CHRISTOPHER (married to Mary Raz Deen)  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:36
(marriage) News room. Nov'54:35
Sight for the blind of Orissa. May'64:27

DEEN, DIXIE HOLT  
In brief (photo) Jul'71:39

Deen, Edith Alderman (married to Edgar Deen)  
The Sari at T.C.U. Dec'49:12
DEEN, EDITH ALDERMAN
 quoted. Disciples meet in Des Moines. Nov'56:21
 Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'57:6
DEEN, EDITH ALDERMAN. ALL OF THE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
 Book chat. Dec'55:43
DEEN, EDITH ALDERMAN. THE GREAT WOMEN OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
 Holt makes study of African place-names. Feb'60:45
DEEN, MARY RAZ (married to Christopher Deen)
 (marriage) News room. Nov'54:35
DEER, (married to John W. Deer)
 In memorium. Nov'40:39
DEER, (married to Lewis H. Deer, Sr.) -1960
 (death) News room. Jul'60:42
DEER, JOHN W
 In memorium. Nov'40:39
Deer, Lewis H., 1918-
 Disciples move toward integration. Jul'55:12
Why study race relations? Jun'57:20
A look at the National Convention. Jul'57:22
DEER, LEWIS H., 1918-
 Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33
News room.
 (photo) Jul'57:24
News room. Mar'60:40 Apr'60:34
Global highlights. Jul'61:4
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:4
News room. Jul'64:34
How the church meets boys on "the corner." Apr'68:40
DEER LODGE, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
 Here and there... Jan'48:48
DEETANA, WARUNEE
 Women on world highways. Jun'70:32
"THE DEFENDERS" (TELEVISION PROGRAM)
 Social trends. Feb'66:16
deFLUMERE, AMBROSE J
 Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31 May'67:34
DEFREGGER, FRANZ VON. "ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS" (PAINTING)
 (photo) Dec'36:front cover
The threshold. Dec'36:2
DeFRIES, GARY E
 In brief. Nov'70:38
DEGAFFERELLY, AUGUSTUS F., 1882-1962
 What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing (photo)
 Mar'25:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
A latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
 (death) News room. Nov'62:42
DeGARIS, ED.
 (death) Apr'34:46
DEGNAN, JUDY
 Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33
DeGRAAF, HANNES
 Classroom and campus. Jan'60:30
DeGRAZIA, SEBASTIAN. ERRORS OF PSYCHOTHERAPY
 Book chat. Dec'52:22
DeGroot, Alfred Thomas, 1903- (married to Beulah DeGroot)

Modern youth movements and missions. May'29:13
Needed: a sense of history. Oct'41:18

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS, 1903-
(photo) May'29:13 Feb'31:33
Personalities. Jun'38:15
The American church and war. Nov'39:16
(photo) Oct'41:18
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28
News room. Apr'45:28
Classroom and campus. Jul'45:27
News room. Feb'47:32 Apr'47:40
Classroom and campus. Oct'48:30
(photo) May'49:33
Classroom and campus.
Oct'49:31 Dec'49:30 Jun'50:33 Sep'50:32
Global highlights. Oct'50:2
Classroom and campus. Jun'51:30
News room. Jun'51:38
Classroom and campus. Apr'52:28
Bringing Lund to the people. Jun'52:12
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:31
Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:28
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32 (photo) Oct'67:34
In brief. Sep'71:34

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS. CENTRAL OF DES MOINES
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS. THE CONVENTION AMONG DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Book chat. Mar'58:42

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST: A HISTORY
Book chat. Mar'49:20

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS. THE GROUNDS OF DIVISIONS AMONG THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Book chat. Dec'40:42

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS. THE RESTORATION PRINCIPLE
Book chat. Oct'60:26

DeGROOT, ALFRED THOMAS. YOU CAN LIVE FOREVER
Book chat. Nov'53:19

DeGroot, Beulah (married to Alfred Thomas DeGroot)
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'40:38
Women and world highways. Mar'43:35 Dec'47:31

DeGROOT, BEULAH
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:32

DeGROOT, PAT
(photo) Nov'50:33

DEH DJEN HSIA
How it was done at Zanesville (photo) Nov'26:44

DeHart, (Mrs. C. E.)
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51

DeHaven, Barbara Ann Hoskin, 1929-
(married to Ernest Thomas DeHaven)
News room. May'65:36

DeHAVEN, BARBARA ANN HOSKIN, 1929-
News room. Jun'64:41

DeHAVEN, CATHERINE RUTH, 1963-
(birth) News room. Dec'63:40
DeHaven, Ernest Thomas, 1928-  
(married to Barbara Ann Hoskin DeHaven)  
She found a job in India. Jul'64:46  
Christmas love feast at Bilaspur. Dec'64:28

DeHAVEN, ERNEST THOMAS, 1928-  
IMA aids in a healing ministry. May'64:30  
News room. Jun'64:41 May'65:36

DeHAVEN, LOUIS EDWARD, -1952  
(death) Proud to be a part! Oct'52:28

DeHAVEN, MATTHEW HOSKIN, 1959-  
(birth) News room. Sep'59:41

DeHAVEN, STEPHEN THOMAS, 1962-  
(birth) News room. Sep'62:40

DeHOVOS, ROSE MARIE  
Youth learn at Inman Center (photo) Nov'65:27

DEISS, (married to Elmer A. Deiss)  
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'64:33

DEITCH, DOROTHY (married to Russell A. Deitch)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'51:4

Deitch, Harold Woodrow, 1917-  
Heartbeat of the ministry. Feb'66:12

DEITCH, HAROLD WOODROW, 1917-  
(photo) Feb'66:13

Deitch, Russell Arthur, 1913- (married to Dorothy Darrah Deitch)  
Our evangelism isn't Christian! Feb'63:12  
Moments of meditation. Oct'63:37  
Serving in a changing world. Sep'65:25  
New forms of mission. Jun'68:16  
How safe is the church? Nov'72:9

DEITCH, RUSSELL ARTHUR, 1913-  
(photo) Sep'47:9  
News room (photo) Mar'62:38  
(photo) Nov'72:9

Deiter, Margaret  
The hills of God (poem) Feb'20:44

DEITIKER, FRANCES MAY  
In memoriam. Mar'33:39

DEITZ, BERT  
The church in thy house. Aug'23:62

DEITZ, JESSIE (PETTIBONE)  
(photo) Apr'20:31

DEITZ, PURD E  
(photo) Feb'57:13

DeJARNETTE, ANNIE V., -1941  
In memoriam. Apr'42:39

DeJEET, DONNA SUE WEST (married to Richard Keith DeJeet)  
(marriage) News room. Apr'55:38

DeJEET, KRIS MARTIN, 1955-  
(birth) News room. Feb'56:38

DeJEET, RICHARD KEITH (married to Donna Sue West DeJeet)  
(marriage) News room. Apr'55:38

DeKING, JOSEPH  
Some recent gains in Prohibition. Jul'29:6

DeKRIUIF, PAUL. KAISER WAKES THE DOCTORS  
Book chat. Dec'43:14

DEL RIO, TENNESSEE  
Apr'19:61
A messenger of mercy. Jun'19:53
Notes. Oct'19:59

DeLaCRUZ, LAURA
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:13

DELAHOY, LOLA R
quoted. Book chat. Jul'57:42
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
Here and there with World Call. Jul'58:50

DELAMERE, GEORGE EDWARD, 1866-
(photo) Mar'24:53

DELAND, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The scene. Apr'72:34

DELANEY, (married to William Delaney)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22

DELAPANCHE, E. "GUIDANCE" (SCULPTURE)
(photo) Apr'39:27

DeLAPP, A. MYRVIN
Letters. Jul'69:33

deLARA, DANIEL LOPEZ
See
LOPEZ de LARA, DANIEL

DELAWARE
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:24

DELAY, EDWARD
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
"DELAYED PILGRIMS" (FILMSTRIP)
Oct'48:28

Delcamp, (married to E. W. Delcamp)
Letters. Sep'71:31

DELCAMP, ERNEST WOODRUFF, 1883-1952 (married to Susan M. Delcamp)
(photo) Jan'21:12

DELEDDA, GRAZIA
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45

Delehoy, Lola Raver, 1899- (married to W. V. Delehoy)
Letters. Jan'67:inside front cover

DELEHOY, LOLA RAVER, 1899-
News room. May'51:38
Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'66:32

DELGADILLO, JANQUIN
A rural pastor of Mexico teaches the Gospel. Oct'49:45

DELGADO, ANDRES
(photo) Mar'29:57
Home missions church pastor (photo) Nov'44:38
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46

DELGADO, HATTIE
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21

DELGADO, LAZARO
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32

DELGADO, MANUELTITA
(photo) Sep'58:35

DELGADO, ROSE MARIE
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21

DELI, INDIA
(photo of Pearl Mosque) Mar'39:front cover
The threshold. Mar'39:2
DELLING, GERHARD. WORSHIP IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
   Book chat. Jan'63:41
DELMAR, DELAWARE. UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
   In brief. Mar'69:38
deLOERA, JOSE
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6
DeLONG, D
   (photo) May'57:39
DeLONG, DLAE J
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37
DeLONG, IDA CURTIS, -1949
   In memoriam. Mar'50:37
DELORIA, ELLA C. SPEAKING OF INDIANS
   Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
DELORIA, VINE, JR. CUSTER DIED FOR YOUR SINS
   New books. Jan'70:28
DELP, PAUL S
   Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
DELP, ROBERT W
   Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32         Jan'65:32
delPILAR, LUIS F
   See
   PILAR, LUIS F. del
DELTA COOPERATIVE FARM
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
   Sherwood Eddy's experiment in Christian living. May'37:8
   American youth projects. May'39:12
DELTA, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16
   (photo) Mar'34:inside back cover
DELTA MINISTRY
   Global highlights.
      Apr'65:6   Jun'65:7   Nov'65:7
   "Justice place" in the Delta. Feb'66:25
   Global highlights.
   Shared bread. Jan'67:43
   Global highlights (photo of burned cross) Jun'67:6
   In brief. Feb'68:8       Jul'68:8
   How churches fight poverty. Sep'68:39
   The Delta Ministry is alive and well (photos) Jul'69:20
   New books. Nov'69:29
   World events. Apr'70:37
   Services to black community to continue after Mount Beulah
   sale. Sep'71:40
DELTA OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED
   The Delta Ministry is alive and well (photos) Jul'69:20
DELTONA, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
DeMaadg, John
   Does Japan need missionaries? Nov'57:44
Demaree, Doris Clore,1903-1984 (married to Harold Demaree)
   I thank Thee Lord. Oct'43:28
   Crown Him with many crowns. Mar'44:28
   Voices around the world. May'44:27
   Great is Thy faithfulness. Oct'44:25
With hearts aflame. Feb'45:27
Whom oceans part. May'45:27
Unto the glory of God. Oct'45:28
With Christ we build anew. Mar'46:32
The time is now. May'46:32
A time for everything. Oct'46:32
Of many books on India. Jan'47:29
Table talk can build togetherness. Jun'58:23
In-on-everything Johnny. Mar'60:41
A new approach to family camping. May'63:19

DEMAREE, DORIS CLORE, 1903-1984
News room.
- Jul'46:34 Sep'47:40 Jul'49:47
  Jan'47:38 Jun'48:32
Global highlights (photo) Mar'55:2
News room (photo) Mar'55:36
A home that is open to God (photos) May'55:29
News room. Dec'56:40 Sep'58:49
Christian education assembly meets. Mar'60:35
News room. Feb'64:34

DEMAREE, DORIS CLORE. MOHAN LIVES IN INDIA
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

DEMAREE, HAROLD A., -1968 (married to Doris Clore Demaree)
A home that is open to God (photo) May'55:29

DEMAREE, MARJORIE
(photo) Oct'35:30

DEMAREST, MARY SMITH, -1927
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'28:41

Demby, Elizabeth
Missionary work with World Call. Oct'23:59

DEMESTRI, LINA
New vistas in Latin America. Apr'60:29
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'60:34

DEMETILLO, RICARDA
(photo) Mar'52:21

DeMILLER, ISABELLE FLICKINGER
In memoriam. Jun'29:50

DEMING, BEULAH
See
BROWN, BEULAH DEMING

DEMING, NEW MEXICO
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56

DEMING, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Deming, New Mexico. Feb'19:59
Notes. Sep'19:49 Nov'19:63
Mar'20:63
Apr'20:59
Notes. May'20:62

DEMOCRACY
Long live those early voices. Jan'20:33
Social trends. Jan'37:27
American liberty is being destroyed. May'37:16
Democracy endangered. Apr'38:20
Social trends. Mar'39:23
The challenge of intolerance. Feb'40:20
Democracy and peace. Apr'40:4
The American dream. Jul'40:19
Examining democracy. Oct'40:24
Programs for young people. Jun'41:37
Social trends. Jul'41:22
Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
Are you studying democracy? Jul'41:36
Sabotaging liberties. Sep'41:4
Are you studying democracy? Sep'41:36
Worship service for missionary groups. Sep'41:38
The individual and democracy. Sep'41:18
What war does to democracy. Oct'41:12
Are you studying democracy? Oct'41:36
Worship services for missionary groups. Oct'41:38
Women and world highways. Nov'41:35
Are you studying democracy? Nov'41:36
Worship services for missionary groups. Nov'41:38
Democratic principles in world relations.
  Dec'41:13    Jan'42:18
In the cradle of democracy. May'42:9
Dialogue with a dictator. Jun'42:43
The average man, religion and democracy. Dec'43:16
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:26

DEMONOLOGY
Shavings. May'73:34
deMontagnac, Charles
  Two Jamaican lads. Jan'32:31
DEMOPOLIS, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Proving the old adage. Aug'27:40
DEMOREST, ALICE CARY
  In memoriam. Jul'32:39
DeMoss, Lucy King
  Wanderland--Wonderland: Apr'19:21
  Flora Patricia in her garden (poem) Mar'20:17
  Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem)
  Taro and Hana come to America. Jan'22:38
Ding and G. W. Mar'22:30
The sleeping child. Apr'22:32
Let's go to a Mexican party. May'22:32
Saturday, June three. Jun'22:32
Tonio's Fourth of July. Jul'22:32
Betty found something to do (poem) Aug'22:32
The call of the flowers. Sep'22:32
The story of Chihaya... Oct'22:32
Sarah's "exiled fathers." Nov'22:32
Are you going through the gateway into Sunday School
  land. Nov'22:36
What is Christmas? (poem) Dec'22:32
Do you always? Jan'23:32
Truly Try stories.
Raymond Dandridge carries on. Jul'23:46
Ping has a caller. Sep'23:47
Alexander. Oct'23:30
Making friends with Helena. Oct'23:46
The cat and the canary. Nov'23:32
The winning of Flora Marie. Nov'23:46
June's Christmas. Dec'23:30
Sunshine Guy Inman. Dec'23:46
Lois Marie and the "medicine." Jan'24:32
Bettie Bacon has callers. Feb'24:32
Under the Banyan tree. Mar'24:32
Before the sun had risen. Mar'24:46
The wonderful box. Apr'24:32
Allan and the baby hippo. May'24:32
Chio's Children's Day. Jun'24:32
Nobody knows the trouble I've seen. Jun'24:46
The friendly flag. Jul'24:32
The hand of a helper. Jul'24:46
Children who have never seen a bee. Aug'24:40
Teizo Kawai's native land. Aug'24:46
Nancy on the other side. Sep'24:32
In the land where Jesus walked. Sep'24:46
Where the light shines. Oct'24:56
World Call is magic. Nov'24:42
America is a great country. Nov'24:46
Imagine yourself in China. Dec'24:46
Hats on. Dec'24:52
One day on the sun porch. Jan'25:38
Something about opium in China. Jan'25:46
A Valentine party in China. Feb'25:32
The beginning of the trail. Feb'25:46
The tale of the kites. Mar'25:36
Fear of the spirits played a large part. Mar'25:46
That's why my ears are so long. Apr'25:32
Heralds of the Prince of Peace. Apr'25:46
The first dandelions. May'25:32
The light that shines brighter. May'25:46
Margaret Anne and Children's Day. Jun'25:32
The people whose name means "Glory." Jun'25:46
Land of the Pilgrim's pride. Jul'25:32
Geography and hearts. Jul'25:46
At the sign of the D.V.B.S. Aug'25:40
The story of Elisha and Efim. Aug'25:46
Eeny-Menny-Min-y-Mo. Sep'25:38
Be unto others. Sep'25:46
A stranger in Poland. Oct'25:46
Teddy goes nutting. Oct'25:60
Thou shalt rejoice in thy feast. Nov'25:38
Do something about it. Nov'25:46
Christmas stars. Dec'25:38
Turning over a new leaf. Jan'26:40
The open Bible. Jan'26:46
South America's George Washington. Feb'26:40
A reason for some "Ten o'clock scholars!" Feb'26:46
Where everybody goes barefoot. Mar'26:42
New wealth for Mexico. Mar'26:46
You should know me... Apr'26:46
Mother earth gets ready for Easter. Apr'26:52
Nieghbors. May'26:40
The way it looks to one Tri Club. May'26:46
A world of friends. Jun'26:38
Let's get a good start. Jun'26:46
I made it for you. Jul'26:32
Ye are my friends if... Jul'26:46
Rosie at Camp Burton. Aug'26:44
All out for Jarvis! Aug'26:46
The friendship fairy gets ready for September. Sep'26:44
Thanksgiving and friendship. Oct'26:46
Give the password. Oct'26:52
The friendly land. Nov'26:42
Friday's child in loving and giving. Nov'26:46
The road to Christmas. Dec'26:40
The Triangle palaver.

Dec'26:46  Feb'27:46  Apr'27:46
Jan'27:46  Mar'27:46  May'27:46
Dec'26:46  Feb'27:46  Apr'27:46
Jan'27:46  Mar'27:46  May'27:46
The elephant goes to church. Jan'27:56
A hero of old Japan. Feb'27:56
Nancy Lou goes to the dolls' festival. Mar'27:52
The flower that bloomed at Easter. Apr'27:42
The return of the scouts. May'27:54
Triangle Clubs. Jun'27:50
Home coming on Children's Day. Jun'27:52
How much do we know... Jul'27:49
Tony and his library. Jul'27:54
One hundred per cent present... Aug'27:49
Tree top town (poem) Aug'27:56
Disciples of Christ and the new world. Sep'27:49
I see. Sep'27:54
Wouldn't you call it graft? Oct'27:50
The four hundred family. Oct'27:54
The perfect gift. Nov'27:48
Thanksgiving. Nov'27:50
A twelve-months meeting. Dec'27:50
Happy Christmas little Miss Tokyo. Dec'27:56
To our friends! Jan'28:52
Each one win one. Feb'28:52
Easter in Africa. Mar'28:50
M stands for May and Mothers. Apr'28:50
The end of a purposeful year. May'28:49
By their frutis. Sep'28:6
Helps for leaders of junior groups.

May'38:40  Jun'41:40  Jun'43:31
Jan'39:49  Jun'42:40

DEMOSS, LUCY KING

CE news notes. Jan'19:64
Christian Endeavor notes. Feb'19:60
Lucy King DeMoss (photo) Jun'19:44
(photo) Aug'19:26
quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:8
Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
Wanderland—wonderland. Feb'28:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42

DEMOSS, LUCY KING. THE ADVENTURES OF JO-ANNE AND JIMMY

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:62
Aug'22:62

DEMOSS, LUCY KING. THE GLAD TIDINGS

Headquarters notes. May'23:52
DEMOSS, LUCY KING. LEARNING HOW TO SETTLE DISCIPLES
Book chat. Mar'42:45

DEMOSS, LUCY KING. SUNDAY SCHOOL LAND
Nov'22:38

DEMOSS, LUCY KING. WITH HAMMER AND HOE IN MISSION LANDS
Jan'19:44
...Makes a hit. Mar'19:56

DEMPSEY, (MRS. J. F.)
(photo) Jun'28:19

DEMPSEY, LELIA, -1950
In memoriam. Dec'50:37

DEMPSEY, RICHARD
College summer events. Sep'38:30

DENADEL, (married to Leonard Denadel)
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'41:2

DENBEAUX, FRED J. THE ART OF CHRISTIAN DOUBT
Book chat. Jan'61:24

DENBEAUX, FRED J. THE PREMATURE DEATH OF PROTESTANTISM
New books. Feb'68:39

DENBY, EDWIN
quoted. Paragraphs to ponder. May'30:21

DENHAM, JOE E
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:61
Denick, Sharon
Letters. Jul'66:46

DENIS, FRANCOISE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:31

DENISON, J  H. EMOTIONAL CURRENTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY
Speaking of books. Nov'32:34

DENISON, M  R
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
Global highlights (photo) May'60:6

DENMAN, C  H
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42

DENMARK
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57 Sep'26:51
Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:25
Peace and plenty in Scandinavia. Feb'37:18
Ventures in better living. Dec'39:11
..."did not grab." Jan'40:17
Travel--of, by and for the people. May'40:17
Foundations of a nation. Jul'41:3
The state of the church. Jul'42:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
Global highlights.
 Jul'46:3 Jan'53:4 Dec'53:2
You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:10
Trials of a state church. Mar'60:26

Denney, Cecil Armstrong, 1901--
The southeast extends a welcome. Sep'54:25

DENNEY, CECIL ARMSTRONG, 1901--
(photo) Sep'54:25 Oct'57:front cover
The cover. Oct'57:inside front cover
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'60:8
DENNIS, (married to L. V. Dennis)
  News room. Sep'60:40 Dec'61:32
  Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'62:8
DENNIS, (married to Warren Dennis)
  In memoriam. May'34:39
Dennis, M. Annette
  Touch me (poem) Feb'47:20
DENNIS, PARMLEY G., 1886-1946
  In memoriam. Oct'46:37
DENNIS, RANDY
  Ninety years old and full of youth (photo) Apr'70:15
DENNIS, WILLIE
  (photo) Dec'71:46
DENNISON, GEORGE. THE LIVES OF CHILDREN
  New books. Apr'70:28
DENNISON, OHIO. THORWOOD PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Building in a churless community (photo) May'19:29
Denny, (MRS. C. O.)
  In memorium. Sep'36:39
Denny, AUSTIN
  In brief. Apr'71:41
Denny, B S
  (photo) Jan'28:28
Denny, CECIL A., -1962
  (death) News room. Apr'62:34
Denny, CHARLES OSCAR, 1860-1930
  (photo) Jan'21:6
DENOMINATIONS
  Churchman's vocabulary. Jun'63:16
  ? and answers. Apr'67:8
  Commentary. Oct'73:16
DENTLER, HOWARD ERNEST, 1922- (married to Mary Louise Dentler)
  Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:7
  News room. May'62:32
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:6
  Seeking change with responsible speed (photo) Feb'65:24
  Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies (photo) Sep'65:31
  Disciples in the news. Jul'67:8
  Ahead of the headlines. Dec'68:5
  World events. Apr'70:45
  In brief. Jun'70:39
  The scene. Feb'73:33
  Stimulating worship and witness (photo) Jun'73:21
DENTON, ALICE MANA, 1868-1941 (married to Hiram Allen Denton)
  (photo) Jan'28:32
  In memoriam. Jan'42:43
DENTON, BETTIE STAPLES, 1933- (married to William J. Denton)
  News room. Nov'64:32
DENTON, H. L.
  (photo) Aug'23:41
Denton, Hiram Allen, 1867-1948 (married to Alice Mana Denton)
  Beautiful ministry appreciated. Aug'19:35
  Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:25
DENTON, HIRAM ALLEN, 1867-1948
  (photo) Mar'24:25
  News room. Jan'48:32
(death) Bulletin. Apr'48:29
DENTON, J. B., -1959
(death) News room. Jun'59:40
DENTON, JAMES ARTHUR, 1960-
(birth) News room. Mar'61:46
DENTON, JAMES ELBERT, 1856-1931
In memoriam. Dec'31:41
Dent, T. B.
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:9
DENTON, WALLACE. THE MINISTER'S WIFE AS A COUNSELOR
New books. Sep'66:40
DENTON, WILLIAM JAMES, 1931- (married to Bettye Staples Denton)
News room. Nov'64:32
DENTON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
DENTZ, HOWARD R
Love--the Woodhaven way. Oct'72:26
DENVER CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S MISSIONARY UNION
Women and world highways. Oct'38:35
DENVER, COLORADO
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:40 (drawing of home for
aged p. 11)
Pioneers in the Rockies (photo of civic center) Jun'59:17
A modern story of Jonah. Jan'72:31
DENVER (COLORADO) ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Global highlights. Sep'59:8
DENVER, COLORADO. BARNUM CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'38:23
DENVER, COLORADO. BEROLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'38:23
DENVER, COLORADO. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Max and climax (photos) Jan'24:46
DENVER, COLORADO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49
Just girls. Jun'24:52
(photo) Oct'38:23
Building for education (photo) Jul'39:15
Here and there... Apr'48:48
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:40
Pioneers in the Rockies (photo) Jun'59:18
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
DENVER, COLORADO. DAILY VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
(photo) Sep'21:41 Nov'21:14,26
DENVER, COLORADO. EAST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'38:23
DENVER, COLORADO. HIGHLANDS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'38:23
DENVER, COLORADO. JAPANESE METHODIST CHURCH
Children make good neighbors. Feb'57:15
DENVER, COLORADO. PARK HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress (photo of groundbreaking) Dec'50:21
DENVER, COLORADO. SOUTH BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50 Jun'32:39
(photo) Oct'38:23
DENVER, COLORADO, UNIVERSITY PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    (photo) Oct'38:23
DENVER, COLORADO. VALLEY HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
DENVER, COLORADO. WEST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58
    (photo) Oct'38:23
DEODATO, ACHILLE
    Global highlights (photo) Feb'52:3
DEOTARA, INDIA
    Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:28
DePauW UNIVERSITY (GREENCASTLE, INDIANA)
    Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
Depew, Arthur McKinley, 1896- (married to Louise Depew)
    Sound of the hammer. Jun'58:28
    Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
DEPEW, ARTHUR M.
    quoted. Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1
    (photo) Mar'24:25
    Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:3
    For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
    (photo) Jun'56:1
    Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'57:34
    (photo) May'59:27
DEPEW, ARTHUR M. THE COKESBURY GAME BOOK
    Book chat. mar'39:42
DEPEW, ARTHUR M. THE COKESBURY PARTY BOOK
    Speaking of books. Nov'32:34
DEPEW, ARTHUR M. THE COKESBURY STUNT BOOK
    Speaking of books. Sep'34:34
DEPEW, CHAUNCEY M
    A nonagenarian's philosophy. Aug'25:38
    The last page. Aug'26:64
DEPEW, CLARENCE LEE, 1869-1942
    The Central Regional District for Bible School work. Mar'19:46
Depew, Louise Keller, 1902-1971 (married to Arthur M. Depew)
    New vision for Congo workers. Nov'56:44
    Women and world highways. Jan'60:33
DEPEW, LOUISE KELLER, 1902-1971
    News room. Oct'45:25
    Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:3
    For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
    (photo) Jun'56:1
    Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'57:34
    (photo) Jan'60:33
    In memoriam. Sep'71:46
DEPEW, RALPH
    Global highlights (photo) Feb'51:3
DEPOISTER, LEWIS F
    (photo) Mar'24:31
DEPOISTER, W. MARSHON, 1912-
    Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
    Classroom and campus. Sep'54:30
DEPRESSION--1929
    Listening in on the world.
    Nov'30:20   Feb'31:20   Jun'31:20
Another dragon slain. Jul'31:4
Economic security... Sep'31:17
Our most expensive economy. Jan'32:3
Listening in on the world. Jan'32:22
Financial depression reaches Africa. Mar'32:46
The church courageous. Apr'32:3
The fundamental cause of the Depression. Jul'32:4
Those Depression blues. Oct'32:45
Christian faith as an antidote for panic. Nov'32:5
The pastor and human need. Jan'33:17
Listening in on the world. Feb'33:24
A national earthquake. Apr'33:3
What they said. Nov'34:19
Right through the Depression. Apr'35:27
Social trends. Sep'35:27
DERBEN, (married to Ben W. Derben) -1952
In memoriam. Oct '52:35
DERBY, FAY E
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct '35:33
Derby, Mabel McCurdy
Who is my brother? (poem) Apr'31:22
Thirty (poem) Feb'32:18
DERDERIAN, (married to Charles Derderian)
After many days (photo) Apr'42:44
DERDERIAN, AURORA
After many days (photo) Apr'42:44
DERDERIAN, CHARLES
After many days (photo) Apr'42:44
DERDERIAN, GARABED
After many days (photo) Apr'42:44
DERDERIAN, MANUEL
After many days (photo) Apr'42:44
DERDERIAN, MANUEL, JR.
After many days (photo) Apr'42:44
DERHAMMER, LUCILLE
(photo) Dec '37:5
DERMETZIAN, AIDA
A family that stays together (photo) May '55:44
DeRosale, Encarnacion R
A preaching tour in Mexico. Jul '44:28
deROUSSEY de SALES, RAOUl. THE MAKING OF TOMORROW
Book chat. Oct '42:23
DERR, J. MORGAN, -1953
In memoriam. Sep '53:35
Derr, Mary L
Come alive: volunteer. Oct '70:17
DERRICOTT, JULIA
The blessed damozel. Jul '35:9
DERROW, AMANDA, -1955
In memoriam. Sep '55:35
DERSNAH, E L
(photo) Jan '21:14
DERTHICK, HENRY J., 1872-1968
(photo) Jun '30:33
Personalities (photo) Nov '36:11
(photo) Jan '39:16
In memoriam. Mar '69:42
DERTHICK, LAWRENCE GRIDLEY, 1905-
Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:7

DES MOINES, IOWA

A religious life emphasis week. May'25:42
Loved thou me? May'29:23
A city educates for peace. Nov'33:11
We look toward Des Moines. Jul'34:21
...city of churches. Sep'34:8
Convention glimpses. Nov'34:30
Welcome to Des Moines. Jun'56:13
(photo of Veterans Memorial Auditorium) Sep'56:1

DES MOINES, IOWA. CAPITOL HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'19:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:63
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27

DES MOINES, IOWA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Casting into the treasury. Jun'22:44
The trail leads into the highway. Feb'24:43
A splendid fellowship society (photo of Fidelity Christian Endeavor Society)
Jul'27:51
(photo) Mar'28:32
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:24
What, where, when and how. May'32:41
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
Des Moines--city of churches (photo) Sep'34:8
Pension Fund notes and news. Jul'42:29
(photo of parsonage) Oct'45:1
Here and there with World Call. Jun'54:48

DES MOINES, IOWA. COVENANT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52
Having the time of our lives (photo of some members)
Jun'66:30

DES MOINES, IOWA. DOUGLAS AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'20:43
Missions in a mission church. Jun'27:37

DES MOINES, IOWA. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
(photo) Feb'24:24

DES MOINES, IOWA. GRANT PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner (photo of pageant) Sep'34:1

DES MOINES, IOWA. HIGHLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church Extension victory at DesMoines (photo) Sep'19:40
Echoes from everywhere (photo of young people packing boxes)
Mar'38:39)

DES MOINES, IOWA. NEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Thirty two hours can bring life. Mar'72:5

DES MOINES, IOWA. NINTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches among Disciples (photo) Feb'46:17

DES MOINES, IOWA. PARK AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:10
World outreach sounding board. May'68:32

DES MOINES, IOWA. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
(photo) Dec'20:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
More than a coincidence. Jun'24:64
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56        Nov'24:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Jan'25:34       Sep'25:43
Building for Christian service... (photo) Apr'26:44
     (photos) Aug'28:5
Churches enacting a moral miracle. Jan'31:17
How one church is developing a passion for missions.    Oct'32:30
Birthdays in the primary department. Oct'32:44
  ...ladies reunion at Des Moines. Oct'34:32
     (photo of members going to World Convention) Sep'35:25
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:38
Circulation corner. Feb'36:1
     (photo of parsonage) Oct'45:1
Social trends. Jan'51:19
World Calling... Mar'69:50

DESCHAMPS, OSCAR
   In brief. May'72:40

DESCHAPELLES, HAITI. ALBERT SCHWEITZER HOSPITAL
   This hospital serves Haiti (drawing) Jun'56:15
What hope for Haiti? (photos) Oct'58:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36       May'61:34
Two dreamers meet in Haiti. Jan'62:15
Hospital receives clothing gifts. Oct'70:48

DESCO, EMILIA
   A signal honor. Dec'27:52
DeSHELLEY, JACQUES
   (married to Lovenia Goulter DeShelley)
     (marriage) News. room. May'44:28
DeSHELLEY, LOVENA GOULTER
   (married to Jacques DeShelley)
     (marriage) News. room. May'44:28

DESHIELDS, ZEPHANIE N., 1889-1972 (married to Ethel Mae Deshield)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'52:4

deSILVA, JOSE GOMES
   Churches respond to human need in Brazil. Feb'70:12


DESTANDES, KAREN
   A community fights prejudice. Feb'59:49

DESOTO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, April 1 - June 30, 1966. Sep'66:45
"DETACHED AMERICANS" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Dec'66:49
DeTAMORE, Arthur M., 1921- (married to Bertha Jean DeTamore)
   New Church Advance. Apr'64:15

DETAMORE, ARTHUR M., 1921-
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'62:4
Disciples in the news. Oct'66:7

DETAMORE, JOSEPH CLAY, 1924- (married to Marian Detamore)
   Global highlights. Jul'57:6        (photo) Oct'57:3

DETAMORE, MARIAN (married to Joseph Clay)
   Global highlights. Jul'57:6
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:3

deTOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS
   quoted. May'24:back cover
deTRIANA, URBANA R
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'62:36

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Americanization in Detroit. Oct'20:46
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:48
News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
Missionary illustrations... Apr'30:43
Committee on War Services news notes. Dec'45:40
Detroit--why should I? Jul'64:19

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
DETROIT, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL WOODWARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH (cont.)
Isaac Errett. Aug'21:16
A doctor of the Jesus school. Jun'22:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL WOODWARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of north aisle in sanctuary) Aug'31:front cover
The first page. Aug'31:2
The glory of God's house (photos) Aug'31:14
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
Presenting. Jun'67:8

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Dec'53:2 Nov'63:7

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. EAST GRAND BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of parsonage) Oct'44:1

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. METROPOLITAN METHODIST CHURCH
(photo of statue) Oct'28:front cover
Our cover. Oct'28:1

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. MOSQUE
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. NORTHWESTERN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In brief. Dec'70:34

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. WOODWARD AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
DETROIT, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL WOODWARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:62
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:48
Where Endeavoreres really endeavor (photo of Christian Endeavor) Jun'25:47
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33

DETROIT, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13

DETTINGER, ANNEMARIE
(photo) Jan'39:41
Detweiler, Doris Lee Dani, 1927-
(married to Paul Butler Detweiler)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36

DETWEILER, DORIS LEE DANI, 1927-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
News room. Mar'63:44

DETWEILER, HERBERT J. HOW TO STAND UP FOR WHAT YOU BELIEVE
New books. May'67:22
Detweiler, Howard Butler, 1897-1961
A chaplain meets a Filipino Christian. May'45:34
DETWEILER, HOWARD BUTLER, 1897-1961
(death) News room. Jun'61:42
In memoriam. Sep'61:35
DETWEILER, MARK PAUL, 1957-
(birth) News room. Jan'58:30
Detweiler, Paul Butler, 1926-
(married to Doris Lee Dani Detweiler)
Healing at Diptipur. Nov'59:48
DETWEILER, PAUL BUTLER, 1926-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
A dream comes true in Orissa (photo) Apr'59:30
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
News room. Mar'63:44
DETZER, DOROTHY
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:15
DEUPREE, (married to William Deupree)
(death) Jul'25:51
Deuvall, Bob
Letters. Nov'64:49
Devadason, Edwin
New approaches to India's old needs. Nov'56:27
Devadutt, Vinjamuri E
Christianity's future in India. Mar'56:17
DEVADUTT, VINJAMURI E. THE BIBLE AND THE FAITHS OF MEN
deValero, Maria J
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:38
DEVANANDAN, P. D. CHRISTIAN ISSUES IN SOUTHERN ASIA
Read about India! Dec'63:41
DEVANESEN, CHANDRAN. THE CROSS IS LIFTED
Book chat. Jul'54:47
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
Read about India! Dec'63:41
DEVAUX, ROLAND
quoted. Global highlights. Apr'65:4
DEVER, WILLIAM G
In brief. May'72:40
deVEUSTER, JOSEPH DAMIEN
Leprosy: from fear to hope. Oct'73:25
Devi, Laxmi
Echoes from everywhere. May'61:34
DEVILA, AMPARO
Church offers quality education--lus the gospel (photo)
Jun'73:12
DeVILLBISS, ANN
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24
DEVINE, EDWARD T
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
DEVINE, EDWARD T. WHEN SOCIAL WORK WAS YOUNG
Book chat. Sep'39:40
DeVITA, MATTIE
Benevolence at its best (photo) Dec'55:9
DeVOE, PHILLIPS
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:36
DeVOL, EDMUND. SWORD OF THE SPIRIT
Book chat. Dec'54:46
DeVol, Linna, -1945
   In memoriam. Jan'46:37
Devold, Niels
   News from Norway. Apr'19:57
Devos, Tom Pieter (married to Vaughn Books DeVo)
   The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:12
Devos, Vaughn Books (married to Tom Pieter Devos)
   The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:12
Devotional Hymns and the Service Hymnal
   Book chat. Nov'35:34
Devotional Literature
   Stars. May'25:7
   The pocket radio. Sep'25:41
   The last page. Jul'26:64
   Missionary organization's own section. Jul'33:35
Devotional Readings for Use in Schools
   Book chat. May'50:40
Devou, George N
   Memoriam. Jul'34:39
Devries, Egbert. Man in Community
   New books. Nov'66:16
Dew, Ray Ellsworth, 1884-1945
   The story state by state. Aug'25:14
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:23
   Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
Dew, Ray Ellsworth, 1884-1945
   No excuse for a "dead church." (photo) Nov'26:56
   (photo) Oct'27:23
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
   (photo) Feb'43:11
   (death) News room. Feb'46:38
Dewairy, Metry S
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:55
Dewairy, Metry
   (photo) May'28:24
DeWeese, Benjamin Casse, 1851-1924
   (death) Dec'24:45
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
DeWeese, Max C., 1891-
   How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
DeWeese, Max C., 1891-
   (photo) Mar'24:46
   Max C. DeWeese (photo) Sep'27:60
   News room. Sep'48:40
Dewey, John, 1859-1952
   (photo) Dec'20:7
   Book reviews. Jan'35:44
Dewey, Orville
   Gratitude to God. Nov'46:46
Dewey, Thomas E. Journey to the Far Pacific
   Book chat. Sep'52:40
Dewey County, Oklahoma
   The Ford special. Aug'24:38
DeWitt, Loren Leroy, 1905-
  Sunday schools. Mar'29:54
  The challenge of a great need. Apr'29:40
  Sunday schools. Jun'29:54
DeWolf, L. Harold
  Thoughts on three assassinations. Sep'68:46
DEXTER, EARLE F. DOORS TOWARD THE SUNRISE
  Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
  quoted. Youth and missions. Sep'55:37
DEXTER, EARLE F. THIS IS THE INDIAN
  Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
Dexter, Harriet Hartzell Harmon, 1897- (married to N. B. Dexter)
  Women and world highways. Dec'41:35
DEXTER, HARRIET HARTZELL HARMON, 1897-
  Women and world highways (photo) Dec'51:33
DEXTER, HARRIET HARTZELL HARMON. WHAT'S RIGHT WITH RACE RELATIONS
  Book chat. Feb'59:24
DeYoung, Dirk P
  Just what do we owe the foreigner? Aug'27:36
DeYOUNG, QUINTIN R
  Classroom and campus. Nov'49:38
DEZEO, EMILIA C
  From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38
DHOND, INDIA
  A world fellowship of churches (photo of the Mary Thompson Bungalow)
  Nov'41:13
DIAKONIA
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:4
DIAL A PRAYER
  Ahead of the headlines. Dec'70:5
DIAMOND, MALCOLM L. MARTIN BUBER: JEWISH EXISTENTIALIST
  Book chat. Jun'60:22
DIAMOND JUBILEE OF THE AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
  Launching of the Diamond Jubilee. Dec'24:9
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
  What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
  A Diamond Jubilee meeting in the east. Apr'25:38
  The negro woman's part in the Jubilee. Apr'25:61
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
  Results... Aug'25:39
  The latest flash of the Diamonds. Sep'25:11
  A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
DIAMONDS
  Diamonds, diamonds, diamonds. Mar'46:47
DIANGIENDA JOSEPH
  Kimbanguists in the Congo (photo) Mar'70:17
DIAS DE LEON, JUAN
  Via donkey. Jul'25:21
DIAZ, (married to Max Diaz)
  (photo) Sep'58:16
  The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:12
DIAZ, AMERICA
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
DIAZ, EMETERIA
  (photo) Nov'28:41
DIAZ, FLORA  
Women and world highways. Feb'35:35

DIAZ, ISIDRO A  (married to Maria N. Diaz)  
(photo)  
Dec'28:58    May'49:15    Jan'51:14

DIAZ, JUAN  
Fruitful season in Los Nogales (photos) May'56:24

DIAZ, LEON  
(photo) Dec'28:58

DIAZ, LOPE  
Puerto Rico: a church is born (photo) Jun'72:7  
An island warmed by sun and spirit (photo) Jun'72:17

DIAZ, MANUEL  
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33

DIAZ, MARIA N. (married to Isidro A. Diaz)  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'58:38

DIAZ, MAX  
(photo) Sep'58:16  
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'58:40  
The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:12  
Partners in progress (photo) Jul'62:27

DIAZ, PORFIRIO  
Some facts about Mexico. May'19:46

DIBELIUS, OTTO, -1967  
Global highlights. Mar'47:4    Dec'52:2  
Global highlights (photo) Dec'47:3    (photo) Feb'53:3  
quoted. Social trends. Feb'53:14  
(photo) Nov'54:front cover

Global highlights. (photo) Oct'56:3    Mar'58:8  
quoted. Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:8  
Global highlights. Apr'60:4  
(death) Global highlights. Apr'67:6

DIBELIUS, OTTO. DAY IS DAWNING  
Book chat. Mar'57:38

DIC, MARIE, -1949  
In memoriam. May'49:39

DICK, (MRS. M R)  
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:45

DICK, D D  
(photo) Mar'24:44

DICK, GILBERT T., -1949  
In memoriam. Mar'50:37

DICK, JEAN  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39

Dick, Trella  
Can't a guy do anything? Nov'42:46

DICKEN, (married to John T. Dicken)  
The rural church in community life (photo) Apr'54:19

DICKEN, HENRY R  
The rural church in community life (photo) Apr'54:19

Dickens, Harold E  
Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39  
Message. Jul'19:52,53

DICKENS, HAROLD E  
Notes. Jan'20:61

DICKENS, THELMA VIRGINIA  
(photo) Jul'23:5
DICKENSON, WILLIAM S  
(photo) Jan'19:12
DICKERSON, ALICE, -1949  
In memoriam. Mar'50:37
Dickerson, Ann Elizabeth, 1936-1975  
The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:31
DICKERSON, ANN ELIZABETH, 1936-1975  
In brief. Apr'73:41  
Voices heard by the whole church (photo) Sep'73:20  
(photo) Sep'73:31
DICKERSON, C. H.  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
Dickerson, G M  
We will not fail (poem) Mar'22:37
DICKERSON, JAMES  
(photo) Sep'67:17
DICKERSON, LLOYD LINCOLN, 1900-1968  
News room. Mar'48:32 Feb'51:39  
In memoriam. May'68:42
DICKERSON, LOIS  
Here and there with World Call. Apr'51:48
DICKERSON, N J  
Adopt home plan (photo) Jun'58:46
DICKERSON, ROY E. SO YOUTH MAY KNOW  
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32
DICKESON, THERESA E  
In memoriam. Nov'38:39
DICKEY, FRANK GRAVES, 1917- (married to Betty Dickey)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'53:4  
(photo) Nov'53:15  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:5  
Spotlight on Frank G. Dickey (photo) Mar'71:14  
World events (photo) Sep'73:40
Dickey, J. S.  
A living reality. Dec'24:40
DICKIE, (married to William Dickie)  
In memoriam. Jan'45:35
Dickins, Harold Edwin, 1889-1970 (married to Ina Dickins)  
Where the plan worked. Apr'27:55
Dickinson, Burrus, 1905-  
The place of the church college. Jan'40:8  
Education for the unexpected. Jan'52:13  
Why, where, how? Jan'60:11
DICKINSON, BURRUS, 1905-  
College commencements (photo) Jul'39:29  
quoted. Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses (photo) Sep'42:33  
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:16 (photo p. 15)  
(photo) May'45:25 Dec'49:29  
Classroom and campus. May'54:31  
News room. Oct'54:39  
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'58:32
Dickinson, Charles M  
The children (poem) Jun'22:back cover
DICKINSON, DICK  
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'57:31
DICKINSON, ELIZABETH MARIE, 1963-
(birth) News room. Dec'63:40

DICKINSON, ELMIRA JANE, 1831-1912
Eureka Missionary service flag. Jun'19:49
quouted. Old letters of rare value. Dec'20:16 Apr'21:38
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'22:14
A bit of history (photo) Jan'23:50
Of whom the world was not worthy (photo) Aug'24:16
Women and world highways. Dec'42:35 Dec'63:33

DICKINSON, FRANK
New orchards in new China. Jan'44:40

DICKINSON, FREDERICK RICHARD, 1961-
(birth) News room. Oct'61:34

DICKINSON, HOKE SMITH, 1907-1984
Global highlights. Dec'57:4
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:4
Heritage and destiny at Kansas City. Sep'61:25 (photo p. 26)

DICKINSON, HOKE SMITH. THE CANE RIDGE READER
New books. Jun'73:34

DICKINSON, LELIA ROGERS, -1951
In memoriam. Mar'52:39

DICKINSON, MARY ELIZABETH HILDEBRAND
See

BOATRIGHT, MARY ELIZABETH HILDEBRAND

DICKINSON, R. J
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45

Dickinson, Richard D. N.
Christians and new nations in southern Asia. Apr'69:20
Puerto Rico: Si! Jun'72:8
India's colleges face change. Jun'73:10

DICKINSON, RICHARD D. N.
Classroom and campus. Nov'68:34

Dickinson, Richard Fred, 1934-
(divorced from Mary Elizabeth Hildebrand Boatright)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36
Snowshoes for a missionary. Jan'64:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38
Scattered seed. Nov'64:18
Ministry in Japan. Jan'68:22

DICKINSON, RICHARD FRED, 1934-
(photo) May'23:32 Jan'25:32
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:13
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'54:3 Sep'60:5
(photo) Jul'63:31
First term in Japan (photo) Sep'63:28
(photo) Jul'64:38
(commissioning) Global highlights. Sep'65:4

DICKINSON, STERLING. MEXICAN ODYSSEY
Book chat. mar'37:44

DICKINSON, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46

Dicks, Russell Leslie, 1906-
How are minds make us sick. Nov'49:13
Thy health shall spring forth. Dec'49:17
God and suffering. Jan'50:25
Ministry to the mind. Feb'50:13
My soul is weaned. Mar'50:19
Laymen make good pastors. Apr'51:19
Religion and health. Nov'51:27
DICKS, RUSSELL LESLIE, 1906-
"Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:24
DICKS, RUSSELL L. AND PEACE AT THE LAST
Book chat. Nov'53:42
DICKS, RUSSELL L. AND YE VISITED ME
Book chat. Mar'39:22
DICKS, RUSSELL L. THE ART OF MINISTERING TO THE SICK
Book chat. May'36:26
DICKS, RUSSELL L. COMFORT YE MY PEOPLE
Book chat. Apr'47:46
DICKS, RUSSELL L. GOD AND HEALTH
Devotional aids for the sick. Jun'47:48
DICKS, RUSSELL L. MEDITATIONS FOR THE SICK
Book chat. Jan'38:33
DICKS, RUSSELL L. MEET JOE ROSS
Book chat. Jun'58:26
DICKS, RUSSELL L. MY FAITH LOOKS UP
Book chat. Mar'50:12
DICKS, RUSSELL L. PASTORAL WORK AND PERSONAL COUNSELING
Book chat. Feb'45:10
DICKS, RUSSELL L. YOU CAME UNTO ME
Book chat. Dec'55:44
"DICK'S DISCOVERY" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'54:38
DICKSON, D. M. -1960
(death) News room. May'60:44
DICKSON, DURYEA HAZELIANNE
See
CALLAWAY, DURYEA HAZELIANNE DICKSON
Dickson, Emmett J., 1909- (married to Thelma Dickson)
The needs and opportunity of our church. Sep'49:30
DICKSON, EMMETT J., 1909-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35 Sep'33:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'35:39
(photo) Jan'36:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
News room. Nov'40:40 Apr'46:41
(photo) Sep'47:10 Sep'49:30,41 Mar'55:36
Feb'48:17 Dec'49:27
Mar'56:38
News room. Mar'56:38
A look at the National Convention (photo) Jul'57:24
News room. Sep'58:48
(photo) Jan'59:back cover
Global highlights (photo)
Jul'60:7 Oct'61:6
Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:5
Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7
In brief. May'70:38
(photo) Sep'73:31
DICKSON, EVA L
Memorium. Mar'36:39
DICKSON, MARY ELLEN
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:30
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DICKSON, MELVIN C
  (photo) Jan'71:15
  Disciples and the black community (photo) Apr'72:31
DICKSON, THELMA (married to Emmett J. Dickson)
  News room. Nov'40:40
DICKSON, THOMAS J
  A decoration of honor (photo) Jul'20:5
DIE-AH-DAHN
  Preaching the word in India (photo) Sep'47:15
DIECKMANN, CLARA
  (photo) Sep'32:inside back cover
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32
DIEDERICH, T. M.
  (photo) Jul'63:31
DIEHL, CHARLES F. REACHING PEOPLE FORM THE PULPIT
  Book chat. Jul'58:44
DIEHL, EDWARD FRANCIS (married to Jane Anne Holt Diehl)
  (marriage) News room. Dec'61:32
DIEHL, JANE ANNE HOLT (married to Edward Francis Diehl)
  (marriage) News room. Dec'61:32
DIEKROEGER, L H
  Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
  Classroom and campus. Mar'44:26
DIEN P'U, CHINA
  A promising outstation (photo) Nov'25:63
DIERS, THEODORE
  (photo) Jan'25:35
DIERSEN, LOIS
  (photo) May'37:9
Dieter, Margaret
  Chen Da Ma. Oct'23:27
DIETER, MARGARET
  Notes. Mar'19:61           Jul'19:61
  Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
DIETRICH, (married to John A. Dietrich), -1954
  In memoriam. Sep'54:35
DIETRICH, JOHN A., -1954
  In memoriam. Sep'54:35
DIETZ, BERT
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
DIETZ, ROBERT
  Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31
Dietze, Charles Edgar, 1919– (married to Mary Nettie P. Dietze)
  The role of the regional manifestation of the church.
  Oct'72:suppl:24
DIETZE, CHARLES EDGAR, 1919–
  Classroom and campus.
  Mar'56:28           Nov'62:37           Jul'65:34
  Dec'59:34           Mar'65:32
  World events (photo)
  Mar'70:37           Feb'71:36
  On being the church in the city (photo) Sep'71:26
  (photo) Oct'71:suppl:24
  In brief. Mar'72:42           Oct'72:40           Dec'73:40
DIEZ, CARLOS
  Disciples study Spanish in Costa Rica (photos) Nov'52:24
Diffendorfer, Ralph E., -1951
Adventure in education. Apr'50:10

DIFFENDORFER, RALPH E., -1951
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
The case against the church. Feb'26:29
quoted. A tonic for missionary dizziness. Feb'31:4
quoted. Social trends. Mar'47:14
(death) Global highlights. Apr'51:3

DIFFENDORFER, RALPH E. THE CHURCH AND THE COMMUNITY
Bargains in books. Apr'23:57

DIGBY, (married to Arthur Digby)
Here and there... Feb'48:48

DIGBY, FRANCES
(photo) Sep'39:31

DIGGLE, WENONA BARGER (married to Donald B. Diggle)
(marriage) News room. Sep'41:34

DIGGLE, DONALD B (married to Wenona Barger Diggle)
(marriage) News room. Sep'41:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34

Digweed, Marilyn Grace, 1924-
Direct line. Jun'68:38
I saw the church serve in Nigeria. May'70:14
Letters. May'70:34
Partners with Christians around the world. Feb'71:20
Translate it "Friendly welcome." Nov'71:43
Direct line. Jul'73:40

DIGWEEDE, MARILYN GRACE 1924-
News room. Oct'52:38
Classroom and campus. Mar'59:30
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7
(photo) Feb'69:27 May'70:15 Feb'71:20
African women stand tall and shout loud (photo) Apr'72:26

DILIGENTI QUINTUPLETS
Colegio Ward's quintuplets celebrate (photo) Oct'50:15

DILL, (MRS. M. J.)
(photo) Sep'22:35

DILL, DAVID J. (married to Jo Ford Dill)
Presenting... (photo) Mar'67:8

DILL, DONNA
Presenting... (photo) Mar'67:8

DILL, JO FORD (married to David J. Dill)
Presenting... (photo) Mar'67:8

DILL, MARY
In memoriam. Apr'30:39

DILL, OSEE MAY, -1964
Notes. Mar'19:60
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
(death) News room. Apr'64:40

DILLARD, FANNIE WINN, 1858-1942 (married to James Daniel Dillard)
In memoriam. Sep'42:39

DILLARD, JAMES DANIEL, 1846-1933 (married to Fannie Winn Dillard)
J. D. Dillard (photo) Dec'22:62
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
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Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31
DILLARD, WILMA K., -1954
   In memoriam. Jul'54:43
DILLIN, S. HUGH
   (photo) Feb'70:39
DILLENBERGER, JOHN. PROTESTANT THOUGHT AND NATURAL SCIENCE
   Book chat. Feb'61:24
DILLENBERGER, JOHN. SELECT WRITINGS OF MARTIN LUTHER
   Book chat. Feb'62:22
DILLINGER, FANNIE L
   In memoriam. Aug'27:48
Dillinger, J W
   When churches work together. Apr'65:26
Dillinger, James Arthur, 1884-1949
   Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:7
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
   Oct'27:25
   Opening closed churches. May'32:13
   Placing the preacher. Sep'33:10
   How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
DILLINGER, JAMES ARTHUR, 1884-1949
   (photo) Oct'27:25
   quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
   Nov'31:13
   (photo) Jul'34:16-Nov'34:9
   The threshold (photo) Dec'34:2
   (photo) Apr'41:inside back cover
   quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
   News room. Oct'48:32
   (death) Global highlights. Sep'49:2
   (photo) Nov'49:31
DILLINGER, JAMES WILLIAM
   Global highlights. Sep'49:2
DILLINGER, STELLA
   World Calling... Jun'69:50
DILLINGER, WILLIAM
   (photo) Dec'42:33
DILLINGHAM, JOHN
   (photo) Feb'48:11
DILLION, DESDEMONIA
   In memoriam. Mar'28:60
Dillon, Thomas
   To my mother. May'25:inside front cover
DILLON, (married to Richard Dillon)
   (photo) Feb'71:30
DILLON, CARRIE
   In memoriam. Sep'39:39
DILLON, FRAN M
   quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'37:inside front cover
DILLON, RICHARD
   (photo) Feb'71:30
DILLON, WILTON S
   Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:14
DILTS, MARION MAY. THE PAGEANT OF JAPANESE HISTORY
   Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Dimke, Gertrude
   Women and world highways. Mar'56:33
Letters. Dec'66:48

DIMKE, GERTRUDE
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
(photo) Nov'48:28
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:8
(photo) Sep'53:26
They work for you (photo) Sep'57:26
Adults and mission (photo) Nov'62:40
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:5
The scene. Jul'69:44
World events. Apr'70:45
The scene. Feb'73:33

DIMKE, MYRTLE SCOFIELD, 1879?-1967 (married to G. W. Dimke)
In memoriam. Mar'67:48

DIMMITT, L L
(photo) Nov'47:13

DIMMOCK, HATTIE, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37

DIMON, ELIZABETH
News room. Jan'60:32

DIMOND, (married to Arthur B. Dimond)
In memoriam. Mar'45:33

DINALD, HARRY
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'49:42
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29

DING, REX
Save or salvage--which? Mar'27:50

DING SIEN DJEN
quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:16

DINGLEDINE, JANE E
Classroom and campus. Nov'47:29

DINGRAS, PHILIPPINES
A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:23

DINGUS, LEONIDAS R., 1873-
(photo) Jan'21:12

DINKINS, PAUL, 1913-1954
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:27

Dinkle, Pansy Pence
Glimpses of our colleges. Jan'24:11

DINNING, MILDRED LOUISE DURRETT, 1927-
(married to Patrick Landon Dinin)
News room (photo) Sep'49:38
(photo) Mar'50:46
Short term missionary comes home. Mar'51:31
(marriage) News room. Apr'51:38

DINNING, PATRICK LANDON
(married to Mildred Louise Durrett Dinin)
(marriage) News room. Apr'51:38

DINSMORE, C L
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32

Dinsmore, Grace D
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:50

DINUBA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Cradle Roll and Beginners Department) Mar'23:45
The many activities of a D.V.B.S. (photos) Nov'28:42
DINWIDDLE, EDWIN C
Dry leader gets verdict for $150,000. Jul'30:11
Dinwoodie, William
I stopped a murder. Oct'43:6
DIPTIPUR, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38 Sep'58:38
Healing at Diptipur. Nov'59:48
Sight for the blind of India. Apr'60:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Christmas comes to Orissa. Dec'63:29
Sight for the blind of Orissa. May'64:26
Orissa--land of Gospel advance (photos) Mar'66:25
DIRECTOR, AARON. THE PROBLEMS OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Another dragon slain. Jul'31:4
DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The job of Director Doe. Nov'48:8
Workshop... Jun'51:45
Is this to be my calling? Sep'51:17
Why call a minister of christian education? Nov'56:17
Dilemma in the teaching ministry. Nov'63:29
DIRECTORY OF ORIENTAL MISSIONS
Book announcements. Oct'22:57
DIRIGIBLES
Listening in on the world. May'33:21
DIRLAM, ARLAND
quoted. Church architecture. May'57:37
DISARMAMENT
See also
ARMAMENT
Economize--in armaments. Apr'33:13
Listening in on the world. Nov'33:20
Social trends. Oct'53:12 Sep'57:18 Feb'62:14
It may not be too late. Jul'62:9
World Disarmament Conference. May'66:9
Power to die--power to live. Sep'66:9
DISASTERS
See also
EARTHQUAKES
FIRES
FLOODS
When a mining disaster occurs. Oct'28:11
40,000 homeless in Porto Rico! Nov'28:27
A personal account of the disaster. Nov'28:28
The meaning of Frejus. Apr'60:48
Fighting hopelessness in Brazil. Feb'61:48
When disaster strikes. Jan'63:15
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4
Children of Aberfan Church of christ numbered among disaster victims. Feb'67:48
Churches respond to disasters. Oct'67:23
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'69:5
The church helps people in times of disaster. Jan'71:30
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
Aberfan rises above disaster. Feb'72:32
Aberfan: remembering and receiving. Feb'73:10
World events. Oct'73:38
DISCIPLE
Coming January 6, 1974.
Both say the same thing.
The last page and the first one.

DISCIPLE STUDENT HOUSE (TORONTO)
For adult missionary groups.

DISCIPLE YOUTH CONVOCATION
Youth and the world mission.

DISCIPLEDATA
World events.
In brief.

DISCIPLES AMATEUR RADIO FELLOWSHIP
Global highlights.
Echoes from everywhere.
News room.
Echoes from everywhere.
Global highlights.
Presenting...
Ahead of the headlines.
Disciples in the news.
Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo of some members)
DARF amplifies the world voice of the church.

DISCIPLES' BUSINESS ADMINISTRATORS ASSOCIATION
In brief.

DISCIPLES CITY ASSOCIATION FELLOWSHIP
Disciples in the news.

DISCIPLES COMMISSION ON THEOLOGY OF MISSION
Why do we have world missions?

DISCIPLES' COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON MORAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS
Global highlights.

DISCIPLES CURRICULUM PLAN
Encouragement for your church.

DISCIPLES CURRICULUM PROJECT ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
Old word--new meaning (photos)

DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE (UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Report of students...
Visiting our colleges.
Present service and immediate needs...
Glimpses of our colleges.
A building era for our colleges.
Digest of annual report.
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Disciple Divinity House.
What's going on in our colleges.
What my Alma Mater gave me.
A close up of our colleges.
Last minute news from our colleges.
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:43
Our colleges in full swing (photo of Chapel) Feb'31:32
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:33
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:33
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:32
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
(photo of students) Jan'33:25
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32
(photo of students) Mar'34:34
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:43
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
Intensive work in our colleges (photo of students) Feb'35:31
From college towers. Mar'35:324
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:33
College notes. May'36:32
College enrollment increase. Oct'36:46
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:44
The threshold. Apr'37:2
In our colleges. May'37:33
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
(photo of students) Jan'38:31
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
The threshold. Mar'38:2 Jun'38:2
College activities. Jun'38:32
College notes. Jul'38:42
The threshold. Mar'39:2
College notes (photo of men) mar'39:32
College activities. Jun'39:31
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
College notes. Nov'39:33
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
College notes. Jan'40:25
(photo) Feb'40:31
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:33
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:32
From the college campus. Jun'40:31
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
College notes and news. Sep'40:31
Fall programs of our colleges. Oct'40:32
Campus news. Nov'40:44
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
Reports from the college campus (photo) Jan'41:31
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:33
The threshold. May'41:2
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
A new adventure in Tennessee. Jun'41:43
College and university news. Sep'41:30
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:33
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:46
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
Classroom and campus.
Feb'43:33 Apr'43:33 Jun'43:24 Jul'43:24
Scholarships. Feb'44:35
Classroom and campus.
Jul'44:26 May'45:24 Oct'45:27
Mar'45:26(photo p. 27) Jun'45:27 Dec'45:30
Global highlights. Mar'46:3
Classroom and campus.
Sep'46:33 Mar'47:31 Feb'48:31 Dec'48:33
Nov'46:29 Oct'47:30 Apr'48:29
(photo of students) Jan'49:9
Classroom and campus.
Apr'49:31 Jan'50:31 Sep'50:32 Jan'51:30
May'49:32 Feb'50:32 Dec'50:30 Feb'51:32
Classroom and campus.
Mar'51:31 Oct'55:30 Apr'57:30 Apr'59:34
Sep'51:33 Jan'56:33 Jun'57:34 Feb'60:36
Jun'54:32 Feb'56:32 Sep'57:30 Mar'60:30
Feb'55:30 Mar'56:28 Dec'57:34 Jul'61:35
Jul'55:30 Sep'56:45 Oct'58:32 Sep'61:28
Sep'55:30 Feb'57:31 Dec'58:32
Global highlights. Nov'63:4
Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
World events. Sep'71:39
DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE. CHICAGO. WILLIAM HENRY HOOVER
LECTURESHP ON CHRISTIAN UNITY
The threshold. Oct'45:2
Global highlights. May'46:2 Dec'46:2
The Hoover Lectures. Jan'47:19
News room. Dec'47:30
Second Hoover unity lectureship. Jun'48:26
Global highlights. Jun'53:3
Classroom and campus. Jun'51:31
An encumbrance and handicap. Jan'52:6
...correction. Mar'54:27
Unity is four-fold. Feb'54:21
Global highlights. Mar'55:3
Classroom and campus. May'55:30
Global highlights. Jul'57:3
Classroom and campus. Dec'57:34
Global highlights. Nov'58:6
Classroom and campus. Jan'59:36
News room. Mar'62:38

DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE (VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY)
For a better trained ministry. Jun'28:29
Board of Education and work of our colleges. (photo of rural
church group) Jun'29:40
Spring activities of our colleges (photo) May'30:35
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
(note) (drawing) Feb'42:44
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:33
(photo of students) Jan'46:9
Classroom and campus. Apr'48:28
(photo of students) Jan'49:8
Classroom and campus.

Jan'51:30     Jun'52:31     Jan'55:32     Feb'56:32
Mar'51:31     Dec'52:29     Apr'55:30     Oct'57:30
Jun'51:30     Dec'53:32     Jul'55:30     Feb'57:31
Dec'51:30     Jun'54:38     Dec'55:34     Sep'57:30
Apr'52:28
(drawing of new building) Oct'57:31
Dec'57:34     May'59:34     Nov'60:31     Dec'65:34
Jan'59:36     Dec'59:34     Jan'61:28     Jul'68:34
Apr'59:34     Jan'60:31

DISCIPLES FOR MISSION AND RENEWAL
Global highlights. Apr'68:6
Bull at a new gate. Oct'68:14

DISCIPLES IN ILLINOIS
Book chat. Dec'50:38

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
See also

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
(Entered here are geneal articles about the Disciples)
The message of the Disciples of Christ. Mar'19:23
Shall we not keep faith? Oct'20:3
America comes back. Jul'21:3
Address of the President... Oct'22:4
The Disciples of Christ--an interpretation. Jul'24:13
Looking ahead. Dec'24:19
A great and growing brotherhood. May'25:3
Peace I leave unto you. Jul'25:26
The Brotherhood is a brotherhood. Oct'25:3
The church the world needs. Nov'25:15
Liberty and the Disciples. Sep'26:1
Brotherhood assets in action. Oct'28:3
Nineteenth Centennail and Centennial. Oct'28:4
Our plastic Brotherhood. Oct'30:3
Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12
A call to arms! Feb'34:6
Cooperation in Kingdom building. Oct'34:4
The destiny of Disciples of Christ. Dec'35:20
Strategy of Disciples of Christ. Nov'39:4
...face the world crisis. Jan'41:5
Easter faith. Apr'43:5
...plan for the future. Jun'43:4
The hour cometh. Nov'44:13
College and university news (Henry Barton Robison collection) Sep'41:31
Historical Society. Sep'41:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
(H.B.R. collection) Classroom and campus.
   Apr'44:24 Jul'44:27
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:23
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
News room. Feb'46:46
Classroom and campus. May'46:30
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:26
The keeping of church records (photo of reading room)
Mar'48:19
Elections and actions at San Francisco, 1948.
   Nov'48:27 Dec'50:29
News room. Mar'52:32
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
...now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo) Jul'52:30
Global highlights. Nov'52:2
...to hold clinic for churches. Mar'53:45
Global highlights. Apr'53:2
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:27
News room. Jan'54:38
Global highlights (photo of President's Dinner) Feb'54:3
News room. Oct'54:38
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:26
Global highlights. Apr'55:2
News room. Jul'55:39
Global highlights (drawing of T. W. Phillips Memorial)
Sep'55:3
...seeks suggestions for obelisk. Nov'55:43
News room. Jan'56:38
Global highlights. Feb'56:4
Cornerstone ceremony is held in Nashville. Jun'56:47
Classroom and campus. Sep'56:33
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'57:34
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:37 (photos of plaques p. 38)
Global highlights (photo of Phillips Memorial Building)
Sep'58:4
Historical Society. Sep'58:18
Global highlights (photo of unveiling of Cenotaph) Nov'58:5
They work for you. Dec'58:25
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:45
Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:18
Global highlights. May'59:4
Classroom and campus. Dec'59:34
Historical project. Jun'60:32
News room. Jun'60:42
Global highlights. Jan'61:6
Elections at Louisville Assembly. Jan'61:41
(photo of Cenotaph) Sep'61:25
Do you have a historian? Oct'61:24
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:28
Global highlights. Jan'62:6
News room. Jun'62:32
Global highlights. Sep'62:6
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (photos)
Oct'62:14
Elected to serve. Dec'62:41
Global highlights. Jun'63:4
...servant and host (photos) Oct'63:14
Global highlights. Jan'64:5 Feb'64:6
Ask about it! Apr'64:8
Preserve the old songs. Apr'64:9
Presenting... Jun'64:8
Global highlights. Jul'64:5
(photo of window) Oct'64:front cover
The cover. Oct'64:inside front cover
History--the sea around us (photos) Oct'64:13
Global highlights. Dec'64:5 Mar'65:4
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Global highlights. May'65:5
Volunteers in a creative venture (photos) Oct'65:11
Disciples honor retiring leaders. Oct'65:29
A boat and a press that made history. Mar'66:30
Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7
What DCHS can do for you (photos) Nov'66:14
Year of the materials. Oct'68:21
? and answers. Oct'68:50
(photo) Jan'69:25
Letters. Jun'69:4
World Calling... Oct'69:50
In brief. Feb'70:39 Sep'70:38
Work of the Church at the General level. Jan'71:23
In brief. Feb'73:40 Mar'73:40 Oct'73:40
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY. FORREST F. REED LECTURES
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST--HISTORY
Educational ideals of the great pioneers... Jan'23:20
The spirit of the pioneer. Apr'25:30
Musing on our plea. May'26:10
Sectarian shackles. Apr'27:21
Jan'39: much of issue
Needed: a sense of history. Oct'41:18
Book chat. Oct'42:43
Which sense may reach and apprehend. Sep'46:19
On two continents. Feb'48:24
Heritage of the ministry. Sep'58:11
Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:17
It has all happened in forty years. Jan'59:19
Making history real. Jun'59:44
Book chat. Dec'59:24
Brothers go to war. Oct'61:26
Thoughts for a centennial. Oct'61:28
Adults and mission. Sep'65:40
The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension. Nov'65:28
A century of storm and growth. Dec'65:28
Brotherhood history. Mar'67:21
The local church. Oct'67:25
How Disciples became a people. Jan'69:15
A visit to Brush Run. Jan'72:5
The beginning. Jan'72:7
The "other" church. Sep'73:6

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN THE MOSLEM WORLD
What we face. Apr'27:62

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST. THE NAME
What's in a name? Oct'64:9

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST--STATISTICS
Some startling statistics. May'21:17
As we see others and as others see us. Jul'21:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:61
The message of the Year Book. Feb'22:25
Net gain. Sep'26:63
Do figures ever lie? Jun'29:23
The church grows! Feb'30:inside front cover
Things you want to know. Feb'33:inside front cover
Between two World's Fairs. Sep'33:9
What the new Year Book shows. Feb'34:inside front cover
Gleaned from the Year Book. Feb'38:18 Feb'41:33
The threshold. Mar'44:2
Membership increase starts in 1945 (chart) Feb'46:7
Evangelism: gains and goals. Feb'47:21
Global highlights. Mar'47:3
For adult missionary groups. Oct'47:34
I watched the Kingdom grow. Jun'50:12
Disappearing Disciples (map) May'54:21
Global highlights. May'59:8
Year book facts. Feb'60:50
Global highlights. Apr'61:6 Jan'62:7
Yearbook reminder. Mar'63:10
Global highlights. Sep'63:7
Stewards must grow! Sep'63:23
Global highlights. Dec'63:7
Disciples' per capita giving. Dec'63:10
Global highlights. Jan'64:7 Mar'64:4
What our church is like (charts) Nov'64:12
Global highlights. Feb'65:4

DISCIPLES PEACE FELLOWSHIP
Convenant. Dec'35:2
Feb'36:4
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:42
The threshold. Oct'37:2
The breaking of bread. Dec'37:24
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:25
Apr'38:42
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:29
The table top Convention. Dec'39:14
Social trends. Mar'40:22
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jan'41:31
A Christian fellowship. Apr'42:6
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:26
News room. Mar'46:38
Global highlights. Jul'57:2
If we can about peace. Jul'57:7
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:30
Global highlights.
Social trends. Sep'66:20
Letters. Nov'66:41
Global highlights. Dec'66:7
Actions on social issues. Oct'69:18
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
In brief. Mar'72:41

DISCIPLES' PEACE POLL
Announcing the Disciples' Peace Poll. Sep'36:inside front cover
A Disciples Peace Poll. Sep'36:25
Social trends. Sep'36:26
Oct'36:1,21
Social trends. Oct'36:26
Vote in the Peace Poll. Nov'36:3
Nov'36:5
First Peace Poll ballots. Jan'37:4
...returns. Feb'37:5
Final...returns. May'37:5
Social trends. May'37:23

DISCIPLES' RURAL FELLOWSHIP
The threshold. May'41:2
News room. May'43:34
Elections and actions at...
Nov'48:27 Dec'49:29 Dec'50:44 Jul'52:29

DISCIPLES SEMINARY FOUNDATION (CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA)
Global highlights. Dec'59:7 Mar'62:4
Classroom and campus.
Sep'62:34 Nov'62:36 Feb'63:34 Apr'63:34
Global highlights (drawing of proposed building) Jan'64:6
Global highlights. Apr'64:5
Classroom and campus. Oct'64:36
Classroom and campus (photo of groundbreaking) Feb'65:33
A new day in church financing (photo of construction)
Jul'65:15
Classroom and campus. Jul'65:34
Global highlights. Jan'66:6
(photo of dedication service) Jan'66:23
Classroom and campus.
Jan'66:32 Sep'66:35 Mar'67:34
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
Classroom and campus.
Sep'67:35 Oct'67:35 Jan'68:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
In brief. Oct'71:42

DISCIPLES' SOCIAL WORK FELLOWSHIP
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28

DISCIPLES STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
Students who speak for Christ (photo of Executive Committee)
May'47:15
News room. Jul'47:34
The church and the student (photo of Michigan group)
Oct'47:14
Global highlights. Nov'48:2 Dec'49:2 Feb'50:4
The student and his faith (photos of quadrennial) Mar'50:22
(photo of Quadrennial) Apr'50:23
Global highlights. May'50:2
A program for young Disciples. May'50:24
Global highlights (photo of Ecclesia) Feb'51:33
Can youth do anything--1951? May'51:13
News room. 
Nov'51:30  Feb'53:36  Feb'54:31
Nov'52:44  Nov'53:46  Jun'55:42
When a Disciple goes to college. Nov'55:17
Global highlights. Jun'56:3  Nov'56:4
News room. Nov'56:36  Jul'58:42  Nov'58:34
New worlds for youth. May'59:24
News room. Feb'60:34
DISCIPLES STUDENT FELLOWSHIP CONFERENCE
News room. Jun'51:39
DISCIPLES STUDENT FELLOWSHIP. ECCLESIA
News room. Nov'54:36
(poto) Nov'55:front cover
The cover. Nov'55:inside front cover
DISCIPLES STUDENT FOUNDATION (MANHATTAN, KANSAS)
Students evangelize students. Jun'51:27
DISCIPLES' STUDENT WORK SEMINAR
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
DISCIPLES' STUDENT WORKERS ASSOCIATION
News room. Nov'47:30  Sep'48:41  Oct'54:38
DISCIPLIANA
Classroom and campus. May'46:30
DISCIPLINE OF CHILDREN
Love as a disciplian. Feb'53:43
Discipline is necessary. Apr'56:20
DISENGOMOKA ETTILE
News room. Jun'61:42
Disher, (married to George Disher)
A report from Miami. May'44:36
ISHER, (married to George Disher)
DISKUL, POON PISMAI (PRINCESS)
World events. Nov'70:36
Women can help to build peace. Dec'70:27
The hidden Christ and commitment (photo) May'73:19
DISPLACED PERSONS
See also
REFUGEES
Their place is in our hearts. Feb'46:5
America and the D.P. Jul'47:6
...exist on scanty ration. Jul'47:13
Social trends. Jul'47:14
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:26
Those without homes. Jan'48:20
The church and displaced persons. Apr'48:22
No place to call home (photo) Jul'48:29
Hope begins at Pier 62. Oct'48:26
Global highlights. Dec'48:4
Social trends. Dec'48:20
(photo) Mar'49:front cover
The cover. Mar'49:inside front cover
Fear, hope, despair... (photos) May'49:14
Social trends. Mar'49:23  Apr'49:12
Women and world highways. Apr'49:33
Report on conditions in Europe. Jun'49:45
Prayer for displaced persons. Jul'49:42
Journey's end. Sep'49:21
Social trends. May'50:10       Jun'50:20
New pilgrims join us in Thanksgiving. Nov'50:34
Global highlights. Dec'50:3
Nobody needs us and nobody wants us. Dec'50:45
Crusade progress. Jan'51:26
Dutch churches set example. Feb'51:27
Protestant displaced persons will be resettled in U.S.A.
May'51:28
Global highlights. Nov'51:4        Dec'51:3
A global responsibility. May'52:19
Social trends. Jul'53:12
Sunshine and shadow. May'54:28
Women and world highways. Jul'56:33

DISRUD, S. SHELDON
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36

DISSENT AND DISRUPTION: PROPOSALS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CAMPUS
New books. May'72:33

DISTLER, THEODORE AUGUST, 1898-
quoted. Church college issues. Sep'57:47

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
See
CAPITAL AREA
WASHINGTON, D.C.

DITRICK, HOWARD WILLIS, 1923- (married to Eleanor Ditrick)
Visitiation evangelism (photo) Oct'72:29

DITTES, JAMES E. BAIS AND THE PIOUS
New books. Dec'73:45

Ditzen, Lowell Russell
Jesus draws near. Apr'61:11

DIVER, ELLA
(death) May'25:58

DIVIDE, PENNSYLVANIA. UNION CHURCH
Global highlights (photo of sign) Dec'50:3

DIVINE, JOHN WESLEY
Global highlights. Nov'59:6
"DIVINE TRAGEDY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights. Mar'50:4

DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
See also
BOARD OF EDUCATION
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25

DIVISION OF HOMELAND MINISTRIES
See also
UNIFIED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
World events. Apr'70:45       Jun'70:37
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:17
World events. Jan'71:39       May'71:37
Disciples aid eighteen projects. Feb'73:43
World events. Apr'73:40
Folder explains work of DHM. Jun'73:41
UCMS closes its program operations. Jul'73:47
In brief. Sep'73:40
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:5

DIVISION OF HOMELAND MINISTRIES.
DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM AND MEMBERSHIP
Evangelism training event announced. May'70:42
DIXON, WILLIAM R
   In brief. Jul'69:39
DJAKARTA, INDONESIA
   Evangelism in the younger churches. Mar'69:9
Djang, W B
   The church in China's transition. Sep'43:17
DJEMBA BERNARD
   (photo) Jan'60:37
DJOU, SAO-DZ
   Filled with His strength. Dec'34:18
DJU, KAO
   The trail of the little white pill. Nov'19:10
   (photo) Nov'19:11
Djui Dzing Hwei
   Good news from a far country. Jan'23:45
DJUIN, DJANG LI
   Bible Teachers Training School for Women, Nanking, China.
   Feb'21:45
"DO YOU SEE YOUR NEIGHBOR?" (PHONO RECORDING)
   World outreach books. Jun'69:7
DOAN, A
   (photo) Aug'19:27
DOAN, AUSTIN
   (photo) Oct'22:37
   (married to Robert Austin Doan) -1921
   (photo) Aug'19:27
   The visit of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Doan to Japan. Jun'20:43
   (death) Sep'21:5
   Mrs. Robert A. Doan (photo) Oct'21:22
   Mr. Doan's resignation. Jan'22:59
   Robert A. Doan. May'36:22
DOAN, CHARLES AUSTIN
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
   Robert A. Doan. May'36:22
   Classroom and campus. Sep'48:31
Doan, Mary Frances Lediard, 1881-1959
   (married to Robert Austin Doan)
   Notes. Aug'19:48
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:62
   What would you do? Jun'21:56
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Itinerating in Japan. Feb'22:58
   Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:40
   Echoes from everywhere.
   China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:43
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:57
   A forward looking convention. Mar'24:55
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
   The world's children. Jun'27:5
   Adventures in fellowship. Mar'40:5
   Women and world highways. Apr'40:35
   Japanese church faces reality. Dec'40:16
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Dec'40:36
Women and world highways.
    Feb'42:35   Jul'42:35   Sep'43:31
    Jun'42:35   Feb'43:35
Calling all parents. Jun'44:20
Women and world highways. May'46:33   Feb'47:33
The changing order in Japan. Mar'48:17
Women and world highways. Feb'49:35   Dec'58:35
DOAN, MARY FRANCES LEDIARD, 1881-1959
Notes and news. Mar'19:62
    Apr'19:61
Notes. Jun'19:63   Sep'19:49
    (photo) Dec'19:46
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:37
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60
Memorial services for Miss Parker. Apr'23:56
    (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:57
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
Return to America. Sep'24:58
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63
    quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
Robert A. Doan. May'36:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
    (photo) Mar'38:front cover
The threshold. Mar'38:2
Glimpses of Japan (photos) Jun'39:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
The threshold (photo) Dec'39:4
Distinguished leaders in Christian missions (photo)
Jan'40:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
    (photo) Apr'40:21   Jun'40:6   Dec'40:16
The Executive staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new
    quadrennium. Nov'42:24
    (photo p. 25)
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
    (photo) Mar'48:17
Global highlights. Jul'49:3
...retires as national officer (photo) Sep'49:31
    (photo) Dec'58:35
    (death) Global highlights (photo) Jul'59:4
Doan, Robert Austin, 1874-1936 (remarried to Mary Lediard Doan)
    Coming leaders in world plans. Jun'19:33
    With the workers who are now at the front. Oct'20:15
    A layman's tribute. Apr'21:27
    The high cost of spiritual living. Jul'21:19
    Personal responsibility of men for men. Feb'22:13
    The return of the man. Apr'22:29
    China as seen at Shanghai. Sep'22:13
    A triumphant spirit. Mar'23:16
    The layman's responsibility for the foreign missionary
    movement. Mar'25:28
    Christianizing business. Dec'27:41
DOAN, ROBERT AUSTIN, 1874-1936
Jan'19:54
(photo) Aug'19:27
The visit of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Doan to Japan. Jun'20:43
Back to the drumtower. Sep'20:34
Notes. Sep'20:62
A statement from the Foreign Society about the union situation in China.
Oct'20:27
Church membership in China. Nov'20:35
The passing of Mrs. Robert A. Doan. Sep'21:5
Mrs. Robert A. Doan. Oct'21:22
Mr. Doan's resgination. Jan'22:59
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:61
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
Return to America. Sep'24:58
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12
(death) Robert A. Doan. May'36:22

Dobbins, Doyle E
Five months at Chateau de Bossey. Jul'66:29

DOBBINS, GAINES S. EVANGELISM ACCORDING TO CHRIST
Book chat. Sep'49:46

DOBBS, (married to James K. Dobbs)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'49:4

Dobbs, Cyrus Clyde, 1879-1947
Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:12
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:23
Denver Disciples bid you welcome. Oct'38:22

DOBBS, CYRUS CLYDE, 1879-1947
(photo) Aug'22:12
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'24:52 Apr'25:52
(photo)
Oct'30:16 Nov'36:43 Nov'38:13
(death) Sep'47:11

DOBERSTEIN, JOHN W. PRAYERS FOR STUDENTS
Book chat. Jan'52:42

DOBSON, (MRS. C. C.)
(photo) Aug'25:49

DOBSON, (married to Richard Dobson)
Notes. May'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:47 Oct'20:43

Dobson, Carey Cleo, 1888-1955
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:63
For a wide door stands open. Dec'25:18

DOBSON, CAREY CLEO, 1888-1955
Feb'19:37
DOBSON, CLARA O. ARBUCKLE
See
WARD, CLARA O. ARBUCKLE DOBSON
DOBSON, ETHEL ELIZABETH
(photo) Feb'21:57
DOBSON, GEORGE DEVERE, 1882-1964
(married to Mary R. Jones Dobson)
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:30
Dobson, Laura Eldred
He was different. Jul'47:28
DOBSON, RICHARD
Notes. May'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:47 Oct'20:43
DOBSON, RUTH ISABEL
(photo) Feb'21:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
DOBSON, WILLIAM A
(death) Oct'24:50
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:58
DOBSONVILLE, SOUTH AFRICA
New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa.
May'70:40
DOCHERTY, GEROGE M. THE ONE WAY OF LIVING
Book chat. Nov'60:38
DODD, (MRS. F. M.)
The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28
DODD, CHARLES HAROLD. THE APOSTOLIC PREACHING
Book chat. Sep'37:22
DODD, CHARLES HAROLD. THE BIBLE TODAY
Book chat. Sep'47:22
DODD, CHARLES HAROLD. THE FOUNDER OF CHRISTIANITY
New books. Dec'70:28
DODD, IRENE FERN
(photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Dodd, James Overton, 1902-
If ten men volunteered. Feb'34:22
DODD, MARTHA M., -1935
Memorium. Feb'36:39
Dodd, Rose Wilson
The Christian mission to Moslems. Jan'38:19
DODD, S. T., 1835-1903
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
DODD, WILLIAM GEORGE
Classroom and campus. Feb'62:32
DODDS, ELIZABETH. VOICES OF PROTEST AND HOPE
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32
New books. Feb'66:22
DODDS, GEORGE E
Classroom and campus. May'48:31
DODDS, J L
India uprooted. May'48:11
DODDS, MARY MAY, -1957
   In memoriam. Feb'58:37
DODDS, MYRTA H. CHILDREN OF SUNNY SYRIA
   Book chat. Dec'37:42
DODDS, ROBERT
   quoted. Last column. Feb'62:50
DODDS, ROBERT C. TWO TOGETHER
   Marriage and family life. May'59:41
DODGE, (MRS. F M)
   (death) May'21:51
DODGE, (MRS. H H)
   (death) Jul'19:55
DODGE, CLEVELAND
   The American Committee for Relief in the Near East.
      Apr'19:43
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
   Global highlights. Mar'54:2
DODGE, PAUL
   They look for the light in Thailand. Oct'63:27
DODGE, RALPH E. THE UNPOPULAR MISSIONARY
   Books. Jul'64:42
   Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
DODGE, RICHARD D. THE LESSON ROUND TABLE
   Speaking of books. Jan'32:34       Nov'32:34
DODGE, SADIE HUGHES, -1955
   In memoriam. Mar'56:35
DODGE, WITHERSPOON
   News room (photo) Jul'54:42
DODGE CITY, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:59
DODSON, CAROL ELIZABETH
   See
   RICHARDSON, CAROL ELIZABETH DODSON
DODSON, DAN
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Jun'70:18
DODSON, DAVID LIVINGSTON, 1956-
   (birth) News room. May'56:38
DODSON, DICK
   See
   DODSON, JAMES RICHARD
Dodson, Geran Floyd
   Haymarket Coffee House. Nov'68:45
   St. Mark's project shows people the church cares. Oct'69:20
   Futility (poem) Apr'70:6
DODSON, GERAN FLOYD
   (photo) Jan'68:12          Oct'69:21
Dodson, James Richard, 1924- (married to Joy Livingston Dodson)
   First term missionaries in Congo must learn by experience.
      May'54:42
   Education and the new generation in Africa. Sep'71:10
DODSON, JAMES RICHARD, 1924-
   (photo) Mar'50:31
   (marriage) News room. Sep'50:43
   News room (photo) Sep'52:38
   Here and there with World Call. Feb'53:48
   (photo) May'54:42
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
News room. May'65:36
World events (photo) May'73:40
DODSON, JANET MARIE, -1954
(birth) News room. May'54:39
Dodson, Joy Livingston, 1927- (married to James Richard Dodson)
First term missionaries in Congo must learn by experience. May'54:42
A trip to remember. Feb'59:32
For adult mission study. May'60:36
DODSON, JOY LIVINGSTON, 1927-
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2
(marriage) News room. Sep'50:43
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
Here and there with World Call. Feb'53:48
(photo) May'54:42
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
News room. May'65:36
DODSON, RICHARD
See
DODSON, JAMES RICHARD
DODSWORTH, INA
In memoriam. Nov'29:49
DOELY, SARAH BENTLEY. WOMEN'S LIBERATION AND THE CHURCH
New books. Jul'71:29
DOERR, LESTER C., 1895-1962
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'43:inside front cover
DOERSCHUG, EARLE B
Classroom and campus (photo) May'60:33
"DOES CHRIST LIVE IN YOUR HOME?" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'59:44
DOGGETT, THOMAS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
DOLBEAR, AMOS EMERSON
(photo) Jun'21:14
Classroom and campus. May'66:34
DOLBEY, (married to James M. Dolbey)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'53:3
World events. Apr'69:31
DOLBY, STACEY, JR
Echos from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
DOLE, LESLIE
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:4
Dolezal, Maurine
Learning experience in Japan. Dec'58:30
DOLIVET, LOUIS. THE UNITED NATIONS
Book chat. Sep'47:44
DOLL FESTIVAL
The last word in ambassadors. Jun'27:29
From Holland, Michigan, to Tomio, Japan. Aug'27:60
O hino sama. May'28:49
O hino sama. Jun'34:30
I didn't know that. Apr'40:14
Dollar, Robert
An "Old Salt" and the Bible. Jul'32:44
DOLLAR, ROBERT
A business missionary. Feb'27:39
DOLLARD, JOHN. VICTORY OVER FEAR
    Book chat. Jun'43:10

DOLLINGER, STELLA
    Here and there with World Call. Sep'61:50

DOLLOFF, EUGEN DINSMORE. MATURING IN THE MINISTRY
    Book chat. Nov'38:33

DOLORES, PHILIPPINES
    The experience of one month. Oct'27:35

DOLPH, N JOSETE
    In memoriam. Jul'33:39

DOMANGUE, JOE
    Mission to the Evangeline country (photo) Nov'51:15

DOMENKO, ALEXANDER
    Music and misery in Austria (photo) Feb'57:17

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
    Global highlights. Jul'65:5

DOMINION DAY
    Independence Day and Dominion Day. Jul'27:inside front cover

DONAGHER, LAURA. -1946
    In memoriam. Oct'46:37

DONALDSON, (MRS D Y)
    A heroic little band. Feb'21:51

Donaldson, David Yarnell, 1871-1928
    A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
    The story state by state. Aug'25:9
    Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
    Oct'27:26

DONALDSON, DAVID YARNELL, 1871-1928
    In Porto Rico. May'21:29
    (photo) Aug'25:9  Oct'27:26
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39

DONALDSON, DAVID E
    News room. Feb'48:38

DONALDSON, F E

DONALDSON, FRANK, 1893-1971
    (married to Kirtha Carmichael Donaldson)
    Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44)
    (photo) Jul'36:25  Sep'47:25
    In memoriam. Jul'71:46

DONALDSON, KIRTHA CARMICHAEL, 1898-1971
    (married to Frank Donaldson)
    In memoriam. Jul'71:46

DONALY, MARGARET
    In memoriam. May'45:33

DONAZEO, ARCADIA
    (photo) Apr'28:55

DONEY, C G

DONG, S D
    (photo) Sep'35:25

DONHAM, WALLACE B
    quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23

DONIEKER, SYLVIA CALDWELL
    (death) Aug'25:50

DONNA, TEXAS
    Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
DONNE, LIBBIE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34

DONELL, (married to James A. Donnell)
In memoriam. Apr'38:39

Donnell, Forrest C
Christian teaching important for nation. Oct'43:36

DONNELLY, PHIL M., 1891-1961 (married to Juanita Donnelly)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'53:4

DONNELLY, THEODORA MADSEN
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32

Donnold, George H
Letters. Nov'71:4

"DON'T BLAME ME" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jun'67:43

DOOLEN, (MRS. H. M.)

Doolen, D. Wayne, 1914- (married to Ruth Vale Doolen)
Update on the Board of Church Extension. Jul'70:14

DOOLEN, D. WAYNE, 1914-
News room (photo) Feb'65:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'66:5
Disciples in the news. May'67:7 May'68:8
In brief. May'69:39 (photo) Sep'69:39
(photo) Jan'71:15
In brief (photo) Mar'71:45
World events (photo)
Jan'72:38 Sep'72:39
In brief. Dec'72:41
World events (photo) Oct'73:39

DOOLEN, HAROLD M. (married to Helen Blair Doolen)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'56:6
News room. Apr'61:34
Global highlights (photo) May'61:6
News room (photo) Mar'62:38
Global highlights (photo)
Jun'62:4 Apr'63:6

DOOLEY, DONALD C
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
In our colleges. Oct'38:32

DOOLEY, THOMAS
Global highlights. Mar'60:8

DOOLIN, CAMMIE
(photo) Jan'28:32

DORAN, ANNA M
In memoriam. Jun'34:39

DORAN, ALVIN
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
DORAN (GEORGE H.) CO.
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43

DORAN, O T
(photo) Jan'21:15

DORAN'S MINISTERS MANUAL
Speaking of books. Feb'33:41

DOREN, (MRS. T. M.)
Memoriam. Nov'34:39

DORLAQUE, GEORGIA BUCKNER (married to Joseph Ray Dorlaque)
In brief. May'73:41
World events (photo) Nov'73:41

DOTSON, H. B.
In brief (photo) Jun'71:41
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25

DOTY, ANNIE L
In memoriam. May'29:36

DOTY, ORRIS LEE, 1927-
(photo) Nov'48:20

DOUD, (married to John S. Doud)
News room (photo) Apr'53:32

DOUGAN, ALBERT
From Cape Coast to Jarvis (photo) Oct'36:30

DOUGHERITY, REED
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13

DOUGHERTY, (MRS. W. T.) -1956
In memoriam. Oct'56:35

DOUGHERTY, JANE
Classroom and campus. Jan'51:30

DOUGHERTY, ROBERT LEE, 1903-
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'28:40

DOUGHTY, RICHARD
X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:19

DOUGHTY, W E
quoted. Jun'19:50

DOUGLAS, (MRS H. B.)
(photo) Jul'34:39

DOUGLAS, ALICE, -1954
In memoriam. Mar'55:39

DOUGLAS, BERTHA C., 1889-1950
(photo) Sep'28:15
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
(death) News room. Jun'51:46

DOUGLAS, GEORGE WILLIAM. THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN PROCESS OF TRANSFORMATION
Christian union by church transformation. Oct'19:50

DOUGLAS, HELEN GAHAGAN
quoted. The tragedy of hate. Mar'46:48

DOUGLAS, J. D. THE NEW BIBLE DICTIONARY
Book chat. Sep'62:45

DOUGLAS, JAMES
Another sign of the times. Aug'26:56

DOUGLAS, LLOYD. FORGIVE US OUR TRESPASSES
Book chat. Apr'33:12

DOUGLAS, LLOYD. GREEN LIGHT
Book chat. Jun'35:23

DOUGLAS, PAUL
(photo) Dec'39:15

DOUGLAS, PAUL. THE PROBLEMS OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Another dragon slain. Jul'31:4

Douglas, William O
Churches help build ties among nations. Feb'57:43

DOUGLAS, WILLIAM O
No shortcut to peace. May'51:5
quoted. I believe in world missions. Mar'51:14

DOUGLAS, WILLIAM O. THE MIND AND FAITH OF A. POWELL DAVIES
book chat. Mar'59:40

87
DOUGLAS, WILLIAM O. RUSSIAN JOURNEY
   Book chat. Oct'56:16
DOUGLAS, WILLIAM O. STRANGE LANDS AND FRIENDLY PEOPLE
   Book chat. Feb'52:18
DOUGLAS, WILLIAM O. WE THE JUDGES
   Book chat. Mar'56:20
DOUGLAS, ARIZONA. FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
   Triumphs in the desert. Oct'19:27
   Arizona folks show their mettle (photo) Jul'20:30
   Progress at Douglas, Arizona (photo) Oct'20:50
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:63
   (photo of Vacation Bible School) Nov'21:12
   (photo) Nov'21:52
   State convention (photo) Dec'23:34
DOUGLASS, (MRS. J. S.) -1953
   In memoriam. Jun'53:39
DOUGLASS, (MRS. L. E.)
   (photo) Dec'49:26
DOUGLASS, ANNA V
   (death) Sep'24:58
DOUGLASS, BRUCE. REFLECTIONS ON PROTEST
   New books. Jun'68:36
DOUGLASS, C R
   Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
   (photo) Aug'20:25
DOUGLASS, EARL L. SNOWDEN'S SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS, 1941
   Book chat. Nov'40:46
DOUGLASS, EDWARD V
   In brief. Jul'71:43
DOUGLASS, HARLAN PAUL, 1871--
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'40:inside front cover
   Children of the slums. Jun'49:6
DOUGLASS, HARLAN PAUL. CHURCH UNITY MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES
   Book chat. Oct'34:40
DOUGLASS, PAUL F. THE GROUP WORKSHOP WAY IN THE CHURCH
   Book chat. Mar'57:39
DOUGLASS, PAUL H
   quoted. Race relations in global perspective. Jun'57:21
DOUGLASS, TRUMAN
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:3
   Global highlights. Apr'51:3 Mar'58:8 May'63:4
   Classroom and campus. Jul'63:37
DOUGLASS, TRUMAN. MISSION TO AMERICA
   Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32
   Book chat. Sep'51:24
DOUGLASS, TRUMAN. WHY GO TO CHURCH?
   Book chat. Dec'57:16
DOUTHIT, (MRS)
   (photo) Jan'21:17
DOUTHITT, EPHRIAM MILLS, 1854-1931
   (right bottom photo) Apr'30:14,15
Dover, Anne Abbot
   Exteriors (poem) Feb'29:10
Doward, Zenos Orton, 1866-1933
   Growth, a result of encouragement. Dec'21:57
DOWDEN, MILTON L
From Palau to America to Luzon. Jul'45:15

DOWDEY, MARGARET
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'55:30

Dowdy, Barton Alexander, 1916-
Religion on the campus. Jan'62:22

DOWDY, BARTON ALEXANDER, 1916-
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:30
(photo) Jan'62:22
Global highlights. Dec'64:4
Classroom and campus.
Sep'65:37 Nov'65:33 Nov'66:34
(photo) Sep'67:17

DOWDY, HOMER E. OUT OF THE JAWS OF THE LION
New books. Dec'65:39

Dowell, Anna M
Tried and found helpful. Apr'22:50

DOWELL, CHARLES
Circuit riders on a modern frontier (photo) Nov'59:13

DOWELL, MOLLI, -1958 (married to John Dowell)
In memoriam. Mar'59:35

Dowler, Arthur J
In brief. May'73:41

DOWLING, BERTHA PAUL (married to Frank Dowling) -1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39

DOWLING, ENOS EVERETT, 1905-
College notes. Jan'40:25

DOWLING, WILLIAM WORTH, 1834-1920
(death) Apr'20:51

DOWLAND, (married to Oliver M. Dowland), -1949
In memoriam. Apr'50:39

DOWNER'S GROVE, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1964. Dec'64:44

Downey, (Mrs. C. N.)
Lo, Children are a heritage of the Lord. Dec'23:15
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
The circle widens. Dec'26:60
They had the vision. Dec'28:48

DOWNER, (MRS. C. N.)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Mrs. Downey in the northwest. Apr'25:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
(photo) Dec'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:42
Team work (photo) Jun'27:50
(photo) Jan'28:32
Good ideas. May'28:47
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'29:37 Sep'30:34
(photo) Dec'30:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42 Feb'33:40
The threshold. Jan'34:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34

Downey, George F
Let's give youth an honest look! Nov'60:21

DOWNEY, GEORGE F
DOWNIE, GEORGE J
(photo) Mar'69:3

DOWNIE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44

DOWNING, (MRS. A. C.)
In memoriam. Jun'31:40

DOWNS, (married to James W. Downs) -1946
In memoriam. Sep'46:39

Downs, Darley
Practical Christianity in Japan. Mar'58:25

DOWNS, HELEN
(photo) Jul'23:6

DOWNS, PAUL
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30

DOWNS, REED JAMES, 1887-1958
In memoriam. May'58:37

DOYLE, (MRS. E. O.)
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

DOYLE, ADELINE SHELTON, -1946
In memoriam. May'46:37

DOYLE, B W
(photo) Feb'41:18

DOYLE, F B
(photo) Jul'36:25

Doyle, Mabel
Kenneth's rose. Mar'66:31
Our Father (poem) May'68:29

DOYLE, NELLIE M
We call her a brave heart. Aug'28:35
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39

DRAFT, MILITARY
See
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY
NATIONAL SELECTIVE SERVICE AND TRAINING ACT

Drag, Ina
House weary (poem) Apr'35:48

DRAGG, (MRS. J. H.) -1957
In memoriam. Sep'57:35

DRAKE, ALICE M., 1898-1982
(photo) Jun'44:23
News room (photo) Dec'44:28
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41

DRAKE, CHARLES R
(photo) Jul'36:24

DRAKE, DAISY PEARL, 1877-1911
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21

DRAKE, DURANT. THE NEW MORALITY
Book chat. Feb'34:14

DRAKE, ELEANOR RIFE
In memoriam. Oct'28:48

DRAKE, FRANCIS MARION, 1830-1903
Memorial and named funds. Sep'19:7
Beside the still waters. May'22:22
A worthy tribute. Aug'22:4
Named loan funds (photo) Aug'27:2
DRAKE, LAURA
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'59:39

DRAKE, RUBY
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'68:24

DRAKE CONFERENCE
A needed Conference. Oct'43:3
Developing world-mindedness. Dec'43:3
Drake Lecturers named. Dec'43:6
Disciples and the new world mind. Feb'44:3
Drake program completed. Feb'44:5
Social trends. Mar'44:9
Day by day story of the Drake Conference (photos) Mar'44:20
Making the Drake Conference local. Apr'44:3
Women and world highways. Apr'44:29
The threshold. May'44:2

DRAKE CONFERENCE. THE CHURCH AND THE NEW WORLD
Book chat. Jun'44:19

DRAKE UNIVERSITY
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.

| Mar'23:50 | Sep'25:43 | Aug'27:43 |
| Jun'23:54 | Nov'25:57 | Sep'27:52 |
| Jul'23:52,53 | Jan'26:42,43,44 | Dec'27:42 |
| Aug'23:53,54 | Mar'26:52 | Jan'28:41,42 |
| Oct'23:61 | Feb'28:44 | |
| Apr'26:42,43 | Feb'28:44 | |
| Dec'23:51 | May'26:43 | Mar'28:40 |
| Jan'24:34,41 | Jun'26:57 | May'28:40,41 |
| Feb'24:52 | Jul'26:43,56 | Jul'28:27 |
| Jun'24:57 | Aug'26:56 | Nov'28:39 |
| Jul'24:54 | Sep'26:56 | Dec'28:41 |
| Nov'24:52 | Nov'26:52 | Feb'29:30 |
| Feb'25:52,53 | Dec'26:56 | Mar'29:40 |
| Mar'25:52 | Feb'27:59 | Apr'29:30 |
| Apr'25:52 | Mar'27:43 | Jun'29:40 |
| May'25:52 |

Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:6
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:59
(photo of Bible College building) Jan'22:7
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:14
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
(photo of library) Jan'23:10
(phots) Jan'24:inside covers, 5, 9
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:8
Two new chairs of religious education. Nov'24:30
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:7
(phots of students) Jan'26:10
Youth looks at itself from the pulpit. May'26:15
The Drake relays (photo of stadium) Jun'26:35
(photo of students leaving for Sunday preaching appointments) Jan'27:back cover
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:27
A University in the wilderness. Jul'27:30
A building era for our colleges (photo) Jan'28:7
(photo of Cosmopolitan Club) May'28:13
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
College songs. Jan'29:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:12
(photo of Drake relays) Jan'30:21
Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:33
Last minute news from our colleges (photo of band) Apr'30:32
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:34
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
(photo of drama) Jan'31:7
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:32,33
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32,33
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:45
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:31
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:32
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:25
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33
(photo of women students) May'34:23
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:33
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
From college towers. Mar'35:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
College commencements. Jul'35:33
College hard at work. Dec'35:33
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
College notes. May'36:33
From our colleges. Jun'36:34
College commencements. Jul'36:33
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:30
College activities. Feb'37:33
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:33
College happenings. Jan'38:29 (photo of "Old Main" p. 28)
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32 (photo of radio students p. 33)
College notes. Apr'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:33
In our colleges. Oct'38:32
College news and notes. Feb'39:33
College notes. Mar'39:43
Springtide college activities. May'39:32
College commencements. Jul'39:29
News of our colleges. Oct'39:33
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
College news. Jan'40:22
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
News from the college campus. Feb'41:31
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
Colleges elect presidents. Sep'41:17
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
From Hawaii to Des Moines. Jul'42:29
News of campus events. Jul'42:31
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
Classroom and campus.
  Oct'42:33 (photo of student conference) Dec'42:33
  (photo) Jan'43:front cover
To him that asketh. Jan'43:16
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'43:32 Sep'43:24 Nov'43:26
  May'43:30 Oct'43:27
News room. Jan'44:34
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'44:27 Jul'44:26 Jan'45:28
  Mar'44:26 Oct'44:26
Town and Country ministers in school. Nov'45:21 (photo of campus) Feb'46:29
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
Global highlights. Jul'46:3
Classroom and campus.
  Dec'46:30 Mar'47:31 May'47:33 Jul'47:32
  Sep'47:32 (photo of students p. 33)
  Jan'48:30 Dec'48:32 Jul'49:30
  (photo of students) Jan'50:18
Classroom and campus.
  Nov'50:36
  Jan'51:30 (photo of students p. 31)
Classroom and campus.
  May'51:30
  (photo of Opera) Jun'51:31
  Jul'51:31 Nov'51:29 Apr'52:29
  Oct'51:30 Mar'52:30
  (photo of students) May'52:28
  (photo of art students) Jun'52:31
Oct'52:30       Nov'52:30
(photo) Jan'53:front cover
The cover. Jan'53:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'53:28     Feb'53:30     Apr'53:31
  (photo of students) May'53:30
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Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:36
Classroom and campus.
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  Feb'54:32    Sep'54:30    Mar'55:34    Nov'55:27
  (photo of Chapel) Jan'56:32
Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants. Feb'56:27
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'56:32    Apr'56:30    Jun'56:35
  Mar'56:28    May'56:30    Jul'56:30
  (photo of Chapel) Sep'56:front cover
The cover. Sep'56:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
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  Oct'56:30    May'57:30    Jul'58:37    May'59:34
  Nov'56:30    Oct'57:31    Sep'58:37    Jul'59:36
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  Mar'57:31    Dec'57:34    Dec'58:33    Oct'59:33
  Apr'57:31    Feb'58:32    Jan'59:36    Nov'59:32
  Jun'57:34    Mar'58:35    Feb'59:36    Dec'59:35
  (photo of students) Jan'60:11
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'60:30    May'60:33    Apr'61:32    Jul'61:34
  Feb'60:36    Jun'60:34    May'61:30    Dec'61:31
  Mar'60:30    Mar'61:36
  (photo) Jan'62:front cover
The cover. Jan'62:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'62:30    Feb'62:32    Mar'62:32
  (photo of library) Jul'62:35
  Sep'62:34    Feb'64:32    Sep'64:32
  Jun'63:34    Jun'64:34    Dec'64:34
  Nov'63:34    Jul'64:37    Oct'65:35
Global highlights. Feb'66:5
Classroom and campus.
  Oct'66:34    Jan'67:34    Jun'67:34    Jan'68:35
  Dec'66:34    Mar'67:34    Sep'67:34    Mar'68:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
In brief. Feb'69:35
World events. Jul'69:42
Drake is concerned for the disadvantaged. Sep'69:12
In brief. Sep'69:39
Campuses need changing but... Oct'69:25
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
(photo of some students) Mar'71:10
Students do. Mar'71:18
In brief.
  Mar'71:40,42    Jun'71:41    Oct'71:42    Feb'72:39
May'71:43    Sep'71:42    Jan'72:39
World events. Feb'72:37
In brief. Dec'72:42
World events. Jan'73:38
(photo of Fine Arts Center) Jul'73:9
World events (photo of model of science building) Sep'73:39
In brief. Dec'73:40

DRAKE UNIVERSITY. DIVINITY SCHOOL
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Feb'28:44    Jul'28:27    Mar'29:40
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:46
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
College news. Dec'37:31
College activities. Jun'38:33
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
College notes and news. Sep'40:31
College and university news. Sep'41:30
(photo of faculty and students) May'42:33
Classroom and campus.
Classroom and campus
(photo of faculty and students) Jul'45:27
Oct'45:26
(photo of prospective students) Jul'46:31
(photo of faculty and graduate students) May'47:33
Sep'47:32    Dec'47:28
(photo of ministerial students at chapel) Feb'48:31
Mar'48:30    May'48:30    Sep'48:31
News room. Nov'48:47
Classroom and campus. Dec'48:33
(photo of students) Jan'49:8
Classroom and campus.
Dec'51:31    Sep'53:28    Feb'54:32    Feb'55:30
Jun'53:35    Oct'53:30    Sep'54:30    Jun'55:34
(photo) Jun'56:13
What makes a minister? (photos) Jan'57:17
Classroom and campus. Dec'57:34
Global highlights (photo of Advisory Council) Jan'58:6
Classroom and campus.
Jan'58:28    Nov'60:31    Mar'64:34    Oct'66:34
Feb'58:32    Apr'61:32    Jun'65:34    May'67:34
May'58:32    May'63:35    Feb'67:34    Nov'67:34
(closing) Global highlights. Feb'68:7
Drake Divinity School. Jun'68:9
Letters. Oct'68:48

DRAKE UNIVERSITY. LAW SCHOOL
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:35

DRAMA
Religious drama... Oct'29:21
Speaking of books. Apr'30:31
What, where, when and how. Jul'31:43    Aug'31:43
Plays recommended for use with current missions study.
Jan'32:44
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Dec'33:42
Book chat. Nov'34:40
Plays on Japan. Feb'35:44
Book chat. Mar'36:31
Programs for young people. Apr'38:37
People of eighteen tribes. Dec'38:15
Book chat. Mar'39:42
Are you studying democracy? Oct'41:37
A new Christmas play. Nov'41:47
Youth and missions.
   Feb'44:31    Sep'47:37    Nov'47:33
News items. May'58:38
World outreach sounding board. May'68:32
Bread and puppet theater. Nov'69:8
Should seminarians present controversial plays? Nov'69:16
The church speaks across the footlights. May'72:10
Drama for the people--by the people. Jun'72:30

Drama in Religious Education
Religious dramatization. Aug'23:40

Drane, Christine, -1970
   In memoriam. Sep'70:46
Draper, (Mrs. E. D.)
   In memoriam. Sep'31:40
Draper, (Mrs. F. D.)
   In memoriam. Jul'31:40
Draper, F. D
   Mar'24:55
Draper, John D
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'61:30
Draper, Lucile
   In our colleges. Oct'38:52
Draper, Lynn H
   Local planning pays. Nov'62:25
Draper, Lynn H
   A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:20
   For adult mission study (photo) Sep'54:36
   News room. Oct'61:34
   Three lives of a student minister (photo) Oct'62:12
   In brief. Sep'69:42      Nov'69:41
Drash, Frank D
   (photo) Sep'40:9
Drash, Joseph Wayne, 1903-1989
   If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:23
Drash, Joseph Wayne, 1903-1989
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
   quoted. What they said at Denver. Nov'38:12
   News room. Jul'56:38
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:5
Drash, Lewis Franklin, 1868-1952
   (photo) Mar'24:36
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
Dreese, (married to W. H. Dreese) 1870?-1961
   (death) News room. Oct'61:34
Dreese, Velva Agnes, 1900-
   First impressions. Sep'28:30
   Daily Vacation Bible school in Ilocos Sur and Abra.
   Dec'29:61
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39      Jul'31:41
   Children of the Philippines. Jun'34:27
   Youth faces world service. May'39:11
Women and world highways. May'52:35
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Women and world highways. Feb'61:35 Jan'65:35
Women on world highways. Jan'66:35
Direct line. Nov'70:32
A dream unfolds in the Philippines. Dec'71:31

DREESE, VELVA AGNES, 1900-
There's not time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
New missionaries to four fields (photo) Aug'27:25 (photo)
Mar'28:52 May'29:48 Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:44
News room.
Jun'41:34 Sep'41:42 Mar'43:34 Jul'45:34 (photo) Oct'45:11
Global highlights (photo) Oct'46:4
News room. Nov'53:46
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'54:31
News room. Nov'54:37
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:13
News room. Jan'56:38
Global highlights (photo) Jun'57:5
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'59:35
News room (photo) Feb'61:34
Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7 quoted. As I see the future the Disciples should... (photo)
Jul'67:17 (photo) Nov'67:46 Jan'68:43
In brief.
Feb'69:35 Jul'69:38 Sep'69:39 Sep'71:40

DREITZEL, H. P. RECENT SOCIOLOGY NO. 1
New books. Feb'70:28

DREMAN, FRIEDA, -1952 (married to Henry Dreman)
In memoriam. Jan'53:37

DREMAN, HENRY H., -1942
In memoriam. Feb'43:39

DRENNAN, ELDON
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'61:31

Drescher, Warren F., Jr.
What a Young People's Conference means. Nov'22:26

DRESCHER, WARREN F., JR.
(photo) May'23:34

DRESH, EMMA CATO
In memoriam. Mar'41:39

DRESS
Shavings. Oct'72:35

DREW, ELAINE (married to John Drew)
Six women presidents (photo) May'67:36
Global highlights (photo) Feb'68:7

DREW, MARY
In memoriam. May'29:36

Drewer, Francis L
Letters. Sep'70:4
DRIFTWOOD, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Oct'51:17
Drill, Guy L
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63       Mar'21:62
DRIMA, GEZONG
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:40
DRINKING AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
   See also
   TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
   Gift of life. Dec'67:48
DRISCOLL, (married to Robert Driscoll)
   quoted. Vacation church school at night. Mar'69:36
DRISKILL, BAYNE E., 1905-1985
   Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
   Here and there... Apr'48:48
   World events. Jan'72:37
DRISKILL, JOSEPH ABRAHAM, 1911-1966
   In memoriam. Sep'66:46
DRIVER, VIVIAN
   Spring comes to the college campus (photo) May'41:30
DRNDIC, TIMEA
   Global highlights (photo) May'53:3
DROKE, MAZWELL. GOODBY TO G.I.
   The threshold. Nov'45:2
DROOK, LENA
   Services for those who wait (photo) Jun'65:23
"DROP OUT" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Sep'66:44
DROUGHTS
   The drought disaster. Sep'34:3
   Drought in America and in China. May'37:3
   Peering into the skies. Jul'46:5
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'51:36
   Fighting hopelessness in Brazil. Feb'61:48
   World events. Oct'73:38
DROWOTA, FRANK F., 1904-
   News room (photo) Oct'52:38
   But you haven't seen Congo! Jun'58:41
   Little money--big results (photo) Mar'59:42
   Classroom and campus. May'61:31
   Volunteers in a creative venture (photo) Oct'65:13
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'68:34
DRUDGE, ROY H
   (photo) Jul'22:46
DRUG ABUSE
   Jun'19:46
"DRUG INFORMATION SERIES" (FILMSTRIPS)
   Audio-visuals. May'71:29
DRUKKER, RAYMOND B
   Global highlights. Oct'59:7
DRUM, MARY
   News room. Jan'56:38
Drummond, Clarence Coombs, 1867-1957
   Note. Sep'20:61,62       Oct'20:61
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Feb'21:60       Apr'23:57       Mar'24:50       Jun'24:60
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61

DRUMMOND, CLARENCE COOMBS, 1867-1957
Jan'19:54
Notes. Jan'19:64
Influenza in the mission field. Mar'19:58
Notes. Jan'20:62
The Doctor Sahib of Hindustan (photos) Mar'20:18
Notes. Mar'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57 Feb'21:58
Dr. C. C. Drummond of India (photo) May'21:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:60 Dec'24:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
(photo) Mar'28:18
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Sep'28:31 Jan'30:52 Sep'38:34 (death) Dec'57:36

DRUMMOND, DONALD L
Notes. Mar'19:61

DRUMMOND, ELIZABETH MARTHA IIAMS, 1867-1962
(married to Clarence C. Drummond)
(photo) Aug'19:27
The Doctor Sahib of Hindustan. Mar'20:18
(photo) Oct'21:39 Sep'22:24
The varied activities of a missionary wife. Jun'25:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
(photo) Mar'28:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31 Jan'30:52
(death) News room. Jan'63:34

DRUMMOND, HELEN

DRUMMOND, HENRIETTA FARRELL
In memoriam. Jun'29:50

DRUMMOND, JAMES ARTHUR, 1941-
(married to Sharon Sue Shaner Drummond)
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'70:45

DRUMMOND, JAMES EARL
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:31

DRUMMOND, RICHARD H. A HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN
New books. Jun'71:28

DRUMMOND, SHARON SUE SHANER, 1943-
(married to James Drummond)
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'70:45

DRUNK DRIVERS
Editorials. Apr'71:19

DRURY, JOHN (trans.) BETWEEN HONESTY AND HOPE
New Books. Sep'71:28

DRURY, P W
(photo) Nov'23:15

DRURY COLLEGE (SCHOOL OF THE BIBLE)
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Jul'22:49 Feb'23:45 Jan'24:34 Jan'28:42
Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:55
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:14
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
What my alma Mater gave me (photo) Jan'30:9
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:32
On the college campus. Oct'32:33
College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:32
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:34
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:45
In our colleges. May'37:33
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
College happenings. Jan'38:29
(photo of Student Fellowship Meet) May'38:31
College notes. Jul'38:42
busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:31
Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:33
College activities. Jun'39:31
College notes. Nov'39:32 Jan'40:22
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:33
College notes and news. May'40:33
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33
Campus news. Nov'40:32
College notes and news. Dec'40:30
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:32
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:34
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:32
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:32
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
Classroom and campus.
   Nov'42:30 Feb'45:24 May'46:30 May'47:33
   Mar'43:32 Apr'45:26 Jun'46:33 Jun'47:32
   Nov'43:26 Sep'45:23 Jul'46:30 Dec'47:29
   Nov'44:24 Mar'46:30 Jan'47:30 Dec'48:33
   Dec'44:26 Apr'46:30 Feb'47:31 Dec'51:30
   (photo of students) Mar'52:31
   Oct'52:30 Feb'54:32 May'54:30 Apr'55:31
Classroom and campus.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date (Month-Year):</th>
<th>Date (Month-Year):</th>
<th>Date (Month-Year):</th>
<th>Date (Month-Year):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul'56:30</td>
<td>Jun'57:34</td>
<td>Feb'59:36</td>
<td>Apr'63:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'56:30</td>
<td>Dec'57:35</td>
<td>Jun'59:35</td>
<td>May'64:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'57:28</td>
<td>Feb'58:32</td>
<td>Jan'60:30</td>
<td>Dec'68:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'57:30</td>
<td>Sep'58:37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
(photo) Dec'69:3

**DRURY SCHOOL OF THE BIBLE**

See

**DRURY COLLEGE**

**DRUSES**

Mohammedans who have borrowed from the Jews. Oct'25:59

**DRY, (MRS J W)**

(photo) Feb'21:50

**DRY, LAWRENCE, 1892-1981**

quoted. Jan'19:56
Disciples in Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:43
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'51:4

**DRY TAVERN, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH**

Echoes from everywhere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apr'28:48</th>
<th>Dec'31:41</th>
<th>Nov'34:39</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A rural parish shows possibilities (photo) Dec'46:27

**DSF JOURNAL**

News room. Jul'47:34

**D'SPAIN, ALONZO LYNN, 1843-1922**

(death) Jan'23:58

**DUBE, (married to Kingsley Dube)**

Women on world highways. Jun'66:33

**DUBE, JOHN**

Former Oberlin student honored. Feb'37:27

**DUBLAS, SALUD**

(photo) Jul'23:22

**DUBLIN, GEORGIA. UNITED CHRISTIAN CHURCH**

New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46

**DUBOIS, EUNICE**

quoted. Tell me about COCU in simple terms (photo) Jun'68:13

**DUBOIS, JOHN HAROLD, 1890-1957**

Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'25:52

**DUBOIS, WILLIAM EDWARD BURGHARDT, 1868-**

Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29

**DUBOS, RENE. A GOD WITHIN**

New books. Mar'73:35

**DUBOS, RENE. ONLY ONE EARTH**

New books. Feb'73:35

**DuBOSE, ROBERT N**

Classroom and campus. Apr'49:31

**DUCK, (MRS. C. A.) -1956**

In memoriam. Nov'56:33

**DUCKWORTH, ALICE MARTHA, 1863?-1938**

The art of being towed in (photo) Apr'24:10
When you and I were young, Maggie. Jun'25:25
(photo) Nov'25:50 Dec'27:15
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33

**DUDA, (married to Stanley Duda)**

(photo) Oct'47:25
DUDA, STANLEY  
   (photo) Oct'47:25
DUDER, GARRY A.  
   In brief. Apr'70:43
DUDLANY, T G  
   The work of our colleges and the Board of Education. Sep'22:49
DUDLEY, DOREEN  
   Classroom and campus. Jun'63:35
Dudley, H J  
   Notes. Dec'19:63
DUDLEY, JOHN H.  
   Classroom and campus. Dec'67:35
DUDLEY, LEON SIDNEY, 1872-1936  
   Some news items... Dec'22:45  
   (photo) Mar'24:50
DUDLEY, M D  
   (photo) Mar'24:34
DUDLEY, RAYMOND A  
   Global highlights. Dec'57:6
DUDLEY, RAYMOND A. THE GROWING EDGE OF THE CHURCH  
   Book chat. Apr'52:44
DUDLEY, W L  
   (photo) Mar'24:55
DUDLEY, NORTH CAROLINA. ST. ANDREWS CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   (photo of worship service) Oct'73:3
DUFF, (married to Charles E. Duff)  
   Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
DUFF, ELIZABETH P., -1963  
   In memoriam. Apr'63:49
DUFF, JAMES A  
   Social trends. Jan'52:12
DUFFER, AUGUSTA  
   In memoriam. May'34:39
DUFFY, THOMAS GLENN  
   Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37
DUGAN, (MRS. D. D.)  
DUGAN, DANIEL HENRY, 1965-  
   (birth) Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
DUGAN, DOROTHY LEEN (married to Jack Dugan)  
   (marriage) News room. Oct'54:39
DUGAN, GEORGE  
   Global highlights. Sep'51:4
Dugan, Hattie Seay, 1893- (married to Dawson Dugan)  
   An adventure for God. Aug'26:54
DUGAN, HENRY  
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:4
DUGAN, IVAN H., 1901-1985  
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30  
DUGAN, JACK (married to Dorothy Leen Dugan)  
   (marriage) News room. Oct'54:39
DUGAN, MARY, -1919  
   (death) Dec'19:31
DUGAN, NANCY VON STETMAN, 1930- (married to V. Henry Dugan)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
DUGAN, STEPHEN. THE TWO AMERICAS
   Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
DUGAN, VICTOR HENRY, 1930- (married to Nancy Von Stetman Dugan)
   Global highlights (photo)
      Sep'59:7   Dec'61:6
DuGar, F W
   A pageant of world missions. Feb'24:57
   How Euclid Avenue honors her missionaries. Jul'24:40
DUGGAR, MARY A
   Memorium. Jul'35:39   Sep'35:39
DUKE, (MRS. A. F.)
   (death) Jan'22:59
DUKE, ALICE
   (death) Jan'26:49
DUKE, EDITH
   A new hope (photo) Apr'27:38
Duke, Zelma Watson
   A negro church with a vital program. Feb'39:10
DUKE UNIVERSITY. LAW SCHOOL
   In brief. Jun'71:41
DUKES, MARGARET
   New missionaries prepare for the seventies. Jul'70:13
DUKHUA, SHANTI
   Leaders of the blind. Oct'31:33
DULANEY, FRAN
   (photo) Mar'71:18
DULANY, DOUG
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'56:32
DULANY, MARY THOMAS (married to Thomas Gates Dulany)
   The Dulany gift (photo) Feb'25:42
DULANY, THOMAS GATES, 1842?-1923 (married to Mary Thomas Dulany)
   The Dulany gift (photo) Feb'25:42
DULANY, W B
   (photo) Jan'27:11
DULANY, WILLIAM HENRY, 1874-1948
   Classroom and campus. Jun'47:32
   Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'48:4
   (death) News room. Apr'48:39
   Living in two worlds. May'48:6
DULCE, BERTON. RELIGION AND THE PRESIDENCY
   Book chat. Sep'62:24
DULIN, GLEN
   (photo) Sep'66:front cover
Dulles, John Foster
   Four fronts for peace. Mar'46:27
DULLES, JOHN FOSTER, -1959
   Toward a just and durable peace (photo) Apr'42:3
   quoted. Toward a just and durable peace. Apr'42:25
   quoted. Quotations from Delaware Conference. May'42:19
   Six pillars of peace (photo) May'43:8
   (photo) Mar'45:16,17
   quoted. Last column. Jul'46:48
   World issues faced at Cleveland. May'49:24 (photo p. 25)
   Global highlights. Nov'49:4   Jul'50:4
   quoted. Last column. Oct'51:48

DULLES, JOHN FOSTER. LONG RANGE PEACE OBJECTIVES
On the making of books... Jan'42:32

DULUTH, MINNESOTA
May'20:4
Northern Baptist-Disciples unity gains momentum. Dec'29:6

DULUTH, MINNESOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39 Oct'19:46
What Home Missions money does (photo) Apr'19:56
Notes. Jan'20:60 Feb'20:61 Apr'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
The Zenith City of the Un-Salted Seas (photo) May'21:57
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:47
Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:9

DULUTH, MINNESOTA. UNITED BAPTIST AND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
DULUTH, MINNESOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Men and missions. Oct'31:16
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
What, where, when and how. May'32:41
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
Good ideas... Mar'33:39

DUMAGUETE CITY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Good angel in the Philippines. Apr'73:30

DUMAS, ANDRED
quoted. Nov'68:23

DUMAS, INDIA
A remarriage in India. Jul'25:36

DUMBARTON OAKES CONFERENCE
The threshold. Dec'44:2
The churches consider world order. Mar'45:16
Social trends. Apr'45:21
The iron is hot. Apr'45:16

"DUMPING GROUNDS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Feb'73:36

DUN, ANGUS
Global highlights. May'46:2 Dec'46:2
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:7

DUN, ANGUS. PROSPECTION FOR A UNITED CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'48:22

DUNAWAY, (married to Howard Dunaway)
Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48

DUNAWAY, ALVIRA RIGGS, -1963
In memoriam. Jan'64:49

Dunbar, Paul Lawrence
Slow through the dark (poem) Sep'26:9
(untitled poem) Jun'32:35

DUNBAR, PAUL LAWRENCE
quoted. The last page. Sep'27:64
DUNBAR, WEST VIRGINIA
                   Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia.
                      May'19:41
                      Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
DUNCAN, (married to Albert Duncan) -1953
                      In memoriam. Apr'54:39
DUNCAN, (Mrs. C. W.)
                   World outreach sounding board. Mar'68:33
DUNCAN, (MRS. R. Y.), -1942
                      In memoriam. Feb'43:39
DUNCAN, ANNA MARY
                   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
                  (photo) Nov'50:33
DUNCAN, ETHEL
                     quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'37:inside front cover
DUNCAN, GEORGE S. JESUS, SON OF MAN
                   Book chat. Jul'49:42
DUNCAN, HERBERT FRANKLIN
                  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
DUNCAN, ISABELLE D
                   News room. Sep'44:28
DUNCAN, IVA LOU MYHR (married to Edward M. Duncan, Jr.)
                   Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn (photo)
                      Jul'52:30
DUNCAN, JAMES FLOYD, 1869-
                   (photo) Jan'21:9
                  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:43
DUNCAN, JOHN KENNETH
                   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
                  (birth) Nov'24:64
                  (photo) Jan'29:16
Duncan, Kate Louise Habeker, 1892-1977
                   (married to Marion Herbert Duncan)
                  Echoes from everywhere.
                  Just like American girls. May'25:64
                  Here a little and there a little. Sep'25:43
                  Echoes from everywhere.
                      Nov'25:49 Jul'26:51 Sep'26:51 Oct'29:49
                      May'26:50
                  Almost to Batang. Nov'29:36
                  Batang at last. Dec'29:37
                  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49
                  The signs of the times in Batang. Jul'30:27
                  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:40 Sep'31:41
                  News from Tibet. Jan'33:46
DUNCAN, KATE LOUISE HABEKER, 1892-1977
                   Notes. Oct'20:56
                  (photo) Jun'21:9
                  College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
                  covers
                  quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
                  (photo) Sep'21:30 Nov'22:22
                  What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
                  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
                  Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Jan'28:44   Feb'28:42   Mar'28:57

Station UCMS broadcasting.


Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56

Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42

Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31

News room. Jan'50:34

DUNCAN, LELAH WARFORD, -1950'

In memoriam. Jun'50:39

DUNCAN, MARIAN LOUISE

See

ADAMS, MARIAN LOUISE DUNCAN

Duncan, Marion Herbert, 1896-1977

(married to Kate Louise Habecker Duncan)

Along the trail to Batang. Jan'22:58
The Chinese ways. Mar'22:54
The last word from Batang. Jun'22:1
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
At home in Batang. Oct'22:63
Where fear reigns supreme. Aug'23:16
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:62
Selling money in Tibet. Dec'23:33
Reminiscences of Dr. Shelton upon his last trip to Batang. Feb'24:29
Curriculum full of scripture. Sep'24:56
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:50
With whistle and song. Mar'25:46
On the roof of the world. Jun'25:57
Echoes from everywhere.

Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics. Oct'25:55
Echoes from everywhere.

Patience needed in Tibet. Jun'26:55
Education in Batang. Aug'26:48
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50
Heathen priests and parasitic fungi. Nov'26:60
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
Some priestly guests. Sep'27:60
Among Tibetan bandits. Nov'27:38
I must needs glory. Feb'28:26
About face! Jan'29:16
Gezongondii. Mar'29:12
Through the gorges of the Yangtze. Aug'29:16
Batang at last! Dec'29:37
Through western Szechwan to the Tibetan border. Mar'30:23
Batang honors a fallen comrade. Apr'30:41
A quarter of a century in Tibet. Jun'30:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:40   Oct'30:39
The new orphanage at Batang. Jul'31:23
At Batang again. Jun'35:43

DUNCAN, MARION HERBERT, 1896-1977

Notes. Oct'20:56
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(photo) Jun'21:9
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Sep'21:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
(photo) Mar'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44       Mar'28:57
(photo) Dec'28:29       Jan'29:16
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Mar'29:39       Oct'29:37       Nov'29:51       May'33:42
    Jun'29:39
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Apr'34:31       Mar'35:40       Dec'36:30
    News room. Jan'50:34
DUNCAN, MARION HERBERT. THE MOUNTAIN OF SILVER SNOW
    Speaking of books. Jul'29:30
Missionary illustrations... Jan'30:53
DUNCAN, MARION HERBERT. THE YANGTZE AND THE YAK
    Book chat. Mar'53:42
DUNCAN, MELISSA STEGER, -1950
    In memoriam. Jun'50:39
Duncan, Minta Estelle Thorp, 1892- (married to Fred Duncan)
    Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:62
    Christmas in India. Dec'23:47
Scouting in India. Dec'23:53
    Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
DUNCAN, MINTA ESTELLE THORP, 1892-
    Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
DUNCAN, ROBERT M
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
    Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:35
DUNCAN, ROBERT MALCOLM, 1931-
    (birth) Sep'31:47
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41       May'33:42
    (photo) Feb'50:33
DUNCAN, THOMAS W
    Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
DUNCAN, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    (photo of Week of Compassion discussion panel) May'46:27
DUNDEVANT, (MRS. BRUTUS)
    In memoriam. Oct'27:48
DUNFORD, EDWARD BRADSTREET, 1890-
    quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
Dungan, (married to Dale R. Dungan)
How we did it. Nov'41:24
DUNGAN, (married to Dale R. Dungan)
    (photo) Nov'41:24
DUNGAN, DAVID ROBERTS, 1837-1920
    Full of years and of honors. Mar'21:25
    (photo) Mar'28:32
Dungan, Denie Seattle Leak (married to George Harlan Dungan)
    A night in Africa. Oct'29:35
Dungan, George Harlan, 1887-
    (married to Denie Seattle Leak Dungan)
Do it this way. Nov'54:24
DUNGAN, GEORGE HARLAN, 1887-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'54:4
   (photo) Nov'54:25
Dungan, Harold Elmer, 1927-
   (married to Sarah Ann Williams Dungan)
     Direct line. Mar'67:37
DUNGAN, HAROLD ELMER, 1927-
   (commissioning) Global highlights. Nov'65:32
   Missionary register. Oct'65:43
   (photo) Mar'67:37
Dungan, Howard Robert, 1916-1986 (married to E. Maxine Dungan)
   A labor of love. Oct'43:12
   Mexican pastors' meet. Sep'44:27
   Fifth Sunday meetings. Jun'46:28
   Toward self-supporting churches. Apr'47:14
   The church in a changing community. Sep'49:14
DUNGAN, HOWARD ROBERT, 1916-1986
   Witnessing to men in service (photo) Feb'42:17
   News room (photo) Feb'43:34       Nov'43:28
   (photo) Apr'46:17       Jun'46:28
   Global highlights. Apr'48:3
   News room. May'50:34
DUNGAN, MARY ANN (KINNIS)
   Full of years and of honors. Mar'21:25
Dungan, Miller
   See
   Dungan, Thomas Miller
Dungan, Sarah Ann Williams, 1937-
   (married to Harold Elmer Dungan)
     Direct line. Mar'67:37
     Chapel bells ring in the day. Dec'68:40
DUNGAN, SARAH ANN WILLIAMS, 1937-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
   Missionary register. Oct'65:43
   (photo) Mar'67:37       Dec'68:40
Dungan, Thomas Miller, 1920- (married to Gradie Irene S. Dungan)
   What the rural church can be. May'60:15
DUNHAM, IDA
   (death) Mar'20:53
DUNHAM, LOGAN
   (photo) Sep'42:5
DUNHAM, MAXIE E. BE YOUR WHOLE SELF
   New books. Jul'70:28
Duning, Arthur W
   Uganda, UNICEF and you. Oct'62:29
DUNKARDS
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
DUNKERLY,  (married to Anker Dunkerly) -1924
   (death) Jun'24:57
DUNKERLY,  (MRS. J. B.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover
DUNKIRK, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What Home Missions money does. Apr'19:55
   How an open church works... Aug'19:58
   Notes. Feb'20:61        Apr'20:59        Jul'20:43
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DUNLAP, CHARLOTTA, -1959 (married to J. F. Dunlap)
   In memoriam. Jun'59:37
Dunlap, Frances
   See
   Heron, Frances Dunlap
DUNLAP, NELLIE RICHARDS, 1851-1940
   (married to Robert Edmund Dunlap)
   (photo) May'23:2
Dunlap, Robert Edmund, 1850-1938
   (married to Nellie Richards Dunlap)
   Arizona folks show their mettle. Jul'20:30
   The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:27
   The story state by state. Aug'25:12
DUNLAP, ROBERT EDMUND, 1850-1938
   Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
   Apr'19:39
   The church in the capital of Uncle Sam's baby state, Arizona. Jun'19:40
   Church at Tempe, Arizona. Jun'19:52
   Triumphs in the desert. Oct'19:26
   (photo) Sep'20:27
   Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50
   (photo) May'23:2
   An American missionary. May'23:7
   (photo) Oct'23:56
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
   (photo) Aug'25:12
DUNLAVEY, (married to George W. Dunlavy)
   In memoriam. Jun'43:29
DUNLAVEY, G W
   (photo) Jan'21:17
DUNLOP, RICHARD. GREAT TRAILS OF THE WEST
   New books. Mar'72:30
DUNN, (married to Frank Dunn)
   In memoriam. Nov'27:59
DUNN, (MRS. J. W.) -1955
   In memoriam. Sep'55:35
DUNN, ANGUS. NOT BY READ ALONE
   Book chat. Mar'42:45
DUNN, C V
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Dec'22:43       Jan'23:39
   (photo) May'23:32       Nov'35:24
DUNN, CLARENCE
   The good that men do. Apr'27:58
DUNN, EMILY O., -1950
   In memoriam. Jan'51:37
DUNN, FRANK KNOX, 1894-1966
   (photo) Jul'23:7       Nov'31:28
   Classroom and campus. May'61:30
   In memoriam. Feb'67:43
DUNN, JAMES
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'52:2
DUNN, JAMES E
   What money will do. Sep'19:22
DUNN, JOHN
  Moving the immovable city. Feb'61:13
DUNN, JOHN M
  Crusade progress (photo) Nov'50:30
DUNN, LARRY
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'66:35
DUNN, LLOYD
  Sightseeing in India. Nov'45:22
DUNN, MARSHALL
  Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32
DUNN, MOLLIE B. -1940
  In memorium. Nov'40:39
Dunn, Roy L., 1880-
  Note. Oct'20:63
DUNN, SALLY
  Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'51:30
DUNN, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Aug'24:12
DUNNE, JOHN S. A SEARCH FOR GOD IN TIME AND MEMORY
  New books. Jan'70:28
DUNNE, JOHN S. THE WAY OF ALL THE EARTH
  Sharing insights. Oct'72:47
DUNNE, KATHERINE
  Station NBA on the air. Nov'35:40
DUNNING, ALICE
  See
  COBBLE, ALICE DUNNING
Dunning, Beth (married to David D. Dunning)
  Youth and the world mission. May'66:40
DUNNING, DWAIN E., 1919-
  (photo) Sep'42:8
DUNNING, EVA
  Bell for the Congo (photo) Oct'68:48
DUNNING, GAIL B., 1924-
  (photo) Sep'42:8
DUNNING, JOHN RAY
  Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'64:34
DUNNING, JOHN W. THE FIGHT FOR CHARACTER
  Book chat. Oct'37:42
DUNNING, S C
  Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:6
DUNNINGHAM, LEWIS L. MORE HANDLES OF POWER
  Book chat. Mar'44:14
DUNNINGTON, LEWIS L. SOMETHING OTHER THAN STAND ON
  Book chat. Jul'49:42
duNOUY, LECOMTE. HUMAN DESTINY
  Book chat. Dec'47:18
DUNSMORE, N H
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:53
DUNSON, PETER CORNELIUS, -1922
  A man who achieved (photo) Aug'22:22
DUNSTON, (MRS. G. T.)
  Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
DUNTEN, MADGE HUMBER, 1896-1967
  (married to Theodore Bryant Dunton)
  (photo) Jun'23:43
Dunton, Theodore Bryant, 1835–1933
(married to Madge Hunter Dunton)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:57
DUNTON, THEODORE BRYANT, 1835–1933
(photo) Jun'23:43
DUPEE, NINA
See
HOYNE, NINA GERTRUDE DUPEE
DUPLE, HAZEL M
In memoriam. Feb'39:39
DUPRE, L G
(photo) Jan'23:43
DUPUY, FANNY A
(death) Dec'25:51
DUQUESNE, JACQUES. A CHURCH WITHOUT PRIESTS?
New books. Feb'70:28
DURANT, W C
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
DURANT, WILL. ON THE MEANING OF LIFE
Speaking of books. Nov'32:34
DURANT, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
DURAZNO, MEXICO
Mr. Aleman seeks and finds. Feb'52:45
DURGA BHAJ
My first Indian patient (photo) Feb'24:41
Durham, (married to Richard L. Durham)
Letters. Apr'71:4
Durham, Eleanor
Jesus, pray send me something to eat. Dec'47:26
Durham, J Shreve
All working together. May'25:40
DURHAM, J SHREVE
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'26:45
DURHAM, ENGLAND. CATHEDRAL
(photo) Jul'42:front cover
The threshold. Jul'42:2
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
Voices of good will. Jan'58:10
DURIG, LAVINA
In memoriam. Dec'44:33
DURKKE, ELLEN
(death) Apr'24:57
DURNBAUGH, DONALD F. THE BELIEVER'S CHURCH
New books. Nov'70:29
DURNELL, MARY E
(death) Jan'26:49
Durno, Barbara
Fish: an ages-old symbol. Jun'70:20
DURR, MARY GARRISON
Memorium. Nov'35:39
DURRETT, JOHN
In brief (photo) Sep'69:39
DURRETT, JOSEPHINE
In memoriam. Jun'43:29
DURRETT, LUCILE
(photo) Jan'21:17
DURRETT, MILDRED
See
DINNIN, MILDRED LOUISE DURRETT

Duryee, Abram
Wanderland--Wonderland; the boy who found his mother.
Feb'20:16

DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH
The Dutch church spoke. Feb'49:6
Global highlights. Dec'53:3

DUTCHER, (MRS. RELLA P.)
In memoriam. Oct'37:39

DUTHRIE, CHARLES S. GOD IN HIS WORLD
Book chat. Oct'56:16

DUTT, BROOKS H
(photo) Jul'23:11
Dutt, Meade Ervin, 1877-1930
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:29
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46
Singing to save. Feb'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:62

DUTT, MEADE ERVIN, 1877-1930
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo) Mar'24:18

DUTT, ROSALEE
(photo) Jul'23:11

DUTTA, NATHANIEL
Ramla grows up (photo) May'46:26

DUTTA, RAMLA
Ramla grows up (photos) May'46:26

DUTTON, LORAINNE
(photo) Jan'21:17

DUTTON, SAMUEL T
The American Committee for Relief in the Near East.
Apr'19:43

DUTY, EUGENE NORMAN, 1882-1961
'(photo) Jul'36:25
Duval, John H., Jr.
The military faces the drug problem. Jun'72:26

DUVAL, JOHN H., JR.
Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:4

DUVAL, LEE
Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:4

DUVALL, CAROLYN COXEN
(photo) May'46:31

DUVALL, EVELYN MILLS. FAITH IN FAMILIES
New books. Nov'70:29

DUVALL, EVELYN MILLS. SEX WAYS IN FACT AND FICTION
Book chat. Jun'61:24

DUVALL, EVELYN MILLS. TODAY'S TEENAGERS
New books. Apr'67:40

DUVALL, EVELYN MILLS. WHY WAIT TILL MARRIAGE?
New books. Sep'65:42 Sep'68:36

DUVALL, SYLVANUS M. BEFORE YOU MARRY
Book chat. Nov'49:45

DUVALL, SYLVANUS M. SEX WAYS IN FACT AND FICTION
Book chat. Jun'61:24
DUVENAGE, J A
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36

DVORAK, OLGA
(photo) Jan'22:24

Dwyer, Nell, -1947
In memoriam. Mar'47:37

DYAL, WILLIAM M., JR. IT'S WORTH YOUR LIFE
New books. Mar'68:38

DYARS, (married to John W. Dyars)
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'59:35

DYARS, JOHN W
Classroom and campus.
Feb'53:30 (photo) Apr'59:35

Dybing, Aase
A change to live. Oct'68:26

Dycus, Webb
Responsibility (poem) May'65:20

Dye, Carrie A., -1949
In memoriam. Apr'49:40

Dye, Dorcas
See
BATEMAN, EVA DORCAS DYE
Dye, Ella, 1910-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
News from the college campus. Feb'41:31
Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3

Dye, Ella Ewing
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19

Dye, Eva May Nichols, 1877-1951 (married to Royal J. Dye)
How America looks from Africa. Jul'19:21
The Church School of missions. Jan'20:45
Bonkanda wa Nzakomba. Feb'21:34
The pioneer Pacific Conference. May'22:57
The "Kingdom-extending" program of Southern California. Jan'23:49
Prayer essential to service. Jul'27:38
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38

Dye, Eva May Nichols, 1877-1951
The Church school of missions in the Northwest. Feb'19:53
Notes. Jul'19:62
(photo) Dec'19:46
(photo Apr'22:50 Oct'22:5,7,42
Work of our colleges. Mar'23:51
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
(photo) Mar'27:2
Up the Congo. Nov'27:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
(photo) Sep'28:15
Hospitality of an American home. Feb'29:46
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
(photo) Dec'30:12
On board the President Lincoln. Apr'31:34
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:7
Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
Through the years. Jan'34:38
They ceased not to preach (photo) Mar'34:27
quoted. The threshold. Feb'35:2
In the Lone Star State (photo) Nov'35:27
(photo) Nov'36:22
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
Memories (photo) Apr'39:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
The threshold. Jul'42:2
Royal J. Dye, an appreciation (photo) Sep'42:12
News room.
  Sep'42:40  Oct'42:34  Mar'49:34  (photo) Apr'49:34
(d) News room (photo) May'51:38
They gave even beyond their strength (photo) Jun'51:36
DYE, EVA NICHOLS. THE CHURCH SCHOOL OF MISSIONS
  Jan'19:44
DYE, EVA NICHOLS. THE LONE PINE PRINCIPAL
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:50
DYE, JAMES W. RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
  New books. Feb'68:38
DYE, JOHN W
  (photo of grave) Jun'24:19
DYE, LESLIE EUGENE
  News room. Apr'57:38
Dye, Polly Caroline, 1899-
  Come into my basement. May'27:20
  In their footsteps. Apr'28:18
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:59
  Eager to learn. Nov'29:36
  Happy birthday to you! Feb'30:29
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'30:49  Jan'34:39  Sep'34:38
  Devotional study of missionary societies. Dec'34:38
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:39
  Sowing and reaping. Jan'35:45
  A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:28
DYE, POLLY CAROLINE, 1899-
  (photo) Nov'20:58
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51
  (photo)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35  Dec'32:40
  (photo) Nov'35:27
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34
  Junior missionaries in Africa. Jun'37:25
  News room. Sep'42:40  May'48:32
Dye, Royal John, 1874-1966 (married to Eva Nichols Dye)
  Temperance and missions. Feb'21:9
  Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:27
  The hum of the sawmill in equatorial Africa. Mar'22:32
  Letter. Jan'23:50
  What I found in Africa. May'23:41
  The call of Wema. Jun'23:64
  The transformation of twenty years. Oct'23:8
  Bokemo, the friend. Feb'24:16
  Khama, the great Christian King. Sep'26:40
The crescent conquest or the cross triumphant? Oct'26:8
Singing souls. Mar'29:21
The front line of medical science. Jun'37:14
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38

DYE, ROYAL JOHN, 1874–1966

College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
The Church School of Missions in the Northwest. Feb'19:53
(photo) Dec'19:46
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:54
The stewardship rallies. Dec'21:45
(photo) Oct'22:5,42
(photo) Dec'22:42
Dr. Dye at Lorumbe. May'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
(photo) Oct'23:51
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'24:52
A link in the chain. Jun'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
(photo) Mar'27:2
Missionary illustrations... Nov'27:52
Up the Congo. Nov'27:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
Missionary illustrations... Apr'28:56
(photo) Sep'28:15
A week on the Congo. Feb'29:48
(photo) Oct'29:32 Dec'30:12
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:7
(photo) Nov'33:24
Through the years. Jan'34:38
They ceased not to preach (photo) Mar'34:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
Personalities (photo) Nov'35:13
In the Lone Star State (photo) Nov'35:27
(photo) Nov'36:22 Jun'37:14
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8 (photo p. 9)
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover Jan'39:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
Memories (photo) Apr'39:26
These go to Africa. Jun'39:5
(photo) Sep'39:11 Dec'39:14
Circulation corner (photo) Jan'40:inside front cover
quoted. Circulation corner. May'40:inside front cover
...on Livingston. Apr'41:7
(photo) Nov'41:15
The threshold. Jul'42:2
...an appreciation (photo) Sep'42:12
News room. Sep'42:40 Oct'42:34
The Executive staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium. Nov'42:24
News room. Mar'49:34 (photo) Apr'49:34
Bolenge--the little church that wouldn't stop growing
(photo) Nov'53:23
News room (photo) Feb'54:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34
Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3
Classroom and campus. Dec'57:34
(death) Disciples in the news (photo) Jun'66:7
In memoriam. Jun'66:49
DYER, CHARLES E
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26
DYER, EDWARD
Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34
Dyer, Orin David
A chaplain views his ministry. Jun'65:17
DYER, ORIN DAVID
(photo) Jun'65:17
DYER, PRUDENCE OSBORN
(photo) Sep'39:31
DYER, RICHARD M
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34 May'63:34
Dyhrenfurth, Hettie, 1892-1972
Letters. Dec'65:inside front cover
DYKEMAN, WILMA. SEEDS OF SOUTHERN CHANGE
Book chat. Jun'63:22
DYKES, JOHN B
Holy, Holy, Holy. Feb'29:13
DYRNESS, WILLIAM A. ROUVault: A VISION OF SUFFERING AND SALVATION
New books. May'72:34
DYSART, STANLEY HARRISON, 1897-1966
(married to Annie Laura Ambrose Dysart)
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
DZAO, TIMOTHY
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:18
EADS, (MRS. ASA D.)
   In memorium. Jul'36:39
EAGAN, JOHN J
   (death) (note) May'24:46
EAGAN, RUTH (married to Francis Eagan)
   (photo) Oct'60:39
EAGLE, EDWARD D
   Audio-visuals (photo) Mar'67:44
EAGLE PASS, TEXAS. MISSION STATION
   See
   MEXICAN CHRISTIAN ORPHANAGE. EAGLE PASS, TEXAS
Eagleton, (Mrs. J. C.)
   Just about ourselves. Mar'30:1
EAGLETON, THOMAS F
   (photo) Jun'72:23
EAKER, HARRIET
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
EAKIN, FRANK. THE CHURCH-SCHOOL TEACHER'S JOB
   Book chat. Oct'50:18
EAKIN, FRANK. THE PASTOR AND THE CHILDREN
   Book chat. Jun'47:42
EAKIN, MARY. THE MINISTERING CONGREGATION
   New books. May'73:36
EAKIN, MILDRED MOODY. THE CHURCH-SCHOOL TEACHER'S JOB
   Book chat. Oct'50:18
EAKIN, MILDRED MOODY. GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH JEWISH NEIGHBORS
   Book chat. Mar'45:35
EAKIN, MILDRED MOODY. THE PASTOR AND THE CHILDREN
   Book chat. Jun'47:42
EAKINS, BERTHA, -1953
   In memoriam. Mar'54:35
EALE, PAUL
   (photo) Jan'22:35
EALE ABRAHAM
   A progressive experiment. Sep'42:31
EALE CLEMENT
   Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
   Gift from Congo (photo) Jul'65:17
Eames, Samuel Morris, 1916-1986
   Revelation (poem) Jan'38:18
   The victor's defeat (poem) Nov'38:48
   Two prayers (poem) Feb'39:31
   Challenge (poem) Sep'39:48
EAMES, SAMUEL MORRIS, 1916-1986
   Classroom and campus. Nov'42:30 Nov'44:24
EANGA DAVID
   (death) The victory of David Eanga. Mar'28:36
EANGA LEON
   Eanga Leon. Apr'45:34
EANGA LUKE
   A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
EARHART, AMELIA
    The threshold. Jul'36:2
EARL, ABIGAIL HEATH
    Henry S. Earl. Jun'20:57
EARL, ANNA J. MAGAREY
    Henry S. Earl. Jun'20:57
EARL, DOUGLAS (married to Sandra West Earl)
    Classroom and campus. Dec'63:34
EARL, HENRY SAMUEL, 1831-1919
    Henry S. Earl (photo) Jun'20:57
    quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
    Doubled in twenty years. May'24:21
EARL, SANDRA WEST (married to Douglas Earl)
    Classroom and campus. Dec'63:34
EARLE, (married to Charles Earle), -1942
    In memoriam. Feb'43:39
Earle, Clifford J
    The measure of the problem. Oct'52:32
Earle, Frederick A
    The man who is your firend (poem) Oct'40:48
EARLE, HOWARD
    (photo) Jun'51:18
    quoted. Proud to be a part! Oct'52:27
EARLINGTON, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    I a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:19
    Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
EARLY, (MRS. V. M.)
    These merry widows of ours. Dec'32:29
EARLY, ETTA MAY
    In memorium. Dec'36:39
EARLY, ROBERT ELMO, 1907-
    Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo)
    Mar'32:27      Jan'34:33
    (photo) Jun'41:31
Early, Tracy
    All Africa Church Conference steps up campaign on racism.
    Jun'71:20
    Interfaith understanding is growing. May'73:13
EARNEST, HATTIE, -1944
    In memoriam. Jan'45:35
EARNEST, JOSEPH BRUMMELL, JR., 1889-1941
    Jan'19:54
EARNEST, R B
    (photo) Dec'30:30
EARSOM, CHARLES ALBERTIS, 1885-1966
    (married to Jessie Mildred Wasson Earsom)
    (photo) Nov'35:29
EARSOM, JAMES R
    Pension Fund notes and news (photo) Dec'42:29
EARSON, ROLAND
    (photo) Sep'42:8
EARTHQUAKES
    The Japan disaster. Oct'23:inside front cover
    Saved to serve. Nov'23:4
    In the wake of the Japanese earthquake. Dec'23:20
    What are we going to do about it? Dec'23:21
    A close up of the Yokohama disaster. Dec'23:37
The glow of glory. Jan'24:37
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62 Feb'24:57
Gratitudes in Japan. Mar'24:59
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
About the earthquakes. Jun'27:25
Global highlights. Apr'54:2
The bell tolls. Dec'54:41
Global highlights. Oct'56:5
Rebirth in Morocco. Jun'61:29
After the earthquake. Jul'64:29
Global highlights. Jun'65:5
EASHELMAN, DAVID
(death) Sep'24:58
Easom, P H
We are doing something about it. Feb'50:19
EAST, SANDERS
News room (photo) Jun'57:42
EAST ASIA
See
ASIA, EAST
EAST ASIA CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Feb'59:7
Councils and the global crisis. Mar'61:25
Global highlights. May'64:5 Feb'68:7 Apr'68:6
World events. Jun'71:37 Nov'71:38 Mar'73:38
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK
The Havens Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A farewell to the guests of Havens Home. Dec'22:56
EAST BAY FELLOWSHIP (OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA)
Brotherhood on the march. Feb'48:10 (photo p. 11)
EAST CHICAGO, INDIANA. FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
EAST COLUMBUS, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:11
EAST GALLATIN, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
EAST GERMANY
See also
GERMANY
East Zone evangelist. Jan'54:21
The churches face their task. Dec'54:17
Global highlights.
Feb'58:8 (photo) Apr'59:8 Oct'60:5
Mar'58:8 Nov'59:4 Feb'61:4
Nov'58:7
Report from Berlin: East and West. Mar'61:32
Global highlights.
Sep'61:4 Oct'64:4 Oct'65:7
Jun'62:5 Jan'65:6
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
Global highlights. Jun'67:6
We saw the church in East Germany. Feb'68:18
A view of the church in Germany. Jul'68:44
EAST KILBRIDE, SCOTLAND. CHURCH OF CHRIST
East Kilbride. Jul'54:49
Global highlights. May'63

EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN. PEOPLE'S CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43

EAST LAS VAGAS, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39

EAST LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41

EAST MACHIAS, MAINE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:44

EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY. PARK AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(poto) Aug'21:14
Interdenominational mission study books successfully reviewed. Dec'22:54
Golden Jubilee notes.
   May'24:52    Jul'24:52    Nov'24:51
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50

EAST PALESTINE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They had a program (photo) Feb'19:53
(photo) Aug'21:15

EAST SAINT LOUIS, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:32
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
What division did. Jul'23:49
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25 (photo p. 26)

EAST SAINT LOUIS, ILLINOIS. LANSDOWNE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25

EAST SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:9
The amenities of building a church (photos) Jan'30:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41

EAST TOKYO INSTITUTE
Feeding the hungry... (photos) Apr'32:31

EAST TOKYO, JAPAN
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59

EAST UNION, INDIANA (HAMILTON CO.) CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Community pride builds a Bible school (photo) Nov'22:52

EASTER
Easter week of prayer. Mar'20:51
Easter in Armenia. Apr'20:50
Easter sunrise prayer meeting program. Mar'21:51
Let us keep the feast. Apr'21:3
Easter Sunday only two months away. Feb'22:49
What does Easter mean to us? Feb'22:51
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52
An Easter vision. Apr'22:12

World-wide Easter Sunrise prayer program. Apr'22:43
Glorious Easter results. May'22:5
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:39
The 1923 Pre-Easter evangelistic campaign. Feb'23:4
The travels of Truly Try: Easter in China. Apr'23:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:60
Men, women and God in Paraguay. Mar'24:41
Easter in India. Apr'24:40
Daily Easter in Africa. May'24:35
Easter victories. Jun'24:16

4
Easter in Bethlehem. Jul'24:15
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Heralds of the resurrection. Apr'25:3
Easter in Jhansi. Apr'25:36
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:39
Days of rejoicing in Wuhu. Jul'25:54
Mother Earth gets ready for Easter. Apr'26:52
Easter in Akita. Jul'26:38
Easter in China. Jul'26:61
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Similarities not differences. Oct'27:44
Singing at Easter time. Feb'28:53
Easter in Africa. Mar'28:50
Easter Sunrise prayer program. Apr'28:41
Men and women courageous. Apr'28:62
Easter in Kulpahar. Jul'28:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
This Easter and next. Mar'29:28
Sunday schools. Mar'29:51
On Resurrection morning. Apr'29:23
Easter in Wuhu. Aug'29:45
Missionary organizations. Mar'30:46
As it began to dawn. Apr'30:17
An open door. Mar'31:31
What, where, when and how. Mar'31:41
Sound no taps for Easter! May'31:3
Easter and self-denial in home missions. May'32:43
Conventions elections and actions. Nov'32:39
Easter worship service. Mar'33:30
The Easter parade. Apr'33:7
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'33:44
Power of the Easter drama. May'33:47
If Jesus came back today. Mar'34:31
Missionary organizations' own section. Mar'34:35
Helps for the leaders of junior groups. Mar'34:41
The Easter message. Jun'34:41
Country Club at Easter time. Mar'36:6
Good morning, Christ is risen. Apr'36:inside front cover
The threshold. Apr'36:2
Easter voices. Mar'37:30
The last page. Mar'37:48
Easter certainty (poem) Mar'37:19
Easter at Pendra Road. Jun'37:47
Immortal love. Mar'38:30
Easter an opportunity. Apr'38:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:38
How the heart burns. Apr'39:22
Resurrection Day observance. Sep'39:46
The significance of Easter. Feb'40:15
Crown Him the Lord of life. Mar'40:28
Easter in Damoh. Mar'40:44
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Mar'41:40
The threshold. Apr'41:2
Easter morning (poem) Apr'41:19
A month in review. Oct'41:46
Let the Lord Christ in. Mar'42:34
The last page. Apr'42:48
On every hill a beacon. Apr'43:31
The last page. Apr'43:48
Crown Him with many crowns. Mar'44:28
Women and world highways. Mar'45:29
A radiant Easter in the Philippines. Jun'45:6
Easter Sunday in Italy. Jun'45:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32,33 Jul'45:33
Easter at White Swan. Jul'45:36
With Christ we build anew. Mar'46:32
Two festivals of freedom... Apr'46:39
Easter at Mexican Christian Church. Jul'46:41
First back-country visit. Sep'46:28
The superintendent looks ahead to Easter. Mar'47:27
Easter in Hofei, China. Jul'48:41
Easter morning and evangelism's reward. Feb'50:17
The four Easters. Apr'50:7
This is the victory. Apr'55:7
In the immediate is the eternal. Apr'56:9
Let's keep Easter Christian! Apr'57:21
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'57:43
Who wants to live forever? Apr'58:11
What shall we wear on Easter? Apr'58:16
Global highlights. Mar'59:7
When Christ comes to life. Mar'59:11
Holy Day or holiday? Mar'59:29
Easter is for families, too. Mar'60:18
The empty tomb is embarassing. Apr'60:14
Jesus draws near. Apr'61:11
Regardless of the season. Apr'62:9
Were you there? Apr'63:11
Easter without frills in Japan. Apr'63:20
Glances and glimpses. Mar'64:14
Youth and the world mission. May'65:39
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
The joy of living again. Apr'66:13
Easter in Thailand. Apr'66:22
I believe. Mar'67:11
An Orthodox Easter. Mar'67:12
Fixed date for Easter. Feb'68:9
Easter 1968. Apr'68:9
Easter (poem) Apr'69:37
Moodlin' Mar'70:35
Easter in drama and art. Apr'71:26
Moodlin' Apr'71:34
Easter--1972. Apr'72:41
Life up your hearts. Apr'72:48
Justice in a finite world. Oct'71:16
World events. Oct'71:36
Easter vision. Apr'73:20
"EASTER IN JERUSALEM" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'60:46

EASTER OFFERING
Easter spells bread and butter. Apr'19:11
Easter music. Jul'19:47
What a great Easter Offering is needed. Mar'21:59
Easter Sunday only two months away. Feb'22:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
The ministry and the Easter Offering. Apr'25:15
First report from Easter. May'26:62
Easter in Africa. Mar'28:50
Some cases on the roster. Apr'28:20
Regarding the Easter Offering. Apr'31:4
Apr'36:back cover
Easter in North America. Mar'39:14
Lift up our hearts. Mar'39:34
The significance of Easter. Feb'40:15
The key to a good Easter Offering. Mar'41:44
With hearts aflame. Feb'45:27
Building for Christ in America. Mar'46:20
The superintendent looks ahead to Easter. Mar'47:27
In brief. May'70:41

EASTER WEEK OF PRAYER
Apr'19:26 Feb'21:54 Mar'23:49
Lest we forget. Mar'24:48
Apr'24:48 Mar'25:45 Mar'26:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
Missionary organizations' own section. Apr'34:35
Christians and world order. Feb'42:36
For adult missionary groups. Mar'43:36
Mar'45:29
Women and world highways. Mar'46:33

EASTERN INNER CITY CONFERENCE FOR YOUTH LEADERS
Youth and the world mission. Jul'67:33

EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH

ORTHODOX EASTERN CHURCH

EASTERN SEABOARD SEMINARIANS CONFERENCE
Easter Seaboard Seminar. Jun'70:24

EASTIN, L J (death) Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:6

EASTMAN, ADDISON J. THIS IS SOUTHEAST ASIA TODAY
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
EASTMAN, EVA HILLS
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33

Eastman, Frances Whittier
Strong and sturdy, deep within (poem) Jul'62:39
EASTMAN, FRANCES WHITTIER. PIONEER HAWAIIAN CHRISTIANS
  Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

EASTMAN, FRANCES WHITTIER. WE BELONG TOGETHER
  Into all the world together. Jan'61:36

EASTMAN, FRED. AMERICA ON TRIAL
  Speaking of books. May'33:31

EASTMAN, FRED. THE DOCTOR DECIDES
  Book chat. Dec'34:42

EASTMAN, FRED. DRAMA IN THE CHURCH
  Speaking of books. Nov'33:34

EASTMAN, FRED. THE GREAT CHOICE
  Speaking of books. Ar'33:42

EASTMAN, FRED. MEN OF POWER
  Book chat. Feb'38:34  Oct'38:24  Dec'39:41
  Mar'38:22  Mar'39:42

EASTMAN, FRED. THE ONE ACT PLAYS
  Book chat. Jan'38:34

EASTMAN, FRED. OUR LEAN YEARS
  Speaking of books. May'34:32

EASTMAN, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:10

EASTON, W. BURNET, JR. THINKING CHRISTIANITY
  Book chat. Feb'49:40

EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA
  Global highlights. Jun'53:3

Eastwood, (Mrs. A. W.)
  Christmas gift. Dec'21:1

EASTWOOD, (MRS. A. W.)
  In memoriam. May'43:39

EASTWOOD, (MRS. E. O.)
  Memorium. Jun'35:39

Eastwood, Earl Vivian, 1895-1962
  (married to Thelma Yelton Eastwood)
  The Methodists take to the fields. Sep'19:39
  Our home at Jacksonville, Illinois. Apr'20:48
  The new headquarters city. Oct'20:34
  The work of a director of religious education. Nov'22:20

EASTWOOD, EARL VIVIAN, 1895-1962
  Returns to Transylvania. Jan'20:1

EASTWOOD, JOHN
  (photo) Sep'46:22

EATON, (MRS. F. R.)
  quoted. Common things (poem) Apr'27:64

EATON, ALLEN. BEAUTY BEHIND BARBED WIRE
  Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

EATON, EDWARD DWIGHT. THE STUDENT HYMNARY
  Book chat. Apr'38:34

EATON, ESTHER
  Here and there with World Call. Dec'51:48
EATON, G L
(photo) Mar'24:28
EATON, JAMES WOODFORD, 1909-1958
(death) News room. Jun'58:34
EATON, LESSIE B., -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37
EATON, NORMA JEAN
News room. Sep'48:41
Eaton, Virginia
Letters. Jun'73:42
Ebaka Abraham
What mark? Dec'62:22
EBAKA ABRAHAM
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'62:35
Leaders of the church in Congo. Jun'69:25
Broadcasting for progress across Africa (photo) Jan'73:13
Toward a true Zairean church (photo) Dec'73:22
EBATA, KYUZO
Christianity in Akita City. Oct'23:58
EBBE, (married to Earl Ebbe)
Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo) May'67:44
EBBE, EARL
News room (photo) Jan'62:32
EBENSTEIN, WILLIAM. TWO WAYS OF LIFE
New books. Nov'64:22
EBERHARDT, H E
quoted. Listening in on the world. Mar'33:23
EBERT, JULIA FLORENCE
quoted. Like eating the cake... (photo) Sep'49:1
EBERTHARDT, KATE
Memorium. Apr'36:39
EBERLE, EDITH
See
YOCUM, EDITH EBERLE
EBERT, CHARLOTTA ADALINE
In memoriam. Sep'27:48
EBERT, JULIA FLORENCE
NBA builds but many still wait (photo) Dec'59:21
Presenting (photo) Nov'67:36
EBINA, DANJO
quoted. Sea salt. Jan'33:22
Commencement in Japan (photo) Jun'33:27
EBY, BERTHA
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:35
EBY, JOHN W
Classroom and campus. Oct'65:34
Eby, Kermit, 1903-
Youth and labor. May'47:16
EBY, KERMIT, 1903-
Global highlights. Jan'59:6
Classroom and campus. Jan'60:30
ECCLES, GEORGE EMRY, 1890-1988
(photo) Jun'21:8
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44

ECCLES, GEORGE LORRAINE, 1926-1927
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
(death) Dec'27:62

ECCLES, JOHN MERLIN
(birth) Oct'30:47

ECCLES, LULU ELLEN MOFFITT, 1895-1969
(married to George Emay Eccles)
(photo) Jun'21:8
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44

ECCLES, MIRIAM
(photo) Oct'42:42

ECCLES, ROBERT SPENCER
Classroom and campus. Nov'49:38

ECCLESIASIA
See
DISCIPLES STUDENT FELLOWSHIP

Ecclesiasticus
A problem of all preachers. Jan'32:19
Faith, repentance and baptism. Feb'32:13
The ministry of present labor. Mar'32:16
Maintaining a balance. Apr'32:21
The "how" stuff of preaching. May'32:6
The house of the interpreter. Jun'32:21
The preacher's chance. Jul'32:14
Mr. Editor, I'm telling you. Aug'32:16

ECHEVARRIA(S), LEOPOLDO R
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49
(photo) Dec'26:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48

ECHOLS, (married to William Echols), -1920
(death) Aug'20:31

Echols, K Dean
Effective evangelism for today. Feb'58:16

ECK, (MRS. A. A.)
Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48

Eck, (married to Angur Eck)
Letters. Jul'70:43

ECK, MARCEL. LIES AND TRUTH
New books. Jun'70:28

ECKERT, ALLAN W. THE CONQUERS
New books. Apr'71:28

ECKERT, EVEPCYN
Editorials. Feb'71:19

ECKHARDT, A. ROY. THE SURGE OF PIETY IN AMERICA
Book chat. Jan'61:39

ECKHARDT, ALICE. ENCOUNTER WITH ISRAEL
New books. Mar'71:28

ECKHYARDT, ROY. ENCOUNTER WITH ISRAEL
New books. Mar'71:28

ECKHART, MEISTER
quoted. Last column. Feb'58:50

ECKLER, PHYLLIS ANN
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
ECOLOGY
   Helps for leaders of junior groups.  
   Jul'39:42       Jun'43:31
   Social trends. Apr'44:12
   Man's relation to the land. Nov'45:39
   A spiritual view of farmer and soil. Jul'48:13
   For adult missionary groups. Oct'48:34
   Ahead of the headlines. Feb'69:5
   Moodlin Apr'70:35   Jun'70:45
   Ahead of the headlines. Sep'70:5
   World events. Jan'71:38
   God, man and nature. Apr'71:6
   Stewards of the good earth. Apr'71:8
   A rightful ecology (poem) Apr'71:18
   Litany for the earth. Jul'72:back cover
   Shavings. Mar'73:34
   Commentary. Oct'73:16

ECOLOGY—BIBLIOGRAPHY
   Resources for Plan B, Christian Living Encounters. Nov'71:40

ECONOMIC DEPRESSIONS
   See
   DEPRESSIONS

ECONOMICS
   See also
   DEPRESSIONS
   Listening in on the world. Jul'31:20
   Christian citizenship looks at 1932. Sep'32:19
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'35:41
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Feb'37:38
   The threshold. May'37:2
   The achievement of a Christian economic order. Jul'37:31
   The economic order. Nov'37:23
   Social trends. Apr'38:25
   How to beat communism. Jul'39:19
   Social trends. Dec'46:14
   These things I believe. May'54:14
   Social trends.
   Jun'57:14   Oct'58:16   Nov'60:22   Nov'62:16
   A world out of balance. Nov'63:21
   Social trends. Mar'64:14
   A people in search of economic power. Sep'73:17

ECUADOR
   Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:15
   Global highlights. Dec'51:3

ECUMENICAL CONFERENCE ON THE LIFE AND WORK OF THE CHURCHES
   World Conference of Churches. Mar'25:18

ECUMENICAL CONGRESS OF ALL PROTESTANTS
   Two Protestant conferences. Jan'20:42

ECUMENICAL CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTER (YALE)
   In brief. Jun'70:39   Oct'60:42   Jan'71:42
   World events. Apr'71:37

ECUMENICAL INSTITUTE (BOSSEY, SWITZERLAND)
   Global highlights (photo of Chateau) Oct'46:2
   An Institute of World Christianity. Jan'47:23
   Global highlights. Feb'47:4
   World youth training for service (photo of students)
   May'47:7
Global highlights (photo) Dec'47:4
Something new in education. Jan'48:5
Something new in the life of the churches. Jun'58:6
Spearhead of total Christianity (photo) Jul'48:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:37
Global highlights. Jun'49:2
Social trends abroad. Jul'49:12
Laymen meet for ecumenical study. Jan'51:22
Center of growing thought and life (photo) Mar'52:19
Are you going to Europe? Mar'52:45
Global highlights. Jan'53:4
A milestone of progress. Jan'53:5
...moves ahead. Mar'53:22
...announces program of study. Mar'54:46
Global highlights. Dec'54:2
Feb'55:43
There is always a way. Jun'55:23
Students of unity. Jan'56:44
...releases 1956 program. Feb'56:40
Global highlights. Jul'56:6 Dec'56:4
World Christianity in focus (photo) Mar'57:26
Jun'57:48
Program for 1958 announced. Mar'58:49
News room. May'58:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:11
Global highlights. Dec'58:8 Nov'59:6
Correspondence from St. Andrews--II. Nov'60:10
Global highlights. Dec'60:4
Speak and listen. Jan'63:28
Five months at Chateau de Bossey. Jul'66:29
Two weeks at Bossey (photos) Nov'70:12
Dialogue (photos) Oct'73:20
ECUMENICAL INSTITUTE FOR CHRISTIAN LEADERS
(BLUE RIDGE ASSEMBLY, NORTH CAROLINA)
Unity Institute. Apr'60:37
ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
See also
CHRISTIAN UNITY
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
What they said. Nov'34:24
The unity we have. Jun'35:9
The value of Inter-Church Conferences. Jun'37:20
Women and world highways. Jul'37:35
A fellowship without barriers. Feb'38:3
The World Council of Churches. Jul'38:30
Disciples and the world church. Apr'41:15
Protestants, Catholics and Jews. Jul'41:3
North American Christians confer. Jul'41:4
Statement of our present cooperative relationship. Jul'41:31
When Christians confer. Sep'41:20
Toward closer Christian cooperation. Jan'42:3
Cooperation among rural churches. Mar'42:12
That the church may speak. Feb'43:18
Beyond our own front doors. Apr'43:18
Cooperation is imperative. Jul'43:6
Reconstruction and Christian opportunity. Jan'44:11
That they may all be one. Jan'44:11
Cooperation: where are we now? Feb'44:15
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:32
Cooperation, the prelude to union. Jun'44:4
Ecumenical giving. Feb'47:22
The larger fellowship. Apr'47:44
A new order in the church. Oct'47:9
Laymen hold the key to unity. Dec'47:19
Women and world highways. Dec'47:31
Educating for human relations. Mar'48:12
For adult missionary groups. Apr'48:34
Disciples and the ecumenical church. May'48:21
Pentecost and Christian unity. May'48:23
Youth and missions. Oct'48:35
Global highlights. Jan'50:2
The wider fellowship in America. Jan'51:21
"Thy Kingdom come." Feb'51:20
Global highlights. Jan'52:3
Women and world highways. Dec'52:33
Ecumenical--still the best! Jan'54:47
Unity is four-fold. Feb'54:21
The church must face its frontiers. May'54:24
The story of an idea. Nov'54:6
That word "ecumenical." Feb'55:6
Participation in united churches. Mar'55:10
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:11
Ecumenical symphony. Feb'56:39
Pentecost--1956. May'56:11
Union is a call of God. May'56:12
Christian unity in a global setting. Jan'57:21
Summer ecumenical institutes scheduled. Apr'57:47
What Oberlin means to church members. Dec'57:13
Patterns in Latin America. Sep'59:16
Global highlights. Dec'59:4
Disciples witness in united church efforts. Jan'61:26
Youth and missions. Jan'61:35 Feb'61:39
Councils and the global crisis. Mar'61:24
Youth and missions. Mar'61:43
Youth and the world mission. Feb'62:39
One day--one church. May'63:28
Images of the church. Nov'63:45
Adults and mission. Dec'63:38
Global highlights. Feb'64:6
Road to unity. Feb'64:23
World Calling... Apr'64:10
Christian unity is already here. Jan'65:9
Ecumenical reflections. Feb'65:29
A personal adventure in unity. Oct'65:19
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4 Jul'66:4
Observers. Sep'66:9
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
Review and forecast. Feb'67:22
Christian relations yesterday and today. Jul'67:14
Ecumenical concerns. Jul'67:16
Unity begins in our community. May'68:24
Jun'68: much of issue
Nov'68: much of issue
Ecumenism with teeth. Sep'69:6
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'70:5
Role of world church bodies faces all confessional units.
Jul'70:27
World events. Apr'71:36
The role of ecumenical organizations. Oct'71:suppl:27
Comentary. Jan'72:14
Women in the ecumenical movement. Feb'72:8
World events. Feb'72:37
ECUMENICAL PROGRAM FOR EMERGENCY ACTION IN AFRICA
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
Refugees -- a golden challenge. Dec'67:16
World events. Mar'70:37
ECUMENICAL REVIEW
Oct'48:33
Global highlights. Jan'49:2
ECUMENICAL SHIP (SYMBOL OF ECUMENICITY)
Global highlights. Jul'50:3
In brief. Jul'69:40
ECUMENICAL WITNESS CONFERENCE (KANSAS CITY, JAN. 1972)
A witness for peace. Apr'72:28
ECUMENICAL WORK CAMPS
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
ECUMENICAL YOUTH ASSEMBLY. 1960
Global highlights. May'60:6 July'60:5
Youth meet in Lausanne. Sep'60:46
Global highlights. Oct'60:5
World youth search for the answers. May'61:11
ECUMENICAL YOUTH ASSEMBLY. 1961
Youth assembly -- potential Pentecost (photos) Nov'61:26
ECUMENICAL YOUTH ENCOUNTER. 1966
New wineskins. Nov'66:12
EDAW, EUGENE
A proposed national commission on Afro-American history and
culture (photo) Jul'70:20
Edds, Vera O
A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:27
EDDS, WILLIAM HAROLD, 1919- (married to Ann Edds)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:4
News room. Jan'60:32
Global highlights (photo) Feb'60:6
Eddy, (Mrs. A. B.)
A June wedding. Aug'27:59
Eddy, George Sherwood, 1871-1963
Youth's outlook on world problems. Sep'24:4
Disciples and America's deepest need. Jun'36:8
How can we build a new world? Nov'42:8
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD, 1871-1963
quoted. Missionary illustrations...
Nov'26:55 April'27:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'29:41
...strikes fire. Sep'36:4
From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
...experiment in Christian living. May'37:8 (photo p. 9)
College happenings. Jan'38:28
(photo) Feb'38:33 Nov'42:8
For adult missionary groups. Mar'47:34
Sep'49:40
quoted. Last column. Apr'53:48
Seeks Eddy material. Jul'53:42
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. ABOLITION OF WAR
Speaking of books. Feb'25:54
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. EIGHTY ADVENTUROUS YEARS
Book of the month. Apr'55:42
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. I HAVE SEEN GOD DO IT
Book chat. May'40:23
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD, THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND THE AMERICAN DREAM
Book chat. Jul'41:21
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. MAN DISCOVERS GOD
Book chat. Jan'43:44
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. PATHFINDERS OF THE WORLD MISSIONARY CRUSADE
Book chat. Nov'45:17
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. A PORTRAIT OF JESUS
Book chat. Nov'43:10
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. REVOLUTIONARY CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Nov'39:20
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. WHAT SHALL WE DO ABOUT WAR?
Book chat. Jan'36:21
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. THE WORLD'S DANGER ZONE
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD. SEMINAR
See
SHERWOOD EDDY SEMINAR
Eddy, Ola
Letters. Oct'73:46
EDDY, PAUL D
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:29
EDDY, SHERWOOD
See
EDDY, GEORGE SHERWOOD
EDELMAN, LILY. HAWAII, U.S.A.
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
EDELMAN, MARION WRIGHT
quoted. A witness for peace. Apr'72:28
EDEN, ANTHONY
Social trends. May'45:10
EDENFIELD, RAY
Little money--big results. Mar'59:42
EDGAR, ELENA
News room. Feb'46:38
EDGAR, STELLA, -1952
In memoriam. Feb'53:33
Edgardus, Fra
See
Jones, Edgar DeWitt
THE EDGE OF THE GHETTO
New books. Jun'68:36
EDGELL, LUCINDA, -1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39
EDGERLEY, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) May'22:27
Edgerton, Daisy Bell
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'50:38
  Christian spirit prevails at Joshi Se Gakuin. Dec'51:42
  A return to "home." Oct'55:44
  A Japanese church triumphs. Mar'58:48
  Church with a spirit of service. Apr'58:35
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Apr'58:36  Oct'58:36  Nov'63:36
  Women on world highways. May'65:33
  Tribute to Nobundo Oda. Oct'66:48
EDGERTON, DAISY BELL
  News room. Jul'46:34
  The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:10
  (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
  Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photo) Apr'54:22
  (photo) May'55:9  Oct'66:48
  Global highlights. May'67:7
  In brief. Jun'71:40  Jan'72:39
EDGERTON, HAROLD E., 1903- (married to Esther Garrett Edgerton)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'61:8
EDGERTON, DAISY BELL
  News room. Jul'46:34
  The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:10
  (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
  Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photo) Apr'54:22
  (photo) May'55:9  Oct'66:48
  Global highlights. May'67:7
  In brief. Jun'71:40  Jan'72:39
EDGERTON, HAROLD E., 1903- (married to Esther Garrett Edgerton)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'61:8
EDGERTON, HAROLD E., 1903- (married to Esther Garrett Edgerton)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'61:8
EDGERTON, HAROLD E., 1903- (married to Esther Garrett Edgerton)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'61:8
EDGWATER, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Oct'38:23
EDGWATER, COLORADO. MOUNTAIN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Oct'38:23
EDGRIN, HARRY D. FUN FOR THE FAMILY
  New books. Sep'68:37
EDINBURGH, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51
EDINBURGH, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  How Josepha Franklin got her Ford. Apr'24:35
  Crusade progress (photo of members) Jan'50:26
EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND
  (photo of Castle) Apr'57:1
  (photo) Sep'58:3
EDINFIELD, ERNEST
  (photo) Dec'22:11
EDINGTON, DAVE
  Ergs, hours and insights (photo) May'71:11
EDISON, THOMAS ALVA
  quoted. Last column. Sep'59:50
EDITORIAL COUNCIL OF THE RELIGIOUS PRESS
  Notes. Jul'19:64
EDMOND, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
  (photo of minister's study) Nov'48:1
  (photos) Jan'49:1
EDMOND, OKLAHOMA. SOUTHERN HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EDMONDS, HENRY M. THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE
  Book chat. Mar'36:11
EDMONDS, JOEL
  (photo) Nov'48:20
EDMONSON, MARTHA L
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38

EDMONSON, (MRS. DAVID)
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33

Edmonson, James B
Teaching moral values in school. May'54:17

EDMONSTON, ARTEMESIA
Memoriam. Oct'34:39

EDMONTON, ALBERTA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
Notes. Sep'19:48
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:23
An outpost of missionary adventure. Mar'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
The church follows the frontier. Jul'52:19

EDMONTON, ALBERTA. MCKERNAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The church follows the frontier (photo) Jul'52:19

EDMONTON, ALBERTA. POPULAR LAKE MISSION
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56

EDMONTON, ALBERTA. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Youth and missions. Apr'52:35

EDMUNDS, MURRELL
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:40

EDMUNDS, SUDIE
In memoriam. Jan'39:47

EDNA, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Out of the ashes (photos) Apr'62:11

EDUCATION
See also

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Education in the new world. Feb'19:31
Education and statesmanship. Jul'19:14
The teacher come from God. Jan'20:3
Let there be light. Jan'20:4
Thomas Jefferson and education. Jul'20:9
Christian education and leadership. Jan'21:9
Bible study. Jan'21:52
The Bible in the public school. Oct'22:64
Wrong methods of education. Feb'25:10
Humanity's perennial new chance. Nov'25:3
Sectarian shackles. May'27:24
Speaking of books. May'28:43
Can religion be put into modern education? Nov'29:13
Facts concerning schooling. Dec'31:47
Education east and west. Feb'33:13
A national plan. Apr'34:4
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'35:41
Negro teachers. Feb'36:4
Paradoxes in American education. Dec'36:3
The rural school a community center. Sep'37:12
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
   Jul'39:43 Sep'39:33
Alexander Campbell on education. Apr'42:15
Liberal education. May'43:19
Education must go on. Nov'43:3
Federal control of education. Jul'45:3
Inman on education. May'46:22
Global highlights. Mar'47:2
Aid to sectarian education. Jun'47:6
Shall America be divided? Dec'47:13
Let's keep our public schools free! Jul'51:8
Social trends. Sep'51:20
The church supports the right to education. Sep'52:10
Global highlights. Jan'53:2
How Godless our public schools? Feb'53:11
Social trends. Dec'53:20
What is an educated man? May'54:12
Teaching moral values in school. May'54:17
Classroom and campus. Oct'54:32
Social trends. Dec'54:22-Oct'56:18
Global highlights. Apr'57:3
Free schools in a free America. May'57:44
Purpose in education. Sep'58:10
Don't sell liberal education short. May'59:10
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
POAU head praises textbook changes. Jun'59:30
Entrance exams in Japan. Dec'60:31
Global highlights. Feb'61:6-May'61:7
Social trends. Jun'61:20
Let's keep our youth in school! Sep'63:27
Global highlights. Dec'63:5
Federal aid to education issue. Mar'65:9
Social trends. Oct'65:22
Subject: dropouts. Feb'66:9
Letters. May'66:inside front cover
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5
1970—International Education Year. Jun'70:8
Education, but for whom? and how? Jun'70:10
Church gifts aid education projects. Dec'70:22
World events. Apr'71:37
Commentary. Sep'72:23
EDUCATION DAY
Jan'22:30
Chickens and eggs; churches and colleges. Jan'23:3
The objectives of the Board of Education. Jan'23:4
1923 contains 365 days... Feb'23:51
Jan'24:20
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
Jan'25:28
The twofold purpose of Education Day. Jan'26:13
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
Jan'27:17
A word to the preachers. Jan'28:22
And now its January. Jan'29:inside front cover
Education Day sermon contest. Jan'29:35
What is Education Day? Jan'30:4
Straightening out the days. Jan'31:4
The threshold. Jan'33:2 Jan'35:2 Jan'36:2
EDUCATION OF ADULTS
See also
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Grant to aid adult education. Jun'55:51

EDUCATION OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

See also

COOPERATIVE NURSERY SCHOOLS
A child's first impressions. May'48:44
Global highlights. Jun'65:5
Head-start in Puerto Rico. May'67:26
Jewel pool garden. May'67:39

EDUCATION, PUBLIC. PRAYER
See

PRAYER IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

EDUCATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
Global highlights. Feb'63:6

EDWARD, (married to Howard Edward)
In brief. May'71:39

EDWARD, K. MORGAN. HOPING TO BE SOMEBODY
Book of the month. May'59:42

EDWARDS, (MISSIONARY)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35

EDWARDS, (MRS. G. D.)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:65

EDWARDS, (MRS. J. W.)
(death) Nov'21:50

EDWARDS, (MRS. M. L.)
Greetings from Jarvis missionary society. Oct'47:39

EDWARDS, ANNA
Memorium. May'35:39

Edwards, Arthur Bailes, 1914–
An exchange of opinions on the meaning of brotherhood.
Jun'66:11

EDWARDS, ARTHUR BAILES, 1914–
World Calling... Jun'66:10 (photo p. 11)

EDWARDS, BARNARD PIUS, 1910– (married to Rubye Gladys Edwards)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'55:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'66:34

Edwards, Betsy Margaret Barnes (married to Robert Harvey Edwards)
Youth and missions. Nov'57:37

EDWARDS, BETSY MARGARET BARNES
News room. (photo) Mar'57:32 Oct'57:32
Global highlights. Apr'58:6

Edwards, Carol
The Son of man (poem) May'66:44
Let my heart not be broken (poem) Oct'66:40

EDWARDS, CAROL LOUISE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'63:35

EDWARDS, CHARLES J
Classroom and campus. Jul'68:34 Nov'68:35

EDWARDS, CLARENCE
(photo) Jun'23:50

EDWARDS, CLARENCE MOODY
See

EDWARDS, MOODY

EDWARDS, DEANE
Blazing a new trail. Feb'30:6
This nation under god (photo) Feb'55:24

EDWARDS, DONALD, JR.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Edwards, Donald Hensey, 1916-1977
(married to Ruth Hamilton Edwards)
Missions and missionaries. May'37:10
EDWARDS, DONALD HENSEY, 1916-1977
(photo) Jul'22:21 Jun'23:45
Personalities. Sep'35:21
(photo) May'37:10 Jun'37:24
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:32
College notes. Mar'39:32
(photo) May'39:17
College commencements. Jul'39:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
(photo) Mar'40:33 May'42:24
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
(photo) Sep'42:7
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
News room (photo) Nov'42:43
(photo) Dec'42:28
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:6 (photo p. 5)
News room. (photo) Sep'43:27
(photo) Mar'44:15
A South Atlantic crossing (photo) Sep'44:20
News room. Apr'48:39
(photo) Oct'52:29
(resignation) News room. May'53:38
Edwards, E. W.
A warm tribute to life work of clergyman. Feb'25:31
Edwards, Edna Viola VanEck, 1877-1973
(married to William H. Edwards)
Overcoming obstacles on the Congo. Feb'25:39
Growing in grace and liberality. Apr'25:46
Material and spiritual light in Africa. May'25:40
Caring for the aged in Congo. Dec'25:52
He that goeth forth with weeping. Jun'30:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:38 Jul'35:39
The transformation of the Baloi. Dec'36:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
The Ubangi-Ngiri area in Congo. Jul'45:35
Fishing camp conference. Oct'45:35
First service in new church building. Dec'46:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:36
EDWARDS, EDNA VIOLA VanECK, 1877-1973
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34
(photo) May'37:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34 Nov'39:34
Africa and the Zam Zam (photo) Jul'41:18
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
Those names in shining letters. Sep'42:21
News room. Apr'43:34
(photo) Jul'44:34
Five retire from India, China, Congo missions (photo)
Sep'50:27
In memoriam. Sep'73:46
EDWARDS, EDWARD RICHARD, 1866-1943
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58
EDWARDS, ELERI
Translate it "Friendly welcome." Nov'71:43
Edwards, Eliezer Aretas, 1880-1963
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:40
EDWARDS, ELIEZER ARETAS, 1880-1963
Five miles on horseback. Aug'22:44
(photo) Feb'23:20
Friendship Brook heard the call. Apr'27:36
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
(photo) Sep'30:16
News room. Oct'43:34 Oct'49:32
(photo) May'50:35
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'50:38
quoted. For adult mission study. May'52:36
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'55:34
(death) News room. May'63:40
EDWARDS, GEORGE
quoted. How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25
EDWARDS, GRACE D
News room. Jul'51:38
Edwards, Granville Dennis, 1868-1952
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:26
Our opportunity in state universities. Apr'27:25
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:8
EDWARDS, GRANVILLE DENNIS, 1868-1952
(photo) Jan'21:20
quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'23:53 Sep'24:51 Oct'26:56
(photo) Jan'27:26
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:8
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 16) Jan'31:25,24
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:33
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
...retires as Missouri Dean (photo) Nov'34:14
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
(photo) Dec'37:4
EDWARDS, GRETCHEN
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:46
EDWARDS, HELEN CRANE
(photo) May'23:56
EDWARDS, IAN HAMILTON, 1947-
(birth) News room. Mar'47:32
News room. Apr'48:39 Jul'48:46
EDWARDS, INA
(death) News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:40
EDWARDS, J
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
EDWARDS, J. EDWARD
A few steps from the campus (photo) Sep'63:14
Edwards, J  F
India advances. May'37:26

EDWARDS, J  HUGH
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45

EDWARDS, JAMES G
(photo) May'57:front cover

EDWARDS, JANE
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59

EDWARDS, K. MORGAN. HOPING TO BE SOMEBODY
Book chat. Nov'59:42

EDWARDS, KATHRYN LOUISE
Echoes from everywhere (birth) Jun'20:46
Notes (death) Oct'20:56
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47

EDWARDS, L. W. -1959
In memoriam. Nov'59:35

Edwards, Lelah P. Gatts, 1885- (Married to Moody Edwards)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61

EDWARDS, LELAH P. GATTS, 1885-
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'20:41
Notes. Oct'20:56
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47

EDWARDS, LOUISE
(photo) Aug'21:39

Edwards, Lucinda
Grateful guests of the church. Mar'19:58

EDWARDS, M. L., -1970
In memoriam. Jul'70:45

EDWARDS, MARGARET
Classroom and campus. Mar'58:35

Edwards, Margaret Hendricks
Women and world highways. Jun'47:37

EDWARDS, MARGARET HENDRICKS
(photo) Nov'21:57 Jun'47:37
quoted. Women and world highways (photo) Jun'50:35

EDWARDS, MARTHA MAXINE
(photo) Jun'23:50

EDWARDS, MARY C
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

EDWARDS, MARY ELIZABETH
Global highlights (photo) Sep'48:3

EDWARDS, MARY M. WORLD FRIENDS: THE CITY'S CHILDREN
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

EDWARDS, MARY MILDRED
(photo) Feb'21:57 Jun'23:50

Edwards, Moody, 1886- (married to Lelah P. Gatts Edwards)
Note. Sep'19:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:56
From Aguascalientes into the Mexican hills. Jul'23:64
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
Helping Mexico to see it through. Feb'26:18
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50

EDWARDS, MOODY, 1886-
(photo) Feb'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63
Letter from Aguascalientes, Mexico. Mar'22:51
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61
   (photos) Oct'22:5,39
Proud and enthusiastic. Feb'25:41
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:48
EDWARDS, MORGAN
   Let's get rid of laymen! Feb'60:50
EDWARDS, RICHARD G
   Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40
EDWARDS, RICHARD HENRY. THE ABSENT MINDED MINISTRY
   Book chat. Jul'40:23
EDWARDS, ROBERT WICLIFFE
   (photo) Feb'21:57, Jun'23:50
EDWARDS, ROSA HARPER
   (death) May'23:55
EDWARDS, RUTH HAMILTON, 1917-
   (married to Donald H. Edwards)
   (photo) Nov'21:57
   (engagement) News room. Feb'42:45
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
News room (photo) Nov'42:43
   (photo) Dec'42:28
   News room. Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:6 (photo p. 5)
News room (photo) Sep'43:27
   (photo) Mar'44:15
A South Atlantic crossing (photo) Sep'44:20
   (photo) Mar'46:24, Jun'47:23
   News room. Apr'48:39
   (resignation) News room. May'53:38
EDWARDS, SARAH A
   In memorial. Feb'27:49
Edwards, Simon
   Why can't we live together? May'73:50
EDWARDS, SIMON
   In brief. Dec'69:40
Edwards, Thorne
   Tis a city of churches. Jun'29:28
EDWARDS, WILLIAM B
   Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
   (married to Edna VanEck Edwards)
   Note. Sep'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:61, Aug'24:49
Material and spiritual light in Africa. May'25:40
Reaching the distant villages. Feb'26:59
Hand work and soul growth in Congo. Oct'26:18
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
Church extension in Africa. Nov'29:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50
Turning the world upside down. Jan'32:30
Activities at Bolenge. Dec'37:30
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25
First service in new church building. Dec'46:43
From the Ngiri to the Ubangi. Apr'47:27
EDWARDS, WILLIAM HENDERSON, 1884–1962
   Notes. Oct'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59
(photo) Mar'21:6  Jan'27:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56  Jun'34:34
(phote) Feb'34:11
Personalities (photo) Sep'34:15
(phote) May'37:11
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'39:34  Nov'39:34  Jan'40:41
Africa and the Zam Zam (photo) Jul'41:18
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
News room. May'43:34  Apr'43:34
(phote) Jul'44:34
Five retire from India, China, Congo missions (photo)
Sep'50:27
quoted. People are people. Feb'51:11
(death) News room. Dec'62:32
EDWARDS, MISSISSIPPI. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
Evangelism from coast to coast (photo) Mar'24:35
EDWARDVILLE, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(phote) Apr'41:25
EDYVEAN, ALFRED ROWE, 1915-
Classroom and campus. Nov'51:28
Focus on faith. Jul'59:31
Classroom and campus.
Jul'60:36  Mar'64:34  Sep'68:34
The church speaks across the footlights (photo) May'72:10
EEMBE, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39
"EFFECTIVE CHURCH AUDIO-VISUAL SERIES" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'59:44  Mar'61:51
EFOLE ESAIE (ISAIE)
Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
Gift from Congo (photo) Jul'65:17
All in the same boat. Oct'68:25
EFROYMSON, CLARENCE W
Classroom and campus. Dec'45:30
Efunza, Philip
How I learned about Christmas. Mar'29:38
EFUNZA, PHILIP
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39
EGAN, EILEEN
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:2
Egan, Leta, -1956
How one church is developing a passion for missions.
Oct'32:30
EGAN, LETA, -1956
Birthdays in the primary department. Oct'32:44
News room. Sep'47:40
(death) News room. Mar'56:38
EGBERT, GEORGE D
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
EGBERT, JAMES. THE SOUL OF BROTHERHOOD
The book shelf. Dec'19:59
Egbert, Waldo R
Pray tell (poem) Apr'67:41
EGGER, LILLIE B  
   In memoriam. Jun'37:39    Jul'37:39
EGGERDING, DOROTHY  
   It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8
EGGLESTON, JERRY  
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'57:34
EGGLESTON, MARGARET W.  FIFTY STORIES FOR THE BEDTIME HOURS  
   Speaking of books. Jan'32:34
EGLER, BLANCHE, -1947  
   In memoriam. Apr'48:37
Eglinton, Marie L  
   Mothers of men (poem) May'26:back cover
EGLISE DU CHRIST AU ZAIRE  
   The scene. Nov'72:35  
   Toward a true Zairian church (drawing of office building)  
   Dec'73:21
EGYPT  
   Sunday school dividends in Egypt. Jun'20:56  
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:55  
   Out of every nation. Nov'27:44  
   Missionary illustrations...  
   Sep'29:40    Jun'31:46    Jul'31:45  
   Misery and the land. Feb'53:5  
   Global highlights. Feb'54:2  
   Report from Egypt. Jan'56:44  
   Global highlights. Feb'57:3  
   Disciples assist war victims in Egypt. Feb'57:12  
   Thanksgiving for missionaries. Nov'57:26  
   New life for ancient churches. Apr'59:27  
   From Egypt--a story of faith. Nov'61:31
EGYPT--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL  
   A cluster of lotus bloom (photos) Jun'26:4  
   From Congo to Cairo. Apr'34:20  
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36  
   Sojourners in the land of Egypt. Mar'46:41  
   We're happy to be here. Apr'46:40  
   Halana Makhiel--and a village on the move. Jul'57:27  
   Servant of the people. Mar'58:45
EGYPT--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT  
   Global highlights. Mar'53:2    Sep'56:4    Apr'59:4  
   A plea for justice and mercy. May'68:23
EHLERS, (married to Clifton S. Ehlers)  
   (death) Jun'24:57  
   College of Missions notes. Jul'26:59
EHLHARDT, GEORGE  
   Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33
EHLY, A. M. (GUS) -1962 (married to Lucy Ehly)  
   (death) News room. Feb'63:40
EHLY, LUCY, -1973 (married to A. M. Ehly)  
   In memoriam. Jun'73:44
Ehly, Paul Eugene (married to Esther R. Bentley Ehly)  
   Teamwork in church construction. Jul'58:17  
   The spirit of witnessing. Feb'66:13
EHL, PAUL EUGENE  
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34  
   quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'39:2  
   (photo) Jul'58:18
Every home plan family is growing (photo) Sep'59:46
Minister says EHP an asset to church. Jan'62:46
(photo) Dec'62:50 Feb'66:13
Disciples in the news (photo) Jun'66:7
In brief. Jun'73:38

Ehly, Victor Paul (married to Ilka Loefflath-Ehly)
A view of the church in Germany. Jul'68:44
The church looks at communal living. May'72:18

EHLY, VICTOR PAUL
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8

EHMAN, KENNETH
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25

EHMAN, LAZARUS
An interesting development. Jan'19:9

EHMAN, "PAPPY"
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23

EHMAN, TED
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25 (photo p. 26)

EHMAN, WALTER
They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:23

EHRENBURG, DAVID OTTO
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33

EHRENSPERGER, HAROLD A. CHANGE OF HEART
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

EHRENSTROM, NILS
Global highlights (photo) Apr'47:3

EIBEN, MRS. F. W.

EICHELBERGER, J W
(photo) Feb'41:18 Jul'42:12

Eicher, Bessie Margaret
American youth projects. May'39:13

EICHER, BESSIE MARGARET
(photo) Jul'23:9
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32

EICHER, C WARD
(photo) Dec'24:34

EICHER, DAVID STANLEY
(photo) Jul'23:9

EICHER, HARRY ALBERT, 1875-1937
(married to Mary Isabel Stanley Eicher)
(photo) Mar'24:27
quoted. The reading contest. Oct'25:49

EICHER, PAULINE ISABEL
(photo) Jul'23:9

EIGHMY, MAUD RAY
(death) Feb'19:51

EIKNER, ALLEN V
Classroom and campus. Mar'48:30 Oct'52:30
Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7

Einstein, Albert
A tribute to the Christian church. Oct'40:17

EINSTEIN, ALBERT
(photo) Oct'40:17
Men of the mid-century. Apr'50:6
EINSTEIN, ALBERT. THE WORLD AS I SEE IT
   Book chat. Feb'35:19
EISENBERG, HELEN. THE NEW PLEASURE CHEST
   Books of value. Dec'72:47
EISENBERG, LARRY. THE NEW PLEASURE CHEST
   Books of value. Dec'72:47
EISENDRATH, MAURICE N
   quoted. World events. Nov'70:37
EISENHOWER, DWIGHT DAVID, 1890-1969
   (photo) Jun'46:4
   quoted. Last column. Jan'49:48
   In defense of candidates. Oct'52:5
   Candidates reply on Vatican ambassador. Nov'52:40
   Global highlights.
       Apr'53:3 (photo) Sep'53:3 Apr'54:2
       Jun'53:2 (photo) Dec'53:3
   ...at Transylvania. Jun'54:6
   Classroom and campus. Jun'54:33
   ...hails C.W.S. Apr'57:44
   Global highlights. Oct'57:2
   quoted. Last column. Nov'58:50
   Global highlights. Dec'58:7 Nov'59:4
   Social trends. Apr'61:20
   Global highlights. Jul'62:6
   quoted. Global highlights. Sep'63:6
   quoted. Quote...unquot. Apr'70:7
EISENHOWER, DWIGHT DAVID. THE CRUSADE IN EUROPE
   Book chat. Jun'52:16
EISENHOWER, JULIE NIXON
   World events (photo) Nov'73:39
EISENHOWER, MAMIE DOUD
   Global highlights. Apr'53:3
   News room (photo) Apr'53:32
EISENHOWER, MILTON
   quoted. Social trends. Jul'53:12
Eisenlauer, Robert Romans, 1926-1973
   Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
EISENLOHR, NELL V. (married to Otto Eisenlohr)
   (photo) Sep'66:front cover
EISIMINGER, ISAAC
   In memoriam. Sep'39:39
EISIMINGER, ROBERT A
   Classroom and campus. Dec'50:31
EKEBE
   There will never be another day. Feb'28:38
   Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:8
EKEBE JACQUES
   Growing Christians in Congo (photo) Apr'53:10
EKEJI PAUL
   A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
EKIMA JOHN
   News room. Oct'40:46
EKOFÀ JEAN
   (photo) Jan'59:inside back cover
   Mar'60:38
Ekofo Joseph
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
EKOFO JOSEPH
Institute graduates nineteen. May'43:42
A milestone in Congo. Nov'58:26

EKOT'OKANGA
A Congo mother in Israel. May'26:58

EKOTA SALA, -1953
(death) Ekota Sala. Feb'54:42

EL CARO, MEXICO
A visit to El Caro. Jun'28:37

EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA. STATE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH

EL DORADO, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'58:30

EL MUERTO, MEXICO
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29

EL PASO, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jan'19:7

EL PASO, TEXAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27

EL PASO, TEXAS. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30

EL PASO, TEXAS. BYRON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches in home plan enthusiastic. May'59:45

EL PASO, TEXAS. CORONADO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
World events. Nov'71:36

EL PASO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
Here and there with World Call. Oct'64:54

EL PASO, TEXAS. TRINITY NEIGHBORHOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1962. Jan'63:45

EL PUERTO DE CONCEPCION, MEXICO
Via donkey. Jul'25:20

EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September 1963. Jan'64:46

ELAM, (MRS. E. D.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:43

ELAM, NELLIE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39

ELBIN, PAUL N. BROTHERHOOD THROUGH RELIGION
Book chat. Feb'45:10

ELBIN, PAUL N. THE ENRICHMENT OF LIFE
Book chat. Nov'45:37

ELBIN, PAUL N. FIFTY DEVOTIONAL SERVICES
Book chat. Jul'51:40

ELDER, AMANDA, -1956
In memoriam. Sep'56:35

ELDER, CHARLOTTE DEVOLT
Classroom and campus. Jan'44:26

ELDER, CLAUDUS
(photo) Dec'22:11

ELDER, EMMA, -1950
In memoriam. May'50:39

ELDER, JOSEPH D
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:32
Elder, Marie Anderson
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:62
ELDERS
   11 tips for elders. Sep'66:50
       Our elders. Jan'67:28
ELDERSVELD, PETER
   quoted. Brotherhood, limited. Jun'60:9
ELDORA, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Iowa church joins EHP. Apr'64:48
       Letters. Jun'69:4
ELDORADO, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
ELDRED, EDITH LILLIAN BYERS, 1871-1912
   (married to Robert Ray Eldred)
       With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:13
       (photo of memorial) Jan'21:23
       They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
       (photo of grave) Jun'24:18
ELDRED, EDITH MILDRED
   (photo) Jul'23:12
ELDRED, FRANCES LOUISE
   (photo) Jul'23:12
ELDRED, ROBERT RAY, 1872-1913 (married to Edith Byers Eldred)
   With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:13
   (photo of memorial) Jan'21:23
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:61
   The Eldred memorial. Sep'21:55
   Where is life? Jan'24:39
   (photo of grave) Jun'24:18
   Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:9
   He was different. Jul'47:28
ELDRED, W E
   (photo) Mar'24:57
ELDRED, WARD
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
   (death) News room. Mar'42:43
Eldred, William Gay, 1874-1953
   The church with a world vision. Feb'25:14
ELDRED, WILLIAM GAY, 1874-1953
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:44
ELDRED, WILLIAM GAY, JR.
   (photo) Jul'23:12
ELDREDGE, LUCY
   Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32
ELDRIDGE, ALLAN (married to Dee Yoho Eldridge)
   (marriage) News room. Mar'46:38
ELDRIDGE, DEE YOHO (married to Allan Eldridge)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
   A new worker in religious education (photo) Nov'26:63
   (photo) Jul'28:26
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
   (photo) Sep'30:34
   Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
   News room. Dec'45:32
   (marriage) News room. Mar'46:38
ELDRIDGE, E. M.
  Classroom and campus. Feb'61:31
  Here and there with World Call. Mar'65:50
ELDRIDGE, EDWARD M., -1975
  In brief. Jul'71:43
ELDRIDGE, LYDIA, -1948
  In memoriam. Mar'51:39
Eldridge, Richard Donald, 1926-1987
  Letters. Jan'64:49       Jul'66:46
Eldridge, Ronald H
  Letters. Jan'69:48
  Gun control? Apr'69:26
  Letters. Dec'71:4        Jun'72:42
ELDRIGE, MOLLIE
  (death) Jan'21:47
Eleazer, Robert B
  From Chigambo's village to the sea. Jan'24:43
  Progress in race relations meet. Jun'26:54
  Popular fallacies about race relations. Jul'26:30
  African blood saves millions. May'44:38
  Christian education can solve the race problem. Feb'49:7
ELEAZER, ROBERT B. REASON, RELIGION AND RACE
  Book chat. Feb'51:18
ELEAZER, ROBERT B. SINGERS IN THE DAWN
  For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
ELEAZER, ROBERT B. UNDERSTANDING OUR NEIGHBORS
  Book chat. Jun'40:44
ELECTIONS
  See
  VOTING
ELENGEMBE JOSEPH
  (photo) Oct'38:31        Jan'41:13
ELEPHANTS
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
  Elephants in my garden. Oct'58:48
ELFERS, ROBERT A. FOUR FROM MOONBEAM
  Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
Elford, George
  Should parochial schools receive government support?
  Sep'69:27
ELGIN, BERTHA, -1948
  In memoriam. Dec'48:37
ELHARDT, GEORGE
  News of our colleges. Apr'35:45
ELIASON, INEZ
  In memoriam. Nov'27:39
ELIDA, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
ELIE BOLONGUA
  Leaders of the church in Congo (photo) Jun'69:27
Eliot, Martha M
  Family play day. May'54:46
Eliot, T S
  Appraisal (poem) Jan'36:11
ELIOT, T S. THE ROCK
  Book reviews. Jan'35:44
ELIOTT
See also
ELLIOTT
ELKHART, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of parsonage) Oct'44:1
ELKIN, KAY
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'61:31
ELKINS, EUGENE
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31
ELKS LODGE
World events. Mar'72:38
Elladji, Victor D
Direct line. Dec'69:32
ELLEBY, BERTHA COMBER, -1963
In memoriam. May'63:45
ELLIDGE, (MRS. S. B.)
In memoriam. May'33:40
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
The Northwest has its victories (photo) Jul'19:60
(photo) Aug'21:12
Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46
ELLER, JAMES R
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
ELLER, VERNARD. THE SIMPLE LIFE
New books. Dec'73:36
ELLETT, CARRIE
(death) Sep'62:52
Ellett, Lertis Ross, 1881-
Hungry for Christian fellowship. Dec'45:38
ELLIFF, IMOGENE (married to John T. Eliff)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'55:4
ELLINGER, FLORA EVELYN
In memoriam. Jun'34:39
Ellington, Norman S., 1920?-1974
The Christian should be a "righteous revolutionary."
Sep'73:23
ELlington, NORMAN S., 1920?-1974
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'60:36
The scene. Sep'69:44
Reconciliation person to person. Oct'69:22
In brief (photo) Mar'70:38
Update on the National Convocation of the Christian Church
(photo) Nov'70:23
World events (photo) Mar'71:37
(photo) Sep'73:23
In brief. Sep'73:40
When mothers get together (photo) Oct'73:8
ELLINGTON, RICHARD H
Global highlights (photo) Mar'57:2
ELLINGTON, VIOLA JONES GOBLE, 1868-1953
In memoriam. Oct'53:33
(death) News room. Nov'53:47
ELLINGWOOD COLLEGE (PHILIPPINES)
Direct line. Jul'71:30
ELLIO T
See
ELLIOTT

ELLIOTT, (MRS. C. E.)
(death) Nov'34:47

ELLIOTT, (Mrs. J. B.)
A well rounded Society. Feb'27:46

ELLIOTT, (married to Seth E. Elliott)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:31

ELLIOTT, (MRS. V.)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

ELLIOTT, A J
Fellowship in the Philippines. Jul'25:41

Elliott, Arthur Elwood, 1888-1967 (married to Ivy Furman Elliott)
Letter from Asuncion, Paraguay. Mar'22:50
Going up! Mar'28:27
Yes, all healthy babies grow. Aug'28:44
Our school in Paraguay. Aug'30:46
Where play has a part. Oct'30:41
R. M. Hopkins in South America. Nov'30:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:38,39
Activities at Colegio Internacional. Jun'31:31
Revolutions and education. Oct'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39
Welcome visitors at Colegio Internacional. Oct'32:46
The Chaco situation. Nov'32:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Peace and justice in the Chaco. Apr'34:18
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'35:39
No Alsace-Lorraine wanted. Apr'35:32
Peace, Feb'36:31
Commencement time at Colegio Internacional. May'36:16
Return to Paraguay. Jul'60:31

ELLIOTT, ARTHUR ELWOOD, 1888-1967
(photo) Aug'19:26 Aug'20:24 Sep'21:14
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60
(photo) Apr'26:49
In the barefoot Republic. Apr'26:55
(photo) Jan'27:5
Three nationalities in one family. Apr'27:60
What's the baby crying about? Sep'27:59
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Dec'29:52 Nov'30:42 Nov'31:42
quoted. The threshold. Dec'33:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31 Mar'35:40
(photo) Apr'35:32
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
(photo) May'36:16
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan'37:32 Feb'37:44 Sep'38:42
News room. Nov'42:43
Classroom and campus. Mar'60:31
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:5
(photo) Jul'60:31
News room. Sep'62:41
Classroom and campus. Jan'64:35 Apr'64:35
In memoriam. Feb'68:44

ELLIOTT, ARTHUR E. PARAGUAY--ITS CULTURAL HERITAGE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
Speaking of books. Apr'32:34

ELLIOTT, ARTHUR FURMAN
  (photo) Jun'23:31
  In the barefoot Republic. Apr'26:55
  Three nationalities in one family (photo) Apr'27:60

ELIOT, CHARLES W
  (note) Sep'24:44

ELLIOTT, CLARENCE
  quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19

ELLIOTT, DULCINA BROWN, 1899-1989 (married to Clarence Elliott)
  News room. Oct'54:38    Apr'65:42

ELLIOTT, E W
  (photo) Mar'24:25

Elliott, Ebenezer, 1781-1849
  When wilt thou save the people? (poem) Apr'41:48

Elliott, Edwin A., 1891-
  What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's students... Jan'34:10
  A Christian layman views the economic order. Nov'35:17
  Economic chaso and the way out. Jul'36:12
  Rethinking education from the social point of view. Jan'37:6
  A southerner speaks for racial justice. Feb'38:5
  Democracy on the home front. Jul'43:10
  The minister must lead... Jul'46:27
  The church and economic tensions. Apr'47:19
  Teamwork in church construction. Jul'58:20

ELLIOTT, EDWIN A., 1891-
  (photo) Jan'34:10
  Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
  (photo) Nov'35:17    Jul'36:12
  quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5
  Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:44
  (photo) Feb'38:5
  Social trends (photo) Nov'38:8
  (photo) Jul'43:10    Jul'46:27
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:4
  The church and economic life. Jul'48:12
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:2
  (photo) Jul'58:21

ELLIOTT, ELIZABETH. -1959
  In memoriam. Jun'59:37

ELLIOTT, ELIZABETH. THE SAVAGE MY KINSMAN
  Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38

ELLIOTT, ELSIE
  Discovering Asia. Apr'73:25

Elliott, Ernest Eugene, 1878-1939
  Somebody's baby. Oct'20:47
  St. Louis Convention transportation information. Oct'20:55
  Of interest to preachers. Jan'21:49
  Convention railroad rates. Aug'21:57
  A close up of the Southern Christian Institute. Feb'22:36
  Fifteen years do make a difference! Apr'30:27
  (photo) Nov'36:24
  quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'36:inside front cover

ELLIOTT, ERNEST EUGENE
  Personalities. Apr'35:17

33
ELLIOIT, ERNEST EUGENE. HOW TO ADVERTISE A CHURCH
    The book shelf. Sep'20:53
ELLIOIT, ERNEST WATKINS, 1867-1936
    Personalities. Apr'35:17
ELLIOIT, FAY
    See
        ELLIOIT, IVY FURMAN (FAY)
Elliott, Frank G.
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'43:39
ELLIOIT, FRANK G.
    quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'43:inside front cover
ELLIOIT, GEORGE B.
    Classroom and campus. Apr'68:34
ELLIOIT, GEORGE FIELDING. THE RAMPARTS WE WATCH
    Book chat. May'39:24
ELLIOIT, GRACE LOUCKS (married to Harrison S. Elliott)
    Women and world highways. Jan'47:33
ELLIOIT, H M
ELLIOIT, HANNAH JANE. -1946
    Ina memoriam. Nov'46:37
Elliott, Hiram W., 1885? -1951
    The story state by state. Aug'25:10
ELLIOIT, HIRAM W., 1885? -1951
    Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
        Apr'19:39
        (photo) Aug'25:11    Jan'28:28
    News room. Nov'45:26
        (death) News room. Apr'51:38
ELLIOIT, IDA
    (death) Feb'21:50
Elliott, Ivy Furman (Fay), 1895-1973
    (married to Arthur Elwood Elliott)
        Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60
ELLIOIT, IVY FURMAN (FAY), 1895-1973
    (photo) Aug'20:24    Sep'21:14    Apr'26:49
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
    Three nationalities in one family. Apr'27:60
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
    Classroom and campus. Mar'60:31    Apr'64:35
ELLIOIT, JAMES HOWARD
    (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
    (birth) Mar'27:63
    Three nationalities in one family (photo) Apr'27:60
ELLIOIT, JENNIE LOUISE (married to Phillips Elliott)
    quoted. Women and world highways (photo) Jun'50:35
ELLIOIT, KEITH
    Washington, Tennessee churches enter EHP (photo) Mar'62:43
ELLIOIT, M E
    quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'53:48
ELLIOIT, M F
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34
ELLIOIT, MABEL, -1950
    In memoriam. May'50:39
Elliott, Mary, 1904-
    Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
ELLIOIT, MARY, 1904-
A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
News room. Sep'56:38

ELLIOTT, MARY DORCAS
(death) Jun'28:63

ELLIOTT, MELVIN E. THE LANGUAGE OF THE KING JAMES BIBLE
New books. Jul'67:39

Elliot, Paul P., 1897-
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:14

ELLIOTT, PHILLIPS (married to Jennie Louie Elliott)
(photo) Oct'47:6
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'54:4

ELLIOTT, ROBERT
News room. Sep'56:38
The state society--a servant (photo) Oct'59:27
News room (photo) May'60:38
Global highlights. Jun'62:5

Elliott, Robert M
Teaching others to teach. Nov'60:23

ELLIOTT, ROLAND
News room (photo) Mar'50:38
New life for refugees. Sep'54:41
Global highlights. Jun'55:2

ELLIOTT, SAMUEL A
The uplift of the Indians. Oct'20:43

ELLIOTT, SHELDON ELWOOD
(birth) Oct'25:62
In the barefoot Republic. Apr'26:55
Three nationalities in one family (photo) Apr'27:60

ELLIOTT, V
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

ELLIOTT, VERLA
See
SUTTON, VERLA ELLIOTT

Elliott, Vida Coe, 1901–1980
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:40
School a boon to missionaries. Aug'31:28
Burgess Memorial School. Jul'42:45
Sixty years of service. Jan'47:10

ELLIOTT, VIDA COE, 1901–1980
Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
Station UCMS broadcasting.
 Feb'37:44 Apr'37:30 Dec'39:40 Jan'40:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
(photo) Jan'47:10
News room. Jun'47:35
Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
A salute to women on the mission filed. Mar'57:24
News room. Nov'57:32

Elliott, Virgil
The Campbell Club at Yale. Sep'30:32

ELLIOTT, VIRGIL
(photo) Dec'39:inside front cover

ELLIOTT, WILLIAM M. JR. THE CURE FOR ANXIETY
New books. Nov'64:42

Ellis, (married to John D. Ellis)
Devotional study... Feb'29:34

ELLIS, (MRS. W. E.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
(death) We pause to remember. Apr'32:5

ELLIS, A F
Pay more attention to reading! (photo) Jan'50:24

ELLIS, BERGERE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43

Ellis, Bessie E. DeMoss
Devotional study for woman's societies. Nov'28:48

ELLIS, BESSIE E. DeMoss. -1946
In memoriam. Jul'46:39

Ellis, Betty Marie
See
Takahashi, Betty Marie Ellis

ELLIS, DALE
See
CURRANCE, DALE ELLIS

Ellis, Elma E R
Dean William Graves Shackelford. Apr'27:61

ELLIS, ELMA E R
(photo) Jan'21:18
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32

ELLIS, ELMER
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34

Ellis, Elsie T
Letters. Oct'72:31

ELLIS, FORD ALEXANDER, 1881-1967
quoted. Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32

ELLIS, FRANCIS. TO MEET THE DAY
Book chat. Oct'53:42

ELLIS, JOHN BRECKENRIDGE, 1870-1956
Personalities. Feb'38:23

ELLIS, JOHN BRECKENRIDGE. ADVENTURES IN LIVING
Book chat. Jan'34:12

Ellis, Lester M
Rope (poem) Feb'34:29

Ellis, Lloyd, 1883-
Friends of God. Jun'24:55

ELLIS, LLOYD, 1883-
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30

ELLIS, MARY R
In memoriam. Sep'31:40

ELLIS, NANNIE S
(photo) Jan'21:18

ELLIS, R L
(photo) Dec'44:23

ELLIS, SALLY LONG, -1970
In memoriam. Jun'70:41

ELLIS, WILLIAM EDWARD, 1861-1935
(photo) Mar'24:37 Nov'29:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40

Ellis, William T
Broad hints from a wide traveler. Jul'24:5
An editor's call to the church. Apr'32:16

ELLIS, WILLIAM T. BILLY SUNDAY, THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE
Book chat. Apr'36:23

ELLIS ISLAND
Scaling the Tower of Babel (photos) Dec'21:8
Ellis Island. Jul'28:39

ELLISON, JOHN M
Global highlights. Feb'55:2

ELLISON, JOHN W. NELSON'S COMPLETE CONCORDANCE OF THE REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'57:20

ELLSWORTH, P B
(photo) Mar'24:18

ELLUL, JACQUES. THE MEANING OF THE CITY
New books. Oct'70:29

ELLUL, JACQUES. THE PRESENCE OF THE KINGDON
Book chat. Jan'53:21

ELLUL, JACQUES. VIOLENCE
New books. Oct'69:28

ELLWOOD, CHARLES A
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'24:56

ELLWOOD, CHARLES A. THE WORLD'S NEED OF CHRIST
Book chat. Dec'40:23

ELMEN, PAUL. THE RESTORATION OF MEANING TO CONTEMPORARY LIFE
book chat. Jan'59:32

ELMER, JASPER
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45

ELMERS, ARTHUR F
Let's look at race relations as Christians (photo) Feb'58:12

ELMETWAHAD, MINA ALBARAMOUSSI
Global highlights. Jun'59:5

ELMHURST, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63

ELMIRA, NEW YORK. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
(photo of hurricane damage) Jan'73:3
After the floods--compassion (photo of hurricane damage)
Jan'73:21

ELMIRA, NEW YORK. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
ELMIRA, NEW YORK. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

ELMORE, BESSIE, -1948
In memoriam. Apr'48:37

ELMORE, CARL H. THE INEVITABLE CHRIST
Book chat. Apr'35:24

ELMORE, LYDIA
(death) Jul'24:53

ELMORE, MAUD J. THE REVOLT OF THE SUNDARAMMA
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56

ELMORE, R E
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

ELMORE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44

ELOKO NICHOLAS
Steadfast and sure. Oct'56:47
ELOKO TIMOTHY
African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:33

ELON COLLEGE
Training leaders in a laboratory (photo) Nov'26:11

ELONDA (married to Elonda Efefe)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'62:36

Elonda Efefe
Christianity confronts African traditions. Mar'68:17
Direct line. Dec'69:32

ELONDA EFEFE
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'62:36
Global highlights. Nov'66:6
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
World events (photo) Mar'69:30
(photo) Jun'69:front cover
The cover. Jun'69:4
Leaders in the church in Congo. Jun'69:25 (photo p. 24)
In brief. Jun'70:38 Nov'70:38

ELONDA PAUL
See

ELONDA EFEFE

ELONGO JEAN
The Christ child came to Congo. Feb'48:32

ELONGO YOANNE
The Christ child came to Congo. Feb'48:32

Elsam, Charles Gamble, 1864-1960
(married to Edith Mabel Gordon Elsam)
The problem of trade. Feb'24:44
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'24:60 Mar'24:60 Apr'24:60 Aug'24:59
Where plague stalks abroad. Sep'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49 Nov'24:59
Teaching a trade to cast-off Christians. Nov'24:62
The fields are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
Echoes from everywhere.
Preaching by music...Jun'26:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50 Apr'27:49
My habit is to give. May'34:13

Elsam, Edith Mabel Gordon, 1865-1951
(married to Charles Gamble Elsam)
India again. Mar'22:45
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:59
Witness-bearing. Jan'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50,59
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
God is in their midst. Nov'24:63
Jamiaca, the gem of the Caribeean. Oct'28:58
The island home of the Jamaican. Mar'29:43
Another Daniel in a cage of darkness. Sep'29:42
By a way that they know not. Jan'30:36
Jamiaca... (poem) Nov'30:29
Answering India's call (poem) Mar'31:40
Forty years together (poem) Jun'31:27

ELSAM, EDITH MABEL GORDON, 1865-1951
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56
A gift to their Lord and His church (photo) Mar'30:2
(photo) Jun'31:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31
News room.
(photo) Jun'41:34 Jun'45:34 May'46:38
(death) News room. Dec'51:29
(death) They served in Japan, Africa and India. Jan'52:36

ELSAM, ELAINE
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40

Elsam, Harold Gordon, 1902-1985
Speaking of books. Nov'29:44
The Disciples Peace Fellowship. Apr'38:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
Workmen without tools. Feb'48:19

ELSAM, HAROLD GORDON, 1902-1985
(photo) Nov'36:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
The threshold (photo) Oct'37:2
News room. Oct'43:34 Jul'44:34
Chaplains cooperate in India (photo) Jun'45:15
News room.
Jun'45:34 May'46:38 Sep'47:40
(photo) Dec'45:32 Jan'47:38
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
(photo) Jul'52:24

ELSAM, PATRICIA SALISBURY
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56

Elsam, Ruby Gordon
Sunset at Naini Tal (poem) Jun'21:2
Working for Jesus (poem) Oct'21:60

ELSAM, RUBY GORDON
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34

ELSEA, ELLA RUBY JAMISON, 1879-1967 (married to David J. Elsea)
In memoriam. Feb'68:44

Elson, Edward L R
Churchmen can lead the Germans. Mar'46:14
Holy Week in Germany, 1945. Apr'46:15

ELSON, EDWARD L R
(photo) Jan'46:8

ELSON, EDWARD L. R. AMERICA'S SPIRITUALLY RECOVERY
Book chat. Apr'55:40
ELSON, EDWARD L. R. ONE MOMENT WITH GOD
  Book chat. Jan'52:42
ELST, NETHERLANDS
  Rebirth of a church (photo) Apr'48:21
ELSTER, WILLIAM H., 1912-1968
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
Elston, Arla Jean
  Women on world highways. Jun'64:32
ELSTON, ARLA JEAN
  Global highlights. Feb'69:35
  In brief. May'71:42
  In brief (photo) Dec'73:40
ELSTUN, H H
  (death) News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44
ELWES, A J
ELWES, DUDLEY
  (photo) Dec'26:19
Elwes, Julian
  Impressions of our foreign visitors. Jun'28:22
ELWES, JULIAN
  (photo) Dec'26:19
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
  Interesting people you will meet at Columbus (photo)
  Apr'28:25
  (photo) Jun'28:22
ELWOOD, ROBERT S., JR.
  Ahead of the headlines. May'70:5
ELY, (MRS. S. D.), -1932
  In memoriam. Jan'33:39
Ely, Bessie Edna Dorsell, 1883-1966
  (married to Marcellus Randall Ely)
  Home was not like this! Dec'45:17
ELY, BESSIE EDNA DORSELL, 1883-1966
  (photo) Sep'28:15 Nov'32:16
ELY, EDWARD
  (left bottom photo) Apr'30:14,15
ELY, L. O.
  quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24
ELY, LAWRENCE
  News room (photo) Sep'51:39
Ely, Lois Anna, 1888-1972
  Where human labor is so cheap. Jan'19:43
  Representative graduates... Feb'19:33
  And it shineth unto all. Jun'19:17
  A pond or a flower garden? Jan'21:29
  The Nanking Language School. Feb'21:19
  Bound. Jul'21:35
  Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:24 Nov'21:40
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:55
  To San Tzen (poem) Jul'26:back cover
  Our pastor at Nantungchow. Aug'28:31
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35 Apr'30:39
  Apropos of bowing (poem) Jun'30:12
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:39
  Apropos of bowing (poem) Jan'32:37
  Heralding native leadership on foreign mission fields.
Jun'32:7
In what divers pain they met. Aug'32:30
She threw those idols down (poem) Jan'33:21
San shih wan shan (poem) Jan'33:35
Let's give a Chinese party. Jan'33:42
A sheaf of prayers. Apr'33:31
By way of contrast. Jun'35:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:39
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:24
To a Chinese baby (poem) Jun'37:11
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39
I speak for our China mission. Jun'38:28
Caroling at Christmas (poem) Dec'38:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere.

Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:30
China fragments (poem) Jun'40:8
To Minnie Vautrin (poem) Sep'41:32
Home (poem) Oct'41:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
Challenge (poem) Dec'42:48
From Chapei to freedom. Jan'44:4
Chaei Center in retrospect. Feb'44:19
Trying to make Heaven. Oct'44:6
Two poems to San Tzen (poems) Oct'44:22
Dedication at Christmas (poem) Dec'44:29
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28,29
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
Missionary worship service. Dec'48:37
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
Missionary worship service.

Mar'49:39      Apr'49:39      May'49:39
Visualizing Japan. Feb'50:22
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Missionary worship service. Jun'50:39
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
Missionary worship service.

Dec'50:37      Feb'51:37      Apr'51:37
Jan'51:37      Mar'51:39
An Apayao mother's vesper song (poem) May'51:33
Missionary worship service.

May'51:37      Oct'51:37      Nov'51:35
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Letters. Jan'69:4
Beloved God (poem) Jul'71:50
ELY, LOIS ANNA, 1888–1972
Appointee of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Sep'19:48
Statement about Flanner House. Sep'19:64
Echoes from everywhere.

Jul'20:35      Aug'20:37      Sep'20:40
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Missionary organizations. Dec'31:36
The missionary organizations' own section. Dec'32:35
(photo) Dec'32:suppl1:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
(photo) Jun'38:28
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:38
News room. Mar'41:42
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
News room.

Apr'43:34      Jun'43:30      Jan'44:34      Apr'44:28
Leadership changes (photo) Sep'44:19
News room. Mar'45:28
(photo) Jun'46:9
News room. Apr'48:39
(photo) Dec'49:26       Nov'50:26
Changes in national leadership (photo) Jun'52:26
(photo) Jul'52:22
In memoriam. Nov'72:46
ELY, LOIS ANNA. CONCERNED
Book chat. Jun'52:42
Ely, Marcellus Randall, 1872-1941
(married to Bessie Edna Dorsell Ely)
Message. May'19:39
Note. Aug'19:45      Nov'19:66
Enterprise in Home Missions. Jan'20:57
God's lagniappe. Oct'23:28
ELY, MARCELLUS RANDALL, 1872-1941
Jan'19:61
Honor to whom honor. Dec'21:1
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:60
(photo) Nov'22:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:63
Where faith and perseverance won. Aug'27:15
(photo) Sep'28:15
ELY, VIRGINIA. STEWARDSHIP WITNESSING FOR CHRIST
quoted. Last column. Dec'62:50
ELYRIA, OHIO. WASHINGTON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Social action. Sep'42:30
(photo) Feb'54:1
Emans, Elaine V
Precaution (poem) Sep'35:48
EMBERSON, FRANCES GUTHRIE
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
EMBERSON, RICHARD HUFF, 1862-1942
(death) Classroom and campus. Mar'43:33
EMBREE, EDWIN R. BROWN AMERICA
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
EMBRY, WILLIAM H., 1848-1924
(death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53
EMELY, BEN
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:62
EMERGENCY CAMPAIGN
Our colored people. Dec'19:25
Negro work in Texas. Dec'19:60

EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR THE RELIEF OF FLOOD--STRICKEN CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Church aid in the flood area. Mar'37:5

EMERGENCY MILLION FOR LIFE AND WORK
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:43
Twofold emergency in life and work. Sep'41:8
Oct'41:much of issue
Nov'41:3
The Chinese have a word for it. Nov'41:15
The threshold. Dec'41:4
Who shall go for us? Dec'41:17
The threshold. Jan'42:2
Social trends. Jan'42:22
Jan'42:insert
These met the emergency. Jan'42:28
The threshold. Feb'42:2 Mar'42:2
Christian and world order. Mar'42:37
The threshold. Apr'42:4 May'42:4
Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:2;1
The threshold.
Jun'42:2 Jul'42:2 Sep'42:2
...second year. Sep'42:17
The threshold. Oct'42:2
The lift... Oct'42:7
The threshold. Nov'42:2 Dec'42:4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:38
The threshold. Jan'43:2 Feb'43:2
God so loved the world. Feb'43:back cover
The threshold. Mar'43:2 Apr'43:2
...nears goal. May'43:3
(photo) May'43:9
Pension Fund notes. May'43:32
...nears victory. May'43:43
A year of achievement. Sep'43:3
Wartime service fund. Sep'43:16

EMERGENCY MINISTRY CONCERNING U.S. DRAFT AGE EMIGRANTS IN CANADA
...serves young U.S. draft age emigrants in Canada.
Jul'71:17

EMERGENCY PEACE CAMPAIGN
Apr'36:3
Social trends. Apr'36:25
The emergency is real. Jul'36:3
Let all unity who will. Jul'36:3
The threshold. Jan'37:2

EMERICK, IDA, -1960
In memoriam. Sep'60:37

EMERSON, (married to Joe Emerson), -1945
(death) News room. Oct'45:25

EMERSON, A. C.
(photo) Dec'67:22

EMERSON, CHARLES
Classroom and campus. Oct'67:35

EMERSON, CHARLES P., -1938
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34

Emerson, Corinne Bott, 1900- (married to Leland Harris Emerson)
We are on the way. May'24:43
Eight days less than eight months. Nov'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53

EMERSON, CORINNE BOTT, 1900-
(photo) May'23:26 Dec'23:41
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49

EMERSON, FRANK MORTON
(birth) Jul'25:63

EMERSON, HAVEN. ALCOHOL AND MAN
Speaking of books. Nov'33:34

EMERSON, HAVEN. ALCOHOL--ITS EFFECTS ON MAN
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33

EMERSON, KITTYE
A look at the National Convention (photo) Jul'57:22

Emerson, Leland Harris, 1899- (married to Corinee Bott Emerson)
On the last lap of the journey. Aug'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:58 Jan'25:51,57
The dawn of reaping time. Jul'25:36
How one church brought in the world. Oct'31:14

EMERSON, LELAND HARRIS, 1899-
(photo) May'23:26 Dec'23:41
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49

EMERSON, RALPH WALDO
quoted. Last column.
Sep'54:48 Dec'54:52 Jun'57:52 Jun'61:50

EMERSON, WILLIAM A. JR. THE JESUS STORY
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44

EMERY, JAMINMA, -1933
In memoriam. Dec'33:39

EMERY, MINNIE BELL, -1955
In memoriam. May'55:35

EMIG, (married to Fred C. Emig)
In memoriam. Jun'44:33

EMIGRATION
See
IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION

EMILY E. FLINN HOME
Notes. Jul'20:46
The Emily E. Flinn Home for the Aged (photo) Sep'20:7
Notes. Sep'20:59
(photo) Oct'20:47
N.B.A. annual report. Nov'20:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:55
(photo) Apr'21:inside front cover
A growing ministry. Apr'21:7
(photo) Apr'21:13
Report. Sep'21:38
Dividends of Love (photos) Apr'22:18
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:30
Annual report... Sep'22:43
/photos) Apr'23:18
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
In the light of many candles. Apr'24:39
Annual report. Oct'24:43
The work of the Department of Benevolence. Dec'24:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54 Jun'25:51
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:54
Global highlights. Jul'60:4
News room.
  Jun'62:32  Sep'62:42  Nov'62:42
Global highlights (photo of new wing) Dec'62:7
News room (photo) Dec'62:45
News room.
  Jan'63:34  Apr'63:32  Jun'63:41  Sep'63:48
  Feb'63:40  May'63:40  Jul'63:42  Oct'63:35
  Mar'63:44
Global highlights. Nov'63:6
News room.
  Nov'63:40  Jan'64:40  Apr'64:41
  Dec'63:40  Feb'64:34  May'64:34
Global highlights. Jun'64:7
News room. Jun'64:41  Jul'64:34  Sep'64:48
Global highlights. Oct'64:5
News room.
  Oct'64:34  Dec'64:36  Feb'65:40  Apr'65:42
  Nov'64:32  Jan'65:34  Mar'65:34  May'65:36
NBA homes.
  Jun'65:46  Jun'67:42  Jun'69:46  May'71:46
  Jul'65:44  Jul'67:43  Sep'69:46  Jun'71:46
  Sep'65:51  Sep'67:45  Oct'69:46  Jul'71:46
  Nov'65:42  Nov'67:36  Dec'69:42  Oct'71:46
  Dec'65:44  Dec'67:40  Jan'70:46  Nov'71:46
  Jan'66:46  Feb'68:42  Feb'70:42  Jan'72:49
  Mar'66:39,40  Mar'68:43  Mar'70:45  Feb'72:50
  Apr'66:48  Apr'68:42  Apr'70:46  Mar'72:42
  May'66:43  May'68:42  May'70:46  Apr'72:42
  Sep'66:43  Jul'68:42  Jul'70:46  Jul'72:46
  Oct'66:45  Sep'68:42  Sep'70:46  Sep'72:44,46
  Dec'66:41  Nov'68:41  Nov'70:45  Dec'72:44
  Jan'67:39  Dec'68:42  Dec'70:46  Jan'73:45
  Feb'67:37  Jan'69:41  Jan'71:46  Feb'73:43
  Mar'67:43  Feb'69:46  Feb'71:46  Mar'73:44
  May'67:40  Apr'69:46  Apr'71:46  Apr'73:43,44
The ministry of service volunteers. May'73:29
NBA homes.
  May'73:46  Jul'73:43  Oct'73:44,45  Dec'73:46
  Jun'73:45  Sep'73:42  Nov'73,42,47
EMMANNUEL CHILDREN'S HOME
See
JUAREZ, MEXICO. HOGA DE NINOS EMMANUEL
EMMANNUEL MOVEMENT
...spreads Christian unity. May'51:45
EMMEN, EGBERT
  Dutch churches set example (photo) Feb'51:27
EMMERSON, JOHN W.
  Visitors in Tokyo. Sep'37:28
EMMETT, LLOYD
Classroom and campus.
Mar'50:30 Sep'54:30 (photo) Sep'57:30

EMMICK, SUSAN
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
In brief. Nov'72:40

EMMONS, HELEN B. THE MATURE HEART
Book chat. Oct'53:42

EMMS, MINNIE
quoted. Here and there with World Call. May'52:48

EMPORIA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(poto) Aug'21:11
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
Lay witness mission comes to us. Dec'71:18 (photo of
sanctuary p. 19)
Three short days. Dec'71:19

EMPRESS OF CANADA (OCEANLINER)
Outward bound (photo) Oct'25:4

EMRICH, JEANETTE WALLACE
Mount Hermon Federate School of Missions. Sep'24:56
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45

EMRICH, RICHARD S. EARTH MIGHT BE FAIR
Book chat. Apr'45:14

EMURIAN, ERNEST K. DRAMATIZED STORIES OF HYMNS AND HYMN WRITERS
Book chat. Jan'43:23

EN, CHARLES YUNG
China's youth on the march. Mar'35:18

ENCCELL, PERLE M
quoted. Here and there... Jun'48:48

ENCOUNTER (CHRISTIAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY)
Global highlights. Jun'56:5

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA. THE GREAT IDEAS FOR TODAY, 1961
Book chat. Jul'62:42

"AN END TO EXILE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Mar'73:37

Endicott, James
The imminent demand of the churches upon the colleges and
universities of North America. Feb'20:30
Hold on! Jun'29:24

Endicott, William
Spotlight on Glen Holman. Jul'71:10

ENDO, (married to Shozo Endo)
I walked today where Jesus walked. Jan'48:26

Endo, Shozo
Kohokai--no ordinary hospital. Feb'60:21
Jewel pool garden. May'67:39

ENDO, SHOZO
I walked today where Jesus walked. Jan'48:26
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'54:4
(photo) May'67:39

Endres, William David, 1876-1938 (married to Lora Mudd Endreas)
Some fruits of our colleges. Jan'23:8

ENDRES, WILLIAM DAVID, 1876-1938
(photo) May'23:32 Jun'30:32
News from our colleges. May'38:32

ENEAS, LUCY (married to Peter Eneas)
Women on world highways. May'63:33
House of Friendship (photo) Apr'65:13
Christian laborers among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'68:13
In brief. Dec'73:42
ENELOW, H G (RABBI)
Notes. Jun'19:59
ENES, SARAH
In memoriam. Jun'30:49
ENFIELD, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The church that love built (photo) Aug'32:33
Engalicev, Nicola
Sonia, Sandra and Nicolas. Mar'53:10
ENGAMBIKISA DANIEL
From garden boy to evangelist. Jan'39:39
Home again. Jun'39:28
ENGELBRECHT, H. C. MERCHANTS OF DEATH
Book chat. Nov'34:23
ENGELHART, HELEN V
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:30
ENGLAND, CORA GEIL, -1968
In memoriam (poem) Mar'68:44
ENGLAND, EDWARD. THE MOUNTAIN THAT MOVED
New books. May'68:36
ENGLAND, F E. THE VALIDITY OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
Book chat. Jul'38:22
ENGLAND, LEON
In brief. Jan'69:46
ENGLAND, MARTHA
(photo) May'37:34
ENGLAND, MARTIN
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'40:inside front cover
ENGLAND, SALLY
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'64:34
England, Stephen Jackson, 1895-1987
(married to Cora England)
Schooling the prophets. Jan'41:10
Graduate ministerial education among Disciples of Christ.
Jan'45:7
ENGLAND, STEPHEN JACKSON, 1895-1987
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
(photo) Jul'32:30
Increasing activity on our college campuses (photo)
Apr'42:33
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33 Dec'42:32
(photo) Jan'45:7
Classroom and campus. Apr'45:27
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
(photo) Nov'48:23,25
Bringing Lund to the people (photo) Jun'52:12
Global highlights. Oct'52:4
A look at Lund (photo) Nov'52:13
(photo) Mar'53:23
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas. Oct'55:24
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31
Global highlights. Feb'56:4
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'62:8
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:5
Busiest men in town (photo) Dec'65:40
(photo) Jun'66:29 Nov'66:24
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
Classroom and campus. Dec'66:35

ENGLAND, STEPHEN JACKSON. WE DISCIPLES
Book chat. Jul'46:22

ENGLAND
See also
CHURCHES OF CHRIST (GREAT BRITAIN)
With the Near East Commission. Jun'19:43
Notes. Feb'20:58
Sunday School Secretary of Great Britain. Mar'20:45
Temperance draughts. Jul'21:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:57
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
Jesse Bader in England. Sep'26:59
Another hand across the sea. Dec'26:19 (photos p.20-22)
Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:24
A regrettable error. Jan'28:1
What's doing in Britain.
Jan'28:31 Feb'28:29 Mar'28:31
What young England is thinking. May'28:inside front cover
What's doing in Britain.
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
What's doing in Britain. Oct'28:20
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
Programs... Nov'29:47
Annual British Conference. Oct'39:46
Conscientious objectors in Britain. Feb'40:4
British democracy glows brightly. Mar'40:8
More about British democracy. Apr'40:3
The threshold. Nov'40:2 Mar'41:2
New beauty out of ruin. Jul'41:28
An endearing British quality. Sep'41:4
A "Thank you" from Great Britain. Oct'41:33
The state of the church. Feb'42:28
British churchmen look towards peace. Jun'42:14
The state of the church.
The threshold. Dec'42:4
Vitality of British Council of Churches. May'43:4
The state of the church. Feb'43:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:39
Toward Christian unity and cooperation. Feb'45:4
British church life in wartime. Feb'45:12
Where life is grim. Apr'45:3
Britain, from war to peace. Oct'45:4
But spring came. Jul'47:15
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20
Global highlights. Jun'51:4
British churches and Inter-Communion relations. Nov'51:46
Global highlights.
Jan'52:2 Mar'52:4 Apr'52:2
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
Four women who cared. Dec'53:21
Britons find a frontier. Dec'53:28
Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
There is always a way. Jun'55:23
Global highlights. Mar'56:4
The widening circle. Mar'58:41
Our future in Great Britain. Jan'59:25
Global highlights. Jul'60:8
Great task in Britain. Dec'60:28
Women on world highways. Feb'63:33
Global highlights. Jul'63:4
The city—a global challenge. Nov'63:26
Ahead of the headlines. May'67:4 Feb'70:5
Direct line. Feb'70:32
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'70:5 Dec'70:5
Direct line. Sep'71:31
World events. Mar'72:40
Drama for the people—by the people. Jun'72:30

ENGLAND—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
English homes. May'35:18
Caravan abroad. Nov'49:17
Editorial correspondence from Great Britain. Oct'53:6
Direct line. Dec'70:30

ENGLAND—POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Listening in on the world. Oct'31:22
British labor policy. Nov'34:4
Social trends. Jun'35:22 Jan'38:24
Wartime social reform in Britain. Jul'45:18
Mar'50:18
Social trends. Mar'59:22

ENGLAND—SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Social trends. Nov'35:26
A trans-Atlantic traveler studies race. Oct'36:8
Wartime social reform in Britain. Jul'45:18

ENGLE, ANNA MARIA
(death) May'26:50

ENGLE, FRANZ
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
Disciples musicians elect officers (photo) Oct'68:46

ENGLE, HARVEY, -1965
In memoriam. Feb'66:40

ENGLE, MYRON
(photo) Sep'42:6

ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'38:23

ENGLISH, PEARL
(death) Dec'26:50

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Moodlin' Nov'71:35
Watch your words! Feb'73:50

ENGLUND, MIRIAM
(photo) Oct'68:16

ENGLUND, PEARL K
World events. Dec'72:40
ENGLUND, RONALD
   (photo) Oct'68:16
ENGRAM, ROBERT C
   From people to people. Nov'61:29
ENID, OKLAHOMA
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
ENID, OKLAHOMA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Jan'19:7
      A church that believes in Christian Endeavor (photo) Nov'22:45
   How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug'25:20 (photo p. 18)
   Torch bearers of the future. Jun'27:51
   When all the nations say "howdy." Jan'28:51
   Last column. Nov'57:48
ENID, OKLAHOMA. MEXICAN MISSION
   A Mexican group in Oklahoma (photo) Mar'29:57
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40
   Home missions church pastor. Nov'44:38
ENID, OKLAHOMA. NEGRO BIBLE SCHOOL
   Foreign volunteers do home missionary work (photo) Jan'34:29
ENID, OKLAHOMA. UNIVERSITY PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
   Good ideas. Apr'29:34
   Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:10
   What, where, when and how. May'32:41
   Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
   Classroom and campus. Mar'44:26
ENID, OKLAHOMA. WILLOW ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (drawing) Mar'58:3
Enix, Elizabeth M
   Letters. Dec'73:4
ENLOW, (MRS. M. J.)
   quoted. The first page. Aug'32:2
Ennis, Emma Jane, 1879-1964
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:59 Mar'25:51
   It is a living thing. Jul'27:32
   When women pioneered. Mar'28:18
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Jul'31:41 Jul'32:38,39 Jan'33:39
      Apr'32:39 Nov'32:38
   Let their works praise them. Dec'41:28
   Women and world highways. Feb'48:33
ENNIS, EMMA JANE, 1879-1964
   Notes. May'19:61
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
   (photo) Mar'26:22
   quoted. For a memorial of her. Mar'26:23
   Missionary organizations. Sep'29:32
   Honoring the missionary. Sep'35:3
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
      Sep'35:32 Mar'37:42 (photo) Apr'37:30 Nov'37:29
   (photo) Dec'41:16
   Let their works praise them (photo) Dec'41:28
   Sixty years of service (photo) Jan'47:10
   (death) News room. Dec'64:36
ENNIS, JOHN
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
ENNIS, REGINALD, -1956
(photo) Jun'51:18
(death) News room. Jan'57:36
ENNIS, ARNO W. MAN, MILIEU AND MISSION IN ARGENTINA
New books. Sep'71:28
ENOCH, MPOKU
Native preachers becoming efficient. Mar'27:60
Enochs, Joe Lee
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:28
ENOCHS, JOE LEE
Global highlights. Nov'57:6
ENROTH, RONALD. THE JESUS PEOPLE
New books. Feb'73:36
ENSIGN, ELIZA
In memoriam. Jun'29:50
Ensigh, Rhea
When college girls join hands. Apr'24:38
ENSLEY, F. GERALD
quoted. Last column. May'62:50
(photo) Jul'64:13
ENSLEY, F. GERALD. PERSONS CAN CHANGE
Books. Jun'64:44
ENSLIN, MORTON SCOTT. THE PROPHET FROM NAZARETH
Book chat. Jun'61:24
ENTAMBE SAMUEL
What makes a missions station? Feb'40:32
Entwistle, Daniel Alford, 1934-
New scene for an old ministry. Jun'70:22
There's a world out there! Jul'72:11
ENTWISTLE, DANIEL ALFORD, 1934-
In brief (photo) Mar'72
ENTWISTLE, MARY. LITTLE CHILDREN IN MISSION LANDS
Speaking of books. Aug'25:60
ENVALE, GUSTAVO
Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:2
ENVOL (CONGO)
New light in the Congo. Feb'56:2
Congo magazine. Feb'58:43
ENYART, CHARITY H
In memoriam. May'31:40
ENZ, HAROLD ELMER, 1909- (married to Vera Gregg Enz)
(marriage) Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
News room (photo) Jul'64:34
ENZ, VERA GREGG (married to Harold Enz)
(marriage) Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
EPHRAIM, G R
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
EPHRAIM, KUARI
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
EPHRATA, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
See
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH
EPLER, JERALD  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
EPLER, STEPHEN EDWARD  
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
EPP, EDNA  
Here and there with World Call. Feb'57:48
Epp, Frank H  
1968 International Year for human rights. Jul'68:19
EPP, JOHN J  -1946  
(death) News room. Mar'47:45
Epp, Mayble Marie, 1900-1965  
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'37:41  
Christmas (poem) Dec'52:32
EPP, MAYBLE MARIE, 1900-1965  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:52  
(photo) Jan'28:32  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34  
News room. May'47:35  
The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25  
The United Society (photo) Nov'57:21  
(photo) Jan'58:30  
Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:28  
(death) Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
EPPENS, WILLIAM H (married to Hazel M. Eppens)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'55:4
EPPERHEIMER, LAURA PROUT, -1954  
In memoriam. Apr'54:39
EPPERSON, (MRS. JOEL B.)  
In memoriam. Dec'28:48  
Jan'29:63
EPPSE, HENRIETTA ESTELL, 1941-  
(birth) News room. Feb'42:34
EPPSE, MERLE RAYMOND, 1893-1967  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34  
The threshold (photo) Mar'40:2  
Global highlights. Dec'47:4  
News room. Mar'48:32
EPSTEIN, BENJAMIN R. DANGER ON THE RIGHT  
New books. Jan'65:22
EPSTEIN, BENJAMIN R. SOME OF MY FRIENDS  
Book chat. Sep'62:24
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY  
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
ER-SHR-PU, CHINA  
Hope for the soul of China. Jan'49:27
ERAZO, JOSE M  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36  
(photo) Feb'56:15  
The cover. May'61:inside front cover  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6
Erb, Anna  
Letters. Oct'71:4
Erb, Bessie Olga Pehotsky, 1892- (married to Norman H. Erb)  
The daily vacation Bible School. May'19:12  
Where shawls are no longer worn. Jan'22:24  
Through the door of the vacation church school. Nov'22:56  
Isn't it worth while? Jun'23:19  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:53
One of us. Feb'26:38  
Finding ourselves in Chicago. Sep'26:20  
A messenger of good will. Apr'28:52  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'28:47  
By their fruits. Sep'28:8  
Blind spots. Sep'29:11

ERB, BESSIE OLGA PEHOTSKY, 1892-  
(photo) Jan'22:24  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:64  
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53  
(photo) Dec'24:48  
A new worker in a new work (photo) Aug'25:53  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:51  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56  
With regret. Dec'33:47

ERB, EARL S  
Global highlights (photo)  
Feb'59:6     Apr'62:7

ERB, NORMAN H  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56

ERDMAN, CHARLES R  
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45

ERDMAN, JOHN PETER  
Refugee family is united (photo) Feb'52:26

ERDMAN, LOULA GRACE. THE YEARS OF THE LOCUST  
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34

ERDMAN, NETTIE F. -1946  
In memoriam. Apr'46:37

ERDMAN, WALTER COLLINS. SOURCES OF POWER IN FAMOUS LIVES  
Book chat. Oct'37:42

ERICKSON, CATHLEEN PUGH (married to Lawrence Erickson)  
(marriage) News room. Oct'54:39

ERICKSON, HAZEL FERN McMILLAN  
See  
McMILLAN, HAZEL FERN

Erickson, Helen G  
Letters. Jul'71:34

ERICKSON, LAURENCE (married to Cathleen Pugh Erickson)  
(marriage) News room. Oct'54:39

ERICKSON, LOIS J. HEARTS AGLOW  
Book chat. Nov'38:46

ERICKSON, MARY (married to Emil Erickson)  
Six women presidents (photo) May'67:36

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) May'19:5  
It can be done... (photo) May'28:27  
Study the basis of real interest. May'29:34

Erlewine, Betty Evelyn, 1931-  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38  
Women and world highways. Jan'63:35  
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40

ERLEWINE, BETTY EVELYN, 1931-  
World events. Mar'69:35  
In brief. Apr'69:39     May'69:38

ERLEWINE, H. L.  
(photo) Sep'54:38
ERLEWINE, HENRY L., -1958
   (death) News room. Jul'58:42
ERNEST, RUBY MAE
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'54:4
ERNETI, ETHEL H
   (photo) Jan'21:6
ERNETI, RICHARD
   (photo) Jan'21:6
EROZO, JOSE
   (photo) Apr'53:34
ERRETT, BESSIE ELDREDGE, 1889-1976
   (married to Edwin Reeder Errett)
   (photo) Oct'37:5
ERRETT, DAVIS, 1853-1930
   (photo) Jan'21:21
ERRETT, EDWIN REEDER, 1891-1944
   (married to Bessie Eldridge Errett)
   (photo) Nov'31:7
   quoted. Jewels that the giant dropped. Nov'32:25
   (photo)
   Mar'37:2 Oct'37:5 Nov'38:6 Apr'42:24
   Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
ERRETT, HENRY
   Isaac Errett. Jul'21:5
ERRETT, ISAAC, 1820-1888
   (photo) Jul'21:2
   Church erection and growth. Aug'21:8
   quoted. As a man giveth. Mar'23:5
   Sectarian shackles (photo) Apr'27:23
   quoted. Oct'27:20
   (photo) Nov'49:31
   Global highlights. Mar'55:4
   Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
ERRETT, JULIA C., -1953
   In memoriam. Dec'53:35
ERRETT, RUSSELL, 1845-1931
   Isaac Errett. Jul'21:5
   ...dies. Jun'31:20
ERRETT, SOPHIA KEMMISH
   Isaac Errett. Jul'21:5
ERSKINE, A W
   Classroom and campus. Jan'48:31
ERSKINE, HUGH STEWART, 1907-
   (photo) Sep'21:19
   From Osaka, Japan. Mar'26:40
   (photo) Dec'26:46
   Osaka station news. Jan'27:63
Erskine, John Clark, 1917-
   A visit to Sumiyoshi Shrine. Sep'29:42
ERSKINE, JOHN CLARK, 1917-
   (photos) Jun'21:35
   From Osaka, Japan. Mar'26:40
   (photo) Dec'26:46
   The last page. Jun'31:48
ERSKINE, MELL. THANK GOD FOR LAUGHTER
   Book chat. Dec'36:40
ERSKINE, MILDRED
(poto) Sep'21:19 Dec'26:46 Mar'40:33
Jun'23:9 Mar'38:30

ERSKINE, RUTH
(poto) Sep'21:19

Erskine, Virginia Stewart, 1882-1968
(married to William Henry Erskine)
Master Ando's death. Apr'24:41
‘ottings from Japan. Aug'25:60
Echos from everywhere. Sep'25:59,63
Results from Christy Institute. Nov'25:44
News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
Echos from everywhere. Mar'26:50
Osaka news items. May'26:63
An incident. Jun'26:52
Echos from everywhere. Jul'26:51
From Osaka, Japan. Aug'26:59
Baptisms in Japan. Sep'27:46
Personal problems of the missionary. Mar'28:29
Echos from everywhere. Mar'32:38,39
Devotional study of missionary societies. Feb'35:38

ERSKINE, VIRGINIA STEWART, -1968
Notes. Sep'20:59
A lost bride in a strange city (photo) Sep'21:18
From Osaka, Japan. Mar'26:40
(poto) Dec'26:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
In memoriam. Feb'69:46

Erskine, William Hugh, 1879-1954
(married to Virginia Stewart Erskine)
A lost bride in a strange city. Sep'21:18
Echos from everywhere. Jan'23:56
Putting the Christ in Christy Institute. May'25:42
Christianity in Japan today. Jun'25:29
Night school work as an evangelistic agency. Jun'26:18
A million souls for God. Apr'27:44
Twenty-seven years in Japan. Jun'31:30
Chiwaya Kyodia. Jan'36:33
Percival A. Davey. Apr'38:29
Shintoism. Oct'43:25

ERSKINE, WILLIAM HUGH, 1879-1954
Notes. Jun'19:60 Jan'20:62 Sep'20:59
Jul'19:61 Feb'20:58
(poto) Mar'21:6
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(poto) Sep'21:19 Jun'23:46
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Echos from everywhere. Jul'24:50
(poto) Jan'26:22
From Osaka, Japan. Mar'26:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(poto) Dec'26:46
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'28:42
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Dec'29:52  Jul'31:42  Feb'33:40
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
(poto) Jul'40:14
News room. Jul'41:34  Jul'44:34
(death) News room. Apr'54:42
ERSKINE, WILLIAM HUGH. JAPANESE CUSTOMS, THEIR ORIGIN AND VALUE
Speaking of books. Jul'26:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34
ERSKINE, WILLIAM HUGH. JAPANESE FESTIVAL AND CALENDAR LORE
Speaking of books. Mar'34:32
ERSKINE, WILLIAM HY, 1908-
(photo) Sep'21:19
From Osaka, Japan. Mar'26:40
(photo) Dec'26:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
ERVIN, JACK MARTIN, 1910- (married to Jewell McKelvy Ervin)
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:32  Jun'54:33
Ervin, James Nelson, 1884-1938 (married to Wilma E. Ervin)
Negro work in Texas. Dec'19:60
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'34:40
Busy days at Jarvis Christian College. Feb'38:47
ERVIN, JAMES NELSON, 1884-1938
(photo) Oct'22:49
J. C. I. Sep'23:20
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:59
Program helps (photo) Oct'24:48
(photo) Dec'24:34
The miracle of the wilderness. Jan'25:27
(photo) Sep'25:6  Nov'25:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
Sunday schools. Apr'29:37
(photo) Apr'29:39
Faith in his own. Oct'31:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:39
Between dawn and dusk at Jarvis (photo) Apr'34:6
(photo) Nov'35:43  Jan'36:32
A dream walking (photo) Feb'37:26
Jarvis Senior College (photo) Oct'37:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30  Jun'38:42
President Ervin finishes his course (photo) Oct'38:28
Great teachers in my life (photo) Jan'48:10
(photo) Nov'49:30
At Jarvis--first a life. Apr'63:29
ERVIN, JEWELL McKELVY (married to Jack Ervin)
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:32
Ervin, Wilma E., 1876?-1971 (married to J. N. Ervin)
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jun'36:38
ERVIN, WILMA E., 1876?-1971
(photo) Nov'35:43  Jan'36:32  Oct'38:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
ERWIN, GINNY
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13
ERWIN, J A
First missionary to Puerto Rico. Aug'24:1
ESCABAR, EUGENIO
(photo) Feb'43:10
ESCAL, ESTEBAN
Global highlights (photo) Apr'46:3
ESCUUTO, ALBERT ACOSTA, 1903- (married to Mary Frazer Esculto)
(photo) Sep'46:11
ESENSE NICHOLAS
What makes a mission station? Feb'40:32
ESFARJANY, YAHIA
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
ESHELMAN, J T
A bit of history. Oct'26:44
ESHELMAN, MARY
In memorium. Dec'36:39
Eshilmann, Irene
Isabel--mother, citizen and friend. May'50:28
ESHILMANN, IRENE
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
(photo) Apt'40:34
ESHILMANN, NORA
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
ESKATON (CALIFORNIA)
In brief. Sep'71:43
ESKIMOS
Facts for the busy woman. May'19:54
The Bible in the forty-ninth state. Oct'58:46
Until the church cares. May'70:13
ESLINGER, (married to Chester Eslinger)
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'67:30
ESPINOSA, PUERTO RICO
When the hopes of years were destroyed (photo) Dec'28:58
Espy, R H Edwin
Youth in a disordered world. May'38:15
ESPY, R H EDWIN
The threshold. Jun'40:2
National Council looks at its task. Mar'61:17
(photo) Mar'65:11
World events (photo) Jul'69:45
ESQUIVELA, ABEL
(photo) May'47:30
Essary, (married to William F. Essary)
Letters. Mar'70:4
Essen, Clara G
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
When a woman forgets her shopping. May'24:40
ESSEN, CLARA G
A missionary baby and church extension. May'19:53
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Nov'22:34
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
Whom we delight to honor (photo) Mar'29:34
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42

ESTELL, LORA
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

ESTERBROOK, ELLA
(death) Aug'26:49

ESTES, ELLEN, -1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39

ESTES, MOLLIE
(death) Sep'23:54

ESTES, RUTH D
See
MILLER, RUTH D. ESTES

ESTHER, (married to Joseph Esther)
(photo) Dec'52:21

ESTHERVILLE, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church erection lends hope and help (photo) Mar'24:54
Missionary illustrations... Aug'29:41

ESTILL, ALLEN SWEATMAN, 1915- (married to Frances Thomas Estill)
quoted. Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
News room. May'62:32 (photo) May'64:34

ESTILL, ETHEL
News room. Dec'40:32

ESTONIA
New life in Estonia. Dec'56:48

ESTOYE, ED
Ed Estoye--child of a new age (photo) Jun'55:49

Estoye, Jose D (married to Lydia Estoye)
A church grows up. Feb'54:40
Guides at a forking road. Jan'57:23
Youth lead out in Thailand. Jun'59:28

ESTOYE, JOSE D
(commissioning) Philippine church commissions four missionaries (photo) Nov'53:29
Ed Estoye--child of a new age (photo) Jun'55:49
Disciples help build center for Thai youth (photo) Apr'56:29
(photo) Jan'57:23
For adult mission study (photo) Jan'57:32

ESTOYE, LYDIA (married to Jose D. Estoye)
(commissioning) Philippine church commissions four missionaries (photo) Nov'53:29
Ed Estoye--child of a new age (photo) Jun'55:49
(photo) Jan'57:23 Jun'59:12

ESTRADA, ELOY
(photo) May'49:15

ESTRIDGE, MARILYN
Classroom and campus. May'61:31

ESTULTO, ALBERTO ACOSTA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'48:38

ETEM, FLORENCE CASAD, -1949
In memoriam. Jun'49:37

ETHEL, LEE
Crowded out at Beulah. Apr'45:12

ETHICS
See also
MEDICAL ETHICS
Book chat. Feb'34:14
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'41:40
Ethics in the local church. Oct'45:6
Honesty and logic in public affairs. Feb'47:38
Social trends. Jan'52:12
On speaking the truth, with love. Mar'53:21
Teaching moral values in school. May'54:17
As we earn our daily bread. Jun'54:6
Ethics for the church member. Dec'59:23
A code of ethics. Jul'60:23
Codes of ethics. Sep'63:9
Social trends. Nov'63:22
The thin gray line. May'64:9
Global highlights. Dec'64:6
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Morality is one's own business. Oct'69:26
We are responsible to each other. Oct'69:27
Letters. Jan'70:41
World events. Apr'73:38

ETHIOPIA
Complete surrender. Sep'35:4
Social trends. Sep'35:27 Oct'35:23
If. Nov'35:3
American aid for Ethiopia. Dec'35:43
...Christianity's testing ground. Jun'36:12
...shall lift up her hands. Apr'42:26

ETHIOPIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
Global highlights. Dec'59:4

ETHRIDGE, WILLIE SNOW. GOING TO JERUSALEM
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38

ETTINGER, H. J
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32

ETUI LUC
A "best dressed man" in Congo. Feb'64:24

EUBANK, (married to William Eubank, Jr.)
(death) Feb'25:53
Eubank, Allen
See
Eubank, Louis Allen

EUBANK, EDWIN DOZIER, 1844-1926
(death) Sep'26:52

Eubank, Joan Hovis, 1932- (married to Louis Allen Eubank)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38 Feb'64:36
Christian witness pavilion. Jul'66:44
Direct line. Sep'68:41
Nothing can separate us. May'71:45

EUBANK, JOAN HOVIS, 1932-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6 (photo) Feb'64:36
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Missionary register. Oct'65:43 Sep'66:45
quoted. World outreach sounding board. May'69:30
Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:15
In brief. Sep'70:42
(photo) May'71:45
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:9

EUBANK, LAURIE KIT, 1963-
(birth) News room. Feb'64:34
EUBANK, LISA
Youth help church see its world ministry (photo) May'73:16

Eubank, Louis Allen, 1929- (married to Joan Hovis Eubank)
Echos from everywhere. Jul'62:38    Feb'65:34
Progress came with the Christians. Oct'67:22
Direct line. Sep'68:41
Let's expect a miracle. Jan'70:25

EUBANK, LOUIS ALLEN, 1929-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
They look for the light in Thailand (photo) Oct'63:26
(photo) Feb'65:34
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Missionary register. Oct'65:43    Sep'66:45
New life for a Thai village (photo) Mar'68:14
(photo) Mar'69:9
quoted. World outreach sounding board. May'69:30
What is it? Apr'70:34
Thai church at Three Corners. Jun'70:25 (photo p. 27)
In brief. Sep'70:42
Nothing can separate us (photo) May'71:45
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:9

EUBANK, RUTH ANN, 1962-
(birth) News room. Sep'62:40
Nothing can separate us. May'71:45

EUBANKS, DONALD
In brief (photo) Mar'71:40

Eubanks, John D
Education--its immediate task and ultimate goal. Jan'52:7

EUBANKS, JOHN D
News room. Sep'49:38
Global highlights. Oct'49:3
Jarvis launches a plan of action. Apr'50:8 (photo p. 12)
(photo) Jan'52:7
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30

EUCLID, OHIO. LAKE SHORE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Classroom and campus (photo of Hiram students) Mar'53:31

EUGENE BIBLE COLLEGE
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33

EUGENE, OREGON. ALLISON PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples assist strategic churches. Jul'56:46

EUGENE, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:47
Good ideas... Oct'33:39

EUGENE, OREGON, TWIN OAKES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

EULA VALLEY, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'20:46

EULESS, TEXAS. MID-CITIES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1965. Apr'66:46

EUREKA COLLEGE
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Mar'23:51    Nov'24:52    Jul'26:42    Nov'27:41
Jul'23:52    Apr'25:52    Sep'26:57    Feb'28:45
Feb'24:52  Jul'25:50  Dec'26:57  Jul'28:27
Apr'24:52  Sep'25:42  Mar'27:42  Nov'28:39
May'24:54  Jan'26:43  May'27:60  Mar'29:41
Jul'24:54  Mar'26:52  Jun'27:60  Jul'29:25

Eureka Missionary service flag. Jun'19:49
Aug'19:60
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:14
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:57
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:64
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:14
(photo) Jan'22:16
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
Carl Johann (photo) Jan'23:24
A million dollar gift to education. Feb'23:36
Death of President Lehman... Apr'23:55
What is at stake in the endowment campaign? May'23:inside
front cover
A martyr of Christian education. May'23:18
Dr. and Mrs. N. B. Crawford. Jul'23:2
Victory for Eureka! Jul'23:36
Eureka College's new President. Nov'23:24
(photo) Jan'24:inside covers
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:9
Bert Wilson installed as President... Apr'24:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:58
As we go to press. Aug'24:1
Final success of campaign. Sep'24:40
Two new chairs of religious education. Nov'24:30
A college campus Sunday school. Nov'24:62
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:16
Something new in Sunday schools. Feb'25:44
Eureka wins both sides of debate. Apr'25:61
(photo of students) Jan'26:16
Eureka's sixty-sixth commencement. Aug'26:59
The evolution of Eureka (photo) Jan'27:22
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:26
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:7 (photos p. 8,9)
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11 (photo of "old college bell" p. 12)
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:34
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Diversified college programs (photo of Quartet) Dec'30:41
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:43
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

62
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:7
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:45
The middle of the college year (photo of negro students)
Feb'32:31 (photo of ministerial students p. 30)
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:46
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:32
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:41
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:25
Our colletes at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
The colleges at work. May'33:32
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:34
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:43
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:44
Within college walls. Jan'35:43
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:33
College commencements. Jul'35:33
College miscellany (photo of reunion of class of 1900)
Sep'35:31
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
(photo of Student Board of Managers) Jan'36:5
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
College notes. May'36:33
President Lyon resigns. Sep'36:15
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
Pension Fund notes and news. Feb'37:40
Mid-year in our colleges (photo of students) Apr'37:31
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31
College news. Dec'37:31
College happenings. Jan'38:30 (photo of children of
missionaries p. 28)
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
College notes. Apr'38:32
News from our colleges. May'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:43
College notes. Jul'38:43
College summer events. Sep'38:30
In our colleges. Oct'38:32
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:31
Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40 Apr'39:33
Springtide college activities. May'39:32
College activities. Jun'39:31
College commencements. Jul'39:29
College notes. Jan'40:23
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:32
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33
Campus news. Nov'40:32
College notes and news. Dec'40:30
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:31
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
College notes and news. Mar'41:31
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29,30
College and university news. Sep'41:29,30
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:35
Former college president dies. Feb'42:30
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer.
May'42:33
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
News room. Sep'42:40
Classroom and campus. Nov'42:32 Dec'42:32
Women and world highways. Dec'42:35
To him that asketh. Jan'43:16
Classroom and campus.
Jan'43:28 May'43:31 May'45:24 Sep'45:22
Apr'43:32 Oct'44:26 Jul'45:26
(photo of Student Christian Fellowship) Sep'45:22
Town and country ministers in school. Nov'45:21
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24 Dec'45:31
(photo) Jan'46:9
Classroom and campus.
Feb'46:28 Oct'46:30 Jul'47:33 Sep'48:30
Apr'46:31 Jan'47:31 Dec'47:28 Jan'49:31
May'46:31 Mar'47:30 Feb'48:31 Feb'49:33
Jun'46:33 Apr'47:31 Apr'48:28 Jun'49:30
Jul'46:30 May'47:32 May'48:30 Dec'49:30
Sep'46:34 Jun'47:32 Jun'48:35
(photo of students) Jan'50:18
Classroom and campus.
Jan'50:30 May'50:33 Jun'50:33 Jul'50:33
Mar'50:30
(photo of alumni of class of 1900) Sep'50:33
Nov'50:36 Sep'51:32 Dec'53:28
Feb'51:32      Feb'52:28      Feb'53:30
Jul'51:31      Nov'53:30      May'53:30
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:36
Classroom and campus. Jul'53:31      Sep'53:28
Global highlights (photo of Centennial Committee) Apr'54:3
Classroom and campus.
May'54:31      Jul'54:34      Sep'54:30      Feb'55:31
(photo of conference on Christian vocations) Mar'55:35
(photo of Founders' Day ceremonies) Apr'56:31
Jul'56:31
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo of luncheon)
Dec'56:31
Classroom and campus.
(photo of choir) Feb'57:31
(photo of students) Mar'57:32
Classroom and campus.
Apr'57:31      Jun'58:35      Nov'57:31      Jan'58:29
May'57:29      Sep'57:30,31     Dec'57:35      Mar'58:35
(photo of Founder's Day) Apr'58:32
Sep'58:37      Feb'59:36      Mar'59:30
(photo of alumni) Apr'59:35
May'59:34      Nov'59:33      Dec'59:35
(photo of students with Ronald Reagan) Jan'60:16
Classroom and campus.
Jan'60:30      Mar'60:31      Jun'60:34
Feb'60:36      Apr'60:32
Jul'60:37 (photo of church vocation students p. 36)
Sep'60:34      Nov'60:31      Dec'60:32
(photo of chapel) Jan'61:front cover
The cover. Jan'61:inside front cover
(photo of students) Jan'61:11
Classroom and campus.
Mar'61:36      May'61:30      Sep'61:28      Jan'62:30
Apr'61:32      Jun'61:34      Dec'61:31
Feb'62:32 (photo of President and student advisory
council p. 33)
Apr'62:33
(photo of international students) May'62:34
Jun'62:34      Mar'63:34      Jul'63:36
Feb'63:34      Jun'63:35
(photo of commencement party) Sep'63:32
Jan'64:34      May'64:36      Apr'65:34      Jan'66:32
Mar'64:34      Jun'64:35      May'65:34      Mar'66:32
Apr'64:34      Jul'64:36      Jul'65:34      Apr'66:35
Global highlights. Jun'66:7
Classroom and campus.
Jun'66:34      Nov'66:34      Mar'67:35
Oct'66:34      Jun'67:35
(photo of handbell choir) Apr'67:34
Sep'67:34      Nov'67:34      Oct'68:34
Campuses are changing but... Oct'69:25
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:7
Students do. Mar'71:17
In brief. Mar'71:45
World events. Jun'73:37
EUREKA, ILLINOIS. CAMPUS SUNDAY SCHOOL
Something new in Sunday schools. Feb'25:44

EUREKA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Feb'19:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:60
A bit of history. Jan'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:58
The Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:46
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:14
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34

EUREKA, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51

EURICH, A C IN 1936
Book chat. May'37:22

EUROPE
Resurrection. Jun'19:37
A message to Christian tourists in Europe. Jul'20:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:55
Listening in on the world. Nov'30:20
Support of orphaned missions. Jan'42:37
The state of the church. Sep'42:34
Christian Europe today and tomorrow. Dec'42:18
Relief for occupied countries. Jun'43:34
Healing is our aim. Feb'45:19
A message from the churches of Europe. Mar'45:8
Cooperative relief for Europe. Jan'46:41
Clergy of Europe. Jan'46:44
Notes on anti-semitism in Europe. Feb'46:6
Sins of the fathers. Feb'46:30
New occasions, new opportunities. Mar'46:6
America and the world's needs. Apr'46:6
The French shoe pinches... Apr'46:46
Pick up supper. May'46:39
Clothing needs in Europe continue. May'46:41
Global highlights. Jun'46:2
A goal we can reach. Jun'46:5
Hopkins retires... Jun'46:15
Lois Baker's dream. Sep'46:29
Beautiful potatoes. Oct'46:5
Thanks, America. Feb'47:29
Bread on waters. Apr'47:34
Global highlights. Dec'47:3
Reports from the front. Feb'49:17
Report on conditions in Europe. Jun'49:45
A promise of golden mountains. Jul'49:35
Global highlights. Jan'50:3
Europe faces her problems. Jul'50:10
Need and opportunity continue. Dec'50:5
Global highlights. Feb'51:2
Compassion calls for sharing. Feb'51:19
Why Europeans don't like us. Feb'52:40
Experiences that change attitudes. Apr'52:27
Through the Iron Curtain. Sep'54:44
Your church is here. Jan'55:9
There is another Europe. Mar'55:5
C.O.'s back belief with action. Oct'57:47
Global highlights. Mar'66:6
The Bible in Eastern Europe. Nov'71:22

EUROPE--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Lure and lessons of foreign travel (photos) Oct'28:24
Travel--of, by and for the people. May'40:17
Looking at Europe through the eyes of the church. Jan'46:6
The results of unconditional love. Feb'47:10
Correspondence from Europe. Oct'47:6
Editorial correspondence from Europe. Nov'47:6
Rural life faces a crisis. Mar'54:11
Europe after nine years. Jul'54:9
Women and world highways. Apr'59:37

EUROPE--POLITICS
Social trends.
Don't be fooled! Dec'39:16
Reconstruction is more than relief. Jul'47:12

EUROPE--SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Hunger in Europe. Mar'41:3
Investing in a Christian world. Jul'45:14

EUROPEAN EVANGELISTIC SOCIETY
Elected to serve. Dec'62:41
Work of the Church at the General level. Jan'71:25

EUROPEANS IN THE U.S.
   See also individual countries
The people whose name means "Glory." Jun'25:46
The Slavs in American. Jun'25:50
Who are the Slavs? Jun'25:55
Geography and hearts. Jul'25:46
Program helps. Oct'25:48
One of us. Feb'26:38

EUSTIS, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56

EVANGELICAL ACADEMIES (EUROPE)
Europe's laity comes to life. Feb'65:15
Will the program work in the United States? Feb'65:17

EVANGELICAL AND REFORMED CHURCH
   See also
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Global highlights.
   Apr'49:3   Apr'50:3   Feb'56:4
   Jun'49:3   Sep'53:2   Mar'56:3
Approve merger. Nov'56:41
A united and uniting church. Sep'57:8
Partners in conversation. Jun'64:16

EVANGELICAL CHURCH IN GERMANY
Global highlights. Mar'61:8

EVANGELICAL COMMISSION FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN LATIN AMERICA
Global highlights. Nov'63:5

EVANGELICAL CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH OF BRAZIL
Direct line. May'71:31

EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Jun'56:6   Jan'64:7

EVANGELICAL SEMINARY OF PUERTO RICO
See
SEMINARIO EVANGELICO DE PUERTO RICO

EVANGELICAL UNION (GERMANY)

Global highlights. Nov'58:7

EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH

Religion in the public schools. Nov'60:18

Global highlights.

Jan'63:7      Dec'63:7      Nov'65:5
Oct'63:6      Dec'64:5

"EVANGELISM" (FILMSTRIPS)

Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'65:45

EVANGELISTA, LUZ

Women on world highways. Jun'70:32

EVANGELISTA, M  C

Filipino church sets high mark in giving. Mar'21:54

Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'65:33

EVANGELISTIC CONFERENCE AND RETREAT

Third annual... (photo) Sep'26:55

EVANGELISTIC WORK

The Win One campaign. Feb'20:44

Won to win. Mar'20:42

A quest for souls. Apr'20:26

Evangelizing without sermonizing. Aug'20:13

The Department of Evangelism of the ACMS. Sep'20:37

United Evangelism to the stressed by churches in the coming year. Sep'20:41

1921 Pre-Easter evangelism. Feb'21:22

The Easter season and evangelism. Mar'21:39

Conserving the results of evangelism. Apr'21:34

Easter to Pentecost evangelism... Apr'21:56

Echoes from everywhere. May'21:62

The autumn program of evangelism. Sep'21:8

Bible study. Nov'21:48

Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:59

Feb'22: most of issue

Parental evangelism. Mar'22:14

Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51

Glorious Easter results. May'22:5

Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:39

Let us begin at the beginning. Sep'22:3

Simultaneous evangelistic campaign. Sep'22:49

Address of the President... Oct'22:11

Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13

A deputation team from Culve Stockton. Jan'23:53

Feb'23: much of issue

A missionary revival. Apr'23:42

Pre-Easter evangelistic rallies. Apr'23:53

Have we any Gospel to spare? May'23:3

A Bible revival. May'23:15

A social evangelistic campaign. Jun'23:13

Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52

The simultaneous evangelistic campaign, 1923-1924. Sep'23:54

Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:56

The year at a glance. Oct'23:36

Putting the Christ in Christmas. Dec'23:41

We have evangelized; now let us Christianize. Jan'24:16

Gleaners and gleaning. Jan'24:23

Feb'24: much of issue
Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:34
Easter victories. Jun'24:16
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Evangelism on the march. Sep'24:16
The evangelistic retreat. Sep'24:19
The call to advance. Dec'24:29
Feb'25:much of issue
Some plans for the Pre-Easter crusade. Mar'25:19
After making Disciples, what? Apr'25:17
The nation-wide evangelistic conferences. Apr'25:26
Evangelistic campaign in Porto Rico. Apr'25:36
A western evangelistic campaign. Apr'25:40
Evangelism to the front. Apr'25:42
An old method in the new west. May'25:55
Greatest Easter in history. May'25:56
Dwight L. Moody walks in daylight. Aug'25:29
Results from the Diamond Jubilee. Aug'25:39
The latest flash from the Diamonds. Sep'25:11
The new program of evangelism. Sep'25:15
So we come rejoicing... Dec'25:29
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
Evangelism. Jan'26:1
Christian Endeavor and evangelism. Jan'26:46
Feb'26:much of issue
Youth's share in the Pre-Easter evangelistic crusade. Mar'26:47
A Pre-Easter victory in Porto Rico. May'26:56
Night school work as an evangelistic agency. Jun'26:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
The Walter Scott Centennial evangelistic program. Sep'26:35
Third annual Evangelistic Conference and Retreat. Sep'26:55
Feb'27:much of issue
Our greatest Easter. Jun'27:17
Evangelism to the front. Jul'27:53
The Nineteenth Centennial of Pentecost. Dec'27:22
Feb'28:much of issue
Out-Pentecosting Pentecost. Mar'28:3
Who is a missionary? Mar'28:5
Evangelizing in Africa. Mar'28:38
After Easter comes Pentecost. May'28:22
What kept the wires hot after Easter. May'28:22
Feb'29:much of issue
On Resurrection morning. Apr'29:23
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Baptists and Disciples hold united evangelistic conference. Jun'29:31
The trinity of triumph. Aug'29:18
Autumn evangelistic program. Sep'29:8
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:32
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:39
How will our churches observe Pentecost? Nov'29:11
Interest in Pentecost. Nov'29:58
The goal of Pentecost. Dec'29:4
Feb'30:much of issue
The highway evangelism will trave this year. Sep'30:8
The everlasting mercy. Oct'30:4
Feb'31:much of issue
The church's greatest function. Oct'31:7
Feb'32:much of issue
The missionary organizations' own section. Jun'32:35
An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:7
Feb'33:much of issue
Evangelism at home and abroad. Mar'33:5
The missionary organizations' own section. Mar'33:35
Pre-Pentecost. May'33:3
Evangelism in the small church. May'33:11
Kagawa's meditations on evangelism. Jun'33:6
Feb'34:much of issue
That they may be saved. Apr'34:11
Evangelism in China. Sep'34:46
What they said. Nov'34:19
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
Feb'35:much of issue
Feb'36:much of issue
Intensive evangelistic work. Mar'36:47
Evangelizing the inevitable. Jun'36:3
Feb'37:much of issue
Feb'38:much of issue
How great races are Christianized. Nov'38:43
Feb'39:much of issue
Before and after Easter. Apr'39:17
Trends in world Christianity. Jun'39:18
Witnessing. Jun'39:27
Every Christian an evangelist. Dec'39:13
Feb'40:much of issue
Evangelism goes to the university campus. May'40:27
The local church and evangelism. Oct'40:9
A study in evangelism. Nov'40:22 Dec'40:14
Feb'41:much of issue
The threshold. Apr'41:2
Evangelism and Christian education advance. Nov'41:14
Evangelism in central India. Feb'42:11
Evangelism in rural Mexico. May'42:45
Mexico's evangelistic crusade. Nov'42:21
Evangelism in Congo. Dec'42:47
Opening doors for God. Feb'43:5
The churches need evangelism. Feb'43:23
Crusade for a transformed life. Dec'43:15
Evangelism these of free China campaigns. Jan'44:38
Women and the Great Commission. Feb'44:4
A home front honor roll. Feb'44:22
A national mission to Christian teachers. Apr'44:16
The threshold. Jul'44:2
Education and evangelism--together. Nov'44:11
A project in Christian cooperation. Apr'45:23
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:9
Expansion in evangelism. Jul'45:22
Evangelism--lighted from above. Oct'45:14
Evangelism in 1946. Feb'46:22
Planned church growth in India. Apr'46:10
The mission of the church in U.S.A. Apr'46:38
A project in education evangelism. Jul'46:32
Rural evangelism in Jamaica. Jul'46:32
A city looks to evangelism. Sep'46:5
Evangelism: always our first concern. Oct'46:12
When civilization sags. Nov'46:9
Resurgence of life through evangelism. Feb'47:12
Evangelism in working men's campus. Feb'47:18
Evangelism: gains and goals. Feb'47:21
Into all the world. Jul'47:18
World evangelism begins at Jerusalem. Oct'47:20
Global highlights. Dec'47:2
Laboratory project in evangelism. Feb'48:7
Crusading in the Abra Mountains. Jun'48:28
Gateways to new life. Feb'49:9
Victories in town and country. Feb'49:10
Crusade progress. Jun'49:26
Global highlights. Jul'49:4
Evangelism in Mexico. Sep'49:5
The needs and opportunity of our church. Sep'49:30
Epistles from Big City. Oct'49:9
Easter morning and evangelism's reward. Feb'50:17
Evangelize America now. Feb'50:15
"Thy Kingdom come." Feb'51:20
Youth and missions. May'51:35
Global highlights. Jul'51:4
Planning and working for a victorious Easter. Feb'52:9
this is evangelism in action. Feb'52:14
Global highlights. Jul'52:4
Miracle in North English. Oct'52:8
All this is evangelism. Apr'53:17
Evangelism, our "main business." Feb'53:7
Pentecost and the world-wide church. May'53:6
Throughout the whole wide earth. Jul'53:11
Church life revival. Oct'53:15
Evangelism in the firehouses. Oct'53:26
Toward a larger evangelism. Feb'54:15
The church must face its frontiers. May'54:25
The churches speak out. Nov'54:19
Committed unto God. Feb'55:7
Chaplains are evangelists. Feb'55:10
Obeying God in new ways. Jan'56:13
Disciples launch new personal witness program. Feb'56:10
Home missions--an interpretation for modern Americans. Sep'56:14
Worcester--story of successful evangelism. Oct'56:9
Mission frontier in human hearts. Jul'57:9
Moving members. Jan'58:17
Effective evangelism for today. Feb'58:16
The church and labor. Apr'58:19
The church and labor in Japan. Apr'58:20
Inactive members. Jun'58:25
Disciples weigh their evangelism. Jun'58:26
Evangelism is different now. Feb'59:16
Evangelism that counts. Feb'60:13
Global highlights. Mar'60:7
Are you in a rut? Apr'60:18
Christian courtesy. Jun'60:21
Global highlights. Jul'60:7 Sep'60:7
Project-evangelism. Oct'60:49
Evangelistic campaign. Dec'60:49
Disciples place evangelism first. Feb'61:16
Make the most of the summer. May'61:24
Project--Evangelism. Jun'61:23
Global highlights. Jul'61:6
Can we reach the sixty million? Feb'62:11
Better barns or a better world? Jun'62:48
Global highlights. Oct'62:4
Our evangelism isn't Christian! Feb'63:12
Global highlights. Mar'63:6
Are Disciples failing in evangelism? May'63:23
The greatest need. May'63:24
Global highlights. Jun'63:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
Global highlights. Jul'63:7
Let's revitalize our evangelism. Feb'64:11
A light in Leningrad. Feb'64:21
We're playing at evangelism. Apr'64:19
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
Evangelism means commitment and involvement. Feb'65:11
7 tips for personal evangelism. Feb'65:50
Feb'66:much of issue
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
The guest speaker. Apr'66:20
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'66:4
The task--feeding sheep. Sep'66:21
Women involved in evangelism. Feb'67:11
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
Evangelism in Argentina. Jul'67:48
Conversion--1968. Feb'68:11
Each one reach one. Feb'68:13
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'69:5
Evangelism in the younger churches. Mar'69:6
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:16
World events. Oct'69:37
Evangelism training events announced. May'70:42
Opinions on evangelism. Jul'70:24
Evangelism in the seventies. Sep'70:16
Letters. Dec'70:4
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville. Sep'71:8
Question: how spread the good news? Sep'71:9
Let him who has ears listen. Sep'71:16
World events. Jan'72:37
Let's get going with God! Mar'72:33
World events. Apr'72:40
Shavings. Sep'72:35
Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? Oct'72:28
The scene. Jan'73:35
Unlocking the heart. Jan'73:back cover
Why do churches grow? Feb'73:18
Keys to church growth. Mar'73:16
Vital churches put accent on the future. Apr'73:12
Evangelism: the joyous sharing of life. Apr'73:22
The growing church: facing the failures. May'73:8
World events. Sep'73:38
Rediscovering evangelism. Nov'73:8
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:6

EVANGELISTIC WORK--BIBLIOGRAPHY

Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31

EVANS, (MRS. B. C.)
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

EVANS, (MRS. J. E.)
Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover

EVANS, (MRS. J. J.)
(photo) Jan'27:10

EVANS, (married to John Jay Evans)
College notes and news. Dec'40:30

EVANS, (married to Wordie W. Evans)
Global highlights. Jun'60:4

Evans, Benjamin H
Our future. Dec'72:suppl:24

EVANS, BENJAMIN H
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:24

EVANS, CADWALLADER
Der. Cadwallader Evans. Apr'25:51

Evans, Clyde Harold, 1916-
New venture in French-Acadian missions. Nov'46:26
A church in the making. Jul'47:28
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:17
Letters. Sep'69:33

EVANS, CLYDE HAROLD, 1916-
News room. Nov'45:26 Apr'46:41
Fifth Sunday meetings (photo) Jun'46:28
News room. Sep'47:40
Global highlights. Nov'47:3
News room. Jul'49:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'49:38
News room. May'61:41
Classroom and campus. Apr'67:34

Evans, Edith Ruggles (married to William K. Evans)
Women and world highways. Oct'57:33 Nov'65:35

EVANS, EDITH RUGGLES
(photo) Jun'50:18
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'57:31
Named "Mother of the year." Jul'58:48
Women and world highlights (photo)
Jul'59:35 Sep'60:33 Mar'61:35
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'61:4
Women and world highlights. Mar'62:31
Global highlights (photo)
May'66:6 May'67:5

EVANS, ETHAN CLYDE, 1946-
(birth) New room. May'46:38

EVANS, FRED
(photo) Oct'42:42
Global highlights (photo) Jun'55:2

EVANS, G A
Helping hands for young churches (photo) Apr'56:11
(photo) Sep'73:11

Evans, Grace Bowen
The women toilers (poem) Oct'37:35 Jul'62:39
EVANS, INEZ
   In memoriam. Jun'30:49
EVANS, J J
   (photo) Mar'24:50 Jan'27:10
EVANS, J W
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
EVANS, JOSEPH H
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'70:7
EVANS, JULIAN F
   Campus news. Nov'40:44
EVANS, KENNETH
   Disciples guide their ministers of tomorrow (photo)
   Sep'62:17
EVANS, LOCKY
   (photo) May'24:46
EVANS, LOIS J
   In memoriam. May'38:39
Evans, Lorenzo James, 1909-2005 (married to Louise Bates Evans)
   They gathered around the table. Feb'44:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'44:33
   Church leaders preparing to do a better job. Nov'47:46
   For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
   Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
   Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
EVANS, LORENZO JAMES, 1909-2005
   This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
   (photo) Feb'44:27
   News room. Jul'47:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'47:34
   (photo) Sep'49:30
   News room. Feb'56:38
   (photo) Jun'57:25
   A look at the National Convention (photo) Jul'57:23
   Christian educators to meet. May'58:48
   Global highlights. Sep'58:6
   News room. Apr'62:34
   Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:13 (photo p. 12)
   Global highlights (photo) May'64:4
   News room (photo) May'65:36
   Global highlights. Jul'68:7
   (photo) Sep'73:33
EVANS, LYDIA LUCY
   (photo) Jul'23:13
EVANS, MARGUERITE, -1971 (married to Lloyd Evans)
   In memoriam. Feb'72:50
EVANS, MARTHA
   In memorium. Dec'40:37
EVANS, MAURY
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'63:7
EVANS, MIDIAN
   My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56
Evans, Miriam Libby (married to James M. Evans)
   Women and world highways. Feb'53:29
   Feb'55:33
EVANS, MYRTLE. 1875-1946
   (photo) Apr'29:20
   Women and world highways (photo) Jul'40:35
   (photo) Dec'40:28
In memoriam. Sep'46:39
(death) News room. Sep'46:40

EVANS, N  W
Global highlights (photo) May'51:3

EVANS, RUFUS, -1949
(death) News room. Mar'49:34

EVANS, RUTH MARY
(photo) Jul'23:7

EVANS, SELBY H., JR.
Classroom and campus. May'63:35

EVANS, SHIRLEY
(photo) May'37:9

EVANS, STACY MARIE, 1950-
(birth) News room. Apr'50:40

EVANS, THOMAS J., -1942
(death) News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43

EVANS, W  W
(photo) Mar'24:20

Evans, Will H
Am I playing fair? Jan'21:22

EVANS, WILL H
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:13
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12

EVANS, WILLIAM J
(photo) Jan'25:35
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32

Evans, Wordie W
NBA homes meet needs of children. Dec'60:13

EVANS, WORDIE W
News room (photo) Jan'54:38
Fowler Homes serve young and old. Dec'54:11 (photo p. 10)
(photo) May'55:38
News room. Jul'56:38
(photo) Apr'60:31 Dec'60:13

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how. Oct'20:9
(photo) Aug'21:13

EVANSTON INSTITUTE FOR ECUMENICAL STUDIES
Global highlights. Jun'58:7 Sep'58:6
"EVANSTON, 1954" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'55:46

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
Circulation corner (photo of Church Board) Feb'38:inside front cover

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA. EAST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Guidance for expanding churches (photos) Jul'49:7
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15

Evelsizer, Jerry
Letters. Jan'71:35

Everest, (Mrs. C. H.)
How one society uses "Survey of service." Oct'28:46

EVEREST, (MRS. C. H.)
(photo) Dec'22:51
quoted. For a memorial of her. Mar'26:24

EVEREST, HARVEY P
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:31
Global highlights (photo) Dec'58:4
Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33

EVERETT, ANNA B., -1956
In memoriam. Jun'57:39

EVERETT, GROVER
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31

EVERETT, HARVEY A. THE FUTURE WON'T WAIT
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

EVERETT, MASSACHUSETTS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:44
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:37
Two enroll in EHP. Jun'61:48

EVERETT, WASHINGTON. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43 May'23:58

EVERHARD, ALMA E. CURTIS, 1892-1968
(married to Junior W. Everhard)
In memoriam. May'68:46

EVERHARD, JUNIOR W. (married to Alma Curtis Everhard)
From Hiram College. May'35:45
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'50:4

EVERHART, W A
(photo) Mar'24:54
EHP grows (photo) May'58:44

Eversley, Mary
Unrationed (poem) Mar'43:48

EVERT, (MRS. D)
(death) Feb'19:51

EVERTON, JOHN SCOTT
(photo) May'44:19

EVERTON, WILLIAM HARRISON, 1909-
(married to Elizabeth Anne Lewis Everton)
quoted. Five churches adopt home plan (photo) Nov'58:P46
News room (photo) Feb'61:34

EVERTS, (married to Arthur A. Everts)
In memoriam. Jun'45:33

EVERTS, (MRS H. H.)
(death) May'23:55

Everts, Arthur A., 1866?-1952
Am I playing fair? Jan'21:24
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:39
Why I am afraid not to tithe. Oct'38:17
Unanswered yet. Dec'43:25
Christ's prayer unanswered yet. Dec'48:42
How to tithe. Dec'49:40

EVERTS, ARTHUR A., 1866?-1952
What the churches are doing about it. Mar'21:47
Stewardship column. Jul'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
(photo) Nov'25:15
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Some tithers I have known... Oct'40:16 (photo p. 15)
(death) News room. Sep'52:38
EVERTON, BRYCE
    News room. Dec'49:32
"EVERY CHRISTIAN A MISSIONARY" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'58:43
EVERY CHURCH AND EVANSTON
    Book chat. Jul'55:40
"EVERY MAN IN HIS OWN TONGUE" (LANTERN SLIDE LECTURE)
    Oct'40:42
EVERY MEMBER CANVASS
    The first Lord's Day in March. Feb'20:35
    Ten Commandments on the Every Member Canvass. Sep'20:39
    Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:61
    The ABC of the Every Member Canvass. Oct'21:19
    The Englewood Every Member Canvass plan. Oct'21:62
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:64
    Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:31
    An Every Member Canvass a mile high. Jan'23:62
    Stewardship year, 1940-41. Nov'40:29
    Global highlights. Apr'62:6
"EVERY MEMBER CANVASS" (FILMSTRIP)
    Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'56:40
EVERYDAY LIFE IN BIBLE TIMES
    New books. Oct'68:37
EVERYDAY PEOPLE, INC. (NEW BOSTON, MISSOURI)
    We're all in the same bag! Mar'73:10
    Ewalt, James Harding, 1919-1972 (married to Mary Frank Ewalt)
        Paseual Chan's witness. Feb'61:29
EWALT, JAMES HARDING, 1919-1972
    Global highlights (photo) Mar'58:4
        In memoriam. Nov'72:46
    Ewalt, Mary Frank, 1920- (married to James Ewalt)
        Young with faith. Jul'59:33
EWALT, MARY FRANK, 1920-
    Global highlights (photo) Mar'58:4
EWELL, (MRS. J. W.)
    (photo) Jun'44:23
EWERS, D. A.
    quoted. Last columnn. May'59:50
    Ewers, John Ray, 1877-1958
        This thing of prejudice. Jul'26:27
EWERS, JOHN RAY, 1877-1958
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
    Personalities. Sep'35:21
EWERS, MILDRED H
    quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jun'48:48
        Here and there... Feb'49:48
EWERS, NEAL
    Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'63:35
EWING, (married to J. Goodrich Ewing)
    Good ideas. Feb'28:47
        In memoriam. Feb'30:46
EWING, ADELAIDE FRANCES
    Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
EWING, DOUGLAS
    Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
EWING, ELLA CAMPBELL, 1883-1907
    With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:13
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6

EWING, EMMA
  Eureka missionary service flag (photo) Jun'19:49

EWING, GLEN E.
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'69:34
  In brief. May'70:40
  World events (photo) Mar'72:39

EWING, IRENE
  In memoriam. May'29:36

EWING, J C R
  Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'25:47

EWING, JOHN M., -1926
  (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:35
  Jan'27:53

Ewing, Neva Cook
  Women on world highways. Mar'68:30

EX-CONVICTS
  The hard road back, Jul'55:18

"EXILES IN THE HOLY LAND" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'58:44

EXLEY, EMMA
  (death) Served at Morehead. May'30:47

EXLINE, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Friends of God. Jun'24:55

EXMAN, EUGENE
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:6

EXPO '67
  Expo '67. Jul'67:42

EXPO '70
  Ecumenical events. Sep'69:43

EYLER, MARVIN H
  Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28

EYSTON, GEORGE
  The last page (photo) Nov'38:48

EZRA (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
  Missionary illustrations... Sep'29:40

EZEKIEL (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
  Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41
"A FABLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'72:33
FABRE, EMILE C. GOD'S UNDERGROUND
New books. Apr'71:28
"FACE OF THE SOUTH" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'58:49
"FACE TO THE FUTURE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'59:44
FACHINATO, LORENZO G
(photo) Jan'21:15
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
FAGAN, DICK
Church finds and creates opportunity in Philippines (photo)
Sep'72:29
FAGAN, M. HOWARD, 1885-1949
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
(photo) Oct'23:55
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52
Personalities. (photo) Dec'36:25
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
In memoriam. Apr'49:40
FAGEL, PIETER
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:6
FAGIN, RICHARD
Beyond liberalism (photo) May'69:17
FAGLEY, RICHARD E.
quoted. Toronto considers the world Christian mission.
Mar'52:20
FAGLEY, RICHARD M. THE POPULATION EXPLOSION AND CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY
Book chat. Apr'60:18
FAGLEY, RICHARD M. TO BUILD A BETTER WORLD
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
FAHS, CHARLES H. CONSPECTUS OF COOPERATIVE MISSIONARY ENTERPRISES
Book chat. Dec'35:31
FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES ACT
Social trend. Apr'46:16
Fairbanks, Carroll E., 1901-
(married to Hope Olive Bolender Fairbanks)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'36:39
FAIRBANKS, CARROLL E., 1901-
(photo) May'22:18
News room (photo) Mar'43:34
quoted. Last column. Jun'46:48
News room. Feb'48:38
Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:2
Here and there with World Call (photo) Mar'58:50
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, JR.
Global highlights (photo) Feb'49:2
FAIRBANKS, HOPE OLIVE BOLENDER (married to Carroll Fairbanks)
  Here and there with World Call (photo) Mar'58:50

FAIRBROTHER, LYREL MARGUERITE BARE, 1928–
  (married to Archie Fairbrotther)
  (birth) Jan'28:63

FAIRCHILD, HENRY PRATT. THE PRODIGAL CENTURY
  Book chat. Jul'51:40

FAIRCHILD, ROY W. FAMILIES IN THE CHURCH
  Book chat. May'61:22

FAIRES, DARRELL RAY, 1934–
  Churchwoman, do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16
  (photo) Jan'71:14
  Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:6

FAIRFAX, JEAN
  World events (photo) Apr'69:30

FAIRFAX, ROBERT H. KE SOONI
  Book chat. Mar'58:31

FAIRFAX, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Notes. May'20:59

FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, October-December, 1962. Apr'63:45

FAIRFIELD, (MRS. A. C.)
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:62

FAIRFIELD, WYNN C
  Global highlights (photo)
    Jul'47:4   Jul'51:2   Feb'55:3
  This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:24

FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Apr'59:front cover
  The cover. Apr'59:inside front cover
  More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44

FAIRFIELD, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Here and there with World Call. Mar'65:50
  In brief. Oct'70:45
  Letters. Jan'71:4

FAIRHOPE, ALABAMA. HAYMARKET COFFEE HOUSE
  Haymarket Coffee House. Nov'68:45

FAIRMONT, WEST VIRGINIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Aug'21:13
  Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47

FAIRMOUNT, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo of pageant) Jun'28:48

FAITH
  What is faith? Aug'24:26
  No greater faith. Apr'27:39
  Faith, repentence, baptism. Feb'32:13
  Christian faith as an atidote for panic. Nov'32:5
  The just shall live. Nov'40:29
  The faith by which the church lives. Mar'42:18
  The average man, religion and democracy. Dec'43:16
  Faith is individual... Mar'47:6
  We are confident that God rules. May'71:18

FAITH AND ORDER CONFERENCES
  See also
  WORLD FAITH AND ORDER CONFERENCE
NORTH AMERICAN FAITH AND ORDER CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Nov'47:3        Feb'56:4
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:30
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
(England) Global highlights. Nov'64:6

FAITH AND ORDER INSTITUTE
Global highlights. Jun'57:5

"FAITH BY THE GRACE OF GOD" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'63:42

FAITH CURE
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
A healing ministry. Apr'61:30
Body and soul. Jan'63:14

FAITH HEALING
See
FAITH CURE

"FAITH IN ACTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. May'73:34

"FAITH IN REVOLUTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
(photo) Mar'69:front cover
The cover. Mar'69:4
Audio-visuals. Mar'69:29

"FAITH OF OUR FAMILIES" (MOTION PICTURE)
Book chat. May'54:41

"FAITH OF OUR FATHERS" (HYMN)
Nov'27:7

FAJARDO, OSIAS
Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'65:33

Falconer, Margaret
The desire for service. Nov'23:47

FALK, (married to Harry Falk)
Here and there... Mar'48:48

FALK, HANS
Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:5

FALK, MAURICE
Items that made news last month. Feb'30:44

FALL, PAUL HENRY
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'23:52
Hiram's President-elect (photo) Feb'40:19
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:14 (photo p. 15)
Classroom and campus.
Dec'44:27       Dec'46:30       (photo) Apr'53:31
quoted. Twelve Disciples schools receive large Ford grants
(photo) Feb'56:27
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'57:30
Global highlights. Apr'57:2
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'57:30

FALL, PHILLIP SLATER, 1798-1890
Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:17

FALL CREEK, WEST VIRGINIA
Notes. Sep'19:51

FALLAW, WESNER. THE MODERN PARENT AND THE TEACHING CHURCH
Book chat. Jun'47:42

FALLAW, WESNER. TOWARD SPIRITUAL SECURITY
Book chat. Jan'53:41
FALLIS, LEW D
Classroom and campus. Dec'44:26
FALLIS, OKLAHOMA. MACEDONIA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Mar'20:64
FALLOUT SHELTERS
See AUTOMATIC BOMB SHELTERS
FALLS, (MRS. J. H.)
In memoriam. Sep'30:39
FALLS, (MRS. W. C.) -1955
In memoriam. Jan'56:35
FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Jul'57:36
More churches join Home Plan. Apr'59:48
Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? (photo of worship service) Oct'72:29
FALVEY, (married to Dickson D. Falvey)
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'39:inside front cover
FAMILY
Religious education in the home. Nov'24:29
The family life of the church. Jul'26:7
Family life maintained. Jul'26:52
What of the Christian home? Feb'27:5
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
A house or a home. May'28:35
The family is still first. Apr'31:17
The threshold. Feb'41:2
Defense measures in the home. Jun'42:46
Women and world highways. May'44:29
The threshold. Apr'45:2
Christian family life helps. May'46:43
On achieving a Christian home. Nov'46:7
The Crusade goes to the home. May'47:12
Conference on church and home. Jan'49:24
Home builders are world builders. Apr'49:42
Favorite progr�ms for family listening. Jun'49:46
What God hath joined together... Nov'50:23
Our family loves the church. May'52:13
June, brides and mother-in-law. Jun'52:15
Thinking about vacations. Jul'52:15
A growing time for the spirit. Jan'53:19
Reading aloud in the family. Feb'53:21
Families need faith in themselves. Jun'53:10
The family and its money. Oct'53:13
Families can have fun together. Feb'54:22
How can families face the unexpected? Mar'54:22
Family life is changing. May'54:22
Women and world highways. May'54:32
Anger—and the family. Jul'54:8
Families make their community. Oct'54:21
When the family worships together. Feb'55:28
No substitute for family unity. May'55:5
A home that is open to God. May'55:29
Families must cooperate. Jul'55:25
Protestants in Philippines lead family life movement. Jul'55:27
The right to privacy. Sep'55:21
When a family meets handicaps. Oct'55:23
A newcomer joins the family. Nov'55:12
The family faces change. Dec'55:25
A family can give support. Jan'56:23
Divided families need church aid. Jan'56:43
Families can have fun. Feb'56:20
The family's money. Apr'56:7
Discipline is necessary. Apr'56:20
When a patient returns home. May'56:23
Families and world peace. May'56:43
Understanding brings relief. Jun'56:14
The family pocketbook. Jul'56:26
In-laws can be friends. Sep'56:22
What's your hurry? Oct'56:14
Families must learn to adjust. Nov'56:12
What should the Christian family teach? Nov'56:13
World peace begins at home. Dec'56:21
The family rates itself. Jan'57:20
National holidays can aid the family. Feb'57:18
When children learn of Jesus' death. Mar'57:12
Let's keep East Christian! Apr'57:21
Filipinos build Christian homes. Apr'57:27
The strength of the family. May'57:7
Salute your partner! May'57:16
Independence for nations and youth. Jul'57:16
Witnessing in the home. Jan'58:20
Home and church prepare scientists. Feb'58:15
The family can help the new church member. Mar'58:18
What shall we wear on Easter? Apr'58:16
Churches look at the family. May'58:16
Table talk can build togetherness. Jun'58:23
How much time for the church? Sep'58:21
Let's worry together. Oct'58:31
Steps in meeting marriage failure. Jan'59:28
Do parents really care? Feb'59:20
Easter--Holy Day or holiday? Mar'59:29
God's families. Apr'59:22
Summer can bring families together. May'59:16
Is the church really helping your family? Jun'59:24
Children have problems, too. Jul'59:28
Skeleton in the family's closet. Sep'59:22
Ministry to families. Oct'59:16
The church helps in sex education. Sep'59:24
Women and world highways. Nov'59:31
Global highlights. Dec'59:6
Young people ask about marriage. Dec'59:18
Women and world highways. Dec'59:33
Easter is for families, too. Mar'60:18
Family week is special. Apr'60:24
Family life is changing. May'60:14
Families grow at family camp. Jul'60:22
When families go to church. Sep'60:25
The church plans for older families. Oct'60:27
Morality of family spending. Feb'61:25
In the best of families. Mar'61:16
Family worship yields dividends. May'61:18
Adoption calls for adjustment. Jun'61:18
Togetherness--in the summer? Jul'61:25
Where Christian learning occurs. Sep'61:22
Homes build the nation. Oct'61:16
What makes a Christian home? Oct'61:21
Mental health in Christian homes. Nov'61:16
Opportunities unlimited in the holidays. Nov'61:18
House by the Raipur Road. Jan'62:25
Christian families are few in Japan. Mar'62:18
Worship gives a family vitality. May'62:21
When parents meet. Feb'64:28
The church can help its families. May'64:21
17 ways the church can serve its families. May'64:45
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:43
What is a Christian family? May'66:31
Women on world highways. Jul'68:28
What's the future of the family? Jul'73:23

FAMILY BIBLIOGRAPHY
Marriage and family life. May'59:41

FAMILY CAMP
Christian families go to camp. Nov'49:44
What God hath joined together... Nov'50:23
Paraguayan families go to Conference (photo of Conference)
Mar'51:42
The family goes camping together. Nov'51:29
(1956 schedule) Use summer creatively. May'56:32
(1957 schedule) Purposeful summer experiences. May'57:30
(1958 schedule) Camps and Laboratory schools. May'58:34
It's time for vacation! Jul'58:28
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
(1959 schedule) Purposeful summer activity. May'59:30
Families grow at family camp. Jul'60:22
A new approach to family camping. May'63:19

FAMILY CAMP. CRYSTAL LAKE, MICHIGAN
Echos from everywhere (photo) Nov'57:34

FAMILY CAMP. INDIANA
Global highlights. Oct'53:4

FAMILY CAMP. TROY, MISSOURI
(photo) Nov'51:front cover
Our cover. Nov'51:inside front cover

FAMILY LIFE CONFERENCE
Women and world highways (photo of some delegates) May'54:32

FAMILY TALK
See

NBA FAMILY TALK
"THE FAMILY THAT PRAYED" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'67:39

FAMILY WEEK
...in home and church. May'46:17
Family Week, 1947. Apr'47:45
Home builders are world builders. Apr'49:42
May 1-8. May'49:45
Religion needed in home life. May'49:47
The strength of the family. May'57:7
...planned. May'57:40
May'58:47
Family week is special. Apr'60:24
For the family life of our nation. May'61:10

FAMILY WELFARE SOCIETY (BOSTON)
- Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:57

FAMINE COLONIZATION ASSOCIATION OF CHINA
- Jan'19:36

FAMINES
- Eye witness report of China famine. Mar'21:36
- Feed my sheep. Mar'21:44
- Contributions to the Famine Relief Funds.
  - Apr'21:52      May'21:54      Jun'21:15
- Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:59
- Miss Kelly writes from the famine district. Jul'21:42
- Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51
- China Famine Fund. Aug'21:57
- 15,000,000 starving in Russia. Jan'22:3
- Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:53
- For famine prevention in China. Mar'22:43
- Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51
- The serpent that failed. Jul'22:28
- Echoes from everywhere.
  - Feb'23:49      Apr'23:57      Oct'23:60
- Sending wheat to the Lamere district. Apr'25:39
- Scientific training useful. Sep'25:37
- Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
- Latest word on the China famine. Jan'30:59
- News items that point the trend of the day. Aug'30:35
- Where famine stalks. Jan'36:29
- Feeding the hungry. Oct'41:30
- Relief for occupied countries. Jun'43:34
- Milk for famine victims of India. Feb'44:38
- The threshold. Dec'44:2
- Famine ahead. May'45:4
- Social trends. Jun'46:12
- Global highlights. Jul'46:3
- Situation in India. Sep'46:45
- Shall India go unfed? Mar'51:29
- Food in India. Mar'54:45
- Global highlights. Apr'61:7
- Famine persists in India. Feb'67:24
- The enemy is famine. Sep'67:15
- Fish in the chapel. May'69:22
- Love: one egg or $13 million. Dec'72:7
- Muslims and Christians fight famine together. Dec'73:14

FANDON, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
- Enter Home Plan. Mar'63:48

Fangmeier, Julia Strain (married to Robert Alfred Fangmeier)
- Missionary worship service.
  - Jun'60:37      Sep'60:37      Nov'60:33
  - Jul'60:39      Oct'60:37
- About "persons of special need." Jun'62:41

FANGMEIER, JULIA STRAIN
- (photo) Oct'60:39

FANGMEIER, LENA, -1962
- (death) News room. Mar'62:38

Fangmeier, Robert Alfred, 1915-
- (married to Julia Strain Fangmeier)
- Technical assistance--a missionary idea. Jul'56:22
How much time for peace? Jul'59:27
Disciples in Congress speak on world peace. Jul'60:16
Women and world highways. Oct'60:33
How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:20
Christians look at Communism. Jul'62:19
Sunday morning in Prague. Jan'64:19
A world without want. Oct'64:20
Days of old and 1964 at Detroit. Dec'64:15
Social trends. Sep'66:20
Young men are troubled about war. Apr'67:16
The draft is wrong. May'69:27
Should campus revolutionaries be stopped by police? Jul'69:26
Which way, Puerto Rico? Dec'71:16
Amnesty: reconciliation or conflict? Apr'73:11

FANGMEIER, ROBERT ALFRED, 1915-
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'55:4
Global highlights (photo) Nov'55:2
(photo) Oct'60:33 Jul'61:21
Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:5
In brief. Jan'69:46 Jan'71:43

FANNING, IDA, -1943
In memoriam. Oct'43:33

Fanning, Joseph
God misplaced (poem) Nov'73:50

FANNON, FRANK O., 1860-1933
In memoriam. Feb'34:39

FANT, ELIZA P
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30

FAR EAST BROADCASTING COMPANY
In brief. Jul'69:40

FAR EAST CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Jul'53:2

FARAMELLI, NORMAN J. TECH-NEHTICS: CHRISTIAN MISSION IN AN AGE OF TECHNOLOGY
New books. Sep'71:28

FARES, FAYEZ
Youth and missions (photo) Apr'52:35

Fargo, Ruth
Someone (poem) May'33:48

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. May'20:60,63
(photo) Aug'21:12
These people have fortitude. Apr'34:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40

FARHA, MARGARET
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33

FARID, ALBERT
(photo) Mar'36:27
Faringham, Marianna
Intercession (poem) Jul'27:47

FARIS, BESSIE HOMAN, -1937 (married to Ellsworth E. Faris)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31

FARIS, DONALD. TO PLOW WITH HOPE
Book chat. Jun'58:44

Faris, Ellsworth E., 1874-1953 (married to Bessie Homan Faris)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:38
A hero of the faith. May'35:13
Fifty years--ago and hence. Mar'49:31

FARIS, ELLSWORTH E., 1874-1953
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41  Apr'38:30
The Congo mission celebrates its Golden Jubilee. Mar'49:31
News room. Mar'49:34
(death) News room. Feb'54:31

FARIS, ELLSWORTH E., III
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding. May'64:24

FARIS, J N
(photo) Nov'36:23

FARIS, JOHN
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:43

Farish, Hayes, 1886-1960
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:12
Missionary preaching. Mar'38:20
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:38
The minister and the church school. Nov'53:15

FARISH, HAYES, 1886-1960
(photo) Mar'24:36  Jul'43:21
EHP grows (photo) May'58:44

FARLEY, JAMES J
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32
A new day in church financing (photo) Jul'65:14

Farley, Robert E
Then and now. Jul'30:12

FARMER, (married to William Perry Farmer) -1955
In memoriam. Jan'56:35

FARMER, ALBERT WHIPPLE, 1908-1979
(married to Frances Hederhorst Farmer)
(married to Dorothy Brauninger Farmer)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'60:7
In brief. Mar'70:38

FARMER, AMY, -1958
In memoriam. Oct'58:37

Farmer, Barbara Boynton, 1920-
(married to Garland Sewell Farmer)
Not just ordinary boxes. Jun'49:40
Women and world highways. Apr'52:33
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34  Mar'58:36
Growth of a Disciple. May'58:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38
Women and world highways. Oct'58:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36  Jan'59:40
Letters. Sep'71:31

FARMER, BARBARA BOYNTON, 1920-
News room. Oct'45:25
(photo) Jun'46:back cover  Dec'48:23
News room. May'52:34  Oct'55:36
Children's need cannot wait. Jun'58:13
(photo) Sep'58:15

FARMER, CHRISTINE, 1949-
(birth) News room. Dec'49:32

FARMER, EARL S
(photo) Apr'53:1
FARMER, ELIZABETH
(photo) Apr'43:33
Farmer, Garland Sewell, 1919-
(married to Barbara Boynton Farmer)
The church moves forward in Puerto Rico. Apr'52:17
Letters. Sep'71:31
FARMER, GARLAND SEWELL, 1919-
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
News room. Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:7 (photo p. 6)
News room. Oct'45:25
(photo) Jun'46:back cover May'47:27 Dec'48:23
Church Extension goes abroad. Sep'49:16
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:15
Puerto Rico points the way. Mar'52:6
(photo) Apr'52:17
News room. Jul'54:42 Sep'54:39
News room. Oct'55:36
Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
(photo) Sep'58:15
Global highlights.
(photo) Jul'59:7 Sep'60:6 (photo) May'61:7
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
quoted. Partners in progress (photo) Jul'62:28
News room. Dec'64:36
(photo) Jan'68:43
In brief (photo) Jun'71:40
Let us keep awake to holy surprise (photo) Mar'72:49
World events (photo) Nov'73:38
Farmer, George C
Front line troops at worship. Mar'45:34
FARMER, GRACE G
Red Cross women adopt mission hospital. Feb'20:53
FARMER, HARRY
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47
FARMER, HERBERT H. GOD AND MEN
Book chat. Mar'48:20
FARMER, LOUISE, 1953-
(birth) News room. Mar'53:46
FARMER, MARGARET ANN, 1948-
(birth) News room. Oct'48:47
News room. Dec'49:32
FARMER CITY, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:13
FARMERS
Global highlights. Apr'62:7
FARMING
See
AGRICULTURE
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'58:30
One church aids the war on poverty. Jan'66:15
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Maintenance aid. May'58:46
FARMVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Five churches added to Every Home Plan. Dec'60:46
FARMVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Farner, Konrad  
Dialogue. Nov'68:49
FARNER, KONRAD  
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'69:42
FARNEY, (MRS. P. D.) -1960  
In memoriam. May'60:35
FARQUHARSON, RODNEY  
The best companion (photo) Sep'32:33
FARR, (married to Morgan Farr) -1955  
In memoriam. Mar'55:39
FARR, CLARA LEE  
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:26
FARR, J  
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
Farra, Ann Elizabeth  
I am ready. Mar'25:13
FARRA, ANN ELIZABETH  
College of Missions. Mar'25:64  
New missionaries to four fields. Aug'27:25  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
FARRA, ELIZABETH  
See  
FARRA, ANN ELIZABETH
Farrar, James  
A southerner looks at race relations. Feb'57:11  
Invocation. Sep'66:49
FARRAR, JAMES  
(photo) Apr'46:4  
Global highlights. Jul'46:3  
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24  
Global highlights. Jun'48:3 Jun'61:8  
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:36
FARRAR, O. DAVID, 1932-  
In brief. Apr'71:43
FARRAR, ROBERT  
The dilemma of stretching dollars (photo) Nov'65:25
FARRARMERE, SOUTH AFRICA  
Global highlights. Feb'57:3
FARRELL, BESSIE  
The challenge of the church. Feb'19:59
FARRELL, DELIA, -1947  
In memoriam. Nov'47:35
Farrell, James Edward  
New health for ailing churches. Sep'62:20
FARRINGTON, (married to William Farrington)  
(death) New guests in the homes for the aged. May'39:42
Farrington, Harry W  
Our Christ (poem) Jul'25:5
FARRINGTON, WILLIAM  
(death) Notes from the Benevolent Homes. Mar'38:43
FARRIOR, JANET RUBENKING (married to Donald Farrior)  
Youth and mission (photo) Dec'56:39
FARRIS, BERLYN
Global highlights. May'54:2, Jul'54:2
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:23

FARRIS, H. BENNETT
Classroom and campus. May'66:44

Farris, J. Randall, 1880-1977 (married to Lydia Estelle Lackey)
He yet speaketh. Aug'31:31

FARRIS, J. RANDALL, 1880-1977
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17

Farrister, Clifford W
Direct line. Oct'67:31
Chaplains counsel men in correctional training. Feb'71:33

FARRISTER, CLIFFORD W.
(photo) Oct'67:31, Feb'71:33

FARTHING, ALMIRA, -1948
In memoriam. May'48:37

FASCINATO, LORENZO GIACOMO
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32 (photo p. 33)

FASCISM
The future of compulsion. Mar'36:4
American fascists and the "loyalty oath." Mar'36:4
Fascism a treat to democracy. Mar'36:4

FASKEN, JOSEPH
(photo) Jan'21:7

FATCHGARH, INDIA
Christianity in India means learning (photo of village school) Jun'65:26

"FATE OF JOHN THE BAPTIST" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'57:47

FATH, (married to James Fath) -1936
In memoriam. Feb'37:39

FATH, (married to John Fath) -1956
In memoriam. Jan'56:35

FATHER AND SON WEEK
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47

FATHER'S DAY
Sincerely yours. Jun'36:10

FAITIG, ROBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33

Faulconer, J. S.
That first pay check. Mar'37:8

FAULCONER, J. S.
(photo) Mar'37:8

FAULCONER, JAMES N
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

FAULCONER, JOSEPH F
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17

Faulconer, Joseph S
Letters. Oct'67:4

Faulconer, Mary Ellen Goodnow, 1905-
(married to Joseph Stanley Faulconer)
Letters. Dec'65:inside front cover
Rainy day thoughts (poem) Mar'68:43

Faulders, Leavitt Thomas, 1864-1950
Her own memory perpetuated. Apr'27:62
FAULDERS, LEAVITT THOMAS, 1864-1950
   (photo) Mar'24:24
FAULHABER, CARDINAL. JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, GERMANY
   Book chat. Oct'34:40
Faulkner, Barbara
   Reiteration (poem) May'41:48
FAULKNER, ERNEST
   Global highlights. Feb'62:7
FAUNCE, ELLIS G
   In memoriam. Nov'27:59
FAUNCE, LEONA
   (death) Apr'24:57
FAUNCE, SARAH
   Enjoying the fellowship (photo) Sep'26:25
Faunce, William Henry Perry
   Note. Jan'26:inside front cover
   Foreign missions and world peace. Jul'26:18
FAUNCE, WILLIAM HENRY PERRY. FACING LIFE
   Speaking of books. Dec'28:44
FAUNCE, WILLIAM HENRY PERRY. THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
   Bargains in books. Jan'23:62
FAUROT, (married to Fred Faurot)
   Classroom and campus. Oct'59:32
FAUROT, R
   Through the years. Sep'33:38
FAUROT, RANDALL
   Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:13
FAUS, W. ARTHUR. THE GENIUS OF THE PROPHETS
   Book chat. Mar'48:20
FAUSSETT, DEAN
   (photo) Feb'56:17
Faust, Dorothy (married to Floyd Faust)
   Women and world highways. Jun'54:34
   They help people become whole. Feb'62:16
FAUST, DOROTHY
   Beneath the spire. Dec'48:4
   (photo) Sep'60:12
Faust, Floyd, 1904- (married to Dorothy Faust)
   Puerto Rico: Isle of enchantment. May'49:15
   A church shows it really cares. Nov'62:20
FAUST, FLOYD, 1904-
   Personalities. Jun'35:12    May'37:19
   Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
   Our Columbus churches (photo) Oct'37:7
   (photo) Sep'60:front cover
   The cover. Sep'60:inside front cover
   Minister to a city's needs (photos) Sep'60:11
   quoted. Last column. Jan'62:50
FAUX, DANIEL
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'67:34
FAUZ, DANIEL
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'66:32
Faw, Martha Whitehead (married to Judson Faw)
   Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
   Women and world highways.
      Jun'56:31    Sep'57:33    Feb'60:35    Nov'61:33
At Jarvis—first a life. Apr'63:29

FAW, MARTHA WHITEHEAD
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:31
Global highlights. Jun'60:4

FAWCETT, LEWIS L
quoted. The judge hands down a decision. May'30:6

FAXON, ALICIA CRAIG. WOMEN AND JESUS
New books. Jul'73:34

FAY, ELIZABETH
(death) Jan'20:53

FAYETTE, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60
Global highlights. Feb'52:3

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Adults and mission. Feb'63:38
More than a baby-sitting service! (photo of Infant Development Center) Apr'73:8

FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:22

FAYETTEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. PEACE MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

FEASTER, ELZINA, -1948
In memoriam. Nov'48:37

Featherstone, Maidie R
Better than battleships. Feb'21:52

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Social trends. Apr'52:20
Tirades over the air. May'61:10

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN AMERICA
See also

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
Jul'19:56
Plans for ecumenical conference. Aug'20:27
A message to the churches. Feb'21:back cover
Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:48
The Winona Convention and Federal Council of Churches...
Oct'21:54
International Convention... Oct'22:52
Recommendations. Apr'23:42
Help the German children. Apr'24:39
(note) Jun'24:57
Facing the common task of the churches. Jan'25:4
The indivisibility of the church's life. May'25:17
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
...issues strong statement on Prohibition. Dec'25:34
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
International ideals of the Churches of Christ. Jul'26:18
The churches stand committed. Sep'26:22
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:41
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45 Jul'27:52
Federal Council endorses Pentecost. Mar'28:60
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45 Dec'28:45
Rochester, Jan'29:4
The momentum of Pentecost. Feb'29:11
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31       Jun'29:42
Convention elections and resolutions.
   Oct'29:33       Nov'31:31       Nov'32:29
The month among Disciples. Jan'33:4
New statement of social ideals. Feb'33:12
Listening in on the world. Jun'33:21
A Presidential rebuke. Jan'36:4
Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44
A significant election. Jan'37:3
Personalities. Dec'37:17
The threshold. Jan'38:2
Social ideals of the churches. Sep'38:4
Christian unity on main street. Jan'41:6
Interracial participation in church assemblies. Feb'41:17
American churches in council. Feb'41:22
The threshold. Sep'41:2
Symbol of Christian unity. Nov'4:4
Christian unity conference. Dec'41:6
We are not divided. Dec'41:6
Social trends. Dec'41:15
A message to our fellow Christians. Feb'42:24
...support. Sep'42:3
America and world order. Jan'43:3
Our heritage of religious freedom. Feb'43:6
Six pillars of peace. May'43:8
An appeal to prejudice. Jul'43:4
United declaration on world peace. Nov'43:20
That they may all be one. Jan'44:11
Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:10
The threshold. Jan'45:2
Leadership of the Federal Council. Jan'45:4
Social trends. Jan'45:14
Where honor is due. Jul'45:4
The threshold. Nov'45:2
Global highlights.
   Jan'46:4       Feb'46:3       Mar'46:2
America and the world's needs. Apr'46:6
Social trends. Apr'46:16
...meets at Columbus. Apr'46:24
Disciples at Columbus. Apr'46:38
Let's look at the record. May'46:6
Social trends. May'46:22
Global highlights. Nov'46:2
Editorial correspondence from Seattle. Jan'47:6
Oxnam's Seattle address. Jan'47:16
Race relations--action rather than talk. Jan'47:21
Global highlights. Feb'47:3
Feb'47:28
Global highlights. Mar'47:4
Aid to sectarian education. Jun'47:6
Global highlights. Sep'47:4
Crossroads of American foreign policy. Sep'47:20
Global highlights. Nov'47:3
Needed--patience and persistence. Nov'47:5
Proposed unity conferences. Nov'47:22
Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:4
Peacetime training. Jan'48:18
Global highlights.
   Feb'48:3       Mar'48:3       May'48:2
Global highlights. Dec'48:3       Jan'49:3
Forty years of Christian cooperation (photos) Jan'49:25
Global highlights. Feb'49:4       Mar'49:2       Apr'49:4
(note) May'49:14
Global highlights. Jul'49:2
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions.
   Jul'49:23
Global highlights. Sep'49:3
A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
The truth about the Federal Council (photo of officers)
   Mar'50:13
Global highlights. May'50:2,3       Jul'50:4       Sep'50:2,4
...brings experience in Christian cooperation to National
Council. Oct'50:28
Social trends. Nov'50:22
Global highlights. Dec'50:4
The wider fellowship in America. Jan'51:21
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
   On the making of books... Jan'42:32
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. BULLETIN
   The threshold. Sep'39:2
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF
   CHRISTIAN UNITY
   Studying Christian unity. Jun'37:3
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON A JUST AND DURABLE
   PEACE
   The threshold. Jul'44:2
   Four fronts for peace. Mar'46:27
   Let's look at the record. May'46:6
   Global highlights. Feb'48:3
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON EVANGELISM
   See
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON INTERCHURCH FEDERATION
   Church and Community Convention to meet in June. Jun'20:49
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON THE CHURCH AND
   MINORITY PEOPLES
   The threshold. Dec'43:2
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON THE CHURCH AND RACE
   RELATIONS
   Glimpses of the religious world.
      Jan'24:52      Feb'25:47      Aug'25:45      Apr'26:45
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL
   SERVICE
   Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:57
   A labor sunday message, 1928. Sep'28:16
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH AND ECONOMIC
   LIFE
   Global highlights. May'47:2
   A message to the churches. Sep'48:5
   Global highlights. Jan'51:3
FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM
   The evangelistic retreat. Sep'24:19
An evangelistic charge through the west. Feb'25:22
Dwight L. Moody walks in daylight. Aug'25:29
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
Third annual Evangelistic Conference and Retreat. Sep'26:55
When thirty million people read together. Feb'27:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
(note) Feb'28:61
Another contribution from the Disciples. Sep'30:4
(photo) Sep'30:31
The church's greatest function. Oct'31:7
Expansion in evangelism. Jul'45:22

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DEPARTMENT OF RACE RELATIONS
Social trends. Jan'49:20

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. STEWARDSHIP COMMITTEE
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
The threshold. Jul'36:2

FEDERAL MOTION PICTURE COUNCIL
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'25:45

FEDERATE SCHOOL OF MISSIONS (MOUNT HERMON)
Mount Hermon Federate School of Missions. Sep'24:56
The threshold. Jul'37:2

FEDERATION OF WOMAN'S BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS OF NORTH AMERICA
Federation... Mar'19:40
Union councils of great moments. Mar'19:49
The deputation. Nov'19:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:53
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:60
Important annual report. Apr'22:64
What Christian women thing of Prohibition. Jul'23:45
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'23:61 Mar'24:46
Summer institute planned. Mar'24:62
Another step toward unity. Dec'28:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45

FEDOROFF, M quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:5

FEE, JOHN GREGG, 1816-1901
Lord...make me an abolitionist (portrait) Jul'63:21

FEHRMAN, AURORA
In memoriam. Oct'41:39

FEHRMAN, NORBERT
News room (photo) Oct'51:43
(photo) Jul'52:38

FEIGHNER, LAURA, -1947
In memoriam. Nov'47:35

FEIKE, E EARL
(photo) Nov'30:18

FEIL, HANS CHRISTIAN (married to Margaret Feil)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'62:8

FELCH, (married to Oscar Felch)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48

FELIX, MIGUEL
Convention in Mexico. Nov'46:31

FELIX, THERESA CARLE, 1883-1963
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
FELKEL, HARRY EUGENE, 1913- (married to Hilma Alma Husted Felkel)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:3
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
Builders help missions grow (photos) Apr'58:28
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
News room. Feb'64:34
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
In brief. Sep'70:45

FELKEL, HILMA ALMA HUSTED, 1914- (married to Harry Eugene Felkel)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:3
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
In brief. Sep'70:45

FEL, (MRS. W J)
Our home at Jacksonville, Illinois. Apr'20:48

FELL, MARY E
quoted. Feb'19:40

FELLER, HENRIETTA. IN THE SHADOW OF MOUNT ROYAL
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40

FELLERS, ANNA M
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'54:31

Fellers, H. C.
Japanese call... Jan'64:13
The "either-or" attitude. Oct'67:48

FELLERS, HERMAN CECIL, 1906-1970 (married to Jessie Mae Fellers)
In memoriam. Jun'70:41

Fellers, Jessie Mae (married to Herman Cecil Fellers)
Women and world highways. May'47:37

FELLOWS, EDNA MAE, 1888-
A woman preacher in a village pulpit (photo) May'31:17

FELLOWSHIP DAY
Global highlights. Apr'55:3

FELLOWSHIP FOR A CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ORDER
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45 Apr'26:45

FELLOWSHIP OF CAMPUS MINISTRY
Global highlights. Mar'57:6

FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
Christians in shoulder pads. Nov'67:40

FELLOWSHIP OF PRAYER
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
Feb'34:3
The threshold.
Mar'35:2 Jan'37:2 Jan'39:2
Mar'36:2 Jan'38:2
...in braille. Mar'41:43

FELLOWSHIP OF RECONCILIATION
Editor enters peace work. Feb'35:16
The threshold. Mar'35:2
We break new seas today. Mar'35:20
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:14
Ambassadors of goodwill. Sep'38:17
A world faith. Nov'39:25
Social trends. Dec'40:22
Global highlights.
Sep'50:2 Jan'55:3 Feb'62:8
FELLOWSHIP OF THE CAMPUS MINISTRY
Echoes from everywhere (photo of officers) Sep'57:34
News room. Feb'60:34
Feltner, Faye, 1927-
Their home is where the crops are. Apr'53:8
The real doctors. Jul'53:7
FELTNER, FAYE, 1927-
News room. Oct'52:38
(photo) Jul'57:inside back cover
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Oct'69:38
In brief (photo) Sep'71:41
FELTON, RALPH ALMON, 1882-
Making of ministers. Nov'49:6
News room (photo) Oct'52:38
FELTON, RALPH ALMON. HOPE RISES FROM THE LAND
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Book chat. Jan'56:41
FELTON, RALPH ALMON. MEN WORKING
Men working. Sep'49L5
FELTON, RALPH ALMON. SERVING THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Our book corner. Dec'21:56
FENELON, FRANCOIS. CHRISTIAN PERFECTION
Book chat. Apr'47:22
FENG YU-CHIANG
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39
FENG YU-HSIANG
Can you beat this investment? Jun'23:28
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
May'25:55 Jan'26:53
Christianity in high circles. Jun'29:24
Fenn, William Purviance
Christian colleges in China face a new year. Feb'43:29
Going home. Jun'46:41
A Christian college in Hong Kong grows. Mar'53:40
FENN, WILLIAM PURVIANCE
Global highlights (photo) Jan'52:3
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
FENNER, G. RAYMOND
Opportunities unlimited (photo) Jun'68:20
Fenner, Mildred
Christian citizenship. Apr'58:34
FENOGLIO, LOUISE
News room. Jan'45:36
FENSTEIN, FLORENCE ALLEN
(death) Mar'22:54
FENTON, CASSIUS M. (married to Sue Fenton)
Classroom and campus. Oct'59:33
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
FENTON, HORACE L., JR.
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'68:16
FENTON, J. C. THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN
New books. Jun'71:28
FENZELL, CARMEN
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jan'60:50
FERBER, EDNA. GIANT
Book chat. Feb'53:16
FERBER, EDNA. ICE PALACE
   North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
FERGUSON, (MRS. C. E.)
   (photo) Jul'34:39
Ferguson, (married to Clayton Ferguson)
   Flowers for the living. Jul'26:1
FERGUSON, (married to Frank W. Ferguson) -1963
   In memoriam. Mar'64:45
FERGUSON, (MRS. J. T.)
   (photos) Feb'41:23,24
FERGUSON, (MRS. J. W.)
   In memoriam. Feb'32:39  Mar'32:39
FERGUSON, (married to James T. Ferguson)
   Washington... Dec'30:11
   Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:24
   Personalities. Feb'38:23
FERGUSON, (MRS. M.)
   (photo) Oct'47:25
Ferguson, (Mrs. P. D.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:56
FERGUSON, (MRS. P. D.)
   (photo) Dec'24:34
FERGUSON, (MRS. R. E.)
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
FERGUSON, A A
   Notes. Dec'19:63
FERGUSON, ALEXANDER
   Global highlights. Apr'54:3
FERGUSON, ALEXANDER B
   Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:24
FERGUSON, ALICE CATHERINE
   Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
FERGUSON, ALICE R., 1847-1931
   In memoriam. Aug'31:40
FERGUSON, CLIFF
   Classroom and campus. Feb'63:35
FERGUSON, FRANK W., -1958
   In memoriam. May'58:37
FERGUSON, GUY V
   Notes. Jan'20:60
FERGUSON, L O
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
FERGUSON, MARTHA
   (death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53
FERGUSON, ROBERT. INDIANS OF THE SOUTHEAST: THEN AND NOW
   New books. Oct'73:35
FERGUSON, ROWENA
   Youth and missions (photo) Dec'53:37
FERGUSON, THOMAS CAMPBELL, 1906-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'59:8
Ferguson, W C
   The year's work in Mississippi. Nov'19:27
FERGUSON, W C
   Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
   Apr'19:39
FERGUSON, WILLIAM WEBSTER
   College summer events. Sep'38:31
Classroom and campus. Apr'47:30
A teacher effects eternity (photo) Jan'57:13
FERGUSSON, MATTHEW JOHN, 1849-1939
quoted. The first page. Apr'31:2
FERM, DEANE WILLIAM
quoted. Last column. Jan'62:50
FERM, DEANE WILLIAM. RESPONSIBLE SEXUALITY NOW
New books. May'71:28
FERM, VIRGILUS. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN THEOLOGY
Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
FERM, VIRGILUS. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MORALS
Book chat. Jan'58:24
FERM, VIRGILUS. FIRST CHAPTERS IN RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY
Book chat. Apr'37:20
Fern, Gilbert Harney, 1880- (married to Carriebelle Fern)
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31
FERN, GILBERT HARNEY, 1880-
(photo) Mar'24:30
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Aug'25:52  Oct'25:54
quoted. Go-to-College Day--Why observe it? Sep'25:28
FERN, KENNETH
(photo) Jul'23:5
FERN, NORA ALICE
In memoriam. Dec'43:31
FERNANDEZ, (MISS) (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37
FERNANDEZ, CESAR
A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:23
FERNANDEZ, HANNA
Christian witness in India (photo) Mar'49:24
FERNANDEZ, HATTIE
Her life tells a mission's story (photo) Mar'65:48
FERNANDEZ, MARIA GUADALUPE
(photo) Feb'44:33
FERNANDEZ, ROBERTO
A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:23
Fernow, Dale Arlen, 1937- (married to Patricia Joyce Arnholz Fernow)
Evangelism in Argentina. Jul'67:48
Direct line. Dec'70:31  Dec'71:30
FERNOW, DALE ARLEN, 1937-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary services...
(photo) Sep'64:7
Missionary register. Sep'66:45
Global highlights. Apr'67:7
In brief. Sep'69:39
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
In brief. Sep'70:39
(photo) Dec'70:31  Dec'71:30
Fernow, Patricia Joyce Arnholz, 1937- (married to Dale Arlen Fernow)
Evangelism in Argentina. Jul'67:48
Direct line. Dec'70:31  Dec'71:30
FERNOW, PATRICIA JOYCE ARNHOLZ, 1937-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary services...
(photo) Sep'64:7
FERRELL, DAISY  
(death) Dec'25:51
FERREL, HARRISON H  
Classroom and campus. Apr'64:34  
Classroom and campus (photo) May'64:36
FERREN, IRIS LORRAINE, 1921-  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'51:2  
News room.  
   Nov'52:32  Nov'54:36  Sep'59:41  Sep'62:40  
Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:13 (photo p. 12)  
News room (photo) May'63:40  
Global highlights (photo) May'64:4  
In brief. May'71:42
Ferre, Cornelio M  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34  
Missionary gift. Feb'56:46
FERRE, CORNELIO M  
(photo) Apr'57:27
FERRIN, ANGELICA  
(photo) Dec'22:26
FERRIN, MADELINE  
Here and there with World Call. Dec'48:48
FERRIS, ANITA B. THE MAGIC BOX  
Book announcements. Aug'22:50
FERRIS, DAVID F  
Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34
FERRIS, FRANK HALLIDAY. THE PERPETUAL MIRACLE  
Book chat. Nov'59:42
FERRIS, MAUDE  
(photo) Dec'30:29  
FERRIS, MAUD D., -1962  
(photo) Oct'22:7  
(death) News room. Mar'63:36
FERRIS, THEODORE PARKER. THE NEW LIFE  
Book chat. Apr'61:41  
FERRIS, THEODORE PARKER. THE STORY OF JESUS  
Book chat. Jan'54:20  
FERRIS, THEODORE PARKER. THIS CREATED WORLD  
Book chat. Apr'44:17  
FERRIS, THEODORE PARKER. WHAT JESUS DID  
Book chat. Apr'63:24  
FERRIS, THEODORE PARKER. WHEN I BECAME A MAN  
Book chat. May'57:22
FERRIS, WILLIAM N  
Classroom and campus. Apr'64:34
Fertig, Fred  
Hardest test of Christian faith. Nov'42:10
FERWERDA, VERNON L. EAST AND WEST: ONE WORLD OR TWO?  
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32
FESSENDEN, WILLIAM  
(photo) Mar'59:5
FETTY, JANE SMITH, -1967  
In memoriam. Apr'67:50
FETTY, MAURICE  
Leadership training in two languages. Apr'67:21
FETZER, JACOB  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42  
Sep'31:44
FEUERLICHT, MORRIS M  
(photo) Feb'31:33

FEY, CONSTANCE ANN, 1936-  
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31

FEY, EDWARD, -1959  
(death) News room. Dec'59:40

FEY, EVELYN  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34 (correction Nov'37:43)

FEY, GOLDA CONWELL, 1900-1990. (married to Harold Edward Fey)  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39  
(photo)  
Aug'29:42       Mar'30:45       Jan'31:19       Jun'32:31  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33       Dec'34:33  
(photo) Jul'35:34  
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'67:8

FEY, GORDON EDWARD, 1930-1956  
(birth) Jun'30:63  
(death) News room. Sep'56:30

Fey, Harold Edward, 1898-1990 (married to Golda Conwell Fey)  
(Editor of World Call, August, 1932 – January, 1935)

An old method in the new west. May'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:62
Some first impressions of the Philippines. Feb'30:27
Babel or Pentecost in international relations. Mar'30:17
Even missionaries have fun! Mar'30:35
A hundred years and a thousand books. Oct'30:17
A good man doing his best. May'32:21
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34
The outlook for peace. Dec'33:19
A farmer of men. Mar'34:10
Speaking of books. Jan'34:41
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:44
We break new seas today. Mar'35:20
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:14
God's world is one community. Feb'37:8
The world of nations. Nov'37:25
Ambassadors of goodwill. Sep'38:17
Presenting E. K. Higdon. Jun'39:8
We give Kagawa a church. Jun'40:15
An Indian Sunday. Jul'40:15
Communion in Nanking. Oct'40:5
Church and state in Japan. Nov'40:10
Christianity in China today. Dec'40:19
Book chat. May'43:25
The climate of Columbus. Dec'44:14
The prospect of world missions. Oct'45:13
Shall America be divided? Dec'47:13
Religious segregation. May'49:17
The Philippines—yesterday and today. Jun'53:8
Our Indian neighbors. Jul'55:22
America and Japan need each other. Feb'58:13
Woodhaven extends the ministry. Sep'64:11

New books.  
Sep'64:22       Jan'65:22       May'65:22       Sep'65:26  
Nov'64:22       Mar'65:22       Jul'65:22       Nov'65:18  
Dec'64:24       Apr'65:22
Ministering in a mad, mad, wonderful world. Dec'65:20
New books.

Dec'65:22 May'66:30 Nov'66:16 Apr'67:22

The enemy is famine. Sep'67:15
New books. Sep'67 - Mar'68 p.38 May'68:36
The church in 1999. Jan'69:28
New books. Jan'69 - Feb'70 p.28
Until the church cares. May'70:12
New books.

May'70 - Sep'71 p.28 Oct'72:33
Oct'71:26 Nov'72:36
Nov'71 - Feb'72 p.28 Dec'72 - Jan'73 p.33
Mar'72:30 Feb - Jul'73 p.35
Apr'72:32 Sep'73:36
May'72:33 Oct'73:35
Jun'72:32 Nov'73:34
Jul'72:34 Dec'73:36
Sep'72:32

FEY, HAROLD EDWARD, 1898-1990
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39
(photo) Aug'29:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:50
(photo) Mar'30:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:39
(photo) Jan'31:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35 Feb'32:41
Our new editor. Jun'32:4
(photo) Jun'32:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
The new editor. Aug'32:4
(photo) May'33:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
Editor enters peace work (photo) Feb'35:16
Personalities. Apr'35:17
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'35:1
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:24
(photo) Nov'35:14
The threshold (photo) Oct'36:2
(photo) Nov'36:28 Feb'37:9
The threshold (photo) Nov'37:2
(photo) Dec'37:29
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31
Ambassadors of goodwill. Sep'38:17
(photo) Jan'39:12
The threshold (photo) Apr'40:2
(photo) Apr'40:23
The threshold. Jun'40:2
Never--ancient wonder. Jul'40:3
(photo) Jul'40:15 Oct'40:5 Nov'40:10
quoted. Jackman Memorial Hospital. Dec'40:28
(photo) Jul'41:9
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'43:39
(photo) Oct'45:13
News room. Sep'47:40
Conviction without fanaticism. Dec'47:6
(photo) Dec'47:13
News room. Sep'48:41
Religious segregation. May'49:5
(photo) Mar'49:17
News room. (photo) Dec'51:29 Jan'52:38 Apr'52:38
Global highlights (photo) Jan'54:2
Indians cite Harold Fey. Dec'55:5
Global highlights. Feb'56:2 Jun'56:5 Sep'56:6
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'57:30
Global highlights. Jul'58:5
Salute to the past. Jan'59:10
Global highlights. Feb'59:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'63:34
Global highlights. Mar'64:4
World Calling... Mar'64:10
...to write for World Call. Jul'64:43
(photo) Dec'64:15 Dec'65:20
quoted. Social trends. Sep'66:20
Disciples in the news. Apr'67:7
More than a mirror (photo) Jan'69:10
Honored for achievements. Jul'69:11
Letters. Sep'70:4
In brief. Feb'73:40

FEY, HAROLD E. THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY READER
Book chat. Jul'62:24

FEY, HAROLD E. COOPERATION IN COMPASSION
New books. Sep'66:40

FEY, HAROLD E. THE ECUMENICAL ADVANCE
New books. Oct'70:28
The scene. Jul'71:44

FEY, HAROLD E. INDIANS AND OTHER AMERICANS
Suggested for study. Apr'71:35

FEY, HAROLD E. LIFE: NEW STYLE
New books. Feb'69:29

FEY, HAROLD E. THE LORD'S SUPPER: SEVEN MEANINGS
Book chat. Feb'49:12

FEY, PATRICIA BAKER (married to Russell Conwell Fey)
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46

FEY, RUSSELL CONWELL, 1926- (married to Patricia Baker Fey)
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46

Fiddler, Ruth Francis Burch, 1913-
China eats bitterness. May'38:12

FIDDLER, RUTH FRANCIS BURCH, 1913-
(photo) Jun'23:22 May'38:12

FIDLER, FRANK P
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:5

FIELD, F M
(photo) Mar'24:42

FIELD, MARSHALL
quoted. Common things (poem) Apr'27:64
FIELD, NATHANIEL M
Brothers go to war (photo) Oct'61:27
FIELD WORKERS CONFERENCE
Headquarters notes. May'21:52
FIELDER, MARY
In memoriam. Dec'43:31
Fielder, Mildred
In Thy hands (poem) Jul'65:18
Ozark country (poem) Feb'70:45
The world (poem) Nov'70:inside back cover
We learn slowly (poem) Mar'72:22
Bach on Sunday morning (poem) Apr'72:50
Summer doldrums (poem) Jun'73:40
FIELDER, WILLIAM C
Global highlights. Jun'61:8
FIELDS, (married to John H. Fields)
In memoriam. Mar'33:39
Fields, Cherry (married to Roy Fields)
A modern story of Jonah. Jan'72:31
FIELDS, DULIN
In memoriam. May'39:39
FIELDS, FLORENCE
(photo) Feb'71:20
FIELDS, MAME, -1957
In memoriam. Nov'57:35
FIELDS, OLLA DOVE SCOTT, 1876-1952
In memoriam. May'53:35
Fields, Roy
My friends (poem) Feb'42:48
FIELDS, ROY
Classroom and campus. Apr'45:26 Jul'46:30
FIELDS, W H
(photos) Oct'23:52,56
FIERS, (married to George Fiers) -1962
(death) News room (photo) Dec'62:46
Fiers, Allen Dale, 1906-
(married to Elizabeth "Betty" Kunz Fiers)
My first visit to the Congo. Mar'53:12
Christians meet in an Asian setting. Apr'53:19
Sojourn in Jordan. May'53:20
Adventure for Christ in Thailand. Jun'53:13
Kagawa's four kinds of evangelism. Jul'53:8
World evangelism and missions. Jan'54:8
Partners of the way. May'55:10
Jamaica advances. Jun'55:28
The church becomes the center. Feb'56:7
How Christian is America? Jun'56:20
Christian unity in a global setting. Jan'57:21
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
Race relations in global perspective. Jun'57:21
Brings a continuing story. Dec'57:8
Disciples face Decade of Decision. Oct'58:20
Christian education in a world setting. Nov'58:23
Program moves forward. Mar'59:12
Forty years of outreach. Sep'60:10
What do you think about missions now? Dec'60:23
New hope in Mexico. May'61:21
What price cooperation? Jul'61:11
Meditations. Jul'62:39
Let's all share in Restruct. Jul'63:25
Ask about it! Sep'64 - Apr'65 p. 8
Disciples, delegates and Dallas. Apr'65:17
Ask about it! May'65:8       Jun'65:8
What Disciples want to know about Restructure. Jun'65:21
Ask about it!
    Jul'65:8        Sep'65:8        Oct'65:8        Nov'65:8
? and answers. Jan'66 - Jun'66 p. 8
An exchange of opinions on the meaning of brotherhood.
Jun'66:11
? and answers.
    Jul'66 - Mar'67 p. 8        Apr'67:7        May'67:8
Brotherhood organization. May'67:21
? and answers.
    Jun'67:7       Jul'67 - Nov'67 p. 50       Jan - Apr'68 p. 50
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:11
? and answers.
    Jun - Oct'68 p. 50        Dec'68:50
The scene. Feb'69 - Feb'70 p. 44
What the ICWF Assembly can mean to the church. Mar'70:20
The scene. Mar - Dec'70 p. 44
The representative character of the Christian Church.
Jan'71:7
The scene.
    Feb'71 - Feb'72 p. 44        Jan'73:35
    Mar'72:36        Feb - Apr'73 p. 33
    Apr'72:34        May'73:32
    May'72:35        Jun'73:32
    Jun'72:34        Jul'73:32
    Sep'72:36        Sep'73:34
    Nov'72:35        Oct'73:41
    Dec'72:37
FIERS, ALAN DALE, 1906-
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
Church union conference plans ahead. Feb'50:31
quoted. Crusade progress. Jun'50:26
quoted. Women and world highways (photo) Jun'50:35
Global highlights. Sep'51:2
Wise leadership is assured. Sep'51:5
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
The work is in good hands (photo) Sep'51:13
News room. Oct'51:32        Mar'52:32
    (photo) Jul'52:26
(DED)
News room.
    Nov'52:32        Dec'52:30        (photo) Jan'53:33
quoted. Greetings from Congo. Feb'53:48
    (photo) Mar'53:7,12        Apr'53:21        Jun'53:13
The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
    (photo) Jul'53:8        Feb'54:13,41
quoted. A greater school emerges (photo) Jun'54:13
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
    (photo) Apr'55:11        May'55:10
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'56:34
Global highlights (photo) Jun'56:3
Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
News room. Sep'56:38
Missions house. Sep'56:42
Global highlights. Nov'56:5
News room (photo) Dec'56:40
(photo) Jan'57:21
Global highlights (photo) Feb'57:3
(photo) Apr'57:11
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
(photo) Oct'57:28
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo) Nov'57:13
Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
(photo) Dec'57:8
Mission fields report gains. Dec'57:51
Educators name Fiers. Jan'58:49
Global highlights (photo) May'58:5,6
Christian educators to meet. May'58:48
(photo) Jan'59:back cover Mar'59:12
News room. May'59:40
Harvest time in Latin America. Jul'59:19
News room (photo) Nov'59:38
Women and world highways. Dec'59:33
News room. Feb'60:34
Serving God and man (photo) May'60:28
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:7
News room (photo) Feb'61:34
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35
(photo) May'61:21
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:5
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'61:8
Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:7
Audits and mission (photo) Nov'62:40
News room (photo) Dec'62:32
Agencies and churches (photo) Feb'63:31
(photo) Mar'63:14
Global highlights (photo)
Oct'63:3 Dec'63:34
News room (photo) Dec'63:40
World Calling... Jan'64:10
Youth and the world mission (photo) Jun'64:40
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'64:6
14 appointed for missionary service... (photo) Sep'64:7
Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7 Apr'66:7
World Calling... Jun'66:10 (photo p. 11)
quoted. That "plan" in someone's pocket. Jun'66:28
(photo p. 29)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'67:5
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:7
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'68:7
(photo) Sep'68:14
They made things happen (photo) Jan'69:14
World events. Apr'70:45    Jul'70:37
World Calling... Oct'70:50
World events. Nov'70:37
World events. Jan'71:37
Let us keep awake to holy surprise (photo) Mar'72:49
In brief. Apr'72:40
National Council approves new structure at Dallas. Feb'73:41
Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:24
Uniting the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6
Commentary. Oct'73:16
Retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'73:6
FIERS, ALAN DALE. LORD TEACH US TO PRAY
Women and world highways. Apr'61:35
FIERS, ALAN DALE. THIS IS MISSIONS
For adult mission study. Jan'54:36
Book chat. Mar'54:18
FIERS, ALAN DALE, JR. (married to Hazel Bauer Fiers)
The work is in good hands (photo) Sep'51:13
(marriage) News room. Feb'61:34
FIERS, BARBARA LOUISE
See
JOYCE, BARBARA LOUISE FIERS
Fiers, Betty
See
Fiers, Elizabeth Kunz
Fiers, Elizabeth "Betty" Kunz (married to Alan Dale Fiers)
Nepal frontier. Jul'62:46
It's Quadrennial year! Apr'66:29
Christian life requires willingness to be changed. Nov'68:22
A chat about the ICWF assembly. Apr'70:10
FIERS, ELIZABETH "BETTY" KUNZ
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo)
Mar'32:27 Jan'34:33
The work is in good hands (photos) Sep'51:13
News room. Sep'56:38
Global highlights (photo)
Nov'61:5 Jul'63:6 Nov'64:4
Women on world highways (photo) Sep'66:28
The scene. Apr'69:44
Women on world highways (photo) Jan'70:35
The scene (photo) Feb'70:44
(photo) Apr'70:11
The scene. Jun'72:34
United the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6
FIERS, GEORGE A., -1956
(death) News room. May'56:38
Fiers, Leah Grubbs, 1877-1962
   The finish line (poem) Oct'73:41
FIESER, JAMES L
   Global highlights. Nov'47:4
Fife, Earl Hanson, 1891-1970
   A missionary revival. Apr'23:42
   Good venture indeed. Jun'24:38
   City of the good venture. Jun'27:43
FIFE, EARL HANSON, 1891-1970
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
   News room. Oct'47:32
FIFE, HELEN
   Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:31
FIFE, ROBERT OLDHAM, 1918-
FIFE, ROBERT OLDHAM. TEETH ON EDGE
   New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
Fifer, H N
   His creed (poem) Jun'34:22
FIFIELD, JAMES WILLIAM, JR., 1899-
   These come to Denver. Sep'38:10
   (photo) Dec'38:29
FIGGS, MABEL
   (photo) May'71:44
   World events (photo)
      Mar'72:40 Mar'73:39
FIGLEY, J. PATRICK
   (photo) Sep'68:21
Figueroa, Eloisa Branuelas
   Missionary worship services. Feb'62:37
FIGUEROA, JUAN
   Puerto Rico calls (photo) May'62:22
   Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'67:29 (photo p. 27)
FIGUEROA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
FIJI
   Women and world highways. Feb'55:33 Sep'55:33
   Ecumenical adventure in Fiji. May'71:40
FILEWOOD, LEWIS FRANCIS, 1931-
   Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'60:44
FILIPINOS IN THE UNITED STATES
   Big brothers for Filipino youth. Dec'29:54
   Twenty Filipinos baptized. Sep'31:33
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:40
FILIPOVIC, MILENKO
   Global highlights (photo) May'53:3
Filkins, (married to Dan Filkins)
   Letters. May'69:41
FILLER, DARRELL C
   The seminary scene (photo) Sep'72:24
Fillmore, (Mrs. L C)
   "Cincinnati!" October 13-20. Sep'19:43
FILLMORE, (MRS. L.C.)
   Executive Commitee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
   (photo) Oct'22:7
FILLMORE, ANNA LOUISE

See

SHEDD, ANNA LOUISE FILLMORE

Fillmore, Charles Millard, 1860-1952
The eighteenth Amendment to the National Constitution.
Aug'20:22

FILLMORE, CHARLES MILLARD, 1860-1952
Personalities. Feb'38:23

FILLMORE, CHARLES MILLARD. TOBACCO TABOO
Speaking of books. Jan'31:33

Fillmore, Hannah
Harmony (poem) Oct'40:12

Fillmore, Hazel Sarah Hill, 1895-1968
(married to Herbert W. Fillmore)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:60

FILLMORE, HAZEL SARAH HILL, 1895-1968
(photo) Jun'21:12
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
In memoriam. Oct'68:42

Fillmore, Herbert W., 1892-
(married to Hazel Sarah Hill Fillmore)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59
An enthusiastic advertiser. Jul'24:58
Better days for China. Sep'24:40
Radio in the land of the pagoda. Jun'25:43

FILLMORE, HERBERT W., 1892-
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
(photo) Oct'26:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51

FILLMORE, JAMES HENRY, 1849-1936
Notes. Jul'19:62
死 (photo) Jan'27:41
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40

FILLMORE, JAMES HENRY. HYMNS FOR TODAY
Hymns for today. Aug'20:48

FILMSTRIPS
See also

AUDIO-VISUALS
Crusade progress. Jan'50:26

FILONI, ALBERT LAWRENCE
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32

FILSON, C N
World Convention notes. May'35:8

FILSON, FLOYD VIVIAN. THE WESTMINSTER HISTORICAL ATLAS TO THE BIBLE
Book chat. Jul'45:17

FILSON, JESSE
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
(photo) Jan'21:41
FINANCES
Please. Jul'19:55
The Christian whose income is $5,000 or more. Jun'23:36
The Christian and his money problems. Jul'23:55
Who gets my pay envelope? Jul'27:12
FINANCES, CHURCH
See
CHURCH FINANCES
FINANCES, PERSONAL
Social trends. Sep'50:18
How America spends. Oct'50:6
Income and world peace. Feb'52:6
How they manage. May'53:28
Children and their money. Sep'53:11
The family and its money. Oct'53:13
The family's money. Apr'56:7
The family's pocketbook. Jul'56:26
Social trends. Nov'57:18
Managing money. Dec'59:9
Morality of family spending. Feb'61:25
Nation of spendthrifts? Apr'62:9
Adults and mission. Jul'63:40
Moodlin' Sep'70:41
Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5
FINCH, CHARLES ANSON, 1869–1953
(married to Canna Grace Wiles Finch)
(photo) Mar'24:23
quoted. From Judaism to Christianity. Aug'22:30
In memoriam. Jul'53:38
FINCH, LOUISE, -1942
In memoriam. Jun'42:39
FINCH, LYLE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'25:52
FINCH, NELLY
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'55:30
FINCH, R F
(photo) Nov'25:56
FINCH, ROBERT L
(photo) Jan'26:6
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43
Finch, Wallace H.
The thanks that never reached God (poem) Nov'29:20
FINCHER, ERNEST B. PUERTO RICO: UNSOLVED PROBLEM
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
FINDLAY, J F
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
FINDLAY, VIRGINIA
(photo) May'35:33
FINDLAY, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:10
FINDLEY, G M
(photo) Dec'24:34
FINDLEY, GLENN
College summer events. Sep'38:30
FINDLEY, GUY H
FINE, EARL S., 1891- (married to Gertrude Robbins Fine)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'60:8
FINE, MARY ELIZABETH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:42
Finegan, Jack, 1908-
(married to Mildred Catherine Meader Finegan)
Light on the coasts of Asia. Nov'34:10
Book chat. Mar'35:45
Poor religion and great religion. Dec'39:20
Why do you believe in missions? Sep'44:11
Great expectations. Sep'51:7
FINEGAN, JACK, 1908-
A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:18
Classroom and campus. Feb'66:35
FINEGAN, JACK. BEGINNINGS IN THEOLOGY
Book chat. Apr'56:22
FINEGAN, JACK. CLEAR OF THE BROODING CLOUD
Book chat. Oct'53:42 Oct'54:42
FINEGAN, JACK. A HIGHWAY SHALL BE THERE
Book chat. Jul'46:22
FINEGAN, JACK. JESUS, HISTORY AND YOU
New books. Mar'65:22
FINEGAN, JACK. LET MY PEOPLE GO
Book chat. Mar'63:42
FINEGAN, JACK. LIKE THE GREAT MOUNTAINS
Book chat. Jan'50:14
FINEGAN, JACK. MARK OF THE TAW
New books. Jul'73:33
FINEGAN, JACK. THE ORBITS OF LIFE
Book chat. Oct'54:20
FINEGAN, JACK. REDISCOVERING JESUS
Book chat. Apr'53:42
FINEGAN, JACK. SPACE, ATOMS, AND GOD
Book chat. Mar'59:40 Jun'59:26
FINEOUT, ARTHUR JOHN
(photo) Sep'42:8
FINGER, DAISY, -1947
In memoriam. Jan'48:37
Fink, Robert William, 1919- (married to Ruth Fink)
Letters. Feb'70:4
FINK, ROBERT WILLIAM, 1919-
Classroom and campus. Feb'45:24
FINK, RUTH (married to Robert Fink)
Classroom and campus. Feb'45:24
FINKELSTEIN, LOUIS. THE PHARISEES
Book chat. Sep'39:40
FINKENBINDER, M. W.
In brief. Jul'71:43
FINLAND
Christian Endeavor around the world. Mar'27:47
Peace and plenty in Scandinavia. Feb'37:19
Let generosity be real. Apr'40:4
You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:10
Any gift will help! Dec '62:20

FINLEY, (MRS. C. E.) - 1947
   In memoriam. Apr '47:39

FINLEY, (MRS. D. T.)
   In memoriam. Mar '37:39

FINLEY, (MRS. E.)
   (photo) May '55:38

FINLEY, D. F.
   Our colleges and the new year. Mar '37:32

FINLEY, E. PEARL
   (photo) Apr '60:31
   Global highlights (photo) Apr '61:4

FINLEY, EMMA E
   Our colleges and the new year. Mar '37:32

FINLEY, KAREN
   "Chela's" dream came true (photo) Jan '64:21

Finn, Eugenia T.
   Peace (poem) Dec '34:35

FINNBERG, (married to Abraham Finnberg)
   Echoes from everywhere. May '22:51

FINNEGAN, T. P.
   quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jun '54:36

FINNELL, (married to John Leslie Finnell)
   (photo) Aug '27:5

Finnell, John Leslie
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
   Dec '21:48
   Why I came into church erection. Aug '27:5

FINNELL, JOHN LESLIE
   Transylvania College... Jun '20:49
   Laymen evangelize. Jan '23:13
   After their kind (photo) Mar '27:35
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr '27:53
   May '27:55
   (photo) Aug '27:5
   A go-getter. Aug '27:5

FINNELL, JULIA
   (photo) Aug '27:5

FINNELL, LESLIE
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan '28:44
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar '28:57
   (photo) Oct '29:29

FINNEY, (MRS. C. E.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb '25:51

FINNEY, CHARLES G
   An epistle to the churches. Nov '21:34

Finney, Dora P
   Letters. Apr '66:inside front cover
   Sep '66:43

FINNEY, HATTIE
   Memoriam. Mar '35:39

FINNEY, MARGARET RUTH, 1927-
   News room. Nov '51:30

Fippen, (married to Will Fippen)
   Community pride builds a Bible school. Nov '22:52

FIRE
   Global highlights. May '47:4
Church losses from fire. Jan'60:10
Global highlights.
  Jul'63:6       Jul'64:5       Dec'64:5
14 tips for protection against church fires. Feb'66:50
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'68:5
In brief. Jul'71:45       Jul'72:41

FIREARMS
Business and business. May'29:4
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Editorials. Oct'68:9
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
Letters. Jan'69:48       Apr'69:4
Gun control? Apr'69:26
Letters. Jul'69:34
Firmann, Paul J
Art as an aid to Bible study. Apr'27:59

FIRST AMERICANS (THANKSGIVING PROGRAM)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
FISCH, A. LINCOLN
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
FISCHER, DAVIS
Classroom and campus. Sep'66:35
FISCHER, ROBERT H. LUTHER'S WORKS, VOL. 37
  Book chat. Feb'62:22
FISCHOFF, EPHRAIM
Classroom and campus. Mar'63:35
FISCUS, CORA JACQUELYN RUSSELL (married to D. Max Fiscus)
    (marriage) News room. Jun'62:32
FISCUS, D. MAX (married to Cora Jacquelyn Russell Fiscus)
    (marriage) News room. Jun'62:32
FISH, CAROL SANFORD
In memoriam. Jan'43:39
FISH, MARTHA E. -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39
FISH, MERLE EDISON, JR.
  Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
FISH, MYRNA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
FISH, OLIVE
    (photo) Feb'23:34
Fish, Ruth Ella, 1897-
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49,58,61       Jun'26:58
  Summer school in Buenos Aires. Jul'27:57
  Visiting churches in Argentine. Sep'27:42
FISH, RUTH ELLA, 1897-
    (photo) Jul'22:2
    College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
    (photo) Dec'23:13
    ...honored (photo) Apr'24:41
    (photo) Mar'26:12       Apr'26:49       Jun'28:44
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:59,60
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
FISHBACK, (married to Henry Fishback)
    (photo) Oct'22:7
Fishback, Agnes
  See
  Lessley, Agnes Fishback
FISHBACK, EULALIA CATHERINE, 1887-  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
Fishback, Florence Louise Alexander, 1911-  
(married to Joseph Edward Moseley; remarried to  
Fishback)  
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:25
FISHBACK, FLORENCE LOUISE ALEXANDER, 1911-  
(photo) Jun'23:46 Oct'27:56  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44  
(marriage to J. Edward Moseley) Station UCMS broadcasting.  
May'34:41  
(photo) Mar'38:25
FISHBACK, FLORENCE LOUISE ALEXANDER. USING DRAMA IN THE CHURCH  
Book chat. Oct'39:22
FISHBACK, HENRY, -1933  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
FISHBACK, NANNIE WOODFORD, -1959  
In memoriam. Mar'60:37
Fishback, Winona  
See  
Bodine, Winona Fishback
Fishburn, (Mrs. L. H.)  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:39
FISHBURN, (MRS. L. H.)  
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'43:inside front cover
Fishburn, Helen H  
Letters. Apr'69:45
FISHER, (married to Earl Fisher)  
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'38:inside front cover
FISHER, (married to Geoffrey Francis Fisher)  
Global highlights. Nov'52:4
FISHER, (MRS. J. M.)  
In memoriam. Apr'27:50
Fisher, (Mrs. S  G)  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:57
FISHER, (married to Wallace G. Fisher)  
Vacation church schools... (photo) Jun'51:8
Fisher, A  J  
Hands across the seas. May'26:61
Fisher, Amy Woodward  
Made in Japan (poem) Jul'45:16
FISHER, ANN, -1957  
In memoriam. Jan'58:33
Fisher, C  I  
Note. Aug'19:47
FISHER, DELLA, -1941  
In memoriam. Jul'42:39
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield  
Mass pride and prejudice. May'35:28
FISHER, DOROTHY CANFIELD. WHY STOP LEARNING?  
Speaking of books. May'28:43
FISHER, ELLIOTT  
Convocation on the church in town and country (photo)  
Jan'50:29
Fisher, Faith  
Why I believe in Santa Claus. Dec'28:6
FISHER, FAITH
A birthday greeting (poem) Nov'28:42
(photo) Dec'28:6

FISHER, FRED L. THE PURPOSE OF GOD AND THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
Book chat. May'63:41

FISHER, FREDERICK B
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:6
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
Nov'31:13
(photo) Nov'31:15

FISHER, FREDERICK B. THE MAN THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
Book chat. Nov'37:20

FISHER, G LAVON
(photo) Feb'48:9
In brief (photo) Apr'69:39

FISHER, GEOFFREY FRANCIS
(photo) Dec'55:15

FISHER, GEORGE C
(photo) Feb'55:11

FISHER, INDA BELLE
In memoriam. May'27:49

FISHER, J
Sunday School Secretary of Great Britain (photo) Mar'20:45

FISHER, JEAN MARION
(photo) Jul'23:9

FISHER, L R
(photo) Nov'27:20

FISHER, LOREN RAYMOND
Classroom and campus.
Sep'57:31  Jan'59:37  Nov'62:36

FISHER, MYRTLE, 1874-1933 (married to Stephen E. Fisher)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
(death) Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33

FISHER, SAMUEL E
(photo) Mar'24:26
Fisher, Samuel Grundy, 1880-1955
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:34
Calling them out. Oct'29:12
We must have Christian colleges. Jan'42:5

FISHER, SAMUEL GRUNDY, 1880-1955
(photo) Oct'29:33
Personalities (photo) Feb'36:21
(photo) Jan'39:1
Circulation corner (photo) Mar'40:inside front cover
(photo) Mar'40:17
quoted. Church Extension at St. Louis. Jul'41:7
(photo) Jan'42:5

FISHER, SARAH, -1933
In memoriam. Jan'34:39
Fisher, Stephen Elias, 1871-1950
(married to Myrtle Fisher)
(married to Vira R. Fisher)
Going up to Winona. Jul'22:inside front cover
Address of the President... Oct'22:4
The Illinois Disciples' Foundation at work... Jan'23:37
The life of our day and its leadership. Aug'23:14
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:27
Words about the World Call Week pageant. Dec'29:1
Youth writer chose. Jan'35:9
A unique Brotherhood ministry. Jul'39:7

FISHER, STEPHEN ELIAS, 1871-1950

Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
(photo) Aug'21:42
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
/photos) Oct'22:4,7
Conference on Bible work in State universities (photo)
Nov'22:34
(photo) May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'23:54    Aug'24:58
(photo) Mar'24:57    Jan'25:32
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:27
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
(photo) Jan'27:27

National Bethany Circle reorganized and renamed. Aug'27:58
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:10
(photo) Nov'29:2    Jun'30:32    Dec'30:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
A church that built wisely and well (photo) Jul'36:10
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'36:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Jan'46:28
News room. Nov'47:30
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'50:33
(death) News room. Sep'50:43

Fisher, Theo O
Remember Pentecost! Jun'60:17
Worship is important. Apr'61:23

FISHER, THEO O

College notes. Apr'38:32
quoted. These met the emergency (photo) Jan'42:28
/photo) Sep'52:front cover
The cover. Sep'52:inside front cover
Global highlights. Nov'57:5
Capital program moves forward (photo) Mar'59:12
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:4
Home plan "tool" (photo) Dec'59:48
Serving God and man (photo) May'60:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'62:36
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jun'70:18

Fisher, Vera
Aug'20:29

FISHER, W  L
(photo) Jan'19:55
Fisher, Welthy Honsinger
Harold Gray and his social experiment. Apr'35:21
Women and world highways. Jan'37:35

FISHER, WELTHY HONSINGER
Women and world highways. Sep'38:35

FISHER, WELTHY HONSINGER. DAUGHTERS OF A NEW DAY
Speaking of books. Jan'26:53
FISHER, WELTHY HONSINGER. TO LIGHT A CANDLE
Book chat. Jul'62:42
FISCHERBACH, CRIST
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
FISK, HARLEY B
News room (photo) May'64:34
FISK, JAMES C
Global highlights. Jul'66:6
FISK UNIVERSITY
Glimpses of the religious world.
Oct'24:53      Mar'29:45
The dramatic story of Fisk (photos of students) Sep'36:20
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
Rockefeller and the Fisk anniversary. Sep'41:4
FISKE, GEORGE WALTER
Hiram thinks on religion. Feb'29:13
FISKE, GEORGE WALTER. THE CHANGING FAMILY
Speaking of books. Apr'29:31
FISKE, GEORGE WALTER. THE CHRISTIAN FAMILY
Speaking of books. Jun'30:55
FISKE, GEORGE WALTER. A STUDY OF JESUS' OWN RELIGION
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42
FISKE, LOUISE
In memoriam. May'39:39
FITCH, CARROLL B
The threshold. Jul'45:2
News room (photo) Sep'45:30
News room. Jul'56:38
FITCH, F W
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28
FITCH, JOSEPH B., 1917- (married to Rachel Phyllis Gorman Fitch)
Classroom and campus. Jun'47:32
FITCH, ROBERT E.
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:16
FITCH, ROBERT E. PREFACE TO ETHICAL LIVING
Book chat. Jan'48:40
FITCH, ROBERTA HENLEY
Alexander Campbell's daughter. Oct'23:1
FITE, CHARLES F
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
Fite, William Arthur, 1874-1958
Why I am a tither. Feb'21:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:64
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:24
FITE, WILLAIM ARTHUR, 1874-1958
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
(photo) Mar'24:48
In memoriam. Jan'59:41
FITT, ARTHUR PERCY. MOODY STILL LIVES
Book chat. Dec'36:40
FITVEN, KATHERINE A
they must be missionaries. Oct'57:29
FITTS, ALBERT THEODORE, 1871-1956
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
Personalities (photo) Nov'35:13
(photo) Jul'36:24
FITZGERALD, (MRS. J. T.)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:5
FITZGERALD, C. P. COMMUNISM TAKES CHINA
   New books for the church library. Feb'72:46
Fitzgerald, Carolyn
   Curls and red socks. Sep'68:31
FITZGERALD, FRANCES. FIRE IN THE LAKE
   New books. May'73:35
Fitzgerald, Lawrence P
   What more can churches do for their servicemen? Jul'67:20
FITZGERALD, LAWRENCE P
   quoted. Last column. Apr'59:50
FITZGERALD, MINNIE, -1942
   In memoriam. May'42:39
FITZGERALD, GEORGIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
   Local church recovery and advance. Mar'36:20
FITZPATRICK, DANIEL R
   Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31
Fitzsimons, Louise
   Adequate defense against need... Dec'40:11
FITZWATER, WILLIAM D.
   Here and there... Mar'48:48
FIVE YEAR PROGRAM OF ADVANCE
   Five Year Program of Advance. Sep'37:13
   The end of the beginning. Jul'38:23
   The effective church in the community. Sep'38:20
   The threshold. Oct'38:2
   Meetings of Unified Promotion. Jun'39:16
   The church in America. Sep'39:20
   The church's world mission. Nov'40:16
   The tribulations of a world church. Dec'40:5
   Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:21
   Local church program planning. Sep'43:12
FIX, (married to George Fix)
   (photo) Nov'36:42
FJELIBU, ARNE
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'48:2
Flaglor, J S
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:49
FLAGLOR, J S
   (photo) Nov'21:50
   They have stood firm (photo) Apr'23:14
   In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
   The passing of three leaders. Sep'27:4
"A FLAME OF THE LORD'S KINDLING" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'61:43
Flanagan, James Martin, 1923- (married to Lois Flanagan)
   Reconciliation is shaped by persons. Apr'69:10
FLANAGAN, JAMES MARTIN, 1923-
   (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jan'49:30
   Global highlights. Nov'61:4
   Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
   In brief. Sep'70:42
FLANAGAN, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
FLANNER HOUSE (INDIANAPOLIS)
Notes. Mar'19:61
And it shineth unto all (photos) Jun'19:17
Statement about Flanner House. Sep'19:64
Our colored people. Dec'19:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35
Prohibition among the negroes. Feb'21:30
The Flanner House (photo) May'21:11
Report. Sep'21:26
Annual report... Sep'22:37
Social service at Butler. Jan'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:59
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Where washing is a science (photo) Jul'24:36
Annual report. Oct'24:41
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
Cheer at Flanner House. Mar'27:40
...trains for service (photo) Sep'29:43
The story of Tillie. Mar'32:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
The house of helpfulness. Sep'34:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
A community house (photos) Apr'36:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
The Smiths and the world (photos) Oct'36:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25
Programs for young people. Jul'38:37
News room. Jul'44:36
Global highlights. Apr'46:2
A monument to the C.W.B.M. Oct'47:26
Beyond the church door with Christ. Nov'50:14
News room. Jul'51:39
Global highlights. Jul'53:4
News room. Sep'53:38
Self-help and self-respect. Jul'54:5
Three work camps held. Dec'54:51
Seminarians see the city. Jan'67:14 (photo p. 15)

FLANNERY, EDWARD J. THE ANGUISH OF THE JEWS
New books. Sep'65:26

FLAT RIVER, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Vacation Bible school) Oct'27:38

Flatt, Terry L
Church choirs are vital in Puerto Rico. Apr'68:45

FLAX, JESSE SCOTT, -1942
In memoriam. Nov'42:39

FLECK, (MRS J A)
Notes. Oct'19:61

FLECK, NANCY
(death) Oct'19:58

FLEETWOOD, TOM
(ordination) Classroom and campus. May'58:32

FLEMING, (MRS. D. H.)
In memoriam. Jun'33:39
FLEMING, (MRS. H.)
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
FLEMING, ANNE
  (photo) Nov'35:12
FLEMING, ARTHUR S
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:3
  It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'67:5
  Global highlights. Jul'67:6
  World events (photo)
    Apr'69:30-Nov'72:39
FLEMING, BUD
  See FLEMING, WALTER H.
FLEMING, C A
  quoted. Crusade progress. Mar'49:26
  (photo) Mar'60:47
Fleming, Catherine
  World Call (music) Nov'44:28
FLEMING, CLYDE A., 1904-1967
  (death) Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
  In memoriam. Oct'67:44
FLEMING, D L. VENTURES IN SIMPLER LIVING
  Speaking of books. Jun'33:34
Fleming, Daniel Johnson
  A memorable day with our mission in Porto Rico. Sep'29:28
  Some tests for world Christians. Jan'56:30
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. BUILDING WITH INDIA
  Book announcements. Aug'22:49
  Do you realize? Apr'23:55
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. CHRISTIAN SYMBOLS IN A WORLD COMMUNITY
  Book chat. Jan'41:44
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. ETHICAL ISSUES CONFRONTING WORLD CHRISTIANS
  Book chat. Sep'35:22
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. HERITAGE OF BEAUTY
  Book chat. Mar'37:45
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. LIVING AS COMRADES
  Book chat. Feb'51:18
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. WHITHER BOUND IN MISSIONS
  Whiter bound? May'27:22
FLEMING, DANIEL JOHNSON. THE WORLD AT ONE IN PRAYER
  Book chat. Mar'43:21
Fleming, Elizabeth C.
  Speaking of books. May'28:43
FLEMING, EMILY
  (death) Feb'24:50
FLEMING, F W
  (death) A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
FLEMING, H
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
FLEMING, J E
  (photo) Mar'24:44
FLEMING, JEANNE
  See ROSSMAN, JEANNE FLEMING
FLEMING, JENNIE, 1842?-1942
   (death) News room. Oct'42:34
   In memoriam. Oct'42:39
Fleming, Jennie V 1880-1968
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61 Dec'21:60
   Some rainy season experiences. Jun'22:48
   Why better Christian homes in India? Oct'23:10
   Blanche Davis Harnar. Feb'27:43
   As it is done in India. Jun'28:59
   Annual convention in India. Mar'29:59
   Encouraging women to read. May'29:27
   Work and play in Mungeli. Oct'30:46
   If you do not help, who will? Feb'31:27
   An Easter in India. Mar'32:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39
   What he means to you. Nov'32:30
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:38
   Our year of Jubilee. Mar'33:26
   Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
   Hindu and Christian melas. Oct'33:29
   Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
   Stretching the budget. Sep'34:27
   For her there is no hope. Jan'35:47
   From house to house. Nov'37:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'39:38,39
   Mottoes for village camps. Sep'39:44
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39
   Forty years in India. Oct'41:28
FLEMING, JENNIE V 1880-1968
   Notes. Aug'19:45
   Aug'19:60
   (photo) Dec'19:46 Nov'20:49 Jan'27:5,39
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34
   Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:24
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Apr'31:44 Sep'33:34 Jun'34:34
   Ship notice... (photo) Nov'35:12
   quoted. Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
   quoted. The last page. Oct'39:48
   (photo) Nov'41:42 Dec'41:16
   News room (photo) Nov'43:28
   In memoriam. Dec'68:42
Fleming, John R
   Ministry--frontier in Alaska. Apr'63:21
FLEMING, JOHN WINTERS
   quoted. Last column. Jan'63:50
FLEMING, OLA
   College notes. Nov'39:33
FLEMING, PEARL, -1950
   In memoriam. Oct'50:39
Fleming, Robert L
   Nepal is a palce for pioneers. Apr'57:13
FLEMING, ROBERT L
   For adult mission study (photo) Apr'56:36
FLEMMING
See FLEMING

FLESHMAN, BETHA LOUISE, 1964-
(birth) News room. Nov'64:32

Fleshman, Carl Dwight, 1934-
(married to Rosalind Joanne Lawrence Fleshman)
Direct line. Sep'71:30

FLESHMAN, CARL DWIGHT, 1934-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary services...
(photo) Sep'64:7
Missionary register. Apr'66:49 May'66:47
(photo) Jun'67:47 Sep'71:30

Fleshman, Earl Keith, 1932-
(married to Rosalie June Fulco Fleshman)
The worker. Jan'64:32
A gift from Congo. Nov'64:11

FLESHMAN, EARL KEITH, 1932-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
(mistakenly identified as Dan Owen)
Missionary register. Jul'66:46
In brief. Sep'70:45 Oct'73:32

FLESHMAN, JUNE
See FLESHMAN, ROSALIND JOANNE LAWRENCE

FLESHMAN, KEITH
See FLESHMAN, EARL KEITH

Fleshman, Rosalind Joanne Lawrence, 1931-
(married to Carl Dwight Fleshman)
Direct line. Sep'71:30

FLESHMAN, ROSALIND JOANNE LAWRENCE, 1931-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary services...
(photo) Sep'64:7
Missionary register. Apr'66:49 May'66:47

Fleshman, Rosalie June Fulco, 1935-
(married to Earl Keith Fleshman)
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36

FLESHMAN, ROSALIE JUNE FULCO, 1935-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
Missionary register. Jul'66:46
In brief. Sep'70:45 Oct'73:32

FLETCHER, (married to Cecil D. Fletcher)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'57:4
News room. Mar'60:40

FLETCHER, (married to John Fletcher)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:62
Fletcher, (Mrs. W. M.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:49

FLETCHER, A G
Items that made news last month. Feb'30:44

Fletcher, Arthur
World opinion supports human rights declaration. Mar'54:10

FLETCHER, CECIL D
Global highlights (photo) Mar'57:4

FLETCHER, GALE
(photo) Nov'52:11

FLETCHER, HUGH
(photo) Jan'25:35

Fletcher, John C
Inter-met: On-the-job theological education. Dec'72:suppl:20

FLETCHER, JOSEPH. SITUATION ETHICS
New books. May'66:39

FLETCHER, MARTHA E
In memoriam. Sep'32:40

FLETCHER, RAY
The man from I.C.Y.E. (photo) Nov'66:32

FLETCHER, WILLIAM C. NIKOLAI
New books. Jul'68:37

FLETCHER, WILLIAM C. A STUDY IN SURVIVAL
New books. Jan'66:22

FLEWELLING, C E
(photo) Sep'42:15

Flewelling, Carrell Wesley, 1887-1973
(married to Winifred Hutchins Flewelling)
Stewardship a divine partnership. Jun'27:42
Speaking of books. Dec'31:43
Youth on the march. Sep'34:26
Measuring the school's efficiency. Sep'47:31

FLEWELLING, CARRELL WESLEY, 1887-1973
(photo) Jan'27:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
(photo)
Nov'35:14 Nov'36:24 Jun'41:19 Dec'44:23
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'48:4
(photo) Jul'52:23
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)

FLEWELLING, RALPH TYLER. THE SURVIVAL OF WESTERN CULTURE
Book chat. Oct'43:10

FLEWELLING, WINIFRED HUTCHINS, 1886-1972
(married to Carrell Wesley Flewelling)
(photo) Jun'41:19,42

FLICK, MARJORIE R., 1894-1980
A labor of love (photo) Oct'43:12
(photo) Jun'44:23
Committee on War Services news notes. Oct'45:34

FLICKINGER, JENNIE
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

FLIGHT, JOHN W. THE BOOK OF THE BIBLE
Speaking of books. Nov'29:42

FLINN, (married to W. Gerald Flinn)
News room. Jul'49:32

FLINN, E M
(photo) May'25:43
FLINN, EMILY E., HOME
See EMILY E. FLINN HOME

FLINN, PETER G
The Emily E. Flinn Home. Sep'20:7

FLINT, ALICE F
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'66:34

Flint, Annie Johnson
Promises of God (poem) Jul'22:16
The world's Bible (poem) Oct'28:56
Spirit of missions (poem) Nov'37:48

FLINT, JACK
Portrait of a rural pastor (photo) May'63:12

FLINT, LUCY
quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2

FLINT, SUDIE E
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29

FLINT, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:62
First the blade... May'23:39
(photo) May'23:40
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52

FLINT, MICHIGAN. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April 1 - June 30, 1966. Sep'66:45

FLINT, MICHIGAN. VERMONT AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
All this is evangelism. Apr'53:17

Flock, Carl Ray, 1930- (married to Georgia Strite Flock)
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41

FLOCK, CARL RAY, 1930-
News room. Sep'59:41     Apr'60:34
Global highlights (photo) May'64:4
Disciples in the news. May'66:7
In brief. Nov'69:41

FLOOD, HALLIE
These merry widows of ours. Dec'32:29

FLOOD, RICHARD LEE, 1930-
Classroom and campus. Jan'57:29

THE FLOOD (BIBLICAL EVENT)
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31

FLOODS
Destruction in India. Feb'25:39
The threshold. May'36:2
Our people will respond. Mar'37:4
Church aid in the flood area. Mar'37:5
Social trends. Mar'37:25
A friend in need. Apr'38:14
Global highlights. Sep'51:2
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
Calling people of good will. May'53:5
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:35
Churches send aid to flood area in Japan. Nov'53:19
Global highlights. Jan'55:3
Flood victims get Bibles. Oct'55:48
Witnessing amid disaster. Apr'56:47
Global highlights. Nov'58:5     Dec'60:4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36
A crisis made us one. Mar'69:14
After the floods--compassion. Jan'73:21

FLOOK, DAISY A., 1897-1952
(death) News room. Nov'52:32

FLOOK, DAISY E
(photo) Jun'44:11

FLOOK, GEORGE E., -1942
(death) News room. Sep'42:40

FLOORE, (married to Marshall Floore, Sr.), -1957
In memoriam. May'57:33

FLORAN, GREGORIO
(photo) Apr'53:34

Florence, George Leroy, 1913-
(married to Carolyn Estill Florence)
An old church gains as it gives. Jul'60:12

FLORENCE, GEORGE LEROY, 1913-
(photo) Jul'60:12
Disciples in the news (photo) Nov'67:8
The ministry of service volunteers (photo) May'73:30

FLORENCE, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes.
Dec'19:63   Apr'20:59   May'20:63   Jul'20:45

FLORENCE, ARIZONA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
It gets into the blood. Apr'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Institutes give impetus. May'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:39
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:30

FLORENCE, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61
What one thousand dollars did. Jul'24:43 (photo p.44)
(photo) Aug'24:9

FLORENCE, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6

FLORENCE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27

FLORES, LEONORA
Teach Christ now (photo) Oct'55:26

FLORES, MANUEL
We learned Spanish and our eyes were opened. Sep'69:17

FLORES, NOE
Ministry behind prison walls. Mar'73:27

FLORIDA
Notes. Jan'20:60
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
A layman's evangelistic vision down in Florida. Oct'25:56
Schools of missions. Apr'26:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:37
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1
Chain of missionary assemblies. Feb'51:46
Here and there with World Call. Jun'53:52  Sep'57:48
News room. May'58:40

FLORIDA, ARGENTINA
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40
Two worlds in two days. Feb'63:29
An adventure in Christian unity. Mar'64:12

FLORIDA CHRISTIAN HOME
New Home for the Aged in Florida (photo) Jan'20:51
The new Jacksonville Home. Mar'20:59
N.B.A. annual report. Nov'20:37
A growing ministry. Apr'21:7
(photo) Apr'21:13
Report. Sep'21:38
Enlarged giving necessary. Jan'22:23
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:31
The Florida Christian Home (photos) May'22:43
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51  Jun'22:52
Annual report... Sep'22:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:60  Oct'22:58
Moving the family south. Jan'23:38
A page of pleasant happenings. Feb'23:52
(photo) Apr'23:7
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:45
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
(photo) Sep'23:45
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:64
(photo of "Aunty Flower") Jan'24:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:50
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49
Annual report. Oct'24:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54  Jun'25:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49
Annual report. Oct'25:40
/photos Dec'25:16-17
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'26:50
He that would be greatest. Jun'26:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51  Nov'26:54
Take the Florida Home, for instance. Dec'26:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
/photos Dec'27:inside front cover  Dec'27:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48  Aug'28:33
When a flag is at half mast. Aug'28:46
Diges of annual report. Oct'28:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
/photos Dec'28:32
What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
A letter from the President. May'29:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:39
A birthday party. Oct'30:44
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Missionary illustrations... Dec'30:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
(photos) Dec'31:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
(photo) Jul'32:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:24
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40
Motherhood honored. Sep'33:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:44
(photo) Dec'33:24
Our two nonegenarians at the Florida Christian Home.
Jan'34:45
National Benevolent Association news notes. Oct'35:43
Station NBA on the air. Nov'35:40
New faces in benevolence. Mar'36:28
News from Benevolent Homes. Sep'37:28
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:44
Gifts for our benevolent homes. Mar'40:42
(photo) Dec'41:25 Dec'42:25
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
N.B.A. dedicates new buildings (photo) Sep'50:42
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:23
Please don't turn me out (photo of some residents) Jan'54:30
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
News room.
May'62:32 Sep'62:42 (photo) Dec'62:45
Jun'62:32 Oct'62:34 Jan'63:49
Jul'62:36 Nov'63:42
They call it home. Mar'63:28
News room.
Mar'63:44 Oct'63:35 Apr'64:41 Oct'64:34
Apr'63:32 Nov'63:40 May'64:34 Nov'64:32
May'63:40 Dec'63:40 Jun'64:41 Dec'64:36
Jun'63:41 Jan'64:46 Jul'64:34 Jan'65:34
Jul'63:42 Feb'64:34 Sep'64:48 May'65:36
Sep'63:48
NBA homes.
Sep'65:51 Nov'66:39 Jan'68:40 Jul'69:46
Oct'65:44 Dec'66:39 Feb'68:42 Nov'69:42
Nov'65:42 Jan'67:39 Mar'68:43 Jan'70:46
Dec'65:44 Feb'67:37 Apr'68:42 Feb'70:42
Jan'66:46 Mar'67:43 May'68:42 Mar'70:45
Feb'66:43 Apr'67:41 Jul'68:42 Apr'70:46
Mar'66:40 May'67:40 Sep'68:42 Sep'70:46
Apr'66:48 Jun'67:42 Dec'68:42 Dec'70:46
New projects in retirement housing. Apr'71:17 (drawing of new building p. 16)
NBA homes.
  Apr'71:46  Nov'71:46  Jn'72:46  Dec'72:44
  May'71:46  Dec'71:42  Jul'72:46  Jan'73:45
  Oct'71:46  Feb'72:50  Sep'72:46  Feb'73:43
NBA homes.
  Mar'73:44  Apr'73:44  Jun'73:43  Sep'74:42
World events. Oct'73:39
NBA homes. Oct'73:44,45
Changes buttressed by faith (photo) Dec'73:25

FLORIDA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:23
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Welcome to Florida. Dec'65:9

FLORIDA CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62

FLOROVSKY, GEORGE
Global highlights. Jan'49:3
(photo) Jan'49:25

FLOUHOUSE, FORESTA
Classroom and campus. Feb'54:32

FLOWER, MARY B. ("AUNTY")
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
(photo) Jan'24:57
He that would be greatest. Jun'26:60
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

FLOWER, MARY OLIVE
In memoriam. Jul'38:39

FLOWER ARRANGEMENT, JAPANESE
Flowers express a way of life. Sep'51:26

FLOWREEE, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37

FLOWERS, JULIA
News room. Sep'42:40

FLOWERS, RICHARD
(photo) Sep'67:17
Flowers, Ronald Bruce, 1935--
Religious liberty: the basic freedom. Jan'73:23

FLOYD, ALFA
In memoriam. Mar'29:48

FLOYD, ARVA C. WHITE MAN--YELLOW MAN
Book chat. Feb'47:23

FLOYD, EMMA, -1949
In memoriam. Sep'49:37

FLOYD, MARTHA
World events (photo) Jan'73:40

FLOYDS KNOBS, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Every home plan family is growing. Sep'59:46

FLURY, GILBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'63:34
FLYNN, CLARENCE EDWIN
quoted. Last column. Feb'65:50
FLYNN, JOHN T. THE ROAD AHEAD
The truth about the Federal Council. Mar'50:13
The wider fellowship in America. Jan'51:21
Flynn, Mildred G
Letters. Nov'68:4
FLYNT, FAY DeBECK. OUR LIVING BOOK
Book chat. Sep'45:34
Flynt, Mary Alice
women on world highways. Oct'66:30
FLYNT, MARY ALICE
News room. Feb'65:40
In brief. May'70:42
FOARD, (MRS. JOHN W.)
Memorium. Sep'35:39
FOELSCH, CHARLES B. THE NEW DAY'S WORSHIP
New books. Apr'67:22
Fogg, Grace Mason
A life of purpose. Jun'29:48
FOGG, L W
After sixteen years. Mar'29:44
Fogle, Maurice William, 1903-1974
Human needs know no divisions. Sep'34:12
Groundwork in leadership training. Nov'35:5
People want a part in great tasks. Oct'45:21
The deepening of the heart. Sep'52:8
Disciples love learning. Jan'54:12
FOGLE, MAURICE WILLIAM, 1903-1974
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
(photo) Sep'34:12
Personalities. Jun'35:12
(photo) Nov'50:26 Feb'66:8
quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38
FOGLE, MAURICE W. CHRISTIAN TOGETHER
Book chat. Jul'57:20
Fogle, William D
A day for crying. Jan'66:48
Foland, Terry Edward
More than an interlude. Jun'69:20
FOLAND, TERRY EDWARD
Contributing members receiving World Call (photo) Oct'60:46
In brief. Jan'69:49
FOLEY, J S (married to Dollie A. Sneed Foley)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'51:4
Folkertsma, Jan
My world scares me. May'71:6
FOLKLORE--CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'55:34
FOLKS, MARY M
In memoriam. Jun'45:33
FOLTZ, CLYDE DUANE, 1922--
In brief. Feb'69:35
FONALLEDAS, TERESITA
Head start in Puerto Rico (photo) May'67:26
FONDERBURG, OWEN I.
(photo) Sep'73:18

FONGER, BURTON LUTHER, 1925-1944
(photo)
Nov'26:4 Apr'28:34 Mar'30:49 Aug'32:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
(photo) Sep'34:27
(death) News room. Feb'45:28
Missionaries freed in Philippines. Apr'45:7

Fonger, Harry
See

Fonger, William Henry

Fonger, Leith Cox, 1896-1969
(married to William Henry Fonger)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:50 Apr'24:48
Where words take wings. May'24:41
They are the victory. Sep'24:42
Echoes from everywhere.

Jul'25:51 Sep'25:59 Nov'25:50
Commencement... Jul'27:63
Where there is no slowing down for hot weather. Sep'30:30
Ilocano workers institute. Feb'31:27

Animism and Christianity. Oct'33:28
The Tinguian Institute. Sep'34:27
A convention in the Philippines. Jun'40:26

FONGER, LEITH COX, 1896-1969
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
(photo) Nov'24:40 Dec'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
(photo) Mar'28:52 Apr'28:34
First impressions. Sep'28:30
(photo) Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19
Tell them to come home. Aug'32:25 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42 May'34:41
(photo) Sep'34:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
A tribute to the Fongers. Dec'41:30
Missionaries freed in Philippines. Apr'45:7
Need for Bibles in P.I. May'45:25
For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
News room. Mar'47:32
The sure way to world peace (photo) Mar'48:10
(photo) Feb'51:14
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'56:6
In memoriam. Sep'69:34

FONGER, MIRIAM HIXON TERRY, 1902-
(married to William Henry Fonger)
NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:27

Fonger, William Henry, 1891-
(married to Leith Cox Fonger)
(married to Miriam Terry Fonger)
Some observations of a new missionary. Nov'24:40
Debate in Vigan. Aug'27:54
The experience of one month. Oct'27:35
How strong is your faith? Jan'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40
Getting back to the primitive. Feb'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:39
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
A new life indeed. Apr'31:30
How old is the modernist-fundamentalist controversy? Jun'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:40
The first Tingguian Convention. Oct'31:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:40
Rising to the occasion. Feb'33:34
Tingguian Institute at Bucay. Sep'33:29
Chapel building in Abra. Jul'34:27
Filippinos carry on. Jun'36:14
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:29
Giving the Bible to the Philippines. May'57:14
Letters. Mar'70:4

FONGER, WILLIAM HENRY, 1891-
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
Two religious demonstrations. Nov'24:64
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
(photo) Mar'28:52
A visit to the mountain tribes (photo) Apr'28:34
First impressions. Sep'28:30
(photo) Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19 Dec'31:suppl:9
Tell them to come home. Aug'32:25 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
(photo) Sep'34:27
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:24
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Nov'36;34 Feb'37:34
quoted. Missions in our day. Mar'37:3
We visit the Philippines. May'38:20
(photo) Jan'39:13
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:29
A tribute to the Fongers. Dec'41:30
News room. Feb'43:34 Feb'44:34
Missionaries freed in Philippines. Apr'45:7
Need for bibles in P.I. May'45:25
For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
The threshold. Jun'45:2
News room. Apr'46:32
Global highlights. Sep'46:2
News room. Mar'47:32 Feb'48:38
The sure way to world peace (photo) Mar'48:10
(photo) Feb'51:14 Jul'52:45
Global highlights (photo)
Feb'56:3 Apr'56:6
(photo) May'57:14
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:5

FONTAINE, (married to Edward P. Fontaine)
(death) Mar'24:52

FONTENOT, ADOLTE
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:30
(photo) Apr'37:25
FONTENOT, DOLCE (DOLSEY), 1898-
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:30
(photo) Apr'37:25
The French Field. Apr'40:8
(photo) Jun'46:28
Mission to the Evangeline country (photo) Nov'51:14

FOOD
Social trends. Sep'58:24

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
Missions and agricultural planning. Jul'46:6

FOOR, HUGH
quoted. Nov'68:26

FOOTBALL
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'68:5

FOOTE, GASTON, 1902-
quoted. Last column. Mar'57:48

FOOTE, CASTON. COMMUNION MEDITATIONS
Book chat. Mar'51:44

Foote, Phillip
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36 Nov'64:36

FOOTE, PHILLIP
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:4
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16 (photo p. 15)
News room. Oct'62:34
(photo) Nov'64:36

"FOOTSTEPS OF LIVINGSTONE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'60:40

"FOR ALL PEOPLES" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights (photos) Sep'46:3
Brotherhood in action (photos) Oct'46:10

"FOR ALL YOU LOVE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jul'66:45

"FOR EVERY CHILD" (MOTION PICTURE)
News room. Jul'54:43

"FOR FAIR PLAY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'57:39

"FOR THEIR SAKE!" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. May'66:41

Forbes, Charlene
A high point in Conference. Aug'28:34

FORBES, ESTHER. PAUL REVERE AND THE WORLD HE LIVED IN
Book chat. Feb'43:25

FORBES, LORENZO
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34

FORBES, LOUISA S
Memoriam. Jul'34:39

FORBES, SUE
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

Forbes, Theodore Erwin
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
Youth and the world mission. Apr'67:36

FORCEY, CLARK J. SPARROWS AND MEN
Book chat. Nov'38:33

FORD, (MRS. C. M.)
Ford efficiency at Homedale, Idaho (photo) Jan'23:41
FORD, (MRS. F. L.)
(photo) Sep'22:35
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34

Ford, (Mrs. H. R.)
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51

FORD, (MRS. J. H.)
(death) Nov'24:50

FORD, (MRS. J. M.)
(death) OUr circle again broken. Jun'26:57

FORD, ADELBERT
(photo) Jan'21:6

FORD, ARTHUR M. IS ECONOMICS RELEVANT?
New books. Oct'71:26

FORD, ARTHUR R
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'27:53

FORD, BENSON
Global highlights. Dec'51:2

FORD, CHARLES B., JR. SONG LEADERSHIP
Book chat. May'41:46

Ford, Charles L
The Lord's supper (poem) Apr'33:back cover

Ford, Clifford McLeod, 1884-1962
One week with a present day pioneer. Feb'21:53
A church serving on the western frontier. Jul'23:37
Recognizing the country church. May'30:31
The country church and rural reconstruction. Sep'32:10
Spaking of books. Apr'33:42
The threshold. Jun'33:2
A new deal for the rural church. May'34:25

FORD, CLIFFORD McLEOD, 1884-1962
Some news items... Dec'22:44
Ford efficiency at Homedale, Idaho (photo) Jan'23:41
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
A power house in rural Virginia (photo) Apr'32:22
(photo) May'34:25

FORD, DONALD C
(photo) Mar'34:34

FORD, ERNEST L
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

Ford, Ethel Mae
Whatever their hands find to do. Aug'28:42

Ford, Evelyn (married to Roy W. Ford)
Reaching out across the border. Oct'72:30

Ford, Frank Stuart, 1870-1955
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59

FORD, FREDERICK L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33

FORD, GEORGE WALLACE, 1886-1956
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:44
Notes. Feb'20:62
Ford, Gerald Morehead, 1921- (married to Grace Riddell Ford)
Remember people. Feb'64:30
Ministering to a city's night people. Nov'72:7

FORD, GERALD MOREHEAD, 1921-
Classroom and campus. May'63:34 Jun'66:34
(photo) Nov'72:7
Ford, Grace Ethel Riddell (married to Gerald M. Ford)
Main Street takes hold of world revolution. Jan'70:11

FORD, GRACE ETHEL RIDDELL
Elected to serve (photo) Dec'62:40
(photo) Jan'70:11

FORD, HAROLD
(photo) Sep'42:6

Ford, Harry Rupert, 1882-1964 (married to Grace Roberta Ford)
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:48
World Call puts it over. Jul'29:45

FORD, HARRY RUPERT, 1882-1964
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
(photo) Jan'27:10

FORD, HENRY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
Apropos Prohibition. Feb'31:30
Listening in on the world. Apr'33:18
...comes through. Mar'42:4
Global highlights. Jan'47:4

FORD, JAMES. THE ABOLITION OF POVERTY
Book chat. Feb'38:24

FORD, KATE
Memorium. May'36:39

FORD, KATHERINE MORROW. THE ABOLITION OF POVERTY
Book chat. Feb'38:24

FORD, LAVON
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21

FORD, LEIGHTON
quoted. Quote...unquote. Dec'71:21

FORD, LESTER H., -1984
(photo) Sep'42:6

FORD, LOYD M
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26

Ford, Lucile Genevra, 1883-1973
Echoes from everywhere.
Saving the girls of India. Jun'25:63
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'25:61 Mar'26:59 Sep'26:52
Women being reached. May'27:41
Echoes from everywhere.
May'30:39 Sep'30:39 Mar'31:39
Helping to self-support. May'31:35
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'31:39 Feb'35:39 Oct'38:38
Kulpahar news. Jan'40:46
Madho Singh visits the mission. Sep'41:45
A month in review. Oct'41:46
Teaching and preaching in Kulpahar. Jun'42:47
Notes from India. Jul'44:23
Vacation in India. Nov'44:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'46:37
Our friends have gone. Sep'47:34

FORD, LUCILE GENEVRA, 1883-1973
Notes. Apr'19:67
Ford, Maria Reynolds, 1873-1964?
  Bible study: Haggai. Jan'19:50
  Malachi. Feb'19:42
  Galatians. Mar'19:40
  With the Red Cross in Italy. Mar'19:48
  Philippians. May'19:54
  Speaking of books. Nov'29:42
Ford, Maria Reynolds, 1873-1964?
  Feb'19:56
  Notes. Jun'19:59
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
  Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
  quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
  Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Jul'28:28
  (photo) Oct'28:32
Ford, Marjorie L
  News room (photo) Jul'48:39
  Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
  (photo) Mar'58:28
  Four to retire from the general ministry. Dec'73:39
Ford, Mary E
  (death) Mrs. Mary E. Ford. Mar'29:34
Ford, Nell G
  Letters. Jan'70:4
Ford, Wesley Powell, 1908-
  Whether to live or die. May'45:16
  Far away places. Nov'49:24
  How we did it in Sacramento. Jul'52:11
  Christians are world citizens. Nov'55:19
  Three Disciples and a mission to Japan. Mar'58:23
  We belong to the minority. Mar'62:12
Ford, Wesley Powell, 1908-
  (photo) Nov'49:24
  News room. Mar'50:38          Nov'53:46
  Global highlights. Sep'57:2
  (photo) Mar'58:23            May'63:45
Ford, Wesley Powell. The Gift of Life
  Book chat. Feb'59:43
Ford, William
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ford, William F</td>
<td>In brief. Nov'70:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Winnie I., -1960</td>
<td>In memoriam. Feb'61:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Foundation</td>
<td>World events. Feb'71:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
<td>Global highlights. Jun'57:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordenwalt, Jenetta</td>
<td>Letters. Jan'70:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forder, Anna</td>
<td>No place for this child. Dec'68:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordyce, Donald H.</td>
<td>Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore, William F</td>
<td>Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'53:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore, William F. South Americans All</td>
<td>Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forebellular, Frances, -1948</td>
<td>In memoriam. Apr'48:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forebellular, Laura Hull, -1957</td>
<td>In memoriam. May'57:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Christian Missionary Society</td>
<td>Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How German ambitions hit the Foreign Society. Mar'19:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Francis Marion Rains. Mar'19:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Five definite calls for advance. Mar'19:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A call for physicians. Mar'19:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facts from the field... Mar'19:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seeking recruits. Apr'19:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Children's Day offering and the United Budget. Jun'19:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Things you ought to know. Jun'19:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What Children's Day has meant to the Foreign Society. Jun'19:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The man who handles the Children's Day money. Jun'19:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notes. Jun'19:59,60,61 Jul'19:61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work to be done... Oct'19:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual report. Nov'19:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(annual meeting) (photo) Dec'19:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Unto the uttermost parts of the earth.&quot; Mar'20:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A statement from the Foreign Society about the union situation in China. Oct'20:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notes. Oct'20:60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual report. Nov'20:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Church membership in China. Nov'20:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through the years. Jan'34:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some changes during thirty years. Feb'35:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notice of meetings. May'41:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The threshold. Jul'42:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Christian Missionary Society. Finances</td>
<td>Comparative statement of receipts...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan'19:54 Jun'19:54 Nov'19:64 May'20:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb'29:54 Jul'19:53 Jan'20:58 Jun'20:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar'29:54 Aug'19:54 Feb'20:50 Jul'20:44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An interesting development. Jan'19:9
The business side of Foreign missions. Mar'19:10
The sweetest joy. Aug'19:22
(facsimile of annuity bond dated 1897) Mar'67:47
FOREIGN MISSION BOARDS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
FOREIGN MISSIONS CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA
Union councils of great moment. Mar'19:49
The Centennary of medical missions. Feb'20:45
Well deserved recognition. Mar'21:50
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
The next great missionary conference. Mar'24:42
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Feb'25:16
Drawing the all-inclusive circle. Mar'25:4
China situation. Sep'25:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'26:45
Cooperation in foreign missions. Mar'27:4
Mar'29:4
A communication to the churches regarding the crisis in the
Far East. Apr'32:14
If civilization survives. Mar'36:3
The mission of Christianity. Mar'36:3
Missions and rural reconstruction. Mar'36:3
Conferring at Asbury Park. Mar'37:20
Foreign mission leaders confere. Feb'38:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
American churches in council. Feb'41:22
News room. Feb'42:34
Trenton foreign missions conference. Mar'42:26
Missions amid world upheaval. Feb'43:22
Missions conferences. Mar'44:38
Imperatives of missions. Mar'45:3
Significant missionary meetings. Mar'45:10
Global highlights. May'46:4       Nov'46:2
Planning to meet opportunities. Apr'48:5
News room. Apr'48:39       Jun'48:32
Global highlights. Oct'48:2
A nation on the threshold. Dec'48:5
Global highlights (photo of officers) Mar'49:2
Global highlights.
      May'49:2       Jun'49:2       May'50:3       Jun'50:2
Mission agencies bring expanded faith to National Council.
      Jul'50:27
FOREIGN MISSIONS CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA. COMMITTEE OF
REFERENCE AND COUNSEL
Appeal for prayer. Apr'19:back cover
FOREIGN MISSIONS CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA. RURAL MISSIONS
COOPERATIVE COMMITTEE
News room. Jun'44:28
FOREIGN MISSIONS DAY
McLean, Rains and March 5. Mar'22:inside front cover
Here's the answer. Feb'29:2
The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39
First things first. Mar'30:4
What are tidal moments for? Apr'30:4
The threshold. Feb'33:2 Mar'33:2
Fiftieth anniversary of China Christian Mission. Feb'35:20
The threshold. Mar'36:2
Christ changes things. Feb'37:back cover
The threshold. Feb'43:2

FOREIGN STUDENTS
See
STUDENTS, FOREIGN

FORELL, GEORGE W. CHRISTIAN SOCIAL TEACHING
New books. Jan'73:33

FORELL, GEORGE W. THE CHRISTIAN YEAR: SERMONS OF THE FATHERS
New books. Feb'65:41

FORELL, GEORGE W. ETHICS OF DECISION
Book chat. Feb'56:18

FORELL, GEORGE W. UNDERSTANDING THE NICENE CREE
New books. Sep'65:42

Foreman, Clark Howell
Are we making progress in race relations? Nov'46:13

FOREMAN, CLARK HOWELL
(photo) Nov'46:13

FOREMAN, KENNETH J. FROM THIS DAY FORWARD
Book chat. Dec'50:38

FOREST PARK, GEORGIA. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'58:30

FORESTS AND FORESTRY
Women and world highways. Dec'37:35

FORMAN, CHARLES W
Global highlights. Nov'51:2 Sep'53:2

FORMAN, CHARLES W. CHRISTIANITY IN THE NON-WESTERN WORLD

FORMAN, CHARLES W. A FAITH FOR THE NATIONS
Book chat. Dec'57:42
FORMAN, CHARLES W. THE NATION AND THE KINGDOM
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32

FORMAN, JAMES
World events (photo) Jul'69:45
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5

FORMOSA
See
TAIWAN

FORNEY, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:51
First 100% church. Aug'26:1
How we put "World Call" in every home. Jan'27:50

FORRER, SAMUEL HENRY, 1874 -
Personalities. Jan'35:16
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:37

FORREST, ANNE PENDLETON, 1895 -
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
FORREST, C DORSEY
Campus news. Nov'40:44
FORREST, J T
(ordination) Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45

FORREST, L S
(photo) Jan'21:6

FORREST, SARAH
In the light of many candles (photo) Apr'24:39
(photo) Dec'27:10
Contrastign days at Emily E. Flinn Home. Mar'28:59
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39

Forrest, William Mentzel, 1868-1956
(married to Anne Pendleton Forrest)
A power house in rural Virginia. Apr'32:22
An account of a stewardship. Jun'39:26

FORRESTER, CHARLOTTE D
Graduating nurses at Kansas City. Feb'21:46

FORSE, CHARLES A
quoted. Last column. Jun'58:50

FORSSBERG, CARL FREDERICK WILLIAM, JR
Classroom and campus. Oct'61:33

Forster, (married to Charles H. Forster)
Where lives of service sing. Jan'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'38:39

FORSTER, ADA LAVINIA, 1877-1966
In the Lodge of the Great Spirit. Jun'23:27
The church in thy house. Aug'23:62
The story state by state. Aug'25:9
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
A woman preacher in a village pulpit. May'31:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39

FORSTER, ADA LAVINIA, 1877-1966
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
quoted. The International Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
(photo) Jul'36:24
Personalities. Jul'37:16
News room. Dec'43:32 Feb'50:34
FORSTER, ARNOLD. SOME OF MY FRIENDS
Book chat. Sep'62:24

FORSTER, CHARLES H., 1878-1946
News room. Dec'43:32
(death) News room. Jan'47:44

FORSTER, SARAH JANE
(death) Apr'23:55

FORSYTH, (MRS. H. P.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45 Sep'35:43

FORSYTH, CHRISTINA
Notes. Oct'19:64
Notes (death) May'20:59

FORSYTHE, IRENE. CHENG'S MOTHER
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32

FORSYTHE, MARGARET. SUGAR IS SWEET
Speaking of books. May'30:32

Forsyth, Pearl B
What price silk? Apr'28:30

Fort, Harvey
Christmas tree...an educational tool. Dec'70:25

FORT, TOM
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

FORT ATKINSON, IOWA. ST. ANTHONY CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45

FORT BENTON, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39
A new work, but the old plea (photo) May'19:43
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55

FORT COLLINS, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church that enjoys flexibility (photos) Feb'72:16

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A really unique Society (photo of Executive Committee,
Woman's Missionary Society) Aug'27:54

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four congregations enroll in Home Plan. Feb'60:49

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA. PARKWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights (photo) Jun'58:6

FORT LEWIS, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. May'49:26

FORT MADISON, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... Sep'32:39

FORT MORGAN, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:10
Crusade progress (photo) Jul'50:26
Here and there with World Call. Sep'50:48

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA
Ministry to people on the move. Mar'63:21

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA (new church 1959)
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Mar'32:39

FORT OGLETHORPE, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1963. Jan'64:46

FORT PIERCE, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In divers manners. Apr'27:57

FORT SCOTT, KANSAS
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49
FORT SCOTT, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Young people commend "youth leads" (photo of stewardship pageant) Aug'27:50
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:39

FORT SILL, OKLAHOMA. CHAPEL
(photo) Oct'42:29

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
Global highlights (photo of weekday religious education class) Nov'48:2
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. CREIGHTON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'19:43
Here and there with World Call. Mar'63:50
Adults and mission (photo of primary class) Sep'64:36
Brotherhood brass. Mar'68:9

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An enthusiastic Society (photo of Intermediate Christian Endeavor Society) Jul'26:47
A wonderful record. Dec'27:54
Good ideas... Dec'31:38
The way one church entertained its living link. Nov'37:34
Last column. Mar'45:40
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. WEST JEFFERSON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
Notes. Jun'19:59

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. ANNIE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Eleven years ago, and now (photo) Apr'20:46

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'59:3
Classroom and campus. Feb'65:33

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. CHESTUNE AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church Extension our Good Samaritan (photo) Jan'20:48
Note. Jan'22:57

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of worship service) Sep'73:front cover
Cover. Sep'73:4
(photo of worship service) Sep'73:5

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. EAST ANNIE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Fifty children for lunch (photo of Day Nursery) Feb'53:27

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:62
Over against the treasury. Oct'35:8
Gleaned from the Year Book. Feb'38:18
$48,000 a dozen (photo of church school display) Feb'40:24
Meeting the people's needs. Jun'40:21
Family night services (photo of members) Mar'41:22
The coming of the child (photo of Children's Day service) Jun'49:7
A minister's report. Sep'53:40

FORT WORTH, TEXAS. MAGNOLIA AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of dining room) Oct'28:47
Magnolia builds to serve (photos) Aug'30:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
Global highlights. Mar'47:3
Here and there... Apr'48:48
FORT WORTH, TEXAS. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41
(photo) Jul'38:1    Mar'49:8
(photo of tower) Jan'55:front cover
The cover. Jan'55:inside front cover
Here and there with World Call. Apr'55:48
Overcrowding is no problem. Nov'57:9
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
A breakthrough in Christian worship. Jun'71:32

FORTENBERRY, GEORGE, -1956
In memoriam. Nov'56:33

FORTHMAN, WILLIAM H. RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
New books. Feb'68:38

FORTSON, HOMER W., 1907-
News room. Jan'52:39

Fortune, Alonzo Willard, 1873-1950
(married to Bessie Hale Fortune)
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38
Four leaders give an opinion. Jul'27:43
Ida Withers Harrison--world citizen. Jan'28:21
Old tasks in new forms. Mar'28:7
A word on Christian unity. Oct'29:9
Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
Guarding the springs of civilization. Jul'33:13
Where center the attack! Nov'33:7
Columbus--October 25-31. Jul'37:5
Partners in preaching. Sep'41:5
An American Brotherhood. Dec'47:11
Alexander Campbell as a preacher. Sep'50:7

FORTUNE, ALONZO WILLARD, 1873-1950
Transylvania College notes. Sep'20:47
(photo) Jan'21:12
Illinois steps out... (photo) Nov'28:33
quoted. Here's the answer. Feb'29:2
Interesting people you will hear at Seattle (photo) Aug'29:2
(photo) Oct'29:30    Feb'33:4
Announcement. May'33:1
(photo) Jul'33:13 (bio sketch) Jul'33:14
quoted. Our friends speak out. Nov'34:1
Personalities (photo) Jan'36:18
In the heart of America. Nov'36:27
(photo) Jul'37:5
quoted. What they said at Columbus (photo) Dec'37:4
(photo) Nov'38:6    Dec'39:15
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18
Partners in preaching. Sep'41:3 (photo p. 5)
Classroom and campus.
Dec'44:26    Oct'45:26    Mar'46:30
(photo) Dec'47:11
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'49:48
First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
(photo) Sep'50:7
(death) Global highlights. Feb'51:2

FORTUNE, ALONZO W. ADVENTURING WITH DISCIPLE PIONEERS
Book chat. Oct'42:43

FORTUNE, ALONZO W. THE DISCIPLES IN KENTUCKY
Book chat. Mar'33:15
FORTUNE, ALONZO W. THINKING THINGS THROUGH WITH E. E. SNODDY
Book chat. Sep'40:25
Thinking things through. May'42:5
FORTUNE, BESIE HALE, -1950 (married to Alonzo W. Fortune)
(photo) Nov'38:9
In memoriam. Jun'50:39
FORTUNE, EMILY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
FORTVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'36:20
FORWARD IN MISSIONS AND EDUCATION
Missionary study material. Jul'42:33
FORWARD THE CHURCH
Apr'39:5
Jun'39:17
Church, heal thyself. Jul'39:16
Fosdick, Harry Emerson, 1878-1969
Why I am glad to be a preacher. Feb'20:12
Note. Oct'20:22
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON, 1878-1969
quoted. Sea salt. Oct'32:19
quoted. The last page. May'41:46
quoted. Last column. Dec'53:48 Jul'60:50
Global highlights. Apr'61:6
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE CHURCH'S MESSAGE TO THE NATION
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. DEAR MR. BROWN
Book chat. Sep'61:41
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. A FAITH FOR TOUGHC TIMES
Book chat. Jan'53:40
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. A GREAT TIME TO BE ALIVE
Book chat. Jan'45:16
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. A GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE
Book chat. Dec'38:22
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE HOPE OF THE WORLD AND SUCCESSFUL
CHRISTIAN LIVING
Book chat. Mar'53:42
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE LIVING OF THESE DAYS
Book chat. Dec'56:42 Jan'57:41
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. LIVING UNDER TENSION
Book chat. Nov'41:23
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE MAN FROM NAZARETH
Book chat. Dec'49:16
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE MEANING OF FAITH
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE MEANING OF SERVICE
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. ON BEING A REAL PERSON
Book chat. Jun'43:10
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. ON BEING FIT TO LIVE WITH
Book chat. Mar'47:21
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. A PILGRIMAGE TO PALESTINE
Speaking of books. Feb'29:29
Book chat. Sep'49:46
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE POWER TO SEE IT THROUGH
Book chat. Feb'36:22
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. RIVERSIDE SERMONS
Book chat. Jul'58:24
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. THE THREE MEANINGS
Book chat. May'51:40
FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. WHAT IS VITAL IN RELIGION?
Book chat. Dec'55:43
Fosdick, Raymond B
The adventurous life. Sep'29:back cover
FOSECA, ONOFRE G.
Filipino Christians want church union (photo) Mar'57:14
FOSHER, HOBART LINVILLE, 1897-1974
(married to Alby U. Andrews Fosher)
Lee W. Grant retires (photo) Jul'43:33
(photo) Dec'44:23
They work for you. Mar'58:28
FOSS, (married to Isaac Ora Foss)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
FOSS, ISAAC ORA, 1887-
The work of our colleges and the Board of Education.
Sep'22:49 Oct'22:55
(photo) Jan'25:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
FOSSATTI, NOEMI
(photo) Nov'28:41
FOSTER, (MRS. A. G.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
FOSTER, (MRS. C. M.)
In memoriam. Oct'38:39
FOSTER, (married to Charles J. Foster)
(photo) Dec'67:23
FOSTER, (married to Frank F. Foster)
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'38:inside front cover
FOSTER, (MRS. KIRBY)
(death) Mar'20:53
Foster, (Mrs. L. M.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:47
FOSTER, (married to Robert Foster) -1950
In memoriam. Nov'50:43
Foster, (Mrs. W. M.)
Letters. Nov'69:34
Foster, Arthur
Amputees ready for jobs. Dec'52:42
FOSTER, ARTHUR
(photo) Dec'52:42
Classroom and campus. Apr'59:34
Foster, B F
Prejudice changed to respect. Sep'21:39
FOSTER, BILLIE JEAN
The local church (photo) Oct'67:27
FOSTER, BONNIE
In brief (photo) Sep'71:35
FOSTER, CHARLES J.
(photo) Dec'67:23
FOSTER, CORA, -1954
In memoriam. Jul'54:43
FOSTER, D  
   (photo) May'57:39
FOSTER, EDWARD C  
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:5
FOSTER, ELI C  
   Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
FOSTER, EUGENE C. MAKING LIFE COUNT  
   A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
FOSTER, FANNIE, -1950  
   In memoriam. Jul'50:38
FOSTER, GEORGE O  
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:62  
   News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
FOSTER, INA LEE  
   Reinforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
Foster, Inazel Crowley  
   The Missionary Society (poem) Dec'29:48
FOSTER, JAMES  
   College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
FOSTER, JOHN. THE PREACHER'S USE OF CHURCH HISTORY  
   book chat. Jan'59:47
Foster, John Elliott  
   What I think of the "Two-by-tow plan." Feb'30:17
FOSTER, JOHN ELLIOTT  
   quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
FOSTER, LARRY. LARRY  
   Speaking of books. Apr'31:35
FOSTER, LILLY M., -1959  
   In memoriam. Sep'59:37
FOSTER, M V  
   (photo) Mar'24:57
Foster, Mary Blanche Stutsman, 1893-1978  
   (married to William James Foster)  
   Volunteers for summer service. Apr'44:5  
   Delinquency in wartime. May'44:18  
   Letters. Nov'70:4
FOSTER, MARY BLANCHE STUTSMAN, 1893-1978  
   News room (photo) Apr'44:28  
   Committee on War Services news notes.  
   Jul'45:27 Oct'45:34  
   Here and there... Jan'48:48  
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'49:4
Foster, Mary Custis  
   (untitled poem) Sep'28:36
FOSTER, NANNIE MICHIE MAULPIN (married to Benjamin Foster)  
   In memoriam. Jul'33:39
FOSTER, O D  
   (photo) Nov'22:34
FOSTER, O D  
   SCHOOLS OF RELIGION AT STATE UNIVERSITIES  
   The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
Foster, R C  
   The tonic of Church Extension. Apr'10:47
FOSTER, RICHARD  
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'57:31
FOSTER, ROBERT  
   (photo) Sep'39:31
FOSTER, ROBERT L., JR.  
(photo) Sep'42:5
FOSTER, SHARON  
Summer service. Jul'59:47
FOSTER, T A  
FOSTER, VIRGIL E. BY DEED AND DESIGN  
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
FOSTER, VIRGIL E. CREATIVE TEACHING IN THE CHURCH  
Books. Jan'64:42
FOSTER, W C  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:59
FOSTER, W R  
(photo) Jul'39:9
FOSTER, WILLIAM O  
So great a file of witnesses (photo) Oct'67:38
FOSTER, WILLIAM R  
Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16
FOSTER CHILDREN  
The threshold. Dec'40:4
FOSTER PARENTS PLAN  
College "Y" joins ranks of foster parents. Sep'42:45
FOSTERIA, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:5
FOSTERPUR, INDIA  
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Should we model mission churches after our own... May'30:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:40
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:39
(photo of church) Nov'42:33
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
Fosterpur church has a Christian home festival. Jan'51:47
Foth, (married to Paul Foth)  
Letters. Jul'69:33
FOUKE, TEXAS  
Self-help with a spiritual emphasis. Feb'54:16
Foulke, William Dudley  
Americanism (poem) Aug'27:45
FOULKES, WILLIAM HIRAM  
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
FOUNDATION FOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES (INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA)  
World events. Jul'72:40
FOUNDATION FOR THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA  
The mission to Chinese continues. Mar'68:13
FOUNTAIN, ALVIN MARCHUS  
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'50:4
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30
FOUNTAIN, MARY, -1921  
(death) Nov'21:50
FOUNTAIN CITY, TENNESSEE. NORTHSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
New churches. Nov'58:44
FOUNTAIN TOWN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Church extension and the development of the needy field
"THE FOUR GOSPELS" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visuals. Mar'67:44
FOURFOLD FIDELITY CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR STANDARD AND PROGRAM
Christian Endeavor forges ahead. Jun'26:47
"FOURTEEN GOING ON SIXTEEN"
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'64:48
FOUSHEE, (MRS. A. L.)
FOUTS, R B
News room. Mar'62:38
FOUTS, RALPH
News room. Mar'56:38 Nov'62:42
FOUTY, SCERVILLA, -1942
In memoriam. Nov'42:39
FOPELL, MYRON W.
Global highlights. Dec'61:4
FOWLER, (MRS. A. R.)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
FOWLER, (married to Brady Fowler)
News room. Mar'51:47
FOWLER, (married to Charles F. Fowler)
In memoriam. Jul'36:39
FOWLER, BRADY
News room. Mar'51:47
FOWLER, GEORGE P (married Lorene Fowler)
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:33
FOWLER, J. C.
Disciples and the black community (photo) Apr'72:31
FOWLER, JULIETTE PEAK, 1837-1889 (married to A. Y. Fowler)
Fowler Homes serve young and old (photo) Dec'54:8
FOWLER, JULIETTE, HOMES
See JULIETTE FOWLER HOMES
Fowler, Lewis D
Letters. Mar'68:45
FOWLER, LORENE (married to George P. Fowler)
(photo) Nov'57:43
FOWLER, MARGARET FRANCES
(death) Jan'22:59
FOWLER, MARY, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
Fowler, Nancy (married to Newton B. Fowler)
Church women and the UN. Apr'70:8
Fowler, Newton Belknap, 1931- (married to Nancy Fowler)
A day at Sei Gakuin. May'54:7
Why does a girl go to college? Jan'63:12
FOWLER, NEWTON BELKNAP, 1931-
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:30
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2
Classroom and campus. Jun'53:34 Jul'53:31
News room. Mar'55:36 Sep'58:49
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:35
News room. Sep'59:41
Classroom and campus. Jan'60:31
News room. Feb'60:34
FOWLER, SINA FAYE
   News form our college reporters. Feb'42:33

FOWLER, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH (photo) Aug'21:14

FOX, (MRS. H. A.)
   In memoriam. Jul'27:48

FOX, (married to Lewis Fox)
   In memoriam. Jul'29:36

FOX, A M (photo) Mar'24:34

FOX, ALBERT C (photo) Dec'31:32

FOX, ANDREW J
   Notes (death) Jun'19:61

FOX, BONNIE A
   Good ideas. Apr'28:47

FOX, EDGAR L.
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
   Good stewards on the reservation (photo) Apr'61:26
   Yakima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:25
   (photo) Apr'65:front cover
   The cover. Apr'65:inside front cover
   News room. May'65:36

FOX, F L (photo) Mar'24:46

FOX, GENEVIEVE. MOUNTAIN GIRL
   Speaking of books. Jul'32:41

FOX, GEORGE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
   quoted. Last column. Oct'63:50

FOX, GEORGE L
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2

FOX, H A
   Good ideas. Apr'28:47
   (photo) Sep'42:25

FOX, JAMES
   Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28

FOX, JAMES C
   Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30

FOX, NELSON M
   The church of the month. Oct'33:3

FOX, ORA FRANCES Haight, 1871–1953 (married to Irvin Fox)
   Notes. Nov'19:66
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
   quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
   (death) News room. Apr'54:42

FOX, PEARCEY MARGUERITE (photo) Jul'23:6

Fox, Reubena M (married to William K. Fox)
   Missionary worship service.
   Jun'57:39    Sep'57:35    Nov'57:35
   Jul'57:35    Oct'57:35

FOX, ROBERT K
   College commencements. Jul'36:33
FOX, RONALD L., 1946-1968
In memoriam. Oct'68:40
FOX, SALLY, -1950
In memoriam. May'50:39
FOX, SYLVIA
In memoriam. Jul'29:36
Fox, William Kappen, 1917-2004 (married to Reubena M. Fox)
Missionary worship service.
Jun'57:39    Sep'57:35    Nov'57:35
Jul'57:35    Oct'57:35
The church and the changing city. Jun'63:23
FOX, WILLIAM KAPPEN, 1917-2004
News room. Nov'47:30
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'55:4
New churches--how, why, where they grow (photo) Jul'61:14
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
In brief. Apr'69:39
(photo) Oct'69:3
In brief. Oct'69:41    Dec'69:39
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15
Update on the National Convocation of the Christian Church
(photo) Nov'70:23
The scene. Jun'72:35
In brief (photo) Jun'72:40
World events (photo) Nov'72:38
The scene. May'73:32
(photo) Sep'73:7
Fra Edgardus
See
Jones, Edgar DeWitt
FRAIM, (married to Robert Fraim)
global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
FRAKES, MARGARET. BRIDGES TO UNDERSTANDING
Book chat. Jan'61:39
FRAKES, MARGARET. THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY READER
Book chat. Jul'62:24
Frame, Alice B
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
FRAME, VERNIA
In memoriam. Oct'43:33
FRAME, VERNIE
In memoriam. Apr'44:36
Frame, W Howard
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:61
FRAME, W HOWARD
Notes. Feb'20:61
FRANCE, ALBERT, -1934
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
FRANCE, CARL G (married to Dorothy D. France)
News room. Oct'60:40   Mar'63:44
France, Dorothy Daniel (married to Carl G. France)
Christian causeways. Oct'69:31
South Africa--a strange society. Oct'72:5
FRANCE, DOROTHY DANIEL
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
FRANCE, DOROTHY DANIEL. SPEICAL DAYS OF THE CHURCH
New books. May'69:28

FRANCE, J D
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42

FRANCE
A message from the front. Feb'19:62
Notes. Apr'19:67
How America looks from France. Jul'19:19
A pilgrimage in search of faith. Dec'19:32
Christian unity in France. Jul'21:28
Listening in on the world. Apr'30;20 Aug'31:24
Support of orphaned missions. Jan'42:37
The state of the church.
 Apr'42:39 May'42:31 Jul'42:29
French Protestantism looks ahead. Nov'45:4
The story of CIMADE. Nov'45:8
French try to love even enemies. Feb'46:24
The French shoe pinches... Apr'46:46
The ministry... Sep'46:5
School opens in America and France. Nov'46:5
On so slender a thread. Oct'49:6
To the glory of God. Jul'51:44
CIMADE. May'59:29
The meaning of Frejus. Apr'60:48
Mission in Marseilles, Dec'60:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
A pastor for Glay. Dec'62:15

FRANCE--DESCRIPTION
Caravan abroad. Nov'49:17
Global highlights. Jan'53:2

FRANCE--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Listening in on the world. Dec'31:20
Social trends. Nov'51:13

FRANCES, (MRS D S)
(photo) Jan'21:7
FRANCIS (OF ASSISI)
Brother Sun, Sister Moon. May'73:26

FRANCIS, (MRS. E. E.)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31

FRANCIS, BERTHA LEACOCK
See
BEAUCHAMP, BERTHA LEACOCK

FRANCIS, CHARLES H
(photo) Jun'25:44
Francis, Emmet Everett, 1875-
Christmas at White Swan. Mar'24:54
Appreciation of Indian work. Feb'27:52
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:40

FRANCIS, EMMET EVERETT, 1875-
Notes. May'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
FRANCIS, FRED OWENS, 1934-1985 (married to Diane Harper Francis)
   Classroom and campus. Jul'64:37
FRANCIS, KELLY J., -1950
   In memoriam. Apr'50:39
FRANCIS, MARY DORCAS
   Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
FRANCIS, ROY G
FRANCISCO, FE
   Prepared for emergencies (photo) Nov'49:48
FRANCISCO, NANNIE A
   In memoriam. Jul'43:26
FRANCISCO, NOEL
   (photo) Sep'42:7
FRANCK, HARRY. TRAILING CORTES THROUGH MEXICO
   New books on Mexico. Mar'36:29
FRANCK, IRA S
   A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
FRANCK, ISAAC
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'68:7
FRANCO, ANDRES
   (photo) Nov'28:35
FRANCOIS, GARY RAY
   Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34
Franey, Hazel
   Unique evening at Westmore Church. Feb'27:47
FRANE, LUCY PALMER
   College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Franey, Lena M
   Young people commend "youth leads." Aug'27:50
FRANK, (married to Howard Frank)
   (photo) May'59:14
FRANK, ANNE
   Symbols of brotherhood. May'58:10
Frank, Edgar
   I live in-- (poem) Sep'32:48
FRANK, EMMA J. LUCAS, 1873-1954 (married to R. Graham Frank)
   Another living link. Apr'29:15
   (photo) Oct'29:7 Dec'30:10
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41 Apr'39:30
   (death) News room. Sep'54:38
FRANK, EUGENE M
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:6
Frank, Glenn
   A prayer. Nov'28:inside front cover
FRANK, GLENN. THUNDER AND DAWN
   Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
Frank, Graham
   See
   Frank, Robert Graham
FRANK, HOWARD
   Invaders in the rural church (photo) May'59:14
Frank, Marge Marie, 1928- (married to William P. Frank)
   Good gifts for youth. Jun'57:33
   Thank God for good neighbors! Nov'73:49
FRANK, MAUDE, -1950
   In memoriam. Nov'50:43
FRANK, MICHAEL
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:36
Frank, Robert Graham, 1873-1954 (married to Emma J. Lucas Frank)
   Invitations for the next convention. Dec'20:55
Next convention at Winona Lake, Indiana. Apr'21:50
Indiana churches to be hosts of International Convention.
   Jul'21:48
The Committee on Recommendations of the International
   Convention. Aug'21:48
International Convention to meet at Winona Lake. Apr'22:64
Proposed amendments to Convention Constitution. Jul'22:42
Affiliation with the International Convention. Aug'23:52
Annual stockholders' meeting. Sep'23:51
The International Convention and church budget. Jan'24:38
Committee on Recommendations. Sep'24:37
International Convention. Feb'27:50
Hoisting the flag of unity. Nov'27:12
A regrettable error. Jan'28:1
Truett to speak. Sep'34:17
A Senorita welcome. Dec'35:2
Notable ministries of the Kansas City area. Sep'36:6
Let the preacher be the preacher. Sep'38:7
Springtime in Palestin (poem) Apr'40:48
FRANK, ROBERT GRAHAM, 1873-1954
   quoted. Jan'19:56
   quoted. The Campaign for underwriting. May'21:6
Another living link (photo) Apr'29:14
   (photo) Oct'29:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
   (photo) Dec'30:8 Oct'31:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
At the crossroads of America with the International
   Convention. Nov'32:18
   (photo) May'33:4
Personalities. May'35:17
World Convention news. Jun'35:40
   (photo) Nov'35:42 Sep'38:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
   (photo) Dec'39:inside front cover
Mar'41:13
A minister of the Gospel. May'42:5
Fraternal messages at Columbus (photo) Jul'46:11
   (death) News room. Oct'54:38
FRANK, WALDO
   Missionary organizations. Nov'30:36
FRANKE, BERNICE MORRIS (married to Walter Royden Franke, Jr.)
   (photo) Apr'66:7
FRANKE, JOSEPH
   Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
FRANKE, WALTER ROYDEN, JR. (married to Bernice Morris Franke)
   Disciples in the news (photo) Apr'66:7
FRANKE, CHARLES
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'70:7

75
FRANKEL, HANS
Notes on anti-semitism in Europe. Feb'46:6

FRANKFORT, INDIANA
A youthful mayor. Sep'23:43

FRANKFORT, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Jul'57:36

FRANKFORT, INDIANA. WORLD FELLOWSHIP MEET
A suggestion of tomorrow's missionary strength in the local church (photo) Apr'30:24

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY. BRIDGEPORT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Youth help church see its world ministry. May'73:15

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
South Central Young People's Conference. Oct'20:48
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:46
Circulation corner. Nov'35:1 Feb'36:1
Building a church library. Mar'41:25
One church looks to its youth. Jul'42:5
The threshold. Mar'43:2
Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover
Most men are fair. Feb'47:13
An adventure in stewardship. Mar'48:16
Stewardship in the local church. Oct'48:12
Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:17

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY. HIGHLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches are for people (photo of worship service) Feb'60:19

FRANKFORTER, NANCY
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39

FRANKFURTER, FELIX
Global highlights. Feb'53:3

FRANKLIN, (MRS. W. A.) -1948
In memoriam. Jul'48:38

FRANKLIN, ARTHUR
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42
(death) Nov'34:47

FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN (U.S. FOREFATHER)
quoted. Or a republic prosper? Sep'28:23
quoted. Last column. May'56:48 Jun'56:52 Dec'56:52

FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN. AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITINGS
Book chat. May'46:15

FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN, 1812-1878
(photo) Apr'27:23
Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
Brothers go to war (photo) Oct'61:27

FRANKLIN, CECIL
(photo) Mar'24:50

FRANKLIN, CLARICE
quoted. More Americans are reading their Bibles. Nov'71:23

FRANKLIN, DENSON N. WHICH WAY FORWARD?
quoted. Last column. Mar'63:50

FRANKLIN, E W
Indian educator tours United States (photo) Apr'54:30

FRANKLIN, HOMER
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
Franklin, Isom C., 1879-1954
To this day we have come. Jul'32:20
FRANKLIN, ISOM C., 1879-1954
Sunday schools. May'29:39
FRANKLIN, JAMES H. MINISTERS OF MERCY
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:55
Bargains in books. Apr'23:57
FRANKLIN, JOSEPH, 1834-1912
Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
How a church spent forty-five years in India. May'29:34
Franklin, Josepha, 1869-1948
Calling sinners to repentance. May'20:32
A pleasant experience in evangelistic work. Jun'20:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:64
Making a schoolhouse serve a community. May'26:60
An unexpected tribute. Feb'29:1
By way of contrast. Jun'29:31
FRANKLIN, JOSEPHA, 1869-1948
(photo) Nov'20:18 Oct'22:5
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:61
(photo) Mar'24:2
How Josepha Franklin got her Ford. Apr'24:35
Johnson County at work (photo) Oct'24:58
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:50
Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
(photo) Mar'28:18
How a church spent forty-five years in India. May'29:34
(photo) Mar'33:35
Power of the Easter drama. May'33:47
(photo) Mar'36:26,27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30 (photo) Sep'39:32
News room. Sep'43:27 (photo) Nov'43:28
(death) News room. Feb'48:38
(death) Miss Josepha Franklin (photo) Mar'48:40
FRANKLIN, LULA MAE
(photo) Jul'28:28
FRANKLIN, MARION
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
FRANKLIN, MILDRED
See
BUNDY, MILDRED FRANKLIN
Franklin, Richard
No more "black study." Nov'47:23
Return of the books. Jan'48:28
No place to call home. Jul'48:29
FRANKLIN, SOPHIE CAROLYN, 1880- (married to Cecil D. Franklin)
(photo) Mar'24:55
Franklin, Stella, 1864-1947
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
FRANKLIN, STELLA, 1864-1947
Notes. Mar'19:61
Highways through the heart of Hindustan. Nov'20:18
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
(photo) Mar'24:2
Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
(photo) Mar'28:18
An unexpected tribute. Feb'29:1
How a church spent forty-five years in India. May'29:34
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:24
(photo) Mar'33:25 Mar'36:26,27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30 (photo) Sep'39:32
News room. Sep'43:27 (photo) Nov'43:28
Hallowed rooms of home. Dec'45:5
(death) Sep'47:11
One hundred fifteen years of missionary service. Nov'47:27

FRANKLIN, WILLIAM G
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28

FRANKLIN, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The laboratory training school (photos) Dec'36:18

FRANKLIN, INDIANA. TABERNACLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How Josepha Franklin got her Ford. Apr'24:35
A program of social education. Mar'35:26
Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48

FRANKLIN, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

FRANKS, JOHN
(photo) Dec'22:11

FRANNIE, WYOMING. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Pioneering in Wyoming. Jan'21:41

FRANTZ, GEORGE ARTHUR. BOOK OF MERCIES
Book chat. Jan'53:41

FRANTZ, LYDIA
In memoriam. Jul'30:41

FRANTZ, MABEL GOOD. THE SIGN POST
Book chat. Sep'37:29

FRANZ, CLARENCE W
Here and there... Apr'48:48

FRANZEN, CARL G F
(photo) Jan'21:6

FRASER, DONALD
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:59

FRASER, ELLEN EDGECUMBE. LEARNING ABOUT OUR CHURCH
Speaking of books. Sep'34:34

Fraser, Ian M
How change can be used for human good. May'72:14

FRASER, JAN W. UNDERSTANDING THE NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Dec'49:16

FRASER, JEAN M
Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:2

FRASER, JEAN M. A SHIP SETS SAIL
Book chat. Jul'53:42
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32

FRASER, JEAN
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'48:3 Feb'50:3

Fraser, T H
America, help us make peace. Feb'35:13

FRASER, T H
(photo) Nov'34:28 Feb'35:13

FRASIER, J K
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:43
FRATERNAL DELEGATES
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:26
(elections at International Conventions)
Dec'56:31  Jan'59:46  Dec'61:28
Jan'58:38  Jan'61:43  Dec'62:40
Women on world highways. Feb'63:33
Global highlights. Jul'64:7
Disciples in the news. Dec'66:7  Dec'68:8
FRATERNAL WORKERS
Global highlights (photo) May'52:3
American Disciples serving in Britain. Feb'56:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
News room. Apr'60:34
Instruments of the love of God. Nov'60:20
Mission in Marseilles. Dec'60:29
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34  May'62:36
News room. Oct'62:34
A pastor for Glay. Dec'62:15
Global highlights. May'64:4  Nov'64:6
Disciples in the news. Oct'65:7
Global highlights. Nov'65:6
Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7
Direct line. Dec'70:30
World events. Mar'72:38
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45
World events. May'72:39
FRATERNITIES
See
GREEK LETTER SOCIETIES
Frawley, Margaret
A service of love in wartime. May'42:12
FRAY, GAIL M
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:56
FRAZEE, EFFIE C., -1952
In memoriam. Dec'52:35
FRAZEE, MARGARET L., -1953
In memoriam. Jul'53:38
FRAZIER, J B
Notes. May'20:59
FRAZIER, JAMES GEORGE. THE GOLD BOUGH
Book chat. Jun'58:42
FRAZIER, JAMES GEORGE. THE WORSHIP OF NATURE
Speaking of books. Jun'26:44
FRAZER, JOHN E
quoted. Light out of darkness. Nov'56:28
FRAZER, THOMAS F., JR. FISHERMEN OF SOUTH THAILAND
New books. Jul'66:42
FRAZIER, (married to Homer Frazier)
(photo) Sep'54:38
FRAZIER, (MRS. N. A.)
In memoriam. Feb'30:46
FRAZIER, CONNIE, -1955
In memoriam. Sep'55:35
FRAZER, E. FRANKLIN. RACE AND CULTURE CONTRACTS IN THE MODERN...
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
   See
   LIBERTY OF THE PRESS
FREEDOM TRAIN
   Global highlights. Nov'47:3
Freeil, Carla
   My Psalm (poem) Jun'69:42
FREELAND, ANNIE J
   Springtide college activities. May'39:32
FREELAND, BENJAMIN E
   Springtide college activities. May'39:32
FREELAND, MARY ETTA, -1952
   In memoriam. Sep'52:35
FREELAND, PAUL B
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'60:4
FREEMAN, (married to Frank Freeman)
   Memoriam. Nov'34:39
FREEMAN, (married to Kenneth Freeman)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'57:35
FREEMAN, (married to Samuel Freeman)
   (photo) Jun'49:15
FREEMAN, ANN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:34
FREEMAN, C C
   (photo) Jan'21:12
FREEMAN, CLARENCE
   Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:11
FREEMAN, DAVID
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'59:33
Freeman, Dean V. C.
   Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:10
FREEMAN, DEAN V. C.
   Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:8
FREEMAN, DOUGLAS SOUTHLAND. LEE'S LIEUTENANTS
   Book chat. Feb'43:25
FREEMAN, G. ROSS
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2
Freeman, Grace Hill
   Isn't it the truth? (poem) May'63:50
Freeman, Jerome E
   What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:28
FREEMAN, JEROME E
   (photo) Dec'24:28
FREEMAN, KENNETH H
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'56:2
   Classroom and campus. Feb'57:30 (photo) Jun'57:35
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:4
   Classroom and campus. Jun'59:35
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:34
FREEMAN, L V
   Committee on War Services news notes.
   Jun'45:27       Dec'45:40
FREEMAN, LaVERN
   quoted. Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
FREEMAN, MARY ALICE, -1953
   In memoriam. Jun'53:39
FREEMAN, MARY C  
   (photo) Jul'25:55
FREEMAN, NANCY  
   (photo) May'42:33
Freeman, Robert
   The God who sees things through (poem) Aug'24:17
   The Heathen (poem) Nov'33:56
FREEMAN, S F., JR.
   quoted. Last column. May'49:48
Freeman, Samuel
   A live school. Nov'20:64
FREEMAN, STROY
   Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:16
FREEMANS
   Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
FREER, RUSKIN S
   Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
   Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'60:33
FREET, IDA L
   In our colleges. Oct'38:33
FREETOWN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Oct'51:17
FREEZE, (MRS. D. P.)
   In memoriam. Oct'45:33
FREEZE, ELLA
   In memoriam. Dec'39:37
FREI, (married to Ernest J. Frei)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36
FREI, ERNEST J.
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36
FREIMUTH, BARBARA
   Classroom and campus. Jun'62:35
FREITAG, MELBA M
   quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'39:inside front cover
FREJUS, FRANCE
   The meaning of Frejus. Apr'60:48
FREMONT, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
FREMONT, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:53
   Junior story-telling contest. Jun'24:63
   Adults and mission. Feb'63:38
FREMONT, NEBRASKA. LINCOLN AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
FRENCH, (MRS. D. E.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'36:1
FRENCH, (MRS. R. E.)
   In memoriam. Sep'41:39
FRENCH, CLARA M
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:6
FRENCH, DANIEL CHESTER
   Our July cover. Jul'21:1
   (photo of statue "The workingman") Jan'25:front cover
FRENCH, DWIGHT LYMAN
   Global highlights. Sep'63:7
   News room (photo) Oct'63:35
A ministry on wheels (photos) Apr'64:17
(ordination) News room. Sep'64:39
Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7
World events (photo)
   Sep'71:39   Mar'73:39
French, Eleanor
Women on world highways. Apr'64:37
FRENCH, H. P.
Enter Home Plan (photo) Mar'63:48
FRENCH, MARION FLOOD. TO COME AND GO ON
   New books. Sep'64:42
FRENCH, MAURINE, -1956
   In memoriam. Feb'57:35
FRENCH, R S
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'55:2
FRENCH, RODERICK
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:2
FRENCH, RUTH E
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. BEECHWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jul'62:front cover
   The cover. Jul'62:inside front cover
   Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:11
FRENCH LICK, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   See
FRENCH MISSION
   (photos) May'22:23
   Annual report... Sep'22:36
   A shepherd of the Bayous. Jun'24:13
   Annual report. Oct'24:41
   Aboard the Gospel chariot (photos) Jul'25:22
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
   An apostolic scene in Louisiana. Sep'25:19
   Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
   (photo) Sep'27:17
   Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:36
   The mission to the French Acadians. Mar'28:39
   John and his French boy friend. Aug'28:39
   By their fruits. Sep'28:5
   Brief talks on hom missionary work... Sep'28:42
   Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50
   Programs... Sep'29:33
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35
   Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:40
   Programs... Oct'29:47
   Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
   Programs... Oct'30:37
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:42
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
   The advancing program among the French. Dec'31:15
   Returns on our investment in French-America. Apr'32:9
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Jul'32:38   Nov'32:39   Apr'33:39
   Among the Acadians. Oct'33:26
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Echoes from everywhere.

Nov'33:40      Jan'34:39      Feb'34:40
A french wedding (photo of women) Apr'34:28
Through the years. May'34:39
Heart throbs from our French field. Jun'34:45
Echoes from everywhere.

Jul'34:39      Sep'34:39      Oct'34:39
From the French field. Oct'34:47
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'35:39
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:7
A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:30
Gradma has her way. Apr'35:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:40
This year in home missions (photo) Apr'37:25
An Acadian country church. Jan'38:27
Six years with French Acadians. Feb'38:27
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:41
The French field. Apr'40:8
(photo) Apr'40:25
Programs for young people. Apr'40:37
News room. Nov'45:26
Fifth Sunday meeting. Jun'46:28
New venture in Frenc-Acadian missions. Nov'46:26
A church in the making. Jul'47:28
Global highlights. Apr'48:3
French-Acadian "Gospel wagon." (photos) Jul'49;14
The church in a changing community. Sep'49:14
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
News room. Sep'50:38
Mission to the Evangeline country. Nov'51:14
All this is evangelism. Apr'53:17

FRENCH REFORMED CHURCH
Global highlights. Sep'65:4

FREND, W. H. C. THE EARLY CHURCH
New books. Sep'66:40

FRENTZ, (married to Ira B. Frentz)
In memoriam. Sep'38:39

FRESH, (married to Walter Fresh)
In memoriam. Oct'36:39

Freshe, Robert M
The church and youth. Jun'49:46

FRESNILLO, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:35

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'19:36
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:62
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51    Jul'24:52
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27

FREUDENBERG, ADOLF
Symbols of Central Europe. May'46:28

Frey, (married to Carl E. Frey)
Letters. Jun'70:35

FREY, (married to Elias) -1951
In memoriam. Sep'51:37
FREY, (MRS. F. E.) quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jan'50:48
Frey, E Roger
Color goes to church. Jul'50:7
Books. Jul'64:42
Letters. Jan'70:41
FREY, E. ROGER
Global highlights (photo) May'60:7
News room (photo) Nov'61:39
Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:5
News room. Dec'62:32
World events (photo) Mar'69:35
FREY, GEORGE CONRAD, 1895-1967 (married to Callie Mae Lutes Frey)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'54:4
The rural church in community life (photos) Apr'54:18
FREY, JOHN C., -1960 (death) News room. Dec'60:34
Frey, Shirley Ann
A visit with Nehru. Feb'62:28
Second thoughts on Nehru. Mar'62:30
FREYBURGER, W D (photo) Sep'33:4 Nov'33:24
FREYTAG, WALTER quoted. Global highlights. Jan'58:5
Frick, Bessie J., 1884-1978 (married to Charles H. Frick)
Echos from everywhere. Dec'23:53
FRICK, C H
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
FRICK, M C
Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:10
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
Frick, Mae Florence
Devotional study for women's societies.
Jul'29:34 Nov'29:48 Feb'30:38 Apr'30:38
Oct'29:48 Jan'30:48
A call to America. Aug'32:32
Around the world with Christ. Jun'33:19
Roger Reynolds of Kotmi, India. Feb'34:30
Our sisters of the dawn. Dec'34:14
FRICK, MAE FLORENCE
Echos from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Missionary organizations (photo) Jun'29:46
(photo) Oct'29:33
Echos from everywhere. Mar'32:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34 Jun'33:31
FRICK, MARY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
FRICK, W H
In memoriam. May'28:48
FRICKE, PATRICIA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:30
FRIDEL, E C
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'35:1
FRIDELL, ELMER A
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1
Circulation corner (photo) Mar'40:inside front corner
Help wanted! (photo) apr'55:8
Here and there with World Call. Feb'58:50
FRIDY, WALLACE. A LIGHT UNTO MY PATH
Book chat. Jul'54:46
FRIEDELEY, RACHAEL WEATHER, -1949
In memoriam. Oct'49:37
FRIEDLINE, RICHARD
(photo) Nov'48:20
Friedly, Robert Louis, 1933-
For Christ's sake. Jul'66:17
Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40
Purpose of Restructure. May'67:25
States tackle critical issues. Sep'67:17
They make a joyful noise. Mar'68:40
Opportunities unlimited. Jun'68:18
Updating at Kansas City. Sep'68:16
The trek to Seattle. Feb'69:7
Advertising the importance of faith. Apr'69:40
Letters. Jul'70:4
Decisions that really matter. Jan'71:26
Louisville in the cradle of our heritage. Feb'71:6
A visit to Brush Run. Jan'72:5
People of the parentheses. Mar'72:21
Breaking out of the media ghetto. May'72:16
A visit with the Mormons. Jan'73:5
Disciples look toward the Queen City in '73. Mar'73:18
Stimulating worship and witness. Jun'73:21
Voices heard by the whole church. Sep'73:19
FRIENDLY, ROBERT LOUIS, 1933-
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7 Jul'68:8
In brief. Sep'69:38
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. Jun'73:41
FRIEDMAN, LAWRENCE D
Classroom and campus. Dec'63:34
FRIEDMAN, PHILIP. THEIR BROTHERS' KEEPERS
Concerning brotherhood. Feb'58:9
FRIEDMAN, WILFRED
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'52:33
FRIELE, ELIZAETH ROTH
(death) Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
FRIEND, (married to James Friend)
In memoriam. Nov'38:39
FRIEND, IVY SMITH
(photo) Jan'21:16
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
FRIENDLY HOUSE
For reading about "The City." Jul'54:44
FRIENDSHIP
Friendship and life's purpose. Nov'23:30
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'39:40
FRIENDSHIP AMONG CHILDREN
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49
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FRIENDSHIP BROOK, JAMAICA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The call of Friendship Brook (photo) Apr'22:40
...heard the call (photo) Apr'27:36
FRIENDSHIP MISSION (ASUNCION, PARAGUAY)
See
ASUNCION, PARAGUAY. MISION DE AMISTAD
FRIENDSHIP PRESS
A mission study book and how it grew. Apr'40:17
Friesen, Doreen
FRIESEN, DOREEN LOY
Global highlights. Dec'66:7
(photo) Jun'67:37
Global highlights. Feb'69:30
In brief. Sep'69:39
(photo) Jan'70:32        May'72:46
FRIESNER, RAY C., 1894-1952
(photo) Jan'21:5
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:32
FRITCH, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
FRITH, WILLIAM
(photo) Jan'21:6
FRITSCH, MARY
(photo) Sep'46:34
FRITTS, SOPHIA, 1880-1969 (married to C. E. Fritts)
(photo) Mar'24:35
Personalities. Feb'38:23
Froendt, Antonia
The French shoe pinches... Apr'46:46
FROGGE, D. W.
quoted. Rural churches serve the people. Jul'59:18
"FROM THE CHURCH AT NISHIO" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'57:50
"FROM UPPER ROOM TO CROWDED STREET" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Oct'67:39
FROMAN, ANNA
(photo) Jan'21:11
FROMAN, ELLEN JANE
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
Classroom and campus. Apr'49:30
FROMBERG, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our covenant with God. May'65:20
FRONT RANK
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
Programs for young people. Nov'38:37
Global highlights. Feb'46:2
News room. Mar'48:32
"FRONTIERS OF FAITH" (TV PROGRAM)
Global highlights. Jul'57:5
TV program returns. Feb'59:44
FRONTON, PUERTO RICO
A side light on Porto Rico. Jul'30:30
FROOM, LEROY EDWIN. THE CONDITIONALIST FAITH OF OUR FATHERS
New books. Oct'65:42
FROST, A P
  My missionary mother. Feb'22:20
Frost, Adelaide Gail, 1868-1928 (married to Alvah P. Frost)
  The World Call (poem) Feb'19:17
  In 1874. Aug'19:51
  Note. Sep'19:51
  My missionary mother. Feb'22:20
  Mrs. G. L. Wharton. Jun'22:27
  In loving tribute to a pioneer. Jul'22:16
  Mothers of the long ago (poem) Dec'23:inside front cover
  The Mongo trail (poem) Mar'26:back cover
  (poem on Caroline Neville Pearre) Jul'34:34
FROST, ADELAIDE GAIL, 1868-1928
  quoted. Old letters of rare value. Feb'21:19
  Letter writing at Mahoba. May'25:40
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
  (death) Adelaide Gail Frost. Sep'28:4
  (photo) Oct'28:2
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40
Frost, Frances
  The women (poem) Oct'45:29
FROST, JOHN
  Twice-born Indians. Oct'32:34
FROST, JULIA WATKINS
  My missionary mother (photo) Feb'22:20
FROST, LEVI, -1927
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
FROST, MARY LEE
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
FROST, SARAH JANE
  (death) Jul'23:54
Frost, Thomas Buchanan, 1874-1946
  Holding the fort. Jul'23:47
  Echoes from everywhere. May'24:64
  Things are happening at Huber's Station. Apr'27:37
FROST, THOMAS BUCHANAN, 1874-1946
  quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
    Jun'24:45
    (photo) Sep'25:6
    ...a pioneer. Apr'46:28
FROWE, (MRS. E. T.)
  Extraordinary in sorrow and in service (photo) Aug'25:44
FROWE, E T
  Extraordinary in sorrow and in service (photo) Aug'25:44
FRUITA, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  A pioneer of today. Nov'20:44
FRUITLAND, MARYLAND. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:64
FRUMKIN, HERMKAN
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'63:35
FRY, (MRS. R. L.) -1963
  In memoriam. Apr'63:49
FRY, BENJAMIN CLARK
  Global highlights (photo) Jun'56:3
  Report of a mission on fellowship (photo) Jun'56:31
FRY, C. L
Notes. Feb'20:58

FRY, CHRISTOPHER
quoted. Last column. Jan'58:50

Fry, Franklin Clark, 1900-1968
Thank God! Nov'53:8

FRY, FRANKLIN CLARK, 1900-1968
Global highlights (photo) Feb'51:2
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:18
quoted. Christianity and governments. Jan'57:7
Global highlights. Oct'57:6
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:33 (photo p. 32)
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:24
(photo) Nov'61:23

FRY, LUCY E
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

Fry, Nancy Adeline, 1880-1958
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:59

FRY, NANCY ADELINE, 1880-1958
Five nurses in College of Missions. Feb'21:64
(photo) Jun'21:6
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
(photo) Jan'27:5 Aug'30:28 Dec'32:suppl:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32 Dec'36:30
News room. Jun'46:45
(death) News room. Jun'58:34

FRY, ROBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'68:35

FRY, VARIAN. BRICKS WITHOUT MORTAR
On the making of books... Jan'42:32

FRYE, (married to Earl R. Frye)
Here and there with World Call. Mar'52:48

FRYE, ELDON
(photo) Jul'28:26 Jul'29:29

Frye, John W (married to Leota T. Frye)
All this is evangelism. Apr'53:17

FRYE, JOHN W
News room. Sep'47:40
News room. Oct'50:47
(photo) Apr'53:17
Global highlights. Mar'60:7
News room. Jan'61:37

FRYE, LAWRENCE
(photo) Nov'69:46

Frye, Leota T (married to John W. Frye)
A birthday party. May'32:39
Devotional study for missionary societies. Oct'40:38

FRYE, LEOTA T
(photo) Sep'33:4,34 Apr'53:17

FRYMIRE, (MRS. ARTHUR)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
FRYMIRE, IRMA JOSEPHINE
   See
   FRYMIRE, IRMA FRYMIRE
FRYMIRE, JAMES ARTHUR
   (photo) Sep'24:57
FRYMIRE, JOSEPHINE BOWYER
   See
   FRYMIRE, LULU JOSEPHINE BOWYER
FRYMIRE, KIRBY LEE
   (birth) Sep'26:61
   (birth) Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57
FRYMIRE, LULU JOSEPHINE BOWYER, 1894-1973
   (married to William Arthur Frymire)
   Farewell and ordination (photo) Sep'24:57
   (photo) Oct'26:21
   Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'59:35
FRYMIRE, ROBERT MELROY
   (photo) Sep'24:57
Frymire, William Arthur, 1883-1954
   (married to Lulu Josephine Bowyar Frymire)
   A double bereavement. Jun'27:63
FRYMIRE, WILLIAM ARTHUR, 1883-1954
   College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
   The romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:19
   Notes. Apr'19:64
   "Ntukunyu Bosuki wa Jwilo." Jun'20:47
   Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
   (photo) Feb'22:40 Mar'22:41
   Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:26
   Farewell and ordination (photo) Sep'24:57
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
   (photo) Dec'28:29
   (death) News room. Jul'54:43
FRYSINGER, D F
   (photo) Nov'25:29
FUANGAROMYA, CHALAW
   Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'60:35
   The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:11
FUCHIDA, MITSUO
   (photo) Dec'57:29
FUCHS, LAWRENCE H. JOHN F. KENNEDY AND AMERICAN CATHOLICISM
   New books. Jul'67:39
FUCHS, RALPH F. DEMOCRACY IN TRANSITION
   Book chat. Sep'59:44
FUDGE, ROBERT
   (photo) May'49:19
   News room. Jul'49:32
   It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:8
   News room. Apr'62:34
FUENTES, JULIO A
   quoted. An they continued stedfast. Sep'32:33
FUGATE, JOSEPHINE BRAUCHER, 1903- (married to Justus H. Fugate)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'62:8
FUGATE, MARY E

90
In brief. May'73:41
FUGITT, RUTH
Meals that give more than food (photo) Sep'72:42
FUJIHIRA, TOGE
Camera in the Congo (photo) Jun'57:15
FUJITA, CELIA
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
FUJITA, TAKI
Women on world highways. May'65:33
"FUJITA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Visualizing Japan. Feb'50:22
FUJIWARA, (MRS. K.)
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'34:36
FUJIWARA, MICHIKO
Women on world highways. May'65:33
Fukada, Robert
A ministry among the silk weavers. Jun'64:17
FUKADA, ROBERT
Discovering Asia. Apr'73:25
FUKIEN, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
FUKUDA, HANA
Women on world highways. Mar'66:35
FUKUGAWA, KURAZO
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33
FUKUSHIMA, JAPAN
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
U.C.M.S. Department of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
Saved to serve (photo) Nov'23:4
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
Changing posts in Japan (photo) Mar'24:53
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61 May'24:50,51
This Easter baptism in Japan required heroism. Jun'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
A burglar story. Sep'24:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:64
Children's Day in Japan. Nov'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:56
Meet the workers. Feb'25:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51
(photo of Sunday school) Aug'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:50
Kawai San at work. Jul'26:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:50
Woman's missionary societies... Mar'27:48
The Golden Jubilee again a blessing. Mar'27:49
Another Jubilee building goes up! Aug'28:36
Another echo from the Jubilee (photos of church) Dec'28:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
The latest thing in farm relief. Jun'30:61
Busy mother. Sep'30:47
Newspaper evangelism. Oct'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40
Placing Christianity in Japanese soil (photos) Jun'31:18
Reaching the children and their parents (photo of kindergarten mothers club) Sep'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40
Farmers' institutes. Apr'32:46
Bible study groups. Jun'32:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'50:36
Youth and missions (photo of youth)
       Jun'55:39       Jan'58:35

Fulbright, David
   How I feel about the ministry. Oct'67:12
FULBRIGHT, JAMES WILLIAM, 1905-1995
   Global highlights (photo) May'47:3
   (photo) Apr'51:31
   quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace.
   Jul'60:16 (photo p. 17)
   (photo) Sep'67:18
FULBRIGHT, JAMES WILLIAM. THE PENTAGON PROPAGANDA MACHINE
   New books. May'71:29
FULCHER, ROY C
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
FULFORD, BETTY R
   Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48
FULK, FLORENCE
   (photo) Jul'39:8       Mar'40:17
FULKER, EMMA
   In memoriam. Jan'32:40
FULLEN, HARRIET L. RAFAEL AND CONSUELO
   Speaking of books. Nov'29:56
FULLENWIDER, LUCILLE
   In memoriam. Sep'30:39
FULLER, (MRS. C. W.)
   (death) Apr'23:55
FULLER, (married to Charles Fuller) -1962
   In memoriam. Nov'62:44
FULLER, (MRS. H. E.)
   In memoriam. Sep'31:40
FULLER, (MRS. M. J.)
   (death) Aug'20:31
FULLER, (MRS. W. M.)
   (photo) Jun'50:18
Fuller, (Mrs. Z.)
   It is worth while. Mar'24:43
FULLER, (MRS. Z.)
   (photo) Oct'22:46
Fuller, Barbara Stauffer (married to Russell M. Fuller)
   Women on world highways. Dec'66:32
   Direct line. Mar'71:30
FULLER, BARBARA STAUFFER
   (marriage) Beneath the spire (photo) May'48:4
   In brief. Jan'69:46
   Churchwoman, do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16
   General Board deals with business, issues (photo) Sep'72:41
Fuller, Bertha Mason, 1876-1959
   (married to James Henry Fuller)
   Women and missions. Jan'23:26
   Thinking it over. Dec'24:18
   A ten dollar bill. Jul'25:44
   (note) Mar'29:48
   Recollections. Jun'34:38
Last night we bombed Tokyo. May'45:12
To volunteer Children's workers (poem) Nov'46:24
Myself (poem) Apr'52:36
FULLER, BERTHA MASON, 1876-1959
(photo) Jan'20:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
g quoted. Anent the reading contest. Apr'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'30:34
(photo) Nov'35:44
James Henry Fuller. Jun'36:17
(photo) Apr'42:24
News room. Jul'46:34 Apr'49:34
Classroom and campus. Sep'51:33
(death) News room. Nov'59:38
FULLER, BERTHA MASON. THE LIFE STORY OF SARAH LUE BOSTICK
Served her race and generation. Nov'49:6
FULLER, CHALRES E
Classroom and campus. Dec'62:35
FULLER, EDGAR
Global highlights. May'62:4
Fuller, Elgin T
Clasp hands in Christian living. Apr'56:28
FULLER, ELIZABETH M., -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
FULLER, IOLA. THE SHINING TRAIL
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
Fuller, Ivan R
Direct line. Oct'67:31
FULLER, IVAN R.
(photo) Oct'67:31
Fuller, James Henry, 1866-1936
(married to Bertha Mason Fuller)
The story state by state. Aug'25:13
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:24
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
How Church Extension helped my state. Jul'34:14
FULLER, JAMES HENRY, 1866-1936
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
g quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:22
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'30:34
(photo) Jul'34:14
(death) James Henry Fuller. Jun'36:17
FULLER, JAMES HENRY. THE TABLE OF HIS PRESENCE
Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
FULLER, JOHN L. H. (married to Mary A. Fuller)
(photo) Jan'39:1 Mar'40:17
In brief (photo) Feb'72:38
FULLER, LINDA (married to Millard Fuller)
In brief. Apr'73:41
Fuller, Mary A (married to John L. H. Fuller)
Women and world highways. Oct'44:29
FULLER, MARY A
Beneath the spire. Jan'48:4
Fuller, Mary Elizabeth, 1890-1979
In time of sorrow. Aug'24:53
Echoes from everywhere.
  Jan'31:40     Jan'33:39     Jul'33:40     Jun'34:39
  Aug'31:42     Mar'33:40     Nov'33:39
Devotional study of missionary societies. Oct'34:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:39     Jan'36:40
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:10
FULLER, MARY ELIZABETH, 1890-1979
  Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
  "Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
  (photos) Aug'19:26     Aug'25:49
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40
  Station UCMS broadcasting.
      Oct'31:35     Dec'32:40     Jul'33:44
  O hina sama (photo) Jun'34:30
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34     Jun'37:35
  News room. Jan'41:34
FULLER, MAY
  (photo) Oct'22:46
FULLER, MILLARD (married to Linda Fuller)
  In brief. Apr'73:41
FULLER, MINNIE, 1878-1941 (married to Foster F. Fuller)
  In memoriam. Dec'41:39
Fuller, Nellie
  Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49
  The way to better understanding. Jan'29:58
FULLER, NELLIE, -1931
  (death) Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:6
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
FULLER, R. BUCKMINSTER
  Ahead of the headlines. Apr'71:5
  quoted. Quote--unquote. Oct'71:inside back cover
FULLER, ROBERT A
  Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
FULLER, RUSSELL
  (married to Barbara Stauffer Fuller)
  (photo) May'47:15
  News room. Sep'47:41
  (marriage) Beneath the spire (photo) May'48:4
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
  Global highlights. Jun'62:5
  A few steps from the campus (photo) Sep'63:15
FULLER, VARDEN. NO WORK TODAY
  Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
FULLER, VIOLA
  In memoriam. May'43:39
FULLER, Z
  (photo) Aug'25:49
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo of sacrificial breakfast) Jun'40:33
FULLERTON, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:50
FULLGRAFF, LAVON
  Circulation corner (photo) Nov'45:inside front cover
FULMER, (married to Don Fulmer) -1968
   In memoriam. May'68:42
FULSINGER, LILIA, -1950
   In memoriam. Jun'50:39
FULTON, (MRS. H W)
   (death) Jul'19:55
FULTON, C P
   (photo) Dec'24:34
FULTON, CLARA
   In memoriam. Mar'41:39
Fulton, John
   Read about India! Dec'63:41
   Fear...love. Nov'72:14
FULTON, VIRGINIA
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
FULTON, MISSOURI
   The Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
FULTON, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of Christian Student Congregation) Jan'42:13
FUMI TAKAGI
   A Christian pageant (photo) Jun'21:44
FUNASAKA, INO
   Disciples in Japan fifty years (photo) Jan'34:27
FUNCHEON, BERNARD
   Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
FUNCK, I W
   (photo) Mar'24:40       Dec'41:26
FUNCK, LUCILLE
   (photo) Jan'53:32
FUNCTIONAL CHURCH ORGANIZATION
   See also
   CHURCH POLITY
   The functional church makes a difference! Sep'64:13
FUND FOR THE REPUBLIC
   Global highlights. Jun'56:2
FUNDERBURK, W H
   (photo) Mar'24:38
   quoted. On the trail of the One-Day-Conventions. Dec'29:22
FUNERALS
   Cities of the dead. Feb'26:58
   Save or salvage--which? Mar'27:50
   The King is dead, long live the King. May'27:38
   The island home of the Jamaican. Mar'29:59
   The funeral of the father of the new Chinese Republic.
   Sep'29:29
   The turn of the tide in China. Apr'31:4
   Rites old and new. Oct'34:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39
   Burial customs in India. Jul'44:35
   An old grandmother dies. Jun'56:19
   Global highlights. Sep'60:4
   Needed: some changes in funerals. Oct'62:10
   The American way of death. Jan'64:9
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36
   Congo widow takes her stand. Jun'65:18
   Have Christian churches established standards for funerals?
Sep'66:48
Letters. Oct'67:4
FUNICAN, BRIDGET
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39
FUNICAN, MARTHA
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39
FUNK, AUSTIN T
College news and notes (photo) Feb'39:32
Funk, Brown
Church at Jennings, Louisiana. May'19:42
Funk, Gertrude
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
FUNK, GERTRUDE
(phot)
FUNK, RUTH E
In memoriam. Dec'44:33
FUNOSAKA, INO
(phot)
Fuqua, Clarence, 1918-
(married to Helen Josephine Green Fuqua)
New well at Los Haro. Sep'46:28
Opportunity in rural Mexico. Oct'46:18
The Fuquas describe Jerez, Zacatecas. Jun'50:42
FUQUA, CLARENCE, 1918-
News room. Mar'42:43
Missionary apprenticeship. Apr'42:6
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
(phot)
News room. Apr'46:41
(phot) Jun'46:back cover Oct'46:18
Truly living a link (photo) Dec'46:32
(phot) Dec'50:28 Oct'52:26
News room. Nov'53:46
Fuqua, Helen Josephine Green, 1917-
(married to Clarence Fuqua)
Calling on the Fuquas in Los Haro! Apr'48:46
Following the trails in Mexico. Sep'49:47
The Fuquas describe Jerez, Zacatecas. Jun'50:42
FUQUA, HELEN JOSEPHINE GREEN, 1917-
News room. Mar'42:43
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
News room. Apr'46:41
(phot) Jun'46:back cover
Truly living a link (photo) Dec'46:32
News room. Nov'53:46
FUQUA, JERRY E., 1942- (married to Vicky Fuqua)
(phot) Jul'66:front cover
The Cover. Jul'66:inside front cover
FUQUA, R H
(phot) Feb'56:14
Fuqua, Wendell Eugene, 1945-
Calling on the Fuquas in Los Haro! Apr'48:46
FUQUA, WENDELL EUGENE, 1945-
(birth) News room. Nov'45:26
News room. Apr'46:41
A grand guy (photo) Jul'46:42
Truly a living link (photo) Dec'46:32

FURBISH, MARY
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
(photo) Oct'29:30

FURGESON, P. J.
(photo) Apr'60:31

FURMAN, MRS. W. H.
(death) Feb'38:47

FURMAN, LUCY. THE QUARE WOMEN
New books. Jul'23:60
Christmas lists. Nov'23:56

Furman, Myrtle, 1882-1963
Look on the fields--India. Oct'19:19
Echoes from everywhere.
A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:43
Oh, how he reverences his God. Aug'24:60
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49
Signs of promise. Sep'25:58
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics.
Oct'25:55
Only a picture roll. Oct'25:58
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'29:49 Jul'29:35 Sep'29:35 Nov'29:49
The printed page. Nov'29:58
Receiptive minds in India. Nov'29:61
Difficult to understand. Jan'30:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49
India moving Christward. Mar'30:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40
The emergence of women in India. Jan'33:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'36:39 Feb'37:39 Oct'37:39
Village visitations. Jul'38:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'39:44 Oct'39:39 Feb'40:39
She calls them "little things." Feb'40:42
Mangal goes to school. Feb'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'40:39 Oct'40:39
Hungering for the truth. Oct'40:43
The personal Saviour. Nov'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:38
One day (poem) Jun'42:48
Homecoming in India. Mar'45:40
Echoes from everywhere.
May'45:33 May'47:45 Feb'48:36
Little tots in Kotmi school. Mar'48:44
Distant villages of India being reached. Apr'48:43
Crusaders in Central Province, India. Jul'48:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:39

FURMAN, MYRTLE, 1882-1963
Notes. Jan'19:62
Apr'19:61
(photo) Aug'19:27
Notes. Aug'19:45
(photo) Dec'19:46 Nov'20:49
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
Willing to take a great risk. Aug'24:38
(photo) Nov'25:59
When enthusiasm ran high. Jun'27:49
Tests and trials in India. Oct'28:63
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Jun'34:34 May'37:40 Sep'37:31
    Oct'35:33 Jun'37:34
quo. Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
(photo) Dec'41:16
News room.
    (photo) Nov'43:28 Nov'44:27 (photo) Jul'52:37
(death) News room. May'63:40
FURMAN, W. H.
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
FURNAS, WILLIAM E
Four churches join home plan (photo) Mar'59:46
FURNEAUX, FORBERT. THE ROMAN SIEGE OF JERUSALEM
    New books. Dec'72:34
FURNESS, J. M. VITAL WORDS OF THE BIBLE
    New books. Jun'67:45
FURST, KENNETH
    (photo) Jul'48:30
FURTER, MARY
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56
FURUYA, NOZOMU
Global highlights. Feb'58:5
Furuya, Yasuo
Assassination--a spiritual issue. May'69:24
FUSE, NAMIO
    (photo) May'54:19
FUSS, ANITABELLE
    College notes and news. Dec'40:31
    News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
    (photo) Jan'42:13
FUST, HENRY
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'53:37
FUTURE LIFE
And the life everlasting. Apr'49:7
"FUTURE SHOCK" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio visuals. Nov'73:37i
GI BILL OF RIGHTS
Global highlights. Oct'47:2
GABBERT, (married to M. R. Gabbert)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'60:8
Gabhart, (married to Carl H. Gabhart)
Letters. Dec'70:4
Gabnajhai
What the church means in rural India. Jul'57:48
GABRIEL, RALPH HENRY. ELIAS BOUDINOT, CHEROKEE, AND HIS AMERICA
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
GACES, (married to Santiago Gaces)
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:28
GACES, DANIEL
quoted. Messages from Filipino children. Jun'46:8
GACES, SANTIAGO
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20 (photo p. 21)
(photo) Feb'39:4 Mar'39:11
GADD, IDA
Fowler Homes serve young and old (photo) Dec'54:10
(photo) May'55:38
GADDIS, EFFIE LORENA
In memoriam. Sep'33:39
GADDIS, EMMA
(photo) Dec'51:9
GADDIS, SHIRLEY
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
GADGIL, NARHAR VISHNU
quoted. Global highlights. Apr'59:5
GADSDEN, ALABAMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Basketry class) Nov'21:51
A victory of faith in Alabama (photo) Jun'24:41
(photo) Aug'24:13
GAEBELEIN, FRANK K. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN A DEMOCRACY
Book chat. Jul'51:22
GAFFORD, LILLIE, -1958
In memoriam. Mar'59:35
GAGE, (MRS. G. E.)
In memoriam. May'44:33
Gage, Albert H
Teaching to win. Feb'25:4
GAGE, HARRY M
(photo) Dec'31:32
Gage, Ida
Building character through brick and mortar. Jul'27:53
GAGNON, GREGORY O
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34
GAHRAULI, INDIA. HINDU TEMPLE
(photo) May'24:37
GAIGE, W. M.
Global highlights (photo) May'56:4
GAINER, LAURA
Give credit to the caretaker (photo) Jun'62:17
GAINES, (MRS. W. L.)
In memoriam. Apr'34:39
GAINES, VIRGIL MERRITT, 1847-1927
(photo) Dec'19:4
GAINESVILLE, TEXAS. DIXON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
GAIRDNER, W H T THE REBUKE OF ISLAM
quoted. Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49
GALBRAITH, LESLIE R
In brief (photo) Sep'72:40
Galbreath, Jerry (married to Joy Galbreath)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38
Galbreath, Joy (married to Jerry Galbreath)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38
GALE, DANFORTH R
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24
GALE, ELSIE
(death) Dec'19:31
Gale, William M
Today's battle to rebuild Korea. Jun'59:31
A bowl of hope a day. Apr'60:44
GALE, WILLIAM M
(photo) Jun'59:31
GALE, ZONA, 1874-1938
I could tell a hundred. Jun'29:6
GALENA PARK, TEXAS. PARKSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Enter Every Home Plan. Oct'62:47
GALESBURG, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The birth of a great purpose. Jul'34:34
GALLEY, ELIZABETH L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
GALIZIA, (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37
Gallagher, Buell G
Speaking of books. Dec'31:43
Southeast Asia--a smoking volcano. Feb'57:21
GALLAGHER, BUELL G
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
Purpose in education. Sep'58:10
GALLAGHER, EDWARD
Classroom and campus. Mar'64:34
GALLAGHER, J. ROSWELL. EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS OF ADOLESCENTS
Book chat. mar'59:26
GALLAGHER, W J
Global highlights (photo)
Feb'48:3 Jan'54:3 Feb'59:5
Gallaher, M R
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
GALLAMORE, NANCY ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Sep'44:33
GALLAND, VALDO, -1971
In brief. Mar'69:38
(death) In brief. Mar'72:41
Gallaudet, H. D.
I will look unto the hills. Aug'20:17
GALLEGOS, ISOBEL
Echoes from everywhere. May'45:32
GALLEGOS, MICHAEL
(photo) May'47:30
GALLEGOS, NIGUEL
Echoes from everywhere. May'45:32
Gallegos, Soledad
Women and world highways. May'62:33
GALLEGOS, SOLEDAD
(photo) May'62:33
GALLEY, JENNIE
For forty years (photo) Jun'24:54
GALLOWAY, (METHODIST BISHOP)
Using gap-sense. Aug'24:15
GALLOWAY, (married to Harry Laticia Galloway)
(death) Feb'23:64
GALLOWAY, J H
(photo) Dec'24:34
GALLOWAY, MARY V
In memoriam. Apr'28:48
GALLUP, (MRS. E.)
(death) Feb'23:64
Galpin, Charles Josiah, 1864-
The rural church. Sep'26:4
GALSWORTHY, JOHN. FLOWERING WILDERNESS
Book chat. Apr'33:12
GALT, ELMER W
Global highlights (photo) Oct'54:3
GALUSHA, J. H.
In brief. Nov'69:41
Galusha, John Richard, 1932-
(married to Letitia Armstrong Gallusha)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38 Sep'61:34
GALUSHA, JOHN RICHARD, 1932-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
Radio--Congo's magic link (photo) Feb'63:25
GALUSHA, KATY ELIZABETH, 1964-
(birth) News room. Jul'64:34
GALUSHA, KEITH ANDREWS, 1959-
(birth) News room. Dec'59:40
Galusha, Letitia Armstrong, 1935-
(married to John Richard Gallusha)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38 Sep'61:34
Congolese complain, struggle and grow. May'63:30
To celebrate a life--and a light (poem) Jul'72:50
GALUSHA, LETITIA ARMSTRONG, 1935-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
Radio--Congo's magic link (photo) Feb'63:25
Galusha, Tish
See
Gallusha, Letitia Armstrong
GALVESTON, TEXAS
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
Notes. Nov'19:67
GALVESTON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'20:59
Some news items... Dec'22:45
GALVESTON, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Apr'37:inside front cover
They had a World's Fair. Jan'40:26
Circulation corner. Feb'40:inside front cover
Gamarekian, Edward
Brighter future for "forgotten girls." Jul'63:48
GAMBELL, BETTY JO
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32
GAMBILL, W. L.
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17
Gamble, Alice
News room. Sep'45:30
Gamble, Anna Dill
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Gamble, Harry Y
The church building (poem) Oct'39:48
Gamble, Samuel
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33
GAMBLING
See also
LOTTERIES
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:63
Listening in on the world. Dec'30:22 Oct'32:23
Social trends. Sep'38:25
Unhappy warrior. Oct'38:4
Social trends. Jun'51:16
Global highlights. Jan'53:3
Social trends. Jun'55:22
Government and lottery. Jun'58:10
Global highlights. Jul'64:6
GAMBOE, ALICE SPEARS, 1924-
See
MARSHALL, ALICE SPEARS GAMBOE
Gamboe, Homer Pharis, 1894-1977
(married to Martha Frances Waller Gamboe)
A Hindu wedding. Sep'24:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:56
We're in Mungeli. Sep'31:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'33:38
Going to the hills. May'34:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'35:39
An Indian wedding. Nov'39:30
Touring in Tents. Jul'40:26
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'40:38
Landour conference. Nov'40:45
Servants of India. Jun'41:27
Our India churches convene. Jul'41:27
News from Nipania. Dec'41:27
The story of a well. Dec'42:27
Sightseeing in India. Nov'45:22
A picnic in Bilaspur. Dec'45:29
The church outside the fence. Feb'49:29
Indian educator tours United States. Apr'54:30
Twelve thousand Cane Ridge visitors. Oct'67:40
GAMBOE, HOMER PHARIS, 1894-1977
(photo) Jun'21:7
College of Missions Commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
Gamboe, Martha Frances Waller, 1898-1983
   (married to Homer Pharis Gamboe)
   Childhood in India. Jan'28:53
   Neighbor India. Oct'29:20
   Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
   Yesterday and today. Mar'31:21
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:39
   Mother to the motherless. Jan'37:33
   How opportunity came to an Indian schoolboy. Sep'50:24
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'51:37
   Not bad for a rainy day! Jun'51:44
   Bilaspur's vacation school. Oct'52:44
   House by the Raipur Road. Jan'62:25
   Twelve thousand Cane Ridge visitors. Oct'67:40

GAMBOE, MARTHA FRANCES WALLER, 1898-1983
   (photo) Jun'21:7
   College of Missions Commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
   quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
   (photo) Dec'28:29
   Should we model mission churches after our own... May'30:4
   Missionary organizations. Dec'30:36
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'33:38
   (photo) Jul'40:17
   News room. May'41:32 Sep'43:27 Jul'44:34 Dec'45:32
   Crusade progress (photo) Sep'49:26
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:44
   Seven missionaries retire. Oct'61:30 (photo p. 29)
   In brief. Dec'70:34

GAMBOE, RACHEL
   See
   McGUIRE, RACHAEL BUSH GAMBOE

GAMBOE, TACIE PHARIS, -1943
   In memoriam. Feb'44:33
   (death) News room. Feb'44:34

GAMES
   A vegetable courtship. May'38:37

GAMEWELL, MARY NINDE. MING KWUNG, CITY OF THE MORNING LIGHT
   Program helps. Jan'25:49
GAMEWELL, MARY NINDE. NEW LIFE CURRENTS IN CHINA
   Bargains in books. Jan'23:62
Gammill, Chlorine (married to W. F. Gammill)
   Victory (poem) May'42:48
   Women and world highways. Nov'44:29
GAMMILL, CLORINE
   (photo) Jun'41:15
   quoted. What they say. Oct'41:14 (photo p. 13)
   (photo) Feb'45:28
GAMMILL, OLIVE, -1957
   In memoriam. Apr'58:37
GAMMILL, W. F., -1950 (married to Chlorine Gammill)
   (death) News room. Jun'50:34
GANADO, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Launching out in faith (photo) Jun'23:42
GANDHI, INDIRA
   World events. May'73:40
Gandhi, Mahatma Karamchard, 1868-1948
   The supreme good. Oct'72:inside back cover
GANDHI, MAHATMA KARAMCHARD, 1868-1948
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
   A Hindu view of Jesus Christ. May'24:17
   Christ of the Indian road. Apr'25:6
   India dreams again. Apr'26:22
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
   quoted. The last page. Feb'27:64
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
   Speaking of books. Apr'30:30
   Listening in on the world. Jun'30:26
   The coming of Gandhi. Jun'30:41
   Listening in on the world.
      Jan'31:22      May'31:24      Feb'32:21
   A close-up of Mr. Gandhi. Apr'32:12
   Two ways (painting) Jul'33:11
   Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Apr'39:38
   The good lives on. Apr'40:4
   India's "these four." Nov'41:3
   ...on freedom of religion. Jan'48:5
   (death) Great soul and servant. Mar'48:5
   (death) He lived above his religion. May'48:47
   India after Gandhi's death. Jun'48:14
   Book chat. Nov'48:14
   The Bible becomes better known. Jan'49:43
   Beloved India. Feb'49:44
   A missionary's tribute to Gandhi. Mar'49:23
   Washington Memorial planned to honor... May'53:42
GANDHI, MAHATMA. GANDHI'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY: THE STORY OF MY
   EXPERIENCE WITH TRUTH
   Book chat. May'49:14
GANDER, D. M
Gandy, Essie
   See
   Bennett, Essie M. Gandy
GANTER, LEWIS
   (death) Apr'19:60
GANTT, EDYTH
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
GANTZ, HALLIE GEORGE, 1910-1972
  quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:21
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
  (photo) Dec'57:32
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:5
  Classroom and campus. Mar'61:37 Dec'61:31
  Global highlights. Dec'68:6
  (death) In brief. Sep'72:40
GAPUZ, GUILLERMA
  quoted. Discipleship costly to Filipino student. Jul'55:46
GARAUDY, ROGER
  Dialogue (photo) Oct'73:20
GARBER, PAUL NEFF
  Global highlights. Sep'47:4
GARBER, MONT ROBERTSON
  Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'50:4
Garbett, Cyril Forster
  Religion in Russia. Dec'43:12
GARBETT, CYRIL FORSTER
  Religion after the war. Nov'44:3
  Idealist and realist. Jun'45:3
  Global highlights. Nov'53:3
GARBETT, CYRIL FORSTER. WORLD PROBLEMS OF TODAY
  Book chat. Jan'56:20
GARCIA, ANTONIO
  Mexico touched my heart (photo) Nov'58:30
  Juarez Day in Mexico (photo) Oct'62:44
GARCIA, DOMINADOR
  Thirty cents worth of witness. Jun'62:28
Garcia, Etta C
  Women and world highways. Jul'51:33
GARCIA, FERNANDO
  A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:22
GARCIA, GEORGE A (married to Maria I. Dayoan Garcia)
  (marriage) News room. May'45:28
  News room. Nov'45:26 Dec'49:32
GARCIA, GUMERSINDO
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2
GARCIA, HECTOR
  Global highlights. Oct'68:7
GARCIA, JOHN ALVAREZ. CAMILO TORRES: HIS LIFE AND HIS MESSAGE
  New books. Mar'70:28
GARCIA, LAURENA
  (photo) Nov'48:37
Garcia, Luisa
  Missionary worship service. Jan'54:35
  Women's societies. Jul'55:47
GARCIA, LUISA
  Mexico's Institute for Rural Women (photo) Jun'52:27
  For adult mission study (photo) Jan'54:36
  Women and world highways (photo) Sep'58:35
  Mexico touched my heart (photo) Nov'58:30
GARCIA, MARCIA
  It is worth while (photo) Mar'24:43
Garcia, Maria I. Dayoan
(married to George A. Garcia)
Women and world highways. Dec'39:33
Pioneering in Christian literacy. Jan'44:16
Filipinos build Christian homes. Apr'57:27

GARCIA, MARIA I. DAYOAN
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20
(photo) Feb'39:4 May'39:35 Dec'39:33
Mar'39:11 Nov'39:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
News room. Sep'41:34
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
News room. Oct'41:34 Feb'42:34
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
News room. Mar'42:43
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:16
News room. Jul'43:28
(photo) Jan'44:16
News room. Jan'44:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:33
News room. Apr'44:28
(marriage) News room. May'45:28
News room. Nov'45:26 Dec'49:32
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:13
(photo) Apr'57:27
Missionary worship service. Apr'57:35
For adult mission study. May'57:34

GARCIA, MARIA LUISA
Institute for rural women. Jul'54:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'54:4

GARCIA, MARY ELLEN
Social workers in the making (photo) Sep'51:30
For adult mission study (photo) Oct'53:34

GARCIA, PETRA
It is worth while (photo) Mar'24:43

GARCIA, PORFIRIA
It is worth while (photo) Mar'24:43

GARCIA, REBECCA (married to Hector Garcia)
Women on world highways. Jun'66:33

GARCIA, SERGIO
A Disciple speaks for Mexican youth (photo) Jun'61:21
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'61:38

GARD, A. J
(photo) Nov'27:20

Gard, Lillian
The New Year (poem) Jan'36:48

GARDEN CITY, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Committee on War Services news notes. Mar'46:40

GARDEN OF THE GODS (COLORADO)
(photo) Sep'23:front cover

GARDENIA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Sep'50:48

GARDNER, ALLEN F
Missionary illustrations... Nov'26:55
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'39:38

GARDNER, R. K. A.
quoted. Nov'68:19
GARDINER, T K
   Another league of laymen (photo) Jan '29:8
GARDINER, WILLIAM H
   Listening in on the world. Dec '31:20
GARDNER, (MRS. O. E.) -1957
   In memoriam. May '58:37
GARDNER, (married to William) -1952
   In memoriam. Apr '53:35
GARDNER, CAROLINE. CLEVER COUNTRY
   Speaking of books. Jul '32:41
GARDNER, E. CLINTON
   Global highlights. Jun '58:4
GARDNER, EARLENE
   What hope for Haiti? (photo) Oct '58:19
Gardner, Frank Nelson, 1907-1981
   (married to Helen Margaret Bryant Gardner)
   Which sense may reach and apprehend. Sep '46:19
GARDNER, FRANK NELSON, 1907-1981
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr '26:12
   Classroom and campus. Oct '45:26 Mar '46:30
GARDNER, GLEN E., 1909-1968 (married to Marie Gardner)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun '53:4
   In memoriam. Dec '68:42
GARDNER, HELEN. A BOOK OF RELIGIOUS VERSE
   New books for spring reading. Apr '73:37
GARDNER, JAMES
   Editorial correspondence from Germany (photo) Nov '53:7
Gardner, Katherine
   Women and world highways. Dec '36:35
GARDNER, LAURA
   In memoriam. Jun '30:49
GARDNER, LUCY
   Glimpses of the religious world. Nov '26:45
   quoted. So many people say it. May '27:19
GARDNER, MARGARET GREENLEAF
   Classroom and campus. Nov '43:26
GARDNER, NELSON, 1882-1953
   (photo) Mar '24:45
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr '26:12
GARDNER, PEARL
   No time to grow old. Dec '56:11 (photo p. 10)
GARDNER, ROBERT
   Emergency ministry serves young U.S. draft age emigrants in Canada. Jul '71:17
GARDNER, SUSAN E., -1942
   In memoriam. May '42:39
GARDNER, TERESA D
   In brief. Sep '73:41
GARFIELD, (married to Abram Garfield)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb '57:30
GARFIELD, ABRAM, 1872-1958
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb '57:30
GARFIELD, EDWARD
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb '57:30
GARFIELD, HARRY AUGUSTUS, 1863-1942
   Fall activities in our colleges. Dec '31:32
GARFIELD, JAMES ABRAM, 1831-1881
Garfield's first sermon. May'21:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55
An evolution of fellowship. Aug'21:3
(photo) Sep'24:2
President Garfield and the Disciples. Sep'24:7
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Oct'24:52 Sep'26:56
(photo of statue) Oct'30:front cover
Our cover. Oct'30:1
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
GARFIELD, JAMES ABRAM. HOME
(photo) Jan'23:21
GARFIELD, JAMES ABRAM. MONUMENT
(photo) Sep'24:7
Cleveland--in brief. Dec'24:20
GARFIELD PARK VILLAGE (SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA)
Global highlights (drawing of proposed buildings) Jun'64:7
GARLAND FOODS, INC.
in brief. Nov'70:40
GARLAND, TEXAS. WESTERN HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1964. Dec'64:44
GARN, H M
(photo) Jan'21:15
GARNER, EDGAR C
World outreach sounding board. May'67:32
Garner, Evelyn
Letters. Jun'71:34
GARNER, GEORGE
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:11,15
GARNER, J W
A church that had a program. Aug'21:47
GARNER, JOHN NANCE, 1868-1967
Personalities. Oct'34:15
GARNER, MARTHA
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31
Garner, Mayme
See
Miller, Mayme Garner
GARNER, PERCY T
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60
Garnett, Arthur Campbell, 1894-1970
The color is gray. Nov'44:5
GARNETT, ARTHUR CAMPBELL, 1894-1970
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:27
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
Religion after the war. Nov'44:3 (photo p. 5)
Garnett, Carl R
End of American school as part of Colegio Ward. Oct'52:31
GARNETT, CARL R
News room. Nov'50:38
Classroom and campus. Sep'51:33
An expanding ministry. Dec'52:19 (photo p. 18)
Garnier, Derick
When life has hope. Nov'65:43
GARR, MARY A
In memoriam. May'27:49
GARRETSON, ROBERT L. HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE CHOIR DIRECTOR
Book chat. Oct'55:38

GARRETT, (married to John W. Garrett)
(photo) Jun'61:47

GARRETT, CONSTANCE. GROWTH IN PRAYER
Book chat. Apr'50:21

GARRETT, ETHEL ROSE
See

HOLROYD, ETHEL ROSE GARRETT

Garrett, Frank, 1868-1950 (married to Verna Waugh Garrett)
Progress in Nantungchow, China. Mar'19:50
China for Christ Movement organized... Mar'20:inside front cover
Two letters from Frank Garrett. Dec'20:6
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:64
No open membership in China. Mar'21:29
Progress and problems of Nantungchow. Mar'21:56
Statement at Winona. Oct'21:4
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:60
Easter in China. Jul'26:61
Silent missionaries at work. Jun'27:62
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
Helping China to help herself. Mar'29:57
Among China's farmers. Mar'30:56
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:39 Aug'30:41
Our mission faces China's poverty. Jan'32:20
Laying enduring foundations in China. Jun'35:10

GARRETT, FRANK, 1868-1950
A statement from the Foreign Society about the union situation in China. Oct'20:27
Nantungchow in the limelight. Jun'21:27
(photo) Oct'21:51
A Christian funeral in a Buddhist temple (photo) Jul'24:37
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
(photo) Oct'26:44 Mar'30:56
Hail to our silver anniversary churches (photo) Mar'31:25
(photo) Dec'31:suppl:13
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
(death) News room. May'50:34

GARRETT, FUMIKO
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'58:35

GARRETT, H R
(photo) Jan'21:10

GARRETT, HENRY J
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:40

Garrett, Jennifer
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding. May'64:25
Letters. Oct'64:50

Garrett, John
Challenge at New Delhi. Oct'61:24

Garrett, L E
The evolution of a Sunday school class. Sep'24:44

GARRETT, L E
Notes. Apr'19:65
Station UCMS broadcasting Jun'25:51
GARRETT, LORA
See
MEHLIS, LORA GARRETT
GARRETT, MARGARET
See
SMYTHE, MARGARET GARRETT
GARRETT, NAOMI
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
GARRETT, RALPH WINFIELD, 1892-1977
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:40
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:31
GARRETT, RICHARD
(photo) Jan'68:12
GARRETT, ROBERT
Global highlights (photo) Mar'48:2
GARRETT, ROSE
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:56
GARRETT, T. S. CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
Book chat. Jan'62:16
Garrett, Verna Bryan Waugh, 1883-1977 (married to Frank Garrett)
Success in the treatment of Leprosy. Mar'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:59,60 Apr'24:62
A modern missionary journey. May'25:34
Teaching under difficulties. Jun'26:41
Rice and opium. Jun'26:46
Save or salvage--which? Mar'27:50
Helpful contacts in Nantungchow. Feb'32:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:38
An engineer-doctor in China. Feb'33:15
A day in my Chinese pastor's home. Apr'33:27
Some friends of mine. Sep'36:30
GARRETT, Verna Bryan Waugh, 1883-1977
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
News room. May'50:34
GARRETT, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Progress at Garrett, Indiana (photo) Apr'20:47
(Photo) Aug'21:15
GARRIDO-ALDAMA, MANUEL
For adult mission study. Dec'51:34
Garrigues, Casper Charles, 1871-1967
(married to Hannah Mary Garrigues)
The story state by state. Aug'25:11
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:24
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
GARRIGUES, CASPER CHARLES, 1871-1967
A worth while project. Jul'37:34
GARRIOTT, (MRS. R. E.)
(death) Jan'26:49
GARRIOTT, CHRISTOPHER T. MAKING THE MOST OF TIME
GARRIOTT, JEAN E
In brief. Feb'71:41
GARRIS, CALLIE CLIFTON, JR., 1938-
Classroom and campus (photo) May'68:34
GARRISON, ALTA, -1960  
(death) News room. Oct'60:40
GARRISON, ANNIE DYE, -1971 (married Winfred Ernest Garrison)  
In memoriam. Sep'71:50
GARRISON, ALTA, -1960  
(death) News room. Oct'60:40
GARRISON, CARLTON DAVID, 1919-  
(married to Mary Elizabeth Garrison)
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'58:8
Garrison, Charles Lloyd, 1872-1965  
(married to Lily Mae Ellis Garrison)
The yellow God. Jan'20:25
The signs of the tiem. Feb'26:22
GARRISON, CHARLES LLOYD, 1872-1965  
(photo) Mar'24:48
GARRISON, J  D  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
Garrison, James Harvey, 1842-1931  
(married to Judith Elizabeth Garrett Garrison)
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:29
What of the Christian home? Feb'27:5
A miraculous bag of coins. Juan'55:10
GARRISON, JAMES HARVEY, 1842-1931  
A fresh venture of faith in the Hub City. May'19:31
Notes. Aug'19:48
(photo) Sep'20:29
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:34
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:22
quoted. Of whom the world was not worthy. Aug'24:17
(photo) Nov'24:2
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'25:52
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
(photo) Feb'27:5
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:22
The Disciples lose a leader (photo) Mar'31:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
(photo) Nov'49:31
Challenge of Children's Day. May'56:39
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
Brothers go to war (photo) Oct'61:26
A rush into print. Jan'69:12 (photo p. 11)
GARRISON, JAMES HARVEY. CHRIST THE WAY
Speaking of books. May'26:52
GARRISON, JAMES HARVEY. MEMORIES AND EXPERIENCES
Speaking of books. Feb'27:42
GARRISON, JUDITH ELIZABETH GARRETT, 1846-1939  
(married to James Harvey Garrison)
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28
Garrison, Myrene M
Garden gossips (poem) Jul'38:48
GARRISON, MOAR. THE CHILDREN OF BIBLE TIMES
Book chat. Feb'59:44
GARRISON, R. BENJAMIN. PORTRAIT OF THE CHURCH, WARTS AND ALL
   New books. Feb'65:14
GARRISON, RAYMOND
   A church school to serve 49,000 (photo) Sep'72:5
Garrison, Theodosia
   On giving thanks (poem) Nov'28:back cover
   Your house in order (poem) Nov'33:17
GARRISON, WEBB. LAUGHTER IN THE BIBLE
   Book chat. Jun'61:43
GARRISON, WEBB. SERMON SEEDS FROM THE GOSPELS
   quoted. Last column. Dec'59:50
Garrison, Winfred Ernest, 1874-1969
   (married to Annie Dye Garrison)
   Pilots are we (poem) Jul'25:28
   In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31
   And the life everlasting. Apr'38:5
   Easter morning (poem) Apr'41:19
   Changes in religious thought in the last 25 years. Jan'44:7
   Protestantism affirms. Oct'49:7
   Puerto Rico—a fair and fruitful field. Sep'51:9
   Protestantism and liberty. Oct'51:13
   Book chat. Nov'51:36
   Dead Sea Scrolls hailed as significant discovery. Mar'56:47
   Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:19
   What's good in secularism? Jul'61:29
   Right unity—right basis. Apr'62:46
   Bethany Press—a story of service. May'64:29
   Letters. Jan'69:4
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST, 1874-1969
   (photo) May'23:32
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Jul'23:53  May'24:54  Nov'24:52
   (photo) Jan'25:32
   quoted. Go-to-College Day—why observe it? Sep'25:29
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:53
   Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Sep'27:52  May'28:41
   Disciples Divinity House. Oct'29:60
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
   Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
   quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
   (photo) Sep'37:5
   Personalities. Nov'37:21
   College news and notes. Feb'39:32
   (photo) Mar'39:32  Dec'41:21
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:2
   First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
   Global highlights. Oct'50:2
   (photo) Dec'50:24
   News room.
   Feb'51:38  May'51:47  (photo) Jul'51:39
   Global highlights. Oct'51:2
   Bringing Lund to the people (photo) Jun'52:12
   A look at Lund (photo) Nov'52:13
   News room. Jan'54:38
Global highlights (photo) Feb'54:3
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:17
Global highlights. Dec'56:6
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
(photo) Jan'58:38 Sep'58:19 Jul'61:29
Classroom and campus. Jul'64:37
(death) Editorials. Apr'69:19
In memoriam (photo) Apr'69:46
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. AN AMERICAN RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT
Book chat. Dec'45:14
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. CATHOLICISM AND THE AMERICAN MIND
Speaking of books. Sep'28:35
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. CHRISTIAN UNITY AND DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Unity and the Disciples. Jan'56:42
Book chat. Sep'56:39
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST: A HISTORY
Book chat. Mar'49:20
quoted. The beginning. Jan'72:7
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. FAITH OF THE FREE
Book chat. Jan'41:44
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. HERITAGE AND DESTINY
Book chat. Dec'61:24 Apr'62:41
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. INTOLERANCE
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:11
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. THE MARCH OF FAITH
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. A PROTESTANT MANIFESTO
Book chat. Apr'52:16
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. SINGING SAGES
New books. Jan'67:37
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. THE QUEST AND CHARACTER OF A UNITED
CHURCH
Book chat. Nov'57:22
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. THY SEA SO GREAT
New books. Feb'66:40
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST. WHENCE AND WHITHER THE DISCIPLES OF
CHRIST
Book chat. Sep'48:45
GARRISON, WINFRED ERNEST, LECTURES. NEW HAVEN DISCIPLES HOUSE
See
NEW HAVEN DISCIPLES HOUSE. W. E. GARRISON LECTURES
GARRIT, JOSHUA CROWE
Frank Garrett's statement at Winona. Oct'21:4
The College of Missions. Feb'22:6
(photo) Apr'23:13
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19
GARRY, ROBBIE ANNA
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:6
GARSHAW, JOSEPH AUGUSTAT
Global highlights. Sep'57:6
GARST, CHARLES ELIAS, 1853-1898 (married to Laura DeLaney Garst)
How Lt. CEG won the EVC (photo) Feb'19:20
Notes. Apr'19:63
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
They sleep--and call (photo of grave) Mar'22:5
A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:39
Garst, Gretchen, 1887–1952
How America looks from Japan. Jul'19:20
Armenian relief from Japan. Aug'20:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59 Jun'21:55
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:22
Interesting the fathers, Akita, Japan. Jul'22:47
Interesting things happen so fast. Aug'22:55
The spotlight on Japan. Feb'23:58
In the House of Peace. Jun'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
Snapshots of Akita, past and present. Sep'23:10
Changing posts in Japan. Mar'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61 May'24:50 Aug'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Japan mission sets aim for Christian living. Jan'25:40
Meet the workers. Feb'25:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:16
Home again. Dec'25:1
Kindergarten helpers. May'28:51
A rope of ashes. May'28:54

Garst, Laura DeLaney, 1861–1925 (married to Charles Elias Garst)
Note. May'19:62
Isn't this fine? Nov'19:62
New Year afar. May'20:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:63
Love's way. Dec'20:46
A unique function. Sep'21:58
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60 Oct'22:60
Snapshots of Akita, past and present. Sep'23:11
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15

Garst, Laura DeLaney, 1861–1925
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
How Lieut. CEG won the EVC. Feb'19:20
Notes (photo) Apr'19:63
(photo) Feb'23:58
A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:39
(photo) Dec'23:25
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
(photo) Jun'25:2
Mrs. Laura Delany Garst. Jun'25:20
To old friends. Feb'28:1
Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth anniversary (photo) Oct'53:38
Milestone at Tsuruoka. Feb'59:33
(photo) Jan'69:32
GARTEN, FANNY PHILLIPS, -1957
In memoriam. May'57:33
GARTH, MARY CARRICK
(death) Jun'22:51
GARTMAN, BOB
(photo) Dec'50:30
GARTOK, TIBET
A visit to Gartok. Mar'20:9
(photo) Aug'22:39
Garton, Barbara W
Letters. May'65:40
Garton, Lulu Ethel, 1883-1971
Saving a man. Sep'19:60
What a Hindu woman said about God. Jan'21:43
GARTON, LULU ETHEL, 1883-1971
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
(photo) Jan'28:32
Gartrell, Leland E., 1927-
Singing in a strange land. Nov'62:23
GARTRELL, LEELAND E., 1927-
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:20
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'54:36
Garver, Anna Noble
When doctors get together. Jul'27:37
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'27:47    Feb'28:48    Dec'28:50
Girls give pageant. May'29:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:63    Sep'30:39
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
GARVER, ANNA NOBLE
(photo) Jul'27:37    Dec'27:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49
Garver, Charles F
A layman looks at world missions. Oct'60:19
GARVER, EARL S. PUERTO RICO: UNSOLVED PROBLEM
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
GARVEY, JOHN
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26
GARVIE, A E
(photo) Oct'37:4
GARVIE, ALFRED E. THE FATHERLY RULE OF GOD
Book chat. Mar'37:45
Garvin, Frances M
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
GARVIN, J L
(photo) Dec'24:23
GARVIN, WESLEY P
   Classroom and campus. Jul'63:37
GARVIN, WILLIAM J., JR.
   Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34
GARY, PAUL
   College and university news. Sep'41:30
Gary, Paul E
   Interim pastor. Oct'68:12
GARY, INDIANA
   Results in the religious day school. Aug'19:56
GARY, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63
   Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:6
GARY, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:4
   Notes. May'20:61 Apr'20:59
   Circulation corner. May'36:1
   The story of Gary (photos) Jul'43:18
   Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44
   Three Christian centers for Spanish-speaking persons (photo of fellowship dinner) Apr'67:23
GARY, INDIANA. CENTRAL SPANISH IGLESIAS
   New churches July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46
GARY, INDIANA. GLEN PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Jul'20:43 Oct'20:64
GARY, INDIANA. TOLLESTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46
   Rebels against injustice (photo) Apr'68:12
GARZA, EVA
   See LUNA, EVA GARZA
GARZA, JOEL
   News room. Jul'61:36
   Esfuero--another chance for the addict (photo) Jan'72:26
GARZA, MARY ELLEN GARCIA (married to E. R. Garza)
   News room. Feb'61:34
Garza, Nohemi Banuelos, 1941-
   Where Christ is not known. Apr'59:32
GARZA, NOHEMI BANUELOS
   Youth in Mexico serve churches (photo) Nov'57:42
   (photo) Sep'58:35
   Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:31
   Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:12
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
GASAWAY, JUDITH ANN
   See SAUCEDO, JUDITH ANN GASAWAY
GASAWAY, LAFE
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:2
Gaselee, J B
   Toward reconstruction in Greece. Jul'49:20
GASELEE, JUDY
   quoted. Manna for Macedonia (photo) Apr'50:31
GASELEE, JULITTA
GASHO, BERTHA NEGLEY, -1949
   In memoriam. Jun'49:37
GASKILL, (married to Peal Redmon Gaskill) -1969
   In memoriam. Jan'70:43
GASKINS, H. MONROE
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
GASTON, J M
   The Park Christian Church, New Albany, Indiana. May'20:42
GATCH, MILTON McG. DEATH: MEANING AND MORTALITY IN CHRISTIAN
   THOUGHT AND CONTEMPORARY CULTURE
   New books. Oct'69:29
GATES, (MRS. J W)
   Notes. Feb'19:45
GATES, (married to Robert Gates) (California)
   Visitation evangelism (photo) Oct'72:29
Gates, (married to Roy Gates)
   Lo, I am with you alway (poem) Dec'22:6
GATES, CHARLES W
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
GATES, EARLE W.
   Christian Endeavor. Mar'37:47
Gates, Elbert E., Jr
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Nov'61:34          Oct'63:36          Nov'64:36
GATES, ELBERT E., JR
   CWS aids Hong Kong fire victims. Oct'61:33
   "Pearly" gates of Hong Kong (photo) Mar'63:20
   Brighter future for "forgotten girls." Jul'63:49
   Congo Christians aid needy in Hong Kong (photo) Sep'63:37
GATES, HENRY
GATES, JAMES D
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:30
GATES, JESSIE, -1945
   In memoriam. Feb'46:37
GATES, PAULINE
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50
GATES, ROBERT (California)
   Visitation evangelism (photo) Oct'72:29
Gates, Robert William, 1938-
   A church school to serve 49,000. Sep'72:5
GATES, ROBERT WILLIAM, 1938-
   Classroom and campus. Oct'62:32
   (photo) Sep'72:5
GATES, THOMAS S., JR.
   Air Force recalls manual. Apr'60:42
GATES, W B
   Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32
GATHINGS, JAMES
   Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Gatten, Cecil L
   Of an early morning (poem) Feb'66:46
GATTINONI, CARLOS D
   (photo) Nov'28:41
GATTINONI, J E
(poto) Jun'22:21
GATTINONI, JUAN
(poto) Nov'28:41
GATTIS, GAY, 1899-
News room. Oct'51:43 Mar'53:46
GATTS, SARAH ANN
In memoriam. Apr'43:39
GAULT, LYNN
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
GAULT, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. Nov'58:33
GAUM, CARL G
quoted. The last page. Mar'32:48
GAUSTED, EDWIN SCOTT. A RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF AMERICA
New books. Jun'66:48
Gavai, N M
From the boys of Harda. Oct'23:45
Gay, (married to John Gay) -1950
Claude E. Cummins. Jul'24:53
In memoriam. Oct'50:39
GAY, (married to John Gay)
In brief. Jun'70:38
GAY, FRANK ROY, 1885-1973 (married to Janet K. Gay)
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
(photo) May'49:33
Classroom and campus. Jan'55:32 Sep'55:30
GAY, J. DOUGLAS
Classroom and campus. Jul'65:35
GAY, JOHN H
Global highlights (photo) Sep'68:6
In brief. Jun'70:38
GAY, MATTIE
(photo) Jan'25:32 Jun'30:32
GAY, QUON
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51
GAYLORD, FAY C
Classroom and campus. Nov'59:33
Gaylord, Raymond
Trick-or-treat with a purpose. Oct'64:31
Second milers. Jul'68:16
A litany of brotherhood. Feb'70:9
Sweet smelling, scented soap. Dec'70:24
A litany on church unity. Mar'72:18
Uni-Walk for UNICEF. Sep'72:31
Why do churches grow? Feb'73:18
Keys to church growth. Mar'73:16
Vital churches put accent on the future. Apr'73:12
The growing church: facing the failures. May'73:8
Three plans. Dec'73:16
GAYLORD, RAYMOND
(photo) Apr'73:3
GAYNOR, ZELLA, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'57:39
GE ZONG ONG
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
GEARHART, (married to Wilbur Gearhart)
   News room. Jul'50:42
Gearhart, E W
   Letters. Dec'66:inside front cover
Gearhart, Herbert, 1921-
   Inner city--the churches' baffling frontier. May'68:15
GEARHART, HERBERT, 1921-
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'65:6
   (photo) May'68:15
GEARHART, LYNTON W
   Mind-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
GEARHART, ROBERT H. TOWARD CERTAINTY
   Book chat. Mar'48:31
GEARHART, WILBUR
   News room. Jul'50:42
GEARY, MARY B
   In memoriam. Jun'37:39
GEBHARD, ANNA LAURA MUNRO. PARSONAGE DOORWAY
   Book chat. Jan'51:40
GEBHARD, ANNA LAURA MUNRO. RURAL PARISH
   Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
   For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
GEBHARD, ED. RURAL PARISH
   Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
GEBHARDT, MARIE-LOUISE. THE FOOLISH OLD MAN WHO MOVED MOUNTAINS
   World outreach books. Jun'69:7
GEBHART, G. F.
   Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'65:34
GEDAT, GUSTAVE ADOLF. THEY BUILT FOR ETERNITY
   Book chat. Jan'54:42
GEDEOHN, OLIVE
   What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
GEER, ROSE
   In memoriam. Apr'40:39
GEESLIN, (MRS. B. C.)
   In memoriam. Mar'28:60
GEESLIN, BETH MARIE, 1958-
   (birth) News room. Oct'58:34
GEESLIN, LINDA CAROL, 1961-
   (birth) News room. May'61:32
GEESLIN, ROGER HAROLD, 1931-
   (married to Velma Lois Fogle Geeslin)
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'62:34
   Missionary register. Oct'65:43
GEESLIN, VELMA LOIS FOGLE, 1932-
   (married to Roger H. Geeslin)
   Missionary register. Oct'65:43
GEHMAN, HENRY SNYDER. THE WESTMINSTER DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE
   Book chat. Jul'45:17
GEHRES, MAUDE M
   In memoriam. Feb'39:39
GEIB, RICHARD WAYNE, 1921-
   Global highlights. Apr'56:5
   quoted. Last column. Apr'57:48
GEIB, RICHARD WAYNE. COMPLETE WITH COMMAS
   New books. Dec'68:36
GEIGER, GLENN
   A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:13,14
GEISE, ETHEL
   In memoriam. Sep'43:35
GEISEL, THEODOR
   On beyond zebra: the risk of union. Jan'73:31
GEISSMAN, ROBERT GLENN. "BETHLEHEM" (PAINTING)
   (photo) Dec'71:inside back cover
GEISTER, EDNA. THE ELEVENTH CHILD
   Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
GEISTER, EDNA. GEISTER GAMES
   Speaking of books. Jul'30:32
GELENBERG, K
   (photo of scuplture of Holy Family) Dec'69:front cover
   The cover. Dec'69:4
GELL, G K
   The threshold. May'45:2
GELSTON, HENRY MILLS, 1877-1951
   (photo) Jan'21:5
   Classroom and campus. Jul'47:32
Gemmer, Edith M
   India speaks (poem) Apr'31:38
GEMMER, H. C., -1962
   (photo) Jan'39:1   Apr'53:1   Apr'56:1
   Mar'40:17   Apr'54:1
   Global highlights (photo)
      Apr'56:4   Apr'57:3
   Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Arp'57:39
   Global highlights (photo) May'58:7
   (death) News room. Feb'63:40
GEMMER, H. ROBERT
   Classroom and campus. May'65:34
GENEALOGY
   ? and answers. Mar'67:8
GENERAL ASSEMBLY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
   See also
      INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
      Global highlights. Nov'68:6
      The representative character of the Christian Church.
         Jan'71:7
GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 1968
   See also
      INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1968
      Updating at Kansas City. Sep'68:16
      Global highlights. Nov'68:6
      Who speaks for the church? (photos) Dec'68:15
      Global highlights. Jan'69:42
GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 1969
   Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
   Global highlights. Jan'69:42
   The trek to Seattle. Feb'69:7
   World events. Mar'69:30
   Letters. Apr'69:45
   The trek to Seattle. May'69:37
   I had a dream. Jun'69:17
   World events. Jun/69:36
   Honored for achievements. Jul'69:11
   Women on world highways. Jul'69:31
   World Calling... Jul'69:50
Update on Reconciliation. Sep'69:10
Editorials. Sep'69:19
World events. Sep'69:36
The scene. Sep'69:44
Seattle Assembly. Oct'69:19
Actions on social issues. Oct'69:17
Editorials. Oct'69:19
World events. Nov'69:36
The scene. Nov'69:44
(photo) Sep'71:6

GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 1971
World events. Mar'70:38       Dec'70:37
Louisville in the cradle of our heritage. Feb'71:6
World events. Mar'71:36
Editorials. May'71:19
World events. Jun'71:36
The scene. Jun'71:44
Black Disciples will present request at Louisville Assembly. Jul'71:18
A time to speak: a time to act. Sep'71:6
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville. Sep'71:8
At Louisville minorities will be heard. Oct'71:10
Overseas leaders welcomed. Oct'71:11
World events. Oct'71:37
The scene. Oct'71:44
Dec'71:much of issue
The scene. Jan'72:48
Commentar. May'72:12

GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 1973
World events. Jan'70:36
The scene. Sep'72:36       Feb'73:33
What's happening among Disciples? Feb'73:46
Disciples look toward the Queen City in '73. Mar'73:18
Stimulating worship and witness. Jun'73:21
The scene. Jul'73:32
General Board prepares way for coming Assembly. Oct'73:10
...to celebrate historic role of church women. Oct'73:12

GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 1975
Letters. Feb'73:47
Commentary. Sep'72:22
General Board deals with business, issues. Sep'72:41
World events. Dec'72:40

GENERAL ASSEMBLY. COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM AND ARRANGEMENTS
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF FRENCH PROTESTANTISM
Global highlights. Jan'51:4

GENERAL BOARD OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
See

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST). GENERAL BOARD

GENERAL COMMISSION OF CHAPLAINS
Global highlights. Dec'56:5

GENERAL CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
See

CHRISTIAN CONNECTION

GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
  Do we know our heroes? May'25:35
  Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:13
GENERAL MILLS COMPANY
  Shavings. Jul'72:42
GENERAL MINISTER AND PRESIDENT
  See
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) GENERAL MINISTER AND PRESIDENT
GENERAL VEDIA, ARGENTINA
  Two floods in the Chaco. Nov'61:28
GENERAL WAR TIME COMMISSION OF THE CHURCHES
  The necessity of practical unity. Aug'20:42
GENESSEE, IDAHO, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
GENETICS
  Social trends. Apr'65:18
GENEVA, OHIO
  Geneva holds a clinic. Jul'28:21
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
  International Foreign Missionary Conference... (photo) Oct'20:28
GENGELBACH, ANNA
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Genne, William H
  The church can help its families. May'64:21
  What kind of sex education do we want? May'70:24
GENNE, WILLIAM H. MARIAGE: AN INTERFAITH GUIDE FOR ALL COUPLES
  New books. Sep'70:28
GENOA, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Youth and missions. Mar'45:31
GENOA, TEXAS. SOUTHEAST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  The right way. Jul'58:48
GENT, W  A
  Notes. Feb'19:46
Gentry, (Mrs J. C.)
  Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:35
GENTRY, (MRS J C)
  Notes. Aug'19:45 May'20:61
  (photo) Jan'22:19
  quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:42
  Big business in big service for children. Oct'22:14
GENTRY, FRANK, -1945
  (photo) Sep'42:25
  (death) News room. Oct'45:25
Gentry, J  C
  Southern Christian Home. Apr'20:45
  The Southern Christian Home. Jan'22:18
GENTRY, J  C
  (photo) Jan'22:19
  Big business in big service for children. Oct'22:14
  Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
  quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:38
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
GENTRY, L. SLOAN, 1918- (married to Ada Helen Gentry)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'62:8
  Nothing can separate us (photo) May'71:45
GENTZLER, LOIS A (married to Orville D. Gentzler)
   News room. Dec'49:32
GENTZLER, LUTHER C., -1953
   In memoriam. Nov'53:35
GENTZLER, ORVILLE D., 1913- (married to Lois A. Gentzler)
   News room. Dec'49:32
GENUNG, CAROL DALE, 1950-
   (birth) News room. Jan'51:33
   Genung, Dan B., 1915-
      (married to Frances Ulrich Genung)
         Christmas pageant. Feb'43:42
         A church for all peoples. Apr'43:15
         Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:32
         quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
         V-E Day service. Jul'45:37
         Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
         Training begins early. Apr'52:7
         Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36
         A parish in a city. Sep'54:9
   GENUNG, DAN B., 1915-
      (photo) Mar'39:32
      Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
      Home missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
      Echoes from everywhere. Nov'45:31
      (photo) Sep'46:3 Oct'47:25
      Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2
      Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:38
      (photo) Nov'50:33 Apr'52:7
      News room.
         Apr'52:38 (photo) Oct'52:38 Mar'53:38
         (photo) Sep'54:9
      Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:4
   GENUNG, DAVID DAN, 1945-
      (birth) News room. May'45:28
   Genung, Frances Ulrich (married to Dan B. Genung, Jr.)
      Missionary worship service. Oct'46:36
   GENUNG, FRANCES ULRICH
      Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
      (photo) Sep'46:3
      Here and there... Feb'48:48
   GENUNG, LINDA JOY
      Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39
   GEOGHEGAN, JOHN
      The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:11
   GEORGE, (MRS. A D)
      Woman ordained into ministry. Jan'19:57
      Notes. Apr'19:63
   George, (Mrs. Arthur)
      Casting into the treasury. Jun'22:44
   GEORGE, (married to Arthur George)
      (photo) Oct'22:7
   GEORGE, ALICE
      Three Disciples serve in Nepal. Mar'57:40
   GEORGE, ELSIE, -1949
      In memoriam. Mar'50:37
   GEORGE, EVANGELINE KLING, 1880-1953
      In memoriam. Jun'53:39
(death) News room. Jul'53:40
GEORGE, JULIA A -1946
   In memoriam. Oct'46:37
GEORGE, RITA REED
   New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
GEORGE, SAMUEL
   (death) Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
GEORGE, TULSA
   Johnson County at work. Oct'24:58
GEORGE, ZELMA (married to Clayborn George)
   Women on world highways (photo) Sep'63:37
GEORGEFF, MARIE
   Women on world highways (photo) Dec'64:33
GEORGESON, (married to Wilfred Georgeson)
   Women and world highways. Dec'35:35
GEORGETOWN, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches send World Call. Sep'65:60
GEORGETOWN, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47
   Minister says EHP as asset to church. Jan'62:48
GEORGIA
   Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
   A significant advance step. Jan'23:41
   Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
   Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
   The story state by state. Aug'25:11
   Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
   Some things that led to Prohibition. Dec'29:56
   How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15
   Georgia women have a real treat... Feb'38:26
   A Southern State looks at itself. Jul'38:7
   Global highlights. Mar'51:3
   Here and there with World Call. Nov'57:48
   Where we live. Feb'59:9
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'61:50
GEORGIA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
   Women and world highways. Jul'49:33
GEORGIA YOUTH CARAVAN
   There's a world out there! (photo) Jul'72:11
GERARD, GLADYS RAMPLEY, -1949
   In memoriam. Feb'50:39
GERDTELL, LUDWIG VON, 1872-1954
   Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
   Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
GERE, FREDERICK H. THE WINDS OF GOD
   New books. Nov'69:29
GERHARDT, HARRISON A
   (photo) Jun'64:24
GERKING, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
   Here and there... Jan'48:48
GERLACH, ROSEMARIE
   Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24
GERMAN, (ARCHBISHOP OF SERBIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH)
  New Patriarch "tireless." Nov'58:50
  Global highlights. Dec'58:4
GERMAN, (MRS. F. M)
  (death) Dec'19:31  Jan'20:53
German, W. S. (pseud)
  German churches and the war. Feb'40:16
GERMAN EVANGELISTIC SOCIETY
  Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:30
GERMANOS, STRENOPOULIS
  (death) Global highlights. Mar'51:2
GERMANS IN ENGLAND
  The state of the church. Jul'42:29
GERMANS IN THE UNITED STATES
  Partners in pruning shears. Feb'36:16
  The threshold. Jul'39:4
GERMANY, CHARLES H. THE RESPONSE OF THE CHURCH IN CHANGING JAPAN
  World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
GERMANY
  See also
  EAST GERMANY
  WEST GERMANY
Notes. Oct'19:60
  International Foreign Missionary Conference... Oct'20:28
  Temperance draughts. Jul'21:29
  German missionaries in need. Dec'23:29
  Help the German children. Apr'24:39
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
  Programs... Nov'29:47
  There but for the grace of God, goes America. Mar'34:3
  Book chat. Oct'34:40
  Social trends. Jan'36:27
  Book chat. Apr'38:34
  The state of the church. Feb'43:31
  We accuse ourselves. Jan'46:8
  Relief in Germany. Feb'46:18
  Church men can lead the Germans. Mar'46:14
  Global highlights. May'46:4
  A striking witness. May'46:16
  Symbols of Central Europe. May'46:28
  Global highlights. Oct'46:2  Nov'46:2,4
  If thine enemy hunger... Mar'47:38
  Global highlights. Apr'47:3
  Slamming the door. May'47:19
  Global highlights. Sep'47:2
  Hilfswerk helps refugees build their own homes and communities. Dec'47:44
  Religious education in the Russian Zone. Mar'48:8
  Global highlights. Apr'48:3  Oct'48:4
  A Christian home for German youth. Mar'49:21
  Congo missionary sees Disciple Chaplain in Germany. Sep'50:47
  The wall between church and state. Apr'51:5
  Swiss churches send apples to refugee mothers in Germany. May'51:45
  Women and world highways. Nov'51:31
  Global highlights. Nov'52:2
Social trends. Feb'53:14
Miss Pye visits refugees in Germany. Feb'53:28
A house of brotherhood. Feb'55:5
Kirchentag--symbol of new life in the German church.
Oct'56:32
Global highlights. Jan'57:2
We would be building. Mar'57:44
Global highlights. Nov'57:3          Sep'61:8

GERMANY--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Holy Week in Germany, 1945 (photo) Apr'46:15
German church vs. Goliath, 1946 (photos) Sep'46:12
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:45
Editorial correspondence from Germany. Nov'53:6

GERMANY--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Listening in on the world.
   Feb'30:19      May'31:24      May'33:21
   Nov'30:20      Sep'31:22      Jun'33:21
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:53
Book chat. Dec'33:18
On the social battle front. Mar'34:5
Speaking of books. Jul'34:32
War tension easing. Nov'34:3
The threshold. Feb'36:2
German representation at Oxford. Jul'37:3
Social trends. Feb'39:25
Other Germans in disfavor. May'39:4
The foundation of decency. Jun'39:3
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25
The state of the church. May'42:31           Jun'42:31
A million murdered. Sep'42:4
The state of the church. Sep'42:34
The threshold. Jan'44:2
Hope in German co-ops. Feb'44:18
Eyes on the Orient. Apr'44:20
Who determines national policy? Apr'49:6
Social trends abroad. Sep'49:23
Social trends. Oct'52:18
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5

GERMANY--RELIGION
Book chat. Nov'35:16
German churches and the war. Feb'40:16
The world church in Germany. Dec'40:5
The state of the church. Apr'42:29
American Chaplain rededicates German Synagogue. Mar'46:26
German church vs. Goliath, 1946. Sep'46:12
Global highlights. Jan'52:2          Feb'55:3

GERMISTON, SOUTH AFRICA
Echoes from everywhere (photo of church's 25th anniversary celebration) Dec'54:36

GEROME, JEAN LEON. "PRAYER IN THE MOSQUE OF AMROU..." (painting)
   Aug'19:inside cover

GERould, (MRS. S W )
   (death) Nov'20:49

GERould, Effie, -1947
   In memoriam. Feb'48:37

GEROULD, HENRY
   A tribute. Jan'24:31
Gerould, Julia Clapp, 1843-1923 (married to Henry Gerould)
  Dec'21:22
  Speaking of giving. Jun'23:39
GEROULD, JULIA CLAPP, 1843-1923
  (photo) Dec'21:22
  (death) Nov'23:49
  A tribute. Jan'24:31
GERRETT, ROBERT TEALE, SR. 1921-
  In brief. Sep'71:41
GERRISH, B. A. THE FAITH OF CHRISTENDOM
  Book reviews. Oct'63:40
GERZON, MARK. THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING
  New books. Apr'70:29
GESITE, VEVINA C
  News room. Dec'55:42
GESTER, FREDERICK
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
GETSCHALL, BRASSFORD C
  College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
"GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH BLACK AFRICA" (FILMSTRIPS)
  Audio-visuals. Sep'71:29
GETZENDANNER, E G
  A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
Geyangwandii
  A letter from Dr. Shelton's Tibetan teacher. Aug'22:56
GEYER, ALAN. THE MAZE OF PEACE
  World outreach books. Dec'69:33
GEYMOUNAT, EBELEIDA
  News room. Feb'46:38
GEYSER, ALBERT S
  Global highlights. Sep'67:7
GEZONG ONDU
  Tibetans share our sorrow (photo) Aug'22:2
  Gezongondii. Mar'29:12
GEZONGONDII
  See GEZONG ONDU
Gezork, Herbert J
  The future belongs to freedom. Oct'59:31
GHANA
  Global highlights. May'57:5 Jul'67:7
  Direct line. Nov'71:30
  World events. Apr'73:38
GHARIYA PHATAK, INDIA
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49 Oct'26:50
GHASIYAPARA, INDIA
  As it is done in Ghasiyapara. Jan'30:41
Ghormley, Hugh William, Sr., 1901-1965 (married to Mary Ghormley)
  The Gaza Road (poem) Feb'59:50
  Rugmakers of Iran (poem) Mar'59:28
GHORMLEY, HUGH WILLIAM, Sr., 1901-1965
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
GHORMLEY, HUGH WILLIAM, JR.
  World outreach sounding board. Jan'69:38
GHORMLEY, JOHN FLETCHER, 1851-1935
  (married to Marile Augusta Ghormley)
GHORMLEY, MARIEL AUGUSTA, 1855-1947
(married to John Fletcher Ghormley)
The Portland Christian Mission (photo) May'23:20

GHURAO
...learns to read (photo) May'52:14

GIA FU-TAN
(death) A faithful friend. Jun'36:31

GIBBES, EMILY V
In brief. Dec'72:41

GIBBLE, (married to J. N. Gibble)
Circulation corner. Jan'40:inside front cover

GIBBLE, J N
(photo) Mar'24:58

GIBBLE, L E
(photo) Mar'24:49

GIBBLE, NEVA
(photo) May'37:34

Gibble, William Theodore, 1915-
Trouble is its business! Feb'73:20

GIBBLES, WILLIAM THEODORE, 1915-
Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:28
Global highlights (photo) Jul'66:6
In brief (photo) May'69:39
World events (photo) Jul'71:38
NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
(photo) Feb'73:20

GIBBONS, (MRS. L. B.)

GIBBONS, (MRS. L. E.)
Here and there... Feb'48:48

GIBBONS, J. T., -1936
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:45
(death) Sep'36:46

GIBBONS, LYNWOOD WEBBER (married to Verna Ramey Gibbons)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'56:6

GIBBONS, MARGARET
(photo) Dec'41:34

GIBBONS, MARGARITA
News room. Sep'46:41
World friendship comes alive! (photo) Nov'52:29

Gibbons, Pearl Yancia, 1889-1961
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
For the youth of Mexico. Jun'28:10
The people that pass by. Aug'28:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'38:39

GIBBONS, PEARL YANCIA, 1889-1961
Our Mexican Orphanage. Apr'20:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35
(photo) Sep'21:9
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:59
(photo) Dec'23:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:62
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
(photo) Dec'24:22
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:49
(photo) Dec'26:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Jun'36:40      Jan'37:32      Jul'37:33
(photo) Sep'41:15
News room. Jun'42:34
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:26
(death) News room. Apr'61:34
GIBBONS, REBECCA
   (photo) Dec'41:34
GIBBS, C. EARL
   Classroom and campus. Jul'57:31
GIBBS, MARK. GOD'S FROZEN PEOPLE
   New books. Dec'65:22
GIBBS, THOMAS JEFFERSON, JR., 1920?-
   News room. Sep'60:49
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'64:37
   Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
   The scene. Nov'69:44
GIBBS, WALTER CHESTERFIELD
   (photo) Jan'21:20
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
   (photo) Nov'22:34      May'23:32
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Aug'23:54      Feb'25:52
   High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
   Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
GIBBS, WILLIAM
   (photo) May'37:34
GIBSON, (MRS. G. H.)
   (death) News room. Apr'45:28
GIBSON, (married to George L. Gibson)
   The rural church in community life (photo) Apr'54:18
GIBSON, (MRS. O. E.)
   quoted. Anent the reading contest. Apr'26:49
GIBSON, ALTA, -1948
   In memoriam. Feb'49:39
GIBSON, ARRELL MORGAN
   A teacher affects eternity. Jan'57:12 (photo p. 13)
GIBSON, CARMEN LETISE
   In brief (photo) Jan'70:38
GIBSON, CONNIE
   Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26
GIBSON, DONALD E
   Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
GIBSON, ELSIE. WHEN THE MINISTER IS A WOMAN
   New books. Nov'70:28
GIBSON, GEORGE
   NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:27
GIBSON, GEORGE E
   (photo) Oct'21:9
GIBSON, GEORGE H
   St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
GIBSON, GEORGE M. THE STORY OF THE CHRISTIAN YEAR
Book chat. Sep'45:18

GIBSON, HARRIETT

See
VISSELRING, HARRIET GIBSON

GIBSON, HENBRRIETTA
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:2

GIBSON, IRENE
(photo) Jan'21:18

Gibson, Martha Ellis, 1897-
Another Jubilee building goes up! Aug'28:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:39
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32
Devotional study for missionary societies. Apr'35:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:38 Jan'43:38
Five years in Paraguay. May'43:14
Christian influence at White Swan. Jul'44:22

GIBSON, MARTHA ELLIS
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
The lady-of-the-books and her successor (photo) May'33:13
A new recruit for Paraguay (photo) Nov'37:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:44
News room. Dec'42:34 Mar'43:24
(photo) May'43:14
News room. Nov'43:28 Sep'47:41
Oct'44:28 (photo) Dec'57:36
They work for you. Sep'58:44 (photo p. 28)
News room (photo) Dec'63:40
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:30
Women on world highways. Mar'66:35

GIBSON, NELLIE
In memoriam. Feb'30:46

GIBSON, PAUL H
quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2

Gibson, Robert F
Ambitious and exciting effort for church union. May'66:11

GIBSON, ROBERT F
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:6
(photo) Jun'63:19
Global highlights. Jun'65:5 Apr'66:5
(photo) May'66:front cover
The cover. May'66:inside front cover
(photo) May'66:12
In this plan is of God (photo) Dec'71:40

GIBSON, SUE
In memoriam. Sep'45:29

GIBSON, THEORON
(photo) Jun'25:44 Nov'27:6

GIBSON, VERN ROSE
In memoriam. Sep'45:29

GIBSON CITY, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6
(photo of finance committee) Jan'71:15
GIDDINGS, ALBERT, -1923
(death) Dec'23:51
GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL
  International Convention...minutes. Oct'22:48
  Global highlights. Sep'52:2
GIELOW, MARTHA. THE LIGHT ON THE HILL
  Book announcements. Jul'21:45
  A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:47
GIELOW, MARTHA. OLD ANDY, THE MOONSHINER
  Book announcements. Jul'21:45
GIELOW, MARTHA. UNCLE SAM
  Book announcements. Jul'21:45
GIFFIN, (married to Al Giffin)
  (death) Mar'26:50
GIFFIN, WALTER R
  Disciples in the news. Oct'66:7
  In brief. Dec'71:37 Nov'73:41
GIFFORD, FRANK DEAN. SIGNPOSTS ON THE KING'S HIGHWAY
  Book chat. Jul'52:14
Gifford, G P
  Wisdom. Sep'35:48
GIFFORD, RICHARD P
  When education becomes more than just learning (photo)
  Jun'73:28
"THE GIFT" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'62:46
GILBERT, (MRS. D. L.)
  Here and there with World Call. Mar'57:48
GILBERT, (MRS. H. W.)
  (death) Apr'25:51
GILBERT, CLARK R
  Circulation corner. Mar'38:inside front cover
GILBERT, DANIEL
  Classroom and campus (photo)
  Oct'58:33 Sep'59:35
GILBERT, ELIZABETH
  (photo) Jan'25:32
  Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
GILBERT, EMMA SHARPE, -1950
  In memoriam. Jun'50:39
GILBERT, G W
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
GILBERT, GEORGE B. FORTY YEARS A COUNTRY PREACHER
  Book chat. Sep'40:45
GILBERT, GRACE
  See
  PICKERILL, GRACE GILBERT
GILBERT, GUY EDDIE (married to May Amelia Pearcy Gilbert)
  (marriage) News room. Oct'55:36
GILBERT, H. NELSON
  News room. Oct'52:38
  Disciples in the news. Feb'68:8
GILBERT, H. W.
  In memoriam. Oct'38:39
Gilbert, Helen Dolores, 1923-
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'63:36
  Women on world highways. Feb'66:33
GILBERT, HELEN DOLORES, 1923-
   News room. Jan'48:32
   Classroom and campus. Feb'48:31
   Missionary register. Sep'65:52
   Disciples in the news. Oct'68:8
Gilbert, Helena, 1862-1930
   Homes--and homes in Porto Rico. Oct'30:23
GILBERT, HELENA, 1862-1930
   (death) An appreciation (photo) Sep'30:31
GILBERT, KATE
   In memoriam. Jan'28:48
Gilbert, Lena
   A new church is dedicated in Porto Rico. Apr'30:45
GILBERT, LENA
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
GILBERT, LIDA
   Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
GILBERT, MARY AMELIA PEARCY, 1933- (married to Guy Eddie Gilbert)
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
   (marriage) News room. Oct'55:36
Gilbert, Norma Gooden
   Moments of worship.
      Oct'70:48   Nov'70:48   Dec'70:48   Jan'71:48
GILBERT, O  G  , JR.
   (photo) Jul'23:5   Oct'39:25
GILBERT, R. NEIL
   Global highlights. Sep'68:7
GILBERT, ROGER ALLEN, 1956-
   (birth) News room. Jan'57:37
GILBERT, UNA
   (photo) Jan'26:28
GILBERT ISLANDS
   Marines finance education of natives. Jan'45:25
GILBOA, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A power house in rural Virginia (photo) Apr'32:22
GILBREATH, J  EARL. THE VISION OF GOD AND THE SOCIAL ORDER
   Book chat. Mar'37:24
GILBREATH, JOSEPH F
   (death) Nov'20:49
GILBREATH, LILLIE
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39
Gilchrist, Bertha Jacobs Oates, 1912-
   (married to Marshall Frisco Gilchrist)
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
   Adults and mission. Dec'61:36
   Direct line. Jun'70:33
GILCHRIST, BERTHA JACOBS OATES, 1912-
   News room. Sep'50:38 Sep'51:40
   Disciples study Spanish in Costa Rica (photos) Nov'52:23
   Here and there with World Call. Feb'53:48
   In brief. Mar'71:45
   Missionary register. Mar'66:43
   Global highlights. Mar'67:7
Gilchrist, Marshall Frisco, 1922-
   (married to Bertha Jacobs Oates Gilchrist)
   A good camp. Oct'59:49
Surprises in Paraguay. May'62:30
Music and mission. Jul'62:49
Direct line. May'68:38 Jun'70:33 Oct'70:32
Spotlight on Victor Vaca. Mar'72:23

GILCHRIST, MARSHALL FRISCO, 1922-
News room. Mar'47:32 Sep'51:40
Disciples study Spanish in Costa Rica (photo) Nov'52:24
Here and there with World Call. Feb'53:48
Missionary register. Mar'66:43
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
(photo) May'68:38
Partnership with South America (photo) Dec'69:22
(photo) Oct'70:32
In brief. Mar'71:45
(photo) Jan'72:23

GILCHRIST, S

GILCRIST, JACK. THE VACANT PULPIT
New books. Dec'69:29

Gildea, Robert L
New books. Dec'64:42
What's the truth about the National Council? Mar'65:11

GILDERSLEEVE, VIRGINIA CROCHERON. MANY A GOOD CRUSADE
Book chat. Dec'54:22

GILETTE, FRANK M., -1948
In memoriam. Sep'48:37

GILFOY, LEWIS W. "JACK" 1911-1971
The scene. Mar'71:44

GILGOF, LEON, -1966
Global highlights. Jul'66:5

GILKERSON, C A
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:31

GILKEY, CHARLES W
What happened at Buffalo. Jan'29:29
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Noted speakers at Kansas City (photo) Oct'36:16
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:26
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:31
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:6

GILKEY, JAMES GORDON
Global highlights. Sep'66:5

GILKEY, JAMES GORDON. A FAITH TO AFFIRM
Book chat. Jan'41:21

GILKEY, JAMES GORDON. GAINING THE FAITH YOU NEED
Book chat. Feb'49:40

GILKEY, JAMES GORDON. HERE IS HELP FOR YOU
Book chat. Feb'52:18

GILKEY, JAMES GORDON. WHEN LIFE GETS HARD
Book chat. Apr'46:19

GILKEY, LANGDON BROWN, 1919- (married to Dorothy Evelyn Gilkey)
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'60:8
Classroom and campus. Apr'63:34

GILKEY, LANGDON BROWN. HOW THE CHURCH CAN MINISTER TO THE WORLD
WITHOUT LOSING ITSELF
New books. Oct'64:46
GILKEY, LANGDON BROWN. MAKER OF HEAVEN AND EARTH
Book chat. Jun'59:26
GILKEY, LANGDON BROWN. SHANTUNG COMPOUND
New books. Nov'66:42
GILKINS, SARAH
N.B.A. notes and news. Nov'38:45
GILL, (MRS. I. W.) -1949
In memoriam. Oct'49:37
GILL, CHARLES OTIS AND GIFFORD PINCHOT. SIX THOUSAND COUNTRY CHURCHES
(Review) May'20:37
GILL, D. M. ADVENTURE OF SERVICE...
Book chat. Nov'38:33
GILL, D. M. VICTORIES OF PEACE
Book chat. Apr'37:20
GILL, DON
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
Gill, Donald Hoyt, 1909-1983 (married to Florence Barrett Gill)
Disciples of Christ in Puerto Rico. Jan'51:14
GILL, DONALD HOYT, 1909-1983
World events (photo) Mar'70:37
GILL, EVERETT. A. T. ROBERTSON, A BIOGRAPHY
Book chat. Sep'43:18
GILL, FREDERICK G. NEW HORIZONS
Book chat. May'42:47
GILL, FREDERICK G., ED. SELECTED LETTERS OF JOHN WESLEY
Book chat. Sep'56:39
GILL, GRACE, -1951
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
GILL, I. W., 1858-1935
(photo) Oct'23:57
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
(death) Three stalwarts pass. Jul'35:4
Gill, J M B
A tribute to Ellis P. Gish of China. Dec'21:49
GILL, O. P.
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'60:34
GILL, RUTH ADAM, -1942
In memoriam. Nov'42:39
GILL, THEODORE A. MEMO FOR A MOVIE: A SHORT LIFE OF DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
New books. Jul'72:35
Gill, W O
Carrying religion to the grass roots. Dec'42:30
GILL, WALTER OTTO
(photo) Dec'42:30
News room. Apr'46:41
Jarvis helps many build richer lives (photo) Oct'56:25
GILLAN, (married to Walter Gillan) -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41
GILLASPIE, (married to Carbon Gillaspie)
Circulation corner. Nov'41:inside front cover
Gillen, (married to Herbert Gillen)
Letters. Nov'64:49
GILLEN, HERBERT
Shavings. Nov'72:32
GILLESPIE, (married to Alan Gillespie)  
A crying need (photo) Jan'67:44
GILLESPIE, (MRS. C. K.) -1951  
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
Gillespie, C. M.  
God is the answer (poem) Jul'64:35
GILLESPIE, CARL C., JR.  
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'53:30  
Classroom and campus. Jul'53:31
GILLESPIE, ESTHER A. AND THOMAS CURTIS CLARK. QUOTABLE POEMS  
Speaking of books. Feb'29:29
GILLESPIE, J. R.  
quoted. World outreach sounding baord. Mar'67:32
GILLESPIE, (L.C.) & SONS  
Voice their sentiments in substantial way. Jul'24:56
Gillespie, Louise Christenson Doust, 1896-  
(married to Vere E. Gillespie)  
Good ideas... May'30:39
GILLESPIE, MARGARET SUE  
See  
BATES, MARGARET SUE GILLESPIE
GILLET, E R  
Preaching to the railway men of Japan (photo) Jan'23:42
GILLETTE, MARY  
News room. Jan'55:40
GILLEY, CHARLES MADISON  
(photo) Apr'20:48
GILLEY, PAUL  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
GILLIAM, BERNICE  
News room. Dec'52:30
GILLIAM, JAMES R., JR.  
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'47:30
GILLIHAN, FRANK ROLLIN, 1889-1934  
(married to Lillie Lee Roberts Gillihan)  
Memoriam. Feb'35:39
GILLIHAN, MARY J  
In memoriam. Apr'31:39
GILLILAN, MAE  
quouted. Here and there with World Call. Jan'56:48
Gillilan, Strickland  
(untilted poem) Nov'27:36  
Our limitations (poem) Jan'28:inside front cover  
Watch yourself go by (poem) Nov'30:48  
(untilted poem) Sep'33:9  
Stewardship (poem) Oct'33:48  
So very, very true (poem) Jun'35:48  
Mother (poem) May'36:48
GILLILAND, (MRS. J. H.)  
(photo) Feb'23:1
GILLILAND, JAMES HIRAM, 1855-1912  
Classroom and campus. Dec'47:28
GILLIS, (MRS. E. A.)  
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:30
GILLIS, DON  
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33  
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
News from the colleges. Dec'41:47
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26

GILLIS, E A
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:30

Gillum, (married to Ned Gillum)
Letters. Jan'70:41

GILUM, (married to Ned Gillum)
Here and there with World Call. Mar'65:50

GILUM, NED
Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46

Gilman, Charlotte Perkins
(untitled poem) Jan'30:64

Gilmer, Pattye Horn
Youth looks at itself from the pulpit. May'26:15

GILMER, PATTYE HORN
(photo) May'26:15

GILMORE, (married to Robert J. Gilmore)
Therefore be it resolved (photo) Nov'66:26

GILMORE, HESTER ANN -1940
In memoriam. Feb'41:39

GILMORE, J. HERBERT, JR. WHEN LOVE PREVAILS
New books. Nov'71:29

Gilmore, Marion
Thanksgiving (poem) Mar'71:24

Gilmore, Minnie J
A pioneer country church. Jan'22:27

GILMORE, NEIL
In brief. Nov'73:41

GILMORE, ROBERT J
Therefore be it resolved (photo) Nov'66:26

Gilmore, Wanda
Letters. Mar'71:34

Gilmour, George P
Global highlights (photo)
Jan'47:4 Feb'48:3

Gilmour, S. MacLean. THE GOSPEL JESUS PREACHED
Book chat. Sep'57:42

GILSTRAP, MARGARET E
(photo) Sep'42:8

GILTNER, (married to Robert M. Giltner) -1963
In memoriam. Oct'63:46

GILTNER, MARY D. TANNER, -1962
In memoriam. Dec'62:45

Giltner, Thomas M., 1906-1979(married to Margaret Rowlett Giltner)
Bananas and missions. Jan'45:25
Do you believe in missions? Oct'57:46

GILTNER, THOMAS M., 1906-1979
A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'51:30
quoted. They stayed downtown. Oct'63:21 (photo p. 22)

GIM BUÍ
Tiny light in a dark jungle. Jan'55:44

GIMENA, MAGDALENA
See
PARILLA, MAGDALENA GIMENA
GIMENEZ, JUAN
Jan'22:42

GING HI BO
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:8

GINGLEND, DAVID R. RECREATION FOR RETARDED TEENAGERS AND YOUNG ADULTS
New books. Apr'68:38

GINGLES, NELLE, -1964
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'54:4

GINLING COLLEGE
Ginling College opening. Jan'19:58
Notes. Feb'19:47
Mar'20:56
(photo) Aug'20:8
Back to the drumtower (photos) Sep'20:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'20:41
(photo) Oct'20:40
F.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:31
(photo) Jun'22:20
Building colleges for the women of Asia (photo) Dec'22:40
Social service at Ginling College... Jan'23:54
College girls and their neighbors in China (photo) Sep'23:42
Building a college overnight (photos) Feb'24:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:50
A new school for China (photo) Jan'25:44
After college--what? Aug'25:53
The turn of the lane. Aug'25:58
The spiritual triumph in Nanking (photo) Aug'27:28
Chinese girls undaunted. Oct'27:59
China, six months after. Jan'28:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:62
Glimpses of the whitened field (photo) May'29:6
Missionary organizations... May'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:58,59 Jul'29:34,35
Sharers in the common day (photo) Aug'29:13
Missionary organizations... Aug'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49
...fifteenth birthday. May'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39
Ginling graduates in service (photo) Apr'32:32
How Ginling College women share with their neighbors.
Aug'32:28
(photo of Glee Club) Mar'33:front cover
Missionary organizations' own section. Nov'33:35
(photo) Mar'34:25 Jun'34:6
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:39
General Chiang Kai-shek at Commencement. Oct'34:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
(photo of gymnasium) Mar'35:front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:46 Feb'37:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
At Ginling College. Oct'39:17
Silver bells ring (photos) May'41:20
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:36 Mar'47:36
Christian education and Chinese leadership. Jun'47:5
Student suffers privations. Jun'47:30
Applied Christianity at Ginling (photos) Feb'48:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
...in postwar China (photo) Jan'49:12
...carries on. May'49:5
Father learns to read. Oct'49:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38
Ginling girls serve rural folk. Feb'50:43
For adult missionary groups. May'50:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38 Jul'50:38
China calls graduates to serve her people. Oct'50:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36 Jan'51:36
New Ginling school honors missionary. Nov'67:42

GINLING GIRLS' MIDDLE SCHOOL (HONG KONG)
The mission to Chinese continues. Mar'68:12

Ginn, Alfred Stephen, 1932- (married to Sharon Hazelrigg Ginn)
Direct line. Sep'68:41

GINN, ALFRED STEPHEN, 1932-  
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...  
(photo) Sep'64:7
Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
Missionary register. Mar'66:43
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
World outreach sounding board (photo) Jan'68:32
In brief. Feb'70:38 Jan'71:40

Ginn, Sharon Lynn Hazelrigg, 1937-  
(married to Alfred Stephen Ginn)
Direct line. Sep'68:41

GINN, SHARON LYNN HAZELRIGG, 1937-  
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...  
(photo) Sep'64:7
Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
Missionary register. Mar'66:43
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
In brief. Feb'70:38 Jan'71:40

GINN, STEVE
See
GINN, ALFRED STEPHEN

Ginsberg, Louis
The stone and the chisel (poem) Aug'32:back cover
Song (poem) Mar'33:48

GINSBURG, DAVID
World events (photo) May'69:32

GINZBERG, ELI. THE NEGRO POTENTIAL
Book chat. Oct'56:40

GIPE, (MRS. J. W.)
(death) Feb'24:50

GIPE, (married to Robert Gipe)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'55:32
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8

GIPE, MARK DAVID, 1958-  
(birth) News room. Oct'58:34

Gipe, Robert Frederick, 1919- (married to Gladys Eversole Gipe)
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'56:34 Nov'56:32 Nov'60:32
Problems of poverty in the Philippines. Jan'68:44
GIPE, ROBERT FREDERICK, 1919-
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'55:32
   Communion tables express Disciple views. Jan'62:28
   Faith builds a church. May'62:49
   Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
   Global highlights. Feb'69:30
GIPE, THOMAS RAY, 1956-
   (birth) News rook. Jul'56:39
GIPE, TIMOTHY JAY, 1956-
   (birth) News rook. Jul'56:39
GIPSON, LOU, -1938
   In memoriam. Sep'38:39
GIRADET, GIORGIO
   (photo) Jan'47:23
GIRARD, MARGUERITE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'64:34
GIRARD, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Circulation corner. Mar'36:1
   (photo) May'37:1
GIRDNER, WALTER
   (photo) Nov'48:25
GIRIDEN, JOE B
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'50:2
GIRL GUIDES
   See
   SCOUTS AND SCOUTING
GIRL SCOUTS
   See also
   SCOUTS AND SCOUTING
   New vocabularies--new pleasures. Jun'31:13
   Girls scouts can help. Feb'45:40
GIRLS
   My missionary girl. Jul'21:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
   Three successful programs. Dec'22:53
   A letter to you. Aug'23:46
   Little women and how they grow. Feb'27:54
   The ideal girl. May'27:inside front cover
   Speaking of books. Dec'31:43
   Women and world highways. Jun'38:35
   What is a girl? Jun'51:42
Gish, Edna May Whipple, 1894-
   Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:41
   Does God hear? Sep'22:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:50
   The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
   Christian Endeavor in the Philippine Islands. Jun'28:49
   Back in Nanking. Jul'28:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:60
   South Gate, Nanking, Women's school. Dec'29:36
   A building for men. Jun'30:13
   In spite of handicaps. Oct'30:41
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:38
   Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
   Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:38
By-paths of service. Jun'32:27
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
China's youth on the march. Mar'35:18
Notes from China. Jun'39:44
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:18
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:32
Chinese couple do outstanding work. Apr'44:34
The Li family of Nanking. May'44:26
Working in Chengtu. Jul'44:37
Chengtu, cultural center of free China. Sep'44:12
P'an Ch'uiin Ts'iang. Oct'44:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:33
Warphanage mother. Jun'45:23
China thanks America. Jul'45:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:32,33
Dr. Yen Peh-Tsiao. Nov'45:38
The foundation for a Christian society. Dec'45:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:37
Our flying men. Dec'45:37
Youth conference in China. Feb'46:30
The task is great. Feb'47:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36
China Christians enthusiastic for Crusade. Apr'48:42
Thailand welcomes Edna Gish. Jan'52:32
Nakon Pathom--a new horizon. Jan'53:12
After a year in Thailand. Feb'53:47
Tiny light in a dark jungle. Jan'55:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
Missionary worship service. Dec'56:37 Jan'57:31
Educating for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:27
Missionary worship service. Feb'57:35

GISH, EDNA MAY WHIPPLE, 1894-
(photo) Aug'20:24
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
(photo) Mar'28:52 Dec'32:suppl:4
The lady at South Gatge. Jan'33:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:40
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'35:33 Dec'36:30 Apr'38:30
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18
News room. May'42:40
Fear or faith (photo) Jul'43:23
Sep'43:27 Jan'44:34 Jan'45:30
News room. Jul'45:34
(photo) Dec'45:37
News room. Jun'47:35 Feb'49:34
(photo) Nov'50:13 Jan'52:32
News room (photo) Jun'52:38
(photo) Jan'53:12
Youth and missions (photo) Oct'54:37
Union is a call of God (photo) May'56:13
For adult mission study. Dec'56:38
News room. Jan'57:36
They lived out their dreams (photo) Oct'57:27
Moments of worship (1922 photo) Jan'69:33
Gish, Ellis P., -1921
Present status and outlook for China. Aug'20:11
A prisoner. Jul'21:35
GISH, ELLIS P., -1921
(photo) Dec'19:46
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:38
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
(death) Oct'21:36
A tribute to Ellis P. Gish of China (photo) Dec'21:49
(photo of grave) Jun'24:18
GISH, LILLIAN
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
GIST, EMMA E
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33
Gittings, James A
Women on world highways. Jan'67:30
GITTINGS, JAMES A. DOWN STRANGE STREETS
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
GITTINGS, JAMES A. LIFE WITHOUT LIVING
New books. Feb'67:18
GITTLEMAN, J. J.
The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34
"GIVE US THIS DAY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'66:42
GIVENS, J P
(photo) Mar'24:23
GIWITZ, C E
Child Saving Institute. Apr'19:41 May'19:60
GLADSDEN, ALABAMA
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
GLADSDEN, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'19:45 Sep'19:48
GLADSON, DALLAS LEE, 1914- (married to Mary Dawn Gladson)
(photo) Jan'38:31
Project--Evangelism (photo) Jun'61:23
GLADSON, MARY DAWN (married to Dallas Gladson)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'55:4
GLADSTONE, WILLIAM E
quoted. Last column. Nov'54:48
GLADSTONE, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How we won out in Gladstone, Oregon. Jul'20:35
Glasco, Regina
Women and world highways. Oct'62:35
GLASGOW, SAMUEL McPHEETERS. MY TOMORROW'S SELF
Speaking of books. Dec'31:42
GLASGOW, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37
A gleam from Glasgow. Jun'25:38
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND, EAST KILBRIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Britons find a frontier. Dec'53:28
There is always a way (photo) Jun'55:23
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND. SHAWLANDS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Jul'46:inside front cover

GLASGOW, SCOTLAND. WELLINGTON CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52

GLASPELL, SUSAN KEATING, 1882-1948
(married to George Cram Cook Glaspell)
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33

GLASS, (married to Lee E. Glass)
(photo) Oct'22:7

GLASS, CARTER, JR.
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:42
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32

GLASS, LEE E
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:60
(photo) Apr'26:39

Glasscock, Rodney D
Wyoming tries united camping. Oct'66:29

GLASSCOCK, RODNEY D
Circulation corner. Dec'44:inside front cover
Here and there with World Call. Oct'52:48
News room. Nov'52:32
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13

GLASSE, JAMES D. PUTTING IT TOGETHER IN THE PARISH
New books. Sep'72:32

GLAY, FRANCE
Pick and shovel Christianity (photo) Nov'55:29
A pastor for Glay. Dec'62:15

GLAZE, J A
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38

GLAZIER, FLORENCE DeMOSS (MRS. W. L.)
In memoriam. Jun'37:39

GLEASON, CHESTER
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27

GLEASON, GENE. JOY TO MY HEART
New books. Jun'66:48

GLEASON, GEORGE. CHURCH GROUP ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE
Book chat. Jun'37:42
GLEASON, GEORGE. HORIZONS OF OLDER PEOPLE
The need is for housing-plus. Dec'56:7

GLEASON, LUCY E
(photo) Jan'21:18

GLECKNER, EDITH, -1958
In memoriam. Sep'58:39

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Geared to the load, educationally speaking. Jul'23:20
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
A court room trial of stewardship. Nov'34:17

GLENDORA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
The one hundred day plan. Dec'32:27

GLENN, (MRS. J. R.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34

GLENN, (MRS. R. E.)
In memorium. Dec'40:37

GLENN, (married to Robert Glenn)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'52:48
GLENN, (MRS. W. C.) -1940
In memoriam. Feb'41:39
GLENN, J R
(photo) Mar'43:39
Glenn, Jimmy
My prayer (poem) Feb'43:48
GLENN, JOHN H., JR.
quoted. Last column. Jun'62:50
Glenn, Max Eugene
Crisis for the "little white church." May'65:16
Will the church take a dare in the new Appalachia? Nov'67:17
Unity begins in our community. May'68:24
GLENN, MAX EUGENE
News room. Dec'64:36
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
(photo) Nov'67:17
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
In brief. Dec'70:39
GLENN, MAX EUGENE. APPALACHIA IN TRANSITION
New books. Nov'70:28
Glenn, Ralph Ewing, 1940-
Enlisting ministers—a job for all of us. Jun'69:12
Christian Church scholarships. Apr'70:18
Letters. May'70:4
Freezing and thawing education dollars. Nov'71:14
GLENN, RALPH EWING, 1940-
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'64:35
Global highlights (photo) Sep'68:7
World events. Dec'69:37
GLENN, ROBERT
For adult mission study. Jun'55:38
GLENNIE, (married to Alexander Glennie)
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
GLENROCK, WYOMING
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
GLENWOOD, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A challenging message (photo) Dec'22:38
GLENWOOD, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
Glessner, Chloe Holt
Meals that give more than food. Sep'72:42
Glidewell, Edward Lee
We who are young. May'64:11
GLOBE, ARIZONA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An American missionary. May'23:7
GLORIA, PABLO P., 1901-
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
GLORIA, RAQUELITA, -1932
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
Glosser, John
Letters. Oct'70:4
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND
(photos) Nov'23:back cover
GLOVER, CARL A. VICTORIOUS SUFFERING
Book chat. Jan'44:36
GLOVER, CARL A. WITH THE TWELVE
Book chat. Nov'39:20
Glover, Robert Franklin, 1929-
  Reflections on the tenth Seaboard Seminar. Jun'66:38
  Letters. Apr'70:4
  A funny thing happened on the way to Huampani. Nov'71:8
GLOVER, ROBERT FRANKLIN, 1929-
  Classroom and campus. Feb'66:35
  In brief. Feb'69:38
  Professor to head Christian education. Apr'69:43
  quoted. Crisis of participation. Feb'71:8
  (photo) Dec'71:47
GLOVER, ROBERT H. THE PROGRESS OF WORLD-WIDE MISSIONS
  Book chat. Dec'60:42
GLOVER, SARAH G
  Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34
GLOVER, T B
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
GLOVERSVILLE, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Jan'19:51
  Notes. Jan'20:60 Apr'20:62
  Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51
GLUECK, NELSON
  Global highlights. May'48:3
Gluick, Leeds
  Flowers in the winter. Jun'62:11
GLUMACK, DUSAN
  Global highlights. Nov'51:3
  Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'51:31
GO MA DRA SHI
  A new use for candles. Jan'22:56
GO TO COLLEGE SUNDAY
  Board of Education and work of our colleges.
     Aug'24:58 Sep'25:43 Sep'26:56
     Sep'24:52 Nov'25:57 Sep'27:51
  "Go away to College" service. Sep'19:39
  Go-away-to-college Day. Sep'23:39
  On leaving for college. Aug'24:27
  A new venture in faith. Sep'24:17
  Why observe it? Sep'25:29
  The church sends her own to college. Sep'27:26
  Sep'29:23
  Hail to youth! Sep'32:9
  The threshold. Sep'35:2
  The preacher's opportunity. Sep'35:3
  The threshold. Sep'36:2
  Sep'36:23
  The threshold. Sep'37:2
  The church follows the student. Oct'52:21
GOAD, MILDRED
  quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'60:50
GOALS FOR AMERICANS
  Book chat. Mar'61:20
GOB VIRASORA, ARGENTINA
  The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:13
GOCHRING, (MISS)
  (photo) Jan'21:13
GOD
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'39:40    Mar'39:40
An affirmation of Christian faith for war days. Feb'42:25
God is everything (poem) Apr'44:33
God and suffering. Jan'50:25
Thank God! Nov'53:8
These things I believe. Feb'54:9
I believe in Christian missions. Apr'55:21
Man—or God's? Jul'62:10
The worst of times. Apr'65:30
How strange of God! Nov'65:13
The way of God. Mar'66:45
Quick to God's rescue. Jun'66:9
I believe. Mar'67:11
I affirm. Apr'67:13
Status report from God. Dec'71:3
"GOD IS MY PARTNER" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Film praised. Jan'58:49
"GOD SAVE AMERICA" (HYMN)
    God save America. Oct'28:28
"GOD UNLIMITED" (SOUND RECORDING)
    New books. Dec'70:29
GODAVARI, NEPAL
    Healing in Nepal. Feb'65:48
GODBEY, MINNIE LONG, -1965 (married to John L. Godbey)
    In memoriam. May'65:46
Goddard, Adeline
    The Ford special. Aug'24:38
GODDARD, ADELINA
    The Star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
    Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
        Apr'19:39
        Apr'19:61
        (photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
    New Christian Endeavor Secretary (photo) Aug'20:28
    Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:63
    Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
    Introducing the field force. Nov'23:19
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
    quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
        Jun'24:45
    A suggestion. Jul'27:50
    Station UCMS broadcasting.
        Sep'31:44    Jan'34:31    Apr'34:31
        ...retires (photo) Dec'35:29
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
    Here and there with World Call. Nov'49:56
    Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'55:4
GODDARD, ALICE
    Global highlights. Jan'57:5
GODDARD, ALICE L. DAVID, MY JEWISH FRIEND
GODDING, ROBERT
    Controversies affecting the Belgian Congo. Jan'47:29
GODFREY, RICHARD
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
News room (photo) Sep'53:38
"GOD'S CHRISTMAS GIFT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions (photo) Nov'58:42
GOD'S PURPOSE
Book chat. Jun'39:33
"GOD'S WILL THROUGH YOURS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'63:45
"GOD'S WONDERS IN A WOODLAND BROOK" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'54:45
"GOD'S WONDERS IN THE FOREST" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'56:41

GODSEY, (MRS. F. E.)
In memoriam. Mar'39:39
"GODSPELL" (MOTION PICTURE)
A free fall into life, laughter and love. Jun'73:25

GODWIN, LILLIAN BYRD,
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
GODWIN, SARAH E
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

GOEBEL, L W
(photo) Apr'51:11
GOEHRINGER, AMANDA, -1950
In memoriam. Oct'50:39

GOETHE, GERALD
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:28

GOETHE, JOHAN WOLFGANG VON
Schweitzer addresses Goethe Festival. Sep'49:15

GOETZ, ANNA, -1948
In memoriam. Jan'51:37

GOFF, (MRS. J. L.)
Circulation corner. Jan'42:inside front cover
GOFF, ALMA RHODES
(death) Jan'23:58

GOFF, CHARLES RAY
Classroom and campus. Dec'63:35

GOFF, LEOTA, -1948
In memoriam. Dec'48:37

GOFF, MARY BELLE
Midway College is on the move (photo) Jan'73:26

GOFF, MINNIE D
In memoriam. Feb'37:39

GOINGS, PHYLLIS JEANE (married to William C. Goings)
Spotlight on three NBA board members (photo) Dec'70:10

GOJONOME, JAPAN
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:63

GOLDBERG, ARTHUR J
Global highlights. Jan'62:6 Jun'64:5
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'69:42
World events (photo) Jun'71:36
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:7

GOLDBERG, JOSHUA L
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3

GOLDEN, (MRS. J. R.)
(photo) Dec'24:34
GOLDEN, BERNAIRD WAYNE
(photo) Jul'23:11
GOLDEN, ELIZABETH J
(photo) Jul'23:11
Golden, John Richard, 1876-1965
Report of the Commission to the Orient. Aug'26:34
Two Filipion Christians. Mar'28:35
Speaking of books. Sep'28:35 Nov'28:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:36
The foreign missionary task as I see it. Mar'30:9
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:23
GOLDEN, JOHN RICHARD, 1876-1965
(photo) Mar'24:38
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
Executive Committee's charge to the Commission to the Orient. Mar'26:28
Historical background of the Commission (photo) Mar'26:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
Golden comes to headquarters (photo) Mar'27:19
(photo no. 3) Apr'27:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53 Oct'27:56
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
(photo) Nov'36:41
Crusade progress. Jul'49:26
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'50:33
(photo) Dec'50:25
News room. Sep'62:40
GOLDEN, RICHARD B.
(photo) Mar'39:32
"THE GOLDEN DOOR" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'60:42
GOLDEN GATE INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
World Peace at the San Francisco Exposition. Apr'39:23
GOLDEN RULE FOUNDATION
Global highlights. May'49:4
Building America's right. Jun'51:5
20% tax exemption for contributions. Sep'52:47
GOLDEN RULE SUNDAY
Chinese girls observe Golden Rule Sunday. Jun'26:56
...observance urged. Nov'29:55
GOLDEN WEST MANOR
Global highlights. Feb'64:5
GOLDENRING, EDUARDO
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
GOLDMAN, FRANKO
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:44
GOLDNER, GEROUOLD RUSSELL, 1910-1968
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Personalities (photo) Jul'36:21
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
Goldner, Jacob Henry, 1871-1949
(married to Harriet Marks Goldner)
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:48
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40
A tribute. Jan'24:31
What is your church doing to evangelize the world? Feb'24:28
The church the world needs. Nov'25:15
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:8
The craze for organization. Sep'33:13

GOLDNER, JACOB HENRY, 1871-1949
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Feb'25:52   Apr'25:53
   Jan'19:6
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
   (photo) Mar'24:20
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:44
The Convention's briefest address. Dec'25:54
   (photo) Apr'27:12
Announcement. May'33:1
   (photo) Sep'33:13 (bio sketch) Sep'33:14
Personalities (photo) Jan'36:18
   Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33

GOLDNER, RUSSELL
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'60:37
GOLDSBORO CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
   Goldsboro and the negro church (photo of class) Jul'59:32
GOLDSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA
   Schools of missions--why and how? (photo of school)
   Oct'60:22
GOLDSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec'65:48
GOLDSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'21:15
GOLDSCHMIDT, HELENA
   (photo) Nov'28:41
Goldson, Edsel D
   Form and force come together. Apr'73:15
GOLDSON, EDSEL D
   Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations.
   Jun'70:42
   Form and force come together (photos) Apr'73:14
GOLDSON, KEITH
   They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
GOLDSTON, GRANVILLE N
   quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'43:inside front cover
   News room. Jul'60:42
GOLDSWORTH, EDWIN A. PLAIN THOUGHTS ON WORSHIP
   Book chat. Feb'37:24
GOLF
   The Kingdom of Heaven is like the game of golf. Dec'31:16
GOLIGHTLY, ALICE, 1868-1932 (married to Baxter Wren Golightly)
   In memoriam. Aug'32:39
Golightly, Emily R
   Cindy. Oct'35:18
Golightly, T J
   The answer (poem) Feb'37:31
GOLLANZC, VICTOR. MAN AND SOUL
   book chat. Nov'51:36
GOLLOCK, G A. SONS OF AFRICA
   Speaking of books Dec'28:44
GOLLWITZER, HELMUT. THE RICH CHRISTIANS AND POOR LAZARUS
   New books. Apr'71:29
GOLLY, MYRTLE
   In memoriam. Apr'44:36
GOMEZ, EMMA
   (photo) Mar'40:6
GOMEZ, GENE
   (photo) Apr'60:front cover
   The cover. Apr'60:inside front cover
GOMEZ, RAQUEL
   Women and world highways (photo) Oct'58:35
GONTIER, ANNETTE
   Latin American missionary children. Jun'38:6 (photo p. 5)
GONZALES
   See also
   GONZALEZ
GONZALES, GREGORIO
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
GONZALES, M. H.
   Youth learn at Inman Center (photo) Nov'65:26
GONZALEZ
   See also
   GONZALES
GONZALEZ, (married to Justo L. Gonzalez)
   (photo) Oct'67:20
GONZALEZ, ARTURO
   (photo) Sep'30:10
   Mexican Christian Institute news. Dec'42:43
GONZALEZ, CARMELITA
   Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
GONZALEZ, JOSE
   (photo) Nov'69:46
   Which way, Puerto Rico? (photo) Dec'71:17
   Puerto Rico: a church is born (photo) Jun'72:7
Gonzalez, Juanita Ziegler, 1909-1982
   (married to Virgilio Inocencio Gonzalez)
   Ricardo of Puerto Rico. Apr'45:38
GONZALEZ, JUANITA ZIEGLER, 1909-1982
   Missionary register. Sep'41:47
   (marriage) News room. Dec'41:34
   The Seminary has visitors. Oct'45:22
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'46:36
Gonzalez, Justo L
   They saw red. Oct'67:20
   Man-ana means dawn. Dec'70:12
GONZALEZ, JUSTO L.
   (photo) Oct'67:20
   In brief. Nov'70:41
   (photo) Dec'70:12
GONZALEZ, PROFIRIO
   Poor church with a rich ministry. Dec'72:21
GONZALEZ, RAFNELA
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:51
GONZALEZ, RODOLFO
   (photo) Jun'31:31
Gonzalez, Virgilio Inocencia, 1898-1967
   (married to Juanita Ziegler Gonzales)
Servicemen's center in Puerto Rico opened. Jan'44:37

GONZALEZ, VIRGILIO INOCENCIA, 1898-1967

News room. May'41:32
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
(marriage) News room. Dec'41:34
(photo) Oct'43:24
Tribute to missionaries. Mar'44:3
(photo) May'47:27
News room. Nov'48:32
(photo) May'49:15
News room. Nov'51:30
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46

GOOD, EDITH, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

GOOD, LILLIAN ASHTON
A ground breaking service (photo) Nov'54:1

GOOD FRIDAY
Good Friday in old Jerusalem. Apr'65:21
At Calvary (poem) Apr'65:44
"THE GOOD WAY" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'55:45

GOODACRE, H
(photo) Mar'24:29

GOODALE, A S
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

GOODALL, CALLIE, -1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39

Goodall, Eunice Clements Batey, 1932-1968
(married to Harrison Malone Goodall)
Partners in a global mission. Oct'65:16

GOODALL, EUNICE CLEMENTS BATEY, 1932-1968
(married to Harrison Malone Goodall)
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
(photo) Oct'65:16
Global highlights (photo) Dec'68:7
Editorials. Jan'69:7
World events. Apr'69:31

GOODALL, HARRISON MALONE, 1931-
(married to Eunice Clements Batey Goodall)
(married to Carol Myers Goodall, 1969)
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
Global highlights. Dec'68:7
Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:15

GOODALL, MAE MARVIN, -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35

GOODALL, NORMAN
The threshold. Sep'44:2
Global highlights. Mar'55:4

GOODALL, NORMAN. THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
Book chat. Nov'61:20

GOODALL, NORMAN. MISSIONS UNDER THE CROSS
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32

GOODALL, NORMAN. ONE MAN'S TESTIMONY
Book chat. Apr'50:21
GOODARD, ADELINE
   (photo) Nov'22:34
GOODART, WILLA
   (death) Feb'26:51
Goodding, (Mrs. P. W.)
   Letters. Mar'72:4
GOODE, ALEXANDER D
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2
Goode, Annabel
   Dios es amor. Nov'50:21
GOODE, ANNABEL
   (photo) Nov'50:21
GOODE, JAMES
   The children who captured Camp Lejeune. May'73:24
GOODE, S J
   quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'51:48
Goodell, Charles L
   The great evangel. Feb'24:21
   The significance of fifty million church members. Feb'31:7
GOODELL, CHARLES L
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:59
   The evangelistic retreat (photo) Sep'24:19
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
   (photo) Apr'25:40
   Feb'29:inside front cover
   Annual evangelistic tour. Feb'29:2
GOODELL, CHARLES. HERALDS OF A PASSION
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:64
GOODELL, W L
   quoted. Men and missions. Oct'31:16
GOODELL, WILLIAM
   (photo) Jul'24:39
   Sep'42:8
GOODEN, (MRS. F. W.)
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
GOODEN, ELMER CLAYTON, 1921-
   (married to Mabel Doris Lumpkin Gooden)
   Here and there with World Call. Mar'63:50
   Presenting... (photo) May'64:8
GOODEN, MABEL DORIS LUMPKIN (married to Elmer Clayton Gooden)
   quoted. Here and there with World Call.
   Jan'56:48
   Apr'56:48
   Here and there with World Call. Mar'63:50
GOODEN, NORMA A
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:41
GOODEN, OPAL
   quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
GOODEN, R A
   (photo) Feb'22:37
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:62
GOODEN, RUTH GORDON, 1908- (married to Francis Winn Gooden)
   Presenting... (photo) Jul'65:8
GOODHUE, ELVA
   (photo) Jan'21:11
GOODIER, (married to Loel A. Goodier)
   Women and world highways. Jun'56:37
GOODIN, AMANDA
   (photo) Jan'27:11
   In memoriam. Sep'37:39
From the college campus. Jun'40:30

Gooding, (Mrs. P. W.)
Letters. Jul'66:46

GOODING, BESSIE, -1955
In memoriam. Apr'55:35

GOODMAN, E Y
(photo) Nov'48:28

Goodman, Mary Hamlett
The light of faith (poem) Feb'63:50
The art of seeing (poem) Jan'67:42

GOODMAN, NATHAN C. FAMOUS EXPLORERS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Book chat. Jun'42:44

GOODMAN, NANCY
News of campus events (photo) Jul'42:31

Goodman, Sally M
Letters. Oct'72:31

GOODNESS, (MRS. C. G.)
Here and there with World Call. Oct'61:50

GOODNIGHT, ANNA HUSSEY, 1882-1962 (married to Cloyd Goodnight)

Goodnight, Cloyd, 1881-1932 (married to Anna Hussey Goodnight)
In the land of Coke and smoke. May'19:9
How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:7
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:29

GOODNIGHT, CLOYD, 1881-1932
(photo) May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
(photo) Jan'25:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
(photo) Jan'26:7
Jan'27:29
Jan'29:40
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 8) Jan'31:25,24
(death) At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:18
(death) Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
Christian education costs! Jan'33:10 (photo p. 11)
(photo) Jan'39:11

GOODNIGHT, CLOYD. HOME TO BETHPAGE
Book chat. Sep'49:22

GOODNIGHT, JENNY LEE
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:34

GOODNIGHT, JOHN T
(marriage) Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:31

GOODNIGHT, S H
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'27:61

GOODNIGHT, VIRGINIA LETT
(marriage) Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:31

GOODRICH, CECIL M
Pay more attention to reading! (photo) Jan'50:24
Goodrich, Howard B., 1928- (married to Darlene Barrett Goodrich)
Seminarians see the city. Jan'67:14
GOODRICH, ROBERT E., JR. WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT
quoted. Last column. Jul'56:48
GOODRICH, VERA
Meals on wheels (photo) May'71:13
GOODRICK, HELEN
(photo) Oct'23:59 Dec'24:34
(photo no. 15) Apr'27:17
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
Missionary organizations... (photo) Jun'29:46
Station UCMS broadcasting.
(print) Oct'29:37 May'32:34
Goodrick, Thelma
Speaking of books. Oct'25:52
GOODRIDGE, NANCY
Classroom and campus. Jul'65:35
GOODSELL, FREDERICK FIELD
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:24
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
GOODSELL, GRACE VIVIAN BONNELL, 1896–
(married to Samuel Foster Goodsell)
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
(print) Dec'32:suppl:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34 Feb'37:44
GOODSELL, IDA LEE, 1930–1933
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Goodsell, Samuel Foster, 1902–
(married to Grace Vivian Bonnell Goodsell)
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
GOODSELL, SAMUEL FOSTER, 1902–
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
(print) Dec'32:suppl:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34 Feb'37:44
GOODSON, JOHN C
News room. Feb'64:34 Mar'64:36
GOODSPEED, EDGAR JOHNSON, 1871–1962
Global highlights. Jan'52:4
GOODSPEED, EDGAR J. THE CURSE IN THE COLOPHON
Book chat. Dec'35:21
GOODSPEED, EDGAR J. THE FOUR PILLARS OF DEMOCRACY
Book chat. Jan'41:21
GOODSPEED, EDGAR J. THE GOODSPEED PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Oct'43:10
GOODSPEED, EDGAR J. HOW CAME THE BIBLE
Book chat. Feb'41:25
GOODSPEED, EDGAR J. THE JUNIOR BIBLE: AN AMERICAN TRANSLATION
Book chat. Jun'37:43
GOODSPEED, EDGAR J. A LIFE OF JESUS
Book chat. Mar'51:12
GOODSPEED, MARY
In memoriam. Jun'34:39
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'70:5
Dollars and dignity for the handicapped. Jul'72:8
GOODWIN, (MRS. C. L.)
(death) Feb'25:53
GOODWIN, (married to Charles Goodwin)
Global highlights. May'55:2 (photo p. 3)
GOODWIN, (married to Robert D. Goodwin)
   Classroom and campus. Feb'49:32
GOODWIN, ALICE ANN
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
Goodwin, Bonnie
   Letters. May'66:inside front cover
Goodwin, James E
   Drake is concerned for the disadvantaged. Sep'69:12
GOODWIN, JENNIE T
   (death) Jul'26:51
GOODWIN, JOHN. CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
   New books. Oct'71:26
GOODWIN, MARCIA MELISSA BASSETT, -1885
   (married to Elijah Goodwin)
   The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
GOODWIN, R. DEAN. THERE IS NO END
   Mission field, U.S.A. Jul'56:40
   quoted. Youth and missions. Sep'56:37
GOODWIN, ROBERT D
   Classroom and campus. Feb'49:32
GOODWIN, SARAH HALL
   Helping migrants help themselves (photo) Jun'56:23
GOODWIN PLAN
   Jan'34:5
GOODYN, LORA, -1942
   In memoriam. Nov'42:39
Goody, Ed
   Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
GOODYKOONTZ, JENNIE B
   Memorium. Oct'35:40
GOOSELINK, MARION G. INSPIRING TALKS TO JUNIORS
   Book chat. Apr'57:42
GOOSMAN, EDGAR THOMAS, 1934- (married to Lois Jean Stout Goosman)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
   News room (photo) Oct'61:34
GOOSMAN, PACIFICO DE
   (photo) Feb'51:15
GORBETT, LENA BEE
   In memoriam. Jul'44:33
GORDNER, JANE AMY
   In memoriam. Jan'41:39
Gordner, Leroy George
   The layman and the church. Oct'39:15
GORDON, (MRS. E. M.)
   (photo) Mar'28:18
GORDON, (MRS. J. S.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'37:inside front cover
GORDON, (married to Lee E. Gordon)
   (photo) Sep'53:27
Gordon, (married to Thomas D. Gordon)
   How to get missionary books read. Jun'23:49
Gordon, Ada McNeil, 1868-1946 (married to Wilfed E. Gordon)
   Radha, a tale of Indian life. Feb'23:46
   Notes. Oct'23:50
   Growing missionaries. Dec'23:45
   Majli. Feb'24:37
   Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:39
The goodly pearl. Oct'34:45
Our boys. Apr'38:45
At the Lord's Table in Damoh. Apr'39:46
Gop is everything (poem) Apr'44:33
Meditations at seventy-five. Apr'44:39
Famine orphan and surgeon. Jun'45:35

GORDON, ADA McNEIL, 1868-1946
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Notes. Mar'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:36
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:20
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:60
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
(photo) Mar'28:18
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:24
Des Moines--city of churches (photo) Sep'34:8
(photo) Mar'36:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:29
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
News room. Nov'40:47 May'41:42
(photo) Dec'41:16
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:32
Meditations at seventy-five. Apr'44:39
(death) News room (photo) Jul'46:34

GORDON, ALBERT I. INTERMARRIAGE: INTERFAITH, INTERRACIAL, INTERETHNIC
New books. Apr'65:22
Gordon, Alexander Campbell Duff, 1902-
Government control in Canada. Dec'32:19

GORDON, BUFORD H.
(photo) Jul'42:12
GORDON, C M
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
GORDON, CLIFFORD
(photo) Nov'26:32
GORDON, CONINGSBY MATHESON, 1876-1957
Personalities. May'36:24
GORDON, DUNBAR C., 1888-
(married to Helen Elizabeth Bassler Gordon)
Quick results. Mar'22:1
(photo) Mar'24:47
GORDON, E M
(photo) Mar'28:18
GORDON, ED
Portrait of a rural pastor (photo) May'63:12
GORDON, ELSIE M, -1962
(death) News room. Sep'62:40
GORDON, ERNEST. THE DRY FIGHT IN EUROPE
Speaking of books. Sep'33:31
GORDON, ERNEST. NOTES FROM A LAYMAN'S GREEK NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Dec'41:22
GORDON, ERNEST. THROUGH THE VALLEY OF THE KWAI
Book chat. Oct'62:40
GORDON, ESTELLE, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39

57
Gordon, Florence
Rats and rural reconstruction. Jun'46:16
Women and world highways. Mar'49:35
Wrought by prayer. Feb'50:8
The world wide fellowship of prayer. Jan'52:22
A college with a Christian cornerstone. Apr'53:21

GORDON, FLORENCE
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'53:37
Gordon, Gifford Avondale Clive, 1881-1973
Is Prohibition making good? Jul'27:8
GORDON, GIFFORD AVONDALE CLIVE, 1881-1973
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
Gordon throws down the gauntlet (photo) Apr'27:27

GORDON, GRACE CLIFFORD, -1936
In memoriam. Feb'37:39

GORDON, LEE E
(photo) Sep'53:27
Gordon, Linley V
Economize--in armaments. Apr'33:13

GORDON, MARGARET
(photo) Jul'23:34
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:26

GORDON, S D QUIET TALKS ON SERVICE
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56

GORDON, VIRGINIA
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43

Gordon, Wilfred Ernest, 1876-1958 (married to Ada McNeil Gordon)
Echos from everywhere. Dec'22:63
Opportunity knocking in Jhansi. Feb'25:37
The Jhansi Church Council. Jun'25:41
Echos from everywhere. Aug'25:61
When can we expect our India churches to become self-supporting? Jan'31:23
Echos from everywhere. Nov'32:39 Apr'33:40
Missionary organizations' own section. Sep'34:35
Echos from everywhere. Apr'39:39

GORDON, WILFRED ERNEST, 1876-1958
Echos from everywhere. Aug'20:36
(photo) Mar'36:26
quoted. The last page. May'36:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:47 Nov'37:29
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
News room. Nov'40:47
(photo) Dec'41:16
Echos from everywhere. Nov'43:32
(death) Services held for Disciples. Feb'59:42

GORDON, WILFRED
(photo) Jul'23:34
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

GORDONSVILLE, VIRGINIA
Echos from everywhere. Dec'24:51

GORHAM, (MRS. E. P.)
In memoriam. Mar'37:39

GORIN, LEWIS J. PATRIOTISM PREPAID
Book chat. Sep'36:44

GORMAN, FRANK H
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
ORNTZKA, A. REUBEN. WHO CARES?  
New books. Feb'67:18

GOROSTIAGO, CARLOS  
Boy from Chacarita (photo) Jun'59:27  
Boy from Chacarita...eight years after (photo) Oct'67:42

GORRELL, DAVID, -1967  
In memoriam. Apr'67:50

GORRELL, MARGARET E -1946  
In memoriam. Apr'47:39

GORY, EDWARD J  
In brief (photo) Jul'71:45

GORSUCH, J E  
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30

GOSE, JAPAN  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:62  
Jottings from Japan. Aug'25:60  
Osaka news items. May'26:63  
Cherry blossom time. Oct'27:59  
Return to Gose. May'61:42  
Easter without frills in Japan. Apr'63:20

GOSLIN, GRACE  
Serving the religious needs. Jan'29:38 (photo) Jun'30:32

Goslin, Thomas S., II  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34  
Conquered by scripture. Apr'55:28  
Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:26

GOSNELL, (MRS. T. E.)  
In memoriam. Oct'39:39

GOSNEY, (married to John Gosney) -1954  
In memoriam. Jun'54:37

GOSNEY, MARTHA  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43

"THE GOSPEL ROAD" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Commentary. Jul'73:12

GOSS, (married to D. F. Goss) -1924  
(death) Jun'24:57

GOSS, D  
(photo) May'57:39

GOSS, D F  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:40

GOSS, KATHERINE  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:40

GOSS, LUCIAN  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:40

GOSS, ROBERT  
Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:6

GOSS, W T  
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:8

GOSSE, FRANKLIN THOMAS, 1919-1977  
Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:4

GOSSMAN, (married to William) -1950  
In memoriam. Apr'51:37

GOSSNER MISSION (GERMANY)  
Correspondence from Europe, 1956. Oct'56:7

GOTSCHELL, MAYME, -1950  
In memoriam. Oct'50:39
GOTT, ORA, -1952
In memoriam. Oct'52:35

GOTTSCHALL, A W
A. W. Gottschall (photo) Jan'23:57
(photo) Mar'24:26

GOTWALD, LUTHER A
Global highlights. Jul'56:3

GOUCHER, JOHN FRANKLIN
To build in men the mind of Christ (photo) Mar'23:24

GOUDOOZE, WILLIAM. PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY
Book chat. Sep'50:40

Goudy, Herman
Herman and Casey. Nov'28:53

GOUGH, BARBARA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'57:31

GOUGH, DAVID
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'57:31

GOULD, ANNA LAURA, -1927
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'27:51

GOULD, EDWIN
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
My summer in camp. Dec'30:31

GOULD, (EDWIN) FOUNDATION
Station UCMS broadcasting. Arp'29:43

Gould, Elizabeth L
Prayer (poem) Mar'41:48

GOULD, HERBERT
From college towers. Mar'35:44

Gould, Ivan M
United Christian Youth at Columbus. May'38:11
Youth are in the advance. May'42:10

GOULD, IVAN M
(photo) May'38:11 May'42:10

GOULD, PHILIP L., 1916-1985
Churches added to EHP program (photo) Apr'60:47

GOULD, SARAH
(death) May'24:51

GOULDER, SADIE ANNE, -1944
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

GOULET, DORIS
See
MENENDEZ, IVAL DORIS GOULET

Goulter, Irene Minerva Goucher, 1899-
(married to Oswald John Goulter)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:50
Christmas in lands afar. Dec'29:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:39
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'32:36
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'34:39 Mar'36:39,40 Mar'41:38
Apr'34:40 Apr'36:39 Apr'41:38,39
"Poor school" for children. Apr'41:47
Clothing for the poor. Jul'41:31
Victory gardens in China. Mar'44:11
China missionaries besieged with visitors. May'49:42
Moments of worship. Oct'69 - May'70 p. 48

GOULTER, IRENE MINERVA GOUCHER, 1899- (photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Program helps (photo)
   Feb'25:48       Apr'25:49
   (photo) Sep'25:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35
   (photo) May'29:48          Dec'32:suppl:8
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30       Sep'37:47
   (photo) Nov'38:18
News room. Mar'41:42
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
   (photo) Sep'42:39
News room. Mar'43:34
O. J. Goulter expects to be home Christmas. Nov'45:11
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
News room. Jun'51:38       Apr'52:38
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
Classroom and campus. Apr'64:35
In brief. Jan'69:49
   (photo) Apr'70:48

GOULTER, IVAL DORIS
   See
   MENENDEZ, IVAL DORIS GOULTER

GOULTER, JEAN MARIE
   See
   JOLLY, JEAN MARIE GOULTER

GOULTER, LOVENA
   See
   STEVENS, LOVENA GOULTER

Goulter, Oswald John, 1890-1985
   (Married to Irene Minerva Goucher Goulter)
Starting work in the China mission. Sep'23:28
Christmas baptisms in Luchowfu. Mar'24:19
This is how God answers prayer. Oct'24:inside front cover
A pastorate of a million souls. Oct'24:7
San Ho, a corner of our field. Oct'24:25
Have compassion... Oct'24:36
Shifting scenes in China. Aug'25:44
Volcanic patriotism in China. Sep'25:52
An empty shrine. Jan'26:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58
Running an institutional church on a dollar a month.
Apr'27:38
How the missionaries left Luchowfu. Jul'27:24
Luchowfu leaders at work. Aug'27:39
An attitude test on world missions. Jun'29:17
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:32
The momentum of missionary work. Oct'29:26
Working with young people. Jan'30:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:39
Hopeful situation. Feb'31:46
India's gift to China. Jun'31:26
Yes, there are anti-Christian posters in China. Jul'31:21
Disciples and the rural task in China. Dec'31:suppl:13
The flood and self-support. Jan'32:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40
The Chinese church in wartime. Jun'32:9
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'33:39
New industries in Luchowfu. Apr'33:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39,41 Feb'34:39 Dec'35:38
Sep'33:40 Apr'34:40
Nothing to eat. Jan'36:9
A many-sided problem. Mar'36:44
A unique experience. Apr'36:47
Back to back. Oct'36:31
Japan and communism struggle for China. Mar'37:6
Hymn of the great religions (poem) Dec'37:16
Echoes form everywhere. Mar'38:38
A voice out of China. Nov'38:18
Military equipment used for deeds of love. Jun'39:42
Guests at your table. Jul'40:44
A Chinese church twenty years hence. Nov'40:12
Building in China. Dec'40:40
Fifty boxes of Christian love arrive at Hofei. Feb'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'41:38
Your bowl of rice finds a starving child. Sep'41:28
Buddha and Christianity... Oct'41:43
The man's not crazy, he's just a Christian. Jan'42:31
Miracles you paid for. Feb'42:26
Over 3,000 miles in a second of time. Mar'43:15
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:16
A church bombed out and scattered... Jul'46:26
Calf on the end of a rope! Jun'48:46
Which shall it be: win friends or destroy enemies? Sep'48:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:36
What is the way? May'49:46
Use it or lose it! Apr'50:30
Christian churches in China grow. Jul'50:35
Shanghai Christian churches are strong. Mar'51:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:38
How can we find peace? Mar'66:19
Moments of worship. Oct'69 - May'70 p. 48

GOULTER, OSWALD JOHN, 1890-1985
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
(photo) Jul'22:2
Now it can be told. Jun'23:16
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48 Apr'25:49
(photo) Sep'25:52
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Nov'27:56 Jan'28:44 Oct'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35
(photo) May'29:48 Jun'31:26 Dec'32:suppl:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30 Sep'37:47
(photo) Nov'38:18
Church at Hofei adds hundred. Oct'39:5
(photo) Nov'40:12 Oct'41:11 Feb'42:15
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
News room. Feb'43:34
(photo) Mar'43:15
News room.
Apr'43:34  Jun'43:30  Jan'44:34  Feb'44:34
Victory gardens in China. Mar'44:11
News room. Oct'44:28  Jan'45:30
Rebuild for Christ in China (photo) Mar'45:21
News room. Jun'45:34  Oct'45:25
...expects to be home Christmas (photo) Nov'45:11
News room (photo) Jan'46:38
(photo) Mar'46:7
...returns (photo) Jun'46:9
News room. Jul'47:42
I baptize thee. Sep'48:47
Help them to help themselves (photos) Feb'50:7
Chinese leaders in Chuhsien carry much responsibility.
Nov'50:37
The church grows in People's China. Feb'51:22
(photo) Mar'51:24
News room.
Jun'51:38  Apr'52:38  May'52:34
Classroom and campus. Jun'52:31
Missionaries broaden the fellowship. Jul'52:26
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
They lived out their dreams (photo) Oct'57:27
quoted. In support of the National Council. Jun'60:10
Classroom and campus. Apr'64:35
In brief. Jan'69:49
(photo) Apr'70:48
GOVERNMENT, RESISTANCE TO
Global highlights. Apr'61:4
Presenting... May'66:9
From dissent to... Feb'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'69:5
GOWER, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
Gowman, Carl G
How captured workers were delivered from robbers. Oct'20:38
The end of Dr. Shelton's captor. Aug'21:52
GRACA, XEL DE SANT ANNA
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:6
GRACE OF GOD
Missionary organizations. Apr'30:36
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ECUMENICAL STUDIES
Global highlights. May'54:3
GRAEGER, DORA BELL, -1961
In memoriam. Oct'61:37
GRAEFE, J. E. CHRIST AND THE HINDU HEART
Book reviews. Jan'39:52
Graff, (married to E. Graff)
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:17
The Christian Home for the Aged, Jacksonville, Illinois, from the inside. Dec'22:21
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
GRAFF, (married to E. Graff)
  (photo) Nov'25:49
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
Graff, E
  A glimpse into the Christian Home for the Aged... Apr'23:7
GRAFTON, (MRS. W S)
  (death) Aug'20:31
GRAFTON, ALLENA, 1887-1981
  (photo) Oct'22:7 Feb'31:33
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34,42
  (photo) Nov'35:25
  (retirement) News room. Mar'55:36
Grafton, Anna Belle Johnson, 1862-1949
  (married to Thomas William Grafton)
  The new emphasis on training for leadership. Jul'20:20
  Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
GRAFTON, ANNA BELLE JOHNSON, 1862-1949
  (death) News room. Jun'49:38
Grafton, Thomas William, 1857-1940
  (married to Anna Belle Grafton)
  What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
  Dec'21:48
  An outstanding figure passes. Apr'26:34
GRAFTON, THOMAS WILLIAM, 1857-1940
  (photo) Jan'19:6
  Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
  quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:5
  College of Missions items. May'23:53
  Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
  (photo) Feb'31:33
  Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
  (death) News room. Feb'41:42
  (photo) Sep'41:7
Grafton, Warren, 1901-1960 (married to Elizabeth Grafton)
  Why I have chosen the ministry for my life work. Dec'22:34
  The time is now. Nov'42:back cover
  The city is a mission field. Jun'54:14
GRAFTON, WARREN, 1901-1960
  (photo) Jul'20:21
  Youth's increasing purpose. May'26:4
  Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
  quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
  quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:24
  quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18
  Classroom and campus. Apr'48:28
  (photo) Dec'50:24
  Global highlights. May'56:3
  (death) News room. Jun'60:42
GRAFTON, OHIO. NORTH EATON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  The reading contest. Oct'25:49
GRAHAM, (married to A. R. Graham)
  Circulation corner. Sep'35:1
Graham, (married to Roy A. Graham)
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'42:39
GRAHAM, (married to W. H. H. Graham)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
GRAHAM, BILLY
See
GRAHAM, WILLIAM FRANKLIN
GRAHAM, CARY B
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
Graham, Cathy
The church's place in international affairs. Oct'69:40
GRAHAM, DONALD
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
GRAHAM, ELLEN E
(death) Feb'42:34
GRAHAM, FRANK P
GRAHAM, GEORGE W.
That all may be one. Oct'53:19
GRAHAM, J. DONALD
News churches are a good investment (photo) Mar'60:17
GRAHAM, L H
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Mar'24:51
GRAHAM, L J
(photo) Jan'21:15
GRAHAM, LORENZ, TALES OF MOMOLU
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
GRAHAM, MARGARET
In memorium. May'36:39
GRAHAM, MARJORIE
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24
GRAHAM, MARY
Reader, at 85, still growing (photo) May'72:30
GRAHAM, MARY JO
Ninety years old and full of youth (photo) Apr'70:15
GRAHAM, OLIVE
quoted. Ministering to people on the move. Feb'59:29
(photo p. 30)
Graham, Pearl
Speaking of books. Jul'29:44
GRAHAM, PEARL
(photo) Jan'27:14
GRAHAM, RICHARD SHANNON
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
Graham, Ronald William, 1918-
Letters. Oct'68:48
Aberfan: remembering and receiving. Feb'73:10
GRAHAM, RONALD WILLIAM, 1918-
Classroom and campus. May'67:34 Mar'68:35
Graham, Rudolph
We came from darkness. Oct'62:28
GRAHAM, RUTH
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:47
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32
GRAHAM, SHIRLEY. DR. GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER
American, scientist, man of God. Feb'45:3
GRAHAM, WILLIAM
(photo) Feb'29:17
GRAHAM, WILLIAM FRANKLIN (BILLY)
Book chat. May'54:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:7
quoted. Last column. Oct'61:50
Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
GRAHAM, WILLIAM HARRISON, 1844-1923
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'23:53
(death) May'23:55
GRAHAM, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A one-day revival. Apr'26:64
GRAHAM, TEXAS. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
Grainger, Marie
And now we're at home. Dec'27:60
GRAINGER, MAUDE PLUNKETT, 1875-1949
(married to Oswald Joseph Grainger)
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Mar'28:18
(death) News room. Apr'49:34
News room. May'57:36
Grainger, Oswald Joseph, 1874-1957
(married to Maude Plunkett Grainger)
The tribute of the missionaries. Mar'21:12
GRAINGER, OSWALD JOSEPH, 1874-1957
Notes. Mar'20:64
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
(photo) Mar'21:6
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Apr'23:13
College of Missions notes. Dec'24:58
(photo) Mar'28:18
Classroom and campus. May'45:24 Apr'50:32
(death) News room. May'57:36
GRALL, ALEXANDER
(photo) Jan'39:41
GRAND COULEE DAM
Life-giving waters. Sep'40:43
GRAND COULEE, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'37:39 Jul'37:39 Jan'38:40
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
Good ideas... Sep'31:39
GRAND JUNCTION, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Michigan welcomes the Convention. Apr'42:inside front cover
A city of homes and gardens. Jun'42:7
Grand Rapids and Michigan invite you. Jun'42:24
One-to-one tutors. Jul'68:17
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. CASCADE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Fish: an ages-old symbol. Jun'70:20
Uni-Walk for UNICEF. Sep'72:31
(photo) Apr'73:3
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of parsonage) Sep'42:1

66
Circulation corner. Feb'44:inside front cover
EHP grows. May'58:44
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. FOUNTAIN STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
The threshold. Jul'42
GRANDIN PARISH, MISSOURI (CARTER CO.)
The church that community service made. May'31:21
GRANDSTAFF, MARION
In memoriam. May'31:40
GRANGER, BENJAMIN PHILLIP
(birth) Oct'31:47
Granger, Laurence Douglas, 1900–
(married to Marie Pinkerton Granger)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:48 Sep'28:33
Porto Rico again. Jan'29:39
We are of good courage. Apr'29:42
Organizing a church in Mexico. Jun'31:29
Banquet in Mexico. Aug'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:40
Our rural work in Mexico. Dec'31:suppl:10
Power in self-supporting churches. Jan'32:31
We find the Huicholes. May'33:27
Ministering to the Indians. Jan'35:46
Working with first Americans. Jul'35:21
GRANGER, LAURENCE DOUGLAS, 1900–
(photo) May'30:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
(photo) Apr'31:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
GRANGER, LAURENCE DOUGLAS, 1928–
(birth) Mar'29:63
(photo) May'30:11 Apr'31:28
GRANGER, LESTER
quoted. How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25
GRANGER, MARGARET JOY. 1927–
(photo) Apr'29:42 May'30:11 Apr'31:28
Granger, Marie Henriette Pinkerton, 1903–
(married to Laurence Douglas Granger)
A personal account of the disaster. Nov'28:28
GRANGER, MARIE HENRIETTE PINKERTON, 1903–
(photo) May'30:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
(photo) Apr'31:28
GRANGER, SUSAN GAY, 1942–
(birth) News room. Jan'43:34
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25 (photo p. 26)
(drawing) Oct'57:1
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25
GRANO, NOVELLO
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37
GRANT, (MRS. J. A.)
quoted. The last page. May'38:48
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'38:inside front cover
GRANT, FERN BABCOCK. MINISTRIES OF MERCY
   About "persons of special need." Jun'62:41
GRANT, FREDERICK C. THE EARLIEST GOSPEL
   Book chat. Feb'44:14
GRANT, FREDERICK C. FRONTIERS OF CHRISTIAN THINKING
   Book chat. Dec'35:21
GRANT, FREDERICK C. AN INTRODUCTION TO NEW TESTAMENT THOUGH
   Book chat. Sep'50:20
GRANT, FREDERICK C. HOME AND REUNION
   New books. Jun'65:22
GRANT, LARRY E
   In brief (photo) Jun'71:41
GRANT, LEE W., 1863-1948
   St. Louis Convention Committee. Dec'20:44
   (photo) Apr'23:2
   Stand fast, Crigellachie. Apr'23:8
   (photo) Dec'39:10
   Executive Staff of N.B.A. (photo) May'43:28
   ...retires (photo) Jul'43:33
   (death) News room. Nov'48:32
GRANT, LENA ELIZABETH, -1942
   In memoriam. Apr'42:39
GRANT, MICHAEL. HEROD THE GREAT
   New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
GRANT, MONROE C
   quoted. World outreach sounding board. Apr'68:32
GRANT'S PASS, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   By the side of the Lincoln Highway. Feb'22:56
GRAPE JUICE
   Grape juice only. Dec'25:61
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
GRASS ROOTS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
   Help at the grassroots in Appalachia. May'71:25
   Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:7
GRAUER, GERHARD W
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'54:2
GRAVATT, ROBERTA
   News room. Feb'42:34 Oct'43:34
GRAVES, ALBERT RICHARD, 1927-
   (married to Betty Jean Lawson Graves)
   News room. Sep'53:38
GRAVES, ALLEN W. USING AND MAINTAINING CHURCH PROPERTY
   New books. Jan'66:40
GRAVES, AMELIA
   In memoriam. Apr'27:50
GRAVES, BETTY JEAN LAWSON, 1927
   (married to Albert Richard Graves)
   News room. Apr'52:39 Sep'53:38
GRAVES, BIBB
   See
   GRAVES, DAVID BIBB
GRAVES, DAVID BIBB, 1873-1942
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
   Personalities (photo) Feb'36:21
GRAVES, DIXIE GIBB, -1965
   In memoriam. May'65:46
GRAVES, E. P  
A Church Extension valedictory. Dec'20:56

GRAVES, FANNIE H  
In our colleges. Oct'38:33

GRAVES, MARTHA ROBINSON, -1970 (married to Robert Graves)  
In memoriam. Nov'70:46

GRAVES, NED RALSTON, 1914-  
(photo) Dec'50:27 Feb'55:11  
Disciples in the news (photo) Nov'67:8  
Global highlights (photo) Jan'68:7  
In brief. Feb'70:38

GRAVES, SARAH  
In memoriam. Mar'28:60

GRAVES, TENNIE McFARLAND  
In memoriam. Mar'34:40

Graves, V. L  
The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:25

GRAY, (married to Earl Gray)  
(photo) Jun'46:28

GRAY, (married to Ernest Gray)  
Disciples in Africa hold convention. Dec'54:44

GRAY, (married to J. T. Gray)  
(death) Nov'21:50

GRAY, (married to James Gray)  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'47:3

GRAY, (married to Louie Gray)  
(photo) Feb'71:34

GRAY, (married to O. S. Gray)  
(photo) Nov'22:42

Gray, (married to Ray Gray)  
Letters. Jan'69:4

GRAY, (married to Robert H. Gray) -1962  
In memoriam. Oct'62:46

GRAY, A. C  
(photo) Jan'21:14  
quoted. The life and labors of Archibald McLean. Sep'23:55  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:56

GRAY, ADOLPHE LEIGH, -1953  
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

GRAY, ALMA  
Some tithers I have known... Oct'40:16 (photo p. 15)

GRAY, ALMENA STUDLEY, 1863-1939 (married to Philip Hayward Gray)  
In memoriam. May'39:39

Gray, Andrew Preston, 1884- (married to Sarah Alice Dickson Gray)  
Notes. Oct'20:58

GRAY, ANDREW PRESTON, 1884-  
Notes. Feb'20:62  
(photo) Aug'26:14  
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'61:8

GRAY, ANNA  
In memoriam. Sep'27:48

GRAY, ARTHUR R. THE NEW WORLD  
Bargains in books. Mar'23:45

Gray, Cammie, 1891-1965  
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:23 Apr'22:44  
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:41  
Reaching the Ricksha men. Feb'23:50
Echoes from everywhere.

Jul'23:57    Sep'23:56    Dec'23:49
Free born souls in mission lands. Mar'24:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
Preparing for life's work in Wuhu. Mar'25:50
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:39
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Given to hospitality. Apr'28:57
Esther Haggard Lee. Jul'28:31
A farewell letter. Aug'28:45
A dream come true. Dec'28:34
Echoes from everywhere.

Feb'29:44    May'29:35    Jun'29:50
Easter in Wuhu. Aug'29:45
From China's flooded districts. Dec'31:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:39    Feb'32:39
The least of these. May'32:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:39
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
News notes from Nanking. Jun'33:40
Echoes from everywhere.

Sep'33:39    Sep'35:38,39    Nov'35:39
A faithful friend. Jun'36:31
Three deep bows to Lee Hou-Fu. Jul'36:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'36:39
Dr. Koo and students. Jul'36:47
National Children's Day in China. Sep'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39
School holds high place. Nov'36:47
My reasons for becoming a Chinese citizen. May'37:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'38:38    Dec'40:36
Working in West China. Dec'41:20
Graduating under bombs. Feb'42:44
Chengtu, educational center of China. Apr'42:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'42:39
White the bombs fall. May'42:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
From the educational front in West China. Nov'42:42
Grateful for radio mail bag. May'43:28
Chengtu workers' seminar. Feb'45:23
Over the Hump. Feb'46:48
China's children during the war. Jun'46:10

GRAY, CAMMIE, 1891-1965
(photograph) Nov'20:49
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:61
(photograph) Apr'22:44
Program helps (photograph) Mar'25:49
(photograph) Aug'25:2    Jan'27:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:41
(photograph) Dec'32:suppl:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
The missionary's citizenship. May'37:3
(photograph) May'37:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30    Jul'38:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:36
(photograph) Dec'41:20    Feb'42:15
quoted. The last page. Mar'42:48
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
quoted. News room. Jan'43:34
Ordination for Luther Shao (photo) Feb'43:43
quoted. News room. Feb'44:34
Work continues under difficulties. Oct'45:38
They have lived and served. Sep'56:26 (photo p. 25)
(death) Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
In memoriam. Dec'65:48
GRAY, CATHERINE
Global highlights (photo) Sep'47:3
Gray, Darius
A visit with the Mormons. Jan'73:5
GRAY, DEETSY BLACKBURN, 1891-1978
First children's worker for colored Bible schools (photo)
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20 (photo p. 19)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
GRAY, DESSA
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'57:6
GRAY, DORIS
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'50:32
Gray, Dorothea
Falling in line... May'26:12
GRAY, DOROTHEA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52
GRAY, ERNEST
Global highlights (photo) Dec'54:3
Disciples in Africa hold convention. Dec'54:44
Therefore be it resolved (photo) Nov'66:26
Gray, Esther
Work camp at Itsukaichi, Japan. Jan'50:33
GRAY, HAROLD STUDLEY, 1894-
Harold Gray and his social experiment. Apr'35:21
GRAY, HARRYWOOD, 1912-1968
(married to Sara Elizabeth Botkin Gray)
GRAY, HENRY DAVID. A THEOLOGY FOR CHRISTIAN YOUTH
GRAY, HENRY DAVID. THE UPWARD CALL
GRAY, J
(image) Dec'53:31
Gray, J S
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40
GRAY, J W T  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
GRAY, JACK  
(photo) Jun'46:28
GRAY, JAMES  
(photo) Oct'45:4 
Women and world highways. Mar'47:33 
Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:3 Sep'47:3 
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24 
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20 
News room. Jun'49:38 
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:28 
quoted. Proud to be a part! Oct'52:28 
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34 
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'52:29 
Investigating immortality (photo) Jan'59:13 
quoted. Disciple voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:23 
In brief. Mar'70:39
GRAY, JANET  
Globaly highlights (photo) Sep'47:3
GRAY, JOSEPH M. M. PROPHETS OF THE SOUL  
Book chat. Apr'37:20
GRAY, JOY RUTH  
News room. Apr'46:32 
News room. Jun'46:10 
News room. Nov'47:40 Jul'48:46 
News room. Sep'48:31 Dec'48:31
GRAY, JUDITH ANN  
Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7
Gray, Lavona Anne  
Youth and Uppsala '68. Nov'68:26
GRAY, MARTHA  
In memoriam. Apr'33:39
GRAY, MARY, -1938  
(photo) Nov'25:56 
In memoriam. Dec'38:39
GRAY, MARY J., -1957  
In memoriam. Jul'58:43
GRAY, MERRITT HUGHES, 1869-1940  
(photo) Oct'21:51 Aug'25:2,8 
(photo no. 6) Apr'27:16 
(photo) Oct'28:32 Dec'28:34 
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29 
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul'30:39 
(photo) Aug'30:11 
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6 
...retires (photo) Apr'37:21 
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:14 
(death) The passing of M. H. Gray (photo) May'40:28
GRAY, MILLICENT  
Memoriam. Nov'34:39
GRAY, NANCY  
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
GRAY, NELLIE, -1942  
In memoriam. Jul'42:39
GRAY, PHILIP H
Work of our colleges. Mar'23:50
GRAY, RACHEL
Global highlights (photo) Sep'47:3
GRAY, RICHARD M
Global highlights. Apr'51:3
GRAY, ROSALIND
Global highlights (photo) Sep'47:3
GRAY, ROSE H
quoted. The threshold. Nov'34:2
GRAY, RUTH, -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47:37
GRAY, SUSAN G
Classroom and campus. Dec'68:34
GRAY, W F
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
GRAY, W H
W. H. Gray (photo) Dec'22:56
Half a century in the pulpit (photo) May'25:31
GRAY PANTHERS
The aging can be militant, too! Mar'73:20
GRAYBEAL, DAVID M. CAN'T WE ALL BE RICH?
GRAYBIE, ADELAIDE
In memoriam. Dec'28:48
Of the household of faith. Jan'29:39
GRAYBIE, LAURA
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jan'21:36
GRAYBIE, LYDIA
Women and world highways. Nov'35:35
GRAYBIE, MARY E., 1846-1935
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jan'21:36
(photo) Dec'23:inside front cover Jul'24:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
Letter writing at Mahoba. May'25:40
quoted. For a memorial of her. Mar'26:24
(photo) Mar'28:18
An interesting visit. Apr'28:57
What is the lifetime of a clipping? Aug'28:4
Of the household of faith. Jan'29:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
Mary Graybiel. Sep'33:17 (photo p. 16)
Missionary materials and methods. Sep'33:41
Women and world highways. Nov'35:35
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
Her last thought of India. Jan'36:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
GRAYBIE, SARAH
Of the household of faith. Jan'29:39
GRAYBILL, LEE F
(photo) Dec'24:34
GRAYDEN, KATHERINE MERRILL
(photo) Jan'21:5
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
(death) Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31
GRAYSON, DAVID
quoted. Last column. Mar'54:48
GRAYSON, DAVID. AMERICAN CHRONICAL: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF RAY STANNARD
Book chat. May'45:17
GRAYSON, GARNELLA
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
GRAYSTON, (married to Fred W. Grayston)
(photo) Aug'22:1
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
GRAYZEL, SOLOMON. A HISTORY OF THE JEWS
Book chat. Nov'47:42
GREAT BEND, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Kansas church in EHP. Sep'64:45
"THE GREAT CHALLENGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'61:51
GREAT COMMISSION
From the Constitution and Great Commission. Nov'21:4
GREAT FALLS, MONTANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Apr'66:3
GREAT FALLS, MONTANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. May'20:60
Dreams do come true! (photo) Aug'29:11
Committee on War Services news notes. Jul'45:27
(photo of "Service roll") Sep'48:7
Crusade progress. May'49:26
THE GREAT IDEAS TODAY, 1961
Book chat. Jul'62:42
GREAT RELIGIONS OF MODERN MAN
Book chat. May'62:41
"GREAT REVOLUTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'70:29
THE GREAT STORY
Book chat. Dec'38:22
"THE GREAT WALL" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jul'69:29
GREAT WALL OF CHINA
(photo)
"GREAT WORDS FOR THE CHRISTIAN LIFE SERIES" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'63:43
GREATER LITTLE ROCK MINISTERIAL ALLIANCE (ARKANSAS)
Global highlights. Jul'56:6
"THE GREATEST OF THESE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'57:46
"GREATEST STORY EVERY TOLD" (MOTION PICTURE)
"Story" being shown. Jul'65:42
Letters. Sep'65:48
GREECE
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
Toward reconstruction in Greece (photos) Jul'49:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38 Nov'49:42
Greek refugess' needs are pathetic (photos) Mar'50:7
Manna for Macedonia. Apr'50:31
Greeks organize self help scheme. Jan'51:27
Ecumenical gesture of Christian love. Apr'51:42
Global highlights. Jul'51:3
Ghosts of Saint Paul. Oct'51:27
Echoes from everywhere (photos) Dec'51:36
Global highlights. Jun'52:3
Hybrid corn experiment in Greece proves successful. Sep'52:45
A test of Christian fellowship. Nov'52:16
Global highlights. Mar'53:3 Jun'53:4
Disciples help Greeks rebuild a torn nation. Nov'53:26
Four women who cared. Dec'53:21
World Christians dedicate a tunnel. Jan'54:26
Youth and missions. Feb'54:37
Global highlights. Apr'54:2
A report from Greece. Sep'54:47
The bell tolls. Dec'54:41
Here and there with World Call. Mar'55:52
Global highlights. Oct'56:5
A "most promising venture." Oct'56:28
Land of tragedy. May'58:45
Greek community responds to love. Jun'58:27
God's mercy in our hands. Feb'59:19
Editorial correspondence from Rhodes. Nov'59:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
Global highlights. Mar'61:8
Greek team serves ten years. Jul'61:28
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
"New heart" for Greek villagers. Dec'61:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36 Nov'64:36
The story of Constantinos. Mar'65:16
"Diary" of a landrover. Jul'65:48
Global highlights. Mar'66:6
? and answers. Apr'66:8
We saw them working. Jan'67:22

GREEK, ROSS
Ripple kingdom. Nov'68:40

GREEK LETTER SOCIETIES
Students and social barriers. Jan'31:9
News of our colleges. Oct'39:33
Classroom and campus. May'52:28

GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
Yugoslavia welcomes visiting churchmen. Nov'51:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36
Global highlights. Feb'52:3
Lord's Prayer sung to Serbian arrangement. Mar'52:27
Greeks dedicate printing press. Apr'52:14
Global highlights.
  Dec'52:4 Feb'60:8 Jun'60:8

GREELEY, HORACE
The last page. Dec'28:64

GREELEY, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Nov'50:30
Here and there with World Call. Feb'52:48

GREELEY, COLORADO. TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
(photo) Feb'47:39
GREEN, (MISS)  
(photo) Jan'21:13
GREEN, (married to Ernest Green)  
Our new British youth center (photo) Oct'37:17  
(death) News room. May'47:36
GREEN, (married to Henry H. Green)  
(death) Dec'23:51
GREEN, (married to Horace W. Green)  
GREEN, (married to John M. Green)  
Global highlights (photo) Jun'58:5
GREEN, (married to Leslie K. Green)  
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'57:31
GREEN, ALFRED  
In brief. Dec'70:39
GREEN, ALICE M  
In memoriam. Mar'37:39
GREEN, ALICE ROBINSON, 1872-1946 (married to Justin N. Green)  
In memoriam. Sep'46:39
GREEN, BESSIE C., 1881-1948 (married to James Franklin Green)  
(death) News room. May'48:32
GREEN, C M  
Notes. May'19:62
GREEN, CASPER DUNHAM  
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'52:4
Green, Charles Kinder, 1908- (married to Hilda Green)  
How to achieve world peace. Sep'37:10  
British churchmen look towards peace. Jun'42:14  
Overdale looks to the future. Dec'46:17
GREEN, CHARLES KINDER, 1908-  
(death) What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31  
(photo) Nov'36:27  
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28  
Personalities (photo) Dec'36:25  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30  
(photo) Sep'37:10  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32  
(photo) Feb'41:12 Juan'42:14  
News room. Jun'42:34 Jan'45:36  
(photo) Oct'45:4 Dec'46:17  
News room. Feb'52:38 Jun'53:42  
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48  
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas (photo) Oct'55:25  
American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19  
News room (photo) Apr'57:38  
Good news of good friends. Apr'59:10  
Disciples at Denver (photo) Nov'59:28  
Serving God and man (photo) May'60:28
Green, Edith Starrett, 1910-1987 (married to Arthur N. Green)  
Peace, freedom and dignity. Feb'59:10  
Tomorrow was yesterday. Jul'66:11
GREEN, EDITH STARRETT, 1910-1987  
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:33  
(photo) Feb'59:10  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:7  
quoted. In support of the National Council. Jun'60:10  
quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace (photo)
GREEN, ELIZABETH, -1945
In memoriam. Sep'45:29
GREEN, ELIZABETH
See
ROSS, ELIZABETH GREEN
GREEN, ELY. ELY
New books. Dec'66:25
GREEN, ERNEST, -1953
Our new British youth center (photo) Oct'37:17
News room. Jun'42:34
(death) News room. Sep'53:43
GREEN, ETHEL
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Arp'51:48
Green, Evelyn
Women and world highways. Mar'45:29
Green, Hilda Marie, 1910- (married to Charles K. Green)
New beauty out of ruin. Jul'41:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'43:39
Women and world highways.
Dec'55:37 Jan'57:27 Nov'57:33
The eyes have it! Jan'60:46
GREEN, HILDA MARIE, 1910-
(photo) Nov'36:27
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28
Personalities (photo) Dec'36:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30 Dec'37:32
The threshold (photo) Nov'40:2
(photo) Jun'41:15
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18
News room. Oct'41:34
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
(photo) Jun'42:14
News room. Jun'42:34
(photo) Sep'42:13 Mar'43:39
Returned to England (photo) Jul'44:28
News room. Jan'45:36
(photo) Mar'47:33
News room. Feb'52:38 Jun'53:42
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
(photo) Dec'55:37
American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19
(photo) Jan'57:27
Quadrennial brings rich experience (photo) Sep'57:19
Women and world highways. May'58:35
Good news of good friends. Apr'59:10
Women and world highways. Dec'60:35 Feb'63:33
GREEN, IRVIN TAYLOR, 1884-1952
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
(photo) Sep'38:31
Global highlights (photo) May'51:3
Green, James
    We have lost interest... Jul'32:12
Green, James Franklin, 1875-1975
    (married to Bessie C. Green)
    (married to Julia A. Shannon Green)
    Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:47
    The story state by state. Aug'25:15
    Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. 
    Oct'27:27
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'28:48
    Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
    How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
GREEN, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1875-1975
    Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
    Apr'19:39
    (photo) Oct'27:27
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'29:37
    (photo) Jul'34:20
    Personalities (photo) May'35:17
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'40:31
    (photo) Jul'42:16,30
    What did you do with the money? Feb'51:5
GREEN, JEREMY
    (photo) Nov'40:2    Jun'42:14
    Returned to England (photo) Jul'44:28
GREEN, JOHN P
    Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'25:45
Green, Julia Boynton
    Thanksgiving (poem) Nov'36:48
GREEN, JUSTIN NEWMAN, 1872-1925 (married to Alice Robinson Green)
    (death) Feb'25:30
Green, Leslie
    An American in Australia. Jan'65:23
GREEN, LESLIE
    Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'57:31
    (photo) Jan'65:23
GREEN, MARGARET
    (photo) Jan'21:11
    In brief. Apr'71:41
GREEN, MICHAEL. EVANGELISM IN THE EARLY CHURCH
    New books. Jan'71:28
GREEN, MINNIE
    (photo) Mar'47:33
GREEN, NIGEL, 1937-
    (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32
    (photo) Nov'40:2    Jun'42:14
    Returned to England (photo) Jul'44:28
GREEN, PAUL
    Global highlights (photo) Nov'56:3
GREEN, PAUL. NEW VOICES, OLD WORLDS
    Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
GREEN, ROBERT B
    (photo) Sep'42:7
GREEN, RODNEY
    Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'57:31
Green, Sadie
    Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:12
GREEN, SADIE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'24:57
Here and there... Mar'48:48
GREEN, SHARON
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
GREEN, STEPHEN
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'57:31
GREEN, TOM
News room. Jul'59:42
GREEN, WAYNE
(photo) Jan'71:17
World events (photo) Sep'71:37
GREENACRES CITY, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
GREENACRES, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Five churches added to Every Home Plan. Dec'60:46
GREENCASTLE CHRISTIAN HOME
Global highlights. Jan'65:6
GREENCASTLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Together (photo of Junior Choir) Nov'33:15
GREENCASTLE, INDIANA. SHERWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
GREENE, (MRS. C. W.)
In memoriam. Apr'43:39
GREENE, ANNA
College activities. Jun'39:31
GREENE, HANNA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
GREENE, MARGARET. WORLD UPSIDE DOWN
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
GREENE, MERWYN H., 1921?--1944
In memoriam. Nov'44:33
Greene, Shirley E
Churches tackle poverty. Feb'67:15
GREENE, THEODORE, -1951
(death) Global highlights. Sep'51:2
Greene, Theodore Ainsworth
Reports from the front. Feb'49:17
GREENE, THEODORE AINSWORTH
Global highlights. Jul'51:3
Greene, Theodore M
Liberal education. May'43:19
Greene, Wayne Arthur, 1905-1990 (married to Juanita Greene)
The minister--key or problem? Sep'54:15
Chipping the rock. Nov'62:11
Me read "the living book." Jan'64:28
Will the program work in the United States? Feb'65:17
Retreats--a search for meaning. Jun'65:15
New directions in men's work. Mar'66:11
GREENE, WAYNE ARTHUR, 1905-1990
(photo) Jul'50:26
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
(photo) Sep'54:15
quoted. Disciples meet in Des Moines. Nov'56:20
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'57:6
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:4
News room. May'64:34
Global highlights (photo) Jul'64:4
News room (photo) Sep'64:39
(photo) Nov'64:8
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'65:7
(photo) Mar'66:11
World events (photo) Nov'71:37
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42
GREENFIELD, MISSOURI. PENNSBORO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches enroll in EHP. Nov'61:46
GREENFIELD, OHIO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:11
(photo of parsonage) Apr'46:1
GREENIDGE, CHARLES W. W.
Global highlights. Apr'56:6
GREENING, (MRS. J. M.), -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39
GREENLEAF, WILLIAM E
Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26 Nov'45:24
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA
Missionary project. Jun'28:50
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:50
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA. ELM STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. May'35:1
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Youth bring new life to the church (photo of youth) Jul'72:32
GREENSBURG, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What unusual thing has your society done? Dec'27:47
GREENSBURG, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how. Oct'20:8
GREENSPUN, WILLIAM B. SECOND LIVING ROOM DIALOGUES
New books. Feb'68:38
GREENVILLE, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45
GREENVILLE, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Broadcasting the Gospel. Feb'23:22
(photo) Aug'24:12
GREENVILLE, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Mar'19:60
GREENVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
GREENVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. RED OAK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Vote to send World Call to all homes. Feb'61:46
GREENWADE, FRANCES
(photo) Jan'21:7
GREENWELL, HOUSTON
(photo) Oct'30:11
Greenwood, (married to Earl Greenwood)
Detroit speaks up. May'27:1
GREENWOOD, ELMA L. HOW CHURCHES FIGHT POVERTY
How churches fight poverty. Sep'68:39
Greenwood, Fred W
The farthest south. May'34:6
GREENWOOD, THOMAS
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36

GREENWOOD, INDIANA. GREENWOOD CENTER CHRISTIAN CHURCH

GREER, JAMES ELBERT, 1906?–1961
(married to Virginia Lou Waggoner Greer)
In memoriam. Jul'61:39

GREER, JEFFERSON DAVIS, 1863–1962
Woodhaven—help for the handicapped (photo) Feb'61:10

Greer, Joy Lancaster, 1933?– (married to Albert Greer)
Letters. Dec’70:4
A first hand look at criminal justice. Mar’72:28
Letters. May’73:46

GREER, JOY LANCASTER, 1933?–
(photo) Mar’72:28
World events (photo)
Mar’72:40 Mar’73:59

Greer, Virginia Lou Waggoner, 1909?–
(married to James Elbert Greer)
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr’62:36 Mar’63:38 Nov’63:36 Jun’64:36

GREER, VIRGINIA LOU WAGGONER, 1909?–
News room. Feb’60:34
(photo) Nov’63:36 Jun’64:36
News room. Mar’65:34

GREER, W C
On the "Boone and black bear" trails (photo) Nov'26:55
New church at Boone, North Carolina. Feb'27:38

"GREETINGS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Ahead of the headlines. May'69:5

GREEVES, FREDERIC. THEOLOGY AND THE CURE OF SOULS
Book chat. Mar’63:24

GREGG, JOHN A
(photo) Feb'41:18

GREGG, MASON GLYNDON, 1882–1972
(photo) Oct'57:1
In memoriam. Apr'72:42

Gregg, Samuel
Message. Apr'19:58

GREGORI, JOSE CARDONA
Global highlights. Apr'63:5

Gregory, John G
Youth speaks. Sep'35:23

GREGORY, RAYMOND R
Global highlights. Mar'52:4

GREGORY, ROBERT H
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30

GREGORY, W C
(photo) May'25:43

GREIG, T
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6

GREIST, ARVILLA HUTH (married to John H. Greist)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:45

GREIST, JOHN H. (married to Arvilla Huth Greist)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:45
Greist, Mina Wilkinson, 1871-1971
(married to Oliver H. Greist)
It grows by cultivation. Apr'22:64
County work in Indiana. Dec'22:27
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:32
New worker in missionary education. Feb'35:23
GREIST, MINA WILKINSON, 1871-1971
Interest shown in the reading contest. Jan'26:54
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
...an appreciation (photo) Jul'37:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
News room. Dec'47:30
In memoriam. Oct'71:46
GREIST, OLIVER H., 1871-1947 (married to Mina Greist)
Pension Fund elects new trustees (photo) Nov'34:25
(photo) Sep'39:8 Sep'40:8
Ministers in behalf of the ministry. Dec'42:26
(death) News room. Dec'47:30
GREKOS, GEORGE
The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:11
GRENFELL, WILFRED THOMASON, 1865-1940
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
The compassionate heart. Mar'48:27
Last column. May'56:48
The doctor's work goes on. Jul'58:43
GRENFELL, WILFRED THOMASON. ADRIFT ON AN ICE-PAN
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
GRENFELL, WILFRED THOMASON. FORTY YEARS FOR LABRADOR
Twentieth Century saints. Jun'33:11
GRENSTED, L. W. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
Book chat. Dec'52:22
GRESHAM, ALEECE COWAN FICKLING (married to Perry Epler Gresham)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'61:8
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'64:34
GRESHAM, ALEECE COWAN FICKLING. "THE MIGHTY MOUNTAIN LAND" (SONG)
In brief. May'69:42
GRESHAM, ALICE
See
GRESHAM, ALEECE COWAN FICKLING
GRESHAM, GEORGE, -1962
GRESHAM, J W
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
Gresham, Perry Epler, 1907-
(married to Elsie Gresham)
(married to Aleece Cowan Fickling Gresham)
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:44
Book chat. Jun'35:29
The responsible college. Jan'42:15
Opportunities of tragedy. Nov'43:18
Spire and campus. Jan'47:7
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:10
Let reason awake! Jan'54:13
Come to Kansas City. Jul'61:17
GRESHAM, PERRY EPLER, 1907-
(photo) Jan'42:15 Nov'43:18 Sep'46:11
News room. Oct'47:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'50:4
Global highlights.
  Oct'50:2 Mar'51:2 (photo) Nov'51:3
Bringing Lund to the people (photo) Jun'52:12
Global highlights. Oct'52:4
A look at Lund (photo) Nov'52:13
Global highlights (photo) Mar'53:2
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:28
Global highlights (photo) Dec'53:2
Classroom and campus. Dec'53:33
(photo) Jan'54:13 Jan'55:25
quoted. Twelve Disciples schools receive large Ford grants
(photo) Feb'56:26
Global highlights. Oct'56:3 (photo) Nov'56:3
Classroom and campus. Jan'57:28
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:31
The Declaration and address (photo) Oct'59:29
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'59:33
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:4
Classroom and campus. (photo) Feb'60:36
Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:5
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35
Global highlights. Apr'61:6
Heritage and destiny at Kansas City. Sep'61:25 (photo p. 26)
Global highlights. Jan'62:6
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32
News room. Jun'62:32
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'63:34
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:5
Classroom and campus (photo) May'64:37
News room. Jun'64:41
Global highlights (photo) Jul'64:5
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'64:6
Classroom and campus (photo)
  Dec'64:34 Sep'65:36 May'67:35 Mar'68:35
Classroom and campus. Jun'68:34
World events (photo) Sep'69:37
In brief. Sep'72:40
Six retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'72:32
In brief. Jun'73:39
GRESHAM, PERRY EPLER. ANSWER TO CONFORMITY
  Book chat. Sep'61:41 Nov'61:20
GRESHAM, PERRY EPLER. DISCIPLINES OF THE HIGHER CALLING
  Book chat. Oct'54:20
GRESHAM, PERRY EPLER. "THE MIGHTY MOUNTAIN LAND" (SONG)
  In brief. May'69:42
GRESHAM, PERRY EPLER. THE SAGE OF BETHANY
  Book chat. Dec'60:22
Gresham, Walter
  (untitled poem) Feb'30:7
GREther, HERBERT
  The word for today's world (photo) Apr'73:31
GREtNA, LOUISIANA. WEST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, July-September, 1959. Feb'60:30
GREW, JOSEPH C  
(photo) Jul'43:24
Grey, Andrew Preston
See
Gray, Andrew Preston
GREY, ERNEST  
Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26
GREY, ROBERT MUNSON. I, YAHWEH  
Book chat. Jan'38:14
GREYBULL, WYOMING  
Pioneering in Wyoming. Jan'21:42
GRIBBLE, (married to Stokley B. Gribble)  
News room. Apr'57:38
Gribble, Evylin R., 1901-  
Here and there with World Call.  
May'50 - Sep'66 last page  
Annual World Call Week makes thirtieth bow. May'51:27  
Letter. Oct'66:50
GRIBBLE, EVYLIN R., 1901-  
News room. Sep'47:40  
(photo) Nov'48:29  
Global highlights (photo) Mar'50:3  
Here and there with World Call. Apr'50:49  
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9  
(photo) Jul'52:28 Sep'53:40  
News room. Feb'55:38  
(photo) Jan'60:50  
Salute to a Disciple statesman. Sep'61:10  
World Calling... (photo) Sep'66:10
GRIBBLE, JIMMY  
See
GRIBBLE, STOKLEY B  
GRIBBLE, STOKLEY B. JAMES "JIMMY"  
News room. Sep'50:38  
(photo) Jul'51:38  
Global highlights (photo) May'52:3  
A global responsibility (photo) May'52:19  
A test of Christian fellowship. Nov'52:16  
News room. Nov'53:32  
Disciples help Greeks rebuild a torn nation. Nov'53:27  
(photo p. 26)  
Here and there with World Call. Dec'54:52  
News room. Feb'55:38  
Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:2  
Global highlights. Jan'57:2  
News room. Apr'57:38
GRICE, E E  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2
GRICE, JOHN, 1844-1928  
A fifty year adventure (photo) Oct'25:28
GRIDLEY, MARGARET  
(death) News room. Feb'43:47
GRIDLEY, MARION E. INDIANS OF TODAY  
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
GRIEF, EDWARD L. THE SILENT PULPIT  
New books. Mar'65:44
GRIEF  
When children sorrow. Jun'44:7
GRIESEL, ELLA, -1950
In memoriam. Dec'50:37
GRIESEMER, RUTH GORHAM, 1898-1965
  (photo) Jun'21:7
  College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
  covers
  quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
GRIESMYER, ORIN A
  quoted. Global highlights. Sep'63:6
GRIFFETH, FERN ESTILLE HARMON, 1901-
  (married to Ross John Griffeth)
  The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
Griffeth, Ross John, 1896-1988
  (married to Fern Estille Harmon Griffeth)
  Rural church institutes. Apr'37:10
  Negro youths and the ministry. May'37:20
  My unreached. Nov'37:13
  The nine-tens. Dec'37:14
  Conservation of soil and soul. May'38:9
  Greenwood Johanna Clara. Apr'39:9
  Faith sees a star. Oct'39:6
  Vaster visions. Oct'41:17
GRIFFETH, ROSS JOHN, 1896-1988
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
  (photo) Jul'32:30 Nov'36:22
College notes. Nov'36:40
  (photo) Apr'37:10
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33
  (photo) Dec'37:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
  (photo) Oct'39:6 Apr'41:27 Oct'41:17
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
Classroom and campus.
  Nov'43:26 Apr'44:24 May'44:24 (photo) Dec'52:29
  (photo) Sep'53:26
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'55:35
Portrait of a rural pastor. May'63:13
Disciples look to Miami (photo) Sep'63:31
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'63:35
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:33
GRIFFETH, ROSS J. THE BIBLE AND RURAL LIFE
  Book chat. Oct'37:42
GRIFFIN, (married to B. W. Griffin)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34
GRIFFIN, (married to F. J. Griffin, Jr.)
  News room. Feb'50:34
Griffin, Bryant
  Cuban refugees--an opportunity. Jul'63:32
GRIFFIN, CLARA
  In memoriam. Dec'44:33
GRIFFIN, DAVID HENRY, 1892- (married to Marjorie Potter Griffin)
  New director for Alabama (photo) Jul'25:44
Griffin, Delia I
  Echoes from everywhere. May'23:62
GRIFFIN, E. IRENE, -1954
   In memoriam. Sep'54:35
Griffin, Harold H
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
   Dec'21:47
GRIFFIN, HATTIE
   In memoriam. Feb'28:49
Griffin, Jerry J
   Barbie meets the chaplain. Jan'68:33
   Letters. Mar'68:45
GRIFFIN, JERRY J.
   (photo) Jan'68:33
GRIFFIN, MAUDE C., -1956
   In memoriam. Apr'56:35
Griffin, Maurine M
   Missionary organizations' own section. Oct'34:35
   Women and world highways. Sep'36:35
   What I expect of my preacher. Oct'37:23
   Devotional study for missionary societies.
      Nov'37:38  Jan'38:39  Mar'38:38  May'38:38
      Dec'37:38  Feb'38:38  Apr'38:38
   Missionary worship service.
      Dec'44:32  Feb'45:32  Apr'45:32
      Jan'45:34  Mar'45:32  May'45:32
GRIFFIN, MAURINE M
   (photo) Oct'37:23
GRIFFIN, PEGGy
   (photo) Sep'73:33
GRIFFIN, RAYFORD GALEN, 1958–
   (birth) News room. Apr'58:40
Griffin, Thomas Jefferson, 1917–1986
   The negro in the great city. Nov'65:19
   Reconciliation has just begun! May'72:22
GRIFFIN, THOMAS JEFFERSON, 1917–1986
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'57:2
   Race relations--a two way street. Sep'57:23 (photo p. 24)
   Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
   World events (photo) Jul'69:37
   In brief. Sep'70:39  Mar'72:41
   (photo) Sep'73:33
GRIFFIN, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
   Here and there with World Call. Jun'55:52
GRIFFIS, GLEN
   (photo) Jul'23:11
GRIFFIS, HAROLD HAYES, 1883–1944
   The threshold. Dec'33:2
GRIFFIS, IRA W., 1891–
   The Ford special (photo) Aug'24:38
GRIFFIS, LEVAN
   (photo) Jul'23:7
GRIFFIS, SARAH ANN
   In memoriam. Nov'41:39
GRIFFITH, (MRS. C E)
   (death) May'20:50
GRIFFITH, (MRS. O. W.) -1948
   In memoriam. Oct'48:37  Nov'48:37
GRIFFITH, BETTY
  News room. Feb'65:40
GRIFFITH, CAROLINE PITTENTER (married to Ocic E. Griffith)
  News room (photo) Mar'59:32
Griffith, D J
  My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:24
GRIFFITH, HARVEY K. THE NEW WORLD IDEA INDEX TO THE HOLY BIBLE
  Books of value. Dec'72:47
GRIFFITH, J F
  (death) May'19:41
GRIFFITH, LEONARD. GO IN MAN'S EXPERIENCE
  New books. Oct'68:36
GRIFFITH, LEONARD. GOD'S TIME AND OURS
  New books. May'65:42
GRIFFITH, MARY PHEBE, -1957
  In memoriam. Apr'58:37
GRIFFITH, MAUDE
  In memoriam. Dec'38:39
Griffith, Ocic Elgie, 1925-1987
  (married to Caroline Jane Pittenger Griffith)
  Moments of meditation. Jun'63:37 Dec'63:37
  Adults and mission.
      Mar'64:40 Apr'64:42 Sep'64:36
  A way to bridge the "space gap." Sep'65:28
  Conferences that give answers. Feb'66:17
  We were there. Apr'66:38
  Where mission begins--or ends. May'66:22
  Interdenominational mission conferences pay dividends.
      Feb'67:29
  Interdenominational mission conferences offer windows on the
  world. Feb'68:29
  Interdenominational mission converences. Feb'69:30
  World outreach sounding board. Oct'69:30
  New is the key word. Feb'71:30
GRIFFITH, OCIE ELGIE, 1925-1987
  Classroom and campus. Jan'46:28 Jul'46:30
  News room (photo) Mar'59:32
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:4 (photo) Oct'62:6
  quoted. Global highlights. May'63:4
  quoted. World outreach sounding board. Mar'68:33
  World outreach sounding board. Jan'69:38
      (photo) Feb'71:30
  In brief. Dec'71:37
GRIFFITH, OLIVE VAUGHN, 1873-1932
  (photo) Aug'19:27 Dec'19:46 Nov'20:49
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:59
  An appreciation. Aug'32:21
  (death) Aug'32:47
GRIFFITH, PAUL H
  News room. Mar'58:32
GRIFFITHS, EFFIE
  The challenge of the church. Feb'19:59
GRIFFITHS, JANET
  Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
GRIFFITHS, LOUISE BENCKENSTEIN. BROTHERTOWN
  Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
  Mission study material... Jul'42:33
GRIFFITHS, LOUISE BENCKENSTEIN. WHO AM I?
Book chat. Jul'58:44
GRIFFITHS, LOUISE BENCKENSTEIN. WIDE AS THE WORLD
Book chat. Mar'58:42
GRIFFITHS, LUCY
Global highlights. Mar'62:8
GRIFFITHS, MERWIN ALBERT
Classroom and campus. Jul'67:34
GRIGGS, (married to Earl N. Griggs)
Notes. May'20:60
GRIGGS, (MRS. N. K.) -1926
(death) Aug'26:49
Griggs, Earl Nelson, 1889-1956
GRIGGS, EARL NELSON, 1889-1956
(photo) Feb'19:7
Notes. May'20:60,63
(photo) Mar'24:35
Summer news and views from our colleges. Aug'30:34
GRIGGS, ELIZABETH
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
Griggs, Roy Lee, 1934- (married to Juanita Jean Huffman Griggs)
We would be building. Mar'57:44
Christian action... Jul'64:49
Grigsby, Della Georgia Little, 1898-
Revivals and revolution. Jul'27:58
GRIGSBY, DELLA GEORGIA LITTLE, 1898-
The lucky thirteen. Aug'25:5
(photo) Feb'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43 Jul'29:43
GRIGSBY, ELLIS
The poor in a land of plenty. Jul'63:14
Grigsby, Ivan Hobart, 1896-
Revivals and revolution. Jul'27:58
The boy's school at San Luis Potosi. Sep'28:27
GRIGSBY, IVAN HOBART, 1896-
The lucky thirteen. Aug'25:5
(photo) Feb'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43 Jul'29:43
The transformation of Joe. Jan'30:34
GRIGSBY, PAUL GORDON
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
GRIM, (married to Frederick Ferrell Grim)
(photo) Jan'21:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:54
GRIM, ETHEL McDIARMID
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:53
GRIM, EVELYN, -1947
In memoriam. Nov'47:35
GRIM, FREDERICK FERRELL, 1872-1944
(photo) Jan'21:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:54
GRIM, GLADYS
Board of education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26
GRIME, WILLIAM. MODERN METHODS IN THE CHURCH SCHOOL
Book chat. Apr'35:44
GRIMES, ARTHUR E
   (photo) Sep'42:8
GRIMES, ELIZA, -1942
   In memoriam. Sep'42:39
Grimes, Ella L. Williams, 1919? (married to Edward C. Grimes)
   Homeless on our doorstep. Feb'62:18
   In search of freedom. Nov'64:21
   Shared bread. Jan'67:43
GRIMES, ELLA L. WILLIAMS, 1919?-
   News room. Nov'54:36
   You can resettle a refugee family (photo) Mar'55:18
   Global highlights. Mar'58:7 Jul'58:5
   News room. Dec'59:40
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'60:7
   News room. Dec'61:32
   (photo) Feb'62:19
   Flight in freedom (photo) Dec'62:19
   Global highlights. Jan'65:4
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'65:6
GRIMES, GEORGE, -1958
   In memoriam. Sep'58:39
GRIMES, HOWARD. THE CHRISTIAN VIEWS HISTORY
   New books. Sep'69:28
GRIMES, LOIS
   See
   SWANDER, LOIS GRIMES
GRIMES, SIAMA WILSON, -1959
   In memoriam. Sep'59:37
GRIMM, JACKSON WHITTIED, 1912-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'54:4
GRIMM, MARIAN
   Christian education--today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27
GRINDSTAFF, W. E. DEVELOPING A GIVING CHURCH
   quoted. Last column. Apr'55:48
GRINSTEAD, KATHERINE WILSON, -1954
   In memoriam. Oct'54:35
GRINSTEAD, LAURIE
   (photo) Dec'26:20
GRISSO, ISSAC N., 1860-1940 (married to Ida Jeans Grisso)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:47
GRISSOM, NEVA BASTER, -1943
   In memoriam. Sep'43:35
Griswold, Gerard Cobwin
   A clearing house for little tots. Sep'22:20
GRISWOLD, HERVEY DEWITT. INSIGHTS INTO MODERN HINDUISM
   Book chat. Dec'34:42
GROBY, W D
   Good ideas. Feb'31:39
GROFF, DANIEL
   Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26
   quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48
GROH, AMY KNIGHT, -1958 (married to John Groh)
   In memoriam. Oct'58:37
GROLLENBERG, LUC. H. SHORTER ATLAS OF THE BIBLE
   Book chat. Jul'60:18
GROMACKI, ROBERT GLENN. ARE THESE THE LAST DAYS?
New books. Jul'70;28

Groner, Edith L
Women and world highways. Feb'50:35

GRONER, O S
(photo) Jan'21:12

GROOM, DALE
(photo) Jul'23:11

Groom, Fernando Hooker, 1878-1951 (married to Mary Dale Groom)
A great church graduates two of its saints. Mar'29:56
An open door of evangelism. Feb'37:7
Evangelism on a year-round basis. Feb'40:6
Committee on War Services. Apr'43:10
Satisfactions of the ministry. Sep'49:19

GROOM, FERNANDO HOOKER, 1878-1951
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:41
Personalities. Apr'37:19
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
(photo)
Dec'39:inside front cover     Jan'43:20       Apr'43:10
I stopped a murder. Oct'43:6
News room. Feb'47:32
(photo) Sep'49:198
(death) News room. Nov'51:30

GROOM, HELEN
(photo) Jul'23:11

Groom, Jeanne D
The final question (poem) Jun'70:15
Do not disturb! (poem) May'72:34
There have been others (poem) Feb'73:32

GROOM, JOSEPH
(photo) Jul'23:11

GROOM, MARY DALE, 1880-1961 (married to Fernando Hooker Groom)
Circulation corner. Sep'35:1
Circulation corner (photo) May'37:inside front cover

GROOM, RUBY MARGARET
(photo) Jul'23:11

GROOMS, JACQUE J.
In brief. Sep'69:39

GROSCLOSE, ELGIN. ARARAT
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29

Grose, Howard B
What Christianity has wrought in Japan. Jun'26:37

GROSS, (MRS. W. G.)
Juniors on honor roll. Feb'28:63

GROSS, ERNEST A
Global highlights (photo) Mar'55:2

Gross, Harold F
New pastor in the city of beginnings. Jul'72:23
Direct line. Mar'73:42

GROSS, HAROLD F
World events. Oct'71:42

GROSS, JOHN O
Speaker hits church's failure in education. Apr'56:44
quoted. Global highlights. Jun'64:6
Grosse, Fay
  Church librarians are doing things. Jun'71:12

GROTE, AGENS, 1898-1972 (married to Myron F. Grote)
  Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:29
  In memoriam. Nov'72:46

GROVE, JOHN
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33

GROVE, JOHN R
  When churches merge and share facilities (photo) Sep'71:25

Grove, Marie Pomeroy
  The sun of righteousness breaks through (poem) Jul'39:48

Grove, Merle Maurice, 1912-1971
  (married to Mary Claudine Shaw Grove)
  Finding a minister. Apr'60:15

GROVE, MERLE MAURICE, 1912-1971
  News room. Mar'56:38
  Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:6
  Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'68:8
  Retirements from general ministry. Feb'71:40
  In memoriam. Apr'71:46

GROVE CITY, PENNSYLVANIA. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
  Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39

GROVER, HARRY GREENWOOD. THE NIGHT OF GIFTS
  Book chat. Nov'35:34

GROVES, CHARLES P
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33

GROVES, ERNEST F. CONSERVING MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
  Book chat. Jun'45:39

GROVES, HOWARD HAYDEN, 1883-1956
  In memoriam. Jan'57:31

GROVES, SARAH
  (photo) Jan'27:13

GROVES, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches among Disciples (photo) Feb'46:17

GROW, HARRY RUSSELL, 1901-1974
  Classroom and campus.
    Jul'57:31      Nov'58:32      (photo) Apr'63:34

Grow, William B
  Korea needs the church. Feb'58:46

"GROWING AS WORLD FIRENDS" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'57:43

"GROWING UP BLACK" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visuals. Mar'70:29

Grubb, Chester B., 1886-1968
  The compelling motive for pensions. Jul'29:26

GRUBB, CHESTER B., 1886-1968
  (photo) Feb'19:7
  Illinois steps out... (photo) Nov'28:32
  (photo)
    Nov'35:29      Jan'39:1      Mar'40:17      Jun'41:19

GRUBB, HAROLD E
  Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'59:33

GRUBB, KENNETH B. RELIGION IN THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO
  Book chat. Apr'36:44

GRUBB, KENNETH B. WORLD CHRISTIAN HANDBOOK, 1952
  Book chat. Apr'53:42
GRUBB, ZENA
   quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover
Grubbs, Rosa V. Brown
   See
   Haynes, Rosa V. Brown Grubbs
GRUBER, PAMELA H. FETTERS OF INJUSTICE
   New books. Sep'71:28
GRUEBER, HEINRICH
   Global highlights. Jul'61:7
   Personally speaking. Jul'61:10
   quoted. Global highlights. May'74:6
GRUELLE, (married to Charles Gruelle)
   In memoriam. Jun'41:39
GRUENLER, ROYCE GORDON
   Classroom and campus. Jun'68:34
Grundy, Emma
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
GRUNDY, EMMA
   Notes. Jun'19:60
   Snap shots... Dec'19:15
GRUNEWALD, MAY CLINE, -1949
   In memoriam. Jan'50:39
GRUNKEMYER, SEDDIE H
   Classroom and campus. Feb'56:33
Grunnet, Pat
   African adventure. Feb'65:45
Grunwald, Joseph
   Letters. Jul'67:4
Gruwell, Phyllis
   Women and world highways. May'35:35
GRZESZKIEWICZ, (married to John Grzeszkiewicz)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'68:34
GUAM
   America's responsibility for world cooperation. Sep'46:17
   For adult missionary groups. Sep'48:34
   The challenge of Micronesia. Oct'48:13
GUANSING, BENJAMIN
   Global highlights. Jul'54:3
   quoted. Global highlights. Jul'59:5
GUARANTEED INCOME PLAN
   Social trends. Mar'68:36
GUARD, SAMUEL R. THE FARMER GIVES THANKS
   Book chat. Apr'57:40
GUATEMALA
   Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:15
   Social trends. Oct'54:14
   A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala. Apr'62:31
   Global highlights. Sep'62:8
GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA
   (photo of Union church) Jun'60:27
GUAYNABO, PUERTO RICO
   (photo of church) May'30:12
   Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:15
   (photo of church) Nov'67:26
GUEDELLA, PHILIP. THE HUNDRED YEARS
   Book chat. May'37:22
GUELPH, ONTARIO. BROCK ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45
GUENLER, ROCY GORDON. JESUS, PERSONS AND THE KINGDOM OF GOD
New books. Nov'67:38
GUERNER, ELIZABETH, -1954
In memoriam. Apr'54:39
GUERNSEY, ISABEL
(photo) Jan'42:38
GUERRA, CONSUELO PEREZ
See
BEAUCHAMP, CONSUELO PEREZ GUERRA
GUERRERO, ANGEL
(photo) Mar'28:52
GUERRERO, JUAN
From farm to pulpit (photo) Jan'54:27
Ministers-to-be in Mexico (photo) Jun'56:33
GUERRY, CLARA MARTIN
College summer events. Sep'38:31
Guest, Edgar A
Law and leadership (poem) Jul'24:21
Grace (poem) Nov'24:back cover
God builds no churches (poem) Aug'28:back cover
The minister (poem) Nov'29:27
Crops and a child (poem) Jun'36:48
Little girls (poem) Jun'37:48
The layman (poem) Oct'39:15
GUGGENHEIM, SIMON
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
GUGGIARI, JOSE P
(photo) Jun'31:31
GUIA DEL HOGAR
Womena and world highways. Jan'52:33
"THE GUIDE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'64:44
GUIDE DOGS
The luncheon date. May'47:42
GUIDED MISSLES
See
ARMAMENTS
GUIDICCI, OSVALDO
The ministry in South America (photo) Sep'56:11
GUIFF, LENA, -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47:37
GUILD, GERALD A
Classroom and campus. Jul'52:32     Oct'55:30
GUILD, ROY B
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
quoted. Large college enrollments. Nov'33:32
GUILD, ROY B. PRACTICING CHRISTIAN UNITY
The book shelf. Oct'19:58
GUILD FOR RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE
In brief. Apr'69:38
GUILD HOUSE (ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN)
A few steps from the campus. Sep'63:14
GUILEY, ROSS, 1896-
(photo) Oct'35:30
GUINN, (married to George W. Guinn), -1926
In memoriam. Feb'27:49
GUINN, JANE
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:61
Guiterman, Arthur
Education (poem) Jan'28:45
West Indian proverbs (poem) Jan'32:48
House blessing (poem) Apr'33:1
Counseling volcanoes (poem) Jul'33:48
The elf of the wastebasket (poem) Feb'35:48
Two kittens (poem) Jun'36:48
Bequest (poem) Sep'36:48
GULAL, B L
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'40:38
GULF OIL CO.
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'70:5
GULF PARK COLLEGE (GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
The opportunity in Mississippi. Nov'29:50
Gulick, Leeds
Mission on the battered "rock." Jan'63:25
GULICK, LEEDS
News room. Dec'60:34
(photo) Jan'63:27
GULICK, SIDNEY L
"Traditional patriotism" indicted. Jun'25:8
GULICK, SIDNEY L. AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND ASIATIC CITIZENSHIP
Book notes. Feb'19:63
GULICK, SIDNEY L. TOWARD UNDERSTANDING JAPAN
Book chat. Nov'35:16
GULIN, ELLIS GIDEON
Global highlights. Jun'54:3
GULLION, EDMUND A
News room (photo) Feb'62:34
GULLION, NAOMI EDYTHE, 1894-1965
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'58:33
GUM, NELL MARSHALL PARK, 1891-1968
(married to Robert Richardson Gum)
Exciting adventure with history (photo) Jan'59:17
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'61:8
In memoriam. May'68:46
GUMA, TESFA
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37
GUMM, C. C
(photo) Jan'21:17
GUMS, REUBEN
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
GUN CONTROL
See
"GUNG HO" (MOTION PICTURE)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:33
GUNION, PRISCILLA
(death) Mar'22:54
GUNJARDO, ELIU M
   (photo) Jul'24:26
GUNN, GEORGE W., 1899-
   (photo) Dec'30:41
   Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
   Spring term in our colleges. May'34:43
GUNN, JOHN M. THE SEEKING YEARS
   Book chat. Jan'59:48
GUNN, MARY EVELYN
   (photo) Dec'30:41
GUNNEMAN, JON P. THE ETHICAL INVESTOR
   New books. Sep'72:32
GUNS
   See
   FIREARMS
GUNSAULUS, REBA E., -1968 (married to James E. Gunsalus)
   In memoriam. Nov'68:41
GUNSOULUS, CHARLES
   Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
GUNTER, JOHN. INSIDE LATIN AMERICA
   Book chat. Feb'42:23
   Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
GUNTER, JOHN. MEET THE CONGO
   Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
GUNTER, JOHN. TWELVE CITIES
   New books. Jun'69:28
GUNTRIP, HENRY. PSYCHOTHERAPY AND RELIGION
   Book chat. Jul'57:20
GUNZENHAUSEN, MAGDALENE
   (photo) Jul'25:57
GUPTA, B M
   (photo) Apr'49:17
GUPTA, BALMUKAND
   Mission press serves Hindi-speaking people. Nov'51:26
GUPTON, JAMES
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:5
GURLEY, JOHN E
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
GURNEY, JOHN W., JR.
   Sweet smelling, scented soap. Dec'70:24
GUSTAFSON, DONNA RAE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28
   Women and world highways. Jun'56:37
   Youth and missions (photo) Oct'58:39
   News room. Sep'60:49
GUSTAFSON, JAMES
   Global highlights. Jan'63:7
GUSTAFSON, JAMES M. THE CHURCH AS MORAL DECISION-MAKER
   New books. Dec'70:28
GUSTAFSON, MARJORIE
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:41
GUSTAFSON, PAUL
   Classroom and campus. Jun'68:34
Guthrie, Grace F
   Thou sendest them (poem) May'34:48
   Christ of the highways (poem) Mar'36:10
   Simon of Cyrene (poem) Feb'37:20
Message (poem) May'37:29
Nocturne (poem) Feb'38:9
The house of afternoon (poem) May'38:18
The way of peace (poem) Nov'38:48
The young man out of Nazareth (poem) Apr'39:8
My sister (poem) Feb'40:27
As it began to dawn (poem) Mar'40:48
Prayer's answer comes (poem) Dec'40:10
Come ye to Bethlehem (poem) Dec'40:48
Now we see through a glass darkly (poem) Jun'41:27
Pledge (poem) Nov'41:48
While the city slept (poem) Dec'41:48
Along the tracks (poem) Oct'42:31
The other hand (poem) Feb'46:22
They are thy children (poem) Jul'47:23
Nocturne at dawn (poem) Apr'49:8
A prayer (poem) Apr'49:19
Shen Yo remembers. Dec'49:10
The way of peace (poem) Mar'51:33
give ye them to eat (poem) Sep'51:26

GUTHRIE, GRACE F quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'42:inside front cover

GUTHRIE, LIDA, -1966 (married to James H. Guthrie)
In memoriam. May'66:46

GUTHRIE, MARGARET MELISSA
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

GUTHRIE CENTER, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:10

GUTIERREZ, ADOLPH (RUDY)
Award at All Peoples. Jun'56:39

GUTIERREZ, GWENDOLYN BARROW
News room. Dec'52:30

GUTIERREZ, RUBEN
(photo) May'61:21

GUTIERREZ, RUDY
See

GUTIERREZ, ADOLPH

GUTIERREZ-MARIN, MANUEL
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:18

Guttermann, Arthur
House cleaning (poem) Jun'30:64
Aladdin's lamp (poem) Jul'31:48

GUY, ARNOLD OWEN, 1916- (married to Faith Lewis Guy)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'60:8

Guy, Harvey Hugo, 1871-1935
What happened at Takinowgawa. Mar'28:12

GUY, HARVEY HUGO, 1871-1935
The Japanese Christian Institute. May'21:19
Osaka news. Feb'28:62
(photos) Mar'28:13
The house of loving hearts. Dec'29:24
Another contribution from the disciples. Oct'30:5
Passing of first living link (photo) Mar'36:21
(death) Mar'36:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40

GUY, HUGH CHESTER, 1889-1961
In memoriam. Oct'61:37
GUY, MARTHA THEONE ANDREWS, 1887-1950
(married to Harvey Hugo Guy)
A lost bride in a strange city. Sep'21:18
Osaka news. Feb'28:62
(death) News room. Mar'51:47

GUY, NEIL E
Finding alifework in the church (photo) May'56:16

Guy, Willard
Impromptu preaching on Luzon. Apr'46:38

GUY, WILLARD
(photo) Sep'42:6

GUYER, MAX
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31

GUZMAN, PACIFICO de, -1962
Tragedy and triumph in the Philippines (photo) May'62:20

GWANG, LEE GWA
Notes. Jan'20:62 Feb'20:60
"Cast thy bread upon the waters" (photos) Mar'20:47
Notes. Apr'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:59
The last word from Batang. Jun'22:1
(photo) Mar'43:17

Gwoh Yuh Yu
Short and true from far and near. May'22:49

GWYN, HILDA J., 1895-1970 (married to Russell Taylor Gwyn)
Here and there... Apr'48:48

GWYN, RUSSELL TAYLOR, 1892-1934 (married to Hilda J. Gwyn)
(photo) Mar'24:18
quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2
"H-H FACTOR" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jan'70:29
HAAS, EFFIE
   Here and there with World Call. May'49:48
HAAS, EMMETT C. (married to Orchid Nelson Haas)
   News room. Nov'55:37
   (photo) Sep'58:27
HAAS, ORCHID NELSON (married to Emmett C. Haas)
   (photo) Sep'42:8
HABE, HANS. THE WOUNDED LAND: JOURNEY THROUGH A DIVIDED AMERICA
   New books. Apr'65:39
HABECKER, FRANKLIN
   (death) Jul'24:53
HABECKER, LOUISE
   See
   DUNCAN, K. LOUISE HABECKER
HABEIN, MARGARET
   College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30
HABENICH, NELLIE
   (photo) Oct'45:18
HABIBY, ARMOND
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
HABIBY, EMIR
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
HABRO, CARL J
   Toward a just and durable peace (photo) Apr'42:3
HACHIJO, JAPAN
   The Gospel goes to Hachijo (photos) Nov'51:25
   ...an outpost for Christianity. Jan'57:26
HACK, ANNA B
   In memoriam. Jun'38:39
HACK, DONALD
   (photo) May'46:31
HACKER, LOUIS M. THE UNITED STATES, A GRAPHIC HISTORY
   Book chat. Feb'38:24
HACKETT, (married to Dwight L. Hackett)
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
HACKETT, (MRS. H. A.)
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
HACKETT, DWIGHT L
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
HACKETT, HAROLD W
   Global highlights. Jan'50:2
HACKETT, NANCY JANE
   In memoriam. Jul'43:26
HACKLEMAN, ALICE CALDWELL
   In memoriam. May'41:39
HACKLEMAN, FRANCES
   In memoriam. Feb'27:49
HACKLEMAN, INA
(death) Jun'26:50
Hackleman, William Edward Michael, 1868-1927
(untitled poem) Jul'19:22
HACKLEMAN, WILLIAM EDWARD MICHAEL, 1868-1927
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:53
W. E. M. Hackleman. Nov'27:4
HACKLEMAN, WILLIAM EDWARD MICHAEL. AMERICAN CHURCH AND CHURCH
SCHOOL HYMNAL
Speaking of books. Oct'27:36
HACKNEY, GEORGE
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:10
HACKNEY, MIRIAM (married to Elbert Hackney)
It's just what I love (photo) Nov'71:50
HACKNEY, THOMAS J
Highlights of higher education (photo) Jun'53:36
Classroom and campus. Jan'65:32
HACKNEY, WILLIS N
Classroom and campus. Jun'53:35
May'63:34
HACKWORTH, GREEN HAYWOOD, 1883-
On the road to justice for all (photo) Apr'46:20
HADDEN, JEFFREY E. THE GATHERING STORM IN THE CHURCHES
New books. Jul'69:28
HADDEN, REGINALD DENNIS, 1924- (married to Molene Bell Hadden)
More churches join Home Plan (photo) Sep'60:44
HADDOCK, (married to Reginald Haddock)
Office secretary (photo) Nov'67:49
HADDOCK, JAMES LAUREL, 1862-1943
Church at Jennings, Louisiana. May'19:42
Haddon, Artur Langan, 1895-1961
Stirrings of the spirit. May'60:30
HADDON, ARTHUR LANGAN, 1895-1961
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'48:4
News room. Jan'49:38
Global highlights. Feb'49:3
Jun'51:3
quoted. Proud to be a part! Oct'52:27
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:31
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:4
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30
quoted. Disciple voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:24
(denial) News room. Feb'62:34
HADDON, ARTHUR LANGAN. THE COMING OF THE WORLD CHURCH
Publications from New Zealand. Dec'43:4
HADDON, ARTHUR LANGAN. UNION IN TRUTH
Publications from New Zealand. Dec'43:4
HADDON, LULU
In memoriam. Feb'32:39
HADEN, EARL J
(photo) Jan'21:18
HADEN, FLORENCE P., -1949
(photo) Oct'22:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
In memoriam. Jun'49:37
HADFIELD, (MRS. F. L.)
   (photo) Oct'56:44
HADFIELD, FRANCIS LESLIE, -1966
   Mission in Southern Rhodesia observes anniversary (photo)
   Oct'56:44
   Disciples in the news. Jul'66:7
Hadley, Arthur T
   (note) Aug'25:46
Hadley, Florence Jones
   Common things (poem) Apr'27:64
HADLEY, LEELA. -1946
   In memoriam. Jul'46:39
HADLEY, STANLEY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'53:30
HADWIGER, LOYD WILLIAM, 1905-1969
   (married to Leah Weigand Hadwiger)
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
   News room (photo) Sep'64:39
   Presenting... (photo) Feb'65:8
   Disciples in the news. Oct'65:7
   (photo) Dec'65:7
Haessler, Sarah Ashby
   Prayer (poem) Feb'36:15
HAFFIELD, BERTHA A
   Change, change, change. Sep'20:64
   (photo) Dec'24:17
HAFFNER, ANGIE
   (death) Jul'19:55
Hafner, Fred H
   No more milk. Oct'65:18
HAFNER, J. E.
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'61:29
HAGAMAN, GERTRUDE, -1970
   In memoriam. Jun'70:41
Hagan, (married to Luther W. Hagan)
   Letters. May'69:41
HAGAN, JAMES J
   From the college campus. Jun'40:30
HAGAN, JERRY E
   NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
Hagedorn, Herman
   Service. Oct'19:15
HAGEDORN, HERMAN. PROPHET IN THE WILDERNESS
   Book chat. Jan'48:14
HAGEE, (MRS. C. R.)
   In memorium. Jul'40:39
HAGEE, ETTA MARIE
   A labor of love (photo) Oct'43:12
HAGELBARGER, (married to Ben F. Hagelbarger)
   News room. Jul'58:43
HAGELBARGER, (married to Robert Hagelbarger)
   Classroom and campus. May'66:34
HAGELBARGER, BEN F
   Hiram thinks on religion. Feb'29:13
   quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
   (photo) Nov'36:42
HAGEMAN, ALICE. RELIGION IN CUBA TODAY
   Three books on cultural revolution. Jan'72:46
HAGEMAN, DAVID  
(photo) Sep'42:8
HAGEMAN, E  D  
(photo) Mar'24:46
HAGEMAN, EDITH  
(photo) Jul'23:10
HAGEMAN, LIDA LOUISE  
(photo) Jul'23:10
Hageman, Neva McCray, 1890- (married to Ernest D. Hageman)  
Teaching missions by the surprise method. Feb'28:58
HAGENBUCH, LETHA B., -1966  
In memoriam. Jan'67:41
HAGER, (MRS. CHARLES F.)  
Memoriam. Jan'35:40
HAGERMAN, B  C  
Church at Tempe, Arizona. Jun'19:52
HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:5  
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52  
(photo) Jul'31:47  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:40
Hagerty, Forrestine  
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
HAGERTY, FORRESTINE  
News room. Jun'61:42
HAGGARD, ALFRED MARTIN, 1851-1933  
(married to Florence Mary Haggard)  
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)  
Apr'19:39  
The best thing I know about Church Extension (photo)  
Sep'20:28  
Big brother in time of need. Nov'21:58  
(photo) Oct'22:7  
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.  
Jun'24:44
HAGGARD, ESTHER M  
See  
LEE, ESTHER HAGGARD
HAGGARD, EUNICE, -1924  
(death) Sep'24:58
HAGGARD, FLORENCE MARY, 1859-1941  
(married to Alfred Martin Haggard)  
(photo) Oct'22:7
Haggard, Forrest DeLoss, 1925- (married to Eleanor Haggard)  
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:25  
Frontier in the suburbs. Jul'63:11  
Jazz comes to the sanctuary. Nov'64:15  
What's the secret in evangelism? Feb'66:11
HAGGARD, FORREST DELOSS, 1925-  
(photo) Jul'54:25  
Jul'63:front cover  
The cover. Jul'63:inside front cover  
(photo) Feb'66:12  
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:6
HAGGARD, GEORGE D., 1857-1961 (married to Lucina Headlee Haggard)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'58:8
HAGGARD, HALLIE FLETCHER. -1946  
In memoriam. Jul'46:39
Haggard, Mildreth J
The spirit of Tipi-Wakan (poem) Apr'23:11

HAGIN, EDITH
See
RUMFALO, EDITH HAGIN

HAGIN, FRED C
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
Hagin, Fred Eugene, 1869-1938
(married to Myrtle Edith Willett Hagin)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:63
A contrast in lights. Apr'22:24

HAGIN, FRED EUGENE, 1869-1938
(photo) Aug'19:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
Public schools open to Christian teaching in tokyo, Apr'24:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
The leaven in East Tokyo. Apr'35:14
(death) ...an appreciation (photo) Sep'38:27
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:42
(death) Sep'38:43

HAGIN, JOSEPH WILLIS, 1875-1941
(photo) Jan'27:13 Feb'33:4
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:26
(photo) Jan'39:1 Mar'40:17
(death) News room. Jun'41:34

Hagin, Myrtle Edith Willett, 1867-1939 (married to Fred E. Hagin)
Women workers of Japan. Jan'19:41
The reward of persistent effort. Mar'23:58
An old Kentucky home in Japan. Sep'27:27
The transformation of Kaoru, Jun'35:28

HAGIN, MYRTLE EDITH, 1867-1939
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
Fred E. Hagin--an appreciation. Sep'38:27
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
(death) Sep'39:47

Hagley, Norman Eugene, 1935- (married to Janet Carol Nichols Hagley)
Letters. Jan'65:46

HAGMAN, BARBARA
See
SOU-CHANG, BARBARA HAGMAN

Hagman, George Lewis, 1886-1967
(married to Ruby Stone Ketcham Hagman)
The healing of China. Jan'20:6
Paying big dividends. Sep'23:40
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50
A common story in a new setting. Dec'24:40
China preaches Christ through hospitals. Dec'29:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:41
The resurrection of Mrs. Sung. Feb'32:28
Help for the world's physical needs. Mar'33:27
Some intangibles of medical missions. Mar'35:16
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:39 Mar'38:39

HAGMAN, GEORGE LEWIS, 1886-1967
First impression in China. Feb'19:50
Notes. Feb'20:64
Nantungchow in the limelight. Jun'21:27
Our Congo doctors (photo) Aug'22:29
Some experiences of a doctor. Jan'24:45
Success in the treatment of Leprosy. Mar'24:42
Superstition versus science (photo) May'26:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
(photo) Aug'30:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:10
An engineer-doctor in China (photo) Feb'33:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44 Oct'33:34
(photo) Mar'35:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
The China Mission carries on (photo) Nov'37:4
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Sep'38:34 Oct'38:34 Apr'39:30 Jul'39:40
(photo) Dec'39:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
News room. Feb'42:45 Dec'45:32
Three China missionaries retire (photo) Jul'51:29
News room. Jun'56:42
In memoriam. Sep'67:44 Jan'68:41

HAGMAN, LOUISE
Superstition versus science. May'26:35
(photo) Jun'29:front cover
Our cover. Jun'29:1
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'30:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26
(photo p. 25)
News room. Oct'44:28 Nov'44:27

Hagman, Ruby L. Stone Ketcham, 1885-1965
(married to George L. Hagman)
Children of the heavenly blue. Jun'20:25
Echoes from everywhere.

Some experiences of a doctor. Jan'24:45
At the Nantungchow hospital. Jul'25:61
Trailing a doctor in China. Oct'28:34
Baptisms at Nantungchow. Mar'30:60
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
They made their case. Oct'33:28

HAGMAN, RUBY L. STONE KETCHAM, 1885-1965
The healing of China. Jan'20:6
Nantungchow in the limelight. Jun'21:28
Superstition versus science (photo) May'26:35
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:10
An engineer doctor in China. Feb'33:15
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Oct'33:34 Nov'39:34 Mar'40:43
Three China missionaries retire (photo) Jul'51:29
News room. Jun'56:42
(death) Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
In memoriam. Nov'65:48

HAGSTROM, EVELYN J
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:30
HAGUE, LUCY E
(death) May'21:51
Hahn, Betty
The practicum made a better teacher of me. Nov'50:7

HAHN, CHARLES D
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
College activities. Feb'37:33

HAHN, HANS
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37

HAHN, HERBERT F. THE OLD TESTAMENT IN MODERN RESEARCH
Book chat. Mar'55:18

HAI, JAGARMATI
quoted. New vocabularies—new pleasures. Jun'31:14

Hai, Kwan-teh
Missionary worship service. Jul'46:38

HAI-REN, CHEN, -1959
(death) News room. Jun'59:40

HAIGH, (MRS. HARRY)
(photo) Jul'28:33

HAIGHT, ORAH
See
FOX, ORAH FRANCES Haight

HAILE SALASSIE
Ethiopia shall life up her hands (photo) Apr'42:26

HAILEY, ROBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33

HAILEYVILLE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40

HAINER, (MRS. K. M.)
(death) Aug'25:50

HAINES, CATHARINE
(death) Aug'23:54
Haines, "Dutch"
A Drake student in Congo. Jun'29:34
Haines, Elwood Lindsay
The murder mongers (poem) Oct'35:38

HAINES, HELEN. LIVING WITH BOOKS
Book chat. Sep'35:22

HAINES, SAMANTHA
In memoriam. Feb'33:39

HAINES, WESLEY B
In memorium. Apr'40:39

Hairston, Anita Routh, 1909?-
(married to Everette L. Hairston)
Women and world highways. Jul'54:37

HAIRSTON, ANITA ROUTH, 1909?-
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'53:4
(photo) Jul'54:37

HAISLIP, HOMER W., 1898-
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
News room. Feb'47:32

HAITI
Paragraphs to ponder. May'30:21
More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
Global highlights. Feb'55:2
This hospital serves Haiti. Jun'56:15
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38
Haiti's valley of opportunity (photos) Mar'58:15
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:18
What hope for Haiti? Oct'58:17
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Global highlights. Jun'59:7     Nov'59:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
The eyes have it! Jan'60:46
Global highlights. Mar'60:6
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
Global highlights. Jan'61:7
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40     May'61:34
How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:21
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:26
Two dreamers meet in Haiti. Jan'62:15
Literacy can break the chains in Haiti. Feb'62:21
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36
Global highlights. Dec'63:5
Beans for Ti Cong. Mar'65:12
Help gets through. Feb'68:25
Self help may save haiti (photos) May'68:26
Human need in Haiti. Mar'69:40
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23

HAITI--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Tragic lessons in Haiti. Apr'61:45

HAITI--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Global highlights. May'59:7

HAKANSON, (married to John Hakanson)
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

HALBERT, HERSCHEL
Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5
Halbig, Virgil Franklin, 1900-1978
The greatest need. May'63:24

HALBOWER, CLARA, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'54:37

HALCOMB, FLORENCE
Here and there with World Call. Sep'49:48

HALCOMB, VESTA, -1960
In memoriam. Feb'61:37

HALDEMAN, MARY GOTTSCHALK, -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41

Hale, Allean Lemmon, 1914- (married to Mark Pendleton Hale)
Ship notes... Nov'35:12
Book chat. Mar'36:31
Afterglow in Missouri. Dec'48:7
Book chat. Oct'50:40
Assignment in Paraguay. Feb'52:11
Sunlight...at seventy. Dec'52:9
Book chat. Mar'57:38

HALE, ALLEAN LEMMON, 1914-
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:32
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
(photo) Jun'50:2     Dec'52:10
Classroom and campus (photo)
Jun'57:35     Apr'66:35
HALE, ALLEAN LEMMON. PETTICOAT PIONEER
   Book chat. Feb'57:42
   New books. May'69:29
HALE, ANTHONY
   News room. Jul'56:38
HALE, CHARLES W
   Sep'19:65
HALE, EDWARD EVERETT. HOW TO DO IT
   quoted. The last page. Dec'26:64
HALE, EVELYN FAYE, 1934-
   Disciples in the news. Mar'68:8
HALE, GRACE LEONA
   See
      BOOZER, GRACE LEONA HALE
HALE, HENRY STEPHENSON, 1836-1922
   (death) Sep'22:51
HALE, HOLLY MORGAN
   Notes. Apr'20:62
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:63
   Faith justified at Highland Park, Chattanooga. Feb'21:44
HALE, JOHN
   Here and there with World Call. Nov'62:50
HALE, MARK PENDLETON, 1912- (married to Allean Lemmon Hale)
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
   Americans care about the aging (photo) Mar'61:15
HALE, MARTHA
   Here and there with World Call. Nov'62:50
HALE, MARY, -1957
   In memoriam. Mar'57:35
HALE, TONY
   News room (photo) Mar'57:32
Hales, Felix S
   Letters. Jun'70:4
HALES, FELIX S
   Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
HALEY, (MRS. E. E.)
   Here and there... Feb'48:48
Haley, (Mrs. F. L.)
   Fellowship grace (poem) Nov'48:33
HALEY, (MRS. J. J.) -1919
   (death) Dec'19:31
HALEY, (married to Sherman Haley)
   Memorium. Apr'36:39
HALEY, ARTHUR LEVI, -1965 (married to Carrie M. Haley)
   In memoriam. Sep'65:52
HALEY, BILL
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'64:35
HALEY, CARL W
   quoted. Quote--unquote. Oct'71:inside back cover
HALEY, CHARLES C
   News room. Jun'45:34
HALEY, E M
   (photo) Dec'46:25
HALEY, ELIZABETH CLARK
   (death) Jan'20:53
HALEY, EVERETT GUY, 1889-1968
   The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
HALEY, GAIL
   (photo) Jul'23:4
Haley, J J
   With the pioneers of our religious movement. Oct'20:19
Haley, Molly Anderson
   (untitled poem) Jun'27:64
   Our hearts remember Bethlehem (poem) Dec'32:7
HALEY, Thomas Preston, 1832-1913
   A church extension valedictory. Dec'20:56
HALEY, THOMAS PRESTON, 1832-1913
   (photo) Aug'23:2       Mar'36:13
   Notable ministries of the Kansas City area (photo) Sep'36:7
   Personalities. Oct'36:25
HALEY, WINIFRED
   (photo) Jul'23:4
HALF WAY TREE, JAMAICA. KING'S GATE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:39
   Crusade progress. Feb'49:26
HALFMOOD, NEW YORK. CLIFTON COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July-September, 1964. Jan'65:46
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
   Apr'19:62
   Notes. Aug'20:46
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA. NORTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Outstanding work... Jun'19:55
   A church building--wrecked and rebuilt (photo) May'21:49
   They have stood firm. Apr'23:14
HALL, (married to Cameron Hall)
   The aging can be militan, too! (photo) Mar'73:20
Hall, (married to Charles R. Hall)
Hall, (married to Colby D. Hall)
   Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:35
HALL, (MRS. H. D.)
   (photo) Jan'28:32
HALL, (MRS. O. O.)
   Here and there...
   Jan'48:48       Nov'49:56       Jan'53:48
HALL, (married to Russell Hall)
   (photo) Oct'68:19
HALL, (MRS. S. D.)
   In memoriam. Apr'32:39
HALL, (MRS. W. M.)
   (photo) Feb'24:40
HALL, (MRS. W. R.)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
HALL, ALEX
   (photo) Jun'23:46
HALL, BASIL D
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:6
HALL, BEATRICE ANN TOMLINSON, 1887-1965
   (married to Colby D. Hall)
   (photo) Oct'22:7
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
   (photo) Jan'28:32
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
HALL, BESSIE, -1940
   In memoriam. Jan'41:39
HALL, BEVAN
   (photo) Jun'54:12
HALL, BILL FRANK, 1935-1968
   In memoriam. Sep'68:42
HALL, BITA MAY
   Classroom and campus. Sep'45:22
   World events (photo) Dec'71:36
HALL, BRUCE FLETCHER, 1947-
   (birth) News room. Jan'48:32
Hall, C R
   Letter. Aug'22:59
HALL, CAMERON P
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:3
   Laymen discuss God's plan for everyday living (photo)
      May'52:33
   Churches to consider effects of abundance. Jan'57:42
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:33
   The aging can be militatn, too! (photo) Mar'73:20
HALL, CAMERON P. HUMAN VALUES AND ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY
   World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33
   New books. Jul'68:36
HALL, CAMERON P. TECHNOLOGY AND PEOPLE
   New books. Apr'70:28
HALL, CAROL
   (photo) Jun'54:12
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'68:34
HALL, CHARLES
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49
HALL, CHARLES ADAMS, 1949-
   (birth) News room. Oct'49:32
   (photo) Jun'54:12
HALL, CLARENCE W. PROTESTANT PANORAMA
   Book chat. Dec'51:19
Hall, Colby Dixon, 1875-1963
   (married to Beatrice Ann Tomlinson Hall)
      Note. Sep'19:32
   Shall "Young America" preach? Feb'20:20
   To refresh our spirits... Sep'23:back cover
   The Convention as I saw it. Nov'25:13
   How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:6
   Recruiting for the ministry. Feb'28:11
HALL, COLBY DIXON, 1875-1963
   (photo) Jan'21:17
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:55
   Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:29
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42
      (photo) Nov'25:14
   Jan'26:7
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43
   The middle of the college year. Feb'32:45
   quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
   Feb'33:inside back cover
   Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
   Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
   Classroom and campus.
Mar'47:30    Apr'47:31    Dec'52:28
Global highlights (photo) Feb'54:3
News room. Jan'56:38
HALL, COLBY DIXON. TEXAS DISCIPLES
Classroom and campus. Apr'54:36
HALL, DAVID ARTHUR, 1954-
(birth) News room. May'54:39       Jun'54:41
HALL, DAVID RANDALL, 1943-
(birth) News room. Jul'43:28
HALL, ELIZABETH MOODY (married to Nat Hall)
(photo) Jun'23:46       Jun'30:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34         Sep'34:45
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
HALL, ENNEN REAVES. GIFTS FROM THE BIBLE
New books. May'68:36
Hall, Erma Walton
Letters. Jun'72:4
HALL, EVERETT (married to Janet Johnston Hall)
(marriage) News room. Sep'41:42
HALL, FRANK R
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
Classroom and campus. May'45:24 (photo p. 25)
HALL, FRED S. SOCIAL WORK YEAR BOOK, 1935
Book chat. Oct'35:34
HALL, GENEVA
See
SEATON, GENEVA HALL
HALL, H F M
(photo) May'25:39
HALL, HARRIET E
In memoriam. Sep'37:39
HALL, HELEN
News room (photo) Mar'57:32
HALL, HOMER J
Homer J. Hall (photo) Jul'34:25
HALL, IDA D
In memoriam. May'34:39
HALL, ISABEL DUNCAN
(death) A life spent in service. Jun'24:37
HALL, J A
(photos) Mar'24:17,24
HALL, JABEZ, 1837-1924
(photo) Jan'21:2
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:54
Jabez Hall dies. Apr'24:12
Tribute to Jabez Hall (photo) Apr'24:13
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
May'24:54      Jun'24:56
HALL, JANE MARY JOHNSTON
(photo) Jun'23:23
HALL, JANET MARY JOHNSTON (married to Everett Hall)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
(photo) Jun'37:24
(marriage) News room. Sep'41:42
HALL, JOHN
  (photo) Dec'30:41
HALL, JOHN H
  (photo) Jul'49:7
HALL, KEITH BEVAN, 1945-
  (birth) News room. Jan'46:38
  Classroom and campus. Apr'68:35
Hall, Keith Burckle, 1914-
  (married to Mary Virginia Bevan Hall)
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32       Nov'49:42
  Witnessing amid disaster. Apr'56:47
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
  World concern for Orissa. Mar'58:47
  Sight for the blind of India. Apr'60:25
HALL, KEITH BURCKLE, 1914-
  (photo) May'42:24        Sep'42:14
  Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
  News room. (photo) May'44:28 Oct'44:28
  (photo) Jun'46:back cover
  Last column. Jun'50:48
  Missionary register. Jul'65:46 Sep'65:52 Sep'66:45
  Global highlights. Feb'69:30
  In brief. Apr'69:39
HALL, KENNETH F. HOW I BECAME THE WORLD'S STRONGEST 96 1/2 POUND
  WEAKLING
  World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33
HALL, KENNETH F. ON THE TRAIL OF A TWIN
HALL, LAURA A -1946
  In memoriam. Apr'47:39
HALL, LAURA K
  News room. Nov'43:28
Hall, Lillian Childress
  Devotional study for missionary societies. Apr'39:38
HALL, LILLIE B., -1953
  In memoriam. Sep'53:35
HALL, LOLA D
  (photo) Jan'25:35 May'25:39
HALL, LOUELLA, -1955
  In memoriam. Oct'55:33
HALL, M
  (photo) Jan'25:35
HALL, MARTHA (HIGGINS)
Hall, Mary Luranah (Mary Lu) Randall, 1916-
  (married to William D. Hall)
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
HALL, MARY LURANAH (MARY LU) RANDALL, 1916-
  Missionaries appointed (photo) Nov'41:31
  News room. Nov'41:34 Apr'42:34 Nov'42:43
  Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:5
  (photo) Jun'46:back cover
  The missionary finds a way (photo) Jul'48:26
Hall, Mary Virginia Bevan, 1919- (married to Keith Burckle Hall)
  Witnessing amid disaster. Apr'56:47
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
HALL, MARY VIRGINIA BEVAN, 1919-
       (photo) Sep'42:14
       Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
       News room. (photo) May'44:28 Oct'44:28
       Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
       (photo) Jun'46:back cover
       Last column. Jun'50:48
       Missionary register.
                Jul'65:46             Sep'65:52             Sep'66:45
       Global highlights. Feb'69:30
       In brief. Apr'69:39
Hall, Maxwell
       The City problem of the church. May'20:18
       Homer J. Hall. Jul'34:25
HALL, MELVIN
       Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
HALL, MOLLIE B -1947
       In memoriam. May'47:41
HALL, NAT (married to Elizabeth Moody Hall)
       (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
HALL, NEWTON H. THE BOOK OF LIFE
       Making a personal discovery. May'51:6
HALL, NEWTON MARSHALL, ED. THE BOOK OF LIFE
       Book chat. Dec'55:43
HALL, ONKEL F
       Classroom and campus. Sep'47:32
HALL, PETER
       Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation (photo) Mar'73:6
HALL, PRESTON BELL, 1858-1952
       Notes. Mar'19:60
HALL, RICHARD. HOW TO READ THE BIBLE
       Book chat. Sep'57:42
Hall, Rita May
       Why I like the Triangle Club. Nov'27:49
HALL, RITA MAY
       Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:47
HALL, ROBERT B
       New churches are a good investment (photo) Mar'60:17
HALL, ROBERT MYERS, 1914-
       In brief (photo) Sep'70:38
HALL, ROSS E
       Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51
HALL, T F
       (photo) Dec'24:34
HALL, VIRGINIA BEVAN
       See
         HALL, MARY VIRGINIA BEVAN
HALL, W SCOTT
       Classroom and campus. Jan'47:31
Hall, Ward Everett, 1885-1962
HALL, WILLIAM B.
       (photo) Sep'73:11
Hall, William David, 1914-
       (married to Mary Lu (Lee) Randall Hall)
       Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
       Royal welcome. Apr'46:48
It depends on the point of view. Jun'47:31
On making parish calls. Apr'48:38
Rural communities in North India. Jan'50:11
Martha takes home a good report. Jul'50:19
The Bible comes to life in India. Oct'50:10
Tension points in the Christian world mission. Jan'54:14
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
A whole people move toward Christ. Mar'54:24
There are new frontiers in India. Feb'55:21
Missionary education is for the whole church. Mar'55:16
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Book chat. Jan'56:41
Revolution brings opportunity. Apr'56:13
Have we learned our lesson? Apr'57:29
Home missions--achievement with a challenge. Oct'57:21
Operation education. May'62:26
Evangelism means commitment and involvement. Feb'65:12
Light in the darkness. Nov'65:21
India is different...yet the same. May'68:21
Letters. Sep'70:34

HALL, WILLIAM DAVID, 1914-
Missionaries appointed (photo) Nov'41:31
News room. Nov'41:34 Apr'42:34 Nov'42:43
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:5
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
The missionary finds a way (photo) Jul'48:26
News room. Dec'48:31
Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
A week-end visit to a jungle camp (photo) Jan'52:28
News room (photo) Oct'53:36
(photo) Jan'54:14 Mar'55:16
News room. Jul'56:38
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:33
Preparing ministers for today's rural churches (photo)
May'58:22
Classroom and campus. May'62:35
Disciples in the news (photo) May'67:7

HALL, WILLIAM H. THE NEAR EAST CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD
Bargains in books. Jun'23:43

HALL, WILLIAM J
News room. Oct'57:32

HALLADAY, ANNE M. THE APPLE TREE HOUSE
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36

HALLADAY, ANNE M. THE BOY WITH THE BUSY WALK
For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44

HALLADAY, ANNE M. DAVEY IN THE SAND HILLS
Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32

HALLADAY, ANNE M. NEW FRIENDS FOR PEPE
Book chat. May'59:41

HALLADAY, ANNE M. TOSHIIO AND TAMA: CHILDREN OF THE NEW JAPAN
Book chat. Sep'49:46
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27

HALLADAY, ANNE M. UP AND DOWN SOUTH AMERICA
Book chat. Sep'42:46
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Book chat. Oct'52:40
Hallam, Samuel Kincaid, 1845-1936
   Another monument to Brotherhood help. Oct'30:26
HALLAM, SAMUEL KINCAID, 1845-1936
   Half a century in the pulpit (photo) May'25:30
   (photo) Oct'30:26
HALLARAN, POLLY GARFIELD
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'57:30
HALLARAN, SUSAN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'57:30
HALLET, (MRS. E.)
   (photo) Feb'24:40
HALLETT, E. S
   In memoriam. Jun'29:50
HALLEY, (married to Gilbert K. Halley)
   News room. Apr'46:32
   Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'56:6
HALLEY, HENRY HAMPTON, 1874-1965. BEST BIBLE VERSES
   Book chat. Jul'49:42
HALLIDAY, ESTHER
   Thailand welcomes Edna Gish (photo) Jan'52:32
   News room (photo) Jun'52:38
   Educating for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:28
HALLIDAY, GIBSON
   (photo) Jan'47:23
HALLIDAY, JAMES S. ROBBING YOUTH OF ITS RELIGION
   Speaking of books. Mar'30:58
HALLOCK, CONSTANCE M. DESERT DOCTOR
   Let's read about the Near East. Jan'51:38
HALLOCK, CONSTANCE M. EAST FROM BURMA
   Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
HALLOCK, CONSTANCE M. FORTY EIGHT PLUS
   Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
HALLOCK, CONSTANCE M. LOOKING SOUTH
   Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
HALLOCK, CONSTANCE M. THIS IS INDIA, PAKISTAN, AND CEYLON
   For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
HALLOCK, CONSTANCE M. WEST OF THE DATE LINE
   Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
HALLOCK, GERALD BENJAMIN FLEET, 1856-1953.
   DORAN'S MINISTER'S MANUAL, 1939
   Book chat. Dec'38:41
HALLOCK, GRACE. SPENDING THE DAY IN CHINA, JAPAN AND THE
   PHILIPPINES
   Book chat. Nov'37:42
HALLOCK, PAUL E
   In brief. May'73:41
HALLOWEEN
   A halloween trick that served the Lord. Feb'26:27
   A new Halloween. Oct'53:47
   Trick-or-treat with a purpose. Oct'64:31
   Halloween project helps children. Oct'70:45
   A future for every child. Oct'71:50
HALLOWELL, JOHN H. DEVELOPMENT FOR WHAT?
   New books. Mar'65:42
HALLS, WILLIAM H., -1949
   In memoriam. Oct'49:37
HALLS, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Nov'41:6
HALLSTEIN, KATHARINE, -1948
   In memoriam. Jan'49:39
HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS
   See
   LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE
HALMAN, G  S
   In memoriam. Oct'28:48
HALSEY, A  W
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62
HALSEY, WILLIAM F
   Global highlights. Jan'50:2
HALSTEAD, J  S
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:60
HALT, CHARLES E
   In brief. Apr'69:42
HALVERSON, MARVIN P
   Church and the arts. Apr'59:44
HALVORSON, L. W. THE CHURCH IN A DIVERSE SOCIETY
   New books. Sep'64:42
HALVORSON, LOREN E
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Jul'68:14
HALVORSON, MARIAN
   African women stand tall and shout loud (photo) Apr'72:26
Ham, Ernest Alvah, 1903–1981 (married to Hazel Dorothy Ham)
   Sunday schools. Mar'29:54       Jun'29:54
   A Chaplain on Island X. Feb'45:25
HAM, ERNEST ALVAH, 1903–1981
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'44:33
   News room. Mar'47:32           Nov'47:30       Sep'48:40
HAM, ERNEST ALVAH, JR.
   (photo) Apr'51:26
HAM, TAI–YOUNG
   Global highlights. Oct'52:2
HAM RADIO
   See
   AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
HAMAD, AWNI "JOHN"
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'62:32
HAMAKER, (MRS. J. D.)
   (death) Mar'25:53
Hamaker, Harriet E
   Let me build (poem) Mar'53:45
HAMAKER, JOHN DAVID, 1847–1931
   (photo) Dec'19:4
   Fifty years in the pulpit (photo) May'25:30
   The church cares for its own (photo) Apr'30:2
HAMANN, W  F
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
Hambleton, Jean (married to Ronald Hambleton)
   Women and world highways. Apr'55:33
HAMBLETON, JEAN
   (photo) Apr'55:33
HAMBRICK, FLORENCE
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:3
HAMILTON, FAITH EDITH
See
McCALLUM, FAITH EDITH HAMILTON
HAMILTON, FRANCIS
Global highlights (photo) Dec'65:6
Hamilton, George
Easter in Jhansi, Apr'25:36
Missionary illustrations... Apr'26:58
HAMILTON, GEORGE
quoted. Rural church--what it means. May'57:46
Hamilton, J. Jefferson
Message of a new creation. Mar'6:46
HAMILTON, J. JEFFERSON
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34
HAMILTON, J WALLACE
quoted. Last column. Jan'55:48
HAMILTON, J. WALLACE. WHAT ABOUT TOMORROW?
New books. Oct'72:34
HAMILTON, J. WALLACE. WHO GOES THERE?
quoted. Last column. Sep'58:50
HAMILTON, JAMES M
(photo) Nov'48:23 Oct'50:7
HAMILTON, JAMES P
Global highlights. May'57:2
HAMILTON, KENNETH. LIFE IN ONE'S STRIDE
New books. Jun'69:29
HAMILTON, LEE H.
quoted. A Christian presence on Capitol Hill. Jul'71:8
Hamilton, Lulu Snyder, 1891- (married to Clarence H. Hamilton)
Evangelism in the University Hospital, Nanking. Mar'27:38
Young men shall dream dreams. Jan'41:14
When is a home Christian? Nov'41:10
When a boy chooses the ministry. Sep'49:7
Death is a part of life. Apr'52:15
Our family loves the church. May'52:13
June, brides and mothers-in-law. Jun'52:15
Thinking about vacations. Jul'52:15
School days again. Sep'52:19
Our children and politics. Oct'52:19
When a child considers the miracle of life. Nov'52:21
The Holy Family. Dec'52:8
A growing time for the spirit. Jan'53:19
Reading aloud in the family. Feb'53:21
On speaking the truth, with love. Mar'53:21
Parents in the parsonage. Apr'53:23
On making a code for youth. May'53:17
Families need faith in themselves. Jun'53:10
On summer work for the young. Jul'53:14
Children and their money. Sep'53:11
The family and its money. Oct'53:13
How thankful are we? Nov'53:14
Season of hope. Dec'53:8
Preparing for college. Jan'54:15
Preparing children for worship. Apr'54:14
A test for marriage readiness. Jun'54:16
HAMILTON, LULU SNYDER. 1891-
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61 Apr'21:57
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:14
(photo)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov'41:10</td>
<td>May'52:13</td>
<td>Feb'53:21</td>
<td>Oct'53:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'42:14,25</td>
<td>Jul'52:15</td>
<td>Apr'53:23</td>
<td>Nov'53:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'49:7</td>
<td>Oct'52:19</td>
<td>May'53:17</td>
<td>Jan'54:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'52:15</td>
<td>Jan'53:19</td>
<td>Sep'53:11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Global highlights. Jun'63:4

HAMILTON, LULU SNYDER. DOORWAY TO HAPPY HOMES
Book chat. Jun'50:22

HAMILTON, LULU SNYDER. OUR CHILDREN AND GOD
A concern of parents. Apr'52:6

HAMILTON, LULU SNYDER. YOUR REWARDING YEARS
Book chat. Nov'55:45

HAMILTON, MAYME CANDLER (married to Orville Edgar Hamilton)
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'67:35

HAMILTON, MICHAEL. THE NEW GENETICS AND THE FUTURE OF MAN
New books. Jan'73:33

HAMILTON, MICHAEL P. THE VIETNAM WAR: CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE
New books. Nov'67:38

HAMILTON, MILDRED
Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2
(photo) Nov'50:33

HAMILTON, MIRIAM
(photo) Nov'21:57

HAMILTON, MYRTLE S., -1949
In memoriam. Sep'49:37

HAMILTON, ORVILLE EDGAR, 1879-1927
(married to Mayme Candler Hamilton)
(photo) Mar'24:25

HAMILTON, ROBERT LEE
(birth) Aug'25:63

HAMILTON, RUTH
See

EDWARDS, RUTH HAMILTON

HAMILTON, WILLIAM. GOD IS DEAD, THE ANATOMY OF A SLOGAN
New books. May'67:22

HAMILTON, WILLIAM. THE MODERN READER'S GUIDE TO THE GOSPELS
Book chat. Jun'60:22

HAMILTON, WILLIAM. THE NEW ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Dec'61:24

HAMILTON, WILLIAM S., 1880?-1969
(photo) Jan'39:1
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'49:4
(photo) Apr'53:1

HAMILTON COLLEGE
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'23:53 | Mar'34:57 | May'25:52
Feb'24:52 | Jun'24:56 | Nov'26:53

Transylvania College... Jun'20:49
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo of student body) Apr'22:52

HAMILTON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Jan'56:48
HAMILTON, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61

HAMILTON, OHIO. HIGH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The scene. Apr'69:44

HAMILTON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58

HAMLETT, EARL G. FAITH IN THE MYSTERIES
Book chat. Feb'42:23

HAMLETT, HARRY
(photo) Sep'43:25

HAMLETT, JAMES P
In brief. Jul'73:38

HAMLIN, (married to Charles Arthur Hamlin)
In memoriam. Jul'28:45

Hamlin, Charles Hunter, 1890-1985
Alexander Campbell on education. Apr'42:15
Alexander Campbell on theology. Dec'42:28
The Christian faces the issue of race. Feb'52:7

HAMLIN, CHARLES HUNTER, 1890-1985
(photo) Jan'21:15
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Nov'25:57 May'27:43
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
(photo) Feb'52:7

Hamlin, Griffith Askew, 1919- (married to Margaret Cook Hamlin)
Higher education and you. Feb'55:26
Goldsboro and the negro church. Jul'59:32

HAMLIN, GRIFFITH ASKEW, 1919-
Classroom and campus. Jul'65:35 Jul'68:35

HAMLIN, J D
Personalities. Feb'36:21

HAMLIN, MARTHA CAROLINE
In memoriam. Mar'38:39

HAMLIN, MARY P. THE SEPARATIST
Speaking of books. Sep'34:34

HAMLIN, RUTH
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53

HAMM, (married to Clarence Hamm) -1956
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

Hamm, Mary Goss, 1873-1953 (married to Frederick Grant Hamm)
Good ideas. Mar'28:47

HAMM, PAT
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

HAMMAN, (married to Marion Hamman)
(photo) Sep'64:36

HAMMARSKJOLD, DAG, -1961
(photo) Dec'55:15
Global highlights. Oct'57:4
(death) Global highlights. Nov'61:6

HAMMER, RAYMOND. JAPAN'S RELIGIOUS FERMENT
Book chat. Mar'62:24

Hammer, Richard
A spanish Harlem "fortress." Oct'64:21

HAMMERSGREN, RUSSELL G
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
Hammett, Cora D
Programs par excellence. Jun'22:51

HAMMETT, CORA D
(photo) Dec'22:51

HAMMOND, (MRS. L.H.) IN THE VANGUARD OF A RACE
Book announcements. Aug'22:50
Do you realize? Apr'23:55

HAMMOND, ANN
(death) Oct'21:64

HAMMOND, ART
Helping hands for young churches (photo) Apr'56:10

HAMMOND, GEORGE
Global highlights. Mar'51:2

HAMMOND, GUYTON B. THE POWER OF SELF-TRANSCENDENCE
New books. Jan'67:37

HAMMOND, H A
(photo) Nov'25:59

HAMMOND, J W
Classroom and campus. Feb'48:30

HAMMOND, JOHN
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33

HAMMOND, MARY
Each one teach one. Mar'70:25

HAMMOND, W J
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34

HAMMOND, WILLIAM L
(photo) Apr'67:31

HAMMOND, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Indiana churches adopt home plan. Jan'59:55
Here and there with World Call. Feb'59:50

HAMMOND, INDIANA. HIGHLANDS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of construction) Sep'65:cover

HAMMOND, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Queen City of the Ozone Belt (photo) Jun'22:55
(photo) Aug'29:24

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER CO.
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59

HAMMONDS, (married to William R. Hammonds)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'59:34

HAMMONDS, CALLA
Memorium. Jan'36:39

HAMMONDS, W H
Hitching the plow to the pulpit. Jun'28:34

Hamner, Edward D., -1954
Preachers or pastors for the rural church. May'36:20
Town and country churches can advance. Nov'41:6
Disciples of Christ and the rural church. Oct'42:25
Here on my native soil (poem) Dec'42:48
War challenges the rural church. Apr'43:8
The church and the American migration. Mar'45:12
Christmas village. Dec'47:10
The church must lead. Jul'51:19
The rural ministry. Nov'53:28
His dreams are coming true. Oct'54:13

HAMNER, EDWARD D., -1954
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26
(photo) May'36:20
Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:34 (photo p. 27)
quoted. The threshold. Nov'41:2
(photo) Oct'42:25 Apr'43:8
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'48:4
(death) News room. Dec'57:36

HAMNER, MARY VIRGINIA
News room. Dec'53:30

HAMPDEN, WALTER H
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'48:36

HAMPSON, JOE
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

HAMPTON, (married to H. Wade Hampton)
In memoriam. Jan'29:63

HAMPTON, BERT WADE. 1864-1919
(married to Henrietta Perkins Hampton)
(death) May'19:41

HAMPTON, J L
Christian education--today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27

HAMPTON, JACK
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40

HAMPTON, RALPH R
(photo) Jun'49:15

HAMPTON, W H
(photo) Mar'24:21

HAMPTON, WADE
Integration is working. Feb'56:13 (photo p. 14)

HANABUSA, GEORGE
In brief (photo) Feb'71:41

HANAN, (married to Benton Roy Hanan)
News room. Nov'47:30

HANAN, BENJAMIN ROY
News room (photo)
Oct'59:34 Jun'60:42
Good tidings in Jamaica (photo) Jun'61:14
Disciples in the news (photo) May'66:7

HANAYAMA, SHINSHO
Global highlights (photo) Mar'68:7

HANCE, LYDIA A., -1950
In memoriam. May'50:37

HANCE, WILLIAM A. AFRICAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Book chat. Jul'58:44

HANCHEY, JOSEPH
(photo) Jun'71:32

HANCOCK, (MRS. D. H.)
(death) Jul'24:53

HANCOCK, (married to Raphael E. Hancock)
Shiftin population... Apr'41:8 (photo p.9)

Hancock, Carrie Dee, 1896?-1990
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

HANCOCK, CARRIE DEE, 1896?-1990
A labor of love. Oct'43:13 (photo p. 12)
(photo) Jun'44:23
Committee on War Services news notes. Oct'45:34
News room. Sep'48:40
(photo) Nov'50:21,26
News room. Feb’54:31
These educational services change local churches (photo)
Nov’54:10
News room. Dec’60:34
(retirement) Educator served in national position (photo)
Oct’61:30
HANCOCK, CHARLOTTE ELLEN
In memoriam. Jan’43:39
HANCOCK, DOROTHY DAISY MACKLIN
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Dec’24:49
HANCOCK, FRANK E
quoted. Global highlights. Feb’64:6
HANCOCK, LAMBRETH E., 1891-1965
(photo) Mar’24:57
HANCOCK, MARCUS LESLIE
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Dec’24:49
HANCOCK, RAPHAEL E
Shifting population... Apr’41:8 (photo p. 9)
HAND, LEARNED
quoted. Last column. Dec’52:48
HANDEL, GEORGE FREDERICK. "THE MESSIAH"
Handel comes to Thailand. Dec’54:49
HANDIA, INDIA
Itinerating in India. Dec’23:52
HANDICAPPED
When a family meets handicaps. Oct’55:23
Ministry to handicapped. Mar’58:19
An advantage of a handicap. Jan’59:9
Woodhaven--help for the handicapped. Feb’61:19
Woodhaven--hope for the handicapped. Nov’62:17
Global highlights. Mar’63:5
Woodhaven extends the ministry. Sep’64:11
Ahead of the headlines. Jun’67:4 Sep’68:5
Women on world highways. May’69:31
Reconciliation through crafts. Nov’69:20
Handicapped and their community discover each other.
Mar’73:31
HANDICAPPED--EMPLOYMENT
Amputees ready for jobs. Dec’52:42
HANDLIN, OSCAR. FIRE BELL IN THE NIGHT
New books. May’65:22
"HANDMADE MATERIALS FOR PROJECTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual sugesions. Jun’60:46
HANDSAKER, GENE
(photo) Jul’23:5
Handsaker, Thomas Samuel, 1873-1945
(married to Vila Hornaday Handsaker)
Opening the doors of opportunity. Jan’22:52
HANDSAKER, THOMAS SAMUEL, 1873-1945
(photo) Mar’24:25
Handsaker, Viola Hornaday, 1881-1967
(married to Thomas Samuel Handsaker)
Her last thought of India. Jan’36:32
HANDY, ROBERT T. A CHRISTIAN AMERICA
New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31

HANDY, ROBERT T. THE SOCIAL GOSPEL IN AMERICA
New books. Nov'66:42

HANDY, ROBERT T. WE WITNESS TOGETHER
Book chat. Oct'57:38

HANDZUCK (HANDSUCK), S P
(photo) Jul'23:50
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8

HANER, BLANCHE
In memoriam. Mar'42:39

Hanes, Ardenne F., 1884-1964 (married to Grace Smith Hanes)
A visit to "the patch." May'27:39
After sixteen years. Mar'29:44

HANES, ARDENNE F., 1884-1964
A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55

HANES, E B
(photo) Jul'36:25
Hanes, Evelyn O
The people in our backyard. Apr'65:19

HANES, MARION DUFF
quoted. Last column. Jun'60:50

HANEY, (married to H. G. Hane)
(photo) Jun'50:18

HANEY, BESSIE MARGARET, -1920
(death) Nov'20:49

Haney, Herschel Glenn, 1888-
(married to Margaret Louise Morris Haney)
The churches and our men in service. Sep'41:14
Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17

HANEY, HERSCHEL GLENN, 1888-
The every church visitation in action. May'24:57
(photo) Oct'39:25
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:15
(photo) Sep'42:33
News room. Feb'43:34
Corrections. Mar'43:31

HANEY, WILLIAM OLDHAM, 1922- (married to Evelyn Dixon Lyon Haney)
(photo) Sep'42:8

HANFT, FRANK. YOU CAN BELIEVE
Book chat. Feb'53:38

HANG MING-CHU
Short and true from far and near (photo) Sep'21:21

HANFTOW, CHINA
Glimpses of the outside world. Nov'23:54
Chinese girls observe Golden Rule Sunday. Jun'26:56
(photo) Mar'29:front cover
First agricultural leprosy college for China. Jun'48:18

HANGCHOW CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

HANGER, LAURA
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56

HANIGHEN, F. C. MERCHANTS OF DEATH
Book chat. Nov'34:23

Hankemeyer, Natalie
Life in communist held China. May'49:27
HANKINS, LEE
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'54:34

HANKINER, O A
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41

HANKOW, CHINA
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44

HANLIN, MARY ALICE
News room (photo) Nov'52:32

Hanly, J. Frank, 1863-1920
Waking up. Jul'19:12

HANLY, J. FRANK, 1863-1920
A Governor who was more (photo) Oct'20:23

HANN, THOMAS E., -1949
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:13
(death) Crusade progress (photo) Jan'50:28

HANNA, (married to J. C. Hanna)
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

HANNA, BARBARA MAE, 1937-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:47

HANNA, BELLE EVERETT, -1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

HANNA, BETH
(photo) Mar'71:18

HANNA, BROWN
College notes. Nov'36:40

HANNA, C W
(photo) Dec'40:28

HANNA, CELIA WEST, -1963 (married to Clarence A. Hanna)
In memoriam. Dec'63:46

HANNA, ELINOR FORD, 1876-1947 (married to William Herbert Hanna)
(photo) Mar'21:55 Dec'30:2 Sep'33:4,34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30

HANNA, ELLA
In memoriam. Feb'32:39

HANNA, J CLARKE
(photo) Sep'36:17
News room. Sep'59:40

HANNA, JAMES
(photo) Mar'38:32

HANNA, JOHN W., 1902- (married to Kathleen Shannon Hanna)
(marriage) Global highlights. Feb'46:2
News room. Mar'47:32

Hanna, Kathleen Shannon, 1901- (married to John Hanna)
Youth plans for world friendship. Jun'44:13
Youth and missions. Nov'44:31
Disciple youth build world friendship. Jul'45:19
Youth and missions. Sep'45:27

HANNA, KATHLEEN SHANNON, 1901-
News room (photo) Apr'43:34
(ordination) Classroom and campus. May'43:31
Youth and missions. Nov'44:31
(photo) Jul'45:19
(marriage) Global highlights (photo) Feb'46:2
News room. Mar'47:32

Hanna, Lillian E
A child learns. May'47:36
HANNA, LOUISE, -1949
   In memoriam. Oct'49:37
HANNA, MARY
   Global highlights (photo) May'52:3
HANNA, SUSAN (married to Thomas Hanna)
   News room (photo) Jul'51:38
   A global responsibility (photo) May'52:19
   Youth at work in France. Oct'52:6
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'52:2
   Way station of hope (photo) Nov'52:27
   News room. Jul'53:40
HANNA, THOMAS (married to Susan Hanna)
   News room (photo) Jul'51:38
   Global highlights (photo) May'52:3
   A global responsibility (photo) May'52:19
   Youth at work in France. Oct'52:6
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'52:2
   Way station of hope (photo) Nov'52:27
   News room. Jul'53:40
HANNA, W S
   (photo) Mar'21:55
Hanna, William Herbert, 1872-1948
   (married to Elinor Ford Hanna)
   Experiences in the Philippines. Oct'19:53
   Note. Oct'20:63
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:61 Jun'21:61
   At the Culion Leper Colony, Dec'22:17
   Evangelism in the Philippines. Feb'23:53
   Protestant missionary work in the Philippines. Apr'23:35
HANNA, WILLIAM HERBERT, 1872-1948
   (photo) Dec'22:17 Dec'24:34 Jun'30:32
   Mar'24:39 Jan'27:18
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
   (death) Pioneer missionary to P. I. dies. Sep'48:29
HANNA, WILLIAM HERBERT. THOMAS CAMPBELL, SECEDER AND CHRISTIAN UNION ADVOCATE
   Book chat. Mar'36:11
HANNA, ALBERTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
HANNAH, (married to Charles Hannah)
   (photo) Oct'29:30
HANNAH, E
   (photo) Jun'49:15
HANNAH, EBED, 1891-
   Helping hands for young churches (photo) Apr'56:10
HANNAH, WALTER WHITE
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
Hannah, William Wardell
   The role of the emerging church in major cities.
   Oct'71:suppl:14
HANNAH, WILLIAM WARDELL
   (photo) Oct'69:3
   In brief. Oct'69:41
   Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15
   At Louisville minorities will be heard (photo) Oct'71:10
   (photo) Oct'71:suppl:14
Hannah, Xina White, -1957 (married to Frank D. Hannah)
Front seats (poem) Jul'48:40

HANNAH, XINA WHITE, -1957
In memoriam. Dec'57:39

HANNAN, MARTHA ANN WORKMAN, 1894-1980
(married to Charles Edson Hannan)
A tale of Cheyenne (photo) Feb'26:13
A glimpse of a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51

HANNAN, CHARLES EDSON, 1894-1978
(married to Martha Ann Workman Hannan)
A tale of Cheyenne (photo) Feb'26:13
(photo) Mar'26:22
A glimpse of a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
Committee on War Services news notes. Sep'45:31

HANNIBAL, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Dulany gift. Feb'25:42
Clasp hands in Christian living. Apr'56:28
Sex education in the church. Nov'62:21
Adults and mission. Feb'63:38

HANNIBAL, MISSOURI. MOUNT ZION CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46

HANNON, B. J.
Churches added to EHP program (photo) Apr'60:47

HANSBROUGH, J K
A modern Dorcas. Apr'19:13

Hansbrough, Laddonia Waters, 1845-1938
(married to J. K. Hansbrough)
Some pressing needs. Feb'19:35
To whom shall credit be given? Jul'19:31
A tour of inspection. Aug'19:43
An appreciation. Sep'19:47
Note. Sep'19:50
How a baby found a home and her mother relief. Spe'19:61
Then and now... Nov'19:28
"White coal" in the church. Jan'20:53
Are they extravagant? Jun'20:49
The call for expansion. Aug'20:40
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:14
Notice. Nov'23:61
Mrs. H. M. Meier. Oct'35:44
Pioneers in helpfulness. Jul'36:17

HANSBROUGH, LADONNIA WATERS, 1845-1938
A modern Dorcas (photo) Apr'19:13
(photo) Apr'21:2
A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
(photo) Aug'22:14
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:43
Program helps (photo) Nov'24:48
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:39
National Benevolent Association notes. Jul'35:40
National Benevolent Association news notes. Oct'35:43
(photo) Jul'36:17
(death) Early benevolence leader dies (photo) Oct'38:42
(photo) Nov'49:27
Benevolence--then and now (photo) Dec'61:19
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12
HANSCOM, ALICE
   In memoriam. Jan'33:39
HANSEL, ROBERT R. LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON--LIKE HELL
   New books. Jan'70:28
HANSEN, (married to A. F. Hansen)
   (photo) Dec'30:27
HANSEN, A F
   (photo) Dec'30:27
HANSEN, ARBOR TOWERS
   In memoriam. Sep'36:39
HANSEN, GERHARD HENRIK
   Leprosy: from fear to hope. Oct'73:25
HANSEN, HANS (married to Rena Hansen)
   A good steward who practiced Christian unity (photo)
   Oct'46:29
HANSEN, PER
   Do you like Per Hansen? (photo) Nov'72:25
Hansen, Rena (married to Hans Hansen)
   Expression: old and new ways. Nov'69:11
HANSEN, RENA
   (photo) Oct'46:29
HANSON, ALTIE B., -1968
   In memoriam. Jun'68:42
HANSFORD, CORNELIA OLDHAM
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
HANSON, ANN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:36
HANSON, ELIZABETH TAYLOR
   In memoriam. May'27:49
HANSON, MARY ELEANOR
   (photo) Jul'23:22
HANSON, SHERMAN ROBERT, 1918-
   Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
   In brief. Dec'73:42
HANUKKAH
   Christmas-Hanukkah celebrations. Dec'45:42
HAPGOOD, WILLIAM P
   He has faith in men. Feb'27:15
HAPPE, ALLEN
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:4
HARADA, MUTSUKO
   Women and world highways (photo) May'50:33
   quoted. Women on world highways. Sep'65:39
"HARAMBEE!" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'64:44
HARANOMACHI, JAPAN
   Echoes from everywhere. May'31:39
HARATOUNIAN, BADWELLI ABRAHAM H.
   A faithful Badwelli and his church. Feb'22:8
HARBAUGH, MINNIE, -1946
   In memoriam. Apr'46:37
HARBAUM, DARRELL
   Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30
HARBELD, RICE P
   (photo) Mar'24:30
HARBIN, E. O. GAY PARTIES
Book chat. Dec'50:38
HARBIN, E. O. THE RECREATION LEADER
Book chat. Jul'54:46
HARBIN, E. O. RECREATIONAL MATERIALS AND METHODS
Speaking of books. Jan'32:34
HARBISON, (MRS. R. C.)
In memoriam. Jun'38:39
HARBISON, STANLEY
Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
HARBISON, WINFRED AUDIF, 1904- (married Ocie B. Harbison)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'60:8
HARCUS, ANDREWS D
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:33
HARDA, INDIA
Hajah the First, of Central Provices. May'19:17
Scourge of influenza in India. May'19:59
Notes. Jun'19:61 Mar'20:64 Sep'20:60,61,62
Aug'19:48 May'20:64 Oct'20:61
Sep'19:49
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57 Feb'21:58,60
A nation finding itself (photos) Jun'21:38
Short and true from far and near (photo) Apr'22:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:64
Life as it is lived in India. Nov'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58
Scouting in Harda. Mar'23:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
The realization of a Harda dream. Apr'23:45
Harda 1922. Sep'23:41
High school teaching in India (photo) Sep'23:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:56
From the boys of Harda. Oct'23:45
From the Indi news letter. Nov'23:52
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50 Feb'24:49,57,59,61
Life saving in India. Jun'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49,59
Third time back. Apr'25:37
A day's fighting. Jun'25:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:49
The sign of the times. Aug'25:63
Sown fields. Sep'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'25:50
The poets meet in Harda. Dec'25:55
A teachers' institute at Harda. Dec'25:61
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:49 Aug'26:49
Christmas at home and abroad (photo) Mar'27:39
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'27:50 Jan'29:50 May'29:36 May'30:39
Vacation church schools in India. Jun'30:34
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
Let there be no more Hardas! Mar'32:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:39
HARDAKER, ETHEL EDNA, -1957
In memoriam. Nov'57:35
HARBARGER, GRACE, -1954  
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

HARDEN, DAVID H  
(photo) Jun'67:8

HARDER, HENRY  
(photo) Sep'39:31

HARDESTY, (married to John Hardesty)  
In memoriam. Nov'32:39

HARDESTY, CLARINDA A  
(death) Jan'20:53

HARDICK, EDWARD J  
A healing ministry on the campus (photo) Jan'60:29

HARDIN, (married George W. Hardin)  
In memoriam. Oct'30:40

HARDIN, (MRS. J. H.)  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34

HARDIN, (married to William Hardin) -1952  
In memoriam. Nov'52:35

HARDIN, BAYLESS EVANS, 1912-1956  
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'56:4

Hardin, Helen  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39

HARDIN, HELEN S  
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1
College notes and news. Dec'40:31

HARDIN, JAMES H  
quoted. Five churches adopt home plan (photo) Nov'58:46

HARDIN, JENNIE LEE, -1954  
In memoriam. Nov'54:33

HARDIN, MARY ANN  
Memoriam. Feb'35:39

HARDIN, NELL (married to John Hardin)  
Congratulations, Salem, Indiana (photo) Dec'67:22

HARDIN COUNTY CHRISTIAN SERVICE CENTER  
An Ohio missionary project (photo) Jul'40:6

HARDING, (MRS. E. C.)  
(photo) Oct'22:52

HARDING, A. AUSTIN, -1958  
(death) Classroom and campus. Feb'59:37

HARDING, CECILE  
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35

HARDING, EDWARD CLAIRE  
(photo) Oct'22:52

HARDING, JOE A  
quoted. Quote...unquote. Oct'70:13

HARDING, R D  
(photo) Mar'24:44

HARDING, VINCENT. MUST WALLS DIVIDE?  
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32

Harding, W H  
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41

HARDING, W H  
They have stood firm (photo) Apr'23:14
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34

HARDMAN, MAHALA E  
(death) Feb'21:50
The last word from Batang. Jun'22:1
Tibetan women. Aug'22:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:51 Jan'23:58
Tibetan customs in sickness and death. Dec'23:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Hoping and building for the future. Jan'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:50
Not without witness in Tibet. Dec'31:suppl:14

HARDY, NINA MAUD PALMER, 1884-1956
A new physician for Tibet. Mar'19:55
(photo) Aug'19:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49      Oct'21:62
(photo) Mar'22:54      Nov'22:22
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:59
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
(photos) Jan'27:5      Mar'27:17      Jun'50:18
(death) News room. Dec'56:40

HARDY, SARAH GREGORY
See
NORRIS, SARAH GREGORY HARDY

HARDY, T. W.
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30

HARDY, THOMAS
What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31

HARDY, W P
In memoriam. Mar'33:39

Hardy, William Moore, 1883-1961
(married to Nina Maud Palmer Hardy)
How America looks from Tibet. Jul'19:19
Look on the fields--Tibet. Oct'19:17
Note. Sep'20:59      Oct'20:60
Echoes from everywhere.
  Mar'21:60      Dec'21:64      Apr'22:59
A recent letter... Jun'22:19
Medical work in Batang. Nov'22:22
Echoes from everywhere.
  Mar'23:62      Apr'24:50      Nov'24:59
(note) Jul'25:42
Medical work in Batang. Oct'26:58

HARDY, WILLIAM MOORE, 1883-1961
Jan'19:54
A new physician for Tibet. Mar'19:55
(photo) Aug'19:26
Civil war at Batang. Nov'20:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:13
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:62
(photo) Mar'22:54
quoted. Come on! Apr'22:4
quoted. Dr. A. L. Shelton, martyr for Tibet. May'22:7
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
Border warfare near Batang. Sep'22:10

33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:58
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:59 Dec'24:49
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
(note) (photo) May'26:59
Mixing fevers and dinners. Jun'26:62
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
(photo) Jan'27:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
(photo) Mar'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
(death) News room. Feb'62:34
HARDY, WILLIAM PALMER, 1916-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
HARDYMON, CARRIEBELLE, -1964
In memoriam. Nov'64:37
HARE, ALICE M., -1936
In memoriam. Nov'36:39
HARE KRISHNA MOVEMENT
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5
HARGETT, A J
(photo) Jan'21:17
HARGETT, MAUDE KELLY, -1941
In memoriam. Apr'42:39
HARGIS, BILLY JAMES
Social trends. Nov'61:18
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'69:5
HARGIS, ROBERT
Mid-year activities of our colleges (photo) Feb'30:32
HARGIS, T C
(photo) Mar'24:37
HARGRAVE, CLIFFORD E
(photo) Dec'49:27
HARGRAVE, FRANCIS L
(photo) Sep'42:7
HARGRAVE, ROBERT J
(photo) Sep'42:8
HARGRAVES, WALTER A
News room. Oct'52:45
HARGROVE, ADA B
In amemoriam. Sep'39:39
HARGROVE, ANNA OPAL
In memoriam. Feb'31:39
HARGROVE, ELLEN, -1953
In memoriam. Sep'53:35
HARGROVE, M. M.
Busiest men in town (photo) Dec'65:40
HARINGTON, JOY. JESUS OF NAZARETH
Book chat. Dec'57:42
HARINGTON, JOY. PAUL OF TARSUS
New books. Dec'65:39
Harker, (married to David H. Harker)
Letters. Oct'70:34
Harker, Hazel Florence, 1887-1963
Tales out of school. Dec'22:30
Religious propaganda in Japan. Feb'25:40
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
International in name and in reality. Aug'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49 Dec'27:49
Nationals from many countries. Feb'28:52
Making others happy. Apr'28:50
O hino sama. May'28:49
Adventures in understanding. Sep'28:26
Being good neighbors. Oct'28:53
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50
Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
On the Pacific coast. Mar'30:56
A service of worship for Children's Day. Jun'31:31
Ministering to Chinese. Jul'31:36
A service of worship for Thanksgiving. Oct'31:34
Their gift and mine. Dec'31:34
A Children's Day worship service. May'32:31
I gave my life for thee. Mar'32:43
Heralding native leadership on foreign mission fields. Jun'32:8
Renewing the flame. Nov'32:32
A service of worship for Thanksgiving. Oct'32:28
Inasmuch as ye have done it... Dec'32:34
Easter worship service. Mar'33:30
We've a story to tell to the nations. May'33:34
Judging (poem) May'33:37
A Thanksgiving service of worship. Oct'33:30
With banners lifted! Nov'33:30
Let us now go even unto Bethlehem. Dec'33:30
If Jesus came back today. Mar'34:31
Out of the past. Apr'34:10
The world children for Jesus. May'34:34
Missionary organizations' own section. May'34:35
Speaking of books. Jul'34:33
A Thanksgiving program. Oct'34:27
The Easter message. mar'35:31
Children's Day around the world. May'35:32
A thanksgiving program. Oct'35:32
Christian womanhood faces new frontiers. Nov'35:30
Upon park benches (poem) Dec'35:48
America calls! Mar'36:34
Of such is the Kingdom. May'36:34
Thanksgiving for religious education. Oct'36:32
Easter voices. Mar'37:30

HARKER, HAZEL FLORENCE, 1887-1963
College of Missions items. May'22:53
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50
(photo) Sep'26:21 Dec'27:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
(photo) Oct'28:55
Missionary organizations programs... Dec'28:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Nov'29:51 Oct'31:35 Nov'36:34
HARKER, HAZEL FLORENCE. NEW FRIENDS IN AMERICA
Mission study material... Jul'42:33

HARKER, HAZEL FLORENCE. PRESENT DAY PIONEERS AROUND THE WORLD
Mission study material... Jul'42:33

HARKER, SAMUEL
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
In memoriam. Feb'31:39

HARKINS, MRS
quoted in Happenings in our Homes. Feb'19:40

HARKINS, WALTER S
The college and victory (photo) Jan'19:33

Harkness, Georgia Elma, 1891-1974
Women and the church. Dec'38:16
The agony of God (poem) Nov'42:front cover
Joy to the world! Dec'65:11

HARKNESS, GEORGIA ELMA, 1891-1974
These come to Denver (photo) Sep'38:9
(photo) Nov'38:6
Women and the church. Dec'38:5
(photo) Dec'38:16 May'39:35
quoted. American churches in Council. Feb'41:23
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'41:2
Drake lecturers named (photo) Dec'43:6
Who's who among Drake lecturers (photo) Feb'44:5
Day by day story of the Drake Conference. Mar'44:21
(photo) Mar'45:17
Shall women enter the ministry? Sep'47:20 (photo p. 19)
Problems of the minister. May'53:6
...wins new hymn contest. Sep'54:39
Global highlights. Jun'56:2
A happy choice for Japan. Nov'56:7
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'57:34
Global highlights (photo) Feb'62:6
Global highlights. Jan'65:4
Women on world highways (photo) Dec'65:33

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. BE STILL AND KNOW
Book chat. Oct'53:42

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE DARK NIGHT OF THE SOUL
New books. Feb'69:28

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. DISCIPLINES OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
New books. Nov'67:38

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE FAITH BY WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES
Democracy in print. Jul'41:29

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. FOUNDATIONS OF CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE
Book chat. Nov'55:44 Feb'56:40

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE GOSPEL AND OUR WORLD
Book chat. Jan'50:14

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE MINISTRY OF RECONCILIATION
New books. Sep'71:28

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE MODERN RIVAL OF CHRISTIAN FAITH
Book chat. May'52:20

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. MYSTICISM: ITS MEANING AND MESSAGE
New books. Sep'73:36

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. O WORSHIP THE LORD
Women and world highways. Dec'52:33
HARKNESS, GEORGIA. PRAYER AND THE COMMON LIFE  
Book chat. Jun'48:45

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE PROVIDENCE OF GOD  
Book chat. Jul'60:18

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THE RESOURCES OF RELIGION  
Book chat. May'36:26

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. A SPECIAL WAY TO VICTORY  
New books. Mar'65:42

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. THROUGH CHRIST OUR LORD  
Book chat. Jan'51:40

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. UNDERSTANDING THE CHRISTIAN FAITH  
Book chat. Jan'48:40

HARKNESS, GEORGIA. WHAT CHRISTIANS BELIEVE  
New books. Sep'65:42

HARKNESS, R E E  
Pioneers in religious freedom. Oct'48:16

HARKNESS, R E E  
(photo) Oct'48:16

HARLAN, CAMPBELL ALLEN, 1907-  
Classroom and campus.  
Sep'55:30     Mar'57:30     Feb'66:34

HARLAN, CONSTANCE ANN, 1933-  
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44

HARLAN, EDGAR R  
College happenings. Jan'38:29
Harlan, Frances Burkett  
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11

HARLAN, GORDON. THE THOUGHT OF REINHOLD NEIBUHR  
Book chat. Jul'60:18

HARLAN, JAMES R  
(death) Jul'24:53

HARLAN, JENNIE, -1944  
In memoriam. Nov'44:33

HARLAN, JENNIE GEESLIN, 1860-1913 (married to Marion Edwin)  
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:38
They helped with the foundation (photo) Jul'24:22

HARLAN, JULIA CATHERINE WARREN, -1936  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30

HARLAN, LOUIS ADAMS  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41

HARLAN, MABLE  
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

HARLAN, VAUGHN E  
(photo) May'23:34  
On the college campus. Oct'32:32

HARLEE, ELLA F  
Global highlights (photo) Jan'69:42

HARLEM, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37

HARLEMAN, KENNETH P. (married to Leona Harleman)  
This church can help our people. Apr'55:14  
News room. Dec'58:34  
Good stewards on the reservation (photo) Apr'61:27  
Christian laborers among the Yakimas. Apr'68:13
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'68:24
Harleman, Leona Gordon (married to Kenneth Harleman)
   Wild apples. Apr'60:40
   Thanksgiving in spring. Apr'67:37
HARLEMAN, LEONA GORDON
   Crusade progress (photo) Feb'50:26
   This church can help our people. Apr'55:14
   News room. Dec'58:34
   Women on world highways. May'63:33
   House of friendship (photo) Apr'65:13
   Christian laborers among the Yakimas. Apr'68:13
HARLEYVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   News churches, October-December, 1962. Apr'63:45
HARLEYVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA. JOHNSONVILLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Disciples report new congregations. Jul'73:40
HARLING, (MRS. J. E.) -1952
   In memoriam. Apr'53:35
Harling, Kate
   Letters. Apr'71:35
HARLINGEN, TEXAS
   Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
   A basket of hope. May'56:49
HARLINGEN, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Integration is working. Feb'56:13 (photo of elders and deacons p. 14)
Harllee, Ella F
   Religion in the public schools? May'72:5
HARLOW, FRANK E
   (photo) Jul'36:25
HARMAN, MARTHA
   (photo) Jul'23:13
HARMAN, MARY
   (photo) Jul'23:13
Harman, Wilfred Peryl, 1905-1972
   These three (poem) Mar'35:29
   A vision and a task (poem) Jan'36:40
   As it began to dawn (poem) Apr'38:48
   A new adventure in Tennessee. Jun'41:43
   A vision and a task (poem) Apr'46:48
HARMAN, WILFRED PERYL, 1905-1972
   (photo) Nov'36:22,43
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:29
   (photo) Nov'38:13
   News room. Feb'46:38
   The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9
   News room. Jan'51:46
   Global highlights. (photo) May'51:3
   News room. Mar'52:32
   Global highlights. Nov'52:2
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:31
Harmeling, (married to Henry Harmeling)
   (note) Mar'30:41
HARMELINK, RAY J
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:5
HARMON, (married to Clarence Harmon) -1955
   In memoriam. Apr'56:35
HARMON, (MRS. H. F.)
(photo) Jan'38:12

Harmon, Alice Gadd, 1870-1958
(married to Andrew Davidson Harmon)
I had a friend. Jan'27:21
I'm glad I married a preacher! Apr'28:14

HARMON, ALICE GADD, 1870-1958
(photo) Jan'21:9
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Oct'23:61 Sep'24:51
(photo) Jan'27:7
(death) News room. Jun'58:34

Harmon, Andrew Davidson, 1870-1952 (married to Alice Gadd Harmon)
Our over-delayed ministry. Sep'20:13
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:26
Christian education and leadership. Jan'21:9
William Prince Aylesworth. Jan'22:4
The Commission on the Ministry. Apr'26:8
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:25
Too proud to be proud... Dec'31:23
Harry Otis Prichard. Dec'36:16
The future of the church related college. Jan'39:26

HARMON, ANDREW DAVIDSON, 1870-1952
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39 Sep'23:53 Dec'25:43
Apr'23:55 Jan'24:34 Apr'26:42
(photo) Sep'20:26 Jan'21:9
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
quoted. Present service and immediate needs of church colleges. May'22:39
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
(photo) May'23:32
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labor of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
(photo) Jan'25:32
Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:29
(photo)
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
News of the Washington Church Campaign. Oct'28:35
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31
(photo) Jun'30:32
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:24
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
(death) News room. Oct'52:38

HARMON, ARLENE
(photo) Oct'42:42

HARMON, B H
(photo) Mar'24:46

HARMON, EDNA WHEELER, -1957
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

HARMON, FRANCIS S
Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:5
HARMON, H HERSCHALL
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'46:inside front cover

Harmon, Harriet
Opportunities in Government schools. Oct'24:27

Harmon, Harvey Horace, 1875-1935 (married to Pearl Schell Harmon)
James Alexander Beattie. Jan'28:11
Are the churches aware of their youth? Sep'30:17

HARMON, HARVEY HORACE, 1875-1935
(photo) Feb'19:36
A new man for a new task (photo) Dec'23:27
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'24:34 Jun'24:56
As we go to press. Aug'24:1

(photo)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'26:43 May'26:43 Sep'26:57
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Oct'29:11
Our college leaders face their task. Jun'30:22
(photo) Jun'30:32
...goes to Washington. Mar'32:10
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention in coming. Oct'32:8
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
In the Lone Star State. Nov'35:28
(death) Harvey H. Harmon... (photo) Feb'36:19
(photo) Jan'39:7 Sep'41:7

HARMON, HELEN SHERMAN, 1904- (married to Henry Gadd Harmon)
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'57:6

HARMON, HENRY
(photo) Jul'24:39
Harmon, Henry Gadd, 1901-1964 (married to Helen Sherman Harmon)
Tomorrow's Christian education. May'34:23
What is college for? Jan'35:6
These youth of ours. May'37:12
College Association looks ahead. Jun'37:30
A new president for an old college. Jan'38:8
Higher Education's new secretary. Jul'39:27
(note) Nov'39:15
Postwar problems of a college president. Jan'50:7
Churchmen face economic issues. May'50:17
What is an educated man? May'54:12

HARMON, HENRY GADD, 1901-1964
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
In the midst of the college year (photo) Dec'34:31
Personalities. Mar'35:22
From college towers. Mar'35:44
Qualified for leadership. Feb'38:3
Disciples at Madras (photo) Nov'38:20
(photo) Jan'39:14
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:32
(photo) Apr'41:inside bk cover
Jun'41:inside frt cover  (cont. next page)
Colleges elect presidents (photo) Sep'41:17
(photo) Dec'41:32   Apr'42:24
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:15
To him that asketh. Jan'43:16 (photo p. 15)
(photo) Mar'44:20   Feb'45:25   May'50:17
Classroom and campus. Mar'52:31   Apr'53:30
(photo) May'54:12
quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants.
Feb'56:27 (photo p. 26)
Who carries the deficit? Jan'58:9
Classroom and campus. Dec'58:33
(death) News room. Dec'64:36
Global highlights. Feb'66:5

HARMON, J H
(photo) Mar'24:26

HARMON, JACOB
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:24

HARMON, M B
Notes. Jun'20:59
Harmon, M F
Note. Aug'19:46
Harmon, Mancey
The farm I used to know (poem) Oct'49:27

HARMON, MANCEY
As I saw Hazel Green. Oct'49:29 (photo p. 27)

HARMON, NAOMI H. 1913?–(married to Lewis F. Harmon)
Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8

HARMON, NOLAN
Global highlights (photo) Feb'54:3

HARMON, NOLAN B., JR. IS IT RIGHT OR WRONG?
Book chat. Mar'39:22

HARMON, PEARL SCHELL, 1877–1948 (married to Harvey Horace Harmon)
The Minister's wife (photo) Mar'20:50
(photo) Jan'25:35   Jan'27:15   Dec'30:27
Harvey H. Harmon... Feb'36:19
(death) News room. Jan'49:38

HARMON, R A
(photo) Mar'24:40

HARMON, SCHELL
(photo) May'25:39
Harmon, Sybil (Married to Henry F. Harmon)
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52
(death) Nov'20:49Aug'23:56

HARMON, SYBIL
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56
(photo) Jul'34:39
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
Memorium. Mar'36:39

HARMON, U E
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:38
Washington... Dec'30:10
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
HARMON, W H
Personalities. Feb'38:23

HARMON, WILLIAM E

HARMON FOUNDATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'26:45 Sep'26:37

HARMS, HANS H
Classroom and campus. Nov'57:31

Harms, John W., 1902- (married to Pearl Harms)
Book chat. Feb'37:47
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:22
The good news of Christian unity. Apr'45:15
New churches--how, why, where they grow. Jul'61:15
Moments of meditation. Jan'63:37
Is religion locked out of schol? Nov'63:12
New books. Oct'64:46

HARMS, JOHN W., 1902- (photo) May'25:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Transfer of religious education directors (photo) Sep'34:30
Last minute news. May'35:43
(photo) Nov'36:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34
...leaves Indiana (photo) Apr'38:46
(photo) Sep'41:16
News room. Mar'43:34
Christ is our hope (photo) Oct'54:7
Low-cost churches. Jun'59:48
Global highlights. Feb'60:5
(photo) Nov'63:12
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:7
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:40 (photo p. 41)

HARMS, JOHN W. PRAYER IN THE MARKET PLACE
Book chat. Feb'59:43

HARMS, MARY FRANCES, 1939-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32

HARMS, PEARL, 1897-1983 (married to John Harms)
(photo) Jul'35:34 Dec'63:8

HARNACK, ADOLPH VON
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29

HARNACK, ERNST
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29

Harnar, Blanche Davis, 1886-1926 (married to Frank E. Harnar)
Notes. Aug'19:48 Sep'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40

HARNAR, BLANCHE DAVIS, 1886-1926
Notes.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
(death) Blanche Davis Harnar (photo) Feb'27:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55 Jul'27:59
We remember them (poem) Mar'28:back cover

HARNAR, DONALD FRANK
(birth) Apr'25:64
(photo) Dec'27:59
Harnar, Frank E., 1889-1957
(married to Blanche Davis Harnar)
(married to Minnie Nicholson Harner)

Note. Aug'19:48
At an Indian Mela. Aug'19:49
Note. Sep'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57 Feb'21:58
A nation finding itself. Jun'21:38
The realization of a Harda dream. Apr'23:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:49
One Christian community in India. Jul'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:50
Close of school session shows steady gain. Aug'30:27
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:39
Teaching--preaching--healing. Sep'30:28
Baptisms and weddings. Jan'31:28

HARNAR, FRANK E., 1889-1957
Notes.

Mar'19:60 Sep'19:49 Oct'19:59 May'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
Blanche Davis Harnar. Feb'27:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
(photo) Dec'27:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41 Sep'36:32
(death) News room. Jun'57:42

Harnar, Minnie Nicholson, 1894- (married to Frank E. Harnar)
What Christianity meant to Mouli Sahib. Jun'28:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Contrasting practical Christianity and impractical Hinduism.
Aug'31:30
A primitive people. Mar'32:34

HARNAR, MINNIE NICHOLSON, 1894-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41 May'35:31

HARNAR, RICHARD KENNETH, 1933-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31

HARNAR, ROBERT ROY, 1921-
(photo) Jun'23:29 Dec'27:59

Harnar, Ruth May, 1919-
Prayer (poem) May'38:29
Home to India. Jan'45:11
When nurses get together. Jul'46:33
Hugh eye camp. Sep'46:46
India's nurses--and her children. Jun'47:29
Independence comes to India. Dec'47:15
Watching a city die. Apr'48:30
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'50:44 May'50:38 Jul'54:38 Feb'64:36
The "astonishing success" at Indore. Apr'64:26
Discord and devotion mark the church in India. Mar'69:10
Voices of the homeless. Apr'72:5

HARNAR, RUTH MAY, 1919-
Notes (birth) Oct'19:59
(photo) Jun'23:29 Dec'27:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
(photo) Jan'43:29
News room. Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
News room. Sep'44:28 Jun'47:34 (photo) Dec'47:15
News room. Jan'48:42
From orphans to nurses (photo) May'49:8
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
Missionary register. Jan'66:46 Feb'66:43
In brief. Apr'71:42
HARNED, (married to L. E. Harned)
(photo) Nov'48:28
HARNED, DAVID BAILEY. THEOLOGY AND THE ARTS
New books. Feb'67:18
HARNED, L. E.
(photo) Nov'48:28
HARNER, ESTHER D. JUNGLES AHEAD!
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
HARNER, HOWARD
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
HARNER, NEVIN C. MISSIONARY EDUCATION IN YOUR CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'42:17
Harner, Nevin C
Christian teaching for a new day. Apr'47:32
HARNESS, LILLIAN BLANDFORD, 1883-1948
(married to Conrad T. Harness)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:14
Leadership changes (photo) Sep'44:19
Youth and missions. Nov'44:31
(death)...an appreciation (photo) May'48:27
News room. Sep'51:38
Harness, Lura R
The many activities of a D.V.B.S. Nov'28:42
HARNIC, BERNARD
(photo) May'54:32
HARO, ALEGRIA de
Christians with aching backs (photo) Dec'55:23
Harp, (married to George B. Harp)
Letters. Feb'72:45
HARP, BLANCHE, 1859-1949 (married to William Albert Harp)
In memoriam. Jul'39:39
HARP, EDWARD B., JR.
(photo) Dec'57:29
HARP, NANNIE FOSTER
In memoriam. Oct'27:48
HARP, R. V.
(photo) Nov'38:7
Harp, William Albert, 1866-1944 (married to Blanche Harp)
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:39 Jan'34:39,40
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
HARP, WILLIAM ALBERT, 1866-1944
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
HARPER, (married to Henry A. Harper)
Classroom and campus. Oct'61:32
HARPER, A. FINLEY, -1955
In memoriam. Nov'55:33

HARPER, ALTA JANE
See
WALLACE, ALTA JANE HARPER

HARPER, CLIO
(photo) Oct'22:7

HARPER, EARL E
College news and notes. Feb'39:33

HARPER, ELIZA
(death) Jan'26:49

HARPER, FANNY F
(photo) Jan'21:16

HARPER, FRANCES (married in William L. Harper)
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:6

HARPER, HERBERT R
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:43

HARPER, IRENE M. CHAND OF INDIA
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

HARPER, JUDY
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:6

HARPER, L AMELIA
In memoriam. Jun'32:39

HARPER, L W
(photo) Jan'27:40

HARPER, MARVIN H
Global highlights (photo) Oct'48:2

HARPER, MARY
(death) Feb'26:51

HARPER, MYRTLE
(photo) Jan'21:16

HARPER, STANFORD
(photo) Jun'67:8

HARPER, SYLVIA
(photo) Jan'67:3
Harper, William Allen, 1880-1942
Training leaders in a laboratory. Nov'26:11

HARPER, WILLIAM ALLEN. AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Speaking of books. Dec'26:53 Feb'27:43

HARPER, WILLIAM ALLEN. YOUTH AND TRUTH
Speaking of books. Nov'27:58

HARPER, WILLIAM CHARLES
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:6

Harper, William Louis, 1926- (married to Frances Riehn Harper)
The rural church can practice unity. May'61:19

HARPER, WILLIAM LOUIS, 1926-
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:6
(photo) May'61:19
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'61:8

HARPER’S ANNOTATED BIBLE
Book chat. Oct'50:40

HARPER’S BIBLE DICTIONARY
Book chat. Dec'52:40

HARPER’S TOPICAL CONCORDANCE
Book chat. Nov'40:46
HARPOLE, R O
Disciples at Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
HARR, VERLYN C
Portrait of a rural pastor. May'63:13
HARRACH, SIEGFRIED
News room (photo) Oct'51:43
(photo) Jul'52:38
HARRAH, LOUISA B
(death) News room. Dec'40:32
Harrah, Veda B., 1897-
Transfer of Mahoba orphanage. Feb'28:39
In your mind's eye. Apr'30:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:40
Baby Shanti. Nov'30:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40
Leaders of the blind. Oct'31:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40 Sep'35:38
The joy of our hearts. Jun'36:28
Baby Bhagwati. Jun'39:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'40:38
Training the mind... Sep'46:36
Sumankheta, "A garden of flowers." Sep'47:38
Out-of-class lessons in family life. Apr'49:32
Story of a cast-off. Nov'53:44
India mission plans "warfare." Apr'54:45
The tenth class. Oct'54:46
HARRAH, VEDA B., 1897-
College of Missions items. May'23:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41 Sep'33:45
(photo) Oct'33:34 Oct'40:28 Sep'42:14
News room (photo) Nov'43:28
News room. Dec'57:36
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years
(photo) Sep'59:28
HARRALSON, SALLIE
Circulation corner. Oct'41:2
HARRELL, (MRS. S. C.) -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35
HARRELL, COSTEN J. FRIENDS OF GOD
Book chat. Dec'50:38
HARRELL, COSTEN J. STEWARDSHIP AND THE TITHE
Book chat. Sep'54:45
HARRELL, COSTEN J. WALKING WITH GOD
Speaking of books. Sep'28:35
Book chat. Feb'47:23
HARRELL, COSTEN J. THE WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR
Book chat. Apr'42:23
HARRELL, COSTEN J. THE WONDERS OF HIS GRACE
New books. Apr'67:22
Harrell, David Edwin, 1930-
Brothers go to war. Oct'61:26
HARRELL, DAVID EDWIN, 1930-
HARRELL, DAVID EDWIN. QUEST FOR A CHRISTIAN AMERICA
    New books. Oct'66:18
HARRELL, DAVID EDWIN. WHITE SECTS AND BLACK MEN IN THE RECENT SOUTH
    New books. Apr'72:32
HARRELL, FREDERICK C
    News room. Apr'52:38
HARRELL, IRENE BURK. GOOD MARRIAGES GROW
    New books. Nov'69:28
Harrell, Robert L.
    A first class southern investment. Aug'23:36
    Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59
HARRELL, ROBERT L
    (photo) Mar'24:45
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
Five churches adopt home plan (photo) Nov'58:46
HARRELSON, WALTER JOSEPH, 1919- (married to Idella Harrelson)
    Classroom and campus. Jan'56:33
HARRIMAN, (married to Arthur A. Harriman)
    News room. Nov'57:35
HARRINGTON, GLADYS
    quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'39:inside front cover
Harrington, Helen
    Color book (poem) Mar'65:50
HARRINGTON, JANETTE T. LOOK AT THE CITY
    For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44
HARRINGTON, JANETTE T. THE SHADOWS THEY CAST
    North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
HARRINGTON, JANETTE T. WHO CARES?
    About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
HARRINGTON, LILLIAN
    (photo) Dec'62:13
HARRINGTON, W A
    Classroom and campus. Nov'51:29
HARRIS, (MRS. C. O.)
    Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32
HARRIS, (Married to Everett J. Harris)
    quoted. Circulation corner. May'35:1
HARRIS, (married to R. S. Harris)
    (photo) Nov'36:42
HARRIS, (married to William Harris)
    (death) May'26:50
Harris, Alton Louis, 1918- (married to Ola Winifred Moulton Harris)
    Where is our ship? Feb'47:48
    Echoes from everywhere.
    Apr'47:38  Dec'47:35  Dec'62:36
    Nov'47:34  Mar'56:34  Feb'64:36
    A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23
HARRIS, ALTON LOUIS, 1918-
    (photo) Jun'46:back cover    Feb'48:26
    Global highlights. Sep'60:6
    Ministers for the troubled Congo. Mar'63:12 (photo p. 13)
    (photo) Feb'64:36
    Missionary register. Sep'65:52
    (photo) Jul'69:25
HARRIS, ANNA, -1948
   In memoriam. Oct'48:37
HARRIS, ARTHUR M
HARRIS, CORDELIA
   (death) Last minute news. May'35:43
   (death) Clypty wings (photo) Jun'35:17
HARRIS, CYRIL. THE RELIGION OF UNDERGRADUATES
   Speaking of books. Dec'25:41
HARRIS, DAVID ALFRED, 1961-
   (birth) News room. Dec'61:32
HARRIS, DIANA READER
   In brief. May'69:45
HARRIS, E F
   (photo) Apr'41:25
HARRIS, ELIZA
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
HARRIS, ELLIS BUELL, 1879-1963 (married to Mary Bailey Harris)
   (photo) Mar'24:54 May'25:43
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'61:8
HARRIS, ERDMAN. TWENTY-ONE
   Speaking of books. Feb'32:33
HARRIS, E F A
   Casting into the treasury. Jun'22:44
HARRIS, F D
   (photo) Nov'25:31
HARRIS, FRANK G
   Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:9
HARRIS, FRED R.
   World events (photo) May'69:32
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Jul'69:17
HARRIS, FREDERICK BROWN. SPIRES OF THE SPIRIT
   Book chat. Sep'52:40
Harris, Genefrede
   See
   Carton, Genefred Harris
Harris, George A
   The contribution of a rural church. Oct'36:10
   Letters. Nov'66:41
HARRIS, GEORGE A
   (photo) Sep'54:38 Oct'58:21
HARRIS, GEORGINA
   Classroom and campus. Feb'43:33
HARRIS, H G
   In memoriam. Oct'41:39
HARRIS, HENSON
   Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
Harris, Jack
   Education for ministry in times of chronic change.
   Dec'72:suppl:19
HARRIS, JAMES F., JR.
   Global highlights. Jul'62:5
HARRIS, JOHN, -1954
   In memoriam. Mar'55:39
Harris, L David
   Chaplain of the Circus Kirk. Jan'70:22
Harris, Louis
See
Harris, A. Louis
HARRIS, LUCY
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'62:35
HARRIS, LYDIA A
In memoriam. May'27:49
HARRIS, MAGGIE TALCHIEF JIMESON
Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:16
HARRIS, MARIA L
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
HARRIS, MARY, -1935
Memorium. Oct'35:40
HARRIS, MAY
In memoriam. May'38:39
HARRIS, MYRTLE, -1956
In memoriam. Jul'56:39
Harris, Nellie F
Our Saturday religious day school. Jul'22:49
HARRIS, NELLIE F
(photo) Oct'22:5
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Echos from everywhere. Feb'24:50
Junior work in Spokane growing (photo) Mar'27:41
HARRIS, NETTIE
In memoriam. Feb'39:39
Harris, O D
Thanksgiving Day at Yakima mission. Jan'36:46
HARRIS, O D
(photo) Mar'24:51
Harris, Ola Winifred Moulton, 1917- (married to A. Louis Harris)
Where is our ship? Feb'47:48
Echos from everywhere.
  Apr'47:38 Nov'47:34 Dec'47:35 Mar'56:34
HARRIS, OLA WINIFRED MOULTON, 1917-
(photo) Jun'46:back cover Feb'48:26
Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:9
Ministers for the troubled Congo. Mar'63:12
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
HARRIS, PIERCE. SPIRITUAL REVOLUTION
Book chat. Mar'53:42
HARRIS, PLUMMER
(photo) Dec'19:60
HARRIS, RHODA A
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
HARRIS, THOMAS A. I'M OK--YOU'RE OK
New books. Jul'71:29
HARRIS, VIRGINIA
In memoriam. Jul'36:39
HARRIS, W C
(photo) Jan'21:5
HARRIS, W L
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
HARRIS, WILLIAM
Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:16
HARRIS, WILLIAM E
  quoted. Churches are studying the Provisional design.
  Mar'67:38

HARRIS SCHOOL OF NURSING
  See

  TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY. HARRIS SCHOOL OF NURSING

HARRISBURG, ILLINOIS. A. L. BOWEN CHILDREN'S CENTER
  Handicapped and their community discover each other.
  Mar'73:1

Harrison, (Mrs. E. E.)
  Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51

HARRISON, (MRS. J. A.)
  Memorium. Jul'34:39

HARRISON, (MRS. T. F.) -1946
  In memoriam. Sep'46:39

HARRISON, (married to Tom Harrison)
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'66:6

HARRISON, (MRS. W. D.)
  The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28

HARRISON, A BRADFORD
  (photo) Sep'33:4

HARRISON, ANN. PEARLS ARE MADE
  Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38
  Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

HARRISON, ANN. A TOOL IN HIS HAND
  Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

HARRISON, CALLA JAMES, 1859-1937
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30

HARRISON, CHRISTINE
  Operation education. May'62:27

HARRISON, CORDOVA ETTA, -1948
  In memoriam. May'49:39

HARRISON, DEAN
  Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
  (photo) Sep'66:front cover

HARRISON, DELORIS. WE SHALL LIVE IN PEACE
  New books. Feb'69:28

HARRISON, EFFIE J., -1952
  In memoriam. Jul'52:41

HARRISON, ELSIE W., -1971
  In memoriam. Nov'71:46

HARRISON, ESTHER
  Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:16

HARRISON, EVELYN. A GARDEN OF PRAYERS FOR JUNIORS
  Book chat. Dec'38:41

HARRISON, EVELYN. LITTLE KNOWN WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
  Book chat. Dec'36:40

HARRISON, EVELYN. LITTLE KNOW YOUNG PEOPLE OF THE BIBLE
  Book chat. Jan'38:33

HARRISON, F S
  Paging Mr. Rockefeller. Jan'38:4

HARRISON, GEORGE M
  Churchmen face economic issues (photo) May'50:17

HARRISON, GERTRUDE
  In memoriam. Nov'41:39

Harrison, Gladys M
  Needed in Jamaica. Feb'52:20
HARRISON, GLADYS M
News room. Nov'50:38
(photo) Feb'52:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
News room. Sep'55:39
Operation education. May'62:27

HARRISON, HASTINGS. GORDON CARR
Book chat. Jun'36:43

Harrison, Ida Withers, 1851-1927
(married to Albert Micajah Harrison)
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'23:4
A view of foreign missions. Mar'26:4
Woman's work for missions. Sep'26:48

HARRISON, IDA WITHERS, 1851-1927
Notes. Feb'19:46
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:5
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
(photo) Oct'22:7 Nov'22:34 May'23:32
O whom the world was not worthy. Aug'24:16
(photo) Jan'25:32
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
...world citizen (photo) Jan'28:21
Women and world highways (photo) Apr'48:33

HARRISON, IDA WITHERS. GARDENS ALL THE YEAR
Speaking of books. Oct'27:37

HARRISON, IDA WITHERS. HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS
Important. Nov'20:46
A record of fifty years. Nov'22:56
Christmas lists. Nov'23:56
The threshold. Jul'41:2

HARRISON, IDA WITHERS. MEMOIRS OF WILLIAM TEMPLE WITHERS
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:54
Mortally wounded, but victorious for 42 years. May'24:22

HARRISON, IKE H
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:31

HARRISON, JAMES RUSSELL, 1949-
(birth) News room. Mar'49:34

HARRISON, JANICE BRADSHAW (married to Wilson Harrison)
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39
(marriage) News room. Nov'61:39

HARRISON, JIM
quoted. Youth and the world mission (photo) Jan'68:31

HARRISON, JOHN S
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:32

HARRISON, MARGARET
In memoriam. Jun'45:33

HARRISON, MARGARET ELAINE, 1952-
(birth) News room. Oct'52:45

HARRISON, MARILYN O., 1922-1967
(married to Russell F. Harrison)
In memoriam. Jan'68:40
(note) Apr'68:26

HARRISON, MICHAEL
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:9
HARRISON, NANCY HOLWAGER CONE (married to Russell F. Harrison)  
(marriage) In brief. Feb'70:39
Harrison, Paul  
What will wreck America? Mar'32:22
HARRISON, PAUL  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'23:53  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
HARRISON, RICHARD B  
The blessed damozel (photo) Jul'35:9
HARRISON, RICHARD LEIGH, 1946- (married to Mona Harrison)  
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32
HARRISON, ROBERT WALKER  
News room. Nov'61:39
Harrison, Russell Francis, 1918-  
(married to Marilyn O. Harrison)  
(married to Nancy Holwager Cone Harrison)  
Camp is a quest. May'49:20  
Following up the call. May'52:8  
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36  
 Seeing is believing. Apr'53:12  
The afterglow of Travencore. May'53:12  
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38  
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41  
Adults and missions. Nov'60:34  
Disciples witness in united church efforts. Jan'61:26  
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44  
Women and world highways. Dec'61:33  
Coming: Schools of World Outreach. Mar'62:26  
Adults and mission. Mar'62:36  
God's power redeems the world (poem) Oct'62:31  
Moments of meditation. Jan'63:37  
Mission changing the world (poem) Mar'63:39  
Moments of meditation. Jun'63:37  
Youth and the world mission.  
Oct'64:42  
Sep'65:41  
Nov'66:38  
I met a planeload of refugees. Mar'67:19  
The dawn comes slowly (poem) Apr'68:27  
Hippie kingdom. Nov'48:40  
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:5  
Spotlight on Friendship House. Dec'73:28
HARRISON, RUSSELL FRANCIS, 1918-  
News room. Nov'47:40  
(photo) Nov'50:27  
News room.  
(photo) Feb'51:38  
Jun'52:38  
Jan'53:33  
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2  
News room. Sep'53:38  
These educational services change local churches (photo)  
Nov'54:10  
News room. May'55:38  
Global highlights. Apr'57:3  
(photo) May'57:26  
Christian educators to meet. May'58:48  
Global highlights (photo) Jul'59:6  
News room. Apr'60:34  
May'60:38  
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:4  
52
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'62:36
Global highlights (photo) Oct'62:6
Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:14
Global highlights (photo)
   May'64:4       Oct'64:5
   (photo) Oct'64:42       Mar'67:19
World events. May'69:35
(marriage) In brief. Feb'70:39
World events (photo) Dec'70:37
In brief. Jun'71:40
In brief (photo) Jun'73:39
HARRISON, RUSSELL FRANCIS. THIS IS CYF
Book chat. May'54:41
HARRISON, W. E
   Circulation corner (photo) Dec'47:inside front cover
HARRISON, WILLIAM
   Classroom and campus. Oct'61:32
HARRISON, WILLIAM HENRY OLIVER
   (photo) Jul'23:6
Harrison, William Oliver, 1911-1978
   A dream come true. Apr'48:9
HARRISON, WILLIAM OLIVER, 1911-1978
   quoted. Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:20
HARRISON, WILSON (married to Janice Bradshaw Harrison)
   (marriage) News room. Nov'61:39
HARRISON, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of parsonage and church school class) Jan'44:1
HARRISON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:39
HARRISONVILLE, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
   Adults and mission. Feb'63:38
HARRISTOWN, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Enroll in EHP. Mar'64:49
HARROD, ESTHER
   Five nurses in College of Missions. Feb'21:64
   Beneath the spire (photo) May'59:8
   (photo) May'62:47
HARROD, HOWARD L
   Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
HARROD, LOTTIE STODDARD, -1936
   In memorium. Oct'36:39
HARROD, PRUE HADDEN, 1883-1970 (married to Samuel Glen Harrod)
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:3
HARROD, SAMUEL GLEN, 1882-1941 (married to Prue Hadden Harrod)
   (photo) Jan'21:14
   (death) News room. Jul'41:34
   (death) College and university news (photo) Sep'41:30
HARROD, SAMUEL GLEN, JR.
   Classroom and campus. Feb'51:32       Feb'53:30
HARRODSBURG, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Feb'33:8
HARROLD, ERNEST LELAND, 1903-
   (photo) Mar'34:34       Apr'53:1
   Global highlights (photo) May'58:7
HARROLD, ROSE
   (photo) Dec'37:6
HARRY, JOHN
   Boys find their place in life. Feb'43:27
Harry, Warren Otis, 1933-
   Agencies and churches. Feb'63:31
HARRYMAN, LEONA MAY
   (death) May'20:50
Harsell, Wolcott Smith, 1890-1966
   (married to Dorothea M. Mastin Harsell)
   A service of memory. Apr'32:32
HARSELL, WOLCOTT SMITH, 1890-1966
   Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
   Apr'19:39
HARSH, (MRS. G.)
   (death) May'26:50
HARSH, (MRS. G. R., SR.)
   News room. Sep'43:27 Jan'45:36
Harsh, Mary
   Maurice. Jul'28:37
Harshbarger, V S
   Book chat. Apr'35:44
HARSHIN, ADA
   News room. May'56:38 Dec'61:32
HARSTON, (MRS. A. T.)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
Hart, (Mrs. A. E.)
   A letter to which our hearts respond. Feb'22:57
HART, A
   (photo) Jun'30:32
Hart, Bessie, 1886-1973
   Missionary organizations' own section. Sep'34:35
   Women and world highways. Dec'62:33
HART, BESSIE, 1886-1973
   (photo) Jan'28:32
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
   (photo) Nov'35:44 Nov'36:42 Jun'43:5
   News room. Sep'53:38 Mar'54:38
   (photo) Dec'62:33
Hart, Don
   Glimpses of our colleges. Jan'24:10
HART, E I VIRGIL HART, MISSIONARY STATESMAN
   The book shelf. Sep'20:53
HART, ELMA CAMPBELL
   (death) Oct'25:55
HART, GARDNER
   (photo) Jan'42:13
HART, HORNELL. NEW GATEWAYS TO CREATIVE LIVING
   Book chat. Feb'42:23
HART, HORNELL. SKEPTIC'S QUEST
   Book chat. Oct'38:24
HART, LIDDELL. THE WAR IN OUTLINE
   Book chat. May'39:24
Hart, Madison Ashley, 1874-1947
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
   Dec'21:47
   Is religious work taboo where wealth and culture abound?
HART, MADISON ASHLEY, 1874-1947
   (photo) May'23:32 Mar'24:54
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'28:45
HART, MARIE
   (photo) Sep'28:34
HART, OLIVER J
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:3
Hart, William Henry
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
HART, WILLIAM J. STORIES OF OUR NATIONAL SONGS
   Book chat. Jan'43:44
HART, WINDSOR
   They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
HARTE, HOUSTON. IN OUR IMAGE
   Book chat. Oct'49:38
HARTENBERGER, BEULAH RAE (married to Paul E. Hartenberger)
   For adult mission study (photo) Jul'56:36
HARTENBERGER, RAE
   News room. May'56:38
HARTR, DALE
   We learned Spanish and our eyes were opened. Sep'69:17
Harter, Glen
   See
   Archer, Glen Harter
HARTER, LOIS
   (photo) Dec'45:5
HARTFORD, ETTA, -1957
   In memoriam. May'57:33
HARTFORD, HUNTINGTON
   World events. Jun'71:38
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
   The last word. Jul'65:50
HARTFORD SEMINARY FOUNDATION
   Feb'25:10
      What unusual thing has your society done? Dec'27:47
   The new home for the College of Missions (photos) Aug'28:23
   Dr. Mackenzie retires. Jun'30:4
   Our colleges in full swing (photo of Disciple students) Feb'31:46
   Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
   College activities. Feb'37:33
   Global highlights. Mar'46:3
HARTH, GEORG
   Parsonage sick bay. Dec'55:50
HARTLEE, ELLA F
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:6
HARTLEY, BEN
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:6
HARTLEY, BERNICE
   (photo) Jun'23:43
Hartley, James R
   Venture in understanding. Jul'63:30
HARTLEY, LYMAN R
   quoted. Last column. Oct'55:48
HARTMAN, ANNA BELL
   The church speaks across the footlights (photo) May'72:10
HARTMAN, GROVER LOWELL, 1917-1988
   News room (photo) Nov'61:39
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'69:46
HARTMAN, JOHN
   World events (photo) Dec'70:37
HARTMAN, ORA MAUDE, -1947
   In memoriam. Dec'47:35
HARTMAN, SUSAN D
   Classroom and campus. Feb'64:33
HARTMAN, VLADIMIR E
   Classroom and campus.
      Oct'47:30      Jul'48:30      (photo) Jan'51:2
HARTRUM, (married to Walter Hartrum)
   A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:19
HARTSELL, EFFIE, -1958
   In memoriam. Jul'58:43
HARTELL, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A first class southern investment (photo) Aug'23:36
   What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11
HARTSFIELD, ELIZABETH ANN, 1914-
   Adults and mission. May'63:38
   Like a golden thread. Mar'67:39
HARSHORNE, CHARLES. BEYOND HUMANISM
   Book chat. Oct'37:20
HARTHO, EMMA FRANCES
   In memoriam. May'29:36
HARTSOCK, MILDRED
   Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
HARTSOOK, INA
   Notes. Jan'19:62
      (photo) Aug'19:27
   Notes. Aug'19:46      Nov'19:67
      Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
HARTT, JULIAN N. TOWARD A THEOLOGY OF EVANGELISM
   Book chat. Oct'55:16
HARTUNG, (MISS) (METHODIST MISSIONARY)
   (photo) Dec'22:26
HARTEWELL, B. C.
   Global highlights. Jul'59:4
HARTEWELL, FRANK
   (photo) Jul'20:21
HARTEWELL, JOSEPH CRANE
   (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
HARVARD COLLEGE
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:53
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
HARVARD COLLEGE. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
   Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'24:47
"THE HARVEST" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'59:45
HARVEST FESTIVAL
   Nov'57:28
"HARVEST IN OKINAWA" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'62:44
HARVEY, (married to Charles W. Harvey)
   In memoriam. Sep'37:39
Harvey, (married to Edgar W. Harvey)
   Letters. Nov'64:49
HARVEY, A. E. THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE: COMPANION TO THE NEW
   TESTAMENT
   New books. Nov'70:28
HARVEY, CLAIRE COLLINS
   World events. Jul'71:37
HARVEY, ENOS, -1960
   (death) News room. Nov'60:36
HARVEY, ENOS LYLE, 1915-
   Three workers picked for state education posts. Nov'53:47
   News room. Feb'56:38
   quoted. Adults want to learn (photo) Nov'60:11
   News room. Mar'61:46
   Global highlights. Feb'69:34
HARVEY, JESSIE C
   (death) Apr'23:55
HARVEY, LYLE
   See
   HARVEY, E. LYLE
HARVEY, VAN A. THE HISTORIAN AND THE BELIEVER
   New books. Sep'66:40
HARVILL, RICHARD A. (married to George Lee Garner Harvill)
   Beneath the spire (photo) May'58:8
HARVUOT, ALEXANDER McMILLAN, 1860-1920
   Announcement. Apr'19:1
   (tribute) Aug'20:39
HARWARD, H G
   What's doing in England. Feb'28:29
HARWOOD, (married to Ray Harwood) -1947
   In memoriam. May'47:41
HARWOOD, CHARLES EDWARD
   (death) College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
HARWOOD, SARAH
   Fowler Homes serve young and old (photo) Dec'54:8
HARWOOD HALL
   See
   JULIETTE FOWLER HOMES
Hascall, Beulah
   Letters. May'70:34
HASELDEN, JANE
   College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
HASELTON, KYLE. DEATH OF A MYTH
   Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
HASELTON, KYLE. MANDATE FOR WHITE CHRISTIANS
   New books. Jan'67:20
HASENBALK, CHARLES  
(photo) Dec'22:37
Hashinger, Edward H (married to Margaret Hashinger)  
Keep them young at 83. Jul'66:32
HASHINGER, EDWARD H  
Classroom and campus (photo)  
Sep'65:37  Feb'68:34  
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:35
HASHMI, YUSUF ABBAS  
Classroom and campus. Dec'65:34 (photo p. 35)
HASKELL, 1851-1938. (married to A. R. Haskell)  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40  
(death) Dec'38:43
HASKELL, A R. -1937  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42  
(death) Mar'37:46
Haskell, Ethel Plunkett, 1890-1960 (married to Walter W. Haskell)  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:63  
A festal time in China. Jun'25:53  
Getting settled again in China. Jul'26:36  
A busy center. Feb'28:41  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:36  Jul'30:40  
An obligation and an opportunity for Christian home building. May'33:26  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:40  
Reaching many types. Jul'35:30  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:46  Nov'40:38  
Women and world highways. Mar'41:43  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'41:38  
Wuhu Academy students win prizes. Dec'47:45  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36
HASKELL, ETHEL PLUNKETT, 1890-1960  
Program helps (photo) Mar'25:49  
(photo) Mar'30:63  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41  
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:9  
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
Dec'36:30  May'37:40  Nov'37:29  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36  
News room. Feb'49:34  
(photo) Sep'55:15  
(death) News room. Nov'60:36
HASKELL, EVELYN  
See  
HASKELL, MARY EVELYN RANKIN
HASKELL, FRANCES CULLEY (married to Walter W. Haskell, 1961)  
(marriage) News room. Jan'62:32
HASKELL, GEORGE W  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
HASKELL, HELEN MAY  
(photo) Jun'23:15  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40  
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26  
(photo p. 24)
HASKELL, HOARCE WINSTON, 1925-  
(birth) Mar'26:64
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26
   (photo p. 24)
   (photo) Feb'41:inside back cover
HASKELL, MARY EVELYN RANKIN
   (married to Walter Merwin Haskell)
Notes. Jan'19:62
HASKELL, MERWIN
   See
HASKELL, WALTER MERWIN
   Haskell, Walter Will, 1890-
   (married to Ethel Plunkett Haskell)
   (married to Frances Culley Haskell, 1961)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:61
Not afraid of religion. Feb'30:43
The missionary: then and now. Jun'33:26
Mr. Hu returns to Wuhu. Jul'41:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:38
HASKELL, WALTER WILL, 1890-
   Notes. Jan'19:62
   Apr'19:62
   Program helps (photo) Mar'25:49
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
   (photo) Mar'30:63       Dec'32:suppl:9
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40       Nov'37:29
   (photo) Oct'41:11       Feb'42:15
   Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
   (photo) Jun'42:back cover
   Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
   (photo) Oct'42:15
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
   (photo) Nov'50:13
   News room. Nov'51:30
   Age and experience count most. Sep'55:14 (photo p. 15)
   (marriage) News room. Jan'62:32
HASKELL, WALTER MERWIN, 1920-
   (married to Mary Evelyn Rankin Haskell)
   (photos) Jun'23:15,22
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
   Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26
   (photo p. 24)
   News room. Jan'43:34
HASKELL, WINSTON
   See
HASKELL, HORACE WINSTON
HASKELL INSTITUTE
   (photo) Aug'23:54
   Finding Christ for the Red Man (photo) Feb'25:37
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Aug'25:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
HASKELL, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Aug'24:9
Haskins, L B
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:61
HASLAM, MARY, -1960 (married to Ellis Haslam)
   In memoriam. Mar'61:41
Hass, (Mrs. L. H. R.)
Women and world highways. Dec'43:27

Hass, Lonnie Headley, 1910–1988 (married to Lydia Hass)
Church life revival. Oct'53:15
Revolution in the countryside. Oct'61:11
Discovery in the Maritimes. Apr'62:21
First step: census. Nov'62:26
Update on New Church Advance. Dec'69:14
See on good ground. Jun'71:6
Traditional or conventional churches. Oct'71:suppl:18
The role of ecumenical organizations. Oct'71:suppl:27

HASS, LONNIE HEADLEY, 1910–1988
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'52:31
(photo) Oct'53:15
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'59:31
Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:4
quoted. Global highlights. May'62:5
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'63:4 May'63:6
News room. Jun'63:41
Our disintegrating country churches. May'64:9
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
In brief. Nov'70:40
World events (photo) Apr'71:38
(photo) Oct'71:suppl:18,27

HASS, LONNIE. THE PARISH UNITY
Books of interest. Jul'63:43

HASS, LUCY ANN, 1930–
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'52:31
They built a church in five weeks (photo) Nov'53:13
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:22
Global highlights (photo) May'62:4
News room (photo) Apr'63:32

HASS, WILLIAM HAROLD, 1933–
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37

HASSELL, JESSE
News room. Oct'51:43

HASSELVANDER, EUNICE
(photo) Jul'23:4

HASSELVANDER, MARY
(photo) Jul'23:4

HASSELVANDER, NELLIE MAY
(photo) Jul'23:4

HASSELVANDER, PEARL
(photo) Jul'23:4

HASSELVANDER, PHILIP
(photo) Jul'23:4

HASSIG, (married to Ronald Hassig)
(photo) Sep'67:17

HASSINGER, KAREN
Last column. May'53:48

HASSLER, ALFRED. DIARY OF A SELF-MADE CONVICT
Book chat. Mar'54:40

HASTIE, (MRS. E. E.) –1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37

HASTINGS, E. M
What one man would do. Feb'49:5
HASTINGS, GEORGE B
Global highlights. Sep'58:8

HASTINGS, GRACE PINNEY
Memorium. May'36:39

Hastings, James Warren, 1897-1960
(married to Thelma Mae Watson Hastings)
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
The minister--an educator. Nov'33:21
The church and the children of the world. Jun'34:20
Problems faced by our Washington, D.C. churches. Apr'44:17
A dream come true. Sep'45:16

HASTINGS, JAMES WARREN, 1897-1960
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
What's doing in Britain. Jul'28:20
(photo) Nov'32:16
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:24
quoted. Circulation's cozy corner. Jun'34:1
Personalities. May'35:17 Feb'36:21
College notes. May'36:33
(photo) Nov'36:23 May'46:19 Dec'49:27
Jun'43:5 Sep'46:27
Global highlights (photo) Dec'51:3
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'52:29
(death) News room. Jun'60:42

Hastings, M Louise C
A child's picture interest. Jul'42:47
Christmas stories. Dec'43:36
A child's first impressions. May'48:44
Children are teachers. Jun'54:47

HASTINGS, ROSETTA BUTLER, 1845?-1934
(married to Zachariah Simpson Hastings)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45

HASTINGS, RUTH A. PUERTO RICO TODAY AND TOMORROW
Book related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

Hastings, Thelma Mae Watson (married to James Warren Hastings)
Direct line. Jan'72:32

HASTINGS, THELMA MAE WATSON
What's doing in Britain. Jul'28:20
quoted. Wht they said (photo) Nov'34:18
(photo) Nov'36:23 Jun'41:17,42
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19
(photo) Sep'42:27
World Convention digest (photo) Sep'47:9
(photo) Dec'50:26
Global highlights (photo) Jul'54:3 (photo) Jan'55:3
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'55:31
Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'60:32
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:4
Women and world highways. Jun'61:37
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:6
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'69:34
In brief. Sep'71:35

HASTINGS, WILLIAM F. PUERTO RICO TODAY AND TOMORROW
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

HASTINGS, NEBRASKA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39
The churches catch a vision. Dec'26:29

HASTINGS, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4

HASTLE, W J quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover

HASTY, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. May'27:49

HATAKEYAMA, SAKUO
Global highlights. Nov'62:7 (photo p. 6)

HATANAKA, (married to Iwao Hatanaka)
(photo) Dec'34:10
Hatanaka, Iwao
World peace. Dec'34:10

HATANAKA, IWAO quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
(photo) Dec'34:10
A thirtieth anniversary (photo) Apr'37:28
A thirty-fifth anniversary (photo) Feb'41:28
School for Christian living (photo) Nov'49:52
News room. Jun'52:39
(photo) Jul'52:26
A day at Sei Gakuin (photo) May'54:7
Return to Gos. May'61:42

Hatcher, (Mrs. O. E.)
Life (poem) Feb'38:45

HATCHER, J WESLEY
Notes. Oct'19:61

HATCHER, LUCY LOUISE
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'51:4

HATCHITT, CINDA
Crusade progress. Jul'49:26

HATEFI, ABDOLLAH
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:32

Hatfield, Cora
Interesting items... Aug'19:41

HATFIELD, FLORA ROSS
(death) Jan'20:53

HATFIELD, MARK O. CONFLICT AND CONSCIENCE
New books. Dec'71:28

HATFIELD, WINONAH
One family stays. May'63:48

HATHAWAY, H L
(photo) Nov'25:31

HATHAWAY, LULU. THE BOY WHO COULDN'T TALK
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39

HATHAWAY, LULU. ESPECIALLY ROSITA
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33

HATHAWAY, LULU. THEY LIVED THEIR LOVE
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32

HATHAWAY, SUSAN RACHEL, -1948
In memoriam. Dec'48:37

HATHORN, RABAN. MARRIAGE: AN INTERFAITH GUIDE FOR ALL COUPLES
New books. Sep'70:28
HATHWAY, STEPHEN  
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33

HATLETT, E S  
   St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44

HATO NUEVO, PUERTO RICO  
   Puerto Rican close-up (photo of church) May'65:29

HATO TEJAS, PUERTO RICO  
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38  
   (photo of church) May'55:11

HATT, HAROLD ERNEST, 1932-  

HATTA, INDIA  
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:38  
   Meeting new people. Apr'26:61  
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:49 May'27:50  
   Livengood news. Jan'30:35  
   Where superstition is rife. Apr'30:26  
   (photo of vacation church school) Jun'30:35  
   Following an investment on through. Jun'30:37  
   Echoes from everywhere.  
   Jan'32:39 Feb'49:38 Apr'52:36 Nov'52:35

HATTENDORF, CHRISTIEN  
   What kind of harvest will they reap? (photo) Oct'49:28

HATTIESBURG, MISSISSIPPI. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   Notes. Feb'20:62 Jul'20:43  
   A church that dared do its full duty (photo) Apr'21:55  
   What the Hattiesburg Church means to me. Jan'42:17  
   Every soldier is lonesome--until. Apr'43:6  
   (photo) Jul'49:front cover  
   The cover. Jul'49:inside front cover

HATTON, JULIA CRAVENS, -1947  
   In memoriam. Mar'48:37

HATZLER, C T  
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Nov'51:48

HATZLER, FRED  
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Nov'51:48

HATZLER, RUTH  
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Nov'51:48

HAU, P. C.  
   Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Mar'39:33

HAUCH, JANE  
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40

HAUENSTIEN, AMY  
   (death) Oct'21:64

Hauer, Elizabeth Norris  
   God's morning (poem) Oct'69:9

HAUFF, AMDEEA BORTOLOTTI, 1911- (married to William Wayne Hauff)  
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'54:4

HAUGAN, RANDOLPH E. CHRISTMAS, AN AMERICAN ANNUAL  
   Book chat. Dec'43:38

HAUGAN, RANDOLPH E. A CHRISTMAS GALLERY  
   New books. Dec'70:29

HAUGHLEY, FRANK EUGENE, 1855-1922  
   A faithful ministry (photo) Nov'21:58  
   (death) Aug'22:59

HAUGHLEY, JOHN  
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'68:7
HAUGHTON, NINA MAUDE, -1959
  In memoriam. Sep'59:37
HAUGHTON, ROSEMARY. BIBLE FOR YOUNG CHRISTIANS
  New books. Mar'68:39
Haun, C  C
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39
HAUN, C  C
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:40
Haun, David L
  A better picture of world mission. Jul'73:28
HAUFTFLEISCH, LISA
  World events (photo) Mar'72:38
HAUPTFUchter (HAUPFUeHRER), GEORGE K
  Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36  Mar'61:36
Haury, Clarejean
  (untitled poem) Mar'71:24
HAUSER, BESS
  In memoriam. Feb'44:33
HAUSER, CONRAD A. TEACHING RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
  Book chat. May'42:23
Haushalter, Walter Milton, 1889–1963
  Your dares to adventure for God. Sep'24:8
  Patriotism is not enough! Sep'26:23
HAUSHALTER, WALTER MILTON, 1889–1963
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'25:52
  quoted. A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:29
  Personalities. May'35:17
HAUSHALTER, WALTER MILTON. MRS EDDY PURLOINS FROM HEGEL
  Book chat. Jan'37:18
HAUSHEER, HERMAN
  Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
HAUSSKNECHT, EMMA
  Classroom and campus. Feb'54:32
HAUTZENRADER, C. W.
  Good tidings in Jamaica (photo) Jun'61:15
Hautzenrader, Mildred Ann, 1905–
  (married to Clarence W. Hautzenrader)
  For adult mission study. Sep'60:38
HAUTZENRADER, MILDRED ANN, 1905–
  (ordination) News room. Nov'45:26
  Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'56:4
  Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:43
"HAVEN OF HOPE" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'55:42
HAVENER, JOHN ROY, 1883–1969
  In memoriam. Dec'69:46
HAVENER, R  B
  In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
HAVENS, A  W
  (photo) Mar'24:23  Oct'41:16
Havens, Athol Vivian, 1906–
  (married to Martha Frances Rice Havens)
  The secret of financial success. Oct'41:16
  Make the world safe with Christianity. May'42:30
Thanksgiving in a world at war. Nov'42:20
HAVENS, ATHOL VIVIAN, 1906-
   (photo) May'42:30
HAVENS, CALISTA
   The Havens Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40
HAVENS, DAVID WARD, 1935- (married to Suzanne Shively Havens)
   It takes courage to be Christian! May'66:19
HAVENS, DAVID WARD, 1935-
   (birth) Feb'36:47
   (photo) Jun'37:25
HAVENS, ELEANOR JEAN, 1924-
   Where brunettes are preferred. Nov'26:40
   Two women trek through jungle. Jun'27:14
HAVENS, EVA
   See
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913- (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
HAVENS, MARY SUE McDONALD, 1897-
   (married to Virgil E. Havens)
HAVENS, RAY HAL, 1925-1981
   (married to Kathleen Bailey Havens Austin)
HAVENS, THOMAS WARD, 1926-
   (married to Edith Havens)
HAVENS, WILLIAM IVY, 1927-
   (married to Gertrude J. Havens)
HAVENS, WILMA MAY, 1918-1981
   (married to Charles Havens)
WHERE BRUNETTES ARE PREFERRED. NOV'26:40
TWO WOMEN TREK THROUGH JUNGLE. JUN'27:14
HAVENS, IN BRIEF. FEB'72:38
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913-
   (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
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HAVENS, RAY HAL, 1925-1981
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HAVENS, IN BRIEF. FEB'72:38
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913-
   (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
HAVENS, MARY SUE McDONALD, 1897-
   (married to Virgil E. Havens)
HAVENS, RAY HAL, 1925-1981
   (married to Kathleen Bailey Havens Austin)
HAVENS, THOMAS WARD, 1926-
   (married to Edith Havens)
HAVENS, WILLIAM IVY, 1927-
   (married to Gertrude J. Havens)
HAVENS, WILMA MAY, 1918-1981
   (married to Charles Havens)
WHERE BRUNETTES ARE PREFERRED. NOV'26:40
TWO WOMEN TREK THROUGH JUNGLE. JUN'27:14
HAVENS, IN BRIEF. FEB'72:38
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913-
   (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
HAVENS, MARY SUE McDONALD, 1897-
   (married to Virgil E. Havens)
HAVENS, RAY HAL, 1925-1981
   (married to Kathleen Bailey Havens Austin)
HAVENS, THOMAS WARD, 1926-
   (married to Edith Havens)
HAVENS, WILLIAM IVY, 1927-
   (married to Gertrude J. Havens)
HAVENS, WILMA MAY, 1918-1981
   (married to Charles Havens)
WHERE BRUNETTES ARE PREFERRED. NOV'26:40
TWO WOMEN TREK THROUGH JUNGLE. JUN'27:14
HAVENS, IN BRIEF. FEB'72:38
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913-
   (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
HAVENS, MARY SUE McDONALD, 1897-
   (married to Virgil E. Havens)
HAVENS, RAY HAL, 1925-1981
   (married to Kathleen Bailey Havens Austin)
HAVENS, THOMAS WARD, 1926-
   (married to Edith Havens)
HAVENS, WILLIAM IVY, 1927-
   (married to Gertrude J. Havens)
HAVENS, WILMA MAY, 1918-1981
   (married to Charles Havens)
WHERE BRUNETTES ARE PREFERRED. NOV'26:40
TWO WOMEN TREK THROUGH JUNGLE. JUN'27:14
HAVENS, IN BRIEF. FEB'72:38
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913-
   (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
HAVENS, MARY SUE McDONALD, 1897-
   (married to Virgil E. Havens)
HAVENS, RAY HAL, 1925-1981
   (married to Kathleen Bailey Havens Austin)
HAVENS, THOMAS WARD, 1926-
   (married to Edith Havens)
HAVENS, WILLIAM IVY, 1927-
   (married to Gertrude J. Havens)
HAVENS, WILMA MAY, 1918-1981
   (married to Charles Havens)
WHERE BRUNETTES ARE PREFERRED. NOV'26:40
TWO WOMEN TREK THROUGH JUNGLE. JUN'27:14
HAVENS, IN BRIEF. FEB'72:38
HAVENS, JASPER C., 1913-
   (married to Freda Havens)
   News room. May'56:38
HAVENS, KATHLEEN BAILEY (married to Ray H. Havens)
   See
HAVENS, LULU MAY, 1875-1946 (married to A. W. Havens)
   (death) News room. Mar'46:39
HAVENS, MARY SUE McDONALD, 1897-
   (married to Virgil E. Havens)
In brief. Oct'73:32
World events (photo) Nov'73:38

HAVENS, ROSALIND, 1929-
(birth) Oct'29:64
(photo) May'34:26 Jun'37:25

HAVENS, URSULA PARSONS
The Havens Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40

HAVENS, VIRGIL ERA, 1899-1948
(married to Mary Sue McDonald Havens)
Agriculture a by-product of Christian missions. Jun'37:8

HAVENS HOME (EAST AURORA, NY)
Jan'19:39
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Notes. Feb'19:46
Reorganization. Mar'19:53
Record of service... Apr'19:6
(photo) Apr'19:11
Apr'19:61
NBA directory. Ma'19:60
Notes. Jun'19:59
Echoes from grateful hearts. Jul'19:49
...a haven of rest. Aug'19:40
An interesting picnic. Sep'19:43
Notes. Sep'19:49 Oct'19:60
The house beautiful. Jan'20:44
Items of interest... Feb'20:48
Notes. Feb'20:63 Mar'20:63
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
(photo) Aug'20:40
A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
(photo) Apr'21:13
Joy and service in Havens Home. Apr'21:54
Report. Sep'21:38
Helping god to keep His promises (photos) Apr'22:10
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:30
Annual report... Sep'22:43
A farewell to the guests of Havens Home. Dec'22:56
Moving the family south. Jan'23:38

HAVERHILL, MASSACHUSETTS. MAIN STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hope revived (photo) Apr'19:57
Notes. Feb'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64 Jul'23:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:37

HAVERSTICK, JOHN. THE PROGRESS OF THE PROTESTANT
New books. Oct'70:28

HAVIGHURST, ROBERT J. THE EDUCATIONAL MISSION OF THE CHURCH
New books. Jun'65:41

HAVNER, VANCE

HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Mar'49:26
Together we build (photo of pastor's cabinet) Apr'54:13

HAVRE, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
Twentieth Century pioneering. Dec'22:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49

HAVRE, MONTANA. SIXTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:8

HAWAI'I
(photo) Jul'23:front cover
Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57 Nov'26:55
The last page. Mar'27:64
En route to Australia. Nov'28:62
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
...far western outpost. Sep'48:22
Youth and missions. Sep'48:35
For adult missionary groups. Oct'48:34 Nov'48:34
I visit Honolulu. Apr'49:22
Echoes from everywhere (photo of meeting) May'51:36
Disciples in territories. Apr'58:22
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:18
...crossroads of the Pacific. Oct'58:27
For adult mission study. Oct'58:38
Women and world highways. Nov'58:35
..."Garden of religions." Jun'59:30
Global highlights. Jul'63:5
Opportunity in "Paradise." Jan'65:28
Church Women United in Hawaii. Jun'68:28

HAWES, (MRS. J. M.) -1928
In memoriam. Feb'29:34

HAWK, BILL
A foster family for the Hawks (photo) Dec'26:26

HAWK, CHUCK
A foster family for the Hawks (photo) Dec'26:26

HAWK, DAVE
A foster family for the Hawks (photo) Dec'26:26

HAWK, EARL (married to Wyoma Hawk)
A foster family for the Hawks. Dec'26:26 (photo p. 27)

HAWK, JEN
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:13

HAWK, JEU, -1931
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41

HAWK, JOANNE
A foster family for the Hawks (photo) Dec'26:27

HAWK, WYOMA (married to Earl Hawk)
A foster family for the Hawks. Dec'26:26 (photo p. 27)
HAWKINS, (TENNESSEE)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:63
Hawkins, (married to Rival Hawkins)
   World friendship comes alive! Nov'52:29
HAWKINS, ALICE JESSIE
   (death) Aug'20:31
HAWKINS, CHARLES W
   (photo) Oct'43:5
HAWKINS, CHAUNCEY J. DO THE CHURCHES DARE?
   Speaking of books. Apr'30:30
Hawkins, Dorothy M
   I believe in the triumph of beauty (poem) Aug'24:26
Hawkins, Elza Merideth (married to Lois Swick Hawkins)
   Church union in sixteen countries. Jan'73:29
HAWKINS, ELZA MERIDETH (married to Lois Swick Hawkins)
   News room. Sep'46:40
   Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31 Sep'57:31
   In brief. Feb'71:40
   (photo) Jan'73:29
HAWKINS, ETHEL, -1955
   In memoriam. Apr'55:35
HAWKINS, J. CLINTON
   Men to meet in Cleveland. Sep'56:42
HAWKINS, J J (married to Verba Lyons Hawkins)
   (marriage) Around the Jarvis campus. Jun'42:29
HAWKINS, JESSE J
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
HAWKINS, LAURENCE
   (photo) Jul'20:21
Hawkins, Lois Olive Swick, 1912--
   (married to Elza Merideth Hawkins)
   Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters. Sep'71:20
   Church finds and creates opportunity in Philippines. Sep'72:29
HAWKINS, LOIS OLIVE SWICK, 1912--
   Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
   News room. Jun'52:38
   Classroom and campus. Jan'54:29
   In brief. Feb'71:40
HAWKINS, MARY W
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Hawkins, Rival J
   They that go down to the sea in ships. Apr'45:36
   CYF caravan to Mexico. Jan'52:24
HAWKING, RIVAL J.
   Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41
   News room (photo) Apr'55:38
   News room. Nov'56:36
   Global highlights. May'61:7
HAWKINS, VERBA LYONS (married to J. J. Hawkins)
   (marriage) Around the Jarvis campus. Jun'42:29
HAWKINS, WILLIAM J
   In brief (photo) Mar'71:41
HAWKINS, TEXAS. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
   Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:35
HAWKINS, TEXAS. JARVIS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:40
Hawks, Josephine
Thirty pieces (poem) Mar'67:29
Communion (poem) Apr'68:42
Prayer of a night worker (poem) Jul'68:40
The link (poem) Mar'72:22
HAWLEY, ADA M., 1878-1963
In memoriam. Apr'63:49
HAWLEY, CARRIE C. WARFEL, 1896-1965
(married to Clarence Owen Hawley)
(photo) Jul'35:34
Hawley, Clarence Owen, 1890-1963
(married to Carrie C. Warfel Hawley)
Look well, therefore, to this day. Jun'31:5
How five hundred churches raise money. Oct'31:21
What is necessary to accomplish it. Jun'32:11
Recovery is on the way. Sep'34:21
A renewed local church. Oct'35:14
Meeting the tragedy of the church. Mar'37:22
A period of tithing. Apr'37:27
Approaching June 30. Jun'37:18
Stewardship program in the local church. Oct'37:13
The Easter to Pentecost tithing period. Apr'38:21
The effective church in the community. Sep'38:20
Program--then budgets. Oct'38:9
April, May and June. Jun'39:14
The church in America. Sep'39:20
Brotherhood Dinner... Jan'40:15
Stewardship year. Jul'40:27
Bread and butter. Jun'41:14
Twofold emergency in life and work. Sep'41:8
Emergency Millon: second year. Sep'42:17
Looking ahead. Sep'43:8
Safeguarding simplification. Apr'44:21
A report to the Brotherhood. Jul'44:16
With Christ we build anew. Sep'45:19
The 1950 Week of Compassion. Jan'50:15
Let's finish the job. Jun'50:10
Greater things than these. Oct'50:27
Compassion calls for sharing. Feb'51:19
The assurance of things hoped for. Oct'51:21
HAWLEY, CLARENCE OWEN, 1890-1963
(photo) Mar'24:20
Promoting promotion (photo) Jan'25:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
Mr. Hawley to head Promotional Department... (photo)
Sep'30:23
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
(photo) Nov'31:28 May'33:4
...heads Promotion (photo) May'35:22
(photo) Jun'37:18 Jun'38:12 Jan'39:8
Apr'38:21 Dec'38:29
The threshold (photo) Jul'40:2
(photo) Apr'41:inside Nov'42:24 Sep'43:8
back cover Jan'43:7 Jun'44:11
Oct'41:8 Jun'43:5 Sep'45:19
Disciples plan advance program. Nov'45:7
(photo) May'46:19
Global highlights. Jul'46:2    Feb'47:2
(photo) Sep'47:12     Sep'49:41     Jan'50:15
Global highlights (photo) Jun'50:3
(photo) Jun'50:10     Oct'50:27
Global highlights (photo) Nov'53:2
(photo) Mar'55:3
Global highlights (photo) May'55:3    (photo) Oct'55:2
(photo) Nov'55:6
Recommitment to a common cause (photo) Dec'55:29
Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:3
Spokesmen for God (photo) Jul'56:28
Global highlights. Apr'57:3
...honored (photo) May'57:13
New assignment for a trusted leader (photo) Jun'57:8
Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:2
(death) News room. Jan'64:40

HAWLEY, JAMES
Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:30

HAWORTH, PAUL L
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
College notes. Nov'36:40

HAWT, TAA
New life for a Thai village. Mar'68:14

HAWTHORNE, JUDITH CECILIA TYE, 1943-
(married to Jennings Hawthorne, Jr.)
(marriage) New room. Jul'64:34

HAWTHORNE, CECILIA TYE
See
HAWTHORNE, JUDITH CECILIA TYE

HAWTHORNE, CHARLES W
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43

HAWTHORNE, CHARLES W. "ADORATION" (PAINTING)
Madonnas from many lands (photo) Dec'38:24

HAWTHORNE, JENNINGS, JR. (married to Judith Cecilia Tye Jennings)
(marriage) New room. Jul'64:34

HAY, (MRS. A. B.)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60

HAY, (married to Chauncey S. Hay)
(photo) Feb'27:38

HAY, (MRS. G. H.)
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46

HAY, (MRS. G. W.)
(death) Jan'26:49

HAY, (married to H. Gordon Hay)
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:63

HAY, CHAUNCEY S
(photo) Feb'27:38

HAY, EVELYN
See
CARTMILL, EVELYN

HAY, H GORDON
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:63

HAY, J GORDON
The call of Friendship Brook. Apr'22:40
(photo) Feb'23:20
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Our first Christmas in Jamaica. Mar'23:56
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
(photo) Sep'30:16

HAY, J. NAIRN
Two men (photo) May'36:14
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38

HAY, JOHN
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38

HAY, JOHN C
A fifty year adventure (photo) Oct'25:28

HAY, JOHN N
Doctor for Asuncion. Oct'34:44

HAY, K
(photo) May'55:38

HAY, KENNETH
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32
Global highlights (photo) Apr'65:6
(photo) Sep'66:front cover

HAY, LAWRENCE CORD, 1920-
(married to Evelyn Weber Hay Cartmill)
(married to)
In brief. Sep'71:34

HAY, LeROY FRANCIS, 1912-
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28
Teamwork in church construction (photo) Jul'58:17

Hay, Marie C
Working mothers need the church. Oct'62:20

HAY, MARIE C
Mrs. Bettie R. Brown retures (photo) May'51:42
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'53:34
In brief. Dec'72:41

HAY, WINIFRED HOPKINS, –1952
In memoriam. May'52:39

HAYASHI, TETSUMARO
Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30

HAYDEN, (MRS. J. O.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'40:2

HAYDEN, (MRS. W. H.)
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

HAYDEN, B H
(middle bottom photo) Apr'30:14,15

HAYDEN, BUFORD M., –1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

HAYDEN, CLARA
Notes. May'19:63

HAYDEN, DELIA D., –1928
In memoriam. Sep'28:33

HAYDEN, M D
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

HAYDEN, MORGAN PARRITT, 1845–1928
Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:9

HAYDON, A. EUSTACE. MAN'S SEARCH FOR THE GOOD LIFE
Book chat. Oct'37:20
HAYDON, EDNA LeMASTER, -1966 (married to Forest Haydon)
   In memoriam. Mar'66:43
HAYES, (MRS. A. M.)
   In memoriam. Nov'37:39
HAYES, (MRS. A. W.) -1961
   In memoriam. Sep'61:35
HAYES, (married to Glenn G. Hayes)
   WCTU head, a Disciples, scores liquor promotion. Oct'55:45
HAYES, (MRS. J. E.) -1952
   In memoriam. Oct'52:35
HAYES, (married to John D. Hayes)
   Here and there with World Call. Sep'53:48
HAYES, A V
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
HAYES, ALEENE OAKLEY, 1905-
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
HAYES, BREWSTER
   (photo) Dec'48:10
HAYES, ELIZABETH
   Christian relations yesterday and today (photo) Jul'67:14
Hayes, Florence
   A silver anniversary. Feb'46:26
HAYES, FLORENCE. HOSH-KI THE NAVAJO
   Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
HAYES, LEWIS
   (photo) Jan'21:9
HAYES, MARGARET. CAPTIVE OF THE SIMBAS
   New books. Jun'67:22
HAYES, MARTHA, -1939
   In memoriam. Dec'39:37
HAYES, ROBERT L
   Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
HAYES, ROLAND
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45   Dec'27:45
   Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
   Flashlights on progress in racial recognition. Jul'32:16
HAYES, RUTH
   Commencement at Hazel Green (photo) Sep'25:40
HAYES, THOMAS LEE
   In brief. Mar'71:35
HAYES, THOMAS LEE. AMERICAN DISERTERS IN SWEDEN
   New books. May'72:33
HAYMAKER, ALLIE KING, -1949 (married to Jesse Newton Haymaker)
   In memoriam. Oct'49:37
HAYMAKER, J N
   (photo) Oct'23:55
   Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
   Bequests for pensions. Oct'32:46
HAYN, C D
   (photo) Jan'21:8
HAYNES, (married to David D. Haynes)
   In memoriam. May'34:39
HAYNES, (MRS. M. M.), -1946
   In memoriam. Mar'46:37
HAYNES, ADA
   In memoriam. May'34:39
Haynes, Aleene Oakley
   Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:35

HAYNES, ALEENE OAKLEY
   Daily vacation Bible school. Nov'27:49
   Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38

HAYNES, CARRIE (married to T. R. Haynes)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'60:8

HAYNES, DAISY, -1950
   In memoriam. Sep'50:37

HAYNES, ELLEN
   In memoriam. Mar'45:33

Haynes, George Edmund
   Negro Americans and the churches. Nov'36:14
   Interracial participation in church assemblies. Feb'41:17

HAYNES, GEORGE EDMUND
   (photo) Nov'36:14        Feb'41:17,18        Jul'42:12
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'47:3
   Social trends. Feb'47:18

HAYNES, GEORGE EDMUND. THE TREND OF THE RACES
   Book announcements. Aug'22:50
   Do you realize? Apr'23:55
   Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:50

HAYNES, M M., -1951
   In memoriam. Mar'51:39

Haynes, Rosa V. Brown Grubbs, -1960

HAYNES, ROSA V. BROWN GRUBBS, -1960
   Leadership training and school of methods, Southern Christian Institute.
   Jun'21:43
   (photo) Sep'25:7
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
   (photo) Jan'28:32
   Sunday schools. May'29:40
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
   (death) News room. Nov'60:36

HAYNES, ROY
   (photo) Oct'22:39
   quoted. If, to please to people. Jul'26:23

HAYNES, TITUS P., 1934-
   A pastor's study takes a new form (photo) Nov'73:28

Hays, (married to Glenn C. Hays)
   Alcohol is a world problem. Jul'58:22

HAYS, (married to Glenn C. Hays)
   Disciple heads W.C.T.U. Dec'53:42
   (photo) Jul'58:22
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'58:4

HAYS, (married to Louis Hays)
   (photo) Feb'45:28

HAYS, (MRS. R. L.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'42:inside front cover

HAYS, ABBIE ROGERS
   (death) Jan'23:58

HAYS, ARDIN E
   Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
HAYS, BROOKS, 1898-
quoted. Churcman's seminar on world affairs. Jul'49:17
Global highlights.
    Nov'57:4     Oct'58:8     Feb'59:6
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jun'70:18
HAYS, DAISY
Global highlights. Jan'69:46
HAYS, JAMES EDWARD
In brief. Mar'70:38
HAYS, LEWIS NEAL, 1885-1952
(death) News room. Jan'53:33
Fowler Homes serve young and old. Dec'54:10
HAYS, WILLIAM E
Five churches added to Every Home Plan (photo) Dec'60:46
Hayten, R  B
Note. Aug'19:45
HAYTI, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'38:1
Hayward, (Mrs. G.)
Our visitors speak. Dec'30:43
Hayward, Percy Roy, 1884-
    I am your pupil. Nov'29:inside front cover
HAYWARD, PERY ROY, 1884-
quoted. The last page. Jan'37:48        Sep'39:48
quoted. Last column. May'50:48
HAYWARD, PERCY ROY. PROTESTANTISM FACES ITS EDUCATIONAL TASK TOGETHER
    Book chat. May'49:44
HAYWARD, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of parsonage) Jul'43:8
HAYWORTH, (married to James A. Hayworth)
In memoriam. Jun'38:39
HAZARD, KENTUCKY. HICKORY GAP CHRISTIAN CHURCH
HAZEL, DORA
In memoriam. Feb'27:49
HAZEL GREEN ACADEMY
My mountain people. Jul'19:10
(photo) Jul'19:11
Notes (photo) Aug'19:47
Snap shots... Dec'19:14
Notes. May'20:60,61
Commencement at Hazel Green (photo) Aug'20:26
C.W.B.M. annual report (photo) Nov'20:25
Report. Sep'21:26
A school of highest merit (photos) May'22:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:53
Annual report. Sep'22:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51
What does Hazel Green Academy stand for? May'23:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Program helps. Oct'24:48
(photo) Oct'24:49
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12
(photo p. 10)
Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50
Commencement at Hazel Green (photos) Sep'25:40
So this is Hazel Green. Apr'26:47
...and Christian Endeavor. Apr'27:47
(photo) Sep'27:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
Commencement week... (photo of graduating class) Aug'28:36
By their fruits (photo) Sep'28:10
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
A melody from the mountains. Dec'28:39
(photo) Dec'28:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
Miss Bertha of Hazel Green. Feb'29:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64
Again the school bell calls. Nov'29:23
Fire at Hazel Green (photo of dormitory) Dec'29:60
Roads and radios. Apr'30:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:62
Representing 166 years of service. Jul'30:31
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
Programs... Sep'30:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
The amazing story of Hazel Green (photos) Jan'31:12
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural groups. May'31:19
New building dedicated at Hazel Green. Jul'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
Missionary organizations. Aug'31:36
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:30
Glimpses of the Kentucky mountains. Oct'31:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'32:40   Feb'32:38,40   May'32:39   Jun'32:39
Meeting a need in the Kentucky mountains. Feb'33:45
In the Kentucky mountains (photo of graduating class)
Jul'33:46
Through the years. Sep'33:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
(photo of broom factory) Apr'34:25
Typical (photo of brick yard) Apr'34:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:39
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:7
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:18
Fifty-fifth session... Dec'35:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34
...through the years (photos) Apr'36:8
Discomfort... May'36:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:40
From another hilltop (photos) Jul'37:28
They are seven (photo) Apr'38:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:44
(photo) Jan'39:34
Living waters in a thirsty land (photo) Apr'39:12
May Day at Hazel Green. Sep'39:42
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:41
(photo) Apr'40:24
...60th anniversary. Sep'40:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39 Nov'40:39
..."jot 'em down store." (photos) Apr'41:7
Memories and events... Apr'41:45
Notes from Hazel Green. Oct'41:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:39
Indiana paper backs Hazel Green. Dec'41:6
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'41:39
The "Jot 'em down store." Jan'42:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
Girl reserve club. Jan'42:47
Life is interesting at Hazel Green. Mar'42:13
Echoes from everywhere.
   Mar'42:39 Apr'42:39 May'42:38
Springtime at Hazel Green. Jun'42:31
News room. Jan'43:34
Youth and missions. Apr'43:37
Home missions keeps on keeping on. Apr'44:11 (photo p. 12)
Farmer's Day... (photo) Apr'44:13
They work without pay and like it (photos) May'44:19
Youth and missions. Jun'44:31
The Highlander discovers America. Apr'45:6 (photo of Jot'em
down store p.7)
A ministry to rural youth (photos) Apr'45:25
Christian youth in action (photos) May'45:19
Home missions heads reprot. Jun'45:25
(photo) Apr'47:13
Beyond schoolroom walls. Apr'48:14
Echoes from everywhere.
   Mar'49:38 May'49:38 Jul'49:38
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
As I saw Hazel Gree (photo of kindergarten class) Oct'49:27
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'49:36 Jan'50:38 May'50:38
Kentucky hills called...the church answered (photo)
Feb'51:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
A light shines form the hill (photos) May'51:15
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
Who will follow in his train? (photos) Jun'51:12
Crusade progress. Jun'51:26
He is known by his works. Jul'51:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'51:6 Sep'51:36
Green pastures for Kentucky hills. Dec'51:43
Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'52:36 May'52:38 Jun'52:37 Jul'52:40
The church supports the right to education. Sep'52:11
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'52:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'53:36
Highways and Hazel Green. Oct'53:16
News room. Jan'54:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'54:50
Global highlights. May'54:3
News room. Jul'54:42
Three work camps held. Dec'54:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Where there is human need (photo) Apr'56:16
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
News room. May'56:38
For adult mission study. Jul'56:36
Global highlights (photo of new clinic) Mar'57:3
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
Global highlights. Feb'58:6
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:13
News room. Dec'58:34
Echoes from everywhere (photo of home economics class) Jun'59:36
Global highlights. May'59:6
News room. Jul'59:42
For adult mission study. Oct'59:38
News room. Feb'60:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
Harvest at Hazel Green (photos) Apr'60:11
News room. Jul'60:42
Global highlights. Sep'60:7
Home missions in a changing land. Sep'60:15
Global highlights (photo of historical marker) Oct'60:7
Contrasts at Hazel Green (photos) Apr'61:13
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
News room. Jan'62:32
A family looks at Hazel Green (photos) Apr'62:13
...farm produces record corn crop. Apr'62:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36
Global highlights. Jan'63:7
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'63:36
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
Global highlights. Sep'63:6
"Extras" at Hazel Green Academy. Apr'64:16
Global highlights. Jun'64:5
Echoes from everywhere (photo of cheerleaders) Jun'64:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'65:38
Music in the hills (photo of band) Mar'65:30
Echoes from everywhere (photo of model) Apr'65:36
(photo) Dec'65:47
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7
Something new at Hazel Gren (photos) Sep'67:40
Students get ready for change in Appalachia (photos) Nov'67:24
Letters. Feb'68:46
Rebels agains injustice. Apr'68:11
Students win awards. May'68:43
Academy improves campus facilities. May'68:49
Youth and the world mission. Sep'68:33
In brief. Nov'68:8
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
Direct line. Sep'69:32
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:14
World events. Jan'71:40  Nov'71:36
In brief. Jan'72:39
World events. Jun'72:39
In brief. Dec'72:42
Still pioneering in the Kentucky hills (photos) Feb'73:23
Disciples learn from visit to mountain home mission center
(photo of Jot-em-down store) Apr'73:42
They came to Hazel Green to work! Oct'73:23

HAZEL GREEN, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:39
News room. Mar'50:38
For adult mission study. Sep'51:34
News room. Dec'55:42
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo of construction) Feb'56:34
(photo of youth) Apr'65:36

HAZELRIGG, CLARA HELEN ESPY, 1859-1937
(death) Mrs. Clara Hazelrigg (photo) Mar'37:29

HAZELRIGG, EMMA FLORENCE, -1942
In memoriam. Feb'43:39

HAZELTON, ROGER
quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:7

HAZELTON, ROGER. GOD'S WAY WITH MAN
Book chat. May'57:22

HAZELWOOD, EUGENE P
Disciples in the news. Jun'66:7

Hazelwood, Frances
A puzzle story (illustrator) Jun'20:16

HAZELWOOD, LOUELLA
In memorium. Oct'40:39

HAZLITT, WILLIAM
quoted. Last column. Sep'56:48

HEACOCK, CORA A
In memoriam. Jan'34:39

HEAD, GROVER R., -1951
In memoriam. Apr'52:37
Head, Mabel
Women and world highways. Nov'47:31

HEAD, MABEL
Global highlights. Mar'59:6

HEAD, SADIE, -1938
In memoriam. Feb'39:39

HEAD, T J
A sky pilot in Oklahoma (photo) Apr'19:31
How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug'25:18 (photo p. 20)

HEADLEY, (married to Henry Headley)
Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover

HEAL, W. E.
(photo) Jul'72:16

HEALING
See also
FAITH CURE
Body and soul. Jan'63:14

"THE HEALING WITNESS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'69:36 Jan'70:29

HEALTH
How our minds make us sick. Nov'49:13
Thy health shall spring forth. Dec'49:17
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HEALTH INSURANCE
   New programs to aid ministers and churches. Oct'71:14
   World events. Jan'72:37    Feb'72:36
"HEALTHY FAMILIES" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. May'59:42
HEALY, MARIA COOLEY
   In memoriam. Jun'33:39
HEALY, RAY
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
HEAPS, ISABEL WARRINGTON. FIVE MARTYRS
   Book chat. Jan'43:44
HEARD, GERALD. THE CODE OF CHRIST
   Book chat. May'41:19
HEARD, GERALD. A PREFACE TO PRAYER
   Book chat. Sep'44:16
HEARD, PAUL F
   Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:24
HEARD, ROSALIE
   In memorium. Dec'36:39
HEARN, BEN, JR.
   Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30
HEARN, ELEANOR JOY SCOTT, 1925-
   (birth) Mar'26:64
   (photo) Jan'27:59    Apr'30:2
HEARN, GRACE WARMAN, 1880-1956 (married to Omar Wheat Hearn)
   In memoriam. Mar'56:35
HEARN, MARY JO DIETZ, 1900- (married to Ben F. Hearn)
   (photo) Jun'50:18
Hearn, Omar Wheat, 1882-1940 (married to Grace Warman Hearn)
   Message... Oct'19:46
HEARN, OMAR WHEAT, 1882-1940
   In memoriam. Feb'41:39
Hearn, Walter A
   Book chat. Dec'34:42    Dec'36:40
HEARNDEN, EDWIN P., -1896 (married to Kate R. Brunton Hearnden)
   Our pioneer missionaries to China (photo) Dec'23:33
   (photo) Mar'35:5
HEARNE, CARRIE
   In memoriam. Feb'29:34
HEARNE, ELEANOR JOY SCOTT, 1925-
   (photo) Jun'29:14
HEARNE, GEORGE ARCHER
   Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
Hearnes, (married to Warren E. Hearnes)
   Christians and politics. Feb'66:32
HEARNES, (married to Warren E. Hearnes)
   Classroom and campus. Jul'67:35
HEARTST, WILLIAM RANDOLPH
   Mr. Hearts, Mr. Broun, the Bible. Jan'36:4
   Letter to a clergyman. Jan'36:10
HEART ATTACK
   See
   CORONARY HEART DISEASE
HEARTHSTONE
   Global highlights. Oct'48:3
   Baptists and Disciples read together. Oct'49:5
HEASLEY, FLORENCE H
   Classroom and campus. Feb'49:32
HEATH, BENJAMIN SCOTT, -1960
   In memoriam. May'60:35
HEATH, BOB
   A few steps from the campus (photo) Sep'63:14
HEATH, DON
   Colleges that break stereotypes (photo) Mar'71:8
HEATH, KEVIN WALTER, 1931- (Married to Dorothy Mary Heath)
   Classroom and campus. Jan'59:36 (photo) Sep'60:35
HEATH, LIZZIE
   New guests in the homes for the aged. May'39:42
HEATH, O R
   quoted. The threshold. Jun'37:2
Heather, Dimple, 1910-1984
   Girls form Aguaascalientes. Feb'55:41
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34 Jul'56:34
HEATHER, DIMPLE, 1910-1984
   News room. Sep'50:38 (photo) Jan'52:39
   Disciples study Spanish in Costa Rica (photos) Nov'52:23
   News room. Feb'61:34 (photo) Mar'64:38
   Missionary honored (photo) Sep'68:44
HEATHERINGTON, DAN W
   Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30
HEATHMAN, W F
   (death) Jun'23:54
Heaton, Charles Huddleston, 1928-
   Let's look at the ministry of music. Mar'61:31
HEATON, FRANCES
   (photo) May'35:33
HEATON, GEORGE D
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'48:3
Heaton, Jane, 1931-
   Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
   Women and world highways. Feb'62:35 Sep'62:33
   Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
   Women on world highways.
      Sep'64:34 Dec'65:33 Jul'69:31
      Feb'65:35 Jul'66:33 Dec'69:31
      Jul'65:37 Fe'67:32 Apr'70:31
   New life awaits. Mar'71:22
HEATON, JANE, 1931-
   News room. Feb'60:34
   News room (photo) Oct'60:40 Sep'61:38
   Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'64:44
   In brief. Feb'73:40
HEATON, JOHN W.
   Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
   Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33
Heaton, Mary L
   How the Little Flat Rock Christian Endeavor Society raised its pledge. Oct'26:47
HEBB, (married to Leon Hebb)
   Classroom and campus. Oct'65:34
HEBB, FRANK
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'66:34
HEBB, LEON
   Classroom and campus. Oct'65:34
HEBERLING, SALLY, 1882-1956
   In memoriam. Dec'56:37
HEBERT, EVARISTE, 1885-1964
   The call of the southland. May'19:35
   Report. Sep'21:28
   French Mission. May'22:23
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56
   The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
   A shepherd of the Bayous. Jun'24:13
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'28:8
   Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:19
   Aboard the Gospel cahriot (photo) Jul'25:22
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
   An apostolic scene in Louisiana (photo) Sep'25:19
   (photo) Jun'26:57
   Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
   (photo) Sep'27:2
   The mission to the French Acadians. Mar'28:39
   Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
   An appreciation. Jan'30:61
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:13
   Mission to the Evangeline country. Nov'51:14
HEBERT, ROMEO
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48
HEBREW UNION COLLEGE
   Global highlights. Nov'47:2        May'48:3
HEBRON, NEBRASKA
   Boy Scouts of Hebron, Nebraska. Aug'19:28
HEBRON, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Global highlights. Apr'67:5
HEBRUN, LOIS
   When churches merge and share facilities (photo) Sep'71:24
HECKARD, ROBERT WAYNE
   News room (photo) Nov'57:32
   They work for you (photo) Nov'58:28
HECKENDORN, RAYMOND J
   Global highlights. Jul'67:7
   In brief (photo) Oct'69:38
HECKINGER, FRED M
   quoted. The professor gains status. Jan'60:9
HEDGE, MARTHA
   (photo) Feb'24:40
HEDGEPATH, JENNIE, -1932
   In memoriam. Nov'32:39
HEDGER, HONTA
   See       SMITH, HONTA HEDGER
HEDGES, (married to Herbert Hedges)
   (photo) Nov'36:27
HEDGES, ARTHUR ALDEN, 1889-1965
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
Hedges, Charles Preston, 1880-1933
   (married to Lillie V. Bowyer Hedges)
   Note. Sep'20:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49,53,59        Jun'24:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49,50 Sep'24:49,62
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
A busy month at Monieka. Oct'24:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:56,57 Mar'25:51
Her ministry wonderfully blest. Apr'25:39
African heralds of the cross. Arp'25:53
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51
Up hill and down dale. Jan'26:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57
The Hedge row on a journey. Oct'27:40
The Hedge rustlings. Sep'28:29
Hedge row rustlings. Jul'29:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'29:49 Dec'29:51,61 Jan'30:63
Hedge rustlings. Sep'30:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'31:39 May'31:39 Aug'31:40,41 Feb'32:47
Hunting for copal. Apr'32:43
Echoes from everywhere.
Aug'32:39,40 Nov'32:38 Jan'33:38 May'33:41
Foreign missions in Congo church. Jun'33:27

HEDGES, CHARLES PRESTON, 1880-1933
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Oct'21:49
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:63
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:40
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:41
(death) Charles P. Hedges (photo) Jul'33:21
(death) Hedge rustlings. Sep'33:27

HEDGES, CHARLES PRESTON, JR., 1914-
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
(photo) Feb'22:40 Jun'23:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
The Hedge rustlings. Sep'28:29
Charles P. Hedges. Jul'33:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
(photo) Jun'37:24
News room. Mar'43:34

HEDGES, DONALD FISHER
(photo) Jul'23:6

HEDGES, HOMER
News room. Jan'44:34

Hedges, Jean Hathaway
Kansas wind (poem) Feb'37:48

HEDGES, JOHN BOWYER
(birth) Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
A double bereavement. Jun'27:63
HEDGES, JOHN LLOYD, 1936-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
Hedges, Lillie V. Bowyer, 1881-1979
(married to Charles Preston Hedges)
A baby's first four years. Aug'19:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49,50 Aug'25:51
Hedge row rustlings. Jul'29:28
Monieka brave hearts. Jul'32:27
The white man's dance. Aug'32:32
Hedge rustlings. Sep'33:27
A living memorial. Oct'36:23
Wild animals--alack! alas! Feb'42:46
Echoes from everywhere.
    Sep'42:38 Oct'42:39 Nov'42:38
Monieka's pioneers honored. Apr'43:26
Echoes from everywhere.
    Nov'43:32,33 May'44:32 Sep'46:39
    Apr'44:32 Nov'44:33
Congo delicacies. Oct'46:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'47:37
HEDGES, LILLIE V. BOWYER, 1881-1979
Notes. Jan'19:64 Jul'19:61
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:59
(photo) Oct'26:21
Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44 May'27:55
Charles P. Hedges. Jul'33:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'40:31 May'40:29
News room. May'41:32
    (photo) Jul'44:34
News room. May'47:35
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'47:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'59:35
HEDGES, MARY E
In memoriam. May'27:49
HEDGES, MARY EMMA, 1922-
The Hedge rustlings. Sep'28:29
    (photo) Jun'37:24
News room. Mar'43:34
HEDGES, MOLLIE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:45
HEDGES, ROBERT R
In memoriam. Sep'28:33
HEDGES, SID G. PRAYERS AND THOUGHTS FROM WORLD RELIGIONS
New books for spring reading. Apr'73:37
HEDGES, T A
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
HEDGES, THAYNE A
A healing ministry on the campus (photo) Jan'60:29
HEDGES, VIRGINIA ANN GILKERSON, 1856-1936
(married to William Luther Hedges)
A living memorial (photo) Oct'36:23
Hedges, W A
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
Hedges, William Henry, 1877-1969
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Mar'33:40       Jul'34:40       Sep'34:40
   All bills paid. Mar'36:44
HEDGES, WILLIAM HENRY, 1877-1969
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'51:4
HEDIN, ELMA
   Honor the dead by helping the living. Oct'41:43
HEDIN, SVEN
   Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
HEDLEY, GEORGE. CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
   Book chat. Jan'54:20
HEDLEY, GEORGE. RELIGION ON THE CAMPUS
   Book chat. Dec'55:24
HEDLEY, GEORGE. THE SUPERSTITIONS OF THE IRRELIGIOUS
   Book chat. Feb'52:18
HEFFINGTON, M
   (photo) May'57:39
Heflin, Ada
   Letters. Feb'71:4
Hefner, Hugh M
   Morality is one's own buisness. Oct'69:26
HEFNER, HUGH M
   World Calling... Jun'70:50
HEGE, RUTH. WE TWO ALONE
   New books. Jun'65:42
HEGLAND, MARTIN. CHRISTIANITY IN EDUCATION
   Book chat. Sep'55:40
HEICK, OTTO W. GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN LIVING
   Book chat. Feb'55:20
HEIDE, (married to Lawrence Heide) -1926
   (death) Dec'26:50
Heide, Arthur
   The lose (poem) Nov'55:48
HEIDEMAN, EUGENE P. REFORMED BISHOPS AND CATHOLIC ELDERS
   New books. Sep'71:28
HEIDERSTADT DOROTHY. TEN TORCHBEARERS
   Book chat. Feb'62:22
HEIFER PROJECT
   Global highlights. Dec'53:4       Mar'56:2
   News room. Jan'60:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36
   Livestock for a hungry world. Oct'61:31
   Social trends. Mar'63:18
   Heifers, pigs and Pablo. Jul'68:41
   In brief. Jan'70:40
   World events. Mar'72:39
HEIGES, DONALD R
   quoted. Campus Christianity. May'56:41
   quoted. Last column. Apr'62:50
HEILBRONER, ROBERT L. IS ECONOMICS RELEVANT?
   New books. Oct'71:26
HEILSBERG, WEST GERMANY
   Editorial correspondence from Germany. Nov'53:6
HEIM, (married to Charles Heim)
   In memoriam. Jun'39:39
HEIM, KARL. JESUS, THE WORLD'S PERFECTER
Book chat. Oct'62:24

HEIMER, CAROL ANN, 1951-
(birth) News room. Dec'51:46
(photo) Jun'54:11

HEIMER, DAVID ALLEN, 1959-
(birth) News room. Mar'59:32

Heimer, Haldor Eugene, 1924- (married to Ruth Duggins Heimer)
Strange customs found in Gongo. Nov'50:48
Sermon from Congo. Sep'51:47
Steadfast and sure. Oct'56:47
Congo pastors want to grow. Feb'60:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'64:36
Kimbanguists in the Congo. Mar'70:16
Letters. Jun'70:35

HEIMER, HALDOR EUGENE, 1924-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Nov'49:3
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'57:38
Ministers for the troubled Congo. Mar'63:12 (photo p. 13)
(photo) Jun'64:36

HEIMER, HALDOR EUGENE, 1950-
(birth) News room. Oct'50:47
(photo) Jun'54:11
Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:4
Missionary register. Oct'65:44
In brief. Jul'71:43

Heimer, Ruth Duggins, 1921- (married to Haldor Eugene Heimer)
A master preacher. Jul'55:42

HEIMER, RUTH DUGGINS, 1921-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Nov'49:3
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
Ministers for the troubled Congo. Mar'63:12
Missionary register. Oct'65:44
In brief. Jul'71:43

HEIMSATH, CHARLES H. SERMONS ON THE INNER LIFE
Book chat. Apr'40:43

HEIN, LUCILLE. WHEN GIVEN A CHANCE
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

HEINECKEN, MARTIN J. THE MOMENT BEFORE GOD
Book chat. Feb'57:22

HEINEMAN, GUSTAV W
Global highlights. Nov'52:2
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:19

HEINEY, JOHN
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:42

HEININGER, CHARLES S
(photo) Jul'25:7

HEININGER, J W
(photo) Apr'25:40

HEINRICH GROEBER HOUSE (GERMANY)
A house of brotherhood. Feb'55:5

HEINY, KATE
In memoriam. Aug'30:41

HEINZ, (married to Clifford S. Heinz)
Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:3
HEINZE, ROBERT R  
  Global highlights. Sep'57:5
Heisey, Wilmer  
  It's a hard life... Oct'50:30
HEISEY, WILMER  
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36  
  (photo) Oct'50:30
HEISKELL, ANDREW  
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:7
HEISS, RICHARD L.  
  CAN MAN CARE FOR THE EARTH?  
  New books. Feb'72:28
Heist, Aaron Allen  
  A canning factory owned by the workers. Jul'31:8
Heitzman, Amelia E  
  Letters. Sep'70:34
HEIZER, EMMA THOMAS, -1940  
  In memorium. Sep'40:39
HEIZER, WILMA, -1956  
  In memoriam. Sep'56:35
HELA, LOUIS  
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:7
HELD, JOHN  
  quoted. Conference character dividends. Nov'32:10  
  (photo p. 11)
HELENA, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
  Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56  
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:47
HELFENSTEIN, R C  
  (photo) Apr'25:40
Helfer, Frederick William, 1895-1973  
  (married to Mary Lois Netting Helfer)  
  The why of my life choice. Sep'23:5  
  A great church. Oct'35:16  
  Hiram's President elect. Feb'40:19  
  It's cold today. Jan'47:44  
  Old church--new field. Jul'54:27  
  At Christmas. Dec'64:28
HELFER, FREDERICK WILLIAM, 1895-1973  
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42  
  quoted. The last page. Apr'42:48  
  (photo) Sep'44:27  
  Global highlights. Jan'48:2  
  News room (photo) Jan'48:32  
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3  
  Global highlights. Mar'55:3  
  Jan'61:6  
  Promoting good will (photo) May'63:32
HELFER, MARY JANE  
  (photo) Sep'44:27
HELFER, MARY LOIS NETTING, 1899-1968  
  (married to Frederick W. Helfer)  
  In memoriam. Jun'68:42
HELFERICH, REGINALD H  
  Global highlights. Nov'54:4
Helger, Fritz J  
  Ethiopia shall lift up her hands. Apr'42:26
HELLBERG, CARL-JOHAN  
  World events (photo) Sep'69:37

86
HELLER, (married to Frank L. Heller) quoted. Here and there with World Call. May'52:48
HELLER, BERNARD. THE ODYSSEY OF A FAITH
Book chat. Feb'43:25
HELLER, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Dec'39:37
HELLER, HETTIE
In memorium. Jun'40:39
Helligoss, Imogene
Letters. Sep'72:4
Hellstern, Heinrich
Tattered shoes. Dec'64:30
HELM, ETHELEEN quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'51:48
HELM, FRANK R
News room. Jul'59:42 Apr'60:34
HELM, LUCILLE
(photo) May'23:34
HELM, MAMIE, -1966 (married to Elmer L. Helm)
In memoriam. Jun'66:49
HELM, NANCY, -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41
HELME, FRANK GALLUP, 1900-1972
Our Columbus churches (photo) Oct'37:7
(photo) Feb'45:28
News room. Jan'47:38
Helme, Frank R
Learn for your life. Jul'68:24
HELMICK, J. HOWARD
Two dreamers meet in Haiti (photo) Jan'62:15
HELMS, EDGAR JAMES
Dollars and dignity for the handicapped. Jul'72:8
HELSABECK, (married to Fred Helsabeck)
News room (photo) May'59:40
Helsabeck, (married to James O. Helsabeck)
Mrs. George W. Oliver resigns. Dec'32:30
Helsabeck, Fred, 1908-
Educating for human relations. Mar'48:12
Missouri laymen learn to lead. Oct'62:22
It's never too late to learn! Jan'64:17
The church college meets the new era. May'67:17
HELSABECK, FRED, 1908-
Classroom and campus.
May'45:24 Sep'45:22 Oct'45:27 Jan'47:31
(photo) Mar'48:12
Classroom and campus.
Feb'50:32 Feb'51:32 (photo) Jul'54:34
Christian educators look ahead (photo) Apr'55:19
Classroom and campus. Jan'56:33
Global highlights (photo) May'56:2
Classroom and campus. Jul'56:30
(photo) Sep'56:32
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'57:28
Global highlights. Mar'57:5
Classroom and campus (photo)
Apr'57:30   Feb'58:33   Feb'59:36
When churches work together (photo) Oct'59:11
Classroom and campus (photo)
   Apr'60:33   Sep'61:29   Jun'62:34   Jul'62:35
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'62:8
Classroom and campus (photo)
   Apr'63:34   Jan'64:35   May'64:36   Mar'65:33
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'66:7
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
   (photo) Jan'72:3
World events (photo) Nov'73:41

HELSABECK, HENRY
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'62:35
HELSABECK, JAMES OSCAR, 1877-1964
   (photo) Mar'24:47   Oct'39:24
HELSABECK, JANE
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'53:30
HELSABECK, ROBERT
Classroom and campus (photo)
   Sep'61:29   Jul'62:35
Helser, Alice
   A city educates for peace. Nov'33:11
HELSE, ALICE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
HELSER, BESSIE B., 1879-1954 (married to Raymond Brandt Helser)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
   (death) News room. Mar'54:39
HELSER, CAROL
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:44
HELSER, LOIS LINGENFELTER
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
HELSER, RAYMOND
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
HELESETH, CAROL LYNN
   Spotlight on Carol Helseth (photos) Jun'72:21
HELESETH, DONALD LAWRENCE, 1924-
   (married to Lois M. Smith Helseth)
   Global highlights. Jul'57:6   (photo) Oct'57:3
HELESETH, LOIS M. SMITH (married to Donald Helseth)
   Global highlights. Jul'57:6   (photo) Oct'57:3
HELESETH, RALPH EMIL, 1921-
   (photo) Oct'42:42
HELESETH, RAYMOND WELLS, 1921-
   (photo) Oct'42:42
   In brief. Jan'69:46
Helton, (married to Joseph Helton)
Letters. Dec'67:49
HELEZ, MASSEY MOTT. THE INVINCIBLE CHRIST
   Book chat. Apr'57:40
HELEWIG, ELLA B., -1954
   (death) News room. Dec'54:40
HELEWIG, GRACE SHERRY (married to Robert B. Helwig)
   (marriage) News room. Oct'53:37
HELEWIG, HARRY A
   Changes in national leadership (photo) Jun'52:26
   Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
   Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:28
HELWIG, ROBERT B. (married to Grace Sherry Helwig)  
(marriage) News room. Oct'53:37

Hemans, Felicia Dorothea  
The landing of the Pilgrim Fathers (poem) Nov'20:inside front cover

Hembinder, B A  
The unknown speaks (poem) Nov'26:26

HEMBY, JAMES B  
Classroom and campus. May'65:34

HEMENWAY, (MRS. A F)  
(photo) Jan'21:12

HEMENWAY, A F  
(photo) Jan'21:12

HEMET, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46

HEMINGWAY, MARY W  
Here and there with World Call. Jul'49:48

HEMPFLING, ROBERT J., 1930-  
In brief (photo) Dec'73:40

Hemphill, Corene  
A miracle with God (poem) Feb'65:46

HEMPHILL, ROBERT  
World events. Jun'70:36

HEMPSTEAD, JAMES K., 1924-  
Presenting... (photos) Jun'67:8  
quoted. World events. Apr'72:38

HEMRY, ALICE S., 1851-1932 (married to Charles Wilkes Hemry)  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31

HEMRY, CAINS  
(death) Nov'23:49

Henry, Charles Wilkes, 1841-1925?  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55

HEMRY, CORA E  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45  
(photo) Dec'24:34  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31

Hendee, Elizabeth Russell  
The interpreter (poem) Sep'25:back cover

HENDERHORST, P. F., -1959  
In memoriam. Jun'59:37

HENDERLITE, RACHEL, 1905-  
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'55:29

HENDERSON, (MRS. F. R.)  
In memoriam. Apr'31:39

HENDERSON, (married to James B. Henderson) -1958  
In memoriam. Jul'58:43

HENDERSON, (married to John Henderson) -1951  
In memoriam. Nov'51:35

HENDERSON, (MRS. M. T.)  
(photo) Dec'24:34

Henderson, Agnes, 1889-1974  
Programs for young people. Nov'36:37  
The leper work in Paraguay. Jul'38:27  
Women and world highways. Jul'41:35  
Missionary worship service. Jun'44:32

HENDERSON, AGNES, 1889-1974  
News room. Jun'42:34  
Sep'57:38  
Apr'58:40
Henderson, Alfred George, 1912-
(married to Allison Elizabeth Jamieson Henderson)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'42:39 Jan'43:39
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:39
Our times are in His hands. Feb'45:7
Prisoner of war. May'45:7
The Congo at last. Dec'45:15
The Hendersons in Congo. Jul'44
HENDERSON, ALFRED GEORGE, 1912-
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
Africa and the Zam Zam (photo) Jul'41:18
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25
News room. Sep'41:34 Nov'41:34
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Mar'42:24
News room. Apr'42:34
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Sep'43:34
...escapes Nazi prison. Feb'44:3
News room. Apr'44:28 Dec'44:28
quoted. Week of Compassion (photo) Feb'45:6
News room. Jul'45:34 Sep'45:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
(photo) Feb'48:26 Mar'48:15 Jul'52:23
Henderson, Allison Elizabeth Louise Jamieson, 1913-1987
(married to Alfred George Henderson)
Greetings... Feb'42:30
The Congo at last. Dec'45:15
Improvising in Congo brings results and fun. Oct'47:43
HENDERSON, ALLISON ELIZABETH LOUISE JAMIESON, 1913-1987
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
Africa and the Zam Zam (photo) Jul'41:18
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25
News room. Sep'41:34 Nov'41:34
...released. Dec'41:31
News room. (photo) Jan'42:38
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Mar'42:24
News room. Apr'42:34 May'42:40
(photo) Jun'42:back cover Sep'42:14
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
(photo) Sep'42:40 Jan'43:7
News room. Sep'43:27
Classroom and campus. Dec'43:25
Dr. Henderson escapes Nazi prison. Feb'44:3
News room. Jan'45:30
Week of Compassion (photo) Feb'45:6
News room. Jul'45:34 Sep'45:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
The Hendersons in Congo. Jul'46:44
(photo) Feb'48:26 Mar'48:15
HENDERSON, DOUGLAS NORMAN, 1945- 
(birth) New room. Feb'46:38
Henderson, Elizabeth
Letters. Jul'73:4
In memoriam. Oct'46:37
Henderson, "Fred"
See
  Henderson, Alfred George
HENDERSON, HAROLD HAYES
  Global highlights. Jun'54:4
HENDERSON, ISAAC
  (photo) Jul'28:28
  Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
HENDERSON, JAMIE
See
  HENDERSON, ALLISON ELIZABETH JAMIESON
HENDERSON, JESSE J
  quoted. Crusade progress. Jun'49:26
HENDERSON, JESSIE BEAM
  Memorium. Jul'35:39
HENDERSON, JOHN. NOW--WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
HENDERSON, JOHN. THE REACHERS
  Recomended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
HENDERSON, JOSEPHINE
  (death) May'24:51
HENDERSON, JUANA
  (photo) Nov'28:41
HENDERSON, L S
  (photo) Sep'47:13
HENDERSON, LEE
  Classroom and campus. Nov'68:34
Henderson, Luetta
  Letters. Jul'64:46
HENDERSON, MAGGIE HATFIELD, -1957
  In memoriam. Oct'57:35
HENDERSON, MARIAN JEAN, 1949-
  (birth) News room. Mar'49:41
Henderson, Mary S
  Letters. May'67:42
HENDERSON, NEVILLE. FAILURE OF A MISSION
  Book chat. Jul'40:23
HENDERSON, OTTO
  A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:32
HENDERSON, PHYLIS
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
HENDERSON, REYNOLDS J.
  Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
  World events (photo) Jul'69:38
HENDERSON, ROBERT. LIFE IN BIBLE TIMES
  New books. Mar'68:39
Henderson, Rose
  Light (poem) Sep'32:23
HENDERSON, S. H.
  News room (photo) Sep'64:39
HENDERSON, STUART
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'53:29
HENDERSON, THEODORE S
   How hymns have changed. May'20:39
HENDERSON, WILLIAM CLAYTON
   News room. May'61:41
HENDERSON, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
   Social trends. Jan'51:19
HENDERSONVILLE, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1968. Mar'69:42
HENDLEY, PATTIE
   (death) Jun'24:57
HENDRICK, MARIAN
   College notes. Nov'39:32
Hendricks, B. Clifford
   Classroom and campus. Feb'58:33
HENDRICKS, B. CLIFFORD
   Classroom and campus. Feb'58:33
HENDRICKS, BILL
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
HENDRICKS, BERTHA, -1954
   In memoriam. Sep'54:35
Hendricks, Grace Paul, 1892-1981
   (married to Kenneth Charles Hendricks)
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Feb'24:50 Sep'24:64 Aug'31:39,41
   Devotional study of missionary societies. Feb'34:38
   A little child shall lead them. May'35:44
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:36
   Enthusiasm for the future. Nov'47:47
   Rebuilding the churches in Japan. Mar'49:42
   Children in new Japan learn the way. Jun'50:8
   Life in Tokyo brings interesting contacts. Apr'51:39
   The day begins with a hymn and a prayer. Oct'51:46
   Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth anniversary. Oct'53:38
   School for girls in Tokyo marks its fiftieth year. Apr'56:43
   Milestone at Tsuruoka. Feb'59:33
   Entrance exams in Japan. Dec'60:31
HENDRICKS, GRACE PAUL, 1892-1981
   (photo) Jun'21:9
   College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
   quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
   (photo) Nov'21:57 Jul'28:26
   Mrs. Hendrick's class. Oct'34:30
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
   News room. Sep'46:41
   (photo) Feb'47:27
   News room. Apr'47:40
   (photo) Nov'47:17 Mar'49:42
   News room. Nov'49:50
   For adult missionary groups. Feb'50:36
   (photo) Mar'50:24
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'53:36
   Youth and missions (photo) Apr'54:41
   News room. Nov'55:38
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'55:35
A salute to women on the mission field (photo) Mar'57:24
(photo) Apr'57:32
Christian schools reach out in Japan (photo) Feb'58:22
Children's needs cannot wait (photo) Jun'58:11
Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:30
Hendricks, Kenneth Charles, 1895-
(married to Grace Paul Hendricks)
Japan relief and repairs. Jan'24:17
The glow of glory. Jan'24:37
This Easter baptism in Japan required heroism. Jun'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:64 April'26:50
Kawai San at work. Jul'26:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:50
Woman's missionary societies... Mar'27:48
The Golden Jubilee again a blessing. Mar'27:49
Another echo from the Jubilee. Dec'28:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Tazawa--a retreat which spells advance. Oct'29:60
Summer or winter, they care not in Japan. Jun'30:42
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39,41
Facing the challenge of rural Japan. Dec'31:suppl:4
A short cut to the Japanese Village. Mar'32:40
Hope for Akita's rural thousands. May'32:26
The leaven working. May'32:30
Love found a lonely lad. Jun'33:5
Pearl Harbor and Pentecost. May'42:17
Transport to Japan. Feb'47:27
Well, here we are again! Mar'47:15
President Hirai passes. Jun'47:26
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:38
How it looks today. Oct'47:10
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:36
Enthusiasm for the future. Nov'47:47
An artist with too-large feet. Apr'48:17
Evangelizing in the fishing villages. Apr'48:27
Rebuilding the churches in Japan. Mar'49:42
Farewells with a promise. Jul'49:47
The outlook for missions in Japan. May'50:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'51:36
A new "heart." May'56:44
Doing the impossible. Jun'56:46
Hachijo Island--an outpost for Christianity. Jan'57:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
Journey in new Japan. Jan'58:25
Right man for Japan. Sep'61:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36
Meditations. Oct'62:37
Seed sower in the snow. Jun'72:25

HENDRICKS, KENNETH CHARLES, 1895-
(photo) Jun'21:9
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
(photo) Nov'21:57
A burglar story. Sep'24:35
From Osaka, Japan. Aug'26:59
(photo) Jul'28:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:44
News room. Sep'46:41
Pledge to Living Link Missionary. Dec'46:45
(photo) Feb'47:27
News room. Apr'47:40
Global highlights. Jan'48:2
News room. Feb'48:38
quoted. A milk goat brings hope. Jun'48:29
News room. Oct'48:32
(photo) Jan'49:15 Mar'49:42
quoted. A "Thank you" from Japan. Sep'49:31
News room. Nov'49:50
Schools for Christian living. Nov'49:52
For adult missionary groups. Feb'50:36
(photo) Mar'50:24
A Kentucky Christian in Japan (photo) Dec'54:15
News room. Nov'55:38
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'55:35
(photo) Apr'57:32
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'58:38
News room. Jul'61:36
Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:30
Global highlights. Nov'62:7 (photo p.6)
HENDRICKS, KENNETH C. SHADOW OF HIS HAND
World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
In brief. May'68:8
HENDRICKS, LEO
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
HENDRICKS, MARGARET RUBY
(photo) Jun'23:16
Hendricks, Norma
Having eyes, see ye not? (poem) Nov'25:28
HENDRICKS, PAUL LAUMAN
(birth) Jun'24:64
HENDRICKSE, H. J. "ALAN"
A ministry of politics and hope. Nov'73:30
Hendrickson, Olive
Youth challenges itself. Mar'26:57
HENDRY, GEORGE S. GOD THE CREATOR
Book chat. Mar'38:22
HENDRY, WALTER W
Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:5
HENIS, (married to Daniel Henis)
In memoriam. Mar'30:50
HENLEY, GRACE, -1958
In memoriam. Sep'58:39
HENLEY, LORETTA
Youth to visit Africa. Mar'60:42
HENLEY, R. Y.
What money will do. Sep'19:22
HENLEY, S S
What money will do. Sep'19:22
HENLINE, RUTH
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30
HENN, T. R. THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE
   New books. Jul'70:28
HENNESSY, WESLEY J
   In brief (photo) Jul'71:43
Hennig, Edgar William, 1934- (married to Mary Gail Pate Hennig)
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38 Mar'65:36
   Have you been to Capernaum? Dec'65:18
   A problem and a privilege. Jul'66:39
   Direct line. May'69:36
HENNIG, EDGAR WILLIAM, 1934-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo)
      Sep'62:5 Dec'62:6
      (photo) Mar'64:38 Mar'65:36
   Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
   quoted. Called to serve abroad. Mar'66:17
   Missionary register. Sep'66:45
   Global highlights. Sep'67:7
   In brief. Jun'69:39
Hennig, Mary Gail Pate, 1934- (married to Edgar William Hennig)
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
   Direct line. May'69:36
HENNIG, MARY GAIL PATE, 1934-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo)
      Sep'62:5 Dec'62:6
   Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
   Missionary register. Sep'66:45
   Global highlights. Sep'67:7
   In brief. Jun'69:39
HENNON, AUDREY
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
HENRICHS, ETHEL WINIFRED MASTERS, 1876-1968
   (married to Henry Frederick Henrichs)
   Beneath the spire. Mar'50:4
HENRICHS, GARTH
   See
   HENRICHS, HAROLD GARTH
HENRICHS, HAROLD GARTH, 1903-
   Classroom and campus. Jan'43:28
   (photo) Sep'46:11
   News room. Jul'49:47
   Crusade progress (photo) Dec'49:23
   News room (photo) Dec'51:29
   News room. Sep'62:40 Oct'62:34
HENRICHS, HENRY FREDERICK, 1876-1971
   (married to Ethel Winifred Masters Henrichs)
   (photo) Oct'22:7
   Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30
   Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'50:4
HENRICHSON, MARGARET. SEVEN STEEPLES
   For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
HENRIETTA, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'24:12
   A living reality (photo) Dec'24:40
HENRIETTE, JEMA
   Follow me. Jul'41:26
Henry, (Mrs. E. D.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
HENRY, (MRS. E. D.)
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:42

Henry, (Mrs. F. W.)
Activities of Colorado Home. Sep'30:41
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:40
HENRY, (MRS. F. W.)
(photo) Dec'44:8
Retirement... (photo) Jul'45:23
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
HENRY, AARON
In brief. Oct'69:41

Henry, C J
Message. Apr'19:58

HENRY, CARL F. H. BASIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES
Book chat. Jun'63:42

Henry, Charles
Letters. Sep'72:46

Henry, Cora E
What does Easter mean to us? Feb'22:51
HENRY, DONALD L
In brief. May'72:40
HENRY, E W
News room. Mar'54:38
HENRY, EDWARD ATWOOD, 1881-1966
Beneath the spire (photo) May'50:4

Henry, Ena Lyle Chatfield, 1907-1973
(married to John R. Chatfield)
(married to Thomas I. Henry, 1947)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36
A Sunday in the Philippines. Feb'48:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'48:36 Jan'49:36
Behold the rice fields! May'49:47
Six hour hike to Lami. Oct'49:46
Upstream to Kabugao. Dec'49:38
Education in the Philippines. Apr'50:33
Can you help us build our church, Sir? Jun'51:28
Congo rivers... Feb'53:46
HENRY, ENA LYLE CHATFIELD, 1907-1973
News room. Jul'47:34
New missionaries go equipped (photo) Nov'47:4
These little pigs never went to market. Jan'49:44
News room. Dec'50:32
(photo) Feb'51:14
An expanding ministry. Dec'52:19 (photo p. 18)
(marriage to Thomas I. Henry) News room. Dec'57:36
In memoriam. Jun'73:44

Henry, Enoch W., Jr.
Little churches with a large mission. Sep'73:11
HENRY, ENOCH W., JR.
In brief. Apr'71:41
(photo) Sep'73:12
HENRY, ENOCH W., III -1973
In memoriam. Sep'73:47
HENRY, F W
Notes. May'20:63
HENRY, FRANKLIN REDMAN
An educational foundation in the local church (photo)
Nov'22:31
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:63

Henry, Frederick Augustus, 1867-1949
The enthusiasm of humanity. Sep'19:12
As a man giveth. Mar'23:6

HENRY, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS, 1867-1949
(photo) Sep'19:12 Oct'22:7
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:18
Personalities (photo) May'35:17
Personalities. Feb'36:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33

HENRY, FREDERICK WILLIAM, -1964
(death) News room. Apr'64:40

HENRY, IONA. TRIUMPH OVER TRAGEDY
Book chat. Jun'57:44
quoted. Last column. Jan'58:50

HENRY, J. GORDON
(photo) Mar'39:32

HENRY, JENNIE, -1950
In memoriam. Nov'50:43

HENRY, JOE
(photo) Feb'29:36

HENRY, JOSPEH B. FULFILLMENT IN MARRIAGE
New books. Sep'66:42

Henry, Kenneth Earl, 1932- (married to Pearl Lean Henry)
Youth and the task of the church. May'54:15

HENRY, KENNETH EARL, 1932-
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2
Youth looks to Evanston (photo) Mar'54:19
(photo) May'54:15
News room (photo) Feb'55:38
Classroom and campus. Apr'56:30
News room (photo) Nov'56:36
At Jarvis--first a life (photo) Apr'63:30
Four ministers will be heard at the Kansas City Assembly
(photo) Jul'68:48
Classroom and campus (aphoto) Oct'68:35
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
In brief. Nov'69:38

HENRY, LOUISE
In memoriam. Apr'40:39

HENRY, MABEL H
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

HENRY, MARY ANN
At Jarvis--first a life. Apr'63:29 (photo p. 30)

HENRY, MATTHEW
quoted. Last column. Sep'64:50

HENRY, MAUDE, -1950
In memoriam. Feb'51:37

HENRY, MINA
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'50:38

HENRY, PAT
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44

97
HENRY, PAT, JR.  
(photo) Sep'66:front cover

Henry, Patrick, 1886-1963
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
Building to advance the Kingdom. Jul'49:9

HENRY, PATRICK, 1886-1963
(photo) Jul'40:9
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
Crusade progress. Sep'49:26

HENRY, PEARL LEAN, 1934- (married to Kenneth Henry)
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'68:35
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
In brief. Nov'69:38

HENRY, RICHARD  
(photo) May'55:17

HENRY, ROBERT E
In one of the Quad Cities. Mar'22:39
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
(photo) Mar'25:58
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

HENRY, ROBERT T
Global highlights. Nov'51:2

HENRY, SALOSHNA  
(photo) May'55:17

HENRY, SHANTI  
(photo) May'55:17

HENRY, THOMAS I  (married to Ena Chatfield Henry)
(marriage) News room. Dec'57:36
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'59:31

Henry, Thomas L
Please don't turn me out. Jan'54:30

HENRY, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'59:front cover
The cover. Sep'59:inside front cover
Country preacher for a new day (photos) Sep'59:11

HENRYETTA, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48

HENSEL, RICHARD
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31

HENSEN, ELMER D
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12

Hensey, Alice Josephine Ferrin, 1885-1950
(married to Andrew Fitch Hensey)
Wanderland--Wonderland. May'19:23
Post facto (poem) Oct'24:54
My jungle sisters (poem) Jul'25:56
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'38:36
The needy (poem) May'40:48

HENSEY, ALICE JOSEPHINE FERRIN, 1885-1950
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
We only await the workers. Jun'21:51
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Oct'21:49  Apr'23:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
(photo) Mar'29:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39 Feb'30:34
News room. May'45:28
(death) News room. Jul'50:42
News room. Jul'51:38

Hensey, Andrew Fitch, 1880–1951
(married to Alice Josephine Ferrin Hensey)
Evangelizing the Congo basin. Oct'21:5
With healing in its beams. Jul'22:17
Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:26
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:40
A modern mission station in Africa. Apr'23:20
The highways of the King. May'23:30
Native preachers becoming efficient. Mar'27:60
A happy day at Bolenge. Aug'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47
A quiver of arrows for the church. Jul'29:14

HENSEY, ANDREW FITCH, 1880–1951
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58
The ordination of Mark Njoji (photo) Jan'21:30
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
We only await the workers. Jun'21:51
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo)
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45 Apr'26:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
(photo) Mar'29:2
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Mar'29:39 Jun'30:56 Jan'37:32
Feb'30:34 Dec'31:35
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:9
Africa's printed page... Jun'40:28
Royal J. Dye, an appreciation (photo) Sep'42:12
News room. May'45:28
(death) News room. Jul'51:38

HENSEY, ANDREW FITCH. MASTER BUILDER OF THE CONGO
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
Book announcements. Jul'22:55

HENSEY, ANDREW FITCH. MY CHILDREN OF THE FOREST
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
A book of moment. Sep'24:56
Two books on Africa. Mar'25:41
Speaking of books. Apr'25:56

HENSHAW, AMANDA
In memorium. Oct'36:39
HENSHAW, CORA MAY, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'54:37

HENSLEY, (married to William R. Hensley) -1957
In memoriam. May'58:37

HENSLEY, CHARLENE WOODS, -1959
In memoriam. Oct'59:37

HENSLEY, CHARLOTTE (married to Russell Hensley)
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33

HENSLEY, CHESTER PAUL, 1909-1956
News room. Jan'47:38
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:30
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3
News room. Sep'54:38
(death) News room. Sep'56:30

HENSLEY, DANIEL J., JR.
Classroom and campus. Nov'61:30

HENSLEY, EDNA PEARL
(photo) Jul'23:8

HENSLEY, EUGENE BENJAMIN
(photo) Jul'23:8

HENSLEY, EWING ARONOLD
(photo) Jul'23:8

Hensley, Russell (married to Charlotte Hensley)
Letters. Jul'67:46

HENSLEY, RUSSELL
(photo) Dec'50:31
In brief. Feb'70:38
(photo) Apr'73:15

HENSMAN, MONA
(photo) Oct'40:20

HENSON, (married to Elmer D. Henson)
In brief (photo) May'71:43

HENSON, B. R.
Musicians to hold annual Church Music Workshop (photo)
May'68:49
In brief. Mar'72:41

Henson, Elmer D., 1901-1974
I am a debtor. Oct'44:13

HENSON, ELMER D., 1901-1974
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26
(photo) Nov'48:28
Classroom and campus. Jan'55:32 Sep'60:35
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
In brief. Nov'70:39
In brief (photo) May'71:43
World events (photo) Jan'73:39

HENSON, FRANCIS A., 1906-
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:43

HENTHORNE, RAYMOND LEASINGTON, 1913-1988
(married to E. Pearl Henthorne)
(photo) Nov'50:27
quoted. One faith for all to teach (photo) Nov'61:12
Global highlights. Apr'63:7
World events. Jul'72:38
In brief. Dec'73:42

HENTSCHEL, H. IVAN
World events (photo) Mar'73:38
HENZZE, ARGENTINA
Our churches in Argentina. Jul'39:46

HEPLER, WALKER
Test church members' CLQ. Jan'53:47

HEPP, MARGARET. ESPECIALLY ROSITA
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33

HEPP, MARGARET. THEY LIVED THEIR LOVE
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32

HEPPNER, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Aug'24:9

HEPHER, M
(photo) Mar'47:33

HERALDTON, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A lawyer turned prophet (photo) May'23:42

HERBERG, WILL. FOUR EXISTENTIALIST THEOLOGIANS
Book chat. Oct'58:26

HERBERT, (MRS. C. H.)
quoted. Circulation corner. May'36:1

HERBERT, (MRS. E.)
Bible women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:24

HERBERT, ANNA
quoted. Last column. Dec'64:50

HERBERT, GEORGE. THE CHARACTER OUTCOME OF PRESENT DAY RELIGION
Speaking of books. Apr'32:34

HERBERTS, GRACE GOSLIN
(photo) Dec'30:41
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33

HERBRECHT, O G FACING NORTH
Speaking of books. Jun'31:35

HERBSTER, (MRS. W. J.)
(photo) Jun'28:20

HERBSTER, BEN
Global highlights. Apr'62:7
Partners in conversation (photo) Jun'64:13
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jan'68:18

HERBESTER, W J
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'28:20 Jun'30:32

HEREFORD, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mission frontiers are near at hand. Jul'61:18
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:43 (photo of young people p. 25)

Herford, Olive
The puppy (poem) Jun'39:48

HERINGTON, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53

"HERITAGE TO DESTINY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'63:44

HERKLOTS, H. G. G. HOW OUR BIBLE CAME TO US
Book chat. Nov'54:16

HERMAN, (married to Charles Herman)
In memoriam. Oct'30:40

HERMAN, (married to Theodore Herman)
In memoriam. Dec'40:37
HERMAN, CHRISTOPHER
   Classroom and campus. Dec'56:33
Herman, Stewart Winfield
   Church-state problem stirs Mexico. Apr'54:32
   The hope of Peru. Mar'56:11
HERMAN, STEWART WINFIELD
   (photo) Mar'56:11
   Protestant—Catholic. Apr'61:49
HERMAN, STEWART WINFIELD. IT'S YOUR SOULS WE WANT
   Book chat. May'43:25
HERMAN, STEWART WINFIELD. THE REBIRTH OF THE GERMAN CHURCH
   Book chat. Nov'46:16
HERMAN, STEWART WINFIELD. REPORT FROM CHRISTIAN EUROPE
   Book chat. Jun'53:14
Hermann, Edward A. G.
   Life and creeds (poem) Mar'29:45
HERMANN, MILDRED M. STUDY—ACTION MANUAL ON AFFLUENCE AND POVERTY
HERMANUS—RAMPENGAN, ALICE
   An interview with Alice. Feb'69:32
HERMISTON, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Using the church building for mission (photo of classroom)
   Jun'73:29
HERMON, ORLEY C
   World outreach sounding board. Jun'67:32
HERNANDES, DAMASO
   Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33
   Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:31
HERNANDEZ, (married to Eligio B. A. Hernandez)
   Filipino church leaders visit U.S. (photo) Mar'61:53
HERNANDEZ, (married to Jose Hernandez)
   (photo) Feb'71:34
HERNANDEZ, (married to Pepe Hernandez)
   (photo) Nov'69:46
HERNANDEZ, ABIMAEL
   (photo) Mar'50:36
HERNANDEZ, ANTONIA GONZALEZ, 1913–1977
   (married to Esteban Hernandez)
   (photo) Mar'50:36
HERNANDEZ, AWILDA
   Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37
HERNANDEZ, DODANIM
   (photo) Mar'50:36
HERNANDEZ, ELIGIO B. A.
   Filipino church leaders visit U.S. (photo) Mar'61:53
HERNANDEZ, ESTEBAN, 1890–1949
   (photo) Mar'50:36
HERNANDEZ, JOSE
   From farm to pulpit (photo) Jan'54:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
   In brief. May'69:38
HERNANDEZ, NEFTALI
   (photo) Mar'50:36
HERNANDEZ, NORA
   (photo) Sep'48:31
HERNANDEZ, ORFA NOEMI
   (photo) Mar'50:36
HERNANDEZ, PEPE
  (photo) Nov'69:46
HERNANDEZ, TOMMIE
  Reconciliation through crafts (photo) Nov'69:21
HERNDON, BETTY
  Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33
HERNDON, EMMA K
  (death) Mar'22:54
HERNDON, HAROLD L.
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:5
  They work for you (photo) May'58:28
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:6 (photo) Nov'60:6
  News room. Oct'61:34
  Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo) May'67:44
  Amateur radio links Disciples in mission (photo) May'72:27
HERNDON, P F
  (photo) Mar'24:53
HERNDON, SHERWOOD
  (photo) Jul'23:6
HERNDON, WILLIAM
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
Herod, Elizabeth Frances, 1883-1953
  (married to Henry Louis Herod)
  What will be our race relations tomorrow? Sep'30:13
HEROD, ELIZABETH FRANCES, 1883-1953
  (photo) Jan'28:32
  (death) News room. Dec'53:30
HEROD, EPHRAIM
  (death) Sep'25:57
HEROD, GILBERT, 1937- (married to Nancy Herod)
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:6
HEROD, HENRIETTA
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34 Jul'36:40
Herod, Henry Louis, 1875-1935 (married to Elizabeth Herod)
  All board meeting. Sep'19:41
  Negro education in the United States. Mar'22:33
  The dawn of a new day. May'23:17
  Cheer at Flanner House. Mar'27:40
  Christian brotherhood between the races. Oct'33:17
  Racial brotherhood. Dec'34:30
HEROD, HENRY LOUIS, 1875-1935
  (photo) May'23:17
  Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Jun'30:56 Oct'32:41 Jul'33:44
  (photo) Oct'33:17 Nov'34:26
  ...passes on (photo) Sep'35:12
  (photo) Jan'39:7 Nov'49:29
  News room. Dec'53:30
HEROD, HULDA
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
Herod, Nancy, 1934- (married to Gilbert Herod)
  The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
HEROD, NANCY, 1934-
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:6
HEROD, PEGGY LIGGETT (married to William Herod)
  Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:16
Herod, William David, 1946- (married to Peggy Liggett Herod)
HEROD, WILLIAM DAVID, 1946-
(photo) Mar'40:33 Jun'68:26
In brief. Nov'72:40
HERON, DONALD
(photo) Nov'50:27
Heron, Frances Dunlap
See
Heron, Mary Frances Dunlap
Heron, Mary Frances Dunlap, 1906-
(married to Laurence Tunstall Heron)
Glimpses of our colleges. Jan'24:11
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10
A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
Simple thrills. Sep'40:42
The church turns to its teachers. Oct'44:23
Vitamins for volunteers. Feb'47:28
Grow four days in Iowa! Apr'47:43
Religious education in the world's life. Apr'49:20
Christian education--today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27
Disciple doers. Oct'50:19
The newest is the oldest. Sep'52:26
HERON, MARY FRANCES DUNLAP, 1906-
(photo) Dec'30:15 Nov'50:27
HERON, MARY FRANCES DUNLAP. THE BUSY BERRYS
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
HERON, MARY FRANCES DUNLAP. HERE COMES ELIJAH
Book chat. Dec'59:24
HERREN, (MRS. J. L.)
In memoriam. Mar'30:50
Herring, Elizabeth B
Women and world highways. Sep'35:35
Herring, Hubert C
At the roots. May'19:7
HERRING, HUBERT C
quoted. Jun'19:51
HERRING, HUBERT C. AND SO TO WAR
Book chat. May'38:22
HERRING, HUBERT C. GOOD NEIGHBORS
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
HERRING, HUBERT C. MEXICO--THE MAKING OF A NATION
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
HERRINGTON, G. W
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
HERriot, FRANK IRVING, 1868-1941
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
HERRMANN, JESSE
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
HERRON, MILDRED ARMSTRONG (married to John Q. Herron)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'58:8
HERSCHDORFER, EUGENE
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'66:32
HERSEE, (married to Allan W. Hersee)
News room. Sep'43:27 (photo) Sep'46:10
News room. May'51:38
HERSEY, NORMAN L. WORSHIP SERVICES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
New books. Sep'71:29 Jul'72:34

HERSHBERGER, (MRS. H. A.)
In memoriam. Jan'28:48

HERSHBERGER, CHARLES
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33
Hershberger, Christine
Letters. Dec'72:4

HERSHEY, M S
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47

HERT, MARGARET
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

HERTIG, (married to Marion W. Hertig) -1949
(death) Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32
Hertig, Marion W
Diamond Jubilee at Christian College. Sep'26:60

HERTIG, MARION W
(photo) Jan'21:11

HERZOG, ELLA M. READER, -1933 (married to O. G. Hertzog)
O. G. Hertzog. Mar'26:56
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34

HERZOG, O. G., 1845?–1926 (married to Ella M. Reader Hertzog)
(death) O. G. Hertzog (photo) Mar'26:56
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
(photo) Mar'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34

HERZEL, CATHERINE. A HERITAGE OF PRAYER FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
New books. Apr'65:41

HERZOG, CALLIE HUSTON, (married to M. E. Herzog) -1950
In memoriam. Jan'51:37

HERZOG, FREDERICK. LIBERATION THEOLOGY
New books. Jun'73:33

HESBURGH, THEODORE M
World events. Jul'71:36
Interfaith understanding is growing (photo) May'73:14

HESLER, (MRS. W. R.)
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

HESLER, LOTTIE MAY
In memoriam. Nov'32:39

HESPERIAN COLLEGE
Classroom and campus. May'51:31

Hess, (married to Leo Hess)
Letters. Sep'72:46

HESS, (married to Robert Hess)
Classroom and campus. Jun'58:32

HESS, GABRIEL L
Practicing Christian unity. Sep'35:3

HESS, JERIL. HIGH ADVENTURE
Speaking of books. Jul'25:52

Hess, Larry
Letters. Dec'71:35

HESS, MAYNARD E
quoted. Quotes from campus communities. May'69:16

HESS, MONROE H., JR.
News room. Sep'53:39

HESS, ROY, -1954
In memoriam. Sep'54:35
Hessel, (married to Eugene A. Hessel)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
HESSER, SARAH JANE
   Sarah Jane Hesser (photo) May'26:60
HESSION, BRIAN. DETERMINED TO LIVE
   Book chat. Oct'57:38
Hessler, Garry W
   Letters. Jun'68:46
HESTER, (married to Frances Barton Hester, Sr.)
   Memorium. Sep'34:39
HESTER, (married to Frances Barton Hester, Jr.)
   In memoriam. May'32:40
HESTER, (married to Lloyd Hester) -1948
   In memoriam. Nov'48:37
Hester, Byron, 1888-1933
   A prayer for schools and colleges (poem) Jan'29:30
HESTER, CHARLES
   Classroom and campus. May'56:30
HESTER, J K
   Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50
HESTER, MOLLIE P (photo) Nov'61:3
HESTER, NELLIE
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43
HETH, JOHN HARVEY
   Memorium. May'35:39
HETTLER, GEORGE C., -1947
   (death) Classroom and campus. Sep'47:33
HETTLINGER, RICHARD F. GROWING UP WITH SEX
   New books for the church library. Feb'72:46
HETZEL, CATHERINE. SHE MADE MANY RICH
   Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
HEUSS, JOH. DO YOU WANT INWARD POWER?
   Book chat. Feb'54:39
HEUSTON, DIANNE ADAMS (married to Harry G. Heuston)
   (marriage) News room. Dec'61:32
HEUSTON, HARRY G. (married to Dianne Adams Heuston)
   (marriage) News room. Dec'61:32
Heuston, Leslie G., 1905-
   New horizons for the aging. Dec'67:14
HEUSTON, LESLIE G., 1905-
   quoted. Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
   Classroom and campus. Feb'53:30
   News room. May'55:38
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'60:6
   NBA finds answers (photo) Dec'62:29
   News room. Mar'65:34
   In brief. Nov'70:42
   New projects in retirement housing (photo) Apr'71:16
   In brief. Dec'71:37
   Four to retire from the general ministry (photo) Dec'73:39
HEWATT, WILLIS G
   Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26   Feb'53:30
HEWEY, DORA
   In memoriam. Jul'29:36
HEWITSON, JOHN
   quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:31
HEWITT, ARTHUR WENTWORTH. HIGHLAND SHEPHERDS
   Book chat. Jan'40:21
HEWITT, RAY S., 1912- (married to Margaret Hewitt)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'54:4
HEYER, CHARLES
   In brief. Apr'71:41
HI-Y CLUBS
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
HIATT, JENNIE MAY
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
HIAWATHA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Religious drama crowds church (photo) Jan'33:31
HIBBARD, DAVID E
   Classroom and campus. Jul'44:27
Hibbard, Donald L
   Ministers and Social Security. Jan'55:29
HIBBARD, JULIA
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
HIBBART, W R
   quoted. Coming--a world youth fellowship! Apr'29:29
HIBBEN, THOMAS
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:41
HIBBERT, (married to Enrique Hibbert)
   Women and world highways (photo) Oct'62:35
HIBBERT, ENRIQUE
   Walk good...friends (photo) Jun'64:31
HIBBERT, SIDNEY
   A pastor's study takes a new form (photo) Nov'73:29
HIBBS, BEN. WHITE HOUSE SERMONS
   New books. Dec'72:34
HIBLER, DICK
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'60:36
Hibst, Della
   Letters. Feb'68:4
HICKERSON, CLYDE V. THE TWO FOLD POWER OF THE GOSPEL
   Book chat. Mar'43:21
Hickman, Baden
   Giorgio's donkey. Feb'60:25
   Refugees could do any job. Jun'60:26
Hickey, Daniel Whitehead
   African night (poem) Jun'29:8
Hickman, C E
   My creed. Jan'26:26
HICKMAN, CECIL ROSCOE, 1902-
   (married to Edythe L. O'Brian Hickman)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'59:8
HICKMAN, FRANK S. SIGNS OF PROMISE
   Book chat. Sep'43:37
HICKMAN, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'21:13
HICKMAN MILLS, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   See
   KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. HICKMAN HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hickock, Charlene
   Letters. Feb'65:45
Hickock, Katherine
   A week on the Congo. Feb'29:48
HICKOCK, KATHERINE
   The tie that binds. Aug'24:1
HICKOX, MYRTLE, -1935
   Memorium. Jan'36:39
HICKS, (MISS)
   (photo) Jan'21:13
HICKS, (MRS. C. B.)
   quoted. (note) Sep'26:62
Hicks, Carol
   Happiness (poem) Jun'68:40
HICKS, CYRIL M
   Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
HICKS, GAYLORD
   Dollars and dignity for the handicapped (photo) Jul'72:8
HICKS, KENNETH R (married to Bert Hicks)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'60:8
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
HICKS, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
HICKSVILLE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   All that is needed is a vision! (photo of Cradle Roll Committee) Jul'29:11
Hicky, Daniel Whitehead
   African night (poem) Jun'30:17
HIDALGO, MIGUEL
   Some facts about Mexico (photo) May'19:46
"HIDDEN HEART" (MOTION PICTURE)
   News room. Mar'53:38
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'53:36
HIERONYMUS, REX
   Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
HIERONYMUS, ROBERT ENOCH, 1862-1941
   (photo) May'23:32 Jan'25:32
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:57
   Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
   Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
   College commencements. Jul'39:29
   (death) Former college president dies. Feb'42:30
HIERONIMUS, RICHARD H. JESUS AND ETHICS
   New books. Mar'69:29
HIGA, MARY
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
   Home of the "fortunate ones." (photos) Jun'64:11
Higbee, Alma Robison
   Possessions (poem) Sep'66:48
   Prayer (poem) Nov'66:33
   Lost lamb (poem) nOV'66:48
HIGDON, (married to Benjamin Franklin Higdon)
   (death) Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
HIGDON, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, -1953
   (death) News room. Oct'53:36
Higdon, Elmer Kelso, 1887-1961
   (married to Idella Eleanor Wilson Higdon)
   A chat with an American Priest in the Philippines. May'19:42
   Where does the cart belong? Sep'19:38
   Note. Oct'20:62
HIGDON, ELMER KELSO, 1887-1961

(photograph) Feb'19:7
Notes. Mar'19:61 Apr'19:63
Commencement at Vigan. Oct'19:43
Notes. Feb'20:58
(photograph) Feb'19:7
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
(photograph) Mar'21:55
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Notes... Dec'24:63
Echoes from everywhere.

Feb'25:51 May'26:49 Jun'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59 Jul'27:59
(photograph) Mar'28:52 Jan'29:36 May'29:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
...is Council Secretary. Nov'29:31
(photograph) Jan'30:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40 Jul'31:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photograph) Oct'35:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34 Jul'37:33
(photograph) Sep'37:5
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
College notes. Apr'38:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
Circulation corner (photograph) May'39:inside front cover
Presenting E. K. Higdon (photograph) Jun'39:8
(photograph) Nov'39:25 Jun'40:7
quoted. American churches in Council. Feb'41:22
(photograph) Sep'42:40
The Executive staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium.
Nov'42:24 (photograph p. 25)
(photograph) Jul'43:23
Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6
(photograph) Jan'44:9 Mar'44:20
News room. Sep'45:30
(photograph) Oct'45:9 May'46:4
Global highlights. Jul'46:2
News room. Nov'46:32 Jan'47:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:46
(photograph) Nov'48:27 Mar'49:9,10
News room. Nov'49:35
Reporting on Latin American missions (photograph) Mar'50:10
Global highlights. May'50:3
(photograph) Feb'51:33
News room. May'51:38
This is the victory (photograph) Jun'52:11
Youth and missions (photograph) Jun'52:35
(photograph) Sep'52:14
News room. Sep'53:38
quoted. New days call for new ways (photograph) Feb'54:30
(photograph) Jun'55:11
(photo) Feb'57:26
A new witness in Manila. May'58:31
News room. May'58:40
No dull moments (photo) Mar'59:16
News room. Jun'59:40
Global highlights. Sep'59:7
(death) Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:4
HIGDON, ELMER KELSO. FROM CARABAO TO CLIPPER
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
Book chat. Feb'42:23
HIGDON, ELMER KELSO. NEW MISSIONARIES FOR NEW DAYS
Book chat. May'56:22
Higdon, Ernest Eugene, 1890-1973
The most important triangle in the world. Nov'30:11
HIGDON, ERNEST EUGENE, 1890-1973
Two new chairs of religious education (photo) Nov'24:30
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
Personalities (photo) Jan'36:18
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
Higdon, Idella Eleanor Wilson, 1889-1977
(married to Elmer Kelso Higdon)
Note. Sep'19:50
Commencement at Vigan. Oct'19:43
High school teaching in Manila. Feb'23:45
The Philippines--then and now. Feb'51:12
HIGDON, IDELLA ELEANOR WILSON, 1889-1977
Notes. Feb'20:58 Apr'20:64
quoted. The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
Notes... Dec'24:63
(photo) May'29:48
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
Global highlights (photo) Jun'46:3
Classroom and campus. Jun'48:34
News room. Nov'48:47
Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:10
(photo) Feb'51:12
News room. May'51:38 Nov'55:37
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:27
News room. May'58:40 Jun'59:40
Global highlights. Sep'59:7
Classroom and campus. Dec'61:31
News room. Jan'64:46
HIGDON, IDELLA ELEANOR WILSON. FROM CARABAO TO CLIPPER
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
Book chat. Feb'42:23
HIGDON, IDELLA JOY
Notes. Dec'24:63
(photo) May'29:48
(photo) Jun'55:11
HIGDON, JOY
See
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HIGDON, IDELLA JOY

HIGDON, MARY ELEANOR

   See
      McDANIEL, MARY ELEANOR HIGDON

HIGDON, MARY JANE
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34

HIGGINBOTTOM, NOE
   Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30

HIGGINBOTTOM, RUFUS L
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39

HIGGINBOTTOM, MAUDE PARKER
   In memoriam. Feb'42:39

HIGGINBOTTOM, SAM, 1874-- (married to Ethel Higginbottom)
   Notes. Oct'20:58
      Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
      A handful of grain. Apr'29:17

HIGGINBOTTOM, SAM. THE GOSPEL AND THE PLOW
   Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

HIGGINS, (MRS. E. H.) -1954
   In memoriam. Oct'54:35

HIGGINS, (MRS. F. A.)
   Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51

HIGGINS, EDWIN PRICE
   (photo) Jul'23:6
   Higgins, Enid V.
      Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52

Higgins, Frank Andrews, 1880-1961
   The story state by state. Aug'25:12

HIGGINS, FRANK ANDREWS, 1880-1961
   Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:14
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
   (photo) Aug'25:12

HIGGINS, GENE
   X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:19

HIGGINS, HELEN BOYD. OLD TRAILS AND NEW
   Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41

Higgins, Mildred
   Letters. Jun'66:41

HIGGINS, SADIE
   In memoriam. Jul'27:48

HIGGINS, W B
   Notes. Aug'20:46
      Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
      (photo) Dec'24:34    May'25:39

HIGGINS, MARY, -1956
   In memoriam. Jul'56:39

Higginsville, Missouri
   America, the beautiful. Sep'25:4

HIGGINSVILLE, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:50

HIGGS, OTIS CRINTON, 1924- (married to Emma Lou Higgs)
   Ohio church enters EHP (photo) Jun'64:50

HIGH, DALLAS M
   Classroom and campus. Jun'68:34

HIGH, DALLAS M. LANGUAGE, PERSONS AND BELIEF
   Classroom and campus. Jan'68:35
HIGH, DALLAS M. NEW ESSAYS ON RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE
New books. Nov'69:28
High, Stanley
Youth might spill the beans. Jun'29:25
HIGH, STANLEY
Glimpses of the religious world.
Feb'25:47      Oct'28:45
quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23
HIGH, STANLEY. EUROPE TURNS THE CORNER
Speaking of books. Nov'25:37
HIGH, STANLEY. THE NEW CRISIS IN THE FAR EAST
Speaking of books. Nov'32:34
HIGHBAUGH, DELores
Voices heard by the whole church. Sep'73:20
HIGHER EDUCATION
See also
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Importance of the church college. Jan'19:4
Education Day, January 19, 1919. Jan'19:4
Critical years. Jan'19:19
The college and victory. Jan'19:32
Education and the advance of the Disciples of Christ.
Mar'19:29
Answering the call. Jan'20:3
Photos of students. Jan'20:2-35
The teacher come from God. Jan'20:3
Let there be light. Jan'20:4
Education and missions. Jan'20:13
The imminent demand of the churches upon the colleges and
universities. Feb'20:30
The education survey of the Interchurch World Movement.
Mar'20:7
American education in Interchurch Movement. Mar'20:12
Our underpaid college teachers. Apr'20:13
Education and democracy. May'20:25
Observe Go-away-to-College Sunday. Sep'20:19
Three inexorable laws. Sep'20:20
Jan'21:much of issue
What the other Boards are doing. Oct'21:10
Jan'22:much of issue
Collegiate education in the central west. May'22:14
Address of the President... Oct'22:7
Jan'23:much of issue
Go-away-to-college Day. Sep'23:39
Jan'24:much of issue
On leaving for college. Aug'24:27
A new venture in faith. Sep'24:17
Jan'25:much of issue
The spirit of the pioneer. Apr'25:30
Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:27
Jan'26: much of issue
Our opportunity in state universities. Apr'27:25
The church sends her own to college. Sep'27:26
Some have and some haven't. Sep'28:21
The call to college. Sep'28:22
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
So you're off for college! Sep'29:23
Are you off for college? Oct'29:18
Jan'30:much of issue
Our pundits talk things over. Mar'30:20
Our college leaders face their task. Jun'30:21
Jan'31:much of issue
The church and its schools. Feb'31:6
The dawn of educational reform. Mar'31:23
Jan'32:much of issue
Billy is ready for college! May'32:19
Jan'33:much of issue
Jan'34:much of issue
Why I attend a Christian college. Sep'34:25
Jan'35:much of issue
Jan'36:much of issue
World youth comes to the American college campus. May'36:6
Jan'37:much of issue
Women and world highways. Jun'37:35
Jan'38:much of issue
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:30
Higher education reports progress. Jan'39:14
The future of the church related college. Jan'39:26
Jan'40:much of issue
Jan'41:much of issue
Jan'42:much of issue
Jan'43:much of issue
Religion needs higher education. Jun'43:23
Emphasize Christian higher education. Jul'43:21
Life is real... Nov'43:34
Man and the Christian college. Dec'43:34
Jan'44:much of issue
Jan'45:much of issue
Jan'46:much of issue
Global highlights. Sep'46:3
Spire and campus. Jan'47:7
The colleges and Christian leadership. Jan'47:8
By their fruits. Jan'47:15
Laymen and Christian education. Sep'47:18
Place of religion in education. Jan'48:13
Youth at the gateway of tomorrow. May'48:7
Disciple students and higher education. Nov'48:17
Grass roots of higher education. Jan'49:7
Beyond the curriculum. Jun'49:10
We belong to life. Jan'49:19
Shall I go to college? May'49:10
Jan'50:much of issue
Jan'51:much of issue
The underworld of American education. Feb'51:17
Classroom and campus. Jul'51:31
Religion and education. Jan'52:5
Education--its immediate task and ultimate goal. Jan'52:7
Education for the unexpected. Jan'52:13
Jan'53:much of issue
Jan'54:much of issue
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32
Freedom and liberal education. Jan'55:18
Higher education and you. Feb'55:26
Should the church keep its colleges? Jan'56:21
A teacher affects eternity. Jan'57:11
As youth looks at college. May'57:7
Did you say--church college? May'57:9
The prospective student. Jan'58:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
Classroom and campus. Jun'59:37
Women in college. Jan'59:56
Social trends. Jun'59:16
The professor gains status. Jan'60:9
Why, where, how? Jan'60:11
Education--an undying cause (poem) Jan'61:11
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:29 Nov'61:30
Adults and mission. Feb'62:38
Global highlights. Apr'62:7
Those disappointed seniors. Sep'62:9
Youth and the world mission. Sep'62:39
Classroom and campus. Oct'62:33
Six questions about colleges. Jan'63:9
Why does a girl go to college? Jan'63:12
Recent trends in higher education. Mar'63:18
Education--an exciting adventure. Jun'63:21
College is a bargain. Jan'64:14
It's never too late to learn! Jan'64:17
Global highlights. Jun'64:6 Jul'64:6
Christian higher education. Jan'66:25
10 tips on getting into college. Mar'66:50
Tomorrow was yesterday. Jul'66:11
Higher education enters a new era. Oct'66:16
Straight from the shoulder. Jan'67:11
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'68:5
They made things happen. Jan'69:14
Mar'71: much of issue
Religion belongs on the college campus. Oct'72:7
HIGHER EDUCATION DAY
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30 Apr'55:30
HIGHER EDUCATION--FINANCES
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
Classroom and campus. May'51:31 Oct'51:31
Cost of education. Apr'61:37
HIGHER EDUCATION--STATISTICS
The rush to the campus. Nov'47:5
Classroom and campus. May'54:30
HIGHERS, SANDRA
They work for you. Dec'58:44
Highfield, (Mrs. James)
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:29
HIGHFIELD, (MRS. J. T.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
HIGHFIELD, CHARLES BISHOP, 1933--(married to Marilyn L. Highfield)
Every Home Plan continues growth (photo) Nov'60:48
HIGHFIELD, J T
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
HIGHLAND, (married to Jesse P. Highland) -1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37
HIGHLAND, INDIANA. HAMMOND-HIGHLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
HIGHLAND, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Portrait of a rural pastor. May'63:12
HIGHLAND MOUNTAIN SCHOOLS
   Two decades of home missions. Jan'39:35
HIGHLAWN, WEST VIRGINIA
   Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
HIGHLEY, ALBERT R
   (photo) Oct'40:32
HIGHMORE, SOUTH DAKOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
HIGHMOUNT, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:40
HIGHSMITH, PHILIP E
   Classroom and campus. Jun'60:35
HIGHSMITH, R A
   (photo) Mar'24:23
Hightower, Charles Franklin, 1909-
Letters. Feb'64:33
HIGLEY, (married to Ned Higley)
   I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding (photo) May'64:25
HIGLEY, NED
   I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding (photo) May'64:25
HIGLEY'S SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON COMMENTARY
   Book chat. Nov'53:42
HILBERY, NOR
   Global highlights. Dec'61:6
HILDEBRAND, ROY R
   (photo) Aug'23:41
HILDEBRANDT, GEORGE
   (photo) Jan'25:32
HILDRETH, ELTON
   Classroom and campus. Nov'62:36
HILDRETH, EMMA
   A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
HILE, WARREN MARSH, SR., 1895-1981
   Classroom and campus. Dec'46:30
HILE, WARREN MARSH, JR.
   (ordination) Classroom and campus. Feb'48:31 May'48:30
   (photo) Jan'71:8
HILFSWERK
   ...helps refugees build their own homes and communities.
   Dec'47:44
   Editorial correspondence from Germany. Dec'53:6
   Global highlights. Jan'54:2 Sep'55:4
   ...observes tenth anniversary. Mar'56:19
HILKEY, C J
   (photo) Jan'21:6
HILL, (married to Bruce V. Hill)
   College notes. Nov'36:40
HILL, (married to Harry Hill)
   Circulation corner. Dec'35:inside front cover
HILL, (married to Joe Hill)  
Memoriam. Jun'36:39

HILL, (married to Paul Deane Hill)  
(photo) Nov'51:29

HILL, (married to Ross Hill) -1952  
In memoriam. Apr'53:35

Hill, Alden Lee, 1886-1972  
On state missions. Nov'39:12

HILL, ALDEN LEE, 1886-1972  
(photo) Nov'31:10  
College commencements. Jul'35:33  
(photo) Nov'39:12  
Circulation corner. Oct'40:inside front cover

HILL, ANNA  
Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7

HILL, ARRIEL, -1957  
In memoriam. Sep'57:35

HILL, BERTHA, -1954  
(death) News room. Apr'54:42

HILL, CHARLES  
(photo) Nov'50:33

HILL, CHARLOTTE  
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32

HILL, CLARA IDA  
See SUFFEL, CLARA IDA (HILL)

Hill, Claude Eugene, 1874-1957  
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.  
Dec'21:48  
The ministry of mercy. Apr'24:7  
The National City Christian Church—why? Oct'29:17  
New dealers. Oct'33:13  
The great calling. Sep'38:13  
The Bible is good reading. Nov'41:11  
After 100 years. Jan'44:18  
The enlistment is for life. Sep'48:16

HILL, CLAUDE EUGENE, 1874-1957  
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:21  
(photo) Mar'24:50  
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21  
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29  
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23  
(photo) Oct'29:10  
Announcement. May'33:1  
(photo) Oct'33:13 (bio. sketch) Oct'33:14  
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34  
(photo) Nov'36:24  
Sep'38:13  
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12  
(photo) Feb'41:12  
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17  
(photo) Jun'46:4  
Sep'48:16

HILL, DORIS  
College notes and news. Mar'41:30

Hill, Elizabeth, 1903-1966  
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38  
Echoes from everywhere. 
Jun'58:36 Dec'58:36 Feb'59:38
Growth seen in Nepal. Jul'59:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36

HILL, ELIZABETH, 1903-1966
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Sep'37:31
(photo) Feb'38:30
News room. Jul'44:34 Sep'46:40
(photo) Feb'49:14
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:31
Global highlights. Dec'55:2
Mission on the world's rooftop. Mar'56:14
For adult mission study (photo) Apr'56:36
Three Disciples serve in Nepal. Mar'57:40
Nepal is a place for pioneers (photo) Apr'57:13
Global highlights. Apr'58:4
Nepal frontier. Jul'62:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Healing--a way to witness in Nepal. Apr'64:20 (photo p.21)
Missionary register. Jan'66:46
(death) Disciples in the news. May'66:7
In memoriam. May'66:46

HILL, ELLEN
In memoriam. Nov'41:39

Hill, Elma Inez Alexander, 1891-1975
(married to Thomas Newton Hill)
A study in contrasts. Jun'32:30
With the boys in Damoh. Jan'36:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:29
Conditions in India. Feb'47:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36 Nov'54:32
Missionary worship service. May'55:35

HILL, ELMA INEZ ALEXANDER, 1891-1975
Notes. May'19:62
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
(photo) Feb'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33
quoted. Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29
News room. Nov'40:47
(photo) Mar'41:18 Sep'41:21
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
News room. Oct'44:28 Apr'45:28
(photo) Dec'50:28
That "luxurious" missionary life (photo) Oct'54:9
For adult mission study (photo) May'55:36
They have lived and served (photo) Sep'56:25

HILL, EULIS HAROLD, 1910- (married to Elsie Hill)
Global highlights. Feb'60:5 Mar'67:5

HILL, EVA MARY
See
POLLARD, EVA MARY HILL

HILL, FRANCES M.
See
WEST, FRANCES M. HILL

HILL, G. CARLTON, 1901-
News room (photo) Nov'53:32
HILL, GEORGE
(photo) Apr'52:9
HILL, HAROLD EUGENE
Classroom and campus. Dec'48:33 Nov'49:46
Hill, Harry J., 1889-1972 (married to Stella A. Hill)
Southern California plans for Easter. Feb'32:9
HILL, HARRY J., 1889-1972
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52
In memoriam. Oct'72:44
HILL, HAZEL
See FILLMORE, HAZEL HILL
HILL, HELEN ELIZABETH
See STURBAUM, HELEN ELIZABETH HILL
Hill, Homer Benjamin, 1919- (married to Lois Elaine Hill)
A crying need. Jan'67:44
HILL, HOMER BENJAMIN, 1919-
(photo) Jul'23:10 Sep'42:6
Hill, Inge
Toy soldiers (poem) Nov'69:27
Satin snow (poem) Mar'71:24
Toy soldiers (poem) Jan'72:24
HILL, J H
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
HILL, JANE ELIZABETH REYNOLDS, 1942- (married to William H. Hill)
At home in all lands. Oct'49:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42
(marriage) News room. Mar'63:36
HILL, JESSE, -1938
(death) Jan'39:62
HILL, JOE
Direct line. May'70:33
HILL, JOHN LOUIS, 1872-
What money will do. Sep'19:24
HILL, JULIA MANN
Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:5
HILL, LAURA K., 1878-1958
News from Benevolent Homes. Sep'37:28
N.B.A. reports changes in Home Superintendents. Oct'52:40
(death) News room. May'58:40
HILL, LOUISE EDNA
(photo) Jul'23:10
HILL, LAURA K
New faces in benevolence. Mar'36:28
HILL, LUCY
(death) Aug'28:29
Hill, Marilynne, 1920-
God looks upon mankind (poem) May'44:13
Youth and missions. Feb'55:37
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
For adult mission study.
Feb'56:36 May'56:36 Sep'56:36
Mar'56:36 Jul'56:36
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
Missionary worship service. Apr'58:37
News items. May'58:38
Missionary worship service. Jun'58:37
For adult mission study. Jun'58:38
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
For adult mission study. Jul'58:40 Sep'58:39
Missionary worship service. Oct'58:37
For adult mission study. Oct'58:38
Missionary worship service. Nov'58:37 Dec'58:37
For adult mission study. Dec'58:38
Missionary worship service. Jan'59:41
For adult mission study. Jan'59:42
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
Missionary worship service. Feb'59:39 Mar'59:35
For adult mission study. Mar'59:36 Apr'59:38
Missionary worship service. May'59:37
For adult mission study. May'59:38 Jun'59:38
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
Missionary worship service. Jul'59:39
For adult mission study. Sep'59:38
Missionary worship service. Oct'59:37 Nov'59:35
For adult mission study. Nov'59:36
Missionary worship service. Dec'59:37
For adult mission study. Dec'59:38
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
Missionary worship service. Feb'60:39
For adult mission study. Feb'60:40
Missionary worship service. Mar'60:37
For adult mission study. Mar'60:38
Missionary worship service. May'60:35
For adult mission study. Jun'60:38
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
For adult mission study. Jul'60:40 Oct'60:38
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:25
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
Adults and mission. Sep'62:38
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
Moments of meditation. Apr'63:37
Adults and mission. Jun'63:38
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
Moments of meditation. Oct'63:37
Read about India! Dec'63:41
Women on world highways. Mar'64:37
Healing--a way to witness in Nepal. Apr'64:20
Moments of worship. May'64:39
Adults and mission. May'64:40
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
Healing in Nepal. Feb'65:48
Adults and mission. Jun'65:38
Churches to study very current events. Jun'66:23
Adults and mission. Jun'66:36
Moments of worship. Jun'67:31 Feb'68:33
Sep'67:29 Mar - Jun'68 p. 29
Three themes for the study. Jun'69:6
The visible community. Oct'72:49
A fulfillment of the law. Nov'72:49
Thoughtfulness builds fellowship. Dec'72:49
Making friends of enemies. Jan'73:49

HILL, MARILYNNE, 1920-
(birth) Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
(photo) Jan'23:25 Feb'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33 Feb'38:31
Children of the India Mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
News room. Nov'40:47
(photo) Sep'41:21 Sep'47:21
News room.
Nov'53:32 (photo) Jul'55:38 Sep'57:38
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'59:35
News room. Mar'61:46
India's school in the clouds. Mar'65:20
In brief (photo) Nov'73:41
HILL, MARILYNNE. CLEAR VOICES ABOVE THE CLAMOR
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
HILL, MARILYNNE. COMMON CONCERNS--COMMON HOPE
quoted. Youth and missions. Oct'58:39
HILL, MARILYNNE. A GUIDE FOR LEADERS OF ADULT CLASSES
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
HILL, MARILYNNE. LONG FORKS
Churches to study very current events. Jun'66:23
HILL, MARILYNNE. SHOES AT THE THRESHOLD
World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
HILL, MARILYNNE. THESE, TOO, THE VALIANT
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
HILL, MARILYNNE. WORLD OUTREACH WORKBOOK
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
Hill, Marjorie Anne, 1926-
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
In a time of tension. Jan'66:34
HILL, MARJORIE ANNE, 1926-
(birth) May'26:64
(photo) Feb'34:31
Children of the India Mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
(photo) Sep'41:21 May'56:47
Mission hospital answers a need. Feb'61:33
India at the crossroads (photo) Dec'63:27
News room. Apr'64:40
India's school in the clouds. Mar'65:20
In brief. Jan'70:39 Mar'71:45 Apr'71:42
Hill, Mary
See
Pollard, Eva Mary Hill
HILL, MARY E
(death) Aug'20:31
HILL, MARYLYNNE
See
HILL, MARILYNNE
HILL, NEWTON, 1854-1933
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
HILL, NORMAN. IF THE CHURCHES WANT WORLD PEACE
Book chat. Apr'59:26
HILL, OTTIS BLAKELY, 1902-1988
quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'39:2
Hill, Paul Deane, 1912-
A young minister voices his aspirations. Sep'44:8
HILL, PAUL DEANE, 1912-
As I look at the ministry (photo) Sep'44:8
(photo) Nov'51:29
Classroom and campus. Mar'60:31
HILL, R
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
HILL, RACHEL ALLEEN CORNELIUS
(married to Ray Hill)
(photo) Jun'23:29
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
HILL, RICHARD
(photo) Sep'58:front cover
The cover. Jul'58:inside front cover
HILL, ROSCOE R., 1880-1960
Personalities. Jan'35:16
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'50:33
HILL, STELLA AMELIA, 1892-1968 (married to Harry J. Hill)
In memoriam. Dec'68:42
HILL, SUE
Hill, Thomas Newton, 1890-1971. (married to Elma Alexander Hill)
Victory makes opportunity. Jun'19:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:59
Christian or Hindu. Oct'23:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:61 Nov'24:59
Good scouts in India make for brotherhood. Nov'27:42
Working with the boys. Feb'30:40
Good turns. Apr'30:26
Swaraj in church and state. Jan'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:43
Attention! Mar'32:27
With the boys in Damoh. Jan'36:45
India learning to read. Sep'40:11
India calls. Mar'41:18
Church union in India. Jul'41:15
Church union in North India. Sep'41:21
Unity in India: whither? Oct'41:19
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:33 Sep'45:29
Historical event in Mungeli. Sep'45:32
Situation in India. Sep'46:45
India's interim government. Dec'46:42
Toward freedom and union. Feb'47:19
Conditions in India. Feb'47:38
Kotah Day in India. Apr'50:45
Disciples in India hold lively Convention. Oct'53:28
Christian education in the new India. Jan'55:12
The local churches grow up in India. Jul'55:19
India's green revolution. Apr'71:12
HILL, THOMAS NEWTON, 1890-1971
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59 Aug'22:51 (photo) Feb'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33 Apr'40:31
News room. Nov'40:47 (photo) Mar'41:18
News room. May'41:32 (photo) Sep'41:21
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
News room. Oct'41:34
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
News room.
Oct'44:28 Apr'45:28 Apr'46:32 Jun'46:45
Christian witness in India (photo) Mar'49:24
That "luxurious" missionary life (photo) Oct'54:9
They have lived and served (photo) Sep'56:25
The local church lifts up missions (photo) Oct'56:22
In memoriam. Jun'71:46
HILL, THOMAS NEWTON, 1927-
(photo) Feb'34:31
Children of the India Mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24) (photo) Sep'41:21
HILL, W. MERLE, 1925-
Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:34
Walking his way through college. Feb'73:30
HILL, WILLIAM C
Global highlights. May'60:5
Hillard, (Mrs. R. N.) Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
HILLARY, EDMUND Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:30
HILLER, (married to James M. Hiller) (photo) Mar'72:41
HILLER, DOROTHY Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
HILLEY, (MRS. H. D.) The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5
Hilley, Howard Stevens, 1892-1963 In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:26
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:8
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The Christian college and life goals. Jan'36:6

HILLEY, HOWARD STEVENS, 1892-1963
(photo) Jan'21:16 May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
May'23:53 Dec'26:56
(photo) Jan'27:26
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 5) Jan'31:25,24
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
(photo) Jan'39:17 Sep'42:5
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:15 (photo p. 14)
Global highlights. Jul'49:2

HILLEY, JEANNE
(photo) Sep'42:5

HILLIARD, ALICE L
See Payne, Alice L. Hilliard

HILLIARD, HENRY COLLINS, 1934-
(married to Mamie Martin Davis Hilliard)
The scene. Jan'70:44

HILLIKER, ALTA PLACE (married to Clair Hilliker)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
HILLIKER, CLAIR (married to Alat Place Hilliker)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30

HILLMAN, (MRS. E. L.)
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'54:33

HILLMAN, JOHN L
(photo) Jan'24:5

HILLMAN, WILLIAM. MR. PRESIDENT
Book chat. Jun'52:42

HILLS, ROY R
(photo) May'23:56

HILLSBORO, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An example in cooperation. Jun'25:56

HILLSBORO, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Organized for missions. Sep'27:46
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40

HILLSVILLE, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Of books, brotherhood and buildings (photo) Mar'49:16

HILLYER, AUGUSTA KUPER HENDERSON (GUSSIE), 1869-
(married to E. C. Hillyer)
He yet speaketh! (photo) Aug'31:31

HILLYER, E. C., 1857?-1931
He yet speaketh! (photo) Aug'31:31

Hiltner, Seward, 1909-
Alcohol, socience and society. Apr'46:42

HILTNER, SEWARD, 1909-
Global highlights. Sep'50:3
World events. Apr'73:41

HILTNER, SEWARD. THE CONTEXT OF PASTORAL COUNSELING
Book chat. Jul'62:42

HILTNER, SEWARD. THE COUNSELOR IN COUNSELING
Book chat. Mar'52:40

HILTNER, SEWARD. FERMENT IN THE MINISTRY
New books. Jul'69:28
HILTNER, SEWARD. PREFACE TO PASTORAL THEOLOGY
   Book chat. Mar'58:20
HILTNER, SEWARD. THEOLOGICAL DYNAMICS
   New books. Mar'73:35
HILTON, (married to J. W. Hilton) -1937
   (photo) Sep'22:35
   (death) Nov'37:47
Hilton, Bruce
   The Delta Ministry is alive and well. Jul'69:20
HILTON, BRUCE. THE DELTA MINISTRY
   New books. Nov'69:29
HILTON, BRUCE. HIGHLY IRREGULAR
   New books. Apr'70:28
HILTON, BRUCE. MY BROTHER IS A STRANGER
   Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
HILTON, CAROLYN M
   Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
HILTON, CONRAD N., SR.
   Classroom and capus (photo) Jan'64:35
Hilton, J S
   Note. Sep'19:65
Hilton, J W
   The Church and the secular university. Mar'24:28
HILTON, J W
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
HILTON, JULIA
   (death) Apr'19:60
Hilton, W T
   Giving to the Orphan... Apr'19:18
HIMLER, ROSETTA MARIE
   Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
HINANT, JOHN TURNER
   In brief. May'69:42      May'70:40
HINDAL, MARY L., -1962
   In memoriam. Nov'62:44
Hinds, Alice Greenlee, 1889- (married to Roscoe emerson Hinds)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
HINDS, ALICE GREENLEE, 1889-
   Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
   "Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
   (photo) Aug'19:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42
   (photo) Jun'21:7
   Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
HINDS, CLAUDE DAVID
   (birth) Apr'25:64
HINDS, DONALD PAUL
   (photo) Aug'23:44
Hinds, Emerson E -1941
   My mountain people. Jul'19:10
HINDS, EMERSON E -1941
   (photo) Jul'19:10
   Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
   "Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
   (photo) Aug'19:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42       Mar'21:53
(quoted) Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
(photo) Feb'26:50
(death) News room. Nov'41:34

HINDS, GEORGE EMERSON
(photo) Aug'23:44

HINDS, ROSCOE EMERSON, 1894- (married to Alice Greenlee Hinds)
(photo) May'23:44

HINDS, VIRGIL V., 1909-
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33

HINDUISM
Notes. Oct'19:62
A Hindu wedding in Damoh. Dec'22:46
Christian or Hindu. Oct'23:42
A Hindu view of Jesus Christ. May'24:17
In the shadow of Temple walls. May'24:37
Contrasting a Hindu and a Christian mela. Jun'25:36
A look-in at Hinduism. Nov'28:58
Contrasting practical Christianity and impractical Hinduism.
Aug'31:30
Book chat. Dec'34:42

HINDUS, MAURICE. HITLER CANNOT CONQUER RUSSIA
Book chat. Dec'41:22

HINDUSTAN
The Doctor Sahib of Hindustan. Mar'20:18
Highways through the heart of Hindustan (photo) Nov'20:17

HINE, AL. THIS LAND IS MINE
New books. May'66:39

Hine, William C
Is there a future for the small church-related college?
Apr'73:19

HINES, (married to Harry Hines)
(photo) Nov'36:23

HINES, (married to Milton Hines)
News room. Apr'52:39

HINES, ADA
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15

HINES, ALICE JOHNSTON, -1943
Notes. May'20:60,61
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
(death) News room. Jun'43:30

HINES, GERTRUDE
(photo) Jun'30:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
(photo) Jun'33:33

HINES, HARRY, -1954
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:50
A layman's religion in action (photo) Mar'29:27
(photo) Oct'29:29     Nov'36:23     Sep'40:8
Sep'30:18     Dec'39:15
News room. Oct'47:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'48:4
(photo) Apr'49:20     Mar'50:21
Disciple doers (photo) Oct'50:20
News room. Jul'51:38
(death) News room. Sep'54:38
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17

HINES, HARRY. LAY EVANGELISM
Book chat. May'46:47

HINES, JAMES W
(photo) May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:40
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
May'28:40

HINES, JOHN E
Global highlights. Jul'65:6

HINES, PAT
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13

HINES, RUBY
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

HINKLE, PAUL D. "TONY"
Classroom and campus. Jan'46:29

HINSDALE, BURKE AARON
Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33

Hinsdale, Mary L
Women and world highways. Oct'35:35

HINKLE, MAUDE, -1959
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

HINKLE, MELVINA J
In memoriam. Aug'27:48

HINMAN, GEORGE W. THE AMERICAN INDIAN AND CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32

HINSON, (MRS. M. F.), -1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39

HINTON, MARY KAY
(photo) May'46:30

Hinton, Vinton
Why give? Mar'66:49

HINTON, WEST VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51

HIPPIES
Hippie kingdom. Nov'68:40

HIPPLE, ELLA V., 1857-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33

HIRADHAR, MERCII
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'55:36

Hirai, Yokichi, -1947
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:37

HIRAI, YOKICHI, -1947
The opening of a college. Dec'20:46
(photo) Mar'23:37 Jan'26:22
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35
(photo) Mar'30:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34 Nov'30:42
Missionary illustrations... Feb'31:44
Commencement in Japan (photo) Jun'33:27
Disciples in Japa fifty years (photo) Jan'34:27
(photo) Jul'34:40
A thirtieth anniversary (photo) Apr'37:28
(photo) Jun'38:11
News room. Jul'40:34
A thirty-fifth anniversary (photo) Feb'41:28
...birthday celebration (photo) Jul'41:26
Survival 'midst ruin (photo) Jun'46:27
(death) ...passes. Jun'47:26
(death) News room (photo) Jun'47:34

HIRAM COLLEGE
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39 Aug'24:57 Mar'26:52 Feb'28:45
Feb'23:45 Sep'24:51 Sep'26:56 Apr'28:40
Apr'23:54 Oct'24:52 Nov'26:53 May'28:41
Jun'23:54 Dec'24:52 Dec'26:57 Jun'28:42
Jan'24:34 Nov'25:57 Aug'27:42 Mar'29:40
Feb'24:52 Dec'25:42 Sep'27:51 May'29:29
Jun'24:56 Jan'26:42,44 Oct'27:52
Jul'24:54 Feb'26:52 Dec'27:43

Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:16
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:58
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
(photo of building) Jan'22:5
Visitin our colleges. Jan'22:15
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
(photo) Jan'22:back cover
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
(photo) Jan'23:11
A million dollar gift to education. Feb'23:36
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:8
(photo of Gray Hall) Jan'24:back cover
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:8
John E. Pounds, 1864-1925. Jan'26:11
(photos of students) Jan'26:13
(photos of student teachers) Jan'27:23
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:25
(photo of faculty and students) Aug'27:42
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:8 (photo p. 9)
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
President Bates resigns. Dec'29:33
Miner Lee Bates, an appreciation. Oct'30:19
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
The colleges at work. May'33:32
From Hiram College.
Nov'34:31 Mar'35:46 May'35:45 Jul'35:40
Dec'34:40 Apr'35:43 Jun'35:46
The threshold (photos of adminstration building) Jan'35:2
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
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Apr'46:30  Sep'46:33  Nov'46:29
Jun'46:33  Oct'46:30  Dec'46:30

(photo of veterans) Jan'47:7

Global highlights. Dec'47:4

Global highlights. Sep'57:2

Classroom and campus.

Jan'47:31  Apr'47:31  Jun'47:32  Sep'47:33
Feb'47:30  May'47:32  Jul'47:33  Oct'47:30
Nov'47:28 (photo of Zollars Building p. 29)

Classroom and campus.

Dec'47:28

Jan'48:31 (photo of pre-ministerial group p. 30)
Feb'48:30  Apr'48:29  Jun'48:35
Mar'48:30  May'48:31

(photo of basketball team) Jul'48:31

Classroom and campus.

Sep'48:31  Oct'48:30
Nov'48:40 (photo of students p. 30)

(photo of International students) Dec'48:33

(photo of student fellowship) Jul'49:30
Nov'49:38

(photo of students) Jan'50:17

Classroom and campus.

(Book chat. Oct'50:40)

Classroom and campus.

Nov'50:36  Jul'51:31  Oct'51:31  May'52:29
Feb'51:32  Sep'51:32  Nov'51:28

(photo of mock convention) Jul'52:33

Sep'52:33  Nov'52:31

(photo of students attending church) Dec'52:29

Feb'53:42

(photo of students) Mar'53:31

(photo of new dormitory) Jun'53:34

Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:37

Classroom and campus.

Jul'53:31  Oct'53:30  Nov'53:30

(photo of a class) Jan'52:front cover

The cover. Jan'54:inside front cover

On being a real person (photo) Jan'56:7

Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants. Feb'56:27

Classroom and campus.

Jun'56:35  Sep'56:33  Oct'56:31  Dec'56:32

(photo of Garfield celebration) Feb'57:30

Global highlights. Apr'57:2

Global highlights. Sep'57:2

Classroom and campus.

Sep'57:31  Sep'58:37  Mar'59:31  Sep'59:35
Jan'58:29 Oct'58:32 Apr'59:35 Oct'59:33
Feb'58:33 Nov'58:32 May'59:34 Nov'59:33
Mar'58:35 Dec'58:33 Jun'59:35 Jan'60:30
May'58:33 Feb'59:37 Jul'59:36 Mar'60:31
Jul'58:37
(photo of quartet) May'60:33
Jun'60:35 Sep'60:35 Nov'60:31 Jan'61:28
Jul'60:37 Oct'60:34 Dec'60:33
(photo) Feb'61:31
Mar'61:37 May'61:30 Jul'61:34
Apr'61:32 Jun'61:34 Sep'61:38
Oct'61:32 (drawing of new dormitory p. 33)
Dec'61:31 Apr'62:33 Sep'62:34 Dec'62:34
Feb'62:32 Jun'62:35
(drawing of new dormitory) Feb'63:35
Mar'63:35 Jun'63:35 Sep'63:33 Nov'63:35
May'63:34 Jul'63:36 Oct'63:34 Dec'63:34
College is a bargain (photos of students) Jan'64:14
Classroom and campus.
Jan'64:34 May'64:36 Jun'64:35 Jul'64:36
Apr'64:35
Global highlights. Sep'64:6
Classroom and campus.
Sep'64:33 Jul'65:35 Nov'66:34 Feb'68:34
Oct'64:36 Sep'65:36 Dec'66:34 Mar'68:35
Nov'64:34 Oct'65:34 Jan'67:35 Apr'68:35
Dec'64:35 Dec'65:34 Feb'67:34 May'68:34
Jan'65:32 Jan'66:32 Apr'67:35 Jun'68:34
Feb'65:32 Feb'66:34 May'67:34 Jul'68:35
Mar'65:33 Apr'66:35 Jun'67:34 Sep'68:34
Apr'65:34 May'66:35 Dec'67:34 Dec'68:35
May'65:35 Jun'66:34 Jan'68:35
Jun'65:34 Jul'66:34
In brief. Feb'69:38
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
Opportunities for students and parents. Mar'71:12
HIRAM HOUSE (CLEVELAND, OHIO)
The threshold. Jan'37:2
HIRAM, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hiram thinks on religion. Feb'29:12
Girls give pageant. May'29:30
HIRASHIKI, TERUKO
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10
HIRATSUKA, MASUNORI
Echoes from everywhere. May'39:10
HIRAYAMA, (married to Hisashi Hirayama)
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
HIRAYAMA, HISASHI
Summer service. Jul'59:47
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
HIRAYAMA, KASUMI
Summer service. Jul'59:47
Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:4
HIRONO, S
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:57
HIROSAMI, JAPAN
Interesting things happen so fast. Aug'22:55
Church with a spirit of service. Apr'58:35
News items. May'58:38

HIROSHIMA, JAPAN
Global highlights. Jan'47:2
And the power. Mar'52:5
Looking down on Hiroshima. Oct'62:25
From bomb to bell. Sep'72:50

HIRSCH, IRENE
(photo) Jan'21:6

HIRSCHLER, JOHN C.
WORSHIP IN FREE CHURCHES
Book chat. Apr'48:40

HIRSCHMAN, EVANGELINE S., 1891-1972
News room. Oct'56:39  Sep'58:49

HIRSCHMANN, IRA.
RED STAR OVER BETHELHEM
New books. Apr'72:32

HISER, ROBERTA, -1955
In memoriam. Nov'55:33

HISLOP COLLEGE
Night school at Hislop College. Jun'54:48

HISPANIC AMERICAN CAUCUS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
World events. Jun'70:36  Oct'70:37

HISPANIC AMERICAN CONFERENCE
The churches join hands in the Caribbean. Sep'29:18

HISPANIC AMERICANS
See also
(Nationalities in the U.S. i.e. MEXICANS IN THE U.S.)
Mexicans in the U.S. Sep'19:29
Facts for the busy woman. Sep'19:44
The Interdenominational Council on Spanish Speaking work.
Feb'30:11
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25
Programs for young people. Apr'40:37
Latin American youth meeting. Jun'46:43
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions.
Jul'49:22
Spanish speaking friends. Apr'53:5
Youth and missions. May'53:37
Jun'53: much of issue
For adult mission study. Jul'53:34
Youth and missions. Jul'53:35
For adult mission study. Sep'53:36
That all may be one. Oct'53:18
Youth and missions. Oct'53:35
Conference to discuss Spanish-speaking Americans. Dec'53:28
Spanish-American ministers meet. Apr'55:46
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:16
Global highlights. Oct'58:4
News room. Oct'58:34
Latin Americans. Oct'60:17
Global highlights. Mar'61:6
Singing in a strange land. Nov'62:23
Global highlights. Jan'63:6
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
Youth and the world mission. Apr'64:44
Meet the Spanish-Americans. Jun'64:25
Moments of worship. Jun'64:37
Adults and mission. Jun'64:39
The city, the challenge, the future. Jul'64:23
Room for growing. Jul'64:27
Women on world highways. Jul'64:35
A pastor for Robstown. Sep'64:19
Glances and glimpses. Oct'64:12
A Spanish Harlem "fortress." Oct'64:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38
Letters. Oct'64:50
Youth and the world mission. Nov'64:39
Global highlights. Feb'65:4
The people in our backyard. Apr'65:19
Pioneering witness in two tongues. Jan'66:16
Bilingual fellowship organized by Disciples. Dec'66:44
Hermandad bilingue organizada por Discipulos. Dec'66:44
Leadership training in two languages. Apr'67:21
Council calls for unity in ministry to Spanish Americans. Apr'67:25
In brief. Jan'68:8 Feb'68:8
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:12
Another kind of long, hot summer. May'68:26
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:22
A possible dream for Spanish Americans. Apr'69:6
We offer assets to mainland America. Apr'69:8
World events. May'69:35
In brief. May'69:38
We learned Spanish and our eyes were opened. Sep'69:17
Christian causeways. Oct'69:31
World events. Jun'70:36
Bilingual ministry in Houston. Jun'70:40
The scene. Jul'70:44
Man-ana means dawn. Dec'70:12
Career clubs help raise youth horizons. Apr'71:32
World events. May'71:36
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5
At Louisville minorities will be heard. Oct'71:10
World events. Oct'71:36
Esfuerso--another chance for the addict. Jan'72:25
World events. Apr'72:39
In brief. Mar'73:40
HISPANIC AMERICANS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
HISTORY
Bible study. Jan'24:48
Do you have a historian? Oct'61:23
Thoughts for a centennial. Oct'61:28
The broadening way. Apr'64:36
Heritage and destiny. Feb'72:inside back cover
HIXON, W. N. -1962

Hixon, William Arthur, 1904-
(married to Evelyn Louise Willard Hixon)
First days at Bolenge. Mar'39:30

HIXON, WILLIAM ARTHUR, 1904-
New missionaries for Africa (photo) Nov'38:32
News room. Oct'40:34 Apr'41:34

HJORTEVANG, CARL. THE AMATEUR CHOIR DIRECTOR
Book chat. Oct'41:44

HLA DU
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50

HO CHANG-CHI
(photo) Feb'24:13

Hoadley, Francis W
The birth of Porto Rico (poem) Jan'26:50

HOAGLAND, DANIEL
Classroom and campus. Nov'58:32

HOAGLAND, FLORENCE M. -1946
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
Classroom and campus. Apr'45:26
(death) Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31

HOBART, (married to Warwick B. Hobart)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:3

HOBART, (married to William T. Hobart)
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45

HOBART, ELLA, -1953
(photo) Apr'29:20
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

HOBART, HENRY, -1966
Classroom and campus. Mar'55:35
(death) Classroom and campus. May'66:35

Hobart, Kenneth G
The babies on the doorstep. Feb'58:47

HOBART, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:24

HOBART, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'32:5

HOBBIES
Youth and missions. Jul'42:37

HOBBS, (married to Charles W. Hobbs)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'56:48

HOBBS, (married to Guy E. Hobbs)
world outreach sounding board. Dec'66:36

HOBBS, A I
(photo) Mar'28:32

HOBBS, ANNA CASPER
In memoriam. Jul'45:33

HOBBS, ANNA E
(death) Apr'24:57

HOBBS, DIANA
Here and there with World Call (photo) Feb'56:48

Hobbs, Donald S
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'51:36

Hobbs, Emma Jane
The homely tasks at S. C. I. Jan'28:38

HOBBS, EMMA JANE
HOBBS, GUY
   News room. Sep'51:40
HOBBS, HERSCHEL H.
   quoted. Last column. Nov'62:50
HOBBS, HERSCHEL H. COWARDS OR CONQUERERS
   Book chat. Jul'52:14
HOBBS, HOWARD C
   (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Jan'28:40
HOBBS, JEPHTHAH
   Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:13
HOBBS, THOMAS GIBSON, 1885?-1942
   Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:11
HOBBS, NEW MEXICO. HIGHLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hobby, Oveta Culp (married to William Pettus Hobby)
   Let us make way for the children. Jul'53:22
HOBBY, OVETA CULP
   (photo) Jul'53:23
HOBERT, LEE GORDON, 1927-
   quoted. Global highlights. Mar'65:6
   Disciples in the news. Jan'68:8
HOBERT, VERA MARY, -1955 (married to L. R. Hobert)
   In memoriam. Dec'55:39
Hobgood, Benjamin Clay, 1928- (married to Betsy Bowen Hobgood)
   Missionary visits can be successful. Nov'54:26
   Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
   The city--a new frontier in Congo. may'59:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'61:38
   Congo Council plans advance. Sep'62:48
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38
   Free University of the Congo. Mar'67:25
   Universidad Libre del Congo. May'67:38
HOBGOOD, BENJAMIN CLAY, 1928-
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
   (photo) Feb'36:29
   News room. Oct'43:34
   (marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
   (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'52:32
   Classroom and campus. Jan'53:29
   (photo) May'59:28
   Classroom and campus. Jun'59:34
   Global highlights. Sep'60:6
   Now they look like preachers. Sep'60:47
   quoted. The city--a global challenge. Nov'63:27
   News room. Jan'64:46
   Missionary register. Sep'66:45
   (photo) Mar'67:25
   Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
   Free University of the Congo shows progress. Jul'70:34
   World events. Mar'71:39
HOBGOOD, BERT
   (death) May'23:55
Hobgood, Betsy Iden Bowen, 1929-
   (married to Benjamin Clay Hobgood)
   Congo's mighty women. Apr'56:28
Congo women learn. Apr'57:43
Big tasks and great dreams in "Coq." Jul'57:41
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'58:36    Dec'59:36    Jul'60:38
Now they look like preachers. Sep'60:47
Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'60:32    Feb'61:36    Nov'62:38
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8

HOBGOOD, BETSY IDEN BOWEN, 1929-
   (marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
   (photo) Apr'56:28
   Classroom and campus. Jun'59:34
   Missionary register. Sep'66:45

HOBGOOD, BURNETT MCLEAN, 1922-
   News room. Apr'46:32   Dec'50:32

HOBGOOD, CHRIS
See

HOBGOOD, WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER

HOBGOOD, ELIZABETH NEWELL
See

MARTIN, NEWELL ELIZABETH HOBGOOD

Hobgood, Henry Clay, 1886-1979
   (married to Tobitha Alderson Hobgood)
   (married to Wilhelma Zoe Smith Jaggard Hobgood)
Am I playing fair? Jan'21:23
The three r's and more in the Congo. Oct'26:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39
Rural challenge. Jun'54:46

HOBGOOD, HENRY CLAY, 1886-1979
The romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:19
Notes. Mar'19:63
Africa's call for medical help. May'19:52
   (photo) Dec'20:29
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
Except they be send (photo) Jan'21:3
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
   (photo) Mar'21:6
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
   quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:62
   (photo) Mar'22:41
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51
   (photo) Jun'23:31
There's not time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
   (photo) Feb'36:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
News room. Oct'43:34   Dec'43:32
   (photo) Feb'48:26
Missionaries broaden the fellowship. Jul'52:27
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:26
Classroom and campus. Jun'59:34

HOBGOOD, LAURA KATHERINE, 1925-
(birth) Apr'25:64
(photo) Jun'26:40 Feb'36:29 Jun'37:25
News room. Mar'42:43 (photo) Jun'42:34
(photo) Jan'43:29

HOBGOOD, NEWELL ELIZABETH
See
MARTIN, NEWELL ELIZABETH HOBGOOD

HOBGOOD, POWELL
(death) May'23:55

HOBGOOD, ROBERT NEAL, 1917-
(photo) Dec'20:29
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51
(photo) Jun'23:31 Dec'23:35 Jun'26:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34 Mar'37:42
(photo) Jun'37:25

HOBGOOD, SUSAN, 1956-
(birth) News room. Jan'57:37

Hobgood, Tobitha Alderson, 1894-1957
(married to Henry Clay Hobgood)
Africa's call for medical help. May'19:52
Note. Sep'19:48
Teaching the Bible in Congoland. Feb'21:55
Moving day in jungle town. Sep'22:54
Echoes from everywhere.
Seeing real Congo life. Dec'23:35
An African metropolis. May'24:39
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Educational work in Congo. Jul'25:56
A Congo mother in Israel. May'26:58
The passing of a native Congo missionary. Aug'27:38
A beautiful legend. Nov'27:43
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48
Begging for a doctor. Dec'28:61
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35
Bokechu—a modern Lydia. Jul'31:29
Speaking of books. Jul'31:34
Home again. Jun'39:28
Amba Sala. Jul'39:44
A fine sermon. Jan'40:44
A last ride on the river. Jul'43:35
Building a mission station in the jungle. Jul'48:45

HOBGOOD, TOBITHA ALDERSON, 1894-1957
Notes. Jan'19:62
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
The Romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:19
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
(photo) Dec'20:29
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
HOBGOOD, WILHELMINA (WILMA) ZOE (SMITH) (JAGGARD), 1892–
(married to Louis F Jaggard)
(married to Henry Clay Hobgood)
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
Winning the villages. Dec'27:61
Happy in return to Africa. Aug'30:29
Home is where the heart is. Nov'30:35
Visiting the outstations. Jun'32:40
Teaching the homely tasks. Jun'32:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:39 May'33:38,39,40
Congo Institute graduates. Mar'33:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:39,40
Preaching--teaching--doctoring. Jan'36:28
Survival after death. Nov'37:27
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'38:39 Oct'40:38 Nov'40:39
A visit upriver on the "Oregon." Nov'41:26
Plantation workers and the way of life. Nov'42:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:35
Signs of progress in Congo. Jul'59:34
HOBGOOD, WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER, 1936–
(married to Carey Meade Alexander Hobgood)
(birth) Oct'36:46
(photo) Jun'37:25
News room. Oct'43:34
(photo) Jun'54:11
Classroom and campus. Jun'59:34
Youth and the world mission (photo) Jul'63:41

HOBSON, JANE
Classroom and campus (photo) May'49:32

Hocha, Samuel
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26

HOCHWALT, F G
Global highlights. Sep'46:3

HOCIOTA, (married to Nicholas Hociota)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'64:50

HOCKADAY, (married to John Hockaday)
General Board prepares way for coming Assembly (photo)
Oct'73:10

HOCKAWAY, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Nov'36:39

HOCKER, LAMAR
quoted. Crusade progress. May'49:26
HOCKER, MATILDA, -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35

HOCKETT, S W
(photo) Jan'21:14

HOCKIN, KATHARINE. SERVANTS OF GOD IN PEOPLE'S CHINA
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40

HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST, 1873-
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
Drake lecturers named (photo) Dec'43:6
Who's who among Drake lecturers (photo) Feb'44:5
Day by day story of the Drake Conference. Mar'44:20 (photo p. 21)
The threshold. Nov'44:2

HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST. LIVING RELIGIONS IN A WORLD FAITH
Book chat. Nov'40:25

HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST. THE MEANING OF IMMORTALITY IN HUMAN EXPERIENCE
Book chat. Jan'58:24

HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST. RE-THINKING MISSIONS
See also
LAYMAN'S ENQUIRY INTO FOREIGN MISSIONS

HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST. THOUGHTS ON DEATH AND LIFE
Book chat. Jul'37:26

HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST. WHAT MAN CAN MAKE OF MAN
Book chat. Dec'42:17

HODDAY, (married to Cecil Fryer Hodday) -1920
(death) Aug'20:31
Hodgdon, Evelyn R
Leadership in rural areas. Jan'48:46

Hodgdon, K E
A call to the younger people. May'19:52
Hodgdon, Katheryn E. Holt (married to H. H. Hodgdon)
Birthday parties at Christian Orphans' Home. Jan'23:43

HODGDON, KATHERYN E. HOLT
Glimpses of Christian Orphan's Home life. Apr'19:53

HODGE, CHARLES MASON
In brief (photo) Apr'72:40
HODGE, ERALINA DOUGLAS
In memoriam. Apr'35:39

HODGE, J A  SALUTE TO INDIA
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28
Hodge, J Z
The missionary and the agriculture fair. 
May'35:11  Mar'40:12

Hodges, Arthur Parker, 1885-1948
(married to Ellen Dickerson Hodges)
Message. Apr'19:58
A church building--wrecked and rebuilt. May'21:49

HODGES, ARTHUR PARKER, 1885-1948
Apr'19:62
Notes. Aug'20:46
(photo) May'21:49

HODGES, AUDREY M., 1907- (married to Grady A. Hodges)
Global highlights. Mar'67:6
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'68:34
General Board prepares way for coming Assembly (photo)
Oct'73:30

HODGES, F A (married to Irene Johnson Hodges)
(marriage) College miscellany. Sep'35:30

HODGES, IRENE JOHNSON (married to F. A. Hodges)
(marriage) College miscellany. Sep'35:30

HODGES, JULIA
In memoriam. Oct'43:33

HODGES, KARELYN E
Social trends. Oct'61:20

HODGES, KATHERINE
College notes. Apr'38:33

HODGES, LUTHER H
(photo) Jul'57:2

HODGES, ROLAND HATTEN
Classroom and campus. Nov'63:34

Hodges, Sandra Jo
When mothers get together. Oct'73:8

HODGES, THELMA
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'64:37

HODGES, WOODROW L
News room. Nov'46:32  Mar'47:45

HODGKIN, (married to Byrd Hodgkin) -1935
Memorium. Feb'36:39

HODGKIN, HENRY T
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
quoted. The one sacrifice of the missionary. Feb'28:4
Ambassadors of goodwill. Sep'38:17

HODGKINSON, MARJORIE LEONOR HOLT (married to Owen Hodgkinson)
(marriage) News room. Jul'57:38

HODGKINSON, OWEN (married to Marjorie Leonor Holt Hodgkinson)
(marriage) News room. Jul'57:38

HODGSON, ANNIE
Memoriam. Mar'35:39

HODGSON, HAROLD
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33

Hodgson, Jonathan A
On the unity of things (poem) Mar'71:24
HODGSON, LEONARD
  Global highlights (photo) May'50:2
HODGSON, NATALIE
  (photo) Jan'71:14
HODGSON, NATALIE. THE CHURCH AND YOUTH
  New books. May'67:40
HODGSON, RICHARD CORRIN
  Classroom and campus. May'65:34
HODSON, J P
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
HODSON, LOREN
  News room (photo) Mar'53:38
HODSON, ROBERT F
  Classroom and campus. Jul'54:35
Hoefker, Myra S
  Recognition (poem) Jul'72:24
Hoel, (married to J. B. Hoel)
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
  Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
HOEL, (married to J. B. Hoel)
  (photo) Nov'25:50 Dec'27:13
HOEL, J B
  (photo) Nov'25:50 Dec'27:13
HOELDTKE, (MRS. H.)
  In memoriam. Dec'43:31
Hoepel, Barbara F
  Letters. Apr'66:42
  Prayer. May'73:inside back cover
HOERNER, FRANK A
  A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:33
HOERNER, P. JOHN
  Woodhaven--hope for the handicapped (photo) Nov'62:18
HOFEI, CHINA
  See also
LUCHOWFU, CHINA
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:47
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:39 Jun'37:39
  (photo of nurses) Sep'37:17
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'37:38 Dec'37:39
  News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
  Changes of location of China missionaries. Jan'38:43
  We visit China. Apr'38:17
  China east bitterness. May'38:13
  Glimpses of China (photo of Christians) Jun'39:25
  ...The Christian program and its antithesis in China (photo of baptized group) Jul'39:33
  Church at Hofei adds hundred (photo of baptized group) Oct'39:5
  Reporting progress at Hofei. Jan'40:9
  Evangelism in China (photo of Vacation Bible School) Feb'40:9
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:39
  The Hofei Institute. Feb'40:42
  Church service for refugees. Feb'40:47
  Hofei has a young people's conference. Nov'40:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39
Building in China (photo of training class) Dec'40:40
Church programs in action. Dec'40:47
Fifty boxes of Christian love arrive... Feb'41:34
Women and world highways. Mar'41:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'41:39 Apr'41:38, 39
(photo of junior choir in Christian Church) Jun'41:8
Children of calamity. Jun'41:26
Feeding the hungry. Oct'41:30
Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:17
Hopeful signs in the Hofei area. Oct'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37
(photo) Mar'47:25
Miracle of progress in Hofei. Jun'47:30
A doctor takes over in Hofei. Jul'47:8
Hofei Hospital—mission of mercy. Jun'48:16
Easter in Hofei, China. Jul'48:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:42
Which shall it be: win friends or destroy enemies? (photo of those baptized) Sep'48:32
I baptize thee. Sep'48:47
New record of service at Christian Hospital. Nov'48:46
China Hospital incident. Dec'48:22
Crusade progress. Dec'48:26
A "twin" clinic. Dec'48:29
Today's China and the church. Jan'50:20
Christianity meets the test. May'50:9
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'50:46 Jul'50:38 Jan'51:36 May'51:36

HOFER, GUNTER
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:7
HOFF, (married to J. A. Hoff, Sr.) -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37
Hoff, Carl B., 1907-
Letters. Apr'64:48
HOFF, CAROL LOUISE
Global highlights (photo) Sep'50:2
HOFF, WILBUR
Global highlights (photo) May'54:3
HOFFER, (MRS. O. C.) -1952
In memoriam. Apr'52:37
HOFFMAN, (MRS. G. E.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
HOFFMAN, ALICE CROWELL
quoted. The last page. Jul'38:48
Hoffman, Bengt
East Zone evangelist. Jan'54:21
Sunshine and shadow. May'54:28
HOFFMAN, BLANCHE
(death) Dec'23:51
Hoffman, Burton Lee, 1886-1940
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14
HOFFMAN, BURTON LEE, 1886-1940
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
(photo) Jul'34:14
HOFFMAN, CARL W.
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32
Hoffman, Conrad, Jr.
Anti-Semitism and America. Feb'40:13
HOFFMAN, CONRAD, JR.
Anti-Semitism, a Christian problem. Feb'40:3
No hypocrit... Mar'40:3
Hoffman, Dan Clayton (married to Josenilda DeAraujo Hoffman)
Churches respond to human need in Brazil. Feb'70:12
New missionaries prepare for the seventies. Jul'70:13
Direct line. May'71:31 Feb'73:45
Overseas worker sees article as overlooking plight of poor. Jul'73:44
HOFFMAN, DAN CLAYTON
In brief. May'70:42
(commissioning) World events (photo) Sep'70:37
(photo) May'71:33
Straddling two cultures (photo) May'72:42
Letters. Oct'73:4
Hope and stark reality in Brazil. Dec'73:20
HOFFMAN, DONALD LEROY, 1913- (married to Eleanor Moon Hoffman)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
HOFFMAN, ELEANOR MOON (married to Donald Leroy Hoffman)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
HOFFMAN, ELEANOR MOON. WHITE MARE OF THE BLACK TENTS
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38
Hoffmann, Gustavus Adolphus, 1847-1937
If I had it to do over again. Apr'28:14
HOFFMAN, GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS, 1847-1937
A Church Extension valedictory. Dec'20:56
(photo) Mar'24:36
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
(photo) Jan'28:28
HOFFMAN, GERHARD. WORLD MISSION AND WORLD COMMUNISM
New books. Apr'71:29
HOFFMAN, JAMES W
quoted. Youth and missions. Nov'58:39
HOFFMAN, JAMES W. CONCERNS OF A CONTINENT
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
HOFFMAN, JAMES W. MISSION: U.S.A.
Mission filed, U.S.A. Jul'56:40
HOFFMAN, JOSENILDA DeARAUJO (married to Dan C. Hoffman)
Hope and stark reality in Brazil. Dec'73:20
HOFFMAN, KURT
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'61:29
Classroom and campus. Jul'68:34
HOFFMAN, LYNDEN E
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31
HOFFMAN, MARY, -1950 (married to George E. Hoffman)
In memoriam. Oct'50:39
HOFFMAN, MARY C
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31 Feb'37:44
Hoffman, Melissa
Though blind, she writes. Mar'19:57

HOFFMAN, MELISSA
(photo) Mar'19:36
Though blind, she writes. Mar'19:57
Our Home at Jacksonville, Illinois. Apr'20:48
News from Jacksonville. Oct'27:40

HOFFMANN, OSWALD
Global highlights (photo) May'53:2

HOFFMAN, PAUL. ONE HUNDRED COUNTRIES--ONE AND ONE QUARTER BILLION PEOPLE
Social trends. Nov'60:22

HOFFMAN, PAUL. WORLD WITHOUT WANT
Book chat. Feb'63:41

HOFFMAN, POUL. THE BRAZEN SERPENT
New books. Feb'65:41

Hoffman, Ralph Warren, 1885-1949
The rural church at the crossroads. Feb'28:13

HOFFMAN, RALPH WARREN, 1885-1949
(photo) Mar'24:38
For Christ and the church. Aug'25:47
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
quoted. Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17 (photo p. 15)
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28

HOFFMAN, T. BURTON
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
Jul'52:30

Hoffmann, Walter
It gets into the blood. Apr'27:39
Romance and realism. Jun'28:38

HOFFMAN, WALTER
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
News room. Jan'44:34

HOFFMANN
See under

HOFFMAN

HOFMEISTER, MARTHA, -1938
In memoriam. Dec'38:39

HOFRENNING, JAMES B. THE CONTINUING QUEST

Hofrichter, Albert Clifford, 1909-
(married to Clara Wakefield Hofrichter)
More than food, song and speech. Sep'63:17

HOFRICHTER, ALBERT CLIFFORD, 1909-
News room. Sep'49:38 (photo) Mar'53:38
Disciples in the news. Dec'66:7

Hofrichter, Albert Clifford, Jr. (married to Lena Fox Hofrichter)
Men's retreat... May'62:13
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
Signs of a new Reformation. Apr'65:14

HOFRICHTER, ALBERT CLIFFORD, JR.
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'38:inside front cover
Here and there... Apr'48:48
News room. Sep'49:38 (photo) Dec'60:34

HOFRICHTER, CLARA WAKEFIELD, 1888-
(married to Albert Clifford Hofrichter)
News room. Sep'49:38
Disciples in the news. Dec'66:7
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44
Hofrichter, Frederick L
A Christian presence on Capitol Hill. Jul'71:8
Spotlight on Charles Bennett. Sep'72:17
HOFSTINDE, ROBERT. THE INDIAN'S SECRET WORLD
For adult mission study. Dec'55:40
HOGAN, A W
(photo) Jan'21:17
HOGAN, REX
(photo) Dec'30:41
HOGAN, WILLIAM
Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:16
HOGE, CAROL (married to Roger Hoge)
They chose Canada (photo) Jul'71:15
HOGE, ROGER (married to Carol Hoge)
They chose Canada (photo) Jul'71:15
Hogenboom, Lilliam D (married to Leonard S. Hogenboom)
Filipino tribe continues ancient customs in Christian worship. Apr'70:26
Hogevoll, Wilbur Swanson, 1912- (married to Marcia Hogevoll)
Letters. Jul'64:46
HOGEVOLL, WILBUR SWANSON, 1912-
News room (photo)
Oct'59:34 Jun'60:42
Disciples in the news (photo) May'66:7
HOGG, W. RICHEY. ONE WORLD, ONE MISSION
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
HOGG, W. RICHEY. TOMORROW IS HERE
book chat. Apr'48:20
HOGL, EDWIN
(photo) Jul'24:39
HOGREFE, (married to Sim Hogrefe)
(death) Sep'26:52
HOGUE, FLORENCE G., -1953
In memoriam. Apr'54:39
HOH, PAUL
(photo) Jun'47:31
HOHENBERG, JOHN. THE NEWS MEDIA
New books. Jun'69:29
HOHENSTEIN, BETTY CHARLOTTE
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:34
Hohgatt, C H
The unfathomed power of song. Feb'28:9
HOHGATT, C H
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40
HOHMAN, AMY
Global highlights (photo) Sep'58:6
HOHMAN, TERRY
Youth and missions (photo) Apr'59:39
HOHN, AI-DEH
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Nov'37:29
HOHN, MEI-DEH
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Nov'37:29
HOISINGTON, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Feb'66:50
Hoke, Blanche

Helps for leaders of junior groups.

Sep'36:40 Oct'38:41 Jul'40:40
Sep'37:40 Jun'39:40 Jul'41:40

HOKE, V. OLIVE SUMMERS

Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
Global highlights (photo) Apr'51:2
News room (photo) Mar'55:36

HOLBROKE, MARY FRANCES (OLIVER) -1920

The angel of the church (photo) June'20:13

HOLBROKE, (married to Burt Holbrook)

Here and there with World Call. May'49:48

Holbrook, (married to Thomas J. Holbrook)

Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49

HOLBROKE, MARION. WHITETHORN AT YULE
Book chat. Dec'35:31

HOLBROKE, MARTHA, -1951

In memoriam. Apr'52:37

HOLCK, A

Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:25

HOLCK, MANFRED, JR. MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR MINISTERS
New books. May'67:40

HOLCOMB, (married to Ted Holcomb)

Woemn make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22

HOLCOMB, J I

Classroom and campus. Feb'48:30 Sep'55:30

HOLCOMB, REBECCA

quoted. Students say. Mar'71:16

HOLCOMBE, ARTHUR N. DEPENDENT AREAS IN THE POST-WAR WORLD
Book chat. May'42:23

HOLCOMBE, JENNIE

In memoriam. Jul'45:33

HOLDAWAY, KENNETH

Some have and some haven't. Sep'28:21

HOLDEMAN, RALPH M

Global highlights. Jul'65:6
Redemption sculpture (photo) Feb'70:16

HOLDEN, DOULGAS T. DEATH SHALL HAVE NO DOMINION
New books. Jul'71:28

HOLDENVILLE, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'26:50

Holder, Charles Bert, 1883-1956
Message. Apr'19:58
Note. Aug'19:45 Sep'19:48

HOLDER, CHARLES BERT, 1883-1956

In memoriam. Jan'57:31

HOLDER, CLYDE

(photo) Oct'27:14

HOLDER, ELEANOR BOTHHEL

(married to Mac Holder)
(marriage) News room. Sep'40:34

HOLDER, FANNIE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42

HOLDER, FRANCES ILOI

(photo) Jun'23:45
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
(death) Jan'25:64
HOLDER, KATHERINE CLYDE
   See REESE, KATHERINE CLYDE HOLDER
HOLDER, MAC
   See
   HOLDER, RICHARD McGEE
HOLDER, MYRTLE AVERY, 1885–1962 (married to William R. Holder)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
   (photo) Oct'27:14
   News room. Jan'43:41
HOLDER, RICHARD McGEE, 1916–
   (married to Eleanor Bothel Holder)
   (photo) Jun'23:45
   Oct'27:14
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
   (marriage) News room. Sep'40:34
Holder, W E
   Our color-blind youth. May'27:17
Holder, William B
   Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:24
Holder, William M., 1855–1935
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:58
HOLDER, WILLIAM M., 1855–1935
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39
Holder, William Rupert, 1888–1959
   (married to Myrtle Avery Holder)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
   The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:40
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:52
   It was a Bangwa Village in Africa. Nov'22:62
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56
   Daily Easter in Africa. May'24:35
   White medicine. Aug'24:44
   The church in Congo. Oct'26:15
   Measuring rods. Feb'27:20
   An Acadian country church. Jan'38:27
   Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27
   A profitable mining investment. Feb'39:28
   Church, heal thyself. Jul'39:16
   Love not evacuated. Apr'42:14
   Opening doors for God. Feb'43:5
HOLDER, WILLIAM RUPERT, 1888–1959
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
   quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
   (photo) Oct'27:14
   Wanted to help. Mar'28:49
   Sep'37:45
   (photo) Jun'38:27
   Jul'39:16
   Apr'40:6
   The French field. Apr'40:8
   News room. Nov'43:28
   (photo) May'50:43
   Jun'50:43
   News room. Oct'52:38
   Classroom and campus. Jul'56:30
   (death) News room. Nov'59:38
HOLDERMAN, RALPH M
quoted. Your religion and your work. Jan'58:9

HOLDREN, MARY E
In memoriam. Jul'28:45

HOLDREN, WALLACE RAY, 1935- (married to Donna Jean Isner Holdren)
In brief. Apr'70:43

HOLEMAN, ELLA VIRGINIA, -1955
In memoriam. May'55:35

HOLEMAN, WAYNE
The younger generation at service. Sep'23:44

HOLER, F J., JR.
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30

HOLIFIELD, CHET
quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace.
Jul'60:18
Classroom and campus. Jul'64:36

HOLISHER, DESIDER. PROTESTANT PANORAMA
Book chat. Dec'51:19

HOLL, A DOLF. JESUS IN BAD COMPANY
New books. Jun'73:33

Holladay, J G
H. C. Combs. Jan'20:59

HOLLADAY, J G
Ware emergency work at Norfolk (photo) Jan'19:21

HOLLAND, A E
(photo) Sep'34:29

Holland, Charlotte Sue, 1937-
From athlete to amputee. May'62:23
Together for a life of "Servicio." Sep'64:24
Seminary--the churches "seed plot." Jan'65:16
He ministers through laymen. Jan'68:12

HOLLAND, CHARLOTTE SUE, 1937-
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'66:34

Holland, Hugh Thurman, Jr.
Hazel Green's 60th anniversary. Sep'40:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39 Nov'40:39
Notes from Hazel Green. Oct'41:42

HOLLAND, HUGH THURMAN, JR.
Memories and events at Hazel Green. Apr'41:45
News room. Apr'43:34

HOLLAND, HUGH THURMAN, 1942-
(birth) News room. Jan'43:34

Holland, John Gilbert
Needed--men (poem) Jul'40:12

HOLLAND, JOHN MICHAEL
In brief (photo) Jun'70:39

HOLLAND, LAURETTA WEST (married to Hugh T. Holland)
Notes from Hazel Green. Oct'41:42
Life is linteresting at Hazel Green. Mar'42:13
News room. Apr'43:34

HOLLAND, MICHAEL
Crisis of participation (photo) Feb'71:11

HOLLAND, SUE
See

HOLLAND, CHARLOTTE SUE
HOLLAND, VIVIAN. INTO A NATION
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40
HOLLAND, ZAREPTA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
HOLLAND
See
NETHERLANDS
HOLLAR, ROBERT P
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30
Hollembeak, Philip N., 1928–
When Christ comes to life. Mar'59:11
Hollenbeck, Nora Hacker
Memorial Day (poem) May'67:46
HOLLENWEGER, WALTER J. THE PENTECOSTALS
Books of value. Dec'72:47
Holley, Carol
Surprise for Millie Jo. Apr'61:40
HOLLEY, HORACE
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:44
HOLLIDAY, GARY
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
HOLLIDAY, MARY, -1959 (married to B. B. Holliday)
In memoriam. Mar'60:37
Holliday, William H
Letters. Sep'65:47
HOLLIDAY'S COVE, WEST VIRGINIA. COVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:46
HOLLINGER, WILLIAM H
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
HOLLINGER, WILLIAM M
Our September frontispiece. Oct'29:1
In memoriam. Nov'36:39
Some tithers I have known... (photo) Oct'40:15
HOLLINGSHEAD, GEORGE G
Notes. Feb'20:58
HOLLINGSHEAD, LILA
Global highlights. Jan'69:46
HOLLINGSHEAD, MILTON
Miracle in North English. Oct'52:8
HOLLINGSHEAD, S D
In memoriam. May'43:39
HOLLINGSWORTH, ALICE B
(death) Jan'26:49
Hollingsworth, Austin Jerome, 1885–1966
(married to Ina Glenn Lowe Hollingsworth)
Where the people are. Jan'22:57
Home missions through Depression. Jul'41:5
The churches need evangelism. Feb'43:23
HOLLINGSWORTH, AUSTIN JEROME, 1885–1966
The Star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
HOLLINGSWORTH, CONNOR WRIGHT
(married to Marjorie Joyner Hollingsworth)
(marriage) News room. Feb'52:43
HOLLINGSWORTH, ETHEL CORBIN
(death) Jul'19:55
Hollingsworth, Ina Glenn Lowe, 1891-
(married to Austin J. Hollingsworth)
The very onliest way we know. Sep'36:22
In every home (poem) May'52:31
HOLLINGSWORTH, INA GLENN LOWE, 1891-
Circulation corner. May'44:inside front cover
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'44:inside front cover
HOLLINGSWORTH, JAMES A., 1936-
In brief. May'72:40
HOLLINGSWORTH, JESSIE EDITH SARVIS
(married to Miles Hollingsworth)
(birth) Jul'25:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
HOLLINGSWORTH, MARJORIE JOYNER
(married to Connor Wright Hollingsworth)
(marriage) News room. Feb'52:43
HOLLIS, (MRS. R. I.)
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jun'49:48
HOLLIS, C P
(photo) Mar'27:28
HOLLIS, MAE, -1948
In memoriam. Apr'48:37
HOLLIS, ROSSIE THOMPSON
Women and world highways. Jul'54:37
Hollister, Mary Brewster
A Peter, no a Judas. Jan'35:20
Arranging a marriage.
Mar'35:24 Apr'35:18 May'35:26
HOLLISTER, MARY BREWSTER. BRIGHT SKY TOMORROW
Book chat. Oct'40:47
HOLLISTER, MARY BREWSTER. DIKE AGAINST THE SEA
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
HOLLISTER, MARY BREWSTER. MAI-DEE OF THE MOUNTAINS
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32
HOLLISTER, MARY BREWSTER. TRAILER TOWN
Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25
HOLLON, (married to James I. Hollon)
(photo) Sep'40:26
A light shines from the hill. May'51:17
Music in the hills. Mar'65:30
In brief. Dec'69:39
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:15
HOLLON, JAMES I
News room. Nov'44:27
A light shines from the hill. May'51:16
Hazel Green farm produces recofmd corn crop (photo)
Apr'62:43
HOLLON, JOHN
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
HOLLON, RON
In brief. May'72:40
HOLLOWAY, (MRS. H. B.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34 Jun'31:42
(death) News room. Mar'45:28
HOLLOWAY, CORINNE
See
TWEDDALE, CORINNE HOLLOWAY
HOLLOWAY, ERNESTINE
Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33

HOLLOWAY, GRACE
See
WALKER, GRACE HOLLOWAY

Holloway, Harry Bruce, 1879-1977
(married to Mildred King Holloway May 30, 1946)
Reduced railroad rates...
Proving the Church school of missions. Nov'23:36
Reduced railroad rates to the Cleveland Convention.
Aug'24:24
Cleveland Convention rates. Sep'24:61
Do the members of your Bible school have birthdays?
Jun'25:59
Reduced railroad rates...
    Jun'25:61 Aug'28:42 Sep'26:1 Feb'28:30
The Columbus trip. Apr'28:1
Railroad rates to Seattle. Apr'29:28
Reduced rates to Washington Conventions.
    Jun'30:1 Jul'30:25 Sep'30:1
Wichita Convention reduced railroad rates.
    Aug'31:46 Sep'31:47 Oct'31:24
Wichita hotel and room reservations. Sep'31:27
Speaking of giving. Feb'32:25
Reduced railroad rates...
    Aug'32:47 Sep'32:47 Oct'32:25
Disciples at World's Fair. Jul'33:3
Reduced railroad rates to Pittsburg. Oct'33:25
What the new Year Book shows. Feb'34:inside front cover
An early Year book. Apr'34:23
The threshold. Oct'36:2
Gleaned from the Year Book. Feb'38:18 Feb'41:33
Upon whom shall we depend? Nov'45:6
Columbus, Ohio, again welcomes the International Convention.
Jun'46:20

HOLLOWAY, HARRY BRUCE, 1879-1977
Notes. Feb'19:47
A new face at Headquarters... (photo) May'21:56
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:46
(photo) Oct'22:39
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
(photo) Nov'23:front cover
Our cover. Nov'23:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
(photo) Apr'26:43
(photo no. 12) Apr'27:17
(ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
Off for Alaska! (photo) Oct'29:1
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
(photo)
    Nov'31:7 Nov'32:17 May'33:4 Nov'33:24
Station UCMS broadcasting.
HOLLOWAY, JAMES Y. FAILURE AND THE HOPE
New books. May'73:35

HOLLOWAY, MIKE
Youth help church see its world ministry (photo) May'73:16

HOLLOWAY, MILDRED
See
POSTE, MILDRED HOLLOWAY

HOLLOWAY, MILDRED KING (married to H. B. Holloway May 30, 1946)
(marriage) News room. Jul'46:47
News room. Jan'62:32

HOLLOWAY, R. F
Work of our colleges and Board of Education.

HOLLOWAY, SAMMIE
In memoriam. Aug'32:39

HOLLOWAY, VERNON
(photo) Mar'45:17

HOLLOWELL, LILLIE, -1952
In memoriam. Sep'52:35

HOLLOWELL, SARAH
In memoriam. Jun'33:39

HOLLY, ELIZABETH
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52

HOLLYDALE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Nov'47:11

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA. HOLLYWOOD-BEVERLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
A missionary pastor. Jan'27:59
Circulation corner. May'40:inside front cover
Annual World Call Week makes thirtieth bow (photos)
May'51:27
(photo) Jul'69:6

HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Preaching in Hollywood (photo) Nov'26:62
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37

HOLMAN, ANNIE DICKINSON, -1958
In memoriam. Jan'59:41
HOLMAN, CHARLES T. GETTING DOWN TO CASES
Book chat. May'42:23
HOLMAN, CHARLES T. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION FOR EVERYDAY LIVING
Book chat. Nov'49:45
HOLMAN, CLYSTON
World events (photo) Apr'71:36
HOLMAN, GLEN A
In brief. May'69:42
Spotlight on Glen Holman (photo) Jul'71:10
HOLMAN, GLENN PAUL, 1912-
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
News room. Jul'51:39
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
HOLMAN, JEWELL MCKINNEY
Memoriam. Sep'34:39
HOLMAN, MARK EDWARD, 1954-
(birth) News room. Jan'55:40
HOLMES, (MRS. B. A.)
(photo) Nov'50:26
HOLMES, (MRS. E. N.)
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
HOLMES, A
(photo) Jan'21:6
HOLMES, ARTHUR O., 1872-1967
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:33
HOLMES, BERNICE A
News room. Apr'50:40
Women and world highways. Jul'54:37
HOLMES, BOBBIE
Examples of the Pension plan fivefold service to the
ministry (photo) May'32:15
Holmes, Denise Marie
Direct line. Oct'71:30 Feb'72:31
HOLMES, DENISE MARIE
World events. Jan'71:39
(photo) Oct'71:30
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad (photo)
Oct'71:45
HOLMES, EUGENE
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:30
HOLMES, JOHN B
(photo) Sep'73:11
Holmes, John Bailey, 1871-1952
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:24
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
HOLMES, JOHN BAILEY, 1871-1952
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Sep'20:28 Aug'25:12 Oct'27:24
Aug'24:50 Nov'25:15
(death) News room. Nov'52:32
Holmes, John Haynes
   O God, whose love is over all (poem) Jun'28:38

HOLMES, JOHN HAYNES
   quoted. The American church and war. Nov'39:16
   Global highlights. Feb'51:4

HOLMES, JOHN HAYNES. PALESTINE : TODAY AND TOMORROW
   Speaking of books. Feb'30:30

HOLMES, JOHN HAYNES. A SUMMONS UNTO MEN
   New books. Jun'73:34

HOLMES, JOHN HAYNES. THROUGH GENTILE EYES, A PLEA FOR TOLERANCE
   Book chat. Nov'38:33

HOLMES, MAE D
   Finding the secret of racial harmony. Feb'61:15
   (photo p. 14)

HOLMES, MARJorie. TWO FROM GALILEE
   Books of value. Dec'72:47

HOLMES, MARY, -1956
   In memori am. Sep'56:35

HOLMES, MARY BETH
   Examples of the Pension plan fivefold service to the
   ministry (photo) May'32:15

HOLMES, MARY CAROLINE. THE KNOCK ON THE DOOR
   Book notes. Feb'19:63

Holmes, Mary Helen
   Where Endeavorers really endeavor. Jun'25:47

HOLMES, MELVINA SHOUSE
   (death) Dec'22:54

HOLMES, THOMAS J. ASHES FOR BREAKFAST
   New books. Feb'70:28

HOLMES, URBAN T. III. THE FUTURE SHAPE OF MINISTRY
   New books. Nov'71:28

Holmes, Vesta V
   Grading the missionary society. Dec'27:23

HOLMGREN, (MRS. A. H.)
   News room (photo) May'51:38

HOLMGREN, LATON E
   In brief. Mar'71:35

HOLOCAUST, 1939–1945 (JEWISH)
   The state of the church. May'43:29
   Israel! what of tomorrow. Sep'43:19
   Notes on anti-semitism in Europe. Feb'46:6
   It is not compensation. Oct'52:5

HOLROYD, (MRS. J. B.)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
   (death) Mar'35:47

Holroyd, A Waldie
   Russian refugees in Manchuria. Sep'23:44

Holroyd, Ben Edgar, 1890–1974
   (married to Margaret Campbell Holroyd)
   Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:39
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
   Surmounting obstacles in China. May'24:57
   The Drum Tower Church. Jul'24:37
   An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:9
   Delegates view Mexican work. Nov'35:23
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HOLROYD, BEN EDGAR, 1890–1974

Contrasting heathenism and Christianity. Jul'20:40
(photo) Mar'22:39
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63
(photo) Mar'25:53
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56    Apr'36:40
HOLROYD, DAVID McMAHAN
(birth) Jun'28:63
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
News room. Nov'42:34    Jan'46:38
HOLROYD, ELIZABETH M., –1954
In memoriam. Nov'54:33
HOLROYD, ETHEL ROSE GARRETT (married to A. Waldie Holroyd)
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Holroyd, Howard Taylor, 1897– (married to Leona McMahan Holroyd)
First impressions of Buenos Aires. Feb'24:40
Opening the door of opportunity. Jan'25:21
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:50
A soul satisfying occasion. Apr'27:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48    Feb'29:35
Honoring mother and teachers. Jul'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
Good record at Colegio Ingles. Jul'31:31
Echoes from everywhere.
    Aug'31:40    Sep'31:40,41    Oct'31:38
Temperance education in Mexico. Jan'32:30
Winning its way in Mexico. Jan'34:28
Opening the doors in Mexico. Mar'37:28
Colegio Ingles. Feb'38:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'38:38
Night school in Mexico. May'38:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:39
Central Mexico Convention. Dec'38:42
Centro Social Jaurez. Dec'38:46
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jun'43:29    Apr'45:33    May'45:32
Convention in Mexico. Nov'46:31
Work of the Mexico Christian Mission. Dec'46:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:36    Jan'49:36
Hopeful plans for leadership in central Mexico. Jun'49:32
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
Remedios and San Luis Potosi entertain conventions.
Dec'52:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'53:34    Sep'54:34
Union press serves Latin America. Jun'59:43
Fellowship in Mexico. Jan'60:46
HOLROYD, HOWARD TAYLOR, 1897–
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
(marriage) 425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45  
(photo) Mar'26:12       Apr'26:49       Jun'28:44 
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
   Mar'30:43       Apr'36:40       Oct'36:47 
(photo) Sep'41:15 
News room. Oct'41:34 
Centavos and tamales. Nov'41:9 
News room. Nov'42:34 
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'45:33 
(photo) Jun'45:13       Oct'45:11 
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30 
News room. Oct'48:32 
One hundred years of missionary service. Nov'48:43 
(photo) Mar'52:13 
Union Seminary's new look. Feb'57:29 
News room. Jul'61:36 
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30 
quoted. Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:16 
News room (photo) Dec'62:32 
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'63:31 
Global highlights. Jan'64:5 

HOLROYD, J B  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30 
(death) Dec'36:46 

HOLROYD, JANET LOUISE, 1925-  
See 
  VERGOTH, JANET LOUISE HOLROYD 

HOLROYD, JOHN HOWARD, 1926-  
(birth) Jan'27:62 
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5 
   Jan'45:30       Mar'46:38 
Holroyd, Leona McMahan, 1893- (married to Howard T. Holroyd) 
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47 
A signal honor. Dec'27:52 
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39,42 
Public library in San Luis Potosi. Sep'31:42 
Women and world highways. May'36:35 
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'49:36 
A church serves 'mid poverty, vice and fanaticism. Dec'49:42 
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38 
The new and the old in Mexico. Jan'53:47 
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'54:34 

HOLROYD, LEONA McMahan, 1893-  
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34 
(marriage) 425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52 
(photo) Mar'26:12       Apr'26:49 
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43 
(photo) May'36:35       Sep'41:15 
   Dec'45:32       Jul'48:39 
One hundred years of missionary service. Nov'48:43 
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'63:31
HOLROYD, LOUIS E., -1949
    In memoriam. Mar'49:39
HOLROYD, MADGE
    See HOLROYD, MARGARET CAMPBELL
HOLROYD, MARGARET CAMPBELL, 1890-1944 (married to Ben Holroyd)
    Notes. Jul'19:61
    (photo) Mar'25:53
    Outward bound. Oct'25:5
    (death) News room. Feb'45:28
HOLROYD, MARGARET CAMPBELL, 1920-
    (photo) Jun'23:22 Mar'25:53
    Outward bound. Oct'25:5
HOLROYD, MARTHA ELLEN
    See AGNEW, MARTHA ELLEN HOLROYD
HOLROYD, MARY CAROLINE, 1936-
    (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
    Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
    News room. Nov'42:34 Jan'46:38
    (photo) Jun'54:11
HOLROYD, MARY ELIZABETH
    Contrasting heathenism and Christianity. Jul'20:40
    They sleep--and call. Mar'22:5
HOLSAPPLE, CORTEL KING, 1900-1962
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:40
    In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
    College notes. Jul'38:42
HOLSAPPLE, LYDIA E., 1873-1958 (married to John Wright Holsapple)
    In memoriam. Feb'59:39 Mar'59:35
HOLSEY, ALBON L
    Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7
HOLST, KENNETH L., 1905-
    Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31
    News room. Nov'42:34
HOLSTE, LEE
    (photo) Dec'39:10
HOLT, ALLISON
    (married to J. B. Holt)
    (photo) Sep'47:27
HOLT, D. ALLISON
    See Holt, Arthur E -1942
    What the ministry knows about industry. Sep'29:24
HOLT, ARTHUR E -1942
    (death) News room. Mar'42:43
HOLT, ARTHUR E. CHRISTIAN ROOTS OF DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA
    Book chat. Jun'41:23
    Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
HOLT, ARTHUR E. THE FATE OF THE FAMILY IN THE MODERN WORLD
    Book chat. Mar'37:24
HOLT, ARTHUR E. THIS NATION UNDER GOD
    Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
Holt, Basil Fenelon, 1902-1979
    (married to Margaret Winifred Mair Holt)
    Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
    From Cape Town to Johannesburg. Feb'47:26
    Echoes from everywhere. Juan'47:41
Race relations in South Africa. Mar'48:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36 Feb'49:38
The Peter Ainslie Memorial Lecture. Jun'49:27
South Africa's first Unity Lecture. Jan'50:27
Second Ainslie Lecture. Nov'50:32
Disciples study at Rhodes College. Jan'51:29
Racial division and Christian unity. Dec'51:18
Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
Dutch Reformed minister gives Ainslie lecture. Sep'53:42
Mission in Southern Rhodesia observes anniversary. Oct'56:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36 Jun'58:36 Jun'63:36 Apr'63:36

HOLT, BASIL FENELON, 1902–1979
...going to South Africa (photo) Jan'46:19
News room. Mar'46:39
(photo) Mar'48:11
News room. Jun'48:32
(photo) Jan'50:27
Disciples of Christ in South Africa (photo) Apr'50:19
Global highlights. Dec'50:2
(photo) Jan'51:29
Global highlights. Feb'51:2 (photo) Dec'52:3
News room. Jan'53:45
For adult mission study. Feb'53:34
News room. Jun'53:42
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'54:36
South African church moves forward (photo) Apr'55:29
News room. Oct'55:36,37
Disciples in South Africa (photo) Nov'55:21
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
Global highlights. (photo) Jun'56:4 Jul'56:3
Prepare the way for unity (photo) Dec'56:47
Global highlights. Nov'58:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'59:36
Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:7
...makes study of African place-names. Feb'60:44
South African challenge. Jan'60:17 (photo p. 18)
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:7
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
Global highlights (photo) Nov'63:5
News room. Jul'64:34
World Convention—a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
Is there hope for South Africa? (photo) Apr'65:24
Global highlights. Sep'65:5
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'70:33

HOLT, CURTIS T
(photo) May'23:44
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:17

HOLT, D. DILLON
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:31

HOLT, DAVID BASIL, 1928–
News room. Mar'46:39

HOLT, DAVID R., II. HANDBOOK OF CHURCH FINANCE
Book chat. Jan'61:39
Holt, Donald Allison, 1914- (married to Deloris Baker Holt)
   Why call a minister of Christian education? Nov'56:17
   The credit goes to the quarterly. Nov'57:17
HOLT, DONALD ALLISON, 1914-  
   News room. Mar'53:38  
   Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41  
   News room (photo) Apr'55:38  
   News room. Sep'55:38  
   (photo) Nov'56:17  
   Christian education--forty years of progress (photo)  
   Nov'58:13  
   News room (photo) Apr'60:34  
   quoted. Adults want to learn (photo) Nov'60:11  
   News room (photo) Dec'62:45  
   (photo) Sep'66:front cover  
   World events. Jun'69:39
HOLT, HAMILTON  
   The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
HOLT, HENRY, SR.  
   Classroom and campus. Nov'57:30
Holt, Ivan Lee, 1886-  
   The larger fellowship. Apr'47:44
HOLT, IVAN LEE, 1886-  
   (photo) Apr'51:11  
   quoted. Global highlights. Sep'63:6
HOLT, IVAN LEE. THE SEARCH FOR A NEW STRATEGY IN PROTESTANTISM  
   Book chat. Sep'37:29
HOLT, J  B  
   (photo) Sep'47:27
HOLT, JANE ANN  
   See  
   DIEHL, JANE ANN HOLT
HOLT, JESSE  
   (photo) May'23:32  
   quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.  
   Feb'33:inside back cover  
   (photo) Nov'35:42  
   Nov'36:17  
   Nov'38:8
HOLT, LENORE  
   (photo) Apr'50:19
HOLT, MARGARET "MAGGIE" WINIFRED MAIR, 1897-1961  
   (married to Basil Fenelon Holt)  
   News room. Mar'46:39  
   (photo) Jan'60:18  
   News room. Sep'61:38  
   Doctors with a mission. Jun'65:13
HOLT, MARJORIE LEONORE  
   See  
   HODGKINSON, MARJORIE LEONORE HOLT
HOLT, MARTHA  
   See  
   ANDERSON, MARTHA HOLT
HOLT, MARY STOCKTON  
   In memoriam. May'33:40
Holt, Orval M., 1924-  
   Adults and mission. Dec'63:38  
   Depth study in a Lay Academy. Sep'66:14
HOLT, RACKHAM. GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER
Book chat. Dec'43:14

HOLT, ROY D
News room. Dec'60:34
In brief. May'69:42 Jul'69:38

HOLT, STERLING R
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42

HOLT, W F
Notes. Feb'20:63

HOLT, WANDA
(photo) Sep'47:27

HOLTER, FREDERICK J
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31

Holton, Charles O
Don't let it happen again. Jul'42:8

HOLTON, CHARLES O
(photo) Jul'42:8

HOLTON, ELIZA
Notes. May'19:61

HOLTON, ELLEN MARGARET CAMPBELL, 1833-1922
(married to Thomas Tilghman Holton)

HOLTON, HELEN B
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34

HOLTON, J A
Fifty and more years of service for Christ (photo) Sep'25:30

HOLTON, THOMAS TILGHMAN, 1839-1925
(married to Ellen Margaret Campbell Holton)
T. T. Holton (photo) Oct'20:24

HOLTSLAG, HENK
(photo) Jan'47:23

HOLTZ, MARIE
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33

HOLTZCLAW, HENRY
(photo) Mar'47:31

HOLVERSON, WILLIAM HOWARD, 1911-
News room. May'48:32 Feb'50:34

Holwager, George H., 1908-1991
The earth is the Lord's. Oct'43:21
Letters. May'67:42

HOLWAGER, GEORGE H., 1908-1991
...wins award (photo) Feb'52:22

HOLY, HOLY, HOLY (HYMN)
Holy, Holy, Holy. Feb'29:13

HOLY LAND
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Good bye Jerusalem! Oct'35:20
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'37:42
World Calling... Nov'62:10

HOLY LAND--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
In the land where Jesus walked. Sep'24:46
As the dews of Hermon. Nov'40:19

HOLY SPIRIT
The hope of Pentecost. Jun'52:8
"HOLY SPIRIT, WE HUMBLY PRAY" (HYMN)
(music) Feb'58:38
HOLZHAUER, LOU, -1959
   In memoriam. Dec'60:37
HOMAN, GRACE F
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
   Memoriam. Sep'34:39
HOME
   What of the Christian home? Feb'27:5
   A house or a home. May'28:35
   Sunday schools. Jun'28:51
   Dedication of a Christian home in Rhodesia. Feb'38:45
   The threshold. Feb'40:2
   The church helps the home. Nov'40:7
   When is a home Christian? Nov'41:10
   Defense measures in the home. Jun'42:46
   Women and world highways. Oct'42:35
   On achieving a Christian home. Nov'46:7
   Women and world highways. May'47:37
   The church-centered home. Nov'47:18
   School days again. Sep'52:19
   India and the Christian home. May'55:21
   A home that is open to God. May'55:29
HOME AND STATE MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL
   Home Missions Planning Council. Apr'39:20
   Social trends. Feb'42:22
   Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:26
   Disciples of Christ and the rural church. Oct'42:25
   News room. Feb'47:32
   Global highlights. Feb'49:3
   ...looks ahead. Feb'49:16
   Forty years concern for a rural people. May'51:25
   News room. May'51:47
   Programs are not slung together, they grow. Apr'52:24
   Global highlights.
      Feb'61:7   (photo of officers) Feb'65:5
   Disciples in the news. Mar'67:7
   Global highlights. Feb'68:6
   December meetings. Dec'68:49
   In brief. Feb'69:38
   (last meeting) In brief. Jul'70:39
HOME AND STATE MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL.
   LOCAL CHURCH LIFE COMMITTEE
   A code of ethics. Jul'60:23
   Global highlights. Mar'64:4
HOME AND STATE MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL.
   STEWARDSHIP COMMITTEE
   News room (photo) Feb'53:36
HOME AND STATE MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL.
   TOWN AND COUNTRY COMMITTEE
   The threshold. Apr'43:2
HOME COMING
   Wouldn't your like a "home-coming" picnic luncheon? Aug'31:36
HOME DEDICATION DAY
   Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
HOME EVANGELISM PROJECT
   Mary Brown is invited... Oct'50:16
HOME FOR THE AGED (JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS)
See
BARTON W. STONE CHRISTIAN HOME

HOME MISSIONS
The lumberjack wants to know... Mar'19:20
The urgency of Home Missions. May'19:2
The call of the new day. May'19:3
At the roots. May'19:7
A saint in the rough. May'19:10
Facts for the busy woman. May'19:54
CWBM...gifts. May'19:57
Notes. May'19:62
Fourteen points in home missions. Jun'19:24
Home missions and soldier settlements. Jun'19:25
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56 Jul'19:52
Interesting items concerning the May offering for Home
Missions. Aug'19:41
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
False prophets. May'20:4
Unredeemed America. May'20:11
New phases of home missions. May'20:54
Recruiting for the world task. Aug'20:16
Personal home missionaries. Oct'20:36
The Thanksgiving Sunday offering. Oct'20:45
The home work... May'21:4
Christian Endeavor Day for Home Missions. Jul'21:37
A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55
Not Americanization so much as Americans. Feb'22:32
Is it worth while? May'22:4
First the blade... May'23:38
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37
May'24: much of issue
Annual report. Oct'24:41
The call to advance. Dec'24:31
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:10
Sep'25: much of issue
Do something about it. Nov'25:46
Sep'26: much of issue
Think this over. Dec'26:28
Sep'27: much of issue
Adventures in brotherhood. Jun'28:11
Sep'28: much of issue
Neither easy nor comfortable. Mar'29:28
Just a mothers' club. Apr'29:28
Readjustments in our home mission work. May'29:9
Sep'29: much of issue
Sunday schools. Oct'29:55
Again the school bell callss. Nov'29:23
What, where, when and how. Jul'30:42
Sep'30: much of issue
What, where, when and how. Oct'30:35 Apr'31:41
Sep'31: much of issue
Missionary organizations. Oct'31:36
Programs... Oct'31:37
Interpreting Christ to the America of today. Feb'32:23
Sep'32: much of issue
What they use for money. Apr'33:3
Melted into music. Apr'33:20
Programs for adult organizations. Sep'33:36
Oct'33:much of issue
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:40
Living frontiers in America. Mar'34:back cover
Apr'34:much of issue
The threshold. May'34:2
Programs for adult organizations. May'34:36
Through the years. May'34:38
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
American adventure. Mar'35:10
Apr'35:much of issue
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'35:36
Programs for young people. Jul'35:37
Excerpts from address delivered at the International
Convention... Nov'35:24
The Christian mission in America. Apr'36:3
For God and country. Apr'36:10
Looking backward--from 1960. May'36:25
The significance of a name. Oct'36:12
Home missions begins at home. Apr'37:5
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
Social trends. Oct'37:24
Apr'38:much of issue
Home missions through twenty years. Jan'39:20
Two decades of home missions. Jan'39:34
The integrating force of home missions. Apr'39:3
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:10
Programs for young people.
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:40
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
Home missions and human need. Mar'40:31
Apr'40:much of issue
The American city as a home missionary field. Nov'40:27
The outlook for home missions. Apr'41:5
The work is life. Oct'41:25
Are you ready of democracy? Oct'41:36
Do Christian missions pay? Nov'41:18
Apr'42:much of issue
Why I believe in home missions. Jul'42:34
Social welfare and the rural church. Oct'42:13
The story of 1942. Jan'43:8
Christian missions through 25 years. Jan'44:9
...keeps on keeping on. apr'44:10
Apr'45:much of issue
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
Building for Christ in America. Mar'46:20
Principles for home missions. Apr'46:17
...raises its sights. Apr'47:21
...concerned for quality. Apr'47:4
Backlogs of unmet needs. Apr'48:10
Beyond schoolroom walls. Apr'48:14
Frontiers of 1948. Jul'48:38
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions. Jul'49:22
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49;34
Why a Home Missions Congress? Nov'49;12
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49;29
For adult missionary groups. Nov'49;40
Social trends. Apr'50;14
Home missions on the march. Apr'50;17
For adult mission study.
      Jun'51:34      Jul'51:34      Sep'51:34      Oct'51:34
The church supports the right to education. Sep'52;10
Human rights and the home missions enterprise. Nov'52;8
Global highlights. Jan'54:4
Churches must change. May'55:19
Where there is human need. Apr'56:15
How Christian is America? Jun'56:20
Mission U.S.A.--and you. Jun'56:36
For adult mission study. Jun'56:40
Youth and missions. Jun'56:41
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56;15
For adult mission study. Jul'56:36
Youth and missions. Jul'56:37
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'56:42
Home missions--an interpretation for modern Americans.
      Sep'56:14
Tools for the task. Dec'56:34
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
Home missions--achievement with a challenge. Oct'57:21
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:13
Neighbors across borders. Jun'58:16
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:20
Finding the need in home missions. Apr'59;23
News room. Jul'59:42
World mission. Oct'59:14
For adult mission study. Oct'59:38
Global highlights. Mar'60:4
News room. Apr'60:34
Youth and missions. May'60:37
Home missions--our heritage and horizons. Jun'60:23
For adult mission study. Jun'60:38      Jul'60:40
Home missions in a changing land. Sep'60:15
For adult mission study. Sep'60:38
Youth and missions. Sep'60:39
Working together in home missions. Nov'60:14
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
Churches for changing times. Jul'61:26
Adults and mission. Jan'62:36
Revolution in home missions. Jul'62:14
Youth and the world mission. Oct'62:39
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
Home missions means people! Apr'64:11
Adults and mission. May'65:38
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:45
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:11
Disciples of Christ home missionaries. Apr'68:37
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:21
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:8

165
HOME MISSIONS (SOUTHERN BAPTIST)
quoted. More now know the facts. Jul'60:10

HOME MISSIONS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
Home missions reading--1951. Jul'51:32
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Mission field: U.S.A. Jul'56:40

HOME MISSIONS CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA
Significant missionary meetings. Mar'45:10

HOME MISSIONS CONGRESS
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'32:36
Global highlights. Jun'49:2
Why a Home Missions Congress? Nov'49:12
The Christian mission in America. May'50:5
America's unchurched. Apr'50:5
Social trends. Apr'50:14
Home missions on the march. Apr'50:17

HOME MISSIONS COUNCIL
Union councils of great moment. Mar'19:49
Conference on Mormonism. Oct'20:43
To conserve city surveys. Oct'20:51
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:63
Another plea for unity. Mar'25:22
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
Home Missions councils meet. Mar'26:13
Station UMCS broadcasting. Mar'26:51
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56 Jan'30:52
A cooperative venture comes of age. Mar'30:29
Jan'31:4
Is courage the missing link? Feb'31:18
The allied expedition to the American front. May'31:15
Sep'30:5
Interpreting Christ to the America of today. Feb'32:23
Teamwork tells. Sep'32:27
Home missions also rethinks. Mar'34:4
The threshold. Nov'36:2
Conferring at Asbury Park. Mar'37:21
The threshold. Sep'39:2
Home missions and human needs. Mar'40:31
Interracial participation in church assemblies. Feb'41:17
American churches in Council. Feb'41:22
Brotherhood meetings. Apr'41:2
Mar'42:26
The threshold. Mar'43:2
Missions conferences. Mar'44:38
The threshold. Dec'45:2
Global highlights. Feb'46:2
A silver anniversary. Feb'46:26
Principles for home missions (photo of Disciple members)
Apr'46:17
Global highlights. Nov'46:2 Mar'47:2
Home missions--concerned for quality. Apr'47:7
Where justice is demanded. Nov'47:5
Global highlights.
Mar'48:3 (photo of officers) Mar'49:3 Jul'49:2
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions.  
Jul'49:22
A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28
A migrant mother speaks. Jul'50:22
Mission agencies bring expanded faith to National Council.  
Jul'50:27
HOME MISSIONS COUNCIL. COMMITTEE ON CHURCH BUILDING
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42
HOME MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL
See
HOME AND STATE MISSIONS PLANNING COUNCIL
HOME MISSIONS--STATISTICS
Global highlights. Feb'50:2
HOME MISSIONS--STUDY AND TEACHING
Missionary materials for home missions study courses.  
Jun'34:28
We study home missions. Jul'35:41
Helps for leaders of junior groups.  
Jan'36:41 Oct'37:40 Oct'39:40
Current home missions study material. Jul'41:30
Are you studying democracy? Sep'41:36
HOME MISSIONS SUNDAY
The threshold. Dec'39:4
HOME MISSIONS TOUR
...scheduled for August (map) May'55:28
HOMEDALE, IOWA. CLAYTONIA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Twentieth Century pioneering. Dec'22:37
Some news items... Dec'22:44
Ford efficiency at Homedale, Idaho (photo) Jan'23:40
A church serving on the western frontier (photo) Jul'23:37
HOMELESSNESS
See also
DISPLACED PERSONS
REFUGEES
The century of the homeless. Oct'59:9
Homeless on our doorstep. Feb'62:18
World Calling... Mar'66:10
New scene for an old ministry. Jun'70:22
Ministering to a city's night people. Nov'72:7
HOMER, JOY
On behalf of China. May'40:47
HOMILETIC THESAURUS ON THE GOSPELS
Book chat. Oct'50:40
HOMILETICS
See
PREACHING
HOMELESS
The challenge of world hunger. Dec'69:11
"HOMO-HOMINI" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'69:29
HOMRIGHAUSE, ELMER GEORGE
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:23
HONCK, REBECCA
(death) Mar'21:50
HONDA, SEIICHI
  Global highlights. Nov'62:7 (photo p. 6)
HONEYTOWN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Oct'51:17
Honeywell, Albert Alphonse, 1872-1943
  (married to Lema McKay Honeywell)
  Church architecture for religious education. Nov'21:15
HONEYWELL, ALBERT ALPHONSE, 1872-1943
  Civic pride in a new church building. Jun'21:53
  (death) The threshold. Oct'43:2
Honeywell, Evelyn L., 1901-1981
  Paraguayan youth grown in Friendship. May'55:14
  Books. Nov'63:41
  New books. Jul'65:41
HONEYWELL, EVELYN L., 1901-1981
  The threshold. (photo) Jul'37:2  Dec'38:4
  (photo) Sep'42:27  Nov'42:25
  News room. Feb'53:36
  I went to Jamaica. May'53:10
  (ordination) News room. Dec'54:40
  They work for you. Nov'58:28
  World Calling... (photo) Dec'67:10
HONEYWELL, LEMA KcKAY, -1959
  (married to Albert Alphonse Honeywell)
  In memoriam. Nov'59:35
  (death) News room. Nov'59:38
HONG KONG
  Missionary illustrations... Mar'27:41
  Global highlights. Feb'52:3
  A Christian college in Hong Kong grows. Mar'53:40
  Global highlights. Feb'54:2
  Southeast Asia--a smoking volcano. Feb'57:22
  62 square miles of human need. Jan'58:19
  The babies on the doorstep. Feb'58:47
  Global highlights. Oct'59:8  Jul'60:5
  (photo) Feb'61:inside front cover
  The cover. Feb'61:inside front cover
  Escape to hope in Hong Kong. Apr'61:31
  CWS aids Hong Kong fire victims. Oct'61:33
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
  (photo) Feb'62:inside front cover
  The cover. Feb'62:inside front cover
  Hope in Hong Kong. Mar'62:25
  Global highlights. Apr'62:6
  East Asia's stormy rim (photo) Dec'62:24
  (photo) Feb'63:inside front cover
  The cover. Feb'63:inside front cover
  When Hong Kong closed its doors. Mar'63:19
  "Pearly" gates of Hong Kong. Mar'63:20
  A discontent with division. Jun'63:31
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
  Brighter future for "forgotten girls." Jul'63:48
  Congo Christians aid needy in Hong Kong. Sep'63:37
  Global highlights. Oct'63:5
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'63:36
  (photo of children) Feb'64:front cover
  The cover. Feb'64:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'64:36
Family planning in Hong Kong. Jul'66:41
Compassion in action. Feb'69:25
(photo of harbor) Apr'73:front cover
Cover. Apr'73:4
HONG KONG—DESCRIPTION
Light on the coasts of Asia. Nov'34:11
Asians want to learn. May'63:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'64:38
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'68:5
"HONG KONG: FREE PORT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'63:44
Hong Ming Dao
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62
HONGO, JAPAN
Notes. Jul'19:62
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61
Among the churches in the Akita District. Jul'23:45
Echoes from everywhere.
    Apr'29:35    Mar'31:63    Aug'32:56
    Dec'30:38    Mar'32:38    Sep'36:39
There is no place like home! Feb'54:29
HONJO, JAPAN
Honjo gets a pastor. Dec'55:32
HONOLULU, HAWAII
En route to Australia. Nov'28:62
HONOLULU, HAWAII, FIRST CHINESE CHURCH (CONGREGATIONAL)
(photo) Sep'48:23
HONOLULU, HAWAII. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40
Circulation corner (photo of baptistry) Jun'39:inside front cover
Hawaii—far western outpost (photo) Sep'48:22
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
For adult missionary groups. Nov'48:34
I visit Honolulu (photo of Beginners' Church school class) Apr'49:23
Disciples in territories (photo) Apr'58:21
Hawaii—crossroads of the Pacific (photos) Oct'58:27
Opportunity in "Paradise." Jan'65:28
HONOLULU, HAWAII. KAIMUKI CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress (photo of pastor's council) Nov'49;34
HONOLULU, HAWAII. KAWAIHAAO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hawaii—far western outpost. Sep'48:22 (photo p. 23)
I visit Honolulu. Apr'49:23
HONOLULU, HAWAII. WAHIAWA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Opportunity in "Paradise." Jan'65:28
HONOLULU, HAWAII. WINDWARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Apr'60:6
Opportunity in "Paradise." Jan'65:28
HONORED MINISTERS' PINS
Honor to those who have served. Feb'64:29
HOOD, C H
(photo) Dec'24:34
HOOD, ELANE
News room. Oct'49:32
HOOD, HOWARD THOMAS
Global highlights (photo) Jul'52:3
HOOD, J B (married to Twila Burns Hood)
(marriage) News room. Mar'46:39
Hood, Leona, 1894-1971
By their fruits. Sep'28:8
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'29:50 Jul'31:41 Jun'37:38
Mar'30:49 Dec'35:38 Jul'37:39
A visitor comes to M.C.I. Jul'39:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:32 Feb'60:38
HOOD, LEONA, 1894-1971
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51 (photo) Apr'26:54
Mexican Christian Institute news. Dec'42:43
As I saw Hazel Green. Oct'49:27
For adult missionary groups. Jul'49:36
News room. Oct'50:47
A light shines from the hill. May'51:17
For adult mission study (photo) Oct'59:38
Close service. Oct'60:28
In memoriam. Dec'71:42
Hood, Twila V. Burns (married to J. B. Hood)
A light shines brightly for all to see. Mar'42:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:38
Mexican Christian Institute. Oct'42:46
Mexican Christian Institute news. Dec'42:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'43:38
Mexican Christian Institute. Sep'43:37
Christmas with the Girls' Clubs. Feb'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:32 Sep'44:33
Christmas at Mexican Christian Institute. Feb'45:40
HOOD, TWILA V. BURNS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
(marriage) News room. Mar'46:39
HOOE, KENNETH M., 1905-1964
(photo) Nov'48:23
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'52:4
HOOE, LOREN HOUSEN, 1880-1945
(photo) Mar'24:57
HOOK, ARTHUR
Classroom and campus. Mar'64:34
HOOK, CHARLES R
National Council gives facts to contributors. Nov'55:42
Hook, Sue Steiner, 1873-1957
Religious training in the Southern Home. Dec'22:39
Results from the Southern Christian Home. Apr'24:56
A fitting memorial. Dec'24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:57
How our family spends it summer. Aug'25:54
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50 Sep'30:40
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:39
Now it can be told. Sep'33:29
A Christmas recollection. Dec'35:30
The job of running a children's home. Dec'37:7
HOOK, SUE STEINER, 1873-1957
Miss Sue Steiner Hook (photo) Feb'23:57
HOOVER, GUY
Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30
Hoover, Guy Israel, 1872-1943
(married to Virginia Dillinger Hoover)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
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<td>Jun'26:42</td>
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<td>Jul'24:54</td>
<td>Aug'25:52</td>
<td>Jul'26:42</td>
</tr>
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<td>Jul'23:52</td>
<td>Sep'24:51</td>
<td>Oct'25:54</td>
<td>Sep'26:56</td>
</tr>
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</table>
Oct'23:61 | Nov'24:52

Church Extension and the development of the needy field.
Jan'19:56
An outstanding rural church. Sep'20:38
The primacy of Christian education. Jun'21:12
Christian statesmanship... Jan'22:8
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Present service and immediate needs of church colleges.
May'22:38
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
A challenging message. Dec'22:38
Board of Education...annual meeting. May'23:32
Go-away-to-college Day. Sep'23:39
The distinctive contribution of the Disciples of Christ to
Higher Education in America. Jan'25:31
Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:27
Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:6
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:22
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16

HOOVER, GUY ISRAEL, 1872-1943
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
G. I. Hoover (photo) Jun'21:52
(photo) Jun'22:58
Conference on Bible work in State universities (photo)
Nov'22:34
(photo) May'23:32
Headquarters notes. Jun'23:52
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
quoted. A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:29
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
In appreciation. Oct'26:1
Indiana claims her own (photo) Oct'26:36
(photo) Oct'27:22 Jun'28:20 Jul'34:16
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'36:inside front cover
(photo) Jan'39:6
...retires (photo) Dec'40:16
(death) Facing global responsibilities. Mar'43:4
(death) Passing of G. I. Hoover (photo) Mar'43:11

Hoover, Herbert
The child's bill of rights. Oct'29:16

HOOVER, HERBERT
A word from candidate Hoover. Jul'28:1
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
The Quaker from California. May'29:4
A forward look. May'29:27
A letter from the President. May'29:43
President Hoover and our prayers. Nov'29:5
quoted. The Pension Fund reviews the year. Jan'30:27
Listening in on the world. Jan'30:31
quoted. Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
Listening in on the world. May'31:24
Listening in on the world. Dec'31:20 Oct'32:23
...supports the President. Feb'37:3
Peering into the skies. Jul'46:5
quoted. Last column. Nov'54:48

HOOVER, INA EVANS, -1958
In memoriam. Jun'58:37

HOOVER, JENNIE MARIA
(photo) Jun'21:12
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Hoover, John Edgar, 1895-1972
Ministers are "wholly loyal." Oct'61:13

HOOVER, JOHN EDGAR, 1895-1972
(photo) Oct'61:13
quoted. Last column. Dec'61:50
Codes of ethics. Sep'63:9

HOOVER, LOU HENRY
quoted. Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32

HOOVER, LUCRETIA GREEN
(death) Dec'24:46

Hoover, Lyman G
My reasons for volunteering for foreign missionary service.
Jun'21:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:39 Jun'43:28

HOOVER, LYMAN G
(photo) Jun'21:inside front cover
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
(photo) Jul'28:26
Midwinter news from our campuses (photo) Mar'31:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40 Sep'36:32
(photo) Mar'37:20
Personalities. May'37:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
News room. Jul'41:34
...in West China. Nov'42:47
Ordination for Luther Shao (photo) Feb'43:43
News room. Dec'44:28 Jan'47:44

HOOVER, LYMAN MacNICHOLL, 1937-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
HOOVER, MARY GENEVIEVE
See
DAVIDSON, MARY GENEVIEVE HOOVER

HOOVER, THERESSA
Write your plan of union (photo) Nov'70:15

HOOVER, VIRGINIA DILLINGER, 1875-1933
(married to Guy Israel Hoover)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34

HOOVER, WILLIAM HENRY, -1932
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
(death) We pause to remember. Apr'32:5
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
W. H. Hoover, a friend of man. May'32:22
The Hoover Lectures (photo) Jan'47:19
Second Hoover unity lectureship (photo) Jun'48:26
See
DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE (UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO).
HOOVER LECTURESHIP

HOPCRAFT, ARTHUR. BORN TO HUNGER
New books. Jan'70:29

HOPE, BOB
Shavings. Jul'72:42

HOPE, ROBERT C
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34

HOPE
Moodlin' Sep'71:35
"HOPE AND THE ROMAN EAGLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'64:43

HOPE, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Teaching that brings results. Mar'25:60
Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46

HOPEWELL, JAMES F
Global highlights. Mar'66:5

HOPEWELL, VIRGINIA
Committee on War Services news notes. Oct'45:34

HOPKINS, (married to Charles Hopkins) -1968
In memoriam. Oct'68:42

HOPKINS, (married to Francis Barber Hopkins)
In memoriam. Jun'29:50

HOPKINS, (married to Louis A. Hopkins)
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44

HOPKINS, ELIZA
Notes (death) Nov'19:63

HOPKINS, ESTER
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'62:31

HOPKINS, GARLAND EVANS
Global highlights (photo) Jan'54:2

HOPKINS, GARLAND EVANS. THE MIGHTY BEGINNINGS
Book chat. Jul'56:41

HOPKINS, IVA COLLINS, 1879-1968 (married to Robert M. Hopkins)
Station UCMS. broadcasting. Apr'26:54
(photo)
Jan'27:13 Feb'30:24 Nov'38:17 Jun'41:31
In memoriam. May'68:42
Hopkins, James Peyton
A thankful prayer. Nov'73:back cover

Hopkins, Louis Allen, 1881-1968
United Nations on the campus. Jan'46:13

HOPKINS, LOUIS ALLEN, 1881-1968

HOPKINS, MARGARET
See
WINDLEY, MARGARET HOPKINS

HOPKINS, MARION LEON
(photo) Feb'48:9 Jun'54:35

HOPKINS, MARY ESTHER

HOPKINS, MARY SUE, -1958
In memoriam. Sep'58:39

HOPKINS, NADINE SHERWIN (married to Robert M. Hopkins, Jr.)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
Global highlights (photo) Nov'48:2
News room. Dec'48:31 Nov'56:36

HOPKINS, PAUL D
The scene. Jan'70:44

Hopskins, Paul E
What's bugging your church? Jul'71:12

HOPKINS, PAUL E
In brief. Jan'71:43

Hopkins, Robert Milton, 1878-1955
(married to Iva Collins Hopkins)
Cooperation in religious education. May'19:15
With the Near East Relief Commission. Jun'19:43
The Sunday School Commission in the Near East. Oct'19:40
Bible school progress of a decade. Nov'19:8
The new program for Bible schools. Dec'19:61
First report on the $100,000. Jan'20:56
The offering for relief in Bible lands. Feb'20:38
The story of Zanig Manongian. Feb'20:outside back cover
Sunday School Secretary of Great Britain. mar'20:45
The new Jacksonville Home. Mar'20:59
Important Bible School statistics in the 1920 Year Book. Apr'20:58
Four new Bible School Field Workers. May'20:45
The Thanksgiving Sunday offering. Oct'20:45
The new Department of Religious Education. Nov'20:10
America's underwritten mandatory. Jan'21:49
From the Constitution and Great Commission. Nov'21:4
A merger of Sunday school organizations. Apr'22:37
M. E. Sadler. Jul'22:53
F. M. Rains. Oct'22:60
A study in averages. Apr'24:53
A study in Sunday school statistics. Jul'24:40
Off for Scotland. Aug'24:34
Christian education, the hope of civilization. Nov'24:4
The call to advance. Dec'24:31
Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:24
Crystal Beach Christian Assembly. Oct'27:30
Getting ready for Los Angeles. Nov'27:5
Facts and folks at Los Angeles. May'28:23
Sharing Robert M. Hopkins. Sep'28:19
Do all interpret? Dec'28:42
What I found in Mexico. Mar'29:13
A growing work reviewed. Apr'29:27
To the ancient churches of the East. Aug'29:15
Ha-Na-Nim Ay Malsam. Feb'30:23
Are critics of missions justified? Feb'31:13
Let's go sailing down to Rio! Apr'32:17
A mighty Continent. Mar'35:8
A visit to South Africa. Oct'37:15
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'38:39 Oct'38:38
The marching millions of India. Apr'39:14
We would see Jesus. Jan'40:16
A force to transform the world. Feb'40:5
A study in evangelism. Nov'40:22 Dec'40:14
Congreso Internacional de Educacion Cristiana. Sep'41:15
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
Oil at Jarvis. Sep'42:34
Social welfare and the rural church. Oct'42:13
Missions in the new age. Jun'43:6
Cooperation is imperative. Jul'43:6
New avenues of Christian service. Dec'43:17
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
Missions conferences. Mar'44:38
Our foreign missions go forward in wartime. Jun'44:5
The iron is hot. Apr'45:16
Plans for fellowship with negro churches. Jun'45:10
The national project achieved. Sep'45:4
Peace brings added obligations and responsibilities. Dec'45:13
Basil Holt going to South Africa. Jan'46:19
An Institute of World Christianity. Jan'47:23
The results of unconditional love. Feb'47:10
Beyond all minimums. Feb'48:28
Why do people give? Apr'48:25
Whither? Apr'49:21
Tips, tithes and taxes. Nov'49:33
Christian stewardship in 1949. Mar'50:29
Disciples of Christ in metropolitan New York. May'50:46
Shall India go unfed? Mar'51:29
Expenditures for alcoholic beverages. Apr'51:45
Contributions of religious groups. May'52:48
Television increases... Jun'52:37
20% tax exemption for contributions. Sep'52:47
Cane Ridge--a rediscovered shrine. Jun'54:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34

HOPKINS, ROBERT MILTON, 1878-1955
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(pho)to) Jun'19:43
Crystal Beach Assembly. Jul'19:55
Notes. Jul'19:62
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Letters (photo) May'21:50
Let us begin at the beginning. Sep'22:3
A strategy Board of Christ's Kingdom plans its campaign.

Station UCMS broadcasting.

Young people plan conference (photo)

Board of Education and work of our colleges.

Station UCMS broadcasting.

From the ends of the earth.

Sharing Robert M. Hopkins (photo)

Station UCMS broadcasting.

Echoes from everywhere.

Wichita, the things that stand out.

quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming.

Colleges facing the new school year.

Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo)

...at Society dinner.

quoted. Religious education through the years (photo)
...begins work (photo) Jun'39:10
(photo) Dec'39:14 Jan'40:16 Nov'40:22
quoted. Anna R. Atwater. May'41:14
(photo) Sep'41:15
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:15
Missionaries appointed (photo) Nov'41:31
The dedication of Lehman Hall (photo) Nov'41:33
(photo) Dec'41:19 Sep'42:12,25
The Executive staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium
(photo) Nov'42:24
(photo) Apr'43:19 Mar'44:21 Jun'45:34
Jun'43:5 Jun'44:5
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
(photo) Oct'45:11
...retires... (photo) Jun'46:15
Global highlights. Jul'46:3 (photo) Sep'46:4
News room. Oct'46:38
School opens in America and France. Nov'46:5
Global highlights. (photo) Jan'47:3 Apr'47:3
(photo) Jun'47:27 Jul'47:16
News room. Sep'47:41 Oct'47:32
Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:3
(photo) Oct'48:7
Global highlights. May'49:4
News room (photo) May'50:34
Disciple doers. Oct'50:19 (photo p. 20)
News room. Sep'53:39 Nov'53:32
(death) Global highlights (photo) Jul'55:2
News room. Jul'55:38
Christian education--forty years of progress (photo)
Nov'58:14
Global highlights. Jan'60:6
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20
HOPKINS, ROBERT MILTON, JR., 1911--
(married to Nadine Sherwin Hopkins)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32 Sep'38:34
(photo) Nov'38:7,14 Nov'39:7
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
(photo) Jun'41:31
News room (photo) Feb'42:34
Hopkins, W C G
British officer visits Bilaspur. Jun'46:40
Hopkins, W H
How one community is finding itself. Aug'19:20
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Special tithing week. May'22:52
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call (photo of play) Jul'60:50
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY. MILLBROOKE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY. NINTH ST. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
When Board meetings become vital (photo of church board)
Oct'42:22
HOPPE, ROBERT
  World events. Jun'72:39
HOPPER, (MRS. J. W.) -1949
  In memoriam. Sep'49:37
HOPPER, (MRS. M. J.)
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
HOPPER, (married to Myron T. Hopper)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
HOPPER, ANITA
  See McINTYRE, NANNIE HOPPER
HOPPER, FRANK
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
Hopper, Ida Tobin, 1898-1974 (married to Rex Devern Hopper)
  Echoes from everywhere. May'31:40
  Children of Paraguay. Jun'34:27
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
HOPPER, IDA TOBIN, 1898-1974
  College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
  (photo) Jul'25:7          Jun'28:44
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
  (appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
  New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
  Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala (photo) Apr'62:31
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'62:36
  Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:29
HOPPER, JOHN MARTIN
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
HOPPER, MARTIN J -1947
  (death) News room. May'47:36
HOPPER, MAY TEMPLETON (married to William Hopper)
  I visit Honolulu. Apr'49:23
Hopper, Myron Taggert, 1903-1960
  A Disciples youth program. Nov'36:18
  A call to conference. May'37:24
  Youth Conferences grow. Nov'37:8
  A Christian Youth Fellowship. Nov'38:24
  Youth and Christian unity. May'40:7
HOPPER, MYRON TAGGERT, 1903-1960
  (photo) May'23:35
  Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
  (photo) Jul'28:28
  Young people's superintendent (photo) Nov'33:14
  (photo) Mar'34:34          Oct'34:25        Nov'36:18
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34
  The threshold. Jul'38:2
  In our colleges (photo) Oct'38:32
  College news and notes. Feb'39:33
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
  (photo) May'39:17          Apr'40:22
  quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:21
  Classroom and campus.
  Sep'46:34       Dec'52:28       Sep'55:30
  Dec'50:31       (photo) Jul'53:31  Oct'56:30
  Nov'51:29       Sep'53:29       Jun'58:32
  quoted. Christian education--forty years of progress.
HOPPER, MYRON TABBERT, 1903-1960
  (death) News room. Oct'60:40
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Classroom and campus. Jan'61:28
HOPPER, MYRON TAGGERT. CANDLE OF THE LORD
Book chat. Nov'48:14
HOPPER, MYRON TAGGERT. NEW TESTAMENT LIFE AND LITERATURE
Book chat. Feb'51:40
HOPPER, NANNIE
See
McINTYRE, NANNIE HOPPER
Hopper, Rex Devern, 1898- (married to Ida Tobin Hopper)
The Student Volunteer Movement for foreign missions.
Sep'23:24
Similarities not differences. Oct'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
Missions at the Olympics. Oct'32:9
HOPPER, REX DEVERN, 1898-
(photo) Jul'20:21
quoted. Are young People's conferences worth while? (photo)
May'23:35
(photo) Mar'24:25
Where youth meets youth. Jun'24:37
(photo) Jul'25:7       Jun'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43             Feb'32:41
(photo) Oct'32:9
HOPPER, REX DEVERN, 1926-
(birth) Jan'27:62
HOPPER, WILLIAM (married to May Templeton Hopper)
I visit Honolulu. Apr'49:23
HOPPLE, WILLIAM H., JR.
The scene. Feb'72:44
HOPWOOD, A C
(death) Our colleges look toward commencement season.
Jun'31:32
HOPWOOD, JOSEPHUS, 1843-1935
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:43
(death) News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
From our colleges. Jun'36:34
Classroom and campus. Apr'37:28
HOQUIAM, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
Horan, C W
A new building at Port Arthur. Sep'20:42
Horber, John Traugott, 1915-
(married to Medrith E. Armstrong Horber)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36             Oct'58:36
HORBER, JOHN TRAUGOTT, 1915-
(commissioning) News room. Sep'58:38
Global highlights. Apr'58:8
Expansion reported in Jamaica. Apr'58:47
A new century for Jamaica. Jul'58:27
(photo) Sep'58:23
(resignation) News room. Mar'59:32
HORBER, MEDRITH ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG, 1920-
(married to John Traugott Horber)
(commissioning) News room. Sep'58:38
(resignation) News room. Mar'59:32
HORDEN, HATTIE
In memoriam. Jul'37:39
HORDERN, WILLIAM E. A LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO PROTESTANT THEOLOGY
New books. Jul'68:36

HORI, T
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49

HORIOUCHI, KENSUKE
(photo) Nov'47:3

HORN, (MRS. H. M.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59 Nov'27:56
(photo) Jan'28:32

HORN, EDWARD T. THE CHRISTIAN YEAR
Book chat. Apr'57:40

HORN, EMILY MARY
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

HORN, HAROLD H., 1920- (married to Virginia Rogers Horn)
Presenting... (photo) Feb'66:8

HORN, HARRIET
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54

HORN, JEFFERSON LEE
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'68:35

Horn, Pattye
See Gilmer, Pattye Horn

HORN, PEARL, -1960 (married to H. A. Horn)
In memoriam. Apr'60:37

HORN, ROBERT CANNON, 1844-1936
Half a century in the pulpit (photo) May'25:31
A correction. Aug'25:1

HORN, T C
(photo) Mar'24:52
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29

HORN, VIRGINIA R
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24

HORNADAY, E S
(death) Oct'23:62

HORNADAY, FLORENCE
News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44

HORNADAY, JOHN W
Trends in crime control. Jul'37:7 (photo p. 6)

HORNADAY, POLK
(photo) Feb'56:14

HORNE, JAMES CONRAD, 1943-
(birth) News room. Dec'43:32
(photo) Jul'44:34

Horner, Jane Ellen Miller (married to Roy Horner)
Youth and missions. Oct'46:35
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
Youth and missions.
Oct'47:35 Dec'47:33 Mar'48:35 Apr'48:35
Power potential. May'48:18
Youth and missions. May'48:35 Jun'48:37
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
Youth and missions.
  Jul'48:35 Dec'48:35 Sep'49:35
  Nov'48:35 Feb'49:37
HORNER, JANE ELLEN MILLER
  Global highlights. Sep'46:4
  (ordination) News room. Feb'47:32
  (marriage) News room. Sep'48:40
  News room. Sep'49:38 May'50:34
HORNER, LAYTON
  Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Horner, Marjorie Crittenden, 1912-1974
  (married to William Howard Horner)
    Medical mercies. Feb'42:31
    Lonkundo expressions. Apr'44:35
    That they might have life. Jun'45:5
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
    Our neighbors. Jul'46:28
    Interpreting dull reading of Congo census. Jun'47:44
    A housewarming in Belgian Congo. Feb'49:11
    The Horners have arrived in Wema. Dec'50:43
HORNER, MARJORIE CRITTENDEN, 1912-1974
  These go to Africa (photo) Jun'39:5
  A visit upriver on the "Oregon" (photo) Nov'41:26
  News room. May'42:40 Mar'43:34
  (photo) Jul'44:34
  News room.
    Mar'45:28 (photo) Jun'45:5 Feb'46:38
    (photo) Feb'48:26
    News room. Dec'48:31
    Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
    Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3
HORNER, NORMA ELIZABETH, 1945-
  (birth) News room. Sep'45:30
HORNER, NORMAN A. CROSS AND CRUCIFIX IN MISSION
  New books. Dec'65:22
HORNER, NORMAN A. PROTESTANT CROSS-CURRENTS IN MISSION
  New books. Apr'69:28
HORNER, ROY (married to Jane Ellen Miller Horner)
  (marriage) News room. Sep'48:40
HORNER, W C -1947
  In memoriam. Jun'47:41
HORNER, WILLIAM EUGENE, 1942-
  For better babies. Apr'43:29
  (photo) Jul'44:34
Horner, William Howard, 1907-1990
  (married to Marjorie Crittenden Horner)
    Medical mercies. Feb'42:31
    Christianity makes a difference. Jun'43:32
    Black magic versus health education. Feb'44:8
    On a Congo river. Jan'45:36
    Mar'46:37
    Our neighbors. Jul'46:28
    Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:39
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A housewarming in Belgian Congo. Feb'49:11

The Horners have arrived in Wema. Dec'50:43

HORNER, WILLIAM HOWARD, 1907-1990
These go to Africa (photo) Jun'39:5
A visit upriver on the "Oregon" (photo) Nov'41:26
News room. May'42:40 Mar'43:34 (photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Feb'46:38 (photo) Feb'48:26
The cover. Mar'53:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3

HORNEY, KAREN. OUR INNER CONFLICTS
Book chat. Feb'46:23

HORNEY, LAURENCE E., -1951
In memoriam. Jul'51:37

HORNING, MARY V.
In brief. Apr'72:40

HORNING, RUTH (photo) Jan'21:11

HORNBY, MARY BASKETT, -1958 (married to T. L. Hornsby)
In memoriam. Oct'58:37

Horst, John H
Rural church reverie (poem) Jul'34:back cover

HORTON, (married to Fred Horton) -1956
In memoriam. Mar'57:35

HORTON, (MRS. H. M.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'38:inside front cover

Horton, C H
At journey's end. May'32:30

HORTON, CONSTANCE MAE, 1933-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
(photo) Jan'38:34

HORTON, CONSTANCE SMITH
See HORTON, THEODORA CONSTANCE SMITH

HORTON, DOROTHY (photo) Jan'38:34

HORTON, DOUGLAS, 1891- (married to Mildred McAfee Horton)
The threshold (photo) Dec'45:2
The return to Japan. May'46:6
Study conferences for Amsterdam Assembly (photo) Jun'48:31
(photo) Nov'49:12 Apr'51:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36
quoted. A greater school emerges (photo) Jun'54:13
Global highlights (photo) Dec'54:2
Global highlights (photo) Jun'55:2

HORTON, DOUGLAS. THE MEANING OF WORSHIP
Book chat. Sep'59:26

HORTON, DOUGLAS. VATICAN DIARY, 1962
New books. Dec'64:24

HORTON, DOUGLAS. VATICAN DIARY, 1963
New books. Dec'64:24

HORTON, ELIZABETH F., -1971
In memoriam. Jan'72:49
HORTON, ESTHER RUTH
A doctor for Africa (photo) Jan'38:34
Horton, George Wynne, 1902-
(married to Theodora Constance Smith Horton)
Ten years of preparation... Feb'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:36
HORTON, GEORGE WYNNE, 1902-
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
(photo) Feb'32:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32
A doctor for Africa (photo) Jan'38:34
News room. Feb'42:34
HORTON, GEORGE. THE BLIGHT OF ASIA
Speaking of books. Jul'26:44
HORTON, LEWIS HENRY
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:31
HORTON, MARION SYLVESTER, -1972
In memoriam. Oct'72:44
HORTON, MILDRED McAFEE (married to Douglas Horton)
Women and world highways (photo) Feb'49:35
...head China Colleges Board. Jul'49:34
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
Global highlights. Mar'51:4
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:24
HORTON, PAUL H
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
Horton, Theodora Constance Smith, 1903-
(married to George W. Horton)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'41:39
HORTON, THEODORA CONSTANCE SMITH, 1903-
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
Ten years of preparation... (photo) Feb'32:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41 Dec'37:32
A doctor for Africa (photo) Jan'38:34
News room. Feb'42:34 Mar'55:36
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL, 1895-
Second Hoover unity lectureship. Jun'48:26
Crusade progress (photo) Mar'49:26
Global highlights. Jul'61:4
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. CAN CHRISTIANITY SAVE CIVILIZATION?
Book chat. Jan'41:21
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. CONTEMPORARY CONTINENTAL THEOLOGY
Book chat. Nov'38:26
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH THEOLOGY
Book chat. Nov'38:26
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. GOD
Book chat. Nov'37:20
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. OUR ETERNAL CONTEMPORARY
Book chat. Feb'43:25
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. REALISTIC THEOLOGY
Book chat. Feb'35:19
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. THEOLOGY IN TRANSITION
Book chat. Dec'43:38
HORTON, WALTER MARSHALL. TOWARD A REBORN CHURCH
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Book chat. Jul'49:16
HOSHIKO, BARBARA RAMBO, 1934-
   (birth) Feb'35:47
   Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
   (photo) Jun'54:11
HOSHINO, DAVID
   A witness in His work. Apr'58:49
HOSHINO, ESTHER
   A witness in His work. Apr'58:49
HOSHINO, REIKO
   quoted. A witness in His work. Apr'58:49
HOSHOUR, SAMUEL KLINEFELTER, 1803-1883
   Heritage of the ministry. Sep'58:12
HOSIER, H R
   (photo) Mar'24:21
HOSKIN, BARBARA
   News room. Jul'51:39
Hoskin, Garlan
   Students will survey the church's mission. May'58:23
HOSKIN, GARLAN
   News room. Nov'57:35
   (photo) Jan'58:22
   News room. Oct'58:34     Mar'60:40
HOSKING, CHARLOTTE M S
   (death) Jan'20:53
HOSKINS, FRED, 1906-1966
   (photo) Sep'57:25
   Global highlights. Oct'58:5
   Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36
   Partners in conversation (photo) Jun'64:14
HOSKINSON, MATTIE
   Memorium. Jul'35:39
HOSMAN, E M
   Expert gives advice to church ushers. Mar'56:32
HOSOKAI, T
   Disciples in Japan fifty years (photo) Jan'34:27
HOSOKAWA, AKIRO
   (photo) Mar'52:21
HOSOKAWA, BILL. NISEI, THE QUIET AMERICANS
   New books. May'70:28
HOSP, HELEN
   Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
   Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:32
HOSPITALS
   A pastor's call for a sanitarium. Feb'20:46
   Should the church run hospitals? Jul'20:19
   Global highlights. Oct'58:5
HOSTETLER, -1948 (married to Enos Hostetler)
   In memoriam. Jan'49:39
HOSTETLER, H J
   (photo) Mar'24:17
HOSTETLER, LIDA. -1946
   In memoriam. Dec'46:37
HOSTON, EUGENIO DE
   More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:10
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS. NATIONAL PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Letters. Dec'65:inside front cover
Hotz, Marilyn
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
Adults and missions. May'61:36
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
Women on world highways. Oct'64:35
HOTZ, MARYLIN
News room. Apr'59:46 May'61:32 Jun'61:42
HOUCHENS, S. F.
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'35:39
HOUCK, JANE ALLISON
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
HOUCK, PATRICIA. THE CASE OF MUTUAL NEGLECT
Women on world highways. Dec'69:31
Houder, P K
Religion needed in home life. May'49:47
HOUGH, JOSEPH C., JR.
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'68:34
HOUGH, JOSEPH C., JR. BLACK POWER AND WHITE PROTESTANTS
New books. Mar'69:28
Hough, Lynn Harold, 1877-
What the world wants. Jun'26:15
For such an age as this! Jul'32:5
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD, 1877-
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD. THE CHRISTIAN CRITICISM OF LIFE
Book chat. Nov'41:23
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD. THE CHURCH AND CIVILIZATION
Book chat. May'35:23
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD. THE GREAT EVANGEL
Book chat. Mar'36:11
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD. GREAT HUMANISTS
Book chat. Feb'53:16
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD. THE LIVING CHURCH
Book chat. Jul'59:43
HOUGH, LYNN HAROLD. PATTERNS OF THE MIND
Book chat. Oct'42:23
HOUGHTON, CHARITY
In memoriam. Oct'36:39
HOUGHTON, EDWARD C
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
Houghton, Lillian
Letters. Jul'64:46
HOUGHTON, LILLIAN
Here and there with World Call. Jun'64:50
HOULIHAN, EDWARD T
The good that men do. Mar'27:55
HOULE, ALBERT L
In brief. May'73:42
HOUSE,  (married to Wendell H. House) -1957
  In memoriam. Dec'57:39
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (U.S.)
  See
    U.S. CONGRESS. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
"HOUSE OF TOYS" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visuals. Oct'65:45
"THE HOUSE THAT HUNTER BUILT" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'58:47
"HOUSEHOLD OF FAITH" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'60:44
Householder, Myrtle
  Single paradox (poem) Feb'69:22
HOUSEKEEPING AID PROJECT
  When Jan'es mother was ill (photos) Jul'40:20
Houser, Alvin Eugene
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:32
  A chaplain looks at South America. Sep'44:34
  Thanks for the missionaries. Dec'44:35
  Let's be practical now. Mar'47:28
  Wheat for the world. Jul'66:49
HOUSER, ALVIN EUGENE
  Lord send men and women. Jun'44:35
  (note) Mar'47:28
HOUSING
  Social trends. Nov'37:22 May'40:22
  Housing and human welfare. Sep'44:4
  Social trends. Apr'46:16
  Committee on War Services news notes. Apr'46:29
  Churches and social planning. Jul'56:7
  Social trends. Nov'56:14
  Housing action. May'58:42
  Global highlights. Apr'58:4
  Practicing what we preach. Feb'62:30
  Apartment house dilemma. Feb'66:9
  Sorry, this house has just been sold. Jan'67:48
  Ahead of the headlines. Oct'67:5
  Global highlights. Mar'68:7
  Ahead of the headlines. Jul'68:5
  Global highlights. Jan'69:6
  World events. Dec'69:37
  Church and housing. Dec'72:suppl:15
Houston,  (Mrs. E. B.)
  Letters. Feb'70:4
HOUSTON, CLOMA
  New workers. Sep'26:59
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
HOUSTON, CYRIL WISHART, 1892-1965
  Notes. Jan'20:60 Apr'20:62
Houston, Ethel K
  My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:24
Houston, J Russell
  Memorial to a little girl. Nov'66:43
HOUSTON, J. RUSSELL
  Churches send World Call. Sep'65:50
Houston, Leora Wilber
  At Calvary (poem) Apr'65:44
Bandages (poem) Feb'66:44
Prayer room (poem) Oct'66:18
Praying hands (poem) Oct'66:49

HOUSTON, THOMAS ALLEN (married to Lucy B. Hopkins Houston)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'53:4

HOUSTON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17

HOUSTON, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:57

HOUSTON, TEXAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Bilingual ministry in Houston. Jun'70:40

HOUSTON, TEXAS. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48
Southwest churches adopt home plan. Feb'59:34
Adults and mission. Feb'63:38

HOUSTON, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:64
First the blade... May'23:40
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51

HOUSTON, TEXAS. HOUSTON HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:7
First the blade... May'23:40

HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAGNOLIA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:23

HOUSTON, TEXAS. MAGNOLIA PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... Dec'31:39 Sep'32:38
Circulation corner. May'36:1

HOUSTON, TEXAS. MEMORIAL DRIVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of construction) Jul'72:3 Sep'72:front cover
Cover. Sep'72:4
New churches are worth the effort! Sep'72:10 (photo of construction p. 9)

HOUSTON, TEXAS. NEGRO BIBLE SCHOOL
(photo) Sep'20:37

HOUSTON, TEXAS. NORTH SHORE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
World events. Nov'71:36

HOUSTON, TEXAS. NORTHWEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

HOUSTON, TEXAS. OAKS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EHP in Houston. Feb'58:46

HOUSTON, TEXAS. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51 May'28:48
How one circle more than trebled its offerings. Jul'28:35

HOUSTON, TEXAS. SOUTHWEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, January-March. Jul'60:28

HOUSTON, TEXAS. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
The negro in the great city (photo) Nov'65:19

HOUSTON, TEXAS. WOODLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Nov'52:48
Pioneering witness in two tongues. Jan'66:16

HOUT, MARIE
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'55:52
HOUTCHENS, (MRS. L. W.)
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:29
HOUTCHENS, L. W., 1902-
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:28
HOUTCHENS, LOREN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
HOUTCHENS, MARJORIE LOIS
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
Houze, Alvie B., 1870-1954 (married to Margaret Houze)
Going out of the liquor business. Jul'19:8
HOUZE, ALVIE B., 1870-1954
Jan'19:7
HOUZE, VIRGINIA
(photo) Jul'23:13
HOVATER, STANLEY EDWARD, 1924-
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28
HOVDA, HOWARD B
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31
HOVDE, FREDERICK L
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31
HOVEN, VICTOR E. SHADOW AND SUBSTANCE
Books for today. Sep'35:46
HOVEY, E. PAUL. THE TREASURY FOR SPECIAL DAYS AND OCCASIONS
quoted. Last column. May'62:60
Hovey, Richard
Spring (poem) Apr'38:48
HOVIS, VICTOR M., 1889-
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
How, William Walsham
For all the saints (poem) Mar'28:34
HOW, WILLIAM WALSHAM
O word of God incarnate. Aug'28:14
HOW
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Youth and missions. Jul'52:39
HOW CHURCHES FIGHT POVERTY
New books. Jun'68:36
HOW STRONG AND SWEET MY FATHER'S CARE (HYMN)
How strong and sweet my Father's care. Jun'29:20
"HOW THE BIBLE CAME TO US" (FILMSTRIPS)
Bible history films. Apr'61:41
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'61:42
HOW TO CONDUCT A FUNERAL (STANDARD PUB. CO.)
Jun'19:58
"HOW TO CONDUCT A MEETING USING PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURES" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'61:45
HOW TO MAKE MONEY FOR CHOIR ROBES
Book chat. Oct'56:40
HOWARD, (MRS. A. M.)
(death) Jun'26:50
HOWARD, (MRS. I. B.)
(death) News room. Sep'41:34
HOWARD, (married to Nondus Howard) -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35
HOWARD, A M
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:50
Howard, Bess, 1890-1975
  Letters. Mar'69:45
HOWARD, C W
  Half a century in the pulpit (photo) May'25:31
HOWARD, CARL
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'55:30
  (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jun'55:34
HOWARD, ELLA
  In memoriam. Jun'34:39
HOWARD, ERMA
  Classroom and campus. Dec'49:30
HOWARD, FINDLAY
  (photo) May'36:16
Howard, George P
  Launching out in Latin America. May'36:8
  The Christian mission in Latin America. Jan'43:10
  Are Protestant missions an obstacle to the Good Neighbor
  Policy? Mar'44:15
  Latin America in today's world. Oct'53:21
HOWARD, GEORGE P
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:44
  Pan-American happenings during 1935. Jan'36:16
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39
  (photo) Jan'43:10 Mar'44:15
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
  Events in the Chaco. Dec'45:43
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'51:37
HOWARD, GEORGE P. RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN LATIN AMERICA
  Book chat. Jan'45:38
HOWARD, GEORGE P. WE AMERICANS: NORTH AND SOUTH
  Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
HOWARD, GUY WESLEY, 1891-1966. WALKIN' PREACHER OF THE OZARKS
  Book chat. Jan'45:16
Howard, Harry J
  Child Saving Institute of Omaha. Apr'19:41 May'19:60
HOWARD, HELEN
  (photo) Jan'21:11
HOWARD, HENRY
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
HOWARD, I B -1939
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
HOWARD, JANE. PLEASE TOUCH
  New books. Dec'70:28
HOWARD, JOHN GORDON, 1899-
  Christian educators meet in annual sessions (photo)
  Apr'52:32
HOWARD, JOHN GORDON. WHEN YOUTH WORSHIP
  Book chat. Jan'41:44
HOWARD, JORGE P
  (photo) Nov'28:41
HOWARD, LEE J
  Classroom and campus.
  Sep'51:33 Sep'54:31 Nov'55:27
HOWARD, MATTIE B
  In memoriam. Feb'42:39
HOWARD, MELISSA
  In memoriam. Mar'39:39
HOWARD, PETER. IDEAS HAVE LEGS
quoted. Last column. Sep'55:48

HOWARD, PHILIP E., JR. NEW EVERY MORNING
New books. Oct'69:29

HOWARD, RANDOLPH L. IT BEGAN IN BURMA
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27

HOWARD, ROBERT
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:6

HOWARD, SAM
World events (photo) Sep'72:38

HOWARD, WALDEN. NINE ROADS TO RENEWAL
New books. Sep'68:36

HOWARD, WILBUR K. FRACTURE ZONE
Youth and the world mission. May'62:39
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41

HOWARD, WILLIAM
Classroom and campus. Oct'48:30

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45

HOWE, (married to Walter Frazier Howe)
(death) Feb'26:51

HOWE, CHARLOTTE B
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45

HOWE, D J
(photo) Mar'24:58

HOWE, EDNA R
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:3

HOWE, J. RUSKIN
(photo) Apr'51:11

HOWE, L C
(photo) Mar'24:19

HOWE, LEROY T. PRAYER IN A SECULAR WORLD
New books. Sep'73:36

Howe, Manthei
The read Santa Claus. Dec'51:47

HOWE, MAE HAZEN
They must be missionaries. Oct'57:29

HOWE, MISSOURI C
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

HOWE, ORLAND C
Closing the college yar. Jul'34:30

HOWE, REUEL L.
Message of a new creation. Mar'66:48

HOWE, REUEL L. THE CREATIVE YEARS
Book chat. Jun'59:42

HOWE, REUEL L. MAN'S NEED AND GOD'S ACTION
Book chat. Feb'54:20

HOWE, REUEL L. PARTNERS IN PREACHING
New books. Apr'68:39

HOWE, S G
Missionary illustrations... Dec'26:54

Howe, Thomas Carr, 1867–1934
The Commission on the Ministry. Apr'26:6
Civilization's chief dependence. Jul'33:15

HOWE, THOMAS CARR, 1867–1934
Resigns from presidency of Butler College (photo) Nov'20:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'24:56
(photo) Jan'25:32 Apr'26:6
Fifteen years of world-service. Aug'26:21
(photo)
Jan'27:11,12 Apr'27:12 Apr'28:11
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
(photo) Jun'30:33
(death) Thomas Carr Howe (photo) Jun'34:23
(photo) Jan'69:20
HOWELL, (married to Robert Howell)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'54:48
Howell, Barbara
Indonesians shift to Christianity. Oct'71:28
HOWELL, ELEANOR
Classroom and campus. Apr'47:30
HOWELL, FORREST W
New projects in retirement housing (photo) Apr'71:16
Howell, Leon
Bangladesh response impresses observers. Oct'72:14
HOWELL, LIONEL D., -1966
In memoriam. Dec'66:45
HOWELL, MABEL K
Special correspondence from the River Plate Republics.
Apr'29:44
HOWELL, ROBERT
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'54:48
HOWERTON, (married to Richmond Howerton)
Here and there with World Call (photo) May'54:48
HOWERTON, RICHARD
Here and there with World Call (photo) May'54:48
HOWES, (MRS. N. B.)
In memoriam. May'28:48
HOWIE, CARL G. THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS AND THE LIVING CHURCH
book chat. Sep'58:26
Howland, Carrie Mable, 1890-1966 (married to H. R. Howland)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49
Colorado introduces Mrs. H. B. Marx. Nov'40:9
HOWLAND, CARRIE MABLE, 1890-1966
(photo) Jan'28:32 Nov'38:6
Beneath the spire (photo) May'49:4
News room. Sep'57:38 Jun'61:42
In memoriam. Feb'67:43
HOWLAND, ELIHU S. SPEAK THROUGH THE EARTHQUAKE
New books. Sep'72:32
HOWLAND, H. R. (married to Carrie Mable Howland)
(death) News room. Mar'41:42
HOWLAND, WILLIAM CHARLES, 1928- (married to Ann Howland)
(photo) Apr'46:4
Scholarship winners (photo) Nov'46:31
Global highlights (photo) May'48:2
News room. Jun'48:32
World events (photo) Feb'71:37
HOWLETT, D. L.
(photo) Jul'72:16
HOXEY, CARRIE RICHARDSON
(death) Oct'26:50
HOXIE, (married to Frank Hoxie)
Here and there with World Call. Jan'52:48

HOYE, ANNA OWENS
A charge to keep I have! Apr'30:44

HoYE, James Mitchell, 1896-1956
A charge to keep I have! Apr'30:12
Things to remember when building a church. Aug'31:8

HOYE, JAMES MITCHELL, 1896-1956
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
...in Ohio (photo) Jul'26:41
(photo) Apr'30:13
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6

HOYE, MISSOURI ESTHER MITCHELL, -1899
A charge to keep I have! Apr'30:44

HOYE, WALTER SCOTT, 1853-1936
(photo) Mar'24:23
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:10
The church cares for her own (photo) Apr'30:2
A charge to keep I have! Apr'30:12

Hoyer, H Conrad
Churches where they are needed. Oct'61:17
Adults and mission. Jun'64:39

Hoyland, John S
For racial reconciliation (poem) Jun'34:18

HOYLAND, JOHN S. THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS ON HUMAN RELATIONS
Speaking of books. Apr'31:35

HOYNE, NINA GERTRUDE DUPEE, 1891- (married to Otto Hoyne)
Jan'19:55
The healing of China. Jan'20:6
Notes. Mar'20:62
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48

HOYNES, M M
quoted. The churches catch a vision. Dec'26:29

HOYT, CARLILE, -1963
In memoriam. Nov'63:44

HOYT, DONALD R
Every home plan family is growing (photo) Sep'59:46

HOYT, MARGARET. MY HEART AN ALTAR
Holt makes a study of African place-names. Feb'60:45

HOYT, MARY, 1940-1968 (married to Birney C. Hoyt)
Global highlights. Dec'68:7
Editorials. Jan'69:7
World events. Apr'69:31

HOYT, ROBERT G. ISSUES THAT DIVIDE THE CHURCH
New books. May'68:36

Hoyt, Terry
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding. May'64:25

HROMADKA, JOSEPH L., -1969
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:3
Global highlights. Oct'48:2
(photo) Nov'68:13
(death) World events (photo) Mar'70:36

HRUBY, BLAHOSLAV
World events. Dec'70:36

HSIA, G T
The work at Central Christian Church, Hofeihsien. Aug'19:62
HSIA KWAN-HSING  
 (photo) Oct'26:44
HSU CHI HUN. "TEACHING BY THE SEASIDE" (PAINTING)  
 (photo) Sep'40:front cover  
The threshold. Sep'40:2
HSU, JUNE  
The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:11
HSU PAO-CHIEN  
 (photo) Mar'39:4
HSU, PRISCILLA  
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
HSU YAO  
That these shall not have died in vain. Mar'38:47
HU, CHARLES  
China's youth on the march. Mar'35:19
HU, DAVID  
...returns to Wuhu. Jul'41:28
HU SHIH  
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23  
Toward a just and durable peace (photo) Apr'42:3  
Social trends. Apr'42:22  
quoted. Toward a just and durable peace. Apr'42:25
HU SHIH. THE CHINESE RENAISSANCE  
Book chat. Nov'34:40
HU, WINNIE JEONG  
Classroom and campus. Feb'63:34
HUANTES, MARGAREITA R.  
 (photo) Oct'54:18  
News room. May'62:32  
Youth learn at Inman Center (photo) Nov'65:26
HUANUSCO, MEXICO  
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39
HUB, ELIZABETH, -1947  
In memoriam. Jun'47:41
HUBBARD, BESSIE  
 (death) Aug'22:59
HUBBARD, CORA E  
In memoriam. May'32:40
HUBBARD, ELBERT, III  
quoted. The last page. Jan'42:52  
quoted. Last column. Jun'53:42
HUBBARD, ETHEL DANIELS. ANN OF AVA  
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46  
Book chat. Dec'49:39
HUBBARD, ETHEL DANIELS. A NOBLE ARMY  
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:55
Hubbard, Hugh W  
Chinese Reds use religion to further godless aims. May'53:32  
Chinese Christians receive varied treatment under Communist rule. Jan'53:43
HUBBARD, THOMAS  
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'60:37
HUBBARD, WILLIS M  
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34
Hubbell, (Mrs. C. E.)  
What's the baby crying about? Sep'27:59
HUBBELL, (MRS. C. V.)
In memoriam. Nov'43:33
HUBBELL, (married to Finnley D. Hubbel) -1955
In memoriam. Dec'55:39
HUBBELL, (married to Todd Vernon Hubbell, Sr.) -1928
In memoriam. Feb'29:34
HUBBELL, GEORGE A
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
(photo) May'23:32
HUBBELL, ROBERT
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
HUBBELL, TODD VERNON, 1881-
quotation. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
HUBBELL, TODD VERNON, JR. -1965 (married to Uverna Damke Hubbell)
News room. Oct'57:32
In memoriam. Apr'65:41
Hubbell, Tom
Letters. Nov'69:34
HUBBELL, UVERNA DAMKE, 1903- (married to Tod Vernon Hubbell, Jr.)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'58:8
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'59:35
HUBBS, OTA, -1960
In memoriam. Mar'61:41
Huber, Allen Reed, 1901-1986 (married to Daisy McLin Huber)
Echoes from everywhere.
Aug'29:35 Dec'29:51 Feb'30:39,46
Nov'29:50 Jan'30:49,50
Fun and fellowship at the leadership conference at Los Banos. Jun'30:39
Are critics of missions justified? Jan'31:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40
We visit the Philippines. May'38:20
More precious than Chicos. May'38:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'38:39 Feb'39:39
Marching on in the Philippines. Mar'39:10
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39 Jan'40:37
To those who share. Jan'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:38
Institutes in the Philippines. Apr'40:42
The happiest hour in my life. Jun'40:29
Lord, helps us to do more work. Jul'40:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:39
The Currimao Youth Conference. Sep'40:42
Forty years in the Philippines. Jun'41:28
Julio Pascus succeeds. Oct'41:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37 Apr'46:37
Messages from Filipino children. Jun'46:8
Two songs to sing. Jun'47:28
Church news from the Philippines. Jan'48:47
Rural work a "must" for the Philippines. Mar'48:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:36
First postwar rural church institute held in Manila. Jul'48:40
The upward look and the dream. May'49:34
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38
Economic rehabilitation. Oct'49:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Three day institute aids Tagalog farmers. Apr'51:43
What makes a Filipino a Huk? Dec'51:14
Church of the loving heart. Jun'69:40

HUBER, ALLEN REED, 1901-1986
There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
(photo) Mar'28:52 Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19
May'29:48 Aug'30:31
...go to the Philippines (photo) Oct'37:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
Hubers face perils of the sea (photo) Feb'38:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42 Jul'38:33
(photo) Jun'41:29
News room. Jul'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'41:39
(photo) Feb'42:16
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Mar'42:25 Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
News room. Jan'44:34 Feb'44:34
quoted. News room. Mar'44:34
Missionaries freed in Philippines (photo) Apr'45:5
For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
News room. Jun'45:34 Jul'45:34
Christianity helps. Jul'45:40
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
(photo)
News room. May'51:47
quoted. Concern of the church for the oppressed. Jul'51:31
News room. Nov'51:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'54:36

HUBER, AMERICA LOIS
In memoriam. Mar'28:60
Huber, Daisy McLin, 1900- (married to Allen Reed Huber)
Where Santa Claus is different. Apr'28:41
First national daily vacation Bible training school Aug'30:31
Forward on the feet of Filipion children. Nov'30:33
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:30
Hazel Green through the years. Apr'36:8
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:39
We visit the Philippines. May'38:20
Gathering them in. Nov'38:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39
Something has happened to these boys. Feb'39:42
By the side of the road. Oct'39:30
A Chinese boy's sacrificial gift. Dec'39:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:36
To those who share. Jan'40:43
A Christian home for youth. Oct'40:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'41:39
Praying for their governor. Jan'41:43
Forty years in the Philippines. Jun'41:28
Convention in Tagalog area, P. I. Oct'41:27
The children, Lord, the children. Nov'41:28
A tribute to the Fongers. Dec'41:30
A filipino's tribute. Jan'42:37
Meet the Pada family. Feb’42:27
These years were not wasted. Jul’45:17
Christmas 1943 and Christmas 1945. Dec’45:28
Messages from Filipino children. Jun’46:8
Two songs to sing. Jun’47:28
Church news from the Philippines. Jan’48:47
Rural work a "must" for the Philippines. Mar’48:29
I own all to the missionary movement. Apr’48:32
Echoes from everywhere. May’48:36
Because someone cared. Jun’48:31
The upward look and the dream. May’49:34
Echoes from everywhere. May’49:38
Economic rehabilitation. Oct’49:31
Family week in Philippines. Jun’51:42
Missionary worship service.
   Mar’57:35        Apr’57:35        May’57:33
Church of the loving heart. Jun’69:40

HUBER, DAISY McLIN, 1900–
There’s no time for delay (photo) Aug’26:27 (photo)
   Mar’28:52        May’29:48        Mar’30:45        Jan’31:19
...go to the Philippines (photo) Oct’37:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan’38:32
Hubers face perils of the sea (photo) Feb’38:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar’38:42        Jul’38:33
(photo) Jun’41:29        Feb’42:16
Write these names in shining letters. Mar’42:5
(photo) Mar’42:25        Jun’42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep’42:21
News room. Jan’44:34        Feb’44:34
quoted. News room. Mar’44:34
Missionaries freed in Philippines (photo) Apr’45:5
For adult missionary groups. May’45:30
News room. Jun’45:34
(photo) Jul’45:17
News room. Jul’45:34
Christianity helps. Jul’45:40
(photo)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb’51:48
News room. May’51:47        Nov’51:30
For adult mission study. Mar’57:36

HUBER, ELLEN
In memoriam. May’45:33

HUBER, IMOGENE
Here and there... Apr’48:48

HUBER, JOHN ROBERT, 1959–
(birth) News room. Nov’59:38
Huber, Robert Titus, 1927–1979
Students are missionaries. May’59:19
Read about Africa. Jan’60:38
Strasbourg—a note of impatience and urgency. May’61:12
Adults and mission. Jan’62:36
Read about India! Dec’63:41
Higher education enters a new era. Oct’66:16
Religion at state universities. Nov’68:39
HUBER, ROBERT TITUS, 1927-1979
(photo) May'47:15
Global highlights (photo) Oct'50:2
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
Global highlights. Mar'59:4
(photo) May'59:19
News room. Feb'60:34        Sep'60:48        Sep'61:38
College youth and a summer miracle (photo) May'63:15
Global highlights (photo) Dec'64:4
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
Disciples in the news. Mar'68:8
In brief. Jan'70:39
HUBER, SUSAN NELL, 1959-
(birth) News room. Nov'59:38
HUBER'S STATION, KENTUCKY
Holding the fort. Jul'23:47
Things are happening... Apr'27:37
HUBERT, C  D
(photo) Jul'42:12
HUBERT, CONRAD
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45
HUBERT, LLOYD E.
Classroom and campus. Mar'67:35
HUBERT, ROY
Classroom and campus. Dec'49:30
Huckleberry, P  R
A call for the Pan-handle... Mar'20:43
HUCKSTEP, BETTY
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
HUCKSTEP, LUCY A
(death) May'26:50
HUDDLESTON, (married to Jake Huddleston) -1955
In memoriam. Sep'55:35
HUDDLESTON, VELMA
(death) Dec'22:54
HUDDLESTONE, MARGARET
(photo) Jul'23:10
Hudelson, H  M
My philosophy (poem) Jun'34:48
HUDGINS, ANNIE TOD, -1957
In memoriam. Mar'58:37
HUDNUT, JOSEPH
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'49:3
HUDNUT, ROBERT K. THE SLEEPING GIANT
New books. Feb'72:28
HUDSON, (married to Richard Hudson)
(photo) Jul'52:23
Hudson, Charles Rollin, 1865-1941
(married to Frances McCall Hudson)
(married to Harriett Hyatt Hudson)
Southern California simultaneous evangelistic campaign.
Feb'23:10
The story state by state. Aug'25:14
HUDSON, CHARLES ROLLIN, 1865-1941
(photo) Jan'21:20
quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:4
Hudson, Frances Elizabeth McCall, 1915--

(married to Charles Rollins Hudson)

(photo) Sep'23:12

Osaka station news. Jan'27:63

(marriage) Station UCSM broadcasting. Jul'37:34

Hudson, Georgia Bright, -1947

In memoriam. Jan'48:37

Hudson, Jay William, 1874--

College commencements. Jul'36:33

Hudson, Jay William. The Old Faiths Perish

Book chat. Jun'39:22

Hudson, Loren B., -1954

News room. Jul'51:38

(death) News room. Mar'54:38

Hudson, Loren Richardson, 1924?-1989

How the church meets boys on "the corner." Apr'68:40

Hudson, Loren Richardson, 1924?-1989

(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jan'49:30

Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:5

Hudson, R. Lofton. Grace Is Not A Blue-Eyed Blond

New books. Oct'68:36

Hudson, Robert W

World events. Feb'72:37

Hudson, Viola Farmer

Memorial. Sep'34:39

Hudson, Winthrop S. Story of the Christian Church

Book chat. Feb'59:24

Hudspeth, C M

A world out of balance. Nov'63:21

Huegel, (married to John Huegel)

(death) Jul'23:54

Huegel, Alleen Degaris, 1888-1980

(married to Frederick Julius Huegel)

Echoes from everywhere. Dec'51:36

Huegel, Alleen Degaris, 1888-1980

(photo) Aug'20:25

Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47

(photo) Sep'21:9

Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50

Program helps (photo) Feb'26:48

(photo) Nov'31:28 Jan'36:8

Station UCSM broadcasting. Oct'38:34

America looks at Mexico (photo) Nov'43:12

News room. Oct'45:25

A missionary visits the capital. Nov'45:23

News room. Sep'51:40

They have lived and served. Sep'56:25 (photo p. 26)

News room. Dec'56:40

Huegel, David Julian, 1962--

(birth) News room. Mar'63:36
HUEGEL, ESTERCITA
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
America looks at Mexico (photo) Nov'43:12

HUEGEL, F S
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47

HUEGEL, FRANCES ELMA, 1925-1927
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
(birth) Dec'25:63
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28

Huegel, Frederick Julius, 1889-1971
(married to Alleen Degaris Huegel)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:50
From prison to pulpit. Feb'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50 Jan'24:51
Guadalupe. Feb'24:35
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:59
Missionary illustrations of the uniform Sunday school topics. Jun'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49
Training for leadership in Mexico. Oct'25:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47
Disciples of Christ in Mexico. Nov'27:55
A notable event. Mar'30:38
Heralding native leadership on foreign mission fields.
Jun'32:5
A desert Savonarola. Dec'34:16
A seminary on wheels. Jan'36:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:38 Jun'37:39
Evangelism in Mexico City. Apr'38:47
From prison to pulpit. Jan'39:39
The marching orders of the church. Nov'39:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
Mexico's evangelistic crusade. Nov'42:21
Echoes from everywhere.
An epistle to the churches. Oct'48:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'48:36
Laymen with evangelistic zeal. Mar'49:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Evangelism in the firehouses. Oct'53:26
Union Seminary grows. Apr'54:50
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34 Jul'61:38

HUEGEL, FREDERICK JULIUS, 1889-1971
(photo) Aug'20:25 Sep'21:9
A modern Cornelius among the Aztecs. Apr'22:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:55
(death of mother) Jul'23:54
Echoes from everywhere.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
quoted. When children broadcast the Gospel. Jun'26:7
(photo) Jan'27:5
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47
Missionary illustrations... Feb'28:57
Parable of the brotherly hand (photo) Apr'28:55
From across the border. Jun'29:62
Impressions of my first missionary conference. Nov'30:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
(photo) Nov'31:28
Work among the soldiers. Jun'35:47
Open doors in Mexico. Dec'35:4
(photo) Jan'36:8
Opening the doors in Mexico. Mar'37:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
Disciples at Madras (photo) Nov'38:20
(photo) Feb'39:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
(photo) Nov'42:21
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:39
America looks at Mexico (photo) Nov'43:12
Transforming the desert. Oct'44:34
(photo) Oct'45:11
News room. Oct'45:25 Nov'45:26
A missionary visits the capital. Nov'45:23
(photo) Oct'48:28
Disaster comes to Mexican mission. Jan'49:40
Evangelism in Mexico. Sep'49:5
News room. Sep'51:40
(photo) Jan'52:12
Ventures in unity (photo) Oct'55:41
Christ centered Assembly (photo) Jan'56:28
News room. Mar'56:39
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
Fruitful season in Los Nogales (photo) May'56:24
They have lived and served. Sep'56:25 (photo p. 26)
News room. Dec'56:40
Direct line (photo) Sep'70:32
In memoriam. Jan'72:49

HUEGEL, FRITZ
See
HUEGEL, FREDERICK JULIUS

Huegel, John Edward, 1930- (married to W. Yvonne West Huegel)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Christ comes to a church. Mar'59:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36
Juarez Day in Mexico. Oct'62:44
Direct line. Sep'70:32

HUEGEL, JOHN EDWARD, 1930-
(birth) May'30:47
(photo) Jan'36:8
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
News room. May'50:34 Sep'54:38
King of the ranch. Oct'54:47
Fruitful season in Los Nogales (photo) May'56:24
News room. Oct'56:39
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
(photo) May'60:25
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala (photo) Apr'62:31
Mexican Disciples reach others. May'62:17 (photos p. 18)
Global highlights. Apr'67:7
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo)
Jun'69:30
In brief (photo) Dec'70:34
World Convention plans for the summer of '74 (photo)
Jan'73:20
HUEGEL, MILDRED
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28
HUEGEL, W. YVONNE WEST (married to John Edward Huegel)
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala (photo) Apr'62:31
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo)
Jun'69:30
(photo) Sep'70:32
In brief. Dec'70:34
Huenemann, Edward M
Evangelism: the joyous sharing of life. Apr'73:22
Huey, Beulah M
Woodhaven (poem) Mar'69:41
HUEY, LULU E
(photo) May'23:35
HUFF, (married to Ben Huff) -1962
In memoriam. Dec'62:45
HUFF, ANGELA KAY, 1957-
(birth) News room. Sep'57:38
Huff, Augustus LeRoy, 1883-1949
Teaching religious education in our colleges. Nov'25:23
HUFF, AUGUSTUS LEROY, 1883-1949
Two new chairs of religious education (photo) Nov'24:30
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:35
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
HUFF, CARL
(photo) Jul'23:10
HUFF, CAROL CELESTA, 1954-
(birth) News room. Feb'55:38
HUFF, CRAIG KENTON, 1964-
(birth) News room. May'64:34
HUFF, DANIEL E
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8  Dec'68:8
World events (photo) Apr'71:36
World events. Apr'73:41
HUFF, DOROTHY
(photo) Jul'23:10
HUFF, DOROTHY ODEAL
Honored for service (photo) Oct'68:46
HUFF, EVELYN
See
KEPPLE, ELLA HUFF
HUFF, GEORGE C
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30  Sep'67:34
HUFF, GLORIA ANN, 1959-
(birth) News room. Feb'60:34
Huff, Howard Farmer, 1923- (married to Rosemary Howard Huff)
Echoes from everywhere.
  Jul'52:46      (photo) Nov'53:34
  Tokyo night school. Mar'55:37
  Mission child. Jul'58:47
HUFF, HOWARD FARMER, 1923-
  (photo) Jan'56:37
  (resignation) News room. Sep'64:46
  In brief. May'71:39
HUFF, JANE. WHOM THE LORD LOVETH
Book chat. Feb'63:41
Huff, Kathryn Frances Gordon, 1920- (married to Roland K. Huff)
  To resist or to surrender. Feb'73:49
  Conflict, conflict. Mar'73:49
  What is the motive? Apr'73:49
  Unanswered questions. May'73:49
HUFF, KATHRYN FRANCES GORDON, 1920-
  American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19
HUFF, LUCY TAYLOR
  In memoriam. Mar'37:39      Apr'37:39
HUFF, MARY FRANCES HARRIS, -1963 (married to Joseph F. Huff)
  In memoriam. Jul'63:46
Huff, Roland Kenneth, 1918-
  (married to Kathryn Frances Gordon Huff)
  The widening circle. Mar'58:41
  Our future in Great Britain. Jan'59:25
  Man's reply to God. Nov'60:13
  Adults and mission. Apr'62:38      Feb'63:38
  That we fail not. Feb'64:25
  Adults and mission. Feb'66:36
  Are we heading for nutritional suicide? Oct'66:26
  One long day. Jun'67:28
  Help gets through. Feb'68:25
  Letters. Apr'68:48
HUFF, ROLAND KENNETH, 1918-
  (photo) Sep'53:26
  American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'58:4
  They work for you. Feb'59:28 (photo p. 27)
  (photo) Mar'59:32
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'62:36
  Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:18
  In brief. May'69:39
  World events. Nov'69:38
  In brief. Oct'70:42
  Seed to grow. Dec'71:22
  In brief (photo) Oct'73:40
  In brief. Nov'73:41
Huff, Rosemary Bowers, 1924- (married to Howard Farmer Huff)
  Women and world highways. Mar'54:33
HUFF, ROSEMARY BOWERS, 1924-
  Japan--frontier of the Risen Son. May'53:27
  News room. Dec'53:30
  (photo) Mar'54:33
  News room. Oct'55:36
  (resignation) News room. Sep'64:46
HUFF, WILLIAM TAPLEY, 1900-1954
   (death) News room. Oct'54:38
HUFFAKER, (MRS. C. G.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:50
HUFFAKER, C G
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:50
HUFFMAN, BETTY J
   Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41
HUFFMAN, LUCY BYRD, -1956
   In memoriam. Oct'56:35
HUFFMAN, WILLIAM T., 1860-1939
   (death) New guests in the homes for the aged. May'39:42
HUFFORD, OMAR
   A challenging message. Dec'22:38
HUFTY, FRANK R
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
HUGGINS, (married to George A. Huggins)
   (death) News room. Jun'41:34
HUGGINS, GEORGE A., 1881-1959
   (photo) Apr'28:13          Sep'40:8          Dec'57:32
HUGGINS, NEVA
   News room. Mar'47:45          Sep'49:38
HUGH, GRACE WOO
HUGH, LOUIE
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:14
HUGHES, (MRS. G. A.)
   In memoriam. Apr'27:50
HUGHES, (married to Kent Hughes)
   (photo) Feb'33:4
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:44
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
HUGHES, (MRS. S. J.) -1947
   In memoriam. Nov'47:35
Hughes, Beulah Elizabeth Legere, 1884-1977
   (married to Roy V. Hughes)
   Heart hunger (poem) Dec'29:49
HUGHES, BEULAH ELIZABETH LEGERE, 1884-1977
   Presenting... (photo) Oct'65:8
Hughes, Boyd Arthur
   Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
   Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
   New plans for youth. May'61:23
   Scouting and the church. May'63:21
   Letters. Jan'67:inside front cover
HUGHES, BOYD ARTHUR
   News room.
   Jun'57:42          Jun'59:40          (photo) Apr'60:34          Sep'60:48
   quoted. Youth assembly--potential Pentecost. Nov'61:26
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:5
   Disciples in the news. Jun'68:8
   In brief. Feb'72:39
HUGHES, CHARLES EVANS
   quoted. Last column. Sep'57:48
Hughes, D L
   Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
HUGHES, D L
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
    News room. Jan'49:38
HUGHES, DELANEY ECKELS, 1852-1927 (married to Myrta V. Hughes)
    In memoriam. Jul'27:48
HUGHES, DORA E., -1954
    In memoriam. Oct'54:35
HUGHES, EDWARD L
    Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30
HUGHES, EDWIN HOLT. ARE YOU AN EVANGELIST?
    Book chat. Dec'36:24
HUGHES, EDWIN HOLT. I WAS MADE A MINISTER
    Book chat. Sep'43:18
HUGHES, ELMER
    (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Arp'35:40
    (marriage) May'35:47
HUGHES, FRANCES MAY
    News room. Feb'50:34
HUGHES, FRED MARION, 1930-
    (birth) Aug'30:47
    Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:7
Hughes, Fred W., 1887- (married to Mary Ingle Hughes)
    Echoes from everywhere. May'23:59
    Will it mean much? Jun'27:9
    Back home in Paraguay. Mar'28:37
    A nine-year-old in South America. Aug'29:26
    Argentinian vs Paraguayan. Nov'29:38
    Echoes from everywhere.
       Dec'38:39  Jan'39:47  Apr'39:38
    Advance in Paraguay. Jun'45:11
    Echoes from everywhere. May'46:37
    Education in Paraguay. Sep'46:44
    Building the church in Paraguay. Feb'49:43
    Echoes from everywhere. May'50:38
    The power of God in Paraguay. May'52:18
    Fifteen minutes of silence. Oct'52:31
HUGHES, FRED W., 1887-
    (photo) Aug'20:24
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:61
    (photo) Aug'21:31  Apr'26:49
    In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55
    (photo) Jun'28:44
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42  Mar'31:33
    (photo) Jun'31:31
    News room. Oct'40:34  Feb'41:43
    quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:15
    News room.
       Oct'42:34  Dec'42:34  Feb'43:34  Mar'43:34
    Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:5
    Return to Paraguay (photo) Jul'60:31
HUGHES, H W
    (photo) Mar'24:27
Hughes, Hazel
    See
    Stark, Hazel Hughes
HUGHES, HERBERT LELAND, 1886-
    (photo) Jan'21:18
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'23:53       Jul'25:50
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
HUGHES, JOHN D., -1964
In memoriam. Oct'64:39
HUGHES, JOHN KENNETH
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:7
HUGHES, JOHN MELVILLE
(photo) Jul'23:11
HUGHES, JOHN MILTON, -1972 (married to Pauline Hughes)
In memoriam. Mar'73:44
HUGHES, LANGSTON
Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30
Hughes, Lenore Harris
Forty-one years a radio minister. Feb'67:44
HUGHES, LUCILLE
(photo) Dec'42:33
HUGHES, LUCY ALICE
In the barefoot Republic. Apr'26:55
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:7
HUGHES, MARIA LUISA, 1935-
(birth) Mar'36:47
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:7
HUGHES, MARY
In memoriam. Feb'32:39
Hughes, Mary Esther Ingle, 1896—(married to Fred W. Hughes)
Echoes from everywhere. May'46:36
Where women have a mind to work. Oct'51:42
Women and world highways. Feb'52:33
HUGHES, MARY ESTHER INGLE, 1896—
In the barefoot Republic. Apr'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
(photo) Jun'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
News room. Oct'40:34       Dec'42:34     Mar'43:34
Feb'41:43       Feb'43:34
HUGHES, MOLLIE
In memoriam. May'33:40
HUGHES, MONROE DeMOTTE
(photo) Jul'23:11
HUGHES, MYRTA V., 1870-1933 (married to DeLaney Eckels Hughes)
In memoriam. Jun'33:39
HUGHES, RUTH McELROY
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34       Nov'34:34
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
(marriage) May'35:47
HUGHES, SAMUEL WILLIAM
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
HUGHES, W KENNETH
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Oct'50:26
HUGHES, WILLIAM T
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37
HUGHES, WINNIE SARGENT
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Classroom and campus. May'52:28
HUGHEY, ANNA ELIZABETH HOUSE, 1916- (married to A. Miles Hughey)
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34
Hughey, Wilbur D
Handicapped and their community discover each other.
Mar'73:31
HUGHEY, WILBUR D
Partners in the healing ministry (photo) Jun'62:15
Hugo, Victor
War. Mar'24:45
HUGO, VICTOR
In the watches of the missionary night. Mar'32:3
HUGO, VICTOR. LES MISERABLES (MOTION PICTURE)
Hugo and the Lilliputians. Jul'35:3
HUGO, WILLIAM JOHN
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'53:4
Huigslar, Charles F
International nucleus for peace. Jan'44:23
HUGUENOTS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
HUGUENETS
(photo) Dec'46:25
Huizenga, Janet
For adult mission study. Sep'60:38
HULBERT, WINIFRED. THE BISHOP OF ALL BEYOND
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
HULBERT, WINIFRED. EASTERN WOMEN--TODAY AND TOMORROW
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32
HULBERT, WINIFRED. WEST INDIAN TREASURE
Speaking of books. May'30:33
HULEN, (MRS. AMOS)
(photo) Jul'28:26        Jan'34:33
HULEN, AMOS
(photo) Jul'28:26
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
HULEN, ANGELA
Here and there with World Call. Apr'55:48
HULETT, J  W
(death) Nov'21:50
HULEY, J  J
(death) Jun'24:57
HULFRERT, GRACE ROSS, -1955
In memoriam. Jul'55:39
HULL, (MRS. J. D.)
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
HULL, (married to Leonard Hull)
(death) Feb'24:50
HULL, CORDELL
The new deal at Montevideo. Mar'34:8
Social trends. Nov'46:24
HULL, CORDELL. THE MEMOIRS...
Book chat. Oct'48:22
HULL, ELEANOR, IN THE TIME OF THE CONDOR
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
HULL, ELEANOR. MONCHO AND THE DUKES
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
HULL, ELEANOR. PAPI
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
HULL, ELEANOR. SUDDENLY THE SUN
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
HULL, ELEANOR. THE THIRD WISH
Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32
HULL, ELEANOR. THE TURQUOISE HORSE
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
Hull, Harold Stone, 1901-
What relief does to morale. Jul'35:10
HULL, HERMAN
Disciples honor retiring leaders. Oct'65:29
HULL, J M
(photo) May'25:39
HULL, JACK
(photo) Jan'25:35
HULL, JAMES M
Global highlights. Jul'60:4
World events (photo) Oct'73:39
Hull, John Delano, 1871-1952
(married to Etta Margaret Addis Hull)
Winona Lake Convention. Aug'21:56
HULL, JOHN DELANO, 1871-1952
International Convention to meet at Winona Lake. Apr'22:64
HULL, MYRTLE DELLECTHA, 1886-1972
(married to Orris Leslie Hull)
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
In memoriam. Mar'73:44
Hull, Orris Leslie, 1881-1957
(married to Myrtle Dellechtha Hull)
Interesting items... Aug'19:41
Spiritual values of the White Gifts service. Dec'21:54
What is your church doing the evangelize the world? Feb'24:27
HULL, ORRIS LESLIE, 1881-1957
Jeopardizing church property. Feb'19:57
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
(photo) Mar'24:58
HULL, OLIVE, -1945
In memoriam. Jun'45:33
HULL, PAULINE, 1889-1960
News room. Oct'49:32
Four honored in retirement. Oct'57:28
HULL, SARAH LEPOO
(death) May'23:55
Hull, Wilma Winters
Building by faith for the faith. May'25:27
The Dean of college presidents. Jan'34:6
HULL, WILMA WINTERS
(photo) Jan'25:35 May'25:39
Crusading for our colleges. Jan'26:32
Hulme, Charles H., 1880-1941
A journey to Africa. Jun'29:48
HULME, KATHRYN. THE NUN'S STORY
Book chat. Jan'57:22
HULME, WILLIAM E. COUNSELING AND THEOLOGY
Book chat. Mar'57:18
HULME, WILLIAM E. HOW TO START COUNSELING
Book chat. Jan'57:40
HULME, WILLIAM E. YOUR PASTOR'S PROBLEMS
New books. Apr'68:39
HULME, WILLIAM E. YOUTH CONSIDERS SEX
New books. Sep'65:42
Hulse, Ruth Johnston (married to Daniel Hulse)
Calvary new style (poem) Mar'67:29
Christmas is... (poem) Dec'73:50
HULEN, ROBERT B
Classroom and campus. Apr'52:29
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'56:32
HULSER, L
National Benevolent Association reprints personnel change.
Sep'49:33
HULSEY, JOHN P
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
HULSHIZER, STANFORD
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:29
Hult, Carl E
Bond of Brotherhood. Jan'60:49
HULTGREN, GUNNAR
In brief (photo) Jul'69:40
Hults, Carole Lynn
A smile (poem) Jan'72:24
Hults, Louise
The pastor's call (poem) Jun'64:20
HUMAN ECONOMIC APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Help at the grassroots in Appalachia. May'71:24
HUMAN FERTILITY AND POPULATION PROBLEMS
New books. Jul'65:41
HUMAN RELATIONS
The enthusiasm of humanity. Sep'19:12
HUMAN RIGHTS
Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44
Is the Kingdom of God realizable? Apr'46:9
The UN works for human rights. Mar'48:21
Social trends. Sep'48:14 Jun'52:14
For adult mission study. Jun'52:34
"Blind spots" and human rights. Jul'52:5
A creed for Americans. Jul'52:7
The churches and human rights. Jul'52:13
For adult mission study. Jul'52:38
Human rights and the home mission enterprise. Nov'52:8
For adult mission study. Nov'52:36
World opinion supports human rights declaration. Mar'54:10
These things I believe. Apr'54:6
The church and human worth. Nov'55:5
Social trends. Dec'55:14 Oct'57:10
Global highlights. Feb'64:6 Apr'64:6
Demonstrations--let's drop the "s" Jun'64:9
Global highlights. Sep'64:6
Social trends. Sep'64:14
A decade that changed America. Feb'65:18
Social trends. Mar'65:16
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Ask about it! Jun'65:8
Global highlights. Jul'65:6
Freedom means responsibility. Feb'66:48
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
? and answers. Mar'66:8
66 2/3. Jan'67:9
Global highlights. Oct'67:7
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'67:5
Global highlights. Jan'68:6
Human rights conventions. Jan'68:9
10 tips for churches, your own Emancipation Proclamation. Feb'68:50
Global highlights. Dec'68:7
Editorials. Jan'70:19
Quote...unquote. Feb'70:22
A plea for human rights. Jul'70:17
World events. Jul'71:36 Oct'71:37

HUMAN RIGHTS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
HUMBERT, (married to Ernest Royal Humbert)
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'58:37
  Classroom and campus. Jul'63:36
HUMBERT, AMY BELLE
  In memoriam. Jan'32:40
HUMBERT, BRUCE LADELL, -1938
  A modern Bible School. Oct'20:44
  (photo) Nov'25:27
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
HUMBERT, D L
  Digest of quarterly ACMS Board meeting. Feb'19:64
HUMBERT, DALE
  Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
Humbert, Ella M
  How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40
HUMBERT, ERNEST ROYAL FOSTER, 1910-1989
  Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
  Classroom and campus. Dec'48:32
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'60:36
HUMBERT, ERNEST ROYAL FOSTER. COMPEND OF ALEXANDER CAMPBELL'S THEOLOGY
  Book chat. Jan'62:16
HUMBERT, G S
  Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
Humbert, H W
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
Humbert, Harold Franklin, 1893-1980
  (married to Laverne Harrison Humbert)
  Hymns of youth. Jul'21:30
  Hiram thinks on religion. Feb'29:12
  Religious education at Denver. Nov'38:11
  U.N. Seminar... Apr'49:24
HUMBERT, HAROLD FRANKLIN, 1893-1980
  (photo) Jun'22:58
  quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
  The threshold (photo) Jun'37:2
  (photo) Sep'37:5 Nov'38:11 Dec'41:26
Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6
HUMBRETT, LAVERNE HARRISON, 1901-1963
(married to Harold F. Humbert)
The threshold (photo) Jun'37:2
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
Humbert, Mary Elinor Fuller "Ella", 1869-1967
(married to Godlove S. Orth Humbert)
Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:10
HUMBERT, MARY ELINOR FULLER "ELLA", 1869-1967
quoted. Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
In memoriam. Jul'67:43
HUMBERT, PEGGY
News room.
(photo) Feb'51:38 Jun'51:38 Nov'52:32
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'53:30
Classroom and campus. Jul'55:31
HUMBERT, ROYAL
See
HUMBERT, ERNEST ROYAL FOSTER
HUMBERT, RUSSELL J. A MAN AND HIS GOD
Book chat. Jul'52:44
HUME, (MRS. W W)
Notes. Sep'20:59
HUME, EDWARD H. DOCTORS EAST, DOCTORS WEST
Book chat. Sep'46:42
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
HUME, GEORGE H
(death) What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
Hume, John T., Jr.
Letters. Jun'73:41
HUME, R. E. THE WORLD'S LIVING RELIGIONS
The religions of the world. Jan'38:25
HUME, ROBERT A
(death) Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
Humes, Emma J
(death) May'25:58
Humesston, Iowa. Christian Church
"Lend a hand" class at Humesston, Iowa. Aug'19:41
HUMLONG, ELIZABETH, -1929
In memoriam. Oct'29:49
Hummel, B L
Christianity and democracy in balance--China. Jun'47:13
The Korean dilemma. Sep'53:12
HUMMEL, B L
Global highlights (photo) May'46:2
News room. Feb'47:32
(photo) Jun'47:13
HUMOR
World Calling... Feb'65:10
Humphress, Mary Kay
I wonder (poem) Dec'64:30
A child's face by candlelight (poem) Dec'65:30
HUMPHREY, (married to Harry Humphrey)
(death) Feb'23:64
HUMPHREY, (MRS. W. R.), -1947
  (photo) Jan'28:32 Jun'28:19
  Missionary organizations' own section (photo) Sep'34:35
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
  In memoriam. Jan'48:37
HUMPHREY, HUBERT H
  quoted. Last column. Nov'58:50
Humphrey, Inez Faith
Letters. Sep'69:33
HUMPHREYS, (MRS. A E)
  Spiritual investments in Kanawah Valley, West Virginia.
    May'19:41
HUMPHREYS, A E
  Spiritual investments in Kanawah Valley, West Virginia.
    May'19:41
HUMPHREYS, LIZZIE ROOD
  In memoriam. Jul'32:39
HUMPHREYS, MAUDE, -1950
  In memoriam. Mar'51:39
Humphreys, N H
  The negro in American citizenship. Apr'37:14
HUMPRHEYS, SEXSON
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:6
HUMPHRIES, RACHEL
  In memoriam. Mar'41:39
HUNDLEY, DEANE
  Classroom and campus. May'61:31
Hundley, John Tribe Thomas, 1868-1945.
    (married to Sue W. Hundley)
    In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
HUNDLEY, JOHN TRIBLE THOMAS, 1868-1945.
  What money will do. Sep'19:22
    (photo) Sep'19:23 Nov'20:64
  quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
  quoted. Work of our colleges. Feb'23:45
    (photo) Jan'25:32
  Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Aug'25:52 Jan'26:42 Sep'26:56
    (photo) Jan'27:28
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:41
  Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:46
    (photo) Jun'30:32
    (photo no. 1) Jan'31:25,24
  quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
  Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
  Lynchburg looks ahead (photo) Sep'36:27
  College news. Dec'37:31
HUNDLEY, MAURICE
  News room. Jan'48:32
HUNDLEY, MAURY, JR., 1917- (married to Kathryn B. Hundley)
  Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
  quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:4
HUNDLEY, SUE W., 1874-1951
  (married to John Tribe Thomas Hundley)
    (photo) Jan'21:18
  Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
HUNDLEY, WILLIAM E
Social trends. Oct'61:20

Hung, Ruth
Yout serves the world. May'40:15

HUNGARY
To aid starving preachers in Hungary. May'20:39
Global highlights. May'46:3
A "Thank-you" letter. Apr'47:48
Where laymen hold the key. Jul'50:5
Correspondence from Europe, 1956. Oct'56:8
Global highlights. Jan'57:2
Social trends. Jan'57:16
Global highlights. Feb'57:4,5
Refugees and Week of Compassion. Feb'57:7
Global highlights. Mar'57:2 Jul'57:3
Origins of religious liberty. Jul'57:8
Hungarian situation. Oct'57:45

HUNGARY--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Revolution and counter-revolution in Hungary. Jan'57:8

HUNGER
See also
FAMINE
To aid starving preachers in Hungary. May'20:39
World hunger. Sep'25:inside front cover
Mar'41:3
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes. Sep'43:23
Humanity's hunger. Oct'43:11
What it is like to starve. Jul'47:26
Basic facts of hunger. Dec'47:20
Poorest of the poor. Apr'55:32
Social trends. Feb'56:12
Age of the hungry and dispossed. Jan'60:21
Social trends. Feb'60:20
What do we mean by surplus? Apr'60:9
Make it a million? Feb'64:9
Prayer for the hungry. Apr'64:25
Facts of life--and death. Jan'65:20
Global highlights. Sep'65:6
Wheat for the world. Jul'66:49
Are we heading for nutritional suicide? Oct'66:26
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'67:5
The challenge of world hunger. Dec'69:10
But they're just lazy, aren't they? Apr'70:20
Easy to reach as the moon. Jan'71:32
Drama of world hunger. Nov'71:24

"HUNGER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'63:42

"HUNGER IN AMERICA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'70:29

Hungerford, Arthur Eli
Mr. Sargent speaks to church people. Jul'25:4

Hungerford, Owen David, 1928-
The sands of our foundation. Dec'70:16

HUNGERFORD, OWEN DAVID, 1928-
Classroom and campus. May'62:35
Seattle Assembly (photo) Oct'69:15
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:9
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HUNIZINGA, HENRY. THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. JOHN IN VERSE
Book chat. Jul'44:40

Hunley, John Bunyan, 1881-1959
Prayer at memorial service (for A. L. Shelton) May'22:7
Letter. Nov'22:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
A pastor's appeal. Aug'23:1
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50

HUNLEY, JOHN BUNYAN, 1881-1959
(photo) Sep'19:23
What money will do. Sep'19:24
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43
quated. Partners with God. Dec'27:30
quated. The threshold. Dec'34:2

HUNLEY, JOHN BUNYAN. SHELTON AND THE CRIMSON TRAIL
Shelton and the Crimson Trail. Aug'27:44

HUNLEY, JOHN BUNYAN, JR.
(photo) Jul'23:6

HUNNICUTT, BENJAMIN H. AGRICULTURAL MISSIONS
Speaking of books. Jul'31:47

HUNSON, W. N
(photo) Jan'25:35

HUNT, (married to Bernard C Hunt)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:43

HUNT, (married to Joseph Hunt)
(death) Feb'19:51

HUNT, (married to Joseph R. Hunt)
In brief. Feb'71:42

HUNT, ADALINE ELIZA, 1874-1921
(death) Sep'21:59

HUNT, ALIENE, -1959
In memoriam. Jul'59:39

HUNT, ANNIE LOUISE WHITE, 1868-1959
(married to William Remfry Hunt)
(photos) Oct'22:5,30
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jul'31:42 Jul'35:34 (photo) May'40:29
Jan'33:40 Jan'39:42
News room. Jun'43:30
(photo) Oct'46:38
News room. Oct'53:36
(death) News room. Jul'59:42

HUNT, BLAIR THEODORE, 1888-1978
(photo) May'23:39
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'50:4
News room. Oct'51:32
Race relations--a two way street. Sep'57:23 (photo p. 24)
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:37

HUNT, CECIL. UNCOMMON PRAYERS
Book chat. Jun'55:46

Hunt, Chester L
What I expect of my preacher. Oct'37:23
Pentecost with cherubim and seraphim. Jan'70:8
Good angel in the Philippines. Apr'73:30
Letters. Jul'73:4

HUNT, CHESTER L
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
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HUNT, CLARA B
Notes. Feb'19:47
  Proposed new First Church in Seattle. Jun'19:46
  Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53

HUNT, ERIC WELWORTH, 1885-
  (photo) Feb'22:37 Feb'23:20
  Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
  (photo) Sep'30:16
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'55:34

HUNT, GEORGE LAIRD
  (photo) Jun'63:20
  Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'64:34

HUNT, GEORGE LAIRD. A GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN UNITY
  Book chat. Sep'58:26

HUNT, GEORGE LAIRD. WHERE WE ARE IN CHURCH UNION
  New books. Sep'65:26

HUNT, GLADYS. THE CHRISTIAN WAY OF DEATH
  New books. Dec'71:28

HUNT, HENRY A
  Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7

HUNT, HOLMAN. "LIGHT OF THE WORLD"
  (photo) Jul'26:back cover

HUNT, LENORA
  In memoriam. Apr'30:39

Hunt, Lewis A
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:58
  Seventeen days in Congo. Feb'27:53

  (married to Ray Erwin Hunt)
  Students are people! Nov'34:15
  Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
  On the trail of the student. Sep'35:10
  Students in colleges and universities. May'36;12
  On the plains of West Texas. Sep'36:14
  Go to College Sunday. Sep'36:23
  Student work opportunities. Nov'37:12
  Women and world highways. Jan'38:35
  Outside the pale. May'38:17

  quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
  Feb'33:inside back cover
  Student work director chosesn (photo) Sep'34:21
  (photo) Nov'34:15
  Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
  quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the
  International Convention... ` Nov'35:25
  Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
  Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
  Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
  (photo) Jun'37:30
  Midyear in our colleges. Apr'37:31
  (photo) Nov'37:32
  College activities. Jan'38:43
  In our colleges (photo) Oct'38:32
  Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30
  (death) News room. Jan'56:38
Christian education--forty years of progress (photo) Nov'58:14
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:21

Hunt, Mary
A little girl in China. Jun'23:47

HUNT, MARY (photo) Jun'23:29 Apr'49:11

Hunt, Mate Graye, 1889-1976
My wish for you (poem) Jan'49:33

HUNT, MATE GRAYE, 1889-1976
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'62:8
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (photo--lower right, right person) Oct'62:15

Hunt, Ray Erwin, 1884-1958
(married to Lura Esther Aspinwall Hunt)
The Church's real business. Feb'19:51
Youth respond to Jesus' "Follow me." Jul'26:60
Property and personality. Jan'35:18

HUNT, RAY ERWIN, 1884-1958
An old method in the new west (photo) May'25:55
quoted. Here's the answer. Feb'29:2
quoted. The first page. Oct'31:2
(photo) Jan'35:18 Nov'36:24 Jun'44:11
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:30

HUNT, ROBERT (photo) Jan'71:22

Hunt, William Remfry, 1866-1953
(married to Annie Louise White Hunt)
Out of the mouth of the lion. Jul'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:51
Mrs. James Ware. Nov'22:56
Chinese dog is evangelist. Jul'24:39
(untitled poem) Jan'26:45
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
Do you know? Oct'40:42
In hoc signo vinces (poem) Jan'41:48
The religion that sings. Jul'41:44

HUNT, WILLIAM REMFRY, 1866-1953
Notes. Jan'19:62
William Remfry Hunt decorated (photo) Aug'19:38
(photo) Nov'20:52
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61
(photos) Oct'22:30,41
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53 May'23:53
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jun'31:42 Apr'35:40 Feb'38:31
Jun'33:31 Jul'35:34 Jan'39:42
quoted. The last page. Jan'40:48
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) May'40:29
The threshold. Jan'41:4
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HUNTER, JAMES
   Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32
HUNTER, JAMES E.
   News room. Sep'63:42
HUNTER, JANET KERR, 1917- (married to Allen James Hunter)
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:5 Dec'62:6
   Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
HUNTER, JOHN CLEARY
   (birth) Jun'24:64
Hunter, Joseph Boon, 1886-1987 (married to Mary Cleary Hunter)
   The opening of a college. Dec'20:46
   A Christmas pageant. Jun'21:44
   Sowing the seed. Mar'22:56
   Gratitude in Japan. Mar'24:59
   Making contacts in Japan. Jan'26:44
   These have done it... Sep'29:20
   Evangelism at home and abroad. Mar'33:5
   Speaking of books. Mar'34:32 Apr'34:32
   A Japanese student's pilgrimage. May'34:19
   A rich young ruler. Nov'34:6
   My Lord's portrait (poem) Dec'34:11
   A man for the job. Dec'34:27
   I visited Kagawa. Jan'35:4
   New leadership in our Japanese church. Mar'35:30
   A few years pass. Jul'35:12
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'38:38
   The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:21
   A rich young man of Japan... May'41:8
   The Christian movement in Japan. Jan'42:8
   The Protestant church and war relocation. Feb'44:25
   A strange American home. Feb'45:8
   Is this the revival? Oct'45:5
   Would we do it again? Mar'46:22
   Brotherhood begins in my church. Sep'46:14
   It will have to be grown. Jun'47:20
   Japan faces its problems. May'53:24
   The church in Japan. Jun'53:11
   Peace in the Far East. Jul'53:15
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38
   Evening reflections (poem) Jan'64:50
   Our destiny? (poem) Jul'68:33
   He had the vision (poem) Apr'69:13
   Our place of prayer and beauty (poem) Apr'72:50
   Rock of ages (poem) Mar'73:32
   The vision (poem) Nov'73:50
HUNTER, JOSEPH BOONE, 1886-1987
   (photo) Aug'20:24
   Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
   (photo) Jul'23:51
   quoted. Saved to serve. Nov'23:4
   Changing posts in Japan. Mar'24:52
   (photo) Mar'24:59 Jan'26:22
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
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quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5
New room. Jul'40:34
The Protestant church and war relocation. Feb'44:25
Home missions staff (photo) Sep'44:14
Global highlights (photo) Jul'46:2
New classroom and campus. Mar'53:30
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'54:34
The command to speak. Jul'55:6
We resolve. Jan'55:23
You can resettle a refugee family. Mar'55:17
The command to speak. Jul'55:6
Social trends. Sep'55:22
So this is social action! Oct'55:14
"Do-gooders" get together. Jan'56:24
Women and world highways. Sep'56:31
Social trends. Oct'56:18
Disciples face social issues. Dec'56:17
Mission frontier in human hearts. Jul'57:9
Social trends.
Sputnik, cheese and printer's ink. Jul'58:14
Social trends.
HUNTER, JOSEPH BOONE. ALONG THE WAY
New books. Oct'72:34
Hunter, King Barton, 1908-1988 (married to Dorothy Hunter)
Listen you, how long will you wait? May'45:5
Speak, Son of Man. Feb'46:20
How godless our public schools? Feb'53:11
Pray, my young friend, pray! (poem) May'53:7
What Cleveland means to us. Jan'54:23
Social trends.
We resolve. Jan'55:23
You can resettle a refugee family. Mar'55:17
Social trends.
Women and world highways. Sep'56:31
Social trends. Oct'56:18
Disciples face social issues. Dec'56:17
Mission frontier in human hearts. Jul'57:9
Social trends.
Churchmen speak out at Cleveland. Jan'59:35
Social trends.
Feb'59:22  Jun'59:16  Dec'59:20  Apr'60:16
Mar'59:22  Sep'59:16  Jan'60:20  May'60:16
Apr'59:24  Oct'59:18  Feb'60:20  Jun'60:16
May'59:20  Nov'59:18  Mar'60:20

Churches serve amidst change. Jul'60:21
Social trends. Oct'60:18  Nov'60:22
Disciples act at Louisville. Dec'60:10
Social trends. Jan'61:22  Feb'61:18
National Council looks at its task. Mar'61:17
Social trends.
Apr'61:20  Jun'61:20  Sep'61:20  Nov'61:18

Resolutions and unseen guests. Dec'61:14
How churches heal and help. Jan'62:24
Social trends. Apr'62:18  May'62:12
Mission to persons in need. Jun'62:26
Social trends.
Convention in a "resoluting" mood. Dec'62:12
Social trends.
Feb'63:18  Apr'63:22  Jun'63:18
Adults and mission. Jul'63:40
Social trends.
Sep'63:18  Oct'63:20  Nov'63:22
Disciples meet crucial issues. Dec'63:12
Social trends.
Jan'64:22  Jul'64:14  Feb'65:12  Jul'65:18
Feb'64:20  Sep'64:14  Mar'65:16  Sep'65:24
Mar'64:14  Oct'64:20  Apr'65:18  Oct'65:22
Apr'64:22  Nov'64:14  May'65:18  Nov'65:16
May'64:14  Jan'65:20  Jun'65:14  Dec'65:16
Jun'64:22

Ministering in a mad, mad, wonderful world. Dec'65:21
Social trends.
Jan'66:14  Apr'66:16  Jun'66:16
Mar'66:22  May'66:20
Operation breadbasket. Jul'66:20
Social trends.
Feb'67:22  Jul'67:18  Feb'68:40  Jun'68:39
Mar'67:16  Sep'67:23
Alcohol problems. Jul'68:11
Social trends.
Birth control. Feb'69:12
Church in politics? Mar'69:26
Gun control? Apr'69:27
Ergs, hours and insights. May'71:10
The tasting of reality (poem) Jan'72:12
Each of us is a city. Oct'72:14
HUNTER, KING BARTON, 1908-1988
(photo) Mar'34:34 Nov'37:12
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33
The threshold (photo) May'45:2
Global highlights. Nov'52:3 (photo) Dec'52:2
(photo) Jan'56:25
Global highlights (photo) May'56:2
quoted. Global highlights. Jul'57:2
They work for you (photo) Jan'58:23
They work for you. Feb'58:21
News room. Jul'58:42
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:7
News room. Apr'60:34
quoted. Home missions--our heritage and horizons (photo)
Jun'60:23
Global highlights (photo)
Dec'62:5 Oct'63:5 Dec'63:6
Churches studying communist menace (photo) Jan'64:41
(photo) Dec'65:21
Benevolent teamwork (photo) Dec'66:13
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
World events (photo) Mar'71:36
Four to retire from the general ministry (photo) Dec'73:39
HUNTER, KING BARTON. THE LEAST OF THESE
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
HUNTER, LUCY
Kappa Beta Biennial Convention. Jul'46:44
HUNTER, LULU, -1953
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
In memoriam. Sep'53:35
HUNTER, MARY BIGELOW, -1926
(death) Jun'26:50
Hunter, Mary Cleary, 1891- (married to Joseph Boone Hunter)
Missionary worship service.
Dec'49:37 Feb'50:39 Apr'50:39
Jan'50:39 Mar'50:37 May'50:39
Servant of the people. Mar'58:45
HUNTER, MARY CLEARY, 1891-
Changing posts in Japan. Mar'24:52
(photo) Mar'24:59
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
News room. Jul'40:34
Circulation corner. Feb'46:inside front cover
News room (photo) Jul'57:38
(photo) Mar'58:45
Hunter, Neale (married to Deirdre Hunter)
They saw China from the bottom up. Apr'70:23
HUNTER, NEALE. SHANGHAI JOURNEY
New books. Mar'70:28
HUNTER, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) (photo of Young People's Sunday school class)
Mar'29:60
HUNTING, HAROLD B. THE ADVENTURES OF MR. FRIEND
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

HUNTING, HAROLD B. AND HELEN M. ROCKEY. THE WONDERLAND OF INDIA
Book announcements. Aug'22:50
Do you realize? Apr'23:55

HUNTINGTON, (married to Charles Huntington)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31

HUNTINGTON, HENRY S
quoted. Recognizing the child's worth. Apr'28:31

HUNTINGTON, RONALD M
"Chela's" dream came true (photo) Jan'64:21

HUNTINGTON, INDIANA. BUCKEYE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join Every Home Plan. Apr'61:44

HUNTINGTON, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:62

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
(photo of Laboratory Training School) Nov'43:15

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four congregations enroll in Home Plan. Feb'60:49

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA. MADISON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA. SIXTH AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Missionary organizations' own section (photo of Young Men's
Missionary Society) Nov'34:35

HUNTELEY, EMILY E.
quoted. Last column. Dec'46:48

HUNTOON, ROY M
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'49:4
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17

Huntsinger, Floy
Colorado introduces Mrs. H. B. Marx. Nov'40:9

HUNTSMAN, (married to John K. Huntsman)
In memoriam. Mar'44:33

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches send World Call to members. Dec'62:48

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA. NORTH HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

HUNTSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Many are tithers (photo of Christian Endeavor Society)
Dec'26:47

HUPP, ROGER
quoted. Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:20

Hurd, Della G. Legg
Note. Nov'19:68

HURD, DELLA G. LEGG
(photo) Feb'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'20:40
quoted. C.W.B.M. annual report. Nov'20:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57

HURD, DELLA G. LEGG. THE WAY OF THIS GENERAL PRACTITIONER
New books. Oct'68:36

HURD, HARRY C., 1874-1961
(death) News room. Apr'61:34

HURD, LOTTIE E
(photo) Jul'23:1
HURD, T. NORMAN
   Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:15
Hurdle, Robert A
   Growth of a school and a boy. May'44:37
Hurlburt, Nettie K
   India sketch (poem) Sep'39:28
HURLBUT, JESSE L. HURLBUT'S STORY OF THE BIBLE
   Book chat. May'52:40
HURLEY, (ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP)
   quoted. Global highlights. Mar'64:6
HURLEY, DENIS E
   Global highlights. Jan'53:2
Hurley, T. Hoffman
   Letters. Apr'65:49
HURLEY, T. HOFFMAN
   Home was not like this! (photo) Dec'45:17
   Global highlights. Jul'58:4
Hurrey, Charles D
   World youth comes to the American college campus. May'36:6
HURRICANES
   40,000 homeless in Porto Rico! Nov'28:27
   A personal account of the disaster. Nov'28:28
   Puerto Rico, the enchanting, the chastised. Dec'32:17
   Hurricane brings destruction in the Philippines. Dec'47:38
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36
   Jamaican hurricane hits Christian college. Oct'51:31
   Hurricane damages Jamaica mission. Nov'51:24
   Global highlights. Nov'56:4
   After the hurricane. Feb'57:8
   Global highlights. Nov'61:6
   World Calling... Oct'64:10
   Global highlights. Dec'67:7
   "Beulah" damages churches in Mexico and Texas. Dec'67:42
   Help gets through. Feb'68:26
   In brief. Jun'68:8
   Global highlights. Oct'68:7
   Compassion in action. Feb'69:26
HURST, (MRS. H. W.)
   An unusual record (photo) Jun'27:55
HURST, (married to Keith Hurst), —1954
   In memoriam. Jan'55:37
HURST, HELEN
   (death) May'25:58
HURST, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:24
Hurt, (Mrs. R. B.)
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'33:39 May'34:40 Dec'34:39
HURT, (married to Ray E. Hurt)
   Layman gives helpful service in Mexico. Jan'68:45
Hurt, Ambra Halsey, 1891–1974 (married to Lewis A. Hurt)
   Where is life? Jan'24:39
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35,36
   Adapting ideas from young peoples' conferences. May'32:44
   Pictures I remember. Jun'32:inside front cover
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:39 Jan'33:39
   Eleven days on the "Oregon." Feb'33:30
Great need for teachers in Congo. May'33:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:41 Jul'33:39,40
Where has the money gone? Oct'33:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:39,40
Odd but only too true. Feb'34:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:40 Dec'37:38
A medley of the path. Jan'40:31
Africa's printed page. Jun'40:28
New problems for old. Jun'42:12

HURT, AMBRA HALSEY, 1891-1974
(photo) Jun'21:8
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34 Oct'30:34
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Music hath charms (photo) Aug'31:31
Station UCMS broadcasting.
June'36:40 Feb'37:44 Jan'39:42
News room. Dec'41:34 (photo) Jun'42:12
News room. Dec'42:34 Mar'43:34 Apr'56:32
Feb'43:34 Jan'49:45
quoted. For Adult mission study. Feb'54:36
151 years of service (photo) Sep'58:30

HURT, ARLIE G., 1893-1943
(death) News room. Mar'44:34

HURT, DAVID, -1937
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34
(death) Oct'37:47

Hurt, Jean
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40

HURT, JOHN E
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44
Update on the National Benevolent Association (photo) Dec'70:8

Hurt, Lewis Albert, 1881-1948 (married to Ambra Halsey Hurt)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:63
Some Congo clippings. Oct'27:53

HURT, LEWIS ALBERT, 1881-1948
(photo) Jun'21:8
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
(photo) Jul'25:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
News room.
Dec'41:34 Dec'42:34 Feb'43:34 Mar'43:34
(photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Apr'46:32
(death) News room. Ocr'48:32

HURT, LOIS MARIE
See
ANDERSON, LOIS MARIE HURT
SNOW, LOIS MARIE HURT
HURT, RAY E.
Layman gives helpful service in Mexico. Jan'68:45

Hurt, Rufus B
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:39
Today and tomorrow (poem) Feb'38:11
The Crusade is on the way! Mar'47:16

HURT, RUFUS B
(photo) Mar'47:16

HURT, VIRGINIA ANN, 1924-
News room. Feb'43:34 Apr'46:32

HUS SHEN YING
(photo) Jun'25:57

HUSANUSCO, MEXICO
Joy in the work. Aug'25:63

Hushaw, Albert O., 1860-1935
What one thousand dollars did. Jul'24:43

HUSON, LYLE SCOTT
News room. May'64:34 Jun'64:41

HUSS, (married to Robert Huss)
Here and there with World Call.
Jul'54:52 Jun'57:48 Jul'57:48

HUSS, JOHN, 1369-1415
With the Christian martyrs of all ages. Oct'20:21
(photo of statue) Sep'45:front cover
The threshold. Sep'45:2
(photo) Oct'49:7 Oct'52:17

HUSSAM, S. TASADDUQUE
(photo) Jan'48:20

HUSSEIN, (KING OF JORDAN)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:6
(photo) Jan'63:20

Hussey, Miriam Learoyd
Women and world highways. Dec'44:29

HUSSEY, THOMAS
(death) At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:18

HUSTON, ALLIE
In memoriam. Apr'38:39

HUSTON, FRANK CLAUDE, 1871-1959
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

Huston, Ida Hauck (married to Thomas Ray Huston)
Letters. Nov'67:43

HUSTON, IDA HAUCK
Presenting (photo) Sep'67:36

HUSTON, SUSAN CLAY
(death) News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44

HUSTON, SUSIE ANNE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43

Huston, Thomas Ray (married to Ida Hauck Huston)
Letters. Nov'67:43

HUSTON, THOMAS RAY "TED", 1889-1979
Presenting (photo) Sep'67:36

HUTCHCRAFT, HELEN. THE OPEN BIBLE
Sep'21:49

HUTCHCRAFT, REUBEN B
(death) Feb'19:51
HUTCHESON, JAMES (married to Margaret Stainton Hutcheson)  
(marriage) News room. Mar'54:38
Hutcheson, Margaret Isobel Stainton (married to James Hutcheson)  
Echoes from everywhere.  
  Oct'49:  Jan'50:38  Jul'52:46
Canadian quiz for Americans. Sep'66:18
American quiz for Canadians. Oct'66:23
Indifference of Christians to human need is heresy.  
  Nov'68:16
Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:17
HUTCHESON, MARGARET ISOBEL STAINTON  
News room. Feb'46:38  Mar'46:39  
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
News room. Mar'47:32
Here and there with World Call. Mar'48:48
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
Ministry through music. Nov'49:49  
(photo) Jan'52:39
(marriage) News room. Mar'54:38
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'56:35
quoted. Youth and the world mission. Apr'68:33
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
Women on world highways. Jul'69:31  
(photo) Jul'72:18
HUTCHINS, MITCHE  
Memories and events at Hazel Green. Apr'41:45
Springtime at Hazel Green. Jun'42:31
HUTCHINS, PAUL. FROM VICTORY TO PEACE  
Book chat. Apr'44:17
Hutchins, Robert Maynard  
The bomb secret is out. Jul'48:22
HUTCHINS, ROBERT MAYNARD  
Social trends. Jul'48:16
HUTCHINS, ROBERT MAYNARD. EDUCATION FOR FREEDOM  
Book chat. Apr'43:24
HUTCHINSON, A S M. ONE INCREASING PURPOSE  
Speaking of books. Feb'26:55
HUTCHINSON, DWIGHT B (married to Martha Nell Plopper Hutchinson)  
(marriage) News room. Dec'41:34
HUTCHINSON, E H  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49
HUTCHINSON, J J  
Notes. Sep'19:50
HUTCHINSON, JOHN A. CHRISTIAN FAITH AND SOCIAL ACTION  
Book chat. Mar'54:40
HUTCHINSON, JOHN A. THE TWO CITIES  
Book chat. Oct'57:14
HUTCHINSON, MARTHA NELL PLOPPER (married to Dwight B. Hutchinson)  
(photo) Jun'25:27  
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34  
(marriage) News room. Dec'41:34
Hutchinson, Murville C  
A prayer. Dec'19:50
HUTCHINSON, NELL  
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
HUTCHINSON, PAUL, -1956  
News room. Sep'47:40
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(death) Global highlights. Jun'56:5
HUTCHINSON, PAUL. CHINA'S REAL REVOLUTION
    Program helps. Jan'25:48,49
HUTCHINSON, PAUL. THE NEW LEVIATHAN
    Book chat. Jun'46:17
HUTCHINSON, PAUL. THE NEW ORDEAL OF CHRISTIANITY
    Neither complacency nor despair. May'57:8
Hutchinson, Warner A
    Spotlight on Daniel Lopez de Lara. Dec'72:9
HUTCHINSON, KANSAS. AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
    Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:57
HUTCHINSON, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Notes. Sep'19:48
    What they did and how (photo) Oct'20:9
    What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
    Dec'21:48
HUTCHISON, EMORY HORACE
    (photo) Sep'42:9
Hutchison, Frank L
    Easy to reach as the moon. Jan'71:32
HUTCHISON, FRANK L
    Global highlights. Jan'61:7
HUTCHISON, JOHN. FAITH, REASON AND EXISTENCE
    Book chat. Jul'56:18
HUTCHISON, JOHN A. WE ARE NOT DIVIDED
    We are not divided. Dec'41:6
Hutchison, R C
    Wherein Christianity has failed. Mar'27:8
HUTCHISON, R M
    (photo) Mar'24:24
HUTH, ARVILLA
    See
    GREIST, ARVILLA HUTH
HUTH, GEORGE
    Christ is our hope (photo) Oct'54:7
Hutslar, Charles Frederick, 1877-1964
    (married to Anna Dorthea Hutslar)
    (married to Florence Whittell Hutslar)
    Oriental students in American Institutions. Oct'19:46
    Love's mission awaits. Nov'41:16
    Missions at half-mast. Jun'42:21
    Amplifying the Christian witness. Apr'43:27
HUTSLAR, CHARLES FREDERICK, 1877-1964
    A Chinese student Bible class, Stanford University...
    (photo) Jul'21:43
    Work of our colleges. Feb'23:45
    Personalities (photo) Jan'36:18
    (photo) Nov'41:16
    Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30
HUTSLAR, CHARLES FREDERICK. SETTING HIS CHURCH IN ORDER
    Book chat. Mar'36:11
HUTSLAR, FLORENCE WHITTELL (married to Charles F. Hutslar)
    Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30
HUTTON, JANE
    (photo) Dec'44:8
HUTTON, JOHN A. THE BEST OF JOHN A. HUTTON
Book chat. Mar'50:12

HUTTON, MARY
(photo) Jul'22:47
Hutton, Samuel Ward, 1886–1974 (married to Dixie Williams Hutton)
As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:30
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:28
Note. Sep'20:60
Southwestern District needs. Nov'20:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:49
A fruitful policy. Nov'23:37
Aboard the Gospel chariot. Jul'25:22
Coke ovens, mines and men. Sep'25:9
The fourth of July in Canada. Sep'26:61
A record of progress. Nov'26:56
Speaking of books. Feb'27:43
Children's Day and Pentecost. May'27:62
Faith of our fathers. Nov'27:7
Joy to the world. Dec'27:35
Lead on, O King Eternal. Jan'28:16
We've a story to tell. Feb'28:20
Speed away. Mar'28:8
I know that my Redeemer liveth. Apr'28:23
Lord, speak to me... May'28:10
This is my Father's world. Jun'28:8
Where cross the crowded ways of life. Jul'28:23
O word of God incarnate. Aug'28:14
Thy grace impart. Sep'28:18
Sunday schools. Sep'28:37
God save America. Oct'28:28
Sunday schools. Oct'28:51
Come ye thankful people come. Nov'28:22
Sunday schools. Nov'28:51
Watchman tell us of the night. Dec'28:18
Sunday schools. Dec'28:51
Serving the religious needs. Jan'29:38
Sunday schools. Jan'29:51
Holy, Holy, Holy. Feb'29:13
Sunday schools. Feb'29:37
The day of Resurrection. Mar'29:18
Sunday schools. Mar'29:51
There is beauty all around. May'29:10
Sunday schools. May'29:37
How strong and sweet my Father's care. Jun'29:20
The man who doesn't know the date of his birth. Jun'29:54
Sunday schools. Oct'29:55
Magnolia builds to serve. Aug'30:15
Priceless spirit. Jan'67:45
A breakthrough in Christian worship. Jun'71:32

HUTTON, SAMUEL WARD, 1886–1974
Notes. Feb'19:45
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
How hymns have changed. May'20:39
(photo) Sep'20:28
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
HUTTON, SAMUEL WARD. A SERVICE MANUAL
Book chat. Dec'59:42

HUTTON, SAMUEL WARD. WORSHIP HIGHWAYS
Book chat. Jul'43:33

HUTTON, VIOLA BELL, -1958
In memoriam. Apr'58:37

HUTZ, (married to Howard Hutz)
(photo) Jan'50:26

HUXLEY, JULIAN
Debate draws attention. Apr'54:47

HUXLEY, JULIAN. AFRICA VIEW
Book chat. Jan'37:40

HUXLEY, THOMAS
quoted. Last column. Jul'54:52

HWAI, KRU
Educating for tomorrow in Thailand (photo) Feb'57:28

HWAIANFU KU, CHINA
After many days. Oct'20:41

HWAIYUEN, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:62

HWANG, (MRS)  
Bible Teachers Training School for Women, Nanking, China.
Feb'21:45

HWANG, GILBERT
News room. Feb'60:34

HWANG LI-MING
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18

HWANG SHAO
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45

HWANG SHUI TSAI
Nanking University seeks to improve the farm lands.
Oct'47:31

HWEI FANG CHU
In spite of handicaps (photo) Oct'30:41

Hyames, Ada M
Women and world highways. Sep'38:35

HYATT, (MRS. L. T.)
In memoriam. Jan'28:48

HYATT, CECIL
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28

HYATT, DAVID
World events. Jun'73:37

HYATT, FANNIE
(photo) Dec'29:62

HYATT, HARRY MIDDLETOWN
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34

HYATT, JAMES PHILIP, 1909-1972
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'50:4
Classroom and campus. Dec'52:29 Dec'53:32
Global highlights (photo) Feb'54:3
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32 Apr'55:30
In memoriam. Jan'73:45
HYATT, JAMES PHILIP. THE HERITAGE OF BIBLICAL FAITH
Books. Jun'64:45
New books. Dec'64:24
HYDE, (MISS) (photo) Jan'21:13
HYDE, ALLENE
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:2
HYDE, ALLENE W., 1903-1963 (married to Arthur Alexander Hyde)
In memoriam. Dec'63:46
HYDE, ARCHIBALD MARION
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'58:8
HYDE, ARTHUR
(photo) Mar'24:31 Jul'39:27
Hyde, Florence Slown
Eleven year old congregation attains self support. Jun'23:51
HYDE, FLOY S
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22
Hyde, William DeWitt
The Christian (poem) Jul'30:37
What is Christianity? (poem) Jun'41:48
HYDER, O. QUENTIN. THE CHRISTIANS' HANDBOOK OF PSYCHIATRY
New books. Mar'73:35
HYERS, M. CONRAD. HOLY LAUGHTER
New books. Mar'70:28
HYLAND, FRANCES
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:37
Hylton, Samuel Wilbur, Jr., 1927-
Letters. Jan'64:49
HYLTON, SAMUEL WILBUR, JR., 1927-
Disciples and the black community (photo) Apr'72:31
Feeding both body and soul (photos) Sep'73:25
Hymer, Esther W
Women on world highways. Nov'63:33
HYMER, ESTHER W.
Women on world highways. Nov'63:33
HYMER, ESTHER W. EDUCATION, WOMEN AND THE CHURCH IN THE AMERICAS
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
HYMN BOOKS
See
HYMNALS
HYMN SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Global highlights. Dec'64:5
World events. Apr'72:39 May'73:39
THE HYMNAL FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Book chat. Nov'35:34
HYMNALS
Speaking of books.
Oct'27:36 Dec'29:42 Mar'30:42
Book chat. Nov'35:34
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Mar'36:41
Book chat. May'41:46
Global highlights. Apr'54:4 Apr'58:4
Let's look at the ministry of music. Mar'61:31
Book chat. Mar'61:50
World events. May'70:38
New books. Feb'71:28
World events. Jun'73:38

HYMNBOOK FOR CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
World events. May'70:38
New books. Feb'71:28
World events. Jun'73:38

HYMNODY
See also
HYMNALS
HYMNS
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Apr'36:41 Feb'42:40
Global highlights. Jul'51:4
Hymns to be selected for World Council Assembly. Oct'53:47
Global highlights. Apr'54:4
Hymns for the blind. Dec'58:42
Family hymns. Jan'61:49
Preserve the old songs. Apr'64:9
Global highlights. Dec'64:5
World events. Apr'72:39

HYMNS
See also
HYMNALS
HYMNODY
Hymns of youth. Jul'21:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:58
Faith of our fathers. Nov'27:7
Joy to the world. Dec'27:35
Lead on, O King Eternal. Jan'28:16
The unfathomed power of wong. Feb'28:9
We've a story to tell. Feb'28:20
Speed away. Mar'28:8
I know that my Redeemer liveth. Apr'28:23
Lord, speak to me... May'28:10
This is my Father's world. Jun'28:8
Where cross the crowded ways of life. Jul'28:23
O word of God incarnate. Aug'28:14
Thy grace impart. Sep'28:18
God save America. Oct'28:28
Come ye thankful people, come. Nov'28:22
Watchman tell us of the night. Dec'28:18
O Zion haste. Jan'29:55
Holy, Holy, Holy. Feb'29:13
The day of Resurrection. Mar'29:18
There is beauty all around. May'29:10
How strong and sweet my Father's care. Jun'29:20
World Fellowship hymn (poem) Nov'29:46
Missionary organizations. Jun'30:46
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'32:43
From music to confession. Apr'41:31
Thou Father of us all. Jan'44:26
Favorite Marine hymn. Feb'44:35
The threshold. Oct'45:2
Great church of God, by Chauncey R. Piety. Oct'55:45
Our place of prayer and beauty (poem) Apr'72:50
Hail to the Rise Lord! by Samuel F. Pugh. Apr'73:48
HYMNS AND SONGS OF THE SPIRIT
   New books. Jun'66:49
HYNDMAN, (MRS. W. J.)
   In memoriam. Sep'27:48
Hynet, James Edwin (married to Sandra Lynn Hynet)
   Direct line. Jun'71:30        Jun'72:44
HYNET, JAMES EDWIN
   In brief. Nov'70:38
   (photo) Jun'71:30
Hynet, Sandra Lynn Tomash (married to James Edwin Hynet)
   Direct line. Jun'71:30        Jun'72:44
HYNET, SANDRA LYNN TOMASH
   In brief. Nov'70:38
   (photo) Jun'71:30
HYNSDALE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
HYSHAM, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jun'22:55
HYTEN, ROY BLAINE, 1885-1973 (married to Jessie Hyten)
   (photo) Mar'24:35
   They sing in appreciation (photo) Jul'40:11
"I AM MISSIONS BUILDING" (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'62:42
"I AM MISSIONS BUILDING" (REVISED) (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visuals. Jan'67:49
"I AM THE WAY" (OPERA)  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'68:7
"I AM WITH YOU" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'49:36
"I BEHELD HIS GLORY" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'57:43
"I DON'T WANT TO GET INVOLVED" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visuals. Feb'66:41
I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVETH (HYMN)  
Apr'28:23
"I REMEMBER MAMA" (PLAY)  
How can families face the unexpected? Mar'54:22
"I WAS ASHAMED" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'65:45
IAKOVOS, (ORTHODOX ARCHBISHOP)  
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'64:6
World events. Sep'70:37
World events (photo) Feb'71:39
Interfaith understanding is growing (photo) May'73:13
IAMBO THOMAS  
Echoes from everywhere. May'41:39
IAMS, I W  
(photo) Nov'25:29
Ibach, Douglas T  
The church in the new town. Dec'72:suppl:10
IBACH, DOUGLAS T  
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:11
Reston: good news for the whole church (photo) Nov'73:18
IBANEZ, OFELIA  
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:31
IBARRA, BERNABE (married to Imelda Garcia Ibasra)  
(marriage) Direct line. Dec'67:37
The offering from La Cantera (photo) Mar'72:17
IBARRA, DANIEL  
Disciples make witness in Mexico's second largest city  
(photo) Apr'73:46
IBARRA, ELISA PEREZ (married to Secundio Ibarra)  
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'59:36
IBARRA, EMILIA (married to Nestor Ibarra)  
Testimony from Mexico. May'59:37
God has blessed us. Jan'67:42
IBARRA, IMELDA GARCIA (married to Bernabe Ibarra)  
(marriage) Direct line. Dec'67:37
IBARRA, JULIA  
God has blessed us. Jan'67:42
Ibarra, Julian  
Let us bend our knees (poem) Sep'72:8
IBARRA, JULIAN
Ministers-to-be in Mexico (photo) Jan'56:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
Open doors on the border (photo) Sep'72:7

IBARRA, LINA (married to Narcisso Ibarra)
Home missions in the Philippines. Feb'49:46

IBARRA, MAREJA
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36

IBARRA, MARGARITA
Conference stirs Mexican youth (photo) Apr'59:45
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36

IBARRA, MARUJA
(photo) Nov'28:41

IBARRA, NARCISSO (married to Lina Ibarra)
Home missions in the Philippines. Feb'49:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34

IBARRA, NESTOR (married to Emilia Ibarra)
God has blessed us. Jan'67:42

IBARRA, RAUL
The offering from La Cantera (photo) Mar'72:17

IBARRA, SECUNDINO (married to Elisa Perez Ibarra)
Conference stirs Mexican youth. Apr'59:45
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:32
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'59:36
Testimony with a diploma. Jan'61:42

IBERRA, ELENA
Elena and Juliana--after three years. Jul'49:34

IBERRA, JULIA
Mexico touched my heart (photo) Nov'58:30

IBERRA, JULIANA
Elena and Juliana--after three years. Jul'49:34

IBIAM, FRANCIS
As others see us (photo) Oct'66:20

IBSEN, HENRIK
quoted. Last column. May'55:48

Ice, Harry Lawrence, 1886-1966
A forward program for Christian Endeavor. Dec'25:47
Speaking of books. Apr'30:30
Destruction or dawn--which? Jun'42:16

ICE, HARRY LAWRENCE, 1886-1966
(photo) Mar'24:24
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'28:45
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:24
Personalities. May'35:17
quoted. Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44
(photo) Jun'42:16
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:10
Religion in education. Jan'45:3
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28 Jan'49:31
In memoriam. Dec'66:45

ICE, MILDRED
(photo) May'35:33

ICE, ORVA LEE. TOMORROW IS YOURS
Book chat. Mar'53:42

ICELAND
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
Global highlights. Dec'51:2

IDAHO

Apr'19:62
Notes. Nov'19:63
The great Northwest. May'20:52
One week with a present day pioneer. Feb'21:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:62
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
Crusade progress. Feb'51:26
Here and there with World Call. Jun'54:48
World events. Apr'70:36

IDAHO, NORTH

How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20

IDAHO, SOUTH, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:25

IDE, JACKIE

(photo) Apr'52:9

IDE, JON THOMAS, 1954-
(birth) News room. Sep'54:38

Ide, Joseph
One family. Jul'67:22

IDE, JOSEPH

(photo) Nov'50:33
All Peoples enjoying human rights (photo) Oct'52:13
(photo) Apr'62:front cover
The cover. Apr'62:inside front cover
(phots) Jul'67:23

Iden, Thomas Medary, 1856-1933
Gifts for the Upper Room. Sep'19:42
How big a heart he had! Mar'21:58

IDEN, THOMAS MEDARY, 1856-1933
Notes. Sep'19:49
quouted. Annual report... Sep'22:35
(phots) Nov'22:2,34
Professor Iden and his Upper Room ministry. Nov'22:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
The man who sees stars (photo) Jun'32:17
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34

Idleman, Etta May Johnson, 1876-1947
(married to Finis Schuyler Idleman)
Community house...20 years after. Jan'39:48

IDLEMAN, ETTA MAY JOHNSON, 1876-1947

(phots) Dec'37:26

Idleman, Finis Schuyler, 1875-1941
(married to Etta May Johnson Idleman)
Home missionary leadership in movements toward unity.
May'20:17
Unity and permanence. Dec'20:8
A Russian service. Jan'21:46
An uplifted cross. Mar'22:25
Jasmine. Apr'27:31
Why I preach. Sep'37:6
What makes a church? May'41:12
IDLEMAN, FINIS SCHUYLER, 1875–1941
Notes. Jun'19:58
(photo) Dec'20:8
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Aug'24:57    Apr'25:52
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:19
Our missionary to Mahnatten (photo) Oct'36:6
    (photo) Sep'37:6    Dec'37:26    May'41:12

IDLEMAN, HOLLAND
    (photo) Jan'23:30

IDSERDA, STANLEY J
Classroom and campus. Nov'61:30

"IF YOU ARE THE SON OF GOD" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'65:40

IFEKYA SAMUEL
Congo pastors want to grow (photo) Feb'60:15

IFUMO ISAKA
    A master preacher. Jul'55:42

IFUMO, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:39
Ifumo in Monkoto. Feb'44:23
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:32
    (photo) Mar'46:25
New Ifumo—in the heart of the forest. Apr'48:47
Building a mission station in the jungle. Jul'48:45
    (photo of church service) Jan'55:20
School for Congolese leaders. Jun'56:51
Echoes from everywhere (photo of graduates of school)
    Jan'57:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38
White fields on a dark continent (photo of church under
    construction) Jul'58:31

IGARASHI, MICHIKO
Adventures in Japan. Jan'62:27

Ige, Bola
The church and revolution. Apr'60:20

IGLEHART, CHARLES W. CROSS AND CRISIS IN JAPAN
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

IGLEHART, CHARLEW S. INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
New books. Jul'65:22

IGLESIA Y SOCIEDAD EN AMERICA LATINA
Global highlights. Oct'59:7

IGNACIO, LEMUEL
Youth and the world mission. Mar'68:32

IGUAZU FALLS, PARAGUAY
Sight seeing in Paraguay (photo) Apr'30:28

IHARA, KAREN
Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39

IHEAKA, JOHN
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35

IHRIG, ETHEL
    (photo) Mar'25:51

IHRIG, FLAUD
    (photo) Mar'25:51

IHRIG, MARTHA
    (photo) Mar'25:51
IHRIG, MAXWELL
  (photo) Feb'63:8
IHRIG, MYRTLE
  (photo) Mar'25:51
IIMBO, CONGO
  Sowing seeds of truth and light. Jan'40:47
IKEBANA
  See
FLOWER ARRANGEMENT, JAPANESE
IKEDA, DONALD
  (photo) Apr'52:9
IKEDJA, (married to Ikedja Louis)
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6
IKEDJA LOUIS
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6
IKELA, CONGO
  Juspa-Lomela trip. Jul'20:40
IKENBERRY, JAMES S. MOTIVES AND EXPRESSION IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
IKERMAN, RUTH S. PRAYERS OF A HOMEMAKER
  New books. Feb'67:18
IKIN, A. GRAHAM. LIFE, FAITH, PRAYER
  Book chat. Jul'54:12
IKIN, A. GRAHAM. NEW CONCEPTS OF HEALING
  quoted. Last column. Nov'56:48 Dec'56:52
IKWALA PIERRE
  Signs of progress in Congo. Jul'59:34
ILAKO, MATA
  The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:24
ILAMBE, TALESA
ILANO, JOSEFA M
  The story of... Jan'48:42
  Women and world highways. Mar'57:46
ILLICH, IVAN. DE-SCHOOLING SOCIETY
  Three books on cultural revolution. Jan'72:46
ILLIFF, FLORA GREGG. PEOPLE OF THE BLUE WATER
  For adult mission study. Dec'55:40
ILLINGWORTH, ALFRED SCOTT, 1919–
  Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37
ILLINOIS
  The Central Regional District for Bible School work.
  Mar'19:46
  Illinois' part of the 100,000 from Bible schools. Nov'19:26
  The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
  The highways of the King. May'23:30
  Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:53
  The story state by state. Aug'25:13
  How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15
ILLINOIS (STEAMSHIP)
  The highways of the King. (photo) May'23:30
  Launching a Congo steamer. Mar'24:21
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39
  Gasoline launches on the Congo. Oct'29:4
ILLINOIS BILLIARD ASSOCIATION
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
ILLINOIS CHRISTIAN HOME

See

BARTON W. STONE CHRISTIAN HOME

ILLINOIS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

An example in cooperation. Jun'25:56
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:25
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Illinois steps out. Nov'28:32
Circulation corner. Nov'41:inside front cover

ILLINOIS CRUSADE FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'27:53 May'27:42 Sep'27:51

ILLINOIS DISCIPLES FOUNDATION

Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39 Mar'27:42 Dec'27:42
Jan'26:43 May'27:42 Jan'28:40
Jul'26:56 Jun'27:41 Jun'28:43
Sep'26:57 Jul'27:40 Feb'29:30
Feb'27:59

Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
...at work at the University of Illinois. Jan'23:37
(photo) Jan'23:54
(photo of Cabinet) Jan'25:11
(photo) Jun'26:42

In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:27
Student crusaders resume activities... (photo of young people's cabinet) Jan'27:54

A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:8
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:32
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:44
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:45
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:45
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32

The colleges at work. May'33:33
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:45
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
Within college walls. Jan'35:30
News of our colleges. Apr'35:45
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:33
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32
College miscellany. Sep'35:31
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:28
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32
College happenings. Jan'38:28
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:32
Springtide college activities. May'39:32
(photo of students) May'40:32
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'46:28  Mar'46:31  Jul'46:30  Dec'46:30
  (photo of officers of fellowship) Mar'47:31
  Feb'51:32  Sep'51:33  Oct'52:30  Nov'52:30
  (photo of new building) Dec'52:28
  Jul'55:31  Nov'63:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37

ILLINOIS. NORTHWESTERN DISTRICT
Apr'19:59  Aug'19:61

ILLITERACY
  Illiteracy. Sep'31:11
  Indian villagers learn to read. Nov'55:23
  Prophecy and fact. Feb'56:29
  Words have power in Tanganyika. Dec'56:13
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'59:38
  Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5

ILOCOS NORTH, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35
  The momentum of missionary work. Oct'29:26
  Norwood Tye reviews his correspondence. Feb'52:39

ILONDO JACQUES
  Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission. Mar'60:14
  (photo p. 13)
  Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:7

ILYA, (ARCHMANDRITE OF ORTHODOX CHURCH)
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'63:35

IMAI, MICHIO
  Ministry in Japan (photo) Jan'68:24

IMAMURA, J
  (photo) Oct'63:31

IMAMURA, SHOICHI
  Public schools open to Christian teaching in Tokyo.
  Apr'24:16
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53  Jan'25:45
  ...author (photo) Dec'35:30

IMESE, CONGO
  He that goeth forth with weeping. Jun'30:36

IMFELD, ANTONIO
  Two floods in the Chaco (photo) Nov'61:28

IMFELD, RAMON
  Two floods in the Chaco. Nov'61:28

IMMEL, BETTY JO
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2
IMMEL, MARY LOUISE BLAIR. KEYS TO MANY DOORS

IMMEL, MARY LOUISE BLAIR. TWO WAY STREET
New books. Mar'65:42

IMMEL, RICHARD
Youth and missions (photo) Oct'53:35

Immel, Wilder Vernon, 1906-1987 (married to Mary R. Dunn Immel)
Letters. Jul'68:49

IMMEL, WILDER VERNON, 1906-1987
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'54:4

IMMIGRANTS
See
DISPLACED PERSONS
IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
REFUGEES
(Name of nationality) IN THE UNITED STATES
i.e. CHINESE IN THE U.S.

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
See also
AMERICANIZATION
Made-in-America democracy. Jan'19:46
Facts for the busy woman. Oct'19:44
Oriental students in American Institutions. Oct'19:46
Foreign neighbors at home. Nov'19:14
Facts for the busy woman. Nov'19:32
They still keep coming. Feb'20:54
The ideal patriot. May'20:26
The little flag. Jul'20:7
Wanderland-­--wonderland: coming to America. Nov'20:16
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
I am the immigrant. May'21:inside front cover
Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) Nov'21:32
Scaling the Tower of Babel. Dec'21:8
Where shawls are no longer worn. Jan'22:24
Not Americanization so much as Americans. Feb'22:32
The hope of the immigrant. May'22:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
Russian refugees in Manchuria. Sep'23:44
Alexander. Oct'23:30
Making friends with Helena. Oct'23:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
The reinterpretation of the immigrant. May'24:23
Each brought his gift. May'24:31
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
(note) Aug'24:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
A Christian view of exclusion. Oct'24:64
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'25:52
The people whose name means "Glory." Jun'25:46
The Slav in America. Jun'25:50
Who are the Slavs? Jun'25:55
Eeny-Meeny-Miny-Mo. Sep'25:38
The interpreter (poem) Sep'25:back cover
A tremor in our social structure. Jan'26:19
One of us. Feb'26:38
Our greatest crop. Jun'26:62
Sep'26: much of issue
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
Just what do we owe the foreigner? Aug'27:36
Growing work with new Americans. Sep'27:6
Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:35
The Vacation church school in the immigrant community.
May'28:50
Adventures in brotherhood. Jun'28:11
Sunday schools. Jul'28:37
By their fruits. Sep'28:8
Nicknaming the alien (poem) Jun'29:22
The real American. Jul'29: inside front cover
Sunday schools.
    Jul'29:37 Aug'29:37 Sep'29:37
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49
Big brothers for Filipino youth. Dec'29:54
Programs... Aug'31:37
Prayer of the immigrants (poem) Nov'34:48
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Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:37 Apr'48:36
On making parish calls. Apr'48:38
Distant villages of India being reached. Apr'48:43
Increase our faith. May'48:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:36
India after Gandhi's death. Jun'48:14
Womanhood blessed and uplifted. Jun'48:42
Opportunity in free India. Jul'48:5
Crusaders in Central Province. Jul'48:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:36
Sumankheta, "A garden of flowers." Sep'48:38
Serving the womanhood of India. Sep'48:46
Bicycle Doctor. Oct'48:24
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
I was a stranger and ye took me in. Oct'48:40
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26
For adult missionary groups. Nov'48:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:36
Christ permeating lives in India. Nov'48:38
Better crops, better men. Dec'48:9
News room. Dec'48:31
The Bible becomes better known. Jan'49:43
Global highlights. Feb'49:3
New eyes for thousands (photos) Feb'49:13
The church outside the fence. Feb'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38,47
Progress in free India. Mar'49:5
Christian witness in India (photos) Mar'49:24
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38,39
Christmas 148 in India. Mar'49:44
Global highlights. Apr'49:3
Preaching through the printed word. Apr'49:17
Out-of-class lessons in family life. Apr'49:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38,39
From orphans to nurses. May'49:7
Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36
Bible women at work. Jun'49:43
Concerns of India's women. Jul'49:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:45 Sep'49:36
Crusade progress. Oct'49:26
Pendra Road Tuberculosis Sanatarium one of India's best. Nov'49:23
Women and world highways. Nov'49:39
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'49:42 Dec'49:36
India and religious liberty. Jan'50:6
Rural communities in North India. Jan'50:11
Celebrating Independence Day in Sumankhetan. Jan'50:32
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38,39
A Christian missionary, a desirable commodity. Feb'50:40
Budget limits boarding students in India. Feb'50:45
Friend of India. Mar'50:6
For adult missionary groups. Mar'50:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'50:36
From village to village. Mar'50:44
Last column. Mar'50:48
Crusade progress. Apr'50:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:44
Kotah Day in India. Apr'50:45
Crusade progress. May'50:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'50:38
India missions holds convention. Jun'50:41
Evangelists win Christians to India. Jun'50:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:47
Jun'50: much of issue
Global highlights. Sep'50:3
How opportunity came to an Indian schoolby. Sep'50:24
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:37
An Indian pleads for understanding. Oct'50:6
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'50:38
Missionary teas in Mungeli. Nov'50:35
No missionary has too many Bibles. Nov'50:49
Women of the new India. Dec'50:16
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Jan'51: much of issue
Global highlights. Feb'51:2
Compassion calls for sharing. Feb'51:19
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'51:36
Damoh's women study and serve. Feb'51:42
Global highlights. Mar'51:3
Shall India go unfed? Mar'51:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:38,45
The best that is in our hearts. Apr'51:6
Jackman Memorial Hospital trains nurses. Apr'51:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Doctor Rice reports from Damoh, India. Apr'51:44
Global highlights. May'51:2
Social trends. May'51:22
A visit with good neighbors--the Mennonites. May'51:44
Progress is reported at the India convention (photo of convention) Jun'51:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'51:36,37
Not bad for a rainy day! Jun'51:44
Asia views American policy. Jul'51:15
The Indian church moves ahead. Jul'51:17
Christians, too, are hungry in India. Jul'51:46
The cry of the People. Sep'51:16
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36 Oct'51:36,37
Language schools keep missionaries busy. Oct'51:40
From brush heap to nurses' training. Oct'51:44
Mission press serves Hindi-speaking people. Nov'51:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'51:37
Especially little Puchoo. Dec'51:46
Jan'52: much of issue
Serving and saving India's women. Feb'52:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'52:36 Apr'52:36
Jubbulpore entertains the annual conference. Apr'52:41
May'52: much of issue
Global highlights. Jun'52:3
Outlook encouraging for Christian missions. Jun'52:13
India moves ahead. Jun'52:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:47
New occasions...new duties. Sep'52:21
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34
Youth discuss world problems at Kottayam. Sep'52:42
India's youth go to camp. Sep'52:45
Global highlights. Oct'52:4
Women and world highways. Oct'52:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34,35
Leprosy research sanatorium to be established... Oct'52:44
Bilaspur's vacation school. Oct'52:44
Global highlights. Nov'52:4
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:35
Hospital is better equipped. Nov'52:42
Global highlights. Dec'52:3
A wise teacher sees an opportunity. Dec'52:44
Global highlights. Jan'53:2
The big fire of Navapara. Jan'53:42
Healing and health for Kanaklata. Jan'53:44
A sensible undertaking. Feb'53:5
How a fair serves a new purpose. Feb'53:22
India mission celebrates seventieth birthday. Feb'53:26
In India, one million people without sight (drawing) Mar'53:24
India and Pakistan get famine relief aid. Mar'53:44
A five point program for a new India. May'53:22
Global highlights. Jun'53:4
The Christian high school. Jun'53:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'53:36
What to read. Sep'53:6
A church coming into its own. Oct'53:5
Disciples in India hold lively Convention. Oct'53:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'53:33 Nov'53:34
Story of a cast-off. Nov'53:44
Literacy work moves ahead. Nov'53:45
Global highlights. Dec'53:2,4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
Spadework in Orissa. Dec'53:38
Indians seek freedom. Dec'53:41
Tension points in the Christian world mission. Jan'54:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Global highlights. Feb'54:3
The church in India and its task. Feb'54:5
Missions in India. Feb'54:38
A whole people move toward Christ. Mar'54:24
India mission plans "warfare." Apr'54:45
Global highlights. May'54:3
And who is my neighbor. May'54:6
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17
Here and now men offer hope to India's masses. Jun'54:29
Literacy House celebrates a birthday. Jul'54:48
Dedication day. Jul'54:51
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'54:34
Youth and missions. Sep'54:37
Community center. Sep'54:41
Global highlights Oct'54:2,4
The story of Bharos. Oct'54:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'54:34
Tragedy reveals need for hospital. Oct'54:44
They must increase. Nov'54:5
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'54:32
Dec'54: much of issue
Global highlights. Jan'55:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
Youth and missions. Jan'55:39
Feb'55 – Jun'55 much of issues
The local churches grow up in India. Jul'55:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
Indian Christians assume new duties. Sep'55:12
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32
Christians in India number eight million. Oct'55:39
Global highlights Nov'55:3
India and the work of the church. Nov'55:5
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'55:32 Dec'55:38 Feb'56:34
Golden Jubilee. Feb'56:45
Global highlights. Mar'56:3
Protestant mission in India celebrates 250th anniversary.
Mar'56:13
Christianity's future in India. Mar'56:17
Mungeli hospital program grows. Mar'56:46
Revolution brings opportunity. Apr'56:13
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
Global highlights. May'56:4
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
New church body in India heralds dawn of a new era.
May'56:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38
Disciples begin new maternal health and child welfare
service in India. Jun'56:49
Technical assistance--a missionary idea. Jul'56:23
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34
Weather is important. Oct'56:45
New approaches to India's old needs. Nov'56:27
Light out of darkness. Nov'56:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
Southeast Asia--a smoking volcano. Feb'57:21
His name is "happiness." Feb'57:38
"Big day" at Kota. Apr'57:28
Younger churches reach maturity. May'57:20
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:11
India still needs modern missions. Jun'57:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38
What the church means in rural India. Jun'57:48
Global highlights. Oct'57:6
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
New church in Kotmi. Oct'57:43
Global highlights. Nov'57:4
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'57:34
Global highlights. Dec'57:2
A new look at the church in India. Dec'57:7
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
Diamond Jubilee in India (photo of delegates to Convention)
Feb'58:29
Hope for rural India (photos) Feb'58:31
Global highlights. Mar'58:6
World concern for Orissa. Mar'58:47
Global highlights. Apr'58:8
Healing and much more. May'58:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Open doors in Orissa. Jun'58:14
Kotmi's grand day. Jun'58:41
Aid to India. Jun'58:49
Satish learns a lesson. Jun'58:47
A church for Amora. Sep'58:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
Global highlights. Nov'58:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Healing ministry. Nov'58:42
Progress in West Utkal. Nov'58:47
Star of life progress. Dec'58:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
Spiritual drama. Jan'59:50
Serving the sightless. Jan'59:55
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
Global highlights. Mar'59:6
Kangalu--a staunch Christian. Mar'59:49
Global highlights. Apr'59:5
Preparing a ministry of healing (photos) Apr'59:14
A dream come true in Orissa. Apr'59:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'59:36
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
Healing in India. Jun'59:44
"Courage" India Convention theme. Jun'59:49
Global highlights. Oct'59:7
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36 Nov'59:34
Healing at Diptipur. Nov'59:48
Leaven at work in Orissa. Feb'60:46
A second "Miss Shah" at Bilaspur. Mar'60:43
Sight for the blind of India. Apr'60:25
Missions still serve in a changing India. May'60:26
The cross at Kotmi. Jun'60:31
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'60:36 Jul'60:38 Sep'60:36
Global highlights. Oct'60:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
A better life for Sahabana. Dec'60:24
Disciples witness in united church efforts. Jan'61:26
Mission hospital answers a need. Feb'61:33
India doctors with a new outlook. Mar'61:21
Church in India. Mar'61:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'61:34
Eye camp in India. May'61:41
India and the refugee problem. Jun'61:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'61:38 Jul'61:38
Global highlights. Sep'61:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
The word for all. Dec'61:42
Voice from India. Dec'61:46
House by the Raipur Road. Jan'62:25
Impressions in India. Jan'62:26
Global highlights. Feb'62:5
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
From saffron robes to Christianity. Feb'62:48
Global highlights. Mar'62:5,8
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Global highlights. Jul'62:5
New spirit in India. Jul'62:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38 Sep'62:36
Christian women meet in India. Nov'62:28
Leprosy still challenges the Indian church. Jan'63:31
Global highlights. Feb'63:7
Pahano gets a second chance. Feb'63:19
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'63:36
Global highlights. Mar'63:7
First step--work camp. Mar'63:29
Echoes from everywhere.  Mar'63:38  Apr'63:36  May'63:36
A discontent with division.  Jun'63:31
Echoes from everywhere.  Jul'63:38
Dec'63: much of issue
Global highlights.  Feb'64:5
Glances and glimpses.  Feb'64:12
Healing on an Indian roadside.  Feb'64:13
Echoes from everywhere.  Feb'64:36
(photo) Mar'64: front cover
The cover. Mar'64: inside front cover
Global highlights.  Mar'64:7
Trained leaders for a growing church in India.  Mar'64:18
Global highlights.  Apr'64:4
The "astonishing success" at Indore.  Apr'64:26
Steel, Soviets and salvation.  Apr'64:29
Open doors in India.  Apr'64:46
What's ahead for India?  May'64:19
Sight for the blind of Orissa.  May'64:26
Women on world highways.  May'64:35
Echoes from everywhere.  May'64:38  Jul'64:38
She found a job in India.  Jul'64:46
Global highlights.  Sep'64:5
Youth and the world mission.  Sep'64:37
Global highlights.  Nov'64:5
Echoes from everywhere.  Nov'64:36
Global highlights.  Dec'64:6,7
What the church means to my new nation.  Jan'65:14
Echoes from everywhere.  Jan'65:38
Christianity plays a vital role in India.  Mar'65:24
A journey for Sarat. Mar'65:29
Letters. Mar'65:48
Her life tells a mission's story.  Mar'65:48
In India people are important!  Apr'65:33
Echoes from everywhere.  Apr'65:36
Healing at Pendra Road.  May'65:26
A ministry on wheels.  May'65:46
$2.80 an eye!  May'65:49
Time of struggle in India.  Jul'65:25
Global highlights.  Sep'65:7
Dentist with a mission.  Sep'65:50
Light in the darkness.  Nov'65:21
Servant to nurse.  Nov'65:34
When life has hope.  Nov'65:43
Healing ministry.  Nov'65:48
In a time of tension. Jan'66:34
Letters. Jan'66:42
Doctor begins pioneering work in India. Jan'66:45
Orissa--land of Gospel advance.  Mar'66:25
Radiology work begins in India.  May'66:32
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
Wonderful barrels of goods.  Nov'66:33
A crying need.  Jan'67:44
Gift for a new church.  Jan'67:46
Famine persists in India.  Feb'67:24
CARAVS of India.  Mar'67:22
Hill folks of Orissa hold annual meeting.  Apr'67:46
Direct line. May'67:37  Jun'67:37
In brief. Nov'67:8
Have you met him lately? Dec'67:44
Help gets through. Feb'68:25
Letters. Feb'68:46
Convention makes history in India. Feb'68:48
Hand pumps save lives in India. Apr'68:41
Take away our crutches. Oct'68:17
Jogrindro will walk again. Jan'69:40
Compassion in action. Feb'69:26
In brief. Feb'69:39
Discord and devotion mark the church in India. Mar'69:10
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'70:5
Enlarging the partnership in India. Jul'70:6
Letters. Sep'70:33
Direct line. Nov'70:32
A cause for celebration. Apr'71:10
Direct line. Apr'71:30
World events. Sep'71:37
Gospel of health and hope. Oct'71:32
Groups founded by British Churches join the Church of North India. Dec'71:32
In brief. Jan'72:39
World events. Feb'72:38
Communicating the good news in India. Mar'72:26
Direct line. May'72:46
Ministry in India--preparing for variety. Sep'72:12
World events. Sep'72:39
A time of growing together in India. Oct'72:11
Enlarging the church's service. Oct'72:12
Audio-visuals. Oct'72:36
Direct line. Oct'72:46
Does the church in India have a future? Jan'73:36
World events. Jan'73:38  Mar'73:39
Disciples aid overseas projects. May'73:47
World events. Jun'73:38
Dancing the good news. Jun'73:50
World events. Oct'73:38
The cross brought us there. Nov'73:24
"INDIA" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'55:45
"INDIA AND HER FOOD PROBLEMS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Oct'72:36
INDIA BIBLE SOCIETY
Global highlights. Nov'56:2
INDIA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Let's read about India. Jan'39:37
Current mission study material. Jan'39:38
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
Read about India! Dec'63:41
INDIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Traveling in India (photo) Nov'20:57
I thought you might be interested. Mar'21:46
Dad's letters on a world journey (photos) Apr'21:42
Thirteen miles by bullock Tonga. Sep'21:57
Thrills for nothing. Jan'22:51
Planting time in India. Jan'22:53
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:45
Wonderful folks... Apr'22:56
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61
Some rainy season experiences. Jun'22:48
In and around the bungalow in India. Aug'22:34
Tenting in Jungleland. Jun'23:40
Buying the shade of a tree (photo) Aug'23:36
A housewarming (photos) Nov'23:37
India is smiling. Dec'23:38
Itinerating in India. Dec'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:54
Two wayside bundles of firewood. Jun'24:14
An Indian highway at eventide (photos) Jul'24:35
If there had been no refuge (photo) Aug'24:52
Real friends. Nov'24:44
Being introduced to India. Jan'26:58
India dreams again (photo) Apr'26:22
On every high hill and under every green tree (photos) May'26:29
India's workshop has the sky for a roof (photos) May'26:32
And the well is deep (photos) Jun'26:12
So this is India! (photos) Aug'26:18
Hobnobbing with royalty. May'28:34
Some impressions of India (photos) May'28:37
Among the hill people in India (photos) Nov'28:40
A handful of grain. Apr'29:17
In your minds eye. Apr'30:29
Visualizing one field in India. Oct'30:27
A travelogue of the Potee family. Apr'31:29
Moving pictures of India. Nov'31:32
Livengood in camp. Aug'32:31
Just another plate of curry and rice. May'33:28
Around the world with Christ. Jun'33:20
Hindu and Christian melas. Oct'33:29
The Indian call. May'34:15
Going to the hills. May'34:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39
I saw two holy cities (photo) Dec'35:8
Indian youth in a bamboo city. May'36:18
Getting next to India. Jun'36:16
The long and the sort of it. Jun'36:45
Possible mass movements around Mungeli. Jan'37:14
Some rainy season festivals. Jan'38:45
We visit India (photos) Feb'38:12
We visit Telugu land. Jul'38:16
Touring in India. Jul'38:46
Christian ideals warm India's heart. Jan'39:31
The Indian peasant. Jan'39:54
Reaching the unwanted. Feb'39:20
Biblical Christians. Nov'39:46
Of what are your thinking? Feb'40:23
An Indian Sunday. Jul'40:15
Christ in Gondland. Feb'42:46
Engagement ceremony in Damoh. Mar'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39 Feb'43:39
News from a missionary in India (photo) Feb'43:42
A Parsee ceremony. Feb'43:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:32
Christian fellowship around the world (photos) Apr'44:23
A ten day tour of the villages. Apr'44:26
India is always hungry (photo) Jul'44:14
Burial customs in India. Jul'44:35
Home to India (photos) Jan'45:11
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:33
Rta and her train trip. May'45:23
Sightseeing in India (photos) Nov'45:22
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36 May'46:37
A new missionary in India. May'46:46
Rats and rural reconstruction. Jun'46:16
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37
Thankful for what I saw. Apr'47:42
Echoes from everywhere.
    May'47:45 Sep'47:39 Nov'47:34
God's beauty in nature. Mar'48:42
Watching a city die. Apr'48:30
India uprooted. May'48:11
India after Gandhi's death. Jun'48:14
Contrasts in wedding customs in India. Oct'48:43
A family of 14, a school—and hope (photos) Nov'48:11
Reading the headlines of India's newspapers. Dec'48:38
Traveling. Feb'49:49
Beloved India. Feb'49:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38
Three seasons in India. Jul'49:47
Echoes from everywhere.
    Oct'49:36 Dec'49:36 Jan'50:38
Refugees and adult education. Apr'50:47
Fashion notes... Jun'50:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
The Bible comes to life in India (photos) Oct'50:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42
What life brings to the Indian farmer. May'51:5
Celebration of birth of daughter is rare event. Nov'51:43
Still prisoners of caste. Feb'52:42
School girl must wait. Feb'52:48
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
Jolting along in a mission jeep. Mar'52:46
Helping them to help themselves. Jun'52:47
Moving can be exciting. Sep'52:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:35
You can vote for a free India. Jan'53:30
One memorable day. Mar'53:19
We climbed into the clouds. Mar'53:32
Seeing is believing. Apr'53:12
From the diary of Rosa Page Welch. Apr'53:40
Recent events stir Indian Christians. May'53:42
Progress in erasing India's illiteracy. May'53:44
Enchantment out of Hindustan (poem) Jun'53:51
India seeks more jobs. Jan'54:44
Food in India. Mar'54:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'54:38
What is India really like? May'54:10
Youth and the task of the church. May'54:15
India through a Century. Jul'54:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
Youth and missions. Sep'54:37
Do it this way. Nov'54:24
Observance of Christian festival in India impresses missionaries. Jul'55:44
A brass band for the bride. Sep'55:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
Global highlights. Oct'55:4
Village industries in India (photos) Oct'55:10
Rice—a vital crop in India. Oct'55:46
Indian villagers learn to read (photos) Nov'55:23
Witnessing amid disaster. Apr'56:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'56:34
Festival of Christ, our guest (photos) Sep'56:23
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
India's villages change (photos) Oct'56:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'57:30
The story of Rizzi Bai. Jun'57:48
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'57:34
Lessons from a mother in India. Oct'57:24
Rough journey in Surguja. Nov'58:31
Changing brass to gold. Mar'60:45
Missions at grass roots. Jun'60:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'60:32
Global highlights. Dec'60:4
Return to India. Apr'62:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'63:36 Nov'63:36
Glances and glimpses. Jan'64:22
...problems and progress. Jan'64:24
Youth and the world mission. Jan'64:39
Missionary helps tourists see real India. Jan'64:48
Women on world highways. Mar'64:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38
Christmas love feast at Bilaspur. Dec'64:28
Global highlights. Jun'65:7
United witness at Christmas. Dec'65:45
Are we heading for nutritional suicide? Oct'66:26
Direct line. Apr'67:38
Have you met him lately? Dec'67:44
Family planning in India. Mar'68:46
India is different..yet the same. May'68:21
Direct line. Oct'68:39
Nutrition in India. Oct'68:39
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
Women on world highways. Dec'68:28
Direct line. Jan'70:32
India's "Green revolution." Apr'71:12
Portrait of India (poem) Sep'72:back cover
Cover. Oct'72:4
Sacred cow or scapegoat? Nov'72:26
Direct line. Dec'73:32
INDIA--EDUCATION
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:38
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:7
Out-of-class lessons in family life. Apr'49:32
Hospital and medical college need food. Mar'51:34
Global highlights. May'51:3
Night school at Hislop College. Jun'54:48
The tenth class. Oct'54:46
Global highlights. Nov'54:2
Christian education in the new India. Jan'55:12
Global highlights. Feb'55:3
Indian villagers eager to learn. Apr'56:26
India's school in the clouds. Mar'65:19 (map p. 20)
Christianity in India means learning. Jun'65:26
India's colleges face change. Jun'73:10

INDIA MISSION PRESS
Mission press serves Hindi-speaking people. Nov'51:26

INDIA NEWSLETTER
quoted. Faith even among non-Christians. Aug'24:60

INDIA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
League of Peace in India. Feb'22:48
Listening in on the world. Jan'31:22 May'31:24
Swaraj in church and state. Jan'31:27
Listening in on the world. Feb'32:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'33:39
India advances. May'37:26
Is there an India? Jul'37:3
You must know Nehru. Mar'40:19
Toward freedom. Mar'41:17
Indian freedom is on the way. Jul'46:6
Looking ahead with India. Oct'46:6
An able representative. Nov'46:5
Toward an understanding of India. Dec'46:6
India on the threshold. Dec'46:19
India's interim government. Dec'46:42
Brotherhood in India. Oct'47:16
Conditions in India. Feb'47:38
The church in a free India. Jul'47:11
Global highlights. Oct'47:4
Independence comes to India. Dec'47:15
Great religious migration brings suffering. Dec'47:36
Global highlights. Apr'48:2
Watching a city die. Apr'48:30
India after Gandhi's death. Jun'48:14
Opportunity in free India. Jul'48:5
Untouchability abolished in India. Feb'49:46
A missionary's tribute to Gandhi. Mar'49:23
India revisited. Jan'51:11
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
Global highlights.
Feb'53:3 Oct'53:3 Jan'54:2
Winning a people's loyalty. Mar'54:5
Global highlights. Jun'54:4
Toward India's unification. Jun'54:5
Asia is asking questions. Feb'55:12
India's door is open. Apr'55:26
Global highlights. May'55:3 Sep'55:2,4
Indian workers advise government on policies. Oct'55:42
India reaffirms tolerance. Apr'56:7
Global highlights. Jun'56:5 Oct'56:5 Jul'57:2
Sep'56:3 Nov'56:3
Remarkable India. Jul'57:45
Global highlights. Jun'60:4
A visit with Nehru. Feb'62:28
Second thoughts on Nehru. Mar'62:30
Global highlights.
Feb'63:5       May'63:6       Jun'63:6       Mar'65:7
In brief. May'68:8       Dec'68:8       Apr'69:42
World events. Dec'72:38       May'73:40
INDIA--SOCIAL CONDITIONS
See
INDIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
INDIA--STATISTICS
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38
Progress of Christianity in India. Apr'26:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
Interesting facts about India. Nov'41:27
Global highlights. Jul'63:7
"THE INDIAN AMERICAN" (MOTION PICTURE)
For adult mission study. Dec'55:40
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'55:44
INDIAN EDUCATION: A NATIONAL TRAGEDY--A NATIONAL CHALLENGE
New books. Oct'70:28
INDIAN NATIONALIST CONGRESS
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER
quoted. A Hindu view of Jesus Christ. May'24:17
INDIANA
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Oct'23:61      Jul'25:50
County work in Indiana. Dec'22:27
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Interest shown in reading contest. Jan'26:54
Youth challenges itself (photo) Mar'26:57
Indiana Day becomes an institution. Dec'29:59
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
They do it by Counties. Oct'51:16
Where we live. Feb'59:9
Rural churches come to life. May'60:29
World Call project launched in Indiana. Jan'65:49
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
INDIANA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See also
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN INDIANA
C. W. Cauble. Feb'22:57
Indiana claims her own. Oct'26:36
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:22
Indiana Welcome Day. Jan'29:58
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
Transfer of religious education directors. Sep'34:30
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:18
Knowles Shaw, Hoosier pioneer. Feb'43:13
(photo of staff) Mar'65:back cover
INDIANA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Social trends. Jan'53:20
Global highlights. Dec'61:8

INDIANA PASTORAL INSTITUTE
In brief. Sep'71:35

INDIANA PASTORS' CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Jan'69:46

INDIANA, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More congregations approve Every Home Plan. Mar'61:51

INDIANA SCHOOL OF RELIGION
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39      Sep'24:51      Aug'26:55
May'23:53     Jan'25:35      Nov'26:53
Mar'24:57     Apr'26:42      Jul'29:24
Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Report of students... Jan'21:19
(cont. next page)

INDIANA SCHOOL OF RELIGION (cont.) Indianapolis
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
(photo) Jan'23:11
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:12
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:41
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
College notes. Mar'39:44      Nov'39:32
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
Classroom and campus.
Dec'43:25      Nov'49:38      Feb'53:30      Jun'58:32
Dec'48:33      Jan'51:31      Sep'56:32      Jun'59:35

INDIANA SURVEY OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Feb'24:56
Speaking of books. Feb'25:54

INDIANA, INDIANA
And it shineth unto all. Jun'19:17
(photo) Jul'19:33
The relocation of the College of Missions. Jul'22:26
The churches catch a vision. Dec'26:29
Growing Indianapolis. May'27:57
Why Indianapolis is considered. Mar'28:4
Indianapolis... (photo of Circle) Aug'32:13
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:15
Easter Sunrise Carol Service. Apr'39:42
What makes delinquency? Oct'60:9
Global highlights. Mar'62:4
Churches serve in areas of change. Jul'62:18
World Calling... Mar'66:10
Seminarians see the city. Jan'67:14
(photo of downtown) Jun'67:front cover

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. BEN DAVIS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Finance Committee) Jan'55:1

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. BETHLEHEM EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:23

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How the church meets boys on "the corner." Apr'68:40

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CAPITOL AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church born in a stable (photos) Jul'23:41

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CENTENNARY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
College of Missions notes. Dec'25:52
(photo) Feb'48:9

Here and there with World Call. Apr'48:48 Oct'4:48

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jan'19:7
Notes. Feb'19:48 Jun'19:59
A Sunday School with a system. Aug'20:23
Notes. Aug'20:48
(photo) Aug'21:52
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
The Kingdom of God looks toward the children (photo) Jul'22:48
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:57
Born June, 1874. Aug'23:49
John E. Pounds, 1864-1925. Jan'26:10
Candidate for honor. Apr'28:63
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Memorial fund established. Aug'29:30
Bridging the year. Nov'32:41
Three churches meet Pension Fund goals in full (photo) Jun'33:14
A unique guild program. May'34:29
Indiana, Oregon churches enter EHP. Apr'58:48
(photo of Teen Club) Jul'58:12
(photo) Jun'63:25
They stayed downtown. Oct'63:48
(photo) May'68:16
Africans in our church. Feb'69:20
On being the church in the city (photos) Sep'71:27

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CHRISTAMORE SETTLEMENT
Social service at Butler. Jan'23:52

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH UNION
See

CHRISTIAN CHURCH UNION OF GREATER INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. COLUMBIA PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CAPITOL AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. CRESTVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. DOWNEY AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jan'19:7
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Dec'22:43 Aug'23:54
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:49
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
(photo) Mar'31:25
The first page. Apr'31:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
Bridging the year. Nov'32:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
Supplies for the Philippines. Oct'46:29
Youth at work and worship (photos of youth) May'58:11
Churches serve amidst change (photo of youth) Jul'60:21
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
The scene. Dec'69:44
Editorials. Feb'71:19
Lift up your hearts. Jun'72:49

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. EASTGATE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Nov'57:2
Churches adopt Every Home Plan. Jan'58:45
Down to "brass tacks" in Decade of Decision (photo of worship service) Sep'60:17
Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. EIGHTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of construction) Mar'52:1

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. ENGLEWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Englewood Every-Member-Canvass plan. Oct'21:52
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Special tithing week. May'22:52
A good pension example. Aug'22:55
The Christmas service in the life of a church. Dec'22:62

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. FAIRFAX CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:8

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. FEDERATION OF WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETIES
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:63

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. FIRST CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
Social trends. Nov'53:16

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. FOUNTAIN SQUARE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of office) Jul'55:9

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. FRANKLIN SQUARE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. GARDEN CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church sees World Call as vital tool. Oct'64:51

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. GLENDALE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1958. May'59:32

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. HILLSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Mar'62:4

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. IRVINGTON COMMUNITY
Get in the summer thing. Nov'70:24

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. IRVINGTON METHODIST CHURCH
Counseling is a role of the church. Mar'56:16

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS BUILDING
(photo) Oct'46:25

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. LIGHT OF THE WORLD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. METHODIST HOSPITAL
Partners in the healing ministry (photo of Chaplains' class) Jun'62:16
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. NORTH PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. UNIVERSITY PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
A forward program for Christian Endeavor (photo of Young People's group) Dec'25:47
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. NORTHWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The story of a new church in a new community (photo) Aug'22:42
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
An appreciated service. Dec'26:46
(photo of church school class) Feb'53:1
(photo of planning session) Jan'54:11
(photo of construction) Sep'54:1
(photo of education rooms) Jul'55:8
Home plan "tool." Dec'59:48
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. OLIVE BRANCH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How we are doing it. Aug'31:10
(photo) Jul'38:1
An old church gains as it gives (photos) Jul'60:11
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. PEOPLE'S TEMPLE
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
Global highlights. Jan'62:4
(photo of some members) Jul'62:17
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'48:1
(photo of redecoration of sanctuary) Dec'73:3
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. SEVENTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A live school. Nov'20:64
The MacLeod Men's Mission Study Club (photo of Club) Aug'26:51
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. SOUTHPORT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches... Jul'58:30
An old church gains as it gives (photos) Jul'60:11
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jan'19:6
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Easter reports. May'23:56
College of Missions notes. Dec'23:47
Luncheon of the fields (photo of luncheon) Jan'29:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56 Apr'32:33
The month among Disciples. Apr'33:4
Circulation's cozy corner. Feb'34:1 May'34:1
Global highlights. Mar'62:4
Are new churches really better? (drawing of new sanctuary) Dec'62:17
(photo) Sep'64:3
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH. CHRISTIAN MEN BUILDERS
The new emphasis on training for leadership. Jul'20:20
(photo) Jul'20:21
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH. GIRLS' FEDERATION
The new emphasis on training for leadership. Jul'20:21
Letting their light shine (photo of Senior Endeavor Society)  Oct'25:47
Lovest thou me? May'29:23

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. UNIVERSITY PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. NORTH PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. WESTVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1960. Mar'61:52
(photo) Jun'71:front cover
Cover. Jun'71:4
Seed on good ground (photo of worship service) Jun'71:7

INDIANS OF CENTRAL AMERICA
A modern Cornelius among the Aztecs. Apr'22:34
The day of the Indian. Jul'27:57

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
Fourteen points in Home Missions. Jun'19;24
(photo) Nov'19:2
Notes. Dec'19:64
The uplift of the Indians. Oct'20:43
The home work... May'21:4
Yakima Indian Christian Mission. May'21:58
Is it worth while? May'22:4
A mission to the Yakimas. May'22:17
The Indian (photos) Dec'22:12
Building an Indian church in a day (photo) Jan'23:14
Two thousand miles for a book. Jun'23:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
June's Christmas. Dec'23:30
Glimpses of the outside world. Dec'23:61
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51
Finding Christ for the Red Man. Feb'25:37
New jewels for His crown. Aug'25:57
Widening influence of the White Swan Indian Mission. Nov'25:42
Eight Indian dollars. Sep'26:54
On an Indian reserve. Jan'27:37
Missionary illustrations... Feb'27:55 May'27:51
Massacuring the Indians--1927. Sep'27:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45
Speaking of books. Mar'28:44
A symbol of peace. Nov'28:63
Missionary illustrations... Feb'29:45
Which was the better American? Sep'29:12
An all-Indian Camp Fire Girls' group. Apr'30:19
Missionary illustrations... Aug'30:43
Aug'32:much of issue
Sep'32:much of issue
Oct'32:much of issue
Good ideas... Mar'33:38
Working with first Americans. Jul'35:21
Among the Apaches. Mar'36:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:38
Social trends. May'38:19
Seminar on Indian affairs. Apr'39:29
Have you heard them called "dirty, lazy Indians?" (photos) 
Jun'44:18
For adult missionary groups. Jun'44:30 Jun'44:30
Youth and missions. Jul'44:31
Indians are Americans too. Sep'44:6
For adult missionary groups. Sep'44:30 Oct'44:30
Youth and missions. Oct'44:31
For adult missionary groups. Nov'44:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:32
Youth and missions. Dec'44:31
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'44:32
Women and world highways. Nov'46:33
Where justice is demanded. Nov'47:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36
A mission to the Yakimas. Apr'49:10
Global highlights. Sep'49:3
A slow patient people... Oct'49:47
Crusade progress. Feb'50:26
Social trends. Sep'52:20 Jan'53:20 Jun'53:12
Global highlights. May'55:3
The welfare of Indian Americans. Jun'55:6
What next for Indian Americans? Jun'55:13
Far from vanishing Americans. Jun'55:14
Our Indian neighbors. Jul'55:22
For adult mission study. Jul'55:36
Youth and missions. Jul'55:37
Indian workers meet. Sep'55:43
Global highlights. Sep'55:3
U.S. Indian policy disturbs Mexicans. Sep'55:25
For adult mission study. Sep'55:36
Youth and missions. Sep'55:37
For adult mission study. Oct'55:34
Yakimas need the church. Nov'55:13
For adult mission study. Nov'55:34
Indians cite Harold Fey. Dec'55:5
For adult mission study. Dec'55:40
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:15
Global highlights. Sep'56:5,6 Sep'58:5
Living in two worlds. Apr'59:9,11
New adventures of service to Indian Americans. Apr'59:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36 Jun'60:36
Working together in home missions. Nov'60:15
For adult mission study. Sep'60:38
Little Indians seek (poem) Jun'62:23
Little Indian girl (poem) Dec'62:30
Yakima youth build a future (photos) Apr'63:25
New books. Jun'65:22
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4
A better life for America's Indian people. Dec'65:23
Thanksgiving in spring. Apr'67:37
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'67:5 Jun'68:5
Can an Indian get into a church? Sep'68:44
New books. Mar'69:28
Direct line. Apr'69:32
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'69:5
Until the church cares. May'70:12
World events. Apr'71:37
At Louisville minorities will be heard. Oct'71:10
World events. Jan'72:38
Shavings. Feb'72:35

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
Resources for Plan B, Christian Living Encounters. Nov'71:40

INDIANS OF THE ORIENT
Eyes on the Orient. Jan'43:33

INDO-CHINA
A missionary journey... Sep'40:17
Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5

INDONESIA
The Dutch church spoke. Feb'49:6
Global highlights. May'51:2 Sep'52:3
Southeast Asia--a smoking volcano. Feb'57:21
Toward understanding Indonesia. Apr'57:7
A story of cooperation. Oct'57:7
...an old church in a new day. Mar'65:23
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
Global highlights. Jun'65:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
Church in Indonesia. Jun'68:48
An interview with Alice. Feb'69:32
Evangelism in the younger churches. Mar'69:9
Direct line. Oct'69:32
Indonesians shift to Christianity. Oct'71:28
Indonesian churches seek ministers. Nov'71:17
World events. Dec'72:39

INDONESIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Direct line. Jun'67:37

INDONESIA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
World events. Jul'73:37

INDORE, INDIA
The "astonishing success" at Indore (photos of Christian
Hospital) Apr'64:26

INDUSTRIJUGEND BERUFSCHULARBEIT (BERLIN, WEST GERMANY)
Direct line. Jul'67:37

INDUSTRY
May'28: much of issue

INENSE PIERRE
Congo romance. Oct'55:47

INES
See also

INIS

INES, (married to Ruperto Ines)
(photo) Jul'59:33
Ines, Antoliano B.
Advancing in the Philippines. Dec'25:21
Missionary illustrations... Apr'26:58

INES, ANTOLIANO B
(photo) Dec'25:21

INES, BARBARA
(photo) Nov'24:40
INES, RUPERTO
Protestantism among the Hocos (photo) Apr'23:50
(photo) Feb'27:44
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:28
A Filipino preacher speaks (photo) Mar'47:41
(photo) Mar'54:29
Young with faith (photo) Jul'59:33
INFANTA, PHILIPPINES
A live church at Infanta. Feb'26:56
(photo of church members) Oct'26:58
Institutes in the Philippines. Apr'40:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'49:38
(photo of church) Sep'49:26
Can you help us build our church, Sir? (photo of church)
Jun'51:28
INFANTILE PARALYSIS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45
INFANTS
More than a baby-sitting service! Apr'73:8
INFLUENZA
Note: many articles on the influence and effect of the
"flu" in the U.S. and foreign fields occur in the 1919
volume.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
INGALLS, HETTIE
In memoriam. Jan'33:39
INGALLS, LAURA
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
INGE, W. R. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND MORAL PROBLEMS
Book chat. Feb'34:14
INGE, W. R. DIARY OF A DEAN
Book chat. Jul'50:18
Ingels, Margaret
Letters. Oct'65:inside front cover
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'70:5
INGERMAN, STRYKER. "NATIVITY" (PAINTING)
(photo) Dec'55:front cover
INGHAM, ALBERT J
quoted. It may be a "Conference" to them... Feb'29:17
INGHAM, HARVEY
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'43:27
INGLE, ELIZABETH (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
INGLIS, NANCY  
(poto) Jan'28:32
INGOLD, BYRON, 1879-1942  
(poto) Jan'21:15  
quoted. Circulation Department notes. Apr'23:1  
(poto) Mar'24:56  
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10  
Personalities (photo) Apr'37:19  
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46  
(death) The thresold (photo) May'42:4
Ingraham, Ernest E  
Letters. May'69:41
INGRAHAM, M F  
quoted. The last page. Mar'30:64
INGRAHAM, PHILO, 1854-1942  
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
Ingraham, Velma Lewis  
Partners in pruning shears. Feb'36:16
INGRAM, CLAUCDE, 1904?-1974  
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
INGRAM, MADELINE  
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31
INGRAM, RUTH  
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'53:4
INGRAM, TALBERT R. MAID OF ISRAEL  
Book chat. Jul'55:40
Ingvoldstad, F W  
What a pastor thinks about (poem) Apr'27:10
INGWERS, ALMA, -1957  
In memoriam. Sep'57:35
INIS  
See also
INES
INIS, HERMON  
A Filipino preacher speaks. Mar'47:41
INIS, JAMIE  
A Filipino preacher speaks. Mar'47:41
INKIMA, ELUMBU LOIS (married to John Inkima)  
(photo) Jan'35:28
INKIMA JOHN  
(photo) Jan'35:28  Jul'44:34  
Captain John Inkima talks (photo) Sep'44:22  
Sixty days on the "Oregon" (photo) Feb'46:11  
Farewell to the Oregon (photo) Jan'50:23  
Glances and glimpses. Apr'64:22  
(1966 photo) Jul'69:32
INLAND EMPIRE CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY  
See also
OREGON
WASHINGTON  
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
INMAN, BESSIE WINONA COX, 1884-1968 (married to Samuel Guy Inman)  
In memoriam. Mar'69:42  
(photo) Oct'21:42  Jul'25:15
INMAN, JACK. FLORAL ART IN THE CHURCH  
New books. Feb'69:28
Inman, O N
Letters. Dec'70:32

Inman, Samuel Guy, 1877-1965 (married to Bessie Winona Cox Inman)
An interview with President Carranza. May'19:47
Solving the Mexican problem. May'19;51
Shall there be intervention? Sep'19:64
The Bible in Latin America. Mar'21:30
International Missionary Cooperation restored. Dec'21:36
Open doors of Mexico. Sep'22:4
Note. Sep'22:back cover
The coming Pan-American Conference. Feb'23:30
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:43
Sidelights on the Santiago Conference. Sep'23:34
Easter in Bethlehem. Jul'24:15
Again the Mexican question. May'26:26
Making history in historic Paraguay. Feb'27:25
Mexico and the United States. Mar'27;22
Meeting the present crisis in Mexico. Oct'28:17
Behold! the new Caribbean. May'30:7
Dawn over Latin America. Sep'32:15
A country without a crisis. Dec'32:13
Nation building in Paraguay. Mar'33:17
The great Christian school in Paraguay. Apr'33:15
The new deal at Montevideo. Mar'34:8
Pan-American happenings during 1935. Jan'36:16
News books on Mexico. Mar'36:29
Welcoming the President. Mar'37:19
A challenge to religious liberty. Dec'43:23
...on education. May'46:22
Women and world highways. Dec'46:33
Has the United Nations failed? Jan'48:19
...on Jerusalem. Mar'50:14
What should be Jerusalem's status? Jun'50:27
In my Segunda Patria are freedom and happiness. Jul'50:30
The new Latin America. Apr'52:10
Transformation in Puerto Rico. Jun'57:49
Mission to South America. Apr'62:29
Disciples and the world's "first lady." Mar'63:14
The light that keeps shining. May'64:28

INMAN, SAMUEL GUY, 1877-1965
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
Temperance Board receipts. Sep'19:52
(photo) Dec'19:46 May'20:8
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:22
Panama and the future. Jun'21:36
Mrs. Atwater and party in Buenos Aires. Aug'21:34
(photo) Sep'21:14 Oct'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
A prophet of idealism. Oct'23:47
Sunshine Guy Inman. Dec'23:46
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
(photo) Jul'25:14,15
Fifteen years of world-service. Aug'26:22
(photo) Mar'27:22
A real man and a real job. Mar'28:22 (photo p. 2)
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
Power in self-supporting churches. Jan'32:31
quoted. The first page. Aug'32:2
(photo) Dec'32:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42 Apr'34:31
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:45
Personalities (photo) Oct'34:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:24
(photo) Jan'36:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
Through faith and loyalty (photo) Jun'38:9
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20
(photo) Jan'39;12
College news and notes. Feb'39:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
(photo) Dec'39:16 Jun'41:18 Dec'43:23
Classroom and campus. Jun'44:26
News room. Apr'47:40
(photo) Jan'48:19
News room. May'48:32 May'49:40
Global highlights. Apr'50:4
(photo) Jun'50:27 Jul'50:30
Global highlights. Apr'51:3
(photo) Apr'52:10
Classroom and campus. Sep'54:31
News room. Jun'55:42
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28
Global highlights (photo) May'58:5 Sep'60:6
News room. Dec'60:34
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:7
News room (photo) Sep'62:40
(photo) Mar'63:14
Churches studying communist menace (photo) Jan'64:41
(death) News room. Apr'65:42
The last word. Jun'65:50
Missionary giants (photo) Jan'69:31
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. A GENTLEMAN AND A SCHOLAR
The threshold. Sep'41:2
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. INTERVENTION IN MEXICO
Reliable light on Mexico. Jan'20:16
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. LATIN AMERICA, A NEW VIEW OF OUR NEIGHBORS TO THE SOUTH
The threshold. Sep'41:2
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. LATIN AMERICA, ITS PLACE IN WORLD LIFE
Book chat. Jan'38:33
Thining continentally. Feb'43:3
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. PROBLEMS IN PAN-AMERICANISM
New books of special interest. Feb'22:53
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. THROUGH SANTO DOMINGO AND HAITI...
An island of history. Jun'20:56
INMAN, SAMUEL GUY. TRAILING THE CONQUISTADORES
Speaking of books. May'30:32
INMAN, WALTER G
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
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College commencements. Jul'39:29

INMAN, WILLIAM ALFRED, 1851-1933
In memoriam. Nov'33:39

INMAN CHRISTIAN CENTER
Notes. Jan'19:62
Notes. Jun'19:58
Incidents by the way. Jul'19:49
Notes. Aug'19:46
(photos) Sep'19:29, 30
Mexicans in the United States. Sep'19:31
Snap shots... (photos) Dec'19:8
Notes. Feb'20:56 May'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
It is worth while (photo) Mar'24:43
Where religion speaks for itself (photos) Jul'24:25
(photo) Jul'24:43
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49
In time of sorrow. Aug'24:53
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Mexican children and Japan. Sep'24:37
Daily vacation Bible school. Sep'24:52
(photo) Nov'24:53
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12
(photo p. 11)
Program helps. Aug'25:48
(photo of Vacation Church School) Sep'25:20
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Sep'25:51 Feb'26:54 Mar'26:51 Apr'26:54
At the gateway to Mexico. Sep'26:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Feb'27:51 Mar'27:59 Jul'27:59
Mexicans in the United States (photo) Sep'27:10
(photo) Sep'27:17
Home missions from the inside. Sep'27:58
Giving the Mexican a chance. Apr'28:37
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
By their fruits (photos) Sep'28:8
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
(photo of staff) Dec'28:63
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:50
Missionary illustrations... Oct'29:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51 Mar'30:49, 50
Fifteen years do make a difference! (photo) Apr'30:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41
(photo) Sep'30:9
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40 Jul'31:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
Eleven years ago--and now (photo) Jan'33:28
Through the years. Oct'33:39
(photo of children) Apr'34:24
A "case" study (photo of students) Apr'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:40 Dec'34:39
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:7
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'35:39
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'35:43
Delegates view Mexican work. Nov'35:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'35:38,39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:40
Be happy awhile. Jun'36:28
Echoes from everywhere.

They are seven (photo) Apr'38:9
The club's the thing (photos of clubs) Oct'38:7
Two decades of home missions (photo) Jan'39:35
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:10 (photo p. 11)
Social trends. May'39:25
A visitor comes to M.C.I. (photos) Jul'39:41
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:41
(photo) Apr'40:24
Social trends. Jun'42:22
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:38
Oct'42:46
...news. Dec'42:43
News room. Mar'43:34
Healt club... (photo) Sep'43:25
Sep'43:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:32
Christmas with the Girls' Clubs. Feb'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:32
News room. Mar'44:34
(photo) Apr'44:10
Echoes from everywhere. (photo) May'44:33 Sep'44:33
Christmas at M.C.I. Feb'45:40
(photo of Well Baby Clinic) Apr'45:9
One country, one flag (photo) Apr'45:22
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
San Antonio looks at M.C.I. (photos) Oct'45:18
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:33
Global highlights (photo) Apr'46:3 Jan'48:2
...believes in its neighbors (photos) May'48:12
Echoes from everywhere.

San Antonio's boys find friends and Christian guidance...
...prepares leaders. Mar'63:26
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
Echoes from everywhere.
   Sep'63:38   Oct'63:36   Nov'63:36
For Texas to Ecuador. Oct'64:25
Global highlights (photo) Apr'65:5
Youth learn at Inman Center (photos) Nov'65:26
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7
Officers named (photo of officers) Jul'68:43
Women and world highways. Jan'69:44
In brief. Oct'69:41
Career clubs help raise youth horizons (photo of Pathfinders Career Club) Apr'71:32
Esfuerzo--another chance for the addict. Jan'72:25
Another kind of school. Sep'72:19
"INNER CITY" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Oct'66:43
INOUE, HATSU
   The miracle of Hatsu Inoue. Mar'30:45
INOUE, EDITH NISSLY (married to Frank M. Inouye)
   News room. Jul'58:42
   Their business is people! (photo) Apr'66:11
   Churchwoman, do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16
INOUE, YOSHIE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
INSAURRALDE, CORAL
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'51:30
INSAURRALDE, CRISPIN (married to Olga Insaurralde)
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:6
   Friendship mission changes lives (photo) Jun'62:31
INSECTS
   An embargo on bugs. May'26:38
"INSIDE RED CHINA" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Oct'69:29
INSTITUT CHRETIEN CONGALAIS
See
CONGO CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE FOR A CHRISTIAN BASIS OF WORLD RELATIONS
   Finding the wicket gate. Aug'24:23
INSTITUTE FOR ECUMENICAL STUDIES (EVANSTON)
   Global highlights. Sep'58:6
INSTITUTE FOR EVANGELICAL YOUNG PEOPLE
   Young people's Institute in Argentina (photo of Executive Committee) Aug'29:43
INSTITUTE FOR RURAL WOMEN
   Jul'54:33
INSTITUTE OF BLACK THEOLOGY
   In brief. Jul'70:42
INSTITUTE OF CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
   (photo) Oct'56:1
INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RELATIONS
   The threshold. Oct'41:4
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
   The threshold. Jul'34:2
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (GRINNELL, IOWA)
   The threshold. Jun'39:2   May'40:2
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INSTITUTE OF JEWISH STUDIES
  Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE
  How to finance education. Jul'58:47
INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDENTS
  Women and world highways. Feb'35:35
INSTITUTE OF PASTORAL CARE
  Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
INSTITUTE OF RACE RELATIONS
  The threshold. Jun'38:2
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION (RALEIGH, N.C.)
  This nation under God. Apr'52:5
INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC STUDIES FOR THE PREVENTION OF ALOCHOLISM
  Dates for Institute...set... Mar'54:31
INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS RESEARCH (JAPAN)
  Another contribution from the Disciples. Oct'30:5
INSTITUTE OF WORLD MISSIONS (CHAUTAUQUA)
  Women and world highways. May'50:40
INSTITUTE ON THE URBAN CHURCH
  New hope for city churches (photo) Oct'57:15
INSTITUTE ON THE URBAN CHURCH AND EVANGELISM
  Global highlights. Nov'62:7
INSTITUTES ON WORLD AFFAIRS
  News room. Feb'52:43
INSTITUTO MODELO DE OBRERAS CHRISTIANAS (BUENOS AIRES, ARG.)
  Ruth Fish honored (photo) Apr'24:41
  The first commencement (photo) Mar'26:44
  Preparing for service (photo) Dec'28:59
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:60
  Missionary organizations... May'29:32
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN WORSHIP
  Sectarian shackles. Apr'27:23
INTEGRATION OF SCHOOLS
  Social trends. Feb'59:22
INTER-AMERICAN EVANGELICAL CONFERENCE
  Global highlights. Jun'49:2
  Christian strategy for Latin America (photo) Oct'49:22
INTERCESSORY FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
INTERCHURCH CENTER (NEW YORK)
  See
  NEW YORK, NEW YORK. INTERCHURCH CENTER
INTERCHURCH CONFERENCE ON ORGANIC UNION
  Aug'19:40
INTERCHURCH COUNCIL OF DALEVILLE, INDIANA
  A venture in interchurch cooperation. Oct'42:8
INTERCHURCH EMERGENCY CAMPAIGN (FRANCE)
  Notes. Jul'19:64
INTER-CHURCH HYMNAL
  Speaking of books. Mar'30:42
INTERCHURCH MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
  IMA aids in a healing ministry. May'64:30
  Disciples take part in I. M. A. Feb'68:48
INTERCHURCH PLANNING AGENCY FOR MISSION IN MISSOURI
  Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
INTERCHURCH WORLD MOVEMENT OF NORTH AMERICA
  Mar'19:2
Union councils of great moment. Mar'19:49
Interchurch World Movement of North America. Apr'19;55
Interchurch World Movement. Jun'19:50
Summer conferences... Jul'19:56
Interchurch Conference of city workers. Aug'19:36
All board meeting. Sep'19:41
Rural survey uncovers strange conditions in eastern New York. Oct'19:53
Foreign survey shows gain for Christian ideals. Dec'19:31
What Interchurch means to the Sunday School. Dec'19:39
The survey in your church. Dec'19:39
Notes. Dec'19:64
(photos) Jan'20:41
The Princeton Plan. Jan'20:54
The loudest call of all--the call for leadership. Feb'20:10
Interchurch World Movement. Feb'20:15
Missionary education movement... Feb'20:42
Plan great drive for Christian workers. Feb'20:43
Red Cross women adopt mission hospital. Feb'20:53
Notes. Feb'20:57
China for Christ Movement organized... (photo) Mar'20:inside front cover
The Education survey... Mar'20:7
American education in Interchurch Movement. Mar'20:12
Mar'20:56,56,67
Budget... Apr'20:9
Disciples of Christ and the Interchurch World Movement. Apr'20:12
"To him that hath." Apr'20:22
The woman missionary of yesterday and today. Apr'20:36
400 colleges in Interchurch Campaign. Apr'20:41
Nevada leads in supporting ministry. Apr'20:45
Interchurch fights drugs in Asia and Africa. Apr'20:51
General budget... Apr'20:56
The church's zero hour. May'20:3
Is religion a necessity? May'20:10
How division undermines the church. May'20:29
California Dioceses for Interchurch World Movement. May'20:48
How we won out in Gladstone, Oregon. Jul'20:35
Reorganization of the Interchurch World Movement. Aug'20:41
Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:4
Twenty questions and answers regarding underwritings. Dec'20:52
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
The campaign for underwriting. May'21:6
The underwriting campaign. Jun'21:5
Concerning the underwritings. Jul'21:4
Contributions to the Famine Relief Funds. Jul'21:33
The Interchurch underwritings. Aug'21:4
Underwriting campaign by states. Aug'21:56
How one African Missionary considers the Underwriting Campaign. Oct'21:55
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
INTERCHURCH WORLD MOVEMENT. MISSIONARY EDUCATION CONFERENCE Summer conferences on missions. May'20:35
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INTERCHURCH WORLD MOVEMENT. WORLD SURVEY
INTERCOLLEGIATE COSMOPOLITAN CLUB (INDIANAPOLIS)
An experiment in international friendship. Jul'35:23
INTERCOMMUNIONAL STUDENT COUNCIL
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:53
INTERCONFESSONAL FOUNDATION OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES (ARGENTINA)
In brief. Dec'69:38
INTERDENOMINATIONAL COACHING INSTITUTE IN MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'31:42
INTERDENOMINATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE CENTRAL WEST FOR MISSIONS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
INTERDENOMINATIONAL COUNCIL OF SPANISH SPEAKING PEOPLE
Setting the pace. Feb'28:35
The way to better understaning. Jan'29:58
... Feb'30:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:43
INTERDENOMINATIONAL MISSION CONFERENCES
Interdenominational Mission Conferences, Summer, 1970. Feb'70:30
INTERDENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL FOR RURAL LEADERS
Global highlights. Oct'49:3
INTERDENOMINATIONAL STUDENT CONFERENCE
Jan'26:29
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:43
The case against the church. Feb'26:29
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'26:37
INTERDENOMINATIONAL MISSION CONFERENCES
World outreach sounding board. Oct'68:31
(1969 schedule) Interdenominational mission conferences. Feb'69:40
(1972 schedule) Feb'72:34
(1973 schedule) Feb'73:34
INTERFAITH CONFERENCE ON CHANGING PATTERNS OF RELIGIOUS LIFE IN
THE UNITED STATES
America's changing religious patterns. May'66:29
Fear of change. Jun'66:15
INTERFAITH MARRIAGES
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
When Protestants marry Roman Catholics. Apr'67:9
INTERFAITH STUDY TOUR
Israel study tour. Oct'72:35
INTERIM PASTORATES
Eight years--eighteen pastorates. Apr'65:29
The intermim minister. Oct'65:23
Interim pastor. Oct'68:12
INTERMEDIA
Intermedia: Christian communication ministry. Jun'71:22
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Pension Fund notes and news. Feb'43:44
The church and the income tax. Sep'43:3
Safeguarding simplification. Apr'44:21
The threshold. Dec'44:2
Global highlights. Mar'52:2
20% tax exemption for contributions. Sep'52:47
Global highlights. Oct'54:4
Of concern to ministers and churches. Mar'55:6
Global highlights. Sep'58:7
A church or not a church? Oct'58:9
Glances and glimpses. May'64:14
World events. Nov'70:36
Commentary. Jan'73:17
IRS studied by churches. Apr'73:37
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS SEMINAR
"World tour" in the United States. Nov'62:30
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS SEMINAR FOR YOUTH
Youth looks at the UN. Nov'63:17
Youth and the world mission. Jul'68:32
In brief. Jan'71:43
World events. Mar'72:38
INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF CHRISTIANS
(photo) Feb'20:5
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL MISSIONS
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DAILY VACATION BIBLE SCHOOLS
Vacation church schools (photos) Jun'51:8
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN COMMITTEE
The blind beggar. Nov'65:44
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN PEACE CONFERENCE
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY (JAPAN)
See
JAPAN CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
See
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN YOUTH EXCHANGE
Global highlights. Feb'58:5 Jan'60:4
...Youth adventure in understanding. May'64:23
The man from I.C.Y.E. Nov'66:32
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP COMMISSION
See
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN STATES
The new deal at Montevideo. Mar'34:8
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN AFRICA
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CAUSE AND CURE OF WAR
Women and world highways. Apr'35:35
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND RURAL LIFE
Global highlights. Sep'56:3
Rural churchmen share ideas. Jun'57:13
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ART AND ARCHITECTURE
In brief. Apr'72:40
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES

See also
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The recruiting call. Feb'19:3
Directory. Oct'20:4
Proposed amendments to Convention Constitution. Jul'22:42
What are we doing? What ought we to do? Apr'23:54
Affiliation with the International Convention. Aug'23:52
The International Convention and church budget. Jan'24:38
Committees, boards and officers. Dec'24:39
Survey of service. May'28:20
Another living link. Apr'29:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40 Jan'35:33
Directory of officers. May'35:inside front cover
From Washington, 1930; to St. Louis, 1941. Jun'41:35
The story of 1942. Jan'43:7
The hour cometh. Nov'44:13
Social trends. Dec'44:18
The church serving through the International Convention. Oct'45:7
...holds open house (photo of headquarters) Oct'46:25
The Brotherhood moves forward. Mar'47:19
Election and actions at San Francisco, 1948. Nov'48:27
A century of cooperation. Apr'49:13
News room. Jul'55:39
They work for you. Sep'57:25
Global highlights. Jan'61:4
Elections at Louisville assembly. Jan'61:30
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:28
Adults and mission. Nov'62:40
Answers to unasked questions. Jul'63:9
Let's all share in Restructure. Jul'63:25
Ask about it! Oct'63:8 Nov'63:8
Global highlights. Dec'63:4 Sep'64:6
Ask about it! Sep'64:8
Voting representatives and your church. Sep'64:9
What's in a name? Oct'64:9
Gaines M. Cook retires... Oct'64:29
Disciples, delegates and Dallas. Apr'65:17
Ask about it! Jul'65:8 Sep'65:8 Nov'65:8
? and answers. Dec'66:8 Jan'67:8 May'67:8
In brief. Apr'68:8
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1890
(photo) Mar'28:32
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1893
Through the years. Oct'33:38
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1911
The International Convention. May'53:15
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1919
Announcement. Apr'19:1
Great Convention at Cincinnati. Jul'19:49
International Convention. Aug'19:33
"Cincinnati!" October 13-20. Sep'19:43
Program. Oct'19:55
An invitation. Oct'19:56
(photo of meeting place) Oct'19:back cover
The Cincinnati Convention. Dec'19:42
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1919. COMMITTEE ON RECOMMENDATIONS
(photo) Dec'19:55
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1920
Program. Oct'20:5
St. Louis Convention transportation information. Oct'20:55
Make your reservations for the Convention. Oct'20:55
Notes. Oct'20:61
The Convention call. Oct'20:back cover
Minutes. Dec'20:25
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1920. MISSIONARY BREAKFAST
Notes from the Missionary breakfast (photo) Dec'20:53
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1921
Invitations for the next convention. Dec'20:55
Next convention at Winona Lake, Indiana. Apr'21:50
Indiana churches to be hosts of International Convention.
Jul'21:48
Winona Lake Convention. Aug'21:56
Convention railroad rates. Aug'21:57
Program. Sep'21:20
(photos) Oct'21:18,30
A going Convention. Oct'21:23
Minutes. Oct'21:37
(photo of Tibetan play) Oct'21:45
Oct'21:54
Finances. Oct'21:64
Offering for Ministerial Relief. Oct'21:64
We face the future with hope. Oct'42:21
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1922
...to meet at Winona Lake. Apr'22:64
Going up to Winona. Jul'22:inside front cover
Reduced railroad rates to Winona Convention. Jul'22:50
Aug'22:58
Program. Aug'22:52
...information. Aug'22:54
Address of the President... Oct'22:4
A new day has dawned. Oct'22:24
...Minutes (photos) Oct'22:40
The goal of half a million dollars. Nov'22:3
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1923
Headquarter notes. Apr'23:52
A call to the mountains. Aug'23:inside front cover
Reduced railroad rates. Aug'23:58
Annual stockholders' meeting. Sep'23:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:53
Combine vacation and inspiration at Colorado Springs.
Sep'23:53
Railroad rates to Colorado Springs. Sep'23:57
To refresh our spirits... Sep'23:back cover
The year of Jubilee has come! Oct'23:3
The organization of the thousand dollar club. Nov'23:40
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'23:52
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1924
Cleveland ahoy! Jul'24:inside front cover
Where the Jubilee Convention will meet. Jul'24:14
Reduced railroad rates... Aug'24:24
Cleveland Convention rates. Sep'24:61
The Jubilee Convention. Sep'24:62
How to get reduced rates... Oct'24:1
The Disciples in Cleveland. Oct'24:4
Hotel accommodations. Oct'24:38
Program. Oct'24:55
Oct'24:61
Two important resolutions. Oct'24:62
Convention news. Nov'24:1
(photos) Dec'24:inside covers
The Cleveland Convention (photos) Dec'24:4
Carrying the Convention to the churches. Dec'24:13
(photo) Dec'24:16
Cleveland--in brief. Dec'24:20
College of Missions notes. Dec'24:58
Heard at the Missionary Breakfast (photo) Mar'25:56

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1925
Where the Convention will meet. Jun'25:17
Reduced railroad rates...
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
(program) Oct'25:30
Reduced railroad rates... Oct'25:31
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
Convention news. Nov'25:1
The Oklahoma City Convention (photos) Nov'25:9
The Convention as I saw it. Nov'25:12
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:52
Here and there in Oklahoma City (photos) Nov'25:55
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
The Convention's briefest address. Dec'25:54
(photo of sunrise prayer meeting) Feb'26:44

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1926
This year it's Memphis. Mar'26:inside front cover
Reduced rates to Memphis. Sep'26:1 Oct'26:1
The little more. Oct'26:34
Memphis 1926 in manifold. Nov'26:31
Program. Nov'26:34
The perennial question. Nov'26:41
Jan'27:much of issue
International Convention. Feb'27:50

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1928
International Convention goes to Columbus. Jul'27:1
...changed to spring. Sep'27:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
On to Columbus! Feb'28:30
Reduced rates. Feb'28:30 Mar'28:1
World Call banquet. Mar'28:1
Oh come all ye faithful. Mar'28:11
The Columbus trip. Apr'28:1
Interesting people you will meet at Columbus. Apr'28:25
What is the way forward? Apr'28:26 (schedule p.28)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
Jun'28:much of issue
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1929
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28
The next International Convention. Jan'29:59
Seattle--the charmed land--invites you! Apr'29:24
Railroad rates to Seattle. Apr'29:28 May'29:1
Gladiolus to be the Convention flower. Jun'29:1
Magnifying our ministry. Jun'29:26
Tis a city of churches. Jun'29:28
Railroad rates to Seattle. Jun'29:1 Jul'29:1
Let's sing and be gay. Aug'29:1
Railroad rates to Seattle. Aug'29:18
Day by day at Seattle (schedule) Aug'29:19
The climax at Seattle. Aug'29:21
By air mail from Seattle. Sep'29:1
Advancing to new conquests. Oct'29:6
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:29

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1930
Anticipating Washington. Jan'30:4
Peeping behind the Convention curtain. Apr'30:5
Reduced rates to Washington Conventions.
Jun'30:1 Jul'30:25 Aug'30:1
The latest news on the Washington Conventions. Aug'30:19
Sep'30:much of issue
Oct'30:much of issue
(program) Oct'30:12
Washington... Dec'30:8
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:26

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1931
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
Wichita Convention reduced railroad rates.
Aug'31:46 Sep'31:47 Oct'31:24
Wichita Hotel and room reservations. Sep'31:27
(schedule) Oct'31:24
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Nov'31:much of issue

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1932
Indianapolis... Aug'32:13
...reduced railroad rates. Aug'32:47 Sep'32:47
We invite you to lunch. Sep'32:4
Issues at Indianapolis. Sep'32:11
Oct'32:much of issue
Nov'32:much of issue
At the crossroads of America... Nov'32:18

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1933
The threshold. Sep'33:2
Issues at Pittsburgh. Sep'33:3
Come up to Pittsburgh. Sep'33:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:44
1909-1933. Oct'33:4
Program... Oct'33:24
Reduced railroad rates... Oct'33:25
College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
Nov'33:much of issue
Resolution on world peace. Dec'33:6
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1934
Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
Des Moines Convention Committee. May'34:32
The threshold. Jul'34:2
We look toward Des Moines. Jul'34:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:44
The threshold. Sep'34:2
1874-1934 at Des Moines. Sep'34:20
Oct'34: much of issue (program p. 22)
Nov'34: much of issue
On the social battle front. Dec'34:23

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1935
San Antonio...invites you. Sep'35:middle insert
The threshold. Oct'35:2
San Antonio program. Oct'35:28
Nov'35: much of issue
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34
? and answers. Jun'66:8

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1935. PROGRAM
Book chat. Oct'36:43

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1936
The threshold. Jan'36;2 Feb'36:2 Mar'36:2
The threshold. Jul'36:2 Sep'36:2
In the heart of America. Sep'36:16
Kansas City invites you. Sep'36:middle insert
The threshold. Oct'36:2
Noted speakers at Kansas City. Oct'36:16
Program... Oct'36:28
Nov'36: much of issue

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1937
Mar'37:4
The threshold. Jun'37:2
Columbus--October 25-31. Jul'37:5
They will speak at Columbus. Sep'37:18
Columbus, Ohio...welcomes you. Sep'37:middle insert
Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7
Program... Oct'37:28
The threshold. Nov'37:2
Dec'37: much of issue

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1938
The threshold. Jan'38:2 Mar'38:2
Through "Eye-Gate" at the convention. Apr'38:44
The threshold. May'38:2 Jun'38:2
The threshold. Sep'38:2
These come to Denver. Sep'38:9
The threshold. Oct'38:2
Denver Disciples bid you welcome. Oct'38:22
Program... Oct'38:25
Nov'38: much of issue
Social trends. Dec'38:23
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:29

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1939
The threshold. Feb'39:2
Richmond greets Convention. Jun'39:12
Convention plans are under way. Jul'39:inside front cover
All roads lead to Richmond. Sep'39:middle insert
Dreams and hope for Richmond. Sep'39:11
The threshold. Oct'39:2
Program... Oct'39:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
At Richmond they said. Nov'39:13
Dec'39:much of issue
Social trends. Mar'40:22

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1940
The threshold. Jan'40:2

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1941
The threshold. Feb'40:2 Feb'41:2
St. Louis Convention... Feb'41:14
St. Louis...invites you... Feb'41:middle insert
...previews. Mar'41:13
Program... Apr'41:28
The threshold. May'41:2
Convention fellowship. May'41:17
Jun'41:much of issue

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1942
The threshold. Mar'42:2
Michigan welcomes the Convention. Apr'42:inside front cover
(program) May'42:14
Grand Rapids and Michigan invite you. Jun'42:24
The threshold. Jul'42:2
They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:13
Social trends. Sep'42:16
Elections and actions... Sep'42:25

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1944
Nov'43:4
The threshold. Apr'44:2 Jul'44:2 Sep'44:2
...program. Oct'44:8
Columbus, Ohio...again invites you. Oct'44:20
Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:10
The climate of Columbus. Dec'44:14

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1945
May'45:3

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1946
Global highlights. Jan'46:3 Apr'46:3
Bible lectures at Columbus. May'46:20
Global highlights. Jun'46:2
Columbus, Ohio, again welcomes the International Convention.
Jun'46:20
...program. Jul'46:10
Fraternal messages at Columbus. Jul'46:11
Two popular selections. Sep'46:6
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:10
Elections and actions... Sep'46:25

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1947
Global highlights. Dec'46:2 Feb'47:4
The Brotherhood moves forward. Mar'47:19
Buffalo hotels. Mar'47:20
Bound together by a common faith. Apr'47:12
...program. Jun'47:18
Joint communion service at Buffalo. Jun'47:36
Jul'47:much of issue
Sep'47:much of issue
Buffalo registers 5,788. Oct'47:23
Ministers' wives at Buffalo. Nov'47:46
Book chat. Sep'48:44

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1948
Global highlights. Dec'47:2
The Golden Gate in Forty-Eight. May'48:24
The Convention and the hour. Jun'48:23
...program. Jul'48:20
Convention business is Disciples business. Jul'48:42
Sep'48:much of issue
Nov'48:much of issue

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1949
Global highlights.
   Feb'49:2       Mar'49:2       Apr'49:2
A Century of cooperation. Apr'49:13
Exhibits... May'49:45
Welcome to Cincinnati. Jun'49:15
Pre-Convention registration Sunday. Jun'49:21
Jul'49:24
...program. Sep'49:24
Cincinnati Centennial Convention Ministers' Breakfast.
Oct'49:29
Accomodations for youth at Cincinnati Convention. Oct'49:39
Dec'49:much of issue
Cincinnati in retrospect. Feb'50:6
(photo) Jan'69:23

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1950
Global highlights. Oct'49:3       May'50:2
Exhibits... May'50:47
Global highlights. Jun'50:2
World Call to have Convention luncheon. Jun'50:30
Global highlights. Jul'50:2
Oklahoma City says come. Jul'50:33
...program. Sep'50:22
Convention highlights. Sep'50:23
What and how shall we resolve? Oct'50:5
The making of a Convention (photos) Oct'50:7
A call to prayer. Oct'50:27
Regarding Western Clergy. Oct'50:33
More Convention highlights. Oct'50:33
The new Century--a new hope. Nov'50:20
Here and there with World Call. Nov'50:52
Dec'50:much of issue

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1950. PENSION FUND BREAKFAST
More Convention highlights. Oct'50:33

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1951 AREA ASSEMBLIES
Global highlights. Dec'50:4       Apr'51:2
Program ready for launching. Jun'51:21
Attend an Area Assembly. Sep'51:6
(schedule) Disciples face the future. Sep'51:25
Social trends. Oct'51:20
Assemblies meet specific need. Dec'51:22

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1952
Global highlights. Feb'50:3
Exhibits... Jan'52:47
Chicago, adventure in cooperation. May'52:23
Convention President resigns. Jun'52:5
Global highlights. Jul'52:3
Convention story. Jul'52:21
Missionaries broaden the fellowship. Jul'52:26
Elections at the International Convention. Jul'52:28
(photo) Jun'53:1

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1953
Global highlights. Sep'52:2
News room. Mar'53:38
The Oregon trail--1953. Apr'53:25
The International Convention. May'53:15
News room. May'53:38
Global highlights. Jun'53:2
Portland highlights. Jun'53:25
News room. Juan'53:42
Social trends. Sep'53:16
Disciples met in Portland (photos) Sep'53:19
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:26

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1954
The lure of Miami. Jul'54:29
The southeast extends a welcome. Sep'54:25
Miami highlights. Oct'54:23
Classroom and campus. Oct'54:33
Ecumenical emphasis dominates Miami Assembly (photo)
Dec'54:6
We resolve. Jan'55:23
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:25

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1955. AREA ASSEMBLIES
Global highlights. May'55:4
We press on. Sep'55:23
Recommitment to a common cause. Dec'55:29

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1956
Global highlights. Apr'56:2 May'56:3
Welcome to Des Moines. Jun'56:13
Spokesmen for God. Jul'56:28
Uniqueness to mark Des Moines program. Sep'56:13
Disciples meet in Des Moines (photos) Nov'56:19
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:30
Churches speak out at Des Moines. Dec'56:41

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1957
Global highlights. May'57:3
Cleveland--of course! Sep'57:21
(photo of officers) Oct'57:front cover
The cover. Oct'57:inside front cover
Welcome to Cleveland! Oct'57:23
Social trends. Dec'57:14
Disciples meet in Cleveland (photos) Dec'57:31
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:37

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1958
Global highlights.
Dec'57:2 Jan'58:4 Mar'58:5
An invitation to St. Louis. Jul'58:6
History in St. Louis. Sep'58:29
Convention resolutions. Sep'58:49
Global highlights. Oct'58:4 Dec'58:5
Disciples and the church universal (photos) Dec'58:27
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:45
Global highlights. Apr'59:4
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1959
Global highlights. Sep'55:3
Pioneers in the Rockies. Jun'59:17
Called to His purpose. Jul'59:29
Global highlights. Oct'59:5 Nov'59:7
Disciples at Denver (photos) Nov'59:27
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1960
Global highlights. Jan'60:7
Our decision--His mission. Jul'60:27
Disciples will make decisions. Sepo'60:19
Global highlights. Oct'60:4
News room. Oct'60:40
Global highlights. Dec'60:5
Disciples act at Louisville. Dec'60:10
Elections at Louisville assembly. Jan'61:30

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1961
Global highlights.
  Apr'61:6 May'61:4 Jun'61:4
Come to Kansas City. Jul'61:17
Heritage and destiny at Kansas City. Sep'61:25
Global highlights (photos of officers) Nov'61:5
Convention opportunity. Nov'61:10
Resolutions and unseen guests. Dec'61:14
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:28
Global highlights. Feb'62:8
Frustrations. Mar'62:10
Freedom with responsibility. May'62:25
Pictures tell the story of world outreach (photo) Sep'62:22

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1962
Convention opportunity. Nov'61:10
Global highlights. Mar'62:4
Convention resolution. Apr'62:48
Global highlights. May'62:4
City of the Angels welcomes Disciples. Jul'62:29
Los Angeles--September 30-October 4. Sep'62:10
Five great days in Los Angeles. Sep'62:29
(announcement) Sep'62:47
Convention resolutions. Nov'62:9
Convention in a "resoluting" mood. Dec'62:12
Elected to serve. Dec'62:40

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1963
Global highlights. Nov'62:5
Ask about it! Dec'62:8
Social welfare. Jan'63:42
Global highlights. Feb'63:5
Miami Beach--October 11-16, 1963. May'63:9
Come to Miami Beach. Jul'63:28
Global highlights. Sep'63:7
Disciples look to Miami. Sep'63:31
Miami Beach Assembly. Oct'63:9
Global highlights. Nov'63:4
Let's stand together. Nov'63:9
Retired leaders and the Convention assembly. Dec'63:9
Disciples meet crucial issues. Dec'63:12
Miami to Detroit. Dec'63:19
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1964
Miami to Detroit. Dec'63:19
Global highlights. Mar'64:5
World Calling... May'64:10
Ask about it! Jun'64:8
Global highlights. Jul'64:4
Detroit--why should I? Jul'64:19
Your first convention assembly? Sep'64:9
"Reconciliation" theme chosen for assembly. Sep'64:23
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
World Calling... Nov'64:10
Days of old and 1964 at Detroit (photos) Dec'64:15
Letters. Dec'64:48
Ask about it! Feb'65:8

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1965 REGIONAL ASSEMBLIES
Ask about it! Jan'65:8
Global highlights (map) Jan'65:6
Global highlights. Mar'65:7
Why work for union? Mar'65:38
Ask about it! May'65:8
World Calling... Jun'65:10
Global highlights. Jul'65:5
World Calling. Sep'65:10
Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies. Sep'65:31
Global highlights. Oct'65:6
Global highlights (photo of Spokane Assembly) Dec'65:6
World Calling... Dec'65:10
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1966
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7 Dec'65:4
Global highlights. May'66:6
? and answers. Jun'66:8
That "plan" in someone's pocket. Jun'66:28
Global highlights. Jul'66:5
Global highlights. Sep'66:5
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
Global highlights. Nov'66:5
World Calling. Nov'66:10
Therefore be it resolved (photos) Nov'6:24
Now, it's your turn (photo of convention floor) Dec'66:14
? and answers. Feb'67:8

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1967
World Calling. Nov'66:10
? and answers. Dec'66:8
Global highlights. Feb'67:5
7 tips on the 1967 St. Louis Assembly. Mar'67:50
Global highlights. Apr'67:5
Christ makes all things NEW. Apr'67:11
? and answers. Apr'67:33 May'67:8
World Calling... May'67:10
Global highlights. Jul'67:6
? and answers. Jul'67:50
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
What every layman ought to know. Sep'67:9
Women on world highways. Sep'67:30
Global highlights. Oct'67:6
Don't jump. Nov'67:9
Global highlights. Dec'67:6
Convention reflections. Dec'67:9
The St. Louis Assembly (photos) Dec'67:24
In brief. Jan'68:8
? and answers. Jan/68:50
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'68:5
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. 1968
A mood for yielding. Apr'68:9
Homework on Restructure. May'68:9
Four ministers will be heard at the Kansas City Assembly.
Jul'68:48
Editorials. Sep'68:9
Profile of the President. Sep'68:13
Updating at Kansas City. Sep'68:16
World Call history in "the heart of America." Sep'68:49
Global highlights. Nov'68:6
Who speaks for the church? (photos) Dec'68:15
(photo) Jan'69:27

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. COMMITTEE ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:29
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. COMMITTEE ON RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee on Recommendations... Aug'21:48
(photo) Oct'21:37 Oct'22:10
Aug'23:53 Sep'24:37
(photo) Dec'24:34 Jan'27:9

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. COMMITTEE ON TIME AND PLACE
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
Jul'55:45

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Report of Life Call Committee. Feb'20:52
International Convention. Feb'27:50
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
See also
COOK, GAINES M
FRANK, ROBERT GRAHAM

Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:26

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. FINANCES
Treasurer's report. Dec'20:42

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. NOMINATING COMMITTEE
(Elections at International Conventions)
Jan'58:37 Jan'61:30 Dec'62:40
Nov'59:29 Dec'61:28
Global highlights. Jul'63:6

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. PRESS CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:54

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. TIME AND PLACE COMMITTEE
The threshold. Oct'36:2

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The threshold. Jan'38:2
United Christian Youth at Columbus. May'38:11

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

See also

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Long live those early voices. Jan'20:33
Foreign missions and world friendship. Oct'23:32

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF COMMUNITY CHURCHES
Global highlights. Oct'50:3

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF MINISTERS' WIVES
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29
Elected to serve. Dec'62:41

Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7 Dec'67:8

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Apr'24:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54
The Birmingham Convention. Mar'26:26
(note) Apr'26:34
Thy Kingdom come. Jun'26:21
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'26:56
Cooperation in religious education. Apr'27:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
...meets. Apr'28:38
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
A growing work reviewed. Apr'29:27
The Toronto Convention. Jan'30:28
What happened at Toronto (photo of convention) Aug'30:20
The threshold. Feb'38:2
Christian education moves ahead. Apr'39:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
Christian education in the press and on the air. Jan'42:51
International Council meetings. Mar'42:15
Miss Spaulding goes to I.C.R.E. Feb'43:31
Christian Education and unity Mar'43:3
Christian education faces wartime needs. Mar'43:27
The threshold. Jul'43:2
...medals. Oct'43:25
The threshold. Mar'44:2
News room. Apr'45:28
Global highlights. Jan'46:4 Nov'46:2
Vitamins for volunteers. Feb'47:28
Global highlights. Apr'47:2,3
Progress in Christian education. Apr'47:41
Grow four days in Iowa! Apr'47:43
Global highlights. May'47:3
Sunday schools around the world. Nov'47:22
Global highlights. Feb'48:4 Apr'48:4
Unity in Christian education. Apr'48:5
Global highlights. May'48:3 Jan'49:2
Religious education in the world's life. Apr'49:20
Global highlights. Nov'49:4
A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
Christian education--today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27
Global highlights. Sep'50:4
Disciple doers. Oct'50:19

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WORLD BIBLE SOCIETIES
Global highlights. Jul'46:4
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON SPANISH SPEAKING WORK
See
INTERDENOMINATIONAL COMMITTEE ON SPANISH SPEAKING PEOPLE
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION YEAR
Church gifts aid education projects. Dec'70:22
INTERNATIONAL EVANGELICAL CHURCH (ITALY)
Fear...love. Nov'72:14
INTERNATIONAL FOREIGN MISSIONARY CONFERENCE. 1920
International Foreign Missionary Conference... Oct'20:28
INTERNATIONAL GOLDEN RULE SUNDAY
See also
GOLDEN RULE SUNDAY
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Dec'50:45
INTERNATIONAL GOODWILL CONGRESS
Must we have war? Dec'27:4
INTERNATIONAL GOODWILL SUNDAY
May'26:14
INTERNATIONAL HOUSES
Friends of humanity. Dec'35:12
INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AND TRADE FAIR (THAILAND, 1966)
Christian witness pavilion. Jul'66:44
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
INTERNATIONAL LABOR CONFERENCE
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'27:45
INTERNATIONAL LESSON ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
International Missionary Conference. Aug'20:27
Women and world highways. Jul'37:35
The conferences of 1937. Jan'38:3
Foreign mission leaders confer. Feb'38:4
Approaching the Madras Conference. Jul'38:9
The threshold. Nov'38:4
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20
Programs for young people. Nov'38:37
The threshold. Dec'38:4
Madras comes to America. Jan'39:25
The church faces the world. Feb'39:4
The threshold. Mar'39:2
The Chinese at Madras. Mar'39:3
More about Madras. Mar'39:4
The threshold. Apr'39:2
Trends in world Christianity. Apr'39:6
May'39:much of issue
The preacher and Madras. Jun'39:4
Trends in world Christianity.
Jun'39:18,20 Sep'39:14
Jul'39:22,24 Oct'39:18
As I think of last Christmas. Dec'39:26
Books out of Madras. Feb'40:18
Social trends. Dec'42:22
Orphaned missions. Oct'42:47
INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY CONFERENCE. THE WORLD MISSION OF THE CHURCH
Some books on world Christianity. Jul'39:31
Book chat. Sep'39;22
Books out of Madras. Feb'40:18

INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY COUNCIL
International missionary cooperation restored (photos)
Dec'21:36
Foreign missions and world friendship (photo) Oct'23:32
German missionaries in need. Dec'23:29
A world outlook from the Mount of Olives. Jul'24:30
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
Jerusalem 1928. Jun'28:13 (photo of delegates)
A new mandate for world missions. Jun'29:5
For a view of world missions take the local church to Jerusalem. Jun'29:10
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:39
The new Christian adventure. Mar'30:inside front cover
The new thing in foreign missions. May'30:4
Twenty-two nations plan missions advance. Sep'32:17
Doctor Mott relinquishes leadership. Apr'42:13
Friend of youth heads Council. May'42:8
Dr. Warnshuis retires. Jan'43:33
The threshold. Sep'44:2
(poto) Apr'46:3
Global highlights.
Oct'47:2 Apr'48:2 Apr'52:3
Dec'47:2 Sep'49:4
It happened at Willingen. Oct'52:22
News room. Feb'58:40
The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
Global highlights. Jun'58:8 Nov'58:6

INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY UNION
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29

INTERNATIONAL PEACE ARCH
(photo) Nov'21:back cover Jul'25:29
Jul'24:back cover

INTERNATIONAL PEACE LEAGUE OF MOTHERS AND EDUCATORS
See
LIGUE INTERNATIONALE DES MERES ET DES EDUCATRICES FUR LA PAIX

INTERNATIONAL QUADRENNIAL CONVENTION ON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. 1955
1955 Christian education convention. Feb'54:33

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATIONS
Over-age refugees have a home. Dec'51:28
Prisoners of freedom. Jun'52:21

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
See also
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The new loyalty. Jan'25:19
Impress of our faults abroad. Apr'25:14
For your mental stimulus. Jul'25:30
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
International ideals of the churches of Christ. Jul'26:18
Patriotism is not enough! Sep'26:23
Facing big issues. Nov'26:59
The last page. May'27:64
The peace spirit grows! Jul'27:5
Memorials made manifest--the Kellogg Pact. Nov'28:23
Is the Kellogg treaty making peace? Nov'29:21
Rabel or Pentecost in international relations. Mar'30:17
Listening in on the world. Oct'31:22
Two ways. Jul'33:11
Book chat. Dec'33:18
International skies stormy. Apr'34:4
An experiment in International friendships. Jul'35:23
Responsibility and neutrality. Nov'35:3
Social trends. Nov'35:26 Apr'36:24 Jun'36:21
Who killed the League...? Jul'36:4
God's world is one community. Feb'37:8
The Pan-American scene. Feb'37:28
Women and world highways. Mar'37:35
The threshold. Apr'37:2
Social trends. Oct'37:24
Do the "have-nots" cause the trouble? Nov'37:3
The threshold. Dec'37:2
There is no substitute. Jan'38:43
Social trends. Jun'39:23
Searle Bates: missionary of international relations. Nov'39:10
Who is to blame? Nov'39:23
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'40:36
A plea for realism. Jul'40:4
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
Jul'42:3
Thinking continently. Feb'43:3
Am I an isolationist? Apr'43:29
Social trends. Jul'43:14
It is later than you think. Nov'43:7
Eyes on the Orient. Feb'44:2
Are Protestant missions an obstacle to the Good Neighbor Policy? Mar'44:15
Social trends. May'44:9
Religion after the war. Nov'44:3
The color is gray. Nov'44:5
Respect for personality... Oct'44:19
Social trends. Nov'45:20
The year ends in anxiety. Dec'45:3
When mercy seasons justice. Apr'46:26
Social trends. May'46:22
International understanding... Jun'46:13
America's responsibility for world cooperation. Sep'46:17
Who erected the Iron Curtain? Nov'46:6
There must be understanding. Jul'47:7
Global highlights. Sep'47:4
Putting the "new" in New Year's Day. Jan'48:41
Social trends. May'48:20
Global highlights. Apr'49:4
U.N. Seminar... Apr'49:24
Christian education, international relationships. Apr'49:47
Global highlights. Jun'49:2
We shall have one world or none. Jun'50:6
Global highlights. Mar'51:4
No shortcut to peace. Mar'51:5
Speaking in modern tongues. Nov'51:12
Social trends. Jun'53:12 Jul'53:12
What Cleveland means to us. Jan'54:23
The church must face its frontiers. May'54:24
The churches speak out. Nov'54:21
Social trends. May'55:16
Christianity faces a troubled world. Dec'55:16
Global highlights. Jul'56:3,4
Churches help build ties among nations. Feb'57:43
Social trends. Mar'57:16
Youth look at foreign policy. May'57:8
Interfaith group looks at refugees. Jul'57:46
Social trends. Sep'57:18 Apr'58:18
Toward international understanding. Jul'58:9
Sputnik, cheese and printer's ink. Jul'58:14
A venture in understanding. Feb'59:11
Understanding other peoples. Apr'59:9
Global highlights. Oct'59:7
Our greatest world problem? Nov'59:9
Rivalry in doing good. Jun'60:9
Still the surest way. Jul'60:9
Helping hand. Jul'60:46
Open letter. Apr'62:10
Social trends. May'62:12
Better headlines, please. Nov'62:9
Global highlights. Feb'63:4 Mar'63:5
Social trends. Oct'63:20
Peacemaking--an exciting business. May'64:12
Good news of peace. Jul'64:12
The enemy is famine. Sep'67:15
Global highlights. May'68:6
Social trends. Oct'68:38
The church's place in international affairs. Oct'69:40
The UN, pioneer in world cooperation. Oct'71:24

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS INSTITUTES
The threshold. May'36:2

INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF MISSIONS
Mar'24:58
Future of Christianity in China. Sep'27:53

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSEMBLY
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56

INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
Cooperation in religious education. May'19:15
Reorganization... Aug'20:28
Letters... May'21:50
Christian unity and religious education. Aug'21:43
A merger of Sunday School organizations. Apr'22:37
Vitamins for volunteers. Feb'47:28
Meet you in Des Moines! Jun'47:31
Educators to meet. Jun'55:51
Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26

INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL COUNCIL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
A strategy board of Christ's Kingdom plans its campaign.
INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL SEMINAR
   In brief. Jan'71:42
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
   See COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN ARMS AND MUNITIONS
   Book chat. Oct'35:34
INTERNATIONAL UNIFORM SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS
   How the lessons for our Sunday Schools are provided. Nov'19:6
   How we get our Sunday school lessons. Nov'24:15
INTERNATIONAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD
   The Lumberjack wants to know... Mar'19:20
   Logging camps of the Pacific Northwest. Jun'19:8
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP IN AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION
   Global highlights. Jul'53:2
INTERNATIONAL YEAR FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
   Book chat. Jul'37:26
INTERPRETER'S BIBLE
   News room. Mar'48:32
   Vol. IV. Book chat. Apr'55:22
   Vol. IX. Book chat. Apr'54:44
   Vol. X. Book chat. Mar'53:16
   Vol. XII Book chat. Oct'57:14
INTERPRETER'S DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE
   Book chat. Nov'62:43
INTERPRETER'S ONE-VOLUME COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE
   Commentary valuable tool for Bible study. Nov'71:32
INTERRACIAL CONFERENCE
   The first interracial conference. May'25:14
   Church women to hold interracial conference. Aug'28:43
   What will be our race relations tomorrow? Sep'30:13
   Women and world highways. Feb'38:35
INTERRACIAL CONSULTATION ON THE SOUTHERN CHURCH AND RACE
   RELATIONS
   Global highlights. Oct'60:6
INTERRACIAL MARRIAGE
   Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:24
INTER-RELIGIOUS SYMPOSIUM ON PEACE
   Inter-religious Symposium on Peace. Apr'68:22
INTERSEMINARY COMMISSION FOR TRAINING FOR THE RURAL MINISTRY
   A list of rural fiction. Sep'37:34
INTERSEMINARY CONFERENCE OF NORTH AMERICA
   Global highlights. Nov'49:4
   Ideas from Interseminary Conference. Feb'50:17
INTERSEMINARY MOVEMENT
   Global highlights. Jan'50:4
   To discuss minister's role. Jul'57:44
INTERSEMINARY SERIES
Book chat. Jan'47:16
INTO, FUMI
quoted. Epoch making days in Tokyo. Jan'21:47
INTOLE
Medicine in Congo enters new era. Mar'51:16
INTOLERANCE
Answering intolerance. Sep'39:4
Maggots of hate. Dec'46:22
INVESTMENTS
Letters. Oct'72:4
INWOOD, ERNEST L
Global highlights. Sep'62:7
INYEKA
The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:24
IOLA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
IONIA, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
IOWA
Casting into the treasury. Jun'22:44
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Special state honors. Jun'23:51
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51 May'24:52
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
When enthusiasm ran high. Jun'27:49
An Iowa county convention. Nov'27:55
Perhaps there are others. Mar'28:36
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
Circulation corner. Nov'40:inside front cover
IOWA CAMP AND CONFERENCE CENTER (NEWTON, IOWA)
(drawing) Sep'66:3
IOWA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:25
News room. Dec'40:32
Crusade progress. Jul'49:26
IOWA CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
Here and there with World Call. Oct'63:50
IOWA CITY, IOWA
A worthwhile project. Jul'37:34
IOWA STATE COLLEGE STUDENT FOUNDATION
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:32
IOWA, UNIVERSITY
See
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IRAFAVLI, BELA
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
IRAQ
Global highlights. Jan'60:7
IRBY, (married to Charles Irby)
Growth in the aging years (photo) Oct'61:25
IRBY, CHARLES
Growth in the aging years (photo) Oct'61:25
IRBY, JAMES
(photo) Jul'42:16
Irelan, Elma Clementine, 1880-1956

How America looks from Mexico. Jul'19:18
Our orphan family, Aguascalientes, Mexico. Mar'20:53
Our Mexican orphanage. Apr'20:32
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47
An Every Member Canvass a mile high. Jan'23:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62 Feb'24:53
Free-born souls in mission lands. Mar'24:8
A direct blessing. Mar'25:46
The crowning event of the year. Nov'25:40
Faithful Maria. Dec'26:42
Our first graduates. Jul'27:45
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jun'31:39 Dec'31:39,40,41 Feb'32:39
    Aug'31:41,42
Among their own people. May'32:44
Echoes from everywhere.
    Aug'32:39,40 Jan'34:40 Feb'36:39 May'36:39
Day of prayer in Mexico. May'36:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'38:39 Jan'39:47
Resurrection Day observances. Sep'39:46
Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'40:39 Apr'40:39 May'40:38
Children's Day in Aguascalientes. Sep'40:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39 Jan'41:39
Aguascalientes news. Mar'41:27
Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'41:39 Jun'41:39 Jul'41:39 Jan'42:43
Joy in the wider fellowship. Mar'42:46
Social Center program in review. Apr'42:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'42:39
Bibles for Mexico. Oct'42:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:39 Feb'45:32
A workers' retreat. Sep'45:23
IRELAN, ELMA CLEMENTINE, 1880-1956
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
    (photo) Dec'19:46
Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:22
Growing in power. Aug'22:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:50 Jun'23:57
quoted. The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:60
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:48
Sunday schools (photo) Apr'28:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:25 (photo p. 24)
Easter in Mexico. Jun'35:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
    (photo) Sep'35:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:47 May'38:34
IRELAND, (married to Emmett Ireland)
     Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34
IRELAND, ELMER P., -1961 (married to Nora Collins Ireland)
     In memoriam. Jan'62:35
IRELAND, EMMETT
     Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34
Ireland, Gilbert Ellis, 1850-1928
     (married to Emma Bailey Ireland)
     (untitled poem) Apr'39:22
IRELAND, GILBERT ELLIS, 1850-1928
     (photo) Dec'24:38
     A fifty year adventure (photo) Oct'25:29
IRELAND
     (note) Oct'24:56
     Gleanings from the Campbell country. Nov'36:12
     Pageant of the climbers. Jan'37:16
     The state of the church. Sep'42:34
     Pilgrimage to Ahorey. Mar'62:19
     World events. Oct'71:36
     "Samaritans" in Belfast. Jan'72:44
     Ray of hope in Northern Ireland. Mar'72:24
     World events. May'73:39
IREMONGER, F. A. WILLIAM TEMPLE: ARCHIBISHOP OF CANTERBURY
     Book chat. Jan'49:18
IRION, (MRS. C. G.)
     Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
IRON, PAUL E. THE FUNERAL: VESTIGE OR VALUE?
     New books. Sep'66:39
IRON CURTAIN
     Who erected the Iron Curtain? Nov'46:6
"IRON CURTAIN LANDS" (MOTION PICTURE)
     Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'61:41
IRONS, CAROLINE
     (death) Her works do follow her. Mar'30:39
     In memoriam. Mar'30:50
IRVIN, (MRS. I. E.)
     (death) Apr'22:52
IRVIN, DONALD F. THE LIFE OF JESUS
     Book chat. Jul'51:40
Irvin, Ida May, 1884-1946
     Missionary organizations' own section. May'34:35
     An imperative for today. Nov'45:5
IRVIN, IDA MAY, 1884-1946
     Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
     Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
     Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
     Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
     Station UCMS broadcasting.
     May'25:51     Jul'25:43     Jun'26:53
     (photo) Nov'39:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
In memoriam. Jun'46:39
News room. May'48:32 Jun'48:41
Records of distinguished service (photo) Sep'48:19
(death) Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
In memoriam. Mar'66:43

IRVIN, JACK
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:31
Irvin, L. Karl, Jr.
Our scattered fellowship serves people. Jul'67:24
Letters. Apr'70:4

IRVIN, L. KARL, JR.
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34
In brief. Nov'70:41
World events (photo) Feb'71:37

Irvin, W S
Hitching the plow to the pulpit. Jun'28:34

Irvin, Gene
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:13
Interview with a Japanese educator. Mar'50:8
A program for young Disciples. May'50:23

IRVINE, GENE
Classroom and campus. Apr'49:34 May'50:34
Irving, Eldon
Evangelism in the seventies. Sep'70:17
IRVING, GEORGE. MASTER OF MONEY
Book chat. Sep'37:29
IRVING, HATTIE. -1943
In memoriam. Jan'44:33

IRVING, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Renewed vigor in a historic church. Mar'21:45
(photo) Mar'21:46
IRVING, TEXAS. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
14 new churches started... Oct'64:42
IRVING, TEXAS. NORTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
IRWIN, (married to C. W. Irwin) -1961
In memoriam. Feb'62:37
IRWIN, ALLEN LeROY
(photo) Feb'32:30
IRWIN, GEORGE M
Classroom and campus. Feb'66:35
Irwin, Gladys
Women and world highways. Apr'46:33

IRWIN, GLADYS
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'48:4
IRWIN, JOHN. THE MISSIONARY EDUCATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE
Book chat. May'36:30

IRWIN, JOSEPH I
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
IRWIN, ROBERT
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'48:36

IRWIN, WILLIAM GLANTON, 1866–1943
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'23:54
Sailing this summer (photo) Jul'23:35
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33

IRWIN-SWEENEY-MILLER FOUNDATION
Valuable service looks at culture. Sep'72:44
World events. Dec'72:39

"IS IT ALWAYS RIGHT TO BE RIGHT?" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Mar'73:37

"IS YOUR CHURCH BURNING?" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Dec'68:37

ISAAC, REID. WHAT'S GOD DOING TODAY?
New books. Sep'67:39

ISAACS, NORMAN
The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34

ISAKSEN, A
News from Norway. Apr'19:57

ISBELL, (MRS. C. C.) -1961
In memoriam. Jun'61:39

ISBELL, MARTHA
Memorium. Apr'36:39

Ischinger, Doris
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:23
Direct line. Jun'69:32

ISEKYA TIMOTHY
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:60
Rural challenge. Jun'54:46

ISELY, F B
(photo) Jan'21:15

ISEMINGER, TERA
Memoriam. Sep'34:39

ISENGE EMILLE
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40

ISFAHAN
Notes from here and there. Oct'42:47

ISHAMAEL, (MRS. O. A.)
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
In memoriam. Jul'33:39

ISHAMAEL, O A
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26

ISHIGAKI CITY, OKINAWA
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36

ISHIKAWA, (pastor of Koiwa, Japan, church)
The Gospel goes to Hachijo (photo) Nov'51:25

ISHIKAWA, HARUKO
Leaven in the meal. Sep'40:27

ISHIKAWA, JUNKO
Leaven in the meal. Sep'40:27

ISHIKAWA, KAICHIRO
(photo) Mar'66:21
ISHIKAWA, KAKUJIRO, 1867-1930
Christ calls His own (photo) Feb'31:12
The first page. Apr'31:2

ISHIKAWA, KIYOSHI
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:9 (photo p. 10)

ISHIKAWA, TERUO
(photo) Mar'66:21
Ishikawa, Yonosuke

Take up my cross and follow me. Nov'21:56

ISHIKAWA, YONOSUKE

Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
(photo) May'39:33 Dec'42:21 Jan'46:26
Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photo) Apr'54:20
Hachiyo Island—an outpost for Christianity (photo)
Jan'57:26

ISHIMARU, MINORU

Urban labor ministry in Japan (photos) Jul'70:41

IS'ISOLA TIMOTHY

African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:53

ISLAM

Facts for the busy woman. Mar'19:41
The Mosque as a place of worship. Dec'21:4
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45,46
Praying to Allah. Jul'24:42
Missionary illustrations of the uniform Sunday school topics...
Jun'25:55
A Mohammedan wedding. Jun'25:56
Mohammedans who have borrowed from the Jews. Oct'25:59
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'26:45
The crescent conquest or the cross triumphant? Oct'26:8
Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49
Mohammed or Christ in India. Jan'27:34
The good that men do. Feb'27:35
Wherein Christianity has failed. Mar'27:8
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
Missionary illustrations... May'28:57
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31 Jan'30:56
Difficult to square practice with teaching. Sep'30:29
Missionary illustrations... Mar'31:45
A Mohammedan wedding. May'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'37:38
The faith of the world. Dec'37:19
Programs for adult organizations. Dec'37:36
The Christian mission to Moslems. Jan'38:19
The Moslem fast. Jan'38:27
Programs for adult organizations. Jan'38:36
Fatma, arise! Feb'38:14
No creed but Christ. Feb'44:17
Contrasts in wedding customs in India. Oct'48:43
Global highlights.
Jan'53:4 May'56:3 Jul'59:5
Muslim women need the church. Nov'61:35
Global highlights. Oct'65:5

ISLAMIC WOMEN

Women and world highways. Nov'38:35
Global highlights. Jun'48:3
Women and world highlights. Jan'51:32
Muslim women need the church. Nov'61:35

ISLAND LAKE, WISCONSIN

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40

ISOKO, CONGO

Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39
ISOLINE, CHARLES
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'68:35

ISOM, WARREN R
(photo) Oct'40:32

Ison, (Mrs. F. P. D.)
Poorest of the poor. Apr'55:32

ISON, KATE, -1955
In memoriam. Nov'55:33

Isoshima, Marguerite
My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:23

Israel, Donna Marie
Direct line. Feb'70:32

ISRAEL
See also
HOLY LAND
PALESTINE
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
...What of tomorrow. Sep'43:19
A primer on Palestine. May'48:16
Study tour of Palestine. Jun'49:27
Religion in Israel. Feb'50:28
Religion at work. Feb'50:46
Global highlights. Mar'50:2
Inman on Jerusalem. Mar'50:14
What should be Jerusalem's status? Jun'50:27
Scriptures wanted in Israel. Nov'50:48
Global highlights. Dec'50:2
Not a truce, but peace. Jul'51:5
Middle East propaganda tussle. Jul'51:21
Global highlights. Jan'58:7
The Waldensians. Mar'58:49
Privilege for the clergy? Apr'58:9
Global highlights. Dec'58:5
Hate and fate in the Middle East. Jan'59:15
Church in new Israel. Feb'59:45
Tiberias Hospital closes. Jun'59:47
Common sense and good will. Mar'61:10
Christians in Israel. Mar'61:33
Global highlights. Oct'62:6
Christian foothold in Israel. Feb'63:23
Oil the Mandelbaum Gate. Mar'63:9
Global highlights.
- Oct'63:5
- Apr'64:4
- Oct'67:7
World events. Nov'69:36
Christianity thrives in the land of its birth. Nov'72:16

ISRAEL--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Global highlights. Nov'57:4
Goals for the good of all. Apr'68:23
Commentary. May'73:10

ISRAEL--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Global highlights. Jun'63:7
Jun'65:5

ISSAC, JUSTIN
Missionaries fight a fearful goddess. Jun'55:31

Isserman, Ferdinand M
The American dream. Jul'40:18

ISSERMAN, FERDINAND M. REBELS AND SAINTS
Speaking of books. May'34:33
ITALIAN INSTITUTE (KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI)
  Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
ITALIANS IN THE U.S.
  Going--home! Oct'19:30
ITALY
  With the Red Cross in Italy. Mar'19:48
  Getting away from war. Sep'19:66
  Glimpses of the outside world. Dec'23:61 Nov'27:45
  Missionary illustrations... Feb'30:41
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:33
  Global highlights.
    Jul'47:3 Dec'47:3 May'48:2
  Social trends abroad. Dec'49:20
  Protestantism in Italy. Feb'50:44
  Global highlights.
    Mar'50:3 Jun'51:4 Jan'55:3
  A bold yeast. Oct'55:27
  Global highlights. Jun'57:2
  Giorgio's donkey. Feb'60:25
ITALY--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
  Via Belvedere (photos) Sep'27:8
  Lure and lessons of foreign travel (photos) Oct'28:24
  Social trends abroad. Dec'49:21
ITALY--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  Complete surrender. Sep'35:4
  Social trends. Sep'35:27 Oct'35:23
  If. Nov'35:3
  Global highlights.
    Mar'54:3 Feb'59:4 Mar'59:6 Sep'60:6
ITELA, JEAN
  A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
ITO, CHUJITO
  Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:23
ITOFE ISAAC
  A Congo music teacher. Jun'45:28
ITOKO, CONGO
  Two women trek through jungle. Jul'27:18
ITSUKAICHI, JAPAN
  Work camp at Itsukaichi, Japan. Jan'50:33
IVES, HILDA
  (photo) May'39:35
  Shall women enter the ministry? (photo) Sep'47:19
IVEY, BOB
  Reconciliation through crafts (photo) Nov'69:21
IVY CLUB (MISSIONS BUILDING)
  News room. Dec'40:32
IYA DAVID
  Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:7
IYETE, CONGO
  Seeing real Congo life. Dec'23:35
IZUMI, ANNE
  Classroom and campus. (photo)
    Jun'58:33 Oct'58:33 Jul'59:37
IZZEDDIN, NEGIA
  Classroom and campus. Jun'54:33
JABALPUR, INDIA
   See
   JUBBULPORE, INDIA
JABOOR, MARGARET
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'67:6
"JACK AND BILL TAKE THE PLEDGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. May'72:44
JACKA[sic], NELLIE GREER
   In memoriam. Apr'45:33
   (photo) Oct'23:10
Jackman, Charles M., 1862-1933
   How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41
JACKMAN, CHARLES M., 1862-1933
   An open door of healing in India. Jul'21:15
   (photos) Oct'23:10,55
   Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
   (photo) Sep'30:19
   College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
   (death) Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
   (photo) Jan'39:6
JACKMAN, SUSIE PRITCHARD
   An open door of healing in India. Jul'21:15
JACKMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
   See
   BILASPUR, INDIA. JACKMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
JACKS, L. P.
   quoted. The last page. Jul'26:64
   quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23 Jan'33:22
JACKS, L. P. CONSTRUCTIVE CITIZENSHIP
   Constructive citizenship. Oct'28:8
JACKSON, (MRS. C. B.)
   (photo) Dec'24:34
JACKSON, (married to Charles B. Jackson)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
JACKSON, (MRS. F. J.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover
JACKSON, (MRS. J. D.), -1946
   In memoriam. Apr'46:37
JACKSON, (MRS. R. S.)
   (photo) Jun'30:32
JACKSON, (married to Thomas Jackson)
   In memoriam. Jan'28:48
JACKSON, ABBIE CLEMENT
   It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'53:3
   Women and world highways. Jul'54:37 Dec'54:33
JACKSON, ADA ELLIOTT, -1965
In memoriam. Sep'65:52
JACKSON, ALICE
JACKSON, ALVIN O
Voices heard by the whole church (photo) Sep'73:20
JACKSON, ANNA BELLE
News room. Feb'51:38
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'54:37
A look at the National Convention (photo) Jul'57:22
JACKSON, AUDREY
(photo) May'47:15
JACKSON, BELLE
(death) May'25:58
JACKSON, CHEVALIER
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:33
Jackson, Clayton W
JACKSON, ED
Governor of Indiana speaks. Jun'26:54
JACKSON, EDGAR N. HOW TO PREACHER TO PEOPLE'S NEEDS
Book chat. May'56:22
JACKSON, EDGAR N. THE PASTOR AND HIS PEOPLE
Book reviews. Sep'63:44
JACKSON, EDGAR N. A PSYCHOLOGY FOR PREACHING
Book chat. Oct'61:24
JACKSON, ELIZABETH. THE FAITH AND FIRE WITHIN US
Book chat. Jul'45:17
JACKSON, ETHEL, -1942
In memoriam. Jun'42:39
JACKSON, GAAR
(death) Nov'19:28
JACKSON, GRACE, -1946
In memoriam. May'46:37
JACKSON, GRAEME
World events. Dec'73:39
JACKSON, H. RALPH
World events. Dec'69:37
JACKSON, JABEZ
Graduating nurses at Kansas City. Feb'21:46
JACKSON, JESSE. ROOM FOR RANDY
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Youth and missions. Jun'57:41
JACKSON, JESSE L.
Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:16
World events (photo) Apr'71:37
JACKSON, JOSEPH HENRY. MEXICAN INTERLUDE
Book chat. Dec'36:40
JACKSON, JULIE BUCKNER
(birth) News room. Jun'41:34
JACKSON, KATE, -1951
In memoriam. Jan'52:37
JACKSON, LEROY
Classroom and campus. Oct'66:35
JACKSON, LEVI
Force of merit. Apr'49:43
JACKSON, LIDA BEATY, 1882-1956 (married to Edward Lane Jackson)
In memoriam. Jun'56:39
JACKSON, LOUISE BRITT  
   (photo) (adult female) Oct'47:21
Jackson, Mabel Ruth  
   Influence of encouragement. Feb'43:43
JACKSON, MALDONIA, 1946- 
   In brief. Sep'73:41 Dec'73:42
JACKSON, MARY ELLEN  
   Disciple wins hymn award. Mar'56:46
JACKSON, MILDRED ELIZABETH, 1906-1967  
   Disciples in the news (photo) Jan'67:7 
   In memoriam. Jan'68:40
Jackson, Pamela  
   Look up, world (poem) Oct'70:44 
   Easter in July. Jul'71:32
JACKSON, PAUL  
   Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
JACKSON, PETER  
   (photo) Nov'38:7
JACKSON, PRISCILLA MARGARET  
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
JACKSON, RICHARD W  
   Classroom and campus. Jan'50:30 Apr'58:33
Jackson, Rosalee  
   Letters. Apr'72:4 
   Mt. Sequoyah mission (poem) Jan'73:37
JACKSON, SHELDON  
   On our own doorstep. Jun'48:7
JACKSON, SPENCER L., -1942  
   In memoriam. Sep'42:39
JACKSON, THOMAS J  
   quoted. The last page. Mar'30:64
JACKSON, W 0  
   Circulation corner (photo) Dec'47:inside front cover
JACKSON, W T  
   (photo) Jan'21:14
JACKSON, WARREN W. THE NEW TESTAMENT IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD  
   New books. May'68:36
JACKSON, WILLIAM T  
   College commencements. Jul'39:29
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI  
   Southern jury indicts lynchers. Mar'43:31
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   (photo) Aug'21:14 
   More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41 
   (photo of missionary society) May'34:40 
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33 
   Crusade progress. Apr'50:26 
   (photo) Jul'55:7
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI. WESTMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   New churches, July-September, 1958. Feb'59:34
JACKSON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   (note) May'26:58
JACKSON, TENNESSEE. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   Washington, Tennessee churches enter EHP. Mar'62:43
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, FLORIDA  
   A ministry on wheels. Apr'64:18
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress (photo) Feb'51:26

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:39
In brief. Dec'69:39

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:34 (photo p.35)

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
(photo) Jul'51:23
News room (photo) Sep'51:38

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. FOREST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, January-March. Jul'60:28

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. LYNNWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A layman's evangelistic vision down in Florida (photo)
Oct'25:56

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. MISSIONARY CITY UNION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. MURRAY HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57 Dec'23:64

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. RIVERSIDE AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:41

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. ST. NICOLAS PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Dec'54:1

JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Achievements in religious education of church schools. Nov'27:59
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:14 (photo p. 15)
Churches send World Call to members. Dec'62:48

JACKSONVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
It happened in North Carolina (photos) Apr'53:16
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:21
Recipe for a new congregation (photo) Mar'59:19

JACKSONVILLE, OREGON. CHURCH
(photo) Oct'54:front cover
The cover. Oct'54:inside front cover

JACOB, EDMUND. THE THEOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Book chat. Oct'58:42

JACOB, ERNEST O
Global highlights. Dec'51:2

JACOB, G D
We visit Telugu land. Jul'38:17

JACOB, H. GUENTHER
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:17

JACOB, JOHN
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40

Jacob, Pushpawati
Damoh's women study and serve. Feb'51:42
JACOB, RAJAN
Disciples witness in India (photo) Jun'55:6

JACOBS, (married to Burnett L. Jacobs)
They stayed to serve S.C.I. (photos) Apr'51:22
(photo) Apr'55:17
And be a friend to man (photo) Jul'56:20
Disciples honor retiring leaders. Oct'65:29

JACOBS, (MRS. F. S.)
News room. May'49:41

JACOBS, (married to James V. Jacobs)
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

JACOBS, (married to William Jacobs)
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'40:inside front cover

JACOBS, ANNIE DOWD, -1952
In memoriam. Dec'52:35

Jacobs, Arby W
Eleven years ago, and now. Apr'20:46

JACOBS, BURNETTS L., -1959
(photo) Apr'51:front cover
The cover. Apr'51:inside front cover
They stayed to serve S.C.I. (photos) Apr'51:22
Mt. Beulah is the answer. Apr'55:17
News room. Feb'58:40
(death) News room. Sep'59:40

Jacobs, George Alexander, 1910- (married to Elida Sadler Jacobs)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34

JACOBS, GEORGE ALEXANDER, 1910- (photo) Jan'38:31
News room. Mar'41:34
Disciples in territories. Apr'58:22
Hawaii--crossroads of the Pacific (photo) Oct'58:28
Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:27

JACOBS, H N
Notes. Jun'20:52

JACOBS, IZETTA R., -1966
In memoriam. Sep'66:46

Jacobs, J A
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:9

JACOBS, J A (photo) Mar'24:48

Jacobs, J Vernon
Rekindled fires. Feb'39:9

JACOBS, JAMES V
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

Jacobs, Josephine
Let's wipe out spiritual illiteracy! Nov'28:19
Seattle--the charmed land--invitees you! Apr'29:24
The ministers of Seattle invite you! May'29:24

JACOBS, LEONEBEL. "HAVE A HEART FOR CHINA" (PAINTING)
(photo) Mar'40:front cover
The threshold. Mar'40:2

JACOBS, LOLITA
(photo) Oct'42:42

JACOBS, LORENA BELLE RODECAPE, 1885- (married to Roy C. Jacobs)
Presenting... (photo) Feb'64:8

JACOBS, LUCILE
(photo) May'37:34       Sep'39:31
JACOBS, M E
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:31

JACOBS, NORMAN E
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'55:48
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:33
In brief. Sep'71:41

JACOBS, RICHARD
(photo) Oct'58:28

Jacobs, Roy Clifford, 1886-1950
(married to Lorena Belle Rodecape Jacobs)
The story state by state. Aug'25:13
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30

JACOBS, ROY CLIFFORD, 1886-1950
(photo) Aug'25:13
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
News room. Jul'46:34

JACOBS, RUTH KREHBIEL
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:31

Jacobson, Erling R
The other half of the envelope. Apr'44:14
Youth and missions. Apr'45:31

JACOBSON, ERLING R
(photo) Apr'44:14

JACOBSON, HATTIE FORD
Memorium. Oct'35:40

JACOBY, (married to Charles Jacoby)
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

JACQUES, FRANCIS LEE
Global highlights. Dec'59:5

Jaeckel, Theodor
The church and labor. Apr'58:20

JAEGGER, ETHEL F
(photo) Jan'21:21

JAEGGER, FRED
(photo) May'22:35 Jan'23:30

JAEGGER, JULIUS F
(photo) Jan'21:21

JAGGANATH, B
Mamma Ji of Bilaspur. Jun'20:18
(photo) Jun'20:19

JAGGARD, ANNELLA MARSH (NELLIE), 1892-1918
(married to Louis Francis Jaggard)
A baby's first four years. Aug'19:62
Snap shots... (death) Dec'19:12

JAGGARD, CANDACE
(birth) Dec'29:63
(photo) Mar'30:38
National Benevolent Assoc. news notes. Oct'35:43
(photo) Jun'37:24
News room. Jul'43:28

JAGGARD, DONA LARA DALTON (married to Robert Shelton Jaggard)
(marriage) News room. Feb'45:28

JAGGARD, JULIAN LLOYD
(photo) Mar'30:38
National Benevolent Assoc. news notes. Oct'35:43
(photo) Jun'37:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
News room (photo) Jan'45:30

Jaggard, Louis Francis, 1877-1951
(married to Annella Marsh Jaggard)
(married to Wilhelma Smith Jaggard Hobgood)
Note. Sep'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
All in the day's work. Jul'35:27
Meeting emergencies in Congo. Apr'41:46

JAGGARD, LOUIS FRANCIS, 1877-1951
Notes. Apr'19:64
A baby's first four years. Aug'19:62
"Old Lonjataka is dead." Mar'20:24
Notes. (marriage) Apr'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:43
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
(photo) Feb'22:40 Mar'22:41
Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:26
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'25:50 May'27:49 Apr'27:36
(photo) Jun'29:39 Mar'30:38
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:39
Preaching--teaching--doctoring. Jan'36:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33
quoted. Let Christian missions continue! Jan'42:11
Plantation workers and the way of life. Nov'42:27
(photo) Jan'43:42
Monieka's pioneers honored. Apr'43:26
(photo) Jul'44:34
Dr. and Mrs. Louis F. Jaggard (photo) Oct'45:27
(death) News room (photo) Mar'51:40
Dr. Jaggard was consecrated to his task (photo) Apr'51:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'51:36

JAGGARD, ROBERT SHELTON (married to Dona Lara Dalton Jaggard)
(birth) Aug'23:64
(photo) Mar'30:38
National Benevolent Assoc. news notes. Oct'35:43
(photo) Jun'37:24
(marriage) News room. Feb'45:28

JAGGARD, ROLAND
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34

JAGGARD, THYRA JEAN
(photo) Mar'30:38
National Benevolent Assoc. news notes. Oct'35:43
(photo) Jun'37:24
News room. Jul'43:28

JAGGARD, WILHELMA ZOE (SMITH)
See
HOBBGOOD, WILHELMINA (WILMA) (SMITH) (JAGGARD), 1892-

JAGOW, ELMER
Classroom and campus.

JAINISM
The Jains in India. Sep'29:42

JAIL, CLARA A., -1954
In memoriam. May'54:35

JAIPUR, INDIA

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:64

JAKAN, CHANDRA

Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:7

JAKAU, CHANDRA KUMARI

Three Disciples serve in Nepal. Mar'57:40
Nepal is a place for pioneers (photo) Apr'57:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Asians serve in Nepal. Feb'68:42

JALESKI, THOMAS

A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

JAMAICA

Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:12
Notes. Aug'19:45,47
Snap shots... Dec'19:7
Notes. Jan'20:64 Feb'20:57,58
Echoes from everywhere.

Old letters of rare value.

(photo) Dec'20:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:62
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
U.C.M.S. Department of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:34
Jamaica and Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett. Feb'22:57
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
A royal welcome in Jamaica. mar'22:53
The call of Friendship Brook (photos) Apr'22:40
Things you ought to know about foreign missions (photo)
Jun'22:20
Annual report... Sep'22:28
(photo) Sep'22:40
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:39
Our first Christmas in Jamaica. Mar'23:56
The year at a glance. Oct'23:35
The first Jamaican C. E. experts. Nov'23:43
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
Echoes from everywhere.

Dec'23:58 Jan'24:49,60 Mar'24:60 May'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52 Jul'24:52
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Our source of supply. Sep'24:39
Annual report. Oct'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:58
How one church came to us. Nov'24:60
Opportunity with a big "O." Jan'25:43
A heroic task. Sep'25:56
Annual report. Oct'25:36
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:49
One good turn in Jamaica. Oct'25:57
A sermon with a yam for a text. Nov'25:43
As oft as ye eat of this bread. Dec'25:37
Christmas in other lands. Dec'25:56
Appreciation for a visitor. Jan'26:44
Program helps. Jan'26:48
G. N. Penso and son Oswald. Jan'26:59
Queen of the Caribbean. Feb'26:24
Where sermons are too short. Jan'26:63
"Williams Day" in Jamaica. Apr'26:61
...celebrates its Jubilee. Jun'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51
W.C.T.U. contests in Jamaica. Dec'26:54
Friendship brook heard the call. Apr'27:36
Will it mean much? Jun'27:9
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:47
Bartlett leads Jamaica temperance forces. Jan'28:35
Amelda and her brother. Jan'28:55
Teaching them to know Jesus. Jan'28:56
An interview with Mrs. Bartlett and Miss Ward. Jan'28:57
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
Ten reasons why we must maintain. Mar'29:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Our first foreign field plans for self-support. Aug'29:12
Dec'29:52
Missionary illustrations... Apr'30:43
May'30:much of issue
The church on the job... Aug'30:18
Jamaica takes seriously her plans for self-support.
Sep'30:15
Missionary organizations. Sep'30:36
Interesting facts... Sep'30:38
Jamaica... (poem) Nov'30:29
Two Jamaican lads. Jan'32:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:39
Our continuing progress in foreign missions. Jun'33:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40 Sep'34:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
Mr. Cahill in Jamaica (photos) Apr'38:42
Forward with Christ in Jamaica. Mar'39:17
Christian churches of Jamaica celebrate. Apr'39:43
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:15
With our missionaries in Jamaica. Feb'40:42
Dedications at Duke Street. Jun'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37 Apr'41:38
News room. Oct'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39 Apr'42:39
...provides leadership. May'42:28
...Christian Mission (photos) Jun'42:10
(photo) Mar'43:17
News room. Oct'43:34
A million on the march. Dec'43:8
For adult missionary groups. Feb'44:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:33
Organ dedication at Duke Street Church. Apr'44:35
Jamaican expression of love. Jul'44:36
Rural demonstration center in Jamaica. Feb'45:23
Rural reconstruction center in Jamaica. Jun'45:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
New projects in Jamaica. Oct'45:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'46:39
Rural evangelism in Jamaica. Jul'46:32
Hitting the high spots in Jamaica. Jan'47:41
Crusade progress. Jan'49:26          Feb'49:26
A million dollar view. Feb'49:44
Crusading in the West Indies. Mar'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38
For adult missionary groups. Jun'49:34
From one hilltop to another. Jun'49:44
Economic barriers in Jamaica. Jul'49:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'49:42          Dec'49:36
Ten unforgettable days. Apr'50:24
Miles of Jamaican hills and valleys. May'50:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36          Nov'50:42
A mission school is built. Mar'51:19
Youth and missions. Mar'51:37
News room (photo of convention) Jun'51:38
Jamaican hurricane hits Christian College. Oct'51:31
Prompt action to meet human need. Nov'51:5
News room. Nov'51:30
Now more than every, Jamaica needs them (photos) Dec'51:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36
News room. Jan'52:39
Needed in Jamaica (photos) Feb'52:20
News room. Feb'52:38          Apr'52:39
A new school begins to make its mark. May'52:12
Women and world highways. May'52:35
For adult mission study. May'52:36
...says "Thank you!" May'52:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36          Jul'52:40
Oberlin Church...has CYF anniversary. Jul'52:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:33          Mar'53:36
News room. Apr'53:32
I went to Jamaica (photos) May'53:10
Missionary finds work is fun in rural Jamaica. Oct'53:27
They build a church in five weeks. Nov'53:10
Eunice learns of life. Dec'53:46
Latin American journey. Feb'54:19
Latin American missions under pressure. Mar'54:21
News room. May'54:38
Three work camps held. Dec'54:51
Global highlights. Jan'55:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36          Feb'55:34
The Jamaicans have a mind to cooperate. Mar'55:14
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38          Apr'55:34
Jamaica advances (photos) Jun'55:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'55:36
They serve the churches. Jul'55:29
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32
Not burdened with leisure! Feb'56:42
News room. Mar'56:39
Jamaica mission nears centennial. May'56:19
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
After the hurricane. Feb'57:8
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:10
Caribbean close-ups. Jul'57:17
Education with a shovel. Jan'58:21
Global highlights. Mar'58:6 Apr'58:8
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36
Expansion reported in Jamaica. Apr'58:47
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:17
Memorial or milestone? Jul'58:9
A new century for Jamaica. Jul'58:25
For adult mission study. Jul'58:40
Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:23
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36
Seven years have changed Jamaica. Nov'58:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Global highlights. Jun'59:5
Harvest time in Latin America. Jul'59:19
The eyes have it! Jan'60:46
Aid to Jamaica. Mar'60:32
Global highlights. Jun'60:5
Year of change in missions. Sep'60:22
Evangelistic campaign. Dec'60:49
Global highlights. Feb'61:7 Mar'61:5
The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:12
Back of the wall. May'61:49
Good tidings in Jamaica (photos) Jun'61:13
Jamaicans grow in stewardship. Sep'61:15
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:27
Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:15
Operation education. May'62:26
Echoes from everywhere.
News room. Dec'62:32
Global highlights. Mar'63:6
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38 May'63:36
Today's children--tomorrow's church. Jun'63:12
Women on world highways. Jun'63:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46
Walk good...friends. Jun'64:31
Men's work grows in Jamaica. Jun'64:31
Global highlights. Jul'64:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38
Adults and mission. Dec'64:38
When nations awaken (photo of rural church) Dec'64:27
...out of many, one people. Feb'65:26
Global highlights. Mar'66:6
Direct line. Jul'67:37 Sep'67:33
Global highlights. Jul'68:6
Commentary. Sep'72:22
A new bond of fellowship. Oct'72:50
...building a "Christian" nation. Mar'73:5
Church leaders confer in Jamaica. Mar'73:47
World events. apr'73:39
JAMAICA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Five miles on horseback (photos) Aug'22:44
Journeying mercies in Jamaica (map) (photos) Feb'23:17
The church that wouldn't be closed (photos) Jun'23:12
Through clouds to serve. Feb'24:36
Along a tropic highway (photos) May'24:28
Queen of the Caribbean (photos) Feb'26:24
The island of springs (map) (photo) Jan'28:34
Jamaica, the gem of the Caribbean (photo) Oct'28:58
The island home of the Jamaican. Mar'29:43
Impressions of Jamaica. Sep'38:23
Changes in Jamaica. Jun'42:29
Hiking and biking in Jamaica. Nov'42:28
A million on the march (photos) Dec'43:8
Hurricanes come to Jamaica. Oct'44:14
I can see from my hill (photo) Feb'46:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
...land of problems and possibilities. Nov'46:15
Miles of Jamaican hills and valleys. May'50:35
Hurricane damages Jamaica mission (photos) Nov'51:24
Jamaican Disciples build anew. Jul'52:12
I went to Jamaica (photos) May'53:10
Missionary finds work is fun in rural Jamaica. Oct'53:27
Echoes from everywhere (photo of school) Mar'54:34
Missions mean more to them now. Feb'55:8
The Jamaicans have a mind to cooperate. Mar'55:14
Seven years have changed Jamaica. Nov'58:29
Problems and progress in Jamaica. Feb'61:17
Families build a better Jamaica. Jul'62:16

JAMAICA---EDUCATION

Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
"JAMAICA PROBLEM" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'55:42
JAMES, (married to Darwin James)
Wrought by prayer. Feb'50:8
JAMES (GREEK ORTHODOX ARCHBISHOP OF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA)
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:4
JAMES, BETH
News room. Oct'49:32
JAMES, C B
(photo) Mar'24:54
JAMES, CLARA, -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35
JAMES, E O. THE SOCIAL FUNCTION OF RELIGION
Book chat. Nov'40:25
JAMES, E. S.
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'63:6
James, Edward
For internees (poem) Oct'42:48
JAMES, ELIZABETH
(photo) Nov'34:8
JAMES, EUGENE W., SR.
Global highlights. Oct'64:7
JAMES, H H
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:41
JAMES, H. PRESTON
Classroom and campus.
Oct'56:31      Apr'60:33      May'66:34
JAMES, H. PRESTON. HISTORY NOTEBOOK
   Classroom and campus. Feb'60:37
JAMES, HARRIET, -1951
   In memoriam. Dec'51:37
JAMES, HOWARD G
   Vote to send World Call to all homes (photo) Feb'61:46
James, Ida Elaine
   As you like it (poem) Jan'63:50
JAMES, JOSEPH B
   Classroom and campus. Sep'45:23
JAMES, LEO W
   A look at leadership (photo) Jun'65:30
JAMES, LOUISA E
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:41
JAMES, LYDIA
   Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30
James, Martha
   New things for old. Mar'29:58
JAMES, MARTHA
   quoted. Anent the reading contest. Apr'26:49
   (photo) Jan'28:32
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:43
JAMES, P. W. GEORGE W. TRUETT: A BIOGRAPHY
   Book chat. May'39:42
JAMES, PHILIP
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
   (photo) Dec'33:40
   (photo) May'36:14
   Sep'47:9
   A testimony of world Christian fellowship (photo) Feb'48:41
   American airmen in India. May'48:14
   Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:13
James, Richard Lee, 1908-
   Week-end in San Luis Potosi. May'47:30
JAMES, RICHARD LEE, 1908-
   News room. Feb'46:46
   (photo) Jan'49:31
JAMES, RICHARD L. CHANNELS OF HIS SPIRIT
   Books of interest. Jul'63:43
JAMES, RICHARD T
   News room. Apr'48:39
JAMES, TERESA
   Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:17
JAMES, WALTER. THE CHRISTIAN IN POLITICS
   Book chat. Dec'62:22
JAMESON, (MRS. W. E.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'27:49
JAMESON, BETTIE
   (death) Mar'26:50
JAMESON, BOULWARE H
   Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30
JAMESON, EDWARD
   The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5
JAMESON, ELIZABETH, -1968
   (photo) Dec'30:11
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Jun'31:42 Jan'32:41 May'34:41 Jun'37:35
   Personalities. Feb'38:23
   (photo) Dec'39:10
News room. May'42:40
Executive Staff of N.B.A. (photo) May'43:28
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23
(photo) Dec'44:23
...retires after forty-five years with NBA (photo) Jul'48:32
In memoriam. Mar'69:42
JAMESON, GEORGE W
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
JAMESON, LOVE H., 1811-1892
Sarah Jameson Wallace, Jan'33:29
JAMESON, MARIA BUTLER, -1911
Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:51
Remembering the past we build for the future (photo)
Dec'22:14
(photo) Dec'23:4
JAMESON, MARY
In memoriam. May'27:49
JAMESON, VIC. BULL AT A NEW GATE
World Calling... Mar'65:10
JAMESON, W. ED
(photo) May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
(photo) Dec'24:23
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:7
(photo) Jul'40:14 Dec'41:21
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'46:31
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:34
JAMIAS, JUAN, -1950
(death) Global highlights. Dec'50:3
JAMIESON, ALLISON ELIZABETH
See
HENDERSON, ALLISON ELIZABETH JAMIESON
JAMIESON, THOMAS
Global highlights. Feb'61:7
JAMISON, A. LELAND. RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES IN AMERICAN CULTURE
Book chat. Jul'61:25
JAMISON, A. LELAND. THE SHAPING OF AMERICAN RELIGION
Book chat. Jul'61:24
Jamison, Carnella L
See
Barnes, Carnella L. Jamison
JAMISON, EFFIE D. KELLAR, 1874-1944
(married to W. G. Jamison)
(death) News room. Apr'44:28
JAMISON, MARY
(death) Jun'23:54
JAMKHED, INDIA
Gospel of health and hope. Oct'71:32
JANES, ETHEL, -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56
Eleven year old congregation attains self support (photo)
Jun'23:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
JANEWAY, MICHAEL. WHO WE ARE
New books. Dec'69:29
JANEWAY, RAY
(photo) Sep'37:33
JANG DA PAN
China's sorrow. Jul'48:27
JANITORS
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18
Give credit to the caretaker. Jun'62:17
JANNINA, GREECE
World Christians dedicate a tunnel. Jan'54:26
JANNSON, K A
(photo) Nov'27:6
JANSKY, ARTHUR GOTTIEB (married to Pauline W. Jansky)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'56:6
JANSSEN, LAWRENCE H. THESE CITIES GLORIOUS
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
JANZEN, J. GERALD
Classroom and campus. Nov'68:34
JAPAN
Women workers of Japan. Jan'19:41
Where human labor is so cheap. Jan'19:43
Notes. Jan'19:62
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:11
How Lieut. CEG won the EVC. Feb'19:20
Some contrasts... Mar'19:5
The battle line in China. Mar'19:30
Japan's new call for workers. Mar'19:35
Facts for the busy woman. Mar'19:41
Five definite calls for advance. Mar'19:46
Notes. Mar'19:60, 62
Wanderland--Wonderland. Apr'19:21
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:23
Facts for the busy woman. Apr'19:37
Notes. Apr'19:61, 63
Japanese faith. May'19:53
Ellis Bible School, Fukushima (photo) Jun'19:inside front cover
Things you ought to know about the Foreign Society. Jun'19:23
What the Children's Day offering will do. Jun'19:52
Notes. Jun'19:56, 60, 62, 63, 64
How America looks from Japan. Jul'19:20
Notes. Jul'19:44
Shibahashi His San. Jul'19:56
Kawamura San. Jul'19:60
Notes. Jul'19:61, 62, 63
Wanderland--Wonderland. Aug'19:16
Notes. Aug'19:48
Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:51
Tokyo news. Sep'19:36
Notes. Sep'19:49, 51
Look on the fields. Oct'19:18
The eleventh annual commencement. Oct'19:48
Liquor in Japan. Oct'19:58
Notes. Jan'20:62,63 Feb'20:57,58,59,60
Five minutes in our foreign fields. Mar'20:13
Under the cherry trees. Mar'20:28
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:37
(map) Apr'20:11
Notes. Apr'20:61.64
New Year afar. Mar'20:42
The visit of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Doan to Japan. Jun'20:43
(photo of Christian Kindergarten graduation, Akita) Jul'20:8
Commencement exercises in Tokyo. Jul'20:36
Cheer and challenge from the fields. Aug'20:9
Does Japan need missionaries? Aug'20:15
Armenian relief from Japan. Aug'20:23
Wanderland--Wonderland. Aug'20:33
Saju Konno of Shinjo, Japan. Sep'20:14
In Shonai, Spe'20:50
Notes. Sep'20:61
Report from Akita. Oct'20:41
Notes. Oct'20:58
A house of the nations. Nov'20:9
F.C.M.S. annual report (photo) Nov'20:31
A summer in Japan. Nov'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
Love's way. Dec'20:46
Epoch making days in Tokyo. Jan'21:47
A Japanese funeral (photo) Feb'21:29
A Japanese view of education and missions. Feb'21:49
Better than battleships. Feb'21:52
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59,63,64
Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) Mar'21:40
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58,59
The work and worth of the Bible in Japan. May'21:34
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:62
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55,59,60
What would you do? Jun'21:56
The high cost of spiritual living. Jul'21:19
(photos) Jul'21:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:46,47
A lost bride in a strange city. Sep'21:18
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51,59
A unique function. Sep'21:58
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:22
U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
Echoes from everywhere.
  Sep'21:54,60,61,62,63 Oct'21:59,63
Take up my cross and follow me. Nov'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59,60 Dec'21:63
(photo of Convention of Christian Churches) Jan'22:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:64 Feb'22:55,61,62
Go ye-teach-baptize-teach. Mar'22:42
Christmas in Akita, Japan. Mar'22:52
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:49,60
Sowing the see. Mar'22:56
A contrast in lights. Apr'22:24
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60,61,62
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Direct line. Mar'68:37
What troubles us most in Japan. Apr'68:20
Global highlights. Oct'68:6
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
Christian unity overseas. Nov'68:46
Letters. Feb'69:4
Evangelism in the younger churches. Mar'69:8
Direct line. Mar'69:32
Japanese choose the Bible. Mar'69:40
The church is everywhere. May'69:20
World events. Jun'70:36
Urban labor ministry in Japan. Jul'70:40
Churches of Japan sponsor a home for A-bomb victims. Feb'71:22
In brief. Feb'71:41
Leave it to Johnny. Mar'71:31
Christian mass communications in Japan. Jun'71:26
World events. Oct'71:40 Mar'72:40
Seed sowed in the snow. Jun'72:25
World events. Jul'72:38
From bomb to bell. Sep'72:50
Faith for the storm. Apr'73:29
World events. May'73:40 Jun'73:37
Direct line. Jul'73:41
World events. Oct'73:38

JAPAN BIBLE SOCIETY
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:33 Jan'60:34
JAPAN--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Youth and missions. Dec'57:41
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
For adult mission study. mar'58:38
Youth and missions. Mar'58:39

JAPAN CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
Global highlights.
    Jul'49:3       Jan'50:2       Mar'50:3
Adventure in education (architectural drawings) Apr'50:10
For adult missionary groups. May'50:36
Global highlights. Sep'50:3
(note) Dec'50:43
Global highlights.
    May'51:2       Jul'51:2       Oct'51:4
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
Global highlights.
    Dec'51:4       Jan'52:3
    (photo of University Hall) Apr'52:3
    Sep'52:3       Oct'52:4       Nov'52:3
Japanese government grants charter... Mar'53:45
Practical expression of goodwill. Apr'53:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'53:38       Dec'53:34
Global highlights. Jan'54:2
An International Christian University. Feb'54:5
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'54:2
Global highlights (photo of chapel) Sep'54:3
Cultivating democracy. Mar'55:42
Christmas in Japan (photo) Dec'55:36
A happy choice for Japan. Nov'56:7
Global highlights. Feb'57:2
Youth and missions (photo of students) Feb'58:39
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Global highlights. Apr'58:6       Dec'58:8
Disciples to aid ICU. Mar'59:39
Global highlights. Jun'59:4
Global highlights (drawing of new church)
    Oct'59:6       Apr'60:6
Global highlights. Dec'60:8
    (photo) Jun'61:front cover
The cover. Jun'61:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:35
Global highlights. Feb'62:6
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
Global highlights (photo of construction) Jun'62:6
Global highlights.
    (photo of some students) Dec'63:4
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
Global highlights. Mar'66:5
Threshold of friendship (photo of library) Mar'67:23
In brief. Jun'69:39
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:42
In brief. Apr'70:39
Churches observe Japan ICU Sunday (photo of campus)
Jun'71:43

JAPAN—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Seeing Tokyo. May'19:36
In the land of the Rising Sun. Jun'21:13
Itinerating in Japan. Feb'22:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
Among the churches in the Akita District. Jul'23:44
A unique field of labor. Jun'24:57
An international disaster. Jan'25:11
Karuizawa. Nov'25:17
Harvest time in Japan (photos) Dec'25:26
The second crop in Japan. Jan'26:36
Material and spiritual changes in Japan. Feb'27:55
Nancy Lou goes to the dolls' festival. Mar'27:52
Cherry blossom time. Oct'27:59
Japan after thirteen years. Dec'27:38
What happened at Takinowgawa. Mar'28:12
What price silk? Apr'28:30
A visit to Sumiyoshi Shrine. Sep'29:42
Honored by royalty. Nov'29:35
To tour Japan in native style. Jan'30:61
Around the world with Christ. Jun'33:19
Christians in Japan. Mar'34:45
Light on the coasts of Asia. Nov'34:12
World peace. Dec'34:10
I visited Kagawa (photos) Jan'35:4
A party in the Japanese manner. Mar'35:32
A pilgrimage in Japan. Feb'36:28
An adventure in friendship. Dec'36:26
Children's celebration at Asakusa (photos) Dec'36:28
Social trends. Feb'38:25
We visit Japan. Mar'38:12
The tragedy of Japan. Sep'39:4
The farmers of Japan. Jun'41:9
Off the record. Jun'41:11
Christianity and democracy in balance... Jun'47:12
How it looks today (photos) Oct'47:10
An army of hungry, homeless waifs. Nov'47:17
The changing order in Japan. Mar'48:17
Two weeks in Japan. Sep'48:13
...the making of a nation. Feb'49:19
Cargo from Japan. Oct'49:16
First impressions of the new Japan. Dec'49:19
First visit to Jewel Pool Garden. Mar'50:32
Japan calls. Sep'50:12
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
First impressions of Japan. Apr'51:13
Flowers express a way of life. Sep'51:26
People--asset or liability? Oct'51:24 (photos p. 26)
A grand job. Nov'51:21
Leaders for tomorrow. Dec'51:20
The Japan nobody knows (photo) Mar'52:17
Japanese students have deep concerns. Mar'52:42
Yes, the summer has been good! May'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34
Japan revisited. Jan'53:17
Land of the rising spirit. Feb'53:44
Three months in Japan. Mar'53:47
Face lifting and faith lifting. May'53:43
First impressions. May'53:46
Japan faces its problems. May'53:24
...frontier of the Risen Son. May'53:27
Kagawa's four kinds of evangelism. Jul'53:8
Churches send aid to flood area in Japan (photos) Nov'53:19
The Gospel of the dirty hands. Jan'54:31
There is no place like home! Feb'54:29
My good fortune--and yours. Mar'54:13
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'54:38
A day at Sei Gakuin. May'54:7
A fire burned in the rain. May'54:26
Children in Japan (photos) Jun'54:21
The right side of the mountain. Nov'54:14
A Kentucky Christian in Japan. Dec'54:14
Christmas in Japan. Jun'55:32
Women and world highways. Jan'55:35
Tomboys and scholars. Jan'55:46
Cultivating democracy (photos) Mar'55:42
Young people of Japan. May'55:7
Christmas in Japan. Dec'55:36
A rock at Rifu. Jan'56:18
Opportunity in the skies. Mar'56:26
Let the children come. Jun'56:11
I'm glad I went to Japan. Apr'57:32
Women and world highways. Apr'57:33
Better farming and religion. Sep'57:7
Dec'57: much of issue
For adult mission study. Jan'58:34
America and Japan need each other. Feb'58:13
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
Mar'58 - Apr'58 much of issues
Reaching rural Japan. May'58:25
Japanese youth seek a faith. Jul'58:49
Rendezvous with God. Nov'58:49
Learning experience in Japan. Dec'58:30
Compassion in the "Stinking mud." Dec'59:30
Growing weather in Japan. Nov'60:25
Entrance exams in Japan. Dec'60:31
Global highlights. Mar'61:8
Right man for Japan. Sep'61:27
World friends at a counter. Oct'61:49
Christmas comes to Japan. Dec'61:29
Japan remembers. Apr'62:46
Old and new in Japan. Nov'63:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36
Japanese call... Jan'64:13
Glances and glimpses. Jan'64:22
Snowshoes for a missionary. Jan'64:23
Glances and glimpses. Jun'64:20
Japan's fanatical faith (photos) Sep'64:26
What is important? Sep'65:30
Dear Masako San. May'68:31
Direct line. Mar'69:32
American presence in Asia as felt in Japan. Jun'69:9

JAPAN--EDUCATION

See also
JAPAN CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
A Christian university for Japan. Mar'47:6
Christian university in Japan. Sep'48:14
Youth and missions. Apr'49:37
Global highlights. Nov'49:3
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
A college with a Christian cornerstone. Apr'53:21
The church in Japan. Jun'53:11
Global highlights. Jul'53:2
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34
Training Japan's ministry. Oct'55:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34 May'59:36
Global highlights. Sep'62:7
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
Old and new in Japan. Nov'63:48
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4
Threshold of friendship. Mar'67:23
Tokyo Woman's Christian College completes 50 years. Jun'68:45
A ray of hope. Mar'70:8

JAPAN NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL.

AUDIO-VISUAL ACTIVITIES COMMISSION
To the hear of Japan (photos) Jan'68;25
18th annual A-V workshop (photos) Jan'68:26

JAPAN-NORTH AMERICAN COMMISSION ON COOPERATIVE MISSION
World events. Apr'73:40

JAPAN--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Listening in on the world.
Dec'31:20 Feb'32:21 Apr'32:24 Sep'32:25
Jan'32:22 Mar'32:21 Jun'32:22
A missionary speaks his mind for Japan. Nov'32:31
Listening in on the world. Apr'33:18
Christian America can make history. Dec'34:3
America rejects disarmament. Feb'35:9
For public consumption. Jun'35:4
The Admiral's score. Jul'35:3
Book chat. Nov'35:16
The Navy's Japanese cousins. Jan'36:4
Old China and new militarism. Jul'36:19
Tragic drama in the East. Dec'36:5
Good news from Japan. Apr'37:3
Social trends. Sep'37:24
Programs for young people. Oct'37:37
Social trends. Oct'37:24
Whatsoever things are of good report. Oct'38:12
The threshold. Apr'39:2
Political blackmail. Apr'39:3
The foundation of decency. Jun'39:3
Jul'39:5, 6
Kagawa and Ogawa arrested. Oct'40:14
Eyes on the Orient.
Sep'41:33 Nov'41:27 Jun'42:29
Oct'41:27 Dec'41:29
Day after tomorrow in the Orient. Jul'42:6
The state of the church. Sep'42:34
The sun will rise again in the East. Oct'42:20
Eyes on the Orient.
Mar'43:19 Apr'44:20 Jan'45:2
Changes for good in Japan. Apr'46:5
Educating Japan for democracy. Dec'46:11
Can Japan be democratized? Oct'49:17
Global highlights. Apr'50:3 Jun'51:3 Nov'51:3
Peace in the Far East. Jul'53:15
No love of militarism. May'54:46
Global highlights. May'55:2
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
Japan elects Christians. Feb'61:37

JAPAN--RELIGION
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52
The world church in Japan. Dec'40:5
Religion in a national mold. Jul'42:4
Shintoism. Oct'43:25

JAPAN--STATISTICS
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38
Facts and figures about Japan. Jan'35:23
Global highlights. Jul'59:7

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CITIZENS LEAGUE
The threshold. Mar'43:2

JAPANESE-AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
As students meet in Japan. May'48:9

JAPANESE BIBLE SOCIETY
See
NIPPON SEISHO KYOKWAI

JAPANESE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE (LOS ANGELES)
See also
ALL PEOPLES CHRISTIAN CENTER
Japanese on the Pacific coast (photo) Oct'19:14
Snap shots... Dec'19:14
The Japanese Christian Institute (photo) May'21:18
(photo) Jun'21:10
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
(photo) Sep'21:13
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:62
Our Saturday religious day school (photos) Jul'22:49
Annual report... Sep'22:37
Foreign service at home. Jan'23:54
The cat and the canary. Nov'23:32
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'24:51 Mar'24:59,60 Apr'24:49
Americans all (photos) Jun'24:58
Come into my basement (photos) May'27:20
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
(photo) Sep'27:15
Echoes from everywhere (photo of staff) Dec'27:49
Nationals from many countries (photo) Feb'28:52
Making others happy. Apr'28:50
O hino sama. May'28:49
Adventures in understanding (photo) Sep'28:26
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50,59 Dec'28:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
Just a mothers' club. Apr'29:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
Sketches from child life (drawings) Jun'29:32
A real American. Aug'29:44
Another dream takes shape (drawing) Sep'29:7
Programs... Oct'29:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
The house of loving hearts (photo) Dec'29:23
Echos from everywhere. Jan'30:51
Happy birthday to you! Feb'30:29
Echos from everywhere. Mar'30:49
On the Pacific coast. Mar'30:56
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
Echos from everywhere. Oct'30:40 Jun'31:40
(photo of church group) Jul'31:31
Echos from everywhere (photo) Aug'31:42
Echos from everywhere. Jun'32:39
Developing loyalties (photo of boys in camp) Jul'32:29
Helps for the leaders of junior groups. Oct'32:43
Echos from everywhere.
Jan'33:39 Apr'33:40 May'33:39 Jun'33:39,40
Through the years. Oct'33:38
Echos from everywhere. Jan'34:39 Feb'34:40
(photos) Apr'34:5,24
A kindergarten glimpse (photo) Apr'34:29
Thirtieth anniversary celebration. May'34:32
Echos from everywhere. Sep'34:38
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Sep'34:41
Echos from everywhere. Oct'34:39
The Japanese Christian Institute (photo) Nov'34:20
Sowing and reaping. Jan'35:45
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:28
(photo) Apr'36:19
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24 (photo p. 25)
They are seven (photo) Apr'38:8
Echos from everywhere. Apr'38:39
(photo) Jan'39:35
Living waters in a thirsty land (photo) Apr'39:12
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:40
Echos from everywhere. Nov'39:39
Kindergarten days. Nov'41:44
...faces crisis. Feb'42:12
Susie goes to kindergarten. Feb'42:30
The church in a changing community. Sep'49:14
Rebels against injustice (1914 photo) Apr'68:11

JAPANESE FLOWER ARRANGING
See
FLOWER ARRANGEMENT, JAPANESE

JAPANESE IN ARGENTINA
Echos from everywhere. Oct'43:32

JAPANESE IN CANADA
Global highlights. Jun'47:2

JAPANESE IN CHINA
The experience of liberation. Mar'46:7

JAPANESE IN THE U.S.
Facts for the busy woman. Oct'19:45
The Japanese Christian Institute (photo) May'21:18
Taro and Hana come to America. Jan'22:38
The heritage of two civilizations. Jan'23:23
The reward of persistent effort. Mar'23:58
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49,59
Japanese Christians in Southern California... Jun'24:35
Interracial fellowship in Berkeley. Nov'24:38
An international disaster. Jan'25:11
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
The Jesus way, it works. Sep'25:35
A "yellow peril" or "golden opportunity?" Aug'26:29
Three roads and none easy. Sep'26:11
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'26:37
Suzunosuke Kato. Nov'26:21
Happy Christmas little Miss Tokyo. Dec'27:56
Too much of a success! May'28:11
These two and many more. Aug'28:40
Sunday schools. Oct'28:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49 Feb'29:35
Impressions of America. Mar'29:36
A real American. Aug'29:44
Programs... Oct'29:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'29:49,64 Nov'29:63 Jan'30:49,62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural groups. May'31:18
Facts regarding the work among the Japanese in the state of Colorado. Sep'31:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
Japanese within our borders. Feb'32:46
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'33:40 Dec'33:40 Jan'34:40
A Japanese student's pilgrimage. May'34:19
Helps for leaders of children's groups.
Oct'34:41 Nov'34:41
Where contact means understanding. Dec'34:28
From college campus to life as it is. May'35:14
The threshold. Jun'36:2
The Japanese in California. Mar'37:13
Beyond the clouds. Dec'37:11
An adventure in friendship. Jun'39:15
I didn't know that. Apr'40:14
Japanese Christians. Jun'41:6
Love's mission awaits. Nov'41:16
Japanese Christian Institute faces crisis. Feb'42:12
Treatment of Japanese in America. Feb'42:21
Basic questions raised. Apr'42:5
Love not evacuated. Apr'42:14
A visit to Owens Valley. Jun'42:28
Social trends. Sep'42:16
James Sugioka to important post. Sep'42:20
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:26
False patriotism. Oct'42:4
Japanese American student relocation. Oct'42:33
Youth and missions. Nov'42:37
The threshold. Jan'43:2
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'43:39
The threshold. Mar'43:2
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:32
The churches must act. Apr'43:11
A truly Christian service. Sep'43:4
Youth and missions. Dec'43:29 Jan'44:31
The Protestant church and war relocation. Feb'44:25
A question of fair play. Mar'44:4
Americanism and Christianity begin at home. Apr'44:18
Pertinent facts. Apr'44:37
Christian ministry in exile. Nov'44:19
The slant of the heart. Dec'44:3
Actions at Columbus. Dec'44:36
A strange American home. Feb'45:8
The threshold. Mar'45:2
Rural reconstruction center in Jamaica. Jun'45:38
Resettlement of Japanese Americans. Jul'45:8
Neighbors and friends. Dec'45:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:36
Committee on War Services news notes. Feb'46:39
Would we do it again? Mar'46:22
Global highlights. Jun'46:2
A measure of things to come. Jul'46:15
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:26
They know not what they do. Sep'46:47
For adult missionary groups. Oct'46:34
Global highlights. Nov'52:4
Children make good neighbors. Feb'57:15

JAPANESE STUDENTS' CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Beyond the clouds. Dec'37:11

JAQUITH, ELIZA
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44

JARAS, ESTANISLAO
(photograph) Mar'28:52
JAREZ, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39

JARGON, PETER
News room (photograph) Oct'51:43
(photograph) Jul'52:38

JARHAGAON, INDIA
India at the crossroads (photograph of Brooks Memorial School)
Dec'63:27
Christianity in India means learning (photograph of Christian Primary School) Jun'66:27

JARJGARH, INDIA
Kangalu—a staunch Christian. Mar'59:49

JARMAN, CECIL ALBERT, 1906-1986
Yale Campbell Club (photograph) Jan'34:33
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
(marriage) College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29
News room. Jan'46:38
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:35

Jarman, Donald Ray, 1928- (married to Bo Dee Jarman)
Missions on our doorstep. Mar'67:46

JARMAN, DONALD RAY, 1928-
Spotlight on Donald R. Jarman (photograph) Apr'72:15

JARMAN, FRAN
(resignation) News room. May'60:38
JARMAN, INA RIVERS TUTEN
(marriage) College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Jarman, Ray Charles, 1895-1980
The mystic festival. Feb'34:9
JARMAN, RAY CHARLES, 1895-1980
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
(photo) Nov'36:42 Jul'41:2
JARMAN, ROBERT EDWARD, 1918-
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'60:8
quoted. Adults and mission. Apr'63:38
Jarman, William Jackson, 1916-1977
A study group is a helpful tool. Oct'53:11
What does a Foundation do? Jan'54:7
The greatness of the church. May'59:11
Book reviews. Oct'63:40
Partners in conversation. Jun'64:16
JARMAN, WILLIAM JACKSON, 1916-1977
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:10
(photo) Oct'53:11
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31
An every home plan church (photo) Dec'57:50
(photo) Jun'63:20
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:25
Global highlights (photo) Jan'64:5
Partners in conversation (photo) Jun'64:13
Ambitious and exciting effort for church union (photo)
May'66:11
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union
(photo) May'66:15
Global highlights. Dec'66:5
The scene (photo) May'70:45
In brief. Sep'73:40
JARMAN, WILLIAM JACKSON, JR.,
See
SOMPLATSKY-JARMAN, WILLIAM JACKSON
JARNAGIN, ANNA DOROTHY ANDERSON
In memoriam. May'29:36
JARNAGIN, LOIS
News room. Mar'57:32
JAROSHEVITCH, (married to K. J. Jaroshevitch)
(photo) Oct'47:25
JAROSHEVITCH, CONSTANTINE, 1891-1984
A new opportunity in Chicago. May'19:23
A new home for the Russian Church. Sep'20:4
JAROSHEVITCH, K J
(photo) Oct'47:25
JARRATT, VIRGINIA R
Classroom and campus. Jun'67:35
JARRETT, C N
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
JARVELL, (married to Wayne Jarvell)
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'58:35
JARVIS, EARL R
Global highlights (photo) Apr'65:6
(photo) Nov'69:3 Jan'72:3
JARVIS, HAROLD R
Global highlights (photo) May'59:5

JARVIS, IDA VAN ZANDT, 1844-1937 (married to J. J. Jarvis)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:56
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'23:62
J. C. I. Sep'23:20
Washington born and of Texas parents... Jun'30:36
A fire that a shower defied. Jul'30:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
Mrs. Ida V. Jarvis... (photo) Jun'37:29

JARVIS, J. J. (married to Ida Van Zandt Jarvis)
J. C. I. Sep'23:20
A fire that a shower defied. Jul'30:28
Mrs. Ida V. Jarvis... (photo) Jun'37:29

Jarvis, Mildred
Disciple youth are active in summer. May'51:7

JARVIS, MILDRED
See RAMPLEY, MILDRED JARVIS

JARVIS, PATRICIA
X-502 reveals God at work (photo) Sep'68:19

JARVIS, VAN ZANDT, 1873-1940
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:13
(photo) Jun'37:29

JARVIS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
Our negro schools. Jun'19:48
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Negro education in the United States (photo) Mar'22:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:56
Garcia (photos) Mar'23:13
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49
J. C. I. Sep'23:20
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:64 Jun'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Program helps. Oct'24:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
The miracle of the wilderness (photo) Jan'25:27
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12
(photo p. 11)
Learning both to do and to be by doing (photos) Jun'25:12
Looking over half a century. Sep'25:8
Going up (photo) Sep'25:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:58
Jarvis Christian Institute. Feb'26:62
All out for Jarvis! Aug'26:46
Rejoicing at Jarvis. Aug'26:50
Facing up! Sep'26:9
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50,52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
(photo) Sep'27:23
In the railway guide. Jun'28:38
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Jarvis College begins 16th Session. Nov'28:36
The world do move (photo) Jan'29:21
Sunday schools. Apr'29:35 (photo p. 41)
Let me sell you Jarvis! Sep'29:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
Again the school bell calls. Nov'29:23 (photo p. 24)
Missionary organizations. Jan'30:46
A fire that a shower defied. Jul'30:28
Representing 166 years of service. Jul'30:31
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40
Clearing the way for the advance of a race (photo) May'31:8
Fire... Jul'31:46
These things it did for me. Sep'31:9
Faith in his own (photo of Board) Oct'31:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
All-around training at Jarvis. Sep'32:18
Inter-racial cooperation succeeds (photo) Sep'32:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40 Feb'33:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
Through the years. Sep'33:38
A summer visitor... Jan'34:30
Between dawn and dust... (photos) Apr'34:6
(photo) Apr'34:25
...comes to the rescue (photo) Apr'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'34:40
Swing low, sweet chariot (photos of student musical groups) Sep'34:28
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'35:39
I saw Jarvis. Nov'35:4
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'35:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
The threshold. Dec'35:2
...meets an emergency. Jan'36:32
Looking backward--from 1960. May'36:25
Jarvis. Jul'36:31
Planting program undertaken. Sep'36:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39 Dec'36:38
A dream walking. Feb'37:26
Lifting the life of a county (photo) Apr'37:6
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
S.C.I. and Jarvis express appreciation. Apr'37:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:43
Mrs. Ida V. Jarvis... Jun'37:29
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:33
...commencement. Jul'37:31
Jarvis Senior College. Oct'37:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:43
Busy days at Jarvis... Feb'38:47
They are seven (photo) Apr'38:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:44
President Ervin finishes his course. Oct'38:28
Two decades of home missions. Jan'39:35 (photo p. 34)
Jarvis Christian College. Feb'39:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:38
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:12 (photo p. 13)
Music at Jarvis. Jun'39:44
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:39
   (photo) Apr'40:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
   (photo of students) Jul'41:14
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:38
News room. Feb'42:34
   ...and its needs (photos) Apr'42:28
Around the Jarvis campus. Juan'42:29
News room. Jun'42:34
Oil at Jarvis. Sep'42:34
Institutes for rural ministers. May'43:15
Home missions keeps on keeping on. Apr'44:11
Growth of a school and a boy (photos) May'44:37
News room. Jul'44:34
Ministerial Institute at Jarvis (photo of Institute)
   Jul'44:39
   (photo of campus) Apr'45:8     (photo of students) Apr'45:9
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
   (photo of playground) Apr'46:front cover
Building for Christian citizenship (photo) Apr'46:13
   ...graduates twenty-six with bachelor degrees. Jul'47:27
Greetings from Jarvis missionary society. Oct'47:39
   ...a Crusading college (photos) Jul'48:15
For adult missionary groups. Jul'49:36
News room. Sep'49:38
Classroom and campus. Nov'49:46
   (photo of students) Jan'50:17
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32     Mar'50:31
   ...launches a plan of action (photos) Apr'50:8
Classroom and campus. Jun'50:33
Jarvis teacher is laid to rest. Dec'50:37
Classroom and campus. Jan'51:31
News room. Jan'51:33,46
Classroom and campus. Feb'51:32
News room. Mar'51:47
Jarvis plans to meet area needs (photos) Sep'51:21
Classroom and campus. Apr'52:29     Jun'52:31
The church supports the right to education. Sep'52:12
Classroom and campus. Sep'52:32
For adult mission study. Sep'52:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:34     Mar'53:36
Classroom and campus. Jun'53:34
News room. Jan'54:39
Self-help with a spiritual emphasis. Feb'54:16
   ...has no dining hall (photo of ruins of dining hall)
Apr'54:33
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32
News room (photo of ruins of dining hall) Jun'54:41
Self-help and self respect. Jul'54:5
Classroom and campus. Jan'55:33
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:31
Twelve Disciple schools recieve large Ford grants. Feb'56:26
Classroom and campus. Apr'56:30
Global highlights. Jun'56:5
...helps many build richer lives (photo) Oct'56:24
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:30
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:31
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:14
News room. Jun'58:37
Classroom and campus.
Nov'58:32
(photo of religion majors) Dec'58:33
Jan'59:37 May'69:34 Jul'69:37
Feb'59:37 Jun'59:35 Sep'59:35
For adult mission study. Oct'59:38
Classroom and campus.
Nov'59:33 May'60:33 Dec'60:33
Jan'60:30 Jul'60:37 Jan'61:28
Mar'60:31 Sep'60:35 (photo) Feb'61:31
Apr'60:33 Oct'60:35 Mar'61:37
Negro colleges go on with their task (photo) Apr'61:21
Classroom and campus.
Jun'61:34 Sep'62:35 Jan'63:33
At Jarvis--first a life (photo of library) Apr'63:29
Classroom and campus.
Apr'63:35 Sep'63:33 May'64:37
Global highlights. Mar'65:5
Classroom and campus.
Mar'65:33 Apr'65:35 Sep'65:36
(photo of library) Nov'65:32
Dec'65:35 Feb'66:35 Jun'66:35
Jan'66:32 May'66:34
(photo of student teachers) Jun'66:35
May'67:34 Sep'67:35 Nov'67:34
Accreditation of Jarvis turns foggy day into a bright one.
Feb'68:44
Classroom and campus.
Mar'68:35 May'68:34 Sep'68:35 Nov'68:35
Apr'68:35 Jun'68:35 Oct'68:35 Dec'68:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
In brief. May'69:45 Jul'69:39
World events. Jul'69:42
In brief. Sep'69:42 Dec'69:40
World events (photo of Science and Mathematics Center)
Jan'70:36
In brief. Jan'70:40 Mar'70:38 Sep'70:42
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:9
(photo of some students) Mar'71:16
Students say. Mar'71:17
In brief.
Mar'71:40 Apr'71:41 May'71:39,43 Jul'71:45
World events. Oct'71:38
In brief. Oct'71:42 Jan'72:39 Jun'72:40
Dec'71:37 Mar'73:42
World events. May'73:39
Will black colleges survive—and serve? (photos) Sep'73:14

Jasper, Sciota
Ninety-three years speak. Mar'19:59

Jasper, sciota
(death) Dec'21:57

Jasso, Amada
Joy in the work. Aug'25:63
From Mexico. Jan'37:47

Jasso, Amada
A convention among the Nopales. Dec'26:27
Women ready for service in Mexico. Feb'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39

Jaucney, James H
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14

Jay, Dick
College notes and news. Mar'41:30

Jay, Peter Augustus
New Ambassador visits Colegio Americano. Feb'26:57

Jayne, J. M.
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:53

Jazz
Jazz comes to the sanctuary. Nov'64:15

Jean, Sally Lucas. Spending the Day in China, Japan and the Philippines
Book chat. Nov'37:42

Jeans, James
Quoted. Sea salt. Jan'33:22

Jeffereys, Mary. Africa Today
Speaking of books. Dec'28:44

Jeffers, Alma
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

Jeffers, Annetta
(death) Apr'25:51

Jefferson, (Mrs. L. M.)
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

Jefferson, Charles Edward
Why I am glad to be a preacher. Feb'20:13
Man's right place. Jul'26:26
(note) Jul'26:40

Jefferson, Charles Edward
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:25
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42

Jefferson, Charles Edward. The Best of Charles E. Jefferson
Book chat. May'60:22

Jefferson, Howard B. Experience and the Christian Faith
Book chat. Mar'43:21

Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826
Thomas Jefferson and education. Jul'20:9

Jefferson City, Missouri. Community Christian Church
14 new churches started... Oct'64:52

Jeffrey, Gertrude E
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30
JEFFREYS, DAVID
  World events (photo) Nov'72:39
JEFFRIES, ROSS WILLIAM GEORGE, 1925-
  (married to Dorothy Mae Martin Jeffries)
    Global highlights. Dec'56:4
    Canadian partners to the north (photo) Nov'58:21
    Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:4
JEFFRIES, VIRGINIA MURRILL. KEYS FOR TORI
    Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
  ? and answers. May'66:8
JELLENICK, E M
  Classroom and campus. Mar'49:33
Jenkins, (married to Harold Jenkins)
  Letters. Jan'68:42
JENKINS, (MAR. L. W.) -1946
  In memoriam. Feb'47:37
Jenkins, (Mrs. R. W.)
  Three successful programs. Dec'22:53
    Missionary education in the local church. Nov'25:30
    From freezing to boiling point. Apr'26:56
JENKINS, (MRS. R. W.)
  quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
JENKINS, (MRS. S. H.)
  Circulation corner. Apr'46:inside front cover
Jenkins, Alan
  For lovers of freedom (poem) Jul'41:48
JENKINS, BLANCHE
  Global highlights. Jul'56:3
    News room. Sep'58:48
    (photo) Apr'60:31
  Global highlights. Jul'63:4
Jenkins, Burris Atkins, 1869-1945
  (married to Martha Hocker "Mattie" Jenkins)
    How a commander obeyed. Feb'23:14
    William Franklin Richardson. Aug'25:23
    Live and help live. Nov'33:9
JENKINS, BURRIS ATKINS, 1869-1945
  Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Jan'25:34      Jul'26:42
    Announcement. May'33:1
    (photo) Nov'33:9 (bio sketch) Nov'33:10
    Disciples books of 1934. Jan'35:11
    Personalities. Oct'36:25      Feb'38:23
    (photo) Jul'40:14
JENKINS, BURRIS A. THE BEAUTY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
  Speaking of books. Feb'26:55
JENKINS, BURRIS A. FRESH FURROW
  Book chat. Jan'37:18
JENKINS, BURRIS A. MY JOB--PREACHING--WITH SAMPLES
  Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
    A chat about books by Disciples. Feb'33:11
JENKINS, BURRIS A. PRINCESS SALOME
  Some books recently from press. Sep'21:59
JENKINS, BURRIS A. WHERE MY CARAVAN HAS RESTED
  Book chat. Dec'39:22
JENKINS, BURRIS A. THE WORLD'S DEBT TO PROTESTANTISM
   Speaking of books. Aug'30:32
JENKINS, DANIEL. BELIEVING IN GOD
   Book chat. Jan'57:22
JENKINS, DANIEL. THE STRANGENESS OF THE CHURCH
   Book chat. Dec'55:43
Jenkins, Ethel B., 1885-1928
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
JENKINS, ETHEL B., 1885-1928
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
   (death) The passing of two leaders. Jun'28:4
   (photo) Jul'28:32
JENKINS, HARRIET C
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39
JENKINS, HESTER DONALDSON. AN EDUCATIONAL AMBASSADOR TO THE NEAR EAST
   Speaking of books. Nov'25:37
JENKNIS, JAMES R
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'56:6
JENKINS, MARTHA HOCKER "MATTIE" 1867- (married to Burris Jenkins)
   College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
   (photo) Jan'27:12 Jan'28:32
JENKINS, PAULINE
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'51:48
JENKINS, ROBERT M
   News room. Sep'58:48
JENKINS, SADIE
   Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
Jenkins, Zella M
   Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:36
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
JENKINS, ZELLA M
   (photo) Sep'26:21 Sep'27:36
   Not the creed that counts. Dec'28:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49
JENKS, JOHN
   quoted. Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44
JENKS, LOREN T
   Circulation corner. May'44:inside front cover
   (photo) Jan'46:8
   News room. Dec'47:30
   (photo) Jul'52:24
   News room. Jul'61:36
JENNER, HOWARD H., 1868-1965
   Full life for the aging (photo) Dec'57:17
Jennes, Mary
   Christmas shopping (poem) Dec'29:33
JENNES, MARY. THE MAN WHO ASKED GOD QUESTIONS
   Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
JENNES, MARY. TWELVE NEGRO AMERICANS
   Book chat. Oct'36:43
JENNEY, RAY FREEMAN. BIBLE PRIMER
   Book chat. Jul'56:18
JENNEY, RAY FREEMAN. I AM A PROTESTANT
   Book chat. Nov'51:23
JENNIE CUTLER SHUMATE LECTURESHIP

See

LYNCHBURG COLLEGE. JENNIE CULTER SHUMATE LECTURESHIP

JENNINGS, (MRS. W. M.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'35:1

JENNINGS, ASA K
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'25:45

JENNINGS, FRANCES
Classroom and campus. May'53:31

JENNINGS, JAMES MILTON
In memoriam. Jan'34:39

JENNINGS, LINA DAVIS
In memoriam. Nov'37:39

JENNINGS, THOMAS L
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:5
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'62:8

JENNINGS, WALTER P., -1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39

JENNINGS, WALTER PERRY, 1870-1944
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26
(photo) Mar'24:50

JENNINGS, WALTER WILSON. ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
The book shelf. Dec'19:59

JENNINGS, WALTER WILSON. RELIGIOUS TALKS BY A PROFESSOR
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31

JENNINGS, WALTER WILSON. TRANSYLVANIA: PIONEER UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST
Classroom and campus. Jan'56:32
Book chat. Jun'56:44

JENNINGS, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:42  May'22:30
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56
Aboard the Gospel chariot. Jul'25:22
An apostolic scene in Louisiana. Sep'25:19
Daily vacation Bible school. Nov'27:49
(photo) Mar'28:39
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Grandma has her say. Apr'35:43

JENRY, (married to Edwin Jenry)
(photo) Feb'24:40

JENSEN, ANN. THE DRONIEST BEE IN THE HIVE
New books. May'65:42

JENSEN, H E
(photo) Jan'21:5

JENSEN, HERLUF
Strasbourg--a note of impatience and urgency (photo)
May'61:13

JENSEN, HJALMAR WIELANDT, -1951
In memoriam. Sep'51:37

JENSEN, JENS
(photo) Nov'72:25

JENSEN, SARAH
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'54:4

JENSON, ROBERT W. THE KNOWLEDGE OF THINGS HOPED FOR
New books. Dec'69:29
JEPSON, E W
   (photo) Sep'35:26
JEPSON, J
   (photo) Sep'35:26
JEPSON, W B
   (photo) Sep'35:26
"JEREMIAH--THE RELUCTANT REBEL" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'60:41
JEREZ, MEXICO
   See also
   CIUDAD GARCIA, MEXICO
   Unexpected gift. Mar'61:52
JEREZ, SPAIN
   From people to people. Nov'61:29
JEROME (OF PRAGUE)
   (photo) Oct'49:7          Oct'52:17
JEROME, JESSIE M., 1865--
   College notes. Jul'38:43
JEROME, JUDSON. CULTURE OUT OF ANARCHY
   New books. Jun'72:32
JEROME, ARKANSAS. WAR RELOCATION CENTER
   Jerome to be closed. May'44:34
Jerry, Virginia
   Book chat. Oct'36:43
JERUSALEM
   (photo) Feb'21:front cover   Dec'22:front cover
   Dec'21:front cover
   Beginning at Jerusalem. Oct'23:24
   A world outlook for the Mount of Olives. Jul'24:30
   (photo) Apr'26:front cover   Apr'26:32
   Up to Jerusalem. Apr'26:1
   Missionary illustrations... Aug'28:41
   Christmas Eve in Bethlehem (photos) Dec'28:9
   For a view of world missions take the local church to
   Jerusalem (photo) Jun'29:10
   Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
   I saw two holy cities. Dec'35:8
   Easter and the Holy City (photos) Apr'36:6
   Notes from here and there. Oct'42:47
   Concerning Jerusalem. Nov'49:5
   Inman on Jerusalem. Mar'50:14
   What should be Jerusalem's status? (photo of Mount of
   Olives) Jun'50:27
   Global highlights.
      Jul'50:3   Jan'51:4   May'51:4
   Sojourn in Jordan. May'53:20
   Christians in Israel. Mar'61:33
   Report from Jerusalem. Apr'61:28
   World Calling... Nov'62:10
   Oil the Mandelbaum Gate. Mar'63:9
   Good Friday in old Jerusalem (photo of a market place)
      Apr'65:21
   Youth and the world mission. May'65:39
   Global highlights. Oct'67:7
   Commentary. Dec'71:10         May'73:11
   Faith, with freedom, in the "too-holy" land. Oct'73:5
JERUSALEM. CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHER
Missionary illustrations... Jan'27:47
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
JERUSALEM. MOUNT OF OLIVES
(photo) Apr'36:front cover
JERVIS, JON
(photo) Feb'56:14
JESS, JEANNE
(photo) Sep'28:34
JESSUP, (married to Phillip Jessup)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'53:2
JESSUP, ANNA
In memoriam. Aug'30:41
JESSUP, HENRY
Women and world highways. Apr'37:35
Jessup, Jasper Newton, 1866-1944 (married to Effie Azbell Jessup)
The first offering for ministerial relief. Nov'20:48
At a University center. Nov'21:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
JESSUP, JASPER NEWTON, 1866-1944
(photo) Nov'20:48
(photo) Mar'24:49
JESSUP, MINNIE E
In memoriam. Jun'44:33
JESSUP, WALTER A
(photo) Jan'24:5
JESTER, (married to Otis Pike Jester) -1958
In memoriam. Dec'58:37
JESUS CHRIST
Christ Jesus himself. Aug'19:3
Christ and the crowd. Sep'20:30
Bible study. Nov'20:46 Aug'21:50
The indispensable presence. Sep'21:3
The gift of gifts (poem) Dec'23:36
A Hindu view of Jesus Christ. May'24:17
But whom say ye that I am? Jul'24:11
The limitless Christ. Dec'24:21
Our Christ (poem) Jul'25:5
Christ, the world's hope. Oct'25:10
What the world wants. Jun'26:15
The eighth epistle to the churches. Jul'27:21
Christus consolator (poem) Oct'27:16
America speaks. Oct'27:47
Missionary illustrations... Jan'28:59
Speaking of books. May'28:42
The riches of the glory of this mystery. Apr'29:5
Missionary organizations. Sep'29:32
Devotional study for woman's societies.
Sep'29:34 Oct'29:48 Nov'29:48 Mar'30:48
Missionary illustrations... May'30:43
What do we mean today by "saving souls?" Feb'31:5
Speaking of books. Feb'31:35
Gentlemen, the King. Mar'31:3
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jan'32:42
He is able! Feb'32:10
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Feb'32:42      Mar'32:44      Feb'33:43
Devotional study of missionary societies.

Jul'33:38      Sep'33:38      Oct'33:38
The mastery of Jesus. Feb'34:17
What they said. Nov'34:19
Book chat. Apr'35:24      Nov'36:16      May'41:19
Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'41:34
We feature Christ at Christmas. Dec'42:46
Missionary worship services. Jan'43:38
The totalitarian Christ. Apr'43:22
The Kingdom of the King of Kings. Mar'44:7
These things I believe. Jul'54:6
I believe in Christian missions. Apr'55:21
The unpopularity of Jesus. Nov'66:18
Christ--the answer. Apr'73:10
He was a man (poem) Apr'73:28
A message about salvation. May'73:17
Shavings. Nov'73:33

JESUS CHRIST--CRUCIFIXION

With the Christ of the cross, of the throne. Oct'20:22
Pilate's wife (poem) Feb'26:inside front cover
The threshold. May'43:2
This is the victory. Apr'55:7
When children learn of Jesus' death. Mar'57:12
Calvary new style (poem) Mar'67:29
Think on these things (poem) Mar'67:29
Thirty pieces (poem) Mar'67:29
The crucifixion. Mar'67:29

JESUS CHRIST--RESURRECTION

The Garden of Resurrection (poem) Apr'27:inside front cover
God's eternal "yes." Apr'54:7
Why fear death? Apr'57:9
"JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR" (PHONORECORDING)
Record received. Jun'71:33
Minister comments on rock opera. Jun'71:33
Audio-visuals. Mar'72:31

JESUS-MARIA, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'46:39

JESUS MOVEMENT
Praise the Lord! Jan'72:10
World events. Jan'72:37

JETER, JAMES A
In brief. Sep'73:41

JETER, LAURA
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33

JETER, MARY LOUISE
See
LONGFELLOW, MARY LOUISE JETER

Jetley, Marie
Letters. Jan'69:48

JEU HAWK
Chines visitors. Jul'24:63

JEWELL, EARLE R
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32

JEWETT, FRANK LEONARD, 1874-1969
(married to Catherine Margaret Coughey Jewett)
Notes. Nov'19:66

48
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:13
Where church and state join hands. Nov'24:7
Twelve-five years in one chair! Nov'30:14
...honored. Jul'35:30
Texas Bible Chair. Jun'45:25
News room (photo) Jul'46:47
Tribute... (photo) Oct'46:31
Global highlights. Jul'56:4
Presenting... (photo) Nov'63:8
In memoriam. May'69:46

JEWETT, GEORGE A., 1847-1934
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'28:40
(death) Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34

Jewett, Jonas Levis, 1895-
Jarvis College begins 16th Session. Nov'28:36
The world do move. Jan'29:21

JEWETT, JONAS LEVIAS, 1895-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42

JEWETT, NYDIA
(death) Sep'22:51

JEWISH LIFE
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45

JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (NEW YORK)
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
Global highlights. Nov'54:3

JEWS
See also
ANTI-SEMITISM
HOLOCAUST, JEWS (1939-1945)
JUDAISM

Bible study. Nov'22:48
Glimpses of the religious world.
Feb'24:46 May'24:45 Oct'24:53 May'25:45
Missionary illustrations... May'26:52
Glimpses of the religious world.
Jul'26:45 Dec'26:45 May'27:45 Jul'28:29
Oct'26:45
Listening in on the world. Nov'32:22
The threshold. May'34:2 Feb'38:2
A significant Jewish congress. Jun'36:4
The wandering Jew, modern version. May'38:26
Christian generosity of Jews. May'39:4
A Jew (poem) May'39:5
Do Jews want war? Oct'39:16
Anti-Semitism and America. Feb'40:13
A million murdered. Sep'42:4
The logic of race hatred. Nov'42:17
Why I am not an Anti-Semite. Mar'43:10
Israel! What of tomorrow. Sep'43:19
Religion at work. Jun'45:35
Christ on Pogrom Street. Dec'45:12
"Holy Joe" comes home. Jul'46:20
A friend in need. Jul'46:48
Global highlights. Oct'46:2
The joy of being a Jew. Nov'46:19
The third front. Jun'47:46
A primer on Palestine. May'48:16
A kite falls on the Succah. May'40:40
Global highlights. Apr'49:3
It is not compensation. Oct'52:2
Global highlights. Jul'54:2  Mar'56:4
A community fights prejudice. Feb'59:49
Jews join CWS. Oct'60:44
Global highlights.
Dec'60:5  May'61:4  Jul'61:7
Personally speaking. Jul'61:10
Global highlights. Sep'62:6
Christian foothold in Israel. Feb'63:23
Oil the Mandelbaum Gate. Mar'63:9
Global highlights. Dec'63:5
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
Global highlights. Oct'66:6
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
Changes in relationships between Christians and Jews.
Sep'67:12
Letters. May'68:4
Ahead of the headlines. May'70:5
Editorials. May'70:19
World events. May'70:37  Jan'71:37  Jan'72:36
JEWSBURY, (married to Claude Jewsbury)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:23
JHANSI, INDIA
Notes. Nov'19:66
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:36  Dec'22:63
A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:44
Growing missionaries. Dec'23:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:61
Opportunity knocking in Jhansi. Feb'25:37
Easter in Jhansi. Apr'25:36
The Jhansi Church Council. Jun'25:41
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61
Where example furnished inspiration. Sep'26:46
Working with the boys. Feb'30:40
Good turns. Apr'30:26
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
Dramatization at Jhansi. Jan'31:35
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:40
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
JIKAKO SAMUELE
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
JIMENEZ,
quoted. The transformation of Joe (photo) Jan'30:34
JIMENEZ, LILIA
(photo) Sep'48:31
"JIMMY FINDS CITY FRIENDS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'54:40
JINNAH, ALI
Global highlights. Jun'48:3
JOACHIM, EILEEN, 1915?-1984 (married to Darrell F. Joachim)
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
JOAD, C. E. M. GOD AND EVIL
Book chat. Oct'43:10
JOB, PREM
   Boys find their place in life. Feb'43:26
JOB CORPS
   See
   UNITED STATES. JOB CORPS
JOEH, OKINAWA
   Echoes from everywhere (photo of groundbreaking for church)
      Nov'61:34
JOEL, W A
   (photo) Mar'24:48
JOEL, WILLIAM
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'55:33
JOENSU, (married to Matti Joensu)
   (photo) May'54:32
JOENSU, MATTI
   (photo) May'54:32
JOFFE, ELIZABETH ALICE ROWE, 1932-
   (photo) Dec'35:34  Jan'37:24
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
   (photo) Jul'44:34
JOHANN, CARL, 1849-1930 (married to Georgina Johann)
   (photo) Jan'23:2
   Carl Johann. Jan'23:24
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
   (death) Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:35
   Classroom and campus. Sep'44:27
JOHANN, GEORGINA (married to Carl Johann)
   (death) A look-in on our college. Jan'32:32
JOHANN, HELEN ISABELLE
   Classroom and campus. Feb'63:34
Johannaber, Betty McCaw
   See Johannaber, Rossie Elizabeth McCaw
Johannaber, Rossie Elizabeth McCaw, 1919-
   (married to John Johannaber)
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'46:36
JOHANNABER, ROSSIE ELIZABETH McCAW, 1919-
   News room (photo) Jan'44:34
   News room. Feb'44: 34  Apr'44:28  Oct'44:28  Apr'47:41
   (marriage) News room. Sep'47:40
JOHANNABER, JOHN (married to Rossie Elizabeth McCaw Johannaber)
   (marriage) News room. Sep'47:40
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Sep'46:38  Jul'48:36  Feb'49:38
   The Johannesburg case. May'67:9
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA. CHURCH OF CHRIST
   (photo) Jul'67:3
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA. LINDEN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jan'51:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:7
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
   Global highlights. Feb'63:6
   Is there hope for South Africa? (photo) Apr'65:25
JOHANNESSON, J A
   Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:25
JOHANSEN, HOPE STELZLE. ARMED WITH FAITH
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36

JOHANSON, ERIK
(photo) Mar'71:25

JOHANSSON, GUNNEL
(ordination) Global highlights. Sep'48:4

JOHN, EDMUND L
More congregations approve Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'61:51

JOHN, EMIL PAUL. DEEP WELL

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
Social trends. Nov'61:18
Between right and left. Dec'61:9
If you don't know jewels. Jul'63:9
? and answers. Apr'66:8

JOHN C. CAMPBELL FOLK SCHOOL (BRASSTOWN, N.C.)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37

JOHN MILTON MAGAZINE
Letters. Jul'66:inside front cover

JOHN MILTON SOCIETY FOR THE BLIND
Global highlights. Jul'52:3
...honors Miss Helen Keller. May'53:44
Dots and records. Dec'55:31
Hymns for the blind. Dec'58:42
Letters. Feb'69:36

JOHN MILTON SOCIETY FOR THE BLIND TALKING BOOKS
Blind will receive religious talking book. Nov'51:48

JOHN OF THE CROSS (BRAZIL)
The very thing you need (photo) Dec'59:28

JOHNS, MERLE ALDENE CALEY, 1919- (married to Robert L. Johns)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'56:6

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45

Johnsen, A
Our work in Norway. Jan'19:54

JOHNSEN, A
News from Norway. Apr'19:57

JOHNSON, (MRS. A. A.)
In memoriam. Jul'37:39

Johnson, (Mrs. B. C.)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62

JOHNSON, (MRS. C. L.)
(photo) Jun'50:18
New room. Jul'57:38

JOHNSON, (married to Charles Johnson)
News room (photo) Sep'52:38

JOHNSON, (married to Charles S. Johnson)
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'54:33

JOHNSON, (married to Ervin M. Johnson) -1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

JOHNSON, (married to George Johnson), -1970
In memoriam. Jan'71:45

JOHNSON, (married to Glenn Johnson)
Here and there with World Call. Dec'59:50

JOHNSON, (married to Harry Johnson)
Quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46

Johnson, (married to Harry Johnson)
Letters. Sep'65:46
JOHNSON,  (married to Jay Johnson)  
Disciples help build center for Thai youth (photo) Apr'56:29

JOHNSON,  (married to Lucian L. Johnson)  
(photo) Sep'65:8

JOHNSON,  (MRS. N. W.)  
(death) Sep'25:57

JOHNSON,  (married to Ralph Johnson)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'58:8

JOHNSON,  (MRS. S. L.) -1954  
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

Johnson,  (married to Sam C. Johnson)  
Another church self-supporting from birth. Nov'24:41

Johnson,  (married to Tom Johnson)  
Letters. Feb'72:45

JOHNSON,  (MRS. W. P.) -1945  
In memoriam. Jan'46:37

Johnson, A E  
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.  
Oct'27:25

JOHNSON, A E  
(photo) Oct'27:25

JOHNSON, A L  
(photo) Jul'52:32

JOHNSON, ABNER HIRAM, -1961  (married to Olive Adamson Johnson)  
(photo) Jul'22:2  
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7  
Losses to our missionaries. Mar'23:45  
(photo) Mar'26:12  
In memoriam. Nov'61:35

JOHNSON, ADA  
Memoriam. Feb'35:39

JOHNSON, ALLAN  
Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57

JOHNSON, ANDREW L  
(death) Mar'24:52

JOHNSON, ASHLEY SIDNEY, 1857-1925  
(married to Emma Elizabeth Strawn Johnson)  
Ashley Sidney Johnson--a tribute (photo) Mar'25:38  
Great teachers in my life (photo) Jan'48:8

Johnson, Ava Dale Plummer, 1925--  
(married to Charles Richard Johnson)  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'56:36  
Congo Sunday. Mar'59:47  
A night to be remembered. May'59:28  
Role in new Congo. Jun'59:48

JOHNSON, AVA DALE PLUMMER, 1925--  
News room. Sep'59:41

JOHNSON, B R  
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23  
Bethany College installs President. Jan'35:3

JOHNSON, BARRY  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'68:6

Johnson, Barton A., 1896-1975  
(married to Vivian Loretto Smith Johnson)  
Caught on the run. Mar'26:62  
One-day Conventions, 1932. Feb'33:21  
Speaking of books. Sep'33:31  
Oct'33:31
Book chat. Feb'36:42
The way one church entertained its living link. Nov'37:34
Book chat. Apr'38:34
The budget--an educational process. Oct'43:9
Program planning in the local church. Oct'46:8

JOHNSON, BARTON A., 1896-1975
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Oct'30:34 (photo) Nov'30:42
   (photo) Feb'32:21 May'33:4
   ...to Fort Wayne (photo) Apr'34:27
   (photo) Dec'37:25 Oct'43:9
   quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Nov'50:30

JOHNSON, BEN
quoted. Last column. Oct'56:48

JOHNSON, BEN C
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville (photo)
Sep'71:8

JOHNSON, BEN S., 1882-1972
(death of wife) Jul'19:55
(photo) Mar'24:35

Johnson, Bert Redwine, 1886-1959
Speaking of books.
   Mar'30:58 May'30:33 May'31:34
New advanced Bible. Jul'32:45

JOHNSON, BERT REDWINE, 1886-1959
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
In the field of Temperance and Social Welfare. Feb'33:25
(photo) Nov'36:41
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

JOHNSON, BESSIE R
(photo) Jan'21:9

JOHNSON, BOBBIE
(photo) Nov'52:11

JOHNSON, BRACE E (married to Maxine Johnson)
Four congregations enroll in Home Plan (photo) Feb'60:49

JOHNSON, BYRON. NEED IS OUR NEIGHBOR
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40

Johnson, C L
Columbus--October 25-31. Jul'37:5
Adjustment for the veteran. Jan'46:20

JOHNSON, C L
   (photo) Nov'36:42 Jul'37:5
   Our Columbus churches. Oct'37:7

JOHNSON, C M (married to Ima Johnson)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'57:6

Johnson, Carl A., -1968
Spokane meets the Depression. Jan'32:11

JOHNSON, CARL A., -1968
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:32
Happy in EHP (photo) Oct'58:47
Endore Home Plan (photo) Jan'60:42
In memoriam. Feb'69:43

JOHNSON, CAROL LEE, 1960-
   (birth) News room. Mar'61:46
JOHNSON, CAROLYN
   (photo) Oct'22:52
JOHNSON, CAROLYN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:36
JOHNSON, CATHERINE B
   In memoriam. Sep'45:29
Johnson, Charles
   All People's takes a long look ahead. Oct'56:15
JOHNSON, CHARLES
   (photo) Nov'52:11
   Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'58:5
Johnson, Charles Richard, 1941- (married to Ava Dale Johnson)
   Bolei's gift. Jul'56:45
JOHNSON, CHARLES RICHARD, 1941-
   News room. Sep'59:41
JOHNSON, CHARLES S
   Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7
   The dramatic story of Fisk. Sep'36:21
Johnson, Clarence
   Profile of a black minister. Sep'73:8
JOHNSON, CLARENCE
   World events. Oct'70:36
Johnson, Cloteen
   Letters. Nov'63:49
JOHNSON, DANIEL T
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
JOHNSON, DICK
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'57:5
JOHNSON, DONALD
   World Call cover contest winner (photo) Nov'30:1
   The first page. Jul'31:2
JOHNSON, DORA M
   Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30
Johnson, E H
   Into all the world. Jul'47:18
JOHNSON, E. H.
   (photo) Mar'52:14
JOHNSON, E. H. FOR A TIME LIKE THIS
   New books. Dec'73:36
JOHNSON, E N
   (photo) Jan'21:5
JOHNSON, EBEN S
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
JOHNSON, EDGAR
   News room. Jul'42:43
Johnson, Edna Ruth
   Protestantism on the move. Nov'49:22
JOHNSON, ELIJAH N., 1865-1934
   (death) Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
JOHNSON, ELIZABETH GLASS, -1919
   (death) Jul'19:55
Johnson, Ella Colter
   My rule of life (poem) Oct'34:29
JOHNSON, ELLA N. -1947
   In memoriam. Oct'47:37
JOHNSON, ELLA WILLIAMS, -1926
(death) Sep'26:52
JOHNSON, ELSYE, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

JOHNSON, EMMA ELIZABETH STRAWN, 1863-1927
(married to Ashley Sidney Johnson)
Ashley Sidney Johnson--a tribute (photo) Mar'25:38
The passing of three leaders. Sep'27:4

JOHNSON, EMSLEY W
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28

JOHNSON, ERNEST F
Religion in education. Jan'56:5

Johnson, Esther Treudley
Young Woman's Missionary circles. Jan'19;52
Opening education to the women of the Orient. Feb'19:29
Young Woman's Missionary circles.
   Feb'19:43  Mar'19:45  Apr'19:38  May'19:56
A house of the nations. Nov'20:9
In a land of tomorrow. Sep'21:6
Another chapter on Mexico. Oct'21:14
Getting the Gospel across in Congoland. Jan'22:31

JOHNSON, ESTHER TREUDLEY
(photo) Jul'19:59
Notes. Sep'19:48
Frank L. Johnson murdered by Turks. Mar'20:1
Notes. Apr'20:60
Change, change, change. Sep'20:1,64
The challenge. Nov'25:29
News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:18
In brief. Dec'73:42

Johnson, Ethel F
Sunday schools. Dec'28:51
These three. Feb'31:19

JOHNSON, ETHEL F
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
Miss Ethel F. Johnson (photo) Oct'24:57
(photo) Apr'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'29:37

Johnson, Eva Marie, 1923-
A new missionary meets the Congolese. Oct'49:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
New Hope Hospital being built. Mar'61:39

JOHNSON, EVA MARIE, 1923-
News room. Nov'47:40
(photo) Nov'56:23
Hope Hospital honors doctor (photo) Jun'58:48
Squadron of advance (photo) Jul'60:32
(photo) May'61:21
Missionary register. Nov'65:48

JOHNSON, EZRA M
World events (photo) Mar'71:36

Johnson, F. Ernest
The church and the chaplain. Feb'37:21

JOHNSON, F. ERNEST
(photo) Feb'37:21
Global highlights. Mar'53:4
JOHNSON, F. ERNEST. THE CHURCH AS EMPLOYER, MOENY RAISER AND INVESTOR
Book chat. Dec'60:42

JOHNSON, F. ERNEST. THE SOCIAL GOSPEL RE-EXAMINED
Book chat. Jan'41:21

Johnson, Frances C
Letters. Mar'67:45

JOHNSON, FRANK L
...Murdered by Turks. Mar'20:1

JOHNSON, G. ARLAND
Global highlights. Mar'67:6

Johnson, Gene Elvin (married to Susanna Hahn Johnson)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36
Direct line. Jun'71:31

JOHNSON, GENE ELVIN
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Nov'56:2
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
(photo) Jun'71:31

JOHNSON, GEORGE
Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:6

JOHNSON, GEORGE D
News room. May'61:32

JOHNSON, GLENN A
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30

Johnson, Glenn R
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33

JOHNSON, GLENN R.
In brief. May'69:42

Johnson, H Eugene
Letters. Oct'68:4
Tell me about COCU in Biblical terms. Oct'68:28

JOHNSON, H M
(photo) Jun'30:33

JOHNSON, H SOPHIA
In memoriam. Dec'31:41

JOHNSON, HALL
Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7

JOHNSON, HAROLD L. THE CHRISTIAN AS A BUSINESSMAN
New books. Oct'64:47

Johnson, Harold Raymond, 1921–
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
Read about India! Dec'63:41
The day of the Lord (poem) Nov'69:18
Chritians can make the world a more human dwelling place.
Nov'70:6
The role of national program agencies. Oct'71:suppl:25

JOHNSON, HAROLD RAYMOND, 1921–
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26
News room. Sep'63:42
Disciples in the news. Jul'67:8
quoted. Church buildings--why? Sep'67:20
(photo) Oct'71:suppl:25

JOHNSON, HAROLD RAYMOND. OUTREACH THROUGH STATE/AREA ORGANIZATIONS
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
JOHNSON, HERBERT
Classroom and campus. Jul'54:35

JOHNSON, HOWARD J (married to Evelyn Redman Johnson)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'56:6

JOHNSON, IDA
(death) Jul'21:43

JOHNSON, IRENE
See
HODGES, IRENE JOHNSON

Johnson, J. R.
When parents meet. Feb'64:28

JOHNSON, J. THOMAS
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'65:34
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
In brief (photo) Jun'70:38

JOHNSON, JAMES ROBERT, 1955-
(birth) News room. Feb'56:38

Johnson, James Weldon
(untitled poem) Jan'28:23

JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29
Here was a man. Oct'38:3

JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON. ALONG THIS WAY
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32

JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON. THE BOOK OF AMERICAN NEGRO POETRY
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43

JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON. NEGRO AMERICANS, WHAT NOW?
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43

Johnson, Jerry Don
Sermon from a wheelchair. Oct'64:19

JOHNSON, JERRY DON
News room (photo) Nov'63:40
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'64:34
(photo) Oct'64:19

Johnson, John
Notes. Sep'19:49
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'20:59 Mar'21:53 Apr'21:60
Making brotherhood a reality in Chicago. Aug'21:38

JOHNSON, JOHN
Opening of Disciples' Community House, New York City.
Mar'19:54
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Christian Endeavor notes. Jul'19:59
Dining at the New York Community House. Sep'19:15
A new home for the Russian Church (photo) Sep'20:4
(photo) Aug'21:39
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
(photo) Oct'21:29
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51

Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:60 Aug'23:50
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:60 Mar'24:60
(photo) Dec'24:48
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
(photo) Nov'25:55
Johnson, Josephine
Prelude (poem) Apr'35:48

JOHNSON, JOSEPHINE L., 1872-1956 (married to Edward M. Johnson)
quoted. Anent the reading contest. Apr'26:49
(death) News room. Jan'57:36

JOHNSON, KARIA
(photo) Mar'33:24

JOHNSON, KATE V., 1860-1919
Obituary (photo) Apr'19:59
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
Better than battleships. Feb'21:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
A century in Japan. Nov'59:22

JOHNSON, KATIE MYALL
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

JOHNSON, KENNA
In memoriam. Jul'41:39

JOHNSON, LAURA, -1949
In memoriam. Apr'49:40

JOHNSON, LAWRENCE E
In brief. Sep'71:35

JOHNSON, LEARDREW
The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28

JOHNSON, LELAND
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31

JOHNSON, LEMUEL P
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42

JOHNSON, LEWIS
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Nov'26:55

JOHNSON, LILLIAN
(photo) Mar'22:41

JOHNSON, LILLIE
In memoriam. Oct'28:48

JOHNSON, LOUISE HELEN
(photo) Jul'23:7
Johnson, Lucille
Letters. Jul'69:35

JOHNSON, LUCILE PETTIGREW. THE LIFE OF CHRIST IN CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
Book chat. Jan'41:45

JOHNSON, LUCY BARKLEY
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27

JOHNSON, LYDIA -1947
In memoriam. May'47:41 Oct'47:37

Johnson, Lyndon Baines, 1908-1973
(married to Claudia Alta Taylor Johnson)
To build a house of freedom. Jul'64:11

JOHNSON, LYNDON BAINES, 1908-1973
Classroom and campus. Apr'59:34
quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace (photo) Jul'60:17
quoted. Last column. Feb'62:50 Jul'63:50
Global highlights (photo) Jan'64:4 Feb'64:7
World Calling... Mar'64:10
Global highlights (photo) Apr'64:7 Jul'64:5
(photo) Jul'64:11
"Calling" in the Capital (photo) Feb'66:21
Social trends. Mar'66:22
(photo) Mar'67:8
Temperance education authorized by Congress. Apr'68:36
(death) The scene. Apr'73:33
JOHNSON, M S
(photo) May'25:39
JOHNSON, MARJORIE
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:18
Johnson, Martha Moss
My rose of Calvary (poem) May'34:18
JOHNSON, MARY ALICE, -1951
In memoriam. Mar'51:39
JOHNSON, MATALENA, -1960
In memoriam. Jun'60:37
JOHNSON, MAXINE WITHERSPOON (married to Brace E. Johnson)
Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8
In brief. May'69:39
JOHNSON, MAY
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
JOHNSON, MILTON C. HOW THE LITTLEST CHERUB WAS LATE FOR
CHRISTMAS
New books. Dec'67:38
JOHNSON, MINNIE M
Representative graduates... Feb'19:32
JOHNSON, MOLLIE
(death) Mar'26:50
JOHNSON, MORDECAI WYATT
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
JOHNSON, NELLIE J
In memoriam. Sep'37:39
JOHNSON, O. D.
Every home plan family is growing (photo) Sep'59:46
Johnson, Olive Adamson, -1967 (married to Abner H. Johnson)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:60
In the Kentucky mountains. Jul'33:46
JOHNSON, OLIVE ADAMSON, -1967
(photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
In memoriam. May'67:46
JOHNSON, OLIVE B., -1951
In memoriam. May'52:39
JOHNSON, P H
quoted. Last column. Feb'57:48
JOHNSON, PAUL
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13
JOHNSON, PAUL A
News room. Jul'55:38 Apr'58:40 May'64:34
Johnson, Paul E
No minister walks alone. Oct'66:11
JOHNSON, PAUL E. CHRISTIAN LOVE
Book chat. Feb'51:18
JOHNSON, PAUL E. PERSON AND COUNSELOR
New books. May'67:22
JOHNSON, PAUL E. PSYCHOLOGY OF PASTORAL CARE
Book chat. Jan'54:20
JOHNSON, PAUL E. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
Book chat. Dec'45:14

JOHNSON, PIERCE. DYING INTO LIFE
New books. Dec'72:34

JOHNSON, R. PARK. MIDDLE EAST PILGRIMAGE
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

Johnson, Ray M
Programs for young people. Mar'38:37

JOHNSON, REX M
In our colleges. Oct'38:32

JOHNSON, RICHARD
Pick and shovel Christianity (photo) Nov'55:29
Christians with aching backs. Dec'55:23

JOHNSON, ROBERT
Global highlights. Dec'60:4

JOHNSON, ROBERT. THE SOUL'S STRUGGLE
Book reviews. Jan'39:53

JOHNSON, ROBERT FRANCIS
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'54:37
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:33 Oct'55:30

JOHNSON, ROBERT L. COUNTER CULTURE AND THE VISION OF GOD
New books. Mar'72:30

JOHNSON, ROBERT WOOD. OR FORFEIT FREEDOM
Book chat. Nov'47:16

JOHNSON, RONALD GLENN, 1957-
(birth) News room. Sep'57:38

JOHNSON, RONNIE
Youth help church see its world ministry (photo) May'73:16

Johnson, Ruby A
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:14

Johnson, Ruth
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

JOHNSON, RUTH (married to Harold S. Johnson)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'68:7

JOHNSON, RUTH PRATT
Ambassadors for the Brotherhood (photo) Jun'56:18

JOHNSON, SAMUEL BERNARD
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:40

JOHNSON, SIDDIE JO
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42

JOHNSON, STUART A
Global highlights. Apr'59:5
News room. Apr'60:34

JOHNSON, SUSAN ELLEN, 1958-
(birth) News room. May'58:40

Johnson, Susanna Hahn, 1930- (married to Gene Elvin Johnson)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36
Direct line. Jun'71:31

JOHNSON, SUSANNA HAHN, 1930-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Nov'56:2
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
(photo) Jun'71:31

JOHNSON, SYLVIA LOUISE, 1932-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

JOHNSON, T. J. FROM THE DRIFTWOOD OF BAYOU PIERRE
Book chat. Oct'50:41
JOHNSON, TALMAGE C. THE CHRISTIAN DIFFERENTIAL
   Book chat. Feb'37:45
JOHNSON, TALMAGE C. LIFE'S INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS
   Book chat. Oct'43:10
JOHNSON, TOM
   In brief. May'71:42
JOHNSON, VERNIA EVELYN
   News room. May'44:28
JOHNSON, VIVIAN LORETTA SMITH, -1984
   (married to Barton A. Johnson)
   News room. Apr'48:29
   (photo) Jul'52:29
   News room (photo) Jan'53:33
   The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
   Women and world highways. Jul'60:35
JOHNSON, W H
   (death) Jan'24:50
Johnson, W J
   Note. May'19:64
JOHNSON, WENDELL
   Classroom and campus. Nov'64:34   May'65:35   Dec'65:34
Johnson, Willard
   Letters. Nov'69:4
JOHNSON, WILLARD
   Global highlights. Jan'47:2
   News room. Oct'47:32
JOHNSON, WILLIAM S
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:4
JOHNSON, WILLIAM SPENCER
   Classroom and campus. Jan'61:28
JOHNSON, WINIFRED ANN, 1958-
   (birth) News room. May'58:40
JOHNSON, ZELMON
   A pastor's study takes a new form (photo) Nov'73:29
JOHNSON BIBLE COLLEGE
   Ashley Sidney Johnson--a tribute. Mar'25:38
JOHNSTON CITY, TENNESSEE. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Broadcasting the Gospel (photos) Feb'23:21
Johnston, (married to David Johnston)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:64
JOHNSTON, (MRS. J. O.) -1950
   In memoriam. Jan'51:37
JOHNSTON, (married to Rollo Johnston) -1955
   In memoriam. Feb'56:35
JOHNSTON, (married to Virgil Johnston)
   Classroom and campus. Dec'61:31
JOHNSTON, ALLEN
   (photo) Dec'20:51   Jun'23:23
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
JOHNSTON, BARBARA SCOTT (married to Edgar Allen Johnston, Jr.)
   (marriage) News room. Sep'41:42
JOHNSTON, BLANCHE (married to R. Wayne Johnston)
   Classroom and campus. Jul'68:35
JOHNSTON, CELINA
   (death) Apr'25:51
JOHNSTON, EARL M
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44

Johnston, Edgar Allen, 1880-1950
(married to Lillian Proefrock Johnston)
Wanderland—Wonderland. Oct'19:16
Look on the fields—Congo. Oct'19:21
New advance in Africa. Dec'20:50
We only await the workers. Jun'21:51
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
Free born souls in mission lands. Mar'24:8
The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:24
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48

JOHNSTON, EDGAR ALLEN, 1880-1950
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:33
(photo) Aug'19:27
Notes. Sep'19:48
Juapa-Lomela trip. Jul'20:40
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
(photo) Feb'22:40 Mar'22:41
A hike through the forest. Jun'25:37
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Jul'31:42 Sep'34:34 Apr'40:31
  Apr'34:31 Mar'39:33 May'40:29
News room. Mar'42:43 Sep'45:30
Our neighbors (photo) Jul'46:28
(death) News room. Mar'50:38

JOHNSTON, EDGAR ALLEN, 1917- (married to Barbara Scott Johnston)
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
We only await the workers. Jun'21:51
(photo) Feb'22:40 Mar'22:55 Jun'37:24
Attends school for missionaries. Apr'38:43
(marriage) News room. Sep'41:42
News room. Mar'43:34
Johnston, Eldred
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39 Dec'39:36

Johnston, Eric
Prejudice is bad business. Feb'47:7

JOHNSTON, ERIC
(photo) Feb'47:7

Johnston, Ida Lee
A mother's impression of a home for the motherless. Apr'19:59

JOHNSTON, JANET MARY
See HALL, JANET MARY JOHNSTON

JOHNSTON, KENNETH
Crusade progress (photo) May'50:27

Johnston, Kenneth M
Give credit to the caretaker. Jun'62:17

JOHNSTON, LEO
In memoriam. Jun'44:33

Johnston, Lillian Augusta (Proefrock), 1885-1946
(married to Edgar Allen Johnstone)
Wanderland—Wonderland, a bat feast. Jul'19:23
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55
So it goes in Congo. Sep'25:57
A Congo Jephthah. Feb'34:44
Bring out your rubber. Jan'35:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:38
A glimpse at Wema. May'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'37:39
Station UCMS broadcasting Sep'38:34
Cornell school for missionaries. Apr'39:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'42:39 Apr'44:32

JOHNSTON, LILLIAN AUGUSTA (PROEFROCK), 1885-1946
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:33
(photo) Aug'19:27
Notes. Sep'19:48 Jan'20:63 May'20:63
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
We only await the workers. Jun'21:51
(photo) Feb'22:40
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.

JOHNSTON, M O
(photo) Mar'24:56

JOHNSTON, R. WAYNE (married to Blanche Johnston)
Classroom and campus. Jul'68:35

JOHNSTON, ROBERT L
Redemption sculpture. Feb'70:16

JOHNSTON, ROBERT M
Here and there with World Call. Jan'49:48
New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12

JOHNSTON, ROY B
Letters. Feb'65:44

JOHNSTON, ROY B
Retirements from general ministry. Sep'71:32

JOHNSTON, RUBY F. THE RELIGION OF NEGRO PROTESTANTS
Book chat. Oct'56:40

JOHNSTON, Vinnie Grace
(death) Jan'21:47

JOHNSTON, W G
Wise business methods. Oct'20:37

JOHNSTON, W G
(photo) Oct'23:56 Mar'24:45

JOHNSTON, W J
Message... Oct'19:47
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:26

JOHNSTON, W J
Notes. Apr'19:63
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
(photo) Oct'27:26

JOHNSTONE, CATHERINE, -1948
In memoriam. May'49:39
JOHNSONTE, GLADYS BRUSH
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31

JOHNSTONE, LEE M
Notes. Jun'19:62

JOHNSTONE, WILLIAM C. THE FUTURE OF JAPAN
Book chat. Nov'45:17

JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:47
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51 Apr'24:51
The church's world mission. Nov'40:16

JOINER, MARJORIE
News room. Nov'50:46

JOINT ACTION IN COMMUNITY SERVICE
A job for laymen. Feb'68:15
In brief. Jun'68:8

JOINT ACTION IN MISSION
? and answers. Dec'65:8
World events. Nov'69:37

JOINT CHURCH AID
Fish in the chapel. May'69:22

JOINT COMMISSION ON CAMPUS CHRISTIAN LIFE

JOINT COMMISSION ON CHURCH UNION IN NEW ZEALAND
Church union moves ahead in New Zealand. May'72:20

JOINT COMMITTEE ON MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Feb'19:64
Christian Endeavor missions. Mar'19:59
Good Americans in the making. Jun'19:42
Mar'20:58

JOINT COMMITTEE ON WAR PRODUCTION COMMUNITIES
Logging camps of the Pacific Northwest. Jun'19:8

JOINT CONFERENCE ON CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
Global highlights. Apr'55:3

JOINT EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
World events. Jul'72:38

JOINT NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
Church architecture. Mar'54:41

JOLLY, BETTY
(death) May'23:55

JOLLY, HAZEL, 1911- (married to Eugene Edward Jolly)
(photo) Jul'63:8
Six women presidents May'67:48 (photo p. 36)

JOLLY, J R
(photo) Mar'24:25
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57

JOLLY, JEAN MARIE GOUTER, 1926-
(birth) Jan'27:62
(photo) May'29:48
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26
(photo p. 25)
(photo) Nov'38:18 Feb'41:inside back cover
News room. Mar'49:34

JOLLY, JEFFERSON ALLEN
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:6

JOLLY, LOUISE (married to James R. Jolly) -1951
In memoriam. Mar'52:39
JOLLY, MARY
   (death) Jul'24:53
JOLLY, TEENA DONNA, 1948-
   (birth) News room. Mar'49:34
JONAH (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
   A modern story of Jonah. Jan'72:31
JONATHAN, FRANKLIN C. (married to Kanchan E. Premshah Jonathan)
   Overseas leaders welcomed (photo) Oct'71:11
   quoted. World events. Feb'72:38
   Ministry in India--preparing for variety (photo) Sep'72:12
JONATHAN, JAYASHRE CHRISTOBELL
   (photo) Oct'71:11
JONATHAN, KANCHAN E. PREMSHAH (married to Franklin Jonathan)
   (photo) Oct'71:11
JONES, (married to Abner Jones)
   (photo) Jan'21:11
JONES, (married to Austin Jones)
   (death) Nov'20:49
Jones, (married to Claude E Jones)
   Mightier than the noise of many waters. Jun'32:26
JONES, (MRS. E. G.)
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
JONES, (married to Enoch H. Jones)
   (death) Feb'26:51
JONES, (MRS. J. B.)
   (death) Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
JONES, (married to J. Carl Jones, Sr.) -1955
   In memoriam. Oct'55:33
JONES, (MRS. J. H.)
   (photo) Jan'27:15
JONES, (MRS. S. R.)
   (death) May'26:50
JONES, (MRS. W. H.), -1948
   In memoriam. Oct'48:37
JONES, (married to Wallace Jones)
   News room. Nov'57:35
JONES, A B
   Notable ministries of the Kansas City area. Sep'36:7
      (photo p. 6)
JONES, A. PAUL
   A breakthrough in Christian worship (photo) Jun'71:32
JONES, A. WILLARD (married to Christina H. Jones)
   (photo) Jan'63:20
JONES, ABNER
   Partners in conversation. Jun'64:15
JONES, ALBERT
   (photo) Jul'46:32
   Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
JONES, ALBERT N
   Global highlights. Jan'60:4
   Disciples in the news. Jun'66:7
JONES, ALBERT W
   News room. Apr'60:34
JONES, ALEXANDER
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'67:6
JONES, ALEXANDER. THE OLD TESTAMENT OF THE JERUSALEM BIBLE
   New books. Feb'70:29
JONES, ALICE LEE
   (death) May'26:50
JONES, ALLENE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'62:35
JONES, ANN
   In the light of many candles (photo) Apr'24:39
JONES, ANNA BELLE
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'60:7
   News room. Nov'60:36
JONES, ARCHER G
   The good that men do. May'27:58
JONES, B F
   (photo) Nov'25:26
JONES, BILL
   (photo) Mar'53:35
JONES, BILLIE
   (photo) Jul'32:31
Jones, Bruce Lamartine, 1924--
   (married to Enid Louise Smith Jones)
   Adventure in Japan. Jan'62:27
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36
   Direct line. Sep'67:33 Sep'70:32
   Like preaching to a parade. Oct'70:22
   Letters. Feb'71:4
   Direct line. Jan'72:33
   A turning-about in Latin America. Nov'72:28
   Letters. Feb'73:4
JONES, BRUCE LAMARTINE, 1924--
   The Ludwigs discover America (photo) Apr'56:24
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:4
   (photo) Jan'62:27
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'64:6
   News room. Mar'64:36
   (photo) Apr'65:36
   Missionary register. Dec'65:49
   (photo) Sep'67:33
   In brief. Apr'68:8
   Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
   In brief. Apr'70:39
   (photo) Sep'70:33
   In brief. Sep'72:40
JONES, BRYER R., 1927?--
   Global highlights. Nov'57:6
JONES, CARRIE A., -1958
   (photo) Jan'21:18
   In memoriam. Arp'58:37
JONES, CHARLES, JR.
   Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30 Oct'61:33
Jones, Charles T
   Presenting... Nov'63:8
Jones, Christina H (married to A. Willard Jones)
   One coat to a family. Nov'56:26
   The refugees we dare not forget. Jan'63:20
JONES, CHRISTINA H.
   (photo) Jan'63:20
JONES, CHRISTOPHER BURR
   In brief (photo) Jun'70:39
Crisis of participation (photo) Feb'71:11
Jones, Clara Ada, 1893-1982
The union church around the world. Jun'60:27

JONES, CLARA ADA, 1893-1982
What DCHS can do for you (photo) Nov'66:15
Jones, Claude Carville, 1879-1974
As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:30
The one hundred day plan. Dec'32:27

JONES, CLAUDE CARVILLE, 1879-1974
Church at Jennings, Louisiana. May'19:42
(photo) Dec'24:34
(note) Jan'25:46

Jones, Claude Lanier, 1872-1954 (married to Annie Stevens Jones)
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46

JONES, CLAUDE LANIER, 1872-1954
(photo) Oct'22:7 Mar'24:51,53
In memoriam. May'54:35

JONES, CLIFFORD M. THE BIBLE TODAY: FOR THOSE WHO TEACH IT
New books. Jan'65:44

JONES, CLINTON
Christians in shoulder pads (photo) Nov'67:40

Jones, Cora Mae
A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:28

JONES, COURTNEY
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'58:33

JONES, D. L.
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6

JONES, DAISY BELLE, -1949
In memoriam. Mar'49:39

JONES, DAVE
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:35

JONES, DAVID
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
Global highlights (photo) May'59:5
News room (photo) Mar'61:46

JONES, DONALD L
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville (photo)
Sep'71:8
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:8

Jones, E (South Africa)
Disciples in South Africa dedicate new church for Africans.
Jul'56:43
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36

JONES, E (South Africa)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36

JONES, E. WINSTON. PREACHING AND THE DRAMATIC ARTS
Book chat. Oct'49:38

Jones, Edgar DeWitt, 1876-1956 (married to Frances Willis Jones)
The call of the city. May'20:21
When women pray. Apr'21:17
Three times a day. Dec'21:14
A doctor of the Jesus school. Jun'22:4
The Convention as I saw it. Nov'25:14
The greatest of these. Dec'25:24
The challenge of the ministry. Apr'26:4
Fraternizing with the Baptists. Feb'30:18
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
The glory of God's house. Aug'31:14
Beyond Protestantism. Dec'32:9
Resetting the Lord's table. Mar'33:11
A church without spot or wrinkle. Dec'33:15
Peter Ainslie. Apr'34:16
Personalities. (Fra Edgardus)
   Sep'34:15 Nov'34:13 Mar'35:22 May'35:17
   Oct'34:15 Jan'35:16 Apr'35:17
A prayer for children. Jun'35:inside front cover
Personalities. Jun'35:12 Jul'35:20 Sep'35:21
The need of a moral earthquake. Oct'35:11
Personalities. Nov'35:13 Dec'35:22 Jan'36:18
Palmy days. Feb'36:20
Personalities.
   Mar'36:19 Jul'36:21 Jan'37:21 Apr'37:19
   Apr'36:24 Oct'36:25 Feb'37:14 May'37:19
   May'36:24 Nov'36:11
A new definition of prayer. Jun'37:23
Personalities.
   Jul'37:16 Nov'37:21 Feb'38:23
   Oct'37:17 Dec'37:17 Jun'38:15
Goodbye Jerusalem. Oct'35:20
When do "all things work together for good?" Jan'43:25
Dr. Herbert L. Willett--a tribute. May'44:16
On achieving a Christian home. Nov'46:7
Abraham Lincoln. Feb'48:29
The church and displaced persons. Apr'48:22

JONES, EDGAR DEWITT, 1876-1956
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:27
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
   (photo) Oct'22:7
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:44
   (photo) Nov'25:14
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
Northern Baptist-Disciples unity gains momentum. Dec'29:6
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
Announcement. May'33:1
   (photo) Dec'33:15 (bio sketch) Dec'33:16
The threshold. Jan'34:2
quoted. The threshold. Sep'34:2
Des Moines presents a strong program (photo) Oct'34:19
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
   (photo) Nov'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
   (photo) Oct'35:11
The threshold (photo) Jan'37:2
A significant election. Jan'37:3
   (photo) Mar'37:2 Jun'37:23 Nov'38:inside front cover
   (photo) Jan'39:front cover Dec'39:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
   (photo) Jun'41:16
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19
   (photo) Jan'43:25
A citation for Dr. Jones. Apr'43:4
News room. Jan'44:34
The threshold. Mar'44:2
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33
(photo) Oct'46:46 Nov'46:7
News room. Feb'47:32 Oct'47:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'48:4
(death) Global highlights. May'56:6
(death) His place was unique. May'56:7
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
Global highlights. Feb'59:7

JONES, EDGAR DEWITT. AMERICAN PREACHERS OF TODAY
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. THE BEST OF JOHN A. HUTTON
Book chat. Mar'50:12
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. BLUNDERING INTO PARADISE
Book chat. Mar'33:15
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. THE COMING OF THE PERFECT
Book chat. Oct'46:14
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. LINCOLN AND THE PREACHERS
Book chat. Feb'49:12
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. LORDS OF SPEECH
Book chat. Apr'38:34
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. A MAN STOOD UP TO PREACH
Book chat. Jan'44:18
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. ORNAMENTAL ORTHODOXY
Book notices. Feb'19:63
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. THE PULPIT STAIRS
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:11
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. ROSES OF BETHANY AND LILIES OF ARIMATHEA
Book chat. Jan'37:18
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. ROYALITY OF THE PULPIT
Book chat. May'51:18
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. SERMONS I LOVE TO PREACH
book chat. Oct'53:42
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. THIS GREAT BUSINESS OF BEING CHRISTIAN
Book chat. Feb'39:43
JONES, EDGAR DeWITT. MEMORIAL FUND
News room. Sep'56:30

JONES, EDITH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'25:52

Jones, Eli Stanley, 1884-1973
The mission of foreign missions. Mar'25:25
Christ of the Indian road. Apr'25:6
(note) Feb'29:16
Why we are missionaries. Jun'30:6
The churches must act. Apr'43:11
You can vote for a free India. Jan'53:30

JONES, ELI STANLEY, 1884-1973
Educated Indians hear. Feb'20:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47
(photo) Nov'28:41
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55 (cont. next page)
The threshold. May'33:2
A modern apostle. May'33:3
Half million hear Stanley Jones. Mar'34:6
quoted. The last page. Apr'38:48
These come to Denver (photo) Sep'38:9
(photo) May'40:27
News room. Oct'40:34
(photo) Jun'41:16,42
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:17
(photo) Apr'43:11
Support... May'43:4
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
Global highlights. Apr'49:3
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Global highlights. Jul'51:4 Sep'52:3
(photo) Jan'53:30
Global highlights. Feb'54:3
(photo) Mar'54:3 Jun'54:4 Nov'56:46
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
quoted. Global highlights. May'59:5
Why do we have world missions? (photo) Mar'61:19
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'64:6

JONES, ELI STANLEY. ABUNDANT LIVING
book chat. Apr'43:24
JONES, E. STANLEY. ALONG THE INDIAN ROAD
Book chat. Apr'40:43
JONES, E. STANLEY. THE CHRIST OF THE AMERICAN ROAD
Book chat. Sep'44:16
JONES, E. STANLEY. THE CHOICE BEFORE US
Book chat. Feb'38:24
JONES, E. STANLEY. CHRIST AT THE ROUND TABLE
Speaking of books. May'28:42
JONES, E. STANLEY. CHRIST OF THE EVERY ROAD
Speaking of books. Mar'30:42
What, where, when and how. Apr'30:35
Missionary organizations. Apr'30:36
JONES, E. STANLEY. CHRIST OF THE INDIAN ROAD
Speaking of books. May'26:52
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Aug'26:53
Book chat. Jun'34:5
JONES, E. STANLEY. CHRIST'S ALTERNATIVE TO COMMUNISM
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
Book chat. Sep'35:22
JONES, E. STANLEY. GROWING SPIRITUALLY
Book chat. Jul'54:46
JONES, E. STANLEY. HOW TO BE A TRANSFORMED PERSON
Book chat. Feb'52:42
JONES, E. STANLEY. MAHATMA GANDHI: AN INTERPRETATION
Book chat. Nov'48:14
JONES, E. STANLEY. MASTERY, THE ART OF MASTERING LIFE
Book chat. Apr'57:40
JONES, E. STANLEY. A SONG OF ASCENTS: A SPIRITUAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY
New books. Jul'69:28
JONES, E. STANLEY. THE WAY
Book chat. Feb'47:23
JONES, E. STANLEY, THE WAY TO POWER AND POISE
Book chat. Jan'50:45
JONES, ELNORA
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:6
Jones, Emmanuel, 1872-1956
   New equipment at Columbus, Kansas. Feb'21:48
JONES, EMMANUEL, 1872-1956
   (photo) Mar'24:56
Jones, Enid Louise Smith, 1923- (married to Bruce L. Jones)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'64:36
   Direct line. Sep'67:33          Sep'70:32
   Child of Asuncion (poem) Jun'71:13
   Paraguay meat woman (poem) Nov'72:50
JONES, ENID LOUISE SMITH, 1923-
   Global highlights. Oct'61:4
   Adventure in Japan (photo) Jan'62:27
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'64:6
   News room. Mar'64:36
   (photo) Jun'64:36
   Missionary register. Dec'65:49
   (photo) Sep'67:33
   In brief. Apr'68:8
   Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
   In brief. Apr'70:39
   (photo) Sep'70:33
JONES, ETHEL MAE, 1882-
   Scholar and peace worker to address Convention (photo)
   Sep'35:20
   quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International
   Convention... Nov'35:24
JONES, EVELYN BELL (married to Willis Rumble Jones)
   News room (photo) Jun'62:32
   Historical Society--servant and host (photo) Oct'63:15
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'66:6
   Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7
   The scene. Jun'70:44
JONES, FRANCES WILLIS, 1878-1963 (married to Edgar DeWitt Jones)
   (death) News room. Feb'64:34
JONES, FRANCIS MARION, 1895-
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:61
   The people prayed for a church. Dec'53:27
   News room. Nov'55:38
JONES, FRANCIS PRICE. THE CHURCH IN COMMUNIST CHINA
   Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
JONES, FRANK
   (photo) Nov'48:20
   Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32
JONES, FREDERICKA
   Meals on wheels (photo) May'71:13
JONES, G. WILLIAM. SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
   New books. Jun'68:36
Jones, George
   Letters. Dec'65:inside front cover
Jones, George Curtis, 1911- (married to Sybil Nettleton Jones)
   Proud to be a part! Oct'52:27
   The church must face its frontiers. May'54:24
   Read and gain. Oct'63:10
   New books. Mar'65:44
   How strange of God! Nov'65:13
   I believe. Mar'67:11
   Come Lord Jesus. Dec'67:11
Christmas prayer. Dec'68:11
What is happening to America? Mar'69:22
Year end prayer. Dec'69:18
If this plan is of God. Dec'71:40

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS, 1911-
Yale Campbell Club (photo). Jan'34:33
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
Classroom and campus. May'45:24
quoted. Missionaries broaden the fellowship. Jul'52:30
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:32 (photo) Jul'62:34

World Calling... Mar'69:50

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. I MET A MAN
New books. Dec'71:28

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. IN THEIR LIGHT WE WALK
Book chat. May'54:40

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. A MAN AND HIS RELIGION
New books. Mar'68:38

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. MARCH OF THE YEAR
Book chat. Jan'60:40

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. ON BEING YOUR BEST
Book chat. Apr'50:43

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. PARENTS DESERVE TO KNOW
Book chat. Sep'60:42

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. REPAIRING OUR RELIGION
Book chat. Apr'45:37

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
Book chat. Mar'56:40 Sep'56:18

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. WHAT ARE YOU WORTH?
Book chat. Sep'54:16

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. WHICH WAY IS PROGRESS?
Book chat. Apr'54:44

JONES, GEORGE CURTIS. YOUTH DESERVES TO KNOW
Book chat. Jul'58:44

JONES, GRACE, -1945
In memoriam. Feb'46:37

JONES, HAROLD
quoted. Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44

JONES, HELEN
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31

JONES, HENRY
(photo) May'49:29

JONES, HERBERT FRANCIS, 1875–1944
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

JONES, ILION T. PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PREACHING
Book chat. Jun'56:16

JONES, J. B.
Classroom and campus. Mar'58:35

JONES, J. BOYD (married to Hattie Hord Jones)
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44

JONES, J. FRED
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:28
(photo) Jan'28:28

JONES, J. L
(photo) Mar'24:43

JONES, J. W
(photo) Jul'42:30
JONES, JAMES FERREL
    Classroom and campus. Nov'58:33
JONES, JANET P
    A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32
JONES, JENNIE SWEENEY, -1948
    In memoriam. Sep'48:37
JONES, JERRY P
    Project--Evangelism (photo) Jun'61:23
    Classroom and campus. Jan'65:32
JONES, JIMMY
    When churches stay in the inner city (photo) Feb'73:17
Jones, Joel Lee, 1885-1955
    What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
    Dec'21:46
JONES, JOEL LEE, 1885-1955
    (photo) Nov'31:15        Nov'32:16,17        Nov'35:14
    Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Oct'38:34
Jones, John Hanley, 1869-1942
    A modern rural church in the Ozarks. Apr'23:27
JONES, JOHN HANLEY, 1869-1942
    Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
    Apr'19:39
    Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
    (photo) Apr'23:27       Jan'27:15
    (death) News room. Sep'42:40
    (death) Missionary superintendent and educator (photo)
    Nov'42:16
JONES, JOHN P
    Classroom and campus. Apr'63:36
    In brief (photo) Jun'72:40
JONES, JOHN PAUL, 1915-
    In brief. May'69:45
    World events (photo)
    Oct'71:38       May'73:39
    Will black colleges survive...and serve? (photo) Sep'73:16
JONES, JOHN WILLIAM, -1957
    In memoriam. Oct'57:35
JONES, JOHN WILLIE
    First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
JONES, KEITH A
    (photo) Jun'51:18
JONES, LARRY D (married to Willie Belle Jones)
    Disciples launch new personal witness program (photo)
    Feb'56:11
    Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'60:8
    Honored (photo) Feb'68:46
JONES, LAWRENCE C. PINEY WOODS AND ITS STORY
    Jul'23:60
JONES, LELAND
    (photo) Nov'25:26
JONES, LLEWELLYN
    The treshold. Sep'38:2
JONES, LOMA MAE
    See
    CHALFANT, LOMA MAE JONES
Jones, Lucile DeNevers
Born anew! Sep'26:16

JONES, MARGARET
In memoriam. Dec'43:31

JONES, MARK M
An expert's presumption. Jan'28:4

JONES, MARY ALICE
Service for children. Jun'43:23
News room. Apr'45:28

JONES, MARY ALICE. THE CHURCH AND THE CHILDREN
Book chat. Jul'35:17

JONES, MARY ALICE. GOD'S CHURCH IS EVERYWHERE
For study and leasure. Dec'65:32

JONES, MARY ALICE. GUIDING CHILDREN IN CHRISTIAN GROWTH
Book chat. Feb'50:16

JONES, MARY ALICE. TELL ME ABOUT GOD
New books. Mar'68:39

JONES, MARY ALICE. TELL ME ABOUT JESUS
New books. Mar'68:39

JONES, MARY F
Memorium. May'36:39

JONES, MARY HOOVER
(photo) Jan'21:14

Jones, Mary L
Love (poem) Jul'65:45
Letters. Oct'65:46
Assurance (poem) Jun'69:42

Jones, Mary Russell, 1888-1982 (married to Joel Lee Jones)
Gifts of gold. Dec'23:41

Jones, Max K
A job for laymen. Feb'68:15

JONES, MAX K
Three Christian centers for Spanish-speaking persons.
Apr'67:24

JONES, MYRDDYN WILLIAM, 1913-1955
(photo) Mar'39:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30

JONES, N A
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44

JONES, NANNIE B
In memoriam. Mar'45:33

Jones, Ned
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Africa's man of peace. Feb'62:43

JONES, O W
(photo) Mar'24:24

JONES, OLIVE M. INSPIRED YOUTH
Book chat. Jul'39:26

JONES, PEARL
See

SISSON, PEARL JONES

JONES, PENRY
quoted. Nov'68:19

Jones, Philip Cowell
Toronto--focus of fellowship. Dec'49:47
Jones, Tom W
Psalm for a minister. Oct'65:14

JONES, W C
Notes. Jan'20:60

JONES, WALLACE
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32
News room. Nov'57:35

JONES, WAYNE
First step: census. Nov'62:26

JONES, WHARTON C
Board of Education... Aug'28:26

JONES, WILLIAM
Notes. May'20:62

JONES, WILLIAM C
(photo) Dec'46:25

JONES, WILLIAM G
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47

JONES, WILLIAM L
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'57:6
Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:5

Jones, Willis Rumble, 1908- (married to Evelyn Bell Jones)
Youth at the gateway of tomorrow. May'48:7
On being a real person. Jan'56:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
Volunteers in a creative venture. Oct'65:11
The local church. Oct'67:25
Letters. Feb'68:4

JONES, WILLIS RUMBLE, 1908-
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
News from classroom and campus (photo) Jan'42:36
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'43:27
News room. Jul'46:47
Classroom and campus.
  May'52:29  (photo) Mar'53:31
  Jul'52:33  (photo) Oct'57:30
Global highlights (photo) May'59:4
News room. Oct'59:48
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5
Classroom and campus. Dec'59:34
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:6
Historical Society--servant and host (photo) Oct'63:16
Global highlights (photo) Feb'64:6
(photo) Feb'64:8
Global highlights (photo) Jul'64:5
History--the sea around us (photo) Oct'64:15
Global highlights (photo) Dec'64:5
Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7
Year of the materials (photo) Oct'68;22
World Calling... Oct'69:50
In brief (photo) Feb'70:39
The scene. Jun'70:44
In brief. Sep'70:38
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:40

JONES, ZETTA GAY, 1886-1978
News room. Sep'50:38

JONESBORO, ARKANSAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1958. May'59:32
JONESBORO, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) Mar'29:48
JONESON, CATHERINE MARE
(photo) Jul'23:4 Sep'42:5
JONESON, CHARLES BROWN
(photo) Jul'23:4
JONESON, OSCAR AIGOT, JR.
(photo) Jul'23:4
Jope, Clifford Henry, 1897-1953
Preaching with a sense of mission. Sep'36:9
I couldn't get along without my chaplains. Sep'43:11
JOPE, CLIFFORD HENRY, 1897-1953
(photo) Jun'33:14 Sep'36:9
A new man to Pension Fund (photo) Dec'40:18
Ministers in behalf of the ministry (photo) Dec'42:26
Global highlights. Oct'48:3
News room. Nov'48:32
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Nov'50:30
In memoriam. Mar'54:35
JOPLIN, MISSOURI
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49
JOPLIN, MISSOURI. BETHANY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:11
JORA, INDIA
India villages respond (photo) Jun'42:30
Jordan, (married to A. Homer Jordan)
A real sacrifice. Jun'30:58
JORDAN, (married to A. Homer Jordan)
quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
JORDAN, (married to E. Ray Jordan)
(photo) Oct'47:16
JORDAN, (MRS. J. W.)
News room. Mar'44:34
JORDAN, ALBERT HOMER, 1882-1964
Messages from our Home missionaries. Jul'19:53
Full life for the aging (photo) Dec'57:19
JORDAN, CARRIE
(photo) Nov'50:33
JORDAN, CLARENCE
Let's look at race relations as Christians (photo) Feb'58:12
Jordan, David Starr
Today. Jun'25:23
JORDAN, DAVID STARR
JORDAN, E RAY
(photo) Oct'47:16
JORDAN, ELIJAH
(photo) Jan'21:5
Jordan, Ethel Blair
In hearts too young (poem) Jul'26:29
JORDAN, FRANK B
News from classroom and campus (photo) Jan'42:36
JORDAN, FREDERICK D
If this plan is of God (photo) Dec'71:40
Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:23
JORDAN, G. RAY. ADVENTURES IN RADIANT LIVING
   Book chat. Nov'38:26
JORDAN, G. RAY. COMMUNION MESSAGES
   quoted. Last column. Sep'62:50
JORDAN, G. RAY. COURAGE THAT PROPELS
   Speaking of books. May'33:31
JORDAN, G. RAY. FAITH THAT PROPELS
   Book chat. Apr'35:44
JORDAN, G. RAY. THE HOUR HAS COME
   Book chat. Feb'49:40
JORDAN, G. RAY. LOOK AT THE STARS
   Book chat. May'42:47
JORDAN, G. RAY. THE SUPREME POSSESSION
   Book chat. Jan'46:23
JORDAN, G. RAY. WE BELIEVE
   Book chat. Feb'45:10
JORDAN, G. RAY. WHY THE CROSS
   Book chat. Mar'41:23
JORDAN, IDA KINSEY, 1873-1950 (married to Orvis F. Jordan)
   In memoriam. Apr'50:39
   (death) News room. May'50:34
JORDAN, JEANNIE COE, 1866-1956 (married to Walter M. Jordan)
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58 May'19:39
   In memoriam. May'56:35
   (photo) Apr'60:45
JORDAN, JOHN
   The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9
JORDAN, JURETTA
   Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
JORDAN, MAGGIE, -1950
   In memoriam. May'51:37
JORDAN, MARTHA, -1950
   In memoriam. Feb'51:37
JORDAN, ORVIS FAIRLEE, 1877-1962 (married to Ida Kinsey Jordan)
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:44
   quoted. Second chance in Chicago. Jul'58:30
JORDAN, ROBERT D
   Global highlights. Dec'48:2
JORDAN, ROBERT L. TWO RACES IN ONE FELLOWSHIP
   Book chat. Jun'44:39
JORDAN, SARAH, -1951
   In memoriam. Feb'52:37
Jordan, W P
   The story state by state. Aug'25:10
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
   Oct'27:23
JORDAN, W P
Jordan, Walter Marion, 1865-1927 (married to Jeannie Coe Jordan)
   Note. Oct'19:38
   Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
   The story state by state. Aug'25:14
   A unique departure. Jul'27:45
JORDAN, WALTER MARION, 1865-1927
   Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
   Apr'19:39
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
The great Northwest. May'20:52
(death) Walter M. Jordan (photo) Jul'27:61
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:41
(photo) Apr'60:45

JORDAN
Help sent to boys at Jerico. Nov'50:44
Sojourn in Jordan. May'53:20
Christian concerns in the Middle East. Nov'55:7
Global highlights. Apr'57:4

JORDAN, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25

JORDAN RIVER
(photo) Mar'26:32

JORGENSEN, (MRS. D. F.) -1957
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'49:4
News room. Mar'51:40
(death) News room. Jan'58:30

JORGENSEN, (married to Kurt S. Jorgensen)
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8

JORGENSEN, KURT K
Disciples in the news. Oct'67:8

JORSTAD, ERLING. LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT?
New books. Sep'72:34

JORSTAD, ERLING. THE NEW-TIME RELIGION: THE JESUS REVIVAL IN AMERICA
New books. May'73:36

JORSTAD, ERLING. THE POLITICS OF DOOMSDAY
New books. Nov'70:28

JOSE, JUANITA
Women and world highways (photo) Feb'57:33
Doctor Julita (photo) Jan'60:27

JOSE, LUISA
(photo) May'51:26
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'57:33

JOSE, MARCIANA
Global highlights (photo) Dec'65:5

JOSE-ALFONSO, JULITA
Women on world highways. Jan'64:36

"JOSE MARTINEZ--AMERICAN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual sugestions. Sep'64:45

JOSEPH, C. A.
(photo) Jan'53:30

JOSEPH, D. RAY
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Sep'67:35

JOSEPHY, ALVIN M. RED POWER: THE AMERICAN INDIANS FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
New books. Dec'71:28

JOSEY, CHARLES C
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:33 Oct'49:31

JOSHI, ANSUYA V
Classroom and campus. Jun'49:30

JOSHI, N S
(photo) Dec'48:10
JOSHI SEI GAKUIN
See
MARGARET K. LONG GIRLS' SCHOOL

JOSIAH, K
(photo) Feb'39:22

JOST, ARTHUR
Global highlights. Apr'54:3

JOUETT, BEVERLY R., 1870?-1951
(photo)
Nov'25:27 Nov'29:2 Dec'30:2 Nov'32:17
Oct'29:32 Jun'30:33 Nov'31:30 Feb'33:4

Jouett, Edward Stockton, 1863-
A square deal for preachers. May'21:38
The interest of the church and of the ministry. Apr'27:5
Christ's business matters... May'28:29
The Christian grace of giving. Jan'42:24

JOUETT, EDWARD STOCKTON, 1863-
(photo) May'21:39 Nov'26:33 Apr'27:12
Interesting people you will meet at Columbus (photo)
Apr'28:25
(photo) May'28:29
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p. 30)
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
(photo) Oct'29:32 Jun'30:32 Sep'30:19
The last page. Jul'32:2
quoted. At Richmond they said-- Nov'39:14
(photo) Dec'39:15

JOURDAN, ABEL
(photo) Nov'28:41

JOURNALISM
The press during transition. Jun'35:18
A free press and conviction. Oct'36:3
Freedom for what? Jun'53:5
A family magazine of sex. Apr'62:10
The moral side of the news. Nov'62:34
Let's talk about writing. Feb'63:28
The power of 25,000 people. Mar'63:10

JOURNALISM, RELIGIOUS
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:60
New Delhi and the newspapers. Feb'62:10
Nothing is expected to happen. Oct'63:9
In brief. Jan'68:8
Letters. Feb'68:46
A rush into print. Jan'69:11
Coffee table TNT. Feb'69:10
World events. Feb'71:39
"JOURNEY OF WITNESS" (SLIDES)
Audio visuals. Dec'73:35

JOUSELIN, JEAN
Global highlights. Oct'48:4

Jowett, Benjamin
Noblest exercise. Oct'58:31

JOWETT, J W
Devotional study... Mar'29:48
JOYCE, JAMES DANIEL, 1921—
Evangelism means commitment and involvement. Feb'65:12
Why churches have to retool. Feb'68:20
Churches need facilities that bend. Mar'68:23
Chaplains build altars in Asia. Apr'69:14
JOYCE, JAMES DANIEL, 1921—
Global highlights. Nov'59:6
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:32
Global highlights. Feb'62:4
Classroom and campus. Mar'63:35          Oct'63:34
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:5
Classroom and campus. Sep'66:35
(photo) Feb'68:21          Mar'68:23
Classroom and campus. Nov'68:35
World events (photo)
Jan'71:36          Jun'71:36
In brief. Apr'72:40
World Convention plans for the summer of '74 (photo)
Jan'73:20
JOYCE, JAMES DANIEL. THE PLACE OF THE SACRAMENTS IN WORSHIP
New books. Jun'68:37
JOYNER, BETHANY R
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30
JOYNER, MARJORIE
See
HOLLINGSWORTH, MARJORIE JOYNER
JOYNER, RUTH
In brief. Jun'70:38
JU DA MA
Chen Da Ma (photo) Jun'23:14
JUAN B. JUSTO, ARGENTINA
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'57:30
JUAN DOMINGO, PUERTO RICO
   Clasp hands in Christian living. Apr'56:28
JUAREZ, (PRESIDENT OF MEXICO)
   Some facts about Mexico (photo) May'19:46
JUAREZ, BENITO
   Juarez Day in Mexico. Oct'62:44
JUAREZ, MEXICO
   Loan helps church in Juarez, Mexico. Apr'71:41
   Open doors on the border. Sep'72:7 (photo of church p. 8)
JUAREZ, MEXICO. HOGA DE NIÑOS EMMANUEL
   Reaching out across the border (photos) Oct'72:30
JUBBULPORE, INDIA
   Notes. Jul'19:63
   From New York to Jubbulpore. Oct'19:49
   (photo of church) Jul'22:41
   Commencement day. Aug'22:46
   Henry, the tin missionary. Dec'22:8
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:55
   A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:43
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51,59
   From the India news letter. Nov'23:52
   Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:55  Apr'24:62
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
   Echoes from everywhere.
   May'24:56  Jul'24:49,50  Oct'24:50
   Missionary wishes for a dozen lives. Nov'24:57
   Sending the church to school. Feb'25:21
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Working while resting. Oct'25:41
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'24:49  Sep'26:52  Feb'27:50
   (photo of Bible College) Jul'28:16
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'28:49,60  Oct'29:49  Nov'29:50  Mar'30:49
   Reaching non-Christians. Jan'31:47
   To these we hand the torch. May'31:42
   Echoes from everywhere.
   May'31:43  Apr'32:39  Apr'33:40  Apr'35:38
   We visit India. Feb'38:12
   Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
   The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
   Jubbulpore report. Jun'42:42
   ...young people move forward (photo of Christian Endeavor)
   Nov'43:22
   A diary of beginning again (photo of Mission Press)
   Apr'45:14
   China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:8
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
   The printed word in India (photo of Mission Press staff)
   Dec'46:28
Preaching through the printed word. Apr'49;17
(photo of church) Jun'49:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38
Kotah Day in India. Apr'50:45
Language schools keep missionaries busy. Oct'51:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:47 Oct'52:34
The Christian high school. Jun'53:48
(photo of High School) Jan'55:12
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:11
United witness at Christmas. Dec'65:45
JUBBULPORE, INDIA. LEONARD THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE
(photo) Jan'55:15
Ministry in India--preparing for variety. Sep'72:12
JUBBULPORE, INDIA. MISSION PRESS
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:11 (photo p. 13)
JUD, ELIZABETH. TRAINING IN THE ART OF LOVING
New books. Apr'73:35
JUD, GERALD J. TRAINING IN THE ART OF LOVING
New books. Apr'73:35
JUDAH, JAY STILLSON, 1911- (married to Lucille Judah)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'58:8
JUDAISM
See also
JEW
From Judaism to Christianity. Aug'22:30
Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'40:40
Two festivals of freedom... Apr'46:39
Religion in Israel. Feb'50:28
The feast of liberation. Apr'50:46
JUDD, (MRS. H. L.)
In memoriam. May'34:39
Judd, Alice Gay
The rope-holders (poem) Jan'24:36
Miracle (poem) Dec'36:19
JUDD, CHARLES HUBBARD
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'25:52
Judd, Walter
The way of the Cross works! Mar'32:23
JUDSON, (married to Fred C. Judson), -1922
(death) Feb'23:64
JUDSON, ADONIRAM
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics.
Nov'25:51
JUDSON, ANN NASSELTINE, 1789–1826 (married to Adoniram Judson)
Women and the world highways. Mar'36:35
JUDSON, CLARA INGRAM. CITY NEIGHBOR
For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44
JUDSON, FLORA, -1945
In memoriam. Jan'46:37
JUDSON, HATTIE L., 1861–1879
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
Judson, Mary J., 1846–
Life's alchemy. Jul'19:39
Wait, I say, on the Lord. Nov'19:13
Old letters of rare value.
Dec'20:16 Apr'21:38 Aug'21:41
Jan'21:36 May'21:21 Sep'21:12
Mar'21:20
Having obtained help of God. Mar'22:37
Enlisting women for service. Jan'23:49
Ye have not, because ye ask not. Apr'23:16
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:39
A home missions investment. Jun'23:44
Beginning at Jerusalem. Oct'23:24
With long life will I satisfy thee. Dec'23:18
The grace of liberal giving. May'24:30
They helped with the foundation. Jul'24:22
Of whom the world was not worthy. Aug'24:16
Who has gone for us? Apr'25:14
Infolded in His love. Jul'25:5
Held in trust. Oct'25:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:40

JUDSON, MARY J., 1846–
(photo) Aug'19:26       Dec'20:16
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:61
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33       Sep'31:44
The lesson of Mary J. Judson. Dec'31:14

JUDY, ALICE INGELLS
In memoriam. Apr'35:39

JUDY, MARVIN T. THE PARISH DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
New books. Nov'73:35

JUDY, MINNIE, -1959
In memoriam. May'59:37

"JUGGERNAUT: A FILM OF INDIA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'72:37

JUHANON, MAR THOMA (METROPOLITAN)
(photo) Nov'54:front cover
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:4

JUIZ DE FLORA, BRAZIL
The Sunday school in the fence corner (photo) Nov'23:21

JULIAN, (married to Ray Julian) -1946
In memoriam. Jul'46:39

JULIAN, ELLEN LuDORA
(death) Aug'22:59

JULIETTE FOWLER HOMES
Notes. Feb'19:45
Grateful guests of the church. Mar'19:58
Record of service.... Apr'19:6
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes. May'19:61
Echoes from grateful hearts. Jul'19:49
Notes. Oct'19:59
A suggestion of patriotism. Apr'20:37
Notes. Sep'20:60
N.B.A. annual report. Nov'20:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59
A growing ministry (photo) Apr'21:5
(photos) Apr'21:12,13,20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63
Applied Christianity in Dallas, Texas (photo) Jun'21:45
Reports. Sep'21:37
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:59
Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:35
Dividends of love (photos) Apr'22:19,21
The man who did what couldn't be done (photo) Jul'22:10
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:17
Annual report... Sep'22:43
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:19
Close ups in our homes. Apr'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44
In the Juliette Fowler Home. Aug'23:43
The art of being towed in (photo) Apr'24:9
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Annual report. Oct'24:43
(photo) Dec'24: front cover
And they wrapped him in swaddling clothes (photos) Dec'24:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50
When you and I were young, Maggie. Jun'25:25
Mind and soul according well (photo) Jul'25:18
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
Work and play... (photo) Sep'25:44
Annual report... Oct'25:39
/photos Dec'25:9-12,18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
The heart of a little child. Oct'27:39
A record at Dallas. Nov'27:63
A gala day at Dallas Fair. Dec'27:58
(photo) Dec'27:15,16
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
/photo Dec'28:11
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
Another gift for the Master. Jun'29:35
Stories from real life (photo) Dec'29:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:39
Happy days are here again. Aug'30:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:43
Business men provide camp facilities for Texas orphans.
Aug'31:30
(photo) Dec'31:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
/photo Dec'33:25 Dec'36:9
From the inside looking out. Dec'38:8
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
A hospital unit gift. Nov'39:28
Good citizens. Apr'40:42
New phases of benevolence. Dec'40:7
/photo Dec'42:24
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
A success story. Jun'43:25
NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
(photos) Dec'46:24
The increasing role of benevolence (photo) Dec'49:13
News room. Jun'50:34
N.B.A. dedicates new buildings. Jan'52:39
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:24
News room. May'54:39
Global highlights. Sep'54:4
...serve young and old (photos) Dec'54:8
Global highlights. Nov'55:3 Jul'56:6
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:10
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
One big, happy family (photos) Dec'59:12
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
News room.
May'62:32 Oct'62:34 Feb'63:40
Jul'62:36 (photo) Dec'62:46 Apr'63:32
Sep'62:42 Jan'63:49
Presenting... May'63:8
News room.
Jun'63:41 Dec'63:40 May'64:34 Jan'65:34
Jul'63:42 Jan'64:40 Jun'64:41 Mar'65:34
Sep'63:48 Feb'64:34 Oct'64:34 Apr'65:42
Oct'63:35 Mar'64:46 Nov'64:32 May'65:36
Nov'63:40 Apr'64:41
NBA homes.
Sep'65:51 Apr'67:41 Jun- Oct'69 p. 46
Oct'65:44 May'67:40 Nov'69:42
Dec'65:44 Jun'67:42 Dec'69:42
Jan'66:46 Sep'67:45 Jan'70:46
Feb'66:43 Oct'67:41 Feb'70:42
Mar'66:40 Nov'67:36 Mar'70:45
Apr'66:48 Dec'67:40 May'70:46
May'66:43,44 Jan'68:40 Jul- Oct'70 p. 46
Jul'66:41 Feb'68:42 Dec'70-Nov'71 p. 46
Sep'66:43 Apr-Sep'68 p. 42 Dec'71:42
Oct'66:45 Oct'68:40 Feb'72:50
Dec'66:41 Dec'68:42 Apr'72:42
Jan'67:39 Jan'69:41 Jun-Sep'72 p. 46
Feb'67:37 Mar'69:46 Nov'72:44
Mar'67:43 Apr'69:46
Church shows concern with nursing care. Dec'72:30
NBA homes.
Dec'72:44 Apr'73:44 Jul'73:43 Oct'73:44,45
Feb'73:43 May'73:46 Sep'73:42 Nov'73:43,47
Mar'73:45 Jun'73:45
Changes buttressed by faith (photo) Dec'73:24
NBA homes. Dec'73:46

JULY 4TH
See
INDEPENDENCE DAY
Juma, Richard
Christ and freedom. Sep'61:46
JUNCTION CITY, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:13
JUNDLEY, J T T
(photo) Jan'21:18
JUNE (MONTH)
Moodlin' Jun'71:35
JUNG, CARL GUSTAV. PSYCHOLOGY AND RELIGION
Book chat. Oct'38:24
JUNGHANS, (MRS. H. C.)
Here and there with World Call. Nov'49:56
JUNIOR CAMPS
Let's go camping. Nov'52:19
JUNIOR CAMPS (PUERTO RICO)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36
JUNIOR COLLEGES
The junior college. Jan'37:10
JUNIOR DEACONS
World events. Sep'69:36
JUNIOR HYMNS AND SONGS
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'32:43
JUNIOR WORLD
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
A new feature in World Call. Dec'31:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Jun'32:45 Jun'35:43 Oct'36:41
Important announcement. Sep'39:34
JURGI, EDWARD J. THE ECUMENICAL ERA IN CHURCH AND SOCIETY
Book chat. Jul'59:43
JURY, HAZEL
(photo) Jan'21:14
"JUST A STRANGER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals suggestions. Feb'63:42
JUSTICE
Not charity but justice. Feb'19:22
The just shall live. Nov'40:29
Issues in religious liberty. Sep'49:6
Justice in a finite world. Oct'71:16
Bail or jail, is the church concerned? May'72:28
JUVA, MIKKO
World events. May'71:37
JUVAINALY, VLADIMIR
World events (photo) Dec'69:36
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Home front casualties. Jul'43:15
Delinquency in wartime. May'44:18
Families need faith in themselves. Jun'53:10
Do churches fail delinquent youth? Jul'58:11
Will I become delinquent? Jan'60:28
Global highlights. Apr'60:8
What makes delinquency? Oct'60:9
Delinquency study. Nov'60:46
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
JYOTIPUR, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. May'45:33
K

K A Y E (TACOMA, WASHINGTON RADIO STATION)
World events. Sep'71:38
KA SUN SHEI PEE
From Tibet to California (photo) Nov'44:26
KABEYA NOE
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
KABLE, ROGER. POPCORN AND PARABLE
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
KABOTA, KENZO
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
KABUGAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Saving and serving in Apayao. Mar'32:29
A mountain school is born. Apr'49:35
(photo of congregational picnic) Mar'51:9
(photo of inside of chapel) May'51:34
Norwood Tye reviews his correspondence. Feb'52:39
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34 Dec'52:34
Apayao--God's back country (photo) Jul'54:31
Children are important. May'56:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'59:38
KABUSHIRO, OCHIMI. JAPANESE WOMEN SPEAK
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
KADEER, ARMAD
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'63:35
KADER, ALI ABDEL
Global highlights (photo) Mar'68:7
KADING, LYNDA
News room. Feb'60:34
KADLECOVA, ERIKA
World events. Mar'69:35
Kadlub, Marjorie
News neighbors. May'60:40
KAESER, JULIE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'62:31
KAFUSHA LABAN
Africa's new generation and the fine arts (photo) Jul'71:25
KAGAWA, CHIYOKO
Let's meet the Kagawas (photo) Sep'50:23
KAGAWA, HURA SPRING SHIBA (HARUKO) (married to Toyohiko Kagawa)
Let's meet the Kagawas (photo) Sep'50:23
For adult mission study. Mar'54:36
Women and world highways. Jan'55:35 Dec'57:37
KAGAWA, SHIGE
Global highlights (photo) Apr'53:2
KAGAWA, SUMIMOTO
Let's meet the Kagawas (photo) Sep'50:23
Kagawa, Toyohiko, 1888-1960 (married to Hura Spring Shiba Kagawa)
Christian Japan speaks to Christian China. Mar'32:inside front cover
...meditation on evangelism. Jun'33:6
What I owe to Christ. Oct'34:9
Message. Mar'38:front cover
Tears (poem) Mar'38:2
The farmers of Japan. Jun'41:9
On the meaning of time. Jun'50:22
Let us continue to weave. Apr'59:18

KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO, 1888-1960
Missionary illustrations... Sep'26:55
Evangelism to the front. Jul'27:53
Osaka news. Feb'28:62
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45
Out of the Orient comes Toyohiko Kagawa. Feb'30:15 (photo p. 14)

Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
(photo) Aug'32:24
Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
Love found a lonely lad (photo) Jun'33:5
Twenty first Century saints. Jun'33:11
The threshold. Jun'34:2
...visits the Philippines. Jun'34:7
Toyohiko Kagawa. Oct'34:8 (photo p. 9)
quoted. The threshold. Jan'35:2
I visited Kagawa. Jan'35:4
Adventures in cooperation. Apr'35:16
Miss Trout in Japan. Sep'35:45
Why Kagawa is coming to America. Dec'35:14
The threshold. Jan'36:2
...songs of the slums. Jan'36:44
(photo) Feb'36:11
Social trends. Feb'36:25
Missions and rural reconstruction. Mar'36:3
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Mar'36:30
Cooperative friendship. Sep'36:17
The threshold (photo) Oct'36:2
Dinner with Kagawa. Feb'37:27
The threshold. Sep'37:2
Kagawa (poem) Feb'38:22
(photo) Mar'38:front cover
The threshold. Mar'38:2
We visit Japan. Mar'38:13
(photo) May'39:9
We give Kagawa a church. Jun'40:15
...and Ogawa arrested (photo) Oct'40:14
Japanese-American Conference. May'41:4
...work goes on. Jan'41:6
(photo) Jun'41:9,21
quoted. The state of the church. Nov'42:33
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:15
quoted. The last page. Jan'43:48
The threshold (photo) Nov'45:2
Global highlights.

Let's meet the Kagawas (photo) Sep'50:23
Global highlights. Oct'50:2
...is here. Nov'50:5
(photo) Dec'50:24
...returns to Japan. Mar'51:39
(photo) Oct'51:24
Global highlights (photo) Apr'53:2
quoted. Last column. May'53:48
...four kind of evangelism. Jul'53:8
For adult mission study. Mar'54:36
...studies Brazil. Jun'54:44
A Kentucky Christian in Japan (photo) Dec'54:15
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:18
Global highlights. Jun'55:3
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'58:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
(death) Global highlights (photo) Jun'60:4
A prophet of Japan. Jun'60:9
He lived what he preached (photos) Jul'60:19
quoted. Meditations. Dec'62:37
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. BEFORE THE DAWN
Speaking of books. Mar'24:54       Oct'25:52
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. BEHOLD THE MAN
Book chat. Sep'41:23
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. BROTHERHOOD ECONOMICS
Book chat. Dec'36:44
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. CHRIST AND JAPAN
Speaking of books. Jul'34:33
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. A GRAIN OF WHEAT
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. MEDITATIONS
Book chat. Dec'50:38
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. MEDITATIONS ON THE CROSS
Book chat. Feb'36:22
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. NEW LIFE THROUGH GOD
Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
KAGAWA, TOYOHIKO. SONGS FROM THE LAND OF DAWN
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
KAGAWA, UMEKO
See
MOMII, UMEKO KAGAWA
KAGY, E O
News of campus events. Jul'42:31
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:33
KAHN, ALEXANDER
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:45
KAHN, KHUSHAI
Livingood news. Aug'27:40
KAHN, OTTO H
The last page. Aug'26:64
KAHN, RASUL
...goes back to his village. Jul'27:37
KAILUA, HAWAII. WINDWARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
(photo) Feb'67:3
How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
World events. Oct'71:37
KAIN, STANLEY E., 1925-
Building as a Brotherhod (photo) Apr'62:27
KAISER, MAYME
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover
KAISER, R R
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
Kaiser, Ward L
Echos from everywhere. Oct'61:36
KAISER, WARD L. STUDY ACTION MANUAL ON CANADA
KAJIKO YAJIMI, 1834-1925
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'25:45
KAKAYAMA, MASAO
Classroom and campus. Nov'67:34
KAKIS, FREDERICK J
Classroom and campus. Feb'64:32
KAKUI, RAE
Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches in home plan enthusiastic. May'59:45
KALAS, HARRY H
Global highlights. May'48:3
KALER, (married to Glenn C. Kaler) -1958
In memoriam. Jan'59:41
KALGOORLIE, AUSTRALIA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
KALINGA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The Kalinga, recently a head hunter. Dec'19:36
KALLENBERG, EDWIN F., JR.
News room. Feb'63:40
KALLSTROM, CHRISTINE
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:7
In brief. Mar'72:41
KALTENBACH, HEINRICH
Refugee youth find a way out (photo) Jan'60:23
KALU, ONWUNTA IGRE
The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:13
Kaluler, Alfred P
Coffee table TNT. Feb'69:10
KALUSLER, ALFRED P. THE CHRISTIAN ENCOUNTERS CENSORSHIP,
OBSCENITY AND SEX
New books. Feb'68:38
KAMALADEVI, (MADAME)
(photo) Jul'40:33
KAMBA, JEAN
(photo) Mar'63:13
Kamikawa, Aigi, 1917- (married to Kiyo Ogawa Kamikawa)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Japanese students have deep concerns. Mar'52:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:40
Christmas in Japan. Dec'54:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34 Apr'56:35
KAMIKAWA, AIGI, 1917-
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2
(photo) Jul'48:31
The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:10
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
(photo) Mar'50:24
KAMIKAWA, EUGENE MAMORU, 1955-
(birth) News room. Sep'55:39
Kamikawa, Kiyo Ogawa, 1917- (married to Aigi Kamikawa)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Japanese students have deep concerns. Mar'52:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:40
Christmas in Japan. Dec'54:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
Christian women in Japan. Feb'68:22
KAMIWA, KIYO OGAWA, 1917-
The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:10
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
(photo) Mar'50:24
News room (photo) Jul'53:40
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:21
(photo) Feb'68:22
In brief. Nov'70:38
KAMIKAWA, RUTH YURIKO, 1950-
(birth) News room. Sep'50:38
KAMIKAWA, STEPHEN AKIRA, 1957-
(birth) News room. Jan'58:30
KAMIMURA, (MRS.)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'52:3
KAMINKE, LOIS PICKETT
Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
The Picketts of Laoag (photo) Dec'28:26
KAMINKE, RUSSELL B
(photo) Sep'25:55
KAMISHIBAI
For adult mission study. Apr'58:38
KAMPE, (married to E. C. Kampe), -1953
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34 Mar'34:42
(photo) Jul'35:34
News room (photo) Sep'50:38
(death) News room. Jan'54:39
KAMPE, AMELIA L
(photo) Nov'23:front cover
Our cover. Nov'23:1
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
KAMPE, EDWARD C., -1956
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
Ask Mr. Kampe. Apr'36:26
News room (photo) Sep'50:38
(death) News room. Jan'57:36
KAN YUEN WING
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
KANAMORI, PAUL
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:62
KANAWHA CITY, WEST VIRGINIA
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia.
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:43
Kanazawa, K
Twenty-fifth anniversary. Aug'30:47
Kane, H  Victor
Psalm of a city man (poem) Feb'62:50
KANE, HARNETT THOMAS. MIRACLE IN THE MOUNTAINS
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
KANE, MARGARET
The mission to Chinese continues. Mar'68:13
Kane, Mary B
Letters. Feb'67:inside front cover
Kane, Thomas
America's most outstanding tithing advocate... Feb'21:13
KANE, THOMAS
Waiting half a century for encouragement (photo) Feb'21:11
KANETKAR, M  J
Here and now men offer hope to India's masses. Jun'54:29
KANG, WI JO. THE FUTURE OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
New books. Nov'71:28
KANGALU
...a staunch Christian. Mar'59:49
KANIKO, MITSI
quoted. An adventure in friendship. Jun'39:15
KANIFE, BETTY LOU
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
KANORADO, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Teaching missions by the surprise method. Feb'28:58
KANSAS
Notes. Feb'19:48
Two hundred tons of babies neglected. May'19:60
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Kansas inaugurates circle meet (photo) Feb'24:36
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:53 Jun'24:51
Girls and the Jubilee. Aug'24:54
Kansas leads again. Oct'24:38
The story state by state. Aug'25:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
Youth challenges itself (photo) Mar'26:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Kansas tries the guild. Dec'27:24
Something "Moore" from Kansas. Feb'28:23
Kansas to the front! Nov'31:47
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
Global highlights. May'47:2
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
KANSAS BIBLE CHAIR
See
KANSAS SCHOOL OF RELIGION
KANSAS BIBLE COLLEGE
See
KANSAS SCHOOL OF RELIGION
KANSAS CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'27:40 Feb'28:44 May'28:41 Feb'29:30
KANSAS CHRISTIAN HOME

Global highlights.
(drawing of proposed building) Jan'58:5
(drawing of new home) May'59:7
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
Benevolence in a big decade. Dec'60:27
Global highlights (drawing of new building) Jan'61:6
Global highlights (photo of groundbreaking) Feb'61:6
Pioneer with bold dreams. Jul'62:25

News room.

Jul'62:36 Jun'63:41 May'64:34
Sep'62:42 Jul'63:42 Sep'64:48
Oct'62:34 Sep'63:48 Nov'64:32
Nov'62:42 Oct'63:35 Dec'64:36
(photo) Dec'62:46 Dec'63:40 Jan'65:34
Jan'63:49 Feb'64:34 Feb'65:40
Feb'63:40 Mar'64:46 Apr'65:42
Mar'63:44

NBA homes.

Nov'65:42 Jun'67:42 Sep'68:42 Jan'70:46
Mar'66:40 Sep'67:45 Oct'68:40 Mar'70:45
May'66:44 Oct'67:41 Feb'69:46 May'70:46
Jun'66:45 Nov'67:36 Mar'69:46 Jun'70:46
Sep'66:43 Dec'67:40 May'69:46 Jul'70:46
Oct'66:45 Jan'68:40 Jun'69:46 Sep'70:46
Nov'66:39 May'68:42 Sep'69:46 Oct'70:46
May'67:40 Jul'68:42 Nov'69:42

In brief. Jan'71:40

NBA homes.

Jan'71:46 Jun'71:46 Jan'72:49 Jun'72:46
Feb'71:46 Jul'71:46 Feb'72:50 Jul'72:46
Mar'71:46 Sep'71:46 Mar'72:42 Sep'72:46
Apr'71:46 Dec'71:42 Apr'72:42 Nov'72:44
May'71:46

Church shows concern with nursing care (photo of ground breaking) Dec'72:29

World events. Dec'72:39

NBA homes.

Dec'72:44 Mar'73:44 Jun'73:45 Oct'73:44
Jan'73:45 Apr'73:44 Sep'73:42 Nov'73:42,47
Feb'73:43 May'73:47

KANSAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

See also

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN KANSAS
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:25

Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Kansas Director of Religious Education. Feb'34:26

News room. Mar'54:39

Global highlights. Nov'57:2

The state society--a servant. Oct'59:27

KANSAS CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP

Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34

KANSAS CIRCLE MEET

Why a circle meet? (photo) Jan'25:24
Circle meet (photo of Executive Committee) Mar'27:40
KANSAS CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH COMMISSION
See
CHRISTIAN CHURCH COMMISSION OF KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY CHRISTIAN MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
It happened in Kansas City. Dec'41:26
KANSAS CITY COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
Global highlights. Jul'53:4
KANSAS CITY COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
Global highlights. Apr'52:3
The church should speak out. Jan'61:21
KANSAS CITY EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
(photo) Feb'23:8
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
The Kansas City plan and church extension (map) Aug'23:30
Third anniversary. Jul'27:50
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:38
Notable ministries of the Kansas City area. Sep'36:6
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
Architecture serves the church (photo) Jul'40:24
(photo of sanctuary) Jul'41:24
(photo) Jul'43:19
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. CHELSEA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'33:10
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo, Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. FIRST COLORED CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo, Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. GRANDVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
The evolution of a church building (photos) Apr'31:23
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. OAK GROVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In brief. Oct'69:41
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. OAK PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. OVERLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of some members) Jul'63:front cover
The cover. Jul'63:inside front cover
Frontier in the suburbs (photos of some members) Jul'63:11
Jazz comes to the sanctuary (photo of sanctuary) Nov'64:15
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. ROSEDALE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo, Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. SECOND COLORED CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo, Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. TEMPLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56
(photo, Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Teaching religion on week-days (photo) Apr'21:40
Kansas City and week day religious education. Nov'22:18
The Kansas City plan and church extension (map) Aug'23:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:38
Notable ministries of the Kansas City area. Sep'36:6
In the heart of America (photo of Atkins Museum) Sep'36:16
Kansas City...invites you. Sep'36:middle insert
Personalities. Oct'36:25
Come to Kansas City (photo) Jul'61:17
Global highlights. Jun'68:6
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. ALTA VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They call it "high view" (photo) Apr'64:31
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. BELMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Belmont Avenue and Church extension. (photo) Jul'20:32
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. BETHLEHEM CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. HICKMAN MILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. BUDD PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
(photo of evangelism laboratory) Feb'48:8
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Graduating nurses at Kansas City. Feb'21:46
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches receive awards at banquet. Dec'68:44
Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:22
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. COUNTRY CLUB CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Dedicated to work and worship (photos) Nov'26:6
Circulation's cozy corner. May'34:1
...at Easter time (photo) Mar'36:6
The triumph of four decades (photo) Jun'38:22
Fellowship with men in service (photo) Nov'42:28
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34
Carnival of the four winds. Nov'72:42
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. EMERSON PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
Global highlights. Sep'51:2
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. FAIRMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For greater service. May'21:57
Global highlights. Sep'51:2
(photo of weekday school) Jun'57:26
A new day for "Old First." (photo) Sep'63:11
Our scattered fellowship serves people (photo of supervised play) Jul'67:25
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. FIRST COLORED CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. HICKMAN MILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A gold medal church for the Disciples (photos and plans)
Jun'30:24
(photo of chancel) Jul'34:9
When you build (photo) Jul'35:16
(photo) Jul'43:19
World Calling... Jul'69:50
Letters. Sep'69:33
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. HYDE PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. INDEPENDENCE BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'20:48
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo) Aug'27:20
Circulation corner. May'35:1
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:32

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. IVANHOE PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:64
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
The Manard class (photo) Sep'23:32

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. JACKSON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For greater service. May'21:57
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:54

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. LINWOOD BLVD. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. MEXICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
A soup kitchen paid off. Nov'53:20 (photo of dinner p. 21)

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. OAK PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. ROANOKE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. SOUTH PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. SWOPE PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
Churches give their community new life. Jun'73:16

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:11

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. WEST PASEO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The West Paseo Christian Church (photos) Apr'49:26

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. WEST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An industrial community church (photo) Jul'22:45
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)

KANSAS SCHOOL OF RELIGION
Notes. Feb'19:48
Report. Sep'21:27
Annual report... Sep'22:35
Kansas University Bible Chair (photo) May'23:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:53
When college girls join hands. Apr'24:38
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
It happened in Kansas (photo) Sep'26:62
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'27:60
News from the Board of Education and cooperating colleges.
Mar'30:40
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:31
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
College notes. May'36:33
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:33
Colleges plan for fall openings. Sep'36:34
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
College notes. Nov'36:40
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
The college church and the religious life of the student (photo of Myers Hall) Jan'37:8
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:31
In our colleges. May'37:33
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:32
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
College happenings. Jan'38:28
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
News from our colleges. May'38:31
College notes. Jul'38:42
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:32
College notes. Mar'39:32
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:33
(photo) Jan'40:6
College notes and news. Sep'40:31 Dec'40:31
College and university news. Sep'41:30
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:34
Classroom and campus.

May'46:30 Jun'51:30 Feb'55:31 Sep'57:31
Jul'48:30 Sep'51:32 Apr'55:31 May'58:33
May'49:32 Jan'52:21 Dec'55:35 Sep'58:37
May'50:32 Dec'54:35 Jan'57:29 Feb'59:37
Feb'51:33
Global highlights. Jan'67:7
Classroom and campus. Apr'67:35 Sep'67:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37

KANTA
Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11

KANTAK, VAMAN YESHAWANT
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'60:31

KANTONEN, T. A. A THEOLOGY FOR CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
Book chat. Apr'57:40

KAPLAN, MAX. TECHNOLOGY, HUMAN VALUES AND LEISURE
New books for the church library. Feb'72:45

KAPPA BETA
National Bethany Circle reorganized and renamed. Aug'27:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'28:40 Jul'28:26 (photo of convention p. 27)
Jul'28:45
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:43
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'29:40
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:41
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
(photo) Jun'33:33
College happenings. Jan'38:28
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
News from our colleges. Jul'41:33
...Biennial Convention (photo of Convention) Jul'46:44
KARDOKUS, BEATRICE, -1961
In memoriam. May'61:35
KAREFA-SMART, JOHN. THE HALTING KINGDOM
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
KAREFA-SMART, RENA. THE HALTING KINGDOM
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
THE KAREN (THAILAND)
Venture on the River Kwai. Oct'59:19
They look for the light in Thailand. Oct'63:26
KARENDOME, THOMAS
They look for the light in Thailand. Oct'63:27
KARGES, (married to Henry Karges)
In memoriam. Oct'41:39
KARLSRUD, WEST GERMANY
Friendship is our contribution. Oct'60:30
KARR, ALICE T
(pho) Jan'21:12
KARRAKER, CHARLES C., 1892-1955 (married to Helen J. Karraker)
In memoriam. Jun'55:37
KARRIKER, (married to Clyde Karriker)
Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44
Karsch, Carl G
How they manage. May'53:28
KARSCH, CARL G.
Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:6
KARSLAKE, JAMES F
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
KARSTEDT, KARL L
What the churches are doing about it. Mar'21:47
Karsteter, Bill
The Chapalin--always there. Jul'60:33
KARUIZAWA, JAPAN
(photo of Teacher Training School) May'21:36
The Japan disaster. Oct'23:inside front cover
Karuizawa (photo) Nov'25:17
The Karuizawa Training School... (photo) Nov'25:41
KASAVUBU, JOSEPH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'61:36
KASHMIR
...a land of beauty. Dec'50:46
KASPER, (married to Sam Kasper)
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'40:inside front cover
KAST, (married to Emil A. Kastk)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Sep'50:48
KATAYAMA, (married to Toyo Katayama)
(photo) Jul'52:26
KATES, FREDERICK WARD. MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT
Book chat. Apr'49:40
KATMANDU, NEPAL
Response in Nepal. Mar'61:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
World events (photo of church) Dec'69:37
KATMANDU, NEPAL. UNITED MISSION TO NEPAL HOSPITAL
Healing--a way to witness in Nepal (photo) Apr'64:20
Kato, Suzunosuko, 1897-
Interracial fellowship in Berkeley. Nov'24:38

KATO, SUZUNESUKO, 1897-
Except they be sent (photo) Jan'21:3
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Apr'23:13
Suzunosuke Kato (photo) Nov'26:21

KATOW, MARY
(photo) Dec'34:28
News room. Jan'54:38

KATSURA, JAPAN
A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:40

KATTER, (married to Donald Katter)
Women on world highways (photo) Jan'70:35

KATZ, SCHLOMO. NEGRO AND JEW
New books. Feb'68:39

KAUFFMAN, (MRS. V. E.)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'52:48

KAUFFMAN, ANNA MAE PALMER, -1953.
In memoriam. Feb'54:35

Kauffman, Herbert Myron, 1910- (married to Ethe A. Keck Kauffman)
Adults and mission. May'63:38

KAUFFMAN, HERBERT MYRON, 1910- News room. Mar'54:38
(photo) Sep'58:27
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:5
News room. Dec'61:32
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'68:8
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8

KAUFFMAN, JESSE M
quoted. Crusade progress. Jun'49:26

Kauffman, Russell E
Stranger at the door (poem) Apr'34:48

KAUFMAN, EDNA
(photo) Mar'25:51

KAUFMAN, EMMA
(photo) Feb'40:30

Kauffman, Harold F (married to Lois C. Kaufman)
The country church has a mission. Jan'47:20

KAUFMAN, HAROLD F
(photo) Jan'47:20

Kauffmann, U Milo
A few pecks at the machine. Dec'71:20

KAUFMAN, VERA
Classroom and campus. Sep'49:32
Here and there with World Call. Jun'52:48

KAULINSCH, A. D.
Classroom and campus (photo) May'63:35

KAUMP, ETHEL A
Classroom and campus. Jun'57:34  Sep'62:34

KAUNDA, BETTY (married to Kenneth Kaunda)
African women seek equal status (photo) Sep'71:14

KAUNG, Z. T.
The Chinese church in captivity. Jul'43:4
KAUR, RAJKUMARI AMRIT
(photo) Apr'38:35
Women and world highways. Jan'43:47 (photo p. 35)
Indian leader inspects mission. Feb'55:40
Global highlights (photo) May'57:5
Global highlights. Oct'58:7
A visit with Nehru (photo) Feb'62:28
KAUTH, LILLIAN, -1958
In memoriam. Jun'58:37
KAUTZ, ARTHUR
Notes. Sep'19:50  Oct'19:60
KAUTZ, RUTH (ALDRIDGE)
Notes. Oct'19:60
KAUTZ, THEODORE
Notes. Sep'19:50
KAVANAUGH, JAMES. A MODERN PRIEST LOOKS AT HIS OUTDATED CHURCH
New books. May'68:36
KAWADA, TOTSURO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
KAWAI, (married to Kazuo Kawai)
(photo) May'35:14
KAWAI, HANNAH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Aug'26:57  May'28:44  Oct'28:50
Disciple schools in Tokyo never closed. Dec'45:23
quoted. Japan faces the future. Apr'47:23
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'61:32
Kawai, Kazuo
Three roads and none easy. Sep'26:11
Too much of a success! May'28:11
From college campus to life as it is. May'35:14
KAWAI, KAZUO
(photo) Sep'26:11  May'28:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40
(photo) May'35:14
KAWAI, MASA (MARTHA)
(photo) Jul'34:40
KAWAI, MICHI. -1953
Devotional study of missionary societies. Jan'35:38
Japanese-American Conference. May'41:4
Women and world highways. Apr'51:33
(death) Global highlights. Apr'53:4
(death) (note at end of "Face lifting and faith lifting")
May'53:43
Women and world highways. Jul'53:33
KAWAI, MICHI. JAPANES WOMEN SPEAK
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
KAWAI, MICHI. MY LANTERN
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
KAWAI, MICHI. SLIDING DOORS
Women and world highways. Apr'51:33
KAWAI, SADA SEIBATA (married to Teizo Kawai)
(photo) May'35:14
Kingdom builders (photo) May'49:31
KAWAI, SHIZU
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Aug'26:57    May'28:44    Oct'28:50
  (photo) May'39:33    Dec'42:21
Disciple schools in Tokyo never closed. Dec'45:23
  (photo) Jan'46:26
Anniversary celebration in Tokyo. Feb'50:46
  (photo) Feb'71:34
Kawai, Teizo, 1872-1949 (married to Sada Seibata Kawai)
  Note. Aug'19:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:62  Apr'24:49
Japanese Christians in Southern California... Jun'24:35
KAWAI, TEIZO, 1872-1949
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49
  (photo) Jun'24:35
Teizo Kawai's native land. Aug'24:46
Progar helps. Dec'24:49
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51  Feb'26:54
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'26:50  Jun'26:58
Kawai San at work. Jul'26:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:50
Ichinin ichi rei unde. Feb'27:43
On the Pacific coast. Mar'30:56
Disciples in Japan fifty years (photo) Jan'34:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40
  (photo)
      May'35:14  Jan'39:10  Dec'42:21  Jan'46:26
  (death) News room. Apr'49:34
Kingdom builders (photo) May'49:31
Farewells with a promise. Jul'49:47
KAWAI, UNKICHI
Leaven in the meal. Sep'40:27
KAWAIHAO, HAWAII
  Global highlights. Jan'52:4
KAWAKAMI, K  K. MANCHOUKUO, CHILD OF CONFLICT
  Speaking of books. Sep'33:31
KAWAMURA SAN
  (photo) Jul'19:60
KAWANISHI, SHICHIRO
Women on world highways. Jun'66:33
Kawin, Ethel
  Book chat. Dec'51:40
KAY, (MRS. H. W.)
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jun'49:48
KAY, J A
  (photo) Oct'22:52
KAY CITY, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Notes. May'20:59
KAYE, JAMES R. THE TEACHER'S GUIDE, 1939
  Book chat. Dec'38:41
Kaylor, Harriet
The transforming power of Christian stewardship. Apr'26:35
KAYLOR, HARRIET
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
  News room. Jan'60:47
Kays, F J
   The good that men do. Aug'27:52
KEACH, (MRS. S. L.)
   In memoriam. Jun'37:39
KEACH, RACHEL
   In memoriam. Feb'30:46
Keahey, L M
   Mary Lou learns to smile. May'67:31
   The procrastinator. Jul'68:33
Kean, Albert O
   Ecumenism with teeth. Sep'69:6
KEAN, ALBERT O
   Classroom and campus. Feb'53:42
   Ohio church in EHP (photo) May'60:45
KEAN, CHARLES D. CHRISTIANITY AND THE CULTURAL CRISIS
   Book chat. Jun'45:17
KEAN, CHARLES D. GOD'S WORD TO HIS PEOPLE
   Book chat. Apr'60:43
KEAN, MARY
   News from Benevolent Homes. Sep'37:28
KEARNEY, CAROLYN
   (photo) Jan'21:16
KEARNEY, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44
KEARNEY, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48
KEAS, DORIS
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'53:4
KEATON, NICK
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
KEATS, EZRA JACK. MY DOG IS LOST!
   books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
Kechel, Daniel Clarke, 1925– (married to Leona Kechel)
   Letters. Feb'65:44
KECHEL, DANIEL CLARKE, 1925–
   Global highlights. Sep'55:3
Kechel, Vicky
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
KECHEL, VICKY
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:5
   New program to benefit Yakimas. Apr'57:44
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38
KECK, (married to Al Keck)
   New setting for a group home. Dec'69:24 (photo p. 25)
KECK, AL
   New setting for a group home. Dec'69:24 (photo p. 25)
KECK, LEANDER
   Classroom and campus. Dec'59:34
KECK, LEANDER E. A FUTURE FOR THE HISTORICAL JESUS
   New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
KECK, LEANDER E. TAKING THE BIBLE SERIOUSLY
   Book chat. Dec'62:22
KECKELEY, STUART
   Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37
Keckley, E L
   Queen Anne Christian Church. Aug'23:38
KECKLEY, E. L
   (photo) Mar'24:24
KECKLEY, E. WELDON
   (photo) Apr'51:7
Keckley, Paul J., 1903-1970
   Yale Divinity School. Feb'28:45
KECKLEY, PAUL J., 1903-1970
   Disciples at Yale (photo)
Keckley, Sara Cox
   Women and the world highways. Mar'36:35
KEE, HOWARD CLARK. THE RENEWAL OF HOPE
   Book chat. Sep'59:26
KEEBLER, (married to Harry Keebler)
   Portrait of a rural pastor (photo) May'63:11
KEEBLER, HARRY
   Portrait of a rural pastor (photo) May'63:11
KEEFER, TRUMAN FREDERICK
   Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37
KEELER, (married to Howard Keeler)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:2
KEELER, (MRS. W. P.)
   (photo) Oct'29:32
   In memoriam. Dec'38:39
Keeler, W. P.
   Miss Agnes Maguire and the Englewood Church, Chicago.
       Jan'23:58
KEELE, W. P
   (photo) Oct'29:32
Keeley, Mary Paxton
   Missouri's oldest Christian Church. Oct'39:7
KEELEY, MARY PAXTON
   A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
KEELING, J. B
   Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16
KEELING, LEON
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48
KEELING, MICHAEL. MORALS IN A FREE SOCIETY
   New books. Apr'68:38
Keen, Alice A
   Her children's friends. Feb'41:47
KEENE, ROBERT L
   A youthful mayor (photo) Sep'23:43
KEENEN, KENNETH
   (photo) Dec'22:11
KEENY, S. M. HALF THE WORLD'S CHILDREN
   Book chat. Dec'57:42
KEESE, SARAH
   In memorium. Feb'40:39
KEESING, FELIX M. TAMING PHILIPPINE HEADHUNTERS
   Book chat. Nov'34:40
KEESING, MARIE. TAMING PHILIPPINE HEADHUNTERS
   Book chat. Nov'34:40
KEETER, (married to Jerry Keeter)
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'59:34
KEEVIL, JOSEPH L
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
The every church visitation in action. May'24;57
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
Made good in cash. Jul'31:24
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Keevil, Robert Graham, 1904--
   (photo) Jul'23:7
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:11
Kefauver, Estes. Crime in America
   Book chat. Oct'51:26       Jun'52:42
Kegley, Charles W. Reinhold Niebuhr: His Religious, Social and
   Political Thought
   Book chat. Apr'56:22
Keh-Ching, William Chen
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
Kehr, (Mrs. C. W.)
   (photo) Nov'48:7
Keil, Richard
   Busiest man in town. Dec'65:40
Keir, Thomas H. The World in Worship
   Book chat. Nov'62:43
Keighton, Robert E. The Man Who Would Preach
   Book chat. Jun'56:16
Keiser, Armilda B. Come Everyone and Worship
   Book chat. Dec'41:44
   On the making of books... Jan'42:32
Keith, (married to Boyd Keith)
   All from Texas. Jan'28:47
Keith, (married to Noel L. Keith)
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'55:48
Keith, Agnes Newton. Bare Feet in the Palace
   Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Keith, Boyd
   See
   Keith, M. Boyd
Keith, Effie
   Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
Keith, Kathy
   Youth look at the UN. Nov'63:17
Keith, Lois
   New projects in retirement housing (photo) Apr'71:16
Keith, M Boyd
   Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Keith, M Boyd
   Notes.
   Feb'19:45       Oct'19:59       May'20:62       Sep'20:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63
   The man who did what couldn't be done (photo) Jul'22:10
   Fowler Homes serve young and old. Dec'54:10
   One big, happy family (photo) Dec'59:13
Keith, Mirian. The Black Bearded Barbarian
   A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
Keith, Noel Leonard, 1903-1981
   We build through possessions. Nov'45:15
Keith, Noel Leonard, 1903-1981
   Classroom and campus.
Here and there with World Call. Jul'60:50
Classroom and campus. Dec'67:35
KEITH, NOEL LEONARD. THE HUMAN RIFT
  Books. Feb'64:44
KEITH, NOEL LEONARD. WORSHIP HIGHWAYS
  Book chat. Jul'43:33
KEITH, PEARL M., -1948
  In memoriam. Dec'48:37
KEITHLY, DIXIE
  quoted. Last column. Jun'60:50
KEITHLY, MABEL, -1955
  In memoriam. Sep'55:35
KELKER, HENRY C
  His ministry was healing (photo) Mar'73:12
KELLAND, ANNA E. -1942
  In memoriam. Apr'42:39
KELLAR, EFFIE D
  See JAMISON, EFFIE D. KELLAR
KELLAR, SALLY
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
KELLAR, ZILBERT
  To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
KELLEMS, DAVID CLINTON, 1868-1922
  (married to Louise Flint Kellems)
  (death) D. C. Kellems (photo) Apr'22:57
KELLEMS, HOMER FLINT, 1894-1959
  Our flying men (photo) Dec'45:37
Kellems, Jesse Randolph, 1892-
  Put in trust with the Gospel. Feb'22:17
  Evangelizing in Australia. Feb'25:23
KELLEMS, JESSE RANDOLPH, 1892-
  Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
  D. C. Kellems. Apr'22:57
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'24:57
  quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
  Jun'24:45
  News from South Africa. Sep'26:62
  What's doing in Britain. Jan'28:31
  Is there hope for south Africa? Apr'65:24
KELLEMS, LOUISA FLINT, 1871-1949
  (married to David Clinton Kellems)
  Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
  (death) News room. Mar'50:38
KELLER, A B
  Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer.
  May'42:33
KELLER, ADOLF
  Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
  Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
  The state of the church. Nov'42:33
KELLER, ADOLF. CHURCH AND STATE ON THE EUROPEAN CONTINENT
  Book chat. Oct'37:42
KELLER, ADOLF. FIVE MINUTES TO TWELVE
  Book chat. Apr'38:24
KELLER, AGNES
  In memoriam. Nov'31:39
KELLER, ARNOLD B
  Personalities (photo) Jun'38:15
Keller, Edna Julia
  International prayer (poem) Jun'61:50
  So shall thy strength be (poem) Jun'62:48
Keller, George Z
  Pause that refreshes (poem) Jul'62:50
Keller, Helen
  A chant of darkness (poem) Jan'23:back cover
KELLER, HELEN
  (photo) Jan'23:front cover
  The treasurers of her own island (photo) Jan'23:34
  Milton Society honors Miss Helen Keller (photo) May'53:44
  quoted. Last column. Feb'54:48
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'55:3
  Dots and records (photo) Dec'55:31
  quoted. Last column. Jul'58:50
KELLER, JAMES. CAREERS THAT CHANGE YOUR WORLD
  Book chat. Feb'51:18
KELLER, KRAIG WILLIAM, 1864-
  (birth) News room. Jan'65:34
KELLER, LORENE BETH, 1961-
  (birth) News room. Mar'62:38
KELLER, MARTHA J
  An interesting gift to foreign missions. Apr'21:58
KELLER, MAUREEN ELLEN, 1956-
  (birth) News room. Jun'56:42
KELLER, PEARL SHARP, -1923
  (death) Jan'24:50
KELLER, SUSIE MARY
  Classroom and campus. Feb'56:33
Keller, Vivian Elaine Elek, 1925-
  (married to William Edward Keller)
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34
  Filipino children are teachers. Jun'57:43
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38 Apr'65:36
  Direct line. Mar'68:37
KELLER, VIVIAN ELAINE ELEK, 1925-
  Royal welcome. Jan'56:47
  Up-river together to Kabugao. Jul'58:33
  (photo) Oct'64:38 Apr'65:36 Mar'68:37
  In brief. Sep'69:39
KELLER, W. H., -1923
  (death) Jan'24:50
Keller, William Edward, 1922-
  (married to Vivian Elaine Elek Keller)
  New missionaries tell of work in Philippines. May'55:47
  Royal welcome. Jan'56:47
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34 Mar'57:34
  Filipino children are teachers. Jun'57:43
  Up-river together to Kabugao. Jul'58:33
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'59:38
  Thirty cents worth of witness. Jun'62:28
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'62:36
  Channels (poem) Dec'63:18
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36
Partners in a global mission. Oct'65:16
Direct line. Mar'68:37
KELLER, WILLIAM EDWARD, 1922-
    (photo) Dec'63:36 Oct'65:16 Mar'68:37
In brief. Sep'69:39
Kellersberger, Julia Lake Skinner
    (married to Eugene R. Kellersberger)
    Impressions of McLean Conference Grounds. Jul'46:43
KELLERSBERGER, EUGENE R.
    (married to Julia Lake Skinner Kellersberger)
    Leprosy research sanatorium to be established in India.
    Oct'52:44
KELLEY, ALDEN
    (photo) Jun'63:20
KELLEY, DEAN
    Global highlights. Jan'62:4
KELLEY, DEAN M. WHY CONSERVATIVE CHURCHES ARE GROWING
    New books. Oct'72:33
KELLEY, HOWARD
    Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34 (photo) Dec'67:34
KELLEY, MARGARET B., -1950
    In memoriam. Dec'50:37
Kelley, Robert Paul, 1931- (married to Mary Church Kelley)
    The church came to Miami, too! Jan'73:7
KELLEY, ROBERT PAUL, 1931-
    In brief. May'73:41
KELLEY, ROSCOE L
    In memoriam. Sep'38:39
KELLEY, SHIRLEY
    Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'63:35
KELLEY, VIRGINIA
    (death) Apr'19:60
KELLISON, (married to M. Owen Kellison)
    Classroom and campus. Mar'55:34 Mar'61:36
KELLISON, KATIE LOU
    See
    DAILEY, KATIE LOU KELLISON
Kellison, Medford Owen, 1887-1986
    The local church and evangelism. Oct'40:9
    Evangelism and Christian education advance. Nov'41:14
    Christian education faces its task. Nov'42:5
    Christian education, the key to the Kingdom. Nov'43:5
    Men and mission of the church. Mar'47:13
    Beginning in me. Dec'47:17
KELLISON, MEDFORD OWEN, 1887-1986
    (photo) Nov'35:45
    quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
    (photo) Oct'40:9
    quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:21
    quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:13
    (photo) Nov'41:14
    The mantle falls (photo) Jul'42:20
    (photo) Nov'42:5
    The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium
    (photo) Nov'42:24
    (photo) Jan'43:7 Jun'43:5
...to Wilshire (photo) Feb'44:13
quoted. A city looks to evangelism. Sep'46:5
Global highlights (photo) Jan'47:2
(photo) Mar'47:13
News room. Jul'47:42
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:32
(photo) Dec'47:17
Classroom and campus.
Dec'52:28          Mar'55:34          Mar'61:36
KELLO, H C
(photo) Mar'24:39
KELLOGG, (MRS. A. A.)
The Portland Christian Mission (photo) May'23:20
Kellogg, Arthur
Our movie made children. Nov'33:6
KELLOGG, FRANK B
(photo) Nov'28:23
Listening in on the world. Nov'30:20
KELLOGG, HAMILTON H.
quoted. Last column. Dec'62:50
KELLOGG PEACE PACT
What price peace? Oct'28:4
Memorial made manifest... Nov'28:23
Is the Kellogg treaty making peace? Nov'29:21
Listening in on the world. Dec'29:25
...makes itself known. Aug'30:5
The new deal at Montevideo. Mar'34:8
KELLUM, (MRS. E. L.)
News room. Sep'59:41
KELLY, (married to Chloe Kelly)
Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
KELLY, (married to Francis Kelly)
(death) Nov'24:50
KELLY, (married to Jerry Kelly)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'59:34
Kelly, (married to Roscoe Kelly)
Introduced through World Call. Jun'24:1
KELLY, ALCINDA JOSEPHINE
In memoriam. Sep'27:48
Kelly, Chloe Elizabeth, 1904-
Women on world highways. Sep'68:28
KELLY, CHLOE ELIZABETH, 1904-
News room. Sep'46:40          Nov'46:32
(photo) Dec'46:24
News room. Nov'49:35
(photo) Oct'50:17        Feb'52:16
News room (photo) Nov'52:32
Global highlights. Jun'56:4          (photo) Feb'60:6
News room. Nov'64:32
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'68:24
Kelly, Clare
The miniature sermon. Aug'25:47
KELLY, CLEMENTINE
In memoriam. May'41:39
KELLY, DORMAN S
From service to reward. Jul'27:58
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KELLY, EDMUND
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54

KELLY, ELIZABETH
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
(death) Jul'35:47

KELLY, ELIZABETH E
How one American woman fought the Turks. Sep'20:49

KELLY, EMMA
In memoriam. Oct'29:49

KELLY, HOWARD E
Classroom and campus. Mar'56:28

KELLY, JAMES
(photo) Nov'27:6 May'28:23

KELLY, JOE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:47

Kelly, Jose
Mexico goes to school. Aug'27:27

KELLY, JOSEPH T
(note) Oct'24:58

Kelly, Louise
Missionary illustrations...
    Jun'26:52 Nov'26:55 Apr'27:51
    Jul'26:52 Dec'26:54 May'27:51
    Sep'26:55 Feb'27:55

KELLY, LOUISE
quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:4
(death) Jun'27:55
From service to reward. Jul'27:58

KELLY, MARGARET
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50

Kelly, Mary
Miss Kelly writes from the famine district. Jul'21:42
Rumors of war and works of peace. Feb'25:36
Celebrating a sixtieth birthday in China. Aug'29:22
Our two nonegenarians at the Florida Christian Home. Jan'34:45

KELLY, MARY
Feb'19:56
Notes. Jul'19:62
    (photo) Jan'20:inside front cover
C.W.B.M. annual report. Nov'20:29
    (photo) Mar'22:2
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51
Does God hear? Sep'22:51
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:62
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
    (photo) Oct'23:52
Chen Da Ma. Oct'23:25
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:55
    (photo) Sep'24:53
    (photo of home in Nanking) Feb'25:36
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
    (photo) Feb'26:59 Oct'26:44
quoted. The ordeal of Nanking. May'27:supl:2
Automobile accident. Aug'27:63
Letter from Mary Kelly. Oct'27:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
(photo) Mar'28:front cover
Our cover. Mar'28:1
A week-end with Mary Kelly. Feb'29:28
(photo) Aug'29:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
(photo) Dec'30:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
Anniversaries come in twos (photo) Apr'37:23
(photo) Jan'39:10
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
Kelly, Mary Frances E., 1869-1953
Chen Da Ma.
  Jul'23:27
Towering o'er the roofs of Sinim. Jan'27:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50  Oct'29:48
An acknowledgement. Nov'32:41
Devotional study for missionary societies.
  Dec'32 - May'33:p.38
Motherhood honored. Sep'33:26
KELLY, MARY FRANCES E., 1869-1953
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
(photo) Feb'31:42
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) May'35:31
(photo) Mar'49:36
(death) News room. Feb'54:31
(death) ...pioneer China missionary (photo) Mar'54:32
KELLY, MARY FRANCES E., 1869-1953. SOME CHINESE FRIENDS OF MINE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
Speaking of books Apr'25:56
quoted. The Triangle palaver. Jan'27:46
Missionary illustrations... Oct'27:42
Kelly, Robert Lincoln
Education through rendition. Jan'34:20
KELLY, ROBERT LINCOLN
(photo) Oct'21:11
KELLY, ROBERT LINCOLN. THE AMERICAN COLLEGES AND THE SOCIAL ORDER
Book chat. Dec'40:44
KELLY, ROBERT LINCOLN. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION HANDBOOK
Speaking of books. Jun'31:35
KELLY, SWANIE F
In memoriam. Jul'31:40  Sep'31:40
KELLY, T
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
KELLY, THOMAS R. A TESTAMENT OF DEVOTION
  quoted. Moments of worship. Jul'64:39
KELLY, WILLIAM
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:30
KELLYVILLE, OKLAHOMA, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:24
KELSEY, AGNES
   In memoriam. Jul'27:48
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. ADVENTURES WITH THE BIBLE
   Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. BEYOND THE BLUE PACIFIC
   Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. LAND OF THE MORNING
   World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. MANY HANDS IN MANY LANDS
   "The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. NEW FLAGS FLYING
   The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. STORIES FOR JUNIOR WORSHIP
   Book chat. Dec'41:44
KELSEY, ALICE GEER. TALES FROM AFRICA
   Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
KELSEY, GEORGE
   People are people (photo) Feb'51:11
KELSEY, HUGH E
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:6
KELSEY, J W
   A fifty year adventure (photo) Oct'25:29
   In memoriam. Oct'33:40
KELSEY, MARJORIE
   Kappa Beta Biennial Convention. Jul'46:44
KELSEY, MORTON T. TONGUE SPEAKING: AN EXPERIEMTN IN SPIRITUAL
   EXPERIENCE
   New books. Feb'65:14
KELSO, I R
   St. Louis Convention Committee. Dec'20:44
KELTNER, CLORA SWITZ, 1905-1970 (married to O. G. Keltner)
   In brief. Jun'70:39
   Retirements from general ministry. Jan'72:42
KELTNER, H E
   Notes. Oct'19:59
   (photo) Mar'24:23
KELTON, NETTIE C
   In memoriam. Aug'32:39
Kemble, Frances Anne
   (poem) Aug'19:51
Kemm, Ezra Burdette, 1871-1955 (married to Lillian Beulah Kemm)
   Message. May'19:39       Jul'19:52
   Note. Sep'19:52
   Message. Oct'19:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:61
KEMM, EZRA BURDETTE, 1871-1955
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
   Notes. Feb'20:57,61       Jul'20:48
KEMMER, A. E. - 1953 (married to Blanche Kemmer)
   Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
   (death) News room (photo) May'53:38
   In memoriam. Jun'53:39
KEMMER, BLANCHE, 1883?-1966 (married to A. E. Kemmer)
   News room. May'53:38
   In memoriam. Dec'66:45
KEMP, (married to John Kemp)
  In brief. Mar'72:41
KEMP, ANNA MARY
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'27:52
Kemp, Charles Frederick, 1912-
  The outreach of the church. Oct'47:18
  Allies in meeting human need. Jul'62:23
KEMP, CHARLES FREDERICK, 1912-
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'49:4
  Classroom and campus. Jul'57:41  Apr'60:33
  Bridging church and ghetto. Oct'72:21
  A pastor's study takes a new form. Nov'73:28 (photo p. 29)
KEMP, CHARLES F. THE CHURCH: THE GIFTED AND THE RETARDED CHILD
  Book chat. Apr'58:24
KEMP, CHARLES F. LEARNING ABOUT PASTORAL CARE
  New books. Oct'70;29
KEMP, CHARLES F. LIFE SITUATION PREACHING
  Book chat. Sep'56:18
KEMP, CHARLES F. THE PASTOR AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
  Book chat. Jul'60:44  May'61:38
KEMP, CHARLES F. THE PASTOR AND VOCATIONAL COUNSELING
  Book chat. Sep'61:24
KEMP, CHARLES F. PASTORAL PREACHING
  Book reviews. Sep'63:44
KEMP, CHARLES F. A PASTORAL TRIUMPH
  Book chat. Sep'48:44
KEMP, CHARLES F. PREPARING FOR THE MINISTRY
  Book chat. Sep'59:44
KEMP, CHARLES F. PHYSICIANS OF THE SOUL
  Book chat. Jan'48:14
KEMP, GEORGE A
  Global highlights. Jul'62:4
Kemp, Harry
  Blind (poem) Dec'33:48
  God the architect (poem) Jan'34:27
KEMP, LUCY
  In memoriam. Jun'34:39
Kemp, Roy Z
  Shoulder riders (poem) Jan'67:38
  Disguised blessings (poem) Sep'67:46
  Teacher's magic (poem) Sep'68:29
  Attitudes (poem) Dec'68:46
  Curving furrows (poem) May'69:18
  A friendly word (poem) Jul'69:46
  Friendship (poem) Oct'69:9
  Letters. Feb'70:34
  The guilty (poem) Mar'70:23
  Faith (poem) May'70:18
  Service (poem) Jul'70:16
  Phases of our journey (poem) Jan'71:45
  When faith is limitless (poem) Sep'71:inside back cover
  Pleas for unity (poem) Apr'72:50
  God's scriptures (poem) Jan'73:32
  Upon having a spell of illness (poem) Mar'73:28
  The power behind the atom (poem) apr'73:41
  Inner harmony (poem) Nov'73:50
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KEMPER, (married to James M. Kemper)
  Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
KEMPER, INEZ. THE DOORWAY TO HEAVEN
  Book chat. Jan'62:39
KEMPER, RUTH
  News room. Dec'58:34
KEMPER MILITARY SCHOOL (BOONVILLE, MISSOURI)
  In brief. May'70:41
KEMPES, R
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'55:2
"KEN AT GLENGROVE" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visuals. Apr'69:29
KEN WEN YING
  A day at South Gate. Mar'49:12
KENBRIDGE, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  The Every Member Camvass in a group of rural churches. Mar'19:51
KENDALL, ARTHUR S
  News from the colleges. Dec'41:33
KENDALL, ETHEL WAYNE BARTLETT, 1874-1954
  (married to Percival Mathes Kendall)
    A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:22
    (photo) Dec'30:10
    In memoriam. Jul'54:43
KENDALL, PERCY MATHES, 1873-1944
  (married to Ethel Wayne Bartlett Kendall)
    A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5
    (photo) Jul'40:14
Kendall, Robert
  The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
KENDELVILLE, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Eating around the world. Jan'30:57
    Adults and mission (photo of primary class) Sep'64:36
KENDRICK, (HOME MISSIONARY AT GRAND COULEE)
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'37:39
KENDRICK, HENRY CORNELIUS, -1946
  In memoriam. Dec'46:37
Kendrick, Lily
  From the inside looking out. Dec'38:8
KENDRICK, LILY C.
  NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
KENEDY, R N
  (photo) Nov'25:30
"KENJI COMES HOME" (MOTION PICTURE)
  News room. Jul'49:32
    Visualizing Japan (photos) Feb'50:22
KENMORE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Church Extension Board a friend in need. Feb'21:48
KENNAN, GEORGE F. MEMOIRS, 1950-1963
  New books. May'73:35
Kennedy, (Mrs. C. E.)
  Letters. Oct'64:51
KENNEDY, (married to Frank Kennedy)
  (photo) Jul'28:26
KENNEDY, (married to George C. Kennedy)
  quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'35:1
  Memorium. Jun'36:39
KENNEDY, (MRS. M. E.)
In memoriam. Mar'33:39

Kennedy, Albert J
The saloon in retrospect. Jul'33:7

Kennedy, Alletta Ann Brokaw, 1897–1983
(Married to Paul Dungan Kennedy)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:56
World Call in demand. Feb'25:1
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
It is all we know. Jul'27:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48
Missionary meeting in Laoag. Oct'27:38
Student conference in northern Luzon. Dec'30:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38

KENNEDY, ALLETTA ANN BROKAW, 1897–1983
(photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
(photos)
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'28:39 Jun'32:31 Nov'36:34
May'32:34 Sep'33:45
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'49:36
(photo) Apr'60:31
Leaders retire. Oct'62:31

KENNEDY, ANNA R. BIBLE PLAYS OUT OF THE EAST
Speaking of books. Apr'30:31

Kennedy, Bill R
Reading is an essential art. Jan'64:16

KENNEDY, CHARLES RANN. PLAYS FOR THREE PLAYERS
Speaking of books. Jul'34:32

KENNEDY, D. JAMES
Question: how spread the good news? (photo) Sep'71:9

KENNEDY, FRANK H., 1902–
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
A father and four sons in the ministry (photo) Feb'28:12
(photos) Jul'28:26
quoted. Circulation corner.
Mar'37:inside front cover Dec'38:2
Worcester--story of successful evangelism. Oct'56:9
(photo p. 11)

Kennedy, G A Studdert
America speaks. Oct'27:47

KENNEDY, G A STUDDERT. I BELIEVE
Some books recently from press. Sep'21:59

Kennedy, Gerald, 1907–1980
How to get rid of a preacher. Feb'56:48

KENNEDY, GERALD, 1907–1980
World events. Mar'69:30 (photo p. 31)
Evangelism in Seattle (photo) Jul'69:10
Question: how spread the good news? Sep'71:9

KENNEDY, GERALD. THE CHRISTIAN AND HIS AMERICA
Book chat. Oct'57:38

KENNEDY, GERALD. THE LION AND THE LAMB
Book chat. Jul'50:18

KENNEDY, GERALD. WHO SPEAKS FOR GOD?
Book chat. Nov'54:40 Mar'55:44
KENNEDY, H J
A father and four sons in the ministry (photo) Feb'28:12

KENNEDY, JACQUELIN (married to John Fitzgerald Kennedy)
Resolution of gratitude. Feb'64:35

KENNEDY, JAMES W
A father and four sons in the ministry (photo) Feb'28:12

KENNEDY, JAMES W. EVANSTON NOTEBOOK
Evaston notebook. Jan'54:5

KENNEDY, JAMES W. NO DARKNESS AT ALL
Book chat. May'62:24

KENNEDY, JEAN RIZALA (RIZOTA), 1925-
See ANDERSON, JEAN RIZALA (RIZOTA)

KENNEDY, JOHN. THE GOD WHOM WE IGNORE
Book chat. Nov'38:26

KENNEDY, JOHN FITZGERALD, 1917-1963
  Global highlights. Mar'60:6 Jun'60:5
  Social trends. Jun'60:16
  Report from Berlin: East and West. Mar'61:32
  Global highlights. May'61:6 Jun'61:4
  The President and worship. Jul'61:9
  Global highlights. Dec'61:5 Apr'62:8
  Open letter. Apr'62:10
  Mission to South America. Apr'62:29
  The decisions of a President. Dec'62:9
  Global highlights. Apr'63:6 Nov'63:6
  Beyond the hour of mourning. Jan'64:9
  The Catholics score again. Nov'65:9
  Thoughts on three assassinations. Sep'68:46
  Assassination--a spiritual issue. May'69:24
  It was November (poem) Nov'73:11

KENNEDY, JOSEPH RUDOLPH, 1906-1965
  (married to Connie Floy Kennedy)
  A father and four sons in the ministry (photo) Feb'28:12
  (photo) Sep'42:6
  Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'49:4

Kennedy, Julia
Sherwood Eddy's experiment in Christian living. May'37:8

KENNEDY, MARGARET MAY
See
  CHERRYHOMES, MARGARET MAY KENNEDY

Kennedy, Paul B
  While the aging wait. Dec'62:13

KENNEDY, PAUL BROKAW
  (photo) Dec'62:13

KENNEDY, PAUL BROKAW
  (photo) Jun'23:41
  Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33

Kennedy, Paul Dungan, 1895-
  (married to Alette Ann Brokaw Kennedy)
  A personally conducted tour through the Laoag District.
  Aug'23:20
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61
  Sharing patterns and prayers. Sep'24:41
  Ilocos Sur-Abra convention. Feb'27:44
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
  Annual convention, Ilocos Norte district. Apr'27:54
Doing intensive work. Apr'27:60
Blazing the way. Jul'27:39
Christmas Eve in Bethlehem. Dec'28:9
What means these stones? Feb'30:20
The Philippines--social and economic. Mar'31:29
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37
High in the mountains. May'46:29
The Currimao conference. Jul'46:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'46:39
Tropical storm experience. Nov'46:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37
Hurricane brings destruction in the Philippines. Dec'47:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:46
These little pigs never went to market. Jun'49:44
Cargo from Japan. Oct'49:16
The doctor's work goes on. Jul'58:43
"Lucy"--a woman who wanted a home. Dec'64:23
KENNEDY, PAUL DUNGAN
(photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
(photo) Sep'22:24
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
(photo) Jul'27:36
A father and four sons in the ministry (photo) Feb'28:12
(photo) Feb'28:17 Mar'28:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
(photo) Jul'28:26
(photo no. 6) Mar'29:24
(photo) Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34 Jun'32:31
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Sep'33:45 Nov'36:34 Oct'37:33
(photo) Nov'38:14
(photo) Feb'46:3
News room. May'47:35
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'49:36
quoted. Last column. Sep'49:48
News room. Dec'50:32
Missionary gift. Feb'56:46
KENNEDY, PAUL DUNGAN, 1922-
(photo) Jun'27:35 Jul'27:36 Sep'42:9
KENNEDY, ROBERT
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
(birth) Feb'30:47
KENNEDY, ROBERT FRANCIS, 1925–1968
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
(death) Global highlights. Sep'68:7
Thoughts on three assassinations. Sep'68:46
Letters. Sep'68:48
Assassination--a spiritual issue. May'69:24
KENNEDY, WALTER A., -1960
Global highlights (photo)
Jan'58:7 Nov'58:7
(death) News room. Dec'60:34
KENNEDY MEMORIAL HOME

Global highlights. Jul'57:2        Sep'57:3
Benevolence and today's needs. Dec'57:8
Global highlights (photo of first resident) Jan'58:7
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
Global highlights. Jan'60:8
News room. Jun'60:42
Dignity for the aging (photos) Jul'60:29
Global highlights. Jun'61:6
Growth in the aging years (photo of Communion service)
Oct'61:25
News room.

May'62:32    Feb'63:40    Sep'63:48
Jul'62:36    May'63:40    Dec'63:40
Sep'62:42    Jun'63:41    Jan'64:40
Oct'62:34    Jul'63:42    Feb'64:34
(photo) Dec'62:46

Summer opportunities unlimited! Mar'64:31
News room.

Apr'64:41    Sep'64:48    Jan'65:34    May'65:36
Jun'64:41    Oct'64:34    Feb'65:40
Jul'64:34    Nov'64:32    Mar'65:34

NBA homes.

Jun'65:46    Oct'65:44    Feb'66:43    May'66:44
Jul'65:44    Nov'65:42    Mar'66:40    Jun'66:45
Sep'65:51    Dec'65:44    Apr'66:48    Jul'66:41
Global highlights (drawing of Geriatric and Research wing)
Sep'66:6
NBA homes.

Sep'66:43    Oct'66:45    Nov'66:39

Benevolent teamwork. Dec'66:12
NBA homes.

Jan'67:39    May'67:40    Sep'67:45

In brief. Nov'67:8
NBA homes. Nov'67:36
New horizons for the aging (photo) Dec'67:14
NBA homes.

Dec'67:40    Jul'68:42    May'69:46    Feb'70:42
Jan'68:40    Oct'68:40    Jun'69:46    Mar'70:45
Feb'68:42    Nov'68:41    Jul'69:46    May'70:46
Mar'68:43    Dec'68:42    Sep'69:46    Jun'70:46
Apr'68:42    Jan'69:41    Nov'69:42    Jul'70:46
May'68:42    Feb'69:46    Dec'69:42    Sep'70:46
Jun'68:42    Apr'69:46    Jan'70:46

The scene. Nov'70:44
NBA homes.

Nov'70:45    Dec'70 - Mar'71 p. 46

Letters. May'71:4,33
In brief. May'71:43
NBA homes. May'71 - Nov'71 p. 46
NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:27
NBA homes. Jan'72:49    Feb'72:50    Apr'72:42
Spotlight on Carol Helseth. Jun'72:21
World events. Dec'72:40
NBA homes.
Mar'73:44,45 Jul'73:43 Oct'73:44,45 Dec'73:46
Apr'73:44 Sep'73:42 Nov'73:42,47
KENNEDY SCHOOL OF MISSIONS
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'27:52
The College of Missions at Hartford. Aug'28:20
The new home for the College of Missions. Aug'28:23
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31
News room. Oct'58:34
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
KENNER, (married to Roy Kenner)
Memorium. May'35:39
Kenner, Dan Carmichael, 1913- (married to Margaret Kenner)
Letters. Jul'69:34
KENNER, DAN CARMICHAEL, 1913-
Beneath the spire (photo) May'59:8
KENNER, PRISCILLA
(death) Sep'24:58
KENNEWICK, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Every Home Plan continues growth. Nov'60:48
KENNEY, H. G
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
KENNY, DUMONT F
quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:7
KENNON, KENNETH
quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38
KENOLY, JACOB, 1876-1911
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:42
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57
(photo) Sep'25:7
Through the years. Jan'34:38
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
KENSETH, ARNOLD. POEMS OF PROTEST OLD AND NEW
New books. Oct'68:36
Kensley, Gertrude B.
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42
KENT, ALEGRIA CARRILLO (married to James B. Kent)
In brief. Apr'73:41
KENT, CHARLES ABRAM
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
KENT, ELLEN
(death) Sep'25:57
Where conscience made a heroine. Dec'25:40
KENT, EMMA HAYS
Memoriam. Sep'34:39
KENT, FRANK R. THE GREAT GAME OF POLITICS
quoted. The responsibility of Christian women at the polls.
Aug'28:21
KENT, FORREST BROWN
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
KENT, JAMES BRADFORD
In brief. Apr'73:41
KENT, MARTHA CORY
(photo) Jun'21:6
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31

Kent, Mary E
Letters. Jan'69:48

KENT, R. WOODS, JR.
Youth and the world mission. Mar'68:32

Kent, Willys Peck
Brotherhood (poem) Oct'30:36

KENT, OHIO. JOHN DAVEY MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55

KENT, WASHINGTON, FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growth, a result of encouragement (photo) Dec'21:57

KENT, WASHINGTON. WOODMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Jun'62:7

KENTON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More churches join home plan. Apr'59:48
Schools of missions--why and how? (photo of school)
Oct'60:21

KENTUCKY
Recruiting for the world task. Aug'20:16
George Voiers Moore. Sep'21:59
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
Book chat. Mar'33:15
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:18
The land that time forgot. Apr'46:7
Global highlights. Apr'47:4
The scene. May'71:44
Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:5

KENTUCKY (AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES)
Book chat. Apr'40:43

KENTUCKY ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
See also
KENTUCKY CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
Adults and mission. May'63:38

KENTUCKY CHRISTIAN BIBLE SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51

KENTUCKY CHRISTIAN HOMES
See
CHRISTIAN CHURCH HOMES OF KENTUCKY

KENTUCKY CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See also
KENTUCKY ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:27
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Illinois steps out... Nov'28:32
Within college walls. Jan'35:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
News room. Jan'41:34 Jul'49:32

KENTUCKY COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Feb'48:3
KENTUCKY FEMALE ORPHAN SCHOOL

See

MIDWAY COLLEGE

KENTUCKY MOUNTAIN FEEDER PIG COOPERATIVE, INC.
Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:5
(photo p. 6)

KENTUCKY SCHOOL OF METHODS
(photo) Sep'20:13

KENYA
World events. Jul'70:36

Kenyon, Dorothy
Women and world highways. Nov'38:35

KENYON, HELEN
Global highlights. Sep'49:3

KENYON, JOHN SAMUEL, 1874-1959
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
May'24:54     Mar'25:52     Apr'26:42
Feb'25:52     Jan'26:42     Oct'27:52
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Classroom and campus. Jun'44:26      May'45:24

KENZIE, DADE
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34

KEOKUK, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Mar'52:48

KEONTA DABRI, INDIA
Victory to Christ... Jul'50:44
The local churches grow up in India (photo of church)
Jul'55:19
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38

KEOSAUQUA, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join Every Home Plan. Apr'61:44

KEOTA, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They support an India orphan (photo of Christian Endeavor Society) Aug'26:59

KEOUGHAM, MARTY
Reconciliation in Wichita (photo) Apr'70:12

KEOWN, KAREN SUE
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39

KEPLIER, LYDIA -1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39

KEPLIER, THOMAS S. AND PEACE AT THE LAST
Book chat. Nov'53:42

KEPLIER, THOMAS S. THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Book chat. May'58:24

KEPLIER, THOMAS S. CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS THOUGHT
Book chat. Mar'42:45

KEPLIER, THOMAS S. CONTEMPORARY THINKING ABOUT JESUS
Book chat. Mar'44:14

KEPLIER, THOMAS S. JESUS' DESIGN FOR LIVING
Book chat. Jan'56:41

KEPLIER, THOMAS S. RELIGION FOR VITAL LIVING
Book chat. Nov'53:42

Kepley, Nell
Kansas tries the guild. Dec'27:24

Keplinger, (Mrs. John H.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:60
KEPLINGER, JOHN H., 1892-
(photo) Jul'36:24
KEPNER, FRANK M. ANSWERING GOD'S CALL
Book chat. Jan'53:41
KEPP, (married to John H. Keppel)
American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19
Keppel, John H
Victory day in the Coke Region. Sep'49:42
One family stays. May'63:48
KEPP, JOHN H
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'47:inside front cover
For adult mission study. Sep'54:36
American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19
Flight in freedom (photo) Dec'62:19
Kepple, Ella May Huff, 1902-1981 (married to Paul C. Kepple)
Impressions of my first missionary conference. Nov'30:31
Camp Fire Girls. Aug'31:38
Life in the Internado. Aug'31:45
Colporteur recives special privilege. May'32:46
Ideas from a neighboring village. Oct'38:44
National Conference of Mexican youth. Nov'39:31
Ricardo enjoys school. Apr'42:30
Club C. May'44:25
Ricardo. Oct'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:32,33
Christmas in Mexico. Dec'44:38
A grand guy. Jul'46:42
Roberto wants to play. Nov'46:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'48:37
Back home in Pabellon. Apr'50:46
Jose wins one! Sep'51:45
What is the harvest? Dec'51:38
Women and world highways. Mar'52:33
Mexico's Institute for rural women. Jun'52:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34
Mexican conferees learn of God's love and understanding. Oct'52:26
Boys are learning ethics. Dec'52:32
We attended a wedding, Jan'53:39
Ramon and Ruth of Pabellon. May'53:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'53:38
What it means to be a Protestant in Mexico. Jul'53:29
Missionary worker finds boy who eats spinach. Jul'53:39
Rosemary and Nell find adventure. Oct'53:46
It's a Merry Christmas in Mexican mission. Dec'53:29
"Blues" serve well at Hope Hospital. Feb'54:26
Institute for Rural Women. Jul'54:33
The irrigation well at Mountain of Light Farm. Sep'54:32
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'54:34
King of the ranch. Oct'54:47
Dedication in Pabilllon, Jan'55:30
This is Chuy. Mar'55:48
A dream is fulfilled. Jul'55:46
Christ centered Assembly. Jan'56:28
Daughter of Mexican pastor is honored. Feb'56:43
Fear not, Israel! Mar'56:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38
Mexican young people go forward. Jul'56:27
Union Seminary's new look. Feb'57:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38
Youth and missions. Oct'57:37
Warmth marks Mexican conference. Apr'58:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
Mexican churches work together. Sep'58:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Conference stirs Mexican youth. Apr'59:45
Shepherds for Tenayueca. May'59:31
Better leaders. Jul'59:48
Influencing a child. Jun'60:47
Friends for Mario. Sep'60:41
Teacher honored in Mexico. Mar'61:34
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage. Feb'62:20
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
Moments of meditation. Feb'63:37
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
Moments of meditation. Jul'63:39
Read about India! Dec'63:41
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
Little old house. Dec'64:31
A victory for Ruth Minera. Feb'65:22
Thapa remembers. Apr'65:31
Adults and mission. Apr'65:38
Let love in. Dec'65:31
A sweet way. Jan'66:31
My three flags. Apr'66:31
Ranjan attends a Mela. May'66:33
Form mission farm to West Point. Oct'66:44
God has blessed us. Jan'67:42
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:11
Diamond jubilee in Mexico. Nov'70:41
Spotlight on Daniel Zarate. Feb'72:14
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF, 1902-1981
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
(marriage) Nov'30:47
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'37:33  Mar'39:33  Nov'39:34
(photo) Jan'40:28
News room.
Oct'42:34  Mar'43:34  Feb'44:34  Nov'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:33  Dec'45:37
(photo) Nov'48:27
News room. Jan'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:38
To meet human need in Mexico. Jul'51:12
(photo) Sep'58:35
News room. Oct'58:34  May'61:32
(photo) Feb'65:49
Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'70:33
In brief. Nov'70:38  Jan'71:40
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF. BALI
Book chat. Jun'59:42
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF. CHILDREN OF SOUTHEAST ASIA
World outreach book reviews. Dec'68:39
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF. MATEO OF MEXICO
North American neighbors in books Jun'58:40
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF. MY FRIENDS SPEAKS SPANISH
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF. THREE CHILDREN OF CHILE
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
KEPPLE, ELLA MAY HUFF. TO INDIA WE WILL GO!
Read about India! Dec'63:41
KEPPLE, FREDERICK P
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
KEPPLE, JOHN
Youth and the world mission (photo) Oct'66:38
KEPPLE, MARGARET ANN
(birth) Nov'31:47
Good ideas... Dec'31:38
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
News room (photo) Sep'48:31
Kepple, Paul C., 1894-1980 (married to Ella May Huff Kepple)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:39
Ricardo enjoys school. Apr'42:30
Scenes from Mexican life. Oct'42:28
Roberto wants to play. No'46:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'48:37
KEPPLE, PAUL C., 1894-1980
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
(photo) Aug'30:33
(marriage) Nov'30:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33
The way one church entertained its living link. Nov'37:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
(photo) Sep'41:15 Oct'42:34
News room. Feb'44:34 Nov'44:27
(photo) Oct'45:11
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'45:37 (photo) Mar'51:38
To meet human need in Mexico. Jul'51:12 (photo p. 13)
We attended a wedding, Jan'53:39
(photo) Sep'54:32
Dedication in Pabillon, Jan'55:30
Signs of hope in Mexico (photo) Jul'58:15
News room. Oct'58:34
(photo) May'60:25
Seven missionaries retire (photo) Oct'61:30
In brief. Nov'70:38
KEPPLE, PAUL C., 1936-
(birth) Apr'36:47
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
News room. Jan'49:45
KEPPLE, PHYLLIS CAROLINE
See
WORRELL, PHYLLIS CAROLINE KEPPLE
KERCHAMFAUT, MATIE B
   In memoriam. May'45:33
KERCHEVAL, CARRIE -1947
   In memoriam. Apr'47:39
Kerfoot, (Mrs. J. D.)
   Get yourself a missionary. Sep'23:44
Kerksis, Jessie Haley
   A chord that touches all hearts. Aug'24:39
KERLIN, JENNIE
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
KERLIN, MARY DIONE
   Finds new vocation at 78. Jun'23:43
   (death) Good ideas. Jul'28:33
KERN, BESSIE, -1952 (married to E. E. Kern)
   In memoriam. Feb'53:33
KERN, CHARLES W
   Classroom and campus. Ap4'46:31
KERN, H F
   (photo) Mar'24:41
KERN, PAUL B. THE BASIC BELIEFS OF JESUS
   Book chat. Feb'36:42
KERN, ROBERT
   Youth and missions. Sep'51:35
Kern, Rosella May
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:46
KERN, ROSELLA MAY
   Ready to sail (photo) Jun'28:9
   (photo) May'29:48 Mar'30:45 Jan'31:19
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
   Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
KERNANAHAN, A. EARL. GREAT SERMONS ON EVANGELISM
   Book reviews. Jan'35:44
Kernan, William C
   Christians and future society. Feb'42:19
   The logic of race hatred. Nov'42:17
   Ideals and the peace. Dec'43:40
   Forward with Missions. Feb'44:39
   A crime against humanity. Mar'44:7
   Truth and the foregin-born. Jan'45:12
   Faith for today and tomorrow. Jun'45:14
   Intolerance and you. Mar'46:13
   The tragedy of hate. Mar'46:48
   Two festivals of freedom... Apr'46:39
   In memoriam. Jul'46:9
   Maggots of hate. Dec'46:22
   Old and new. Apr'47:46
KERN, (MRS. W B)
   (death) Jan'20:53
KERN, EDNA, -1949
   In memoriam. Jan'50:39
KERN, JOHN WYLIE, 1866-1942
   A tribute to a man and minister. Sep'43:7
Kerr, (married to William L. Kerr)
   Letters. Jun'68:46
KERR, ALVA MARTIN, 1875-1928
   (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45
KERR, ELFA, -1951
   In memoriam. Apr'51:37
Kerr, Florence
   When Jane's mother was ill. Jul'40:20
Kerr, Grace K (married to William C. Kerr)
   Women and world highways. Jul'53:33
KERR, HUGH THOMSON
   (photo) Nov'45:4 Jan'46:8 May'47:29
KERR, HUGH THOMSON. POSITIVE PROTESTANTISM
   Book chat. Dec'50:18
KERR, HUGH THOMSON. PREACHING IN THE EARLY CHURCH
   Book chat. Jul'42:25
KERR, MARY L
   Memoriam. Mar'36:39
KERR, PAUL EDWARD, 1927- (married to Betty Jane Shigley Kerr)
   Biography of C. M. Yocum. Jan'61:49
KERR, PAUL EDWARD. DR. CY--LOSANGANYA
   In brief. Jul'72:41
KERR, RENATE HELLWIG
   Brighter future for "forgotten girls." Jul'63:49
KERR, SARAH
   (death) Dec'25:51
KERR, WILLIAM
   (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'54:35
Kerrick, Irvin J., 1886-1970
   The missionary society in a country church. Dec'21:52
   How Josepha Franklin got her Ford. Apr'24:35
KERRICK, IRVIN J., 1886-1970
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'23:61
   Classroom and campus. Jan'46:28
KERSCHNER, MABEL GARDNER. THE MISSIONARY EDUCATION OF INTERMEDIATES
   Speaking of books. Feb'30:31
KERSCHNER, MABEL GARDNER. YOUNG CHINA
   Program helps. Jan'25:50
KERSEY, JAMES M.
   Classroom and campus. Mar'68:34
KERSEY, RALPH ELLSWORTH, -1962
   In memoriam. May'62:37
KERSEY, RICHARD R.
   Classroom and campus. Mar'68:34
KERSEY, RICHARD T.
   Classroom and campus. Mar'68:34
KERSHNER, (married to Henry Kershner) -1949
   In memoriam. Jan'50:39
Kershner, Bruce Lesher, 1871-1949
   (married to Ethel Streator Kerschner)
   How America looks from the Philippine Islands. Jul'19:21
KERSHNER, BRUCE LESHER, 1871-1949
   (photo) Jan'21:18
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Jun'24:56 Jul'24:54 Apr'25:52
   A charge to keep I have! (photo) Apr'30:13
   (photo) Feb'31:33
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
   Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:31
   (death) News room. Sep'49:38
KERSHNER, BRUCE L. HEAD HUNTERS AND OTHER STORIES OF THE PHILIPPINES
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:63
New books of special interest. Feb'22:53

KERSHNER, ETHEL STREATOR, -1967
(married to Bruce Lesher Kershner)
(photo) Jan'21:18
In memoriam. Jan'68:41

Kershner, Frederick Doyle, 1875-1953
(married to Elsie Martin Kershner)
Why I believe in the new Pension Plan. Apr'20:55
Religious education and the ministry. Nov'21:11
Marshal T. Reeves... Mar'25:45
How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:4
Graduate training for the ministry. Jan'29:5
What is patriotism? Jul'30:15
What do we mean today by "saving souls?" Feb'31:5
How did he get that way? Sep'33:12
The final imperative. Nov'35:19
Pentecost and Christian unity. May'40:9
And gladly teach. Jan'48:7
And the life everlasting. Apr'49:7

KERSHNER, FREDERICK DOYLE, 1875-1953
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'23:54  Sep'24:52  Jun'25:52  Apr'29:30
Jul'24:55  Feb'25:52  May'26:43
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:27
(photo) Jan'21:6  Jan'26:4
A charge to keep I have! (photo) Apr'30:13
(photo) Feb'31:33
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
(photo) Feb'33:4
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Personalities (photo) May'35:17
(photo) Nov'35:19  Mar'37:2  Dec'37:4  Jul'38:5
Denver Disciples bid you welcome (photo) Oct'38:22
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:9
(photo) Jan'39:8
The American church and war. Nov'39:16
Notes from the college campus (photo) Dec'39:31
(photo) May'40:9
College notes and news. Sep'40:30
(photo) Feb'41:24
College and university news. Sep'41:30
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
News room. May'43:34
Classroom and campus. (photo) Jun'44:26  Jul'44:26
(photo) Jan'48:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:33
(death) News room. Oct'53:36
The growing church: facing the failures. May'73:8

KEY WEST, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

KEYES, (married to S. W. R. Keyes)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'67:5

KEYES, DEAN ALLEN, 1955–
(adoption) News room. Sep'57:38

KEYES, DEBORAH GRACE, 1960–
(birth) News room. May'60:38

Keyes, Lillian Kruse, 1920– (married to Lynn A. Keyes)
New missionaries are initiated. May'52:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34      Dec'52:34
A pastor’s example. Oct'55:47

KEYES, LILLIAN KRUSE, 1920–
(marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
(commissioning) (photo) Jul'51:27

Keyes, Lynn Arthur, 1921– (married to Lillian Kruse Keyes)
New missionaries are initiated. May'52:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34      Dec'52:34

KEYES, LYNN ARTHUR, 1921–
(marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
News room. Jul'50:42
(commissioning) (photo) Jul'51:27
(photo) Jul'57:16

KEYES, MARILYN
His parish is West Virginia. Jul'72:6 (photo p. 7)

KEYES, S. W. R.
Global highlights (photo) Jun'67:5

KEYFITZ, ISADORE
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:23
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24

KEYNES, JOHN M
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23

KEYS, WILLIAM
The threshold. Sep'45:2
Global highlights. Dec'52:4

KEYSER, LLOYD E
Global highlights. Mar'62:8
City of Angeles welcomes Disciples (photo) Jul'62:30

KEYSTONE, NEBRASKA
The last page. Aug'26:64

KHAMA
Khama, the great Christian King. Sep'26:40

KHAN, A. M.
News room (photo) Nov'62:42

KHAN, AYUB
Global highlights. Oct'61:4

KHAN, KHUSHAL
Livengood news. Dec'26:59

KHANTAMOUR, MARY LOU
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:31
(photo) May'47:15

KHARARJIAN, REVORK
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:27

KHARKHENA, INDIA
Touring in tents. Jul'40:26
KHAYATT, FQUAD
Notes. Feb'20:56

KHODRI, INDIA
Livengood news. Aug'27:40

KHOJA, SIRRIA AL
(photo) Jan'48:20

KHIRRAM, AMIR
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34

KIANG HWEI-SENG
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28

KIANG WEI CHUAN
quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:17

KIANGSU-ANHWEI CHRISTIAN RURAL SERVICE UNION
Chinese rural service. Mar'48:18

Kiba, Jack
Toyland means happy hours. Jul'43:22

KIBBEE, KITTIE, -1945
In memoriam. Jan'46:37

KIBBLE, (married to Ben Kibble)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'54:48

KIDD, (MRS. W. S.)
(photo) Oct'22:7

KIDD, ANDREW J
(death) Dec'25:51

KIDD, ARABELLE, -1949
In memoriam. Dec'49:37

KIDD, KATHY
(photo) May'58:inside back cover

Kidd, Leon Waln, 1912-
Adults and mission. Sep'63:40
Letters. Mar'72:4

Kidder, Eugene
Youth is a crisis. May'62:11

KIDDER, EUGENE
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14

KIDWELL, (MRS. J. F.)
In memoriam. May'34:39

KIDWELL, ANITA
Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2

KIDWELL, DAVID
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33

KIDWELL, JOHN DAVID, 1905-1977
(married to Mary Elizabeth Smith Kidwell)
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'50:4
Finding a lifework in the church (photo) May'56:15

KIEFER, GEORGE E., -1963
(photo) Dec'44:23
They work for you. Oct'58:30 (photo p. 29)
Global highlights. Apr'59:5
(death) News room. Sep'63:42

KIEFFER, SUSIE
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

KIEFFER, SUSIE
In memoriam. Jul'72:43

KIERKEGAARD, SOREN. PURITY OF HEART
Book chat. Mar'39:42
KIGER, EDITH GORDY, -1953
  In memoriam. Jul'53:38
KIGHT, (MRS. L. D.)
  Good ideas. Apr'28:47
KIKSTAD, (MRS. E. H.)
  quoted. One World Call subscriber says. Apr'32:inside back cover
KIKUOKA, TORU
  Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
KILBORN, IRIS FERRIS BROWN
  In memoriam. Jul'45:33
KILBORN, STELLA
  In memoriam. Jan'39:47
KILBOURN, WILLIAM. THE RESTLESS CHURCH
  New books. Jul'66:24
KILBOURNE, (MRS. R.A.)
  (death) Feb'24:50
KILBY, ANNA, -1948
  In memoriam. Jun'48:39
KILGORE, CHARLES FRANKLIN, 1927-
  (married to Gwendolyn Roberts Kilgore)
  (appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
  News room. Oct'63:35
KILGORE, GWENDOLYN ROBERTS, 1932-
  (married to Charles Franklin Kilgore)
  (appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
  News room. Oct'63:35
KILGOUR, (MRS.)
  (photo) Sep'23:38
KILGOUR, FRANCES B
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
KILGOUR, H T
  (photo) Oct'21:43
Kilgour, Hugh Bryans, 1892-
  (married to Mary Louise Cory Kilgour)
  What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
  Dec'21:47
  George H. Stewart. Feb'23:26
  Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
  Country churches have made our Canadian cause! May'31:23
  How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14
  The wider measure of a church. Oct'35:13
  Disciples in Michigan. Jul'42:16
  Letters. Sep'66:43
  And Canada. Nov'66:17
KILGOUR, HUGH BRYANS, 1892-
  (marriage) 425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
  In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:50
  (photo) Nov'26:33 Jul'34:14
  World Convention notes. May'35:8
  quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'36:1
  Personalities. Jun'38:15
  (photo) Jul'42:16 Sep'42:25
  Pension Fund notes and news. Dec'42:29
  (photo) Oct'47:25
  quoted. Home plan grows. Nov'59:47
Disciples in the news. Oct'65

KILGOUR, MARTHA, -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47

KILGOUR, MARY LOUISE CORY (married to Hugh B. Kilgour)
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'23
In memoriam. Oct'47

KILGOUR, MARSHA -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47

In memoriam. Oct'47:37

KILKENSON, (MRS.)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59

KILLIAM, (MRS. J. T.)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:55

KILPATRICK, MARGARET
In memoriam. Apr'38:39

KILPATRICK, W H
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:32

KILVER, FRANCES
Book chat. Apr'47:22

KIM, ANDREW
World events (photo) Apr'71:38

KIM, CHOO YOUNG, 1928-
Classroom and campus. Sep'60:34 Sep'61:28

KIM, HEUNG-HO
Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:7

KIM, HYUN-CHUL
Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:4

KIM, JUN CHUL
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37

KIM, JUN CHUL
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37

KIM, K S
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2
KIM, OK YOUNG  
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'53:32

KIM, YONGHAN  
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35

KIM, YUNG KI  
Classroom and campus (photo) May'58:33

KIMBALL, (married to Will Kimball)  
In memorium. Sep'40:39

KIMBALL, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
New churches, January-March. Jul'60:28

KIMBANGUI, SIMON  
Kimbanguists in the Congo. Mar'70:16

KIMBANGUISTS CHURCH  
See

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST ON EARTH THROUGH THE PROPHET SIMON KIMBANGU

KIMBERLING, IRA WASHINGTON, 1860-1928  
(married to Sarah Louise Kimberling)  
In memoriam. May'28:48

KIMBERLY, GEORGE SANDERS, 1836-1926  
Fifty and more years of service for Christ (photo) Sep'25:30

KIMBERLY, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:39

KIMBLE, GARY-NILES  
The aging can be militant, too! (photo) Mar'73:21

KIMCHACHANDRA, ONGARD  
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:19

KIME, Harold  (married to Lucille Kime)  
Teaching and preaching in Paraguay. Oct'47:28

KIME, HAROLD  
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7  
Volunteers in a creative venture (photos) Oct'65:11

KIME, LETTIE  
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

Kime, Lucille Counts, -1981 (married to Harold Kime)  
Teaching and preaching in Paraguay. Oct'47:28

KIME, LUCILLE COUNTS, -1981  
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7  
Volunteers in a creative venture (photos) Oct'65:11

KIMMEL, DORLI  
New worlds for youth (photo) May'59:24

KIMMEL, IRA W  
Another achievement wrought out. Mar'23:44

KIMMEL, JO. STEPS TO PRAYER POWER  
Devotional aid. Jan'73:47

KIMPESE, CONGO  
Mud hut medicine. Feb'53:20 (photo of medical bldg p. 18)  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'54:32  
...center of healing in Congo (photos of Evangelical Medical Institute) Mar'55:31  
...Congo's finest (photo of medical institute) Jun'56:30  
Global highlights. Jan'62:5 Feb'63:4

KIMURA, H S  
(photo) Sep'23:12  
Not that they serve... Apr'24:25

KIN, MARY  
Classroom and campus. Dec'47:28
KINARD, DAVID LEE, JR.
In brief (photo) Jun'70:39
Crisis of participation (photo) Feb'71:11
A pastor's study takes a new form (photo) Nov'73:29
Kincaid, George R., 1886-
Laymen's experiences in cooperation. Jul'35:24
KINCAID, MATTIE
In memoriam. Feb'38:39
KINCHELOE, S E
(poto) May'23:14
Kincheloe, Samuel Clarence, 1890-
The church and community. Oct'37:25
Church and the city. Oct'48:10
Institutions renew society. Mar'58:13
KINCHELOE, SAMUEL CLARENCE, 1890-
(poto) Oct'37:2 Mar'39:32
Global highlights. May'55:2
...a wise choice. May'55:6
quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants
(photo) Feb'56:27
Global highlights (photo) May'56:5 Dec'56:2
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:33
Church college needed. Jan'57:47
Tougaloo--Mississippi's "most needed" college (photo)
Apr'57:25
(photo) Mar'58:13
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:6
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36
News room. Sep'60:48
KINCHELOE, SAMUEL CLARENCE. THE AMERICAN CITY AND ITS CHURCH
Book chat. Nov'38:33
KINCHELOE, STELLA
In memoriam. Jan'43:39
KINCHEN, O A
(poto) Jan'21:5
Kinder, (married to Bernard Kinder)
Letters. Jul'71:34
KINDER, ETTA LEANORE, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
KINDER, SARAH J
In memoriam. Jan'39:47
KINDER, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
The French field. Apr'40:8
French-Acadian "Gospel wagon." Jul'49:14
KINDERGARTEN
(phos) Jun'21:10
A child's first impressions. May'48:44
Lesson in a kindergarten. Feb'54:44
Disciples in Argentina lead in establishing kindergartens.
Feb'56:30
Global highlights. Sep'56:6
KINDIG, BERNICE
(poto) Sep'28:34
KINDIG, MAXINE
(poto) Sep'28:34
KINDRED, CHARLES GRANVILLE, 1866-1954
quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:4
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:29
A friend to the church in need. Jul'21:41
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
quoted. Four decades of Sunday school leadership. Feb'43:7

KINDRED, WILLIAM HARVEY, 1873-1935
(photo) Mar'24:58

KINDRICKS, ELMIRA
Global highlights. Mar'64:5

KING, (MRS. B. E.)
quoted. The good that men do. Nov'27:57

KING, (MRS. C B)
(photo) Oct'21:43
(photo) Oct'22:47

KING, (married to Fenner King)
(photo) Jun'50:18

KING, (married to Frank King)
Attending Disciples' college becomes family tradition
(photo) Mar'72:37

KING, (married to Joe King)
Women on world highways (photo) May'63:33
House of friendship (photo) Apr'65:13

KING, (married to Joseph King)
In the days of yore (photo) Jun'24:30

KING, (MRS. M. E.)
(photo) Sep'22:35

KING, (married to Robert King)
Here and there with World Call. Oct'54:48

KING, (MRS. S R)
(death) Aug'20:31

KING, (MRS. TERRY)
(photo) Jan'28:32

KING, (MRS. W. P.)
(photo) Jan'27:41

KING, C B
(photo) Oct'22:47

King, Carrie Anderson Allman, 1896-1960 (married to Gilbert King)
The conference spirit. Sep'23:23

KING, CARRIE ANDERSON ALLMAN, 1896-1960
quoted. Are young people's conferences worth while? (photo)
May'23:35
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:19
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44

KING, CHARLOTTE S. McGREW, 1835-1921 (married to Joseph King)
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39
(death) Jul'21:43

KING, CORETTA SCOTT. MY LIFE WITH MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
New books. Mar'70:29

KING, DONALD ALLMAN, 1934-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33

King, F J
Governor of Indiana speaks. Jun'26:54
King, Forrest Light, 1902-1966 (married to Percia Johnson King)
The rural church in community life. Apr'54:18

KING, FORREST LIGHT, 1902-1966
News room. Jul'49:32
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3
News room (photo) Apr'55:38
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30

King, George
A healing ministry on the campus. Jan'60:29

KING, GILBERT (married to Carried Anders Allman King)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44

King, Howard W
Making the local church efficient. Jul'26:14

KING, IDA B
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

King, Joanne Marie Nelson, 1935- (married to John D. King)
Direct line. Dec'67:37

KING, JOANNE MARIE NELSON, 1935-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
(photo) Dec'67:37
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
Global highlights. Feb'69:30

KING, JOHN
Our oldest sailors. Oct'29:1

King, John Downey, 1932-1975
(married to Joanne Marie Nelson King)
Direct line. Dec'67:37

KING, JOHN DOWNEY, 1932-1975
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
(photo) Dec'67:37
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
Global highlights. Feb'69:30

KING, JOSEPH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39

King, Lillian
Adults and missions. Mar'61:42

KING, LILLIAN W
Our home at Jacksonville, Illinois. Apr'20:48

King, Lily
Only a smile. Jul'29:47

KING, LOLA WHITE, -1956
In memoriam. Sep'56:35

KING, LYMAN
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20

King, M C
Land of tragedy. May'45:5

KING, MARTHA ANN
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:31

KING, MARTHA ELIZABETH CROSS, -1942
In memoriam. Jan'43:39

KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR. 1929-1968
God speaks at Athens. Mar'60:15
Global highlights. May'64:5
The empty pulpit. Sep'66:29
World Calling. Nov'66:10
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'68:5
(death) Marting Luther King, Jr. May'68:9
Global highlights. Jun'68:7
Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:20
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'68:5
Thoughts on three assassinations. Sep'68:46
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'69:5
World events. Apr'69:30
Assassination—a spiritual issue. May'69:24
KING, MARTIN LUTHER, JR. STRIDE TOWARD FREEDOM
Book chat. Dec'58:24
KING, MARY, -1937
In memoriam. Dec'37:39
KING, MILDRED
See
HOLLOWAY, MILDRED KING
KING, MINNIE BASKETT, -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35
KING, MINNIE GROOM, -1951
In memoriam. Sep'51:37
KING, MINTA LOUISE, 1931- (photo) May'57:front cover
KING, MOLLIE
Attending Disciples' college becomes family tradition
(photo) Mar'72:37
KING, R. EDWARD, JR.
Global highlights. Dec'63:7
KING, R. EDWIN
Classroom and campus. Jun'65:35
KING, RAYMOND
(photo) Nov'23:front cover
Our cover. Nov'23:1
KING, ROBERT
Global highlights (photo) Sep'48:2
KING, ROSA. TEMPEST OVER MEXICO
New books on Mexico. Mar'36:29
KING, RUFUS
Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
KING, SARAH
Attending Disciples' college becomes family tradition
(photo) Mar'72:37
King, Terry, -1955
The missionary organizations' own section. Aug'32:35
Book friends through the years. Jul'33:31
KING, TERRY, -1955
Headquarters notes.
Jul'21:39 Sep'21:54 Dec'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jul'29:43 Nov'30:42 Oct'32:41
The lady-of-the-books and her successor (photo) May'33:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42 Dec'34:33
(photo) Nov'35:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
(death) News room. Jun'55:42
King, W P
A word to the circles. Sep'24:42
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:30
KING, W P
Our new circulation manager. Aug'23:1
(photo) Sep'23:1
Headquarters notes Nov'23:55
Our Circulation Manager promoted. Aug'25:1
In appreciation. Sep'25:1
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
(photos) Jan'27:30, 41
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
King, W R
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:39
KING, WILL W
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
KING, WILLIAM P
News room. Sep'47:41
KING, WILLIAM P. MOTIVES FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING
Book chat. Nov'42:23
KING, WILLIAM PETER. ADVENTISM
Book chat. Feb'42:23
KING, WILLIAM R
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
A cooperative venture comes of age. Mar'30:29
Dr. King's visit. May'31:4
"KING: A FILMED RECORD" (MOTION PICTURE)
In brief. Mar'70:40
"KING OF KINGS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
What's doing in England. Feb'28:29
(photos) Feb'29:front cover, 24
(photo) May'29:front cover
Our cover. May'29:1
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35 Jun'30:62
KING WILLIAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA. CORINTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:16
KINGDOM OF GOD
Bible lesson... Jul - Dec'23 p. 48 Feb - Aug'24 p. 48
Missionary illustrations... May'30:45
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'31:38
The Kingdom of Heaven is like the game of golf. Dec'31:16
Kingdom consciousness. Feb'36:23
A psalm of the Kingdom (poem) Sep'40:27
KINGDEN, WICKIE
(photo) Dec'38:31
KINGFISHER, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Mar'52:48
Kingman, Ruth W (married to Harry Kingman)
A measure of things to come. Jul'46:15
KINGMAN, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Development at Kingman, Kansas (photo) Dec'21:53
KING'S BUILDERS
Missionary education. Mar'21:54
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
Apr'22:57
Annual report... Sep'22:40
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Mar'25:44 Jan'26:51 May'26:51
Wanderland--wonderland. Feb'28:60
Nora E. Darnall, an appreciation. Nov'31:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
A new feature in World Call. Dec'31:46
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'32:45

KINGS GATE, JAMAICA

See

KINGSTON, JAMAICA. KINGSGATE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

KINGSBURY, DONNA

Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

Kingsbury, Horace Edmund John, 1881-1962
Interesting items... Aug'19:41
Australia loses a leader. Sep'34:22

KINGSBURY, HORACE EDMUND JOHN, 1881-1962
Notes. Jul'20:43
quoted. Appreciation for Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
(photo) Jun'51:18

KINGSBURY, LESLIE LYALL, 1918-
(married to Elizabeth Marie Kingsbury)
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
(photo) Sep'42:7
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'61:8

Kingsbury, Mary, 1857-1926
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'20:62 May'21:64 Feb'22:54

KINGSBURY, MARY, 1857-1926
Peace thanksgiving. Mar'19:57
Miss Mary Kingsbury (photo) Jan'20:40
Mammi Ji of Bilaspur. Jun'20:18
/photos) Jun'20:20,22
quoted. Old letters of rare value (photo) Feb'21:18
(photo) Oct'21:39
Echoes from everywhere. (photo) Jan'22:49
Mary Kingsbury (photo) Oct'22:2
/photo) Dec'22:51 Dec'23:inside front cover
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:61
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
(death) Feb'26:64
Who follows in her train? (photo) Mar'26:2
For a memorial of her (photo) Mar'26:22
Remembered for what she has done. Apr'26:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:50
(photo) Mar'28:18,32
A sequel to "Sita." Sep'29:25
Through faith and loyalty (photo) Jun'38:8
(photo) Jan'39:9
Sixty years of service. Jan'47:10
Women and world highways. Feb'48:33

KINGSFORD-SMITH, CHARLES
(photo) Jul'28:24

KINGSLAND, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec'65:48

Kingsley, Charles
(note) Aug'25:57
Kingsley, Charles, 1819-1875
Heaven on earth. Apr'58:12

KINGSLEY, CHARLES, 1819-1875
quoth. Last column. Apr'49:48 Nov'56:48

KINGSLEY, J. DONALD
Dutch churches set example. Feb'51:27

KINGSLOVER, MARY
News room (photo) Apr'63:32

KINGSPORT, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes.
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'20:59 Jan'21:63 Mar'21:63
Where all streets of the city meet (photos) Nov'21:42

KINGSTON, JAMAICA
A million on the march. Dec'43:8

KINGSTON, JAMAICA. DUKE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'19:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'20:40 May'21:62
The call of Friendship Brook. Apr'22:40
(photo) Apr'22:42
Echoes from everywhere.
Penso and son Oswald. Jan'26:59
"Williams Day" in Jamaica. Apr'26:61
W.C.T.U. contests in Jamaica. Dec'26:54
(photo) Jan'28:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
Stewardship in the younger churches (photo) Sep'39:15
Dedications at Duke Street. Jun'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37 Oct'41:39
Organ dedication... Apr'44:35
Jamaican expression of love. Jul'44:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36
A new century for Jamaica (photo of worship service)
Jul'58:25

KINGSTON, JAMAICA. KINGSGATE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'20:59
(photo) Aug'22:45
(photo of children) Jan'32:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
(photo of church) Jun'55:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Jamaica--out of many, one people (photo of youth choir)
Feb'65:26

KINGSTON, JAMAICA. PRETORIA ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Missions mean more to them now (photo of worship service)
Feb'55:9
Expansion reported in Jamaica. Apr'58:47
Jamaica--out of many, one people (photo) Feb'65:26
(photo) Nov'67:3

KINGSTON, JAMAICA. TORRINGTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:42 Jan'28:58
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:40
I went to Jamaica (photo) May'53:10
Common concerns of the churches (photo of worship service)
Jun'58:17
KINGSTON, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'20:62
KINGSTON, PENNSYLVANIA. WYOMING AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Conferenceites busy. Jun'29:57
More congregations approve Every Home Plan. Mar'61:51
KINGSVILLE, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
We learned Spanish and our eyes were opened. Sep'69:17
Kinkaid, George R
Letters. Jul'67:46
KINKHEAD, ROSALIE
In brief. Jan'70:39
KINLEY, DAVID
KINNAMAN, (married to Marion Kinnaman)
In memoriam. Apr'31:39
KINNEAR, (married to Lockwood Kinnear)
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
KINNEAR, CHARLES W
Through the eye gate. Jun'29:56
KINNEY, (MRS. F. H.)
quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2
Kinney, Bruce
These first Americans. Sep'32:45
Twice-born Indians. Oct'32:34
KINNEY, C N
(photo) Jan'21:6
KINNEY, JENNIE
(death) Aug'24:58
Kinney, Ruth
We climbed into the clouds. Mar'53:32
A brass band for the bride. Sep'55:32
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
KINNEY, RUTH
Global highlights (photo) Jul'50:2
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jul'50:40
News room. Sep'50:38
KINNICK, OTTO CLAUDE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
(death) Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32
Kinnosuke, Adachi
Why I became a Christian. Jun'27:10
KINNOSUKE, ADACHI
(photo) Jun'27:10
KINOSHITA, TAKUO (married to Waunita Mildred Reed Kinoshita)
World events (photo) Jun'71:38
Kinoshita, Waunita Mildred Reed (married to Takuo Kinoshita)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'64:38
KINOSHITA, WAUNITA MILDRED REED
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
News room. Mar'61:46
(photo) Apr'64:38
Missionary register. Jan'66:47
KINSEL, LAVERN
News room (photo) Mar'53:38
Kinsell, Nettie Belle, 1872-1966 (married to Rex Emir Kinsell)
Sketches from a primary department. Nov'22:46
Kinsell, Rex Emir, 1879-1960 (married to Nettie Belle Kinsell)
The value of teacher training in the local church. Nov'22:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:63

KINSELL, REX EMIR, 1879-1960
(photo) Mar'24:23

KINSEY, EVA
See MITCHELL, LAURA V. KINSEY

KINSEY, LAURA V
Global highlights (photo) Jun'52:2

KINSHASA, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:64
Getting the Gospel across in Congoland (photo) Jan'22:31
The Union Mission House (photo) Jun'24:29
On the way to Boleleng. Feb'25:58
(photo) Oct'26:9
The Congo Jubilee and West Africa conference (photos)
Feb'29:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'38:38 Mar'47:37
Our best export. Jan'57:43
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4
Cities change names! Nov'66:28 (photos p. 29)
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:17
Direct line. Oct'71:30

Kinler, Dorothy
Jimmy finds a family. Apr'54:35

KINSTON, NORTH CAROLINA
Finding the secret of racial harmony (photos of citizens' groups) Feb'61:14

KINSTON, NORTH CAROLINA. GORDON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
Week of compassion in our church (photos of poster)
Jan'70:15

KINSTON, NORTH CAROLINA. PARK GROVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

KINTNER, BRUCE ANDREW, 1963-
(birth) News room. Dec'63:40

KINTNER, CHARLES
College notes. Mar'39:31

Kintner, Robert Judson, 1933-
(married to Sallie Sheppard Kintner)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'63:36

KINTNER, ROBERT JUDSON, 1933-
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
(photo) Nov'63:36
Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38
News room. Dec'64:36
KINTNER, SALLIE ADELE SHEPPARD, 1937-
(married to Robert Judson Kintner)
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6
News room. Dec'64:36
KINTON, PHILIP
(photo) Feb'71:30,31
KINZEL, HAROLD LaVERN, 1912- (married to Verda Kinzel)
Crusade progress (photo) Jan'50:26
(photo) Dec'62:50
Presenting... (photo) Nov'64:8
KIOWA, JAPAN
(photo of Christian Church Kindergarten) Nov'51:22
KIPHART, MAURICE W., 1906?-1958
(photo) Feb'49:33
Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936
We and they (poem) Mar'27:45
KIPLING, RUDYARD, 1865-1936
The last page. Feb'27:64
KIPP, LAURENCE J
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
KIRALY, ANNA MAE
World events. Jun'72:40
KIRBERG, LOUIS HENRY
In memoriam. Sep'28:33
KIRBY, (MRS. R. W.)
(photo) Feb'24:40
Kirby, George M., 1863?-1945
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:40
What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
The Convention as I saw it. Nov'25:12
He that would be greatest. Jun'26:60
Disciples' headquarters at Chautauqua, New York. Apr'28:57
Lake Chautauqua invites you. Jun'29:57
Good ideas... Jan'32:38
KIRBY, GEORGE M., 1863?-1945
Reorganization of the Haven Home. Mar'19:53
(photo) Apr'19:61
Notes. Jun'19:59
(photo) Dec'24:34 Nov'25:12
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
KIRBY, MARIE, -1947
In memoriam. Jan'48:37
KIRBY, MARY L
(death) May'26:50
KIRBY, W W
As others see us. Jul'23:40
Washington... Dec'30:24
Kirby, Wilbur
Processing men. Nov'29:15
KIRBY, WILBUR L
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12
KIRCHBAUM, ELIZABETH (GANS)
(photo) Apr'20:31
KIRCHENTAG
Global highlights. Oct'55:4
...symbol of new life in the German church. Oct'56:32
KIRKPATRICK, C. W.
(photo) Mar'34:34

KIRKPATRICK, C. W. INDIVIDUALISM AND SOCIALISM
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32

Kirkpatrick, Forrest Hunter, 1906-
Youth! Life! Christ! May'28:5
The call to college. Sep'28:22
Are you off for college? Oct'29:18
Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26
A secret treasure (poem) Mar'36:17
My daily prayer (poem) Jul'37:25
Each day (poem) Dec'37:23
Frankly, I am afraid... Jan'38:5
Alam Mater (poem) Jan'43:48

KIRKPATRICK, FORREST HUNTER, 1906-
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'26:52  Sep'27:52
(photo) May'28:7  Jul'28:28
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:31
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
 Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:41
College notes. Mar'39:43
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
College and university news. Sep'41:31
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:27

KIRKPATRICK, GERTRUDE, -1939
In memoriam. Dec'39:37

KIRKPATRICK, JAMES E
Unique Bible Sunday celebration. Jun'44:36

KIRKPATRICK, JONNIE WILSON, -1949
In memoriam. Jun'49:37

Kirkpatrick, Laurence V
World Convention--a witness to unity. Feb'65:21
One Gospel--one world. May'70:10

KIRKPATRICK, LAURENCE V
Global highlights. Jul'49:2
News room. Jan'51:33
Global highlights (photo) Feb'51:3
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:8
Here and there with World Call. Sep'51:48
Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:14
Global highlights.
(photo) Oct'62:4  Dec'63:5  (photo) Dec'64:5
(photo) Feb'65:21
Global highlights. Oct'65:7
World events. Jan'71:36

KIRKPATRICK, MAUD J
Memorium. Sep'35:39

Kirkpatrick, Nelle
Letters. Sep'67:4

KIRKPATRICK, WAYNE
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33
KIRKSVILLE, MISSOURI
Sectarian shackles. Feb'27:16 Mar'27:25
KIRKSVILLE, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'19:62
Kirkwood, Ellen Swan
Letters. Sep'66:inside front cover
Darian's dinner. Nov'66:31
The baby's secret. Dec'67:31
KIRKWOOD, HELEN, -1948
In memoriam. Jun'49:39
KIRONDE, APOLLO K
Classroom and campus. Mar'64:35
Kirtley, Edwin Lankford, 1909-
Chaplains are evangelists. Feb'55:10
KIRTYLE, EDWIN LANKFORD, 1909-
Classroom and campus. May'46:30
News room. Sep'46:40
(photo) Feb'55:11
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'57:6
quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:10
God's voice in the mountains. Jun'64:23 (photo p. 24)
News room. Jan'65:34
Global highlights (photo) Apr'67:6
Officers named (photo) Jul'68:43
KIRTYLEY, STEPHEN
Global highlights (photo) Apr'67:6
KIRUKHANSOV, ANATOLE
A light in Leningrad. Feb'64:21
KINANGANI, CONGO
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:18
KISANGANI, CONGO
Free University of the Congo. Sep'71:12
KISER, (married to Elmer Kiser)
(photo) Jun'49:18
KISKADDON, CLARE
Classroom and campus. Feb'58:33
KISTNER, PAT
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'63:35
KITA-URAWA, JAPAN
A light in Urawa (photos) Mar'60:25
KITAGAKI, TADAO
Adventure in Japan. Jan'62:27
KITAGAWA, (married to Louis Kitagawa)
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10
KITAGAWA, DAISUKE. ISSEI AND NISEI, THE INTERMENT YEARS
New books. Mar'68:38
KITAGAWA, DAISUKE. RACE RELATIONS AND CHRISTIAN MISSION
New books. Nov'64:42
KITAGAWA, JANET
Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39
KITAGAWA, JULIE
Triplets go to church (photo) Jul'47:39
KITAGAWA SAN
Osaka news items. May'26:63
KITCHEN, NAOMI MARIE
(photo) Jul'23:5
KITCHEN, ROBERT W., JR.
Classroom and campus. May'65:34

Kitchen, William G., 1887?-1968
Note. May'19:62 Sep'19:51
Entering the Capital of Saskatchewan. Jul'20:26
Saskatchewan Convention. Sep'20:57
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63 Nov'21:63
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:47
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:22
Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan. Feb'23:54
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39

KITCHEN, WILLIAM G., 1887?-1968
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
The call of new Canada. May'19:25
(photo) Jul'20:26
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
(photo) Oct'21:43
Some news items... Dec'22:44
(photo) Feb'23:54 Sep'23:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:56
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
(photo) Oct'27:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
(photo) Jul'36:24

KITCHENS, (MRS. N. S.)
In memoriam. Apr'39:39

KITCHENS
See
CHURCH KITCHENS

KITES
The tale of the kites. Mar'25:36
Kit flying is still a favorite sport. Sep'50:44

KITOKU, KAZUO
(photo) May'28:24

KITSAN, LENIE, -1953
In memoriam. Jan'54:35

KITTEL, GERALD. THE THEOLOGICAL DICTIONARY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
New books. Jul'66:42

KITTLE, LILLIAN
(photo) Jun'33:33

KITTRELL, JAMES
(photo) Mar'39:32

KITTRELL COLLEGE
Glimpses from the religious world. Oct'25:45

KIUKIANG, CHINA
Chinese dog is evangelist. Jul'24:39

KIUOKA, KYOKO
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35

KIVLEHEN, MARTHA HARRIS, (MRS. JAMES)
Memorium. Jun'36:39

KIZER, GEORGIA TYNER, -1954
In memoriam. Feb'55:35
KIZUGAWA, JAPAN
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:62
KLAISS, DONALD S
  (photo) Mar'34:34
  From college towers. Mar'35:34
KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Notes. Jul'20:43
  (photo of Sunday School class) Apr'23:47
KLASSEN, WILLIAM. THE FORGIVING COMMUNITY
  New books. Jun'67:22
KLAUSLER, ALFRED P
  Global highlights. Jun'66:6
KLAUSNER, JOSEPH. FROM JESUS TO PAUL
  Book chat. Dec'43:14
KLAUSNER, JOSEPH. SON OF NAZARETH
  Speaking of books. Apr'26:51
KLECKNER, DONALD C., 1921–
  In brief (photo) Jun'71:41
  World events (photo) Jan'72:37
KLEE, HEINRICH
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
KLEESATTLE, (MRS. G. W.)
  Here and there with World Call. Sep'59:50
Kleihauer, Clara Aylesworth
  Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
KLEIHÄUER, CLARA AYLESWORTH
  (photo) Oct'22:7
  In memoriam. Nov'29:49
Kleihauer, Cleveland, 1886-1960 (married to Ione Kleihauer)
  A pastor's earnest appeal. Jun'20:51
  Report of the Commission to the Orient. Aug'26:34
  Four leaders give an opinion. Jul'27:43
  Would I choose the ministry? Apr'30:7
  The N.B.A. enters its jubilee! Dec'36:12
  As a pastor sees World Call. Sep'41:17
  The lure of Miami. Jul'54:29
KLEIHÄUER, CLEVELAND, 1886-1960
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'23:61
  Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
  (photo) May'23:32  Mar'24:45
  quoted. Appreciation for Life and labors of A. McLean.
  Jun'24:45
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'25:52
  Executive Committee's charge to the Commission to the
  Orient. Mar'26:28
  Historical background of the Commission (photo) Mar'26:29
  The next International Convention. Jan'29:59
  The ministers of Seattle invite you! (photo) May'29:24
  (photo) Apr'30:7
  Personalities. Feb'36:21
  (photo) Dec'36:12
  Global highlights. Sep'47:3
  quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'53:2
(photo) Jul'54:29
(death) News room. Nov'60:36
KLEIN, MAURICE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'52:33
KLEIN, SARA. JUAN AND JUANITA
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
KLEIN, TRESSIE LUCIE TURNER
In memoriam. Jun'32:39
Kleinfeldt, Rea V
Direct line. Oct'67:31
KLEINHANS, THEODORE J. THE MUSIC MASTER
Book chat. Apr'62:22
KLEINSCHMIDT, ANN
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:31
KLEISER, GRENVILLE
quoted. Last column. Jun'56:52
KLIESE, (MRS. E. A.)
In memoriam. Nov'41:3
Klijn, Tridi
Help at the grassroots in Appalachia. May'71:24
KLINE, (married to Norval N. Kline) -1959
In memoriam. May'60:35
Kline, Fred, 1869-
It is Samson's riddle. May'19:12
House made with hands. Jun'19:16
"White coal" in the church. Jan'20:53
KLINE, FRED, 1869-
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
KLINE, HARTLEY
quoted. World Christians dedicate a tunnel. Jan'54:26
KLINE, L B
Jan'19:54
KLINE, LILLIAN, -1964
In memoriam. Sep'64:44
KLINEFELTER, OVERTON HARCOURT (HARRY)
New scene for an old ministry (photos) Jun'70:22
Klingbiel, Eva
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59
KLINGENSNIIT, (MRS. E. L.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'37:inside front cover
Klingman, Charles Christopher, 1881-1978
(married to Minnie Cunningham Klingman)
A one-day revival. Apr'26:64
KLINGMAN, CHARLES CHRISTOPHER, 1881-1978
Personalities. Apr'37:19
KLINKEVICH, TELA
Meals that give more than food (photo) Sep'72:42
KLOCK, CHARLOTTE
In memoriam. Jun'34:39
KLOKOW, MELVIN R
Global highlights (photo) Dec'64:4
KLOPPE, E
Miss Pye visits refugees in Germany (photo) Feb'53:28
KLOSS, VICTORIA MARTHA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
KLOTZ, JOHN W. ECOLOGY CRISIS
New books. Nov'71:28
KLUMP, (MRS A. C.)
quoted. A wise mother. Jul'21:1

KNADOMI, AKIRA
Urban labor ministry in Japan (photo) Jul'70:40

KNAPP, (married to Leonard Knapp)
World events (photo) Dec'72:39

KNAPP, (MRS. S. R.)
Mission in Southern Rhodesia observes anniversary (photo)
Oct'56:44

KNAPP, CARL E., 1891-1945
In memoriam. Dec'45:37

KNAPP, CAROLINE, -1928
In memoriam. Sep'28:33

Knapp, Forrest L
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
The World's Sunday School Association. May'44:20
Christian education: international relationships. Apr'49:47

KNAPP, FORREST L.
The threshold. Sep'39:2 Sep'40:2
News room. Mar'41:34 Apr'42:34
(photo) May'44:20
"Each one teach one" in Brazil. Apr'47:45
Christian strategy for Latin America (photo) Oct'49:23

KNAPP, FORREST L. CHURCH COOPERATION
New books. Jul'66:24

KNAPP, FORREST L. SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS IN LATIN AMERICA
Book chat. May'43:44

KNAPP, GRACE H. THE TRAGEDY OF BITLIS
Book shelf. Sep'20:53

KNAPP, LENA, -1955
In memoriam. Feb'56:35

KNAPP, LEONARD
World events (photo) Dec'72:39

KNAPP, ROBERT HENRY, 1904-
College notes. Nov'39:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26

Knepper, George W
The ideal patriot. May'20:26
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
What is your church doing to evangelize the world? Feb'24:27
When thirty million people read together. Feb'27:7
Revive us again. Feb'28:7

KNEPPER, GEORGE W
(photo) Sep'20:27
$5,000--how they did it (photo) Nov'26:23
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
quoted. A tonic for missionary dizziness. Feb'31:4
(photo) Oct'35:30
Personalities (photo) Jan'37:21

KNIBB, JOHN H., JR.
Four churches join home plan (photo) Jul'59:49

Knickelbein, Ruth
Home missions from the inside. Sep'27:58

KNICHREHM, FRED W
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
KNIGHT, (married to R. M. Knight)
   (photo) Oct'60:front cover
   The cover. Oct'60:inside front cover
KNIGHT, (married to Robert Knight)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
KNIGHT, BARBARA JANE DORMAN, 1939- (married to Ronald T. Knight)
   Global highlights. May'64:4 (photo) Nov'64:6
Knight, Betty
   See
   Knight, Elizabeth Goldt
KNIGHT, BRUCE WINTON, 1892-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'51:4
KNIGHT, ELIZABETH FOARD
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39
Knight, Elizabeth Goldt (married to William W. S. Knight, Jr.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
KNIGHT, ELIZABETH GOLDT
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:3
   News room. Mar'58:32
KNIGHT, JOHN J
   Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30 Jan'55:32 Jan'56:33
   Presenting... (photo) Sep'64:8
Knight, June E
   What it takes (poem) Dec'65:49
   Forgiveness (poem) Jun'70:34
KNIGHT, R
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
KNIGHT, R. MELFORD
   (photo) Oct'60:front cover
   The cover. Oct'60:inside front cover
   Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7 Mar'67:7
   In brief. Mar'72:41
   A half-century of dreams and miracles (photo) Apr'72:25
KNIGHT, RALPH R
   Churches added to EHP program (photo) Apr'60:47
KNIGHT, ROBERT, -1950
   (photo) Nov'22:34
   (death) News room. Nov'50:38
KNIGHT, RONALD THOMAS, 1937- (married to Barbara Knight)
   Global highlights. May'64:4
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:6
KNIGHT, WALTER SAYLE, 1957-
   (birth) News room. Nov'57:32
Knight, William
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
KNIGHT, WILLIAM A
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
KNIGHT, WILLIAM A
   Classroom and campus. Dec'61:31
KNIGHT, WILLIAM ALONZO, 1894- (married to Julia Cotter Knight)
   Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'59:8
KNIGHT, WILLIAM W. S., JR.
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:3
   News room. Mar'58:32
KNIGHTON, MARY
  In memoriam. Feb'31:39

KNIGHTS, LENA
  Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
  Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5

Knipmeyer, Mary W
  Winning the fifty thousand. Feb'24:6

KNISELEY, DALE
  (photo) Feb'66:11

Knock, Stanley F
  Letters. Jun'73:42

KNOCK, STANLEY F
  When churches stay in the inner city. Feb'73:16

Knoff, Gerald Everett, 1907-
  Religion in the public schools. Nov'60:17

KNOFF, GERALD EVERETT, 1907-
  Global highlights. Sep'52:4 (photo) Apr'56:5
  News room (photo) Jan'60:32
  Cost of education. Apr'61:37
  Global highlights. Apr'62:6 May'63:6
  In brief. Dec'72:42

KNOPF, W C
  (photo) Nov'30:19

Knose, Gerald Lee, 1931- (married to Bette Blakemore Knose)
  Adults and missions. Feb'61:38

KNOSE, GERALD LEE, 1931-
  More churches join home plan (photo) Apr'59:48

KNOTH, MARY
  The younger generation at service. Sep'23:43

Knott, Harold Elkin, 1880-1934 (married to Violet Flower Knott)
  Evangelism... Feb'22:46

KNOTT, LUELLA. KEYS TO CHRISTIAN LIVING
  Book chat. May'52:20

KNOTT, MAURICE F., 1913-
  Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
  (photo) Sep'42:7

KNOTT, ORA LOUISE
  In memoriam. Dec'38:39

KNOTT, PROCTOR
  The Zenith City of the un-salted seas. May'21:57

KNOTT, VIOLET FLOWER, 1886-1964 (married to Harold Elkin Knott)
  (photo) Oct'42:42

KNOTT, W H
  (photo) Mar'24:56

KNOW YOUR FAITH SERIES
  Book chat. Nov'58:40

KNOWLES, (MISS)
  (photo) Jan'21:10

KNOWLES, F E
  (photo) Jan'21:8
  Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:33

Knowles, Frederick Lawrence
  The new patriot (poem) Jul'37:48

Knowles, Harry Goodwin, 1887-1957
  What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
  Dec'21:46
Giving everybody a chance. Aug'27:38

KNOWLES, HARRY GOODWIN, 1887-1957
(photo) Feb'23:34    Mar'24:21    Oct'26:37
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'41:2

KNOWLES, LOUIS G
Church at Tempe, Arizona. Jun'19:52
The threshold. Apr'34:2

KNOWLES, OLIVE
In memoriam. Mar'39:39

KNOWLES, SUSAN HEWITT
(death) May'21:51

KNOWLTON, BERTHA L., -1950
In memoriam. Sep'50:37

KNOWLTON, CHRISTINE
In memoriam. Sep'62:46

KNOWLTON, MAUDE L., -1941
In memoriam. Apr'42:39

Knowlton, Ruth Erni, 1914-

KNOWLTON, RUTH ERNI, 1914-

KNOX, ALBERT R
From service to reward. Jul'27:58

KNOX, ALICE, -1954
In memoriam. Sep'54:35

Knox, Betty Donovan
Spotlight on J. M. Moudy. Oct'71:6

KNOX, FRANK
(photo) Jul'43:24

KNOX, JOHN. 1505-1572
(picture) Oct'49:7    Oct'52:17

KNOX, JOHN (fl. 1950's)
Global highlights. Mar'55:3
Classroom and campus. May'55:30

KNOX, JOHN. CHRIST THE LORD
Book chat. Apr'46:19

KNOX, JOHN. CRITICISM AND FAITH
Book chat. Nov'52:38

KNOX, JOHN. THE EARLY CHURCH AND THE COMING GREAT CHURCH
Book chat. Jun'55:26

KNOX, JOHN. A GUIDE FOR THE READER OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Apr'63:24

KNOX, JOHN. THE INTEGRITY OF PREACHING
Book chat. Apr'57:20

KNOX, JOHN. THE MAN CHRIST JESUS
Book chat. May'41:19

KNOX, JOHN. RELIGION AND THE PRESENT CRISIS
Book chat. Jul'42:25

KNOX, LAWRENCE M
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49

Knox, Louise Chambers
Federation of Woman's Board of Foreign Missions of North America. Mar'19:40

KNOX, PAUL E.
Classroom and campus. Feb'61:30
KNOX, R. A. ENTHUSIASM
   Book chat. Jan'51:20
KNOX, SARAH
   (death) Aug'20:31
KNOX, THERYLENE
   Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32
KNOX, WILLIAM E
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'25:47
KNOXVILLE, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Saving church buildings (photo) Jul'37:13
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
   An interdenominational recreational program. Nov'49:47
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE (BLACK SUNDAY SCHOOL)
   (photo) Jun'19:20
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. FIFTH AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'21:11
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Anniversary of circle celebrated. Jul'27:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:62 Oct'31:39
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. FOREST AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'24:10
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. LANSDALE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'24:9
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. NORTHSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July–September, 1958. Feb'59:34
KNOY, NORMAN ZANE
   Churches adopt every home plan (photo) Jun'59:46
KNUDSON, ALBERT C. THE PHILOSOPHY OF WAR AND PEACE
   Book chat. May'47:42
KNUDSON, ALBERT C. THE PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS
   Book chat. Feb'44:37
KNUDSON, KNUD. "THE GENERATIONS" (SCULPTURE)
   (photo) Jun'69:18
KNUDSON, W
   (photo) May'57:39
KNUPP, (MRS. D. C.)
   (photo) Dec'24:34
KO LUEN-PU
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57
   Columbus (photo) Aug'23:10
   (photo) Oct'26:44
KO SIANG-PENG
   Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:19
KO T'AN, THAILAND
   For adult mission study. Jan'57:32
KO TAN-CHI, CHINA
   Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34
KOBYTEASHI, SAKAE
   Rendezvous with God. Nov'58:49
KOBE, JAPAN
   Cargo from Japan. Oct'49:16
   Direct line. Mar'67:37
KOBE, JAPAN. PALMORE INSTITUTE
   Direct line. Mar'68:37
   A ray of hope. Mar'70:8
KOBERT, BILL
   A job for laymen. Feb'68:15
KOCH, BODIL (married to Hal Koch)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'53:2
KOCH, HENRY C
Let's look at race relations as Christians (photo) Feb'58:12
KODAIKANAL, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
KODAMA, ANN
(photo) Nov'50:33
KODAMA, ERIC
(photo) Nov'50:33
KODAMA, ROBERT Y
News room. Jun'46:34
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:38
(photo) Nov'50:33 Dec'50:24
News room. Feb'52:38
KOECHEL, ERNA
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
KOECHIN, ALPHONS
(photo) May'46:25
Global highlights (photo) Apr'47:3
Koenig, Eleanor C
Spires (poem) Aug'26:1
KOENKER, ERNEST B. SECULAR SALVATIONS
New books. Dec'65:39
KOESTER, LUCILLE
Here and there with World Call. Sep'57:48
KOETTER, CAROL ANN
Get in the summer thing (photo) Nov'70:24
Kohl, D. Franklin
The receiving end of compassion. Jan'69:39
KOH, D. FRANKLIN
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7
Global highlights. Mar'67:6
KOHL, DAVID FRANKLIN
(photo) Jul'23:8
KOHL, HERBERT GARST
(photo) Jul'23:8
KOHL, NEOMA OLIVE
See BEAL, NEOMA OLIVE KOHL
KOHL, PERCY EDWIN, 1916?–1956
News room. Jan'43:34 Jan'51:33
(death) News room. May'56:38
Kohl, Rebecca
What youth are asking. May'72:50
KOHL, ROBERT HOMER
(photo) Jul'23:8
Kohl, W  F
How the United Society gets its funds. Jan'25:22
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:24
KOHL, W  F
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
(photo) Jun'30:33 Oct'30:16 Jul'34:24
KOHLER, (MRS. J. L.)
(photo) Feb'24:40
KOHLS, (MRS. C. E.) -1950
In memoriam. Mar'51:39
Kohls, Charlotte (married to George W. Kohls)
Our 40,000 guests. May'63:31

Kohn, Annette
Thanksgiving (poem) Nov'26:back cover

Kohn, Harold E. ADVENTURES IN INSIGHT
New books. Jun'67:22

Kohn, Harold E. BEST WISHES
New books. Jun'70:28

Kohn, Harold E. REFLECTIONS
New books. Jun'67:22

Koiva, Japan
The outlook for missions in Japan (photos of church groups)
May'50:30

Kokendoffer, Abram Welty, 1860-1956
Preachers and preaching. Sep'35:5

Kokendaoffer, ABRAM WELTY, 1860-1956
(photo) Mar'24:30 Sep'35:5

Kokomo, Indiana. First Christian Church
In brief. Jul'71:45

Kokomo, Indiana. Main Street Christian Church
(photo of children) Sep'44:33

Kokomo, Indiana. South Side Christian Church
A gift for Tibet. Mar'21:57

Kokomoor, Flora
(death) Sep'25:57

Kokubun, (married to J. Kokubun)
(photo) Jan'52:38

Kokubun, Elaine Taylor (married to Kay Kokubun)
News room. Jul'53:40
(marriage) News room. Jan'57:36

Kokubun, J
(photo) Jan'52:38

Kokubun, Kay (married to Elaine Taylor Kokubun)
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'62:34 Feb'63:36 Oct'63:36

Kokubun, Kay
(photo) Nov'50:33
(ordination) News room (photo) Jan'52:38
All Peoples enjoying human rights (photo) Oct'52:12
(marriage) News room. Jan'57:36
An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
News room. Jul'61:36

Kol, Nachai
The water man (photo) Dec'23:39

Kolbe, Edward Henry
STEEM generates new power for Christian mission. Nov'71:12
(photo p. 13)
Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? (photo)
Oct'72:28

Kolbe, Japan
Direct line. Jan'72:32

Kolchina, Olga
Global highlights. Jan'62:7

Kolisevski, Lazar
Global highlights. Apr'65:5

Kollme, Melvin E
quoted. Schools of missions--why and how? Oct'60:21
KOLOTU JEI
Bokemo, the friend. Feb'24:16
KOLTNER, (married to Harold Koltner)
KOLYMBIAN HOUSE (RHODES, GREECE)
Their highway of distress is ended (photo) Jul'52:34
KOMEDA, (married to Yoshimi Komeda)
A pastor's faith (photo) May'65:18
KOMEDA, SHUKO
Biggest little man in Japan. Nov'61:22 (photo p. 21)
KOMEDA, YOSHIMI, 1913-
Biggest little man in Japan (photo) Nov'61:21
A pastor's faith (photo) May'65:18
KOMORIKO, VICTOR
Global highlights. Dec'62:4
KOND HILLS, INDIA
Christianity in India means learning (photos of G. Udayagiri boy's hostel) Jun'65:26
KONESHIMA, ISAKA
quoted. Youth and missions. Sep'43:33
KONG, H H
Christianity in high circles. Jun'29:24
KONNO, SAJU
Saju Konno of Shinjo, Japan. Sep'20:14
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
KONOIKE, (PASTOR)
Hachijo Island--an outpost for Christianity (photo)
Jan'57:26
Koo, T Z
The church and the international order. Mar'39:9
KOO, T Z
The month among Disciples. Dec'33:4
Dr. Koo and students. Jul'36:47
(photo) Mar'39:9 May'40:27
...will write brochure for Universal Bible Sunday. Oct'40:42
quoted. The state of the church. Nov'42:33
China at San Francisco. Jul'45:4
Life's real priorities. Mar'46:20
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
KOO, V. K. WELLINGTON
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'35:39
Koo, Wellington
Movement against alcoholism in China. Jul'21:9
KOO, WELLINGTON
(photo) Jul'21:9
KOLOB, ALBERT
Shavings. Jul'73:35
KOONTZ, ELIZABETH D
World events (photo) Feb'70:37
KOONTZ, IDA M. JUNIOR DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
KOONTZ, R B
(photo) Nov'25:31
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
$5,000--how they did it (photo) Nov'26:23
KOPF, CARL HEATH
Global highlights (photo)
Kopp, Lewis P., 1868-1951
A heroic struggle. Jun'19:55
Message. Oct'19:46
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
When there was no other help. Nov'23:40

KOPP, LEWIS P., 1868-1951
Notes. Apr'20:59 May'20:60 Jun'20:62
(photo) Mar'24:21

KOPPIN, RUSSELL H. (married to Florence Wise Koppin)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'57:6
Global highlights (photo)

KOREA
Facts for the busy woman. Mar'19:42
Correspondence bible study in Korea. May'20:50
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:43
Glimpses of the religious world.
Sep'23:58 Jan'24:52 Nov'24:47
Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57
Where the Gospel has had a fair chance (photos) Sep'26:26
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
The last page. Aug'27:64
Missionary illustrations...
Sep'28:41 Apr'29:42 Oct'29:56 Aug'31:44

Korean missions are alert. Apr'34:30
Global highlights. Dec'50:4 Jan'51:2
Social trends. Jan'51:19
Compassion calls for sharing. Feb'51:19
Global highlights.
Mar'51:3 Apr'51:2 Jul'51:2,3 Sep'51:2
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
An the power. Mar'52:5
Why aid Korean Christians? Feb'53:17
Korean Christians ask tighter Army discipline. Mar'53:18
C.W.S. amputee program in Korea gets $71,000... Mar'53:44
Global highlights. Apr'53:4
Only half the story. Jul'53:6
The Korean dilemma. Sep'53:12
Jimmy finds a family. Apr'54:34
Women and world highways. Feb'55:33
Operation Easter Egg. Jun'55:52
Aid to amputees. Feb'57:47
Global highlights. May'57:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
Korea needs the church. Feb'58:46
Global highlights. Feb'59:8 Dec'59:4
A bowl of hope a day. Apr'60:44
Korean needs. Jun'60:31
Nylons aid Korean widows. Jun'60:49
Global highlights. Dec'60:7
Refugees still haunt Korea. Dec'60:48
Global highlights. Feb'61:8
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
Worthless one? Jan'62:29
Global highlights. May'62:7
Americans share with hungry Korean children. Nov'62:46
East Asia's stormy rim (photo of students) Dec'62:25
Top priority for service in Korea. Apr'66:48
Radio power in South Korea. Nov'69:33

KOREA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
A wonderful work. Feb'27:53
Ha-Na-Him Ay Malsam. Feb'30:23
Global highlights. Jun'51:4
A chaplain's visit to Korea. Mar'52:28
My good fortune--and yours. Mar'54:13
The long road back. Feb'55:29
Today's battle to rebuild Korea. Jun'59:31
Asians want to learn. May'63:46

KOREA--EDUCATION
Korean University open. Dec'60:47
KOREAN BIBLE HOUSE
Global highlights. Dec'50:4
"KOREAN CHILDREN'S CHOIR" (SOUND RECORDING)
For adult mission study. Dec'55:40

KOREAN CONFLICT
Global highlights. Sep'50:2
Social trends. Feb'51:16
Global highlights. Feb'53:3
Classroom and campus. Feb'53:30
Peace in the Far East. Jul'53:15

Korn, Elimelech
From Judaism to Christianity. Aug'22:30
KORN, ELIMELECH
(photo) Aug'22:30
KORN, WOLFGANG
quoted. Last column. Feb'47:48
KORNEGAY, MARY HUTTON
(death) Jul'24:53
KOSARIA, YUSAF NATH
(photo) Sep'55:front cover
The cover. Sep'55:inside front cover
Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:12

KOSINA, VLADIMIR
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30 Dec'46:30

KOSKY, FRANK
The hope of the immigrant (photo) May'22:34
Kossuth, George J
Campbell Ambrotype. Sep'50:15
KOSSUTH, GEORGE J.
quoted. The Campbell Ambrotype. Nov'50:6
KOSTECKE, B. W.
quoted. World Calling... Jul'70:50

KOTA, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57
(photo of girls) May'24:61
The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
"Big day" at Kota (photo of church) Apr'57:28

KOTMI, INDIA
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
On the edge of the jungle. Sep'29:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49, 62   Oct'30:40
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Fruits of Kotmi's touring work. Jul'32:46
Echoes from everywhere.
   May'33:41   Apr'35:39   Sep'35:38   Oct'37:39
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
Mangal goes to school. Feb'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39
A visit at Kotmi. Apr'43:46
Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'44:32   May'45:33   Feb'48:36
Little tots in Kotmi school. Mar'48:44
Crusaders in Central Province, India. Jul'48:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:39
New church in Kotmi (photo) Oct'57:43
Kotmi's grand day. Jun'58:41
The cross at Kotmi (photo of church sanctuary) Jun'60:31

Kotto, Jean
   Christians can help the Third World. Feb'71:24
KOUKOUZIS, JAMES
   Global highlights. May'55:4
KOUNS, ELLA
   In memoriam. Oct'36:39
KOVAR, GEORGE
   (photo) Feb'66:11
KOWTA, SOHEI
   (photo) Apr'47:39
KOZA CITY, OKINAWA
   High ground in Okinawa. Apr'62:37
   Global highlights (photo of church) Feb'66:5
Kozaki, Michio
   Will Japan become Christian? Jul'50:17
   Japan--an evangelist's paradise. Sep'53:18
KOZAKI, MICHIO
   quoted. A nation on the threshold. Dec'48:5
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'49:2
   (photo) Jul'50:17
   Global highlights. Nov'52:3
   A Kentucky Christian in Japan (photo) Dec'54:15
KOZI CITY, OKINAWA
   Okinawa's broken crosses are whole again (photo of Jochi Church) Jun'70:13
KOZO, JONATHAN
   Commentary. Feb'73:13
KRAELING, EMIL G. RAND McNALLY BIBLE ATLAS
   Book chat. Mar'57:38
KRAEMER, HENDRICK, 1888-
   New occasions, new opportunities. Mar'46:6
   (photo) Jan'47:23
   Spearhead of total Christianity (photo) Jul'48:17
   Center of growing thought and life (photo) Mar'52:19
   Laymen discuss God's plan for everyday living (photo)
   May'52:33
   (photo) Mar'53:23
   Global highlights.
   Dec'54:2   Feb'55:2   Mar'60:4
KRAEMER, HENDRICK. THE CHRISTIAN MESSAGE IN A NON-CHRISTIAN WORLD
Jul'38:3
    Book chat. Sep'38:16
KRAFT, (MRS L. P.)
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62
Kraft, James L., -1953
Christian education in the post-war world. Nov'43:24
KRAFT, JAMES L., -1953
International Council medals. Oct'43:25
(death) Global highlights. Apr'53:2
KRAFT, WILLIAM, 1853-1939
KRAFTS, RUDOLFS
Global highlights. Jan'65:5
KRAGNES, KARL NEWTON, 1921-
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9
Global highlights (photo) Apr'51:2
KRAM, ORAPHAN WONG SONG
Women on world highways (photo) Jun'66:33
Kramer, Alfred S
The churches and human rights. Jul'52:13
KRAMER, LEONARD J. MAN AMID CHANGE IN WORLD AFFAIRS
New books. Mar'65:41
KRATZ, DAVID LEANDER, 1899-1960 (married to Elizabeth Kratz)
(photo) Sep'46:27
quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:12
Global highlights (photo) Jul'58:6
(death) Global highlights. Dec'60:7
Kratz, Elizabeth Ellen Orr, 1903- (married to David L. Kratz)
Letters. Jan'70:4           Oct'70:4
KRATZ, ELIZABETH ELLEN ORR, 1903-
For adult missionary groups. Jul'47:36
(photo) Jun'50:18
quoted. Women and world highways. Jun'50:35
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... (photo) Feb'53:13
In brief. Sep'70:39
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:40 (photo p. 41)
KRATZ, JAMES
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
KRAUB, VERNE
Religious front for smears. Mar'50:6
KRAUSZ, LEON
Classroom and campus. Apr'58:32
KRAUT, AUGUSTA, -1946
In memoriam. Jul'46:39
KRAYBILL, PAUL N
Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:6
KRECK, GEORGE L
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
    (photo) Jun'31:31
KREECK, GEORGE L
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
KREIDLER, (MRS. G A)
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
KREIDLER, CHARLES MONROE, 1869-1928
(married to Mary Alla Dowling Kreidler)
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
quoted. We also are ready. Mar'25:22
KREIS, BERNADINE. UP FROM GRIEF
    New books. Jun'69:28
Kreisler, Fritz
    ...on Christian stewardship. Mar'29:16
KRENEK, (married to Joseph Krenek)
    (photo) Apr'46:21
KRENEK, JOSEPH
    (photo) Apr'46:21
    Global highlights. Feb'48:2        Sep'48:2
    Global highlights (photo) Nov'48:3
    Global highlights. Sep'49:2
Kresensky, Robert
    The hungriest one (poem) Oct'29:22
    Some tinsel things (poem) Dec'29:33
KRESEGE, STANLEY SEBASTIAN, 1900--
    Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
KREYSSIG, LOTHAR
    Tokens of repentance. Jul'65:24
KRIDER, MARY A
    In memorium. Dec'40:37
KRIDER, WALTER W
    Rope in the sea. Jul'57:21
KRIEDER, ROBERT S
    quoted. Last column. Mar'62:50
KRISHAN, RADHA
    Ministry in India--preparing for variety (photo) Sep'72:12
KRISHER, BILL. THE GOAL AND THE GLORY
    quoted. Last column. Jan'63:50
KRISTDALA, SWEDEN. LUTHERAN CHURCH
    Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
KRODEL, GOTTFRIED G. LUTHER'S WORKS, VOL. 48
    Books. Apr'64:43
KROMER, HELEN. STOLEN GOODS
    About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
KROMER, HELEN. SURE AS YOU'RE BORN
    Classroom and campus. Nov'67:34
KROMER, HELEN. THEY MADE A PATH
    "The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
KRONER, RICHARD. BETWEEN FAITH AND THOUGHT
    New books. Jan'67:37
KRONER, RICHARD. HOW DO WE KNOW GOD?
    Book chat. May'43:44
KROONG, STANLEY
    A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:10
KRUEGER, FREDERICK D
    Classroom and campus. Jul'44:27
Kruger, Frank Oscar, 1914--
    Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
KRUGER, HARRIETT
    (photo) Apr'40:33
Kruger, Violet Downey
    Faith hope and rainbows (poem) Apr'73:35
KRUMBINE, SUMMER PROGRAM FOR THE CHURCH SCHOOL
    A record of progress. Nov'26:56
KRUMM, JOHN McGILL. WHY I AM AN EPISCOPALIAN
    Book chat. Feb'58:26

75
KRUPNICK, LOUIS
(photo) Mar'71:18

KRUSE, LILLIAN
See
KEYES, LILLIAN KRUSE

Kruse, Rainer
Sacred cow or scapegoat? Nov'72:26

Kryder, Nellie M
The good that men do. Jan'28:43

KU KLUX KLAN
Social trends. Nov'44:17
Global highlights. Jul'46:4
Perils of the postwar period. Dec'46:5
Global highlights. Jun'48:3  Feb'49:4  Apr'49:2
Social trends. Dec'50:10
Global highlights. Jan'52:4  Apr'52:2

KUAN TIEN, CHINA
Rebuild for Christ in China (photo) Mar'45:20

KUBLER-ROSS, ELIZABETH. ON DEATH AND DYING
New books. Oct'69:28

KUBO, TORU
Global highlights. Nov'62:7 (photo p. 6)

Kubota, Kenzo
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39
Evangelism at Japanese Christian Church. Feb'39:27

KUBOTA, KENZO
(photo) Oct'28:55
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
A church which makes leaders (photo) Oct'39:9
(photo) Nov'44:20

KUDRI, INDIA
Hungering for the truth. Oct'40:43

Kuhn, Alfred O
Transformation of the Ziegler barn. Nov'20:49
The first state convention. Aug'23:41

KUHN, ALFRED O
Rocky Mountain Bible School Superintendent (photo) May'20:35
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
(photo) Aug'23:41
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
A man with thousand-league boots. Mar'24:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47

KUHN, DAN
The scene. Jul'70:44

Kuhn, Daniel H., Jr.

KUHN, MARGARET
Women and world highways. May'59:33
Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
The aging can be militant, too! Mar'73:20 (photo p. 21)

KUHN, MARGARET. CHRISTIANS IN A RAPIDLY CHANGING ECONOMY
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

KUHN, PATTY
A light shines from the hill. May'51:17
KUHNS, FREDERICK IRVING, 1903-
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:31
Kuhns, William
What can we expect from the seventies? Feb'70:20
KUINJIDI, BERNARD
(photo) Mar'63:13
KUIZENGA, HENRY B
quoted. Global highlights. Nov'64:6
KUJI, JAPAN
The Japan nobody knows. Mar'52:18
KULANDRAN, SABAPATHY
quoted. For adult missionary groups. May'47:38
KULING, CHINA
Interests here and there. Nov'25:62
Training leaders in China. Jul'36:22
We visit China. Apr'38:17
KULLOWATZ, VERNON F
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
News room (photo) Jul'62:36
KULPUHAR, INDIA
Notes. Apr'19:65 Feb'20:56
Shall we shut the door? Apr'20:43
News from home. May'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
Notes. Sep'20:62
Echoes from everywhere.
A kaleidoscopic view. Oct'23:44
From the India news. Nov'23:53
Darkness and light. Dec'23:34
Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven. Jan'24:41
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'24:55,57 Apr'24:59 Jun'24:60
Feb'24:57 May'24:51,53 Jul'24:50
Wanted her to have a chance. Jul'24:56
Faith even among non-Christians. Aug'24:60
O Lord, graciously accept it (photos of church) Sep'24:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'24:60 Dec'24:56 Feb'25:51
People ready and willing to hear. Jul'25:40
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:61
From village to village. Jul'25:63
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51
A contrast to the old order. Sep'25:60
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'25:61 Dec'25:60 May'26:49,50
Equal to the old woman who lived in a shoe. Jul'26:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50 Dec'26:51
Easter in Kulpuhar. Jul'28:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'29:60 Jul'29:34 Jan'30:62
The coming of Gandhi. Jun'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49 Sep'30:39
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31  Apr'31:43
Helping to self-support. May'31:35  (photo) Jun'31:13
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:39  Nov'31:39
Weddings and baptism. Feb'32:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:39  Feb'37:39
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'38:38
Baby Bhagwati, Jun'39:46
Kulpahar news. Jan'40:46
A month in review. Oct'41:46
Teaching and preaching in Kulpahar. Jun'42:47
Notes from India. Jul'44:23
Our friends have gone. Sep'47:34
KUMAR, PRAAHA
   (photo) Feb'32:34
KUMAR, VIJAI
   The church outside the fence. Feb'49:29
KUNG, HANS. INFALLIBLE? AN INQUIRY
   New books. Apr'72:32
KUNG WEI-YUNG
   A Chinese doctor carries on (photo) Jul'45:24
KUNKEL, FRITZ. CREATION CONTINUES
   Book chat. Feb'48:16
KUNKEL, FRITZ. WHAT IT MEANS TO GROW UP
   Book chat. Mar'37:44
KUNKLE, RUTH JANE
   (photo) Mar'47:31
KUNTZ, GARLAND PARKE
   (photo) Jul'23:9
   The minister--his larger fellowship. Sep'53:9
   Sex education in the church. Nov'62:21
   Do not fear loneliness. Mar'64:20
   New books. Oct'64:47
   Living Discipleship. Jul'65:20
   Decision/opportunity. Jan'67:18
   The church at work...function and task. Sep'69:8
   No compromise for Christ's church. Jan'70:10
   Your congregation and your region. Jan'71:10
   A future for the church. Jan'73:9
   Rediscovering evangel(ism) Nov'73:8
KUNTZ, KENNETH ARCHIE, 1916-1984
   (photo) Nov'48:7
   Classroom and campus. Oct'51:30
   Highlights of higher education (photo) Jun'53:36
   (photo) Sep'53:9
   When churches work together. Oct'59:11
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:5
   Disciples in the news (photo) Sep'65:7
   (photo) Jul'66:14
   Disciples in the news. Mar'67:7
   (photo) Oct'72:32
   The scene (photo) May'73:33
   Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:24
   World events (photo) Sep'73:38
KUNTZ, KENNETH A. THE CONGREGATION AS CHURCH
   The scene. Jul'71:44
   New books. Feb'72:28
KUNTZ, KENNETH A. PATTERN FOR CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS
   World events. Feb'73:40
KUNTZ, KENNETH A. THE PILGRIM
   Book chat. Feb'58:26
KUNTZ, KENNETH A. THE PIONEER
   Book chat. May'60:41
KUNTZ, LOWELL JENNINGS
   (photo) Jul'23:9
KUNTZ, SAMUEL HENRY, JR.
   (photo) Jul'23:9
KUNTZ, STEPHEN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'66:35
KUNZ, EDWARD, -1955
   (death) News room. Sep'55:38
KUNZ, JOSEF L
   News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
KUNZ, LOUISA B., -1958
   (death) Services held for Disciples. Feb'59:42
KUPRIANCZYK (STEFAN) FAMILY
   Journey's end (photos) Sep'49:22
Kurashige, Tetsuichi
   Can Japan be democratized? Oct'49:17
KURATANI, BILL
   From Hawaii to Des Moines. Jul'42:29
   News of campus events. Jul'42:31
KURIAPARA, INDIA
   (photo of Sunday school) Feb'38:28
Kurke, K E
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:60
KURMINGANDO, INDIA
   Global highlights (photo of church) Dec'63:7
KURODA, CHIKARO
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
KUROHASHI, MUTSUMI
   I'm glad I went to Japan (photo) Apr'57:32
Kurtz, Jack
   "Futility films" and the Christian alternative. Jan'72:8
KUSSMANN, EVERETT H., 1918-
   (married to Mary Katherine Deweese Kussman)
   Global highlights (photo) May'61:4
   (photo) Jul'72:18
KUSUMI, O
   In its own strength. Jan'34:30
KUWAHARA, BOB
   Echoes from everywhere. May'29:36
KUWAHARA, KAY SUGAHAWA (Married to Yone Kuwahara)
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33
KUWAHARA, YONE (Married to Kay Sugahawa Kuwahara)
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33
KUYKENDALL, (MRS. W. T.)
   (death) Sep'25:57
KUYKENDALL, A C
   (photo) Jan'21:12
KUYKENDALL, GEORGE
   Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
KWANGJU, KOREA
   Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:58
   Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41
KWANG-WU-WEI, CHINA
   A mother in Israel. Oct'22:18
KWEIYANG, CHINA
   Going around in a circle. Jun'40:13
KYAW THAN, U
   The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
KYEI, AUGUSTINE
   (photo) May'60:21
KYLE, DAISY (married to John Kyle)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'57:6
KYLE, MARTHA J
   quoted. A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:29
KYLE, MARY A
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'22:51
KYLE, W W
   Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
KYLER, RUDOLPH H
   Classroom and campus.
      Oct'46:31      Jul'53:30      Sep'54:30
KYLES, (MRS. J. H.)
   (photo) Jul'42:12
KYLES, DAVID. THE WONDER BOOK OF BIBLE STORIES
   Book chat. Jan'55:41
KYODAN
      See       UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST IN JAPAN
KYOTO, JAPAN
   Echoes from everywhere. May'23:62
   A ministry among the silk weavers. Jun'64:17
Kyozuka, Hana, 1904-
   My life. Sep'23:46
KYOZUKA, HANA, 1904-
   (photo) Sep'23:46
LA AURORA (ARGENTINA)
See under Aurora
LA CANtera, MEXICO
The offering from La Cantera. Mar'72:17
"LA HERmosa" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'58:42
LA JUNTA, colorado. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
World outreach sounding board. May'69:30
LA MARADA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
LA PAZ, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
LA PESA, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
LAAKSO, EDWARD J
Integration is working. Feb'56:14 (photo p. 15)
LABAREE, MARY SCHAUFLER. THE CHILD IN THE MIDST
Bargains in books. Jan'23:62
LaBELLE, KATHARINE F
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5
LABELLE, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
LABROOK, A W
Vacationing in Capetown. Nov'42:29
LABOR
See also
Names of labor organizations
(i.e. AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
NATIONAL TEXTILE WORKER'S UNION)
LABOR UNIONS
UNEMPLOYED
Bursting bubbles in the air. May'25:23
The praying miners. Jun'26:25
The Gospel of labor (poem) Jul'26:15
The churches stand committed. Sep'26:22
Remembering the single purpose. Jan'28:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
What is troubling the cotton mills? Jul'29:5
The church looks into textile situation. Feb'30:25
Is a five day week coming? Sep'30:14
Listening in on the world. Sep'30:20
A canning factory owned by the workers. Jul'31:8
Listening in on the world. Aug'31:24 Nov'31:22
The cost of cheap clothes. May'33:3
The NRA and labor. Nov'33:4
Time plus men equals---? Dec'33:5
Labor speaks again. Apr'34:3
Automobile armistice. May'34:4
Social trends. Jul'35:14
Social trends. Jan'36:27
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'36:40
Social trends. Apr'37:26
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:26
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'38:41
Social trends. Oct'38:21
Women who work for me. Dec'38:26
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:44
The threshold. Oct'40:2
Social trends. Jan'43:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'43:39
Social trends. Mar'43:22
An American question. Jul'43:3
Democracy on the home front. Jul'43:11
Social trends. Sep'43:12
A lot of the love of Christ. Dec'44:3
Social trends. Sep'45:15
Global highlights. May'46:2
Social trends. Jul'46:19
The minister must lead... Jul'46:27
Social trends. Sep'46:18     Jan'47:12
Youth and labor. May'47:16
A message for Labor Sunday. Sep'54:31
Social trends. Mar'58:14
The church and labor in Japan. Apr'58:19
the church and labor. Apr'58:20
World events. Nov'69:37
Urban labor ministry in Japan. Jul'70:40
LABOR DAY
The churches stand committed. Sep'26:22
Listening in on the world. Sep'30:20
Religion in a machine civilization. Sep'30:21
LABOR RELATIONS
Little chapters in labor's progress. Jul'25:8
The work of the Board of Temperance... Jul'25:31
LABOR SUNDAY
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
A Labor Sunday message, 1928. Sep'28:16
The first page. Sep'31:2
Economic security... Sep'31:17
Labor Sunday message, 1932. Sep'32:inside front cover
The threshold. Jul'38:2     Jul'41:2
Are you studying democracy? Jul'41:37
Social trends. Sep'45:15
Sep'53:46
A message for Labor Sunday. Sep'54:31
Labor Sunday message. Sep'55:47
Labor Day message. Sep'56:44
Sep'57:46
NCC issues Labor Sunday message. Sep'59:32
For Labor Sunday, 1960. Sep'60:26
LABOR UNIONS
See also
LABOR
Names of labor organizations
   (i.e. AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
   NATIONAL TEXTILE WORKER'S UNION)
Liberty at seven-five cents a day. Sep'36:4
Social trends.

Jul'39:18    Sep'41:24    Sep'44:19
Sep'39:24    Mar'43:22

Global highlights. Jul'62:7
Social trends. Mar'65:16
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4
Global highlights. Nov'68:7

LABORATORY TRAINING SCHOOLS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
Summer laboratory training schools (schedule) May'41:28
Christian education reviews the records (photo) Nov'41:29
Laboratory Training Schools (photos) Nov'43:14
(schedule) Summer is the best season of all. May'44:22
New heights of consecration. Nov'44:8
(1945 schedule) May'45:9
An imperative for today. Nov'45:5
An invitation to conference. May'46:10
(schedule) When summer comes. May'47:34
(1948 schedule) May'48:28
(1949 schedule) Leadership otentail. May'49:30
What if I'm the best teacher a child has ever had? Nov'49:8
(1950 schedule) 1950 creative summer activities. May'50:29
(1951 schedule) Summer months bring schools and conferences.
May'51:32
(1952 schedule) Adults too, may learn. May'52:32
(1953 schedule) When summer comes. May'53:26
News room. Apr'54:42
(1954 schedule) Adults learn too. May'54:33
(1955 schedule) Purposeful vacation activities. May'55:32
(1956 schedule) Use summer creatively. May'56:32
(1957 schedule) Purposeful summer experiences. May'57:30
(1958 schedule) Camps and Laboratory schools. May'58:34
(1959 schedule) Purposeful summer activity. May'59:30

LABORATORY TRAINING SCHOOLS. KANSAS
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'54:34

LABOUISS, HENRY R
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'64:36
World events. Oct'69:36

Lacey, Carleton
Chinese armies get religion. Sep'22:48

LACEY, JANET
Women and world highways. Dec'60:35

LACEY, PEARL
As I saw Hazel Green. Oct'49:27

LACKLEY, (MRS. J. S.)
(death) Sep'25:57

LACKLEY, APHELIA
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43

LACKLEY, ELAINE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'64:35

LACOCK, GRACE MASON, -1932
In memoriam. Dec'32:39

LACOCK, RONALD G., -1954 (married to Elizabeth Lacock)
In memoriam. Jun'54:37

LACOUR, LAWRENCE
Global highlights. Sep'57:2

LACY, (Married to E. C. Lacy) -1958
In memoriam. May'58:37
Lacy, Creighton
Jubilee in jeopardy. Feb'49:21

LACY, EDGAR ST. CLAIR, 1882-1951
(photo) Mar'24:17
In memoriam. Jun'51:37

LACY, EDITH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'55:31

LACY, EDNA MAE
Who will follow in his train? (photo) Jun'51:13

LACY, GLENN BURR, 1903-1981
quoted. Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44
Global highlights. Feb'52:4
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... (photo) Feb'53:12
Global highlights. Oct'58:7
News room (photo) Dec'58:34
They work for you (photo) Feb'59:28
News room (photo) May'64:34
The dilemma of stretched dollars. Nov'65:24
Global highlights (photo) May'66:6
Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7
Global highlights (photo) May'67:6
Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. Dec'70:43
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Sep'71:32
The scene. Feb'72:44

Lacy, Henry V
Christmas is coming (poem) Oct'30:37

LACY, JANET
Women and world highways. May'58:35
Global highlights. Apr'61:4

LACY, JOHN V
(photo) Feb'30:24

LACY, MARTHA SUSAN, -1961 (married to Charles Lacy)
In memoriam. Nov'61:35

LACY, MARY LOU
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35

LACY, PEARL
Contrasts at Hazel Green. Apr'61:15

LACY, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1964. Jan'65:46

LADD, JAMES EARL, II (married to Evelyn Ruth Mills Ladd)
(photo) Oct'42:42

LADD, JOHN T. R., -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39

LADD, JOYCE
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:29

LADYSMITH, WISCONSIN, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'19:47

LAELE ITEMA
All in the same boat. Oct'68:25

LAFARGE, OLIVER
Far from vanishing Americans. Jun'55:18

LAFARGE, OLIVER. THE CHANGING INDIAN
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
LAFAYETTE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
At a University center (photo) Nov'21:44
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Governor of Indiana speaks. Jun'26:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
Circulation corner.
   Jul'35:1      Jun'38:inside front cover
...Board reads World Call (photo of Board) Jun'38:20
An adventure in unity. May'50:14
(photo) Nov'55:1       Jul'56:front cover
The cover. Jul'56:inside front cover
Lafayette builds a church (photo of steeple) Jul'56:8

LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34

LAFFOON, RUBY (married to Mary Nisbet Laffoon)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
Personalities. Feb'36:21

Laflamme, Herbert F
   Incongruous India. Dec'38:28
   Alternate beats of one heart. Sep'47:34

LAFONTAINE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'23:26

LAFORGE, MISSOURI
The plight of the sharecropper. Apr'40:28

LaGallienne, Richard
   This is war (poem) Jul'34:13

LAGANGILANG, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'55:32

Lago, Mary M
Women and world highways. Jul'45:29
LAGO, MARY M. THEY LIVE IN THE CITY
   For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44

Lagomarsino, Marian Dawes
Letters. Jul'70:43

LAGRANGE, ILLINOIS
   An example of youth in action. May'27:13

LAGRONE, HERBERT F
   Classroom and campus. May'65:35

LAGUNA PROVINCE, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   The Gospel in Laguna Province. Oct'20:40

LAILDER, HARRY W. THE ROAD AHEAD
   Speaking of books. Sep'32:34

Lair, Audrey Elaine Scott (married to Loren Emerson Lair)
Women on world highways. Dec'68:28

LAIR, AUDREY ELAINE SCOTT
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:34
   (photo) Nov'59:29
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'60:8
   In brief. Jun'68:8
   The scene. Jul'73:32

LAIR, BEA
   'Xtra years of zest. Jun'72:35

LAIR, GEORGE
   Youth and missions (photo) Oct'53:35
LAIR, J  EDWARD
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:23
Lair, Loren Emerson, 1912-1974 (married to Audrey Lair)
Stewardship in the local church. Jan'47:22
The superintendent looks ahead to Easter. Mar'47:27
A collection or an offering? May'47:36
An adventure in stewardship. Mar'48:16
Stewardship in the local church. Oct'48:9
A dream becomes a reality. Dec'51:8
A minister at large. Oct'52:10
Welcome to Des Moines. Jun'56:13
Disciples will make decisions. Sep'60:19
Restructure notebook. Jul'64:31
Take away our crutches. Oct'68:17
The church is everywhere. May'69:20
LAIR, LOREN EMERSON, 1912-1974
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:27       Jul'44:26
Global highlights (photo) Jan'46:3    (photo) May'46:19
(qutoed. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
News room. Sep'48:41    (photo) Oct'52:10
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6    (photo) Oct'59:5
(poto) Nov'59:29       Jul'60:27      Sep'60:19
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:7
News room. Feb'65:40
In brief. Jun'68:8
World events. Feb'70:37
In brief. Mar'72:42
The scene. Jul'73:32
LAIR, LOREN EMERSON. THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AND ITS FUTURE
The scene. Jul'71:44
Books about Disciples. Dec'71:34
LAIR, LOREN EMERSON. THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES AND THEIR WORK
Book chat. Apr'63:24
Book reviews. Sep'63:45
Three important publications. Jan'64:10
LAIRD, A  M
(photo) Mar'24:44
LAITY
See also
MEN IN CHURCH WORK
WOMEN IN CHURCH WORK
Why I am not a preacher. May'24:35
The layman's responsibility for the foreign missionary
movement. Mar'25:28
Churchmanship and laymen. Jun'26:10
Enlisting the laymen. Mar'28:25
Christ's business matters... May'28:29
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:46
Human needs know no divisions. Sep'34:12
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
The layman and the church. Oct'39:3
Great churches make great laymen. Oct'39:4
The layman and the church. Oct'39:15
The national project achieved. Sep'45:4
Laymen advance. Sep'45:13
Upon whom shall we depend? Nov'45:6
A layman looks at the church. Apr'46:18
Global highlights. Jun'47:2
A layman looks ahead. Nov'47:26
Where laymen hold the key. Jul'50:5
Laymen meet for ecumenical study. Jan'51:22
Laymen make good pastors. Apr'51:19
The churches speak out. Nov'54:22
Laymen meet. Jan'56:46
Global highlights. May'56:5
Men to meet in Cleveland. Sep'56:42
Laymen are responsible. Oct'59:17
Global highlights. Dec'59:5
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17
Let's get rid of laymen! Feb'60:50
Laymen are the church. Mar'60:21
Missouri laymen learn to lead. Oct'62:22
Global highlights. Nov'63:7
Laymen lead in the Philippines. Jan'64:31
Global highlights.

Sep'64:6 Dec'64:6 Jan'65:7
Europe's laity comes to life. Feb'65:15
Sunday is the day of beginning. Mar'65:21
A layman's predicament. Apr'65:9
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
The new breed of church leadership. May'65:23
Retreats--a search for meaning. Jun'65:15
Rediscovery of the laity. Jul'65:21
The last word. Oct'65:50
A million missionaries. Feb'66:30
Ministry of the laity. Mar'66:9
New directions in men's work. Mar'66:11
When laymen explore their faith. Mar'66:28
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4
The layman speaks out. May'66:48
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
Laity. Dec'66:21
A job for laymen. Feb'68:15
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'70:5
Letters. Jan'71:35
Lay witness mission comes to us. Dec'71:18
LAJOLLA CALIFORNIA. TORREY PINES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
LAKE, KIRSOOPP
quoted. Last column. Mar'60:50
LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'35:39
LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA. HIGH MOUNT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Dec'31:15 Apr'32:9 Oct'33:26
Echoes from everywhere.

Jan'34:39 Jul'34:39 Oct'34:39 Nov'34:39
The French field (photo) Apr'40:8
Fifth Sunday meetings (photo) Jun'46:28
LAKE GENEVA CONFERENCE
Oct'19:53
(note) Mar'30:41
LAKE GENEVA WORLD MISSIONS INSTITUTE
Women and world highways. May'50:40

LAKE LOUISE, CANADA
(photo) May'20:inside front cover

LAKE WORTH, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37

LAKELAND, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:59 May'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37

LAKEPORT, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The birth of a great purpose. Jul'34:34

LAKETEK, VICTOR J
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'43:33

LAKEWOOD, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6
(photo) Oct'23:43
(photo of young people) Oct'45:16

LAKIN, LEE EVERETT, 1878-1950
(married to Antoinette Starling Lakin)
(photo) Mar'24:21

LAL, (married to Loops M. Lal)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:7

LAL, (married to P. D. Hira Lal)
New approaches to India's old needs (photo) Nov'56:27

LAL, (MRS. S. M.)
Bible women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:24

LAL, (MRS. S. P.), -1950
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:45

Lal, Chandra Bhushan
Leprosy still challenges the Indian church. Jan'63:31

LAL, CHANDRA BHUSHAN
Disciples witness in India (photo) Jun'55:7
Global highlights (photo) Mar'62:5
(photo) Jan'63:31

LAL, HARSHIT (married to Viola Jesmine Lal)
(marriage) A brass band for the bride (photo) Sep'55:32

LAL, HEZKIEL SUNDAR
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'48:36

LAL, HIRA, 1875-1955 (married to Sonarin Bai Lal)
With the men and women of all lands who have answered our call (photo) Oct'20:16
Highways through the heart of Hindustan. Nov'20:18
Hira Lal of Mungeli, India (photo) Aug'23:45
Mamaji's children (photo) Mar'25:34
(photo) Jan'30:32
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29
Missionary illustrations... (photo) Feb'31:44
Indian scenes. Mar'34:30
She nearly lost her chance. Jan'34:47
We visit India. Feb'38:13
Young India matches the hour. May'41:11
A children's Thanksgiving service (photo) Sep'41:45
(photo) Nov'41:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28
(photo) Dec'52:34
Youth and missions (photo) Jul'54:41
When an Indian becomes a Christian. Feb'55:15
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'55:34
(death) News room. Feb'56:38
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'56:34
LAL, LOOPS M
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:7
LAL, MITTU
(photo) Nov'41:42
LAL, MOTI
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:62
LAL, NIRMALA
Servant to nurse. Nov'65:34
LAL, PANNA
(photo) Nov'41:42
Indian leaders. Jun'59:48
LAL, PREM LOTA MUNNI
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:58
LAL, RAM
To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
LAL, SAMAY
(photo) Nov'41:42
Lal, Samuel Prem
The story of Bharos. Oct'54:27
LAL, SAMUEL PREM
Scholarship aid. Dec'54:51
(photo) Jan'55:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
LAL, SONARIN BAI, -1952 (married to Hira Lal)
(death) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'52:34
LAL, VIOLA JESMINE (married to Harshit Lal)
(marriage) A brass band for the bride (photo) Sep'55:32
LAL, YOUSULPH BHAIIYA
quotted. Programs... Jan'31:37
LALIBERTE, NORMAN. THE HISTORY OF THE CROSS
Book chat. Mar'60:42
LALL, LEAR M
Dentist with a mission (poem) Sep'65:50
LALL, LOIS
Bible women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:25
LALL, PUSHPA (married to Vijai Lall)
Women on world highways. Jun'66:33
LALL, SAMUEL PREM
See
LAL, SAMUEL PREM
Lall, Vijai Livingstone (married to Pushpa Lall)
Time of struggle in India. Jul'65:25
LALL, VIJAI LIVINGSTONE
Global highlights. Apr'64:5
Adults and mission (photo) Sep'64:36
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:4
LALLY, EILEEN
In brief. Sep'71:42
Laluah, Aquah
The souls of black and white (poem) Sep'27:37
LAMAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:40 Sep'49:36
Can you help us build our church, Sir? (photo of classrooms)
Jun'51:29
Norwood Tye reviews his correspondence. Feb'52:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
The old grandmother dies. Jun'56:19

LAMAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. ABRA MOUNTAIN HIGH SCHOOL
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'59:38

LAMAR, CLARINDA PENDLETON, 1856–
(married to Joseph Rucker Lamar)
Classroom and campus. Jul'43:25

LAMAR, JOSEPH RUCKER, 1857–1916
(married to Clarinda Pendleton Lamar)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:40

LAMAR, MARGUERITE
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25

LaMASTER, MINNIE C., -1951
In memoriam. Sep'51:37

LAMB, (married to A. B. Lamb)
In memoriam. Oct'40:39

LAMB, (married to Charles H. Lamb)
In memoriam. Nov'32:39

LAMB, A B
In memoriam. Oct'40:39

LAMB, CORA, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

LAMB, J D H
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'28:41

LAMB, KATHRYN
In memoriam. Dec'44:33

LAMB, MABEL, -1955
In memoriam. Jul'55:39

LAMB, W M
Deming, New Mexico. Feb'19:59

LAMBARENE, GABON
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38

LAMBDIN, JOHN HALE
Classroom and campus. Mar'66:33

LAMBERSON, JAMES P
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
Disciple musicians elect officers (photo) Oct'68:46

LAMBERT, (married to Phil Lambert), -1922
(death) Dec'22:54

LAMBERT, BYRON
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31

Lambert, C W
A pioneer plus church extension. Sep'19:10

LAMBERT, C W
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22

Lambert, Dulah
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53

LAMBERT, CLARK W
Committee on War Services news notes. Sep'45:31

LAMBERT, E HELEN
(photo) Jan'21:16

LAMBERT, ELLE
(photo) Jan'21:16

LAMBERT, ESTHER ESAIAS, 1923–1986 (married to Herbert Lambert)
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7
LAMBERT, FRANCES CARL
(photo) Jul'23:6
Lambert, Herbert Hoover, 1929- (married to Esther Esaias Lambert)
Two days in the inner city. Feb'70:23
Moments of worship. Jun'71 - Nov'71 p. 48
Status report from God. Dec'71:3
Worship for Christian Living Encounters study/action groups.
Jan'72:50
Politics is people! Mar'72:34
Lambert, John W
Letters. Jul'73:44
LAMBERTS, L. J. THE LIFE STORY OF DR. LEE S. HUIZENGA
Book chat. Feb'51:40
LAMBERTSON, JERRY J
In brief. Oct'70:42
LAMBETH CONFERENCE. 1968
Insight into a sister communion. Dec'68:19 (photo p. 20)
LAMBETH CONFERENCE. APPEAL FOR UNITY
Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:47
LAMBIE, THOMAS A. A DOCTOR WITHOUT A COUNTRY
Book chat. Apr'40:43
LAMBKIN, JOHN
Classroom and campus. Jun'64:35
LAMBUTH, MARY
Why I became a Christian (photo) Jun'27:12
Lambuth, Walter R
Eye witness report of China famine. Mar'21:36
LAMBUTH, WALTER R
Why I became a Christian (photo) Jun'27:11
LaMERE, ESTHER
In brief. Sep'71:42
LAMESA, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Oct'56:48
LAMKE, CHARLES M
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:30
LAMKRAJAW, THAILAND
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:11
LaMOGLIE, LOIDA
(photo) Dec'22:26
LaMOGLIE, MARGARITA
(photo) Dec'22:26
LaMOGLIE, NOEMI
(photo) Nov'28:41
LAMONT, CHARLES
X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:17
LAMOTT, WILLIS CHURCH. COMMITED UNTO US
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
LAMOTT, WILLIS CHURCH. INTO ALL THE VILLAGES
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
LAMOTT, WILLIS CHURCH. REVOLUTION IN MISSIONS
The nature of the church. Jan'55:5
Book chat. Feb'55:44
LAMOTTE, JOHN H
(photo) Mar'63:13
LAMP, BETTY
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
LAMPASAS, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27

LAMPE, WILLIAM B
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42

LAMPKIN, R H
(photo) Jul'40:14

LAMPTON, E J
E. J. Lampton (photo) Dec'21:55
A letter to which our hearts respond. Feb'22:57

LAMSA, GEORGE M. THE HOLY BIBLE FROM ANCIENT EASTERN MANUSCRIPTS
Book chat. Oct'57:38

LAMSON, BYRON S
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:2

LANCASTER, J L
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40

LANCASTER, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our boys and girls. Mar'23:30

LANCASTER, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Great little churches I have known. May'33:6

LANCASTER, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34

LANDAZURI, JUAN CARDINAL
quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'68:22

LANDERS, ANN
quoted. God's man or fool? Jul'57:28

LANDERS, LEONARD EARL (married to Martha Jane Turner Landers)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32

LANDERS, MARTHA JANE TURNER (married to Leonard Earl Landers)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32

LANDES, W G
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45

Landis, Benson V
Church membership trends. Mar'44:12

LANDIS, BENSON V
The threshold. Nov'43:2 Nov'45:2

LANDIS, BENSON V. THE CLERGYMAN'S FACT BOOK, 1964
Books. Mar'64:42

LANDIS, BENSON V. THE GOOD CITIZEN IN THE GOOD SOCIETY
Book chat. Feb'58:42

LANDIS, BENSON V. THE RAUSCHENBUSCH READER
Book chat. Sep'57:40

LANDIS, BENSON V. RURAL ADULT EDUCATION
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33

Landis, Samuel Orr, 1872-1925 (married to Elizabeth Landis)
Note. Sep'19:48

LANDIS, SAMUEL ORR, 1872-1925
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50

LANDOLT, ARTHUR EDWARD, 1910-
(married to Elizabeth Rae Claxton Landolt)
News room. May'61:32

LANDOLT, DENISE
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'66:32

Landolt, Elizabeth Rae Claxton, 1915-
(married to Arthur E. Landolt)
Book chat. Jan'59:47
Suggested commissioning service. May'70:31
LANDOLT, ELIZABETH RAE CLAXTON, 1915-
Women and world highways (photo)
Sep'57:33  Jul'59:35
Women and world highways. Mar'61:35
Global highlights (photo) Nov'63:4

LANDOUR, INDIA
Where children must come first. Dec'27:55
Landour Conference. Nov'40:45
We climbed into the clouds. Mar'53:32

LANDOUR, INDIA. WOODSTOCK SCHOOL
India's school in the clouds (photo) Mar'65:19
Landrith, (Mrs. O. H.)
Letters. Sep'65:48

LANDRUM, PATTY
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'64:36

LANDRUS, WILFRED M
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30

LANE, (MRS. J. R.) -1955
In memoriam. May'55:35

LANE, (married to Robert Lane)
News room (photo) Jun'58:34

LANE, C. WALTER
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'56:6

LANE, ELLEN
World events (photo) Jun'72:40

Lane, Franklin E
Each brought his gift. May'24:31

Lane, Franklin K
The flag speaks (poem) Jul'27:31
Each brought his gift. Apr'34:37

LANE, H H
(photo) Jan'21:8

LANE, L
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

Lane, Lily
An appreciation. Jan'30:61

LANE, LILY
(photo) Jan'21:8

LANE, MARTELLA CONE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'28:41
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32

LANE, MARY AMELIA
(death) Dec'23:51

LANE, RACHEL DOUGLAS
In memoriam. Apr'28:48

LANE, ROBERT
News room (photo) Jun'58:34
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:12

Lane, Rosemary
Such is life (poem) Nov'41:48

LANEY, M H
(photo) Jan'21:7

LANG, (MRS. W. G.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
Lang, Alois
Wood carvers and wood carving. Jul'42:21

LANG, ALOIS
(photo) Jul'42:21
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'54:38

LANG, ANTON, JR
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45

LANG, W R
(photo) Oct'30:16

LANGAN, MARY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53

LANGDON, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Grading the missionary society. Dec'27:23

LANGFORD, ALEC JOHN, 1926- (married to Alice E. Rist Langford)
(engagement) News room. May'53:39
quoted. Brotherhood brass. Mar'68:9

Langford, Alice E. Rist (married to Alec Langford)
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'53:36
CWF begins countdown for Quadrennial. Sep'69:14

LANGFORD, ALICE E. RIST
News room (photo) May'51:38
Changes in national leadership. Jun'52:29
News room (photo) Oct'52:38
(engagement) News room. May'53:39

LANGI, WILLIAM
Indonesian churches seek ministers (photo) Nov'71:17

LANGLEY, (married to Frank O. Langley)
quoted. The threshold. Sep'33:2

LANGLEY, SAM SPENCE, 1926-
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6

LANGLEY, W. CLAUDE
Global highlights. Mar'52:3
News room. Jul'56:38

LANGLEY, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Sep'54:48

LANGLIE, ARTHUR
Classroom and campus. May'64:36 Jul'64:37

LANGSTON, EVA
Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo) Apr'57:26

LANGSTON, GENEVIERE REITZELL (married to Ira Wright Langston)
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32

LANGSTON, H
(photo) Nov'27:34

Langston, Ira Wright, 1912-
(married to Genevire Reitzell Langston)
Gratitude. Nov'46:48
Personal peace. Mar'47:42
No other foundation. Oct'48:7

LANGSTON, IRA WRIGHT, 1912-
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
(photo) Apr'45:17
News room. Feb'46:38 Jul'46:47
quoted. Excerpts form Convention addresses. Sep'46:10
quoted. Last column. Nov'47:48
(photo) Nov'48:28
quoted. Last column. May'52:48
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'54:30
(photo) Jan'55:25
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'55:31
Global highlights. Jun'55:2
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
News room. Feb'58:40
Classroom and campus (photo).
Apr'58:32      Feb'62:33      Sep'63:32
LANGSTON, IRA W., III
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32
LANGSTON, J  J
(photo) Mar'24:28
LANGUAGES
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:39
Language and world citizenship. Nov'51:5
Speaking in modern tongues. Nov'51:12
They worship in another tongue. Apr'64:23
LANNING, EMMA
News room (photo) Dec'52:30
LANGER, FREDRICK, 1906-
News room. Jul'46:34
LANGER, FRANK GLENN. DIFFICULTIES IN RELIGIOUS THINKING
Speaking of books. Sep'33:31
LANORD, EDITH, -1949
In memoriam. Nov'49:43
LANBER, GRACE WARD
Classroom and campus. Dec'66:34
LANKLER, RALPH
What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
LANNING, (MRS. J. W.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
LANSING, AUGUSTA E
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'64:34
LANSING, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How one pastor brings things to pass. Aug'20:27
What unusual thing has your society done? Dec'27:47
(photo) Aug'29:25
LANTERN SLIDES
See
SLIDES (PHOTOGRAPHY)
Lantz, Lillian (married to Walter J. Lantz)
Women and world highways. Oct'63:33
Lantz, Walter J., 1915- (married to Lillian Lantz)
The Disciples "down under." Nov'63:24
LANTZ, WALTER J., 1915–
Three workers picked for state education posts. Nov'53:47
Women and world highways. Oct'63:33
(photograph) Nov'63:24
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
World events (photograph) Jun'72:39
LAO INGEN, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The village that lost its fear. Jan'65:26
LAO SHI
Shi, the story-teller (photograph) Dec'26:30
LAO SONG, THAILAND
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36
New life for a Thai village. Mar'68:14
LAO TEN. THE WAY OF LIFE
Book chat. Jun'55:45
LAOAG, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Notes. Feb'20:60, 61    Apr'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
Report from Laoag... Dec'20:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
(photograph) Jun'21:11
Student evangelization at Laoag. Jun'21:57
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:23
The light of Laoag (photograph) Nov'21:46
Into the work again (photograph of Training School) Mar'22:46
A country trail (photograph) Jun'22:42
Bible study campaign in Laoag (photograph) Jun'22:54
Commencement week at Laoag (photographs) Jul'22:52
A Filipino student conference. Aug'22:57
Training Bible girls. Oct'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
Just girls. Nov'22:53
The dream of years realized (photograph) Mar'23:53
A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:20
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51, 64    Mar'24:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51, 62
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Sharing patterns and prayers. Sep'24:41
Two religious demonstrations. Nov'24:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64    Dec'24:56
It proved retroactive. Jan'25:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51, 63
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
Apr'25:40
(photograph of Christian Training School) May'25:41
Fellowship in the Philippines. Jul'25:41
A beautiful tribute. Feb'26:62
Baptism in the Philippines (photograph of Nurses Training School)
Jul'26:55
(photograph of Edith Eberle Circle) Nov'26:49
August Institute for women... Dec'26:58
Doing intensive work. Apr'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
It is all we know. Jul'27:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48
(photo of student congregation) Mar'28:53
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
From the Philippines. Jul'28:47
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
The Picketts of Laoag. Dec'28:26
Glimpses of the whitened field (photo) May'29:7
Being dead yet speaketh. Jun'29:45
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50
Our Apayao Mission. Dec'29:55
Christmas in lands afar. Dec'29:57
Years and changes. Feb'30:45
Were there is no slowing down for hot weather. Sep'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37 Jul'46:39
College established in Laoag. Jan'47:26
Visit of typhoon "Pamela." Jun'56:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34

LAOS
Happy people gripped by tragedy. Feb'72:6
LAPORT, TEXAS. DISCIPLES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
LAPORTE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A life enlistment service (photo) Mar'20:55
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
LAPPIN, CLARA BROCK, 1872–1938 (married to Samuel S. Lappin)
(photo) Sep'55:14
LAPPIN, J C
(photo) Jan'21:8
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
LAPPIN, SADIA
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
Lappin, Samuel Strahl, 1870–1960 (married to Clara Brock Lappin)
They do it by counties. Oct'51:16
Rural churches come to life. May'60:29
LAPPIN, SAMUEL STRAHL, 1870–1960
Personalities. Jan'35:16
Age and experience count most (photo) Sep'55:14
quoted. Last column. Feb'56:48
LAPPIN, SAMUEL STRAHL. COMMUNION MANUAL
Book chat. Jan'36:21
LAPPIN, W O
Notes. Oct'19:59
Our school at Morehead. Feb'20:45
LAPPIN, WARREN CURTIS, 1900– (married to Ruth Anglin Lappin)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'59:8
LARA, DANIEL LOPEZ de
See
LOPEZ de LARA, DANIEL
Lara–Braud, Jorge
A possible dream for Spanish Americans. Apr'69:6
LARA–BRAUD, JORGE
Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:7
LARAMIE, WYOMING. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Pushing on. Jan'30:5
(photo of Board) Feb'30:45
LARCHMONT, NEW YORK
  Global highlights. Jul'50:3
Lard, Mary Foot
  Two prayers (poem) Mar'33:1
LARD, MOSES EASTERY, 1818-1880
  (photo) May'50:inside back cover
LAREDO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Notes. Nov'19:63    Feb'20:61
  (photo) Aug'24:9
LARGE, CLAUDE G
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
Larimer, (Mrs. C. H.)
  Good ideas... Mar'30:48
LARKIN, WILLIAM C
  World events (photo) Jan'72:36
  (photo) May'72:32
LARKWORTHEY, WILLIAM
  (photo) Apr'46:31
LARMOTH, GEORGIA
  In memoriam. Jun'39:39
LARNED, WILLARD
  (photo) Dec'22:42
LARNED, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
  (photo of Rose Window) Jul'41:25
LAROCHE, JEAN
  (photo) Nov'27:6
LARRAKHA, DAYADAN G
  (photo) May'33:41
LARRALDE, ELSA. THE LAND AND PEOPLE OF MEXICO
  Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
LARRANCEY, PATRICK W.
  X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:19 (photo p. 18)
LARRICK, NANCY. PRINTING AND PROMOTION HANDBOOK
  New books. Jul'67:39
LARSEN, JENS. FELEMBE
  Book chat. Dec'57:42
LARSON, (married to Walter J. Larson)
  World outreach sounding board. May'68:32
LARSON, ALICE MARGUERITE, 1957-
  (birth) News room. Sep'57:38
  Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38
LARSON, AUGUST FRIEDOLPH, 1882-1959
  (married to Catherine Alberta Ramsey Larson)
    Classroom and campus. Apr'46:31
    (death) News room. May'59:40
LARSON, CHARLES
  (photo) Sep'46:22
LARSON, DAYLE EDWIN, 1959-
  (birth) News room. Nov'59:38
LARSON, DOUGLAS PETER, 1964-
  (birth) News room. Apr'64:41
LARSON, GARY E
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'68:34
LARSON, KAREN GLEE, 1961-
  (birth) News room. Dec'61:32
Larson, Robert Junior, 1927- (married to Velma Larson)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Meditations. Oct'62:37
Hand pumps save lives in India. Apr'68:41
LARSON, ROBERT JUNIOR, 1927-
Global highlights (photo)
   Sep'56:4       Feb'64:5
In India people are important! (photos) Apr'65:33
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Sep'69:39
World events. Nov'73:40
LARSON, SIDNEY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'52:30
   Classroom and campus. Nov'58:32
Larson, Velma Catherine McGill, 1924- (married to Robert J. Larson)
Meditations. Oct'62:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38          May'64:38
LARSON, VELMA CATHERINE McGILL, 1924-
   News room. Jul'46:34
   (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
   News room. Oct'55:36
   (photo) May'64:38
   In India, people are important! Apr'65:33
   Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
   In brief. Sep'69:39
LARSON, VERLE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:29
LaRue, Mary Ellen, 1913-
   Letters. Jun'67:49
LaRUE, MARY ELLEN, 1913-
   News room. Jul'57:38          Apr'63:32
   quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38
LARUE, WILLIAM EARL. THE FOUNDATIONS OF MORMONISM
   The book shelf. Sep'20:53
   Foundations of Mormonism. Oct'20:48
LAS LOMAS, PUERTO RICO
   Without benefit of clergy. Sep'25:56
   The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:12
   (photo of church) Jul'61:front cover
   The cover. Jul'61:inside front cover
   All eyes on Latin America (photo) Dec'61:26
   (photo of class in church) Mar'63:3
LAS PALMAS, PUERTO RICO
   Youth and world mission (photo of church) Nov'61:37
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
   Committee on War Services news notes. Jan'46:32
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
   714 Coffee House. Jul'68:18
LASCELLE, ELLEN
   Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
LASH, VERA M
   quoted. Conference character dividends (photo) Nov'32:11
Lash, Frank H
   A Sunday at sea in the United States Navy. Feb'20:4
LASH, FRANK H
   quoted. Appreciation for Life and labors of A. McLean.
LASH, VERA M
quoted. Conference character divindens (photo) Nov'32:11
Lashua, Gay E
Letters. Nov'64:49
LASKI, HAROLD J
quoted. The menace to freedom. Jan'40:12
LASKI, HAROLD J. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Book chat. Mar'41:23
LASLEY, JOAN
Youth and the world mission (photo) May'68:33
LASLO, RICHARD
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
LASSARD, (MRS. J. O.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
LASSITER, ALBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:33
"LAST SUPPER" (PAINTING BY DeVinci)
(photo) Jun'21:26
LATA, INDIA
Victory to Christ... Jul'50:44
LATCHAW, EFFIE
In memoriam. Mar'39:39
LATE, E A
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
LATHAM, BLANCHE
Classroom and campus. May'61:31
In brief. Mar'71:41
LATHAM, MARY
In memoriam. Mar'29:48
LATHAM, SIDNEY
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32
LATHROP, ALPHONSA (MOTHER)
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
LATHROP, GRIFF L., JR.
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
LATHROP, JULIA
Book chat. Apr'36:23
LATHROP, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The fourfold plan at Lathrop, Missouri. Jan'23:45
LATIMER, ALLIE, 1863- (married to H. P. Latimer)
Presenting... (photo) May'63:8
LATIMER, E K
What the Hattiesburg Church means to me. Jan'42:17
LATIMER, ROBERT S., 1846-1924
(death) Mar'24:59
Robert S. Latimer (photo) Apr'24:27
(photo) Oct'27:2
Some tithers I have known... (photo) Oct'40:15
LATIMER, TOMMIE
In memoriam. Oct'39:39
LATIN AMERICA
See also
SOUTH AMERICA
Our missionaries in Latin America. Apr'20:38
Facts for the busy woman. Apr'20:38
In South America. Apr'20:39
The Bible in Latin America. Mar'21:30
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
With our own missionaries. Aug'21:30
The coming Pan-American Conference. Feb'23:30
Sidelights on the Santiago Conference. Sep'23:34
Christian work in South America. Aug'25:26
Devotional study for woman's societies. Jan'29:48
What's coming in Latin America? Mar'31:7
Springtime in Latin America. Mar'32:11
Let's go sailing down to Rio! Apr'32:17
Did you know that-- Jun'32:42
Dawn over Latin America. Sep'32:15
The new deal at Montevideo. Mar'34:8
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'34:36
Through the years. Mar'34:38
Programs for adult organizations. Dec'35:36
Jan'36:much of issue
Christianity's rivals in Latin America. Feb'36:9
All-American all church fiesta. Feb'36:32
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'36:36
Launching out in Latin America. May'36:8
The Pan-American scene. Feb'37:28
The future of missions in Latin America. Mar'41:14
Christian good neighbors. Apr'42:12
Youth and missions. Sep'42:37
Constructive good will. Nov'42:26
For adult missionary groups. Dec'42:36
Youth and missions. Dec'42:37
Jan'43:much of issue
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
News room. Feb'43:34
For adult missionary groups. Feb'43:36 Mar'43:36
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Mar'43:40
For adult missionary groups. Apr'43:36 May'43:36
Youth and missions. May'43:37
A challenge to religious liberty. Dec'43:23
Are Protestant missions an obstacle to the Good Neighbor Policy? Mar'44:15
Our foreign missions go forward in wartime. Jun'44:5
Social trends. Jul'44:8
Watching the Good Neighbor Policy work. Feb'45:15
--1943-44. Mar'45:5
Global highlights. Nov'47:2
Why Protestant missions in Latin America? Jun'48:12
Christian strategy for Latin America. Oct'49:22
Christianity in Latin America. Nov'49:6
Straws in the wind. Oct'51:9
For adult mission study. Nov'51:32
Global highlights. Dec'51:4
For adult mission study. Dec'51:34
Youth and missions. Dec'51:35
For adult mission study. Jan'52:34
The ministry of the "Good neighbor." Feb'52:5
For adult mission study. Feb'52:34
Youth and missions. Feb'52:35
For adult mission study. Mar'52:36
The new Latin America. Apr'52:10
For adult mission study. Apr'52:34
Latin America in today's world. Oct'53:21
Latin American missions mature under pressure. Mar'54:20
Missions tour reveals strength and weakness. Apr'54:26
For adult mission study. Apr'54:40
Global highlights. Jun'54:2
Latin America tour scheduled. Jul'55:42
Reflections on Latin America. May'56:44
Youth exchange urged. Apr'57:46
Mission to Latin America. May'57:26
Trial and hope in Latin America. Sep'57:14
Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:22
Harvest time in Latin America. Jul'59:19
Patterns in Latin America. Sep'59:15
New vistas in Latin America. Apr'60:29
Global highlights. Oct'61:5
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:25
Adults and mission. Dec'61:36
Youth and world mission. Dec'61:37
New era dawns in Latin America. Jan'62:19
Youth and the world mission. Jan'62:37
Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:14
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
Change has come to Latin America. Apr'62:24
The key is the ministry. Nov'62:29
Global highlights. Jun'64:7
Glances and glimpses. Oct'64:12
Protestant dilemmas in Latin America. Nov'64:19
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4 Jul'66:4
Line across the world. Dec'66:18
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'67:4 Mar'67:4
The coming revolutions in Latin America. Mar'67:14
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:16
World events. Sep'69:36
Latin America--what can we do? Sep'70:6
World Calling... Sep'70:50
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar. Oct'70:19
Intermedia sends the word to Latin America. Oct'70:26
Letters. Feb'71:4
Commentary. Dec'71:10
What have we done to Latin America? Mar'72:14
The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16
New moods in Latin America. Mar'73:13
Direct line. Jun'73:40
LATIN AMERICA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Let the whole church study Latin America! Jan'43:32
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
LATIN AMERICA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Impressions of Latin America. Dec'35:10
Land of silver waters. Feb'41:7
Latin American journey. Feb'54:18
Latin America listens. Jul'62:21
World Calling... Nov'70:50
A turning-about in Latin America. Nov'72:28
Overseas worker sees article as overlooking plight of poor. Jul'73:44
"LATIN AMERICA: ITS PEOPLE AND ITS PROBLEMS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'62:41
LATIN AMERICAN EVANGELICAL CONFERENCE
See
CONFERENCIA EVANGELICA LATIN AMERICA
LATIN AMERICAN UNION OF EVANGELICAL YOUTH
Latin youth call for unity. Feb'52:6
LATOUCHE, ROBERT ELIJAH, 1886-1963 (married to Malinda LaTouche) (photo) Feb'22:37
Crusade progress (photo) Apr'50:26
Latourette, Kenneth Scott, 1884-1968
Twenty-two nations plan missions advance. Sep'32:17
LATOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT, 1884-1968
quoted. A tonic for missionary dizziness. Feb'31:4
quoted. Sea salt. Jan'33:22
Global highlights. Apr'51:4
(photo) Jul'2:25
Global highlights.
Sep'52:2 (photo) Jun'53:3 Dec'54:2
(death) Tribute paid to historian. Mar'69:42
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. BEYOND THE RANGES
New books. Apr'68:38
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. CHALLENGE AND CONFORMITY
Book chat. Oct'55:16
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE CHINESE: THEIR HISTORY AND CULTURE
Book chat. Mar'36:31
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE CHRISTIAN OUTLOOK
Book chat. Dec'48:43
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION OF OUR DAY
Book chat. Dec'54:22,46
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. CHRISTIANITY IN A REVOLUTIONARY AGE
Vol. I Book chat. Dec'58:40
Vol. II Book chat. Dec'59:42
Vol. V Book chat. May'63:41
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE FIRST FIVE CENTURIES
Book chat. Nov'37:20
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE GOSPEL, THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD
Book chat. Mar'47:21
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. A HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Oct'53:14
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE HISTORY OF JAPAN
Book chat. Dec'47:18
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. A HISTORY OF THE EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY
A monumental work. Apr'43:4
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. INTRODUCING BUDDHISM
Book chat. Oct'56:40
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. MISSIONS AND THE AMERICAN MIND
Book chat. Nov'49:18
LATOURTE, KENNETH SCOTT. MISSIONS TOMORROW
Book chat. Oct'36:24
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
LATTOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THESE SOUGHT A COUNTRY
   Book chat. Oct'50:41
LATTOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE THOUSAND YEARS OF UNCERTAINTY
   Book chat. Nov'38:33
LATTOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THREE CENTURIES OF ADVANCE
   Book chat. May'40:46
LATTOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT. TOMORROW IS HERE
   Book chat. Apr'48:20
LATTOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE UNITED STATES MOVES ACROSS THE PACIFIC
   Book chat. Jun'46:17
LATTOURETTE, KENNETH SCOTT. THE UNQUENCHABLE LIGHT
   Book chat. Mar'42:23
Latshaw, Nellie Lewers, 1865?-1939 (married to Ralph S. Latshaw)
   Miles of smiles. Dec'22:49
LATSHAW, NELLIE LEWERS, 1865?-1939
   Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
   (photo) Oct'22:7
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
   Interest shown in the reading contest. Jan'26:54
   (photo) Jan'27:41
   Missouri's President fifteen years. Aug'27:52
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:32
LATTIMORE, ELEANOR FRANCES. INDIGO HILL
   Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
LATTIMORE, ELEANOR FRANCES. THREE LITTLE CHINESE GIRLS
   What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
LATTIMORE, EMMA
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:40
   (photo) Jul'34:39
LATVIA
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
   Global highlights. Jan'65:5
Laub, Linda
   (untitled poem) Mar'71:27
LAUBACH, ANN
   (photo) Jun'62:18
LAUBACH, CHARLES
   (photo) Jun'62:18
LAUBACH, FRANCES (married to Robert S. Laubach)
   A crusade against darkness (photo) Jun'62:18
Laubach, Frank Charles
   What is happening in the Philippines? Apr'27:18
   Literacy and literature. Dec'42:13
LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES
   quoted. News room. Sep'44:28
   African literacy tour, 1948 (photo) Jun'49:12
   Global highlights. Nov'51:2
   Youth and missions. Feb'52:35
   Student Volunteers meet in Lawrence (photo) Mar'52:15
   Miracle man of mass education (photo) Dec'52:26
   A sensible undertaking. Feb'53:5
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:3
   ...to end tour. Dec'53:48
   Global highlights. Jun'54:2
   (photo) Feb'54:12
Literacy program to be launched. Jun'54:45

Literacy--the key to minds and hearts (photo) Sep'54:22

Global highlights. Nov'54:3

quoted. Last column. Mar'55:52

Global highlights. Jun'55:3

...To teach course in writing. May'60:48

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. CHANNELS OF SPIRITUAL POWER

quoted. Last column. Jun'55:52

quoted. Holding the key. Oct'55:46

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. THE GREATEST LIFE

Book chat. Jun'56:16

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. THE INSPIRED LETTERS

Book chat. Jun'56:16

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. THE PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES

Speaking of books. Sep'25:50

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. THE SILENT BILLION SPEAK

Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. TEACHING THE WORLD TO READ

Book chat. Apr'48:20

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. THIRTY YEARS WITH THE SILENT BILLION

Book chat. Apr'60:18

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. WAR OF AMAZING LOVE

New books. Sep'65:43

LAUBACH, FRANK CHARLES. THE WORLD IS LEARNING COMPASSION

Book chat. Jul'58:46

LAUBACH, LAURA

(photo) Jun'62:18

Laubach, Robert C


LAUBACH, ROBERT C.

(photo) Sep'54:22

LAUBACH, ROBERT SEELY, 1918- (married to Frances Laubach)

A crusade against darkness (photo) Jun'62:18

Laudenslager, Herman

Conferenceites busy. Jun'29:57

LAUDIS, S O

(photo) May'25:39

LAUGHLIN, ANNA McGEHEE, -1951

In memoriam. Jun'51:37

LAUPFMAN, (MRS A B)

(photo) Jan'21:11

LAUGHRINE, GENE ARNOLD

(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jun'55:34

Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'58:8

LAUGRUN, JIM

Project--Evangelism (photo) Jun'61:23

LAUGLEY, BARBARA, -1956

In memoriam. Jul'56:39

LAUMAN, WILLIAM M

(photo) Mar'39:32

LAUNER, FRANKLIN BREYFOGEL, 1897-1974

A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29

LAURABEE, CARRIE, -1942

In memoriam. May'42:39

LAURENCE, WILLIAM L

quoted. Last column. May'58:50
LAURIOL, ETIENNE
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:19

LAURISTON CASTLE (EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND)
(photo) Jul'59:5

LAUTNER, ALICE MAE
See
YOCUM, ALICE MAE LAUTNER

LAVAL, PIERRE
Listening in on the world. Dec'31:20

LAVELY, IDA, -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35

Laven, Melvin P
COCU--avenue to mission. Dec'70:41

LAVEN, MELVIN P
(photo) Mar'59:20  Dec'70:41

LAVEN, PAUL ALLEN
In brief (photo) Jun'70:39
ICWF Quadrennial Assembly (photo) Sep'70:22
Crisis of participation (photo) Feb'71:11

Lavender, (Mrs. D. J.)
Letters. Feb'67:inside front cover

LAVENDER, LULA, -1970
In memoriam. May'70:43

LAVINN, PAUL
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30

Law, (married to Benjamin Law)
Letters. Jun'71:34

Law, Jessie Gertrude, 1918-
Hope Hospital is growing up. Dec'48:46
Achievements and joys in Zacatecas. May'50:42
Mr. Aleman seeks and finds. Feb'52:46

Law, JESSIE GERTRUDE, 1918-
News room. Feb'46:38  Mar'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
The United Society in Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
(photo) Dec'53:13
News room. Sep'54:38
Youth and missions (photo) Apr'59:39
Missionary register. Sep'66:45

Law, MARIAN EDITH
(photo) Jul'23:10

Law, MARY ROBINSON
Memoriam. Jan'35:40

Law, WILLIAM. A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY LIFE
New books. Jul'66:42

Law, WILLIAM WILSON
(photo) Jul'23:10

Law
Law and leadership (poem) Jul'24:21
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:31

Law Day
Crisis in our courts. Apr'72:19

Law Enforcement
Jul'24:58

Law Enforcement Convention
Apr'24:58
LAWDER, JOHN CLYDE, 1897-1980 (married to Pearl Swartz Lawder) (photo) Sep'54:38
LAWDER, VIRGIL (photo) Jul'28:26
LAWLER, T A
News room. Jun'53:42
Lawney, Josephine
An appeal to the medical women of America. May'20:43
Lawrence, Marion
See
Lawrence, Uriah Marion
Lawrence, Uriah Marion, 1850-1924
Letters. May'21:50
And they journeyed toward the sun-rising. Nov'21:21
LAWRENCE, URIAH MARION, 1850-1924 (photo) Nov'21:21 (photo) Jun'24:inside front cover
LAWRENCE, BAYARD
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29 Mar'37:42
News room. Jun'42:34
LAWRENCE, CORA
A look at the National Convention (photo) Jul'57:22
LAWRENCE, DAISY
News room. May'50:34 Nov'51:39
LAWRENCE, DAVID
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:34
LAWRENCE, E D (married to Ruth Lomax Lawrence) (photo) Sep'55:16
LAWRENCE, EDWIN G. HOW TO TALK TO PEOPLE
Book chat. Dec'38:41
LAWRENCE, ERNEST
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'57:6
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK (photo) Jan'30:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
LAWRENCE, GEORGE S
Keeping the larger faith. Feb'21:57
Lawrence, M L
A church that had a program. Aug'21:47
LAWRENCE, M S -1957
In memoriam. Feb'58:37
Lawrence, Margaret Noyes, 1900-1984
Why all this? Nov'38:42
Churches of China impressed with mission teachings. Oct'39:47
The cost of living in China. Apr'41:27
Devotional study for missionary societies. May'41:38
A shining scroll of Christian nationals. Dec'42:15
Fear or faith. Jul'43:23
Christian fellowship around the world. Apr'44:23
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'44:33 Apr'46:36 Jul'46:39 Jul'47:39
Jan'46:37 May'46:37 May'47:45 Dec'47:34
A day at South Gate. Mar'49:12
First impressions of the new Japan. Dec'49:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:48
Kanji seeks to learn the truth. Nov'50:51
Missionary worship service.
  Dec'55:39  Jan - Apr'56:35
Women and world highways. May'58:35
Adults and missions. Jan'61:34
Women at prayer in Peru. Mar'62:28
Adults and mission. Jan'63:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36

LAWRENCE, MARGARET NOYES, 1900-1984
Severing the Ivy Chain (photo) Jul'24:7
The lucky thirteen. Aug'25:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
A closeup of our colleges. Jan'30:43
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Mar'32:42  Feb'36:34  Nov'37:43
  Apr'33:41  Dec'36:30  Apr'38:30
(photo) Sep'42:9  Jun'43:5  Jul'43:23
News room. Jul'43:28  Sep'43:27
(photo) Oct'43:18
News room. Dec'43:32
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Apr'44:30
News room. May'44:28
quoted. University Bible class. Jul'44:19
News room. Mar'46:38
The task is great. Feb'47:44
News room. Jun'47:35
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Dec'49:34
The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:10
News room. Sep'50:38
(photo) Nov'50:13
News room.
  Nov'53:46  Apr'58:40  (photo) May'58:35
Global highlights. Jun'60:4
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'60:33
Global highlights. Oct'63:5
(photo) Mar'64:38  Apr'65:36
Missionary register. Sep'66:45
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'67:37

LAWRENCE, MARY (married to Thomas Lawrence)
Women and world highways. May'52:35
Not burdened with leisure! Feb'56:42

LAWRENCE, MARY CRAIG
See
MUCKLEY, MARY CRAIG (LAWRENCE)

LAWRENCE, MILDRED. GOOD MORNING, MY HEART
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41

Lawrence, Nancy
Refugee youth find a way out. Jan'60:23

Lawrence, Norene
Letters. Mar'71:34

LAWRENCE, RUTH LOMAX (married to E. D. Lawrence)
(photo) Sep'55:16
LAWRENCE, THOMAS (married to Mary Lawrence)
Not burdened with leisure! Feb'56:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36
LAWRENCE, WILLIAM
(death) Pension Fund notes and news. Jan'42:47
LAWRENCE, WOODFORD
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
LAWRENCE, ZAILDA SHERMAN
The colleges at work. May'33:33
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. BETHANY PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1964. Jan'65:46
LAWRENCE, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:14
(photo of boy's class) Jan'28:49
Fall activities of our colleges. Nov'37:32
LAWRENCE TAVERN, JAMAICA
Rural demonstration center in Jamaica. Feb'45:23
A million dollar view. Feb'49:44
Ten unforgettable days. Apr'50:25
LAWRENCE TAVERN, JAMAICA. OBERLIN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'26:57    Sep'26:51    Aug'27:47
(photo) Jan'28:35
(photo of bell) Dec'43:9
New projects in Jamaica. Oct'45:37
Crusading in the West Indies (photo) May'49:29
...has CYF anniversary. Jul'52:42
Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:8
(photo) Jun'59:front cover
The cover. Jun'59:inside front cover
Operation education. May'62:26
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46
Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation (photo) Mar'73:8
LAWRENCE TAVERN, JAMAICA. OBERLIN HIGH SCHOOL
Global highlights (photo of buildings) Jun'60:5
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
(photo of students) Mar'73:front cover
Cover. Mar'73:4
Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation (photos of students)
Mar'73:5
LAWRENCEBURG, INDIANA
(photo of flood) Mar'37:5
LAWRENCEVILLE, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Apr'22:50
LAWRENSON, WALTER ERNEST, 1906- (married to Maria Curd Lawrenson)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'41:2
LAWS, (MRS. S. F.)
In memoriam. Feb'30:46
LAWS, JOHN A
Crusade progress (photo) Nov'49:34
LAWS, LUCY RHODA
(photo) Jan'21:11
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:54
In memoriam. May'31:40
LAWS, ROBERT
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
Lawson, (married to Harold Lawson)  
Letters. May '72:4

LAWSON, (married to Hoe H. Lawson) -1946  
In memoriam. Nov '46:37

LAWSON, BETTY  
See  
GRAVES, BETTY LAWSON

LAWSON, C. ANDREW  
(photo) Jun '38:15 Jul '41:2

LAWSON, DOROTHY WASH  
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep '66:34

LAWSON, JAMES  
Congo Council plans advance. Sep '62:48

LAWSON, JAMES M., JR.  
Global highlights. Jul '60:8

LAWSON, JAMES T  
Here and there with World Call. Oct '48:48

LAWSON, JENNIE PEPPER  
(death) Apr '25:51

LAWSON, T. H  
Notes. May '20:59

LAWSON, TED W. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO  
Mine eyes have seen the glory. Oct '43:16

LAWSON, VICTOR F  
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov '25:45

Lawton, Kathleen Magery (married to E. V. Lawton)  
Second thoughts about the U.S.A. Jun '67:24

LAWTON, KATHLEEN MAGERY  
Women on world highways. Nov '65:35  
Disciples in the news (photo) Apr '67:7  
(photo) Jun '67:24  
Women on world highways. Jul '70:31  
(photo) Feb '71:34

LAWTON, STEWARD. PASTORAL IMPLICATIONS OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY  
New books. Jun '69:28

LAWTON, TINA, -1968  
In memoriam. Mar '69:42

LAWTON, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov '20:4

LAWTON, OKLAHOMA. BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH  

LAWTON, OKLAHOMA. LIBERTY HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Southwest churches adopt home plan. Feb '59:34

LAWWILL, WILLIAM CASE  
Disciples in the news (photo) Apr '67:7  
(photo) Jun '67:24  
Women on world highways. Jul '70:31  
(photo) Feb '71:34

LAWTON, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov '20:4

LAWTON, OKLAHOMA. BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH  

LAWTON, OKLAHOMA. LIBERTY HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Southwest churches adopt home plan. Feb '59:34

LAWWILL, WILLIAM CASE  
Classroom and campus. Jan '47:30

LAY MINISTERS' READING COURSE  
Missouri laymen learn to lead. Oct '62:22

LAY SCHOOLS OF THEOLOGY  
Disciples plan Lay Schools to meet need. May '64:41  
Global highlights. Dec '64:7  
Sings of a new Reformation. Apr '65:15  
(1965 schedule) Exercising man's mental muscles. Apr '65:28  
Global highlights. Oct '65:5  
(1966 schedule) When laymen explore their faith. Mar '66:28  
Depth study in a lay academy. Sep '66:14  
Educational meat, not pablum. Sep '66:15  
Women on world highways. Apr'68:30
World events. May'69:32
In brief. Jul'69:39        Apr'70:43        Oct'70:42
World events. Jun'73:37

LAY WITNESS MISSION
Lay witness mission comes to us. Dec'71:18
Three short days. Dec'71:19

LAYE, MARY E., -1922
(death) Oct'22:55

Layfield, Jerome
I affirm. Apr'67:13

LAYMAN, CHARLES M
(photo) Jul'72:47

LAYMAN, MARVIN
(photo) Jun'46:4

LAYMAN COMPANY
Waiting half a century for encouragement. Feb'21:11
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
Free tithing literature. Feb'24:41
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
Free tithing literature.
Tithing literature at less than cost. Mar'28:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
A way to financial freedom. Jan'30:57
The threshold. Mar'41:2

LAYMAN'S ADVISORY COMMISSION
Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8

THE LAYMAN'S BIBLE COMMENTARY
Book chat. Dec'59:42        Dec'60:42
New books. May'68:37

THE LAYMAN'S PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT
New books. Jan'71:44

LAYMEN
See LAITY

LAYMEN OVERSEAS
A different kind of missionary. Apr'73:16

LAYMEN'S INQUIRY INTO FOREIGN MISSIONS
See also
HOCKING, WILLIAM EARNEST. RE-THINKING MISSIONS
Re-thinking missions. Jan'33:3
The laymen's foreign missions inquiry. Jan'33:7
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
Education east and west. Feb'33:13
Measured by the laymen's yardstick. Mar'33:9
Disciples and the laymen's report. Apr'33:19
The Christian mission and other faiths. May'33:19
Shall we wait for super-missionaries? Jul'33:22
The laymen's challenge. Oct'33:11
Speaking of books. Jan'34:41
The threshold. Apr'34:2
Book chat. Jun'34:5

LAYMEN'S LEAGUE OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
The threshold. Jan'37:2

LAYMEN'S MISSIONARY MOVEMENT
Summer converences. Jul'19:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
The threshold. Apr'35:2       Jan'41:4       Oct'43:2
Men and missions. Nov'43:34
LAYMON, CHARLES M. CHRIST IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
   Book chat. May'59:26
LAYMON, CHARLES M. INTERNATIONAL LESSON ANNUAL, 1956
   Book chat. Nov'55:14
LAYMON, CHARLES M. THE MESSAGE OF THE BIBLE
   Book chat. May'60:22
Layne, Bertie MacDonald
   Youth and world mission.
   Nov'64:39        Apr'65:40        Dec'65:38        Jul'66:38
   Dec'64:40        May'65:39        Jan'66:38        Sep'66:38
   Jan'65:40        Jun'65:40        Feb'66:38        Dec'66:33
   Mar'65:40        Nov'65:38
   Youth and the world mission.
   Sep'67:37        Jan'68:31        Apr'68:33        Jul'68:32
LAYNE, BERTIE MACDONALD
   News room. Sep'64:48
   Youth and world mission (photo) Oct'64:42
   Disciples in the news. Oct'68:8
LAYNE, BERTIE MacDonald. KEYS TO MANY DOORS
LAYSICO, (married to Catalino Laysico)
   (photo) Jun'69:40
LAYSICO, CATALINO
   (photo) Jan'51:25        Mar'51:36
   News room (photo) Jul'51:39
   Church of the loving heart. Jun'69:41 (photo p. 40)
LAYTON, KAY
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
LAYTON, MAYME GARNER
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
LAZARETH, WILLIAM. RIGHTEOUSNESS AND SOCIETY
   New books. Feb'68:38
LAZARSFIELD, PAUL F. THE ACADEMIC MIND
   Social trends. Jun'59:16
LAZARUS, IYAMBE
   What others are doing. Oct'33:41
Lazenby, Herbert C
   Theology of age. Dec'69:16
LAZENBY, HERBERT C
   (photo) Dec'69:16
LAZONDER, RENE
   The man from I.C.Y.E. (photo) Nov'66:32
"LAZY HARRY, WILL YOU GET UP?" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Nov'65:40
LEA, ROBERT
   (photo) Sep'47:13
LEACH, (married to Ed Leach)
   The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6
LEACH, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 1887-1961
   (married to Clara Belle Leach)
   Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
   (photo) Sep'54:38
LEACH, BERTHA
Memorium. Nov'35:39

LEACH, CELINA
(photo) Sep'21:14

LEACH, COLENA NAOMI
(photo) Nov'22:41 Jun'23:47

Leach, Corl A., -1960
People--asset or liability? Oct'51:24
A grand job. Nov'51:21
The minister--his family and his church. Sep'53:14
A layman looks at missions. Mar'56:7

LEACH, CORL A., -1960
(photo) Oct'51:24 Sep'53:14
They advance Christian action (photo) Jul'55:16
(photo) Mar'56:8
(death) News room. Jun'60:42

Leach, Helen T
From Croton to everywhere. Oct'32:18

Leach, Henry Philip Dutson, 1889-
(married to Hilma Janet Lind Leach)
Throught the heart of Paraguay. Apr'24:34
Building our church in Paraguay. Oct'25:20

LEACH, HENRY PHILIP DUTSON, 1889-
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Aug'20:48
(photo) Sep'21:14
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62
Losses to our missionaries. Mar'23:45
(death of son) Dec'23:64
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Global highways (photo) Apr'67:5

LEACH, HENRY PHILIP DUTSON. IT HAPPENED IN PARAGUAY
Speaking of books. May'26:52

Leach, Hilma Janet Lind, 1889-
(married to Henry Philip Dutson Leach)
The women of Paraguay. Apr'23:24

LEACH, HILMA JANET LIND, 1889-
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Aug'20:48
(photo) Sep'21:14
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:57
(death of son) Dec'23:64
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53

LEACH, HILMA JANET LIND. IT HAPPENED IN PARAGUAY
Speaking of books. May'26:52
Watching Manuel grow. Nov'27:53

LEACH, JANET AGNES
(birth) Jun'24:64

LEACH, JOHN DUTSON
(birth) Nov'22:41
(photo) Jun'23:47
(death) Dec'23:64
(death) Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Leach, Kent
Pastoral unities bring a new day. Nov'59:16

LEACH, LYDIA
In memoriam. May'41:39

LEACH, MARY, -1943
In memoriam. Jan'44:33

Leach, Muriel Watkins (married to Robert H. Leach)
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
For adult mission study.
Apr'55:36 Jul'55:36 Oct'55:34
Jun'55:38 Sep'55:36 Nov'55:34

LEACH, MURIEL WATKINS
Changes in national leadership. Jun'52:26
(marriage) News room. Jun'55:42

LEACH, PHYLLIS ANNA

LEACH, ROBERT H (married to Muriel Watkins Leach)
(marriage) News room. Jun'55:42
News room. Dec'58:34

LEACH, WILLIAM HARVEY
Classroom and campus. Dec'47:29

LEACH, WILLIAM H. THE MAKING OF THE MINISTER
Book chat. Nov'38:33

LEACH, WILLIAM H. TOWARD A MORE EFFICIENT CHURCH
Book chat. Sep'48:44

LEACCHMAN, ("GRANDMA")
(death) Apr'25:51

LEACOCK, BERTHA
See
BEAUCHAMP, BERTHA

LEAD ON, O KING ETERNAL (HYMN)
Lead on, O King Eternal. Jan'28:16

LEADERSHIP AND EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT FOR PHOENIX
Youth and the world mission. Mar'68:32

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
The new emphasis on training of leadership. Jul'20:20
Bible study. Jul'20:34
Feb'21:47
Leadership training and school of methods, Southern
The Church's R.O.T.C. Nov'27:8
Bargains in leadership training. Nov'28:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42
Good but dumb. Nov'29:8
Leadership. Oct'32:4
An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:8
220,960 hours of training... Nov'32:45
His peculiar situation. Nov'33:18
Study classes in the local church. Dec'33:41
A new venture. Oct'35:9
Groundwork in leadership training. Nov'35:5
School for Town and Country church workers. May'36:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39
Projects to help local churches. Sep'43:38
Enlisting and training new leaders. May'46:44
How leaders are made. Nov'47:10
Women and world highways. May'50:26
Preparing leaders for the total church life. Jan'61:17
Trained leaders for a growing church in India. Mar'64:18
Global highlights. Jan'65:7
The new breed of church leadership. May'65:23
A look at leadership. Jun'65:30
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
A look at church school leadership. Nov'65:14
Thank you! Mar'66:23
Ten do's for leaders. Dec'68:50
Some reflections concerning leadership. Jan'71:9
World events. Sep'73:40

LEAF, KATHRYN
Transforming migrants into individuals (photo) Oct'48:29

LEAGUE AGAINST RELIGION COMPULSION (ISRAEL)
Global highlights. Apr'64:4

LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45

LEAGUE FOR INTERRELIGIOUS GOOD WILL
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45

LEAGUE OF EVANGELICAL WOMEN
See

LIGA NACIONAL DE MUJERES EVANGELICAS

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
America dares. Jul'19:3
The witness bearing of the church to the nations. Aug'19:8
The League and missions. Mar'29:20
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:33
Listening in on the world.
Mar'30:26 Dec'31:20 Apr'32:24
Nov'30:20 Mar'32:21
The President and the League. Feb'34:4
America, help us make peace. Feb'35:13
No Alsace-Lorraine wanted. Apr'35:32
Congratulating the League? Sep'35:4
Democracy and the League. Feb'36:3
Who killed the League...? Jul'36:4
The right beginning. Jun'46:46

LEAGUE OF ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
...Disciples of Christ. Sep'38:14

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
In brief. Jul'69:39

LEAKE, (married to Ervin F. Leake)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34 Nov'39:34
News room. Mar'44:34
Leake, Ervin F., 1899-1957
The way of the burning heart. Feb'30:7

LEAKE, ERVIN F., 1899-1957
(photo) Apr'23:28 Mar'24:43
Leake, Gladys
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jun'40:38
Leakey, Emily
An optimist. Sep'34:1

LEAMON, (married to Ellsworth Leamon)
(photo) Sep'46:27
LEAMON, DOROTHY
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52
Leamon, Edras
A Montana school "marm." Mar'29:37

LEAMON, EDRAS
(photo) Mar'29:37
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:36

LEAMON, ELLSWORTH
(photo) Sep'46:27

LEAMON, JUDY
(photo) Sep'46:27

LEARD, G. EARL. THIS IS SOUTHERN ASIA
Read about India! Dec'63:41

LEARNED, GRACE W. UTTER, 1896-
(married to Willard Francis Learned)
(photo) Oct'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Oct'26:21
A mother of missionaries. Jan'27:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51

LEARNED, ROBERT EUGENE
(birth) Sep'28:47

LEARNED, SARAH JOSEPHINE, -1956
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

LEARNED, WILLARD F., -1926
(death) Station U.C.M.S. broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(death) Aug'26:63
(death) A very great sorrow. Dec'26:61

Learned, Willard Francis, 1897-
(married to Grace W. Utter Learned)
Annual conference of Congo mission. Jul'24:39
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
I didn't know that. Apr'40:14

LEARNED, WILLARD FRANCIS, 1897-
(photo) Aug'23:12 Oct'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57 Nov'29:51
(photo) Nov'38:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
News room. Nov'42:34
Circulation corner. Dec'44:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30 Mar'63:34

LEATH, J M
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33

LEATH, MARTHA JEAN
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'45:30

LEATHERWOOD, EDNA LESLIE, 1891?-1968
In memoriam. Sep'68:42

LEATHERWOOD, ELIZABETH SETTLE CALDWELL
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'24:57

LEATHERWOOD, ERNEST COLVIN
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'24:57

LEAVITT, (MRS. J. S.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
News room. Oct'40:34
LEAVITT, LINDEN G., 1895-1968
   College notes and news. Dec'40:30
   In memoriam. Sep'68:42
LEAVITT, ROSAMOND H
   Global highlights. Mar'51:2
LEBANON
   The world team. Feb'25:7
   Women and world highways. Feb'55:33
   Global highlights. Mar'59:8 Jun'59:6
   Our visit in Ouadi Shahour. Jul'66:28
LEBANON, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
   Church School of Missions at Lebanon, Indiana. May'19:39
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:4
   Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49
LEBANON, KANSAS. OAK CREEK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Where the leaven works. Apr'25:42
LEBANON, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48
LEBANON, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of parsonage) Jun'42:1
   The church and the preacher's home (photo of parsonage)
   Jul'42:23
   Indiana, Oregon churches enter EHP. Apr'58:48
LEBARIEN, WARREN, -1931
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
LeBEAU, BERTHE H
   (photo) Apr'43:33
LEBER, CHARLES TUDOR, 1898-
   It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
LEBER, CHARLES TUDOR. THE UNCONQUERABLES
   Book chat. May'43:25
LEBER, CHARLES TUDOR. WORLD FAITH IN ACTION
   Book chat. Jun'51:22
LECKY, ROBERT S. CAN THESE BONES LIVE?
   New books. Jul'70:28
LeCOQ, JOHN P., 1883-
   (photo) Jan'21:6
LEDBETTER, CARL SCOTIUS, 1910-
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:34
LEDDINGHAM, BELLE C C
   Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
Ledger, Joan
   Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
LEDGER, JOAN
   News room. Dec'60:34
   quoted. Disciple voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:24
   News room. Jul'62:36
LEDGERWOOD, LOIS
   Here and there... Mar'48:48
LEDIARD, GRACE M., -1958 (married to James Lediard)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
   (photo) Jul'41:2
   News room. Nov'53:47
   (death) News room. Jun'58:34
LEDIARD, HERBERT
   (death) News room. May'43:34
LEDIARD, MARY FRANCES

See

DOAN, MARY FRANCES LEDIARD

Ledig, Elizabeth L

Return (poem) Dec'33:40

LEE, (married to Allen Wren Lee)

(photo) Dec'73:44

LEE, (married to Edgar D. Lee)

(photo) Jan'21:11

Diamond Jubilee at Christian College. Sep'26:60

LEE, (married to Lee Hou-Fu)

(photo) Jan'28:17

Three deep bows to Lee Hou-Fu (photo) Jul'36:28

LEE, (married to J. Wesley Lee)

In memoriam. Jun'45:33

LEE, (married to James E. Lee)

Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42

Lee, (married to Ulysses Lee)

Letters. Feb'70:34

LEE, ALEXANDER

News notes from Chuchow. Oct'19:52

Programs for young people. Mar'33:37

Lee, Allan Wren, 1924-

The man form I.C.Y.E. Nov'66:32

Heifers, pigs and Pablo. Jul'68:41

Ecumenical adventure in Fiji. May'71:40

World Convention plans for the summer of '74. Jan'73:19

LEE, ALLAN WREN, 1924-

(photo) Nov'66:32

World events. Sep'71:39

The scene. Nov'71:44

(photo) Jan'73:20

World events. Feb'73:38

LEE, ALMIRA

(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44

LEE, BERTHA, -1961

In memoriam. Jun'61:39

LEE, CARLTON L

Global highlights (photo) Nov'53:2

(photo) Feb'55:19

Lee, Charles Otis

Statement about Flanner House. Sep'19:64

Prohibition among the negroes. Feb'21:30

The Flanner House. May'21:11

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:59

Where washing is a science. Jul'24:36

The first Interracial Conference. May'25:14

The church and the new society. Jan'35:12

LEE, CHARLES OTIS

Notes. Mar'19:61

(photo) Mar'24:54

(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47

Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44

Esther Haggard Lee. Jul'28:31

LEE CHO-WU


Catching up on China news. Apr'40:47

38
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:16
(photo) Jun'45:20
quoted. Work continues under difficulties. Oct'45:38

LEE, DUAET W
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30

Lee, Edgar Desmond, 1880-
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:25
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:9

LEE, EDGAR DESMOND, 1880-
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Oct'24:52 Dec'25:42 Jan'27:53
Jul'25:50 Aug'26:55 Feb'27:59
College head for 19 years has retired. Oct'20:64
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:29
Diamond Jubilee at Christian College. Sep'26:60
(poto) Jan'27:25
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'30:32 Sep'30:18
(photo no. 4) Jan'31:25,24

LEE, EDWIN F
The threshold. Jul'44:2

Lee, Elizabeth Meredith
Jorgelina's cornerstone. Oct'51:28

LEE, ELIZABETH MEREDITH. HE WEARS ORCHIDS
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40

LEE, ESTHER MARGARET HAGGARD, -1928
(photo) Jun'21:6
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Nov'21:57
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
(death) Esther Haggard Lee. Jul'28:31

LEE, ESTHER MARGARET HAGGARD. THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD
Book chat. Nov'57:38

Lee, Eugene
Not just tomorrow. Jul'63:33

LEE, EUGENE
(photo) Jul'63:33

LEE, F N
(photo) Jun'51:18

Lee, Florence
Business girls' circle. Jun'27:44

LEE, FRANK
In brief (photo) Jul'71:43

LEE, FRED
(photo) Jan'26:31

LEE, FREDERICK E
Jan'19:54

LEE, GEORGE C
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30

LEE GWAY GWANG
Lee Gway Gwang (photo) Aug'22:36
(photo) Mar'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:60 Dec'23:50
Hard at work en route. Jul'24:38
A full evangelistic program in Batang. Nov'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:58
(photo) Feb'25:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50 Oct'30:39
News room. Sep'40:34
LEE GWAY YUIN
(photo) Feb'25:17
A story from life (photo) Dec'28:10
Lee Hou-Fu
And yet we're happy! Jan'28:17
LEE HOU-FU
(photo) Jan'28:17
We delight to honor. Dec'32:suppl:2
Three deep bows to Lee Hou-Fu (photo) Jul'36:28
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
Lee, J Oscar
The churches and human rights. Jul'52:13
LEE, J OSCAR
(photo) Jul'52:13
Global highlights. Mar'57:5
Racial tension--a world-wide problem. Jul'57:40
LEE, JIM
Youth and missions. Apr'53:37
Lee, John K
See Li Kwan-kwoh
LEE, KAY
Youth and missions (photo) Jan'53:35
LEE KWAN-KWOH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
LEE KWAN-MING
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
LEE, L E
(photo) Mar'24:23
LEE, MARY HARNED, -1957
In memoriam. Jul'57:42
LEE, MOLLIE
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
LEE, NANNIE HIGHLAND, -1960
In memoriam. Apr'60:37
LEE, ORA
In memoriam. Feb'34:39
LEE, OTTO D
quoted. Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
LEE, PAUL R
(photo) Mar'39:32
LEE, ROBERT. RELIGION AND LEISURE IN AMERICA
New books. Sep'64:42
LEE, ROBERT. THE SOCIAL SOURCES OF CHURCH UNITY
Book chat. Sep'60:22
LEE, ROBERT E. POOPCORN AND PARABLE
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
LEE SHUI-DJI
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39
LEE, TRAVIS
In brief (photo) Mar'71:40
LEE, UMPHREY. THE HISTORIC CHURCH AND MODERN PACIFISM
Book chat. Jul'43:16
LEE, UMPHREY. JOHN WESLEY AND MODERN RELIGIONS
Book chat. Nov'36:16
LEE, UMPHREY, RENDER UNTO THE PEOPLE
Book chat. Nov'47:42
LEE, WILLIAM
Birg brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:34
LEE, WYATT
Disciples study Spanish in Costa Rica (photo) Nov'52:24
Lee, Y C
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:39
LEE, Y C
(photo) Mar'23:39 Apr'23:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Adventureing for God in Tibet. Feb'25:17
Lee Yao-Tung
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49
LEE YAO-TUNG, -1940
quoted. A sheaf of prayers. Apr'33:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:40
(death) News room. Apr'41:34
LEECE, GIFFORD V
Classroom and campus. Mar'64:34 Jun'68:34
LEECH, MARGARET. REVEILLE IN WASHINGTON, 1860-1865
Book chat. Nov'41:23
LEEN, CONNIE
See
SLY, CONNIE LEEN
LEEN, DOROTHY
See
DUGAN, DOROTHY LEEN
Lee, Fanny, 1907?-1989 (married to Theodore R. Leen)
Women and world highways. Sep'51:31
LEEEN, FANNY, 1907?-1989
News room (photo) May'51:38
News room. Oct'54:38
Lee, Theodore R., 1908- (married to Fanny Leen)
A Disciples chaplain speaks. Feb'43:16
"Thy Kindom come." Feb'51:20
LEEN, THEODORE R., 1908-
(photo) Feb'44:35
Global highlights (photo) Jul'50:2
(photo) Feb'51:21
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3
News room. Oct'52:45
Evangelism, our "main business." (photo) Feb'53:7
News room. Dec'53:30 Oct'54:38
LEEPER, JOHN R
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37
LEES, HARRY W
(photo) Nov'25:29
LEESON, MABEL
In memorium. Feb'40:39
LEET, LaVERE OLAN, 1902-198? (married to Nola L. Leet)
The threshold. Jan'40:2
LEET, S B  
(photo) Jun'25:44
LeFAVOR, MALVINA  
Memorium. May'36:39
LEFEVER, C. H.  
Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:6
LEFFERS, ROBERT, JR.  
Classroom and campus (photo) May'59:35
LEFTWICH, (married to Lacey Lee Leftwich)  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:42  
(photo) Nov'47:13
LEFTWICH, LACEY LEE, 1897-1984  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:42  
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32  
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6  
(photo) Mar'39:32  
College notes. Nov'39:32  
Classroom and campus.  
Oct'42:32 Nov'44:24 (photo) May'64:36
LeGallienne, Richard  
Illusions of war (poem) Jul'26:6  
War (poem) Jul'35:48
LEGER, PAUL EMILE  
Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:6
LEGGE, MARY PLEASANT, 1886-1954  
In memoriam. Jun'54:37
LEGGET, BETTY  
See
LEGG, ELIZABETH E. CULP
Legg, Della G  
See Hurd, Della G. Legg
Legg, Donald O., 1916- (married to Betty Legg)  
Youth will ask about religion. May'53:14
LEGG, DONALD O., 1916-  
(photo) Mar'39:32  
(ordination) College activities. Jun'39:31  
News room. Oct'51:43 Sep'56:30  
Hawaii--crossroads of the Pacific. Oct'58:28  
News room. Feb'61:34  
World Calling... Jan'64:10  
Disciples in the news (photo) Jun'68:8
LEGGE, ELIZABETH E. CULP, "BETTY" 1917-1990  
(married to Donald O. Legg)  
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'59:35
LEGGE, MARY PLEASANT, -1954  
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
LEGGETT, (married to Frank Leggett)  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'58:7
LEGGETT, FLOYD A., 1910-1987  
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31
LEGGETT, FRANK  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'58:7
LEGGETT, JAMES LLEWELLYN, 1886-  
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
LEGGETT, JOHN F., 1881-1936  
(photo) Jul'22:46
LEGION OF DECENCY
LeGRAND, JOHN H., 1886-
- Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62
- John H. LeGrand (photo) Dec'23:38
LeGRAND, RAYMOND
- Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:31
LEHIGH ACRES, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
- New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45
LEHMAN, (MRS. R. G.)
- In memoriam. Jul'30:41
LEHMAN, BETTY
- (photo) May'39:17
LEHMAN, ETHEL LEEPER
- A martyr of Christian education. May'23:18
- Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32
Lehman, Ethie Burlingame, 1866-1953 (married to Joel Baer Lehman)
- Tell 'em we're rising. May'24:18
- Easter and self-denial in home missions. May'32:43
- A missionary story with consequences reaching two ways. Dec'32:46
LEHMAN, ETHIE BURLINGAME, 1866-1953
- The race problem solved! (photo) May'22:2
- An adventure for God (photo) Aug'26:54
- (photo) Oct'27:14 Apr'28:36 Apr'29:20
- Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
- Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lehman honored (photo) Dec'40:28
- The dedication of Lehman Hall (photo) Nov'41:33
- A tribute to former President Lehman (photo) Feb'43:28
- (death) News room. Jun'53:42
LEHMAN, H. T. HERALDS OF THE GOSPEL
- Book chat. Sep'53:41
LEHMAN, HARRY
- Global highlights (photo) Dec'65:6
LEHMAN, IRVIN L
- (photo) Dec'24:34
Lehman, James
- Letters. Jan'72:4
Lehman, Joel Baer, 1866-1942 (married to Ethel Burlingame Lehman)
- Notes from the negro work. Feb'19:44
- Clayton Chaney Smith. Mar'19:28
- As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:31
- A man who achieved. Aug'22:22
- The work among the negroes in light of the future. Mar'23:50
- Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50
- Looking over half a century. Sep'25:6
- Speaking of books. Feb'27:42
- Missionary giving in the church at Southern Christian Institute. Apr'27:54
- Building to serve. Jan'28:38
- What our negro work paid? Apr'29:20
- At last--a model church! Apr'29:20
- What one school has given the world. Jan'30:23
- A missionary story with consequences reaching two ways. Dec'32:46
- Must we also move out of God's way? May'34:21
Patrick Henry Moss. Mar'35:27

LEHMAN, JOEL BAER, 1866-1942
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:41
The race problem solved (photo) May'22:2
Holding the fort. Jul'23:47
(phos) Mar'24:20,34 Sep'26:6
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
An adventure for God (photo) Aug'26:54
(photo) Oct'27:14 Apr'28:36
Our reading (photo) Aug'28:41
(photo) Apr'29:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
Clearing the way for the advance of a race. May'31:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
(photo) Jul'32:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Through the years. Sep'33:38
Last minute notes. Apr'35:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40 Apr'36:40
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lehman honored (photo) Dec'40:28
The dedication of Lehman Hall (photo) Nov'41:33
A tribute to former President Lehman (photo) Feb'43:28
(death) News room. Feb'43:34
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:11 (photo p. 9)
(photo) Nov'49:30
quoted. Pioneer voices # 2 (photo) Apr'63:23
Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:14

LEHMAN, KARLE ROSS
(photo) Jul'23:8
LEHMAN, LEILA NETZ, -1962
Lehman, Lois Alberta, 1897-1977
Learning to be neighborly. Sep'24:56
Grape juice only. Dec'25:61
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:49
LEHMAN, LOIS ALBERTA, 1897-1977
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Changing posts in Japan. Mar'24:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53 Apr'28:39
Lehman, Louis Oliver, 1877-1923
Capturing young life for the Kingdom. Apr'23:10
What is at stake in the Endowment Campaign? May'23:inside front cover
LEHMAN, LOUIS OLIVER, 1877-1923
(photo) Jan'21:14
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
Work of our colleges.
Mar'23:51 May'23:52
Death of President Lehman of Eureka. Apr'23:55
(photo) May'23:inside front cover
A martyr of Christian education. May'23:18
LEHMAN, PAUL, FORGIVENESS
Book chat. Feb'41:25
LEHMAN, PAUL BURTON
(photo) Jul'23:8
Lehmer, Eunice Mitchell
Armistice (poem) Nov'35:2

LEHR, (MRS. JOSEPH)
(death) Jul'24:53

LEICESTER, ENGLAND
What's doing in England. Feb'28:29
Social trends abroad. Jun'49:20

LEIFFER, MURRAY H. CITY AND CHURCH IN TRANSITION
Books about the city. Jul'38:32

LEIFFER, MURRAY H. IN THAT CASE
Book chat. Mar'39:22

LEIGHTON, quoted. The last page. Mar'43:48

LEINBACH, JOSEPH N
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32

LEINBACH, PAUL S
(death) The threshold. Feb'42:2

LEINS, JAMES F
Classroom and campus. Mar'58:34

Leiper, Henry Smith, 1891-
The state of the church.

| Apr'42:29 | Sep'42:34 | May'43:30 | May'43:29 |
| May'42:31 | Oct'42:29 | Feb'43:31 |

Norwegian clergy fight new youth order. May'42:46
Refugee pastors. Oct'42:27
Echoes from everywhere.

| Oct'43:38 | Student relief activities. |
| Apr'42:29 | Sep'42:34 | Jan'43:30 | May'43:29 |
| Mar'42:27 | Jul'42:29 | Dec'43:29 | Apr'43:27 |

I was in prison and ye came unto me! Jan'44:36
Evangelism theme of free China campaigns. Jan'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:32
For a time as this. Mar'44:13
The outlook for Christianity in India. Apr'47:10

LEIPER, HENRY SMITH, 1891-
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:26
(photo) Oct'37:4
These come to Denver (photo) Sep'38:9
Women and world highways. Sep'38:35
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12

| Feb'42:28 | May'42:31 | Sep'42:34 | Feb'43:31 |
| Apr'42:29 | Jul'42:29 | Jan'43:30 | May'43:29 |

quoted. The threshold. Jun'43:2
quoted. News room. Dec'43:32
quoted. The threshold. Mar'44:2
(photo) Mar'44:13
quoted. The threshold. Dec'44:2
The threshold. Jun'45:2 (photo) Jul'45:2
Immediate aid needed for India (photo) Oct'46:20
Study Conferences for Amsterday Assembly (photo) Jun'48:31
The Dutch church spoke. Feb'49:6
Crusade progress (photo) Mar'49:26
LEMMON, ALLEAN

See

HALE, ALLEAN LEMMON

Lemmon, Clarence Eugene, 1888-1963

(married to Constance Lurena Harlan Lemmon)

Book chat. (Appeared in every issue from Oct'33 - Jun'63 with the exception of May'43. Consult the table of contents in each issue for the page number)

The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:25
An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39
Frozen credits and thawing churches. Aug'21:14
Our obligation to the teachers and the taught. Nov'21:24
An educational foundation in the local church. Nov'22:31
The tribute of his pastor. Jun'23:6
Robert H. Stockton. Nov'23:26
Why Peter succeeded and Paul failed. Feb'24:14
Charles Elliott Cobbey--a tribute. Nov'25:35
The autobiography of a shock. May'27:5
The case for benevolence. Dec'31:5
Politics... Aug'32:15
A chat about books by Disciples. Feb'33:11
Book chat. Mar'33:15 Apr'33:12
America faces the future. May'33:10
Twentieth Century saints. Jun'33:11
What young preachers read. Jul'33:20
Men of books. Sep'33:11
Disciples books of 1934. Jan'35:11
Our new editor. Apr'35:13
Books for today. Sep'35:46
Beyond statistics. May'37:18
Christian's new president. Mar'38:6
Book reviews. Jan'39:52
The long road to Utopia. Nov'43:19
Reorganizing our ideals. Oct'44:5
The hour cometh. Nov'44:13
What the local church expects of the college. Jan'46:12
The Hoover Lectures. Jan'47:19
Appraisals of foreign missions. May'47:22
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8
Our responsibility is to act. Jun'57:28
Around the world in forty years. Jan'59:11
Does patriotism need religion? Jul'59:21
Will our nation bypass the church? Dec'61:18

LEMMON, CLARENCE EUGENE, 1888-1963

(married to Constance Lurena Harlan Lemmon)

Book chat. (Appeared in every issue from Oct'33 - Jun'63 with the exception of May'43. Consult the table of contents in each issue for the page number)

The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:25
An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39
Frozen credits and thawing churches. Aug'21:14
Our obligation to the teachers and the taught. Nov'21:24
An educational foundation in the local church. Nov'22:31
The tribute of his pastor. Jun'23:6
Robert H. Stockton. Nov'23:26
Why Peter succeeded and Paul failed. Feb'24:14
Charles Elliott Cobbey--a tribute. Nov'25:35
The autobiography of a shock. May'27:5
The case for benevolence. Dec'31:5
Politics... Aug'32:15
A chat about books by Disciples. Feb'33:11
Book chat. Mar'33:15 Apr'33:12
America faces the future. May'33:10
Twentieth Century saints. Jun'33:11
What young preachers read. Jul'33:20
Men of books. Sep'33:11
Disciples books of 1934. Jan'35:11
Our new editor. Apr'35:13
Books for today. Sep'35:46
Beyond statistics. May'37:18
Christian's new president. Mar'38:6
Book reviews. Jan'39:52
The long road to Utopia. Nov'43:19
Reorganizing our ideals. Oct'44:5
The hour cometh. Nov'44:13
What the local church expects of the college. Jan'46:12
The Hoover Lectures. Jan'47:19
Appraisals of foreign missions. May'47:22
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8
Our responsibility is to act. Jun'57:28
Around the world in forty years. Jan'59:11
Does patriotism need religion? Jul'59:21
Will our nation bypass the church? Dec'61:18

LEMMON, CLARENCE EUGENE, 1888-1963

(married to Constance Lurena Harlan Lemmon)

Book chat. (Appeared in every issue from Oct'33 - Jun'63 with the exception of May'43. Consult the table of contents in each issue for the page number)

The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:25
An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39
Frozen credits and thawing churches. Aug'21:14
Our obligation to the teachers and the taught. Nov'21:24
An educational foundation in the local church. Nov'22:31
The tribute of his pastor. Jun'23:6
Robert H. Stockton. Nov'23:26
Why Peter succeeded and Paul failed. Feb'24:14
Charles Elliott Cobbey--a tribute. Nov'25:35
The autobiography of a shock. May'27:5
The case for benevolence. Dec'31:5
Politics... Aug'32:15
A chat about books by Disciples. Feb'33:11
Book chat. Mar'33:15 Apr'33:12
America faces the future. May'33:10
Twentieth Century saints. Jun'33:11
What young preachers read. Jul'33:20
Men of books. Sep'33:11
Disciples books of 1934. Jan'35:11
Our new editor. Apr'35:13
Books for today. Sep'35:46
Beyond statistics. May'37:18
Christian's new president. Mar'38:6
Book reviews. Jan'39:52
The long road to Utopia. Nov'43:19
Reorganizing our ideals. Oct'44:5
The hour cometh. Nov'44:13
What the local church expects of the college. Jan'46:12
The Hoover Lectures. Jan'47:19
Appraisals of foreign missions. May'47:22
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8
Our responsibility is to act. Jun'57:28
Around the world in forty years. Jan'59:11
Does patriotism need religion? Jul'59:21
Will our nation bypass the church? Dec'61:18
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep'36:24</td>
<td>Oct'37:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'37:18</td>
<td>Dec'37:28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'37:2,34</td>
<td>Feb'38:24,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'37:20</td>
<td>Mar'38:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'37:9</td>
<td>Apr'38:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'37:2</td>
<td>May'38:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'37:26</td>
<td>Jul'38:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep'37:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The threshold (photo) Sep'42:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Jan'43:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The threshold. Mar'43:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Jun'43:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day by day story of the Drake Conference (photo) Mar'44:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Nov'44:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chautauqua 1945 season. Jul'45:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Jan'46:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News room. Jul'50:42    Feb'51:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classroom and campus. Apr'51:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News room. Jan'53:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global highlights (photo) Jun'23:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Jan'59:11    Jul'59:front cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The cover. Jul'59:inside front cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A new church for Columbia. Jul'59:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heritage and destiny at Kansas City. Sep'61:25 (photo p. 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News room. Oct'62:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribute to two Christians. Sep'63:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>About &quot;book chat.&quot; Sep'63:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(death) News room. Dec'63:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New books. Sep'64:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A giant of his generation (photos) May'66:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Jan'69:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMMON, CLARENCE E. PREACHING ON NEW TESTAMENT THEMES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>News books. Mar'65:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMMON, CLARENCE E. PREACHING ON OLD TESTAMENT THEMES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>Books of interest. Jul'63:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News books. Mar'65:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMMON, CLARENCE E. RELIGION HELPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun'42:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMMON, CONSTANCE LURENA HARLAN, 1887-1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(married to Clarence E. Lemmon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(photo) Oct'22:7</td>
<td>Jan'27:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The threshold (photo) Sep'42:2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(photo) Nov'42:34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global highlights (photo) Jul'55:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In memoriam. Nov'72:46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMMON, DAISY HOLMES, 1875-1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(married to Waldo Nathaniel Lemmon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(death of son) Sep'23:54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News room. Mar'44:34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMMON, GRACE NAVIN (married to John Cameron Lemmon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(marriage) News room. Apr'46:32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEMMON, HALLIE
See
LEMMON, HALLIE

LEMMON, HAZEL SCOTT BAXTER, -1969
(married to Neil H. Baxter)
(married to Robert Lemmon)
(photo) Oct'21:47
College of Mission Commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Sailing this summer (photo) Jul'23:34
(marriage) News room. Jul'61:36
In memoriam. Jan'70:43

LEMMON, JOHN CAMERON, 1923-
(married to Grace Navin Lemmon)
(birth) Feb'24:63
In the barefoot republic (photo) Apr'26:55
(photo) Jun'31:40
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:6
(marriage) News room. Apr'46:32

LEMMON, JOHN DANIEL, 1860-1946
(death) News room. Oct'46:38

LEMMON, MARIA LUSIA ARNEJO (married to Robert B. Lemmon)
(marriage) In brief. Jan'72:39

LEMMON, MARTHA ELLEN
(birth) Jun'26:64
(photo) Jun'31:40
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:6

LEMMON, MARY
(photo) Nov'37:17

LEMMON, MARY E
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56

Lemmon, Mary Hilton, 1890-1959 (married to Robert B. Lemmon)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:39

LEMMON, MARY HILTON, 1890-1959
Notes. Feb'19:49
(photo) Aug'19:37
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53 May'21:64
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
(photo) Aug'21:31 Apr'26:49 Jun'28:44
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Feb'38:30 Jun'38:42 Jun'39:34
    May'38:34 Nov'38:34
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. Sep'44:28 Mar'46:38 Jun'46:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
News room. Mar'51:47
Twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. Jan'56:46
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'57:31
They lived out their dreams (photo) Oct'57:28
(death) News room. Oct'59:34

Lemmon, Robert Bruce, 1891- 1985
(married to Mary Hilton Lemmon, 1915)
(married to Hazel Scott Baxter Lemmon, 1961)
(married to Maria Lusia Arnejo Lemmon, 1971)
Boundless opportunities. Sep'19:43
Christmas in the summertime. Apr'24:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:60
The church service in Asuncion. Oct'36:44
Open doors to friendship. Mar'39:18
Echoes from everywhere.
Controversy and unrest in Paraguay. Dec'46:20
Echoes from everywhere.
  Sep'49:36  Jun'50:38,47  Jul'52:47
Priest is Disciple. Oct'55:42
Colegio Internacional. Jun'56:47
LEMMON, ROBERT BRUCE, 1891-1985
Notes. Feb'19:49
  (photo) Aug'19:37
Notes. Nov'19:63
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
  (photo) Aug'21:31
They sleep—and call. Mar'22:6
  (photo) Jun'23:21  Oct'23:27  Apr'26:49
In the barefoot republic (photo) Apr'26:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
  (photo) Jun'28:44
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
  (photo) Jun'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30  Feb'39:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
Unusual experiences. Jul'40:43
News room.
  Mar'42:43  Sep'44:28  Jan'45:30  Mar'46:38
  (photo) Apr'46:4
News room. Jun'46:34  Dec'50:32
Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers. Jan'52:26
Paraguayan mission after 33 years. Mar'52:8
Christians with aching backs (photos) Dec'55:22
News room. Jun'56:42
Twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. Jan'56:46
Anniversary in Argentina (photo) Jul'56:29
They lived out their dreams (photo) Oct'57:28
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:5
Return to Paraguay (photo) Jul'60:31
(marriage to Maria Luisa Arnejo Lemmon) In brief. Jan'72:39
LEMNON, ROBERT HILTON, 1921-
  (birth)  Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
  (photo) Jun'31:40
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:6
LEMNON, ROBERT R
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
LEMNON, THERESA
  From the Philippines. Jul'28:47
Lemmon, Waldo Nathaniel, 1872-1944
  (married to Daisy Holmes Lemmon)
Medical missions among Filipino children. Jun'20:31
LEMNON, WALDO NATHANIEL, 1872-1944
Notes. Mar'19:61  Apr'19:63,65
(photo) Dec'19:46
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44
(death of son) Sep'23:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54
(death) News room. Mar'44:34

LEMMON, WALDO NATHANIEL, 1920–1923
(death) Sep'23:54

Lemons, Kenneth E
Letting their light shine. Oct'25:47

LEMON, (MRS. V. E.)
Women and world highways (photo) Apr'55:33

Lemon, Adelle Ringstrom
World-wide Christian students. Feb'47:15

LEMON, ADELLE RINGSTROM
Global highlights (photo) Apr'64:4
Youth will not wait. Nov'46:11
Scholarship winners (photo) Nov'46:31
Classroom and campus. Dec'46:30
News room. Dec'46:38
(photo) Feb'47:15
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30
News room. Apr'47:41

LEMON, CARROLL H (married to Myrtle McWaters Lemon)
News room. Dec'46:38
Presenting... Apr'65:8

LEMON, EVA (married to Red Lemon)
The scene. Apr'69:44

Lemon, Hallie, 1888–1966
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54
Our needs in Mexico. Dec'23:28
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:11
Three boys. Dec'26:43
Rejoicing in Agualascalentes. Oct'27:38
My trip to Jerez. Jan'29:44
Among the Apaches. Mar'36:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
Kindergarten closes. Apr'46:29
February activities. May'46:41
January is conference time for Paraguayans. May'52:42
The letter that Leopoldo wrote. Sep'53:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
Active at eighty. Sep'54:48
Teachers go to school. Nov'54:42
Reflections on Latin America. May'56:44
Pablo Cotto--pioneer pastor. Dec'58:31

LEMON, HALLIE, 1888–1966
Notes. Jun'19:62
From Agualascalientes into the Mexican hills. Jul'23:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
(photo) May'31:28
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'32:33
Echoes from everywhere. May'38:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33

51
News room. Feb'44:34
quoted. New work in the Chaco. Dec'46:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37
Institute for Rural Women. Jul'54:50
They have lived and served. Sep'56:26 (photo p. 25)
News room. Oct'64:34
(death) Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
In memoriam. Mar'66:42
LEMON, RED (married to Eva Lemon)
The scene. Apr'69:44
Lemon, Robert Clayton, 1883–1949
My house shall be called a house of prayer. Aug'28:10
Lemon, Robert Layman, 1925–
Prayer for the college faculty. Jan'59:34
Letters. Apr'66:41
LEMON, ROBERT LAYMAN, 1925–
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'60:44
Classroom and campus. May'61:30
quoted. Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:19
LEMOYNE COLLEGE (MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
LeNart, Marie
Give us great dreams (poem) Dec'33:10
LENINGRAD, RUSSIA
(photo) Dec'26:23
A light in Leningrad. Feb'64:21
Lennen, Elinor
Speaking of books. Sep'25:50
Missionary illustrations... Nov'25:51
Speaking of books. Jan'26:53
More flowers for the living. Oct'27:1
Ananias in soliloquy (poem) Jul'30:inside front cover
Closed mind (poem) Mar'33:48
Friendship (poem) Dec'33:48
The first Christmas tree (poem) Dec'36:48
Books about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
Great-heart is gone! (poem) Sep'66:49
LENOIR MEMORIAL HOME
Afterglow in Missouri (photo) Dec'48:7
...limits residence to full-time Christian workers.
Jul'51:40
N.B.A. reports changes in Home Superintendents. Oct'52:40
Sunlight...at seventy (photos) Dec'52:9
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:20
NBA builds but many still wait (photo) Dec'59:22
News room.
<p>| Jun'62:32 | Apr'63:32 | Feb'64:34 | Sep'64:39 |
| Oct'62:34 | Jun'63:41 | Mar'64:46 | Nov'64:32 |
| Nov'62:42 | Sep'63:48 | Apr'64:41 | Jan'65:34 |
| Jan'63:49 | Nov'63:40 | May'64:34 | Feb'65:40 |
| Feb'63:40 | Jan'64:46 | Jun'64:41 | Apr'65:42 |
| Jun'65:46 | Jul'67:43 | Apr'69:46 | Apr'71:46 |
| Sep'65:51 | Nov'67:36 | Sep'69:46 | Jul'71:46 |
| Dec'65:44 | Dec'67:40 | Nov'69:42 | Sep'71:46 |
| Jan'66:46 | Jan'68:40 | Dec'69:42 | Nov'71:46 |
| Feb'66:43 | Mar'68:43 | Jan'70:46 | Dec'71:42 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr'66:48</td>
<td>Apr'68:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'66:44</td>
<td>May'68:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'66:45</td>
<td>Jul'68:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'66:41</td>
<td>Dec'68:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'67:39</td>
<td>Jan'69:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'67:37</td>
<td>Mar'69:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'67:43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Church shows growing concern with nursing care. Dec'72:29
(drawing of nursing wing)

NBA homes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec'72:44</td>
<td>Mar'73:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'73:45</td>
<td>Apr'73:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'73:43</td>
<td>May'73:47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LENOX, G MERRILL
Global highlights. Jan'61:4

Lenroot, Katherine F
Child labor: a wartime problem. Sep'43:14
Children in the present-day world. Jun'46:7

LENSKI, GERHARD. THE RELIGIOUS FACTOR
Book chat. Sep'61:41

LENSKI, LOIS. COTTON IN MY SACK
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34

LENT, GENIEVE BELLE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41

LENT
The Easter season and evangelism. Mar'21:39
Book chat. Mar'41:23
Good for seven weeks. Feb'63:20
Lenten music list describes anthems. Feb'67:37
Commentary. Mar'72:12

LENTZ, BRAD
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39

LENTZ, C A
They had a program... Feb'19:53

LENTZ, EDWARD, -1960
(death) News room. Jul'60:42

LENTZ, EDWARD M., 1872-1960
News room (photo) Oct'53:36

LENTZ, HUMPHREY
(photo) Mar'46:12

LENTZ, JOHN
(photo) Apr'51:11

Lentz, Richard E., 1900-1987 (married to Ruth Fillmore Lentz)
The Christian on Main Street. Jul'30:9
A pioneering project. Nov'36:29
When road signs are down. May'41:9
How leaders are made. Nov'47:10
What should the Christian family teach? Nov'56:13
The family rates itself. Jan'57:20
National holidays can aid the family. Feb'57:18
When children learn of Jesus' death. Mar'57:12
Let's keep Easter Christian! Apr'57:21
Salute your partner! May'57:16
Independence for nations and youth. Jul'57:16
September opportunity. Sep'57:16
American dependence day. Nov'57:14
Forgotten people at Christmas. Dec'57:12
Witnessing in the home. Jan'58:20
Home and church prepare scientists. Feb'58:15
The family can help the new church member. Mar'58:18
What shall we wear on Easter? Apr'58:16
Churches look at the family. May'58:16
It's time for vacation! Jul'58:28
How much time for the church? Sep'58:21
Let's worry together. Oct'58:31
A marriage can last a lifetime. Dec'58:26
Steps in meeting marriage failure. Jan'59:28
Do parents really care? Feb'59:20
Easter--Holy Day or holiday? Mar'59:29
God's families. Apr'59:22
Summer can bring families together. May'59:16
Is the church really helping your family? Jun'59:24
Children have problems, too. Jul'59:28
Skeleton in the family's closet. Sep'59:22
Ministry to families. Oct'59:16
The church helps in sex education. Nov'59:24
Young people ask about marriage. Dec'59:18
Will I become delinquent? Jan'60:28
Family planning--politics or morals? Feb'60:22
Easter is for families, too. Mar'60:18
Family week is special. Apr'60:24
Family life is changing. May'60:14
Marriage at mid-point. Jun'60:14
The church plans for older families. Oct'60:27
Preparing leaders for the total church life. Jan'61:17
The new breed of church leadership. May'61:23
Out of conflict--learning. Feb'66:19
Thank you! Mar'66:23
After defeat--what? May'66:21
As near as your telephone. Jun'66:21
Church work room. Jul'66:22
Center of learning. Sep'66:17
The telephone can be a lifeline. Oct'66:15
Encouragement for your church. Nov'66:20
Our elders. Jan'67:28
Program planning pitfalls. Apr'67:32
LENTZ, RICHARD E., 1900-1987
(photos) Jul'20:21
Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'20:31
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18
News room. Dec'48:31 (photo) Oct'50:34
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
News room (photo)
Oct'52:38 Oct'53:36
Global highlights. Jan'56:3
Divided families need church aid. Jan'56:43
Global highlights. Apr'57:6
News room. Oct'60:40
(photos) Jan'61:17
News room. May'61:32
Disciples in the news (photos) Sep'66:7
quoted. As I see the future the Disciples should... (photo)
In brief. Dec'70:39
In brief (photo) Jul'72:40
In brief. Oct'73:32
LENTZ, RICHARD E., CHRISTIAN GROWTH IN FAMILY LIFE
  Book chat. Sep'59:42
LENTZ, RICHARD E., MAKING THE ADULT CLASS VITAL
  Book chat. May'54:40
Lentz, Ruth Fillmore (married to Richard E. Lentz)
  An interdenominational educational project. May'38:35
  Women and world highways. May'54:32
LENTZ, RUTH FILLMORE
  News room (photo) Dec'52:9 Oct'53:36
  (photo) May'54:32
LENTZ, WALTER
  quoted. Adults want to learn (photo) Nov'60:11
Lenz, Frank B
  Facing big issues. Nov'26:59
Leo, Albert
  Resurrection. Jun'19:37
LEO, ALBERT
  (photo) Jun'19:37
LEON, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Here and there with World Call. Jan'52:48
Leonard, Adna Wright
  ...Report. Jul'43:36
LEONARD, ADNA WRIGHT
  The threshold. Jun'43:2
LEONARD, CATHERINE BERKEY
  (death) Nov'26:50
LEONARD, EDNA ANNETTE
  (photo) Jul'23:10
LEONARD, F W
  (photo) Mar'24:40
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
LEONARD, GEORGE B. EDUCATION AND ECSTASY
LEONARD, GEORGE B. THE TRANSFORMATION
  New books. Jul'73:33
LEONARD, GEORGE F
  Classroom and campus. Apr'43:33
LEONARD, GEORGE T
  (photo) Dec'24:34
LEONARD, HANNAH
  (death) Sep'26:52
LEONARD, JAMES WARREN, 1886-1949
  (photo) Oct'21:43 Mar'24:58
LEONARD, LETHA
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
LEONARD, MARY B
  (photo) Jul'23:7
LEONARD, PEARL
  Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
LEONARD, WARREN CONRAD
  (photo) Jul'23:10
LEONARD THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE (JUBBULAPORE, INDIA)
See
JUBBULAPORE, INDIA. LEONARD THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE
LEONES, JUAN
Missionary illustrations... Jan'30:53
LEOPOLDVILLE, CONGO
See
KINSHASHA, CONGO
LEPP, IGNACE. DEATH AND ITS MYSTERIES
New books. Apr'69:28
LEPP, IGNACE. THE WAYS OF FRIENDSHIP
New books. Feb'67:39
Leppert, Alice M
As hand touches hand. May'73:31
LEPROSY
At the Culion Leper Colony. Dec'22:17
Success in the treatment of Leprosy. Mar'24:42
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
The story of three men. Oct'27:44
Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41
Depression and the lepers of Paraguay. Jun'32:28
A Japanese leper colony. Apr'34:45
Programs for young people. May'36:37
The leper work in Paraguay. Jul'38:27
I love a Leper. Oct'38:14
Cooperation across barriers. Jun'40:11
The if's and when's of a leper colony. Jun'42:27
For adult missionary groups. May'48:34
Hungering lepers in Paraguay. Jun'48:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
Katsina Christmas. Dec'48:28
National Leprosy Mission Week. Oct'49:44
Thank you, friends in the North! Jan'51:42
Lepers receive loving care at Sapucay. Sep'51:46
Leprosy work needs Christian doctors. Feb'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:47
Leprosy research sanatorium to be established in India. Oct'52:44
The life in my hands. Jun'54:26
Miracle in Thailand. May'61:28
Leprosy still challenges the Indian church. Jan'63:31
Global highlights. Feb'63:4
Leprosy is still a world problem. Jul'70:8
World events. Jun'71:37 Sep'71:39
...from fear to hope. Oct'73:25
LEPVALTS, OLGA
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'56:35
LERNER, MAX
Classroom and campus. Jan'44:26
LERRIGO, MARION O. A BROTHER IS A STRANGER
Book chat. Mar'47:21
LERRIGO, P. H. J
The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:40
LERRIGO, P. H. J. OMWA? ARE YOU AWAKE?
Book chat. Jun'37:42
LESCALLEET, CLAYTON
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'58:33

LESHER, EVERETT B. STRENGTH IN OUR SICKNESS
Devotional aids for the sick. Jun'47:48

LESLEY, D
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

LESLE, ARTHUR
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
(death) May'36:47

LESLEY, CHRISTINE SUZANNE
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:13

LESLEY, DAVID ALEXNADER
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:13

LESLEY, HERBERT, 1927- (married to Jayne Leslie)
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:11
Tennessee, Florida churches enter EHP (photo) Sep'63:54
(photo) Apr'72:3

LESLEY, JAYNE (married to Herbert Leslie)
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:12

Leslie, Kay
A lot to learn about China. Jul'73:14

LESLEY, OLIVE
Here and there with World Call. Jun'51:48

Leslie, Ruth Rebecca, 1897-
Life more abundant. Dec'23:36
Christmas at the Mexican Christian Orphanage. Mar'24:40
Via donkey. Jul'25:20
Women ready for service in Mexico... Feb'27:44
A forward look. Feb'27:52
Esparanza and Angeles. Nov'30:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:40,41 Jan'32:39
A sad experience. Feb'32:34
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'32:38 Mar'32:38 May'32:39
Spirit of good will. Jun'32:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:38
House of the people. Oct'33:33
A small Pentecost. Feb'34:27
Work in rural Mexico. Mar'34:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:39 Oct'34:39
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'36:39 May'37:38 Sep'38:39
Mar'37:38 Nov'37:39 Oct'38:39
Mexican youth camps. Nov'38:45
The whole world. Jan'39:61
Brotherhood dinner in Mexico. Mar'39:44
Echoes from everywhere.
Classes and more classes! Jun'40:33
Youth camps in Mexico. Jul'40:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:39 Sep'40:39
Interesting humanity. Feb'41:33
Aguascalientes events. Oct'41:42
Busy days at the social center. Jan'42:48
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:33 Jan'47:35
Home missions in Mexico. Feb'45:34
Harvest service. May'45:35
Convention in Mexico. May'45:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:33
First rural women's institute. Jul'45:36
Christian youth across the border. Sep'45:20
D.V.B.S. in rural Mexico. Oct'45:38
A missionary visits the capital. Nov'45:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'45:30
Christmas in Zacatecas. Dec'45:26
Signs of growth at Los Felix. Jan'46:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36
Blessings and Thanksgiving. Mar'46:45
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37
Progress--material and spiritual. Oct'47:41
A member of the household of God. Dec'47:42
A Mexican mother finds joy in painting. Jan'48:27
One hundred years of missionary service. Nov'48:43
Library, youth activities, classes at Morelos Social Center. Jan'49:46
No leaking roof for Christmas. Mar'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'50:38 Jun'50:38
Aguascalientes re-dedicates its church. Sep'52:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:35 Jan'54:34
Mexican Disciples baptize after a man-made miracle. Mar'54:32
A step forward. Feb'55:47
Ventures in unity. Oct'55:40
Ministers-to-be in Mexico. Jun'56:33
In Mexico--a good teacher and a true witness. Feb'59:30
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38

LESLIE, RUTH REBECCA, 1897--
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
(program) Aug'23:12
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:49
Impressions of my first missionary conference. Nov'30:31
quoted. The first page. Mar'32:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
(program) Sep'35:25
Station UCMS broadcasting.
 Sep'36:45 Oct'37:33 Nov'37:29 Apr'38:30
(program) Jan'40:28 Dec'41:19
News room. Dec'41:34
San Luis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
News room. May'42:40 Oct'43:34
quoted. News room. Mar'44:34
quoted. For adult missionary groups. May'44:30
News room. Feb'45:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'45:33
News room. Apr'46:32 Dec'46:38
(photo) Jan'48:27
News room. Oct'48:32
One hundred years of missionary service. Nov'48:43
Mexican summer. Jul'49:10
A typical Saturday at Morelos Social Center. Jan'50:42
(photo) Sep'52:27
The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
(photo) Mar'54:32
Mexican young people go forward. Jul'56:27
News room. Apr'58:40
Testimony with a diploma. Jan'61:42
Honors for "Miss Ruth." (photo) Sep'63:50
News room (photo) Apr'64:40
(photo) Jul'64:38
Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:28

LESLE, SANDRA JAYNE
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:13

LESLE, STEPHEN HALLETT
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:13

LESLE, W H
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45

LESOLOHO
New venture in a little land. Mar'63:25
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34   Mar'65:36
Women on world highways. Nov'67:30
Lesourd, G. Q.
Dots and records. Dec'55:31

LeSOURD, CATHERINE MARSHALL
(married to Peter Marshall)
(married to Leonard LeSourd)
Women and world highways. Mar'60:33

LeSOURDE, CATHERINE MARSHALL. JOHN DOE, DISCIPLE
Books. Apr'64:45

LeSOURDE, CATHERINE MARSHALL. A MAN CALLED PETER
Book chat. Mar'52:16

LESSIG, RAY, -1961 (married to Martha Lessig)
In memoriam. Mar'62:35

LESSLEY, (married to G. Dillard Lessley) -1950
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)
Jul'31:30   Mar'32:27
(death) New room. Dec'50:32

Lessley, Agnes Fishback, -1984
(married to George Dillard Lessley)
We visit Paraguay. Nov'37:16
The church in Argentina is growing. Jan'59:29
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36

LESSLEY, AGNES FISHBACK, -1984
Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
Station UCMS broadcasting Feb'31:42
(photo) Aug'31:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
(photo) Nov'37:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'41:39
News room. Apr'41:34   Mar'42:43   Apr'43:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
(marriage) News room. Jan'52:39
News room (photo) Mar'52:32
Beneath the spire. Apr'53:4
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Resistencia adventure (photo) Feb'60:33
(photo) Feb'61:21
Change has come to Latin America (photo) Apr'62:25
Global highlights. Apr'67:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'68:24
Church and community share a dream. May'73:21

LESSLEY, DILLARD
See
LESSLEY, GEORGE DILLARD
LESSLEY, GEORGE DILLARD
(married to Esther Priscilla Fishbach Lessley)
(married to Agnes Fishback Lessley)
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)
Jul'31:30  Mar'32:27
(marriage. News room. Jan'52:39
News room (photo) Mar'52:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'53:4

LESTER, (MRS J N) -1949
(photo) Nov'20:49
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
Good ideas. Jul'30:40
(photo) Feb'31:35
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
News room (photo) Jan'47:38
In memoriam. May'49:39

LESTER, ELIZABETH
Like a golden thread (photo) Mar'67:39

LESTER, J ARTHUR
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61

LESTER, JACKIE
News room. May'49:40

LESTER, METTA
Full life for the aging (photo) Dec'57:17

Lester, Muriel
How to pray. Dec'34:4
The Japan nobody knows. Mar'52:17

LESTER, MURIEL
Women and world highways. May'35:35  Oct'37:35
Convention plans are under way (photo) Jul'39:inside front
cover
quoted. The last page. Nov'39:48
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36

LESTER, MURIEL. DARE YOU FACE FACTS?
Book chat. Jul'40;23

LESTER, MURIEL. IT OCCURRED TO ME
Book chat. Jun'38:44

LESTER, MURIEL. KILL OR CURE?
Book chat. Apr'37:20

LESTER, MURIEL. WAYS OF PRAYING
Book chat. Dec'34:42

LESTER, MURIEL. WHY WORSHIP
Book chat. Nov'37:42

LESUEUR, JAMES KELLER, 1924-
Classroom and campus. May'62:35
"LET THE RAIN SETTLE IT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'70:29

LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Apr'19:62
Notes. Dec'19:63  Jun'20:59
Some news items... Dec'22:44
Going up at Lethbridge (photo) Feb'23:50
An outpost of missionary adventure. Mar'23:52
(photo) Sep'23:39
On the east bank of Old Man River. Nov'24:56

LETT, VIRGINIA
See
GOODNIGHT, VIRGINIA LETT
"A LETTER FROM ROSE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'58:42
"A LETTER TO NANCY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'65:43

LEUTS, HAROLD C
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:25

LEU, HELEN
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31

LEU, MINNIE
In memoriam. Oct'41:39
Leuenberger, Theodor
Assassination--a spiritual issue. May'69:24

Leung, S C
Christians in China. Nov'61:32

LEUNG, S C
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2

LEUPP, FRANCIS E. IN RED MAN'S LAND
Bargains in books. Jan'23:62

LEUTH, WILLIAM
Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'66:7
DARF amplifies the world voice of the church (photo)
Apr'69:24

LEUTHOLD, MAGGIE
In memoriam. Feb'30:46

Leval, Blaise
Meditations of a missionary. Jul'61:16
Keeping his vow. Nov'61:49
The word for all. Dec'61:42

LE-VANDE. "MATER AMABILIS" (PAINTING)
Madonnas from many lands (photo) Dec'38:24

LEVALLAND, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Apr'65:4

LEVERIDGE, MAHALA
Memoriam. Jun'36:39

LEVISE, MEYER. IF I FORGET THEE
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38

LEVINE, JACK
(photo) May'43:9

Levinger, Elma Ehrlich
A friend in need. Jul'46:48
The luncheon date. May'47:42

LEVITIN, ANATOLY
Prison camps produced Christians says Russian Orthodox
layman. Apr'71:24

LEVONIAN, LOOTFY
(photo) May'28:24

LEVY, ALBERT G D
Classroom and campus. Oct'48:30 Mar'50:30
LEVY, CLARA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
LEVY, HENRY
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
LEW, ELAINE
Global highlights (photo) Oct'46:3
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
Lew, Lawrence M
Is the church in America a friend to foreign students? Sep'23:6
LEW, MOONKI
Classroom and campus (photo)
May'62:35 Sep'62:35
LEW, T P
See
LIU TS'UNG-PEN
LEWELLYN, (married to Earl Lewellyn)
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... (photo) Feb'53:13
LEWELLYN, (married to Karl Lewellyn)
(photo) Jun'50:18
LEWELLYN, EARL S., -1953
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'51:4
In memoriam. Jan'54:35
LEWELLYN, LILLA BELLE
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:34
LEWIS, (MRS. C. VIVIAN)
In memoriam. Nov'36:39
LEWIS, (MRS. J. O.)
(photo) Nov'47:13
LEWIS, (MRS. LOGAN)
(death) Jul'37:46
LEWIS, (MRS. LOWRY), -1951
In memoriam. Apr'51:37
LEWIS, (MRS. S. L.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42
LEWIS, (married to Thomas V. Lewis)
NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
LEWIS, (married to Van S. Lewis)
quoted. Living pictures. Feb'30:43
LEWIS, (married to W. S. Lewis) -1963
In memoriam. Dec'63:46
LEWIS, ALICE HUDSON
quoted. Youth and missions. Nov'58:39
LEWIS, ALICE HUDSON, ALWAYS AN ANSWER
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
LEWIS, ALICE HUDSON. DAY AFTER TOMORROW
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
LEWIS, ALICE HUDSON. TALES FROM SOUTHEAST ASIA
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
LEWIS, ALPHONSE R., 1938-
In brief. Jan'72:39
LEWIS, B. KENNETH
Classroom and campus. Oct'60:35
LEWIS, BARBARA JUNE, 1952-
(birth) News room. May'52:34
LEWIS, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, 1918-1988
(married to Glenva Starcher Lewis)
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:33
In brief. Mar'70:38

LEWIS, BURT
(photo) Feb'46:25

LEWIS, CARRIE IDALIA HEMBY, -1951
In memoriam. Feb'52:37

LEWIS, CHARLES LEE, 1886- (married to Flora Louise Quarles Lewis)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'62:8

LEWIS, CLIVE STAPLES. BEYOND PERSONALITY
Book chat. Mar'46:21
LEWIS, CLIVE STAPLES. THE CASE FOR CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Apr'44:17
LEWIS, CLIVE STAPLES. DIARY OF AN OLD SOUL
New books. May'65:41
LEWIS, CLIVE STAPLES. MERE CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Feb'53:16
LEWIS, CLIVE STAPLES. THE PROBLEM OF PAIN
Book chat. Apr'44:17
LEWIS, CLIVE STAPLES. THE SCRETAPE LETTERS
Book chat. Apr'44:17

LEWIS, DOROTHY
Global highlights (photo) Jan'53:2

LEWIS, DOTTIE
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding (photo) May'64:24

LEWIS, DWIGHT M
Personalities. Jul'37:16

LEWIS, E B, -1942
(death) News room. Sep'42:40

LEWIS, E T
(photos) Mar'24:22,37

LEWIS, ED
(death) Jun'35:47

LEWIS, EDWIN. THE FAITH WE DECLARE
Book chat. Jun'39:22
Book chat. Sep'39:40

LEWIS, EDWIN. A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH
Book chat. Oct'41:23

LEWIS, EDWIN. A PHILOSOPHY OF THE CHRISTIAN REVELATION
Book chat. May'41:19

LEWIS, ELIZABETH FORMEAN. HO-MING: GIRL OF NEW CHINA
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42

Lewis, Ellsworth Aetna, 1912-1982
(married to Lillian Gallis Lewis)
Schools of missions. Jul'45:37
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'47:39
Feb'48:36
Nov'53:34

LEWIS, ELLSWORTH AETNA, 1912-1982
News room.
(photo) Nov'44:27
Mar'45:28
(photo) Jun'45:34
(photo) Jul'45:37
Jun'46:back cover

Lewis, Emily Kinney, 1869-1953 (married to Grant K. Lewis)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:28
LEWIS, EMILY KINNEY, 1869-1953
  Little Mah Jong. May'24:40
  (photo) Jul'35:34
  (death) News room. Feb'54:40
Lewis, Fred
  See here, Mister Jones! Sep'43:30
LEWIS, GRACE EVELYN
  In memoriam. May'38:39
Lewis, Grant Kirkland, 1868-1937 (married to Emily Kinney Lewis)
  Fourteen points in Home Missions. Jun'19:24
  An announcement. Dec'19:59
  False prophets. May'20:4
  The home work... May'21:4
  Is it worth while? May'22:4
  An American missionary. May'23:7
  A correction. Aug'23:54
  The new frontiers of American missions. May'24:4
  Echoes from everywhere. May'24:56
  A victory of faith in Alabama. Jun'24:41
  The eighth annual convention of the negro Churches of Christ. Oct'24:47
  The call to advance. Dec'24:31
  Putting "Home" into "Home missions." Sep'26:7
  Growing work with new Americans. Sep'27:6
  The mission to the French Acadians. Mar'28:39
  By their frutis. Sep'28:11
  Commission on the rural church. Feb'29:14
  Readjustments in our home mission work. May'29:9
  Helping churches to get a start. Sep'29:13
  Again the school bell calls. Nov'29:23
  The interdenominational Council on Spanish Speaking Work. Feb'30:11
  Roads and radios. Apr'30:18
  Montana moves onto the missionary map. Sep'30:14
  The allied expedition to the American front. May'31:15
  Preston Taylor joins the larger convention. Jun'31:23
  Business men provide camp facilities for Texas orphans. Aug'31:30
  Jesse Moren Bader, an appreciation. Feb'32:7
  Pioneering on American social frontiers. Sep'32:5
  Our rural churches. Apr'33:5
  Our continuing program of Kingdom building. May'33:24
  building men at Boulder Dam. Oct'33:7
  Making America Christian. Apr'34:5
  Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:6
  Charles G. Stout. Apr'37:42
LEWIS, GRANT KIRKLAND, 1868-1937
  Mid-Year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
  A new face at Headquarters. May'21:56
  Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
  Headquarters notes. Jun'23:52 Jan'24:53
  (photos) Dec'24:23, 48
  (photo no. 17) Apr'27:17
  (photo) Sep'27:6
  Station UCMS broadcasting.
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39
The secretarial side light (drawing) Oct'33:22
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:19
(photo) Apr'35:6
In the Lone Star State. Nov'35:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
Fifty-eight years of brotherhood service. Jul'36:6
(photo p. 7)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
A dream walking. Feb'37:26
(death) Grant Kirland Lewis (photo) Apr'37:9
(photo) Nov'49:29
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:11
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12
LEWIS, GRANT KIRKLAND. THE AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Book chat. Feb'38:34
Lewis, Hazel Asenath, 1886-1978
The challenge of the church. Feb'19:59
The children of America. Nov'19:25
Building up the Bible school attendance. May'20:44
Wanderland—Wonderland, the snuggest cradle of all. May'20:49
Wanderland—Wonderland, the little flag. Jul'20:7
Wanderland—Wonderland, coming to America. Nov'20:16
Wanderland—Wonderland, a strange Christmas dinner. Dec'20:64
The vacation church school. Nov'21:52
The work among teachers of children. Nov'23:42
Recent developments in curriculum building. Nov'25:26
Florence P. Carmichael, an appreciation. Sep'28:46
The child, the church's opportunity. Dec'38:10
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'39:42       Mar'41:40
Children in a world awhirl. Jun'47:7
Records of distinguished service. Sep'48:19
LEWIS, HAZEL ASENATH, 1886-1978
(photo) Nov'19:25     Mar'19:4
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
The vacation church school. Apr'21:48
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52     May'23:52
(photo) Nov'23:19
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52     Feb'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53    Jul'24:45
(photo) Apr'25:54
Institutes planned. Mar'26:64
(photo) Nov'27:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
Putting teaching into the laboratory. Jul'30:28
(photo) Nov'31:9
Global highlights. May'47:3
News room. Apr'48:39
Disciple doers. Oct'50:20
(photo) Nov'50:26
Children's crusader retires (photo) Oct'53:29
LEWIS, HAZEL ASENATH. METHODS FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS
LEWIS, HAZEL ASENATH. THE PRIMARY CHURCH SCHOOL
   Book chat. Nov'33:12
LEWIS, HERBERT K
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
LEWIS, IDA BELLE. GRAINS OF RICE FROM A CHINESE BOWL
   Speaking of books. Dec'26:53
LEWIS, IRENE. -1946
   In memoriam. Sep'46:39
LEWIS, ISABELL HATCH, -1946
   (death) News room. Apr'46:32
LEWIS, IVA
   In memoriam. Jun'34:39
Lewis, J E
   Flowers for the living. Jun'27:1
LEWIS, JAMES (married to Ruth Lewis)
   STEEM generates new power for Christian mission (photo)
   Nov'71:13
LEWIS, JAMES R., -1967
   Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'67:7
   In memoriam. Mar'67:48
LEWIS, JESSE
   Station NBA on the air. Nov'35:40
LEWIS, JOHN L
   Social trends. Feb'52:8
LEWIS, KARL CHESTER, -1960
   News room. Apr'47:41
   (death) News room. May'60:38
LEWIS, L E
   Classroom and campus. Jul'58:36
LEWIS, LEVINA
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
LEWIS, LEVISA
   The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:64
Lewis, Lillian Callis, 1919--
   (married to Ellsworth Aetna Lewis)
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'48:36
LEWIS, LILLIAN CALLIS, 1919--
   News room.
   (photo) Nov'44:27   Mar'45:28   (photo) Jun'45:34
   (photo) Jun'46:back cover Feb'48:26
   Sunday in Congo was a very great day (photo) Jan'53:27
LEWIS, LUCIA
   Social workers in the making (photo) Sep'51:30
LEWIS, LUELLA EATON, -1962
   In memoriam. May'63:45
Lewis, Margaret Conning
   Mahmoud and the Good Samaritan. Jun'56:32
LEWIS, MARK ELLSWORTH, 1948--
   (birth) News room. Nov'48:32
LEWIS, MARY H
   In memoriam. Apr'30:39
LEWIS, MARY J
   (death) Jun'20:57
LEWIS, MARY Q
   (photo) Feb'39:32
LEWIS, RALPH E
  Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
LEWIS, REYNOLDS
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
LEWIS, RICHARD
  Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
Lewis, Robert
  My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:24
Lewis, Robert L
  The story of the Year Book. Mar'54:27
LEWIS, ROBERT L
  (photo) Dec'50:31
  Global highlights. May'52:2
  Year book is designed to be used (photo) Jan'53:32
  Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20
  (photo) Oct'53:22 Mar'54:27
LEWIS, ROE B
  Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:14
LEWIS, RUBY
  (death) Dec'25:51
LEWIS, RUBY LILY CROP
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
LEWIS, RUTH (married to James Lewis)
  STEEM generates new power for Christian mission (photo)
  Nov'71:13
LEWIS, SARAH EMMA
  (death) Nov'19:28
LEWIS, SARAH LOUISE
  News from Jacksonville. Oct'27:40
  (death) What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
LEWIS, THOMAS V
  NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
Lewis, Van S
  Making the pictures live. Apr'29:26
LEWIS, VANIE
  In memoriam. Feb'38:39
LEWIS, W. ROBERT
  Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'60:44
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'69:46
LEWIS, WILLIAM
  Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:16
LEWIS, WILLMOTT
  Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6
  Day by day story of the Drake Conference. Mar'44:21
Lewis, Winnifred
  A filipino wedding. Jan'35:34
LEWISTON, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) May'19:5
  Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
LEWISVILLE, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, April 1 - June 30, 1966. Sep'66:45
LEXINGTON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Churches in home plan enthusiastic. May'59:45
  Letters. Mar'71:4
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:40
Prall Town and Taylor Town. Jun'67:38

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
Resolution of appreciation. Sep'21:56
Satisfactions of the ministry (photo) Dec'21:28
(photo) Dec'21:34
A worthy example. Jan'22:59
Isaac J. Spencer. Apr'22:31
Our boys and girls. Mar'23:30
Our future leaders (photo) Aug'26:50
The Triangle palaver. Jan'27:46
Remembering Mrs. Louis Loos Campbell. Apr'27:34
The month among Disciples. Feb'33:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
The birth of a great purpose. Jul'34:34
Here and there... Feb'48:48 Jun'48:48
A congregation shares its faith. Jun'72:50

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. CRESTWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH

EHP grows. Dec'61:45
Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:26

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. OLD UNION CHRISTIAN CHURCH

What they did and how. Oct'20:8

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. PRALL STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Prall Stree project... (photos) Dec'52:31

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. VICTORY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Old buildings--new expressions (photo) (plans) Jul'38:24

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. WOODLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:49
Circulation corner. Oct'36:inside front cover
The minister and the church school (photo of Education Committee) Nov'53:15

LEXINGTON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.

Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
Transylvania College... Jun'20:49
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:12
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:57
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
(photo) Sep'23:32
(photo of students and faculty) May'27:43
High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
(photo of students and faculty) Dec'30:40
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:45
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33

68
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:31
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
The colleges at work. May'33:32
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:45
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:33
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:33
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
Within college walls. Jan'35:30
New of colleges. Apr'35:33
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33
College commencements. Jul'35:45
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:31
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32
the threshold. May'37:2
In our colleges. May'37:33
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:33
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
College happenings. Jan'38:30
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
The threshold. Apr'38:2
College notes. Apr'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:32
The threshold. Jul'38:2
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
College news and notes. Feb'39:33
College notes. Mar'39:31
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:32
Springtide college activities. May'39:33
The threshold. Jul'39:4
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31
College notes. Nov'39:33
College notes. Jan'40:23
Colleges observe anniversaries (photo) Jul'40:14
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
Collegenotes and news. Dec'40:30
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36 (photo of students p. 35)
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:33
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:32 Feb'43:32
The sun never sets on C.O.B. men! Mar'43:42
Classroom and campus.

Apr'43:33 Dec'44:26 Nov'45:25 Apr'46:30
Nov'43:26  Apr'45:26  Mar'46:31  Jul'46:31
Jun'44:26  Jun'45:26

Global highlights. Sep'46:2
Classroom and campus.
  Sep'46:34  Dec'46:31  Apr'47:30  Jun'48:34
  Nov'46:28  Jan'47:30  Jun'47:33  Sep'48:30
(photo of students) Jan'49:9
Classroom and campus. Jan'49:30
Global highlights. May'49:2
Classroom and campus. Sep'49:33
News room. Nov'49:35
Classroom and campus.
  (photo of missionary candidates) Mar'50:31
  Jul'50:33  Mar'51:30  Sep'51:32  Feb'52:28
  Sep'50:33  Apr'51:30  Oct'51:30  Mar'52:30
  Oct'50:32  May'51:31  Nov'51:29  Apr'52:29
  Dec'50:31  Jun'51:30
Young men look at the ministry. May'52:7
Classroom and campus.
  May'52:28  Jul'52:32  Nov'52:30
  Jun'52:31  Sep'52:32  Dec'52:28
Prall Street project... Dec'52:31
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'53:28  Dec'53:33  Jan'54:28  Feb'54:32
  Sep'53:29
  (photo of new professors. Apr'54:37)
  May'54:31  Feb'55:30  Nov'55:27  Jun'56:34
  Jun'54:33  Apr'55:30  Feb'56:33  Jul'56:30
  Jul'54:34  Jun'55:34  Mar'56:28  Sep'56:32
  Sep'54:30  Sep'55:30  Apr'56:30  Oct'56:30
  Nov'54:31  Oct'55:30  May'56:30  Nov'56:30
  Dec'56:32 (photo of international students p. 33)
  Feb'57:30  May'57:28  Jul'57:31  Oct'57:30
  Mar'57:30  Jun'57:34  Sep'57:30  Nov'57:30
  Apr'57:30
  (photo of installation) Jan'58:28
  (drawing of new buildings) Feb'58:32
  Mar'58:34  Nov'58:32  Jun'59:34  Feb'60:36
  Apr'58:32  Dec'58:32  Jul'59:36  Mar'60:30
  May'58:32  Jan'59:36  Sep'59:34  Apr'60:32
  Jun'58:32  Feb'59:36  Oct'59:33  May'60:32
  Jul'58:36  Mar'59:30  Dec'59:34  Jun'60:34
  Sep'58:36  Apr'59:34  Jan'60:30  Sep'60:34
  Oct'58:32
Global highlights. Oct'60:6
Classroom and campus.
  Nov'60:30  Feb'61:30  May'61:30  Sep'61:28
  Dec'60:32  Mar'61:36  Jun'61:34  Oct'61:32
The world comes to the campus. Jan'62:12
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'62:30  Feb'62:30  Mar'62:32
  May'62:34 (photo of international students p. 35)
  Jun'62:35  Sep'62:35  Nov'62:36
  Jul'62:34  Oct'62:32
  (photo of new students) Dec'62:34
Jan'63:32      Mar'63:34      Jun'63:34
Feb'63:34      Apr'63:34
Jul'63:36 (photo of student council officers p. 37)
Sep'63:32      Feb'64:32      Jul'64:37
Oct'63:34      Apr'64:34      Sep'64:32
Nov'64:34      May'64:34      Oct'64:36
Dec'64:34

Seminary--the churches "seed plot." Jan'65:16

Classroom and campus.
Jan'65:32      May'65:34      Jul'65:34
Mar'65:32      Jun'65:34,35

World Calling... Sep'65:10

Classroom and campus.
Sep'65:37      Jan'66:33      May'66:35
Dec'65:35      Feb'66:35      Jun'66:35
(photo of honor graduates) Sep'66:34
Jan'67:35      May'67:34      Jan'68:35      Oct'68:34

Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
(photo) Feb'69:14

The scene. May'69:44

Leys, Wayne Albert Risser
Friendship and life's purpose. Nov'23:30

LEYS, WAYNE ALBERT RISSER
College in full swing. Nov'30:41
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6

LHA SHI
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49

LHAMON, Clara Ellen Frankberger, 1860-1956
(married to William Jefferson Lhamon)
News room. Sep'51:39

Lhamon, William Jefferson, 1855-1955
(married to Clara Ellen Frankberger Lhamon)
The summer's setting up of youth. Sep'28:17
Disciples and the laymen's report. Apr'33:19
Book chat. Apr'35:44      Nov'35:34
Religion on campus. Sep'38:18
Book reviews. Jan'39:52
The Kingdom of the King of Kings. Mar'44:7
Book chat. May'45:38

LHAMON, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, 1855-1955
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'27:42
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
Personalities. Nov'35:13
Personalities (photo) Dec'37:17
(photo) Sep'38:18
The threshold (photo) Jul'39:4
News room. Sep'51:39

LHAMON, WILLIAM JEFFERSON. THY KINGDOM COME
Book chat. Jul'37:44

LHASA, TIBET
On to Lhasa! (poem) Jun'22:31
LHUNDU, TIBET
A doctor of the Jesus school (photo) Jun'22:4
Li Choh-Wu
Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27
LI CHOH-WU
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
(photo) Oct'26:44
The work of the pastors. Feb'27:63
(photo) Sep'37:17
To the Disciples of Christ. Jan'46:29
LI DJO-WU
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:39
(photo) Oct'24:2
LI GWAY GWANG
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:44 Aug'31:41
LI GWAY YIN
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
LI HOU-FU
(photo) Oct'26:44 Sep'37:17
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
Li Kwan-Kwoh
China missions. May'49:12
LI KWAH-KWOH
(photo) May'49:13
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'49:38
LI MING-FU
The model city of China. Apr'25:50
LI, PETER T
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
LI SHUI-DJI
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44
LI SIU-TUNG
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18
LI YAO-TUNG (MRS.)
The Li family of Nanking (photo) May'44:26
LI YAO-TUNG
(photo) Oct'26:44
(death) Convention in war torn China. Nov'41:32
The Li family of Nanking (photo) May'44:26
LI YUAN HUNG
The late "war" in China. Jan'23:29
LI YUAN ING
Understanding hearts (photo) Aug'28:45
LIANG, MARIE
Women and world highways. Nov'55:31
LIANG SHU-CHING
The church in China preaches (photo) Jan'33:34
LIANZA, YOANE
African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:53
LIBBY, FREDERICK J
Listening in on the world. Dec'33:22
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:15
Global highlights. Feb'55:4
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE MOVEMENT
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:46
Fall activities in our colleges (photo of Committee of Fifteen) Dec'31:32
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30

LIBERIA
Black butterflies. Jun'25:42
Missionary illustrations... Oct'30:42 Nov'30:45
Through the years. Jan'34:38
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
I visit Liberia. Sep'45:9
Youth and missions. Apr'53:37
Vantage ground of freedom. Feb'55:17
Strangers in a foreign land. May'58:30

LIBERTY
What they said. Nov'34:18
American liberty is being destroyed! May'37:16
Women and world highways. Oct'41:35
God and the four freedoms. Jul'47:9
The free heritage of youth. May'54:5
Women and world highways. Sep'54:33
Global highlights. Dec'55:2
Social trends. Mar'67:16
Moodlin' Jul'70:35
The price of liberty. Jul'71:inside back cover
Commentary.

LIBERTY BELL
(photo) Sep'26:front cover

"LIBERTY CHURCHES"
A United Church enters war production communities. Jan'19:15

LIBERTY, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) Feb'29:34

LIBERTY OF RELIGION
See
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

LIBERTY OF SPEECH
What is free speech? Sep'51:6
Free speech for whom? Jul'38:3
The command to speak. Jul'55:6
Our right to differ. Jan'64:11
The last word. Jan'66:50

LIBERTY OF THE PRESS
Freedom for what? Jun'53:5
World events. Apr'73:40

Librairie Falk File
Letter. Sep'22:1

LIBRARIES
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
Pioneering with a library. Jan'28:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
Public library in San Luis Potosi. Sep'31:42
Flashlights on progress in racial recognition. Jul'32:16
Programs for young people. Oct'38:37
A traveling library. Jun'39:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38

LIBRARIES OF CHURCHES
See

CHURCH LIBRARIES
LIBRARY EXTENSION

See BOOKMOBILES

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31

LIBYA

Global highlights. Dec'52:2

LICHLITER, JAMES M. WHOSE LEAF SHALL NOT WITHER

Book chat. Oct'46:14

Lichliter, McIllyar Hamilton

The world speaks to the church (poem) Jul'26:inside front cover

Lick, Clara Edna, 1896-

Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
Parable of the brotherly hand. Apr'28:55
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:9
Dissipating ignorance. Mar'30:58

LICK, CLARA EDNA, 1896-

College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
(photo) Sep'26:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59 Jun'27:38
New missionaries to four fields. Aug'27:26
(photo) Jan'29:46
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42

LICKENS, ROBERT

Global highlights (photo) Apr'61:7

LIDDELL, (MRS. F. R.)

(photo) Nov'29:2 Dec'30:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:44

Liddell, Alberta B

Letters. Mar'69:45

LIDDELL, ERIC H

(note) Nov'24:41

LIDDELE, (MRS. F. R.)

(photo) Nov'31:7

LIDDLE, (married to Fred Liddle)

(photo) Sep'28:34

LIDDLE, DOROTHY

(photo) Sep'28:34

LIDDLE, FRED R., -1951

In memoriam. May'52:39

LIE, TRYGVE

quoted. Last column. May'49:48

LIE, TRYGVE. IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE

Book chat. Mar'55:18

LIEBERMAN, ELIAS

Classroom and campus. Dec'65:34

LIEBMAN, JOSHUA LOTH. PEACE OF MIND

Book chat. Sep'46:16

LIEDORFF, J W

(photo) Nov'48:28

LIEFERANT, HENRY. THE GENTILE

Book chat. Oct'58:42

LIEFERANT, SYLVIA. THE GENTILE

Book chat. Oct'58:42
LIEMOHN, EDWIN T. THE CHORALE THROUGH FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
Book chat. Jul'53:42
LIENGME, DORA
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:8
LIEN-KUN CHENG
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:27
Liepa, Alex
Refugees are people. Mar'54:26
LIERLE, DEANE KAE, 1932- (married to Iona Ruth Kaetzel Lierle)
Spotlight on three NBA board members (photo) Dec'70:11
LIERLY, ROBERT
Notes. Mar'19:60
LIESVELD, JOHN H. (married to Alice Liesveld)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'58:8
LIEURANCE, TOM
Reconciliation is responding to community needs (photo)
Sep'69:38
LIFE AND LABOR BULLETIN
quoted. The praying miners. Jun'26:25
LIFE AND MISSION OF THE CHURCH PROJECT
Students will survey the church's mission. May'58:23
"THE LIFE IN MY HANDS" (MOTION PICTURE)
The life in my hands. Jun'54:26
LIFE MAGAZINE
"Life" comes to Congo. Jul'47:6
Life also likes Seghers' pictures. Jan'52:5
LIFE PICTORIAL ATLAS OF THE WORLD
Book chat. Nov'61:40
LIFE WORK CONFERENCES
Apr'24:63
LIFTON, ROBERT JAY. BOUNDARIES: PSYCHOLOGICAL MAN IN REVOLUTION
New books. Jul'71:28
LIGA NACIONAL DE MUJERES EVANGELICAS
Congress of Evangelical women. Jun'28:48
Echoes from everywhere.
Liga Nacional de Mujeres Evangelicas. Jul'33:30
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'34:39 May'35:39 Sep'27:47 Nov'34:39
Women and world highways. May'36:35
The church in Argentina is growing. Jan'59:29
Argentines work together. Mar'59:23
LIGGETT, C L
(photo) Oct'43:5
Liggett, Thomas Jackson, 1919- (married to Virginia Moore Liggett)
Echoes from everywhere. May'46:37
What a gift can do. Dec'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
New era dawns in Latin America. Jan'62:19
Protestant dilemmas in Latin America. Nov'64:19
The coming revolutions in Latin America. Mar'67:14
The population nightmare. Mar'68:19
What the ICWF assembly can mean to the church. Mar'70:20
Englarging the partnership in India. Jul'70:6
Can the National Council resolve its crucial tensions?
Dec'72:19
LIGGETT, THOMAS JACKSON, 1919–
Classroom and campus. Jul'43:24
News room. Oct'43:34 Feb'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
News room. Feb'47:32
Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina (photo)
Jan'56:27
Global highlights. Jan'57:3 (photo) Apr'58:5
Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:23 (photo p. 22)
For adult mission study. Sep'58:40
Global highlights. Sep'59:4
News room. Oct'59:48
Global highlights.
Apr'60:7 Jul'61:4 (photo p.6) Oct'61:5
Jun'61:4
World Calling... Feb'64:10
Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:4
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'65:7
As others see us (photo) Oct'66:20
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6
Global highlights. Jan'67:5
Disciples in the news. Jan'68:8
Global highlights. May'68:6
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Missionary honored (photo) Sep'68:44
Global highlights (photo) Dec'68:6
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:18
Partnership with South America. Dec'69:20 (photo p. 22)
The scene (photo) Feb'70:44
In brief. Mar'70:38 Apr'70:39
World events. Apr'70:45
World Calling... Sep'70:50
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar (photo)
Oct'70:20
World Calling... Nov'70:50
World events. Dec'70:36
(photo) Feb'71:30,31
In brief. Mar'72:42
World events (photo) Sep'72:38
World events. Nov'72:38 Apr'73:39
The scene (photo) May'73:33
In brief (photo) Jun'73:39
Uniting the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6
LIGGETT, THOMAS JACKSON. WHERE TOMORROW STRUGGLES TO BE BORN
New books. Apr'71:29
LIGGETT, THOMAS MILTON, 1944–
News room. Feb'46:38
Liggett, Virginia Moore, 1918–
(married to Thomas Jackson Liggett)
Echoes from everywhere. May'46:37
A new Christian home in Resistencia. Nov'49:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'57:30
LIGGETT, VIRGINIA MOORE, 1918–
News room. Oct'43:34 Feb'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
News room. Feb'47:32
Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina (photo) Jan'56:27

LIGHT, LINDA
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'67:35
"LIGHT SHINES IN THE DARKNESS" (MOTION PICTURE) Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'63:44

LIGHTFOOT, R. H. HISTORY AND INTERPRETATION IN THE GOSPELS
Book chat. Nov'35:16

LIGON, ERNEST MAYFIELD, 1897-
Heritage and destiny at Kansas City (photo) Sep'61:26

LIGON, ERNEST MAYFIELD. THE MARRIAGE CLIMATE
Books. Mar'64:42

LIGON, ERNEST MAYFIELD. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CHRISTIAN PERSONALITY
Book chat. Mar'36:11
College notes. May'36:33

LIGON, ERNEST MAYFIELD. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY
Book chat. Jan'37:18

LIGON, FRANCES E
In memoriam. Jun'37:39

LIGONIER, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49

LIGUDEN, JOSEFINA
(photo) Apr'51:16

LIGUE INTERNATIONALE DES MERES ET DES EDUCATRICES FUR LA PAIX
Women and world highways. Jul'35:35

LIKONGO, CONGO
Bicycling through Congo. Oct'34:28

LIKYO (married to Likyo Edouard)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6

LIKYO EDOUARD
Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6

LILA, CHANDRA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40

LILBURN, AMANDA
In memoriam. Mar'36:39

LILE, (married to Luke Lile)
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6

LILE, CORVAL EARL, 1910-
Four churches join home plan (photo) Mar'59:46
(photo) Mar'67:38

LILEKO, CONGO
(photo of school) Jan'59:inside back cover

LILES, LESTER R. STREAMS OF HEALING
Book chat. Nov'58:41

Lilienthal, David E
Science and the spirit of man. Jul'49:15

LILIENTHAL, DAVID E.
Global highlights. Dec'46:4

LILJI, HANS
Lutheran head to visit U.S. May'53:43
Global highlights.
Sep'56:6 Jun'61:5 Oct'61:6

LILJI, HANS. THE LAST BOOK OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. May'58:24
Lilley, Robert Wilson, 1865-1948
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:30
LILLEY, ROBERT WILSON, 1865-1948
A new building in the Capital of West Virginia. Aug'20:28
(photo) Sep'20:30 Mar'24:45
LILLIE, AMY MORRIS. EVERYBODY'S ISLAND
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
LILLIE, AMY MORRIS. IN UNBROKEN LINE
Youth and missions. May'60:37
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
LILLE, BLANCHE, 1911?- (married to Wallace Lillie)
Global highlights (photo) Jul'65:6
LILLE, HAROLD CLAYTON, 1915-
More congregations approve Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'61:51
LILLES, WALLACE (married to Blanche Lillie)
News room (photo) Feb'63:40
LILLY, JAMES VIRGIL, 1912-
News room. Nov'50:38
LILLY ENDOWMENT
Global highlights. May'60:4
Lilves, (married to Ben Lilves)
Experiences that change attitudes. Apr'52:27
LIM, JAMES
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:38
LIMA, PERU
The land of the Incas (photos) Jul'21:17
(photo of Union Church) Jun'60:27
LIMARDO, MIGUEL
(photo) Jun'46:29 May'49:15
LIMAY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
(photo of congregational leaders) May'62:28
LIMNER, ROMAN RECHNITZ. SEX AND THE UNBORN CHILD
New books. Jan'71:29
LIMOZE, ARTHUR H. THE MINISTER AND MISSIONS
On the making of books... Jan'42:33
LIN, DANIEL
(photo) Jun'23:21
LIN, ELEANOR
Summer internship at Mariner's Temple. Mar'49:27
LINBURG, NETTIE
(death) Aug'25:50
LINCOLN, (married to James Stephen Lincoln) -1960
In memoriam. Apr'60:37
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
...on war. Feb'54:48
LINCOLN, ABRAHAM, 1809-1865
(photo) Feb'19:2
quoted. Apr'24:52
quoted. Jul'25:inside front cover
Lincoln (poem) Feb'26:45
quoted. Our task. Nov'26:56
(photo) Feb'33:23
quoted. The threshold. Feb'37:2
quoted. Jul'38:29
quoted. Words from Lincoln (photo) Feb'40:29
Book chat. Jul'47:23
News room. Oct'47:32
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Abraham Lincoln (photo of Lincoln Memorial) Feb'48:29
quoted. Last column.
Mar'54:48  Jan'57:48  Apr'57:48  Feb'63:50
Jun'55:52  Feb'57:48  Feb'59:50
Letters. Feb'68:4  Apr'68:48
quoted. Change, justice and hope. Feb'73:inside back cover
LINCOLN, C. ERIC. IS ANYBODY LISTENING TO BLACK AMERICA?
New books. Oct'68:36
LINCOLN, ELMER L
(photo) Nov'30:19
LINCOLN, JAMES F. INCENTIVE MANAGEMENT
Book chat. Jul'52:44
LINCOLN, LILLIAN, -1958
In memoriam. Mar'59:35
Lincoln, Lucy (married to Marshall L. Lincoln)
Let's keep our youth in school! Sep'63:27
LINCOLN, MARSHALL (married to Lucy Lincoln)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:4
(photo) Sep'69:11
LINCOLN, MARTHA LOUISE
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33
LINCOLN MEMORIAL (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
(photo) Jul'25:front cover
Our cover. Jul'25:1
(photo) Feb'55:front cover
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
A unique list of World Call subscriptions. Jan'23:64
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The reading contest. Sep'28:32
Recent buildings aided... (photo) Aug'31:13
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. EAST A STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'19:36
What they did and how. Oct'20:7
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6
A new man for a new task. Dec'23:27
(photo of paly given by women) Feb'24:40
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'25:52
An old method in the new west... May'25:55
How the silent revival works. Feb'26:7
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:43
Youth respond to Jesus' "Follow me." Jul'26:60
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'28:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
Missionary materials and methods. May'33:43
News room. Jan'53:33
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. HAVELOCK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Decade achievements--after two years. Sep'62:15
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. TABERNACLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:49
(photo) Aug'24:13
LINCOLNSHIRE, ILLINOIS. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
LIND, JOHN
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:57
LIND, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
LINDAMAN, EDWARD B. SPACE, A NEW DIRECTION FOR MANKIND
   New books. Feb'70:28
LINDBECK, (married to George A. Lindbeck)
   Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
LINDBECK, GEORGE A. DIALOGUE ON THE WAY
   New books. Dec'65:39
LINDELL, (married to Francis Lindell)
   The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25
LINDELL, FRANCIS
   The best two months of our lives (photo) Jul'72:25
LINDBERGH, ANN MORROW
   Letter written by a Chinese lady to Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh... Oct'32:27
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'70:7
LINDBERGH, ANN MORROW. GIFT FROM THE SEA
   Book chat. May'56:40
LINDBERGH, EVANGELINE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
LINDBERGH, CHARLES A
   Lindbergh as a type. Jul'27:4
   Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'27:55
   (photo) Oct'27:13
   A messenger of good will. Apr'28:52
   Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
   (photo) Jul'28:25
   Our crime situation. Apr'32:4
   Letter written by a Chinese lady to Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh... Oct'32:27
LINDBERGH, CHARLES A. OF FLIGHT AND LIFE
   Book chat. Nov'48:14
LINDEN, HANS WERNER
   (photo) Feb'52:25
LINDENMAN, EDUARD CHRISTIAN, 1885-1953
   quoted. Youth and missions. Jun'45:31
LINDENMEYER, THEODORE ANDREW, 1871-1914
   (photo) Dec'24:34
LINDENWOOD COLLEGE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
LINDER, (married to Albert A. Linder)
   Vacation church schools... (photo) Jun'51:8
Lindley, A. Raymond
   New programs to aid ministers and churches. Oct'71:14
LINDLEY, A. RAYMOND
   In brief (photo) Sep'70:39
LINDLEY, ANNA
   My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39
Lindley, Denton Ray, 1905-1987 (married to Maybon Lindley)
   The church college has a vital task. Jan'53:15
   Religion on the campus. Jan'62:21
   University of the Americas on today's mission frontier. Feb'71:12
LINDLEY, DENTON RAY, 1905-1987
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
Classroom and campus.
   Oct'42:33   Mar'47:30   (photo) Apr'50:33   Oct'50:32
   (photo) Dec'50:25
quoted. The opportunity of the Christian college. Jan'51:5
Bringing Lund to the people (photo) Jun'52:12
A look at Lund (photo) Nov'52:13
News room. Feb'53:36
Global highlights. Apr'53:2
Highlights of higher education (photo) Jaun'53:36
Global highlights. Jul'53:3
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:37
Five churches added to Every Home Plan (photo) Dec'60:46
   (photo) Jan'62:21
Global highlights. Jul'62:4
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:35
LINDLEY, DENTON RAY. APOSTLE OF FREEDOM
   Book chat. Dec'57:16
LINDLEY, MAYBON (married to D. Ray Lindley)
   (photo) Dec'50:25
Lindley, Maybon (married to D. Ray Lindley)
   The college president (poem) May'53:40
LINDLEY, NEIL
   Classroom and campus. Sep'51:33
LINDON, GEORGIA
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'64:36
LINDON, SUE
   Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:15
LINDQUIST, G. E. THE INDIAN IN AMERICAN LIFE
   Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
Lindsay, (Mrs. L. W.)
   Letters. Mar'71:4
Lindsay, (Mrs. S. B.)
   The house beautiful. Jan'20:44
LINDSAY, DOROTHY
   Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:9
LINDSAY, JOHN M., -1950
   In memoriam. Oct'50:39
LINDSAY, LENA
   Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24
LINDSAY, LUCY
   In memoriam. Mar'38:39
LINDSAY, LYDIA
   (death) Feb'26:51
LINDSAY, MARK EDGAR NEWSOM, 1898-
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
Lindsay, Nicholas Vachel, 1879-1931
   (untitled poem) Mar'25:back cover
   Foreign missions in battle array (poem) Mar'27:36
   The proud farmer (poem) Oct'36:11
LINDSAY, NICHOLAS VACHEL, 1879-1931
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Dec'23:51   May'24:54
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
LINDSAY, NICHOLAS VACHEL. SELECTION POEMS
Book chat. Oct'36:43

LINDSAY, S B
Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:16
Lindsay, Sally Spencer (married to John Lindsay)
Admonition (poem) Jul'46:17
And a little child... (poem) Jun'47:16 Oct'48:21

LINDSAY, VACHEL
See
LINDSAY, NICHOLAS VACHEL

LINDSEY, ARTHUR
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:31

LINDSEY, ARTHUR McNEES
(photo) Jul'23:10 Mar'24:50

LINDSEY, ARTHUR NEAL, 1873-1955
Personalities. Jan'35:16 May'35:17 Feb'38:23

LINDSEY, JOHN MARSHALL, 1905-1950
(photo) Jul'23:10

LINDSEY, MAUD, -1951
In memoriam. Jun'51:37

LINDSEY, ROBERT
Faith, with freedom, in the "too-holy" land. Oct'73:5

Lindsley, Ina E
Boxcar number 9. May'47:46

LINDSTROM, ULLA
(photo) Jan'48:20

LINDT, AUGUST
(photo) Feb'59:13
Global highlights. Mar'60:7

LINEBACK, (MRS. W.)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

LINEBACK, BENJAMIN A
(death) Feb'24:50

LINEBACK, WILLIAM
Disciples at Yale (photo)
Jul'28:26 Jul'29:29 Jul'31:30
News room. Sep'46:40

LINEBARGER, FLORENCE ALICE, -1964
In memoriam. Jun'64:49

LINEBARGER, PAUL M. A. THE CHINA OF CHIANG KAI-SHEK
Book chat. Nov'41:23

LINEBERGER, ERNEST R
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34

LINEBERGER, LAWRENCE O. THE MAN FROM TARSUS
Speaking of books. Jun'33:34

LINEBERGER. LAWRENCE O. TOWERING FIGURES
Speaking of books. Apr'29:31

LINES, CAROLINE ANTOINETTE GAMARD, 1894-
(married to Ezra Austin Lines)
Notes. Sep'19:48

LINES, DAVID
Notes. Sep'19:48

LINES, EZRA AUSTIN, 1876-
(married to Caroline Antoninette Gamard Lines)
Notes. Mar'19:60 Sep'19:48
Echoes from everywhere.
LING, CHENG. TIGER TAIL VILLAGE
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40

LING, SEWARD
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31

LING KE CHEN
That these shall not have died in vain (photo) Mar'38:28

LINGALA
A new missionary meets the Congolese. Oct'49:40
New light in the Congo. Feb'58:9
Congom magazine. Feb'58:43

LINGENFELTER, LOIS
See

HELSE, LOIS LINGENFELTER

LINGER, ALICE PETERS, -1942
In memoriam. Sep'42:39

LINGLE, CLARA E. - 1942
In memoriam. Apr'42:39

LINGNAN UNIVERSITY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45

LINGUEY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
A convention in the Philippines (photo of chapel) Jun'40:26

Linham, Helen L
I'm sorry Lord (poem) Jun'38:48

LINK, ESTLEE E., -1972 (married to George J. Link)
In memoriam. Jul'72:43

LINK, HENRY C. THE REDISCOVERY OF MAN
Book chat. Dec'38:22

LINK, HENRY C. THE RETURN TO RELIGION
Book chat. Jul'36:32

THE LINK
Global highlights. Dec'51:2

LINKENHOKER, MINERVIA JANE
In memoriam. Jul'44:33

LINKLETTER, (married to C. S. Linkletter)
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

LINKLETTER, CHARLES STEWART, 1889-1967
(photo) Nov'37:32 Dec'38:30

Linkletter, Edna
Letters. Apr'73:4

LINKLETTER, MAJOR GRAEME
(photo) Feb'32:30

LINKOUS, THOMAS T. G. (married to Lou Estelle Linkous)
(photo) Mar'24:56

LINN, JAMES WEBER. JANE ADDAMS
Women and world highways. Feb'36:35

Linn, Jan Gary
How ministers see themselves. Apr'72:11

LINN, JAN BARRY
(photo) Apr'72:11

LINN KNOLL, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

LINSSELL, (married to Ross D. Linsell)
In memoriam. Apr'38:39

Linsley, Agnes
Letters. Jan'72:4
LINTHIEUM, E E
What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
LINVILLE, BENJAMIN HARRISON, 1887-1955
(married to Wavie Russell Linville)
(photo) Mar'24:43
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
Linzel, (married to Frank D. Linzel)
Church women at work in the nation's Capital. Sep'38:11
LIPAY, PHILIPPINES
A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:22
LIPPARD, EMMA G. A JAPANESE GRANDMOTHER
Speaking of books. Jul'34:33
LIPPENS, M MAURICE
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:60
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
LIPPHARD, WILLIAM B
Global highlights (photo)
Jun'53:2 Jun'55:3
LIPPMANN, WALTER. THE PUBLIC PHILOSOPHY
Book chat. Nov'59:26
LIPPMANN, WALTER. U.S. FOREIGN POLICY
Book chat. Dec'43:38
LIPS, KATHERINE A
In memoriam. May'43:39
LIPSCOMB, DAVID. 1831-1917
Brothers go to war (photo) Oct'61:26
LIPSCOMB, GEORGE D. DR. GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER...
American, scientist, man of God. Feb'45:3
LIQUOR AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
See
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
See also PROHIBITION TEMPERANCE
The sad plight of the liquor power. Mar'19:8
Going out of the liquor business. Jul'19:8
Waking up. Jul'19:12
Notes. Jul'19:61
The backwash of the liquor traffic. Sep'19:67
Liquor in Japan. Oct'19:58
Notes. Oct'19:59,66
The lawless traffic in liquor. Apr'22:57
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:53
Apr'24:64
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45 Jun'24:47
The undemocratic liquor traffic. Jul'25:24
Elections and resolutions of the Convention. Nov'25:53
What happened in Ontario. May'27:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
Some recent gains in Prohibition. Jul'29:6
Speaking of books. Jul'29:30
(photo of saloon) Jul'30:2
Listening in on the world. Dec'30:22
Beer, the cure all. Jun'32:4
Government control in Canada. Dec'32:19
The saloon in retrospect. Jul'33:7
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:54
On the social battle front. Feb'34:13
The church and the new society. Jan'35:27
A year of repeal. Feb'35:4
Major actions of the International Convention... Nov'35:47
Social trends. Dec'35:27
Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:27
The threshold. Feb'38:2       Jan'40:2       Jun'40:2
Social trends. Feb'41:21
Free liquor advertising in movies. Jun'42:12
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:27
Social action. Sep'42:30
Social trends. Oct'42:24
(cartoon) Nov'42:43
Social trends. Jan'43:24
Canada and the liquor trade. Feb'43:45
Actions at Columbus. Dec'44:36
Social trends. Sep'47:17
Expenditures for alcoholic beverages. Apr'51:45
Social trends. Oct'52:18
Global highlights. Mar'54:3       Sep'54:3
WCTU head, a Disciple, scores liquor promotion. Oct'55:45
Social trends. Jun'57:14
Global highlights.
       Oct'58:4       Sep'62:6       Feb'63:5       May'64:5
Liquor. Sep'67:9
Alcohol problems. Jul'68:11
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5
U.S. alcohol consumption nearly 5 billion gallons. Nov'73:45
LISENBY, ROSE L
       (photo) Jan'21:1
       Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
LISENBY, W T
       Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
LISK, MARY, -1953
       In memoriam. Feb'54:35
LIST, ANNE
       World events (photo) Sep'71:38
LISTER, ELIPHAZ ELVEDORE, 1886-1954
       Report from the Rochester Hospital Chaplain. Jan'48:44
       Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
       News room. Nov'50:38       Nov'51:39
LISTENING CONFERENCES. 1958
       Adults and mission. Jan'64:38
LIT LIT
See
COMMITTEE ON WORLD LITERACY AND CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
LITANIES
See also
WORSHIP SERVICES
       A litany. Jul'23:back cover
       A litany for Mother's Day. Mar'34:inside front cover
       A litany in behalf of the city. Oct'38:15
       Litany for Christian unity Sunday. May'40:19
       Programs for young people. Oct'40:37
       Missionary worship service. Jun'45:32

85
Rural life litany. Nov'59:18
Youth and the world mission. Apr'65:40
Women on world highways. May'66:37
A litany of brotherhood. Feb'70:9
Keep the rumor going. May'70:8
Suggested commissioning service. May'70:31
A praise song celebrating the risen Christ at work in the
world today. Jul'71:25
Life up your hearts. Dec'71:48
A litany on church unity. Mar'72:18
Un domingo en la manana. Mar'72:46
Lift up your hearts. May'72:48
Litany for the earth. Jul'72:back cover

LITAO, MINISMERCIA
quoted. Messages from Filipino children. Jun'46:8

LITCHFIELD, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39

LITEL, JOHN
(photo) May'54:38

LITELE SAMUEL
Congo village hears and believes (photo) Apr'42:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37

LITERACY
India learning to read. Sep'40:11
Literacy and literature. Dec'42:13
Pioneering in Christian literacy. Jan'44:16
"Each one teach one" in Brazil. Apr'47:45
Literacy program in India progresses. Nov'47:29
Lifting the veil of illiteracy. Jun'48:27
Father learns to read. Oct'49:42
Ghurao learns to read. May'52:14
The miracle man of mass education. Dec'52:26
Literature program is underway in southeast Asia. May'53:42
Progress in erasing India's illiteracy. May'53:44
Eastern schools plan literacy journalism courses. May'53:45
Literacy work moves ahead. Nov'53:45
Literacy program to be launched. Jun'54:45
Literacy House celebrates a birthday. Jul'54:48
...the key to minds and hearts. Sep'54:22
Global highlights. Oct'54:3
At work in world literacy. Jan'56:5
Making bird tracks talk. Sep'59:23
For adult mission study. Mar'60:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
Global highlights. Jan'61:7        Apr'61:7
And you will learn to write. Apr'61:16

Ministry at Kitwe. Jul'61:31
Literacy can break the chains in Haiti. Feb'62:21
A crusade against darkness. Jun'62:18
The "scandal" of illiteracy. Feb'63:43
Reading is an essential art. Jan'64:16
World Calling... May'64:10
Women on world highways. Feb'67:32
We learned to read. May'68:40
Each one teach one. Mar'70:25
Literacy liberates! Apr'73:23
Commentary. Nov'73:15
LITERACY ACTION FOUNDATION
Each one teach one. Mar'70:25
LITERARY DIGEST
quoted. The refugees in the religious war. May'26:44
Shall I vote in the Literary Digest poll? Apr'32:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
LITERATURE
The forty best books. Mar'26:56
LITHULI, ALBERT J
(photo) Jun'49:13
LITTEL, (married to Charles M. Littel)
In memoriam. Dec'41:39
Littell, Franklin H
Rediscovery of the laity. Jul'65:21
Letters. May'72:4
LITTELL, FRANKLIN H.
Global highlights. Dec'64:6
LITTELL, FRANKLIN H. THE CHURCH AND THE BODY POLITIC
New books. Oct'69:28
LITTELL, FRANKLIN H. WILD TONGUES, A HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL PATHOLOGY
New books. Feb'70:28
LITTER (TRASH)
Who is the litterbug? Mar'67:9
LITTLE, ALTA GRISWOLD (married to Herbert Little)
they'll never see 100 again! (photo) Nov'65:17
LITTLE, CARLYLE
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
LITTLE, FRANCES
See
MACAULEY, FRANCES CALDWELL
LITTLE, GEORGE A. THE TEACHER'S MANUAL
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34
"A LITTLE FABLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Nov'73:37
LITTLE FLAT ROCK, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How (their) Christian Endeavor Society raised its pledge
(photo of Society) Oct'26:47
(photo) Feb'35:11
LITTLE JEWEL, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37
"LITTLE MAN STAND TALL" (FILMSTRIP)
A picture of Paraguay. Dec'58:18
"LITTLE MAN STAND TALL" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'59:40
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
News room. Apr'49:34
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
Giving everybody a chance. Aug'27:38
Churches receive awards at banquet. Dec'68:44
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS. PULASKI HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
These have done it... Sep'29:20
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS. SCOVILLE EVANGELISTIC MEETING
(photos) Feb'24:47
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS. WRIGHT AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
LITTLEJOHN, DAISY, -1945
In memoriam. Feb'46:37
LITTLEJOHN, DONALD EDWARD, 1921 - (married to Jean Maxted Littlejohn)
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'57:31
LITTLER, LURA COTTLE, -1958 (married to John H. Littler)
In memoriam. Jul'58:43
LITTLERS, WILLIAM H
Eleven years ago, and now. Apr'20:46
LITZ, (married to William Litz)
Here and there with World Call. Sep'54:48
LITZENBURG, T. V. INTELLECTUAL HONESTY AND RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT
New books. Mar'70:28
LIU CHANG
quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:17
Liu En-Lan
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:59
LIU EN-LAN
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
LIU, GRACE KAN
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:50
Liu Ja Dju
From a Tibetan leader. Oct'27:62
LIU, LAWRENCE
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:50
LIU TAO-TING (married to Sun Chuen-fang)
(wedding) Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:5
LIU, TS'UNG-PEN
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
LIU, YOUNG FUA
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'60:35
"LIVE A LITTLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'68:39
"LIVE AND HELP LIVE" (FILMSTRIP)
Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:24
Audio-Visual suggestions. Oct'54:41
LIVELY, ANNE O
Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:14
Lively, Morris U., 1895-1953
Building the army church. Oct'42:29
Livengood, Alice S. Peterson, 1890-1978
(married to Fay E. Livengood)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:57 Nov'24:58
LIVENGOOD, ALICE S. PETERSON, 1890-1978
Notes. Jul'20:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
(photo) Apr'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
(photo) Sep'35:25
quoted. Camp experiences in India. Oct '38:27
News room. Feb '42:45 Jun '44:28
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct '54:26
LIVENGOOD, CARRIE, -1942
In memoriam. Apr '42:39
LIVENGOOD, CORNELIA
See
ROGERS, CORNELIA LIVENGOOD
Livengood, Fay Emmett, 1888-1970
(married to Alice S. Peterson Livengood)
First experiences in India. Aug '19:39
From New York to Jubbulpore. Oct '19:49
Educated Indians hear. Feb '20:43
In camp in India with the boys. Jun '20:42
Note. Sep '20:62
Traveling in India. Nov '20:57
Deepening the spiritual life of the Damoh church. Aug '22:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov '22:57
Henry, the tin missionary. Dec '22:8
A bird's eye view of the Damoh orphanage. Mar '23:47
Scouting in India. Dec '23:53
The real remedy. Jul '24:41
Where boys find a common interest. Aug '24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct '26:50
Livengood news. Oct '26:54 Dec '26:58
Mohammed or Christ in India. Jan '27:34
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar '27:40
Livengood news. May '27:44
Easter around the world. Jul '27:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul '27:48
Livengood news. Aug '27:40
Echoes from everywhere. Aug '27:47
The last page. May '28:64
Echoes from everywhere.
Livengood news. Dec '28:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb '29:36,44 Aug '29:35,36
Livengood news. Oct '29:57
Echoes from everywhere. Nov '29:50
Hard to surpass in America. Nov '29:54
Echoes from everywhere. Dec '29:50
Livengood news. Jan '30:35 Mar '30:38
Echos from everywhere. Jun '30:62
Intensive evangelism Aug '30:26
Livengood news. Oct '30:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan '32:39 May '32:40
Livengood in camp. Aug '32:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct '32:38 May '33:40 Apr '36:39
Apr '33:39,40 Mar '36:39,40 Nov '37:39
We visit India. Feb '38:12
We visit Telugu land. Jul '38:16
Saving the lost. Apr '39:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul '39:39
New creatures in Christ. Jul '39:41
Disciples convention in India. Feb'40:28
With Fay Livengood in India. Jun'40:43
The Christian movement in India's Andhra Desh. Nov'40:20
Jubbulpore report. Jun'42:42
Jubbulpore youth people move forward. Nov'43:22
India is always hungry. Jul'44:14
The printed word in India. Dec'46:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'47:37
Youth and missions. Mar'47:35
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:36
Language schools keep missionaries busy. Oct'51:40
Mission press serves Hindi-speaking people. Nov'51:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:47

LIVENGOOD, FAY EMMETT, 1888-1970
Jul'19:63 Feb'20:60
Highways through the heart of Hindustan. Nov'20:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:64 Jul'24:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
(photo) Oct'27:39 Apr'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
(photo) Sep'35:23,25
News room. Feb'42:45 Jun'44:28
quoted. Untouchability abolished in India. Feb'49:46
(photo) Apr'49:17
In Christ we share a fellowship. May'52:30
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:26
In memoriam. Jan'71:45

Livengood, G W
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38

LIVENGOOD, G W
(photo) Oct'23:53

LIVENGOOD, LUCILE CLAWSON, 1879-1971 (married to Owen Livengood)
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:14 (photo p. 15)

LIVENGOOD, OWEN, 1875-1960 (married to Lucile Clawson Livengood)
Mar'24:45
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:14 (photo p. 15)

Liverett, Adam Reid, 1878-1965 (married to Lola McNeely Liverett)
What building a church implies. Aug'28:13
The glory of church erection. Aug'29:10
A collector's job is not an easy one! Aug'30:12
Debts of honor. Aug'32:10
A Brotherhood service. Sep'34:11
Service program of the Board of Church Extension. Jul'36:24
Saving church buildings. Jul'37:12
Church debts. Jul'38:12
Saving and serving churches. Apr'39:18

LIVERETT, ADAM REID, 1878-1965
Notes. Sep'20:60
A home that is a home (photo) Mar'22:7
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
(photo) Mar'24:17 Dec'26:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57 Feb'29:43
(photo) Oct'29:33
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul'30:39
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Personalities. Feb'36:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:43

 Jul'38:12     Apr'39:18     Jul'39:8     Mar'40:17
News room. Dec'41:34
Brotherhood leaders reach retirement (photo) Dec'44:17
(photograph)                          (death) News room. Apr'65:42
LIVERETT, ADAM REID, JR (married to Elsie Cook Liverett)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:44
Liverett, Alice Helser (married to W. M. Liverett)
Mountains unscalable. Sep'35:28
Women and world highways. Nov'35:35
A home missions trilogy. Sep'36:28
Programs for young people. Apr'37:37
Printer's ink in Africa. Apr'37:42
Sarah Bird Dorman. Jul'39:34
Life-giving waters. Sep'40:43
Team on wheels. Nov'40:15
The church, the chaplain and the service man. Jan'43:20
Beyond schoolroom walls. Apr'48:14
Mary Brown is invited... Oct'50:16
LIVERETT, ALICE HELSER
(photograph) Apr'40:7
News room. Jun'47:34
(photograph) Feb'48:17
News room. Dec'58:34
World Calling... Jul'67:10
LIVERETT, ELSIE COOK (married to Adam Reid Liverett, Jr.)
News room. Mar'51:40
LIVERETT, ELWIN
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
LIVERETT, HELEN NAFTZGER
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
LIVERETT, LOLA MCNEELY, 1884-1966
(married to Adam Reid Liverett, Sr.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
(photograph) Jul'35:34
(death) Disciples in the news. May'66:7
In memoriam. May'66:46
LIVERETT, MAURICE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
LIVERETT, MYRENE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
(photograph of construction) Jan'66:3
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49
LIVING LINK MISSIONARIES

See also
MISSIONARY PARTNERS
Living links. Jan'20:51
Notes. Feb'20:59
How the Living Link was reached. Dec'21:24
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:62
Golden chains. Oct'24:27
Hail to our silver anniversary churches (photos) Mar'31:24
The first page. Apr'31:2
Pledge to Living Link Missionary. Dec'46:45
Missionary links. Sep'54:40
Are missionary links outdated? Oct'54:29
Missionary visits can be successful. Nov'54:26
Global highlights. May'61:4
...going, going, gone! Jun'62:10
Joy of partnership. Mar'63:30
"LIVING RIGHT AT OUR WORK" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'55:43
LIVINGSTON, CHARLES
(photo) Dec'38:31
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
LIVINGSTON, JOY
See
DODSON, JOY LIVINGSTON
LIVINGSTON, PAUL Y. SAY THOU ART MINE
Book chat. Nov'38:33
Livingston, Stephen Tracy
For a church vestibule (poem) Aug'28:12 Aug'30:12
LIVINGSTON ACADEMY (TENNESSEE)
My mountain people. Jul'19:10
Notes. Jul'19:62 Sep'19:49
Snap shots... Dec'19:14
Report. Sep'21:26
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:62
Annual report... Sep'22:36
Some news items... Dec'22:45
Mountain vision at Livingston. Jan'23:52
Building character in Cumberland Mountains (photos)
Feb'23:28
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Autobiography of a Livingston Academy girl. May'23:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:51
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
Where rifles hand on cabin walls (photos) May'24:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
Multiplying loaves and fishes (photo) Mar'25:58
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
Going up (photo) Sep'25:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
A long looked for day. Dec'25:50
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
(photo) Sep'27:18
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
New things for old. Mar'29:58
(photo of girls' dormitory) Sep'29:6
Again the school bell calls. Nov'29:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
Representing 166 years of service (photo) Jul'30:31
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:39
...received increased grant. Aug'31:47
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
Commencement. Jun'32:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
Through the years. Sep'33:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40
(photo of girls' basketball team) Apr'34:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
Commencement... Sep'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
New superintendent... Nov'35:41
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24 (photo p. 25)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
Another shepherd of the hills. Nov'37:26
They are seven (photo) Apr'38:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:44
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:21
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'39:41
Livingston Academy (photo) Apr'40:7
Dr. Dye on Livingston. Apr'41:7
Tennessee mountain school (photo) Oct'41:33
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39
Students at Livingston. Nov'41:32
Former student returns to school Feb'42:27
News notes. Jun'42:34
The highlander discovers America. Apr'45:6
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
News room. Jun'46:34,45 Nov'46:32
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
For adult mission study. Sep'56:36
Finding the need in home missions. Apr'59:23

LIVINGSTON, TENNESSEE
Mountain vision at Livingston. Jan'23:52
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40

LIVINGSTON, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:60
The evolution of a Sunday school class (photo) Sep'24:44
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'33:39       May'34:40       Dec'34:39
Celebrates 25th anniversary. Dec'35:34
Another shepherd of the hills. Nov'37:26
A larger parish at work. Nov'50:17

LIVINGSTONE, DAVID, 1813-1873
From Chitambo's village to the sea. Jan'24:43
On the interment of David Livingstone (poem) May'27:37
Some Congo clippings. Oct'27:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45
The challenge of missionary trail-blazers. Jun'31:16
...enshrined at Victoria Falls. Sep'34:4
South Africa (photo) Sep'38:28
These go to Africa. Jun'39:5
Heritage and hope of David Livingstone (portrait) Jun'73:20

LIVINGSTONE, DAVID. LIVINGSTONE'S MISSIONARY CORRESPONDENCE, 1841-1856
Book chat. Oct'62:40

LIVINGSTONE, W  F  CHRISTIAN FORSYTH OF FINGOLAND
Notes. Jul'19:64

LIVINGSTONE, WILLIAM ORION, 1870-1962
(photo) Mar'24:31

LIZARDI, MANUEL
(photo) Apr'53:34

LIZARRAGA, CEZAR
(photo) May'43:9

LLANDEWY, JAMAICA
(photo of church) Jul'52:12

LLEWELLYN, TOM
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

LLOYD, (married to Charles Lloyd)
In memoriam. Oct'30:40

LLOYD, A ROSS
(photo) Jun'51:18

Lloyd, Anna Belle Huff, 1873-1964
(married to William Jackson Lloyd)
Words about the World Call Week pageant. Dec'29:1
Origins (poem) Jul'31:12

LLOYD, BETTIE
In memoriam. Oct'30:40

LLOYD, CHARLES
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:10

LLOYD, ELINOR POTE, 1927- (married to Roger Lloyd)
(photo) Dec'30:47
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
News room. Nov'44:27
(marriage) News room. Oct'49:32

LLOYD, HAROLD CLAYTON, 1894-
Personalities (photo) Oct'34:15

LLOYD, HENRY
(photo) Jan'21:12

LLOYD, LAURA S
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'36:1

LLOYD, RALPH
Global highlights (photo) May'47:2

LLOYD, RALPH WALDO
(photo) Apr'51:11
LLOYD, ROGER (married to Elinor Potee Lloyd)  
(marriage) News room. Oct'49:32
Lloyd, William Ross, 1858-1945  
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47
LLOYD GEORGE, DAVID, 1863-1945  
A message from Lloyd George (photo) Nov'26:27
Is there an India? Jul'37:3
LLOYD-JONES, D. MARTYN. THE PLIGHT OF MAN AND THE POWER OF GOD  
Book chat. Mar'43:21
LO CHIA-LUN  
Children start ball rolling. Feb'37:29
"LO, HERE IS FELLOWSHIP" (HYMN)  
(music) For the C. W. F. Jun'50:36
Loader, Bill  
The moral side of the news. Nov'62:34
The missing witness. Apr'66:19
LOAFER'S GLORY, ARKANSAS  
The new day in Loafer's Glory (photos) Oct'28:14
LOBBIING  
Social trends. Feb'49:20
LOBDELL, SALLIE B  
Service for those who wait (photo) Jun'65:23
LOBINGER, ELIZABETH ERWIN MILLER. SHIP EAST--SHIP WEST  
Book chat. Jan'38:33
LOBINGIER, JOHN LESLIE. HOW BIG IS YOUR WORLD?  
Speaking of books. Jan'32:34
LOCH LEVEN CONFERENCE GROUNDS (CALIFORNIA)  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'57:34
LOCHARD, JACQUES  
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37
LOCHARD, MICHELLE  
Youth and missions. Nov'57:37
LOCKE, E R  
(photo) Nov'31:29
LOCKE, HUBERT  
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5
LOCKE, JOHN, 1632-1704  
quoted. Last column. Feb'56:48
Locke, John William, 1932-1990 (married to Marion Elizabeth King)  
Church union "ship" still afloat in Canada. Jul'72:18
LOCKE, JOHN WILLIAM, 1932-1990  
Canadian partners to the north (photo) Nov'58:19
Classroom and campus. May'62:34
(photo) Jul'72:19
Locke, Zienna, 1856-1930 (married to E. R. Locke)  
A birthday party. Oct'30:44
LOCKE, ZIENNA, 1856-1930  
(photo) Oct'30:44
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
LOCKFIELD GARDENS (INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA)  
Lockfield Gardens (photo) Dec'38:12
LOCKHART, CHARLES ASA, 1867-1946 (married to Julia A. Lockhart)  
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
(death) News room. Apr'46:32
LOCKHART, CLINTON, 1858-1951  
(photo) Jan'27:2
Clinton Lockhart. Jan'27:11
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Intimage glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:46
College notes. Apr'38:33
News from our colleges. May'38:32
(photo) Dec'39:31
Classroom and campus. Jan'44:25 Apr'44:25
Great teachers in my life (photo) Jan'48:10
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'50:4

LOCKHART, JACOB
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32

LOCKHART, JOHN
(photo) Dec'22:11
Lockhart, Lois Thomas, 1880- (married to William Stockton Lockhart)
The Church shall swell the chorus! Dec'27:6
The responsibility of Christian women at the polls.
Aug'28:21
Disarming woman. Nov'32:26

Lockhart, Mary
Make the most of the summer. May'61:24

LOCKHART, MARY (married to William B. Lockhart)
Spotlight on William B. Lockhart. Nov'71:7

LOCKHART, MOLLIE SMITH, 1869-1955 (married to Clinton Lockhart)
(photo) Jan'27:2

Lockhart, Paul Thomas
Progress toward world peace. Dec'32:15

LOCKHART, R. H. BRUCE. RETURN TO MALAYA
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27

LOCKHART, W. J
(photo) Nov'34:28

Lockhart, W. S
On leaving for college. Aug'24:28

LOCKHART, W. S
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41

LOCKHART, WILLIAM
World events (photo) Dec'70:36

LOCKHART, WILLIAM B. (married to Mary Lockhart)
Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
Spotlight on William B. Lockhart (photo) Nov'71:7
quoted. Quote...unquote. Nov'71:7

LOCKHART, WILLIAM STOCKTON, 1876-1937
(married to Lois Thomas Lockhart)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30

LOCKHART, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Challenging aims. Mar'46:39

LOCKHART, TEXAS. MEXICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53

LOCKIE, (MRS. G. DAVID)
A triumph of faith. Jun'19:56
Memoriam. Mar'35:39

LOCKIE, G. DAVID
A triumph of faith. Jun'19:56

LOCKIE, RUTH GUSTINE
(death) (photo) Jun'19:56
LOCKWOOD, LEE. CONVERSATION WITH ELDRIDGE CLEAVER: ALGIERS
   New books. Nov'70:29
LOCRA, JOSE de
   Mexican Disciples reach others (photo) May'62:18
LOCUST GROVE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Aug'20:46
LODGE, HENRY CABOT
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:3
   Global highlights. Jul'53:2
LODGE, OLIVER
   The last page. Feb'27:64
LOEB, JANICE
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'49:36
LOEB, SOPHIE IRENE
   Pure and undefiled. Mar'29:22
   Loefflath-Ehly, Ilka (married to Vic Ehly)
   The church looks at communal living. May'72:18
LOEGLER, DAVID
   Global highlights. Oct'46:3
LOEHR, ELIZABETH
   (death) Feb'19:51
LOEHR, LEON L
   (death) Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
LOEHR, WILLIAM M
   Capital program moves forward (photo) Mar'59:12
LOER, ESTELLA
   (death) Mar'20:53
LOER, RILLIE
   Notes. Nov'19:66
LOERA, AURORA VALENCIA (married to Jose Loera)
   (marriage) Jose wins one! (photo) Sep'51:45
LOERA, JOSE (married to Aurora Valencia Loera)
   Echoes from everywhere. May'45:32
   (marriage) Jose wins one! (photo) Sep'51:45
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6
Loerke, Betty Jean
   The brightest star. Dec'47:27
LOEW, RALPH W. HINGES OF DESTINY
   Book chat. Jul'55:16
LOFONDE YOSEPH
   What makes a mission station? Feb'40:32
LOFT, GEORGE
   Global highlights. Feb'61:8
LOFTIS, ZENOS SANFORD, 1881-1909
   A new physician for Tibet. Mar'19:55
   With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
   They sleep—and call. Mar'22:6
   A statement concerning the Shelton Memorial. Jan'23:19
   (photo of grave) Feb'23:2
   Jun'24:18
   In memory of our dead heroes. Jun'24:50
   Program helps (photo) May'25:48
LOFTON, RICHARD
   General Board prepares way for coming Assembly (photo)
   Oct'73:10
LOFTUS, THOMAS L., JR.
   World events. Sep'69:37
Logan, (Mrs. R. C.)
Women and world highways. May'38:35
Devotional study for missionary societies. Feb'39:38

LOGAN, INEZ
See
LORD, INEZ LOGAN

LOGAN, MARGARET RICE, -1966 (married to Lee Logan)
In memoriam. Oct'66:41

LOGAN, MARK B
Classroom and campus. May'60:33

LOGAN, MARY E., -1921
(death) Nov'21:50

LOGAN, SAVITRI
Preparing a ministry of healing (photo) Apr'59:14

LOGAN, W. HUME
(photo) Oct'22:7 May'23:32
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
(photo) Jan'25:32
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:10
(photo) Jun'30:32
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12

LOGAN, WELLINGTON M., 1875-
Personalities. Jun'35:12

LOGAN, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Who saved the church at Logan? (photo) Jul'36:5

LOGANGO MOSES
(death) The Ubangi-Ngiri area in Congo. Jul'45:35

LOGANSPORT, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58

LOGSDEN, (married to Charles Logsdon) -1946
In memoriam. May'46:37

LOGSDON, H. KLINE
Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33

LOHMANN, KAYBETH
Reconciliation through crafts (photo) Nov'69:21

LOHMANN, R. C.
Reconciliation through crafts (photo) Nov'69:21

LOHNES, ELIZABETH, -1948
In memoriam. Nov'48:37

LOHR, BERTHA F. ELLERMAN, 1856-1942 (married to Charles Lohr)
(photo) Aug'19:27
Notes. Feb'20:56
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Feb'21:18
(photo) Aug'25:49 Mar'28:18
(death) News room. May'42:40

LOHR, ELLEN L
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

LOHSE, BERNHARD. A SHORT HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
New books. Apr'67:22

LOIS VILLA, JAMAICA
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49 Nov'24:58

LOKANGE
Hedge rustlings. Nov'26:57

LOKANGA PAUL
Through the swamps of Africa. Feb'32:34

LOKOFE
Rural challenge. Jun'54:46
LOKOFE, MOSES
Congo claims her right to know (photo) Apr'36:28
LOKOFE, WECHI MARIE
Congo claims her right to know (photo) Apr'36:28
LOKOLE, BERNARD
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
LOKULUTU JOSEPH
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:18
LOKWA, MOSES
(death) The passing of a native Congo missionary. Aug'27:38
LOLLAR, MARY E
In memoriam. Apr'38:39
LOLLIS, (married to David L. Lollis)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'62:6
LOLLIS, DAVID L.
Global highlights (photo) Mar'62:6
LOLLIS, EDWARD WESLEY (married to Georgia May Campbell Lollis)
(wedding) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
Lollis, Georgia May Campbell (married to Edward Wesley Lollis)
The unofficial mother. Nov'23:22
Letters of the gloaming. Mar'30:30
LOLLIS, GEORGIA MAY CAMPBELL
(wedding) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
The ministers—keeper of his own soul. Sep'53:7
The Jamaicans have a mind to cooperate. Mar'55:14
Moodin'

Shavings.

LOLLIS, JAMES A., 1909-1981
EHP grows (photo) Dec'61:45
Disciples in the news (photo) Jun'68:8
(photo) Sep'53:7
Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:31
EHP grows (photo) Dec'61:45
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7 (photo) Jun'68:8
Retirements from the general ministry. Oct'73:30
(photo p. 31)
Lollis, Lorraine (married to James A. Lollis)
To laugh, to love and to wear bright orange. Sep'71:22
LOLLIS, LORRAINE. THE SHAPE OF ADAM'S RIB
New books. Nov'70:28
LOMAX, DOROTHY LOUISE

See

MOSELEY, DOROTHY LOUISE LOMAX

LOMAX, ELSIE MARIE ADAMS, 1881-1960
(married to Hugh Latimer Lomax)
Circulation corner. Jan'42:inside front cover quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jun'48:48
News room. Dec'50:32
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:14 (photos p. 16,17)
(death) News room. Sep'60:40

LOMAX, EMMA LEE
Crowded out at Beulah. Apr'45:13

Lomax, Hugh Latimer, 1877-1962 (married to Elsie Lomax)
Am I playing fair? Jan'21:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:49
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38

LOMAX, HUGH LATIMER, 1877-1962
The Star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
News room. Dec'50:32
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:14 (photos p. 15,16,17)
(death) News room. Mar'62:38
Higher education in the past half-century (photo) Jan'69:37

LOMAX, LOUISE
See

MOSELEY, DOROTHY LOUISE LOMAX

LOMB, ESTHER
(photo) Jan'19:23
Results in the religious day school. Aug'19:56

LOMBARD, GEORGE
Global highlights. Apr'47:3

LOMBARD, ROBERT
(photo) Nov'45:8

LOMPOC, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30

LOMPOKO
The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:25

LONCAR, BUDIMIR
Global highlights (photo) May'53:3

LONDON, ENGLAND
With the Near East Relief Commission. Jun'19:43
Another sign of the times. Aug'26:56
What's doing in England. Feb'28:29
Negro leader retires. Feb'35:4
Social trends. Nov'35:26

LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY TEMPLE
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43

LONDON, ENGLAND. TWYNHOLM CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Dec'26:22
What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31

LONDON, ENGLAND. WESLEY'S CHAPEL
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45

LONDON, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hitching the plow to the pulpit. Jun'28:34
LONDON NAVAL ARMS CONFERENCE
Listening in on the world.
May'30:28      Jun'30:26

LONDON PEACE CONFERENCE
Listening in on the world. Apr'31:16

LONE PINE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51

LONG, (married to Vinson Long)
Global highlights. Mar'67:6
In brief. May'70:42

LONG, A LEE
In memoriam. Mar'42:39

LONG, ARTHUR
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32
Long, Arthur M -1932
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:37

LONG, ARTHUR M -1932
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo) Oct'22:7          Mar'24:55
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
(photo) Jan'25:32
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'30:32
(death) A preview of the college year (photo) Sep'32:32

LONG, CHARLES
Strasbourg—a note of impatience and urgency. May'61:12

LONG, DELORES
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'58:33

LONG, DONALD E
quoted. How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25

LONG, EDWARD V
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34          (photo) Apr'68:34

LONG, ELI H., 1860—
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39

LONG, ELIZABETH, —1959
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

LONG, ELLA WILSON, 1856—1928 (married to Robert Alexander Long)
(photo) Nov'25:10          Jan'29:2
An old fashioned couple. Jan'29:25
A Christian woman's heart. Mar'29:57

LONG, EVA MARCILE
(photo) Jul'23:7

Long, Herman H
The kingdom beyond caste. Jul'57:19

LONG, HERMAN H
(photo) Jul'57:19

LONG, HILDA ASHCRAFT
In memoriam. Nov'41:39

LONG, HUEY P
Social trends. Jun'35:22

LONG, J A
(photo) Mar'24:31

LONG, J. GOFF
(photo) Sep'40:26
LONG, JEAN
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'48:36
(photo) Nov'49:11
News room. Sep'50:38
Long, John
Letters. Nov'73:42
LONG, JOHN
World events (photo) Apr'71:36
Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:14
LONG, JOHN B., -1932
In memoriam. Oct'32:39
Long, John Cornelius, 1901-1991 (married to Olive B. Long)
What a Young People's Conference means. Nov'22:26
A summer day at S.C.I. Sep'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:38 Sep'36:39
A traveling library. Jun'39:28
Building on faith. Jan'40:27
Women and world highways. Jul'40:35
Why I believe in home missions. Jul'42:34
A tribute to former President Lehman. Feb'43:28
Disciples and negro education. Apr'43:13
Mt. Beulah Cooperative store. Jul'43:36
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
LONG, JOHN CORNELIUS, 1901-1991
(photo) May'23:34
quoted. Are young people's conferences worht while? May'23:35
(photo) Apr'29:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
quoted. S.C.I. and Jarvis express appreciation. Apr'37:41
(photo) Jan'41:34
quoted. Last column. May'44:40
News room. Apr'45:28
Home missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
(photo) Sep'46:27
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'48:4
News room. Jul'50:40 Feb'51:38
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'52:32
News room. May'53:39 Feb'54:40 Apr'54:42
Classroom and campus.
(photo) Jul'54:35 (photo) May'57:28
Sep'55:30 Apr'66:34
LONG, KERMIT L
quoted. Last column. Jan'59:58
LONG, M G
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:31
Long, Margaret
The student and his faith. Mar'50:22
LONG, MARGARET
(photo) Jul'23:12
News room (photo) Nov'45:26
News room. May'49:41 Apr'50:40
LONG, MARGARET K
See
MARGARET K. LONG SCHOOL FOR GIRLS (JAPAN)
LONG, MARY
In memoriam. Nov'28:48
LONG, NANCY CULL, -1957
   In memoriam. Sep'57:35

LONG, NEIL
   Youth and missions (photo) Sep'58:41

LONG, OLIVE BUFFINGTON (married to John C. Long)
   (photo) Apr'29:21
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
   News room. Apr'54:42
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'57:28
   Classroom and campus. Apr'66:34

LONG, OREN ETHELBIRT, 1889-1965 (married to Geneva Long)
   Global highlights. Jul'51:3
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'51:4
   Global highlights. Oct'59:4
   quoted. Disciples in Congress speak on world peace.
   Jul'60:16 (photo p. 17)
   Global highlights. Jun'62:4

Long, Princess Clark, 1862-1950 (married to Edward Clarence Long)
   Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:45

LONG, PRINCESS CLARK, 1862-1950
   (photo) Dec'26:34

LONG, R C
   quoted. Last column. Mar'48:48

Long, Robert Alexander, 1850-1934 (married to Ella Wilson Long)
   A call to Washington. Oct'30:9

LONG, ROBERT ALEXANDER, 1850-1934
   The men who moved the Men and Millions Movement (photo)
   Jun'23:2
   A prophetic document which made history. Jun'23:10
   quoted. A word from Mr. Long. Aug'24:1
   A sawmill in heaven (photo) Aug'24:4
   Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50
   (photo) Nov'25:10
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:43
   The proposed Capital City Church of Christ. Jan'27:4
   (photo) Apr'28:2
   At last. Apr'28:10
   The last page. Jun'28:64
   Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
   (photo) Jan'29:2
   An old fashioned couple. Jan'29:25
   The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:11
   The National City Christian Church--why? (photo) Oct'29:17
   (photo) Oct'30:9            Dec'30:8
   ...and Christian missions (photo) May'34:11
   Memorial service. Jul'34:46
   Personalities (photo) Oct'36:25
   Your Brotherhood publishing house. Jan'43:16
   A romance of home missions. Feb'43:11
   (photo) Nov'49:30      Jan'69:20

Long, Robert D
   Letters. Jan'68:4

Long, Vivian Aten, 1885-1968 (married to Charles H. Long)
   By little Miss Carver. May'28:52
   The task is ours (poem) Sep'30:11
   Challenge for conquering (poem) Nov'62:30
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
Committee on War Services news notes. Jan'46:32
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. EAST END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. EASTSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photos of construction) Nov'63:3
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:62
    The largest Bible class in the world (photo of class) Feb'23:56
    Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50
    (photo of baptistery) Feb'24:26
    Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:52
    Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
Mission study class successful. Apr'27:55
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. PALO VERDE AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46
LONG BEACH HOME
See
    CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN HOME
LONG HWAN YUIN
    (photo) Feb'25:17
"THE LONG MARCH" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio-visuals. Feb'67:42
LONG RANGE PROGRAM FOR ADVANCE
    We went to Oklahoma City. Dec'50:24
    ...ready for launching. Jun'51:21
    Convention story. Jul'52:21
    Global highlights. Sep'53:2
    The church must teach effectively. Sep'55:18
    Disciples need a strategy. Sep'55:19
    A year to push horizons out. Sep'57:17
    Cleveland--of course! Sep'57:21
    Read, remember, unite. Sep'58:10
    Disciples face Decade of Decision. Oct'58:20
    Looking back to see ahead. Sep'59:10
"THE LONG STRIDE" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio-visual suggestions. May'58:49
LONGA, CONGO
    (photo) Jan'22:36
    A glimpse of Congo (photo) Mar'24:38
    Where something happens all the time. Jul'34:29
    A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
    We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:11
    A visit to Longo in Congo. Jul'44:38
    (photo of church)
        Jan'46:10    Apr'48:44    May'54:29
LONGDON, F J
    (death) Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62
LONGDON, FRANCIS J
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
LONGDON, MARTHA M
    (death) Jul'21:43
Longdon, Mary M., 1869-1947
    Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:57
    Mary Theodorea McGavran. Mar'23:15
    The water man. Dec'23:39
The Doctor Babu. Feb'24:38
My first Indian patient. Feb'24:41
Gathering in the waifs. Mar'24:44
A beggar of the Pendra State. Apr'24:43
Even one of the least. Aug'24:39
A real benediction. Jan'25:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:60       Jun'34:40
Shyam Bhabini Basu. Dec'45:44

LONGDON, MARY M    1869–1947
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Panther attacks Dr. Mary Longdon. Jan'20:55
Notes. Feb'20:64       Apr'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46       Sep'20:40
Redeeming an arm. Oct'20:51
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59,62
(death of mother) Jul'21:43
Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'22:62       Apr'26:50       May'27:48
Indiana Day becomes an institution. Dec'29:59
News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:40
...goes back to India (poem) (photo) Feb'31:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42
(photo) Mar'36:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
News room. Jan'42:38
(death)...dies in Florida (photo) Sep'47:45
Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth
(untitled poem) Nov'37:37
The ship of state (poem) Jul'62:39

LONGFELLOW, M W
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51

LONGFELLOW, MABEL LOUTHAN
(death) Jan'24:50

Longfellow, Mary Louise Jeter, 1881–1957
(married to Martin W. Longfellow)
With Miss Ford's "lambs." Apr'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'37:39

LONGFELLOW, MARY LOUISE JETER, 1881–1957
(photo) Oct'21:39       Dec'22:47
Echoes from everywhere.
   Aug'23:63       Sep'24:49       Nov'24:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
quoted. For a memorial of her. Mar'26:24
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Oct'35:33       Jul'36:40       Dec'37:32
(photo) Jun'50:18
(death) News room. Oct'57:32
In memoriam. Sep'58:39
LONGLEY, PEARL DORR. OIL LAMPS LIFTED
Book chat. Jun'36:43
Longman, Blanche Secor, 1894-1978
(married to Clayborne Willis Longman)
Missionary worship service. Jun'43:28
LONGMAN, BLANCHE SECOR, 1894-1978
For adult missionary groups. Jun'43:26
Here and there with World Call. Jul'52:48
Longman, Clayton Willis, 1883-1956
(married to Blanche Secor Longman)
Christian education undergirds the church. Nov'37:10
Suggested text for adult classes. Nov'43:36
LONGMAN, CLAYTON WILLIS, 1883-1956
A bunch of hand picked fruit (photo) Feb'19:7
(photo) Mar'24:23
Called to important post (photo) Apr'37:18
(photo) Nov'37:10
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'38:inside front cover
(photo) Nov'39:6
News room. May'44:28
Classroom and campus. Sep'51:33
(death) News room. Dec'56:40
Longman, E H
The Michigan Christian Foundation. Apr'36:16
LONGMAN, E H
(photo) Feb'19:7
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'27:61
Longman, William
Letters. Apr'69:4
LONGMONT, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jan'19:6
LONGNECKER, SALLIE
(death) May'16:50
LONGNECKER, SOPHIA, -1952
In memoriam. Sep'52:35
LONGONGA, NOA
Support its own native missionary. Sep'26:47
Longston, J A
Twenty-three years of cooperation. Mar'36:18
A unique Thanksgiving. Jan'38:44
LONGSTREET, COSSETT
Meals on wheels (photo) May'71:13
LONGVIEW CHRISTIAN RETIREMENT CENTER (LONGVIEW, TEXAS)
World events. Jul'72:38
Changes buttressed by faith. Dec'73:25
NBA homes. Dec'73:46
LONGVIEW, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
World events. Jul'72:38
The Afzals find a home. May'73:5
LONGVIEW, TEXAS. FOUNDER'S CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec'65:48
LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON
A sawmill in heaven (photos) Aug'24:4
The last page. Jun'28:64
LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:38
Recent buildings aided... (photo) Aug'31:13
(photo) Apr'34:25  
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41  
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31  
When you build (photo) Jul'35:16  
A romance of home missions. Feb'43:11 (photo p. 12)  
Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48

LONJATAKA  
(death) We'd like to do it all over again. May'52:10

LONKONGA JOSEPH  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36  Sep'63:38

LONKUNDO LANGUAGE  
Lonkundo expressions. Apr'44:35  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'47:34  
A new missionary meets the Congolese. Oct'49:40

LONYUWA PIERRE  
Invitation to adventure (photo) Apr'70:17

LOOK  
Global highlights. Sep'59:5  Jan'60:6  
"LOOK BACK AND DREAM" (SOUND RECORDING)  
Audio-visuals. Feb'69:29

Lookabill, Harrison Randel, 1875-1960  
A gift for Tibet. Mar'21:57  
Good ideas. Feb'28:47  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34  Oct'33:40  
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41

LOOKABILL, HARRISON RANDEL, 1875-1960  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:39  
LOOKABILL, MAUDE NEASE "SANDY" 1890?-1951  
(married to Lawrence B. Lookabill)  
(death) News room. Jun'51:39

LOOKOUT  
Work of our colleges and Board of Education. Nov'22:38

LOOKYA ELIYA  
He searched and found the life he sought. Jul'47:44

LOOLA  
The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:25

LOOMIS, GRETTA  
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30

LOONEY, ANNA GRAY  
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'57:6

Looney, James H  
Why I joined the ministry. May'69:12

LOONEY, LAURA S  
(death) Apr'24:57

LOONEY, MARTHA  
(death) Sep'22:51

LOOS, CHARLES LOUIS, 1823-1912  
A. McLean and his teachers (photo) Jun'21:34  
(photo) Mar'28:32  
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:11  
quoted. A century of cooperation. Apr'49:13

LOOS, CLARA E  
Classroom and campus. Jan'58:29

LOOS, MARY  
(death) What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
LOOS, WILHEMINA
  Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
LOOS, WILLIAM JAMES, 1851-1930 (married to Florence Frank Loos)
  Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
  Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:10
  In memoriam. Aug'30:41
LOPER, GWENDOLYN
  Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33
LOPEZ, CONSUELO
  (photo) Sep'48:31
Lopez, Edith
  Missionary worship service. Mar'62:35
LOPEZ, EDITH
  Women and world highways. Oct'58:35
LOPEZ, GONTRAN (married to Benita Lopez)
  (photo) Mar'62:front cover
  The cover. Mar'62:inside front cover
  Churches in Latin America find new life (photo) Mar'62:16
  (ordination) Spanish pastor to serve in Brooklyn. Dec'70:32
LOPEZ, ISIDRO DIAZ
  Christian strategy for Latin American (photo) Oct'49:23
  (photo) Apr'53:34      May'55:11
  Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
LOPEZ, JOSUÉ
  (photo) Mar'50:46      Apr'53:34
  Puerto Rican preview (photo) Oct'64:28
  Puerto Rico: a church is born (photo) Jun'72:7
LOPEZ, MAMIE
  (photo) Dec'44:19
LOPEZ, MARGARITA DE
  News room. Oct'42:34
LOPEZ, TERESA
  (photo) Sep'48:31
Lopez de Lara, Daniel
  Our church's motto. Sep'52:47
  Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
LOPEZ DE LARA, DANIEL
  (married to Joaquina Castanon Lopez de Lara)
  (photo) Jan'40:28
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:47
  Aguascalientes news. Mar'41:27
  San Luis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
  World friendship in a world at war (photo) May'43:19
  quoted. For adult missionary groups. Apr'44:30
  (photo) Oct'45:11
  A missionary visits the capital. Nov'45:23
  Christmas in Zacatecas. Dec'45:26
  News room. Dec'45:32
  Convention in Mexico. Nov'46:31
  (photo) Sep'47:10      Oct'47:35
  A member of the household of God. Dec'47:43
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'49:36
  Mexican summer (photo) Jul'49:10
  Protestants study Christian education in Latin America
  (photo) Juan'50:40
  News room. Jul'54:42      Jun'55:42
Union is a call of God (photo) May'56:13
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'56:34
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:12 (photo p. 10)
Warmth marks Mexican conference. Apr'58:44
Global highlights (photo)
    Dec'59:4       Feb'63:6
World Convention--a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
Churches unite in promoting reading of Bible in Mexico
    (photo) Apr'65:46
In brief. May'72:40
Spotlight on Daniel Lopez de Lara (photo) Dec'72:9

Lopez de Lara, Joaquina Castanon
(married to Daniel Lopez de Lara)
Women and world highways. Sep'58:35
LOPEZ DE LARA, JOAQUINA CASTANON
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:47
News room. Dec'45:32
    (photo) Sep'58:35       Dec'73:44
LOPEZ De LARA, RUTH MIRIAM
Daughter of Mexican pastor is honored. Feb'56:43
LORAIN, OHIO. CHRISTIAN TEMPLE
    (photo) Jun'37:1
Lord, Aiken M
Letters. Nov'70:4
Lord, Charles Harvey, 1924- (married to May Sweet Lord)
    Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36     Apr'50:38
    Here come the Filipinos! May'51:19
    Winning the immovable city. Feb'61:11
LORD, CHARLES HARVEY, 1924-
    News room. Mar'47:38     Jan'47:38
    (photo) Sep'47:21
    Echoes from everywhere. Apr'48:37     Sep'48:36
    (photo) Feb'51:14
    Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
    (photo) Feb'61:13
    Classroom and campus. Jun'67:34
    X-502 reveals God at work. Sep'68:18
LORD, CHARLES TIMOTHY, 1950-
    (birth) News room Nov'50:38
LORD, EVERETT W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'28:41
LORD, HARVEY
    See
LORD, C. HARVEY
LORD, INEZ LOGAN, 1881-1939 (married to John Lord)
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
LORD, J A
    quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
    (photo) Mar'28:32
LORD, JOHN WESLEY, 1879-1949
    (photo) Jan'21:17
    Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
    The colleges at work. May'33:33
    (death) News room. May'49:40
    The church must follow through. Apr'52:6
    quoted. Last column. Mar'55:52
Lord, May Sweet (married to C. Harvey Lord)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:37 Nov'48:36
Prepared for emergencies. Nov'49:48
Missionary worship service.
   Jun'53:39 Sep'53:35 Nov'53:35
   Jul'53:37 Oct'53:33
LORD, MAY SWEET
   News room. Jan'47:38
   (photo) Sep'47:21
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'48:37
   (photo) Nov'48:37 Feb'51:14
   For adult mission study. Jun'53:40
LORD, SPEAK TO ME... (HYMN)
   May'28:10
LORD'S DAY ALLIANCE
   Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:30
LORD'S PRAYER
   Bible study. Sep'21:52
   The missionary significance of the Lord's Prayer. Dec'27:25
   Missionary societies. Jan'28:46
   Women and world highways. Apr'42:35
   Lord's Prayer sung to Serbian arrangement. Mar'52:27
   For adult mission study (music) May'59:38
   In brief. Jun'68:8
   Ahead of the headlines. Jul'70:5
"THE LORD'S PRAYER" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Oct'65:45
LORD'S SUPPER
   The place and influence of the Lord's Supper. Aug'19:4
   Let us keep the feast. Apr'21:3
   The Eucharist (poem) Apr'23:back cover
   As oft as ye eat of this bread. Dec'25:37
   The missionary significance of the Lord's Supper. Apr'28:5
   Missionary illustrations... Mar'29:56
   Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
   Resetting the Lord's table. Mar'33:11
   The Lord's Supper (poem) Apr'33:back cover
   The mystic festival. Feb'34:9
   A feast of remembrance. Apr'36:14
   Worship is important. Apr'61:23
   Churchman's vocabulary. Jun'63:16
   Ask about it! Feb'63:8
   Communion (poem) Apr'68:42
   World events. May'69:32
   The Lord's supper as celebration. May'72:31
   A shared eucharistic life. May'72:32
LORENZ, (married to Philip Lorenz)
   Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
   Disciple musicians elect officers (photo) Oct'68:46
LORENZ, EDMUND S. THE SINGING CHURCH
   Book chat. Mar'39:42
Lorimer, Allie Wood, 1891–
   (married to Claude Hamilton Lorimer)
   Good ideas... Mar'33:38
LORIMER, ALLIE WOOD, 1891–
   News room. Sep'47:41
   Here and there... Jan'48:48
LORIMER, CLAUDE HAMILTON, 1884-1969
(married to Allie Wood Lorimer)
(photo) Mar'24:30
LORIMER, GEORGE HORACE
quoted. The last page. Jul'42:48
LORIMER, RONALD COULTER, 1918-1945
(photo) Sep'42:7
LORING, HERBERT RICKARD, 1913-1976
Classroom and campus. Feb'62:33
LORRDO, MINDA LUZ S.
Classroom and campus. Apr'66:34
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
From the ends of the earth. Sep'28:14
A city looks to evangelism. Sep'46:5
City of the Angels welcomes Disciples (photo of Hollywood and Vine Streets) Jul'62:29
The Watts riot. Jun'66:22
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. ALL PEOPLES CHRISTIAN CENTER
See
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. ARLINGTON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
O come let us worship (photos) Feb'28:19
When you build (photo) Jul'35:16
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. AVALON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A negro church with a vital program (photos) Feb'39:10
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. BOYLE HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:12
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. CYPRESS PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. EAST LOS ANGELES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. FIFTH AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church with more tithers than members. Jul'22:53
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. FILIPINO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In brief. Jul'71:45
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:49
The whole church at school (photo) Feb'23:59
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. GATEWAY-STONER CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Sep'51:48
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. HIGHLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Jan'38:inside front cover
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. HOLLYWOOD BEVERLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Apr'42:2
World events. Jan'72:36
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. HOLLYWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'23:61
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. HUNTINGTON PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Apr'28:47 Oct'33:39
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. JAPANESE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
See
JAPANESE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE (LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA)
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. JAPANESE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
ALL PEOPLES CHRISTIAN CENTER (becomes this in early 1940's)
Notes. Aug'19:48
Annual report... Sep'22:37
Echoes from everywhere.
   Mar'29:50   Apr'29:35   Jun'29:49,50
Eateer to learn. Nov'29:36
On the Pacific coast. Mar'30:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
New houses of worship... (photo) Jul'31:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:39,41   Feb'32:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:38   Jan'35:39
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:7
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'35:38,39   Jul'37:39   Sep'37:39   Dec'37:39
Evangelism... Feb'39:27
Discovering our Japanese Christian Church. Mar'39:15
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:10
From our Japanese Christian Church. Jun'39:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
A church which makes leaders (photo of choir) Oct'39:9
I didn't know that. Apr'40:14
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37
News room. May'41:32
Japanese children at Sunday school Mar'42:40
Hardest test of Christian faith (photo) Nov'42:10
Crusade progress. Mar'49:26
Mission churches. Sep'54:43
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MCCARTY MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Classroom and campus. May'55:39
   Disciples move toward integration. Jul'55:12 (photo of class
   p. 13)
   Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MAGNOLIA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18
   The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
   Good ideas. Jul'28:33
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. MONROE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Global highlights. Jan'62:4
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. NORWALK MANOR CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'54:1
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. NORTH VERMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:40
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. PICO HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Circulat corner. Oct'41:2
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. PLAZA MEXICAN CHURCH
   Programs from young people. Oct'39:37
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. SHRINE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
   (photo) Jan'28:53
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. THIRTIETH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:23
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. VERMONT STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. WEST ADAMS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
News room. Dec'50:32
Home missions means people! Apr'64:12

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. WILSHIRE BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Work of our colleges. Feb'23:45
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
(photo) Jul'28:10
Good ideas. Jul'28:33
Circulation corner. Apr'42:2
The threshold. Sep'43:2
M. O. Kellison to Wilshire. Feb'44:13
Laymen advance. Sep'45:13
(photo of "Men of Wilshire") Feb'46:4
Global highlights. Sep'46:3
Here and there with World Call. Sep'52:48
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIAL UNION
Dec'22:54

LOS BANOS, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Being the adventures of "Lizzie" and others. Dec'26:38
Fun and fellowship at the leadership conference... (photo)
Jun'30:39

LOS FELIX, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:33
News room. Feb'45:28
Signs of growth at Los Felix (photo of Sunday School)
Jan'46:32
Blessings and Thanksgiving. Mar'46:45
Progress--material and spiritual. Oct'47:41
Christmas in Mexico (photo of Christmas play) Dec'50:15

LOS HARO, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:38
First rural women's institute. Jul'45:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36,37
New well at Los Haro (photo) Sep'46:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37
When women make plans (photo of Rural Institute) Jun'47:36
Progress--material and spiritual. Oct'47:41
Calling on the Fuquas in Los Haro! Apr'48:46
Mexico--land of challenge. Dec'48:25
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
Teachers go to school. Nov'54:42
Signs of hope in Mexico. Jul'58:15

LOS NOGALES, MEXICO
Mexican gold. Mar'43:8
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:38
Harvest service. May'45:35
D.V.B.S. In rural Mexico. Oct'45:38
(photo) Mar'47:24
Fruitful season in Los Nogales (photos) May'56:24
For adult mission study (photo of farmers) Jul'58:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36
Losanza, John C
   A very great sorrow. Dec'26:61

LOTAFE MADELAINE
   Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)  Mar'60:12

LOTAFE SAMUEL
   Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)  Mar'60:12
   Christian families appear in Congo (photo) Dec'61:23

LOTT, DORA HURD
   Memorium. Sep'35:39

LOTTERIES
   Sweepstakes? No! Jul'63:10
   Global highlights. Mar'65:7
   New York State lottery. Jan'67:9
   Global highlights. Jul'67:6
   The lottery gamble. Jul'67:9
   Global highlights. Sep'67:7
   Miniskirts and lottery sales. Nov'67:9
   Ahead of the headlines. Jan'68:5
   Shavings. Jun'72:36

LOTUKA
   For adult mission study. May'60:36

LOTUMBE, CONGO
   The adventures of Yoka... Mar'19:12
   The romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:17
   Sunday School (photo) Apr'20:8
   "Ntukunyu Bosuki Wa Jwilo" Jun'20:47
   Notes. Sep'20:63 Oct'20:56
   Where will it lead? (photo) Nov'20:14
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60 Sep'21:62
   (photo) Oct'21:7
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59,60
   Boys only, but Lotumbe boys. Jan'22:47
   Things you ought to know about foreign missions (photo)
   Jun'22:20
   Through African forests (photo) Jun'22:42
   With healing in its beams (photo) Jul'22:17
   Our Congo doctors (photo) Aug'22:26
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:50
   Moving day in jungle town. Sep'22:54
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:64 Nov'22:62
   Dr. Dye at Lotumbe. May'23:41
   Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49 Jun'23:60
   (photo) Oct'23:8
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
   Fishing in Africa. Jan'24:45
   A glimpse of Congo (photo) Mar'24:38
   An African metropolis. May'24:39
   Rapid growth in the Congo. Jun'24:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
   Dawning of a new day. Mar'26:56
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50
   (photo of Christian Hospital) May'28:20
   Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
Begging for a doctor. Dec'28:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:50
Where the whole family goes to school. Oct'29:59
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
Results at Lotumbe. May'31:46
Three babies in Congo (photos) Dec'31:28
Turning the world upside down. Jan'32:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40 Nov'32:39 Dec'32:39
Elephant meat a delicacy. Apr'33:33
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jan'34:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:38,39
Stands fast in the faith. Jul'36:29
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39 Oct'37:39
We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'38:40
The church in Africa. May'39:26
Now you belong. Jun'39:27
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:15
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:36 Dec'40:36 Jan'41:39
Youth and missions. Oct'42:37
For better babies. Apr'43:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:30 Jan'44:33
School life at Lotumbe. Mar'45:36
(photo of church) Jan'46:10
(photo) Mar'46:25
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
We Christians join in this work (photo of baptism) Nov'49:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
Congo's new doctor makes a discover. Feb'51:31
Mud hut medicine (photos of surgery building) Feb'53:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38 Feb'57:34
White fields on a dark continent. Jul'58:31
Only the best for the Congo (photo of construction of clinic) Oct'58:24
Congo Sunday. Mar'59:47
LOTZ, PHILIP HENRY. THE ALTAR HOUSE
Book chat. Apr'41:23
LOTZ, PHILIP HENRY. THE QUEST FOR GOD THROUGH UNDERSTANDING
Book chat. Feb'38:34
LOTZ, PHILIP HENRY. WORSHIP SERVICES FOR THE CHURCH YEAR
Book chat. Oct'44:16
LOU, DENNIS
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
LOUCKS, (married to Will G. Loucks) -1924
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
LOUCKS, JOHN
World events (photo) Dec'71:36
Loucks, Will G. 1869-1949
The Christmas attitude (poem) Dec'38:48
Ministerial longevity. Apr'48:16
LOUCKS, WILL G. 1869-1949
(photo) Jan'19:23
Notes. Feb'19:45
Mid-Year Conference of Home Mission Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:19
(photo) Apr'48:16
In memoriam. Oct'49:37

LOUDEN, CLARE. RAIN IN THE WINDS
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

LOUDEN, GEORGE. RAIN IN THE WINDS
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30

LOUDENBACK, HENRY
(photo) Jan'21:11

LOUDENSLAUGER, (MRS. R. L.)
In our colleges. Oct'38:33

LOUGHRIDGE, CASPER ARTHUR, 1900--1974
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:30

Louis, Louise
My prayer comes barefoot (poem) May'65:50

LOUISIANA
The call of the southland. May'19:35
Southwestern District needs. Nov'20:45
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:18
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
Here and there with World Call. Jul'59:50

LOUISIANA ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
In brief. Dec'72:41

LOUISIANA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:25
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29

LOUISIANA, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57

LOUISIANA MORAL AND CIVIC FOUNDATION
Global highlights. Mar'54:4

LOUISIANA. UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
In brief. Jul'69:39

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Youth and the world mission. Feb'68:32
Louisville in the cradle of our heritage. Feb'71:6
(photos p. 7)

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. BEARGRASS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Classroom and campus. Jun'67:34

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
When churches merge and share facilities. Sep'71:24

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. May'20:61
From a mission point to self-support (photo) Jul'22:51
When churches merge and share facilities. Sep'71:24

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. CLIFTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. DOUGLASS BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Nov'65:5

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. EDENSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our boys and girls. Mar'23:30

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
(photo) Feb'24:25

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. FAIRVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A country church reborn (photo) (map) Jun'59:19
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Larger giving, stricter honor. Oct'20:55
With the churches that are giving heroically (photo)
Nov'20:5
Social service through a young woman's auxiliary (photos)
Jan'23:44
The rise and reign of a preacher (photo) Apr'27:11
(photo) Sep'27:28
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11
These have done it... Sep'29:21
Churches enacting a moral miracle. Jan'31:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
Circulation corner. Dec'41:2
Disciples launch new personal witness program (photo of
minister and 2 members) Feb'56:11
Women on world highways. Feb'64:35
A channel of reconciliation. Nov'68:48

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. HANCOCK HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. HURSTBOURNE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October 1, 1967 - December 31, 1967. May'68:31

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. KENWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Committee on War Services news notes. Oct'45:34
New churches among Disciples (photo) Feb'46:17

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. PARKLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
When churches merge and share facilities. Sep'71:24

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. SHAWNEE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58
(photo) Aug'24:10

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EHP grows. Dec'61:45
What's happening among Disciples? Feb'73:5

Lounsbery, Charles
Know all men by these presents. Apr'25:16

LOUNZA
quoted. They read like Paul's Epistles. Apr'26:59

LOURIA, DONALD B. OVERCOMING DRUGS: A PROGRAM FOR ACTION
New books. Jan'72:28

LOUTTIT, HENRY I
Help wanted! (photo) Apr'55:8

LOUYA, BERNARD
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations.
Jun'70:42

LOVANIUM UNIVERSITY (KINSHASA, ZAIRE)
Free University of the Congo (photo) Mar'67:25
Universidad Libre del Congo (photo) May'67:38

Love, (married to Hendricks Love)
Letters. Jan'71:4

LOVE, (married to Ralph Love)
(photo) Feb'45:28

Love, Adelaide
Father time inquires. Jan'37:48

LOVE, BESS B. LUCAS, -1946 (married to John W. Love)
(photo) Jan'27:15 Nov'36:41
(death) News room. Apr'46:32

LOVE, BETTY GRACE
(photo) Jul'23:9
LOVE, DURMAN  
(photo) Oct'42:42
LOVE, JAMES FRANKLIN. TODAY'S SUPREME CHALLENGE TO AMERICA  
Speaking of books. Oct'25:52
LOVE, JOHN WILLIAM, 1887-1956 (married to Bess B. Lucas Love)  
(photo) Nov'29:2 quoted. On the trail of the One-Day-Conventions. Dec'29:22  
(photo) Dec'30:2 Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33  
Classroom and campus. Jul'50:33  
(photo) Dec'50:25 Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'52:4  
Classroom and campus. Mar'55:35  
(death) News room. Jan'57:36
LOVE, JULIAN PRICE. THE MISSIONARY MESSAGE OF THE BIBLE  
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
LOVE, MERRILL ARTHUR  
(photo) Jul'23:9
Love, Tom  
Chaplain in Alaska. Apr'44:26
LOVE, WILLIAM S  
Classroom and campus. Dec'62:35
LOVE  
The greatest of these. Dec'25:24  
Missionary societies. May'28:46  
Devotional study for women's missionary societies. Feb'31:38  
An affirmation of Christian faith for war days. Feb'42:25
Love (poem) Mar'46:43
Love (poem) by Mary L. Jones. Jul'65:45
Moments of worship. Jul'67:29
Love's way. Jul'73:11
LOVEJOY, (married to Leo Lovejoy)  
In memoriam. Jul'43:26
LOVEJOY, ALBERT  
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36 May'56:31
LOVEJOY, FANNIE  
In memoriam. May'39:39
Lovejoy, Luther  
I don't know what my income is. Dec'32:31  
A holy check book. Dec'32:46
LOVEJOY, LUTHER  
quoted. Last column. Jan'57:48
LOvelace, John A  
Letters. Nov'67:43
LOVELACE, MATTIE LOUISE  
In memoriam. Nov'33:39
LOVELAND, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48
Lovell, James Russell  
Slaves (poem) Jul'62:39
LOVELL, MAGGIE  
(death) Nov'19:28
Loveridge, Mabel Freer
   Foreboding (poem) Nov'40:31
LOVETT, (married to Arthur Lovett) -1961
   In memoriam. Dec'61:35
LOVETT, ANNIE
   (photo) Nov'48:28
Lovett, Ashley
   Thoughts worth sharing. Apr'68:49
Lovett, Edgar Odell, 1871-
   His religion the reality of his life. Apr'21:8
LOVETT, EDGAR ODELL, 1871-
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
LOVETT, ROBERT A
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:3
LOVICK, ANNA
   (photo) Dec'71:46
Loving, J Preston
   Epistles from Big City. Oct'49:9
LOVINGER, SUE
   (photo) Mar'71:17
Lovis, Jeanne
   Happy people gripped by tragedy. Feb'72:6
LOVITT, JASPER L
   Classroom and campus. Jun'47:32
LOW, A. RITCHIE
   Global highlights. Sep'53:3
LOW, BERTHA, -1955
   In memoriam. Apr'55:35
LOWDEN, FRAN O
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
LOWDER, JEAN LUCILLE PATTERSON (married to Virgil E. Lowder)
   (marriage) News room. Oct'46:41
LOWDER, VIRGIL E., 1901-
   (married to Jean Lucille Patterson Lowder)
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
   News room. Sep'46:40
   (marriage) News room. Oct'46:41
   News room. Jun'47:35
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:2
   Global highlights Sep'57:6
   News room. Sep'60:48
   Classroom and campus. Jul'61:35
LOWDERMILK, WALTER C
   Global highlights. Jun'50:3
LOWE, ARNOLD H. WHEN GOD MOVES IN
   Book chat. Jan'53:40
LOWE, CHARLES ORAL, 1908- (married to Mary Margaret Clark Lowe)
   quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:14
LOWE, COLLIER ALDEN, 1876-1946
   In memoriam. Jun'46:39
LOWE, ELMER ELLSWORTH, 1872-1948 (married to Carrie L. Lowe)
   (photo) Mar'24:56
Lowe, Ephraim Douglas, 1894-1984
   How we are doing it. Aug'31:10
   The integrity of the church. Jul'40:10
LOWE, EPHRAIM DOUGLAS, 1894-1984
Jan'39:1 Jul'40:10 Apr'53:1
News room. Apr'53:46
(photo) Apr'54:1 Sep'54:38
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
Global highlights (photo) May'58:7
News room. May'59:40
LOWE, FRANK MELVILLE, SR., 1859-1935
(death) Three stalwarts pass. Jul'35:4
Lowe, Frank Melville, Jr., 1888-1977
Bursting bubbles in the air. May'25:23
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:8
Speaking of books. Feb'31:34
LOWE, HAROLD OTIS, 1899-1935
(married to Irene Marie Ashbrook Lowe)
(photo) Jul'22:46
LOWE, HENRY
Kentucky Homes forge ahead in care services (photo)
Jun'66:18
LOWE, J M
(photo) Jun'30:32
LOWE, JOHN. SAINT PETER
Book chat. Feb'57:42
LOWE, MARVIN
College notes. Nov'39:33
LOWE, RUTH BURKLOW, 1917?- (married to Henry Grant Lowe)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'59:8
LOWE, STROTRELL
(photo) Sep'58:23
Seven years have changed Jamaica (photo) Nov'58:29
Lowe, Thomas Lincoln, 1869-1939
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:47
LOWE, THOMAS LINCOLN, 1869-1939
(photo) Mar'24:20
LOWE, W S
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
LOWER, CICIL W
LOWERY, ESTHER
Global highlights (photo) Nov'50:3
LOWERY, SARAH ELEANOR
(death) Mar'24:52
LOWEY, REBECCA
In memoriam. Sep'31:40
LOWMAN, LOUISE, -1962
In memoriam. Mar'63:44
LOWREY, LOIS
See
ANDRESS, LOIS LOWREY
Lowrey, R. Leslie (married to Sadie Lowrey)
Direct line. Jun'67:37
LOWREY, R. LESLIE
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
(photo) Apr'67:20
Lowrey, Sadie Alice Packard (married to W. Leslie Lowrey)
God was there. Jan'66:30
Steps upward in Okinawa. Jul'66:40
Less than half are the lucky ones. Apr'67:19
Direct line. Jun'67:37
Okinawa's broken crosses are whole again. Jun'70:12
LOWREY, SADIE ALICE PACKARD
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
(photo) Apr'67:37
LOWRY, ANNA LEE, -1953
In memoriam. Sep'53:35
LOWRY, CHARLES E
Memoriam. Jan'35:40
LOWRY, CHARLES W
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'57:30
LOWRY, CHARLES W. COMMUNISM AND CHRIST
Book chat. Apr'52:16
LOWRY, CHARLES W. THE TRINITY AND CHRISTIAN DEVOTION
Book chat. Mar'46:21
Lowry, Edith Elizabeth
Women and world highways. Nov'42:35
A migrant mother speaks. Jul'50:22
LOWRY, EDITH ELIZABETH
The threshold. Feb'37:2
(photo) Nov'42:35 Apr'44:9
Church ministry to agricultural migrants. Dec'46:44
"Grapes of Wrath" conditions spread across the country.
May'50:22
quoted. Global highlights. Jan'58:4
Global highlights. Sep'58:7
LOWRY, GRETTA
(death) Jun'21:50
LOWRY, KATHRYN
In memoriam. May'37:39
Lowry, Ruth Magee, 1899-1978
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jan'40:36
LOWRY, RUTH MAGEE, 1899-1978
(photo) Nov'39:5 Dec'49:29
News room (photo) Apr'52:39
Where higher education is involved (photo) Oct'57:26
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:35
Global highlights (photo) Jan'67:6
LOWTHIAN, MARY B
(photo) Jan'21:5
LOYALTY AND VICTORY CONVENTIONS
See
ONE DAY CONVENTIONS
LOYALTY MONTH
See
CHURCH LOYALTY MONTH
LOYALTY OATHS
American fascists and the "loyal oath." Mar'36:4
The future of compulsion. Mar'36:4
LOYD, AGNES, -1957
In memoriam. Oct'57:35
Loyd, Margaret
Little women and how they grow. Feb'27:54
LOZADA, JORGE
Others have heard the call (photo) Apr'66:14
Lozada, Jorgelina
From the church in Villa Mitre. May'37:29
Women and world highways. May'39:35 Nov'50:39
Pepito's faith spreads happiness. Jun'52:43
Missionary worship service. Apr'54:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'56:36 Jun'61:38
LOZADA, JORGELINA
The first commencement (photo) Mar'26:44
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45
Disciples at Madras (photo) Nov'38:20
(photo) Feb'39:4 May'39:35
Our churches in Argentina. Jul'39:46
Argentina's developing church (photo) Jul'40:13
Silver linings on a wartime journey. Sep'43:23 (photo p. 22)
News room. Oct'44:28 Sep'45:30 Dec'45:32
Protestants study Christian education in Latin America
(photo) Jun'50:40
(photo) Nov'50:39
Jorgelina's cornerstone (photos) Oct'51:28
(photo) Jan'52:11
For adult mission study. Jan'52:34
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'40:35
(photo) Feb'52:34
It happened at Willingen (photo) Oct'52:23
For adult mission study (photo) Apr'54:40
Global highlights (photo) Oct'54:2
Priest is Disciple. Oct'55:42
Women's congress (photo) Feb'56:47
Argentines work together (photo) Mar'59:24
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5
News room (photo) Nov'62:42
LOZIER, (MRS. R. F.)
In memoriam. Apr'29:44
LOZO, FRANK
College activities. Jun'39:30
LSD
See LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE
LU HAI-CHEN
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57
LU HUNG-NIEN "THE NATIVITY IN A CAVE" (PAINTING)
(photo) Dec'41:front cover
The threshold. Dec'41:4
LUBBOCK, TEXAS. DISCIPLES STUDENT CENTER
When a Disciple goes to college (photo) Nov'55:17
LUBBOCK, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:9
On the plains of West Texas (photo of young people)
Sep'36:14
LUBBOCK, TEXAS. WESTMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, January-March. Jul'60:28
LUBEC, MAINE
The scene. Sep'73:34
LUBEC, MAINE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:38
LUCAS, (married to James Lee Lucas)
Memorium. May'36:39

LUCAS, (MRS. W. A.)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57

LUCAS, D. R.
Apr'20:51
A blessed memory and fellowship (photo) Jun'20:56
(photo) Mar'28:32

LUCAS, E L
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46

LUCAS, EDGAR CLEVELAND, 1884-1966
(photo) Mar'24:46 Dec'24:34

LUCAS, ELMER
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:46

Lucas, Emma M
Letters. Sep'67:4

LUCAS, IDA NORTON
Women and world highways (photo) Nov'58:35

LUCAS, LESLIE MOORE, 1872-1931
Made good in cash. Jul'31:24

LUCAS, MARY E
A blessed memory and fellowship (photo) Jun'20:56
(death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53

LUCAS, NANDORA DURHAM
Memorium. Feb'36:39

LUCAS, NANNIE E
(death) Two daughters of Virginia. Jan'29:4
In memoriam. Jan'29:63

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD, 1885-1960
Global highlights (photo) Jun'53:3 quoted. Last column.

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES IN PRESENT DAY PREACHING
Book chat. Jul'38:22

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. CHRISTIANITY AND THE INDIVIDUAL IN A WORLD OF CROWDS
Book chat. Jul'37:26

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. IN THE MINISTER'S WORKSHOP
Book chat. Oct'44:16

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. LIKE A MIGHTY ARMY
Book chat. May'55:42

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. MARCHING OFF THE MAP
Book chat. Apr'56:40

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. THE QUESTING SPIRIT
Book chat. Feb'48:16

LUCCOCK, HALFORD EDWARD. 365 WINDOWS
Book chat. Jun'60:44

LUCE, ALBERT W., 1879-1962
(photo) Jun'25:41
The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5

LUCE, DON. VIET NAM: THE UNHEARD VOICES
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44

LUCE, ELLEN
In memoriam. Feb'44:33
Luce, Powers
Christ and cooperatives. Dec'34:21
LUCHOWFU, CHINA
See also
HOFEI, CHINA
The girls at Luchowfu. Jan'19:61
Notes. Mar'19:60
Apr'19:61, 62
Aug'19:44
Notes. Aug'19:48
A Christian business woman needed for Luchowfu, China.
Aug'19:61
The work at Central Christian Church, Hofeihsien...
Aug'19:62
Notes. Sep'19:48
Plans and progress. Oct'19:42
Notes. Feb'20:58
"Their works do follow them" Apr'20:46
Notes. Apr'20:60
Echoes from everywhere.
July'20:34 Aug'20:37 Oct'20:43
Notes. Oct'20:60
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'20:47 Apr'21:63 Mar'22:50
(photo) Sep'22:23
Echoes from everywhere.
In the mud and scum of things... Aug'23:44
Baptizing the women at Luchowfu. Oct'23:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50 Feb'24:57
Christmas baptisms in Luchowfu (photos) Mar'24:19
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49, 60, 61
As we go to press. May'24:1
A challenge from Luchowfu. Jun'24:54
Friends in need. Jul'24:44
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:63
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:64 Sep'24:64
Oct'24: much of issue (includes photos)
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:11
Heralds of the Prince of Peace. Apr'25:46
Program helps. Apr'25:48
Coe Memorial Girls' School. Apr'25:51
Four hours with Chinese friends (photo of Church) May'25:38
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday School topics...
May'25:55
Self support in Luchowfu. May'25:60
Luchowfu in retrospect (photos) Jun'25:39
(photo) Feb'26:17
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:50
Bandits in Luchowfu. Feb'26:62
(photo of Golden Jubilee home) Mar'26:60
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:49 Jun'26:50, 58
(photo) Feb'27:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:50
The work of the pastors. Feb'27:63
Running an institutional church on a dollar a month.
Apr'27:38  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53  
How the missionaries left Luchowfu. Jul'27:24  
Luchowfu leaders at work. Aug'27:39  
In the absence of all missionaries (photos) Sep'28:28  
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39  
One in purpose. Jun'29:41  
Where is the romance of missions? Dec'29:6  
(photo of hospital) Dec'29:21  
(photo) Jan'30:29  
The welcome home of Dr. and Mrs. Corpron. Jun'30:43  
Echoes from everywhere.  
Sep'30:40  
Oct'30:39  
Jan'31:39  
Feb'31:39  
Hopeful situation. Feb'31:46  
Back to Luchowfu. Mar'31:30  
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:40,43  
(photo of evangelists and pastors) Jun'31:26  
Reunion of staff... Jul'31:26  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:41  
Happenings at Luchowfu. Oct'31:32  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:39  
The flood and self-support. Jan'32:47  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40  
Our girls' school in Luchowfu. Mar'32:27  
Echoes from everywhere. May'32:40  
The Chinese church in wartime. Jun'32:9  
Teaching the Chinese how to live (photos) Jun'32:23  
In school and hospital. Jun'32:29  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:38  
Out of their own experience. Aug'32:29  
...day by day. Sep'32:31  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:40  
Oct'32:39,40  
Seed time in the church in China. Dec'32:28  
Luchowfu. Dec'32:suppl:8  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'33:39  
A Luchowfu Patriarch (poem) Jan'33:back cover  
New industries in Luchowfu. Apr'33:46  
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39,41  
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:8  
Echoes from everywhere.  
Jul'33:39,40  
Sep'33:40  
Nov'33:39,40  
(photo of church members) Mar'34:23  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:40  
Jun'34:40  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45  
I would not trade my job (photo of hospital) Oct'34:42  
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44  
Saving the babies of China. Nov'34:46  
/photos of hospital/ Dec'34:5  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39  
Feb'35:45  
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31  
Echoes from everywhere.  
Jun'35:38  
Sep'35:39  
Dec'35:38,39  
Jul'35:39  
Oct'35:40  
Where famine stalks. Jan'36:29  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:39,47  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:39,40
A many sided problem. Mar'36:44
A busy doctor. Apr'36:43
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:38,39 Sep'36:39
Back to back. Oct'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'36:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:38

Luckhardt, Mildred
The Bible that rode on a sled. Dec'60:40
A great book for a great republic. May'62:40

LUCKMAN, THOMAS. THE INVISIBLE RELIGION
New books. Feb'71:28

LUCKY HILL, JAMAICA
Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:18
The island of springs. Jan'28:34
(photo of church) May'30:10
A million on the march (photo) Dec'43:8

Lucore, Judy
I choose a Christian college. Jul'69:13

LUCY, MARY ANTONINETTE BERFIELD
In memoriam. Jun'30:49

Ludgate, Eva Ryerson
A pilgrimage in search of faith. Dec'19:32

LUDHIANA, INDIA
A better life for Sahabana. Dec'60:24

LUDHIANA, INDIA. CHRISTIAN MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL
Global highlights. Jan'55:2
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'56:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32

LUDLOW, CHARLES H
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:34

LUDLOW, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Jul'49:26

LUDWIG, (married to Daniel)
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUDWIG, DANIEL
(photo) Feb'56:front cover
The cover. Feb'56:inside front cover
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUDWIG, DIETMAR
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUDWIG, DORIS
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUDWIG, EDELTRAUTE
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUDWIG, INGE
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUDWIG, URSULA
The Ludwigs discover America (photos) Apr'56:23
One family after five years. Mar'61:9

LUELLEN, ELLEN
In memoriam. Apr'28:48
LUFBERRY, HENRY B. A NEW MANUAL FOR VESTRYMEN
   New books. Dec'72:34

LUFKIN, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photos and plans) Jul'55:10

Luggett, Thelma
   Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26

LUKACEK, KATHERINE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'66:35

LUKE, (married to Lou A. Luke)
   Circulation corner. Jun'38:inside front cover

LUKE, ALLAN
   Yakima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:26

Lukens, Horace
   The message of youth (poem) May'35:48

LULING, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
   (photo) Dec'47:1

LULL, RAYMOND
   Missionary illustrations... May'26:52

LULUABOURG, CONGO
   Ministers for the troubled Congo. Mar'63:12

LUMBER AND LUMBERING
   The lumberjack wants to know... Mar'19:20
   Logging camps of the Pacific Northwest. Jun'19:8
   How can the church reach the lumberjack? Feb'20:39
   Are the lumber camps neglected? Feb'20:49

LUMBERTON, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Feb'26:11

LUMLEY, ARTHUR WILLY, -1963
   News room. Mar'47:32          May'52:34

LUMLEY, ARTHUR WILLY. RAISING MONEY FOR CHURCH BUILDING PROJECTS
   Book chat. Jun'55:45

Lumley, Frederick Elmore, 1880-1954
   Representative graduates... Feb'19:33

LUMLEY, FREDERICK ELMORE, 1888-1954
   How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:16
   College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'23:51

LUMTHANG, SAKHAWLIANA
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:7

LUNA, ESTHER, 1944-
   (birth) News room. Nov'44:27
   Inman Center prepares leaders (photo) Mar'63:26

Luna, Eulalio Gallardo, 1906-1965 (married to Eva Garza Luna)
   A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:29
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'35:39     Mar'36:40    Jun'36:38
   Health club at Mexican Institute. Sep'43:25
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'48:36     Apr'49:38    Sep'49:36
   It takes a trained staff. Nov'49:10
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'51:36     Oct'57:34    Dec'60:36
   Inman Center prepares leaders. Mar'63:26
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'63:36    Oct'64:38

LUNA, EULALIO GALLARDO, 1906-1965
   (marriage) News room. Oct'41:34
(photo) Sep'44:27
Home missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'49:4
(photo) Jul'49:36
News room. Sep'49:38
quoted. Last column. Sep'49:48
(photo) Dec'49:27
M.C.I. trains its staff (photo) Oct'51:18
For adult mission study (photo) Oct'53:34
(photo) Oct'54:19
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
M.C.I. seeks and trains its leaders (photo) Sep'56:16
quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:13
(photo) Jan'58:24
Ministry to the hard-to-reach. Apr'58:26
News room. Jun'58:34          (photo) Jul'58:42
(photo) Mar'59:5
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:6
An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
News room. Nov'61:39
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:7
New witness in a growing city. Apr'63:28
(photo) Nov'63:36
From Texas to Ecuador (photo) Oct'64:25
(photo) Oct'64:38
Adults and mission (photo) May'65:38
(death) Global highlights. Dec'65:5
(death) Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
In memoriam. Jan'66:48
Global highlights. Jan'67:6

LUNA, EULALIO GALLARDO, JR.
Presenting (photo) May'67:8
LUNA, EVA GARZA, 1911-1976 (married to Eulaio Gallardo Luna, Sr.)
(marriage) News room. Oct'41:34
LUNA, HAYES O., -1987
(photo) Jul'36:24
LUNA, PHILIPPINESA
Norwood Tye reviews his correspondence. Feb'52:39
LUND, DONIVER. IF THE CHURCHES WANT WORLD PEACE
Book chat. Apr'59:26
Lund, Josephine Jacobs
Youth searches himself. Oct'29:15
LUND, ROBERT LEATHAN, 1875-
Most men are fair. Feb'47:13
LUND-QUIST, CARL E
Global highlights. Mar'52:4
LUNDBERG, FERDINAND. IMPERIAL HEARST
Book chat. May'37:22
LUNDBERG, GEORGE A. SOCIAL RESEARCH
Speaking of books. Dec'32:41
LUNDEEN, ERNEST W., 1894-1947
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
(death) News room. Jan'48:32
LUNDEEN, LEVI REINALD, 1899-
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)
Jul'31:30          Mar'32:27
LUNDEEN, MARGARET RAINS, 1906- (married to Levi Reinald Lundeen)  
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)  
   Jul'31:30   Mar'32:27
LUNGDREN, HATTIE C  
   Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
LUNDIN, JACK W. CELEBRATIONS FOR SPECIAL DAYS  
   New resources. Jul'72:49
LUNDY, W L  
   A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
LUNGER, (married to Irvin E. Lunger) 1955  
Lunger, Alberta Mae Huff, 1911- (married to Harold L. Lunger)  
   Missionary worship service.  
      Dec'41:38   Feb'42:38   Apr'42:38  
      Jan'42:42   Mar'43:38   May'42:38  
   Christians and world order. Mar'42:37
LUNGER, ALBERTA MAE HUFF, 1911-  
   (photo) Nov'42:34   Dec'49:26  
   Youth and missions (photo) Jun'52:35
LUNGER, ALBERT MAE HUFF. ROADSIDE TABLES  
   Book chat. May'61:22
Lunger, Ernest Clinton, 1881-1962  
   The story state by state. Aug'25:9  
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.  
      Oct'27:26  
   Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
LUNGER, ERNEST CLINTON, 1881-1962  
   Mid-Year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)  
      Apr'19:39  
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8  
Lunger, Harold Lehman, 1910- (married to Alberta Mae Huff Lunger)  
   Book chat. Feb'35:43  
   Democratic principles in world relations. Dec'41:13  
   Missionary worship service.  
      Dec'41:38   Feb'42:38   Apr'42:38  
      Jan'42:42   Mar'43:38   May'42:38  
   Democratic principles in world relations. Jan'42:18  
   Christians and world order. Mar'42:37  
   Involved in mankind. Apr'43:20  
   Pastoral prayer. Mar'44:16  
   Rise up, O men of God. Jul'54:11  
   The right side of the mountain. Nov'54:14  
   The church and change. Jun'61:25  
   Religion and the schools. Nov'65:11  
   As others see us. Oct'66:19
LUNGER, HAROLD LEHMAN, 1910-  
   (photo) Apr'40:22  
   quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19  
   (photo) Dec'41:13  
   quoted. Toward a just and durable peace. Apr'42:25 (photo p. 24)  
   Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6  
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'53:31  
   (photo) Jul'54:11  
   quoted. Last column. Jul'57:48
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Classroom and campus. Mar'60:31
Global highlights (photo) Jul'63:4
Classroom and campus. Jul'65:35
LUNGER, HAROLD LEHMAN. THE BIBLE AND OUR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Book chat. Feb'59:43
LUNGER, HAROLD LEHMAN. FINDING HOLY GROUND
Book chat. Jun'57:18,44
LUNGER, HAROLD LEHMAN, A POCKET FULL OF SEEDS
Book chat. May'54:40
Lunger, Irvin Eugene, 1912-
Religious education at Denver. Nov'38:10
Second Hoover unity lectureship. Jun'48:26
Unity is four-fold. Feb'54:21
LUNGER, IRVIN EUGENE, 1912-
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:44
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:32
(photo) Nov'38:10 Mar'39:32
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33
quoted. Last column. Dec'50:48
(photo) Jan'55:25
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:31 Sep'56:32
Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:2 May'58:7
Classroom and campus. Jun'58:33 May'62:35
Global highlights (photo) May'63:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'64:33
LUNGER, MABEL C., 1885-1969 (married to G. Lee Lunger)
Beneath the spire. Mar'48:4
LUNN, HENRY
Another steward returns his talents. May'26:62
LUNSFORD, D. WRIGHT, 1910-
Global highlights (photo) Nov'54:3
Classroom and campus. Oct'59:33
LUNSFORD, LENA M. -1951
In memoriam. Dec'51:37
LUNTOWSKI, GUSTAV
(photo) Nov'27:6
LUNTUMBE, CONGO
Neglected Monkoto. Feb'36:29
LOU, AMY, 1956-
(birth) News room. Mar'57:32
LOU, ANNA, 1957-
(birth) News room. Feb'58:40
Luo, David Wentzong, 1915- (married to Mary Hong Luo)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Luo, DAVID WENTZONG, 1915-
(photo) Jan'55:44
News room. May'55:38
(wedding) News room. Feb'56:38
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36
(photo) Mar'57:15
Global highlights. Nov'57:4
Missionary register. Feb'66:43
Global highlights. May'68:7
Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:15
In brief (photo) Feb'70:39
New U.S. citizens return to Thailand. Mar'70:42
Disciple finds new role with church in Thailand (photos) Feb'73:31
LUO, IRENE, 1962-
(birth) News room. Sep'62:40
LUO, JANET, 1961-
(birth) News room. May'61:32
Luo, Mary Hong (married to David Wentzong Luo)
Women and world highways. Dec'56:35
LUO, MARY HONG
News room. May'55:38
(wedding) News room. Feb'56:38
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'66:34
quoted. Women on world highways. Sep'65:39
Missionary register. Feb'66:43
Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:15
In brief (photo) Feb'70:39
New U.S. citizens return to Thailand. Mar'70:43
Disciple finds new role with church in Thailand (photo) Feb'73:31
LUPER, ALBERT
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:44
News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
LUQUE, (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37
LURAY, SOUTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EHP grows. May'58:44
LUSELAND, SASKACHewan. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'23:51
LUTHER, EVERETT B
Classroom and campus. Oct'48:30
LUTHER, MARTIN, 1483-1546
(drawing)
Oct'52:17 Oct'58:15
The future belongs to freedom (drawing) Oct'59:31
The Reformation is alive today! (drawing) Oct'60:13
(photo of statue) Oct'62:front cover
The cover. Oct'62:inside front cover
The end of the Reformation is reunion (drawing) Oct'62:17
The Reformation speaks today (drawing) Oct'67:16
LUTHER, MARTIN, 1483-1546. SELECT WRITINGS
Book chat. Feb'62:22
LUTHER, MARTIN, 1483-1546. WORKS
Vol. 45. Book chat. Sep'62:24
LUTHER, MARTIN (INDIA)
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
(photo) Mar'33:24
LUTHERAN CHURCH
See also
AMERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH
LUTHERAN CHURCH (MISSOURI SYNOD)
LUTHERAN CHURCH OF AMERICA
UNITED LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA
Glimpses of the religious world.
Glimpses of the religious world.

Global highlights.

Ahead of the headlines.

LUTHERAN CHURCH, AMERICAN

See

LUTHERAN CHURCH (MISSOURI SYNOD)

Global highlights.

Ahead of the headlines.

LUTHERAN CHURCH. MISSOURI SYNOD. NORTHERN ILLINOIS DISTRICT

Global highlights.

LUTHERAN CHURCH. WORLD CONVENTION

News items that point the trend of the day.

LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA. BOARD OF EDUCATION. GOING TO COLLEGE

Book chat.

LUTHERAN CHURCH IN THE U.S.A.

Ahead of the headlines.

LUTHERAN FREE PRESS

Ahead of the headlines.

LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION

Global highlights.

Ahead of the headlines.

World events.

LUTHI, WALTER. THE LETTER TO THE ROMANS

Book chat.

Luthuli, Albert J

Where is Africa going? 

LUTHULI, ALBERT J

(photo)

Africa's man of peace (photo)

LUTSENHIZER, DEL B. (married to Nancy Anne Cobble Lutsenhizer)

(marriage) News room.

Lutsenhizer, Nancy Anne Cobble, 1942-

(married to Del B. Lutsenhizer)

The elephant hut.

Echoes from everywhere.

LUTSENHIZER, NANCY ANNE COBBLE, 1942-

(birth) News room.

LUTZ, (MRS. W. P.)

(photo)

Lutz, Elizabeth Jane, 1890-

Wonderful spirit in the convention.

Practicing the "inasmuch."

Echoes from everywhere.
LUTZ, ELIZABETH JANE, 1890-
(poto) Oct'22:28
Claim her as their own. Jul'24:46
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:18
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:50
(photo) Dec'30:26
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
To these we hand the torch (photo) Feb'31:29
Station UCMS broadcasting.

May'37:40    Feb'39:34    Nov'39:34
Jun'37:34    Apr'39:30    Dec'39:40
Jul'38:33    Jun'39:34    Jan'40:32

News room. Jun'44:28
That "luxurious" missionary life (photo) Oct'54:9
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:27
In brief (photo) Jan'71:42

LUTZ, JUNA M
(poto) Jan'21:5

LUTZ, THEOBALD
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44

LUTZ, WILLIAM P
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34

LUTZE, KARL E. FORGIVE OUR FORGETTINGS, LORD!
Books of value. Dec'72:47

LUXOMO, TYLDEN
Disciples in South Africa (photo) Nov'55:21
Disciples in South Africa dedicate new church for Africans
(photo) Jul'56:43
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:5

LUZON, PHILIPPINES
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
Impromptu preaching on Luzon. Apr'46:38
For adult mission study. Mar'51:36
In northern Luzon with Norwood Tye. Nov'51:16
Story of cooperation. Apr'56:45
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines. Dec'56:27

Lyall, Robert
Doubled in twenty years. May'24:21
Impressions of our foreign visitors. Jun'28:22

LYALL, ROBERT
Getting acquainted with Australia (photo) Nov'27:18
Interesting people you will meet at Columbus (photo)
Apr'28:25
(photo) Jun'28:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41

LYCAN, ALFRED
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:61

LYDICK, ALLIE
In memoriam. Nov'37:39

LYEN, BETTY
Classroom and campus. Jul'50:32

LEYELA, MAURICE FOURNIER, 1910-
(married to Flossie Irene Keith Lyerla)
Helping hands for young churches (photo) Apr'56:10
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'66:32
LYLES, (married to Harvey Lyles) -1946
In memoriam. Oct'46:37
LYLES, SANDERS T
A teacher affects eternity (photo) Jan'57:14
LYMAN, (MRS. D C)
(death) Apr'19:60
LYMAN, AMMIE JEAN TAYLOR
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
LYMAN, CORNELIA
Memoriam. Sep'34:39
LYMAN, EUGENE W. THE MEANING AND TRUTH OF RELIGION
Book chat. Oct'33:19
LYMAN, IANTHA MAE JOHNSON, 1908-1965
(married to Theodore Worthington Lyman)
Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2
News room. Jul'56:38
LYMAN, MARY ELY
Global highlights. Sep'49:4
LYMAN, MARY ELY. JESUS
Book chat. Nov'37:20
LYMAN, RITCHIE FAYETTE
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
Lyman, Theodore Worthington, 1904-1950
(married to Iantha Mae Johnson Lyman)
A veteran and human need. Oct'46:42
LYNCH, ADA G., -1951
In memoriam. Jun'51:37
LYNCH, ALAN
(photo) Sep'46:26
Lynch, Frederick Henry, 1867-1934
The new loyalty. Jan'25:19
World Conference of Churches. Mar'25:18
LYNCH, RAYMOND A
Classroom and campus. Mar'47:30
LYNCHBURG COLLEGE
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Feb'23:45      Aug'25:52      Apr'27:41      Apr'28:40
Apr'23:54      Apr'26:42,43    Jun'27:41      May'28:41
Dec'23:51      Jul'26:42,56    Sep'27:52      Dec'28:41
Jan'24:34      Aug'26:56      Nov'27:41      Jan'29:41
Feb'24:52      Sep'26:57      Dec'27:43      Mar'29:41
Aug'24:57      Nov'26:53      Jan'28:40      May'29:29
Sep'24:51      Dec'26:57      Feb'28:44      Jun'29:41
Oct'24:52      Jan'27:53,54
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Nov'20:64
(photo) Jan'21:front cover    Jan'21:18
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:58
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
(photo) Jan'22:13
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
(photo of students) Jan'22:32
(photo of Student Volunteer Band) Feb'22:28
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Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
A splendid achievement (photo) Jun'22:47
(photo) Jan'23:54-Feb'23:38-Jan'24:inside covers
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:13
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:9
(photo) Dec'25:42
(photo of students) Jan'26:18
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
Colleges where Christ rules. Apr'27:61
A building era for our colleges (photo) Jan'28:8
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
College songs! Jan'29:33
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:41
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43
Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:33
News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:40
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:46
Commencement activities of our colleges. Jul'30:35
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:41
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:32
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:45
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:7
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:32,46
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30,31
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33
Colleges closes successful year. Jul'32:32
On the college campus. Oct'32:33
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:25
Midwinter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:31
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:33
The colleges at work. May'33:33
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:45
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's
students... Jan'34:11
(photo) Jan'34:20
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:31
From college towers. Mar'35:44
News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
(photo of ministerial students) Jan'36:6
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:30,31
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
From our colleges. Apr'36:31
College notes. May'36:42
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:34
...looks ahead. Sep'36:27
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
News from colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:31 (photo p. 28)
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:31
In our colleges. May'37:34
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
College news. Dec'37:31
College happenings. Jan'38:28
(photo of choir) Feb'38:32
College notes. Apr'38:33
News from our colleges. May'38:31
College activities. Jun'38:33
College summer events. Sep'38:31
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:31
Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:41
College news and notes. Feb'39:32
(photo of Art Club) Mar'39:31
College notes. Mar'39:32
Springtide college activities. May'39:33
College activities. Jun'39:30
College commencements. Jul'39:28
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
On highways leading to Richmond (photo) Oct'39:26
(photo) Jan'40:7
College notes. Jan'40:24
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
From the college campus. Jun'40:31
College notes and news. Sep'40:31
(photo of students) Nov'40:33
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:30
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:33
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:32, 33
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
College and university news. Sep'41:31
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
News from our colleges. Nov'41:30
News form the colleges (photo of ministerial students) Dec'41:33
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:35
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:33
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:32
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:32
Summer plans of our schools (photo of "clean up day") Jun'42:32
Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:32
Classroom and campus.
           Oct'42:33    Nov'42:30    Dec'42:33
The threshold. Jan'43:2
To him that asketh. Jan'43:15
Classroom and campus.
           Jan'43:29    Sep'43:24    Feb'44:26    Jul'44:26
           Mar'43:32    Oct'43:26    Mar'44:27    Sep'44:26
           Apr'43:32    Nov'43:26    Apr'44:24    Oct'44:27
           May'43:30    Dec'43:24    May'44:24    Nov'44:24
           Jun'43:24    Jan'44:26    Jul'44:27    Dec'44:26
(photo of ministerial students) Jan'45:29
Classroom and campus.
           Mar'45:26    Jun'45:27    Oct'45:27
           Apr'45:26    Jul'45:27    Nov'45:24
           May'45:24    Sep'45:22    Dec'45:30
(photo of students) Jan'46:9
Classroom and campus.
           Jan'46:28    Apr'46:31    Jun'46:32
           Mar'46:30    May'46:30
Global highlights. Jul'46:2
Classroom and campus.
           Sep'46:33    Oct'46:30    Dec'46:31
By their fruits. Jan'47:18
Classroom and campus.
           Jan'47:31    Jun'47:32    Dec'47:28
           Feb'47:30    Jul'47:32    Jan'48:30
           Apr'47:30    Nov'47:28    Feb'48:30
Classroom and campus (photo of church vocation students) Mar'48:31
Educating for human relations. Mar'48:12
Classroom and campus.
           Jun'48:34    Sep'48:30    Nov'48:30    Jan'49:30
(photo of alumni) Feb'49:33
           Mar'49:32    May'49:33    Jul'49:30    Sep'49:33
           Apr'49:30    Jun'49:31
(photo of students) Oct'49:30
           Nov'49:38    Dec'49:30
(photo of students)
Classroom and campus.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan'50</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Apr'50:32, Jun'50:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'50</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>May'50:32, Jul'50:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'50</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>(photo of students p. 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'51</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Apr'50:32, May'50:32, Jun'50:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'51</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Jun'51:30, Jul'51:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'51</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>(photo of international students) Dec'51:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'52</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mar'52:30, Apr'52:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'52</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Apr'50:31, Jun'50:32, Jul'50:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'52</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(photo of choir members p. 29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'52</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Mar'53:30, May'53:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'53</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Apr'50:31, May'50:32, Jun'50:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'53</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Jun'54:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'53</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Classroom and campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Jan'54:28, Apr'54:36, Jul'54:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Feb'54:33, May'54:31, Dec'54:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'53</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Mar'54:30, Jun'54:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'54</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Jun'55:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>May'55:34, Jun'55:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'55</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Jun'56:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'55</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Classroom and campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'55</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Jan'56:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'55</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Sep'56:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>(photo of church vocation students) Dec'57:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Jan'58:29, May'58:33, Jun'58:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>(photo of religious vocation conference) Jul'58:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'55</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(photo of student leaders) Oct'58:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>(photo of new faculty) Nov'58:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'56</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Dec'58:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'56</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Classroom and campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'56</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>(photo of dedication of science building) May'60:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(photo of Hobbs Hall) May'60:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Classroom and campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'56</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>(photo of 2 international students) Feb'59:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(photo of 2 graduates) Jul'59:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'56</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(photo of student leaders) Sep'59:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'56</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Jan'60:30, Mar'60:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Feb'60:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'57</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Classroom and campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'57</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>(photo of Hobbs Hall) May'60:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'57</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Classroom and campus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The world comes to the campus (photo of international students) Jan'62:11

Classroom and campus.
Jan'62:31 Feb'62:33 Apr'62:33
(photo of Hobbs Award recipients) Jul'62:34
Sep'62:35 Nov'62:36
(photo of ministerial students)
Mar'63:35 Jun'63:35 Oct'63:34 Dec'63:34
May'63:34 Jul'63:37 Nov'63:35
It's never too late to learn! Jan'64:18

Classroom and campus.
Jan'64:35 Feb'64:33 Apr'64:33
(photo of class) May'67:18

Degrees and awards granted. Sep'68:45

LYNCHBURG COLLEGE. JENNIE CUTLER SHUMATE LECTURESHIP
Endowment for lectureship received. Apr'40:44

LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA. EUCLID AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6

LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6

LYNCHING

Glimpses of the religious world.

Apr'24:45 May'24:45 Aug'25:45 Jan'26:45

Lynching must go! Jan'34:3

If God has a sense of the ridiculous. Feb'34:15

The right to lynch challenged. Feb'35:3

Causes of cure of lynching. Mar'35:4

Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44

Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:27

Social trends. Mar'38:23

Southern jury indicts lynchers. Mar'43:31

Humbly, we may take heart. Mar'53:6

Lynd, Robert

Why I take immortality for granted. Apr'30:inside ft cover

LYNGE, NELS F., -1948

In memoriam. Jul'48:38

LYNN, ADDIE

In memoriam. Mar'29:48

LYNN, CHARLES J

Global highlights. Jul'54:2

LYNN, JAY ELWOOD, 1870-1955 (married to Lula Gualt Lynn)

In memoriam. Jul'55:39

LYNN, ROGER

Global highlights. Nov'68:7

LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Notes. Sep'19:52

Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59

Good ideas... May'30:39

Churches adopt every home plan. Jun'59:46

LYNVILLE, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

The evolution of a country church (photos) May'23:10

LYON, (married to Clyde Lyon)

(photo) Jun'30:32

LYON, (married to Raymond Lyon)

(photo) Oct'47:inside front cover

Lyon, Clyde Laten, 1880-1971

In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:25

Education for a Christian social order. Jan'36:5

LYON, CLYDE LATEN, 1880-1971

Spring activities of our colleges (photo) May'30:34

(photo) Jun'30:32

(photo no. 19) Jan'31:25,24

A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:45

quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International
Convention... Nov'35:24

Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32

...resigns (photo) Sep'36:15

Lyon, D W

The National Christian Council of China. Sep'24:28

LYON, DAVID, -1950

(photo) Mar'24:27

In memoriam. May'50:39

Lyon, Emma Ann, 1869-1960

Nanking Christian Girls' School. Mar'19:51

China. Oct'19:24
Note. Sep'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:60 Aug'21:60
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:64
Christian Girls' School, Nanking. Feb'25:50
Thirty years ago and now. Oct'26:44
Undaunted women of China. Nov'27:43
After seven months. Feb'28:40
On board the President Lincoln. Apr'31:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:39
Mrs. Tsao. Dec'31:45
How they do it. Jan'32:29
Then and now. Sep'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:40
Korean missions are alert. Apr'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
LYON, EMMA ANN, 1869-1960
Miss Emma Lyon and her school in Nanking, China. Jan'19:26
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'21:60 Aug'22:58
(photo) Apr'22:50 Feb'23:49
quoted. Appreciation for Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
(photo) Feb'25:51 Feb'26:59 Oct'26:44 Feb'28:40
To Miss Emma Lyon (poem) Oct'28:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41 Nov'29:51
(photo) Dec'30:28
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:sup1:2
Magnificent shadow of forty years (photo) Mar'33:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29 May'34:41
(photo) Jul'34:41
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo)
May'35:31 Oct'36:34 Nov'37:43 Feb'38:31
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8
(photo) Jul'40:14 Oct'46:38
(death) News room. May'60:38
Doctor Ida and Miss Emma. Sep'60:9
Scholarship endowed. Jun'68:44
Lyon, George E., 1867-1933
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:23
LYON, GEORGE E., 1867-1933
Mid-Year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries. Apr'19:39
(photo) Apr'19:39
Sep'20:23 Jan'28:28
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
Lyon, Harry W., JR.
(photo) Jul'28:24
Lyon, Lynn S., -1965 (married to Pauline Y. Nicholson Lyon)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'54:4
In memoriam. Dec'65:48
Lyon, Mary Alice -1932
Facts for the busy woman. Jan'20:39
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
(photo) Oct'24:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
...an appreciation. Aug'26:31
(death) The story of a life (photo) Dec'32:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

LYONS, ANNA
   In memoriam. Jan'41:39
LYONS, THEODOSIA
   (death) Headquarters nots. Nov'23:54
LYONS, VERBA
   See HAWKINS, VERBA LYONS
LYONS, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
LYONS, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Ohio church enters EHP. Jun'64:50
LYRALL, ROBERT
   quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE
   Ahead of the headlines. Jan'67:4
LYSIAC, RICHARD JOHN
   Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34
LYTLE, (MRS. E. E.)
   News room. Oct'45:25
Lytle, Herbert C., Jr.
   The other side of church relief. Feb'47:40
LYTTON, (married to Edward C. Lytton)
   (death) Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Lytton, Edward C
   Two new chairs of religious education Nov'24:30
LYTTON, EDWARD C
   Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
M.

M., E. S.
A modern plea for a return to New Testament Christianity. Jun'20:24

M., J. H.
The dependent child the victim of politics. Jan'20:56

MA, JOE
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'50:31

MA, RAYANN
Women on world highways. Jan'67:30

Ma, Roberta
An open letter to sponsors of missions. Dec'38:28

MA, ROBERTA quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'39:inside front cover

MA, VILIA
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'50:31

MA SHUIU GI quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:16

MA TAN(G), CHINA
A modern missionary journey. May'25:35
Save or salvage--which? Mar'27:50

MAAS, ROBERT EUGENE
Partners in the healing ministry (photo) Jun'62:16

MABEE, (married to Frank C. Mabee, Jr.)
(photo) Nov'59:11

Mabee, Frank C., Jr., 1925-
A church that specializes. Apr'73:5

MABEE, FRANK C., JR., 1925-
News room. Nov'55:37
quoted. Circuit riders on a modern frontier (photos) Nov'59:11

News room. Feb'60:34 Sep'60:49

Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'63:32

Four ministers will be heard at the Kansas City Assembly (photo) Jul'68:48

(photo) Apr'73:5

MABIL, BERNEDA
Notes. Apr'20:59

MABLE, KATHERINE
(photo) Jan'21:6

MABRY, BEATRICE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42

Mabry, Mildred (married to Virden Mabry)
Women and world highways. Nov'55:31

MABRY, MILDRED
(photo) Nov'55:31

Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33

MABRY, VIRDEN (married to Mildred Mabry)
Missions on and off beaten paths (photo) Sep'55:9

McAdam, Elizabeth W
Something special. Mar'61:44
McAdow, Lewis Harlowe, 1915- (married to Ruth Todd McAdow)
  Book chat. Feb'44:37
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
  Missions--our divine command! Jan'59:31
  Affluence--danger or asset. Apr'67:27

McADOW, LEWIS HARLOWE, 1915-
  Youth and missions (photo) Jun'52:35
  Southwest churches adopt home plan (photo) Feb'59:34

McAFEE, (married to Burt McAfee)
  Here and there with World Call. Jun'57:52

McAFEE, CHARLES O., 1903- (married to Lucie Montgomery McAfee)
  News room. Oct'46:41
  Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'51:4
  Classroom and campus. Apr'53:30
  (photo) Apr'54:1
  Missions on and off beaten paths (photo) Sep'55:9
  (photo) Dec'59:3

McAFEE, CLELAND B
  quoted. A tonic for missionary dizziness. Feb'31:4

McAFEE, CLELAND B. THE FOREIGN MISSIONARY ENTERPRISE AND ITS
  SINCERE CRITICS
  Book chat. Sep'35:22

McAFEE, HAZEL
  Here and there with World Call. Jul'65:50

McAFEE, JANIE, -1963
  In memoriam. May'63:45

McAFEE, JOHN MICHAEL
  (photo) Dec'59:3

McAFEE, JOSEPH ERNEST. WORLD MISSIONS FROM THE HOME BASE
  Bargains in books. Mar'23:45

McAFEE, LUCIE MONTGOMERY (married to Charles O. McAfee)
  Missions on and off beaten paths (photo) Sep'55:9
  (photo) Dec'59:3

McALESTER, OKLAHOMA
  City loans money to build temples of worship. Aug'26:16

McALESTER, OKLAHOMA. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
  City loans money to build temples of worship (photo)
  Aug'26:16

McALESTER, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
  City loans money to build temples of worship (photo)
  Aug'26:16

McALESTER, OKLAHOMA. FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
  City loans money to build temples of worship (photo)
  Aug'26:16

McALESTER, OKLAHOMA. GRAND AVENUE METHODIST CHURCH
  City loans money to build temples of worship (photo)
  Aug'26:16

McALLEN, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
  When there was no other help (photo) Nov'23:40
  Observed Self-Denial Week. Jul'31:27
  Good ideas... Dec'31:39

McALLEN, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  In brief. Jun'68:8

McALLEN, TEXAS. MEXICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New houses of worship... (photo) Jul'31:19
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
One country, one flag. Apr'45:22
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'53:36

McALLEN, TEXAS. SOUTHSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
English lesson with a difference! May'65:25

McAllister, C G
Christian education study week. Jun'30:40

McALLISTER, CHARLES E. INSIDE THE CAMPUS
Book chat. Apr'49:15

McALLISTER, E E
quoted. The last page. Nov'42:48

McALLISTER, EMMA
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47

McALLISTER, HILL
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40

McAllister, Lester Grover, 1919–
From classroom to mission field. Feb'43:9
Youth and missions. Oct'44:31 Nov'44:31
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
Youth and missions. Feb'45:31 Mar'45:31
Christian youth in action. May'45:19
Youth and missions.
May'45:31 Jun'45:31 Sep'45:27
The story of CIMADE. Nov'45:8
Caravans for Christian young people. May'46:9
Youth will not wait. Nov'46:10
CYF and the world church. May'47:10
CYF caravans--a summer of service. Nov'48:9
Christian youth. May'49:19
Sunday is the day of beginning. Mar'65:21
The church in the last third of our century. Mar'69:24

Books about Disciples. Dec'71:34

McALLISTER, LESTER GROVER, 1919–
(photo) Feb'43:9
Youth and missions (photo) Mar'44:31
quoted. Youth and missions. May'44:31
Youth leaders elected. Apr'45:34
Able young leadership. Oct'45:3
(photo) May'46:9
Global highlights. Jul'46:3
Hitting the high spots in Jamaica. Jan'47:41
News room. Jul'47:42
Global highlights. May'48:3 Mar'50:3
News room. Oct'51:43
Classroom and campus.
Jul'53:30 Jan'55:32 Dec'56:32
Jun'54:33 Oct'55:30 Jan'57:28
(photo) Sep'58:front cover
The cover. Jul'58:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Jan'60:30
News room. Apr'60:34
Great task in Britain. Dec'60:28
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30 Feb'62:32

McALLISTER, LESTER GROVER. GOD SPEAKS TO THE CHURCH
New books. Oct'73:36
McALLISTER, LESTER GROVER. THOMAS CAMPBELL: MAN OF THE BOOK
  Classroom and campus. Mar'54:31
McALLISTER, LESTER GROVER. Z. T. SWEENEY, PREACHER AND PEACEMAKER
  New books. Jan'69:36
McALPIN, EDWIN A. ON TO CHRIST
  The book shelf. Oct'19:58
McALPIN, SYLVESTER REED, 1883–1937
  (photo) Oct'30:11
McAnallen, Floyd Victor, 1928–
  (married to Marian Janet Ericson McAnallen)
    Missionary's first battle. Jul'58:29
    Echoes from everywhere.
      Sep'58:38  Sep'59:36  Dec'59:37
    Thai youth face testing. Mar'60:49
    They will come back. May'60:49
    Echoes from everywhere.
      Nov'60:32  Mar'61:40  Oct'61:36
    Beauty and emptiness in Thailand. Sep'62:19
    Meditations. Oct'62:37
    Echoes from everywhere.
      Jun'63:36  Oct'63:36
    The endless battle (poem) Jul'64:30
    Echoes from everywhere.
      Mar'65:36
    When silence spoke loudly. May'65:32
    Easter in Thailand. Apr'66:22
    Personality plus Christ. Feb'69:16
McANALLEN, FLOYD VICTOR, 1928–
  (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
  News room. Jun'60:42  Jan'62:32
  Global highlights. (photo)
    Mar'62:6  Apr'62:7
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:35
  (photo) Mar'65:36
  quoted. The case for the single missionary. Jul'65:32
  Global highlights. Sep'67:7
  In brief. Sep'71:40
McAnallen, Marian Janet Ericson, 1933–
  (married to Floyd Victor McAnallen)
    Echoes from everywhere.
      Sep'59:36  Oct'61:36
    Personality plus Christ. Feb'69:16
McANALLEN, MARIAN JANET ERICSON, 1933–
  (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
  News room. Jun'60:42
  Global highlights. Sep'67:7
  In brief. Sep'71:40
  How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:9
McANALLEN, MERLE FRANCIS, 1957–
  (birth) News room. Oct'57:32
McANALLEN, MICHELLE MELIN, 1962–
  (birth) News room. Oct'62:34
McANALLEN, VICKI LYNN, 1959–
  (birth) News room. Jan'60:32
McANALLEN, VICTOR
  See
    McANALLEN, FLOYD VICTOR
McANULTY, HELEN
  (photo) Jun'33:33
MACAO, CHINA
   A mossgrown tomb in China. Jul'24:42
McARDLE, Mildred J., -1936
   How one church provided for its children. Nov'22:43
McARDLE, MILDRED J., -1936
   Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
MacARTHUR, DOUGLAS
   Global highlights. Feb'47:3
   Position of Christianity gains in Japan. Feb'47:42
   quoted. Last column. Jun'47:48
   I talked with General McArthur. May'50:46
   Global highlights. Jun'50:2
   Social trends. Oct'50:14
MacARTHUR, KATHLEEN WALKER, 1891-1955
   Hitting the high spots in Jamaica. Jan'47:41
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'49:4
MacARTHUR, KATHLEEN WALKER. THE BIBLE AND HUMAN RIGHTS
   Book chat. Nov'49:18
MACARTNEY, CLARENCE E. THE FAITH ONCE DELIVERED
   Book chat. Jul'52:14
MACARTNEY, CLARENCE E. GREAT INTERVIEWS OF JESUS
   Book chat. Feb'45:10
MACARTNEY, CLARENCE E. THE GREATEST MEN OF THE BIBLE
   Book chat. Dec'41:22
MACARTNEY, CLARENCE E. THE MAN WHO FORGOT
   Book chat. Jun'56:44
MACARTNEY, T B
   (photo) Jan'21:12
MACARTNEY, T C
   Board of education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
MACARTNEY, THOMAS
   quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
MACARTNEY, THOMAS B
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
   Dr. Macartney passes. Nov'29:4
   Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
MACAULEY, FRANCES "FANNY" CALDWELL, 1863-1941
   (married to James Macauley)
   (photo) Oct'19:11
McAULIFFE, MICHAEL A.
   World events (photo) Mar'70:37
McBEE, AUGUSTUS E
   (photo) Oct'22:41 May'23:32
   (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Dec'25:42
   (death) Augustus E. McBee. Jan'26:62
MacBETH, (married to Gordon MacBeth)
   Here and there with World Call. Jun'54:48
McBRIDE, (married to Charles G. McBride)
   Ambassadors for the Brotherhood (photo) Jun'56:18
McBRIDE, ELMER
   A pastor's study takes a new form (photo) Nov'73:29
McBride, George M
   Pulque drinking in Mexico. Jan'21:50
McBRIDE, MARY MARGARET, 1899--
   Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
McBride, Robert G
Listening (poem) Sep'73:35

McBRIDE, ROBERT G
quoted. The scene. Sep'73:34

McBURNNEY, (MRS. J J)
The Haven's Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40

McCabe, Gillie Cary
Where conscience made a heroine. Dec'25:40

MCABE, GILLIE CARY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
In memoriam. Jan'34:39

MCABE, JOSEPH E. CHALLENGING CAREERS IN THE CHURCH
New books. Jun'66:20

McCafferty, Lawrence. The Art of Christian Living
Book chat. Feb'55:20

McCaffrey, John L
Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5

McCAHON, WILLIAM H
Global highlights (photo) May'53:3

McCain, Elizabeth
The church speaks across the footlights. May'72:10

MCcAIN, MATTIE
In memoriam. Dec'27:48

McCall, Clarence Field, 1881- (married to Cora Campbell McCall)
Under the cherry trees. Mar'20:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Preaching to the railway men of Japan. Jan'23:42
It seems like real living. Feb'27:52
A Japanese leper colony. Apr'34:45
Devotional study of missionary societies. Mar'35:38
Women and world highways. Feb'58:35

MCcALL, CLARENCE FIELD, 1881-
A Japanese funeral. Feb'21:29
Sowing the seed. Mar'22:56
(photo) Sep'23:12
(death of father) Apr'24:57
Jottings from Japan. Aug'25:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
Osaka Station news. Jan'27:63
Another Jubilee church. Aug'28:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34

MCcALL, CLARENCE FIELD, 1912-
(photo) Sep'23:12
Osaka station news. Jan'27:63
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35

McCall, Cora Campbell, 1878-1966 (married to Clarence F. McCall)
In Shonai. Sep'20:50
Snapshots of Akita, past and present. Sep'23:12
Another Jubilee church. Aug'28:42

MCcALL, CORA CAMPBELL, 1878-1966
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61
McCALL, DUKE K
The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34

McCALL, FRANCES ELIZABETH
See
HUDSON, FRANCES ELIZABETH McCALL

McCALL, JACK DEANE, 1932- (married to Sharon McCall)
News room. May'60:38

McCall, Jim D
Those haunting hands (poem) Feb'64:22

McCALL, MARGARET
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32

McCALL, WILLIAM KEMNEL
(death) Apr'24:57

McCALLEY, ALICE
(death) Jul'25:51

McCALLIAN, (MRS. R. J.)
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

McCALLISTER, (MRS. C. G.)
(photo) Sep'26:21

McCallister, Charles Glenn (married to Irene McCallister)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50
Present day urge of Home Missions. Sep'27:5
Christian nurture is evangelism. Feb'36:17
Stewardship: an educational function. Jan'37:5

McCALLISTER, CHARLES GLENN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
(photo) Sep'26:21 Jan'37:5
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'50:4

McCALLISTER, IRENE (married to Charles Glenn McCallister)
Beneath the spire. Feb'50:4

McCALLISTER, PAULINE BERNICE DEBRULER
(married to Raymond F. McCallister)
Classroom and campus. Feb'66:35
Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7
In brief. Nov'69:38

McCallister, Raymond Forrest, 1907-
(married to Pauline Bernice Debruler McCallister)
The bond of service. Dec'48:13
The Reformation is alive today! Oct'60:13
Affluence--danger or asset. Apr'67:28
Letters. May'71:4

McCALLISTER, RAYMOND FORREST, 1907-
(photo) Feb'32:30
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
News room. Sep'47:40
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'52:28
Classroom and campus. Jul'58:37
In brief. Nov'69:38

McCALLON, FRANK CLARE, 1885-1969
(photo) Mar'24:24
Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27

McCALLUM, DAVID C.
(photo) Dec'19:46
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:56

McCALLUM, DAVID LIVINGSTONE, 1928-
After five years (photo) Feb'32:26
(photo) Mar'34:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
Some unsung missionaries in the China field (photo)
Jun'36:25
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover
Sep'41:9

McCALLUM, EFFIE
See
BACON, EFFIE McCALLUM

McCallum, Eva Anderson, 1895-1963
(married to James Henry McCallum)
Echoes from everywhere.
World Call in China. Mar'24:18
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
A challenge from Luchowfu. Jun'24:54
After five years. Feb'32:26
Your church in China. Sep'41:9
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'47:39
Introducing Luther Shao. Oct'47:27
Chinese church echoes with youthful voices. Jan'50:44
Drum Tower discovers Kenneth Wen. Jun'50:7
All Peoples enjoying human rights. Oct'52:11

McCALLUM, EVA ANDERSON, 1895-1963
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Dec'25:55     May'31:30
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:4     Mar'34:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
News room. Mar'41:42
(photo) Sep'41:9     Sep'42:39
News room. Sep'42:40
(photo) Jun'50:7
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:3
(photo) Jul'51:27
(death) News room. Jan'64:40

McCALLUM, EVA. CHARACTER GUIDANCE AND OCCUPATION FOR CHILDREN
Speaking of books. Nov'29:42

McCALLUM, EVA. GUIDING NURSERY CHILDREN IN HOME AND CHURCH
Book chat. Nov'34:40

McCALLUM, FAITH EDITH HAMILTON (married to J. Malcolm McCallum)
(marriage) News room. Jun'57:42

McCALLUM, HARLAN
See       McCALLUM, JAMES HARLAN

McCALLUM, IDA KATHERINE FISHER
(married to William Cecil McCallum)
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:15 (photo p. 14)
McCALLUM, JAMES HARLAN, 1924-
(birth) Dec'24:60
After five years (photo) Feb'32:26
(photo) Mar'34:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
Some unsung missionaries in the China field (photo)
Jun'36:25
(photo) Sep'41:9
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28
News room. Oct'45:25

McCallum, James Henry, 1893-1984
(married to Eva Anderson McCallum)
From South Gate, Nanking. Nov'23:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:61
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Rites, old and new. Oct'34:46
Daily vacation Bible schools in Nanking Nov'38:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
Searle Bates: missionary of international relations.
Nov'39:10
Evangelism in China. Feb'40:9
Christian institute in Chuchow. Jun'41:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39
Postwar travel. May'46:45
Sleeping bag period. Jul'46:45
Hopeful signs in the Hofei area. Oct'46:26
A stewardship specialist. Feb'48:32
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18
Chinese church echoes with youthful voices. Jan'50:44
All Peoples enjoying human rights. Oct'52:11

McCALLUM, JAMES HENRY, 1893-1984
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
(photo) Jun'21:6
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Jan'27:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
After five years. Feb'32:26
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:1:4
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Mar'34:42 Dec'36:30
(photo) Sep'37:17
We visit China. apr'38:16 (photo p. 17)
(photo) Sep'39:23 Nov'39:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34 Jun'40:34
(photo) Sep'41:9 Oct'41:11 Feb'42:15
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
(photo) Oct'42:15
News room. Mar'46:38
News from China. Apr'49:19
McCann, Lena
To motherhood, what hope? (poem) Oct'39:48

McCANN, LENA
(photo) Oct'22:7
McCANN, LOUISE B
(death) Oct'22:55
McCANN, RICHARD
(photo) Jul'24:39
Within college walls. Feb'33:33

McCANNA, HENRY A
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:4

McCANNE, DAVID JONES
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:33

McCane, Lena E., -1950
God's expectancy (poem) Oct'38:35
McCANNE, LENA E., -1950
In memoriam. Dec'50:37

MacCANNELL, EMILIE
quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover

McCARLEY, (married to Clyde McCarley) -1964
In memoriam. Sep'64:44

McCarn, Cornelle
Prayer for my brothers (poem) Jun'27:inside front cover

MCCARTER, PALMER J., JR.
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

MCCARTHY, FLORENCE
(photo) May'64:front cover
The cover. May'64:inside front cover

MCCARTHY, FLOYD
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Feb'48:31 May'48:30

MCCARTHY, WILLARD (married to Carrie Nieman McCarthy)
Good ideas... Sep'31:39

McCARTNEY, (MRS J. F.)
(death) May'21:51

McCARTNEY, CAMPBELL
What's doing in Britain. Mar'28:31

MacCARTNEY, CLARENCE E. THE MAKING OF A MINISTER
Book chat. Oct'61:24

MacCARTNEY, CLARENCE E. THE WOMAN OF TEKOAH
Book chat. Apr'55:40

MacCARTNEY, CLARENCE E. YOU CAN CONQUER
Book chat. May'64:40

McCARTNEY, HAZEL SEVerson. IN THE GRAY RAIN
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

McCARTNEY, MINNIE D
(death) Oct'25:55

McCARTNEY, THOMAS BENTON, 1875?–1929
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'25:57 Apr'29:30

McCARTY, GOLDA
In memoriam. Aug'31:40

McCarver, O. E.
Letters. Sep'67:41

McCARY, ANNA
In memoriam. Oct'29:49
McCASH, BUELL (married to Mary McCash)  
Presenting (photo) May'66:8
McCASH, EARL WELLINGTON, 1884-1957  
(married to Elizabeth W. McCash)  
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:53
McCASH, ELIZABETH W., 1889-1956  
(married to Earl Wellington McCash)  
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'35:1
McCash, Isaac Newton, 1861-1961  
Christian colleges. Aug'19:21  
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:27  
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31  
In what distinctive way is your colleges fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:26
McCASH, ISAAC NEWTON, 1861-1961  
(photo) Sep'20:27 Jan'21:8  
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21  
quoted. Present service and immediate needs of church colleges. May'22:39  
Board of Education and work of our colleges.  
(photo) May'25:39 Jul'25:18
Board of Education and work of our colleges.  
Aug'25:52 Jun'26:42 Oct'26:56  
(photo) Jan'27:31
Interesting people you will hear at Seattle (photo) Aug'29:2  
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:42  
(photo) Jun'30:32  
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45  
(photo no. 11) Jan'31:25,24  
(photo) Jul'32:30
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33  
The Dean of college presidents (photo) Jan'34:6  
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34  
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33  
(photo) Nov'36:27  
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41  
...honored with Briggs (photo) Mar'38:21  
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'52:30  
Classroom and campus. Jun'53:35 Sep'60:35  
(death) Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'61:35
McCASH, ISAAC NEWTON. HORIZON OF AMERICAN MISSIONS  
Bargains in books. Mar'23:45
McCASH, LEVI, 1848-1922  
(death) Jan'23:58
McCASH, MARIETTA TANDY  
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:40
McCASH, MARY (married to Buell McCash)  
Presenting (photo) May'66:8
McCash, Mary Wray  
Soliloquy of a World Call. Jun'25:58
McCASLAND, SELBY VERNON, 1896-1970  
(married to Louise Gaston McCasland)  
An account of a stewardship (photo) Jun'39:26  
News room. Mar'48:32
Global highlights. Mar'49:4
News room. Mar'59:32
Classroom and campus. May'60:32
In memoriam. Jan'71:45
McCASLAND, SELBY VERNON. THE PIONEERS OF OUR FAITH
New books. Feb'65:43
McCASLAND, SELBY VERNON. THE RELIGIONS OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Sep'60:22
Classroom and campus. Dec'68:35
McCAULEY, ANGELINE MAY CAMPBELL
(death) Jul'26:51
McCAULEY, MARGARET E
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
McCAUSLAND, W A
Letters to the Board of Ministerial Relief. Apr'20:53
McCaw, ANNA MILDRED PHILLIPS, 1893–1946
(married to Clayton Clair McCaw)
Notes. Feb'20:58
(death) News room. Dec'46:38
McCaw, Betty
See       Johannaber, Rossie Elizabeth McCaw
(married to Anna Mildred Phillips McCaw)
(married to Mabel Niedermeyer McCaw)
Note. Oct'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61
McCaw, CLAYTON CLAIR, 1890–1978
A Bible class... Mar'19:47
Notes. Jun'19:63
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:27
Notes. Feb'20:58
News room. Sep'45:30
(marriage) News room. Mar'48:32
News room. Oct'48:32
McCaw, ELIZABETH
See       JOHANNABER, ROSSIE ELIZABETH McCaw
McCaw, John Emory, 1917–
Youth and missions. Mar'46:35       Apr'46:35
The students' claim on the church. May'46:12
Students who speak for Christ. May'47:15
Disciple students and higher education. Nov'48:17
What are Disciple seminaries to be? Jan'61:19
Christian relations yesterday and today. Jul'67:14
McCaw, JOHN EMMORY, 1917–
College commencements. Jul'39:29
(photo) Sep'47:7
News room. Jun'45:34
Able young leadership. Oct'45:3
News room.
   (photo) Jul'45:34       Dec'47:30       Jul'50:40       Mar'46:38
Global highlights. Jan'49:4
News room. Nov'49:35
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
News room. Sep'57:38
Classroom and campus.
   Sep'58:37      Dec'58:33      Jun'65:34
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7
In brief. Apr'70:39
McCaw, Mabel Anna Niedermeyer, 1899-
   (married to Clayton Clair McCaw)
"Friendly news" comes off the press. Apr'33:45
Book chat. Apr'36:44
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'36:41
Book chat. Oct'36:43
An ex-soldier prays (poem) Nov'36:front cover
A negro mother to her Christmas born baby son. Dec'36:41
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
   Feb'37:41          Nov'39:40
   Mar'37:48          Dec'39:38
   Apr'37:40          Sep'40:40
   May'37:41          Nov'40:41
   Jun'37:40          Jan'41:41
   Jul'37:42          Jan'42:44
   Sep'37:40-Dec'37:40  Feb'42:40
   Jan'38:41          Mar'42:41
   Feb'38:40-Dec'38:40  Apr'42:42
   Jan'39:49          May'42:41
   Feb'39:40-Jun'39:40  Jun'42:40
   Jul'39:42          Jul'42:40
   Sep'39:33          Sep'42:41
   Oct'39:40          Oct'42 - May'43 p. 40
Easter certainty (poem) Mar'37:19
Seekers in the way (poem) May'37:front cover
From another hilltop. Jul'37:28
Larry's gift to India. Nov'37:30
   (untitled poem) Nov'37:37
Devotional study for missionary societies. May'39:38
Father, forgive (poem) Mar'40:34
Book chat. Jun'40:44
Children in a world of hate. Nov'40:13
Things which make for peace. Mar'42:16
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
The Christmas star will shine again this year (poem)
Dec'43:5
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
World Call (music) Nov'44:28
And this shall be a sign (poem) Dec'44:5
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
On New Year's Eve (poem) Jan'48:48
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMeyer
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
New leader of children's work (photo) Apr'36:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40          May'39:34
News room. Sep'40:44
   (photo) Nov'41:15
McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMEYER. A FRIEND AT CHURCH
New books. Feb'69:29

McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMEYER. MY FRIEND NEXT DOOR
New books. Feb'69:29

McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMEYER. MY INDIAN PICTURE STORY BOOK
News room. May'44:28
Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25

McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMEYER. MY STORY BOOK ABOUT THE BIBLE
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
Book chat. Dec'47:47

McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMEYER. OUR HAPPY FAMILY
Book chat. Jul'58:44

McCAW, MABEL ANNA NIEDERMEYER. THEN I THINK OF GOD
Book review. Feb'43:41

McCAW, MAXINE MAE GAMBS, 1919–
News room. Jul'50:40

McCAW, MILVA LOU SANDISON, 1947–
(birth) News room. Nov'47:30

McCAW, ROSSIE ELIZABETH
See
JOHANNABER, ROSSIE ELIZABETH McCAW

McCLAIN, (married to John T. McClain)
In memoriam. Apr'43:39

McClain, Hazel
Devotional study for missionary societies.
Jul'36:38 Dec'36:38 Feb'37:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'37:38
Devotional study for missionary societies. Apr'37:38

McCLAIN, HAZEL
News room. Oct'40:46

McCLAIN, OZZIE McGILL
In brief. Apr'71:41

McCLANAHAN, H W
(photo) Apr'23:19

McCLANAHAN, SERELDA MARGARETTE
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

McCLARNON, ADELINE OWENS
(death) Mar'26:50

McCLARY, (MRS. H. B.) –1956
In memoriam. Apr'56:35

McCLEARY, LAVISA
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

McCLEAVE, PAUL B.
Global highlights. Jun'63:6 Jun'64:7

McCLELLAN, AURORA PRYOR, –1926
Alabama's love gift. Apr'25:55
(death) Mar'26:50
Mrs. Aurora P. McClellan (photo) Dec'26:42

McCLELLAN, EVERETT S. RELIGION FROM THE BLEACHERS
Book chat. Jul'39:26

McClintock, (Mrs. H. H.)
Devotional study for missionary societies. Nov'39:38

McCLINTOCK, H S
Notes. Feb'20:62
(photo) Mar'24:29
McCLINTOCK, HARLD C., 1902-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'58:8
McCLINTOCK, WILLIAM DARNELL, 1858-1936
   (death) Two Disciple educators pass. Jun'36:19
McCLINTON, KATHARINE MORRISON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH ART THROUGH THE
   AGES
   Book chat. Apr'63:42
McCLOY, (MRS. R. K.)
   (photo) Apr'23:13
McCLOY, CHARLES HOWARD, 1924-1980
   Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
   Jul'52:30
McCLURE, (married to Glenn McClure) -1957
   In memoriam. May'57:33
McCLURE, (married to John E. McClure)
   News room. Oct'43:34       Nov'46:45
McClure, (Mrs. M. M.)
   Missionaries without the title. Feb'57:46
   Challenge on Formosa. Jun'58:30
McCLURE, (MRS. M. M.)
   Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
McCLURE, BRUCE E
   Partners in the healing ministry (photo) Jun'62:16
McCLURE, DANIEL G
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
McCLURE, EMMA
   In memoriam. Sep'43:35
McCLURE, HOWARD
   Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
McCLURE, JIM
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'63:36
McCLURE, JOHN
   Disciples in the news. Feb'68:8
McClure, John Minear, 1915-
   Can an Indian get into a church? Sep'68:44
McCLURE, JOHN MINEAR, 1915-
   A half-century of dreams and miracles (photo) Apr'72:25
McCLURE, LILLIE, -1950
   In memoriam. May'50:39
McCLURE, LULU
   (photo) Sep'40:26
McCLURE, MARY E
   Memoriam. Mar'35:39
McCLURE, NANCY JANE
   (death) Jan'26:49
McClure, P Meredith
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
   First the blade... May'23:38
McCLURE, ROBERT BAIRD
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'70:43
McCLURE, S M
   Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
McCLURE, S S
   Deming, New Mexico. Feb'19:59
McCLURE, W DON
   (photo) Jul'46:3
McCLURG, WILLIAM H
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
McClusky, Mark C
   Then and now Jul'30:12
McCOAL, JULIA R., -1954
   In memoriam. Dec'54:37
McCOLGIN, WANDA IRENE
   (photo) Jul'23:6
McColl, Dougald K. (married to Ethel Flora McColl)
   Entrusted with doing His will. Dec'36:10
McCOLL, DOUGALD K
   (photo) Sep'27:13
   Personlities. Nov'36:11
   In the heart of America. Nov'36:27
   (photo) Nov'36:28 Dec'39:inside front cover
   The ministry in South America (photo) Sep'56:12
   Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
   Four churches join home plan (photo) Mar'59:46
McColl, DUNCAN D., 1903-1968
   (photo) Sep'27:13
   In memoriam. Apr'69:46
McColl, ETHEL FLORA, 1903-1989 (married to Dougald K. McColl)
   Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
McColl, SHARON
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'63:32
McCollam, James A
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
   (photo) Dec'24:44
McCollam, Margaret
   (photo) May'23:56 Dec'24:48
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
McCollom
   See    McCollam    McCollum
McCollough, James Hughes, 1829-1920
   (death) Jan'21:47
McCollough, Melvin
   (death) Mar'25:53
McCollum, Zada
   Classroom and campus. Sep'44:27
McComas, Jack Dixon, 1922- (married to Norma Green McComas)
   A country church reborn (photo) Jun'59:20
McComb, Mary L
   (death) Aug'21:53
McComb, Mississippi
   World Calling... Jan'65:10
McCombs, Vernon Monroe. From over the Border
   Speaking of books. Sep'25:50
McConahay, John B., Jr. (married to Shirley Ann Frey McConahay)
   The spirit of Cain among us. Dec'70:20
McConahay, Shirley Ann Frey (married to John B. McConahay, Jr.)
   Women’s liberation and the church. May'71:16
McConchie, James K
   Global highlights (photo) May'56:4
   Disciples in the news (photo) Jan'66:7
McConnell, (Mrs. L. J.)
   The Woman's Missionary Social Union, Los Angeles, California. Dec'22:54
McCONNELL, (married to Nathan A. McConnell)  
In memoriam. Mar'29:48

McCONNELL, (married to Thomas C. McConnell) -1933  
In memoriam. Sep'33:39

McCONNELL, CARL H  
(photo) Jan'21:18  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:40

McCONNELL, CHARLES M. THE RURAL BILLION  
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

McCONNELL, DONNA  
Youth and missions (photo) Sep'58:41

McConnell, Dorothy  
Women and world highways. Jan'51:32

McCONNELL, DOROTHY  

McCONNELL, DOROTHY. SUGAR IS SWEET  
Speaking of books. May'30:32

McConnell, Ella P  
Good ideas. Jul'28:33

McConnell, Francis John  
Dealing with the mightiest forces. Sep'20:31

McCONNELL, FRANCIS JOHN  
What happened at Buffalo. Jan'29:30  
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31  
Toward a just and durable peace (photo) Apr'42:3  
quoted. Toward a just and durable peace. Apr'42:25

McCONNELL, FRANCIS JOHN. BY THE WAY  
Book chat. Mar'52:16

McCONNELL, FRANCIS JOHN. CHRISTIAN MATERIALISM  
Book chat. Jul'36:32

McCONNELL, FRANCIS JOHN. CHRISTIANITY AND COERCION  
Speaking of books. Mar'34:32

McCONNELL, FRANCIS JOHN. EVANGELICALS, REVOLUTIONISTS AND IDEALISTS  
Book chat. Dec'42:17

McConnell, Harold H.  
The compassionate heart. Mar'48:27

McCONNELL, HAROLD H.  
Expansion in evangelism. Jul'45:22  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36  
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:23

McCONNELL, J. P.  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'23:53  
(photo) Sep'30:19  
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33

McCONNELL, MARY  
(photo) Jan'21:18

McCONNELL, RALPH  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'57:34

McCORD, (married to Don McCord)  
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15

McCORD, (married to Frank McCord) -1959  
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

McCord, Ann  
Mission in a divided city. Mar'64:21
McCord, Bernice Miriam
In brief. Jun'73:39  Sep'73:41
McCord, Bette T
Spotlight on Frank G. Dickey. Mar'71:14
McCord, Clyde, -1955
In memoriam. Nov'55:33
McCord, Donald
Mission in a divided city. Mar'64:21
One step outside the church door. Dec'73:17
McCord, Donald
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
Reconciliation in Wichita (photo) Apr'70:12
McCord, James I
Global highlights (photo)
Mar'61:7  Jun'63:6
(photo) Jun'63:20
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union
(photo) May'66:14
McCord, Rollin Delos, -1959
(death) News room. Dec'59:40
McCorkle, Henry L.
What should we do about Colombia? Jul'52:31
McCorkle, Henry L.
More about liberty in Colombia. Jul'52:5
McCorkle, Henry L. The Quiet Crusaders
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
McCorkle, T. Smith
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24  Oct'46:30
McCormack, Arthur
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'69:42
McCormack, Eugene A
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
McCormick, Cyrus H
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
McCormick, E L
Classroom and campus. Feb'54:32
McCormick, Edna Templin, 1885-1961
(Married to Harry Benton McCormick)
No room in the inn. Apr'24:5
Synopsis of Children's Day program. Jun'28:56
Youth in training. Nov'28:54
Women and world highways. Apr'45:29
McCormick, Edna TEMPLIN, 1885-1961
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
(photo) Dec'24:34  Dec'37:5
Personalities. Feb'38:23
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:14
(photo) Sep'42:25
News room. Feb'59:42
(death) News room. Feb'62:34
McCormick, Elizabeth, -1953
In memoriam. Jul'53:38
McCormick, Elsie
The woman missionary of yesterday and today. Apr'20:36
The Shanghai Woman's Mission Conference. May'20:51
Little Miss Wing goes to college. Jun'20:34
McCORMICK, F C
Brother Mac: a good shepherd (photo) May'33:7

McCORMICK, GEORGE H
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Mar'26:51

McCORMICK, GEORGIA
In memoriam. Apr'32:39

McCormick, Harry Benton, 1883–1974
(married to Edna Templin McCormick)
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:48
The key that unlocks the door. Oct'22:20
What are we going to do about it? Dec'23:21
Overhead. Feb'24:30
We will maintain. Apr'24:28
The end of the year... Aug'24:20
Carrying the Convention to the churches. Dec'24:13
The call to advance. Dec'24:31
So great a cloud of witnesses. Jan'25:25
The challenge of the deficit. Feb'25:29
Great reduction in General Fund deficit. Aug'25:6
Selling stewardship to the church. Nov'25:34
Au Revoir but not good bye. Aug'30:23
St. Louis Convention... Feb'41:14
Making Christ central. Jun'41:inside front cover
Forward with the United Society. Jan'47:17
Laymen's leader takes post. Oct'47:23
The church's witness to God's design. Jan'49:28
Today's Crusade leaders say. Nov'49:26
We visit the Philippines and Japan. Jun'50:15
I believe in missions. Jun'51:7
The work is in good hands. Sep'51:13

McCORMICK, HARRY BENTON, 1883–1974
The United Society's new secretary (photo) Nov'23:25
Headquarters notes.
Nov'23:54 Dec'23:52 Jan'24:53
(photo no. 9) Apr'27:16
(photo) Oct'28:32
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
...responds to pull of the pastorate. Aug'30:4
(photo) Aug'30:23 May'33:4
quoted. What they said at Columbus (photo) Dec'37:5
Personalities. Feb'38:23
(photo) Dec'39:28 Jun'41:inside front cover
quoted. What they say. Oct'41:14 (photo p. 13)
Two popular selections. Sep'46:6
Significant actions at Columbus (photo) Sep'46:7
News room. Sep'46:40 Oct'46:38 Dec'46:38
(photo) Jan'47:17
News room. Jul'47:42
(photo) Sep'47:8
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:3
(photo) Mar'49:10
International Convention of Disciples of Christ (photo)
Jul'49:25
News room (photo) Jul'49:32
(photo) Sep'49:41 Oct'49:43 Nov'49:26
Global highlights. Mar'50:2
McCORMICK, NETTIE FOWLER
Glimpses of the outside world. Nov'23:54

McCORMICK, NORMAN J
(death) Apr'23:55

McCormick, Scott, Jr. THE LORD'S SUPPER: A BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION
New books. Sep'66:40

McCORMICK, THOMAS
In brief. May'69:42

McCoun, Fred Corbett, 1931- (married to Jane Giltner McCoun)
An old church gains as it gives. Jul'60:14

McCoun, Fred Corbett, 1931- (photo) Jul'60:13

McCOY, ANGUS WELDON
Osaka station news. Jan'27:63

McCOY, CLIFTON CLARIS, 1922- (married to Edna Grant McCoy)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'56:6

McCOY, EFFIE CARR
In memoriam. May'39:39

McCOY, ETHEL, -1957
In memoriam. Jan'58:33

McCoy, J. C
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:38

McCoy, Jerry D
How I feel about the ministry. Oct'67:11

McCoy, Marie Jackson, 1883-1949 (Married to Rollin D. McCoy)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33
Feeding the hungry at East Tokyo Institute. Apr'32:31
A pilgrimage in Japan. Feb'36:28
Children's celebration at Asakusa. Dec'36:28
Leaven in the meal. Sep'40:27

McCoy, Marie Jackson, 1883-1949
A lost bride in a strange city. Sep'21:18
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
(photo) Sep'37:28 Dec'38:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Nov'38:34 Sep'39:32 Apr'39:30 Oct'39:34
News room. Sep'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'41:39
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
News room. Jul'42:43
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
(photo) Oct'42:15
News room. Jan'43:34
The McCoys at Columbus (photo) Nov'44:16
(death) News room (photo) Nov'49:35

McCoy, Rollin Delos, 1878-1959 (Married to Marie Jackson McCoy)
Christ calls His own. Feb'31:12
Commencement in Japan. Jun'33:27
Disciples in Japan fifty years. Jan'34:27
In its own strength. Jan'34:30
Memorial service. Jul'34:46
Fifty one years in Japan. Feb'35:46
The leaven in East Tokyo. Apr'35:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'36:39
Decade of service. Jul'36:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39
A thirtieth anniversary. Apr'37:28
Visitors in Tokyo. Sep'37:28
What kind of church in Japan? Mar'39:21
A thirty-fifth anniversary. Feb'41:28
President Yokichi Hirari's birthday celebration. Jul'41:26
The Christian movement in Japan. Dec'42:20

McCoy, Rollin Delos, 1878-1959
Notes. Apr'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:63
(photo) Jan'26:22
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:25
A few years pass (photo) Jul'35:12
We visit Japan. Mar'38:12
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Nov'38:34       Apr'39:30       Sep'39:32       Oct'39:34
   (photo) Feb'42:16
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
News room. Jul'42:43
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
(photo) Oct'42:15
The Christian movement in Japan (photo) Dec'42:20
News room. Jan'43:34       Feb'43:34
The McCoys at Columbus (photo) Nov'44:16

McCoy, Scribner
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29       Mar'37:42
News room. Dec'45:32       Jul'46:34

McCoy, Weldon
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29

McCrab, Marjorie
They support an Indian orphan. Aug'26:59

McCrabb, Marjorie
(photo) Aug'26:59

McCracken, (married to John McCracken)
(death) Dec'25:51

McCracken, Ella -1946
In memoriam. Sep'46:39

McCracken, Faith Angeline
Joys of a reunion in Africa. Jan'31:29
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
Bongonda Matayo, one of the best. Jan'46:30
School for Congolese leaders. Jun'56:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32       Feb'64:36
Partners in a global mission. Oct'65:17
Direct line. Jul'69:32
McCRACKEN, FAITH ANGELINE
   Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
   (photo) Feb'30:3
   A new road out of Africa (photo) Mar'34:12
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
   World Convention notes. Jul'35:47
   Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
   News room. Mar'54:38
   (photo) Jan'57:30
   A salute to women on the mission field. Mar'57:24
   (photo) Feb'64:36  Oct'65:17
   (1966 photo) Jul'69:32
   In brief. Dec'69:39
   Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'70:40

McCracken, James
   The challenge of world hunger. Dec'69:10

McCRACKEN, JAMES
   Global highlights. Feb'62:5
   quoted. We can do no less. Dec'65:15
   Seattle Assembly (photo) Oct'69:15

McCracken, Robert J
   Who wants to live forever? Apr'58:11

McCRACKEN, ROBERT J.
   quoted. A cause of a club? Mar'59:9

McCRACKEN, ROBERT J. WHAT IS SIN: WHAT IS VIRTUE?
   New books. Jul'66:42

McCRACKEN, W F
   (death) News room. Mar'41:42

McCrae, Ian James, 1924- 
   What makes a minister? Jan'57:17
   Did you say--church college? May'57:9
   I am the church (poem) Jan'59:18
   What does youth want? May'60:12
   A decade that changed America. Feb'65:18
   Salt (poem) Apr'66:21
   Who speaks for the church? Dec'68:15
   But they're just lazy, aren't they? Apr'70:20

McCRAE, IAN JAMES, 1924- 
   News room. Feb'60:34
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:5
   Ahead of the headlines. Mar'69:5
   In brief. Mar'69:39  Sep'73:40

McCREA, NINA DANIEL, -1955 (married to Jack McCrea)
   In memoriam. Sep'55:35

McCREARY, HARRY
   quoted. The last page. Mar'30:64

McCREARY, INEZ DOWNS, 1882-1982 (married to Lewis Ward McCreary)
   (photo) Feb'41:23

McCREARY, LEWIS WARD, 1876-1952 (married to Inez Downs McCreary)
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:44
   (photo) Jun'28:41  Dec'30:11  Feb'41:24

McCORY, JULIA
   (death) Feb'21:50

McCUDDY, LINDA
   Prall Town and Taylor Town. Jun'67:38
McCue, Constance Warren (married to H. W. McCue)
The growth of a child's soul. Nov'27:29
Letters. Dec'68:4

McCUE, CONSTANCE WARREN
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
"Grandfather" Warren. Sep'28:1
Here and there with World Call. Sep'59:50
(photo) Nov'63:50
More than a mirror (photo) Jan'69:10

McCUE, HOWARD WHEELER
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
"Grandfather" Warren. Sep'28:1

McCUE, KEMPER WARREN
(birth) "Grandfather" Warren. Sep'28:1

McCulloch, Rhoda. ON EARTH, PEACE
Speaking of books. Oct'25:52

McCULLOM, Vashti
Weekday education in court. Nov'45:3

McCULLOUGH, J. T
(death) Aug'24:58

McCULLOUGH, Constance
College summer events. Sep'38:30
In our colleges. Oct'38:32

McCullough, Harold
The death of a mountain. Feb'73:8

McCully, Oliver Wilfred, 1904-
Ecclesiastes from everywhere. Dec'44:33
The church follows the frontier. Jul'52:19
Come to Toronto! Jun'55:21

McCULLY, OLIVER WILFRED, 1904-
(photo) Apr'41:inside back cover
Coming of age. Dec'44:16
News room. Nov'48:32
(photo) Dec'50:26
News room. Jul'54:42
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:18
(photo) Jul'55:front cover
The cover. Jul'55:inside front cover
Canadian partners to the north. Nov'58:19 (photo p. 21)
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13
Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:5
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'61:8
Canada and the Disciples of Christ. Jul'65:9
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42
Linking arms from Halifax to Vancouver. Jul'72:15

McCUNE, Dorothy
(photo) May'46:30
McCUNE, GERTRUDE
(death) Nov'21:50

McCUNE, LEWIS OBERDIAH, -1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

McCune, Vesta Marie, 1897-1938
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:38,39
Mbowina wins his way. Feb'35:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'35:38,39
Neglected Monkoto. Feb'36:29
Congo claims her right to know. Apr'36:28

McCUNE, VESTA MARIE, 1897-1938
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
From our colleges. Apr'36:31
(death) ...devoted missionary (photo) Mar'38:17
(funeral) Echoes from everywhere. May'38:39
A master preacher. Jul'55:42

McCurdy, Mabel O
A live Oklahoma Christian Endeavor Society. Mar'26:47

McCUTCHEON, LINDA
(photo) Jun'73:6

McCutchen, Robert E
Letters. Nov'67:4

McDADE, CLINT
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'49:4

McDaniel, Asa, 1872-1951
Church School of Missions in action. Apr'19:40

McDANIEL, GERALD R (married to Mary Eleanor Higdon McDaniel)
(marriage) News room. Oct'47:32
(photo) Feb'54:45

McDANIEL, MARY ELEANOR HIGDON (married to Gerald R. McDaniel)
(photo) Jun'23:44 Aug'23:22
Notes... Dec'24:63
(photo) May'29:48

McDaniel, Maurine Louise
When the roses bloomed again. Apr'23:4

McDANIEL, RICHARD K., 1931-1968
In memoriam. May'68:42

McDEARMON, LUCY ARNOLD
In memoriam. May'33:40

McDERMETT, WILLIAM WALLACE (married to Grace Eleta McDermitt)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'61:8

McDermett, William Wallace, III, 1936-
I just became thirty-three. Mar'70:18
Cumpli treinta y tres anos! Mar'70:45
YOU are more than a number. Dec'70:18
Arrested for being honest. Mar'72:20
Watch your words! Feb'73:50

McDEVITT, MIKE
Editorials. Feb'71:19

McDEVITT, SUE
 Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

McDiarmid, Errett Weir, 1877-1937
Clinton Lockhart. Jan'27:11

McDIARMID, ERRETT WEIR, 1877-1937
(photo) Jan'21:17
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'24:54
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:45
(death) Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
In memoriam. Nov'37:39
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:10
McDIARMID, ETHEL
See
GRIM, ETHEL McDIARMID
McDIARMID, JOHN
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:45
(photo) Mar'34:34
McDIARMID, WEIR
(photo) Mar'34:34
McDONALD, (married to Claude McDonald)
Make a call on World Call (photo) Sep'68:46
McDONALD, (married to George C. McDonald) -1962
In memoriam. Sep'62:46
McDONALD, (married to J. Edgar McDonald)
(photo) Jul'52:27
McDONALD, (married to Leo McDonald)
(photo) Sep'46:27
MacDONALD, A B -1945
(death) Global highlights. Jan'46:2
MacDONALD, A L
Christian world fellowship. Feb'41:12
McDONALD, CARROLL, 1896-1968
News room. (photo) Oct'60:40
In memoriam. May'68:42
McDonald, Claude C
Letters. Jul'69:33
McDONALD, CLAUDE C., JR. THERE'S COMFORT IN HIS LOVE
New books. Jul'71:29
MacDONALD, CLAUDE R., 1913-
(married to Thelma Virginia Beckley McDonald)
Global highlights. Jul'48:3
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30
McDONALD, D. R.
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:5
Elected to serve (photo) Dec'62:40
McDONALD, D S
Notes. Jun'20:59 Oct'20:56
McDonald, George
(untitled poem) Dec'36:48
McDonald, Helen E
The real Talisman (poem) Jan'19:cover
The call (poem) Oct'23:back cover
McDONALD, HELEN E
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'25:52
McDONALD, IRA JOSEPHINE FRYMIRE
Notes. Sep'20:63
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
(photo) Feb'22:40 Sep'24:57
McDONALD, IRENE
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
MacDonald, J Ramsay
...appreciation of the missionary. Nov'29:16
McDONALD, J RAMSAY
Listening in on the world. Dec'29:25
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45

McDONALD, JAMES G
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32

MacDONALD, JANE
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'38:39

McDONALD, LAURA A., -1951
(death) News room. Mar'52:32

McDonald, Laura Mai
See
Norment, Laura Mai McDonald

MacDonald, Mary lee
Tomboys and scholars. Jan'55:46

McDONALD, NAOMI E
News room. Oct'60:40

McDONALD, OSCAR
(death) News room. Apr'42:34

McDONALD, SCOTT WARD
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30

McDONALD, TURETTA
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:24

McDONALD, WALKER HARRISON, 1897–1975
Fall activities in our colleges (photo) Nov'37:33
A new president for an old college (photo) Jan'38:8
quoted. Presidents report advance (photo) Jan'39:17
(photo) Jul'39:27    May'42:32
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:16 (photo p. 14)
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
Global highlights. Jan'51:2

McDONNELL, LOIS EDDY. HANA'S NEW HOME
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

McDONNELL, LOIS EDDY. STEVIE'S OTHER EYES
About persons of special needs. Jun'62:41
Global highlights. Dec'62:5

McDONNELL, LOIS EDDY. SUSAN COMES THROUGH THE FIRE
World outreach books. Dec'69:33

MacDougall, Annie Agnes (Lackey), 1874–1965
(married to William Charles MacDougall)
Tenting in Jungleland. Jun'23:40
In the shadow of Temple walls. May'24:37
An Indian highway at eventide. Jul'24:35
If there had been no refuge. Aug'24:52
By the village well. Sep'24:39
O God. Sep'24:40
A Christmas camp in Dandak Jungle. Dec'24:54
Through Himalayan mists. Apr'25:27
A voice from India's Zenana world. Jul'25:57
One of India's silent sufferers. Aug'25:39
An aged pilgrim. Feb'26:56
Memories of twenty years. Mar'26:62
The Sadhu's cow. May'26:47
India's aged ones. Jul'26:55

MacDOUGALL, ANNIE AGNES (LACKEY), 1874–1965
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21
News room. May'46:38

MacDOUGALL, CURTIS D. UNDERSTANDING PUBLIC OPINION
Book chat. May'52:40
MacDougall, Dorothea Margaret, 1912-1957
India's night (poem) Jun'23:41
MacDOUGALL, DOROTHEA MARGARET, 1912-1957
Tenting in Jungleland (photo) Jun'23:40
(photo) Jul'23:34
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61
News room. Feb'43:34
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:6 (photo p. 5)
News room. May'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
News room. Jan'48:42
(death ) News room (photo) Jun'57:42
MacDOUGALL, JOHN MUNROE, 1895-
(married to Edith May MacEwen MacDougall)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'59:8
McDOUGAL, LOWELL
(photo) Sep'42:25
McDOUGAL, STAN
World events (photo) Jun'73:37
MacDougall, Wilhelmina Anna, 1915-
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'50:38
MacDOUGALL, WILHELMINA ANNA, 1915-
Tenting in Jungleland (photo) Jun'23:40
(photo) Jul'23:34
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
News room. May'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
MacDougall, William Charles, 1873-1935
(married to Annie Agnes Lackey MacDougall)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60
Missionary wishes for a dozen lives. Nov'24:57
MacDOUGALL, WILLIAM CHARLES, 1873-1935
Notes. Nov'19:66
Commencement day. Aug'22:46
(photo) Feb'26:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
(death) William Charles Macdougall. Sep'35:18
(death) Oct'35:47
 McDOWELL, (MRS. W. W.)
Here and there with World Call. Mar'51:48
McDOWELL, ALTAH
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
McDOWELL, CRAIGIE JEAN, -1950
In memoriam. May'50:39
McDOWELL, ELLEN
(death) Oct'24:50
McDOWELL, HENRY C
Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7
McDowell, John
Teamwork tells. Sep'32:27
McDOWELL, LULA DAVIS
In memoriam. Apr'41:39
McDOWELL, MARGARET CLEMENS. NEW FRIENDS FOR NENA
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
McDOWELL, MARGARET CLEMENS. SECOND SON
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
McDowell, W R
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
McDowell, William Fraser
Why I am glad to be a preacher. Feb'20:13
McDuffie, Roger
(p) Sep'72:front cover
Cover. Sep'72:4
Mace, Alan A
Letters. Jul'69:33
Mace, Alan A.
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24
Mace, David R.
Abortion: The Agonizing Decision
Commentary. Nov'72:12
Mace, David R.
Success in Marriage
Marriage and family life. May'59:41
Mace, Howard
quoted. Conference character dividends (p) Nov'32:11
McEachern, Ted.
Being There for Others
New books. Jan'68:39
McEachern, Alexander, 1877-1957?
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51 Jul'34:40
An Arctic experience. Mar'35:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40
February a nightmare. May'36:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:38,39 Jan'37:39
McEacheron, Alexander, 1877-1957?
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'44:inside front cover
Macedonia
He hath made of one blood. Apr'26:29
Manna for Macedonia. Apr'50:31
McElory, Charles Foster, 1876?-1963
(married to Cora Cleona McElroy)
Beneath the spire (p) Oct'60:8
A new church for Paraguay (p) Nov'62:31
McElroy, D W
quoted. Alaska in August. Mar'29:1
Four churches join home plan (p) Mar'59:46
McElroy, George Clark.
Ministers of the First Christian Church, Springfield, Illinois
Book chat. Oct'62:40
McElroy, James J
Marines finance education of natives. Jan'45:25
McElroy, Ruth
See
McHughes, Ruth McElroy
McElwain, Edith
Women and world highways. Nov'41:36
McEntyre, Charles M
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
MacEoin, Gary
quoted. The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16
McEvers, Winfred
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:33
Macey Lake, Wisconsin.
Christian Church
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
McFadden, (Mrs. J. H.)
Letters. Jan'73:47
McFADDEN, CORDELIA
N.B.A. notes and news. Nov'38:45
McFADDEN, ISOBEL. FIVE IN A LIVING ROOM
About persons of special needs. Jun'62:41
McFADDEN, ISOBEL. HE BELONGED TO THE WEST
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
McFall, (Mrs. M. B.)
Letters. Sep'69:4
McFALL, FLORA
In memoriam. Jul'43:26
McFARLAND, (married to Charles McFarland), -1948
In memoriam. May'48:37
McFarland, (Mrs. E. H.)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:49
McFARLAND, (MRS. E. H.)
(photo) Feb'33:4
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'38:inside front cover
(photo) Nov'42:34
McFARLAND, (MRS. J. F.)
Memorium. Apr'36:39
McFarland, Charles Stedman, 1866-
Appeal for food relief to Europe... May'20:47
McFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN, 1866-
quoted. President Hoover and our prayers. Nov'29:5
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
Refugees and the "fifth column." Sep'40:3
McFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN. ACROSS THE YEARS
Book chat. Jul'37:44
McFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN. CHAOS IN MEXICO
More book reviews. Sep'35:42
McFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN. CHRISTIAN UNITY IN PRACTICE AND
PROPHECY
Speaking of books. May'33:33
Book chat. Jul'37:44
McFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN, CHRISTIAN UNITY IN THE MAKING
Book chat. Jun'49:42
McFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN. THE NEW CHURCH AND THE NEW
GERMANY
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
Book chat. Jul'37:44
McFARLAND, DANIEL M
Classroom and campus. Juan'57:34
McFARLAND, ELSIE J
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
McFARLAND, GORDON B
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:19
McFARLAND, H. NEILL. THE RUSH HOUR OF THE GODS
New books. Nov'67:38
McFarland, Harrold Wilson, 1914-1983
Child in church (poem) Nov'45:40
McFARLAND, JAMES CLARK
Some tithers I have known... (photo) Oct'40:15
McFarland, Kay
Letters. Oct'66:inside front cover

McFARLAND, MARY
In memoriam. Mar'45:33

McFARLAND, S J
The man who did what couldn't be done (photo) Jul'22:10
(photo) May'23:32
Goes to Texas. Jul'26:56
(photo) Dec'44:23

MacFarlane, D
For greater service. May'21:57

MacFARLANE, LOWELL
(photo) Sep'42:7

MacFarlane, Peter Clark, 1871-1924
A sawmill in heaven. Aug'24:4

McFEE, JUDITH ANNE
(death) Sep'26:52

McFETRIDGE, ADA M
The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5

McGARVEY, EDWINA DUNCAN, 1876-1940
(married to James Thompson McGarvey)
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39

McGarvey, James Thompson, 1864-1938
(married to Edwina Duncan McGarvey)
A school of highest merit. May'22:46
Miss Bertha of Hazel Green. Feb'29:45

McGARVEY, JAMES THOMPSOM, 1864-1938
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
(photo) Sep'25:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'28:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
(death) College news and notes. Feb'39:33

McGARVEY, JOHN WILLIAM, 1829-1911
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'29:40 Apr'29:30
(photo) Jun'29:41
Book chat. Sep'40:25
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:11 (photo p. 9)

McGARVEY, JOHN WILLIAM, 1829-1911. COMMENTARY ON ACTS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41

McGary, (MRS. I. N.)
(death) May'26:50

McGary, Grace Harman
The good that men do. Mar'27:55

McGAVRAN, BERTHA. -1946
In memoriam. Jul'46:39

McGavran, Darrell A
Adults and mission. Nov'61:36

McGavran, Donald Anderson, 1897-1990
(married to Mary Elizabeth Howard McGavran)
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:61
As one who knows. Jun'23:21
What a visitor saw. Nov'23:17
Sending the church to school. Feb'25:21
A day's fighting. Jun'25:43
Sown fields. Sep'25:55
The poets meet in Harda. Dec'25:55
A teachers' institute at Harda. Dec'25:61
The good that men do. Feb'27:35
Gaily colored turbans waved. Dec'29:31
India has a request. Apr'30:47
Vacation church schools in India. Jun'30:34
Dramatization at Jhansi, Jan'31:35
John Grafton McGavran—scholar, crusader and saint.
Mar'31:13
Character building en masse. Mar'31:28
Heralding native leadership on foreign mission fields.
Jun'32:6
The month among Disciples. Apr'33:4
A Christ in India. Jan'34:15
Keeness, initiative, vision. Jul'34:10
Book chat. Jun'35:29
Possible mass movements around Mungeli. Jan'37:14
Evangelism in Mungeli. Feb'38:28
How great races are Christianized. Nov'38:43
So he went and told his brethren. Mar'39:12
Christianity in India's life. Nov'39:21
Group movements and Christianity. Dec'39:18
Christianity in India's life. Jan'40:10
The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
A world fellowship of churches. Nov'41:13
Another church in India. Jan'42:49
Evangelism in central India. Feb'42:11
The end of the first year of the growing church of India.
Feb'42:26
Training for leaders for a new Christian movement. Feb'42:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42:39
He would not let her go. Mar'42:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
India villages respond. Jun'42:30
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'42:38
The birth of Tigershead Church. Oct'42:26
The church in India continues to grow. Nov'42:32
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:38 Jun'43:28
Ambassador of race surmounting good will. Jan'46:30
Planned church growth in India. Apr'46:10
Preaching the word in India. Sep'47:15
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:11
American airmen in India. May'48:14
Victory to Christ... Jul'50:44
The big fire of Navapara. Jan'53:42
India through a Century. Jul'54:16
A continent is being Discipled. Dec'54:20
I visited Congo's Discipleland. Jan'55:20
Missions in the coming era. Mar'55:19
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:11
Looking down on Hiroshima. Oct'62:25

McGAVRAN, DONALD ANDERSON, 1897–1990
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
Headquarters notes. Jun'23:52
Loaned to the Dept. of Religious Education (photo) Jul'23:50
The second generation on the mission field (photo) Dec'23:26
quoted. New vocabularies—new pleasures. Jun'31:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
A new missionary speaks (photo) Jun'36:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
quoted. Missions in our day. Mar'37:3
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
The growing church of India (photo) Sep'40:27
News room. Nov'40:40
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
Echoes from everywhere. May'45:32
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:8
News room. Jun'47:35
Crusade progress. Oct'49:26
The Indian church moves ahead. Jul'51:17
One memorable day (photo) Mar'53:19
A century of service in India (photo) Jun'54:17
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:30
Global highlights. Jan'56:3
Opportunities in Asia. Sep'56:46
Missions in today's world. Jan'57:10
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
Global highlights. Nov'57:3
Church growth. Jan'58:47
News room. May'58:40
Classroom and campus. Oct'58:32
Social trends. Dec'58:14
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34
News room. Jan'60:32
Classroom and campus. Jan'61:29
Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7

McGAVRAN, DONALD A. THE BRIDGES OF GOD
Book chat. Jan'56:41
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN MID-INDIA
Book chat. May'38:42
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. CHURCH GROWTH AND CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
New books. May'65:42
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. CHURCH GROWTH AND GROUP CONVERSION
  Book chat. Jun'58:42
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. THE CHURCH IN A REVOLUTIONARY AGE
  Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. EYE OF THE STORM
  New books. Nov'72:36
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. HOW CHURCHES GROW--THE NEW FRONTIERS OF MISSION
  Book chat. May'61:38
McGAVRAN, DONALD A. UNDERSTANDING CHURCH GROWTH
  Letters. Sep'70:34
McGAVRAN, EDWARD
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
McGAVRAN, ELIZABETH JEAN, 1925--
  (birth) Oct'25:62
  (photo) Oct'32:41
  A new missionary speaks (photo) Jun'36:32
McGAVRAN, ENID JOYCE
  See
  SEELYE, ENID JOYCE McGAVRAN
McGAVRAN, FAITH
  (photo) Sep'40:27
McGavran, Grace Winifred, 1896--
  Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
  Brass tacks on the racial problem. Dec'28:25
  Paragraphs to ponder. May'31:inside front cover
  A service of worship for Children's Day. Jun'31:31
  Speaking of books. Jul'31:34
  What, where, when and how. Jul'31:43
  Speaking of books. Jul'32:40
  Helps for the leaders of junior groups. Dec'32:43
  Speaking of books. Jul'33:32
  Mary Graybiel. Sep'33:17
  Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
  Programs for young people. Jan'36:37
  Book chat. Feb'36:42
  Helps for leaders of junior groups.
      Jan'36:41 May'36:40 Oct'36:41
      Mar'36:41 Jun'36:41 Mar'37:41
      Apr'36:41 Sep'36:41
  Joy to the world. May'37:30
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'37:43
  All thankfulness and praise. Oct'37:27
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'37:40
  Immortal love. Mar'38:30
  Each heart a flame. May'38:30
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'38:40
  Seekers of the light. Oct'38:29
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'38:33
  Lift up our hearts. Mar'39:34
  Helps for leaders of junior groups.
      Mar'39:41 Apr'39:40
  One church, one faith, one Lord. May'39:30
  Beneath Thy guiding hand. Oct'39:29
  Crown Him the Lord of life. Mar'40:28
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Mar'40:40
The conquering King. May'40:26
To Christ we own allegiance! Oct'40:29
Till Christ is Lord indeed. Mar'41:26
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'41:40
The highway of the Prince of Peace. May'41:26
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'41:40
Until Thy Kingdom come. Oct'41:29
Let the Lord Christ in. Mar'42:34
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Mar'42:41
Rule in our hearts. May'42:34
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage. Oct'42:30
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Oct'42:40 Mar'43:40
On every hill a beacon. Apr'43:31
To Thee we lift our hearts. May'43:33
Mokeko points the way. Oct'59:42
Water boy. Sep'64:38
Lights in the darkness. Nov'64:31
Not in our school! Feb'65:31
The hidden treasure. Oct'65:30
Daud's plan. Jun'66:31

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED, 1896-
(photo) Apr'23:13
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Nov'28:43 Jan'30:52 Feb'31:42
May'29:42 Jan'31:34 Dec'31:35
A new feature in World Call. Dec'31:46
Missionary education finds new leader (photo) Feb'33:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
...retires (photo) Feb'36:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
The threshold. Dec'38:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'39:34
News room. Nov'40:40 Mar'41:34 Jun'52:39
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. ALL THROUGH THE YEAR
Book chat. Feb'59:43
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. CREATING FRIENDLY ATTITUDES THROUGH THE HOME
Book chat. Dec'41:22
On the making of books. Jan'42:32
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. FAR ROUND THE WORLD
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. FIG TREE VILLAGE
For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. THE GOLDEN COIN
Read about India! Dec'63:41
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. JEWELS THE GIANT DROPPED
Jewels the giant dropped. Jun'29:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. LEARNING HOW CHILDREN WORSHIP
New books. Nov'64:42
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. MPENGO OF THE CONGO
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. PRIMARY MISSIONARY STORIES
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. RICARDO'S SEARCH
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. STORIES OF THE BOOK OF BOOKS
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. STORIES OF THE BOOKS OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'48:40

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. THEY LIVE IN BIBLE LANDS
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:39
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. THE THUNDER EGG
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. WE GATHER TOGETHER
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
Book chat. Nov'51:37

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. WHERE THE CARP BANNERS FLY
Book chat. Sep'49:46
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27

McGAVRAN, GRACE WINIFRED. YAKIMA BOY
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32

McGavran, Helen Anderson, 1871-1966 (married to John G. McGavran)
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'24:54,57 Jul'24:49 Aug'25:61
May'24:56 Oct'24:50
Working while resting. Oct'25:41
They received him not. Mar'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:61
Only seventeen! Nov'26:62
Changing India--yest--but! Mar'29:63
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32 Jul'31:34

McGAVRAN, HELEN ANDERSON, 1871-1966
How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:15
(photo) Jan'21:3
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
The lure of the East. Jun'22:14
(photo) Nov'28:34
A new missionary speaks (photo) Jun'36:32
John G. McGavran (photo) ;Sep'39:28
News room. Nov'40:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:47
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17
India through a Century (photo) Jul'54:16
(death) Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
In memoriam. Mar'66:42

McGAVRAN, HELEN FRANCES, 1926-
See
CORNELL, HELEN FRANCES McGAVRAN

McGAVRAN, JEAN
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 25)
(photo) Sep'40:27
News room. Nov'44:27

McGavran, John Grafton, 1867-1939
(married to Helen Anderson McGavran)
Effects of World War on women of the Orient. Feb'19:41
The new emphasis on knowing the world. Oct'20:25
Echoes from everywhere.  
He made manual labor respectable. Apr'32:30

McGAVRAN, JOHN GRAFTON, 1867-1939
How it strikes a contemporary (photo) Feb'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
(photo) Jan'21:3
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
(photo) Jun'22:2
The lure of the East. Jun'22:14
Livengood news. Dec'27:53
(photo) Mar'28:18      Nov'28:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
(note) (photo) Mar'31:12
...scholar, crusader and saint. Mar'31:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
(death) John G. McGavran (photo) Sep'39:28
(death) Sep'39:47
India mourns. Jan'40:43
For adult missionary groups. Feb'47:34
A century of service in India (photo) Jun'54:17
India through a Century (photo) Jul'54:16

McGAVRAN, JOYCE
See
SEELYE, ENID JOYCE McGAVRAN

McGAVRAN, MALCOM HOWARD, 1929-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
India moving Christward. Mar'30:59
(photo) Oct'32:41
A new missionary speaks (photo) Jun'36:32
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 25)
(photo) Sep'40:27

McGAVRAN, MARGARET WINIFRED
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 25)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
(photo) Sep'40:27

McGavran, Mary Elizabeth Howard, 1898-1990
(married to Donald A. McGavran)
Echoes from everywhere.  
May'29:36      Sep'52:34      Oct'52:35      Nov'53:34

McGAVRAN, MARY ELIZABETH HOWARD, 1898-1990
(photo) Oct'22:36
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
(photo) Dec'30:26      Oct'32:41      Jun'35:8
A new missionary speaks (photo) Jun'36:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
(photo) Sep'40:27      Nov'48:27
A century of service in India. Jun'54:18
India through a Century (photo) Jul'54:16
quoted. Indian Christians assume new duties. Sep'55:12
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'56:34
News room. Dec'60:34
McGAVRAN, MARY FRANCES, 1926-
Usually referred to as Helen Frances.

McGAVRAN, MARY PAYNE
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44

McGavran, Mary Theodora, 1869-1923
The healing of India. Dec'19:20
Notes. Sep'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
I thought you might be interested. Mar'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:51 Apr'22:60
The second generation. Jan'23:47

McGAVRAN, MARY THEODORA, 1869-1923
How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:15
Influenza in the mission fields. Mar'19:58
(photo) Dec'19:20
Notes. Jan'20:64 Sep'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
Thrills for nothing. Jan'22:51
(photo) Jun'22:2
The lure of the East. Jun'22:14
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:57
We build our own monuments (photo) Mar'23:2
Mary Theodora McGavran. Mar'23:15
A bird's eye view of the Damoh orphanage. Mar'23:47
The Doctor Miss Sahib is gone. Apr'23:30
Dr. Mary McGavran. May'23:50
After many days. Aug'24:60
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49
For adult missionary groups. Feb'47:34
A century of service in India (photo) Jun'54:17

McGAVRAN, MARY THEODORA, 1923-1930
(birth) Aug'23:64
(photo) Jun'26:51
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34

McGAVRAN, PATRICIA FAITH, 1939-
See SHEAFOR, PATRICIA FAITH McGAVRAN

McGEACH, D. P. III. HOW I BECAME THE WORLD'S STRONGEST 96 1/2 POUND WEAKLING
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33

McGEARY, HAZEL
Global highlights (photo) Jul'52:3

McGEE, HAZEL
(photo) Jan'27:6

McGEE, LALLA ALEXANDER, -1957
In memoriam. Apr'58:37

McGEE, MARY
In memoriam. Sep'40:39

McGEE, N W
Classroom and campus. Jun'44:27

McGEE, REECE J. THE ACADEMIC MARKETPLACE
Book chat. Nov'60:38

McGEEHON, CARL W.
quoted. Last column. Apr'60:50 Jul'60:50 Sep'60:50

McGehee, Larry Thomas
Social trends. Feb'66:16
A few words. Jan'73:50
McGEHEE, LARRY THOMAS
  Classroom and campus. Jun'60:35
  Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'66:7
  (photo) Jan'73:50
McGILL, (MRS. W. J.) -1949
  (photo) Dec'24:42 Oct'27:14
  News room. Nov'48:47
McGill, Mary Ingle
  Programs for young people. Jul'37:37 Sep'37:37
McGILL, MARY INGLE
  (photo) Dec'24:42 Oct'27:14
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
McGill, Ralph
  Man's yearning at Christmastime. Dec'60:11
McGILL, RALPH
  quoted. Maggots of hate. Dec'46:22
  quoted. Global highlights. Feb'65:5
McGILL, TIMOTHY L
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'68:35
  In brief. Apr'69:43
McGILL, VELMA CATHERINE
  See
  LARSON, VELMA CATHERINE McGILL
McGILL, W J., -1949
  Echoes from everywhere. May'23:62
  (photos) Dec'24:34,42
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
  (photo)
  News room. Nov'48:47
  Here and there with World Call. Mar'49:48
  (death) News room. Feb'50:34
McGINNIS, FRED
  Giant steps in Alaska. Apr'63:15
McGINNIS, GEORGIANA
  In memoriam. Apr'40:39
McGINTY, JOHN, 1911-
  News room. Apr'56:32
McGlasson, Evalyn
  Letters. Nov'71:35
McGLASSON, MARY, -1956
  In memoriam. Oct'56:35
McGlothlan, Anna F (married to Arthur B. McGlothlan)
  Christian Women's Fellowship. Jun'50:19
McGLOTHLAN, ANNA F
  Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
  Classroom and campus. Jan'52:30
McGLOTHLIN, W J
  (photo) Dec'31:32
McGOLDRICK, MARJORIE K
  (photo) Sep'42:6
McGOUGH, BARBARA NELL CROCKETT, 1932-
  (married to David Leroy McGough)
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:3
McGough, David Leroy, 1932-
  (married to Barbara Nell Crockett McGough)
Needed—a better balance. Oct'58:46

McGOUGH, DAVID LEROY, 1932-
Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:3

McGOVERN, GEORGE
In brief. Jun'69:39
World events (photo) Sep'69:37

McGOWAN, JEANNE (married to Neal K. McGowan)
(poto) Nov'38:6 Nov'48:29 Dec'49:26

McGOWAN, MICHAEL
quoted. Quotes from campus communities. May'69:16

McGowan, Neal Kenne, 1891-1970
(married to Jeanne McGowan)
(married to Zela Tinsley McGowan)
George Voiers Moore. Sep'21:59
A decalogue of stewardship. Mar'27:7
Building Brotherhood into a city's life. Feb'50:18

McGOWAN, NEAL KENNE, 1891-1970
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51 Oct'29:37
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:30
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
College notes. Jul'38:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
News room. Jan'56:38
In memoriam. Mar'70:46

MacGOWAN, WALTER FREDERICK, 1916-
(married to Dorothy Jean McGowan)
(poto) Jun'49:15
Global highlights. Jun'61:4
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:5

McGOWN, CAROLINE
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32

McGRADY, MIK. JUNGLE DOCTORS
Book chat. Feb'63:24

McGRATH, WILLIAM
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:32

McGraw, (Mrs. A. A.)
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20

McGRAW, (MRS. A. A.)
(poto) Dec'27:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34

McGRAW, (MRS. J. ROMEO)
(poto) Dec'27:20

McGRAW, (MRS. J. T.)
(poto) Aug'27:51

McGRAW, LILLIAN G (married to A. A. McGraw)
The Child Saving Institute (photo) Jun'22:30
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:42
(poto) Nov'25:49

McGREGOR, (married to Robert McGregor)
Our best export. Jan'57:43

McGREGOR, ROBERT
Our best export. Jan'57:43

McGRIFF, MABEL, -1960
In memoriam. Jul'60:48

McGRIME, RAYMOND
quoted. Conference character dividends (photo) Nov'32:10
McGUIGE, HELEN LOUISE
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30 Jan'56:33
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'63:35 (photo) Jun'67:34
McGUGIN, DANIEL E
(death) Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32
McGUGIN, IDA
In memorium. Mar'40:39
McGUIRE, EDNA. THE PEACE CORPS
New books. May'66:30 Sep'66:40
McGuire, Ethel
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:39,40
McGUIRE, FRANKLIN REID, 1923-
(married to Rachel Bush Gamboe McGuire)
(marriage) News room. Oct'47:32
Churches send World Call. Sep'65:50
McGUIRE, IDA DILLON, -1973
In memoriam. Dec'73:46
McGUIRE, RACHEL BUSH GAMBOE, 1922-
(married to Franklin Reid McGuire)
(photo) Jun'26:front cover
Our cover. Jun'26:1
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
(photo) Jul'40:17 Jan'43:29
News room. Sep'45:30
(marriage) News room. Oct'47:32
McHARG, G. MALCOLM
Global highlights (photo) May'62:4
McHARG, JERRY, 1932-
In brief (photo) Jan'70:39
McHARGUE, BARBARA S
(photo) Jan'21:10
McHargue, Oscar Fitzgerald, 1863-1939
What Home Missions money does. Apr'19:55
How an open church works at Dunkirk, New York. Aug'19:58
McHARGUE, OSCAR FITZGERALD, 1863-1939
Notes. Feb'20:61 Apr'20:59 Jul'20:43
In memoriam. Oct'39:39
McHATTON, EVA HOOD
In memoriam. Feb'42:39
McHATTON, ROBERT LYTLE, 1855-1946
(photo) Jan'28:28
(death) News room. Sep'46:40
MACHE, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Jun'32:39
MCHENRY, (MRS. G. W.) -1954
In memoriam. May'54:35 Sep'54:35
MCHENRY, ELLEN, -1957
In memoriam. Mar'58:37
MCHENRY, MILLIE, -1961
In memoriam. Apr'61:37
MCHENRY, RUTH
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
MACHE, HELMUT
News room (photo) Oct'51:43
(photo) Jul'52:38
MACHIAS, MAINE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'20:62
MACHINE DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
See
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
McHUGH, GELOLO. TRAINING FOR PARENTHOOD
Book chat. Dec'51:40
MACIAS Y CAMPIRANO, A
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
McILRATH, MARTHA
Memoriam. Jul'34:39
McILVAINE, ALMYRA WORTHINGTON, 1868-1924
(married to William Lincoln McIlvaine)
(death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53
McILVOY, (MRS. B. H.)
In memoriam. Sep'45:29
McININCH, M S
(photo) May'25:39
McINNES, DONALD E. RELIGIOUS POLICY AND PRACTICE IN COMMUNIST CHINA
New books. Oct'72:33
McInnes, John
Letters. Mar'67:inside front cover
McInnes, John
A crying need. Jan'67:44
McINNIS, NOEL F. CAN MAN CARE FOR THE EARTH?
New books. Feb'72:28
McINTIRE, CARL
If you don't know jewels. Jul'63:9
McINTIRE, THOMAS CLARK, 1874-1947
In memoriam. May'47:41
McINTIRE, W H
(photo) Mar'24:55
McINTOSH, (MRS. L. D.)
(death) Mar'25:53
McINTOSH, (MRS. W. C.) -1958
In memoriam. May'58:37
McIntosh, Barbara Ross
Two take the road (poem) Jan'41:48
MacINTOSH, DOUGLAS CLYDE
Listening in on the world. Aug'30:22
McINTYRE, CARL
They that sow the wind. Jul'56:7
McINTYRE, NANNIE HOPPER, -1944
(photo) Dec'19:46 Oct'21:42
(death) News room. Jul'44:36
McIVER, JAMES R
Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7
MACK, E E
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
MACK, GRACE STANLEY, -1925
(death) Oct'25:55
Mack, S Franklin
Impressions of Latin America. Dec'35:10
Youth at Madras. May'39:6
Missions becoming radio-conscious. Dec'47:27
MACK, S. FRANKLIN
Global highlights. Feb'54:2 Apr'54:3
Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:24
quoted. Focus on faith. Jul'59:31
Christians at the box office. Apr'61:48
MACK, S. FRANKLIN. MISSION UNLIMITED
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
MACK, S. FRANKLIN. THIS IS AFRICA
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
McKAIN, DAVID W. CHRISTIANITY: SOME NON-CHRISTIAN APPRAISALS
New books. Nov'64:42
McKAMIE, ED
World events (photo) Sep'73:39
McKAY, ARTHUR R
Global highlights. Apr'63:6
McKAY, ELIZABETH
(death) Feb'19:51
McKAY, HORACE
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
(photo) Feb'56:8
Mackay, John Alexander, 1889- Springtime in Latin America. Mar'32:11
MacKAY, JOHN ALEXANDER, 1889-
Two conflicting concepts. Jan'47:5
Global highlights. Dec'47:2 (photo) Feb'50:3
Feb'49:4 (photo) May'50:2
Opportunity in East Asia. May'50:6
quoted. Second annual meeting. May'50:33
Europe's chief breeder of communism (photo) Feb'52:19
Global highlights. (photo) Sep'53:2 Oct'54:4
quoted. It belongs in the record. Apr'55:5
Global highlights. Jun'64:7
MacKAY, JOHN ALEXANDER. GOD'S ORDER
Book chat. Apr'53:42
McKAY, KAY (married to Donald McKay)
Six women presidents (photo) May'67:36
McKEE, (married to Robert McKee) -1946
In memoriam. Dec'46:37
McKEE, (MRS. W.)
Letters. Feb'71:34
McKee, (married to Wallace McKee)
Letters. Apr'72:4
McKEE, BELLE
In memoriam. Feb'32:39
McKEE, BLANCHARD
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:44
McKEE, DAVID
(photo) Mar'43:33
McKEE, ELEANOR
News room. Jul'52:37
McKEE, H N
(photo) Mar'24:58 Aug'36:25
McKEE, JOHN W
Quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
McKee, Lucile E
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:8
McKEESPORT, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church erection to the rescue (photo) Feb'24:34
McKEEVER, ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, 1853-1939
Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:11
McKELVEY, FLOSSIE. -1946
In memoriam. Oct'46:37

McKELVIE, PETER F., -1960
(death) News room. Dec'60:34

McKELVY, (MR. S R. G.) quoted. Here and there with World Call. Apr'59:50

McKELVY, JAMES L
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30 Jun'58:32

MCKENDREE COLLEGE (LEBANON, ILLINOIS)
Notes. Jun'19:62

MCKENNA, MINNALOU LOTZ, -1955
In memoriam. Jan'56:35

Mckenery, Georgia
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41

MacKENZIE, CHRISTINE B. OUT AT HOME
New books. Apr'67:22

MCKENZIE, DAVID
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:27

MCKENZIE, EARL D
Classroom and campus. Feb'54:32 Jul'57:30

MCKENZIE, J A
(photo) Mar'24:37

Mackenzie, Jean Kenyon
Caravans. Apr'31:14

MacKENZIE, JEAN KENYON. AN AFRICAN TRAIL
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46

MacKENZIE, JOHN KENYON. AFRICAN ADVENTURES
New books. Mar'23:51

MCKENZIE, JOHN. THE CHRISTIAN TASK IN INDIA
Speaking of books. Nov'29:42

MCKENZIE, ROBERT A
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33

Mckenzie, William Douglas
Education in the new world. Feb'19:31

MCKENZIE, WILLIAM DOUGLAS
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:5
(photo) Aug'28:23
Dr. Mackenzie retires. Jun'30:4

Mackey, Archie
A new era can begin. Jun'49:21

MACKLEY, ARCHIE
News room (photo) Jun'47:34
(photo) Jun'49:21
News room. Apr'51:38
Indiana churches adopt home plan (photo) Jan'59:55
Here and there with World Call. Feb'59:50

MACKLEY, ROBERT
College activities. Jun'39:30

MACKIE, ROBERT E
quoted. World Council to continue aiding Iron Curtain churches. Apr'49:46

Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:3
News room (photo) Mar'50:38
Global highlights (photo) Dec'53:3
(photo) May'54:20

MCKILLOP, (married to Eugene Wyatt McKillop) -1957
In memoriam. Dec'57:39
McKillop, Annabelle
  My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:24
McKILLOP, BESSIE, -1948
  In memoriam. Jun'48:39
McKillop, Tena
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:39
McKim, (married to Clausen E. A. McKim)
  Why missions in the church? Jul'41:45
MCKIM, AUDREY. AIKO AND HER COUSIN KENICHI
  World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
MCKIM, AUDREY. PANDAS IN THE PARK
  World outreach books. Jun'69:7
MCKIM, AUDREY. STORIES FOR CANADA'S BIRTHDAY
  World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40
MCKIM, AUDREY. SUN HEE AND THE STREET BOY
  Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
MCKIM, E A
  (photo) Mar'24:22
MACKINAW, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Four churches join home plan. Jul'59:49
MCKINLEY, (MRS. J. F.)
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
MCKINLEY, CHARLES E. EDUCATIONAL EVANGELISM
  Bargains in books. May'23:56
McKinley, James Franklin, 1904-
  Our own youth movement. Apr'24:24
MCKINLEY, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1904-
  Disciples at Yale (photo)
    Jul'27:44   Jul'28:26   Jul'29:29
MCKINLEY, JOHN. CREATIVE METHODS FOR ADULT CLASSES
  Book chat. Sep'60:22          Mar'61:50
MCKINLEY, M. LOUISE
  Classroom and campus. Nov'48:30
MCKINNEY, (MRS. W. H.)
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
MCKINNEY, A C
  Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
MCKINNEY, BUCKNER A
  Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
  Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
MCKINNEY, E S
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
MCKINNEY, Georgia Hunt, 1871-1953
  Now watch things happen. Apr'27:59
  Good ideas. May'28:47
  (note) Aug'28:42
  Good ideas. Apr'29:34
  Blazing a trail (poem) Jul'30:37
MCKINNEY, GEORGIA HUNT, 1871-1953
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:63
  (photo) Jan'28:32
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
MCKINNEY, HENRY T., -1931
  (death) Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges.
    Oct'31:27
MCKINNEY, J W
  George Holwager wins award (photo) Feb'52:22
McKINNEY, JAMES ELMER, 1922-1972
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'53:2 Sep'58:4
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:34
In brief. Feb'70:39
McKINNEY, JOHN, -1959
(death) News room. Dec'59:40
McKINNEY, JUDY
(photo) Jul'48:30
McKINNEY, LEILA, -1954
In memoriam. Dec'54:37
McKINNEY, MARGARET ANN
See PAYNE, MARGARET ANN McKINNEY
McKINNEY, PLUMMER HARRIS
(death) Jun'23:54
McKinney, William Haney, 1897-1971
We represent you. Sep'44:5
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27
Kirchentag--symbol of new life in the German church. Oct'56:32
A salute to women on the mission field. Mar'57:24
Let's not undersell preaching. Sep'60:32
What sin brings most sadness? Nov'61:11
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
Book reviews. Sep'63:45
European laymen reach the outsider. Oct'63:28
Men's work--a look at the future. Jul'64:21
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:30
McKINNEY, WILLIAM HANEY, 1897-1971
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
(photo) Jul'28:26
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
(photo) Sep'44:5
News room (photo) Sep'47:40
...heads men's work (photo) Sep'47:33
Laymen's leader takes post (photo) Oct'47:23
Global highlights. Feb'48:3
News room. May'49:41
First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
Global highlights. Feb'50:2
News room.
(photo) Dec'51:29 (photo) Mar'53:38 Jun'53:42
Feb'52:38 May'53:39
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
News room (photo) Sep'55:38
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:10
News room. Apr'55:39 Mar'56:39 Sep'56:38
Jan'56:38 Jul'56:39
(photo) Oct'56:32
News room. (photo) Nov'56:36 Dec'56:40
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2
Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:4
News room. Nov'60:41
In memoriam. Feb'72:50
McKINNEY, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Plummer Harris... Dec'19:60
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Pastoral evangelism. Feb'36:18
The church's world mission. Nov'40:16

McKINNIS, RUTH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31  Sep'35:32
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46

McKINNON, (married to Herbert L. McKinnon)
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:13

McKINNON, ALASTAIR
(photo) May'47:15
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32

McKINNON, ARCH C. KAPITENE OF THE CONGO--STEMASHIP TOPSLEY
New books. Oct'68:37

McKINNON, D. M.
quoted. Action starter. Nov'70:9

McKINSTRY, NELLIE, -1971
In memoriam. Jun'71:46

MacKINTOSH, (LORD)
Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:3

McKISSLICK, ISABEL
(death) Feb'21:50

McKISSLICK, J T
(photo) Jan'21:7
quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18

McKITTRICK, (MRS. A. S.) -1928
In memoriam. Oct'28:48

MACKLIN, A G
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:31

MACKLIN, CHARLY
Six hobbies and a family (photo) Jan'19:29

MACKLIN, DAISY MARY MOORE, 1872-1925
(death) Dr. Daisy Macklin. May'25:63

MACKLIN, DOROTHY DAISY
See
HANCOCK, DOROTHY DAISY MACKLIN
Macklin, Dorothy Delany, 1867-1946
(married to William Edward Macklin)
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Where thy treasure is. Oct'30:21

MACKLIN, DOROTHY DELANY, 1867-1946
Six hobbies and a family. Jan'19:31
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
The Church School of Missions in the Northwest. Feb'19:53
(photo) Aug'19:27  Dec'19:46
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
(photo) Feb'25:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
A half century in China. Mar'35:7
(photo) Mar'36:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42  Mar'39:33
Memories (photo) Apr'39:26
(photo) Oct'46:38
(death) News room. Nov'46:32
In memoriam. Nov'46:37 Dec'46:37
Missionary veterans. Dec'46:27
MACKLIN, HENRY GEORGE
Six hobbies and a family. Jan'19:27
MACKLIN, HESTER ANN GODFREY
It's a boy! Mar'36:9
MACKLIN, LOUISE
See BOULTON, LOUIS MACKLIN
Macklin, Theodore, 1890-1971
China's greatest need... Oct'20:26
MACKLIN, THEODORE, 1890-1971
Six hobbies and a family. Jan'19:30
MACKLIN, WILLIAM (FATHER OF W. E. MACKLIN)
It's a boy! Mar'36:9
Macklin, William Edward, 1860-1947
(married to Dorothy DeLany Macklin)
How America looks from China. Jul'19:18
Thirty-three years in China. Oct'19:12
Note. Jan'20:61
The Triennial Civil Service examination. Jun'20:37
Note. Oct'20:24,41
Deification in China. Jun'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:47
Science, a product of Christianity. Feb'22:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:62
MACKLIN, WILLIAM EDWARD, 1860-1947
Six hobbies and a family (photo) Jan'19:27
Jan'19:54
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
The Church School of Mission in the Northwest. Feb'19:53
Annual Conference of Missionaries... Aug'19:26
(photo) Aug'19:27 Dec'19:46
Notes. Feb'20:58
(photo) Feb'22:11
Our pioneer missionaries to China (photo) Dec'23:33
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:61
In the interest of historical accuracy. Jun'24:63
(photo) Aug'24:55
The Gospel in a tea house (photo) Dec'24:41
Program helps. Jan'25:48 (photo) Feb'25:48
(photo) Feb'25:51
Dr. Daisy Macklin. May'25:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
(photo) Feb'26:16
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:50
(photo) Nov'26:front cover
quoted. The missionary situation in China. May'27:suppl:1
(photo) Jun'27:21
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
Two pictures. Jan'31:21
We delight to honor (photo) Dec'32:suppl:2
Through the years. Nov'33:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
Dr. William Macklin (photo) Mar'35:5
A half century in China. Mar'35:7
It's a boy! (photo) Mar'36:9
Book chat. Jul'36:26
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42 Mar'39:33
Memories (photo) Apr'39:26
Rebuild for Christ in China (photo) Mar'45:20
Missionary veterans. Dec'46:27
(death) News room. Oct'47:32
One hundred fifteen years of missionary service. Nov'47:27
Last column. Feb'49:48

MACKLIN, WILLIAM EDWARD, JR
Six hobbies and a family. Jan'19:30

McKNIGHT, BRENDA
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39

McKNIGHT, FELIX R. THE EASTER STORY
Book chat. Apr'5:42

McKNIGHT, J. M.
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2

McKNIGHT, WILLIAM E.
In brief. Feb'71:42

Macko, Peter M
Call to serve. Sep'63:53

MACKO, PETER M

Mackovic, Leo
Finding myself. May'28:8

McKOWEN, JAMES
(photo) Sep'42:8

McKOWN, DELOS BANNING, 1930-
(married to Anna Louise Watts McKown)
Global highlights (photo) Nov'56:5

MacLachlan, Hugh David Cathcart, 1869-1929
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:29
The will of T. A. Cary. Oct'20:4

MacLACHLAN, HUGH DAVID CATHCART, 1869-1929
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43

McLAIN, BEATRICE KANE (married to Raymond F. McLain)
(photo) Dec'39:30
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'51:4

McLAIN, G W
Within college walls. Feb'33:33

McLain, Raymond Francis, 1905-1981
(married to Beatrice Kane McLain)
Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:20
GI Joe college (poem) May'46:7
The small Christian college. Jan'51:17
Meditation on a tree and eternity (poem) Mar'51:27
The new word in a new world. Jan'54:19

McLAIN, RAYMOND FRANCIS, 1905-1981
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
College enrollments increase (photo) Oct'38:33
Personalities (photo) May'37:19
quoted. Presidents report advance (photo) Jan'39:17
Springtide college activities (photo) May'39:32,34
(photo) Dec'39:30 Apr'41: inside back cover
Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:21
quoted. To him that asketh (photo) Jan'43:14
McLAIN, ROSEMARY
See STOVALL, ROSEMARY McLAIN

McLain, Wilford H
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:23

McLAIN, WILFORD H
(photo) Mar'24:54
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
(photo) Jun'49:15

McLANE, EDWIN D
End of an era. May'62:10

MacLAREN, FRANCES
(photo) Jan'58:22

McLaughlin, Hannah T
Voice of the unknown soldier (poem) May'47:34

McLaughlin, R T
South Africa. Sep'38:28

MacLAURIN, ELLA D
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49

McLAURIN, J. F.
Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:7

McLAURIN, JOHN B
(photo) Mar'52:21

McLAWHORN, BETTE, -1951
In memoriam. Feb'52:37

McLEAN, ALEXANDRA MCKAY
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
His religion the reality of his life. Apr'21:8

MacLEAN, ANNIE M. WOMEN WORKERS AND SOCIETY
Bargains in books. Jun'23:43

McLean, Archibald, 1850-1920
"Have faith in God" Jan'19:5
The work must go on. Jan'19:13
The heroism of the Christian ministry. Feb'19:8
Representative graduates... Feb'19:33
Francis Marion Rains. Mar'19:34
What Children's Day has meant to the Foreign Society. Jun'19:39
A thousand years of service from one family. Jul'19:28
The romance of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions. Aug'19:10
The whole church lifting the whole task. Nov'19:4
Mothers and missions. Dec'19:6
Francis Marion Rains. Jan'20:17
Bible study.
    Jul'20:34    Sep'20:40    Nov'20:46
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
The National Benevolent Association. Apr'21:31
McLEAN, ARCHIBALD, 1850-1920

No male and female, but one in Christ Jesus. Dec'21:2
Professor Iden and his Upper Room ministry. Nov'22:7
Ours and His. Oct'23:11
The reasons why. Mar'26:25
The preacher's wife. Apr'26:16
Twenty-five years ago. Mar'40:27
Women and world highways. Apr'50:35

"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Mar'20:4
"Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
Memorial number. Feb'21:1
Why not preach? Feb'21:3
Feb'21:5
Program helps. Feb'21:54
Mar'21 most of the issue (includes photos)
His religion the reality of his life. Apr'21:8
Welcomed (poem), by Jessie Brown Pounds. Apr'21:11
A layman's tribute. Apr'21:27
The writings of Archibald McLean. May'21:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
Archibald McLean--tow dreams (poem) Aug'21:45
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
Archibald McLean, leader (poem) Nov'21:58
A. McLean's burial at Bethany. Dec'21:40
Why he loved his college. Jan'22:26
McLean, Rains and March 5. Mar'22:inside front cover
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:5
We will not fail (poem) Mar'22:37
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12

Archibald McLean (photo) Dec'23:17
The greatest of these. Dec'25:24
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Mar'26:54
Welcomed (poem) (photo) Jun'28:6
A classic tribute to a great soul (photo) Dec'33:8
Personalities. Apr'35:17
The wider measure of a church (photo) Oct'35:13
quoted. Children's Day in '88. May'38:27
Through faith and loyalty (photo) Jun'38:8
(photo) Jan'39:front cover
Our debt to A. McLean. Mar'40:3
One great work (photo of bust) Mar'63:11
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12

McLEAN, ARCHIBALD. EPOCH MAKERS OF MODERN MISSIONS
Book announcements. Jun'21:50

McLEAN, ARCHIBALD. THE HISTORY OF THE FOREIGN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Oct'20:58
McLEAN, ARCHIBALD. INTERCESSORY PRAYER quoted. Program helps. Dec'25:48
McLEAN, ARCHIBALD. THE PRIMACY OF THE MISSIONARY
A new volume. Dec'20:55
The primacy of the missionary. Jan'21:45
Book announcements. Jun'21:50
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51
McLEAN, ARCHIBALD. WHERE THE BOOK SPEAKS
Bible study.
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
McLEAN, BETH BAILEY. GOOD MANNERS
Book chat. Jul'36:46
McLEAN, FERN
Vacation church school at night. Mar'69:36
McLEAN, JAMES A
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
McLEAN, JAMES R
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
McLEAN, LIDE
Memoriam. Oct'34:39
McLEAN, MALCOLM, 1815-1910
(photo) Mar'20:5
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
His religion the reality of his life. Apr'21:8
Global highlights (photo) Jan'69:42
McLEAN, MARY JANE
(photo) Jan'21:17
McLEAN, ROBERT. JUMPING BEANS
Speaking of books. Nov'29:56
McLEAN, ROBERT. THAT MEXICAN
Speaking of books. Sep'28:35
McLEAN, ROBERT N. THE TRADED TWINS
Book chat. Sep'42:46
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
McLean, Samuel D
Letters. Mar'64:49
McLEAN, SAMUEL D
(photo) Oct'35:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40  Apr'37:47
McLEAN, WILLIAM
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
McLEAN, WILLIAM S., -1957
In memoriam. Sep'57:35
McLEAN CONFERENCE GROUNDS (PUERTO RICO)
I found the fountain of youth. Jan'38:12
Committee on War Services news notes. Mar'46:40
Impressions of McLean Conference Grounds. Jul'46:43
For adult missionary groups. Sep'48:34
Disciples of Christ in Puerto Rico. Jan'51:15
Global highlights (photo of hurricane damage) Nov'56:4
McLEAN, VIRGINIA. PIMMIT HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples assist strategic churches. Jul'56:46

McLEANSBORO, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:11

MacLEISH, ARCHIBALD
Classroom and campus. Jul'64:37

McLELLAN, Hugh, 1870-1952 (married to Pauline M. McLeLLan)
Mighty son of a noble race. Mar'21:58

McLELLAN, HUGH, 1870-1952
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:52
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
The month among Disciples. Apr'33:4
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15

McLENN, ROBERT N. GOD AND THE CENSUS
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

MacLENNAN, DAVID A
Disciples at Denver (photo) Nov'59:28

MacLENNAN, DAVID A. A PREACHER'S PRIMER
Book chat. Sep'50:20

MacLENNAN, DAVID A. REVELL'S MINISTER'S ANNUAL
New books. Jan'66:40

McLEOD, (married to J. P. McLeod). -1940
(death) News room. Jan'41:34

McLEOD, (married to W. Murdoch McLeod)
(photo) Jan'49:24
Women and world highways (photo) Feb'49:36
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'53:3   Feb'60:4
Women and world highways. Mar'61:35

McLEOD, A. G.
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jan'68:18

McLeod, Bertha
Letters. Mar'67:inside front cover

MacLEOD, DOROTHY
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33

MACLEOD, DUNCAN

MacLeod, Esther Evelyn Martin, 1885-
(married to Roderick Alexander McLeod)
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
Note. Sep'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:60    Apr'22:60
Orphanage work in Batang. Jun'22:38
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'22:62    Aug'23:50    Feb'24:54
Feb'23:49    Jan'24:55,59    Apr'24:60
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:11
Back in Batang. Oct'26:63
A kindergarten of boys. Dec'26:60
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48

MacLEOD, ESTHER EVELYN MARTIN, 1885-
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54    (photo) Mar'22:54
(death of mother) Apr'22:52
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
Where smiles and tears mingle. Jun'24:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
(photo) Mar'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan'28:44 Oct'28:50 Nov'29:51

MacLEOD, GEORGE F
Global highlights (photo) Jun'52:2

McLEOD, J P
(photo) Aug'19:26

MacLEOD, LLORA PATRICIA
Flora Patricia in her garden (poem) (photo) Mar'20:17
(photo) Mar'22:54 Jun'22:39
Jun'22:inside front cover Jun'23:18

McLEOD, LOIS ALMIRA WHITE, 1857-1939
(married to Neil McLeod)
They helped with the foundation (photo) Jul'24:22
MACLEOD, NEIL, 1902 (married to Lois Almira White McLeod)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:21
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19

McLEOD, NORMAN
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:9

MacLeod, Roderick Alexander, 1885-
(married to Esther Evelyn MacLeod)
Stirring words from Tibet. Apr'19:56
One year in Tibet. Aug'19:55
Note. Oct'19:66
Good news from a far country. Nov'19:62
A visit to Gartok. Mar'20:9
Note. Sep'20:59
Perilous days in Batang. Mar'21:49
Batang Tibetans. Apr'22:7

Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'22:59 May'23:60,62 Sep'23:56
Jan'23:56 Aug'23:56
Education in Tibet. Dec'23:14
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'23:50 Jan'24:62 Feb'24:54 Apr'24:48
Dr. Shelton's comrade speaks. Mar'25:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
Preaching and teaching in Batang. Jun'27:50
I have you in my heart. Jun'28:10

Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'28:50 Feb'29:36 Sep'29:35

MacLEOD, RODERICK ALEXANDER, 1885-
(photo) Mar'20:10
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:48
(photo) Mar'20:47
Notes. Mar'20:59 Sep'20:46
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'20:59 Dec'20:49 Feb'22:54
(photo) Mar'22:54
Border warfare near Batang. Sep'22:10
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Where smiles and tears mingle. Jun'24:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
(photo) Mar'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44    Mar'28:57
Interesting people you will meet at Columbus (photo) Apr'28:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50 Nov'29:51
MacLEOD, SHELTON
   (birth) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
   (photo) Nov'22:22
   (photo) Jun'23:inside front cover
McLESTER, FRANCES COLE. A GROWING PERSON
   Book chat. Oct'43:39
McLESTER, FRANCES COLE. OUR PUPILS AND HOW THEY LEARN
   Speaking of books. Dec'31:42
McLIN, (married to Robert J. McLin) -1951
   (death) News room. Mar'51:47
McLIN, CHRISTINE
   (photo) Sep'25:40
McLIN, IRENE
   (photo) Nov'38:7
McLIN, KAT HARRELSON
   In memoriam. Dec'27:48
McLOUD, (MRS. H. C.)
   (photo) Feb'33:4
McLOUGHLIN, EMMETT. CRIME AND IMMORALITY IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
   Book chat. Feb'63:42
McLUCAS, (MRS. W. H.)
   In memoriam. Feb'27:49
McLUCAS, J C
   In memoriam. Feb'27:49
McMAHAN, (MRS. M. S.)
   In memoriam. Apr'30:39
McMAHAN, H L -1938
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
McMAHAN, J F
   (photo) Mar'24:17
McMAHAN, JACK
   New churches--how, why, where they grow (photo) Jul'61:14
McMAHAN, LEONA A
   See
   HOLROYD, LEONA McMAHAN
McMAHON, BRIAN
   Global highlights. Apr'50:3
McMANIS, HARRISON, JR.
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'58:8
   Churches send World Call to members (photo) Dec'62:48
McMANIS, HOWARD
   Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:9
McMANUS, GREGORY
   The scene (photo) May'73:33
McMaster, Berta Everts, -1952
   Using the best number. Apr'27:56
McMASTER, BERTA EVERTS, -1952
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
   (photo) Nov'25:15   Jan'28:32
   Missionary organizations' own section (photo) Sep'34:35
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
   (photo) Nov'35:44
   (death) News room. Sep'52:38
McMASTER, LAURA, -1942
   In memoriam. May'42:39
McMASTER UNIVERSITY
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
McMichael, Jack R., Jr.
   As Chinese students see it. May'39:14
McMILLAN, CHARLES MILAS, 1878-1962
   In memoriam. Apr'62:37
McMILLAN, DeLORES
   (photo) Sep'73:29
McMillan, Donald Lee, 1925-
   (married to Lucille Short McMillan, 1946)
   (married to Betty Erlewine McMillan, 1971)
   We're glad we came to Congo. Jan'53:11
   Sunday in congo was a very great day. Jan'53:26
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Apr'62:36       May'62:36       Nov'62:38
McMILLAN, DONALD LEE, 1925-
   (photo) Jul'48:31
   (commissioning) News room (photo) Jul'50:40
   (photo) Jan'53:11
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:4
   News room. Mar'64:36
   Missionary service. Jun'66:46
McMILLAN, DONNA LUCILE, 1950-
   (birth) News room. Nov'50:46
McMILLAN, EVELYN
   News room (photo) Apr'56:32
McMillan, Fern
   See     McMILLAN, Hazel Fern
McMILLAN, H E
   (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Mar'25:52
McMillan, H R
   Look to this day. Feb'25:20
McMillan, Hazel Fern, 1921-1989 (married to Keith Erickson)
   Congo greetings (poem) Jun'47:48
   An everyday occurrence (poem) Sep'47:48
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34
McMILLAN, HAZEL FERN, 1921-1989
   (photo) Jun'46:back cover
   Congo church "persists." Jan'65:48
McMillan, Ida
   Women and world highways. Nov'46:33
McMILLAN, IDA
   (photo) Dec'49:26
McMILLAN, LINDA JOYCE, 1952-
   (birth) News room. Jun'52:39
McMillan, Lucille Short, 1927–
  (married to Donald McMillan 1946 later divorced)
  We're glad we came to Congo. Jan'53:11
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'53:36    Apr'53:34    Jun'54:36
  Jesus and the witch doctor. Apr'65:48
  Congo widow takes her stand. Jun'65:18

McMILLAN, LUCILLE SHORT, 1927–
  (photo) Jul'48:31
  (commissioning) News room (photo) Jul'50:40
  (photo) Jan'53:11    Jan'55:23
  News room. Mar'64:36
  Missionary service. Jun'66:46

McMillan, Lucy C. Wetzel
  Why I chose religious education as my life work. Nov'22:25

McMILLAN, LUCY C. WETZEL
  (photo) Nov'21:47    Nov'22:21
  Headquarters' notes. Jun'23:52
  Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47

McMILLAN, MINNIE
  (death) Jul'19:55

MCIMLEN, FRANCIS
  News of campus events. Jul'42:31

McMINIMY, SOPHRONIA
  In memoriam. Oct'32:39

McMULLEN, J P ARKE
  Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27

McMullen, R. J
  Truth--freedom--love. Aug'25:34

McMURCHY, BESSIE
  The "astonishing succes" at Indore. Apr'64:26

McMURRAY, (married to Glen McMurray) -1950
  In memoriam. Jan'51:37

McMURRAY, JOHN. THE CLUE TO HISTORY
  Book chat. May'39:24

McMURRY, T J. -1946
  In memoriam. Sep'46:39

McNAMARA, ROBERT
  How young is young? Jul'61:9
  Better headlines, please. Nov'62:9

McNEAL, MARGARET EMELINE
  (death) Mar'22:54

McNEELY, VIRGIL O., 1882-1962
  The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9

McNEER, MAY. MARTIN LUTHER
  Book chat. Juan'53:14

McNeil, Ada
  See Gordon, Ada McNeil

McNEILL, J H
  (photo) Oct'23:56

McNEIL, MARGARET
  World events (photo) Feb'71:37

MCNEILL, JAMES I., -1964
  (death) News room. Mar'64:36

MCNEILL, JOHN T. CHRISTIAN HOPE FOR WORLD SOCIETY
  Book chat. Mar'38:34
McNEILL, KEITH
Women find ways to be involved (photo) Jan'71:12

McNEILL, ROBERT B. PROPHET SPEAK NOW!
Book chat. May'61:38

McNeill, Robert Henry (married to Janet McNeill)
Tools for the task. Dec'56:34
Church leaders from abroad study in U.S. Jul'57:39
Happiness is priceless. Feb'58:44
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:13
Greek community responds to love. Jun'58:27
Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:22
Christian education--forty years of progress. Nov'58:13
Partners build new churches. Apr'59:16
Rural churches serve the people. Jul'59:16
South Africa challenge. Jan'60:17
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17
Women and world highways. Jul'60:35
Year of change in missions. Sep'60:21
The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:11
Mission frontiers are near at hand. Jul'61:18
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
About persons of special needs. Jun'62:41
Churches serve in areas of change. Jul'62:17
Home to Thailand. Nov'62:33
New venture in a little land. Mar'63:25
New witness in a growing city. Apr'63:28
A healing center for all. Jul'63:17
Laymen "gulp" theology--and enjoy it! Dec'63:28
Home missions means people! Apr'64:11
Home of the "fortunate ones." Jun'64:11
The city, the challenge, the future. Jul'64:23
Congo church "persists." Jan'65:48
A very special person. Feb'65:49
United witness in a changing Africa. Mar'65:13
Doctor begins pioneering work in India. Jan'66:45
Others have heard the call. Apr'66:14
We saw them working. Jan'67:22
Top priority in Africa. Jan'67:40
Head start in Puerto Rico. May'67:26
Missionary becomes professor in Indonesian university. Sep'67:37
Christian laborers among the Yakimas. Apr'68:13
Another kind of long, hot summer. May'68:26
Closing of school challenges Disciples of Christ in Mexico. May'68:48
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:21
Missionary giants. Jan'69:31
Letters. Feb'69:4
A new seminary in Mexico City. Sep'69:16
New U.S. citizens return to Thailand. Mar'70:42
A new seminary in Hong Kong. May'70:11
New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa. May'70:40
Thai church at Three Corners. Jun'70:25
Spotlight on two Latin American Christians. Sep'70:12
Student center dedicated in the Philippines. Nov'70:30
Churches of Japan sponsor a home for A-bomb victims.
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Feb'71:22
Leave it to Johnny. Mar'71:31
Old hospital with a new view. Apr'71:40
Congo has a new medical school. May'71:20
Indonesian churches seek ministers. Nov'71:17
Groups founded by British Churches join the Church of North India. Dec'71:32
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:18
The offering from La Cantera. Mar'72:17
God's man at Santa Juanita. Jun'72:15
Poor church with a rich ministry. Dec'72:21
Still pioneering in the Kentucky hills. Feb'73:23
Museum tells the history of missions. Apr'73:50
They came to Hazel Green to work! Oct'73:23
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:9

McNEILL, ROBERT HENRY
News room. Sep'56:30
Global highlights (photo) Jun'57:6
(photo) Jul'64:28
Global highlights (photo) Oct'65:6

McNEILL, ROBERT HENRY. OUTREACH AROUND THE WORLD
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36

McNELLY, ANNA BAKER (married to David McNelly, Sr.)
(photo) Sep'46:27
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'51:4
Global highlights (photo) Jan'56:3

McNELLY, CHRISTINE SIEFKE (married to David McNelly, Jr.)
(marriage) News room. Sep'60:40
News room. Sep'57:38 Nov'60:36

McNelly, David Samuel, -1959 (married to Anna Baker McNelly)
Committed unto God. Feb'55:7
Worcester--story of successful evangelism. Oct'56:9

McNELLY, DAVID SAMUEL, II (married to Christine Siefke McNell)
(marriage) News room. Sep'60:40

McNELLY, EVANGELINE FLOANN
See
WILLIAMSON, EVANGELINE FLOANN McNELLY
McNelly, Vivian Christine Siefke, 1934-
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

McNEMAR, RICHARD
The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension. Nov'65:28

McNICKLE, D'ARCY, 1904-
For adult mission study. Sep'55:36

McNICKLE, D'ARCY. INDIAN MAN: A LIFE OF OLIVER LaFARGE
New books. Mar'72:30
McNICKLE, D'ARCY. INDIANS AND OTHER AMERICANS
   Suggested for study. Apr'71:35
McNICKLE, D'ARCY. RUNNER IN THE SUN
   Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
McNIFF, EULA BELLE
McNULTY, STANLEY
   They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:24
McNUTT, ELLA S. -1946
   In memorium. Sep'46:35
MACOMB, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
MACON, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jun'48:1
   Here and there with World Call. Nov'53:48
MACON, GEORGIA. TREMONT TEMPLE BAPTIST CHURCH
   Global highlights. Mar'48:3
MacPeek, Walter
   What a boy is trying to do (poem) Dec'52:34
MacPhail, J. R. THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE
   Book chat. May'54:16
McPHEETERS, CHESTER C
   Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:33
McPHEETERS, CHILTON C
   Global highlights. May'63:4
McPHEETERS, JULIAN C. SUNSHINE AND VICTORY
   Speaking of books. Mar'34:32
McPHERREN, DELORES
   Classroom and campus. Oct'59:32
McPHERREN, LEWIS A., 1928-
   More congregations approve Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'61:51
   News room. Mar'65:34
McPHERSON, (married to Chalmers McPherson)
   In memoriam. Jul'29:36
McPHERSON, (MRS. J. L.) -1942
   In memoriam. Sep'42:39
McPHERSON, C M
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'27:42
McPherson, Chalmers, 1850-1927
   Mrs. Randolph Clark. Jun'21:41
McPHERSON, CHALMERS, 1850-1927
   (photo) Jan'21:17
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'24:54
McPHERSON, CLARA ALICE BURCH, 1869-1929
   (married to Lowell McPherson)
   How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:14
   (photo) Aug'19:27
   New York Secretary leaves. Oct'28:63
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'29:37
McPHERSON, DORCAS
   (photo) Jul'35:33
McPHERSON, DORIS
   (photo) Jul'35:33
McPHERSON, DOROTHY
   (photo) Jul'35:33
McPHERSON, IAN. THE BURDEN OF THE LORD
   Book chat. May'56:22
McPHERSON, IMOGENE M. EDUCATING CHILDREN FOR PEACE
   Book chat. Apr'37:20
McPHERSON, JAMES WILLIS, 1890-1944
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
McPHERSON, JOHN C
   Work of our colleges. Feb'23:45
McPHERSON, LOWELL CALL, 1861-1949
   (married to Clara Alice Burch McPherson)
      How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:14
      Campaigning for Prohibition. Dec'19:33
      (photo) Jan'21:10
McPHERSON, R P
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
McPHERSON, VIRGIL L
   Classroom and campus. Dec'50:30   Jul'56:30
McPherson, Walter Allison Ray, 1887-
   (married to Imogene McGrary McPherson)
      Building the city we want. Mar'22:10
McPHERSON, WALTER ALLISON RAY, 1887-
   (photo) Mar'24:46
McQUARRY, AMANDA, -1942
   In memoriam. Oct'42:39
McQUARY, LORETTA HATLEY (married to Marion McQuary)
   News from our college reporters. Feb'42:32
McQUARY, MARION A., 1893-1977 (married to Loretta Hatley McQuary)
   Notes. Apr'20:60
      News from our college reporters. Feb'42:32
      quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:15
McQUARY, OTIS
   Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
McQuary, Rodney L., 1888-
   How the work started. Feb'28:28
McQUARY, RODNEY L., 1888-
   Jan'19:54
      A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5
      Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'27:61
McQUEEN, CHARLES WALKER
   In memoriam. Mar'41:39
McQUESTION, IDA
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
McQUIDDY, CLARA CARROLL, 1886-1959
   (married to Garrett Webb McQuiddy)
   In memoriam. Sep'59:37
McQUIDDY, GARRETT WEBB, 1872-1941
   (married to Clara Carroll McQuiddy)
   (photo) Mar'24:39   Dec'24:34
McQUOWN, MARGARET
   A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
McQUOWN, T C -1947
   In memoriam. Mar'47:37
McRae, Glenn, 1887-1963
   Now, the lesson for next Sunday. Nov'27:26
   The new idea in teaching religion. Nov'29:19
   Educational side shows... Nov'30:9
   Christ in the life of today. Oct'34:17
McRAE, GLENN, 1887-1963
   (photo) Jan'21:9   Nov'22:21
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
(photo) Jul'28:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42
(photo) Oct'34:17
The threshold. Feb'36:2
(photo) Sep'41:16
News room. Jun'48:32
Disciple doers. Oct'50:20
(photo) Nov'50:27
quoted. Children's crusader retires. Oct'51:29
News room (photo) Feb'53:36
...retires. Apr'56:42
(death) News room. Mar'63:36
McRAE, GLENN. BETHANY BIBLE QUIZ
Book chat. Jun'44:39
McRAE, GLENN. THE MESSAGE AND PROGRAM OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION
Speaking of books. Jun'31:34
McRAE, GLENN. THE STORY THE OLD TESTAMENT TELLS
Book chat. Jan'59:47
McRae, John D
In Flanders' fields (poem) Mar'19:1
McRAYDE, MAUDE WHITMORE, -1948
Here and there... Jan'48:48
McREYNOLDS, (married to Ollie McReynolds)
(death) Oct'25:55
McREYNOLDS, ALBERT BADGER, 1896-
(photo) Mar'24:45
McREYNOLDS, JAMES CLARK, 1862-1946
News room our college reporters. Feb'42:33
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:32
Classroom and campus. Dec'46:31
McReynolds, Wayman Wendall, 1918-
A state looks ahead. Sep'65:18
McREYNOLDS, WAYMAN WENDALL, 1918-
(photo) Oct'47:17
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
Global highlights. Apr'58:7
News room. Sep'58:49
Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:6
McROBERTS, W B
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:8
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
McSCHOOLER, T W
In memoriam. Mar'30:50
McSORLEY, RICHARD
(photo) Apr'72:28
McTURNAN, (married to James L. McTurnan)
Classroom and campus. Mar'57:30
McVAY, JENNIE
Memoriam. Feb'35:39
McVAY, NELLIE
(death) Jul'24:53
McVEIGH, JOHN D
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
McVEY, FRANK L  
quoted. A new angle to Prohibitions. Jul'32:44
McWANE, (MRS. J. R.)  
In memoriam. Nov'36:39
McWANE, FRED W  
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
McWANE, HENRY K  
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:34
McWANE, JAMES RANSON, 1869-1933  
(photo) Jun'28:25  
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)  
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:28  
(photo) Jun'30:32  
(death) He quite preaching—but did not leave the ministry  
(photo) Sep'33:24
McWANE, LAWRENCE H  
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
McWHIRTER, IRA W., -1957  
In memoriam. Mar'57:35
McWilliams, Alice Terissa Sheplee, 1887- (married to Samuel Snyder McWilliams)  
Christian leadership for women of the Orient. May'19:21  
In South America. Apr'20:39  
Colegio Americano e Instituto Comercial Ward. Apr'25:24  
Some homely customs of Paraguay. Oct'25:22  
A national worker. May'33:46  
Distinguished visitors at Colegio Ward. Dec'37:34  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'38:39  
After twenty-five years at Colegio Ward. Sep'39:25  
A week of international friendship. Feb'40:25  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'40:39  
A day in Colegiales. Nov'41:33  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:39  
Vitamin L in Colegio Ward. Mar'42:6  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29 Oct'43:32  
Pan-American Day celebration. Jul'45:40  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37  
Colegio Ward's quintuplets celebrate. Oct'50:15  
Echoes from everywhere.  
Mar'51:38 Jan'52:36 Feb'52:36 Mar'52:38  
Family life is changing. May'54:22
McWILLIAMS, ALICE TERISSA SHEPLEE, 1887-  
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56  
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15  
Boys help boys. Apr'24:54  
(photo) Apr'26:49  
In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59  
(photo) Jun'29:37  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33  
(photo) Jan'35:32  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40 May'35:40  
(photo) Nov'35:29 Jul'39:46  
News room. Oct'41:34 Dec'43:34 May'43:34 Feb'42:34 Mar'43:34  
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:19
McWilliams, Carey, 1905-1970
- Resettlement of Japanese Americans. Jul'45:8

McWILLIAMS, CAREY. NORTH FROM MEXICO
- Books about Spanish speaking Americans. Jul'53:32

McWILLIAMS, CAREY. PREJUDICE: JAPANESE-AMERICANS
- Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25

Book chat. Sep'45:18

McWilliams, Samuel Snyder, 1891-1970
(married to Alice Terissa Sheplee McWilliams)
- In South America. Apr'20:39
- The inspiration back of Colegio Americano. Jul'24:59
- Colegio Americano e Instituto Comercial Ward. Apr'25:24
- What and where is Paraguay? Oct'25:7
- The day of the Indian. Jul'27:57
- Labor in Mexico. Sep'27:39
- United effort needed. Oct'27:63
- A visit to El Caro. Jun'28:37
- Getting together in Mexico. Nov'28:33
- The boys are coming! Jun'29:37
- The transformation of Joe. Jan'30:34
- Echoes from everywhere. May'31:39
- New President inaugurated. Jun'32:27
- Carnival times in Buenos Aires. Jul'32:28
- Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:39
- The best companion. Sep'32:33
- New quarters for Colegio Ward. Apr'33:29
- A dream of years realized. Dec'33:28
- Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
- Uncle Sam, may I presume... Sep'35:inside front cover
- Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39
- Attendance and interest grow at Colegio Ward. Jan'37:45
- Mi Amigo. Mar'37:9
- The religious program in Colegio Ward. Apr'37:29
- We visit Argentina. Dec'37:12
- Echoes from everywhere. Sep'38:39
- Our churches in Argentina. Jul'39:46
- A week of international friendship. Feb'40:25
- A day in Colegiates. Nov'41:33
- Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
- Vitamin L in Colegio Ward. Mar'42:6
- Opportunity in Argentina. Jul'44:23
- An autumn Sunday in Buenos Aires. Sep'44:35
- Echoes from everywhere.
- Colegio Ward graduates fifty-one students. Mar'45:33
- Conferences are held in Buenos Aires. Jul'52:26
- Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
- Family life is changing. May'54:22

McWILLIAMS, SAMUEL SNYDER, 1891-1970
- Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
- "Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
- (photo) Aug'19:26
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21 (photo) Apr'26:49
In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54 Mar'27:59 (photo) Jun'29:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33 (photo) Jan'25:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:40 (photo) Nov'35:29
quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention... Nov'35:25 (photo) Jul'39:46
After twenty-five years at Colegio Ward. Sep'39:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
News room. Oct'41:34 Dec'43:34 May'43:34
Feb'42:34 Mar'43:34
News room. Apr'50:40 (photo) Dec'51:29
For adult mission study.
Dec'51:34 (photo) Jan'52:34
News room. Oct'55:36,37
They have lived and serve (photo) Sep'56:26
The church in Argentina is growing. Jan'59:29
News room. Jun'63:41 May'65:48
In memoriam. Oct'70:46
MACY, MARGARET PERRY, 1877-1967 (married to Frederick D. Macy)
So great a file of witnesses (photo) Oct'67:38
Macy, Paul Griswold, 1888-
Building the world church at the home base. Apr'46:43
MACY, PAUL GRISWOLD, 1888-
The threshold. Dec'45:2
MACY, PAUL GRISWOLD. IF IT BE OF GOD
Book chat. Jul'60:44
MADAGASCAR
Missionary illustrations... Mar'30:54
Global highlights. Dec'57:5
MADDEN, GRACE EMMA
See
BRALEY, GRACE EMMA MADDEN, 1910-1989?
MADDEN, JOHN HARVEY
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35
MADDEN, MABEL MOSS
Classroom and campus. Jul'54:34
MADDEN, MATTHEW
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Madden, Maud Whitmore, 1867-1948
(married to Milton B. Madden)
Note. Jun'19:56 Jul'19:44
Liquor in Japan. Oct'19:58
A puzzle story (poem) Jun'20:16
The courage of Tatsuji. May'28:56
Women and world highways. Jun'35:35
MADDEN, MAUD WHITMORE, 1867-1948
(death) News room. Apr'48:39
MADDEN, MAUD WHITMORE. WHEN THE EAST IS IN THE WEST
Book announcements. Dec'23:59
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Speaking of books. Aug'25:60
MADDEN, MAUD WHITMORE. WOMEN OF THE MEIJI ERA
  Book announcements. Jul'22:56
MADDEN, MILTON B., 1869-1956
  Both and. Nov'28:36
MADDOCK, ELLA MARIE, 1865-1909
  quoted. Olde letters of rare value. Mar'21:20
MADDOCK, MARY JANE, 1868-1937
  In memoriam. Jun'37:39
MADDOX, (MRS. W. G.)
  (photo) Nov'36:42
MADDOX, MELISSA
  In memoriam. Oct'27:48
MADDOX, MILDRED
  Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
MADDOX, MINNIE, -1953
  In memoriam. Mar'54:35
MADDOX, SARA
  In memoriam. Oct'27:48
MADDOX, W T
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'22:43
MADDUX, JOHN WILLIAM, 1857-1941
  In memoriam. Oct'41:39
MADDUX, ODDIE R
  (death) May'21:51
MADE IN THE U.S.A.
  Book chat. Jan'36:44
MADERO, FRANCESCO
  Some facts about Mexico. May'19:47
MADIKANE, (MRS. A.)
  Like a golden thread (photo) Mar'67:39
MADISON, ANNA BELLE EWING, -1962
  (death) News room. Mar'63:3
MADISON, ELIZABETH GREY, -1948
  In memoriam. Jul'48:38
MADISON HEIGHTS, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Jul'38:1
MADISON, WISCONSIN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Sample home mission churches (photo of "Student class")
  Sep'27:14
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40
  Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
MADISON, WISCONSIN. WINNEQUAH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
MADISONVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (note) Apr'25:61 Jul'25:35
MADOX, MAGGIE, -1964
  In memoriam. Apr'64:48
MADRAS, INDIA
  Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:63
Madsen, Bessie Bolling Farrar, 1872-1947
  (married to Niels Madsen)
  Note. Nov'19:66
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53 Mar'23:56
  Buying the shade of a tree. Aug'23:36
  A housewarming. Nov'23:37
Just leaves. Nov'24:25
Three Indian homes. Jun'28:53
India's call (poem) Dec'30:37
Peace (poem) Nov'40:48

MADSEN, BESSIE BOLLING FARRAR, 1872-1947
(photo) Sep'19:23
What money will do. Sep'19:24
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Feb'21:19
(photo) Apr'21:28
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:62
(photo) Oct'22:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43 Mar'29:39
A gift to their Lord and His church (photo) Mar'30:2
A pioneer throws the torch. Feb'31:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42 Jul'38:33
(death) News room. Apr'47:41

MADSEN, MEYER ANDRU, 1892–
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39

MADSEN, MIRIAM
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
Madsen, Niels, 1859-1930
(married to Bessie Bolling Farrar Madsen)
Building a Christian community in India. Oct'25:44

MADSEN, NIELS, 1859-1930
Notes. Aug'20:48
Headquarters notes. May'21:53
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Oct'21:39
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
(photo) Feb'26:43 Oct'27:39 Mar'28:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39
A gift to their Lord and His church (photo) Mar'30:2
(death) A pioneer throws the torch (photo) Feb'31:10
(death) Feb'31:47

MADSEN, NIELSINE
(photo) Apr'21:29
Madsen, Paul O
The call to Alaska. Apr'61:29

MADSEN, PAUL O
Giant step in Alaska. Apr'63:15

MADSEN, PAUL O. VENTURES IN MISSION
World outreach books reviews. Jun'68:33

MADSEN, THEODORA
See
DONNELLY, THEODORA MADSEN

Maeda, Frances
Christian youth are building. May'54:18

MAEDA, FRANCES
World events (photo) Jun'69:37

Maeda, Itoko, 1918–
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'58:36 Oct'58:36 Feb'59:38 Apr'60:36
Jul'58:38 Jan'59:40 Dec'59:36
High ground in Okinawa. Apr'62:37
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'63:36 Oct'63:36 Dec'63:36
New plans for World Day of Prayer. Feb'68:36
Direct line. Jun'69:32

MAEDA, ITOKO. 1918-
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'56:31
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:2
Christian unity in a global setting. Jan'57:22 (photo p. 21)
Rope in the sea. Jul'57:21
East and west join in serving Okinawa (photo) May'58:14
Women and world highways. Jan'61:31
Global highlights. May'62:6
East Asia's stormy rim (photo) Dec'62:24
Mission on the battered "rock." Jan'63:26 (photo p. 27)
Something new and great. Jul'63:31
(photo) Dec'63:36
Missionary register. May'66:47
Global highlights (photo) Sep'68:6
Spotlight on Itoko Maeda (photo) Oct'69:12
Straddling two cultures (photo) May'72:42
Hope and stark reality in Brazil. Dec'73:20

MAEKAWA, YOSHIKI
The leaven in East Tokyo. Apr'35:14 (photo p. 15)

MAFFER, (married to Joe M. Maffer)
(photo) Mar'55:3

MAFFER, JOE M
(photo) Mar'55:3

MAFFITT, (married to Louis McMurray Maffitt) -1955
In memoriam. Feb'56:35

Magargal, Charles
Easter Sunday in Italy. Jun'45:12

MAGEE, EDWARD IRVIN
In brief. Mar'71:41

MAGEE, JOHN G
General Chiang Kai-shek at Ginling Commencement (photo)
Oct'34:30

Magee, Robert
Building friendship. Mar'59:47

MAGEE, WILLIAM McCLINTOCH
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26

MAGGART, GERALD E
Mid-year activities of our colleges (photo) Feb'30:32
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33

Magill, Hugh Stewart
The sure foundation. Nov'23:11

MAGILL, HUGH STEWART
A strategy Board of Christ's Kingdom plans its campaign.
Apr'23:56
(photo) Nov'23:11 Nov'27:6
Global highlights. Apr'51:2

MAGNES, JUDAH L
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
Global highlights. Nov'53:2

MAGNESS, RAMSEY LEE, -1946
In memoriam. Apr'47:39

MAGNESS, WILLIAM HARRY, -1961
In memoriam. May'61:35

MAGNUSON, CARL A (married to Mary Katherine Carpenter Magnuson)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
MAGNUSON, MARY KATHERINE CARPENTER, 1912–
  (married to Carl A. Magnuson)
    (photo) Jun'21:36
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:6
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
MAGSAYSAY, RAMON
  Global highlights (photo) Jun'54:2
Maguire, Agnes Cuthbert, 1893–
  The first Jamaican C. E. experts. Nov'23:43
Along a tropic highway. May'24:28
MAGUIRE, AGNES CUTHBERT, 1893–
  (photos) Aug'19:26       Oct'22:5,50
  From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
  Miss Agnes Maguire and the Englewood Church, Chicago. Jan'23:58
  Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:19
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49       Dec'23:55
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47       Aug'24:50
MAGUIRE, DANIEL C
  quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'69:25
MAGUIRE, KENNETH
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:6
MAGUIRE, MARTHA MINTLE, –1942
  In memoriam. Apr'42:39
MAHAFEY, PEARL, 1879–1970
  Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
  Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:41
  Classroom and campus. Apr'44:25
  The scene (photo) Nov'70:44
  In memoriam. Feb'71:43
  For Miss Mahaffey on her ninetieth (poem) Mar'71:26
MAHAN, BRYON R., 1903–
  quoted. These met the emergency (photo) Jan'42:28
MAHAN, JOHN A
  Classroom and campus. Apr'54:37
MAHAN, JOHN C
  Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30
MAHAN, P G
  Memorium. Oct'34:39
MAHAN, SARAH, –1941
  In memoriam. Feb'41:39
MAHANY, A T
  (photo) Apr'23:28
Maharry, George R
  A live Illinois Society. May'26:47
MAHER, ELEANOR MARY OSGOOD
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
MAHER, LEONARD T
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
Maheu, Rene
  1970—International Education Year. Jun'70:8
MAHIDHAR, BAKA
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'50:38
  When an Indian becomes a Christian. Feb'55:15
MAHIN, CHARLES W
  (death) Aug'22:59
MAHLASELA, R
  Disciples undertake new work with Zulus (photo) Jul'70:33
MAHOBA, INDIA
Evangelistic work in Mahoba District, India. Aug'19:41
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
News from home. May'20:35
Notes. Aug'20:48
(photo) Nov'21:29
Short and true from far and near. Nov'21:40
Feb'22:54,64 Jul'22:59
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
A Mama Ji in Mahoba. Nov'22:57
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
With Miss Ford's "lambs." Apr'23:47
Majli. Feb'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:59 May'24:49 Jul'24:49
Mar'24:50 Jun'24:60
They made it unanimous. Aug'24:43
A Hindu wedding (photo) Sep'24:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49 Oct'24:49
Letter writing at Mahoba (photo) May'25:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:61
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40
Aug'25:61 Dec'25:49
(photo of church) Jun'26:14
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52 Apr'27:49
Transfer of Mahoba orphanage. Feb'28:39
Peace day in Mahoba. Apr'28:57
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33
Rath and Mahoba. Jan'29:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49 May'29:35 May'30:39

Mahon, H
Note. Sep'19:52

MAHON, HENRY
Notes. Feb'20:62
(photo) Mar'24:40

MAHON, LEO
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar (photo)
Oct'70:21

MAHONEY, (married to John Mahoney)
In memoriam. Dec'38:39
Mahoney, Mildred H
On our side. Jul'46:42

MAHRWUTT
Preaching the word in India (photo) Sep'47:15

MAHUDAHA, INDIA
Sale of Maudaha mission property. May'28:63

MAIL
See
POSTAL SERVICE
UNITED STATES. POSTAL SERVICE

MAIN, ALEXANDER RUSSELL, 1876-1945
(photo) Jan'28:13
Opening semester in our colleges (photo) Nov'35:42
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
MAIN, J H T
   (photo) Jan'24:5

Maine, Abbey
   African women seek equal status. Sep'71:14

MAINES, LAWRENCE HERBERT, 1909-
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'53:31
   For adult mission study. Sep'54:36
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:5

MAINTENANCE CHURCHES
   Toward self-supporting churches. Apr'47:14
   Global highlights. Nov'56:5
   Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50
   Maintenance aid. May'58:46
   Global highlights. Mar'59:5

MAISEL, ALBERT Q. THEY ALL CHOSE AMERICA
   Book chat. Nov'57:38

MAISIRI, W
   Making history in Zambia (photo) Oct'72:42

MAJOR, A E -1939 (married to Anna R. Major)
   Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
   Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34

MAJOR, ANNA R. (married to A. E. Major)
   Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
   Patterain (photo) Apr'26:17
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51

MAJOR, EDWARD
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:3

MAJOR, GERTRUDE
   Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
   Patterain. Apr'26:17
   Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34

Major, Laura Lynn, 1890-1971
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47 Nov'23:64
   Working with the women of Luchowfu. Oct'24:29
   The old, old story. Jun'26:48
   Because of the word of the woman who testified. Apr'30:21
   Reunion of staff at Luchowfu, China. Jul'31:26
   Echoes from everywhere. May'32:40
   Out of their own experiences. Aug'32:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:40
   Luchowfu day by day. Sep'32:31
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'35:39
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Mar'41:38

MAJOR, LAURA LYNN, 1890-1971
   Girls and education in China. Mar'19:38
   (photo) Feb'20:35
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
   Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
   (photo) Oct'22:5
   Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
   (photo) Sep'25:52
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
   (photo) Oct'26:44
Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
(photo) Jun'28:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Sep'34:45    Jul'37:33    Oct'39:34
In memoriam. Feb'72:30
World events. Dec'72:40
MAJOR, MABEL, 1894- (photo) Jan'21:17
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:33
MAJOR, MABEL. SIGNATURE OF THE SUN
Classroom and campus. May'50:32    Oct'50:32
MAJORS, A. A., -1951
In memoriam. Mar'52:39
Makala, Theofilo K
Sungi's sears. Jul'62:48
MAKANYA, VIOLET
Sunday schools. Mar'29:51
MAKATI, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49
Tagalog Disciples hold convention. Sep'55:46
Church of the Loving Heart. Jun'69:40
MAKIEL, HALANA
Halana Makhiel--and a village on the move (photo) Jul'57:27
"MAKING A DIFFERENCE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Film deals with minister's work. Jul'72:36
Audio-visuals. Apr'73:45
THE MAKING AND USE OF POSTERS
Book announcements. Sep'22:58
MAKING GOOD AMERICANS
Aug'19:61
MAKUNIKE, EZEKIEL C.
Global highlights. Nov'61:4
MAKUTA, (married to Makuta Andre)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6
MAKUTA ANDRE
Global highlights (photo) Jan'66:6
MALADAEG, FELICITAS
Women and world highways. Nov'55:31
MALAGASANG, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo of church service) Dec'56:28
MALAYA
The spice box of the world. Sep'20:51
Malayans want freedoms. Jan'57:7
Southeast Asia--a smoking volcano. Feb'57:21
Global highlights. Sep'60:8
MALCOMSON, W. L. THE CHURCH CREATIVE
New books. Feb'69:28
MALDONADO, CARLOS (married to Esther Casillas Maldonado)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34
Maldonado, Esther Casillas (married to Carlos Maldonado)
Women on world highways. Apr'65:32
MALDONADO, ESTHER CASILLAS
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34
  Women and world highways. Oct'58:35
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'62:36
  World Convention--a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
MALEDON, WILMA RUTH, 1903--
  News room. Jul'42:43 May'47:35 May'48:32
Malelu, J
  As ithers see us. Dec'29:35
MALHATRA, JAY
  Youth and the world mission (photo) Jan'64:39
MALLON, JAY
  As ithers see us. Dec'29:35
MALICOT, GASTON
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:41
MALIK, CHARLES HABIB
  Churchman heads U.N. Nov'58:49
  Global highlights. Nov'61:7
  quoted. Global highlights. Sep'63:6
  Global highlights. Sep'64:6
MALIYA, BOKECU
  Bokecu--a modern Lydia. Jul'31:29
Mallison, Carolyn
  Letters. Feb'72:45
Mallory, (Mrs. J. W.)
  Letters. Jul'67:46
Mallory, (married to Jess T. Mallory)
  A trip around the world. Dec'23:34
MALLORY, FRANK
  Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
MALLORY, JERRY J.
  In brief. Jan'71:40
MALLORY, WALTER H. POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD
  1940, Book chat. Apr'40:43
  1941, Book chat. May'41:46
MALLOTTE, WILLIAM R.
  Classroom and campus. Mar'68:35
MALNUTRITION
  Malnurtion and birth control. Jun'63:9
MALOKA, FRAN JARMAN (married to Pierre Maloka)
  In brief. Oct'72:40
MALOKA, PIERRE (married to Fran Jarman Maloka)
  In brief. Oct'72:40
MALONES, EDUARDO
  (photo) Jun'52:13
  Classroom and campus. Jun'57:34
  Church leaders from abroad study in U.S. Jul'57:39
  Classroom and campus. May'58:32
MALOTT, JEANNE
  (photo) Sep'46:34
MALOTT, CHARLES A., 1920-1986
  (photo) Sep'45:23
  Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8
  Global highlights. Feb'69:34
MALTBY, J. W., -1960
   (death) News room. Jan'61:37
MALTBY, T. M.
   Disciples in the news (photo) Apr'68:8
MALTBY, WILLIAM
   Classroom and campus. Jul'62:34
MALTZ, ALBERT. PEACE ON EARTH
   Speaking of books. Jul'34:32
MALTMAN, MABEL, -1948
   In memoriam. Jul'48:38
MALUNGA, LAZARUS
   Making history in Zambia (photo) Oct'72:42
MAMARONECK, NEW YORK
   Global highlights. Jul'50:3
MAMELODI, SOUTH AFRICA
   New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa (photo
   of East church) May'70:40
MAMOU, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
   (photo) Dec'31:15
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:40
   The French field. Apr'40:8
   A church in the making. Jul'47:28
   French-Acadian "Gospel wagon." (photo of Board) Jul'49:14
   News room. Sep'50:38
   Mission to the Evangeline country (photo of Sunday School
   class) Nov'51:15
   Mission churches. Sep'54:43
MAN
   Litany for modern man. Dec'53:25
"A MAN CALLED PETER" (MOTION PICTURE)
   A man called Peter. May'55:6
"A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Social trends. Oct'67:21
"MAN ON A SKATEBOARD" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Feb'70:29
MAN--THEOLOGY
   He has faith in men. Feb'27:15
   World Calling. Oct'62:10
   Remember people. Feb'64:30
   Moodin' Oct'70:35
   YOU are more than a number. Dec'70:18
   Editorials. Dec'70:19
   The spirit of Cain among us. Dec'70:20
   Moodin' Feb'71:35 Oct'71:35
   "Futility films" and the Christian alternative. Jan'72:8
"MAN TO MAN" (TV PROGRAM)
   Man to man. Nov'55:43
MANA, PUERTO RICO
   A trip to Mana. May'57:46
   Partners in progress (photo of church) Jul'62:26
MANAGBANAG, DEMETRIA
   Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters. Sep'71:21
MANAGBANAG, ELIZABETH
   See
   BERGADO, ELIZABETH MANAGBANAG
MANAGBANAG, ESTHER
See
CORTON, ESTHER MANAGBANAG
MANAGBANAG, KAY
See
ROBERTSON, KAY MANAGBANAG
MANAGBANAG, LOIDA
Five Filipino sisters... (photo) Mar'60:27
MANAGBANAG, LOU
See
CONTADO, LOU MANAGBANAG
MANAGBANAG, MAGNO, JR.
Five Filipino sisters... (photo) Mar'60:27
MANAGBANAG, RUTH
See
NAJARRO, RUTH MANAGBANAG
MANAGBANAG, SARAH
See
ANCHETA, SARAH MANAGBANAG
MANAHAN, ETHEL H., 1888-1968
College commencements. Jul'35:32
MANASSAS, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHURCH OF PRINCE WILLIAM
MANATI, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'23:63 Mar'24:50 Jan'25:51
Dec'23:50,63 Jul'24:50
(note) Feb'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:51
They passed the goal (photo) Aug'25:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
Echoes from everywhere.
May'26:49 Jan'27:49 Aug'27:48 May'29:36
A goal reached in Manati... (photo of church) Nov'30:30
(photo of Seminary) Dec'30:39
Growing interest in Puerto Rico. Feb'32:26
(photo) Jul'48:10
MANCHA, FRANCISCA
Free-born souls in mission lands (photo) Mar'24:9
MANCHESTER GUARDIAN
quoted. What price peace? Oct'28:4
MAND, EWALD. THE WORLD IS MY HOME
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Youth and missions. Apr'53:37
Mandelbaum, Nathan
Modern circuit rider. May'45:22
MANDER, WILLIAM
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
Nov'31:13
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
MANDEVILLE, RICHARD C
Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33
MANDRELL, W. F. (married to Maude L. Lloyd Mandrell)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'58:8
MANE, SHOBA
In brief. Apr'71:43
MANES, EVERETT E
(photo) Mar'34:34
Manete, Delia Esparze
A woman's missionary society which includes men. Dec'21:45
MANEY, C A
(photo) Jan'21:12
MANGALBADI
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
MANGALWDI, H C
(photo) Mar'36:27
MANGEL, JEFF
World events. Feb'72:36
MANGET, MARGARET
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Mangialian, Mercedes
Saving and serving in Apayao. Mar'32:29
MANGALILIAN, MERCEDES
A rainbow of promise. Jun'21:46
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:28
Mangold, G B
Crime and the home. Jul'26:16
MANGONE, GERARD J. THE OVERSEAS AMERICAN
Book chat. Oct'60:42
MANGUM, (MRS. D. C.) -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35
MANGUM, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
MANHATTEN, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Girls and the Jubilee. Aug'24:54
Building for education (photo) (plans) Jul'39:15
MANHATTEN, KANSAS. CRESTVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44
MANIGOTOGAN, MANITOBA, CANADA
Notes. Apr'20:61
MANIKAM, (married to Rajah B. Manikam)
(photo) Jul'47:11
Women and world highways. Dec'52:33
Manikam, Rajah B
The Indian church in war-time. Jun'40:10
Christianity in Southeast Asia. Dec'56:22
MANIKAM, RAJAH B
(photo) Mar'39:4  Jun'40:10  Jul'41:15
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:16
(photo) Jul'47:11
News room. Sep'47:41
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2
Facing this hour in central India (photo) Jun'49:28
Global highlights. Oct'50:2
(ordination) Global highlights. Jan'51:3
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'51:2
Global highlights. Jun'54:2 Apr'55:2
(photo) Apr'55:11
Persons in the news. Sep'55:2
Editorial correspondence—III. Dec'56:8
Global highlights. May'57:5
Asian challenge. Oct'57:45
World revolution. Dec'57:48
The church's unity and mission. Mar'58:9

MANIKAM, RAJAH B. THE CHURCH IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Christianity in Southeast Asia. Dec'56:23
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Notes. Apr'19:65 Feb'20:58 Apr'20:64
Progress... Aug'20:44
Notes. Oct'20:63,64
Echoes from everywhere.

Apr'21:61 Oct'21:61

(photos) Oct'22:20
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62
High school teaching in Manila. Feb'23:45
Our mission in Manila (photo) Jun'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44 Jan'24:50

(photos) Mar'24:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49 May'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45 Oct'24:54
Hats off to him. Feb'25:38
Preparing the next generation of Filipinos (photos)
Mar'25:10
Seeing the fruit of the years. May'25:35
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61 Sep'25:49
(photo of student summer conference) Oct'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:60
Christmas in other lands. Dec'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53

(photos) Nov'26:5
Studying stewardship in the Philippines. Mar'27:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
The Bible Chair work in Manila. Apr'27:52
Endeavor snap shots from Manila. Oct'27:51
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Echoes from everywhere.

Jul'29:34 Nov'29:50 Dec'29:62 Jan'30:50
What mean these stones. Feb'30:20
Echoes from everywhere.

May'31:43 Sep'45:29 Jan'46:37
Women and world highways. Jan'47:33
(photo of suburban church) Apr'49:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38
China evacuees in the Philippines. Apr'49:43
A Filipino brotherhood dinner. Sep'49:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36
Our first day in Manila. Dec'52:47
Global highlights. Nov'54:3
Church serves Filipion students (photo of Central Church of Christ) Jul'55:43
Beauty baked from clay. Mar'57:27
A new witness in Manila. May'58:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'60:34
The city--a global challenge. Nov'63:25

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. BIBLE HOUSE
The threshold. Jun'45:2

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. ELLINWOOD BIBLE SCHOOL
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. ELLINWOOD MALATE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Direct line. May'69:36

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. GASTAMBIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our mission in Manila (photo) Jun'23:23
From the windows of Gastambide. Jul'23:22
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49
(note) Dec'24:41
No grass growing under her feet. Feb'25:34
(photo) Mar'25:9
Sowing and reaping in the Philippines. Mar'25:53
(photo) May'25:41
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risne." Jul'25:40
Christian Endeavor week in the Philippines. Jun'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
(photo) Aug'30:31
Institutes in the Philippines. Apr'40:42
Ninety-four thousand opportunities (photos) Apr'57:17
New chapter in the Philippines (photo of meeting) Mar'63:31
When nations awaken (photo of dormitory) Dec'64:26

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. MARY CHILES HOSPITAL
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
Where lives of service sing. Jan'25:55
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
One scar for a thousand. Jul'26:20
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52
(photo) Sep'27:56
If not China--then the Philippines. Dec'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
A five square program. Jan'29:36
Specialists in annexing annexes! (photos) Mar'29:23

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. PACO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
A people remember (photo) Jun'54:40

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. SINGALONG CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
The Philippines and the Golden Jubilee. Feb'24:42

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. TAFT AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Philippines and the Golden Jubilee. Feb'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'26:49
An interesting testimony. Jun'27:51
Christian Endeavor in the Philippine Islands (photo) Jun'28:49
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:36

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. UNION CHURCH
(photo) Jun'67:3
MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
See
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (MANILA, PHILIPPINES)
MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. UNIVERSITY OF SANTO TOMAS
(photo) Jun'23:back cover
MANION, C. H.
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'59:33
MANIRE, MARY
Reaching out across the border. Oct'72:30
MANITOBA
The Western Canada conventions. Sep'20:46
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:24
For adult mission study. Sep'56:36
(photo of an evangelistic service around 1907) Nov'62:back cover
MANITOBA--DESCRIPTION
On an Indian reserve. Jan'27:37
MANKA, THEODORE
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations
(photo) Jun'70:42
Congo has a new medical school (photo) May'71:20
MANLEY, BRUCE
(photo) Sep'39:31
MANLEY, D N
(photo) Mar'24:49
MANLEY, ELLEN FLORENCE LEONARD, 1885-1971
(married to Ray Gerald Manley)
(photo) May'19:8
In the land of coke and smoke. May'19:9
MANLEY, IRENE CATHERINE
(death) Dec'23:51
Manley, John E
The war prisoner speaks... Feb'42:9
MANLEYT, MICHAEL
(photo p. 6)
MANLEY, N. W.
A million on the march. Dec'43:8
A new century for Jamaica (photo) Jul'58:26
Manley, Ray Gerald, 1884-1967
(married to Ellen Florence Leonard Manley)
Blossoming in a Coke field. Mar'23:34
Twenty-five years in retrospect. Apr'35:11
A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:29
MANLEY, RAY GERALD, 1884-1967
(photo) May'19:8
In the land of coke and smoke. May'19:9
Notes. Jul'20:46
(photo) Oct'21:29 Dec'22:11
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:50
First the blade... May'23:38
(photo) May'24:2
Black diamonds and white souls. May'24:20
(note) Sep'24:42
(photo) Dec'24:48
Coke ovens, mines and men. Sep'25:9
A visit to "the patch." May'27:39
Building for America's tomorrow. Sep'27:35
After sixteen years. Mar'29:44
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
(photo) Apr'34:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
(photo) Apr'35:11 Jul'36:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32 Jan'39:42
A profitable mining investment (photo) Feb'39:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
In memoriam. Apr'68:44
MANLOVE, ESTELLA POWELL, -1951
In memoriam. Apr'52:37
MANLY, L G
(death) Apr'25:51
MANN, (married to Bert Mann)
An enthusiastic World Call secretary (photo) Jun'33:1
Mann, (Mrs. C. H.)
There's nothing quiet on the Potomac. Apr'30:1
MANN, (MRS. C. H.)
In memoriam. Jan'39:47
MANN, A R
(photo) Jul'46:3
MANN, DARWIN ARTHUR
Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2
MANN, ERIKA
Classroom and campus. May'48:31
MANN, GLENN M
Global highlights (photo) Jan'68:7
MANN, HELEN JONES
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:33
MANN, JACK M (married to Mildred Rogers Mann)
(marriage) NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
MANN, LOUIS
(photo) Nov'25:42
MANN, MARTY. PRIMER ON ALCOHOLISM
Book chat. Sep'51:42
MANN, MILDRED ROGERS (married to Jack M. Mann)
(marriage) NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
MANN, O V
(photo) Nov'27:20
MANN, THOMAS. JOSEPH IN EGYPT
Book chat. May'38:22
MANN, THOMAS. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Book chat. Apr'44:17
MANNING, C N
quoted. The church cares for her own. Apr'27:9
MANNING, CHARLES
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
MANNING, JOHN
Among the Acadians. Oct'33:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
The French field. Apr'40:8
MANNING, ROBERT. WHO WE ARE
New books. Dec'69:29
Manning, Sue Birge (married to C. Don Manning)
When morning gilds the sky. Feb'57:40
MANNING, WILLIAM T
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
MANNING'S HILL, JAMAICA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:49,53
(photo of church) Feb'26:26
(photo of parsonage) May'67:3
MANNIS, DANIEL P. BLACK CARGOES
Book chat. Mar'63:42
MANO, HITO
(photo) Nov'37:8
MANOOGO, FELISA
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36
MANOKIAN, MARTA SARLIE de
Women on world highways (photo) Jun'70:31
MANOUKIAN, PEDRO
Partnership with South America (photo) Dec'69:22
Manrose, Ione
A vacation school that is different. Nov'27:53
The vacation church school in the immigrant community. May'28:50
MANROSE, IONE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
MANSEL, WALTER
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
Mansfield, Mabel
Generating circle enthusiasm. Aug'23:51
MANSFIELD, OHIO. (new in 1963) CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1963. Jan'64:46
MANSFIELD, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Developing a missionary conscience (photo of Senior C. E. Society) Mar'27:47
Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47
MANSFIELD, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Developing a missionary conscience (photo of Senior C. E. Society) Mar'27:47
Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47
MANSON, T. W. THE BEGINNING OF THE GOSPEL
Book chat. Jan'51:20
MANTHEI, EDWARD F
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jan'68:18
MANTI, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
MANTLE, DELLA ESPARZA, -1965?
(photo) Jan'21:3 Jun'21:7
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:64
MANTLE, T GUY
(photo) Jun'21:7
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:64
MANVILLE, NEW JERSEY
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Notes. Sep'19:49
Manworren, Donald B
Creative approaches to church establishment. Apr'68:19

MANWORREN, DONALD B.
(photo) Apr'68:19

Manworren, Elaine (married to Donald Manworren)
Having the time of our lives. Jun'66:30

MANY LIVES, MANY LANDS, BUT ONE PURPOSE
Bible schools, attention! Aug'22:48

MANY RACES--ONE BROTHERHOOD
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Youth and missions. Jun'57:41

Mao, P H
What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:26

MAO, P H
(photo) Dec'24:26 Sep'25:35
A leader of China's tomorrow (photo) Mar'29:15

MAO TSE-TUNG
In China today everything is education. May'70:26

MAPAANO, ELIEZER
Women on world highways. Jun'70:31

Mapes, Lucy
Missionary organizations.

MAPES, LUCY
(photo) Jun'28:19

Maple, E O
Americanization in Detroit. Oct'20:46

MAPLE, GLEN
(photo) Sep'47:13

Maple, Nancy M
Hazel Green's "jot-em-down store." Apr'41:7

MAPLE, NANCY M
(photo) Sep'40:26
News room. Jan'41:34
...retires (photo) Jul'49:34

MAPLES, HALLECK R
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:45

MAPLES, MARIAN BENSON DAVEY, 1910-
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:45

MAQBUL-MASIH
See

MASIH

MARADEI, (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37

MARAIAS, BAREND JACOBUS
Global highlights. Sep'56:2 Nov'57:5

MARAIAS, BEN
See

MARAIAS, BAREND JACOBUS

MARANA, ARIZONA
When the migrant settles down. Dec'64:18

MARANA, ARIZONA. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:12

MARANG, G P
(photo) Nov'27:6

MARANS, MOISSAYE. "PRICE OF PEACE" (SCULPTURE)
(photo) Sep'67:front cover
Cover. Sep'67:4
MARASH, TURKEY
A faithful Badwelli and his church. Feb'22:8
MARCANO, HIPOLITO
(photo) May'49:15
A rebuke to religious bias. Feb'57:8
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:4
Global highlights. May'58:5
MARCELIN, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Doorkeeper of the house of the Lord. Aug'19:19
MARCELL, MATIE DILLON
In memoriam. Apr'38:39
MARCH, W. J.
(photo) Oct'43:5
March-Mount, Margaret
Women and world highways. Dec'37:35
MARCH OFFERING
The March offering. Feb'19:28
The first Sunday in March. Mar'19:6
MARCHAND, SUSAN M
In memoriam. Dec'33:39
MARCHANDISE, JEAN
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:34
MARCUSE, HERBERT. AN ESSAY ON LIBERATION
New books. Oct'69:28
MARDIKIAN, GEORGE M
Classroom and campus. Mar'55:34
MARDIS, LLOYD
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'60:50
MARGARET K. LONG SCHOOL FOR GIRLS (JAPAN)
Notes. Sep'19:49
The eleventh annual commencement. Oct'19:48
Commencement exercises in Tokyo (photo) Jul'20:36
The opening of a college. Dec'20:46
A Christmas pageant (photo) Jun'21:44
Service—the test of gratitude. Oct'22:23
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49 Jun'23:58
My life. Sep'23:46
(photo) Nov'23:5
The Margaret K. Long girls' school (photo) Nov'23:8
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
(photo) Dec'23:back cover
Our situation in Japan. Jan'24:44
(photo) Apr'25:20
Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50
(photo) Jan'26:22
At home again! Oct'26:47
Follow-up work among graduates (photo) May'27:53
Lavina Oldham memorial service. Nov'27:59
What happened at Takinowgawa. Mar'28:13
(photo) May'28:55
After twenty-three years. Aug'28:36
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:49 Dec'29:51
The miracle of Hatsu Inoue, Mar'30:45
...celebrates anniversary. Jun'30:53
After twenty-five years (photos) Jul'30:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:40,41 Oct'31:39
(photo) Jan'32:44
School recognized as influential center. Feb'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39 Jun'33:39
Shoichi Imaura--author. Dec'35:30
A thirtieth anniversary (photo) Apr'36:12
An evaluation. May'36:29
Dedication... (photo) Mar'37:27
What of Japan? Jun'37:16
Leaven in the meal. Sep'40:27
A thirty-fifth anniversary (photos) Feb'41:28
The harvest. May'42:16
Disciple schools in Tokyo never closed. Dec'45:23
Survival 'midst ruim (photo) Jun'46:27
News room. May'47:35
President Hirai passes. Jun'47:26
(photo) Oct'47:10
Christianity's opportunity in Japan. Oct'47:40
Let's go to church in Tokyo (photos) Jan'49:29
Farewells with a promise. Jul'49:47
First impressions of the new Japan. Dec'49:19
Anniversary celebration in Tokyo. Feb'50:46
Interview with a Japanese educator. Mar'50:8
Japan Christian mission at a glance. Mar'50:24
For adult missionary groups. Apr'50:36
The outlook for missions in Japan. May'50:30
(photo of children) Jun'50:24
Life in Tokyo brings interesting contacts. Apr'51:39
The day begins with a hymn and a prayer (photo) Oct'51:46
(photo of Crusade Building) Nov'51:21
Christian spirit prevails at Joshi Se Gakuin (photo of Christmas celebration) Dec'51:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36
Japan--frontier of the Risen Son. May'53:27
Kagawa's four kinds of evangelism (photo) Jul'53:9
Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photos) Apr'54:24
Global highlights. Jan'56:2
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
...marks its fiftieth year. Apr'56:43
Christian schools reach out in Japan (photos) Feb'58:22
Younger churches in action. Mar'59:27
(photo) Jun'59:13
A century in Japan. Nov'59:22
Global highlights. Dec'59:4
Entrance exams in Japan (photo of kindergarten) Dec'60:31
Global highlights (photo of groundbreaking) Apr'61:6
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:4
Global highlights. Nov'61:5
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36 Jun'63:36 Sep'63:38

MARGATE, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, January–March, 1959. Sep'59:32

MARIANNA, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:13

MARICANO, PUERTO RICO
Sowing in good soil. Jul'30:27
MARICOPA, ARIZONA. COMMUNITY CHURCH
   New churches, October-December, 1965. Apr'66:46
MARICOPA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
MARIENCECHECK, JOYCE LITTON DAWSON, 1929–
(quartered from Charles Dawson)
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
   News room. Jul'61:36
   United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
   Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
MARIN, LUIS MUNOZ
   See
   MUNOZ-MARIN, LUIS
MARIN, MANUEL
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
MARINKOVIC, ZIVAN
   (photo) Oct'50:29
MARION, AMY RUNDALL
   (death) Jul'25:51
MARION, CRAIG
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
MARION, HAZEL RIGHTBERGER
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
MARION, LELAND L., 1895–
   Eleven year old congregation attains self support (photo)
   Jun'23:51
MARION, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Good ideas. Apr'28:47
   World Call puts it over. Jul'29:45
MARION, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Adjustment for the veteran. Jan'46:20
   Crusade progress. Dec'49:23
MARION, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Good ideas. Feb'28:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'28:48
   They support an orphan (photo of Triangle Club) Sep'28:34
   (reads Indiana)
MARION, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:10
"MARIO'S ANSWER" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'64:41
MARIQUINA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:38
MARK, JULIUS
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:6
"THE MARK OF CHRISTIAN LOVE" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'63:42
MARKEN, ROY
   (photo) Jul'52:24
Markham, Charles Edwin, 1852-1940
   The need of the hour (poem) Jul'28:22
   Believe, 0 friend! (poem) Apr'29:back cover
   New America (poem) Apr'34:27
   Man-test (poem) Feb'35:48
   The man with the hoe (poem) Jul'37:front cover, 2
   (untitled poem) Nov'41:48
   Asking (poem) Dec'42:43
Live and help live (poem) Jul'62:39

MARKHAM, CHARLES EDWIN, 1852-1940
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'28:27
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
Edwin Markham (drawing) Feb'34:2
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:34
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Jul'44:30

Markham, Edwin
See Markham, Charles Edwin

MARKHAM, ILLINOIS. CHRIST COMMUNITY CHURCH
A church serves its community (photos) Nov'57:23

MARKLAND, RICHARD KENNETH
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'60:44

MARKLE, (married to A. B. Markle)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:62

MARKLE, A. B.
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:62

MARKLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The building of the church (photo) Apr'21:46

MARKS, GARY L
World events (photo) Jun'72:38

MARKS, MARTIN S
Classroom and campus. Jun'52:31

MARKSBURY, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Sep'30:39

MARKSBURY, LURA
(photo) Apr'23:1

MARLER, (married to Frank Marler)
(photo) Sep'41:8

MARLER, CHARLES H
(photo) Jul'23:7 Sep'42:6

MARLER, DAVID W
(photo) Jul'23:5 Sep'42:8

MARLER, F M
(photo) Jul'36:24

Marley, Faye Johannes
To a mother lost in childhood (poem) May'28:back cover

Marley, H B
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55

MARLEY, H P
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

MARMADUKE, C H
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

MARNACH, LEONA, -1963
In memoriam. Nov'63:44

MARNEY, CARLYLE
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'70:5

MARNEY, CARLYLE. DANGEROUS FATHERS, PROBLEM MOTHERS AND TERRIBLE TEENS
Book chat. Apr'58:24

MAROVICH, (married to Steven Marovich)
(photo) Nov'51:8

MAROVICH, STEVEN
(photo) Nov'51:8

MARQUAND, JOHN P. SO LITTLE TIME
Book chat. Mar'44:14
Marquet, Claudette
  Taize Community--sign of unity. Sep'69:40
Marquez, Luis Torres
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:38
MARQUEZ, LUIS TORRES
  Colporteur receives special privilege (photo) May'32:46
MARRERO, DOMINGO
  (photo) Sep'51:10
MARRIAGE
  As it is done in India. Jun'28:59
  Back to fundamentals. Jan'30:5
  Hedge rustlings. Sep'30:29
  The threshold. Oct'40:2    Feb'42:2
  What God hath joined together... Nov'50:23
  New marriage law issued in Peking. Nov'50:52
  June, brides and mothers-in-law. Jun'52:15
  The church and marriage. Nov'53:17
  A test for marriage readiness. Jun'54:16
  A marriage can last a lifetime. Dec'58:26
  Steps in meeting marriage failure. Jan'59:28
  Young people ask about marriage. Dec'59:18
  Marriage at mid-point. Jun'60:14
  Are we ready for marriage? Nov'60:16
  Global highlights. Jan'61:8
  "Do's" for a good marriage. Jun'62:20
  Global highlights. Nov'62:6
  Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
  When Protestants marry Roman Catholics. Apr'67:9
  Social trends. Sep'67:23
  Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
MARRIAGE--BIBLIOGRAPHY
  Marriage and family life. May'59:41
  "MARRIAGE IS FOR KEEPS" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio-visuals. Apr'67:44
MARRIOTT, K. BRUCE
  Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:18
MARQUIN, FANNY SAMANO
  New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
MARROW, (MRS. J. M.)
  quoted. We're glad too. Jun'29:1
MARRS, GEORGE H., 1872-1961
  (death) Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33
MARRS, IDA, -1934
  Memoriam. Nov'34:39
MARRS, MINNIE, -1955
  In memoriam. Jul'55:39
MARSH, ANNA, -1959 (married to Ross Marsh)
  In memoriam. Sep'59:37
MARSH, CHARLES STEWART, JR., 1908-
  The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
MARSH, CLARK H
  (death) May'19:41
MARSH, CLINTON M
  World events. Mar'70:37
MARSH, ELIZA E
  In memoriam. Apr'33:39
MARSH, FLORENCE B. -1946
   In memoriam. Oct'46:37
MARSH, FRED L
   In brief. Nov'70:39
MARSH, GEORGE
   (photo) Jun'38:12
MARSH, GEORGE A
   (photo) Dec'24:34
MARSH, GEORGE O
   quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
   (photo) Nov'35:28
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
MARSH, LUELLA, -1954
   In memoriam. Nov'54:33
MARSH, MYRTLE BELLE JOHNSON, 1888-1958
   (married to George O. Marsh)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42 Dec'38:40
MARSH, NARCISSUS
   (death) Jan'21:47
Marsh, Stewart (Stuart)
   Sunday schools. Jun'29:54
MARSH, STEWART (STUART)
   Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
MARSH, W P
   (photo) Nov'32:17
MARSH, WILLIAM PAUL, 1885-1958
   Applied Christianity. Jan'24:40
   (photo) Mar'24:21
MARTIN, (married to Arthur Marshall)
   Circulation corner. Jul'37:inside front cover
MARTIN, (married to George R. Marshall)
   In memoriam. Feb'32:39
MARTIN, (married to Wiley C. Marshall) -1958
   In memoriam. Jul'58:43
MARTIN, A J
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
MARTIN, ALICE SPEARS GAMBOE, 1924-
   (married to Maurice P. Marshall)
   (birth) Jul'24:64
   (photo) Jun'26:front cover
   Our cover. Jun'26:1
   Children of the India mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
   (photo) Jul'40:17
   News room. Oct'42:34
   (photo) Jan'43:29
MARTIN, ANNE
   Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31
MARTIN, BURKE
   Global highlights. Jun'62:4
MARTIN, CATHERINE
   See
   LeSOUER, CATHERINE MARTIN
MARTIN, CHARLES J
   Update, the Disciple Chaplain--1970 model (photo) Sep'70:15
MARTIN, DAVID
   World events (photo) Feb'72:36
Marshall, David F
Letters. May'68:46

MARSHALL, FAYE
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

Marshall, Frank Hamilton, 1868-1956
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58
How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:6

MARSHALL, FRANK HAMILTON, 1868-1956
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Apr'25:52     Nov'24:52
   (photo) Jul'25:18      Jan'26:6
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:42
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'29:40
   (photo) Jul'32:30
Personalities (photo) Jan'37:21
College news and notes. Feb'39:32
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:33
Classroom and campus.
   (death) News room. Oct'56:38

Marshall, George B.
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:48

MARSHALL, GEORGE D
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
   (death) May'36:47

MARSHALL, JAMES T
Global highlights. Dec'56:4

Marshall, John
Why I sent my son to a church college. Jan'28:10

MARSHALL, JOHN
   (photo) Jan'28:10
   A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21

MARSHALL, JOHN, -1966
   (death) Classroom and campus. Apr'66:34

MARSHALL, JOHN W
   quoted. Apr'19:44

Marshall, L J
The appeal of the child. Sep'20:9
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:27

MARSHALL, L J
   (photo) Nov'36:42

MARSHALL, MAURICE PHELAN, 1947-
   (birth) News room. Oct'47:32

MARSHALL, N. S.
Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:5

MARSHALL, PETER, 1902-1949
   Book chat. Mar'52:16
   A man called Peter. May'55:6
   quoted. Last column. Feb'57:48

MARSHALL, PETER. MR. JONES, MEET THE MASTER
   Book chat. Feb'50:16

MARSHALL, PETER. PRAYERS
   Book chat. Nov'59:42
MARSHALL, ROBERT
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'52:33
MARSHALL, RUBY
   A new day in church financing (photo) Jul'65:16
MARSHALL, S GILBERT
   (photo) Oct'43:5
MARSHALL, THOMAS R
MARSHALL, WILLIAM B
   In memoriam. Jan'42:43
MARSHALL, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   These have done it... Sep'29:21
   Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:24 (photo p. 25)
   The story of fifty-two pennies. Feb'32:29
   Building a country fellowship. Feb'35:27
   Circulation corner. May'36:1
   Here and there with World Call. Sep'54:48
MARSHALL PLAN
   Social trends. Feb'48:23
MARRSHALLTOWN, IOWA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Apr'19:61
   'Xtra years of zest. Jun'72:35
MARSTON, LAURA E
   (death) News room. May'41:32
MARTENEZ, GENARO
   signs of hope in Mexico (photo) Jul'58:15
MARTI, D B
   An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39
MARTI, JOSE
   More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17
MARTIN, (married to Albert H. Martin)
   (photo) Nov'36:26
   College of Missions begins a new era (photo) Nov'55:26
MARTIN, (married to Charles H. Martin)
   (death) Apr'22:52
MARTIN, (married to Chester Martin)
   Global highlights. Apr'51:2
   Beneath the spirit (photo) May'53:4
MARTIN, (married to Henry Martin) -1949
   In memoriam. Nov'49:43
MARTIN, (married to James Martin)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'56:31
MARTIN, (married to Robert Martin)
   In memoriam. Apr'41:39
MARTIN, A H
   (photo) Nov'29:2         Sep'33:4
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
   (photo) Sep'42:25
MARTIN, A I
   (photo) Mar'24:22
MARTIN, A L
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39
MARTIN, A. L., -1951
   In memoriam. Jan'52:37
MARTIN, A W
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1
MARTIN, ABE
quoted. The last page. Apr'27:64
MARTIN, ACCOMO
(death) Nov'26:50

Martin, Albert H  (married to Harriet Martin)
Five year program of advance. Sep'37:13
Michigan welcomes the Convention. Apr'42:inside front cover

MARTIN, ALBERT H
Crystal Beach Assembly. Jul'19:55
(quote) Nov'30:18 Feb'34:4 Nov'36:26 Dec'30:2
Board of Review indorses continued cooperation. (photo) Jun'37:30
(quote) Sep'37:13
Personalities (photo) Nov'37:21
(quote) Jan'39:13 Apr'42:inside front cover Jun'43:5
News room. Sep'47:41 May'50:34
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'51:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'55:33
College of Missions begins a new era (photo) Nov'55:26
News room. Jan'58:30
EHP grows. May'58:44

MARTIN, ALICE
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30

MARTIN, ALLEEN BROADDUS, -1947
In memoriam. Jan'48:37

MARTIN, ARTHUR. THE HOLINESS OF JESUS
Book chat. Nov'36:16

MARTIN, BESSIE, -1956
In memoriam. Jun'57:39

MARTIN, CICERO S
Notes (death) Jun'19:62

MARTIN, CLAY ARTHUR
News room. Sep'54:38

MARTIN, CYNTHIA YARBROUGH
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'54:37

MARTIN, DORA
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45

Martin, Dorothy
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'54:34

MARTIN, DOROTHY MAE
News room. Mar'48:32
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:27

MARTIN, E W
Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:45
(photo) Mar'24:18

MARTIN, EDNA FRANCES McSWAIN
In memorium. Jul'40:39

MARTIN, ELISE
At Jarvis--first a life (photo) Apr'63:30

MARTIN, ELIZABETH NEWELL HOBGOOD
See MARTIN, NEWELL ELIZABETH HOBGOOD

MARTIN, ELLA, -1948
In memoriam. Nov'48:37

MARTIN, FLORENCE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
Vacation church school... (photo) Jun'51:8

MARTIN, GEORGIA, -1957 (married to Hayden H. Martin)
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

MARTIN, GRACE, -1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39

MARTIN, H IRVING
quoted. Last column. Oct'54:48

MARTIN, HAROLD (ED)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:4

Martin, Harold M
Christian broadcasting helps Filipino farmers. Mar'69:12

MARTIN, HARRIET (married to Albert H. Martin)
Beneath the spire. Sep'51:4
News room. Jan'58:30

MARTIN, HERBERT, 1873-
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:43
College commencements. Jul'36:33

MARTIN, HOMER
Social trends. Nov'38:8

MARTIN, HUGH. THE KINGDOM WITHOUT FRONTIERS
Book chat. Apr'47:46

MARTIN, IRENE
Memorium. Sep'35:39

MARTIN, JAMES ALFRED, JR. FACT, FICTION AND FAITH
Book chat. Jan'61:24

MARTIN, JESSE E., 1873-1966
(photo) Jan'39:1 Mar'40:17 Apr'54:1
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
Global highlights (photo) May'58:7
In memoriam (photo) Sep'66:46

MARTIN, JOHN E
Churches in home plan enthusiastic (photo) May'59:45

MARTIN, JULIA A., -1927
In memoriam. Dec'27:48
Perhaps there are others. Mar'28:36

MARTIN, KATHRYN CLAIRE, 1957-
(birth) News room. Dec'57:36

MARTIN, KELSIE G.
News room (photo) Oct'52:38
News room. Mar'53:38

Martin, Kenneth
Gradma has her way. Apr'35:43

MARTIN, L M
(photo) May'25:39

MARTIN, LILLIE P
(death) Mar'22:54

MARTIN, LULU
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:7

Martin, Mary Grace
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'39:40 Apr'43:40

MARTIN, MAUD
In memoriam. Feb'31:39

MARTIN, MOLLIE
In memorium. Jun'40:39

MARTIN, MORAY
(photo) Mar'40:33
MARTIN, NEWELL ELIZABETH HOBGOOD, 1930–
(married to Randell O. Martin)
(birth) Jan'31:47
(photo) Feb'36:29 Jun'37:25
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36 Sep'61:28
(resignation) News room. Jan'62:32

MARTIN, PAUL
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33

MARTIN, PAULINE, –1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

MARTIN, PHILIP
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'63:35

MARTIN, RANDELL ODELL, 1927–
(married to Newell Elizabeth Hobgood)
News room. Sep'55:38
(resignation) News room. Jan'62:32

MARTIN, RANDOLPH
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'56:29

MARTIN, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31

MARTIN, ROBERT G., SR.
Classroom and campus. Jan'61:29 Apr'61:33

Martin, Roy
The last word. May'66:50
When summer sizzles. Sep'67:46

MARTIN, RUTH
In brief. May'70:41

MARTIN, S M
Personalities. Oct'36:25

MARTIN, SAN
South America's George Washington. Feb'26:40

Martin, Susie Lambert, 1902?–1980 (married to Chester E. Martin)
Women and world highways. Jul'49:33

MARTIN, SUSIE LAMBERT, 1902?
Circulation corner. Jan'42:inside front cover

MARTIN, THOMAS
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42

Martin, Vance M., Jr.
On beyond zebra: the risk of union. Jan'73:31

MARTIN, VANCE M., JR.
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:16
World events. Apr'69:34 (photo) May'69:33

MARTIN, W. B. J. LITTLE FOXES THAT SPOIL THE VINES
New bokoks. Dec'68:36

MARTIN, W P
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44

MARTIN, WALTER L
Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6

MARTIN, WAYNE S
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28

MARTIN, WILLIAM
News room. Oct'52:38

MARTIN, WILLIAM C
American Christians confer and speak out. Feb'53:6
quoted. Christian educators learn about the nation's greatest danger. Apr'53:47
Global highlights. Sep'53:4 Dec'53:3
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:23
(photo) Feb'54:14
My good fortune—and yours (photo) Mar'54:13
Global highlights. Jul'54:4
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:25

MARTIN, WILLIAM G
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2

Martin, William H
The pulse of the city. Jun'67:26
Dialogue with a silent partner (poem) May'68:27
What does the Lord require of you? (poem) Sep'68:43
It was November (poem) Nov'73:11

MARTIN, WILLIAM HUGH
News room. Mar'57:32
"MARTIN LUTHER" (MOTION PICTURE)
A word to your community. Apr'53:5
Global highlights. Jul'53:4 Mar'54:3
...available for church libraries. Oct'55:39
...banned. Mar'56:44
Global highlights. Sep'56:5
Protest film cancellation. Feb'57:48
Censorship by pressure. Mar'57:7
Global highlights. Feb'59:5 Jun'59:8
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'64:45

MARTINDALE, IRENE
quoted. Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover

MARTINEAU, JAMES
quoted. The last page. Jun'38:48

MARTINEZ, (married to Nicolas Martinez)
New work in the Chaco (photo) Dec'46:29
Conversations with a journalist in Argentina (photo) Oct'56:13
News room (photo) Sep'63:42

MARTINEZ, CARLOS
(photo) Apr'53:34
Martinez, Emilia B
Missionary worship service. Apr'62:37

MARTINEZ, EUGENIO
Paraguayans are listening to the word (photo) Nov'56:25

MARTINEZ, FIDEL
(photo) Apr'53:34
Martinez, Genaro
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala. Apr'62:31

MARTINEZ, GENARO
Laymen with evangelistic zeal. Mar'49:40
(photo) Apr'62:31

MARTINEZ, JOSE FIDEL, 1916-
(photo) Mar'50:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
Puerto Rico calls (photo) May'62:22
Puerto Rican preview (photo) Oct'64:28
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6
World events (photo) Oct'70:38
MARTINEZ, JUAN
   When the hopes of years were destroyed. Dec'28:58
MARTINEZ, NICHOLAS
   The ministry in South America (photo) Sep'56:12
   Conversations with a journalist in Argentina (photo)
   Oct'56:13
   Paraguayan church opens new mission (photo) Jul'57:29
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:5
   News room (photo) Sep'63:42
MARTINEZ, RAFAEL. MY HOUSE IS YOUR HOUSE
   Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
MARTINEZ, SERGIO
   (photo) Feb'59:47
   Starting a new church in Paraguay (photo) Apr'59:33
MARTINEZ de CASTILLA, (married to Jose Martinez de Castilla)
   Paraguayan church opens new mission (photo) Nov'56:25
Martinez de Castilla, Jose
   Laymen's Institute. Jul'57:46
MARTINEZ de CASTILLA, JOSE
   Paraguayans are listening to the word (photo) Nov'56:25
MARTINEZ de LOPEZ, EDITH
   Growth of a Disciple (photo) May'58:42
MARTINI, (MRS. A. C.), -1951
   In memoriam. Dec'51:37
MARTINO, DANIEL L
   Classroom and campus. Oct'54:32
Martinson, E M
   I grow in grace (poem) May'41:48
MARTINSVILLE, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:53
   Saving church buildings (photo) Jul'37:12
   (photo) Oct'37:1
MARTINSVILLE, VIRGINIA. FAYETTE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   These merry widows of ours. Dec'32:29
   The church of themonth. Oct'33:3
MARTINSVILLE, VIRGINIA. MOUNT OLIVE EAST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of construction) May'73:3
MARTONAK, STEPHEN H
   Classroom and campus. Feb'44:27
MARTS, ARNAUD C
   quoted. Last column. Apr'54:52
   News room. Jan'60:32
MARTS, BOYD
   (photo) Jul'24:39
MARTY, MARTIN E
   quoted. Global highlights. Apr'62:4
MARTY, MARTIN E. BABYLON BY CHOICE
   Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
MARTY, MARTIN E. BAPTISM
   Book chat. Jan'63:18
MARTY, MARTIN E. THE INFIDESEL: FREETHOUGHT AND AMERICAN RELIGION
   Book chat. Mar'62:41
MARTY, MARTIN E. THE NEW SHAPE OF AMERICAN RELIGION
   Book chat. Jan'60:24
MARTY, MARTIN E. PEN-ULTIMATES
   Books. Nov'63:42
MARTY, MARTIN E. PROTESTANTISM
New books. Feb'73:35
MARTY, MARTIN E. THE SEARCH FOR A USABLE FUTURE
New books. Sep'69:28
MARTY, MARTIN E. YOUTH CONSIDER DO-IT-YOURSELF RELIGION
New books. Sep'65:42
MARTYN, HENRY
Why Henry Martyn first? Jul'24:21
Islam or Christ? Dec'26:49
MARTYN, J P
(photo) Dec'24:34
MARTYRS
With the Christian martyrs of all ages. Oct'20:21
MARTZ, CHARLES M
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
MARUTAL, INDIA
Indian villagers eager to learn. Apr'56:26
MARVEL, LENA, -1966 (married to P. O. Marvel)
News room. May'47:36
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'56:6
MARVIN, ARABELLA BEDIA
See
NORMENT, ARABELLA BEDIA (MARVIN)
MARVIN, HAROLD
(photo) Jun'46:4
Marwood, L Olivia
A demonstration in brotherliness. Mar'22:57
Foreign students hold open house. Jun'28:58
MARX, (Married to Charles H. Marx)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
MARX, CHARLES H
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
Marx, Edwin, 1885-1955
(married to Nora Baird Marx, 1909)
(married to Ruth Black Marx, 1952)
Note. Sep'19:50
The eclipse and an evil spirit. Feb'21:50
At the foot of purple mountain. Feb'21:53
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:60   Dec'21:60
The hope for China... Jan'22:50
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:60
As we go to press. May'24:1
Improving missionary administration in China. Jun'24:27
The situation in China. Dec'24:1
Education in the China mission. Jan'25:13
The Convention as I saw it. Nov'25:14
Internal aspects of the struggle in China. Sep'26:31
What is the matter with China? Feb'27:29
My personal experience at the fall of Nanking. Jun'27:25
Present state of China's revolution. Nov'27:26
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'30:39,40 Apr'31:39 Sep'31:40 Feb'31:39
New epoch in China missions. Dec'32:suppl:3
Dr. Wei Hsioh-ren. Feb'35:14
Oil for mission wheels. Mar'35:13
The world mission of Christianity. Mar'36:5

96
Ist there no power? Apr'36:17
China notes. Feb'38:31
What I think of it all. Mar'44:5
The China mission meeting in Indianapolis. Jun'44:12
Looking ahead with China. Feb'45:20
So here we are. Nov'46:17
Disciples of Christ and China. Dec'48:21

MARX, EDWIN, 1885-1955
Notes (photo) Feb'19:47
Notes. Mar'19:60 Feb'20:61
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41 Jun'34:34
( photo) Mar'35:13
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:45
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'37:inside front cover
( photo) Sep'37:17 Oct'37:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
( photo) Sep'39:23
News room. Apr'41:34
( photo) Oct'41:11 Feb'42:15
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
( photo) Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
News room. Feb'43:34
( photo) Mar'44:5
News room. May'45:28 Jun'46:45 Jul'48:39
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:31
News room. Sep'48:40
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:33
( photo) May'51:29
(marriage to Ruth Black) News room. Oct'52:46
(death) Services held for three workers. Dec'55:30

MARX, NORA (BAIRD), 1884-1950 (Married to Edwin Marx)
Notes (photo) Feb'19:47
Notes. Mar'19:60
F. M. Baird... Apr'20:53
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34 Sep'36:45
( photo) Oct'41:8
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
( photo) Sep'42:39
News room. Sep'42:40 May'45:28 Jun'46:45
(death) News room (photo) Jul'50:40

MARX, RUTH BLACK (married to Edwin Marx)
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
Marx, Thelma Underwood, -1991 (married to H. B. Marx)
Church women. Dec'41:10
Women and world highways.
 Jun'45:29 Nov'45:27 Nov'52:33

MARX, THELMA UNDERWOOD, -1991
(photo) Nov'38:6
Colorado introduces Mrs. H. B. Marx (photo) Nov'40:9
(ordination) News room. Dec'40:32
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium. Nov'42:24 (photo p. 25) (photo) Jun'43:5
The national project achieved. Sep'45:4 News room. Sep'45:30 ...resigns (photo) Oct'45:15 News room. Nov'45:26
MARY, VIRGIN, SAINT
Madonnas from many lands. Dec'38:24 The Holy Family. Dec'52:8
MARY MAGDALENE (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
Bible study. Aug'19:50
MARYLAND
See also CAPITAL AREA
MARYLAND, DELAWARE AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:24 (photo of board) Dec'32:39
MARYVILLE, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
MASA, MATSUBARA
Wanderland--wonderland (photo) Apr'19:21
MASANGWANA, (MRS. E. N.) Like a golden thread (photo) Mar'67:39
Masaoka, Joe Grant A measure of things to come. Jul'46:15
MASARYK, JAN
MASBAUGH, (married to Fred Masbaugh) (death) Oct'26:50
MASCHAL, (MRS. W. E.) -1946 In memoriam. Apr'46:37
"MASCULINE OR FEMININE: YOUR ROLE IN SOCIETY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Apr'73:45
Masefield, John That of God (poem) Dec'58:50 Education--an undying cause (poem) Jan'61:11
MASIH, (married to Robert Masih) Bible women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:24
MASIH, BINA BAI The Christian pastor of a non-Christian town (photo) Oct'23:22
MASIH, ESTHER JAWAHIR A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:22
Masih, Lily Maqbul, -1951 (married to Samuel Maqbul Masih)
Fosterpur church has a Christian home festival. Jan'51:47

MASIH, LILY MAQBUL, -1951
Samuel Maqbul Masih (photo) May'35:29
(phot) Feb'37:30 May'40:29
(death) Jul'51:47

Masih, Mary Phillips (married to Samuel Maqbul Masih, 1952)
Indian villagers learn to read. Nov'55:23

MASIH, MARY PHILLIPS
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:3
News room. Nov'53:46
More abundant life for Indian villagers (photo) Mar'55:23
(phot) Nov'55:23

MASIH, PREM
(phot) May'40:29 Apr'49:17

Masih, Samuel Maqubul
(married to Lily Maqbul Masih)
(married to Mary Phillips Masih, 1952)
A fellowship glorious. Sep'35:23
A jewel with many facets. May'36:28
The achievement of a Christian economic order. Jul'37:31
A task for the church in India. Feb'39:13
The Independent missionary. Oct'39:21
Adventures in fellowship. Mar'40:5
Meet my friend--Dr. P. D. Sukhnandan. Jul'40:43
How could that be? Jul'41:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'42:39 Dec'43:31 Dec'54:36
When an Indian becomes a Christian. Feb'55:15

MASIH, SAMUEL MAQBUL
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40
Samuel Maqbul Masih (photo) May'35:29
(phot) Sep'35:23
The threshold (photo) Jul'35:23
(phot) Jul'37:31
We visit India. Feb'38:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
Programs for young people. Sep'38:378
...in Hartford. Sep'38:43
(phot) Nov'38:inside front cover
(phot) Feb'39:13
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:32
Convention plans are under way. Jul'39:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
(phot) Oct'39:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
(phot) Dec'39:14
Again--the independent missionary. Jan'40:4
(phot) Mar'40:5
News room. Jul'40:34
The growing church of India (photo) Sep'40:27
News room. Oct'41:34
(phot) Mar'42:25
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:16
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:9 (photo p. 8)
News room. May'52:34
India moves ahead (photo) Jun'52:25
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'52:31
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:3
News room. Nov'53:46
(photo) Feb'55:15
More abundant life for Indian villagers (photo) Mar'55:23
India's door is open (photo) Apr'55:26
Disciples in India make history (photo) Jun'55:44
Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:13
Indian villagers learn to read (photo) Nov'55:25
quoted. Disciple voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:23
Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:5
Time of struggle in India (photo) Jul'65:25

MASIH, SUNITI
(photo) May'40:29

MASIH, YAKUB
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
The Christian pastor of a non-Christian town (photo)
Oct'23:22

MASOCCO, TRESSIE
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:41

Mason, (married to Charles Mason)
Good ideas. Apr'28:47

MASON, (MRS. J. C.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38

MASON, ALPHEUS THOMAS. A FREE MAN'S LIFE
Book chat. Jul'47:23

MASON, ARTILISSA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34

Mason, Caroline Atwater
Conscripts of conscience.
Sep'19:17 Oct'19:34 Nov'19:17 Dec'19:26

MASON, CAROLINE ATWATER. CHALLENGED
Speaking of books. Jul'32:41

MASON, CAROLINE ATWATER. WONDERS OF MISSIONS
Book announcements. Oct'22:57
New books. Jan'23:47
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51

MASON, CAROLINE ATWATER. WORLD MISSIONS AND WORLD PEACE
Bargains in books. Mar'23:45

MASON, CLARA
In memoriam. Jul'30:41

MASON, EMMA BUTTON
(death) Jun'21:50

Mason, Jacob Caswell, 1844-1934
First the blade... May'23:40

MASON, JACOB CASWELL, 1844-1934
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51 Mar'25:51
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
Our fifty year club of preachers (photo) Jul'25:13
(photo) Nov'25:59 Jan'28:28
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33

MASON, LUCY JANE
Memorium. Feb'36:39
MASON, LYLE
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33 Apr'66:35

Mason, M W
South Carolina adds another church... Mar'21:57

MASON, M MARILYN
World events (photo) Apr'69:34

Mason, Mary Elizabeth
A call to the teaching ministry. Jun'68:21

MASON, MARY ELIZABETH
News room. Sep'56:38 Sep'57:38 (photo) Dec'62:45

MASON, MAX
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57

MASON, MILTON WARREN, 1853-1937
In memoriam. Sep'37:39

MASON, O J
(photo) Mar'24:19

MASON, ROWENA DOZIER, 1842-1918 (married to Jacob Caswell Mason)
(photo) Jan'19:14

MASON, SALLIE FIELD
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42

MASON, SAMUEL
Global highlights. Sep'63:4

MASON, VALETA, -1958 (married to Richard Mason)
In memoriam. Dec'58:37

MASON, W
(photo) May'55:38

Mason, Wendell Dean, 1920-1981 (married to Doris Mason)
Growth in the aging years. Oct'61:25
Letters. May'65:40 Apr'68:48 May'71:4
The church in mission in social service. Jun'71:14

MASON, WENDELL DEAN, 1920-1981
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'57:3 Nov'58:7
(photo) Apr'60:31
Dignity for the aging (photo) Jul'60:29
Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:6
News room (photo) Nov'64:32
(photo) Apr'67:30
Disciples in the news. Jan'68:8
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44
Update on the National Benevolent Association (photo)
Dec'70:8
(photo) Jun'71:14
quoted. Spotlight on Carol Helseth. Jun'72:21 (photo p. 22)
(photo) Nov'72:19
quoted. Church shows growing concern with nursing care.
Dec'72:30
World events. Dec'72:40
In brief. Oct'73:32

MASON CITY, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

MASON, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Enroll in EHP. Mar'64:49

MASONIC ORDERS
See FREEMASONRY
MASS MEDIA IN RELIGION

See RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING

MASS MOVEMENTS
Possible mass movements around Mungeli. Jan'37:14
Group movements and Christianity. Dec'39:18
Programs for young people. Jan'40:35

MASSA, ANN. VACHEL LINDSAY, FIELDWORKER FOR THE AMERICAN DREAM
New books. Oct'70:29

MASSACHUSETTS
World events. Mar'72:41

MASSAY, (married to George E. Massay)
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16

MASSAY, GEORGE
(photo) Jul'48:30
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16
Global highlights. Sep'62:4

Massay, Jim
Letters. Jun'73:41

MASSENGILL, BESSIE
College notes. Nov'39:33

MASSEY, (married to Bert V. Massey)
In memoriam. Jul'31:40

MASSEY, CHARLES
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'67:35

MASSEY, CLAYTON
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'67:35

MASSEY, JACOB
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51

MASSIE, (MRS. L. J.)
(photo) Dec'26:34
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33

MASSE, BENJAMIN L
Churches studying communist menace (photo) Jan'64:41

MASSE, JESSIE WATKINSON
Memorium. Jul'34:39

MASSE, L J
The California Christian Home. Nov'21:18
(photo) Apr'24:2 Nov'25:59
California's dream comes true. Jul'27:14

MASSE, STEPHEN
Direct line. Sep'69:32
In brief. May'70:41

MASSIE HALL
See CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN HOME

MASSINGHAM, H W
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45

MASTER, SADHU
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31

MASTERMAN, HOWARD B. THE CHRISTIANITY OF TOMORROW
Speaking of books. Apr'31:35

MASTERS, (married to J. M. Masters)
Global highlights. Jan'51:4

MASTERS, GORDON
(photo) Oct'57:15
MASTERS, J M
  Global highlights. Jan'51:4
MASTERS, JAMES E
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39
MASTERS, NELL EDES, -1959
  In memoriam. Jun'59:37
MASTERS, VIRGINIA
  Global highlights. Jul'62:5
MASTIN, MATTIE
  (death) Feb'19:51 Apr'19:60
MASTORAKIS, BASILOS
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:32
MATA, LOTAFE
  Why mission schools make a difference. Jun'59:11
MATANZAS, CUBA. CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
  Two weeks in Cuba. Feb'72:35
MATASUMOTO, TORU
  See
MATSUMOTO, TORU
MATEJKA, MICHAEL STEPHEN
  Michael Matejka goes calling (photo) Jul'22:53
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62 Feb'24:60
  The house of loving service. May'24:8
  Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
MATEOS, ALFREDO LOPEZ
  A Disciples speaks for Mexican youth (photo) Jun'61:21
MATHAI, JOHN
  An able representative. Nov'46:5
MATHENY, HARRIET
  A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
  A farewell to the guests of Havens Home. Dec'22:56
  (death) Sep'25:57
MATHENY, NANCY
  In memoriam. Mar'41:39
MATHER, KIRTLEY F. ENOUGH TO SPARE
  Book chat. Nov'44:21
MATHER, TERRY
  Colleges that break stereotypes (photo) Mar'71:7
MATHER, PENNSYLVANIA
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
  When a mining disaster occurs (photo) Oct'28:11
MATHER, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
  A day with a home missionary (photo) Jan'22:55
  First the blade... (photo) May'23:38
  Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51
  Coke ovens, mines and men. Sep'25:10
  Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48
  When a mining disaster occurs (photo) Oct'28:11
  Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
  (photo) Apr'40:25
  Another mission church becomes self-supporting (photo)
  Jan'49:40
MATHERS, ESTHER
  (photo) May'23:35
  Memorial fund established. Aug'29:30
MATHERS, JENNIE ESTHER
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'26:55
Matheson, George
Prayer. Apr'20:10
MATHESON, GEORGE. RESTS BY THE RIVER
Speaking of books. May'25:54
MATHEWS
See also
MATTHEWS
MATHEWS, (MRS. J. K.) -1920
(death) Nov'20:49
Mathews, (Mrs. R. S.)
Letters. Apr'65:49
MATHEWS, (married to Samuel Mathews)
(photo) Dec'44:8
MATHEWS, (MRS. W. P.)
News room. Nov'62:42
Mathews, Basil
A world outlook from the Mount of Olives. Jul'24:30
The world team. Feb'25:7
MATHEWS, BASIL
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
Domination or cooperation? Jan'25:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
MATHEWS, BASIL. THE ARGONAUTS OF FAITH
The book shelf. Sep'20:53
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:55
MATHEWS, BASIL. BOOK OF MISSIONARY HEROS
New books. Jan'23:47
MATHEWS, BASIL. THE CHURCH TAKES ROOT IN INDIA
Book chat. Oct'38:24
MATHEWS, BASIL. CLASH OF COLOR
Speaking of books. Feb'25:54
MATHEWS, BASIL. THE CLASH OF WORLD FORCES
Speaking of books. Jul'31:46
MATHEWS, BASIL. INDIA REVEALS HERSELF
Book chat. Jun'38:44
MATHEWS, BASIL. THE JEW AND THE WORLD FERMENT
Book chat. Jun'35:29
MATHEWS, BASIL. JOHN R. MOTT, WORLD CITIZEN
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
MATHEWS, BASIL. ROADS TO THE CITY OF GOD
Speaking of books. Nov'28:56
New books on Jerusalem Conference. Nov'28:61
MATHEWS, BASIL. SHAPING THE FUTURE
Book chat. Dec'36:24
MATHEWS, BASIL. THERE GO THE CONQUERORS
Book chat. Dec'36:40
MATHEWS, BASIL. THERE GO THE SHIPS
Book chat. Dec'36:40
MATHEWS, BASIL. THROUGH TRAGEDY TO TRIUMPH
Book chat. Nov'39:20
MATHEWS, BASIL. TORCHBEARERS IN CHINA
Program helps. Jan'25:50
Speaking of books. Apr'25:56
MATHEWS, BASIL. UNFOLDING DRAMA IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
MATHEWS, BASIL. WILFRED GRENFELL, THE MASTER MARINER
Speaking of books. Nov'25:37

MATHEWS, JAMES J
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'69:42

Mathews, James K
India revisited. Jan'51:11

MATHEWS, JAMES K
(photo) Jan'51:11
Lazy thinking. Mar'55:5
The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'63:6
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union
(photo) May'66:15
Ambitious and exciting effort for church union (photo)
May'66:12
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'66:7
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5

MATHEWS, JAMES K. A CHURCH TRULY CATHOLIC
New books. Jan'70:29

MATHEWS, SHAILER. CREATIVE CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Jul'35:17

MATHEWS, SHAILER. NEW FAITH FOR OLD
Book chat. Feb'37:24

MATHEWS, W B
quoted. Partners with God. Dec'27:30

MATHIAS, CHARLES
World events (photo) Sep'71:37

MATHIESON, KATHLEEN FLORENCE, -1935
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31

Mathieson, Samuel James, 1880-1945
William Franklin Richardson. Aug'25:23
Do preachers just happen? Sep'33:21

MATHIESON, SAMUEL JAMES, 1880-1945
(photo) Mar'24:42
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:56
A missionary pastor. Jan'27:59
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
(photo) Jul'38:5
Denver Disciples bid you welcome (photo) Oct'38:22

Mathieson, Thomas H., 1878-1941
The power of His resurrection. Apr'35:10

MATHIESON, THOMAS H., 1878-1941
Example of country church and community work. Sep'19:32
(photo) Apr'35:10
Denver Disciples bid you welcome (photo) Oct'38:22

MATHISON, MARGARET
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:30
Trials of a state church (photo) Mar'60:26
Matlack, Lynn (married to Georgia May Matlack)
Letter from an Alabama minister. Feb'64:19

MATRIX '67
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'67:5
MATSON, BARBARA ANNE
(birth) Feb'27:63

MATSON, HILTON L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:31

MATSON, JEAN MARIE
(photo) Feb'23:19 Dec'25:37 Jun'31:39
Jan'26:48

Matson, Leslie M. (married to Ruth Adeline Matson)
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:58 Jun'25:53
Appreciation for a visitor. Jan'26:44
Where the sermons are too short. Jan'26:63
"Williams Day" in Jamaica. Apr'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:57 Feb'32:39

MATSON, LESLIE M.
(photo) Jul'22:2 Oct'22:5,50
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:58
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:49
(photo) Jan'26:48
Jamaica celebrates its Jubilee (photo) Jun'26:41
(photo no. 9) Mar'29:24
Our first foreign field plans for self-support. Aug'29:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
(photo) May'30:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41

Matson, Ruth Adeline, -1945
(married to Leslie Matson)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51

MATSON, RUTH ADELINE, -1945
(photo) Jul'22:2 Oct'22:5,50
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:58
(photo) Dec'25:37 Jan'26:48
Our first foreign field plans for self-support. Aug'29:12
(photo) May'30:10
(death) News room. Oct'45:25

MATSON, SIGFRID V
See
MATTSON, SIGFRID VIKING

MATSON, T. B. SEGREGATION AND DESSEGREGATION
Book chat. Sep'59:42

MATSON, THEODORE E. EDGE OF THE EDGE
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

Matsuda, Koichi
Direct line. Jul'73:41

MATSUDA, KOICHI
Global highlights. Oct'50:4

MATSUMOTO, T
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39

MATSUMOTO, TORU
 quoted. Religious education in the world's life. Apr'49:20

MATSUMOTO, TORU. A BROTHER IS A STRANGER
Book chat. Mar'47:21
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27

MATSUMOTO, TORU. THE SEVEN STARS
Book chat. May'49:44
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27

MATSUMURA, S
(photo) Oct'26:31

MATSUOKA, KOMAKICHI
Globaly highlights (photo) Oct'47:3
(photo) Nov'47:3

MATSUSHIMA, JAPAN
(photo) Mar'26:front cover
Our cover. Mar'26:1

"A MATTER OF CARROTS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio visuals. Jan'73:34

"A MATTER OF CONSCIENCE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'71:29

"A MATTER OF FACT" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual sugestions. Mar'56:41

"A MATTER OF STRIPES" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Oct'69:29

MAITERN, CHALMERS
(photo) Sep'42:8

MATTHEW, ALICE
Seniors give a helping hand (photo) Nov'73:13

MATTHEWS
See also MATHEWS

MATTHEWS, (MRS. E.)
(photo) May'55:38

MATTHEWS, (MRS. R. L.)
In memorium. May'40:39

MATTHEWS, (married to Sam Matthews)
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23

MATTHEWS, ALBERT K
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5

MATTHEWS, ALDEN
News room. Jul'63:42

Matthews, Bruce B
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:32

MATTHEWS, BRUCE B.
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'44:inside front cover

MATTHEWS, CLARA G
In memoriam. Nov'33:39 Dec'33:39

MATTHEWS, EDNA
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:7
(photo) Apr'60:31
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'67:37

MATTHEWS, GEORGE
(photo) Sep'45:23

MATTHEWS, HIND
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:29

MATTHEWS, JEWELL, 1893–1937
In memoriam. Apr'37:39

MATTHEWS, JOSEPH
News room. Oct'57:32

MATTHEWS, PARK R., –1958
In memoriam. Jul'58:43
MATTHEWS, PETER
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:7
MATTHEWS, RUTH, 1910– (married to Bruce Matthews)
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'63:50
MATTHEWS, SARA ANNE, -1956
   In memoriam. Jan'57:31
Matthews, Stella
   A brother for the Newbys. Apr'62:40
MATTHEWS, THOMAS S
   Classroom and campus. Jun'48:35
MATTHEWS, W. R. THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
   Book chat. Jun'37:22
MATTHEWS, W. R. GOD AND THIS TROUBLED WORLD
   Book chat. Feb'35:19
MATTHEWS, W. R. THE PROBLEM OF CHRIST IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
   Book chat. Apr'51:18
MATTHEWS, WILLIAM
   (photo) Nov'27:25
MATTHEWS, ZACHARIAH KEODIRELANG, -1968
   Global highlights. May'52:4
   In memoriam. Jul'68:42
MATTHEWS, ZACHARIAH KEODIRELANG. RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT IN A
   REVOLUTIONARY AGE
   New books. Nov'66:16
MATTHIES, RON. THE UNOPENED DOORE: CHRISTIANITY FACING THE OCCULT
   New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
Mattingly, Thomas Jasper, 1909-1966
   (married to Dorothy Doub Mattingly)
   An Ohio missionary project. Jul'40:6
MATTINGLY, THOMAS JASPER, 1909-1966
   News room. Sep'58:42
   In memoriam. Jan'67:41
MATTOON, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A trip around the world. Dec'23:34
   A Chinese program. Apr'25:55
MATTOS, ARACELY
   Venezuelan Christians entertain angels unawares. Oct'70:25
MATTOX, MARY GLADYS, -1970 (married to O. T. Mattox)
   In memoriam. Jan'71:45
Mattox, O T (married to Mary Gladys Mattox)
   The American Sunday School. Nov'49:16
   A national asset--the American Sunday School. Mar'50:29
   Christia education...then and now. Apr'51:32
MATTOX, O T
   Introducing O. T. Mattox. Jan'26:59
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
   (photo) Nov'36:43        Nov'38:13
   Four honored in retirement. Oct'57:28
MATTSON, ROBERT
   (photo) Sep'42:7
MATTSON, SIGFRID VIKING, 1899-1977
   quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
News room. Feb'41:42
   (photo) Apr'41:inside back cover
News room. Nov'41:34        May'49:41        Sep'54:39
   Five churches added to Every Home Plan (photo) Dec'60:46
MATURO, FRANK J. S.
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
MAUCK, (married to Lafe P. Mauck)
In memoriam. Oct'41:39
MAUCK, ADA F
In memoriam. Sep'38:39
MAUDAHA, INDIA
Notes. Nov'19:67
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35
Eyes and they see not. Jan'21:45
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:25
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:41
The problem of trade. Feb'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:60 Apr'24:60 Aug'24:59
Where plague stalks abroad. Sep'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
Teaching a trade to cast-off Christians. Nov'24:62
God is in their midst. Nov'24:63
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'24:59,64 Oct'25:49 Nov'25:49
MAUGHAN, VIOLET
Classroom and campus. Oct'51:31
MAUMEE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
Maunder, Elwood R
Operation peace: Okinawa. Feb'49:30
MAUNE, ANNA
Meals that give more than food (photo) Sep'72:42
MAUPIN, CHARLES
In memoriam. Apr'27:50
MAUPIN, W  T
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
MAURER, IRVING
(photo) Dec'31:32
MAURER, JAMES H
quoted. Listening in on the world. Sep'30:20
MAURER, PHOEBE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
MAUROIS, ANDRE. THE ART OF LIVING
Book chat. Jun'40:25
MAURY, M. PHILIPPE
Global highlights. Feb'54:3
Faith for intellectuals. Jul'54:45
Strasbourg—a note of imatience and urgency (photo)
May'61:13
MAURY, PIERRE, -1956
(death) Global highlights. Apr'56:4
MAUS, (MRS. R. D.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
Maus, Cynthia Pearl, 1878-1970
Americanization calls to the youth of the church. Nov'19:26
A call to the colors. Jun'20:50
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Christian Endeavor in the local church. Nov'22:12
The thirtieth International Christian Endeavor Convention.
Sep'25:32
We would see Jesus. Nov'25:47
The 1926 Christian Endeavor Day pageant. Dec'25:46
Christian Endeavorers, what do you read? Jan'26:47
So this is Hazel Green. apr'26:47
Who put the "you" in youth? May'26:17
Christian Endeavor forges ahead. Jun'26:47
Activity or action... May'27:13
Youth meets and marches. Sep'27:32
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30 Dec'28:44
Coming--a world youth fellowship! Apr'29:29
Vacation friendship opportunities. Aug'29:40
Youth on parade. Sep'29:15
Sunday schools. Sep'29:38
Speaking of books. Nov'29:43
Fellowship, friendship, leadership. Dec'29:38
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42 Jan'30:44
Keepers of the flame. Jan'30:58
Speaking of books. Feb'30:30
Youth is in search of vital religion. Mar'30:21
Speaking of books. Mar'30:58 Apr'30:31
Five creative weeks. Jun'30:27
Meeting the needs of all age-groups. Nov'30:16
Speaking of books. Jan'31:33 Feb'31:34
There is a tide. Mar'31:19
Speaking of books.
Apr'31:35 Dec'31:42 Feb'32:32
Jun'31:34 Jan'32:34 Apr'32:34
Training youth for world peace and Christian citizenship. Nov'32:13
Speaking of books.
Nov'32:34 Dec'32:41 Feb'33:41 Mar'33:42
Crusaders in friendship. Jun'35:20
Women and world highways. May'37:35
Book chat. Apr'38:34
God's mantle white (poem) Mar'39:48
Christianity on the march in Puerto Rico. Jun'40:16
Roy K. Roadruck--an appreciation. Mar'44:27

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL, 1878-1970
(photo) Nov'19:26
South Central Young People's Conference. Oct'20:48
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Religious education workers appreciated. Jul'24:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45 (photo) Apr'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43 (photo) May'26:17
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
Building character through brick and mortar. Jul'27:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44 (photo) Nov'27:2
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:62
A Georgia church has a "Maus" month. May'29:46

An appreciation (photo) Nov'31:19

A new local church opportunity in religious education. Nov'31:44

Station UCMS broadcasting.

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. CHRIST AND THE FINE ARTS
Book chat. Dec'38:41
(Revised ed.) Book chat. Jun'59:42

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. THE CHURCH AND THE FINE ARTS
Book chat. Sep'60:42

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE FINE ARTS
Book chat. Dec'54:46 Jan'55:22

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. PUERTO RICO IN PICTURES AND POETRY
Book chat. Apr'41:23

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. TIME TO REMEMBER
News room. Sep'64:46

New books. Dec'64:42

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. THE WORLD'S GREAT MADONNA'S

Global highlights. Sep'48:3

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. YOUTH AND CREATIVE LIVING
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. YOUTH AND THE CHURCH
The book shelf. Oct'19:58

MAUS, CYNTHIA PEARL. YOUTH ORGANIZED FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44 Apr'28:39

MAUZY, ELLA
(death) Apr'24:57

Maves, Paul B., 1913–
Making the most of the last one fourth. Apr'51:10

Honor your father and your mother. Nov'53:24

The Gospel and old age. Dec'53:16

MIVES, PAUL B. CRISIS IN AMERICA: HOPE THROUGH ACTION
New books. Oct'68:37

MIVES, PAUL B. OLDER PEOPLE AND THE CHURCH
Book chat. Jun'49:10

MAVITY, DEMMA
In memoriam. Sep'32:40

MAVITY, MAY
In memoriam. Sep'32:40
MAWSON, WILLIAM HOWE, 1902-1961
In memoriam. Jul'61:39

MAX, REBECCA ANN, -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35

MAXAM, CORLISS R., 1887-1965 (married to Eva M. Maxam)
College news and notes. Feb'39:32

MAXEY, (MRS. C. R.)
Classroom and campus. Apr'47:30

MAXFIELD, DON
(photo) Feb'55:11

MAXON, (married to William H. Maxon)
News room. Dec'58:34
(photo) Jul'61:19

MAXON, WILLIAM H
Global highlights (photo) May'56:2
Greek community reponds to love (photo) Jun'58:27
News room. Dec'58:34
Mission frontiers are near at hand. Jul'61:18 (photo p. 19)

MAXWELL, (married to George Maxwell) -1925
(death) Feb'26:51

MAXWELL, (MRS. H. H.) -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41

MAXWELL, (MRS. M. C.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'37:inside front cover

MAXWELL, CORA HARLEMAN
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

MAXWELL, CYNTHIA
(death) May'25:58

MAXWELL, ELLEN. THE BISHOP'S CONVERSION
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:47

MAXWELL, GEORGE W
First two disability claims under the Pension plan. Mar'32:25

MAXWELL, JAMES L
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40

Maxwell, Kenneth L
Good news of peace. Jul'64:12

MAXWELL, KENNETH L
Global highlights. Apr'55:2 (photo) Jun'57:4
quoted. Helping hand. Jul'60:47
Global highlights. Sep'60:8

MAXWELL, MAURICE
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:62

MAXWELL, RAYMOND
Church leaders visit Turkey (photo) Jan'56:29

MAY, (married to Ralph May)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'58:50

MAY, ALLEN
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:26 Nov'52:30

MAY, D GERHARD
News room (photo) Mar'50:38

May, Elizabeth
A treasure in the ash-can. May'46:46
Spark from the radio set the house on fire. Jun'46:30

May, Eugene, 1906- (married to Hazel Harris May)
A missionary mind. Apr'47:28

MAY, EUGENE, 1906-
(photo) Jul'36:24 Apr'47:28
MAY, EUGENE. FOR BETTER CHURCH MEMBERS
Book chat. Sep'61:24

MAY, HAROLD
What hope for Haiti? (photo) Oct'58:19

MAY, HERBERT G. THE OXFORD BIBLE ATLAS
Book chat. Nov'62:24

MAY, LAURA
(death) News from the homes for the aged. Sep'38:46

MAY, MARGARET, -1960
In memoriam. Jul'60:48

MAY, MERIL A., 1906-1988
News room. Feb'51:38 Jul'51:38 Jun'56:42
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'62:8
Global highlights (photo) Nov'63:4
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
Global highlights (photo) Nov'65:6
In brief (photo) Feb'71:42

MAY, ROLLO. THE ART OF PASTORAL COUNSELING
Book chat. Apr'39:25 Sep'39:40

MAY, ROLLO. MAN'S SEARCH FOR HIMSELF
Book chat. May'53:18

MAY, ROLLO. SPRINGS OF CREATIVE LIVING
Book chat. Dec'40:42

MAY, SALLIE
In memoriam. Mar'29:48

MAY FELLOWSHIP DAY
Women and world highways.
May'46:33 May'56:33 Apr'64:37
May'50:26 May'59:33 May'69:31
May'52:35 May'61:33 Apr'70:31
As hand touches hand. May'73:31

MAY MYA KYI
(photo) May'39:7

MAYALL, BROUN
Ministering to people on the move (photo) Feb'59:29

MAYBERRY, EDITH
Classroom and campus. Mar'59:31

MAYBERRY, FLORENCE
(photo) Jan'21:11

MAYDWELL, AGNES
Memorium. Jun'35:39

MAYER, (married to Max Mayer)
(photo) Nov'34:8

MAYER, MARGERY L. WITH PEN AND BRUSH
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

MAYER, PAUL S
Position of Christianity gains in Japan. Feb'47:42

MAYES, GARY WAYNE, 1939-
Strong ministers for the Decade (photo) May'62:19

MAYFIELD, BYRON
Global highlights (photo) Jun'59:7

MAYFIELD, GUY W
(photo) Oct'42:10

MAYFIELD, L. H. BEHIND THE CLOUDS--LIGHT
New books. Apr'65:41

MAYFIELD, MARY
The church extension field. Feb'19:56
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MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of Triangle club) Mar'23:31
   (photo of primary teachers' conference) Nov'23:42
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY. TWELFTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, April-June, 19670. Nov'60:28

MAYFLOWER (SHIP)
   The Mayflower Tercentenary. Jul'20:40
   Mayflower Tercentenary a religious event. Oct'20:37
   Hull of the Mayflower said to have been found. Oct'20:64
   Noted French General to head Mayflower delegation. Nov'20:51
   (painting) Sep'25:front cover
   Pilgrims then and now. Sep'25:1

MAYFLOWER COUNCIL
   American Mayflower Council meets to plan national celebrations. Aug'20:44

MAYHEW, BEULAH LEACH (married to George Mayhew)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'68:34

Mayhew, George Noel, 1897-1965 (married to Beulah Leach Mayhew)
   For a better trained ministry. Jun'28:19

MAYHEW, GEORGE NOEL, 1897-1965
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'27:43
      (photo) Jun'28:29
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'29:40
   Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
      (photo no. 20) Jan'31:25,24
   Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
      (photo) Jan'39:15
   News of campus events. Jul'42:30
   You will gain as you lose (photo) Oct'43:5
   News room. Nov'46:32
   Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31

MAYIMBU, JEAN C
   (photo) Mar'63:13

MAYMO, BURMA. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION INSTITUTE
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'40:39

MAYNARD, DONALD M. LOOKING TOWARD CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE
   Book chat. Feb'59:44

MAYNARD, EDWIN H
   World Call receives award of merit (photo) Jun'62:10
   Global highlights. Jun'63:4

MAYNARD, GARTH AMASA, 1917- (married to Betty L. Maynard)
   (photo) Sep'38:31

MAYNARD, HELEN, -1951
   In memoriam. Jun'51:37

MAYO, (MRS. W T)
   (death) Aug'20:31

MAYO, GILBERT
   (photo) Sep'47:11

MAYO, KATHERINE. MOTHER INDIA
   Speaking of books. Mar'28:44
   New womanhood for the new India. Apr'31:18

MAYO, KATHERINE. SOLDIER, WHAT NEXT?
   Speaking of books. Sep'34:34

MAYO, LEONARD W
   "Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:24
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:3
Mayo, William J
Apropos Prohibition. Feb'31:30

MAYO, WILLIAM J
quoted. Moral assassination. Jul'34:3

MAYO CLINIC (HOSPITAL) (ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA)
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45
I was sick and ye visited me (photo) Apr'47:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
A religion that makes men whole. Mar'54:17

Mays, Benjamin E
Negro students need religion. Jul'41:13
I am glad I could report progress. Feb'54:6

MAYS, BENJAMIN E
(photo) Jul'41:13
Leadership of the Federal Council. Jan'45:4
Global highlights (photo) Jul'52:2
(photo) Feb'54:6

MAYS, BENJAMIN E. BORN TO REBEL
New books. Nov'71:28

MAYS, BENJAMIN E. SEEKING TO BE CHRISTIAN IN RACE RELATIONS
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Youth and missions. Jun'57:41
quoted. For adult mission study. Sep'57:36

MAYS, C. H., -1922
(death) Jan'23:58

MAYS, MAURINE
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42

MAYSICK, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

MAYSONET, PABLO
World events (photo) Oct'70:38

MAYSVILLE, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
To those who share. Jan'40:43

MAYVILLE, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Aboard the Gospel chariot. Jul'25:23

MAZER, VIRGINIA M. THE CHILDREN DOWNSTAIRS
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40

MBANDAKA, CONGO
An African metropolis. May'24:39
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'29:35 Jun'32:38 Jul'35:39
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
Youth and missions. Oct'42:37
A church in the city (photos) Feb'43:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:32
A new missionary meets the Congolese. Oct'49:40
We Christians join in this work. Nov'49:20
First impressions--Congo. Feb'53:15
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'53:36
Good news in Africa (photo of church) May'53:9
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
A growing ministry. Nov'54:39
Rainy day. Apr'55:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34
Our best export. Jan'57:43
Big tasks and great dreams in "Coq." Jul'57:41
Sound of the hammer. Jun'58:28
White fields on a dark continent. Jul'58:31
The city--a new frontier in Congo. May'59:27
Capital for the Congo. Mar'60:19
Global highlights (photo of church under construction) May'60:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38
Year of change in missions (photo of church) Sep'60:21
Letter from Congo. Oct'60:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32 Jul'62:38
Congo Council plans advance. Sep'62:48
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38
Women on world highways. Jan'63:35
The city--a global challenge. Nov'63:27 (photo p. 25)
New Congo bookstore a symbol of progress. Jul'66:39
Cities change names! Nov'66:28 (photo p. 29)
A new sense of brotherhood in Congo (photos of church) May'68:18
Letters. Jul'68:49
Unbelievable; true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:18
(photo of III church) Oct'69:47
Direct line. Oct'71:30
Contrasts in Africa. Feb'73:29

MBANGO, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40

MBELO, LOLINGO
quoted. Great need for teachers in Congo. May'33:29
Mbenga Paul-Denis
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36 Jun'61:38
We need your prayers. Jul'65:49

MBENGA PAUL-DENIS
Are educational missions important? Mar'53:26
A milestone in Congo. Nov'58:26
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
Global highlights (photo)
Dec'60:7 Jul'62:4
(photo) Jul'65:49
Global highlights. Jan'66:6
Leaders of the church in Congo. Jun'69:25 (photo p. 27)

MBOKA JOSEPH
(photo) Mar'60:front cover
The cover. Mar'60:inside front cover
Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)
Mar'60:12

MBOKA VIRGINIE C
Women on world highways (photo) Jun'70:32

MBOMBA JOSEPH
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:7

MBOMBA LEON
Women and world highways. Apr'60:35

MBOWINA
Mbowina wins his way. Feb'35:29

MBOYO, EKOTO
Missionary illustrations... Oct'27:42
"MBUJI AND NTEGI OF THE CONGO" (FILMSTRIP)
News room. Feb'53:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'53:36

MBULA JOSEF
Once upon a time. Nov'44:40

"THE ME NOBODY KNOWS" (PLAY)
Moodlin' Dec'70:33

Meacham, Bessie Fields
A live story-telling group. Dec'22:60

Meacham, C C
Shall we wait longer? Jun'20:58

MEACHAM, EDGAR JAMES, 1870-1947
Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45

MEACHAM, NELLIE E
What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover

Mead, Frank Spencer, 1898-
On our own doorstep. Jun'48:7

MEAD, FRANK SPENCER. HANDBOOK OF DENOMINATIONS
Book chat. Oct'51:40
New books. Jan'66:40

MEAD, FRANK SPENCER. ON OUR OWN DOORSTEP
Book chat. Jun'48:20
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

MEAD, FRANK SPENCER. SEE THESE BANNERS GO
Book chat. May'36:26

MEAD, FRANK SPENCER. TALES FROM LATIN AMERICA
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31

MEAD, FRANK SPENCER. TARBELL'S TEACHERS GUIDE
Last column. Mar'59:50

MEAD, FRANK SPENCER. TRIUMPH OVER TRAGEDY
Book chat. Jun'57:44
quoted. Last column. Jan'58:50

Mead, Gurden
Wide walls (poem) Jun'56:52

MEAD, MARGARET, 1901-
Social trends. Jun'47:16
quoted. Nov'68:17

MEAD, MARGARET. TWENTIETH CENTURY FAITH, HOPE AND SURVIVAL
New books. Apr'73:35

MEAD, RICHARD POWELL, 1906- (married to Mary Lois Mead)
Indiana churches adopt home plan (photo) Jan'59:55

Meade, K R
Sunday schools. Mar'29:53

MEADERS, ANNA BELLE, 1875-1957
(married to Frederick Elias Meaders)
In memoriam. May'57:33

MEADOR, BARCLAY, 1862-1949
(married to Frances Adelle Kidd Meador)
The threshold. Feb'36:2
(death) News room. Jun'49:38

MEADOR, CONNIE
Youth help church see its world ministry (photo) May'73:16

MEADOR, HAZEL
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jan'60:50

MEADOW, HAZEL
Here and there with World Call. Jan'59:58
MEADOWS, A C
   Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:34
MEADOWS, ALFRED C., -1964
   Classroom and campus. May'66:35
MEADOWS, DENNIS L. THE LIMITS TO GROWTH
   New books. Dec'72:33
MEADOWS, DONELLA H. THE LIMITS TO GROWTH
   New books. Dec'72:33
MEADVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:53
MEAGHER, JOHN. THE GATHERING OF THE UNGIFTED
   New books. Apr'73:36
MEALS ON WHEELS
   Meals on wheels. May'71:12
   Letters. Sep'71:4
   Meals that give more than food. Sep'72:42
"THE MEANING OF THE RESURRECTION" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'57:43
MEANS, BARBARA
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:36
MEANS, ELSIE HARDING (married to W. A. Means)
   The local church (photo) Oct'67:25
Means, Florence Crannell
   (untitled poem) Mar'28:45
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. ACROSS THE FRUITED PLAIN
   Book chat. Jul'40:47
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. CHILDREN OF THE PROMISE
   Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. THE MOVED-OUTERS
   Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. PETER OF THE MESA
   Summer reading about Indian Americans. Jul'44:25
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. RAINBOW BRIDGE
   Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jul'34:42
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. SAGEBRUSH SURGEON
   Mission field, U.S.A. Jul'56:40
MEANS, FLORENCE CRANNELL. TERESITA OF THE VALLEY
   Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25
MEANS, JESSE
   (photo) Sep'73:5
MEANS, PAUL B. THINGS THAT ARE CAESAR'S
   Book chat. Nov'35:16
MEANY, GEORGE
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:7
Mears, P H
   Civic pride in a new church building. Jun'21:53
MEEARS, P H
   (photo) Mar'24:28
MEDANIC, VLADIMIR
   Global highlights (photo) May'53:3
MEDARD, MARIE
   World youth training for service (photo) May'47:9
MEDBURY, ANNA LAURA PICKRELL, 1865-1948
   (married to Charles S. Medbury)
   (photo) Dec'24:34        Jun'28:18
Medbury, Charles Sanderson, 1865-1932
   (married to Anna Laura Pickrell Medbury)
Doe it pay? Mar'19:27
Why I am glad to be a preacher. Feb'20:12
Why I believe in the new Pension Plan. Apr'20:55
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
The glory of the ministry. Dec'20:18
No one found him! Apr'23:31
A pledge of the new patriotism. Sep'24:31
An ideal girl. May'27:inside front cover
A pledge of the new patriotism. Jul'28:inside front cover
What awaits us beyond the bend? Jan'30:6
A Christmas letter to the Brotherhood. Dec'31:17
A minister's self-respect. Jan'65:25

MEDBURY, CHARLES SANDERSON, 1865-1932
(photo) Dec'20:18
quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:4
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:19
College of Missions notes. Jun'23:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'23:55
(photo) Mar'24:43
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'24:52 Nov'24:52 Jul'26:43 May'24:42
(photo) Jun'28:18
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Interesting people you will hear at Seattle (photo) Aug'29:2
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:27
(photo) Dec'31:17
(death) The first page. Jun'32:2
The lesson of C. S. Medbury (photo) Jun'32:12
Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:25
quoted. The last page. Feb'43:48
Classroom and campus. Sep'54:30
(photo) Jan'65:25

MEDD, MARY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34
Memorium. Apr'36:39

Medearis, Dale Weston, 1918–
Forty years concern for a rural people. May'51:24
When people move to the city. Apr'52:22
Neither fish nor flesh. Apr'53:26
Rural life faces a crisis. Mar'54:11
Disappearing Disciples. May'54:21
Rural Life Sunday. May'55:43
America is changing and so are Disciples. Oct'55:18
Read to understand today's mission. Jan'56:40
Book chat. Jan'56:41
Preparing ministers for today's rural churches. May'58:19
"X" for church planning. Apr'60:19
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
Togetherness--in the summer? Jul'61:25
Revolution in home missions. Jul'62:14
Giant step in Alaska. Apr'63:15
A ministry on wheels. Apr'64:17

MEDEARIS, DALE WESTON, 1918–
News room (photo) Oct'50:34
For adult mission study. Nov'50:41
Forty years concern for a rural people (photo) May'51:24
News room.
  Sep'53:38 Nov'53:46 Apr'54:42 Apr'55:38
(photo) Oct'55:17
Global highlights (photo)
  Sep'56:3 Dec'56:4
Dear Brad... (photo) Apr'57:19
News room. Jun'57:42
(photo) Apr'60:19
quoted. Home missions--our heritage and horizons (photo)
Jun'60:23
Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:27
Global highlights (photo)
  Jul'62:7 Oct'63:4
News room (photo) Oct'63:35
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'64:6
(photo) Oct'65:7
Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
MEDEARIS, DALE WESTON. FACTS ABOUT OUR CHURCH AND A CHANGING AMERICA
Statistical study published (photo) Oct'55:17
MEDELIN, COLUMBIA
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36 May'46:37
(photo) Apr'52:25
MEDFORD, H T
(photo) Feb'41:18
MEDFORD, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Architecture which interprets (plans) Jul'41:23
Here and there with World Call. May'52:48
..praise home plan. Dec'58:42
MEDICAL EDUCATION
Medical courses for non-medics. Oct'44:4
MEDICAL ETHICS
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
MEDICINE AND RELIGION
Global highlights. Jun'64:7
Medicine and religion. Oct'65:9
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
MEDICINE HAT, SASKATCHEWAN
Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
MEDICINE LODGE, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of missionary circle) Sep'23:55
Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46
MEDINA, CARMEN
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47
MEDINA, ELOISA
We attended a wedding (photo) Jan'53:39
MEDINA, JOSE
We attended a wedding (photo) Jan'53:39
Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:24
Medina, Marcelino
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39 Nov'46:37
MEDINA, MARCELINO
Organizing a church in Mexico. Jun'31:29
(photo) Mar'38:11 Apr'44:34
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'45:33

MEDINA, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join Every Home Plan. Apr'61:44
EHP correction. Nov'63:43

MEDITATIONS
See also

SERMONS

WORSHIP SERVICES
Devotional study for missionary societies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep'35</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'35</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'35</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'35</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'37</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If Christ had come to my city. Nov'38:22
A Children's Day meditation. Jun'40:5
Devotional study for missionary societies. Jan'41:38
A meditation on the cross. Mar'45:25
Women and world highways. Mar'45:29
For meditation. Oct'47:13
For adult missionary groups. Jan'48:34
Of one blood. Feb'52:27
Women and world highways. Apr'53:33
Pray, my young friend, pray! (poem) May'53:7
New every morning. Nov'57:19
When Christ comes to life. Mar'59:11
For more than bread. Nov'59:15
The empty tomb is embarrassing. Apr'60:14
Man's reply to God. Nov'60:13
Jesus draws near. Apr'61:11

Meditations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep'62</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'62</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'62</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'62</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Were you there? Apr'63:11
Moments of meditation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr'63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'63</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Joy to the world! Dec'65:11
The search. Dec'65:25
The visitor. Feb'66:28
The joy of living again. Apr'66:13
Youth and the world mission. Apr'66:40
Lift up your hearts. Dec'71:48
Arrested for being honest. Mar'72:20
Politics is people! Mar'72:34
Tuesday's problem. Jun'72:24
Lift up your hearts. Jun'72:48
For the study on India. Jul'72:49
Lift up your hearts. Sep'72:48
If rainbows were back in style! Oct'72:8
Each of us is a city. Oct'72:14
Lift up your hearts. Oct'72:48
The supreme good. Oct'72:inside back cover
Every little bit helps. Oct'72:back cover
Lift up your hearts. Nov'72:48
A gift of roses. Dec'72:inside back cover
The future is open. Apr'73:back cover
Love's way. Jul'73:11
Tribute to the children. Jul'73:30
A nation's strength. Jul'73:50

Medley, Edith Turley, 1920-
Basketful of stamps. Jan'67:31
Letters. May'67:42
George makes a discovery. Jun'67:40

MEDLICOTT, MINNIE FISHER
In memoriam. May'41:39

MEDORA, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17

Meece, Bernard Clayton, 1927-
(married to Georgia Ann Curry Meece)
Needed: that Yankee spirit. Apr'65:44
The visitor. Feb'66:28

MEECE, BERNARD CLAYTON, 1927-
News room. Sep'54:38  Jun'62:32

MEECE, KAY
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25

MEEHAN, MURIEL
Circulation corner (photo) Nov'45:inside front cover

MEEK, (MRS. J. M.) -1921
(death) Jan'22:59

MEEK, FREDERICK M. THE LIFE TO LIVE
Book chat. Jul'55:16

MEEK, FREDERICK M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
Book chat. Nov'51:36

MEEKER, CHARLES R., JR. (married to Doris Shaw Meeker)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'59:8

MEENEN, HENRY
(photo) Sep'60:18

Meeter,
The largest Bible class in the world. Feb'23:56

MEGAHAM, ROBERT
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'63:34

MEGLITSCH, PAUL
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:27

MEGOWN, (MRS. B. B.)
In memoriam. Feb'37:39

MEGURO, MICHEY
(photo) Nov'50:33

MEHL, ROGER. SOCIETY AND LOVE
New books. Feb'65:39

MEHLIN, THEODORE G
News of campus events. Jul'42:31

MEHLIS, GUSTAF F. (married to Lora Alita Garrett Mehlis)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:42

Mehlis, Lora Alita Garrett, 1895- (married to Gustaf F. Mehlis)
Colegio Americano to the front. Mar'26:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50  Jun'27:48
A medium of good will. Sep'27:56
Up the Parana. Jun'28:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:44
Sight seeing in Paraguay. Apr'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:39

MEHLIS, LORA ALITA GARRETT, 1895-
(photo) Jul'25:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:5
(photo) Apr'26:49 Jun'28:44 Aug'31:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
MEHR, ROBERT I
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25 Jul'46:31
MEHTANI, (MRS. V. K.)
(photo) Feb'71:34
MEI, GINSIANG
Ruth Rosamond Mei goes to Ginling. Nov'43:16 (photo p. 17)
MEI, RUTH ROSAMOND
...goes to Ginling (photo) Nov'43:16
News room. May'49:40
MEIBURG, ALBERT L. LAYMEN AT WORK
Book chat. Jan'57:40
MEIER, EMILY IVERS, -1935 (married to H. M. Meiers)
(death) Mrs. H. M. Meier. Oct'35:44
The complusion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28
MEIGS, FRANK EUGENE, 1851-1915
(married to Martha A. Redford Meigs)
Back to the drumtower. Sep'20:35
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
They sleep—and call. Mar'22:5
In the heart of Nanking. Jun'22:34
Our pioneer missionaries to China (photo) Dec'23:33
(photo of grave) Jun'24:18
(photo) Feb'25:51
Program helps (photo) Jan'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
Mrs. Teachout comes to headquarters. Jul'30:5
(photo) Mar'35:5
Another volunteer gone. Dec'35:29
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8 (photo p. 9)
MEIGS, MARTHA A. REDFORD, 1854-1935
(married to Frank Eugene Meigs)
Back to the drumtower. Sep'20:35
Our pioneer missionaries to China (photo) Dec'23:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:48
(photo) Feb'25:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
Mrs. Teachout comes to headquarters. Jul'30:5
(photo) Mar'35:5
(death) Another volunteer gone. Dec'35:29
(death) Dec'35:47
MEIGS PUBLISHING HOUSE
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
MEINERTZ, DAVID T. (married to Margaret Anna Austin Meinertz)
(marriage) News room. May'65:36
MEINERTZ, MARGARET ANNA AUSTIN (married to David T. Meniertz)
Youth and mission (photo) Apr'59:39
(marriage) News room. May'65:36
MEIR, GOLDA
(photo) Apr'72:13
MEIRING, A M
Global highlights. Jun'53:2
Dutch Reformed minister gives Ainslie lecture. Sep'53:42
MEISBURG, STEPHEN CARDWELL, JR., 1941-  
Classroom and campus (photo)  
Nov'64:35     Sep'66:34
MEISS, EDWIN R. EBB TIDE AND THE BUNTY'S DREAM  
Book chat. Feb'36:42
MEISTER, JOHN W  
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'68:14
MEKONG RIVER (CHINA)  
(photo) May'26:36
MEKONG RIVER (TIBET)  
(photo) Feb'26:front cover
MELAND, BERNARD EUGENE. FAITH AND CULTURE  
Book chat. Jun'54:43
MELAND, BERNARD EUGENE. THE REAWAKENING OF CHRISTIAN FAITH  
Book chat. Apr'49:15
MELAND, BERNARD EUGENE. SEEDS OF REDEMPTION  
Book chat. Sep'47:22
MELAND, BERNARD EUGENE. WRITE YOUR OWN COMMANDMENTS  
Book chat. Mar'39:22
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA  
The convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:11  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37  
Disciples will gather in Melbourne. Mar'52:9
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. BRIGHTON CHURCH OF CHRIST  
Getting acquainted with Australia (photo) Nov'27:19
MELBOURNE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
MELCHER, DANIEL. PRINTING AND PROMOTION HANDBOOK  
New books. Jul'67:39
MELCZEK, JOE R., -1968  
In memoriam. Jul'68:48
MELDRUM, A H  
quoted. Present service and immediate needs of church colleges. May'22:40
MELDRUM, A MACKENZIE  
(photo) Jan'21:21
MELDRUM, HELEN SCOTT  
(photo) Jan'21:21  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
MELECIO, APOLONIO  
(photo) Oct'45:22     Oct'47:inside front cover  
May'47:27     Apr'53:34  
News room (photo) Mar'63:36  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6  
Leadership training in two languages. Apr'67:21
MELECIO, CESAR  
(photo) Mar'50:48
Melecio, Consuelo  
Women on world highways. Jul'64:35
MELENDEZ, JERRY  
(photo) May'47:27
MELENDEZ, RAMON  
Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:11  
Singing in a strange land (photo) Nov'62:23  
Room for growing (photo) Jul'64:28  
We learned to read. May'68:40
MELEY, DELANCY
In memoriam. Oct'43:33

MELISH, JOHN HOWARD
Global highlights. Apr'50:2 quoted. A good minister speaks. Apr'51:6

MELLEN, MARY FRANCES BROWN
Classroom and campus. Oct'62:33

MELLINGER, MARGARET
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56

MELLING, JOHN. RIGHT TO A FUTURE
New books. Dec'67:38

MELLON, (married to Larry Mellon)
Hospital receives clothing gifts (photo) Oct'70:48

MELLON, ANDREW W
From Moses to Mellon. Mar'29:4

MELLON, GWEN (married to William Larimer Mellon, Jr.)
This hospital serves Haiti (photo) Jun'56:15
Haiti's valley of opportunity (photo) Mar'58:15
Global highlights. Jun'58:4
Common concerns of the churches (photo) Jun'58:18
Global highlights. Nov'58:5

MELLON, IAN
(photo) Jun'56:15

MELLON, JENNIFER
(photo) Jun'56:15

MELLON, LARRY
Hospital receives clothing gifts (photo) Oct'70:48

MELLON, MICHAEL
(photo) Jun'56:15

Mellon, William Larimer, Jr., 1910–1989 (married to Gwen Mellon)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38

MELLON, WILLIAM LARIMER, JR., 1910–1989
Global highlights. Feb'55:2
This hospital serves Haiti (photo) Jun'56:15
Haiti's valley of opportunity (photo) Mar'58:15
Global highlights. Jun'58:4
What hope for Haiti? (photo) Oct'58:18
News room. Sep'61:38
Two dreamers meet in Haiti (photo) Jan'62:15

MELLON, WILLIAM LARIMER, III
(photo) Jun'56:15

MELOAN, FANNY
(photo) Nov'23:15

Melson, (married to Charles E. Melson)
Letters. May'69:41

MELTON, AMOS W., 1906–1966
In memoriam. Nov'66:44

Melton, Benjamin Huron, 1868–1944
(married to Eva Kinsey Melton)
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:24
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39

MELTON, BENJAMIN HURON, 1868–1944
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:64
(photo) Mar'24:18
Children's Day a success. Aug'26:47
(photo) Oct'30:11 Jul'34:24
quotem. Circulation corner. Nov'37:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
Melton, Eva Kinsey, 1872-1944
(married to Benjamin Huron Melton)
Is the "Council Plan" coming? Oct'31:19
MELTON, FRANCES
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
MELTON, J. BRUCE
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'65:4
Melton, W. D.
Three short days. Dec'71:19
Melville, Dorothy
"Samaritans" in Belfast. Jan'72:44
MELVIN, NANCY
They work for you. Dec'58:44
MEMERING, ODIN C. (married to Helen Memering)
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'52:31
MEMERING, WILLIAM HAROLD
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'52:31
MEMORIAL DAY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
The little more. Oct'26:34
Memphis 1926 in manifold. Nov'26:31
The world comes to Memphis. Oct'32:17
A miracle in Memphis. May'51:5
Global highlights. Nov'66:6
The scene. Apr'69:44
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'41:25 Jul'43:19
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. DECATUR STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of young people) Nov'47:13
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. EAST END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Another church self-supporting from birth. Nov'24:41
Fellowship, friendship, leadership. Dec'29:38
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
(photo) Sep'26:29
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. LINDEN AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Memphis 1926 in manifold (drawing) Nov'26:31
Guest day with one circle. Jun'27:49
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Women and world highways. Jul'36:35
Crusade progress. Mar'49:26
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. MERTON AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:60
An active Senior Alumni Society (photo of Society) Nov'26:47
Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:9 (photos of displays p. 10-11)
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41
From auditorium to sanctuary (plans) (photo) Jul'46:24
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. MERTON AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'32:6
Circulations' cozy corner. Jan'34:1
Rekindled fires. Feb'39:9
Every Home Plan continues growth. Nov'60:48
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. MISSISSIPPI BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
First the blade... (photo) May'23:39
When one church helps another. May'50:31

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. RIVERVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
When one church helps another. May'50:31

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. WALKER MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:11
(photo of members) Nov'56:1

MEN
The worse thing about boys. Jun'26:3

MEN AND MILLIONS MOVEMENT
Have faith in God. Jan'19:5
Notes. Jan'19:62
CE news notes. Jan'19:64
The recruiting call. Feb'19:3
Notes. Feb'19:47
New officers. May'19:59
Disciples Emergency Drive collections. Jul'19:56
Learning to give by giving. Aug'19:57
History and report. Sep'19:54
The whole church for the whole task. Nov'19:4
Men and Millions Movement and United Budget Committee. Dec'19:52
Directory. Oct'20:4
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:63
Directory. Jun'21:16
Report. Sep'21:40
Business reorganization. Dec'21:1
Abram E. Cory. Jun'22:15
Sep'22:55
International Convention...minutes. Oct'22:46
The men who moved the Men and Millions Movement. Jun'23:2
A prophetic document which made history. Jun'23:10
Headquarters notes. Jun'23:52
The year at a glance. Oct'23:41
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Annual report. Oct'24:47
Resolutions adopted by the Convention. Dec'24:38
Mar'25:62
Keeping faith. Jun'25:31
Annual financial report. Oct'25:43
George W. Muckley... Apr'26:27
Enjoying the fellowship. Sep'26:25
Advancing to new conquests. Oct'29:6
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:33
Final report... Oct'29:54

MEN AND MISSIONS SUNDAY
The threshold. Oct'39:2 Oct'45:2

MEN AND WOMEN IN CHURCH AND SOCIETY
Book chat. Jun'57:44

MEN IN CHURCH WORK
See also
CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP
UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. DEPT. OF MEN'S WORK
The return of the men. Apr'22:29
Interesting the fathers, Akita, Japan. Jul'22:47

127
Christian men. Feb'27:4
The men are interested. Apr'27:34
Enlisting the laymen. Mar'28:25
Big jobs for Christian men! Oct'31:15
Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:29
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:22
Men in Missions group organized. Jul'41:17
See here, Mister Jones! Sep'43:30
Social trends. Oct'43:8
Men and mission of the church. Oct'44:10
Upon whom shall we depend? Nov'45:6
Objectives for laymen. Mar'46:21
Stewardship in the local church. Jan'47:22
Men and mission of the church. Mar'47:13
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27
Disciples laymen plan national retreat at Cane Ridge. Jul'49:23
First national laymen's retreat. Oct'49:12
Laymen to stress stewardship. Mar'50:21
Here and there with World Call. Mar'50:48
Men hear plea for great lay action. Oct'51:38
Laymen will discuss... Jan'52:44
Global highlights. Feb'52:3
Laymen discuss God's plan for everyday living. May'52:33
Laymen are the church. Mar'60:21
Global highlights. Jan'61:4
News room. Jan'61:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
Men's retreat... May'61:13
Global highlights. May'63:6
European laymen reach the outsider. Oct'63:28
Adults and mission. Jan'65:39
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
Retreats--a search for meaning. Jun'65:15
New directions in men's work. Mar'66:11
In brief. Apr'69:38
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:7

MENDEL, MARY K
(death) Jun'21:50

MENDENHALL, A
(photo) Mar'24:47
Mendez, Carol
Youth and the world mission. Oct'66:38

MENDOZA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Norwood Tye reviews his correspondence. Feb'52:39

MENEFEE, ALICE
In memoriam. Apr'50:39

MENEFEE, BEVERLY
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:30

Menefee, Kate Randle
To my little son (poem) May'31:29

MENEFEE, PAULINE SALLEE, -1950 (married to John Menefee)
In memoriam. Apr'50:39

MENENDEZ, IVAL DORIS GOULTER, 1924-
(married to Julius Menendez)
(birth) Dec'24:60
(photo)
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26 (photo p. 25)
(marriage) News room. Mar'53:38

MENENDEZ, JULIUS (married to Ival Doris Goulter Menendez) (marriage) News room. Mar'53:38

Meng, Philip
A Chinese youth looks at China. May'41:15

MENGES, MELVIN, 1868-1929 (married to Sue Waggoner Menges) (photo) Mar'24:49
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52

MENGES, SUE WAGGONER (married to Melvin Menges) (photo) Feb'20:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52 Jan'31:34

Meningitis
...in China. Oct'31:46

MENNARD, (MRS. R. P.)
In memoriam. Jun'31:40

Mennonite Church
A visit with good neighbors--the Mennonites. May'51:44
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'68:5

Mental Health
Mental health in Christian homes. Nov'61:16

Mental Illness
A new world discovered. Jan'58:48

Mentally Handicapped
Mentally retarded need the church. Dec'60:20
A ministry to the retarded. Feb'66:23

Menus
See
Cookery

Menzies, David
When all the nations say "howdy." Jan'28:51
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
News room. Sep'53:38

Menzies, Dorothy
See

Bicks, Dorothy Menzies

Menzies, Hattie Smith, 1872-1964 (married to Walter Gardner Menzies)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:61
The day of miracles have not passed. Feb'23:51
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:63 May'24:53
A union camp meeting in India. Jun'24:46
Does wayside preaching pay? Jan'25:40
I heard the message just in time. Feb'25:34
A reverie (poem) Oct'27:34
Foreign missions begins at home! Oct'27:34
A sequel to "Sita." Sep'29:25
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35 Apr'30:47
The local church in India. Oct'31:26
Women coming into their own. Apr'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
I'll walk with Christ to Calvary (poem) Apr'43:30
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'43:34
Facing the sunset (poem) Sep'46:48
Return to India. Oct'46:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:37
Thankful for what I saw. Apr'47:42
Sink our differences and live. Jul'47:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
Not more power, but deeper death! Apr'52:26
Helping them to help themselves. Jun'52:47
Assam—a last frontier. Jun'55:32
I'll walk with Christ to Calvary (poem) Feb'68:37

MENZIES, HATTIE SMITH, 1872-1964
Kamila's mother, a collie woman of India. Jan'19:42
When the oxcart comes. Jun'19:28
Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'22:51 Dec'23:59 Apr'24:61
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Oklahoma's love gift to India. Jul'27:39
   (photo) Mar'28:18
Oklahoma's love gift. Mar'28:49
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Sep'33:34 Jan'36:34 Dec'39:40
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
Forty years in India (photo) Oct'41:28
   (photo) Dec'41:16
News room. Dec'44:28 Jun'46:34,38
Power of God at work. May'47:48
News room. Dec'47:30 Apr'49:34
   (death) News room. Sep'64:39
   (photo) Feb'68:37

MENZIES, HATTIE SMITH. LEAVES FROM LIFE'S SKETCH BOOK
News room. Dec'42:34

MENZIES, LORUE BRUCE, 1943—  (birth) News room. Sep'43:27

MENZIES, ROBERT
   (photo) Jun'23:44
Oklahoma's love gift to India. Jul'27:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34 May'37:40
News room. Jan'46:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:32
Assam—a last frontier. Jun'55:32

Menzies, Walter Gardner, 1873-1941
   (married to Hattie Smith Menzies)
Young women's missionary circles meditation. May'19:56
Note. Sep'19:49
Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'20:60 May'21:60 Dec'21:64
A thanksgiving service. Mar'22:58
Dinna ye hear it? Jun'22:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57
In and around the bungalow in India. Aug'22:34
Commencement day. Aug'22:46
"Bonnie Jean" in India. Feb'23:64
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:55,64
Why did you not tell me thirty years ago? Jan'24:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62
The rescue of a little girl. Mar'24:37
Echoes from everywhere.
Christmas community week at Pendra Road.  Dec'25:35
The retreat.  Feb'26:43
What shall I render unto the Lord...?  Jan'29:38
Echoes from everywhere.  May'29:35
New buildings at Pendra Road.  Jan'31:30
Agricultural fair at Pendra Road.  Apr'32:27
The budget and the Jubilee.  Jun'32:29
How a life was saved.  Feb'33:31
Thanksgiving service, Pendra Road.  Apr'33:28
Just another plate of curry and rice.  May'33:28
Cattle, fruit and babies.  Apr'34:42
A strenuous furlough.  Mar'36:43
Getting next to India.  Jun'36:16
Echoes from everywhere.  Nov'36:39
Thanksgiving through word and deed.  Mar'37:29
Echoes from everywhere.

MENZIES, WALTER PAUL, 1917- (photo) Jun'23:44
Oklahoma's love gift to India.  Jul'27:39
Children of the India mission.  Mar'38:26
MENZIES, WALTER PAUL, 1943-
(birth) News room. Sep'43:27

MERANDA, DEWEY I
Integration is working (photo) Feb'56:13

MERCADO, LAVERNE
Teach Christ now (photo) Oct'55:26

MERCEDES, TEXAS
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39

Mercer, (Mrs. O. L.)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50
No man liveth unto himself. Apr'24:53
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51

MERCER, (MRS. O. I.)
(photo) Jan'28:32

MERCER, ALYCE
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8

MERCER, D W
In memoriam. Dec'36:39

MERCER, GORDON E., JR.
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32

MERCER, JANE, -1972
quoted. Missionary organizations' own section. Jun'33:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34
News room. Sep'47:41
In memoriam. Nov'72:47

MERCER, MAE, -1948
In memoriam. Sep'48:37

MERCER, MAUDE B
Here and there with World Call. May'49:48 Apr'51:48

MERCER, OLENY L
(death) May'45:28

MERCER, SAMUEL
(death) Apr'23:55

MERCHANT, JANE. THINK ABOUT THESE THINGS
Book chat. Apr'57:40

MEREDITH, (MRS. C. S.)
(photo) Feb'24:40

MEREDITH, L. DOUGLAS
Global highlights. Jul'49:3

MEREDITH, W H
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44

Mergal, Angel M
Christian strategy for Latin America. Oct'49:22

Mergal, ANGEL M.
(photo) Jun'46:29

MERICLE, MARGARET, -1956
In memoriam. Jun'56:39

MERIDIAN MISSISSIPPI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Woman's Missionary Society) Oct'22:53
Incentive to worship (photo) Aug'27:13

MERIWETHER, HUGH
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30

MERKLE, TONY
Reconciliation in Wichita (photo) Apr'70:12

MERKLEY, C R
In memoriam. Feb'33:39

Merrell, (Mrs. R. H.)
Letters. Oct'65:inside front cover

Merrell, James Lee, 1930-

Note: Became editor of World Call with July 1971 issue and thus has editorials appearing regularly after that along with the articles listed below)
Church and campus work together. Jan'53:7
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:36
Highways and Hazel Green. Oct'53:16
Bolenge--the little church that wouldn't stop growing. Nov'53:22
World Call visits Mom Thorpe's shoe. Dec'53:9
Together we build. Apr'54:9
Christ is our hope. Oct'54:6
American troops are serving well. Oct'54:28
The churches speak out. Nov'54:17
The churches face their task. Dec'54:17
The church must teach effectively. Sep'55:18
When a Disciple goes to college. Nov'55:17
Christians with aching backs. Dec'55:22
A new day for missions. Feb'56:21
M.C.I. seeks and trains its leaders. Sep'56:16
Jarvis helps many build richer lives. Oct'56:24
Doctor with a mission. Nov'56:22
A teacher affects eternity. Jan'57:11
A new century for Jamaica. Jul'58:25
What hope for Haiti? Oct'58:17
Canadian partners to the north. Nov'58:19
Country preacher for a new day. Sep'59:11
Children and youth in the U.S.A. May'60:10
Children in a changing land. Jun'60:19
How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25
Minister to a city's needs. Sep'60:11
From pew to pulpit. Sep'61:11
Thoughts for a centennial. Oct'61:28
Book chat. Mar'62:41
A family looks at Hazel Green. Apr'62:13
Book chat. May'62:41
World Call receives award of merit (photo) Jun'62:10
Church and town reborn. Jul'62:11
Three lives of a student minister. Oct'62:11
World Calling. Nov'62:10
Book chat. Nov'62:43
World Calling. Dec'62:10
A pastor for Glay. Dec'62:15
Christian foothold in Israel. Feb'63:23
Book chat. Feb'63:41 Apr'63:43 Jun'63:42
Mar'63:42 May'63:44
A few steps from the campus. Sep'63:14
Preacher without a pulpit. Nov'63:10
Books.

Nov'63:42 Dec'63:44 Jan'64:42 Apr'64:43
A long way. Jul'64:25
Mountains of misery and promise. Oct'64:18
New books. Oct'64:47
When faith conquers a handicap. Mar'65:26
The last word. Jun'65:50
New books. Jul'65:41
The last word. Jul'65:50 Oct'65:50 Dec'65:50
Sep'65:54 Nov'65:50
New books. Jan'66:40
The last word. Jan'66 - Apr'66 p. 50
More than a mirror. Jan'69:8
Chapter six. Jul'71:7
Commentary. Sep'71:28
Commentary valuable tool for Bible study. Nov'71:32
New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
New books for the church library. Feb'72:45
Impressive volumes. Mar'72:34
An island warmed by sun and spirit. Jun'72:17
Books serve as resources. Jun'72:36
Valuable service looks at culture. Sep'72:44
Books of value. Dec'72:47
Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation. Mar'73:5
Books of interest. Mar'73:45
New books for spring reading. Apr'73:37

MERRELL, JAMES LEE, 1930-
Editorial associate. Jan'54:5
(photo) Jan'54:40
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
News room. Sep'58:42
Salute to a Disciple statesman. Sep'61:10
World Calling... (photo) Apr'66:10
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jun'70:18
A new chapter in the life of World Call (photo) Jun'71:5
(photo) Jul'71:7
The scene. Jul'71:44
In brief. Jul'72:41
MERRELL, JAMES LEE. THEY LIVE THEIR FAITH
A new book. Mar'65:27
New books. Apr'65:22
MERRELL, JAMES LEE. WORLD CALL--A VENTURE IN RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM
Story of a venture. Jun'57:7
MERRELL, ROXIE, -1971 (married to William W. Merrell)
In memoriam. Nov'71:46
MERRIAM, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'23:32 (correction Sep'23:51)
MERRICK, DANIEL B., JR.
Disciple wins hymn award. Mar'56:46
MERRICK, JUDY
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:30
MERRICK LECTURES. CHRISTIAN BASIS OF WORLD ORDER
Book chat. Sep'43:18
MERRICK LECTURES. THE POSTWAR WORLD
Book chat. Mar'45:7
MERRICK–MCDOWELL LECTURES, 1942
Book chat. Dec'42:17
MERRICKS, ROBERT
(photo) Apr'54:1
News room. Apr'61:34
Global highlights (photo)
Merrill, Bertha
Neighbors among the lowly. Mar'19:56
The Church of Christ as the Good Samaritan. Apr'19:28
Note. Aug'19:47
How our Community House serves. Aug'19:59
Message... Oct'19:47
Sunday Schools among foreigners. Nov'19:26
"I was a stranger and ye took me in." Mar'20:49
All things to all people. May'20:50
What are the highest things in life? Jan'21:40

MERRILL, BERTHA
(photo) Apr'19:29
Notes. Jun'19:58
Christian Endeavor notes. Jul'19:59
Dining at the New York Community House. Sep'19:15
Notes. Jul'20:46
A new home for the Russian Church. Sep'20:4
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:21
A Russian service. Jan'21:46
(photo) Oct'21:29
(death) They won't forget her, will they? (photo) Feb'22:2
An up-lifted cross. Mar'22:25
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:64
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:62
The hope of the immigrant (photo) May'22:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:60
Jasimine. Apr'27:31
Fools for Christ's sake. Apr'33:10

MERRILL, BOYNTON. FROM WHENCE COMETH MY HELP
Book chat. Feb'40:21

MERRILL, DEBORAH LEA, 1953-
(birth) News room. Feb'54:31

MERRILL, GRETCHEN GARST
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

MERRILL, J M
They won't forget her, will they? Feb'22:58
(photo) Oct'22:43

MERRILL, JOHN C
Disciples in the news (photo) May'67:7

MERRILL, KATHERINE
(photo) Jan'21:14
Merrill, William Ansil, 1877-1963
(married to Lizzie Belle Merrill)
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:24
Toward Calvary, 1942. Feb'42:5

MERRILL, WILLIAM ANSIL, 1877-1963
(photo) Mar'24:29 Jul'34:24

Merrill, William Pierson
The need of world friendship. Aug'19:back cover
O men of God! (poem) Jun'26:29
Let the church speak out. Feb'27:28

MERRIMAN, CLIFFORD, -1953
In memoriam. Oct'53:33
MERRITT, DANNIE (married to J. J. Merritt)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'61:8
MERRITT ISLAND, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
MERRYVILLE, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:39
MERSHON, (married to Paul Mershon)
Here and there with World Call. Apr'51:48
Mershon, Ellender
Adventures in fellowship. Mar'40:7
Mershon, Ronald B
Mental health in Christian homes. Nov'61:16
Mershon, W G
Note. Aug'19:45
MERTON, S D
quoted. The threshold. Jul'34:2
MERTON, THOMAS, 1915-1968
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'68:35
MERTON, THOMAS. CONTEMPLATION IN A WORLD OF ACTION
Writing on theme of monastic renewal. Oct'71:46
MERTZ, (MRS. GEORGE M.)
(death) May'25:58
MERWIN, WALLACE C
Help wanted! (photo) Apr'55:8
quoted. Out of China... Mar'59:10
MESA, ARIZONA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44
Meshacks, Susan
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49
MESHKE, EDNA D
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
MESHON, ALMEDA WILLIAMS, -1947
In memoriam. Apr'47:39
MESOPOTAMIA
Notes. Jul'19:61
MESQUITE, TEXAS. BIG TOWN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
MESQUITE, TEXAS. TOWN EAST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1963. Jan'64:46
"MESSAGE FROM SPACE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'68:37
MESSAMORE, FORD (married to Ruby J. Messamore)
Classroom and campus. Sep'44:27
MESSENGER, D L JR
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
MESSENGER, FENTON
(photo) Sep'39:31
MESSENGER, G L
(photo) Mar'39:32 Apr'53:1
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
News room. May'61:32
World Calling... (photo) May'66:6
Global highlights (photo) May'67:5
Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8
The scene. Jun'69:44
MESSENGER, J. FENTON, JR.
(photo) Sep'42:6
Messley, Walter Leman
   Boys find faith in church camps. Jan'72:34
MESSLEY, WALTER LEMAN
   World events. Sep'69:37
MESTAS, MARIA
   (photo) Apr'28:55
METCALF, (CHINA)
   How captured workers were delivered from robbers. Oct'20:38
METCALF, (MRS. T. L.)
   In memoriam. Jun'34:39
METCALF, EMMA
   In memoriam. Jun'29:50
METCALF, GEORGE R. UP FROM WITHIN: TODAY'S NEW BLACK LEADERS
   New books. Sep'72:32
METCALF, HAROLD
   A father's letter to his son. May'45:14
Metcalf, Isaac Edmund, 1890-1974
   (married to Mary Campbell Metcalf)
   Speaking of books. Dec'31:43
   The city church and its community. Oct'38:5
   The world mind... Oct'44:12
   A father's letter to his son. May'45:14
   It is my brother who is hungry. Feb'47:17
METCALF, ISAAC EDMUND, 1890-1974
   (engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
   (wedding) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
   quoted. They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:12 (photo p. 11)
METCALF, JOHN GLENN
   Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32
METCALF, KEN
   (photo) Nov'25:31
Metcalf, Mary Campbell (married to Isaac Edmund Metcalf)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:58
   Spring weddings and Easter. Aug'23:40
   Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven. Jan'24:41
   Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51,53 Jun'24:60
   Wanted her to have a chance. Jul'24:56
   A contrast to the old order. Sep'25:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
   Helping the blind to see. May'26:37
   Equal to the old woman who lived in a shoe. Jul'26:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
   Setting the pace. Feb'28:35
   By their fruits. Sep'28:10
   It happened in California. Oct'28:54
   Just a mothers' club. Apr'29:28
   Missionary organizations... Apr'29:32
   A call from luxurious living. May'29:5
   War is a crime... May'29:22
   All in the day's work. Jun'29:12
   The house of loving hearts. Dec'29:23
   All the world loves a lover. Feb'30:26
   Another example of cooperative work. Mar'30:34
   Following an investment on through. Jun'30:37
Is courage the missing link? Feb'31:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40
The glory and the challenge of America's changing missionary landscape. Sep'31:5
METCALF, MARY CAMPBELL
(photo) Aug'20:24
Feb'21:59 Feb'22:63
(photo) Jun'26:52
Remembering others. Apr'27:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56
(photo) Nov'27:56 Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44
The investment of your summer. Jul'28:15
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
The way to better understanding. Jan'29:58
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'29:43 Apr'29:43 May'29:42 Jul'29:43
(photo) Oct'29:8
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
The Executive Committee meets. Dec'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
(photo) May'30:41
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
(wedding) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
Cupid wins again. Jun'32:4
...an appreciation (photo) Jul'32:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41 Sep'34:33
(photo) Sep'42:25 Jun'50:18

METHODIST BOOK CONCERN
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'25:47

METHODIST CHURCH
Notes. Feb'19:47
The day of larger things is here. Jun'19:6
The Methodists take to the fields. Sep'19:39
Notes. Oct'19:60
Ask your Methodist neighbors how they did it. Apr'20:57
What the other Boards are doing. Oct'21:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:56 May'23:59
(note Apr'24:43
National Conference of Methodist Students. May'24:36
Youth in the saddle. Jun'24:22
Using gap-sense. Aug'24:15
(note) Oct'24:59
Religious education in the Methodist Episcopal Church. Nov'24:28
Comity in the Philippines. Sep'25:36
Glimpses of the religious world.
Feb'24:45,46 Sep'24:47 Feb'25:47
Apr'24:45 Oct'24:53 Aug'25:45
May'24:45 Nov'24:47 Sep'25:36
Jul'24:47 Jan'25:47 Jan'26:45
Aug'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50
The progress of the proposed Pension Plan. Apr'27:15
What's doing in Britain. Jul'28:20
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
Close the back door. Feb'34:5
Methodist reunion. Jul'38:15
The threshold. Sep'40:2
Global highlights. Sep'46:4 Nov'46:2,4 Jan'47:4
Methodists point the way. May'47:5
Global highlights. Sep'47:4
Social trends. Jun'48:22
Global highlights.
Mar'49:4 Jul'56:6 Jan'63:7 Dec'64:5
Jan'51:4 Oct'65:4 Oct'63:6 Nov'65:5
Jul'52:2 Jul'60:6 Dec'63:7 Jun'66:5
OCT'53:3
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'68:5
Global highlights. Mar'68:7
World Calling... Mar'68:10
Global highlights. Jul'68:6
In brief. Nov'68:8

METHODOIST CHURCH. WOMEN'S DIVISION OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE
Global highlights. Mar'53:4

METHODIST YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
Global highlights. Oct'46:4

METLUB, FELIPE
(photo) Nov'28:41

METROPOLIS, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'19:57
Outstanding work... Jun'19:55
(photo) Aug'21:10

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART (NEW YORK, NEW YORK)
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45

METROPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC (INDIANAPOLIS)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50

METROPOLITAN THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
Dec'72:suppl:much of issue

METZ, (married to Walter R. Metz)
(photo) Jul'34:39

METZ, BASIL CONROY, 1933- (married to Bernice Elaine Metz)
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
(photo) Sep'58:23
The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:12
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'62:35

METZ, DUDLEY
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29

METZ, (H. A.) LABORATORIES
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50

METZE, GERTRUDE WISELEY
In memoriam. May'43:39

Metze, Mabel, 1907-
Let's go camping. Nov'52:19
The teacher is important. Nov'55:8
How good is our teaching? Nov'59:10
Books. Jan'64:42
Direct line. Feb'69:33 Jul'71:30
METZE, MABEL, 1907-
News room.
  Sep'46:41      Nov'47:30      Mar'48:32      Sep'48:40
(photo) Nov'50:26
News room. Jul'51:38      May'54:38
These educational services change local churches (photo)
Nov'54:11
Essentials in Christian education. Apr'59:19 (photo p. 20)
News room (photo) Jun'61:42
News room. Mar'62:38
Global highlights (photo) May'62:4
quoted. Last column. May'62:50
News room (photo) Apr'63:32
Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'68:8
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
In brief. Jun'71:40
(photo) Jul'71:30
METZGER, THURL
Global highlights. Dec'53:4
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'60:36
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The cover. May'62:inside front cover
Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:16
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Mexican Disciples reach others. May'62:17
New day for healing in Mexico. May'62:29
Women and world highways. May'62:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36
Echoes from everywhere.
Shining shoes... Feb'63:48
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
New witness in a growing city. Apr'63:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36 Jun'63:36
A healing center for all. Jul'63:17
Not just tomorrow. Jul'63:33
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:16
Global highlights. Jan'64:5 Feb'64:7
Sacks and scales to serve the Gospel. Feb'64:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'64:38
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'64:38 Jul'64:38 Nov'64:36
A victory for Ruth Minerva. Feb'65:22
Churches unite in promoting reading of Bible in Mexico. Apr'65:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
...case study for American Christians. mar'67:17
Direct line. Apr'67:38
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46
Letters. Jun'67:49
Layman gives helpful service in Mexico. Jan'68:45
Global highlights. May'68:7
Closing of school challenges Disciples of Christ in Mexico. May'68:48
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:16
Women on world highways. Jun'69:31
Direct line. Mar'70:32 Jul'70:32 Sep'70:32
World events. Oct'70:36
Diamond jubilee in Mexico. Nov'70:41
Loan helps church in Juarez, Mexico. Apr'71:41
Go and see! May'71:22
The offering from La Cantera. Mar'72:17
Open doors on the border. Sep'72:7
The return to San Pablo. Jan'73:11
Disciples make witness in Mexico's second largest city. Apr'73:46

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
(photos) Sep'22:4 Mar'27:24
A messenger of good will. Apr'28:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:50
Missionary organizations. Aug'29:46
World Call in Mexico. Dec'35:23
Programs for young people. Dec'35:37
Opening the doors in Mexico. Mar'37:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'37:39
Evangelism in Mexico City. Apr'38:47
I went to church in Mexico. Mar'40:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'43:26
America looks at Mexico. Nov'43:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
Transforming the desert. Oct'44:34
School building program... Nov'44:16
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'45:33
A missionary visits the capital. Nov'45:23

152
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'48:36
Disaster comes to Mexican mission. Jan'49:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'51:36
Evangelism in the firehouses. Oct'53:26
Global highlights (photo of Union Evangelical Church) Oct'55:3
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala. Apr'62:31
Global highlights. Jul'62:4
Juarez Day in Mexico. Oct'62:44
Global highlights. Jan'64:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38
World Convention plans for the summer of '74 (photos) Jan'73:19

MEXICO--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

Next door south. May'19:45
Reliable light on Mexico. Jan'20:16
Pulque drinking in Mexico (photo) Jan'21:50
Another chapter on Mexico (photos) Oct'21:14
A modern Cornelius among the Aztecs (photos) Apr'22:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:61
From Aguascalientes into the Mexican hills. Jul'23:64
A long look at Mexico. Jun'24:23
What I found in Mexico (photos) Nov'26:24
Mexico and the United States (map) Mar'27:22
A visit to El Caro. Jun'28:37
In the heart of Mexico. Dec'28:35
New tunes to "Home, sweet, home." (photo) Jan'29:19
My trip to Jerez. Jan'29:44
We find the Huicholes. May'33:27
House of the people. Oct'33:33
Holy week in Charcas, Mexico. May'34:28
Mexico, land of yesterday and tomorrow (photos) Jun'34:10
Uncle Sam, may I present... Sep'35:inside front cover
World Call in Mexico. Dec'35:23
Mexico (poem) Apr'36:44
We visit Mexico. Sep'37:20
The whole world. Jan'39:61
A teacher's vacation. Jan'40:28
Toward an understanding of Mexico. Feb'40:11
Typically Mexican. Oct'41:21
The house of the people. Mar'42:8
From classroom to mission field. Feb'43:9
I visit the rural churches (photos) Nov'43:23
I interned in Mexico. Jun'44:24
(continuation of next page)

MEXICO--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL (cont.)

Weekend trip to Los Haro. Jun'44:37
Christmas in Mexico. Dec'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'45:32 Mar'46:36,37
Blessings and Thanksgiving. Mar'46:45
From Venado to Pabellon. Oct'48:47
Mexico--land of challenge. Dec'48:24
Following the trails in Mexico. Sep'49:47
Mexican mosaic. May'50:12
The Fuguas describe Jerez, Zacatecas. Jun'50:42
   In my Segunda Patria are freedom and happiness (photos)
   Jul'50:30
Christmas in Mexico. Dec'50:14
Josephine runs the water works. Jun'51:11
What is the harvest? Dec'51:38
Make mine Mexico! Nov'52:15
Remedios and San Luis Potosi entertain conventions. Dec'52:38
We attended a wedding. Jan'53:39
The new and old in Mexico. Jan'53:47
A miracle of water. Mar'53:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'53:38
Rosemary and Neli find adventure. Oct'53:46
It's "Merry Christmas" in Mexican mission. Dec'53:29
Discarded gold. Jun'54:28
Water of life (photos) May'55:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
Youth and missions. Mar'57:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'57:34
Youth and missions. Dec'58:39
Lupe needs help. Feb'60:29
A Mexican pastor looks at Guatemala. Apr'62:31
Juarez Day in Mexico. Oct'62:44
The friendly American. Jan'63:30
Missions on our doorstep. Mar'67:46
Direct line. Dec'67:37
Hurricane "Beulah" damages churches in Mexico and Texas.
Dec'67:42
Heifers, pigs and Pablo. Jul'68:41
Recognizing revolution. Nov'68:24
We learned Spanish and our eyes were opened. Sep'69:18
MEXICO--EDUCATION
Mexico and education. May'40:4
University of the Americas on today's mission frontier.
Feb'71:12
Mexican churches develop leadership as a community. Nov'73:22
"MEXICO: GEOGRAPHY OF THE AMERICAS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'58:42
MEXICO--HISTORY
New wealth for Mexico. Mar'26:46
MEXICO, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jan'19:6
Apr'19:61
A model Ladies Aid Society. Aug'19:23
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
Circulation corner. May'36:1
MEXICO--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
A modern Cornelius among the Aztecs. Apr'22:34
Mexico goes to school. Aug'27:27
Meeting the present crisis in Mexico. Oct'28:17
Protestantism looks at revolution. Jun'35:6
No interference in Mexico, please. Oct'40:4
Mexican--U.S. unions tackle migrant issue. Mar'54:14
Church-state problem stirs Mexico. Apr'54:32
U.S. Indian policy disturbs Mexicans. Sep'55:25
Global highlights. Jan'56:4
Ministry behind prison walls. Mar'73:26
MEXICO PRESS (CONGO)
A boat and a press that made history (photo) Mar'66:30
MEXICO--STATISTICS

What if these were your children? Mar'22:38

MEYENDORFF, J
Ecumenical journey (photo) Dec'64:21

MEYER, ALBERT
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:6

MEYER, CHARLES A
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:5

MEYER, EMMA
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'39:inside front cover

MEYER, F. B
(photo) Oct'21:40
quoted. Missionary illustrations...
    Jul'26:52  Oct'26:55

MEYER, F. B. THE GOSPEL OF THE KING
Book chat. Dec'49:16

MEYER, F. B. TRIED BY FIRE
Book chat. Mar'51:12

MEYER, LOTTIE BRUCE
In memoriam. Jun'28:48

Meyer, Minna McEuen
His picture. Jun'26:56

MEYER, PAUL
News room. Jan'50:34

MEYERS, (MRS. J. B.) -1930
In memoriam. Dec'31:41

MEYERS, ALICE EDNA, 1893- (married to C. H. Meyers)
Here and there... Jan'48:48

MEYERS, ANNA EDITH
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Jan'26:53

MEYERS, ANNIE B
Memorium. Feb'36:39

MEYERS, ETHEL COOPER, -1954
In memoriam. Oct'54:35

Meyers, J. T
A missionary speaks his mind for Japan. Nov'32:31

MEYERS, LULA TATHA, -1969
In memoriam. Oct'69:46

MEYERS, MERLAINE
World events (photo) Nov'70:38

MEYERS, OMA LOU
See MYERS, OMA LOU

Meyers, Robert E
When differences die (poem) Apr'70:6

MEYERS, S S
(photo) Nov'38:7

MEYERS, WILMA JEAN
(photo) Apr'46:4
News room. Jul'46:47

MHLANGA, J. S.
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:7

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
(photo) Sep'63:43

MIAMI, FLORIDA
The lure of Miami. Jul'54:29
The Southeast extends a welcome. Sep'54:25
The church came to Miami, too! Jan'73:7
MIAMI, FLORIDA. BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Nov'51:32
Three Christian centers for Spanish-speaking persons. Apr'67:24

MIAMI, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A home missions investment. Jun'23:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
(photo) Aug'32:5
The threshold. Sep'42:2
The Southeast extends a welcome. Sep'54:25

MIAMI, FLORIDA. FIRST SPANISH CHRISTIAN CHURCH

MIAMI, FLORIDA. FREEDOM HOUSE
I met a planeload of refugees (photo) Mar'67:20

MIAMI, FLORIDA. SCOTT LAKE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1959. Feb'60:30

MIAMI, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Triangle Club) Jan'27:46

MIAO, CHESTER
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:15

MIAZZA, HONOR JUNE
(photo) Aug'21:36

MICHAEL (GREEK ORTHODOX ARCHBISHOP OF NEW YORK) -1958
Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:3
(death) Global highlights. Sep'58:6

MICHAEL, (married to Edwin G. Michael)
Memoriam. Jan'35:40

MICHAEL, (married to James O. Michael)
In memoriam. May'29:36

MICHAEL, EDWIN G
Three Christian centers for Spanish-speaking persons. Apr'67:24

MICHAEL, GEORGE A
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:35

MICHAEL, JANE
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30

MICHAEL, PHYLLIS C. BESIDE STILL WATERS
New books. Jul'69:28

MICHAELSON, GORDON E
quoted. In brief. Jan'71:42

MICHAELSON, ROBERT. PIETY IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
New books. Sep'70:28

MICHALSON, GORDON E
Classroom and campus. May'68:34 Dec'68:35

MICHEL, ALFRED
The poor in a land of plenty. Jul'63:14

Michel, Frederick Willard, 1917-1962
(married to Mary Lehman Michel)
New churches for America. Apr'51:8
Mission to the Evangeline country. Nov'51:14
It happened in North Carolina. Apr'53:16
Spanish-American ministers meet. Apr'55:46
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:15
What about the Puerto Ricans? Apr'57:15
City churches can plan the right way. Oct'60:15

MICHEL, FREDERICK WILLARD, 1917-1962
(photo) Jun'49:15
News room (photo) May'50:34
For adult mission study. Nov'51:32
News room. Mar'53:38
(photo) Apr'55:46
Global highlights. Nov'56:5
Dear Brad... (photo) Apr'57:19
News room. Nov'57:32 Jan'58:30
(photo) Oct'60:15

MICHEL, MARGUND
Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34

MICHELFELDER, (married to Sylvester C. Michelfelder)
(photo) May'46:25

MICHELFELDER, SYLVESTER C., -1951
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'48:4
(death) Global highlights. Dec'51:2

MICHELIN, EDWARD E
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'69:5

MICHELL, FRED W., -1962
(death) News room. Sep'62:40

MICHELS, ETHEL
In memoriam. May'45:33

MICHIGAN
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
Disciples in Michigan. Jul'42:16
In brief. Jun'69:39

MICHIGAN CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
... (photo of Student Council) Apr'36:16
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:43
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:32
(photo of Rochdale Cooperative House residents) Jan'38:30
News room. Nov'41:34
Disciples in Michigan. Jul'42:16
Race relations in a university center (photo) Dec'46:9

MICHIGAN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Crystal Beach Assembly. Jul'19:55
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:27
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'28:48
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'40:31
News room. Feb'41:42

MICKEL, FRAN
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:13

MICKLE, JOE J
The threshold. Dec'41:4

MICKLEM, NATHANIEL. THE SHORTER OXFORD BIBLE
Book chat. Sep'51:24

MICKLEM, NATHANIEL. ULTIMATE QUESTIONS
Book chat. Jul'55:16

MICRONESIA
The challenge of Micronesia. Oct'48:13

MID-CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Another step toward marriage. Jun'30:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31

MID-CENTURY CONFERENCE FOR PEACE
Global highlights. Jun'50:4
MIDDLE EAST

See also

NAMES OF COUNTRIES
Toward peace in the Middle East. Feb '55:5
Christian concerns in the Middle East. Nov '55:6
Stopping war and preventing war. Mar '57:8
The World Council looks at its work. Nov '58:10
Light on the Middle East. Dec '58:15
For adult mission study. Dec '58:38
Youth and missions. Dec '58:39
Let's start from here. Jan '59:10
Hate and fate in the Middle East. Jan '59:15
Needed: Goodwill on all sides. Feb '59:13
God's mercy in our hands. Feb '59:18
Youth and missions. Feb '59:41
For adult mission study. Mar '59:36
Youth and missions. Mar '59:37
New life for ancient churches. Apr '59:27
For adult mission study (map) Apr '59:38
...cradle of Christianity. May '59:17
For adult mission study. May '59:38
Global highlights. Jul '59:5
My neighbor in the Middle East. Oct '63:29
Ahead of the headlines. Dec '67:5
Goals for the good of all. Apr '68:23
Letters. May '68:4
A plea for justice and mercy. May '68:23
Letters. Jun '68:4
World events. Mar '69:34
Three themes for study. Jun '69:6
Jesus in the Middle East mix-up. Apr '72:13
Letters. Oct '73:46
Faith, with freedom, in the "too-holy" land. Oct '73:5
Letters. Nov '73:4

MIDDLE EAST--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan '59:44

MIDDLEBUSH, FREDERICK A
(photo) Apr '51:31

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of missionary society) Jun '23:42

MIDDLETOWN, ROBERT G. PRIVILEGE AND BURDEN
New books. Jan'71:29
MIDDLETOWN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A challenge to the church. Feb'19:59
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'20:45
(photo) Oct'27:11
"MID-EAST PROFILE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'58:40
MIDGETT, ADA MAE (married to Merle Midgett)
(photo) Dec'57:11
MIDGETT, MERLE (married to Ada Mae Midgett)
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:10
(photo p. 11)
Midkiff, (married to Charles Midkiff)
Letters. Dec'69:4
MIDKIFF, DELLA
In memoriam. Dec'41:39
MIDLAND COLLEGE
See also
CISCO COLLEGE
Aug'19:60
(photo) Jan'21:7
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:58
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
Work of our colleges and Board of Education. Nov'22:38
(photo) Jan'24:inside covers
Classroom and campus. Jul'58:37 Nov'58:33
MIDLAND, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jun'26:57
MIDWAY, CALIFORNIA
Ministry to thirsty people. Jan'67:38
MIDWAY COLLEGE
Guiding growing girls. Mar'38:14
News room. Nov'41:34
The threshold. Apr'42:4
News room. May'42:40 Jan'46:38 Jul'48:46
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:31 Nov'48:30
News room. Nov'48:32
Classroom and campus. May'49:33
Benevolence within the Century. Dec'49:19
(photo of students) Jan'50:16
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32
(photo) Jan'51:16
Classroom and campus.
Jan'52:31 Feb'52:29 Nov'52:31 Apr'53:30
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:49
Classroom and campus.
Mar'55:34 Apr'55:31
(photo of international students) May'55:31
Jul'55:31 May'56:31 Sep'57:31 Jun'58:33
Feb'56:33 Oct'56:31 Jan'58:29 May'59:35
Apr'56:31 May'57:29 Feb'58:33 May'60:33
(photo of new dormitory) Nov'60:30
Mar'61:37 Apr'61:33 Oct'61:32
The world comes to the campus. Jan'62:12
Classroom and campus.
   (photo of three students) Apr'63:35
Global highlights. Feb'65:4
Classroom and campus.
   Jun'65:35      Oct'65:34      Apr'67:35
   Sep'65:37      May'66:34      May'67:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:8
...is on the move (photos) Jan'73:26
MIDWAY, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Sep'29:13
Strength from the hills. Oct'47:15
MIDWEST AREA WORLD MISSION INSTITUTE
Global highlights. Jul'61:4
MIDWEST AUDIO-VISUAL CONFERENCE. 1966
   World outreach sounding board. Jan'67:32
MIDWEST AUDIO-VISUAL WORKSHOP
   News room. May'51:38
MIDWEST CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
   World outreach sounding board. Oct'68:31
MIDWEST INSTITUTE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
   A Mid-West Institute at last. Jun'29:31
   Can there be world peace? Jul'29:9
   The threshold. Jun'35:2      May'38:2
MIDWEST MISSION CONFERENCE
   Adults and mission (photo) Apr'65:38
   Interdenominational mission conferences offer windows on the
   world (photo)
Feb'68:29
   New is the key word... (photo of 1970 conference) Feb'71:30
MIDWEST STUDENT ECUMENICAL CONFERENCE
Global highlights. May'50:4
MIDWEST STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE PROBLEM OF ALCOHOL
   News room. Apr'54:42
MIDWEST, WYOMING
   Midwest home camp (poem) Sep'29:46
MIELKE, ARTHUR W. SERMONS ON QUESTIONS CHILDREN ASK
   Book chat. Jul'60:44
MIGUEL, ELISA
   Women and world highways (photo) Dec'46:33
MIGRANT WORKERS
   Our greatest crop. Jun'26:62
   Disciples and America's deepest need. Jun'36:8
   Migrants on the march. Apr'37:8
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:38
   Misery among the migrants. Jun'38:30
   Children who work for me. Jul'38:20
   Women and world highways. Jul'38:35
   The menace of migratory labor. Feb'39:23
   Something new. Nov'39:44
   Social trends. Jun'40:24
   Programs for adult organizations. Jul'40:36
   Programs for young people. Jul'40:37
   Migrancy--a concern of the church. Sep'40:22
   Programs for adult organizations. Sep'40:36
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'40:40
Shifting populations. Oct'40:18
Women and world highways. Oct'40:35
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'40:36
Programs for young people. Oct'40:37
First women of the land. Mar'42:4
What of the migrants? (photo) Jul'43:20
Wherever the going is toughest (photos) Apr'44:7
How one community served migrant children. Nov'44:36
Ministry to migrants. Sep'45:18
America's uprooted harvesters. Oct'45:23
Strangers in our midst. Nov'45:25
A silver anniversary. Feb'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37
Church ministry to agricultural migrants. Dec'46:44
Church agency aids migrant family in tragedy. Feb'47:43
Migrant children "adopt" church staff worker. May'47:36
Transforming migrants into individuals. Oct'48:29
Global highlights. Jan'49:3
Women and world highways. Mar'49:35
Somebody cares for the migrants. Mar'49:4
What kind of harvest will the reap? (photo) Oct'49:28
Global highlights. Nov'49:2
For adult missionary groups. Nov'49:40
The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28
"Grapes of Wrath" conditions spread across the country. May'50:32
Global highlights. Jul'50:3
A migrant mother speaks. Jul'50:22
Misled travelers return home. Jul'50:22
Global highlights. Dec'50:3
They follow the crops. Jun'51:5
For adult mission study. Oct'51:34
News room. Nov'51:39
1951 ministry to migrants. Jan'52:46
For adult mission study. Oct'52:36
An expanding ministry. Dec'52:17
Their home is where the crops are. Apr'53:8
A share in the ministry to migrants. Jun'53:24
The real doctors. Jul'53:7
For adult mission study. Jul'53:34
Youth and missions. Feb'54:37
Mexican--U.S. unions tackle migrant issue. Mar'54:14
Leaders warn ten states of new migrant problems. Jun'55:50
Helping migrants help themselves (photos) Jun'56:22
Ministry to the melon growers (photo) Jun'56:27
Migrants ahead. May'57:47
Global highlights. Jan'58:4 Feb'59:8 May'59:4
For adult mission study. Nov'59:36
Desolate road in a rich land. Jan'60:25
Protection for migrant workers. Feb'60:9
Global highlights. Nov'60:7
Case of the Mexican migrant. Feb'61:28
Global highlights. Feb'62:7
Mission to persons in need. Jun'62:26
Friendship house. Oct'62:24
Ministry to people on the move. Mar'63:21
Nomads of America (poem) Mar'63:22
Global highlights. Jan'64:6 Feb'64:5
Meet the Spanish-Americans. Jun'64:25
Women on world highways. Jun'64:32
The "faceless" migrants... Nov'64:16
What shall we do with the Bracero? Nov'64:24
When the migrant settles down. Dec'64:18
A second look at the Bracero. Dec'64:29
Letters. Jan'65:46
I ain't never had my own toothbrush. Dec'65:29
Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:18
Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
Youth and the world mission. Mar'66:37
Letters. Apr'66:39
It takes courage to be Christian! May'66:19
Global highlights. Jun'66:6
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'66:4
Ministry to thirsty people. Jan'67:38
We visited with migrants. Apr'67:42
World events. Oct'69:37

MIGUEL, DON
A member of the household of God. Dec'47:42

Mikhail, Helana
From Egypt--a story of faith. Nov'61:31

MIKI CITY, JAPAN
Three Disciples and a mission to Japan. Mar'58:21

MIKKELSEN, A C
Global highlights. Jan'47:3

MIKKELSEN, KAREN
Global highlights. Jan'47:3

MIKKELSEN, O C
An international passport (photo) May'21:46
Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:25 (photo p. 24)

MILAM, GRACE
How we put "World Call" in every home (photo) Jan'27:50

MILAN, EDWIN
World events. Oct'70:36
(photo) Jan'71:16

MILAN, ITALY. CATHEDRAL
(photo) Feb'35:front cover

Milburn, John C
Letters. Jun'66:inside front cover

MILBURY, MARY A., -1928
In memoriam. Sep'28:33

MILD, WARREN. STRANGER OUTSIDE THE FEAST
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40

MILDANK, JEREMIAH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45

MILDRUM, GORDON J
Retired missionary receives Pension Fund pin. May'56:31

MILES, (married to Albert Raymond Miles)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44

MILES. ALBERT RAYMOND
How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:16
(photo) Jan'21:3 College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside cover (photo) Apr'23:13

MILES, BETTY GARDNER, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'53:35
Miles, Clarence G  
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:12

MILES, JOHN  
World events (photo) Mar'69:35

MILES, L A  
They have stood firm (photo) Apr'23:14  
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34

MILES, MARGARET DIVER  
In memoriam. Feb'28:49

MILES, O. THOMAS. DIALOGUES WITH GOD  
New books. Dec'66:41

MILES CITY, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:63  
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55  
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:36

MILESTONE, SASK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) May'19:4

MILEY, MARY  
In memoriam. May'32:40

MILFORD, MARY A  
In memoriam. Apr'30:39

MILFORD, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Golden Jubilee notes.  
Jul'24:52  Oct'24:51  Nov'24:51

MILHOUSE, PAUL W. AT LIFE'S CROSSROADS  
Book chat. Nov'59:42

MILITARISM  
Social trends. Mar'56:10

MILITARY CHAPLAINS  
See

CHAPLAINS, MILITARY

MILITARY CHAPLAINS' ASSOCIATION OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST  
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:27

MILITARY SERVICE  
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:31  
Listening in on the world. Dec'29:26  
Youth examines military training. May'36:5  
Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44  
The world's finest job? May'37:4  
Social trends. Mar'41:24

MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY  
See also

SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT

Compulsory military training for students. Jul'26:29  
Great educators on military drill. Jul'26:31  
Convention elections and resolutions.  
Jan'27:42  Nov'33:54  
Students object to conscription. Mar'34:3  
Supreme Court unanimously errs. Feb'35:3  
Major actions of the International Convention... Nov'35:43  
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:27  
Social trends. Sep'40;24  
Peacetime conscription passes. Oct'40:3  
The United States vs. Arle Brooks. Apr'41:31  
Creative pioneering. Nov'41:19  
The threshold. Jun'44:4  
"Putting over" conscription. Oct'44:3
Social trends. Dec'44:18
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:23
Social trends. Feb'45:16
Discussion of peacetime conscription. Jun'45:4
Social trends. Dec'45:23
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:27
Global highlights. Jan'48:2
Peacetime training. Jan'48:18
Social trends. Jan'48:18 Feb'48:23
Outlook for peacetime conscription. Mar'48:6
Global highlights. Mar'49:4
Social trends.
May'50:10 Oct'50:14 Mar'51:18 May'52:22
Global highlights. Jun'52:3
Health, education and the draft. Sep'52:6
Social trends. Jan'54:16 Sep'54:18 Dec'54:22
Global highlights. May'55:3
Think before criticizing. May'68:9
The draft is right! May'69:26
The draft is wrong! May'69:27
Letters. Jul'69:34
Editorials. May'71:19
World events. Jun'71:39
Letters. Feb'72:45
MILL, (married to John Stuart Mill, 1878-1965)
(photo) Nov'23:19
MILL, ALFRED JOSEPH, 1886-1947
(photo) Dec'21:17
MILL, J. RAYMOND
Global highlights (photo) Nov'65:5
Mill, John Stuart, 1878-1965
Leadership training schools. Feb'21:47
Canada and religious education. Nov'21:56
Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
Going up at Lethbridge. Feb'23:50
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
MILL, JOHN STUART, 1878-1965
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Notes. Jul'19:62
(photo) May'20:44
Four new Bible School Field Workers. May'20:45
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
An outpost of missionary adventure. Mar'23:52
(photo) Sep'23:38
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
(photo) Dec'24:6
Notes. Dec'24:63
Moving forward in Canada. Sep'25:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
(photo) Dec'38:29
quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'40:2
In brief. Oct'73:32
In brief (photo) Nov'73:46
MILL, SYLVIA EDWARDS (married to John Stuart Mill, II)
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'59:35
MILL, WALTER E
  (photo) Dec'21:17
MILL CREEK, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:64
MILLARD, (married to Edgar C. Millard) -1951
  (death) News room. Jul'51:39
Millard, Evert Charles, 1919-
  (married to Roberta Ann Stickel Millard)
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:40       Feb'55:34
MILLARD, EVERT CHARLES, 1919-
  (photo) Mar'50:31
  (commissioning) (photo) Jul'51:27
  For adult mission study. May'52:36
  (photo) Dec'53:46       Feb'55:34
  Jamaica advances (photo) Jun'55:29
  News room. Oct'55:36
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36
  (resignation) News room. Mar'60:40
MILLARD, HARRY
  Classroom notes and campus (photo) Sep'60:35
MILLARD, LORELEE, 1951-
  (birth) News room. Nov'51:30
  (photo) Jun'54:8
MILLARD, MARY KAY
  (photo) Jun'54:8
Millard, Roberta Ann Stickel, 1927-
  (married to Evert Charles Millard)
  Eunice learns of life. Dec'53:46
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'54:34
MILLARD, ROBERTA ANN STICKEL, 1927-
  (commissioning) (photo) Jul'51:27
  (photo) Dec'53:46
  News room. Oct'55:36
  (resignation) News room. Mar'60:40
MILLARD, W B
  quoted. The last page. Jul'42:48
Millay, Edna St.Vincent, 1892-1950
  God's world (poem) Nov'24:20
  From "Renascence" (poem) Mar'34:27
Millburn, Ethelda Eno
  Seek and ye shall find. Jan'29:54
  O Zion haste. Jan'29:55
  Sunday schools. Mar'29:53
MILLEN, ELI MOFFATT. BETHEL
  Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
MILLEN, NINA. CHILDREN OF AFRICA
  Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
MILLEN, NINA. CHILDREN OF NORTH AMERICA
  For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
MILLEN, NINA. LITTLE SOUTH AMERICANS
  Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
MILLEN, NINA. OFF TO BRAZIL
  Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
MILLEN, NINA. SURPRISE FOR MIN DEH
  What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
MILLEN, NINA. WORLD FRIENDS: ALL AROUND US
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
MILLEN, THOMAS E
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
MILLENNIAL HARBINGER
Isaac Errett. Aug'21:17
MILLENNIUM
Ask about it! Jul'65:8
Commentary. Jan'73:17
MILLER, (MRS. C. EMERSON)
In memoriam. Jun'30:49
MILLER, (MRS. C. G.)
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover
MILLER, (MRS. C. I.)
News room (photo) Sep'51:39
MILLER, (MRS. E.)
(photo) May'55:38
MILLER, (married to Edelbrud Miller)
Classroom and campus. Sep'60:34
MILLER, (married to Edmund C. Miller)
N.B.A. reports changes in home superintendents. Oct'52:40
Sunlight...at seventy. Dec'52:9 (photo p. 10)
(photo) Apr'60:31
MILLER, (married to Ernest Edgar Miller)
(photo) Jun'21:12
MILLER, (married to Everett Miller)
Here and there with World Call. Dec'48:48
MILLER, (married to George A. Miller)
(photo) Dec'30:10
MILLER, -1952 (married to George W. Miller)
In memoriam. Nov'52:35
MILLER, (married to H. Newton Miller)
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:54
MILLER, (MRS. J. K.) -1946
In memoriam. Oct'46:37
MILLER, (married to Madison Miller)
(photo) Jan'27:41
MILLER, (married to Mason Miller)
(photo) Nov'36:27
MILLER, (MRS. R. J.)
In memoriam. Jul'30:41
MILLER, (MRS. R. L.)
quoted. The first page. Aug'31:2
MILLER, (married to Raymond Miller) -1959
News room. Jul'56:39
In memoriam. Nov'59:35
MILLER, (MRS. S. E.)
In memoriam. Jul'30:41
MILLER, ADA N
A letter from the President. May'29:43
MILLER, ALEXANDER. THE MAN IN THE MIRROR
Book chat. Apr'59:26
MILLER, ALEXANDER. THE RENEWAL OF MAN
Book chat. Apr'55:40
MILLER, ALICE ELIZABETH
(photo) Jun'23:50 Sep'23:36 Dec'26:59
Children of the Indian mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
MILLER, ALLEN
  (photo) Jul'28:26
MILLER, ALLEN JEROME
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:39
Miller, Arlene Adams  (married to Herman D. Miller)
  Helps for leaders of junior groups.
    Oct'35:41  Jan'36:42  Feb'36:40  Apr'36:41
MILLER, ARLENE ADAMS
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30  Oct'37:33
    (marriage) News room. Jan'41:34
    News room. Nov'41:34
MILLER, B
  (photo) May'55:38
MILLER, BENSON BOW, 1896-1977 (married to Jane Weing Miller)
  quoted. Parsonages. Jul'45:21
  Global highlights. Apr'54:2
  Global highlights (photo)
    Apr'59:7  Apr'62:5
  Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7
MILLER, BERTHA KING (married to J. R. Miller), -1948
  In memoriam. Oct'48:37
MILLER, "UNCLE BILLY"
  Sectarian shackles. Feb'27:16 (photo p. 19)
MILLER, BROOKS BYRON, 1939-
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
MILLER, CARLENE ADAMS
  St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
    Our cover. Aug'23:1
MILLER, C I
  News room (photo) Sep'51:39
MILLER, CAROLINE ATKINSON. PRIVATE ENEMY NUMBER ONE
  Book reviews. Jan'39:52
MILLER, CATHERINE. CHINESE GINGER
  Program helps. Jan'25:50
MILLER, CARLA LEE
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
MILLER, CECILIA ASHTON, -1955
  In memoriam. Apr'56:35
MILLER, CLARK OBER
  (photo) Jul'23:10
MILLER, CLAIRE
  (photo) Jun'30:33
    The Denver Convention. Nov'38:9
    The threshold. (photo) Jul'44:2
MILLER, CLAURE JOHN, 1884-1946
  (photo) Mar'24:26
  (death) News room. Feb'47:32
Miller, Coralie Allen
  Negro women in industry. Feb'45:13
Miller, D W
  Incentive to worship. Aug'27:13
MILLER, D W
  (photo) Mar'24:45
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
    (photo) Aug'27:13
MILLER, DAISY, -1959 (married to Ivory Miller)  
   In memoriam. Sep'59:37
MILLER, DALE  
   Classroom and campus. Apr'59:35
MILLER, DELLA CROWDER. ABRAHAM LINCOLN  
   New books. Sep'65:43
MILLER, DONALD BURCHELL, 1938-  
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
MILLER, DONALD G  
   Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26
MILLER, DONALD G. FIRE IN THY MOUTH  
   Book chat. Jul'54:46
MILLER, DONALD G. THE WAY TO BIBLICAL PREACHING  
   Book chat. Jan'58:40
MILLER, DORIS C. (married to John Hawes Miller)  
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'53:4
MILLER, DOROTHY MAVIS, 1916-  
   See
   BOWERS, DOROTHY MAVIS MILLER
MILLER, E  
   (photo) May'55:38
MILLER, E C  
   (photo) Jan'21:12
MILLER, EDNA, -1961  
   In memoriam. Sep'62:46
MILLER, EDMUND C., 1902-1987  
   Classroom and campus. Jan'52:30  
   N.B.A. reports changes in home superintendents. Oct'52:40  
   Sunlight...at seventy. Dec'52:9 (photo p. 10)  
   (photo) Apr'60:31
MILLER, EDWARD  
   (photo) Nov'27:24
MILLER, EDWARD NATHAN, 1881- (married to Mabelle Miller)  
   Presenting (photo) Jun'65:8
MILLER, ELAINE WILSON (married to Junior Plewes Miller)  
   (engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34  
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34  
   Beneath the spire. Sep'49:4
MILLER, ELDORA, -1968  
   In memoriam. Mar'69:42
MILLER, ELIZABETH, -1940  
   In memorium. Mar'40:39
MILLER, ELIZABETH  
   (photo) Feb'51:front cover  
   The cover. Feb'51:inside front cover
MILLER, ELVIN E  
   quoted. Crusade progress. Nov'50:30
MILLER, ERNEST EDGAR  
   (photo) Jun'21:12
MILLER, ESTELLE  
   See
   CARLSON, ESTELLE MILLER
MILLER, ESTHER  
   News room. Jul'53:40
MILLER, EUNICE B  
   News room. Feb'65:40  
   Disciples in the news. Oct'68:8
MILLER, EVA
Here and there with World Call. Mar'57:48
MILLER, EVA JANE, -1964
In memoriam. Jun'64:48
MILLER, EVA M
(death) Apr'23:55
MILLER, EVA MARIE
(photo) Oct'42:42
MILLER, FLORENCE
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
MILLER, FLORENCE W., -1958
In memoriam. Apr'58:37
MILLER, FRANCES MARIAN
In memoriam. Jul'30:41
Miller, Francis Pickens
Race relations are human relations. Feb'60:11
MILLER, FRANCIS PICKENS
(photo) Feb'60:12
MILLER, FRED
The colleges at work. May'33:33
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32
MILLER, FREDERICK S. OUR KOREAN FRIENDS
Book chat. Dec'36:40
MILLER, GEORGE
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
Miller, George Arthur, 1864-1938
Does a revival meeting revive? Feb'24:23
With the emphasis on "National." Jul'27:16
MILLER, GEORGE ARTHUR, 1864-1938
The union of protestants. Feb'19:27
(photo) Dec'20:42
quoted. The campaign for underwriting. May'21:6
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'25:34    Aug'25:52
quoted. Here's the answer. Feb'29:2
(photo) Oct'30:16
Personalities (photo) Mar'35:22
MILLER, GEORGE ELMER, 1883-1958
(married to Velma A. Hughes Miller)
The wary baids the fees pursuing. Sep'19:46
Notes. Sep'19:49
The Pool of Pathariya. Feb'20:49
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
On to Lhasas! (poem) Jun'22:31
The serpent that failed. Jul'22:28
The medical missionary at work. Oct'22:16
Comradery (poem) Feb'24:39
Open doors in India. May'24:58
Third time back. Apr'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:49
The ivy clings (poem) Jul'25:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'25:50     Mar'26:49
Twelve and married. Aug'26:52
From the grave. Oct'26:46
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Prayertime (poem) Oct'26:back cover
Christmas time in the homeland (poem) Dec'26:back cover
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:49
He prayed for his parents. Dec'27:59
We remember them (poem) Mar'28:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
Requies (poem) Jun'28:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
We are Magi all (poem) Dec'28:back cover
A child of the races (poem) Jun'29:back cover
What they are thinking in Damoh. Aug'29:28
Cancrum oris or ulcerative stomatitis. Sep'29:29
The Jains in India. Sep'29:42
The new and the old (poem) Jan'30:30
Flash lights. Jan'30:36
Flashlights from India. Nov'30:27
And yet the task is one. May'31:26
Till I forget (poem) Jun'31:inside front cover
I will plant in the wilderness! Aug'31:23
Make us forever new! (poem) Jan'32:inside front cover
Signs of the times in modern India. Jan'32:29
Dawn-time (poem) Apr'32:8
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42
A missionary re-thinks himself. Apr'33:24
The Indian call. May'34:15
Tent door (poem) Jun'34:21
Conference (poem) Jul'35:27
Salute (poem) Dec'35:34
When God is God (poem) Jul'38:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:39
The Pendra Road harmony belles. Nov'38:32
Christian ideals warm India's heart. Jan'39:31
Relieving pain in Pendra Road. Feb'39:31
Where minarets point to the sky (poem) May'39:16
Beyond the days of Shalimar (poem) Jun'39:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
Of what are you thinking? Feb'40:23
Green hill of memory (poem) Sep'41:48
My work is play... Oct'41:31
When love looks down (poem) Jan'43:48
Boys find their place in life. Feb'43:26
Soldiers three. Jul'43:12
We work, we build (poem) Sep'43:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:30
Damoh boy now preaching. Jan'44:35
In the making (poem) Jan'44:35
Retreat and revival in Damoh. Mar'45:27
Hidden waters (poem) Oct'46:48
I know a little maiden (poem) Oct'47:48
Diet-ribe (poem) May'51:48
To take my place (poem) Sep'51:48
There go the ships! (poem) Dec'51:48
My refugess (poem) May'52:48
Broad white sands (poem) Oct'52:48
Enchantment out of Hindustan (poem) Jun'53:51
A child invests (poem) Jun'54:34
Papoose (poem) Nov'55:42
A study in color (poem) Sep'56:48
Rest (poem) Mar'57:48     May'57:48
Now and tomorrow (poem) Apr'58:50

MILLER, GEORGE ELMER, 1883-1958
Notes. Jun'19:64
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:61
(photos) Oct'22:5,16
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
A call for help. Sep'23:36
(photo) May'24:58
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57
(photo) Jun'29:13
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:24 (photo p. 25)
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Oct'35:33     Feb'38:30 (photo p. 31)
   (photo) Feb'40:23     Oct'41:31     Dec'41:16
News room. Feb'46:38     Oct'47:32     Dec'47:30
(death) News room. Sep'58:42

MILLER, GEORGE ELMER. IN THE LAND OF SWEEPERS AND KINGS
Book announcements. Dec'22:53
MILLER, GEORGE ELMER. PREM MASIH OF DAMOH
Book announcements. Dec'22:53

MILLER, GEORGE ELMER, 1923-
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
    Children of the Indian mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

MILLER, GEORGE M
    World events (photo) May'70:36

MILLER, GERALD
    Churches send World Call to members (photo) Dec'62:48

MILLER, GERALD LAYTON, 1909- (married to Mayme Garner Miller)
    Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
    Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'61:8

MILLER, GERTRUDE C
    In memoriam. May'45:33

MILLER, HARRY K., JR.
    Classroom and campus. Oct'58:32

MILLER, HARVEY D
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'27:43

MILLER, HASKELL M. COMPASSION AND COMMUNITY
    Book chat. Sep'61:41
    About persons of special need. Jun'62:41

MILLER, HENRIETTA
    Memorium. May'35:39

MILLER, HERMAN D. (married to Arlene Adams Miller)
    (marriage) News room. Jan'41:34

MILLER, HOWARD
    Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'59:31

MILLER, IDA MABELLE, 1886-1942 (married to Claude John Miller)
    In memoriam. Dec'42:39

MILLER, IRWIN
    See MILLER, JOSEPH IRWIN

MILLER, J. C.
    (photo) Oct'47:17      Apr'51:31
    Global highlights (photo) Dec'56:2
MILLER, J. LANE. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLE LIFE
   Book chat. May'45:38
MILLER, J. LANE. HARPERS BIBLE DICTIONARY
   Book chat. Dec'52:40
MILLER, J P
   (photo) Sep'42:7
MILLER, JAMES
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
   (photo) Sep'38:31
Miller, James Blair, 1916-
   Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
MILLER, JAMES BLAIR, 1916-
   Classroom and campus. Dec'44:27
   Religion in education. Jan'45:3
   Classroom and campus.
      Jan'45:28     Oct'48:30     (photo) May'52:29
      Jan'47:30     Feb'51:32     Nov'55:28
   News room. Mar'62:38
   Classroom and campus. Apr'62:32
   News room. Apr'62:34
Miller, James Conelese, 1891-1956
   Why the church college? Jan'41:9
   That significant plus. Jan'51:16
MILLER, JAMES CONELESE, 1891-1956
   The threshold. Feb'38:2
   Qualified for leadership. Feb'38:3
   Christian's new President (photo) Mar'38:6
   quoted. Presidents report advance (photo) Jan'39:17
   Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:33
   quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:15 (photo p. 14)
   (photo) Jul'44:37
   Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30     Apr'47:30
   (photo) Jan'51:16
   (death) News room. Jan'57:36
MILLER, JAMES RUSSELL, 1962-
Miller, Jane Ellen
   See Horner, Jane Ellen Miller
MILLER, JANET. JINGLES PREFERRED
   Speaking of books. Jul'31:34
MILLER, JEFFERSON
   Classroom and campus. Jan'44:25
MILLER, JENNIE WILLETTA
   (photo) Jul'23:10
Miller, Joaquin
   The bravest of battles (poem) May'47:48
MILLER, JOHN. -1946
   (death) News room. Dec'46:38
MILLER, JOHN HOMER. TAKE A SECOND LOOK AT YOURSELF
   Book chat. Jul'50:42
MILLER, JOHN HOMER. WHY WE ACT THAT WAY
   Book chat. Mar'59:40
Miller, Joseph Irwin, 1909- (married to Xenia Ruth Simons Miller)
   When the glue sets. Feb'61:42
MILLER, JOSEPH IRWIN, 1909-
   News room (photo) Dec'51:29
   quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:19
They advance Christian action (photo) Jul'55:17
Global highlights. Sep'56:5
History in St. Louis (photo) Sep'58:29
Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:29
Investigating immortality (photo) Jan'59:13
Global highlights (photo) Feb'61:4
The National Copuncil's new president. Feb'61:9
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:7
Let the church speak. Apr'61:10
quoted. Personally speaking. Jul'61:10
Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
Global highlights. Nov'61:7
Disciples look to New Delhi (photo) Nov'61:24
Classroom and campus. Nov'61:30
Global highlights. Dec'61:8
quoted. Global highlights. May'62:4
Global highlights. Jul'62:5
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:6
Global highlights. Apr'63:5
Disciples at the helm of the National Council... (photo)
Jun'63:28
Global highlights. Jul'63:7
If you don't know jewels. Jul'63:9
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'63:6 Dec'63:6
World Calling... Jan'64:10
Global highlights (photo) Feb'64:4
(photo) Jul'64:13 Apr'66:25
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:7
Disciples in the news. Mar'68:8
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Honored for achievements. Jul'69:11
Women in the ecumenical movement (photo) Feb'72:9
World events. Jun'72:38
Can the National Council resolve its crucial tensions?
(photo) Dec'72:19
Uniting the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6
Miller, Joseph Quinter, 1899-1983
(married to Maxine Smoot Semones Miller)
Cooperation: where are we now! Feb'44:15
MILLER, JOSEPH QUINTER, 1899-1983
Global highlights (photo) Sep'47:4
(marriage) News room. Sep'47:40
(photo) Jan'49:25
Global highlights. Jul'65:5
MILLER, JUNIOR PLEWES, 1910-1981
(married to Elaine Wilson Miller)
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'49:4
MILLER, KATE GALT
MILLER, KEITH. HABITATION OF DRAGONS
New books. Jun'71:29
MILLER, KENNETH DEXTER, 1887-
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'26:45
MILLER, KENNETH DEXTER. MAN AND GOD IN THE CITY
For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44
MILLER, KENNETH DEXTER. PEASANT PIONEERS
Speaking of books. Jun'25:54
MILLER, L T
News of campus events. Jul'42:31
Miller, Laura
Alone he built it. Aug'31:16
MILLER, LAVONIA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42
Miller, Louise
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39
MILLER, LULU HALL, -1954
In memoriam. Mar'54:35
Miller, Madeline Sweeney
Who builds the church? (poem) Jul'30:36 Oct'41:9
MILLER, MADELINE SWEENEY. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLE LIFE
Book chat. May'45:38
MILLER, MADELINE SWEENEY. HARPER'S BIBLE DICTIONARY
Book chat. Dec'52:40
MILLER, MARILYN
News room (photo) Oct'55:36
MILLER, MARY, -1946
(death) News room. Apr'46:32
MILLER, MARY. CHILDREN'S PRAYERS AND PRAISES
Books of interest. Mar'73:45
MILLER, MARY RIOCH McKENZIE, -1957
(married to George Miller, 1916)
(death) News room. Mar'58:32
Miller, Maxine Smoot Semones
(married to L. R. Semones)
(married to Joseph Quinter Miller)
The profession of religious educator. Sep'23:27
Youth and missions. Jan'59:43
MILLER, MAXINE SMOOT SEMONES
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20 (photo p. 19)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47 Jun'24:53
Program helps. Oct'24:48
Visitors at headquarters. Oct'24:63
Circulation corner. Apr'35:1
(marriage) News room. Sep'47:40
In brief. Apr'70:39 Jan'72:39 (photo) Apr'72:41
Miller, Mayme Garner (married to Gerald Layton Miller)
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:7
Ohio circle meet. Apr'28:49
Careers and Christian homes. May'28:17
Friendly adventures. Jun'28:50
A melody from the mountains. Dec'28:39
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural
groups. May'31:18
Observed Self-Denial Week. Jul'31:27
Good ideas... Dec'31:39 Sep'32:38
By the Rio Grande (poem) Jun'35:19
Mexico (poem) Apr'36:44

174
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:39
They also serve (poem) Feb'37:48
By way of contrast. Mar'37:34
Absence (poem) May'41:48
By-ways of life (poem) Jul'41:48
Hint to the bored (poem) Sep'41:48
Tension (poem) Mar'42:48
Requisitioned (poem) Jun'42:26
Barricade (poem) Jul'42:42
Revitalization (poem) Oct'42:48
For a boy's room (poem) Nov'42:33
We feature Christ at Christmas. Dec'42:46
Wild orchids (poem) Oct'43:40
The arts (poem) Dec'43:35
Treasure (poem) Mar'44:38
Children's Day (poem) Jun'44:40
Reality (poem) Jul'44:35
(untitled poem) Dec'44:35
For peace (poem) Apr'45:29
Perspective (poem) Apr'45:38
Blessing (poem) Apr'45:40
(untitled poem) Jun'45:40
No far away (poem) Oct'45:40
First snow (poem) Dec'45:48
Afterglow (poem) Jan'46:41
Peace priorities (poem) Jan'46:45
What doth the Lord require of thee? (poem) Feb'46:back cover
Love (poem) Mar'46:43
God and little atoms (poem) Apr'46:27
Minnesota manse (poem) Jun'46:1
A Dixie manse (poem) Jul'46:1]
Candles (poem) Jul4633
(untitled poem) Nov'46:44
My philosophy (poem) Dec'46:46
Awaken to this truth! (poem) Feb'47:42
Congeniality (poem) Mar'47:48
Beyond fragments (poem) Apr'47:25
Rebuilding (poem) May'47:33
Crusader's rendezvous (poem) Nov'47:48
Around the world (poem) Dec'47:48
Sacrifice (poem) Feb'48:16
When love was young in Galilee (poem) Mar'48:48
Beginning (poem) Apr'48:48
From hearth to altar (poem) May'48:48
After compassion (poem) Jun'48:29
I see them coming silently (poem) Jul'48:48
We are the church (poem) Sep'48:48
The Christian college (poem) Jan'49:48
Discovery (poem) Feb'49:46
By their fruits (poem) Mar'49:31
Book of peace (poem) Apr'49:45
Home missions (poem) Apr'49:48
We do not draft (poem) Jun'49:32
Reminder (poem) Jul'49:39
The surest way (poem) Dec'49:48
Blessed home (poem) May'51:48
To a graduate (poem) Jun'51:48
The loom (poem) Jul'51:48
Halo 'round the hearth (poem) Jan'52:48
I love a little church (poem) Dec'59:44

MILLER, MAYME GARNER
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan.28;44    Mar'28:57
(photo) May'28:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39    apr'29:43
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41    Nov'36:34
Here and there with World Call. Jan'59:58

MILLER, MAYME GARNER. CHANDELIERS
Book chat. Sep'52:40

MILLER, MELNOTTE
Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50

Miller, Morris
Thoughtful (poem) Feb'34:56

MILLER, NELLIE G. BURROWS, 1876–1960
(married to Raphael Harwood Miller, Sr.)
News room. Feb'49:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'57:30
(death) News room. Nov'60:36

MILLER, NORA
(photo) Sep'25:40

MILLER, OLIVE BEAUPRE. HEROES OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Nov'40:46

MILLER, PAUL A
Classroom and campus. Dec'62:34

MILLER, PAUL I
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:33    Sep'61:28
Miller, Pauline Iris Varner, 1933– (married to Roy Allen Miller)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32
Direct line. May'67:37    May'69:36    Jul'70:32

MILLER, PAULINE IRIS VARNER, 1933–
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
(photo) May'67:37
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8

MILLER, PHILIP
Classroom and campus. Jan'44:25

MILLER, R A
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32

MILLER, R A (COLUMBIA, MO)
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:15

MILLER, RANDOLPH CRUMP
Global highlights. Feb'57:6
MILLER, RANDOLPH CRUMP. BE NOT ANXIOUS
Book chat. Jul'57:42

MILLER, RANDOLPH CRUMP. THE CHURCH AND ORGANISED MOVEMENTS
(INTERSEMINARY SERIES, VOL. 2)
Book chat. Jan'47:16

MILLER, RANDOLPH CRUMP. RELIGION MAKES SENSE
Book chat. Oct'50:18
Miller, Raphael Harwood, 1874–1963
(married to Nellie G. Burrows Miller)
Any minister to any church. Oct'21:8
Two sparrows. Apr'23:17
Abram E. Cory, President. Dec'23:23
Inevitable and inescapable. Aug'27:20
The promise of power. Jan'34:18
Ahoy there Britannic! Jan'35:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39
Good morning, Christ is risen. Apr'36:inside front cover
Preaching in Washington. Jul'38:10
In appreciation of Church Extension. Jul'39:17
Missionary worship service.
  Dec'47:35   Feb'48:37   Apr'48:37
  Jan'48:37   Mar'48:37   May'48:37
MILLER, RAPHAEL HARWOOD, 1874–1963
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Notes. Jun'20:48
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:22
An international passport. May'21:46
  (photos) Oct'22:7,29,41
Men who moved the Men and Millions Movement (photo) Jun'23:2
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:42
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:25
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
  Feb'33:inside back cover
  Announcement. May'33:1
Men of books. Sep'33:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
National City call. Jan'34:3
  (photo) Jan'34:18 (bio sketch) Jan'34:19
  ... to preside. Jul'34:1
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
  (photo) Nov'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
Personalities. Feb'36:21
The threshold. Oct'36:2
  (photo) Nov'36:22
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
  (photo) Jul'38:10    Jul'39:17    Sep'41:8
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:13
A new Disciple editor. Nov'41:4
  (photo) Jun'43:4
News room. Jan'44:34
  (photo) Dec'44:27
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
  (photo) Feb'48:18
Global highlights. Sep'48:4
  ...editorship. Oct'48:5
  (photo) Nov'48:24
News room. Feb'49:34
  (photo) Dec'49:25
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'57:30
Dignity for the aging (photo) Jul'60:29
  (death) News room. Jul'63:42
MILLER, RAPHAEL HARWOOD. WHO LIVES IN YOU?
Book chat. Jul'35:31    Jan'36:21
Miller, Raphael Harwood, Jr. 1917–1989
(married to Mary Elizabeth Nickerson Miller)
MILLER, T S
In memoriam. May'34:39

MILLER, THOMAS A
News room. Nov'58:34

MILLER, THOMAS B. -1958
In memoriam. May'58:37

Miller, Thomas C
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
The minister and his members. Feb'38:20

MILLER, THOMAS C
Notes. Feb'20:61
(photo) Mar'24:22 Feb'38:20
News room. Jan'43:34
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
News room. Sep'48:40
A colony in the Kingdom of God. Oct'51:11
Global highlights. Jul'56:2

MILLER, THORNTON CHARLES, 1895-1963
Global highlights (photo) May'48:4
The challenge of Micronesia. Oct'48:13
Global highlights. Jul'56:5

Miller, Velma Alice Hughes, 1893-1940
(married to George Elmer Miller)
A call for help. Sep'23:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:50
The bad with the good at New Year. Feb'28:61
Things that hurt. Mar'28:41

MILLER, VELMA ALICE HUGHES, 1893-1940
Notes. Jan'20:62
(photo) Oct'22:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30 (photo p. 31)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
(death) Jul'40:46
We pay tribute to our missionaries (photo) Jul'40:27

MILLER, VERDA CAROLYN
(death) Feb'19:51

MILLER, VICTOR HAYES, 1876-1950
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34

MILLER, VIVIAN
News room. Feb'62:34

MILLER, W S
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33

MILLER, WALDEN
Thirty two hours can bring life (photo) Mar'72:5

MILLER, WEBB
quoted. Christianity and power politics. Mar'45:13

MILLER, WILBUR C
In brief (photo) Feb'72:39
In brief. Dec'72:42
Miller, William Lee, 1926-
(married to Marion Evelyn O'Neal Miller)
(married to Judy Miller)
Those baffling problems before our seminaries. Jan'66:23
Classroom and campus. Jul'68 - Dec'68 p. 34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
What's ahead for the church college?. Jul'69:14
Letters. Jul'69:33
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6

MILLER, WILLIAM LEE, 1926-
News room (photo) Nov'62:42
A few steps from the campus (photo) Sep'63:14
Global highlights (photo) Nov'65:6
Disciples in the news (photo) Sep'66:7
(photo) Jan'68:43
Disciples in the news. Mar'68:8
Global highlights (photo) Mar'68:6
Classroom and campus. Jul'68:35
In brief. Jun'69:35
The scene (photo) Feb'70:44
In brief. May'70:40 Sep'71:41
(photo) Feb'72:3
National Council approves new structure at Dallas. Feb'73:41
World events (photo) Sep'73:40

Miller, William Robert
Pious jingle bells. Dec'66:26

MILLER, XENIA RUTH SIMONS (married to Joseph Irwin Miller)
(photo) Jun'63:28

MILLER, YVONNE
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:31

MILLETT, CHARLES
(photo) Apr'46:31

MILLHEIM, JOHN E
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5

MILLIGAN, ALBERT A., 1882-1981 (married to Myrtle Milligan)
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22

Milligan, J Lewis
Sowing in tears (poem) Dec'30:48

MILLIGAN, JOHN R., JR.
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'65:4

MILLIGAN, KATE A., -1949
In memoriam. Jun'49:37

MILLIGAN COLLEGE
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:58
(phots) Apr'21:inside back cover
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
Broadcasting the Gospel. Feb'23:21
Glimpses of our colleges. Jan'24:11
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
Colleges where Christ rules. Apr'27:61
A living link between the home and foreign fields. Sep'29:5
News from our colleges. Dec'36:32

MILLIKAN, LEVARA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43

Millikan, R A
Human progress depends on church. Nov'46:38

MILLIKAN, ROBERT A
Classroom and campus. Jan'52:30

MILLIKEN, BONNIE
quoted. Ministers build bridges in a divided world. Oct'71:14
MILLIMAN, CLARABEL
In memoriam. Dec'31:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
MILLIMAN, LOUISE
In memoriam. Jun'40:39
MILLINGTON, H J
St. Louis Convention previews. Mar'41:13
Million, Lucille, 1902–
Letters. Dec'66:48
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:14
MILLION, LUCILLE, 1902–
In brief. May'70:42
MILLION, PAUL EUGENE, JR.
(photo) Jul'23:5
Milloy, A M
It can be done... May'28:27
MILLS, (MRS. C. P.)
News room (photo) Jan'56:38
MILLS, (married to Clyde Mills)
Church festivals of the fine arts (photo) Nov'69:23
MILLS, (married to J. L. Mills), -1953
(death) News room. Apr'53:32
MILLS, (married to John Mills)
Missouri laymen learn to lead (photo) Oct'62:22
MILLS, (MRS. L. D.)
In memoriam. Feb'32:39
MILLS, ARTHUR B
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:27
MILLS, BETTY
See
MILLS, ELIZABETH EASTMAN
MILLS, C. P.
News room (photo) Jan'56:38
MILLS, C. WRIGHT. LISTEN YANKEE
Reading for grownups. Feb'61:10
MILLS, C. WRIGHT. THE POWER ELITE
Book chat. Jul'58:44
MILLS, C. WRIGHT. THE PUERTO RICAN JOURNEY
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
Mills, Charles Clifford (married to Irene Daep Mills)
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Youth and missions.
Feb'50:37 May'50:37 Sep'50:34 Sep'51:35
Mar'50:35 Jun'50:37 Jan'51:35 Oct'52:37
Apr'50:37 Jul'50:37
Make mine Mexico! Nov'52:15
Youth and missions.
Mar'54:37 Dec'54:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'57:30
Youth and missions. Jan'58:35 Feb'58:39
Youth at work and worship. May'58:11
Youth and missions.
May'58:39 Sep'59:39 Dec'60:39 Jun'61:41
When you travel. May'67:13

MILLS, CHARLES CLIFFORD
News room. Jul'46:34
Youth and missions. Sep'49:35
News room. Sep'49:38
(photo) Nov'50:27
These educational services change local churches (photo)
Nov'54:10
(marriage) News room. Jan'55:40
News room (photo) Jan'56:38
Global highlights (photo) Jun'56:4
News room (photo) Apr'60:34
quoted. Youth assembly--potential Pentecost. Nov'61:27
Global highlights (photo)
Mar'62:6 Feb'63:6
Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7

MILLS, CHESTER P
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31

MILLS, DIANNE
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:26

Mills, Elizabeth Ann Eastman, 1900--
(married to J. Raymond Mills)
Fatima, arise! Feb'38:14
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:39 Jul'38:39
May I present our children. Dec'39:27
A Brazilian vacation. May'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39 Feb'42:39
Life at a boys' dormitory, Colegio Internacional. Jun'43:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32 Jun'46:38
Into the Chaco we went! May'47:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36 Jan'51:36
Thank you, friends in the North! Jan'51:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Cooking and Christianity. Jun'59:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36
A dream comes true in Paraguay. Sep'61:32
Maria's story. Apr'62:16
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
The little preacher. Feb'66:31
Pedro finds his first friend. Jul'66:31

MILLS, ELIZABETH ANN EASTMAN, 1900--
To Asuncion (photo) Jun'37:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
(photo) Feb'38:14
News room. Dec'42:34 Feb'43:34 Feb'44:34
(photo) May'47:47
News room. Jan'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Paraguayan youth grow in Friendship. May'55:14
News room. Oct'55:36 Feb'60:34
Six retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'72:32

MILLS, ELIZABETH ANN EASTMAN. ADVENTURES WITH CHRIST IN PARAGUAY
New books. Dec'73:36
MILLS, ELIZABETH LEE, 1936-
See
YOUNG, ELIZABETH LEE MILLS

Mills, Florence A., 1872-1954
Progress in Puerto Rico. May'20:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:61
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'22:59    Dec'23:50    Jun'24:49    Jan'25:51
Jun'23:44    Jan'24:50    Jul'24:50
From a fellow worker. Nov'26:51
When the hopes of years were destroyed. Dec'28:58
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:36
Churches for Puerto Rican farmers. Dec'31:suppl:7
Unemployment and prayer meetings. Jan'35:47
Growing old (poem) Feb'50:48

MILLS, FLORENCE A., 1872-1954
Notes. Sep'19:50
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:43
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21
In Porto Rico. May'21:27
(photo) Jun'21:36
Echoes from everywhere.
(note) Feb'25:44
(photo) Jun'25:34    Jan'26:50
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
(photo) Feb'28:54
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
(photo) May'30:13
A goal reached in Manati, Porto Rico. Nov'30:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Circulation corner. Feb'37:inside front cover
News room. May'49:41
(death) News room. Jan'55:40

MILLS, GENEVA (GENEVIEVE) MAY, -1950
In memoriam. Mar'51:39        Apr'51:37

MILLS, GLENN O
(photo) Jun'49:15

Mills, Harvey D
Letters. May'65:41

MILLS, IRENE DAEPP (married to Charles C. Mills)
News room. Dec'53:30
(marriage) News room (photo) Jan'55:40
News room (photo) Jan'56:38
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33

MILLS, J C
Chaplains cooperate in India (photo) Jun'45:15

MILLS, JOHN EASTMAN, 1932-
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:7
(photo) May'40:34

Mills, John Raymond, 1905- (married to Elizabeth Eastman Mills)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:39    Jul'38:39
A holiday excursion to the Chaco. Feb'39:30
A Brazilian vacation. May'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39
When school is out. Feb'41:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:39
Life at a boys' dormitory, Colegio Internacional. Jun'43:8
Paraguayan dental clinic. Nov'44:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
Hobby shop--Paraguay's first. Jan'46:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36 Jan'51:36
Thank you, friends in the North! Jan'51:42
Work is fun. Dec'51:26
Repairs are necessary. Apr'54:43
There is no more room. Feb'55:42
Congo's needs are great. May'60:43
Missions at grass roots. Jun'60:29
No more fear. Oct'60:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
MILLS, JOHN RAYMOND, 1905--
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39
To Asuncion (photo) Jun'37:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
Fatima, arise! (photo) Feb'38:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30 Jul'39:40
News room. Dec'42:34 Feb'43:34 Feb'44:34
(photo) May'47:47
News room. Jan'49:45
Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers (photo) Jan'52:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Paraguayan youth grown in Friendship. May'55:14
News room. Oct'55:36
Global highlights (photo) Mar'58:5
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'58:36
News room. Feb'60:34
A dream comes true in Paraguay. Sep'61:32
A new church for Paraguay (photo) Nov'62:31
Six retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'72:32
MILLS, MABEL, -1954
In memoriam. Oct'54:35
MILLS, MARY
In memoriam. May'29:36
MILLS, RICHARD C
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
MILLS, SAMUEL J
Notes. Jun'19:60
MILLS, VIVIAN
MILLS, WILLIAM A
Classroom and campus. Feb'55:31
MILLS MEMORIAL HOME (SAVANNAH, GEORGIA)
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
MILLS, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
MILNER, ANNA, -1949
In memoriam. Oct'50:39
MILNER, JEAN S. THE SKY IS RED
Book chat. Nov'35:34
MILNER, JOSEPH MILTON, 1878-1958
(married to Minnie B. Milner)
(married to Ruth Estes Milner, 1948)
(marriage) News room. Oct'48:32
(death) News room. Jul'58:42
Milner, Oliver H
Letters. Oct'66:inside front cover
Milner, Ruth Dutt Estes, 1894-1988 (married to Joseph M. Milner)
Women and world highways. Apr'49:33
Proving ground of democracy. Jul'52:16
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
MILNER, RUTH DUTTS ESTES, 1894-1988
News room. Mar'47:45
(photo) Sep'47:27
News room. Nov'47:30 Jan'48:32
(marriage) News room. Oct'48:32
News room. Jun'50:34
(photo) Dec'50:30
News room. Jun'51:38
Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2
News room (photo) Oct'51:43
(photo) Jul'52:16
quoted. For adult mission study. Jan'54:36
"Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:25
Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:4
News room. Apr'60:34 Sep'60:49
(photo) Dec'61:16
Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:31
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:6
MILROY, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
MILTON, (MRS. J. A.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'38:2
Milton, C L
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
MILTON, C L
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries. Apr'19:39
(photo) Mar'24:27
MILTON (JOHN) SOCIETY
Global highlights. Apr'51:2
MILTON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A little child shall lead them. Aug'22:58
Brother Mac: a good shepherd (photo) May'33:7
MILTON, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:24
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. FAITH UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'69:5
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. PARK AND PROSPECT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
MIMMS, THOMAS B
quoted. Last column. Dec'53:48
MIMS, GERTRUDE E., -1954
In memoriam. Sep'54:35
MIMS, PURYEAR
See
MIMS, THOMAS PURYEAR
MIMS, THOMAS PURYEAR, 1906?-1975
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:34
MIN, MARY
Classroom and campus. Dec'50:30
MIN, SUSAN
Classroom and campus. Dec'50:30
MINAHASSA, INDONESIA
Church in Indonesia (photo of church) Jun'68:48
Minard, Herbert Leslie, 1908- (married to Marcella Minard)
Students and social barriers. Jan'31:9
Opportunity threatens in China. Feb'46:15
Youth and the second half-century. May'50:7
Christians in Israel. Mar'61:33
MINARD, HERBERT LESLIE, 1908-
The threshold. Feb'36:2
(photo) May'39:17
News room. Sep'42:40 Sep'43:27 Nov'45:26
(photo) Feb'46:15
Middle East--cradle of Christianity. May'59:18
Global highlights. Apr'60:7
Christian foothold in Israel. Feb'63:24
Global highlights. May'63:5
MINARD, MARCELLA (married to Herbert L. Minard)
News room. Mar'46:39 Mar'50:38
MINCK, ANNIE E. 1902-1967 (married to Franklin Henry Minck)
In memoriam. Jan'68:41
Minck, Franklin Henry, 1904- (married to Annie E. Minck)
Illumination on the Youth Convention. Jul'28:31
Men and mission of the church. Oct'44:10
How ministers see themselves. Apr'72:10
MINCK, FRANKLIN HENRY, 1904-
/photo Jul'28:26
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:14
quoted. Toward a just and durable peace. Apr'42:24
(photo) Jun'44:11
Global highlights. Jun'51:2
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'62:8
quoted. They stayed downtown (photo) Oct'63:22
Global highlights (photo) Nov'63:4
(photo) Apr'72:10
MINCK, VIRGINIA
(photo) Apr'46:4
MINDEN, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Men and missions. Oct'31:16
MINDOLO ECUMENICAL CENTER (KITWE, NORTHERN RHODESIA)
Global highlights (photo of new buildings) Nov'60:7
And you will learn to write (photos) Apr'61:16
Women and world highways (photo of prayer group) Mar'62:31
Women on world highways. Mar'65:35
Mindolo's merr-go-round. Mar'67:26
Like a golden thread. Mar'67:39
In brief. Nov'68:8
Youth and the world mission. Dec'68:33
Spotlight on Harriet Mubanga. Feb'71:16
Christian communications--helping shape the new Africa (photo) Nov'73:17

MINDORO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'64:38

MINEAR, PAUL SEVIER, 1906–
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:18
Persons in the news. Sep'55:2
Global highlights. Jul'57:3 Sep'61:7
Ecumenical journey (photo) Dec'64:22

MINEAR, PAUL SEVIER. COMMANDS OF CHRIST
Books of interest. Mar'73:46

MINEAR, PAUL SEVIER. HORIZONS OF CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
Book chat. Sep'59:26

MINEAR, PAUL SEVIER. THE NATURE OF THE UNITY WE SEEK
Discoveries at Oberlin. Nov'57:27
Book chat. Apr'58:42

MINER, (married to Kingsley Miner)
(death) Tests and trials in India. Oct'28:63

MINER, HATTIE, -1953 (married to John Miner)
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

MINER, JOHN
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29

MINER, KINGSLEY
(death) Aug'28:29

MINER, LUCY B., -1950
In memoriam. Sep'50:37

Miner, Virginia Scott
Song of silk and wool (poem) Dec'73:50

MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
Here and there with World Call. Oct'48:48

MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS. SCHOOL OF MISSIONS
(photo of class) Dec'57:inside back cover

MING, YIM
In brief (photo) Jul'73:38

MING-CHUAN
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:38

Minges, William John, 1870–1941
(married to Luella McCaleb Minges)
One thing I know. Feb'22:20

MINGES, WILLIAM JOHN, 1870–1941
quoted. Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1

MINGLE, CORA C., -1954
In memoriam. May'55:35

MINIER, (married to William Minier)
In memoriam. Mar'29:48

MINIMUM WAGE
Letters. Sep'68:48

MINING INDUSTRY AND FINANCE
Social trends. Feb'52:8

"MINISTER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'63:42

MINISTER OF THE YEAR
Ask about it! Nov'62:8
MINISTERS

See

CLERGY

MINISTERS' CODE OF ETHICS
Ethics in the local church. Oct'45:6

MINISTERS WIVES COUNCIL (ASSOCIATION) (FELLOWSHIP)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34
(Elections and actions at International Conventions)
Dec'44:23 Dec'49:29 Sep'53:27 Dec'56:31
Sep'46:26 Jul'52:29 Jan'55:26 Jan'58:38

MINISTRY
The recruiting call. Feb'19:3
The heroism of the Christian ministry. Feb'19:8
Roosevelt's estimate of the ministry. Jan'20:32
Why I am glad to be a preacher. Feb'20:12
Shall "Young America" preach? Feb'20:20
Report of Life Call Committee. Feb'20:52
A life enlistment service. Mar'20:55
Driving out the preacher. Apr'20:25
Nevada leads in supporting ministry. Apr'20:45
The glory of the ministry. Dec'20:18
Why not preach? Feb'21:3
Satisfactions of the ministry. Dec'21:28
Justifying the ministry for the ministers' sons. Dec'21:55
Why I am glad I am a minister. Aug'22:18
Why I have chosen the ministry for my life work. Dec'22:34
The why of my life choice. Sep'23:5
Getting men ready to preach. Jan'24:25
Why I am not a preacher. May'24:35
Fifty years in the ministry. Apr'25:7
Apr'26:much of issue
Apr'27:much of issue
One hundred thousand ministers can't be wrong. Mar'29:31
Would I choose the ministry? Apr'30:7
The ministry of present labor. Mar'32:16
May'32:much of issue
Programs for adult organizations. Dec'32:36
What they said. Nov'34:18
The call to Christian service. Nov'42:44
The work of the ministry. Sep'48:15
Your potential of fulfillment. May'51:14
Young men look at the ministry. May'52:7
Sep'56:much of issue
Book chat. Dec'56:20
Challenge of the ministry. Jun'57:50
All this is ministry. Sep'57:9
Why we stay in the ministry. Oct'63:12
Do not fear loneliness. Mar'64:20
Ministering in a mad, mad, wonderful world. Dec'65:20
The ministry. Jun'66:17
How I feel about the ministry. Oct'67:11
New places and new ways. Jan'68:16
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'69:5
My concept of the ministry. Oct'69:6
One layman's concept of the ministry. Oct'69:7
What is the Christian ministry? Oct'71:12
Personalizing the challenge of ministry. Jun'73:18
Ministry: care, concern, love. Sep'73:21

MINISTRY FOR TOMORROW
New books. Jan'68:38

MINISTRY OF THE WORD
Global highlights. Jan'49:2
Without a minister? Nov'49:45

MINK, LEATON
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32

MINK, LOUIS O
(photo) Mar'24:34
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
Mink, Louis O., Jr
My friends and I. Jan'37:37

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. AUDUBON PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Good Samaritan in the Twin Cities (photo) Aug'23:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
A man on the move (drawing) Oct'67:15

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. LAKE HARRIET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Good Samaritan in the Twin Cities (photo) Aug'23:26
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
(photo) Aug'29:25
Two churches welcomed into Every Home family. Jan'61:46

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. MINNEHAHA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes (photo) Jun'19:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58 Jun'23:58
The Good Samaritan in the Twin Cities (photo) Aug'23:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA. PORTLAND AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How the Living Link was reached. Dec'21:24
For adult mission study. Jul'54:40

MINNESOTA
A new advance in Minnesota. Sep'20:56
Minnesota State Convention. Sep'20:56
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The story state by state. Aug'25:9
America, the beautiful. Sep'25:5
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15
Global highlights. Nov'50:4
Crusade progress. Feb'51:26

MINNESOTA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
I was sick and ye visited me. Apr'47:26
News room. Mar'49:34
Global highlights. Nov'50:4

MINNESOTA CHURCH CENTER
Global highlights (photo) Jun'68:6

MINNESOTA YOUNG PEOPLE'S TRAINING SCHOOL
(photo) Sep'20:14
MINNICK, HARRY, 1861-1935
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
MINNINIE, JOE
(photo) Aug'25:57
MINOR, G C
(photo) Oct'30:11
MINOR, WILLIAM S
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24
MINOT, (MRS. J. ROSS)
(photo) Nov'25:62
MINOT, J ROSS
(photo) Nov'25:62
MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'20:46
MINSHEW, WILLIAM
(ordination) Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
MINSKY, LOUIS
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'49:48
MINTENER, BRADSHAW
Global highlights. Jan'50:3
Mintz, Letitia Knight
Women and world highways. Feb'39:35
Minyard, Carrie Lee, 1874-1929
What a division did. Jul'23:49
MIRACLE, BRIAN
Classroom and campus. Jun'54:32
MIRACLES
Do you believe in the miracles of Jesus--then and now?
Jun'22:29
Time for a miracle. Jan'46:46
Shavings. Jul'73:35
Miranda, Nellie Mason, -1938
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:61
MIRANDA, NELLIE MASON, -1938
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Personalities. Feb'36:21
In memoriam. May'38:39
MIREJOVSKY, JAN
Global highlights. Feb'50:3
"MIRROR, MIRROR" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. May'69:29
MIRSHAH,
(photo) Nov'41:41
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51   Jun'24:52
Circulation corner. Jul'35:1
MISNER, FERNE
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
The colleges at work. May'33:32
MISSION COMITY
See
COMITY ON THE MISSION FIELD
MISSION CONFERENCES
(schedule) Mar'59:45
Mission conferences. Feb'60:30
(1961 schedule) Adults and missions. Mar'61:42
(1962 schedule) Adults and missions. Mar'62:36
Mission conferences set. Mar'63:49
Summer opportunities unlimited! Mar'64:31
Adults and mission. Apr'64:42
We were there. Apr'66:38
Interdenominational mission conferences pay dividends.
Feb'67:29 (1967 schedule p. 30)
Interdenominational mission conferences offer windows on the
world. Feb'68:29 (1968 schedule p. 30)
Interdenominational mission conferences, summer, 1970 (1970
schedule) Feb'70:30
New is the key word... Feb'71:30 (1971 schedule p. 31)
Interdenominational summer mission conferences.
(1972 schedule) Feb'72:34
(1973 schedule) Feb'73:34
MISSION FAIRS
Women and world highways. May'53:33
"MISSION IS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Sep'73:46
MISSION TOURS
See also
PURPOSEFUL TOURS
Missions mean more to them now. Feb'55:8
Global highlights. Apr'55:2
Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:9
South American missions tour. Jan'56:27
Global highlights. Feb'56:2
News room. Mar'56:39
Ambassadors for the Brotherhood (photo of group) Jun'56:17
Conversations with a journalist in Argentina (photos)
Oct'56:12
Global highlights. Nov'57:6
Journey in new Japan. Jan'58:25
News room. Jun'58:37
Tour Caribbean area. Oct'59:37
Global highlights. Jan'62:5
Mission tours. Mar'63:48
Echoes from everywhere (photo of tour group) Oct'63:36
No room. May'64:49
On seeing the world. Jan'65:9
Global highlights. Oct'67:7
For pleasure and purpose in 1968. Jan'68:43
In brief. Jul'68:8
Global highlights. Dec'68:7
(photo of 1955 tour) Jan'69:24
World events. Nov'69:37
Your adventure abroad. Apr'71:22
Two weeks in Cuba. Feb'72:25
Tour planned. Feb'73:37
Mission tour set. Jun'73:44
"MISSION--WHY BOTHER?" (FILMSTRIP)
Mission--why bother? (photos) Apr'66:32
Audio-visuals. Jun'66:43
MISSIONAIRES (MISSIONS BUILDING CHOIR)
They make a joyful noise (photos) May'68:40
MISSIONARIES
The call for leadership. Mar'20:23
A paramount essential. Apr'20:23
The woman missionary yesterday and today. Apr'20:36
Charge to outgoing missionaries. Jul'20:back cover
The five year campaign. Oct'20:52
Ships. May'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:64
(photos of graves) Jun'24:18,19
Our fallen heroes. Jun'24:20
But whom say ye that I am? Jul'24:11
Hats off to him. Feb'25:38
Who has gone for us? Apr'25:14
Crusaders and gentlemen. Mar'26:3
Patterain. apr'26:17
Missionary illustrations... May'26:52
In the service of the King. Oct'26:43
The eighth epistle to the churches. Jul'27:21
The one sacrifice of the missionary. Feb'28:4
Missionary societies. Feb'28:46
Personal problems of the missionary. Mar'28:29
I have you in my heart. Jun'28:10
The missionaries' answer (poem) Jan'29:49
Chosen--called--sent. Mar'29:17
All in the day's work. Jun'29:12
Our lives against your money! Jul'29:13
Missionary illustrations... Sep'29:40
Ramsay MacDonald's appreciation of the missionary. Nov'29:16
Why we are missionaries. Jun'30:6
Are critics of missions justified? Jan'31:18
The modern missionary (poem) Jun'31:48
As a newcomer sees it. Jul'31:10
The loneliness of the missionary. Jan'32:26
A missionary will speak. Apr'32:5
The ministry of a missionary. May'32:5
The missionary organizations' own section.
Oct'32:35    Nov'32:35
The missionary: then and now. Jun'33:26
Shall we wait for super-missionaries? Jul'33:22
Oil for mission wheels. Mar'35:13
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39
Missions and missionaries. May'37:10
Nanking in war-time. Dec'37:22
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8
A missionary's case for missions. Jul'39:10
Let there be no blackout of Christian witness and fellowship. Sep'40:33
Why missionaries went back. Dec'40:13
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
Missions at half-mast. Jun'42:21
Tragic end of German missionaries. Jun'42:45
Which interpretation is correct? Dec'42:5
A columnist looks at missionaries. Jan'44:29
Missionary dividends. May'44:23
The China mission meeting in Indianapolis. Jun'44:12
A missionary's furlough. May'46:44
Global highlights (photo of 400 missionaries ready to sail for the Orient) Nov'46:3
Global highlights. Jan'47:3
Home of a missionary. Feb'47:41
Need for missionary "specialists." Jul'47:5
Wanted: for the Belgian Congo (chart) Jan'48:21
Global highlights. Jul'48:2
An epistle to the churches. Oct'48:28
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
Far away places. Nov'49:24
The faith of those who hope to stay. Dec'49:21
From the heart of a missionary's mother. Feb'50:31
Crusade progress (photo of candidates) Jun'51:26
Embarassing opportunities. Jul'51:27
What makes a missionary? Jun'52:18
...detained in China. Jun'52:24
...broaden the fellowship. Jul'52:26
We would be building. Dec'52:18
Here and there with World Call. Feb'53:48
Global highlights (photo of missionaries to India) Mar'53:3
I came to Japan because. Apr'53:29
Global highlights. Jul'53:4
Missionary links. Sep'54:40
That "luxurious" missionary life. Oct'54:9
Are missionary links outdated? Oct'54:29
They must increase. Nov'54:5
Missionary visits can be successful. Nov'54:26
Missions--then and now. Jun'55:11
Global highlights. Jul'55:3
They have lived and served (photos) Sep'56:25
Number of missionaries increases by 25 per cent. Jan'57:43
A salute to women on the mission field. Mar'57:24
Global highlights. Jun'57:3
They lived out their dreams (photos) Oct'57:27
Thanksgiving for missionaries. Nov'57:26
A director of distinction. Mar'58:10
Strangers in a foreign land. May'58:30
Missionary's first battle. Jul'58:29
151 years of service. Sep'58:30
Social trends. Dec'58:14
Overseas posts need "missionaries." Feb'59:32
Missionary (poem) May'60:50
Meditation of a missionary. Jul'61:16
Viewpoint. Apr'62:10
Living link--going, going, gone! Jun'62:10
Global highlights. Jul'62:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
Adults and missions. Jul'62:40
Missionaries are "wealthy." Jan'63:44
Joy of partnership. Mar'63:30
The right road to missionary service. Mar'64:28
Our missionaries. Mar'64:30
A missionary looks at milestones. Mar'64:45
The case for the single missionary. Jul'65:31
Partners in a global mission. Oct'65:16
Called to serve abroad. Mar'66:17
New life at sixty-plus. Nov'66:40
World outreach sounding board. Jan'68:32
In brief. Jul'68:8
Direct line. Nov'68:33
Missionary giants. Jan'69:31
Letters. May'69:41
A missionary partner relationship can be personal. Jun'69:30
Update on mission and missionaries. Mar'70:6
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'71:5
Letters. Oct'71:35
A different kind of missionary. Apr'73:16

MISSIONARIES--APPOINTMENT AND COMMISSIONING
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
Candidates appointed. Jun'35:8
These go to Africa (photo) Jun'39:6
Seven missionaries receive appointments. Jul'40:31
Missionaries appointed. Nov'41:31
(photo of missionaries appointed) Sep'47:21
News room. Sep'48:41
Global highlights. Sep'62:5
14 appointed for missionary service... Sep'64:7
Global highlights. Sep'65:5 Sep'66:5
World events. Sep'70:37 Nov'73:38

MISSIONARIES' CHILDREN
(photos) Jun'19:5
Jun'23:most of issue
The second generation on the mission field. Dec'23:26
(photo of missionary children in India) Jun'26:32
Personal problems of the missionary. Mar'28:29
Latin American missionary children. Jun'38:5
Mission children are everywhere. Jun'54:8
Mission child. Jul'58:47

MISSIONARIES' CONFERENCES
Annual conference...1919 (photo) Aug'19:26

MISSIONARIES--LISTS
Missionaries appointed by FCMS and the CWBM. Sep'20:49
Mar'21:32
U.C.M.S. Home missionaries. May'21:48
Our Foreign Missionary calendar, 1921-1922. Jun'22:56
Mar'23:42
Appointed to serve. Jun'23:34
Aug'23:64 Mar'25:42 Mar'27:56
Mar'24:29 Mar'26:38
Remembering those who represent us. Jun'27:48
Mar'28:58 Mar'30:51 Mar'32:32
Mar'29:42 May'31:42
Mar'34:inside front cover
Directory of Home missions workers. Apr'34:inside front cover
Mar'35:inside front cover
Mar'36:inside front cover
Mar'37:33
Missionaries in Mexico. Sep'37:47
Missionaries in Paraguay. Nov'37:46
Missionaries in Belgian Congo. Jan'38:47
Directory.
Mar'38:33 Mar'45:22 Mar'51:32 Mar'57:28
Mar'39:29 Mar'46:28 Mar'52:34 Mar'58:40
Foreign missionaries, Disciples of Christ.

Disciples of Christ Missionaries abroad. Oct'63:32
Disciples of Christ home missionaries. Apr'68:37
Disciples of Christ Missionaries abroad. Oct'68:32
Missionaries of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
Directory of overseas personnel.

MISSIONARIES--SAILINGS
Sailing, sailing. Feb'19:58
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
Jun'21:6
We are off with a smile (poem) Oct'21:2
Farewell to missionaries. Nov'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
Sailing this summer. Jul'23:34
July, August and September sailings. Aug'23:64

MISSIONARIES--SALARIES
When is a salary not a salary. Sep'19:20

MISSIONARIES--SELECTION AND TRAINING
See also

COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
Seeking recruits. Apr'19:53
The preparation of missionaries. Nov'22:14
Cornell school for missionaries. Apr'39:34
Developing missionary leadership. Sep'39:28
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:5
News room. May'50:34
Selecting and training new missionaries. Sep'52:14
Adventure in missionary training. Apr'53:38
No place like Brussels! Feb'56:28
Course held for missionaries. Jul'56:32
Global highlights. Sep'58:6 Sep'59:6,7
We can't manufacture missionaries! Sep'59:19
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Missionaries are still needed! May'60:23
Global highlights. Mar'61:6 Apr'61:4
A summer in Mexico. Jul'61:32
Global highlights.
New missionaries for a world in turmoil. Jun'63:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38 Mar'65:36
Direct line. Mar'67:37 May'68:38
Heard the latest? Jun'69:14
Changes in missionary recruitment. Jul'69:22
World outreach sounding board. Nov'69:32
New missionaries prepare for the seventies. Jul'70:13

THE MISSIONARY COUNCIL ADVANCE (MISSOURI)
Here and there with World Call. Apr'49:48

MISSIONARY EDUCATION
See
MISSIONS--STUDY AND TEACHING
MISSIONARY EDUCATION CONFERENCE
Women and world highways. May'50:40
MISSIONARY EDUCATION INSTITUTE
Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
The threshold. May'40:2

MISSIONARY EDUCATION MOVEMENT
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:62
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45 Nov'25:45
Mission fields from the inside. Jan'28:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44
Missionary organizations' own section. Mar'34:35
The church united in study. Jun'39:4
A mission study book and how it grew. Apr'40:17
American churches in Council. Feb'41:22
The threshold. Apr'43:2
Global highlights. Nov'46:2
A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
Mission agencies bring expanded faith to National Council.
Jul'50:31
Global highlights. Nov'51:4
...has birthday. Jun'52:45

MISSIONARY EDUCATION MOVEMENT. CONFERENCE
Notes. Jun'19:59 Jul'19:56
Why not attend a summer missionary conference? May'24:59
Summer conferences... Jun'25:63
Missionary Education Conferences. May'28:43
The investment of your summer. Jul'28:15
Summer conferences on the world mission of Christianity.
May'29:46
Summer conference in missionary education. Jun'30:52
What, where, when and how. Apr'32:42

MISSIONARY EDUCATION MOVEMENT. INSTITUTES
The threshold. Apr'36:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
The threshold. Apr'38:2

MISSIONARY FELLOWSHIPS
The threshold. Apr'40:2

MISSIONARY HERALD
Notes. Jun'19:59
quoted. Official census of India. Jul'24:37
The threshold. Apr'34:2

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCER
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60
Commentary. Dec'73:12

MISSIONARY MESSAGE OF THE BIBLE
Book announcements. Feb'24:56

MISSIONARY ORIENTATION CENTER (STONY POINT, N.Y.)
Global highlights. Feb'63:7

MISSIONARY PARTNERS
See also
LIVING LINK MISSIONARIES
Adults and mission. Apr'63:38 May'63:38
Our missionaries. Mar'64:30
Partners in a global mission. Oct'65:16
World outreach sounding board. May'67:32
A missionary partner relationship can be personal. Jun'69:30
THE MISSIONARY QUARTERLY
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
(note) Feb'25:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
Book commends Missionary Quarterly. Aug'27:44
Sunday schools. Jan'28:55
MISSIONARY RESEARCH LIBRARY (NEW YORK)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
Missionary facts compiled by National Council. Sep'53:47
MISSIONARY REVIEW OF THE WORLD
Notes. Sep'19:48
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:64
Unusually valuable material. Oct'22:57
quoted. Broad hints from a wide traveler. Jul'24:5
quoted. On the highest authority. Oct'24:10
quoted. Another missionary athlete. Feb'25:35
quoted. The Indian's twenty-third Psalm. Aug'26:26
quoted. Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49
Honors for our missionaries. Dec'28:1
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41 Sep'29:40
Special issues... Nov'32:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'34:40
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'35:36
MISSIONARY SAILINGS
See
MISSIONARIES--SAILINGS
MISSIONARY SOCIETIES
Union councils of great moment. Mar'19:49
Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:50
The independent missionary. Oct'39:21
MISSIONARY STORIES TO TELL
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
MISSIONARY TIDINGS
The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
In days of yore. Jun'24:30
A half Century of missionary journalism. May'33:23
Here and there with World Call. Nov'49:56
MISSIONS
Note: Since this periodical covered the work of the
missions with most of its articles the works entered
here deal with the theory or philosophy of foreign
missions only.
The foreign fields and post-War conditions. Jan'19:8
The work must go on. Jan'19:13
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
The near call from afar. Mar'19:3
How German ambitions hit the Foreign Society. Mar'19:7
Alexander Campbell on missions. Mar'19:25
Preaching on missions. Mar'19:37
A new Christianization. Jun'19:21
Uncle Sam, missionary. Jul'19:4
"I've got to get into this thing somehow." Jul'19:40
Mothers and missions. Dec'19:6
Fulfilling his promise. Jan'20:21
Man, what a chance. Feb'20:3
The grand work of this age. Feb'20:14
Dress on the colors. Mar'20:3
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth." Mar'20:4
Christian unity and missions. Mar'20:34
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:37
The high cost of missions. Jul'20:36
The war and the broadened missionary horizon. Jul'20:37
International Missionary Conference. Aug'20:27
The place of foreign missions in the new international situation. Sep'20:43
The world's stake in America. Jul'20:3
O ye of little faith. Aug'20:14
International Foreign Missionary Conference... Oct'20:28
Unity and permanence. Dec'20:8
The primacy of the missionary. Jan'21:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:53
Look on the fields. Feb'21:inside front cover
A Japanese view of education and missions. Feb'21:49
A. McLean and our missionary growth. Mar'21:43
Frank Garrett's statement at Winona. Oct'21:4
An epistle to the churches. Nov'21:31
Bible study. Dec'21:50 Jan'22:48
Taking the far out of foreign. Mar'22:3
Shall we allow our Foreign Mission strategy to break down? Mar'22:4
Drawing the nations together. Mar'22:23
The obligation of American churches to mission churches. Mar'22:51
Come on! (poem) Jun'22:10
Three nails for the Devil's coffin. Jul'22:3
Bible study. Jul'22:54
Prayer and missions. Dec'22:4
Women and missions. Jan'23:26
New visions of truth from the mission field. Mar'23:9
The weapons of our warfare. Mar'23:20
Contributions of the mission fields to Christian tolerance. May'23:28
More than conquerors. Oct'23:19
Are missions up-to-date? Dec'23:29
Is your church well nourished? Jan'24:18
Lifting the world's load. Mar'24:4
What giving to missions does for a church. Mar'24:13
Decently and in order. Mar'24:22
We will maintain. Apr'24:28
Buried alive by his mother. May'24:12
Broad hints from a wide traveler. Jul'24:5
On the highest authority. Oct'24:10
Just leaves. Nov'24:25
The call to advance. Dec'24:29
The best ye breed. Jan'25:31
The church with a world vision. Feb'25:14
Drawing the all-inclusive circle. Mar'25:4
President Coolidge on foreign missions. Mar'25:17
The mission of foreign missions. Mar'25:25
The layman's responsibility for the foreign missionary movement. Mar'25:28
Fourteen points on foreign missions. Jun'25:inside front cover
The mirror blue. Jun'25:4
(cartoon) Jun'25:14
The flag follows the cross. Jul'25:42
Meeting our new day in foreign missions. Sep'25:22
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics.
Nov'25:51
Speaking of books. Dec'25:41
Program helps. Dec'25:48
The fifth epistle to the churches. Jan'26:16
There is no substitute for the missionary passion. Feb'26:6
A view of foreign missions. Mar'26:4
Paganism versus God. Mar'26:7
The reasons why. Mar'26:25
The dynamic power of missions. Mar'26:29
Foreign missions and world peace. Jul'26:18
Report of the Commission to the Orient. Aug'26:34
What word of scripture is more fundamental... Feb'27:27
A business missionary. Feb'27:39
Mar'27:much of issue
Has missions an appeal for youth? May'27:15
Whither bound? May'27:22
Sectarian shackles. Jun'27:20
Foreign missions begins at home! Oct'27:34
An expert's presuption. Jan'28:4
Mar'28:much of issue
Foreign missions under fire. Feb'29:4
Mar'29:much of issue
A new mandate for world missions. Jun'29:5
For a view of world missions take the local church to Jerusalem. Jun'29:10
An attitude test on world missions. Jun'29:17
Our first foreign field plans for self-support. Aug'29:12
Mission work is now "big business." Aug'29:30
Where is the romance of missions? Dec'29:6
Why are Christian missions essential? Dec'29:28
Mar'30:much of issue
A new thing in foreign missions. May'30:4
Facts that strike between the eyes. Jun'30:7
God has not quit! Oct'30:6
Are critics of foreign missions justified?
Nov'30:21 Jan'31:18
Devotional study for women's missionary societies. Jan'31:38
Are critics of foreign missions justified? Feb'31:13
Mar'31:much of issue
Are critics of missions justified? Jun'31:11
I will plant in the wilderness! Aug'31:23
Meet the critics! Oct'31:20
Speaking of books. Feb'32:32
Mar'32:much of issue
A call in America. Aug'32:32
Twenty-two nations plan missions advance. Sep'32:17
Re-thinking missions. Jan'33:3
Sea salt. Jan'33:22
Mar'33: much of issue
Disciples and the laymen's report. Apr'33:19
The Christian mission and other faiths. May'33:19
Jun'33:much of issue
The laymen's challenge. Oct'33:11
Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Mar'34:much of issue
Book chat. Jun'34:5
Cooperation in foreign missions. Jun'34:6
New tasks for missions. Dec'34:8
Some changes during thirty years. Feb'35:6
Oil for mission wheels. Mar'35:13
Religious nationalism! Sep'35:13
Book chat. Sep'35:22
I believe in missions. Oct'35:5
Mar'36:much of issue
...and mass movements. Oct'36:4
The pastor and missions. Oct'36:17
War's alternative... Nov'36:7
The church and its world mission. Nov'36:23
Missions in our day. Mar'37:3
Women and world highways. Apr'37:35
Missions and missionaries. May'37:10
Reading between the lines. Jun'37:28
A letter on a world journey. Jul'37:4
Women and world highways. Jul'37:35
The preacher and Christian missions. Sep'37:3
Christian unity and the mission field. Oct'37:3
Mar'38:much of issue
The present position in world missions. Apr'38:18
Programs for adult organizations. May'38:36
The far reach of Christian missions. Jun'38:13
A pastor looks at world service. Sep'38:24
An open letter to sponsors of missions. Dec'38:28
Twenty years of foreign missions. Jan'39:18
Mar'39:much of issue
Trends in world Christianity. Apr'39:6
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:18
A missionary's case for missions. Jul'39:10
A world faith. Nov'39:25
The marching orders of the church. Nov'39:27
We would see Jesus. Jan'40:16
Foreign missions through the year. Jan'40:18
Why I believe in missions. Mar'40:4
Twenty-five years ago. Mar'40:27
One minute. Apr'40:26
Immortelles or dragon's teeth. Jun'40:6
The church in its world mission. Sep'40:10
Methods in Christian missions. Sep'40:21
The threshold. Oct'40:2
Orphaned missions. Oct'40:4
American churches in Council. Feb'41:22
A decisive hour of Christian missions. Jun'41:13
Missions in time of emergency. Jul'41:3
Why missions in the church? Jul'41:45
The war and missions. Oct'41:10
The work is life. Oct'41:25
Do Christian missions pay? Nov'41:17
Let Christian missions continue! Jan'42:11
Support of orphaned missions. Jan'42:37
The steadfast Christian international. Mar'42:10
Why I believe in foreign missions. Mar'42:21
Trenton foreign missions conference. Mar'42:26
Christians and world order. May'42:36
The work goes on. Jun'42:20
Missions at half-mast. Jun'42:21
For adult missionary groups. Jun'42:36
Youth and missions. Jun'42:37
Our problems. Sep'42:19
For adult missionary groups. Oct'42:36
The story of 1942. Jan'43:8
Missions amid world upheaval. Feb'43:22
Missionary worship service. Feb'43:38
What to preach on March 7. Mar'43:3
Missionary worship service. Mar'43:38
The totalitarian Christ. Apr'43:22
Missions in the new age. Jun'43:6
Why I go to South America. Jun'43:11
Is the Great Commission outmoded? Oct'43:7
American foreign missionaries and American good will. Nov'43:8
Christian missions through 25 years. Jan'44:9
The soldier meets the missionary. Feb'44:28
Forward with missions. Feb'44:39
Missionaries for new world conditions. Mar'44:8
Are Protestant missions an obstacle to the Good Neighbor Policy? Mar'44:15
Two hundred new missionaries needed. Mar'44:17
The other half of the envelope. Apr'44:14
Our foreign missions go forward in wartime. Jun'44:5
Why do you believe in missions? Sep'44:11
A call for dedication of life. Nov'44:12
They want Christianity. Nov'44:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:34
Planning for the future. Feb'45:38
Imperatives of missions. Mar'45:3
Forward together. Apr'45:20
Whether to live or die. May'45:16
Orphaned missions and the younger churches. May'45:22
The prospect of world missions. Oct'45:13
International understanding... Jun'46:13
World missions, relief and reconstruction. Jan'47:13
Eight reasons for believing in missions. Feb'47:8
Men and mission of the church. Mar'47:13
Upon this foundation. Apr'47:16
A missionary mind. Apr'47:28
Appraisals of foreign missions. May'47:22
Youth and missions. May'47:39
Alternate beats of one heart. Sep'47:34
Processes of evangelism. Oct'47:42
Why Protestant missions in Latin America? Jun'48:12
More than ever, I believe in missions. Sep'48:11
The story of San Francisco. Nov'48:21
Crusade progress. Apr'49:28
Go into all the world and preach the Gospel. May'49:46
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:27
White fields. Feb'50:5
I watched the Kingdom grow. Jun'50:12
We went to Oklahoma City. Dec'50:26
I believe in world missions. Mar'51:13
I believe in missions. Jun'51:7
The cry of the people. Sep'51:16
Significant achievements in world missions, 1920-1950. Sep'51:43
This is evangelism in action. Feb'52:14
This is the victory. Jun'52:10
Outlook encouraging for Christian missions. Jun'52:13
New occasions...new duties. Sep'52:21
Disciples have a mission. Sep'52:24
Christianity's offensive in an hour of crisis. Feb'53:9
How army wives help. Jul'53:39
The church is mission. Oct'53:9
World evangelism and missions. Jan'54:8
Tension points in the Christian world mission. Jan'54:14
Policy changes in mission strategy. Jan'54:39
New days call for new ways. Feb'54:10
Mission leaders seek solution of problems at home and abroad. Feb'54:28
Missions tour reveals strength and weakness. Apr'54:26
Misconceptions about mission. Dec'54:5
The nature of the church. Jan'55:5
Missions in the coming era. Mar'55:19
I believe in christian missions. Apr'55:21
Missions--then and now. Jun'55:11
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
Missions amid revolution. Dec'55:17
It began under a haystack. Jan'56:6
Obeying God in new ways. Jan'56:13
For adult mission study. Jan'56:36
Youth and missions. Jan'56:37
The church becomes the center. Feb'56:7
A new day for missions. Feb'56:21
A layman looks at missions. Mar'56:7
Christian witness in today's world (photos) Mar'56:23
Challenge to Christianity. Mar'56:32
For adult mission study. Mar'56:36
Revolution brings opportunity. Apr'56:13
Technical assistance--a missionary idea. Jul'56:22
The world needs Christianity. Dec'56:48
Tools for the task. Dec'56:34
Mission in today's world. Jan'57:10
Every land is a mission land. Apr'57:22
Younger churches reach maturity. May'57:19
Global highlights. Jun'57:5
Caribbean close-ups. Jul'57:17
Do you believe in missions? Oct'57:46
World revolution. Dec'57:48
Mission fields report gains. Dec'57:51
Your child and missions. Feb'58:30
Students will survey the church's mission. May'58:23
Mission child. Jul'58:47
Missiles and missions. Oct'58:22
Around the world in forty yeras. Jan'59:12
It has all happened in forty years. Jan'59:20
...our divine command! Jan'59:31
No dull moments. Mar'59:13
Women and world highways. Mar'59:33
World mission. Oct'59:14
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
A layman looks at world missions. Oct'60:19
What do you think about missions now? Dec'60:23
The meaning of mission. Feb'61:9
The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:11
Why do we have world missions? Mar'61:19
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:24
Global highlights. May'61:8
Peace Corps and missionary motives. May'61:9
Adults and missions. May'61:36
Christians together. Jun'61:9
Are we world minded? Jun'61:30
What price cooperation? Jul'61:11
Adults and mission. Jan'62:36
Why missions? Mar'62:11
Revolution and world mission. Jun'62:21
Youth and world missions. Oct'62:39
Adults and mission. Mar'63:40
Churchman's vocabulary. Jul'63:16
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:16
God and company, builders. Jan'64:30
Adults and mission. Jul'64:40
When nations awaken. Dec'64:25
Youth and the world mission. Dec'64:40
It is still worth the effort. Feb'65:9
We saw his work. May'65:28
Light in the darkness. Nov'65:21
? and answers. Dec'65:8
Adults and mission. Jan'66:36
World mission. Mar'66:20
Adults and mission. Mar'66:36
Plain talk about missionary work. Jun'66:13
Line across the world. Dec'66:18
Creating during for decades. Oct'67:17
World outreach sounding board. Dec'67:32
Global highlights. Mar'68:7
New forms of missions. Jun'68:16
No single missionary body is sufficient unto itself. Nov'68:14
They made things happen. Jan'69:13
The church is everywhere. May'69:20
Why we came back from the Philippines. Dec'69:12
From strangers to friends. Jan'70:6
World events. Feb'70:38
Letters. Mar'70:4
Update on mission and missionaries. Mar'70:6
World events. Jul'70:36
Direct line. Apr'71:30
What is the Christian ministry? Oct'71:12
Commentary. Nov'71:15
In brief. Jun'72:40
The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16
Giving and recieving. Jan'73:25
Letters. May'73:46
The hidden Christ and commitment. May'73:18
Commentary. Jun'73:13
Living in dialogue. Jul'73:31

MISSIONS AND WORLD PROBLEMS
Speaking of books. Dec'25:41

MISSIONS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Missionary education of the church. Feb'21:56
Book announcements. Jun'21:50
Bibliography for missionary education in the Sunday school.
Jul'28:43
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
Current mission study material.
   Jul'37:30    Jul'39:32
   Jan'38:26    Jan'39:38
Some books on world Christianity. Jul'39:31
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
Mission study material... Jul'42:33
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
World outreach sounding board. Jun'68:32
World outreach books reviews. Jun'68:33
World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32
World outreach books. Jun'69:7

MISSIONS BUILDING (INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA)
See
U.C.M.S. HEADQUARTERS. INDIANAPOLIS

MISSIONS DAY OF PRAYER
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:53

MISSIONS--FINANCES
See also sub-heading FINANCES under each Missionary
Society and Unified Promotion
The day of larger things is here. Jun'19:6
Reports... Sep'22:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:55
As a man giveth. Mar'23:4
Spending $40,000,000 annually. May'24:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
Cooperation in foreign missions. Mar'27:4
How much do we know... Jul'27:49
Who shall go for us? Dec'41:17
Global highlights. Nov'47:2
Now is the time. Jan'53:22
Adults and mission. Apr'61:38    Oct'63:38
World outreach sounding board. Jun'67:32

MISSIONS--HISTORY
Through the years. Sep'33:38

MISSIONS HOME (WINONA LAKE, INDIANA)
News room. Jun'43:30

MISSIONS IN INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES
See name of country
"MISSIONS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA" (SLIDES)
New set of slides. Feb'45:36
MISSIONS, MEDICAL

The healing of Africa. May'20:22
Medical missions among Filipino children. Jun'20:31
Medical work in India. Dec'20:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:53
The advance of medicine against superstition. Feb'21:28
An open door of healing in India. Jul'21:15
They that are sick. Jul'21:37
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
A new use for candles. Jan'22:56
Every time your clock ticks. Mar'22:47
With healing in its beams. Jul'22:17
Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:26
The medical missionary at work. Oct'22:16
The key that unlocks the door. Oct'22:20
Medical work in Batang. Nov'22:22
At the Culion Leper Colony. Dec'22:17
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:57
One memory that will endure. Jul'23:15
A call for help. Sep'23:36
Experiences in a plague hospital. Sep'23:37
Paying the big dividends. Sep'23:40
Some experiences of a doctor. Jan'24:45
The Doctor Babu. Feb'24:38
My first Indian patient. Feb'24:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57
As we watch the stream of life. Mar'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49
An enthusiastic advertiser. Jul'24:58
What a hospital does in China. Oct'24:11
Where lives of service sing. Jan'25:55
Mamaji's children. Mar'25:34
Her ministry wonderfully blest. Apr'25:39
His first operation in Batang. May'25:37
(note) Jul'25:42
At the Nantungchow hospital. Jul'25:61
One of India's silent sufferers. Aug'25:39
Fighting yaws... Dec'25:31
Contrasting Eastern and Western medical practice. Dec'25:57
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
Lights and shadows of a woman doctor's life. Feb'26:61
Superstition versus science. May'26:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
Equipped for service. Jul'26:39
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
The spirit of the Great Physician at work. Oct'26:22
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49
Medical work in Batang. Oct'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
Evangelism in the University hospital, Nanking. Mar'27:38
Varied duties of a missionary doctor. Mar'27:51
Result of a tonsillotomy. Apr'27:52
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
Batang doctor busy. Dec'27:61
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
Land of mystery, sunshine and rain. Dec'28:36
Practicing the "inasmuch." Feb'29:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:44
A Drake student in Congo. Jun'29:34
One day's work. Jun'29:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35,36
Patients everywhere. Aug'29:27
Cancrum oris or ulcerative stomatitis. Sep'29:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:50
The medical missionary and his clinic. Nov'29:25
The blind are made to see. Nov'29:34
The joy of serving. Nov'29:39
At Bolenge hospital. Nov'29:60
From the Bilaspur hospital. Nov'29:61
China preaches Christ through hospitals. Dec'29:20
Missionary organizations. Dec'29:46
The missionary doctor... Jan'30:32
By a way that they know not. Jan'30:36
Flash lights. Jan'30:36
From sunup to sundown... Jan'30:39
Whereas I was blind, now I see. Jan'30:9
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:40
Ministering to the sick. Jul'30:29
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40
Taking temperatures in India. Dec'30:32
Saved to serve. Feb'31:15
Call the doctor! Feb'31:21
If you do not help, who will? Feb'31:27
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29
Getting back to the primitive. Feb'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:39,40
Fighting the white plague. Feb'31:47
Meningitis in China. Oct'31:46
Three babies in Congo. Dec'31:28
The resurrection of Mrs. Sung. Feb'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:38
The joy of paying one's own way. Jul'32:26
Monieka brave hearts. Jul'32:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:39
Apropos of the medical missionary. Aug'32:33
One among ten who was grateful. Sep'32:31
Programs for adult organizations. Feb'33:36
Programs for young people. Feb'33:37
Help for the world's physical needs. Mar'33:27
Opportunities and obstacles. May'33:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:39
Just life or the abundant life. Jun'33:40
At even, when the sun did set. Sep'33:26
The leper clinic at Mungeli. Sep'33:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:39
Saving the babies of India. Jan'34:32
She nearly lost her chance. Jan'34:47
Medical tribulations in India. Feb'34:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'34:39 Mar'34:39
A hospital day. May'34:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40 Jun'34:40
Vaccinations or votives. Oct'34:31
Who will give him his chance? Oct'34:43
Medical missions centennial. Dec'34:4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:38
Some intangibles of medical missions. Mar'35:16
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:38 May'35:39
Clinics in Chinese villages. Jun'35:27
A century of medical missions. Jul'35:3
All in the day's work. Jul'35:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'35:40 Jan'36:40
A busy doctor. Apr'36:43
A doctor in India. Apr'36:45
It's different when you yourself are carved. Apr'36:46
Two men. May'36:14
The "400" in Damoh. Jun'36:31
Looking in from outside. Jul'36:30
And He lived. Dec'36:29
And there was light. Dec'36:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:38 Apr'37:38
The front line of medical science. Jun'37:14
One big family. Jul'37:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
In an Indian hospital. Dec'37:20
The ministry of healing. Feb'38:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'38:38 Nov'38:29
Relieving pain in Pendra Road. Feb'39:31
Military equipment used for deeds of love. Jun'39:42
She calls them "little things." Feb'40:42
Dental problems in Congo. Feb'40:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:38,39 Oct'40:38
My hopes for the Satnami. Nov'40:34
Hospital carries on! Mar'41:47
Meeting emergencies in Congo. Apr'41:46
A chance to live. Jul'41:46
Let Christian missions continue! Jan'42:11
Miracles you paid for. Feb'42:26
Medical mercies. Feb'42:31
Medical and evangelistic report. Jul'42:44
Medical missionary work. Sep'42:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:39
Missionary nurse reports. Feb'43:44
Why I go back to India now. May'43:21
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:38
Medical work in Congo. Jun'43:23
Christianity makes a difference. Juan'43:32
Black magic versus health education. Feb'44:8
African blood saves millions. May'44:38
Paraguayan dental clinic. Nov'44:17
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:33
What cooperation can do. Mar'45:34
That they might have life. Jun'45:5
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:8
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'45:33 Feb'46:36 Jul'46:39
Nov'45:31 Mar'46:37
Before coming home. Jul'46:42
The Hendersons in Congo. Jul'46:44
Huge eye camp. Sep'46:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37 May'47:41
India's nurses--and her children. Jun'47:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:39 Nov'47:34
Kala Azar comes to Congo. Nov'47:36
Workmen without tools. Feb'48:19
Hofei Hospital--mission of mercy. Jun'48:16
What have we accomplished? Jun'48:44
Bicycle doctor. Oct'48:24
Come over and help us. Oct'48:27
A "twin" clinic. Dec'48:29
Hope Hospital is growing up. Dec'48:46
New eyes for thousands. Feb'49:13
Medical missionaries and modern miracles. Jul'49:47
Extinction or survival in Congo. Feb'50:10
Medical work in Bolenge. Feb'50:30
The blind shall see again. Jan'51:28
Thank you, friends in the north! Jan'51:42
Congo's new doctor makes a discovery. Feb'51:31
New of this and only 25 beds. Apr'52:21
Echos from everywhere. Apr'52:36 May'52:38
No dull moments at Hope Hospital. Oct'52:47
Echos from everywhere. Nov'52:35
Hospital is better equipped. Nov'52:42
Mud hut medicine. Feb'53:18
The challenge of change in Africa. Mar'53:9
In India, one million people without sight. Mar'53:24
A five point program for new India. May'53:22
Echos from everywhere.
Oct'53:32 Nov'53:34 Dec'53:34 Jan'54:34
Hospital serves Christian cause. Jun'54:42
Mission dedicates hospital equipment. Sep'54:42
The story of Bharos. Oct'54:27
Echos from everywhere. Oct'54:34
Babies! Babies! Oct'54:42
Tragedy reveals need for hospital. Oct'54:44
Echos from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Global highlights. Jan'55:2
For adult mission study. Feb'55:36
Indian leader inspects mission. Feb'55:40
A step forward. Feb'55:47
Kimpese--center of healing in Congo. Mar'55:31
The visitor. Mar'55:47
Echos from everywhere. Apr'55:34
Missionaries fight a fearful goddess. Jun'55:31
Medical missionaries hold annual conference. Jul'55:48
Echos from everywhere. Nov'55:32
Mungeli hospital program grows. Mar'56:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
Maternity ward. May'56:45
This hospital serves Haiti. Jun'56:15
Kimpese--Congo's finest. Jun'56:30
Mahmoud and the God Samaritan. Jun'56:32
Disciples begin new maternal health and child welfare service in India. Jun'56:49
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
Weather is important. Oct'56:45
Doctor with a mission. Nov'56:22
Light out of darkness. Nov'56:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'56:36      Mar'57:34      Sep'57:34
Global highlights. Oct'57:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34       Dec'57:38
Belonging to one another. Feb'58:49
Global highlights. Mar'58:6
Haiti's valley of opportunity. Mar'58:15
Healing ministry. Nov'58:42
Only the best for the Congo. Oct'58:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
Serving the sightless. Jan'59:55
Preparing a ministry of healing. Apr'59:14
Healing in India. Jun'59:44
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'59:36      Oct'59:36      Nov'59:34
Global highlights. Oct'59:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:34
Kohokai--no ordinary hospital. Feb'60:21
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36
Medical witness in Congo. Mar'60:37
Sight for the blind of India. Apr'60:25
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
No more fear. Oct'60:43
A better life for Sahabana. Dec'60:24
The Congo--where milk is medicine. Jan'61:48
Mission hospital answers a need. Feb'61:33
India doctors with a new outlook. Mar'61:21
Echoes from everywhere. May'61:34
Eye camp in India. May'61:41
Global highlights. Oct'61:8
New day for healing in Mexico. May'62:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'62:36       Dec'62:36
Leprosy still challenges the Indian church. Jan'63:31
Global highlights. Feb'63:4
Breakthrough on the Kwai. Feb'63:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
A "receiver" gets a look at missions. Dec'63:46
The worker, Jan'64:32
Glances and glimpses. Feb'64:12
Healing on an Indian roadside. Feb'64:13
Healing--a way to witness in Nepal. Apr'64:20
The "astonishing success" at Indore. Apr'64:26
What's ahead for India? May'64:19
Sight for the blind of Orissa. May'64:26
IMA aids in a healing ministry. May'64:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38       Nov'64:36
Healing in Nepal. Feb'65:48
Healing at Pendra Road. May'65:26
A ministry on wheels. May'65:46
$2.80 an eye! May'65:49
Global highlights. Sep'65:7
Dentist with a mission. Sep'65:50
When life has hope. Nov'65:43
doctor begins pioneering work in India. Jan'66:45
Radiology work begins in India. May'66:32
A crying need. Jan'67:44
Direct line. Jun'67:37
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'67:5
Letters. Feb'68:46
Jogrindro will walk again. Jan'69:40
Thoughts on leaving Thailand. Nov'70:16
Direct line. Nov'70:32
Old hospital with a new view. Apr'71:40
Gospel of health and hope. Oct'71:32
Enlarging the church's service. Oct'72:12
The cross brought us there. Nov'73:24

MISSIONS--STATISTICS
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:62
To the uttermost parts. Aug'22:45
Book announcements. Oct'22:57
Tabular view of the foreign missions... Oct'22:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
Speaking of books. Mar'25:55
Where we stand. Apr'25:1
If you want statistics. Aug'25:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
According to the statistics. Mar'27:15
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
Figures that live. Oct'36:22
Flashes. Dec'36:45
World missions at the crossroads. Mar'47:7
Missionary facts compiled by National Council. Sep'53:47
Global highlights. Feb'59:4

MISSIONS--STUDY AND TEACHING
See also
MISSION CONFERENCES
SCHOOLS OF WORLD MISSIONS
SCHOOLS OF WORLD OUTREACH
The book shelf. May'20:37
Missionary education.
Mar'21:54 Jun'21:49 Jul'21:40
Suggested missionary educational program. Oct'21:58
A church school of missions. Nov'21:55
The three year graded series of programs. Jun'22:51
Bible study. Jul'22:54
Missionary education program. Nov'22:49
Interdenominational mission study books successfully reviewed. Dec'22:54
The Church School of Missions. Dec'22:58
Instituting institutes. Feb'23:57
Is the church prepared? Sep'24:27
Missionary education in the local church. Nov'25:30
How to make effective missionary addresses. Mar'26:27
Missionary conferences. Apr'26:60
Schools of missions. Apr'26:63
Missions recognized by Chautauqua. Feb'27:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
Another sample of cooperation. Nov'27:15
Mission fields from the inside. Jan'28:30
Missionary education in Sunday school Jan'28:54
Source material on missionary education. Jan'28:54
Teaching missions by the surprise method. Feb'28:58
South America comes to San Francisco. Sep'28:24
College of Missions extension course. Sep'28:27
College of Missions offers special Latin America study. Jul'29:42
Another step toward marriage. Jun'30:20
Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:8
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Mission study books for 1931-32. Oct'31:42
What, where, when and how.
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Programs for young people. Mar'32:37
Good ideas... May'32:38
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'32:36 Jul'32:36
Course of study on the American Indians. Aug'32:42
Courses for study on China. Nov'32:42
Working materials on China. Nov'32:44
Bibliography of China material. Dec'32:42
A missionary fair. Apr'33:43
Missionary materials and methods. May'33:43
Making summer count. Jun'33:41
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jun'33:43
Missionary materials for 1933-1934. Jul'33:41
Missionary materials and methods. Sep'33:41
Missionary organisations' own section. May'34:35
Programs for adult organizations. Jul'34:36
Programs for young people. Jul'34:37
Helps for the leaders of children's groups. Sep'34:41
Book chat. Oct'34:14
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
All American all church fiesta. Feb'36:32
Current mission study material. Jul'37:30 Jan'38:26
The menu of the missionary meeting. Jan'38:37
Current mission study material. Jul'38:31 Jan'39:38
Programs for young people. Jun'39:37
They had a World's Fair. Jan'40:26
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
Current mission study material. Jan'40:30 Jul'40:30
New pamphlet on missionary education. Jun'41:41
Missionary courses for the Vacation church school. Jun'41:41
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
For adult missionary groups. Jul'42:36
Youth and missions. Mar'43:37
Missions and the preacher. Sep'50:5
Women and world highways. May'53:33
Missionary education is for the whole church. Mar'55:16
Growing interest shown in missionary enterprises. May'55:41
The local church lifts up missions. Oct'56:22
A mission center in miniature size. May'60:21
For adult mission study. Oct'60:38
Adults and missions. Dec'60:38   Jan'61:34
Youth and missions. May'61:37
Adults and missions.
Coming: Schools of World Outreach. Mar'62:26
Adults and mission. May'62:38
Youth and the world mission. May'62:39
Adults and mission.
   Jun'62:38   Jan'63:38   Sep'63:40
   Sep'62:38   Jun'63:38
Youth and the world Mission. Sep'63:41
Adults and mission.
   Nov'63:38   May'64:40   Sep'64:36   Jun'65:38
Youth and the world mission. Jun'65:40
Adults and mission. Jul'65:38
A way to bridge the "space gap." Sep'65:28
Mission--why bother? Apr'66:32
Where mission--begins--or ends. May'66:22
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
Youth and the world mission. Jul'66:38
World outreach sounding board.
World outreach sounding board. May'67:30
Interdenominational mission conferences offer windows on the world. Feb'68:29
World outreach sounding board.
   Feb'68:31   May'68:32   Jan'69:38
   Apr'68:32   Dec'68:31
World outreach education and CLC. Feb'69:37
Vacation church school at night. Mar'69:36
World outreach sounding board. Apr'69:36   May'69:30
Three themes for study. Jun'69:6
World outreach sounding board. Oct'69:30
A two-day "visit" to Africa. Jun'72:28
Carnival of the four winds. Nov'72:42
Youth help church see its world ministry. May'73:15
A better picture of world mission. Jul'73:28

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Letters. Mar'68:45

MISSISSIPPI
The year's work in Mississippi. Nov'19:27
The opportunity in Mississippi. Nov'29:50
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The story state by state. Aug'25:13
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
World events. Feb'71:36

MISSISSIPPI CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Crusade progress (photo of Mississippi Disciples House)
May'51:26
MISSOULA, MONTANA
Messages from our Home Missionary. May'19:39

MISSOULA, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Sep'19:50
The spirit of union (photo) Jul'27:51

MISSOURI
Notes and news. Feb'19:47
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:57
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
The story state by state. Aug'25:11
Interest grown in the reading contest. Jan'26:54
Missouri's President fifteen years. Aug'27:52
Anniversary booklet. Aug'29:30
(photo of Christian Women's Missionary Council)
Nov'37:inside front cover
Global highlights. Jul'61:6

MISSOURI (STEAMSHIP)
The highways of the King (photo) May'23:30
Launching a Congo steamer. Mar'24:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
The Church of Christ in Congo. Sep'25:25
The Steamship Missouri is at our beach. Jul'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
Gasoline launches on the Congo. Oct'29:4

MISSOURI ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
See also
MISSOURI CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
They work for you. Sep'58:27 (photo of staff p. 28)

MISSOURI ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES. THIRD DISTRICT
When churches work together. Oct'59:11

MISSOURI BIBLE COLLEGE
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'26:42 Oct'26:56
Report of students... Jan'21:19
(photo) Jan'21:20
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:26
What does a foundation do? Jan'54:16

MISSOURI CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (CAMDEN POINT, MISSOURI)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'22:49 Jun'24:56 Jan'27:52
Apr'23:54 Feb'26:52 Jan'28:42
Oct'23:61 Sep'26:57 Feb'28:45
Jan'24:41
(photo) Jan'21:13
What our students are doing... Jan'21:57
(photo) Jan'22:13
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:14
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:8
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
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MISSOURI CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

See also

MISSOURI ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:24
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33,46
Editorial correspondence. Jul'35:18
Crusade progress. Dec'50:21

MISSOURI CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. CONVENTION
Aug'19:60

MISSOURI CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
Classroom and campus. Jan'61:28

MISSOURI EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Dec'22:43 May'27:42 Jun'28:43
Jul'23:53 Mar'28:41

MISSOURI MOVEMENT
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51

MISSOURI SCHOOL OF RELIGION
(1896-1957 called the Bible College of Missouri)
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:12
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55
(photo) Jan'23:10
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39 Jan'24:41 Jan'25:34
First in the world. Jan'25:42
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52
Our opportunity in state universities. Apr'27:26
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:44
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:8,10
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:46
Distinction of our colleges. Jan'31:42
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:33
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:45
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
On the college campus. Oct'32:32
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:8
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:34
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32
Edwards retires as Missouri Dean (photo) Nov'34:14
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:43 (photo of some faculty p. 31)
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:31
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:32
College news. Dec'37:31
College happenings. Jan'38:30
News from our colleges. May'38:32
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Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:32
Bible College of Missouri (photo) May'39:26
College commencements. Jul'39:28
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
College notes. Jan'40:25 (photo of annual banquet p. 22)
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
College notes and news. Sep'40:31
Campus news. Nov'40:44
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:30
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:32
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
College and University news. Sep'41:31
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:34
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:33
News of campus events. Jul'42:30
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'43:32  May'43:31  Sep'43:24  Jul'45:26
  Mar'43:33  Jun'43:24  Jun'44:26  Sep'46:33
  Apr'43:32  Jul'43:25  Apr'45:26
Unique rural church plan in Missouri. Jun'47:43
Classroom and campus.
  Oct'47:30  May'50:33  Dec'51:31
  Jul'48:30  Sep'50:32
Grant made for new study of rural church. Feb'52:31
New churches for old. Oct'55:7
Classroom and campus.
  (photo of graduates of Rural Seminary) Sep'56:33
  Nov'56:30  Jan'57:28
Global highlights. Sep'57:5
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'58:29  Jun'58:33  Oct'58:33
Global highlights. Dec'58:7
Classroom and campus.
  May'59:35  Feb'62:33  Mar'63:35
  (photo of graduates) Sep'65:37
  Sep'66:35  Mar'68:35  Oct'68:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
In brief. Sep'69:39
World events. Mar'70:37
In brief. May'70:41
Mistral, Gabriela, 1889-1924
As we go (poem) Oct'25:14
MITCHEL, SOUTH DAKOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A dead church revived. Dec'28:35
MITCHELL, (MRS. SANFORD)
Memoriam. Feb'35:39
MITCHELL, ANNA LOUISE
Notes (death) Jun'19:60
Mitchell, Ben Nevis, 1854-1923
(married to Laura V. Kinsey Mitchell)
Message. Apr'19:58  Jul'19:53
Note. Aug'19:46
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
MITCHELL, BEN NEVIS, 1854-1923
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Notes. Apr'20:59
(death) Ben N. Mitchell (photo) Dec'23:45
Mrs. Mitchell goes home. Dec'26:44
MICHETTE, BERNICE
(photo) Jul'40:33
MICHETTE, CHARLES J
(death) Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Mitchell, Cyprus R.
Tired of giving? Jun'21:64
(untitled poem) Dec'24:47
Mitchell, Donald E
A new church for Columbia. Jul'59:11
An old church gains as it gives. Jul'60:11
Partners in progress. Jul'62:26
Room for growing. Jul'64:27
Comprehensive planning. Jul'66:26
Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'67:26
Letters. Jan'68:42
Spotlight on Bruce W. Riley. Nov'70:20
Urban renewal—opportunity or disaster. Jun'72:19
MICHETTE, DONALD E
News room. Sep'58:42 Feb'61:34
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:6
quoted. Advance in Nebraska. Jul'63:19 (photo p. 20)
Head start in Puerto Rico. May'67:26
Mitchell, Dorothy
Missionary worship service. Jul'46:38
MICHETTE, ERNEST IVAN, 1883-1972
(photo) Mar'24:53
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'51:4
MICHETTE, FLORA FOLEY, -1958
(death) Services held for Disciples. Feb'59:42
MICHETTE, G R
(photo) Jan'25:35
MICHETTE, GERTRUDE
Classroom and campus. Jul'62:35
MICHETTE, GRACE HOWARD (married to Charles Mitchell)
Former student returns to school. Feb'42:27
MICHETTE, HANNAH
Memorium. Feb'36:39
Mitchell, Hattie Poley, 1893-1980
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:60
Father and son. Feb'35:46
The old and the new. Oct'35:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40
As ye go—preach. May'36:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:39 Feb'38:39
The mission of the church in Congo. Mar'39:28
Congo village hears and believes. Apr'42:30
Keep on keeping on. Apr'42:44
More teachers are needed. Apr'43:45
Four months to Mondombe. Jan'46:42
African villages need leadership. Jan'47:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36
Handiwork is difficult for the women of Congo. Mar'51:29
Where changes present a real challenge to Christian work.
Mar'52:35
Lesson about ice. Nov'56:42

MITCHELL, HATTIE POLEY, 1893-1980
(photo) Oct'21:47,49 Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Tales out of school. Dec'22:30
(photo) Dec'22:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51 Jun'38:42 Oct'38:34
(photo) Nov'38:7
News room. Mar'44:34 Apr'44:28
(photo) Jul'44:34 Feb'48:26
News room (photo) Nov'49:35
(photo)
Mar'51:29 Mar'52:35 Dec'56:34 Mar'58:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years.
Sep'59:27 (photo p. 28)

MITCHELL, IMOGENE
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
World Convention opens new office. Feb'54:8

MITCHELL, IRMA W., -1921
(death) Dec'21:57

MITCHELL, JAMES H.
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34

MITCHELL, JANET
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:33

MITCHELL, JUDY
Classroom and campus (photo) May'66:34

MITCHELL, KENTON EARL, 1960-
(birth) News room. Jul'60:42

MITCHELL, LAURA V. KINSEY, -1926 (married to Ben Nevis Mitchell)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jan'21:36
(photo) Dec'23:inside front cover
Ben N. Mitchell. Dec'23:45
Mrs. Mitchell goes home (photo) Dec'26:44

MITCHELL, LIZZIE STANLEY, -1935
Memorium. Oct'35:40

MITCHELL, MARGARET. GONE WITH THE WIND
Book chat. Jun'37:22

MITCHELL, MAUDE Y
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

MITCHELL, MARY E
(death) Sep'24:58

MITCHELL, MAYO B., -1963
(death) News room. Sep'63:42

MITCHELL, Ruth Irene, 1910-
Preparing for life. Apr'36:29
A new missionary speaks. Jun'36:32
Speaking of books. Dec'36:47
First Pendra Road Young People's Conference. Jul'39:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:38
A chance to live. Jul'41:46
Medical missionary work. Sep'42:30
A missionary's week-end trip. Apr'43:28
Why I want to go back to India now. May'43:21
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'43:29     Sep'44:32     Oct'44:33
Convention at Bilaspur, India. Mar'47:46
I was a stranger and ye took me in. Oct'48:40
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'51:37     Mar'52:38     Jul'54:38
The visitor. Mar'55:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
Mission hospital answers a need. Feb'61:33
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
In a time of tension. Jan'66:34
Direct line. Nov'70:32
MITCHELL, RUTH IRENE, 1910-
   Off to the Orient (photo) Jul'35:19
   (photo) Jun'36:32     Feb'37:39
   A missionary's week-end trip. Apr'43:28
   News room. Jun'43:30     Jul'43:28
   (photo) Mar'44:15
   News room. Jul'44:34
   A South Atlantic crossing. Sep'44:20
   News room. Jun'46:45
   When nurses get together (photo) Jul'46:33
   quoted. Adult missionary groups. Dec'46:34
   quoted. Preaching the word in India. Sep'47:17
   News room. (photo) Nov'50:38
   Healing and much more! May'58:29
   The "astonishing success" at Indore. Apr'64:26
   News room. Apr'64:40     Jun'64:41
   Servant to nurse. Nov'65:34
   World events. Mar'69:35
   In brief. Apr'69:38     Apr'70:39
   (photo) Nov'70:32
MITCHELL, RUTH S
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
MITCHELL, SARAH A
   Memoriam. Sep'34:39
MITCHELL, W DOUGLAS
   Classroom and campus. Oct'45:27
MITCHELL, WILLIAM
   (photo) Mar'38:32
MITCHELL, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of Little Light Bearers) Mar'23:31
   Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:48
MITCHELTREE, JENNIE FRANCES
   (death) Mar'24:52
MITCHEM, LeROY
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:6
MITFORD, JESSICA. THE AMERICAN WAY OF DEATH
   The American way of death. Jan'64:9
Mitler, Louis
   Athenagoras--the beacon still shines. Dec'72:24
MITSUI, (married to Keiji Mitsui)
   First term in Japan (photo) Sep'63:28
MITSUI, KEIJI
   First term in Japan (photo) Sep'63:28
MITSUI, TADASHI
Global highlights. Feb'58:5
MITTAN, (MRS. JOSEPH WILMER)
Memorium. Jul'34:39
MITTEN, MARY R
Gifts that last. Jan'36:33
MITTS, (MRS. D. H.)
A fitting memorial. Mar'31:30
MIURA, AYAKO
Global highlights. Oct'64:6
Miwa, Genzo
Christmas (poem) Dec'61:50
Mix, (married to Allen Mix)
Letters. Jun'69:33
MIX, REX, 1935-
News room. Jun'62:32
MIXON, JOHN L
Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:2
"Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:24
MIYAJIMA, JAPAN
(photo) Oct'22:front cover
MIYAKODA, TSUNETARO
Global highlights. Sep'57:6
MIYAMOTO, KONOMI
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:32
MIYAMOTO, NOBI
(photo) Jan'58:22
MIYARA, YOZEN
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'59:36
Miyasaki, Mary
Missionary worship service. Sep'46:38
MIYASAKI, MARY
News room. Oct'43:34
Circulation corner (photo) Nov'45:inside front cover
MIZE, CARRIE ROSE (married to Carl Mize)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'59:8
MLEYNEK, DONNA RAE
They prepare children for mature living (photo) Dec'57:9
Moak, James Allen, 1917-
(married to Mildred Davis Hopkins Moak)
Adults and mission. Sep'61:36 Jan'64:38
MOAK, JAMES ALLEN, 1917-
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'62:8
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:6
In brief. May'70:38 Jun'71:40
MOAKE, RICHARD
(photo) Mar'59:5
MOATS, ALICE LEONE. OFF TO MEXICO
New books on Mexico. Mar'36:29
MOATS, EMILY
(death) Mar'21:50
MOATS, LEONE. OFF TO MEXICO
New books on Mexico. Mar'36:29
MOBERG, DAVID OSCAR, 1922-
Global highlights. Jun'63:7
MOBERLY, MISSOURI. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Casting bread--into a box car (photos) Jan'29:23
MOBILE, ALABAMA. AZALEA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

MOBILE, ALABAMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jan'19:58
Notes. Aug'19:46 Jun'20:59

MOBILE, ALABAMA. ST. MARKS COMMUNITY CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52
St. Mark's project shows people the church cares. Oct'69:20

MOBILE, ALABAMA. WESTERN HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44

MOBILE MEALS (OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA)
Meals that give more than food. Sep'72:42

MOBLEY, CHARLES B., 1884-1963
(photo) Mar'24:28
Union School a success. Oct'25:46

MOBLEY, COLVIN FABUS, 1917-1943
(photo) Sep'42:7

Mobley, Ernest Cramer, 1878-
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
The twelve churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:24
(photo) Oct'29:10

MOBLEY, ERNEST CRAMER, 1878-
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
(photo) Jul'29:10
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8

MOBUSI, CONGO
The Ubangi-Ngiri area in Congo. Jul'45:35

MOBUTU (married to Mobutu Joseph)
Leaders of the church in Congo (photo) Jun'69:25

MOBUTU JOSEPH
Leaders of the church in Congo (photo) Jun'69:25

MOCHIZUKI, (married to Ken-Ichiro Mochizuki)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'68:7

Mochizuki, Ken-Ichiro
Direct line. Dec'72:46

MOCHIZUKI, KEN-ICHIRO
Global highlights (photo) Dec'68:7

MOCK, ALBERT, 1879-1968 (married to Elva G. Mock)
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32

MOCK, LILLIAN MAE, -1956
In memoriam. Jun'55:37

MODAFFARI, MARCO ARTURO
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:31

MODE, J. W. -1945
In memoriam. Apr'46:37

"MODERN SCIENCE AND THE CHRISTIAN FAITH" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'63:44

MODERN SERIES OF MISSIONARY BIOGRAPHIES
Why Henry Martyn first? Jul'24:21

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Sep'39:inside front cover

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA. MAZE BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'58:30

MODRAS, RONALD E. PATHS TO UNITY
New books. Jan'71:29
MOE, MICHELLE
Global highlights. Sep'61:8

MOFFATT, JAMES
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
Solving things. Dec'29:1

MOFFAT, JAMES. THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS
Book chat. Dec'38:22

MOFFAT, JAMES. THE FIRST FIVE CENTURIES OF THE CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'38:22

MOFFATT, JAMES. JESUS CHRIST, THE SAME
Book chat. Feb'41:25

MOFFETT, ELIZABETH THOMPSON, -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35

MOFFETT, JANET (married to J. Robert Moffett)
(photo) Apr'64:8

MOFFETT, JOE BOB
(photo) Sep'42:7

Moffett, Joseph Robert, 1921- (married to Janet Moffett)
Letters. Sep'72:46

MOFFETT, JOSEPH ROBERT, 1921-
Classroom and campus. Dec'45:30
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24
(photo) Apr'64:8

MOFFETT, MYRTLE MAY, -1962
In memoriam. May'62:37

MOFFETT, ROBERT, 1835-1908
Missionary illustrations... Oct'27:42
(photo) Mar'28:32

MOFFETT, S A
Where the Gospel has had a fair chance. Sep'26:26

MOFFETT, SAMUEL
quoted. Toronto considers the world Christian mission. Mar'52:20
quoted. Moments of meditation. Apr'63:37

MOFFETT, SAMUEL. WHERE'ER THE SUN
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32

MOFFETT, SUSANNE (married to Winfield Scott Moffett)
(photo) Aug'19:26 Jun'20:40
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:53
Mrs. Susanne Moffett (photo) Apr'23:49
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31

MOHAN, ROBERT
(photo) May'33:41

MOHANTY, DHIRENDRA KUMA
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:4

Mohapeloa, Dorcas
Women on world highways. Nov'67:30

MOHAPI, EVELYN
All in the same boat. Oct'68:19

Mohle, Eula Phares, 1898- (married to Charles B. Mohle)
A daughter of the South looks at race. Feb'36:7

MOHLE, EULA PHARES, 1898-
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'51:4

MOHONO, SAMUEL
Disciples in South Africa dedicate new church for Africans
(photo) Jul'56:43
MOHORTER, DELIA HAMILTON, 1842-1918
(married to James Henry Mohorter)
Mrs. Delia Hamilton Mohorter (photo) Jan'19:14
Mohorter, Helen
The years tell the story. Sep'38:21
MOHORTER, HELEN
(photo) Dec'24:17
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Aug'31:35 May'35:31 Feb'37:34
Benevolence at its best (photo) Dec'55:9
Mohorter, James Henry, 1860-1929
(married to Delia Hamilton Mohorter)
Record of service... Apr'19:6
Why are children homeless and homes childless? Jul'19:35
Enlargement! Enlargement! Enlargement! Aug'19:25
Massie Home for the Aged. Sep'19:21
The Emily E. Flinn Home for the Aged. Sep'20:7
With churches that are giving heroically. Oct'20:6
Don't, don't, be sure. Nov'20:49
Jesus practiced, the Brotherhood preached. Apr'21:25
An unemphasized phase of Apostolic Christianity. May'21:23
Helping God to keep His promises. Apr'22:10
A great victory at Cleveland. Apr'24:14
Sparing bouquets. Jul'24:43
The cry of a child. Dec'24:12
The call to advance. Dec'24:30
On the making of decisions. Jul'25:19
Financing a family of six hundred. Dec'25:7
Do you hear the crying of the children? Dec'25:55
Religion, pure and undefiled. Jul'26:19
They have builded a house. Sep'26:38
The things of abiding worth. Dec'26:6
The good that men do. Sep'27:57
Homes! Dec'27:9
Why we behave like human beings. Dec'28:13
An example worthy of universal imitations. Jun'29:45
Pioneer voices, no. 5. Nov'63:23
MOHORTER, JAMES HENRY, 1860-1929
"To him that hath" (photo) Apr'20:22
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:61
Headquarters notes.
Sep'21:54 Apr'23:52 Jul'23:52 Aug'23:52
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
Headquarters notes.
Nov'23:54 Dec'23:52 Feb'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Mar'25:44 May'25:51 May'26:51
(poto) Dec'26:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28
(poto) Sep'28:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
(death) From falling hands we throw the torch! (photo)
Jul'29:23
Remembering James H. Mohorter. Dec'29:9
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12

Moir, Lillian M
Spotlight on James Sugioka. Sep'69:11
Spotlight on Itoko Maeda. Oct'69:12
Spotlight on coach turned minister. Nov'69:40
Spotlight on family man, churchman, judge. Dec'69:41
Spotlight on H. Clark Armstrong. Jan'70:12
Spotlight on John P. Taylor. Feb'70:14
Reconciliation in Wichita. Apr'70:12
Spotlight on Herald B. Monroe. Apr'70:40
Spotlight on Paul Crow. May'70:16
Spotlight on Doyle Zaring. Oct'70:12
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville. Sep'71:8
His parish is West Virginia. Jul'72:5
National Council approves new structure at Dallas. Feb'73:41
Feeding both body and soul. Sep'73:25
Portrait of a nominee. Oct'73:11

MOIR, LILLIAN M
In brief (photo) Jul'71:45
In brief. Jun'73:39

MOJEBU PIERRE
Fresh pages for the scrapbook of Congo Mission (photo)
Mar'60:14

MOKE, PHYLLIS
The Chaplain runs a Sunday school (photo) Apr'62:28

MOLANDER, BENGT-THURE
Global highlights (photo) Apr'55:2

MOLDENHAUER, JANET
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30

MOLDER, DUREZ
quoted. Last column. Oct'60:50

MOLINA, ENRIQUE
More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17

MOLINA, RAUL
Meet Raul Molina. Jan'59:54

MOLINE, OSCAR T., 1902-1976 (married to Karla L. Vaughan Moline)
Youth and missions. Oct'56:37

MOLINE, ILLINOIS. JOHN DEER PARKWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

MOLINE, ILLINOIS. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In one of the Quad Cities (photo) Mar'22:38

MOLINE, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:11

MOLLAND, LILY WEBB, -1937 (married to Charles Molland)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33

MOLLENHAUER, MARTHA K. -1946
(death) News room. Apr'46:32

MOLLOY, ERNEST, 1882-
A remarkable ministry. Feb'37:46

MOLNAR, ENRICO
(photo) May'43:9

Moltmann, Jurgen
Fellowship in a divided world. Nov'72:22

MOLTMANN, JURGEN. RELIGION, REVOLUTION AND THE FUTURE
New books. Feb'70:28
Molton, Warren Lane
   Benediction for a service of ordination. May'69:14

MOLYNEUX, MAX
   Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31

MOLZ, (MRS. H. J.)
   (photo) Dec'39:2
   Circulation corner. Jan'40:inside front cover

MOLZAHN, KURT. PRISONER OF WAR
   Book chat. May'62:41

MOMA, CONGO
   What others are doing. Oct'33:41

"MOMENT TO ACT" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Youth and the world mission. May'62:39
   Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'62:46

MOMII, UMIKO KAGAWA
   Let's meet the Kagawas (photo) Sep'50:23
   Global highlights (photo)
      Nov'52:3  Apr'53:2
   News room (photo) Apr'53:32
   (note) Jul'59:49
   He lived what he preached. Jul'60:20
   Global highlights. Oct'68:6

MONAHAN, MARY E., 1887-
   (photo) Apr'29:20
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40  May'38:34
   News room. Dec'43:32

MONCADO, HILARIO CAMINO. AMERICA, THE PHILIPPINES AND THE ORIENT
   Speaking of books. Mar'33:42

MONDLANE, EDUARDO
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'52:2
   For adult missionary study (photo) Jan'53:34
   A new day for missions. Feb'56:21

MONDOMBE, CONGO
   Notes. Oct'20:58
   New advance in Africa. Dec'20:50
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
   Mondombe rejoices. May'21:46
   U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:29
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Sep'21:54  Jun'22:62  Apr'23:58
      Jan'22:61,62  Sep'22:59
   Jehovah is their strength (photo) Aug'23:57
   (photo) Oct'23:9  Feb'24:3
   A glimpse of the Congo (photo) Mar'24:38
   The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:25
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:51  Jul'25:49
   The day's work at Mondombe. Jul'25:55
   (photo) Sep'25:24
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'25:50
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
   From far Mondombe. Sep'26:58
   Eleven days. Dec'26:44
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
   Mondombe Moons (photo) May'27:36
   Leopard tracks in the yard. Nov'27:41
   Up the Congo. Nov'27:62
Digest of annual report. Oct '28:39
(photo of congregation) Mar '29:7
Echoes from everywhere.
  May '30:40  Sep '30:39  Jul '31:40
Programs for adult organizations. Jan '32:36
Echoes from everywhere.
  Jul '32:39  Jan '33:39  Apr '33:38,40  May '33:41
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun '33:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jul '33:39,40
What others are doing. Oct '33:41
Echoes from everywhere.
  Apr '34:40  Dec '34:39  Nov '35:38  Jan '36:40
The true measure. Mar '36:46
What would you do? Jun '36:32
News from Mondombe. Jun '36:46
A look at Africa. Jan '37:23
Feeding the multitudes of the Congo. Apr '37:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr '37:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov '37:39
We visit Belgian Congo. Jan '38:10
The three R's. May '39:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul '39:39
Shadows on the screen. Nov '39:30
"Stobie" is here. Nov '39:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan '40:37  Mar '40:39
...in the heart of Africa (photo of hospital) Oct '40:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct '40:39
Bicycle ride on Palm Avenue. Mar '41:29
Hospital carries on! Mar '41:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun '41:39  Sep '41:39
Why missionaries' hair turns gray. Apr '42:40
Youth and missions. Oct '42:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct '42:39  Dec '42:39
Review of 1943 at Mondombe. Jun '44:40
Echoes from everywhere. May '45:33
  (photo) Mar '46:19,24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul '46:39
This and that in Congo. Oct '46:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct '47:36
Something new for Children's Day. Oct '47:39
Kala Azar comes to Congo. Nov '47:36
Ummm. Jan '48:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar '48:36  Apr '48:36
  (drawing of hospital) Nov '48:26
Echoes from everywhere.
  Dec '48:36  Feb '49:38  Sep '49:36
A little means so much. Dec '49:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun '50:46  Oct '51:37
Where changes present a real challenge to Christian work.
  Mar '52:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun '52:36
News room. Dec '52:30
Happy year at Mondombe. Feb '53:38
Rice for sale! (photo of market) Jan '55:34
Echoes from everywhere.
  (photo of youth week) Sep '55:34
  (photo of Christmas carolers) Dec '55:38
Lesson about ice. Nov'56:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:7
Love at work in Congo. Mar'66:15

MONDY, MARY
See
DALE, MARY MONDY

MONDY, VINEL B., -1962
(death) News room. Mar'62:38

MONERAUX, JEAN
(photo) Jun'26:57

Money, Henry Thomas, 1933- (married to Suzanne Lewis Money)
Letters. Oct'68:4

MONEY, HENRY THOMAS, 1933-
Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:31

MONEY
Musings of mammon. Dec'21:inside front cover
The wonder of money. Jul'24:10
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
May'35:41 Jun'35:41
(note) Mar'37:27
Programs for young people. Oct'37:37
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'41:40
Moodlin' May'70:35

MONFORD, MICHAEL
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

"MONGANGA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'57:47 Jun'57:46

MONGWELA ABRAHAM
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:38

MONIEKA, CONGO
Miss Smith at Monieka. Aug'19:42
Message from Monieka. Sep'19:34
Notes. Oct'19:59
"Old Lonjataka is dead" Mar'20:24
Notes. Apr'20:55 May'20:63 Sep'20:59,60
Getting the Gospel across in Congoland (photo) Jan'22:31
(photos) Jul'22:20
A letter to you. Aug'23:46
An African soldier of the cross (photo) Oct'23:18
A glimpse of the Congo. Mar'24:38
A call to those who listen. May'24:59
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'24:49 Jul'24:49,50 Sep'24:49,62
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
A busy month at Monieka. Oct'24:62
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:56,57
Overcoming obstacles on the Congo (photo) Feb'25:39
Her ministry wonderfully blest. Apr'25:39
African heralds of the cross. Apr'25:53
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51 Jul'25:50
Winning the villages. Dec'27:61
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
Hedge row rustlings. Jul'29:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49  Dec'29:51,61
(photo) Mar'30:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
Hedge rustlings. Sep'30:29
Home is where the heart is. Nov'30:35
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:41
Programs for adult organizations. Jan'32:36
Monieka brave hearts. Jul'32:27
The white man's dance. Aug'32:32
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'32:40  Dec'32:39  May'33:38
Foreign missions in Congo church. Jun'33:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:40
(photo) Mar'34:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
Getting the best of a python. Sep'34:46
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29
All in the day's work. Jul'35:27
Preaching--teaching--doctoring. Jan'36:28
School as taught in Congo. Jan'36:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:39
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:39
Teaching music at Monieka. Sep'37:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'39:39
What makes a mission station? (photos) Feb'40:32
(photo of hospital) Mar'41:5
Equatorial summer season. Oct'41:46
Ekela. Oct'41:47
The shepherd's story. Dec'41:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:39  Feb'43:38
Monieka's pioneers honored. Apr'43:26
Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'44:32  Apr'45:32  Oct'46:37  Sep'47:38,39
   Mar'45:32,33
Improvising in Congo brings results and fun. Oct'47:43
(photo of Coble home) Mar'48:front cover
The cover. Mar'48:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36  Jul'48:36
Return to the Belgian Congo. Apr'49:44
Crusade progress (photo of church) May'49:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36
We Christians join in this work. Nov'49:20
Congo's new doctor makes a discovery. Feb'51:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36  Feb'52:36
(photo of baptisms) Dec'52:36
Congo yuletide. Dec'54:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34  Dec'55:38
Maternity ward. May'56:45
Christmas in Monieka. Dec'56:51
New women of Congo. Feb'57:44
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jul'57:34  Nov'57:34  Jan'58:32
Signs of a progress in Congo (photo of church) Jul'59:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun’62:36       Feb’63:36
A "best dressed man" in Congo. Feb’64:24
MONK, J  H
Notes. Jun’20:59
MONKETE MAURICE
Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May’65:31
Gift from Congo (photo) Jul’65:17
MONKEYS
Echoes from everywhere. Oct’49:36
MONKOTO, CONGO
"Strong things" from Monkoto. Jan’23:36
Seeing real Congo life. Dec’23:35
MONLUX, LYDIA PAULINE
In memorium. Feb’40:39
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS
(photos) Sep’46:21–23
MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS. COLD BROOK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A week in the life of a rural minister. Sep’46:21 (photo p. 23)
More churches join home plan. Apr’59:48
MONOD, ANDRE
(photo) Nov’45:4
MONONGAHELA, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches added to EHP program. Apr’60:47
MONRAD, HELEN THOMAS, 1906–
(photo) Sep’66:front cover
Monro, Juhn U
The black college is needed. Sep’73:16
MONROE, (married to Herald B. Monroe)
News room. Jan’58:30
MONROE, (MRS. J. M.)
(death) Jun’23:54
MONROE, CAROLYN
News room. Feb’51:38
Monroe, Harriet, 1860–1936
Washington (poem) Feb’33:8
Monroe, Herald Blanchard, 1907–1987
Financing new churches. Jun’68:23
MONROE, HERALD BLANCHARD, 1907–1987
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan’34:33
News room. Jan’43:34 Jan’47:38
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr’53:31
Cleveland--of course (photo) Sep’57:21
News room. Jan’58:30
Global highlights (photo) Jun’58:5
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct’63:25
A new day in church financing (photo) Jul’65:16
Disciples in the news. Feb’68:8
(photo) Jun’68:23
World events (photo) Mar’70:37
Spotlight on Herald B. Monroe (photo) Apr’70:40
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar (photo) Oct’70:21
World events (photo) Feb’71:36
MONROE, J  M
Fellowship in sacrifice. Aug’21:11
How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug’25:18 (photo p. 20)
MONROE, JAMES ROY
Classroom and campus. Jul'54:35 (photo) Jan'56:33

MONROE, LEOTA LYTLE
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

MONROE, ROY
They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:24

MONROE CITY, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

MONROE, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Self supporting from birth (photo) May'24:44
Crusade progress. Dec'49:23

MONROVIA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In brief. Jul'71:45
Monser, Jessie Coleman, -1956 (married to Harold Edwin Monser)
Farewell and ordination. Sep'24:57
MONSER, JESSIE COLEMAN, -1956
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
Personalities. May'35:17

MONSMA, JOHN CLOVER. THE EVIDENCE OF GOD IN AN EXPANDING UNIVERSE
Book chat. Sep'58:26

MONSMA, JOHN CLOVER. SCIENCE AND RELIGION
Book chat. Sep'62:24

MONSON, GEORGE
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18

MONTAGUE, ANNA
Memorium. Apr'36:39

MONTAGUE, ANTONIO
Others have heard the call (photo) Apr'66:14

MONTAGUE, JEAN
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
Montague, Margaret Prescott
The Christmas spirit (poem) Dec'29:inside front cover

MONTANA
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
Cooperative Home Missions in Montana. Oct'19:38
The great Northwest. May'20:52
Looking in a Montana. Sep'20:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
Twentieth Century pioneering. Dec'22:36
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
Pioneering in Montana. Apr'24:46
The story state by state. Aug'25:14
A Montana school "marm." Mar'29:37
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25

MONTANA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
Montana moves onto the missionary map. Sep'30:14

MONTEER, LOUISE TRUMBO, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

MONTEREY, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mightier than the noise of many waters (photos) Jun'32:26

MONTEREY, MEXICO
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
Disciples make witness in Mexico's second large city.
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY
The Montevideo Congress (photo) Jul'25:14

MONTEZUMA, CARLOS
Twice-born Indians. Oct'32:34

MONTGOMERY, (MRS) (INDIA)
Bible study. Dec'20:48

Montgomery, (married to John L. Montgomery)
Letters. Jul'71:4

MONTGOMERY, (MRS. M. L.)
College news and notes. Feb'39:33
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31

MONTGOMERY, (married to Robert Halsey Montgomery)
Memorium. Jun'36:39

Montgomery, (Mrs. W. A)
The mother half of the world. Feb'20:17

Montgomery, Anna Kate, 1893-1957
(married to John Dexter Montgomery)
Echoes from everywhere.
Mother's Day celebrated. Aug'26:52
Honoring mother in Buenos Aires. Aug'27:52
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:40
Activities in Argentina. Apr'38:46
Conference at Buenos Aires. May'43:47
Mr. and Mrs. C. Manly Morton close a lifetime of active
service. May'51:31

MONTGOMERY, ANNA KATE, 1893-1957
(photo) Jun'21:7
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:61
A beautiful Jubilee gift. Jul'23:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
(photo) Jun'25:34 Jan'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'26:54
(photo) Apr'26:48
The Montogmerys at work. Jul'26:55
(photo) Jun'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31
(photo) May'34:41 Jan'35:32 Jul'39:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
News room. Oct'41:34
(photo) Sep'43:19 Oct'43:18
News room. Feb'44:34
(photo) Mar'44:15
News room. Apr'44:28
(photo) May'44:17
Classroom and campus. Jul'51:30
(death) News room. Feb'57:32

MONTGOMERY, ANNA KATE (ANITA), 1924-1950
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
(birth) Nov'24:64
(photo)
Jan'26:49 Apr'26:48 Mar'34:41 Jan'35:32
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:6
Montgomery, Belle, -1928
In memoriam. Jul'28:45

Montgomery, Bessie, -1956
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

Montgomery, Charles William, 1853-1931
(married to Elizabeth Flora Montgomery)
(death) Dec'31:47

Montgomery, E E
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28

Montgomery, Elizabeth Flora, 1855-1937
(married to Charles William Montgomery)
(death) Feb'38:47

Montgomery, Evelyn Jane Lostutter (married to Ray H. Montgomery)
News room (photo) Jun'47:34

Montgomery, Francis Livingston
A palace and a prison (poem) May'35:48

Montgomery, Helen Barrett
The Day of Prayer. Dec'25:50

Montgomery, Helen Barrett

Montgomery, Helen Barrett. The Bible and Missions
Bargains in books. Jun'23:43

Montgomery, Helen Barrett. In Everything by Prayer
In everything by prayer. Jan'26:57

Montgomery, Helen Barrett. From Jerusalem to Jerusalem
Mine inheritance. Jun'29:15

Montgomery, J E
Classroom and campus. Oct'50:32

Montgomery, James N
After many days. Oct'20:41

Montgomery, John Dexter, 1891-1978
(married to Anna Kate Montgomery)
(married to Ruth Reynolds Montgomery, 1958)

Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60  Feb'22:55
Stewardship in Porto Rico. Feb'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56
The harvest is plenteous. Jan'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:61  Jul'24:50
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
An experiment of real faith. Jun'25:34
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40
Without benefit of clergy. Sep'25:56
The Montgomerys at work. Jul'26:55
In quest of the good. Oct'26:41
Where materialism is rampant. Nov'26:57
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
Encouragement in Buenos Aires. Mar'27:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:48
Training the youth in Argentine. May'27:52
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Books wanted in Spanish. Oct'27:49
Revival in Cramer Street Church. Jan'29:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:59  Apr'30:39
Buenos Aires Congregation lays corner stone. Jan'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb '31:40
Convention voiced appreciation. May '31:28
A dream of years realized. Jun '31:44
Heralding native leadership on foreign mission fields.
Jun '32:6
Carolina Storni. Jul '32:44
A visit to Ward College. Jan '35:32
Religious education in Colegiales. Jan '35:45
The Pan-American scene. Feb '37:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Confederation of churches in River Plate Republics. Oct '39:45
Argentina's developing church. Jul '40:13
Training leaders for Latin America. Jan '41:33
The future of missions in Latin America. Mar '41:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jun '42:39
Building progress in Buenos Aires. Sep '42:27
Looking to the future in Argentina. May '44:17
One country, one flag. Apr '45:22
Summer conference beckons you. May '45:9
The Baptist-Disciple conference. Oct '45:22
Christmas began in a home. Dec '45:18
Family week in home and church. May '46:17
The Crusade goes to the home. May '47:12
The family goes camping together. Nov '51:29
The church and marriage. Nov '53:17
Book chat. Nov '55:45
Change has come to Latin America. Apr '62:24
Echoes from everywhere. Oct '62:36

MONTGOMERY, JOHN DEXTER, 1891-1978
   (photo) Jun '21:7
Echoes from everywhere. Mar '22:61
A beautiful Jubilee gift. Jul '23:51
(photo) Jan '24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr '24:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep '24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr '25:63 quoted. We also are ready. May '25:21
(photo) Jun '25:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep '25:59
(photo) Jan '26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb '26:54
(photo) Apr '26:48     Jun '28:44     Nov '28:41
Busy days on the college campus. Dec '32:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar '33:31
(photo) Mar '34:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr '34:31
(photo) May '34:41     Jan '35:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct '38:34
(photo) Jul '39:46
News room. Nov '40:40
Smedleys in Argetnina. Oct '42:46
Classroom and campus. Oct '42:33
(photo) Sep'43:25
China visits Argentina. Oct'43:18
News room. Feb'44:34
(photo) Mar'44:15
News room. Apr'44:28
(photo) May'44:17
News room.
   May'44:28   Feb'45:28   (photo) Mar'46:38   May'48:32
   (photo) Nov'50:26
News room (photo) Oct'52:38   Sep'53:38
   Apr'53:32   (photo) Oct'53:36
   (photo) May'54:32
These educational services change local churches (photo)
Nov'54:11
Global highlights. Jan'56:3
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'56:37
Global highlights. Jul'56:3
News room (photo) Jan'57:36
(marriage to Ruth Reynolds) Global highlights (photo)
Jul'58:4
News room. Sep'58:49
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years
   (photo) Sep'59:28
   (photo) Apr'62:25
Walk good...friends (photo) Jun'64:31
News room. Mar'65:34
MONTGOMERY, JOHN DEXTER. THE CHURCH'S MINISTRY TO OLDER PERSONS
   Book chat. Nov'56:39
MONTGOMERY, JOHN DEXTER. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN ARGENTINA
   For adult mission study. Dec'58:38
MONTGOMERY, LOLA
   Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30   Oct'63:34
MONTGOMERY, LUCY KATHERINE WALKER, 1898-1978
   (married to Riley B. Montgomery)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'55:4
MONTGOMERY, MARY L
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'23:61
MONTGOMERY, RAY HENRY, SR., 1885-1966
   (married to Evelyn Jane Lostutter Montgomery)
   News room (photo) Jun'47:34
   Global highlights. Jan'64:5
MONTGOMERY, RAY HENRY, JR.
   (photo) Sep'42:9
Montgomery, Riley Benjamin, 1895-1975
   (married to Lucy Katherine Montgomery)
   What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
   The 70 per cent calls for 100 per cent leadership. May'31:13
   Why attend a Christian college? Sep'34:25
   The security in Christian love. Nov'36:25
   Called to college leadership. Apr'42:17
   Christian implication of race. Feb'48:22
   We belong to life. Jan'49:19
   Completing our commitment. Apr'55:20
MONTGOMERY, RILEY BENJAMIN, 1895-1975
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Do figures ever lie? Jun'29:23
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Lynchburg looks ahead (photo) Sep'36:27
In our colleges. May'37:34
Quoted. Presidents report advance. Jan'39:17 (photo p. 15)
Global highlights (photo) May'49:2
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'53:31
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Dec'53:33
Educational emphasis dominates Miami Assembly (photo)
Recommitment to a common cause (photo) Dec'55:29
Spokesmen for God (photo) Jul'56:28
Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:5
Disciples meet in Des Moines (photo) Nov'56:20
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:30
Global highlights (photo) May'61:5
Montgomery, Robert
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
Montgomery, Robert M
In brief. Nov'73:46
Montgomery, Roy E., 1907- (married to Clarice Metler Montgomery)
Benevolence at its best (photo) Dec'55:9
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'56:6
Montgomery, Ruth Reynolds, -1988
(married to John Dexter Montgomery, 1958)
What if I'm the best teacher a child ever has? Nov'49:8
Vacation church schools... Jun'51:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Families build a better Jamaica. Jul'62:16
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
Adults and mission. Dec'64:38

MONTGOMERY, RUTH REYNOLDS, -1988

News room.
  Sep'44:28  Apr'48:39  Nov'48:32  Feb'52:43
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:3
News room. Sep'53:38
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'54:34
These educational services change local churches (photo)
Nov'54:11
(marriage to John Dexter Montgomery) Global highlights
(photo) Jul'58:4
Change has come to Latin America (photo) Apr'62:25
Walk good...friends. Jun'64:31
News room. Mar'65:34

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Building a southern capital (photo) Jan'19:53
They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:12
Architecture serves the church (photo) Jul'40:25
(photo) Mar'41:1  Jun'41:1  Jul'43:19

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

MONTICELLO, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25

MONTIJO, CATALINO
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:31

MONTIZAMBERT, ERIC. FAITH AND BEHAVIOR
Book chat. Feb'55:20

MONTROSE, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
/photos) Mar'20:44
Notes. Aug'20:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51  Nov'33:40

MONYAMA PIERRE
Leaders of the church in Congo (photo) Jun'69:27

MONZO, JUAN NAVARRO
From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38

MOODY, (MISS)
(photo) Jan'21:13

MOODY, (married to William Moody)
In memoriam. Dec'43:31

MOODY, ANNE
In brief. May'69:45

MOODY, DALE. BAPTISM: FOUNDATION FOR CHRISTIAN UNITY
New books. Jan'68:38

MOODY, DOROTHY
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

MOODY, DOUGLASS ALDERMAN, 1920-
(photo) Jun'23:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:31
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
(photo) Feb'40:34

Moody, Dwight Lyman, 1837-1907
...on "Come." Feb'26:6

MOODY, DWIGHT LYMAN, 1837-1907
Dwight L. Moofy walks in daylight. Aug'25:29
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
(photo) Feb'26:6
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Speaking of books. Apr'28:43
Are we neglecting the greatest mission field? Nov'28:26 quoted. Last column. May'63:50

Moody, E L
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47

MOODY, ELIZABETH
See HALL, ELIZABETH MOODY

Moody, Emma Louise Hiteman, 1885-1976
(married to Joseph Edgar Moody)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:48 Nov'29:50
(note) Apr'30:45

MOODY, EMMA LOUISE HITEMAN, 1885-1976
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7 quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34 Jul'37:33
Here and there with World Call. Jun'53:52

MOODY, FRANCES MILLER, 1865-1958 (married to Leslie M. Moody)
In memoriam. Nov'58:37

MOODY, HATTIE FUQUA, -1951
In memoriam. Sep'51:37

MOODY, HELEN
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:46

MOODY, J F
Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover

Moody, Joseph Edgar, 1880-1938
(married to Emma Louise Hiteman Moody)
Work among the depressed classes. Feb'20:41
Note. Sep'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60 Jan'22:64
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Contrasting a Hindu and a Christian Mela. Jun'25:36

MOODY, JOSEPH EDGAR, 1880-1938
Notes. Jan'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Henry, the tin missionary (photos) Dec'22:8
(death) Joseph Edgar Moody (photo) Sep'38:29
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
(death) Sep'38:43

MOODY, JOSEPH EDGAR, 1913-1955
(married to Juanita Powers Watts Moody)
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:42
(marriage) News room. Jul'40:34
(death) News room. Feb'56:38

MOODY, JUANITA POWERS WATTS
(married to Joseph Edgar Moody)
(marriage) News room. Jul'40:34

MOODY, LESLIE MATTHEW, 1868-1956
In memoriam. Jan'57:31

MOODY, MARGARET ELIZABETH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41

MOODY, MINNIE, -1946
In memoriam. Apr'47:39
MOODY, NORMAN McClure, 1923-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Missionaries' son in Palestine. Jul'50:48

MOODY, PAUL DWIGHT
The threshold. Nov'40:2

MOODY, W R
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45

MOODY, WILLIAM, -1952
In memoriam. Jul'52:41

Mook, Jane Day (married to Telfer Mook)
Gospel of health and hope. Oct'71:32

MOOK, JANE DAY
(photo) Oct'72:13

MOOK LEN
The anniversary of an open door. Oct'39:12

Mook, Telfer (married to Jane Day Mook)
Two things we can do about human tragedy in Pakistan.
Oct'71:43
A time of growing together in India. Oct'72:11

MOOK, TELFER
Global highlights (photo) Jan'67:5
Take away our crutches. Oct'68:17
The scene (photo) Feb'71:44
Ministry in India--preparing for variety (photo) Sep'72:12

Moomaw, I W
Age of the hungry and dispossed. Jan'60:21

MOOMAW, I. W. THE CHALLENGE OF HUNGER
New books. Jun'66:48

MOOMAW, I. W. CRUSADE AGAINST HUNGER
New books. Apr'66:22

MOOMAW, I. W. TO HUNGER NO MORE
Books. Dec'63:42

Moomaw, Otho Clarence, 1875-1942 (married to Susan Moomaw)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:40
Desert dawn, May'34:8
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:39
Institutes give impetus. May'34:29
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14

MOOMAW, OTHO C
Notes. Apr'19:64
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
Personalities. Jan'37:21
(death) News room. Apr'42:34

MOOMAW, SUSAN, 1881-1959 (married to Otho C. Moomaw)
News room. Jul'49:32
(death) News room. May'59:40

Moon, Bessie L. (Huntington), 1887-1985
(married to Everard Roy Moon)
With our missionaries in Jamaica. Feb'40:42

MOON, BESSIE L. (HUNTINGTON), 1887-1985
Jan'19:54
Sailing, sailing. Feb'19:58
Notes. Jul'19:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:34
Juapa-Lomela trip. Jul'20:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:62
(photo) Mar'22:41
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
Mondombe Moons (photo) May'27:36
The threshold. Jun'38:2
(photo) Jul'38:33
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. Dec'42:34 Oct'43:34 Jan'44:34
To whom honor is due (photo) May'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
Jamaican expression of love. Jul'44:36
News room (photo) May'49:40
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:15 (photo p. 14)
MOON, DAVID, (married to Fay Jean Brown)
(photo) Jul'38:33
News room. Jan'44:34
(marriage) News room. Feb'46:38
MOON, ELEANOR
See       HOFFMANN, ELEANOR MOON
Moon, Everard Roy, 1879-1962
(married to Bessie L. Huntington Moon)
"Ntukunyu Bosuki wa jwilo" Jun'20:47
Juapa-Lomela trip. Jul'20:40
Notes. Oct'20:58
Good news from Congo. Nov'20:58
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
Mondombe rejoices. May'21:46
Jehovah is their strength. Aug'23:57
Breaking the wilderness for Christ. Oct'26:11
Our lives against your money! Jul'29:13
A pastor looks at missions. Mar'36:7
Forward with Christ in Jamaica. Mar'39:17
With our missionaries in Jamaica. Feb'40:42
Dedications at Duke Street. Jun'40:43
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'40:37 Apr'41:38 Oct'41:39 Apr'42:39
Jamaica Christian mission. Jun'42:10
Changes in Jamaica. Jun'42:29
Hiking and biking in Jamaica. Nov'42:28
Organ dedication at Duke Street Church. Apr'44:35
MOON, EVERARD ROY, 1879-1962
Jan'19:54
Sailing, sailing. Feb'19:58
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42
New advance in Africa. Dec'20:50
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
(photo) Mar'22:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:62
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
quoted. Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49
(photo) Jan'27:5
Mondombe Moons (photo) May'27:36
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'28:41
(photo) Feb'31:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:45
(photo) Mar'36:7
The threshold. Jun'38:2
(phot) Jul'38:33
News room. Dec'42:34 Oct'43:34 Jan'44:34
To whom honor is due (photo) May'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
Jamaican expression of love. Jul'44:36
News room.
(phot) May'49:40 Jan'52:38 Jan'54:38
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:15 (photo p. 14)
(death) News room. Jan'63:34

MOON, EVERARD ROY. I SAW CONGO
For adult mission study. Dec'52:36
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
quoted. For adult mission study. May'53:36

MOON, FAY JEAN BROWN (marriage to David Moon)
(marriage) News room. Feb'46:38

MOON, LIDA A
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30

MOON, R BARCLAY. STORIES OF THE PROPHETS
Book chat. Dec'38:41

MOON EXPLORATION
World events. Oct'69:37

MOONEY, C F J
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44

Mooney, Elizabeth
Literacy moves ahead. Nov'53:45
Literacy House celebrates a birthday. Jul'54:48

MOONEY, JAMES. THE GHOST-DANCE RELIGION AND THE SIOUX OUTBREAK OF 1890
New books. Jun'65:22

MOOR, (MRS. W. F.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'35:1

MOORE, (MRS. A P)
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover

MOORE, (MRS. A R)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:52

MOORE, (married to Burton Moore)
(photo) Jan'42:13

Moore, (married to Calvin Moore)
Letters. Sep'67:4

MOORE, (MRS. G. C.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34

MOORE, (married to George Moore) -1962
In memoriam. Jan'63:42

MOORE, (married to George W. Moore)
Another pioneer gone (photo) Feb'27:54

Moore, (Mrs. J. E.)
Just about ourselves. Mar'30:1

MOORE, (married to Robert C. Moore)
(photo) Oct'22:7

MOORE, (MRS. S. J.)
In memoriam. Mar'33:39
Moore, (Mrs. S. P.)
Vacation church schools in Birmingham. Nov'22:39

MOORE, (MRS S. P.)
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
Field workers. Dec'20:35

MOORE, (MRS. W. R.)
In memoriam. Nov'41:39

MOORE, A. C.
(photo) Sep'54:22

MOORE, A H
(photo) Mar'24:34

MOORE, ALFRED D
Literacy program to be launched. Jun'54:45
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:24

Moore, Alice G
Youth (poem) May'30:front cover

MOORE, ALLEN J. THE YOUNG ADULT GENERATION
New books. Nov'69:28

Moore, Allen Rice, 1865-1922
Opportunities in the south. May'20:58

MOORE, ALLEN RICE, 1865-1922
An announcement. Dec'19:59
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47
Report. Sep'21:28
quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
Work of our colleges and Board of Education. Nov'22:38
A fitting memorial. Dec'24:45

Moore, Alma Evelyn, 1877-1929
What is your church doing to evangelize the world? Feb'24:27
So this is India! Aug'26:18

MOORE, ALMA EVELYN, 1877-1929
(photo) Oct'22:28
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
In Japan. Nov'25:62
News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
(photo) Feb'26:16 Mar'26:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38 Sep'27:44
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
Something "Moore" from Kansas (photo) Feb'28:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
The last page. Dec'28:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43 Mar'29:39
(death) From falling hands we throw the torch! (photo)
Jul'29:22
Missionary organizations. Nov'29:46
Indiana Day becomes an institution. Dec'29:59

MOORE, ANNIE HAWKINS
Memoriam. Nov'34:39

MOORE, ARTHUR J. CENTRAL CERTAINTIES
Book chat. Dec'42:17

MOORE, ARTHUR J. IMMORTAL TIDINGS IN MORTAL HANDS
Book chat. Jan'54:20

MOORE, ARTHUR J. THE MIGHTY SAVIOUR
Book chat. Jan'53:40

MOORE, ARTHUR J., JR.
Moore, Aubrey S
Christ at the center of city life. Jul'38:6

MOORE, BARBARA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34

MOORE, BARBARA
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

MOORE, BELLE DONA
In memoriam. May'29:36

MOORE, BEN H
News room. Mar'54:38 May'54:38
Two enroll in EHP. Jun'61:48

MOORE, BESSIE HANCE, -1958 (married to R. G. Moore)
In memoriam. Mar'59:35

MOORE, C R
Jan'19:59

Moore, Carrie Lee
These things it did for me. Sep'31:9

MOORE, CHURCHILL GOODWIN, 1930-1988
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7

MOORE, D B
For conscience sake. May'20:51
Home missions in Indiana. Nov'20:44

MOORE, D W
(photo) Mar'24:31

Moore, Eda T
Tried and found helpful. Apr'22:50
Black diamonds and white souls. May'24:20

MOORE, EDA T
Notes. Sep'19:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:52
Mrs. Moore dies. Aug'26:1

MOORE, EDITH PRUITT, -1953
In memoriam. Apr'54:39

MOORE, EDWARD. THE NATURE OF RELIGION
Book chat. Oct'36:24

MOORE, ELIZABETH TAYLOR, 1892-1979 (married to George V. Moore)
(photo) Nov'23:19

MOORE, EMILY
No time to grow old (photo) Dec'56:11

MOORE, EMMA S. FREDERICK
Distinguished in three generations. Nov'26:37

MOORE, EMORY
(photo) Sep'39:31

MOORE, ERIE DEEN (married to Nathan T. Moore)
Memorium. Oct'34:39

MOORE, ESTHER SMITH, 1915-1971 (married to Richard Moore)
In memoriam. Sep'71:50

MOORE, FOREST B., JR. (married to Jeanette Russell Moore) (marriage)
News room. Mar'46:38

MOORE, FRED ATKINS
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'42:inside front cover

MOORE, G
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27

MOORE, GARFIELD
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:11
Moore, George E
How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:4
Let your light so shine. Jun'26:23

MOORE, GEORGE E
(photo) Jan'21:14
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Mar'24:57    Jul'29:54
(photo) Jan'26:4
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Apr'26:42    Mar'28:40

Moore, George Voiers, 1897-1971
(married to Elizabeth Taylor Moore)
W. G. Moseley goes to the Northwest. Jan'27:59
Has religious education room for the cross? Oct'34:6
A new venture. Oct'35:9
Important gatherings in Indianapolis. Jun'36:22
The minister of the rural church. Jul'42:45
Concerns of the country church. Apr'48:19

MOORE, GEORGE VOIERS, 1897-1971
    (photo) Sep'21:59     Nov'22:21
    Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51
Introducing the field force (photo) Nov'23:19
    (photo) Mar'24:24     Nov'34:33
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
College activities. Jun'38:32
    (photo) Sep'42:25
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30
    (photo) Apr'48:19     May'52:7
Global highlights. Jan'57:3
Classroom and campus. Mar'57:30    Jul'62:34
In memoriam. Sep'71:50

MOORE, GEORGE VOIERS. THE ART OF CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
    Book chat. Oct'42:43
MOORE, GEORGE VOIERS. BETTER CHURCH LEADERS
    Book chat. Dec'50:18
MOORE, GEORGE VOIERS. IMPROVING THE SMALL CHURCH
    Speaking of books. May'33:31

MOORE, GERTRUDE E
    Jan'19:59
MOORE, GLENN
    (photo) Mar'57:1
MOORE, GOODWIN ("GOODY")
    Youth and missions (photo) Nov'53:37
    Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:12
MOORE, HARRY H. WE ARE THE BUILDERS OF A NEW WORLD
    Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42

MOORE, HORACE
    News room (photo) Mar'53:38
    Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2
    They work for you. Sep'58:44 (photo p. 28)

MOORE, HOWARD A
    (photo) Jul'23:5

MOORE, HUGH R
    New churches--how, why, where they grow (photo) Jul'61:14
MOORE, ISAAC C
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:41
Moore, J Emmett
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
MOORE, J. T.
(photo) Sep'67:17
MOORE, JACK R
Classroom and campus. Dec'62:35
Moore, James H
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
MOORE, JEANETTE RUSSELL (married to Forest B. Moore, Jr.)
See
MOORE, MARY JEANETTE RUSSELL
MOORE, JEROME, 1903-
(photo) Jan'21:17
Classroom and campus. Nov'47:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'49:38
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:33 (photo) Nov'68:35
MOORE, JESSIE ELEANOR. A BELL FOR BABY BROTHER
Let's read about Southeast Asia! Jan'45:27
MOORE, JESSIE ELEANOR. THE LITTLE CHILD AND HIS CRAYON
MOORE, JESSIE ELEANOR. WELCOME HOUSE
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
Moore, Jessie G
Luncheon of the fields. Jan'29:48
MOORE, JIMMIE LYLE
In memoriam. Feb'44:33
MOORE, JO ANN
Classroom and campus. Jun'55:35
Moore, John M
The Church of my dreams (poem) Feb'29:37
What is the church? (poem) Aug'30:39
MOORE, JOHN M
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'26:45
MOORE, JOHN M. THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35
MOORE, JOHN M. THE SOUTH TODAY
Bargains in books. Jun'23:43
MOORE, JOHN MORRISON. THEORIES OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
Book chat. Apr'39:25
Moore, Judith
Direct line. Jul'68:38
MOORE, JUDITH
(photo) Jul'68:38
MOORE, JULIA, -1954
In memoriam. Oct'54:35
MOORE, JUNIUS T
Classroom and campus. Sep'60:34
MOORE, KATHERINE
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:44
MOORE, LAURA L., -1955
In memoriam. Feb'56:35
MOORE, LESLIE H
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:19
MOORE, LIZZIE A
The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
Memorium, Jun'35:39  
MOORE, LULU COCHRAN, -1951  
  In memoriam. Jun'51:37  
MOORE, MARJORIA RALLINS. -1946  
  In memoriam. Dec'46:37  
MOORE, MARTHA  
  In memoriam. Feb'27:49  
MOORE, MARY ATHERTON  
  In memoriam. Jul'31:40  
MOORE, MARY CARR  
  Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43  
  Approaching commencements. Jun'35:46  
MOORE, MARY JEANETTE RUSSELL, 1926-  
  (married to Forest B. Moore, Jr.)  
  (birth) Aug'26:63  
  (photo) Jun'37:24  
  News room (photo) Jun'42:34  
  (marriage) News room. Mar'46:38  
MOORE, MARY V  
  (photo) Jul'28:28  
MOORE, MERLE JORDAN, 1894-1978  
  News room. Jan'46:38  
  Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'54:37  
  News room. Sep'60:49  
  Close service. Oct'60:28  
MOORE, MYRTLE  
  Hallowed rooms of home. Dec'45:5  
MOORE, NANNIE DURRETT  
  (death) Apr'22:52  
MOORE, ORVILLE EUGENE, 1916-  
  News room. May'48:32  
  Classroom and campus. Nov'57:30  
  News room. Mar'60:30  
  Classroom and campus. Jun'66:34  
  Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8  
Moore, Paul  
  Washington...invites you. Jul'30:24  
  Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10  
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37  
MOORE, PAUL  
  (photo) Nov'36:22  
Moore, Paul, Jr.  
  Can religion survive in an urban culture? Jun'67:16  
MOORE, PETER C. YOUTH IN CRISIS  
  New books. May'67:22  
MOORE, PIOLA  
  In memoriam. Mar'45:33  
MOORE, R B  
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:53  
MOORE, R C  
  (photo) Dec'46:25  
MOORE, R. W. THE FURTHERANCE OF THE GOSPEL  
  Book chat. Jan'51:20  
MOORE, RALPH. BREAKOUT  
  World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33  
MOORE, RHODA  
  (death) Nov'24:50
MOORE, RICHARD A
  quoted. Circulation corner. May'35:1
MOORE, RICHARD BISHOP
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
MOORE, RICHARD E. URBAN CHURCH BREAKTHROUGH
  New books. Mar'67:40
MOORE, RICHARD W
  American airmen in India (photo) May'48:14
MOORE, ROBERT
  (photo) Nov'27:24
MOORE, ROBERT WALTER, 1865-1928
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
  In memoriam. Jan'29:63
MOORE, RUELL PARKER
  (photo) Jul'23:5
MOORE, SARA ELIZABETH, -1962
  In memoriam. Sep'62:46
MOORE, SHERMAN
  Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15
MOORE, SUE E
  In memoriam. Dec'41:39
Moore, Taylor
  Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'67:27
MOORE, TAYLOR
  News room. Dec'61:32
  Global highlights (photo)
    Jun'62:4       Apr'66:6
  (photo) Nov'67:27
  Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'68:8
MOORE, THOMAS TRAVIS, -1948
  In memoriam. Mar'48:37
Moore, Vernon
  Letters. Apr'68:4
MOORE, W  A
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'23:55
  (photo) Dec'24:5
Moore, W  E
  Just what is a minister's task? Sep'34:6
  Butler's new President. Sep'39:21
MOORE, W  E
  (photo) Mar'24:21       Feb'25:27
  quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
MOORE, WALTER
  Classroom and campus. Oct'62:32
Moore, Walter H
  Book chat. Nov'37:42
MOORE, WALTER H
  Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:31,32
  Classroom and campus. Nov'44:24
MOORE, WALTER R
  Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
MOORE, WILL
  Notes. Jul'20:43
MOORE, WILLIAM DWAIN
  Classroom and campus. Jul'58:37

245
MOORE, WILLIAM E
Christian education—today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27

MOORE, WILLIAM JOSEPH, 1903-
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
Classroom and campus.
Mar'44:26 Dec'45:31 Sep'48:31 Jan'56:32
Beneath the spire (photo) May'58:8
In brief. Dec'72:42

MOORE, WILLIAM JOSEPH. THE NEW TESTAMENT CONCEPT OF THE MINISTRY
Book chat. Dec'56:20,44

Moore, William Thomas, 1832-1926
Archibald McLean—two dreams (poem) Aug'21:45

MOORE, WILLIAM THOMAS, 1832-1926
(photo) Dec'19:4
quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:21
William T. Moore (photo) Aug'21:45
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
Fifty years in the ministry (photo) Apr'25:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
Distinguished in three generations (photo) Nov'26:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33

MOORE, WILLIAM THOMAS. COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
The threshold. May'41:2

MOORE, WILLINA BRINEY, 1864-1924
(married to Sherman Breckenridge Moore)
(death) Sep'24:58

MOORE, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
First the blade... (photo) May'23:38

MOORE, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Moorehouse, Harriet E
A trip to the Northwestern Christian Homes. Apr'20:33

MOOREHOUSE, HARRIET E
Notes. Jun'20:62

MOORHEAD, MARIE
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56

MOORHEAD, THOMAS R
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'38:inside front cover

MOORHOUSE, ANSON
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:7

MOORMAN, (MRS. C. A.)
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'56:32

Moorman, Elvet Eugene, 1876-1962
A youthful mayor. Sep'23:43
Clypt wyns. Jun'35:17

MOORMAN, ELVET EUGENE, 1876-1962
(photo) Mar'24:19
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
(death) News room. Mar'63:36

MOORMAN, FABIOLA C
Classroom and campus. Jul'62:34

MOORMAN, LOUISE EUGENIA
(photo) Jul'23:13
MOOS, JEAN C
   Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
   Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
MOOSE JAW, SASKATCHEWAN
   Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
MOOSNICK, MONROE
   Classroom and campus. Jun'49:30
MOOTHEART, ANNA
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
MOOTHEART, EDITH
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
MOOTY, ALEX
   See
   MOOTY, AMOS ALEXANDER,
   MOOTY, AMOS ALEXANDER, 1913-
   Jul'51:39 Nov'57:32
   Mountains of misery and promise (photo) Oct'64:18
Mooty, Michael Ward (married to Sarah Jane Boone Mooty)
   A congregation shares its faith. Jun'72:50
MOOTY, MICHAEL WARD
   In brief. Oct'70:45
   Personalizing the challenge of ministry. Jun'73:18
MOOTY, ROBERT, 1954-
   (birth) News room. Feb'55:39
MORA, RUBEN
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
MORADOR, VENEZUELA
   New partners in Venezuela (photo of church) Sep'63:26
MORAIN, (married to Orval F. Morain)
   News room. Oct'54:38
   And be a friend to man (photo) Jul'56:19
   Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
MORAIN, ORVAL F
   News room. Oct'54:38
   Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
"THE MORAL CHOICE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals.. Mar'66:41
MORALES, (married to Sylvester Morales)
   (photo) Aug'28:30 Jan'33:30
MORALES, CONCEPCION
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
MORALES, EDITH EBERLE
   (photo) Jan'33:30
MORALES, MARY ELLEN
   A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21
MORALES, MICHAEL
   Global highlights. Jun'56:3
MORALES, MIGUEL ANGEL
   (photo) Oct'45:22 May'47:27 Mar'50:31
   Compassion--1957 (photo) Jan'57:15
   At Louisville minorities will be heard (photo) Oct'71:10
   Puerto Rico: a church is born (photo) Jun'72:7
MORALES, ROYAL FRANK
   Classroom and campus. Dec'51:38
Morales, Silvester, 1898-1955
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
MORALES, SILVESTER, 1898-1955
Silvestre Morales... (photo) Aug'28:30
(pho) Sep'28:15
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:41
(photo) Dec'30:12
God's young man... (photo) Jan'33:30
quoted. Many have great faith in thee. Mar'33:4
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:29
(photo) Jul'46:29
A dream unfolds in the Philippines. Dec'71:31
MORALES, VINCENTE
Church offers quality education--plus the gospel (photo)
Jun'72:10
MORAN, AURORA
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:39
(photo) Mar'38:11
MORAN, JANE
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
MORAN, SELBY A
The gift of Selby A. Moran. Jun'42:44
MORANS, MOISSAYE. "SWORDS INTO PLOUGHSHARES" (SCULPTURE)
(photo) May'71:inside back cover
MORAVEC, MINNIE
quoted. Our friends speak. Nov'27:60
MORAVIANS
Easter in Bethlehem. Jul'24:15
The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:10
MORE, ALMA ALBERTA, -1971 (married to Clarence Edward More)
In memoriam. Jan'72:49
MORE, C. E., -1950
(death) News room. Feb'51:39
MORE MISSIONARY STORIES TO TELL
Feb'40:41
MOREHEAD, EARL
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:33
Morehead. Sylvia
New books. Nov'69:29
MOREHEAD NORMAL SCHOOL (KENTUCKY)
My mountain people. Jul'19:10
Facts for the busy woman. Jul'19:50
Notes. Oct'19:59,61
Snap shots. Dec'19:14
Our school at Morehead. Feb'20:45
C.W.B.M. annual report. Nov'20:29
Report. Sep'21:26
Annual report... Sep'22:36
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:55
Served at Morehead. May'30:47
The first page. Sep'31:2
These things it did for me. Sep'31:8
Illiteracy. Sep'31:11
Morehouse, Daniel Walter, 1876-1941
(married to Myrtle Slaton Morehouse)
The function of education. Jan'24:4
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:27
What I think of Prohibition. Jul'30:13
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:25
Christian imperatives for the day. Nov'35:21

MOREHOUSE, DANIEL WALTER. 1876–1941
(photos) Jan'21:6 May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:53
(photos) Jan'24:5 Mar'24:35
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Mar'26:52 Sep'26:56 Oct'26:56 Nov'26:52
May'26:42
(photos) Jan'27:27
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'28:39 Apr'29:30
(photos) Oct'29:7 Jun'30:32 Jul'30:14
(photo no. 17) Jan'31:25,24
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:31
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
(photos)
Nov'34:8 Sep'35:24 Nov'35:21 Jan'39:17
(death) The outreach of a great life (photo) Mar'41:21

MOREHOUSE, HARRIET
(photos) Dec'30:2
MOREHOUSE, MYRTLE SLATON (married to Daniel Walter Morehouse)
Trustees of the Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31
(photos)
(photos) Oct'29:7 Feb'33:4
MOREIRA, JUANA
(photos) Dec'22:26
MORELAND, EDWARD
What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
(photos) Jun'49:15
Moreland, Patrick D
Ozark dusk (poem) Aug'32:48
MORELOS SOCIAL CENTER (MEXICO)
Library, youth activities, classes at Morelos Social Center.
Jan'49:46
Rosemary and Neli find adventure. Oct'53:46
MOREN, T G
Hitching the plow to the pulpit. Jun'28:34
MORENO, (married to David Moreno)
Letters. Jun'67:49
MORENO, ANTONIO
The poor in a land of plenty. Jul'63:14
MORENO, CARMEN
(photos) Sep'48:31
Moreno, David
A basket of hope. May'65:49
MORENO, DAVID
Workmen for God (photo) Sep'55:26
(photos) Sep'58:24
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'61:38
Letters. Jun'67:49
(photos) Jan'71:27 Oct'73:13
MORENO, JOSE NUN~EZ
Global highlights. Jan'60:6

MORENO, MARGARITA
Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:23
(photo) Sep'58:35
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36

Morey, Donald Franklin, 1922-
(married to Martha Ann Bellew Morey)
Making unit a vital issue. Jun'61:19

Morey, Martha Ann Bellew (married to Donald F. Morey)
Letters. Jan'68:42 Feb'68:4

MORFIT, J C
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44

MORGAN, DANIEL V
A Chaplain meets a Filipino Christian. May'45:34

MORGAN, (married to Fred Morgan) -1960
In memoriam. May'60:35

MORGAN, (married to Glen Morgan)
(photo) Jul'54:25

Morgan, (married to Henry Morgan)
Letters. May'66:inside front cover

MORGAN, (married to James Morgan)
In brief. Nov'73:41

MORGAN, (MRS. P J)
(photo) Jan'21:11

Morgan, Angela
Forward march! (poem) Feb'19:29
God the artist (poem) Nov'27:10
(untitled poem) May'28:62

Morgan, Arthur Cecil, 1931-
Hornets in the church (poem) Feb'60:37
The Watts riot. Jun'66:22
Break-in (poem) Jul'72:46

MORGAN, ARTHUR E
Social trends. Mar'36:23

MORGAN, CARESSA (married to Raymond Morgan)
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
Disciples in the news. Dec'66:7
In brief. Jan'69:46

Morgan, Carey Elmore, 1860-1925
Peace I leave unto you. Jul'25:26

MORGAN, CAREY ELMORE, 1860-1925
(photo) Jul'25:27
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'25:53

MORGAN, CECIL A (married to Gladys Miller Morgan)
Beneath the spire. Nov'52:4

MORGAN, CHUCK
(photo) Sep'59:14

MORGAN, DANIEL
quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2

MORGAN, DON
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

MORGAN, E. JOSEPHINE
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32
Morgan, Elizabeth F
Letters. Jul'72:4
MORGAN, G CAMPBELL
(photo) Jul'20:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47
Glimpses of the religious world.
   Apr'25:45      May'25:45      Jun'26:45
MORGAN, G. CAMPBELL. PREACHING
Book chat. Feb'38:34
MORGAN, GEORGIA WESTON, 1875-1951
(photo) Jan'21:18
Morgan, Glen
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:25
MORGAN, GLEN
(photo) Jul'54:25
MORGAN, HOWARD DANIEL, 1908-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'50:4
MORGAN, IDA, -1949
   In memoriam. Sep'49:37
MORGAN, J ELMER
   On the social battle front. Jan'34:13
MORGAN, J J
   (photo) Mar'24:39
MORGAN, J P
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52
   Listening in on the world. Jul'33:28
MORGAN, JAMES ORVAL, 1933-
   Classroom and campus. Oct'50:33
MORGAN, JAMES WILLIAM
   quoted. Global highlights. Feb'63:6
MORGAN, MILDRED INSKEEP
   A closeup of our colleges. Jun'37:29
MORGAN, P J
   (photo) Jan'21:11
MORGAN, PAUL W., JR.
   In brief. Apr'70:43
MORGAN, PETER
   Groups founded by British Churches join the Church of North
   India (photo) Dec'71:32
Morgan, Philip
   A wrap-up. Dec'72:suppl:27
MORGAN, PHILIP
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:5
   In brief. Apr'69:38
   World events. Jun'72:40
   World events (photo) Sep'72:39
   (photo) Dec'72:suppl:27
MORGAN, RAYMOND EARL, 1902-
   (photo) Mar'34:34
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
   Classroom and campus.
      Sep'43:24      Feb'44:26      Sep'44:26      Sep'45:22
MORGAN, SARAH
   Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32
MORGAN, SARAH. COOKING FOR CROWDS
   Books. Mar'64:42
MORGAN, WALTER AMES. THE DREAMS OF YOUTH
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
Morgan, Wesley
   Lord God, our maker. Sep'72:11
MORGAN, WILLIAM B -1945
   (death) News room. Oct'45:25
MORGAN, WILLIAM V
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'43:33
MORGANS, MORGAN, 1851-1930
   Our fifty year club of preachers (photo) Jul'25:12
MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA
   News room. Oct'45:45
   From the church kitchen to next winter. Sep'32:4
MORI, KAORU
   Each one reach one (photo) Feb'68:13
Morian, T. F.
   Letters. Sep'65:46
MORITA, K
   The Japanese Christian Institute. May'21:19
MORIYA, YOSHIKO
   Yoshiko Moriya and her mission among the books (photo) Nov'65:39
   Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations (photo) Jun'70:42
   (photo) Feb'71:21
MORKOVSKY, JOHN L
   World events (photo) May'72:38
MORLAN, GEORGE K. LAYMEN SPEAKING
   Book chat. Sep'38:29
MORLAN, HALFORD J.
   Classroom and campus. Apr'66:34
   May'63:34 Dec'65:34 Feb'66:35
MORLAN, PERWYN (married to Halford J. Morlan)
   Classroom and campus. Apr'65:34
MORLAND, L T
   (death) Jul'24:53
MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER DARLINGTON, 1890-1957
   The last page. Feb'28:64
MORLEY, FELIX
   Women and world highways. Mar'35:35
Morling, William G
   Note. Oct'20:58
MORMONS AND MORMONISM
   Conference on Mormonism. Oct'20:43
   Foundations of Mormonism. Oct'20:48
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
   Where Mormonism flourishes. Feb'27:43
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'27:56
   Ahead of the headlines. Mar'70:5
   General Board deals with business, issues. Sep'72:41
   A visit with the Mormons. Jan'73:5
MOROCCO
   Global highlights. May'60:5
   Rebirth in Morocco. Jun'61:29
   Global highlights. May'61:4
MOROS
   A missionary to the Moros. Nov'20:55
MOROS, EDGAR
   Direct line. Jun'70:23
MORRILL, ARTHUR F
   Classroom and campus. Mar'58:34
MORRIS, B L
   (photo) Mar'24:42
MORRIS, CARRIE E
   In memorium. Dec'40:37
MORRIS, CHARLES H
   Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
MORRIS, CORA ELLISTON, -1962
   In memoriam. Nov'62:44
MORRIS, CYRIL H
   Jamaica mission provides leadership (photo) May'42:28
   News room. Sep'42:40
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:33
   News room. Nov'55:37
   Good tidings in Jamaica (photo) Jun'61:4
   Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation (photo) Mar'73:9
MORRIS, CYRIL H., JR.
   Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:19
MORRIS, DELMA (married to R. Vestal Morris)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'61:8
MORRIS, EDWARD A
   Abundant life, 1952. Jan'52:5
MORRIS, ELBERT
   (photo) Sep'73:32
MORRIS, ELIZABETH WOODBRIDGE. THE SUMMONING OF THE NATIONS
   Speaking of books. Sep'34:34
MORRIS, ELLA MAY, -1958 (married to John L. Morris)
   In memoriam. Oct'58:37
MORRIS, ELSASA
   (photo) Feb'52:21
   Morris, Ethel MacDougall, -1956?
   Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51
MORRIS, FLORENCE T
   College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
   Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
MORRIS, FREDERICK M. PREACH THE WORD OF GOD
   Book chat. Oct'54:20
MORRIS, GEORGE WERTMAN (married to Louise Morris)
   Beneath the spire (photo) May'60:8
MORRIS, H D
   Committee on War Services news notes. Jun'46:44
MORRIS, HARRIETTE PEARL
   Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
MORRIS, HATTIE PERDUE, -1966
   In memoriam. Dec'66:45
MORRIS, IRMA
   In memoriam. Mar'41:39
MORRIS, JOHN A
   Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
   Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
MORRIS, LAVERNE, -1964
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:6
   (death) News room. Jul`'64:34
MORRIS, LYNN
   I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding. May'64:23
MORRIS, M C
   Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37
MORRIS, NEVA (married to Otho B. Morris)
   News room. Mar'54:38 Oct'54:38
MORRIS, PERRY
   News room. Oct'45:25
MORRIS, RAYMOND PHILIP, 1904-
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'62:35
MORRIS, ROBERT M
   (photo) Sep'42:6
MORRIS, ROLAND
   (photo) Dec'19:39
MORRIS, ROWLAND P
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'55:4
MORRIS, THOMAS W
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'65:6
MORRIS, VICTOR PIERPONT, 1891-1974
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'50:4
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'55:35
MORRIS, WILLIAM
   Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:26
MORRIS, WILLIAM S. THE UNITY WE SEEK
   Book chat. May'63:22
MORRIS, WINSTON
   Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations. Jun'70:42
MORRISON, (married to Robert Felix Morrison)
   Classroom and campus. Jul'61:35
Morrison, Bradley
   Song of a modern vigilante (poem) Jul'62:20
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON, 1874-1966
   (married to Laurel Scott Morrison)
   (photo) Jan'27:14 Jun'28:19
   What's doing in Britain. Oct'28:20
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'29:30
   Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'29:31
   The month among Disciples. Jan'33:4
   Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
   (photo) Mar'37:2 Dec'37:4
   Personalities. Feb'38:23
   (photo)
   Nov'38:inside front cover Jul'41:2 Sep'47:24
   Apr'40:23 Mar'44:21
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON, 1874-1966
   (married to Laurel Scott Morrison)
   (photo) Jan'27:14 Jun'28:19
   What's doing in Britain. Oct'28:20
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'29:30
   Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'29:31
   The month among Disciples. Jan'33:4
   Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
   (photo) Mar'37:2 Dec'37:4
   Personalities. Feb'38:23
   (photo)
   Nov'38:inside front cover Jul'41:2 Sep'47:24
   Apr'40:23 Mar'44:21
   News room. Sep'47:40
   Global highlights.
   Dec'47:2 Sep'49:3 Jan'50:2 (photo) Mar'49:2
   (photo) Mar'49:2
   Church union conference plans ahead. Feb'50:31
   (photo) Dec'50:27
   Global highlights. Jun'51:3
   An ecumbrance and handicap. Jan'52:6
   (photo) Jan'55:25
   Global highlights.
   Mar'55:3 Feb'56:2 Apr'56:6
   Disciples and the church universal (photo) Dec'58:28
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:6
(death) Disciples in the news. May'66:7
In memoriam. May'66:46
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON. THE CHRISTIAN AND THE WAR
Book chat. Jan'43:44
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON AND HERBERT L. WILLETT. THE DAILY ALTAR
Notes. Jun'19:60
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON. THE OUTLAWRY OF WAR
Speaking of books. Apr'28:42
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON. THE SOCIAL GOSPEL AND THE CHRISTIAN CULTUS
Book chat. Oct'33:19
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON. THE UNFINISHED REFORMATION
Book chat. Sep'53:17 Apr'54:44
MORRISON, CHARLES CLAYTON. WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY?
Book chat. Dec'40:23
MORRISON, ELEANOR SHELTON. CREATIVE TEACHING IN THE CHURCH
Books. Jan'64:42
MORRISON, ELLA GENTRY, 1852?-1937
(photo) Dec'24:36 Nov'25:10
In memoriam. Jul'37:39
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
MORRISON, G H
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
MORRISON, HUGH T
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12
Personalities (photo) Dec'36:25
MORRISON, IRA G
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25 Dec'54:35
MORRISON, J H. CHRISTIAN FAITH AND SCIENCE OF TODAY
Book chat. Oct'37:20
MORRISON, JAMES
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31
MORRISON, JAMES DALTON. MINISTER'S SERVICE BOOK
Book chat. Sep'37:29
MORRISON, JOHN A. THE PREACHER OF TODAY
Book chat. Feb'38:34
MORRISON, JOSEPH, -1971
News room. Nov'51:38
Lay adventures in evangelism (photo) Feb'60:18
News room. Nov'60:41
In memoriam. Dec'71:42
MORRISON, JOSEPH. PURE WATER FROM OLD WELLS
Book reviews. Sep'63:45
MORRISON, JOSEPH P. E.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
MORRISON, L D
Social trends. Jun'47:16
MORRISON, LAURA B
(death) May'25:58
MORRISON, LAUREL SCOTT, 1876-1966
(married to Charles Clayton Morrison)
(photo) Dec'37:33
MORRISON, LLOYD
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
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MORRISON, MARY LOGAN COLEMAN, 1880-1939
(married to Hugh T. Morrison)
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
Personalities. Dec'36:25
(photo) Dec'37:33
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
MORRISON, O D
(photo) Jan'21:14
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57
MORRISON, RAY E.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
MORRISON, ROBERT
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
Missionary illustrations... Nov'26:55
MORRISON, ROBERT A
A mossgrown tomb in China (photo of grave) Jul'24:42
Program helps. Jan'25:48
MORRISON, ROBERT FELIX
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:35
MORRISON, W J
(photo) Dec'26:34
MORRISON, WARD E.
See ELDRED, WARD
MORRISTOWN, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Broadcasting the Gospel. Feb'23:22
MORRO, WILLIAM CHARLES, 1871-1943
(photo) Jan'21:5
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Mar'24:57 Oct'26:56
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
(death) The threshold (photo) May'43:2
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:10 (photo p. 9)
MORRO, WILLIAM CHARLES. BROTHER McGARVEY
Book chat. Sep'40:25
MORRO BAY, CALIFORNIA. BAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30
MORRO CASTLE (SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO)
(photo) May'30:7
MORROW, (married to William Morrow)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
(photo) Nov'27:20 Feb'29:17 Sep'34:22
MORROW, ARTHUR
(photo) Jan'21:6
MORROW, ARTHUR A.
Classroom and campus. Apr'57:30
MORROW, BERNINCE
(photo) Jan'21:14
Morrow, E Frederick
Freedom means responsibility. Feb'66:48
MORROW, ELBERT, 1928-
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:7
MORROW, ETOILE, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37
Morrow, Helen I
  Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:9
MORROW, LAURA, -1950
  In memoriam. Dec'50:37
MORROW, MARY, -1951
  In memoriam. Nov'51:35
MORROW, WILLIAM, 1872-1934
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:51
  (photo) Nov'27:20 Feb'29:17 (death) Australia loses a leader (photo) Sep'34:22
MORROW, WILLIAM, 1934-
  The making of a missionary. Mar'49:7
MORSE, (MRS. F. E.)
  (photo) Oct'22:34
MORSE, (MRS. J. M.)
  (photo) Sep'21:30
Morse, Dorothea
  Wishbone and backbone (poem) Apr'36:48
MORSE, DOROTHY, -1965 (married to Horace Morse)
  In memoriam. Apr'65:41
MORSE, EUGENE RUSSELL
  (photo) Jan'22:58 Nov'22:22
  Jun'22:inside front cover Dec'22:25
  Jul'22:22 Jun'23:41
MORSE, EVANGELINE
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
Morse, Gertrude E. Howe, 1896- (married to Justin Russell Morse)
  Echoes from everywhere.
  Jul'22:61 Jun'24:60
  The weekly bath on Saturday. Aug'24:63
  Echoes from everywhere.
  Nov'24:58 Sep'25:49 Jun'26:58
  Jun'25:49 Oct'25:62
MORSE, GERTRUDE E. HOWE, 1896-
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
  (photo) Jan'22:58
  In the hollow of His hand. Jul'22:22
  (photo) Nov'22:22
  Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:61 quoted. Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57
  (photo) Mar'27:17
  Russell Morse coming home. Sep'27:61
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
Morse, Hermann Nelson, 1889-
  The survey in your church. Dec'19:39
MORSE, HERMANN NELSON, 1889-
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'47:4
  It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
MORSE, HERMANN NELSON. THESE MOVING TIMES
  Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25
MORSE, HORACE
  Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
MORSE, J M
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
(photo) Sep'21:30

Morse, Justin Russell, 1898- (married to Gertrude E. Hose Morse)
In the hollow of His hand. Jul'22:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:61
Border warfare near Batang. Sep'22:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58
Some things as they are on the Tibetan border. Dec'22:24
Dr. Shelton, as a new missionary in Tibet saw him. Feb'23:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:55
Homes are different. Jun'23:41
A day of Lam ceremonies. Jan'24:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51,55 Feb'24:53,55
Missionaries promised protection. Apr'24:58
Where smiles and tears mingle. Jun'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:61
A full evangelistic program in Batang. Nov'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49,59
Ripe for another harvest soon. Jan'25:37
Evangelism to the front. Apr'25:42
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'25:62 Sep'25:61
Reading material for Chinese and Tibetans. Dec'25:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:49 Jun'26:49 Sep'26:51
Baptisms in Batang. Sep'26:58

MORSE, JUSTIN RUSSELL, 1898-
(photo) Jun'21:9
quoted. Last word from the tibetan party. Nov'21:55
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
(photo) Jan'22:58
quoted. Dr. A. L. Shelton, martyr for Tibet. May'22:7
(photo) Jul'22:22
In memory of our dead heroes. Jun'24:50
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
The dawn of reaping time. Jul'25:36
(photo) Mar'27:17
Russell Morse coming home. Sep'27:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44

MORSE, ROBERT HOWE, 1923-
(birth) Aug'23:64

MORSE, TRUE DELBERT, 1896-
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'55:3
Global highlights. Jan'61:5

Morse, W H
Going--Home! Oct'19:30
They still keep coming. Feb'20:54

MORTASHED, (MRS. WILLIAM)
In memoriam. Jan'37:39

MORTENSEN, RALPH
A South Atlantic crossing (photo) Sep'44:20

MORTIMORE, PAUL DeFOREST, 1899-1959
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
MORTON, (MRS. C. S.) quoted. The first page. Aug'32:2
MORTON, (MRS. H. D.) quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
MORTON, (married to John W. Morton) Here and there with World Call. Oct'64:54
Morton, Agnes Why I believe in Santa Claus. Dec'28:7
MORTON, AGNES (photo) Dec'28:7 (death) News from Benevolent Homes. Sep'37:28
Morton, Clement Manley, 1884-1976 (married to Selah Louise Beam Morton)
A thousand miles up the Paraguay. Apr'19:24
Look on the field--Paraguay. Oct'19:23
Now or never in Paraguay. May'20:6
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47
Homeward bound. Sep'21:14
Short and true from far and near.
Just around the corner in Asuncion. Mar'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:57 Mar'24:49
A real shepherd of the hills. Jan'26:34
Wherein we slide. Mar'26:1
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
Sharing the old, old story. Feb'28:34
40,000 homeless in Puerto Rico! Nov'28:27
What cooperation can do. Apr'29:26
The church looks to the future. May'29:11
Dedication in Porto Rico. Jul'29:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39
Forty-eight hours. May'31:28
Don-a Carmen. Jul'31:27
A young man who would not down. Aug'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:39,40
Rivers of Puerto Rico. Sep'34:18
From the land of poinsettias and palms. Feb'35:34
Problems in Puerto Rico. May'36:29
Training leaders imperative. May'36:47
We visit Puerto Rico. Oct'37:18
How the church came to Mana. Jun'42:26
Puerto Rican church convention. May'43:26
Servicemen in Puerto Rico. Jun'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:32,33
Puerto Rican youth move forward. May'45:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50 (photo) Jun'25:34
Paraguay's handicaps. Oct'25:16
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60 (photo) Jan'26:50 Feb'28:34
It pays to go to church. Feb'28:54
A memorable day with our mission in Porto Rico. Sep'29:28
Programs... Feb'30:37
quoted. The first page. Mar'31:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:41
(photo) Feb'35:34
Thirty-one days in Puerto Rico (photo) Oct'35:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
(photo) Oct'37:18
I found the fountain of youth (photo) Jan'38:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
College summer events. Sep'38:31
News room. Jul'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
Puerto Rican pilgrimage (photo) Apr'45:18
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jan'46:36
quoted. Committee on War Services news notes.
Mar'46:40 Jul'46:42
Impressions of McLean Conference Grounds. Jul'46:43
Crusade progress. Nov'49:34
News room. Apr'51:38
Mr. and Mrs. C. Manly Morton close a lifetime of active
service (photo) May'51:31
Paraguayan mission after 33 years. Mar'52:8
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:5
Return to Paraguay (photo) Jul'60:31
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7
Morton, Clement Manley. Kingdom Building in Puerto Rico
News room. Nov'48:32
Morton, Clement Manley. Paraguay
Speaking of books. Jun'27:57
Morton, Craig
(photo) Sep'39:31
Morton, Elise
(photo) Nov'48:24
Morton, Frances M
The church (poem) Aug'27:14
Morton, H. V. Through Lands of the Bible
Book chat. May'39:42
Morton, Helen
Flour! Feb'47:27
Morton, Helen
(photo) May'54:20
Morton, James P
Letters. Sep'66:43
Morton, James P.
For Christ's sake (photo) Jul'66:17
Morton, Jessie Wilmore
A modern mother's prayer (poem) Jan'42:52
Morton, Johanna
(death) Sep'19:65
Morton, Levi Prince, 1860- (married to Mattie McLane Morton)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'59:8
Morton, Nell. The Bible and Its Use
Book chat. Sep'57:42
Morton, Richard K
quoted. Last column. Oct'48:48
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MORTON, RICHARD K. A BOOK OF PRAYERS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Book chat. Sep'35:29

Morton, Selah Louise, 1886-1970 (married to Clement Manly Morton)
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Searching the hearts of our comrades. Feb'28:55

MORTON, SELAH LOUISE BEAM, 1886-1970
Notes. Jan'19:62
(photo) Oct'21:42 Nov'21:8
Short and true from far and near
(photo) Apr'22:46 May'22:48
(photo) Jun'25:34 Jan'26:50 Feb'28:34
It pays to go to church. Feb'28:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:39,40
(photo) Oct'37:18
I found the fountain of youth (photo) Jan'38:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:24
quoted. Women and world highways. Jul'42:35
News room. Dec'42:34
(photo) Dec'44:28
Impressions of McLean Conference Grounds. Jul'46:43
Missionary worship service. Nov'48:37
News room. Apr'51:38
Mr. and Mrs. C. Manly Morton close a lifetime of active
service (photo) May'51:31
Paraguayan mission after 33 years. Mar'52:8
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7
In memoriam. Jul'70:45

MORTON, T. RALPH. GOD'S FORZEN PEOPLE
New books. Dec'65:22
MORTON, THOMAS E
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:44
MORTON, THURSTON B
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:23

MORTON, W B
Boy Scouts of Hebron, Nebraska. Aug'19:28

MORTON, W. P.
Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo) Apr'57:26

MORY, LUCINDA M
(death) May'25:58

MOSCOW, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Successful meeting at Moscow. Jul'34:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'36:39
Circulation corner. Nov'40:inside front cover

MOSCOW, SOVIET UNION
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45

Moseley, (Mrs. W. G.)
Two dollars worth of happiness. Dec'28:53

MOSELEY, ADDIE FRANCES SMITH, 1874-1942
(death) News room. Jan'43:34

MOSELEY, CHARLES C
See

MOSLEY, CHARLES C

MOSELEY, DAN PHILLIP, 1943-
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:6
quoted. What's bugging your church? Jul'71:13
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:24
Moseley, Dorothy Louise Lomax, 1909-
(married to Joseph Edward Moseley)
San Antonio looks at M.C.I. Oct'45:18
Building for Christian citizenship. Apr'46:13
A week in the life of a rural minister. Sep'46:21
The gist of Christian Literature Week. Oct'46:27
A far cry from the almshouse. Dec'46:24
Nationals and missionaries at Buffalo. Oct'47:24
Here and there with World Call. Jan'48 - Apr'58 last page
MCI believes in its neighbors. May'48:12
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
Somebody cares for the migrants. Apr'49:14
Jarvis launches a plan of action. Apr'50:8
Laymen to stress stewardship. Mar'50:21
Disciples examine their government. May'50:11
They stayed to serve S.C.I. Apr'51:22
India moves ahead. Jun'52:25
The church supports the right to education. Sep'52:10
Capital for Kingdom Building...home and abroad. Mar'53:29
A visiting ministry among the Yakimas. Apr'53:14
A fertile field for the church. Jun'53:17
Women and world highways. Sep'53:33
That all may be one. Oct'53:18
They built a church in five weeks. Nov'53:10
Don't neglect the sandals! Dec'53:12
Friends pay tribute to James Crain. Jan'54:6
Self-help with a spiritual emphasis. Feb'54:16
A snowflake on a coal pile. Mar'54:8
Joy and heartbreak in Japan. Apr'54:20
People are asking sensible questions. Jun'54:35
Missions mean more to them now. Feb'55:8
More abundant life for Indian villagers. Mar'55:22
This church can help our people. Apr'55:10
Far from vanishing Americans. Jun'55:14
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Integration is working. Feb'56:13
Mission on the world's rooftop. Mar'56:14
Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:10
Finding a lifework in the church. May'56:15
Ambassadors for the Brotherhood. Jun'56:17
Paraguay needs almost everything. Jul'56:24
Anniversary in Argentina. Jul'56:29
The ministry in South America. Sep'56:11
Conversations with a journalist in Argentina. Oct'56:12
Paraguayans are listening to the word. Nov'56:24
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines. Dec'56:26
Women make ready for Quadrennial. Mar'57:22
Puerto Ricans on Fifth Avenue. Nov'57:15
Another kind of beauty. Dec'57:23
Women and world highways. Jan'59:39
Needed: Goodwill on all sides. Feb'59:13
New adventures of service to Indian Americans. Apr'59:29
Down to "brass tacks" in Decade of Decision. Sep'60:17
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
Adults and missions. Apr'61:38
Any gift will help! Dec'62:20
Can we enjoy our comfort? Jun'65:28
New books. Jul'67:39
Things new at Uppsala. Sep'68:22
New books. Jul'70:28

MOSELEY, DOROTHY LOUISE LOMAX
Global highlights (photo) Apr'46:2
Circulation corner. May'46:inside front cover
(marriage) News room. Jan'48:42
(photo) Jun'49:48
Staff resignation. Nov'49:18
News room. Sep'53:39 Mar'57:32 Mar'60:40
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
World Calling... (photo) Apr'66:10
Commentary. Jan'72:15
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42
The scene. Apr'72:34

MOSELEY, DOROTHY LOUISE LOMAX. SAN ANTONIO'S RIVER
News room. Jun'48:32
Book chat. Oct'48:44

MOSELEY, DOROTHY LOUISE LOMAX. SPEAK OUT FOR YOUR CHURCH
News room. Dec'55:42

MOSELEY, FLORENCE LOUISE ALEXANDER
See
FISHBACK, FLORENCE LOUISE ALEXANDER

Moseley, Helen I
Beth remembers. Jun'68:40

Moseley, Joseph Edward, 1910-1973
(married to Florence Louise Alexander Moseley Fishback)
(married to Dorothy Louise Lomax Moseley, 1947)

Speaking of books.
Apr'33:42 Nov'33:34 Jul'34:32
May'33:31 Jan'34:41 Sep'34:34

Book chat.
Nov'34:40 Jun'35:29 Jan'36:44
Dec'34:42 Nov'35:34 Feb'36:42
May'35:30 Dec'35:31 Jan'37:40

Disciples plan advance program. Nov'45:7
Hallowed rooms of home. Dec'45:5
Americans all. Feb'46:13
On the road to justice for all. Apr'46:20
Crusade plans for the local church. Apr'47:18
L. N. D. Wells chosen Crusade Chairman. May'47:17
These homes are crowded too. Dec'47:7

Beneath the spire (as Bell Ringer)
Jan'48 - Mar'56 p. 4
Apr'56 - Dec'57 p. 6
Jan'58 - Dec'62 p. 8
San Francisco and the Disciples. Sep'48:24
The making of a Convention. Oct'50:7
The underworld of American education. Feb'51:17
A mission school is built. Mar'51:19
United Society library meets many needs. May'51:28
Jarvis plans to meet area needs. Sep'51:21
M.C.I. plans to meet area needs. Sep'51:21
This is evangelism in action. Feb'52:14
Paraguayan mission after 33 years. Mar'52:7
A new school begins to make its mark. May'52:12
Outlook encouraging for Christian missions. Jun'52:13
Missionaries broaden fellowship. Jul'52:26
The United Society in the Convention. Sep'53:25
A school to serve the "new" negro. Sep'54:19
Are missionary links outdated? Oct'54:29
These educational services change local churches. Nov'54:8
Ecumenical emphasis dominates Miami Assembly. Dec'54:6
Vantage ground of freedom. Feb'55:16
Churches must change. May'55:19
They advance Christian action. Jul'55:16
Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:9
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas. Oct'55:24
No teacher so thorough as experience. Nov'55:9
Recommitment to a common cause. Dec'55:29
Partnership in Puerto Rico. Jun'56:9
No time to grow old. Dec'56:9
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:9
Lost power of lost people. Feb'57:9
A year to push horizons out. Sep'57:17
They work for you. Sep'57:25
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:11
Where higher education is involved. Oct'57:25
Through the United Society. Nov'57:21
As partners in world mission. Dec'57:15
Full life for the aging. Dec'57:17
They work for you...

Jan'58:23  Mar'58:27  May'58:27  Oct'58:29
Feb'58:21  Apr'58:25  Sep'58:27  Nov'58:27

Benevolence in four decades. Dec'58:11
They work for you... Dec'58:25  Feb'59:27
A country church reborn. Jun'59:19
One big, happy family. Dec'59:11
When aid is needed. Apr'60:31
Dignity for the aging. Jul'60:29
Unceasing, loving care for the aging. Dec'60:18
Woodhaven--help for the handicapped. Feb'61:19
Americans care about the aging. Mar'61:14
A right direction for unwed mothers. Apr'61:18
Benevolence--then and now. Dec'61:19
Lifetime of service. May'62:31
Southern Home looks forward. Jun'62:24
Pioneer with bold dreams. Jul'62:25
Housing for the aging. Sep'62:27
A foster family for the Hawks. Dec'62:26
Presenting. Jan'63 - Oct'63 p. 8 Dec'63:8
This is total benevolence. Dec'63:21
Presenting.

Jan - Jul'64 p. 8  Nov'67:36
Oct'64 - Jun'67 p. 8  Dec'67:36
Jul - Sep'67 p. 36

A service for those who wait. Jun'65:23
They'll never see 100 again! Nov'65:17
Day care attacks a massive need. Apr'66:23
Kentucky homes forge ahead in care services. Jun'66:18
Benevolent teamwork. Dec'66:11
Now there are three. May'67:14
A man on the move. Oct'67:14
Profile of the President. Sep'68:13
Answering cries for help. Dec'68:12
A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:7
What the NBA policy means. Sep'69:20
New setting for a group home. Dec'69:24
Update on the National Benevolent Association. Dec'70:8
Spotlight on three NBA board members. Dec'70:10
Meals on wheels. May'71:12
Years of hope for older adults... Feb'72:10
Geared to action now. Nov'72:19
Church shows growing concern with nursing care. Dec'72:29
NBA extends its ministry. Jan'73:41
The ministry of service volunteers. May'73:29
Changes buttressed by faith. Dec'73:24

MOSELEY, JOSEPH EDWARD, -1973
(photo) Mar'34:34
(marriage to Florence Alexander) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:43
(photo) Apr'40:22
Illness of Evangelist editors. Sep'40:3
(photo) May'42:32
The threshold. Sep'45:2
Global highlights (photo) Feb'46:3
Welcome to staff. Feb'46:5
Classroom and campus. May'46:30
(marriage to Dorothy Louise Lomax) News room. Jan'48:42
News room. Jul'51:39
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31
News room. Jul'56:38
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:6
News room (photo) Jun'62:32
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:4
World Calling. Jan'68:10
Letters. Apr'68:48
(death) Services held for noted communicator. Dec'73:35

MOSELEY, JOSEPH EDWARD. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN GEORGIA
Book chat. Apr'55:22
The story of Georgia. May'55:5

MOSELEY, JOSEPH EDWARD. EVANGELISM--COMMITMENT AND INVOLVEMENT
New books. Sep'65:42

MOSELEY, JOSEPH EDWARD. THE MANY FACES OF AGING
New books. Nov'68:36

MOSELEY, JOSEPH EDWARD. USING DRAMA IN THE CHURCH
Book chat. Oct'39:22
(Revised ed.) Book chat. Jul'55:40

MOSELEY, L. C.
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8

MOSELEY, LOUISE LOMAX
See

MOSELEY, DOROTHY LOUISE LOMAX
MOSELEY, MARTHA E
(death) Dec'19:31
MOSELEY, MARY R
Notes. Feb'19:45
MOSELEY, PAUL
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'65:7
MOSELEY, TOM
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:38
Moseley, William Guthrie, 1897-1988
A project in educational evangelism. Jul'46:32
MOSELEY, WILLIAM GUTHRIE, 1897-1988
(photo) Mar'24:27
... goes to the Northwest (photo) Jan'27:59
(photo) Nov'36:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:31
(photo) Nov'38:13
News room. Mar'49:34
News room (photo) Jan'58:30
News room. Mar'62:38
MOSELY, DON
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
MOSELY, MARY E
(death) Jun'23:54
MOSER, (married to Paul Moser)
(photo) May'55:7
MOSES (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
Praying and going forward. Jun'26:48
Missionary illustrations... Jul'26:52
MOSES, ALWIN RAYMOND
Women and world highways. Mar'48:33
MOSES, D G
Understanding the "new Asia." May'55:6
MOSES, GABRIEL (married to Yvonne Musmuto Moses)
Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:4
MOSES, HELEN ELIZABETH TURNEY, 1853-
(married to William H. Moses)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:39
(photo) Dec'23:4
Power made perfect in weakness (photo) Sep'24:15
Devotional study for missionary societies (photo) Jul'35:38
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'48:33
MOSES, JARVIS
(photo) Jan'23:30
Moses, Jasper Turney, 1880-1921
(married to Katherine Elliott Moses)
How Belgium faces the future. Mar'19:26
Our Army Chaplains in the Great War. Feb'20:22
The war and the broadened missionary horizon. Jul'20:37
Garfield's first sermon. May'21:43
MOSES, JASPER TURNEY, 1880-
(married to Katherine Elliott Moses)
How Belgium faces the future. Mar'19:26
Our Army Chaplains in the Great War. Feb'20:22
The war and the broadened missionary horizon. Jul'20:37
Garfield's first sermon. May'21:43
MOSES, JASPER TURNLEY, 1880-1921
Feb'19:1
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:60
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
(tribute) Sep'21:51
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51
(photo of grave) Jun'24:18
Women and world highways. Mar'48:33
Moses, Katherine Elliott, 1882- (married to Jasper Turney Moses)
    Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
MOSES, KATHERINE ELLIOTT, 1882-
    (photo) Oct'22:37
    Some news items... Dec'22:45
MOSES, ROBERT
    Masters of vituperation. Oct'35:4
MOSES, WILLIAM H. (married to Helen Elizabeth Turner Moses)
    Women and world highways. Mar'48:33
MOSES, YVONNE MUSMUSTO (married to Gabriel Moses)
    Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:4
Mosher, Ada May McCormick, 1878-1956
    (married to William C. Mosher)
    Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
    Of many books on India. Jun'47:28
    Mother of the C.W.B.M. Jan'48:33
MOSHER, ADA MAY MCCORMICK, 1878-1956
    News room. Jan'43:34
    United Society library meets many needs (photo) May'51:28
    UCMS Librarian retires--again (photo) Jul'54:43
    These educational services change local churches (photo)
    Nov'54:10
    News room. Dec'55:42
    (death) News room. Jul'56:38
    News room. Feb'57:32
Mosher, Arthur T
    Christianity and the village. Jun'44:14
MOSHER, ARTHUR T.
    (photo) Jun'44:14        Dec'48:9
    Global highlights. Jul'55:3
MOSHER, BRUCE
    Global highlights (photo) May'56:3
MOSHER, EDITH L. APPERSON, 1880-1944
    (married to George E. Mosher)
    (photo) Sep'19:65
    Notes. May'20:64
    Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
    (death) News room. Jan'45:30
MOSHER, ELLEN MARIE, 1957-
    (birth) News room. Sep'57:38
Mosher, George E., 1872-1959
    (married to Edith L. Apperson Mosher)
    Alligators and ailments in Africa. Jan'28:39
MOSHER, GEORGE E., 1872-1959
    (photo) Sep'19:64
    Notes. May'20:64
    Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
    Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
    (photo) Mar'22:41
    Our Congo doctors. Aug'22:26
    (photo) Oct'23:55
    Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47
    (death) News room. Mar'59:32
Mosher, Pat (married to Rollin V Mosher)
  Gifts mean life itself. Dec'66:38
  Christian steam up to help war-weary people. Feb'66:23
MOSHER, PAT. OUTREACH AT HOME
  Audults and mission. Jul'66:36
Mosher, Rollin V (married to Pat Mosher)
  Research is a tool that can be used for the church. Jul'68:26
MOSHER, ROLLIN V
  News room. Feb'54:31
  A year of progress. Apr'55:45
  They work for you (photo) May'58:28
  Global highlights (photo) May'60:7
  News room. Feb'61:34
  Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:6
  (photo) Mar'61:front cover
  The cover. Mar'61:inside front cover
  News room (photo) Nov'61:39
  Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:27
  Partners in progress (photo) Jul'62:26
  Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:11
  News room. Dec'62:32
  I wonder what they will do (photo) Apr'63:14
  News room. Feb'64:34
  New churches services (photo) Jul'64:17
  (photo) Mar'65:3
  Global highlights (photo) May'65:7
  (photo) Mar'68:23
  World events (photo) Jul'69:42
  (photo) Oct'69:3
Mosier, (married to Chet Mosier)
  Letters. Apr'66:inside front cover
MOSKOFFLAN, J G
  (photo) Jan'21:14
MOSLEM
  See
  ISLAM
MOSLEY, (married to Charles C. Mosley)
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
Mosley, Charles C -1988 or 9
  Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:13
MOSLEY, CHARLES C -1988 or 9
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
  News room. May'45:28
  (photo) Sep'46:27
MOSLEY, ELLA KING
  (death) Jul'19:55
MOSLEY, WILMA
  Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:6
MOSQUES
  The mosque as a place of worship (photos) Dec'21:4
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
  Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
MOSS, (married to Joe Moss)
  World outreach sounding board. May'68:32
MOSS, (married to Robert Moss)
Circulation corner (photo) Nov'45:inside front cover

MOSS, ALBERTA BLANCH, 1892–1954 (married to Dennison Ryle Moss)
(photo) Dec'24:6

MOSS, CAROLE BETH, 1963–
(birth) News room. Mar'63:36

MOSS, DENNISON RYLE, 1863–1942 (married to Alberta Blanch Moss)
(photo) Mar'24:52 Dec'24:6
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

MOSS, ESTHER LILLIAN
(photo) Jul'23:8

MOSS, GEORGIA
In memoriam. Apr'39:39

MOSS, HELEN ELIZABETH
(photo) Jul'23:8

MOSS, JOSEPH A., 1894–
(photo) Jan'21:9
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42

Moss, Leslie Bates, -1949
The far reach of Christian missions. Jun'38:13
Proceed with courage. Feb'42:8
Healing is our aim. Feb'45:19
Healing--His aim and ours. Jun'45:18
Relief in Germany. Feb'46:18
World missions, relief and reconstruction. Jan'47:13

MOSS, LESLIE BATES, -1949
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'31:42
(photo) Jun'38:12 Mar'39:9
News room. Apr'42:34
The threshold. Jul'43:2
News room. Dec'45:32
Missions and agricultural planning. Jul'46:6
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Oct'47:34
(photo) Nov'47:14
(death) Global highlights. May'49:3

MOSS, LUELLA WILCOX ST.CLAIR, 1865–1947 (married to Woodson Moss)
College head for 19 years has retired. Oct'20:64
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'22:49
(photo) May'23:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'23:53 Apr'24:52 Sep'24:51
(photo) Jan'25:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'25:52 Jul'26:43
Diamond Jubilee at Christian College. Sep'26:60
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Personalities (photo) Sep'35:21

Moss, Madison Monroe, 1873–1950 (married to Agnes L. Moss)
Message. Jul'19:52
The best thing I know about church extension. Sep'20:26
Minnesota State Convention. Sep'20:56
Second annual young people's training school. Sep'20:57
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56

MOSS, MADISON MONROE, 1873–1950
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
MOSS, MARY
News from our colleges. May'38:31
(photo) May'42:25
Moss, Mary Jo Taylor, 1931- (married to Robert Wayne Moss)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36
Fried potatoes for breakfast. Apr'64:28
Fely's shoes. Mar'65:31
Direct line. May'67:37
Women on world highways. Dec'67:30
MOSS, MARY JO TAYLOR, 1931-
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'51:28
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
News room. Jul'59:42
(photo) May'67:37
MOSS, OTIS
World events (photo) Nov'72:38
Moss, Patrick Henry, 1875-1935 (married to Anna W. Moss)
E. R. Williams, Association Colored Bible School Worker.
Jun'20:58
Some obvious needs of the negro field. Nov'20:53
First Children's worker for colored Bible schools. Sep'21:57
The island of springs. Jan'28:34
MOSS, PATRICK HENRY, 1875-1935
Notes. Feb'19:46
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries. Apr'19:39
The Marshal of the Black Bible School (photo) Jun'19:19
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Among Negro Bible Schools. Nov'19:31
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Leadership training and school of missions, Southern
(photo) Oct'22:49
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20
The National Convention of the Disciples of Christ.
Nov'23:44
(photo) Mar'24:34
A new departure. Feb'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:49
(photo) Sep'25:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
Sunday schools. May'29:39
The man who doesn't know the date of his birth (photo)
Jun'29:54
(death) Patrick Henry Moss (photo) Mar'35:27
(photo) Nov'49:30
MOSS, REBECCA ANN, 1960-
(birth) News room. Jun'60:42
Moss, Robert Wayne, 1931- (married to Mary Jo Taylor Moss)
New chapter in the Philippines. Mar'63:31
Laymen lead in the Philippines. Jan'64:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'64:38
Direct line. May'67:37
MOSS, ROBERT WAYNE, 1931-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
News room. Jul'59:42
quoted. Tragedy and triumph in the Philippines. May'62:20
(photo) Apr'64:38 May'67:37
MOSS, RUTH (married to Robert Moss)
Here and there with World Call. Sep'49:48 Oct'60:50
MOSS, WAYNE
See
MOSS, ROBERT WAYNE
MOSSBERGER, (MRS. C. L.)
Circulation corner. Nov'40:inside front cover Dec'41:2
Mostoller, John Newton, ;1922-
Letters. Mar'71:34 Jul'71:34
MOTHER-TO-MOTHER PROGRAM
When mothers get together. Oct'73:8
MOTHERS
Mothers and missions. Dec'19:6
To my mother. May'25:inside front cover
Our missionary mothers. May'25:1
It is mothers who make Christmas merry. Dec'25:3
The last page. May'28:64
To a mother lost in childhood (poem) May'28:back cover
Mother (poem) May'30:30
Dear old mothers (poem) May'33:back cover
Tributes to mother. May'36:15
The last page. May'36:48 May'37:48
Working mothers need the church. Oct'62:20
MOTHERS' DAY
Mother's Day and the Golden Jubilee. Apr'24:17
It 'twere done when 'twere done. May'26:28
Mothers of men (poem) May'26:back cover
Mother's Day celebrated. Aug'26:52
Five loaves (poem) May'27:back cover
Honoring mother in Buenos Aires. Aug'27:52
Mother's Day in India. Oct'27:58
M stands for May and Mothers. Apr'28:50
Honoring mother and teachers. Jul'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:40
Motherhood honored. Sep'33:26
A litany for Mother's Day. May'34:inside front cover
Mother's Day stamps. May'34:3
A Mother's Day in an Indian village. May'38:28
The last page. May'39:48
Women and world highways. May'42:35
Correspondence from a war mother. May'43:5
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28
May'47:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
MOTHERSHEAD, LOIS
See
POT, LOIS MARIE MOTHERSHEAD
MOTION PICTURES
(note) Oct'24:58
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'26:37
The front door of the movies. Nov'27:35
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'28:45
Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:31
Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45
What's wrong with the movies? Apr'30:5
A call for movie film. Jun'30:63
Listening in on the world. Feb'31:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Listening in on the world. Mar'33:23
The movies are always asking for money. Jul'33:2
Those movies. Sep'33:3
Our movie made children. Nov'33:6
The movie boycott. Sep'34:4
Decency in pictures. Oct'34:3
Hollywood and crime. Nov'34:3
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
Hollywood's America. Jun'35:4
Practicing Christian unity. Sep'35:3
The camera plays its part. Mar'37:34
Jul'37:5
Paging Mr. Rockefeller. Jan'38:4
Programs for young people. Nov'38:37
N.B.A. notes and news. Nov'38:45
The camera goes to church. Feb'39:26
Shanghai to Batang. Oct'39:20
The threshold. Feb'40:2 Sep'41:2
Free liquor advertising in movies. Jun'42:42
The Book for the world of tomorrow. Apr'43:42
Church interest in movies grow. Feb'45:26
Global highlights. Sep'46:3
Brotherhood in action. Oct'46:10
Youth and missions. Nov'47:33
Global highlights. Feb'48:3
New technique for visual education. Jun'49:45
Global highlights. Nov'49:3 Feb'54:3
Paraguayan "actor" tells of film role. Jan'59:49
Global highlights. Nov'60:8
Christians at the box office. Apr'61:48
Global highlights. May'62:6
Asians want to learn. May'63:46
Global highlights. Jun'64:4
Letters. Dec'65:inside front cover
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Global highlights. Apr'66:6
Social trends. Oct'67:21
Editorials. Dec'68:9
Movie guide offered to local newspapers. Dec'68:37
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'70:5 Apr'70:5
Audio-visuals. May'70:29
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5 Sep'71:5
Commentary. Nov'71:15
"Futility films" and the Christian alternative. Jan'72:8
Letters. Feb'72:4
World events. Mar'72:38 Jun'73:38
MOTIVE
The church periodical. May'67:9
MOTLEY, CONSTANCE BAKER
Interfaith understanding is growing (photo) May'73:14
MOTLEY, COURTLAND
Mid-year activities of our colleges (photo) Feb'30:32

MOTLEY, EDWIN LOUTIS
(death) Jul'26:51

MOTLEY, ERNEST BALLARD, 1880-1953
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Mar'24:38
(death of son) Jul'26:51

MOTLEY, IVA D., -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35

MOTODA, J S
Glimpses of the outside world. Nov'23:54

MOTON, ROBERT R
News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
Negro leader retires. Feb'35:4

MOTORIN, I I
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:58

MOTSWEGE, JACKSON
This is Africa! Jun'63:47

MOTT, FRANK LUTHER. GOLDEN MULTITUDES
Book chat. Feb'48:16

MOTT, FRANK LUTHER. THE NEWS IN AMERICA
Book chat. Mar'53:16

Mott, Irene
An adventure in play. Feb'27:23

Mott, John Raleigh, 1865-1955
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:57
Who is a missionary? Mar'28:5
Ten million pairs of eyes! Mar'30:15
The steadfast Christian international. Mar'42:10

MOTT, JOHN RALEIGH, 1865-1955
quoted. Mar'19:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:59
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:46 May'24:45
quoted. Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
(note) (photo) Dec'29:30
...visits us. Feb'30:5
(photo) Mar'30:15
The Christian general stands fast. Mar'30:22
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Personalities. Oct'37:21
(photo) May'39:23
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'40:39
...relinquishes leadership (photo) Apr'42:13
(photo) Apr'42:25
Friend of youth heads Council. May'42:8
Distinguished churchmen visit U.C.M.S. (photo) Apr'43:19
(photo) Jul'46:3
Global highlights. Jan'47:3 (photo) Oct'49:3
(photo) Mar'52:14
(death) Global highlights. Mar'55:2
His greatest distinction. Apr'55:6

MOTT, JOHN RALEIGH. COOPERATION AND THE WORLD MISSIONS
Book chat. Dec'35:31
MOULD, ELMER W. K. THE WORLD VIEW OF JESUS
Book chat. Sep'41:23

MOULD, RALPH NORMAN. CHRISTIANITY WHERE MEN WORK
Book related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31

MOULTON, PHILLIPS PRENTICE
Expansion in evangelism. Jul'45:22

MOULTON, SCOTT
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'67:35

MOULTON, W. L. THE CHURCH CREATIVE
New books. Feb'69:28

MOUND BAYOU, MISSISSIPPI
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:57
The dawn of a new day. May'26:55
A town with a record. Aug'29:41

MOUNT, JEANNINE
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30

MT. BEULAH CHRISTIAN CENTER
Global highlights. Sep'54:4
News room. Oct'54:38
Mt. Beulah is the answer. Apr'55:16
News room. Feb'56:38
Where there is human need (photo) Apr'56:17
And be a friend to man (photos) Jul'56:19
News room. Mar'57:32
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
New program to benefit Yakimas. Apr'57:44
News room. Nov'57:35 Feb'58:40
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:14 (photo p. 13)
News room. Dec'58:34 Mar'59:32
For adult mission study. Oct'59:38
News room. Feb'60:34 May'60:38
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
Global highlights. Mar'62:6
Echoes from everywhere (photo of youth meet) May'62:36
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
News room. Apr'63:32
Global highlights. May'65:4
"Justice place" in the Delta (photo) Feb'66:25
Services to black community to continue after Mount Beulah sale. Sep'71:40

MT. BEULAH COOPERATIVE STORE (NEX-T-NEW STORE)
Jul'43:36 (photo) Apr'55:17

MT. BEULAH QUARTET
(photo) Jan'41:34

MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:22

MT. CARMEL, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hitching the plow to the pulpit (photo of men) Jun'28:34

MT. FUJIYAMA
(photo) Mar'22:front cover Jan'26:23

MT. HERMON FEDERATE SCHOOL
Twentieth anniversary at Mount Hermon. Sep'26:61
Sep'27:61

MT. PLEASANT, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Rural churches come to life (photo) May'60:29
Our covenant with God. May'65:20

MT. RAINIER
(photo) May'23:5

MT. ROSSER, JAMAICA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches in Latin America find new life (photo of worship service) Mar'62:15

MT. STERLING, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Marching toward world peace. Feb'37:15
Adults and mission. Feb'63:38

MT. UNION COLLEGE (ALLIANCE, OHIO)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:27

MT. VERNON, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63 Mar'21:62

MOUNTAIN, ROSE
In memoriam. Sep'36:39

MOUNTAINS
Jesus and the mountains (Bible study) Jul'19:50

MOWLL, HOWARD W. K.
Global highlights. Mar'57:4

Mowry, Leona
Letters. Mar'67:inside front cover

MOYE, (MRS. M. T.)
(death) Aug'22:59

MOYE, FANNIE
(photo) Jan'21:16

MOYE, HENRY P
(photo) May'57:front cover

MOYE, J H
Notes. Aug'19:45

MOYE, W. JESSE, -1959
In memoriam. Sep'59:37

MOYER, (MRS. E. R.)
(photo) Sep'64:36

MOYER, FLORENCE, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'52:37

MOYES, SUSIE RIJNHART
See RIJNHART, SUSIE

Mpengo Thomas
People of eighteen tribes. Dec'38:14

MPENGO THOMAS
Two living witnesses (photo) Apr'38:31
(photo) Jun'38:16 Oct'38:31 Dec'38:14
...honored. Feb'39:29
(photo) Jan'41:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'43:26
Bolenge--the little church that wouldn't stop growing (photo) Nov'53:22
What lies ahead for the Congo? (photo) Mar'57:9

MPETSI JOSEPH (married to Boyela Louise)
(death) Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:7

Congo widow takes her stand. Jun'65:18

MPOKU ANOKA
(photo) Mar'36:15
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
MPOMBO BENJAMIN
  (photo) Jun'69:front cover
  The cover. Jun'69:4
  (photo) Jan'71:19
MPUMBÜ MALIA
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
MPUTU MATA
  And peace reigned again! (photo) Jan'42:46
"MR. BIG" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visuals. Mar'69:29
"MR. BLUE" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Youth and the world mission. Jan'67:36
Mtikulu, Donald G. S
  A positive Christianity for Africa. Apr'37:12
MTIMKULU, DONALD G. S.
  (photo) Apr'37:12
  African leadership for Africa. Dec'59:10
  Global highlights. Apr'60:6
MUBANGA, HARRIET
  Spotlight on Harriet Mubanga (photo) Feb'71:16
Muckler, Allene
  Which? (poem) May'34:48
MUCKLEY, DAISY
  I had a friend. Apr'26:28
Muckley, Elmer Swick, 1865-1927
  (married to Minnie Amanda Williamson Muckley)
  The Child as a teacher. May'19:14
  A parable for the church. Oct'19:25
  A new appraisal of human life. Dec'19:17
  The old soldier's last battle. May'20:30
  Should the church run hospitals? Jul'20:19
  Wildly happy. Sep'20:12
  Stumps. Jun'21:19
  Debts and investments. Aug'25:56
MUCKLEY, ELMER SWICK, 1865-1927
  Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
  Headquarters notes. Sep'21:53
  (death) Elmer Swick Muckley (photo) Jun'27:60
Muckley, George Waldo, 1861-1926 (married to Maisy C. Muckley)
  Satisfaction and service. Feb'19:25
  The church extension field. Feb'19:56
  Opening of Disciples' Community House, New York City. Mar'19:54
  Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:44
  Religion and building. Jun'19:31
  Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Sep'19:8
  One day's appeals for Church Extension money. Oct'19:28
  A call from the Pan-Handle. Mar'20:43
  Our new community and religious education plant for St. Charles Ave. Church, New Orleans. May'20:36
  Ridgewood Heights community building. Jun'20:49
  Why and how to dedicate churches. Sep'20:18
  The western Canada conventions. Sep'20:46
  A Church Extension record. Feb'21:53
  Our first experiment in an industrial center. May'21:37
Church erection and growth. Aug'21:8
A worthy tribute. Aug'22:4
Extending the church. Sep'22:8
Building an Indian church in a day. Jan'23:14
The growth of America. Aug'23:6
A. F. Wickes... Oct'23:14
The call to advance. Dec'24:31
William Franklin Richardson. Aug'25:22

MUCKLEY, GEORGE WALDO, 1861-1926
Opening of Disciples' Community House, New York City. Mar'19:54
Notes. Aug'19:46
(photo) Sep'20:2
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:21
A friend to the church in need. Jul'21:41
An evolution of fellowship. Aug'21:3
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60
Headquarters notes. May'23:52 Jun'23:52
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
The house that faith built. Aug'25:3
(photo) Aug'25:8
George W. Muckley passes. Mar'26:6
George W. Muckley... (photo) Apr'26:26
I had a friend. Apr'26:28
The heritage of a leader (photo) Sep'28:40
A living and growing monument. Sep'28:41
An enviable record. Jul'35:3
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:13
(photo) Jan'39:front cover Nov'49:29
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12

Muckley, Maisie C. -1943 (Married to George W. Muckley)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48
Devotional study for adult missionary societies. Jul'30:38
...in China. Jun'32:24

MUCKLEY, MAISIE C. -1943
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
(photo) Oct'29:33
Woman's part in the Pension movement. Mar'30:41
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul'30:39
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan'31:34 Mar'32:42 Dec'33:29 May'36:43
Jun'31:42 Apr'33:41 Feb'36:34 Mar'37:42
(photo) Dec'37:32
(death) News room. Sep'43:27

MUCKLEY, MARY CRAIG (LAWRENCE)
Notes. Aug'19:46

MUCKLEY, MINNIE AMANDA WILLIAMSON, 1870-1948
(married to Elmer Swick Muckley)
In memoriam. May'48:37

MUDDIMER, MURIEL
(photo) Oct'45:16

MUEDEKING, GEORGE H. EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS AND THE BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'56:22

Muegge, Martha
Letters. Oct'64:51
MUEHL, WILLIAM. ALL THE DAMNED ANGELS
New books. Oct'72:34
Mueller, Beata
The hard road back. Jul'55:18
MUELLER, FREDERICK
(death) The state of the church. Feb'43:31
MUELLER, REUBEN H
Global highlights (photo)
Jun'63:6    Feb'64:4
quoted. Global highlights. May'64:7
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union
(photo) May'66:16
Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:6
MUELLER, WILLIAM R. THE PROPHETIC VOICE IN MODERN FICTION
quoted. Last column. Jul'59:50
MUGAN, MARGARET
Feeding both body and soul (photo) Sep'73:26
MUGGERIDGE, MALCOLM. JESUS RECONSIDERED
New books. Dec'69:28
MUGGERIDGE, MALCOLM. SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL FOR GOD
New books. Jan'72:28
MUILBERGER, A E
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
MUILENBURG, JOHN
Global highlights (photo) Mar'59:7
MUIN, (MRS. S. L.)
(photo) Dec'53:31
Muir, Burdine Morgan, -1961 (married to Joseph Warner Muir)
MUIR, BURDINE MORGAN, -1961
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:11
(death) News room. Jan'62:32
MUIR, JOHN, 1838-1914
Champion of God's trees. Jun'57:31
Muir, Joseph Warner, 1901-1978
(married to Burdine Muir)
(married to Mary H. Arnold Muir, 1963)
Young shoulders to the wheel. Jan'24:29
The rediscovery of evangelism. Feb'36:5
History at Edinburgh, Oct'60:29
Growing weather in Japan. Nov'60:25
New spirit in the far east. Dec'60:17
World friends at a counter. Oct'61:49
India--problems and progress. Jan'64:24
What's ahead for India? May'64:19
Books. Jul'64:42
When nations awaken. Dec'64:25
New books. Dec'64:42
Letters. Jan'66:42
Orissa--land of Gospel advance. Mar'66:25
MUIR, JOSEPH WARNER, 1901-1978
(photo) Feb'36:5
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
News room. Dec'48:31    Oct'52:45
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
quoted. Book chat. Mar'54:40
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'54:48
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:11
quoted. Last column. Jun'59:50
Global highlights. Jan'63:4
News room. Feb'63:40
(marriage to Mary H. Arnold) News room. Sep'63:42
Disciples in the news (photo) Nov'65:7
Healing ministry. Nov'65:49
MUIR, MARY R. ARNOLD (married to Joseph Warner Muir)
(marriage) News room. Sep'63:42
MUIR, SHIRLEY L. DISCIPLES IN CANADA
Churches to study very current events. Jun'66:23
MUIR, WARNER
See MUIR, JOSEPH WARNER
MUIR WOODS (CALIFORNIA)
(photo) Apr'71:front cover
The cover. Apr'71:4
MUKARJI, R N
Signs of the times in modern India. Jan'32:29
MUKDEN, CHINA
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44
MUKEBA JEAN-DAVID
Global highlights. Oct'63:6
MUKERJEA, M E
Global highlights. Nov'52:4
MUKERJEE, A. N.
(photo) Apr'55:11
MUKERJI, RENUKA
Global highlights (photo) Oct'58:5
MULDER, BERNARD J
Global highlights. Sep'57:2
MULKEY, AARON HAYES, 1847-1920 (married to Josephine Mulkey)
(death) Apr'20:51
MULKEY, PAUL
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33
MULKIN, CARRIE WAGGY, –1948
In memoriam. Sep'48:37
MULKIN, CLARENCE
(photo) Jul'28:26
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
MULKINS, C D
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Mull, Charles E., 1931– (married to Charlotte Ann Gipton Mull)
Awakening to responsibility. Apr'63:19
Letters. Oct'66:inside front cover
New life for a Thai village. Mar'68:14
MULL, CHARLES E., 1931–
(photo) Sep'46:27
Crisis, call-up and challenge (photo) Apr'63:17
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
(photo) Mar'68:15
In brief. Apr'68:8
World events. Mar'69:31
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:10 (photo p. 11)
MULL, CHARLOTTE ANN GIPTON, 1934– (married to Charles E. Mull)
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
In brief. Apr'68:8
World events. Mar'69:31
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:9

MULLANE, JAMES
(photo) Mar'38:32

MULLEN, EY
Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:57

Mullen, John J
Churches face a day of emergencies. Jan'66:26
The weather, the world and the word. Mar'66:29
Las Iglesias frente a un Dia de Emergencias. Apr'66:26
Family planning in Hong Kong. Jul'66:41

Mullen, Doyle
See Mullen, Luther Doyle

MULLEN, IOWA
In memoriam, Jun'37:39
Mullen, Luther Doyle, 1900-1969 (married to Alice Mullen)
Dangerous years--fruitful years. Jan'38:9
Pastor, people and problems. Sep'38:5
What's the use? Oct'40:13
An adventure in unity. May'50:14

MULLEN, LUTHER DOYLE, 1900-1969
A life recruiting service (photo) Sep'19:46
(photo) Jan'38:9
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
(photo) Dec'38:40 Oct'40:13
Classroom and campus. Jul'43:24
News room. Mar'47:32
(photo) May'50:14
In memoriam. Feb'70:42

MULLEN, THOMAS P
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:31

MULLER, HERMAN A.
Global highlights (photo) Dec'56:3

Muller, Walter W
A layman's evaluation of the church's program. Apr'50:45

MULLER, WILLIAM A
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26

MULLETT, FRED W
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30

Mullin, Ann Vici, 1894-1981
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60,63 Mar'22:61
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:45
Live as it is lived in India. Nov'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58 Mar'23:49
The India Convention. May'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:56
Sowing the seed. Dec'23:44
Itinerating in India. Dec'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:49,55
National Baby Week in India. May'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:53
Praying to Allah. Jul'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
Real friends. Nov'24:44
There are no such high ideals in our religion. Feb'25:43
Convention and Golden Jubilee in India. Mar'25:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'26:49
Woman the key to the Indian home. Mar'26:54
The Ford—an evangelizing agency. May'29:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49 Jul'29:35,36
By way of contrast. Aug'29:30
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:34,36
The open door in Damoh, India. Nov'29:41
A Hindu practices Christian principles. Dec'29:55
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:62
Where superstition is rife. Apr'30:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:39
Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
The joy of being the first "to tell." Jun'30:59
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40,41
difficult to square practice with teaching. Sep'30:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:40 May'31:39
Speaking of books. Aug'31:46
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39,40
Hungry for real friendship. Dec'31:26
Mrs. Yocum in Damoh. Feb'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:38,40
Thriving Sunday school in India. Apr'32:47
A Mohamadan wedding. May'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:40
The women at work. Sep'32:45
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'33:39 Apr'33:39 May'33:39 Dec'35:39
Ingathering in India. Apr'36:29
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'36:39
Intensive evangelistic work. Mar'36:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:39 Jun'36:38,39
Christian woman honored. Jul'36:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'36:39
Women prominent on program. Sep'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39 Jan'37:39
Among the depressed classes. Feb'37:29
As it is done in India. Feb'37:30
A continuing service. Nov'37:28
The Moslem fast. Jan'38:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:47
India mission helps with China relief. Apr'39:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:38 Oct'39:38
Easter in Damoh. Mar'40:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'41:39 Jul'41:39
Engagement ceremony in Damoh. Mar'42:46
A Christian Endeavor investment. Sep'42:47
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:38
Indian wedding. Oct'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
Women and world highways. Jan'43:35
A Parsee ceremony. Feb'43:46
Rickshaw for hire. Feb'45:35
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:33 Jun'45:33
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28
He lived above his religion. May'48:47
Womanhood blessed and uplifted. Jun'48:42
Serving the womanhood of India. Sep'48:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
Contrasts in wedding customs in India. Oct'48:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:36
Christ permeating lives in India. Nov'48:38
Reading the headlines of India's newspapers. Dec'48:38
Untouchability abolished in India. Feb'49:46
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'49:38,47 Mar'49:38,39 Apr'49:38 Jul'49:36
Bible women at work. Jun'49:43
Concerns of India's women. Jul'49:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
Women and world highways. Nov'49:39
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'49:39
Books—a missionary's hobby. Jan'50:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38 Feb'50:38,39
A Christian missionary, a desirable commodity. Feb'50:40
Refugees and adult education. Apr'50:47
Evangelists win Christians to India. Jun'50:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'50:38 Nov'50:42
Last column. Nov'50:52
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Kashmir, a land of beauty. Dec'50:46
Untouchability still practiced. Jan'51:37
They go to the people. Jan'51:44
Celebration of birth of daughter is rare event. Nov'51:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'52:36
New lights are dedicated. Jan'52:46
India's monkeys. Jan'52:47
Serving and saving India's women. Feb'52:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'52:36
School girl must wait. Feb'52:48
Book chat. Jan'53:41
Village industries in India. Oct'55:10
MULLIN, ANN VICI, 1894-1981
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26 Aug'20:25
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59 Mar'21:63
(photo) Jan'27:5 May'29:26 Apr'30:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. May'41:39
quoted. The last page. Sep'42:48
News room. Apr'45:28 Nov'45:26 May'46:38
Sep'45:30 Apr'46:32
quoted. Last column. Oct'48:48
For adult missionary groups. Nov'48:34 Mar'50:34
quoted. Last column.
People are asking sensible questions (photos) Jun'54:35
News room. Jun'54:41
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:27
MULLIN, CHARLES E., JR.
Mullin, Doyle
See
Mullen, Luther Doyle

283
MULLINS, (MRS. J. C.)
   (photo) Dec'24:34
MULLINS, BETTY
   Notes from our colleges (photo) Apr'40:33
Mullins, Helene
   Homecoming (poem) apr'33:1
Mullins, Imogene
   See Reddell, Imogene Mullins
MULLINS, ISLA MAY. THE BOY FROM HOLLOW HUT
   A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
MULLINS, ISLA MAY. TIMOTHY'S SECOND WIFE
   Book announcements. Sep'22:59
   New books. Mar'23:51
MULLINS, J C
   (photo) Mar'24:25
MULLINS, W T
   (photo) Mar'24:29
MULLISON, (MRS. D. O.) -1949
   In memoriam. Jun'49:37
MULLU
   To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
Mumbower, J H
   How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15
MUMBOWER, J H
   (photo) Dec'44:23
MUMFORD, LEWIS. FAITH FOR THE LIVING
   Book chat. Mar'41:23
Mumford, Pat (married to Don Mumford)
   Church Women United in Hawaii. Jun'68:28
MUMFORD, PAT
   (photo) Jun'68:28
MUMPWER, D L
   The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:41
MUNAKATA, MASAKO
   Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:25
   Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
   Our responsibility is to act (photo) Jun'57:28
   Women and world highways. Jun'57:37
   Christian schools reach out in Japan (photo) Feb'58:22
MUNAREZ, MIGUEL
   A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:23
MUNBY, D. L. GOD AND THE RICH SOCIETY
   Book chat. Dec'61:24
MUNBY, DENIS. ECONOMIC GROWTH IN WORLD PERSPECTIVE
   New books. Nov'66:16
MUNBY, DENYS. WORLD DEVELOPMENT--A CHALLENGE TO THE CHURCHES
   New books. Feb'70:28
MUNCIE, INDIANA. JACKSON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jan'19:6
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:4
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
   Nov'23:51
   (photo of drama) Mar'31:32
   Oct'31:8
MUNCIE, INDIANA. SOUTH SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of members) Oct'53:23
MUNDAY, (MRS. A. H.)
   (photo) Jun'50:18
MUNDAY, ALICE, -1948
In memoriam. Apr'49:40

MUNDELL, ELEANOR
Classroom and campus. May'43:30

MUNGELI, INDIA
Notes. Sep'19:49
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
Wonderful folks... Apr'22:56
Things you ought to know about foreign missions. Jun'22:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:56
The serpent that failed (photos) Jul'22:28
The medical missionary at work (photo) Oct'22:16
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:61
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49
(photo) Oct'24:51
A struggle between life and death. Nov'25:62
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
One Christian community in India. Jul'26:58
From the India newsletter. Aug'26:51
From the grave. Oct'26:46
Our prayer room. Apr'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48 Nov'27:46,47
Christmas and Christians in Mungeli. Feb'28:41
As it is done in India. Jun'28:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34
Patients everywhere. Aug'29:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:48
The Blind are made to see (photos) Nov'29:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
Open house at Mungeli Hospital. Dec'29:60
Whereas I was blind, now I see! Jan'30:39
In your mind's eye. Apr'30:29
(note) Apr'30:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:40 Jun'30:62
Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
Work and play in Mungeli (photo of Vacation Bible school)
Oct'30:46
Baby Shanti. Nov'30:33
When can we expect our India churches to become self-sustaining? Jan'31:23
Call the doctor! (photo of hospital) Feb'31:21
If you do not help, who will? Feb'31:27
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40
We're in Mungeli (photos) Sep'31:34
Leaders of the blind. Oct'31:33
(photo of Christian Endeavor Society) Dec'31:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'32:39 Aug'32:39 Feb'33:38
From station A.S.I.A. Feb'33:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
The leper clinic at Mungeli. Sep'33:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
Stretching the budget. Sep'34:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'35:39
Teachout memorial. Jun'35:28
Looking in from outside. Jul'36:30
Possible mass movements around Mungeli. Jan'37:14
From house to house. Nov'37:27
We visit India. Feb'38:13
Evangelism in Mungeli. Feb'38:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:38 Jun'38:39
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'39:38,39 Nov'39:38 Apr'40:39
   Sep'39:39 Jan'40:37
An Indian Sunday. Jul'40:17
The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
Our co-workers, we salute you! (photo of evangelists and Bible women) Nov'41:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:39
Mungeli, India. Nov'42:28
News room. Jun'44:28
China voyager looks at India (photo) Jun'45:7
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:29
Historical event in Mungeli. Sep'45:32
Thankful for what I saw. Apr'47:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:37
News eyes for thousands. Feb'49:13
Christian witness in India (photo) Mar'49:24
Budget limits boarding students in India. Feb'50:45
Kotah Day in India. Apr'50:45
Crusade progress. Jul'50:26
Missionary teas in Mangeli. Nov'50:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Global highlights. May'51:2
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36 Feb'52:36
Women and world highways. Oct'52:33
Hospital is better equipped. Nov'52:42
(photo of patients at hospital) Apr'53:13
From the diary of Rosa Page Welch. Apr'53:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34 Apr'55:34
...hospital program grows. Mar'56:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38
New approaches to India's old needs. Nov'56:27
Light out of darkness. Nov'56:28
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jun'57:38 Nov'57:34 May'61:34
Dentist with a mission. Sep'65:50
MUNGER, (MRS. W. B.)
   (photo) Jan'28:32
MUNGER, LORA
   (photo) Jan'21:9
Munger, Robert B
   Let's get going with God! Mar'72:33
MUNKRES, ALBERTA. WHICH WAY FOR OUR CHILDREN
   Book chat. Apr'36:44
MUNKRES, ATHERTA
   (photo) Jun'23:43
MUNN, JEANETTE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24
MUNOZ, DANIEL, 1916- (married to Velia Rodriguez Munoz)
Mexican Christian Institute. Sep'43:37
(marriage) News room. Dec'44:28
MUNOZ, VELIA RODRIGUEZ (married to Daniel Munoz)
(marriage) News room. Dec'44:28
MUNOZ-MARIN, LUIS, 1898-
Global highlights. Apr'60:4
Global highlights (photo) Jan'64:7
Munro, (Mrs. Harry)
Wanderland--wonderland, leader of the mail train. Nov'19:16
Munro, Harry Clyde, 1890-1962
The Church's R. O. T. C. Nov'27:8
Bargains in leadership training. Nov'28:16
Spiritual foundations of enduring peace. Jul'43:5
New frontiers in religious education. Feb'47:9
MUNRO, HARRY CLYDE, 1890-1962
The call of the north. May'19:38
(photo) Jan'21:21 Apr'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42 May'30:41
(photo) Jul'43:5 Apr'44:16
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
Global highlights (photo) Dec'47:2
News room. Apr'48:39
Global highlights. May'50:3
Disciple doers (photo) Oct'50:20
MUNRO, HARRY CLYDE. THE CHURCH AS A SCHOOL
Speaking of books. Nov'29:42
MUNRO, HARRY CLYDE. FELLOWSHIP EVANGELISM
Book chat. May'51:40
MUNRO, HUGH R
(photo) Nov'27:6
MUNRO, LESLIE. UNITED NATIONS: HOPE FOR A DIVIDED WORLD
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
MUNRO, VERA
(photo) Jan'21:24
MUNRO, VIRGINIA
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
MUNSON, K. EVERETT, 1916-
Here and there with World Call. Mar'50:48
Global highlights (photo) May'60:5
The scene (photo) Sep'70:44
MUNSON, KARL L
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:16
MURAI-SAN
Youth and missions (photo) Apr'54:41
MURANE, (MRS C G)
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:61
MURANE, WILLARD
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:61
MURATA, SEIZO
(photo) Mar'46:22
Murata, T
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'47:40
MURAYAMA, OBED (married to Rosavalva Murayama)
    Doctor with a mission (photos) Nov'56:22
    A healing center for all (photo) Jul'63:17
MURAYAMA, ROSAVALVA (married to Obed Murayama)
    (photo) Nov'56:23
MURCH, (MRS. C. M.)
    News room. Dec'41:34       Dec'44:28
MURCHISON, E. P.
    If this plan is of God (photo) Dec'71:40
MURDOCH, GLENN BANNER, 1889-1977
    Here and there... Apr'48:48
Murdoch, Marion
    The peace workers (poem) Dec'32:48
MURDY, JANET
    (photo) Jul'40:33
MURFREESBORO, TENNESSEE. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Notes. Oct'20:58
    (photo of parsonage) Jul'44:1
    More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44
MURHIPAR, INDIA
    A church in the jungle. Jan'34:28
MUROTA, TAKASHI
    The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:11
    Global highlights (photo) Jul'63:6
MURPHY, (MRS. B. L.)
    In memoriam. May'34:39
MURPHY, (MRS. C. F.)
    Memorium. May'35:39
MURPHY, ALBERT JOHN. EDUCATION FOR WORLD-MINDEDNESS
    Speaking of books. Dec'31:42
Murphy, Frank
    The challenge of intolerance. Feb'40:20
MURPHY, HELEN
    Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
    Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24
MURPHY, HONOR
    World events. Jun'72:40
MURPHY, MARIE (married to Rex L. Murphy)
    Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'58:8
MURPHY, MARY E
    The haven of rest at Jacksonville, Ill. Sep'19:41
MURPHY, MELBOURNE, -1947
    In memoriam. Nov'47:35
MURPHY, MYRTIE PARSONS, -1969 (married to E. A. Murphy)
    In memoriam. Sep'69:35
MURPHY, PHILA WELLS (married to O. Scott Murphy)
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34
    The threshold (photo) Sep'39:2
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
    (photo) Dec'39:14
    Circulation corner (photo) Jan'40:inside front cover
    (photo) Sep'42:27
    Circulation corner.
    Jan'44:inside front cover     Feb'44:inside front cover
    ...succeeded by Miss Jessie M. Trout (photo) Feb'44:14
    News room. Oct'45:25
MURPHY, REX (married to Marie Murphy)
  Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
MURPHY, THELMA
  News room. Jan'51:33
MURRAY, (MRS. R. A.)
  News room. Dec'41:34
MURRAY, (MRS. R. C.)
  News room. Oct'41:34
MURRAY, ALFRED
  (photo) Jun'23:43
  Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
MURRAY, ALFRED L. PSYCHOLOGY FOR CHRISTIAN TEACHERS
  Book reviews. Jan'39:52
MURRAY, ALFRED L. REACHING THE UNCHURCHED
  Book chat. Nov'40:25
MURRAY, ANDREW C
  Notes. Sep'20:61
  The fifth epistle to the churches. Jan'26:18
MURRAY, BARTON GEORGE, 1915- (married to Shirley Dodds Murray)
  (photo) Sep'38:31
  Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'59:8
  Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:27
MURRAY, DOROTHY GARST. THIS IS STEVIE'S STORY
  New books. Mar'67:40
MURRAY, EARL
  (photo) Sep'73:32
MURRAY, EUGENE
  News room. Feb'46:38
Murray, Geoffrey
  The blind beggar. Nov'65:44
MURRAY, GILBERT. TRADITION AND PROGRESS
  quoted. Last column. Jul'56:48
Murray, Geoffrey, -1970
  End of wandering. May'61:46
  Rebirth in Morocco. Jun'61:29
  "New heart" for Greek villagers. Dec'61:44
  The story of Constantinos. Mar'65:16
  Top priority for service in Korea. Apr'66:48
  Fish in the chapel. May'69:22
MURRAY, GEOFFREY, -1970
  (death) World events. Apr'70:36
Murray, J Lovell
  Canadian School of Missions. Nov'44:23
MURRAY, J LOVELL
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:63
  (photo) Nov'44:23
MURRAY, J LOVELL WORLD FRIENDSHIP INC.
  A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
MURRAY, JOHN COURTNEY. RELIGIOUS LIBERTY: AN END AND A BEGINNING
MURRAY, JOHN GARDNER
  The time for giving. Dec'29:24
MURRAY, JOHN MIDDLETON. EUROPE IN TRAVAIL
  Book chat. Jan'42:23
MURRAY, JOHN W
  Classroom and campus. Nov'54:31
MURRAY, LESSIE LEE
   Classroom and campus. Jul'51:30 Dec'52:28
MURRAY, LOUISE S., -1949
   In memoriam. Jan'50:39
MURRAY, M J
   Colleges enter new year. Feb'36:31
Murray, Michael H
   Letters. Mar'68:4
MURRAY, PAUL V
   (photo) Apr'54:38
MURRAY, PHILIP
   Confidence well placed. Sep'54:5
MURRAY, RAY F
   Christian love, one to another (photo) Nov'49:37
MURRAY, RODGER L
   It's just what I love (photo) Nov'71:50
   In brief (photo) Sep'72:40
MURRAY, ROY H
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40
   A home missions trilogy. Sep'36:29
MURRAY, W. E.
   Global highlights. May'62:6
MURRAY, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'21:15
MURRELL, ARTHUR VAN, 1929-1975 (married to Reba June Murrell)
   In brief. Nov'72:40
MURRELL, GLADYS C. GLIMPSES OF GRACE
   Book chat. Feb'42:47
MURRELL, GLADYS C. PATTERNS FOR DEVOTION
   Book chat. Jul'54:46
MURRELL, REBA JUNE, 1930- (married to Arthur Murrell)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'59:8
Murrill, (Mrs. H. D.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:52
MURRILL, H D
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
MURRILL, H D
   (death) May'19:51
MURRY, ANNETTE ALLEN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'46:31
MURRY, HELEN VIRGINIA
   In memoriam. Oct'41:39
MURRY, JOHN MIDDLETON. THE PRICE OF LEADERSHIP
   Book chat. Jan'40:21
MUSCATINE, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Circulation corner. May'35:1
MUSE, (MRS. C. H.)
   (death) Mar'26:50
MUSE, FRANK DRAVO, 1864-1947 (married to Pearl B. Forsyth Muse)
   (photo) May'25:43
   (death) News room. Mar'47:32
MUSE, MABEL
   (photo) Jan'21:21
MUSE, PEARL B. FORSYTH, 1880-1976 (married to Frank Dravo Muse)
   So great a file of witnesses (photo) Oct'67:38
MUSEUMS
   Museums and missions work together. Nov'42:47
MUSGRAVE, (MRS. N. M.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Musgrave, Ruth, 1891-1982
Notes. Nov'19:67
Fishing in Africa. Jan'24:45
Where the whole family goes to school. Oct'29:59
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:47
The price of a bride in Africa. Aug'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40
Through the swamps of Africa. Feb'32:34
The missionary organizations' own section. Sep'32:35
A transformation. Jun'36:44
From garden boy to evangelist. Jan'39:39
Ladzaio returns. Jun'40:46
The hunter and the evangelist. Oct'41:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:38
Three weeks in the back country. Jul'42:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'43:25,26
Once upon a time. Nov'44:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'44:32
Home of a missionary. Feb'47:41
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'48:36    Jan'50:38    Jul'54:38    Feb'57:34
MUSGRAVE, RUTH, 1891-1982
Jan'19:54
Sailing, sailing. Feb'19:58
Aug'20:43
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51    Jul'25:43
(photo) Jan'27:5
A new road out of Africa (photo) Mar'34:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
From the college campus. Jun'40:31
News room. Dec'40:41    Apr'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Juan'43:28
(photo) Jul'44:34    Feb'48:26
quoted. Last column. Jan'52:48
(photo) Jan'55:23
151 years of service (photo) Sep'58:30
MUSGRAVE, VILENA
(death) Dec'22:54
MUSHURSH, VINCOE
See
PASTON, VINCOE MUSHURSH
MUSIC
See also
CHURCH MUSIC
HYMNS
Christian music gains great favor in Orient. Feb'20:47
Singing souls. Mar'29:21
Ministry through music. Nov'49:49
Prayer sung to Serbian arrangement. Mar'52:27
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
MUSIC, POPULAR
The message of rock music. Mar'72:7
MUSICK, GRAY
   (photo) Sep'42:8
MUSIL, MARGIE
   (photo) Oct'45:16
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN. FOREST AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:24
MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:46
   Circulation corner. Apr'35:1
MUSKRAT, H R
   Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:15
MUSKRAT, RUTH
   See
   BRONSON, RUTH MUSKRAT
MUSSELMAN, G. PAUL
   Global highlights. Nov'54:2 Jul'60:7
MUSSELMAN, JANE
   (death) Jul'21:43
MUSSE, (married to William W. Musser) -1957
   In memoriam. Apr'58:37
MUSSE, HOWARD ANDERSON. JUNGLE TALES
   Book announcements. Oct'22:57
   Christmas lists. Nov'23:56
MUSSE, HOWARD ANDERSON. MORE JUNGLE TALES
   Christmas lists. Nov'23:56
MUSSE, MARY A
   In memoriam. Dec'32:39
MUSSE, W. W., JR.
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'58:4
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'61:33
MUSSOLINI, BENITO
   Listening in on the world. Dec'30:22
   Complete surrender (cartoon) Sep'35:4
   Social trends. Sep'35:27
   (death) Social trends. Jun'45:14
MUSTAIN, NELLIE (married to L. C. Mustain)
   Beneath the spire (photo) May'50:4
MUTO, KEN
   Global highlights. Jan'55:2
MUTO, TAKESHI
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:5
MUTUAL, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Achievements in religious education of church schools. Nov'27:59
MUTZ, (MRS. J. R.)
   (death) Jun'23:54
MUTZ, KATHERINE, -1950
   In memoriam. Feb'51:37
MWALE, FRIDAY
   Making history in Zambia (photo) Oct'72:42
MWILA, UNIA GOSTEL
   Christian communications--helping shape the new Africa (photo) Nov'73:16
"MY BROTHER, THE GURU" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'72:33

MY MINISTERIAL CODE OF ETHICS
Ethics for the church member. Dec'59:23

"MY NAME IS HAN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights. Jul'48:2

"MY SISTER HILWA" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'65:44

MYALL, ANNIE
(death) May'26:50

MYATT, JOHN T
On the college campus. Oct'32:33

Myer, James
Prayer for slum clearance. Jul'36:inside front cover

MYER, JOSEPHINE GRAY
In memoriam. May'39:39

MYER, STEPHEN M
(death) May'20:50

MYERS, (MRS. C. H.)
News room. Nov'46:32

MYERS, (married to Ernest W. Myers), -1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39

MYERS, (MRS. F T)
(death) Apr'20:51

Myers, (married to Garry C. Myers)
Parent education and the church. Mar'34:20

MYERS, (married to Max Myers)
Global highlights. Oct'68:7

MYERS, (MRS S M)
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44

MYERS, (married to Walter Myers)
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:44

MYERS, ADA MARY
Here and there with World Call. Sep'55:48

MYERS, AMOS WALTER
News room (photo) Oct'50:34
(photo) Feb'51:45 Nov'52:10

MYERS, ANNA EDITH
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57

MYERS, BESSIE
See

BROCK, BESSIE MYERS

MYERS, C. J.
Jarvis helps many build richer lives (photo) Oct'56:25

MYERS, GEORGE

IN BRIEF. JUN'73:38

MYERS, GEORGE IRVING, 1904-1978
News room (photo) Apr'65:42
Benevolent teamwork (photo) Dec'66:13
Retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'73:31

MYERS, GEORGE L
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34

Myers, Gillian Ann VanBlerk (married to Roy Myers)
Direct line.
 Nov'67:37 Dec'68:38 Nov'69:30
Thoughts on leaving Thailand. Nov'70:16
Direct line. Apr'71:30
MYERS, GILLIAN ANN VAN BLERK
   Doctors with a mission (photo) Jan'65:13
   (photo) Nov'67:37   Dec'68:39
   In brief. Sep'70:45   Nov'70:38
MYERS, H J
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
MYERS, HARRY M., -1961
   In memoriam. May'61:35
MYERS, J P
   (photo) Mar'24:39
Myers, James
   Push forward the frontiers. Dec'45:16
MYERS, JAMES
   Global highlights. Feb'46:4
MYERS, JANE
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
MYERS, JOHN P
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
Myers, James
   Students as workers in industry. Nov'26:17
   A litany for Mother's Day. May'34:inside front cover
   Prayer for our country. Jul'39:13
MYERS, JAMES
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
   quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23
   The threshold. Apr'45:2
   Global highlights. Feb'48:3
MYERS, JAMES. CITY CHURCHES IN SOCIAL ACTION
   (note) Feb'29:28
MYERS, JAMES. DO YOU KNOW LABOR?
   The threshold. Oct'40:2
   Book chat. Jan'44:18
MYERS, JAMES. PRAYERS PERSONAL AND SOCIAL
   The threshold. Apr'43:2
MYERS, JENNIE
   (death) May'23:55
Myers, Joseph, 1895- (married to Delyle Fox Myers)
   Why Kagawa is coming to America. Dec'35:14
   Wartime's eight-hour orphans. Jun'43:13
MYERS, JOSEPH, 1895-
   A Disciple editor. Oct'35:3
   (photo) Dec'35:14
   Classroom and campus. Jan'52:31
MYERS, LEON
   (photo) Nov'31:13
MYERS, LIZZIE
   In memoriam. Jan'37:39
MYERS, LOVIE LEOTA, -1949
   In memoriam. Dec'49:37
MYERS, MARY, -1959 (married to George I. Myers)
   In memoriam. Dec'59:37
MYERS, MATTIE HEDGES
   In memoriam. May'34:39
MYERS, MAX LESLIE, -1968
   Global highlights. Oct'68:7
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'68:7
   Editorials. Jan'69:7
World events. Apr'69:31

Myers, Oma Lou, 1909–
A little church within a church. Jun'43:15

MYERS, OMA LOU, 1909–
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26
News room. Nov'55:37
Global highlights (photo) May'64:4
News room (photo) May'65:36

MYERS, OMA LOU. THIS THING I DO
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31

MYERS, RICHARD A
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:34

Myers, Robert E
Why does my pastor cry? (poem) May'72:50
The tender house and a grandmother's prayer (poem)

Myers, Roy Aaron Mark (married to Gillian Van Blerk Myers)
Direct line.

Nov'67:37 Dec'68:38 Nov'69:30

Thoughts on leaving Thailand. Nov'70:16

Direct line. Apr'71:30

MYERS, ROY AARON MARK
Doctors with a mission (photo) Jun'65:13
(photo) Nov'67:37 Dec'68:38
In brief. Sep'70:45 Nov'70:38

MYERS, RUSSELL
Every home plan family is growing. Sep'59:46

MYERS, S S
News room. Oct'44:28
Plans for fellowship with negro churches. Jun'45:10
News room. Apr'46:41
The West Paseo Christian Church (photo) Apr'49:26
Global highlights (photo)
Jul'60:7 Nov'66:5

STEEM generates new power for Christian mission (photo)
Nov'71:13

MYERS, W
(photo) May'55:38

MYERS, WALTER
(note) Feb'38:44

MYERS, WALTER L., 1889–1983
News room. Nov'48:32
Benevolence at its best (photo) Dec'55:11
News room. Jan'56:38
New life for aging. Apr'57:46

MYHR, ANDREW IVerson, 1853–1933
(married to Minnie Deborah Bolton Myhr)
(photo) Jan'28:28

MYHR, MINNIE DEBORAH BOLTON, 1877–1962
(married to Andrew I. Myhr)
In memoriam. Jun'62:42

Mylene, C N
Latest word from Tibetan party. May'24:40

MYRDAL, GUNNAR
Commentary. Feb'72:12

MYRDAL, GUNNAR. THE CHALLENGE OF WORLD POVERTY
New books. mar'71:28
MYRICK, JOHN C
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
(photo) Feb'56:14

Myrick, Mary Davison
Musings of mammon. Dec'21:inside front cover

MYSORE CITY, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. May'46:37

MYUNG, KIM HYUN
Global highlights (photo) Jul'63:4
N.B.A. FAMILY TALK
The threshold. May'36:2

NABABAN, SORITUA
quoted. Nov'68:27

Nabors, Charlotte (married to Oran Nabors)
A prayer on leaving Thailand. Jul'73:41

NABORS, CHARLOTTE
In brief. May'72:40

Nabors, Oran (married to Charlotte Nabors)
A prayer on leaving Thailand. Jul'73:41

NABORS, ORAN
In brief. May'72:40

NACE, I. GEORGE
Global highlights. Jul'49:2
Convocation on the church in town and country. Jan'50:29
Home missions on the march (photo) Apr'50:17
Global highlights. Sep'58:7

NACHES, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:60

NACHLAS, MORTON deCORCEY
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30

Nachman, (Rabbi)
Prayer (poem) Nov'72:inside back cover

NACOMA, TEXAS
What kind of memorials? May'51:6

NAFF, JACK (married to Ardie Naff)
Using the church building for mission. Jun'73:29

NAFF, WALTER RAY (married to Rosemary Fishback Naff)
News room (photo) Nov'49:35
Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies (photo) Sep'65:31

NAFTALIN, ARTHUR
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:7

NAFTZGER, HELEN
See
LIVERETT, HELEN NAFTZGER

NAG HAMMADI DOCUMENTS
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5

NAGAI, FUSA
News room. May'41:32

NAGAO, CHITOSEY
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10

NAGASAKI, JAPAN
The right side of the mountain (photo) Nov'54:14

NAGATA, HONAMI. HEARTS AGLOW
Book chat. Nov'38:46

NAGEL, ALFARATA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34

NAGEL, WILLIAM G. THE NEW RED BARN
New books. Oct'73:35
Nagle, (Mrs. F. R.)
  Good ideas. Jul'28:33
NAGOYA, JAPAN
  (photo of church) Apr'47:24
  Cargo from Japan. Oct'49:16
NAGY, BELA
  Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
NAHA, OKINAWA
  East and west join in serving Okinawa. May'58:14
  God was there. Jan'66:30
  Direct line. Jun'67:37
NAIDU, SAROJNI
  Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
  Women and world highways. Jan'43:47
"NAIL" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio visuals. Dec'73:35
NAILE, ALICE
  In memoriam. Sep'44:33
NAINI TAL, INDIA
  Sunset at Naini Tal (poem) (photo) Jun'21:2
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:63 Feb'22:54
NAIRE, WILLIAM P.
  HERO TALES FROM MISSION LANDS
  Speaking of books. Jul'25:52
NAIROBI, KENYA
  (photo of street scene) Mar'68:18
NAJAFI, NAJMEH.
  REVILLE FOR A PERSIAN VILLAGE
  Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
NAJARRO, RUTH MANAGBANAG (married to Eugenio L. Najarro)
  News room. Feb'47:32
  From Philippines to Phillips (photo) Apr'47:25
  Five Filipino sisters... (photo) Mar'60:27
  Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters (1946 photo) Sep'71:20
NAKADESEKO, ROKURO
  Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
NAKAGAWA, ALICE
  (photo) Apr'52:9
NAKAGOMI, YASUYO
  Women on world highways. Jun'66:33
NAKAHARA, (married to Yoshiko Nakahara) -1963
  (death) News room. Apr'63:32
NAKAJIMA, MASAAKI
  World events. Oct'71:40
NAKANISHI, MOTOYOSHI
  Japanese hear and see the Good news (photo) Oct'61:14
NAKARAI, FRANCES ALILEEN YORN
  (Married to Toyozo Wada Nakarai)
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
  Beneath the spire. Dec'51:4
Nakari, Toyozo Wada, 1898-1984
  (married to Fraces Aileen Yorn Nakarai)
  What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:25
  Incident in Taiwan. Jun'63:49
  Pedi-cab man. Sep'63:18
NAKARI, TOYOZO WADA, 1898-1984
  College of Missions notes. Dec'23:47
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
  (photo) Dec'24:25
  College of Missions notes. Dec'24:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'27:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
Reports from the college campus (photo) Jan'41:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28 (photo) May'47:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'51:4
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:28

NAKAYAMA, MASA
Women on world highways. May'65:33

NAKO, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. May'43:31

NAKON COHOOM, THAILAND
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
For adult mission study. Jan'57:32

NAKON PATHOM, THAILAND
(photo of church) Mar'51:11
Thailand welcomes Edna Gish (photo of reception) Jan'52:32
All of this--and only 25 beds. Apr'52:21
A beachhead in Thailand (photo of Pagoda) Oct'52:14
...a new horizon. Jan'53:12
Two baptisms in Thailand. Feb'54:43
(photo of Great Pagoda) Sep'54:26
We went to Nakon Pathom. Jan'55:10
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'55:35 Dec'55:38 May'56:34
Bright promise in Thailand (photo of golden pagoda) Dec'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'57:30
For adult mission study. Jan'57:32
Christian youth witness in Thailand. Feb'57:23
Educating for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
(photo of youth group) May'57:24
Global highlights. Jan'58:8
Youth lead out in Thailand (photo of church school class)
Jun'59:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
(photo of Thai Chapel) Dec'60:17
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'65:36
Progress came with the Christians. Oct'67:22
New pastor in the city of beginnings (photo of church)
Jul'72:23
Direct line. Mar'73:42

NALL, FRANCES. IT HAPPENED THIS WAY
Mission field, U.S.A. Jul'56:40

NALL, T. OTTO. YOUNG CHRISTIANS AT WORK
Book chat. Jun'49:42

NALLEY, (married to Virgil Nalley)
Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33

NALLEY, VIRGIL GILBERT, 1901-
Classroom and campus. Sep'46:33

NAM, CHOONG WOO
Classroom and campus (photo) May'58:33
THE NAME

CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

What's in a name? Oct'64:9

NAMPA, IDAHO
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
Women on world highways. Jul'63:35

NAMPA, IDAHO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:64
(photo of pulpit committee) Oct'65:23

NAMULTUGON, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Home missions in the Philippines. Feb'49:46

NANCE, AUGUSTA S., -1969
In memoriam. Jan'70:43

NANCE, ELIZABETH L
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
Nance, Ellwood Cecil, 1900-1965 (married to Helen Nance)
The necessity of stewardship. Oct'39:8

NANCE, ELLWOOD CECIL, 1900-1965
The threshold. Mar'35:2
Personalities. Feb'37:14
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
News room. May'45:28

NANCE, ELLWOOD CECIL. FAITH OF OUR FIGHTERS
Book chat. Jan'45:38

NANCE, ELLWOOD CECIL. FLORIDA CHRISTIANS
Book chat. Jan'42:48

NANCE, J B
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'43:inside front cover

NANCE, JULIA MAY
In memoriam. Apr'41:39

NANCE, LOCKIE PARKER, -1950
In memoriam. May'50:39

NANCE, PAUL GEORGE
Contributing members receiving World Call (photo) Oct'60:46

NANDA, HRUDAYA CHANDRA
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:4
Trained leaders for a growing church in India. Mar'64:19

Nanhe, Leah
Missionary worship service. Mar'55:39

NANHE, LEAH
(photo) Sep'48:38
For adult mission study. Mar'55:40

NANHEY, DIN DYAL
A Christian Endeavor investment. Sep'42:47

NANKING, CHINA
(photo of boys' school) Jan'20:inside front cover
The healing of China. Jan'20:6
Notes. May'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
Notes. Sep'20:59
Walking about Nanking. Oct'20:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49 Mar'21:60
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59,60 Dec'21:60
In the heart of Nanking (photos) Jun'22:34
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:39
Does God hear? Sep'22:51
Echoes from everywhere.

Jan'23:57        Feb'23:49        Mar'23:48        Apr'23:49

China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:51
I know God will help me. Dec'23:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:49,55
With trumpet and drum (photos) Mar'24:12
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:60
Setting China's sails. Jun'24:8
Learning to do by doing (photos) Jul'24:18
Nanking moves forward. Sep'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47
The Gospel in a tea house (photo) Dec'24:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50
Rumors of war and works of peace. Feb'25:36
Program helps. Feb'25:48
(photo) Mar'25:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:53
Thirty years ago and now. Oct'25:44
The missionaries and the Chinese. May'27:30
The city of Nanking (map) (photo) May'27:32
The ordeal of Nanking. May'27: supl:2
A call to thanksgiving and fellowship. May'27:supl:4
My personal experience at the fall of Nanking. Jun'27:25
Silent missionaries at work. Jun'27:62
A correction. Aug'27:1
The spiritual triumph in Nanking (photos) Aug'27:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47
Present state of China's revolution (photos) Nov'27:26
When Ma Ling came riding by. Dec'27:34
China, six months after. Jan'28:14
And yet, we're happy! Jan'28:17
Back in Nanking. Jul'28:46
Understanding hearts. Aug'28:45
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
A week-end with Mary Kelly. Feb'29:28
Echoes from everywhere.

Feb'29:44        Mar'29:50        Jun'29:60        Jul'29:34
Missionary organizations. Aug'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:40
In spite of handicaps. Oct'30:41
Two pictures. Jan'31:21
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
Where China takes care of her own. Aug'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:39
A good man doing his best. May'32:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
Then and now (photo of women's prayer meeting) Sep'32:46
Nanking. Dec'32:suppl:4
Christmas on mission fields. Apr'33:26
Missionaries as self-multipliers. May'33:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
News notes from Nanking. Jun'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:40 Nov'33:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
Missionary organizations' own section. Jan'34:35
Echoes from everywhere.
Arp'34:39 Jul'34:39 Sep'34:38
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'35:38
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31
Echoes from everywhere.
May'35:39 Nov'35:39 Mar'36:39
Training leaders in China. Jul'36:22
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39 Oct'36:39
School holds high place. Nov'36:47
Children start ball rolling. Feb'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:38
...in War-time. Dec'37:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'38:40
Changes of location of China missionaries. Jan'38:43
Ruh Chunio boys' school burned. Feb'38:46
We visit China. Apr'38:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'39:39
Notes on Nanking. Sep'39:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39
Notes from Nanking. Nov'39:44
A missionary journey... Sep'40:18
Communion in Nanking. Oct'40:5
The Children's guide. Oct'40:30
Why missionaries went back. Dec'40:13
The Li family of Nanking. May'44:26
Work continues under difficulties. Oct'45:39
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'46:39 Apr'47:38,39
Christianity and democracy in balance--China. Juan'47:14
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'47:39 Nov'48:36 Feb'49:38
Today's China and the church. Jan'50:21
Chinese church echoes with youthful voices. Jan'50:44
Christianity meets the test. May'50:9
Spring meetings well attended. May'50:40
Chinese youth gather in Conference. Dec'50:9

NANKING, CHINA. BIBLE TEACHERS' TRAINING SCHOOL FOR WOMEN
Feb'21:45
(photo) Jan'23:45
The past year... Jan'23:60
Chinese students go afield (photos) Aug'23:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:61
Training for service. Aug'25:60
NANKING, CHINA. DRUM TOWER CHURCH
   (photo) Jun'24:52     Sep'24:37
   The Drum Tower church. Jul'24:37
   Cleveland in brief. Dec'24:20
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
   Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35     Jun'29:49
   News from China. Jul'32:47
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Feb'33:39     Jan'35:40     Feb'35:39
   A faithful friend. Jun'36:31
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
   Children sense so much. Jun'39:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:36
   Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:30
      ...meetings. Oct'41:28
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39
   Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27
   New opportunity in China. Mar'48:23
   The mother church in China. Mar'48:40
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:39     Jun'49:36
      ...discovers Kenneth Wen (photo) Jun'50:7
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:45

NANKING, CHINA. GIRLS' SCHOOL
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:60
      (photos) Jun'22:45
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:58
   Painting from the inside. Mar'24:40
      (photo) Nov'24:59     Dec'24:45
   Education in the China mission (photo) Jan'25:13
   Christian Girls' School...(photos) Feb'25:50
   An appreciation. Apr'27:59
   Undaunted women of china (photo) Nov'27:43
   After seven months (photo) Feb'28:40
      (photo) Mar'31:6
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
      (photo) Dec'32:suppl:4
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:39     Feb'34:40
   Hail and farewell. Jan'36:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:38
   Anniversaries come in twos (photo) Apr'37:22
   California mother honored. Nov'45:34
      (photo of 1918 graduating class) Mar'68:11
   Scholarship endowed. Jun'68:44

NANKING, CHINA. KULOW CHURCH
   Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34

NANKING, CHINA. LANGUAGE SCHOOL
   The Nanking language school (photos) Feb'21:19

NANKING, CHINA. SOUTH GATE CHURCH
   From South Gate, Nanking. Nov'23:45
   Bringing Christ to South Gate. Jan'24:15
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'24:50
   Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
   Education in the China mission (photo) Jan'25:13
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
   A glimpse of china. Dec'25:14
   Firecrackers instead of wedding bells. Jan'26:57
   Towering o'er the roofs of Sinim (photo) Jan'27:32
(photo of officers and evangelists) Apr'28:38
(photo of "gift service") May'28:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50
South Gate Women's school (photo) Dec'29:36
A building for men (photo) Jun'30:13
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:9
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:38
News from China. Jul'32:47
Devotional study for missionary societies. Dec'32:38
The lady at South Gage (photos) Jan'33:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'34:40      Jun'34:40      Sep'34:40
Evangelism in China. Sep'34:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:39,47
China notes. May'36:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'37:38
...and its young people. Apr'37:23
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39
(photo of members recently baptized) Nov'38:28
Daily vacation Bible schools in Nanking. Nov'38:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'39:47
Notes from China. Jun'39:44
Evangelism in China. Feb'40:10
Echoes from everywhere. May'40:39
Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34
(photo) Jun'45:20
Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27
The task is great. Feb'47:44
The time to help China is now! Mar'47:22
For adult missionary groups. Sep'47:36
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
New opportunity in China. Mar'48:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:36
A day at South Gate (photos) Mar'49:12

NANKING, CHINA. THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
(photo) Aug'25:58
Nanking Theological Seminary reopens. May'29:43
The twentieth birthday... (photo) Jan'33:31
Ministry--frontier in Asia. Apr'63:21

NANKING INTERNATIONAL SAFETY ZONE COMMITTEE
Any good out of a Nazi? Apr'48:45

NANKING REFORM SOCIETY (CHINA)
(photo) Apr'24:40

NANKING UNIVERSITY
Notes. Jan'19:64
Democracy in the University of Nanking. Mar'19:58
Nanking University and new China. Apr'19:9
Notes. Oct'20:58
F.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:30
The hope for China... (photo) Jan'22:50
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:55
In the heart of Nanking (photos) Jun'22:34
The people's schools of the University of Nanking. Jan'23:55
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
As we watch the stream of life. Mar'24:44
Their alma mater. Mar'24:56
Where Christian living is a miracle. Apr'24:15
Jul'24:56
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:50
Mixing plows and prayers. Nov'24:26
Progress... Nov'24:54
(photo) Jan'25:14
(note) May'25:64
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:62 Jan'26:50
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
Speaking of graduates. Apr'26:43
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50 Dec'26:51
Shifting scenes in China (photo) Feb'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
A wonderful work. Feb'27:53
Evangelism in the University Hospital... (photo) Mar'27:38
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
China, six months after. Jan'28:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
Union work in China wins applause. Apr'29:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49
How China appreciates missionary work. Oct'29:25
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39
Items that made news last month. Feb'30:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:49
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:41
This university is alive. Mar'34:28
(photos) Apr'34:8
Echoes from everywhere. (photo of nurse graduates) May'34:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:40
(photo of Sage Chapel) Mar'35:14
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'35:39
Laying enduring foundations in China (photo of Meigs Hall)
Jun'35:10
A mission project becomes of age. Dec'35:16
A Chinese University's varied services. Dec'35:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39
Serving China in a spirit of good will. Oct'36:31
Shall come again with joy. Dec'36:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'39:37 Jan'40:36 Feb'40:38
Graduating under bombs. Feb'42:44
(photo of summer service corps) Jul'42:7
Youth and missions. Feb'44:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'44:33 May'44:33
University Bible class. Jul'44:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33 Feb'45:32
Nanking's visual education. Feb'46:46
Going home. Jun'46:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
..."at home." Feb'47:46
Agricultural college in Nanking (photo) Apr'47:33
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'47:38
Christian education and Chinese leadership. Jun'47:5
...seeks to improve the farm lands. Oct'47:31
Health center a great help. Dec'47:39
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:37
Global highlights. Dec'48:4
Jubilee in jeopardy (photos) Feb'49:21
Global highlights. Jun'49:3
Echoes from everywhere. May'50:38
The joy of Christmas in China. May'50:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
...conducts a tuberculosis clinic. Jan'51:46
NANKIVELL, WILFORD FRANK
(photo) Jun'51:18
NANKORN, YINDI
Disciples help build center for Thai youth (photo) Apr'56:29
NANTUNGCHOW, CHINA
Sep'19:39
Progress at Nantungchow. Feb'20:42
Notes. Feb'20:59,60
Children of the heavenly blue. Jun'20:25
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:64
Progress and problems of Nantungchow (photos) Mar'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:61
Nantungchow in the limelight (photos) Jun'21:27
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50
Jun'22:13
Echoes from everywhere.
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44
Paying big dividends. Sep'23:40
(photo) Oct'23:front cover
Echoes from everywhere
(photo) Nov'23:50 Nov'23:64 Dec'23:55
Some experiences of a doctor. Jan'24:45
Nantungchow Woman's Club. Feb'24:44
Success in the treatment of Leprosy. Mar'24:42
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'24:59,60 Apr'24:50,59,60,61,62 May'24:51
Setting China's sails (photo) Jun'24:8
A Christian funeral in a Buddhist temple. Jul'24:37
(photo of Chamber of Commerce) Jul'24:55
An enthusiastic advertiser. Jul'24:58
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49,59
A common story in a new setting (photo) Dec'24:40
Education in the China mission. Jan'25:14
One day on the sun porch. Jan'25:38
Program helps. Apr'25:48
The model city of China. Apr'25:50
A modern missionary journey (photo) May'25:34
Radio in the land of the pagoda. Jun'25:43
At the Nantungchow hospital. Jul'25:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43 Mar'26:51
Teaching under difficulties. Jun'26:41
Easter in China. Jul'26:61
Our pastor at Nantungchow. Aug'28:31
Trailing a doctor in China (photo of hospital) Oct'28:34
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:40
Echoes from everywhere.

Dec'28:49        Apr'29:35       Jul'29:35,36
(photo of hospital) Dec'2:20
Baptisms at Nantungchow. Mar'30:60
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:39
(photo of hospital staff) Aug'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:39       Jul'31:41
Helpful contacts in Nantungchow. Feb'32:27
The resurrection of Mrs. Sung. Feb'32:28
Nantungchow. Dec'32:suppl:10
Help for the world's physical needs (photo of hospital)

Mar'33:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
They made their case (photo of school) Oct'33:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'35:45
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31
Echoes from everywhere.

Sep'35:29        Feb'36:38        Apr'36:39
Nov'35:38        Mar'36:39        Jul'36:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39       Oct'37:39
The Nantungchow bombing. Nov'37:5
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:39
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
We visit China. Apr'38:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39       Jun'39:39
Women and world highways. Apr'41:35
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:39
(photo of girls' school) Oct'44:7
(photo of hospital) Jan'45:insert
Rebuild for Christ in China (photo hospital) Mar'45:20
(photo of hospital) Sep'45:10
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:17
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36
Assignment--Nantung. Jul'48:40
Christmas in Nantung spreads cheer. Dec'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38,39
Christianity meets the test. May'50:10
World Day of Prayer--Nantung. May'50:47
Chinese youth gather in Conference. Dec'50:9
NANTZ, (married to Clifford Nantz)
They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:24
NAPIER, B. D. PROPHETS IN PERSPECTIVE
Books. Apr'64:43
NAPIERALA, WILLIE GREENWOOD, -1958 (married to A. M. Napierala)
In memoriam. Mar'59:35
NAPLES, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50
NAQVI, SAIYID
   A venture in understanding (photo) Feb'59:12
NARA CITY, JAPAN. YAMATO UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
   Fresh witness in a "new" Japan. Jun'65:31
NARA KEN, JAPAN
   Brown car (photo of church) Jul'63:24
NARAHARA, FUMIKO
   The right side of the mountain. Nov'54:14
NARANJITA, PUERTO RICO
   (photo) Dec'31:suppl:7
   (photo of church) Jul'50:15
NARCOTICS
   See also
   LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE
   Notes. Oct'19:64
   Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
   Ahead of the headlines.
      Mar'66:4      Feb'68:5      Oct'70:5
      Jan'67:4      Mar'69:5
   World events. Jan'71:37
   Drug use and abuse. Jun'71:16
   Esfuerzo--another chance for the addict. Jan'72:25
   The military faces the drug problem. Jun'72:26
NARCOTICS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
   Resources for Plan B, Christian Living Encounters. Nov'71:40
NARSINGARH, INDIA
   Saving the lost. Apr'39:43
NARUSE, MAKIO
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:32
NARVAEZ, DANIEL
   Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'67:29
   In brief. May'69:38
NASE, (married to Frank Nase)
   (photo) Oct'23:43
NASH, (MRS. O. W.)
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
NASH, ARTHUR, 1870-1927
   Glimpses of the religious world.
      (photo) Nov'26:33
   (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45
NASH, C W
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
NASH, HARRIET
   College summer events. Sep'38:30
   In our colleges. Oct'38:32
NASH, JENNIE
   (photo) Dec'24:34
   In memoriam. Jun'38:39
NASH, VERNON
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60
NASHVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16
   (photo) Oct'47:front cover
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
   Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:38
   Social trends. May'60:16
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. GAY-LEA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   See also
   NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. LEA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Crusade progress. May'50:27
   Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:11
   New churches are a good investment (photo of sign board)
Mar'60:17
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. LEA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   See also
   NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. GAY-LEA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. LEA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH (cont.)
   (photo of Woman's Missionary Society) Dec'23:43
   (photo) Nov'24:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'35:38
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. VINE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Five creative weeks. Jun'30:27
   Circulations' cozy corner. Jan'34:1
   (photo of missionary society--caption falsely identifies it as Murfreesboro's missionary society) Sep'34:40
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42
   You will gain as you lose. Oct'43:5
   Commissioned as "Minister Ecumenical." Apr'51:5
   Here and there with World Call. Jun'55:52
   Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:17
   Adults and mission. Feb'63:38
   What's bugging your church? Jul'71:13
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. WOODMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   You will gain as you lose (photo of Board) Oct'43:5
   Classroom and campus. Oct'56:30
   The church serves its aging. Oct'57:40
Nasir, Labib B
   Help sent to boys at Jerico. Nov'50:44
NATH, NIRMAL
   From orphans to nurses (photo) May'49:7
NATHAN, (MRS.)
   Christian woman honored. Jul'36:29
NATHAN, HENRY
   Disciples witness in India (photo) Jun'55:8
NATHAN, JOHN
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
   To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
NATHAN, MINNIE
   Disciples witness in India (photo) Jun'55:8
NATHAN, SHRIMATI DAYA
   Women and world highways. Nov'49:39
NATHANIEL, G
   (photo) May'28:37 Mar'36:27
NATHANIEL, NTENA
   What others are doing. Oct'33:41
NATHANIEL, SAMUEL
   Youth and missions (photo) Jan'55:39
NATION, CARRY AMELIA MOORE, 1846-1911
   (married to David Nation)
...spirit goes marching on! Sep'31:26
Women and the world highways. Mar'36:35
THE NATION
quoted. Is child labor abolished? Jun'36:5
NATION OF ISLAM
See BLACK MUSLIMS
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM. ALCOHOL PROBLEMS
Alcohol problems. Jul'68:12
NATIONAL AMERICAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION
Women and world highways. Sep'40:35
NATIONAL ARTS CLUB
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CATHOLIC LAYMEN
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN SOCIAL WORKERS
Global highlights. Jun'63:7
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL DIRECTORS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
News room. Feb'48:38
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MINISTERS' WIVES
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:26
Ministers' wives at Buffalo. Nov'47:46
More Convention highlights. Oct'50:33
Elections at the Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE SECRETARIES
See
CONFERENCE OF REGIONAL MINISTERS AND MODERATORS
NATIONAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
Benevolence and the United Budget. Jan'19:9
Whence come our children? Jan'19:19
Jan'19:39,45
War service of the Christian Orphans' Home. Feb'19:26
The influence of the "flu." Feb'19:38
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:39
Notes. Feb'19:46,48
She hath done what she could. Mar'19:27
Does it pay? Mar'19:27
Pleased annuitants. Mar'19:36
Unexpected misfortune. Mar'19:43
More room for the aged. Mar'19:51
Greateful guests of the church. Mar'19:59
J. W. Strawn. Mar'19:59
Widows and orphans first. Apr'19:3
Problems and products... Apr'19:4
Record of service. Apr'19:6
A divine imperative. Apr'19:9
Easter spells bread and butter. Apr'19:11
A modern Dorcas. Apr'19:13
Southern Christian Home. Apr'19:32
High points in work... Apr'19:34
A blue ribbon girl in the Christian Orphans' Home. Apr'19:51
Concerning donations. Apr'19:55
Stereopticon slides. Apr'19:58
A mother's impression of a home for the motherless. Apr'19:59
Notes. Apr'19:60
A call to the younger people. May'19:52
Keep the home fires burning. May'19:52
Ways of helping the National Benevolent Association. May'19:57
Directory. May'19:60
Houses made with hands. Jun'19:16
Shall we make the world better? Jun'19:30
To go about doing good. Jun'19:41
Ten golden minutes (death of C. C. Smith) Jun'19:43
A messenger of mercy. Jun'19:53
Notes. Jun'19:60,61,62
To whence shall credit be given? Jul'19:31
What will you do with the child? Jul'19:34
Why are children homeless and homes childless? Jul'19:35
Without her parents, but not alone. Jul'19:41
Echoes from grateful hearts. Jul'19:49
Who are the slackers? Jul'19:57
A beautiful life... Jul'19:58
A few of the N.B.A. wards. Aug'19:13
Enlargement! Enlargement! Enlargement! Aug'19:24
Organized classes that count. Aug'19:29
The forsaken taken up. Aug'19:34
Notes. Aug'19:45,46
A distributing wire. Sep'19:31
The haven of rest at Jacksonville, Ill. Sep'19:41
The little brown boys. Sep'19:47
Notes. Sep'19:48,50
Work to be done. Oct'19:8
Waiting for Christian fellowship. Oct'19:9
Samples from one day's mail. Oct'19:28
Notes. Oct'19:61
Then and now... Nov'19:28
Annual report. Nov'19:52
(annual meeting) Dec'19:50
A satisfied annuitant. Jan'20:47
New Home for the Aged in Florida. Jan'20:51
What answer shall we give. Jan'20:56
Notes. Jan'20:60
A growing conscience. Feb'20:14
Why not you? Feb'20:15
A red-letter day. Mar'20:43
And they came. Apr'20:3
Thirty-three years of Christlike ministry. Apr'20:4
Of Presidential stock and habit. Apr'20:6
Wanderland--wonderland: Rosebud. Apr'20:16
"To him that hath." Apr'20:22
The cross and the church. Apr'20:34
Is the church fiddling? Apr'20:35
A worthy appeal. Apr'20:35
A divine right. Apr'20:51
The old soldier's last battle. May'20:30
Are they extravagant? Jun'20:49
Others take notice, please. Jul'20:38
Notes. Jul'20:43,48
The call for expansion. Aug'20:40
Who did it? Aug'20:43
The Emily E. Flinn Home. Sep'20:7
The appeal of the child. Sep'20:9
Where the credit belongs. Sep'20:9
Our over-delayed ministry. Sep'20:13
Sufficient compensation. Sep'20:55
Notes. Sep'20:60,61
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
The National Benevolent Association, a national institution.
Oct'20:47
Annual report. Nov'20:36
A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:19
Apr'21:31
Where head and heart agree. Jul'21:23
Report. Sep'21:36
The California Christian Home. Nov'21:17
The Southern Christian Home. Jan'22:18
Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:34
Helping God to keep His promises. Apr'22:10
Does it pay? Apr'22:14
Dividends of love. Apr'22:16
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:30
The man who did what couldn't be done. Jul'22:10
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:14
Annual report... Sep'22:41
The Easter call the call of Christ. Mar'23:28
When the rose bloomed again. Apr'23:4
Stand fast, Craigellachie. Apr'23:8
The year at a glance. Oct'23:38
Notice. Nov'23:61
Mrs. Frances M. Carvin. Jan'24:44
Where grace abounds. Apr'24:18
Annual report. Oct'24:42
Program helps. Nov'24:48
(list of institutions) Nov'24:49
Dec'24:much of issue
Debts and investments. Aug'25:56
Annual report... Oct'25:39
Helps for the helpless. Nov'25:48
Why the Department of Benevolence? Dec'25:9
Do you hear the crying of the children? Dec'25:55
Notice. Nov'26:53
Dec'27:much of issue
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57 Apr'28:39
What shall the answer be. May'28:62
The new meaning of benevolence. Jul'28:18
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:31
Supporting him after... Dec'28:12
Why we behave like human beings. Dec'28:13
Plain talk! Dec'28:30
Brief talks... Dec'28:56
The Benevolent Association pays a merited tribute. Apr'28:29
The new secretary of benevolence. Aug'29:4
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:40
Dec'29:much of issue
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
Are our benevolent homes adequate? Dec'30:17
Missionary illustrations... Dec'30:44
What would you do? Mar'31:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
Dec'31: much of issue
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:29
The new road for benevolences. Dec'33:7
Helps for leaders of children's groups (list of homes)

Jul'34:43
Directory. Dec'34: inside front cover
Love built these lives. Dec'34:6
Threescore and ten. Dec'34:12
...notes. Jul'35:40
...news notes. Oct'35:43
Mrs. H. M. Meier. Oct'35:44
The imperatives of benevolence. Dec'35:5
Pioneers in helpfulness. Jul'36:17
Dec'36: much of issue
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
W. Palmer Clarkson. Apr'37:42
F. M. Rogers leaves secretary's post. Jun'37:19
Dec'37: much of issue
Unusual gift... Feb'38:44
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'38:40
Early benevolence leader dies. Oct'38:42
...notes and news. Nov'38:45
Dec'38: much of issue
The past twenty years in benevolence. Jan'39:28
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:44
New guests in the homes for the aged. May'39:42
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
Dec'39: much of issue
Gifts for our benevolent homes. Mar'40:42
Benevolence meets growing demand. Jun'40:27
Dec'40: much of issue
Miss Burke to Benevolent Association. Sep'41:32
Do Christian missions pay? Nov'41:17
Dec'41: much of issue
Not informed. Jan'42:30
Your other family. Dec'42:7
The measuring rod of benevolence. Dec'42:23
Be not forgetful. Dec'42:24
The story of 1942. Jan'43:7
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
Executive staff of N.B.A. May'43:28
News room. Jun'43:30
Lee W. Grant retires. Jul'43:33
(directory) All dressed up and waiting. Dec'43:7
A Brotherhood treasure hunt. Dec'43:18
Inasmuch. Dec'43:20
...news. Feb'44:23
Dec'44: much of issue
Retirement of Mrs. F. W. Henry. Jul'45:23
News room. Sep'45:30
Dec'45: much of issue
A far cry from the almshouse. Dec'46:24
Annual staff conference... May'47:31
Another dream come true. Dec'47:5
These homes are crowded too. Dec'47:7
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:25
(photo of Convention booth) Sep'47:26
NBA annual staff conference (photo of conference) May'48:29
Miss Jameson retires after forty-five years with NBA. Jul'48:32
News room. Jul'48:39
Mrs. F. M. Rogers retires. Nov'48:42
(photos) Dec'48:12
The bond of service. Dec'48:13
The story of the year. Dec'48:14
Annual NBA staff conference held (photo) May'49:38
...reports personnel change. Sep'49:33
The Crusade—an answer to need. Nov'49:27
The pursuit of happiness (photos) Dec'49:6
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:13
Benevolence within the Century. Dec'49:15
Elections at the Cincinnati Convention. Dec'49:29
News room (photo of staff conference) Apr'50:40
...dedicates new buildings. Sep'50:42
Benevolence at Oklahoma City. Dec'50:7
Our aging population. Dec'50:19
Our other family fellowship (photos of homes' residents)
Dec'50:20
Elections at Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
A year of benevolence. Dec'51:22
Your other family... Dec'51:24
Global highlights. Mar'52:3
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
...reports changes in home superintendents. Oct'52:40
..."growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:23
A year of benevolence. Dec'53:17
The church must care for her aged. Dec'53:22
Please don't turn me out. Jan'54:30
Global highlights. Apr'54:2
News room. Sep'54:38
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:26
News room (photo of staff) May'55:38
Benevolence at its best. Dec'55:7
News room. Jul'56:38
Global highlights. Sep'56:2
No time to grow old. Dec'56:9
Children's homes restore family life. Dec'56:15
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:30
Global highlights. Jan'57:5
New life for the aging. Apr'57:45
News room. Jul'57:38
Benevolence and today's needs. Dec'57:8
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:9
Global highlights. Jan'58:4
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:38
They work for you. Mar'58:27
Global highlights. Nov'58:4
Benevolence in four decades. Dec'58:11
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
News room. Dec'58:34
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:46
Global highlights. Apr'59:7
Welfare needs. Apr'59:44
Global highlights. Sep'59:8 Oct'59:4
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:30
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:21
When aid is needed. Apr'60:31
Global highlights. May'60:8 Jun'60:6
NBA homes meet needs of children. Dec'60:13
Unceasing, loving care for the aging. Dec'60:18
Benevolence in a big decade. Dec'60:26
Global highlights. Jan'61:8
Elections at Louisville Assembly. Jan'61:30
Global highlights. Mar'61:4
The compulsion of benevolence. Mar'61:27
NBA strength. Apr'61:49
Global highlights. Nov'61:5
Dec'61:much of issue
Global highlights. Jan'62:5
News room. Apr'62:34
Global highlights. Apr'62:5
Lifetime of service. May'62:31
Southern Home looks forward. Jun'62:24
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
Housing for the aging. Sep'62:28
News room. Sep'62:40 Oct'62:34
Global highlights. Nov'62:5
Woodhaven--hope for the handicapped. Nov'62:17
Ask about it! Dec'62:8
While the aging wait. Dec'62:13
NBA finds answers (list of homes for children) Dec'62:29
(list of homes for aging p. 30)
Global highlights. Jan'63:5
Ask about it! Feb'63:8
News room. Feb'63:40
Ask about it! Mar'63:8
Global highlights. May'63:7
Ask about it! May'63:8
News room. Jun'63:41
Ask about it! Jul'63:8
Welcome NBA. Jul'63:9
Child care has changed! Dec'63:13
This is total benevolence. Dec'63:21
Global highlights. Apr'64:7
World Calling... May'64:10
News room. Sep'64:46
Benevolence is more than bread! Dec'64:13
The joys of journeying. Jan'65:29
NBA secretary retires. Jan'65:30
News room. Apr'65:42
Service for those who wait. Jun'65:23
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
Global highlights. Oct'65:5
Youth and the world mission. Nov'65:38
Benevolence. Dec'65:14
NBA residents lead busy, creative lives. Dec'65:26
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
Global highlights. Jul'66:6
Benevolent teamwork. Dec'66:11
The future of Christian benevolence. Apr'67:30
Global highlights. Jul'67:7
Youth and the world mission. Nov'67:33
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
New horizons for the aging. Dec'67:14
World outreach sounding board. May'68:32
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
Answering cries for help. Dec'68:12
World events. Jul'69:9
NBA modification in admission policy. Sep'69:20
What the NBA policy means. Sep'69:20
In brief. Oct'69:38  Nov'70:42
Update on the National Benevolent Association. Dec'70:8
Spotlight on three NBA board members. Dec'70:10
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:18
New projects in retirement housing. Apr'71:17
The church in mission in social service. Jun'71:14
World events. Jul'71:38
In brief. Sep'71:41
NBA ministry of service. Dec'71:26
World events. Jul'72:38  Sep'72:38
Commentary. Oct'72:14
In brief. Dec'72:41
Commentary. Dec'72:13
Church shows growing concern with nursing care. Dec'72:29
NBA extends its ministry. Jan'73:41
Trouble is its business! Feb'73:20
The ministry of service volunteers. May'73:29
In brief. Jun'73:38
Social and health services. Dec'73:23
Changes buttressed by faith. Dec'73:24
NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION FAMILY TALK
See
N.B.A. FAMILY TALK
NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION. FINANCES
Comparative statement of receipts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov'19:64</td>
<td>Jan'20:58</td>
<td>Feb'20:50</td>
<td>Mar'20:60</td>
<td>Apr'20:52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: for statements of receipts from 1921-1932 see U.C.M.S.
FINANCES
Notes. Mar'20:62
Annuititites for orphans and aged people. Jun'20:58
Notes. Sep'20:59  Oct'20:59
The year at a glance. Oct'23:40
Financing a family of six hundred. Dec'25:7
Our Benevolent homes and the 1930 budget. Mar'30:5
The threshold. Dec'33:2  Sep'36:2
Biggest increas for benevolence. Sep'37:42
Annual report. Dec'37:43
News room. Sep'40:34
Your other family. Dec'42:9
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
A year of Christian benevolence. Dec'46:23
Benevolent measuring rod. Dec'47:9
A year of benevolence. Dec'51:22
Global highlights. Nov'57:5
The compulsion of benevolence. Mar'61:29
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:45
NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION. STAFF CONFERENCE
Global highlights. apr'64:6
NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION--STATISTICS
Summary of service. Dec'36:44
NATIONAL BIBLE WEEK
World events (photo of poster) Nov'70:37
NATIONAL BOOK WEEK
Observing National Book Week. Nov'37:41
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
NATIONAL CHILDREN'S WORK PLANNING CONFERENCE. 1941
News room. May'41:32
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COLLEGE DAY
Global highlights. May'57:6
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL BULLETIN
quoted. A Chinese view of the anti-opium campaign. May'25:44
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF CHINA
Sep'24:28
Truth--freedom--love. Aug'25:34
Sep'29:43
Latest word on the China famine. Jan'30:59
From the educational front in West China. Nov'42:42
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF INDIA
A task for the church in India. Feb'39:14
The church in India and its task. Feb'54:4
Global highlights. Feb'57:6
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF JAPAN
An index to Japanese thought. Mar'29:16
Global highlights. Jul'48:2 Jun'55:3
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF KOREA
Global highlights. Feb'53:3
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF THE PHILIPPINES
Higdon is Council Secretary. Nov'29:31
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSION
A hungering humanity. Feb'41:4
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION
See also
NATIONAL CONVOCATION OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Some news items... Dec'22:45
The dawn of a new day (map) May'23:17
Negro's part in the missionary work of the church. Dec'23:43
The negro woman's part in the Jubilee. Apr'25:61
(note) Oct'25:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56 Oct'32:41
On the social battle front. Oct'34:18
Plans for fellowship with negro churches. Jun'45:10
Global highlights. Apr'46:3
Beneath the spire. Jun'48:4
The needs and opportunity of our church. Sep'49:30
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:30
Social trends. Sep'53:16
News room. Jan'54:38
A look at the National Convention. Jul'57:22
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:38
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:46
Global highlights. Nov'59:4       Jul'60:7       Nov'60:4
News room. Dec'60:34
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:42
Global highlights. Nov'62:4       Dec'62:4
Elected to serve. Dec'62:41
Global highlights. Nov'65:6
? and answers. May'67:8
Global highlights. Oct'67:8
... approves merger. Oct'68:44
World events. Jul'69:36
Disciples and the black community. Apr'72:29
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1920
National Convention of Negro Disciples (photo) Oct'20:51
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1923
(photo) Nov'23:inside covers
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1924
The eightn annual Convention... Oct'24:47
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1925
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43         Sep'25:51
(photo) Oct'25:inside front cover
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1928
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:48
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1931
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1934
The event of the month. Oct'33:3
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1936
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1943
News room. Oct'43:34
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1947
Church leaders preparing to do a better job. Nov'47:46
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1949
Global highlights. Oct'49:3
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1951
News room. Oct'51:32
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1953
Social trends. Sep'53:16
News room. Nov'53:32
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1955
Global highlights (photo) Nov'55:2
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1956
Negro Disciples meet. Oct'56:35
Global highlights. Nov'56:2
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1961
Global highlights (photo of officers) Oct'61:6
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1962
Global highlights. Oct'62:6
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1963
Global highlights. Jul'63:7       Oct'63:4
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1964
Global highlights. Jul'64:5       Oct'64:7
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1966
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1967
Global highlights. May'67:5
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. 1969
World events. Jul'69:36
The scene. Oct'69:44
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION. CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
PLANNING CONFERENCE
Paths of service. Jun'44:17
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONS ON WORLD ORDER
Social trend. Nov'43:17
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN TEACHING MISSION
A pattern to fit your needs. Nov'49:7
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN YOUTH CONFERENCE. 1943
Youth plans with realism (photo) Mar'43:16
NATIONAL CHURCH AND HOME CONFERENCE
Conference on church and home. Jan'49:24
NATIONAL CHURCH CALL
quoted. Feb'25:inside front cover
NATIONAL CHURCH MUSIC WORKSHOP
Global highlights. Jun'62:6
The music workshop... Jul'62:9
Global highlights. Oct'62:4 Apr'64:5
Music and the message. May'64:31
Global highlights. May'65:7 Mar'67:5
World events. Nov'71:38
NATIONAL CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH CORPORATION
See also
WASHINGTON, D. C. NATIONAL CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
NATIONAL COALITION FOR A RESPONSIBLE CONGRESS
World events. Dec'70:36
NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL COOPERATION
Global highlights. Oct'46:2
NATIONAL COMMISSION OF PROTESTANT CHURCH WOMEN
Another step toward unity. Dec'28:21
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR RELIGION AND WELFARE RECOVERY
Nov'34:inside front cover
NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF CHURCH WOMEN
The threshold. Apr'38:2 Apr'39:2
Women and world highways. Jan'40:33
The threshold. Mar'40:2
Women and world highways. Apr'40:35
NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF CHURCHMEN FOR CHURCH COLLEGES
Global highlights. Sep'56:5
NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF NEGRO CHURCHMEN
Message to the nation. Feb'67:46
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'67:5
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON THE CAUSE AND CURE OF WAR
The winner loses. Mar'30:19
Women and world highways. Mar'35:35
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON THE CHURCH AND WORLD PEACE
Notes on the social conflict. May'29:17
NATIONAL COMMUNICATION CLINIC
The scene. May'69:44

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS
Anti-Jewish "fifth column." Jun'40:4
Global highlights.
Oct'47:3 Dec'51:2 Jan'54:4
Travel seminar. Mar'54:41
Global highlights (photo of Building for Brotherhood) Jan'56:2
Global highlights.
Feb'58:4 Apr'62:8 Nov'68:7
World events. Feb'71:39 Feb'72:37
Interfaith understanding is growing. May'73:13
World events. Jun'73:37

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS.
COUNCIL ON RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Global highlights. Apr'62:7

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHURCH LEADERS
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHURCH RELATED COLLEGES
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MEN'S WORK SECRETARIES
News room. Apr'55:39

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF METHODIST YOUTH
Global highlights. Nov'53:4

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MEXICAN EVANGELICAL YOUTH
Nov'39:31

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF RELIGIONS
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47
Global highlights. Jun'55:4

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF YOUNG CHURCHMEN
Young churchmen in conference. Oct'46:42

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Global highlights. Oct'58:5

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
Church leaders active in community planning. Jun'20:43

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR PEACETIME SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN
Global highlights. Jul'49:4

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FAMILY LIFE
Global highlights. Jul'48:3 Dec'48:3

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FAMILY LIFE (JAPAN)
News items. May'58:38

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PACIFISM AND RELIGION
The threshold. Oct'36:2

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POLICY STRATEGY ON SOCIAL WELFARE
Study social needs. Jul'57:44

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RELIGION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION
Global highlights. Jan'56:3

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RELIGION AND RACE
Global highlights. Sep'62:7 Mar'63:6
Conference on Religion and Race. Mar'63:9
Global highlights. Jan'64:7

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND ECONOMIC ORDER
Global highlights. Nov'46:4
Most men are fair. Feb'47:5
The church and economic tensions. Apr'47:19

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCHES AND SOCIAL WELFARE
Global highlights. Sep'55:4 Nov'55:2
Welfare conference makes citations. Dec'55:47
Soap-opera church members. Jan'56:6
"Do-gooders" get together. Jan'56:24
How churches heal and help. Jan'62:24

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCHES AND SOCIAL WELFARE. CONCERN AND RESPONSE
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE TOWN AND COUNTRY CHURCH
Jan'47:40
Global highlights. Oct'49:2

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON YOUNG ADULT WORK
News room (photo of Disciple delegates) Oct'52:38

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS
Indians cite Harold Fey. Dec'55:5

NATIONAL CONSULTATION ON CHURCH IN COMMUNITY LIFE
Global highlights. May'67:5 Nov'67:6

NATIONAL CONSULTATION ON MEN'S WORK
New directions in men's work. Mar'66:11

NATIONAL CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN MEN
Men to meet in Cleveland. Sep'56:42
News room (photo of leaders) Nov'56:36

NATIONAL CONVOCATION OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
See also
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION
NCMC approves merger. Oct'68:44
World events. Jul'69:36
The scene. Oct'69:44
In brief. May'70:38
World events. Jun'70:37
Update on the National Convocation... Nov'70:22
Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25
Black Disciples will present request at Louisville Assembly.
Jul'71:18
Disciples and the black community. Apr'72:29

NATIONAL CONVOCATION OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH. 1970
World events. Nov'70:36

NATIONAL CONVOCATION OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH. 1972
World events. Nov'72:38

NATIONAL CONVOCATION ON THE CHURCH IN TOWN AND COUNTRY
The threshold. Jul'44:2
Global highlights.
Jun'50:2 Sep'51:3 Nov'54:3
Rural church leaders meet to discuss problems. Jan'55:28
The rural church and its community. Dec'56:7

NATIONAL CONVOCATION ON THE CITY CHURCH
Global highlights. Mar'58:8

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE PREVENTION OF WAR
Global highlights. Feb'55:3

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
Women and world highways. Sep'38:35
American churches in council. Feb'41:22
Women and world highways. Dec'41:35
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES IN ASIA
Global highlights. May'64:5

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CITIZENS ON CHURCH AND STATE
Global highlights. Jul'47:2

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHES
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FEDERATED CHURCH WOMEN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
The threshold. May'35:2
Women and world highways. Sep'39:35

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
Women sponsor program to ease community tensions. Dec'53:47

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF MINISTERS' WIVES
See
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MINISTERS' WIVES

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF MINISTERS' WIVES
Women sponsor program to ease community tensions. Dec'53:47

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
Global highlights. Nov'46:2 Mar'49:2
A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
United Council to enter merger. Jan'50:35
Christian education--today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27
Women bring practical Christianity to National Council.

Jun'50:28
Mission agencies bring expanded faith to National Council.

Jul'50:27
Churchmen bring Christian stewardship to National Council...

Sep'50:27
Global highlights. Nov'50:2
A milestone of progress. Nov'50:5
Global highlights. Jan'51:2
Cleveland strengthened the church. Jan'51:6
The wider fellowship in America. Jan'51:21
It happened in Cleveland (photos) Feb'51:7
Global highlights. Mar'51:3,4
Social trends. Nov'51:3
Global highlights. Dec'51:2 Feb'52:2 Apr'52:3
Expressing common convictions. May'52:5
Locating Council headquarters. May'52:6
Global highlights. Jul'52:4
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
The church--mission and unity. Oct'52:5
Global highlights. Feb'53:2 May'53:2
News room. Sep'53:38
S.V.M. joins National Council. Sep'53:43
...releases annual Labor Sunday message. Sep'53:46
Trusted leadership assured. Nov'53:5
Global highlights. Sep'54:2
Confidence well placed. Sep'54:5
A message for Labor Sunday. Sep'54:31
Global highlights. Nov'54:2
The welfare of Indian Americans. Jun'55:6
Global highlights (drawing of new headquarters) Jul'55:2
Global highlights. Nov'55:3
...gives facts to contributors. Nov'55:42
Issues race relations message. Feb'56:18
Social trends. Apr'56:12
Global highlights. Apr'56:5
Global highlights.
    (drawing of new emblem) Dec'56:5
    Jan'58:4     Feb'58:4
Massive reconciliation. Feb'58:9
Global highlights. Jun'58:8     Jul'58:8
Churches and social issues. May'59:49
NCC issues Labor Sunday message. Sep'59:32
Global highlights.
    Oct'59:4   Dec'59:6   Feb'60:5   Jun'60:5
In support of the National Council. Jun'60:10
Confidence in NCC. Jun'60:26
Global highlights. Jul'60:6
More now know the facts. Jul'60:10
Global highlights. Sep'60:5,7
...a congressman's view. Oct'60:37
Agenda of action for peace. Dec'60:12
Global highlights. Feb'61:4
The National Council's new president. Feb'61:9
When the glue sets. Feb'61:42
Global highlights. Jun'61:8
Fair appraisal. Oct'61:9
Race relations. Feb'62:37
Global highlights. Apr'62:7     May'62:4
Elected to serve. Dec'62:40
Disciples at the helm of the National Council... Jun'63:28
Global highlights. Jul'63:7     Sep'63:6
The new mood of change. Dec'63:9
Global highlights. Feb'64:4     Mar'64:6
Ask about it! Oct'64:8     Nov'64:8
What's the truth about the National Council? Mar'65:11
Global highlights. Apr'65:6
Letters. Apr'65:49
Global highlights. May'65:4
Letters. May'65:40
Why the National Council? Jun'65:16
Global highlights. Sep'65:6
These are our colleagues. Sep'65:9
Global highlights. Oct'65:5
Adults and mission. Dec'65:36
Global highlights. Jan'66:5
Letters. Apr'66:39
Follow these announcements! Jul'66:9
? and answers. Oct'66:8
Global highlights. Feb'67:5
? and answers. Oct'67:50
Let's commend the Council. Nov'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'68:5     Feb'69:5
World events. Mar'69:31     May'69:34
Letters. Jun'70:4
World events. Jun'70:37     Oct'70:37
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'71:5
World events. Sep'71:38     Nov'71:39
Can the National Council resolve its crucial tensions?

Dec'72:19
World events. Dec'72:39  Apr'73:39
The scene (photo of Disciples on General Board of N.C.C.C.)
May'73:33

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ANTl-POVERTY TASK FORCE
Churc hes tackle poverty. Feb'67:15

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1952
Global highlights. Dec'52:4
American Christians confer and speak out. Feb'53:6

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1954
Global highlights. Dec'54:3
News room. Dec'54:40
Global highlights. Jan'55:4
This nation under God (photo of Assembly) Feb'55:23

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1957
Global highlights. Dec'57:6
Oneness in St. Louis (photo) Feb'58:27

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1960
Global highlights. Dec'60:6

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1961
National Council looks at its task. Mar'61:17

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1963

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1966
Global highlights. Dec'66:5

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1969
World events. Nov'69:36
The scene. Feb'70:44
World Calling... Feb'70:50
Letters. Apr'70:4  May'70:4

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
ASSEMBLY. 1972
Can the National Council resolve its crucial tensions?
Dec'72:19
...approves new structure at Dallas. Feb'73:41
The scene. Mar'73:33

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS COMMITTEE
It's a big and important job. Apr'53:35

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
BROADCASTING AND FILM COMMISSION
See also
NATIONAL COUNCIL... RADIO, VISUAL EDUCATION AND MASS
COMMUNICATION COMMISSION
Global highlights. Feb'54:2  Apr'54:2
Transformed village. May'54:43
Global highlights. May'55:4
...reports on radio and TV gains. May'55:28

Global highlights.

May'56:2  Apr'58:5  Nov'64:4  Apr'66:6

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
A CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN THE NATIONAL PARKS

See

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPT. OF EVANGELISM. CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN THE NATIONAL
PARKS

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
COMMISSION ON DRAMA

Global highlights. Dec'55:4

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
COMMISSION ON RELIGION AND RACE

Global highlights. Dec'63:5

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
COMMITTEE ON LAYMEN OVERSEAS

Your adventure abroad. Apr'71:22

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
COMMITTEE ON MINISTRY TO SERVICE PERSONNEL

Global highlights. Apr'53:3

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
COMMITTEE ON TECHNICAL COOPERATION

Global highlights. Nov'51:2

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
COMMITTEE ON WORLD LITERACY AND CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

Lit-Lit in Africa. Jun'58:29

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE

Social trends. Jun'56:12

Global highlights. Mar'60:6

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION FOR MISSION

Adults and mission. Jun'66:36

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM

Global highlights. Jul'54:2

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM. CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN NATIONAL
PARKS

See also

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN NATIONAL PARKS

Vacation services. Jul'56:42

Global highlights. May'59:6

National Parks Chaplaincy enlists 142. Jul'60:24

News room. Oct'60:40

Global highlights. Jul'62:4

World Calling... Jul'69:50

Welcome to the age of leisure. May'70:6

World events. Dec'71:36

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

Global highlights. May'53:3

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DEPARTMENT OF STEWARDSHIP AND BENEVOLENCE

Global highlights. Feb'53:2  Jun'53:2

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DIVISION OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
United for a ministry of teaching. Apr'51:7
Christian educators meet in annual sessions. Apr'52:32
Christian educators learn about the nation's greatest danger.
Apr'53:47
News room. Jun'53:42
Christian education. Mar'54:47
Religion and education. Apr'54:48
Christian educators confer. Apr'54:51
Christian educators stress youth's spiritual welfare. Apr'55:39
Global highlights. Apr'56:5 Apr'63:7 Jan'64:6
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DIVISION OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
Toronto considers the world Christian mission. Mar'52:20
Mission leaders seek solution of problems at home and abroad.
Feb'54:28
A new day for missions. Feb'56:21
Global highlights. Feb'59:6
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DIVISION OF FOREIGN MISSIONS. AFRICA DEPARTMENT
News room. Apr'52:38
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
DIVISION OF HOME MISSIONS
Their home is where the crops are. Apr'53:8
Conference to discuss Spanish-speaking Americans. Dec'53:28
Mission leaders seek solution of problems at home and abroad.
Feb'54:28
...holds annual assembly. Dec'55:51
Wickizer speaks. Jan'56:30
Protestant expansion forseen. Feb'56:44
Working together in home missions. Nov'60:4
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
See
N.C.C.C. ASSEMBLY
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
GENERAL BOARD
Global highlights. Jul'51:3
The voice of the prophets. May'54:6
Applying Christian principles. Nov'54:6
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:26
Global highlights. May'55:3 Dec'55:2
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:30
Mission tomorrow. Apr'58:9
Elections at Louisville Assembly. Jan'61:30
Let the church speak. Apr'61:10
NCC Board looks at Vietnam. Feb'66:49
Global highlights.
Nov'67:6 Apr'68:7 May'68:6
...acts on travel limitations. May'68:45
World events. Apr'69:30
The scene. Apr'69:44
World events. Jul'69:45 Feb'70:36 Apr'71:36
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
HEADQUARTERS
See
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. INTERCHURCH CENTER
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
JOINT COMMISSION ON MISSIONARY EDUCATION
News room. Jun'52:38
Global highlights. Jun'53:4
Youth and missions. Dec'53:37

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
MINISTRY TO SERVICE PERSONNEL
Christian welcome for servicemen. Mar'66:44

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
RADIO, VISUAL EDUCATION AND MASS COMMUNICATION COMMISSION
See also
NATIONAL COUNCIL...BROADCASTING AND FILM COMMISSION
Communicating the Gospel to millions. May'61:26
Not just tomorrow. Jul'63:33
Intermedia sends the word to Latin America. Oct'70:26
Intermedia: Christian communication ministry. Jun'71:22

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
SOUTHERN OFFICE
Global highlights. Jul'59:8

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
A SUNDAY EVENING WITH THE MARTINS
Book chat. Sep'52:40

NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER
p. 2079 National Education

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
A suggestion of strategy. Sep'27:56
Progress in education. Sep'27:61
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:53
Temperance instruction. Dec'27:60
Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:14
The underworld of American education. Feb'51:17
A centennial for all of us. Feb'57:7

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMISSION.
THE EDUCATION OF FREE MEN IN AN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
Book chat. Jan'42:23

NATIONAL EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60 Jul'22:62
The Kansas City Evangelistic Institute. Feb'23:8
The N. E. A. at Colorado Springs. Sep'23:59
Four regional Evangelistic Institutes (photos) Feb'24:24
Evangelism from coast to coast. Mar'24:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
Evangelistic conferences. Jan'25:18
A fellowship of power. Feb'25:27
Pre-Convention Evangelistic Conference. Aug'25:57
Station UMCS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
So we come rejoicing... Dec'25:29
Annual report. Oct'26:37
Columbus evangelistic program. Mar'28:63
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:40
Washington... Dec'30:24
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:29
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention.
Nov'32:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:53
Nov'36:41,42

From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33

The Denver Convention. Nov'38:9

(Elections at International Conventions)

| Sep'47:25 | Dec'49:29 | Jul'52:29 |

News room. Oct'56:39

(Elections at International Conventions)

| Jan'59:46 | Nov'59:29 | Jan'61:41 |

Global highlights. Jul'61:6

Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:42

Elected to serve. Dec'62:45

Global highlights. May'63:5

Ask about it! Jul'63:8

Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4

Disciples in the news.

Nov'66:7  Dec'67:8  Dec'68:8

Evangelism at Seattle. Jul'69:10

Work of the church at the General level. Jan'71:25

NATIONAL FAMILY LIFE CONFERENCE

See

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FAMILY LIFE

NATIONAL FAMILY WEEK

Jan'48:29

Global highlights. Apr'48:2

Mar'49:33

Families and world peace. May'56:43

God's families. Apr'59:22

NATIONAL FEDERATION FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES

The threshold. Jun'45:2

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF AMERICAN STUDENTS

The Princeton Conference. Apr'26:31

NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF DISCIPLES' DIRECTORS

See also

ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCH EDUCATORS

News room. Apr'49:34

Global highlights (photo of officers) Apr'51:2

Annual meeting. Apr'52:40

News room. May'53:38

Global highlights. May'54:3

Education workers cooperate. Jun'56:32

Global highlights. Feb'57:6

News room. May'59:46  Jun'59:40

Global highlights. Apr'62:5  May'62:4

News room (photo of officers) May'62:32

Global highlights. Feb'63:5

News room (photo of officers) Apr'63:32

News room. May'64:5

News room (photo of officers) May'65:36

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

quoted. Missionary problems in New Guinea. Apr'25:44

quoted. Mohammedans who have borrowed from the Jews. Oct'25:59

NATIONAL ILLITERACY CRUSADE

Illiteracy. Sep'31:12

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON CHURCH PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Global highlights. Jun'62:5
NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE CHRISTIAN COUNCIL
  Global highlights. Oct'51:2
NATIONAL INTERFAITH COALITION ON AGING
  World events. mar'73:39
  In brief. Jul'73:38
NATIONAL INTERFAITH CONFERENCE ON AGING
  World events. Jun'72:38
NATIONAL JEWISH BOY SCOUT COMMITTEE
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29
NATIONAL LAYMEN'S ADVISORY COMMISSION
  See also
  CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP
  Global highlights.
    Feb'46:4 (photo) Jan'48:4 Mar'48:4
    News room. Sep'48:41 Jan'49:38
    Laymen to stress stewardship. Mar'50:21
    News room.
      Mar'51:40 Jan'53:45 Sep'53:39 Apr'54:42
    Global highlights. Jun'54:3
    News room. Jan'55:40
    Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
NATIONAL LAYMEN'S LEAGUE
  See also
  CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP
  Objectives for laymen. Mar'46:21
  News room. Apr'46:41 Nov'51:30
NATIONAL LAYMEN'S RETREAT
  First national laymen's retreat. Oct'49:12
  News room. Jun'51:38
  Meet the laymen at Bethany. Jul'51:29
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF EVANGELICAL WOMEN
  See LIGA NACIONAL DE MUJERES EVANGELICAS
NATIONAL PARKS MINISTRY
  See NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DEPT. OF EVANGELISM.
  CHRISTIAN MINISTRY IN NATIONAL PARKS
NATIONAL PEACE CONFERENCE
  May'38:3
NATIONAL PREACHING MISSION
  The threshold. Feb'36:2
  Apr'36:20
  The effectiveness of the Preaching mission. Jan'37:4
    (schedule) Apr'37:15
  The threshold. Nov'37:2
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
  The Disciples' Preaching Mission. Apr'38:27
    (photo of symbol) Feb'40:front cover
  The threshold. Feb'40:2
  The National Christian Mission. Apr'40:13
NATIONAL PROTESTANT COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION
  A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
NATIONAL RADIO PULPIT
  Classroom and campus. Mar'61:36
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION
  We are on our way. Sep'33:3
  The NRA and labor. Nov'33:4
  Listening in on the world. Nov'33:20
NATIONAL RELIGION AND LABOR FOUNDATION
News room (photo of officials) Jul'54:42

NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PUBLICITY COUNCIL
Global highlights. Jul'56:3

NATIONAL RURAL CHURCH COMMISSION
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
Study of rural church going forward. Sep'29:4
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Jun'35:4

NATIONAL RURAL CHURCH INSTITUTE (PHILIPPINES)
First postwar Rural Church Institute held in Manila. Jul'48:40

NATIONAL SECURITY TRAINING CORPS
Social trends. Jan'48:18

NATIONAL SELECTIVE SERVICE AND TRAINING ACT
Creative pioneering. Nov'41:19

NATIONAL SERVICE BOARD FOR RELIGIOUS OBJECTORS
Global highlights. Oct'53:4

NATIONAL SOCIALIST PARTY (GERMANY)
German churches and the war. Feb'40:16

NATIONAL STEWARDSHIP CAMPAIGN
The threshold. Dec'37:2

NATIONAL STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
Global highlights. Nov'59:8
God speaks at Athens. Mar'60:15

NATIONAL STUDENT CONFERENCE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:53

NATIONAL STUDENT WORK COMMITTEE
(photo) May'46:13

NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE
Global highlights. Dec'49:4
Social trends. Jan'50:8
Global highlights. Feb'50:4
Churchmen face economic issues (photo of speakers) May'50:17
Conscience and abundance. Apr'56:38
Being Christian in prosperity. Jun'56:43

NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND MINORITY PEOPLES
The threshold. Jul'44:2

NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION
Social trends. Apr'40:20
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:21

NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCHES AND A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
Women and world highways. Apr'45:29
The iron is hot. Apr'45:16

NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCHES AND WORLD ORDER
World issues faced at Cleveland. May'49:24
The churches and the nations. Apr'53:6
Christian service--Christian thinking. Dec'53:5
Global highlights. Jan'54:3
What Cleveland means to us. Jan'54:23
Women and world highways. Feb'54:30

NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:58

NATIONAL TEMPERANCE DIGEST
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
NATIONAL TEXTILE WORKER'S UNION
   Listening in on the world. Dec'29:26

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR ADULT WORKERS WITH YOUTH
   History is made by youth workers. Jul'53:13
   Global highlights. Jun'56:2

NATIONAL UNITY CONFERENCE
   Analyzing the competition of churches. Mar'28:24

NATIONAL URBAN COALITION
   Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:11

NATIONAL WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION
   Woman pays on her account. Dec'28:17

NATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR CHURCH MUSICIANS
   World events. Mar'71:37
   Editorials. May'71:19
   World events. Jan'73:38       Mar'73:38

NATIONAL YOUNGER MEN'S MISSIONARY CONGRESS
   Jun'35:3

NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION
   Opportunity for youth. May'36:3
   Calling Mark Hopkins (photo) May'38:6

NATIONAL YOUTH WEEK
   See YOUTH WEEK

NATIONALISM
   The plague of nationalism, the grace of patriotism. Jul'28:3
   Nationalism rewrites the Psalms. Mar'34:4
   The threshold. Apr'34:2
   Religious nationalism! Sep'35:13
   The world of nations. Nov'37:25
   Social trends. Oct'39:23
   National sovereignty and the body international. Mar'40:18
   The world church and rising nationalism. Apr'42:18
   America's responsibility for world cooperation. Sep'46:17
   Social trends. Dec'51:10       Jan'67:24

NATIONALISM AND RELIGION
   Christianity and government. Jan'57:7

Nations, Gus Orville, 1893-1942
   What I expect ov my preacher. Oct'37:22

NATIONS, GUS ORVILLE, 1893-1942
   (photo) Oct'37:22

NATIONWIDE PROGRAM OF EDUCATION AND ACTION FOR PEACE
   Education and action for peace. Jan'60:10
   Good news of peace. Jul'64:13

NATURAL RESOURCES
   Our cover. Oct'27:1
   Fire! Fire! Fire! Oct'27:3

NATURE
   God's lagaiappe. Oct'23:28
   Know all men by these presents. Apr'25:16
   God's company (poem) Jul'25:11
   God the artist (poem) Nov'27:10
   Programs... Jun'30:47

THE NATURE OF MAN
   Book chat. Jun'50:22

THE NATURE OF THE CHURCH
   Book chat. Oct'45:20

NAUDE, C. F. BEYERS
   Global highlights. Sep'67:7
NAUSS, EARL F
Progress at Garrett, Indiana. Apr'20:47
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51

NAUTS, ALICE
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:41

NAVAJAS, ADOLFO
Two worlds in two days (photo) Feb'63:29

NAVAPARA, INDIA
The big fire of Navapara. Jan'53:42
NAVAREZ, DANIEL
Disciples in the news (photo) Jun'67:7

NAVARRETE, (BUENOS AIRES)
(photo) Aug'19:37
NAVARRO, DOMINGO MARRERO
(photo) May'49:15
NAVARRO, JOSE
News room. Jan'56:39
NAVARRO, PROVIDENCIA
(photo) Oct'45:22 May'47:27
NAVARRO, RAFAEL
(photo) Apr'53:34
NAVARRO, SARA
(photo) May'47:27
Nave, Gladys
Letters. Mar'71:32
Nave, Bento
Pioneers in Africa. Apr'61:43

NAVIES
See SEA POWER

NAWABI, ARDAVAN
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:32

NAWAZ, BEGUM SHAH
Women and world highways. Jan'43:47
Nay, Bruce, 1887-1972
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15
Letters. Dec'65:47

NAY, BRUCE, 1887-1972
New state secretary (photo) Jan'29:61
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:12
(photo) Jul'34:15 Jun'38:12
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
News room. Mar'47:32
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48

NAY, LENA
Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:6
News room (photo) Apr'64:40
Retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'73:31

NAYAN
A dream comes true in Orissa. Apr'59:30

NAYLOR, ADDA
(death) Jan'20:53

NAYLOR, PHYLLIS. WHEN RIVERS MEET
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33

NAYLOR, THOMAS. YOU CAN'T EAT MAGNOLIAS
New books. Nov'72:37

NAZARETH, ISRAEL
Christians in Israel (photo) Mar'61:33

36
NAZUM, SARAH ELIZABETH
   (death) Aug'21:53
NCACA, (MRS. D.)
   Like a golden thread (photo) Mar'67:39
NDABA, J
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:7
NDABA, JOYCE
   Office secretary (photo) Nov'67:49
NDAY MARCEL
   African artists design Christmas cards. Dec'66:46
Ndomba, F Simon
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:59
NDONGOKWA, CONGO
   Foreign missions in Congo church. Jun'33:27
NEAL, ALFRED C., 1881?-
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
Neal, Elwyn Lee
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:40
NEAL, ELWYN LEE
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
   (photo) Nov'48:24        Nov'50:26
   News room (photo) Oct'52:38
   Classroom and campus. Jul'64:37
   In brief. Oct'70:38
   Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:40 (photo p. 41)
NEAL, FRANK C
   Recommitment to a common cause (photo) Dec'55:29
NEAL, HELEN S
   Classroom and campus. Feb'58:33
Neal, Kenneth Wilson, 1936-
   Youth and the world mission. Jun'67:33
NEAL, KENNETH WILSON, 1936-
   Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
NEAL, KENNY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'56:29
NEAL, LUCILLE
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'52:4
NEAL, ROBERT
   Classroom and campus. Jan'59:37
NEAL, ROBERT BURNS, 1847-1925
   (photo) Jul'24:31
   Name wanted for a new relation. Oct'24:59
NEAL, ROBERT L
   Three workers picked for state education posts. Nov'53:47
   News room. Jul'55:39
NEAL, WAYNE A., 1897-
   (photo) Nov'36:43
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
NEALE, ROBERT E. THE ART OF DYING
   New books. Nov'73:35
NEAR, (MRS. M J)
   A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:45
NEAR, MARY J., -1923
   (death) Jun'23:54
NEAR EAST
   The Sunday School Commission in the Near East. Oct'19:40
   The new opportunity in the Near East. Nov'20:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
America's underwritten mandatory. Jan'21:49
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63
Mohammadans who have borrowed from the Jews. Oct'25:59
A cluster of lotus bloom. Jun'26:4
To the ancient churches of the East. Aug'29:15
The state of the church. Mar'42:27
For adult missionary study. Dec'50:35
Women and world highways. Jan'51:32
For adult mission study. Jan'51:34
Youth and missions. Jan'51:35
For adult mission study. Feb'51:34
Youth and missions. Feb'51:35
Global highlights. Jun'51:2
Middle East propaganda tussle. Jul'51:21
Global highlights. Feb'54:2
One coat to a family. Nov'56:26
Global highlights. Sep'57:2

NEAR EAST--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Youth and missions. Dec'50:34
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38

NEAR EAST CHRISTIAN COUNCIL. COMMITTEE FOR REFUGEE WORK
The refugees we dare not forget. Jan'63:20
Global highlights. Apr'63:6

NEAR EAST LEAGUE
A new code of words. Jul'29:29

NEAR EAST RELIEF COMMISSION
With the Commission. Jun'19:43
The boy who found his mother. Feb'20:16
The offering for relief in Bible lands. Feb'20:38
Notes. Feb'20:56
The story of Zanig Manongian. Feb'20:back cover
Notes. Mar'20:61,63
Easter in Armenia. Apr'20:50
Humanity requires no mandate. Aug'20:37
Modern acts of Apostles. Aug'20:41
Clothes first. Oct'20:45

NEAR EAST RELIEF FUND
A faithful Badwelli and his church. Feb'22:8
What are you going to do about it? Feb'23:62
From the Near East Relief. Apr'23:63
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:56
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
Near East Relief as I saw it. Mar'25:26
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45  Jan'26:45
Youth movement in the Near East. May'26:55
His picture. Jun'26:56
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:41

NEARING, (married to C. H. Nearing)
The Haven's Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40

NEARING, C  H
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Notes. Feb'19:46
The Havens' Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40

NEASE, (MRS. C. O.)
NEASE, PEARL  
(death) Jan'24:50
NEATE, SIDNEY B  
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
NEAYDEN, PHYLLIS  
(photo) May'28:54
NEBAB, TRANQUILION  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:39
NEBLETT, DOROTHY  
(photo) Feb'49:33
NEBRASKA  
A pioneer country church. Jan'22:27
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Dec'23:60
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
A rainbow luncheon. Oct'27:58
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
Global highlights. Sep'49:3
News room. Jun'50:34
Here and there with World Call. Jul'58:50
NEBRASKA FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES  
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
Gates of love. Sep'41:45
Global highlights. Apr'46:2 Jul'58:6
Advance in Nebraska. Jul'63:19
NEBRASKA CITY, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) Aug'29:24
NEBRASKA, UNIVERSITY  
See  
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
NEDERLAND, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
New churches. Jul'58:30
Neehall, Roy  
The world calls man to prayer. Jan'70:18
NEEL, BOB  
The last word. Jul'65:50
NEEL, CHARLES D  
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:30
NEEL, SYBIL  
The last word. Jul'65:50
NEELY, (married to Roger C. Neely)  
Campus news. Nov'40:44
NEELY, ANNA DOUGLAS, -1963 (married to Claude H. Neely)  
In memoriam. Mar'64:46
NEELY, ERSIE WALKER (married to Dunlap Neely)  
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32
NEELY, MAMIE, -1953  
In memoriam. Dec'53:35
NEFF, (MRS. M. D.)  
An enduring investment (photo) Jul'22:1
NEFF, ISAAC FRANKLIN, 1874-  
(photo) Jan'21:6
NEFF, LOUANE, -1958 (married to John Neff)  
In memoriam. Mar'59:35
NEFF, NELSON B  
Caring and sharing. Feb'47:6  
(photo) Nov'47:3
NEGATIVE INCOME TAX
Social trends. Mar'68:36
NEGLEY, E. G., -1961
(death) News room. Jan'62:32
NEGLEY, SILAS BEARD
(death) Jun'10:57
NEGLEY, CAROLS
(photo) Nov'28:41
NEGRO CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CENTER (CLEVELAND, OHIO)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
NEGROES
See
AFRO-AMERICANS
NEGRON, DAVID
People help people at M.C.I. (photo) Apr'54:15
Global highlights (photo) Jul'67:7
NEGRON, JOSE A
(photo) Mar'50:46
NEHEMIAH (BIBLICAL CHARACTER)
Missionary illustrations... Sep'29:40
NEHER, BILL
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
NEHRA, JAWAHARLAL
You must know Nehru (photo) Mar'40:19
...arrested and sentenced. Dec'40:6
Toward freedom (photo) Mar'41:17
India's "these four." Nov'41:3
Processing a sense of history. Dec'42:6
Looking ahead with India. Oct'46:6
(photo) Dec'47:15
Global highlights. Dec'49:3 (photo) Mar'53:2
Missions in India. Feb'54:38
Global highlights. Oct'54:2
A visit with Nehru (photo) Feb'62:28
Second thoughts on Nehru. Mar'62:30
Global highlights. Jun'63:5
NEHRA, JAWAHARLAL. TALKS WITH NEHRA
Book chat. Nov'51:23
NEHRA, KRISHNA. WITH NO REGRETS
Of many book on India. Jan'47:28
NEIGHBORS, DAVID
The church speaks across the footlights (photo) May'72:11
Neihardt, John G
The lyric deed (poem) Oct'27:45
NEIL, (married to George C. Neil), -1935
(photo) Jan'28:32
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:43
NEIL, EDITH LENORE
(photo) Jun'28:1
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:22
NEIL, MORTON
(death) Jan'24:50
NEIL, RONALD J
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
NEIL, WILLIAM. THE BIBLE STORY
New books. Jul'72:34
NEIL, WILLIAM. THE REDISCOVERY OF THE BIBLE
  Book chat. Nov'55:45
NEIL, WILLIAM. 2000 YEARS OF CHRISTIAN ART
  New books. Feb'67:39
Neill, Ralph Clark, 1923-1976 (married to Nola Neill Osborn)
  We press on. Sep'55:23
  Benevolence at its best. Dec'55:7
  Spokesmen for God. Jul'56:28
  Uniqueness to mark Des Moines program. Sep'56:13
  College is a bargain. Jan'64:14
NEILL, RALPH CLARK, 1923-1976
  Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20,23
  They work for you (photo) Sep'57:26
  News room (photo) Feb'58:40
  News room. Mar'60:40 Jun'60:42
NEILL, RALPH CLARK. PRESS RELATIONS AND YOUR CHURCH
  Book chat. Apr'56:40
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES, 1900-
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2
  quoted. Ideas from Interseminary Conference. Feb'50:17
  Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'53:28
  The Declaration and address. Oct'59:29
  quoted. World events. Jan'72:39
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. BROTHERS OF THE FAITH
  Book chat. Jun'60:22
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. CALL TO MISSIONS
  New books. Jan'71:28
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. CHRISTIAN FAITH AND OTHER FAITHS
  Book chat. Nov'61:20
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. THE CHRISTIAN SOCIETY
  Book chat. Dec'53:24
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
  New books. Oct'71:26
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. A GENUINELY HUMAN EXISTENCE
  Book chat. Apr'59:26
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. A HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
  New books. Nov'65:40
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. HISTORY OF THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
  Global highlights. Apr'54:3
  The story of an idea. Nov'54:6
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. UNDER THREE FLAGS
  For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. THE UNFINISHED TASK
  Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
NEILL, STEPHEN CHARLES. WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT JESUS
  New books. Jan'73:33
NEIMARK, DAVID
  (photo) Nov'28:41
NEIPP, HENRY A
  Consecrated oil tins. Jul'34:26
NEIS, ARTHUR
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:4
Neltzel, Neal
The magic secret. Nov'61:38
George's talent. Dec'61:38

NELLI, HERVAF
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'52:31

NELLY, MAE
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32

NELMS, CORA
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

NELSON, (MRS. B. O.)
A practical program of prayer. Mar'30:49

NELSON, (MRS. C. H.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44

NELSON, (MRS. C. T.)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'52:3

NELSON, (married to James Nelson)
(death) Jun'21:50

NELSON, (married to Joseph Nelson) -1960
(death) News room. Nov'60:36

NELSON, (married to Khet Singh Nelson)
(photo) Feb'40:28

NELSON, ANDREW
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32

NELSON, BERT
quoted. Youth and the world mission (photo) Jan'68:31

NELSON, BRUCE
Beyond liberalism (photo) May'69:17

Nelson, Catharine Caubel
Mother love (poem) Dec'53:18

Nelson, Charles
Mentally retarded need the church. Dec'60:20

NELSON, CLARENCE T
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:7

NELSON, DONALD
Cooperative relief for Europe. Jan'46:41

NELSON, E. CLIFFORD. LUTHERANISM IN NORTH AMERICA
New books. Jan'73:33

Nelson, Elizabeth
Churches give their community new life. Jun'73:16

Nelson, Enos, 1925- (married to Norma Lou Martin Nelson)
Opportunities unlimited in the holidays. Nov'61:17
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38

NELSON, J. L
(photo) Dec'57:35

NELSON, J. ROBERT
Christian unity making "unprecedented advances." Jun'56:33
Global highlights. Mar'57:5
Classroom and campus. Dec'57:34
Ecumenical journey (photo) Dec'64:21

NELSON, J. ROBERT. CHRISTIAN UNITY IN NORTH AMERICA
Book chat. Oct'58:41

NELSON, JAMES A
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:37

NELSON, JANET (married to John W. Nelson)
(photo) Jan'71:19

NELSON, JERRY
(photo) Jul'73:3
Nelson, John
For a view of world missions take the local church to Jerusalem.
Jun'29:10
NELSON, JOHN
(death) Apr'19:60
NELSON, JOHN OLIVER. WE HAVE THIS MINISTRY
Book chat. Feb'47:23
NELSON, JOHN W. (married to Janet Nelson)
In brief. Dec'70:34
Nelson, June Wyatt, 1920- (married to Robert G. Nelson)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'55:36
NELSON, JUNE WYATT, 1920-
News room. Sep'48:41
(photo) Mar'49:10
From one hilltopic to another. Jun'49:44
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'50:38
More than ever, Jamaica needs them (photos) Dec'51:11
(photo) May'52:12
News room. Feb'54:31
NELSON, KATHERINE JANE, 1948-
(birth) news room. Mar'49:34
NELSON, KATHRYN JUNE WYATT
See
NELSON, JUNE WYATT
NELSON, KHET SINGH
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
(photo) Mar'33:24 Mar'36:27 Feb'40:28
NELSON, L L
(photo) Nov'25:28
NELSON, LAWRENCE E. OUR ROVING BIBLE
Book chat. Feb'46:23
NELSON, LAWRENCE S
quoted. Last column. May'50:48
NELSON, LEOLA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'43:28
NELSON, MARY E
Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:10
NELSON, MARY ELLEN, 1892- (married to Nels Nelson)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'58:8
NELSON, MAUDE
In memoriam. Sep'27:48
Nelson, Norma Mae
Adoption calls for adjustment. Jun'61:18
NELSON, PUNAI
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29
Nelson, R S
They made it unanimous. Aug'24:43
Nelson, Ralph Waldo, 1888-1970
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
Book chat. Sep'39:40
NELSON, RALPH WALDO, 1888-1970
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Feb'26:52 Jun'27:60
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30
(photo) Jul'32:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:33
NELSON, RALPH WALDO. THE EXPERIMENTAL LOGIC OF JESUS
Book chat. Nov'36:16 Jan'37:18
NELSON, RALPH WALDO. SOLDIER YOU'RE IT
Classroom and campus. Jun'45:26
Book chat. Sep'45:34
Nelson, Richmond
Walk good...friends. Jun'64:31
NELSON, RICHMOND
They built a church in five weeks (photo) Nov'53:13
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
Global highlights (photo) Mar'58:6
Global highlights. Jul'68:6
The scene (photo) May'70:45
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations.
Jun'70:42
In brief. Nov'72:40
Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation (photos) Mar'73:6
Crusading in the West Indies. Mar'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38
Economic barriers in Jamaica. Jul'49:42
Miles of Jamaican hills and valleys. May'50:35
The drama of a changing Africa. Dec'59:25
Book chat. Apr'63:42
No easy task in Africa. May'63:29
Africa--no retreat from revolution. Jan'65:13
So, what else is new in Africa? Feb'66:14
Letters. Nov'66:inside front cover
Cities change names! Nov'66:28
A new sense of brotherhood in Congo. May'68:18
Letters. Mar'69:45
God's church in Africa. Jul'71:22
Justice in Rhodesia is a Christian concern. May'72:24
Form and force come together. Apr'73:15
NELSON, ROBERT GILBERT, 1916-1988
(photo) Mar'49:10
From one hilltopic to another. Jun'49:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:38 (photo) Oct'50:38
More than ever, Jamaica needs them (photos) Dec'51:11
News room. Oct'53:36
Here and there with World Call. Oct'53:48
News room. Feb'54:31
Jamaican advances (photos) Jun'55:29
They serve the churches (photo) Jul'55:29
(photo) Feb'56:7
Global highlights. Mar'56:2
Union is a call of God. May'56:14 (photo p. 13)
News room. Sep'56:38 (photo) Dec'56:34
quoted. What lies ahead for the Congo? Mar'57:9
(photo p. 10)
As partners in world mission (photo) Dec'57:15
Memorial or milestone? Jul'58:9
A new century for Jamaica. Jul'58:25
(photo) Jan'59:38
Global highlights (photo) Jul'59:7
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'59:6
Global highlights (photo) Jan'60:7
NELSON, ROBERT GILBERT. CONGO CRISIS AND CHRISTIAN MISSION
Book chat. May'61:39

NELSON, ROBERT GILBERT. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN JAMAICA
For adult mission study. Dec'58:38

Nelson, Russell E
World missions at the crossroads. Mar'47:7

NELSON, RUTH MARY
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26

NELSON, RUTH YOUNGDAHL
Women and world highways. Mar'61:35

NELSON, W. S
A blind man sho saw clearly. Apr'29:4

NELSON, WILLIAM S
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:7

Nelson, William Verner, 1880-1955
Near East Relief as I saw it. Mar'25:26

NELSON, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For forty years. Jun'24:54

NELSON'S COMPLETE CONCORDANCE OF THE REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE BIBLE
Book chat. Apr'57:20

NELSONVILLE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH. BIBLE CLASS
(photos) Sep'20:32-33

NENGELA LOUISE
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8

NEODESHA, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Triangle palaver. Apr'27:46

NEOSHO, MISSOURI
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49

NEOSHO, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Jul'35:1
Youth and missions. Oct'56:37

NEPAL
Global highlights. May'55:3
Mission on the world's rooftop (photos) Mar'56:14
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
Three Disciples serve in Nepal. Mar'57:40
Nepal is a place for pioneers. Apr'57:13
Global highlights. Apr'58:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36 Dec'58:36
A visit to Nepal. Dec'58:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
Growth seen in Nepal. Jul'59:46
Progress in Nepal. Nov'60:42
Seekers in Nepal. Jan'61:47
Response in Nepal. Mar'61:47
Echoes from everywhere.

Oct'62:36  Dec'62:36  Jul'63:38
Global highlights. Oct'63:7
The many faces of Nepal (photos) Mar'64:15
Healing--a way to witness in Nepal. Apr'64:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'64:36
Healing in Nepal. Feb'65:48
Global highlights. Apr'65:5
Asians serve in Nepal. Feb'68:42
World events. Dec'69:37

NEPAL--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Nepal frontier. Jul'62:46
Women on world highways. Mar'64:37

NEPAL--POLITICS
Global highlights. Oct'65:6

Nervo, Amado
If a thorn wounds me (poem) Jan'36:36

NESBIT, MAGGIE, -1946
In memoriam. Nov'46:37

Nesbit, Wilber D

Nesius, Ernest J
Helping hands are bugging my Appalachia. Nov'67:16

NESIUS, ERNEST J.
Will the church take a dare in the new Appalachia? (photo)
Nov'67:17

NESSEL, FRED E., 1893--
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'29:41

NESSLAGE, FLORENCE A. WELLS, -1954
(married to Herman Henry Nesslage)
In memoriam. Dec'54:37

NETHERCOAT, (MRS. H. E.)
Here and there with World Call. Mar'49:48

NETHERCOTT, LORNE B
Canadian partners to the north (photo) Nov'58:20

NETHERLANDS
Temperance draughts. Jul'21:29
The state of the church.

Dec'42:29  Mar'43:31  May'43:29
The threshold. Mar'45:2
New occasions, new opportunities. Mar'46:6
New scriptures from Holland. Mar'46:44
Women and world highways. Jan'47:33
Evangelism in working men's campus. Feb'47:18
Global highlights. Apr'47:2
A green olive branch. Jul'47:29
Hollanders working hard. Feb'48:42
Rebirth of a church. Apr'48:21
Global highlights. Dec'50:3
Dutch churches set example. Feb'51:27
Global highlights (photo of flood aftermath) Apr'53:3
Calling people of good will. May'53:5
Church gifts announced. Jun'54:37

NETRAM, J W R WILL INDIA BECOME CHRISTIAN?
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
NETRAM, RICHARD
Youth and missions. Mar'47:35

NETTING, KATHARINE WELLS
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:29

NETTING, PARK HANNUM, 1917-
(photo) Sep'38:31

NETTINGA, JAMES A
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:3

NETTLETON, JEANNE (married to George G. Strella)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'56:4

NETTLETON, JOANNE
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'56:4

NEUBAUER, KARLA
(photo) Feb'46:24

NEUBERG, MAUDE, -1946
In memoriam. Jun'46:39

NEUEN, DON L
Women and world highways. Jul'61:37

NEUHAUS, MARVIN
(photo) May'57:39
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'57:31

NEUHAUS, RICHARD. IN DEFENSE OF PEOPLE
New books. May'72:33

NEUMEISTER, EVELYN
(photo) Sep'38:31

NEVADA
Nevada leads in supporting ministry. Apr'20:45

NEVADA, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:55

NEVADA, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Oct'40:inside front cover

NEVILL, E. MILDRED. ESA: A LITTLE BOY OF NAZARETH
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

Nevill, Ruth B
David's plan. Oct'60:41

NEVILL, RUTH B
In brief (photo) Feb'71:42

NEVIUS, (married to Joe Nevius)
As I saw Hazel Green. Oct'49:29

NEW, EVA WHITLEY
Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7

NEW, WAY-SUNG
Classroom and campus (photo) May'43:31
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24

"THE NEW AGE IN JAPAN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'67:39

NEW ALBANY, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A challenge from New Albany (photo) Dec'19:30
The spiritual benefits of White Gifts (photo) Dec'20:32
White gifts for the King (photo) Dec'21:44

NEW ALBANY, INDIANA. PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Park Christian Church (photo) May'20:42

NEW BERN, NORTH CAROLINA. BROAD STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Mar'19:60
A memorial to sacrificial discipleship (photo) Jan'27:38
Four churches join Every Home Plan. Apr'61:44
NEW BERN, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Mar'30:60
NEW BERN, NORTH CAROLINA. HIGHLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY. ANTIOCH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Mar'47:1 Apr'47:15
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY. COBOURG STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Sep'51:34
NEW CASTLE, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Oct'30:39
Circulation corner. Jul'42:inside front cover
We are getting ready to build! Jul'46:8
NEW CASTLE, PENNSYLVANIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A live Pennsylvania Christian Endeavor Society (photo of Society) Sep'26:47
NEW CASTLE, WYOMING
Pioneering in Wyoming. Jan'21:41
NEW CHURCH ADVANCE PROGRAM
Global highlights. Dec'57:5
"X" for church planning. Apr'60:19
Where are the new churches? Jul'63:23
New Church Advance. Apr'64:13
A ministry on wheels. Apr'64:17
New churches services. Jul'64:17
Global highlights. Apr'66:5
Update on New Church Advance. Dec'69:14
In brief. Nov'70:40
NEW CHURCH CONFERENCE
New churches--the right way. Jul'57:11
(photo of participants p. 12)
NEW DELHI, INDIA
Third World Council Assembly set for New Delhi (photos) Jul'61:30
NEW DIRECTIONS IN WORLD MISSIONS
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
NEW ECHOTA LETTERS
New books. Mar'69:28
NEW ENGLAND
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:61
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:37
Book chat. Oct'40:25
NEW ENGLAND CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Global highlights. Jul'56:2 Sep'58:8
NEW ERA
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
"NEW FACES OF AFRICA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions (photo) Dec'59:44
NEW FLAGS
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
NEW GUINEA
Missionary problems in New Guinea. Apr'25:44
Missionary illustrations... Mar'30:53
A Chaplain's education in missions. Oct'44:11
Australian missions. Feb'63:46
NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire officials converted by prohibition. Sep'19:31

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. WIDER CITY PARISH
I have a book! Jul'66:23

NEW HAVEN DISCIPLE HOUSE AND CENTER
New Haven program. Jul'59:47
"Refresher" conference. Jan'60:35
Global highlights. May'60:6
Serving the ministry (photo) Apr'62:30
Global highlights. Feb'68:7

NEW HAVEN DISCIPLE HOUSE AND CENTER. W. E. GARRISON LECTURES
Global highlights. Feb'60:4
Classroom and campus. May'66:35

NEW HEBRIDES
Australian missions. Feb'63:46

NEW HISTORY SOCIETY
The threshold. Jan'38:2

NEW HOPE, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Every Member Canvass in a group of rural churches.
Mar'19:51

THE NEW INTERNATIONAL YEAR BOOK. 1962
Book chat. Dec'62:42

NEW JERSEY
Nevada leads in supporting ministry. Apr'20:45
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.Oct'27:27

NEW KENSINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Feb'20:62

"NEW LEASE ON LIFE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'65:45

NEW LIFE MOVEMENT

NEW LISBON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

NEW MARTINSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Feb'54:48

NEW MEXICO
Mexicans in the United States. Sep'19:29
Facts for the busy woman. Sep'19:45
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
Notes. Dec'19:64
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Where the light shines. Oct'24:56
Social trends. Apr'48:18
Here and there with World Call. Dec'48:48
Somebody cares for the migrants. Apr'49:14
Global highlights. Jul'49:3
Here and there with World Call. Apr'54:52 Jun'54:48
Maintenance aid. May'58:46
The scene. Feb'69:44

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Global highlights. Nov'49:2

NEW MEXICO COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

NEW MEXICO MIGRANT COMMITTEE
Somebody cares for the migrants. Apr'49:14
"A NEW MISSIONARY TO WALKER'S GARAGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'70:29

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
The call of the southland. May'19:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. CARROLLTON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Forging ahead in New Orleans (photo) Mar'27:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
Helping churches to walk alone. Jun'30:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40
Easter in Home Missions churches Jun'34:41

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Forging ahead in New Orleans. Mar'27:37

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. GENTILLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
News room. Mar'51:40
How we did it in New Orleans (photo) Jul'52:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
For adult mission study (photos of meeting place) Jul'54:40

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. ST. CHARLES AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Strategy at the Crescent City. Sep'19:34
Our new community and religious education plant (photo)

May'20:36
(photo) May'20:58
Board of Church Extension annual report. Nov'20:24
(photo) Aug'21:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:50
An investment of the Brotherhood (photo) Mar'24:36
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
Circle gives Jubilee banquet (photo of Young Woman's Mission circle)

May'24:43
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:53
Dreams to come true! (photo) Aug'29:11
(photo) Sep'29:13
Classroom and campus (photo of D.S.F.) Jan'52:30
For adult mission study (photos of school of missions)

Apr'58:38

NEW PATHS FOR OLD PURPOSES
Speaking of books. Sep'27:53

"A NEW PILGRIMAGE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jun'68:37

NEW PROVIDENCE, NEW JERSEY. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1960. Mar'61:52

NEW SHARON, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
All honor to Church Extension. Feb'20:47
(photo) Mar'20:43
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:61

NEW SHARON, IOWA. UNIN MILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'73:3

NEW SMYRNA, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
(photo) Aug'32:5

NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:38

NEW STANDARD BIBLE DICTIONARY
Book chat. May'36:30
NEW THEOLOGY NO. 7; THE RECOVERY OF TRANSCENDENCE
New books. Mar'71:28

NEW TOWN, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In the land of foreigners. May'27:47

NEW TOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
See
NEWTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

NEW UNION, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
A century church. Jul'20:36
(photo) May'31:7

NEW WORLD A'COMING
New books. Oct'68:36

NEW YEAR
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
Ring out, wild bells... (poem) Jan'24:19
A prayer for the new year (poem) Jan'27:45
A year is born! Jan'28:5
A New Year's prayer (poem) Jan'30:2
The new and the old (poem) Jan'30:30
Programs... Dec'31:37
In these very days. Jan'32:3
Songs for the night as well as the day (poems) Jan'32:24
Helps for the leaders of children groups. Dec'33:43
The last page. Jan'36:48 Jan'37:48
A prayer for the New Year. Jan'42:37
Putting the "new" in New Year's Day. Jan'48:41
On New Year's Eve (poem) Jan'48:48
New Year (poem) Jan'56:48
Opportunities unlimited in the holidays. Nov'61:17
World Calling... Jan'64:10
Glances and glimpses. Jan'64:22
A vow in every voice. Jan'65:9
Youth and the world mission. Jan'65:40
World Calling. Jan'66:10
Moodlin' Jan'70:35
Today is forever. Dec'73:33

NEW YEAR IN CHINA
See
CHINESE NEW YEAR

NEW YORK
What Home Missions money does. Apr'19:55
Rural survey uncovers strange conditions in eastern New York.
Oct'19:53
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28
New health for ailing churches. Sep'62:20
New York State lottery. Jan'67:9

NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE NORTHEAST

NEW YORK BIBLE SOCIETY
Echoes from everywhere.
Glimpses of the religious world.
   Mar'24:45   Oct'27:45   Dec'27:45   Dec'28:45
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
   (note) Feb'30:46
The scriptures on land and sea. Mar'52:45
NEW YORK. CONSTITUTION
   Global highlights. Jan'68:7
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
   Papers call for brutes. Nov'40:4
NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY
   The threshold. Jul'35:2
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
   Glimpses of the religious world.
      Jun'24:47   Sep'25:45   Dec'26:45
Under the mistletoe. Dec'30:19
Our missionary to Manhattan. Oct'36:6
   (photo) Jul'39:front cover
The threshold. Jul'39:4
Disciples of Christ in metropolitan New York. May'50:46
A few hundred souls amid eight million. Jul'54:19
Puerto Ricans on Fifth Avenue. Nov'57:15
Global highlights.
A long way. Jul'64:25
Global highlights. Feb'69:30
Developing a strategy for Disciples in New York metropolitan area.
Oct'71:suppl:11
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. BOWLING GREEN NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. BROADWAY TEMPLE METHODIST CHURCH
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
   (note) Aug'25:58
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE
   The Cathedral on the hill (photo) May'25:15
   Glimpses of the religious world.
      Oct'25:45   Jan'26:45   Apr'26:45
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   See also
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. PARK AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Sailing, sailing. Feb'19:58
   Notes. Jun'19:58
   The underwriting campaign. Jun'21:5
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:64
   Golden Jubilee notes. Dec'23:60
   Good ideas. May'28:47
   The church of the month. Nov'33:4
   The threshold. Dec'33:2   Oct'35:2
   Our missionary to Manhattan (photo) Oct'36:6
   The anniversary of an open door (photo) Oct'39:11
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. ITY HOUSING CORPORATION
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'28:45
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. COMMUNITY HOUSE
   Opening... Mar'19:54
   Notes. Aug'19:47
How our Community House serves. Aug'19:59
Dining at the New York Community House. Sep'19:15
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:47
(photo) Nov'19:7
"I was a stranger and ye took me in." Mar'20:49
All things to all people. May'20:50
(photo) Nov'20:21
What are the highest things in life? Jan'21:40
A Russian service. Jan'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:59
The fellow who cared enough (photos) Jul'21:10
The haunted house. Aug'21:20
Russian Evangelical Christian Church of New York and New Jersey (photo)
Aug'21:44
They won't forget her, will they? Feb'22:2
An up-lifted cross. Mar'22:25
The hope of the immigrant. May'22:34
Short and true from far and near. May'22:49
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51
Michael Matejka goes calling. Jul'22:53
Annual report... Sep'22:36
Some news items... Dec'22:45
They all look alike (photo) Jan'23:30
The Christmas spirit... Mar'23:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60
(photo) May'23:front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:10
The house of loving service (photos) May'24:7
Day by day (photos) May'24:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:11 (photo p. 10)
Going up. Sep'25:13
(photo) Oct'25:49
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
I made it for you. Jul'26:32
The inside that counts. Mar'27:83
Justifiable pride. May'27:41
Growing work with new Americans. Sep'27:7
(photo) Sep'27:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
New York looks ahead (photo) Feb'28:36
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
An investment...that paid off (photos) Sep'28:12
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:37
Are we neglecting the greatest mission field? Nov'28:25
Readjustments in our home mission work. May'29:9
...20 years after (photo at Camp Burton) Jan'39:48
(1919 photo) Jun'60:23

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. EAST HARLEM PROTESTANT PARISH
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
Gospel for a tough world. May'65:21
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Union movement among Russians. Jan'21:46

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. FEDERATION OF CHURCHES
Five year religious campaign. Jan'30:60

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Summer internship at Mariner's Temple. Mar'49:27

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. FIRST CORINTHIANS 13 CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Room for growing (photo) Jul'64:27

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. FIRST SPANISH METHODIST CHURCH
World events. May'71:36

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. FOUNTAIN CHURCH
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:21

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. LA HERMOSA IGLESIA CRISTI
(photo) Jul'54:front cover
The cover. Jul'54:inside front cover
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:22
Disciples make world need their concern. Feb'57:20
Puerto Ricans on Fifth Avenue (map) Nov'57:15
Global highlights.
(photo of dinner) Jan'58:4
(photo fo sponsors' meeting) (drawing of proposed building)
May'58:5
(photo of youth) Jul'58:13
Global highlights. Oct'58:5 Jan'59:4
(photo of congregational meeting) Apr'59:17
New neighbors, new opportunities. Jun'59:9
Global highlights.
Sep'59:6 Apr'68:4
(photo) Mar'60:5 (photos) Apr'61:5
Singing in a strange land. Nov'62:23
I wonder what they will do. Apr'63:12
Global highlights. Feb'64:5
Home missions means people! Apr'64:12
Room for growing (photos) Jul'64:27
Women on world highways. Jul'64:35
Global highlights (photo) Apr'65:4
Leadership training in two languages. Apr'67:21
In brief. May'69:38
The scene. Jul'70:44
Disciples build center in New York. Oct'73:40

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. INTERCHURCH CENTER
Global highlights.
Apr'56:3 Dec'58:7 Jul'60:5
Jun'56:6 Sep'59:8 Mar'61:4
Jan'58:4 (photo) Jan'60:5
Mission: the Christian's calling (photo of sculpture) Jun'66:45

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. JOHN F. KENNEY AIRPORT
Global highlights (drawing of chapels) May'67:6
Why three? May'67:9

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. KOREAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:51

NEW YORK, NEW YORK. MOUNT HERMON IGELSIAS CRISTI
Helping hands for young churches (photo) Apr'56:11
I wonder what they will do (photo) Apr'63:13
The city, the challenge the future (photo) Jul'64:23
Room for growing. Jul'64:27
(photo of literacy class) May'68:front cover
We learned to read. May'68:40
(photo) Sep'69:3
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. 169TH ST. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:64
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. PARK AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'25:45
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. PARK AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of sanctuary) Apr'45:front cover
The threshold. Apr'45:2
(photo) Apr'45:17
No other foundation (photo of worship service) Oct'48:7
A few hundred souls amid eight million. Jul'54:23
Here and there with World Call.
    Jan'55:48 Jan'59:58 Apr'59:50
News room. Sep'59:40
Here and there with World Call. Apr'60:50
Making unity a vital issue. Jun'61:19
Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:43
(photo) May'64:44
New day for Disciples in Manhattan (photo) Jun'64:21
Letters. Oct'64:50
In brief. Oct'68:8
Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:22
The scene. Jul'70:44
In brief. Nov'73:36
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. RIDGEWOOD HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. RIDGEWOOD HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. RIVERSIDE CHURCH
A service to men of the armed forces. Jun'42:30
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. RUSSIAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH (MISSION)
Opening of Disciples' Community House, New York City. Mar'19:54
Outstanding work... Jun'19:55
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Notes. Jun'19:59
Annual report... Sep'22:36
(photo) Jul'23:50
The house of loving service. May'24:7
Program helps. Dec'24:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:56
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. ST. JOSEPH'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jeopardizing church property. Feb'19:57
Notes. Oct'20:58
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF THE BRONX
See BRONX, NEW YORK. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. SINAI CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Jan'63:6
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. SPANISH HARLEM
A Spanish Harlem "fortress." Oct'64:21
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. STUYVESANT HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An opportunity accepted (photo) Mar'44:22
Mission churches. Sep'54:43
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. WILLIAMSBURG CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF BROOKLYN
See
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. WILLIAMSBURG CHRISTIAN CHURCH
NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
NEW YORK TIMES
Free speech and a free world. May'53:5
What Americans read. Dec'53:35
NEW ZEALAND
Missionary illustrations... Jan'26:53
Getting acquainted with Australia. Nov'27:19
President Burnham in Australia. Dec'28:4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:49
Coming--a world youth fellowship! Apr'29:29
The state of the church. May'42:31
Classroom and campus. Jun'48:35
Global highlights. Feb'50:2
Disciple missionary becomes Prime Minister. Dec'53:26
The search for unity. Oct'54:5
Women and world highways. Mar'55:33
Union in New Zealand. Feb'56:43
The will to unite--and patience. Mar'56:5
Global highlights. Mar'57:4 Sep'57:2
Stirrings of the spirit. May'60:30
Global highlights. Feb'61:5 Dec'61:4
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
Global highlights. Jan'63:5
The Disciples "down under." Nov'63:24
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4
Global highlights. May'66:5
In brief. Dec'67:8
World events. Jan'70:37
Convention hosts are churches in Australia and New Zealand.
Jul'70:27
World events. Jan'72:38
Church union moves ahead in New Zealand. May'72:20
World events. Dec'72:39
NEW ZEALAND--DESCRIPTION
Pearl of the Pacific. Oct'27:37
The farthest south (photos) May'34:6
NEWBERRY, (MRS. H. A.)
In memoriam. Oct'38:39
NEWBIGIN, LESSLIE EDWARD LESSLIE, 1909--
The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
Global highlights. Nov'58:6
Christian witness in East Asia. Jul'59:10
Good speaks at Athens. Mar'60:15
Global highlights. Apr'60:6 Nov'60:8
quoted. The meaning of mission. Feb'61:9
National Council looks at its task. Mar'61:17
quoted. Moments of meditation. Apr'63:37
(photo) Sep'64:43
NEWBIGIN, LESLIE E. A FAITH FOR THIS ONE WORLD
   Book chat. Apr'62:22
NEWBIGIN, LESLIE E. THE FINALITY OF CHRIST
   New books. Jan'70:28
NEWBIGIN, LESLIE E. HONEST RELIGION FOR SECULAR MAN
   New books. Mar'67:22
NEWBIGIN, LESLIE E. THE HOUSEHOLD OF GOD
   Book chat. Mar'54:18
NEWBIGIN, LESLIE E. SIN AND SALVATION
   quoted. Mar'72:back cover
Newbill, R. E.
   Letters. Sep'71:4
NEWBOLD, (MRS. V. W.)
   Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44
NEWBREY, ORELL
   Kansas church in EHP (photo) Sep'64:45
NEBURN, ELMA JANE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30
NEWBY, ALFRED
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
NEWBY, ARTHUR C
   Our colleges at work. Nov'34:33
NEWBY, CHARLES L
   Vote to send World Call to all homes (photo) Feb'61:46
NEWBY, DONALD
   Classroom and campus. Jan'46:28
NEWBY, DONALD ORVILLE, 1925-
   (married to Maybelle Miller Reid Newby)
   Global highlights. Apr'61:8
   United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
   News room. Mar'64:36
   Missionary register. Apr'66:49
   Disciples in the news. May'67:7
NEWBY, KATE
   (death) Dec'21:57
NEWBY, MAYBELLE MILLER REID, 1924-
   (married to Donald Orville Newby)
   United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
   News room. Mar'64:36
   Missionary register. Apr'66:49
NEWCASTLE, INDIANA. BETHEL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The missionary society in a country church (photo) Dec'21:52
NEWCOMB, MATTIE ZIGLER
   (death) Oct'21:64
NEWCOMB, W. K
   Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
NEWCOMBE, CLAUDE R
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43
Newcomer, Annette, 1866-1946
   Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
   Missions in a mission church. Jun'27:37
   When enthusiasm ran high. Jun'27:49
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
   How one church is developing a passion for missions. Oct'32:31
NEWCOMER, ANNETTE, 1866-1946
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
   (photos) Jan'28:32 Jun'28:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
How one church is developing a passion for missions. Oct'32:31
(death) News room. Oct'46:41

NEWCOMER, JAMES W
Classroom and campus. Oct'65:49
Classroom and campus (photo)
Jan'68:35  Jan'69:42

NEWCOMER, PETREA CHRISTINE DAM, -1956
Do all interpret? (photo) Dec'28:42
Here and there with World Call. Jan'53:48
In memoriam. Mar'56:35

NEWELL, C  O
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2

Newell, Frederick B
The American city as a home missionary field. Nov'40:27

NEWELL, H  B
(photo) Oct'26:31

NEWELL, HERBERT W
Global highlights. May'47:4

NEWELL, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Supporting an orphan boy in India (photo of C. E. Society)
Feb'27:47

Newens, Frances
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:8

NEWFIELD, JACK. A PROPHETIC MINORITY, THE AMERICAN NEW LEFT
New books. Mar'68:38

Newhall, Charles S
(untilted poem) Jun'54:39

NEWLAND, CHESTER
In brief. Feb'69:38

NEWLAND, NANNIE D., -1949
In memoriam. Nov'49:43

NEWLEE, ANNIE W
(death) Jul'23:54

Newlon, Jesse H
Does the church face realities? Oct'28:19

NEWLUN, ANNA
In memoriam. Mar'37:39

NEWMAN, (married to John Newman)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'40:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'50:42

NEWMAN, BARBARA. THE FAMILY CAMPING GUIDE
New books. Jun'67:22

NEWMAN, BARCLAY
World events (photo) Jun'70:37

NEWMAN, DAISY. DILIGENCE IN LOVE
Book chat. May'51:40

NEWMAN, HUNTER H
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'55:31

NEWMAN, JAMES. THE FAMILY CAMPING GUIDE
New books. Jun'67:22

NEWMAN, JOHN
Aboard the Gospel chariot (photo) Jul'25:22
An apostolic scene in Louisiana. Sep'25:19
(photo) Jun'26:57
The mission to the French Acadians. Mar'28:39
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Returns on our investment in French-America (photo) Apr'32:9
Among the Acadians. Oct'33:26
An Acadian country church. Jan'38:27
The French field. Apr'40:9
Fifth Sunday meetings. Jun'46:28
A church in the making (photo) Jul'47:28
Global highlights. Apr'48:3
News room. Sep'48:40
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'50:42
Mission to the Evangeline country (photo) Nov'51:14
Newman, Lyle V., 1911-1988
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
A new Mexican church is born. Sep'47:42
The opportunity of city churches. Apr'50:13
Big city gets a new church. Sep'51:14
North of the border. Oct'51:22
NEWMAN, LYLE V., 1911-1988
News room. Jan'47:44
(photo) Nov'48:28 Jun'49:2
Epistles from Big City. Oct'49:9
(photo) Jul'50:26
News room. Jun'52:38 Jul'53:40 May'54:38
For adult mission study. Sep'54:36
Global highlights. Jul'56:5
News room. Apr'61:34
quoted. Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:25
Newman, William C
Disciples guide their ministers of tomorrow. Sep'62:17
NEWMAN, WILLIAM C
Churches added to EHP program (photo) Apr'60:47
NEWMAN, WILLIAM WARREN
Classroom and campus. May'52:29
Newport, Bessie
Letters. Jul'69:4
NEWPORT, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:15 Jul'38:1
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA. HARBOR FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
(photo of new church site) Apr'59:16
NEWPORT, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Apr'30:45
(photo of parsonage) Jan'46:1
NEWSHAM, HAROLD GOAD. THE MAN WHO FEARED A BARGAIN
Book chat. Nov'59:42
NEWSLETTERS
See CHURCH NEWSLETTERS
Newsom, Anita
See Newsom, Mary Anita Taylor
Newsom, Mary Anita Taylor, 1899- (married to Clarence W. Newsom)
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
Meditations. Nov'62:39
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
Moments of meditation. Sep'63:39
NEWSOM, MARY ANITA TAYLOR, 1899-
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:22
News room. Jan'56:39
Ministering to people on the move (photo) Feb'59:29
News room. Apr'61:46
(retirement) News room. May'64:34
NEWSOM, G. E. THE NEW MORALITY
Book chat. Feb'34:14
NEWSOM, HERSCHEL D.
Churchmen face economic issues (photo) May'50:17

NEWSPAPERS
How people read. Apr'51:6
Responsibility goes with freedom. Sep'51:5

NEWTH, WILLIAM ALBERT, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37

NEWTON, (married to Harry E. Newton)
In memoriam. Jul'36:39
NEWTON, (married to Leroy Newton) -1953
In memoriam. May'53:35
Newton, Arline A
Three thoughts (poem) Jul'69:46

NEWTON, ERIC. 2000 YEARS OF CHRISTIAN ART
New books. Feb'67:39
Newton, George
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36

NEWTON, GEORGE
The scene (photo) Feb'71:45
Newton, Joseph Fort, 1876-1950
A prayer. Jun'26:back cover
When is a man educated? Jan'31:inside front cover

NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. EVERYDAY RELIGION
Book chat. Jun'50:45
NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. EVERYDAY RELIGIOUS LIVING
Book chat. Feb'52:42
NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. HIS CROSS AND OURS
Book chat. Mar'41:23
NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. LIFE VICTORIOUS
Book chat. Feb'49:40
NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. RIVER OF YEARS
Book chat. Jul'46:22
NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. THE STUFF OF LIFE
Book chat. Dec'39:41
NEWTON, JOSEPH FORT. WE HERE HIGHLY RESOLVE
Book chat. Jul'39:45

NEWTON, LLOYD W
Washington, Tennessee churches enter EHP (photo) Mar'62:43

NEWTON, LOUIE D
Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:2 Jan'48:2
Global highlights. Feb'49:4 Dec'59:7 Jan'60:6

NEWTON, MARGARET
Classroom and campus. Apr'60:32
Newton, R H
The beloved physician. Apr'25:57
NEWTON, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An Iowa church made missionary. Dec'22:53
NEWTON, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Where the plan worked. Apr'27:55
1100 years of missionary activity (photo of missionary society) Jan'30:59
Youth and missions. Apr'48:35
NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS. ELIOT CHURCH
Drama of world hunger. Nov'71:24
NEWTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Where faith is instilled early. Jan'29:42
Evangelism in the Coke region. Mar'29:61
NEZ PERCE INDIANS
Two thousand miles for a book. Jun'23:46
NGANDO
Ngando--the strong. Dec'34:27
NGISIT, JOHN
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:29
NGOIE NUMBI
Leprosy: from fear to hope (photo) Oct'73:26
NGOLO, SIMON
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
NGONDE, LUKE
Daily Easter in Africa. May'24:35
NGONDO, CONGO
With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36
He that goeth forth with weeping. Jun'30:36
NIAGARA FALLS
(photo) Jul'24:front cover
Niagara and God's grace. Jul'24:1
NIAS, BASIL
quoted. Students say. Mar'71:17
NICARAGUA
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
May'25:55
NICHEREN (BUDDHIST SAINT)
Japan's fanatical faith. Sep'64:26
NICHOL, C
To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
NICHOL, W. ROBERTSON. REUNION IN ETERNITY
The book shelf. Oct'19:58
NICHOLAS, D W
(photo) Mar'24:37
Nicholas, Evelyn Norton, 1900- (married to Ward I. Nicholas)
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
NICHOLAS, EVELYN NORTON, 1900-
News room. Jun'56:42
Global highlights (photo) May'61:4
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'67:37
NICHOLL, S M
(photo) Sep'40:26
NICHOLLS, L G
Women and world highways. Dec'35:35
NICHOLLS, SALLIE, -1955
In memoriam. Sep'55:35
NICHOLLS, (married to Carl A. Nichols)
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'53:31
NICHOLS, (married Elwood Nichols)
   New adventures of service to Indian Americans (photo) Apr'59:29
NICHOLS, A L
   In memoriam. Oct'37:39
Nichols, Albert
   From a mission point to self-support. Jul'22:51
NICHOLS, ALBERT
   Notes. May'20:61
NICHOLS, ALVIN
   (photo) Dec'71:47
NICHOLS, AUTA PRATT
   In memoriam. Apr'39:39
NICHOLS, C. WILLIAM, 1927-
   (photo) Sep'58:12
NICHOLS, CATHERINE G., -1990
   World events (photo) May'73:40
NICHOLS, D WARD
   Report of a mission on fellowship (photo) Jun'56:31
NICHOLS, FLORA, -1948
   In memoriam. Jun'48:39
NICHOLS, FRED B
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52
Nichols, Fred Sammons, 1882-1952
   Long live those early voices. Jan'20:33
   An open road. Feb'21:15
   The laurels that among the Cypress grow. Apr'21:14
   The house at the fork of the road. May'21:8
   What Aunt Betsy told me. Nov'28:61
   Waiting. Apr'29:11
   Our missionary--an appreciation. May'37:31
   A prayer for ministers. Jan'38:22
   The triumph of four decades. Jun'38:22
   Have faith in your pastor. Sep'45:23
NICHOLS, FRED SAMMONS, 1882-1952
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:52
   In memoriam. May'53:35
NICHOLS, FREDERICK SAMMONS. THE HOUSE OF SPRAT
   Book chat. Jul'49:42
NICHOLS, JAMES H. EVANSTON: AN INTERPRETATION
   Book chat. May'55:16
NICHOLS, JAMES HASTINGS. PRIMER FOR PROTESTANTS
   Book chat. Jul'48:14
NICHOLS, JOHN S
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
NICHOLS, OLIVE HANEY
   In memoriam. Mar'45:33
NICHOLS, PEGGY
   (photo) May'57:front cover
Nichols, Virginia Isabel, 1915-1959
   The S. C. I. "mission." Feb'42:43
   S.C.I. serves the community. Apr'42:7
   From Jamaica to Southern Christian Institute. Apr'42:45
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
   The art of living. Apr'43:30
   Worship class at S.C.I. Jun'43:30
   Crowded out at Beulah. Apr'45:12
   S.C.I. serves the rural woman. Nov'45:23
The Community Improvement Association. Jan'47:32

NICHOLS, VIRGINIA ISABEL, 1915-1959
News room. Oct'40:46
(photo) Sep'46:27
News room. Jan'50:34
(death) News room. Jan'60:32

NICHOLSON, (married to Maurice Nicholson)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'56:48

NICHOLSON, ADDA NEVA
See
NICHOLSON, NEVA, 1889-1988

NICHOLSON, DARLENE
Classroom and campus. Nov'61:30

NICHOLSON, ERNEST CRAWFORD, 1874-1946
How one pastro brings things to pass (photo) Aug'20:27

Nicholson, H H
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:50

NICHOLSON, H W
(photo) Mar'24:30
Nicholson, Helen
Good ideas... Sep'32:39

NICHOLSON, HELEN
There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27

NICHOLSON, MIKLOS
Classroom and campus. Apr'57:31
Global highlights. Jun'57:4
Nicholson, Minnie, 1894-
Convention and Golden Jubilee in India. Mar'25:32
A word in season. Jun'25:57
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'25:51  Sep'26:51  Apr'27:49

NICHOLSON, MINNIE, 1894-
Severing the Ivy Chain (photo) Jul'24:7
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53

NICHOLSON, NEWTON J., 1857-1934
Memoriam. Feb'35:39
Nicholson, Neva, 1889-1988
Report of the Annual Convention of the India Mission...
Aug'20:31
Echoes from everywhere.
O Lord, graciously accept it. Sep'24:29
The coming of Gandhi. Jun'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:39
The song (poem) Dec'37:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'38:40  Feb'38:38
Increase our faith. May'48:29
Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
Missionary worship service. Dec'54:37

NICHOLSON, NEVA, 1889-1988
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:39
(photo) Nov'41:42
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:27
For adult mission study (photo) Jan'55:38
Nicholson, Nora

Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:64

NICHOLSON, RACHEL
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31

NICHOLSON, ROBERT LAWRENCE
Class room and campus. Oct'42:32

Nicholson, S E
On the highway to peace. Sep'25:17

NICHOLSON, W F
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:64

NICHISON, ADA

NICHISON, HOPE H., 1893-
Lights and shadows of a woman doctor's life. Feb'26:61
Varied duties of a missionary doctor. Mar'27:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50 Aug'30:40,41
Saved to serve. Feb'31:15
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:39
Just life or the abundant life. Jun'33:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:39
Jhunow goes to boarding school. Dec'33:45
Babies or cows—which! Jan'34:29
Saving the babies of India. Jan'34:31
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:39 Apr'34:39
An Indian story in pictures. Jun'34:24
Who will give him his chance? Oct'34:43
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:38
Mothers and babies. Jul'35:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'35:39
Philmat. Oct'35:34
A doctor in India. Apr'36:45
And there was light. Dec'36:42
One big family. Jul'37:32
Sudama Bai and her twin girls. Apr'38:29
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'38:38 Apr'38:38 Oct'51:37
From brush heap to nurses' training. Oct'51:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'51:37 Apr'56:34
Disciples begin new maternal health and child welfare service in India.
Jun'56:49
Weather is important. Oct'56:45
The story of Rizzi Bai. Jun'57:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36 Nov'59:34

NICHISON, HOPE H., 1893-

(photo) Apr'23:13
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
(photo) May'24:12
Equipped for service. Jul'26:39
(photo) Mar'27:51
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
(photo) Jan'34:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40 May'36:31
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'36:inside front cover
(photo) Apr'38:29
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Dec'38:40      Feb'39:34      Dec'39:40      Jan'40:32
(photo) Dec'40:28
News room. Oct'41:34
A chaplain visits Bilaspur. Jan'45:39
The Jackman Memorial Hospital (photo) Jul'45:28
News room. Jun'47:35
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'48:36
From orphans to nurses (photo) May'49:8
News room. (photo) Nov'50:38
News room. Feb'55:38 (photo p. 39)
Healing and much more! May'58:29
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'60:28
Servant to nurse. Nov'65:34
NICKELL, GRACE (married to Milton C. Nickell)
He is known by his works. Jul'51:28
NICKELL, MILTON C (married to Grace Nickell)
Commencement at Hazel Green. Sep'25:40
He is known by his works (photo) Jul'51:28
Global highlights (photo) Feb'58:6
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years (photo)
Sep'59:27
NICKELL, SUSAN
See
CORATHERS, SUSAN NICKELL
Nickelson, (Mrs. K. M.)
Letters. Jan'71:4
NICKERSON, ARTHUR W G
(photo) Jul'23:12
NICKERSON, CLIFFORD C
(photo) Jul'23:12
NICKERSON, E J
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
NICKERSON, FRANCIS
(photo) Sep'39:31       Sep'42:8
NICKERSON, HOFFMAN. THE LOSS OF UNITY
Book chat. Feb'62:22
NICKERSON, JOHN C
(photo) Jul'23:12
NICKERSON, LILLIAN P
(photo) Jul'23:12
NICKEY, GRACE DUFF, -1952
In memoriam. Apr'53:35
Nicklin, L. P.
Letters. Sep'65:46
NICOLA, M. G. DEARLY BELOVED
Book chat. Sep'51:24
NICOLAS PAGDILAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
(photo of church) Dec'49:9
NICOLSON, LESLIE
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
NIDA, EUGENE A., 1914-
Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:2
quoted. Last column.
Oct'57:48      Dec'57:52      Jun'58:50      Mar'61:54
NIDA, EUGENE A. MESSAGE AND MISSION
Book chat. Sep'61:24
NIEBUHR, HELMUT RICHARD  
quotation. Last column. Apr'62:50  
NIEBUHR, HELMUT RICHARD. THE CHURCH AGAINST THE WORLD  
Book chat. Dec'35:21  
NIEBUHR, HELMUT RICHARD. THE KINGDOM OF GOD IN AMERICA  
Book chat. Feb'38:24  
NIEBUHR, HULDA. VENTURES IN DRAMATICS  
Book chat. Mar'36:31  
Niebuhr, Reinhold, 1892-1971  
Our world. Feb'36:11  
Honesty and logic in public affairs. Feb'47:38  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD, 1892-1971  
Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45  
Book chat. Apr'34:13          Dec'48:22      Jul'60:18  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD. CHRISTIAN REALISM AND POLITICAL PROBLEMS  
Book chat. Feb'54:39  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD. AN INTERPRETATION OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS  
Book chat. Feb'36:22  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD. FAITH AND HISTORY  
Book chat. Oct'49:20  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD. THE IRONY OF AMERICAN HISTORY  
Book chat. Jul'52:14  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD. MORAL MAN AND IMMORAL SOCIETY  
American faces the future. May'33:10  
NIEBUHR, REINHOLD. THE NATURE AND DESTINY OF MAN, Vol. I  
Book chat. Oct'41:23  
Niebuhr, Ursula M  (married to Reinhold Niebuhr)  
Women and world highways. Dec'40:33  
NIEDERHUTH, WAYNE LEE, 1934-  
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8  
NIEDERMEYER, MABEL  
See  
McCaw, Mabel Niedermeyer  
Niehaus, (Mrs. E. A.)  
Good ideas... Jan'32:38  
NIELSEN, NIELS C. THE LAYMAN LOOKS AT WORLD RELIGIONS  
Book chat. Dec'62:42  
NIELSEN, OTTO R  
Classroom and campus.  
Nov'50:36       Sep'63:33       May'65:35  
NIELSON, EDWARD  
Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:25 (photo p. 24)  
NIMOELLER,   (married to Martin Niemoeller)  
(photo) May'46:25  
Niemoeller, Martin  
Prayer for the hungry. Apr'64:25  
NIMOELLER, MARTIN  
Editorial correspondence. Sep'37:5  
The state of the church. Apr'43:27  
...first word. Jun'45:3  
We accuse ourselves (photo) Jan'46:8  
Global highlights. Sep'46:3  
quotation. Editorial correspondence from Seattle. Jan'47:6  
Global highlights (photo) Mar'53:2  
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30  
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:19  
Global highlights.
NIEMOELLER, MARTIN. FROM U-BOAT TO PULPIT
Book chat. Apr'38:34
NIEMOELLER, MARTIN. HERE STAND I
Book chat. Apr'38:34
NIETO, MARIA DE LA LUZ
(photo) Sep'48:31
NIFON, ADDIE
In memoriam. May'28:48
NIFONG, FRANK GOSNEY, 1867-1955
Afterglow in Missouri (photo) Dec'48:7
NIGERIA
For adult missionary groups. Mar'46:34
Katsina Christmas. Dec'48:28
Village responds. Sep'61:44
Global highlights.
   Nov'61:8 Feb'63:4 Oct'64:4 Mar'65:6
World events. Mar'69:31
Pentecost with cherubim and seraphim. Jan'70:8
World events. Dec'71:37
Contrasts in Africa. Feb'73:30
NIGERIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Direct line. Jun'68:38
I saw the church serve in Nigeria. May'70:14
"THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAST" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Oct'73:36
"NIGHT CALL" (RADIO PROGRAM)
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'68:5
Global highlights. Feb'69:34
NIGHTENHELDER, (married to Paul Nightenhelser)
News room (photo) May'51:38
NIGHTENHELDER, VIOLA, -1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39
NILE RIVER
Across the Atlantic via the Nile. Jan'41:23
NILES, DANIEL T
(photo) Feb'40:34
Racial tension--a world-wide problem. Jul'57:40
quoted. Time to catch up. Feb'60:20
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:25
Global highlights. Jun'62:4
quoted. Nov'68:14
World events. Nov'69:36
NILES, DANIEL T. BUDDHISM AND THE CLAIMS OF CHRIST
New books. Jul'68:37
NILES, DANIEL T. THE MESSAGE AND ITS MESSENGERS
New books. Jul'66:24
NILES, DANIEL T. THE PREDICATOR'S TASK AND THE STONE OF STUMBLING
Book chat. Mar'58:20
NILES, DANIEL T. THAT THEY MAY HAVE LIFE
Book chat. Sep'51:24
NILES, DANIEL T. UPON THE EARTH
Book chat. Jan'63:18
NILES, DANIEL T. WE KNOW IN PART
New books. Jan'65:44
NILES, EDWARD N
  Classroom and campus. Feb'49:33

NILES, F A
  Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

NILES, OHIO
  World events. Jun'71:37

NILSSON, (married to David Nilsson)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
  News room. Jan'43:34

NILSSON, HAZEL WALL (married to Marion W. Nilsson)
  The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

NILSSON, MARION W. (married to Hazel Wall Nilsson)
  Disciples at Yale (photo)
    Jul'29:29    Jul'31:30
  quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Sep'50:26

Nimitz, Chester W
  Hopes for the future. Oct'46:40

NIMITZ, CHESTER W.
  (photo) Jun'46:4

NIMMO, MINNIE V
  In memoriam. May'45:33

NINE WHO CHOSE AMERICA
  Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41

NIPPON SEISHO KYOKWAI
  Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
  More Bibles for Japan. Feb'47:45

NISBET, JO ANN PEARCE (married to Benjamin Dinsmore Nisbet)
  Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'62:34

NISEI
  See
  JAPANESE IN THE UNITED STATES

NISHIHARA, AKIRA
  Global highlights. Oct'68:6

Nishimura, Sugao
  Journeying with God (poem) Jan'63:31

NISHIMURA, YUKO
  (photo) Nov'59:22

NITKALA, ANDRE W.
  (photo) Jan'71:19

NITRO, WEST VIRGINIA
  Notes. Feb'20:58
  Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42

NIVELLE, ROBERT GEORGE
  Noted French General to head Mayflower delegation. Nov'20:51

NIWA, (MRS. S.)
  (photo) Oct'26:31

NIWA, S
  (photo) Oct'26:31

Nixon, Elizabeth
  Women and world highways. Oct'46:33

NIXON, RICHARD MILHOUSE, 1913-
  Classroom and campus. Apr'57:30
  Global highlights. Jun'60:8
  quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'70:7

NIXSON, KEITH
  Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
NJOJI, AMBA
The ordination of Mark Njoji (photo) Jan'21:30

Njoji, Mark
The victory of David Eanga. Mar'28:36
A letter from Mark Njoji. Jan'29:37

NJOJI, MARK
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
The ordination of Mark Njoji (photo) Jan'21:30
Our joy and crown (photo) Mar'23:40
(photo) Mar'24:inside front cover
Material and spiritual light in Africa. May'25:40
A hike through the forest. Jun'25:37
The Church of Christ in Congo. Sep'25:25
quoted. They read like Paul's Epistles. Apr'26:59
(photo) Oct'26:6
Native preachers becoming efficient. Mar'27:60
A happy day at Bolenge. Aug'27:60
Up the Congo. Nov'27:62
Into the Ubangi country. Mar'28:39
(photo) Feb'29:40
Drops of prayer. Jun'29:45
Knowledge vs ignorance. Jun'30:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
(photo) Jun'38:16
News room (photo) Oct'53:37
Bolenge—the little church that wouldn't stop growing (photo) Nov'53:23
quoted. For adult mission study. Feb'54:36

NJOKU, PAUL
New advance in Africa. Dec'20:50
The romance of the commonplace. Sep'24:24

NKILI, CONGO
Two women trek through jungle. Jul'27:18
Bicycling through Congo. Oct'34:28

NKOI DAVID
What makes a mission station? Feb'40:33

NKOI PAUL
Congo pastors want to grow. Feb'60:15

NKOMBE, CONGO
Where something happens all the time. Jul'34:29

NKONGA, LOUIS (married to Mary Nkonga)
Africans in our church (photo) Feb'69:20

NKONGA, MARY (married to Louis Nkonga)
Africans in our church. Feb'69:21

NKONGE, PAULINA
Follow me. Jul'41:26

NKU MIRIUM
And peace reigned again! (photo) Jan'42:46

NKUM LEBEKA
Women and world highways. Apr'60:35
"NO HANDBOUTS FOR MRS. HEDGEPETH" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Feb'71:29
"NO RESPECTER OF PERSON" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'58:41
"NO SHALLOW PLANTING" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'57:46
"NO TIME TO WAIT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'65:43

NO TOBACCO LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Apr'19:61

NOAH'S ARK
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'70:5

NOBEL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45

NOBEL PRIZE FOR PEACE
No peace prize. Jan'34:3
A merited and popular award. Nov'50:6

NOBLE, (MRS. W. A.)
In memoriam. Oct'37:39

NOBLE, HUBERT C
(photo) Apr'47:39
Persons in the news. Sep'55:2

NOBLE, LOUISE
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44

NOBLE, Merna, -1962
In memoriam. Dec'62:45

Nock, ARTHUR DARBY. ST. PAUL
Book chat. Jun'39:22

NODAWAY COUNTY, MISSOURI
Nodaway County evangelistic campaign. Feb'24:56

NOE, CLARENCE
Classroom and campus. Dec'48:32 Nov'52:31

NOE, JAMES A (married to Patricia Noe)
Family man, churchman, judge (photo) Dec'69:41
Audio visuals. May'73:37
World events (photo) Jun'73:36

NOE, NELLIE GRACE, -1955
In memoriam. Mar'56:35

NOEL, (married to E. Lyttleton Noel, Jr.)
They built a church in five weeks. Nov'53:10 (photo p. 11)

NOEL, ADDIE MAY
In memoriam. Sep'37:39

NOEL, E. LYTTLETON, JR.
They built a church in five weeks. Nov'53:10 (photo p. 11)

NOEL, ELIZABETH OLIVE, -1955 (married to William L Noel)
In memoriam. Mar'56:35

NOEL, MARY
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'64:6

NOEL, SAIDA, -1967 (married to C. Roy Noel)
In memoriam. Dec'67:40

NOELL, J T., JR.
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'47:30

Noffsinger, Edith M. 1893-1958
No grass growing under her feet. Feb'25:34
First tasks of a new missionary. Apr'25:42
Some will find good soil. May'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61
Vacation schools in the Philippines. Oct'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:60
Organizing a Sunday school. Oct'25:63
Christmas in other lands. Dec'25:56
The mountain top... May'26:37
Christian Endeavor Week in the Philippines. Jun'26:41
In the service of the King. Oct'26:43
The need of pastors. Oct'26:58
Being the adventures of "Lizzie" and others. Dec'26:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48
Baguio Woman's student conference. May'29:28
Hawaii--far western outpost. Sep'48:22

NOFFSINGER, EDITH M. 1893-1958
Severing the Ivy Chain (photo) Jul'24:7
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:19
(photo) Jun'26:41 Dec'26:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47 Oct'27:48
(photo) Mar'28:52 May'29:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40 Oct'36:34
A people remember. Jun'54:40
(death) News room. Jun'58:34

NOFRONTIER NEWS SERVICE
Don't be fooled! Dec'39:16

NOFZIGER, RONALD S
In brief. Apr'70:43

NOGALES, MEXICO

NOGUCHI, HIDEYO
(death) A scientist points the way. Jul'28:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31

NOHAR, DUKHALA
Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38

NOIZUMI, HIROSHI
Adventure in Japan. Jan'62:27

NOKONJI PHILLIPS
Sunday in Congo was a very great day (photo) Jan'53:26

Nolan, H. S.
Letters. Oct'69:4

NOLAN, JANE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'63:35

NOLAND, GARNER DEALY, 1903?--
News room. Sep'44:28

NOLAND, RUTH, -1955
In memoriam. Feb'56:35

NOLAND, TINA HONEA, -1969 (married to Roy Noland)
In memoriam. Jan'70:43

Nolde, O. Frederick, 1899--
Youth and missions. Dec'47:33
The UN works for human rights. Mar'48:21

NOLDE, O. FREDERICK, 1899--
(photo) Mar'45:16,17
Interpretations from San Francisco. Jun'45:16
Global highlights. Jan'49:3
A man speaks up in faith. Feb'51:6
Global highlights. May'51:3
quoted. Three pronged peace offensive (photo) Jul'51:14
Global highlights. (photo) Nov'53:3 Dec'53:2
World peace. Dec'53:44
(photo) Jan'55:24 Dec'55:15

NOLEN, O. FREDERICK. TOWARD WORLD-WIDE CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Mar'47:21
NOOI, LUNG
   Direct line (photos) Nov'69:30
NOON, N E
   (photo) Nov'23:15
NOONAN, (married to Glen R. Noonan) -1961
   In memoriam. Dec'61:35
NOONAN, GLEN R. -1961
   In memoriam. Dec'61:35
NOOR, MINIS (married to Nadia Noor)
   Servant of the people. Mar'58:45
NOOR, NADIA (married to Minis Noor)
   Servant of the people. Mar'58:45
Norcross, Ellinor
   Devotions (poem) May'28:28
NORDEEN, GEORGIA ANNE
   See BECKER, GEORGIA ANNE NORDEEN
NORDEHAUG, JOSEF
   quoted. Last column. Apr'62:50
NORDQUIST, SUE
   Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34
NORFLEET, MARY CROCKETT. WITH HAPPY VOICES
   Book chat. Mar'59:40
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
   War emergency work at Norfolk. Jan'19:20
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA. DIAMOND SPRINGS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:21
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   How one church provided for its children. Nov'22:43
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
      Jul'24:54    May'25:52
   Lovest thou me? May'29:23
NORFORD, LUCILLE
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Jan'60:50
NORGREN, WILLIAM A
   Global highlights. Oct'59:4
NORLIN, GEORGE
NORMAL, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
   Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
   Missions in the local church. Jul'35:40
NORMAN, (MRS. E. G.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'43:inside front cover
NORMAN, JACK
   (photo) Dec'38:31
NORMAN, LES
   The scene. Feb'73:33
NORMAN, W O
   The Star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Building the Kingdom at Norman (photo) Jul'30:21
   New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
NORMAN STATION, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Oct'51:17
Norment, Arabella Bedia (Marvin), 1892-1937
   (married to Malcolm Norment)
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
NORMENT, ARABELLA BEDIA (MARVIN), 1892-1937
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26
Note (marriage) Nov'19:63
Notes. Aug'20:48
(photo) Sep'21:14
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Mar'31:33  Jun'35:31  Sep'35:43  Mar'37:42
    May'35:31
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:43
Station UCMS broadcasting Jul'37:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38

NORMENT, ASHLEIGH, 1947-
(birth) News room. May'47:35
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:19

NORMENT, JACKSON CLAIR, -1942
(death) News room. Dec'42:34
Work is fun. Dec'51:26

Norment, Laura Mai McDonald, 1908-1986
(married to Malcolm Lynn Norment)
A teachers vacation. Jan'40:28

NORMENT, LAURA MAI McDONALD, 1908-1986
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Jan'40:32
(ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
The first year in Paraguay. Jul'43:34
(marriage) News room. Mar'44:34
News room.
    May'44:28  May'45:28  Sep'47:41  Dec'48:31
For adult missionary groups. Oct'49:34
Crusade progress (photo) Feb'50:26
(photo) Dec'50:28
News room. Mar'52:32
A visiting ministry among the Yakimas (photos) Apr'53:14
This church can help our people. Apr'55:14
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:17
News room (photo) Jun'56:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'57:34
From seed to harvest in Paraguay. Feb'59:25

Norment, Malcolm Lynn, 1890-1969
(married to Arabella Bedia Marvin Norment, 1919)
(married to Laura Mae McDonald Norment, 1944)
The open Bible. Feb'22:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:61
Revolution in Paraguay. Sep'23:14
Colegio Internacional in the future of Paraguay. Oct'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:49  Dec'23:58
Men, women and God in Paraguay. Mar'24:41
What goes on at home. Oct'31:28
Noting the changes in Asuncion. Jan'32:28
A valuable gift. Feb'32:27
Depression and the lepers of Paraguay. Jun'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40
Doctor for Asuncion. Oct'34:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:39
Leaders for tomorrow's Paraguay. Nov'35:9
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:38
Templo Christiano, Asuncion. Sep'40:32
People a missionary meets. Jun'41:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'41:39
The if's and when's of a leper colony. Jun'42:27
Will the war bring benefits too? Jun'42:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:38
Colegio Internacional. Jul'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39 Jun'43:29
Improvements at the Leper Colony. Jul'43:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'43:26
Good news for lepers in Paraguay. Nov'43:25
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:32
Protestantism in Paraguay. Jun'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
Christmas in the Longhouse. Feb'49:45
Migrating with the Indian migrants. Jul'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38
A slow patient people—the Indian. Oct'49:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'51:36
Fine people inhabit both lands! Mar'51:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36 Jun'51:36
Lepers receive loving care at Sapucay. Sep'51:46
The Yakimas need a church. Apr'52:12
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38

NORMENT, MALCOLM LYNN, 1890-1969
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
(photo) Aug'19:26
Note (marriage) Nov'19:63
Notes. Aug'20:48
(photo) Sep'21:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
(photo) May'36:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'36:inside front cover
(photo) Nov'36:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42 Apr'38:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:38
News room. Mar'42:43
The first year in Paraguay. Jul'43:34
(marriage) News room. Mar'44:34
News room.
May'44:28 May'45:28 Sep'47:41 Dec'48:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
(photo) Apr'49:10
Crusade progress (photo) Feb'50:26
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'50:36
News room. Sep'51:38 Nov'51:30
A visiting ministry among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'53:15
News room (photo) Mar'54:38
This church can help our people. Apr'55:10
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:15
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'57:34
From seed to harvest in Paraguay. Feb'59:25
Return to Paraguay. Jul'60:31
Global highlights (photo) Jan'61:5
(photo) Jan'69:25
In memoriam. Sep'69:34
NORMENT, MALCOLM LYNN, 1924-1966
Latin American missionary children. Jun'38:6 (photo p. 7)
In memoriam. Sep'66:46
NORMENT, MARY BETH, 1946-
(birth) News room. Mar'46:38
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:15
Norment, William Meredith, 1886-1971
(married to Margaret B. Norment)
I want my son to be a minister. Sep'34:9
NORMENT, WILLIAM MEREDITH, 1886-1971
(photo) Sep'34:9
NORMENT, WILLIAM MEREDITH, JR.
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'62:34
NORO, TAKASHI
Church with a spirit of service. Apr'58:35
NORRED, ARTHUR
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
NORRIS, ALICE, -1942
In memoriam. Sep'42:39
Norris, Beauford Abraham, 1909-1986 (married to Shirley Norris)
Miracle in North English. Oct'52:8
The downtown church carries on. Nov'54:7
What every minister must know. Sep'56:20
Disciples at the helm of the National Council... Jun'63:28
NORRIS, BEAUFORD ABRAHAM, 1909-1986
Disciple schools in Tokyo never closed. Dec'45:23
Classroom and campus. Oct'50:32
(photo) (extreme left of photo) Jan'54:11
Classroom and campus. Jul'54:34
(photo) Nov'54:7 Sep'56:20
quoted. Challenge of the ministry. Jun'57:50
Global highlights. May'58:5
Classroom and campus. Dec'58:32
Classroom and campus. Dec'59:34 Jun'60:34
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
Disciples in the news. May'66:7
quoted. Pomodoro's bronze sphere. Jul'66:30
Global highlights. Jan'67:5
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
Global highlights (photo) Jan'69:46
Evangelism at Seattle (photo) Jul'69:10
World events (photo) Apr'71:36
In brief. Oct'72:40
In brief (photo) Jun'73:39
NORRIS, BILL
Teens lead in book programs (photo) Jun'61:16
NORRIS, CHARLES, -1956
In memoriam. Dec'56:37
NORRIS, CLARENCE
Social trends. Sep'37:24
Norris, D. E.
Letters. Dec'65:47

NORRIS, FREDERICK WALTERS, 1891-1966
(married to Hope Finfrock Norris)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26

NORRIS, GEORGE WILLIAM. FIGHTING LIBERAL
Book chat. Sep'45:18
The light that did not fail. Jul'45:3

NORRIS, JOHN R
In brief (photo) Jan'70:39
NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
World events (photo) Oct'73:39

Norris, Kathleen
...on Prohibition. Jul'31:14

NORRIS, NELLIE
Memorium. Mar'36:39

NORRIS, SARAH GREGORY HARDY, 1924-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
(birth) Nov'26:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51

NORRIS, SHIRLEY (married to Beauford A. Norris)
Classroom and campus. Oct'50:33
News room. Jun'60:42
Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:6
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8

Norris, William Orlan, 1912-
(married to Julia Helen Dowdy "Judy" Norris)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34

NORRIS, WILLIAM ORLAN, 1912-
News room. Oct'52:45

NORSHAM, (MRS. W. S.)
In memoriam. Sep'28:33

North, Eric M
What is happening to the Bible? Dec'42:10
Don't be taken in. Sep'45:36
I talked with General MacArthur. May'50:46

NORTH, ERIC M. THE KINGDON AND THE NATIONS
A reading circle for young people Aug'21:47

North, Frank Mason
(untitled poem) Nov'40:27
A prayer for the city (poem) Jun'63:25

NORTH, FRANK MASON
There is no substitute for the missionary passion. Feb'26:6
Where cross the crowded ways of life. Jul'28:23

NORTH, R B
Notes. Mar'20:63

NORTH AMERICA
Jun'58:much of issue

NORTH AMERICA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40

NORTH AMERICAN ASSEMBLY ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS
Africa joins the world. May'52:16
Global highlights. Sep'52:2

NORTH AMERICAN CHRISTIAN CONVENTION
? and answers. Nov'67:50

NORTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
Global highlights (photo of delegates) Mar'50:2
NORTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON CHURCH AND FAMILY
Women on world highways. Oct'66:30

NORTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON THE MINISTRY OF THE LAITY IN THE WORLD
Ministry of the laity. Mar'66:9
The layman speaks out. May'66:48

NORTH AMERICAN ECUMENICAL CONFERENCE
The threshold. Jun'41:4
North American Christians confer. Jul'41:4
We are not divided. Dec'41:6

NORTH AMERICAN ECUMENICAL YOUTH ASSEMBLY, 1961
Youth and world mission. Feb'62:39

NORTH AMERICAN FAITH AND ORDER CONFERENCE
Global highlights.
Jun'57:5   Jul'57:4   Oct'57:6
Discoveries at Oberlin. Nov'57:27
What Oberlin means to church members. Dec'57:13
Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5

NORTH AMERICAN INTERSEMINARY CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Jun'47:4

NORTH AMERICAN LAY CONFERENCE
Laymen will discuss... Jan'52:44
Laymen discuss God's plan for everyday living. May'52:33

"NORTH AMERICAN NEIGHBORS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions (photo) Jul'58:44

NORTH AMERICAN STUDENT CONFERENCE
Youth and missions. Feb'48:35

NORTH ATLANTIC SECURITY PACT
World issues faced at Cleveland. May'49:25
Global highlights. Jun'49:4
Wise words concerning the Pact. Jun'49:5

NORTH BLOOMFIELD, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

NORTH CANTON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how (photo) Oct'20:8

NORTH CAROLINA
Notes. Jan'20:60
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'23:39
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:59
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Salaray gains in North Carolina. Aug'24:51
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
On the "Boone and black bear" trails. Nov'26:55
The circle widens. Dec'26:60
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:27
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
With outstretched hands. Jan'41:46
Global highlights. Jan'47:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:38
News room. Jun'51:39
Here and there with World Call. Jun'54:48

NORTH CAROLINA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
Classroom and campus. Mar'65:32
NORTH CAROLINA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
   Global highlights. Jul'63:7
NORTH CAROLINA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES.
   COMMISSION ON CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION
   Goals for the good of all. Apr'68:23
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'27:60
NORTH DAKOTA
   Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56
   The story state by state. Aug'25:9
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
   Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
   Global highlights. Nov'50:4
NORTH ENGLISH, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Aug'19:45
   Miracle in North English. Oct'52:8
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Crusade progress. Dec'50:21
   Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:23
NORTH INDIA THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE
   Global highlights. Dec'64:7
NORTH JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN UNION BAPTIST CHURCH
   Reconciliation--in practice. Mar'65:9
NORTH JACKSON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Programs for young people. May'38:37
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The tonic of Church Extension. Apr'20:47
   Notes. Jul'20:43
   Board of Church Extension annual report (photo) Nov'20:24
   (photo) Jul'38:1
   (photo of parsonage) Sep'44:1
NORTH MIDDLETOWN, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A church that meets community needs (photo) Sep'20:36
   (photo) Sep'34:16
   Here and there with World Call. Mar'51:48
NORTH RICHLAND, VIRGINIA. HIGHLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:25
NORTH ROYALTON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Great little churches I have known. May'33:5
NORTH SALEM, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Solving the problems of the small school (photo of Junior Choir)
   Nov'23:35
NORTH SUMATRA, INDONESIA
   Direct line. Oct'69:32
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK. PAYNE AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Jul'19:57
   Notes. Aug'19:45
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK. WURLITZER PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches. Nov'58:44
NORTHAM, FRANK
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'46:4
Northcott, Cecil
   Music and misery in Austria. Feb'57:16
NORTHCOTT, CECIL. PEOPLE OF THE BIBLE
   New books. Dec'67:38
Northcott, Loyal Smith, 1911-
   Evangelism in the seventies. Sep'70:16
NORTHCOTT, LOYAL SMITH, 1911-
Global highlights (photo) Feb'61:7
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'68:8
Evangelism at Seattle (photo) Jul'69:10
Evangelism training event announced. May'70:42
Opinions on evangelism. Jul'70:26
World events. Nov'70:37 (photo) Apr'71:36
Evangelism and renewal concerns at Louisville (photo) Sep'71:8
Question: how spread the good news? (photo) Sep'71:9

NORTHCUTT, AMBROSE DUDLY
In memoriam. May'38:39

NORTHCUTT, ANNIE BRYSON
In memoriam. May'38:39

NORTHEASTERN AREA OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
See
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE NORTHEAST
NORTHEASTERN CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

See also
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE NORTHEAST
NEW ENGLAND CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
NEW YORK AND JEW JERSEY CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Global highlights. Sep'58:8

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See
CALIFORNIA, NORTH, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

NORTHERN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (PHILIPPINE ISLANDS)
College established in Laoag (photos) Jan'47:26
For adult mission study. Apr'57:36
Student center dedicated... (photo of new student center)
Nov'70:30
A drama unfolds in the Philippines. Dec'71:31

NORTHFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
Dwight L. Moody walks in daylight. Aug'25:29

NORTHFIELD MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
The threshold. May'40:2
Women and world highways. May'50:40

NORTHROP, F. S. C. THE MEETING OF EAST AND WEST
Book chat. May'47:20

NORTHROP, F. S. C. THE TAMING OF THE NATIONS
Book chat. Jan'53:21

NORTHRIIDGE, W. L. DISORDERS OF THE EMOTIONAL AND SPIRITUAL LIFE
Book chat. Jun'61:24

NORTHWEST BIBLE SCHOOL
Notes. May'19:62

NORTHWEST CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
College notes and news. May'40:32
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:32
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
(photo of children of ministers) Oct'42:42
News room. Apr'43:34
Pension Fund notes. May'43:32
Classroom and campus.
    Jul'43:24    Mar'44:26    Dec'44:26
Feb'44:26   Apr'44:24
Conference of missionaries (photo of missionaries) Jul'45:16
(photo of male quartet) Nov'48:20
The practicum made a better teacher of me (photos of Religious
Education Practicum) Nov'50:7
Classroom and campus.
  Sep'51:33    Jan'52:30    Mar'52:31
  Oct'51:31    Feb'52:29    Dec'59:29
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:37
Classroom and campus.
  Jul'53:31    Feb'54:33
  (photo of Religious Education practicum) Apr'54:37
  Jan'55:33    May'55:30    Sep'55:31
  (photo of Fall Convocation) Dec'55:35
  Jan'56:32    Apr'56:31    Jun'56:35    Sep'56:32
  Feb'56:33    May'56:31    Jul'56:31    Oct'56:31
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'57:31    Dec'57:35    Jul'58:37    Mar'59:31
  Mar'57:31    Jan'58:29    Sep'58:37    May'59:35
  Apr'57:31    Feb'58:33    Nov'58:33    Jul'59:37
  Jun'57:35    Apr'58:33    Dec'58:33    Oct'59:33
  Jul'57:31    May'58:33    Jan'59:37    Mar'60:31
  Sep'57:31    Jun'58:33    Feb'59:37    Nov'60:31
  (photo of library) Jan'61:12
  Jan'61:29    Oct'62:32    Dec'63:35    Apr'64:35
  Jan'62:31    Mar'63:35    Jan'64:35    May'64:37
  Jun'62:35    May'63:35    Mar'64:35    Sep'64:33
Global highlights. Dec'64:4
Classroom and campus.
  Jan'65:33    Nov'65:33    Jun'67:35
  Feb'65:33    Feb'66:35    Mar'68:35
  Sep'65:37    Jan'67:35    May'68:35
Colleges that break the stereotypes. Mar'71:8
Students do. Mar'71:18
In brief. Mar'71:45
NORTHWESTERN CHRISTIAN HOME (WALLA WALLA, WASH.)
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Notes. Feb'19:46
Record of service... Apr'19:7
Apr'19:61,62
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes.
  Aug'19:45    Oct'19:60,61    Jan'20:60    Feb'20:62
A trip to the Northwestern Christian Home (photo) Apr'20:33
Notes. Sep'20:60
A growing ministry. Apr'21:6
(photos) Apr'21:12, back cover
Report. Sep'21:38
A home that is a home (photo) Mar'22:7
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:31
Annual report... Sep'22:43
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:60
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An Illinois fruit grower visits Walla Walla. Oct'27:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:25
National Benevolent Association news notes. Oct'35:43
The new home on the western skyline. Dec'37:10
New buildings for the Benevolent Homes. Jun'38:46
Note on benevolence. Feb'39:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
NBA news. Sep'43:40
N.B.A. dedicates new buildings. Jan'52:39
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:24 (photo p. 25)
N.B.A. guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
Benevolence in a big decade (photo) Dec'60:27
NBA homes. Jul'65:44
Youth and the world mission. Nov'65:38
NBA homes.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:43
Plans set for Evanston (photo of auditorium) Jan'54:17
NORTON, (MRS C F)  
(photo) Jan'21:12

NORTON, (married to Harvey Norton) -1950 
In memoriam. Nov'50:43

NORTON, CLARA H. (married to Frank W. Norton) 
Memorium. Jul'35:39

NORTON, CORNELIA 
(death) Apr'20:51

Norton, Eugene T 
The money question. May'21:30

NORTON, EUGENE T 
(death) A bank president and more (photo) Apr'27:29

NORTON, F  O  
(photo) Jan'21:6 
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:53 
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'24:54

Norton, Florence E 
Helps for leaders of junior groups. 
Jul'39:43 Apr'40:40 Jan'41:41 Oct'41:40

NORTON, HERMAN ALBERT, 1921- 
Classroom and campus. 
Jan'51:30 Jun'51:30 
Mar'51:31 (photo) Apr'65:34 
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7 
Classroom and campus (photo) 
Feb'68:35 Jul'68:34 
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37 
In brief (photo) Mar'71:45

NORTON, HERMAN. REBEL RELIGION 
Book chat. Feb'62:22

NORTON, LAURENCE E., 1906- (married to Eleanor Norton) 
Beneath the spire (photo) May'62:8 
The scene (photo) Sep'70:44

NORTON, LEON ROBERT, 1890-1948 
Notes. Aug'20:46

NORTON, LEROY 
Apr'20:51

NORTON, LILLIAN 
Notes. Aug'20:46

NORTON, MARY JORDAN 
In memoriam. Dec'36:39

NORTON, NANCY E 
In memoriam. Dec'33:39

Norvell, Fern 
They support an orphan in Tibet. Dec'26:47

NORWAY 
Our work in Norway. Jan'19:54 
News from Norway. Apr'19:57 
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57 
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47 
Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:25 
Programs... Nov'29:47 
Norwegian clergy fight new youth order. May'42:46 
Global highlights. Mar'53:3 
You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:10

NORWOOD, FLORENCE 
In memorium. May'40:39
NORWOOD, FRED W
   What happened at Buffalo. Jan'29:29
NORWOOD, NANCY FAYE TOLER (married to Thomas Eldon Norwood)
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:4
   (photo) May'65:38
Norwood, Thomas Eldon (married to Nancy Faye Toler Norwood)
   Their business is people! Apr'66:11
   Direct line. Jan'68:37
   Volunteers can offer many services. May'68:44
   Seniors give a helping hand. Nov'73:12
NORWOOD, THOMAS ELDON
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:4
   Adults and mission (photo) May'65:38
   The Watts riot. Jun'66:22
   (photo) Jul'67:23 Jan'68:37
NOSSAL, FREDERICK
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
NOTESTINE, DELLA
   In memoriam. Oct'38:39
NOTH, MARTIN. THE HISTORY OF ISRAEL
   Book chat. Jun'58:42
NOTHA, INDIA
   Notha. Nov'27:42
NOTKIN, LOUIS M. ED. THE QUOTABLE BIBLE
   Book chat. Dec'41:22
NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL (PARIS, FRANCE)
   (photo) Sep'19:front cover, 2
NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY
   Ahead of the headlines. Jul'69:5
   In brief. Jul'69:40
NOTTINGHAM, GREGORY PHILIP, 1963-
   (birth) News room. Mar'64:36
NOTTINGHAM, PATRICIA CLUTTS (married to William Jess Nottingham)
   A pastor for Glay. Dec'62:16
NOTTINGHAM, PATRICIA. GOD'S UNDERGROUND
   New books. Apr'71:28
Nottingham, William Jess, 1927-
   (married to Patricia Clutts Nottingham)
   To save a family. Apr'59:21
   CIMADE. May'59:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
   The meaning of Frejus. Apr'60:48
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36
   Mission in Marseilles. Dec'60:29
   Sharing heartache in Algeria. Feb'62:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
   The men of Taize. Mar'64:25
   Europe's laity comes to life. Feb'65:15
   Recognizing revolution. Nov'68:24
   Letters. Mar'69:4
   World Council of Churches. Apr'69:22
   New books. Apr'69:28 Jan'70:29
   Partnership with South America. Dec'69:20
   Update on mission and missionaries. Mar'70:6
   New books. Mar'70:28 May'70:29
   Latin America--what can we do? Sep'70:6
   What is the Christian ministry? Oct'71:12
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Three books on cultural revolution. Jan'72:46
Two weeks in Cuba. Feb'72:25
A new bond of fellowship. Oct'72:50
A mind opener. Dec'72:45
Letters. May'73:46

NOTTINGHAM, WILLIAM JESS, 1927-
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30
News room (photo) Sep'58:42
(photo) May'59:29
Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:4
A pastor for Glay (photo) Dec'62:15
(photo) Feb'65:17
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7
Disciples in the news (photo) Jan'68:8
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
(photo) Apr'69:22
Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:16
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar (photo) Oct'70:20
(photo) Nov'71:11
World events (photo) May'72:39
(photo) Dec'72:9

NOTTINGHAM, WILLIAM JESS. CHRISTIAN FAITH AND SECULAR ACTION
New books. Jan'69:36

NOTTINGHAM, WILLIAM JESS. GOD'S UNDERGROUND
New books. Apr'71:28

NOURSE, R A
(photo) Nov'30:19

NOVA SANTA ROSA, BRAZIL
Direct line. Feb'73:45

NOVA SCOTIA
Discovery in the Maritimes. Apr'62:22

NOVAK, MICHAEL
quoted. Brother Sun, Sister Moon. May'73:27

NOVAK, MICHAEL. A BOOK OF ELEMENTS
New books. Apr'73:36

NOVELETA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo of church service) Dec'56:28
(photo of church) Mar'57:front cover
The cover. Mar'57:inside front cover

NOVOTNY, ADOLF
(photo) Nov'27:6

NOW
Youth and missions. May'51:35
Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32

"NOW IN SOUTHEAST ASIA" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'56:47

"NOW WE ARE PARENTS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'64:48

NOWATA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58
Four churches enroll in EHP. Nov'61:46

NOWLAN, WILLIAM
(photo) Mar'72:3

NOWLIN, (married to Ted Nowlin)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'52:48
Nowlin, Mabel Ruth
Silver lining in China's war clouds. Oct'44:15
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:37
NOWLIS, HELEN
quoted. Action starter. Nov'70:9
Noyes, Alfred
(untitled poem) Nov'29:21
The necessary knives (poem) Oct'31:48
(untitled poem) Apr'37:35
NOYES, FRANK
Classroom and campus (photo) May'51:30
NOYES, MORGAN PHELPS. HENRY SLOAN COFFIN
Books. Jun'64:44
NOYES, MORGAN PHELPS. PRAYERS FOR SERVICES
Book chat. Dec'34:42
NPOKU ANOKA
News room. Jul'46:34
Nsaka Joseph
A forest camp... Dec'46:26
NSAKA JOSEPH
Mud hut medicine (photo) Feb'53:19
Global highlights. Jul'58:8
NSAMBA, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:39
NSANGO EA NDOCE ("GOOD NEWS")
See
OREGON (STEAMSHIP)
NSENDI JOSEPH
World events. May'70:37
NSEUM, YOANA
NSOMBO, EBELE
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
NTANGE TIMOTHY, circa 1899- (married to Bolei Milliam)
Four months to Mondombe. Jan'46:43
Sermon from Congo. Sep'51:47
(photo) Mar'53:12
Growing Christians in Congo. Apr'53:10 (photo p. 11)
Global highlights. May'53:2
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'54:4
Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
NTONDO, CONGO
With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36
NUCKOLS, LUELLA W.
Memorium. Sep'35:39
NUCLEAR ENERGY
See
ATOMIC ENERGY
NUCLEAR RESEARCH
It's fallout time again. Dec'62:10
NUCLEAR TESTING
See
NUCLEAR RESEARCH
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
See also
ATOMIC BOMB
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NUNN, WILLIAM C
Classroom and campus. May'51:30

NUNS
Shavings. Apr'72:36

NURSERY SCHOOLS
See

COOPERATIVE NURSERY SCHOOLS

NURSING
See

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

NURSING EDUCATION
When nurses get together. Jul'46:33
"Blues" serve well at Hope Hospital (photos) Feb'54:26

NUSS, IRENE E
N.B.A. dedicates new buildings. Sep'50:42

NUSSBAUM, JEAN
(photo) Oct'47:6

NUSSMAN, OSCAR C
(photo) Apr'69:22

NUTRITION
Rats and rural reconstruction. Jun'46:16

Nuttall, Derek
Aberfan rises above disaster. Feb'72:32

NUTTALL, DEREK
Aberfan: remembering and receiving (photo) Feb'73:10

NUTTER, PEARL, -1958 (married to D. J. Nutter)
In memoriam. Sep'58:39

NUTTING, DAVID
The red apple. Jun'48:30

Nutting, John E
God, man and nature. Apr'71:6

NYAKADI, NICHOLAS
quoted. Last column. Sep'61:50

Nyanbonga, Hosea K
Give a thought to Africa (poem)
Jan'28:48 Feb'34:43 Feb'37:13
And ye visited me (poem) Mar'37:37

NYASALAND
What's doing in Britain. Jul'28:20

NYBERG, KATHLEEN NEILL. THE NEW EVE
New books. Dec'67:38

NYCE, GERTRUDE
Women and world highlights (photo) Sep'55:33

NYE, GERALD P
quoted. The threshold. Nov'34:2
Crusading youth in the Senate. May'35:4
Mr. Nye's immaturity. May'35:4

NYE, SUSAN ARNOLD, -1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

NYENGELA, MALIA

NYGAARD, NORMAN E. AMERICA PRAYS
Book chat. Feb'47:23

NYGAARD, NORMAN E. STRENGTH FOR SERVICE
Book chat. Apr'43:24

NYGAARD, NORMAN E. STRENGTH FOR THE DAY
Book chat. Feb'46:45
NYGREN, ANDERS. ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY
   Book chat. Dec'61:24
NYGREN, ANDERS. THIS IS THE CHURCH
   Book chat. Sep'52:18
NYGREN, DAVID F.
   quoted. The last page. Apr'37:48
"O WORD OF GOD INCARNATE" (HYMN)
O word of God incarnate. Aug'28:14
"O ZION HASTE" (HYMN)
O Zion haste. Jan'29:55
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS
Station WANT. Mar'42:44
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS. AUSTIN BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Reproduction of "The Last Supper." Jun'29:36
Circulation corner. Mar'38:inside front cover
(photo of parsonage) Sep'46:1
News room. Jan'53:33
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Oak Park Christian Church (photo) Oct'21:36
OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Together we build (photo of foundation) Apr'54:13
For adult mission study. Jun'55:38
Cooperation leads to church dedication (photo) Nov'55:36
OAKDALE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
OAKDEN, STANLEY
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'68:8
Oakes, Bernard Marion, 1930- (married to Ann Wilson Oakes)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
Home plan hailed by pastor (photo) Oct'59:49
Oakes, Jeanette, -1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39
Oakes, Kempton A., 1921-
Letters. Feb'65:45
Oakes, Kempton A., 1921-
(photo) Sep'42:8
OAKLAND, RUBY
Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:2
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. EAST OAKLAND PARISH
When churches work together. Apr'65:26 (photo of store-front p. 27)
Another kind of long, hot summer. May'68:26
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Feb'19:37
An adventure in friendship. Jun'39:15
Global highlights. Feb'47:3
Here and there with World Call. Jul'54:52
Global highlights. Jul'67:7
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. FRUITDALE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:8
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. MILLS TERRACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of parsonage) May'44:1
Oakley, Aleene
See
Hayes, Aleene Oakley
Oakley, Charles Rudolph, 1875-1940 (married to Valona B. Oakley)
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:57
These have done it... Sep'29:20
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41

OAKLEY, CHARLES RUDOLPH, 1875-1940
(photo) Aug'19:27
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Disciples at Yale (photo) Aug'27:44
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs form Convention speeches.
Nov'31:12

OAKLEY, ELLA, -1966
In memoriam. Sep'66:46

OAKLEY, VALONA B., 1877-1953 (married to Charles Rudolph Oakley)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44

OARD, SARAH ETTA, -1952
In memoriam. Nov'52:35

OATES, WAYNE E. CHRIST AND SELFHOOD
Book chat. Apr'62:22

OATES, WAYNE E. THE MINISTER'S OWN MENTAL HEALTH
Book chat. Oct'61:24

OATES, WAYNE E. ON BECOMING CHILDREN OF GOD
New books. Oct'69:28

OATES, WAYNE E. PASTORAL COUNSELING IN SOCIAL PROBLEMS
New books. Feb'67:39

Obana, Ayako
Women and world highways. Oct'54:31

O'BANNON, LILLIAN K.
In memoriam. Apr'39:39

O'BANNON, LOIS
(photo) Jul'28:28

O'BANNON, NORMA COUNCIL (married to Fred O'Bannon)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'61:8

OBENHAUS, VICTOR
World events. Jan'72:37

OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY
In brief. Sep'68:8
World events. Jan'70:37
Easter in July. Jul'71:32
Another view of the Passion Play. Jul'71:33

OBERG, EARL WHITE, 1889-1958 (married to Ida Belveal Oberg)
(photo) Jan'21:8
Classroom and campus. Nov'49:38 Jul'55:31

OBERLIES, L. CLARK
(photo) Jan'21:9
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6

Oberlies, Ruth
College of Missions notes. Dec'24:58 Apr'25:57

OBERLIES, RUTH
College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57

OBERLIN, JOHN FREDERICK
A great educator paid three tithes. Dec'21:57
OBERLIN, MINA  
   (photo) Feb'24:40
OBERLIN COLLEGE
   A great educator paid three tithes. Dec'21:57
   Are young people different? (photo of Memorial Arch)
   Jun'37:4
OBERLIN, JAMAICA
   See
   LAWRENCE TAVERN, JAMAICA. OBERLIN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   LAWRENCE TAVERN, JAMAICA. OBERLIN HIGH SCHOOL
OBERLIN, KANSAS. FEDERATED CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'51:36
OBERN, DANIEL W  
   (photo) May'23:32
OBERT, LESLIE EUGENE, 1889-1970
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
OBJECTIONS TO ROMAN CATHOLICISM
   New books. Arp'65:41
OBLIGADO, GEORGE. THE GAUCHO BOY
   Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
O'BOYLE, PATRICK A  
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:3
LA OBRA DE CARDINAL FERRARI
   A forward step. Nov'28:34
OBRDLIK, ANTONIN
   Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
O'BRIAN, LEN  
   Classroom and campus. Nov'65:33
O'BRIEN, (married to John P. O'Brien)  
   (note) Mar'29:48
O'BRIEN, BRIAN. SHE HAD A MAGIC
   Book chat. Oct'60:42
O'BRIEN, GORDON COVERT (married to Mary Devon Owen O'Brien)  
   (marriage) News room. Sep'62:40
O'BRIEN, JOHN A
   quoted. Global highlights. Feb'64:6
O'BRIEN, MARIAN MAEVE. THE BIBLE COOK BOOK
   Book chat. Apr'58:42 May'58:41
O'BRIEN, MARY DEVON OWEN, 1944-
   (married to Gordon Covert O'Brien)
   News room (photo) Jun'44:28
   (marriage) News room. Sep'62:40
O'BRIEN, RAY J.
   (photo) Mar'39:32
O'BRIEN, ROY
   Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
O'BRIEN, WILLIAM VALENTINE, 1916-
   quoted. Quotes from campus communities. May'69:16
OBSCENITY
   See
   PORNOGRAPHY
OCALA, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
   Here and there with World Call. Dec'59:50
O'CAMPOS, LEONOR
   Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers (photo)
   Jan'52:26
O'CASEY, SEAN. WITHIN THE GATES
Book chat. May'35:30

OCASIO, RAFAEL
(photo) Oct'43:24
Puerto Rican Disciples meet in Corozal (photo) May'47:27

OCCUPATIONS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
Calling Mark Hopkins. May'38:7

OCEAN TRAVEL
Outward bound. Oct'25:4
Making contacts on shipboard. May'26:48
A travelouge of the Potee family. Apr'31:29
The trip across. Sep'35:24
From the log of a landlubber. Sep'35:25
A continuing service. Nov'37:28
Hubers face perils of the sea. Feb'38:19
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:39
Africa and the Zam Zam (photo) Jul'41:18
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25
From Chapel to freedom. Jan'44:4
Christian fellowship around the world. Apr'44:23
A South Atlantic crossing. Sep'44:20
The Congo at last. Dec'45:15
Four months to Mondombe. Jan'46:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
Sojourners in the land of Egypt. Mar'46:41
Postwar travel. May'46:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:37

OCEANSIDE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25
OCKERMAN, MINA L., -1960 (married to Norvell Ockerman)
In memoriam. Apr'60:37

O'CONNELL, MARVIN R. THE OXFORD CONSPIRATORS
New books. Jun'69:28

O'CONNOR, ELIZABETH. JOURNEY INWARD, JOURNEY OUTWARD
New books. Apr'68:38

O'CONNOR, ELIZABETH. SEARCH FOR SILENCE
New books. May'73:35

O'CONNOR, JEANNETTE
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:32

O'CONNOR, ROBERT
Inman Center prepares leaders (photo) Mar'63:26

O'Connor, T J
A country preacher looks at Christianity. Nov'43:25

O'Connor, W F
Joint communion service at Buffalo. Jun'47:36

O'CONNOR, W. F.
Global highlights. Feb'46:4
Objectives for laymen (photo) Mar'46:21
(photo) Sep'46:11
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'48:4

ODA, NOBUAKI
(photo) Apr'50:36

Oda, Nobundo (married to Sumire Morishita)
Christianizing Japan. May'24:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39
Greetings from Japanese Christians. Jan'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36
ODA, NOBUNDO
New leadership in our Japanese church (photo) Mar'35:30
(photo) May'39:33
The harvest. May'42:16
(photo) Dec'42:21 Jan'46:26
Survival 'midst ruin (photo) Jun'46:27
Fraternal messages at Columbus (photo) Jul'46:11
News room. Jun'47:34
(photo) Jan'50:9
An ambassador of understanding. Mar'50:5
Interview of understanding. Mar'50:5
Interview with a Japanese educator (photo) Mar'50:8
For adult missionary groups. Apr'50:36
Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth
anniversary. Oct'53:40
(photo) Mar'54:42
Global highlights. Jan'56:2
Union is the call of God (photo) May'56:13
(photo) Mar'58:23
Global highlights. Sep'62:7
(photo) Mar'66:21
Tribute to Nobundo Oda (photo) Oct'66:48

ODA, NOBUO
(photo) Apr'50:36
ODA, SUMIRE MORISHITA (married to Nobundo Oda)
(photo) Apr'50:36
ODA, Y
(photo) Oct'26:31
ODAWARA, JAPAN
Three Disciples and a mission to Japan. Mar'58:23

ODELL, CARROLL N., 1909-
(photo) Mar'39:32
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:31
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'48:4

ODELL, FRANCES JULIA CARPENTER, 1907- (married to Herbert Odell)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
A real shepherd of the hills. Jan'26:35
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33 Dec'37:32
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42

ODELL, HERBERT E. (married to Frances Julia Carpenter Odell)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33 Dec'37:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'38:42
Odell, Mary C
What shall I read? Jul'35:43
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Jul'36:41 Mar'38:40 Feb'41:40
May'37:41 Feb'40:40 May'42:41

ODELL, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Odell's light in India. Jun'21:56
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:49

ODEN, (married to T. Howard Oden)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'56:52 Sep'57:48

ODEN, THOMAS C
Classroom and campus. Jun'65:35

ODESSA, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29

ODIN, SUSAN
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:3

ODOM, CHARLES
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:25,26

Odom, Janice
Spotlight on "Jitter" Nolen. May'72:7

O'DONNELL, B. ERNEST, 1931-
News room. Jul'65:39
Circuit riders on a modern frontier (photo) Nov'59:13
News room. Dec'61:32

O'DONNELL, BERNARD E
News room. Dec'55:42
Global highlights. Jul'57:5

O'Donnell, Charles L
Design for a house (poem) Aug'27:55

Odor, Sue Tyler
He also serves. May'25:1

ODUM, HOWARD W. THE WAY OF THE SOUTH
Required reading... May'47:5

Oeschger, William, 1868-1950 (married to Dema Hopkins Oeschger)
The story state by state. Aug'25:14
Laying the corner stone at Colorado Christian Home.
Oct'25:58

OESCHGER, WILLIAM, 1868-1950
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Mar'24:21

O'FALLON, MISSOURI. LAKE CHARLES HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH

O'Farrell, Josephine
Dedication of a Christian home in Rhodesia. Feb'38:45

OFESTAD, ALF
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'63:34

OFFUTT, (married to Zach C. Offutt)
In memoriam. Dec'29:51

OFFUTT, GORHEA. "THE AGONY OF GOD" (PAINTING)
(photo) Nov'42:front cover
The threshold. Nov'42:2

O'Flaherty, Celeste A
It began with the primary department. May'37:32

OGAWA, KIYOZUMI
Kagawa and Ogawa arrested (photo) Oct'40:14
(photo) Jun'41:21
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2
(photo) Jul'48:31

OGAWA, MATTHEW S
Japanese hear and see the Good news (photo) Oct'61:15
Christian mass communications in Japan (photo) Jun'71:26

OGDEN, (MRS. A. F.)
A golden wedding (photo) May'27:52

OGDEN, A F
A golden wedding (photo) May'27:52

Ogden, Arthur F
Letters. Jun'69:33

OGDEN, BENJAMIN E
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:41
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33

OGDEN, CLARA RUTH
See OGDEN, RUTH

OGDEN, DUNBAR H
Global highlights (photo) May'47:2

OGDEN, GEORGE WASHINGTON, 1849-1932
In memoriam. Jul'32:39

OGDEN, HAROLD

Ogden, James Clarence, 1877-1929
(married to Minnie Florence Asbury Ogden)

Note. Sep'20:59
Civil war at Batang. Nov'20:11
Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'21:57 May'21:53 Jun'21:60
Briefly, the history of the Tibetan mission. Aug'21:52
Lee Gway Gwang. Aug'22:36
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
We have purchased the right to serve the Tibetans. May'23:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jul'24:54 Sep'25:59 May'26:49 Aug'26:49
   Sep'24:49 Oct'25:62 Jun'26:57
The Lord reigns. Dec'26:42
New building on the way. Mar'27:62
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47
Sans everything but courage and hope. Feb'28:39
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48 Jul'28:34

OGDEN, JAMES CLARENCE, 1877-1929
Feb'19:56
Notes. Oct'19:66
One year in Tibet. Aug'19:55
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
Notes. Apr'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62 Dec'20:49
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:13
They sleep—and call. Mar'22:6
(photo) Mar'22:54 May'22:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:58
(photo) Oct'22:5 May'23:26 Dec'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
From far Tibet. Feb'25:58
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
The Ogden's of Batang (photo) Mar'27:16
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Sep'28:31 Nov'28:43 Mar'29:39
   (death) James Clarence Ogden (photo) Oct'29:24
An appreciation. Mar'30:61
Batang honors a fallen comrade. Apr'30:41
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:9

Ogden, Minnie Florence Asbury, 1880-1963
(married to James Clarence Ogden)
An orphanage requested for Batang. Oct'19:57
A child in the land of the eternal snows. Jun'20:27
Note. Oct'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:61
Helping from across the sea. Jun'25:57
Echoes from everywhere.

Dec'25:60  Oct'26:50  Feb'27:49,50
Mar'26:50  Nov'26:51  Apr'27:49
Apr'26:50  Dec'26:50  Jun'27:48
Jul'26:51

The latchstring of Tibet. Feb'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:40

OGDEN, MINNIE FLORENCE ASBURY, 1880-1963
One year in Tibet. Aug'19:55
Notes. Feb'20:58
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
Notes. Apr'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
(photo) Mar'22:54  May'22:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:58
(photo) Oct'22:5  May'23:26  Dec'23:41
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
Plans for orphanage in Batang. Dec'25:58
The Ogdens of Batang (photo) Mar'27:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
(photo no. 2) Mar'29:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39
James Clarence Ogden. Oct'29:24
(photo) Dec'30:28
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
The first page. Mar'31:2
We're going back. Mar'31:15
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Aug'31:35  Apr'33:41  Jun'33:31
Feb'33:40  May'33:42
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
At Batang again. Jun'35:43
Station UCMS broadcasting.

May'36:31  Sep'36:45  Feb'37:44
Jul'36:47  Dec'36:30
Shanghai to Batang (photo) Oct'39:20
News room. Sep'40:34
From Tibet to California. Nov'44:26
(death) News room. May'63:40

OGDEN, RUTH
(photo) Mar'22:54  May'22:51  May'23:26
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:60
(photo) Dec'23:41  Mar'27:17

OGDEN, URBAN L., 1896-
Interesting items from our college. Aug'31:32

OGDEN, WALTER HAROLD
(photo) Mar'22:54  Mar'23:51

OGDEN, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The local church lifts up missions (photo of some members)
Oct'56:22

OGDEN, UTAH. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jan'19:25
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
Church Extension and the Rocky Mountain District. Mar'20:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Where Mormonism flourishes. Feb'27:43
A good start in Ogde. Apr'27:54
Sample home mission churches. Sep'27:37
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41

Ogdon, Ina Duley, 1866– (married to James Weston Ogdon)
The Cross (poem) Aug'23:back cover
Stewardship (poem) Mar'24:39
The minister (poem) Apr'25:inside front cover
God's pioneer (poem) Jun'25:41
Challenge (poem) Jul'37:48
Tis not to die (poem) Jul'45:33

OGDON, INA DULEY, 1866–
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'52:4

OGDON, INA DULEY. A KEEPSAKE FROM "THE OLD HOUSE"
Book chat. Feb'38:34

Ogdon, William D.
What a Young People's Conference means. Nov'22:26
Our missionary to Manhatten. Oct'36:6

OGG, GEORGE. THE ODYSSEY OF PAUL
New books. Jul'70:29

Ogg, W R
Rural children in a democracy. Apr'40:16

OGIER, (married to W. Ogier)
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:4

Ogier, Keith Clair, 1932– (married to Lynette Coleen Ogier)
Direct line. Apr'67:38 Apr'71:30

OGIER, KEITH CLAIR, 1932–
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
Missionary register. Feb'66:43 Sep'66:45
(photo) Apr'67:38
Global highlights. Oct'68:6
In brief. Jul'71:43

Ogier, Lynette Coleen White, 1940– (married to Keith Ogier)
Direct line. Apr'67:38 Apr'71:30

OGIER, LYNETTE COLEEN WHITE, 1940–
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
Missionary register. Feb'66:43 Sep'66:45
(photo) Apr'67:38
Global highlights. Oct'68:6
In brief. Apr'71:41

OGIER, W
Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:4

OGILVIE, LLOYD JOHN. A LIFE FULL OF SURPRISES
Women on world highways. Jan'70:31

OGLE, DAISY, -1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39

OGLE, F P
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22

Ogle, J J
Do Jews want war? Oct'39:16

OGLESBY, CARL. CONTAINMENT AND CHANGE
New books. Jul'67:39

OGLESBY, JAMES SIDNEY JOHNSON, 1937–
(married to Velma Alcora Oglesby)
In brief. May'70:40 Apr'71:41 (photo) Man'72:16
OGLETREE, THOMAS E. THE DEATH OF GOD CONTROVERSY
New books. May'67:22
O'GRADY, RON
Therefore be it resolved (photo) Nov'66:26
OGROD, EUGENE STANLEY, 1914-
Global highlights (photo) Feb'46:2
News room. May'59:46
OGRODOWSKI, EUGENE S.
See
OGROD, EUGENE S.
OH, WON TAE
Classroom and campus (photo) May'58:33
O'HANLON, ELIZABETH CASWELL BURCH, 1907-
(photo) Jun'23:22
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:22
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'36:31 Dec'36:30 May'38:34
O'HARA, FRANK HURBURT. A HANDBOOK OF DRAMA
Book chat. mar'39:42
O'HAVER, R R (photo) Mar'24:27
O'HEARN, DANIEL W
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
O'HEERON, JOHN KINNEY, 1883-1939 (married to Vila Neely O'Heeron)
In memoriam. Sep'39:39
OHIO
Ohio must vote on Prohibition. Oct'19:57
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Ohio Circle Meet. Apr'28:49
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
Ohio's $2800 love give. Jul'34:28
Unfinished business in Ohio. Jun'52:6
Here and there with World Call. Jul'59:50
OHIO CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
J. Mitchell Boye in Ohio. Jul'26:41
(photos of 1873 and 1922 conventions) Oct'27:20
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:22
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39
Women and world highways. Oct'36:35
OHIO. PASTORS' CONFERENCE
The Ohio Stat Pastors' Conference. Mar'28:60
News items that point the trend of the day.
Mar'30:44 Apr'30:40
OHKI, HIDEO
See OKI, HIDEO
OHLINGER, (MRS. W. J.) -1958
In memoriam. Nov'58:37
OHM, C. GILBERT, -1971
   In memoriam. Jun'71:46
OHM, KI JUN
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'58:33
O'HOLLARAN, ANNA P
   In memoriam. Nov'41:39
OHRNEMAN, J
   (photo) Sep'49:12
OINLABATHAL, INDIA
   Leaven at work in Orissa. Feb'60:46
OIWA, M
   (photo) May'39:33
OJALA, ERIC
   World events. Jul'73:36
OJEDA, REYES
   (pen and ink drawings) Dec'73:29
OJO, GABRIEL
   In brief (photo) Nov'69:46
   (photo) Mar'71:18
OJO DE GATO, MEXICO
   A new church in Mexico (photo of church and official board)
   Apr'44:34
OJOCALIENTE, MEXICO
   Beginning work in Zacatecas. Dec'24:60
   Proud and enthusiastic. Feb'25:41
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'50:38
   (photo of church) Jul'52:42
O'KEEFE, JOHN
   (photo) Jul'22:47
O'KEEFE, VINCENT T
   quoted. Global highlights. Jun'64:6
OKEHI, PHOEBE
   All in the same boat. Oct'68:20
OKELLO, GARD
   Another view of Christmas. Dec'72:50
O'KELLY, JAMES, 1734?–1826
   Partners in conversation. Jun'64:15
OKI, (married to Hideo Oki)
   News room. Oct'56:38
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'56:33
Oki, Hideo
   What troubles us most in Japan. Apr'68:20
OKI, HIDEO
   News room. Oct'56:38
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'56:33
   Church leaders from abroad study in U.S. Jul'57:39
   Scholarships mean stronger churches. Jun'62:30
   In brief. Apr'72:40
OKINAWA
   Global highlights. Apr'47:2
   Operation peace: Okinawa (photos) Feb'49:30
   Global highlights. Dec'52:2
   Rope in the sea. Jul'57:21
   Global highlights. Oct'57:5
   (photo) Mar'58:front cover
   The cover. Mar'58:inside front cover
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Global highlights. May'58:7
East and west join in serving Okinawa. May'58:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38
Global highlights. Sep'58:8
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'58:36      Jan'59:40      Feb'59:38
Younger churches in action. Mar'59:28
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
Global highlights. Jun'59:5
Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'59:36      (photo) Jun'60:36      Jul'60:38
   Apr'60:36
News room. Dec'60:34
Global highlights. Jun'61:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
High ground in Okinawa. Apr'62:37
Global highlights. May'62:6
Flowers in the winter. Jun'62:11
East Asia's stormy rim. Dec'62:24
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'62:44
Mission on the battered "rock." Jan'63:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
Something new and great. Jul'63:31
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'63:36      Dec'63:36      Apr'64:38
Home of the "fortunate ones." Jun'64:11 (map p. 12)
God was there. Jan'66:30
Global highlights. Feb'66:5
Steps upward in Okinawa. Jul'66:40
Less than half are the lucky ones. Apr'67:19
Direct line. Jun'67:37
A dream came true. Jan'68:48
New plans for World Day of Prayer. Feb'68:36
Okinawa's broken crosses are whole again. Jun'70:12

OKINAWA CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Mission on the battered "rock" (photos) Jan'63:25
Steps upward in Okinawa (photo) Jul'66:40
Less than half are the lucky ones (photo of graduating students) Apr'67:19
A dream came true. Jan'68:48

OKINAWA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Asians want to learn. May'63:46

OKLAHOMA
A sky pilot in Oklahoma. Apr'19:31
Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Sep'19:8
The Ford special. Aug'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:63
The story state by state. Aug'25:9
How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug'25:18
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:59
Oklahoma's love gift. Mar'28:49
Programs for young people. Oct'32:37
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:24
Church Extension in emergencies. Jul'42:9
Circulation corner. Apr'47:inside front cover
Understanding--a two way street. Mar'56:5
World events. Sep'72:38
OKLAHOMA CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Classroom and campus.
  Feb'43:33  Apr'43:33  May'43:30  Jul'43:24
What does a foundation do? Jan'54:7
OKLAHOMA CHRISTIAN HOME
News room. Jul'55:38
Global highlights (architect's drawing) Sep'56:2
Not time to grow old. Dec'56:10
Global highlights. Jul'57:4
NBA builds but many still wait (photo of new cottage)
Dec'59:22
Woodhaven—help for the handicapped. Feb'61:20
  Jun'62:32  Sep'62:42  Jan'63:49
NBA homes.
  Jun'65:46  Sep'66:43  Jan'68:40  Apr'69:46
  Jul'65:44  Oct'66:45  Feb'68:42  May'69:46
  Sep'65:51  Nov'66:39  Mar'68:43  Sep'69:46
  Nov'65:42  Jan'67:39  May'68:42  Nov'69:42
  Jan'66:46  Mar'67:43  Jul'68:42  Jan'70:46
  Feb'66:43  Jun'67:42  Sep'68:42  Feb'70:42
  Mar'66:40  Jul'67:43  Dec'68:42  Mar'70:45
  Apr'66:48  Sep'67:45  Jan'69:41  Apr'70:46
  Jun'66:45  Nov'67:36  Mar'69:46  Sep'70:46
  Jul'66:41
In brief. Oct'70:45
NBA homes.
  Oct'70:46  Jan'72:49
  Dec'70 – May'71 p. 46  Apr'72:42
  Jul – Sep'71 p. 46  Jun – Sep'72 p. 46
  Nov'71:46  Nov'72:44
Church growing concern with nursing care. Dec'72:30
NBA homes.
  Jan'73:45  Apr'73:44  Sep'73:42  Nov'73:42.47
OKLAHOMA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:26
OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
See
CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP. OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
A sky pilot in Oklahoma. Apr'19:31
Where the Convention will meet (photos) Jun'25:17
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:17
(photos) Oct'25:32
Churches care about the aging. May'59:21
Meals that give more than food. Sep'72:42
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. BRITTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches receive awards at banquet. Dec'68:44

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. CAPITOL HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The seven churches of Oklahoma (photo) Aug'25:24

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. CROWN HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The evolution of a country club. Jul'41:6
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:40
Here and there with World Call. Mar'65:50

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. EAST SIXTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'48:1

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
(photo) Feb'24:25
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'19:cover
Editorial notes. Aug'19:1
Fellowship in sacrifice (photo) Aug'21:11
(photo of Woman's Missionary Society) Dec'22:51
A monument to an idea (photos) Nov'23:55
Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:63
Where the Convention will meet (photo) Jun'25:17
How it happened in Oklahoma (photo) Aug'25:18
The seven churches of Oklahoma (photo) Aug'25:24
What unusual thing has your society done? Dec'27:47
How one society uses "Survey of Service." Oct'28:46
(photo of young people) Jul'29:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
(photo of students attending Phillips University) Dec'29:41
Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:9
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40,41
...believes in conferences. Nov'32:10 (photo of conferees p. 11)
Global highlights. Mar'47:3

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
(photo) Oct'25:60

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. INDUSTRIAL PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:25

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. MAYWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The seven churches of Oklahoma City (photo) Aug'25:24

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. NORTHWEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Pleased with EHP. Jul'60:46

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. PENNSYLVANIA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Building by faith for the faith (photo) May'25:27
The seven churches of Oklahoma City (photo) Aug'25:25

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. SIXTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sixth Street Christian Church (photos) Sep'25:58

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. SOUTH SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:25

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. UNIVERSITY PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The seven churches of Oklahoma City (photo) Aug'25:25
Their battle cry to action (photo of Christian Endeavor Society) Apr'27:47

OKLAHOMA DISCIPLE FOUNDATION (UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA)
(photo of Fellowship Tea) Jul'37:41

OKLAHOMA PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE (DURANT, OKLAHOMA)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
OKMULGEE, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo of Easter pageant) Apr'28:49  
(note) Aug'28:42

OKBO, MINE  
Youth and missions. Apr'53:37

OKUDA, MICHIKO  
Women on world highways. Jan'67:30

OLD AUGUSTA, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo) Jan'19:6

OLD BEDFORD, ILLINOIS (McDONOUGH CO.)  
The house at the fork of the road (photo) May'21:8

OLD BELIEVERS  
See RASKOLNIKS

OLD FORD, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28

"OLDER TEENS AND FAMILY LIVING" (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visuals. Mar'71:29

"OLDER TEENS AND LIFE PROBLEMS" (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'61:41

"OLDER TEENS AND POPULARITY PROBLEMS" (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visual suggestions. May'60:42

OLDFIELD, BEULAH  
(photo) Sep'25:40

OLDHAM, ELLEN  
In memoriam. Jan'34:39

Oldham, Etta Baldwin  
Jis' blue (poem) Nov'27:45 Mar'33:1

Oldham, G. Ashton  
American first. Jul'26:10

Oldham, Joseph Houldsworth, 1874-1969  
The new Christian adventure. Mar'30:inside front cover

OLDHAM, JOSEPH Houldsworth, 1874-1969  
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:24

OLDHAM, JOSEPH Houldsworth. FLORENCE ALLSHORN  
Women and world highways. Jul'52:35

OLDHAM, JOSPEH Houldsworth. LIFE IS COMMITMENT  
Book chat. Nov'53:12 Feb'54:39

OLDHAM, JOSEPH Houldsworth. THE RESURRECTION OF CHRISTENDOM  
Book chat. Jan'42:23

OLDHAM, LAVENIA  
(photo) Aug'19:26  
(death) Aug'27:1  
An old Kentucky home in Japan (photo) Sep'27:27  
...memorial service. Nov'27:59

OLDRIDGE, (MRS. F. M.)  
In memoriam. Feb'27:49

O'LEYAR, ALPHA  
Here and there with World Call. Feb'61:50

O'LEYARY, CORA CARLOCK  
In memoriam. Sep'28:33

O'LEYARY, ROYDEN  
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2

OLECHE, JIM  
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'66:35

OLENGA  
A father of teachers. Oct'30:30
OLIN, CARL L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
(death) Jan'35:47

OLINGER, J
(photo) May'57:39

Oliphant, Katherine Goodwin, 1881–1970
(married to Loreley David Oliphant)
Note. Jan'19:62

OLIPHANT, KATHERINE GOODWIN, 1881–1970
In memoriam. Dec'70:46

OLIPHANT, LORELEY DAVID, 1883–1948
(married to Katherine Goodwin Oliphant)
Notes. Jul'19:62
In memoriam. Mar'48:37

Oliphant, Mary E
Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40

OLIVER, (married to Charles Oliver)
(photo) Jan'28:32
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31

Oliver, Allie Gallaher, 1868–1939
(married to George Washington Oliver)
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41

OLIVER, ALLIE GALLAHER, 1868–1939
A diamond ring story. Jun'23:49
(photo) Jan'28:32
...resigns (photo) Dec'32:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32

OLIVER, B. CHONE. TALES FROM THE INNS OF HEALING
Book chat. Mar'45:35

OLIVER, BERNARD J. MARRIAGE AND YOU
Classroom and campus. Mar'64:34

OLIVER, BERNARD J. YOU AND MARRIAGE
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32

OLIVER, CHARLES
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31

OLIVER, CLIFTON, JR.
Campus news. Nov'40:44

OLIVER, DUTCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42

Oliver, E W
Seekers in Nepal. Jan'61:47
Response in Nepal. Mar'61:47

OLIVER, E W
Progress in Nepal. Nov'60:42

OLIVER, EDITH. ALEXANDER THE CORRECTOR
Book chat. Oct'34:40

OLIVER, EDMUND H. THE SOCIAL ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Speaking of books. Jun'31:34

Oliver, Ethel Adele Bower Bunn, 1921–
(married to William Bunn, 1954)
(married Norman Oliver)
(note) May'50:46
I was a work camper in Japan. Dec'50:12
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Hospital serves Christian cause. Jun'54:42
OLIVER, ETHEL ADELE BOWER BUNN, 1921-
(photo) Oct'42:42
The Christian Church in Japan. Jan'50:10
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'53:32
(marriage to William Bunn) News room. Nov'54:36
OLIVER, GEORGE TENER, 1848-1919
George T. Oliver. Mar'19:37
OLIVER, HAZEL
Classroom and campus. Jun'57:35
OLIVER, HENRY WILLIAM, 1840-1904
(married to Margaret Brown Oliver)
George T. Oliver. Mar'19:37
Honor to whom honor (photo) Feb'20:43
Oliver, Jack Allan, 1910- (married to Jennie Mae McCrey Oliver)
Good for seven weeks. Feb'63:20
OLIVER, JACK ALLAN, 1910-
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'52:4
News room. Jan'56:39
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:5
OLIVER, JENNIE MAE McCREY (married to Jack A. Oliver)
Beneath the spire. Jul'52:4
OLIVER, JOHN RATHBORNE. FOUR SQUARE
Speaking of books. Apr'30:30
OLIVER, JOHN RATHBORNE. PSYCHIATRY AND MENTAL HEALTH
Speaking of books. Jun'33:34
OLIVER, MAGGIE
(death) Mar'21:50
OLIVER, MARGARET BROWN, 1809-1900
(married to Henry William Oliver)
George T. Oliver. Mar'19:37
Honor to whom honor (photo) Feb'20:43
Oliver, Norman W
Letters. Apr'69:4 Jul'69:34
OLIVER, RAYMOND E
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:5
OLIVER, W B
(photo) Mar'24:30
OLMSTEAD, (married to Paul Olmstead)
The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:16
OLMSTEAD, BENJAMIN L. ARONOLD'S COMMENTARY
Book chat. Jan'50:45
Olmstead, Gladys M
Letters. Jan'68:42
Olmstead, Herman L
Church erection lends hope and help. Mar'24:54
OLMSTEAD, HERMAN L
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
H. L. Olmstead (photo) Jan'21:42
(photo) Mar'24:56
OLMSTEAD, PAUL
The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:16
Olmstead, Robert
Beyond liberalism. May'69:15
OLMSTEAD, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
OLMSTED, GILFORD ELDON, 1919-
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
News room. Nov'47:30
quoted. Crusade progress. May'50:27
News room. Sep'51:40
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:31
Global highlights. Jun'61:4
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'66:7
World events (photo) Feb'70:37
In brief. Feb'72:38
World events (photo) Mar'72:40
In brief. Apr'72:41
World events (photo) Mar'73:39

OLMSTED, JOHN ELDON, 1946-
(birth) News room. Jan'47:44

OLMSTED, RICHARD H
Classroom and campus. Jun'57:34

OLNEY, BEN B
(photo) May'22:18
...and the Yakima Mission (photo) Oct'55:9

Olsen, Alice D
Letters. May'69:4

OLSEN, C. ARILD
Global highlights. Sep'54:3

OLSEN, OSCAR C (married to Vera C. Ozbourn Olsen)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'56:6

OLSEN, VERA C. OZBOURN (married to Oscar C. Olsen)
quoted. The last page. May'42:48

OLSEY, THOMAS JAMES, 1899-
What one church is doing. Sep'24:44

OLSON, ESTHER E. NO ROOM AT THE INN
Book chat. Nov'35:34

OLSON, GILBERT W. CHURCH GROWTH IN SIERRA LEONE
New books. Jan'70:28

OLSON, HATTIE F., -1956
In memoriam. Nov'56:33 Dec'56:37

OLSON, MARY
In memorium. Jul'40:39

OLSON, RAY WILLARD
Classroom and campus. Oct'62:32

OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. Nov'19:26

OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... Mar'33:38

OLYMPIC GAMES
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47
Prohibition wins Olympics. Sep'25:26
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
Missions at the Olympics. Oct'32:9

OLYMPIC GAMES. 1968. SUMMER
Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
World Calling... May'68:10

OMAHA, NEBRASKA (NEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH 1965)
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

OMAHA, NEBRASKA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:6
(photo) Sep'67:36
OMAHA, NEBRASKA. MILLER PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'19:61
OMAHA, NEBRASKA. NORTHSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:49
Circulation corner. Apr'35:1
OMAHA, NEBRASKA. SOUTHSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jun'19:60
(photo of Woman's Missionary Society) Mar'22:36
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'24:51
O'MALLEY, ETTA BELLE, 1869-1944
(married to Frederick William O'Malley)
(photo) Dec'24:34
Jan'27:40
O'Malley, Frederick William, 1872-1959
(married to Etta Belle O'Malley)
Stewardship—an appeal to reason. Jun'22:47
Open your eyes. Oct'23:44
O'MALLEY, FREDERICK WILLIAM, 1872-1959
(photo) Jan'27:40
OMAN, JOHN. CONCERNING THE MINISTRY
Book chat. Sep'37:22
OMER, (married to Walter Omer)
(death) Mar'22:54
Omer, "Birdie" Frances Farrar, 1874-1970
(married to Louis Moses Omer)
Teacher, please let me be Benjamin. Nov'21:51
OMER, "BIRDIE" FRANCES FARRAR, 1874-1970
Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
News room. Mar'44:34
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'55:4
OMER, FRANCIS FARRAR

See
OMER, "BIRDIE" FRANCIS FARRAR
OMER, ISABEL HUDGENS
In memoriam. Mar'43:39
OMER, LOIS MAY, 1898-1959
News room. Sep'50:38
(photo) Jul'53:40
(death) News room. Jul'59:42
She remembered Christian mission in her will (photo)
Dec'59:49
OMER, LOUIS MOSES, 1859-1944
(married to "Birdie" Frances Farrar Omer)
(photo) Oct'22:7
Mar'24:36
(death) News room. Mar'44:34
OMIRA, JAPAN
Beams for Japanese churches (photo of church) Feb'62:31
OMURA, ISAMA
Global highlights (photo) Dec'68:7
OMWAKE, GEORGE L
(photo) Dec'31:32
"ON THE RIM OF TOMORROW" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'62:44
ONATE, VALENTINA
(photo) Jan'29:36
ONE ACT PLAYS FOR STAGE AND STUDY
Book chat. Nov'34:40
ONE DAY CONVENTIONS
Oct'25:27
All out for the One Day Conventions. Sep'26:34
Oct'26:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
The churches catch a vision. Dec'26:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
A great series of conventions. Oct'27:4
Complete schedule... Oct'27:61
Partners with God. Dec'27:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
When all the nations say "howdy." Jan'28:51
Select your One-Day Convention. Oct'28:26
A finger on the Brotherhood's pulse (photos) Dec'28:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42
Convention time again. Oct'29:20
What, where, when and how. Oct'29:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
On the trail of the One-Day Conventions. Dec'29:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52 Oct'30:34
(schedule) Nov'30:27
Feb'31:3
(schedule) Nov'31:3
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
December One-Day Conventions. Dec'31:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
(1932 schedule) Nov'32:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
One Day Conventions, 1932. Feb'33:21
Oct'33:5
(1934 schedule) Nov'33:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
(1935 schedule) Nov'34:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33 Jan'35:33
The threshold. Sep'35:2 Oct'35:2
1935 conventions (schedule) Nov'35:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34
The threshold. Sep'36:2
Loyalty and victory conventions. Nov'36:inside front cover
ONE GREAT HOUR OF SHARING
See
WEEK OF COMPASSION
"ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Great expectations. Nov'41:4
"ONE HALF OF ONE PERCENT" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Nov'67:39
"ONE LOVE--CONFLICTING FAITHS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'60:42
O'Neall, (married to Kelly O'Neall)
Good ideas... Oct'33:39
O'NEALL, (married to Kelly O'Neall)
(photo) Nov'43:12
O'Neall, Kelly, 1890-1972
Equipping the church for religious education. Nov'25:25
The Shepherd call. Feb'33:17
The evolution of a country club. Jul'41:6
The church and the uniform. Dec'42:12
The totalitarian Christ. Apr'43:22
American looks at Mexico. Nov'43:12
Pioneers in the Rockies. Jun'59:17

O'NEALL, KELLY, 1890-1972
(program) Dec'26:34 Nov'35:25
Campus news. Nov'40:44
(photo)
   Jul'41:6 Dec'42:12 Apr'43:22 Nov'43:12
News notes -- Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
(Photo) Oct'58:13

O'NEALL, KELLY. PATHS THE MASTER TROD
Book chat. Mar'51:12

O'NEALL, KELLY. I HAVE CALLED YOU FRIENDS
Book chat. Apr'54:44

O'NEILL, C. WILLIAM
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'57:30
   Classroom and campus. Oct'59:32

O'NEILL, DANNY
   Another kind of long, hot summer. May'68:26

O'NEILL, EUGENE. DAYS WITHOUT END
   Speaking of books. Sep'34:34

O'NEILL, F W S. THE QUEST FOR GOD IN CHINA
   Speaking of books. Mar'26:55

O'NEILL, JOSEPH E. A CATHOLIC AGAINST SEGREGATION
   Book chat. May'62:24

O'NEILL, LAURA JANE, -1949
   In memoriam. Jun'49:37

ONG, CORA, -1949
   In memoriam. Jul'49:39

ONISHI, KUNIHIKI
   World events (photo) Jun'73:37

ONOURA, K
   Notes. Jun'19:59

ONSLOW, NETTIE D
   In memoriam. Jun'28:48

ONTARIO, CANADA
   Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
   American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
   What happened in Ontario. May'27:53
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
   Oct'27:27
   Ontario is paying the price. Jan'28:4
   News from Ontario. Dec'38:47
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:39
   American youth projects. May'39:13
   Global highlights. Apr'63:7
   Here and there with World Call. Dec'65:50

OOHMEN, SUSIE
   As others see us (photo) Oct'66:22

"OPEN CATHEDRAL" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio visuals. Jun'73:46

OPEN MEMBERSHIP
   Two letters from Frank Garrett. Dec'20:6
   No open membership in China. Mar'21:29
   Church membership in China. Jul'22:34
   Address of the President... Oct'22:5
   A new day has dawned. Oct'22:24
   Church membership and missionary needs in the Orient.
   Oct'22:27
Baptism on the mission fields. Mar'26:31
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5
"OPERATION ABOLITION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights. Feb'61:8
OPERATION AMIGOS CRISTIANOS
Global highlights. Feb'65:4
OPERATION BREADBASKET
Operation breadbasket. Jul'66:20
Beyond boycotts. Feb'68:16
World events. Apr'71:37     Jun'71:38
"OPERATION DEVELOPMENT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Feb'68:39
OPERATION EASTER EGG
...adis farmers in Korea. Jun'55:52
OPERATION GOOD NEWS
Global highlights.
      Oct'61:8    Nov'62:5    Jul'63:7
OPERATION HOPE
Hope and dark reality in Brazil. Dec'73:19
"OPERATION NIGHTWATCH" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jun'72:33
OPERATION PARTNERSHIP
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
OPHAT, KRU
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32
OPIUM
Something about opium in China. Jan'25:46
A Chinese view of the anti-opium campaign. May'25:44
Rice and opium. Jun'26:46
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45
Opium in Manchuria. Jan'34:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'36:39
OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTER (PHILADELPHIA, PA)
How churches fight poverty. Sep'68:39
ORAHOOD, (married to Cyril Brewer Orahood)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
ORAHOOD, CYRIL BREWER, 1894-1979
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'59:31
ORAHOOD, EVA
In memoriam. Sep'38:39
Orahood, Isaac Oren, 1875-1952
      The glory of church building. Apr'25:19
ORAHOOD, ISAAC OREN, 1875-1952
      quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:31
ORAHOOD, OREN
See
ORAHOOD, ISAAC OREN
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Mar'28:47
ORANGE, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
      A new day in church financing (photo of investment
      certificate campaign council) Jul'65:16
ORANGEBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
      (photo) May'19:4
ORCHARD, CONNIE
      Memorial to a little girl. Nov'66:43
ORCHARD, RONALD K. AFRICA STEPS OUT
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38

ORCHARD, RONALD K. THE GHANA ASSEMBLY OF THE INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY COUNCIL
Book chat. Feb'59:43

ORCHARD, RONALD K. MISSION SIN A TIME OF TESTING
New books. Apr'65:39

ORCUTT, A. L.
A good Pension example. Aug'22:55
Program helps. Mar'26:48

Orcutt, Gertrude
Letters. May'70:34

ORD, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... (photo of memorial service) Sep'31:39

ORDASS, LAJOS
Global highlights (photo) Dec'56:3

ORDAZ, GUSTAVO DIAZ
Gracias, Senor Presidente! (photo) Jun'67:46

ORDINANCES
See SACRAMENTS

ORDINATION
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
Ordination in Great Britain. Sep'44:4
The threshold. Jan'45:2
New study on ministerial ordination. Sep'48:18
Ask about it! May'63:8
Set apart to serve. Oct'63:19
Benediction for a service of ordination. May'68:14
Form and force come together. Apr'73:14

Ordway, Robert Keith, 1932–
Religion belongs on the college campus. Oct'72:7

ORDWAY, ROBERT KEITH, 1932–
In brief. Sep'69:39
World events (photo)
Mar'70:37 Dec'70:37
(photo) Oct'72:8

OREANA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Two churches join Every Home Plan. Jun'60:48

OREBAUGH, IONA I., –1962
In memoriam. Jan'63:42

OREGON
The great Northwest. May'20:53
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
The lure of the Northwest. May'23:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
The story state by state. Aug'25:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:39
Global highlights. Nov'51:3
Here and there with World Call. Jan'64:50
Women on world highways. Jun'67:30
Letters. May'69:4
In brief. Jul'69:41

OREGON (STEAMSHIP)
Notes. Oct'19:61
Leaves from a Congo travelogue (photo) Jun'21:18
Phelps-Stokes Educational Commission in Congo. Jan'22:21
(photo) Jan'22:23
The Disciples' mission on the Congo (photo) Mar'23:7
The highways of the King. May'23:31
The lure of Africa (photo) Jul'24:34
(photo) Oct'26:18
Where brunettes are preferred. Nov'26:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
Up the Congo. Nov'27:62
Missionary organizations... Mar'29:46
(photo) Jun'29:34 Jan'30:37
Eleven days on the "Oregon" (photo) Feb'33:30
Where something happens all the time. Jul'34:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
We visit the Belgian Congo (photo) Jan'38:11
Oregon--a Gospel boat. May'38:44
Congo's royal highways (photo) Jun'38:16
(photo) Oct'38:30
A visit upriver on the "Oregon." (photo) Nov'41:26
Open house on the "Oregon." Dec'43:25
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'44:33
A trip on the "Oregon." (photo) Jul'44:24
Captian John Inkima talks (photo) Sep'44:22
Sixty days on the "Oregon" (photo) Feb'46:10
(photo) Jun'48:38
Farewell to the Oregon. Jan'50:22 (photos p. 23)
News room. Jun'50:34
A boat and a press that made history (photo) Mar'66:30
OREGON CHRISTIAN
quoted. The dead part. Nov'67:46
OREGON CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY
The dead part. Nov'67:46
OREGON CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
Global highlights. Nov'57:2
OREGON CITY OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
OREGON STATE HOSPITAL (SALEM, OREGON)
A new world discovered. Jan'58:48
O'Reilly, John Boyle
(untitled poem) Mar'27:64
ORIENT
See also
ASIA
names of countries
The lure of the East. Jun'22:14
Church membership and missionary needs in the Orient.
Oct'22:27
Oriental missions at first hand. Mar'25:7
On interpreting Christianity to the East. Nov'25:8
Executive Committee's charge to the Commission to the
Orient. Mar'26:28
A caution and two convictions. Mar'27:20
Industrial conditions in the Orient. Jun'27:43
Missionary illustrations... Nov'29:54
As the Orient looks to me. Apr'30:23

24
What's coming in the Orient? Mar'31:9
Tragic drama in the East. Dec'36:5
The present position in world missions. Apr'38:19
The Church in the Orient. Apr'38:22
Missionaries in Orient. Apr'41:44
Money is going to the Orient. May'42:5
Day after tomorrow in the Orient. Jul'42:6
Eyes on the Orient. Jul'42:32
The church in the Far East today. Oct'42:14
The sun will rise again in the East. Oct'42:20
Eyes on the Orient. Nov'42:29
Youth and missions. Nov'42:37
Eyes on the Orient.
  Feb'43:27  Apr'43:29  Jun'43:12  Feb'44:2
  Mar'43:27  May'43:32  Dec'43:2
The Orient is folks. Jul'44:13
Eyes on the Orient.
  Sep'44:2  Oct'44:2  Nov'44:2  Mar'45:2
Future of the Orient. Oct'46:27
Return of the books. Jan'48:28
Churches in the Orient seek union. Sep'50:21
Peace in the Far East. Jul'53:15
My good fortune—and yours. Mar'54:13
In support of patience. May'55:5
New spirit in the far east. Dec'60:17

ORIENTALS IN THE UNITED STATES
The Orientals. Sep'20:48
Missionary materials for home missions study courses.
  Jun'34:28
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'34:37
Devotional study of missionary societies. Oct'34:38
The Christian movement and the American Oriental. Apr'36:19
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:16

ORISSA, INDIA
Cooperative advance to Orissa State is launched in India.
  May'52:26
Spadework in Orissa. Dec'53:38
A whole people move toward Christ (map) Mar'54:24
"Be gone, Satan." Nov'54:46
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
Global highlights. Mar'58:6
World concern for Orissa. Mar'58:47
Open doors in Orissa. Jun'58:14
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38  Jan'59:40
Spiritual drama. Jan'59:50
Changing brass to gold. Mar'60:45
Echoes from everywhere.
  Jun'60:36  Sep'60:36  (photo of baptism) Jun'61:38
(photo of village school) Mar'65:front cover
The cover. Mar'65:inside front cover
...land of gospel advance. Mar'66:25
Hill folks of Orissa hold annual meeting. Apr'67:46
Direct line. Apr'71:31

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Home for missionaries. Mar'30:56
ORLANDO, FLORIDA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, January-March. Jul'60:28

ORLANDO, FLORIDA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
Cuban refugees--an opportunity. Jul'63:32

ORLANDO, FLORIDA. PERSHING AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

ORLANDO, SOUTH AFRICA
Disciples in South Africa. Nov'55:21
Global highlights (photo of church under construction)
Jun'56:4
Disciples in South Africa dedicate new church for Africans.
Jul'56:43
Global highlights (photo of sanctuary of church) Jul'57:5
South Africa challenge (photo of church) Jan'60:17
Is there hope for South Africa? (photo) Apr'65:23

ORLEANS, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The record of a church's life (photo) Sep'23:35

ORME, ANNA LEE CASE
In memoriam. Dec'31:41

ORNER, (MRS. E. A.) -1946
In memoriam. Jul'46:39

ORO, NAOMI
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:27

OROZCO, JOSE
Two ways. Jul'33:11

OROZCO, JOSE. "THE TABLE OF BROTHERHOOD" (PAINTING)
(photo) Feb'38:3

ORPHANS AND ORPHANAGES
See also names of Homes
Babies sold, ten dollars a piece. Feb'19:25
Give the orphan child a square deal. Mar'19:36
Giving to the orphan... Apr'19:18
The children's cry... Apr'19:52
The child as teacher. May'19:14
Two hundred tons of babies neglected. May'19:60
What will you do with the child? Jul'19:34
Why are children homeless and homes childress? Jul'19:35
Homes, good, bad and indifferent. Jul'19:38
Without her parents, but not alone. Jul'19:41
A parable for the church. Oct'19:25
The dependent child the victim of politics. Jan'20:56
What answer shall we give? Jan'20:56
Efficiency in the care of dependent children. Feb'20:32
State homes for children under fire. Feb'20:38
Our orphan family, Aquascalientes, Mexico. Mar'20:53
Mary and Martha. Mar'20:54
Rosebud. Apr'20:16
Our Mexican orphanage. Apr'20:32
A modern plea for a return to New Testament Christianity.
Jun'20:24
A child in the land of the eternal snows. Jun'20:27
A pastor's earnest appeal. Jun'20:51
The appeal of the child. Sep'20:9
Wildly happy. Sep'20:10
Some interesting salvage. Sep'20:15
Summer sympathies. Sep'20:15
(photo) Oct'20:2
Lest our friends forget. Nov'20:44
Armenian orphans (photo) Jan'21:48
Lost and found--a daddy. Feb'21:41
Campaigning for the children. Mar'21:48
Who will take John? Mar'21:24
The little child. Apr'21:30
Seems like our very own. Apr'21:45
Short and true from everywhere. Jul'21:34
And a little child shall lead them. Aug'21:36
(photo) Apr'22:12
Does it pay? (photos) Apr'22:14
Dividends of love. Apr'22:16
If that child were yours! Apr'22:39
The Child Saving Institute (photos) Jun'22:30
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:14
A clearing house for little tots (photos) Sep'22:20
The Easter call the call of Christ (photos) Mar'23:28
Close ups in our homes. Apr'23:37
You gave them a second chance. Jun'23:55
Who wants to adopt a family? (photo) Sep'23:37
Life more abundant. Dec'23:36
Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven. Jan'24:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
Keeping the family together. Feb'24:38
Love's kindergarten and university. Apr'24:3
(points) Apr'24:4
No room in the inn (photos) Apr'24:5
How does it feel to be a foster parent? Apr'24:55
Results from the Southern Christian Home. Apr'24:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
Stephen and Jane. Jul'24:46
The cry of a child. Dec'24:12
And they wrapped him in swaddling clothes. Dec'24:14
Adoption (poem) May'25:29
The first dandelions. May'25:32
What to teach the orphan boy. Jun'25:16
Humanizing the care of needy children. Dec'25:4
Feeding and feathering our nestlings. Dec'25:10
Do you hear the crying of the children? Dec'25:55
Children's Day in the children's homes. Jun'26:34
Why an orphanage in Batang. Oct'26:39
Heaven brought to earth. Oct'26:61
The things of abiding worth. Dec'26:6
The heart of a little child. Oct'27:39
The new meaning of benevolence. Jul'28:18
Why we behave like human beings. Dec'28:13
Brief talks... Dec'28:56
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:39
From the inside looking out. Dec'38:8
Your other family. Dec'42:7
Warphanage mother. Jun'45:23
More than bread is needed. Dec'46:7
From orphans to nurses. May'49:7
World Call visits Mom Thorpe's shoe (photos) Dec'53:9
Jimmy finds a family. Apr'54:35
Children's homes restore family life. Dec'56:15
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:9
One big, happy family. Dec'59:11
A foster family for the Hawks. Dec'62:26
Child care has changed. Dec'63:13
A chance to live. Oct'68:26
Answering cries for help. Dec'68:12
No place for this child. Dec'68:26

ORR, (married to Russel Orr)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22

ORR, JOHN
Missions and agricultural planning. Jul'46:6

ORR, OLIVIA MORISON, -1946
In memoriam. Jun'46:39

ORR, ROBERT H
Proposed new First Church in Seattle. Jun'19:46

ORR, SARAH
In memoriam. Jul'37:39

ORR, WILLIAM M. THE FINGERPRINTS OF GOD
Book chat. Jul'39:45

ORRVILLE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Apr'22:50

Ort, Charles A
Progress at Garrett, Indiana. Apr'20:47

ORTEZ, GAMALIEL
(photo) Oct'45:22 May'47:27

Ortez, Rosalio
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:33

ORTH, NELLIE, -1956 (married to George Orth)
In memoriam. Jul'56:39

ORTHODOX CHURCH IN AMERICA
Global highlights. Dec'65:5

ORTHODOX EASTERN CHURCH
Global highlights. Sep'54:3 May'58:5 Nov'59:8
May'59:5 Jul'64:6 Dec'59:8
New help for the church in Russia. Nov'60:19
Global highlights. May'62:4 Jun'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
Global highlights. Feb'66:5
An Orthodox Easter. Mar'67:12
Athenagoras--the beacon still shines. Dec'72:24

ORTING, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
No excuse for a "dead church." Nov'26:56

ORTIZ, GAMALIEL
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41

ORTIZ, GLORIA
(photo) Feb'71:21

ORTIZ, JOSE
For adult mission study (photo) Oct'56:36

Ortmayer, Roger
The arts challenge the church. Nov'69:6

Orton, Hazel V
Our children at work. Feb'33:44
A mission study book and how it grew. Apr'40:17

ORTON, HAZEL V. THE CHILDREN DOWNSTAIRS
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Orvis, Mary Irene, 1871-1960
Much work and few workers. Aug'19:49
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
A Sunday in Paraguay. May'26:39
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52
Four scenes. Jun'27:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:58
Up the river to Paraguay. Jun'32:19
ORVIS, MARY IRENE, 1871-1960
(photo) Aug'19:37
Notes. Feb'20:63
Our Mexican orphanage. Apr'20:32
(photo) Aug'21:31 Dec'24:22
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
(photo) Apr'26:48
In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55
(photo) Jun'28:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'32:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41 Apr'37:30
...returns home (photo) Jul'38:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'38:39 Jan'41:39
(death) News room. Feb'61:34

ORWEN, GIFFORD P
Classroom and campus. Oct'60:34

OSAGE, WYOMING
Pioneering in Wyoming. Jan'21:41

OSAKA, JAPAN
Notes.
Aug'19:48 Jan'20:63 Feb'20:58 Apr'20:64
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo of Tennoji Temple grounds) Mar'24:front cover
Spirit of self-help manifested. May'24:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
Building character in Japan. Jul'24:57
(photo of Easter program) Sep'24:52
Tenth anniversary of Christy Institute... Nov'24:39
The open avenue to hearts. Feb'25:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51
May we come in? Apr'25:43
Jottings from Japan. Aug'25:60
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:63
Psala after twenty years. Oct'25:56
The second crop in Japan. Jan'26:37
News from Osaka... Jan'26:62
From Osaka... Mar'26:40
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50
Osaka news items. May'26:63
Night school work as an evangelistic agency. Jun'26:18
An incident. Jun'26:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58 Jul'26:51
From the annual report, Tennoji Church... Jul'26:62
Seed of Christianity planted in their hearts (photo of Tennoji Kindergarten) Aug'26:54
From Osaka... Aug'26:59
At home again! Oct'26:47
Osaka station news. Jan'27:63
With the kindergartners. May'27:51
About the earthquakes. Jun'27:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
Preaching the word imperative. Jul'27:58
From the Pittsburgh of Japan. Aug'27:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
Osaka news. Feb'28:62
Echoes from everywhere.
   Aug'28:33 Apr'29:35 Mar'30:50
   Oct'28:48 Jun'29:50
   (note) Jun'30:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35 Apr'32:33
The Japan tidal wave (photo of kindergarten) Dec'34:30
A thirtieth anniversary (photo of Tennoji Church) Apr'37:28
Rebuilding the churches in Japan. Mar'49:42
Journey in new Japan (photo of church) Jan'58:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'59:38
(photo of Tamade Church) Nov'60:25

OSAKA, JAPAN. CHRISTY INSTITUTE
   See CHRISTY INSTITUTE

Osberg, John W
Letters. Jul'68:4

OSBERG, JOHN W
   (photo) Jul'52:45
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'60:6
   Women and world highways. Dec'53:31
   Letters. Dec'68:4
OSBORN, ALMA EDITH, 1896-1978
   (photo) Oct'53:30
OSBORN, DORA BUTTON
   In memoriam. May'33:40
OSBORN, ELLA WALL, -1949
   In memoriam. Jan'50:39
Osborn, George Edwin, 1897-1965 (married to Alma E. Osborn)
   Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50
   Does the church college pay? Jan'29:14
   The Oxford Group Movement. May'34:9
   (note) Jan'38:22
   Forward--the church. Apr'39:5
   The living church in a dying world. Mar'42:14
   Let's crusade again for unity. Dec'46:16
   Christian unity at home. May'47:24
OSBORN, GEORGE EDWIN, 1897-1965
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:63
   (photo) Mar'24:48
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'28:26
   quoted. Men and missions. Oct'31:16
   (photo) May'34:9
Personalities. Jun'35:12
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:33
College notes. Nov'36:40
Personalities. Jun'38:15
(photo) Mar'42:1
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26
Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:24
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
(photo) Dec'46:16
Global highlights. Feb'50:3
Christian unity study seminar. Jun'53:15
Classroom and campus. Jun'53:35
(photo) Oct'53:30
(photo) Dec'53:31
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
World Calling... May'64:10

OSBORN, GEORGE EDWIN. CHRISTIAN WORSHIP: A SERVICE BOOK
Book chat. Jun'53:14

OSBORN, GEORGE EDWIN. THE GLORY OF CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
quoted. Man responds to God. Apr'61:24

OSBORN, IDELLA
Here and there with World Call. Jan'64:50

OSBORN, MARVIN G., JR.
In brief. Jan'69:46

OSBORN, NAOMI ELIZABETH JACKSON, 1916-1986
(married to Ronald E. Osborn)
(photo) Dec'44:23
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'54:36
State Presidents (photo) Apr'68:46
Profile of the President. Sep'68:13 (photos p. 14)

Osborn, Ronald Edwin, 1917-
(married to Naomi Jackson Osborn)
(married to Nola Lee Neill Osborn)
The story of San Francisco. Nov'48:21
We went to Oklahoma City. Dec'50:24
It happened in Cleveland. Feb'51:7
A united church. Apr'51:11
Convention story. Jul'52:21
Disciples met in Portland. Sep'53:19
Your church is here. Jan'55:9
All this is the ministry. Sep'57:9
It has all happened in forty years. Jan'59:19
Middle East--cradle of Christianity. May'59:17
Keystone in the sixties. Jan'62:17
Churchman's vocabulary.
Apr'63:24 Jun'63:16 Oct'63:22
May'63:24 Jul'63:16 Dec'63:18
Evangelism means commitment and involvement. Feb'65:11
Our covenant with God. May'65:19
Separated churches should recognize each other. Nov'68:12

OSBORN, RONALD EDWIN, 1917-
(photo)
May'37:34 Sep'39:31 Sep'42:9 May'44:12
News room. Nov'45:26
Classroom and campus. Apr'50:32
(photo) Feb'51:7
Global highlights (photo) May'51:3
Bringing Lund to the people (photo) Jun'52:12
A look at Lund (photo) Nov'52:13
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'54:36
Classroom and campus. Oct'54:33
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
Global highlights. Dec'54:3
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:17
There is always a way. Jun'55:23
Disciple completes ecumenical assignment (photo) Jun'55:50
News room. Sep'55:38 (photo) Nov'55:45
Global highlights.
Jun'56:5 Nov'56:5 Feb'57:4
World Christianity in focus. Mar'57:26
Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:29
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34
The Declaration and address. Oct'59:29
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:4
News room. Jun'60:42
Classroom and campus. Mar'61:36 Apr'63:34
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:7
Bethany Press--a story of service (photo) May'64:29
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'65:33
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:6 Jun'65:6
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:5
Disciples in the news (photo) Apr'68:8
Global highlights (photo) Dec'67:6
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
(photo) Sep'68:front cover
Cover. Sep'68:4
Profile of the President (photos) Sep'68:13
In brief. May'69:39
The scene (photo) May'70:45
Eastern Seaboard Seminar. Jun'70:24
(photo) Jan'71:27
General Board deals with business, issues (photo) Sep'72:41
In brief. Dec'72:41 Jun'73:38
Uniting the churches in faith and service (photo) Jul'73:6

OSBORN, RONALD EDWIN. A CHURCH FOR THESE TIMES
New books. May'65:22
OSBORN, RONALD EDWIN. ELY VAUGHN ZOLLARS
Book chat. Jul'48:47
OSBORN, ROANLD EDWIN. IN CHRIST'S PLACE
New books. Jan'68:38
OSBORN, RONALD EDWIN. OUR EVANGELISTIC WITNESS
Evangelistic heritage. May'62:48
OSBORN, RONALD EDWIN. THE SPIRIT OF AMERICAN CHRISTIANITY
Classroom and campus. Jan'58:29
Our neighbors and ourselves. Jun'58:10
Book chat. Jul'58:24
OSBORN, VIRGINIA ELIZABETH, 1949–1968
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'54:36
Global highlights (photo) Nov'58:5
In memoriam. Jul'68:48
Profile of the President. Sep'68:14 (photo p. 15)
In brief. Apr'70:39
...memorial clinic. May'70:32
OSBORNE, (married to George Osborne)
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
OSBORNE, ADDIE, -1961
In memoriam. Jan'62:35
OSBORNE, E A
(photo) Mar'24:22
Osborne, E O
Message... Jul'19:52
OSBORNE, JOHN EDWARD
Classroom and campus. Sep'63:32
OSBORNE, LILLIAN M
(death) Nov'19:28
OSBORNE, MEREDITH E
(photo) Jul'39:8
OSBORNE, SARAH B
(death) May'20:50
OSBURN, FLORENCE
Global highlights (photo) Jul'63:5
OSBURN, IDELLA, 1913- (married to Blewford Osburn)
News room. Jul'59:44
OSBURN, RICHARD
News room. Sep'64:46
Osgood, Charles Brenton, 1866-1934
Message... Jul'19:52
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
OSGOOD, CHARLES BRENTON, 1866-1934
Another join superintendancy (photo) Jan'19:53
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Notes. Apr'19:63
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
(photo) Oct'29:11
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:46
Memorium. Jul'34:39
(death) Charles Breton Osgood (photo) Sep'34:29
OSGOOD, ELANOR MARY
See
MAHER, ELEANOR MARY OSGOOD
Osgood, Elliot Irving, 1871-1940
(married to Frances Hertzog Osgood)
Victory celebration in China. Mar'19:9
The battle line in China. Mar'19:30
The conversion of a government teacher. Aug'19:59
Notes. Sep'19:51
News notes for Chuchow. Oct'19:52
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape. Jun'20:4
China awakening. Jun'20:48
How Smith went after Shelton. Aug'20:4
Back to the drumtower. Sep'20:34
Chinese geographical names. Jan'21:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60
Emancipated. Jul'21:37
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:21
Hitting Anhwei trails. Nov'21:36
Improvement of cotton and men. Mar'22:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:56
The waters-by-my-door. Aug'22:20
A mother in Israel. Oct'22:18
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:64        Jun'23:59
Columbus. Aug'23:10
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:60        Sep'23:62
Passing on the torch. May'24:36
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
Apr'25:40        May'25:55
En route to the world's roof. Mar'26:36
Australia in Ynnanfu. Apr'26:41
On the long, long trail. May'26:36
No slackers need apply. Jun'26:8
Batang at last! Jul'26:39
Why an orphanage in Batang. Oct'26:39
The Ogdens of Batang. Mar'27:16
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Speaking of books. Jul'29:30
The medical missionary and his clinic. Nov'29:25
Through war and banditry. Nov'30:28
The Kingdom of Heaven is like the game of golf. Dec'31:16
Dr. William Ewart Macklin. Mar'35:5
Shall come again with joy. Dec'36:22
A building or a life? Jun'40:22

OSGOOD, ELLIOT IRVING, 1871-1940
(photo) Mar'19:30
(photo) Aug'20:4        Nov'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
(photo) Jul'21:35        Mar'22:39
As a Chinese doctor sees us. Mar'23:18
(photo) May'24:36        Mar'25:2
Osgood of Chuchow. Mar'25:15
Program helps. Mar'25:48
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
(photo) Nov'25:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
(photo) May'26:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
Recent developments in the Tibetan mission. Dec'26:36
(photo) Jan'27:5
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'27:53
(photo) Mar'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
Noteworthy changes and additions. Aug'27:24
quoted. Among Tibetan bandits. Nov'27:39
The telegraph in China. Jan'30:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44
(death) The threshold. May'40:2
(photo) Jun'40:22
OSGOOD, ELLIOT I. CHINA'S CROSSROADS
Book announcements. Dec'22:53
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51
OSGOOD, ELLIOT I. SHI, THE STORY TELLER
Shi, the story-teller. Dec'26:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
OSGOOD, ETTA
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39
OSGOOD, FRANCES HERTZOG, 1871-1955
(married to Elliot Irving Osbood)
Osgood of Chuchow. Mar'25:15
Program helps (photo) Mar'25:48
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
OSGOOD, GERALDINE
Memorium. Nov'35:39
OSGOOD, JOHN F.
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39
Osgood, Russell G
Experimenting in week-day religious instruction. Nov'27
OSGOOD, RUSSELL G
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
OSGOOD, RUTH WARREN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
Osgood, Virginia
Portrait of India (poem) Sep'72:back cover
OSGOOD, WALLACE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
O'SHEA, WILLIAM J
O'Sheel, Shaemas
He whom a dream hath possessed (poem) May'26:9
OSHIRO, TSUNCO
Flowers in the winter (photo) Jun'62:12
Osian, Avelina L
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
OSIAS, AVELINA (married to Camilo Osias)
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'57:33
OSKALOOSA, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
OSMAN, KENNETH T
Classroom and campus. Jan'55:33
OST, WARREN
National Parks Chaplaincy enlists 142. Jul'60:24
OSTERGAARD, SOREN K. INTO ABUNDANCE
Book chat. Jul'41:21
OSTERHOUT, ALBERT WESLEY, 1865-1935
(married to Josie York Osterhout)
(photo) Jan'21:9
OSTERHOUT, JOSIE YORK, 1871-1953
(married to Albert Wesley Osterhout)
(photo) Jan'21:9
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:41
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

OSTEYEE, EDITH TILLER. WRITING FOR CHRISTIAN PUBLICATIONS
Book chat. Jul'54:46

OSWEGO, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:48

Ota, Fumiko
Women and world highways. Mar'50:33

OTA, FUMIKO
For adult mission study. Mar'54:36

OTAMACHI, JAPAN
A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:40

"THE OTHER SIX DAYS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'66:41

OTILIO, DON
Christmas in Zacatecas. Dec'45:26

Otis, Clara
A home for the G. I.'s. Dec'58:46

OTIVELL, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
All this is evangelism. Apr'53:18

OTSUKA, NAOTARO
Naotaro Otsuka and family (photo) Apr'20:40

OTT, (MRS. H. U.)
(death) Jul'23:54

OTT, EUGENE W
News room. Sep'62:40
World events (photo) Apr'69:38

OTT, HELEN
(photo) Dec'39:10

OTT, MARY
In memoriam. Apr'43:39

OTTE, WALTER
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2

OTTER, EBENEZER
Czechoslovakia--7 years after Munich. Apr'46:21

OTTO, DAVID PIERRE, 1934-
China notes. May'36:45

Otto, Earl M
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:49,59

OTTO, EARL M
(photo) Jun'21:6
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
(photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
China notes. May'36:45

OTTO, HAWS A
(photo) Sep'59:front cover
The cover. Sep'59:inside front cover

OTTO, MARGUERITE
China notes. May'36:45

OTTO, MARY, -1947
In memoriam. Sep'47:39
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OTTO, ROSALIE IDA, 1932–
   China notes. May'36:45
OTTO, SAMUEL
   (photo) Feb'37:30
OTUMWA, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Missionary rallies. Mar'21:48
OTWELL, JOHN H. GROUND TO STAND ON
   Book chat. Nov'57:22
OUADI SHAHOUR, LEBANON
   Our visit to Ouadi Shahour (photo) Jul'66:26
"OUR BIBLE, HOW IT CAME TO US" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'54:40
OUR BILL OF RIGHTS, WHAT IT MEANS
   Book chat. Mar'42:45
"OUR CHURCH--WHAT IT MEANS TO BELONG" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'64:48
OUR DWELLING PLACE, A BOOK OF PRIVATE WORSHIP
   Book chat. Mar'41:46
OUR ECONOMIC LIFE IN THE LIGHT OF CHRISTIAN IDEALS
   Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
"OUR FATHER" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Apr'71:29
OUR FELLOWSHIP IN CHRISTIAN SERVICE
   Women and world highways. Oct'49:33
"OUR SENIOR YEARS" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. May'63:45
OUR YEAR OF STEWARDSHIP
   Shall we serve God or Mammon? Sep'54:21
"OUR YOUTH CULTURE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jan'67:49
OURSLER, FULTON. THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD
   Book chat. May'50:16
OURSLER, WILL. PROTESTANT POWER AND THE COMING REVOLUTION
   New books. May'71:28
OUTER SPACE--EXPLORATIONS
   See also
   SPUTNIK
   Editorials. Sep'69:19
OUTERBRIDGE, LEONARD M. THE LOST CHURCHES OF CHINA
   Book chat. Dec'52:22
OUTHOUSE, MALCOLM
   (photo) Jul'42:16
OUTLAW, CECIL FOY, 1883–1950
   (photo) Mar'24:43
Outler, Albert C
   The future is open. Apr'73:back cover
OUTLER, ALBERT C.
   quoted. Global highlights. Mar'59:8
OUTLER, ALBERT C. THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION AND THE UNITY WE SEEK
   Book chat. Nov'57:22
OUTLER, ALBERT C. JOHN WESLEY
   New books. Dec'64:42
OUTLER, ALBERT C. WHO TRUSTS IN GOD
   New books. Jul'68:36
Outler, Fannie Belle
   Misunderstanding (poem) Nov'30:37
OUTLOOK (NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES)
Global highlights. Mar'51:2
OUTLOOK PAMPHLETS ON LATIN AMERICA
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Ovens, Florence Jane
Defense measures in the home. Jan'42:50 Jun'42:46
OVER THE MEXICAN BORDER
Book chat. May'36:30
"OVER THE WALL" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'56:40
OVERACKER, LOUISE
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30
OVERBY, LUCY V
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'37:inside front cover
OVERDALE COLLEGE (ENGLAND)
(photo) Dec'26:22
What's doing in Britain. Apr'28:24
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:31
...looks to the future (photo) Dec'46:17
Classroom and campus. Nov'47:29 Apr'52:28
Global highlights. Apr'59:6
OVERHIZER, NELLIE, 1881-
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
quoted. Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
OVERHOLSER, WAYNE D., 1906- (married to Evaleth Overholser)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'61:8
OVERHOLSER, WINFRED
(photo) Feb'62:16
OVERLAND, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25
Good news... Jul'34:1
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS. HILLCREST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1962. Apr'63:45
(photo of sanctuary) Jan'71:11
OVERMAN, RALPH T. WHO AM I?
New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
Overmeyer, Grace
What are you going to do about it? Feb'23:62
Overmeyer, Bernice
Discipleship costly to Filipino student. Jul'55:46
OVERSTREET, BONARO. THE MIND ALIVE
Book chat. May'54:16
OVERSTREET, BONARO. THE MIND GOES FORTH
Book chat. Feb'57:42
OVERSTREET, BONARO. THE STRANGE TACTICS OF EXTREMISM
New books. Jan'65:22
OVERSTREET, BONARO. WHAT WE MUST KNOW ABOUT COMMUNISM
Book chat. Nov'59:42
OVERSTREET, H. A. THE MATURE MIND
Book chat. Dec'49:16
OVERSTREET, HARRY. THE MIND ALIVE
Book chat. May'54:16
OVERSTREET, HARRY. THE MIND GOES FORTH
Book chat. Feb'57:42
OVERSTREET, HARRY. THE STRANGE TACTICS OF EXTREMISM
New books. Jan'65:22
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OVERSTREET, HARRY. WHAT WE MUST KNOW ABOUT COMMUNISM
   Book chat. Nov'59:42
OVERTON, ETHEL, -1951
   In memoriam. Jan'52:37
Overton, Grace Sloan
   The profession of home building. May'27:11
OVERTON, GRACE SLOAN
   Women and world highways (photo) Jun'37:35
   They will speak at Columbus. Sep'37:18
   quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4
   Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32
   (photo) Jun'47:31
OVERTON, GRACE SLOAN. THE HOME IN A CHANGING CULTURE
   Book chat. Apr'36:23
OVERTON, GRACE SLOAN. LOVE, MARRIAGE AND PARENTHOOD
   Book chat. Jan'40:40
OVERTON, GRACE SLOAN. MARKED TRAILS FOR GIRLS
   Speaking of books. Dec'31:42
OVERTON, GRACE SLOAN. MARRIAGE IN WAR AND PEACE
   Book chat. Jan'46:39
OVERTON, PERCY, -1961
   In memoriam. May'61:3
OVERTON, WILLIAM MORTON, 1877-1967?
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'51:4
OW, (MRS. D. W.)
   In memoriam. Jan'39:47
OWEN, (MRS)
   (photo) Jan'21:17
OWEN, (married to Jess T. Owen)
   quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41
OWEN, (MRS. L. A.)
   (death) Aug'26:49
OWEN, AL
   Canadian partners to the north (photo) Nov'58:20
OWEN, ALYS
   Youth and missions (photo) Jul'57:37
Owen, Anne
   South Africa--a look at an image. Jul'65:45
OWEN, ANNE FRANKLIN, 1946-
   (birth) News room. Nov'46:32
OWEN, DAN KELLY, 1937- (married to Sandra Elaine Drago Owen)
   (commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...
   (photo) Sep'64:7
   Global highlights. May'68:7
   DARF amplifies the world voice of the church (photo)
   Apr'69:25
   In brief. Oct'70:42
Owen, David Henry, 1883-1951
   The American Committee for Relief in the Near East.
   Apr'19:42
   Kansas City and week day religious education. Nov'22:18
   A glimpse of Glasgow. Sep'24:22
OWEN, DAVID HENRY, 1883-1951
   Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
   Apr'19:39
   (photo) Apr'19:41 Nov'19:inside front cover Nov'25:26
   Youth on parade. Sep'29:16
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6

Owen, Deborah Elizabeth, 1956-
(birth) News room. Jan'57:37

Owen, Earl
A live Pennsylvania Christian Endeavor Society. Sep'26:47

Owen, George Earle, 1908-
(married to Margaret Frances Richards Owen)
The individual and democracy. Sep'41:18
In the cradle of democracy. May'42:9
Why I go to South America. Jun'43:11
The nature of the Christian ministry. Sep'43:5
Respect for personality... Oct'44:19
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'45:33 Mar'46:36
Protestant outlook in Argentina. Oct'46:21
Let your reach exceed your grasp. Jan'47:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:41
Union Theological Seminary serves wide area. Jan'48:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:37 Sep'51:36
In northern Luzon with Norwood Tye. Nov'51:16
Youth keep busy. Dec'51:45
The ministry in Argentina. Jan'52:10
Accelerated pace in the Philippines. May'52:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:35 Dec'54:36
I believe in Christian missions. apr'55:21
When youth chooses a vocation. May'55:12
Women and world highways. Feb'57:33
Last night I dreamed I died. Mar'60:28
New life for the church in Russia. Nov'60:19
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
Better barns or a better world? Jun'62:48
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
Books. Nov'63:41
The road to unity. Dec'63:23 Jan'64:29 Feb'64:23
Adults and mission. Jul'64:40
Ministering in a mad, mad, wonderful world. Dec'65:20
What could become... Jul'66:13
Review and forecast. Feb'67:21
Why the donkey was named Christopher. Mar'67:31
Women on world highways. May'68:30
Letters. Jan'70:4
Feedback (poem) Jun'70:14
Federal help vital for black higher education. Jul'72:44
A universe of two worlds (poem) Jul'73:25
Whose door? (poem) Sep'73:44

Owen, George Earle, 1908-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40 Nov'39:34
News room. Jul'40:34
(photo) May'42:24
News room. Nov'42:34 Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:5
World friendship in a world at war (photo) May'43:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
News room. Dec'43:32 Oct'44:28
(photo) Oct'46:21
News room. Jul'48:39
Crusade progress (photo) Jun'49:26
Global highlights (photo) Jan'50:2
(photo) Feb'51:33
News room. May'51:47
Debate draws attention. Apr'54:47
Global highlights. (photo)
Jun'54:2 Nov'54:2
(photo) Apr'55:21
quoted. Missions amid revolution. Dec'55:17
For adult mission study. Jan'56:36
Global highlights. Mar'56:2
Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
Global highlights.
Feb'57:6 (photo) May'57:4 (photo) Sep'57:4
Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
News room. Apr'58:40
Global highlights (photo) Mar'59:7
Women and world highways. Dec'59:33
News room. Sep'61:38
Global highlights (photo) Dec'61:4
Freedom with responsibility (photo) May'62:25
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24
News room. Jan'65:34
(photo) Dec'65:20
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7 Apr'68:8
quoted. No crystal ball for Disciples. May'68:17
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
World Calling... Jul'69:50
In brief. Sep'69:38
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. Jun'70:39 (photo) Mar'71:35
Retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'73:31

OWEN, GEORGE EARLE. EDUCATION FOR MISSION AND CHANGE
World outreach sounding board. Oct'69:30

OWEN, GEORGE EARLE. FAITH AND FREEDOM
Book chat. Jul'53:42

OWEN, HAROLD P
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:31

OWEN, JANE
In memoriam. Jul'31:40

OWEN, JEAN Z. THE TROUBLED HEART
Book chat. May'56:40

OWEN, JESSE O., 1893-1972
In memoriam. Feb'73:43

OWEN, JOHN, 1616-1683
quoted. Last column. Mar'59:50

OWEN, LEWIS
(photo) Feb'23:34

Owen, Margaret Frances Richards, 1912-
(married to George Earle Owen)
Shifting population... Apr'41:8
Gateway to Chaco. Nov'44:22
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
Accelerated pace in the Philippines. May'52:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
Partners in the Christian task. Mar'54:15
Where Christian learning occurs. Sep'61:22
Homes build the nation. Oct'61:16

41
OWEN, MARGARET FRANCES RICHARDS, 1912-
(photo) May'42:24
News room. Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:5
World friendship in a world at war (photo) May'43:19
(ordination) News room. Sep'43:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:31
News room. Dec'43:32
(photo) Mar'44:15
Global highlights (photo) Jan'50:2
News room. May'51:47
Global highlights. Nov'54:2
News room (photo) Oct'56:38
(photo) Oct'60:39

OWEN, MARY DEVON, 1944-
See
O'BRIEN, MARY DEVON OWEN

Owen, Monica
Case of the Mexican migrant. Feb'61:28

OWEN, MONICA
Global highlights. Dec'51:2
(photo) Feb'61:28

NOWEN, PEGGY
See OWEN-CLARK, MARGARET EARLE

OWEN, RICHARD
(death) News room. Mar'45:28

OWEN, SANDRA ELAINE DRAGO, 1937- (married to Dan K. Owen)
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...
(photo) Sep'64:7
Global highlights. May'68:7

Owen, Vilda Sauvage
Pilate's wife (poem) Feb'26:inside front cover

OWEN, VIRGINIA ELAINE, 1965-
(birth) Global highlights. Jun'65:7

OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41

Owen-Clark, Margaret Earle "Peggy", 1944-
(married to Gerald Daniel Clark)
Youth and the world mission. Dec'68:32

Owen-Clark, Margaret Earle "PEGGY", 1944-
(birth) News room. Apr'49:34
(photo) Dec'68:32

OWENS, (MRS. J. M.)
(death) May'23:55

OWENS, C
(photo) May'55:38

OWENS, CLARENCE HAROLD (married to Mildred Todd Owens)
Full life for the aging (photo) Dec'57:17
News room. May'60:38

OWENS, GEORGE A
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:35
Global highlights (photo)
Jun'65:7  Jun'66:5
Classroom and campus (photo) May'67:35
In brief. May'69:39
Tougaloo has know-how (photo) Jul'70:22
OWENS, HARRY L
(photo) Jan'38:31
OWENS, IVERA MAE (married to Charles Luke Owens)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'56:6
OWENS, JESSE T
The church serves its aging (photo) Oct'57:11
OWENS, MILDRED TODD (married to Clarence Harold Owens)
Full life for the aging. Dec'57:18 (photo p. 19)
OWENS VALLEY, CALIFORNIA. RELOCATION CAMP
A visit ot Owens Valley. Jun'42:28
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY. CNETURY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
Decade achievements--after two years. Sep'62:15
New Church Advance (drawing of new church) Apr'64:13
Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'20:43
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'22:61
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:24 (photo p.
25)
OWERS, EDWARD
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'23:54
OWERS, LULU REED
(photo) Nov'35:44
New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
OWHI, YOKUSH
(photo) Nov'25:42
OWINGS, CHARLES TRENT, 1937- (married to Linda Owings)
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'62:35
OWINGS, LINDA (married to Charles Trent Owings)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'62:35
Owings, Trent
Speak and listen. Jan'63:28
OWINGSVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The rural church in community life. Apr'54:18
OWOSSO, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of pageant) Feb'28:47
A birthday party. May'32:39
OWNSBY, JOSEPHINE
(photo) Jan'21:7
OWSLEY, (MRS. W. F.)
In memoriam. Feb'32:39
OWSLEY, FANNIE MAE, -1947
In memoriam. May'47:14
Oxenham, John
To win the world (poem) Aug'19:33
Darkness and light (poem) May'20:31
Opportunity (poem) Jun'20:24
Tamate (poem) Mar'21:back cover
After work (poem) May'21:23
Ceiled houses. Aug'24:back cover
The winnowing (poem) Oct'25:27
(untitled poem) Feb'26:18
Credo (poem) May'26:16
Fit to live (poem) Sep'27:36
The morning breaks (poem) Jan'28:12
A little Te Deum for womanhood (poem) Jun'29:16
A prayer for churches (poem) Jun'30:31
For a new world (poem) Sep'32:16
A new earth (poem) Jun'33:16
To whom shall the world henceforth belong? (poem) Sep'33:25
He--they--we (poem) Oct'35:20
New Year's Day... (poem) Jan'36:48
For a new world (poem) Feb'36:48
His way (poem) Mar'36:13
(untitled poem) Oct'37:38

OXENHAM, JOHN. BEES IN AMBER
Book chat. Sep'59:44

OXENHAM, JOHN. GOD'S CANDLES
What, where, when and how. Apr'30:35
Speaking of books. Jun'30:55

OXENHAM, JOHN. THE MASTER'S GOLDEN YEARS
Speaking of books. Jul'32:41

OXER, EMMA
In memoriam. May'38:39

OXER, ROSA LEE, 1868–1918
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Feb'21:19

OXFORD ANNOTATED BIBLE WITH THE APOCRYPHA
World Calling... Jul'66:10

OXFORD DICTIONARY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Book chat. Jan'58:24

OXFORD, ENGLAND. CATHEDRAL
(photo) Jul'38:front cover
The threshold. Jul'38:2

OXFORD GROUP MOVEMENT
The Oxford Group Movement. May'34:9
...growing. Oct'34:3
The threshold. Dec'34:2

OXFORD, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7

OXFORD, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Nov'35:1

OXFORD UNIVERSITY. WORCESTER COLLEGE
(photo) Jan'26:front cover

Oxnam, Garfield Bromley, 1891–
Is the Kingdom of God realizable? Apr'46:9
...Seattle address. Jan'47:16
Participation is required. Feb'49:8

OXNAM, GARFIELD BROMLEY, 1891–
(photo) Apr'42:24
Leadership of the Federal Council. Jan'45:4
(photo) Mar'45:16,17
quoted. The threshold. Jun'45:2
Global highlights. Sep'46:3
(photo) Apr'47:19
Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:2 (photo) May'49:2
The World Council in the U.S.A. May'49:8
A Protestant–Catholic conference? Sep'49:5
Global highlights.
Dec'49:2 Jul'51:3 (photo) Mar'53:2
Investigations. Jul'54:49
Global highlights. Oct'56:4
OXNAM, GARFIELD BROMLEY. BY THIS SIGN CONQUER
   Book chat. Jul'42:25
OXNAM, GARFIELD BROMLEY. I PROTEST
   Book chat. Jul'54:47
OXNAM, GARFIELD BROMLEY. PERSONALITIES IN SOCIAL REFORM
   Book chat. Feb'50:16
OXNAM, GARFIELD BROMLEY. PREACHING IN A REVOLUTIONARY AGE
   Book chat. Jan'45:16
OXNAM, ROBERT F

OZARK MOUNTAINS
   A modern rural church in the Ozarks. Apr'23:27
   The church that community service made. May'31:21
Ozbun, Mildred
   Sunday schools. Mar'29:52
   Jack's conscience speaks. May'29:38
   Sunday schools. Jun'29:52
OZBUN, MILDRED
   Sunday schools. Apr'29:37
OZMENT, ROBERT V. BUT GOD CAN
   quoted. Last column. Feb'63:50
OZMENT, ROBERT V. HAPPY IS THE MAN
   quoted. Last column. Feb'65:50
PABELLON, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'44:32    Apr'45:33    Dec'45:37    Feb'48:37
Hopeful plans for leadership in central Mexico. Jun'49:32
Back home in Pabellon. Apr'50:46
What is the harvest? Dec'51:38
Christmas came to Pabellon, Mexico. Feb'52:43
Echoes from everywhere (photos)
Jul'52:40    Sep'52:34
Boys are learning ethics. Dec'52:32
It's "Merry Christmas" in Mexican mission. Dec'53:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34
The irrigation well at Mountain of Light Farm. Sep'54:32
Dedication in Pabellon (photo of church) Jan'55:30
Echoes from everywhere.
Girls visit Mexico City... Feb'56:39
Some Mexicans want no contact with Protestants. Feb'56:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'56:34    Oct'62:36    Apr'64:38
Gracias, Senor Presidente! Jun'67:46
Layman gives helpful service in Mexico. Jan'68:45

PABELLON, MEXICO. MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT FARM
Workmen for God (photos) Sep'55:26
Fear not, Israel! (photos) Mar'56:21
Stewardship grows on mission fields. Mar'58:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
Cornerstone laying. Nov'58:48
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38
Better leaders. Jul'59:48
Echoes from everywhere (photo of new dormitory) Sep'59:36
The best year yet (photo of tractor) Oct'59:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36    May'60:34
Testimony with a diploma. Jan'61:42
Livestock for a hungry world. Oct'61:46 (photo p. 31)
All eyes on Latin America (photo of baptism) Dec'61:25
(photo) Mar'62:front cover
The cover. Mar'62:inside front cover
Mexican Disciples reach others (photo of class) May'62:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38    Nov'64:36
(photo) Feb'72:15

PACE, O B
(photo) Sep'59:14
PACHALL, JOSHUA ERNEST
   Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34
PACHECO, MOISES
   Conference stirs Mexican youth. Apr'59:45
PACHECO, OSCAR VERGEL
   Global highlights. Dec'57:3
PACIFIC BEACH, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Crusade progress. Dec'50:21
PACIFIC GROVE, CALIFORNIA
   (photo) Feb'19:36
PACIFIC GROVE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
   Good ideas.. Aug'30:38
   More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44
PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Crusade progress. Dec'50:21
PACIFIC SCHOOL OF RELIGION
   (photo of campus) Jun'60:15
PACIFIC THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE (FIJI)
   Ecumenical adventure in Fiji (photo of seminary) May'71:40
PACIFISM
   See also   PEACE
   Social trends. May'37:23 Dec'40:22
PACK,  (married to J. P. Pack)
   God is holding me responsible. Jul'24:56
PACK, ADELE WHITE (married to John Paul Pack)
   In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover
   (photo) Jun'28:20
   Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
   (photo) Dec'37:32
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'59:8
PACK, J  P
   God is holding me responsible (photo) Jul'24:56
Pack, John Paul, 1904-  (married to Adele White Pack)
   Musing on our plea. May'26:10
   Students weigh the church. Jan'34:23
   The program is important. Oct'57:20
   What Oberlin means to church members. Dec'57:13
PACK, JOHN PAUL, 1904-
   (photo) May'26:10
   Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
   Personalities (photo) May'37:19
   (photo) Dec'37:32
   News room. Jan'44:34
   (photo) Feb'45:28
   quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48
   quoted. Last column. Oct'50:48 Jan'53:48
   (photo) Sep'53:40
   Here and there with World Call. Sep'53:48
   Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo) Nov'57:12
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'58:5 (photo) May'59:6
   Pioneers in the Rockies (photo) Jun'59:18
   quoted. Last column. Dec'59:50
   Five great days in Los Angeles (photo) Sep'62:29
   Disciples in the news (photo) Nov'66:7
PACKARD, (married to George Packard) (photo) Nov'36:41
Packard, Paul Henry, 1887-1967
(married to Elizabeth Mattern Packard)
Are we dishonest? Dec'26:18
PACKARD, VANCE. THE HIDDEN PERSUADERS
Social trends. Jan'58:18
Book chat. May'58:24
The American way of death. Jan'64:9
PADA, GRACIANO
Meet the Pada family (photo) Feb'42:27
PADA FAMILY
Meet the Pada family (photo) Feb'42:27
Paddock, Simon Adelbert, 1891-1956
(married to Anna Georgia Paddock)
When a mining disaster occurs. Oct'28:11
PADDOCK, SIMON ADELBERT, 1891-1956 (photo) Mar'24:50
Padelford, Frank W
Is the day of small colleges over? Apr'28:21
PADELFORD, FRANK W (photo) Jan'25:32
PADEREWSKI, IGNACE JAN
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:32
PADROSA, LUIS
Conquered by scripture (photos) Apr'55:28
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. CLAY STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A friend in need. Apr'38:15
Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches aided with loans (photo) Jul'33:16
The threshold. Sep'43:2
PADWICK, CONSTANCE
Why Henry Martyn first? Jul'24:21
PAGE, BARBARA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:30
PAGE, JERRY L.
In brief (photo) Mar'71:45
World events (photo) Apr'72:40
Page, Kirby, 1850-1957
(married to Mary Ann False Page)
The challenge of New York City. Jul'19:45
Notes. Aug'19:46
The Disciples of Christ and the city. Dec'19:18
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:25
What war does to democracy. Oct'41:12
Living with peace of mind.
Mar'53:18 Apr'53:44 May'53:29 Jul'53:43
Be still and know. Feb'54:43
PAGE, KIRBY, 1850-1957
Ridgewood Heights Community building. Jun'20:49
(photo) Sep'20:25
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'25:52 Jan'26:42
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'27:41
What happened at Buffalo. Jan'29:29
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:15
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
College happenings. Jan'38:30
(photo) Oct'41:12
The threshold. Dec'44:2
Classroom and campus. Dec'49:31
Seeks Eddy material. Jul'53:42
(death) News room. Feb'58:40
quoted. Last column. Mar'59:50
PAGE, KIRBY. THE ABOLITION OF WAR
Speaking of books. Feb'25:54
PAGE, KIRBY. CAPITALISM AND ITS RIVALS
Book chat. Jan'36:21
PAGE, KIRBY. HOW TO KEEP AMERICA OUT OF WAR
The threshold. Dec'39:4 Feb'40:2
PAGE, KIRBY. I RAN ACROSS THESE ILLUSTRATIONS
(probably never published)
Book chat. Jan'58:41
PAGE, KIRBY. IMPERIALISM AND NATIONALISM
Speaking of books. Nov'27:58
PAGE, KIRBY. INDIVIDUALISM AND SOCIALISM
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
PAGE, KIRBY. JESUS OR CHRISTIANITY
Speaking of books. Feb'31:35
PAGE, KIRBY. LIVING ABUNDANTLY
Book chat. Jul'44:40
PAGE, KIRBY. LIVING COURAGEOUSLY
Book chat. Mar'37:44
PAGE, KIRBY. LIVING JOYOUSLY
Book chat. Dec'50:18
PAGE, KIRBY. LIVING PRAYERFULLY
Book chat. Apr'41:23
PAGE, KIRBY. LIVING WITH PEACE OF MIND
Book chat. Sep'53:41
PAGE, KIRBY, THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH
Book chat. Nov'48:44
PAGE, KIRBY. MUST WE GO TO WAR
Book chat. Feb'38:34
PAGE, KIRBY. NOW IS THE TIME TO PREVENT A THIRD WORLD WAR
Book chat. May'46:15
PAGE, KIRBY. PROPERTY
Books for today. Sep'35:46
PAGE, KIRBY. RELIGIOUS RESOURCES FOR PERSONAL LIVING AND SOCIAL
ACTION
Some books on world Christianity. Jul'39:31
PAGE, KIRBY. THE SWORD OR THE CROSS
PAGE, KIRBY. WAR
PAGE, KIRBY. WHAT DOES GOD WANT US TO DO ABOUT RUSSIA?
Book chat. Nov'48:44
PAGE, KIRBY. WHAT SHALL WE DO ABOUT WAR?
   Book chat. Jan'36:21

PAGE, KIRBY. THE WILL OF GOD FOR THESE DAYS
   The threshold. Jul'45:2
   Book chat. Nov'45:17

PAGE, L E
   (photo) Mar'24:42

PAGE, R. H.
   In brief (photo) Mar'71:40

Page, William Tyler
   The American's creed. Jul'24:9

PAGEANT OF A CENTURY
   For adult missionary groups. Apr'48:34      May'48:34

PAGEANT OF WORSHIP
   Book chat. May'35:30

PAGEANTS
   The seeker of the way. Nov'31:34
   With banners lifted! Nov'33:30
   Let us now go even unto Bethlehem. Dec'33:30
   America calls! Mar'36:34
   Joy to the world. May'37:30

Paget, Albert Ferguson, 1919-  (married to Della Mae Paget)
   Hollanders working hard. Feb'48:42

PAGET, ALBERT FERGUSON, 1919-
   News room (photo) Nov'44:27

PAGET, DELLA MAE, 1919-  (married to Albert Paget)
   News room (photo) Nov'44:27

PAGET, JAMES ALBERT, 1948-
   (birth) News room. Mar'48:32

PAGET, JOHN EDMOND, 1949-
   (birth) News room. Jul'49:47

PAGET, RICHARD ERNEST, 1951-
   (birth) News room. Jun'51:38

PAGURA, FEDERICO J
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36

PAHANO
   Pahano gets a second chance (photo) Feb'63:19

PAI HU CHANG, THAILAND
   For adult mission study. Jan'57:32

"PAINFUL CONFESSION" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jun'69:29

PAINTER, C R
   Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:11

PAINTER, JAMES HENRY, 1841-1921
   (married to Nancy Rebecca Painter)
   Nov'21:50

Painter, Ruby
   Among our children. Nov'24:31

PAINTER, RUBY
   Miss Ruby Painter (photo) Jul'24:58

PAINTSVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches among Disciples (photo) Feb'46:17

PAJAROS DE CANDELARIA, PUERTO RICO
   (photo of church) May'30:23
PAKISTAN

Global highlights. Jun'48:3
India and Pakistan get famine relief aid. Mar'53:44
Global highlights. Dec'54:3
For adult mission study. Dec'54:38 Jan'55:38
For adult mission study (photo of children) Feb'55:36
For adult mission study. Mar'55:40 May'55:36
Women and world highways. Sep'55:33
Global highlights. Nov'56:3 Oct'57:4
Cooperation out of chaos in Pakistan (photos) Oct'57:17
Citizens of a tragic nation. Dec'59:19
Loaves and fishes. Oct'60:45
In brief. Mar'71:35
World events. Apr'71:36 Nov'71:38

PAKISTAN--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Poorest of the poor. Apr'55:32
Is relief the only answer? (photo) Dec'58:13
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'60:32
Two things we can do about human tragedy in Pakistan. Oct'71:43
...a terrible crisis. Nov'71:26
World events. Dec'71:36

PAKUDA, BAKHYA IBN
quoted. Last column. Jul'55:48

PALACIO, VICENTE
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:29

PALATKA, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growing churches in florida. Feb'28:37

PALEEW, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Faith builds a church (photo of United Church of Christ) May'62:49

PALENCIA, EUNICE MARIE
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
(photo) Mar'30:49

PALENCIA, OLIVE MARIE YOUNKER, 1897-
One memory that will endure (photo) Jul'23:15
Two Filipino Christians (photo) Mar'28:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
(photo) May'29:48 Mar'30:10,45 Jan'31:19
A gift from a former missionary. Jun'67:42

Palencia, Paul Claro, -1955
The advance of medicine against superstition. Feb'21:28

PALENCIA, PAUL CLARO, -1955
Notes. Jun'19:62
Fruit from a Filipio field (photo) Feb'21:27
One memory that will endure (photo) Jul'23:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
Two Filipino Christians (photo) Mar'28:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
(photo) Mar'30:10
The first page. Feb'31:2

PALESTINE
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
Speaking of books. Feb'30:30
Global highlights. Nov'47:3
Not a truce, but peace. Jul'51:5
Middle East propaganda tussle. Jul'51:21
Report from Jerusalem. Apr'61:28
The refugees we dare not forget. Jan'63:20
My neighbor in the Middle East. Oct'63:29

PALESTINE--DESCRIPTION
A cluster of lotus bloom (photo) Jun'26:4
The lad of Nazareth... Jun'28:5
Around the world with Christ. Jun'33:20
Springtime in Palestine (poem) Apr'40:48
Helps for leaders of junior groups (photo) Jun'42:41
O little town of Bethlehem. Dec'64:11

PALESTINE--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
A primer on Palestine. May'48:16
What should be Jerusalem's status? Jun'50:27

PALESTINE FOUNDATION FUND
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39

PALESTINE, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Circulations' cozy corner. Feb'34:1
(photo of meeting) Apr'55:1

PALESTINE, TEXAS. FULTON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Little churches with a large mission. Sep'73:11
(photo p. 12)

PALIS, F W
A pioneer plus church extension. Sep'19:10

PALM SUNDAY
Why the donkey was named Christopher. Mar'67:31

PALMAR de CAMBAR, MAGDALENA
Women on world highways. Jun'70:31

PALMBLAD, HARRY V E
(photo) Jan'21:8
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'24:52 Dec'25:43 Jun'26:42
Oct'25:54 Feb'26:52

PALMER, (married to Lloyd Palmer) -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35
Palmer, Albert Wentworth, 1879-
Contemporary commandments of social righteousness. Mar'29:26

PALMER, ALBERT WENTWORTH, 1879-
They will speak at Columbus (photo) Sep'37:18
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4

PALMER, ALBERT WENTWORTH. THE ART OF CONDUCTING PUBLIC WORSHIP
Book chat. Oct'39:22

PALMER, ALBERT WENTWORTH. THE LIGHT OF FAITH
Book chat. Dec'45:14

PALMER, ALBERT WENTWORTH. THE MINISTER'S JOB
Book chat. Jan'38:33

PALMER, ALICE FREEMAN, 1855-1902
Women and world highways. Jan'38:35

PALMER, ANGELA MARIE, 1963-
(birth) News room. Jun'63:41
Palmer, Beula, 1905- (married to Russell E. Palmer)
Missionary worship service.
Jun'54:37 Sep'54:35 Nov'54:33
Jul'54:39 Oct'54:35

PALMER, BEULA, 1905-
News room. Jul'61:36 Mr'63:36
PALMER, C
(photo) May'55:38

PALMER, CARRIE
(death) News room. May'43:34

Palmer, Charles Martin, 1913--
Woodhaven—hope for the handicapped. Nov'62:17

PALMER, CHARLES MARTIN, 1913--
(photo) Apr'60:31
Woodhaven—help for the handicapped (photo) Feb'61:19
News room. May'61:32
Global highlights. Oct'63:6 (photo) Apr'64:7
In brief (photo) Nov'73:41

Palmer, Jewel Irene, 1894-1949
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:62

PALMER, JEWEL IRENE, 1894-1949
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jun'24:53 Jan'25:45 Feb'25:45
(photo) Jan'26:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39 Oct'30:34
(photo) Nov'31:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:43
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:32 Nov'45:25
(death) News room. May'49:40

PALMER, JOHN
They must be missionaries (photo) Oct'57:29

Palmer, Kay
A plea for the Campbell Mansion. Sep'48:45

Palmer, Lester Davis, 1929-- (married to Janelle Griffin Palmer)
So great a file of witnesses. Oct'67:38

PALMER, LESTER DAVIS, 1929--
News room. Oct'61:34
Classroom and campus.
Jun'63:34 Jan'64:34 (photo) Jun'65:35
Disciples in the news. Jul'66:7
World events (photo) Dec'69:36

PALMER, MACK R
World Calling... Apr'69:50

PALMER, MARY
(death) Mar'26:50

PALMER, MARY LEIGH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43

Palmer, Mary Maxine Jones, 1926-- (married to Ralph T. Palmer)
First impressions. May'53:46
There is no place like home! Feb'54:29
A fire burned in the rain. May'54:26
Why study Japan? Dec'57:20
Christian families are few in Japan. Mar'62:18

PALMER, MARY MAXINE JONES, 1926--
(marriage) Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'49:31
For adult missionary groups. Oct'49:34
Crusade progress (photo) Feb'50:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
Classroom and campus. Oct'52:30
(photos) Feb'54:29 Dec'55:20,33
Global highlights (photo)
PALMER, OPAL (married to Wilbur Palmer)
quoted. For adult mission study.
PALMER, RACHEL LYNN (married to Dewey H. Palmer)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'50:4
Palmer, Ralph Thomas, 1926- (married to Mary Maxine Jones Palmer)
Jamaican hurricane hits Christian College. Oct'51:31
First impressions. May'53:46
There is no place like home! Feb'54:29
Honjo gets a pastor. Dec'55:32
Missionaries still needed! May'60:23
Scholarships mean stronger churches. Jun'62:29
New missionaries for a world in turmoil. Jun'63:17
Moments of meditation. Nov'63:37
The right road to missionary service. Mar'64:28
The case for the single missionary. Jul'65:31
Called to serve abroad. Mar'66:17
Heard the latest? Jun'69:14
Changes in missionary recruitment. Jul'69:22
Your adventure abroad. Apr'71:22
PALMER, RALPH THOMAS, 1926-
Classroom and campus. Dec'47:28
(marriage) Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'49:31
For adult missionary groups. Oct'49:34
Crusade progress (photo) Feb'50:25
(photo) Feb'51:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
Classroom and campus. Oct'52:30
(photo) Dec'55:20,32,33
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:2
As partners in world mission. Dec'57:44 (photo p. 15)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
(photo) Oct'60:22
Global highlights.
(photograph) Sep'62:5  (photograph) Dec'62:6
(photograph) May'65:47  Mar'66:17
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
World outreach sounding board (photo) Jan'68:32
(photo) Jun'69:16
PALMER, RUSSELL EUGENE, 1913- (married to Beulah Palmer)
Contributing members receiving World Call (photo) Oct'60:46
PALMER, RUTH
News room. Jan'56:38
PALMER, SARAH
They must be missionaries (photo) Oct'57:29
PALMER, SIS-ELIT
(photo) Nov'25:42
Palmer, Sophronia A
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:62
PALMER, THOMAS MILLARD, 1912-
News room (photo) Sep'62:40
Palmer, Vance
(untitled poem) Mar'28:59
Palmer, W I
From tin can to sanctuary. Oct'23:58
PALMER, WILBUR (married to Opal Palmer)
For adult mission study. Jan'55:38
PALMER, WILLIAM FLETT, -1942
In memoriam. Nov'42:39
PALMILLAS, MEXICO
(photo of Chapel) May'45:36
PALMQUIST, THEODORE H
Crusade conferences on Christian unity. Dec'48:17
PALMYRA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:8
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Mar'20:64
PAMANES, (married to S. Pamanes)
(photo) Dec'73:44
PAMONA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Birthday celebration for School of Missions (photo) Mar'41:43
PAMPA, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Shavings. May'72:36
PAN CHUN-HSIANG
News room. Apr'43:34
P'an Chuin Tsiang (photo) Oct'44:35
EL PAN DE CARRILLO, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38
PAN LAO T'AI T'AI
P'an Lao T'ai T'ai. Jun'48;29
PANAMA
Panama and the future. Jun'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:32
PAN-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
The coming Pan-American Conference. Feb'23:30
Sidelights on the Santiago Conference. Sep'23:34
Social trends. Feb'39:25
PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF WOMEN
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51
PAN-AMERICAN DAY
The threshold. Apr'36:2
For adult missionary groups. Mar'43:36
PANDE, DESH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:62
PANDIT, LAKSHMI
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:2
PANEL OF SCHOLARS
Global highlights. Jan'57:3
What do Disciples believe--and why? Mar'57:17
PANEL OF SCHOLARS. THE RENEWAL OF THE CHURCH
Three important publications. Jan'64:10
PANG HWA
Global highlights. Oct'54:2
PANGBURN, W. W. ADVENTURES IN RECREATION
Book chat. Feb'37:47
PANICS
See DEPRESSIONS--1929
PANKEY, ANNA BLANCHE
See WICKES, ANNA BLANCHE PANKEY
Pannalal
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49
Pannalall, Philemon
   Steel, Soviets and salvation. Apr'64:29
PANNALALL, PHILEMON
   Global highlights. Mar'59:6
   (photo) Apr'64:29
PANNELL, WILLIAM E. MY FRIEND THE ENEMY
   New books. Jul'68:36
PANNENBERG, WOLFGANG. REVELATION AS HISTORY
   New books. Apr'69:28
PAN-PACIFIC WOMAN'S CONFERENCE
   Women clasp hands across Pacific (photo) Oct'28:27
PANTECNO, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28 (photo p. 27)
   (photo) May'31:6
Pantle, Charles David, 1891-1951 (married to Minnie Pantle)
   St. Louis Convention... Feb'41:14
   Your Brotherhood publishing house. Jan'43:16
PANTLE, CHARLES DAVID, 1891-1951
   quoted. At Richmond they said-- Nov'39:13
   News room. Mar'41:42
   Change in leadership. Sep'42:2
   (photo) Sep'42:26       Jan'43:16
   Objectives for laymen (photo) Mar'46:21
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'46:4
   (photo) Sep'46:11
   Global highlights. Jan'49:2
   Disciple doers. Oct'50:20
   (death) News room. Mar'51:40
Pao, William
   A Chinese looks at war. Dec'44:34
PAO, WILLIAM
   (photo) Dec'44:34
PAOLI, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Our immediate church building campaign. Apr'19:44
PAONIA, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Present-day frontier experiences (photo) May'20:34
Pap, L
   A "Thank-you" letter. Apr'47:48
PAPASAPH, MARIETTA
   (photo) Jan'42:38
PAQUIER, RICHARD. DYNAMICS OF WORSHIP
   New books. Jun'68:37
"PARABLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jun'66:43
   Youth and the world mission. Jan'67:36
PARABLES
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'37:38
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'38:40
PARAGON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50
PARAGOULD, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'21:13
PARAGUAY
   Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:11
Notes. Feb'19:46
Facts for the busy woman. Mar'19:42
A thousand miles up the Paraguay. Apr'19:24
CWBM...gifts. May'19:57
Look on the fields. Oct'19:23
Oct'19:37
Snap shots... Dec'19:11
Notes. Feb'20:57
Facts for the busy woman. Apr'20:38
Now or never in Paraguay. May'20:6
Notes. Aug'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47
U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:34
Ourselves in South America (photos) Nov'21:7
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
Colegio Internacional... Mar'22:44
Letter from Asuncion, Paraguay. Mar'22:50
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:46 May'22:48
Things you ought to know about foreign missions. Jun'22:21
Just around the corner in Asuncion. Mar'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55,59
Building in Paraguay. Jun'23:48
Revolution in Paraguay. Sep'23:14
Colegio Internacional in the future of Paraguay. Oct'23:12
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'23:49 Dec'23:58 May'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'24:45
Oct'25:much of issue
A reason for some "Ten o'clock scholars!" Feb'26:46
Cities of the dead. Feb'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
The American college in Paraguay. Sep'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52 Nov'26:50
Making history in historic Paraguay. Feb'27:25
A soul satisfying occasion. Apr'27:37
Speaking of books. Jun'27:57
Four scenes. Jun'27:62
What's the baby crying about? Sep'27:59
Similarities not differences. Oct'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
Watching Manuel grow. Nov'27:53
Various nationalities. Dec'27:61
Going up! Mar'28:27
Back home in Paraguay. Mar'28:37
Up the Parana. Jun'28:44
Yes, all healthy babies grow. Aug'28:44
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
A promect in cooperative leadership. Feb'29:27
A charge to keep I have... Mar'29:inside front cover
This is the day. Mar'29:35
From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:58,60
A nine-year-old in South America. Aug'29:26
Missionary illustrations... Aug'29:41
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:38
Argentinian vs Paraguayan. Nov'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
Where the seasons are reversed. Jan'30:40
The girls are coming too... Jan'30:57
Closing days at Colegio Internacional. Mar'30:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:39
Our school in Paraguay. Aug'30:46
Where play has a part. Oct'30:41
R. M. Hopkins in South America. Nov'30:32
Activities at Colegio Internacional. Jun'31:31
What goes on at home. Oct'31:28
Revolutions and education. Oct'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:39
Noting the changes in Asuncion. Jan'32:28
A valuable gift. Feb'32:27
Speaking of books. Apr'32:34
Program for adult organizations. Apr'32:36
Depression and the lepers of Paraguay. Jun'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39 Oct'32:39,40
Welcome visitors at Colegio Internacional. Oct'32:46
Nation building in Paraguay. Mar'33:17
The great Christian school in Paraguay. Apr'33:15
Our continuing progress in foreign missions. Jun'33:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
Peace and justice in the Chaco. Apr'34:18
Children of Paraguay. Jun'34:27
Doctor for Asuncion. Oct'34:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'35:39 Apr'35:39
Leaders for tomorrow's Paraguay. Nov'35:9
The Disciples of Christ in Latin America. Jan'36:23
(photo) Jan'36:24
All American all church fiesta. Feb'36:33
Programs for adult organizations. Apr'36:36
Programs for young people. May'36:37
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
May'36:40 Jun'36:41
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39
The church service in Asuncion. Oct'36:44
Observations in the southern continent. Jul'37:24
Missionaries in Paraguay. Nov'37:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'38:38,39
The leper work in Paraguay. Jul'38:27
A world wide fellowship. Jul'38:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'38:39 Dec'38:39 Jan'39:47
Open doors to friendship. Mar'39:18
Echoes from everywhere.
May I present--our children. Dec'39:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37 Feb'40:38,39
Templo Cristiano, Asuncion. Sep'40:32
News room. Sep'40:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:39
When school is out. Feb'41:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'41:39
Provisions for Leper Colony. Jan'42:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'43:39
Christian good neighbors. Apr'42:12
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:39
The if's and when's of a leper colony. Jun'42:27
Women and world highways. Jun'42:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'42:38,39
Colegio Internacional. Jul'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:44 Jan'43:38,39
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:15
(photo) Mar'43:17
Five years in Paraguay. May'43:14
News room. May'43:34
Life at a boys' dormitory, Colegio Internacional. Jan'43:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29
Improvements at the Leper Colony. Jul'43:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'43:26
The first year in Paraguay. Jul'43:34
Good news for lepers in Paraguay. Nov'43:25
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:32
Protestantism in Paraguay. Jun'44:25
Paraguayan dental clinic. Nov'44:17
Advance in Paraguay. Jun'45:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
The mission in Paraguay. Jul'45:38
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28 Oct'45:33
Boarding school barbecue. Sep'45:36
Hobby shop--Paraguay's first. Jan'46:27
Echoes from everywhere.
May'46:36,37 Jun'46:38 Sep'46:38
Education in Paraguay. Sep'46:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'47:40
Teaching and preaching in Paraguay. Oct'47:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34 Mar'48:36
Hungering lepers in Paraguay. Jun'48:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
Unexpected guests arrive in Asuncion. Sep'48:43
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26
Look up--we are coming. Jan'49:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
Building the church in Paraguay. Feb'49:43
Kindergarten teaching. Jun'49:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'49:45 Sep'49:36 Oct'49:36
Ministry through music. Nov'49:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'50:38
Last column. May'50:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:38,47 Jan'51:36
Thank you, friends in the North! Jan'51:42
...families go to conference (photo of conference) Mar'51:42
Crusade progress. May'51:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
Lepers receive loving care at Sapucay. Sep'51:46
Where women have a mind to work. Oct'51:42
Work is fun (photos) Dec'51:26
Coronel Oviedo's kindergarten. Dec'51:44
Global highlights. Jan'52:2
Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers. Jan'52:26
Assignment in Paraguay. Feb'52:11
Women and world highways. Feb'52:33
For adult mission study. Feb'52:34
Visitors are impressed with Paraguay mission. Feb'52:47
Paraguayan mission after 33 years. Mar'52:7
The power of God in Paraguay. May'52:18
January is conference time for Paraguayans. May'52:42
Let the children come. Jun'52:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:46,47
Fifteen minutes of silence. Oct'52:31
When I returned to Coronel Oviedo. Jun'53:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Latin American journey. Feb'54:19
Latin American missions mature under pressure. Mar'54:21
Repairs are necessary. Apr'54:43
Immigrants in Paraguay. May'54:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'55:34
There is no more room. Feb'55:42
4-H in Paraguay. Feb'55:46
Part of a fellowship. Mar'55:32
House of Friendship. Mar'55:43
A work of joy. Mar'55:51
Paraguayan youth grow in Friendship. May'55:14
A visit to Yhu. Jul'55:41
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
Priest is Disciple. Oct'55:42
Watermelon Christmas. Dec'55:49
Twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. Jan'56:46
Teen-age missionaries. Mar'56:42
Colegio Internacional. Jun'56:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
Global highlights. Oct'56:6
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
Paraguayans are listening to the word. Nov'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
Global highlights. Jun'57:2
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:11
Friendship House. Jun'57:46
Paraguayan church opens new mission. Jul'57:29
Laymen's Institute. Jul'57:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
Global highlights. Mar'58:5
Children's needs cannot wait. Jun'58:11
Reporter visits Friendship Mission. Jun'58:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
Long fingered Lisa. Jul'58:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38 Oct'58:36
Two lands to the south. Dec'58:16
A picture of Paraguay. Dec'58:17
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36
Global highlights. Jan'59:5
For adult mission study (map) Jan'59:42
Paraguayan "actor" tells of film role. Jan'59:49
From seed to harvest in Paraguay. Feb'59:25
Starting a new church in Paraguay. Apr'59:33
Camping venture in Paraguay. May'59:47
Boy from Chacarita. Jun'59:27
Cooking and Christianity. Jun'59:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36
Harvest time in Latin America. Jul'59:19
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36
Presbyterian Church on the move. Oct'59:47
A good camp. Oct'59:49
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34 Dec'59:36
Global highlights. Jan'60:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
Protestantism is needed in Paraguay. Mar'60:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36 May'60:34
Return to Paraguay. Jul'60:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'60:38
Year of change in missions. Sep'60:22
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
Steppingstone in Paraguay. Oct'60:31
No more fear. Oct'60:43
(photo of Christmas play) Dec'60:front cover
The cover. Dec'60:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32 Mar'61:40
Persistence in Paraguay. Apr'61:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'61:38
A dream comes true in Paraguay. Sep'61:32
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:26
Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:14
Maria's story. Apr'62:16
Christianity "for sale" in Paraguay. Mar'62:48
Surprises in Paraguay (photo of family) May'62:30
Friendship mission changes lives. Jun'62:31
Global highlights. Sep'62:4
A new church for Paraguay. Nov'62:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Monuments and mission. Apr'63:48
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38 Nov'63:36
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:17
Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38
Advance on the Paraguay frontier. Jun'64:28
Glances and glimpses. Jul'64:22
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34
Women on world highways. Oct'65:33
Global highlights. Nov'65:5
Wherever the building needs... Oct'67:3
Direct line. Dec'67:37
Six whose lives are part of ours. Jul'68:22
Direct line. Sep'68:41
World events. Mar'69:34
Direct line. May'69:36
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'70:5
In brief. Apr'70:38
PARAGUAY--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Homeward bound (photos) Sep'21:14
The women of Paraguay (photo) Apr'23:24
The travels of Truly Try... Aug'23:34
Men, women and God in Paraguay. Mar'24:41
Through the heart of Paraguay. Apr'24:34
A Sunday in Paraguay. May'26:39
What will they take back? Jul'26:40
Sight seeing in Paraguay. Apr'30:28
A neighborly visit. Jun'30:41
Untouched rural Paraguay. Dec'31:suppl:5
Post convention trips to Asuncion and Iguassu Falls. Apr'32:18
Up the river to Paraguay. Jun'32:19
A country without a crisis. Dec'32:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
We visit Paraguay. Nov'37:16
A holiday excursion to the Chaco. Feb'39:30
...land of poverty and promise. Dec'40:8
People a missionary meets. Jun'41:35
One thing leads to another. Jun'50:42
A wedding in Paraguay. Jan'55:45
Market time in Asuncion. Mar'56:31
Paraguay needs almost everything. Jul'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36
Frontier in Paraguay. Dec'62:46
Direct line. May'67:37
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
PARAGUAY--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
The Chaco situation. Nov'32:30
No Alsace-Lorraine wanted. Apr'35:32
Pan-American happenings during 1935. Jan'36:16
Controversy and unrest in Paraguay. Dec'46:20
PARANA, ARGENTINA
Parana, exponent of North American education (photo) Jan'22:42
Visiting churches in Argentina (photo of young people's picnic) Sep'27:42
PARCELL, LEE
(ordination) Classroom and campus. May'48:30
PARDEE, (married to Charles Pardee) -1929
(photo) Jan'28:32
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
PARDEE, (MRS. S. E.)
Notes. Feb'19:48
Pardee, Charles J., 1883-1962
The largest church erection loan. Feb'23:44
PARDEE, CHARLES J., 1883-1962
(photo) Feb'23:44
PARDO, T H
PARDY, (married to George E. Pardy)
Circulation corner. Nov'40:inside front cover
PARENT COOPERATIVE PRE-SCHOOLS
See
COOPERATIVE NURSERY SCHOOLS

PARHAM, PAUL
Global highlights (photo) Jan'69:42

PARIS, CORA DEER, -1957
In memoriam. Mar'57:35

PARIS, JULIA
In memoriam. Nov'36:39

PARIS, FRANCE. AMERICAN CHURCH
A church in Paris. Jul'57:8

PARIS, ILLINOIS
A venture in understanding. Feb'59:11

PARIS, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
(photo of interior) May'47:1
How ten churches observed the Week of compassion. Jan'68:27

PARIS, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A home front honor roll. Feb'44:22

PARIS, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26

PARIS SOCIETY OF MISSIONS
French Protestantism looks ahead. Nov'45:4

PARIS, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Making possible a house of God (photo) Jul'24:41
(photo) Aug'24:10
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
The world comes to Memphis. Oct'32:17

PARIS, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:48
Laymen evangelize (photo) Jan'23:13
Religious education workers appreciated. Jul'24:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55

PARISH, EDNA ALICE BATHURST (married to Thomas O. Parrish)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'59:8

PARISH, SARAH
News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44

Parish, Thomas Oscar, 1907-1987 (married to Edna Parish)
Meditation on migrancy (poem) Dec'40:48
Steadfast face (poem) Apr'42:48
Letters. Mar'64:49

PARISH, THOMAS OSCAR, 1907-1987
quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'40:2
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'57:30
(photo) Jul'62:25
News room. Sep'64:46
Global highlights (photo) Jul'66:6

PARISH, WILLIAM S., JR.
Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'67:7
In brief. Dec'72:41

PARK, ANNA M
In memoriam. Jan'44:33

PARK, BERTHA FRANCES
See
WYKER, BERTHA FRANCES PARK
Park, Dorothy
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'43:35
PARK, ELIZABETH RIDGELY
   Classroom and campus. Nov'60:30
PARK, GUY BRASFIELD, 1872-1946
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
PARK, HENRIETTA
   Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
PARK, JAMES
   (photo) Jan'21:12
PARK, LAVINIA B
   (death) May'24:51
PARK, WILLIAM E. NARROW IS THE WAY
   Book chat. Apr'45:37
PARK, WILLIAM E. THE QUEST FOR INNER PEACE
   Book chat. Jun'47:21
PARKE, (married to Clifford Parke)
   (photo) May'57:39
PARKE, CLIFFORD
   (photo) May'57:39
PARKER, (married to Arthur Parker) CHILDREN OF THE LIGHT IN INDIA
   Speaking of books. Apr'29:31
Parker, (Mrs. D. C.)
   Letters. Jul'70:4
PARKER, (MRS. W. T.) -1950
   In memoriam. Mar'51:39
PARKER, ALTON B
   "Traditional patriotism" indicted. Jun'25:8
PARKER, AUDREY
   Classroom and campus. Nov'47:29
PARKER, BAL CHAND
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:48
PARKER, BETTY
   (death) Jun'21:50
PARKER, BLANCHE ADELLE, 1885-
   (photo) Aug'20:24
   Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57
   Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
   (photo) Sep'25:52
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
   When enthusiasm ran high. Jun'27:49
PARKER, C. D.
   EHP grows (photo) Dec'61:45
PARKER, CHARLES W
   Portrait of a rural pastor. May'63:13
PARKER, CLARA E
   In memoriam. Oct'43:33
PARKER, DANIEL
   World events (photo) May'69:32
PARKER, DEANNA
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'61:34
PARKER, DELIA R
   (death) Feb'23:64
PARKER, DOROTHY, 1918-
   Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
Parker, Edgar A.
   My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:25
   Letters. Jun'72:42
Parker, Edith, 1878-1923
   Look on the fields--Japan. Oct'19:18
   Does Japan need missionaries? Aug'20:15
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:64
PARKER, EDITH, 1878-1923
   (photo) Aug'19:26
   Notes. Jan'20:64
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:47
   Dread small pox takes Miss Edith Parker. Feb'23:64
   We build our own monuments (photo) Mar'23:2
   A triumphant spirit. Mar'23:16
   Memorial service... (photo) Apr'23:56
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
   (photo) Jul'30:18
PARKER, EMILY
   Social trends. Apr'41:22
PARKER, EVERETT C. CRISIS IN THE CHURCH
   New books. Jul'69:28
PARKER, EVERETT C. RELIGIOUS TELEVISION
   Book chat. Jan'62:16
Parker, Geraldine
   Christian education. Jan'24:42
PARKER, HALE
   (photo) Jan'27:10
Parker, Hazel
   Women and world highways. Oct'41:35
PARKER, HAZEL
   quoted. Last column. Nov'58:50
PARKER, J  E
   A new work... May'19:43
PARKER, JESSIE
   In memoriam. Jan'33:39
PARKER, KARL M., 1911-
   Classroom and campus. Jun'61:35
PARKER, L  G
   (photo) Sep'28:15
PARKER, LAWRENCE
   Worcester--story of successful evangelism (photo) Oct'56:11
PARKER, MARY
   Circulation corner. Feb'42:inside front cover
PARKER, MARY HOLLOWAY EVANS, 1896-1962
   (married to Cyrus Jury Parker)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'53:4
   (death) News room. Mar'62:38
PARKER, MYRTLE
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:47
PARKER, PAULINE
   Disciples in the news. Dec'65:7
PARKER, PETER
   Medical missions centennial Dec'34:4
Parker, Ronald L
   After the floods--compassion. Jan'73:21
Parker, Roy H
   A chaplain's visit to Korea. Mar'52:28
PARKER, ROY H.
(photo) Mar'52:28
Parker, Theodore
(untitled poems) Jan'37:40 Oct'38:48
PARKER, W. JOHN
The threshold (photo) Sep'43:2 quoted. Last column. Feb'46:48
PARKER, WILSON
(photo) Feb'58:41
PARKERSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:51
(photo) Mar'38:1 Apr'39:19
PARKET, (MRS. C. A.)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'56:52
PARKINS, RAYNELLE
We learned Spanish and our eyes were opened. Sep'69:17
PARKINSON, F A
(death) A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43
PARKINSON, KATHERINE
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
PARKS, (married to C. L. Parks)
Goldsboro and the negro church. Jul'59:32
PARKS, ALAN
Present day pioneers serve the church (photos) May'63:27
PARKS, BILL
Present day pioneers serve the church (photos) May'63:27
Parks, C L
An opportunity accepted. Mar'44:22
PARKS, C L
News room. Mar'44:34 Apr'46:41
(photo) Feb'48:17
Global highlights. Jan'51:3
Goldsboro and the negro church. Jul'59:32
PARKS, DRURY
World events (photo) Mar'72:38
PARKS, GILBERT L
Board of Temperance and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
Parks, Helen (married to Merritt Parks)
Families grow at family camp. Jul'60:22
PARKS, HELEN
Present day pioneers serve the church (photos) May'63:27
Parks, Merritt (married to Helen Parks)
Families grow at family camp. Jul'60:22
PARKS, MERRITT "BUD"
Present day pioneers serve the church (photo) May'63:26
PARKS, RAYMOND T
News room. Jul'60:42
PARKS, RUTH
Memorium. Jul'35:39
Parks, Shirley
Letters. Jun'71:4
PARKVILLE, MISSOURI. PARK HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:25
Parlin, Charles C
World Council grows. Feb'62:46
Who hears or cares? Jul'62:33
PARLIN, CHARLES C
   Global highlights. May'53:4
   Investigations. Jul'54:49
   Report of a mission on fellowship (photo) Jun'56:31
      (photo) Jul'62:33
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:6
   quoted. Global highlights. Dec'64:6
PARRENO, PURITA O
   Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'71:19
PARRELLA, LUIS
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
   Miracle at Villa Mitre (photo) Jan'63:19
   Partnership with South America (photo) Dec'69:22
   A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
   Church and community share a dream. May'73:20 (photo p. 21)
PARRILLA, MAGDALENA GIMENA
   (married to Luis Parrilla)
   Enterprise in Tablada. Jun'52:17
   Disciples in Argentina lead in establishing kindergartens.
   Feb'56:30
   Miracle at Villa Mitre. Jan'63:19
PARRILLA, LUIS
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'54:4
   News room (photo) May'54:39
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'55:34
   Scholarships mean stronger churches. Jun'62:30 (photo p. 29)
   Women on world highways.
      Nov'65:35 (photo) Jun'66:33
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
   Spotlight on Magdalena Parrilla (photo) Jun'71:24
   World events (photo) Apr'72:38
   Church and community share a dream. May'73:20
PARRENO, PURITA O
   Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'71:19
PARRILLA, LUIS
   (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
   Miracle at Villa Mitre (photo) Jan'63:19
   Partnership with South America (photo) Dec'69:22
   A visit to South America. Mar'70:33
   Church and community share a dream. May'73:20 (photo p. 21)
PARRILLA, MAGDALENA GIMENA
   (married to Luis Parrilla)
   Enterprise in Tablada. Jun'52:17
   Disciples in Argentina lead in establishing kindergartens.
   Feb'56:30
   Miracle at Villa Mitre. Jan'63:19
PARRILO, EDWARD HOLMAN, JR.
   Minister says EHP an asset to church (photo) Jan'62:48
   Classroom and campus. Jul'63:37
PARRISH, BETTYE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24
PARRISH, EDWARD HOLMAN, JR.
   Minister says EHP an asset to church (photo) Jan'62:48
   Classroom and campus. Jul'63:37
PARRISH, GARLAND JOSHUA, 1881–
   (photo) Jan'21:10
   quoted. On the trail of the One-Day Conventions. Dec'29:22
PARRISH, IDA E., -1973
   In memoriam. Sep'73:47
PARRISH, JOHN
   A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
PARRISH, ROSANNA
   In memoriam. Nov'31:39
PARROTT, (MRS. J. F.)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
Parrott, Bruce
   Gospel for a tough world. May'65:21
PARROTT, BRUCE
   (photo) May'65:21
PARROTT, HATTIE S., 1880?-1957
   Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo) Apr'57:26
   In memoriam. Jun'57:39
Parrott, James
   Moments of meditation. Mar'63:39
PARROTT, JAMES H., 1908-
   Social trends. Jul'48:16
PARROTT, SARAH S
   quoted. Youth and missions. Nov'58:39
PARRY, (married to Wilbur C. Parry)
   News room. Jan'43:41
PARRY, ANN
   News room. Nov'47:40
Parry, Wilbur C., 1900-1980
   What shall we offer the university student? Oct'28:9
   Silver anniversary plans. Nov'35:8
   Religious education through the years. Nov'36:20
   The adult conference today. May'39:27
   Expand and improve your adult program. Feb'40:27
   How Christian can adults be today? Nov'40:5
   Did you ever? May'41:25
   Catastrophe or civilization. Apr'42:20
   Now is the time. Feb'43:8
   Disciples at the helm of the National Council... Jun'63:29
   Adults and mission. Dec'65:36
PARRY, WILBUR C., 1900-1980
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
     Jan'31:34       Feb'31:42       Jul'35:34
     (photo) Nov'35:8
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40       Jun'38:42
     (photo) Nov'39:6
   News room. Sep'40:34
     (photo) Nov'41:15
   Disciple leaders to new fields (photo) Nov'43:21
     (photo) May'49:33
   Global highlights. Nov'49:4
   News room (photo) Oct'50:34
   It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'60:6
PARSHAD SCHOLARSHIPS
   Scholarship winners. Nov'46:31
   Disciple youth win scholarships. Sep'47:46
   Global highlights. Jan'50:4
PARSLEY, ELLEN RIGGS, -1949
   In memoriam. Feb'50:39
PARSON, EDWIN W
  Global highlights. Sep'54:3
PARSON, JOHN C
  Classroom and campus. Dec'52:28
PARSON, WAYMON, -1962
  Classroom and campus. Jun'64:34
PARSONAGES
  Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5
PARSONS, (married to Don E. Parsons)
  Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
PARSONS, (married to Edwin Parsons)
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'53:3
PARSONS, (married to Robert T. Parsons)
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'53:34
Parsons, Clarence Waymon, 1911-1962
  Book chat. May'35:30
  New front casualties. Jul'43:15
  Home missions on the march. Apr'50:17
PARSONS, CLARENCE WAYMON, 1911-1962
  quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2
  The threshold (photo) Jun'43:2
  News room. Feb'51:39
  Cleveland--of course! (photo) Sep'57:21
PARSONS, DON E
  Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
PARSONS, H C
  (photo) Mar'24:34
PARSONS, J G
  Notes. May'20:62 Aug'20:46
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
Parsons, James B
  I believe. Feb'62:13
PARSONS, JAMES B.
  (photo) Feb'62:13
PARSONS, ORBERT THOMAS
  The threshold. Nov'44:2
PARSONS, OSWALD
  Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
PARSONS, ROBERT
  Global highlights (photo) Dec'60:7
PARSONS, ROBERT T
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'53:34
Parsons, Waymon
  See
  Parsons, Clarence Waymon
PARSONS, WILLIAM E., JR. MEDITATIONS FOR SERVICEMEN
  New books. Jun'67:45
PARSONS, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:25 (photo p. 24)
PARSONS, KANSAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Missions in the local church. Jul'35:40
PARSONS, KANSAS. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Aug'24:10
"PART TIME CHRISTIANS" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visual suggestions. May'62:42
PARTAIN, (married to Larry Partain)  
   (photo) May'73:front cover  
   Cover. May'73:4  
Partin, Harry Baxter, 1925- (married to Marilyn Cook Partin)  
   Challenge of the other religions. Dec'60:16  
PARTIN, HARRY BAXTER, 1925-  
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'57:2  
   The Gospel and non-Christian faiths (photo) Jul'57:44  
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5  
PARTIN, MARILYN COOK, 1924- (married to Harry Baxter Partin)  
   Global highlights. Feb'57:2  
PARTRIDGE, BELLAMY. COUNTRY LAWYER  
   Book chat. Mar'40:23  
PARTRIDGE, MARION  
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30  
PARVIN, OLIVE  
   The scene (photo) Nov'70:44  
PASEDENA (CALIFORNIA) AREA COUNCIL OF CHURCHES  
   Global highlights. May'61:7  
PASEDENA, CALIFORNIA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   Men at work in the churches (photo of Laymen's League) Feb'49:27  
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   (photo of Ninety and Nine Class) Jun'27:43  
   More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41  
   Good ideas... Sep'32:39  
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'51:48  
PASAIC, NEW JERSEY  
   Notes. Sep'19:49  
PASAY CITY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS  
   (photo of church members) Mar'58:11  
PASCHAL, ELIZABETH  
   Spring term in our colleges. May'34:44  
PASCO, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27  
PASCOE, (married to John Pascoe)  
   Somebody cares for the migrants. Apr'49:15  
PASCUAL, FELIX  
   Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'56:4  
PASCUA, JULIO  
   ...succeeds. Oct'41:31  
PASCUAL CHAN PO  
   Pascual Chan's witness. Feb'61:29  
PASO ROBLES, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   Mission study class successful. Jun'27:37  
PASQUALLE, BETTY (married to John J. Pasqualle)  
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'51:4  
"PASSING THE BUCK" (FILMSTRIP)  
   Audio-visuals. Apr'68:39  
PASSOVER  
   Missionary illustrations... Jul'26:52  
   Two festivals of freedom... Apr'46:39  
   The feast of liberation. Apr'50:48  
PASTOR, J. RICARDO  
   Classroom and campus. Nov'68:34  
PASTORAL CARE  
   See       PASTORAL THEOLOGY
PASTORAL COUNSELING

See PASTORAL THEOLOGY

PASTORAL THEOLOGY

The pastor and human need. Jan'33:17
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
Clinical training of ministerial students. Jul'42:28
Conference on church and home. Jan'49:24
The personal ministry. Sep'50:8
Global highlights. Oct'50:4
Laymen make good pastors. Apr'51:19
The deepening of the heart. Sep'52:8
The pastor can help. Sep'54:14
Study reveals churches' need. Dec'54:48
Ministers may get counseling experience. Jun'55:44
Counseling is a role of the church. Mar'56:16
Concern on a card. Sep'61:21
Allies in meeting human need. Jul'62:23
Global highlights. Jun'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
? and answers. Jul'66:8
No minister walks alone. Oct'66:11
The telephone can be a lifeline. Oct'66:15
A ministry to loneliness. Nov'70:10
World events. Jul'72:40

PASTORAL UNITIES

Pastoral unities bring a new day. Nov'59:16

PASTORS' INSTITUTE AND EDUCATION CONFERENCE (UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO)

The threshold. Jul'40:2

PASUQUIN, PHILIPPINES

A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:20

PASVOLSKY, LEO

quoted. Toward a just and durable peace. Apr'42:25

PATAGONIA, ARIZONA

Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:39

Patchen, Charles A

A church that enjoys flexibility. Feb'72:16

PATEN, (MRS. D. L.) -1951

In memoriam. Sep'51:37

PATENAUTE, ROBERT JOSEPH

News room (photo) Jan'62:32
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'63:36
Global highlights (photo) May'64:5

PATENT SIDES

What is money? Jun'26:1
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan'27:44 Feb'27:51 Apr'27:53
Dec'27:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
Big savings in church bulletins! Oct'29:62
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'30:41 Sep'34:33 Sep'37:31

PATERA, INDIA

Where superstition is rife. Apr'30:26
PATERNOSTER, ETHEL OLIVE, 1892–1962
  (married to Ira Adina Paternoster, Sr.)
  (death) News room. May'62:42

PATERNOSTER, GENE
  News room. Dec'53:30

PATERNOSTER, IRA ADINA, SR., 1873–1963
  (married to Ethel Oliver Paternoster)
  News room. Nov'54:36
  (death) News room. Oct'63:35

Paternoster, Ira Adina, Jr., 1906–
  The Philippines and CKB. May'58:31
  The old idols must go! Mar'62:23
  The United way. Mar'63:23
  Heritage and destiny. Feb'72:inside back cover

PATERNOSTER, IRA ADINA, JR., 1906–
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
  News room. Jan'52:38  Dec'53:30
  (photo) Oct'54:29
  Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
  We can't manufacture missionaries! (photo) Sep'59:19
  Global highlights (photo)
    Jan'62:5  Jan'63:7
  No room. May'64:49
  Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42

PATERNOSTER, LU
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'64:5

PATEROS, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34

PATERSON, JON D
  Global highlights. Oct'68:7

PATERSON-MORGAN, DAVID
  Refugee family is united. Feb'52:26

PATES, JEANETTE WINSTON
  Our future leaders (photo) Aug'26:50

THE PATH OF LABOR
  Bargains in books. Mar'23:45

PATHARIYA (PATHARIA), INDIA
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:51
  Dedicating Patharia chapel. Sep'23:58

"PATHWAYS TO HIGH ROAD" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visual suggestions. May'55:43

PATILLO, (MRS. A. D.)
  In memoriam. Apr'29:44

PATIN, EIDENSCHENK
  Women and world highways. Jul'35:35

PATON, ALAN
  Global highlights. Sep'51:2
  Racial division and Christian unity. Dec'51:18
  Dutch Reformed minister gives Ainslie Lecture. Sep'53:42
  quoted. Global highlights. Sep'63:4

PATON, ALAN. INSTRUMENT OF THY PEACE
  New books. Apr'68:38

PATON, ALAN. SOUTH AFRICAN TRAGEDY: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JAN
HOFMEYER
  New books. May'66:39
PATON, ALAN. TALES FROM A TROUBLED LAND
    Book chat. Sep'61:41
PATON, FLORENCE
    (photo) Jan'48:20
PATON, FRED J
    Missionary illustrations... Sep'31:45
PATON, JOHN GIBSON, 1824-1907
    Missionary illustrations... May'26:52 Dec'26:54
PATON, WILLIAM, 1886-1943
    Toward a just and durable peace (photo) Apr'42:3
    quoted. Quotations from Delaware Conference. May'42:19
    (death) ...world Christian (photo) Oct'43:13
PATON, WILLIAM. CHRISTIANITY IN THE EASTERN CONFLICTS
    Book chat. Jun'37:22
PATON, WILLIAM. THE CHURCH AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER
    Book chat. Jan'42:23
    On the making of books... Jan'42:32
PATON, WILLIAM. THE MESSAGE OF THE WORLD-WIDE CHURCH
    Book chat. Feb'41:27 Jan'42:23
    On the making of books. Jan'42:32
PATON, WILLIAM. WORLD COMMUNITY
    Some books on world Christianity. Jul'39:31
PATRICK, ALPHIA MOSLEY, -1962
    In memoriam. Oct'62:46
Patrick, Brenda
    The Lord gave us (poem) Apr'60:49
PATRICK, BRENDA
    Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'64:36
PATRICK, FRANCES BAILEY, -1947
    In memoriam. May'47:41
PATRICK, J Q
    Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
PATRICK, JAMES GARFIELD, 1880-1976
    (photo) Jan'21:21
PATRICK, MARY M
    Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
PATRICK, SAM. THE CHILDREN OF BIBLE TIMES
    Book chat. Feb'59:44
PATRILLO, ETHEL ODEN, -1969 (married to Pierce Patrillo)
    In memoriam. Dec'69:46
PATRIOTISM
    A pledge of the new patriotism. Sep'24:31
    Patriotism. Jul'25:5
    Patriotism is not enough! Sep'26:23
    The plague of nationalism, the grace of patriotism. Jul'27:3
    Americanism (poem) Aug'27:45
    The patriot's vow (poem) Sep'27:back cover
    A pledge of the new patriotism. Jul'28:inside front cover
    Firecracker patriotism. Jul'28:8
    The poison and the antidote. Jul'29:3
    What is patriotism? Jul'30:15
    The new patriotism. Jul'34:12
    The last page. Jul'38:48
    Prayer for our country. Jul'39:13
    Defending America. Sep'40:4
    False patriotism. Oct'42:4
    National holidays can aid the family. Feb'57:18
By what do a people live? Jul'59:9
Does patriotism need religion? Jul'59:21
The larger patriotism. Jul'59:30
Before the facts are in. Dec'65:9
Shavings. Oct'73:37
PATROS, D.
Pendra Road Tuberculosis Sanatorium one of India's best (photo) Nov'49:23
PATTEN, (married to Harry B. Patten)
(photo) Jun'21:12
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
PATTEN, HARRY B
(photo) Jun'21:12
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
PATTEN, KATHLEEN
(photo) Apr'43:33
PATTERTON, (MRS. J. W.)
In memoriam. Mar'32:39
PATTERTON, (MRS. LOU)
In memoriam. Dec'39:37
PATTERTON, A. G.
Growth in the aging years (photo) Oct'61:25
PATTERTON, COLERIDGE
Brooding with his back to Christ. May'33:16
PATTERTON, CORDELIA
In memorium. Mar'40:39
PATTERTON, D H
(photo) Mar'24:28
PATTERTON, ELEANOR W., -1947
In memoriam. Feb'48:37
PATTERTON, FRANCES LUCAS (married to Harley Edward Patterson)
(photo) Dec'59:11
PATTERTON, FREDERICK D
(photo) Feb'36:7
PATTERTON, GAYLE
(photo) Dec'59:11
PATTERTON, GROVE
quoted. As youth looks at college. May'57:7
Patterson, H L
Interesting times... Aug'19:41
Note. Dec'19:63 Oct'20:62
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'20:59 Jan'21:63 Mar'21:63
Where all streets of the city meet. Nov'21:42
Making possible a house of God. Jul'24:41
PATTERTON, H L
Notes.
(photo) Mar'24:21
Patterson, Harley Edward, 1913-
(married to Frances Lucas Patterson)
More than bread is needed. Dec'46:7
Do ministers need a 25 hour day? Oct'62:26
PATTERTON, HARLEY EDWARD, 1913-
(photo) May'39:17 Dec'46:7
One big, happy family (photo) Dec'59:11

29
News room (photo) Jun '63:41
quoted. They stayed downtown. Oct '63:48 (photo p. 22)
PATTERSON, HAROLD AUGUSTUS
(photo) Apr '60:31
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct '62:8
In brief. Nov '70:38
Patterson, Harriet-Louise Holland, 1903-
The world needs Christianity. Dec '56:48
Letters. Oct '73:46
PATTERSON, HARRIET-LOUISE HOLLAND, 1903-
News room. Oct '47:32
Air cruise to the Holy Land. May '51:42
Plans for tour of Holy Land. Mar '52:47
1953 Holy Land study tour. Jan '53:46
...tour set. Feb '54:38
News room. Sep '54:38
...tour scheduled. Apr '55:47
PATTERSON, HEYWOOD
Social trends. Sep '37:24
Patterson, J. G.
Letters. Oct '73:4
PATTERSON, J GERALD
Classroom and campus. Sep '46:33
PATTERSON, JEAN LOUCILLE
See LOWDER, JEAN LUCILLE PATTERSON
PATTERSON, JOHN
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding. May '64:23
Patterson, John G
A turning-point in Latin America. Nov '72:29
PATTERSON, KATHY
(photo) Dec '59:11
PATTERSON, LARRY
(photo) Dec '59:11
PATTERSON, LAURA JACKSON
In memoriam. Feb '38:39
PATTERSON, LLOYD G. GOD AND HISTORY IN EARLY CHRISTIAN THOUGHT
New books. Jul '67:38
PATTERSON, LOVINA
(death) Dec '19:31
Patterson, M R
Heroes in Sable. Apr '24:46
PATTERSON, MILLARD
From college towers. Mar '35:44
PATTERSON, MONICA
quoted. World events. Oct '71:36
PATTERSON, ODETTE
News room (photo) Jan '53:33
PATTERSON, RALEIGH
Classroom and campus. Nov '45:25
PATTERSON, SAMUEL J., JR.
Global highlights. Jul '58:6
PATTERSON, WILLIS C
World events (photo) Mar '73:38
PATTIE, ALICE. UP FROM GRIEF
New books. Jun '69:28
Pattillo, Ethel Oden, 1881-1969 (married to Pierce Pattillo)
The value of teacher training. Nov '22:40
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41
PATTILLO, ETHEL ODEN, 1881-1969
  quoted. Mar'23:11
PATTON, (MRS. C. C.)
  (photo) Jan'27:41
PATTON, (married to Dwight Patton)
  News room. Apr'52:38
PATTON, (married to Oliver Patton) -1952
  In memoriam. Feb'53:33
PATTON, CARL S.
  Book chat. Jun'38:24
PATTON, CARL S. MORE TWO-MINUTE STORIES
  Book chat. Jun'37:42
PATTON, CARL S. THE USE OF THE BIBLE IN PREACHING
  Book chat. Feb'37:24
Patton, Cornelius Howard
  How to make effective missionary addresses. Mar'26:27
PATTON, CORNELIUS HOWARD
  Notes. Feb'20:59
    Foreign missions under fire. Feb'29:4
PATTON, CORNELIUS HOWARD. GOD'S WORLD
  Speaking of books. Dec'31:43
PATTON, DWIGHT
  News room. Apr'52:38
PATTON, FRANK
  IRS studied by churches. Apr'73:37
PATTON, HERMAN
  The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
    News room. Jan'47:38  Nov'52:32
PATTON, KENNETH L
  Global highlights. Nov'47:2
PATTON, LAURA RALPH, -1951
  In memoriam. Jul'51:37
PATTON, LILA CREAGER, 1910- (married to Marion Lofton Patton)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'61:8
PATTON, MILTON
  Global highlights (photo) Jun'57:4
"PATTON" (MOTION PICTURE)
  ...a salute to a rebel. Nov'72:33
PATY, (married to C. E. Paty) -1954
  In memoriam. Sep'54:35
PATY, C. E.
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
Paty, Carmine
  See
    Paty, Nora Carmine
PATY, CORRIN
  In memoriam. Feb'45:33
Paty, Nora Carmine, 1890-1960
  Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:9
PATY, NORA CARMINE, 1890-1960
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:43
    News room. May'47:35  Sep'47:40
  (death) News room. Oct'60:40
PAUCK, WILHELM, 1901-
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'52:29
PAUCK, WILHELM. THE PROSPECTS OF CHRISTIANITY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
New books. Oct'64:46

PAUL (APOSTLE)
Bible study. Apr'23:48
Why Peter succeeded and Paul failed. Feb'24:14
Necessity is laid upon me. Jul'28:4
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'39:40 May'39:40

PAUL, (married to Edgar Paul)
Here and there... Mar'48:48

PAUL, (married to Samuel Paul)
(death) Sep'23:54

Paul, Alexander, 1874-1956
(married to Jane "Jennie" Davis Paul)
Is China a republic? Mar'20:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57
The Bible in China. Jan'21:37
China for Christ. Aug'21:22
Side lights on the National Christian Conference, Shanghai...

Sep'22:17
Then and now. Oct'24:15
Osgood of Chuchow. Mar'25:15
The world moves forward on the feet of little children. Jun'25:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:50
The care of all the churches. Aug'26:32
Our part in China. Feb'27:34
Colleges where Christ rules. Apr'27:61
Will it mean much? Jun'27:9
China, six months after. Jan'28:14
The United Church in China? Mar'28:9
China in outline. Apr'28:4
Is China on her feet? Nov'28:4
What happened at Buffalo. Jan'29:29
A leader of China's tomorrow. Mar'29:15
As the Orient looks to me. Apr'30:23
Facts that strike between the eyes. Jun'30:7
The contribution of Wayne Sorrell. Aug'30:27
Helen Butchart dies. Sep'30:41
Are critics of foreign missions justified? Nov'30:21
What's coming in the Orient? Mar'31:9
Our policy for rural missions. Dec'31:suppl:3
The seething Orient. Mar'32:17
Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
Is there hope for the church in China? Dec'32:suppl:3
Magnificent shadow of forty years. Mar'33:16
The gap in the educational process. Nov'33:16
Half million hear Stanley Jones. Mar'34:6
Speaking of books. Mar'34:32
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
William Charles Macdougall. Sep'35:18
Student volunteers... Feb'36:13
Book chat. Mar'36:31
A westernized Orient. Jun'37:6
Transition in Japan. Jul'37:22
An awakened China. Sep'37:16
Mr. Cahill in Jamaica. Apr'38:42
Why missionaries return to China. Oct'38:10
Building for youth of Japan. Mar'40:31
Education—the refugee finds shelter. May'40:12
We pay tribute to our missionaries. Jul'40:27

PAUL, ALEXANDER, 1874–1956

Notes. Jul'19:62
(photo) Dec'19:46
Decennial commencement of College of Missions. Jul'20:42
Notes. Oct'20:62
(photo) Mar'21:6
Our new candidate secretary (photo) Mar'21:50
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:53
(photo) Oct'21:51
(death of mother) Sep'23:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
Filling in at headquarters. Sep'24:56
(photo) Oct'24:15
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
(photo) Jan'26:22
News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Oct'26:44
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Feb'27:51     Mar'27:59     Dec'27:44
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
  May'28:41     Feb'29:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
quoted. Where is the romance of missions? Dec'29:6
The Executive Committee meets. Dec'29:29
Even missionaries have fun! Mar'30:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
(photo) Mar'30:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
(photo) Jun'31:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
  (photo) Jul'35:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
  (photo) Feb'36:13
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
Alexander Paul. Apr'37:46
(photo) Jun'37:6     Jul'37:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
(photo) Dec'37:24
College happenings. Jan'38:28
(photo) Jan'39:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
The threshold (photo) Jul'40:2
News room. Jul'40:34
The threshold. Sep'40:2
News room.
Nov'40:40  Jan'41:34  Apr'41:34  May'41:32  (photo) Oct'41:11  Feb'42:15
Significant events of 1941  (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
Write these names in shining letters.  Mar'42:5  (photo) Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters."  Sep'42:21  (photo) Oct'42:15
Alexander Paul (photos) Oct'42:16
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium.
Nov'42:24  (photo) Jan'43:7
Classroom and campus.  Dec'44:27  Last column.  Nov'44:40
News room.  Mar'45:28  Sep'47:40  Nov'50:38
(death) Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:2
PAUL, BLANCHE, -1959  (married to Richard Paul, Sr.)
In memoriam.  Mar'60:37
PAUL, BUSTER
See
PAUL, EDGERTON "BUSTER"
Paul, Charles Thomas, 1869-1940  (married to Jessie Williams Paul)
The call of a Continent.  Jan'19:11
Opening the great closed land.  Feb'20:6
The College of Missions.  Feb'22:6
The lure of the East.  Jun'22:14
The relocation of the College of Missions.  Jul'22:26
The preparation of missionaries.  Nov'22:14
A new day in the Philippines.  May'23:22
Our mission in Manila.  Jun'23:23
From the windows of Gastambide.  Jul'23:22
The Margaret K. Long girls' school.  Nov'23:8
Tribute to Dr. Jabez Hall.  Apr'24:13
Tribute to Mrs. Atkinson.  Jan'25:30
Creating a School of Religion.  Nov'25:6
Fifteen years of world service.  Aug'26:20
The new home for the College of Missions.  Aug'28:23
Lo, the winter is past.  May'29:15
A new mandate for world missions.  Jun'29:5
PAUL, CHARLES THOMAS, 1869-1940
College of Missions news.  Jan'19:60
How it strikes a contemporary  (photo) Feb'19:13
Notes.  Jun'19:62
(photo) Aug'19:26
The call of China.  Jun'20:54
(photo) Jul'20:2  Jan'21:3
College of Missions commencement, 1921  (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
President Paul honored.  Aug'21:48
Echoes from everywhere.  Feb'22:62
"World Conference" at the College of Missions.  Mar'22:55
College of Missions commencement.  Jul'22:4
Board of Education and work of our colleges.  Jan'23:39
(photo) May'23:23
Echoes from everywhere.  May'23:54
quoted.  The life and labors of Archibald McLean.  Sep'23:55
College of Missions notes.  Dec'23:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47 (photo) Dec'24:44
College of Missions. Mar'25:64
Two important announcements. Jun'28:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43 Feb'30:34 Aug'30:33 May'30:42 Jun'30:56
New department at College of Missions. Aug'30:45 (photo) Jun'31:10
Des Moines presents a strong program. Oct'34:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
...an appreciation (photo) Jul'37:17 (photo) Jan'39:8
News room. Feb'41:42 (photo) Sep'41:7
Great teachers in my life (photo) Jan'48:11
A Disciple I can never forget (photo) Jan'55:28
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
Ergs, hours and insights (photo) May'71:11
PAUL, EMMELINA quoted. For adult missionary groups. Apr'47:36
PAUL, HARLAND See
PAUL, JOHN HARLAND
PAUL, HEATHER, 1939- (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
Paul, Jane "Jennie" Davis, 1899-1962. (married to Alexander Paul)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:11
PAUL, JANE "JENNIE" DAVIS, 1899-1962 (photo) Aug'19:27 Dec'19:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54 Jan'29:43
Alexander Paul. Oct'42:16
PAUL, JANE ELLEN NORMAN (married to John Harland Paul) (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34
PAUL, JENNIE DAVIS
See
PAUL, JANE "JENNIE" DAVIS
PAUL, JESSIE MAY WILLIAMS, 1866-1955 (married to Charles Thomas Paul) (photo) Jan'21:3
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers (photo) May'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
(photo) Aug'23:22
College of Missions notes. Dec'23:47
(photo) Dec'24:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43 Aug'30:33
Charles T. Paul—an appreciation (photo) Jul'37:17
(photo) Feb'41:9
News room. Dec'46:38
A Disciple I can never forget (photo) Jan'55:28
News room. May'55:38
(death) Services held for mission workers. Jan'56:39

PAUL, JOHN HARLAND, 1900- (married to Jane Ellen Norman Paul)
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jan'29:43 Dec'30:52 Feb'32:41 Jan'33:40
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34
News room. Apr'44:28

PAUL, R. D.
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:19

PAUL, ROBERT S. THE CHURCH IN SEARCH OF ITSELF
New books. Apr'73:35

PAUL, ROBERT S. MINISTRY
New books. Jan'66:22

PAUL, WILLIAM
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17

PAULSELL, FLORENCE, -1950
In memoriam. Dec'50:37

PAULSELL, WILLIAM OLIVER, 1935-
(married to Sally Myers Atkins Paulsell)
Classroom and campus.
Nov'60:31 Jun'65:34 Jun'66:34

PAULUS, TRINA. HOPE FOR THE FLOWERS
Books of interest. Mar'73:45

PAULY, VINCENT
(photo) Mar'40:33
Paunoff, Viola L
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39

PAUSTIAN, ERWIN C
Classroom and campus. Dec'44:27

PAWELZIK, HANS-FRITZ. I LIE ON MY MAT AND PRAY
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32

PAWHUSKA, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:58

PAWNEE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hiterto has Jehovah helped us (photo) Mar'22:47

PAX (MENNONITE ORGANIZATION)
C.O.'s back belief with action. Oct'57:47

PAXTON, B E
(photo) Dec'47:2
Paxton, Hall
See Paxton, John Hall
Paxton, John Hall (married to Vincoe Mushrush Paxton)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'47:36

PAXTON, JOHN HALL
(marriage) News room. Mar'43:34
News room. Jan'50:34
Paxton, Vincoe Mushrush, 1906-
(married to John Hall Paxton)
Why I go to China. Sep'35:9
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:38, 40
The Nantunghow bombing. Nov'37:5
Hurry up and laugh! Dec'41:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'47:36
Life on a China frontier. Sep'49:10

PAXTON, VINCOE MUSHRUSH, 1906–
Off to the Orient (photo) Jul'35:19
(photo) Sep'35:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Humanity at its best. Nov'37:3 (photo p.5)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39
Station UCNS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
News room. Apr'41:34
(marriage) News room. Mar'43:34
News room. Jan'50:34
Global highlights. Jun'50:3

PAYNE, (married to Francis W. Payne, 195?)
Women and world highways. Dec'59:33

PAYNE, (married to Robert T. Payne)
In memoriam. Nov'45:31

PAYNE, (MRS. W. W.)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:42

PAYNE, ALICE L. HILLIARD (married to Wilbur M. Payne)
(marriage) Around the Jarvis campus. Jun'42:29

Payne, Anne Blackwell
(untitled poem) Jul'26:19

PAYNE, CECIL
A life recruiting service (photo) Sep'19:46

PAYNE, CHARLES DUKE, 1908– (married to Alene VanDaver Payne)
(photo) Jul'36:25

PAYNE, CHARLES LEON, 1936– (married to Mary Kathryn Payne)
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
In brief. May'69:38

PAYNE, EDWARD OWEN (married to Margaret Ann McKinney Payne)
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46

PAYNE, EFFA S., -1956
In memoriam. Jan'57:31

PAYNE, ELLA OLDS, -1918
(death) Feb'19:51

Payne, Ellie S. Kinney, -1929 (married to Wallace Claire Payne)
Representative graduates... Feb'19:33

Joint Committee on Missionary Education. Feb'19:64
Program helps. Jun'19:47

Bible Study.
Jul'19:50
Aug'19:50
Sep'19:44
Oct'19:44

United Christian Missionary Society.
Jun'20:55
Jul'20:42
Sep'20:inside back cover

Wanderland--Wonderland: Marta. Oct'20:31
Woman's Missionary Day. Nov'20:46
"World Conference" at the College of Missions. Mar'22:55
Miss Cammie. Sep'23:18
Buy a gold bond--why? Oct'23:48
Archibald McLean. Dec'23:17
The two seas (poem) Aug'24:inside front cover
The challenge accepted (poem) Jan'26:54
For a memorial of her. Mar'26:22
Woman's missionary societies and circles.
  Jun'26:48  Sep'26:48  Dec'26:48  Mar'27:49
Missionary Societies. Jun'27 - May'28 p. 46
A year is born! Jan'28:5
Shepherds and wise men (poem) Nov'33:37
PAYNE, ELLIE S. KINNEY, -1929
  (photo) Jun'20:40
  Mrs. Payne's resignation. Jun'21:4
  Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
  (photo) Jul'26:48
Fifteen years of world service. Aug'26:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59  Jul'27:59
  (photo) Jan'28:32  May'29:2
  Lo, the winter is past. May'29:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
Payne, Emma R
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:39
PAYNE, ERNEST A
  (photo) Nov'61:23
PAYNE, FRANCIS WILLIAM, 1895-1972
  (married to Hazel I. Scott Payne, 1946)
  (married to Grace Payne)
  (photo) May'29:15  Jan'39:1  Mar'40:17
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium (photo)
  Nov'42:24
Election... (photo) Jan'45:14
The threshold. Jul'45:2
  (marriage) News room. Nov'46:32
  News room. Dec'50:32
  Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:5
Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:30
  The scene. May'72:35
  In memoriam. May'72:47
Payne, Franklin D
  Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:37
PAYNE, FRANKLIN R., -1968
  News room. Jan'48:32
  In memoriam. Feb'69:46
Payne, Hazel I. Scott, -1949
  (married to Francis W. Payne, 1946)
  Speaking of books. Jun'28:60
  Devotional study for missionary societies.
    Jan'37:38  Mar'37:38  May'37:38
  Another shepherd of the hills. Nov'37:26
  Devotional study for missionary societies.
    Jan'39:46  Mar'39:38
PAYNE, HAZEL I. SCOTT, -1949
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42
(photo) Dec'30:2
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
(photo) Nov'35:28 Sep'42:25 Nov'42:25
quoted. The threshold. Apr'43:2
(marriage) News room. Nov'46:32
(death) News room. Oct'49:32
(death) Mrs. Hazel Scott Payne (photo) Nov'49:43

PAYNE, JOHN B
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:28

PAYNE, LOUIS HUGHEL
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43

PAYNE, MARGARET ANN McKinney (married to Edward Owen Payne)
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46

PAYNE, MARY
See
McGAVRAN, MARY PAYNE

PAYNE, MARY KATHRYN, 1936- (married to Charles Leon Payne)
Global highlights. Mar'/67:7 May'67:7
In brief. May'69:38 Jun'69:39

PAYNE, PAUL CALVIN
quoted. Said at ICRE meeting. Apr'46:44
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26

PAYNE, PHILIP F. GOLD MOUNTAIN
Speaking of books. Jul'34:33

PAYNE, SAMUEL G
quoted. The 1922 Pre-Easter pains and program. Feb'22:4

PAYNE, V. F., 1893-
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27

PAYNE, WALLACE CLAIRE, 1863-1926
(married to Ellie S. Kinney Payne)
Representative graduates... Feb'19:32

PAYNE, WALLACE CLAIRE, 1863-1926
College of Missions notes. Feb'19:52
How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:16
(photo) Aug'19:26 Jan'21:3
Mrs. Payne's resignation. Jun'21:4
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside

(Payne, WILBUR M (married to Alice L. Hilliard Payne)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
(marriage) Around the Jarvis campus. Jun'42:29

PAYNE, WILLIAM E
Church Extension and the development of the needy field. Jan'19:56
PAYNE COUNTY, OKLAHOMA

The rural community church (photo) Aug'19:24

PAYSON, ANNE BYRD. I FOLLOW THE ROAD
Missionary organizations' own section. Apr'34:35

PAYSON, ANNE BYRD. RULE OF THE ROAD
Book chat. Jun'37:43

PAYTON, ALICE, -1950
In memoriam. Mar'51:39

Peabody, (married to Henry W. Peabody)
Gossip incorporated! Jul'31:15

PEABODY, (married to Henry W. Peabody)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21

PEABODY, ALMA
Benevolence meets growing demand. Jun'40:27

Peabody, Henry W
A call to Christian women. Oct'24:58

Peabody, Josephine P
The house and road (poem) May'28:35

PEABODY, NELSON W., -1955
In memoriam. Apr'55:35

PEABODY COLLEGE (NASHVILLE, TN)
(photo of Social-Religious Building) Jun'28:29

Peace, Frederick Elwynn, 1914-1977
Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:8

PEACE, FREDERICK ELWYN, 1914-1977
News room. Nov'47:30
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:8
(photo) Mar'72:19

PEACE
A call to prayer and effort. Nov'21:20
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58
A prayer for peace. Jan'23:31
God's peace plan. Mar'24:3
Peace through understanding. Jul'24:9
A prelude to world peace. Mar'25:21
A song of peace (poem) Mar'25:39
From the President's inaugural. May'25:26
"Traditional patriotism" indicted. Jun'25:8
Was it only a dream? Aug'25:30
To study for peace. Aug'25:44
On the highway to peace. Sep'25:17
The mind of our ministry on ways to peace. Dec'25:12
Foreign missions and world peace. Jul'26:18
Taming the lion... Nov'26:4
The peace spirit grows! Jul'27:5
An idea from the Philippines. Jan'28:36
When women war for peace. Mar'28:4
A pertinent question from Britain. May'28:4
What price peace? Oct'28:4
Can there be world peace? Jul'29:9
What price peace? Sep'29:3
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:31
(untitled poem) Nov'29:21
Is the Kellogg treaty making peace? Nov'29:21
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45
Listening in on the world. Feb'30:19
The churches study world peace. May'30:28

Listening in on the world. Aug'30:22
And on earth (poem) Nov'30:13
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:30
Speaking of books. Feb'31:35
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:30
Jul'32: much of issue
Programs for adult organizations. Aug'32:36
Christian citizenship looks at 1932. Sep'32:19
Listening in on the world. Oct'32:23
Nov'32: much of issue
Dec'32: much of issue
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'33:42
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:54
Resolution on world peace. Dec'33:6
The outlook for peace. Dec'33:19
A peace platform. May'34:3
On the social battle front. Oct'34:18
Peace hymn of the world (poem) Nov'34:36
World peace. Dec'34:10
America, help us make peace. Feb'35:13
Peace vs war. Mar'35:4
Women and world highways. Mar'35:35
The threshold. Jul'35:2
Is war inevitable? Jul'35:25
Women and world highways. Jul'35:35
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:14
Excerpts for address delivered at the International Convention...
Nov'35:24
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'35:36
Programs for young people. Nov'35:37
Major actions of the International Convention... Nov'35:43
Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
Peace. Feb'36:31
Militant pacifists. Mar'36:12
Announcing the Disciples' Peace Poll. Sep'36:inside front cover
The threshold. Jul'36:2
The church and the peace movement. Jul'36:8
Programs for young people. Jul'36:37
A Disciples' Poll. Sep'36:25
Social trends. Sep'36:26 Oct'36:26
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'36:36
Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'36:33
Speaking of peace. Dec'36:47
The new international anarchy. Mar'37:18
Feb'37: much of issue
Did the Disciples mean it? Jul'37:3
How to achieve world peace. Sep'37:10
Time schedule for world peace study. Nov'37:41
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:26
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Mar'38:40 Apr'38:40
Mobilizing peace sentiments. May'38:8
Women and world highways. Oct'38:35
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'38:36
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:30
A world faith. Nov'39:25
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'39:36
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'39:40
Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:29
Women and world highways. Jan'40:33
Poling's win the peace proposal. Nov'40:4
The last page. Nov'40:48
Cure for war (poem) Mar'41:22
Social trends. Jun'41:22
Women and world highways. May'42:35
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:27
How can we build a new world? Nov'42:13
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'42:40
Six pillars of peace. May'43:8
Peace aims common to Christians. May'43:46
Spiritual foundations of enduring peace. Jul'43:5
United declaration on world peace. Nov'43:20
Women and world highways. Dec'43:27
Ideals and the peace. Dec'43:40
International nucleus for peace. Jan'44:23
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:24
Eyes on the Orient. Feb'45:2
Christianity and power politics. Mar'45:14
Women and world highways. Apr'45:29
For peace (poem) Apr'45:29
Idealist and realist. Jun'45:3
Circulation corner. Oct'45:inside front cover
Four fronts for peace. Mar'46:27
Churches plan action on peace front. Oct'46:24
People of the churches speak for peace. Jun'48:5
Women and world highways. Oct'49:33
The way of peace (poem) Mar'51:33
Three pronged peace offensive. Jul'51:14
Peace, but not at rice of tyranny, says C.C.I.A. Nov'51:44
Is peace possible? Jul'52:17
Elusive peace (poem) Nov'53:39
World peace. Dec'53:44
These things I believe. Jun'54:7
Toward peace in the Middle East. Feb'55:5
Social trends. Jun'55:22 Feb'56:12
Points for peace. Mar'56:45
Families and world peace. May'56:43
If we care about peace. Jul'57:7
Global highlights. Jul'59:7
How much time for peace? Jul'59:27
What kind of light? Dec'59:10
Education and action for peace. Jan'60:10
Disciples in Congress speak on world peace. Jul'60:16
Agenda of action for peace. Dec'60:12
Global highlights. Apr'61:5
Questionnaire on peace. Feb'63:10
Good news of peace. Jul'64:12
Are we still concerned about peace? Nov'64:9
Women on world highways. Jan'65:36
Global highlights. Nov'65:5
Positive ideas for peace. Jan'66:9
How can we find peace? Mar'66:19
Letters. Apr'66:inside front cover
Global highlights. May'66:6
Women on world highways. Dec'66:32
Global highlights. Apr'67:5
Inter-religious Symposium on Peace. Apr'68:22
Quote—-unquote. Oct'71:inside back cover
World events. Dec'71:37
A witness for peace. Apr'72:28

Global highlights. May'66:6
...and missionary motives. May'61:9
Social trends. May'61:20
Global highlights. Jul'61:8
Where ends the frontier? Sep'61:10
Social trends. Oct'61:20
Global highlights. Apr'62:7
The Peace Corps and world mission. Jun'62:9
Global highlights. Mar'63:5
Social trends. Mar'63:18
World Calling... Jan'64:10
The cover. May'64:inside front cover
Peacemaking--an exciting business. May'64:12
For Texas to Ecuador. Oct'64:25
Global highlights. Dec'64:4
African adventure. Feb'65:45
World events. Dec'69:36
Thoughts on war and peace. Apr'70:6

Social trends. Jul'48:16
Peach, Arthur Wallace
The candle of faith (poem) Nov'32:48
Peachey, J. Lorne
If you died today. Jul'67:44

World events (photo) Oct'73:39
PEACOCK, THOMAS LOVE
quoted. Last column. Feb'65:50

In memoriam. May'29:36

PEAKE, NADINE, -1979 (married to Thomas Peake)
Global highlights (photo) May'60:6

PEAKE, ROBERT T
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Two churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Jun'60:48

PEACE--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Resources for Plan B, Christian Living Encounters. Nov'71:40

PEACE CHEST
Jan'19:6

PEACE CONFERENCE. 1944
Cleveland Conference. Oct'44:17

PEACE CONGRESS. 1970 (KANSAS CITY)
World events. Jun'70:36

PEACE CORPS
Global highlights. May'61:6
...and missionary motives. May'61:9
Social trends. May'61:20
Global highlights. Jul'61:8
Where ends the frontier? Sep'61:10
Social trends. Oct'61:20
Global highlights. Apr'62:7
The Peace Corps and world mission. Jun'62:9
Global highlights. Mar'63:5
Social trends. Mar'63:18
World Calling... Jan'64:10
The cover. May'64:inside front cover
Peacemaking--an exciting business. May'64:12
For Texas to Ecuador. Oct'64:25
Global highlights. Dec'64:4
African adventure. Feb'65:45
World events. Dec'69:36
Thoughts on war and peace. Apr'70:6

PEACE--STUDY AND TEACHING
Another step on the long, long trail. Feb'26:34

PEACE TRAIN
Social trends. Jul'48:16

PEACOCK, GEORGE W., JR.
World events (photo) Oct'73:39

PEACOCK, THOMAS LOVE
quoted. Last column. Feb'65:50

PEAK, ALICE HOBBS
In memoriam. May'29:36

PEAKE, NADINE, -1979 (married to Thomas Peake)
Global highlights (photo) May'60:6

PEAKE, ROBERT T
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Two churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Jun'60:48
Peake, Thomas Bryan, Jr., 1920-  
Letters. Nov'66:41

PEAKE, THOMAS BRYAN, JR., 1920-  
News room. Dec'61:32

PEALE, NORMAN VINCENT, 1898- (married to Ruth Peale)  
quoted. Pension Fund at Grand Rapids (photo) Sep'42:11  
Global highlights. Oct'52:3  
What's your trouble? Nov'52:41  
quoted. Global highlights. Jun'64:6

PEALE, NORMAN VINCENT. THE ART OF REAL HAPPINESS  
Book chat. Jun'50:22

PEALE, NORMAN VINCENT. FAITH IS THE ANSWER  
Book chat. Feb'41:25

PEALE, RUTH (married to Norman Vincent Peale)  
Global highlights (photo) Jan'49:3  
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9  
Global highlights. Oct'52:3  
What's your trouble? Nov'52:41  
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'54:33

Pearce, (Mrs. M. F.)  
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38

PEARCE, ANNA  
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:39

PEARCE, BARBARA  
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21

PEARCE, C A  
(photo) Mar'24:38

PEARCE, C F  
A new building at Port Arthur. Sep'20:42

PEARCE, CECIL VERNON, 1879-1971  
(photo) Mar'24:55

PEARCE, CHARLES A  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50

PEARCE, ELLA M. ELAM, 1879-1963 (married to Cecil Vernon Pearce)  
(photo) Mar'24:46

PEARCE, LAURA BLAKER  
In memoriam. Feb'39:39

PEARCE, LIDA B  
New secretary of boys' and girls' work (photo) Dec'19:38  
(photo) Jun'20:40

PEARCE, LILIE  
Committee on War Services news notes.  
Dec'45:40 May'46:40

PEARCE, MAUDE THOMPSON, -1957  
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

PEARCE, MOLLY FANT  
(death) They gave while and as they lived. Mar'27:31

PEARCE, ROBERT  
Classroom and campus. Sep'47:33

PEARCE, T. C. SIGNATURE OF THE SUN  
Classroom and campus. Oct'50:32

PEARCE, W B (BILL)  
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'50:4  
(photo) Dec'50:29  
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23  
News room. Sep'56:30  
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2
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Pearce, William Cliff, 1864-1935
The Sunday school in the fence corner. Nov'23:21
The World's tenth Sunday school Convention... Jan'28:53

PEARCE, WILLIAM CLIFF, 1864-1935
A strategy Board of Christ's Kingdom plans its campaign.
Apr'23:56
(photos)
Nov'23:2       Jun'25:44       Jul'25:58
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34

Pearcy, (Mrs. J. B.)
A long looked for day. Dec'25:50
Flowers for the living. Jul'26:1

PEARCY, (MRS. J. B.)
(photo) Mar'23:1
Station UCMS broadcasting
(photos) Jan'28:32       Aug'32:19
(death) News room. Feb'43:34

PEARCY, (married to William T. Pearcy)
(photo) Jul'35:34

PEARCY, MARY AMELIA
See
GILBERT, MARY AMELIA PEARCY
PEARCY, William T., 1901-
As it seems to me. Aug'32:19
New frontiers of Church Extension. Sep'35:19
The time to strike for church debts. Jul'37:15
Opportunity ahead. Jul'44:9
Church Extension is ready. Jul'45:5
What of Church Extension's tomorrow? Jul'48:7
Church Extension goes abroad. Sep'49:16
We dedicate this building. Jul'50:13
Fifty children for lunch. Feb'53:27
New churches--the right way. Jul'57:11
Builders together. Nov'57:8
A second look at Puerto Rico. Sep'58:15
Disciples and the challenge of the sixties. Oct'60:16
Meditations. Nov'62:39
When disaster strikes. Jan'63:15
A new day in church financing. Jul'65:14
Would you believe it? Jan'67:16

PEARCY, WILLIAM T., 1901-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
(photo) Aug'32:19
(ordination) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:44
(photo) Sep'35:19
M. H. Gray retires (photo) Apr'37:21
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:14
(photo) Jul'39:9       Mar'40:17
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:14
(photo) Mar'43:20       Jul'45:5
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
(photo)
May'46:19       Jul'48:7       Apr'49:27       Sep'49:41
Global highlights. Jun'51:2
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
(photo) Apr'56:1
Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:4
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:9
Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:3
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:31
(photo) Nov'57:8
News room. Nov'57:32 Mar'58:32
Global highlights. (photo) Apr'58:7 May'58:7
They work for you (photo) May'58:27
Global highlights (photo)
Jul'58:5 Feb'59:7 Apr'59:5 May'59:5
News room (photo)
Sep'59:40 Jun'60:42 Jul'60:42
Global highlights (photo) May'61:6
News room (photo) Mar'61:46
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:5
News room (photo) Mar'62:38
Global highlights (photo) Jun'62:4
News room (photo) Mar'64:36
Global highlights (photo) Apr'65:6
(photo) Jul'65:14
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'66:6 May'66:5 Sep'66:5
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
(photo) Jan'67:17
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
PEARRE, CATHERINE OWENS. MARY McLEOD BETHUNE
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
PEARL, (married to Joe Pearl)
They came to Hazel Green to work! (photo) Oct'73:24
PEARL HARBOR, HAWAII
...and Pentecost. May'42:17
From Hawaii to Des Moines. Jul'42:29
PEARN, ADAH BEARD
In memoriam. Jul'41:39
Pearre, Caroline Neville, 1831-1910
(married to Sterling Elwood Pearre)
Ancient history. May'23:12
PEARRE, CAROLINE NEVILLE, 1831-1910
Eureka Missionary service flag. Jun'19:49
The romance of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions (photo) Aug'19:11
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Dec'20:16
The spirit of '74. Dec'22:23
Remembering the past we build for the future. Dec'22:14
Women and missions. Jan'23:26
(photo) May'23:12 Dec'23:2
Out of the past (photo) Apr'34:10
The birth of a great purpose. Jul'34:34
Mother of the C.W.B.M. (photo) Jan'48:33
International Convention of Disciples of Christ (photo) Jul'49:24
(photo) Nov'49:27
quoted. Moments of meditation. Jun'63:37
PEARRE, STERLING ELWOOD, 1825-1904
(married to Caroline Neville Pearre)
Mother of the C.W.B.M. Jan'48:33
PEARRE DAY OF PRAYER
Lest we forget. Mar'24:48
PEARSON, (MRS. M. A.) -1951
In memoriam. Jan'52:37

PEARSON, (married to O. A. Pearson, Jr.)
Reconciliation through crafts (photo) Nov'69:24

PEARSON, (MRS. R. Q.)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:2

PEARSON, ALFRED J
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'24:56

PEARSON, AMY JEAN
(photo) Jul'23:4

PEARSON, BARBARA VILEY
(birth) Jun'26:64

Pearson, Corann
Lest I forget (poem) Jan'45:40

PEARSON, DOROTHY ELOISE
(photo) Jul'23:4

PEARSON, ELLA
See
CHARPENTER, ELLA PEARSON

PEARSON, EMMA C., -1954
In memoriam. Dec'54:37

Pearson, Ernest Ballard, 1886-1976
(married to Evelyn Utter Pearson)
The healing of Africa. May'20:22
Leaves from a Congo travelogue. Jun'21:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:54 Jan'22:61
Black butterflies. Jun'25:42
A visit to the outposts. Aug'25:57
Return to the Belgian Congo. Apr'49:44
We'd like to do it all over again. May'52:10

PEARSON, ERNEST BALLARD, 1886-1976
Notes. Mar'19:61
quoted. Sep'19:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
(photo) Mar'22:41
Our Congo doctors (photo) Aug'22:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'25:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44
(photo) Oct'26:21
(photo no. 5) Mar'29:24
(photo) Mar'29:53
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39
(photo) Mar'33:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
News room. (photo) Feb'48:38 Oct'48:32
(photo) May'52:10
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'53:34

PEARSON, EVA LUCILLE
(photo) Jul'23:4
A mother of missionaries. Jan'27:51

Pearson, Evelyn Utter, 1892-1981
(married to Ernest Ballard Pearson)
Message from Monieka. Sep'19:34
Mondombe Moons. May'27:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:39,40
A father of teachers. Oct'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:40
The loneliness of the missionary. Jan'32:26
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'32:36
An Oregon itinerary. Jul'33:29
Women and world highways. Dec'42:35
Return to the Belgian Congo. Apr'49:44
We'd like to do it all over again. May'52:10
Missionary worship service.
   Dec'52:35  Feb'53:33  Apr'53:35
   Jan'53:37  Mar'53:37  May'53:35
PEARSON, EVELYN UTTER, 1892-1981
  Jan'19:54
  Sailing, sailing. Feb'19:58
  Notes. Apr'19:67
  Eureka Missionary service flag (photo) Jun'19:49
  Notes. Jul'19:61,62
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:42
  Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
  Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50  May'34:41
     (photo) Sep'42:14,25
  News room. (photo) Feb'48:38  Oct'48:32
     (photo) May'52:10
PEARSON, FANNIE WADSWORTH, -1933 (married to Hammond A. Pearson)
  (death) Our colleges at home and abroad (photo) Mar'33:32
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
PEARSON, HAMMOND A., 1857-1947
  (married to Fannie Wadsworth Pearson)
     (photo) Mar'33:32
  (death) News room. Jun'47:35
     In memoriam. Jun'47:41
PEARSON, HAROLD RANSDELL
  (photo) Jul'23:4
Pearson, Helen Davis, -1990
  (married to Cecil Davis)
     (married to R. O. Pearson)
  Women on world highways. Nov'64:33
PEARSON, HELEN DAVIS, -1990
  Commission on Brotherhood Finance (photo) Feb'53:13
  Beneath the spire (photo) May'60:8
  Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
  Global highlights. Sep'61:4
  Women and world highways (photo) Sep'61:33
  Women on world highways. Mar'66:35
Pearson, J W
  Doorkeeper of the house of the Lord. Aug'19:19
PEARSON, JOHNNIE
  Crowded out at Beulah. Apr'45:13
PEARSON, LESTER
  (photo) Dec'42:33
PEARSON, MARY MYRTA
  Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
     (photo) Jul'22:21  Jun'23:7
PEARSON, PAUL
   (Birth) Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
   (photo) Jun'23:7
PEARSON, PAUL H
   Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
PEARSON, R A
   (photo) Jan'24:5
Pearson, R E
   National Convention of Negro Disciples. Oct'20:51
PEARSON, ROBERT S
   Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30
PEARSON, ROY
   quoted. Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
PEARSON, ROY M. THE HARD COMMANDMENTS OF JESUS
   Book chat. Jan'58:40
PEARSON, ROY M. HEAR OUR PRAYER
   Book chat. Jun'61:43
PEARSON, ROY M. HERE'S A FAITH FOR YOU
   Book chat. Feb'53:38
PEARSON, ROY M. THIS DO AND LIVE
   Book chat. May'54:40
Pearson, Samuel Campbell, Jr., 1931-
   Letters. Apr'70;33
PEARSON, WILLIAM G
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
PEASANT MUTUAL AID COMMITTEE (SOROCHINSKOYE, RUSSIA)
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
Pease, (Mrs. F. D.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
PEASE, (MRS. H. T.)
   (photo) Nov'42:34
PEASE, EDWARD WALKER, 1865-1931 (married to Olenza Thomas Pease)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
Pease, F D
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
Peaslee, (Mrs. F. H.)
   Letters. May'65:40
Peaslee, Dorothy
   Letters. Jan'72:4
PECK, AMELIA
   In memoriam. Jul'43:26
PECK, CLARA S
   Classroom and campus. Jan'59:37
PECK, EDGAR
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:31
PECK, HARRISON ELMO, -1952
   In memoriam. Jan'53:37
Peck, Stella Cornett, 1887-1974
   Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'37:38
PECK, STELLA CORNETT, 1887-1974
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
   (photo) Jun'41:15 Jun'43:5
   News room. Jan'49:38 Mar'54:38
PECOS, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:4
PECULIAR, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Aug'19:46
PEDEN, KATHERINE GRAHAM
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'62:8
PEDEN, RACHEL MASON (married to Richard F. Peden)
Beneath the spire. Dec'52:4
PEDERSON, PAUL B. BATAK BLOOD AND PROTESTANT SOUL
New books. Jun'70:28
PEDIGO, (MRS. S. E. G.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
PEEK, J. T.
Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
PEEL, ALBERT. INEVITABLE CONGREGATIONALISM
Book chat. Dec'37:28
PEEL, LOUISA
In memoriam. Nov'41:39
PEEL, SADIE WOOLARD
In memoriam. Dec'45:37
PEEGER, DAISIE, -1953
In memoriam. Mar'54:35
PEELING, JAMES H
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26 Jul'46:31
PEEMAN, DEAN. PENULTIMATES
Books. Nov'63:42
PEERY, CAROLINE V., -1960 (married to Gilbert Matthew Peery)
(death) News room. Jun'60:42
PEERY, GILBERT MATTHEW, 1889-1987 (married to Caroline V. Peery)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31 Nov'36:43 Nov'38:13
News room. Feb'50:34
Pastoral unities bring a new day (photo) Nov'59:17
Tennessee, Florida churches enter EHP (photo) Sep'63:54
PEFFER, NATHANIEL. BASIS FOR PEACE
Book chat. Sep'43:37
PEGUIS INDIAN RESERVE (CANADA)
On an Indian reserve (photos) Jan'27:37
Pehotsky, Bessie Olga
See
Erb, Bessie Olga Pehotsky
Peightal, Arlene Hendricks, 1931-
(married to Clifton L. Peightal)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
PEIGHTAL, ARLENE HENDRICKS, 1931-
Yakimas need the church (photo) Nov'55:13
Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:5
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Peightal, Clifton L., 1927-
(married to Arlene Hendricks Peightal)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
Yakimas need the church. Nov'55:13
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'59:36 Dec'59:36 Jun'60:36
PEIGHTAL, CLIFTON L., 1927-
(photo) Nov'55:13
Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:5
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:6
News room. Sep'60:40
Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'62:35
Yakima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:25
News room. Sep'64:39

PEIPER, KEN
Here and there with World Call. Nov'62:50

PEIPER, MYRA
Here and there with World Call. Nov'62:50

PEIPING, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:38
Yenching reopens in Peiping. Jan'46:47

PEIRCE, ADAH
Here and there with World Call. Nov'62:50

PEIRO, ANGEL V. (married to Winnie Elsie Morgan Peiro)
Echoes from everywhere (photo)
Jun'57:38 Sep'60:36
Two floods in the Chaco (photo) Nov'61:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
Partnership with South America (photo) Dec'69:22

PEKING, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44
Echos from everywhere. Apr'24:61
Glimpses of the religious world.
Oct'24:53 Oct'25:45

PELL, CLAIBORNE
Global highlights. Sep'62:4

PELL, OLIVE (married to Herbert Pell) OLIVE PELL BIBLE
Book chat. Feb'53:38

Pellett, David Claude, 1911-1986 (married to Geneva Pellett)
Ministers must keep growing. Jan'64:18

PELLT, DAVID CLAUDE, 1911-1986
(photo) Mar'39:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28 Oct'54:32
(photo) Mar'55:47
Classroom and campus.
Mar'56:28 Nov'56:31 Jul'59:36 Sep'59:34
In brief. Apr'69:42

PELLVILLE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52

PELOUBET, FRANCIS N
Note (death) May'20:64

PELOUBET'S SELECT NOTES...
(1940) Book chat. Dec'39:41
(1941) Book chat. Jan'41:45
(1942) Book chat. Jan'42:49
(1944) Book chat. Dec'43:38
(1945) Book chat. Feb'45:38
(1947) Book chat. Dec'46:47
(1949) Book chat. Jan'49:42
(1950) Book chat. Jan'50:45
(1951) Book chat. Jan'51:40
(1952) Book chat. Jan'52:42
(1959) Book chat. Jan'59:47

Pelsor, Catherine P
Letters. Sep'66:inside front cover

Pelsor, Gene
Letters. Sep'68:48
PELZ, (married to Edward Pelz) -1955
In memoriam. Apr'55:35
PELZ, LOTTIE. GOD IS NO MORE
New books. Dec'64:43
PELZ, LOTTIE. I AM ADOLF HITLER
New books. May'72:34
PELZ, WERNER. GOD IS NO MORE
New books. Dec'64:43
PELZ, WERNER. I AM ADOLF HITLER
New books. May'72:34
PEMBER, ELIZABETH (married to John W. Pember)
In memoriam. May'37:39
Pen-Ching Cheo, Paul
China missions. May'49:13
PEN-CHING CHEO, PAUL
(photo) May'49:12
PENCE, FANNIE F
In memoriam. May'37:39
PENDERY, ARTHUR L., JR. (married to Mary Anderson Bowden Pendery)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
PENDERY, MARY ANDERSON BOWDEN (married to Arthur L. Pendery, Jr.)
(photo) Oct'23:51
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
PENDLETON, ALEXANDRA CAMPBELLINA, 1841-1919
Miss Cammie (photo) Sep'23:18
PENDLETON, ANNE
See
FORREST, ANNE PENDLETON
PENDLETON, CAMMIE
See
PENDLETON, ALEXANDRA CAMPBELLINA
PENDLETON, JESSIE, -1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39
Pendleton, Kent
See Pendleton, Winston Kent
PENDLETON, SARA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'62:34
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32
PENDLETON, SCOTT
Reaching out across the border (photo) Oct'72:30
PENDLETON, THORN, 1907-1985
(married to Frances Manchester Pendleton)
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'55:4
Pendleton, William Kimbrough, 1817-1899
Disorder on the campus (1870 style) Apr'72:21
PENDLETON, WILLIAM KIMBROUGH, 1817-1899. HOME
(photo) Apr'32:23
Pendleton, Winston Kent
Books. Mar'64:42 Jun'64:44
PENDLETON, WINSTON KENT
Reaching out across the border (photo) Oct'72:30
PENDLETON, WINSTON KENT. **AW, STOP WORRYIN'**
New books. Jan'67:37

PENDLETON, WINSTON KENT. **PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS**
Book chat. Jun'63:42

PENDLETON, WINSTON KENT. **2121 FUNNY STORIES**
New books. Dec'64:41

PENDLETON, INDIANA. **CHRISTIAN CHURCH**
(photo) Jul'38:1

PENDLETON, OREGON. **FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH**
(photo) May'19:5 Aug'21:12

PENDRA ROAD, INDIA
Notes. Aug'20:48
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo) Nov'21:30
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'21:64 Feb'22:54,61 Mar'22:49
A thanksgiving service. Mar'22:58
Wonderful folks... Apr'22:56
Dinna ye hear it? Jun'22:53
Echoes from everywhere.
From the India news letter. Nov'23:53
The water man. Dec'23:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:55,59,64
A challenge from the mission fields. Jan'24:21
Why did you not tell me thirty years ago? Jan'24:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62 Feb'24:50
The rescue of a little girl. Mar'24:37
Gathering of the waifs. Mar'24:44
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Easter in India. Apr'24:40
A beggar of the Pendra State. Apr'24:43
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49,61
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:50 (photos) May'24:50,51
Echoes from everywhere.
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50
A real benediction. Jan'25:57
Building a Christian community in India. Oct'25:44
Christmas community week at Pendra Road. Dec'25:35
India dreams again. Apr'26:37
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:37
Making a schoolhouse serve a community. May'26:60
From the India news letter. Aug'26:51
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51 Oct'26:50
Livengood news. Oct'26:54
Where caste may be observed. Oct'26:58
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:40
Livengood news. May'27:44
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Livengood news. Aug'27:40
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:47
Livengood news. Oct'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48
(photograph of sanatorium) Jul'28:17
What shall I render unto the Lord...? Jan'29:38
Practicing the "insasmuch." (photos) Feb'29:26
Christmas holiday not all play. Mar'29:62
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35
By way of contrast. Jun'29:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35
As 2thers see us. Dec'29:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:50
(photograph of church) Jan'31:23
New buildings... Jan'31:30
To these we hand the torch (photo of T B Sanatorium) Feb'31:30
Fighting the white plague. Feb'31:47
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
Creating a model village in an India jungle. Jun'31:7
Not out of our pulpits. Jan'31:4
Churches enacting a moral miracle. Jan'31:17
Slaves to superstition. Aug'31:28
We shall come rejoicing. Jul'31:28
(photograph of church) Oct'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:38
Vocational school in action. Jan'32:31
The cottage plan at Pendra. Mar'32:29
Agricultural fair... (photos) Apr'32:27
The budget and the Jubilee. Jun'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39
The fine art of living. Feb'33:32
The month among Disciples. Apr'33:4
Thanksgiving service... Apr'33:28
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40
Indian scenes. Mar'34:30
Cattle, fruit and babies (photo of fair) Apr'34:42
A dream becomes reality (photo of chapel) Jan'35:41
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:39 Jun'36:39 Jan'37:39
Thanksgiving through word and deed. Mar'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'37:39 Jun'37:39
Easter at Pendra Road. Jun'37:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:38 Oct'37:39
Continued interes in Fair. Nov'37:27
We visit India. Feb'38:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:38,39
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
The Pendra Road harmony belles. Nov'38:32
Relieving pain in Pendra Road (photo of Sanatorium) Feb'39:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:38
Sumankhetan (photo of Sumankhetan) May'39:29
First Pendra Road Young People's conference. Jul'39:30
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:16
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
The younger generation at Sumankhetan. Apr'40:44
Miss Zonetta Vance... May'40:30
Echoes from everywhere.  
May'40:38  Sep'40:39  Apr'41:39  Nov'41:38
Enrollment exceeds capacity. Apr'42:29
The Governor visits Sumankhetan (photos) Dec'42:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:38  May'43:39
To India from Iraq. Sep'43:13
Christian evangelism at Pendra. Jan'44:24
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:32
House cleaning and decorating. May'44:34
Echoes from everywhere.  
Oct'44:33  Dec'44:32  Jan'45:35
China voyager looks at India (photo) Jun'45:7
Ramla grows up. May'46:26
Training the mind... (photos) Sep'46:36
...has a youth conference. Nov'46:29
(photo of church) Mar'47:10
Thankful for what I saw. Apr'47:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:37  Apr'48:36
Sumankhetan, "A garden of flowers." (photos) Sep'48:38
Bicycle doctor. Oct'48:24
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36  Nov'48:36
The Bible becomes better known. Jan'49:43
Out-of-class lessons in family life (photo of Sumankhetan school)  
Apr'49:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
Pendra Road Tuberculosis Sanatorium one of India's best (photos of Sanatorium) Nov'49:23
Celebrating Independence Day in Sumankhetan. Jan'50:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'50:38  Feb'51:36
Christians, too, are hungry in India. Jul'51:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36
Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32
Especially little Puchoo. Dec'51:46
A week-end visit to a jungle camp (photos) Jan'52:28
A wise teacher sees an opportunity. Dec'52:44
How a Fair serves a new purpose (photos of Agricultural fair) Feb'53:22
From the diary of Rosa Page Welch. Apr'53:40
Story of a cast-off. Nov'53:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34  Oct'54:34
The tenth class. Oct'54:46
Indian leader inspects mission. Feb'55:40
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:12
Healing ministry. Nov'58:42
Global highlights (photo of hospital) Oct'59:7
First step--work camp (photos of construction of retreat center)  
Mar'63:29
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Tibetan refugees) May'63:36
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'64:36
Healing at Pendra Road (photos) May'65:26
Christianity in India means learning (photo of Sumankhetan Girls' middle school) Jun'65:27

PENDRADHI, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50

PENDRIDTH, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:62
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
Indian children learn new ways of farming (photo of Brooks Memorial Agricultural School) Dec'55:26 (map 28)
PENDRIDTH, INDIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Applied Christianity in India. (photo) Sep'21:10
PENDHORWOOD, EMORY J., 1895- (married to Imogene Penhorwood) (photo) Sep'54:38
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'60:8
PENICK, (MRS. E. N.)
   In memoriam. Apr'37:39
PENICK, MATTIE B
   (death) Jan'26:49
PENN, (MRS. W. B.)
   In memoriam. Sep'43:35
PENN, WILLIAM
   quoted. Last column. Jan'62:50
Penn, William P
   And still they come. Jul'44:18
PENNA, PAUL
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'58:5
PENNER, ALBERT J
   quoted. Last column. May'62:50
PENNEY, ERNEST
   In brief. Nov'73:46
PENNEY, GUY T -1947
   In memoriam. Dec'47:35
PENNINGTON, CHESTER A. CHRISTIAN COUNTER CULTURE
   New books. Sep'73:36
PENNINGTON, DAVID, 1838-1922
   (death) Jan'23:58
PENNINGTON, J L
   (photo) Oct'47:17
PENNINGTON, MAE
   World Calling... Jul'69:50
   Letters. Sep'69:33
PENNINGTON, MAGGIE, -1962
   In memoriam. Mar'63:44
PENNISTON, WILLIAM F
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37
PENNSYLVANIA
   A day with a home missionary. Jan'22:55
   The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
   Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
   The story state by state. Aug'25:9,15
   Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
   In brief. Mar'68:8
   Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5
   Letters. Sep'69:4
   Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5
PENNSYLVANIA, EASTERN, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
   See also
   CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN PENNSYLVANIA
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
   Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
PENNSYLVANIA, WESTERN, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
   See also
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:25

Penny, William S
Porto Rico (poem) Nov'30:36

PENNYBACKER, A. M.
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12

Pennybacker, Albert M., 1931- (married to Martha Hackney Pennybacker)
Convocation of Christian youth. Nov'51:19
Do Disciples have anything to say? Nov'63:19
What's in a name? Mar'65:17

PENNYBACKER, ALBERT M., 1931-
News room. (photo) Feb'51:38 Sep'51:39
(marriage) News room. Feb'52:43
Four churches join home plan (photo) Jul'59:49
quoted. Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:25
News room (photo) Feb'63:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:7
News room. Dec'64:36
Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33
Ambitious and exciting effort for church union (photo)
May'66:11
Reflections on the tenth Seaboard Seminar. Jun'66:38
What's next in Restructure (photo) Dec'66:17
From words to action on church union (photo) Jun'68:11
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Global highlights (photo) Nov'68:6
Opinions on evangelism. Jul'70:26
Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:24

PENNYBACKER, MARTHA HACKNEY (married to Albert M. Pennybacker)
(marriage) News room. Feb'52:43

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:59 Jun'20:59
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
Missionary societies. Jun'28:46

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA. WESTWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
Building as a Brotherhood (photo) Apr'62:26

PENSION FUND
See also
BOARD OF MINISTERIAL RELIEF
The initial gift to the initial reserve fund for the proposed Pension Plan Dec'27:61
The new adventure of the church. Jan'28:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'28:57
Apr'28:much of issue
Not merely ready but eager. Jun'28:4
A convention of decision and fellowship. Jun'28:18
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:40
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:37
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31
Illinois steps out... Nov'28:32
Monell Sayre. Dec'28:16
A parable for pensions (photo of headquarters) Jan'29:34
Pension program progress. Feb'29:8
This Easter and next. Mar'29:28
Pensions and missions. Mar'28:31
Apr'29: much of issue
The compelling motive for pensions. Jul'29:26
The climax at Seattle. Aug'29:21
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
What will our churches do? Oct'29:inside back cover
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:44
Laymen are named on Pension Fund Committees. Nov'29:27
The Pension Fund reviews the year. Jan'30:27
Cincinnatus takes the field again. Feb'30:4
Letters of the gloaming. Mar'30:30
Woman's part in the Pension movement. Mar'30:41
Apr'30: much of issue
Pension campaign not to start before fall. May'30:5
The fields are white... May'30:5
(map of churches in Pension Fund) May'30:back cover
Kadesh Barnes and an Upper Room. Jun'30:22
(photos of Board members) Jun'30:32
An adventure in justice. Jul'30:17
A hundred thousand to get eight million. Aug'30:5
$8,000,000 for Pensions... Aug'30:back cover
The Brotherhood looks ahead. Sep'30:18
...announces winners of poster and essay contests. Sep'30:41
Pension imperatives. Sep'30:back cover
The miracle of September 10. Oct'30:5
Not by bread alone. Oct'30:16
Listening in on the world. Oct'30:22
Once forever. Nov'30:4
Giving God and His people a chance! Nov'30:18
Voting for the ministry. Dec'30:4
With God's help it is being done! Dec'30:23
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:28
...is launched. Feb'31:4
Starting perpetual motion. Mar'31:4
Both a revival and a revolution. Apr'31:4
Regarding the Easter Offering. Apr'31:4
...will grow with the years. Apr'31:24
Our country churches and pensions. May'31:4
The first page. Jun'31:2
Beyond Pensions. Jun'31:3
Brotherhood in fact. Jun'31:21
Again right prevails. Jul'31:4
Made good in cash. Jul'31:24
...enters new period. Aug'31:25
Pensions open new era in Brotherhood's life. Sep'31:7
First 15 age pensions under the plan. Sep'31:21
Two sorts of pensions from two sorts of funds. Oct'31:23
How far have we come. Nov'31:20
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:29
Man among men but man apart. Dec'31:21
For the preaching of the Gospel. Jan'32:23
The first page. Feb'32:2
Let God do it. Feb'32:5
The human side of ministerial relief. Feb'32:22
First two disability claims under the Pension Plan. Mar'32:25
Allowing conscience to express itself. Apr'32:4
Who can estimate the loss? Apr'32:25
Examples of the Pension Plan fivefold service... May'32:14
...clarified and simplified. May'32:16
The Week of the Ministry. Aug'32:23
A little meeting with vast implications. Aug'32:27
Paul Preston comes to Pension Fund. Aug'32:27
The Church's hour... Oct'32:20
Bequests for Pensions. Oct'32:46
...completes second year. Mar'33:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
Reports of pensions granted in 1933. Apr'33:33
Vital facts... May'33:46
Three churches meet goals in full. Jun'33:14
Report... Jun'33:46
Report of Pensions and ministerial relief. Jul'33:45
Certain provision for a certain event. Sep'33:9
Continued progress. Sep'33:44
Executive Committee refers Commission report. Oct'33:inside front cover
We all do care... Oct'33:23
Report of pensions and ministerial relief. Oct'33:45
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:29
Appraising a three year record. Feb'34:21
Our own pilgrim fathers. Jun'34:22
Directory... Sep'34:inside front cover
The status of the Pension Fund. Sep'34:5
Judge becomes Pension Trustee. Sep'34:17
...elections new trustees. Nov'34:25
After forty years. Feb'35:26
...facts. Mar'35:44
Right through the Depression. Apr'35:27
...facts. May'35:30
...news. Jun'35:44
Sep'35:much of issue
...news and notes. Oct'35:45
Major actions of the International Convention... Nov'35:43
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:45
Sep'36:much of issue
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41,42
The threshold. Dec'36:2
...notes and news. Feb'37:40
The threshold. Mar'37:2
Notes and news. May'37:47 Jul'37:47
The total work of the Pension Fund. Sep'37:7
Notes and news. Sep'37:45 Oct'37:45 Nov'37:46
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:25
Youth looks at tomorrow. Apr'38:11
News. Apr'38:12 Jul'38:43 Sep'38:15
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:29
Growing up with World Call. Jan'39:23
Notes and news. Feb'39:46
...on the up grade. May'39:21
Social Security pensions. May'39:31
What they are saying. Jul'39:47
Sep'39:much of issue
...notes. Oct'39:44 Feb'40:28
From a retired minister on Pension. Mar'40:42
...high points for 1939. Apr'40:30
...notes. Jun'40:33
Sep'40: much of issue
Latest...news. Nov'40:34
A new man to Pension Fund. Dec'40:18
...news and notes. Apr'41:42
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:30
...notes and news. Jul'41:31
The minister's stake in the Pension Plan. Sep'41:11
A new emphasis on Week of the Ministry. Sep'41:13
Notes and news. Oct'41:27
A telephone conversation. Jan'42:30
...notes and news.
Jan'42:47      Feb'42:27      Mar'42:40      Apr'42:41
Growth in...roll and reserves. May'42:29
...notes and news. Jul'42:29
One hundred twenty-three candidates for ministerial relief. Sep'42:8
Information please. Sep'42:9
...at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:11
Notes and news. Oct'42:42      Nov'42:43
Ministers in behalf of the ministry. Dec'42:26
...notes and news. Dec'42:29
The story of 1942. Jan'43:7
...news. Jan'43:33
The government and the minister's salary. Feb'43:3
...news and notes.
Feb'43:44      Mar'43:29      May'43:32      Jun'43:34
Twenty-five years of the ministry. Sep'44:7
The threshold. Oct'44:2
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:23
News room. Jan'45:36
The threshold. Mar'45:2
A half century of service. Sep'45:8
Global highlights. Mar'48:3
Does the church have a conscience? Sep'48:18
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:28
Elections at the Cincinnati Convention. Dec'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'50:36
The church must care. Sep'50:19
Elections at the Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
News room. Feb'51:38,39
Global highlights. May'51:3
Supporting the ministry in retirement. Sep'51:19
The assurance of things hoped for. Oct'51:21
...statistics. May'52:46
Elections at the International Convention. Jul'52:28
News room. Jul'52:37
The church provides for its own. Sep'52:16
The actuary views the Plan. Sep'52:17
Ministers' salaries. Nov'52:14
The minister--and his supporting Brotherhood. Sep'53:15
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:26
News room. Sep'53:43      Jul'54:43
The church and its ministry. Sep'54:6
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:26
News room. Feb'55:38
Of concern to ministers and churches. Mar'55:6
News room. Apr'55:38
It undergirds the ministry. Sep'55:7
Age and experience count most. Sep'55:14
Churches speak out at Des Moines. Dec'56:41
The minister's security. Sep'57:7
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:38
For the widow's sake. Mar'58:30
They work for you. Apr'58:25
Heritage of the ministry. Sep'58:13
News room. Nov'58:34
Global highlights. Dec'58:6
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:46
One of eight hundred. Sep'59:9
Two letters to answer. Sep'59:21
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29
Global highlights. Feb'60:7
News room. Feb'60:34
Elections at Louisville Assembly. Jan'61:30
Global highlights. Jun'61:7 Jul'61:4
The "extra" can make a difference. Sep'61:17
Elections at Kansas City. Dec'61:42
Global highlights. Feb'62:4
News room. Sep'62:40
Three lives of a student minister. Oct'62:13
Ask about it! Dec'62:8
Elected to serve. Dec'62:45
Global highlights. Feb'63:7
Ask about it! Feb'63:8 May'63:8 Jun'63:8
News room. Jun'63:41
Ask about it! Dec'63:8
Honor to those who have served. Feb'64:29
Global highlights. May'64:6
World Calling... May'64:10
Global highlights (photo of new officers) Jun'64:5
Ask about it! Jul'64:8
How the Pension Fund serves. Oct'64:16
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
A minister's self-respect. Jan'65:25
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7 Oct'65:7
Global highlights. Nov'65:6
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
Global highlights. Mar'66:6
No minister walks alone. Oct'66:11
In addition to pensions--service. Mar'67:36
So great a file of witnesses. Oct'67:38
10 tips for church officers on the Pension Plan. Oct'67:50
Why the Pension Fund cares. Oct'68:11
...research and development. Oct'68:48
(photo of 1931 Trustees and staff) Jan'69:20
World events. Dec'69:36
In brief. Sep'70:39
Update on the Pension Fund. Oct'70:10
Work of the Church at the general level. Jan'71:20
World events. Mar'71:36 Jul'71:39
New programs to aid ministers and churches. Oct'71:14
PENSION FUND. MINISTERS' BREAKFAST. 1932
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:18
PENSION FUND. MINISTERS' BREAKFAST. 1934
Truett to speak. Sep'34:17
PENSION FUND. MINISTERS' BREAKFAST. 1937
The breaking of bread. Dec'37:24
PENSION FUND. MINISTERS' BREAKFAST. 1939
The table top Convention. Dec'39:15
PENSION FUND. MINISTERS' BREAKFAST. 1942
Pensions Fund at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:11
PENSION FUND. MINISTERS' BREAKFAST. 1949
Cincinnati Centennial Convention Ministers' Breakfast. Oct'49:29
PENSION FUND--STATISTICS
The church and its ministry. Sep'54:7
PENSO(N), (MRS. GEORGE)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
PENSO, G. N.
G. N. Penson and son Oswald. Jan'26:59
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
PENSO, GEORGE
Jamaica takes seriously her plans for self-support. Sep'30:16
(photo p. 15)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:46
Penso, Oswald George,
Lights and shadows in Jamaica. May'30:9
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
PENSO, OSWALD GEORGE
G. N. Penson and son Oswald. Jan'26:59
(photo) May'30:9
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
Pentecost, George Frederick, 1842-1920
Note. Oct'20:61
PENTECOST
Pentecost 1919. Jun'19:7
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:41
Celebrating the church's birthday. Feb'27:9
Children's Day and Pentecost. May'27:62
The Nineteenth Centennial of Pentecost. Dec'27:22
The living Christ. Feb'28:5
Out-Pentecosting Pentecost. Mar'28:3
Federal Council endorses Pentecost. Mar'28:60
After Easter comes Pentecost. May'28:22
The momentum of Pentecost. Feb'29:11
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:32
How will our churches observe Pentecost? Nov'29:11
Interest in Pentecost. Nov'29:58
The goal of Pentecost. Dec'29:4
Pentecostal sharing. Dec'29:5
Keepers of the flame. Jan'30:58
Pentecost, June 8-30, 1930. Jun'30:inside front cover
Devotional study for adult missionary societies. Jun'30:48
Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
The spiritual dynamic of cooperation. Nov'35:23
Pentecost and Christian unity.
   May'40:9      May'43:3      May'48:23
The hope of Pentecost. Jun'52:8
Pentecost and the world wide church. May'53:6
Pentecost--1956. May'56:11
Pentecost and peace. Jun'56:7
Pentecost means Christian unity. Jun'57:17
Pentecost and unity. May'58:10
The greatness of the church. May'59:11
Pentecost 1960. May'60:35
Remember Pentecost! Jun'60:17
A great mission. Jun'60:18
Light at Pentecost. May'61:43
Global highlights. Jun'63:7
You will receive power. Jun'65:20
We are confident that God rules. May'71:18
Meditacion sobre el Pentecostes (Meditation on Pentecost) Sep'71:43
Pentecost--1972. May'72:back cover

PENTECOSTAL CHURCHES
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5

PENZOTTI, PAUL, -1946
   (death) Global highlights. Feb'47:3
"A PEOPLE WITHOUT FEAR" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Book chat. May'54:41
PEOPLES, HAYES
   Classroom and campus. Feb'53:30
Peoples, Robert Hayes, 1903-1983 (married to Zellie M. Peoples)
   Where can I serve? May'28:9
PEOPLES, ROBERT HAYES, 1903-1983
   (photo) May'28:7     Sep'34:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'35:39
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40       Nov'36:34
   (photo) Nov'36:43
   This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
   (photo) Nov'38:7,14
   Convention plans are under way. Jul'39:inside front cover
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
   (photo) Dec'39:29     Apr'40:6
   Team on wheels (photo) Nov'40:15
   (photo) Jul'42:12
   Disciple leaders to new fields (photo) Nov'43:21
   News room. Feb'47:32    (photo) Jul'47:34
   In brief (photo) May'69:38
Peoples, Zellie M. (married to Robert H. Peoples)
   Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:10

63
PEOPLES, ZELLIE M
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'58:5
   Disciples at Denver (photo) Nov'59:28
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6

PEOPLE'S CONGRESS FOR DEMOCRACY AND PEACE
   Democracy, justice and peace. Jan'38:4

PEORIA, ILLINOIS
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
   Youth will ask about religion. May'53:14
   Two days in the inner city. Feb'70:23

PEORIA, ILLINOIS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Community service and church building (photo) (plans) Sep'19:35
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:7
   Glorious Easter results. May'22:6

PEORIA, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHurch
   World Calling... Sep'69:50

PEORIA, ILLINOIS. GLEN OAK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:59

PEORIA, ILLINOIS. GLEN PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Good ideas... Dec'31:38

PEORIA, ILLINOIS. WEST BLUFF CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Recent buildings aided... (photo) Aug'31:13

PEPPER, ALMON R
   Those without homes. Jan'48:20
   Global highlights. Nov'48:2
   Global highlights (photo)
      May'53:3
      Jan'54:3

PEPPER, VIOLA
   Memorium. Nov'34:39

PEPPER, W S
   A modern Dorcas. Apr'19:13

PEPPERDINE, WARREN H
   Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32

PERAZA, ISABEL
   Social workers in the making (photo) Sep'51:30

PERCY, HENRI R. THE VINDICATION OF PAUL
   Book chat. Jan'37:18

PERDUE, W. L., 1883-1968
   In memoriam. Apr'68:44

PEREIRA, F. FELIBERTO (married to Jacqueline Pereira)
   (photo) Jun'73:front cover
   Cover. Jun'73:4
   Rebirth to San Benito (photo) Jun'73:5

PEREIRA, GEORGE
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59

PEREIRA, JACQUELINE (married to F. Feliberto Pereira)
   Rebirth to San Benito. Jun'73:5 (photo p. 7)

PEREIRA, JOEL
   Rebirth to San Benito. Jun'73:5 (photo p. 7)

PEREIRA, RUTH
   Rebirth to San Benito. Jun'73:5 (photo p. 7)

PERERA, R
   News room (photo) Nov'62:42

PEREZ, BETI
   Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage (photo) Feb'62:20

PEREZ, CARMELO ALVAREZ
   Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
Spotlight on two Latin American Christians (photo) Sep'70:12
Puerto Rico--sharing in mission (photo) Jun'72:13

PEREZ, DANIEL
Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:24

PEREZ, ENCARNACION
Miracle at Villa Matre. Jan'63:19

PEREZ, ESTHER
Mexico, case study for American Christians (photo) Mar'67:18
PEREZ, EUFRASIO (married to Lilia Perez)
From farm to pulpit (photo) Jan'54:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage (photo) Feb'62:20

Perez, Isaac
The Good News in the Jerez Valley. May'60:45

PEREZ, ISAAC
Ministers-to-be in Mexico (photo) Jun'56:33
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'61:38
Churches in Latin America find new life (photo) Mar'62:16
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:6

PEREZ, JUAN
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage (photo) Feb'62:20

PEREZ, JUSTINO
(photo) Mar'50:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36

PEREZ, LILIA (married to Eufrasio Perez)
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage (photo) Feb'62:20
Women on world highways. Jun'70:31

PEREZ, LUIS
Mexico, case study for American Christians (photo) Mar'67:18

PEREZ, MIRIAM
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage (photo) Feb'62:20

PEREZ, SANTIAGO
Fruitful season in Los Nogales (photo) May'56:25

PEREZ, TITO
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage (photo) Feb'62:20
Perez-Guerra, Consuelo
See Beauchamp, Consuelo Perez-Guerra

PERFETTI, VIOLETTA
(photo) Dec'22:26

PERIRO, ANGEL
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:5

PERKHEISER, HILDA MARIE CUNNINGHAM
See

PURKHEISER, HILDA MARIE CUNNINGHAM

PERKINS, (married to Donald C. Perkins)
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32

PERKINS, (MRS. F. L.)
Here and there with World Call. Sep'52:48

Perkins, (Mrs. F. R.)
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52

PERKINS, DONALD C.
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32

PERKINS, ELIZABETH
(death) Nov'26:50

PERKINS, FLORENCE PAYNE (married to Rollins M. Perkins)
(photo) May'29:15
PERKINS, FRANCES. THE ROOSEVELT I KNEW
PERKINS, JAMES
Classroom and campus. Dec'53:32
PERKINS, JOHN ALANSON
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:3
PERKINS, JULIA SHERMAN, -1942
In memoriam. Dec'42:39
PERKINS, Lillian Ross, -1956
In memoriam. May'56:35
PERKINS, MADISON LOVE, 1868-1943
(photo) Jan'21:8
College notes. Nov'36:40
College activities. Jun'39:31
PERKINS, MARSHA
(photo) Sep'68:18
PERKINS, MINNIE M., -1951
In memoriam. Mar'52:39
PERKINS, SUE H
In memoriam. Mar'34:40
PERKINS, W D
(death) Aug'21:53
PERKINS, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A church that had a program (photo) Aug'21:47
PERKINS, S D
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43
PERLEE, (MRS. C. E.)
quoted. Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
PERMENTER, RACHEL ANNE ROSS, 1925- (married to William Kean Permenter)
(birth) Jan'26:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:44
(marriage) News room. Jun'49:38
PERMENTER, WILLIAM KEAN (married to Rachel Anne Ross Permenter)
(marriage) News room. Jun'49:38
Perpener, John Oliver
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
PERPENER, JOHN OLIVER
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:35
At Jarvis--first a life. Apr'63:29 (photo p. 30)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:5
Classroom and campus. Dec'66:35 (photo) Jan'68:35
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:35
In brief. Feb'69:38 Mar'69:39 Jun'70:38
PERPENER, WINIFRED
They built a church in five weeks (photo) Nov'53:13
PERPETUA OF CARTHAGE (MARTYR)
With the Christian martyrs of all ages. Oct'20:21
PERRALTA, ANDRES
Sacks and scales to serve the Gospel (photo) Feb'64:26
PERRINE, GEORGE (married to Jane Jyers Perrine)
He ministers through laymen (photo) Jan'68:12
PERRINE, J. OWEN
Classroom and campus. May'44:24
PERRINE, MARY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
PERROT, JUAN
Anniversary in Argentina (photo) Jul'56:29

PERRY, (MRS)
(photo) Dec'19:46

PERRY, (married to Gilbert Perry)
News room. May'47:35

PERRY, ANNIE MILLS, -1955
In memoriam. May'55:35

PERRY, BLISS
And gladly teach. Jan'48:7

PERRY, E LEE
Classroom and campus. Feb'49:32

PERRY, EBENEZER LEE, 1869-1948 (married to Ida Bell Perry)
College activities. Jun'39:31
Classroom and campus. Jan'48:31

PERRY, EDMUND
quoted. Last column. Jan'60:50

PERRY, EDMUND. THE GOSPEL IN DISPUTE
Book chat. May'59:26

PERRY, FLORENCE
In memoriam. Jun'37:39

PERRY, FRANK D., 1890-1961
The French field. Apr'40:9
(photo) Jun'46:28
Mission to the Evangeline country (photo) Nov'51:14

PERRY, IDA BELL, 1869-1947 (married to Ebenezer L. Perry)
Classroom and campus. Jan'48:31

PERRY, J DOUGLAS
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:32

PERRY, J W
Graduating nurses at Kansas City. Feb'21:46

PERRY, JOHN D., JR. THE COFFEE HOUSE MINISTRY
New books. Jan'67:37

Perry, Katherine
Letters. Nov'73:4

PERRY, MARY ALICE
(photo) Jun'25:34

PERRY, MABEL AVIS, 1881-1965 (married to Thomas Charles Perry)
Echoes from everywhere.
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:58

PERRY, MABEL AVIS, 1881-1965
Porto Rico news. Jan'20:44
Notes. Jan'20:60  Mar'20:61
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59
In Porto Rico. May'21:27
(photo) Jun'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44
(photo) Jul'23:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
PERRY, MOLLIE E  
In memoriam. Oct'41:39

PERRY, OLIVER THOMAS  
(photo) Jun'21:36  Jan'26:49

PERRY, RALPH BARTON. PURITANISM AND DEMOCRACY  
Book chat. Apr'45:14

PERRY, ROBERT M., JR.  
Christian art expo in Seattle. Nov'69:24

PERRY, T P  
(photo) Nov'25:27

Perry, T W  
Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:11
PERRY, T W  
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:8

Perry, Thomas Charles, 1880-1959  
(married to Mabel Avis Perry)  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:62  
Porto Rico for Christ. Jun'22:54  
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50  
Evangelistic campaign in Porto Rico. Apr'25:36  
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49,51  
A pre-Easter victory in Porto Rico. May'26:56  
On the mountain top in Porto Rico. Jul'26:37  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:48

PERRY, THOMAS CHARLES, 1880-1959  
Porto Rico news. Jan'20:44  
Notes. Jan'20:60  Mar'20:61  
A heroic little band. Feb'21:51  
In Porto Rico. May'21:27  
(photo) Jun'21:36  Jul'23:51  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45  
(photo) Jun'25:34  Jan'26:49  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52  
(death) News room. Sep'59:40

PERRY, THOMAS OLIVER, 1912-  
(photo) Jun'25:34

PERRY, TOMASIA BICKLEY, 1858-1948  
(married to Elijah Richard Perry)  
In memoriam. Sep'48:37

PERRY, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Here and there with World Call. May'52:48

PERRY, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Sep'19:8

PERSHAD, G  
quoted. Quieting India's unrest. May'24:46

PERSTIA  
Missionary illustrations... May'29:41  Dec'30:44

PERSON, PETER  
Vacation church schools... (photo) Jun'51:8

"PERSON TO PERSON COMMUNICATION" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'58:47
PERSONAL FINANCE
See
FINANCE, PERSONAL
PERTH AMBOY, NEW JERSEY
Two cities named for human relations award. May'52:46

PERU
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:15
Women at prayer in Peru. mar'62:28
Direct line. Feb'72:30
The churches' success story. Jul'73:19

PERU--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
The land of the Incas. Jul'21:17
With our own missionaries. Aug'21:30
Correcting a distorted view (photos) Mar'26:10
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'44:32
The hope of Peru (map) Mar'56:11

PERU--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Pan-American happenings during 1935. Jan'36:16

PERU, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Making Christian service perpetual. Feb'27:62

PERU, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Enter Home Plan. Mar'63:48

PESÁ, PUERTO RICO
(photo of church) May'30:12

PESEK, AL
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37

PESSI, YELLA
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36

PESTAL, RUTH MAE
See
RICE, RUTH MAE PESTAL

PESTALOZZI, JOHANN HEINRICH
(photo of statue) Nov'25:front cover

PETENI, (MRS. R.)
Like a golden thread (photo) Mar'67:39

PETER (APOSTLE)
Why Peter succeeded and Paul failed. Feb'24:14
Missionary illustrations... Jun'27:55

PETER, ADA L., -1957
(photo) Nov'29:2  Dec'52:11
In memoriam. Sep'57:35

PETER, ELIA
Youth exchange urged. Apr'57:46
(photo) May'57:26

PETER AINSLIE MEMORIAL LECTURES (SOUTH AFRICA)
See

AINSLIE, PETER, MEMORIAL LECTURES (SOUTH AFRICA)

PETERS, (married to George L. Peters)
(death) Oct'26:50

PETERS, (MRS. O. E.)
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

PETERS, (married to William Peters)
Circulation corner. May'46:inside front cover

Peters, Deborah Scott, -1966 (married to Nathaniel Peters)
Women and world highways. May'55:33
PETERS, DEBORAH SCOTT, -1966
Kotah Day in India. Apr'50:45
Are Bible women needed? (photo) Feb'55:32
(photo) May'55:33
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'56:31
Indian Disciples complete studies in United States. Jun'56:45
In memoriam. Sep'66:46

Peters, Edwin F
Student guidance in the church college. Jan'42:13

PETERS, EDWIN F
(photo) Nov'40:32 Jan'42:13

Peters, Esther
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64

PETERS, EUGENE HERBERT, 1929-1983
Classroom and campus.
Sep'50:32 Sep'57:31 Jun'68:34

PETERS, EUGENE HERBERT. THE CREATIVE ADVANCE
New books. Jan'67:37

Peters, George Llewellyn, 1865-1951
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:24

PETERS, GEORGE LLEWELLYN, 1865-1951
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Dec'22:43 Nov'25:57
(photo) Sep'20:24
(photo) Jan'25:32
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:31
In memoriam. Mar'52:39

PETERS, GEORGE LLEWELLYN. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN MISSOURI
Book chat. Dec'37:42

Peters, Georgia A
Value of Piedmont Christian Institute. Sep'24:44

PETERS, HAROLD A
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
Personalities (photo) Jun'36:13

Peters, Harry Howard, 1871-1935
The Central Regional District for Bible School work. Mar'19:46
Illinois' part of the 100,000 from Bible Schools. Nov'19:26
F. M. Baird--an appreciation. Apr'20:53
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
The story state by state. Aug'25:13
Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:5
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:25
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:15

PETERS, HARRY HOWARD, 1871-1935
Jeopardizing church property. Feb'19:57
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
(photo) Sep'20:26
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:42
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
(photo) Oct'27:25
Illinois steps out... (photo) Nov'28:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
quoted. Hundred year churches. Oct'32:14
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:24
The month among Disciples. Feb'33:4
(photo) Jul'34:15
Personalities (photo) Sep'34:15
quoted. Our friends speak out. Nov'34:1
Personalities. May'35:17
(death) Harry Howard Peters (photo) Jun'35:21
(photo) Nov'49:31 Jul'52:29
PETERS, HARRY HOWARD. CHARLES REIGN SCOVILLE
Speaking of books. Feb'25:54
PETERS, JOHN
Global highlights (photo) May'54:3
PETERS, JOHN I
World Neighbors Inc. reports on progress. Dec'55:48
PETERS, NATHANIEL (married to Deborah Scott Peters)
News room. Sep'48:41 May'49:40
Kotah Day in India. Apr'50:45
Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:13
"Bid day" at Kota. Apr'57:28
PETERS, NELLIE, -1946
In memoriam. Dec'46:37
PETERS, NETTIE, -1949
In memoriam. Mar'50:37
PETERS, ORLA E
In memoriam. Jan'43:39
(death) News room. Jan'43:41
PETERS, PHILLIS
See
WHEATLEY, PHILLIS
Peters, R F
Fighting the white plague. Feb'31:47
PETERS, ROBERT LEE, 1868?-1951
(death) News room. Mar'51:40
PETERS, SYBIL PROMILA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'26:52
PETERSBURG, ALASKA
The call of the North. May'19:38
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
(photo) Aug'24:8
Piercing the sky (photo) Mar'25:60
(photo) Aug'26:front cover
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA. WASHINGTON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
PETERSEN, (married to Alfred Petersen) -1946
In memoriam. Jul'46:39
p. 2250 Petersen, L - Peterson, M
Petersen, Lemuel
Disciple doers. Oct'50:19
PETERSEN, WILLIAM J. THOSE CURIOUS NEW CULTS
New books. Nov'73:35
PETERSHAM, MAUDE. STORIES FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT
   Book chat. Nov'38:33

PETERTON, ADDIE
   (death) Nov'20:49

PETERTON, BARBARA NAN. THE CASE OF THE DOOR-OPENERS VS. THE FENCE BUILDERS
   World outreach books. Dec'69:33

PETERTON, BOB
   Christians in shoulder pads (photo) Nov'67:40

PETERTON, BRUCE
   Shavings. Dec'72:36

PETERTON, CHARLES
   (photo) May'23:26   Oct'23:54   Dec'23:41

PETERTON, DENSMORE
   Global highlights (photo) May'56:3

PETERTON, DIANE
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

PETERTON, EDWARD. THE CASE OF THE DOOR-OPENERS VS THE FENCE BUILDERS
   World outreach books. Dec'69:33

PETERTON, EUGENE
   (photo) Sep'42:7

Peterson, Georgia Fillmore, 1894–1931
   (married to Raymond Arthur Peterson)
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:64
   Garden making a part of missionary life. Jun'25:42
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:51   Jul'27:47
   Quiet in Batang. Aug'27:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33   Feb'29:36
   Ninth anniversary of Batang orphanage. Feb'29:47

PETERTON, GEORGIA FILLMORE, 1894–1931
   Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
   (photo) Mar'27:17
   Two missionaries pass. Mar'31:27
   (death) Hearing the call. Apr'31:14

PETERTON, GEORGIANA MARTHA
   (birth) Oct'29:64

PETERTON, JAMES MARQUIS
   (birth) Jul'27:63
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
   (death) Feb'30:47

PETERTON, JULIA MARIE
   (photo) Dec'61:47

PETERTON, KATHERINE
   News room (photo) Jun'58:34

PETERTON, LARRY
   In brief. Nov'73:36

PETERTON, LESLIE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'58:33

PETERTON, MARY ELIZABETH GRAYBILL, 1897–1974
   (married to Orval D. Peterson)
   (photo) Apr'67:30
   Love--the Woodhaven way. Oct'72:26

PETERTON, MARY IDA
   (birth) Jul'25:63
Peterson, Orval Douglas, 1902–
(married to Mary Elizabeth Graybill Peterson)
(married to Iris Mary Peterson)
Thanksgiving at our White Swan Indian Mission. Jan'39:56
Visitation day at Indian Mission. Jul'40:44
Visitors at White Swan. Jul'41:42
Pedro comes to White Swan. Jan'45:15
World evangelism begins at Jerusalem. Oct'47:20
The magic carpet of the church. Dec'47:24
The keeping of church records. Mar'48:19
Love in action. Jan'58:10
Meditations. Sep'62:37
Letters. May'65:40
The future of Christian benevolence. Apr'67:30

PETERSON, ORVAL DOUGLAS, 1902–
(photo) Jan'45:15
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
(photo) Mar'48:19
News room (photo) Mar'54:38
Global highlights (photo) Jan'57:5 (photo) Jul'57:4
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:33 (photo p. 32)
(photo) Jan'58:10
They work for your. Mar'58:28 (photo p. 27)
News room (photo) Jun'58:34
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:7
News room. Nov'59:38
quoted. Benevolence in a big decade. Dec'60:26
Benevolence--then and now (photo) Dec'61:19
Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:5
City of Angels welcomes Disciples (photo) Jul'62:30
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:5
Woodhaven--hope for the handicapped (photo) Nov'62:18
(photo) Apr'63:48
quoted. Global highlights. May'63:7
News room (photo) Jun'63:41
Benevolent teamwork (photo) Dec'66:13
(photo) Apr'67:30
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Sep'71:32
Love--the Woodhaven way. Oct'72:26

PETERSON, RALEIGH J. In brief. May'69:42

Peterson, Raymond Arthur, 1894–1985
(married to Georgia Fillmore Peterson)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:63
Phonograph for Batang. Nov'26:63
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
Rendering a very necessary service. Mar'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48 Feb'29:44

PETERSON, RAYMOND ARTHUR, 1894–1985
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53 (photo)
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
(photo) Mar'27:17

PETERSON, RAYMOND ARTHUR, JR. (photo) May'23:26 Oct'23:54 Dec'23:41
PETTERSON, ROBERT M
  Classroom and campus. Apr'45:26
Peterson, Ruth Laura, 1919-
  New church for Bolenge. Jul'57:32
PETTERSON, RUTH LAURA, 1919-
  (commissioning) News room. Mar'54:39
          News room. May'63:40
PETTERSON, RUTH OGDEN
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
PETTERSON, WARNER G
  Classroom and campus.
          Jan'55:32      Jun'68:34      Nov'68:34
PETTERSON, WILFERD A. THE ART OF LIVING DAY BY DAY
          New books. May'73:36
PETREE, FLORA
  In memoriam. Jun'34:39
PETREE, MARY
  (death) Aug'23:54
PETREE, NOEL H.
  Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
Petrick, George
  Soldiers in review. Nov'37:18
PETRY, RAY C. CHRISTIAN ESCHATOLOGY AND SOCIAL THOUGHT
  Book chat. Oct'56:16
PETTEN, JOHN
  News room (photo) Jul'73:21
Petten, John F
  Help for the neglected child. Jul'73:21
PETTEN, JOHN F.
  (photo) Jul'73:21
PETTINGILL, ESTHER SOPHIA
  (death) Mar'22:54
PETTIS, DOROTHY
  (photo) Jan'21:12
PETTIT, ALPHRAETTA, -1951
  In memoriam. Nov'51:35
Pettit, Florence Miner, 1897-1981
  (married to Freeman Lewis Pettit)
          A visitor's pleasant experiences at S.C.I. Jun'52:29
          Echoes from everywhere. Apr'59:36
PETTIT, FLORENCE MINER, 1897-1959
  News room. Jul'57:38
          Close service. Oct'60:28
PETTIT, FREEMAN LEWIS, 1872-1959
  (married to Florence Miner Pettit)
          (death) News room. Jul'59:42
PETTUS, DONALD
  (photo) Sep'47:21
PETTUS, PAULINE
  In memorium. May'40:39
PETTY, (MRS. A. W.)
  Here and there with World Call. Sep'57:48
PETTY, (married to Alfred Petty)
  Here and there with World Call. Jun'53:52
PETTY, MERRELL C
  Classroom and campus. Nov'63:34
PETTY, ORVILLE A. FACT FINDERS REPORT
Speaking of books. Jan'34:41

PEW, WENDELL G (married to Lois Jean Rose Pew)
Global highlights. Jun'54:3 (photo) Apr'58:7
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'60:8
Winning the immovable city (photo) Feb'61:12

PFAFF, LAURA, -1951
In memoriam. Jul'51:37

PFAFF, LESLIE
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'61:8

PFANTZ, HAROLD W.
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:33

PFAYER, LEO. CREAMS IN COMPETITION
Book chat. Jan'59:47

PFISTER, RUDOLF J
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30

PFORZHEIM, GERMANY
Global concerns (photo of church) Sep'47:2

PHAI HU CHANG, THAILAND
Thai villagers listen. Jun'58:29

PHANZEL, ROBERT

"PHANTOM OF THE OPERA" (MOTION PICTURE)
Our movie made children. Nov'33:25

Phares, Eula Whitney, 1876-1959
(married to William Washington Franklin Phares)
Missionary organizations' own section. Sep'33:35
A dream walking. Feb'37:26
Mrs. Ida V. Jarvis... Jun'37:29

Phares, William Washington Franklin, 1873-1959
(married to Eula Whitney Phares)
A house of God... Apr'19:44
All things to all men to win some. Feb'22:40
What church erection has meant to Dallas. Aug'23:28
Rejoicing at Jarvis. Aug'26:50
Firecracker patriotism. Jul'28:8
Inter-racial cooperation succeeds. Sep'32:21
Jarvis meets an emergency. Jan'36:32
Jarvis College commencement. Jul'37:31

PHARES, WILLIAM WASHINGTON FRANKLIN, 1873-1959
quoted. The Campaign for underwriting. May'21:7
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8

PHARIS, JOHN
In the service of the King. Jul'23:26

PHARR, WILLIAM L
Global highlights. Jul'52:3

PHEANIS, FLORENCE
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

Phearson, George Leland, 1926-
(married to Bettie Wheeler Phearson)
A better life for America's Indian people. Dec'65:23
Letters. Sep'70:33

Phearson, George Leland, 1926-
(photo) Oct'45:16
More churches join Home Plan (photo) Sep'60:44
(photo) Dec'65:24
PHELAN, MACUM. HANDBOOK OF ALL DENOMINATIONS
Speaking of books. Jun'27:57
A denominational who's who. Apr'29:47
Speaking of books. Dec'32:41
PHELPS, (MRS. D. C.) -1958
In memoriam. Sep'58:39
PHELPS, GEORGE W
(photo) Oct'39:25
PHELPS, WILLIAM LYON
quoted. Last column. Sep'45:36
PHELPS, WILLIAM LYON. AUTOBIOGRAPHY WITH LETTERS
Book chat. Jan'40:21
PHELPS-STOKES EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION
...in Congo. Jan'22:21
With healing in its beams. Jul'22:21
The Disciples' mission on the Congo. Mar'23:7
PHELPS-STOKES FUND
Global highlights. Mar'50:2
PHENIX, PHILIP H. EDUCATION AND THE WORSHIP OF GOD
New books. Jun'67:2214
PHIFER, LYNDON B
A Sunday School with a system. Aug'20:23
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Notes. Feb'19:48
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Apr'62:8
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'32:11 Jun'38:1
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. MARPLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1958. May'59:32
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. TACONY BAPTIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'26:37
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Third Christian Church of Philadelphia (photo) Feb'22:42
Growing and serving (photo of Christian Endeavor Society)
Oct'26:47
Circulations' cozy corner. Feb'34:26
Global highlights. Dec'65:6
Reconciliation is shaped by persons. Apr'69:12
Third Christian is beautiful. Feb'70:24
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo of a committee)
Jul'70:15
(photo of construction) Nov'73:3
PHILANDER, (married to Dukal Philander)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'58:36
PHILANDER, DUKAL
(photo) Oct'58:36
Philibert, M. M.
His presence (poem) Feb'65:20
Philip, Millicent A G
From honor to honor. Oct'25:47
PHILIPPE, GERALD
Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:7
PHILIPPI, GREECE
Ghosts of Saint Paul. Oct'51:27
PHILIPPI, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28 (photo p.27)

PHILIPPINE BIBLEHOUSE
Global highlights. Sep'57:5

PHILIPPINE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
Preparing the next generation of Filipinos (photos) Mar'25:11

PHILIPPINE COUNCIL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION Islands 1921
(photo) Feb'30:24

PHILIPPINE ECUMENICAL REVIEW
Swan song with a bang. Nov'65:9

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Notes. Jan'19:62,64
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:11
Feb'19:55
Some contrasts... Mar'19:5
Notes. Mar'19:60,61,62
Christmas among our Filipinos. Apr'19:33
Around the circle of missions. Apr'19:50
The Albert Allen Memorial Bible College and Dormitory. Apr'19:57
Notes. Apr'19:63,65
A chat with an American Priest in the Philippines. May'19:42
Things you ought to know about the Foreign Society. Jun'19:23
What the Children's Day offering will do. Jun'19:52
Notes. Jun'19:59,61,62
How America looks from the Philippine Islands. Jul'19:21
Four ways through the Philippines. Jul'19:42
Notes. Jul'19:62
Sep'19:18
Where does the cart belong? Sep'19:38
Report from the Laoag dormitory. Sep'19:47
Look on the fields. Oct'19:20
Commencement at Vigan. Oct'19:43
Experiences in the Philippines. Oct'19:53
The Kalinga, recently a head hunter. Dec'19:36
Notes. Jan'20:62,63 Feb'20:57,58,60,61
Five minutes in our foreign fields. Mar'20:16
Ministry of healing in the Philippines. Mar'20:26
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:37
Facts for the busy woman. Mar'20:40
Notes. Apr'20:64
Medical missions among Filipino children. Jun'20:31
Annual Conference of Philippine students. Jun'20:52
(map) Jul'20:inside front cover
Notes. Jul'20:46
Self-whipping in Philippines. Aug'20:39
Progress in Manila, Philippine Islands. Aug'20:44
Report from Bible College in Manila. Sep'20:41
When the death angel comes. Sep'20:51
Evangelizing under difficulties. Sep'20:52
Notes. Sep'20:61,63
The Gospel in Laguna Province. Oct'20:40
Among the churches in Northern Luzon (photo) Oct'20:53
Notes. Oct'20:56,58,61,62,64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59,60,62
Report from Laoag... Dec'20:56
Mercedes the pastora. Jan'21:40
Playing Filipino. Jan'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:64
Fruit from a Filipino field (photo) Feb'21:26
The advance of medicine against superstition. Feb'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53,63
Filipino church sets high mark in giving (photo) Mar'21:54
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:61,63
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
A rainbow of promise. Jun'21:46
Student evangelization at Laoag. Jun'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61,63
My missionary girl (photo) Jul'21:34
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51,62
Short and true from far and near (photo) Sep'21:23
U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:61
A plea for settings (photos) Nov'21:22
Short and true from far and near. Nov'21:41
The light of Laoag. Nov'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:49,61
Go ye-teach-baptize-teach. Mar'22:42
Into the work again. Mar'22:46
Things you ought to know about foreign missions (photo) Jun'22:20
Bible study campaign in Laoag. Jun'22:54
Commencement week at Laoag. Jul'22:52
A Filipino student conference. Aug'22:57
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:60
Annual report... Sep'22:30
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:62
Church membership and missionary needs... Oct'22:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:60,62
Just girls. Nov'22:53
At the Culion Leper Colony. Dec'22:17
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62
High school teaching in Manila. Feb'23:45
Evangelism and the Philippines. Feb'23:53
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:37
The dream of years realized. Mar'23:53
Protestantism among the Hocos. Apr'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:57
A new day in the Philippines. May'23:22
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
(photo) Jun'23:front cover
Our mission in Manila. Jun'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44
(photo) Jun'23:back cover
One memory that will endure. Jul'23:15
From the windows of Gastambide. Jul'23:22
(photo) Aug'23:14
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Pioneer nursing in the Philippines. Oct'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51,64
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:8
Who will come to stay? Dec'23:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49
Jan'24:50
The Philippines and the Golden Jubilee. Feb'24:42
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:46
Lifting the world's load. Mar'24:6
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49,50,61
From generation to generation. Apr'24:19
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:48,49,50
Where words take wings. May'24:41
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49,50,56,62
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24;45
(photos) Aug'24:30
Sharing patterns and prayers. Sep'24:41
They are the victory. Sep'24:42
Annual report. Oct'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
Two religious demonstrations. Nov'24:64
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
(note) Dec'24:41
What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51,56
It proved retroactive. Jan'25:36
(note) Jan'25:41
Where lives of service sing. Jan'25:55
No grass growing under her feet. Feb'25:34
Hats off to him. Feb'25:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51,63
Rejoicing in the Philippines. Feb'25:53
Preparing the next generation of Filipinos. Mar'25:10
Sowing and reaping in the Philippines. Mar'25:53
First tasks of a new missionary (photo) Apr'25:42
Seeing the fruit of the years. May'25:35
Who is my neighbor? Jul'25:25
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40
Fellowship in the Philippines. Jul'25:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:51
Jubilee buildings bring real joy. Jul'25:53
Converts in the Philippines. Jul'25:55
Giving wings to the work. Aug'25:38
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:61
Comity in the Philippines. Sep'25:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49,59
Speaking of books. Sep'25:50
Annual report... Oct'25:36
Vacation schools in the Philippines. Oct'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:60
Organizing a Sunday school. Oct'25:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'25:50
Advancing in the Philippines. Dec'25:21
Christmas in other lands. Dec'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60 Jan'26:49,50
Can you beat it? Jan'26:61
A new-old missionary. Feb'26:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:51
A live church at Infanta. Feb'26:56
A beautiful tribute. Feb'26:62
Twenty-two years of service. Feb'26:63
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
Missionary illustrations... Apr'26:58
The mountain top... (photos of Young Women's Student Conference)
May'26:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:49
When children broadcast the Gospel. Jun'26:7
Christian Endeavor Week in the Philippines. Jun'26:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
One scar for a thousand (photo) Jul'26:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
No longer heads but hearts. Jul'26:54
Baptism in the Philippines. Jul'26:55
Report of the Commission to the Orient. Aug'26:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:52
In the service of the King. Oct'26:43
The need of pastors. Oct'26:58
Helping students use spare time (photos) Nov'26:39
Call Joshua. Dec'26:13
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
August Institute for women at Laoag. Dec'26:58
Ilocos Sur-Abra convention. Feb'27:44
Studying stewardship in the Philippines. Mar'27:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59
What is happening in the Philippines? Apr'27:18
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
The Bible Chair work in Manila. Apr'27:52
Annual convention, Ilocos Norte district. Apr'27:54
Doing intensive work. Apr'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
An interesting testimony. Jun'27:51
It is all we know (photo) Jul'27:36
Blazing the way. Jul'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
Commencement... Jul'27:63
A conference--a coronation--a contrast. Aug'27:41
The world--my neighbor. Aug'27:45
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:47
Debate in Vigan. Aug'27:54
The ideals of union schools. Sep'27:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47,48
The Filipino's love for the Bible. Oct'27:17
Missionary meeting in Laoag. Oct'27:38
Missionary illustrations... Oct'27:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48
Endeavor snap shots from Manila. Oct'27:51
If not China--then the Philippines. Dec'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
Good news from Manila. Dec'27:62
An idea from the Philippines. Jan'28:36
Builders together! Feb'28:17
Sunday schools. Mar'28:51 (map p. 55)
A visit to the mountain tribes. Apr'28:34
Missionary illustrations... Apr'28:56
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:61
Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
A reception and a farewell. May'28:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'28:47
Christian Endeavor in the Philippine Islands. Jun'28:49
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
From the Philippines. Jul'28:47
First impressions. Sep'28:30
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
Missionary illustrations... Oct'28:56
The Picketts of Laoag. Dec'28:26
A five square program. Jan'29:36
A charge to keep I have... Mar'29:inside front cover
Ten reasons why we must maintain. Mar'29:6
Specialists--in annexing annexes! Mar'29:23
What they're thinking in the Philippines. Apr'29:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35,36
Glimpses of the whitened field. May'29:7
Baguio Woman's student conference. May'29:28
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31
(photo of missionary convention) May'29:48
Jewels the giant dropped. Jun'29:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'29:39
Being dead yet speaketh. Jun'29:45
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34
Missionary illustrations... Jul'29:41
Missionary organizations. Aug'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:35,36
Missionary illustrations... Aug'29:41
What, where, when and how? Sep'29:36
The momentum of missionary work. Oct'29:26
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:31
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:39
What, where, when and how. Oct'29:52
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50,62
What, where, when and how. Nov'29:52 Dec'29:44
Missionary organizations. Dec'29:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50,51,62
Our Apayao mission. Dec'29:55
Living pillars. Dec'29:56
Christmas in lands afar. Dec'29:57
Daily vacation Bible school in Ilocos Sur and Abra. Dec'29:61
The Bradys at work. Dec'29:63
Presenting Christ in a Catholic land (photos) Jan'30:24
What, where, when and how. Jan'30:46
Programs. Jan'30:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49,50
Missionary illustrations... Jan'30:53
Working with young people. Jan'30:56
What mean these stones? (photos) Feb'30:20
Ha-Na-Nim Ay Malsam. Feb'30:24
Programs... Feb'30:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39,46,47
Dr. Francisco Arzaga. Feb'30:42
Years and changes. Feb'30:45
Even missionaries have fun! Mar'30:35
Programs... Mar'30:47
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:50
What, where, when and how. Mar'30:55
Nurses in the Philippines. Mar'30:63
Programs... Apr'30:37
The last page. Apr'30:48
Echoes from everywhere. May'30:40
Facts that strike between the eyes. Jun'30:8
Fun and fellowship at the leadership conference... Jun'30:39
Missionary illustrations... Jun'30:51
First national daily vacation Bible training school. Aug'30:31
Where there is no slowing down for hot weather. Sep'30:30
Forward on the feet of Filipino children. Nov'30:33
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
Student conference in northern Luzon. Dec'30:32
Are critics of missions justified? (photos) Jan'31:18
How strong is your faith? Jan'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:40
The first page. Feb'31:2
Ilocano workers institute. Feb'31:27
Getting back to the primitive. Feb'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:39
Missionary illustrations... Mar'31:44
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
A new life indeed. Apr'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:39,43
How old is the modernist-fundamentalist controversy? Jun'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40 Jul'31:40,41
Straws in the missionary wind. Aug'31:19
The first Tingguian convention. Oct'31:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
Filipino nationals carry on. Dec'31:suppl:6
Call Joshua. Feb'32:16
Saving and serving in Apayao. Mar'32:29
Tragic days in the Philippines. May'32:18
An Apayao woman and her relation to her husband. Jun'32:30
Tell them to come home. Aug'32:24
Carrying on in the Philippines. Aug'32:29
Christ walks through tropic farms. Sep'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40
Reaching the young people. Dec'32:28
A going church. Dec'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'32:39
Rising to the occasion (photo of Institute at Vigan) Feb'33:34
Highlanders of the Philippines. Mar'33:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
Our continuing progress in foreign missions. Jun'33:13
Tinguian Institute at Bucay. Sep'33:29
Animism and Christianity. Oct'33:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Through the years. Feb'34:38
Dedication of Singalong Chapel. Feb'34:41
A farmer of men (photos) Mar'34:10
Kagawa visits the Philippines. Jun'34:7
Children of the Philippines. Jun'34:27
Chapel building in Abra. Jul'34:27
The Tinguan Institute. Sep'34:27
A Filippin wedding. Jan'35:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:39
By way of contrast (photos of Institutes) Jun'35:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:38
Filipinos carry on. Jun'36:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
A tribute. Feb'37:31
A westernized Orient. Jun'37:6
Hubers go to the Philippines. Oct'37:44
A minute and a half message on the Philippines. Dec'37:43
The church in the Orient. Apr'38:22
More precious than Chicos. May'38:33
The holy church through the world. Jun'38:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:39 Oct'38:39
Gathering them in. Nov'38:29
Echoes from everywhere.
      Nov'38:39 Dec'38:39 Feb'39:39
Something has happened to these boys. Feb'39:42
Marching on in the Philippines. Mar'39:10
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:20
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
A Chinese boy's sacrificial gift. Dec'39:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37 Jan'40:37
To those who share. Jan'40:43
Notice. Jan'40:47
Building an industrial co-operative. Feb'40:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:38
The modern parable of the loaves and the fishies. Mar'40:47
Institutes in the Philippines. Apr'40:42
Philippine future. Juan'40:23
A convention in the Philippines. Jun'40:26
The happiest hour in my life. Jun'40:29
Lord, help us to do more work. Jul'40:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'40:39
The Currimao Youth Conference. Sep'40:42
A Christian home for youth. Oct'40:44
News room. Jan'41:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'41:39
Praying for their governor. Jan'41:43
Forty years in the Philippines. Jun'41:28
Convention in Tagalog... Oct'41:27
Julio Pascua succeeds. Oct'41:31
The children, Lord, the children. Nov'41:28
A tribute to the Pongers. Dec'41:30
A Filippino's tribute. Jan'42:37
Workers' conference at Vigan (photo of participants) Jan'42:49
Meet the Pada family. Feb'42:27
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:39
Christian work in the Orient. May'42:26
Home missions in the Philippines. Feb'49:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38,39
A mountain school is born. Apr'49:35
China evacuees in the Philippines. Apr'49:43
Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38
Missions in the new Philippines (photos) Jun'49:17
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
A Filipion brotherhood dinner. Sep'49:43
Last column. Sep'49:48
Economic rehabilitation. Oct'49:31
Prepared for emergencies. Nov'49:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36
Singing their way through school. Jan'50:47
Global highlights. Apr'50:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38
Isabel—mother, citizen, and friend. May'50:28
We visit the Philippines and Japan. Jun'50:15
The Philippines will not wait. Jul'50:24
Churches in the Orient seek union. Sep'50:21
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
It's a hard life... (photos) Oct'50:30
Ilocos Norte pastors hold one-day retreat. Oct'50:44
Dry season best for evangelism. Oct'50:48
Church bells shall ring in Makati (photos) Jan'51:23
...then and now (photos) Feb'51:12
Compassion calls for sharing. Feb'51:19
Stations DYSR is broadcasting from the Philippines (photos) Feb'51:29
No packages to Philippines! Feb'51:47
The mountain people awake (photos) Mar'51:7
For adult mission study. Mar'51:36
Youth and missions. Mar'51:37
The chain remains unbroken. Apr'51:15
For adult mission study. Apr'51:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Three day Institute aids Tagalog farmers. Apr'51:43
Here come the Filipinos! (photos) May'51:19
Crusade progress. May'51:26
For adult mission study. May'51:34
Can you help us build our church, Sir? Jun'51:28
Family Week in Philippines. Jun'51:42
Relief packages to Philippines. Jun'51:45
Concern of the church for the oppressed. Jul'51:31
The cry of the people. Sep'51:16
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36
(photo of classroom) Sep'51:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
Dreams do come true. Nov'51:40
Youth keep busy. Dec'51:45
Norwood Tye reviews his correspondence. Feb'52:39
Youth and missions. Apr'52:35
Accelerated pace in the Philippines. May'52:47
Youth fellowships are organized in Philippines. Jun'52:32
...report hopeful signs. Jun'52:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34
Rural church work in Philippines. Nov'52:42
An embassy of song. Dec'52:21
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:34  Jan'53:36
President Quirion greets delegates... (photo of convention) Feb'53:47
...yesterday and today. Jun'53:8
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jul'53:36  (photo of work camp) Oct'53:32
Philippine church commissions four missionaries. Nov'53:29
Disciples help in Philippine literature work. Nov'53:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34  Feb'54:34,35
A church grows up. Feb'54:40
Partners in the Christian task. Mar'54:15
A community center succeeds. Mar'54:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'54:34
Women and world highways. Apr'54:34
Debate draws attention. Apr'54:47
Global highlights. May'54:3
Apayao--God's back country. Jul'54:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
(photo of women with rice) Sep'54:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'54:34
A mission church grows up. Oct'54:45
Global highlights. Nov'54:3
A new epoch. Nov'54:33
Churches in Philippines hold convention. Nov'54:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Global highlights. Jan'55:3
Disciples face decision and judgement. Jan'55:6
Lay conference. Feb'55:43
Global highlights. Mar'55:3
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
New missionaries tell of work in Philippines. May'55:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'55:36
Jul'55: much of issue
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:10
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
Tagalog Disciples hold convention. Sep'55:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32
A pastor's example. Oct'55:47
Echoes from everywhere.
    Nov'55:32  Dec'55:38,39  Jan'56:34
Royal welcome. Jan'56:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'56:34
People are our business. Feb'56:41
Missionary gift. Feb'56:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'56:34
Global highlights. Apr'56:3
Youth leads the way. Apr'56:27
Story of cooperation. Apr'56:45
Building for friendship. May'56:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38
This is my church, too! Jul'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'56:34  Sep'56:34
Opportunities in Asia. Sep'56:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32
Christianity in Southeast Asia. Dec'56:23
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photos) Dec'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'56:36
For adult mission study. Dec'56:38
Church of the risen Lord. Feb'57:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
Youth and missions. Feb'57:37
War's futility. Mar'57:7
Filipino Christians want church union. Mar'57:13
Ninety-four thousand opportunities. Apr'57:17
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34
For adult mission study. Apr'57:36
Giving the Bible to the Philippines. May'57:14
Younger churches reach maturity. May'57:20
For God and the Philippines. May'57:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
Global highlights. Jun'57:3, 4
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:12
The least coin. Nov'57:45
Church growth. Jan'58:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
Belonging to one another. Feb'58:49
A new witness in Manila. May'58:31
The Philippines and CKB. May'58:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Philippine Catholics face vital issue. Jul'58:50
Seeds for a church. Sep'58:44
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36
Global highlights. Feb'59:5
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Youth and missions. Mar'59:37
Global highlights. Jun'59:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'59:36
Global highlights. Jul'59:5
Young with faith. Jul'59:33
Echoes from everywhere.
   Jul'59:38      Sep'59:36      Nov'59:34
Global highlights. Jan'60:8
Doctor Julita. Jan'60:27
Five Filipino sisters... Mar'60:27
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36      May'60:34
Church grows in Philippines. Sep'60:28
New spirit in the far east. Dec'60:17
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36
Disciples witness in united church efforts. Jan'61:27
Pascual Chan's witness. Feb'61:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
Global highlights. Mar'61:6
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40      Apr'61:36
Global highlights. Sep'61:8      Nov'61:8
Communion tables express Disciple views. Jan'62:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36      Mar'62:34
Global highlights. Apr'62:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Tragedy and triumph in the Philippines. May'62:20
New unity in the Philippines. May'62:28
Global highlights. Jul'62:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
Global highlights. Oct'62:5
Echoes from everywhere.
Global highlights. Mar'63:7
New chapter in the Philippines. Mar'63:31
Something new and great. Jul'63:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'63:38
Global highlights. Oct'63:5
The city--a global challenge. Nov'63:25
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:16
Global highlights. Jan'64:6
Laymen lead in the Philippines. Jan'64:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36
Rainbow on the mountain. Mar'64:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'64:38   Apr'64:38
Global highlights. May'64:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38
Layman on a mission. Dec'64:12
The village that lost its fear (map) Jan'65:26
What the church means to my new nation. Feb'65:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34   Apr'65:36
Global highlights. May'65:5
Mission of mercy. May'65:44
Global highlights. Dec'65:5
Have you been to Capernaum? Dec'65:18
Adults and mission. Jan'66:36
Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
The weather, the world and the word. Mar'66:29
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
A problem and a privilege. Jul'66:39
Barriers are vibrating. Sep'66:19
A gift from a former missionary. Jun'67:42
A helping hand in rural Paraguay. Sep'67:48
Direct line. Nov'67:37
Women on world highways. Dec'67:30
Direct line. Mar'68:37   Sep'68:41   Jan'69:35
Compassion in action. Feb'69:25
Direct line. May'69:36
Church of the Loving Heart. Jun'69:40
Why we came back from the Philippines. Dec'69:12
Filipino tribe continues ancient customs in Christian worship. Apr'70:26
In brief. Apr'70:39
Virginia Osborn memorial clinic. May'70:32
Women and world highways. Nov'70:26
Student center dedicated... Nov'70:30
Direct line. Nov'70:32   Jan'71:34
Old hospital with a new view. Apr'71:40
Research team shows concern for people in the Philippines. Jul'71:31
World events. Jul'72:38
Church finds and creates opportunity in Philippines. Sep'72:29
Good angel in the Philippines. Apr'73:30
A rainbow of promise. Jun'73:46
Saints, superstitions and sanitation (photo) Jun'72:22
A cross country trail. Jun'72:42
A personally conducted tour through the Laoag District (photo) (map)
Aug'73:20
Fifteen years ago and now (photos) Aug'73:42
Sowing and reaping in the Philippines (photo) Jan'74:47
New frontier in the Philippines. Jul'59:23
Hiking in the Philippines. Dec'59:31
Philippine Christmas. Dec'59:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'60:32
Thirty cents worth of witness. Jun'62:28
Asians want to learn. May'63:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36
Glances and glimpses. Mar'64:14
Fried potatoes for breakfast. Apr'64:28
Up the Apayao. Jul'64:20
The terror of Typhoon Winnie (photos) Oct'64:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'65:36
Birth in the land of morning. May'65:13
The gift of three eggs. Jul'65:30
Direct line. May'67:37
An American family in the Philippines. Sep'67:42
Problems of poverty in the Philippines. Jan'68:44
Direct line. Feb'69:33

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--EDUCATION
Education in the Philippines. Apr'50:33
Filipinos study at home under new extension plan. Sep'55:45
Direct line. Apr'70:32  Jul'71:30
A dream unfolds in the Philippines. Dec'71:31

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--HISTORY
Protestant missionary work in the Philippines. Apr'23:35

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
A Filipino New England town meeting. Mar'22:11
Independence for the Philippines? Aug'26:24
Listening in on the world. May'32:20
Book chat. Nov'34:40
Global highlights.
  Oct'53:3  Nov'57:3  Dec'57:5

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--STATISTICS
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
Church attendance, July 1949. Dec'49:38

PHILIPPINE LIFE
  News room. May'50:34

PHILIPPOS, K
  A venture in understanding (photo) Feb'59:12

PHILIPS, (MRS. C. G.)
  In memoriam. Apr'27:50

Phillips, (Mrs. J. J.
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:60

PHILLIPS, (married to Thomas Phillips, Evansville, Indiana)
  In memorium. Jan'40:37

PHILLIPS, (MRS. W. M.)
  Classroom and campus. May'55:31

PHILLIPS, A  B
  Personalities. Oct'36:25

PHILLIPS, ALICE (married to Gary A. Phillips)
  (photo) Mar'72:19

PHILLIPS, ALMARA, -1946
  In memorium. Oct'46:37

PHILLIPS, BENJAMIN DWIGHT, 1885-1968
  (married to Mildred Katherine Welshimer Phillips)
  Global highlights. Apr'55:2
Classroom and campus. Apr'55:30
Global highlights. Mar'58:6

PHILLIPS, BURT
(photo) Oct'45:16

PHILLIPS, CARRIE
(death) Mar'26:50

PHILLIPS, CHANNING E
World events (photo) May'69:32

PHILLIPS, CHARLES
(photo) Sep'38:31

PHILLIPS, CHARLES W
(photo) Mar'39:32

PHILLIPS, CLYDE E
Now watch things happen. Apr'27:59

PHILLIPS, DON
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31

PHILLIPS, DOROTHY BERKLEY. THE CHOICE IS OURS
Book chat. Feb'61:24

PHILLIPS, ELIZABETH, -1957
In memoriam. Mar'57:35

Phillips, Gary A  (married to Alice Phillips)
Youth help make the church "aware." Mar'72:19

PHILLIPS, GARY A
(photo) Mar'72:19

PHILLIPS, GENE. NEW HEARTS--NEW FACES
Book chat. Mar'54:18

PHILLIPS, GENE DAVID
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:27

PHILLIPS, GLENN RANDALL
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:6

PHILLIPS, GODFREY E. ALL IN THE DAY'S WORK
All in the day's work. Jun'29:14
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Dec'29:53

Phillips, Grace Darling
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:12

PHILLIPS, GRACE DARLING
Disciples Divinity House. Oct'29:58
...sails. Oct'34:47

PHILLIPS, GRACE DARLING. SEVENTY-FIVE ROMANTIC YEARS
Books. Mar'64:42

PHILLIPS, GRACE DARLING. WORLD FELLOWSHIP PEOPLE
Speaking of books. Jul'32:41 Mar'33:42

PHILLIPS, GRETA SCHOENWALD (married to Thomas W. Phillips, Jr.)
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30

Phillips, H I
Prayer for America. Apr'42:42

PHILLIPS, HAROLD COOKE. BEARING WITNESS TO THE TRUTH
Book chat. Oct'49:20

PHILLIPS, HAROLD COOKE. TIMELESS GOSPEL
Book chat. Feb'57:22

PHILLIPS, HAROLD COOKE. LIFE'S UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
Book chat. Apr'44:17

PHILLIPS, J. B.
quoted. Last column. May'59:50

PHILLIPS, J. B. APPOINTMENT WITH GOD
PHILLIPS, J. B. THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Book chat. Jun'57:18

PHILLIPS, J. B. THE CHURCH UNDER THE CROSS
Book chat. Feb'57:22

PHILLIPS, J. B. GOOD NEWS
Books. Jan'64:42

PHILLIPS, J. B. THE GOSPELS TRANSLATED INTO MODERN ENGLISH
Book chat. Apr'53:42

PHILLIPS, J. B. A MAN CALLED JESUS
Book chat. Dec'59:42

PHILLIPS, J. B. NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Jul'56:18

PHILLIPS, J. B. THE NEW TESTAMENT IN MODERN ENGLISH
Book chat. Nov'58:40

PHILLIPS, J. B. PLAIN CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. May'54:16

PHILLIPS, J. B. WHEN GOD WAS MAN
Book chat. Mar'55:44

PHILLIPS, J. B. THE YOUNG CHURCH IN ACTION
Book chat. Oct'56:40

PHILLIPS, J. B. YOUR GOD IS TOO SMALL
Book chat. Feb'54:20 Nov'61:40

PHILLIPS, J J (death) Aug'26:49
Phillips, Joyce
Record received. Jun'71:33

PHILLIPS, MARY, -1951
In memoriam. Feb'52:37

PHILLIPS, MARY
See MASIH, MARY PHILLIPS

PHILLIPS, MARY E., -1956
N.B.A. dedicates new buildings. Jan'52:39
(death) News room. Jun'56:42

PHILLIPS, MYRTLE M., -1957
In memoriam. May'57:33

PHILLIPS, PAMPHILIA HARDMAN, -1933
(married to Thomas Wharton Phillips, Sr.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42

Phillips, Peggy
Color her "clever." Apr'63:31

PHILLIPS, RAY E. THE BANTU ARE COMING
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35

PHILLIPS, ROGER SHERMAN (married to Michele Badsuf Phillips)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'54:4

PHILLIPS, THOMAS WHARTON, SR. FAMILY
Global highlights. Apr'55:2
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30

PHILLIPS, THOMAS WHARTON, JR., 1874-1956
(married to Greta Schoenwald Phillips)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39 Mar'25:52
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30
(death) Global highlights. Mar'56:3

PHILLIPS, W M
Classroom and campus. May'55:31

Phillips, Wendell
The average man, religion and democracy. Dec'43:16
PHILLIPS, WENDELL

The life of our day and its leadership. Aug'23:14

PHILLIPS, WILLIAM

Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:36

PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY

Board of Education and work of our colleges.

Mar'23:51    Feb'25:52    Jul'26:43,56  Jan'26:42,44
Apr'23:55    Mar'25:52    Sep'26:57    Apr'26:42,43
Sep'23:53    Jul'25:51    Dec'26:57    Jun'26:43
Jan'24:34    Nov'25:57    Apr'27:40    Nov'26:53
May'24:54    Dec'25:43    Jul'25:51    Dec'26:57
Jul'24:54    Jan'26:42,44  Aug'25:52    Feb'27:60
Oct'24:52    May'26:43    Nov'25:57    Apr'27:40

Among our colleges. Jun'19:57

Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39

(photo) Jan'21:8
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing. Jan'21:58
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
(photo) Jan'22:11
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
(photo of students) Jan'22:32
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:39
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58
(photo) Jan'23:10
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:10
God is holding me responsible. Jul'24:56
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:7
The campaign for Phillips (photo) May'25:39
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:17 (photo p. 18)
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
College songs! Jan'29:32
What's going on in our colleges (photo of students) Dec'29:41
(photo of crowning of May Queen) Jan'30:17
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:42
Mid-year activities of our colleges. Feb'30:33
News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:41
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:46
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:34
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:43
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:35
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:33
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:27
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:7
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:46 (photo of Girls' drum corps p. 32)
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:30
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:30
On the college campus. Oct'32:33
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way...
Jan'33:26

Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:31
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:33
The colleges at work. May'33:33
Board of Education meets. Jun'33:46
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
Large enrollments. Nov'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
The Dean of college presidents. Jan'34:6
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:34
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:33
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:44
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:31
From college towers. Mar'35:44
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33
College commencements. Jul'35:32
College miscellany. Sep'35:31
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
College notes. May'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:33
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
College notes. Nov'36:40
News from our colleges. Dec'36:32
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:30
College activities. Feb'37:33
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:31
In our colleges. May'37:34
The threshold. Jun'37:2
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:33
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
The threshold. Feb'38:2
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:32
Winter events in our colleges (photo of Student Coordinating Council)Mar'38:32
News from our colleges. May'38:31
College activities. Jun'38:33
College summer events. Sep'38:30
In our colleges. Oct'38:32
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Busy days in our colleges (photo of quartet) Dec'38:31
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
College news and notes. Feb'39:32
College notes. Mar'39:31
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:32
Springtide college activities. May'39:32
College activities. Jun'39:31
College commencements. Jul'39:28
(photo of ministerial students) Sep'39:31
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
College notes. Nov'39:32
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
College notes and news. May'40:32
See the college campus. Jun'40:31
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
College notes and news. Sep'40:30
Campus news. Nov'40:33
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:32
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:33
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:32,33
College and university news. Sep'41:30
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
Our colleges go forward in emergency program. Mar'42:32
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:33
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
Classroom and campus.
Nov'42:31  Feb'44:26  Nov'44:24  Nov'45:25
Mar'43:32  Mar'44:26  Jan'45:28  Dec'45:30
Apr'43:32  Apr'44:24  Feb'45:24  Jan'46:29
May'43:30  May'44:24  Apr'45:27  Mar'46:31
Jun'43:24  Jun'44:27  May'45:24  May'46:30
Sep'43:24
By their fruits. Jan'47:18
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30  Apr'47:30
From Philippines to Phillips. Apr'47:25
Classroom and campus. Jun'47:33
Global highlights (photo of burning of "Old Main") Jul'47:3
Classroom and campus.
Jul'47:32  Sep'47:32  Oct'47:31
Classroom and campus.
(photo of class) Dec'47:29
Apr'48:28  Sep'48:30  Feb'49:32  Nov'49:38
May'48:30  Nov'48:30
      (photo of Marshall Building) Jan'50:front cover
The cover. Jan'50:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32 (photo of Student-Faculty Committee p. 33)
Classroom and campus. Mar'50:30 (photo of International students p. 31)
Classroom and campus.
Apr'50:32  Jun'50:32  Sep'50:33  Oct'50:32
   (photo of students at International Convention) Dec'50:30
Feb'51:32  Sep'51:32  Jun'52:31  Feb'53:31
Apr'51:30  Feb'52:29  Sep'52:32  Mar'53:30
May'51:30  Mar'52:30  Nov'52:30  Apr'53:31
Jun'51:31  Apr'52:29  Jun'53:29
   (photo of 1953 foreign students) May'53:31
Jun'53:35  Sep'53:28  Nov'53:31  Dec'53:32
   Jul'53:31  Oct'53:31
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:37
Classroom and campus.
Feb'54:33  Jul'54:34  Dec'54:35  Mar'55:35
Mar'54:31  Sep'54:30  Jan'55:32  Apr'55:31
Apr'54:36
Unity at the "grass roots." May'55:46
Classroom and campus.
Sep'55:31  Jan'56:32  May'56:31  Nov'56:31
   (photo of international students) Jan'57:29
Mar'57:31  May'57:29  Jun'57:35  Jul'57:31
Apr'57:31
   (photo of commencement) Sep'57:31
Oct'57:31  Nov'57:31
Global highlights. Dec'57:5
Classroom and campus.
Dec'57:35  Apr'58:33  Nov'58:33  Mar'59:31
Jan'58:29  Jun'58:33  Dec'58:33  Apr'59:35
Feb'58:33  Jul'58:37  Jan'59:37  Jul'59:37
Mar'58:35  Sep'58:37  Feb'59:37
   (photo of international students) Dec'59:35
A healing ministry on the campus (photos of students) Jan'60:29
Classroom and campus.
Jan'60:31  May'60:31  Jun'60:35  Sep'60:35
Feb'60:37  Apr'60:33  Jul'60:37
   (photo of international students) Oct'60:35
Global highlights. Dec'60:5
Classroom and campus.
Dec'60:33  Apr'61:33  Jul'61:35
   (photo) Feb'61:31  May'61:31  Nov'61:31
Mar'61:37  Jun'61:35  Dec'61:31
The world comes to the campus. Jan'62:12
Classroom and campus.
Apr'62:33  Feb'63:35  Jun'63:35
   (photo) Jan'64:front cover
The cover. Jan'64:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
   Jan'64:35
   (photo of Everest Building) Feb'64:33
   Apr'64:35    Jul'64:36    Jan'65:33
   May'64:37    Dec'64:35
Global highlights. Feb'65:6
Classroom and campus.
   Apr'65:35    Nov'65:33    Apr'66:35    Jul'66:35
   Jun'65:34    Jan'66:33    May'66:35    Sep'66:35
   (photo of students in library) Jan'67:front cover
The cover. Jan'67:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
   May'67:35    Nov'67:35    Apr'68:35
Degrees and awards granted. Sep'68:45
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
In brief. May'69:42
I chose a Christian college. Jul'69:13
In brief. Jun'69:35
World events. Jul'69:37
In brief.
   Apr'70:43    May'70:41    Jul'70:42    Sep'70:42
   (photo of some students) Mar'71:33
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:6
Students say. Mar'71:16
In brief. Mar'71:40    Jul'71:43    Dec'71:37
World events (photo of ruins of Coach House) Dec'72:38
World events. Jun'73:38
In brief. Nov'73:46
PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY. GRADUATE SEMINARY
   (photo of faculty and graduates) Aug'28;27
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'29:29
Highlights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
Commencement activities in our colleges (photo of faculty and students)
Jul'30:34
An army of student preachers (photo of ministerial students)
Jan'32:15
   (photo of graduates) Jul'32:30
   (photo) Jan'34:7
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
   (photo of ministerial students) May'37:34
   (photo of faculty and students) Jan'38:29
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
A summer study opportunity. Apr'39:43
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:33
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32    May'44:24
Classroom and campus (photo of ministerial students)
   Apr'45:27
Classroom and campus.
   Dec'45:30    Jul'47:32    Dec'47:29
PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY. OREON E. SCOTT LECTURESHIP
Classroom and campus. Feb'67:34
PHILPOTT, (MRS. A. B.)
(photo) Mar'47:33
PHILPOTT, (married to Bert Philpott)
quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38
PHILLPOTTS, EDEN. CHEAT THE BOYS
quoted. The last page. Dec'27:64
PHILPUTT, ALLAN BEARDEN, 1856-1925
(photo) Jan'19:7
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
(photo) Oct'22:7 Mar'24:34 Dec'24:34
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
Allan B. Philputt (photo) Jun'25:6
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'25:52
Aug'25:53
Philputt, James McBride, 1860-1932
(married to Lillian Reynolds Philputt)
Oriental missions at first hand. Mar'25:7
PHILPUTT, JAMES McBRIDE, 1860-1932
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
(death) We pause to remember. Apr'32:5
He died preaching! (photo) May'32:7
Book chat. Jan'34:12
Personalities. Sep'35:21
A life perpetuated. Jun'36:27
Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
(photo) May'60:47
PHILPUTT, JAMES McBRIDE. THAT THEY ALL MAY BE ONE
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
PHILPUTT, LILLIAN REYNOLDS, 1857-
(married to James McBride Philputt)
He died preaching! (photo) May'32:7
A life perpetuated. Jun'36:27
News room. May'51:47
PHIPPS, IRENE
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22
PHODACA, JOSEFINA
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'55:33
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
Youth and the world mission. Mar'68:32

PHOENIX, ARIZONA. CAPITAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
   Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40 Sep'34:40
   All bills paid. Mar'36:44
   Beneath the spire. Feb'51:4

PHOENIX, ARIZONA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
   The church in the capital of Uncle Sam's baby state (photo)
   Jun'19:40
   Triumphs in the desert. Oct'19:26

PHOENIX, ARIZONA. CREIGHTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   News room. Jul'51:38
   Helping hands for young churches (photo of construction) Apr'56:10
   Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46

PHOENIX, ARIZONA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Sep'20:back cover

PHOENIX, ARIZONA. INGLESIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30

PHONOGRAM RECORDS
   See PHONORECORDS

PHONORECORDS
   World Calling... May'65:10

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
   The lesson from Cleveland. Aug'29:23

PHOTOGRAPHY
   Pictures in prospect. Dec'22:64
   Campbell Ambrotype. Sep'50:15

PHYSICAL FITNESS
   Rejection of American youth. May'43:4

PHYSICIANS
   Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18
   Platt, Sarah M. B.
   The answer of the gardener (poem) Feb'30:38

PICHET, WERNER. THE LIFE AND THOUGHT OF ALBERT SCHWEITZER
   New books. Jan'66:40

PICKARD, DOROTHEA WILGUS. AND ONE TO GROW ON
   New books. May'67:41

Picken, James M
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:64

PICKENS, (MRS. D. R.)
   A unique record. Jul'29:42

PICKENS, DAVID R., 1838-1917
   Satisfaction and service. Feb'19:25

Pickens, James Madison, 1873-1963
   Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:26
   Christmas dinners for young and old. Feb'24:41

PICKENS, JAMES MADISON, 1873-1963
   News room (photo) Nov'63:40

PICKENS, MELISSA
   Satisfaction and service. Feb'19:25

Pickerill, Grace Katherine Gilbert,
   (married to Harry Lynn Pickerill)
   The opportunity in Mississippi. Nov'19:50
PICKERILL, GRACE KATHERINE GILBERT
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jul'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51
The Michigan Christian Foundation (photo) Apr'36:16
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44
(photo) Nov'72:20
PICKERILL, GRACE GILBERT. YOUTH ADVENTURES WITH GOD
Speaking of books. Nov'29:43
Pickerill, Harry Lynn, 1891-1989
(married to Grace Gilbert Pickerill)
Our young people's work. Nov'21:52
To the leaders of youth. May'22:56
Training camps of the Kingdom. Nov'22:23
C. E. at DesMoines. Sep'23:59
The plans for 1924. Nov'23:41
Youth and the renaissance. Mar'24:25
Where youth meets youth. Jun'24:37
Our youth, whither are they bound? Nov'24:8
The youth of the church in training. Mar'25:14
How to spend sunday. May'25:53
Building through summer conferences. Nov'35:6
The challenge of the state university. Jan'43:12
Race relations in a university center. Dec'46:9
PICKERILL, HARRY LYNN, 1891-1989
Resolution of appreciation (photo) Sep'21:56
(photo) Nov'22:21
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
(photo) Nov'23:19
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47 Jun'24:53
Religious education workers appreciated. Jul'24:60
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
(photo) Apr'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting.
...appointed (photo) Jul'33:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:44
Transfer of religious education directors (photo) Sep'34:30
The Michigan Christian Foundation (photo) Apr'36:16
(photo) Nov'36:43 Nov'37:32
...honored (photo) Mar'38:46
(photo) Nov'38:13
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'41:2
News room. Nov'41:34
quoted. Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32
Four honored in retirement. Oct'57:28
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44
New programs to aid ministers and churches (photo) Oct'71:15
NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:27
(photo) Nov'72:21
Geared to action now (photos) Nov'72:19
PICKERILL, J R
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
PICKERILL, LOVELL BARTON, 1853-1919
(married to Mary Evelyn Bailey Pickerill)
(death) Dec'19:31
Pickering, (married to Everett Pickering)
Letters. Jul'69:33

PICKERING, JAMES
(photo) Sep'42:5
Pickering, Lura May Thompson, 1901-1966
Dark interval (poem) Apr'44:40

PICKERING, W. E
(phots) Nov'25:3,30

PICKETT, (MRS. H. J.)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'55:48

PICKETT, (MRS. J. H.)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'55:52

PICKETT, (married to James C. Pickett)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'55:52

PICKETT, ALMA MARGRET CHELLIS, 1856-1946
(married to Jessie E. Pickett)
In memoriam. Dec'46:37

PICKETT, B. L
News room. Jul'45:34

PICKETT, BENJAMIN
(photo) Mar'22:12 Sep'25:55
Pickett, Beulah Tipton, 1923- (married to Frank S. Pickett)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38 Jan'63:36 Feb'65:34
Direct line. Jul'70:32

PICKETT, BEULAH TIPTON, 1923-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
(photo) Feb'65:34
Missionary register. Sep'66:45
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
In brief. Apr'71:43

PICKETT, BUSTER PAUL
(photo) Jun'23:17

Pickett, Clarence E
Message. Jul'19:52
Note. Oct'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
The Bible in the public school. Oct'22:64

PICKETT, CLARENCE E
Notes. Feb'20:62
(photo) Mar'20:26 Mar'24:19
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34
Global highlights. May'51:4

Pickett, Cyrus Lindley, 1869-1956
(married to Effie May Campbell Pickett)
Look on the fields--Philippines. Oct'19:20
Ministry of healing in the Philippines. Mar'20:26
Missionary illustrations... Apr'25:40
Baptism in the Philippines. Jul'26:55
Five square program. Jan'29:36
Sylvia Siegfried--an appreciation. Aug'30:31
Reaching the young people. Dec'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'32:39
Dedication of Singalong Chapel. Feb'34:41
Institutes in the Philippines. Jun'35:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:38
The tides are rising. Nov'41:21
The call to Christian service. Nov'42:44

PICKETT, CYRUS LINDLEY, 1869-1956
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
(photo) Sep'25:55
Twenty-two years of service. Feb'26:63
(photo) Jul'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
(photo) Dec'26:58 Mar'28:52,54
The Picketts of Laoag (photo) Dec'28:26
(photo) Nov'29:15
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'30:34
(marriage) Feb'30:47
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:25 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'31:44 Jun'35:31 Nov'36:34
(death) News room. Feb'57:32

PICKETT, EFFIE MAY CAMPBELL, 1879-1962
(married to Cyrus Lindley Pickett)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'30:34
(marriage) Feb'30:47
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'33:41 Jun'35:31 Nov'36:34 Mar'40:43
News room. Jul'42:43
(death) News room. Jan'63:34

Pickett, Frank S., 1921- (married to Beulah Tipton Pickett)
Protestants on the air. Apr'58:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Jul'58:38 Oct'58:36 Dec'58:36
Starting a new church in Paraguay. Apr'59:33
Camping venture in Paraguay. May'59:47
Boy from Chacarita. Jun'59:27
Presbyterian Church on the move. Oct'59:47
Protestantism is needed in Paraguay. Mar'60:29
Steppingstone in Paraguay. Oct'60:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'61:38
Meditations. Oct'62:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'63:36
Direct line. Jul'70:32

PICKETT, FRANK S., 1921-
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
(photo) Apr'59:33 Mar'60:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34
(cont. next page)
p. 2281 Pickett, F - Piedmont

PICKETT, FRANK S. (cont.)
Missionary register. Sep'66:45
Global highlights. Sep'67:7
A helping hand in rural Paraguay (photo) Sep'67:48
Boy from Chacarita...eight years after. Oct'67:42
In brief. Apr'71:43

PICKETT, HAROLD
Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
Twenty-two years of service. Feb'26:63
The Picketts of Laoag (photo) Dec'28:26

PICKETT, IRENE
News room. Mar'41:34

PICKETT, JARRELL WASKOM, 1890-
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:31

PICKETT, JARRELL WASKOM. CHRISTIAN MASS MOVEMENTS IN INDIA
Book chat. Jun'35:29

PICKETT, JARRELL WASKOM. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN MID-INDIA
Book chat. May'38:42

PICKETT, JARRELL WASKOM. CHRIST'S WAY IN INDIA'S HEART
New book on India. Apr'38:46

PICKETT, LETA LOIS MAJORS, 1874-1928
(married to Cyrus Lindley Pickett)
Notes. Jan'19:64
Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
(photo) Sep'25:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
Twenty-two years of service. Feb'26:63
(photo) Jul'26:55 Dec'26:58
Benjamin Franklin. Aug'27:59
(photo) Mar'28:52,54
Mrs. Pickett's death. Nov'28:1
The Picketts of Laoag (photo) Dec'28:26
Being dead yet speaketh. Jun'29:45

PICKETT, LINDLEY
Three missionaries from one home (photo) Jun'21:52
Twenty-two years of service. Feb'26:63
The Picketts of Laoag (photo) Dec'28:26

PICKETT, LOIS MAURINE
See
KAMINKE, LOIS MAURINE PICKETT

PICKETT, MARY IRENE
See

PICKETT, MYRTLE IRENE
See

PIEDMONT CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Notes from the Negro work. Feb'19:44
Our Negro schools. Jun'19:48
(photo) Oct'19:51
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Report. Sep'21:26
Mace (photos) May'22:20
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:58
Value of Piedmont Christian Institute. Sep'24:44
Program helps. Oct'24:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:62
Looking over half a century. Sep'25:8
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Building Christian character... Jun'29:55
Again the school bell calls. Nov'29:23
Representing 166 years of service. Jul'30:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42 Sep'33:34
Through the years. Sep'33:38
J. H. Thomas retires. Oct'33:45
PIEDRAS NEGRAS, (MEXICO OR TEXAS)
Notes. Aug'19:46
PIELSTICK, DON F
Persons in the news. Sep'55:2
PIERATT, BETTY LOU (married to Charles Pieratt)
(marriage) News room. May'50:40
PIERATT, CHARLES EDWARD, 1912-1986 (married to Betty Lou Pieratt)
(photo) May'39:17
News room. Jan'48:32
(marriage) News room. May'50:40
News room. Jan'53:45 Mar'56:38
Youth and missions (photo) Oct'58:39
News room. Sep'62:41
PIERCE, (MRS. J. B.)
quoted. The last page. Jul'28:48
Pierce, (married to Roy L. Pierce)
Letters. Mar'71:32
PIERCE, ANNA HATHAWAY, 1859-1936 (married to Silas Cass Pierce)
(death) Jan'20:53
A correction (not dead) Feb'20:1
PIERCE, EARLE V
Laying up treasures. Jan'51:6
PIERCE, EARLE V. YE ARE MY WITNESSES
Book chat. Oct'54:20
PIERCE, H  A
(photo) Nov'25:27
PIERCE, J LESLIE, -1965
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25 Oct'45:26
(death) News room. Mar'65:34
PIERCE, JAMES O
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'45:27
PIERCE, JULIE
(photo) May'23:34
Pierce, Katherine M
A two edged suggestion. Jun'20:54
Pierce, Lee Compton, 1915-
Christian stewardship creates character. Oct'54:8
PIERCE, LEE COMPTON, 1915-
quoted. Crusade progress. Apr'50:26
(photo) Oct'54:8
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'60:34
Classroom and campus. Sep'65:37
Pierce, Louise
Letters. Apr'64:48
PIERCE, MARGARET CURTIS, -1959
In memoriam. Jul'59:39
PIERCE, MARY A
(death) Mar'26:50
PIERCE, MELISSA
(death) Mar'20:53
Pierce, Sarah Frances Jarvis, 1892- (married to Albert E. Pierce)
Letters. Dec'69:4
PIERCE, W E
(photo) Sep'30:18       Jul'36:24
PIERHAL, JEAN. ALBERT SCHWEITZER: THE STORY OF HIS LIFE
Book chat. Jun'57:18
PIERSON, (MRS. E.)
quoted. Circulation corner. May'35:1       Jul'35:1
PIERSON, A T AFRICANER
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Apr'26:58
PIERSON, EDITH
In memoriam. Aug'32:39
PIERSON, EILENE CRAWLEY
Classroom and campus. Jan'58:28
PIERSON, JAMES
Global highlights (photo) Jun'59:7
Global highlights. Nov'66:6
Pierson, Mary E
Christian Endeavor in the Northwest forges ahead. Nov'26:47
Pierson, Oscar
An Illinois fruit grower visits Walla Walla. Oct'27:37
Pierson, Roscoe Mitchell, 1921-
Letters. May'73:46
PIERSON, ROSCOE MITCHELL, 1921-
Classroom and campus.

Sep'50:33       Feb'55:30       Apr'57:30
Mar'51:30       Oct'56:30       Apr'58:32
(photo) Apr'54:37
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:6
Classroom and campus. Feb'64:32
Classroom and campus (photo) May'66:35
Classroom and campus. Mar'67:35
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
PIERSON, TERRENCE
The church speaks across the footlights (photo) May'72:11
Pietri, Pedro
Puerto Rican obituary (poem) May'72:inside back cover
Piety, Chauncey Roscoe, 1885-1972
(married to
(married to May Blackburn Piety)
God's minister (poem) Apr'28:19
Kingdom consciousness. Feb'36:23
The masterpiece of heaven (poem) May'36:2
The real missionary (poem) Dec'37:48
Impartiality (poem) Feb'38:48
The voice of love (poem) Apr'39:44
A psalm of the Kingdom (poem) Sep'40:27
A prayer to God and man (poem) Apr'41:31
Christianity (poem) Jul'41:20
Needs of today (poem) Sep'41:6
Missions (poem) Feb'42:19
Worship (poem) Oct'42:9
A benediction (poem) Dec'43:14
O Church of God (poem) Mar'44:40
Building God's Kingdom (poem) Jul'44:32
Seek the Kingdom everlasting (poem) Apr'47:18
God's Kingdom everlasting (poem) Mar'53:43
I am living now to live again (poem) May'54:28
Great church of God (hymn) Oct'55:45
O Mother heart of God (poem) Dec'62:33

PIETY, CHAUNCEY ROSCOE, 1885-1972
  Personalities. Feb'38:23
  In memoriam. Jul'72:43

PIETZCHKE, GLADYS
  Here and there with World Call. Jun'56:52

PIFER, J W
  Classroom and campus. Jun'58:33

PIFER, JAMES W (BUS)
  News room. Dec'58:34
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:7
  (photo) May'59:3
  News room. May'62:32

PIFER, JAMES W (BUS)
  Classroom and campus. Apr'43:33

PIFF, MAGGIE, -1953
  In memoriam. Dec'53:35

Piggin, Julia Remin
  Shanglan's decision. Feb'60:42

PIKE, ALBERT
  quoted. Last column. Jul'57:48

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT, 1913-1969
  Global highlights. Mar'60:6

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT. THE CHURCH, POLITICS AND SOCIETY
  Book chat. Jun'55:26

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT. DOING THE TRUTH
  Book chat. May'55:42

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT. FACING THE NEXT DAY
  New books. May'69:28

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT. IF THIS BE HERESY
  New books. Jan'68:38

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT. THE NEXT DAY
  quoted. Last column. Nov'57:48

PIKE, JAMES ALBERT. YOU AND THE NEW MORALITY
  New books. Feb'68:38

PIKE, JOHN W. THE CHURCH, POLITICS AND SOCIETY
  Book chat. Jun'55:26

PIKE, ROY O
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51

PIKE COUNTY, INDIANA. TRAYLOR UNION CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Home missions in Indiana. Nov'20:44
Pilar, Luis F. del
Puerto Rico: a church is born. Jun'72:5
Son of man (poem) Jun'72:back cover
PILAR, LUIS F. del
(photo) Mar'50:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
(photo) Sep'51:9
In brief. May'69:38
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:19
(photo) Jun'72:5
God's man at Santa Juanaita (photo) Jun'72:15
PILAR, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'54:35
PILCHER, CLARENCE V
In memoriam. Jul'30:41
PILCHER, TREVER L
Classroom and campus. Dec'58:32
PILE, AMY
quoted. Women on world highways. Sep'65:39
Pilgrim-Minor, Helen
To Africa and back. Sep'73:22
PILGRIM-MINOR, HELEN
In brief. Sep'70:39
quoted. In brief (photo) Jul'71:42
A two-day "visit" to Africa. Jun'72:29
PILGRIMS
The friendly land. Nov'26:42
PILKINGTON, JOSEPH V
Global highlights (photo) Feb'54:3
Pilot, H W
The lumberjack wants to know... Mar'19:20
PILSNER, ALEX
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
PILSNER, VERA
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
PILSNER, VICTOR
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
PIMEN (METROPOLITAN OF THE RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH)
Global highlights. May'64:6
PINALES, MARIA
(photo) Oct'45:18
PINCHOT, GIFFORD AND CHARLES OTIS GILL. SIX THOUSAND COUNTRY CHURCHES
(Review) May'20:37
PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'37:1
Saving church buildings. Jul'37:12 (photo p. 13)
PINELL, (married to John Pinell)
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49
(death) May'23:55
PINGER, HELEN
Recommitment to a common cause (photo) Dec'55:29
PINILI, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The experience of one month. Oct'27:35
(photo of church) Dec'49:9
PINKERTON, GERTRUDE
(photo) Dec'39:inside front cover
PINKERTON, JOHN L
(photo) Dec'21:18
PINKERTON, KATHRENE. YEAR OF ENCHANTMENT
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
PINKERTON, LEWIS LETIG, 1812-1875
Midway College is on the move. Jan'73:26
PINKERTON, THOMAS W
(photo) Dec'21:18
PINKERTON, WILLIAM
(photo) Dec'21:18

Pinkerton, William Howard, 1864-1959
Neighbors who help each other. Dec'22:63
PINKERTON, WILLIAM HOWARD, 1864-1959
(photo) Dec'21:18 Mar'24:50
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
Personalities. Jan'35:16 May'35:17
(photo) Nov'35:25
Personalities. Feb'36:21

PINKHAM, MILDRED WORTH. WOMAN IN THE SACRED SCRIPTURES
Book chat. Jun'42:44
PIONEER CAMP
Christian education reviews the records (photo) Nov'41:29
Pioneer Camps do something more (photos) May'43:13
The summer program of the church. Nov'44:18
PIONEER CAMP. IOWA
(photo) May'45:9
PIONEER CAMP. NEW MEXICO
(photo) Oct'43:17
Piper, David R. YOUTH EXPLORES THE BIBLE
Book chat. Dec'41:22
Piper, Ella Lee
The Japanese Christian Institute (photo) May'21:18
Piper, James
(photo) Jun'73:3
Piper, Lewis A., 1897-1971
In memoriam. Nov'71:46
Piper, William C
...praise home plan (photo) Dec'58:42
Pippin, Frank Johnson, 1906-
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:34
Pippin, Frank Johnson. THE CHRISTMAS LIGHT AND THE EASTER HOPE
Book chat. Jan'60:40 Sep'60:42
Pippin, Frank Johnson. ONLY THE THRONE AND OTHER POEMS
Book chat. Mar'50:40
Pippin, Frank Johnson. THOUGHTS IN THE NIGHT
Book chat. Feb'54:20
Pippin, George Thomas, 1908- (married to Vera Louise Pippin)
EHP in Georgia (photo) Mar'58:44
Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33
Pippin, James Clayton, 1922-
(married to Margaret Allene Hall Pippin)
New strength for a church. Apr'63:18
Pippin, James Clayton, 1922-
More churches join home plan (photo) Apr'59:48
Crisis, call-up and challenge (photo) Apr'63:17
PIRTLE, FLORENCE
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'34:39
PISGAH, MATTIE GAY
(photo) May'23:32
PISTORIUS, (married to Joseph Pistorius)
In memoriam. Oct'45:33
PITCHER, MATILDA
The threshold (photo) Nov'37:2
PITCHER, WILLIAM ALVIN
Global highlights. Apr'62:5
PITCOCK, ELGIE
News room. Jul'54:43
PITMAN, LALLA ALBRITTAN
In memorium. Nov'40:39
PITMAN, LAWRENCE E., 1920-
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
In brief. Nov'69:41
World events (photo) Jun'72:39
PITMAN, LEE
(photo) Sep'42:8
Pitman, Loraine (married to William Franklin Pitman)
Friendship is our contribution. Oct'60:30
PITMAN, WILLIAM FRANKLIN (married to Loraine Pitman)
News room. Mar'54:29
World events (photo) Jan'70:36
PITRIUM (ARCHMANDRITE OF RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH)
Global highlights. Jul'63:7
PITT, FELIX N
The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34
PITT, MALCOLM
Transformed village. May'54:43
PITTENGER, FRANK W. (married to Johelen Pittenger)
The headquarters' family suffers a loss. Dec'31:22
Pittenger, Johelen, 1887-1931 (married to Frank W. Pittenger)
When, why and how of church erection. Aug'27:12
PITTENGER, JOHELEN, 1887-1931
(photo) Aug'25:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
Interesting facts about church erection. Jul'30:39
(photo) Aug'30:11
(death) The headquarters' family suffers a loss (photo) Dec'31:22
PITTENGER, ROBERT
(photo) Feb'42:32
PITTENGER, W. NORMAN. CHRIST AND CHRISTIAN FAITH
Book chat. Sep'41:23
PITTENGER, W. NORMAN. CHRISTIAN AFFIRMATIONS
Book chat. Feb'55:44
PITTENGER, W. NORMAN. THE CHRISTIAN VIEW OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Book chat. Jun'54:43
PITTENGER, W. NORMAN. THE HISTORIC FAITH AND A CHANGING WORLD
Book chat. Oct'50:18
PITTENGER, W. NORMAN. PROCESS THOUGHT AND CHRISTIAN FAITH
New books. Jun'69:29
PITTENGER, W. NORMAN. RETHINKING THE CHRISTIAN MESSAGE
Book chat. Apr'57:20
PITTMAN, DOUGLAS E., -1950
   (death) News room. Jun'50:34
Pittman, G Percy
   Let there be no more Hardas! Mar'32:19
PITTMAN, HERMAN
   Campus news. Nov'40:44
PITTMAN, JANET
   STEEM generates new power for Christian mission. Nov'71:12
   (photo p. 13)
PITTMAN, LUCY ANN
   (photo) Nov'52:9
PITTMAN, RILEY HERMAN, 1911-
   (photo) Mar'39:32
   Classroom and campus. Feb'53:30
PITTMAN, SUE PARK
   In memoriam. Mar'34:40
Pitts, (married to Ray Pitts)
   The N.B.A. enters in Jubilee! Dec'36:13
PITTS, (married to Ray Pitts)
   (photo) Dec'36:13
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
Pitts, Albert T
   Launching out in faith. Jun'23:42
PITTSBURG, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
   Starting them right (photo of Triangle Club) Oct'27:50
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47 Sep'26:37
   In divers manners. Apr'27:57
   At the crossroads of America with the Inter’l Convention. Nov'32:18
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. BEECHWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Ahead of the headlines. Feb'71:5
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. EAST END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
   The local church lifts up missions. Oct'56:22 (photo of
   communion table p. 23)
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. EVANGELISTIC INSTITUTE
   (photo) Feb'24:24
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Disciples move toward integration. Jul'55:12
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. KNOXVILLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The threshold. May'36:2
   Here and there with World Call. Jul'55:48
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. SMITHFIELD PROTESTANT CHURCH
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. SMITHFIELD STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
PITTSFIELD, ILLINOIS
   How one community is finding itself. Aug'19:20
PITZER, ELIZABETH H., -1971
   In memoriam. Jul'71:46
PIU, MA YING
   Feb'19:44
PIXLEY, (married to Ray Pixley)
   (photo) Jun'49:15
PIXLEY, ASA
   A good place in which to live (photo) Aug'22:40
PIXLEY, BORING, 1856?–1938 (married to D. C. Pixley)
   In memoriam. Sep'38:39
PIXLEYAGE, MARY, –1957
   In memoriam. Sep'38:39
PLACE, (married to Robert Place) –1931
   In memoriam. Dec'31:41
PLACE, ALFRED W., 1877–1955 (married to Mary Graham Place)
   A century in Japan. Nov'59:22
PLACE, ALTA
   See       HILLIKER, ALTA PLACE
PLAINE, (MRS. E. B.)
   Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
   (death) Aug'24:58
PLAINFIELD, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
   Good ideas. Feb'31:39
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'34:40
PLAINVILLE, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jun'30:38
"THE PLAN" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'63:47
Planck, C E
   First the blade... May'23:39
PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION
   Global highlights. Jul'64:6
PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION.
   CLERGYMEN'S NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
   Global highlights. Feb'60:6
PLANO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:19
PLANSTEIL, (married to Everett E. Plansteil) –1963
   In memoriam. Oct'63:46
PLANT CITY, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches. Jul'58:30
   Global highlights. May'65:7
PLATA, BRUNO
   (photo) Feb'56:14
PLATE, JUAN
   Global highlights. Sep'58:5
   Global highlights (photo)
   Jan'61:5       Sep'62:7       Apr'67:5
PLATO
   Science, a product of Christianity. Feb'22:11
PLATT, ALICE, –1956
   In memoriam. Dec'56:37
PLATT, ELIZABETH
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
PLATT, EVA ANNA
   In memorium. Feb'40:39
PLATT, HAROLD DAER, 1908–1964
   (photo) Sep'42:6
PLATT, MARY SCHAUFFLER. CHRIST COMES TO THE VILLAGE
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35
PLATT, MARY SCHAUFFLER. A STRAIGHT WAY TOWARD TOMORROW
Speaking of books. Oct'27:36
PLATT, MOLLIE J
Here and there with World Call. Dec'52:48
PLATTE CITY, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Endorse Home Plan. Jan'60:42
p. 2290 Plattsburg - Plopper, A
PLATTSBURG, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of white gifts) Apr'27:44
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
quoted. Morality is one's own business. Oct'69:26
PLAYS
See also
PAGEANTS
The Gold tree. Jun'24:10
America is a great country. Nov'24:46
Is this a time? Jul'25:6
A world of friends. Jun'26:38
Forward march. Mar'27:29
Sunday schools. Mar'29:55 Apr'29:39
Disarming woman. Nov'32:26
The rebuilding of the House of Wang. Feb'33:28
By their fruits. Oct'34:27
Children's Day around the world. May'35:32
Lifeless and living treasures. Jul'35:38
Christian womanhood faces new frontiers. Nov'35:30
Book chat. Nov'35:34
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'36:42
Budgeting for God. Nov'36:30
Larry's gift to India. Nov'37:30
Women and world highways. May'38:35
Programs for young people. Nov'40:37
Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
Women and world highways. Oct'43:29
For adult mission study. Oct'58:38 Apr'60:38
When silence spoke loudly. May'65:32
PLEASANT, EARL B
Global highlights (photo) Dec'48:3
PLEASANT GROVE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
PLEASANT UNION, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28
PLEASANTVILLE, IOWA. DALLAS STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Jun'52:48
"PLEASURE SEEKERS--A SURF ODYSSEY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'70:29
Pletcher, Percy
A song of victory (poem) Nov'30:38
PLETCHER, THOMAS ELMER, 1911-1981
-married to Inez Martha Calhoun Pletcher-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
News room. Oct'44:28
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'54:4
Missouri laymen learn to lead (photo) Oct'62:23
PLIMPTON, LILIAN
In memoriam. Sep'36:39

PLOMER, WILLIAM. KILVERT'S DIARY
Book chat. Apr'47:22

PLOPPER, ADAH M. PALMER, 1880-1947
(married to Clayton Willard Plopper)
(photo) Jul'35:34
News room. Dec'45:32 May'46:38
(death) News room. Apr'47:40

PLOPPER, AGNES G., 1885-1970
(married to Clayton Willard Plopper, 1948)
(honor to those who have served (photo) Feb'64:29
In memoriam. Feb'71:43 May'71:46

Plopper, Alma Favors, 1880-1959 (Married to Clifford Henry Plopper)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:49
The Wuhu smallpox campaign. Nov'23:53
Pastor Peter Cheo and family. May'33:30

PLOPPER, ALMA FAVORS, 1880-1959
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
Program helps (photo) Mar'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'34:31 May'37:40 Nov'37:29
News room. Mar'46:38 Dec'47:30 Mar'48:32
Five retire from India, China, Congo missions (photo) Sep'50:27
(death) News room. May'59:40

PLOPPER, CARRIE, -1963
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:43
(death) News room. Apr'63:32

Plopper, Clayton Willard, 1877-1964
(married to Adah M. Plamer Plopper)
(married to Agnes G. Plopper)
The business side of foreign missions. Mar'19:10
What the Children's Day offering will do. Jun'19:52
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  For adult mission study. Sep'51:34
  News room. Oct'52:38
  A share in the ministry to migrants (photos) Jun'53:24
  Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
News room (photo) Oct'58:34
Latins among us (photo) Oct'60:17
Hurricane "Beulah" damages churches in Mexico and Texas.
Dec'67:42
POLLOCK, RALPH WALDO, 1887-1924 (married to Hermena Wise Pollock) (photo) Oct'22:52
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
POLLY, (MRS. J. R.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
POLLY, (MRS. P. W.), -1928
In memoriam. Sep'28:33
POLLY, ROY HOMER, 1877-1956 (married to Nora Polly) (photo) Mar'24:18
POLSTON, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A look at leadership. Jun'65:30
POLYGAMY
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5
POMODORO, ARNALDO. "SPHERE NO. 6" (SCULPTURE)
(photo) Jul'66:front cover
The cover. Jul'66:inside front cover
Pomodoro's bronze sphere. Jul'66:30
POMONA, CALIFORNIA
Gleanings from early records of ACM. May'19:26
POMONA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! Mar'31:25 (photo p. 24)
POMONA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
COCU--avenue to mission. Dec'70:41
POMPEY, (married to Nelson Pompey)
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:25
POMPEY, NEW YORK. UNION CHURCH
A colony in the Kingdom of God (photo) Oct'51:11
For adult mission study. Oct'51:34
Here and there with World Call. Sep'53:48 Sep'54:48
POMPLUM, WALLACE W
News room. May'48:32 Dec'53:30
p. 2322 Ponca - Poole, E
PONCA CITY, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. May'28:47
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
POND CREEK, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More congregations approve Every Home Plan. Mar'61:51
PONTIAC, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN. NORTH OAKLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1966. May'67:46
PONTIUS, J. D., 1879-
(photo) Mar'24:48
Pontius, Myron Lee, 1877-
The Christian Home for the Aged, Jacksonville, Illinois, from the outside.
Dec'22:21
Instituting institutes. Feb'23:57
The Commission on the Ministry. Apr'26:7
The imparatives of benevolence. Dec'35:5
PONTIUS, MYRON LEE, 1877-
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'24:52 Aug'24:57
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
(photo) Apr'27:12
Personailities. Dec'35:22

PONTIUS, MYRON LEE. THE RESURRECTION OF THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
Book chat. Mar'36:11

PONTIUS, MYRON LEE. WHEN SORROW COMES
Disciple books of 1934. Jan'35:11
Book reviews. Jan'35:44

POOL, DAVID deSOLA
Global highlights (photo) Jul'52:2

POOLE, C D
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42

Poole, Edna, 1898-1991
Torch bearers of the future. Jun'27:51
Where something happens all the time. Jul'34:29
Going to Conference in Africa. oct'38:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39
Heart aches for African youth. Nov'38:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:38 Mar'39:39
Punishment or forgiveness? Apr'39:28
Her prayer (poem) Apr'39:31
Christmas everywhere (poem) Dec'39:27
Joy to the world. Dec'39:47
Call of the drums (poem) Feb'40:46
Forty years in the Congo mission. Apr'40:34
First Promotion Day. May'40:43
At the end of the journey--Christians. Dec'40:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:39
A visit to Longa in Congo. Jul'44:38
A visit to Ingende. Oct'44:27
Missionary worship service.
Dec'45:36 Feb'46:36 Apr'46:36
Jan'46:36 Mar'46:36 May'46:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'46:38
The "Oregon" whistle blows. Feb'48:26
A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
Congo missionary sees Disciples Chaplains in Germany. Sep'50:47
Congo Christmas (poem) Dec'51:7
Church and school... Oct'52:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'58:38
Now--Bokatola! Feb'59:46
Letter from Congo. Oct'60:32
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'61:32 May'61:34 Feb'62:36

POOLE, EDNA, 1898-1991
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
(photo) Jul'34:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
(photo) Oct'38:30 May'40:10
Effects of the Christian message. Feb'42:29
News room. Jul'42:43 Mar'44:34 Apr'44:28
(photo) Jul'44:34
What one missionary does (photo) Jul'44:35
News room. Dec'49:32
(p) Mar'53:26
Ten days in Africa (photo) Mar'55:9
Global highlights (photo) Jun'56:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34
A salute to women on the mission field. Mar'57:24
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'63:31

POOLE, JASPER JESSE, -1922
(death) Oct'22:55
Poole, William Charles
The passing of a decade. Nov'28:21

POOLE, WILLIAM CHARLES
(photo) Jun'25:44 Jul'25:58 Nov'27:5,6
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
(photo) May'28:23

POON PISMAI DISKUL
The hidden Christ and commitment (photo) May'73:19

POPE, ALEXANDER
quoted. Last column. Apr'58:50
Pope, Caroline Eleanor, 1875-1964
Some varieties in the Mahoba mission, Jun'21:48
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
The Tatanpur mela. Jun'27:54
Overcoming a handicap. Aug'27:35
Teaching in four languages. Aug'27:53
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48
Where rescuing is the routine. Mar'29:37
From the Bilaspur hospital. Nov'29:61
As it is done in Ghasiyapara. Jan'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40 Jun'36:39
Easter at Pendra Road. Jun'37:47
Some rainy season festivals. Jan'38:45

POPE, CAROLINE ELEANOR, 1875-1964
Notes. Apr'19:66
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:53
(photo) Feb'21:37
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21
(photo) Oct'21:39
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
(photo) Dec'41:16

POPE, IRVEN
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

Pope, Liston
Throughout the whole wide earth. Jul'53:11

POPE, LISTON
The threshold. Mar'44:2
The church and social action. Jul'44:5
Global highlights. Mar'49:3
quoted. Specialized ministers are needed. Sep'52:44
Global highlights (photo) Jun'53:3
(photo) Jul'53:11
quoted. Last column. Apr'58:50
(photo) Jun'58:21
Called to His purpose (photo) Jul'59:29
Disciples at Denver (photo) Nov'59:28
quoted. Global highlights. Jun'60:6

POPE, LISTON. THE KINGDOM BEYOND CASTE
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
The kingdom beyond cast. Jul'57:19

Pope, Martin Theophilus, 1881-1970
Letters. Mar'68:45

POPE, MARTIN THEOPHILUS, 1881-1970
Pastoral unities bring a new day (photo) Nov'59:16
So great a file of witnesses (photo) Oct'67:38

Pope, Rebecca
Good ideas. Mar'28:47

Pope, Richard Martin, 1916- (married to Kathryn Holdridge Pope)
The Reformation speaks today. Oct'67:16

POPE, RICHARD MARTIN, 1916-
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
College notes. Nov'39:32
(ordination) Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:33
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
(photo) Sep'42:7
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'54:4
Classroom and campus.

Jun'58:32  Mar'59:30  (photo) May'68:34

POPE, RICHARD MARTIN. THE CHURCH AND ITS CULTURE
New books. Dec'65:39

POPE, THERESA, -1935
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
Memorium. Jul'35:39

POOPENOE, PAUL. MARRIAGE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT
book chat. Apr'51:18

POPP, EDGAR
(photo) Oct'47:6

POPULAR COMMENTARY ON THE INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS,
1937
Book chat. Dec'36:40

POPULAR MUSIC
See

MUSIC, POPULAR

POPULATION
Social trends. Sep'58:24
Global highlights. Jul'59:7
Social trends. Dec'59:20  Feb'60:20
Family planning--politics or morals? Feb'60:22
Food problem. May'60:30
Global highlights. Oct'61:6
Social trends. May'62:12
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
The population nightmare. Mar'68:19
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'69:5
Letters. Nov'69:4
People by the billions. Mar'71:20
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5
Commentary. Oct'71:19

World events. Dec'71:36  May'72:40  Jan'73:40
PORNOPHORY
Global highlights. Jun'65:6
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'65:4
Pornography's code of ethics. Jul'67:9
World events. Dec'70:36
Quote--unquote. Nov'71:7
World events. Nov'71:38 Feb'72:36
PORRI, CARLITOS
(photo) Jun'23:30
PORT ANGELES, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A new building... (photo) Sep'20:42
PORT CHARLOTTE, FLORIDA. CHARLOTTE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Letters. May'66:inside front cover
PORT CHARLOTTE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
14 new churches started... Oct'64:52
PORT ROYAL, JAMAICA
Paragraphs to ponder. May'30:21
PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, MANITOBA
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
(photo of Children's Mission Band) Dec'21:39
PORTAGEVILLE, MISSOURI
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
PORTALES, NEW MEXICO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
New churches, October-December, 1962. Apr'63:45
PORTER, (married to Alfred Porter) -1963
(death) News room. May'63:40
PORTER, (MRS. G. M.)
(photo) Jan'25:35
PORTER, (MRS. J. H.), -1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39
PORTER, (married to John W. Porter)
(death) Jan'24:50
Porter, Alice
See Porter, Mable Alice
PORTER, ALYENE. PAPA WAS A PREACHER
Book chat. May'45:17
PORTER, ANNABELLE
(death) Dec'22:54
PORTER, ARLE E
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'70:22
PORTER, BENJAMIN
A pastor's study takes a new form. Nov'73:28
PORTER, C. R
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
PORTER, CALVIN LEWIS, 1933- (married to Marilyn Porter)
Classroom and campus. Jun'62:34 May'63:34
PORTER, GEORGE N., -1950
In memoriam. Jun'50:39
PORTER, H. BOONE. GROWTH AND LIFE IN THE LOCAL CHURCH
New books. Sep'68:36
PORTER, JENNY LIND
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30
PORTER, JOSEPH W -1931
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:53
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
(death) Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32

Porter, Joseph L
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10

PORTER, JUNE
In memoriam. Jun'33:39

PORTER, JUSTIN H., -1951
In memoriam. Jan'52:37

PORTER, LAURA
(designation) Mar'22:54

Porter, Leland William, 1880-
The Eucharist (poem) Apr'23:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:61
Thanksgiving (poem) Nov'25:back cover
(untitled poem) Apr'26:45
The face (poem) Apr'37:11

Porter, Linda
As a basic (poem) Sep'73:back cover

PORTER, LUCIUS C. CHINA'S CHALLENGE TO CHRISTIANITY
Program helps. Jan'25:49

PORTER, LURA VIOLA THOMPSON, 1862-1937 (married to J. W. Porter)
quoted. Of whom the world was not worthy. Aug'24:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34

Porter, Mable Alice, 1926-
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36
Direct line. Dec'73:32

PORTER, MABLE ALICE, 1926-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'54:2
(photo) May'56:47
Healing and much more! May'58:29
News room. May'65:36
Missionary register. Dec'65:49-Sep'66:45
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo) Jun'69:30
In brief. Apr'71:42

PORTER, SYLVIA
quoted. Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:18

PORTER, WILLIAM
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32

PORTERFIELD, AUSTIN LARIMORE, 1896-1979
(married to Rose Ella McCollum Porterfield)
(married to Irene Shepherd Cox Porterfield)
Classroom and campus. Jan'43:28-Jul'67:35

PORTERFIELD, AUSTIN LARIMORE. MIRROR, MIRROR
Classroom and campus. Feb'58:33
p. 2327 Porterville - Portsmouth

PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:10
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56

PORTLAND, OREGON
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
Committee on War Services news notes. Jul'45:27
Disciples met in Portland. Sep'53:19

PORTLAND, OREGON. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The little brown boys. Sep'19:47

PORTLAND, OREGON. CHRISTIAN (CHINESE) MISSION
Notes. Jun'19:60-Feb'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49
Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:13
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51
Annual report... Sep'22:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
Closing the Chinese Mission... Feb'24:43

PORTLAND, OREGON. EAST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of missionary society) Jul'28:33

PORTLAND, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A live story-telling group (photo) Dec'22:60
Here and there with World Call. Jan'48:48
We believe in the downtown church. Jul'54:26
For adult mission study. Nov'54:34
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:12
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
Our apologies. Nov'61:33
Global highlights. Dec'64:7
Church festivals of fine arts. Nov'69:23

PORTLAND, OREGON. INTERFAITH COUNSELING CENTER
Churches help those with special needs (photo of founders) Sep'62:26

PORTLAND, OREGON. KERN PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29,30
Circulation corner.
  Sep'39:inside front cover
  Sep'43:inside front cover
  (photo of sanctuary) Oct'53:1    Dec'53:1
Overcrowding is no problem (photo of church school class) Nov'57:9
Give credit to the caretaker. Jun'62:17

PORTLAND, OREGON. LYNCH WOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH

PORTLAND, OREGON. MALLORY AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Pledge to Living Link Missionary. Dec'46:45
Guidance for expanding churches. Jul'49:9 (photo p. 8)
Crusade progress. Oct'50:26

PORTLAND, OREGON. ROCKWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 9185. Feb'59:34

PORTSCHACH, AUSTRIA
Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:57

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Apr'35:1

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how. Oct'20:9
  (photo) Nov'20:7
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:61
Social trends. Mar'37:25
  A friend in need (photos) Apr'38:14

PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
  (photo) Nov'20:6

PORTUGAL, HOMOBONO
  (photo) Feb'43:10

PORTUGAL
Global highlights. Feb'51:4
Any gift will help! Dec'62:20
PORUKS, ELSE
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'55:3

POSEY, (MRS. G. R.)
   Memorium. May'36:39

POSEY, G R
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39

Posey, James Sherman, 1890–1981 (married to Lela Zink Posey)
   How it was done at Zanesville. Nov'26:44

POSEY, JAMES SHERMAN, 1890–1981
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:63
   (photo) Jul'28:26
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

Posey, Lela Zink, 1898–1968 (married to James Sherman Posey)
   We visited with migrants. Apr'67:42
   Friendly town. Jul'68:15

POSEY, THOMAS
   (photo) Sep'39:31

POSEY, TOM T
   (photo) Sep'42:9

POSS, LENTON LAWRENCE, 1914–
   New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12

POST, BERNICE, -1969 (married to G. D. Post)
   In memoriam. Nov'69:42

Post, Helen
   Echoes from everywhere. May'61:34
   Christmas comes to Japan. Dec'61:29
   Beams for Japanese churches. Feb'62:31
   Letters. Nov'71:4

POST, NELLIE M. -1947
   In memoriam. Oct'47:37

POSTAGE STAMPS
   Global highlights. Mar'52:2   Sep'52:3
   Religious stamp issued. Jun'58:50
   Refugee stamps. May'60:49
   Global highlights (photo of Christmas stamp) Dec'62:4
   The last word. Dec'65:50
   World events. May'69:33   May'73:41

Postal, Bernard
   Christmas-Hanukkah celebrations. Dec'45:42

POSTAL CARDS
   Post card invitations. Apr'22:53

POSTAL SERVICE--UNITED STATES
   Asset or liability? Oct'61:9

POSTE, CARLOS
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41
   p. 2329  Poste, M - Poteat

POSTE, MILDRED HOLLOWAY
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41

POSTGRADUATE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH (NEW YORK)
   Global highlights. Jun'65:5

POSTON, CHARLES D
   Notes. Jun'20:60

POSTON, DONALD
   News room. Jun'49:38

Poston, Donald Elmer, 1914–1987
   Letters. Apr'67:inside front cover
   Stewards of the good earth. Apr'71:8
POSTON, DONALD ELMER, 1914-1987
   quoted. Quote...unquote. Oct'70:13
POSTON, H. C.
   Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:11
   New churches are a good investment (photo) Mar'60:17
Poston, Hazel
   Letters. Apr'67:inside front cover
Poston, Stephanee
   Letters. Apr'67:inside front cover
POSTON, UVALENA
   A new young people's leader at Headquarters. Sep'21:51
THE POSTWAR WORLD (MERRICK LECTURES, 1944)
   Book chat. Mar'45:7
Pot, Lois Marie Mothershead
   Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
POT, LOIS MARIE MOTHERSHEAD
   Disciples at Denver (photo) Nov'59:27
   News room. Feb'60:34       Jun'61:42
   Women on world highways. Jun'63:33
   An American in Holland (photo) Apr'67:48
POTE, ALLEN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'68:35
POTE, SAHM
   Youth and missions (photos) May'54:37
Poteat, Edwin McNeill, -1955
   Where do we stand on race relations? Feb'56:16
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL, -1955
   quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
   (death) Editorial note. Feb'56:16
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. THE CENTURION
   Book chat. Mar'40:23
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. FOUR FREEDOMS AND GOD
   Book chat. Sep'43:18
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. JESUS' BELIEF IN MAN
   Book chat. May'57:41
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. MANDATE TO HUMANITY
   Book chat. Dec'53:40
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. THE SOCIAL MANIFESTO OF JESUS
   Book chat. Jul'37:26
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. THESE SHARED HIS CROSS
   Book chat. Mar'41:23
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. THESE SHARED HIS PASSION
   Book chat. Mar'40:23
POTEAT, EDWIN McNEILL. THESE SHARED HIS POWER
   Book chat. Apr'42:47
POTEAT, GORDON. STAND BY FOR CHINA
   Book chat. Nov'41:23
POTEE, CAROL LOIS
   See
   SALMANSON, CAROL LOIS POTEE
POTEE, CAROLYN
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'40:31
POTEE, CHAUNCEY
   (death) News room. May'41:32
POTEE, ELINOR GRACE, 1927-
   See
   LLOYD, ELINOR GRACE POTEE
Potee, Esther Gale, 1896-1977 (married to Kenneth Leon Potee)
Comradship. Jun'26:51
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
Slaves to superstition. Aug'31:28
Panthers and babies. Aug'31:47
At even, when the sun did set. Sep'33:26
A hospital day. May'34:27
A Mother's Day in an Indian village. May'38:28
Devotional guide for missionary societies. Dec'38:38
Nurses graduate in Bilaspur. Jul'41:46
Night school at Hislop College. Jun'54:48

POTEE, ESTHER GALE, 1896-1977
(photo) Jun'21:7
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:55
(birth and death of sons) Jan'25:64
(photo) Dec'30:47 Apr'33:39
Children of the India missiona. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33 Sep'39:41
(photo) Dec'39:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
News room. Nov'40:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
For adult missionary groups. Jan'47:34
News room. Sep'47:40 Sep'48:40 (photo) Dec'56:40
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:29

POTEE, KALEN
See POTEE, KENNETH GALE

Potee, Kenneth Gale, 1924-
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:45

POTEE, KENNETH GALE, 1924-
(photo) Dec'30:47
News room. Oct'42:34 Oct'45:25

Potee, Kenneth Leon, 1896- (married to Esther Gale Potee)
High school teaching in India. Sep'23:46
Life saving in India. Jun'24:42
A travelogue of the Potee family. Apr'31:29
We shall come rejoicing. Jul'31:28
Moving pictures of India. Nov'31:32
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39 May'35:38
Indian youth in a bamboo city. May'36:18
Getting next to India. Jun'36:16
Devotional guide for missionary societies. Dec'38:38
India on the threshold. Dec'46:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
Indian leader inspects mission. Feb'55:40
Indian Christians assume new duties. Sep'55:12
Kotmi's grand day. Jun'58:41
Christmas is my birthday. Dec'63:20
Open doors in India. Apr'64:46

POTEE, KENNETH LEON, 1896-
(photo) Jun'21:7
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
(birth and death of sons) Jan'25:64
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'26:49
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
(photo) Dec'30:47 Apr'33:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33 Sep'39:41
(photo) Dec'39:14
Programs for young people. Jan'40:35
News room. Nov'40:40 Jun'46:45 Sep'48:40
Dec'42:34 Sep'47:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
Disciples in India make history (photo) Jun'55:44
(photo) Sep'55:13
News room (photo) Dec'56:40
Three Disciples serve in Nepal. Mar'57:40
News room. Jan'64:46
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:29
POTTEN, CONNIE
(photo) Jul'72:16
POTTER, (married to Edgar S. Potter) -1923
(death) Jul'23:54
POTTER, CLAYTON L., 1915-1971
Classroom and campus. Dec'48:33
Beneath the spire (photo) May'51:4
In memoriam. Jan'72:49
POTTER, CLIFTON W
(photo) May'67:18
POTTER, DAN M
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'64:6
Global highlights. Feb'69:30
POTTER, HENRY, JR.
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42
POTTER, LEO GOODWIN, 1901-
Endores home plan (photo) Jan'60:42
POTTER, NANCY, -1971
World events. Oct'71:42
POTTER, PHILIP, 1921-
Global highlights. Jun'54:3
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'69:25
World events. Oct'70:36
A big man for a big task (photo) Nov'72:21
Stimulating worship and witness. Jun'73:21
POTTER, VIRGINIA
In memoriam. Feb'31:39
POTTS, (MRS. F. A.)
quoted. The reading contest. Oct'25:49
POTTS, (married to Roy A. Potts) -1950
In memoriam. Feb'51:37
p. 2332 Potts, D - Pounds, J
POTTS, DOLORES
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2
POTTS, EDGAR ALLAN
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34
POTTS, ELIZABETH
(photo) Jan'21:11
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34
POTTS, JAMES MANNING, 1895-
   Prophecy and fact (photo) Feb'56:29
POTTS, MAY, -1946
   In memoriam. Jun'46:39
POTTS, PATRICIA
   In brief. Dec'73:40
POTZGER, JOHN E
   A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32
   (photo) Feb'40:31
   College notes and news. Dec'40:31
   Classroom and campus. Dec'53:32
POTZGER, JOHN W
   Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45
POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July-September, 1964. Jan'65:46
POULOPOULOS, BASILIOS
   Classroom and campus. Feb'48:30
POULSON, G H
   In memoriam. Jun'43:29
POUND, DIXIE
   Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
POUND, DON
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
POUND ROUND, JAMAICA
   Opportunity with a big "O" (photos) Jan'25:43
POUNDS, (married to John E. Pounds) -1925
   (death) Dec'25:1
Pounds, Jesse Hunter Brown, 1861-1921
   (married to John Edward Pounds)
   How it strikes a contemporary. Feb'19:13
   The comfort of Christian security. Apr'19:10
   A saint in the rough. May'19:10
   Americanization and the church. Jul'19:36
   About church music. Aug'19:17
   The new church (poem) Feb'20:55
   Welcomed (poem) Apr'21:11     Jun'28:6
POUNDS, JESSE HUNTER BROWN, 1861-1921
   Feb'19:1
   (photo) Aug'19:26
   quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:21
   Jessie Brown Pounds (photo) May'21:14
   (photo) Feb'23:34
   Personalities. Mar'36:19
Pounds, John Edward, 1864-1925
   (married to Jessie Hunter Brown Pounds)
   With the Christ of the Cross, of the throne. Oct'20:22
   The why, when and what of wills. Jan'21:34
   In loving tribute to a pioneer. Jul'22:15
POUNDS, JOHN EDWARD, 1864-1925
   Annual Conference of Missionaries... Aug'19:26
   (photo) Aug'19:27
   John E. Pounds (photo) Mar'22:58
   Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
   The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
      Jul'22:48     Sep'23:49     Jan'23:39
   Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
   The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
POWELL, ANNA M. DUNN GORDON, 1870-1958
(married to Edward Lindsay Powell)

POWELL, ALEXANDER. THE MAP THAT IS HALF UNROLLED
A tribute to Bolenge. Feb'26:58

POWELL, ALVERN
News room. May'49:41 Nov'52:32

Powell, Anna
Social service through a young woman's auxiliary. Jan'23:44

POWELL, ANNA M. DUNN GORDON (cont.)
Personalities (photo) Feb'34:14
(death) News room. Jul'58:42
POWELL, ANNA M. DUNN GORDON. EDWARD LINDSAY POWELL
    Book chat. Mar'50:40
POWELL, BERTHA, -1942
    In memoriam. Jul'42:39
POWELL, CHARLES A
    In memoriam. Feb'38:39
POWELL, DORIS, -1946
    In memoriam. Mar'46:37
POWELL, DOROTHY
    College activities. Jun'39:31
Powell, E A
    Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:51
POWELL, E ALEXANDER
    quoted. The last page. Dec'29:64
POWELL, E. C.
    In brief. Jan'71:41
Powell, Edward Lindsay, 1860-1933
    (married to Anna D. Gordon Powell)
    The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:29
    The chief peril of our democracy. Jul'24:4
    The most American church most fitly builds in the American
    Capital.
    Sep'27:28
POWELL, EDWARD LINDSAY, 1860-1933
    Larger giving, stricter honor. Oct'20:55
    Social service through a young woman's auxiliary. Jan'23:44
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
    (photo) Jan'27:12,15     Apr'27:2
    The rise and reign of a preacher. Apr'27:11
    Preach the word! Jun'33:3
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
    Personalities (photo) Mar'36:19
    Book chat. Mar'50:40
    Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
POWELL, FERN
    (photo) May'37:34
POWELL, IDA K
    In memorium. Apr'40:39
POWELL, JAMES
    Church sees World Call as vital tool (photo) Oct'64:51
POWELL, JAMES KENNETH, 1915-
    Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:12
    Youth and missions (photo) Jun'59:39
POWELL, JESSIE. LIVING WATER
    Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38
POWELL, LINA, -1958 (married to G. A. Powell)
    In memorium. Jan'59:41
POWELL, LEONE
    Where rifles hang on cabin walls (photo) May'24:26
POWELL, LUTHER P. MONEY AND THE CHURCH
    Book chat. Jul'62:43
POWELL, LYMAN P. THE BETTER PART
    Speaking of books. Sep'34:34
Powell, Mary
    Letters. Mar'65:46
    Letters. Jun'67:inside front cover
POWELL, MEADE W
Washington... Dec'30:12

POWELL, MILTON B. THE VOLUNTARY CHURCH
New books. Jun'68:37

POWELL, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:37
POWELL, ROBERT R. WHAT REALLY COUNTS
Read about India! Dec'63:41

POWELL, WESLEY
quoted. Last column. Nov'61:50

Powell, Wilfred Evans, 1893-1979
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School. May'21:51
Now it can be told. Jun'23:16
Can religion be put into modern education? Nov'29:13
Teaching life. Nov'31:10

POWELL, WILFRED EVANS, 1893-1979
(photos) May'21:51 Apr'25:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
(photo) Jul'32:30
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:33

POWELL, WILFRED EVANS. THE GROWTH OF CHRISTIAN PERSONALITY
Speaking of books. Jan'30:44

POWELL, WILFRED EVANS. PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY'S FIRST FIFTY YEARS
Classroom and campus. Jun'60:35

POWELL, WILFRED EVANS. SCATTERED SEED: THE STORY OF THE OSWALD GOLTERTS
New books. Jun'71:28

POWELL, WILFRED EVANS. THE UNDERSTANDING OF ADULT WAYS
Book chat. May'42:23
Powell, William A
People by the billions. Mar'71:20

POWELL, WILLIAM L
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:56

Powell, William W
Pioneering witness in two tongues. Jan'66:16

POWELL, WILLIAM W
(photo) Jan'66:17

POWER, FREDERICK DUNGLISON, 1851-1911
What money will do (photo) Sep'19:22
An evolution of fellowship. Aug'21:3
The proposed Capital City Church of Christ. Jan'27:4
A charge to keep I have! Apr'30:12

"THE POWER OF THE RESURRECTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual sugestions. Oct'59:40

POWERS, CHARLES W. THE ETHICAL INVESTOR
New books. Sep'73:32

POWERS, CHARLES W. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND INVESTMENTS
New books. Sep'73:32

Powers, Elizabeth Lathrop
Elusive peace (poem) Nov'53:39
A better world (poem) Dec'53:48

Powers, Evelyn
Letters. Jun'67:inside front cover
POWERS, G F
 (photo) Mar'24:38
POWERS, HORATIO NELSON
 quoted. Last column. Jan'59:58
POWERS, SAMSON
 To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:30
POWICKE, HILDA BENSON. BARRIER
 The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
POWICKE, HILDA BENSON. NO CERTAIN HARBOR
 Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
POWNER, ROBERT
 Can Disciples fill their rural pulpits? (photo) Oct'59:24
POWYS, JOHN COWPER
 quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23
Prabhudaqal
 From the boys of Harda. Oct'23:45
PRADERVAND, MARCEL
 Global highlights. May'60:4
 World events. Mar'69:35
PRADHAM, PREM
 Global highlights. Oct'65:6
 Others have heard the call. Apr'66:14
PRAGUE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
 Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
PRAIRIE VIEW, KANSAS. CHEROKEE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
 (photo of sanctuary) Jul'57:front cover
 The cover. Jul'57:inside front cover
 (photo) Jul'57:1
PRAKASH, CHANDRA
 Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:37
PRAKASH, SHANWAN
 To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
PRASAD, (married to Onkar)
 Bible women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:24
PRASAD, ATUL
 Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39
PRASAD, DURGA
 Pendra Road Tuberculosis Sanatorium one of India's best (photo) Nov'49:23
PRASAD, ONKAR
 Village industries in India (photo) Oct'55:13
PRASHAD, G
 To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40
PRATER, DALE
 Ninety years old and full of youth (photo) Apr'70:15
PRATER, ERNEST "I WONDER WHO HE IS" (PAINTING)
 Introducing a new picture. Nov'41:41
PRATER, JACK
 Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
PRATHER, (married to Russell Prather)
 Memorium. Jun'35:39
PRATHER, H D
 (photo) Jul'36:24
PRATHER, PHILIP
 Returns on our investment in French-America. Apr'32:11
PRATHER, RALPH A.
 Home missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
 News room (photo) Nov'47:30 May'52:34
Changes in national leadership. Jun'52:26
First step: census. Nov'62:26

PRATLEY, PHILIP
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:60

PRATLEY, R L
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34

PRATT, (married to Clyde Pratt)
Circulation corner. Jan'42:inside front cover

Pratt, (married to John W. Pratt)
Letters. Nov'72:40

PRATT, GEORGE HAROLD, 1907-
Classroom and campus. Oct'44:26

PRATT, LEWIS S.
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44 Jul'29:29

PRATT, LUIS
(photo) Jul'28:26

Pratt, Theodore B
Geneva--city of hope. Sep'54:17

PRATT, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Nov'35:1
Sanctuaries of the Disciples (photos) (plans) Jul'42:24 (photo) Jul'43:19

PRATTE, KATHERINE
They must be missionaries. Oct'57:29

PRAYER
Mobilizing for prayer. Jan'19:51
Call for prayer. Feb'19:51
Wait, I say, on the Lord. Nov'19:13
The primacy of prayer. Aug'20:inside back cover
The new emphasis on spiritual power. Sep'20:17
When women pray. Apr'21:17
Three times a day. Dec'21:14
Having obtained help of God. Mar'22:37
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:60
Prayer and missions. Dec'22:4
The weapons of our warfare. Mar'23:20
Prayer in the life of the church. Aug'23:49
His all pervading presence. Mar'24:27
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:46
A scientist on prayer. Sep'25:31
Program helps. Dec'25:48
The fifth epistle to the churches. Jan'26:16 (note) Feb'26:39
The sixth epistle to the churches. Apr'26:19
The praying miners. Jun'26:25
Prayertime (poem) Oct'26:back cover
(untitled poem) Jul'27:23
Prayer essential to service. Jul'27:38
The missionary significance of the Lord's Prayer. Dec'27:25
A call to prayer (poem) Feb'28:35
Devotions (poem) May'28:28
Prayer (poem) Nov'28:18
Devotional study... Jun'29:48
The missionary organizations' own section.
Nov'32:35 Feb'33:35
Two prayers (poem) Mar'33:1
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Mar'33:45
How to pray. Dec'34:4
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'35:40
Prayer (poem) Feb'36:15
A new definition of prayer. Jun'37:23
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'38:40
Two prayers (poem) Feb'39:31
Prayers (poem) Apr'40:46
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jan'41:41
Book chat. Apr'41:23
America's prayer minute. Feb'42:14
Women and world highways. Apr'42:35
Youth and missions. Sep'42:37
Women and world highways. Apr'43:35
Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'43:40
Women and world highways. Feb'46:33
Book chat. May'46:47
Women and world highways. Apr'50:35
A call to prayer. Oct'50:27
Women and world highways. Mar'51:35
When the minister prays. Sep'52:6
Book chat. Oct'52:40
Women and world highways. Mar'53:33
Pray, my young friend, pray! (poem) May'53:7
Last column. Oct'53:48
Today's newspaper and your prayers. Feb'57:39
Spiritual depth. Sep'58:25
Book chat. Oct'59:26
When we pray for another. Dec'59:9
Prayer on behalf of groups. Apr'60:10
The Regents' prayer. Sep'62:9
When you pray (poem) Apr'63:31
Youth and the world mission. Nov'63:39
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4
World Calling. May'67:10 Jun'67:10
Moodlin' May'71:35
PRAYER BREAKFASTS IN THE WHITE HOUSE
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'69:5
PRAYER CALENDARS
Pray today for... Jul'67:28
Letters. Sep'67:4
Pray today for...
  Sep'67 - May'68 p. 28 Jan'69:34
  Jun'68 - Dec'68 p. 30 Feb'69 - Dec'71 p. 49
PRAYER IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PRAYER VIGIL
Apr'58:48
In brief. Jun'71:43
PRAYERS
See also WORSHIP SERVICES
A prayer for peace. Jan'23:31
A prayer for deliverance from race prejudice. Jun'24:6
My prayer. Jul'24:17
A moment of prayer. Feb'26:47
A prayer. Jun'26:back cover
National prayer of the Philippine Islands. Aug'26:24
A prayer for the new year (poem) Jan'27:45
Prayer for my brothers (poem) Jun'27:inside front covers
Missionary Societies.
  Jun'27:46    Aug'27:46    Sep'27:46
Prayer. Sep'27:inside front cover
Missionary societies.
  Oct'27:46    Dec'27:46    Feb'28:46
  Nov'27:46    Jan'28:46    Mar'28:46
Prayer (poem) Apr'28:50
From Edith Cavell's prayer-book. Apr'28:62
Missionary societies. May'28:46
Remember these in your prayers. Jul'28:35
A war prayer. Jul'28:back cover
A prayer. Nov'28:inside front cover
A prayer in verse (poem) Mar'29:64
The last page. Aug'29:48
Universal week of prayer. Jan'30:38
The last page. Mar'30:64
Prayers (poem) Jun'30:28
A prayer for churches (poem) Jun'30:31
Devotional study fo adult organizations.
  Sep'30:38    Oct'30:38    Nov'30:38
A prayer for holidays (poem) Dec'30:inside front cover
Devotional study... Dec'30:38    Jan'31:38
Devotional theme for business woman's guild. Jan'31:39
Thy Kingdom come. Mar'31:inside front cover
Devotional study for missionary societies.
  Jul'31:38    Nov'31:38    Apr'32:38    Dec'32:38
  Oct'31:38    Feb'32:38    May'32:38
The last page. Aug'32:48
A twilight prayer. Oct'32:inside front cover
A prayer for the village church. Nov'32:back cover
A prayer for the spirit of sharing with the unemployed. Feb'33:20
A sheaf of prayers. Apr'33:31
The Indian's prayer to the Great Spirit. Sep'33:37
Hands in prayer. Apr'35:5
A prayer for children. Jun'35:inside front cover
A prayer for the ministry of the word. Sep'35:48
The last page. Sep'35:6
Christ of the highways (poem) Mar'36:10
Devotional study for missionary societies. Mar'36:38
A passion prayer (poem) Apr'36:26
Prayer for slum clearance. Jul'36:inside front cover
A prayer for ministers. Jan'38:22
Prayer (poem) May'38:29
The last page. May'39:48
Prayer for our country. Jul'39:13
Prayer for peace. May'40:35
The last page. Nov'40:48
Prayer's answer comes (poem) Dec'40:10
A daily prayer for 1941. Mar'41:29
The last page. Mar'41:48
A prayer to God and men (poem) Apr'41:31
A prayer for the New Year. Jan'42:37
Prayer for America. Apr'42:41
Prayer for peace. Jun'42:37
The last page. Oct'42:48
The state of the church. Nov'42:33
The last page. Nov'42:48
Correspondence from a war mother. May'43:5
A prayer in time of war. Sep'43:9
The threshold. Dec'43:2
Women and world highways. Jan'44:29
Pastoral prayer. Mar'44:16
Last column. Jul'44:40
For every tribe and tongue. Dec'44:29
Prayer for Woman's Day. Dec'44:40
An intercession in time of war. Feb'45:23
The threshold. Jun'45:2
Last column. Apr'46:48 Jul'47:48
A prayer for India. Sep'47:14
A woman's prayer for Congress. May'49:35
Prayer for displaced persons. Jul'49:42
A prayer for home. May'51:44
Noontide prayer for peace. Sep'51:31
Prayer for refugees. Mar'52:40
We dedicate this gift. Nov'52:45
World Wide Communion prayer--1953. Sep'53:10
For adult mission study. Nov'53:36
Prayer for Christian unity. Jan'54:39
Last column. apr'54:52
Prayers for unity. May'54:39
Prayer. Jul'54:50
Prayers for oneness. Jan'56:45
A personal prayer for spiritual growth (poem) Nov'56:33
Last column. Feb'57:48
A prayer for the college graduate. Jun'57:18
Last column. Jul'57:48 Oct'58:50
Prayer for a college faculty. Jan'59:34
Where we live. Feb'59:9
Guard them from evil. Feb'60:30
Last column. Apr'60:50 Sep'60:50
For the family life of our nation. May'61:10
Last column. Oct'61:50
One people in Christ. Nov'61:23
Classroom and campus. Dec'61:30
Prayer for students. Feb'62:41
Last column. Feb'62:50
For a new year. Jan'63:10
The new begins. Jan'63:11
Moment of meditation. Jan'63:37
Prayer for the nation. Feb'63:11
Moment of meditation.
Feb'63:37 Mar'63:39 May'63:37
A prayer for the city (poem) Jun'63:25
Moments of meditation. Jun'63:37
Prayer for Americans. Jul'63:16
Moment of meditation.
A prayer for today. Nov'63:20
Moment of meditation. Nov'63:37
We thank thee (poem) Nov'63:11
Moment of meditation. Dec'63:37
Prayer for the hungry. Apr'64:25
We who are young. May'64:11
Prayer. Dec'64:22
My prayer (poem) May'65:49
My prayer comes barefoot (poem) May'65:50
My prayer (poem) Jun'65:32
Prayer of unity. Apr'66:30
Invocation. Sep'66:49
A prayer for the Christian pilgrim. Oct'66:35
Prayer (poem) Nov'66:33
Come Lord Jesus. Dec'67:11
Christmas prayer (poem) Dec'67:30
Small David's prayer (poem) Jan'68:33
A prayer for the Consultation on Church Union. Mar'68:42
Prayer of a night worker (poem) Jul'68:40
A prayer for America for today. Nov'68:43
Christmas prayer. Dec'68:11
Benediction for a service of ordination. May'69:14
Year end prayer. Dec'69:18
Help us. Jan'70:42
Father, work in me. Feb'70:45
Prayer for the day (poem) Nov'70:34
Lift up your hearts. Jan'72:30
A prayer for unity. Apr'72:back cover
Lift up your hearts. Jul'72:48
Lord God, our maker. Sep'72:11
Prayer for teachers. Sep'72:14
Prayer for government. Nov'72:18
Prayer (poem) Nov'72:inside back cover
Prayer for world vision (poem) Feb'73:22
Prayer. May'73:inside back cover
A prayer on leaving Thailand. Jul'73:41
May we find peace. Jul'73:back cover
A thankful prayer. Nov'73:back cover

PREACHING

Education Day sermon contest. Jan'29:35
May'32:much of issue
Great preaching is not dead! Feb'33:7
Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
Preaching the word! Jun'33:3
Book chat. Sep'34:14
Preachers and preaching. Sep'35:5
The need of a moral earthquake. Oct'35:11
Preaching with a sense of mission. Sep'36:9
Conviction in the pulpit. Oct'36:3
Why I preach. Sep'37:6
Missionary preaching. Mar'38:20
Book chat. Apr'38:34
Preaching for today. Sep'39:5
Partners in preaching. Sep'41:5
Power of the sermon. Sep'44:38
Global highlights. Jul'47:3
Preaching the word in India. Sep'47:15
Alexander Campbell as a preacher. Sep'50:7
Preaching the word. Sep'52:7
Book chat. Mar'53:42 Apr'55:40 Jun'56:16
Modern preaching. Sep'59:48
Book chat. Nov'59:42
Preaching in the African jungle. Mar'61:26
Responsible preaching. Nov'65:30
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
Shavings. Jun'73:35

PREECE, HAROLD
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5

PREJUDICE
See also
ANTI-SEMITISM
RACE RELATIONS
Mass pride and prejudice. May'35:28
Looking at our own prejudices. Sep'39:4
American and Christian. Sep'42:3
Our problems. Sep'42:18
A call to realism. Apr'43:3
Perilously near treachery. Apr'43:4
Youth and missions. Apr'44:31
Intolerance and you. Mar'46:13
Prejudice is bad business. Feb'47:7
A community fights prejudice. Feb'59:49
...matter of mental health. May'63:10
Prejudice will perish. Feb'64:15
Prejudice. Jun'68:9

"PREJUDICE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'49:2

PRELIMINARY GUIDE TO BLACK MATERIALS IN THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
New books. Jan'72:29
Prell, June
Letters. Sep'65:48

PREMER, C F
(photo) Mar'24:52

PRENTICE, RUTH
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

"PREPARATION OR PANIC?" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Oct'68:37

PRESBYTERIAN BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
Notes. Oct'19:64

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
See also
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
WORLD PRESBYTERIAN ALLIANCE
Various branches of the Presbyterian Church
(i.e. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S.A.)
Notes. Jun'19:59,60
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:50
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34
Glimpses of the religious world.
Jan'24:52 Dec'24:47 Jul'25:45
Feb'24:45 Apr'25:45 Aug'27:55
The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:9
Presbyterian unity. Mar'34:3
Global highlights. May'46:2 May'47:2 Nov'47:4
A common responsibility. Sep'48:5
Global highlights. Feb'49:2
Toward a larger unity. Mar'52:5
Forgotten group. Mar'53:6
Global highlights. Feb'54:3 Nov'56:5 Sep'58:6
           Sep'56:3 Sep'57:3
Presbyterian church on the move. Oct'59:47
Religion in the public schools. Nov'60:18
Global highlights. Sep'64:4
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (ENGLAND)
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'69:5
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S.
Glimpses of the religious world.
Jul'24:47 Nov'24:47 May'26:45 Mar'28:45
Global highlights.
Sep'54:2 Mar'55:3 Mar'56:2
Wisdom, good will and race. Jun'56:8
Global highlights. Jul'58:6
Social trends. Nov'58:18
Global highlights. Dec'61:6
Compulsory loyalty. Apr'63:9
Global highlights. Apr'65:4
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
Global highlights. Sep'67:8
Yes! There is hope for rural Appalachia. Nov'67:22
Disciple respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:42
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S. ATLANTA PRESBYTERY
Atlanta statement. Mar'61:41
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH U.S.A.
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:11
What the other Boards are doing. Oct'21:12
Glimpses of the religious world.
Jul'24:47 Jan'25:47 May'25:45 Jan'26:45
Nov'24:47
Presbyterian Pension plans. Sep'26:19
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43 Jun'29:42
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
Global highlights. Jul'51:2
"Blind spots" and human rights. Jul'52:5
Global highlights.
Sep'54:2 Mar'56:2 Jul'60:5 Sep'66:5
Mar'55:3 Oct'57:2 Jul'63:5
In brief. Oct'68:8
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'69:5
PRESBYTERIAN LIFE
Global highlights. Sep'57:5
PRESBYTERIAN OF THE SOUTH
The good that men do. Sep'27:57
PRESBYTERIAN SCHOOL FOR MEXICAN GIRLS (TAFT, TEXAS)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
PRESBYTERIAN WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
Women and world highways. May'57:31
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
See
KINDERGARTEN
PRESSEY, MARY
In memoriam. Sep'37:39
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
PRESCOTT, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A dream come true. Apr'48:9
  p. 2344 President's - Preston, R
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON NATIONAL GOALS. GOALS FOR AMERICANS
Book chat. Mar'61:20
PRESLEY, (MRS. M. L.)
(death) Jul'24:53
PRESLEY, PANOLA
(death) Jan'26:49
Press, Max
The young men (poem) Nov'35:48
Preston, Bess
California does the unusual. Jul'30:23
PRESTON, DARLENE
(death) Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33
PRESTON, EMMA, -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41
Preston, Lou Ethel Bratton, 1886-1962
(married to Paul G. Preston)
(photo) Jul'35:34
News room. Mar'59:32
In memoriam. Mar'62:35
(death) News room. Mar'62:38
Preston, Margaret J
The unanswered prayer (poem) Dec'19:29
Preston, Paul Gordon, 1884-1966
(married to Lou Ethel Bratton Preston)
What I think of Prohibition. Jul'30:13
Recovery and advance by June 30. May'36:21
The minister's salary. Sep'37:14
God proposes--the church disposes. Nov'38:27
The minister's stake in the Pension Plan. Sep'41:11
The church needs the college. Jan'44:19
Our responsibility to the ministry. Sep'49:18
Supporting the ministry in retirement. Sep'51:19
We belong. Jan'52:9
Preston, Paul Gordon, 1884-1966
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
(photo) Oct'29:7 Jul'30:13
...comes to Pension Fund. Aug'32:27
(photo)
  May'33:4 May'36:21 Sep'37:14 Sep'39:9
Ministers in behalf of the ministry (photo) Dec'42:26
(photo) Jan'44:19
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
Global highlights. Nov'46:4 Feb'47:2
(photo) Sep'47:25 Sep'51:19
News room. Nov'51:30
(photo) Jan'52:9
News room. Feb'52:38
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:7
News room. Apr'56:32
(death) Disciples in the news. Mar'66:7
In memoriam. Mar'66:42
PRESTON, RICHARD
Global highlights. Apr'53:3
Preston, Robert Asher, 1912-
The personal ministry. Sep'50:8
PRESTON, ROBERT ASHER, 1912-
(photo) Mar'34:34
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30 Mar'58:34 Oct'61:32
Apr'56:30 Jun'61:34
PRESTON, THAD
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33
PRESTON, WENDELL A., -1950
(death) News room. Sep'50:38
PRESTRIDGE, MALCOLM
World events (photo) Mar'71:36
PRESTWICH, M ARLINE
(photo) Jan'21:18
Prettyman, Esther T
Letters. Jul'69:34
PRETZEL, PAUL W. UNDERSTANDING AND COUNSELING THE SUICIDAL PERSON
New books. Mar'73:35
PREUIT, SAM, -1956
In memoriam. Mar'57:35
PREWITT, (married to David Prewitt)
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:35
PREWITT, (MRS. G. E.)
quoted. Anent the reading contest. Apr'26:49
quoted. Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
PREWITT, (married to George C. Prewitt)
quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
PREWITT, (married to Gerould Fox Prewitt)
(marriage) News room. Nov'48:47
PREWITT, ED
Here and there with World Call. May'54:48
PREWITT, GEROU LD FOX, 1901-1978
(photo) Sep'39:9
Ministers in behalf of the ministry (photo) Dec'42:26
(photo) Sep'47:25
(marriage) News room. Nov'48:47
News room. Apr'55:38
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8
They work for you (photo) Apr'58:25
Pension Fund officer retires (photo) Mar'69:39
PRICE, (married to John Price)
News room. Jan'53:45
PRICE, (married to Merle H. Price)
(photo) Jun'50:18
PRICE, (MRS. R. I.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
PRICE, (married to Sterling Price)
(photo) Jan'65:30
PRICE, (married to Walter Price)
(photo) Apr'52:7
PRICE, ANNIE BROOKE, -1950
In memoriam. Oct'50:39 Feb'51:37
PRICE, BYRN
The word for today's world (photo) Apr'73:31
PRICE, C G
Feb'19:36
PRICE, DAVID E
Global highlights. Jun'61:8
PRICE, FRANCIS. THE CHURCH IN COMMUNIST CHINA
Adults and mission. Jan'63:38
Price, Frank W
Youth and missions. Mar'44:31
PRICE, FRANK W
Ordination for Luther Shao (photo) Feb'43:43
News room. Apr'43:34
quoted. Youth and missions. Apr'44:31
Global highlights. Jul'54:4 Jul'56:4
News room (photo) May'57:36
PRICE, FRANK W. CHINA REDISCOVERS HER WEST
Book chat. Nov'41:23
PRICE, FRANK W. CHINA--TWILIGHT OR DAWN?
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
PRICE, GENE
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'54:30
PRICE, GEORGE. THE NARROW PASS
Book reviews. Oct'63:40
Price, Hazel Van Allen
'Xtra years of zest. Jun'72:35
He was a man (poem) Apr'73:28
PRICE, JIM
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
PRICE, JOHN E
quoted. Last column. Jul'58:50
PRICE, JOSEPHINE HUFFMAN
In memorium. Jan'40:37
PRICE, KENNETH L
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
PRICE, LINNIE, -1960
In memoriam. May'60:35
PRICE, MARY MOSS (married to Ronald Price)
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
News room. Jul'43:28
PRICE, P F
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:38
PRICE, PATRICIA
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:36
PRICE, RONALD (married to Mary Moss Price)
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
News room. Jul'43:28
PRICE, RUTH
See
SEVERIN, RUTH PRICE
PRICE, SAMANTHA
In memoriam. May'29:36
PRICE, SAMUEL D
(photo) Jun'25:44 Jul'25:58
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
(death) Two leaders pass. Jul'32:4
PRICE, THOMAS E
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
PRICE, VICTORIA, -1953
   In memoriam. Apr'54:39
PRICE, WILLARD. ANCIENT PEOPLE AT NEW TASKS
   A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
PRICE, WILLARD. THE NEGRO AROUND THE WORLD
   Speaking of books. Jul'25:53
PRICHARD, HAROLD ADYE. WHAT DID JESUS THINK?
   Book chat. Apr'35:24
PRICHARD, MARIANNA. TEN AGAINST THE STORM
   For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
   (Revised ed.) World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
PRICHARD, NORMAN. TEN AGAINST THE STORM
   For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
   (Revised ed.) World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
PRICHARD, NUGENT. LONG NIGHT TO TOKYO
   World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33
PRIEST, ANNA ELIZABETH SCHAEFFER, 1863-1956
   (married to Walter Scott Priest)
   In memoriam. Sep'56:35
PRIEST, CHARLES D
   Our Army Chaplains in the Great War. Feb'20:22
   (photo) Jul'20:4
   A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5
PRIEST, EDWIN S., 1878-
   A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5
   (photo) Mar'24:49
Priest, Elsie M
   Nanking University "at home." Feb'47:46
Priest, Walter Scott, 1860-1929
   (married to Anna Elizabeth Schaeffer Priest)
   The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:30
   How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42
   First the blade... May'23:39
PRIEST, WALTER SCOTT, 1860-1929
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
   quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:5
   quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
   Kansas leads again (photo) Oct'24:38
   In memoriam. Jul'29:36
PRIESTER, GERTRUDE ANN. LET'S TALK ABOUT GOD
   New books. Sep'67:39
PRIGMORE, RICHARD D. (married to Eileen Jones Prigmore)
   News room (photo) Oct'59:34
   Global highlights (photo)
   Mar'64:6 Mar'65:4
   Disciples in the news (photo) May'66:7
   Presenting (photo) Sep'66:8
PRILLMIAN, EFFIE N
   In memoriam. Mar'28:60
PRIMAVERA, N. D.
   (death) News room. Apr'64:40
PRIMAVERA, NIEANOR
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:7
PRIME, NANCY
   A few steps from the campus (photo) Sep'63:15
Prime, Ronald
What young England is thinking. May'28:inside front cover

PRIMER ON POLITICAL ACTION
For adult missionary groups. Oct'46:34

PRIMM, JAMES NEAL (married to Marian E. Faris Prime)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'54:4
Classroom and campus.
  (photo) Mar'58:35 (photo) Mar'65:33
  Nov'64:34 Oct'65:34

PRIMM, MARIAN E. FARIS (married to James Neal Primm)
(photo) Mar'58:35

PRINCE, (married to Ron Prince)
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'65:33

PRINCE, RON
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'65:33

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Discovery in the Maritimes. Apr'62:21

PRINCETON, ILLINOIS. WILLING WORKERS GUILD
"White coal" in the church. Jan'20:53
(photo) Jan'20:54

PRINCETON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56

PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
In brief. Dec'68:8

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29

PRINCETON, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of laying of cornerstone) Nov'49:1
Crusade progress. Nov'50:30

PRINCIPE, JOSE CALEB
Global highlights (photo) Mar'53:3

PRINDLE, DONALD
Classroom and campus. Nov'65:33

PRINEVILLE, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51

PRINGER, (MRS. R. J.) -1942
In memoriam. Sep'42:39

PRINGLE, WILLIAM R
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'57:30

PRINTING
The Frank Battson Memorial Press... Jun'22:46
Printer's ink in Africa. Apr'37:42
Africa's printed page... Jun'40:28
A diary of beginning again. Apr'45:14
The printed word in India. Dec'46:28
The mission press and world evangelism. Mar'48:7
Preaching through the printed word. Apr'49:17

PRINZ, JOACHIM
Global highlights. Jul'64:4

PRIOR, K. W. F. GOD AND MAMMON
New books. Apr'66:42

PRISON MINISTRY
From prison to pulpit. Feb'23:12
The grace of God at work in a federal prison. Mar'23:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62 Oct'24:49
Global highlights. Mar'61:5
They help people become whole. Feb'62:15
Ministry to the almost-forgotten men. Jul'65:32
Chaplains counsel men in correctional training. Feb'71:33
Ministering to those who are confined. Feb'72:20
A first-hand look at criminal justice. Mar'72:28
No bars to learning. Dec'72:5
Ministry behind prison walls. Mar'73:26

PRISONERS
See also       EX-CONVICTS
Person-to-person ambassador. Sep'68:20

PRISONERS OF WAR
The war prisoner speaks... Feb'42:9
Greetings from Mrs. Henderson. Feb'42:30
The state of the church. Jun'42:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'42:39
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39       Apr'43:39
I was in prison and ye came unto me! Jan'44:36
Dr. Henderson escapes Nazi prison. Feb'44:3
Chapei Center in retrospect. Feb'44:19
A beacon of light in a world of Chaos. Feb'44:24
News room. Feb'44:34
What I think of it all. Mar'44:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:33
Our times are in His hands. Feb'45:7
Missionaries freed in Philippines. Apr'45:5
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:32
Prisoner of war. May'45:7
These years were not wasted. Jul'45:17
Christianity helps. Jul'45:40
Concentration in retrospect. Sep'45:24
Disciple chaplain back in U.S. after release. Dec'45:19
Christmas 1943 and Christmas 1945. Dec'45:28
Reconstructing "behind barbed wire." Apr'47:29
Return from Russia. Dec'48:18

PRISONS
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45
In brief. Apr'69:39
World events. May'71:37       Jun'71:38

PRITCHARD, (married to Edgar D. Pritchard)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
Pritchard, Clifford Ray, 1903- (married to Florence Pritchard)
Letters. Feb'73:4

PRITCHARD, CLIFFORD RAY, 1903-
quoted. New room. Dec'54:40
News room (photo) Jan'62:32
Global highlights (photo)
        Apr'63:4     May'63:6
Portrait of a rural pastor (photos) May'63:11

PRITCHARD, EDGAR D.
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34

PRITCHARD, ETTA M
In memoriam. Jul'44:33

PRITCHARD, FLORENCE (married to Clifford Ray Pritchard)
Global highlights (photo) May'63:6
Portrait of a rural pastor (photo) May'63:13
PRITCHARD, FLORISE SCOTT
    (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
PRITCHARD, GEORGE H
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
PRITCHARD, HATTIE MACAULEY BYERS, -1965
    (married to Harry Otis Pritchard)
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
    In memoriam. Sep'65:51
Pritchard, Harmon O., 1906-
    American liberty is being destroyed. May'37:16
    A half century of service. Sep'45:8
    The actuary views the plan. Sep'52:17
PRITCHARD, HARMON O., 1906-
    (photo) Sep'41:7  Sep'42:11
    quoted. The threshold. Oct'42:2
    Ministers in behalf of the ministry (photo) Dec'42:26
    (photo) Sep'45:8
    Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8 (photo p. 9)
    (photo) Sep'52:17
    News room. Apr'55:38
    It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8
    They work for you (photo) Apr'58:25
    News room. Jun'63:41
Pritchard, Harry Otis, 1876-1936
    (married to Hattie Macauley Byers Pritchard)
    The shortage of ministry. Feb'19:6
    An economic crime. Jun'19:34
    "Go away to college" service. Sep'19:39
    Charles C. Chapman--who is he? Oct'19:31
    Let there be light. Jan'20:4
    Our underpaid college teachers. Apr'20:13
    Education and democracy. May'20:25
    Thomas Jefferson and education. Jul'20:9
    Three inexorable laws. Sep'20:20
    Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:12
    Rising tide of education support. Apr'22:22
    The objectives of the Board of Education. Jan'23:4
    A martyr of Christian education. May'23:18
    A new venture in faith. Sep'24:17
    A backward glance and a forward look. Jan'25:6
    Our youngest college. Mar'25:23
    Heroism at Spokane. May'25:43
    What makes a college Christian? Jan'26:8
    A great and growing work reviewed. Jun'26:30
    Indiana claims her own. Oct'26:36
    A word to the preachers. Jan'28:22
    Some have and some haven't. Sep'28:21
    Another league of laymen. Jan'29:7
    Do figures ever lie? Jun'29:23
    Ask me another. Jan'30:15
    Our pundits talk things over. Mar'30:20
    Speaking of books. Mar'30:42  Jul'30:32
    Miner Lee Bates, an appreciation. Oct'30:19
    Is there a place for the church college today? Jan'31:7
    The dawn of educational reform. Mar'31:23
    Our neighbors set an embarassing pace. Sep'31:23
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:6
Hail to youth! Sep'32:9
Christian education costs! Jan'33:10
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:32
Youth day. Sep'33:6
The church and higher education. Jan'34:8
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:32
Thomas Carr Howe. Jun'34:23
Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
The shakedown in education. Jan'35:8
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
From college towers. Mar'35:34
News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:33
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32
Book chat. Jul'35:31
College commencements. Jul'35:32
A young man heads an old college. Oct'35:17
A century of higher education. Jan'36:7
Harvey H. Harmon... Feb'36:19
Militant pacifists. Mar'36:12
Chosen because of merit. Apr'36:22
Two Disciple educators pass. Jun'36:19
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
College commencements. Jul'36:33
President Lyon resigns. Sep'36:15
Lynchburg looks ahead. Sep'36:27

PRITCHARD, HARRY OTIS, 1876-1936

Board of Education and the work of our colleges.

Eureka Missionary Service Flag (photo) Jun'19:49
quoted. The Campaign for underwriting. May'21:7
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:64
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
Conference on Bible work in State Universities (photo) Nov'22:34
(photos)

College of Missions notes. Dec'25:52
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
quoted. Thinking it through with our educators. Apr'28:17
Our educational work stands in review. Jun'29:29
News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:41
Our college leaders face their task. Jun'30:21
(photos) Jun'30:32 Dec'30:46

Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
(photo) Dec'31:32
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:32
(photo) May'33:4 Jun'33:33 Jan'34:8
The threshold. Jan'34:2
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31
Personalities. Apr'36:24
(death) Harry Otis Pritchard. Dec'36:3,16
(photo) Jan'39:front cover Sep'39:9 Nov'49:28
Higher education in the past half-century (photo) Jan'69:37
PRITCHARD, HELEN
See CRISWELL, HELEN PRITCHARD
PRITCHARD, HOWARD A
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'53:31
PRITCHARD, JAMES B. GIBEON, WHERE THE SUN STOOD STILL
Book chat. Feb'63:41
PRITCHARD, MAY
PRITCHARD, OREN D., 1903?-1978
World Convention--a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
PRITCHARD, PAUL B., 1910-1967
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:47
PRITCHARD, ROSS McELROY, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
PRITCHARD, SYDNEY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
PRITCHETT, D A
Memorium. Jun'36:39
Pritchett, Ervin G
Letters.
Dec'65:46 Apr'66:inside front cover Oct'71:4
Pritchett, Virginia
It would be enough (poem) Feb'66:48
To thos bereft (poem) May'66:47
PRIZE SERMONS
Book reviews. Jan'35:44
"A PROBLEM OF POWER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jun'70:29
PROCESS PHILOSOPHY AND CHRISTIAN THOUGHT
New books. Jun'71:28
PROCHNOW, HERBERT V. MEDITATIONS ON THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
Book chat. Apr'47:46
PROCTER, ALEXANDER, 1825-1900
(photo) Mar'28:32
Notable ministries of the Kansas City area (photo) Sep'36:6
PROCTOR, ETTA
See SHORT, ETTA PROCTOR
PROCTOR, FRANCIS W
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
PROCTOR, HENRY HUGH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
PROCTOR, HENRY HUGH. BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE
Speaking of books. Mar'26:55
Proctor, Samuel DeWitt, 1921-
Why the National Council? Jun'65:16
PROCTOR, SAMUEL DeWITT, 1921-  
Global highlights. Jul'66:5  
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27

PRODIGAL SON (FABABLE)  
The homecoming (poem) Feb'65:25

PROEBSTEL, JOHN E  
(photo) Mar'24:57

PROEFROCK, MAUDE  
Memoriam. Jan'35:40

"PROFILES OF PROMISE" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'65:44

PROGRAM OF ADVANCE  
Jun'26:49

PROGRAM OF EDUCATION AND ACTION FOR WORLD PEACE  
Global highlights. Jul'59:7

"A PROGRAM OF GUIDANCE AND RECRUITMENT" (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visual suggestions. May'61:40

THE PROGRESSIVE THOUGHT  
A thirst for knowledge. Jan'24:43

PROHIBITION  
The Prohibition front. Jan'19:25  
The sad plight of the liquor power. Mar'19:8  
The Eighteenth Amendment. Apr'19:43  
World Prohibition next. May'19:16  
Jun'19:46,59  
Why world Prohibition? Jul'19:9  
Prohibition and brotherhood. Jul'19:9  
We will remember. Jul'19:9  
Victory Sunday. Jul'19:12  
The fight on beer. Aug'19:29  
Here's a coup of cheer... Aug'19:29  
No Prohibition on thirst. Aug'19:29  
Prohibition rests on a solid basis. Aug'19:29  
Victory day. Aug'19:43  
New Hampshire officials converted by Prohibition. Sep'19:31  
Ohio must vote on Prohibition. Oct'19:57  
Notes. Oct'19:59  
Campaigning for Prohibition. Dec'19:33  
The place of the church in the movement for world Prohibition. Feb'20:39  
Notes. Feb'20:64  
Missions and drink. Mar'20:23  
Post-Victory problems. Mar'20:25  
Temperance--a world problem. Mar'20:52  
Temperance progress in Belgium. Mar'20:52  
Notes. Mar'20:63  
Will they write it in the platform? Apr'20:28  
Apr'20:35  
A question of life or death. Apr'20:49  
Notes. Apr'20:49  
The Christian at the primaries. May'20:24  
Notes. Jun'20:59,60,62,64  
Prohibition diversifies $2,000,000,000 into useful channels. Jul'20:27  
Notes. Jul'20:40,43,46  
Trust God--trust God's people. Aug'20:3  
The Eighteenth Amendment to the National Constitution. Aug'20:22  
Liberalizing the Volstead Act. Sep'20:43  
Notes. Sep'20:59
Prohibition among the negroes. Feb'21:30
Temperance draughts. Jul'21:29
The lawless traffic in liquor. Apr'22:57
A new angle to Prohibition. Jul'22:44
Recommendations. Apr'23:42
What is Prohibition doing? Jun'23:59
Prohibition and health. Jun'23:60
Who are the people? Jul'23:3
What Christian women think of Prohibition. Jul'23:45
Echoes from everywhere.
A call to citizenship. Jan'24:19
Glimpses of the religious world.
    Jan'24:52      Feb'24:45,46
Railroad men indorse Prohibition. Apr'24:37
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45       May'24:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
The chief peril of our democracy. Jul'24:4
Prohibition and personal liberty. Jul'24:20
Prize winning Prohibition essay. Jul'24:23
Glimpses of the religious world.
    Sep'24:47      Dec'24:47      Jun'25:45
    Oct'24:53      Jan'24:47
Drying up New York. May'25:37
Mr Sargeant speaks to church people. Jul'25:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
Prohibition wins Olympics. Sep'25:26
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics. Nov'25:51
Federal Council issues strong statement on Prohibition. Dec'25:34
The law's call to Christianity. Jan'26:24
The citizen and the liquor laws. Feb'26:14
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
The Anti-Prohibition crusade. Apr'26:30
Against the hip flask. Jun'26:61
If, to please the people. Jul'26:23
The last page. Jul'26:64
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'26:58
A pointed noncommittal. Nov'26:13
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'26:45
The last page. Dec'26:64
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:41
The last page. Feb'27:64
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
Gordon throws down the gauntlet. Apr'27:27
So many people say it. May'27:19
Remember the saloon. Jun'27:4
A plea for personal liberty. Jul'27:4
Large service for small outlay. Jul'27:4
Is Prohibition making good? Jul'27:8
A referendum in 1928. Jul'27:10
Negroes and Prohibition. Dec'27:55
Ontario is paying the price. Jan'28:4
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
Who are the violators. Feb'28:4
Prohibition. Feb'28:21
Prohibition (poem) Feb'28:21
Who benefits by Prohibition? Mar'28:28
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45
Moral issues in the Presidential campaign. Jul'28:5
Firecracker Christians. Jul'28:9
The Prohibition outlook. Jul'28:11
When the liquor? and whither? Oct'28:4
Two distinctions. Dec'28:4
Impressions of America. Mar'29:36
Hold on! Jun'29:24
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:62
Some recent gains in Prohibition. Jul'29:6
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
Who benefits by Prohibition? Nov'29:26
Some things that led to Prohibition. Dec'29:56
The tenth anniversary of Prohibition. Jan'30:4
Listening in on the world. Mar'30:26 Apr'30:20
The fallacy of Prohibition polls. May'30:26
The last page. May'30:48
Jul'30:much of issue
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:30
...takes stock. Jan'31:14
Listening in on the world. Jan'31:22 Feb'31:20
Eighteenth Amendment declared unconstitutional! Feb'31:24
Apropos Prohibition. Feb'31:30
Listening in on the world. Mar'31:26
The drys are out of the trenches! Apr'31:21
Listening in on the world. May'31:24
Jul'31:much of issue
What are young people thinking about Prohibition? Nov'31:16
Listening in on the world. Nov'31:22
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:30
Shall I vote in the Literary Digest poll? Apr'32:19
Listening in on the world. Apr'32:24 May'32:19
Jul'32:much of issue
Listening in on the world. Aug'32:22
Christian citizenship looks at 1932. Sep'32:20
Listening in on the world. Oct'32:23
Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:29
Listening in on the world. Dec'32:21
Beer versus bread. Feb'33:3
The church and Prohibition. Feb'33:19
No repeal. Mar'33:47
Listening in on the world. Apr'33:18
The month among Disciples. May'33:4
Dry fight warms. Jun'33:15
Listening in on the world. Sep'33:22
Has repeal solved the liquor problem? Jul'34:4
Alcohol problems. Jul'68:11
PROJECT EQUALITY (NEW YORK)
Global highlights. Feb'69:30
...one means of reconciliation. Jul'69:16
World events. Jan'70:36 Mar'70:36 May'71:36
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
World events. Jul'72:39
PROKHANOFF, EUGENE
(photo) Nov'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
Prokhanoff, Ivan Stepanovich, 1869-1935
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:63
PROKHANOFF, IVAN STEPANOVICH, 1869-1935
The evangelical church in Russia (photo) May'24:14
(photo) Nov'25:55
Missionary illustrations... Mar'27:41
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:22
(death) In the Lone Star State. Nov'35:28
PROKHANOFF, PAUL
(photo) Nov'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
PROKHANOFF, SLAVA
(photo) Nov'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
PROKHANOFF, SLAVA. EXPERIENCES WITH COMMUNISM IN RUSSIA
Speaking of books. Nov'28:44
PROKHANOFF, WALTER
(photo) Nov'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
Prokopoff, Stephen
As Russians see it. Aug'23:47
PROKOPOFF, STEPHEN
(photo) May'23:56
PROPAGANDA
Religious propaganda in Japan. Feb'25:40
Too much for own good. Jan'34:3
The "low down" on propaganda. Apr'41:4
Social trends. Jun'41:22
Classroom and campus. Jan'43:28
PROPHETS
Book chat. Mar'48:20
PROSPECT, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Sunday school) Nov'22:42
PROTESTANT CHURCH OWNED PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
Global highlights. Apr'48:2 May'53:4
Publishing houses. Apr'56:46
Protestant publishing. Apr'58:49
PROTESTANT CONFERENCE ON CHILD WELFARE
Global highlights. Nov'49:3
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE U.S.A.
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:63
Glimpses of the religious world.
Sep'24:47 Jul'25:45 Sep'25:45
The Bishop's crusade. Feb'27:4
Global highlights. Nov'50:3 Nov'52:4 Jul'55:4
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5
In brief. Dec'67:8
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'70:5
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. CHURCH PENSION FUND
Pension Fund notes and news. Jan'42:47
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE U.S.A. WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Women urge promotion of Christian citizenship. Nov'52:47
PROTESTANT FILM COMMISSION
Global highlights. Nov'48:2
PROTESTANT PRESS MONTH
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
PROTESTANT WOMEN OF THE CHAPEL
Women on world highways. Apr'63:33 Dec'64:33

PROTESTANTISM
Beyond Protestantism. Dec'32:9
Protestant strategy for brotherhood. Feb'45:11
French Protestantism looks ahead. Nov'45:4
Protestantism affirms. Oct'49:7
Protestantism in Italy. Feb'50:44
Protestantism and liberty. Oct'51:13
An encumbrance and handicap. Jan'52:6
The Reformation--its meaning for today. Oct'53:24
Understanding—a two way street. Mar'56:5
Neither complacency nor despair. May'57:8
The future belongs to freedom. Oct'59:31
Protestant—Catholic. Apr'61:49
Protestant dilemmas in Latin America. Nov'64:19
Vatican II and Protestantism. Apr'66:9
When Protestants marry Roman Catholics. Apr'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'68:5
Protestantism: dead or alive? Jul'68:13
Man-ana means dawn. Dec'70:12

PROTESTANTS AND OTHER AMERICAN UNITED FOR SEPARATION OF CHURCH
AND STATE
Global highlights. Mar'48:2
Social trends. Apr'48:18
Global highlights. Feb'56:3 Dec'59:7 Mar'63:6
Jun'58:5 Mar'60:6 Mar'64:6

PROTOFF, DANIEL
A new home for the Russian Church. Sep'20:4
Proudfoot, Merrill
A ministry of politics and hope. Nov'73:30
PROUDFOOT, MERRILL. SUFFERING: A CHRISTIAN UNDERSTANDING
New books. Jan'65:22

PROVIDENCE, JAMAICA
(photo of church) Dec'43:9
PROVIDENCE, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Mar'52:48
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND. SOUTH BAPTIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION (ST. LOUIS, MO)
Are there many children in need? May'19:11
Provines, Fay Huntington
See Backus, Fay Huntington Provines

PROW, ROY
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:13

PRUDEN, EDWARD HUGHES
(photo) Dec'39:inside front cover
Global highlights (photo) Dec'51:3
(photo) Jul'52:25

PRUDY, JEAN
Presenting (photo) Apr'67:8

PRUETT, CLARENCE A., 1919–1967
(poto) Sep'42:9
In memoriam. Sep'67:44
FRUITT, (married to John Pruitt) -1950
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
PRUITT, FORREST ALLEN, 1883-1953 (married to Julia W. Pruitt)
Pension Fund elects new trustees (photo) Nov'34:25
(photo) Sep'40:8

PRUITT, IDA. DAUGHTER OF HAN
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32

PRUITT, LOIS
(photo) Jan'21:8

PRUITT, MAUDE, -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35

PRUNTY, B F
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'23:53

PRYOR, R. LEE
COCU--avenue to mission (photo) Dec'70:41

THE PSALMS FOR MODERN MAN
The Psalms for modern man. Feb'71:18

PSYCHOLOGY
Book chat. Apr'39:25
Living with ourselves. Jun'55:20
Leaders study human behavior. Jun'55:26
Moodlin' Sep'69:33

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Global highlights. Jun'52:2

PU CHEN, CHINA
(photo of Christians) Feb'51:22

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS
The threshold. Sep'45:2

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Nursing and public health under the WPA program. Jul'39:8

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Does it make a good impression? Feb'59:23
Church members told how to write editors. Mar'60:46
Religion is news. Apr'60:10
Church and press. Sep'61:43
The church must speak to the people. Nov'61:19
The neglected bulletin board. Dec'61:17
Global highlights. Dec'62:7
12 tips for improving your church periodical. Jun'64:49
World Calling... Mar'65:10
Global highlights. May'65:4
Letters. May'65:40   Apr'66:42
The missing witness. Apr'66:19
11 tips for better church newsletters. Apr'66:50
"Mass-Co " and the church in Japan. Dec'67:41
13 tips to cut costs on postal mailings. Mar'68:50
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5
Breaking out of the media ghetto. May'72:16

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See also
RELIGION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Public schools and democracy. Jul'59:9

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
Is the pendulum swinging back to the religious press? Nov'27:16
A mission study book and how it grew. Apr'40:17

PUDDAO, MACONIS
(photo) Mar'51:9

PUEBLO, COLORADO
Global highlights. Jan'52:3
PUEBLO, COLORADO. ALTA VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights (photo) Jun'62:7

PUEBLO, COLORADO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:49
Good ideas (photo of Executive Committee and Superintendent of missionary organizations) Apr'29:34
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29

PUERTO NUÉVO, PUERTO RICO
(photo) Sep'49:17
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:15
Tradition breakers (photo) Jun'55:30

PUERTO RICAN HISPANIC CULTURE CENTER
In brief. May'69:38

PUERTO RICAN PUZZLES
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

PUERTO RICANS IN THE U.S.
The church in a changing community. Sep'49:14
A fertile field for the church. Jun'53:17
For adult mission study. Sep'53:36 Nov'53:36
Social trends. Feb'55:14
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:16
For adult mission study. Oct'56:36
What about the Puerto Ricans? Apr'57:15
Puerto Ricans on Fifth Avenue. Nov'57:15
New neighbors, new opportunities. Jun'59:9
Images of prejudice. Jun'61:10
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36
Singing in a strange land (photo) Nov'62:23
I wonder what they will do. Apr'63:12
The city, the challenge, the future. Jul'64:23
Room for growing. Jul'64:27
The cover. Jul'64:inside front cover
We learned to read. May'68:40
We offer our assets to mainland America. Apr'69:8
The Young Lords in New York. Feb'71:14

PUERTO RICO
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:12
How American looks from Porto Rico. Jul'19:18
Notes. Sep'19:48,50 Nov'19:63,66
Snap shots... Dec'19:10
Porto Rico news. Jan'20:44
Notes. Jan'20:60 Mar'20:61
Porto Rican judge recommends scriptures. Apr'20:57
Progress in Porto Rico. May'20:36
Energetic southerners. Jun'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:43
A house of all the nations. Nov'20:9
Echoes from everywhere.
They were put there just for me. Jun'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55
Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51
U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:35
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'21:59,60  Feb'22:55,62  May'22:64
Things you ought to know about foreign missions Jun'22:21
Porto Rico for Christ (photo) Jun'22:54
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:40
Annual report... Sep'22:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:59
Stewardship in Porto Rico. Feb'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56
What the Gospel has done in Dajaos. Apr'23:44
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
Echoes from everywhere.
    Apr'23:51  May'23:58  Jun'23:44
The Golden Jubilee on the mission fields. Jun'23:54
A beautiful Jubilee gift. Jul'23:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:51
Three great adventures (photos) Sep'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:61
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:63
Porto Rico and our missionary service. Nov'23:14
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50,55,63
Opening the doors. Jan'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:49,50,57,60
Free born souls in mission lands. Mar'24:7
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:49,50,60,61  Apr'24:60
Opening a rural community to the Gospel. May'24:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49  Jul'24:50
Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:61
When wedding bells rang late. Sep'24:43
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Annual report. Oct'24:40
Going forward in His name. Oct'24:59
A good steward. Oct'24:61
What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:51
(note) Feb'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:51
Evangelistic campaign in Porto Rico. Apr'25:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:63  May'25:50
An experience of real faith. Jun'25:34
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:56,61
They passed the goal. Aug'25:39
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:49,51,58
Without benefit of clergy. Sep'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
Annual report. Oct'25:36
Golden Jubilee home... Oct'25:57
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:49,60
How Christmas is celebrated in Porto Rico. Dec'25:57
A real shepherd of the hills. Jan'26:34
Program helps. Jan'26:48
The birth of Porto Rico (poem) Jan'26:50
Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:49,50
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
A Pre-Easter victory in Porto Rico. May'26:56
On the mountain top... Jul'26:37
Echoes from everywhere.
    Jul'26:51   Jan'27:49   Feb'27:48
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:48
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48
And now we're at home. Dec'27:60
Sharing the old, old story. Feb'28:34
Sunday schools. Feb'28:53
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
40,000 homeless in Porto Rico! (photos) Nov'28:27
A personal account of the disaster. Nov'28:28
When hopes of years were destroyed. Dec'28:58
Porto Rico again. Jan'29:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
A charge to keep I have... Mar'29:inside front cover
Ten reasons why we must maintain. Mar'29:7
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
What cooperation can do. Apr'29:26
We are of good courage. Apr'29:42
Missionary organizations. May'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:36
Dedication in Porto Rico. Jul'29:44
Developing women workers. Aug'29:43
Missionary organizations. Aug'29:46
A memorable day with our mission... Sep'29:28
Digest of annual reports. Oct'29:39
Programs... Feb'30:37
A new church is dedicated in Porto Rico. Apr'30:45
May'30: much of issue
Sowing in good soil. Jul'30:27
Programs... Jul'30:37   Sep'30:37
Homes--and homes in Porto Rico. Oct'30:23
Missionary organizations. Oct'30:36
Devotional study for adult organizations. Oct'30:38
Interesting facts about Porto Rico. Oct'30:38
A goal reached in Manati... Nov'30:30
Porto Rico (poem) Nov'30:36
Missionary organizations. Nov'30:36
Missionary illustrations... Feb'31:45
What's coming in Latin America? Mar'31:8
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39
Forty-eight hours. May'31:28
Don-a Carmen. Jul'31:27
Churches for a Puerto Rican farmers. Dec'31:suppl:7
(photo) Dec'31:suppl:9
Porto Rican youth face island issues. Dec'31:30
Growing interest in Puerto Rico. Feb'32:26
A young man who would not down. Aug'32:29
Tibet and Puerto Rico. Nov'32:4
Our continuing progress in foreign missions. Jun'33:13
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:39,40
Rivers of Puerto Rico. Sep'34:18
What I owe to Christ. Sep'34:19
Unemployment and prayer meetings. Jan'34:47
From the land of poinsettias and palms. Feb'35:34
Thirty-one days in Puerto Rico. Oct'35:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34
The Disciples of Christ in Latin America. Jan'36:23
(photo) Jan'36:24
All-American all church fiesta. Feb'36:32
Programs for adult organizations. Feb'36:36
Programs for young people. Feb'36:37
Problems in Puerto Rico. May'36:29
Training leaders imperative. May'36:47
The Puerto Rican convention. Jun'36:28
What Puerto Rico wants. Sep'36:12
I found the fountain of youth (photos) Jan'38:12
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:39
A world wide fellowship. Jul'38:28
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:19
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'40:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29
Christianity on the march... Jun'40:16
May'41:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'41:39
Pension Fund notes and news. Feb'42:27
Women and world highways. Jul'42:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
Puerto Rican church convention. May'43:26
San Juan Church. Jun'43:35
Speaking of islands (photos) Jul'43:13
Puerto Rican youth conference. Oct'43:24
The wandering Welshmen report from Puerto Rico. Oct'43:27
...mission. Dec'43:34
Servicemen's center in Puerto Rico opened. Jan'44:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:33
Tribute to missionaries. Mar'44:3
Servicemen in Puerto Rico. Jun'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:32
Music week in Puerto Rico. Jul'44:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:32,33
Music week a success. Oct'44:37
Puerto Rican Seminary celebrates anniversary. Jan'45:29
Puerto Rican pilgrimage (photos) Apr'45:18
Ricardo of Puerto Rico. Apr'45:38
Puerto Rican youth move forward. May'45:20
Retreat for Chaplains. May'45:36
The Seminary has visitors. Oct'45:22
Music week in Puerto Rico. Nov'45:23
Cooperative work in Puerto Rico. Jan'46:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:36
Committee on War Services news notes. Mar'46:40
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'46:36
Christian youth in Puerto Rico. May'46:29
News room. May'46:38
Puerto Rican activities. Jun'46:29
Committee on War Services news notes. Jul'46:42
Impressions of McLean Conference Grounds. Jul'46:43
America's responsibility for world cooperation. Sep'46:17
Puerto Rico--1945. Sep'46:47
Institute of music in Puerto Rico. Oct'46:27
A church in Puerto Rico shows growth. Jan'47:32
Global highlights. Mar'47:2
(photo) Mar'47:25
Forgotten island. Apr'47:6
Global highlights. May'47:4
Puerto Rican Disciples meet in Corozal (photos) May'47:27
On our own doorstep (photos) Jun'48:7
For adult missionary groups. Jun'48:36
A church alert and growing. Jul'48:10
For adult missionary groups. Jul'48:34 Sep'48:34
Youth and missions. Sep'48:35
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26
News room. Nov'48:32
Let's go to Puerto Rico. Dec'48:23
News room. Mar'49:34 Apr'49:34
...Isle of enchantment. May'49:15
Not just ordinary boxes. Jun'49:40
Church Extension goes abroad (photos) Sep'49:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
Reporting on Latin American missions. Mar'50:10
(photo p. 11)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'50:36
Theological Seminary, Rio Piedras... Mar'50:46
Ten unforgettable days. Apr'50:24
Church Extension goes to Puerto Rico. Jul'50:5
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950 (photos) Jul'50:14
Disciples of Christ in Puerto Rico. Jan'51:14
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
Crusade progress. Jun'51:26
...a fair and fruitful field (photos) Sep'51:9
The cry of the people. Sep'51:16
Entering the back door. Jan'52:6
...points the way. Mar'52:6
By their fruits (photos) Mar'52:22
The church moves forward... Apr'52:17
Women and world highways. Apr'52:33
For adult mission study. Apr'52:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34 Nov'52:34
...mission is alert to needs. Apr'53:34
News room. May'53:38
Latina American journey. Feb'54:18
Latin American missions mature under pressure. Mar'54:20
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'55:34
Youth and missions. Apr'55:37
Partners of the way. May'55:10
A full schedule. May'55:46
Tradition breakers. Jun'55:30
Women and world highways. Jun'55:33
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
News room. Nov'55:38
Global highlights. Jan'56:3
News room. Mar'56:39
Global highlights. Apr'56:2
Revolution in South America. Apr'56:18
The Puerto Rican mission matures. Apr'56:21
Clasp hands in Christian living. Apr'56:28
(photo) Jun'56:front cover
The cover. Jun'56:inside front cover
Global highlights. Jun'56:3
Partnership in Puerto Rico. Jun'56:9
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
Global highlights. Nov'56:4
News room. Feb'57:32
Global highlights. Apr'57:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34
Younger churches reach maturity. May'57:19
A trip to Mana. May'57:46
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:10
Limeade campaign. Jun'57:39
Caribbean close-ups. Jul'57:17
Global highlights. Sep'57:5
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Island expansion. Mar'58:46
Children's needs cannot wait. Juan'58:13
Common concerns of the churches. Jun'58:19
A second look at Puerto Rico. Sep'58:15
Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:23
For adult mission study. Sep'58:40
Global highlights. Oct'58:4
Women and world highways. Oct'58:35
Youths work on tour. Oct'58:45
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36
Global highlights. Jan'59:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
Women and world highways. Mar'59:33
Puerto Rican women note accomplishments. Apr'59:48
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
Global highlights. Jul'59:7
Dec'59:7
Apr'60:7
Year of change in missions. Sep'60:22
The younger churches are enthusiastic! Mar'61:11
Global highlights. Jun'61:4
The cover. Jul'61:inside front cover
How Christians look at rapid social change. Jul'61:20
All eyes on Latin America. Dec'61:26
Global highlights. Feb'62:7
Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:15
Partners in progress. Jul'62:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
Global highlights. Jan'64:7
In Puerto Rico a church is born. Jun'64:44
Global highlights. Feb'64:7
Mar'64:5
Sep'64:4
Puerto Rican preview. Oct'64:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36
Global highlights.
Jun'65:5
Oct'66:6
Nov'66:6
Apr'67:7
Head start in Puerto Rico. May'67:26
We found friends in Puerto Rico. Jul'67:40
Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'68:26
Church choirs are vital in Puerto Rico. Apr'68:45
In brief. May'69:38
Venezuelan Christians entertain angels unawares. Oct'70:24
World events. Apr'72:38
Jun'72: much of issue
Direct line. Jan'73:46

PUERTO RICO—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
In Porto Rico. May'21:27
The harvest is plenteous (photo) Jan'24:38
Programs... Dec'29:47
A side light on Porto Rico. Jul'30:30
...the exchanged, the chastised. Dec'32:17
At the crossroads of the continents. May'35:9
We visit Puerto Rico. Oct'37:18
How the church came to Mana (photo) Jun'42:26
Puerto Rican pilgrimage. Apr'45:18
The future of Puerto Rico (photos) Dec'45:20
Forgotten island. Apr'47:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Free materials on Puerto Rico offered. Jan'57:38
Transformation in Puerto Rico. Jun'57:49
A second look at Puerto Rico. Sep'58:15
Puerto Rico calls. May'62:22
Women on world highways. Apr'65:32
Puerto Rican close-up. May'65:29
The ABC's of Puerto Rico. Jun'65:29
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'69:5

PUERTO RICO—EDUCATION
A school near to the people. Nov'48:18

PUERTO RICO—POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Next step in Puerto Rico. Jul'47:5
Global highlights. Jun'52:2
Social trends. Oct'52:18
A rebuke to religious bias. Feb'57:8
Churches and political power. Jan'61:9
Global highlights. Apr'61:8
Which way, Puerto Rico? Dec'71:16

PUERTO RICO—STATISTICS
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38

PUERTO RICO UNIVERSITY
See UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

PUGH, CATHERINE (married to Samuel F. Pugh)
(photo) Jan'53:32 Jan'68:41

PUGH, CATHLEEN
See ERICKSON, CATHLEEN PUGH

PUGH, EDSEL FORD, 1923— (married to Ann Fox Pugh)
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26

PUGH, GERTRUDE PINKERTON, -1977
(married to Eugene Volney Pugh)
quoted. The threshold. Dec'34:2
(photo) Nov'35:25
Personalities (photo) Jun'36:13
(photo) Nov'38:6
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'48:4
For adult missionary groups. Sep'48:34
Women and world highways. Dec'48:27
God's design and the disorder of society. Feb'49:28
News room. Jan'50:34
Global highlights (photo)
   Dec'52:3       Jan'55:3

PUGH, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:31
Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:3

Pugh, Samuel Frank, 1904-
   (married to Catherine Pugh)
   (Editor of World Call, July, 1961 – June, 1971)
   (As editor he wrote the editorials which appear in
   almost each
issue and from July 1962 to June, 1971 he wrote a column entitled "World
Calling with the editor" which appears on various pages)
Strange fires (poem) Mar'44:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
Something happens when churches plan. Jan'54:10
Missionary worship service. Jun'56:39
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power. Nov'57:12
Moving members. Jan'58:17
Methods of record-keeping. Feb'58:25
Ministry to handicapped. Mar'58:19
Hidden motives for service. Apr'58:23
Attitude toward Christian youth. May'58:17
Inactive members. Jun'58:25
Ministry of music. Jul'58:23
Spiritual depth. Sep'58:25
Service and space. Oct'58:25
Your church looks at its leadership. Nov'58:17
Your church looks at its neglected persons. Dec'58:23
Does it make a good impression? Feb'59:23
Are members aware of today's trends? Mar'59:25
Safety precautions. Apr'59:25
Sunday evening. May'59:25
Christian quest groups. Jun'59:25
The minister at your service. Jul'59:25
The small church can be effective. Sep'59:25
Is it your business? Oct'59:25
Committee committees. Nov'59:25
Ethics for the church member. Dec'59:23
Church people have feelings. Jan'60:19
Marks of maturity. Feb'60:23
Spiritual life project for the local church. Mar'60:23
Are you in a rut? Apr'60:17
A mission center in miniature size. May'60:23
Christian courtesy. Jun'60:21
A code of ethics. Jul'60:23
A new decade for dreamers. Sep'60:26
How members keep up with the world. Oct'60:25
Take a good look at the premises. Nov'60:27
A look at Christmas. Dec'60:21
Report from Berlin... Mar'61:32
Report from Jerusalem. Apr'61:28
Miracle in Thailand. May'61:28
Are we world minded? Jun'61:30
Salute to a Disciple statesman. Sep'61:9
Christmas shopping (poem) Dec'61:50
Go-wise men! (poem) Dec'62:11
Book chat. Feb'63:41
Moments of meditation. Apr'63:37
Here and there with World Call. Jun'63:50
Moments of worship. Mar'64:39 Apr'64:39
New books. Dec'64:41
The homecoming (poem) Feb'65:25
New books.
  Sep'65:43 Dec'65:42 Jan'66:40 Sep'66:42
Don't cross the tracks! (poem) Jan'67:27
Eat a bug? Ugh! (poem) Feb'67:10
For a lousy nickel! (poem) Sep'68:10
New books. Feb'69:29
A world in need (poem) Feb'69:50
A memory (poem) Apr'69:50
Week of Compassion 1970 (poem) Feb'70:19
New books. May'70:29
So you're going to be a minister! (poem) Oct'70:8
New books. Oct'70:29
Alone (poem) Nov'70:11
Christmas (poem) Dec'70:50
Lift up your hearts.
  Dec'71:48 Jan'72:30 Feb'72:48 Mar'72:45
Un domingo en la manana. Mar'72:46
Lift up your hearts. Apr'72 - Dec'73 p.48
Bread to be broken (poem) Nov'73:46
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  (photo) Jan'54:10
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  Global highlights (photo) Jul'61:5
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  News room. Jul'62:36
  (photo) Dec'67:22 Jan'68:41
  More than just a mirror (photo) Jan'69:10
  A new chapter in the life of World Call. Jun'71:5
  The scene. Jun'71:44
  Dear Mr. Editor (photos) Jul'71:6
  Retirements from general ministry. Sep'71:32
PUGH, SAMUEL FRANK. HOW TO SELECT AND CALL A MINISTER
  Book chat. Dec'53:40
PUGH, SAMUEL FRANK. PRIMER FOR NEW DISCIPLES
  Global highlights. Sep'63:7
  Books. Mar'64:42
PUGH, SAMUEL FRANK. WORSE VERSE
  quoted. Lost power of lost people. Feb'57:9
PUGH, WILLIAM BARROW, -1950
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'43:33
   (death) Global highlights. Nov'50:2
PUGLIESE, DONALD
   Changes in church life. Jan'68:46
PULLEN, A. M. ADVENTURE OF SERVICE...
   Book chat. Nov'38:33
PULLEN, A. M. VICTORIES OF PEACE
   Book chat. Apr'37:20
PULLEN, LIDA A., -1964
   In memoriam. Jun'64:49
PULLIAM, EVA GUNN, -1949
   In memoriam. May'49:39
PULLIAM, SYLVIA
   News room. Dec'58:34
PULLIAS, ATHENS CLAY, 1910-1985
   Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
PULLIN, MICHAEL
   Churches in home plan enthusiastic (photo) May'59:45
Pullin, Morris Henry, 1903-1986
   How Alexandria increased its reading span. Jun'36:29
   Education goals are being set. Nov'48:7
   Moments of meditation. Nov'63:37
PULLIN, MORRIS HENRY, 1903-1986
   News room. Sep'46:40    Jun'52:38    May'54:38
   Feb'52:38 (photo) Nov'53:32
   These educational services change local churches (photo)
   Nov'54:9
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:7
   Disciples in the news. Mar'68:8
   Retirements from general ministry. Oct'68:24 (photo p. 25)
   Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
PULLMAN COMPANY
   Social trends. Jul'35:14
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:5
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63    Apr'23:49
PULPIT COMMITTEES
   Finding a minister. Apr'60:15
PULQUE
   Pulque drinking in Mexico. Jan'21:50
PULSE, EARL B., -1959
   Global highlights (photo) May'59:5
   (death) News room. Sep'59:40
THE PULSE (NEW ENGLAND)
   Global highlights. Mar'50:3
PUMPHREY, EVA G
   Memoriam. May'35:39
Purcell, Mary
   A Canada Society leads in service. Jul'26:47
PURCELL, W A
   Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18
PURCELL, WILLIAM. HIM WE DECLARE
   New bokoks. May'69:28
PURDUE CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
   Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
College notes and news. May'40:32
From the college campus. Jun'40:47
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:30
College notes and news. Mar'41:30
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:33
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:32
News of campus events. Jul'42:30
Classroom and campus.
  Jun'47:32  Jan'50:31  Dec'50:31
Pains and pleasures of living in a student center. Dec'51:16

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
At a University center. Nov'21:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
Listening in on the world. Jun'30:26

PURDY, ALICE ESTILL WILLETT, 1880-1930
  (married to George Dennison Purdy)
   Notes. Aug'19:45
   (photo) Oct'21:44
   (death) Aug'30:47

PURDY, ELSIE HATTIE, 1886-1972 (married to George Elmer Purdy)
   News room. Sep'47:41  Sep'53:38
   In memoriam. Nov'72:47

PURDY, GEORGE DENNISON, 1857-1946
  (married to Alice Estell Willett Purdy)
   Notes. Feb'20:59
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:21
   (photo) Oct'21:44  Mar'24:51

PURDY, LOUIS
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:5

PURDY, MARTHA TICER, -1942
   In memoriam. Sep'42:39

PURDY, MARY EDITH STEELE, 1894-1943
  (married to William Edward Purdy)
   In memoriam. Jun'43:29

PURDY, THOMAS C
   In brief. May'69:42

PURITAN, HAZEL, 1898-
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'56:6

Purkhiser, Hilda Marie Cunningham
  (married to Hugh William Purkhiser)
   To mother (poem) Mar'40:30

PURKHISER, HILDA MARIE CUNNINGHAM
  (photo) Aug'19:27  Jun'23:22
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34

PURKHISER, HUGH WILLIAM
  (married to Hilda Marie Cunningham Purkhiser)
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34

PURLEY, IDAHO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Aug'24:8
PURPOSEFUL TOURS

See also
MISSION TOURS

Women and world highways. Apr'50:35
Echoes from everywhere.
  (photo of tour group) May'50:38    Feb'52:36
News room (maps) Apr'52:39
News room. Nov'52:44
Let's go touring. Apr'53:41
Women evaluate home missions tour (photo) Oct'53:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'54:36
An open letter to would-be world travelers. Sep'54:26
Mexico tour. Apr'56:42
World tour planned. May'57:43
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Caribbean tour) Jul'58:38
Global highlights. Mar'62:8
Echoes from everywhere (photo of 1962 tour group) Oct'62:36
We saw his work. May'65:28
(1967 schedule) ...offered in 1967. Mar'67:44
World Calling... Jul'67:10
Global highlights. Sep'67:6
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33

PURSLEY, MATTIE MOORE
In memoriam. Sep'27:48

PURVES, ELEANOR K
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:3
Purviance, Harry Conley, 1922-
Letters. May'66:inside front cover

PURVIS, GENE ASHTON
Classroom and campus. Oct'61:32

PURVIS, JUANITA
See
  SHACKLETT, JUANITA PURVIS

PUSEY, MERLO J. THE U.S.A. ASTRIDE THE GLOBE
New books. Mar'72:32

PUSHKAUR
The birth of the Tigershead Church (photo) Oct'42:26

PUTERBAUGH, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Mar'42:39

PUTERBAUGH, MILTON P
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24

Putnam, Freda, -1967 (married to Russell Putnam)
Women and world highways. Jun'44:29    Oct'53:29
Congo women have great needs. Apr'60:27

PUTNAM, FREDRA, -1967
(photo) Jun'50:18
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... (photo) Feb'53:13
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'53:33
(photo) Oct'53:29    Jan'55:26
Our responsibility is to act (photo) Jun'57:28
Women and world highways. Jun'57:37
Here and there with World Call. Feb'58:50
Global highlights (photo)
  Nov'59:5    Nov'62:5
Six women presidents. May'67:48 (photo p. 36)
(death) Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
In memoriam. Oct'67:44
PUTNAM, JAMES WILLIAM, 1865-1940
(photo) Jan'21:5
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
(photo) Jan'25:32
A president for Butler (photo) Mar'35:15
From college towers. Mar'35:44
News of our colleges. Apr'35:34
(photo) Nov'36:40 Jan'39:15
College activities (photo) Jun'39:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
(death) Notes on college happenings (photo) Mar'40:32
Putman, M
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
PUTMAN, M (photos) Mar'24:52
PUTNAM, RUSSELL C (married to Frieda Putnam)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'58:50
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5
PUTNAM, WILLIAM, -1937
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:34
PUTTCAMP, RITA. THE SINGING BRIDGE
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
PUXICO, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25
PUYALLUP, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaires. Jul'19:53
PUZZLES
For adult missionary groups. Jan'48:34
Pyatt, Charles Lynn, 1886-1960 (married to Grace Strawn Pyatt)
Training our ministers. Apr'41:16
Clinical training of ministerial students. Jul'42:88
PYATT, CHARLES LYNN, 1886-1960
(photo) Jan'21:12
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:45
The colleges at work. May'33:32
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:32
(photo) Jan'40:7 Jul'42:28
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32 Jul'43:24
Global highlights (photo) Sep'46:2
Classroom and campus.
Apr'47:31 Oct'51:30 Nov'51:29
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:26
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:29 Oct'53:31
PYE, DOROTHY
...visits refugees in Germany (photos) Feb'53:28
PYE, ERNEST. PRISONER OF WAR 31,163, BEDROS M. SHARIAN
Book chat. Jun'39:33
PYATT, GRACE STRAWN, -1938 (married to Charles Lynn Pyatt)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
PYE, WATTS O
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'26:45
PYEONGYANG, KOREA
Where the Gospel has had a fair chance (photos) Sep'26:26
PYLE, ELLA
In memoriam. Apr'45:33
PYNE, SARA
Memorium. May'35:39
PYSCHEL, LEO
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33
PYSHER, CORDILIA
A labor of love. Oct'43:13 (photo p. 12)
QUADRENNIAL OF CHRISTIAN COLLEGES
   Classroom and campus. Sep'54:30
   Global highlights. Jul'58:7
QUAID, THOMAS DELL DORNA, 1883-1967 (married to Lena D. Quaid)
   Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
QUAID, THOMAS DELL DORNA, 1883-1967 (married to Lena D. Quaid)
   News room. Jun'63:41
   Here and there with World Call. Jan'64:50
QUAKER HILL HOSTEL (RICHMOND, INDIANA)
   Not refugees, but people. Nov'40:18
QUAKERS
   See SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
QUALLS, MAYME, -1948
   In memoriam. Oct'48:37
QUALLS, ROBERT
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'29:41
QUARLES, ANNIE JOHNSON
   (death) Mar'25:53
QUARLES, FRANCIS
   quoted. Last column. May'54:48
QUARLES, J E
   This year in home missions. Apr'37:24
QUAYLE, MARY E
   (death) Jul'24:53
Quayle, William A
   (note) Feb'26:39
QUAYLE, WILLIAM A
   Personalities. Oct'36:25
QUAZON, ESPERANZA
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
QUEBRACHE, MEXICO
   Ventures in unity. Oct'55:40
QUEEN, (married to Irwin S. Queen)
   Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33
QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA
   Hands across the seas. May'26:16
QUENETTE, HARVEY MORTON, 1919- (married to Mary Hodges Quenette)
   In brief. Feb'72:39
QUERTINMOUNT, (married to Jules Quertinmount)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'38:inside front cover
QUESENBERY, (MRS. J. E.)
   In memoriam. Mar'29:48
"QUESTION 7" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'64:43
QUEZON CITY, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo of Church of the Risen
   Lord) Dec'56:26
   Church of the risen Lord. Feb'57:26
QUI NHON, VIETNAM
   The church in Vietnam. Nov'67:44
QUIAMBAO, (married to Hector S. Quiambao)
    An unforgettable family. Mar'57:29
QUIAMBAO, (married to Jacob S. Quiambao)
    Virginia Osborn memorial clinic (photo) May'70:32
QUIAMBAO, HECTOR S
    An unforgettable family. Mar'57:29
QUIAMBAO, JACOB S.
    Virginia Osborn memorial clinic (photo) May'70:32
QUICK, DRUSILLA V (JOHNSON)
    New Southeastern Bible School Superintendent... Nov'20:45
Quick, Errett Burgess, 1881-1962
    The Bible School an evangelistic agency. Nov'20:12
    Lest we forget. Aug'28:43
QUICK, ERRETT BURGESS, 1881-1962
    New Southeastern Bible School Superintendent... (photo)
Nov'20:45
    Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
    Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20 (photo p. 19)
    (photo) Mar'24:58
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
    Echoes from everywhere. May'33:40
    (photo) Nov'36:43  Nov'38:13
    News room. Mar'41:42
    Wm H. McKinney heads men's work (photo) Sep'47:33
    (death) News room. Mar'63:36
QUICK, J M
    (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:40
QUICK, O C. CHRISTIANITY AND JUSTICE
    Book chat. Jan'42:23
QUIE, ALBERT H
    quoted. Quote...unquote. Jun'70:18
QUIERSBERRY, (MRS. J. R.) -1961
    In memoriam. Dec'61:35
QUIESENBERRY, MARY ELIZABETH
    In memoriam. Feb'31:39
"QUIET BATTLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'65:43
QUIIGGEN, BETTY
    (photo) Feb'40:30
Quiggin, Robert George, 1885-1973
    Hillcrest dreams itself into stone. Apr'23:34
    Springs of spiritual life. Jul'23:11
    Religious education among the Disciples of Christ in Canada.
    Nov'23:29
    In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
QUIIGGEN, ROBERT GEORGE, 1885-1973
    (photo) Oct'22:47  Sep'23:38
    In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:42
    Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40
    Personalities. Jun'38:15
QUIGLEY, HAROLD S. FAR EASTERN WAR, 1937-1941
    Book chat. Sep'42:46
Quigley, James M
    National Council--a Congressman's view. Oct'60:37
QUIJANO, (married to Emiliano Quijano)
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:28
Quijano, Emiliano
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:38
What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:27
QUIJANO, EMILIANO
(photo) Mar'23:38 Dec'24:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
(photo) May'29:48 Jan'31:19
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20 (photo p. 21)
(photo) Feb'39:4 Mar'39:11
Institutes in the Philippines (photo) Apr'40:42
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'46:37
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'52:4
QUIJANO, EXPECACION
(photo) Jul'23:22
QUILLIAM, ROY
(photo) Jun'54:35
QUILLIAN, PAUL. NOT A SPARROW FALLS
Book chat. Jan'53:41
QUIMBY, CARL
Global highlights (photo) Dec'48:3
QUIMBY, CHESTER WARREN. JESUS AS THEY REMEMBERED HIM
Book chat. Sep'41:23
QUIMBY, CHESTER WARREN. JOHN, THE UNIVERSAL GOSPEL
Book chat. Nov'47:42
QUIMBY, CHESTER WARRNE. PAUL FOR EVERYONE
Book chat. Jan'45:16
QUIMBY, KARL K
Global highlights. Mar'48:2
QUIN, H M
(death) Apr'23:55
QUINCY, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What happened at Quincy (photos) Aug'28:8
(photo) Aug'29:front cover
Our cover. Aug'29:1
(plans) Jul'44:21
Here and there with World Call. Feb'56:48
QUINN, DELORES READ
(photo) Sep'59:13
QUINN, EDITH
In memoriam. Sep'28:33
QUINN, JAMES
(photo) Sep'59:13
QUINN, MARY ELLEN
In memoriam. May'38:39
Quinn, Robert Sidney, 1913-
Letters. Apr'67:inside front cover
QUINN, ROBERT SIDNEY, 1913-
Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
News room. Mar'58:32
They work for you. Sep'58:44 (photo p. 28)
QUINONES, MARY MELBA
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:9
QUINTANA, GUILLERMO
News room (photo) Jul'51:39
QUINTERO, JUAN
   (photo) Nov'69:46
   Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:19
Quiacho, Faustino P
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34   Jun'60:36   Apr'61:36
   Mar'60:36   Mar'61:40
   Direct line. Jun'70:33
QUIOCHO, FAUSTINO P
   Filipino Christians want church union (photo) Mar'57:14
   News room. Jan'58:30
QUISENBERRY, (MRS. J. E.)
   In memoriam. Mar'29:48
Quisenberry, James Franklin, 1875-1963
   (married to Laura Turner Quisenberry)
   The building of the Woodward, Oklahoma, Church. Sep'20:58
QUISENBERRY, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1875-1963
   (photo) Mar'24:55   May'25:39
QUISMONDO, (married to Jorge Quismondo)
   (commissioning) Philippine church commissions four missionaries (photo)
   Nov'53:29
   A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:23
QUISMONDO, JORGE
   (commissioning) Philippine church commissions four missionaries (photo)
Nov'53:29
QUIST, GLADYS
   In brief. Jan'71:43
QUIVY, M. B., -1955
   (death) Classroom and campus. May'55:39
QUON, ALBERT T  (married to Lily Ho Quon)
   Women and world highways (photo) Sep'46:35
QUON, LILY HO (married to Albert T. Quon)
   California mother honored. Nov'45:34
   Women and world highways (photo) Sep'46:35
Quy, Lily
   Insight of a blind beggar May'72:9
RAAB, IDALENE M
News room. Jan'46:38
Missions on and off beaten paths. Sep'55:10

RABENS, RUBY
(photo) Dec'39:2

RABER, ALFORETTA
(photo) Mar'25:51

RABUN, JOSEPH A

RACE RELATIONS
Race relations Sunday. Feb'23:45
The work among the negroes in light of the future. Mar'23:50
The winning of Flora Marie. Nov'23:46
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:53
A prayer for deliverance from race prejudice. Jun'24:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45 Aug'24:50
Of one blood, Nov'24:56
Domination or cooperation? Jan'25:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
The pathway of progress. Apr'25:22
The first Interracial Conference. May'25:14
Speaking of books. Sep'25:50
Tilt up the color line. Feb'26:12
Speaking of books. Mar'26:55
Progress in race relations meet. Jun'26:54
This thing of prejudice. Jul'26:27
Popular fallacies about race relations. Jul'26:30
A "yellow peril" or "golden opportunity?" Aug'26:29
Three roads and none easy. Sep'26:11
A plea for fair play. Dec'26:25
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45
Our color-blind youth. May'27:17
The souls of black and white (poem) Sep'27:37
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
The Bible and race relations. Feb'28:61
(note) Apr'28:41
(untitled poem) by Countee Cullen. Jun'28:64
Church women to hold interracial conference. Aug'28:43
Brass tacks in the racial problem. Dec'28:25
Only a smile. Jul'29:47
Blind spots. Sep'29:11
Programs... Sep'29:33
Missionary illustrations... Nov'29:54
Programs... Jan'30:47
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
Programs... Aug'30:37
What will be our race relations tomorrow? Sep'30:13
Programs... Oct'30:37
Students and social barriers. Jan'31:9
Free literature on race relations. Feb'31:38
Earth color (poem) Mar'31:22
Who is my brother? (poem) Apr'31:22
The rainbow day. Feb'32:5
Flashlights on progress in racial recognition. Jul'32:16
Inter-racial cooperation succeeds. Sep'32:21
Melted into music. Apr'33:20
Listening in on the world. Jun'33:21
Christian brotherhood between races. Oct'33:17
Programs for young people. Oct'33:37
For racial reconciliation (poem) Jun'34:18
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
Racial brotherhood. Dec'34:30
On the interracial front. Mar'35:4
The blessed damozel. Jul'35:9
The threshold. Sep'35:2
Social trends. Dec'35:27
A son of the Confederacy looks at race. Feb'36:6
A daughter of the South looks at race. Feb'36:7
The threshold. Jun'36:2
A trans-Atlantic traveler studies race. Oct'36:8
Laugh, clown, laugh (poem) Dec'36:32
Social trends. Feb'37:25
Progress is being made. Feb'37:4
Church and community. Oct'37:25
Women and world highways. Oct'37:35
Feb'38: much of issue
Feb'39:3
That they may all be one. Apr'39:4
Programs for young people. Dec'39:35
Brotherhood and race. Feb'40:3
Color line (poem) May'40:33
Interracial brotherhood month. Jun'40:42
Interracial participation in church assemblies. Feb'41:17
Her children's friends. Feb'41:47
Measuring our democracy. Apr'41:4
As the twig is bent. Jul'41:19
Marian Anderson in Mississippi. Dec'41:6
Building a Brotherhood worth defending. Jan'42:20
The threshold. Feb'42:2
In the cradle of democracy. May'42:9
The church looks at race. Oct'42:18
How can we build a new world? Nov'42:8
The logic of race hatred. Nov'42:17
Social trends. Jan'43:24
Eyes on the Orient. Jan'43:33
Social trends. Feb'43:24
Now we know one another. May'43:9
An American question. Jul'43:3
Youth and missions. Oct'43:31
It is later than you think. Nov'43:7
Southern Christians consider race. Dec'43:13
That they may all be one. Jan'44:11
Color in the post-war world. Feb'44:10
A question of fair play. Mar'44:4
Americanism and Christianity begin at home. Apr'44:18
A double task. Apr'44:37
The threshold. Sep'44:2 Oct'44:2
Social trends. Nov'44:17
Protestant strategy for brotherhood. Feb'45:11
The white Christian and his conscience. Jul'44:11
A day of decision! Jan'46:22
Feb'46: much of issue
Intolerance and you. Mar'46:13
Is the Kingdom of God realizable? Apr'46:9
Social trends. May'46:22
For adult missionary groups. Jun'46:36
Youth and missions. Jun'46:37
In memoriam. Jul'46:9
Superiority? (poem) Jul'46:22
For adult missionary groups. Jul'46:36
Youth and missions. Jul'46:37
Brotherhood begins in my church. Sep'46:14
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:26
For adult missionary groups. Sep'46:37
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
For adult missionary groups. Oct'46:34
Are we making progress in race relations? Nov'46:13
For adult missionary groups. Nov'46:34
Youth and missions. Nov'46:35
Race relations in a university center. Dec'46:9
...actions rather than talk. Jan'47:21
Prejudice is bad business. Feb'47:7
Social trends. Feb'47:18 Mar'47:14
Global highlights. Apr'47:3,4
Is there no prophet? Apr'47:22
A child learns. May'47:36
The luncheon date. May'47:42
Boxcar number 9. May'47:46
The third front. Jun'47:46
Elections and actions at Buffalo, 1947. Sep'47:27
Ministering to the saints. Nov'47:45
Global highlights. Jan'48:2
Putting the "new" in New Year's Day. Jan'48:41
Virginians honor negro youth. Feb'48:5
Brotherhood on the march. Feb'48:10
Europe's refugee problem. Feb'48:11
Christian implications of race. Feb'48:22
Race relations in South Africa. Mar'48:11
Educating for human relations (photo) Mar'48:12
The passerby. Nov'48:15
Social trends. Jan'49:20
Christian education can solve the race problem. Feb'49:7
Social trends. Mar'49:23
Progress on the road to brotherhood. Oct'49:5
Building brotherhood into a city's life. Feb'50:18
People are people. Feb'51:10
Global highlights. Jun'51:3
The Christian faces the issue of race. Feb'52:7
Of one blood. Feb'52:27
Two cities named for human relations award. May'52:46
For adult mission study. Sep'52:36
Global highlights. Oct'52:3
Brotherhood--an American principle. Feb'53:45
Women sponsor program to ease community tensions. Dec'53:47
I am glad I could report progress. Feb'54:6
Global highlights. Mar'54:2
The church must face its frontiers. May'54:24
Issues at Evanston. Jun'54:28
Global highlights. Jul'54:4    Sep'54:3
Social trends. Sep'54:18    Nov'54:23
The shortest distance. May'55:26
Global highlights. Jul'55:4
Disciples move toward integration. Jul'55:12
Global highlights. Feb'56:3
When it is not easy to speak. Feb'56:5
Integration is working. Feb'56:13
Where do we stand on race relations? Feb'56:16
Issues race relations message. Feb'56:18
Gobal highlights. May'56:2
Wisdom, good will and race. Jun'56:8
Disciples and America's minorities. Jul'56:15
The church, the world and race. Jul'56:17
Global highlights. Sep'56:2
Social trends. Sep'56:24
Disciples face social issues. Dec'56:17
Prepare the way for unity. Dec'56:46
Global highlights. Feb'57:3
A southerner looks at race relations. Feb'57:11
Mid-Century tasks. Feb'57:13
Every land is a mission land. Apr'57:22
Global highlights. May'57:3,6
Student life can be dangerous. May'57:18
Jun'57: much of issue
The kingdom beyond caste. Jul'57:19
For adult mission study. Jul'57:36
Racial tension--a world-wide problem. Jul'57:40
...a two way street. Sep'57:23
For adult mission study. Sep'57:36
Youth and missions. Sep'57:37
For adult mission study. Oct'57:36
Global highlights. Nov'57:2
A church serves its community. Nov'57:23
For adult mission study. Nov'57:36
Global highlights. Jan'58:7
Voices of good will. Jan'58:10
Message on race. Jan'58:49
Let's look at race relations as Christians. Feb'58:11
On brotherhood. Feb'58:45
Global highlights. Apr'58:4
Social trends. May'58:18
Global highlights. Jul'58:6    Oct'58:8
Social trends. Nov'58:18    Dec'58:14
Women and world highways. Dec'58:35
Global highlights. Jan'59:8    Feb'59:5,6
Where we live. Feb'59:9
A venture in understanding. Feb'59:11
Book chat. Feb'59:24
Global highlights. May'59:5
"Pen pals" and a Bible. Jun'59:47
Global highlights. Sep'59:5
Social trends. Sep'59:16
Global highlights. Nov'59:4,5
Race relations are human relations. Feb'60:11
Social trends. Apr'60:16
Global highlights. May'60:5,6
Social trends. May'60:16
Stirrings of the spirit. May'60:30
Brotherhood, limited. Jun'60:9
Global highlights. Jul'60:8
Sit-in report. Jul'60:49
Global highlights. Sep'60:8, Oct'60:4,6, Dec'60:7
Disciples act at Louisville. Dec'60:10
Global highlights. Feb'61:7
Finding the secret of racial harmony. Feb'61:14
Atlanta statement. Mar'61:41
Global highlights. Jun'61:5
Churches for changing times. Jul'61:26
Achieving controversial goals. Nov'61:9
Supporting the positive. Jan'62:10
Global highlights. Feb'62:7
Practicing what we preach. Feb'62:30
Race relations. Feb'62:37
Religious liberty for all. May'62:10
Global highlights. Jun'62:4
But maybe in 102. Jun'62:9
Mission to persons in need. Jun'62:26
Women and world highways. Jun'62:33
More than sparrows? Jul'62:10
Clubs, guns and James Meredith. Nov'62:9
Neutrinos and racial understanding. Feb'63:9
Open doors at College Hill. Feb'63:17
Global highlights. Mar'63:6,78
Pioneer voices # 2. Apr'63:23
One family stays. May'63:48
Global highlights. Jun'63:5
Evolution and revolution. Jun'63:10
Concerning the race issue. Jul'63:10
Venture in understanding. Jul'63:30
Global highlights. Sep'63:5,7
A crucial time for us all. Sep'63:9
Personally speaking. Sep'63:10
Social trends. Sep'63:18
Global highlights. Oct'63:5,7
Walk a common way (poem) Oct'63:11
Global highlights. Dec'63:5
Let's stand together. Nov'63:9
Preacher without a pulpit. Nov'63:10
A prayer for today. Nov'63:20
Global highlights. Jan'64:6
Social trends. Jan'64:22
An L.C.D. for civil rights. Feb'64:9
Letter from an Alabama minister. Feb'64:19
13 personal tips on racial understanding. Feb'64:33
Global highlights. Mar'64:5,6
World Calling... Mar'64:10
Summer opportunities unlimited! Mar'64:31
Classroom and campus. Apr'64:35
Letters. Apr'64:48
World Calling... May'64:10
Social trends. May'64:14
Letters. May'64:48
Global highlights. Jun'64:6
Is this the church's business? Jul'64:15
Global highlights. Sep'64:6
World Calling... Sep'64:10
Social trends. Sep'64:14
Their burdens are ours. Jan'65:9
World Calling... Jan'65:10
Women on world highways. Jan'65:35
A decade that changed America. Feb'65:18
Letters. Feb'65:44
Reconciliation--in practice. Mar'65:9
The people in our backyard. Apr'65:19
Sorry, this house has just been sold. Jan'67:48
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4 May'67:4
After Detroit. Sep'67:9
Beyond boycotts. Feb'68:16
? and answers. Feb'68:50
Urban Coalition, continuing. Apr'68:9
Letters. Apr'68:48
Applause in the wrong place. Apr'68:49
Another kind of long, hot summer. May'68:26
Social trends. May'68:39
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
One-to-one tutors. Jul'68:17
Social trends. Oct'68:38
A channel of reconciliation. Nov'68:48
More than an interlude. Jun'69:20
Project Equality--one means of reconciliation. Jul'69:16
World events. Jul'69:43
Drake is concerned for the disadvantaged. Sep'69:12
World events. Sep'69:37
Editorials. Jan'70:19
A litany of brotherhood. Feb'70:9
World events.
    Nov'70:37 Jan'71:36 Mar'71:37 Jun'71:37
1971--International year for action to combat racism. Jul'71:19
World events. Nov'71:36 Jan'72:38
Reconciliation has just begun! May'72:22
World events. Jun'72:39 Feb'73:40
Commentary. Sep'73:50
We all bleed the same color. Dec'73:30

RACE RELATIONS--BIBLIOGRAPHY
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36

RACE RELATIONS SUNDAY
Feb'23:45
Feb'28:60
Feb'34:3
The threshold. Feb'35:2
Feb'36:4
Feb'37:4,42
The threshold. Jan'39:2
Building a Brotherhood worth defending. Jan'42:20
A day of decision! Jan'46:22
Social trends. Feb'47:18 Jan'49:20
Make brotherhood real. Jan'50:40
Of one blood. Feb'52:27
For adult mission study. Jul'57:36
Let man be himself. Feb'61:41
Global highlights. Feb'63:4
Youth and the world mission. Feb'65:38
RACHELS, MARY W., -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
RACOWICA, YUGOSLAVIA. SEMINARY
Scarecrows and seminaries in Yugoslavia. May'56:26 (photos p. 27)
RADAMACHER, RUTH
Results in the religious day school. Aug'19:56
RADBURN, NEW JERSEY
Blazing a new trail. Feb'30:6
RADCLIFF, KENTUCKY. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October 1 - December 1, 1967. Mar'68:31
RADCLIFFE, LYNN J. MAKING PRAYER REAL
Book chat. Oct'52:40
RADER, (MRS. W. H.)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'50:4
Rader, Bessie Beckett, 1884- (married to Blaine Rader)
Stories from life in a coke town. May'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55 Aug'23:50
In the land of foreigners. May'27:47
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:34
RADER, BESSIE BECKETT, 1884-
(photo) May'19:8
In the land of coke and smoke. May'19:9
Notes. Jul'20:46
(photo) Oct'21:29 May'24:2
Black diamonds and white souls. May'24:20
(photo) Dec'24:48 Aug'28:39
After sixteen years. Mar'29:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
A madonna of the furnaces (Photo) Sep'31:15
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
RADER, BLAINE (married to Bessie Beckett Rader)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
RADER, OWEN
(photo) Jun'54:35
Radford, Benjamin Johnson, 1838-1933
(married to Rhoda Magarity Radford)
The evolution of Eureka. Jan'27:22
RADFORD, BENJAMIN JOHNSON, 1838-1933
(photo) Jan'25:2
Teacher--preacher--writer. Jan'25:15
(photo) Mar'28:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:41
(death) Commencement days are here again (photo) Jul'33:34
RADFORD, C T
Notes. Apr'20:64
RADFORD, MARGARET T
News room. Nov'46:32
RADIATION (ATOMIC)
See
RADIOACTIVITY
RADICAL EDUCATION PROJECT
Beyond liberalism. May'69:15
RADIO, AMATEUR
See
AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
RADIO BROADCASTING
See also
AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING
Glimpses of the religious world.
   Feb'24:45 May'24:45
Radio in the land of the pagoda. Jun'25:43
Prayers and radio. Jul'25:44
The last page. Sep'26:64
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
The threshold. May'38:2 Jun'39:2
Foreign service broadcast. May'40:3
The threshold. Sep'41:2 Mar'42:2
Youth and missions. Jun'42:37
Global highlights. Dec'46:3
Radio citation. Dec'46:31
Global highlights. Jun'47:2
Missions becoming radio-conscious. Dec'47:27
Global highlights. Mar'48:3 Sep'48:2
The radio and education. Jan'49:6
Classroom and campus. May'49:32
Favorite programs for family listening. Jun'49:46
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:30 Oct'50:32
Social trends. Nov'51:13
Global highlights. Feb'60:7
The moral side of the news. Nov'62:34
Has radio abdicated? Jan'63:9
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
RADIO IN RELIGION
See
RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING
RADIO STATIONS, AMATEUR
See
AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
RADIOACTIVITY--PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Social trends. Jan'60:20
RADWAY, WILSON O., 1917-1972
Doodling. Feb'67:38
Raedeke, T A
Unlocking the heart. Jan'73:back cover
Raftery, Gerald
Old teacher (poem) Oct'35:48
RAGATZ, OSWALD G
    World events (photo) Mar'73:38
RAGAUL, INDIA
    Witness-bearing, Jan'24:44
RAGLAND, (MRS. R. A.)
    In memoriam. Feb'30:46
RAGLAND, H. M.
    LEAVES FROM MISSION FIELDS
    For adult missionary groups. Jan'50:36
RAGLAND, NATHANIEL MADISON, 1848-1933
    (married to Beatrice Shelton Ragland)
    (right top photo) Apr'30:14,15
RAGON, SYLVIA
    quoted. Women and the world highways. Apr'36:35
RAGSDALE, ALVA LEE, 1878-
    (photo) Mar'24:42
Ragsdale, Arthur Chester, 1890-
    (married to Clara Allen Gebhart Ragsdale)
    A layman looks at the church. Apr'46:18
RAGSDALE, ARTHUR CHESTER, 1890-
    Objectives for laymen (photo) Mar'46:21
    (photo) Apr'46:18 Sep'46:11
    Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'49:4
    A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:15
Ragsdale, Clara Allen Gebhart
    (married to Arthur Chester Ragsdale)
    Women and world highways. Sep'54:33
RAGSDALE, CLARA ALLEN GEBHART
    (photo) Sep'54:33
    Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:23
RAHN, ARTHUR
    A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23
RAHNER, KARL
    Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5
RAIFORD, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:56
RAIKES, ROBERT
    (photos of first Sunday schools) Nov'23:back cover
    (photo of statue) Nov'24:front cover
    Our cover. Nov'24:1
    The American Sunday School. Nov'49:16
RAILEY, KATHLEEN
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
RAILROADS
    College registrars busy. Oct'33:32
RAILSBACK, (married to Alfred Railsback)
    In memoriam. Aug'31:40
RAINBOW CAMPAIGN
    The Rainbow Campaign. Apr'19:51
RAINE, SUE
    Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
RAINE, JAMES WATT. THE LAND OF SADDLE BAGS
    Speaking of books. Jul'25:52
RAINES, AYLETTE, 1798-1881
    Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
RAINES, RICHARD C., 1898-
    Global highlights (photo) Oct'55:2
    quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:32
RAINES, ROBERT A.
quoted. Moments of meditation. Apr'63:37
quoted. Global highlights. May'64:6
Question: how spread the good news? (photo) Sep'71:9
RAINES, ROBERT A. CREATING BROODING
New books. Jun'66:20
RAINES, ROBERT A. LORD, COULD YOU MAKE IT A LITTLE BETTER?
New books. Nov'72:36
RAINES, ROBERT A. SOUNDINGS
New books. Jan'71:29
RAINES, VIOLA
News room. Oct'40:34
RAINNEY, GERTRUDE, -1952
In memoriam. Sep'52:35
RAINNEY, HOMER PRICE, 1896-
(photo) Dec'31:32
The threshold. Mar'44:2
Rains, (married to Paul B. Rains)
Book chat. Dec'35:31 Jun'36:43
RAINS, ELVA
Francis Marion Rains. Mar'19:35
RAINS, ERNEST ERRETT
Francis Marion Rains. Mar'19:35
(death) Sep'24:58
RAINS, FRANCIS MARION, 1854-1919 (married to Rose Stephens Rains)
Francis Marion Rains (photo) Mar'19:35
Notes. Jul'19:61
(death) Dec'19:31,58
Francis Marion Rains. Jan'20:17
(photo) Jan'20:18
Transylvania College... Jun'20:49
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:57
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
McLean, Rains and March 5. Mar'22:inside front cover
F. M. Rains. Oct'22:60
Evangelism in the Philippines. Feb'23:53
(photo) Mar'28:32
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:13
(photo) Jan'39:5
A rush into print (photo) Jan'69:12
RAINS, FRANCIS MARION, 1911?-1929
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
Rains, Paul Boyd, 1895-
As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:30
Going out two by two... Feb'25:12
RAINS, PAUL BOYD, 1895-
Francis Marion Rains. Mar'19:35
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Nov'19:inside from cover
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
(photo) Nov'25:27 Jan'27:40
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
quoted. The threshold. Sep'35:2
The threshold. Mar'43:2
News room. Jul'44:34
RAINS, PAUL BOYD. THE LIFE OF FRANCIS MARION RAINS
Book announcements. Oct'22:57
F. M. Rains. Oct'22:60
Rains, Rose Stephens, -1951 (married to Francis Marion Rains)
Little Mah Jong. May'24:40
Thou has set my feet in a large place. Jan'28:32
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
From the ends of the earth. Sep'28:14
A pioneer throws the torch. Feb'31:10
New building dedicated at Hazel Green. Jul'31:30
Another volunteer gone. Dec'35:29
Looking backward through 20 years. Jan'39:5
RAINS, ROSE STEPHENS, -1951
Francis Marion Rains. Mar'19:35
Notes. Mar'20:62
Rose Stephens Rains (photo) Oct'22:1
(photo) Jan'27:12 Jan'28:32 Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Rose Stephens Rains (photo) Jun'37:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31 Dec'37:32
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'38:inside front cover
The threshold. Dec'38:4
(photo) Dec'38:30
quoted. Circulation corner. May'40:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
News room. Nov'46:45
(death) Global highlights. Jun'51:2
A bequest to World Call. Mar'52:6
Unfinished business in Ohio. Jun'52:6
Salute to the past. Jan'59:10
RAINWATER, ANNA MARIE (married to James Rainwater)
News room. May'59:40
RAINWATER, JAMES WILSON, 1920- (married to Anna Marie Rainwater)
News room. Feb'60:34
(photo) Sep'60:18
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7
RAINWATER, JERRY LYNN
Classroom and campus. Jun'53:34
RAITT, JOHN
Global highlights (photo) Apr'49;2
What you can do. Apr'49:5
Rakestraw, Frederick E
Church in politics? Mar'69:27
RAKESTRAW, O F
(death) Apr'22:52
RAKLOVITS, JOE
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'66:35
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA. (NEW CHURCH in 1956)
Churches receive aid. Dec'56:51
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA. HILLYER MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'20:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:59
He yet speaketh (photo) Aug'31:31
...adpts every home plan. Apr'57:26
Here and there with World Call. Apr'57:48
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA. ST. PAUL'S CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-Jun, 1959. Nov'59:30
Raley, Coleman
   (photo) Sep'45:23
Rall, Harris Franklin
   The four Eastgers. Apr'50:7
Rall, Harris Franklin
   quoted. Feb'19:22
Rall, Harris Franklin. Christianity: an inquiry into its nature and truth
   Book chat. May'41:19
Rall, Harris Franklin. The God of our faith
   Book chat. Mar'56:20
Rall, Harris Franklin. Religion as salvation
   Book chat. Oct'53:14
Ralls, David E
   (photo) May'36:39
Rally Day
   Helps for leaders of children's groups. Oct'34:41
Raloff, (married to Edward Raloff)
   Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
Ralph, James E
Ralston, Margaret E
   In memoriam. Sep'27:48
Ram, (married to Beharilal Ram)
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:4
Ram, (married to D. R. Ram)
   Disciples witness in India (photo) Jun'55:7
Ram, Beharilal L. Rallia
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:4
Ram, D R
   To these we hand the torch. Apr'31:43
Ram, George
   Marvelous in our eyes. Jul'31:28
Ram, Ghasi
   The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51
Ram, Jessie
   To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40
Ram, Sri Raja
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'68:7
Ramabai, Pundita
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:53
   Pandita Ramabai. May'23:45
   Women and world highways. Jan'43:47
Ramadan
   The Moslem feast. Jan'38:27
Ramage, Judy
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'63:35
Ramaia, H. S. S.
   News room. Nov'61:39
Rambo, (married to Frank Rambo)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Dec'42:2
Rambo, Barbara
   See Hoshiko, Barbara Rambo
Rambo, Helen Elizabeth
   See Walters, Helen Elizabeth Rambo
RAMBO, KATE CLOUGH, 1868-1944 (married to William Eagle Rambo)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62 Feb'21:63
Supremely happy (photo) Apr'29:13
He made manual labor resectable. Apr'32:30
(death reported but not true) News room (photo) Mar'41:34
(correction - not dead) News room. Apr'41:34
News room. Sep'41:42
(death) News room. Nov'44:27

Rambo, Louise Steinmetz Birch, 1903-
(married to Victor C. Rambo)
Christmas and Christians in Mungeli. Feb'28:41
A rice harvest (poem) Mar'36:48
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'52:36 Oct'54:34 Apr'55:34
Mungeli hospital program grows. Mar'56:46
Echoes from everywhere.
Jun'57:38 Sep'57:34 Nov'57:34
Rambo, Louise Steinmetz Birch, 1903-
(married to Victor C. Rambo)
Wedding bells resound (photo) Jan'24:43
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
(photo) Nov'27:44
Supremely happy (photo) Apr'29:13
(photo) Sep'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
News room. May'45:28
Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:30
In brief. Nov'73:36

RAMBO, PHILIP
(photo) Feb'31:35

RAMBO, THOMAS, 1940-
(birth) News room. Nov'40:40
(photo) Jun'54:11

RAMBO, VICTOR BIRCH, 1926-
(birth) Jan'27:62
Missionary baby takes first place (photo) Nov'27:44
(photo) Sep'34:33
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

Rambo, Victor Clough. 1894-1987
(married to Louise Steinmetz Birch Rambo)
After many years. Jul'24:55
In the royal line of succession. Sep'24:41
Wonderful spirit in the convention. Feb'25:46
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:16
A struggle between life and death. Nov'25:62
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
Our prayer room. Apr'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:50
Result of a tonsillotomy. Apr'27:52
The story of three men. Oct'27:44
Missionary baby takes first place. Nov'27:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46,47
Christmas and Christians in Mungeli. Feb'28:41
Patients everywhere. Aug'29:27
Dukhua (the Blind) Oct'29:58
The missionary doctor... Jan'30:32
Call the doctor! Feb'31:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'32:39
From station A.S.I.A... Dec'32:26
The leper clinic at Mungeli. Sep'33:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:40
She nearly lost her chance. Jan'34:47
The blind see. Jan'35:45
Echoes from everywhere.
  Oct'35:39,40  Nov'39:38
India mourns. Jan'40:43
Echoes from everywhere.
  Jul'40:39  Sep'45:28  Jun'57:38  Nov'57:34
  Oct'42:39  Oct'45:33  Sep'57:34
Letters. Feb'68:46  Jul'69:35
RAMBO, VICTOR CLOUGH, 1894-1987
  Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
  The second generation on the mission field (photo) Dec'23:26
  Wedding bells resound (photo) Jan'24:43
  quoted. Missionary voices appreciation. Apr'24:57
  quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
  (photo) Nov'27:44
  Supremey happy (photo) Apr'29:13
  An Indian medical student testifies. Apr'31:34
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
  (photo) Sep'34:33  Mar'36:26
  Two men (photo) May'36:14
  Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Dec'36:30  Apr'37:30  Oct'38:34
  News room. Sep'41:42  May'45:28
  Workmen without tools. Feb'48:19
  New eyes for thousands (photos) Feb'49:13
  The blind shall see again (photo) Jan'51:28
  Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38
  Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:12
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'55:3
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'55:32
  Light out of darkness (photo) Nov'56:28
  Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:30
  In brief. Nov'73:36
Rambo, William Eagle, 1861-1932 (married to Kate Clough Rambo)
  A missionary baby and Church extension. May'19:53
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63
RAMBO, WILLIAM EAGLE, 1861-1932
  (photo) May'19:53
  quoted. For a memorial of her. Mar'26:24
  Supremey happy (photo) Apr'29:13
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
  We pause to remember. Apr'32:5
  He made manual labor respectable (photo) Apr'32:30
  News room. Sep'41:42
RAMBO, WILLIAM MILTON
  (photo) Jun'33:31  Sep'34:33
  Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
RAMENSKY, JOHNNY
  Social trends. Apr'51:21
RAMIRE, PAX CONSUELO ANENDAIRO
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:47
RAMIRE, SIMON
(photo) Sep'28:8
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:47
Ramirez, Hilda
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:22
RAMIREZ, MAGDALENA
(photo) Mar'38:11
RAMIREZ, MARIA
(photo) Jan'40:28
San Luis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
RAMIREZ, RUTH MINERVA
Echoes from everywhere (photo)
Jun'56:38          Feb'60:38
A victory for Ruth Minerva (photo) Feb'65:22
RAMJU, S. L.
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'38:38
RAMONA, DONA
Women and world highways. Feb'52:44
RAMOS MEJIA, ARGENTINA
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
RAMPLEY, LESTER CLAUDE, 1922-1974
(married to Mildred Jarvis Rampley)
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
Classroom and campus.
May'59:34       Oct'61:32       Dec'61:30
Global highlights. Oct'65:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'68:34
(married to Lester C. Rampley)
News room. Jul'50:40
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
Global highlights. Oct'65:5
RAMSEY, JOHN G
News room (photo) Jul'54:42
RAMSEY, WILLIAM. ST. PAUL THE TRAVELER AND THE ROMAN CITIZEN
Book chat. Dec'49:39
RAMSEY, KATHERINE L
The boy who wore his shoes to bed. Jun'60:40
Ramsdell, Katherine L
Letters. Jul'67:4
RAMSEY, (MRS. E.)
(death) Feb'26:51
RAMSEY, (married to George Ramsey) -1954
In memoriam. Oct'54:35
RAMSEY, (married to John Ramsey) -1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37
RAMSEY, (MRS. W. B.) -1958
In memoriam. Oct'58:37
RAMSEY, ARTHUR M
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'63:6
Ramsey, Caroline Vermillion Ritchey, 1892-1964
Nanking moves forward. Sep'24:37
RAMSEY, CAROLINE VERMILLION RITCHEY, 1892-1964
(photo) Jun'25:50       Jun'30:56
RAMSEY, CAROLINE RITCHEY, 1925-
         (photo) Jun'30:56
RAMSEY, DeVERE. GOD'S CHURCH
        New books. Jul'66:42
RAMSEY, FRED W
        Social trends. Mar'49:23
RAMSEY, GEORGE
        Advance in Nebraska (photo) Jul'63:19
RAMSEY, GEORGE H
        (photo) Mar'24:55
RAMsey, Hartwell M., 1912-1968
        Fowler homes serve young and old. Dec'54:8
        Friendship house. Oct'62:24
RAMSEY, HARTWELL M., 1912-1968
        Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31     Mar'54:30
        In memoriam. Feb'69:43
RAMSEY, J  E
        Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18
RAMSEY, JOHN
        In memoriam. Jun'41:39
RAMSEY, MARGARET
        In memoriam. Jun'43:29
RAMSEY, MATTIE
        A dream becomes a reality (photo) Dec'51:9
RAMSEY, PAUL. WHO SPEAKS FOR THE CHURCH
        New books. Dec'67:38
RAMSEY MEMORIAL HOME
        The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
        A dream becomes a reality (photos) Dec'51:8
        N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:25
        Please don't turn me out. Jan'54:30
        Global highlights. Jul'56:3
        NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
        NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
        News room.
        Jun'62:32     Feb'63:40     May'63:40
        Nov'62:42
        Global highlights. Jul'63:4
        News room.
        Oct'63:35     Jun'64:41     Nov'64:32     Feb'65:40
        Nov'63:40     Jul'64:34     Dec'64:36     Mar'65:34
        Jan'64:40     Sep'64:48
        NBA homes.
        Jun'65:46     May'67:40     Jul'69:46     Nov'71:46
        Jul'65:44     Jul'67:43     Sep'69:46     Dec'71:42
        Sep'65:51     Sep'67:45     Oct'69:46     Jan'72:49
        Feb'66:43     Feb'68:42     Jan'70:46     Sep'72:46
        Mar'66:40     May'68:42     May'70:46     Nov'72:44
        May'66:43,44  Jun'68:42     Sep'70:46     Jan'73:45
        Jun'66:45     Sep'68:42     Oct'70:46     Feb'73:43
        Jul'66:41     Oct'68:40     Nov'70:45     Apr'73:44
Ramsom, Ella, -1942
In memoriam. Nov'42:39

Book chat. Nov'38:33

Ranchi, India
Helping the blind to see. May'26:37

Ranck, J. A.
News room (photo) Jan'60:32

Ranck, J. Allan
quoted. Moments of meditation. Apr'63:37
Global highlights. Feb'66:7

Ranck, Lee. Look Up Free
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32

Rand, B J
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33

Rand, Benjamin L., -1952
Notes. Aug'19:45
(photo) Apr'27:12 Dec'30:2
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside front cover
In memoriam. May'52:39

Rand, Christopher. The Puerto Ricans
Book chat. Sep'58:46

Rand, E W
(photo) Sep'46:27
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:6

Rand McNally Bible Atlas
Book chat. Mar'57:38

Randall, (Mrs J E)
Notes. Sep'19:48 Nov'19:63

Randall, (Mrs. Q. A.) -1921
(death) Jun'21:50

Randall, (Mrs. R. N.) -1957
In memoriam. Sep'57:35

Randall, (Mrs. S. L.) -1923
(death) Jun'23:54

Randall, Arthur
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31
News from our colleges. May'38:32

Randall, Caleb Edward, 1839-1912
quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:21
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19

Randall, Charles H., -1941
Notes. Feb'20:63
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Apr'42:39

Randall, Claire
Women and world highways. Jul'67:30

Randall, Helena
In memoriam. Oct'27:48

Randall, John Ebenezer, 1874-1927
Note. Aug'19:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:62
RANDALL, JOHN EBENEZER, 1874-1927
Notes. Sep'19:48 Nov'19:63
(death) Sep'27:63
RANDALL, LELAND ARTHUR
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:9
(photo p. 10)
RANDALL, ORAL L
quoted. S.C.I. and Jarvis express appreciation. Apr'37:41
RANDALL, Q A
(death) Jun'21:50
RANDERS, JORGEN
Justice in a finite world. Oct'71:16
RANDLE, MARK W
News room (photo) May'64:34
News room. May'65:49
The dilemma of stretching dollars (photo) Nov'65:25
Randolph, A Philip
The negro in the American democracy. Feb'43:20
RANDOLPH, A PHILIP
(photo) Feb'43:20
RANDOLPH, EMMA -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41
RANDOLPH, H S
(photo) Feb'41:18
RANDOLPH, HENRY
Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
RANDOLPH, HENRY S
Global highlights (photo) Dec'55:3
RANDOLPH, JANE, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
RANDOLPH, WILLIAM H
In brief (photo) Mar'71:41
RANDOLPH JUNIOR COLLEGE (RANDOLPH CHRISTIAN INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE)
(CISCO, TEXAS)
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'24:56 Jun'26:57 Jan'28:42
Jan'26:43
Nov'26:53 Aug'28:27
Feb'26:53 Dec'26:57 Jan'29:42
Mar'26:52 Jul'27:41 Apr'29:30
May'26:42,43 Nov'27:40,41 May'29:44
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:59
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:9
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:45
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32,33 (photo of girls' basketball team p. 32
On the college campus. Oct'32:33
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
The colleges at work. May'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33
Closing the college year. Jul'34:44
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RANDSELL, SUSIE CUNNINGHAM
In memoriam. Dec'29:51
RANEARGER, ELIZABETH, -1948
In memoriam. Feb'49:39
RANGE, OZARK
News room. May'61:41
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'62:36
RANGELY, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An accounting of stewardship. Jul'47:21
RANIPUR, INDIA
In their own tongue. Jun'24:40
RANK, J. ARTHUR
New technique for visual education. Jun'49:46
Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:3
RANKIN, H. B.
NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:27
RANKIN, JEANNETTE
College happenings. Jan'38:28
RANNABAGER, MARVIN R
Classroom and campus. May'57:28
RANSDELL, (MRS. H. W.)
(photo) Dec'24:34
RANSIDER, (MRS. F. R.)
In memoriam. Jan'42:43
RANSLABAN, OTTO
(photo) Mar'59:5
RANSLEER, CHARLES W., -1951
In memoriam. Feb'52:37
RANSOM, CHARLES W.
Global highlights. Mar'58:4
The Ghana story (photo) Mar'58:31
RANSOM, EVELYN
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
RANSOM, MATTIE
(photo) Dec'27:10
RANSOM, R. C
(photo) Feb'41:18
RANSON, CHARLES W.
Global highlights. Oct'47:2 (photo) Feb'50:3
A new day for missions. Feb'56:22
RANSON, CHARLES W. THAT THE WORLD MAY KNOW
For adult mission study. Dec'53:36
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
RANSON, FLORA, -1960
In memoriam. Mar'61:41
RANSON, GUY H
Officers names (photo) Jul'68:43
RANTON, HAROLD EDGAR, 1920-
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32 Dec'50:30
RANTOUL, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
For men in service. Mar'42:27
RAO, ANAND
His name is "happiness" (photo) Feb'57:38
RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA
Our Indian neighbors. Jul'55:23
RAPINCHUK, ANDREW
   (photo) Aug'21:39
RAPP, ROBERT
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'51:30
RAPP, WILLIAM JOURDAN. OSMAN PASHA
   Speaking of books. Dec'25:41
RAPPANNOCK, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Hundred year churches. Oct'32:16
RARDIN, GLEN
   News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
RARICK, T M
   (photo) Apr'25:40
RASAY, DANIEL P., 1922–
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:35
RASCH, ROBERT. A ROAD TO RECOVERY
   Devotional aids for the sick. Jun'47:48
RASH, ANGELINE
   In memoriam. Feb'27:49
RASH, CLIFTON E., 1885–
   Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'51:4
RASKOLNIKS (OLD BELIEVERS)
   Old Believers make a home. Dec'59:45
   Global highlights. Feb'60:4
   New life in Brazil (photos) Jun'60:30
   Old Believers. Jul'61:49
Rasmusson, H Richard
   Marks of a true church. May'61:29
   "Do's" for a good marriage. Jun'62:20
   What is a Christian family? May'66:31
   Why go to church? Feb'67:13
RASNAKE, WALDO E
   News room (photo) Jul'54:42
RATANPUR, INDIA
   The Ratanpur mela. Jun'27:54
RATCHFORD, CYNTHIA
   In brief (photo) Sep'69:39
RATCLIFF GROVE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Oct'51:17
RATCLIFFE, ANNA
   Surgical knives for Congo. Mar'29:38
RATES, (married to Norman H. Rates)
   The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28
RATES, NORMAN H
   The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28
RATH, INDIA
   Notes. Apr'19:65
   Echoes from everywhere.
      Jan'21:60 Sep'21:54 Nov'21:60 Apr'22:51
   The acts of the Disciples in Rath (photo) Jan'23:51
   Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
   A new way of borrowing money (photo) Jul'23:42
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:56
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:62 Apr'24:50
   Child welfare in India. Jun'24:36
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49 Jul'24:49
Oh, see how he reverences his God. Aug'24:60
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49
Reaching the women. Jun'25:42
The ministry of healing. Jun'25:46
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49
Signs of promise. Sep'25:58
Missionary illustrations... Oct'25:55
Only a picture roll. Oct'25:58
Back home again. Mar'26:46
Echoes from everywhere.

    Jul'27:47  Sep'27:48  Mar'28:48
Tests and trials in India. Oct'28:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50
Rath and Mahoba. Jan'29:39
Echoes from everywhere.

    May'29:35  Jul'29:35  Nov'29:49
          Jun'29:60  Sep'29:35
Difficult to understand. Jan'30:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49  May'30:40
India and Pentecost. Jun'30:42

RATLIFF, ANNIE R. BEDFORD (married to George Ratliff)
Classroom and campus. Dec'46:30

RATLIFF, FANNIE STONER
In memoriam. Jun'34:39

RATLIF, GEORGE (married to Annie R. Bedford Ratliff)
Classroom and campus. Dec'46:30
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'55:4

RATTEN, LILLIAN RUTH
See
STERLING, LILLIAN RUTH RATTEN

RATTI, GINO A

    (photo)  Jan'21:5
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:30

RAU, INA MILLER, 1884– (married to Benjamin S. Rau)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'58:8
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'62:34

RAU, SANTHA RAMA. HOME TO INDIA
Of many books on India. Jan'47:29

Rauber, (Mrs. L. R.)
Letters. Jul'64:46

Rauschenbusch, Walter
The little gate to God (poem) Aug'30:35

RAUSCHENBUSCH, WALTER. PRAYERS OF SOCIAL AWARENESS
Speaking of books. Apr'30:31

RAUSCHENBUSCH, WALTER. THE RAUSCHENBUSCH READER
Book chat. Sep'57:40

RAUSHENBUSH, JOAN. LOOK AT LATIN AMERICA
On the making of books... Jan'42:32

RAVE, CHARLES E
King’s Chaplain at Toronto. Apr'30:25

Raven, C E
The family life of the church. Jul'26:7

RAVEN, C E
Personalities. Oct'37:21

RAVEN, CHARLES E. CHIRST AND THE MODERN OPPORTUNITY
Book chat. Jan'57:40
RAVEN, CHARLES E. GOOD NEWS OF GOD
   Book chat. Nov'44:21
RAVEN, CHARLES E. SCIENCE, RELIGION AND THE FUTURE
   Book chat. Feb'44:14
RAVENA, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of parsonage) Jan'43:1       Jul'43:9
   Social trends. Jan'44:14
   Here and there with World Call. Jan'58:50
RAVENNA, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34
RAVENSWOOD, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Home plan grows. Nov'59:47
RAVER, LOLA
   College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
RAWLINGS, TRAVIS D
   Classroom and campus. Jun'65:35
RAWSON, SUSIE
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:20
RAY, CHANDU
   Women and world highways. Jun'58:35
RAY, CHARLES
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:5
RAY, EDDIE
   All Peoples enjoying human rights (photo) Oct'52:12
   Disciples at Portland (photo) Sep'53:24
Ray, Hermon S
   Dinner with Kagawa. Feb'37:27
RAY, MAUDE,
   -1954
   In memoriam. Mar'55:39
RAY, ROBERT D., 1928-
   World Calling... Mar'69:50
   Honored for achievements (photo) Jul'69:11
   In brief. May'71:43
RAY, WILLIAM T
   World events (photo) Jan'72:38
RAYBOURN, VESSIE
   (photo) Jun'44:23
RAYBURN, SAM
   A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:9
RAYMOND, (MRS. T. D.)
   In memoriam. Jun'29:50
RAYMOND, HARRIET
   News room. Sep'46:40
RAYMOND, MAYBELLE
   World outreach sounding board. May'69:30
Raymond, Rossiter
   Christus consolator (poem) Oct'27:16
RAYMOND, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What they did and how. Oct'20:8
RAYNOLDS, ROBERT. THE CHOICE TO LOVE
   Book chat. Feb'60:44
RAYNOLDS, ROBERT. IN PRAISE OF GRATITUDE
   Book chat. Apr'62:41
RAYTOWN, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches. Jul'58:30
   Every home plan family is growin. Sep'59:46
   Minister says EHP an asset to church. Jan'62:46
REA, FRANCES A
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:33

Rea, Harrell Allen, 1917- (married to Dorothy Arnett Rea)
A new day for "Old First." Sep'63:11

REA, HARRELL ALLEN, 1917-
Global highlights (photo) May'61:4
News room. Feb'62:34
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:5
Presenting... (photo) Oct'64:8
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'67:7
Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:17
In brief. Jul'69:38 (photo) Sep'73:42

REA, P H
(death) May'20:50

REA, PATRICIA
(photo) May'42:33
"REACHING OUT TOGETHER' (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'60:46

READ, (married to Clarence A. Read)
News room. Sep'50:38

READ, (MRS. R)
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4

READ, A L
(photo) Nov'27:20

READ, BEULAH BREUSTER
In memoriam. Mar'44:33

READ, CLARENCE A
News room. Sep'50:38

Read, David H C
New every morning. Nov'57:19
Stand fast in freedom. Oct'58:15

READ, DAVID H. C. AN EXPANDING FAITH
New books. Dec'73:36

READ, DAVID H. C. OVERHEARD
New books. Oct'71:26

READ, DAVID H. C. SONS OF ANAK
New books. Mar'65:44

READ, GORDON
Strong ministers for the Decade (photo) May'62:19
Classroom and campus (photo)
Dec'62:34 Jul'63:37 Nov'64:35

READ, MARY FYFFE, 1859-1954 (married to Thomas Lee Read)
In memoriam. May'54:35

READ, MYRA ANNABELL BYERLEE, 1926-
(birth) Oct'26:62
(photo) Jun'37:25
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37

READ, RALPH H. THE YOUNGER CHURCHMEN LOOK AT THE CHURCH
Book chat. Oct'35:19

READ, ZNETTE
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'62:34

THE READER'S BIBLE
Book chat. Dec'51:19

READERS' DIGEST
Social trend. May'55:16
The scene. Jan'72:48
READING, (married to Cecil Reading)  
(photo) Nov'48:25
READING, CECIL  
(photo) Nov'48:25
READING
See
BOOKS AND READING
LITERACY
REAGAN, FLORENCE WILLIAMS (Married to Orville Reagan)  
(Marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:47
REAGAN, ORVILLE (Married to Florence Williams Reagan)  
(Marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:47
REAGAN, RONALD WILSON, 1911--  
(married to Jane Wyatt)  
(married to Nancy Reagan)  
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:44
Classroom and campus. Jan'43:28  
(photo) Jul'47:33
quoted. Youth Week... Jan'48:6
Classroom and campus.  
Jul'52:32 (photo) Sep'57:30  
(photo) Jan'60:16
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:32 (photo) Apr'67:34
Classroom and campus. Sep'67:34
A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:8
REAGOR, JESSIE C  
In memoriam. Apr'33:39
REAGOR, PAUL  
(photo) Oct'29:29 Feb'48:11
REAGOR, SIMON  
Classroom and campus. May'63:34
Reagor, W  F  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59 Dec'20:59
REAGOR, W  F  
Notes. Aug'19:45  
(photo) Aug'22:8 Mar'24:56
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
The ministers of Seattle invite you! (photo) May'29:24  
(photo) Oct'29:29
Reagor, William Paul, 1894-1956  
Myself and my church. Sep'29:22
Double dividends. Dec'38:18
An adventure in friendship. Jun'39:15
REAGOR, WILLIAM PAUL, 1894-1956  
(photo) Mar'24:47
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14  
(photo) Dec'38:18  
(corrections) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42  
(photo) Jun'39:15
REAM, (married to Roy Ream)  
In memoriam. Nov'39:39
REARICK, NELLIE, -1954  
In memoriam. Mar'55:39
REASER, (MRS. E. L.)  
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'29:43
Reaser, Bessie C., -1958  
A letter from the President. May'29:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39 Sep'30:39
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20

REASURE, BESSIE C., -1958
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:47
A birthday party. Oct'30:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41 Feb'33:40
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23
(death) News room. May'58:40

Reasoner, Norris Jacob, 1878- (married to Ramona Stover Reasoner)
Note. Nov'19:63

REASONER, NORRIS JACOB, 1878-
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56

Reasoner, W J
Note. Sep'19:49

REAT, LEE WARREN
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30

REAT, MARY MONTGOMERY, -1950
In memoriam. Jan'51:37

REAVIS, ANNA MABEL
(photo) Jun'23:30

REAVIS, BESSALEE, 1902-1945
(photos) Jun'23:21,30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45 Jul'31:42

REAVIS, BOWLING GREEN, 1870-1952
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

REAVIS, BYRON YOKLEY
(photo) Jun'23:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45 Nov'24:45

REAVIS, IDA
In memoriam. Jun'37:39

REAVIS, JOHN
(photo) Jun'23:40

REAVIS, JUANITO F
(photo) Jun'23:30

Reavis, Mabel Yokley, 1883-1935
(married to Tolbert Fanning Reavis)
Children of Argentina. Jun'20:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58 Jun'24:49
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51

REAVIS, MABEL YOKLEY, 1883-1935
(photo) Feb'19:32
Representative graduates... Feb'19:33
(photo) Aug'19:37
Notes. Aug'19:45 Nov'19:63
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
(photo) Aug'21:31 Dec'22:26
A glimpse into Buenos Aires. Aug'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
(photo) Mar'26:12 Apr'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(death) Mrs. T. F. Reavis. Jul'35:24

Reavis, Tolbert Fanning, 1877-1959
(married to Mabel Yokley Reavis)
Continent of neglected opportunity. Aug'20:10
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:53
Mrs. Atwater and party in Buenos Aires. Aug'21:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61
Building the Lord a house in Buenos Aires. Dec'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:59
Eight reasons for believing in missions. Feb'47:8

REAVIS, TOLBERT FANNING, 1877-1959
(photo) Feb'19:32
Representative graduates. Feb'19:33
Notes. May'19:61
(photo) Aug'19:37
Notes. Aug'19:45
Much work and few workers. Aug'19:49
Notes. Sep'19:49 Nov'19:63
Education the open door to Argentina. (photo) Jul'20:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50 Mar'24:61
Losses to our missionaries. Mar'23:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
A glimpse into Buenos Aires. Aug'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'24:45
(photo) Mar'26:12 Apr'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44
News room. Sep'47:41

REBER, DONALD D (married to Alma Reber)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'59:8

RECIFE, BRAZIL
Hope and stark reality in Brazil (photo) Dec'73:19

RECIPES
All-American all church fiesta. Feb'36:33
Gujiya. May'64:48

Reckmeyer, Luella
Women and world highways. Nov'51:31

RECONCILIATION
Global highlights. Sep'58:5

RECONCILIATION PROGRAM OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
Global highlights. May'65:7
Ask about it! Jun'65:8
Global highlights. Jun'68:7
? and answers. Sep'68:50
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
World Calling... Oct'68:10
A happening in Alva, Oklahoma. Oct'68:49
Reconciliation is shaped by persons. Apr'69:10
Update on Reconciliation. Sep'69:10
Reconciliation is responding to community needs. Sep'69:38
The mission of Findlay Street. Oct'69:10
Actions on social issues. Oct'69:17
St. Mark's project shows people the church cares. Oct'69:20
Reconciliation person-to-person. Oct'69:22
World events. Oct'69:36
Reconciliation in Wichita. Apr'70:12
Reconciliation is here to stay. Oct'70:18
Work of the Church at the general level. Jan'71:25
In brief. Jan'71:43 May'71:39
RECONSTRUCTION (1939–1951)
Reconstruction and Christian opportunity. Jan'44:11
Reports from the front. Feb'49:17
Toward reconstruction in Greece. Jul'49:20
A promise of golden mountains. Jul'49:35

RECORDINGS, PHONOGRAPH
See
PHONORECORDS

RECORDS, RALPH L
(photo) Jan'39:17

RECREATION
See
LEISURE
"RECRUITS FOR CHRIST" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'56:45

RECTOR, (MRS. J. F.) –1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37

Reactor, Franklin Eugene, 1911–
News churches for the nation's needs. Jun'56:25
Rural churchmen share ideas. Jun'57:13
Churches for changing times. Jul'61:26
The church must plan for change. Nov'63:32
Research is a tool that can be used for the church. Jul'68:26
When churches merge and share facilities. Sep'71:24

RECTOR, FRANKLIN EUGENE, 1911–
Classroom and campus. Jul'50:33 Oct'54:33
(photo) Oct'55:17 Jan'56:47
Global highlights. Sep'56:3
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31
(photo) Jun'57:13
Preparing ministers for today's rural churches (photo) May'58:20
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:34
City churches can plan the right way (photo) Oct'60:15
News room. Sep'64:39
Disciples in the news (photo) Jan'66:7
(poto; middle person) Jul'66:26
(photo) Jul'68:26 Oct'69:3
In brief. Jun'71:40 (photo) Sep'71:24

RECTOR, FRANKLIN EUGENE. FACTS ABOUT OUR CHURCH AND A CHANGING AMERICA
Statistical study published (photo) Oct'55:17

RECTOR, GENE
See
RECTOR, FRANKLIN EUGENE

RECTOR, H F
(photo) Mar'24:56

RED CROSS (INTERNATIONAL)
It is Samson's riddle. May'19:12
The Red Cross in China (photo) Apr'24:44

RED CROSS SUNDAY
Why a Red Cross Sunday has been designated. Nov'20:52
RED DEER, ALBERTA. PARKLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:18

RED ROCKS THEATER (DENVER, COLORADO)
(photo) Jul'59:29

RED TOP, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Missouri's oldest Christian Church (photo) Oct'39:7

Redael, Egar Eva
Youth and the world mission. Sep'68:33

REDD, (married to John Redd)
In brief. Sep'71:42
The scene (photo) May'73:33

Redd, (Mrs. M. C.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'28:48
A birthday greeting (poem) Nov'28:42
Not ashamed of their ages. Sep'30:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:39
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20

REDD, (MRS. M. C.)
(photo) Dec'27:11
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
quoted. Circulation corner. May'38:inside front cover

REDD, BETTY
In brief. Sep'71:42

REDD, MATTIE W
Called to service (photo) Aug'27:52

REDDAWAY, PETER. UNCENSORED RUSSIA
New books. Dec'72:34

REDDEL, CARL
Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36

Reddell, Imogene Mullins
W. M. Williams passes. Jan'32:27
Melted into music. Apr'33:20
Hunger fighters carry on! Jun'33:7
The threshold. Jul'33:2
Together. Nov'33:15
Christmas contrasts in Africa. Dec'33:17
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'35:43
Little women of India. Sep'36:18
A son of the forest.
Dec'36:20 Jan'37:19 Feb'37:22
We visit China. Apr'38:16
A world wide fellowship. Jul'38:28
These come to Denver. Sep'38:9
These go to Africa. Jun'39:5
Convention plans are under way. Jul'39:inside front cover
The light of home missions. Apr'40:24
Migrancy--a concern of the church. Sep'40:22
The growing church of India. Sep'40:27

REDDELL, IMOGENE MULLINS
A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Sep'34:33 Sep'36:32 Sep'37:31

REDDICK, GEORGE E
Seattle Assembly (photo) Oct'69:16

REDDING, (married to Carl Redding)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
REDDING, FREEMAN (married to Pearl Redding)
An expanding ministry (photo) Dec'52:19
They built a church in five weeks. Nov'53:11
News room. May'56:38
Expansion reported in Jamaica. Apr'58:47
Seven years have changed Jamaica (photo) Nov'58:29
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:6
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46
News room. Jun'64:41
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
Redding, Pearl (married to Freeman Redding)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38
REDDING, PEARL
An expanding ministry (photo) Dec'52:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
News room. May'56:38
Expansion reported in Jamaica. Apr'58:47
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46
News room. Jun'64:41
(photo) Jul'64:38
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
REDDINGTON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17
REDFERN, SARAH WINTERS
In memoriam. May'41:39
REDFORD, AMANDA, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39
REDFORD, ANN SWARTZ
quoted. What, where, when and how. Mar'33:43
REDFORD, HARVEY M
Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13
REDFORD, RAMON NORWOOD, 1901-1991
News room. Jul'49:32
REDEAR, JOHN A. FINDING MEANING IN THE BEATITUDES
New books. May'68:37
REDEAR, JOHN A. GETTING TO KNOW GOD
Book chat. May'54:40 Oct'55:38
REDEAR, JOHN A. LEARNING TO HAVE FAITH
Book chat. Jul'55:16
REDEAR, JOHN A. SERMONS ON BIBLE CHARACTERS
Book chat. Jun'63:42
REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA. STATE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
REDELEY, ALICE, -1961
In memoriam. Dec'61:35
Redman, (Mrs. Lloyd)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
REDMAN, ESTHER, -1946
In memoriam. Mar'46:37
REDMAN, LELIA THISTLEWOOD, -1958
In memoriam. Dec'58:37
Rednour, Russell
The just shall live. Nov'40:29
REDPATH, ALAN. THE ROYAL ROAD TO HEAVEN
quoted. Last column. Sep'60:50
REDPATH, ALAN. VICTORIOUS CHRISTIAN LIVING
quoted. Last column.
REED, JAMES
(reproduction of Christmas woodblock prints) Dec'34:24
Reed, James R
Probate is important to you. Oct'66:28
Update on Christian Church Foundation. Oct'69:13
Letters. May'71:4
Discovering Asia. Apr'73:24
REED, JAMES R
Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:4
World events (photo) Jan'70:37
(photo) Jan'71:21 Apr'73:26
In brief (photo) Sep'73:42
Reed, Jennie
Migration (poem) Oct'38:48
REED, KENNETH E
Partners in the healing ministry. Jun'62:15
REED, LAURA
New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
REED, MARJORIE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
REED, RONALD
News room. Oct'47:32
REED, RONALD R
In brief. Jun'68:8
Reed, Ronald R
CYF caravans... Nov'46:11
REED, RONALD R
Youth leaders elected. Apr'45:34
In brief. Dec'72:41
REED, RONNIE LEIGH, 1946-
(birth) News room. Apr'46:41
Reed, Rosemary
What I expect of my preacher. Oct'37:22
REED, ROSEMARY
(photo) Oct'37:22
REED, RUTH CROSS, 1925- (married to William Ames Reed)
Seventeen-foot plunge to misery. Mar'63:45
Missionary register. Jan'66:46
REED, SARAH
In memoriam. Apr'32:39
Reed, Waunita Mildred
See
Kinoshita, Waunita Mildred Reed
Reed, William Ames, 1921- (married to Ruth Cross Reed)
Seventeen-foot plunge to misery. Mar'63:45
REED, WILLIAM AMES, 1921-
News room. Jul'62:36
Missionary register. Jan'66:46
REED, WILLIAM LAFORREST, 1912-
Classroom and campus.
Nov'46:28 Apr'49:31 Sep'51:33 Nov'52:31
News room. Jan'56:39
Classroom and campus.
May'56:30 Oct'62:32 Jul'67:34
Nov'57:30 Dec'64:34 (photo) Dec'67:35
May'62:34 May'67:34 May'68:35
REEDER, (married to William Reeder)
Here and there with World Call. Jun'57:52

REEDER, ELLA M
  (photo) Sep'22:42

REEDER, EMMA
  College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7

REEDING, DAVID A. THE PARABLES HE TOLD
  quoted. Last column. Mar'63:50

REEDY, GEORGE E
  Commentary. Jul'73:13

REEDY, TAYLOR, 1910- (married to Mary Olive Reedy)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'51:4

REENING, DAVID A. THE PARABLES HE TOLD
  quoted. Last column. Mar'63:50

REEDY, GEORGE E
  Commentary. Jul'73:13

REEDY, TAYLOR, 1910- (married to Mary Olive Reedy)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'51:4

REEE, EDWARD JEFFRIES. CHRIST SPEAKS FROM CALVARY
  Book chat. Apr'35:24

Rees, Elfan
  The page is not yet turned. Feb'65:13

REEE, ELFAN
  quoted. Social trends. Feb'53:14
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'57:3
  Interfaith group looks at refugees. Jul'57:46
  Needed: Goodwill on all sides. Feb'59:13 (photo p. 15)
  For adult mission study. May'59:38
  The century of the homeless. Oct'59:9
  Global highlights. Jan'62:8

REEE, PAUL S
  Global highlights. May'62:5

Reese, (Mrs. E. L.)
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:62

REESE, ALFRED M., JR.
  College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
  Classroom and campus. Apr'46:31

REESE, BESS M
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41

REESE, EDGAR MARVIN (married to Bess Effler Reese)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'53:4

REESE, KATHERINE CLYDE HOLDER
  (married to Thomas Vyn Reese)
  (marriage) News room. Jun'45:34

REESE, RALPH B
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:5

Reese, Roy
  Letters. May'65:40

REESE, THOMAS VYN
  (married to Katherine Clyde Holder Reese)
  (marriage) News room. Jun'45:34

REESE, VERA
  Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:25

REESE, W. L
  Classroom and campus. Jun'45:27

REESE, WILLIAM
  (photo) Sep'42:7
  Classroom and campus. Oct'55:31
REESE, WILLIAM L  
Here and there with World Call. Jan'52:48

REESE, WILLIAM L., JR.  
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30

Reesor, E B B  
North America's International Peace Arch. Nov'21:back cover

REEVE, (MRS. J. B.)  
In memoriam. Oct'30:40

Reeve, Jack Vernon, 1918- (married to June Varner Reeve)  
Jamaicans grow in stewardship. Sep'61:15

Book chat. Jul'62:43

Stewards must grow! Sep'63:23

Adults and mission. May'66:38

The task–feeding sheep. Sep'66:21

REEVE, JACK VERNON, 1918-  
(photo) Jan'42:13

Global highlights. Dec'58:6

They work for you. Feb'59:28 (photo p. 27)

We can't manufacture missionaries! (photo) Sep'59:19

Global highlights. Jan'60:6

News room. Apr'61:46

(photo) Sep'61:15

Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'68:8

Disciples in the news. Jun'68:8

World events (photo)

Feb'71:36       Mar'72:40

REEVE, JOEL THOMAS, 1959-  
(birth) News room. Jul'59:42

REEVES, (MRS. C. F.)  
(death) Dec'26:50

REEVES, A B  
Personalities. Jul'36:21

Reeves, Adelaide  
(untitled poem) Jul'27:23

REEVES, AMBROSE  
Global highlights. Nov'60:8

REEVES, F M  
(photo) Jan'25:32

REEVES, FLOYD WESLEY, 1890-  
Board of Education and work of our colleges.


Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32

Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:40

What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41

REEVES, GEORGE N., 1904-1984  
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27

Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45

Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32

quoted. To him that asketh (photo) Jan'43:15

(photo) Jun'45:25       May'49:33

Classroom and campus. Jul'52:32

Global highlights (photo) Jun'54:3

Classroom and campus.

Sep'56:33       Nov'56:30       Dec'56:32

Global highlights. Mar'57:2

REEVES, KATHERINE  
quoted. Last column. Dec'57:52
REEVES, LOUISE McBRIEDE
   Marshal T. Reeves... Mar'25:45
REEVES, MARJORIE
   Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34
REEVES, MARSHAL T., 1851-1924
   Marshal T. Reeves... (photo) Mar'25:45
REEVES, MARY McCAY, -1950
   In memoriam. Jun'50:39
REEVES, WILLIAM M
   Notes. Jul'20:48
   (photo) Jan'21:8
   College activities. Jun'39:31
REEFETT, LEE
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
REFLECTION BOOKS
   Book chat. Apr'57:40
REFORMATION (16th CENTURY)
   Global highlights. Jan'52:2
   Basic doctrines of the Reformation. Oct'52:17
   ...its meaning for today. Oct'53:24
   Global highlights. Dec'54:3
   The Reformation and the layman. Oct'57:13
   The future belongs to freedom. Oct'59:31
   The Reformation is alive today! Oct'60:13
   The end of the Reformation is reunion. Oct'62:17
   The Reformation speaks today. Oct'67:16
REFORMATION ANNIVERSARY TOUR. 1967
   We saw the church in Eqast Germany. Feb'68:18 (photo of group p. 19)
REFORMATION DAY
   Global highlights. Sep'46:2 Dec'46:4
   Oct'49:8
   Protestantism and liberty. Oct'51:13
REFORM
   New occasions, new opportunities. Mar'46:6
   Global highlights. Sep'48:3
REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES
   With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:10
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:51
   (cont. next page)
   p. 2409 Reformed Church -
REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (cont.)
   Refugees
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
   The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:10
   The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:10
   Global highlights. Sep'49:2 Apr'65:4
   Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4
REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES. BOARD OF HOME MISSIONS
   A new Christianization. Jun'19:21
REFUGEE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Feb'19:37
REFUGEES
   See also
   DISPLACED PERSONS
   IMMIGRATION AND IMMIGRANTS
   UPROOTED PEOPLE
   Major actions of the Convention. Nov'36:44
   Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:42
Global highlights. Mar'56:3
Hilfswerk observes tenth anniversary. Mar'56:19
They came to the Mount of Olives. Mar'56:27
The Ludwigs discover America (photo) Apr'56:23
Global highlights. May'56:4
Slowly, the refugees move. May'56:7
Women and world highways. Jul'56:33
Center builds useful lives. Jul'56:44
Global highlights. Oct'56:2
One coat to a family. Nov'56:26
Global highlights. Dec'56:3
Christmas for the homeless (photos) Dec'56:18
Global highlights. Jan'57:2
Feb'57:much of issue
Global highlights. Mar'57:2
We would be building. Mar'57:44
Global highlights. May'57:6
Letter to an unknown friend. Jun'57:30
Younger churches give aid. Jun'57:47
Interfaith group looks at refugees. Jul'57:46
Global highlights. Jan'58:5
Happiness is priceless. Feb'58:44
The babies on the doorstep. Feb'58:47
Global highlights. Mar'58:7       Jul'58:5       Feb'59:6
Apr'58:8       Oct'58:6
Needed: Goodwill on all sides. Feb'59:13
God's mercy in our hands. Feb'56:18
Social trends. Feb'59:22
End of a long journey. Feb'59:46
Global highlights. Apr'59:4,5
To save a family. Apr'59:21
Aid for refugees. May'59:44
Global highlights. Jun'59:5
Hong Kong boy. Jun'59:46
World Refugee Year. Sep'59:9
Social trends. Sep'59:16
The century of the homeless. Oct'59:9
Refugee book. Oct'59:40
Global highlights. Dec'59:7
Citizens of a tragic nation. Dec'59:19
Old Believers make a home. Dec'59:45
Global highlights. Jan'60:4,7
Refugee youth find a way out. Jan'60:23
(refoto) Feb'60:front cover
The cover. Feb'60:inside front cover
Worrying about this world. Feb'60:9
Giorgio's donkey. Feb'60:25
World's demand continuing compassion (photos) Feb'60:26
Global highlights.
       Mar'60:7       Apr'60:4,7       May'60:7
Refugees could do any job. Jun'60:26
Self-help project. Jun'60:46
Global highlights. Sep'60:7       Oct'60:4
Friendship is our contribution. Oct'60:30
Dutch Indonesians find a home. Oct'60:48
Global highlights. Nov'60:6
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36
Refugees still haunt Korea. Dec'60:48
Global highlights. Jan'61:4
Refugees "Homeless no more." Jan'61:44
Global highlights. Feb'61:4,7
Food (photos) Feb'61:26
One family after five years. Mar'61:9
Common sense and good will. Mar'61:10
Escape to hope in Hong Kong. Apr'61:31
End of wandering. May'61:46
Global highlights. Jun'61:4,7
India and the refugee problem. Jun'61:10
They look to America. Jun'61:45
Global highlights. Sep'61:7
Relief supplies for Congo. Sep'61:48
Global highlights. Dec'61:7
News room. Dec'61:32
"New heart" for Greek villagers. Dec'61:44
Global highlights. Jan'61:8 Feb'61:5
Social trends. Feb'61:14
Homeless on our doorstep. Feb'61:18
Global highlights. Mar'61:4
Hope in Hong Kong. Mar'61:25
Global highlights. Apr'61:6 May'61:4
Mission to persons in need. Jun'61:26
World Calling. Jul'61:10
Christians in a suffering world. Nov'61:15
Flight in freedom. Dec'61:19
Youth and the world mission. Dec'61:39
The refugees we dare not forget. Jan'62:20
Global highlights. Feb'62:6
When Hong Kong closed its doors. Mar'62:19
Global highlights. May'62:5
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
Cuban refugees--an opportunity. Jul'62:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
Brighter future for "forgotten girls." Jul'62:48
Global highlights. Oct'62:4,6 Jan'63:4 Apr'63:4
       Nov'63:7 Mar'63:7
Meet the Spanish-Americans. Jun'64:27
Global highlights. Sep'64:5 Oct'64:7
In search of freedom. Nov'64:21
New hopes for the homeless. Jan'65:19
The page is not yet turned. Feb'65:13
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
The blind beggar. Nov'65:44
Global highlights. Dec'65:7
We can do no less. Dec'65:15
A new life for $190. Feb'66:16
Refugee children use opportunities. Feb'66:44
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Global highlights. May'66:5
Chinese family resettles in Brazil. Jun'66:46
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'66:4 Dec'66:4
Global highlights. Jan'67:6
We saw them working. Jan'67:22
I met a planeload of refugees. Mar'67:19
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
...a golden challenge. Dec'67:16
Global highlights. Feb'68:6
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
In brief. Mar'69:38 Jun'69:39
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'70:5
World events. Sep'71:36
Two things we can do about human tragedy in Pakistan. Oct'71:43
World events. Dec'71:36 Feb'72:38
Voices of the homeless. Apr'72:5
World events. Dec'72:38 Apr'73:39
The Afzals find a home. May'73:5
Regal, Blanche
Good ideas... Dec'31:39
REGAL, S L
Circulation corner. Jan'37:inside front cover
REGAN, J. ROBERT, JR.
Reston: good news for the whole church (photo) Nov'73:18
REGAN, R E
(photo) May'23:14
REGEN, EUGENE M., JR.
In brief. Nov'69:41
Regier, Jon L
Bold new avenues of witness. Sep'61:23
REGIER, JON L
Global highlights. Sep'58:7 Dec'62:5
REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN
Notes. Jun'20:62
Entering the Capital of Saskatchewan. Jul'20:26
(photo of Parliament Building) Nov'24:22
REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Entering the Capital of Saskatchewan. Jul'20:26
(photo) Jul'20:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:64
(photo) Jun'21:41
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:61
Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan (photo) Feb'23:54
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:62
Attending church service by radio. Apr'24:43
Echoes from everywhere.
May'23:62 Mar'24:61 Oct'33:40
Jul'23:59 May'24:50 Nov'35:38
All this is evangelism. Apr'53:18
REGIONAL MINISTERS
See also
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
STATE SECRETARIES
The regional minister. Oct'70:8
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See also
STATE MISSIONARY SOCIETIES
? and answers. Jul'66:8
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
States tackle critical issues. Sep'67:17
Pertinent actions of 1970 regional assemblies. Oct'70:9
Your congregation and your region. Jan'71:10
In brief (map) Apr'71:42
The scene. Jul'71:44
The role of the regional manifestation of the church. Oct'71:suppl:24
World events. Feb'72:38
His parish is West Virginia. Jul'72:5
The dynamics of the regional church. Dec'72:suppl:3

REGUR, CARRIE MAE, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37

REHFELDT, FAIRY NAOMI, -1973
In memoriam. Nov'73:47

REICH, (MRS. A. L.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:38

REICH, CHARLES A. THE GREENING OF AMERICA
New books. Jun'71:28

REICHAID, J D
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:32

REID, (married to Ogden Reid)
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35

REID, A. C. INVITATION TO WORSHIP
Book chat. Oct'44:16

REID, BOB
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'57:34

REID, C C
Where bills are not presented. Apr'23:18

REID, CLYDE. THE EMPTY PULPIT
New books. Apr'68:38

REID, CLYDE. THE GOD EVADERS
New books. Jun'67:45

REID, CLYDE. GROUPS ALIVE--CHURCH ALIVE
New books. Sep'70:29

REID, CLYDE. HELPT! I'VE BEEN FIRED
New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31

REID, DENISE
(photo) Mar'71:18

REID, FRANK
Two Jamaican lads. Jan'32:31

REID, FRANK G
News room. Nov'56:36
Two enroll in EHP (photo) Jun'61:48
In brief. Dec'70:39

REID, FRITZ
Two Jamaican lads. Jan'32:31

Reid, I E
The man who did what couldn't be done. Jul'22:10

REID, IRA
Soap-opera church members. Jan'56:6

REID, J. K. S. CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS
New books. Nov'70:28

REID, JAMES. FACING LIFE WITH CHRIST
Book chat. May'40:23

REID, JAMES. THE TEMPLE IN THE HEART
Book chat. Mar'38:22

REID, JAMES. WHY BE GOOD?
Book chat. Mar'39:22
REID, JOHN CALVIN. PRAYER PILGRIMAGE THROUGH THE PSALMS  
   Book chat. Apr'62:41
REID, JOSEPH  
   Crowded out at Beulah. Apr'45:13
Reid, Mark K  
   More than a baby-sitting service! Apr'73:8
REID, SALLIE  
   (death) Sep'25:57
Reid, William Watkins  
   Man is steward of the soil. Apr'38:28
   Planning for the future. Feb'45:38
   What cooperation can do. Mar'45:34
REIDENBACH, CLARENCE  
   (photo) Jan'19:7
REIDSVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52
REILAND, KARL  
   Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45
REILLY, JOHN E  
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'52:2
Reilly, John F  
   Favorite Marine hymn. Feb'44:35
REIMEL, JANET  
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:31
REIMER, MILDRED  
   Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24
REIMERS, DAVID M. WHITE PROTESTANTISM AND THE NEGRO  
   New books. Mar'66:38
REINA, RUBEN  
   News room. Jul'51:39
Reinhardt, Jean Evelyn  
   Providing the leaven. Apr'25:35
Reinhardt, Jessie  
   Speaking of books. Oct'25:52
   Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics.
   Nov'25:51
REINHECKEL, CARRIE  
   In memoriam. Dec'36:39
REINIG, CORA M  
   New guests in the homes for the aged. May'39:42
REISCH, HAROLD  
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34
REISCHAUER, AUGUST KARL. THE TASK IN JAPAN  
   Speaking of books. Jul'26:44
REISCHAUER, EDWIN O  
   Right man for Japan (photo) Sep'61:27
   Adventure in Japan (photo) Jan'62:27
REISER, IRENE. THE DWARF PINE  
   For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
REISINGER, BETH LYNETTE, 1960-  
   (birth) News room. May'60:38
REISINGER, BRIAN LEE, 1958-  
   (birth) News room. Apr'58:40
Reisinger, Donald Dale, 1929-  
   Why, where, how? Jan'60:15
Letters. Jul'66:46
REISINGER, DONALD DALE, 1929–
(photo) Oct'53:22
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:5
Where higher education is involved (photo) Oct'57:25
Global highlights. Apr'58:5
Youth at work and worship (photo) May'58:12
Global highlights (photo) Mar'62:4
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34 (photo) Feb'65:33
On being the church in the city (photo) Sep'71:26
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:28

REISINGER, FRANCIS OLIVER, 1897–1977
(married to Loretta Reisinger)
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28
Reisinger, Hester Alway
Prayer. Sep'27:inside front cover

REISLER, PHILIP B
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:31
Reisner, John H
A week at Bolenge. Sep'37:8
The world church and rural life. Nov'42:12

REISNER, JOHN H
Missions and rural reconstruction. Mar'36:3
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'40:inside front cover
(photo) Jul'46:3
Two songs to sing. Jun'47:28
Need for missionary "specialists." Jul'47:5
Rural communities in North India. Jan'50:11
The mission to the village. Apr'5:5

REISS, WILLIAM J
World events. May'73:39

REISSIG, FREDERICK E
Let's look at race relations as Christians (photo) Feb'58:12

REISSIG, HERMAN F
quoted. Our greatest world problem? Nov'59:9

REISSWITZ, URSULA VON
Global highlights. Jul'48:2

REITER, (married to Frank Reiter) –1924
(death) Nov'24:50

REITER, A E
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28

RELEASED TIME RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
See

WEEK-DAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

RELEVANCE OF RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE CONSULTATION
Global highlights. Mar'67:6

RELIGION
Where the churches are lacking. May'20:33
Buried tracks. Jun'30:3
Oct'30:8
What is religion? Jan'31:20
Religion discovers the disinherit. Sep'34:3
The faith of the world. Dec'37:18
Seeing life's picture whole. Jan'38:3
Book chat. Jul'39:26
Poor religion and great religion. Dec'39:20
Christian teaching important for nation. Oct'43:36
Changes in religious thought in the last 25 years. Jan'44:7
Whatsoever things are God's Jun'64:9
World Calling... Mar'70:50
World events. Nov'71:37
Commentary. Apr'72:16

RELIGION AND ART
See ART AND RELIGION

RELIGION AND DRAMA
See DRAMA IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

RELIGION AND HEALTH
How our minds make us sick. Nov'49:13
Thy health shall spring forth. Dec'49:17
God and suffering. Jan'50:25
Ministry to the mind. Feb'50:13
My soul is weaned. Mar'50:19
Religion and health. Nov'51:27

RELIGION AND HEALTH
Religion and health. Nov'51:27
Book chat. Apr'52:44

RELIGION AND MEDICINE
See MEDICINE AND RELIGION

RELIGION AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

RELIGION AND SCIENCE
Science, a product of Christianity. Feb'22:10
Global highlights. Apr'46:3
Science and the spirit of man. Jul'49:15
Young scientists active in church work. Jan'61:14
Global highlights. Feb'62:5
The church is needed in awakening Asia. Jun'65:24

World events. Jul'70:38

RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE
Global highlights. Oct'51:2
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
Can we reach the sixty million? Feb'62:11
Sorry, this house has just been sold. Jan'67:48
Advertising the importance of faith. Apr'69:40
In brief. Sep'69:38

RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE
"RELIGION IN THE NEWS" (RADIO BROADCAST)
Global highlights. Jan'50:3
The voice of "Religion in the News." Jan'50:5

RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See also

PRAYER IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Religion and the public schools. Aug'20:21
Global highlights. Jan'52:3
Religion in education. Jan'56:5
Social trends. May'56:14
Global highlights.
Jun'58:7 Nov'59:7 May'60:5
Religion in the public schools. Nov'60:17
Global highlights.
Dec'60:4 Nov'62:7 Sep'63:6
Is religion locked out of school? Nov'63:12
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
The threshold. Jun'36:2
College activities. Feb'37:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:37
The threshold. Mar'40:2
Christian education in the press and on the air. Jan'42:51
The threshold. Mar'42:2 Jan'44:2
Intermediate Conference at Ramos Mejia. May'44:35
Religious radio. Feb'45:10
The threshold. May'45:2
News room. Nov'45:26
Global highlights.
  Jun'46:3 Jan'47:2 Dec'47:2 Jun'48:2
Five radio programs. Jun'48:47
Crusade progress. Jul'49:26
Global highlights. Jan'50:3
The voice of Religion in the News. Jan'50:5
Echoes from everywhere. May'50:38
Station DYSR is broadcasting from the Philippines. Feb'51:29
Global highlights.
  Oct'51:3 Dec'51:2 Feb'52:2 Sep'52:4
Fifteen minutes of silence. Oct'52:31
What's your trouble? Nov'52:41
Global highlights. May'54:2
...makes gain. May'54:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
These educational services change local churches. Nov'54:8
Global highlights. Apr'55:3
Opportunity in the skies. Mar'56:26
Global highlights. Sep'56:4 Oct'56:6
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'56:36
Mid-Century tasks. Feb'57:14
Global highlights. Jun'57:3,4
Protestants on the air. Apr'58:31
Global highlights. Nov'58:4 Apr'59:7
Focus on faith. Jul'59:31
Global highlights. Feb'60:7 Jun'60:4 Nov'60:6
  Mar'60:6 Sep'60:8
What kind of religious broadcast? Apr'61:10
Tirades over the air. May'61:10
Communicating the Gospel in millions. May'61:26
Global highlights. Mar'62:4
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
Global highlights. Oct'63:5 May'64:5 May'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'65:4
The weather, the world and the word. Mar'66:29
Forty-one years a radio minister. Feb'67:44
The cover. Mar'67:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Feb'68:35
Christian broadcasting helps Filipino farmers. Mar'69:12
Radio power in South Korea. Nov'69:33
Leave it to Johnny. Mar'71:31
Every minute counts. Nov'71:42
Communicating the good news in India. Mar'72:26
Broadcasting for progress across Africa. Jan'73:13
Christian communications--helping shape the new Africa. Nov'73:16
World events. Nov'73:39
RELIGIOUS DAY SCHOOL
See
  WEEK DAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
RELIGIOUS DRAMA
  The threshold. Jun'41:4
  Ahead of the headlines. Feb'66:4
RELIGIOUS DRAMA COUNCIL
  The threshold. Mar'38:2
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
  See also
SUNDAY SCHOOLS
  VACATION SCHOOLS, RELIGIOUS
  WEEK DAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
  The New Year program for the bible School Dept. of the American Society. Jan'19:23
  The challenge of the church. Feb'19:59
  The Central Regional District for the Bible School work. Mar'19:46
  (photos of Religious Education Field Workers around the U.S.) Nov'19:inside front cover
  The new adult program. Nov'19:25
  The adult division. Nov'19:25
  The children of America. Nov'19:25
  Illinois' part of the 100,000 from Bible schools. Nov'19:26
  Sunday Schools among foreigners. Nov'19:26
  Facing the New Year in the Bible School. Jan'20:30
  A call to the colors. Jun'20:50
  Reorganization of the International Sunday School Association...
  Aug'20:28
  Help for those who help others. Aug'20:28
  Religious instruction for rural churches. Aug'20:39
  The new Department of Religious Education. Nov'20:10
  An educational program for the Disciples of Christ. Jan'21:17
  A Japanese view of education and missions. Feb'21:49
  The Bible school as an educational agency. Mar'21:22
  The primacy of Christian education. Jun'21:12
  Christian education. Jul'21:back cover
  Christian unity and religious education. Aug'21:43
  What the other Boards are doing. Oct'21:10
  From the Constitution and Great Commission. Nov'21:4
  Religious education and the ministry. Nov'21:11
  Church architecture for religious education. Nov'21:15
  Our obligation to the teachers and the taught. Nov'21:24
  Canada and religious education. Nov'21:56
  Rising tide of education support. Apr'22:22
  A merger of Sunday school organizations. Apr'22:37
  The next steps in religious education. Nov'22:4
  The work of a director of religious education. Nov'22:20
  Why I chose religious education as my life work. Nov'22:25
  Organization in religious education. Nov'22:29
  An educational foundation in the local church. Nov'22:31
  Sketches from a primary department. Nov'22:46
  Progress made under the U.C.M.S. Feb'23:15
  Our boys and girls. Mar'23:30
  Isn't it worth while? Jun'23:19
  A strategy Board of Christ's Kingdom plans its campaign. Apr'23:56
  Geared to the load, educationally speaking. Jul'23:20
  The profession of religious education. Sep'23:26
Nov'23: much of issue
Why Peter succeeded and Paul failed. Feb'24:14
Nov'24: much of issues
The call to advance. Dec'24:31
Teaching to win. Feb'25:4
Cooperation in the supreme teaching. Apr'25:28
Children's week... Apr'25:34
All working together. May'25:40
Contributions to the principles and methods of religious education (bibliography) May'25:60
The challenge of an infinite career. Nov'25:4
Teaching religious education in our colleges. Nov'25:23
Equipping the church for religious education. Nov'25:25
A halloween trick that served the Lord. Feb'26:28
The Birmingham Convention. Mar'26:26
Institutes planned. Mar'26:64
Nov'26: much of issue
Speaking of books. Dec'26:53 Feb'27:43
Our opportunity in state universities. Apr'27:25
Cooperation in religious education. Apr'27:28
Nov'27: much of issue
Considering the program along with the plans. Aug'28:5
Nov'28: much of issue
Brief talks... Jan'29:57
Where the whole family goes to school. Oct'29:59
Nov'29: much of issue
Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
Another step toward marriage. Jun'30:20
Nov'30: much of issue
Speaking of books. Jun'31:34
An effective local church. Oct'31:12
Nov'31: much of issue
Speaking of books. Dec'31:42
Nov'32: much of issue
Nov'33: much of issue
Courses of study on "Christ and the modern world." Nov'33:41
Study classes in the local church. Dec'33:41
Speaking of books. Feb'34:34
Tomorrow's Christian education. May'34:23
Oct'34: much of issue
Rural religious education. Nov'34:4
Teamwork in education. Feb'35:21
The minister must lead. Nov'35:10
How Alexandria increased its reading span. Jun'36:29
After evaluation, what? Nov'36:9
... through the years. Nov'36:20
Stewardship: an educational function. Jan'37:5
The rural church and religious education. Oct'37:11
Nov'37: much of issue
Nov'38: much of issue
Christian education moves ahead. Apr'39:27
Trends in world Christianity. Jun'39:20
Building for education. Jul'39:14
Nov'39: much of issue
The church, its tradition and fellowship. Nov'40:14
Reach every person with Christian teaching. Nov'41:5
Evangelism and Christian education advance. Nov'41:14
Things which make for peace. Mar'42:16
Nov'42:much of issue
Now is the time. Feb'43:8
Priorities for Christian education. May'43:41
Christian education, the key to the Kingdom. Nov'43:5
It is later than you think. Nov'43:6
Christian education in the post-war world. Nov'43:24
A national mission to Christian teachers. Apr'44:16
The task of Christian education. Nov'44:9
Education and evangelism--together. Nov'44:11
Nov'45:much of issue
A project in educational evangelism. Jul'46:32
The mission of teaching. Feb'47:6
New frontiers in religious education. Feb'47:9
Christian education for a new day. Apr'47:32
Progress in Christian education. Apr'47:41
Educational evangelism in China. Nov'47:20
Something new in education. Jan'48:5
Religious education in the Russian Zone. Mar'48:8
Education goals are being met. Nov'48:7
The job of Director Doe. Nov'48:8
Christian education can solve the race problem. Feb'49:7
Nov'49:much of issue
Protestants study Christian education in Latin America. Jun'50:40
United for a ministry of teaching. Apr'51:7
Christian education...then and now. Apr'51:32
News room. Apr'51:13
Crusade progress. May'51:26
Is this to be my calling? Sep'51:17
Christian educators learn about the nation's greatest danger.
Apr'53:47
A study group is a helpful tool. Oct'53:11
The minister and the church school. Nov'53:15
Christian education. Mar'54:47
Christian educators look ahead. Apr'55:18
The church must teach effectively. Sep'55:18
The teacher is important. Nov'55:8
No teacher so thorough as experience. Nov'55:9
Speaker hits church's failure in education. Apr'56:44
Women and world highways. Jun'56:37
What should the Christian family teach? Nov'56:13
September opportunity. Sep'57:16
Overcrowding is no problem (photos) Nov'57:9
Global highlights. Oct'58:5
Christian education--forty years of progress. Nov'58:13
Christian education in a world setting. Nov'58:23
Essentials in Christian education. Apr'59:19
Circuit riders on a modern frontier. Nov'59:11
How good is our teaching? Nov'59:19
Global highlights. Dec'59:6
Adults want to learn. Nov'60:11
Religion in the public schools. Nov'60:17
Global highlights. Dec'60:8
Strasbourg--a note of impatience and urgency. May'61:12
Global highlights. Dec'61:5
Where Christian learning occurs. Sep'61:22
Global highlights. Mar'62:4
Revolution in Christian education. May'62:15
Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:12
Dilemma in the teaching ministry. Nov'63:29
Global highlights. Dec'63:4
Christian education--a concern everywhere. Sep'64:17
What our church is like. Nov'64:12
10 tips for the Christian Education Department. Nov'64:50
A look at church school leadership. Nov'65:14
The church is moving... Nov'65:23
8 tips for the Christian education department. Nov'65:50
Global highlights. May'66:6 Apr'68:7
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'69:5
World events. May'69:33
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20
In brief. Apr'71:43
A funny thing happened on the way to Huampani. Nov'71:8
World events. Jul'72:38
A church school to serve 49,000. Sep'72:5
Let's evaluate our church school! May'73:22
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:6

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION--CURRICULUM
How the lessons for our Sunday Schools are provided. Nov'19:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
The three year graded series of programs.
Bible schools, attention! Aug'22:48
Curriculum full of scripture. Sep'24:56
How we get our Sunday school lessons. Nov'24:26
Recent developments in curriculum building. Nov'25:26
Now, the lesson for next Sunday. Nov'27:36
The glad day is coming! May'29:16
Book chat. Dec'35:47 Dec'36:40
On the making of books... Jan'42:33
Who produces our study materials? Nov'50:25
Global highlights. Sep'57:2
The credit goes to the quarterly. Nov'57:17
Global highlights. Dec'60:8
One faith for all to teach. Nov'61:12
New books. Oct'64:24
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Global highlights.
Encouragement for your church. Nov'66:20
Global highlights. apr'68:7
Old word--new meaning. Apr'68:15
A call to the teaching ministry. Jun'68:21
Learn for your life. Jul'68:24
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20
World outreach sounding board. Jan'70:30 Feb'70:31
CLC and mission imperatives. Mar'70:22
World events. Jul'73:36

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF ADOLESCENTS
  See also
  YOUNG PEOPLES CONFERENCES
  YOUTH
Speaking of books. Feb'30:31
Programs for young people. Aug'32:37    May'34:37
Dangerous years--fruitful years. Jan'38:9
Programs for young people. Dec'39:35
Youth and missions.
   Dec'42:37    Sep'44:31    Oct'44:31    Nov'44:31
What do teen-agers need and want? Oct'45:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'60:34
"F" day is coming. Sep'61:46

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF ADULTS
See also
ADULT CONFERENCES
An adult program for the Disciples. Sep'27:29
Speaking of books. Mar'28:44
Enlisting the go-homes! Oct'28:21
Consider the neglected adult. Mar'29:25
Parent education and the church. Mar'34:20
A program of social education for the adult church. Feb'35:24
How do adults spend their time? Feb'38:16
Adult education for modern life. Jun'38:21
Expand and improve your adult program. Feb'40:27
How Christians can adultus be today? Nov'40:5
Suggested text for adult classes. Nov'43:36
What about young adults. Nov'45:10
Adults and mission. Feb'61:38
Ask about it! Nov'63:8

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHILDREN
Helps for the leaders of junior groups.
Jan'32:42   Jan'33:44   Jul'34:42   Jun'37:40
Jul'34:42   Feb'33:43   Mar'34:41   Jul'37:42
Mar'35:41   Mar'33:44   Feb'36:40   Sep'37:40
Apr'32:44   Jul'33:42   Sep'36:40   Oct'37:40
May'32:42   Sep'33:42   Dec'36:33   Nov'37:40
Jun'32:44   Nov'33:42   Jan'37:41   Dec'37:40
Jul'32:42   Dec'33:42   Feb'37:41   Jan'38:41
Aug'32:44   Jan'34:42   Mar'37:40   Feb'38:40
Sep'32:42   Feb'34:42   Apr'37:40   Mar'38:40
Oct'32:43   Apr'34:41   May'37:41   Apr'38:40

Helps for the leaders of junior groups.
May-Nov'38 p. 40 Dec'39:38 Feb'42:40
Dec'38:33 Jan'40:38 Mar'42:41
Jan'39:49 Feb-Oct'40 p.48 Apr'42:42
Feb-Jun'39 p. 40 Nov'40:41 May'42:41
Jul'39:42 Dec'40:38 Jun-Jul'42 p. 40
Sep'39:33 May'41:34 Sep'42:41
Nov'39:40 Jan'42:44 Jun'43:31

Why make religion dull for children. Jan'31:15
Our children at work. Feb'33:44
It began with the primary department. May'37:32
Programs for young people. Jun'37:37
Blue prints for a new world. Jun'42:8
America's children--meeting their needs now! Nov'42:14
Service for children. Jun'43:23
Let's read about America's peoples. Jul'43:27
Here and there with World Call. Oct'50:48
School days again. Sep'52:19
Our children and politics. Oct '52:19
Disciples in Argentina lead in establishing kindergartens.

Feb '56:30
Homes build the nation. Oct '61:16

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF INFANTS
Cradle roll visitor. Feb '45:34

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN
Sunday schools. May '28:51
Book chat. Nov '34:40
The children's birthright. Jul '51:45
Kindergarten for Yakima. Jun '61:28

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION PRACTICUM (EUGENE, OREGON)
The practicum made a better teacher of me (photos) Nov '50:7

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION WEEK
Jul '32:4
The threshold. Sep '35:2 Sep '36:2
Oct '42:4
The threshold. Sep '45:2
A vital emphasis. Sep '47:6
Jul '48:44
Jul '49:44

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION WORKERS' FELLOWSHIP
See
ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCH EDUCATORS

RELIGIOUS FILM ASSOCIATION
May '42:31
Global highlights. Jan '49:2

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
See RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM
Echoes from everywhere. Aug '23:60
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep '28:36
The threshold. Dec '41:4
Global highlights. Nov '49:3
New Delhi and the newspapers. Feb '62:10
Ahead of the headlines. Jun '66:4
Global highlights. Jul '66:6
Commentary. Jul '73:12

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Freedom for faith. Jan '43:3
Our heritage of religious freedom. Feb '43:6
Christian liberty. Dec '43:4
Social trends. Feb '44:18
Concerning religious liberty. Jul '44:3
Defending religious liberty. Jan '49:5
"Trust in God" by law. Mar '49:5
Religious segregation. Mar '49:17
Issues in religious liberty. Sep '49:8
India and religious liberty. Jan '50:6
Wanted: mutual respect. Dec '50:11
Protestantism and liberty. Oct '51:13
Women and world highlights. Sep '54:33
Global highlights. Oct '55:2
Religious freedom. Jul '56:45
Origins of religious liberty. Jul '57:8
Stand fast in freedom. Oct '58:15
Free discussion and religion. Nov'58:9
Minorities and religious liberty. Mar'60:10
Religious freedom. May'60:48
Global highlights. Sep'60:5
Religious freedom. Oct'61:48
Letters. Jan'64:49
Commentary. Nov'72:12
Religious liberty: the basic freedom. Jan'73:23
World events. Dec'73:38
RELIGIOUS MOTION PICTURE FOUNDATION
Glimpses of the religious world.
   Nov'25:45      Nov'26:45      May'27:45
RELIGIOUS PUBLISHING
Global highlights. Apr'62:4
RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'68:5
RELIGIOUS TOLERATION
Contributions of the mission fields... May'23:28
Bible study. May'23:48
Foreign missions and world friendship. Oct'23:32
RELIGIOUS UNITY
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
World events. Feb'72:37
Interfaith understanding is growing. May'73:13
REMBAO, ALBERTO. LUPITA
New books on Mexico. Mar'36:29
REMBRANDT VAN RIJN
Rembrandt, an anniversary. Sep'56:45
REMEDIOS, MEXICO
...and San Luis Potosi entertain conventions. Dec'52:38
REMINGTON, DOROTHY ROSS
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
Remley, Dwight
Laymen on a mission. Dec'64:12
REMLEY, HAROLD
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'63:35
REN CHIA KAN
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:18
RENARD, JANE
   (photo) Apr'40:33
RENARD, JOSEPHINE M
Women and the world highways. Apr'36:35
RENBELT, (MRS. H. N.)
   In memoriam. Feb'32:39
RENDER, ANNA
   (photo) Jan'27:5
Reneau, Oren Neathery, 1921- (married to Florence Sherrod Reneau)
   They help people become whole. Feb'62:16
RENEAU, OREN NEATHERY, 1921-
   News room. Oct'45:25
   (photo) Feb'62:17
   Profile of a Disciple Chaplain (photo) Nov'66:23
THE RENEWAL OF THE CHURCH
   Three important publications. Jan'64:10
RENFRO, FRANCES
   Bell for the Congo (photo) Oct'68:48
RENFRO, HASKELL
Bell for the Congo (photo) Oct'68:48

RENFROW, (MRS. L. S.)
(photo) Jun'30:33

RENECKE, WERNER
Reconstructing "behind barbed wires" (photo) Apr'47:29

RENNER, JENNIE LOUISE STEINDORF
(married to Rudolph Richard Renner)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22
News room. Dec'61:32

RENNER, RUDOLPH RICHARD, 1896-1979
(married to Jenny Louise Steindorf Renner)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'56:6

RENNIE, ERIC. A CAMPAIGN ALBUM
New books. Oct'73:35

RENO, MARK
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41

RENO, NEVADA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
This year in home missions. Apr'37:25

Rensenbrink, Dorothy
Love: one egg or $13 million. Dec'72:7
A different kind of missionary. Apr'73:16

RENTON, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

RENO-WEI, HSIOH
Classroom and campus. Jan'64:34

REPERATIONS—WORLD WAR I
See
WORLD WAR, 1914-1918. REPERATIONS

REPLOGLE, DELBERT
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:2

REPUBLIC, MISSOURI. MAIN STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'51:1

REPUBLIC, PENNSYLVANIA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51

REPUBLIC, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
After sixteen years (photo) Mar'29:44
(photo) Aug'29:24
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:34
Their interest world wide (photo of Women's class) Aug'29:36
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:41 Sep'31:40
The church in a changing community. Sep'49:14
Victory day in the Coke Region. Sep'49:42

REPUBLIC, PENNSYLVANIA. TOWER HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Blossoming in a coke field (photos) Mar'23:34
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55 Aug'23:50
A new hope. Apr'27:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31

RESISTENCIA, ARGENTINA
Opportunity in Argentina. Jul'44:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:32
Events in the Chaco. Dec'45:43
Work in the Chaco (photo of Beginners' class) Feb'46:42
New work in the Chaco. Dec'46:29
Glimpses of our work in South America (photo) Mar'47:11
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26
A new Christian home in Resistencia. Nov'49:37
(photo of children) Jun'50:25
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36
A new church is born (photos of laying of cornerstone of new church)
Jan'52:20
For adult mission study. Apr'52:34
(photo of church) Mar'54:21
Resistencia adventure (photos) Feb'60:33
Two floods in the Chaco. Nov'61:28

RESONER, SOPHIA N
(death) Mar'22:54

RESPONSE TO EVANSTON
News room. Dec'55:42

RESPONSE TO LUND
A response to Lund. Mar'54:6

RESPONSIBLE DISCIPLES--MISSION BEGUN
Disciples stress responsibilities. Sep'58:17

RESPOSO, EPIFANIA (married to David Resposo)
Women on world highways. Jun'66:33

RESPRESS, EDWIN G
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47 (photo p. 48)

RESTO, FRANCISCO (married to Miriam Resto)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
We found friends in Puerto Rico (photo) Jul'67:40
In brief. May'69:38
(photo) Nov'69:46
God's man at Santa Junaita (photo) Jun'72:15

RESTO, MANTZA
(photo) Jun'72:16

RESTO, MIRIAM (married to Francisco Resto)
We found friends in Puerto Rico (photo) Jul'67:40
(photo) Jun'72:16

RESTO, RYZETTE
(photo) Jun'72:16

RESTON, VIRGINIA. UNITED CHRISTIAN PARISH
The church in the new town. Dec'72:suppl:10
World events. Sepo'73:39
Reston: good news for the whole church. Nov'73:18

RESTORATION OF NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIANITY
(RESTORATION MOVEMENT)
See also

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Churchman's vocabulary. Dec'63:18
Road to unity. Jan'64:29
Ask about it! May'65:8

RESTRUCTURE
Freedom with responsibility. May'62:25
Restructure. Jun'62:44
That new world... Dec'62:9
A look at Restructure. Jan'63:22
Restructure--in your church, too. Jun'63:9
Let's all share in Restructure. Jul'63:25
Here and there with World Call. Jul'63:50
...full steam ahead. Jul'63:25
Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24
Restructure notebook. Nov'63:31
Ask about it! Dec'63:8
The new mood of change. Dec'63:9
Churchman's vocabulary. Dec'63:18
Restructure notebook (organization chart) Dec'63:31
Restructure notebook. Jan'64:33 Feb'64:31
Freedom to be anonymous? Mar'64:9
Restructure notebook.
Mar'64:32 Apr'64:33 May'64:33
Ask about it! Jun'64:8
World Calling... Jun'64:10
Restructure notebook. Jun'64:33
Brotherhood Restructure continues. Jul'64:9
Restructure notebook. Jul'64:31
Global highlights. Sep'64:6
Voting representatives and your church. Sep'64:9
Restructure notebook. Sep'64:28
Global highlights. Oct'64:5
Ask about it! Feb'65:8
Seeking change with responsible speed. Feb'65:23
What's in a name? Mar'65:17
Ask about it! Apr'65:8
Disciples, delegates and Dallas. Apr'65:17
Our covenant with God. May'65:19
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4
Ask about it! Jun'65:8
What Disciples want to know about Restructure. Jun'65:21
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
World Calling... Jul'65:10
What's the truth about Restructure? Jul'65:27
Global highlights. Sep'65:6
World Calling... Nov'65:10
Restructure and the Independents. Jan'66:43
A laymen looks at Restructure. Mar'66:13
The last word. Apr'66:50
An exchange of opinions on the meaning of brotherhood. Jun'66:11
That "plan" in someone's pocket. Jun'66:28
History making. Sep'66:9
World Calling... Sep'66:10
Where we are in Brotherhood Restructure. Sep'66:11
The Provisional design. Oct'66:9
World Calling. Nov'66:10
Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:26
7 tips on studying the Proposed design. Nov'66:50
Now, its' your turn. Dec'66:14
What's next in Restructure. Dec'66:17
7 tips for considering the Provisional design. Feb'67:50
World Calling. Apr'67:10
Churches are reacting to the Provisional Design. Apr'67:40
Purpose of Restructure. May'67:25
Global highlights. Jun'67:5
? and answers. Jul'67:50
What every layman ought to know. Sep'67:9
States tackle critical issues. Sep'67:17
The Atlanta Declaration. Oct'67:9
? and answers. Oct'67:50
Rex, Frederick J
The miracle man of mass education. Dec'52:26

REYES, AUGUSOTO COTTO
Going forward in His name. Oct'24:59
Crusade progress (photo) Dec'49:23

REYES, BARTOLOME COTTO
(photo) Jan'24:38

Reyes, Fidel, -1990 (married to Helen Cline Reyes)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'39:39 Sep'43:36
They call it "high view." Apr'64:31

REYES, FIDEL, -1990
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39
Mexican Christian Church at Amarillo. Oct'38:31
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:19
A soup kitchen paid off. Nov'53:10 (photo p. 21)
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
(photo) Apr'64:31

REYES, FRANK
Global highlights (photo) Oct'51:2

REYES, HELEN CLINE (married to Fidel Reyes)
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39
Mexican Christian Church at Amarillo. Oct'38:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:19
A soup kitchen paid off. Nov'53:20
(photo) Apr'64:31

REYES, JOCABETH
(photo) Jun'51:24

REYES, PABLO
(photo) Jul'24:26

REYNARD, JOHN W
College notes and news. Sep'40:30

REYNOLDS, (MRS. B. F.) -1958
In memoriam. Jan'59:41

REYNOLDS, (MRS. C. A.)
Memorium. Apr'36:39

REYNOLDS, (MRS. C. W.)
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

REYNOLDS, (married to Dana Reynolds, Jr.)
Opportunities unlimited (photo) Jun'68:20

REYNOLDS, (MRS. H. M.)
(photo) Nov'58:36

Reynolds, A D -1926
Business in missions. Oct'26:54

REYNOLDS, ALLIE, -1946
In memoriam. Sep'46:39

REYNOLDS, BERTHA, -1947
In memoriam. Feb'48:37

Reynolds, Crockett Burnett, 1874?--1961
Speaking of books. Jul'32:40
Hands in prayer. Apr'35:5 (by-line on p.2)

REYNOLDS, CROCKETT BURNETT, 1874?--1961
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
(death) News room. Feb'62:34

Reynolds, Clarence W., 1890-1966
Notes. Aug'19:47
REYNOLDS, CLARENCE W., 1890-1966
Notes. Jun'20:64
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30  Mar'32:27
REYNOLDS, DOUGLAS ROBERT, 1944-
At home in all lands. Oct'49:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42
REYNOLDS, EDNA, -1957
(death) News room. Dec'57:36
REYNOLDS, FRANK
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:13
REYNOLDS, FRED C
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
Reynolds, Grace
If (poem) Feb'25:13
Reynolds, H C
Missionary organizations... Feb'29:32
Reynolds, Harriet Robertson, 1910-1988
(married to Ira Hubert Reynolds)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'47:35
Ricksha boy. Dec'47:40
Hawkers. Jan'48:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36
Come over and help us. Oct'48:27
China evacuees in the Philippines. Apr'49:43
Ye must be born anew. Jul'49:40
At home in all lands. Oct'49:41
Hopeful of opportunities for teaching and serving. Jan'50:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42
Watermelons the best ever. Nov'50:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'53:36
Mission children are everywhere. Jun'54:8
Protestants in Philippines lead family life movement. Jul'55:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34  Feb'56:34
Women and world highways. Mar'57:33
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34
Belonging to one another. Feb'58:49
American youth are not so bad. Oct'58:40
Five Filipino sisters... Mar'60:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'62:36  Feb'65:34
An American family in the Philippines. Sep'67:42
From strangers to friends. Jan'70:6
Direct line. Apr'70:32  Jan'71:34
Research team shows concern for people in the Philippines. Jul'71:31
REYNOLDS, HARRIET ROBERTSON, 1910-1988
News room. May'47:35
A little bundle of life. May'48:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14
Global highlights. Dec'49:3
quoted. Chinese youth gather in conference. Dec'50:9
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:3
Global highlights. Apr'56:3
(photo) Feb'65:34
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
In brief. Jul'69:38
REYNOLDS, HARRIET ROBERTSON. WHAT CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO THE CHINESE WORLD outreach books. Jun'69:7

Reynolds, Harvey Judson, 1870-1948
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:63 Aug'29:36

REYNOLDS, HARVEY JUDSON, 1870-1948
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Apr'19:62
(photo) Mar'24:37

Reynolds, Herman Marion, 1891-1972
(married to Mildred Olive Pritchett Reynolds)
Keeping faith. Jun'25:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49
A look-in at Hinduism. Nov'28:58
The thrill of preaching. Jun'29:37
On the edge of the jungle. Sep'29:34
Kotmi retreat for evangelists. Nov'29:38
Christmas in lands afar. Dec'29:57
A picture, past, present and future. Jun'30:40
O Lord, revive thy church (poem) Jun'30:46
Pentecost convention in Bilaspur. Oct'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:43
Making the best of things. Jun'31:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:39
What we leave in India. Oct'35:21
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:38
Mahwali's story. Jul'39:44
A missionary's case for missions. Jul'39:10
Biblical Christians. Nov'39:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'41:38
Our co-workers, we salute you! Nov'41:42
Christ in Gondland. Feb'42:46
In the light of Easter morn (poem) Apr'42:48
A visit at Kotmi. Apr'43:46
In the land of the "Aussies." Apr'46:27
India on the march. Nov'47:41
Beloved India (poem) Apr'48:27
The Bible becomes better known. Jan'49:43
Beloved India (poem) Feb'49:44
A missionary's tribute to Gandhi. Mar'49:23
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'51:36
Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32
How a fair serves a new purpose. Feb'53:22
Community center. Sep'54:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
They met in India. May'55:17
Summer in India. Jun'55:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
Hope for rural India. Feb'58:31
Christmas--to care and share (poem) Dec'72:36

REYNOLDS, HERMAN MARION, 1891-1972
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
New missionaries to four fields. Aug'27:25
Panthers and babies. Aug'31:47
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Nov'36:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40 Mar'37:42
Christian witness in India (photo) Mar'49:25
Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:12
Indian villagers learn to read (photo) Nov'55:24
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years (photo)
Sep'59:27
In memoriam. Mar'72:44
Reynolds, Hubert
See Reynolds, Ira Hubert
Reynolds, Ira Hubert, 1914-
(married to Harriet Robertson Reynolds)
Why I'm going to China. May'46:43
Hawker, Jan'48:44
A little bundle of life. May'48:46
China convention reaches high level. Oct'48:38
From Wuhu to Wuhu in seven days. Mar'50:27
The Vigan Center. Feb'54:47
A community center succeeds. Mar'54:29
For God and the Philippines. May'57:27
Belonging to one another. Feb'58:49
Opportunity in "Paradise." Jan'65:28
REYNOLDS, IRA HUBERT, 1914-
(os) Jun'46:back cover
News room. May'47:35
Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14
China evacuees in the Philippines. Apr'49:43
Ye must be born anew. Jul'49:40
Global highlights. Dec'49:3
quoted. Crusade progress. Apr'50:26
quoted. Chinese youth gather in Conference. Dec'50:9
Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:3
News room. Sep'54:39
Global highlights. Mar'55:4 Apr'56:3
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
In brief. Jul'69:38
(photo) Jan'71:34 Jul'71:30
Good angel in the Philippines (photo) Apr'73:30
REYNOLDS, IRA HUBERT. WHAT CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO THE CHINESE
World outreach books. Jun'69:7
REYNOLDS, J. C.
Letters. Dec'69:4
REYNOLDS, JAMES CARL
(photo) Jul'23:13
REYNOLDS, JANE ELIZABETH, 1942–
See
HILL, JANE ELIZABETH REYNOLDS
REYNOLDS, JEAN
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
(photo) Jul'39:10
REYNOLDS, JOYCE
See
REYNOLDS, MARIAN JOYCE
REYNOLDS, LUAN
In memoriam. Apr'27:50
REYNOLDS, MARIAN JOYCE, 1929–
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
(birth) Jun'29:63
India moving Christward. Mar'30:60
(photo)
Feb'32:34 Jul'32:44 Mar'33:25 Nov'36:34
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Feb'39:34
(photo) Jul'39:10
Reynolds, Mildred Olive Pritchett, 1899–1977
(Married to Herman Marion Reynolds)
One day's work. Jun'29:35
The thrill of preaching. Jun'29:37
Christmas in lands afar. Dec'29:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49,62
O Lord, revive thy church (poem) Jun'30:46
And he did it of his own free will. Aug'30:30
The good that men do. Feb'32:34
A romance of India. Jun'32:29
Why did he tell the truth? Jul'32:44
Fruits of Kotmi's touring work. Jul'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:41 Apr'35:39
I saw two holy cities. Dec'35:8
Echoes from everywhere. May'38:38 Jun'38:39
I love a Leper. Oct'38:14
Khushman--happy heart. Feb'39:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'41:39 Mar'41:39
Young India matches the hour. May'41:11
Contrasts. Sep'41:35
A children's Thanksgiving service. Sep'41:45
Our co-workers we salute you! Nov'41:42
Story of a Christian mother. Dec'41:42
Christ in Gondland. Feb'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:38
A visit at Kotmi. Apr'43:46
Soldier lads in India. Apr'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:32
Rita and her train trip. May'45:23
A burden bearing religion. Jun'47:35
The Bible becomes better known. Jan'49:43
No missionary has too many Bibles. Nov'50:49
Especially little Puchoo. Dec'51:46
India, new India. Jan'52:17
A wise teacher sees an opportunity. Dec'52:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'53:36 Jan'55:36
Are Bible Women needed? Feb'55:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
India and the Christian home. May'55:21
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'56:34
"Big day" at Kota. Apr'57:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'57:34
Healing and much more! May'58:29
Anja of India. Jun'64:38

REYNOLDS, MILDRED OLIVE PRITCHETT, 1899-1977
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
New missionaries to four fields. Aug'27:25
(photo) Oct'27:43
Panthers and babies. Aug'31:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Programs for adult organizations. Feb'32:36
(photo) Jul'32:44 Mar'33:25
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Sep'36:32 Mar'37:42 Jul'38:44
  (photo) Nov'36:34 May'37:40
  (photo) Jul'39:10 Nov'41:42
News room. May'45:28 Sep'45:30
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
Christian witness in India (photo) Mar'49:25
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38
Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32
(photo) Jan'55:36 Feb'55:32
A salute to women on the mission field. Mar'57:24
Eight retiring mission workers served total of 300 years (photo)
Sep'59:27

REYNOLDS, MILDRED OLIVE. JASMINE OF THE JUNGLE
A new resource for India mission study. Jan'64:44

REYNOLDS, MILDRED OLIVE. WE LIVED IN TIGER JUNGLE
Letters. Sep'70:33

REYNOLDS, REGINALD. A QUEST FOR GANDHI
Book chat. Oct'52:40

REYNOLDS, ROGER PAGE, 1931-
(photo) Jul'32:44 Mar'33:25
Roger Reynolds of Kotmi, India (photo) Feb'34:30
(photo) Nov'36:34
Children of the India missions. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
(photo) Jul'39:10 Feb'50:33

REYNOLDS, RUTH (U.S.)
See
MONTGOMERY, RUTH REYNOLDS

REYNOLDS, RUTH (CANADA)
Milton Society honors Miss Helen Keller (photo) May'53:44

REYNOLDS, S R
(photo) Mar'24:29

REYNOLDS, STEPHEN M
They advance Christian action (photo) Jul'55:16
REYNOLDS, VIRGINIA EDITH, 1941- See
ARROYO, VIRGINIA EDITH REYNOLDS
REYNOLDS, VIRGINIA ROSE, 1926-
(photo)
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42 Apr'57:34
REYNOSA, MEXICO
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
Compassion in action. Feb'69:26
REYS, JOSE M., JR
Viriginia Osborn memorial clinic (photo) May'70:32
Rhay, Lynette Lewis (married to Oakley Rhay)
Adventures in friendship. May'45:25
RHAY, LYNETTE LEWIS
News room. Mar'44:34
In brief. Dec'69:40
Rhay, Oakley (married to Lynette Lewis Rhay)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'44:32
RHAY, OAKLEY
News room. Mar'44:34
RHEE, SONG NEI, 1935-
Classroom and campus.
May'56:31 Sep'64:33
RHINE, JOSEPH BANKS
Classroom and campus. Apr'57:31 Jul'60:37
RHINEHART, RICHARD
World events (photo) Sep'73:39
RHINHARDT, BERTHA
(death) Jun'24:57
RHOADES, J. IRVING (IRWIN) 1895-1972
(married to Helen H. Rhoades)
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
RHOADES, JOHN HARSEN
quoted. Last column. May'53:48 Jan'54:48
RHOADES, LEWIS C
In brief. Nov'70:39
RHODE, BERGIT
(photo) May'54:20
RHODE ISLAND
A disturbing story. Mar'56:6
RHOADES, ARNOLD B. THE CHURCH FACES THE ISMS
Book chat. Mar'58:20
RHOADES, BLANCH, -1955 (married to C. L. Rhodes)
In memoriam. Nov'55:33
Rhodes, Chris, Jr.
The conference spirit. Sep'23:22
RHOADES, D H
Half a century in the pulpit (photo) May'25:30
The Church cares for her own (photo) Apr'30:2
RHOADES, J IRVING
(photo) Sep'28:15
RHOADES, LEWIS CARLTON, 1930- (married to Mary Rhodes)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'63:6
News room. Dec'64:36
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'67:7
(photo) Oct'69:3
World events (photo) Apr'71:38
RHODES, MONTIETH
(photo) Sep'28:15
RHODES, O A
(photo) Nov'25:30
RHODES, OLIN
(photo) Nov'50:21
RHODES, WILLIAM A., -1965
(death) Disciples in the news. Oct'65:7
RHODES UNIVERSITY
Disciples of Christ in South Africa. Apr'50:19
Disciples study at Rhodes College (photo of 1950 graduates)
Jan'51:29
RHODES UNIVERSITY. PETER AINSLIE MEMORIAL LECTURES
See
AINSLIE, PETER, MEMORIAL LECTURES (SOUTH AFRICA)
RHODESIA
See also
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
ZAMBIA
Missionary illustrations... May'29:40
Dedication of a Christian home in Rhodesia. Feb'38:45
Youth and missions. Apr'53:37
Disciples missionary becomes Prime Minister. Dec'53:26
Disciples in Africa hold convention. Dec'54:44
World events. Feb'72:38
Justice in Rhodesia is a Christian concern. May'72:24
Commentary. Jul'72:12
Judith Todd: peacemaker in exile. Jul'73:16
RHODY, FLORENCE
(death) Oct'25:55
RICE, (married to Buy M. Rice) -1948
In memoriam. Mar'48:37
Rice, (Mrs. E. G.)
Letters. May'70:34
RICE, (MRS. E. J.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
RICE, (married to John E. Rice)
(death) Oct'23:62
RICE, (MRS. L. H.)
In memoriam. Apr'38:39
RICE, A C
Our home at Jacksonville, Illinois (photo) Apr'20:48
RICE, C E
(photo) Nov'25:28
Rice, Cale Young, 1872-1943
(married to Alice Caldwell Hegan Rice)
Dream and daring (poem) Jan'29:back cover
RICE, CHARLES L
World events. Apr'73:41
RICE, CLIFFORD
(photo) Jun'54:9
Rice, Dallas C, 1901–
(married to Katherine May Bothman Rice)
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural groups.
May'31:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39
A glimpse of White Swan. Oct'32:26
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'34:40 Jan'35:40 Jan'36:39
Jul'34:40 Nov'35:39
Telephones for White Swan Mission. Feb'38:44
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:10
Mrs. Welch visits White Swan. Sep'44:39
RICE, DALLAS C, 1901–
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
Our Indian mission. Jul'31:26
The Rices of White Swan (photo) Oct'31:45
(photo) Sep'32:30
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
A unique Thanksgiving. Jan'38:44
(photo) Nov'38:7
Home missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
News room. Sep'47:40
Rice, Donald Thomas, 1917–
(married to Ruth Mae Pestal Rice)
Return to Damoh. Apr'46:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'46:38 Oct'46:36 Sep'48:36 Mar'51:38
...reports from Damoh, India. Apr'51:44
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:37
Jolting along in a mission jeep. Mar'52:46
A five point program for a new India. May'53:22
Village workers. May'55:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'55:36
Missionaries fight a fearful goddess. Jun'55:31
Indian villagers eager to learn. Apr'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
A better life for Sahabana. Dec'60:24
India doctors with a new outlook. Mar'61:21
RICE, DONALD THOMAS, 1917–
(photo) Jun'23:50 Jun'26:13
Where children must come first. Dec'27:55
(photo) Nov'29:49 Jun'31:40 Feb'40:34
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
News room. Jan'43:34
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
(ordination) News room. Dec'43:32
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
News room. Jan'48:42
(photo) Mar'52:46
Global highlights (photo) May'54:3
More abundant life for Indian villagers (photo) Mar'55:26
India's door is open (photo) Apr'55:27
(photo) Jun'55:front cover
The cover. Jun'55:inside front cover
(photo) Jun'55:31 Oct'55:18
Global highlights. Mar'56:3
Technical assistance—a missionary idea. Jul'56:23
India's villages change. Oct'56:19
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'56:36
Peace Corps and missionary motives. May'61:9
News room. Sep'63:42

RICE, EDWARD. THE MAN IN THE SYCAMORE TREE, THE GOOD TIMES AND HARD LIFE OF THOMAS MERTON
A friend's tribute. Jul'72:33

RICE, ELIZABETH GOVER
(death) Aug'25:50

Rice, Emily
The church that love built. Aug'32:33

RICE, GEORGE P
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30

RICE, HELEN STEINER. SOMEONE CARES
Books of value. Dec'72:47

RICE, HOWARD E
Here and there with World Call. Apr'63:50

RICE, J A
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:21

RICE, JOAN
(photo) Oct'31:45 Sep'32:30

RICE, JOHN C
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:38

RICE, JOY ROSALIA, 1944-
(photo) Apr'46:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
(photo) Jun'54:9

RICE, KAREN
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39

Rice, Katherine May Bothman
(married to Dallas Rice)
The festival of the roots. Sep'32:30
A Christian home for Indian boys and girls. Oct'33:27
A bird's eyes view of home missions. Apr'35:28

RICE, KATHERINE MAY BOTHMAN
(photo) Jun'26:13
Where children must come first. Dec'27:55
(photo) Nov'29:49 Jun'31:40
Our Indian mission. Jul'31:26
The Rices of White Swan (photo) Oct'31:45
(photo) Sep'32:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40 Feb'39:34
News room. Apr'47:40 Sep'47:40

RICE, LOUISE. NEW BLOOD
New books. Jul'23:60

Rice, Luther H
What the church needs (poem) Nov'36:48

RICE, MARGARET ELAINE, 1934-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31

RICE, MARK
The rural church and its community. Dec'56:7

RICE, MATTIE WALLER
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:47
In memoriam. Jan'34:39
Rice, Merle Thomas
See
Rice, Rachel Merle Thomas

Rice, Perry James, 1867-1948 (married to Sarah Evelina Rice)
A new opportunity in Chicago. May'19:28
Messages from our Home Missionaries. May'19:39
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:25
Oak Park Christian Church. Oct'21:36
A city church that stayed. May'23:13
A church comes into its own. Jun'26:36

RICE, PERRY JAMES, 1867-1948
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Sep'20:25
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:9
(photo) Mar'34:34
Personalities. Apr'37:19
The threshold (photo) Oct'37:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
(photo) Mar'39:32

RICE, PERRY JAMES. THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN CHICAGO AND NORTH EASTERN ILLINOIS
A significant work. Oct'44:3

Rice, Rachel Merle Thomas, 1890-1981
(married to Ray Everett Rice)
A Hindu wedding in Damoh. Dec'22:46
The Doctor Miss Sahib is gone. Apr'23:30
Where children must come first. Dec'27:55
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
Missionary worship service. Nov'46:36 Jan'47:36 Mar'47:36 May'47:40
Dec'46:36 Feb'47:36 Apr'47:38
So back to India. Jun'47:11
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:39 Nov'47:34 May'48:36

RICE, RACHEL MERLE THOMAS, 1890-1981
CE news notes. Jan'19:64
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:32
News from home. May'20:35
(photo) Sep'22:24 Oct'22:5,36
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54 Dec'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Ray E. Rice. Aug'24:51
(photo) Jun'26:13 Nov'29:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33 Sep'35:32
News room. Dec'46:38
(photo) Jun'47:11
quoted. Facing this hour in central India. Jun'49:28
The Christian high school (photo) Jun'53:48
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:27

Rice, Ray Everett, 1888-1956
(married to Rachel Merle Thomas Rice)
Damoh boys and play. Jan'19:40
Note. Sep'19:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:61
A challenge from the mission fields. Jan'24:21
Life work conferences. Apr'24:63
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere.
  Aug'25:58  Sep'25:59  Mar'26:61
Rasul Kahn goes back to his village. Jul'27:37
Easter around the world. Jul'27:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
Mother's Day in India. Oct'27:58
How far can you see? Dec'27:51
Christian Endeavor in far away India. Jan'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'28:48  Jun'29:58
India and self-denial week. Oct'29:57
A factory for making men. Dec'29:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:50
The Gospel of the "Good turn." Aug'30:30
Better farmers for the India of tomorrow. Apr'31:31
With the boys in camp. Jun'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:38
With Rice in India. Jan'32:27
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'32:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
Damoh takes more steps in advance. May'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'32:40  Dec'32:38,39
So back to India. Jun'47:11
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'47:39
Literacy program in India progresses. Nov'47:29
Echoes from everywhere.
  Nov'47:34  May'48:36  Oct'52:34
The Christian high school. Jun'53:48

RICE, RAY EVERETT, 1888-1956
Notes. Jan'19:62
CE news notes. Jan'19:64
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:32
Feb'19:61
Notes. Sep'19:50  Jan'20:63
Highways through the heart of Hindustan. Nov'20:17
(photo) Sep'22:24
(photos) Oct'22:5,36
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
(photo) Oct'23:55
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Alfred Aleppa ordained at Damoh. Jul'24:59
(photo) Aug'24:50
Ray E. Rice (photo) Aug'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51
(photo) Jun'26:13
Christian Endeavor forges ahead (photo) Jun'26:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Nov'33:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
News room. Dec'46:38
(quoted. Crusade progress. May'50:27 Jul'50:26
(poto) Jun'53:48
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:27
(death) News room. Apr'56:32
RICE, RICHARD H. FOCUS: THE CHRISTIAN'S CALLING
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32
Rice, Ruth Mae Pestal, 1920-
(married to Donald Thomas Rice)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38
Disciples make history. Jun'55:44
Visiting Tibet's "God-King." Dec'59:29
RICE, RUTH MAE PESTAL, 1920-
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
(poto) Apr'46:28 Jun'46:back cover
News room. Jan'48:42
quoted. Last column. Mar'50:48
More abundant life for Indian villagers (photo) Mar'55:24
Village industries in India (photo) Oct'55:10
RICE, SARAH ANNE, 1949-
(birth) News room. Jun'49:38
(photo) Jun'54:9
RICE, SARAH Evelina, 1866-1955 (married to Perry James Rice)
In memoriam. Jan'56:35
RICE, THOMAS, 1946-
(birth) News room. Jan'47:38
(photo) Jun'54:9
RICE, THOMAS DAVID
Where children must come first. Dec'27:55
(photo) Nov'29:49 Jun'31:40
RICE, THOMAS P (married to Winifred Edee Rice)
(marriage) News room. Apr'47:40
RICE, WARD A., 1904-1982
Classroom and campus.
Jul'59:37 (photo) Mar'64:35
RICE, WINIFRED EDEE (married to Thomas P. Rice)
(marriage) News room. Apr'47:40
RICH, JOHN H
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36
Rich, Mark
Cooperation among rural churches. Mar'42:12
Spiritual vitamin complex needed. Apr'48:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'57:34
RICH, MARK
Distinguished churchmen visit U.C.M.S. (photo) Apr'43:19
Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
Global highlights. Nov'52:3
Pastoral unities bring a new day (photo) Nov'59:17
RICH, MARK. RURAL PROSPECT
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
RICHARD, TIMOTHY
A great man of China (death) Jul'19:41
RICHARD, ZANDRA
In brief (photo) Jun'71:41
RICHARDS, (MRS. E. K.)
News room. Mar'43:34
RICHARDS, (MRS. E. W.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34 Dec'39:40
(photo) Apr'41:inside back cover
RICHARDS, (married to William Richards)
In memoriam. Nov'45:31
RICHARDS, ANNIE, -1955 (married to Marion Richards)
In memoriam. Feb'56:35
RICHARDS, C K
(photo) Mar'34:34
RICHARDS, CHARLES H
RICHARDS, CLARA (married to Ross Richards)
Here and there with World Call. Oct'60:50
RICHARDS, CORA K., -1957
In memoriam. Nov'57:35
RICHARDS, EDITH M., -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
RICHARDS, GARNET M
quoted. Last column. Oct'53:48
RICHARDS, GEORGE W
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
RICHARDS, J K
(photo) Jan'21:17
RICHARDS, JANE
(photo) Feb'52:21
RICHARDS, JEAN H. WHEN GOD IMAGINED A WORLD
New books. Mar'68:39
RICHARDS, LEYTON
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
RICHARDS, LEYTON. REALISTIC PACIFISM
Book chat. Dec'35:21
RICHARDS, MABEL, -1946
(death) News room. Oct'46:38
RICHARDS, ROWENA
Global highlights. Jun'58:7
News room. Jul'58:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36
RICHARDSON, (married to Carl Richardson)
In brief. Feb'73:40
RICHARDSON, (married to Harry G. Richardson)
Here and there with World Call. Apr'56:48
RICHARDSON, ALAN. THE GOSPEL AND MODERN THOUGHT
Book chat. May'50:16
RICHARDSON, ALAN. THE MIRACLE STORIES OF THE GOSPELS
Book chat. Mar'43:21
RICHARDSON, ALAN. RELIGION IN CONTEMPORARY DEBATE
New books. Mar'67:22
RICHARDSON, ALPHA
(photo) Sep'32:inside back cover
RICHARDSON, ANNE ELIZABETH, -1966
In memoriam. Feb'67:43
Richardson, Barrie
A college prepares its students for life. Jul'72:21
RICHARDSON, BARRIE  
Classroom and campus. Sep'68:34  
In brief. Apr'69:42  
(photo) Jul'72:22  

RICHARDSON, CAROL ELIZABETH DODSON, 1958-  
(birth) News room. Feb'59:42  

RICHARDSON, DANA H., 1888-1927  
(photo) Mar'24:28  
In memoriam. Dec'27:48  

RICHARDSON, DEARL D  
Global highlights. Nov'53:3  

RICHARDSON, DONALD W. THE REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST  
Book chat. May'58:24  

RICHARDSON, E C  
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33  

RICHARDSON, GRACE E. HARDY, 1911- (married to Paul D. Richardson)  
(commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38  
And to be a friend to man (photo) Jul'56:21  

Richardson, H L  
On an Indian reserve. Jan'27:37  

RICHARDSON, H L  
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30  

Richardson, Homer L  
Evolution of a congregation. Dec'72:28  

RICHARDSON, J O  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42  

RICHARDSON, JOHN  
Global highlights. Sep'52:4  

RICHARDSON, JOSEPH  
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33  

RICHARDSON, MABLE ANN  
Classroom and campus. Dec'48:32  

Richardson, Madge  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:60  

RICHARDSON, MARY E  
In memoriam. May'43:39  

RICHARDSON, PAUL D., 1911- (married to Grace B. Hardy Richardson)  
(commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38  
And to be a friend to man (photo) Jul'56:21  
Classroom and campus. Oct'63:34  

RICHARDSON, ROBERT, 1806-1976  
Emma Richardson Wharton. Apr'22:42  
Mrs. G. L. Wharton. Jun'22:27  

RICHARDSON, SID W., -1970  
In brief. Jun'71:43  

RICHARDSON, THOMAS E  
Classroom and campus. Mar'49:33  

RICHARDSON, THOMAS F  
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26  

RICHARDSON, W A  
quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover  

RICHARDSON, W L  
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:32  

Richardson, William Franklin, 1852-1925  
Prohibition and brotherhood. Jul'19:9  
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:29  
Parental evangelism. Mar'22:14
Around the world in three days. Oct'22:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
Miss Ruby Painter. Jul'24:58
The glory of the seventy-five years. Feb'25:24

RICHARDSON, WILLIAM FRANKLIN
(photo) Sep'20:29 Oct'23:52
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
(photo) Apr'25:2
W. F. Richardson's death. Jul'25:10
William Franklin Richardson (photo) Aug'25:22
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:53
The greatest of these. Dec'25:25
Notable ministries of the Kansas City area (photo) Sep'36:7
Personalities. Oct'36:25

RICHARDSON, WILLIAM JUDSON, 1921-
Classroom and campus.
Nov'46:28 Jan'56:32 Nov'68:35

RICHARDSON, WILLIAM J. CHINA AND CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY
New books. Dec'69:28

RICHARDSON, WILLIAM LEEDS, 1871-1959
(photo) Jan'21:3,5
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31

RICHARDSON, WILMA, -1958
In memoriam. May'58:37
Richer, (married to Claude Richer)
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
Riches, Walter E
Letters. Mar'71:4

RICHESON, DOROTHY DORNON (married to Forrest L. Richeson)
(photo) Nov'36:26 Dec'49:26
News room. Mar'51:40
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... (photo) Feb'53:13
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'58:8
Global highlights (photo) May'61:5
Global highlights. May'62:6
Presenting (photo) Feb'67:8
A man on the move. Oct'67:14
The scene. Mar'69:44

Richeson, Forrest Lester, 1908-
(married to Dorothy Dornon Richeson)
I was sick and ye visited me. Apr'47:26
Christ makes all things NEW. Apr'67:11
Spotlight on William B. Lockhart. Nov'71:6

RICHESON, FORREST LESTER, 1908-
(photo) Nov'36:26
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:8
News room (photo) Jul'60:42
Disciples look to Miami (photo) Sep'63:31
quoted. Why we stay in the ministry (photo) Oct'63:12
Global highlights (photo)
Nov'64:5 Nov'66:5
Disciples in the news. Dec'66:7
Benevolent teamwork (photo) Dec'66:13
Global highlights (photo) Feb'67:5
A man on the move (photo) Oct'67:14
Convention reflections. Dec'67:9
RICHEY, BETTY COBBLE
See
RICHEY, ELIZABETH ALICE COBBLE
Richey, Elizabeth Alice Cobble, 1933-
(married to Melvin Duane Richey)
Death...is the beginning. Mar'64:11
Spotlight on Harriet Mubanga. Feb'71:16
RICHEY, ELIZABETH ALICE COBBLE, 1933-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
(photo) Jun'34:25        Jun'54:12
(marriage) News room. Dec'54:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
In brief. Jul'70:39
Richey, Helen Lenore, 1891-
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51 Aug'24:59
A burglar story. Sep'24:35
Children's Day in Japan. Nov'24:54
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40
School recognized as influential center. Feb'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39 May'32:40
RICHEY, HELEN LENORE, 1891-
(photo) Aug'20:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:56
Station UCMS broadcasting.
        Jun'32:31 Sep'33:44 Jan'37:32
RICHEY, JANET, 1969-1970
(death) In brief. Jul'70:39
Richey, Melvin Duane, 1931-
(married to Elizabeth Alice Cobble Richey)
Death...is the beginning. Mar'64:11
RICHEY, MELVIN DUANE, 1931-
(marriage) News room. Dec'54:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'60:5
In brief. Jul'70:39
RICHEY, MIRIAM, -1963
(death) News room. Feb'64:34
Death...is the beginning. Mar'64:11
RICHHAII, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:38
Richie, Edna
The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:28
RICHE, EDNA
(photo) Sep'73:12,28 Oct'73:13
RICHLAND CENTER, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'20:46
RICHLAND CENTER, WISCONSIN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
RICHLAND, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. May'50:27
RICHLANDS, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28
RICHMOND, BRIAN
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
RICHMOND, HERSCHELL H., 1915- (married to Muriel L. Richmond)  
(photo) Mar'39:32  
In brief. Oct'70:38
Richmond, Lee Joyce  
Promoting good will. May'63:32
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
The best in the city (photo) Jan'20:43  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35 May'32:40
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA  
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:40  
...greets Convention. Jun'39:12  
All roads lead to Richmond. Sep'39:middle insert  
The threshold. Oct'39:2  
Committee on Ward Services news notes.  
Dec'45:40 Jan'46:32
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. BARRETT AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:18
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. BATTERY PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
It began with the primary department (photo of project)  
May'37:32
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:25
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. COLONIAL PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:25
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. COWARDIN AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:25
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. DISCIPLES' COUNCIL  
The Disciples Council of Richmond, Virginia. Dec'19:38
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. FAIRMOUNT AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:25
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. HANOVER AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:4  
Letter. Nov'22:30  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57 Jul'24:50  
Men and missions. Oct'31:16  
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:41  
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:24
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH  
(photo) Oct'39:front cover  
The threshold. Oct'39:2
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. SEVENTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:60  
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:15 (photo p. 16)  
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:24  
(photo of Friendly Center) Feb'42:17  
After many days. Apr'42:44  
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27  
Committee on War Services news notes.  
Oct'45:34 May'46:40 Jun'46:44  
News room. Jul'46:47
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. SYCAMORE CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:15
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Richmond churches welcome Disciples of Christ (photo) Oct'39:24
RICHTER, EDWARD J. RELIGION AND THE PRESIDENCY  
Book chat. Sep'62:24
RICHTER, JULIUS  
College of Missions. Mar'25:64
Rickenbacker, Eddie
Developing character traits urged. Nov'46:40

RICKET, R. W.
(photo) Nov '25:27

RICKETTS, NOLA, -1972
In memoriam. Dec '72:42

RICKMAN, LEONA MARIE NELSON, -1979
(married to Lester Buford Rickman)
Disciples in the news. Dec '66:7
Rickman, Lester Buford, 1909-
(married to Leona Marie Nelson Rickman)
What is a church? Oct '57:9
Church grows in Philippines. Sep '60:28
Moments of meditation. Feb '63:37

RICKMAN, LESTER BUFORD, 1909-
(photo) Mar '39:32
Summer comes to the campus. Jul '40:33
News room. Jan '50:34
Global highlights (photo) Jan '58:6
They work for you (photo) Sep '58:27
When churches work together (photo) Oct '59:11
News room (photo) May '60:44
Global highlights (photo) Feb '65:5
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct '66:7
Disciples in the news. Dec '66:7
Mar '67:7
World events (photo) Jun '72:39

RICKS, COLUMBUS B
Classroom and campus. Jan '61:28

RICKS, ROBERT
(photo) May '57:39

RIDDELL, (MRS. J L)
(death) Nov '20:49

RIDDELL, GLENN E
They advance Christian action (photo) Jul '55:17

RIDDELL, LOUIS
Echoes from everywhere. Jun '24:60
(photo) Sep '33:4

RIDDELL, MARY
(death) Mar '22:54

RIDDICK, HATTIE B
(death) Feb '23:64

RIDDLE, DONALD WAYNE. PAUL, MAN OF CONFLICT
Book chat. Oct '40:25

RIDDLE, WALTER LEONARD
Classroom and campus. Nov '66:34

RIDELBOUR, VIVIAN
In memoriam. Nov '41:39

Ridenour, Caroll Martin, 1885-1971
(married to Parra Lee Ridenour)
A new work, but the old Plea. May '19:43
A gleam from Glasgow. Jun '25:38
A bit of history. Oct '26:44
No excuse for a "dead church." Nov '26:56
Thanksgiving day at White Swan. Feb '35:46

RIDENOUR, CAROLL MARTIN, 1885-1971
Twentieth Century pioneering (photo) Dec '22:36
Echoes from everywhere. May '23:54
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
One week's itinerary of a Home Missionary. Feb'24:37
(photo) Mar'24:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
(photo) Dec'24:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45 Feb'25:45
What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51 Dec'27:44
The ministers of Seattle invite you! (photo) May'29:24
(photo) Oct'29:7 Jul'36:24
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'37:inside front cover
Personnelites. Apr'37:19
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
World Convention notes. Apr'52:47

Here and there with World Call. May'57:48

RIDENOUR, JENNIE
In memoriam. Apr'31:39

RIDER, (married to Keith Rider)
Lay witness mission comes to us (photo) Dec'71:19

RIDER, EDMUND HENRY
(death) Mar'20:53

RIDER, EDWARD
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31 Nov'53:30

RIDER, RACHEL M
Memoriam. Feb'35:39

RIDGE, WINNIE R
(death) Jun'24:57

RIDGETOWN, ONTARIO. CHURCH OF CHRIST (DISCIPLES)
Crusade progress (photos) Oct'49:26

RIDGEWAY, BERTHA
(death) Aug'26:49

RIDGEWAY, JOHN MILTON
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
Ninety years old and full of youth (photo) Apr'70:14
In brief. Dec'72:42

RIDGEWAY, ROGER E
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'65:34

RIDINGS, HOPE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42

RIDINGS, J. WILLARD, 1894-1948
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:33
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32
Global highlights. Feb'50:3

RIDLEY, JASPER. JOHN KNOX
New books. Jun'69:28

RIDLEY, MILDRED BETTY
Global highlights. Jun'54:2

RIEBEL, FRED J
(photo) Jun'30:32

RIEGER, JULIUS
quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:7

RIEGGER, WALLINGFORD
(photo) Jan'21:6

RIEMAN, LOUISE ANN BALDWIN, 1946-
(married to Philip Wayne Rieman)
RIEMAN, PHILIP WAYNE, 1944-
(married to Louise Ann Baldwin Rieman)
(commissioning) World events (photo) Sep'70:37
In brief. Dec'70:34

RIFFE, LOTTIE B., -1957
In memoriam. Feb'58:37

RIFU, JAPAN
A rock at Rifu (photo) Jan'56:18
Rural center aids Japanese farmers. Oct'56:29

RIGA, PETER
quoted. Vietnam: another point of view. Apr'66:36

RIGBY, LOKA WYNDHAM, -1956
In memoriam. May'57:33

RIGDON, NOLA
The scene. Mar'70:44

RIGG, PARMELIA ANN
(death) Circulation corner (photo) Jun'35:1

RIGGENBACH, PAUL
Ergs, hours and insights (photo) May'71:11
Riggins, John Proctor, 1928- (married to Bettie Jean Riggins)
New wineskins. Nov'66:12

RIGGINS, JOHN PROCTOR, 1928-
Youth and the world mission. Feb'68:32

RIGGINS, WILLIAM
Feeding both body and soul (photo) Sep'73:26

RIGGINS, CHARLES WINFRED, 1896-1972
(married to Helen Robbins Riggs)
News room. Dec'48:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'61:34

RIGGS, ALICE SHEPARD, SHEPARD OF AINTAD
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56

RIGGS, GARHAM
Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:6

RIGGS, JENNIFER LYN
World events (photo) Jun'73:37

RIGGS, LULU, -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37

RIGHBERGER, HAZEL
See MARION, HAZEL RIGHBERGER

RIGHTER, RUTH
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31

RIJNHART, PETRUS (married to Susie Carson Rijnhart)
Opening the great closed land. Feb'20:6
(photo) Feb'20:8
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:13

RIJNHART, SUSIE CARSON, 1868-1908 (married to Petrus Rijnhart)
A new physician for Tibet. Mar'19:55
Opening the great closed land. Feb'20:6
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:13
They sleep—and call. Mar'22:6
Come on! Apr'22:4
The beginning of the trail. Feb'25:46
Program helps (photo) May'25:48
RILEY, BELLE HEARN, 1902-1972
Classroom and campus. Sep'65:37
RILEY, BILL
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'59:35
RILEY, BRUCE W., 1912-
Spotlight on Bruce W. Riley (photo) Nov'70:20
RILEY, EDGAR CARLISLE, 1883-1945
(photo) Jan'21:12
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:53
The threshold. Apr'42:4
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
RILEY, ELIZABETH, -1947
In memoriam. Nov'47:35
Riley, Hugh Madison, 1909- (married to Marjorie Bash Riley)
History--the sea around us. Oct'64:13
RILEY, HUGH MADISON, 1909-
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:6
(photo) Oct'64:13
Global highlights (photo) Jun'66:5
In brief. Apr'70:43
RILEY, IDA THOMAS, 1868-1954 (married to Oscar W. Riley)
In memoriam. Dec'54:37
Riley, Jo Merle, 1921- (married to Rebecca Riley)
Churches make ministers. Sep'57:32
Two dreamers meet in Haiti. Jan'62:15
A channel of reconciliation. Nov'68:48
Help for the emotionally troubled child. Nov'73:20
RILEY, JO MERLE, 1921-
(photo) Sep'42:7 Sep'57:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'58:8
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'60:34
(photo) Jan'62:15
Global highlights (photo)
Feb'63:5 Feb'65:5
Disciples in the news (photo) Nov'65:7
Disciples in the news. Mar'67:7
RILEY, LOUIS
(photo) Sep'42:6
RILEY, LOUIS THOMAS
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'60:34
Riley, M L
Book chat. May'37:45
RILEY, M. L.
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'39:inside front cover
RILEY, MATILDA EVANS
(death) Apr'22:52
RILEY, OSCAR WINSTON, 1870-1954 (married to Ida Thomas Riley)
In memoriam. Dec'54:37
RIMSTIDT, NORA
In memoriam. Apr'39:39
RINCKER, BERTHA
Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:3
Rinden, Gertrude Jenness
The magic suit. Jul'55:28
RINDEN, GERTRUDE JENNESS. AROUND THE WORLD WITH THE BIBLE
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
RINDEN, GERTRUDE JENNESS. KENJI
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
RINDEN, GERTRUDE JENNESS. SIDEWALK KIDS
For reading about "the city." Jul'54:44
RINDEN, GERTRUDE JENNESS. TEN OPEN DOORS
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
RINDEN, GERTRUDE JENNESS. WATCH GOAT BOY
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
Rindge, Fred Hamilton
Which was the better American? Sep'29:12
RINGGOLD, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:12
Ringstrom, Adelle
See Lemon, Adelle Ringstrom
RININGER, (married to Frank Rininger)
In memoriam. Dec'44:33
RINKER, JACOB
(photo) Jan'21:14
Rintamaa, Richard Alan, 1945-
Letters. Apr'71:4
RIO ARriba SALIENTE, PUERTO RICO
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58
First impressions--after twelve years. Jun'37:12
The union church around the world. Jun'60:28
RIO PIEDRAS, PUERTO RICO
Music week a success. Oct'44:37
Echoes from everywhere (photo of University Gardens Christian Church) Jun'63:36
RIO PIEDRAS, PUERTO RICO. VILLA LAS LOMAS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:5
(photo of children's class) Jan'73:46
RIO PLANTATION, PUERTO RICO
(photo of church) Apr'64:3
Rioch, David McKenzie, 1865-1940
(married to Minnie Henly Rioch)
How the "Flu" rages in sad India. Apr'19:33
Note. Aug'19:49
Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
Making contacts on shipboard. May'26:48
Among the hill people in India. Nov'28:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:59
Yesterday and today. Mar'31:20
RIOCH, DAVID MCKENZIE, 1865-1940
Notes (photo) Feb'19:45
Influenza in the mission fields. Mar'19:58
Notes. Jul'19:61
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:58
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:63
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
Off for India. Dec'25:63
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:48
(photo) Mar'28:18
(photo no 10) Mar'29:24
Visualizing one field in India. Oct'30:27
The ministry of a missionary. May'32:5
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:47
(death) News room. Nov'40:40
(death) David Rioch (photo) Dec'40:29
RIOCH, DAVID MCKENZIE, 1900–
Notes (photo) Feb'19:45
(photo) Aug'19:27
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
Off for India. Dec'25:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33 Oct'38:34
RIOCH, ELIZABETH V
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Rioc, Janet Isabel, 1905–
Mamaji's children. Mar'25:34
RIOCH, JANET ISABEL, 1905–
Notes (photo) Feb'19:45
(photo) Aug'19:27
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
Daughter of missionaries wins honor. Jun'26:55
Rioc, Minnie Henley, 1862–1953
(married to David McKenzie Rioch, Sr.)
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50
Making contacts on shipboard. May'26:48
Notha. Nov'27:42
Chosen--called--sent. Mar'29:17
Visualizing one field in India. Oct'30:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:40
Let their works praise them. Dec'41:28
RIOCH, MINNIE HENLEY, 1862–1953
Notes (photo) Feb'19:45
Mamji's children (photo) Mar'25:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:63
College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
Off for India. Dec'25:63
The ministry of a missionary. May'32:5
News room. Jul'48:39
(death) News room. Nov'53:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'54:34
RIPLEY, ROSE LOFTIN
(death) Apr'23:55
Ripper, Theodore W
What do we do with church music? Feb'64:18
RISDON, MARY E
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
RISH, ELIZA F., -1919
(death) May'19:41
Notes. May'19:61
RISHER, DARRELL F
   Classroom and campus. Nov'58:32
RISING, L. ELANE
   See BATES, L. ELAINE RISING
RISING SUN, INDIANA
   Let's let the sun rise. Mar'42:3
RISINGER, RUTH S., 1900-1982
   It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:8
RISMILLER, ARTHUR P. OLDER MEMBERS IN THE CONGREGATION
   New books. Mar'65:41
RISSE, (married to Simon Riss) -1947
   In memoriam. Sep'47:39
Rist, Alice
   See Langford, Alice Rist
RIST, SARAH
   Apr'19:62
RITCHIE, (married to Thomas P. Ritchie)
   Classroom and campus. Apr'57:30
RITCHIE, JUDITH
   Kentucky Homes forge ahead in care services (photo) Jun'66:19
RITER, (married to George Riter)
   How we put "World Call" in every home (photo) Jan'27:50
RITGER, (married to George Ritger) -1936
   In memoriam. Sep'36:39
Rittenhouse, (Mrs. D. S.)
   Letters. Dec'67:4
RITTENHOUSE, (MRS. D. S.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'38:inside front cover
RITTER, JESSIE NEVA, -1963 In memoriam. Mar'64:46
RITTER, LEO J (married to Hilda Brand Ritter) Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'58:8
RITZ, ALDA BELLE HILL, 1870-1959 (married to Henry Frederick Ritz) A unique departure (photo) Jul'27:45
RITZ, HENRY FREDERICK, 1871-1939 (married to Alda Belle Hill Ritz) A new work.. May'19:43 A unique departure (photo) Jul'27:45
Ritzmann, Tabitha Marie quoted. Last column. Jan'61:50
RIVAS, ISIDRO Esfuero--another chance for the addict (photo) Jan'72:25
RIVAS, MARGARITA News room. Sep'48:41
RIVER PLATE REPUBLICS, ARGENTINA Confederation of churches in River Plate Republics. Oct'39:45
RIVERA, (married to Simon Z. Rivera) (photo) Jan'36:43
RIVERA, ANIBAL Puerto Rico: a church is born (photo) Jun'72:7
RIVERA, ANTONIO Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
RIVERA, CABRERA FERNANDO See RIVERA, FERNANDO CABRERA
RIVERA, ELIZABETH, -1970? (married to Fernando Cabrera Rivera) Adults and mission (photo) Juan'64:39 (photo) Jun'66:13
Rivera, Fernando L They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:22 We offer our assets to mainland America. Apr'69:8
Povertyland. Jan'72:40
RIVERA, FLOR P., 1922-
  (photo) Jun'55:33
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'56:4
  Women and world highways (photo) Oct'58:35
  (photo) Mar'59:33
  New partners in Venezuela. Sep'63:26
  Global highlights. Mar'66:6 Jul'67:8
  Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
  Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:16
  A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo) Jun'69:30
  (photo) Jan'70:32
  Puerto Rico—sharing in mission (photo) Jun'72:14
  The best two months of our lives (photo) Jul'72:26

RIVERA, HECTOR J.
  Global highlights. Jul'61:7

Rivera, Juan G
  What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:28
  What I owe to Christ. Sep'34:19
  Women and world highways. Mar'59:33

RIVERA, JUAN G
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
  (photo) Nov'23:14 Dec'24:28
  College of Missions notes. Dec'24:58 Apr'25:57
  It pays to go to church (photo) Feb'28:54
  quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
  Rivera of Puerto Rico. Sep'34:18 (photo p. 19)
  (photo) Mar'59:33

Rivera, Juan Marcos, 1918- (married to Flor P. Rivera)
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36 Sep'60:36
  Persistence in Paraguay. Apr'61:46
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38 Jan'65:38
  Direct line. Jan'70:32
  Missionary chronicle. May'71:32
  Cronica missionera. May'71:32
  The church matures in Venezuela. Mar'73:29
  Direct line. Jun'73:40

RIVERA, JUAN MARCOS, 1918-
  New partners in Venezuela. Sep'63:26
  (photo) Jul'64:38 Jan'64:38
  Global highlights. Mar'66:6 Jul'67:8
  Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
  A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo)
  Jun'69:30
  (photo) Jan'70:32 Dec'70:14
  In brief. Feb'72:39
  Puerto Rico—sharing in mission (photo) Jun'72:14
  The best two months of our lives (photo) Jul'72:25
  Poor church with a rich ministry. Dec'72:21
  (photo) Mar'73:30

RIVERA, JULIO
  (photo) Mar'50:46 Apr'53:34

RIVERA, SANTIAGO
  (photo) Apr'53:34
  Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:9
RIVERA, SIMON Z
The Gospel in Laguna Province. Oct'20:40
(photo) Jan'36:43
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:28

RIVERA BEACH, FLORIDA. TROPICAL SANDS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1958. Feb'59:34

RIVERA, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Together we build (photo) Apr'54:12

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere (photo of youth) Jun'53:38
(photo) Jul'55:7
Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48

RIVET, GERMAINE
Translate it "Friendly welcome." Nov'71:43

RIVETT-CARNAC, A. T.
South Africa's first unity lecture (photo) Jan'50:27

RIXEY, GEORGE F
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'43:33

RIZAL, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Sowing and reaping in the Philippines. Jan'24:47
Being the adventures of "Lizzie" and others. Dec'26:39

ROACH, (MRS. R. W.)
(death) Jul'26:51

ROACH, ARNO LESLIE, 1867-1949 (married to Ruth Robinson Roach)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32
News room. Dec'48:31

ROACH, ELLA, -1947
In memoriam. Mar'48:37

Roach, Mary Alice (married to LaMonte Roach)

ROACH, MARY ELIZABETH, -1950
In memoriam. Jan'50:39

ROACH, RUTH ROBINSON (married to Arno Leslie Roach)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32

ROACH, WALTER R
Classroom and campus. Feb'67:35

"ROAD TO JERICHO" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'56:45

ROADRUCK, HARRIET JANE
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53

ROADRUCK, JANE
(death) Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:45

Roadruck, Roy Kenneth, 1890-1944 (married to Sara A. Roadruck)
The Church School of Missions in the Northwest. Feb'19:53
As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:30
Serving the small rural Bible schools. Nov'22:42
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:19
Trial blazing. Jan'27:14
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:30

ROADRUCK, ROY KENNETH, 1890-1944
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:53
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'25:52 Mar'26:52 Mar'27:43
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
Messages from our Home Missionary. May'19:39
Notes. May'19:62
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
quoted. Oct'20:49
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:60
(photo) Oct'22:29 Nov'22:34
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52 Jun'23:52 Aug'23:52
(photo) Nov'23:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Roy Kenneth Roadruck (photo) Sep'24:26
(photo) May'25:43 Jan'27:30,39
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'30:32 (photo no. 13) Jan'31:25,24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42 Feb'35:33
Roy K. Roadruck--an appreciation (photo) Mar'44:27
ROADRUCK, SARA A., 1889-1982 (married to Roy Kenneth Roadruck)
Roy K. Roadruck--an appreciation. Mar'44:27
ROADS
Highways and Hazel Green. Oct'53:16
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Virginians honor negro youth. Feb'48:5
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA. BELMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Oct'49:26
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jul'47:21
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA. NINTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'47:34
ROARK, ALF
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:34
ROBB, ALICE SOMEBOOK (married to Charles V. Robb)
In memoriam. Jun'37:39
ROBB, MARIA J
(death) Jul'23:54
ROBB, MARTHA
See
COREY, MARTHA ROBB
ROBB, WILLIAM
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
ROBB, WINFIELD EARL, 1889-
A decoration of honor (photo) Jul'20:5
ROBBINS, (married to Harold B. Robbins)
World Convention notes. May'35:8
ROBBINS, BETTY JEAN
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo) Sep'41:29
ROBBINS, CLEMER A., -1960
(death) News room. Nov'60:36
ROBBINS, CONNIE
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo) Sep'41:29
ROBBINS, GENEVA
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo) Sep'41:29
ROBBINS, GERALDINE  
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo)  
Sep'41:29

ROBBINS, HAROLD B.  
World Convention notes. May'35:8

ROBBINS, HOWARD CHANDLER. PREACHING THE GOSPEL  
Book chat. Nov'39:20

ROBBINS, JACKIE  
Yakima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:26

Robbins, James William (married to Rosemary Robbins)  
My wife, the "nun." May'70:20

Dividends in study of church union. May'71:14

ROBBINS, JEANETTE M  
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32

ROBBINS, LARRY  
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:27

ROBBINS, LETITA, -1962  
In memoriam. May'62:37

ROBBINS, LUCILLE  
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo) Sep'41:29

ROBBINS, MARY E.  
Global highlights. Mar'67:7 Feb'68:7

ROBBINS, MARY ELLEN  
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo) Sep'41:29

ROBBINS, ROBERT  
Is service rendered to needy children fruitful? (photo) Sep'41:29

ROBBINS, ROSEMARY (married to James William Robbins)  
My wife, the "nun." May'70:20

ROBBINS, ROY M  
Classroom and campus. Mar'49:33

ROBBINS, SARAH ELIZABETH  
News room. Feb'60:34

ROBBS, HORTENSE  
In memoriam. Feb'30:46

ROBERSON, ROY WAYNE, 1938- (married to Delores Ann Roberson)  
Kentucky Homes forge ahead in care services (photo) Jun'66:19

Classroom and campus (photo)  
May'66:34 Apr'67:35

ROBERT, A. L.  
News room (photo) Jan'60:32

ROBERT, GUY L. HOW THE CHURCH CAN HELP WHERE DELINQUENCY BEGINS  
Book chat. Oct'58:41

ROBERTS, (married to Allen D. Roberts)  
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44

ROBERTS, (married to Charles Roberts)  
World outreach sounding board. May'68:32

ROBERTS, (married to Charles D. Roberts)  
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

Robert, (married to Dwight Roberts)  
Flowers for the living. Jun'27:1

ROBERTS, (MRS. J. M.)  
In memoriam. Apr'32:39

ROBERTS, (married to Milton Roberts) -1958  
In memoriam. Nov'58:37

ROBERTS, (MRS. S.)  
In memoriam. Dec'27:48
ROBERTS, A L  
Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26

ROBERTS, AGNES  
Memorium. Jul'35:39

ROBERTS, ALEWYN LLOYD  
Global highlights. May'53:4

ROBERTS, ALLENE  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'52:2

ROBERTS, ANNE, -1961  
In memoriam. Jul'61:39

ROBERTS, ASHLEY RENEE, 1966-  
(birth) Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7

ROBERTS, C C  
(photo) Sep'35:23

Roberts, Carroll Curtis, 1896-1973  
A pattern to fit your needs. Nov'49:7  
Three Disciples and a mission to Japan. Mar'58:21  
Letters. Jul'71:4

ROBERTS, CARROLL CURTIS, 1896-1973  
Sep'41:8 Dec'44:22

Global highlights. Sep'57:2  
(photo) Mar'58:22

Classroom and campus. Oct'59:33  
In memoriam. May'73:42

ROBERTS, CHARLES H  
(photo) Jan'21:17

ROBERTS, CLARINDA A  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34

ROBERTS, CLEM  
Memoriam. Feb'35:39

ROBERTS, DAVID E. EXISTENTIALISM AND RELIGIOUS BELIEF  
Book chat. Jun'57:18

ROBERTS, DAVID E. THE GRANDEUR AND MISERY OF MAN  
Book chat. Jan'56:41

ROBERTS, DAVID R  
Classroom and campus. Jul'55:30

ROBERTS, DENTON  
A new-church pastor's story. Sep'65:22 (photo p. 23)

ROBERTS, DONALD V  
Global highlights. Oct'62:7

ROBERTS, E E  
Classroom and campus. Dec'43:24

ROBERTS, ELLEN, -1950  
In memoriam. Nov'50:43

ROBERTS, ETTA  
(death) Jan'22:59

Roberts, Frederick Gaylord, 1857-1926  
Note. Nov'19:63

ROBERTS, FREDERICK GAYLORD, 1857-1926  
Notes. Feb'20:61

Roberts, George Harold, 1903-  
Book chat. Jul'35:31  
A decisive hour of Christian missions. Jun'41:13  
Trying to make things add up. Jan'43:30  
Christian attitudes in time of war. Apr'44:19  
The right to be called Christians. Apr'48:13
Modern preaching. Sep'59:48
A prayer for America for today. Nov'68:43
My concept of the ministry. Oct'69:6
The world is open to the future. May'70:9
Reconciliation is here to stay. Oct'70:18
Credo (poem) Apr'71:45
If rainbows were back in style! Oct'72:8
Afraid of Christmas? Dec'72:18
ROBERTS, GEORGE HAROLD, 1903- (photo) Jun'41:13
quoted. Last column. Sep'48:48 Mar'60:50
ROBERTS, GERALDINE
Seniors give a helping hand (photo) Nov'73:12
Roberts, Gertrude
Letters. Jul'70:43
ROBERTS, GLENN
Leadership in the Federal Council. Jan'45:4
ROBERTS, GRACE, -1950
In memoriam. Mar'51:39
ROBERTS, HARRY
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
ROBERTS, HOWARD (married to Ruth Breckenridge Roberts)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'53:4
Roberts, Jewell Elizabeth Owen, 1912-
(married to Ned Milton Roberts)
Superstition prevails. Sep'40:44
Echoes from everywhere.
Beautiful trip, except--no brakes. Dec'49:43
Happy year at Mondombe. Feb'54:38
ROBERTS, JEWELL ELIZABETH OWEN, 1912-
The threshold (photo) Jun'39:2
(photo) Feb'48:26
ROBERTS, JOHN I
(death) Feb'19:51
ROBERTS, JOSEPH
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33
ROBERTS, KATE ERRETT
In memoriam. Jan'43:39
Roberts, L L
Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:10
ROBERTS, L L
(photo) Aug'22:10 Mar'24:37
ROBERTS, LILLIAN
In memoriam. Sep'44:33
Roberts, Lloyd
A second look at the Bracero. Dec'64:29
ROBERTS, LOTTIE A
See CORNELIUS, LOTTIE A. ROBERTS
ROBERTS, LUCY B., -1961
In memoriam. Oct'61:37
ROBERTS, M V
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
ROBERTS, MARGARET
(photo) Jul'44:34
ROBERTS, NANCY J
In memoriam. May'33:40
ROBERTS, NAOMI LOUISA
   (photo) Jul'23:6

Roberts, Ned Milton, 1912-
   (married to Jewell Elizabeth Owen Roberts)
   As I see Africa. Jul'40:42
   Superstition prevails. Sep'40:44
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'40:39
   The old and the new. Sep'41:32
   Why missionaries' hair turns gray. Apr'42:40
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
   Africa in tomorrow's world. Jul'46:12
   Ummmmh. Jan'48:26
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
   Beautiful trip, except--no brakes. Dec'49:43
   Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
   Happy year at Mondombe. Feb'54:38

ROBERTS, NED MILTON, 1912-
   These go to Africa (photo) Jun'39:5
   (photo) Jul'44:34   Jul'46:12
   Last column. May'47:48
   (photo) Feb'48:26   Mar'53:9   Jun'54:12
   Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo) Nov'57:13

Roberts, Ned Owen, 1938- (married to Norma Jean Roberts)
   Have you met him lately? Dec'67:44

ROBERTS, NED OWEN, 1938-
   (photo) Jul'44:34
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
   Youth and the world mission. Mar'66:37
   Global highlights. Feb'67:6
   For Christ's sake (photo) Jul'66:19

ROBERTS, NORMA JEAN ROOKS, 1938- (married to Ned Owen Roberts)
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
   Global highlights. Feb'67:6

ROBERTS, PAUL EDWARD, 1937-
   (photo) Jul'44:34
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20
   (photo) Jun'54:12

ROBERTS, PHOEBE ALLEN, 1880-1952
   (married to Tarlton Taylor Roberts)
   (photo) Nov'25:55

Roberts, Richard
   Good ideas. May'28:47

Roberts, Ronald
   Building for friendship. May'56:21

ROBERTS, ROSE MARIE, 1941-
   (photo) Jul'44:34   Jun'54:12

Roberts, Rosemary, 1921-1974
   Women on the world highways. Mar'67:30
   Church-to-church contacts through exchange students. Mar'68:21
   Women behind the scenes at Uppsala. Nov'68:28
   An interview with Alice. Feb'69:32
   Women on world highways. Jan'70:31

ROBERTS, ROSEMARY, 1921-1974
   News room. Nov'61:39
   Presenting (photo) Jan'63:8
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:7
   Disciples in the news (photo) Sep'67:8
Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
World events. Dec'73:39

ROBERTS, SARAH
In memoriam. Mar'39:39

ROBERTS, SUSIE CLARK
In memoriam. Dec'29:51

Roberts, Tarlton Taylor, 1874-1957
(married to Phoebe Allen Roberts)
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31

ROBERTS, TARLTON TAYLOR, 1874-1957
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Nov'25:57 Dec'25:43
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 12) Jan'31:25,24
Global highlights. Mar'57:4

ROBERTS, VIENNA
(photo) Jul'28:26

ROBERTS' COVE, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'22:31
Aboard the Gospel chariot. Jul'25:23

ROBERTS-TOMSON, EDWARD. BAPTISTS AND DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Book chat. Nov'51:36

ROBERTSON, (MRS. C. A.)
A million dollar view. Feb'49:44

ROBERTSON, (married to Cyril Robertson)
Operation education. May'62:27

ROBERTSON, (married to Peyton Robertson)
In memoriam. Sep'44:33

ROBERTSON, A B
An appreciated minister (photo) Oct'27:58
quoted. Partners with God. Dec'27:30

ROBERTSON, A W
(photo) Sep'45:23

ROBERTSON, C W
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:40
College activities. Jun'39:31

ROBERTSON, CYRIL A
W. C. T. U. contests in Jamaica. Dec'26:54
(photo) Jan'28:35
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
News room. Oct'41:34
A million dollar view. Feb'49:44
Crusading in the West Indies. Mar'49:29
Jamaica Christian College is a growing concern. Oct'50:42
(photo) May'52:12
Global highlights. Apr'58:8
Operation education. May'62:27
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'63:38
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46

ROBERTSON, D. B. SHOULD CHURCHES BE TAXED? Robertson, J
New books. Mar'69:28

89
ROBERTSON, DONALD L.
   Story of the Bible (photo) Jun'72:inside back cover
Robertson, Edwin James, 1898-1955
   (married to Mabel Rose Ethlyn Robertson)
   Mr. Cahill in Jamaica. Apr'38:42
ROBERTSON, EDWIN JAMES, 1898-1955
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'25:49
   W. C. T. U. contests in Jamaica. Dec'26:54
   Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
   (photo) Sep'30:16
   Scholarship aid. Dec'54:51
ROBERTSON, ELLA MORGAN
   In memoriam. Jun'39:39
ROBERTSON, ELLEN
   Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
ROBERTSON, EMMA A
   Memorial. Nov'35:39
ROBERTSON, ENGER
   Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
ROBERTSON, ERNESTINE
   Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
ROBERTSON, F W
   quoted. Sea salt. Oct'32:19
ROBERTSON, FREDERICK W
   Book chat. Oct'47:22
ROBERTSON, GINILEE
   Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
ROBERTSON, J R
   (photo) Nov'31:12
ROBERTSON, JAMES
   Missionary illustrations... Aug'31:44
ROBERTSON, JOHN (married to Kay Managbanag Robertson)
   (photo) Sep'71:21
Robertson, Julius Barbee (Jay Bee), 1895-
   (married to Olivia Noel Robertson)
   Speaking of books.
      Nov'29:43  Apr'30:30  Feb'31:34
      Feb'30:30  Jan'31:32  Sep'33:31
   Easter and the Holy City. Apr'36:6
   Eating a convention. Nov'36:22
   The Christmas city--Bethlehem. Dec'36:6
   The breaking of bread. Dec'37:24
   Planning for the centuries. mar'38:18
   Table Convention. Nov'38:6
   The camera goes to church. Feb'39:26
   Book chat. May'39:42
   Table top Convention. Dec'39:14
   The lift of Emergency Million. Oct'42:7
   Day by day story of the Drake Conference. Mar'44:20
   Warworkers found the church there. Nov'45:13
ROBERTSON, JULIUS BARBEE (JAY BEE)
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:42
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
   (photo) Dec'30:27
   quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches. Nov'31:12
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
Personalities. Nov'35:13
The threshold. Apr'36:2
quoted. Circulation corner. May'36:1
(photo) Nov'36:22
In the heart of America. Nov'36:27
Personalities. Feb'38:23
(photo) mar'38:18
Youth looks at tomorrow (photo) Apr'38:11
(photo) Dec'38:40 Oct'42:7 Sep'43:27 Nov'45:13
Classroom and campus. Jul'56:30 Jul'57:30

ROBERTSON, JUSTINA
Mrs. Justina Robertson. Mar'19:43
(photo) Mar'19:60

ROBERTSON, KAY LINDA
Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30

ROBERTSON, KAY MANAGBANAG (married to John Robertson)
Five Filipion sisters (photo) Mar'60:27
Spotlight on the Managbanag sisters (photo) Sep'71:21

ROBERTSON, KENT
Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30

ROBERTSON, LAUREL
Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30

ROBERTSON, LILLIAN WORKS
Memorium. Jul'34:39

ROBERTSON, MATTIE P
In memoriam. Jun'41:39

ROBERTSON, MILDRED
Witnessing to men in service (photo) Feb'42:17

ROBERTSON, NEIL
Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30

ROBERTSON, NORMAN HAY, 1874-1957
(photo) Mar'24:57
News of the Washington Church campaign. Oct'28:35
Robertson, Olivia Noel (married to Julius Barbee Robertson)
Easter and the Holy City. Apr'36:6
Youth looks at tomorrow. Apr'38:11

ROBERTSON, OLIVIA NOEL
Personalities (photo) Nov'35:13
(photo) Apr'38:11 Nov'38:6 Sep'42:14,27 Sep'43:27

Robertson, Ollie J
The boy who found himself. Sep'67:31

ROBERTSON, PAULA JO
Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30

Robertson, Pauline
Forgetting and remembering (poem) Jan'66:48
The living presence (poem) Apr'66:28
He has enriched me (poem) May'66:46
Thoughts upon entering the Meditation Room at the United Nations (poem) Jun'67:41
On the threshold (poem) Jul'69:18
For a season (poem) Nov'72:50

ROBERTSON, PAULINE
Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
Robertson, R E
   Do Christian missions pay? Nov'41:17
ROBERTSON, R E
   (photo) Nov'41:17
ROBERTSON, R L
   Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
ROBERTSON, R S
   Kansas leads again (photo) Oct'24:38
ROBERTSON, ROBYN
   Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
ROBERTSON, ROY
   Disciple family seen on national telecast (photo) Dec'60:30
ROBERTSON, VIRGINIA
   In memoriam. Apr'29:44
ROBERTSON, W. R.
   Classroom and campus. Apr'62:32
ROBERTSON, W SPENCER
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
ROBERTSON, WENDELL
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
ROBERTSON, WILLA
   Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
ROBESON, (married to Paul Robeson). AFRICAN JOURNEY
   Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
ROBEY, MAUDE L., -1953
   In memoriam. Mar'54:35
ROBINETTE, (SISTER OF ANNA ATWATER)
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
ROBINETTE, BARZILLA ALLEN
   (death) Sep'26:59
ROBINETTE, MARY ELLEN ROBISON
   Barzilla Allan Robinett. Sep'26:59
ROBINETTE, MINNIE (ROBISON)
   (photo) Apr'20:30
Robins, Henry B
   Walk a common way (poem) Oct'63:11
ROBINSON, (MRS. E. S.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:39
ROBINSON, (MRS. J. R.)
   In memoriam. Jun'38:39
ROBINSON, (married to John A. T. Robinson) SEVENTEEN COME SUNDAY
   New books. Sep'68:36
ROBINSON, (MRS. L. M.)
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Jun'49:48
ROBINSON, (MRS. O. W.)
   Memorium. Nov'35:39
ROBINSON, (MRS. P. J.)
   (photo) Dec'52:10,11
ROBINSON, (MRS. R. C.)
   In memorium. Nov'40:39
Robinson, (Mrs. R. W.)
   Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
ROBINSON, (MRS. R. W.)
   The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
ROBINSON, ADA M., -1950
   In memoriam. Feb'51:37
Robinson, Alan S
Britons find a frontier. Dec'53:28

ROBINSON, ALAN S
East Kilbride. Jul'54:49

ROBINSON, AMANDA BELLE
(death) Jul'23:54

ROBINSON, B W
(photo) Nov'48:7

Robinson, Charles Edward, 1877-1962
(married to Essie Belle Forsythe Robinson)
Shibahashi Hisa San. Jul'19:56
Echoes from everywhere.
    Sep'21:61 Feb'22:62
Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:41
Echoes from everywhere.
Spirit of self-help manifested. May'24:46

ROBINSON, CHARLES EDWARD, 1877-1962
    Mar'19:60 Jan'20:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59 Sep'21:60
(photo) Nov'24:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
(death) News room. Mar'63:36

ROBINSON, CHARLES VERNON, 1915-
(photo) Jun'23:9 Nov'24:39

ROBINSON, CORA ALICE
In memoriam. Sep'38:39

ROBINSON, DANA F
College notes. May'36:42

ROBINSON, DANIEL SOMMER, 1888-
College commencements (photo) Jul'39:28
Butler's new President (photo) Sep'39:21
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
(photo) Oct'40:32
Reports from the college campus (photo) Jan'41:32
News from our colleges (photo) Jul'41:32
The threshold. Apr'42:4
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:34 Jul'55:30

ROBINSON, DAVID F (married to Emma Jean Crum Robinson)
(marriage) News room. Nov'50:38

ROBINSON, DONALD F. JESUS, SON OF JOSEPH
New books. Sep'64:42

ROBINSON, E S
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:39

Robinson, Electra
The star still shines (poem) Dec'42:48

ROBINSON, ELIZABETH, -1949
In memoriam. Jul'49:39

ROBINSON, ELIZABETH L
Visitors in Tokyo (photo) Sep'37:28

ROBINSON, EMMA JEAN CRUM (married to David F. Robinson)
(marriage) News room. Nov'50:38

ROBINSON, ESSIE BELLE FORSYTHE, 1880-1963
(married to Charles Edward Robinson)
Spirit of self-help manifested. May'24:46
(photo) Nov'24:39

ROBINSON, FLORENCE W
In memoriam. Apr'39:39

ROBINSON, FRANCES, -1946
In memoriam. Nov'46:37

ROBINSON, G L. THE SARCOPHAGUS OF AN ANCIENT CIVILIZATION
Speaking of books. Feb'31:34

ROBINSON, GENE (married to Enid Linn Robinson)
Beneath the spire. Sep'55:4
(photo) Mar'59:19 Feb'66:8

ROBINSON, GEORGE LEE
Classroom and campus. Oct'60;35

ROBINSON, HARRIET
(death) News room. Apr'42:34

ROBINSON, HELEN
Springtime at Hazel Green. Jun'42:31

Robinson, Henry Morton
Second wisdom (poem) Dec'35:48

ROBINSON, H. WHEELER. THE OLD TESTAMENT: ITSM MAKING AND MEANING
Book chat. Jul'37:44

ROBINSON, JACKIE (baseball player)
Global highlights. Jan'64:7

Robinson, James H
Christianity's offensive in an hour of crisis. Feb'53:9

ROBINSON, JAMES H
(photo) Feb'53:9
Global highlights. Mar'53:3
We knew what he meant. Apr'61:9

ROBINSON, JAMES H. ADVENTUROUS PREACHING
Book chat. Jun'56:16

ROBINSON, JOHN A. T. THE IMAGE OF GOD
New books. Sep'65:42

ROBINSON, JOHN A. T. IN THE END GOD
New books. Oct'68:36

ROBINSON, JOHN A. T. ON BEING THE CHURCH IN THE WORLD
Book of the month. Jul'63:43

ROBINSON, JOSEPHINE
Dignity for aging (photos) Jul'60:29

ROBINSON, KATHLEEN BEVERLEY. "INSPIRATION" (STATUE)
(photo) May'27:front cover
Our cover. May'27:1

ROBINSON, LENA
In memoriam. Jun'28:48

ROBINSON, MARY, -1956
In memoriam. Sep'56:35

ROBINSON, MARY E. -1946
In memoriam. May'46:37

ROBINSON, MARY WINIFRED, 1918-
(photo) Jun'23:9 Nov'24:39

ROBINSON, MINERVA
In memoriam. Jul'31:40

ROBINSON, N
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49

ROBINSON, N B
(photo) Dec'30:13
ROBINSON, NELLIE
   (photo) Feb'49:33
ROBINSON, P J
   (photo) Dec'52:10,11
ROBINSON, PAUL M.
   quoted. Global highlights. Mar'65:6
ROBINSON, ROBERT PRICE, 1921-
   (photo) Jun'23:9 Nov'24:39
ROBINSON, RUTH
   See ROACH, RUTH ROBINSON
ROBINSON, SUE A., 1856-1892
   With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
ROBINSON, W ANN
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
ROBINSON, WILBUR FORSYTHE, 1910-
   (photo) Jun'23:46 Nov'24:39
   Robinson, William, 1888-1963
      How "human" is theolog? Jan'31:5
      British church life in wartime. Feb'45:12
      Wartime social reform in Britain. Jul'45:18
      On two continents. Feb'48:24
ROBINSON, WILLIAM, 1888-1963
   (photo) Nov'27:34
   The first page. Jan'31:2
   (photo) Jan'31:5
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
   Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:31
   (photo) Oct'37:6
   Conscientious objectors in Britain. Feb'40:4
   Ordination in Great Britain. Sep'44:4
   ...visit. Mar'47:31
   Women and world highways. Mar'47:33
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:2
   Welcome... Sep'47:6 (photo p. 7)
   quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'47:28
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'48:4
   Our British interpreter. Feb'48:5
   America--from a friendly critic. Jul'48:6
   Global highlights. Mar'49:2
   News room. Jun'49:38
   Social trends. Mar'50:18
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'50:32
   Global highlights. Mar'51:2
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'52:29
   Bringing Lund to the people. Jun'52:12
   (photo) Apr'55:48
   Classroom and campus. Jan'56:32
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'56:33
   quoted. Last column. Nov'62:50
   World Calling. Dec'62:10
ROBINSON, WILLIAM. THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH
   Book chat. Sep'48:21
ROBINSON, WILLIAM. A COMPANION TO THE COMMUNION SERVICE
   Book chat. May'56:40
ROBINSON, WILLIAM. THE DEVIL AND GOD
Book chat. Feb'47:39

ROBINSON, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Feb'49:26
Illinois church sending World Call into homes. Nov'63:50

ROBINSON, AMY JEAN
See CREWDSON, AMY JEAN ROBISON SARVIS

ROBINSON, BRUCE
(death) Feb'19:51

ROBINSON, DAISY M., -1959
In memoriam. Mar'60:37

ROBISON, DORA SLEDD, 1868-1937. (married to Henry Barton Robison)
(photo) Jan'28:32
Men who make men. Jan'31:11
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33

ROBISON, EDWARD J
(photo) Apr'20:30
(death) Mar'23:62

ROBISON, ELIZABETH ELDER
Men who make me. Jan'31:11

ROBISON, H B
(death) Mrs. Atwater bereaved. Jul'26:40

Robison, Harriett E
Mary Alice Lyons--an appreciation. Aug'26:31

ROBISON, HARRIET E
(photo) Apr'20:30
In Porto Rico. May'21:28
(photo) Jun'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55
(photo) Aug'21:31
Mrs. Atwater and party in Buenos Aires. Aug'21:34
(photo) Sep'21:14
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51

ROBISON, HELEN (PETTIBONE)
(photo) Apr'20:31
Mrs. Atwater's brother dies. Mar'23:62

Robison, Henry Barton, 1866-1953 (married to Dora Sledd Robison)
The life of the Brotherhood. May'38:29

ROBISON, HENRY BARTON, 1866-1953
(photo) Apr'20:30
Mrs. Atwater's brother dies. Mar'23:62
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Aug'23:54 Sep'23:54
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10
Men who make me. Jan'31:11 (photo p. 10)
Personalities. Sep'35:21
(photo) Nov'36:42
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
(photo) May'42:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'42:30 Apr'44:24

ROBISON, IRRA
In memoriam. Apr'38:39

ROBISON, JEAN
(photo) Nov'21:57
ROBISON, MINNIE BENTLEY
Mrs. Atwater bereaved. Jul'26:40

ROBISON, NEWTON J
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:24

ROBISON, SOPHIA M. CAN DELINQUENCY BE MEASURED?
Book chat. Feb'37:47

ROBISON, WILLIAM THOMAS
Men who make men. Jan'31:11

ROBLE, MARIA
Mission leaders seek solution of problems at home and abroad (photo) Feb'54:28

ROBLES, ARMADO
(photograph) Nov'28:35

ROBOTS
Mr. Robot. Sep'65:9

ROBSTOWN, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Program helps. Aug'25:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:49
(photograph) Dec'28:50

ROBSTOWN, TEXAS. PRIMERA IGLESIA CRISTIANA
Youth and missions (photo) Jan'51:35
A fertile field for the church Jun'53:18 (photo p. 20)
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'53:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Last column. Mar'64:50
A pastor for Rosbstown (photo) Sep'64:19

ROCHA, LUZ VELIZ
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'24:62

ROCHA, RACHEL
M.C.I. seeks and trains its leaders (photo) Sep'56:17
Rocha, Samuel Gloria
Protestantism looks at revolution. Jun'35:6

ROCHA, SAMUEL GLORIA
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'24:62
(photograph) Sep'44:27 Oct'51:19
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:18
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
In brief. Feb'69:35
World events (photo) May'69:35

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. BAPTIST TEMPLE
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionary. May'19:39
Notes. Jan'20:61

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. COLUMBIA AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
(photography) Feb'21:49
The church's world mission. Nov'40:16

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. LAKE AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH
Some items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52

ROCHFORD, PAUL
Classroom and campus. Oct'60:34

ROCK, JOHN
ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS. FIFTEENTH AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'27:8
ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:5
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
In divers manners. Apr'27:57
ROCK MUSIC
See MUSIC, POPULAR
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D., Sr
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
Paging Mr. Rockefeller. Jan'38:4
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D., Jr., -1960
Glimpses of the religious world.
   Sep'24:47   Apr'25:45   Oct'26:45
   Mar'25:39   Nov'25:45   Jan'28:45
Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
Listening in on the world. Mar'33:23
...and the Fisk anniversary. Sep'41:4
Global highlights. Jan'46:3
(death) To whom much was given. Jul'60:9
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D., III
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D., III. THE SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION
New books. Jun'73:33
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D., IV
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'68:16
ROCKEFELLER, NELSON A
Global highlights. Dec'48:3
ROCKEFELLER BROTHERS FUND. THE CHALLENGE TO AMERICA
Social trends. Oct'58:16
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51   Apr'27:53
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31   Feb'30:44
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:40
(note) May'49:14
Rockey, Viola M
Foreign service at home. Jan'23:54
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:11
ROCKETT, VIOLA M
(photo) May'22:18
ROCKEFELLER, JOHN D., AND HAROLD B. HUNTING. THE WONDERLAND OF INDIA
Book announcements. Aug'22:50
Do you realize? Apr'23:55
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jan'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:39
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. ROCKFORD DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. WASHINGTON PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Building as a Brotherhood (photo of planning session) Apr'62:27
ROCKLANE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The younger generation at service. Sep'23:44
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p. 11)
World outreach sounding board. Apr'69:36
Rockwell, (Mrs. E. C.)
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
ROCKWELL, ESTHER G. THE WAY
Book chat. Feb'36:42
ROCKWELL, GLEN
Classroom and campus. Jan'46:29
ROCKWELL, KITTIE
In memoriam. Oct'43:33
ROCKWELL, LAURA McLAIN
In memoriam. Feb'44:33
ROCKWELL, NORMAN. "FREEDOM OF SPEECH" (PAINTING)
(photo) Jul'43:front cover
The threshold. Jun'43:2
ROCKY FORD, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35 May'30:40
Integration is working. Feb'56:15
Ministry to the melon growers (photos) Jun'56:29
RODEBAUGH, LULU E
Here and there with World Call. Sep'51:48
Rodefer, Alma Myrtle, 1881?-1963
(married to Charles Mayger Rodefer)
The winner loses. Mar'30:19
What I think of Prohibition. Jul'30:13
RODEFER, ALMA MYRTLE, 1881?-1963
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'25:49
(death) News room. Dec'63:40
Rodefer, Charles Mayger, 1881-1967
(married to Alma Myrtle Hayden Rodefer)
Another advantage of the Pension system. Apr'30:16
RODEFER, CHARLES MAYGER, 1881-1967
(photo) Oct'22:7 Dec'24:34 Apr'27:12
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
(photo) Sep'30:18
Personalities (photo) Jan'35:16
The threshold. Feb'40:2
(photo) Sep'40:8 Jan'69:20
RODEFER, DIANE E
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:34
RODEHEAVER, HOMER ALVAN, 1880-1953
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'24:52
RODEHEAVER, HOMER ALVAN. SONG LEADERSHIP
Book chat. May'41:46
RODEHEAVER, HOMER ALVAN. TWENTY YEARS WITH BILLY SUNDAY
Book chat. Dec'36:40
RODENMAYER, ROBERT N. THE PASTOR'S PRAYERBOOK
Book chat. Dec'60:42
Rodger, John R
Apropos of the medical missionary. Aug'32:33
RODGERS, ELIZABETH
(death) May'23:55
RODRIGUEZ, JAUN C., 1935-
   Puerto Rico calls (photo) May'62:22
RODRIGUEZ, MATHILDA
   (photo) Jul'23:53
Rodriguez, Rafael
   The Puerto Rican convention. Jun'36:28
RODRIGUEZ, RAFAEL
   (photo) Oct'43:24
RODRIGUEZ, REUBEN
   Changes buttressed by faith (photo) Dec'73:24
RODRIGUEZ, RUDOLFO
   (photo) Jan'48:27
RODRIGUEZ, URBANA
   From Aguascalienties into the Mexican hills. Jul'23:64
   A Mexican mother finds joy in painting (photo) Jan'48:27
RODRIGUEZ DE VARGAS, MATILDE
   (photo) Oct'43:24
ROE, INA
   In memoriam. Apr'32:39
Roehl, Winona
   Anniversary of circle celebrated. Jul'27:60
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:39
Roer, Berniece
   Let's talk about writing. Feb'63:28
ROESSLE, EMILY BLIESATH, -1950
   In memoriam. Dec'50:37
ROFE, T. E
   (photo) Dec'30:11
ROGERS, (married to Charles W. Rogers) -1959
   In memoriam. Nov'59:35
ROGERS, (MRS. J. E.)
   (death) A pioneer passes (photo) Oct'28:7
ROGERS, (MRS. N. C.)
   In memoriam. Jan'30:49
ROGERS, (married to Stanley Rogers)
   In memorium. Mar'37:39
Rogers, (Mrs. W. B.)
   Starting them right. Oct'27:50
ROGERS, ADA
   (photo) Aug'25:57
ROGERS, AGNES
   See SEYMOUR, AGNES BELL ROGERS
ROGERS, ANNA Z., -1967
   In memoriam. Jul'67:43
Rogers, Bessie May
   See Welch, Bessie May Rogers
ROGERS, BETTY
   In memoriam. Feb'31:39
ROGERS, CARL R
   The case against the church. Feb'26:29
ROGERS, CORNELIA LIVENGOOD, 1925-
   (married to Floyd S. Rogers)
   (photo) Dec'26:59
   Livengood news (photo) Dec'27:53
   The last page. May'28:64
   (photo) Dec'28:37
   Nov'29:50
   Children of the India mission (photo) Mar'38:25
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(marriage) News room. Sep'46:40

ROGERS, DALE EVANS, 1911- (married to Roy Rogers)
   Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34

ROGERS, DALE EVANS. CHRISTMAS IS ALWAYS quoted. Last column. Dec'58:50

ROGERS, DALE EVANS. MY SPIRITUAL DIARY
   Book chat. Jun'55:45

ROGERS, DALE EVANS. THE WOMAN AT THE WELL
   New books. Oct'70:31

ROGERS, DAVID C
   In brief. Apr'70:43

ROGERS, DAVID LAWRENCE, 1954-
   (birth) News room. Oct'54:39

Rogers, Dean Earl, 1924-1980 (married to Grace Shoppe Rogers)
   Echoes from everywhere.
   Feb'57:34 Mar'60:36 May'60:34 Jul'60:38
   Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:17
   A crisis made us one. Mar'69:14
   Direct line. Sep'69:32 Jul'70:33

ROGERS, DEAN EARL, 1924-1980
   News room. Sep'50:38
   Latin American journey (photo) Feb'54:19
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40
   News room. Apr'64:40
   In brief. Apr'68:8 Sep'69:39
   (photo) Dec'70:14
   Direct line. May'71:30

ROGERS, EDITH NOURSE
   Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45

ROGERS, ELECTRA D., -1958 (married to Houston Rogers)
   In memoriam. May'58:37

ROGERS, EMILY B., -1952
   In memoriam. Oct'52:35

Rogers, Emma Hawkins, 1878-1966
   (married to Frederick Morris Rogers)
   Christmas at Massie Home. Mar'19:53
   Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20

ROGERS, EMMA HAWKINS, 1878-1966
   (photo) Dec'26:34
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Jun'31:42 Aug'31:35 Sep'32:41
   NBA news and notes. Oct'43:38
   News room. Dec'46:38 Apr'47:40
   ...retires. Nov'48:42

Rogers, Eva Jane
   The fourfold plan at Lathrop, Missouri. Jan'23:45

ROGERS, FLORA
   In memorium. Sep'40:39

ROGERS, FLOYD S (married to Cornelia Livengood Rogers)
   (marriage) News room. Sep'46:40

Rogers, Frederick Morris, 1872-1947
   (married to Emma Hawkins Rogers)
   Another Christian college. Oct'19:33
   Locked doors! Aug'28:17
   As I take up the work. Dec'29:7
   Are our benevolent homes adequate? Dec'30:17
   Open house and hearts in Jacksonville. Jul'31:25
Regional support for benevolent homes. Dec'32:8
Call out the reserves (poem) Apr'33:48
The new road for benevolences. Dec'33:7
Do you, too, care? Dec'33:21
Threescore and ten. Dec'34:12
The N.B.A. enters its Jubilee! Dec'36:13

ROGERS, FREDERICK MORRIS, 1872-1947
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Jan'21:20 May'23:32
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42
(photo) Dec'26:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
Noteworthy changes and additions. Aug'27:24
The new secretary of benevolence. Aug'29:4
(photo) Oct'29:32
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
(photo) Dec'29:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
(photo) Dec'30:11
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Jun'31:42 Jul'32:33 Oct'32:41
   (photo) Dec'34:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33 May'36:31
   (photo) Dec'36:13
...leaves secretary's post (photo) Jun'37:19
   (photo) Dec'37:8
News room. Dec'46:38
In memoriam. Apr'47:39
   (death) News room. Apr'47:40
...an appreciation (photo) May'47:26
These homes are crowded too (photo) Dec'47:9
   (photo) Jan'65:29

ROGERS, GLADYS PEEK, 1895- (married to Vere Hudson Rogers)
   (photo) Jul'22:2 Oct'22:5,50
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Journeying mercies in Jamica (photo) Feb'23:19
The church that wouldn't be closed (photo) Jun'23:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:64
Rogers, Grace Shoppe, 1922- (married to Dean E. Rogers)
Friendship House. Jun'57:46
Direct line. Sep'69:32 Jun'70:33 May'71:30

ROGERS, GRACE SHOPPE, 1922-
News room. Apr'64:40
In brief. Apr'68:8 Sep'69:39
   (photo) Sep'70:39 May'71:30

Rogers, Harry H
Why I invested my money in our church colleges. Jan'28:10

ROGERS, HARRY H
A modern rural church in the Ozarks. Apr'23:28
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Dec'23:51 Nov'24:52
   (photo) Jan'28:10
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'28:43
Introducing the President (photo) Jul'29:19
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The Convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:27
News room. Apr'51:38
Rogers, Hazel Mallory Beattie, 1896-1966 (married to John Rogers)
Christian faith as an antidote for panic. Nov'32:5
Can American mothers save rural religion? May'34:16
ROGERS, HAZEL MALLORY BEATTIE, 1896-1966
News room (photo) Feb'51:36
In memoriam. Oct'66:41
ROGERS, HOWARD
(photo) Jan'21:6
ROGERS, ISAAC T
quoted. Last column. Sep'62:50
ROGERS, J B
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49
ROGERS, J K
(photo) May'44:34
Rogers, John, 1890-1977
(married to Hazel Mallory Beattie Rogers)
What I expect of my preacher. Oct'37:22
Book chat. Sep'38:29
A layman looks ahead. Nov'47:26
The wider fellowship in America. Jan'51:21
ROGERS, JOHN, 1890-1977
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45 Dec'34:33
(photo) Nov'36:17
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:24
(photo) Oct'37:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
These come to Denver (photo) Sep'38:10
Social trends (photo) Nov'38:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
News room. Feb'41:42
Making Delaware local. Jun'42:3
(photo) Nov'42:34
quoted. A dread come true. Sep'45:17
News room. Jan'47:38
(photo) Nov'47:26 Jan'51:21
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:30
Global highlights (photo) May'57:3
(photo) Oct'57:front cover
The cover. Oct'57:inside front cover
quoted. Disciples meet in Cleveland. Dec'57:31
Global highlights. Feb'64:4
Busiest men in town (photo) Dec'65:40
ROGERS, LEON W. HIS OWN PEOPLE
Speaking of books. May'30:33
ROGERS, LEROY E., SR.
From pew to pulpit. Sep'61:12
ROGERS, LEROY E., JR.
From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:11
ROGERS, LOUISE
(photo) Apr'43:33
ROGERS, LUCY JANE, -1940
In memoriam. Feb'41:39
ROGERS, MARGARET KERFOOT VERNON
In memoriam. May'29:36

ROGERS, MARIAN
(photo) Sep'46:22

ROGERS, MARY ESTELLE
They prepare children for mature living (photo) Dec'57:10

ROGERS, N O
(photo) Mar'24:29

ROGERS, RALPH H
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36

ROGERS, RODNEY
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:27

ROGERS, ROY, 1912- (married to Dale Evans Rogers)
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34

ROGERS, S G
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2

ROGERS, STEVEN MICHAEL, 1961- (birth)
News room. May'61:32

ROGERS, SYLVIA JEAN
News room. May'57:37

ROGERS, VERAFRANCIS
(phots)
Lite Vol. 24, 955- (married to Gladys Peek Rogers)
The church that wouldn't be closed. Jun'23:12
If ten men volunteered ... Feb'34:24
Book chat. Apr'35:44
God's voice in nature (poem) May'38:16

ROGERS, VERE HUDSON, 1895-
(photo) Jul'22:2  Oct'22:5,50
From Jamaica. Dec'22:51
Journeying mercies in Jamaica (photo) Feb'23:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:64
New religious educator for Missouri (photo) Apr'34:19
(photo) Nov'35:45  Nov'36:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26  Sep'55:30

ROGERS, VERE HUDSON. OUR BROTHERHOOD AND WORLD EVANGELISM
Youth and missions. Jan'48:35

ROGERS, W P
Digest of quarterly ACM Board meeting. Feb'19:64

ROGERS, WARREN L
Geneva holds a clinic. Jul'28:21

ROGERS, WILLIAM F. YE SHALL BE COMFORTED
Book chat. Sep'50:20

ROGERS, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Dec'22:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47

ROGERSON, MILTON H
Classroom and campus. Oct'61:32

ROGNESS, ALVIN N. YOUTH ASKS: WHY BOTHER ABOUT GOD?
New books. Sep'65:42

ROHRBOUGH, KATHERINE FERRIS. SUCCESSFUL STUNTS
Speaking of books. Jul'29:44

ROHWER RELOCATION CENTER (McGEHHE, ARKANSAS)
Tylend means happy hours (photos) Jul'43:22
ROL, WILLIAM
   The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51
ROLAND, CLYDE PAUL, 1914-
   (photo) Sep'39:31
   News from the college campus. Feb'41:30
ROLAND, JEAN ADELAIDE
   (birth) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:61
ROLAND, RICHARD
   Global highlights (photo) May'65:7
ROLFE, (married to Thomas Rolfe)
   Churchwoman, do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16
ROLL, C W
   Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27
Roll, Carmie Wilford, 1894-1979 (married to Arabelle Boyll Roll)
   Letters. Oct'64:50
ROLLA, JACOB
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
ROLLING GREEN, NORTH DAKOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Aug'20:46
Rolstad, Bruce H
   Letters. Jun'66:41
ROLSTAD, OSCAR
   News room (photo) Apr'63:32
ROLSTON, HOLMES, FACES ABOUT THE CHRIST
   New books. Jul'67:38
ROLSTON, HOLMES. PERSONALITIES AROUND DAVID
   New books. May'68:37
ROLSTON, HOLMES. THE SOCIAL MESSAGE OF THE APOSTLE PAUL
   Book chat. Jul'42:25
ROME, GEORGIA
   For adult mission study. Jul'57:36
ROME, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
   (photo) Aug'21:13
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:59
ROME, ITALY. WALDENSIAN CHURCH
   A bold yeast (photos) Oct'55:27
ROME, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:58
ROMERO, CABRAL
   Leaven in Barranqueras. Mar'55:46
ROMERO, JUAN
   Open doors for the Gospel (photo) Dec'63:16
ROMERO, MARIA DELICIA
   A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:23
Romig, (Mrs. M V)
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
ROMIG, (MRS. M. V.)
   Moving forward in Canada. Sep'25:15
ROMINE, (MRS. J. B.)
   In memoriam. Mar'33:39
Romine, (married to Sanford Romine)
   Letters. Apr'71:4
Romine, Lee
   American Chaplain in China. Jan'45:13
ROMINE, NED
   News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
(photo) Sep'42:7
Churches adopt every home plan (photo) Jun'59:46

ROMNEY, (married to George Romney)
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34

ROMNEY, GEORGE
Classroom and campus. May'66:34

ROMO, (married to Juan Romo)
Testimony from Mexico. May'59:37

ROMULO, CARLOS P
(drawing) Mar'48:29
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'50:30

ROMULO, CARLOS P. CRUSADE IN ASIA
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34

RONALDSON, AGNES SUTHERLAND. THE SPIRITUAL DIMENSION OF PERSONALITY
New books. Feb'66:40

RONANDER, ALBERT C
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'65:6

Rondiere, Pierre
Education, but for whom? and how? Jun'70:10

RONEY, MOLLIE
In memoriam. Sep'31:40

RONSHEIM, E J
News room. Apr'46:41

ROO, REMI de
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jan'68:18

ROOF, AMY E
(death) May'19:41
Notes. Jul'19:61

ROOF, T J
Notes. Jul'19:61

ROOKER, (MRS. A. J.)
In memoriam. May'44:33

ROOKS, C. SHELBY
Global highlights. Feb'55:2

ROOME, W J
The Congo General Conference. Mar'22:40

ROOMY, DAVID
Global highlights (photo) Jun'57:4
News room. Nov'58:34

ROONEY, PATRICK
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'71:5

ROOP, HERVIN U. HOMEMAKING
Book chat. Oct'43:10

Roos, David
Letters. Jun'67:49 Sep'70:4

Roos, Glenda
Letters. Jun'67:49

ROOSA, WILLIAM V., 1883-
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43
In our colleges. May'37:34

Roosevelt, Eleanor, 1864–1962
(married to Franklin Delano Roosevelt)
The new patriotism. Jul'34:12

ROOSEVELT, ELEANOR, 1864–1962
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
College commencements. Jul'36:33
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'38:inside front cover
I knew a Christian. Mar'40:21
quoted. World Community Day observance. Jan'44:38
Global highlights. Jan'53:2,4 (photo p. 2)
What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:23
Global highlights. Dec'56:6
quoted. If we care about peace. Jul'57:7
Global highlights (photo) May'58:5
Global highlights. Jan'60:6
Disciples and the world's "first lady." (photo) Mar'63:14
ROOSEVELT, ELEANOR. AS HE SAW IT
Social trends. Nov'46:24
ROOSEVELT, ELEANOR. THE MORAL BASIS OF DEMOCRACY
Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN DELANO (married to Eleanor Roosevelt)
Listening in on the world. Jul'32:21 Jun'33:21
A Presidential rebuke. Jan'36:4
Social trends. Jun'36:21
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28
Social trends. Jan'37:27
Mi Amigo. Mar'37:9
Welcoming the President. Mar'37:19
quoted. Enduring beyond the duration. Sep'42:4
(death) Faith for today and tomorrow. Jun'45:14
(death) Social trends. Jun'45:14
Social trends. Nov'46:24
Book chat. Oct'48:44
We belong to life. Jan'49:19
Roosevelt, Theodore
Nine reasons for going to church. Feb'22:33
America's opportunity and responsibility. Jul'25:10
(note) Jan'26:15
The wanderer's shrine (poem) May'30:2
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE
Roosevelt's estimate of the ministry. Jan'20:32
Another Roosevelt letter. Aug'20:29
Boys, America's future men. Aug'20:42
Rossevelt (poem) Jul'23:47
quoted. Jul'25:inside front cover
quoted. Last column. May'62:50 Mar'64:50
Root, Donald J., 1908-
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:23
ROOT, DONALD J., 1908-
(photo) Jun'70:40
ROOT, E. TALMADGE. THE BIBEL ECONOMY OF PLENTY
Book chat. Jan'40:40
Root, Elihu
(note) Jul'25:44
Root, Robert
French try to love even enemies. Feb'46:24
Czechoslovakia--7 years after Munich. Apr'46:21
Symbols of Central Europe. May'46:28
Intellectual refugees. Jun'46:22
German church vs. Goliah, 1946. Sep'46:12
Thanks, America. Feb'47:29
World youth training for service. May'47:7
Bicycle Doctor. Oct'48:24
A family of 14... Nov'48:11
Better crops, better men. Dec'48:9
Abandoned babies of the occupation. Jan'49:15
New eyes for thousands. Feb'49:13
Christian witness in India. Mar'49:24
From orphans to nurses. May'49:7

ROOT, ROBERT
The threshold. Jun'45:2
Global highlights. Jan'50:3 Feb'52:4

ROOT, ROBERT. PROGRESS AGAINST PREJUDICE
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Book chat. Mar'61:20

ROPER, MYRTLE
A community house (photo) Apr'36:27

ROPPEL, (married to Waldo L. Roppel)
News room. Oct'50:34

ROPPEL, HAROLD LESLIE, 1950-
(birth) News room. Jan'51:33

ROPPEL, WALDO LESLIE, 1904-
News room. Oct'50:34

RORER, WILMOTH
Memorium. Nov'34:39

ROSALIA, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
Victories in town and country (photos) Feb'49:10

ROSAS, ANGEL L
Church offers quality education--plus the gospel (photo)
Jun'78:10

ROSAS, LEANDRO
Camp at Remedios. May'61:48

Rosboro
See also Rosborough

ROSBORO, O S
quoted. Jan'19:56

Rosborough, Harriet B., 1887?-1979
(married to Otis Augustus Rosborough)
Have you heard them called "dirty, lazy Indians?" Jun'44:18

Rosborough, James F., 1857-1939
A friend to the church in need. Jul'21:41

Rosborough, Otis Augustus, 1887-1980
(married to Harriet B. Rosborough)
Facing the New Year in the Bible School. Jan'20:31

ROSBOROUGH, OTIS AUGUSTUS, 1887-1980
Acknowledgement. Jul'21:1
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
(photo) Dec'39:inside front cover

ROSCHEN, (married to Herman D. Roschen)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'54:48

Roschen, Herman D., Jr.
Sep'70:33 Oct'72:4

ROSE, (MRS. F. L.)
(photo) Mar'46:24

ROSE, (married to John B. Rose)
Classroom and campus. Oct'59:33

ROSE, (married to Rbaon Rose)
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
ROSE, ALBERT
   Educating for human relations (photo) Mar'48:12
ROSE, CHARLES
   News room. Apr'55:39
ROSE, CHARLES M
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38
ROSE, DAVIS GLENN, 1928-1981
   Classroom and campus. May'58:33
ROSE, DORA, -1945
   In memoriam. Feb'46:37
ROSE, ELMA, -1955
   In memoriam. May'56:35
ROSE, EUNICE MAUDE, 1922-1965
   In memoriam. Nov'65:48
Rose, F L
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:39
ROSE, FRANK ANTHONY, 1920-1991 (married to Tommye Stewart Rose)
   Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33
   quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Dec'50:21
   Classroom and campus. (photo) Sep'51:33
   Classroom and campus. Jan'52:31
   Classroom and campus (photo)
      Feb'52:29      Nov'52:31      May'54:31      Mar'55:34
   quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants.
   Feb'56:27 (photo p. 26)
   Classroom and campus.
      Nov'56:31      Jul'57:41
      (photo) Mar'57:30      Oct'57:30
   Global highlights. Nov'57:2
Rose, Galen Lee, 1894-1977 (married to Leola Mattie Rose)
   Missionary worship service.
      Jun'47:40      Sep'47:38      Nov'47:35
      Jul'47:38      Oct'47:36
   Counting the cost. Jul'47:20
ROSE, GALEN LEE, 1894-1977
   (photo) Nov'35:25
   quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29
   (photo) Jul'47:20
   News room. Mar'50:38
ROSE, GARY
   A family looks at Hazel Green (photo) Apr'62:13
ROSE, GLENN
   Classroom and campus. May'63:35
ROSE, HENRY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'67:35
ROSE, ISABEL BROWN. OUR PARISH IN INDIA
   Speaking of books. Dec'26:52
ROSE, ISABEL BROWN. RED BLOSSOMS
   Speaking of books. Jan'26:52
ROSE, L S
   Closing the college year. Jul'34:30
ROSE, MARY ETTA, -1961 (married to Morton L. Rose)
   In memoriam. Jun'61:39
Rose, Maude M
   Glimpses of the Kentucky mountains. Oct'31:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40  Feb'32:38
Rose, Morton L., 1861-1940 (married to Mary Etta Rose)
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
Rose, Neva C
   Letters. Apr'71:35
ROSE, RABON ANILL, 1912-
   Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
ROSE, ROY G
   Approaching commencements. Jun'35:46
ROSE, S. "BIRTH OF JESUS" (PAINTING)
   (photo) Dec'46:front cover
   Global highlights. Dec'46:2
Rose, Stephen C
   Protestantism: dead or alive? Jul'68:13
ROSE, STEPHEN C. ALAMRS AND VISIONS
   New books. Dec'68:36
ROSE, STEPHEN C. THE GRASS ROOTS CHURCH
   New books. Mar'67:40
ROSE, WILMA CECIL
   A family looks at Hazel Green. Apr'62:14 (photo p. 15)
ROSEBERRY, BETTY
   News room (photo) Oct'61:34
ROSEBERRY, CHARLES
   Classroom and campus. Apr'54:37
ROSEBERRY, G. BEAL
   (photo) Aug'19:34
ROSEBERRY, IDAHO
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
ROSECRAZN, JAMES HOLMES, 1845?-1926
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
ROSENBERG, ANNA M
   quoted. CARE blanket packages now available for Europe.
   Mar'47:47
   Global highlights. Apr'53:3
ROSENBERG, LOUIS
   NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
ROSENBERG, STUART E. AMERICA IS DIFFERENT
   Books. Jul'64:42
ROSENBERGER, DENNIS
   Educating for human relations (photo) Mar'48:12
ROSENFELD, ALBERT. THE SECOND GENESIS
   New books. Dec'69:28
Rosenkild, Gertrude
   A living worship (poem) Apr'53:27
ROSENTHAL, (MRS. M. C.)
   (photo) Sep'60:15
   Officers named (photo) Jul'68:43
ROSENTHAL, A M
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52
ROSENTHAL, G. D. SINS OF THE SAINTS
   Book reviews. Jan'39:52
ROSENWALD, JULIUS
   Tell 'em we're rising. May'24:18
   Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36
ROSENZWEIG, EPHRAIM
   Commentary (photo) May'73:10
Rosetti, Christina
   Who answers? (poem) Jan'19:45
ROSEVILLE, MICHIGAN. LAKESIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50
   New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec'65:48
ROSH HA SHANAH
   Rosh Hashanah... Jul'49:35
Ross, (married to Alex. Ross)
   Washington (poem) Feb'41:48
ROSS, (married to Charles W. Ross)
   (photo) Dec'50:25
ROSS, (married to Don Ross)
   Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:18
ROSS, (MRS. R. E.)
   (photo) Dec'24:34
ROSS, A. WENDELL. THE CHRIST
   Book reviews. Jan'39:52
ROSS, BETSY
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
ROSS, BETTY
   See ROSS, FRANCES ELIZABETH
Ross, Charles Marion, 1896-1966
   (married to Lorna M. Ross)
   Note. Jun'19:59
   Thy paths our chosen way. May'44:12
   A project in Christian cooperation. Apr'45:23
   The superintendent--the forgotten man. Apr'47:8
   Meet you in Des Moines! Jun'47:31
ROSS, CHARLES MARION, 1896-1966
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
   (photo) Apr'19:55
   Found--Charles Ross! (photo) Nov'28:57
   (photo) Nov'31:8
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
   (photo) Nov'36:43 Nov'38:13
   News room. May'44:28 Dec'44:28 Apr'45:28
   (photo) Apr'47:8 Apr'49:20 Nov'50:27
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'51:2
   Leadership received recognition. Apr'51:40
   News room.
   Feb'52:38 Nov'52:32 (photo) Dec'53:30
   Disciple named. Jun'60:37
   In memoriam. Jan'67:41
Ross, Charles S
   Dear old mothers (poem) May'33:back cover
ROSS, CHARLES W
   Notes. May'20:45
   News room. May'47:35
   (photo) Dec'50:25
ROSS, D A
   (photo) Oct'42:10
ROSS, DAVID FRANCIS, 1925-
   Classroom and campus.
   May'60:32 Sep'60:34 Apr'61:32 Sep'61:28
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'61:31
ROSS, DON
Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:18

ROSS, EDWARD ALSWORTH. THE SOCIAL REVOLUTION IN MEXICO
Speaking of books. Dec'25:41

ROSS, ELIZABETH ELSIE (Married to Roy George Ross)
(photo) Jul'35:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
News room. May'46:38
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5
(photo) Oct'60:10  Jun'63:29

ROSS, ELIZABETH GENE
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33

ROSS, ELIZABETH GREEN
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Oct'29:37

Ross, Elizabeth Williams, 1852-1926 (married to A. T. Ross)
The new emphasis on spiritual power. Sep'20:17
Ships. May'23:8
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:62,63
His all pervading presence. Mar'24:27
Stars. May'25:7
The Convention's briefest address. Dec'25:54
The golden room. Oct'27:14

ROSS, ELIZABETH WILLIAMS, 1852-1926
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
(photo) Sep'20:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:61
(photo) Oct'22:42
A bit of history. Jan'23:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:58
(photo) May'23:9
Convention notes. Oct'23:57
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:52
Growing new wood. Oct'24:57
Cleveland--in brief. Dec'24:20
(photo) May'25:2
Hail! Mother Ross. May'25:4
Two missionary mothers (photo) Jul'25:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
(photo) Dec'25:54
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Jan'26:51  Mar'26:51
Mother Ross has left us... (photo) Nov'26:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
Mrs. Ross' picture. Feb'27:1
The golden room (photo) Oct'27:14
Good ideas. Apr'28:47

ROSS, ELIZABETH WILLIAMS. ALTAR SONGS
Speaking of books. May'25:54

ROSS, ELIZABETH WILLIAMS. A ROAD OF REMEMBRANCE
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:54
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56

Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
Phelps-Stokes Educational Commission in Congo. Jan'22:21
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40
Launching a Congo steamer. Mar'24:21
West Africa conferes. Mar'28:15
Congo's crying need. Jun'28:7
The Awakening Congo. Feb'34:11
Ethiopia--Christianity's testing ground. Jun'36:12
Cooperation across barriers. Jun'40:11
Christianity in a world of movement. Mar'41:6
Africa has new significance. Dec'45:7
Africa joins the world. May'52:16
Is Christianity disruptive? Dec'52:12

ROSS, EMORY WARREN, 1887-1973
The romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:19
Africa's call for medical help. May'19:52
The ordination of Mark Njoji (photo) Jan'21:30
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:50
(photo) Dec'22:42
The Disciples' mission on the Congo. Mar'23:7
(photo) May'23:9
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:62     Jul'23:50
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
(photo) May'25:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51     May'28:44
(photo) Nov'33:24     Feb'34:11
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
The threshold. May'34:2
quoted. Congo (photo) Nov'34:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
Adventures in cooperation (photo) Apr'35:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31     Sep'35:32
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
(photo) Jun'36:12
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Mar'37:42     Feb'38:30     Apr'38:30     Jul'39:40
(photo) Dec'39:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
(photo) Jun'40:11
The threshold. Oct'40:2
(photo) Feb'41:18     Mar'41:6
St. Louis Convention previews. Mar'41:13
News room. May'41:42
(photo) Jun'41:18
News room. Jan'42:38
(photo) Mar'45:17
News room. Apr'45:28
(photo) Dec'45:7
News room. May'46:44
Global highlights. Jul'46:3
Controversies affecting the Belgian Congo. Jan'47:29
Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:2
News room. Jul'48:39
Global highlights. Sep'48:2     Apr'49:3
Missionary visits can be successful (photo) Nov'54:26
African impressions (photo) Jul'55:14
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'55:32
Global highlights. Nov'56:2
...and company. Feb'57:8
Global highlights. May'57:2
Builders help mission grow (photo) Apr'58:28
Only the best for the Congo (photo) Oct'58:23
Global highlights. Jul'60:7 Sep'60:6
Missionary register. Sep'65:52 Dec'65:49
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo) Jun'69:30

ROSS, L S
(photo) Jan'21:6

ROSS, LAURA, -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39

ROSS, MABEL HUGHES, 1909- (married to John E. Ross)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:3
News room. Jun'50:34
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo)
Jun'69:30

ROSS, MARY LOUISE
In memoriam. Feb'30:46

ROSS, MAURICE O'REAR, 1897-
The threshold. Apr'42:4
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:33
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:14 (photo p. 15)
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32
(photo) Apr'46:31
Classroom and campus (photo)
Nov'47:28 Feb'52:29 Sep'52:33
quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants.
Feb'56:26 (photo p. 27)
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34

ROSS, MINOR JOHNSON, 1875-1952
Notes. Apr'20:59 Jun'20:59
(married to Emory Warren Ross)
A glimpse of Congo. Aug'19:42
The ordination of Mark Njoji. Jan'21:30
An African Topsy. Feb'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49,56
The Union Mission House. Jun'24:29
The lure of Africa. Jul'24:34
The prince comes to call in Congo. Nov'25:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
Sign along the Congo way. Apr'33:34
Africa in your life and mine. Feb'37:12
Disciples at Chautauqua. Nov'37:44
Women and world highways. Jun'39:35
The rural family in Africa. Nov'39:18
Across the Atlantic via the Nile. Jan'41:23
Women and world highways. Jan'41:35
Silver bells ring. May'41:20
Chautauqua. Jun'41:44
Women and world highways.
Free University of the Congo shows progress. Jul'70:34

ROSS, MYRTA MAUD PEARSON, 1892-1985.

The romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:19
Notes. Apr'19:68
Africa's call for medical help. May'19:52
The Disciples' mission on the Congo. Mar'23:7
(photo) May'23:9
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:50
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
(photo) May'25:4 Oct'26:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31 Dec'34:33
Chautauqua. May'36:45
...again hostess (photo) Jun'37:42
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'38:30 Apr'38:30 Nov'38:34
...again hostess (photo) Apr'39:31
Disciples of Christ at Chautauqua. Oct'39:43
(photo) Jan'41:23 Feb'41:23
News room. Apr'45:28
Africa tour planned. May'54:43
News room. Nov'57:32
Global highlights. May'59:6 Jun'60:4
The scene. Jun'73:32

ROSS, MYRTA. AFRICA DISTURBED
For adult mission study. Dec'59:38
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

ROSS, R. E
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51

ROSS, RACHEL ANN, 1925-
See PERMENTER, RACHEL ANN ROSS

Ross, Robert
English lesson with a difference! May'65:25

ROSS, ROBERT
(photo) May'65:25

ROSS, ROGER PEARSON
The Disciples' mission on the Congo. Mar'23:7
Chautauqua. May'36:45
College notes (photo) Jan'40:23

ROSS, ROSE B
In memoriam. Feb'31:39

Ross, Roy George, 1898-1978 (married to Elizabeth Elsie Ross)
The church gets on the job. May'26:20
Five points of distinction. Nov'26:18
Milwaukee goes back to fundamentals. Mar'27:34
The genius of the conference movement. May'27:9
Tuning up for the Youth Convention. Jan'28:29
Once an experient--now an institution. May'28:19
My, how the child has grown! Nov'28:11
The family album. Nov'29:6
What happened at Toronto. Aug'30:20
Ware is declared on spiritual illiteracy! Nov'30:5
Cynthia Pearl Maus, an appreciation. Nov'31:19
An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:7
Achievements and trends. Nov'33:13
Mexico, land of yesterday and tomorrow. Jun'34:10
We set our house in order. Oct'34:5
Teamwork in education. Feb'35:21
Miss Goddard retires. Dec'35:29
Education and action belong together. Nov'37:15
United Society calls Robert M. Hopkins. Nov'38:17
T.C.U.'s new president. Jun'41:10

(note) Apr'46:40

ROSS, ROY GEORGE, 1898-1978
Roy G. Ross (photo) Nov'25:56
(photo) May'26:20
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
(photo)
Call Joshua (photo) Apr'29:10
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Oct'29:37
(photo) Nov'29:6
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
(photo) Nov'31:8 Nov'35:24 Jan'36:34
A distinct loss. Apr'36:3
Chosen because of merit (photo) Apr'36:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40 Jul'36:40
quoted. Religious education through the years (photo) Nov'36:20
A close up of our colleges. Jun'37:44
(photo) Nov'37:15 Sep'42:33
Dec'39:inside front cover Jul'43:28
Global highlights. Mar'46:4
News room. Apr'47:41 Oct'47:32
Unity in Christian education. Apr'48:5
(photo) Apr'49:20
Christian education--today and tomorrow. Apr'50:27
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'50:4
Disciple doers (photo) Oct'50:19
News room (photo) Oct'50:34
Global highlights. Jan'51:2
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7,9
Christian educators meet in annual sessions (photo) Apr'52:32
Global highlights (photo) May'52:2
The newest is the oldest (photo) Sep'52:26
Global highlights (photo) Nov'53:2
Trusted leadership assured. Nov'53:5
Worship in the Evanston Assembly (photo) Jul'54:36
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
Global highlights (photo) Feb'55:3
N.C.C. head, a Disciple, visiting ten countries. Mar'56:41
Global highlights.
(photo) May'56:4 Dec'56:4
Missions in today's world. Jan'57:10
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
Missions tomorrow. Apr'58:9
You're in Denmark now (photo) Oct'58:11
Christian education--forty years of progress (photo) Nov'58:14
quoted. Church leader says Dulles "Dedicated Christian." Jul'59:30
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5 Jan'60:5
Global highlights. Feb'60:6
Global highlights (photo) May'60:7
(photo) Oct'60:10
National Council looks at its task. Mar'61:18 (photo p. 17)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:5
Global highlights. Sep'61:7
Disciples look to New Delhi (photo) Nov'61:24
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:5
Disciples at the helm of the National Council... (photo) Jun'63:29
If you don't know jewels. Jul'63:9
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:6
Global highlights. Mar'64:7
ROSS, ROY G. THE DISCIPLES AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Book chat. Dec'36:24
ROSS, SARAH ELLIS
In memoriam. Oct'28:48
Ross, Verla Marie, 1901–1982
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48
Devotional study of missionary societies. May'34:38
ROSS, VERLA MARIE, 1901–1982
In the land of foreigners. May'27:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Apr'30:34  Oct'31:35
Devotional study of missionary societies. May'34:38
News room. May'44:28
(photo) Jul'52:25
Disciples in the news. Nov'67:8
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'68:24
Ross, W A
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49,50
ROSS, WALTER L
(photo) Jan'21:7
ROSS, WILLIAM GORDON. COMPANION OF ETERNITY
Book chat. Mar'62:24
ROSSELL, FRANK B., -1948
In memoriam. Jul'48:38
ROSSER, SHIRLEY E
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33  (photo) Nov'59:33
ROSSI, ANNUNCIO
A new hope (photo) Apr'27:38
ROSSI, BIASTIO
A new hope (photo) Apr'27:38
ROSSI, ELEGIA
A new hope (photo) Apr'27:38
ROSSI, FELICE
A new hope (photo) Apr'27:38
ROSSLYN, VIRGINIA. ARLINGTON TEMPLE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Shavings. Sep'73:35
ROSSMAN, BRUCE, 1961–
(birth) News room. Mar'62:38
Rossman, Doris Stevens (married to Vern Rossman)
Echoes from everywhere.
  May'56:34  Jun'56:38  Sep'61:34
ROSSMAN, DORIS STEVENS
(marriage) News room. Nov'54:36
(photo) Jul'55:34
Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:3
Rossman, G P
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:62
ROSSMAN, G P
Notes. May'20:45
Rossman, George Parker, 1919- (married to Jeanne Fleming Rossman)
Book chat. Jan'45:38 Sep'45:34
Can youth do anything--1951? May'51:12
The church follows the student. Oct'52:21
Youth looks to Evanston. Mar'54:19
Student life can be dangerous. May'57:17
Serving the ministry. Apr'62:30
Japanese students search. Feb'63:30
Books. Feb'64:44 Apr'64:45
A giant of his generation. May'66:27
Our visit in Ouadi Shahour. Jul'66:28
An Orthodox Easter. Mar'67:12
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar. Oct'70:21
A look at the real "radical" of Yale. Oct'73:14
ROSSMAN, GEORGE PARKER, 1919- (photo) Sep'42:7
Global highlights. Sep'50:2 (photo) Feb'51:3
(marriage) News room. Jun'51:39
(photo) Oct'52:21
News room. Sep'53:39
These educational services change local church (photo)
Nov'54:9
News room (photo) Apr'55:38
(photo) Nov'55:front cover
The cover. Nov'55:inside front cover
When a Disciple goes to college. Nov'55:17
News room. Jan'56:39
(photo) May'57:17
News room. Sep'58:42
Disciples in the news. May'66:7
World events. May'70:38
ROSSMAN, GEORGE PARKER. ECUMENICAL STUDENT WORKBOOK
Book chat. Jul'49:16
ROSSMAN, GEORGE PARKER. FAITHS NEXT DOOR
ROSSMAN, JEANNE FLEMING (married to George Parker Rossman)
(marriage) News room. Jun'51:39
News room. Jan'56:39
Disciples in the news. May'66:7
ROSSMAN, KRIST'ANNE, 1952- (birth) News room. Oct'52:45
ROSSMAN, MARY MICHELL, 1957- (birth) News room. Jan'58:30
Rossman, Vern Joseph, 1927- (married to Doris Stevens Rossman)
Three months in Japan. Mar'53:47
It's a big and important job. Apr'53:35
The Gospel of the dirty hands. Jan'54:31
Ed Estoye--child of a new age. Juan'55:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
Opportunity in the skies. Mar'56:26
Echoes from everywhere.

May'56:34 Jun'56:38 Dec'56:36 Apr'59:36
A century in Japan. Nov'59:21
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36 Sep'61:34
Japan's fanatical faith. Sep'64:26
The church looks at poverty. Jul'65:11
Youth and the world mission. Oct'65:38
Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:18
Myths about poverty. May'67:23
Christ and the faiths of men in the city. Jun'67:11
Social trends. Jun'68:39
Literacy liberates! Apr'73:23

ROSSMAN, VERN JOSEPH, 1927-
(photo) Jul'48:31 Nov'50:15
News room (photo) Sep'52:38
(marriage) News room. Nov'54:36
(photo) Mar'56:26
News room. Jun'59:40
(photo) Nov'59:22
Japanese hear and see the Good news (photo) Oct'61:14
quoted. The city—a global challenge. Nov'63:26
News room. Jan'64:46
Global highlights. Feb'64:7
News room (photo) Oct'64:34
Benevolent teamwork (photo) Dec'66:13
World events. Apr'69:34 Sep'71:39

ROSSMAN, VERN. CALLED TO MISSION AND UNITY
Adults and mission. Jun'65:38

ROSSMAN, VERN. DRUM, HAMMER AND CROSS
World outreach book reviews. Dec'67:33

ROSSMAN, WAYNE KEN, 1958-
(birth) News room. Mar'58:32
ROSSVILLE, TENNESSEE. PLEASANTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Decade achievements—after two years. Sep'62:15
Rost, Arthur H
They help people become whole. Feb'62:17

ROST, ARTHUR H.
(photo) Feb'62:16

ROSTOFER, CLARENCE ELMER
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Sep'50:26

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CENTER
Rebels against injustice (photo) Apr'68:12
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:21

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'65:19
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
The people in our backyard (photos of members) Apr'65:19

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CENTER
Direct line. Apr'69:32

ROTCFORD, MABEL M
(photo) May'23:34

ROTEN, (MRS. I. T.)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'51:48

ROTH, ARNIE
In memoriam. Apr'43:39
ROTH, JOHN K. THE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
New books. Jul'72:34

ROTH, JOSEPH. ANTI-CHRIST
Book chat. Jun'35:23

Roth, Oliver North, 1874–1956
What is your church doing to evangelize the world? Feb'24:28

ROTH, OLIVER NORTH, 1874–1956
(photo) Mar'24:21

ROTH, ROBERT P. STORY AND REALITY
New books. Nov'73:34

ROTHER, DAUNAH WALLIS
In memoriam. Apr'39:39

ROTHENBURGER, ARLENE DUX SCOVILLE, 1885–1965
(married to Charles Reign Scoville)
(married to William Frederic Rothenburger)
Notes. Nov'20:62
(photo) Feb'27:2
World Convention notes. Jun'35:48
(photo). Nov'36:23 Nov'38:inside front cover Dec'38:29
In memoriam. Nov'65:48

Rothenburger, Leila Covert Avery, 1884–1942
(married to William Frederic Rothenburger)
Is your church well nourished? Jan'24:18
A cluster of lotus bloom. Jun'26:4
Woman's Day... Dec'26:16
Earth color (poem) Mar'31:22
The seeker of the way. Nov'31:34
The negro and hard times. Sep'32:7
If I lived in Cora Street. Oct'33:9
If God has a sense of the ridiculous. Feb'34:15
Speaking of books. Apr'34:32
If I were black. Feb'35:17
The blessed damozel. Jul'35:9
Book chat. Oct'35:34
Call it a day. Jun'36:18
A trans-Atlantic traveler studies race. Oct'36:8
The heart of Woman's Day. Dec'36:14
A pageant of the climbers. Jan'37:16
The mystery of the good news. Feb'37:6
Calling Mark Hopkins. May'38:6
Lockerfield Gardens. Dec'38:12
A Pension check talks in A–B–C's. Sep'39:8
Plugging in for religious education. Nov'39:5
Both ends of the rainbow. Dec'39:8
Without benefit of covered wagon. Apr'40:5
Immortelles or dragon's teeth. Jun'40:6
As the dews of Hermon. Nov'40:19
Little sticks of dynamite. Sep'41:19

ROTHENBURGER, LEILA COVERT AVERY, 1884–1942
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
(photo) Jun'30:32 Dec'30:10
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:25
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call. Feb'33:inside back cover (photo) Sep'33:4,34
The threshold. Jan'34:2
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quoted. Our friends speak out. Nov'34:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34 Dec'34:33
Personalities (photo) Jun'36:13
Franternal delegates. Sep'36:47
(photo) Nov'36:27 Feb'37:6
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'37:35
The threshold. Feb'40:2
(photo) Nov'40:19 Sep'41:19
News room. Jan'42:38
(death) The threshold (photo) May'42:4
An appreciation. May'42:6

ROTHENBURGER, LEILA AVERY. CANDLELIGHTS AT DUSK
Book chat. Feb'40:21

ROTHENBURGER, RUTH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'30:33
Rothenburger, William Frederic, 1874-1959
(married to Leila Avery Rothenburger)
(married to Arlene Dux Rothenburger)
The place and influence of the Lord's Supper. Aug'19:4
Why go to college? Sep'19:25
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:24
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:48
An Easter vision. Apr'22:12
Recruiting Christian leadership. Feb'23:31
Go-away-to-college Day. Sep'23:40
The spirit of the cross. Feb'24:4
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'24:56
Going out two by two... Feb'25:11
Paganism versus God. Mar'26:7
After the silence of the centuries. Aug'27:17
Enlisting the go-homes! Oct'28:22
So you're off for college! Sep'29:23
What I think of the "Two-by-two Plan." Feb'30:17
The new era in church architecture. Aug'31:5
A close-up of Mr. Gandhi. Apr'32:12
Spiritual values in church finance. Oct'32:11
Looking ahead. Jun'33:22
A call to arms! Feb'34:6
We look toward Des Moines. Jul'34:21
There is power in worship. Sep'35:11
Gleanings from the Campbell country. Nov'36:12
Stephen J. Corey carries on. Nov'38:16
Paraguay, land of poverty and promise. Dec'40:8
Land of silver waters. Feb'41:7
A monument to the C.W.B.M. Oct'47:26

ROTHENBURGER, WILLIAM FREDERIC, 1874-1959
Aug'19:60
"Go away to College" service. Sep'19:39
(photo) Sep'20:24
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
College of Missions notes. Aug'21:53
Executive Committee of U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
The College of Missions. Feb'22:6
(photo) Oct'22:7 Mar'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
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Statioun UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
Fifteen years of world service. Aug'26:23
(photo) Aug'27:17
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
(photo) Nov'31:12
quoted. The first page. Aug'32:2
(photo) Nov'32:16 May'33:4 Jul'34:21
Feb'33:4 Nov'33:5
Personalities (photo) Sep'34:15
quoted. What they said (photo) Nov'34:18
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'35:1
(photo) Sep'35:11
Fraternal delegates. Sep'36:47
(photo) Nov'36:27 Mar'37:2 Jun'39:10 Sep'40:9
News room. Sep'40:34
As the dews of Hermon (photo) Nov'40:19
(photo) Sep'42:25 Jun'43:4
Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6
(photo) Mar'44:20
(death) News room. Nov'59:38

ROTHENBURGER, WILLIAM FREDERIC. THE CROSS IN SYMBOL AND SPIRIT
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32

ROthermEL, CHARLES LESTER, 1918-1929
(photo) Jun'23:17
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42

ROthermEL, JEAN ADELAIDE
See ROlAND, JEAN ADELAIDE ROTHERMEL

ROthermEL, PAUL, -1920
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:52
(photo) Jun'23:17
RothermEL, STERLING GOULD, 1886-1928
(married To Zoena Sutton RothermEL)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:61 Feb'22:54

ROthermEL, STERLING GOULD, 1886-1928
Notes. Apr'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:35
(photo) Nov'20:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:52
(photo) Oct'22:5
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43

ROthermEL, ZOENA SUTTON, 1884-
(married to Sterling Gould RothermEL)
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:52
(photo) Oct'22:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43 Aug'29:42

ROthery, AGNES. DENMARK: KINGDOM OF REASON
Book chat. Oct'37:42

ROTHSCHELLD, JACOB M
Global highlights. Jan'59:4

ROTz, LELA
In memoriam. Dec'36:39

ROUDEBUSH, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Dec'44:33
ROUDEBUSH, MARGARET
   In memoriam. Apr'44:36
ROULHAC, EFFIE, -1950
   In memoriam. Jan'51:37
ROUND, EVA
   (death) Oct'19:58
Roundy, Rodney W
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
ROUNER, ARTHUR A. WHEN A MAN PRAYS
   Book chat. Jul'54:12
Rountree, Jack Robert, 1880-
   Church strategy in Arizona. Jan'19:48
   The California Christian Home. Nov'21:17
ROUNTREE, JACK ROBERT, 1880-
   Church at Tempe, Arizona. Jun'19:52
ROURK, BETTY
   (photo) Apr'43:33
ROUSE, (MRS. J. M.) -1939
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
ROUSE, (married to Troy Rouse) -1951
   In memoriam. Feb'52:37
ROUSE, CHRISTINE
   See ROUSE, M. CHRISTINE
ROUSE, FREDERICK A. (married to M. Christine Bruckman Rouse)
   (marriage) News room. Jan'57:36
ROUSE, KENNETH
   Honor to those who have served (photo) Feb'64:29
ROUSE, M. CHRISTINE BRUCKMAN
   News room. Jul'52:37
   (marriage) News room. Jan'57:36
   News room. Apr'57:38
ROUSE, MARY E
   (death) Feb'26:51
ROUSE, RUTH, -1956
   Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'53:30
   (death) Global highlights. Dec'56:6
ROUSE, RUTH. HISTORY OF THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
   Global highlights. Apr'54:3
   The story of an idea. Nov'54:6
Rousheim, (married to E. J. Rousheim, Sr.)
   Letters. Feb'68:46
Rousheim, E J
   A bird's eye view of home missions. Apr'35:30
ROUSSEAU, ANDRE. THE CHURCH AND REVOLUTION
   New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
ROUSSEAU, NICOLE
   (photo) Feb'46:25
ROUTART, FRANCOIS. THE CHURCH AND REVOLUTION
   New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
ROUTH, IRENE (married to Kenneth Routh)
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'60:50
ROUTLEY, ERIC
   World events (photo) Jan'73:38
   World events. Jun'73:38
ROUTLEY, ERIC. HYMNS AND THE FAITH
   New books. Feb'69:28
ROU T T, GLENN CALVIN, 1918- (married to Ruth Warth Routt)
Classroom and campus. Jan'48:30
Global highlights (photo) Jul'63:4

ROWAN, MARY
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:45

ROWAND, EDWARD CLEMENT, JR. 1915-
(married to Mary Louise Rowand)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'50:4
Rowand, Mary Louise Morris
(married to Edward Clement Rowand, Jr.)
Sincerely yours. Jan'63 - Jun'63 p. 10
Breakthrough is the word. Apr'71:14

ROWAND, MARY LOUISE MORRIS
Presenting (photo) Apr'66:8
Global highlights (photo) Nov'66:5
Disciples in the news. Mar'67:7
In brief. Mar'70:40
Women on world highways (photo) Sep'70:31
(photo) Jan'71:11 Feb'71:34
In brief. May'71:39
The scene (photo) May'73:33

ROWE, (married to Norman Rowe)
News room. Nov'46:45

ROWE, CATHERINE D., -1960
In memoriam. Jun'60:37

Rowe, Elizabeth
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36

ROWE, ELIZABETH ALICE, 1932-
See JOFFE, ELIZABETH ALICE ROWE, 1932-

ROWE, ELIZABETH FELLERS, 1911- (married to F. W. Rowe)
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:7
Words to remember (photo) Sep'63:20
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'66:7

Rowe, Frederick Louis, 1897-1971
(married to Lucretia Mary Olin Rowe)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:38
Evangelism in Congo. Dec'42:47
Congo--land of change and promise. Jun'47:22

ROWE, FREDERICK LOUIS, 1897-1971
Ready to sail (photo) Jun'28:9
(photo) Nov'34:13 Dec'35:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
(photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Apr'47:40
(photo) Oct'47:25
News room. Oct'48:32
In memoriam. Feb'72:50

Rowe, H F
Nanking Theological Seminary reopens. May'29:43

ROWE, HANNAH
In memoriam. Mar'29:48

ROWE, LEO S
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:58

Rowe, Lucretia Mary Olin, 1895-1989
(married to Frederick Louis Rose)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'31:38
A church in the city. Feb'43:30
Open house on the "Oregon." Dec'43:25
A new church in Congo. Feb'44:13
Ifumo in Monkoto. Feb'44:23
Eches from everywhere.
  Feb'44:32 Oct'44:32 Nov'44:32
Eanga Leon. Apr'45:34
 ROWE, LUCRETIA MARY OLIN, 1895-1989
Ready to sail (photo) Jun'28:9
(photo) Dec'35:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:41
quoted. The last page. Mar'42:48
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
(photo) Jul'44:34 Oct'47:25
Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:7
 ROWE, LYNWOOD (SCHOOLBOY)
Personalities (photo) Nov'34:13
 ROWE, MINNIE G., -1961
In memoriam. Jun'61:39
Rowe, Parker
A report from Greece. Sep'54:47
 ROWE, PARKER
Disciple joins ecumenical team. May'54:45
News room. Jun'56:42
A "most promising venture." (photo) Oct'56:28
 ROWE, RUTH M., -1960
In memoriam. Mar'61:41
 ROWE, SHIRLEY, -1963
In memoriam. Jul'63:46 Oct'63:46
Rowell, Eugene C.
(untilted poem) Dec'25:45
 ROWELL, JOSEPH CY, 1934- (married to Vera Kay McManaman Rowell)
News room. Mar'58:32 Dec'61:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34
 ROWLAND, BILLE
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:31
 ROWLAND, CHARLES
(photo) May'37:34
 ROWLAND, D. WAYNE (married to Maxine Rowland)
An American family in the Philippines. Sep'67:42
In brief. Apr'69:42
 ROWLAND, LESLIE
An American family in the Philippines. Sep'67:42
 ROWLAND, MARK
An American family in the Philippines. Sep'67:42
 ROWLAND, MAXINE (married to D. Wayne Rowland)
An American family in the Philippines. Sep'67:42
Rowland, Stanley J., Jr.
Rendezvous with God. Nov'58:49
 ROWLAND, STANLEY J., JR. CHOOSE THIS DAY
The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
 ROWLAND, STANLEY J., JR. HURT AND HEALING
World outreach books. Jun'69:7
 ROWLAND, STANLEY J., JR. LAND IN SEARCH OF GOD
Book chat. Jun'60:44
 ROWLAND, STANLEY J., JR. MEN FOR OTHERS
For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32
Rowland, Star Wilson, 1903- (married to Ralph Rowland)
   We went to Nakon Pathom. Jan'55:10
ROWLAND, STAR WILSON, 1903-
   (photo) Jan'55:10
ROWLAND, WILMINA
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:2
ROWLAND, WILMINA. WHEN WE PRAY
   Youth and the world mission. Nov'63:39
Rowland, Wilson
   Why I like my preacher. Sep'41:12
ROWLEN, WILBUR MARION, 1902-
   quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'42:inside front cover
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
ROWLES, MAHALA
   (death) May'25:58
ROWLEY, (MRS. L. G.)
   quoted. Global highlights. Dec'59:8
ROWLEY, ESTELLA, -1946
   In memoriam. Jul'46:39
ROWLEY, H. H. DICTIONARY OF BIBLE PLACE NAMES
   New books. Sep'71:29
ROWLEY, H H THE FAITH OF ISRAEL
   Book chat. Sep'57:40
ROWLEY, HORTENSE
   (death) Dec'26:50
ROWLEY, PETER. NEW GODS IN AMERICA
   New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
ROWLEY, W. MARION (married to Laura Rowlen)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'59:8
ROWLISON, Ella Kirtley, 1876-1968 (married to John Paul Rowlison)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:50
ROWLISON, JOHN PAUL, 1866-1929 (married to Ella Kirtley Rowlison)
   (photo) Mar'24:34
   In memoriam. Oct'29:49
ROWNTREE, SEEBOHM
   He has faith in men. Feb'27:15
ROXTON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13
ROY, (married to Edward H. Roy) -1961
   In memoriam. Feb'62:37
ROY, ANDREW T
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:41
ROY, ANDREW T. ON ASIA'S RIM
   Adults and mission. Jan'63:38
ROY, ANDREW T. RISK AND HOPE
   Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
ROY, L A
   Phelps-Stokes Educational Commission in Congo. Jan'22:21
ROY, MARTHA, -1965 (married to Marion M. Roy)
   In memoriam. Mar'65:46
ROY, RALPH LORD. COMMUNISM AND THE CHURCHES
   Book chat. Sep'61:42
Roy, Shishir K
   Jogrindro will walk again. Jan'69:40
ROY, THEODOSIA
   In memoriam. Apr'27:50
ROY, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
ROYAL CENTER, INDIANA. UNITED BAPTIST AND DISCIPLE CHURCH
   News room. Apr'50:40
Royce, Marion Victoria, 1901-
   Canada's contribution. Nov'24:22
   Uprooted people. Oct'45:8
ROYCE, MARION VICTORIA, 1901-
   In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
   New children's worker (photo) Aug'24;36
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54
   (photo) Apr'25:54
   Moving forward in Canada. Sep'25:15
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
   News room. Jan'47:38
Royden, A  MAUDE
   I return after eight years. Feb'37:16
ROYDEN, A  MAUDE
   The life of our day and its leadership. Aug'23:14
   quoted. The last page. Oct'26:64
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
   The threshold. Feb'37:2
   (photo) Feb'37:16
   Shall women enter the ministry? Sep'47:20 (photo p. 19)
ROYER,  (MRS. M. H.)
   In memoriam. Jan'39:47
ROYER, ELMER
   Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:12
Royer, Howard E
   Letters. Sep'68:48
ROYER, HOWARD E
   In brief (photo) Jul'71:45
Royer, Warren L
   Letters. Sep'65:46
Roys,  (Married to Chalres Kirkland Roys)
   The church and its world mission. Nov'36:23
   Women and world highways. Dec'38:36
ROYS,  (married to Charles Kirkland Roys)
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45
ROYSDON, HENRIETTA STOY
   In memoriam. Nov'44:33
ROZZELL, FORREST
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'52:4
THE RSV CONCORDANCE
   Books of value. Dec'72:47
RU LING TSAI
   From our colleges. Apr'36:31
RUBENKING, JANET
   See       FARRIOR, JANET RUBENKING
RUBICK, MARGARET CLARK (married to Wade D. Rubick)
   (marriage) News room. Oct'64:34
Rubick, Wade Drew (married to Margaret Clark Rubick)
   Sunday at eleven isn't sacred. May'63:16
   New day for Disciples in Manhatten. Jun'64:21
   Relief appeals. May'68:43
RUBICK, WADE DREW
Global highlights. Jun'62:4
(marriage) News room. Oct'64:34
Disciples in the news. Oct'66:7
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. Jan'71:40

Rubright, Vera Adamson
Four ways through the Philippines. Jul'19:42
Among the churches in Northern Luzon. Oct'20:53
Note. Oct'20:61
A rainbow of promise. Jun'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:62
The light of Laoag. Nov'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:61
Training Bible girls. Oct'22:54
It proved retroactive. Jan'25:36
Where the pioneer spirit still exists. May'25:41
August Institute for women at Laoag. Dec'26:58

RUBRIGHT, VERA ADAMSON
(photo) Jul'19:42,43
The Gospel in Laguna Province. Oct'20:40
Student evangelization at Laoag. Jun'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:51
(photo) Mar'22:12 Jun'22:24
A new-old missionary. Feb'26:42
(photo) Dec'26:58 Mar'28:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43 Nov'34:34

Ruby, Dick
Letters. May'69:41

RUCKER, BLANCHE S
Memoriam. Jan'35:40

RUCKER, SANDRA FAYE
Student serves in Short Term Experience Ministry (photo)
Oct'71:34
STEEM generates new power for Christian mission (photos)
Nov'71:12
In brief. Oct'72:40

Rudduck, Hazel I (married to Harry I. Rudduck)
Women and world highways. Nov'53:33 Nov'56:29

RUDDUCK, HAZEL I
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'48:4
(photo) Nov'48:29
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'53:33
(photo) Oct'53:29 Nov'53:33
News room. Oct'54:38
Global highlights. Mar'57:3
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:23
(photo) Jan'69:25

RUDICEL, EDWARD, 1892–1972
(photo) Mar'24:17

RUDIN, CECILIA MARGARET. STORIES OF HYMNS WE LOVE
Book chat. May'49:44 May'52:40

Rudin, Jacob Philip
Why attend church? May'43:28

RUDISILL, EARL S. FOR FATHERS ONLY
Book chat. Jan'54:42
RUDOLPH, LILLIAN
    In memoriam. Apr'40:39
RUFENACHT, ELIZABETH, -1961
    In memoriam. May'61:35
RUFF, (married to John Ruff)
    The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6
RUFF, G ELSON
    Global highlights (photo) Jun'53:2
    quoted. Last column. Jun'57:52
RUFF, G. ELSON. THE DILEMMA OF CHURCH AND STATE
    Book chat. Jun'54:18
Ruffner, Joseph, Jr.
    A home that is a home. Mar'22:7
RUFNER, HELEN B
    Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
RUGAO, CHINA
    Save or salvage--which? Mar'27:50
Rugg, Herbert D
    Christian colleges in China. Jul'38:44
RUGGLES, GRACE
    quoted. Flowers for the living. Jun'27:1
RUHL, (MRS. L. C.)
    (death) Aug'25:50
RUHSENBERGER, HENRIETTA, 1896-
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
RULE, R
    (photo) May'57:39
RULE, RHODES E., 1900- (married to Maud Rule)
    Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'68:8
RULON, (married to Frank C. Rulon)
    In Memorium. Mar'37:39
RULON, (married to Joseph Rulon)
    In memoriam. Sep'33:39
RUMAMBY, W
    Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:2
RUMANIA
    The state of the church. Apr'43:27
RUMBERGER, GEORGE C
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
RUMFALO, EDITH HAGIN FRANCIS (married to Anthony Rumfalo)
    The opening of a college. Dec'20:47
    Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:54     May'22:62
    quoted. Saved to serve. Nov'23:6
    The second generation on the mission field (photo) Dec'23:26
RUMPF, OSCAR
    Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:24
Rumpler, Maud Lucas, 1874-1967 (married to Edward C. Rumpler)
    Do we know our heroes? May'25:35
    Bridging the year. Nov'32:41
    Sarah Jameson Wallace. Jan'33:29
    She's just away. Mar'35:21
RUMPLER, MAUD LUCAS, 1874-1967
    (photo) May'23:32
    Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Dec'23:51     Sep'24:51
    (photo) Jan'25:32
    Woman's part in the Pension movement. Mar'30:41
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
(photo) May'46:18
Global highlights. May'61:7
(death) Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
In memoriam. Oct'67:44
RUMSEY, LAROCA
In memoriam. May'39:39
RUNDLES, JAMES
(photo) Feb'22:37
RUNGE, VALESKA
Classroom and campus. Jun'48:34
RUNK, I G
(photo) Nov'30:18
RUNK, PAUL NORMAN, 1898-1963
(married to Georgia Thoroughman Runk)
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31;27
RUNNER, JOHN PHILLIP, 1949- (birth) News room. May'49:40
RUNNER, PHILLIP MERRILL, 1914- (married to Mabel Cooper Runner)
News room. Jan'48:32 May'49:40 Feb'50:34
In brief. Jan'69:46
RUNYAN, HAROLD C
(death) Personalities (photo) May'36:19
RUNYAN, ROBERT WESLEY
(photo) Jul'23:5
RUNYON, LAURA
(death) Jan'26:49
RUOSS, MERYL
City churches can plan the right way (photo) Oct'60:15
RUOSS, MERYL. CITIZEN POWER AND SOCIAL CHANGE
New books. Sep'68:36
RUPERT, HOOVER. YOUR LIFE COUNTS
Book chat. Jun'50:45
RUPPELDT, FEDOR
Once in three hundred years (photo) Apr'48:8
RUPPERT, LYNN H
quoted. Last column. Apr'59:50
RURAL CHURCH COMMISSION
Rural Church Commission. May'29:48
Elections and actions at...
Nov'35:45 Nov'36:42 Dec'39:44
Disciples of Christ and the rural church. Oct'42:25
RURAL CHURCH INSTITUTE
Apr'37:10
RURAL CHURCHES
A rural community work. Apr'19:8
Religious instruction for rural churches. Aug'20:39
The county superintendent. May'22:40
Serving the small rural Bible school. Nov'22:42
A modern rural church in the Ozarks. Apr'23:27
The evolution of a country church. May'23:10
Solving the problems of the small school. Nov'23:35
The rural church. Sep'26:4
Women's missionary Societies and circles. Nov'26:48
Facing the rural church problem. Mar'27:4
The rural church at the crossroads. Feb'28:13
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:27
Commission on the rural church. Feb'29:14
Study for the rural pastor. May'29:30
Rural Church Commission. May'29:48
Study of rural church going forward. Sep'29:4
If I were a country minister. Dec'29:26
Recognizing the country church. May'30:31
The rural church (poem) Sep'30:12
May'31: much of issue
The country church (poem) Jul'31:44
Dec'31: suppl. much of issue
Program for adult organizations. Apr'32:36
The country church. Sep'32:3
the country church and rural reconstruction. Sep'32:10
Christ walks through tropic farms. Sep'32:28
Our rural churches. Apr'33:5
May'33: much of issue
The threshold. Jun'33:2
Over the line fence. Feb'34:19
Can American mothers save rural religion? May'34:16
A new deal for the rural church. May'34:25
Rural ministry. Sep'34:16
Rural religious education. Nov'34:4
What they said. Nov'34:19
The soul and the soil. Feb'35:10
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:6
Women and world highways. Sep'35:35
Progras for adult organizations. Sep'35:36
My opportunity in a rural church. Oct'35:6
A new venture. Oct'35:9
The summer work of a student pastor. Jan'36:12
Back to the land. Apr'36:5
Preachers or pastors for the rural church. May'36:20
The contribution of a rural church. Oct'36:10
Programs for adult organizations. Jun'37:36
Making the local church vital. Oct'37:3
The price of eggs and the country church. Oct'37:8
The rural church and religious education. Oct'37:11
Programs for adult organizations. Oct'37:36
A country church (poem) Feb'38:37
Programs for young people. Mar'38:37 Apr'38:37
Conservation of soil and soul. May'38:9
Programs for young people. May'38:37
Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27
A new service to the rural church. Jun'39:46
Faith sees a star. Oct'39:6
Evangelism in town and country. Feb'40:7
The threshold. May'40:2
Our heritage and mission. Oct'40:11
A rural challenge to the Protestant church. Oct'40:27
The city's stake in the rural church. Feb'41:19
Apr'41:3
Schools for country ministers. May'41:44
Town and country churches ca advance. Nov'41:6
Cooperation among rural churches. Mar'42:12
The minister of the rural church. Jul'42:45
Social welfare and the rural church. Oct'42:13
Disciples of Christ and the rural church. Oct'42:25
The world church and rural life. Nov'42:12
Social trends. Nov'42:22
War challenges the rural church. Apr'43:8
Ten point program of rural work. Apr'43:17
Social trends. Apr'43:23
I visit the rural churches. Nov'43:23
Social trends. Apr'44:12
For adult missionary groups. May'44:30
Disciples of Christ look to their churches in town and country. Oct'44:18
Honoring rural churches. Nov'44:4
The threshold. Apr'45:2
The church at the heart of the community. Apr'45:10
The rural church and global Christianity. May'45:11
Hope for Christianity's future in town and country church. Dec'45:22
Rural philosophy. Apr'46:26
Religion and the organizations in rural America. May'46:14
A week in the life of a rural minister. Sep'46:21
Global highlights. Oct'46:4
A rural parish shows possibilities. Dec'46:27
The country church has a mission. Jan'47:20
National Conference on the Town and Country Church. Jan'47:40
Shepherding the rural churches. May'47:13
Unique rural church plan in Missouri. Jun'47:43
Leadership in rural areas. Jan'48:46
Crusading in town and country. Feb'48:17
Concerns of the country church. Apr'48:19
Spiritual vitamin complex needed. Apr'48:31
The church and the country. Oct'48:11
Crusade progress. Jan'49:26
Victories in town and country. Feb'49:10
Global highlights. Apr'49:3
The church in the country. Apr'49:9
Small community program. Jul'49:28
Training the negro rural ministry. Jul'49:43
Men working. Sep'49:5
Convocation on the church in town and country. Jan'50:29
Which rural church? Apr'50:15
Goodness and the good earth. Jul'50:6
When is the rural minister educated? Sep'50:14
For adult missionary study. Sep'50:35
A rural church serves a growing suburb. Oct'50:23
For adult mission study. Oct'50:37 Nov'50:41
Forty years concern for a rural people. May'51:24
The church must lead. Jul'51:19
They do it by counties. Oct'51:16
Grant made for new study of rural church. Feb'52:31
When people move to the city. Apr'52:22
In-service training for the minister in town and country. Jun'52:39
Convocation on the church in town and country. Sep'52:46
Rural churches at work in the Philippines. Nov'52:42
The city moves to the country. Dec'52:5
The rural ministry. Nov'53:28
The rural church in community life. Apr'54:18
Disappearing Disciples. May'54:21
For adult mission study. Jun'55:38
New churches for old. Oct'55:7
The rural church and its community. Dec'56:7
Rural re-churching. Dec'56:49
Rural churches decline. Jan'57:44
Soil, souls and society. May'57:11
Strength with small numbers. May'57:38
Rural church--what it means. May'57:46
Rural churchmen share ideas. Jun'57:13
Rural church. Feb'58:37
Preparing ministers for today's rural churches. May'58:19
Rural protestantism. May'58:48
Global highlights. Oct'58:6
Invaders in the rural church. May'59:14
Youth and missions. May'59:39
Frontier in rural Japan. Jun'59:22
Country-wide rural church tour held. Jun'59:37
For adult mission study. Jun'59:38
Youth and missions. Jun'59:39
Rural churches serve the people. Jul'59:16
For adult mission study. Jul'59:40
Youth and missions. Jul'59:41
Country preacher for a new day. Sep'59:11
For adult mission study. Sep'59:38
Can Disciples fill their rural pulpits? Oct'59:23
Global highlights. Nov'59:6
Pastoral unities bring a new day. Nov'59:16
For adult mission study. Nov'59:36
Global highlights. Jan'60:8
What the rural church can be. May'60:15
Rural churches come to life. May'60:29
The rural church and practice unity. May'61:19
Revolution in the countryside. Oct'61:11
Global highlights. Jan'62:8
Out of the ashes. Apr'62:11
Global highlights. Dec'62:5
Our disintegrating country churches. May'64:9
What does the rural church need? May'64:15
Letters. Oct'64:51
Global highlights. Dec'64:6
Crisis for the "little white church." May'65:16
Global highlights. Nov'67:6
Emerging churches in smaller cities, towns and country. Oct'71:suppl:16
The growing church: facing the failures. May'73:9
World events. Jun'73:38

RURAL CHURCHES--BIBLIOGRAPHY
The threshold. Jun'35:2
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41

RURAL LIFE
Back to the land. Oct'32:3
Programs for adult organizations. Jul'37:36
Sep'37: much of issue
Programs for young people. Dec'37:37 Jan'38:38
The threshold. Mar'39:2
Inspecting the foundations. May'39:28
Institutes for rural ministers. May'43:15
Christianity and the village. Jun'44:14
The church at the heart of the community. Apr'45:10
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:36
The farm I used to know (poem) Oct'49:27
Goodness and the good earth. Jul'50:6
The rural way of life (photos) Jul'50:28
Rural life faces a crisis. Mar'54:11
Present-day pioneers serve the church. May'63:26

RURAL LIFE--BIBLIOGRAPHY
A list of rural fiction. Sep'37:34

RURAL LIFE SUNDAY
May'31:22
Justice to agriculture. May'33:inside front cover
The threshold. May'35:2 Apr'36:2
Back to the land. Apr'36:15
The threshold. May'37:2
Programs for young people. Mar'38:37 Apr'38:37
The threshold. Apr'40:2
...observance. Apr'40:30
Apr'41:3
The threshold. Apr'42:4 Apr'43:2 May'44:2
When people move to the city. Apr'52:22
Rural programs available. Apr'54:47
May'55:43 May'56:42
...set for May 26. May'57:39
May'59:44
Global highlights. May'62:5
Letters. May'72:4

RUSH, (MRS. J. T.)
In memoriam. Mar'30:50

RUSH, BENJAMIN
Some things that led to Prohibition. Dec'29:56

Rush, Carl
Excellent idea! Jan'35:1

RUSH, DONALD EUGENE
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'53:4

Rush, Donald H
Letters. Jun'65:inside front cover

RUSH, GENE
Lay adventures in evangelism (photo) Feb'60:18

RUSH, RICHARD
Missionary organizations. Jul'29:33

RUSH, W. ARTHUR
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34

RUSHVILLE, INDIANA. MAIN STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Doorkeeper of the house of the Lord. Aug'19:19
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
Rice on the doorstep. Jul'43:8

RUSK, DEAN
(photo) Jul'64:13

RUSKIN, A

RUSSELL, (married to Custer Russell)
Attending Disciples' college becomes family tradition (photo) Mar'72:37

RUSSELL, (MRS. L. R.)
Circulation's cozy corner. Jan'34:1
Russell, (Mrs. S. J.)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:51 Jan'24:60
Golden Jubilee notes. Apr'24:51
RUSSELL, A. J. FOR SINNERS ONLY
Book chat. Apr'33:12
RUSSELL, AARON RAYMOND
Notes. Feb'19:49
(death) Feb'19:51
RUSSELL, ALOTTO
(photo) Aug'24:18
Russell, Arthur Jackson (married to Eudora Russell)
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
Old word--new meaning. Apr'68:15
RUSSELL, ARTHUR JACKSON, 1907- (married to Eudora Groves Russell)
Global highlights. Jul'57:4
News room. Sep'61:38
RUSSELL, BLANCE DALHOUSE, -1950
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
RUSSELL, CLAYTON D
Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:4
RUSSELL, CORA JACQUELYN
See
FISCUS, CORA JACQUELYN RUSSELL
RUSSELL, D. S. BETWEEN THE TESTAMENTS
Book chat. Nov'60:26
RUSSELL, DANIEL. MEDITATIONS FOR MEN
Book chat. Feb'46:45
RUSSELL, DAVID S
British Baptist finds church "astonishingly alive" in USSR. Apr'71:25
RUSSELL, DENNISON A
(photo) Jan'21:20
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jun'26:42 Feb'27:59
RUSSELL, DOROTHY J., -1961
In memoriam. Sep'61:35
Russell, Edward E
How we did it in New Orleans. Jul'52:10
RUSSELL, ELBERT. MORE CHAPEL TALKS
Book chat. Nov'38:33
RUSSELL, EOTO
See
CHAMPION, EOTO RUSSELL
Russell, Eudora Groves (married to Arthur J. Russell)
Waiting for the cat to die (poem) Oct'67:50
Old word--new meaning. Apr'68:15
RUSSELL, GURTHA, -1953
In memoriam. Oct'53:33
Russell, Harvey Gray, 1898-1978
(married to Katie Louise Hasselvander Russell)
Eleven days. Dec'26:44
Paul, the modern. Dec'31:suppl:12
Pioneering on the Congo. Jun'34:12
A Christian school in the Belgian Congo. Jan'41:12
(photo) Jan'41:13
Silver linings on a wartime journey. Sep'43:22
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:33
Building program in Bolenge. Oct'44:23
Are educational missions important? Mar'53:26
Youth and missions.

Apr'56:37  Jun'56:41  Oct'56:37  Mar'57:37
May'56:37  Jul'56:37  Dec'56:39  Apr'57:37
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Youth and missions.

Jun'57:41  Jul'57:34  Oct'57:37  Dec'57:41

RUSSELL, HARVEY GRAY, 1890-1978
Severing the Ivy Chain (photo) Jul'24:7
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:19
News room. Sep'41:34  Apr'42:34  Dec'42:34
(photo) Sep'43:25
News room.

Sep'43:27  May'45:28  Jun'45:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:39
(photo) Feb'48:26
News room. Jan'56:39
Youth and missions (photo) Dec'56:39
(photo) Dec'57:41
RUSSELL, J. W., -1956
(photo) Feb'49:33
(death) News room. May'56:38
RUSSELL, JEANETTE
See
MOORE, MARY JEANETTE RUSSELL
Russe11, Jerry Max, 1936- (married to Lynette Russell)
Direct line. May'67:37
Family planning in India. Mar'68:46
Nutrition in India. Oct'68:39
RUSSELL, JERRY MAX, 1936-
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service... (photo)
Sep'64:7
Global highlights. Nov'64:5
(photo) May'67:37
In brief. Jul'69:38
Russe11, Katie Lois Hasselvander, 1902-
(married to Harvey Gray Russell)
Through the eyes of a new missionary. Jul'25:35
First impressions of Africa. Oct'25:58
An "Ekitelo" in Congo. Feb'26:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
A year old school shows results. Dec'29:17
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
By way of contrast. Jul'33:18
Devotional study of missionary societies. Jan'34:38
The use of drama. Jan'37:34
Silver linings on a wartime journey. Sep'43:22
Echoes from everywhere.
    Mar'44:33  Feb'45:33  May'54:34
Women and world highways. Apr'60:35
RUSSELL, KATIE LOIS HASSELVANDER, 1902-
Outward bound (photo) Aug'24:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
(photo) Oct'38:31  Jan'41:13
News room. Apr'42:34  Dec'42:34
(photo) Sep'43:22,25
News room. Sep'43:27  
(photograph) Jul'44:34
News room. May'45:28 Jun'45:34 Jul'45:34  
(photograph) Feb'48:26
Classroom and campus (photograph) Jul'55:31
Youth and missions (photograph) Dec'56:39
RUSSELL, LAURA, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
Russell, Leno Leoto, 1881-1965  
RUSSELL, LENO LEOTO, 1881-1965  
(photograph) Oct'21:39
Watching the road. Sep'23:34
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
Nov'26:54 (photograph) Jan'37:32 Jan'38:32  
(photograph) Jan'43:29
Russell, Lois Hasselvander  
See Russell, Katie Lois Hasselvander
Russell, Lynette Kay Whitney, 1938- (married to Jerry M. Russell)  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
Direct line. May'67:37
Nutrition in India. Oct'68:39
RUSSELL, LYNETTE KAY WHITNEY, 1938-  
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...(photograph) Sep'64:7
Global highlights. Nov'64:5  
(photograph) Jul'65:36 May'67:37
In brief. Jul'69:38
RUSSELL, MARY E  
In memoriam. Feb'29:34
RUSSELL, MARY JEANETTE, 1926-  
See MOORE, MARY JEANETTE RUSSELL  
   p. 2513 Russell, M - Russia 1926
RUSSELL, MARY M. DRAMATIZED BIBLE STORIES  
Religious dramatization. Aug'23:40
RUSSELL, MARY M. DRAMATIZED MISSIONARY STORIES  
Religious dramatization. Aug'23:40
RUSSELL, NINA DULIN  
A venture in understanding (photograph) Feb'59:12
RUSSELL, PATRICIA ANN WILLIAMS (married to Richard Frank Russell)  
(marriage) News room. May'51:47
RUSSELL, RICHARD FRANK (married to Patricia Ann Williams Russell)  
(marriage) News room. May'51:47
RUSSELL, ROY  
Personalities. Feb'37:14
Russell, Rufus A., 1855-1930  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62
RUSSELL, SARAH J  
In memoriam. Apr'34:39
RUSSELL, SHERRY LYNN, 1964-  
(birth) News room. Jan'65:34
RUSSELL, THOMAS  
In brief. Nov'69:41
Russell, Thomas N., 1879-  
The new day in Loafers' Glory. Oct'28:14
RUSSELL, WARD, 1873-1963 (married to Laura Carter Russell)  
Beneath the spire (photograph) May'52:4
RUSSELL, WILLIAM
    Global highlights (photo) Apor'54:3
Russell, William F
    How to beat communism. Jul'39:19
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H
    Classroom and campus. Nov'52:31
RUSSELL, WYLIE
    Classroom and campus. Jul'68:34
RUSSELL, Z. K.
    News room (photo) Jan'62:32
    Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'63:36
RUSSELLO, AL
    NBA extends its ministry (photo) Jan'73:41
RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Missions in the local church. Jul'35:40
RUSSELLVILLE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    (photo) Mar'19:52
RUSSIA
    See also
    UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
    Facts for the busy woman. May'19:54
    These little ones. Jun'19:3
    Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:63
    U.C.M.S. report. Sep'21:28
    15,000,000 starving in Russia. Jan'22:3
    Echoes from everywhere.
    Apr'22:51     Jan'23:58     Jun'23:60     Jan'24:60
    Sep'22:60     Apr'23:57     The evangelical church in Russia. May'24:14
    Final report on Russian relief. May'24:44
    The parable of the hal Kopec. Nov'24:12
    Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'25:45
    The art of living together. Dec'26:23
    Missionary illustrations... Mar'27:41
    Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
    Russian youth and religion. May'28:4
    Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
    Speaking of books. Nov'28:44
    Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45
    News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
    And the sky is still in place. Jan'34:4
    The threshold. Jan'42:2
    The state of the church. Mar'42:27
    The threshold. Apr'43:2
    The state of the church. May'43:29
    Religion in Russia. Dec'43:12
    Eyes on the Orient. Oct'44:2
    Can who trust whom? Apr'45:4
    The Soviet Union wants peace. Mar'46:9
    Book chat. Jun'46:17
    America's responsibility for world cooperation. Sep'46:17
    Global highlights. Oct'46:4
    On Russia--read first, then speak. Oct'46:5
    Who erected the Iron Curtain? Nov'46:6
    Distressed China... Nov'46:23
    Social trends. Nov'46:24
Global highlights.
Dec'46:2  Mar'47:3,4  Apr'47:3  Dec'47:4
Social trends. May'48:20
The bomb secret is out. Jul'48:23
Global highlights. Sep'48:4  Apr'49:3
Social trends. Jan'51:19
A new life begins in the ruins. Mar'53:40
Are we ready for peace? Jun'53:5
Global highlights.
Dec'55:3  Apr'56:3  May'56:3
Social trends. Jul'56:4
Acquaintance and good will. Nov'56:7
Book chat. Nov'56:18
Global highlights. Jul'60:9
New life for the church in Russia. Nov'60:19
Global highlights.
Jan'62:7  Apr'62:4  Feb'63:4  Apr'63:5
And welcome back. Apr'63:10
Religion in Russia. Jul'63:46
Global highlights. Nov'63:5
A light in Leningrad. Feb'64:21
WCC and the U.S.S.R. Mar'64:9
Global highlights. Jun'64:4  Sep'65:5  Apr'66:5
No book in their hands. May'66:9
Global highlights. Sep'67:7  Jan'68:7
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'68:5
Editorials. Dec'68:9
World events. Mar'70:5
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'70:5
Prison camps produced Christians says Russian Orthodox layman. Apr'71:24
British Baptist finds church "astonishingly alive" in USSR. Apr'71:25
World events. Dec'71:37  Jan'72:36
Commentary. Nov'73:14
RUSSIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Out of the heart of Russia. Dec'22:10
A Russian pilgrimage. Jul'23:7
Revolution and religion in Russia (photos) Oct'23:4
Hitching the Russian bear to a plow. Oct'25:25
What I found in Russia (photos) May'26:22
A challenge. May'26:34
So this is Russia! (photos) Jun'26:26
RUSSIA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Has the United Nations failed? Jan'48:19
Social trends. Feb'62:14
RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
Global highlights. Jan'47:2
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36
Global highlights. Jun'61:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Social trends. Jul'62:22
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'66:4
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:43
World events. Dec'69:36

RUSSIANS IN THE UNITED STATES
Beginnings of Brotherhood House. May'21:47
The haunted house. Aug'21:20
Russian Evangelical Christian Church of New York and New Jersey.
   Aug'21:44
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:60
As Russians see us. Aug'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:60
The house of loving service. May'24:7
Born anew! Sep'26:16

RUSSIAVILLE, INDIANA. WEST POINT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Social trends. Apr'53:22

RUST, ERIC C. SCIENCE AND FAITH
New books. Jan'68:38

RUST, W H -1947
   (death) Homes for the aged feel losses through deaths.
   Jul'47:43

RUSTEMEYER, FRANK C., 1908-1983
   More churches join home plan (photo) Sep'60:44
   News room. Feb'64:34 Mar'64:36
   Classroom and campus. Nov'65:32

RUTENBER, CHARLES N
   Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41

RUTH, (married to Paul Ruth)
   Here and there with World Call. Sep'59:50

RUTH, EMMA
   A "receiver" gets a look at missions. Dec'63:46

Ruth, George J., 1874-1962
   On the Puget Sound to Gulf Highway. Dec'25:58

RUTH, JOHN
   Beneath the spire. Feb'59:8

RUTHERFORD, (married to Roy Rutherford)
   quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
   Nov'31:13

RUTHERFORD, ETHEL L. POLING, 1907-1977
   (married to Mark Rutherford)
   News room. Jun'54:41

RUTHERFORD, HUGH
   Classroom and campus. Nov'67:34

RUTHERFORD, JAMES A., 1900-1962
   (death) News room. Apr'62:34

RUTHERFORD, JEANETTE
   (photo) Sep'47:11

RUTHERFORD, MARCUS G. "MARK" 1904-1978
   (married to Ethel L. Poling Rutherford)
   Wm H. McKinney heads men's work (photo) Sep'47:33
   News room. Jan'49:38
   First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
   Nov'51:38 Mar'54:37
   Lay adventures in evangelism (photo) Feb'60:18
   News room. Feb'64:34
   Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'69:34
RUTHERFORD, MARCUS G. THE CHRISTIAN LAYMAN AND HIS CHURCH
   News room. Nov'58:37
   Book chat. Apr'59:42
RUTHERFORD, MATTIE
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
Rutherford, Roy, 1889-
   Anvil sparks. Nov'35:48
RUTHERFORD, ROY, 1889-
   (photo) Mar'24:39 Nov'32:17
   Classroom and campus. Oct'56:30
RUTHERFORD, VICTCI
   Serving under handicaps. Jun'20:58
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50
Rutledge, (married to Knowlton Rutledge)
   An active Senior Alumni Society. Nov'26:47
RUTLEDGE, GENE
   Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
RUTLEDGE, STEPHEN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:33
RUTT, J WILLIAM
   (photo) Dec'53:31
   Global highlights. Jun'57:2
   News room (photo) Nov'57:32
RUYS, BE
   Women on world highways. Jun'70:31
RYALL, R. S.
   (photo) Jun'51:18
RYAN, (MRS. A. D.)
   In memoriam. Mar'28:60
RYAN, A L
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
   Are critics of missions justified? Jan'31:18
RYAN, ADA M., -1950
   In memoriam. Nov'50:43
RYAN, BRICE FINLEY
   (photo) Jul'23:9
Ryan, Coletta
   A lighthouse in Africa (poem) Aug'27:46
Ryan, Matthias Bishop, 1855-1955
   New Church in Alberta. Sep'26:54
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49
   Third Biennial Conference of the All-Canada Movement.
   Sep'27:43
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:23
RYAN, MATTHIAS BISHOP, 1855-1955
   quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:8
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:60
   (photo) Oct'27:23
RYAN, MIRIAM PICKENS. WALK WITHOUT FEAR
   About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
RYAN, OSWALD
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
RYAN, W C
   (photo) May'22:18
RYAN, W D
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
SAAL, BARBARA
   Educating for human relations (photo) Mar'48:12
SAAVEDRA, ARGENTINA
   Filomena and her superstitions. Jan'32:30
SABANA SECA, PUERTO RICO
   (photo of church) Mar'46:3
SABATIER, PAUL
   quoted. Brother Sun, Sister Moon. May'73:27
SABBATH
   Global highlights. Sep'62:6
SABEL, DIXIE SALLEE
   In memoriam. May'33:40
SABET, BESSIE
   In memoriam. Mar'30:50
SAC CITY, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   In brief. Nov'70:39
SACCA, FORTUNATA
   Justifiable pride (photo) May'27:41
Sacca, Rosario
SACCA, ROSARIO
   (photo) Jul'25:38
SACEWICZ, JERZY
   Global highlights. Sep'47:3
SACHSE, C. F. WILLIAM, -1956
   (death) News room. Oct'56:38
SACK, RICHARD
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA. CURTIS OAKS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A practical service. Apr'27:57
   (photo of parsonage) Oct'46:1
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA. FRUITRIDGE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   How we did it in Sacramento (photo) Jul'52:11
SACRAMENTS
   The ordinances. Jul'34:9
   The ordinances then and now. Jul'49:19
SADAT, ANWAR EL
   (photo) Apr'72:13
SADHU, (married to Shushil Sadhu)
   (photo) Sep'55:13
Sadhu, B
   Missionary worship service. Jan'55:37
SADHU, B
   For adult mission study (photo) Jan'55:38
SADHU, BARNABAS
   Children mature with missions. Jun'57:11
SADHU, P
   (photo) Feb'39:22
SADHU, S  K
Hope for rural India. Feb'58:31

SADHU, SHUSHIL
Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:13

Sadler, Alfred J
Missionary illustrations... Oct'26:55

SADLER, ALFRED J. OUT OF DOORS WITH GOD
Book chat. Feb'42:23

p. 2520   Sadler, A - Sadler, M

SADLER, ANN ELIZABETH, 1934-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33

SADLER, FRANCES WILDLEY SWAIN, 1897-1971
(married to McGruder Ellis Sadler)
(photo) Jun'41:10

SADLER, LEE
See       SADLER, SHERIDAN LEE

Sadler, McGruder Ellis, 1896-1966
(married to Frances Wildley Swain Sadler)
The profession of religious education. Sep'23:26
Good but dumb. Nov'29:8
Educational side shows... Nov'30:8
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way...
Jan'33:25
What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's students...
Jan'34:11
Stewardship plans of a local church. Sep'40:16
The Christian university in the postwar world. Jan'45:8
Disciples in the world today. Sep'46:8
The universal church in God's design. Dec'48:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'58:36

SADLER, McGRUDER ELLIS, 1896-1966
M. E. Sadler (photo) Jul'22:53
(photo) Nov'22:21
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20 (photo p.19)
(photo) Nov'25:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
Percy Thomas succeeds M. E. Sadler. Mar'28:62
(photo) Jul'28:26
...comes to headquarters. Aug'29:4
The family album (photo) Nov'29:6
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Speaking of books. Jun'30:55
Another contribution from the Disciples. Oct'30:5
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:30
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:25
The colleges at work. May'33:33
(photo) Jan'34:11
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4
College notes. Apr'38:33
T.C.U.'s new President (photo) Jun'41:10
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:33
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:15
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:14 (photo p. 15)
Drake lecturers named. Dec'43:6
Classroom and campus. Jan'44:26
quoted. Statement regarding Conventions. Mar'45:15
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
Fraternal messages at Columbus (photo) Jul'46:11
(photo) Sep'46:8
Classroom and campus. Nov'47:28
News room. Jul'48:46          Jun'50:34
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
Global highlights (photo) Mar'52:2
Classroom and campus. Jun'52:30
News room. Feb'53:36
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'53:2
News room. Apr'53:32
Highlights of higher education (photo) Jun'53:37
Global highlights. Jul'53:3
Classroom and campus. Dec'54:34
quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants (photo)
Feb'56:27
Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:5
Classroom and campus.
        Apr'57:31      Sep'57:31      Nov'57:31      Jul'59:37
Global highlights. Mar'60:5
Classroom and campus. Jul'60:36          Oct'64:37
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:5
Global highlights. Jun'65:7
Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:29
Classroom and campus. Dec'65:35
In memoriam. Nov'66:44
Sadler, Sheridan Lee, 1887-1961
    (married to Harriet Mewborne Sadler)
    Spelling success with five s's. Feb'29:7
    Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
SADLER, SHERIDAN LEE, 1887-1961
    (photo) Jan'31:16
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:54
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
Nov'31:13
    (photo) Nov'31:29
    quoted. The first page. Oct'32:2
    quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
    (death) Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:34
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'41:2
In memoriam. Mar'61:41
Sadler, Wesley
    Ministry at Kitwe. Jul'61:31
    Opponent: medicine man. Sep'61:39
SAEKI, KEN
    Global highlights (photo) Jul'66:5
Saeki, Yoichiro
    Faith for the storm. Apr'73:29
SAEKI, YOICHIRO
    (photo) Apr'73:29
SAENZ, CANDELARIA
    News room (photo) Jul'58:42
SAENZ, CYNTHIA ELIZABETH, 1961-
    (birth) News room. Oct'61:34
Saenz, Michael, 1925- (married to Nancy Elizabeth King Saenz)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'55:34
Tradition breakers. Jun'55:30
A trip to Mana. May'57:46
In Puerto Rico a church is born. Jan'64:44
SAENZ, MICHAEL, 1925-
(photo) Feb'54:13 Apr'56:21
Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:4
The younger churches are enthusiastic! (photo) Mar'61:13
quoted. Disciple voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:24
quoted. Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:15
Puerto Rico calls (photo) May'62:22
Partners in progress (photo) Jul'62:27
Global highlights (photo) Sep'64:4
Together for a life of "Servicio." Sep'64:24
World Convention—a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:7
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. Jul'71:45 Sep'71:41
World events. Oct'71:40
SAENZ, MOISES
A forward look. Feb'27:52
Saenz, Nancy Elizabeth King (married to Michael Saenz)
Tradition breakers. Jun'55:30
A trip to Mana. May'57:46
Limeade campaign. Jun'57:39
Missionary worship service.
Dec'60:37 Feb'61:37 Apr'61:37 Dec'61:35
Jan'61:33 Mar'61:41 May'61:35
In Puerto Rico a church is born. Jan'64:44
SAENZ, NANCY ELIZABETH KING
(photo) Feb'54:13
SAENZ, NANCY ELIZABETH KING. WINDS OF CHANGE
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33
SAEZ, FLORENCIO, 1926-
Global highlights. Nov'50:3
(photo) Sep'51:10 Apr'52:33
SAFEGUARDING FUNDS—FINANCIAL AND FIDUCIARY MATTERS
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:53
SAFFORD, (married to Charles Safford) -1955
In memoriam. Apr'55:35
SAFLEY, (MRS. J. A.)
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
(death) Sep'26:52
"THE SAGA OF THE BIBLE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'59:44
SAGABIEL, LILLIE CARR, -1949
In memoriam. Apr'50:39
SAGAMIHARA, JAPAN
The people prayed for a church (photo of church under construction)
Dec'53:27
SAGER, BESS C
(photo) Jun'23:43
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
SAGESER, DAVID
Global highlights. Feb'66:5
SAHASRABUDHE, N. B.
Here and now men offer hope to India's masses. Jun'54:29
SAHAYAK PATRIKA
quoted. Missions in our day. Mar'37:3
SAILER, T H P
The lady at South Gate. Jan'33:20
SAILER, T H P. CHRISTIAN ADULT EDUCATION IN RURAL ASIA AND AFRICA
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
SAILER, T H P. WHAT DOES CHRIST EXPECT
Speaking of books. Apr'26:51
SAILINGS OF MISSIONARIES
See MISSIONARY SAILING
SAILORS, ELMA ROSE
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
SAILORS
See SOLDIERS
ST. ALBANS, WEST VIRGINIA
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia.
May'19:41
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
ST. ALBANS, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Every home plan family is growing. Sep'59:46
ST. AMAND, BELLE
(death) Mar'26:50
ST. ANDREW, JAMAICA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our first Christmas in Jamaica. Mar'23:56
ST. CLAIR, ANNE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'59:37
ST. CLAIR, H. ALICE
In memorium. Jun'40:39
ST. CLAIR, MARGARET
In memorium. Dec'36:39
ST. CLAIR, W. F.
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
ST. CLAIR-MOSS, LUELLA
See MOSS, LUELLA W. ST.CLAIR
ST. FRANCIS, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
Men at work in the churches. Feb'49:27
SAINT-GAUDENS, AUGUSTUS. "THE PURITAN" (STATUE)
(photo) Jul'26:front cover
Our cover. Jul'26:1
ST. JOHN, (married to William A. St.John)
World events (photo) Oct'73:38
ST. JOHN, CHARLES W. PORTO RICAN NEIGHBORS
Speaking of books. May'30:33
ST. JOHN, ROBERT
Interpreting a people (photo) Mar'48:24
ST. JOHN, ROBERT. THE SILENT PEOPLE SPEAK
Interpreting a people. Mar'48:24
ST. JOHN, ROBERT. TONGUE OF THE PROPHETS
Book chat. Jun'52:42
ST. JOSEPH COUNTY, INDIANA. COUNCIL OF UNITED CHURCHES
An experiment in democracy. May'43:12
ST. JOSEPH, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Vacation Bible School) Nov'22:56
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:46

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S COUNCIL
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:39

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI. WYATT PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Saving church buildings (photo) Jul'37:13
(photo) Oct'37:1
Crusade progress. Oct'50:26
(photo of sanctuary) Apr'58:3

ST. LAURENT, LOUIS
Global highlights. Feb'51:4

ST. LOUIS CHRISTIAN HOME
A day in the St. Louis Children's Home. Jan'19:38
Jan'19:45
Knitting club... Jan'19:59
Happenings... Feb'19:39
Notes. Feb'19:46,47
The mission of sorrow. Feb'19:58
Christmas at the Christian Orphans' Home. Mar'19:53
Loved and lost a while. Mar'19:59
Record of service... Apr'19:6
A modern Dorcas (photos) Apr'19:13
Christianity and business (photos) Apr'19:15
A blue ribbon girl in the Christian Orphans' Home. Apr'19:51
A mother's impression of a home for the motherless. Apr'19:59
Notes. Apr'19:60,63
Sunbeams... May'19:37
NBA directory. May'19:60
Notes. May'19:62
Behind the scenes in the Christian Orphans' Home. Jun'19:45
A tour of inspection. Aug'19:43
Notes. Aug'19:46
Big doings at the Christian Orphans' Home. Sep'19:33
Notes. Sep'19:48 Oct'19:59,61
Saving Americans for America. Apr'20:40
Serving under handicaps. Jun'20:58
Two barrels of cookies. Jul'20:28
Notes. Sep'20:64
Are there many children in need? May'19:11
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
Notes. Aug'19:47
A successful debt-raising campaign. (photos) Sep'19:36
Notes. Sep'19:49
The new headquarters city (photos) Oct'20:36
Wise business methods (photo) Oct'20:37
Somebody's baby. Oct'20:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62
Lost and found--a daddy (photo) Feb'21:41
A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
(photo) Apr'21:12,26
Seems like our very own. Apr'21:45
Smilin' thro' Apr'21:54
(photos) Sep'21:17
Report. Sep'21:37  
(phOTOS) Oct'21:10,31  
Short and true from far and near (Photo) Nov'21:40  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61  
Dividends of love. Apr'22:16,21  
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:31  
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:15  
Annual report... Sep'22:42  
Neighbors who help each other. Dec'22:63  
Birthday parties at Christian Orphans' Home (Photos) Jan'23:43  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:56  
A page of pleasant happenings. Feb'23:52  
When the roses bloomed again (Photo) Apr'23:4  
You gave them a second chance. Jun'23:55  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62  
Who wants to adopt a family? Sep'23:37  
Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44  
Christmas in the home. Mar'24:58  
Suppose nobody cared. Apr'24:1  
Where grace abounds (Photo) Apr'24:18  
Largest graduating class from grade school. Apr'24:42  
Children who have made good. Apr'24:57  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59  
Orphans taught stewardship. Jun'24:36  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:60  
Annual report. Oct'24:42  
Program helps. Nov'24:48  
A view from within (Photo of Boy Scouts) Jan'25:37  
(Photos) May'25:29  
Warbles, marbles... (Photo) Jun'25:42  
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55  
Annual report... Oct'25:39  
(Photos) Dec'25:4-7  
Feeding and feathering our nestlings. Dec'25:10  
Taking the war of of Baby-Ward (Photos) Dec'25:51  
A real joy ride. Feb'26:59  
Children's Day in the children's homes. Jun'26:34  
Family life maintained. Jul'26:52  
A kaleidoscopic view (Photo) Dec'26:37  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'27:49 Feb'27:49  
Little women and how they grow. Feb'27:54  
What spring brought to the home (Photo) Jun'27:36  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38  
(Photo) Dec'27:18  
Activities of one month. Dec'27:43  
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48 Mar'28:48  
Christmas at home and abroad (Photo) Mar'28:42  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'28:48  
A generation of service. Jun'28:35  
(Photo) Jun'28:57  
Digest of annual report... Oct'28:31  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50  
A bird's eye view of our homes (Photo) Nov'28:56  
(Photo) Dec'28:front cover  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43  
Children join church. Jun'29:61
Stories from real life. Dec'29:11
Spiders and mice and everything nice. Mar'30:37
Rhyme and reason from our St. Louis Orphans' Home (poem) Sep'30:27
(photo) Dec'30:17
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
(photo) Dec'31:12
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:24
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'32:39
National Benevolent Association notes. Jul'35:40
National Benevolent Association news notes. Oct'35:43
Pioneers in helpfulness. Jul'36:17
Pure religion and undefiled. Dec'36:8
National Benevolent Association notes. Apr'38:44
New buildings for the Benevolent Homes. Jun'38:46
Notes on benevolence. Feb'39:44
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
(photo) Dec'39:9
New phases of benevolence. Dec'40:7
(photo)
Dec'40:11 Dec'41:24 Dec'42:8 Dec'42:23
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
News room. Mar'50:47
Mrs. Bettie R. Brown retires. May'51:42
NBA guests find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:20
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28
News room. May'61:32
Lifetime of service. May'62:31
World events. Apr'69:38 Jun'69:38
NBA ministry of service (photo of a resident) Dec'71:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:60
The St. Louis tornado. Nov'27:1
St. Louis Convention... Feb'41:14
St. Louis...invites you... Feb'41:middle insert
How we did it in St. Louis. Jul'52:9
Global highlights. Oct'60:8 Nov'66:7
Riverfront chapel (photo of chapel) Jun'67:39
(photo of skyline) Oct'67:front cover
Reconciliation person-to-person. Oct'69:22

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. AFFTON CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How we did it in St. Louis (plans) Jul'52:9
Together we build (photos) Apr'54:10

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. BADEN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26 (photo p. 24)

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. BRIDGETON CHRISTIAN CHURCH

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25
Disciples move toward integration. Jul'55:12
Feeding both body and soul (photos) Sep'73:25
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
(photos) Oct'20:32 Apr'41:24

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. CLIFTON HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. COMPTON HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:32
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. (photo) Apr'41:25
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48
Guidance for expanding churches (photo) Jul'49:9

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. DOVER PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:32
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:61
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome (photo) Apr'41:25

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. FELLOWSHIP CENTER
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. FELLOWSHIP CHURCH
Global highlights. Jul'46:2

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:32
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:34
(photo) Aug'23:front cover
Our cover. Aug'23:1
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome (photo) Apr'41:24

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. FLORISSANT VALLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. FOURTH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:32
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. HAMILTON AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:33
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
An educational foundation in the local church (photo) Nov'22:31
Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25 (photo p. 26)
(photo) Oct'71:suppl:9

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. KINGSHIGHWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:61
Neighbors who help each other. Dec'22:63
(photo) Nov'23:27

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. MAPLEWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:33
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome (photo) Apr'41:25

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. MEMORIAL BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. METROPOLITAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. METROPOLITAN CHUR CHURCH FEDERATION
In brief. Feb'70:39

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. NORTHWEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome (photo) Apr'41:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. OVERLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25 (photo p. 26)

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. STRODTMAN HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. THIRD BAPTIST CHURCH
A church with a money conscience. Dec'21:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. UNION AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Mar'20:62
(poto) Oct'20:33
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:34
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:60
Archibald McLean suddenly called home. Jan'21:4
The underwriting campaign. Jun'21:5
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
Birthday parties at Christian Orphans' Home. Jan'23:43
Easter reports. May'23:56
Proving the church school of missions. Nov'23:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Post-Jubilee notes. Dec'24:50
(photo of bulletin board) Mar'25:44
(photo) Oct'27:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
The month among Disciples. Jan'33:4
(photo of wood carving of Disciples) Sep'33:front cover
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25 (photo p. 24)
Most men are fair. Feb'47:13
Beneath the spire. Mar'48:4
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:39
Here and there with World Call. Feb'66:50

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. WEBSTER GROVES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:25 (photo p. 26)
Overcrowding is no problem (photo of church school class) Nov'57:11

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. WINONA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26

ST. MAUR'S SEMINARY (INDIANA)
Global highlights. Jan'67:5
World events. Oct'70:37

ST. PAUL, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Saved! A church and twenty-five homes (photo) Jul'33:5

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
ST. PETER, ALBERT
   (photo) Dec'31:32
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA. BAY VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Enter Home Plan. Mar'63:48
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Growing churches in Florida (photo) Feb'28:37
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA. MIRROR LAKE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches for America. Apr'51:8
   Churches are reacting to the Provisional Design. Apr'67:40
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA. PALM LAKE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches. Nov'58:44
ST. THOMAS CHRISTIAN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INDIA
   World events. Sep'72:39
ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO. PRINCESS AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A Canada Society leads in service (photo of Christian Endeavor Society) Jul'26:47
   For adult mission study. Jun'55:38
ST. VLADIMIR'S ORTHODOX THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (NEW YORK)
   Global highlights. Jan'49:3
SAITO, ICHIRO
   Fresh witness in a "new" Japan (photo) Jun'65:31
SAITO, TATSUO
   An adventure in friendship (photo) Dec'36:26
SAKAI, MASAKO
   That harmonious balance (photo) Jun'55:25
SAKAI, TOSHIYUKI
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'59:33
SAKAKIBARA, (married to Gan Sakakibara)
   Global highlights. Apr'60:5
SAKAKIBARA, GAN
   Global highlights. Apr'60:5
SAKAKIBARA, REIICHI
   Women and world highways. Feb'35:40
SAKAMAKI, KAZUO. I ATTACKED PEARL HARBOR
   Book chat. Mar'50:40
SAKAMOTO, EIZO SAMISHIMA, 1909-1984
   (married to Mary Sugioka Sakamoto)
   A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:9
   (photo) Nov'44:20
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'49:4
   Integration is working (photo) Feb'56:13
   Ministry to the melon growers (photo) Jun'56:28
SAKAMOTO, MARY SUGIOKA (married to Eizo Sakamoto)
   Ministry to the melon growers (photo) Jun'56:28
SAKAMOTO, SYLVIA
   Ministry to the melon growers (photo) Jun'56:28
SAKATA, JAPAN
   Making contacts in Japan. Jan'26:44
SAKOLA, INDIA
   Buying the shade of a tree. Aug'23:37
SAKRI, INDIA
   The printed Gospel. Mar'41:44
SAKSENA, RAMJI RAM
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:2
SALA
   The worker. Jan'64:32
SALA, (married to John P. Sala)
Good ideas. Jul'30:40
(death) A leader passes. May'31:46

SALA, GERTRUDE WOODWARD DIMERATH (married to Homer E. Sala)
(photo) Jan'27:15
Sala, Homer E., 1885-1945
(married to Gertrude Woodward Dimerath Sala)
Community service and church buildings, Peoria, Ill. Sep'19:35

SALA, HOMER E., 1885-1945
(photo) Jan'27:16
Sala, John Perdue, 1876?-1967
(married to Joy Taylor Sala)
Message. Jul'19:53
Note. Dec'19:63
Echoes from everywhere.
(captions for photos) Helping God to keep His promises.

Apr'22:10
In a University center. Aug'22:56
Moving the family south. Jan'23:38
Growing a church. Apr'27:38

SALA, JOHN PERDUE, 1876?-1967
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
What Home Missions money does. Apr'19:55
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:43
Building an Indian church in a day (photo) Jan'23:14
(photo) Mar'24:54
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34
quoted. We also are ready. May'27:22
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
(marriage) It has happened again (photo) Jan'33:19
(photo)

Sep'33:4 Nov'35:24 Jun'37:20 Sep'37:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30 Mar'40:43
Global highlights (photo) Mar'46:3
News room. Nov'51:30 Jun'53:42
(photo) Dec'53:31
News room. Feb'54:31
Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
(photo) Sep'54:38
Women and world highways. Dec'55:37
In memoriam. Sep'67:44

Sala, John Robert, 1905-1969
Book chat. Mar'38:34

SALA, JOHN ROBERT, 1905-1969
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
A close up of our colleges. Jun'37:29
Global highlights. Sep'46:2
Classroom and campus. Sep'65:36
Classroom and campus (photo) May'67:35
Classroom and campus. Sep'68:34
In memoriam. Sep'69:34

SALA, JOHN ROBERT. COMMAND TO LOVE
New books. Dec'70:28

Sala, Joy Fraser Taylor, -1979 (married to John Perdue Sala)
We look for a new earth. Dec'26:4
Another sample of cooperation. Nov'27:15
Source material on missionary education. Jan'28:54
It can be done... May'28:26
The glad day is coming! May'29:16
Can there be world peace? Jul'29:9
Speaking of books. Feb'30:31 May'30:32
Another step toward marriage. Jun'30:20
This believing church. Nov'30:15
The amazing story of Hazel Green. Jan'31:12
New womanhood for the new India. Apr'31:18
Clearing the way for the advance of a race. May'31:8
New vocabularies--new pleasures. Jun'31:13
Missionary organizations. Jaun'31:36
Faith in his own. Oct'31:29
Speaking of books. Jan'32:34
Interpreting Christ to the America of today. Feb'32:23
returns on our investment in French-America. Apr'32:9
Good ideas... May'32:38
Missionary education finds new leader. Feb'33:22
Our new British youth center. Oct'37:17
Mrs. Emory Ross again hostess. Apr'39:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'42:39
Disciples headquarters. Jun'44:38
Returned to England. Jul'44:28
Chautauqua 1945 season. Jul'45:38
Women and world highways. Mar'47:33
Record attendance at Disciples headquarters. Nov'47:44

SALA, JOY FRASER TAYLOR, -1979
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
The new woman secretary (photo) Jul'26:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
(photo no. 2) Apr'27:16
Noteworthy changes and additions. Aug'27:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
(photo) Jan'28:32
The investment of your summer. Jul'28:15
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43 Jul'29:43
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
The Executive Committee meets. Dec'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
(photo) Dec'30:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44 Sep'31:44
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
(marriage) It has happened again (photo) Jan'33:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33 Oct'36:34 Sep'37:30 Mar'40:43
News room. Oct'44:28
Global highlights (photo) Mar'46:3
Prospect for season at Lake Chautauqua, N.Y. Jun'47:42
News room. Nov'51:30 Jun'53:42
(photo) Dec'53:31
News room. Feb'54:31
Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
Women and world highways. Dec'55:37

SALA, ROBERT
   (photo) Mar'34:34
   From our colleges. Jun'36:33,34

SALADEN, EARL RINGLAND, 1897-1966
   (married to Margaret Drew Saladen)
   News room. May'47:36
   In memoriam. Nov'66:44

SALDANA, (MRS. L.)
   (photo) Oct'45:18

SALDANA, ADELFA
   Mexican Christian Institute. Sep'43:37

SALDIVAR, (married to Samuel Saldivar)
   (photo) Oct'66:44

SALDIVAR, APOLONIA
   Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:32

SALDIVAR, POLA
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36

Saldivar, Rafael
   Mexico looks at America. Nov'43:13

SALDIVAR, RAFAEL
   (photo) Nov'43:13

SALDIVER, SAMUEL
   From farm to pulpit (photo) Jan'54:27
   From mission farm to West Point (photos) Oct'66:44

SALEM, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Congratulations, Salem Indiana. Dec'67:22

SALEM, OREGON. COURT STREET CHURCH
   Notes. Jul'20:45

SALEM, OREGON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'57:48

SALEM, OREGON. KEIZER CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, October - December, 1963. May'64:44

SALES, (married to Angel Sales)
   Flight in freedom (photo) Dec'62:19

SALES, ANGEL
   Flight in freedom (photo) Dec'62:19

SALES, ANGEL, JR.
   Flight in freedom (photo) Dec'62:19

SALES, BEATRIZ
   Flight in freedom (photo) Dec'62:19

SALES, JANE M. THE PLANTING OF THE CHURCHES IN SOUTH AFRICA
   New books. Jun'71:28

SALI, (MRS. J. T.)
   Like a golden thread (photo) Mar'67:39

SALIBIAN, HELEN S
   Women and world highways (photo) Jun'40:35

SALIDA, COLORADO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
   More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44

SALTERS, DON
   World events (photo) Jan'73:38

SALINA, KANSAS. BELMONT AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
SALINA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
Committee on War Services news notes. Dec'45:40
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
SALINAS, JULIAN, 1854-1924 (married to Refugia Salinas)
(death) Notes... Dec'24:63
(death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53
SALING, DORIS
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
SALISBURY, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Jul'40:39
SALISBURY, HARRISON E
Global highlights. Oct'58:6
SALISBURY, STANTON W
(photo) Mar'52:28
SALISBURY, STELLA (married to J. V. Salisbury)
World events. Dec'70:37
SALKELD, EDGAR DUFFIELD, 1878-1959
(married to Byrdie Yocum Salkeld)
(photo) Mar'24:53
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29
SALLADE, CHARLES RONALD
News room. May'63:40
SALLARI, KATIE
(photo) Jan'42:38
SALLEE, JOSIE BELLE
In memoriam. Jul'32:39
SALMON, (MRS. D. M.) -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37
Salmon, Donald M., 1900-1979
Worship service for missionary groups.
Jun'41 - Nov'41 p. 38
Laymen hold the key to unity. Dec'47:19
Disciples place evangelism first. Feb'61:16
Can we reach the sixty million? Feb'62:11
The mission of Findlay Street. Oct'69:10
SALMON, DONALD M., 1900-1979
What one church is doing. Sep'24:44
(photo) Jul'28:26
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:29
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:33
(photo) May'45:25
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo) Nov'57:12
News room. May'58:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:5
Evangelism that counts. Feb'60:13 (photo p. 14)
Winning the immovable city. Feb'61:11
Global highlights. May'63:7
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'63:38
quoted. As I see the future the Disciples should... (photo) Jul'67:18
(photo) Oct'69:11
SALMON, DONALD M. THE MINISTER-EVANGELIST
News room. Apr'62:34
SALMON, MOLLIE
In memoriam. Apr'45:33

SALMON, SHIRLEY
News room (photo) Mar'53:46

SALMONSON, CAROL LOIS POTEE, 1923-
(married to Keith Burton Salmonson)
(photo) Dec'30:47
Children of India mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
News room. Jul'40:34
(photo) Sep'42:8
News room. Jul'44:34
(marriage) News room. Sep'46:41
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jul'50:40
News room. Nov'58:37

SALMONSON, HEIDE JO, 1948-
(birth) News room. Mar'48:32
(photo) Jun'54:11

Salmonson, Keith Burton, 1921-
(married to Carol Lois Potee Salmonson)
A week-end visit to a jungle camp. Jan'52:28
Experimental farm aids Indian rice growers. Mar'55:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32

SALMONSON, KEITH BURTON, 1921-
(marriage) News room. Sep'46:41
Global highlights (photo) Jul'50:2
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jul'50:40
More abundant life for Indian villagers (photo) Mar'55:23
Christianity's future in India (photo) Mar'56:17
News room. Nov'58:37

SALMONSON, LOREN KJELL, 1950-
(birth) News room. May'50:34
(photo) Jun'54:11

SALMONSON, RACHEL LYNNE, 1952-
(birth) News room. May'52:34
(photo) Jun'54:11

SALEM, IVORY
(photo) Nov'28:41

Salone, Ivory
Widow wishing, hopeful prayer (poem) Oct'70:inside back cover

SALSBURY, GRACE
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A correction. Oct'20:51
(photo) Aug'21:12
Some news items... Dec'22:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
Crusade progress. Mar'49:26

SALTER, ARTHUR
quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23

SALTER, ARTHUR. RECOVERY, THE SECOND EFFORT
Speaking of books. Dec'32:41

Salter, Blanche F
Whither (poem) Mar'31:48

SALTER, BRUCE
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'58:33
SALTER, FRANK
Mission to the Evangeline country (photo) Nov'51:15
SALTO, PUERTO RICO
(photo of church) Jan'51:15
Saltsman, (Mrs. E. F.)
Letters. Jul'69:34
Saltz, Wilbur C
My prayer (poem) Jun'65:22
Salvador, Tranquilino P
Mission of mercy. May'65:44
SALVATION
The new emphasis upon the world's need of a Savior. Nov'20:19
What do we mean by "saving souls?" Feb'31:5
Faith, repentance, baptism. Feb'32:13
That they may be saved. Apr'34:11
Commentary. Dec'72:12
A message about salvation. May'73:17
SALVATION ARMY
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'26:45
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'38:40
The last word. Sep'65:54
Letters. Dec'65:47
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4
SAM, EDWARD J
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
SAM YEK, THAILAND
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'54:34 Dec'54:36
Tiny light in a dark jungle. Jun'55:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34 Oct'56:34
Guides at a forking road (photos) Jan'57:23
For adult mission study. Jan'57:32
Christian youth witness in Thailand. Feb'57:23
Global highlights. Jan'58:8 Jul'58:4
(photo of church school class) Apr'59:19
(photo of school) Jun'59:12
Thai youth face testing. Mar'60:49
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34
Progress came with the Christians. Oct'67:22
New life for a Thai village. Mar'68:15
Direct line. Sep'68:41
Personality plus Christ (photo of school) Feb'69:16
What is it? (photo of church) Apr'70:34
Thai church at three Corners (photos of church) Jun'70:25
SAMARIN, WILLIAM J. TONGUES OF MEN AND ANGELS
New books. Nov'72:37
THE SAMARITANS
New books. Nov'68:36
SAMBALPORE, INDIA
Christian Endeavor around the world. Mar'27:47
SAMKANGE, TOMMIE A
Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33
SAMMIS, CLAUDE
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
SAMMON, LEONARD E
(photo) May'55:38
News room. Dec'58:34
Pioneer with bold dreams (photo) Jul'62:25
In brief. Jan'71:40
SAMOA
Missionary illustrations... Sep'28:41
SAMONTE, (DR.)
(photo) Jul'23:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
SAMONTE, (MRS. D. J.)
(photo) Mar'28:35
SAMONTE, D J
Two Filipino Christians (photo) Mar'28:35
SAMONTE, ESTHERENE
(photo) Jun'23:41
SAMPLE, CORA STONE, -1956
In memoriam. May'56:35
SAMPLE, STEPHEN
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:35
SAMPSON, (married to Charles Sampson)
In memoriam. Jul'27:48
Sampson, G
Victory to Christ... Jul'50:44
SAMPSON, GERTRUDE
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:33
SAMPSON, RACHEL, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
SAMPSON, TIMOTHY J. WELFARE: A HANDBOOK FOR FRIEND AND FOE
New books for spring reading. Apr'73:37
SAMS, BERT FRANKLIN, 1956-
(birth) News room. Apr'56:32
Sams, Frances McCluney, 1924- (married to John Roland Sams)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36 Sep'60:36
SAMS, FRANCES MCCUNEY, 1924-
Missions on and off beaten paths (photo) Sep'55:11
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36
Global highlights (photo) Jan'68:7
In brief. Sep'71:41 Apr'73:41
SAMS, GEORGIA ANN, 1951-
(photo) Jun'54:11
In brief. Jun'73:39 Sep'73:41
Sams, John Roland, 1922- (married to Frances McCluney Sams)
A jungle journey among the Karens. Mar'58:29
SAMS, JOHN ROLAND, 1922-
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36
Thai villagers listen (photo) Jun'58:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'60:36
In brief. Sep'71:41 Jul'72:41 Apr'73:41
SAMS, JONATHAN C. REFLECTIONS OF A FISHING PARSON
New books. Nov'73:35
SAMS, PHYLLIS JEAN, 1947-
(photo) Jun'54:11
Samson, Ruth
Letters. Apr'67:inside front cover
SAMSON, RUTH
Toys for peace. Nov'65:39
Samu, Harry C
India mission celebrates seventieth birthday. Feb'53:26
SAMUDIO, JOSE
World events (photo) Feb'73:39

SAMUEL, BENJEI
What others are doing. Oct'33:41

SAMUEL, FRANK E., III
Classroom and campus. Jun'61:34

SAMUEL, IPOFU
Congo claims her right to know (photo) Apr'36:28

SAMUEL, LARRY
quoted. Students say. Mar'71:16

SAMUEL, P
We visit Telugu land. Jul'38:17

SAN, JIMBO
(photo) Jan'56:19

SAN, KISHI MIWA
Leaders for tomorrow (photo) Dec'51:21

SAN, O' INO
Some contrasts (photo) Mar'19:5

SAN, TAKAHASHI
Leaders for tomorrow. Dec'51:20 (photo p. 21)

SAN, TAKEMOTO
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34

SAN ANGELO, TEXAS. COLLEGE HILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SAN ANTONIO DE PANUCO, MEXICO
A preaching tour in Mexico. Jul'44:28
Global highlights (photo of church) Feb'64:7

SAN ANTONIO, MEXICO
Organizing a church in Mexico. Jun'31:29

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
...invites you (photos) Sep'35:middle insert
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15
San Antonio looks at M.C.I. Oct'45:18
Let's look at race relations as Christians. Feb'58:11
Global highlights. May'60:5

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. THE ALAMO
(photo) Oct'35:front cover
The threshold. Oct'35:2

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. ALAMO HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'54:1

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. BELL MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:17

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:39
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Oct'47:4
In brief. Dec'68:8

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. HARRIMAN PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. HIGHLANDS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Apr'63:50
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. MARBACH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec '65:48

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. MEXICAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
Where corner stones are milestones... (photo) Aug'25:32
Program helps. Aug'25:48
Going up (photo) Sep'25:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
For a wide door stands open (photo) Dec'25:18
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
(photo) Sep'27:17
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:47
(photo) Sep'30:10 Jul'31:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:40
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
Delegates view Mexican work. Nov'35:23
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'37:38
A light shines brightly for all to see (photos) Mar'42:28
Home missions church. Nov'43:25
Easter at Mexican Christian Church. Jul'46:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'47:40 (photo) Dec'48:36
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'53:36
Home missions means people! Apr'64:12

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. PROSPECT HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. SOUTH SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Our San Antonio churches. Oct'35:15

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. VANDERBILT AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. WOODLAWN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Planning the educational building (photos of educational building)
Jul'53:18,19
Here and there with World Call. Mar'59:50

SAN BENITO, TEXAS
Church work in border town. Feb'20:39

SAN BENITO, TEXAS. FIRST MEXICAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:35
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural groups (photo)
May'31:18
New houses of worship for those within our gates (photo) Jul'31:19
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
For adult mission study. Sep'51:35
A fertile field for the church. Jun'53:18 (photo p. 20)
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'53:36

SAN BENITO, TEXAS. SEGUNDA IGLESIA CRISTIANA
(photo) Jun'73:front cover
Cover. Jun'73:4
Rebirth to San Benito (photos) Jun'73:5
Letters. Oct'73:46

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Annual report... Sep'22:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:40
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA. HILLSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA. JAPANESE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Japanese Christians in Southern California (photo) Jun'24:35
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
Echoes from everywhere.
ucusm Dec'33:40 Jan'34:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:39
O hina samo. Jun'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:39 Jan'36:40
SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'19:45
Ministering to people on the move. Feb'59:29
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. EL CERRITO HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:40
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Opening the doors of opportunity (photo) Jan'22:52
Here and there with World Call. Jan'53:48
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. VISTA LA MESA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. May'49:48
Crusade progress. May'50:27
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
The San Francisco Bay District. May'19:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49
Committee on War Services news notes. Jan'46:32
The Golden Gate in Forty-Eight (photo) May'48:24
(photo) Jul'48:cover
The cover. Jul'48:inside front cover
...and the Disciples (photo of Chinatown) Sep'48:24
Building brotherhood into a city's life. Feb'50:18
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. CHINESE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
.photos of daily vacation Bible school) Jun'26:60
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. CHINESE CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Notes. May'19:61 Aug'20:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59 May'21:53
(photo) Jan'69:19
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. THE FELLOWSHIP CHURCH OF ALL PEOPLES
Global highlights. Jul'46:2
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Mar'19:61 (photo) May'19:5
The San Francisco Bay District. May'19:40
Notes. Sep'19:48
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
Notes. Dec'19:63 Apr'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59 Dec'20:62
Farewell to missionaries. Nov'21:57
Attains self-support. Sep'23:35
Crusade progress. Nov'50:30
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. WEST SIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes.
New plan for mission study. Feb'25:57
Christian Endeavor notes. Dec'27:52
South America comes to San Francisco (photo of exhibit room)

San Francisco Theological Seminary
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5

San Ho, China
San Ho, a corner of our field. Oct'24:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:38
Hopeful signs in the Hofei area. Oct'46:26
The time to help China is now! Mar'47:22
New opportunity in China. Mar'48:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'48:38

San Jose, California. First Christian Church
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43
NBA extends its ministry. Jan'73:41

San Juan, Puerto Rico
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39
Puerto Rican church convention (photo of church) May'43:26
San Juan church. Juan'43:35
A church in Puerto Rico shows growth. Jan'47:32
Global highlights. May'47:4
Puerto Rican frontiers of 1950. Jul'50:16
(photo of church congregation) Feb'52:15
For adult mission study (photo of inside of church) Apr'52:34
Global highlights (photo of young people) Mar'53:3
(photo of church) May'55:11
News room. Nov'55:38
Church extension in Puerto Rico. Nov'67:27

San Leandro, California. First Christian Church
Evolution of a congregation (photos) Dec'72:28

San Luis Obispo, California. Christian Church

San Luis Potosi, Mexico
The heart of Mexico. May'19:49
With the missionaries in Mexico. Mar'20:6
Notes. Apr'20:62
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo) Jun'21:11
Another chapter on Mexico (photo of church) Oct'21:14
(photo of church) Dec'21:27
A woman's missionary society which includes men. Dec'21:45
Growing in power. Aug'22:46
Open doors of Mexico. Sep'22:4
(photo) Sep'22:back cover
(photo of Woman's Bible class) Oct'22:55
Echoes from everywhere.
Oct'23:63   Dec'23:50
Glory to God in the highest... Feb'24:59
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'24:61   Apr'24:50,60   May'24:50
A long look at Mexico (photo) Jun'24:24
The Camp Fire Girls of Anahuac. Sep'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:51
Substance, service and self. Feb'25:58
Raises turkeys for missions. Aug'26:52
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:51
Our first graduates. Jul'27:45
Revivals and revolution. Jul'27:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
Putting us to shame. Jun'28:59
A week of fiestas. Jul'28:36
The boy's school at San Luis Potosi. Sep'28:27
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'28:50
Missionary organizations... Jan'29:46
(photo of Guild organization) Jan'29:46
What I found in Mexico. Mar'29:13
The boys are coming! (photo of boys boarding school) Jun'29:37
From across the border. Jun'29:62
Keeping up with the Joneses (photo of church board) Mar'30:12
A notable event. Mar'30:38
Dissipating ignorance. Mar'30:58
Honoring mother and teachers. Jul'30:30
Camp Fire Girls. Aug'31:38
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39,40,42 Sep'31:40,41
Public library in San Luis Potosi. Sep'31:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:38 Feb'32:40
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'32:43
Programs for young people. Jan'33:37
Easter in Mexico. Jun'35:47
World Call in Mexico. Dec'35:23 (photo) Jan'36:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:38 Feb'36:39
Day of prayer in Mexico. May'36:44
We visit Mexico. Sep'37:20
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:39
Christmas in San Luis Potosi. Feb'38:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'38:38 Apr'38:39
Night school in Mexico. May'38:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'38:39 Dec'38:39
Centro Social Jaurez. Dec'38:46
From prison to pulpit... (photo of prisoners) Jan'39:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'39:39
I went to church in Mexico. Mar'40:15
Centavos and tamales (photo) Nov'41:8
Women and world highways. Jun'42:35
Our school... Mar'43:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29 (photo of chancel of church) Jun'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
A workers' retreat. Sep'45:23 (photo of teachers) Oct'45:11
La Casa del Hogar. Oct'46:28
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:36
Week-end in San Luis Potosi (photos) May'47:30
Global highlights. Mar'48:4  
Crusade progress. Nov'48:26  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'49:36  
Laymen with evangelistic zeal. Mar'49:40  
Hopeful plans for leadership in central Mexico. Jun'49:32  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:37 Apr'50:38  
Dios es amor. Nov'50:21  
CYF caravan to Mexico. Jan'52:24  
Remedios and San Luis Potosi entertain conventions. Dec'52:38  
Our church's motto (photo of church) Sep'52:47  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34 Apr'53:34 Oct'54:34  
Daughter of Mexican pastor is honored. Feb'56:43  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38 Jun'57:38 Mar'59:34  
Shepherds for Tenayuca. May'59:31  
Influencing a child. Jun'60:47  
Latch-string is out at Perez parsonage. Feb'62:20  
Echoes from everywhere (photo of children) Mar'63:38  
A victory for Ruth Minerva. Feb'65:22  
Closing of school challenges Disciples of Christ in Mexico. May'68:48  

SAN PABLO, MEXICO  
San Pablo's rocky soil. Mar'60:32  
The return to San Pablo. Jan'73:11  

SAN PABLO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS  
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:49  
Being the adventures of "Lizzie" and others. Dec'26:38  
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48  
A going church (photo of church) Dec'32:29  
(photo of Vacation Church school) Nov'38:29  
Institutes in the Philippines. Apr'40:42  
Direct line. May'67:37  

SAN PAULO, BRAZIL  
A Brazilian vacation. May'40:34  

SAN PEDRO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS  
Echoes from everywhere. May'48:36  

SANANA, FLORENTINO  
World Convention--a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21  

SANCHEZ, ARTURO  
Reaching out across the border (photo) Oct'72:30  

SANCHEZ, FREDDY  
I wonder what they will do (photo) Apr'63:12  

SANCHEZ, GILDO  
(photo) May'49:15  
News room (photo) Nov'63:40  

SANCHEZ, JESSE  
Youth learn at Inman Center (photo) Nov'65:26  

SANCHEZ, ROSE MARIE  
News room. Dec'58:34  

"SAND PEBBLES" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Social trends. Oct'67:21  

SANDBACK, HARALD  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'48:3  

SANDBURG, CARL, 1878–8 quoted. Last column. Jun'53:52  

SANDEFUR, (married to Leo Sandefur)  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33  
News room. Nov'47:30  
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SANDEFUR, SONYA
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'64:35
Sandercox, Robert Allen
Opportunities for students and parents. Mar'71:12
SANDERCOX, ROBERT ALLEN
(photo) Mar'71:12
SANDERS, (married to Ed. Sanders)
In memoriam. Jul'39:39
Sanders, (married to Leonard Sanders)
Letters. Jun'67:inside front cover
SANDERS, (MRS. R. O.)
In memoriam. Mar'33:39
SANDERS, (married to W. Goebel Sanders) -1956
(death) News room. Sep'56:30
SANDERS, ALBERT J
(photo) Mar'54:15
Church grows in Philippines. Sep'60:28
SANDERS, BETTY HALE (married to Floyd E. Sanders)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'55:4
News room (photo) May'64:34
Global highlights (photo) May'66:6
Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8
In brief. Nov'73:41
SANDERS, CHARLES H
Classroom and campus. Feb'64:32
(photo) Feb'71:32
SANDERS, D. LEROY
Shavings. Jun'73:35
SANDERS, EVA, -1959
In memoriam. Jul'59:39
SANDERS, IRENE C
(photo) Jul'23:8
SANDERS, JACK EUGENE, 1923-
Global highlights. Apr'50:4
Classroom and campus. Oct'59:33
News room. Jul'63:42
SANDERS, MARY
(death) May'24:51
SANDERS, ROBERT
(photo) May'46:31
Sanders, Russell C
Bridging church and ghetto. Oct'72:21
SANDERS, T. DOUGLAS
In brief. Jun'68:8
SANDERS, THOMAS C. PROTESTANT CONCEPTS OF CHURCH AND STATE
New books. Nov'64:22
SANDERS, W G
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
SANDERS, W. GOEBEL
Global highlights (photo) May'63:7
SANDERS, WILLIAM
Will the church take a dare in the new Appalachia? (photo) Nov'67:17
Sanderson, (Mrs. A. E.)
Letters. Sep'71:4
Sanderson, Ross W
When city churches support one another. Jul'60:46
SANDERSON, ROSS W. THE CHURCH SERVES THE CHANGING CITY
  Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
SANDIFER, DURWARD VLADIMER, 1900-
  Classroom and campus. Jun'47:32 Mar'61:36
SANDLIN, JOHN LEWIS. A PRAYER FOR EVERY DAY
  Book chat. Jun'58:42
SANDMANN, (MRS. A. C.)
  Women and world highways. Feb'35:40
SANDMEL, SAMUEL. THE FIRST CHRISTIAN CENTURY IN JUDAISM AND
  CHRISTIANITY
  New books. Oct'69:28
SANDMEL, SAMUEL. WE JEWS AND JESUS
  New books. May'65:42 Jun'73:34
SANDO, W H
  (photo) Mar'24:17
SANDRIDGE, ALICE
  In memoriam. Feb'28:49
SANDY SPRINGS, GEORGIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, October-December, 1960. Mar'61:52
Sanford, Anna E
  Letters. Nov'66:41 Sep'67:4
Sanford, Arma E
  Letters. Apr'66:42
Sanford, E B
  From a veteran in the service. Sep'23:62
SANFORD, LORAN
  Echoes from everywhere. May'21:64
Sanford, Marion
  New Year (poem) Jan'56:48
SANFORD, MARY
  In memoriam. Sep'31:40
SANFORD, VERA
  College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
Sanford, W S
  What is your church doing to evangelize the world? Feb'24:28
SANFORD, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40
SANGANA, DADIER
  Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations (photo)
    Jun'70:42
  Congo has a new medical school (photo) May'71:20
Sangana, Pierre, 1925-
  Letters. Oct'72:31
SANGANA, PIERRE, 1925-
  Bell for the Congo (photo) Oct'68:48
  Africans in our church (photo) Feb'69:20
  A two-day "visit" to Africa (photo) Jun'72:28
SANGKLA, THAILAND
  Global highlights. Mar'59:5
  Breakthrough on the Kwai. Feb'63:15
  Direct line. Dec'68:38
SANGKLABURI, THAILAND. KWAI RIVER CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
  (photo) Nov'70:17
SANGOY (SANGAY), LORENZO
  Missionary organizations. Dec'29:46
    (photo) Dec'31:suppl:6 Jul'34:27
The fertile mountains. Mar'57:10

Sangster, Margaret E
Adoption (poem) May'25:29
There is no dream (poem) Sep'26:37
A prayer for the New Year (poem) Jan'27:45
The potter (poem) Nov'28:15
(untitled poem) May'29:31
Echoes from the Old Year (poem) Jan'32:24

Sangster, Margaret E. All Through the Day
Book chat. Sep'39:40

Sangster, Margaret E. The Flower Wagon and Other Stories
Book chat. Jun'37:42

Sangster, Margaret E. God and My Garden
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31

Sangster, Margaret E. Little Letters to God
Book chat. Jun'38:44

Sangster, Margaret E. The Littlest Orphan and Other Christmas Stories
Book chat. Dec'35:31

Sangster, W. E. Singing on the Road
Book chat. Jun'37:42

Sangster, W. E. The Christian Has Wings
Book chat. Dec'41:22

Sangster, W. E. He Is Able
Book chat. Mar'37:24

Sangster, W. E. Let Me Commend You
Book chat. Nov'48:44

Sangster, W. E. Power in Preaching
Book chat. Apr'59:42

Sangster, W. E. The Pure in Heart
Book chat. Jan'55:22

Sangster, W. E. The Secret of Radiant Life
Book chat. Nov'57:38

Sangster, W. E. They Met at Calvary
Book chat. Feb'57:42

Sanitariums
See HOSPITALS

Sank, Ida
In memoriam. Oct'29:49
Sankey, Ira David, 1840-1908
The ninety and nine (poem) Feb'28:24

Sanlucar, Spain
From people to people. Nov'61:29

Sanner, C F
(photo) Nov'48:7

Sano, G
A new life worker. Jun'32:47

Sano, G H
Preaching to the railway men of Japan (photo) Jan'23:42

Sansbury, Mary Jane Hughes, 1890-1957
(married to Marvin Orville Sansbury)
A suggestion. Jul'23:1

Sansbury, Marvin Orville, 1891-1962
(married to Mary Jane Hughes Sansbury)
An investment of the Brotherhood. Mar'24:36
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
An apostolic scene in Louisiana. Sep'25:19
The challenge of the Twentieth Century city. Feb'26:31

SANSBURY, MARVIN ORVILLE, 1891-1962
(photo) Mar'24:47
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
(photo) Nov'25:11
The ministers of Seattle invite you! (photo) May'29:24
(photo) Jun'30:32
quoted. This is what they say (photo) Apr'33:47
Personalities (photo) Apr'36:24
quoted. What they say. Oct'41:14 (photo p. 13)
News room. Jan'44:34
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:31
(photo) Dec'50:25
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:8
Convention President resigns. Jun'52:5
News room. Jun'52:38
(death) News room. Apr'62:34
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:35
Sansom, Charles C., Jr. (married to Charley Pearl Sansom)
Teammwork in Texas. Nov'51:18

SANSOM, CHARLES C., JR
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'54:4

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:53 Apr'34:40

SANTA CLAUS
Why I believe in Santa Claus. Dec'28:6
The real Santa Claus. Dec'51:47
An open letter. Dec'61:10
"THE SANTA CLAUS SUIT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'54:38

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41

SANTA JUANITA, PUERTO RICO
God's man at Santa Juanita. Jun'72:15

SANTA MARIA, DOFIA ROSALIA
(photo) Mar'34:24

SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA. CHURCH OF THE CROSS
New churches, April-June, 1965. Sep'65:52

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
Global highlights (photo of mobile classroom) Jun'51:2

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Crusade progress. Nov'50:30
More churches join home plan. Apr'59:48
Here and there with World Call. Apr'59:50
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15
Keep them young at 83 (photo) Jul'66:32
Church festivals of the fine arts. Nov'69:23

SANTA MONICA CHRISTIAN TOWERS
Global highlights (photo) Oct'59:4
Keep them young at 83 (photo) Jul'66:32

SANTANA, CUCA
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37

SANTANA, FLORENTINO
News room. Oct'44:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:32
(photo) Dec'44:24
News room. Jan'45:30
(photo) Apr'53:34 May'55:10
Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
Global highlights. Sep'57:5
For adult mission study. Sep'58:40
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:4
Puerto Rico calls (photo) May'62:22
Global highlights (photo) Sep'64:4
Global highlights. Sep'65:5
In brief (photo) Mar'72:41
Church offers quality education--plus the gospel. Jun'78:11
Puerto Rico--sharing in mission (photo) Jun'72:14
SANTIAGO, ALBERTA G
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'35:1
SANTIAGO, CHILE
With our own missionaries (photo) Aug'21:30
SANTILLAN, MANUEL
From farm to pulpit (photo) Jan'54:27
SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Missionary organizations. Nov'30:36
SANTOS, (married to Juan Santos)
Spirit of consecration (photo) Apr'46:44
News room. Nov'53:46
(photo) Sep'55:10
SANTOS, CARMELO ALVAREZ
Puerto Rico--sharing in mission (photo) Jun'72:13
Santos, Gloria (married to Irineo F. Santos)
Women and world highways. Oct'54:31
SANTOS, GLORIA
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:27
Direct line. Nov'70:33
SANTOS, IRINEO F. (married to Gloria Santos)
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations. Jun'70:42
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders (photo) Jan'72:19
Santos, Juan
College established in Laoag. Jan'47:26
Filipino Christians want church union. Mar'57:13
SANTOS, JUAN
Forty years in the Philippines (photo) Jun'41:29
Spirit of consecration (photo) Apr'46:44
News room. Nov'53:46
(photo) Sep'55:10
Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:25
(photo) Mar'57:13
Missionary worship service. Apr'57:35
SANTOS, ORLANDO
quoted. Messages from Filipino children. Jun'46:8
Therefore be it resolved (photo) Nov'66:25
Santos, Urbana M
Women and world highways. Apr'54:34
SANTOS, URBANA M
(photo) Apr'54:34
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'57:33
SANYAL, SREEJATA. "NATIVITY" (PAINTING)
(photo) Dec'64:front cover
The cover. Dec'64:inside front cover
SAO-KE ALFRED SZE
SAPHIDA, CONSOLACION
 Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:28
SAPP, FINLEY BENJAMIN, 1867-1952
 (married to Lillie Lee Seibert SDapp)
 Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Sapp, Joseph Tilden, 1876-1945
 A friend indeed. Apr'25:44
SAPPENFIELD, SARAH ANN
 Memorium. May'35:39
SAPPORRO, JAPAN. HOKUSEI GAKUIN
 Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38
SAPUCAY, PARAGUAY
 The if's and when's of a leper colony. Jun'42:27
 Improvements at the leper colony. Jul'43:22
 Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
 Thank you, friends in the North! Jan'51:42
 Lepers receive loving care... Sep'51:46
SARASOTA, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
 Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
 Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:39
 The month among Disciples (photo) Dec'33:3
 Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40 Jun'34:39
 Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
 Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
 Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
SARAWAN, SUNILA
 Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'50:38
SARBER, OLIVE
 (photo) May'43:9
SARDI, VINCENT, JR., 1886-1962 (married to Adelle Sardi)
 Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'62:8
Sarett, Lew
 Wind in the pine (poem) Aug'28:16
SARGENT, EDWIN B
 Classroom and campus. May'52:28
SARGENT, ELIZABETH GISH
 (death) Mar'25:53
SARGENT, HERBERT
 Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'54:29
SARGENT, JOHN G
 Mr. Sargent speaks to church people (photo) Jul'25:4
SARGENT, JOHN R
 (photo) Oct'43:5
SARGENT, LENA
 (photo) Oct'22:7
SARGENT, NOEL
 Churchmen face economic issues (photo) May'50:17
Sargent, Ralph Clarence
 Come on (poem) Mar'23:43
SARGENT, WILMA
 (photo) Oct'42:42
SARIG, (married to Ellis Sarig) -1950
 In memoriam May'50:39
Sarjent, Carrie K
  Mary's memories (poem) Dec'32:12
  Unknown (poem) Dec'35:48
SARLI, (married to Feliciano A. Sarli)
  Opportunity in Argentina (photo) Jul'44:23
  (photo) Nov'49:37
Sarli, Feliciano Avelino, 1902-
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:32 Feb'45:33
  Events in the Chaco. Dec'45:43
  Work in the Chaco. Feb'46:42
SARLI, FELICIANO AVELINO, 1902-
  Argentina's developing church (photo) Jul'40:13
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:32
  Opportunity in Argentina (photo) Jul'44:23
  New work in the Chaco. Dec'46:29
  (photo) Sep'47:10 Oct'47:35
  A testimony of world Christian fellowship (photo) Feb'48:41
  (photo) Jun'50:25
  Anniversary in Argentina. Jul'56:29
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:5
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'60:36
  Argentine Disciples opening new work (photo) Jun'61:33
  Churches in Latin America find new life (photo) Mar'62:17
SARLI, NORBERTO ANTONIO
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'54:38
  (ordination) Global highlights. Sep'59:5
  Echoes from everywhere (photo)
    Sep'60:36 Feb'61:36
  Partnership with South America (photo) Dec'69:22
SARMIENTO, DOMINGO F
SARNOFF, DAVID
  Global highlights. May'51:4
Sartain, Geraldine
  Helping migrants help themselves. Jun'56:22
  Who shall separate us...? Mar'57:43
  Free schools in a free America. May'57:44
  Women and world highways. May'59:33 Nov'60:29
  How churches fight poverty. Sep'68:39
SARTIN, BASIL DUKE, 1893-
  Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:7
SARTOR, ARRIE, 1950-
  In memoriam. Jul'50:38
SARVIS, ALVA TAYLOR, 1924-
  (photo) Dec'27:34
  Sarvis, Amy Jean Robison
    See Crewdson, Amy Jean Robison Sarvis
SARVIS, BETTY EVANS
    (photo) Dec'27:34
SARVIS, DAVID LIEUTELLUS, 1913-
  (photo) Dec'27:34
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
SARVIS, GRACE IDA
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34
Sarvis, Guy Walter, 1879-1958
  (married to Pearl Maude Taylor Sarvis)
    Note. Sep'20:64
Touring in China. Nov'20:53
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:59, Sep'21:54, 59, 61
Some impressions of Chinese reality. Mar'22:17
The late "war" in China. Jan'23:28
Progress in Nanking University. Nov'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'26:50
Not shown in the statistics. Mar'27:11
Shall we wait for super-missionaries? Jul'33:22

SARVIS, GUY WALTER, 1879-1958

Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
(photo) Aug'19:27
Prospecting China's golden fields (photo) Aug'20:34
(photo) Jan'27:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33, Sep'35:43
From our colleges. Apr'36:30
News room. Dec'51:29
(death) News room. Nov'58:34

Sarvis, Hubert Cecil
Opportunity for cooperation. Dec'25:53

SARVIS, HUBERT CECIL

Notes. Apr'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:57, Aug'21:59
Wedding bells ring in Japan. Aug'24:54
(photo) Apr'25:43
Putting the Christ in Christy Institute. May'25:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53, Aug'26:57
From Osaka, Japan. Aug'26:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34, May'31:30
(death) Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:6
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:39

SARVIS, ISOBELLE KELSO McBRIDE
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34

SARVIS, JESSIE EDITH
See HOLLINGSWORTH, JESSIE EDITH SARVIS

SARVIS, MARY ALICE
See SARVIS, Pearl Maude Taylor
(photo) Dec'27:34

Sarvis, Maude Taylor
See Sarvis, Pearl Maude Taylor

Sarvis, Pearl Maude Taylor, 1881-1972 (married to Guy W. Sarvis)
In the sweat of thy face. Sep'27:38
When Ma Ling came riding by. Dec'27:34
The mink coat. Jan'36:14
Children who work for me. Jul'38:20
Women who work for me. Dec'38:26
About these women and children who work for me... Feb'39:16
Eyes for my heart. Jan'41:26
Women and world highways. Dec'50:33

SARVIS, PEARL MAUDE TAYLOR, 1881-1972
News room. Dec'51:29

SARVIS, PEARL MAUDE TAYLOR. CHRISTMAS EVE--AND THE BUS IS LATE
A new Christmas play. Nov'41:47

SASAKI, GEORGE
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10

SASAMORI, JUNZO
Global highlights (photo) Oct'47:3
SASHIHARA, THOMAS T
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51

SASKATCHEWAN
The Western Canada Conventions. Sep'20:46
Saskatchewan Convention. Sep'20:57
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:23
Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
Some news items... Dec'22:44
Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan. Feb'23:54
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:56 May'24:56
(note) Sep'24:61
American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51

SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN
The call of new Canada. May'19:25
Notes. May'19:62 Sep'19:51
(photo) Nov'20:23

SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:63
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:47
Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan (photo) Feb'23:54

SASSE, ELEANORA
In memorium. Dec'40:37

SASSE, HENDRIK MARINUS
News room. Oct'55:36
Christians with aching backs (photo) Dec'55:23

SASSER, NANCY H
Circulation corner. Jun'44:inside front cover

SATELLITES
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'70:5

Sater, A G
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way...
Jan'33:26

SATER, A G
(photo) Jan'21:8

SATHYANATHAN, JOHN
(photo) Oct'55:7

SATO, HIROSHI
"Chela's" dream came true (photo) Jan'64:21

SATO, KIKU
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35

SATO, TOSHIO
News room. Nov'55:37

Satow, Lily
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:63 Jan'30:51,62

SATOW, LILY
See YOSHIWARA, LILY SATOW

SATTERFIELD, H C
(photo) Jul'36:25

SATTERTHWAITE, ALICE C., -1957
In memoriam. Feb'58:37

SATTERWHITE, MARY BELLE
(death) Mar'22:54
SATURDAY EVENING POST

Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:46
The threshold. Sep'43:2
Saucedo, Daniel H (married to Judith Ann Gasaway Saucedo)
Career clubs help raise youth horizons. Apr'71:32

SAUCEDO, DANIEL H
Inman Center prepares leaders (photo) Mar'63:27
(marriage) News room. Mar'65:34
(photo) Apr'65:back cover
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7 Apr'67:7
(photo) Jan'69:44
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo) Jun'69:30
In brief. Dec'70:34
Esfuerso--another chance for the addict (photo) Jan'72:25

Saucedo, Judith Ann Gasaway (married to Daniel H. Saucedo)
Women and world highways. Jan'69:44

SAUCEDO, JUDITH ANN GASAWAY
News room (photo) Oct'62:34
(marriage) News room. Mar'65:34
(photo) Jan'69:44
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo) Jun'69:30

SAUCEDO, THEO.
(photo) Jul'24:26

SAUER, JUNE
Churches respond to human need in Brazil. Feb'70:13

SAUERWEIN, ALTA
(death) Dec'21:57

SAUL, JULIA, -1951
In memoriam. Jan'52:37

SAULSBURY, (married to Elbert E. Saulsbury)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34

SAULT SAINT MARIE, MICHIGAN. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:24

SAUM, ARTHUR McLEAN, 1915-
(photo) Jun'23:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52 Nov'31:42
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

SAUM, EDGAR ROY, 1885-1972 (married to Martha Darsie Harris Saum)
(death of father) Jul'23:54

SAUM, EDITH LOUISE
See  SNODGRASS, EDITH LOUISE SAUM

Saum, Harry Clarence, 1873-1964
(married to Mildred Madora Myers Saum)
Hira Lal, of Mungeli, India. Aug'23:45
Great gifts from Christian Indians. Apr'24:54
A gap in the ranks. Mar'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. May'40:39

SAUM, HARRY CLARENCE, 1873-1964
Notes. Jan'19:64 Mar'19:62
(photo) Dec'22:8
(death of father) Jul'23:54
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
(photo) Feb'26:43
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'37:39       May'38:39
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
(photo) Dec'41:16
News room. Feb'47:32
(photo) Feb'53:26
(death) News room. Oct'64:34

SAUM, HERBERT
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42

SAUM, JAMES W
(death) Jul'23:54

SAUM, KENNETH MYERS, 1918–
(photo) Jun'23:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
News room. Jul'40:34

Saum, Mildred Madora Myers, 1876-1962
(married to Harry Clarence Saum)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:50
The village people hear gladly. Jan'30:54
A family of missionaries. Jul'32:28

SAUM, MILDRED MADORA MYERS, 1876-1962
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'37:39       May'38:39
quoted. Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
They have served nobly (photo) Oct'40:28
(photo) Dec'41:16       Feb'53:26
(death) News room. Dec'62:32

SAUNDERS, (married to John C. Saunders)
In memoriam. Nov'37:39

Saunders, A. George, -1944
Fruit from a Filipino field. Feb'21:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:61
Student evangelization at Laoag. Jun'21:57
Echoes from everywhere.
Pioneer nursing in the Philippines. Oct'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51       May'24:56
Old sensations in new situations. Sep'24:34
Two religious demonstrations. Nov'24:64
Hats off to him. Feb'25:38
Rejoicing in the Philippines. Feb'25:53
Preparing the next generation of Filipinos. Mar'25:10

SAUNDERS, A. GEORGE, -1944
Notes. Jun'19:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:51
   (death) News room. Jan'45:36

SAUNDERS, A J
A handful of grain. Apr'29:19

SAUNDERS, ANNIE
In memoriam. Apr'41:39

SAUNDERS, FRED T
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44

SAUNDERS, J C
Memoriam. Nov'34:39
SAUNDERS, J  M
   (photo) Jan'21:12
SAUNDERS, KENNETH. THE HERITAGE OF ASIA
   Speaking of books. Oct'32:42
Saunders, Louis A
   Crusading in the Abra Mountains. Jun'48:28
   Home missions in the Philippines. Feb'49:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
   A mountain school is born. Apr'49:35
   The mountain people awake. Mar'51:7
SAUNDERS, LOUIS A
   News room. Jan'51:33
   (photo) Mar'51:9
SAUNDERS, NICIE
   In memoriam. Jun'40:39
SAUNDERS, RALPH HAMLIN, 1910-
   "Reconciliation" theme choosen for assembly (photo) Sep'64:23
SAUNDERS, RICHARD L
   A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:20
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'66:5
   Disciples in the news (photo) Nov'67:8
   World events (photo) Feb'71:36
SAUNDERS, RUSSELL
   Classroom and campus. Sep'53:28
SAUNDERS, UNA M. MARY DOBSON
   Speaking of books. Jun'26:44
SAUNDERS, WILBOUR EDDY
   Global highlights. May'49:3
Saunders, Willette R
   Maker of beauty (poem) Jan'39:62
   Highways (poem) Apr'39:48
SAUTER, M  MARC
   Army barracks become churches. Jun'47:27
SAVAGE, AGNES
   News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57
Savage, Dennis Ben, 1919-
   Praise the Lord! Jan'72:10
SAVAGE, DENNIS BEN, 1919-
   Buffalo pageant will highlight the Crusade... (photo) Jul'47:17
   Global highlights. Dec'47:3 Oct'48:3
   News room (photo) Oct'50:34
   It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
   History is made by youth workers (photo) Jul'53:13
   quoted. Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:20
   Question: how spread the good news? (photo) Sep'71:9
SAVAGE, FLORA L
   In memorium. Mar'38:39
Savage, Leslie
   Witnesses (poem) Feb'36:48
Savage, Stella, -1948
   Happiness for fifty dollars. Jun'22:58
SAVAGE, STELLA, -1948
   In memoriam. Sep'48:37
SAVAGE, THOMAS. A BARGAIN WITH GOD
   For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
   All working together. May'25:40
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA. COVENANT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:11
Achievements in religious education of church schools.
Nov'27:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
A Georgia church has a "Maus" month. May'29:46

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA. SOUTHSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

SAVANNAH, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SAVE THE CHILDREN FOUNDATION
Poor soil makes poor folks. Oct'38:18
The threshold. Jun'39:2  Mar'43:2
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'43:34
The threshold. Nov'44:2
Global highlights. Mar'51:2

SAVERY, LAURA
(death) May'20:50

SAVERY, MARY
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

SAVILL, NETTIE
In memoriam. Dec'32:39

SAVITHRI, MADABUSI S. C.
Classroom and campus. May'64:37

Savitoky, Elizabeth (Lucy)
"Lucy"--a woman who wanted a home. Dec'64:23

SAW, ALBERT F. H., 1865-1898 (married to Ella C. Funk Saw)
Our pioneer missionaries to China (photo) Dec'23:33
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19
(photo) Mar'35:5

SAW THA DIN
They look for the light in Thailand. Oct'63:27

SAWH, ROY
World events (photo) Sep'69:37

Sawin, Alice-Mae
A wish that came true. Jun'65:33

SAWTELL, JAMES J
No bars to learning (photo) Dec'72:5

SAWYER, (married to Roy Sawyer)
In memoriam. Mar'45:33

SAWYER, ALICE HELEN (married to Fred D. Sawyer)
Beneath the spire. Sep'51:4

SAWYER, EDWARD W
Board of Education and work of our colleges.  Nov'24:52  Jan'25:34

SAWYER, EFFIE F. HALE, 1907- (married to Kenneth Sawyer)
News room. Jul'63:42

SAWYER, ELWIN, -1969
In memoriam. Mar'70:46

Sawyer, Frederick D., 1898- (married to Alice Helen Sawyer)
Letters. Apr'69:45

SAWYER, FREDERICK D., 1898- (photo) Jul'36:25
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'51:4
Global highlights (photo)
SAYRE, FRANCIS BROWN, JR.
  Global highlights. Jul'60:4 Nov'64:6

SAYRE, JOHN D
  Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33
  What does a foundation do? Jan'54:7

SAYRE, JOHN NEILSON
  (death) Aug'23:54

Sayre, Leslie C
  Intermedia: Christian communication ministry. Jun'71:22
  Communicating the good news in India. Mar'72:26

SAYRE, LESLIE C
  Global highlights. Apr'54:2
  quoted. Another view of Christmas. Dec'72:50

SAYRE, LESLIE C. THIS ROCKET CALLED FREEDOM
  The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32

SAYRE, LESLIE C. WHERE THERE IS LIFE
  "The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32

SAYRE, MONELL
  Monell Sayre (photo) Dec'28:15

SAYRE, R C
  Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32

SAYRE, WOODROW WILSON
  Classroom and campus. Jan'66:32

SAYSAY, LORETO
  Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:27
  (photo) Apr'57:27

SAYSAY, MIGUELA CRUZ
  Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'52:4

SCALES, EDITH
  In memorium. May'37:39

SCAMBLER, A G
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44

SCANDINAVIA
  Peace and plenty in Scandinavia. Feb'37:18
  Scandinavia keeps its head. Apr'40:4
  You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:10

Scanlan, Ed.
  At peace (poem) Mar'34:48

SCANTLAND, JOHN F
  Contributing members receiving World Call (photo) Oct'60:46

SCANTLAND, ROBERT R. -1948
  In memoriam. Jul'49:39

SCARBOROUGH, ELLEN MILLS
  quoted. World events. Jan'72:37

SCARBOROUGH, HATTIE M
  Memoriam. Jan'35:40

SCARLETT, JOHN D
  Classroom and campus. Apr'68:35

SCARLETT, WILLIAM
  (photo) Mar'45:17 May'49:25
  Wise words concerning the Pact. Jun'49:5
  Global highlights. Nov'49:4 Feb'53:3

SCARLETT, WILLIAM. CHRISTIANITY TAKES A STAND
  Book chat. Mar'47:42

SCARRITT COLLEGE (NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE)
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47 Sep'24:47
SCATTERGOOD SCHOOL (WEST BRANCH, IOWA)

Programs for young people. Sep'39:37

SCHAFFER, (MRS. J. A.)
News room (photo) May'51:38

SCHAFFER, CAROLINE
Global highlights. Apr'59:5

SCHAFFER, H M
(photo) Mar'26:22

SCHAFFER, MILLICENT, 1894-1969 (married to Adam Schaefer)
In memoriam. Apr'69:46

SCHAFFER, ROBERT L., JR.
In brief. May'71:42 Sep'71:43

SCHAFFER, EMMA SORGEN
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55

Schaeffer, Harry C
A mother of churches. Nov'24:39
Remembered for what she has done. Apr'26:57

SCHAFFER, HARRY C
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:57 Oct'26:49 (photo) Jan'27:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55

SCHAFFER, MARIAN E
Notes. Jun'19:60 (photo) Aug'19:27
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33

SCHAFFER, RICHARD JOSEPH, 1925-1927
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55

SCHAFFER, (married to John Shafer), 1942
In memoriam. Sep'42:39

SCHAFFER, ALFRED L
Global highlights. Dec'48:4

Schafer, Betty Lou
Christian youth and the Post-War world. May'44:10

SCHAFFER, BETTY LOU
(photo) Feb'49:33

SCHAFFER, CLARK
(birth) Jul'30:47

Schafer, Marvin Reuel, 1901-1965
(married to Ruth Oberlies Schafer)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39

SCHAFFER, MARVIN REUEL, 1901-1965
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42

SCHAFFER, ROBERT L., JR.
In brief. May'71:42 Sep'71:43

SCHAFFER, RUTH OBERLIES, 1899-
(married to Marvin Reuel Schafer)
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42

SCHAFFER, JOHN F
quoted. Quote...unquote. Oct'70:13

Schaich, Edwin Pitcher, 1898- (married to Nellie N. Schaich)
The rural church and global Christianity. May'45:11
SCHALK, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:33

Schaller, Lyle E
- How much should we pay our pastor? Oct'72:9
- Looking at change. Jan'73:42
- What's happening in the churches? Apr'73:21
- Let's evaluate our church school! May'73:22
- The seven percent crunch. Jun'73:14

SCHALLER, LYLE E.
- World events (photo) Jun'71:39
- In brief (photo) Jul'72:40

SCHALLER, LYLE E. THE CHURCH'S WAR ON POVERTY
New books. Feb'67:39

SCHALLER, LYLE E. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION: CONFLICT AND RECONCILIATION
New books. Mar'66:24

SCHALLER, LYLE E. THE IMPACT OF THE FUTURE
New books. May'70:29

SCHALLER, LYLE E. PARISH PLANNING: HOW TO GET THINGS DONE IN YOUR CHURCH
New books. Mar'72:30

SCHAMP, (married to Fred Schamp)
- (photo) Jun'25:56

SCHAMP, FRED
- (photo) Jun'25:56

SCHAMP, LOLA
- (photo) Jun'25:56

SCHAMP, MARGARET
- (photo) Jun'25:56

Schanlaub, Nina
- Letters. Sep'70:33

SCHAPER, I. LIVINGSTONE'S MISSIONARY CORRESPONDENCE, 1841-1856
- Book chat. Oct'62:40

SCHARPER, PHILIP
- Global highlights (photo) Oct'67:6

SCHAUFLER, A F
- Notes. Oct'19:62

Schaufler, Robert
- Scum of the earth (poem) Jul'29:back cover

SCHAULL, M. RICHARD. ENCOUNTER WITH REVOLUTION
- Book chat. Oct'55:16

SCHEEPER, SARAH
- (photo of poster she created) Jun'73:back cover

SCHEEPER, SARAH
- (photo of poster she created) Jun'73:back cover

SCHER, GLADYS ELIZABETH, 1914-
- Classroom and campus. Sep'50:33
  - (ordination) Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30

Scheil, (married to George L. Scheil)
- Letters. Sep'65:47

SCHETTIN, H D
- (photo) Nov'25:28

SCHIEL, (married to Henry S. Schell)
- In memoriam. Apr'30:39

SCHELL, MILDRED. LIVING AS A CHRISTIAN
- Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
SCHELL, RALPH G
Global highlights. Sep'53:4
Schell, Robert Almer, 1872-1931
(married to Orpha M. Bryan Schell)
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:24
SCHELL, ROBERT ALMER, 1872-1931
(photo) Sep'20:24
(death) Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
SCHELLENBERGER, HAROLD K
Church failing its laymen... Jul'55:43
Schelly, Adelia
A message from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek. Feb'37:40
SCHELOTTO, SUSAN
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'66:32
SCHEMANN, ALEXANDER
Classroom and campus. Sep'54:31
Schenck, E W
A lawyer turned prophet. May'23:42
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK. UNION AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A vacation school in Schenectady (photo) Nov'22:47
(photo) Jul'38:1
SCHERER, CHARLES R
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
SCHERER, JAMES A. MISSIONARY, GO HOME
Books. Jul'64:42
Scherer, Paul E., 1892-
God's eternal "yes." Apr'54:7
SCHERER, PAUL E., 1892-
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
SCHERER, PAUL. EVERT IN ETERNITY
Book chat. Jan'46:23
SCHERER, PAUL. LOVE IS A SPENDTHRIFT
Book chat. Dec'61:40 May'62:24
SCHERER, PAUL. THE PLACE WHERE THOU STANDEST
Book chat. Sep'42:22
Scherer, Hans
Continuing education--for what? Dec'72:suppl:18
SCHERNER, HANS
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:18
SCHERTZ, ELLA, -1949
In memoriam. Dec'49:37
SCHICK, CHARLENE
Scholarship winners (photo) Nov'46:31
SCHIELE, DOROTHY BERYL
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
SCHIFF, JACOB H
The success of an idea. Jul'27:34
SCHIFF, MIMI
Dutch churches set example (photo) Feb'51:27
SCHIOTZ, FREDRIK A.
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'64:6
Schirmer, (Mrs. J. C.)
Letters. Apr'68:48
SCHISLER, JOHN Q. CHRISTIAN TEACHING IN THE CHURCHES
Book chat. May'54:16
SCHLAGER, HELEN
(photo) Jul'32:31
SCHLAGER, WILFRED C
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:34

SCHLAUCH, GUSTAV
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40

SCHLEIFFARTH, WILLIAM
Good tidings in Jamaica (photo) Jun'61:13

SCHLENGO, ISABEL
(photo) Jun'23:30

SCHLESINGER, ARTHUR MEIER, JR., 1917-
Global highlights. Mar'56:2

SCHLINSKY, EDMUND. AFTER THE COUNCIL
New books. Sep'68:37

SCHLIPP, PAUL ARTHUR. THE QUEST FOR RELIGIOUS REALISM
Book chat. Sep'38:16

SCHLIPP, PAUL ARTHUR. THEOLOGY AND MODERN LIFE
Book chat. May'40:23

SCHLOERB, ROLLAND W. GOD IN OUR LIVES
Book chat. Jul'38:34

SCHLOESSING, EMIL
French Protestantism looks ahead. Nov'45:4

SCHLUMPF, DENNIS L
Chaplains build altars in Asia (photo) Apr'69:14

Schlunk, M
German missionaries in need. Dec'23:29

SCHMELTER, ALICE D
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37

Schmid, Verna Deane
Caravan abroad. Nov'49:17

SCHMID, VERNAL W.
News room. Nov'47:40
Classroom and campus. Mar'49:33
News room. Mar'49:34
Global highlights. Jul'49:2

Schmidt, (Mrs. E. R.)
Letters. Apr'65:49

Schmidt, Blanche Lucas
Letters. Jan'65:46

SCHMIDT, DALE LARRAE, 1928-
Global highlights (photo) May'65:4

SCHMIDT, DIETMAR. PASTOR NIEMOLLER
Book chat. Feb'60:44

SCHMIDT, JOHN
quoted. Last column. Feb'54:48

SCHMIDT, JOHN. THEY WELCOMED THE CHILD
New books. Dec'65:39

SCHMIDT, LEODA. -1945
In memoriam. Feb'46:37

SCHMIDT, NEEWANNAH
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'51:28

SCHMIDTZINSKY, VICTOR G
Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2

Schmitt, Edna
My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:25

SCHMITT, GLADYS. DAVID THE KING
Book chat. Dec'46:18

SCHMITZ, CHARLES
Global highlights. Apr'51:3
SCHMITZ-BUIJS, (married to Wil. H. Schmitz-Buijs)
Women on world highways (photo) Jun'70:31

Schmoker, J Benjamin
Adventuring in friendship. May'52:21

SCHNABEL, (married to Charles F. Schnabel)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'60:8

SCHNARS, CLARENCE H., 1908-
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27

SCHNAUBLE, (married to David F. Schnauble)
(photo) Feb'67:12

SCHNAUBLE, DAVID F
(photo) Feb'67:12

Schneider, (Mrs. D. J.)
Interdenominational mission study books successfully reviewed.
Dec'22:54
Golden Jubilee notes. Dec'23:60

SCHNEIDER, (MRS. D. J.)
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
(photo) Jan'28:32
New York Secretary leaves. Oct'28:63

SCHNEIDER, (MRS. F. W.)
(photo) Jun'28:24

SCHNEIDER, BERNICE
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jan'56:48

SCHNEIDER, GEORGE W., SR. -1965
(death) Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7

SCHNEIDER, KATHRYN LOU, 1925-
News room. Sep'64:48
In brief. May'71:42

Schneider, Louis
Letters. Jul'64:46

Schneider, May
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51
Good ideas. May'28:47

SCHNEIDER, MAY
quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50

SCHNEIDERMAN, ROSE
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35

SCHNEIDERZIK, W E J
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:7

SCHNELLE, DAYLE

SCHNYDER, FELIX
Global highlights. Apr'61:6 Mar'62:4

SCHOCKEY, LONIE, -1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37

SCHOELLKOPF, G H
I will and bequeath. Jul'27:35
Schoenberg, Gene Irvine (married to Jack Schoenberg)
History in St. Louis. Sep'58:29
A picture of Paraguay. Dec'58:17

SCHOENBERG, GENE IRVINE
News room. Apr'58:40

SCHOENWALD, GRETA
See PHILLIPS, GRETA SCHOENWALD
SCHOFIELD, CHARLES EDWIN. THE ADVENTUROUS GOD
    Speaking of books. Mar'34:32
SCHOFIELD, CHARLES EDWIN. THE CHURCH LOOKS AHEAD
    Speaking of books. Jan'34:41
SCHOFIELD, CHARLES JOSIAH
    Classroom and campus. Dec'42:33
SCHOFIELD, JOSEPH A., JR. FIFTY-THREE SUNDAY TALKS TO CHILDREN
    Book chat. Jan'43:23
SCHOFIELD, JOSEPH A., JR. A YEAR OF CHILDREN'S SERMONS
    Book chat. Jul'51:40
SCHOKKING, HANNA
    Editorial correspondence from Seattle. Jan'47:6
    quoted. The church and youth. Feb'47:47
SCHOLARSHIPS
    See also
    STUDENTS--FINANCES
    Global highlights. Jul'55:3
    Christian Church scholarships. Apr'70:18
    Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations.
Jun'70:42
    In brief. Sep'71:34
    Freezing and thawing education dollars. Nov'71:14
    Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:18
SCHOLER, WALTER, JR.
    Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:10
Scholey, Arthur
    Letters. Sep'69:4
SCHOLLENBERGER, MAUDE GOWEN (married to Harvey I. Schollenberger)
    Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'61:8
    Schollenberger, Morris Craig, 1907-
    Beyond our own front doors. Apr'43:18
SCHOLLENBERGER, MORRIS CRAIG, 1907-
    (photo) Jul'36:25
    quoted. These met the emergency (photo) Jan'42:28
    (photo) Apr'43:18
SCHOLTES, PETER. "THEY WILL KNOW WE ARE CHRISTIANS" (HYMN)
    Dec'71:back cover
SCHOMER, HOWARD
    (photo) Oct'49:14
    News room (photo) Oct'49:32
    Global highlights. Jul'57:5
    quoted. Quote...unquote. Jul'68:14
SCHONEWEIS, MARILYN
    Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:3
SCHOOL FOR RURAL MISSIONS
    News room. Mar'50:47
SCHOOL INTEGRATION
    Social trends. Nov'55:20
SCHOOL OF RELIGIOUS DRAMA
    Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY AT CLAREMONT (CALIFORNIA)
    Classroom and campus.
      May'68:34      Jun'68:34      Jul'68:34      Dec'68:35
    In brief. Apr'69:38,42      Jan'70:40
    World events. Oct'70:37
    In brief. Jan'71:42      Oct'71:42
    World events. Feb'72:36
A SCHOOL OF WORLD OUTREACH ANNUAL: A GUIDE TO PLANNING

World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32

SCHOOLEY, EUGENE
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:35

SCHOOLING, HERBERT
World events (photo) Mar'70:37

SCHOOLS OF CHRISTIAN LIVING
Social trends. Jun'37:27

SCHOOLS OF METHODS
Recent Schools of Methods. Jul'20:38

SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
See also

CHURCH SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
SCHOOLS OF WORLD OUTREACH
WINONA LAKE SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
The threshold. Jul'37:2
(dates and places) Jun'39:43
Birthday celebration for schools of missions. Mar'41:43
The threshold. Jun'41:4
Challenging aims. Mar'46:39
(schedule) Apr'51:46
The local church lifts up missions. Oct'56:22
Adults and missions. Jan'61:34 Feb'61:38

SCHOOLS OF WORLD OUTREACH
See also

CHURCH SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
WINONA LAKE SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
Coming: Schools of World Outreach. Mar'62:26
Youth and the world mission. Mar'62:37
Adults and mission. May'62:38
Global highlights. Oct'62:6
Youth and the world mission. Nov'62:41
Global highlights. Sep'63:5
Outreach education makes a difference. May'64:32
Adults and mission. Sep'64:36
10 keys to a successful School of World Outreach. Apr'65:50
A way to bridge the "space gap." Sep'65:28
Where mission begins--or ends. May'66:22
World outreach sounding board.
Feb'67:28 Mar'68:33 Jul'69:30
Sep'67:32 Jun'68:32

SCHOONOVER, JAMES
In brief. Sep'71:42
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45

SCHOONOVER, MELVIN E. MAKING ALL THINGS HUMAN
New books. Apr'70:28

SCHOVERLING, MARY ELLA, 1897--
(married to Clifford S. Schoverling)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'59:8

SCHRADER, NEIL HAZEN
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:29

SCHREINER, MARTHA
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31

SCHROEDER, BARBARA
In brief. May'69:42
SCHULTZ, MELVIN RAY (married to Betty Schultz)  
(photo) Sep'59:front cover  
The cover. Sep'59:inside front cover  
Country preacher for a new day (photo) Sep'59:11  
SCHULTZ, RAY  
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32  
SCHULTZ, W E  
(photo) Jan'21:15  
SCHULZ, CHARLES M. "PEANUTS" (COMIC STRIP)  
quoted. Jan'70:front cover  
Compassion is more than good wishes. Jan'70:14  
SCHULZ, LINDA  
News room. May'61:41  
SCHUMACHER, CLARA, -1947  
In memoriam. Sep'47:39  
SCHUMACHER, GEORGE  
A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32  
(photo) Nov'40:33  
SCHUMACHER, KURT, -1952  
(death) Social trends. Oct'52:18  
SCHUMANDER, ANNA  
Memoriam. Feb'35:39  
Schumann, Palmer Alling, 1929--  
(married to Robert Forsans Schumann)  
Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38  
Yoshiko Moriya and her mission among the books. Nov'65:39  
SCHUMANN, PALMER ALLING, 1929--  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:5  
News room. Mar'64:36  
(photo) May'64:38  
Missionary register. Sep'66:45  
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8  
SCHUMANN, PETER  
Bread and puppet theater. Nov'69:9  
SCHUMANN, ROBERT FORSANS, 1925--  
(married to Palmer Alling Schumann)  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:5  
News room. Mar'64:36  
Missionary register. Sep'66:45  
Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8  
SCHUMANN-HEINE FOUNDATION  
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45  
SCHURMAN, (MRS. M. F.)  
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34  
Schurman, George Cleveland, 1886-1978  
(married to Ruth L. Schurman)  
Casting bread--into a box car. Jan'29:23  
SCHURMAN, GEORGE CLEVELAND, 1886-1978  
(photo) Mar'24:40  
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:29  
SCHURMAN, JACOB GOULD  
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:64  
quoted. A Christianity that dares. May'25:28  
SCHURTZ, SANDRA  
Weet smelling, scented soap (photo) Dec'70:24  
Schuster, Monroe Goebel, 1900--  
(married to Lucille Ingram Schuster)
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:24
When Board meetings become vital. Oct'42:22
(note) Jan'43:8
Thy Kingdom come in Mexico! Oct'45:10

SCHUSTER, MONROE GOEBEL, 1900-
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
quoted. Circulation corner. May'36:1
Personalities. Jun'38:15
News room. Jul'49:32
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Oct'50:26

SCHUSTER, NELSON, 1913-
(photo) Dec'38:30
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Oct'50:26

SCHUTZ, ROGER
The men of Taize. Mar'64:26

SCHUTZE, (married to Henry Schutze) -1950
(death) News room. Jun'51:33

Schutze, Katherine Julia Ann, 1905-1980
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:38
The western trek of Chinese students. Mar'41:10
Ginling in postwar China. Jan'49:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'49:36
A mission to the Yakimas. Apr'49:10
An open letter to would-be world travelers. Sep'54:26
Women and world highways. Oct'56:33
Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
Women on world highways. Dec'64:33

SCHUTZE, KATHERINE JULIA ANN, 1905-1980
Off to the Orient (photo) Jul'35:19
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'36:34 Jun'36:40 Dec'36:30
(photo) May'39:14 Mar'41:10
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33 Dec'42:33
News room. Oct'45:25 Jun'46:34
Classroom and campus. Jun'47:33
News room. Jul'47:34 Dec'47:30
(photo) Apr'48:15
News room. Jan'49:38
Christmas in the Longhouse. Feb'49:45
(photo) Apr'49:10
News room. Dec'50:32 Apr'51:38
Women evaluate home missions tour (photo) Oct'53:45
Mission tours planned. Mar'54:47
Missions on and off beaten paths (photo) Sep'55:9
News room (photo) Mar'56:39
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'56:48
Women on world highways. Sep'64:34
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42
Museum tells the history of missions (photo) Apr'73:50

SCHUYLER, LOUISA LEE
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'26:45

SCHWAB, HELEN C., 1899-
News room. Feb'49:34
Here and there with World Call. Feb'57:48
Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:30

SCHWARTZ, (MRS. J. L.)
(photo) Nov'48:28

SCHWARTZ, ALFRED
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32

SCHWARTZ, CRAIG, -1965
In memoriam. Feb'66:40

SCHWARTZ, SARAH
(death) Feb'21:50

SCHWARZ, HANS ON THE WAY TO THE FUTURE
Books of value. Dec'72:47

SCHWARZE, LOIS
quoted. Pick and shovel Christianity. Nov'55:30

SCHWARZOVA, EVA
Educating for human relations (photo) Mar'48:12
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31

SCHWEINFURTH, CARL LINCOLN
Classroom and campus.
Oct'64:36 (photo) Jan'67:34 May'68:34 Dec'68:34

Schweitzer, Albert, 1875-1965
A young man's life plan. Jun'25:back cover
Preaching in the African jungle. Mar'61:26

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT, 1875-1965
What's doing in Britain. Jan'28:31
Word from Albert Schweitzer. Apr'34:4
Book chat. Dec'46:18 Jan'48:14
...addresses Goethe Festival (photo) Sep'49:15
Global highlights. Apr'50:2 Nov'51:3 Feb'52:2
quoted. Last column. Nov'53:48 Feb'54:48
Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:2
Our Century's greatest man. Jan'55:5
Global highlights. Dec'55:3 Mar'57:2
The Albert Schweitzer film. Mar'57:7
Book chat. Jun'59:42
quoted. Last column. Oct'59:50
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:5
Book chat. Oct'60:26
(photo) Mar'61:26
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'62:41
quoted. Last column. Dec'62:50
New books. Jan'66:40
(death) World Calling. Feb'66:10

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. FOREST HOSPITAL AT LAMBARENE
Speaking of books. Jul'32:40

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. INDIAN THOUGHT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Book chat. Mar'37:24

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. MEMOIRS OF CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH
Book chat. Nov'49:45

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. ON THE EDGE OF THE PRIMEVAL FOREST
Book chat. Jan'49:42

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. OUT OF MY LIFE AND THOUGHT
Speaking of books. Apr'33:42
Twentieth Century saints. Jun'33:11

SCHWEITZER, ALBERT. THE QUEST FOR THE HISTORICAL JESUS
Book chat. Jan'49:42
SCHWETZER, ALBERT, HOSPITAL. HAITI
See
DESHAPELLES, HAITI. ALBERT SCHWETZER HOSPITAL
SCHWETZER, PAUL
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'51:4
SCHWEN HWA CHEN, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36
SCHWIMMER, ROSIKA
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45
SCHWOMeyer, HERBERT
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
SCIENCE
Social trends. Oct'47:13
Home and church prepare scientists. Feb'58:15
What we can expect from the seventies? Feb'70:21
SCIENCE AND RELIGION
See
RELIGION AND SCIENCE
SCIOTA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48
SCIOTOVILLE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:12
SCITERN, C. C., 1875–
(photo) Mar'24:22
SCKIYA, CHIYO
(photo) Jun'37:16
SCOFIELD, CAROLYN JANE
Classroom and campus. Jun'49:30
SCOFIELD, CHARLES JOSIAH, 1853–1953
Classroom and campus. Jun'49:30
(death) Classroom and campus. Apr'54:37
SCOFIELD, DAVID
(photo) Mar'41:31
SCOFIELD, JOHN
(photo) Oct'45:16
SCOFIELD, ROSE S
In memoriam. Oct'32:39
SCOFIELD, RUSSELL
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33
SCOGGAN, DOROTHY
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32
Scollard, Clinton
A call to prayer (poem) Feb'28:35
SCOPES, WILFRED
Global highlights. Feb'61:5
SCOTFORD, JOHN. WHEN YOU BUILD YOUR CHURCH
Book chat. Jun'55:45
SCOTFORD, JOHN. WITHIN THESE BORDERS
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
SCOTLAND
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:59 Aug'23:56
Apr'24:64
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
Peering into the skies. Jul'46:5
Caravan abroad. Nov'49:17
Britons find a frontier. Dec'53:28
Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
East Kilbride. Jul'54:49
Global highlights. Mar'55:2
There is always a way. Jun'55:23
Correspondence from St. Andrews. Oct'60:10
Global highlights. Mar'63:4
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:43
World events. Jul'72:39

SCOTT, (INDIA)
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51

SCOTT, (MRS) (INDIA)
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51

SCOTT, (married to A. W. Scott)
Women and world highways. May'58:35

SCOTT, (MRS. C. B.)
In the Lone Star State. Nov'35:27
In the heart of America. Nov'36:28
(death) News room. Jun'41:34

SCOTT, (MRS. D W)
(death) Jun'20:57

SCOTT, (married to David E. Scott)
Memorium. Jul'35:39

SCOTT, (married to Errett Scott)
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22

SCOTT, (MRS. F. L.)
(photo) Oct'22:7 Sep'33:4,34

Scott, (married to Frank Scott)
The mission of sorrow. Feb'19:58
A modern Dorcas. Apr'19:13

SCOTT, (married to Frank Scott)
The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34

SCOTT, (married to Harry Scott)
Here and there with World Call. Jul'49:48

SCOTT, (married to Hugh L. Scott) -1957
In memoriam. Dec'57:39

SCOTT, (MRS. J.)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44

SCOTT, (MRS. S. P.)
In memoriam. Feb'27:49

Scott, (married to Thomas Scott)
A trip around the world. Dec'23:34

SCOTT, A R
A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:44
(photo) Mar'62:19

SCOTT, A W
(photo) Dec'53:31
News room (photo) Dec'55:42

Scott, Ada C 1886-1946
Reconstruction and relief in the Japan mission. Mar'24:64
Opening the gate of Japan's tomorrow. Jul'29:17

SCOTT, ADA C 1886-1946
quoted. Saved to serve. Nov'23:7
(photo) Nov'25:56
(death) News room. Dec'46:38
SCOTT, ALFRED R
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'62:5

SCOTT, ALICE
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'31:42
   (photo) Dec'44:8
   News room. Sep'55:38

SCOTT, ALMA
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'31:42
   News room. May'47:36
   (photo) Jul'52:25
   News room. Jan'56:38

SCOTT, ANNA CHRISTINE, -1931
   In memoriam. May'31:40

SCOTT, ANNA MARY, -1955
   In memoriam. Dec'55:39

SCOTT, ARLINE (married to Walter Scott) -1948
   In memoriam. Nov'48:37

SCOTT, B T
   Interesting people you will meet at Columbus (photo) Apr'28:25

SCOTT, BETTY
   (photo) Oct'45:16

SCOTT, CARRIE TRANSOU, -1952
   In memoriam. May'52:39

SCOTT, CATHERINE CHARLOTTE GILMORE, 1844-1941
   (married to Clark B. Scott)
   A worthy tribute (photo) Aug'22:4

SCOTT, CHARLES ERNEST. CHINA FROM WITHIN
   Book notices. Feb'19:63

SCOTT, CHARLES O. (married to Verla Elliott Scott)
   Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
   (marriage) News room. Jun'51:38

SCOTT, CLARA LOUNDENBACH
   In memoriam. Feb'40:39

SCOTT, CLARK BREDDING, 1846-1916
   (married to Catherine Charlotte Gilmore Scott)
   A worthy tribute (photo) Aug'22:4

SCOTT, CLEMENTINE HARDY (married to Donald Scott)
   News room. Apr'52:39
   Jul'55:39

SCOTT, D W
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49

SCOTT, DALE
   (photo) Oct'59:13

SCOTT, DON
   Crusade progress. Oct'49:26
   News room. Sep'53:38

SCOTT, DON L
   News room (photo) Jun'61:42

SCOTT, DONALD LEE, 1929- (married to Clementeyne Hardy Scott)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:30
   News room. Jul'55:39
   Jun'57:42

SCOTT, E C
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53

SCOTT, ELEANOR JOY
   See HEARN, ELEANOR JOY SCOTT

SCOTT, ELIZA
   (death) Sep'24:58
SCOTT, EMMA
They advance Christian action. Jul'55:17 (photo p. 16)

SCOTT, ERNEST FINDLAY. MAN AND SOCIETY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Dec'46:18

SCOTT, ERNEST FINDLAY. THE NEW TESTAMENT IDEA OF REVELATION
Book chat. Jun'35:23

SCOTT, ERNEST FINDLAY. THE VARIETIES OF NEW TESTAMENT RELIGION
Book chat. Sep'44:16

SCOTT, ERRETT S
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

SCOTT, FRANK
(photo) Dec'30:2

SCOTT, GAYLE
(photo) Jan'21:17
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'26:55
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:46
Classroom and campus. Jul'44:27

SCOTT, GLADYS
In brief. May'69:42

SCOTT, HAZEL I
See PAYNE, HAZEL I. SCOTT

SCOTT, HILDA, 1923–
(photo) Jan'27:59 Jun'29:14 Apr'30:2

Scott, Hugh
Letters. Sep'70:34

SCOTT, HUGH
quoted. A proposed national commission on Afro-American history and culture. Jul'70:20

SCOTT, IDA L
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46

SCOTT, J
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44

SCOTT, J J
A pioneer plus church extension. Sep'19:10

SCOTT, JACK C
Classroom and campus. Nov'59:32 (photo) Jan'64:34 p. 2572 Scott, J – Scott, M

SCOTT, JANE, 1955–
In memoriam. Feb'56:35

Scott, Jeanne
Letters. Dec'65:46 Feb'70:34 Oct'70:34

SCOTT, JOHN B
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:27

SCOTT, JOSEPH A., 1852–1936
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40

SCOTT, LAVINA VIVIAN, 1915–
(photo) Aug'19:27 Jun'23:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:56
(photo) Jan'27:59 Jun'29:14 Apr'30:2

SCOTT, LEE
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28

SCOTT, LOUISE B. THE SECRET SUITCASE
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32

SCOTT, MABEL CRABBE, 1873–1929 (married to Oreon E. Scott)
Death of Mrs Oreon E. Scott. Feb'29:18
The Benevolent Association pays a merited tribute. Apr'29:29
Scott, Marshal L
The church and labor in Japan. Apr'58:19

SCOTT, MARY A
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
In memoriam. Dec'33:39

SCOTT, MARY ALICE
In memoriam. Mar'29:48

SCOTT, MARY CARTER WHITE
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33

Scott, Mayme Jackson, 1886-1957 (married to Wilford Hall Scott)
Scourge of influenza in India. May'19:59
Dr. C. C. Drummond of India. May'21:31
Thirteen miles by bullock Tonga. Sep'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57
Devotional study for women's missionary societies. Apr'31:38 May'31:38
Book chat. Nov'37:42

SCOTT, MAYME JACKSON, 1886-1957
(photo) Aug'19:27 Dec'19:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58 May'24:56
A gap in the ranks. Mar'27:60
(photo) Jan'27:59 Jun'29:14
The church cares for her own (photo) Apr'30:2
Missionary organizations. Dec'30:36
(death) News room. Jul'57:38

SCOTT, MAYME JACKSON. COME YE APART
Come ye apart. Jun'29:14

SCOTT, MERRILL W.
A half-century of dreams and miracles (photo) Apr'72:25

SCOTT, MICHA WELLS, -1955
In memoriam. Mar'56:35

SCOTT, MICHAEL
Global highlights. Mar'52:4

SCOTT, MICHAEL. A TIME TO SPEAK
Book chat. Dec'58:24

SCOTT, MURAD MASIH
(married to Suburno Kumari Shah Scott)
(married to Prosonna K. Shah)
(marriage) An Indian wedding (photo) Nov'39:30
News room. Sep'48:41
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
News room. May'49:40
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo) Jul'49:38 Apr'51:36
Indian Christians assume new duties (photo) Sep'55:12
A second "Miss Shah" at Bilaspur (photo) Mar'60:43
House by the Raipur Road. Jan'62:25

SCOTT, NATHAN A
Classroom and campus. Jan'56:33

SCOTT, NATHAN A. FORMS OF EXTREMITY IN THE MODERN NOVEL
New books. Jan'66:40

SCOTT, NATHAN A. MAN IN THE MODERN THEATER
New books. Jan'66:40

SCOTT, NATHAN A. THE MODERN VISION OF DEATH
New books. Oct'68:36

SCOTT, NELL
News room. Apr'46:32
Scott, Oreon Earle, 1871-1956 (married to Mabel Crabbe Scott)
We are able. Oct'27:28
Twenty-five years with Church Extension. Jul'35:7
The Campbell Homestead. May'38:42

SCOTT, OREON EARLE, 1871-1956
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
A worthy tribute. Aug'22:4
(photo) Oct'23:53,56 Apr'27:12
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:28
(photo) Oct'29:29
(photo) Dec'37:5
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:13
(photo) Jan'39:1
Church Extension makes progress (photo) Mar'40:17
(photo) Sep'40:9
News room (photo) Mar'41:42
(photo) Jun'41:16
quoted. They said in St. Louis. Jun'41:21
Your Brotherhood publishing house. Jan'43:16
The threshold. Oct'43:2
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
(photo) Dec'44:23
News room. Dec'46:38 Nov'48:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'51:30
Global highlights. Jan'52:2
(photo) Jan'53:1 Apr'53:1
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'53:29
(photo) Apr'54:1
Together we build (photo) Apr'54:10
A year of progress. Apr'55:45
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30
(death) Global highlights. Mar'56:3
(photo) Jan'69:20

SCOTT, OREON E. FOUNDATION
Global highlights. Jan'52:2

Scott, Paul D
Letters. Apr'70:4
The church helps people in times of disaster. Jan'71:30
Letters. Oct'71:35 Feb'73:4

SCOTT, PAUL D.
Disciples in the news (photo) Apr'67:7

SCOTT, R. B. Y. THE RELEVANCE OF THE PROPHETS
New books. Jan'70:29

SCOTT, R. B. Y. TOWARDS THE CHRISTIAN REVOLUTION
Book chat. Apr'37:20

SCOTT, RAYMOND
A worthy tribute. Aug'22:4
(photo) Nov'30:19
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32

SCOTT, REBECCA KATHRYN, 1918-
(photo) Jun'23:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:56
(photo) Jan'27:59 Jun'29:14 Apr'30:2

SCOTT, ROBERT
Committee on War Services news notes. Mar'46:40
Scott, Roderick
  (note) May'46:48

SCOTT, ROLAND W
  Global highlights. Jun'56:6
  quoted. Global highlights. Sep'57:2

SCOTT, ROSE
  quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover

SCOTT, SARAH HAWLEY, 1807-1887 (married to Thomas Chalmers Scott)
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:51

SCOTT, SUBURNO KUMARI SHAH
  (married to Murad Masih Scott)
  (marriage) An Indian wedding (photo) Nov'39:30

SCOTT, VERLA ELLIOTT
  See SUTTON, VERLA ELLIOTT

SCOTT, WALTER, 1796-1861 (married to Sarah Whitsitt Scott)
  With the pioneers of our religious movement. Oct'20:19
  Educational ideals of the great pioneers... Jan'23:20
  Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:5
  (portrait) Feb'23:inside back cover
  (photo) Sep'26:2
  ...the evangelist (photo) Feb'27:10
  Speaking of books. Mar'27:58
  (photo) Sep'46:front cover
  Global highlights. Sep'46:2
  Disciples in the world today. Sep'46:8
  Which sense may reach and apprehend. Sep'46:19
  (photo) Nov'49:29
  The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension. Nov'65:28

SCOTT, WALTER DILL

SCOTT, WELLINGTON FRIEND
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33

Scott, Wilford Hall, 1882-1926 (married to Mayme Lavina Scott)
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Jun'21:61       Jan'24:50       Feb'24:61

SCOTT, WILFORD HALL, 1882-1926
  (photo) Aug'19:27       Dec'19:46
  Notes. Mar'19:60,63
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58   May'24:56   Nov'24:49
  W. H. Scott called home (photo) Jan'27:59
  (death) Jan'27:62
  (death) A gap in the ranks. Mar'27:60
  We remember them (poem) Mar'28:back cover
  Come ye apart. Jun'29:14

SCOTT, ZONA L. -1947
  In memoriam. Feb'48:37

SCOTTRON, EDITH M
  Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37

SCOTTSTULL, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Building the house of the Lord (photo) Apr'22:55
  What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11

SCOTTSTBORO CASE
  Social trends. Feb'37:25       Sep'37:24

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, July-September, 1964. Jan'65:46

SCOLLAR, DAVID
  On the college campus. Oct'32:33
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44

SCOUTS AND SCOUTING
See also
BOY SCOUTS
CAMP FIRE GIRLS
Scouting in India. Dec'23:53
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:64
Where boys find a common interest. Aug'24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
Scouting and the church. May'63:21

SCOVALL, HENRY
(photo) May'44:19

SCOVEL, MYRA. THE BUFFALO AND THE BELL
Read about India! Dec'63:41

SCOVEL, MYRA. GEORGE AND THE CHINESE LADY
Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39

SCOVEL, MYRA. HOW MANY SIDES TO A CHINESE COIN?
World outreach books. Dec'69:33

SCOVEL, MYRA. THE MYSTERIOUS MR. COBB

SCOVEL, MYRA. RICHARD BY INDIA
Books. Jul'64:42

SCOVEL, MYRA. TO LAY A HEARTH
New books. Jun'68:37

SCOVILLE, ARLENE DUX
(married to Charles Reign Scoville)
(married to William Frederic Rothenburger)
See

ROTHENBURGER, ARLENE DUX SCOVILLE

Scoville, Charles Reign, 1869–1938
(married to Arlene Dux Scoville)
An extraordinary convert. Feb'22:18
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42
The field is the world. Mar'29:20

SCOVILLE, CHARLES REIGN, 1869–1938
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'25:34 Apr'25:52 May'25:52 May'26:42
quoted. May'19:52
Notes. Mar'20:62 Apr'20:59
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60
Scoville Evangelistic meeting. Feb'24:47
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:43
(photo) Feb'25:27
Speaking of books. Feb'25:54
(photo) Feb'27:2 Oct'29:30
World Convention news. Jun'35:40
(photo) Nov'36:23
(death) Charles Reign Scoville (photo) Mar'38:11

SCRANTON, WILLIAM W
World events. Dec'70:39

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:53

58
SCRIBNER, LOWELL
Stong ministers for the Decade (photo) May'62:19

SCRIMSHIER, EMMA, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35

SCRIVEN, RONALD BEIRY, 1909-1982
(photo) Jan'38:31

SCRIVNER, WILLIAM HENRY, 1862-1937 (married to Etta Scrivner)
(photo) Mar'24:52

SCROGGINS, (married to William H. Scroggins)
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jun'49:48

SCROLL
News rom. Feb'47:32

SCUDDER, (married to John Scudder)
A thousand years of service from one family (photo) Jul'19:28

SCUDDER, HENRY MARTYN
A thousand years of service from one family (photo) Jul'19:28

SCUDDER, IDA SOPHIA, -1960
Notes. Oct'19:60
Hospital and medical college need food. Mar'51:34
Doctor Ida and Miss Emma. Sep'60:9

SCUDDER, JOHN
A thousand years of service from one family (photo) Jul'19:28

SCUDDER, JOHN R
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:30

SCUDDER, LEWIS R
(photo) Jul'19:29

SCUDDER, SILAS
A thousand years of service from one family (photo) Jul'19:28

SCUDDER, SOPHIA WELD
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'25:45

SCUDDER, VIDA D
quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23

SCUDDER, WILLIAM WATERBURY
(photo) Jul'19:29

SEA OF GALILEE
(photo) Nov'34:front cover
The threshold. Nov'34:2
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5

SEA POWER
Listening in on the world. Apr'30:20
The Admirals score. Jul'35:3
The Navy's Japanese cousins. Jan'36:4

SEABOARD SEMINARIANS SEMINAR
Reflections on the tenth Seaboard Seminar. Jun'66:38

SEABOLD, (MRS. A. J.)
(death) May'25:58

SEABROOK, JOHN M
An expanding ministry. Dec'52:17

SEABROOK, WILLIAM B. THESE FOREIGNERS
Books about the city. Jul'38:32

SEABURY, RUTH ISABEL
Global highlights (photo) Jan'54:3
SEABURY, RUTH ISABEL. DAUGHTER OF AFRICA
   Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
SEABURY, RUTH ISABEL. INDIA PRIMARY PICTURE STORIES
   Book announcements. Aug'22:50
SEAGRAVE, GORDON S. BURMAN SURGEON
   For adult missionary groups. Jan'44:30
SEAGREN, DANIEL. LETTERS TO CHIP FROM AN OLDER BROTHER
   New books. Mar'70:28
SEALANTIC FUND
   Global highlights. Mar'55:2        Jun'58:8
Seale, James Millard, 1930- (married to Mary Dudley Harrod Seale)
   New places and new ways. Jan'68:16
   Stewardship of living and giving. Jun'71:8
   To give...or not to give. Oct'72:24
SEALE, JAMES MILLARD, 1930-
   In brief (photo) Jul'70:39
   (photo) Apr'73:26
SEALS, ROBERT
   News room (photo) Jan'62:32
   Global highlights (photo) May'65:4
   Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo) May'67:44
SEAMAN, WILLIAM R. DAILY PRAYER
   New books. Sep'68:37
SEAMEN'S CHURCH INSTITUTE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'26:45
"SEARCH FOR TRUTH" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'64:46
SEARCY, J J
   Notes. Sep'19:49
   (photo) Nov'25:26
Searle, Henry Laidley, 1905- (married to Ruth M. Searle)
   Letters. Feb'69:4        May'69:4
SEARLE, HENRY LAIDLEY, 1905-
   quoted. Why we stay in the ministry (photo) Oct'63:13
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:5
   Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies (photo) Sep'65:31
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:6
   (photo) Sep'67:17
   Retirements from general ministry (photo) Feb'71:40
SEARLE, ROBERT W. AUTHOR OF LIBERTY
   Book chat. Jun'41:23
   Democracy in print. Jul'41:29
SEARLES, ALICE
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
SEARS, (married to Charles H. Sears)  
   (photo) Nov'45:27
SEARS, (married to Malcolm Sears)
   News room (photo) Oct'52:38
SEARS, (married to Paul Sears)
   News room. May'49:40         Jul'51:38    Mar'53:38
Sears, Bertha
   Not far (poem) Feb'36:48
SEARS, CHARLES H
   Notes. Feb'20:58
SEARS, CHARLES H. CITY MAN
   Books about the city. Jul'38:32
SEARS, FLETCHER
   Personalities (photo) Feb'36:21
SEARS, MALCOLM
   News room (photo) Oct'52:38
SEARS, MYRTLE, -1955
   In memoriam. Jan'56:35
SEARS, ROLLA G
   (photo) Jan'21:8         Jul'25:18
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'25:47
SEASHORE, HELEN PAYNE
   (photo) May'29:15
   Women and world highways (photo) Feb'50:35
"SEASONS OF THE 70'S" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Oct'71:27
SEATON, GENEVA HALL
   Personalities (photo) Nov'37:21
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Apr'19:58
   Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
   America, the beautiful (photo) Sep'25:4
   A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
   ...the charmed land--invites you! (photos) Apr'29:24
   Lovest thou me? May'29:23
   Tis a city of churches. Jun'29:28
   Seattle, the beautiful (poem) Aug'29:back cover
   Committee on War Services news notes. Oct'45:34
   Ahead of the headlines. Jun'67:4
   (photo) Feb'69:front cover
   The cover. Feb'69:4
   The trek to Seattle. Feb'69:7 (photo of Seattle Center Coliseum p. 9)
   The mission of Findlay Street. Oct'69:10
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. BALLARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:60
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:44
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
   quoted. Loves thou me? May'29:23
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. FINDLAY STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The mission of Findlay Street. Oct'69:10
   p. 2579   Seattle, WA - Seaver
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Feb'19:47
   Proposed new First Chrcu in Seattle (photo) Jun'19:46
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
   Dreams that must come true (photo) Aug'22:13
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'23:61
   (photo) Jun'29:28
   Adults and mission (photo of bulletin board) Mar'64:40
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. HIGHLINE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Committee on War Services news notes.
   Sep'45:31      Jan'46:32
   Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, HIGHPOINT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Feb'54:48
Churches help those with special needs (photo of worship service) Sep'62:25

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. LAKE CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. May'50:27

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. QUEEN ANNE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Queen Anne Christian Church (photo) Aug'23:38
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:62

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2 (photo) Aug'21:11
A demonstration in brotherliness (photo) Mar'22:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43
A Seattle school of missions. Aug'23:51
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'25:52 (note) Jul'25:46
America, the beautiful. Sep'25:5
A June wedding. Aug'27:59
Foreign students hold open house (photo of students) Jun'28:58
(photo) Jun'29:28
The Convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
The threshold. May'41:2 Jul'41:2
How we did it. Nov'41:24 (photo) May'42:1
Crusade progress. Nov'49:34

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, WOODMONT CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SEAVER, GEORGE. ALBERT SCHWEITZER
Book chat. Jan'48:14

SEAVER, GEORGE. ALBERT SCHWEITZER, CHRISTIAN REVOLUTIONARY
Book chat. Dec'46:18

SEAY, ASA F., -1951
W. Palmer Clarkson. Apr'37:42
(photo) Jun'37:34 Dec'44:23
News room. Jan'49:38
(death) News room. Oct'51:43

SEAY, FRANCIS
In memoriam. Sep'37:39

SEBASTIAN, A A
(photo) Oct'22:29 Mar'24:17

SEBASTIAN, BENJAMIN
(death) Nov'19:28

Sebastian, Charles J
As his last Cincinnati Pastor knew him. Mar'21:10

SEBASTIAN, CHARLES J
(photo) Oct'22:29
Personalities (photo) Nov'36:11
(photo) Jun'49:15
SEBRING, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
SEBRING, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
SECA, SABANA
(photo) Apr'53:34
Sechler, E C
Note. Dec'19:63
SECHLER, E C
Notes. Apr'20:59 May'20:63 Jul'20:45
Sechler, Earl T
Eight years--eighteen pastorates. Apr'65:29
SECHLER, EARL T
Eight years--eighteen pastorates (photo) Apr'65:29
SECHLER, EARL T. LEAVES FROM AN OZARK JOURNAL
New books. Oct'70:29 Oct'72:34
SECHRIST, ELIZABETH HOUGH. ONCE IN THE FIRST TIMES
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:39
SECKER, WILLIAM
quoted. Last column. Nov'57:48
SECLASTSEE, SARAH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
SECOND COMING OF CHRIST
See MILLENIUM
SECREST, FANNIE, -1949
In memoriam. Sep'49:37
SECREST, LUCIE, -1955
In memoriam. Feb'56:35
"THE SECRET OF THE GIFT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'55:46
SECRET SOCIETIES
See GREEK LETTER SOCIETIES
SECRET PLACE
Global highlights. Oct'48:3
Baptists and Disciples read together. Oct'49:5
Secret Place Sunday. May'62:21
Secrist, R. L.
Letters. May'69:41
SECRIXST, R. L.
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'59:31
SECULARISM
What's good in secularism? Jul'61:29
SEDA, ANGEL L
(photo) Oct'67:20
SEDALIA, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hail to our silver anniversary churches! (photo) Mar'31:25
SEDAM, GLENN J. (married to Dorothy Sedam)
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'61:8
Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'65:7
SEE, ALICE
(photo) Jan'21:8
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:40
In memoriam. Mar'29:48
See, Frank Edmund
   Affluence--danger or asset. Apr'67:27
   Letters. Feb'69:4
SEE, FRANK EDMUND
   Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
   Global highlights. Nov'62:7 (photo p. 6)
   quoted. Voices from Louisivlle. Dec'71:9
SEEDS FOR DEMOCRACY
   ...drive is on. Apr'52:47
SEEGER, PETE
   (photo) Sep'68:23
SEEHORN, MAE
   In memoriam. Mar'45:33
"SEEING ARGENTINA, PARAGUAY AND URUGUAY" (FILMSTRIPS)
   Audio-visuals. Jul'70:29
SEEING EYEDOGS
   See       GUIDE DOGS
"SEEING THE ANDES COUNTRIES SERIES" (FILMSTRIPS)
   Audio-visuals. Sep'70:29
"SEEK YE FIRST" (FILMSTRIP)
   Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38
   Audio-visuals. Sep'65:44
SEELATEE, SARAH
   (photo) Nov'25:42
SEELEY, KENNETH B
   (photo) Jul'36:25
   Global highlights (photo) May'59:5
   Churches in home plan enthusiastic (photo) May'59:45
   Global highlights (photo) May'63:7
"SEEING GOD IN MOUNTAIN FORESTS" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio visuals. Jul'73:45
SEELEY, ROBERT
   World events. May'73:38
SEELY, (married to Wood Seely) (DAUGHTER OF HALL LAURIE CALHOUN)
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34
SEELEY, GENEVIEVE
   Classroom and campus. May'48:30
SEELEY, WOOD
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34
SEELYE, EDWARD BARROWS
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
SEELYE, ENID JOYCE McGAVRAN, 1907-
   (photo) Jun'23:22
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:45
   May'34:41
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
Seery, Lola Aola
   Color line (poem) May'40:33
SEEVERS, ZOE W
   (photo) Jan'21:6
Segain, May
   Women on world highways. Apr'66:3
SEGAIN, MAY
   Women and world highways. May'58:35
   Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
Segal, Samuel M
   A kite falls on the Succah. May'48:40
SEGERMAN, CELIA
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32

SEGHERS, CARROLL, II.
Life also likes Seghers' pictures. Jan'52:5

SEGREGATION IN EDUCATION
See
RACE RELATIONS
SCHOOL INTEGRATION

Segur, Charlotte
Letters. Apr'68:48

SEI GAKUIN
See TOKYO, JAPAN. BOYS SCHOOL

SEIDELL, MARTIN
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24

SEIDENSPINNER, CLARENCE. FORM AND FREEDOM IN WORSHIP
Book chat. Jul'41:21

SEIFERT, HARVEY. ETHICAL RESOURCES FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC DECISION
New books. May'73:35

SEIFERT, HARVEY. POWER WHERE THE ACTION IS
New books. Feb'69:28

SEIRING, ALICE BURGESS
(death) In the Lone Star State. Nov'35:28

SEITANIS, GEORGE
Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32

SEITTER, MAURICE
quoted. Last column. May'60:50

SELAIS, MANUEL
Global highlights (photo) Apr'46:3

SELBY, BRUCE
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33

SELBY, JOHN. BEYOND CIVIL RIGHTS
New books. Apr'67:40

SELDEN, CHARLES A. ARE MISSIONS A FAILURE?
Speaking of books. Jul'31:46

SELDEN, GEORGE. IRON, BLOOD AND PROFITS
Book chat. Nov'34:23

"SELECTING WEDDING MUSIC" (SOUND CASSETTE)
Cassette offers wedding music. Jun'73:45

SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT
Social trends. May'50:10 Oct'50:14
Editorials. May'71:19

SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
World events. Mar'72:39

SELEE, CHARLES L
Summer service. Jul'59:47
News room. Jan'61:37 Mar'61:46
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16
News room. Oct'62:34

SELF, ALLEN
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'68:35

Self, Susan
Virginia was a good girl (poem) Nov'69:26

SELF HELP HOUSING PROJECT (MARANA, ARIZONA)
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:22

SELL, EVELYN
Classroom and campus. Oct'46:30
SELLARDS, JOSEPHINE BEARD, -1939
(married to David Frank Sellards)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34

SELLARDS, LYLE DURKIN, 1929-
(married to Geraldine Virginia Updike Sellards)
News room. Feb'60:34

SELLERS, G. D., 1837-1921
(photo) Mar'21:54
(death) May'21:51

SELLERS, JAMES E. WHEN TROUBLE COMES
Book chat. Apr'60:43

SELLERS, JANET
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32

SELLERS, JENNIE E (married to J. B. Sellers)
In memoriam. Jul'37:39

Sellers, L E
World Prohibition next. May'19:16
Armistice or surrender? Jun'19:36
Why world Prohibition? Jul'19:9
The fight on beer. Aug'19:29
Ohio must vote on Prohibition. Oct'19:57
Missions and drink. Mar'20:23
Post-victory problems. Mar'20:25
Temperance—a world task. Mar'20:52
Temperance progress in Belgium. Mar'20:52
Will they write it in the platform? Apr'20:28

SELLERS, L E
Reconstruction of breweries. Jul'19:59
Notes. Jul'19:61
Campaigning for Prohibition. Dec'19:33
(photo) Mar'24:22

SELLERS, LAUREETA MORGAN, -1957
In memoriam. Mar'57:35

SELLERS, WILLIAM T
(death) Mar'26:50

SELICK, STANLEY
(photo) Jan'21:5

SELLS, JUNIA
(photo) Oct'22:52

SELSMA, ALABAMA. MEADOWVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Every Home Plan continues growth. Nov'60:48

SELMAN, ERVIN
(photo) Jun'57:27

SELSER, WAYNE
Classroom and campus. Sep'62:34

SELVARETNAM, RATHIE (married to John Salvaretnam
Global highlights (photo) Oct'66:6
Women on world highways (photo) Jul'70:31

SELVARETNAM, S
News room. Feb'50:34

Selves, Gwendolyn
My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:23

SEMBEGUYA, (married to George Sembeguya)
A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:22

SEMINARIANS CONFERENCE
See also
MIDDLEDERS' CONFERENCE
SENIOR SEMINARIANS' CONFERENCE
In brief. Jul'71:39

SEMINARIO EVANGELICO DE PUERTO RICO
(photo) Mar'22:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:57
(photo of students and faculty) Jul'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
(photo of graduating class) Aug'26:53
The church looks to the future (photo) May'29:11
Missionary organizations. May'29:32
A memorable day with our mission in Porto Rico. Sep'29:28
(photo of students and faculty) Aug'32:40
Puerto Rican Seminary celebrates anniversary. Jan'45:29
...has visitors. Oct'45:22
A school near to the people (photos) Nov'48:18
(photo of Disciple students) Jun'49:34
Theological Seminary, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico (photo of students)
Mar'50:46
Ten unforgettable days. Apr'50:24
Global highlights. Nov'50:3
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Disciples) Feb'51:36
Puerto Rico--a fair and fruitful field. Sep'51:9
The church moves forward in Puerto Rico. Apr'52:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34 Jan'53:36
Global highlights. Jan'57:3
Limeade campaign. Jun'57:39
Global highlights. Jul'57:2
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Global highlights. Apr'58:5
For adult mission study. Sep'58:40
Global highlights. Sep'59:4 Apr'60:7 Jun'61:4
Dec'59:8 Nov'60:4
News room. Jan'61:37
Global highlights (photo of new dormitory) Oct'62:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36
Venezuelan Christians entertain angels unawares. Oct'70:24

SEMINOLE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SEMOANE, SOUTH AFRICA
New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa (photo of church)
May'70:40

SEMONES, EDWARD LEROY
(birth) Apr'25:64
(photo) Dec'25:40

SEMONES, L R
Program helps. Oct'24:48
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63

Semones, Maxine Smoot
See
Miller, Maxine Smoot Semones

Semple, John W
How shall we think of Christmas? Dec'62:28
p. 2585 Sen - Serena

SEN, DANA
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35

SEN DA ZEI
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
SENDUE, M  
Free University of the Congo (photo) Mar'67:25  
Universidad Libre del Congo (photo) May'67:38

SENER, WILLIAM  
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30  
News from our colleges. Dec'36:31

SENFIELD, GRACE, -1945  
In memoriam. Feb'46:37

SENIOR, CLARENCE. STRANGERS--AND NEIGHBORS  
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32

SENIOR HIGH TRAL CAMP  
See also
YOUNG PEOPLES' CONFERENCES  
Global highlights. Apr'62:6  
Youth and the world mission. May'66:40

SENIOR SEMINARIANS' CONFERENCE  
See also
MIDDLETOWN CONFERENCE  
SEMINARIANS' CONFERENCE  
World events. Jun'72:38 Jun'73:37

SENSING, WILBUR C.  
(photo) Oct'43:5

SEPETOSKI, BERTHA J., -1957  
In memoriam. Jan'58:33

SERBIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH  
...considers World Council affiliation. Mar'52:43  
Global highlights. Sep'52:2 Oct'52:4

Serena, Joseph A  
William Woods College. Feb'20:43  
Young people's conference a success. Sep'20:48  
The junior college. Jan'37:10

SERENA, JOSEPH A  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:53  
(photo) Jan'25:32  
Colleges in full swing (photo) Nov'30:40  
Summer activities of our colleges (photo) Sep'33:32  
College registrars busy. Oct'33:32

SERGEIEVICH, VLADIMIR  
Born anew! Sep'26:16

SERMONS  
Resurrection, by Albert Leo. Jun'19:37  
The greatest of these, by Edgar DeWitt Jones. Dec'25:24  
Does the church college pay? Jan'29:14  
Kept. Jun'33:9  
New dealers. Oct'33:13  
Live and help live. Nov'33:9  
A church without spot or wrinkle. Dec'33:15  
The promise of power. Jan'34:18  
The mastery of Jesus. Feb'34:17  
The light of the world. Mar'34:14  
That they may be saved. Apr'34:11

SERENA, VIRGINIA HEARNE, -1958 (married to Joseph A. Serena)  
In memoriam. Nov'58:37

Serna, Ramon (married to Ruth Serna)  
Ramon and Ruth of Pabellon. May'53:40  
News room (photo) Jun'55:42
SERNA, RUTH (married to Ramon Serna)
Ramon and Ruth of Pabellon (photo) May'53:40

Serrill, G D
Timely evangelism. Feb'29:5

SERRILL, G D
(photo) Mar'24:20
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
quoted. On the trail of the One-Day Conventions. Dec'29:22
Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27

SERRELL, JEANNE M. TALES OF GREAT MISSIONARIES...
New books. Mar'23:51

Serrill, Marie Elizabeth, -1969
Giving wings to the work. Aug'25:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60 Sep'26:52
Specialists--in annexing annexes! Mar'29:23

SERRILL, MARIE ELIZABETH, -1969
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
(photo) Oct'23:43
(note) Dec'24:41
(photo) Mar'28:52 Mar'39:23 Mar'30:45
Jan'29:36 May'29:48
Nurses in the Philippines. Mar'30:63
(photo) Jan'31:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
In memoriam. Mar'70:46

SERVANTS OF INDIA SOCIETY
Servants of India. Jun'41:27

SERVICE FLAG
Feb'22:front cover

SERVICE MEN
See     SOLDIERS

SERVICE MEN'S CHRISTIAN LEAGUE
Nov'44:10

SERVICE TECHNIQUE AFRICAN DE RADIO ET TELEVISION
Broadcasting for progress across Africa. Jan'73:13

"SERVING CHRIST" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'59:49

SESSIONS, WILL A.
See     SESSIONS, WILLIAM ANDERSON

SESSIONS, WILLIAM ANDERSON, JR., 1905- GREATER MEN AND WOMEN OF
THE BIBLE
Book chat. Jul'58:44

SESSIONS, WILLIAM ANDERSON, JR., 1905- SECRETS OF POWER
Book chat. Jul'49:42

SESSIONS, WILLIAM ANDERSON, JR., 1905- WEEK OF THE CROSS
Book chat. May'60:22

SETO, MIDORI
News room (photo) Dec'59:40

SETTLE, (MRS. H. H.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
News room. Dec'50:32
Here and there with World Call. Jun'54:48
Close service. Oct'60:28

SETTLE, CLARA PINCKLEY, -1945
In memoriam. Dec'45:37

SETTLE, DRURY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
SETTLE, LILY, -1956
In memoriam. Jun'56:39
Settle, Myron C
Facing the New Year in the Bible School. Jan'20:30
Teaching religion on week-days. Apr'21:39
SETTLE, MYRON C
(photo) Apr'21:39
The vacation church school. Apr'21:48
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
Disciple doers. Oct'50:20
Settle, Virginia
Tribute to the children. Jul'73:30
SETTLEMYER, ALICE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
News room. Jul'40:34
SETTLEMYER, CHARLES S 1878-1919 (married to Edna Kurz Settlemyer)
(death) (photo) Jun'19:57
Settlemyer, Edna Kurz, 1882-1946
(married to Charles S. Settlemyer)
China awakes (poem) Mar'29:19
Poems on China (poem) Mar'30:8
A chinese Ricksha coolie (poem) Mar'33:36
Chinese sonnets (poems) Jan'42:7
SETTLEMYER, EDNA KURZ, 1882-1946
Charles S. Settlemyer. Jun'19:57
(photo) Aug'19:27
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(photo) Oct'21:51 Feb'23:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
quoted. The threshold. Oct'34:2
Chautauqua. May'36:45
News room. Jul'40:34
(death) News room. Sep'46:40
"SEVEN DAYS A WEEK" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'64:43
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS
Notes. Oct'20:58
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47 Nov'26:45
Global highlights. Nov'46:3
The lesson is obvious. Dec'50:6
Global highlights. Jun'52:4 Apr'53:3
World Calling... Mar'64:10
SEVERN, BILL. TEACHER, SOLDIER, PRESIDENT: THE LIFE OF JAMES A GARFIELD
New books. Feb'65:39
Severns, Charles (married to Ruth Price Severns)
Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'31:39,41 Jan'33:39 May'33:39 Jun'35:38,39
The Christiam movement and the American Orientals. Apr'36:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39 Apr'38:39
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:9
Now we know one another. May'43:9
SEVERNS, CHARLES DUANE, 1933-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
SEVERN, CHARLES W (married to Ruth Price Severns)  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34  
(photo) Oct'39:9      May'43:9  
Elected to serve (photo) Dec'62:40  
(photo) Jan'72:37

SEVERN, MARIANNE, 1937-  
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:47  
News room (photo) Oct'55:36  

Severns, Ruth Price (married to Charles Severns)  
Women and world highways. Apr'67:39

SEVERNS, RUTH PRICE  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34         Sep'38:42  
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8  
In brief. Feb'69:35

SEVERSON, ALFRED L  
College news. Dec'37:31

SEVILLEJA, CIPRIANO  
(photo) Jul'34:27  
It's a hard life... (photo) Oct'50:30

SEWELL, ADELAIDE Z., -1952  
In memoriam. Apr'52:37

SEWELL, CARRIE S  
In memoriam. Apr'32:39

SEWELL, CHRISTINE FIONA  
News room. May'56:38       Jul'56:39

SEWELL, ELIZABETH  
Classroom and campus. Jun'64:35

Sewell, Iris Grant Gordon, 1929- (married to Stanley Sewell)  
Thailand harvest... Jul'58:34  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34

SEWELL, IRIS GRANT GORDON, 1929-  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'54:2  
Missionaries ordained. Jan'55:47  
News room. May'56:38  
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36  
Global highlights. Jun'58:7  
News room. Jul'59:44

SEWELL, MICHAEL JAMES, 1955-  
(birth) News room. Dec'55:42

SEWELL, NICHOLAS GRANT, 1960-  
(birth) News room. Jan'61:37

SEWELL, PETER GORDON, 1956-  
(birth) News room. Dec'56:40

Sewell, Stanley Michael, 1927- (married to Iris Sewell)  
Bright promise in Thailand. Dec'56:24  
Now we know! Dec'59:32  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34

SEWELL, STANLEY MICHAEL, 1927-  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'54:2  
Missionaries ordained. Jan'55:47  
News room. May'56:38  
For adult mission study (photo) Feb'57:36  
News room. Jul'59:44       May'65:36

SEX  
Teen-agers to develop sex stewardship. Oct'59:50
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
Editorials. Jun'69:19
Shavings. Feb'73:37 Dec'73:34

SEX EDUCATION
When a child considers the miracle of life. Nov'52:21
The church helps in sex education. Nov'59:24
Sex education in the church. Nov'62:21
What kind of sex education do we want? May'70:24

"SEX IS A BEAUTIFUL THING" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'71:29

SEXON, JAMES H
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:34

SEXON, THOMAS
(photo) Jul'23:5

SEXTON, LUCILLE (married to John William Sexton)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'62:8

SEXUALITY
Women on world highways. Oct'66:30

SEYMOUR, (married to Harry Seymour) -1955
In memoriam. Mar'56:35

SEYMOUR, AGNES B. ROGERS (married to C. Graham Seymour), 1912-
(photo) Oct'35:30
News room. Feb'43:34
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:6 (photo p. 5)
News room. May'46:38
(photo) Jun'46:back cover Feb'48:26
(marriage) News room. Apr'48:39
News room. Dec'49:32

SEYMOUR, C GRAHAM
(photo) Feb'48:26
(marriage) News room. Apr'48:39

SEYMOUR, CYRIL G
Kala Azar comes to Congo. Nov'47:36

SEYMOUR, GIDEON D
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33

SEYMOUR, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17

SEYMOUR, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Friendship house. Oct’62:24

SEYSTER, MILDRED
See SORENSEN, MILDRED SEYSTER

Shackelford, Alva B
See Brown, Alva B. Shackelford

SHACKELFORD, JOHN
John Shackelford (photo) Jun'22:41

SHACKELFORD, R. ESTELLE
(death) (note) Mar'25:60

SHACKELFORD, WILLIAM GRAVES
(photo) Jan'21:18
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:42
(death) Dean William Graves Shackelford. Apr'27:61

SHACKLES, MADONNA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'29:30

SHACKLETT, JUANITA PURVIS BOHANNON, 1917-
(married to C. D. Shacklett)
News room. Nov'47:40 Sep'48:40
SHACKLETT, JUANITA PURVIS BOHANNON. BOLOJI AND OLD HIPPO
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
p. 2590 Shacklett, J - Shah, L

SHACKLETT, JUANITA PURVIS BOHANNON. TIMMY'S TEAM
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

Shacklock, Floyd
And you will learn to write. Apr'61:16

SHACKLOCK, FLOYD
Global highlights. Jan'56:2
(photo) Apr'61:17
Global highlights. Dec'61:5

SHACKLOCK, FLOYD. THIS REVOLUTIONARY FAITH
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
For adult mission study. May'56:36

SHACKLOCK, FLOYD. WHICH WAY JAPAN?
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27

SHADES, ROLLIN C
In brief. Dec'71:37

SHADINGER, GUY H
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:32

SHADLE, LUCILE WESTON, -1945
In memoriam. Feb'46:37

SHAFFER, LUMAN J
(photo) Mar'45:16,17
The threshold (photo) Dec'45:2
The return to Japan. May'46:6

SHAFFER, LUMAN J. THE CHRISTIAN ALTERNATIVE TO WORLD CHAOS
Book chat. Mar'40:23
On the making of books... Jan'42:32

SHAFFER, LUMAN J. THE CHRISTIAN MISSION IN OUR DAY
Book chat. Nov'44:21

SHAFFER, P
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

SHAFFER, RAYMOND P
Classroom and campus. Jul'67:35

SHAFFER, (MRS. J. A.)
News room. Jul'61:36

SHAFFER, LUCILE B (married to H. B. Shaffer)
News room. Mar'55:36     Sep'62:42
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Feb'71:40

SHAFFER, MARY
I will and bequeath. Jul'27:35

Shaffer, Robert H
Students send up smoke signals. Mar'69:16

Shaffer, Stevenson
A church (poem) Apr'40:37

SHAH, (married to K. P. Shah)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'62:38

SHAH, (Married to M. J. Shah)
(photo) Jun'26:37     Mar'36:26     Feb'37:30

SHAH, DAVID
Youth and missions (photo) Sep'54:37

SHAH, HELEN
(photo) May'21:26

SHAH, K. P.
A second "Miss Shah" at Bilaspur (photo) Mar'60:43

Shah, L E
What young India thinks of our mission. Jul'23:19
Harda 1922. Sep'23:41
Shah, Lalit Kumar, 1899-
What Jesus Christ has meant to me and my people. Dec'24:26
Village education in India. Sep'26:42
Christmas in mission lands. Dec'34:29

SHAH, LALIT KUMAR, 1899-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47 Jun'24:53
Lalit Kumar Shah. Sep'24:53
(photo) Dec'24:26
College of Missions notes. Dec'24:58
(photo) Mar'25:8 Sep'26:42
House by the Raipur Road. Jan'62:25

Shah, M J -1945
Marvelous in our eyes. Jul'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:40

SHAH, M J -1945
With the men and women of all lands who have answered our call.
Oct'20:16
(photo) Jun'26:37
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
(photo) Mar'33:24 Mar'36:26 Feb'37:30
(death) Pioneer leader of India dies (photo) Sep'45:35

SHAH, MURAD
See SCOTT, MURAD
Shah, Prosonno, -1958 (married to Murad Scott)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'53:33
Christmas in India. Dec'54:50

SHAH, PROSONNO, -1958
The sari at T.C.U. (photo) Dec'49:12
News room. Sep'50:38
(death) News room. Oct'58:34

SHAKER HEIGHTS, OHIO. HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Jan'59:58
Two worlds (photo) Jul'67:26
Shakespeare, William
Christmas (poem) Dec'54:52
SHALLENBERGER, WILLIAM
(death) Apr'20:51
SHALOM CURRICULUM
World events. Jul'73:36
SHAMHART, (MRS. W. P.)
Speaking to preachers' families (photo) Aug'25:36
Shamhart, W P
Note. Aug'19:45

SHAMHART, W P
(photo) Oct'22:41 Mar'24:39 Dec'24:34
Speaking to preachers' families (photo) Aug'25:36

SHAMO, ELLA, -1951
In memoriam. Oct'51:36

SHANAHAN, MARGARET A
Unfinished business in Ohio. Jun'52:6
SHANE, JAMES C
Classroom and campus. Dec'60:33
SHANE, WILLIAM
Development at Kingman, Kansas. Dec'21:53
SHANE, WILLIAM E
Classroom and campus. Dec'60:33

SHANE, WILLIAM L E
(photo) Jan'21:8
Classroom and campus. Sep'43:24

SHANE QUARTERLY
The threshold. Apr'40:2
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32

SHANGHAI, CHINA
China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44
Program helps. Jan'25:48
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
Peace in the midst of war. Oct'27:60
Missionary illustrations... Nov'30:45
How they do it. Jan'32:29
By-paths of service. Jun'32:27
Through Shanghai flames. Feb'33:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'34:40
Lights on the coasts of Asia. Nov'34:11
On a shopping tour in Nanking Road. Apr'35:26
We visit China. Apr'38:17
Christian work in war-torn China. Jun'39:26
...symbol of imperialism. Feb'41:10
Chapei Center in retrospect. Feb'44:19 (drawing of Center p. 20)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'46:36
A church bombed out and scattered... (photo of church) Jul'46:26
Christianity and democracy in balance--China (photo) Jun'47:14
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Anfu Road Christian Church) Sep'48:36
...Christian churches are strong (photo of Christians) Mar'51:24

SHANK, (MRS. M E)
Notes (death) Aug'19:46

SHANK, BETTY CLAY
Social workers in the making (photo) Sep'51:30

SHANK, MARY N
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43

SHANK, RALPH
(photo) Sep'66:front cover

SHANKLIN, (married to Paul Shanklin)
Our Indian mission. Jul'31:26

Shanklin, Paul
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51

SHANKLIN, PAUL
Our Indian mission. Jul'31:26

Shanklin, William M
A word from Syria. Jun'28:62

SHANNON, JAMES, 1799-1859
(photo) Nov'49:28
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:30

SHANNON, JAMES D. III
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:4

SHANNON, JAMES D. IV
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:4

SHANNON, JASPER B
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'55:4
Shannon, Kathleen
See Hanna, Kathleen Shannon

SHANNON, LUCILLE DOUTHITT, -1961
In memoriam. Jan'62:35

SHANNON, MARGARET
Global highlights. Feb'66:6
Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44

SHANNON, RENNIE TAYLOR, -1960
In memoriam. Feb'61:37

SHANNON, THOMPSON L
Global highlights. Feb'46:2 Jun'46:2
Beneath the spire. Jul'48:4

SHANNON, WILLIAM H. THE LIVELY DEBATE
New books. Dec'71:29

SHANTA BHAWAN, NEPAL
Nepal is a place for pioneers. Apr'57:13 (photo of hospital p. 14)

SHANTUNG, CHINA
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45

SHAO, (married to Luther Ching San Shao)
(photo) Feb'44:11
News room. Jan'49:45

SHAO, CHING HSIN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30

SHAO, DAVID
(photo) Oct'47:27
Today's China and the church (photo) Jan'50:20

SHAO, FU-NIEN
Introducing Luther Shao (photo) Oct'47:27

SHAO, JOHN
(photo) Oct'47:27

Shao, Luther Ching San, -1958
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:39,40
South Gate church and its young people. Apr'37:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'43:39
China carries on in education and evangelism. Feb'44:11
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'44:32
Relief funds in China. Mar'45:38
Education evangelism in China. Nov'47:20
New opportunity in China. Mar'48:23
Today's China and the church. Jan'50:20
China mission expresses its appreciation. Nov'50:31

SHAO, LUTHER CHING SAN, -1958
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Campbell club, Yale Divinity School (photo)
Mar'32:27 Jan'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34
Closing the college year. Jul'34:44
A man for the job (photo) Dec'34:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
(photo) Sep'37:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
(photo) Jul'38:28
Disciples at Madras (photo) Nov'38:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:43
(ordination) From the educational front in West China (photo) Nov'42:42
A shining scroll of Christian nationals. Dec'42:16
Ordination... (photo) Feb'43:43
(photo) Feb'44:11
The church in China plans Christian advance (photo) Jun'45:19
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:37
Hands across the sea (photo) Apr'46:29
The time to help China is now! Mar'47:22
News room. Jun'47:35
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
(photo) Sep'47:9
quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
Introducing Luther Shao (photo) Oct'47:27
(photo) Oct'47:35 Nov'47:27
A testimony of world Christian fellowship (photo) Feb'48:41
(photo) Mar'48:23
quoted. Time flies as an arrow (photo) Apr'48:24
News room. Apr'48:39
Classroom and campus (photo) May'48:30
An appreciation of my heritage. Jun'48:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:46
(photo) Mar'49:36
quoted. Opportunity in East Asia. May'50:6
(photo) Mar'54:32
(report of death) Witness in Red China (photo) Jun'59:16
A right to know. Feb'60:10
(beieved not dead) More on the right to know. Mar'60:10
(confirmation of death) Global highlights. Apr'61:7
Who is on trial in China? (photo) May'63:17

SHAO, MING HSIN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30

SHAO, PETER
(photo) Oct'47:27

SHAO, RUTH
(photo) Oct'47:27

Shao Ching-San
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39 Jul'41:39

SHAO CHING-SAN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'31:34
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:38

SHAO SWEI SEN
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:63

SHAPER, LILLIE
In memoriam. Sep'28:33

SHARDA BI
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31

SHARECROPPERS
A scarecropper celebrates "Old Jim's" birthday. Oct'37:32
The plight of the scarecropper. Apr'40:28
Programs for adult organizations. Jul'40:36

"SHARING" (TELEVISON SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS)
TV cartoons advocate sharing. Mar'71:29

"SHARING IS FUN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'57:39

"SHARING THE GLORY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'72:30
SHARON, (married to Fred A. Sharon) (photo) Dec'52:10

SHARON, FRED A quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:31 (photo) Dec'52:10

SHARON, PENNSYLVANIA. CENTAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
The threshold. Jun'43:2
A groundbreaking service (photo of groundbreaking) Nov'54:1

SHARP, (married to Abram Sharp) (mother of Abram Allin Sharp)


SHARP, (married to Larry Sharp) Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'59:34

Sharp, Abram Allin, 1918- (married to Betty L. Winans Sharp)
I returned to Coronel Oviedo. Jun'53:50
House of friendship. Mar'55:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
Resistencia adventure. Feb'60:33
Argentine Disciples opening new work. Jun'61:32

SHARP, ABRAM ALLIN, 1918-
Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
Classroom and campus. Jul'43:24
(marriage) News room. Nov'44:27
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
Last column. May'50:48
Assignment in Paraguay (photo) Feb'52:11
Visitors are impressed with Paraguay mission. Feb'52:47
(photo) Jul'52:27
Anniversary in Argentina (photo) Jul'56:29
Classroom and campus. Mar'57:30
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:5
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'60:36
News room. Feb'65:48
Global highlights. Feb'67:6

SHARP, ALLAN RHINEHART (married to Glyn High Sharp) Classroom and campus. Jun'62:34 May'63:34

SHARP, ALLIN See SHARP, ABRAM ALLIN

Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38 Oct'59:36

SHARP, BETTY L. WINANS, 1917-
(marriage) News room. Nov'44:27 (photo) Jun'46:back cover
Assignment in Paraguay (photo) Feb'52:11
Visitors are impressed with Paraguay mission. Feb'52:47 (photo) Jul'52:27 Jun'53:30
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Global highlights. Feb'67:6

SHARP, BETTY L. WINANS. LAND OF LACE AND LEGEND
New books. Oct'66:46
SHARP, CHARLOTTE ANN, 1954-
   (adoption) News room. Jan'56:38
SHARP, D. R. WALTER RAUSCHENBUSCH
   Book chat. Jun'42:23
SHARP, DUDLEY
   Air Force recalls manual. Apr'60:42
SHARP, EDWARD
   (photo) Nov'27:6
SHARP, MARTHA
   quoted. Religion at work. Feb'50:46
Sharp, Paul F (married to Rosella Anderson Sharp)
   The emerging university. Jan'70:16
SHARP, PAUL F
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'53:4
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:2
   Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:28
   (photo) Jan'59:33
   Classroom and campus. Sep'60:35 Sep'62:34
   Global highlights. Sep'64:6
   Classroom and campus. Jul'65:34
   Global highlights. Feb'66:5
   Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'66:34
   Classroom and campus. Mar'68:34
   quoted. Drake is concerned for the disadvantaged. Sep'69:12
   In brief. Jul'71:43 Dec'72:42
Sharpe, Lois Helen Barrington (married to Charles M. Sharpe)
   Letters. Apr'70:33
SHARPE, CHARLES MANFORD, -1953
   In memoriam. Jun'53:39
   (death) News room. Jun'53:42
SHARPE, KENDRICK
   Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation (photo) Mar'73:7
Sharpe, R L
   Stumbling block or stepping stone (poem) Nov'30:48
SHASTRI, ANATI
   Pandita Ramabai. May'23:45
SHATTUCK, KATHRYN
   In memoriam. Jun'45:33
SHATTUCK, ROBERT S
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'60:33
SHAULL, M. RICHARD
   A new day for missions. Feb'56:22 (photo p. 21)
   Youth and missions (photo) May'56:37
SHAULL, M. RICHARD. CONTAINMENT AND CHANGE
   New books. Jul'67:39
SHAULL, M. RICHARD. ENCOUNTER WITH REVOLUTION
   Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
   quoted. Last column. Jan'56:48
SHAUM CHU
   Ministering to the sick. Jul'30:29
SHAUMBA PIERRE
   Global highlights. Jun'60:7
   Congo Council plans advance. Sep'62:48
SHAVER, EDWIN L
   Laymen meet. Jan'56:46
SHAVER, ELLA MAE
  In memoriam. Jun'45:33
SHAVER, FRANCES
  Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
Shaw, (married to Elgin Shaw)
  Letters. Oct'64:50
SHAW, (married to J. William Shaw)
  quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
SHAW, (married to John Shaw)
  Global highlights. Jul'62:5
SHAW, (married to Robert J. Shaw)
  In brief. Sep'73:41
SHAW, (married to Roy Shaw)
  In memoriam. Aug'27:48
SHAW, (married to William F. Shaw)
  Examples of the Pension Plan fivefold service to the ministry (photo)
    Mar'32:14
SHAW, A C
  (photo) Mar'24:24
Shaw, A G
  Echoes from everywhere. May'34:40
SHAW, A T
  (photo) Mar'24:34
SHAW, ALLAN T (married to Mary Edith Shaw)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
Shaw, Allen
  These people have fortitude. Apr'34:28
SHAW, BERT
  (photo) Dec'30:27
SHAW, C. B., -1959
  (death) News room. Jul'59:42
SHAW, CECIL, JR
  World events (photo) May'72:39
SHAW, CHANDLER
  Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
    Classroom and campus. Jan'59:36
SHAW, EDRIE STANTON, 1908?-1966 (married to Henry King Shaw)
  In memoriam. Jan'67:41
SHAW, ELIZABETH
  (death) Dec'25:51
SHAW, GEORGE BERNARD
  quoted. Last column. Jun'62:50
SHAW, H P
  (death) News room. Mar'42:43
SHAW, HELEN
  (photo) Aug'27:58
Shaw, Henry King, 1904-1985
  (married to Edrie Stanton Shaw)
  (married to Ethel Shaw)
    Seminary students have changed. Jan'63:23
SHAW, HENRY KING, 1904-1985
  Global highlights (photo) May'51:3
    Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'52:4
    Classroom and campus. Nov'57:31
      (photo) Sep'58:12
    Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34
      (photo--upper right hand corner) Sep'64:back cover
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'64:37
In brief. Jul'72:40

SHAW, HENRY KING. BUCKEYE DISCIPLES
Book chat. Sep'52:18

SHAW, HENRY KING. HOOSIER DISCIPLES
New books. Sep'66:16

SHAW, HERBERT P
Men and Millions Movement. May'19:59
(photo) Oct'21:51 Dec'24:34
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'26:55
News of the Washington Church campaign. Oct'28:35
Personalities (photo) Apr'36:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34
News room. May'41:32

SHAW, INEZ SHRADER, -1949
In memoriam. Dec'49:37

SHAW, JAMES C
World events (photo) Jan'72:38

SHAW, JAMES P. YOUR MONEY AND YOUR CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'59:42

Shaw, James R. -1944
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33

SHAW, JAMES R. -1944
(death) News room. Oct'44:28

SHAW, JOHN
(photo) Nov'50:33
Global highlights. Jul'62:5

SHAW, KNOWLES, 1834-1878
(photo) Feb'24:2
...Hoosier pioneer. Feb'43:13

SHAW, MABEL. GOD'S CANDLELIGHTS
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32

SHAW, MARGARET ELIZABETH
News room (photo) Jul'49:32
A salute to women on the mission field. Mar'57:25
(resignation) News room. Jun'64:41

SHAW, MARIO W.
Global highlights. Jan'67:5

Shaw, Mary Edith
(untitled poem) Sep'46:48

SHAW, MARY EDITH, -1957 (married to Allen T. Shaw)
In memoriam. Apr'57:35

SHAW, OWEN W

SHAW, RALPH MARTIN
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52

SHAW, ROBERT J
In brief. Sep'73:41

SHAW, ROBERT LAWSON
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'50:4

SHAW, ROBERT W (married to Virginia Lee Shaw)
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'57:6

Shaw, Roud Conrad, 1881- (married to Elizabeth Bailey Shaw)
Only not far (poem) Jul'47:43

SHAW, ROUD CONRAD, 1881-
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'52:4
Beneath the spire (correction) Apr'52:4

SHAW, SHIRLEY RICHARD, 1883-1944 (married to Nelle Lawson Shaw)
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:40
In memoriam. Feb'44:33

SHAW, VORA SANDS, -1949
In memoriam. Sep'49:37

SHAW, W F
(death) Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33

Shaw, Will F
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11

SHAW, WINNIE
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40

SHAWNEE MISSION, KANSAS. HILLCREST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Are new churches working toward it? Jun'64:30

SHAWNEE MISSION, KANSAS. OVERLAND PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of worship service) Feb'66:3
What's the secret in evangelism? Feb'66:11

SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
(photo of parsonage) Jul'44:12
(photo) Jul'51:23

SHEAFFER, (MRS. T D)
St. Louis Convention Committee. Dec'20:44

SHEAFORE, PATRICIA FAITH McGAVRAN, 1939-
(married to Scribner Sheafor)
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
(birth) Oct'39:44
(photo) Dec'93:40
A healing ministry on the campus (photo) Jan'60:29
(marriage) News room. May'61:32

Sheafor, Rolland H
Portrait of an adventure. Jul'46:23
An accounting of stewardship. Jul'47:21
To beg-borrow-or steal. Jul'51:7
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:24
Teamwork in church construction. Jul'58:17
Dear Mr. Editor. Jul'71:6

SHEAFOR, ROLLAND H
Church Extension calls... (photo) Oct'44:7
quoted. Parsonages. Jul'45:21
(photo) Jul'46:23 Jul'51:7
News room. Jul'51:38
(photo) Jun'54:24
Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:4
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:9
New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12
News room. Nov'57:32
Global highlights. May'58:7
They work for you (photo) May'58:27

Global highlights (photo)
    Sep'58:5 May'61:6 Oct'61:5
    Jan'60:7 Jul'61:7 Jan'62:5
(photo) Mar'62:3
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'62:6 Mar'63:4
News room. Jul'63:42
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:6
(photo) Jul'64:3
News room. Jul'64:34
Global highlights (photo) Mar'65:4
Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'66:7
Global highlights (photo)
  May'66:5     Sep'66:5
Disciples in the news (photo) Mar'68:8
In brief. Apr'69:38
(photo) Apr'69:39
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15
In brief. Jun'71:40
Investments help minority businessmen (photo) Dec'71:45
World events (photo) Jan'72:38
In brief. Apr'72:40
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:28
In brief. Mar'73:40
SHEAFOR, SCRIBNER A.
  (photo) Dec'72:suppl:28
SHEALEY, NANCY
  Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
SHEarer, (MRS. S. U.)
  In memoriam. Nov'39:39
SHEARMAN, (married to Charles Shearman)
  Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
SHEARMAN, JOHN L. S. STUDY ACTION MANUAL ON CANADA
SHEBA, S
  quoted. What Christianity has wrought in Japan. Jun'26:37
Shedd, Annie Louise Fillmore
  Chen Da Ma. Oct'23:26
SHedd, ANNIE LOUISE FILLMORE
  Notes. Jul'19:62
  (photo) Jan'27:41
  Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41 Apr'36:40
SHedd, CHARLES CLARK
  Notes. Jul'19:62
SHedd, CHARLIE. LETTERS TO KAREN
  New books. Apr'66:22
SHedd, MARY
  In memoriam. May'34:39
Sheedy, (Mrs. H. J.)
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'55:32
SHEEDY, HERMAN J
  Board of Education and work of our colleges.
    Dec'22:43 Nov'24:52
  News room. May'50:40 Feb'51:38
  Global highlights (photo) May'57:3
SHEEN, FULTON J
  Decapitating the church? Dec'52:5
  World events (photo) May'72:38
SHEEN, VINCENT. LEAD KINDLY LIGHT
  Book chat. Nov'49:18
SHEERING, JOHN
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'68:6
SHEETS, (MRS. H. E.)
  In memoriam. Sep'30:39
SHEETS, (MRS. W. F.)
(death) Dec'23:51

Sheets, David Ervin, 1903-1981
Does the church have a conscience? Sep'48:18
The church must care. Sep'50:19
Ministers' salaries. Nov'52:14
It undergirds the ministry. Sep'55:7
How free is a minister? Sep'59:17
What is a sufficient ministry? Sep'60:23
What one gift can do. Jan'62:14
Is our ministry adequate? Jun'63:15
A light in Leningrad. Feb'64:21
Update on the Pension Fund. Oct'70:10

SHEETS, DAVID ERVIN, 1903-1981
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'46:inside front cover
Global highlights (photo) Feb'47:3
(photo) Sep'48:18 Sep'50:19 Nov'52:14
News room. Jun'57:42
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'57:31
They work for you (photo) Apr'58:25
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:5
(photo) Jan'62:14
quoted. Last column. Mar'62:50
News room. Sep'62:40 Sep'63:48
Disciples in the news.
Jun'66:7 (photo) Sep'67:8
World events (photo) Dec'69:36
(photo) Jan'71:20
In brief. Feb'71:42
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Feb'71:40

Sheets, Ervin
See Sheets, David Ervin

SHEETS, H E
(photo) Nov'30:18

SHEETS, JAMES, -1958
In memoriam. Dec'58:37
Sheets, Minnie M
Mrs. Alethea M. Slade. Dec'21:55

SHEFFEL, WAYNE
Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia (photo)
Nov'73:7
Sheffer, W H
Miss Mae Yoho. Mar'25:47

SHEFFER, W H
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
Sheffield, (Mrs. S. I.)
World outreach (poem) Jul'63:50

SHEFFIELD, ALABAMA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SHEFFLER, (MRS. H. R.)
Memorium. Oct'35:40

SHEIBLEY, MABEL M. ACCENT ON LIBERTY
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Book chat. Oct'52:40

SHEIRAI, T
(photo) Jan'26:22
SHELBURNE, CEPHAS
quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'23:39       Jun'24:56       Sep'24:51
Cephas Shelburne dies. Jan'25:26
(photo) Jan'25:32
SHELBURNE, W J
(photo) Oct'22:7
SHELDON, CHARLES M. IN HIS STEPS
Book chat. Dec'46:41
Sheldon, Lurana
A long way (poem) Jun'25:21
SHELDON, WISCONSIN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'37:39
Sheldrake, Mary O
See       Bowman, Mary O. Sheldrake
SHELEY, DANIELLE
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
SHELFORD, PAUL K
quoted. Global highlights. Dec'64:6
SHELINO, RAYMOND K
Where shall I put my life? May'49:22
Shellady, Nancy
God's miracles (poem) Oct'73:44
SHELLEN, J K
(photo) Jan'21:9
SHELLENBERGER, FLORA BELL THOMAS
Examples of the Pension plan fivefold service to the ministry (photo)
May'32:14
SHELLENBERGER, JAMES KNOX, 1868-1931.
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
(photo) Jul'24:39
(death) Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Too proud to be proud... Dec'31:23
SHELLENBERGER, PAUL
(photo) Nov'48:20
SHELLEY, JEAN
(photo) Oct'42:42
SHELNOTT, E L
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
SHELTON, (MRS.) (MOTHER OF ALBERT L.)
Two missionary mothers (photo) Jul'25:42
SHELTON, (MRS. E. E.), -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
Shelton, (married to Gentry Shelton)
Letters. Jul'69:4
Shelton, (Mrs. J. O.)
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41
SHELTON, (MRS. J. O.)
(photo) May'22:11
SHELTON, (married to Joe Shelton)
(death) Nov'21:50
SHELTON, (MRS. N. M.)
In memoriam. Jan'28:48
Shelton, Albert Leroy, 1875-1922 (married to Flora Shelton)
From the roof of the world. Feb'19:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
The end of Dr. Shelton's captor. Aug'21:52

SHELTON, ALBERT LEROY
The way open to Lhassa (photo) Feb'19:18
The near call from afar. Mar'19:3
A new physician for Tibet. Mar'19:55
Notes. Apr'19:63
Shelton of Batang (photo) Jun'19:10
Look on the fields--Tibet. Oct'19:17
Notes. Oct'19:66 Jan'20:62
Dr. Shelton held for ransom. Feb'20:1
Notes. Feb'20:56, 60, 61
A visit to Gartok. Mar'20:9
(photo) Mar'20:10
Dr. Shelton held by bandits in southwestern China. Mar'20:11
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
A personal message... Jun'20:54
Dr. Shelton released. Apr'20:55
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape (photo) Jun'20:4
(photo) Jun'20:55
(photo of Chinese Temple where kept prisoner) Jul'20:31
How Smith went after Shelton (photo) Aug'20:4
How captured workers were delivered from robbers. Oct'20:38
Strangers in a strange land are compatriots. Nov'20:54
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:49, 58
Dr. Shelton before the National Geographic Society. Jan'21:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:64
A gift for Tibet. Mar'21:57
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:13
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:54
quoted. Last word from the Tibetan party. Nov'21:55
Along the trail to Batang. Jan'22:58
Pray for Dr. Shelton. Feb'22:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54
The Chinese ways. Mar'22:54
(death) (photo) Apr'22:inside front cover
Come on (photo) Apr'22:4
Shelton of Batang (poem) Apr'22:5
Dr. A. L. Shelton, martyr for Tibet. May'22:7
(photo) May'22:inside front cover
The picture opposite. May'22:1
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
(photo) Jun'22:inside front cover
The last word from Batang. Jun'22:1
A doctor of the Jesus school. Jun'22:4
A recent letter from Dr. Hardy of Tibet. Jun'22:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:61
Tibetans share our sorrow. Aug'22:2
Lee Gway Gwang (photo) Aug'22:36
(photo) Aug'22:47
A letter from Dr. Shelton's Tibetan teacher. Aug'22:56
Letter. Aug'22:59
Battering at the very stronghold. Nov'22:28
Regarding the Shelton Memorial. Dec'22:41
A statement concerning the Shelton Memorial. Jan'23:18
Dr. Shelton, as a new missionary in Tibet saw him. Feb'23:24
Under the stars (poem) Feb'23:2
Available material about work... Feb'23:53
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
Shelton Memorial offering. Apr'23:62
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
Report of military officials... May'23:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
Observing Shelton Memorial Day at Atchison, Kansas. Sep'23:49
A life story that is different. Dec'23:33
Reminiscences of Dr. Shelton upon his last trip to Batang (photo) Feb'24:29
No man liveth unto himself. Apr'24:53
(photo of grave) Jun'24:19
In memory of our dead heroes. Jun'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
Program helps (photo) May'25:48
Remembering a memorial. Jul'25:1
A statement concerning the Tibetan situation. May'32:23
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:9
(photo) Jan'39:5 Nov'49:27
No dull moments (photo) Mar'59:14
SHELTON, ALBERT LEROY. PIONEERING IN TIBET
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:63
Book announcements. Jul'21:46
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:47
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
New books of special interest. Feb'22:53
Books that speak. Apr'22:53
SHELTON, ALBERT L. TIBETAN FOLK TALES
Speaking of books. Jun'25:54
SHELTON, ARTHUR C
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'56:29
SHELTON, DOROTHY
See THOMAS, DOROTHY SHELTON
SHELTON, DORRIS
See STILL, DORRIS SHELTON
SHELTON, EMMA BELLES, 1855-1939 (married to Joseph O. Shelton)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
In memoriam. Jun'39:39
(death) Jun'39:44
Shelton, Flora Flavia Beal, 1871-1966
(married to Albert L. Shelton)
The Bible in Tibet. Apr'21:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:49
Wonderful folks... Apr'22:56
Speaking of books. Mar'25:54 Jul'25:52
SHELTON, FLORA FLAVIA BEAL, 1871-1966
Shelton of Batang. Jun'19:10
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape. Jun'20:4
A child in the land of eternal snows. Jun'20:27
On the roof of the world. Jul'21:13
Come on (photo) Apr'22:4
Dr. A. L. Shelton, martyr for Tibet. May'22:7
Mrs. Shelton returns. Jun'22:58
A letter from Dr. Shelton's Tibetan teacher. Aug'22:56
quoted. Dec'23:8
Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
In memoriam. Jun'66:49

SHELTON, FLORA. SHELTON OF TIBET
Mar'23:62
Books of the hour. Oct'23:15
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:50
Oct'23:51
Christmas lists. Nov'23:56
A life story that is different. Dec'23:33

Shelton, Gentry Allen, 1911-(married to Mary Ingle McGill Shelton)
Is this to be my calling? Sep'51:17
Dilemma in the teaching ministry. Nov'63:29

SHELTON, GENTRY ALLEN, 1911-
News room. Jun'48:41
Global highlights (photo) Feb'49:3
Classroom and campus. Jun'55:34
News room. May'60:38
Classroom and campus. Jun'60:35
News room. Apr'62:34
Classroom and campus. Jun'62:35
Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:14 (photo p. 13)
Disciples in the news. Jul'67:8
World events. May'70:38

Shelton, J O
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:41

SHELTON, J O
(photo) May'22:11
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42

SHELTON, JANET
A healing ministry on the campus (photo) Jan'60:29

SHELTON, JOE PAUL
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'55:4

SHELTON, MATTIE (married to William P Shelton)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'61:8

SHELTON, NEAL
(photo) Nov'50:33

Shelton, Ora
Overcrowding is no problem. Nov'57:9

SHELTON, ORA
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:32

SHELTON, ORMA
(photo) Sep'42:9

Shelton, Orman Leroy, -1959
Home Missions Planning Council. Apr'39:20
A call to stewardship. May'40:14
Ministerial placement plan. Jun'40:20
Stewardship year, 1940-41.

Sep'40:33   Dec'40:29   Mar'41:33   May'41:41
Oct'40:31   Jan'41:40   Apr'41:42   Jun'41:27
Nov'40:29   Feb'41:44
A test of Christian faith. May'43:29
Ministerial recruitment. Sep'45:7
British churches and inter-communion relations. Nov'51:46
Recruiting the minister. Jan'53:14
The student pastor and his church. Oct'53:22
Unity and the Disciples. Jan'56:42
Investigating immortality. Jan'59:13
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
Stewardship year (photo) Jul'40:27
(photo)
Sep'40:33 Dec'40:29 Apr'41:42 Sep'42:27
Oct'40:31 Feb'41:44 May'41:41 Nov'42:34
Nov'40:29 Mar'41:33 Jun'41:27
Classroom and campus. Jul'44:26(photo) Dec'44:27
(photo) Sep'45:7
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:24
(photo) Oct'46:46
Classroom and campus (photo)
May'47:32 Nov'47:28
Elections at the Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29(photo p. 31)
Classroom and campus.
Sep'51:32 (photo) May'52:29 Nov'52:31
(photo) Dec'51:31 (photo) Sep'52:33
(photo) Jan'53:14 Oct'53:22
Classroom and campus (photo)
Oct'55:31 Sep'56:33
quoted. Churches make ministers. Sep'57:32
Classroom and campus. Dec'58:32
Here and there with World Call. Dec'58:50
(photo) Jan'59:13
(death) Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:6
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:32
SHELTON, ORMAN LEROY. THE CHURCH FUNCTIONING EFFECTIVELY
Book chat. Oct'46:14
SHELTON, PAUL
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:30
SHELTON, RUBY (married to Orman Leroy Shelton) -1956
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'56:48
(death) News room. Dec'56:40
SHELTON, T J
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
SHELTON, W P -1947
(death) News room. Nov'47:40
Shelton, Willard E., -1970
The American church and war. Nov'39:16
The Soviet Union wants peace. Mar'46:9
America's responsibility for world cooperation. Sep'46:17
SHELTON, WILLARD E., -1970
(photo) Dec'30:15 Nov'31:33
New editor for "Evangelist." Mar'35:4
Personalities (photo) Jun'35:12
(photo) Nov'35:29 Mar'37:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
(photo) Dec'37:31
89
The editorship of Willard Shelton. Jun'38:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
(photo) Nov'39:16
Illness of Evangelist editors. Sep'40:3
News room. Oct'40:46
quoted. They said in St. Louis. Jun'41:19
Change in leadership. Sep'42:4
(photo) Mar'46:9          Sep'46:17
News room. Nov'47:40
In memoriam. Feb'71:43

SHEMS, ESTHERINA
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'51:30

SHEMWELL, (married to Robert Shemwell)
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34

SHEMWELL, MARTHA
Students win awards. May'68:43

SHEN, TSEUNG-LIEN
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33
Classroom and campus. Oct'64:37

SHEN PAI YI (JOY SHEN)
That these shall not have died in vain (photo) Mar'38:28

SHEN WA SAN
Deification in China. Jun'21:42

SHENFRY, (MRS. C. W.)
(photo) Feb'24:40

SHEPHERD, CLAYTON P. (married to Marguerite Ellen Shepard)
Beneath the spire. May'54:4

SHEPHERD, DORA EDDY
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40

SHEPHERD, EMMA CAMPBELL
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40

SHEPHERD, H. LOUISE, -1955
In memoriam. Mar'56:35

SHEPELWICH, STANLEY
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'64:35

SHEPHARDSON, FRANCES W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'28:42

SHEPHERD, (MRS. R. E.)
(photo) Nov'36:23

SHEPHERD, ARTHUR. HERO TALES FROM MISSION LANDS
Speaking of books. Jul'25:52

SHEPHERD, CHARLES R. LIM YIK CHOY
quoted. Speaking of books. Jul'34:33

SHEPHERD, CHARLES R. THE WAYS OF AH SIN
Speaking of books. Sep'26:53

SHEPHERD, HENRY L
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34

SHEPHERD, JAN
(photo) May'54:38

SHEPHERD, MART
The death of a mountain. Feb'73:9

SHEPHERD, MARY
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34

SHEPHERD, MASSEY H., JR. WORSHIP IN SCRIPTURE AND TRADITION
Books. Apr'64:45
Shepherd, Ora Leigh
A friend finding tour. Dec'27:40
Speaking of books. May'28:43
The new meaning of benevolence. Jul'28:18
Goals to be attained. Jun'31:38
Our heritage--our resources. Dec'31:25
Another whisper from tomorrow. Feb'32:19
The missionary organizations' own section.
   Feb'32:35      May'33:35
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32       Jul'34:33
Devotional study of missionary societies. Nov'34:38
Women and the world highways. Jan'35:35
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
Book chat. Feb'36:44          Sep'37:29
The place of women in the church. Dec'37:15
In the heart of Zacatecas. Mar'38:10

SHEPHERD, ORA LEIGH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
The United Society's new secretary. Apr'30:5
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Personnel shifts (photo) Oct'32:22
(photo) Jun'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'34:41
quoted. What they said (photo) Nov'34:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40 Jun'36:40
(photo) Dec'37:15
Personalities. Feb'38:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
(photo) Jun'38:12 Mar'40:27
The threshold. Jul'40:2
...contribution. Jul'40:3
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium. Nov'42:24

SHEPHERD, R  E
(photo) Nov'36:23
Shepherd, Rob
Woodcut (poem) Nov'69:27

SHEPHERD, ROBERT M.
Classroom and campus. Jan'67:35
"SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS"
See JONES, J  H

SHEPHERDSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
In brief. Jul'68:8

SHEPHERDSVILLE, KENTUCKY. HANCOCK STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
All working together. Jan'25:61

SHEPLEE, (MRS. W. W.)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34
(death) Nov'36:46

SHEPLEE, W  W
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
(death) May'36:47

SHEPPARD, (MRS. A. C.)
(death) Aug'22:59

SHEPPARD, H  L. TWO DAYS BEFORE
quoted. Mar'28:41

SHEPPARD, H  R  L
What's doing in Britain. Jan'28:31

SHEPPARD, H. R. L. SOME OF MY RELIGION
book chat. Jul'36:46
SHEPPARD, MARGARET A  
   From vision to reality. Sep'28:29
SHEPPARD, MORIS  
   quoted. If, to please the people. Jul'26:23
SHEPPARD, R. H. L.  
   quoted. Last column. Oct'60:50
SHEPPERD, EMMA P  
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34  
   Memorium. Jul'35:39
Shepperd, J N  
   Working with students. Nov'42:17
SHEPPERD, JOHN BEN  
   Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:23
SHERBURNE, FLORENCE  
   State homes for children under fire. Feb'20:38
SHERER, CHARLES R  
   Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32  
   Classroom and campus.  
      Oct'45:26      Nov'45:24      Jun'46:4
SHERER, PAUL. FOR WE HAVE THIS TREASURE  
   Book chat. Oct'44:16
Sheridan, Ida Helen  
   Come, let us reason together. Apr'42:27
SHERIDAN, W C  
   St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
SHERIDAN, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   A life recruiting service. Sep'19:46
SHERIDAN, WYOMING. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
   A pioneer of today. Nov'20:44  
   (photo) Aug'24:11
SHERIFF, JOHN  
   Disciples missionary becomes Prime Minister. Dec'53:26
SHERK, J. HAROLD  
   Global highlights. Nov'61:7
Sherley, Jack M  
   Anger--and the family. Jul'54:8  
   The pastor can help. Sep'54:14
SHERLEY, JACK M  
   Classroom and campus. Jan'54:28  
   (photo) Apr'54:37  
   (photo) Jul'54:8  
   Sep'54:14  
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
SHERMAN, (MRS. C. H.)  
   (death) Mar'26:50
SHERMAN, CHARLOTTE, -1960 (married to Porter Albert Sherman)  
   (death) News room. Jan'61:37
SHERMAN, FLORA  
   In memoriam. Feb'27:49
SHERMAN, JOHN  
   (ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'61:35
SHERMAN, JOSEPHINE B  
   In memorium. Apr'40:39
Sherman, Lottie Jillson, 1878-1960  
   Watching the road. Sep'23:34  
   Teaching the women to earn a living. Jul'25:54  
   The faithful servant. Mar'36:44
SHERMAN, LOTTIE JILLSON, 1878-1960  
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:64
SHERMAN, MARTHA
(death) Apr'22
Sherman, Porter Albert, 1877-1958 (married to Charlotte Sherman)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25
From village to village. Jul'25
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'25 May'16 Jul'26
SHERMAN, PORTER ALBERT, 1877-1958
(photo) Oct'21
Watching the road. Sep'23
quoted. From the India news letters. Nov'23
(photo) Jun'26
(death) Services held for Disciples. Feb'59
SHERMAN, WINIFRED
In brief. Apr'70
SHERMAN INDIAN INSTITUTE
Items that made news last month. Oct'29
Ministering to the Indians. Jan'35
Working with first Americans. Jul'35
SHERMAN, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'23
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25
Letters. Nov'69
SHERMAN, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61
Sherrer, Quinton M
Person-to-person ambassador. Sep'68
SHERRER, R G
(photo) Mar'24
SERRILL, HENRY KNOX
Global highlights. Nov'47
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53
(photo) Nov'54:front cover
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55
Report of a mission on fellowship (photo) Jun'56
Global highlights. Jan'61 (photo) Sep'63
SERRILL, LEWIS JOSEPH. THE GIFT OF POWER
Book chat. May'57
SHERRY, (married to Earl Sherry)
(photo) Nov'42
SHERWIN, LIBBIS
quoted. Students say. Mar'71
SHERWOOD, (married to George Sherwood)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'37:inside front cover
SHERWOOD, CARLTON M
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27
SHERWOOD, DANIEL
Sweet smelling, scented soap (photo) Dec'70
Sherwood, Henry Noble, -1956
By their fruits. Jan'47
Classroom and campus.
Jan'47:30 Nov'47:28 Jul'48:30 Apr'49:30
Feb'47:30 Dec'47:28 Sep'48:30 May'49:32
Mar'47:30 Jan'48:30 Oct'48:30 Jun'49:30
Apr'47:30 Feb'48:30 Nov'48:30 Jul'49:30
Grass roots of higher education. Jan'49:7
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:30 Feb'50:32 Mar'50:30
Students from other lands. Apr'50:22
Classroom and campus.
Apr'50:32 May'50:32 Jun'50:32 Jul'50:32
SHERWOOD, HENRY NOBLE, -1956
Classroom and campus. Feb'46:29
Global highlights (photo) Nov'46:2
A new leader for a new day (photo) Jan'47:14
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'47:28
(photo) Sep'49:41 Apr'50:22
Global highlights (photo) May'50:2
...retires (photo) Jun'50:33
(death) News room. Apr'56:32
SHERWOOD, HENRY NOBLE. CITIZENSHIP
News room. Jul'47:34
Sherwood, Margaret E
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'36:33 Jan'38:41
SHERWOOD EDDY SEMINAR
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'28:45
Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
The threshold. Feb'40:2
Global highlights. Nov'53:3
SHI BING-TEH
China's youth on the march (photo) Mar'35:19
SHI GAN, CHINA
A modern missionary journey. May'25:34
SHI KWEI-BIAO
Oldest Chinese evangelist celebrates birthday. Feb'24:34
(photo) Aug'24:55
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
(photo) Feb'26:5
Missionary illustrations... Sep'26:55
SHI KWEI-PLAO
A Chinese story-teller telling the story (photo) Jun'22:12
A mother in Israel (photo) Oct'22:18
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
Missionary illustrations... Feb'28:57 Feb'29:42
SHIAO SIUFENG -1945
(death) Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27
SHIBAHASHI HISA SAN
Jul'19:56
SHIBLER, H L
Religion in education. Jan'56:5
SHIDELER, CAROL
(photo) Mar'53:35
SHIDLER, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Now watch things happen. Apr'27:59
Shields, David H
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
SHIELDS, DAVID H
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:21
(photo) Mar'24:41
Personalities (photo) Jul'36:21

SHIELDS, DEL
Global highlights (photo) Feb'69:34

SHIELDS, STAN
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

SHIGEKAWA, SAKAYE
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10

SHIH, PETER
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36

SHIKES, RALPH E. THE INDIGNANT EYE
New books. Nov'69:28

Shilin, Alan, -1955
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'50:36

SHILIN, ALAN, -1955
(death) News room. Mar'56:38

SHILLITO, EDWARD
quoted. The last page. Jul'26:64

SHILLITO. EDWARD. CRAFTSMEN ALL
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32

SHILLITO, EDWARD. NATIONALISM: MAN'S OTHER RELIGION
Book chat. Dec'33:18

SHILLITO, EDWARD. THE WAY OF THE WITNESSES
Book chat. Feb'37:45

SHILLITO, EDWARD. YOU CAN FIND GOD
Book chat. Jan'38:14

SHIMABUKURO, TOSHIO
News room. Apr'52:38

SHIMIDZU, CHARLOTTE
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'37:39

SHIMOMURA, CHARLES T., 1916- (married to Sumi Kawada Shimomura)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'60:8

SHIN, PHILIP LAU THIAM
Youth and missions (photo) Feb'57:37

SHINN, MILDRED C
Notes. May'19:61

SHINJO, JAPAN
The first Christian wedding in Shinjo. May'23:46
Among the churches in the Akita District. Jul'23:44

SHINKLE, MARY
(photo) Jul'32:31

SHINN, (MRS. J. M.)
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:13

SHINN, MILDRED C
In memoriam. May'32:40

SHINN, ROGER L.
World events. Mar'69:31
quoted. Quote...unquote. Dec'71:21

SHINN, ROGER L. TANGLED WORLD
New books. May'65:41

SHINN, ROGER L. WARS AND RUMORS OF WAR
New books. Nov'72:36

Shinness, (Mrs. D. L.)
Letters. Jun'66:41
SHINOKAWA, EMI
I'm glad I went to Japan (photo) Apr'57:32

SHINOYA,
All in Japanese. Mar'30:61

SHINTO, JAPAN
Itinerating in Japan. Feb'22:59

SHINTOISM
Oct'43:25
Religion of heavenly wisdom. Oct'64:23

SHIONO, SACHIKO
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:30

SHIONOYA, (married to Yoshitsuna Shionoya)
(photo) May'32:26

Shionoya, Yoshitsuna
A Japanese view of education and missions. Feb'21:49
The Disciples of Christ in Japan. Dec'29:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
"Pen pals" and a Bible. Jun'59:47

SHIONOYA, YOSHITSUNA
(photo) Dec'29:34
Hope for Akita's rural thousands (photo) May'32:26
Women and world highways (photo) Feb'58:35
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'61:8
Glances and glimpses. Jun'64:20
Seed sower in the snow. Jun'72:25 (photo p. 26)

SHIPLER, GUY EMERY
The threshold (photo) Oct'44:2
Global highlights (photo) Jun'47:2
(photo) Interpreting a people. Mar'48:24

SHIPLER, GUY EMERY. SERMONS OF GOODWILL
Book chat. Feb'49:40

SHIPP, (married to Clifford M. Shipp)
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'68:35

SHIPP, CLIFFORD M.
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'68:35

SHIPPEY, FREDERICK A.
quoted. New hope for city churches. Oct'57:15
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:7

SHIPPEY, FREDERICK A. CHURCH WORK IN THE CITY
Book chat. Dec'52:40

SHIPPY, STANLEY LAWRASON, 1901-
Personalities. May'37:19
Churches added to EHP program (photo) Apr'60:47

SHIRER, MARGARET (married to W. Lloyd Shirer)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38
Global highlights. Jun'58:4
What hope for Haiti? Oct'58:18 (photo p. 19)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'62:6
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
News room. Feb'64:34 Sep'64:39

Shirer, W Lloyd, -1972 (married to Margaret Shirer)
Haiti's valley of opportunity. Mar'58:15
Overseas posts need "missionaries." Feb'59:32
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'59:34 Sep'60:36 Mar'61:40
Jan'60:34 Oct'60:36
Tragic lessons in Haiti. Apr'61:45
Echoes from everywhere. May'61:34
Literacy can break the chains in Haiti. Feb'62:21
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'62:36
The scandal of illiteracy. Feb'63:43
Self help may save Haiti. Mar'68:26

SHIRER, W. LLOYD, -1972
Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:3
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'57:38
(photo) Mar'58:16
Global highlights. Jun'58:4
What hope for Haiti? (photos) Oct'58:17
Global highlights. Mar'60:6
Global highlights (photo) Jan'61:7
All eyes on Latin America (photo) Dec'61:26
Global highlights (photo) Feb'62:6
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
News room. Feb'64:34
Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
Doodling. Feb'67:38
/photos) Mar'68:26
quoted. Human need in Haiti. Mar'69:40
In memoriam. Jan'73:44

SHIRER, WILLIAM L. END OF A BERLIN DIARY
Book chat. Dec'47:47

SHIRK, MARY M
In memoriam. May'29:36

SHIRLEY, (married to Herbert Spencer Shirley)
for adult mission study. May'52:36
Shirley, Arnold Nathaniel, 1875–1941
Our joy and crown. Mar'23:39

SHIRLEY, ARNOLD NATHANIEL, 1875–1941
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:43
quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:22
(photo) Feb'23:20
Mar'23:39
Another had across the sea. May'30:20

SHIRLEY, CHARLES SAMUEL, 1881–1968 (married to Ivy Logan Shirley)
Notes. Jan'20:64
(photo) Feb'23:20
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
(photo) Feb'26:26
(photo) Sep'30:16
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'53:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:36

SHIRLEY, DOROTHEA
(photo) Sep'44:26

Shirley, Herbert Spencer
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46

SHIRLEY, HERBERT SPENCER
(photo) Sep'44:26
Oct'47:24,35
For adult mission study. May'52:36
Missions mean more to them now (photo) Feb'55:9
Jamaica mission nears centennial (photo) May'56:20
Children mature with missions. Jun'57:10 (photo p. 11)
A new century for Jamaica (photo) Jul'58:26
Global highlights (photo) Mar'61:5
Good tidings in Jamaica (photo) Jun'61:15
Jamaicans grow in stewardship. Sep'61:15
quoted. Churches in Latin America find new life. Mar'62:15

Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:6
World Convention—a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21
Global highlights. Mar'66:6
A new bond of fellowship (photo) Oct'72:50
Jamaica: building a "Christian" nation. Mar'73:9

SHIRLEY, JAMES CLIFFORD
(photo) Jan'21:8
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
College activities. Feb'37:33
(photo) Mar'38:32
Classroom and campus. Feb'49:32 Mar'57:31 Jan'65:33
Mar'55:35 Apr'61:33

SHIRLEY, JAMES CLIFFORD. THE REDWOODS OF COAST AND SIERRA
College commencements. Jul'36:33

SHIRLEY, LILLY
(photo) Sep'44:26

SHIRLEY, WALTER L
(photo) Jan'39:1 Mar'40:17

SHIRLEY, WILLIE ANN
In memoriam. May'28:48
"SHIRLEY—AN INDIAN GIRL OF THE FAR WEST" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'55:44

SHISHMANIAN, GEORGE N., -1922 (married to Lucy Shishmanian)
George N. Shishmanian (photo) Aug'22:55
SHISHMANIAN, LUCY, -1939 (married to George N. Shishmanian)
(death) Pioneer missionary dies. Mar'39:16

SHIVELY, E B
(photo) Mar'24:46

SHIVELY, VINA
In memoriam. Nov'40:39
Shizuoka, T
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:41

SHIZUOKA, T
(photo) May'30:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40

Shockley, Inez
Happy days are here again. Aug'30:26

SHOCKLEY, J WATSON
(photo) Dec'22:43
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
The every-church visitation in action. May'24:57
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:40

SHOEMAKER, (married to B. F. Shoemaker)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34 Oct'36:34
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'42:inside front cover

SHOEMAKER, ALICE, -1959
(death) News room. Jul'59:42

Shoemaker, B F
Message. Apr'19:58

SHOEMAKER, B F
Notes. Apr'20:64

SHOEMAKER, GEORGE
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:27
Shoemaker, Gertrude Mae, 1899-1990
Leopard tracks in the yard. Nov'27:41
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49       Mar'29:50
Need apparent for Congo Christian Institute. Mar'29:62
Drops of prayer. Jun'29:45
White fields amid black people. Jan'30:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:49
On arriving at Bolenge after furlough. Mar'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'33:39   Apr'33:38,40   Dec'34:39
                     Feb'33:39  Sep'33:39
Father and son. Feb'35:46
The old and the new. Oct'35:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:39,40
As ye go--preach. May'36:28
Troubles of travel. Apr'39:34
Congoese feel effect of war. Feb'41:32
Vacationing in Capetown. Nov'42:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33
Congo rhythm. Dec'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36
This and that in Congo. Oct'46:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:36
Something new for Children's Day. Oct'47:39
Echoes from everywhere.
                     Sep'49:36  Mar'50:36  Oct'51:37  Oct'53:32
Disciples in Africa hold convention. Dec'54:44
Echoes from everywhere.
                     Jan'55:36  Mar'61:40  Mar'62:34  Mar'65:36
The mission of Findlay Street. Oct'69:10

SHOEMAKER, GERTRUDE MAE, 1899-1990

  (photo) Jul'25:7
College of Missions notes. Dec'25:52
Fifteen years of world service. Aug'26:21
There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
                     Jul'36:40  Oct'36:34  Apr'37:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:39       Sep'40:38
   (photo) Feb'41:32
News room. Jul'42:43
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'42:inside front cover
quoted. Youth and missions. Apr'44:31
   (photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Oct'44:28
   (photo) Feb'45:33
News room. Feb'46:38
   (photo) Feb'48:26
quoted. Last column. Oct'49:48
News room. Oct'55:36
News room (photo) Feb'62:34
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'65:6
   (photo) Mar'65:36
Missionary register. Sep'65:52
Love at work in Congo (photo) Mar'66:15
Missionaries retire (photo) Jan'67:42
   (photos) Oct'69:10

SHOEMAKER, JOHN G

Classroom and campus (photo) May'60:33
SHOEMAKER, S M JR.
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23

SHOES
Tattered shoes. Dec'64:30

SHOLIS, VICTOR A
The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34

SHOLL, JOHN G
Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:15

SHONTS, HAZEL CAMPBELL (married to Harry Jennings Shonts)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'62:8

SHOOK, (MRS. D. S.)
(photo) Jul'34:39

SHOOK, FLOYD D
(photo) Dec'21:42
The new Cleveland Home dedicated (photo) Jan'26:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57

SHOOPE, MILO G
The first page (photo) Jan'32:2

SHOPTAUGH, J A
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63

SHOR, TOOTS
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'64:35

SHORE, HERBERT
New life for aging. Apr'57:45

Shorrock, Hallam Carey, 1923-
(married to Helen Louise Savage Shorrock)
An army of hungry, homeless waifs. Nov'47:17
I walked today where Jesus walked. Jan'48:26
As students meet in Japan. May'48:9
The Christian task in changing East Asia. Mar'50:15
"Friends in Christ" challenge youth. May'50:20
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
Youth in Japan. Jun'51:14
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'53:32
In Japan—an unmet need. Dec'53:19
The church in today's Japan. Dec'57:21
Dream and reality in church aid. Feb'63:21
Christianity's encounter in Japan. Dec'67:19
American presence in Asia as felt in Japan. Jun'69:9

SHORROCK, HALLAM CAREY, 1923-
(photo) Sep'47:21 Nov'47:17
Global highlights. Nov'49:4
(photo) May'50:20 Mar'50:24
Shorrocks will return to Japan (photo) Mar'51:28
Youth and missions. Oct'51:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:35
Churches send aid to flood area in Japan (photo) Nov'53:19
Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photo) Apr'54:22
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:12
News room. May'55:39
Training Japan's ministry. Oct'55:28
Global highlights (photo)
Dec'55:2 Sep'56:5
Women and world highways. Apr'57:33
Better farming and religion. Sep'57:7
(photo) Mar'58:25
Today's battle to rebuild Korea (photo) Jun'59:31
Korean needs. Jun'60:31
Global highlights. Dec'60:7 Mar'62:5
Global highlights (photo) Jul'61:4 Nov'62:4
Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'67:8
In brief. Jan'70:39
Shorrock, Helen Louise Savage, 1922-
 (married to Hallam Carey Shorrock)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
SHORROCK, HELEN LOUISE SAVAGE, 1922-
 (photo) Sep'47:21 Nov'47:17 Mar'50:24
Shorrocks will return to Japan (photo) Mar'51:28
News room. Sep'52:38
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'57:34
SHORROCK, KAREN LOUISE, 1948-
 (birth) News room. Sep'48:41
 (photo) Mar'51:28 Jun'54:9
SHORROCK, MICHAEL DEAN, 1955-
 (birth) News room. Dec'55:42
SHORROCK, THEODORE CHARLES, 1953-
 (birth) News room. Nov'53:46
 (photo) Jun'54:9
SHORROCK, TIMOTHY SCOTT, 1951-
 (birth) News room. Jul'51:39
 (photo) Jun'54:9
SHORS, WILLIAM F
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
SHORT, (married to Wheeler Short)
In memorium. Jan'37:39
SHORT, DANIEL W., -1955
In memoriam. Oct'55:33
SHORT, DENNIS
In brief (photo) Jan'70:39
SHORT, ETTA PROCTER (married to Willie Short)
Meet... (photo) Oct'47:31
News room. Nov'47:30
 (marriage) News room. Mar'49:34
Short, Howard Elmo, 1907-
Book chat. Dec'40:44
Beyond the curriculum. Jan'49:10
A look at Lund. Nov'52:12
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:34
Is unity possible? Apr'54:29
Women and world highways. Feb'56:31
What do Disciples believe--and why? Mar'57:17
Need opened th doors. Dec'72:23
SHORT, HOWARD ELMO, 1907-
 (photo) Feb'31:46
Classroom and campus. Dec'44:27 Nov'45:24 Nov'46:28
 May'45:24 Apr'46:30 Dec'46:31
 (photo) Jan'49:10
Meet the laymen at Bethany (photo) Jul'51:29
Chicago, adventure in cooperation. May'52:24
Bringing Lund to the people (photo) Jun'52:12
The historian sparked. Jul'52:6
 (photo) Nov'52:13
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
Ecumenical Institute moves ahead. Mar'53:22 (photo p. 23)
(photo) Apr'54:29 Feb'56:31
Global highlights. Jan'57:3
(photo) Mar'57:18
World Christianity in focus. Mar'57:26
Global highlights. Sep'57:6 Mar'58:6
History in St. Louis (photo) Sep'58:29
They work for you. Oct'58:30 (photo p. 29)
Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:29
Global highlights. Apr'59:5
The Declaration and address. Oct'59:29
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:4
Disciples in the news. Jun'68:8
Best wishes, Dr. Short. Jun'68:9
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
World events. Jul'73:36

SHORT, HOWARD ELMO. CHRISTIAN UNITY IS OUR BUSINESS
Book chat. Nov'53:19
Short, Margaret
O youth--arise! (poem) Sep'44:16

SHORT, ROBERT L. THE PARABLES OF PEANUTS
New books. May'69:28

SHORT, ROY H. EVANGELISM THROUGH THE LOCAL CHURCH
Book chat. Jan'57:40

SHORT, SARAH J
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40

SHORT, WILLIE (married to Etta Procter Short)
(marriage) News room. Mar'49:34

SHORT TERM EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE IN MINISTRY
World events. Oct'70:36
Student serves in Short Term Experience Ministry. Oct'71:34
...generates new power for Christian mission. Nov'71:12

SHORT WAVE RADIO STATIONS
See

AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS

SHORTRIDGE, (MRS. S. E.)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21

SHORTRIDGE, SARAH
The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
Shotwell, (Mrs. F. E.)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42:39

Shotwell, James T
The new international anarchy. Mar'37:18

SHOTWELL, JAMES T. AT THE PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE
Book chat. Apr'38:34

SHOTWELL, JAMES T. ON THE RIM OF THE ABYSS
On the rim of the abyss. Jul'36:4

SHOTWELL, JAMES T. WHAT GERMANY FORGOT
Book chat. May'40:23

SHOTWELL, LOTTIE P., -1948
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
In memoriam. Feb'49:39

Shotwell, Louisa Rossiter
Training people to help their neighbors. Dec'47:22
The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:15
Frontiers of 1948. Jul'48:38
Women and world highways. Oct'48:33
The church and migrant labor. Apr'50:28
SHOTWELL, LOUISA ROSSITER. THE DARK VALLEY
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
SHOTWELL, LOUISA ROSSITER. THIS IS THE INDIAN AMERICAN
Books about Indian Americans. Jul'55:32
SHOTWELL, LOUISA ROSSITER. THIS IS YOUR NEIGHBOR
Mission field U.S.A. Jul'56:40
SHOTZBERGER, MARTIN
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:30 Nov'50:36
SHOU-CHANG, BARBARA JEAN HAGMAN (married to Shou-Chang Pu)
(marriage) News room. Oct'46:41
SHOU-CHANG PU (married to Barbara Jean Hagman Shou-chang)
(marriage) News room. Oct'46:41
"SHOULD I MARRY OUTSIDE MY FAITH?" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'63:45
SHOUSE, MARY E
(photo) Jan'21:8
SHOUSE, Verna, -1968 (married to Bertes Shouse)
In memoriam. Nov'68:41
Showalter, Carolyn
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'39:39
SHOWALTER, LOIS
New missionaries to four fields (photo) Aug'27:25
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
SHRADER, (married to Wesley Shrader)
Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:4
SHRECK, (MRS. JOHN ADDISON)
In memoriam. Nov'27:59
SHREVE, DON
Sightseeing in India. Nov'45:22
SHREVE, ETHEL
SEE SHREVE, RETTA ETHEL
SHREVE, O A
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
(death) Apr'36:47
Shreve, Retta Ethel, 1894-1979
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:59
Darkness and light. Dec'23:34
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'24:55,57 Feb'24:57 Apr'24:59 May'24:61
In their own tongue. Jun'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:64
Pete takes a hand. Nov'24:57
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:56 Feb'25:51
People ready and willing to hear. Jul'25:40
Taking up her cross. Oct'25:57
Superstition in India. Feb'26:60
Words pierced her heart. Mar'26:60
Preaching to a Sadhu. Mar'26:63
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:50
A new thought to her. Jul'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:51 Jun'27:48
They are only wood and stone. Jun'27:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49,60
Getting acquainted through vacation schools. Oct'29:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:49
All one body we. Feb'30:45
Pentecost in India. Jul'30:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
A Bible woman testifies. Apr'31:44
To these we hand the torch. May'31:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'31:41
The word of God in India. Feb'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:47
An "at home" in Bilaspur. May'32:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39
After many days. Jul'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39
A church in the jungle. Jan'34:28
What then? Jan'34:43
Indian scenes. Mar'34:30
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'34:40
Touring in India. Jul'38:46
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'39:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39
The printed Gospel. Mar'41:44
How the church grows in India. Jun'41:47
Women and world highways. Sep'41:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39
The awakening in Chattiagarh. Sep'41:46
Women and world highways. Sep'42:35
New Christians in India. Mar'44:35
A ten-day tour of the villages. Apr'44:26
A boy who could say "no." Jan'45:37
Building anew with Christ—in India. Jan'47:39
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:37
Traveling. Feb'49:43
Christmas, 1948, in India. Mar'49:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'49:38
From village to village. Mar'50:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:37
Christian testimonies. Jan'52:47
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36
Jubbulpore entertains the annual conference. Apr'52:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'52:38
Sukru shows the way. May'52:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'54:38
Sep'54:34
Feb'55:34
Mar'55:38
Apr'55:34
Feb'56:34
Oct'55:32
Oct'56:34
Nov'51:45
Dec'57:38
A church for Amora. Sep'58:35
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'58:36
Feb'59:38
Apr'59:36
SHREVE, RETTA ETHEL, 1894–1979
(photo) Jun'21:7
(photo) Jun'26:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:47
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. Mar'46:39
Are Bible Women needed? (photo) Feb'55:32
Bible Women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:23
Here and there with World Call. Nov'55:48
(photo) May'56:47 Nov'58:36
News room (photo) Nov'59:38
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'60:28

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A pioneer plus Church Extension (photo) Sep'19:10
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46
(photo) Jul'41:5

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA. KINGSHIGHWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Swift-yet permanent (photos) Aug'26:13
When you build (photo) Jul'35:16

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA. NORT HIGHLAND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1960. Nov'60:28

SHRIGLEY, (MRS. W. A.)
(photo) Sep'22:1

SHRIGLEY, W A (death) Jun'23:54

SHRIVER, CYNTHIA
(death) Dec'24:46

SHRIVER, MARY, -1960
In memoriam. Apr'61:37

SHRIVER, R. SARGENT
Disciples look to Miami (photo) Sep'63:31

SHRIVER, WILLIAM P
Notes. Feb'20:58

SHROUT, THOMAS REUBEN, 1919- (married to Anna Mildred Ray Shrout)
Global highlights. Dec'58:7
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'63:35
Global highlights (photo)
Feb'65:5 Oct'65:5
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
In brief. Sep'69:42

SHROYER, MONTGOMERY J. THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
Book chat. Mar'46:21

SHRYOCK, John Knight
Color in the pos-war world. Feb'44:10

SHYOCK, SHARON
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'57:34

SHUART-TAYLOR, FINA I., 1850-1922
(death) Feb'23:64

SHUBERT, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A friend indeed (photo) Apr'25:44

SHUEY, PHYLLIS
Classroom and campus. Jun'50:32
SHUFF, JOHN L
Personalities. Feb'36:21

SHUGART, ANNA B
In memoriam. Jul'27:48

SHUI FAN TSEN
(photo) Jul'41:43

SHUKLA, V. C.
In biref. Apr'69:42

SHULER, MARJORIE. HAVE IT YOUR OWN WAY
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42

SHULGASSER, BERNARD
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:40

Shulke, (married to Robert Shulke)
Letters. Nov'64:49 Feb'70:34

Shull, (married to G. Hayward Shull)
World outreach sounding board. Sep'67:32

Shullenberger, Grace T., -1970
(married to William A. Shullenberger)
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'38:38

SHULLENBERGER, GRACE T., -1970
(photo) Oct'23:56
Convention glimpses. Nov'34:30
(photo)
Sep'35:24 Jun'41:inside front cover Sep'42:25
Dec'37:25 Apr'42:24
In memoriam. Mar'71:45

SHULLENBERGER, WENDELL
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

Shullenberger, William A., -1968
(married to Grace T. Shullenberger)
Miss Jessie Filson. Jan'21:41
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:43
The trail leads into the highway. Feb'24:43
The living Christ. Feb'28:5
Glorified through self-forgetfulness. Apr'31:7
Brooding with his back to Christ. May'33:15
Speaking of books. Jun'33:34
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:24
Hawley heads promotion. May'35:22
Wickizer comes to Home Dept. Mar'36:21
W. Palmer Clarkson... Feb'41:26
The Christian hope and reality. Sep'42:10
My Easter, my friends, my faith (poem) Apr'43:48
Collectivism and Christianity. Feb'45:9
The Crusade is on the way! Mar'47:16

SHULLENBERGER, WILLIAM A., -1968
(photo) May'23:32 Oct'23:56
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
(photo) Apr'27:12
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
(photo) Jun'30:32
With our apologies. Mar'31:47
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call. Feb'33: inside back cover
(photo) May'33: 4, 15 Jun'33: 14
Convention glimpses. Nov'34: 30
(photo)
Nov'35: 42 Apr'41: inside back cover
Nov'38: 6 Jun'41: inside front cover
Sep'40: 9
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41: 13
(photo)
Apr'42: 24 Sep'42: 10, 13 Feb'45: 9 Mar'47: 16
News room. Jul'48: 46
Toronto—a wrestle with ideas (photo) Oct'55: 25
Disciples in the news. Oct'65: 7
In memoriam. Feb'69: 46

SHULTZ, (MRS. H. C.)
(death) News room. Feb'41: 43

SHULTZ, WILEY F
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'56: 34

SHULTZ, WILLIAM EBBEN
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30: 10

SCHUMATE, FRANLIN
Classroom and campus. Jul'53: 31

SHUMATE, JENNIE CUTLER, LECTURESHP
See
LYNCHBURG COLLEGE. JENNIE CUTLER SHUMATE LECTURESHP

SHUMBACH, J E
Classroom and campus. Nov'50: 37

SHUPE, A
(photo) Feb'23: 34

SHURMAN, GROVER C
News room. Nov'47: 40

SHUSTER, GEORGE N. RELIGION BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN
Through the Iron Curtain. Sep'54: 44

SHUTE, JENNIE B
In memoriam. Oct'33: 40

SHUTE, NEVIL. ROUND THE BEND
Book chat. Juan'51: 40

SHY, BOB
World events (photo) Jan'71: 40

SIAM
See BURMA

SIAO, VICTOR
Classroom and campus. Oct'47: 30

SIAO TEH-CHING
The children's guide. Oct'40: 30
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49: 19

Siao, Victor
China missions. May'49: 14

SIAO, VICTOR
(photo) May'49: 13
Sias, George Gerald, 1906-1989 (married to Volita Sias)
As you face Crusade Sunday. Sep'47: 12
Money talks. Nov'50: 19

SIAS, GEORGE GERALD, 1906-1989
(photo) Nov'36: 17
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44: 11
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
Global highlights (photo) Feb'47:2
(photo)
  Sep'47:12    Feb'48:17    Sep'49:41    Nov'50:19
Global highlights. Jun'51:3
Global highlights (photo) May'62:5
SIAS, HUBERT E
  quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Oct'50;26
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6
SIBELIUS, KEITH G
  quoted. Ahead of the headlines. Oct'71:5
SIBERT, (MRS. A. R.)
  (death) Jan'26:49
Sibley, Georgianna (married to Harper Sibley)
  Women and world highways. Mar'42:35
  Noontide prayer for peace. Sep'51:31
  A long road back. Feb'55:29
SIBLEY, GEORGIANNA (married to Harper Sibley)
  Women and world highways. Mar'38:35
  The threshold. Jul'43:2
  (photo) Mar'45:17
  quoted. Women and world highways. May'46:33
  (photo) Jun'47:31
  People of the churches speak for peace. Jun'48:5
  Women and world highways. Sep'48:4
  Global highlights. Jan'49:3
  It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
  (photo) May'55:7
Sibley, Harper, -1959 (married to Georgianna Sibley)
  My good fortune— and yours. Mar'54:13
SIBLEY, HARPER, -1959
  Global highlights. Jul'46:2    Sep'48:4
  (photo) Mar'50:13    Mar'54:13
  (death) Global highlights. Jul'59:8
SIBLEY, JACK
  News room. Dec'61:32
SIBOLD, FRANKIE
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'55:30
SICK
  When a patient returns home. May'56:23
SIDEBOTTOM, OMAR
  (photo) Mar'47:31
Sidener, Merle
  James W. Alexander alias "Jim Jones." Aug'21:34
  If I were a preacher. Sep'33:20
SIDENER, MERLE
  (photo) Sep'30:18
  quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12
Siders, Richard D
  Ministering to those who are confined. Feb'72:20
SIDERS, RICHARD D
  (photo) Feb'72:20
SIDHOM, SAMEERA
  Women on world highways. Jun'70:32
SIDNEY, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Aug'24:9
SIEBENBORN, MARY
  In memoriam. Nov'29:49
SIEBENTHAL, ERNEST
  Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
SIEBENTHAL, RUBY L, -1959 (married to L. E. Siebenthal)
  In memoriam. Dec'59:37
SIEFKAS, JAMES M
  Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36
Siefke, Christine
  For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
  North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
  Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
  For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
  Read about Africa. Jan'60:38
SIEFKE, CHRISTINE
  See also
    McNELLY, CHRISTINE SIEFKE
SIEFKE, WILLIAM
  News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
SIEGART, W. R. SONGS IN THE NIGHT
  Book chat. Mar'41:23
SIEGENTHALER, (MRS. W. M.) -1951
  In memoriam. May'51:37
SIEGFRIED, (MRS. WILLIAM H.)
  (death) Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:62
SIEGFRIED, SIMEON E., -1952
  In memoriam. Jul'52:41
Siegfried, Sylvia M
  See
    Van Fossen, Sylvia M. Siegfried
SIEGFRIED, W H
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'30:34
Siegrist, Mary
  The frieze (poem) May'29:back cover
SIELERT, EDGAR S
  Global highlights (photo) Oct'53:2
SIERRA, CUAUHTEMOC
  Workmen for God (photo) Sep'55:26
  (photo) Sep'58:24
SIERRA LINDA, PUERTO RICO
  New churches: A global priority (photo of church site)
    Sep'65:20
SIEVER, WINIFRED N
  (photo) Jan'21:5
SIFUNISO, KAY
  African women seek equal status. Sep'71:14
SIGARS, ROBERT E
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'58:8
SIGGERS, MYRTLE, -1950
  In memoriam. Jul'50:38
SIGLER, IRENE MILLS (married to J. Dewey Sigler)
  Presenting... (photo) Jul'64:8
SIGLER, ROBERT T
  When faith conquers a handicap (photo) Mar'65:26
Sigmund, J G
  A poem for the program (poem) Sep'37:36
"THE SIGNATURE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'55:46
SIGOURNEY, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Jan'56:48
SIHLER, JENNIE
In memoriam. May'38:39
SIHOMBING, T. S.
(photo) Nov'73:32
SIKES, IONE
(photo) Dec'42:28
Sikes, Walter Watson, -1966 (married to Ellafrank Sikes)
Toward a Christian world order. Feb'47:16
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
Churchman's seminar on world affairs. Jul'49:17
Book chat. Jul'52:44
The winds of change. Jun'62:13
Fear of change. Jun'66:15
SIKES, WALTER WATSON, -1966
Global highlights. Sep'46:4
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:29
(photo) Feb'47:16
Global highlights.
(photo) May'47:3 Feb'49:3 (photo) Jan'51:3
News room. Sep'51:38 (photo) Mar'52:40
Classroom and campus. May'52:29
Changes in national leadership (photo) Jun'52:26
Classroom and campus.
(photo) Nov'52:31 Oct'54:32
Global highlights.
May'58:4 (photo) Nov'59:5 Feb'60:4
Classroom and campus. Jul'60:36
Global highlights. Mar'61:7
(photo) Jun'62:13
Classroom and campus. Nov'63:7
News room. Jul'63:42
As others see us (photo) Oct'66:22
(death) New books. Jan'67:37
In memoriam. Jan'67:41
Classroom and campus. Nov'67:34
SIKES, WALTER W. ON BECOMING THE TRUTH
New books. Dec'68:36
SIKES, WALTER W. THE STRANGER IN MY HOUSE
Book chat. Jun'57:44
SILCOX, CLOVIS EDWIN
quoted. The last page. Aug'26:64
SILCOX, CLOVIS EDWIN. CHURCH UNION IN CANADA
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
SILER, (MRS. W. L.) -1956
In memoriam. Sep'56:35
SILER, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Jul'27:48
Siler, Nora E., -1954
How American looks from Porto Rico. Jul'19:18
They were not there just for me. Jun'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60 Jun'28:47
SILER, NORA E., -1954
(photo) Aug'19:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'20:43 Jan'21:53
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
quoted. The good that men do. Nov'27:57
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
(death) News room. Feb'55:38
In memoriam. Mar'55:39
Sill, John Stewart
How I feel about the ministry. Oct'67:13
Sillars, Chester Archibald, 1909-
Moments of meditation. Jul'63:39
SILLARS, CHESTER ARCHIBALD, 1909-
Global highlights. Mar'50:3,4
quoted. Last column.
   Apr'50:48 Apr'51:48 Mar'52:48
Global highlights. Jul'56:2
News room. Nov'58:34 (photo) Mar'63:36
I wonder what they will do (photo) Apr'63:14
Disciples in the news. May'68:8
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'68:24 (photo p. 25)
SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY (PHILIPPINES)
The upward look and the dream (photo) May'49:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34
Birth in the land of morning (photo of chapel) May'65:15
Direct line. Apr'70:32 Jan'71:34
SILVA, CARMEN
(photo) Oct'43:24
SILVA, EVANGELINA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
Silva, J Pilar
   Our joy and crown. Mar'23:37
   To these also. Nov'37:28
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:38
SILVA, J PILAR
   (photo) Mar'23:37
Echoes from everywhere.
   Sep'23:57 Jan'24:51 Mar'25:51 Dec'25:49
   On to the heart of Mexico (photo) Apr'28:54
   Self-expression in Mexico. Apr'31:30
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:36
SILVA, NINA
Reconciliation through crafts (photo) Nov'69:21
SILVA, PYTHAGORAS
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:6
SILVER, DAVID
   (photo) Oct'40:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
SILVER BAY ASSOCIATION (LAKE GEORGE, N.Y.)
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45
SILVER BAY CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
Women and world highways. May'50:40
SILVER SPRINGS, MARYLAND. GEORGIA AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Maintenance aid. May'58:46
SILVER SPRINGS, MARYLAND. HERITAGE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October–December, 1964. May'65:45
SILVERCRUYS, ROBERT
Global highlights (photo) Jan'55:3
SILVERS, EMMA, -1956 (married to John Silvers)
   In memoriam. Feb'57:35
SILVERTHORNE, JIMMY
   Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:12
SILVERTHORNE, MARGARETTE DIXIE, 1907-
   News room. Nov'57:32 Mar'65:34
Silverthorne, Ray Guilford
   College "Y" joins ranks of foster parents. Sep'42:45
SILVERTHORNE, RAY GUILFORD
   Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
SILVEY, (MRS. J. M.) -1947
   In memoriam. Oct'47:37
SILVEY, JAMES MADISON, JR. (JACK)
   (married to Ivis Louise Love Silvey)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'63:35
   Presenting... (photo) Jan'64:8
   World events (photo) Mar'70:37
SILVEY, JACK
   See
   SILVEY, JAMES MADISON, JR.
Simer, (married to T. W. Simer)
   Letters. Feb'64:33
Simer, Annabel (married to W. T. Simer)
   Women and world highways. Jan'50:35
   Letters. May'73:46
Simister, Edith W
   Literacy--the key to minds and hearts. Sep'54:22
SIMKHOVITCH, MARY. NEIGHBORHOOD
   Books about the city. Jul'38:32
SIMMONS, (MRS. L. W.)
   Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
SIMMONS, BRIAN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35
SIMMONS, JOHN, -1949
   In memoriam. Jan'50:39
SIMMONS, L W
   Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
SIMMONS, LYDIA J. BURCHETT
   In memoriam. May'29:36
SIMMS, (married to Finis Simms)
   Feeding both body and soul (photo) Sep'73:26
SIMMS, EMMA
   In memoriam. May'37:39
SIMMS, FINIS
   Feeding both body and soul (photo) Sep'73:26
SIMMS, L W
   (photo) Nov'27:6
SIMMS, REBECCA
   (photo) Jul'48:31
Simmett, Kenneth J
   Students of today. May'42:45
SIMON, ANN. HEADS BOWED TOGETHER
SIMON, ARTHUR. BREAKING BREAD WITH THE HUNGRY
   New books. Dec'72:35
SIMON, B. D., JR.
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
SIMON, JOHN G. THE ETHICAL INVESTOR
New books. Sep'72:32

SIMON, LORA HOOD
In memorium. Jul'40:39

SIMON, PAUL
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'70:43

SIMON, PAUL. LOVEJOY, MARTYR TO FREEDOM
New books. Mar'65:41

SIMONES, HAROLD E
Four churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Apr'61:44

Simons, George T
Recruiting for the world task. Aug'20:16
Christian Endeavor, young people's movement of the church.
Dec'20:47

SIMONS, GEORGE T
Four new Bible School field workers (photo) May'20:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:63
Leadership training and school of methods, Southern Christian Institute.
Jun'21:43

SIMPASA, THOMPSON
African artists design Christmas cards. Dec'66:46

Simpson, (Mrs. H. J.)
For adult mission study. Nov'58:38

SIMPSON, (MRS. J. H.)
In memoriam. Feb'27:49

SIMPSON, (married to James W. Simpson)
(death) Jan'21:47

SIMPSON, (married to William Marion) -1955
In memoriam. Jul'55:39

SIMPSON, FRANK T
(photo) Mar'58:13

SIMPSON, HENRY JEROME. PASTORAL CARE OF NERVOUS PEOPLE
Book chat. Jun'49:10

SIMPSON, HENRY JEROME. WHEN THE DOCTOR SAYS IT'S NERVES
Book chat. Jun'49:10

SIMPSON, HERBERT J
(photo) Sep'42:6
Adopt home plan (photo) Jun'58:46

Simpson, James D
Letters. Jan'66:inside front cover

SIMPSON, JENNIE
In memoriam. Apr'29:44

SIMPSON, JOHN
(photo) Mar'24:48

SIMPSON, LORETTA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
In memoriam. Jul'33:39

Simpson, Percy R
Note. Sep'19:48

SIMPSON, PERCY R
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56

SIMPSON, ROBERT L
Classroom and campus. Oct'62:33
Colleges that break stereotypes (photo) Mar'71:8

Simpson, Robert N
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:23
Report of the Commission to the Orient. Aug'26:34
A caution and two convictions. Mar'27:20

SIMPSON, ROBERT N
- A correction. Mar'19:57
- Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
  (photo) Sep'20:23
- quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
  (photo) Dec'24:23
- Executive Committee's charge to the Commission to the Orient. Mar'26:28
- Historical background of the Commission (photo) Mar'26:29

SIMPSON, W. R.
- News room (photo) Sep'64:39
- Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'65:7

Simpson, William H
- Mental health in Christian homes. Nov'61:16

SIMS, (married to Eugene Sims)
- Here and there with World Call. Oct'63:50

SIMS, DUNNY [sic]
- (photo) Mar'43:33

SIMS, INEZ
- (photo) Jul'23:13

SIMS, PAUL
- News room. Sep'56:38
- Circuit riders on a modern frontier (photo) Nov'59:13
- News room (photo) May'62:32 (photo) May'63:40
- Global highlights (photo) May'64:4 (photo) Sep'73:front cover
- Cover. Sep'73:4 (photo) Sep'73:28
- A pastor's study takes a new form. Nov'73:28 (photo p. 29)

SIMS, SAMUEL K
- Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:32

SIMS, SYLVA
- (photo) Jul'23:13

SIMS, THOMAS W
- Shavings. Sep'73:35

SIMS, VIOLA
- (photo) Jul'23:13

SIN
- What do we mean by sin? Feb'56:6
- Editorials. Nov'70:19
- Letters. Feb'71:34
- Commentary. Mar'72:12

SIN TEIN MIAO, CHINA
- High spots in evangelism. Apr'36:45

Sinclair, (Mrs. C. C.)
- The Woman's Missionary Social Union, Los Angeles, California.
  Dec'22:54

SINCLAIR, COLIN
- (death) Apr'20:51

SINCLAIR, ELIZABETH GENEVA
- (photo) Jul'23:13

Sinclair, Hugh J
- Letters. Dec'64:48

SINCLAIR, HUGH JAMES
- The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

SINCLAIR, THORTON
- Classroom and campus. Jan'48:31
SINCLAIR, UPTON
quoted. Last column. Apr'65:50
SINCLAIR, UPTON. THE CUP OF FURY
Book chat. Jul'56:41
SINCLAIR, UPTON. THE WET PARADE
Speaking of books. Dec'31:42
SINDELAR, ALBERT E
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30
SINDELAR, EDWARD A
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30
SINDO, KOREA
(photo of church) Feb'55:29
SING, GLORIA
(photo) Oct'47:25
"SING THE GLORY OF AFRICA" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jul'71:29
SINGALONG, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Dedication of Singalong Chapel (photo of chapel) Feb'34:41
SINGAPORE,
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
SINGH, (married to Buddhi Singh)
Christ changes things (photo) Feb'37:back cover
SINGH, (MRS. E. N.)
They go to the people... Jan'51:44
Bible Women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:24
SINGH, (married to George Hamilton Singh)
(photo) May'39:9 Dec'39:26
SINGH, B. KRISHNA
Classroom and campus (photo) May'68:34
SINGH, BAKHT
When an Indian becomes a Christian. Feb'55:15
SINGH, BEJNATH
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
SINGH, BUDDHI
Christ changes things (photo) Feb'37:back cover
SINGH, CLENCY
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'55:36
SINGH, DAKA
And he did it of his own free will (photo) Aug'30:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40
SINGH, DEO
The awakening in Chattisgarh. Sep'41:46
SINGH, DOKAR
Why did he tell the truth? Jul'32:44
Singh, George Hamilton
Where America has proved a friend. May'27:52
Echoes from everywhere.
Jan'30:50 Jun'31:41 Jul'33:40
What I owe to Christ. Jul'34:11
As I think of last Christmas. Dec'39:26
The Jackman Memorial Hospital. Jul'45:28
SINGH, GEORGE HAMILTON
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
George H. Singh (photo) Oct'27:49
(photo) May'28:37 Mar'30:10
To these we hand the torch (photo) Jan'31:31
Keeness, initiative, vision (photo) Jul'34:10 (photos p. 11)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
Disciples at Madras (photo) Nov'38:20
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'38:39
The Madras Conference and our Indian church (photo) May'39:9
News room. Nov'40:40
SINGH, GEORGE HAMILTON. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN MID-INDIA
book chat. May'38:42
SINGH, JAI
Fruits of Kotmi's touring work. Jul'32:46
Story of a Christian mother (photo) Dec'41:42
SINGH, JOHN
(photo) Nov'41:42
SINGH, KUAR
The awakening in Chattisgarh. Sep'41:46
SINGH, LALITA JOSEPH, -1956
(death) Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
SINGH, MADHO
...visits the mission. Sep'41:45
(death) Teaching and preaching in Kulpahar. Jun'42:47
SINGH, MAN
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:60
SINGH, ROSIE
(photo) Jun'23:31
SINGH, RUTH
(photo) May'28:37
SINGH, SADHU SUNDAR
When an Indian becomes a Christian. Feb'55:15
SINGH, SUMARU
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:40
SINGH, SUMER
The acts of the Disciples in Rath. Jan'23:51
SINGH, SUNDAR
Sunday Singh, India's first Christian Sadhu (photo) Apr'23:46
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
May'25:55
Oct'25:55  Oct'27:42  Sep'30:43
Book chat. Dec'34:42
Book reviews. Jan'35:44
SINGH, TARA
India doctors with a new outlook (photo) Mar'61:21
SINGH, TEZ
New approaches to India's old needs (photo) Nov'56:27
SINGLE PEOPLE
Single persons in the church. Apr'61:25
Singleton, (Mrs. M. B.)
Why I believe in Santa Claus. Dec'28:8
SINGLETON, (MRS. M. B.)
(photo) Dec'28:8
SINGLETON, LELIA JORDAN, -1942
   In memoriam. Apr'42:39
Singleton, Martha
   Greatful guests of the church. Mar'19:58
SINHA, TARINI
   Women and world highways. Feb'35:40
SINN, EMMA
   In memoriam. Jul'32:39
SINN, MATTIE
   In memoriam. May'44:33
SINNOT, EDMUND W
   Global highlights. Sep'49:3
SIOUTH CITY, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:5
Sipes, (Mrs. E. E.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'32:39
SIRABONIAN, HAGGUI
   (photo) Nov'28:41
SIRCAR, I R
   (photo) Feb'40:34
SIRCAR, IDA
   (photo) May'39:6
SIRJAGA, INDIA
   Buying the shade of a tree. Aug'23;37
SIRLS, MILDRED
   (commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38
SIROS, HAL A
   quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:12
SIRSWAL, ABRAHAM D
   Missionary worship service. Dec'46:36
SISSON, CHESTER (married to Pearl Jones Sisson)
   (engagement) News room. Jul'49:47
SISSON, DANIEL
   quoted. Quotes from campus communities. May'69:16
SISSON, PEARL JONES, -1964 (married to Chester Sisson)
   News room. Nov'46:45
   (photo) Nov'48:29
   News room. Sep'49:39
   (engagement) News room. Jul'49:47
   (death) News room. Dec'64:36
SIT-DOWN STRIKES
   Sit-in report. Jul'60:49
Sitohole, Ndabangini
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
SITLER, (married to Sitler Kabwe)
   Toward a true Zairean church (photo) Dec'73:22
SITLER KABWE
   Toward a true Zairean church (photo) Dec'73:22
SIU CHOH LEUNG
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'50:3
SIX, (MOTHER OF RAY L. SIX)
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54
SIX, DAVID ALLEN
   (photo) Mar'26:53
SIX, DONALD WILLIAM
   (photo) Mar'26:53
Six, Gladys S. Andress, 1897-
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60 May'23:59
On the Big Horse Road. Jul'23:14
SIX, GLADYS S. ANDRESS, 1897-
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
(photo) Sep'25:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
Missionary organizations (photo) Jun'29:46
Good ideas... Dec'31:39
SIX, MARY VIRGINIA
(photo) Mar'26:53
Six, Ray L 1897-
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
The Chinese New Year. Jun'22:49
Scientific training useful. Sep'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:61
SIX, RAY L 1897-
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:54 Jul'22:57
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
(photo) Sep'25:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
SIX MILLION AMERICANOS
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
SIZOO, JOSEPH R
quoted. Last column. Dec'48:48
SKAAR, (MISS)
(photo) Jan'21:13
SKAGGS, (married to Herman Skaggs) -1946
In memoriam. Dec'46:37
SKEATH, WILLIAM C. HIS LAST WORDS
Book chat. Mar'39:22
SKIDMORE, MARGUERITE. BOYS AND GIRLS LEARNING ABOUT ALCOHOL
A new course of study on alcohol. May'38:41
SKILLICORN, E. KEITH
Global highlights. Jun'56:5
SKILLMAN, BETTY, -1956
In memoriam. May'56:35 Jul'56:39
SKINNER, LELIA W., -1951
In memoriam. Juan'51:37
SKINNER, MARY SCOTT, -1946
(death) News room. Apr'46:32
Skinner, Tom
Christ--the answer. Apr'73:10
SKINNER, TOM
SKINNER, TOM. BLACK AND FREE
New books. Dec'68:36
SKINNER, W. SHERMAN. BRIDGE TO AFRICA
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
SKLAR, GEORGE. PEACE ON EARTH
Speaking of books. Jul'34:32
SKOGLUND, JOHN E. THEY REACH FOR LIFE
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
SKOOG/FLUND, RICHARD
Classroom and campus. Nov'58:33
SKOPE, YOUGOSLAVIA
Global highlights. Nov'63:6
Slabaugh, W W
Judge Slabaugh's verdict. Feb'20:48
SLABAUGH, W W
(photo) Jun'22:30
Memoriam. Jan'35:40
SLADE, ALETHEA
Mrs. Alethea M. Slade (photo) Dec'21:55
SLANEY, CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Sunday morning in Prague (photo of church) Jan'64:19
SLATER, (married to Roland Slater)
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'59:35
Slater, Daisy Butcher, 1904- (married to Paul R. Slater)
That these shall not have died in vain. Mar'38:28
SLATER, DAISY BUTCHER, 1904-
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
(photo) Jul'31:42 Dec'32:suppl:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34 Nov'37:29
News room. Jul'41:34 Jan'45:30
SLATER, DAVID DERTHICK, 1944-
(birth) News room. Jan'45:30
SLATER, HARRIET, -1966 (married to W. B. Slater)
In memoriam. Jun'66:49
SLATER, HARRIET MAE
(birth) Feb'27:63
(photo) Dec'27:48
SLATER, JOHN ROTHWELL. RECENT LITERATURE AND RELIGION
Book chat. Nov'38:26
SLATER, JOY ELLEN
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
SLATER, LYDIA C., -1967 (married to Hugh A Slater)
In memoriam. Feb'68:44
SLATER, MABELLE VIOLA BROWNING
There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
Slater, Mable Browning
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
SLATER, MARY JOAN, 1931-
(birth) Feb'32:47
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26 (photo p.25)
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover
SLATER, PAUL R 1903-1967 (married to Daisy Butcher Slater)
(photo) Dec'22:29
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p.10)
(photo) Jul'31:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41 Nov'37:29
News room. Jul'41:34  Jun'42:38  Dec'42:34  Jan'45:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:37
SLATER, PAUL, 1929-
(birth) Sep'29:47
SLATER, PAUL R., -1967 (married to Daisy Butcher Slater)
In memoriam. Jan'68:40
Slater, Roland A
Chinese accept responsibility. Aug'30:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'31:39
SLATER, ROLAND A
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12
If not China—then the Philippines. Dec'27:39
(photo) Mar'28:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'59:35
Slater, W. B., -1961
In one of the Quad Cities. Mar'22:38
SLATER, W. B., -1961
(photo) Mar'24:42  Nov'29:2  Dec'30:2
(death) News room. Jan'62:32
SLATER, W R
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:12
SLATER, WILLIAM ADCOCK, 1933-
Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26(photo p. 25)
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover
SLATON, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
SLATTERY, MARGARET
quoted. A word on Christian unity. Oct'29:9
SLATTERY, MARGARET. IMPORTANT TO ME
Programs... Sep'30:37
SLATTERY, MARGARET. ONE IN SEVEN
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
Book chat. Feb'40:21
SLATTERY, MARGARET. A PRIMER FOR TEACHERS
Book chat. Dec'42:17
SLATTERY, MARGARET. THY KINGDOM COME—BUT NOT NOW
Book chat. May'38:42
Books about the city. Jul'38:32
SLAUGHTER, EDWIN
Our flying men (photo) Dec'45:37
SLAUGHTER, FRANK G. THE SONG OF RUTH
Book chat. Jul'54:47
SLAUGHTER, JOHN M., -1961
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41
In memoriam. Jul'61:39
SLAUGHTER, JOYCE ABRAMS
See SPICKARD, JOYCE ABRAMS
Slaughter, Seth W., -1970
The college church and the religious life of the student. Jan'37:8
Ministerial education in Disciple colleges. Jan'43:13
Place of religion in education. Jan'48:13
When is the rural minister educated? Sep'50:14
New churches for old. Oct'55:7
SLAUGHTER, SETH W., -1970
   (photo) Mar'24:56
   Enlisting the laymen. Mar'28:25
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'36:1
   Summer activities in our colleges (photo) Sep'37:32
   College news. Dec'37:31
   From the college campus. Jun'40:30
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'47:3
   (photo) Jan'48:13
   News room. Sep'49:39
   Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'51:2
   (photo) Oct'55:7
   Two national leaders retire from posts. Sep'58:30
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'58:6
   In memoriam. Jun'70:41
SLAUGHTER, SETH W., JR. 1936-
   (birth) College notes. May'36:33
SLAUGHTER, T O
   (photo) Dec'49:25
SLAUGHTER, THOMAS
   Classroom and campus. Jul'62:35
SLAVIN, RICHARD H
   Classroom and campus. Jul'56:30 Sep'63:32
SLAVERY
   Listening in on the world. Jul'30:16
   Global highlights. Apr'56:6
SLAVINS, THOMAS P
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'62:35
SLAYBAUGH, A. A., -1964
   In memoriam. Oct'64:39
SLAYER, (MRS. J. M.)
   In memoriam. Sep'38:39
SLAYER, JOHN G
   All things to all men to win some. Feb'22:40
SLEDD, ANDREW. HIS WITNESS
   Book chat. Nov'35:34
SLEEPER, C. FREEMAN. BLACK POWER AND CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY
   New books. May'69:28
SLEEPING SICKNESS
   To stamp out sleeping sickness. Feb'28:51
SLEETH, RONALD
   Classroom and campus. Dec'57:34
Slemp, John Calvin
   God is law (poem) Feb'42:37
Slessor, Mary
   The good soldier in distant Africa. Mar'28:63
SLESSOR, MARY
   A missionary heroine. Feb'29:40
SLIDELL, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec'65:48
SLIDES (PHOTOGRAPHY)
   Station UCMS broadcasting.
     May'30:41 Nov'30:42 May'31:30
   Organizing a church in Mexico. Jun'31:29
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'32:43
Programs for young people. Jun'37:37
New set of slides. Feb'45:36

SLIMPERT, ANNA
In memoriam. Jul'44:33

SLINGERLAND, KATHRYN
(photo) Jan'21:12

SLIPHER, (married to Fred Slipher)
(photo) Feb'67:11

SLIPHER, FRED
(photo) Feb'67:11

SLITER, W. H.
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jul'69:17

SLOAN, (MRS. NEIL SIMPSON)
(photo) Jul'22:2

SLOAN, NANCY EMILY
(photo) Jul'23:13

SLOAN, NELL
See       SMILEY, NELL SLOAN

SLOAN, J R
(photo) Mar'24:51

SLOATS, MINNIE
quoted. Circulation corner. May'38:inside front cover

Slocum, B A
Rural church work in Philippines. Nov'52:42

SLOCUM, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The every-church visitation in action. My'24:57

SLOSS, CLARENCE
(photo) Sep'38:31

Sluder, Mary Kay
See       Wilson, Mary Katherine Sluder

SLUSSER, GERALD
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5

SLY, (married to Elmer Ross Sly)
News room. Mar'49:34

SLY, CONNIE LEEN (married to Morgan R. Sly)
(marriage) News room. Oct'54:39

SLY, ELIZABETH ANN
See       VAN BUREN, ELIZABETH ANN SLY

SLY, ELMER ROSS, -1960
News room. Mar'49:34
(death) News room. Sep'60:40

Devotional study for missionary societies.
-Jun'38:38    Jul'38:38
Women and world highways. Jul'44:29
The church and world relief. Feb'48:15
Africa's children. Jun'49:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:45
Women and world highways. Sep'50:31
Families make their community. Oct'54:21
Disciples to help meet human need. Jan'56:12
Disciples aid vital projects. Feb'56:24
Younger churches lead in unity and fellowship. Mar'57:15
Women and world highways. Apr'57:33    Dec'59:33
Planning for our parents. Jan'61:25
In the best of families. Mar'61:16
Hope in Hong Kong. Mar'62:25
SLY, FLORENCE MORGAN, 1899–1981
A strong recommendation. May'27:44
(photo) Jul'35:34
News room. May'42:40 Nov'48:47 May'49:40
May'48:32 Feb'49:34
(photo) Sep'49:12
Crusade progress. Oct'49:26
News room. (photo) May'51:38 Jul'53:40
(photo) Oct'54:21
What lies ahead for the Congo? (photo) Mar'57:10
Global highlights (photo) Mar'62:5
(photo) Jan'69:16
NBA homes (photo) Dec'72:44

SLY, MILDRED PATRICIA
See SNIPES, MILDRED PATRICIA SLY

SLY, MORGAN R (married to Connie Leen Sly)
(marriage) News room. Oct'54:39

How Sammy helped to make the church beautiful. Sep'28:38
57 varieties of tomorrow's strength, May'29:20
Today's experiences reflect tomorrow's way... Feb'32:14
Fools for Christ's sake. Apr'33:9
Our continuing program of Kingdom building. May'33:25
Conference days are here again. Jul'33:3
Between dawn and dusk at Jarvis. Apr'34:6
Religious education's silver anniversary. Mar'35:23
Figures that live. Oct'36:22
Conferring at Asbury Park. Mar'37:20
As we face Children's Day. Jun'37:10
A letter on a world journey. Jul'37:4
Church program week. Sep'37:23
Easter an opportunity. Apr'38:13
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8
Church program week. Jul'38:17
Empty hands--empty churches. Oct'38:16
Book chat. Sep'39:40
A Children's Day meditation. Jun'40:5
The church in its world mission. Sep'40:10
America for Christ. Mar'41:16
The child in the midst. Jun'41:3
The work is life. Oct'41:25
The Chinese have a word for it. Nov'41:15
It happened in Kansas City. Dec'41:26
Christians must choose. Mar'42:20
Easter faith. Apr'43:5
A map for Children's Day. Jun'43:16
The way, Easter, 1944. Mar'44:10
The child's bill of rights. May'44:14
A year of dedication. Jul'44:11
Planning for a year of dedication. Sep'44:21
Significant missionary meetings. Mar'45:10
I visit Liberia. Sep'45:9
The church at work in Congo. Jan'46:10
Sixty days on the "Oregon." Feb'46:10
The people of the Congo. Mar'46:17
Upon this foundation. Apr'47:16
Wanted: for the Belgian Congo. Jan'48:21
Congo mission now. Jan'49:22
Congo Golden Jubilee. Sep'49:12
We Christians join in this work. Nov'49:20
Farewell to the Oregon. Jan'50:22
Africa dawn. Mar'50:17
Disciples of Christ in South Africa. Apr'50:19
The Philippines will not wait. Jul'50:24
Japan calls. Sep'50:12
The China situation. Mar'51:23
Africa's children. Jun'51:19
Toronto considers the world Christian mission. Mar'52:20
This is the victory. Jun'52:10
It happened at Willingen. Oct'52:22
The challenge of change in Africa. Mar'53:7
The church is mission. Oct'53:9
Latin American journey. Feb'54:18
Latin American missions mature under pressure. Mar'54:20
Missions tour reveals strength and weakness. Apr'54:26
Missionaries retire. Oct'54:26
Participation in united churches. Mar'55:10
Union is a call of God. May'56:12
They have lived and served. Sep'56:25
Every land is a mission land. Apr'57:22
Younger churches reach maturity. May'57:19
They lived out their dreams. Oct'57:27
Disciples in Congo. Mar'60:48
Salute to a Disciple statesman. Sep'61:9
Seven missionaries retire. Oct'61:29
Revolution and world mission. Jun'62:21
Adults and mission. Mar'63:40
A gift from Congo. Jul'65:17
CWF Quadrennial Assembly: a man's view. Mar'66:21
A challenge from abroad. May'66:18
How Disciples became a people. Jan'69:15

SLY, VIRGIL ADOLPH, 1901-1978
A strong recommendation. May'27:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43 Nov'29:7
(photo) Nov'29:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
Personalities (photo) Sep'35:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
Sly heads Department. Jan'36:22
The threshold. Dec'38:4
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:18
(photo) Oct'41:8 Nov'42:24
News room. Jun'45:34 Jul'45:34 Oct'45:25
Global highlights.
(photo) Jan'46:3 (photo) Jun'46:2
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:10
Global highlights. Feb'47:2
News room. May'49:40
(photo) Sep'49:12
Crusade progress. Oct'49:26

124
Global highlights. Mar'50:2
We visit the Philippines and Japan (photo) Jun'50:15
News room (photo) Jul'50:40  Feb'51:38
See all that is in the picture. Mar'51:6
Global highlights (photo) May'51:2  Jul'51:3
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
(photo) Jun'52:11
News room (photo) Jul'52:37  (photo) Sep'52:38
(photo) Oct'52:23
News room. Dec'52:30  Jan'53:33  Feb'53:40
quoted. Greetings from Congo. Feb'53:48
(photo) Mar'53:7
Global highlights (photo) Jul'53:2
News room. Sep'53:38  Nov'53:32
Policy changes in mission strategy... Jan'54:39
quoted. New days call for new ays (photo) Feb'54:10
(photo) Mar'55:11
News room. Mar'55:36
quoted. Missions amid revolution. Dec'55:18
For adult mission study. Jan'56:36
Global highlights. Mar'56:2,3
Partnership in Puerto Rico (photo) Jun'56:9
News room. Sep'56:30  (photo) Feb'57:32
What lies ahead for the Congo? (photo) Mar'57:10
News room. Mar'57:32
(photo) Apr'57:22
News room (photo) May'57:36
Global highlights. Jul'57:3
As partners in world mission. Dec'57:16 (photo p. 15)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'58:4
The Ghana story. Mar'58:31
(photo) Jan'59:38
Global highlights. Feb'59:6
Christian witness in East Asia. Jul'59:10
Global highlights (photo)
Nov'59:5  Feb'60:5
Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35
Disciples look to New Dehli (photo) Nov'61:25
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'62:4
New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
Global highlights (photo) Sep'63:5
quoted. Disciples share views on Restructure. Oct'63:24
Global highlights (photo) Sep'64:4
14 appointed for missionary service... (photo) Sep'64:7
Global highlights (photo)
Mar'65:5  May'65:5
Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
(photo) Mar'66:21
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7
Four ministers will be heard at the Kansas City Assembly (photo) Jul'68:48
Editorials. Sep'68:9
Global highlights. Dec'68:6
President Emeritus... (photos) Jan'69:16
(photo) Jan'69:44
NBA homes (photo) Dec'72:44
SLY, VIRGIL ADOLPH. COOPERATION IN KINGDOM BUILDING
A world message. Mar'37:3
SLY, VIRGIL ADOLPH. TODAY THE KINGDOM COMES
Book chat. Feb'36:42
SMAADahl, Sverre
The Bible in Eastern Europe. Nov'71:22
Smail, (married to C. M. Smail)
Devotional study for missionary societies. Mar'40:38
Smail, C M
The Bible school as an educational agency. Mar'21:22
Teaching citizenship through religious education. Nov'26:14
Smail, C M
(photo) Mar'24:43
Small, Bill
The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34
Small, Catherine Petty
In memoriam. Mar'41:39
Small, Isa
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
Smalley, (married to Frank M. Smalley)
In memoriam. Jun'44:33
Smalley, Madeline
College notes. Nov'39:33
Smallpox
The Wuhu smallpox campaign. Nov'23:53
Smallwood, Clyde
Classroom and campus. Nov'58:33
Smart, (Mrs. S. E.)
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Oct'21:21
Smart, D O
A Church Extension valedictory. Dec'20:56
Fifty years of Church Extension (photo) Jul'38:13
Smart, James D. THE TEACHING MINISTRY OF THE CHURCH
Book chat. Jan'55:41
Smart, Julian E
Global highlights (photo) Jun'50:3
Smart, W A. THE CONTEMPORARY CHRIST
Book chat. Nov'42:23
Smart, W. A. THE SPIRITUAL GOSPEL
Book chat. Mar'46:42
Smartlowit, Stanley
House of friendship (photo) Apr'65:13
Smathers, Eugene
The riddle of the southern highlands. Jan'48:16
quoted. Quote...unquote. Jul'68:14
Smathers, Louise
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'36:1
Smead, Mary Marjorie
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:46
Smedley, David Robert, 1948-
(birth) News room. Sep'48:40
Smedley, Edda, -1953
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
Smedley, George
See Smedley, William George
Smedley, June Humphries, 1908-
(married to William George Smedley)
Smedleys in Argentina. Oct'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:44
The first year in Paraguay. Jul'43:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'45:28 Oct'45:33
Unexpected guests arrive in Asuncion. Sep'48:43
Let the children come. Jun'52:28
Part of fellowship. Mar'55:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'57:34 Apr'58:36
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33

SMEDLEY, JUNE HUMPHRIES, 1908–
News room. Nov'41:34
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. May'42:40 Jun'42:34
(photo) May'43:19 Sep'47:9 Oct'47:25
News room. Dec'47:30
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
New day for healing in Mexico (photo) May'62:29
News room. Oct'63:35
World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32

SMEDLEY, LINDALU, 1940–
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36

Smedley, William George, 1907–
(married to June Humphries Smedley)
Boarding school barbecue. Sep'45:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36

SMEDLEY, WILLIAM GEORGE, 1907–
News room. Nov'41:34
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. May'42:40 Jun'42:34
World friendship in a world at war (photo) May'43:19
(photo) Oct'47:25
News room. Dec'47:30 Jun'48:32
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'49:36
For adult mission study. Feb'59:40
Argentines work together (photo) Mar'59:24
News room. Oct'63:35

SMEDLEY, WILLIAM GEORGE, 1944–
(birth) News room. Mar'44:34
News room. (photo) Jun'44:28

SMEND, WOLFGANG
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

SMETTERS, SADIE E., -1963
In memoriam. Mar'64:46

SMETZER, MARY ELRICK
(death) Jun'22:51

Smiley, Church Howe, 1894–1953 (married to Nell Sloan Smiley)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:50
Meeting physical and spiritual needs. Apr'27:51
More abundant giving. Apr'32:27
Samuel Maqbul Masih. May'35:29
Janku's invitation accepted. Oct'41:47
Interesting facts about India. Nov'41:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:30 Nov'42:39
Indian boys in service. Nov'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'43:32
News from Bilaspur, India. Oct'44:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'45:31
The Indian church looks to the future. Mar'47:9
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'48:36

SMILEY, CHURCH HOWE, 1894-1953
(photo) Jun'21:7
Odeli's light in India. Jun'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:56
(marriage) Dec'23:64
(photo) May'24:41 Feb'26:43 Apr'27:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41 Nov'30:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:29
(photo) Mar'38:24 Dec'39:40
News room. Dec'45:32 Feb'46:38
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'46:37
News room. May'46:38
Classroom and campus. Nov'47:28
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
(photo) Dec'50:28
(death) News room. May'53:38

SMILEY, DAVID CHARLES, 1924-
(photo) Apr'27:51
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Jun'38:42
(photo) Dec'39:40
News room. Jul'43:28 Sep'44:28
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25

SMILEY, ELEANOR JEWELL, 1932-
(birth) Nov'32:47
(photo) Mar'33:25
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Jun'38:42
(photo) Dec'39:40
News room. Feb'46:38
Smiley, Elizabeth Adaline, 1926-
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'54:34
New approaches to India's old needs. Nov'56:27

SMILEY, ELIZABETH ADALINE, 1926-
(birth) Aug'26:63
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Jun'38:42
(photo) Dec'39:40
News room. Sep'44:28
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25
News room. Jan'48:32
(photo) May'56:47

SMILEY, JEWELL
See SMILEY, ELEANOR JEWELL

Smiley, Nell Sloan, 1895- (Married to Church H. Smiley)
Echoes from everywhere.
May'24:64 Sep'41:38 Feb'45:33

SMILEY, NELL SLOAN, 1895-
(marriage) Dec'23:64
(photo) May'24:41 Apr'27:51
Station UCMS broadcasting.
SMILEY, W H
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60

SMISER, JEROME S
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:44

SMITH, (MATRON OF COLORADO CHRISTIAN HOME)
Notes. Oct'20:56

SMITH, (MRS. A. N.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'35:1

SMITH, (married to Andrew H. Smith)
Memorium. Oct'35:40

SMITH, (MRS. B. L.)
(photo) Dec'24:34

SMITH, (married to Ben Smith)
(photo) Nov'32:16

SMITH, (married to Bin T. Smith)
(photo) Nov'31:7

SMITH, (MRS. C. C.)
Here and there. Mar'48:48
(photo) Jun'50:18 Oct'57:front cover
The cover. Oct'57:inside front cover

SMITH, (MRS. C. E. F.)
quoted. The threshold. Nov'33:2
quoted. Circulation corner.
May'37:inside front cover Jul'39:2
Apr'38:inside front cover Apr'42:2

SMITH, (MRS. C. F.)
(photo) Dec'22:51

Smith, (married to Charles E. Smith)
Letters. Feb'67:36

SMITH, (married to Charles E. Smith)
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'67:30

SMITH, (married to Charles H. Smith)
(death) Aug'24:58

SMITH, (MRS. CLAYTON CHEYNEY)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31

SMITH, (MRS. D. E.)
In memoriam. Apr'27:50

SMITH, (married to Dave Smith)
(photo) Nov'25:15

SMITH, (MRS. E. B.)
In memoriam. Sep'39:39

Smith, (Mrs. E. C.)
An Iowa church made missionary. Dec'22:53
Woman's Day... Dec'26:17

SMITH, (MRS. E. C.)
(photo)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
(photo) Sep'33:4,34
(death) News room. Oct'50:34

Smith, (married to Earl Smith)
Letters. Jul'70:4
SMITH, (married to Eb. L. Smith) quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'37:inside front cover
SMITH, (married to Edgar Lloyd Smith) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
SMITH, (married to Fisher Smith), -1951 In memoriam. Oct'51:36
SMITH, (married to George T. Smith) (photo) Jan'69:32
SMITH, (MRS. H H) (death) May'21:51
SMITH, (married to Harry D. Smith), -1942 In memoriam. Jul'42:39
SMITH, (married to Harry E. Smith) Women find ways to be involved (photo) Jan'71:12
SMITH, (married to Herbert Smith) (Afro American) Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32
SMITH, (MRS. J. D.) -1940 In memoriam. Feb'41:39
Smith, (Mrs. J. M.) Sharing World Call. Sep'28:32
SMITH, (MRS. J. M.) (death) Aug'23:54 In memoriam. Apr'29:44
SMITH, (married to J. Philip Smith) Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7
SMITH, (MRS. J. W. B.) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
SMITH, (married to Lincoln Smith) -1951 In memoriam. Oct'51:36
SMITH, (MRS. M M) (death) Oct'20:41
SMITH, (married to Montford D. Smith) -1949 In memoriam. May'49:39
SMITH, (married to Milo T. Smith) (photo) Nov'32:16
SMITH, (married to Robert Hamilton Smith) Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'64:33
SMITH, (married to Roosevelt Smith) And be a friend to man (photo) Jul'56:20
SMITH, (married to Sid Smith) (death) Jun'24:57
SMITH, (MRS. T. J.) quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
Smith, (married to Tinsley Smith) Milk for Congo. Mar'61:52
SMITH, (MRS. W. H.)
(death) Oct'23:62        Nov'26:50

SMITH, (MRS. W. I.)
In memoriam. Apr'31:39

Smith, (Mrs. W. U.)
A new use for World Call. Jun'23:1

SMITH, (MRS. W. U.)
(photo) Oct'22:7
In memorium. Mar'40:39

SMITH, (married to Walter B. Smith) -1960
In memoriam. Jun'60:37

SMITH, (married to William Grant Smith) -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37

SMITH, (married to Willis L. Smith)
Here and there... Mar'48:48

Smith, A C
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:23

SMITH, A G
Jan'19:7
(photo) Sep'20:23

SMITH, A J
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
Jul'52:30

SMITH, A O
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39

SMITH, ADA SCRIVEN, -1954
In memoriam. Oct'54:35

SMITH, ADDIE
(death) Apr'25:51

Smith, Albert E
Why are the Disciples of Christ out of
the United Church of Canada?
May'26:7

SMITH, ALBERT E
(photo) May'26:7        Sep'27:13

SMITH, ALFRED E
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'26:56
Listening in on the world. Jul'32:21
Unhappy warrior. Oct'38:4

SMITH, ALFRED FRANKLIN. TALKING WITH GOD
Speaking of books. Nov'32:34

SMITH, ALICE
In memoriam. Oct'41:39

SMITH, ALICE ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Dec'41:39

SMITH, ALICE MILLER
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32

SMITH, ALONZA
(photo) Feb'32:31

SMITH, ALSON J. RELIGION AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
Book chat. Jun'51:22

SMITH, ANITA
See    ARCHER, ANITA SMITH

Smith, Anita Speer
The other mother. Dec'59:41
Under our day (poem) Apr'72:50
You, creator (poem) May'72:6
Handhold (poem) Nov'72:50
Trilogy (poem) Apr'73:inside back cover
Twenty-third Psalm (poem) Oct'73:50
SMITH, ANITA SPEER. A WORD IN ITS OWN TONGUE
New books. Jul'65:41
SMITH, ANNA
(death) Jan'21:47
Smith, Arizona, 1874-1952
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
Women's work in Argentina. Mar'22:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
Training the Argentine women. Jul'26:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50
Young people's work in Latin America. Sep'27:50
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
Congress of Evangelical Women. Jun'28:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:48 Jul'31:41
Liga Nacional de Mujeres Evangelicas. Jul'33:30
Women and world highways. Jan'52:33
SMITH, ARIZONA, 1874-1952
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57 Mar'21:64
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
(photo) Aug'21:31 Dec'22:26
Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
(photo) Apr'26:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
Honoring mother in Buenos Aires. Aug'27:52
(photo) Jun'28:44 Nov'28:41
Preparing for service (photo) Dec'28:59
(photo no. 7) Mar'29:24
Buenos Aires Congregation lays corner stone. Jan'31:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44 Jan'34:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39 May'35:39
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
Women and world highways (photo)
May'36:35 (photo) Nov'39:35
News room. Apr'42:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:39
(photo) Oct'43:18 Mar'44:15 Jan'52:33
(death) News room. Feb'53:36
SMITH, ARTHUR H
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'25:45
SMITH, ATHEA B
(death) Aug'24:58
SMITH, AURA
(photo) Jan'21:6
SMITH, BARBARA. IF I WERE YOU
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40
SMITH, BARTLETT M
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'68:34
SMITH, BEDFORD W
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'44:inside front cover
SMITH, BEN T
(photo) May'23:32
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
(photo) Jan'27:12
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:11
Smith, Benjamin Lyon
Who did it? Aug'20:43

SMITH, BENJAMIN LYON, 1878-1933
Notes. Feb'19:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55 (death) Home missions leader passes (photo) Apr'33:17

SMITH, BENJAMIN LYON. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL
Speaking of books. Jul'30:32

SMITH, BERNARD P
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:22
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22

SMITH, BERTHA
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'61:34

SMITH, BERTHA LEACH, -1966
In memoriam. Nov'66:44

SMITH, BESSIE
The death of a mountain. Feb'73:8

SMITH, BETTIE
(photo) Sep'39:31

SMITH, BIN T
(photo) Nov'31:7

SMITH, BRADFORD. MEDITATION: THE INWARD ACT
Books. Mar'64:42

SMITH, BRADFORD. PORTRAIT OF INDIA
Book chat. Feb'63:24

Smith, Bryce Everton, 1930-
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'44:33

SMITH, BRYCE EVERTON, 1930-
(birth) Feb'31:47
(photo) May'34:41 Jun'37:24 Jul'44:34

SMITH, C ED, -1960
(photo) Dec'50:29 (death) News room. May'60:38

SMITH, CANDACE LHAMON, 1857-
(married to George T. Smith)
Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:38
Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth anniversary (photo) Oct'53:38

SMITH, CARL L
Global highlights (photo) Nov'62:7

Smith, Carol
Christmas coming (poem) Dec'73:50

Smith, Charles E
"Lend a hand" class at Humeston, Iowa. Aug'19:41
Why not you? Feb'20:15

SMITH, CHARLES E
How the Brotherhood helped and brotherliness prevailed.
Feb'27:36

SMITH, CHARLES MERCER
(photo) Jul'23:11

SMITH, CHARLES MERRELL. HOW TO BE A BISHOP WITHOUT BEING RELIGIOUS
New books. Jan'68:39

SMITH, CHARLES MERRELL. HOW TO TALK TO GOD WHEN YOU AREN'T FEELING RELIGIOUS
New books. Mar'72:30
SMITH, CHARLES MERRELL. THE PEARLY GATES SYNDICATE
   New books. Sep'71:29
SMITH, CHARLES MERRELL. WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING OUT
   New books. Nov'69:28
SMITH, CHRISTINE S
   (photo) Jul'42:12
SMITH, CLARA F
   Truly living a link. Dec'46:32
SMITH, CLARA GILLILAND
   Classroom and campus. Dec'47:28
SMITH, CLAUDIA PAGE
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'26:56
SMITH, CLAYTON CHANEY, 1845-1919
   Clayton Chaney Smith (photo) Mar'19:28
   Notes. Mar'19:60
   (death) Jun'19:43
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:41
   Fools for Christ's sake. Apr'33:10
   The personality of the month. Oct'33:3
SMITH, CRAIG R
   quoted. Disciples meet in Des Moines. Nov'56:20
SMITH, D. HOWARD. CHINESE RELIGIONS FROM 1,000 B.C. TO THE PRESENT DAY
   New books. Sep'70:28
SMITH, DAN E., -1955
   (death) News room. Apr'55:38
SMITH, DAVID H. THE ACHIEVEMENT OF JOHN C. BENNETT
   New books. Oct'70:28
SMITH, DONALD CRAFT, 1937-
   (photo) Jul'44:34
SMITH, DONALD K
   quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34
SMITH, DONALD LELAND
   Global highlights. Jul'62:5
Smith, Donald R
   Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:12
SMITH, DONALD R.
   Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:8
   In brief (photo) Apr'69:39
SMITH, DOUGLAS W.
   In brief. Dec'69:40 Feb'71:40 Sep'71:42
   Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad (photo) Oct'71:45
Smith, Dwight C
SMITH, E. C. A POEM OF THE CHRIST
   Book chat. Sep'37:29
SMITH, E E
   (photo) Jan'21:9
SMITH, E W
   Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:58
Smith, Earl M
   Kagawa studies Brazil. Jun'54:44
Smith, Edgar Lloyd, -1952
   The how of missionary offerings. Nov'22:35
   Religious education--its progress and promise. Nov'24:17
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50
   Another project in world friendship. Feb'29:19
   In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way...
Jan'33:8
A report from Miami. May'44:36
The church and returning "expendables." Sep'44:17
A program of ministerial recruitment. Oct'45:12
Recruiting for dedicated lives. Sep'48:7

SMITH, EDGAR LLOYD, -1952
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
The church in the capital of Uncle Sam's baby state, Arizona. Jun'19:40
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20
Disciples Club, Boston University (photo) Aug'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50 Jul'30:33
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:32
News room. Nov'46:45 Jan'49:38
(death) News room. Mar'52:32

SMITH, EDNA SUE, -1959 (married to William Martin Smith)
Christian families go to camp (photo) Nov'49:44

SMITH, EDWIN W. AGGREY OF AFRICA
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42

SMITH, EDWIN W. THE SHRINE OF A PEOPLE'S SOUL
Book chat. Apr'48:20

Smith, Eleanor
Women on world highways. Apr'68:30

SMITH, ELEANOR
Global highlights (photo) May'62:6
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:40 (photo p. 41)

SMITH, ELIZA
Our birthday party. May'29:30
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51

SMITH, ELIZABETH (INDIANA)
Notes from the Benevolent Homes. Mar'38:43

Smith, Elizabeth Baker, 1899-1978
(married to Everton Benson Smith)
Short cuts through a long country. Jun'29:7
Rice fields of Africa. Dec'33:28
Echoes from everywhere.
Sep'37:38 Oct'37:39 Dec'43:31

SMITH, ELIZABETH BAKER, 1899-1978
Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'43:30
(photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Oct'45:25
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:29

SMITH, ELLA H
(photo) Jan'21:16

SMITH, ELSIE, 1877-
(photo) Dec'23:25
News room. Jan'53:45
Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth anniversary (photo)
Oct'53:38

SMITH, ELSIE
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
SMITH, EMALINE
(death) Apr'20:51
Smith, Emily O (married to Ralph Lynwood Smith)
Each one teach one. Mar'70:25
SMITH, EMMA
In memoriam. Jul'28:45
SMITH, EMMA
In memoriam. Oct'36:39
SMITH, EMMA LOU
(photo) Sep'42:9
SMITH, EMMET
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'61:37
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'63:35 (photo) Jun'68:35
SMITH, ERTRA, -1950 (married to W. O. Smith)
In memoriam. Jan'51:37
SMITH, ETHEL
Memorium. May'36:39
SMITH, ETHEL E
(photo) May'25:43
SMITH, ETTA J
Memorium. Oct'35:40
Smith, Eugene L
Line across the world. Dec'66:18
SMITH, EUGENE L
Global highlights. Apr'63:4 Oct'64:7
quoted. Quote...unquote. Oct'70:13
SMITH, EUGENE L. GOD'S MISSION--AND OURS
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
SMITH, EUGENE L. MANDATE FOR MISSION
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33
SMITH, EVA M., -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35
SMITH, EVELYN
See WIKER, EVELYN SMITH
Smith, Everett S
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:24
SMITH, EVERETT S
(photo) Sep'20:24
quoted. Special tithing week. May'22:52
(photo) Oct'22:7
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
(photo) Mar'24:31 Dec'30:12 Sep'42:2
Global highlights. Sep'62:5
Smith, Everton Benson, 1898-1974
(married to Elizabeth Baker Smith)
Elephant meat a delicacy. Apr'33:33
Rice fields of Africa. Dec'33:28
Congo victory gardens. Nov'44:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
SMITH, EVERTON BENSON, 1898-1974
Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
quoted. Last column. Dec'43:40
Congo Christian Conference. Feb'44:40
(photo) Jul'44:34
News room. Oct'45:25
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:29
Smith, Florence
World Call at Conference. Dec'27:52
SMITH, FLORENCE S.
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'35:1
Smith, Floyd S
Letters. Sep'65:3
SMITH, FLOYD S
Global highlights (photo) Mar'46:2
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'50:4
Global highlights (photo) Mar'51:2
(photo) Jul'52:24
The Chaplain--always there (photos) Jul'60:33
SMITH, FORREST
(photo) Apr'51:31
SMITH, FRANCES CAROLINE
quoted. Aug'19:35
Smith, Francis Edwin, 1877-1959 (married to Inez Stewart Smith)
Recruits and pensions. Feb'19:9
The church's hired man or God's ambassador. Jul'19:31
Church meanness. Aug'19:23
Keen interest in ministerial pensions. Sep'19:33
Ministerial modesty. Dec'19:5
Penalizing the preacher. Jan'20:24
The first quarter Century. Feb'20:46
The minister's wife. Mar'20:50
A life enlistment service. Mar'20:55
Driving out the preacher. Apr'20:25
Is religion a necessity? May'20:10
For conscience sake. May'20:51
The advance of the white cross. Mar'19:64
Orphaned but not forgotten. Apr'19:58
The "Dead line" in the ministry. May'19:15
A new advance in Minnesota. Sep'20:56
The first death claim under the Pension system. Nov'20:51
The help of White Gifts. Dec'20:33
Hot for the heart of the ministry. Jan'21:31
Keeping the larger faith. Feb'21:57
Plain questions and straight answers on ministerial pensions.
Mar'21:51
G. D. Sellers. Mar'21:54
A beautiful hour of devotion. May'21:1
Concerning the ministry. Jul'21:43
The preacher's day. Dec'21:7
The pay roll and the prophet. Dec'21:35
E. J. Lampton. Dec'21:55
A worthy example. Jan'22:59
Preachers and automobiles. Mar'22:58
Ministerial support helps preachers to come back. Jul'22:31
From the diary of the ministry. Aug'22:37
The preaching Conners. Dec'22:7
It's all changed now. Jan'23:59
Yesterday's prophets of today and tomorrow. Mar'23:35
Children of the manse. Jul'23:4
The value of Young People's Conferences. Nov'23:31
A great record and its claim. Dec'23:10
The church and the youth movement. Sep'24:10
Kansas City leads again. Oct'24:38
The call to advance. Dec'24:30
The young minister and the Pension. Apr'25:22
As the shadows grow longer. Jun'25:10
Pension benefits increased... Aug'25:15
Fifty and more years of service for Christ. Sep'25:30
Fifty year adventure. Oct'25:28
Turning the light on Ministerial Relief. Apr'26:18
The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:16
Presbyterian Pension plans. Sep'26:19
Mrs. Mitchell goes home. Dec'26:44
The church cares for her own. Apr'27:8
The progress of the proposed Pension Plan. Apr'27:13
The Pension Conferences in Texas. May'27:57
A study in comparisons. Nov'27:32
The new adventure of the church. Jan'28:25
Illinois steps out... Nov'28:32
The total work of the Pension Fund. Sep'37:7
Growing up with World Call. Jan'39:23
How the heart burns. Apr'39:22
Book chat. Sep'39:40
Back of the ministry. Sep'40:8
The Brotherhood Convocations. Mar'41:20
A new emphasis on Week of the Ministry. Sep'41:13
Bert Wilson--Crusader for God. May'43:17
Twenty-five years of the ministry. Sep'44:7

SMITH, FRANCIS EDWIN, 1877–1959

(photo) Jan'19:6
Headquarters notes. Sep'21:54 Apr'23:52 Nov'23:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50
Program helps. Mar'26:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55 Aug'27:51
quoted. The initial gift to the initial reserve fund for the proposed
Pension Plan. Dec'27:61
(photo) Apr'28:11
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31 (photo p.30)
(photo) May'33:4
Personalities. Jul'37:16
(photo) Sep'37:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
(photo) Jan'39:front cover Sep'39:8
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'40:inside front cover
quoted. What they say. Oct'41:15 (photo p. 14)
(photo) Sep'42:11
Ministers in behalf of the ministry (photo) Dec'42:26
Brotherhood leaders reach retirement (photo) Dec'44:17
(photo) Dec'49:28
News room (photo) Sep'54:38
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:7
Global highlights (photo) Dec'56:2
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
(death) Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:6
(photo) Jan'69:20

Smith, Frank Herron
A visit to Owens Valley. Jun'42:28

SMITH, FRANK S

(photo) Sep'42:6
SMITH, FRED R., -1952
  (death) News room. Mar'52:32

SMITH, FREDDIE, 1941-
  (birth) News room (photo) Sep'41:34
  Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
  News room. Feb'44:34
  Missionaries freed in Philippines (photo) Apr'45:5
  For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
  News room. Jun'45:34 Feb'46:38

SMITH, FREDERICK A
  How Smith went after Shelton (photo) Aug'20:4

SMITH, FREDERICK W
  (photo no. 7) Apr'27:16
  (photo) Oct'48:30
  Who speaks for the church? (photo) Dec'68:16

Smith, G E
  Echoes from everywhere. May'21:59

SMITH, GEMMA GENEVA
  In memoriam. Jun'43:29

SMITH, GEORGE THOMAS, 1843-1920
  (married to Josephine Wood Smith)
  (married to Candace Llahmon Smith, 1888)
  (death) Feb'21:50
  A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:39
  (photo) Dec'23:25
  Disciples in Japan commemorate mission's seventieth anniversary (photo)
    Oct'53:38
  (photo) Jan'69:32

SMITH, GEORGIA
  (photo) Jul'72:6

SMITH, GERTRUDE
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31

SMITH, GILLIALND
  Personalities. Jul'36:21

Smith, Goldie Capers
  Sandals of Christ (poem) Jan'34:21

SMITH, H AUGUSTINE. LYRIC RELIGION
  Speaking of books. Dec'32:41

Smith, H. Austin, 1901-
  (married to Nettie Mae Woodall Smith)
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34 Jun'60:36 May'62:36
  This is Africa! Jun'63:47
  Letters. Nov'63:49
  Echoes from everywhere. May'64:38
  Doctors with a mission. Jun'65:13
  Something new at Hazel Green. Sep'67:40

SMITH, H AUGUSTIN, 1901-
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
  News room. Mar'59:32
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:7
  (photo) May'64:38
  Missionary register. Jul'65:46
  Missionaries retire (photo) Jan'67:42

SMITH, H B
  (photo) Mar'24:39

SMITH, H C
  (photo) Jan'21:8
SMITH, H  D
(photo) Jul'32:30
SMITH, H  SHELTON
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
SMITH, H. SHELTON. HORACE BUSHNELL
New books. Jan'66:40
Smith, Harlie L -1970
(married to Virginia Smith)
The diary of a floating Dean. Nov'27:21
Transylvania's "college on wheels." Jan'32:17
Book chat. Oct'39:42
The Disciples and higher education.
Nov'39:43  Jan'40:5
Ten years in National Christian College. Jan'41:7
The outreach of a great life. Mar'41:21
College girls and tomorrow's world. May'43:11
The colleges and Christian leadership. Jan'47:8
Classroom and campus. (As the executive of the Board of Higher Education)

Harlie Smith's name appeared as editor of this column from September
1950 to December 1967. The column usually appeared around page 30.

Check the table of contents of each issue for the exact page number.)
Young men look to the ministry. May'52:7
Fifteen years of change. Jan'55:7
Book chat. Sep'56:39
An educational experience. Feb'58:10
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Adults and mission. Feb'62:38
Meditations. Dec'62:37
Classroom and campus. Jan'63:32  Feb'63:34
Recent trends in higher education. Mar'63:18
SMITH, HARLIE L -1970
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'27:51
Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
New Secretary for Board of Higher Education. Jun'39:31
Higher Education's new secretary (photo) Jul'39:27
(photo) Apr'40:22  Apr'41:inside back cover
Jan'41:7  Jun'41:32
Colleges elect presidents (photo) Sep'41:17
quoted. What they say (photo) Oct'41:14
News from our colleges. Nov'41:30
Smith inaugurated at William Woods (photo) Dec'41:21
(photo) Apr'42:24
News room. Jul'42:43
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32
quoted. To him that asketh. Jan'43:15 (photo p. 14)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'43:28
(photo) May'43:11
Classroom and campus. Jun'45:26
(photo) May'46:18
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33  Jul'46:30
Significant actions at Columbus. Sep'46:7
(photo) Jan'47:8
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:31
News room. Jul'48:39
Global highlights (photo) Jun'50:3  Sep'50:2
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:8
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Classroom and campus. Nov'51:29
Church band campus work together (photo) Jan'53:7
Global highlights. Feb'53:3
News room. Apr'53:32
Highlights of higher education (photo) Jun'53:37 (photo)

Global highlights (photo) May'56:5
Global highlights. Oct'56:3 (photo) Nov'56:5 Jan'57:28
Where higher education is involved (photo) Oct'57:25
Global highlights. Dec'57:4 (photo) Feb'58:10
Global highlights. Jun'58:4 (photo p. 5)
Investigating immortality (photo) Jan'59:13 (photo) Jan'59:back cover
Global highlights (photo) Jun'59:7
Classroom and campus (photo)

Jul'60:37 Jul'62:5
News room. Jul'62:36
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'62:37
Adults and mission (photo) Nov'62:40
News room. May'63:40
Global highlights. Feb'64:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:33 (photo) Jan'67:6
Disciples in the news. Mar'67:7
Classroom and campus (photo)

Sep'67:34 Feb'68:35
Global highlights. Apr'68:7
Classroom and campus. Jul'68:35
In memoriam. Oct'70:46
In brief. Jul'71:45

SMITH, HARLIE L, JR. (married to Jacqueline Anderson Smith)
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
(marriage) News room. Jan'54:38
News room. Oct'58:34

Smith, Harry D
Getting men ready to preach. Jan'24:25
An army of student preachers. Jan'32:15

SMITH, HARRY D
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:17
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
(death) Our colleges at home and abroad (photo) Mar'33:31
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41

SMITH, HARRY E
News room. Jan'53:45

SMITH, HARRY GRANT, -1967 (married to Lulu Gettie Smith)
(death) Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'67:8
In memoriam. Oct'67:44 Jan'68:41

Smith, Harvey Baker, 1867–1959
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:29
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:48
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:42,43
World Call did it. Aug'25:1
SMITH, HARVEY BAKER, 1867-1959

Building Kingdom values. Mar'38:16

SMITH, HATTIE

Memorium. Jan'36:39

SMITH, HENRY LEIPER

Global highlights (photo) May'49:2

SMITH, Herbert, 1880-1954 (married to Mary Hopkins Smith)

The romance of Lotumbe. Mar'19:17
More than eager for the fray. Sep'19:27
O ye of little faith. Aug'20:14
The Congo Mission attains its majority. Sep'20:47
Note. Sep'20:63
Where will it lead? Nov'20:14
Good news from Congo. Nov'20:58
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'21:60 Oct'21:60 Dec'21:51
May'21:64 Nov'21:59
Boys only, but Lotumbe boys. Jan'22:47
The repentance of Bokanga. Feb'22:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:64
What is a barbed arrow worth? Mar'22:26
His followers at Besenge. Oct'22:57
Dr. Dye at Lotumbe. May'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:60 Dec'23:50 Apr'24:59
Rapid growth in the Congo. Jun'24:34
Home coming in Congo. Dec'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'26:50
Dawning of a new day. Mar'26:56
An embargo on bugs. May'26:38
The steamship Missouri is at our beach. Jul'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'26:49 Apr'27:50
Are we not all believing sinners? Dec'27:36
The Congo Jubilee and West Africa conference. Feb'29:21
How shall the Congo Christian Institute develop? Oct'29:19
Missionary organizations. Oct'29:46
We cannot take this step alone. Jun'30:15
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39
Chapel at the Congo Christian Institute. Aug'31:29
A first born in Chicago. Dec'31:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:39 Feb'32:47 Mar'32:39
The second milestone reached. Mar'33:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39 Jun'33:39
Five years of service. Jan'34:26
Nkolaka, the boy who knew too much. Jul'34:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40 Dec'34:39
Training leaders for tomorrow's Africa. Mar'36:14
The thrills of the journey. Feb'38:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:39 May'38:39
Mpengo Thomas honored. Feb'39:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39
Women and world highways. May'40:35
Institute graduates nineteen. May'43:42
Congo Christian Institute commencement. Jan'44:27
Diamonds, diamonds, diamonds. Mar'46:47
The mission press and world evangelism. Mar'48:7

SMITH, HERBERT, 1880-1954
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
The adventures of Yoka... Mar'19:12
(photograph) Mar'19:17
Notes. Jul'19:64
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photograph) Feb'21:50
(photograph) Mar'22:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:59
Before the sun had risen. Mar'24:46
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:48 May'24:51,53 Jul'24:50
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
Interesting figures from Africa. May'25:37
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
Petterain. Apr'26:17
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47
(photograph) Dec'27:36 Mar'30:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
...honored. Jun'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35
(photograph) Mar'33:29
quoted. The threshold. Oct'33:2
Mbowina wins his way (photograph) Feb'35:29
Last minute news. Dec'35:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
Personalities (photograph) Jul'37:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
(photograph) Oct'38:31 Jan'41:13
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:38
News room. Jul'42:43
quoted. The last page. May'43:48
(photograph) Jul'44:34
News room. Apr'45:28 May'45:28
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'45:inside front cover
News room. Jan'46:38
SMITH, HERBERT. THE CALL OF THE CONGO
Two books on Africa. Mar'25:41
Speaking of books. Apr'25:56

SMITH, HONTA HEDGER, -1963
(photo) Oct'35:30
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
In memoriam. Jan'64:49

SMITH, HORD
A sharecropper celebrates "Old Jim's" birthday (photo) Oct'37:32

SMITH, HOWARD
(photo) Feb'34:20
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41

SMITH, HYRUM M
quoted. How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25

SMITH, IAN
Commentary. Jul'72:12

SMITH, IDA ANN, -1949
In memoriam. Oct'49:37

Smith, Ida B. Speaking Wise, 1871-1952
Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:13
Christian imperatives of temperance. Jan'36:19
Women and world highways. Oct'39:35

SMITH, IDA B. SPEAKING WISE, 1871-1952
The month among Disciples. Sep'33:4
(photo) Nov'33:29
Personnel. May'35:17
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
quoted. Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention...
Nov'35:25
(photo) Jan'36:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
Personalities (photo) Feb'38:23
News room. Dec'44:28

Smith, Ida Sue
Amsterdam in retrospect. Nov'39:8

SMITH, IDA SUE
(photo) May'39:17 Nov'39:8

Smith, Ina Elizabeth, -1958

SMITH, INEZ STEWART, -1963 (married to Francis Edward Smith)
Elections at the 1956 Convention (photo) Dec'56:31
(death) News room. Jan'64:40

SMITH, ISAIAH
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37

SMITH, IVY MAY
See FRIEND, IVY SMITH
SMITH, J A
Progress at Douglas, Arizona. Oct'20:50

SMITH, J B
In memoriam. Apr'44:36

SMITH, J DOUGLAS
In memoriam. Feb'38:39

SMITH, J G
(photo) Mar'24:24

SMITH, J H O
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'23:54
Personalities. May'35:17

SMITH, J N
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:33

SMITH, J. PHILLIP
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:35
Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7

SMITH, J T
(death) He was a good steward (photo) Jan'36:22
The Brotherhood's largest annuity gift (photo) Jun'36:inside
back cover
A story of two elders (photo) May'38:1

SMITH, J W B -1916
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33

SMITH, JACQUELINE ANDERSON (married to Harlie L. Smith, Jr.)
(marriage) News room. Jan'54:38

SMITH, JANE
(photo) Nov'51:9

SMITH, JAMES E
Four churches join home plan (photo) Jul'59:49

SMITH, JAMES F
Classroom and campus. May'64:36

SMITH, JAMES REX
Global highlights. Jul'49:2
News room. Sep'51:40 May'52:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34
News room. Jun'54:41

SMITH, JAMES WARD. RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES IN AMERICAN CULTURE
Book chat. Jul'61:24

SMITH, JAMES WARD. THE SHAPING OF AMERICAN RELIGION
Book chat. Jul'61:24

SMITH, JASPER
The Chaplain runs a Sunday school (photo) Apr'62:28

SMITH, JAY J
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:4

SMITH, JENNIE
(death) Aug'25:50
In memoriam. Jul'44:33

Smith, Jesse Guy
Who would not go to Arlington? May'25:13

SMITH, JESSIE, -1954
Classroom and campus. Sep'44:27
Here and there with World Call. Jun'50:48
In memoriam. Dec'54:37 (reads Lessie Smith)

SMITH, JIM
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
SMITH, JOHN, 1784-1868
(photo) Feb'24:2
How the work started. Feb'28:28
(photo) Sep'58:13
The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension. Nov'65:28 (drawing p. 29)

SMITH, JOHN, -1949
In memoriam. Jan'50:39

Smith, John Coventry
Adults and mission. Feb'65:36

SMITH, JOSEPH (ENGLAND)
(death) Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32

Smith, Joseph Martin, 1912- (married to Winifred Watson Smith)
Evangelism in town and country. Feb'40:7
Workers' conference at Vigan. Jan'42:49
Book chat. Jan'42:49
A radiant Easter in the Philippines. Jun'45:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'45:32
American obligations in the Philippines. Mar'46:12
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'48:36
P'an Lao T'ai T'ai. Jun'48:29
Business as usual in Wuhu. May'49:28
The evening of the thirtieth. Jul'49:44
Book chat. May'61:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34
Who is on trial in China? May'63:17
Birth in the land of morning. May'65:13
The mission to Chinese continues. Mar'68:11
Southeast Asia. Dec'68:24
Agenda item number one: China. Feb'70:6

SMITH, JOSEPH MARTIN, 1912-
(photo) Feb'37:33
Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
News room. Nov'40:47 Apr'41:34
Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
(photo) Mar'42:25 Jun'42:back cover
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
News room. Jan'44:34 Feb'44:34
quoted. News room. Mar'44:34
Missionaries freed in Philippines (photo) Apr'45:5
For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
News room. Jun'45:34
Economic conditions in Northern Luzon. Nov'45:11
News room. Dec'45:32 Feb'46:38
(photo) Mar'46:12
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:24
News room. Feb'47:32
Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32
(photo) Nov'50:13
Classroom and campus. Jan'57:29
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'62:36
Global highlights (photo) Apr'64:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'65:33
(photo) May'65:14
Global highlights (photo) Jan'67:5
(photo) Mar'68:13
Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:7
Heard the latest? (photo) Jun'69:16
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'71:5
World events (photo) Nov'73:38
SMITH, JOSEPH MARTIN. CALLED TO MISSION AND UNITY
Adults and mission. Jun'65:38
SMITH, JOSEPHINE WOOD, 1850-1886
(married to George T. Smith)
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
(photo) Dec'23:25
(photo of grave) Jun'24:18
SMITH, JULIA
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord (photo) Aug'19:18
SMITH, JULIAN R, 1873-1932
(death) Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:33
SMITH, KANDYCE LUANN, 1950-
(birth) News room. Jan'51:33
SMITH, KATHERINE ALT
Somebody cares for the migrants (photo) Apr'49;14
Smith, Kay
Misled travelers return home. Jul'50:47
SMITH, KEN WALES
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'63:36
SMITH, KENNETH F
Global highlights (photo) May'62:4
(photo) Sep'66:front cover
In brief. Oct'69:38
Smith, Kirby
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
SMITH, KIRBY
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8 Feb'30:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
SMITH, L
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
SMITH, L MADGE. –1954
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:38
(photo) Jan'25:32
Our new staff member (photo) Mar'27:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53 Jul'27:59
(photo) Jan'28:32 Oct'28:32
World Call puts it over. Jul'29:45
(photo) Nov'31:30 Sep'32:inside back cover
Circulation corner. Jul'36:1
Circulation corner (photo) Sep'36:1
(photo) Nov'38:6
The threshold. Sep'39:2
...retires (photo) Sep'39:19
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
Circulation corner. Dec'43:inside front cover
News room. Jan'50:34 Jun'50:34
In memoriam. Dec'54:37
(death) News room. Dec'54:40
Higher education in the past half-century (photo) Jan'69:37
SMITH, LAEL MELVIN, 1926–(married to Martha Lee Thompson Smith)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'53:28
Youth and missions (photo) Jan'57:33

SMITH, LARRY
  In brief. Apr'73:41

Smith, Laura Jane, 1923-
  Dressmaking at the C.C.I. Nov'44:39

SMITH, LAURA JANE, 1923-
  (photo)
    Dec'27:36  Mar'30:52  Feb'35:29  Jun'37:24
    Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
    News room. Jul'42:43  Oct'42:34
    (photo) Jul'44:34
    News room.
      May'45:28  Jan'46:38  Jan'47:44  Jul'48:46
      (photo) Sep'48:31
      News room. Jan'53:33

Smith, Laurence C
  Religion on the campus. May'56:29
  When you pray (poem) Apr'63:31
  The quiet campus revolution. Jan'66:11

SMITH, LAURENCE C
  Classroom and campus.
    May'51:30  Feb'56:32  Jul'65:35
    Oct'53:31  Sep'56:33

SMITH, LAWRENCE
  World events. Oct'70:36

SMITH, LELA GRACE, -1956 (married to J. Ira Smith)
  In memoriam. Apr'56:35

SMITH, LELAND R
  Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41

SMITH, LENORA
  quoted. We were there. Apr'66:38

SMITH, LEONA. THE MARRIAGE CLIMATE
  Books. Mar'64:42

Smith, Leslie Raymond, 1904-1986
  (married to Ruth Margaret Moss Smith)
  What have students a right to expect from our church colleges?
  Sep'31:19
  Book chat. Jul'38:34
  If Christ had come to my city. Nov'38:22
  How can families face the unexpected? Mar'54:22
  Our decision--His mission. Jul'60:27
  Morality of family spending. Feb'61:25
  Message from the Convention President. Jul'62:30
    p. 2665  Smith, Leslie - Mariah

SMITH, LESLIE RAYMOND, 1904-1986
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'24:54
    (photo) Sep'31:19  Nov'42:34
    News room. Jan'44:34  Apr'46:32
    Classroom and campus. Jul'49:31
    Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:5
    You're in Denmark now (photo) Oct'58:11
    (photo) Jul'60:27
    Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:5
    City of Angels welcomes Disciples (photo) Jul'62:30
    The scene. Oct'69:44

SMITH, LESLIE RAYMOND. FROM SUNSET TO DAWN
  Book chat. Jul'45:17
SMITH, LESLIE RAYMOND. WHEN YOU PRAY
Book chat. Mar'63:42

SMITH, LEWIS WORTHINGTON
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:32

Smith, Lillian
The White Christian and his conscience. Jul'45:11

SMITH, LILLIAN
(photo) Jul'45:11

SMITH, LILLIAN, KILLERS OF THE DREAM
Book chat. Feb'50:40

SMITH, LILLIAN. STRANGE FRUIT
Book chat. May'44:21

SMITH, LINDA
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17

Smith, Lorraine
Reconciliation through crafts. Nov'69:20

SMITH, LULA GETTIS, -1966 (married to Harry Grant Smith)
In memoriam. Jan'67:41

SMITH, LULA HARDING, -1968 (married to Edwin Erwin Smith)
(photo) Jan'21:9
In memoriam. Jul'68:48

SMITH, LUTHER WESLEY
Global highlights. Nov'50:4

SMITH, LYDIA
Memorium. Oct'34:39

SMITH, LYDIA A
(death) Oct'24:50

SMITH, LYLE BENSON, 1935-
(birth) Mar'35:47
(photo) Jun'37:24        Jul'44:34

SMITH, M M
(death) Oct'20:41

Smith, Margaret Nelson, 1897- (married to Charles E. Smith)
Laywoman views work in Japan. Mar'54:42
That harmonious balance. Jun'55:25

SMITH, MARGARET NELSON, 1897-
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'56:6

SMITH, MARIAH OKIWEJI, 1921-
(birth) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:50
(photo) Jun'23:41      Mar'30:52       Jun'37:24
Dec'27:36        Feb'35:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
News room. Jun'42:34
(photo) Sep'42:5
News room. (photo) Jul'43:28    Nov'49:50
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
Global highlights (photo) Apr'51:2
News room. Oct'51:43    Jan'53:33

SMITH, MARJORIE MERLE MATSON (married to Thomas C. Smith)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'49:4

SMITH, MARLIN
(photo) Mar'34:34

SMITH, MARTHA, -1914
With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21
(photo of grave) Jun'24:18
(photo) Mar'28:18

SMITH, MARTHA
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'61:31

SMITH, MARVIN
College commencements. Jul'39:29

Smith, Marvin E
The local church. Dec'46:21
Is religion locked out of school? Nov'63:12

SMITH, MARVIN E
(photo) Dec'46:21
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Jun'50:26
Global highlights. Sep'56:3
They work for you. Oct'58:30 (photo p. 29)
Global highlights. Apr'59:5
Heritage and destiny at Kansas City. Sep'61:25 (photo p. 26)
(photo) Nov'63:12
Global highlights (photo)
May'64:4 Oct'64:5
In brief. Dec'73:42

SMITH, MARY, -1921 (OWENSBURG, KY)
(death) Jan'22:59

SMITH, MARY, -1951 (EDINBURG, IN)
In memoriam. Mar'52:39

SMITH, MARY (married to William Henry Smith) (NASHVILLE, TN) Global highlights
(photo) Jun'66:6

SMITH, MARY
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'41:inside front cover

Smith, Mary E
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'28:47

SMITH, MARY ELIZABETH, -1957
(death) Classroom and campus. Feb'58:32
Classroom and campus. Mar'58:34

SMITH, MARY ELIZABETH. IN BETHANY HOUSE
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46

SMITH, MARY FRANCES CROW, 1864-1948
(married to William Grant Smith)
In memoriam. Oct'48:37

Smith, Mary Hopkins, 1881-1952 (married to Herbert Smith)
Notes. Jul'19:64
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:50 Jun'31:41

SMITH, MARY HOPKINS, 1881-1952
The adventures of Yoka... Mar'19:12
The romance of Lotumbe. May'19:18
Notes. Jul'19:64
(photo) Nov'20:14
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
(photo)
Mbowna wins his way (photo) Feb'35:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:35 Feb'38:30
(photo) Oct'38:31 Feb'41:39
Oct'42:34 May'45:28 Nov'49:50
(death) News room. Jan'53:33

Smith, Mary Lou
I fooled 'em. May'40:10
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SMITH, MARY LOU
(photo) May'40:10
News room. Jun'42:34 Jan'53:33
SMITH, MARY LULU, 1919-
Notes. Jul'19:64
(photo) Nov'20:14
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:50
(photo) Jun'23:41 Mar'30:52 Jun'37:24
Dec'27:36 Feb'35:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'38:33
(photo) Sep'42:5
News room (photo) Jul'43:28
News room. Jan'46:38
SMITH, MARY PAULINE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Smith, Mary S
(untitled poem) May'30:31
SMITH, MAXWELL P., 1902- (married to Violet Mae Smith)
News room. Nov'53:32 Jul'58:43
Smith, Milo J. 1877-1949 (married to Laucie E. Pittenger Smith)
The sad plight of the liquor power. Mar'19:8
The backwash of the liquor traffic. Sep'19:67
The place of the church in the movement for world prohibition. Feb'20:39
The Christian at the primaries. May'20:24
Liberalizing the Volstead Act. Sep'20:43
Pulque drinking in Mexico. Jan'21:50
The lawless traffic in liquor. Apr'22:57
A new angle to Prohibition. Jul'22:44
A call to citizenship. Jan'24:19
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:53
Prohibition and personal liberty. Jul'24:20
The undemocratic liquor traffic. Jul'25:24
The Anti-Prohibition crusade. Apr'26:30
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:14
SMITH, MILO J. 1877-1949
Reconstruction of breweries. Jul'19:59
Campaigning for Prohibition. Dec'19:33
(death of mother) Apr'20:51
California wins again. Jul'26:26
(photo) Oct'27:22 Jul'34:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'36:40
(photo) Oct'41:8
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
(death) Global highlights (photo) Dec'49:2
quoted. Last column. Jan'50:48
SMITH, MINNIE
In memoriam. Apr'28:48
SMITH, MIRIAH
News room. Jan'46:38
Smith, Myrtle Lee, 1900-1954
Autobiography of a Livingston Academy girl. May'23:43
A living link between the home and foreign fields. Sep'29:5
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'31:40
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
(note) Jun'31:35
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39,42
Three babies in Congo. Dec'31:28

SMITH, MYRTLE LEE, 1900-1954
(photo) May'23:43 May'24:27
Growing new wood. Oct'24:57
Our lives against your money! (photo) Jul'29:13
(photo) Sep'29:5 Feb'30:3
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42
World Convention notes. Jul'35:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
(death) News room. Sep'54:38

SMITH, NANCY OWEN, -1946
In memoriam. Oct'46:37

SMITH, NANNIE
(death) Jan'22:59

SMITH, NATHAN S
News room. Jul'61:36
Youth and the world mission (photo) May'68:33
In brief. May'69:42

Smith, Nelly Colfax
Locarno's yuletide vision (poem) Dec'26:10

Smith, Nettie Mae Woodall, 1898-1928 (married to H. Austin Smith)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34

SMITH, NETTIE MAE WOODALL, 1898-1928
Global highlights (photo) Sep'56:4
News room. Mar'95:32
Missionary register. Jul'65:46
Missionaries retire (photo) Jan'67:42

SMITH, O A
O. A. Smith (photo) Jun'19:53
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover

SMITH, O E
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:43

SMITH, O L
(photo) Mar'24:55

SMITH, OLA M (married to C. C. Smith)
Beneathe the spire (photo) Jan'57:6

SMITH, OLIVE
In memoriam. Jul'44:33

SMITH, P R
In memorium. Jul'40:39

SMITH, PATSY
Recollections. Jun'34:38

Smith, Peter
How the word gets around (poems) Jun'70:14

SMITH, PETER
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39

SMITH, PETER. FAITH, FOLK AND CLARITY quoted. How the word gets around. Jun'70:14

Smith, Phil (married to Susan Smith)
Direct line. Jul'67:37

SMITH, PHIL
(photo) Jul'67:37

SMITH, RACHEL
In memoriam. Feb'27:49
Smith, Ralph Lynwood (married to Emily Smith)
View from the front of the bus. Mar'69:20

SMITH, RALPH LYNWOOD
quoted. Churches are studying the Provisional Design. Mar'67:38

SMITH, RALPH S
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36

SMITH, RAY C
News room. Nov'48:32

SMITH, RAYMOND A
(photo) Jan'21:17
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:40

SMITH, REBA B
The Japanese Christian Institute. May'21:18
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'41:inside front cover

SMITH, REBECCA
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:46
College notes and news. Dec'40:31

SMITH, RICHARD C. HUMAN CRISIS IN THE KINGDOM OF COAL
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36

Smith, Richard R
The task (poem) Nov'60:50

Smith, Robert
Hospital of the people. Feb'49:42

SMITH, ROBERT AURA. OUR FUTURE IN ASIA
Book chat. Sep'42:46

Smith, Robert B
Feasting and prayer for the missionaries. Mar'22:back cover

SMITH, ROCKWELL C. THE CHURCH IN OUR TOWN
book chat. Jun'46:42

SMITH, ROCKWELL C. PEOPLE, LAND AND CHURCHES
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41

SMITH, ROCKWELL C. RURAL CHURCH ADMINISTRATION
Book chat. Oct'53:43

SMITH, RODNEY W
In brief. Sep'73:40
In brief (photo) Nov'73:46

SMITH, ROLAND COTTON
quoted. The last page. Mar'27:64

SMITH, ROMANS, 1895-1984
(married to
(married to Ruth Ann Stark Smith)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'60:36

SMITH, RONALD GREGOR. I KNEW DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
New books. May'67:22

SMITH, RONALD GREGOR. WORLD COME OF AGE
New books. Jul'67:38

SMITH, RONALD W
In brief. Dec'69:39

Smith, Roscoe C
Mary Longdon goes back to India (poem) Feb'31:35

SMITH, ROSCOE C
(death of mother) Apr'20:51

SMITH, ROSE MERCER BARTON, 1858-1955
(married to Walter Scott Smith)
Circulation corner (photo) Mar'42:inside front cover
In memoriam. Nov'55:33
Smith, Roy G
Youth look at their life work. Nov'64:17

Smith, Roy L
Poverty and plenty. Nov'52:45
God is right next door. Dec'52:46
Love as a disciplinarian. Feb'53:43
Why tithe? Nov'55:15

SMITH, ROY L
(photo) Jun'47:31
Global highlights. Nov'48:2
quoted. Last column.

SMITH, ROY L. DON'T KID YOURSELF
Book chat. Jan'58:41

SMITH, ROY L. MAKING A GO OF LIFE
Book chat. Nov'48:14

SMITH, ROY L. NEW LIGHT FOR OLD LAMPS
Book chat. Jun'53:49

SMITH, ROY L. THE REVOLUTION IN CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
On the making of books. Jan'42:32
Book chat. Jan'42:23

SMITH, ROY L. STEWARDSHIP STUDIES
Book chat. Dec'54:46

SMITH, ROY L. A VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS
Book chat. Mar'41:23

SMITH, ROY L. YOUR PROBLEM IS YOU
Book chat. Jan'53:41

Smith, Ruth Margaret Moss, 1902-1990 (married to Leslie R. Smith)
The scene. Oct'69:44

SMITH, RUTH MARGARET MOSS, 1902-1990
You're in Denmark now (photo) Oct'58:11
Beneath the spire (photo) May'62:8

SMITH, S  F
The morning light (poem) Feb'19:19

SMITH, S  LEROY
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53

SMITH, S  SUMPTER
Memorium. Jun'36:39

SMITH, SALLY
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'64:35

SMITH, SAM
What's bugging your church? Jul'71:12

SMITH, SAM I
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
(photo) Nov'25:62 Apr'26:39

SMITH, SAMUEL D, III
Classroom and campus. Oct'58:32
(photo) Dec'69:3

SMITH, SARAH F
Classroom and campus. Feb'64:33

Smith, Shirley
Dawn (poem) Oct'44:40

SMITH, SHIRLEY RUTH, 1932-
(birth) Dec'32:47
(photo) Jun'37:24 Jul'44:34 Feb'50:33
Smith, Spencer Marion, 1906-1976 (married to Betty Smith)
New books. Dec'67:38
SMITH, SPENCER MARION, 1906-1976
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:46
Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26 Nov'45:25 Nov'46:28
Global highlights. Nov'56:6
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31
In brief. Jul'72:40
Smith, Stephen L
Philippine church commissions four missionaries. Nov'53:29
SMITH, STEPHEN L
quoted. Church grows in Philippines. Sep'60:28
Smith, Susan (married to Phil Smith)
Direct line. Jul'67:37
SMITH, SUSAN
(photo) Jul'67:37
SMITH, SUSAN EVANS, 1859-1950 (married to G. David Smith)
In memoriam. Jun'50:39
SMITH, THOMAS KENNARD, 1894-1969
quoted. What they said (photo) Nov'34:19
Pension Fund notes and news. Dec'42:29
SMITH, TILLIE
(photo) Jun'44:23
SMITH, UNA R. THE JUNIOR DEPARTMENT OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Speaking of books. Jul'34:32
Smith, Vance
Facing up! Sep'26:9
The climbing of a race. Sep'27:30
By their fruits. Sep'28:11
SMITH, VANCE G
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44 May'35:31
(photo) Nov'38:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
Smith, Veda
Letters. May'72:4
SMITH, VERNON GRABER. PARAGUAYAN INTERLUDE
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
SMITH, VERNON L
In brief. Sep'73:41
Smith, Victor
We all bleed the same color. Dec'73:30
SMITH, VIRGINIA (married to Harlie L. Smith)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
(photo) Jun'41:32
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
In brief. Jul'71:45
SMITH, W C
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
SMITH, W EDWARD
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30
SMITH, W F
(photo) Nov'34:33
In memoriam. Jun'38:39
SMITH, W H
(photo) Mar'24:19
In memoriam. Jun'29:50
SMITH, W. H
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'55:31

Smith, Wales Eugene, 1910- (married to Clara Smith)
Education and evangelism--together. Nov'44:11
Letters. Feb'65:45

SMITH, WALES EUGENE, 1910-
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
(photo) Nov'44:11
Truly living a link (photo) Dec'46:32
quoted. Crusade progress.
Jul'50:26 (photo) Nov'50:30
More churches join home plan (photo) Apr'59:48
Church festivals of the fine arts (photo) Nov'69:23

Smith, Walter F
Another achievement wrought out. Mar'23:44

Smith, Walter S
Some facts and fancies regarding Church Extension. Jan'19:24
The early days of ministerial relief. Dec'22:44

SMITH, WALTER S
(photo) Dec'22:44

SMITH, WILBERT B., JR.
Service Men's Christian League. Nov'44:10

SMITH, WILBUR M.
CHATS FROM A MINISTER'S LIBRARY
Book chat. Apr'51:18

SMITH, WILBUR M.
PELOUBET'S SELECT NOTES
Book chat. Dec'46:47
(1959) Book chat. Jan'59:47

SMITH, WILBUR M.
THIS ATOMIC AGE AND THE WORD OF GOD
Book chat. May'48:39

SMITH, WILHELMINA
See
HOBGOOD, WILHELMINA (SMITH) JAGGARD

SMITH, WILARD H.
PARAGUAYAN INTERLUDE
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40

SMITH, WILLIAM FRANCIS, 1847-1939
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34

SMITH, WILLIAM JACKSON, 1935- (married to Arlice G. Smith)
Update, the Disciple Chaplain--1970 model (photo) Sep'70:15

Smith, William Martin, 1916-1986
(married to Edna Sue Smith)
(married to Helen Smith)
The minister--and his supporting Brotherhood. Sep'53:15
The church and its ministry. Sep'54:6
Sustain the ministry! Sep'56:9
Two letters to answer. Sep'59:21
The "extra" can make a difference. Sep'61:17
Are Disciples failing in evangelism? May'63:23
How the Pension Fund serves. Oct'64:16
The Pension Plan: ahead of its time. Mar'73:15

SMITH, WILLIAM MARTIN, 1916-1986
(photo) May'37:34 Sep'42:6 Jul'49:7
Christian families go to camp (photo) Nov'49:44
News room (photo) Jun'51:38
(photo) Sep'53:15
They work for you (photo) Apr'58:30
Heritage of the ministry. Sep'58:11
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'59:31
Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:5
World events (photo)
   Dec'69:36 Mar'71:36
In brief. Apr'73:41
SMITH, WILLIAM MARTIN. FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE MINISTRY
   Global highlights. Dec'56:2
   Book chat. Dec'56:20
SMITH, WILLIAM R
   quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'43:inside front cover
SMITH, WILLIE SUE
   (photo) Feb'32:31
SMITH, WILLIS BION, -1953
   In memoriam. Jan'54:35
Smith, Winnifred Watson, 1911- (married to Joseph Martin Smith)
   Book chat. Jan'38:34 Mar'39:42 Jan'40:40
   Concentration in retrospect. Sep'45:24
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'48:36
SMITH, WINNIFRED WATSON, 1911-
   Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
   (photo) Nov'37:12
   Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
   College notes. Nov'39:33
   Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
   (ordination) News room. Nov'40:40,47
   News room. Apr'41:34
   Write these names in shining letters. Mar'42:5
   (photo) Mar'42:24 Jun'42:back cover
   Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
   News room. Jan'44:34 Feb'44:34 Mar'44:34
   Missionaries freed in Philippines (photo) Apr'45:5
   For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
   News room. Jun'45:34 Feb'46:38 Feb'47:32
   Missionary personnel in China. Jan'49:14
   (photo) Oct'60:39
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'61:8
   News room (photo) Feb'63:40
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'63:50
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'64:5
   quoted. Distrust--a malignant cancer. Dec'64:9
   Congo Disciples look to the future (photo) May'65:31
   Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33
Smith, Zona, -1952
   See Smith, Arizona
SMITH COLLEGE
   World consciousness on the campus. Jun'25:22
Smither, Alexander Campbell, 1865-1928
   (married to Gertrude Clough Smither)
   California's dream comes true. Jul'27:14
SMITHER, ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, 1865-1928
   (death) Two friends of God. Aug'28:4
SMITHER, ANDREW
   (photo) Jul'28:26
SMITHER, ETHEL L. AROUND A MEXICAN PATIO
   Book chat. May'36:30
SMITHERS, NETTIE
   In memoriam. Oct'39:39
SMITHSON, C M
(photo) Jul'36:25
SMOAT, (MISS)
(photo) Oct'22:37
SMOOT, (married to E. M. Smoot) -1959
(death) News room. Jan'60:32
SMOOT, EDWARD M., -1956
(death) News room. May'56:38
Smoot, Mareta, 1903-1985
Youth and missions. Oct'45:31 Dec'45:35
Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28,29
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
Youth and missions.
Oct'47:35 Apr'48:35 Jun'48:37
Mar'48:35 May'48:35
Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28
Take home Grand Rapids. Nov'48:31
Youth and missions. Nov'48:35 Dec'48:35
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
Youth and missions.
Feb'49:37 Oct'49:35 Dec'49:35
Sep'49:35 Nov'49:41
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Youth and missions.
Feb'50:37 Mar'50:35 May'50:37 Jun'50:37
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
Youth and missions.
Oct'50:36 Mar'51:35 Sep'51:35
Dec'50:34 Apr'51:35 Oct'51:35
Jan'51:35 Jul'51:35 Dec'51:35
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Youth and missions.
Feb'52:35 Apr'52:35 Jun'52:37
Mar'52:37 May'52:37
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Youth and missions.
Sep'52:37 Oct'52:37 Nov'52:37 Dec'52:37
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
Youth and missions. Feb'53:35 Jun'53:41
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'54:34
Youth and missions.
May'54:37 Apr'55:37 Dec'55:41 Sep'56:37
Sep'54:37 Jun'55:39 Feb'56:37 Jan'57:33
Nov'54:35 Sep'55:37 Apr'56:37
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Youth and missions.
Jun'57:41 Oct'57:37 Jan'58:35 Dec'58:39
Jul'57:37 Dec'57:41 Oct'58:39
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
Youth and missions. Feb'59:41 Apr'59:39
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Who says we won't read. May'59:12
Youth and missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>May'59:39</th>
<th>Jun'60:39</th>
<th>Jan'61:35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May'59:39</td>
<td>Jul'60:41</td>
<td>Sep'60:39</td>
<td>Mar'61:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'59:39</td>
<td>Mar'60:39</td>
<td>Oct'60:39</td>
<td>Apr'61:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'59:39</td>
<td>Apr'60:39</td>
<td>Nov'60:35</td>
<td>May'61:37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teens lead in book program. Jun'61:16
Youth and missions. Jun'61:41
Youth and the world mission. Sep'61:37
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost. Nov'61:26
Youth and the world mission.

|---------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|

About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
Youth and world missions. Jul'62:41
Youth and the world mission.

|---------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|

Read about India! Dec'63:41
Youth and the world mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Feb'64:40</th>
<th>Apr'64:44</th>
<th>Jun'64:40</th>
<th>Sep'64:37</th>
<th>Mar'64:41</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SMOOT, MARETA, 1903-1985
Youth worker called (photo) Sep'45:24
(photo) Oct'47:35 Nov'50:27
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'52:35
(photo) Jun'53:41
Youth and the world mission (photo) Oct'64:42
SMOOT, MARETA. LANDS OF TOMORROW
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
SMOOT, MARETA. WHOSE WORLD TOMORROW
Youth and the world mission. Nov'62:41
SMOOT, MAXINE
See MILLER, MAXINE SMOOT SEMONES

Smothers, Helen
Women and world highways. Oct'62:35

SMUDSKI, J. ROBERT, 1919-
News room. Oct'44:28

SMUTS, JAN CHRISTIAN
Listening in on the world. Mar'30:26

SMYLJANICH, MISCHA
Midsummer weekend. Nov'52:6 (photo p. 7)

SMYRNA, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hundred year churches. Oct'32:16

SMYTHE, ETHEL JOAN, -1963
Some unsung missionaries in the China field (photo) Jun'36:24
(photo) Feb'41:inside back cover Nov'41:34
(photo) Dec'41:20 Feb'42:15 Mar'42:front cover
News room. Nov'50:46
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'51:31
Classroom and campus. Jul'53:31

SMYTHE, JOAN
See SMYTHE, ETHEL JOAN
SMYTHE, L S
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
Smythe, Lewis Strong Casey, 1901-1978
(married to Margaret Garrett Smythe)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35
Missionaries as self-multipliers. May'33:17
New tasks for missions. Dec'34:8
A mission project becomes of age. Dec'35:16
A workers' cooperative in China. Feb'36:14
Children start ball rolling. Feb'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
Nanking in war-time. Dec'37:22
Faith for these times. Nov'38:28
Business as usual. Nov'40:28
Christian colleges in Chengtu, West China. Mar'41:27
Every co-op a nucleus of a new world in the making. Apr'41:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'43:39
China--after the war. Mar'45:19
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:7
Missions in wartime China. Sep'45:10
Industrial cooperatives in China. Nov'45:18
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:37
Making the new world better. Mar'46:15
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'46:39
Christian love--China's hope. Mar'48:25
Missions in Communist China. Nov'48:16
Relief for the suffering peoples of China. Dec'48:47
The faith of those who hope to stay. Dec'49:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'50:38 May'50:38
The joy of Christmas in China. May'50:44
Sixteen million starving in China. May'50:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:47
Communists stop Christian retreat. Nov'50:29
New marriage law issued in Peking. Nov'50:52
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:45
New frontier in the Philippines. Jul'59:23
Seek peace and pursue it. Jan'66:20
Prall Town and Taylor Town. Jun'67:38

SMYTHE, LEWIS STRONG CASEY, 1901-1978
(photo) Nov'28:50 Dec'32:suppl:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:40
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
(photo) Nov'34:31
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
Personalities. May'37:19
The China mission carries on. Nov'37:4
We visit China. Apr'38:16 (photo p. 17)
(photo) Nov'38:28
Cooperatives in West China. Jan'40:12
(photo) Nov'40:28
Christianity in China today. Dec'40:21
(photo) Apr'41:18 Feb'42:15
Nov'41:34 Jun'42:back cover
Ordination for Luther Shao (photo) Feb'43:43
Classroom and campus. May'45:24
News room.
SMYTHE, MARGARET ANN (PEGGY)
(birth) Oct'31:47
Some unsung missionaries in the China field (photo) Jun'36:24
(photo)
Feb'41:inside back cover
Nov'41:34
Mar'52:front cover
Dec'41:20
Feb'50:33
Classroom and campus. Jul'51:31
Smythe, Margaret Garrett, 1901-1986
(married to Lewis Strong Casey Smythe)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'41:39
The post-war world. Feb'42:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'43:38,39
Mar'43:39
Feb'46:37
Health center a great help. Dec'47:39
Nanking University conducts a tuberculosis clinic. Jan'51:46
SMYTHE, MARGARET GARRETT, 1901-1986
(photo) Oct'21:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
(photo) Nov'41:34
Feb'42:15
Youth volunteers (photo) Mar'42:25
(photo) Jun'42:back cover
Classroom and campus. May'52:28
SMYTHE, MYRTLE
(death) Nov'24:50
SMYTHE, PEGGY
See SMYTHE, MARGARET ANN
Smythe, Robert Richard
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
Worship gives family vitality. May'62:21
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
Letters. Mar'67:inside front cover
SMYTHE, ROBERT RICHARD
Classroom and campus. May'55:30
SMYTHE, WILLIAM
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:5
SNAPP, ADELAIDE LUCILE
(photo) Jul'23:10
SNAPP, JOE
First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
News room. Nov'51:38
Beneath the spires (photo) Feb'52:4
SNAPP, MARGARET ELAINE
(photo) Jul'23:10
SNARR, LOLA E
quoted. World outreach sounding board. Apr'68:32
SNAVELY, EDGAR F
Board of Education and the work of our colleges. Jul'22:48
(photo) May'23:32 Jan'25:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'25:52
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:8
SNAVELY, GUY E
(photo) Dec'31:32
SNAVELY, H S
(photo) Nov'25:26
SNAWDER, LEONA M
(photo) Jan'21:8
SNEAD, S T
In the field of Temperance and Social Welfare. Feb'33:25
SNEDEKER, (MRS. R. F.)
In memoriam. Sep'41:39
SNEDAKER, L. W.
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:46
SNEED, J. RICHARD. BEYOND THE FACTS
Book chat. Jul'40:46
SNELL, J R
In memoriam. Jun'30:49
Snell, Jay F
Letters. Apr'66:39
Snelling, Lois
Little things (poem) Dec'40:48
Young gardener (poem) Jun'65:33
Christmas prayer (poem) Dec'67:30
SNIDER, (married to Frank Snider)
In memorium. Nov'40:39
SNIDER, ALBERT G
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'23:52
Snider, Edward Roy, Sr., 1936-
Let him who has ears listen. Sep'71:16
Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? Oct'72:28
Letters. Jan'73:4
SNIDOW, (married to Clifton L. Snidow)
Classroom and campus. Oct'65:34
SNIDOW, CLIFTON LEONARD, 1874-1971
Classroom and campus. May'51:31 Oct'65:34
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'66:34
SNIDOW, MAYBELLE (married to Conley T. Snidow)
Here and there... Feb'48:48
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'54:4
Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:10
Sniff, W W
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:25
SNIFF, W W
(photo) Oct'22:7
SNIPES, (married to George Snipes) -1961
(death) News room. Nov'61:39

SNIPES, DAVID F
Classroom and campus. Feb'63:35

Snipes, Esther Sarah Wacknitz, 1901-1976
(Married to Percy Doyle Snipes)
As it is done in Wema. Jun'32:25
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'35:39,40
Motherhood in Congo. Jun'36:30
Junior missionaries in Africa. Jun'37:25

SNIPES, ESZTER SARAH WACKNITZ, 1901-1976
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
(photo) Jul'31:42 Jun'32:25 Mar'33:29
Station UCMS broadcasting.
   Sep'35:43 Nov'35:40 Sep'36:32 Oct'36:47
Tribute to P. D. Snipes. Oct'44:24
News room.
   (photo) Feb'48:26 Mar'53:26
News room. Oct'55:36
Congo missionary retires (photo) Jan'66:49
The scene (photo) Nov'70:44

SNIPES, HEIDI LYNN, 1956-
(birth) News room. Jun'56:42

SNIPES, IDA JANE
See WHEATLEY, IDA JANE SNIPES

SNIPES, JILL MORGAN, 1958-
(birth) News room. Feb'59:42

SNIPES, JULIE ANN, 1954-
(birth) News room. May'54:39
(1957 photo) Apr'70:40

Snipes, Mildred Patricia Sly, 1931-
(married to Paul David Snipes)
No place like Brussels! Feb'56:28

SNIPES, MILDRED PATRICIA SLY, 1931-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
News room.
   (marriage) News room. Sep'52:38
   News room. Mar'61:46

SNIPES, PATRICIA
See SNIPES, MILDRED PATRICIA SLY

Snipes, Paul David, 1928-1944
(married to Mildred Patricia Sly Snipes)
Congolese beg to be baptized. Jun'57:30
Yardstick experience in Congo. Oct'58:49

SNIPES, PAUL DAVID, 1928-1944
(birth) Jun'28:63
   (photo) Jul'31:42 Jun'37:25 Mar'50:31
   Jun'32:25 Feb'49:33
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:33
   (marriage) News room. Sep'52:38
   (photo) Jun'57:16
Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:5
News room. Mar'61:46
quoted. Radio--Congo's magic link. Feb'63:25
(1957 photo) Apr'70:40
Snipes, Percy Doyle, 1893-1944 (married to Esther Sara Snipes)
Christmas in retrospect. Dec'28:38
Bolenge (poem) Jun'29:64
The spirit of Pentecost in Africa. Feb'31:26
As it is done in Wema. Jun'32:25
Bolenge evangelistic report. May'34:28
Flashes. Dec'36:45
Bolenge (poem) Feb'39:48

SNIPES, PERCY DOYLE, 1893-1944
Severing the Ivy Chain (photo) Jul'24:7
Into the Ubangi country. Mar'28:39
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
(photo) Jul'31:42  Jun'32:25
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Sep'35:43  Sep'36:32  Sep'37:30  
  Nov'35:40  Oct'36:47
(death) News room. Sep'44:28
Tribute to P. D. Snipes (photo) Oct'44:24

SNIVELY, (MRS. F. M)
(death) May'19:41

SNIVELY, FRANCES BLACK, 1865-1931
(married to George Lawrence Snively)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30

Snively, George Lawrence, 1866-1956
(married to Frances Black Snively)
(married to Florence Marshall Snively)
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:61

SNIVELY, GEORGE LAWRENCE, 1866-1956
Church Extension Board a friend in need. Feb'21:48
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51  Feb'24:54
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
(death) News room. Apr'56:32
Benevolence--then and now (photo) Dec'61:19

Snoddy, Elmer Ellsworth, 1863-1936
(married to Mina Bradley Snoddy)
Walter Scott, the evangelist. Feb'27:10

SNODDY, ELMER ELLSWORTH, 1863-1936
Transylvania College notes. Sep'20:47
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
Nov'31:12
Elmer Ellsworth Snoddy (photo) Jan'32:8
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
(death) Two Disciple educators pass (photo) Jun'36:19
Book chat. Sep'40:25
(photo) Sep'41:7
Thinking things through. May'42:5
Great teachers in my life (photo) Jan'48:9

SNODDY, JAMES HARVEY
Elmer Ellsworth Snoddy. Jan'32:9

SNODDY, LELAND BRADLEY, 1898-1950
(married to Virginia Halbert Croft Snoddy)
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40

SNODDY, MILLIE FRANCES
(death) Dec'19:31
SNODDY, MINA BRADLEY, 1870-1950
(married to Elmer Ellsworth Snoddy)
Elmer Ellsworth Snoddy. Jan'32:18
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:33

SNODDY, VIRGINIA HALBERT CROFT, 1898-
(married to Leland Bradley Snoddy)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:42

SNODGRASS, ARLOE RICHARD, 1918-1986
(married to Maxine Phillips Snodgrass)
(photo) Sep'42:9

SNODGRASS, DOROTHY GRACE HARETMAN, 1892-1966
(married to Ray Snodgrass)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34

SNODGRASS, EDITH LOUISE SAUM, 1908-
(married to Ernest L. Snodgrass)
(photo) Jun'23:29
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Nov'31:42  Jan'33:40  Jul'33:44
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

SNODGRASS, ERNEST L. (married to Edith Louise Saum Snodgrass)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Snodgrass, Ray E
A county wide conscience in a county seat church Feb'22:44
Nodaway County evangelistic campaign. Feb'24:56

SNODGRASS, RAY E
(photo) Dec'37:5  Jun'41:30  Nov'48:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34

Snodgrass, Roy Cleveland, 1885-1962
(married to Clella Alice Bradley Snodgrass)
Religious education--a long view. Oct'34:12
Adults go to conference. Oct'36:15
This new evangelism. Feb'39:5
The Convention and the hour. Jun'48:23

SNODGRASS, ROY CLEVELAND, 1885-1962
(photo) Mar'24:31
quoted. They said. Nov'33:22
quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
Global highlights. Sep'47:3
International Convention digest (photo) Sep'47:8
(photo) Jun'48:23
Classroom and campus. Jun'50:33
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'54:30

Snodgrass, Roy E
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:26

SNODGRASS, ROY E
(photo) Jun'41:30
Classroom and campus. Apr'44:25

SNOHOMISH, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
As the field workers see the fields. Nov'19:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:49

SNOKE, C E
(photo) Sep'47:13
Snover, Edward S., Jr.
The booster (poem) Feb'41:48
SNOW, EDGAR. THE BATTLE FOR ASIA
The seeing eye. Apr'41:4

SNOW, GRACE
NBA news. Sep'43:40
News room. Nov'43:28

Snow, Jane Elliott
The Cleveland Christian Orphanage. Oct'19:48

SNOW, JOHN H. ON PILGRIMMAGE: MARRIAGE IN THE '70'S
New books. May'72:33

SNOW, LOIS MARIE HURT, 1916-
(photo) Jun'23:15
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Sep'33:34 Feb'36:34 Sep'36:32 Feb'37:44
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'39:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30

SNOW, NELL
NBA news. Sep'43:40
News room. Nov'43:28

SNOW, SARAH E., -1954
In memoriam. Jul'54:43

SNOW, SUE
In memoriam. Mar'28:60

SNOW, WILLIAM R
Global highlights (photo) May'65:7

SNOWDEN, J H
quoted. Last column. Nov'53:48

SNOWDEN, PHILIP
quoted. ...advice to young men. Jan'29:22

SNOWDEN, RITA F. PARTS OF HIS WAYS
Book chat. Apr'59:42

SNOWDEN-DOUGLASS SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS FOR 1951
Book chat. Dec'50:38

SNYDER, (MRS. E. R.)
Women on world highways. Mar'66:35

Snyder, Ada
An example in multiplication. Dec'21:1

SNYDER, ANNA ELIZABETH
(photo) Jul'23:5

Snyder, Agnes
For all children (poem) Jun'61:11

SNYDER, BERTHA M
In memoriam. Oct'33:40

SNYDER, BLANCHE CARROLL (married to Ralph Snyder)
News room. Apr'60:34
(marriage) News room. May'61:32

SNYDER, CHESTER ARTHUR, 1885-1976
(married to Blanche Peters Snyder)
A correction. Oct'20:51
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:49
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Nov'50:30
Beneath the spire (photo) May'62:8

Snyder, Dorothea G.
Conference pays. Nov'28:37

SNYDER, EMMA, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

SNYDER, H S
(photo) Jul'40:14
SNYDER, RALPH
  Global highlights. Sep'47:3
  (marriage) News room. May'61:32
  World Convention--a witness to unity (photo) Feb'65:21

SNYPE, JEANNE
  Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34
"SO NEARLY DISTANT" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visuals. Feb'73:36

Sobrepen~a, Enrique C
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36
SOBREPEN~A, ENRIQUE C
  Philippine church commissions four missionaries (photo)
Nov'53:29
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'55:32
  Church grows in Philippines. Sep'60:28

Socal, Aron
  Reporter visits Friendship Mission. Jun'58:31

SOCIAL ACTION (CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH)
  Social trends. Jun'35:22
  Global highlights. Mar'53:4

SOCIAL ACTION COACHING CONFERENCE
  Global highlights. Dec'49:4

SOCIAL ACTION INSTITUTE (KENTUCKY)
  Our responsibility is to act. Jun'57:29

SOCIAL ACTION INSTITUTE (MISSOURI)
  Our responsibility is to act. Jun'57:28

SOCIAL GAMES AND RECREATION
  Book chat. Feb'37:47

SOCIAL PROGRESS AND CHRISTIAN IDEALS
  Speaking of books. Feb'32:32

SOCIAL SECURITY
  ...and the minister. Sep'35:3
  Security act leaves the preacher out. Sep'35:14
  Social trends. Dec'36:27
  Pension Fund notes and news. Feb'37:40
  ...and the church. Mar'37:4
Sep'38:4
  Social Security pensions. May'39:31
  Church or state? Sep'39:7
  Democracy on the home front. Jul'43:10
  Social trends. Apr'52:20
  Global highlights. Nov'52:2
  Social trends. Apr'53:22
  Global highlights. Sep'53:2
  For accuracy's sake. Nov'53:47
  Global highlights. Mar'54:2 Oct'54:2
  Ministers and Social Security. Jan'55:29
  Attention ministers and churches. Mar'56:6
  Global highlights. Apr'56:5
  Again, attention churches. Apr'56:8
  Global highlights. Feb'57:5
  The minister's security. Sep'57:7
  Global highlights. Oct'57:5
  Global highlights. Dec'60:5 Sep'61:7
  Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
SOCIAL WORK

See also

CHURCH AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Names of individual problems (i.e. TEMPERANCE)
Long live those early voices. Jan'20:33
Social trends. Jul'36:16

SOCIEDAD ESTUDIANTIL DE OBREROS CRISTIANOS
Nov'28:41

SOCIETY FOR PROVIDING EVANGELICAL RELIGIOUS LITERATURE FOR THE BLIND
Dots and records. Dec'55:31

SOCIETY FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Global highlights. Nov'49:2

SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY
In brief. Apr'68:8

SOCIETY FOR THE INSTITUTION AND SUPPORT OF FIRST DAY OR SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Christian unity and religious education. Aug'21:43

SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
Some things that led to Prohibition. Dec'29:56
I have called you friends. Oct'35:3
A people of character and poise. Dec'42:6
For adult missionary groups. Feb'48:34
Global highlights.
  Sep'48:4 Jun'51:3 Sep'53:3 Feb'63:7
  Dec'50:3 Sep'51:2 Feb'60:8 Dec'66:6
Subtle sabotage. Oct'67:9
Sockman, Ralph Washington, 1889–
More than a Merry Christmas. Dec'5:13
Prayer for Americans. Jul'63:16

SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON, 1889–
quoted. The last page. Jun'30:64
Global highlights. Jul'50:2 (photo) Oct'50:2
(photo) Dec'50:24
Global highlights (photo) Dec'51:3
Pronouncement and practice. Sep'52:5
Problems of the minister. May'53:6
Global highlights (photo) Mar'54:3
Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26
Man to man (photo) Nov'55:43
quoted. Apr'62:18
(photo) Apr'63:18
Classroom and campus. Mar'64:35

SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON. DATE WITH DESTINY
Book chat. Jun'44:19

SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON. THE HIGHWAY OF GOD
Book chat. Jul'42:25

SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON. HOW TO BELIEVE
Book chat. Sep'53:41

SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON. LIVE FOR TOMORROW
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29

SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON. MAN'S FIRST LOVE
Book chat. Nov'58:40 Dec'58:40
SOCKMAN, RALPH WASHINGTON. THE WHOLE ARMOUR OF GOD
   Book chat. Apr'55:40
"Socrates"
   God's gadfly. Jun'35:14
SOGA, MINA T
   (photo) Mar'39:4      May'39:35
Soger, Bess C
   Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52
Soito, Patricia
   This day is not lost (poem) Apr'56:48
SOKA GAKKAI
   Japan's fanatical faith. Sep'64:26
   Global highlights. Feb'66:6
SOLDIER SETTLEMENTS
   Home missions and soldier settlements. Jun'19:25
SOLDIERS
   Soldiers in review. Nov'37:18
   The weakest link. May'42:5
   A service to men of the armed forces. Jun'42:30
   Rations--100 days. Sep'42:44
   Is it well with the young man? Oct'42:10
   Our boy. Oct'42:11
   Fellowship with men in service. Nov'42:28
   Indian boys in service. Nov'42:46
   The church and the uniform. Dec'42:12
   The threshold. Feb'43:2
   Every soldier is lonesome--until. Apr'43:6
   Social trends. May'43:20
   Soldiers three. Jul'43:12
   Servicemen's center in Puerto Rico opened. Jan'44:37
   The soldier meets the missionary. Feb'44:28
   Soldier lads in India. Apr'44:38
   The threshold. Jun'44:2
   Servicemen in Puerto Rico. Jun'44:25
   The church and returning "expendables." Sep'44:17
   From somewhere in Italy. Nov'44:6
   Service Men's Christian League. Nov'44:10
   Marines finance education of natives. Jan'45:25
   Christianity and power politics. Mar'45:13
   Front line troops at worship. Mar'45:34
   They that go down to the sea in ships. Apr'45:36
   News room. May'46:38
   Is there a way? Jan'47:46
   Japan faces the future. Apr'47:23
   Social trends. Oct'47:13
   American airmen in India. May'48:14
   Global highlights. Dec'51:3
   Week of Compassion highlights concern for military personnel. Jan'52:19
   A chaplain's visit to Korea. Mar'52:28
   Following the serviceman. Dec'52:20
   Korean Christians ask tighter Army discipline. Mar'53:18
   They still serve. Oct'54:12
   American troops are serving well. Oct'54:28
   Global highlights. Feb'55:3
   Help wanted! Apr'55:8
   Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:21
   Social trends. Oct'55:22
Military service and the church's task. Oct'56:17
Missionaries without the title. Feb'57:46
Global highlights. Mar'58:5
A home for the G. I. 's. Dec'58:46
Ministering to people on the move. Feb'59:29
Global highlights. Nov'60:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Women on world highways. Dec'64:33
Christian welcome for servicemen. Mar'66:44
Global highlights. Sep'66:6
What more can churches do for their servicemen? Jul'67:20
Ministry to men in the armed forces. Jul'70:10
The military faces the drug problem. Jun'72:26

SOLDIERS' SPOUSES
Women on world highways. Sep'69:31

SOLDWEDEL, BETTE
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:31

SOLLEDER, MARIAN
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30

SOLLIDAY, HELEN
(death) Nov'20:49

Solomon, Dilase (married to Peter Solomon)
Missionary worship service. Apr'55:35

SOLOMON, DILASE
A Hindu Priestess comes to Christ (photo) Dec'45:29
Are Bible Women needed? (photo) Feb'55:32
For adult mission study. Apr'55:36 (photo) May'55:36
India's villages change (photo) Oct'56:19
News room. Oct'56:38

SOLOMON, JOEL
(photo) Jun'23:22

SOLOMON, KATIE ANN, -1947
In memoriam. Dec'47:35

SOLOMON, MOTI
News room. Nov'49:50
(photo) Jan'55:14

SOLOMON, NICERATA
Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:24

Solomon, Peter (married to Dilase Solomon)
A Hindu Priestess comes to Christ. Dec'45:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'50:42
Indians seek freedom. Dec'53:41
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'55:35 May'55:34 Jul'55:34 May'58:36
Eye camp in India. May'61:41

SOLOMON, PETER
(photo) Dec'45:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:39
News room. Oct'46:41
Youth and missions. Dec'46:35 Jan'47:35
Global highlights. Sep'47:3 (photo) Sep'47:9
A testimony of world Christian fellowship (photo) Feb'48:41
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'49:33
Seeing is believing (photo) Apr'53:12
News room (photo) Sep'55:38
Global highlights. Mar'56:3
Indian Disciples complete studies in United States. Jun'56:45
India's villages change (photo) Oct'56:19
Missions at grass roots (photo) Jun'60:29
Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:5
Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7

SOLOMON, ROSIE
To these we hand the torch. Feb'31:29
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'40:39

SOLOMON, SHANTI
The least coin. Nov'57:45
Women's role in world issues. Dec'70:26

SOLOMON, SHIRIN
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'62:36

SOLOMONS, ANNE
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36

SOLSONNA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
A personally conducted tour... Aug'23:23
A Sunday in the Philippines (photo of church) Feb'48:28

SOLTERO, TOMAS RICO
(photo) May'49:15
"SOME TO BE PASTORS" (FILMSTRIP)
Global highlights (photo) Oct'50:2

SOMERSCALES, C A
Easter Sunday in Italy. Jun'45:12

SOMERSET, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52

SOMERVELL, THEODORE HOWARD
Another missionary athlete. Feb'25:35

"SOMETHING BESIDE RICE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Sep'73:46

"SOMETHING IN COMMON" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Apr'72:33

SOMMER, JOHN. VIET-NAM: THE UNHEARD VOICES
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44

SOMPLATSKY-JARMAN, CAROL
(married to William Jackson Somplatsky-Jarman)
In brief. Sep'73:41

SOMPLATSKY-JARMAN, WILLIAM JACKSON
(married to Carol Somplatsky-Jarman)
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:34
In brief. Sep'73:41

SON TO SUSANNA
Book chat. Apr'38:24

"SONG OF THE SHINING MOUNTAIN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'55:44

SONNENBERG HOME FOR YOUNG MEN (STUTTGART, GERMANY)
A Christian home for German youth (photos) Mar'49:21

SONTAGE, FREDERICK. THE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
New books. Jul'72:34

Soon Mailing, 1898- (married to Chiang Kai-Shek)
Through pain to a new stature. Nov'40:45

SOON MALLING, 1898-
General Chiang Kai-shek at Ginling Commencement (photo)
Oct'34:30
A message from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. Feb'37:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:33
Madame Chiang Kai Shek. Oct'38:47
(photo) May'40:13 May'41:15

171
...writes to American children. May'41:35
Eyes on the Orient. Apr'43:29
quoted. Last column. Mar'56:48
SOONG, T V
Christianity in high circles. Jun'29:24

SOPER, CHARLES
Classroom and campus. May'67:35
SOPER, DAVID WESLEY
quoted. Last column. Oct'56:48
SOPER, EDMUND DAVISON. THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
Book chat. Jul'43:16

SORABJI, SUSIE
Women and world highways. Jan'43:47

SORENSEN, (MRS. P. M.)
In memoriam. Mar'41:39
Sorensen, Betty
Easter (poem) Apr'69:37
SORENSEN, ELIZABETH
(photo) Jan'26:28
SORENSEN, MILDRED SEYSTER
A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:27
National Bethany Circle reorganized and renamed. Aug'27:58
SOREY, M. LEE, 1875-1964 (married to Julia Blanche Minturn Sorey)
(photo) Mar'24:31
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:44
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
(photo) Jun'30:33

SORNBORGER, M. L
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27

SOROKIN, PITIRIM ALEKSANDROVICH, 1889-
Classroom and campus. May'65:35
SOROKIN, PITIRIM ALEKSANDROVICH. THE CRISIS OF OUR AGE
Book chat. Apr'42:23
SOROKIN, PITIRIM ALEKSANDROVICH. RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES
Book chat. Jun'44:19

SORORITIES
See GREEK LETTER SOCIETIES

SORRELL, ALICE GADD
See BUCKNER, ALICE GADD SORRELL

SORRELL, CHESTER WAYNE, 1893-1930
(married to Alice Gadd Sorrell Buckner)
There's no time for delay. Aug'26:27
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'26:57
Mr Sorrell dies. Jul'30:1
(death) Jul'30:47
The contribution of Wayne Sorrell. Aug'30:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:40
SORRELL, JAMES FREDERICK, 1924-
Mr. Sorrell dies. Jul'30:1

SORRELL, WAYNE
See SORRELL, CHESTER WAYNE

SORROW
See GRIEF

SOSA, EXEARIO
Poor church with a rich ministry. Dec'72:21
SOSEBEE, J W
   (photo) Oct'47:17
Sosebee, James Wilson, 1919--
   (married to Mildred H. Crook Sosebee)
   Try it sometimes! Apr'64:32
SOTHARD, EUNICE HENRY, 1840--
   Motherhood honored. Sep'33:26
   Our two nonegenarians at the Florida Christian Home.
Jan'34:45
   Memoriam. Mar'35:39
SOTO, FLAVIA
   Program helps (photo) Aug'25:48
SOTO, JOSE ISMAEL
   (photo) Mar'50:46
SOUTHARD, EUNICE HENRY, 1840--
   Motherhood honored. Sep'33:26
   Our two nonegenarians at the Florida Christian Home.
Jan'34:45
   Memoriam. Mar'35:39
SOUTHERN STATES
   See UNITED STATES--SOUTHERN STATES
SOUTH AFRICA
   See UNITED STATES--SOUTHERN STATES
   A thousand years of service from one family. Jul'19:29
   Temperance draughts. Jul'21:29
   News from South Africa. Sep'26:62
   Sings of the times in Africa. Oct'26:14
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
   Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:40
   A visit to South Africa. Oct'37:15
   South Africa... (map) Sep'38:28
   Let Christian missions continue! Jan'42:11
   The state of the church. May'42:31 Dec'42:29
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33 Oct'44:33
   Basil Holt going to South Africa. Jan'46:19
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'46:38    May'47:41    Jun'47:41
Race relations in South Africa. Mar'48:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
Global highlights. Nov'48:4
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'49:38
Global highlights. May'49:2    Jun'49:2
South Africa's first unity lecture. Jan'50:27
Disciples of Christ in South Africa. Apr'50:19
Where is Africa going? Oct'50:21
Disciples study at Rhodes College. Jan'51:29
Global highlights. Feb'51:2
Racial division and Christian unity. Dec'51:18
Global highlights. Jan'52:2
For adult mission study. Dec'52:36
Global highlights. Jan'53:2
For adult mission study. Feb'53:34
News room. Jun'53:42
Global highlights. Dec'53:3    Dec'54:3
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Disciples in Africa hold convention. Dec'54:44
A remarkable achievement. Feb'55:39
When we listen as well as speak. Apr'55:6
South African church moves forward. Apr'55:29
Disciples in South Africa. Nov'55:21
Global highlights. Dec'55:3
For adult mission study. Apr'56:36
Disciples in South Africa dedicate new church for Africans. Jul'56:43
Social highlights. Sep'56:2
Prepare the way for unity. Dec'56:46
Global highlights. Feb'57:3
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:3
Global highlights.
   May'57:4    Jul'57:5    Oct'57:4    Feb'58:5
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'58:36    Jun'58:36
South African heritage. Jul'58:49
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38    Dec'58:36
Global highlights. Apr'59:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'59:36    Jun'59:36
Global highlights. Jul'59:5
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
Jan'60:much of issue
Global highlights. Feb'60:8    Jun'60:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36
Global highlights. Jul'60:7    Nov'60:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Global highlights. Nov'61:7
News room. Nov'61:39
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
Africa's man of peace. Feb'62:43
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36    Dec'62:36
Global highlights. Feb'63:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'63:36    Jun'63:36
This is Africa! Jun'63:47
Global highlights. Nov'63:5
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34    Mar'65:36
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Is there hope for South Africa? (photos) Apr'65:23
Doctors with a mission. Jun'65:13
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'65:4
Communicating the Gospel. Nov'66:46
Global highlights. May'67:6
The Johannesburg case. May'67:9
Global highlights. Sep'67:7 Nov'67:6
Christian causeways. Oct'69:31
New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa. May'70:40
Disciples undertake new work with Zulus. Jul'70:33
World events. Jan'73:39 Feb'73:38
A ministry of politics and hope. Nov'73:30

SOUTH AFRICA--DESCRIPTION
Vacationing in Capetown. Nov'42:29
A furlough substitute (photos) Jan'43:42
From Capetown to Johannesburg (photos) Feb'47:26
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36 May'64:38
South Africa--a look at an image. Jul'65:45
Communicating the Gospel. Nov'66:46
The Americans' decision on South Africa. Dec'71:12
...a strange society. Oct'72:5

SOUTH AFRICA--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Global highlights. Mar'52:4 Nov'59:7 Sep'63:4
Oct'54:4 Feb'61:4
World events. Mar'73:38 Apr'73:39 Jun'73:36
Commentary. Nov'73:15
World events. Nov'73:40

SOUTH AMERICA
See also
LATIN AMERICA
The call of a continent. Jan'19:11
Facts for the busy woman. Apr'19:37
(map) Dec'19:2
Snap shots... Dec'19:11
Continent of neglected opportunity. Aug'20:10
Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) Jul'21:24
U.C.M.S. Dept of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
Ourselves in South America. Nov'21:6
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Annual report. Oct'24:41
A Congress-eye view of South America. Jun'25:9
Christian work in South America. Aug'25:26
(map) Oct'25:2
Turning over a new leaf. Jan'26:40
The open Bible. Jan'26:46
Where everybody goes barefoot (map) Mar'26:42
In the barefoot Republic. Apr'26:55
A united effort for South America. May'26:56
Ten reasons why we must maintain. Mar'29:7
A forward look. May'29:27
Programs... Mar'31:36 Apr'31:37
Heralding native leadership on foreign mission fields. Jun'32:6
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:19
A chaplain looks at South America. Sep'44:34
Glimpses of our work in South America. Mar'47:11
Global highlights. Apr'49:3
Revolution in South America. Apr'56:18
Ambassadors for the Brotherhood. Jun'56:17
The ministry in South America. Sep'56:11
Two lands to the south. Dec'58:15
For adult mission study. Dec'58:38
Mission to South America. Apr'62:29
Monuments and mission. Apr'63:48
Global highlights. Feb'67:6
Direct line. Sep'69:32
Partnership with South America. Dec'69:20
A visit to South America. Mar'70:33

SOUTH AMERICA--BIBLIOGRAPHY
For adult mission study. Dec'58:38

SOUTH AMERICA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Correcting a distorted view. Mar'26:10
Pan-American happenings during 1935. Jan'36:16

SOUTH AMERICA--STATISTICS
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA. COUNCIL OF UNITED CHURCHES
A "grass roots" congress. Apr'43:4

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Christian Endeavor Society) May'25:47
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
(photo of Planning Committee) Oct'53:7
How safe is the church? Nov'72:9

SOUTH BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
Notes. Aug'19:47

SOUTH CAROLINA
Notes. Jan'20:60 Oct'20:56
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
The story state by state. Aug'25:10

SOUTH CAROLINA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:23
Global highlights. Jul'57:4

SOUTH CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia. May'19:41
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42

SOUTH DAKOTA
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
The story state by state. Aug'25:9
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:24
Global highlights. Nov'50:4

SOUTH DAKOTA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30

SOUTH DALLAS, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:12

SOUTH HARWOOD HALL (DALLAS, TEXAS)
Record of service... Apr'19:7

SOUTH IDAHO CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See
IDAHO, SOUTH, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

SOUTH KANSAS CITY, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Consecration.... (photo) Apr'19:45
SOUTH LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Where the people are (photo) Jan'22:57

SOUTH MILFORD, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:13

SOUTH SUDBDURY, MASSACHUSETTS. CHAPEL OF MARTHA AND MARY
(photo) Jul'44:front cover
The threshold. Jul'44:2

SOUTHERD, SAMUEL. PASTORAL AUTHORITY IN PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
New books. May'69:29

SOUTHEAST ASIA
See ASIA, SOUTHEAST

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE COLLEGE
Colleges in full swing (photo of field house) Nov'30:40

SOUTHEASTERN AUDIO-VISUAL CONFERENCE
Global highlights. Nov'62:5

SOUTHEASTERN CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY
Global highlights. Oct'50:3 Apr'52:3

SOUTHEASTERN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE (AUBURN, GA)
A forward movement in the Southeast. Oct'19:48
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:10
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:56
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:15
Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:18
A significant advance step. Jan'23:41
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
  Aug'23:54 Apr'24:52 Nov'24:53
  Jan'24:41 Aug'24:57

SOUTHEASTERN CHRISTIAN HOME
Notes. Oct'20:56
Campaigning for the children (photo) Mar'21:48

SOUTHEASTERN CHURCH CONVOCATION
Global highlights. Mar'48:3
The southeast looks at itself. Mar'48:6

SOUTHEASTERN INTER-CHURCH CONVOCATION
Global highlights. Nov'49:3

SOUTHEASTERN MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS' COLLEGE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'22:55

SOUTHERN, EMMA, -1961
In memoriam. Jun'61:39

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN STUDIES
Global highlights. Dec'61:5 Feb'62:8

SOUTHERN ASIA
See ASIA, SOUT

SOUTHERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Global highlights. May'51:3

SOUTHERN BAPTISTS
Notes. Oct'19:60 Oct'20:63
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45 Dec'28:45
The threshold. Jul'39:4
Southern churchmen speak out. Sep'46:6
A Georgian speaks on the Christian position. Feb'47:14
Global highlights.
  Nov'48:4 Dec'50:3 Jan'52:4 Apr'53:4
Disciples and Southern Baptists. Jul'63:10
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
In brief. Mar'68:8
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'68:5    May'70:5
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See
CALIFORNIA, SOUTHERN, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN HOME
Some pressing needs. Feb'19:35
Happenings in our homes. Feb'19:40
Notes. Feb'19:45
Record of service... Apr'19:6
Southern Christian Home. Apr'19:32
NBA directory. May'19:60
Apr'19:61
(photo) Jun'19:58
Notes. Jun'19:60
(photo) Jul'19:58
Notes. Sep'19:49
News. Oct'19:43
A forward movement in the southeast. Oct'19:48
Notes. Oct'19:59    Jan'20:60
A growing conscience. Feb'20:14
A little teacher. Apr'20:43
Apr'20:45
Notes. May'20:61
Others take notice, please. Jul'20:38
N.B.A. annual report. Nov'20:37
A growing ministry. Apr'21:6
(photo) Apr'21:13
And a little child shall lead them. Aug'21:36
Report. Sep'21:38
The Southern Christian Home (photo) Jan'22:18
Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:35
Dividends of love. Apr'22:17
The straw that breaks the camel's back. Apr'22:30
Annual report... Sep'22:42
Big business in big service for children (photo) Oct'22:14
Religious training in the Southern Home (photo) Dec'22:39
Miss Sue Steiner Hook. Feb'23:67
Close ups in our homes. Apr'23:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
Lo, Children are a heritage of the Lord (photos) Dec'23:15
No room in the inn. Apr'24:5
Where grace abounds (photo) Apr'24:18
Results... Apr'24:56
Annual report. Oct'24:42
The work of the Dept. of Benevolence. Dec'24:8
A fitting memorial. Dec'24:45
How our family spends it summer. Aug'25:54
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:58
Annual report... Oct'25:39
(photo) Dec'25:12-13 Oct'27:60
A dream takes shape. Dec'27:8
(photo) Dec'27:21
(cont. next page)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
A bird's eye view of our homes. Nov'28:56
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:59
What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
New Atlanta home nearing completion (photo) Aug'29:44
An example worthy of universal imitation. Jun'29:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'30:39 Sep'30:40
Twelve paragraphs to ponder. Dec'30:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35 Oct'31:35
(photo) Dec'31:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'31:35 Jan'32:41
Regional support for benevolent homes (photo) Dec'32:24
Our New York trip (photos) Dec'32:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:39
Now it can be told (photos) Sep'33:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
A Christmas recollection. Dec'35:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:39
News from Benevolent Homes. Sep'37:28
The job of running a children's home (photo) Dec'37:7
New buildings for the Benevolent Homes. Jun'38:46
Benevolent Association report. Sep'39:44
Gifts for our benevolent homes. Mar'40:42
(photo) Dec'41:25 Dec'42:24
News from the N.B.A. homes. Jan'43:43
N.B.A. ready for expansion. Dec'45:9
These homes are crowded too. Dec'47:7
The increasing role of benevolence. Dec'49:14
Boys' building is dedicated... (photos) Mar'51:33
N.B.A. reports changes in home superintendents. Dec'52:40
N.B.A. "growing pains" eased by expansion. Dec'52:24
...opens new wing (photo) Oct'54:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36
They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:11
NBA guest find joy at Christmas. Dec'58:19
NBA builds but many still wait. Dec'59:22
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
...looks forward (map) Jun'62:24 (photo of future site p. 25)
Global highlights. Apr'64:4
Benevolent teamwork. Dec'66:13
Answering cries for help (drawing of new campus) Dec'68:14
World events. Apr'69:38
Finding new ways to help children (photos) Oct'73:28

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE
Our Negro schools. Jun'19:48
Our colored people. Dec'19:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46
Leadership training and school of methods... (photo) Jun'21:43
Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:41
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
Report. Sep'21:26
(photo) Dec'21:54
A close up of the Southern Christian Institute (photos) Feb'22:36
Negro education in the United States (photo) Mar'22:34
The race problem solved! May'22:2
The making of men (photo) Jun'22:26
A man who achieved. Aug'22:22
Annual report... Sep'22:36
Black lilies (photos) Dec'22:27
Golden Jubilee notes. Oct'23:50
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
(photo of Teacher Training class) Jan'24:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:57
(photo) May'25:6
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12 (photo p. 10)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
Looking over half a century. Sep'25:8
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
Another milestone of progress (photo) Sep'26:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
Kingdom building on Mt. Beulah (photos) Jan'27:43
Missionary giving in the church at S. C. I. Apr'27:54
Answer the phone, please (photo) May'27:18
(photo of faculty) Aug'24:45
(photo) Sep'27:22
What of the mission schools for negroes? Oct'27:43
The homely tasks at S.C.I. Jan'28:38
Building to serve (photo) Jan'28:38
Has our negro work paid? Apr'28:36
Brief talks on home missionary work... Sep'28:42
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Missionary organizations... Apr'29:33
At last--a model church! (photos) Apr'29:20
(photo) Apr'29:40
Again the school bell calls. Nov'29:25
What one school has given the world. Jan'30:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
Representing 166 years of service. Jul'30:31
(photo) Sep'30:13
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
Easter and self-denial in home missions. May'32:43
To this day we have come (photo) Jul'32:20
A missionary story with consequences reaching two ways. Dec'32:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
We've had company. Feb'33:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Through the years. Sep'33:38
(photo of Jamaican students) Apr'34:25
Stepping stones (photo of students) Apr'34:29
A summer day at S.C.I. Sep'34:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:38 Nov'34:38
Patrick Henry Moss. Mar'35:27
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:38
Looking backward from 1960. May'36:25
Heritage. Jul'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'36:39 Feb'37:38
This year in home missions (photo) Apr'37:24
...and Jarvis express appreciation. Apr'37:41
Commencements in our colleges. Jul'37:41
What we do. Dec'37:46
They are seven (photo) Apr'38:7
Two decades of home missions (photo) Jan'39:35
Living waters in a thirsty land (photo) Apr'39:11
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'39:39
Teacher training at S.C.I. Apr'39:42
A traveling library. Jun'39:28
First impressions of S.C.I. Jun'39:44
The last page. Jun'39:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
Building on faith (drawing of new boys' dorm) Jan'40:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:37
(photo) Apr'40:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'40:31
Women and world highways. Jul'40:35
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lehman honored. Dec'40:28
(photo of students) Jul'41:14
The dedication of Lehman Hall. Nov'41:33
The S.C.I. "mission." Feb'42:43
...serves the community (photos) Apr'42:7
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'42:38
Dec'42:29
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
A tribute to former President Lehman. Feb'43:28
Disciples and negro education (photo) Apr'43:13
The art of living (photo) Apr'43:30
Worship class at S.C.I. Jan'43:30
Mt. Beulah Cooperative Store. Jul'43:36
News room. Jan'44:34 Mar'44:34
(photo) Apr'44:11
Home missions keeps on keeping on. Apr'44:12
Echoes from everywhere. May'44:33
News room. Jan'45:36
Crowed out at Beulah (photos) Apr'45:12
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
Ministerial institute at S.C.I. (photo of Institute) Jul'45:24
...serves the rural woman. Nov'45:23
T. B. Frost, a pioneer. Apr'46:28
The Community Improvement Association. Jan'47:32
(photo) Apr'47:13 Apr'41:11
Beyond schoolroom walls. Apr'48:15 (photo p. 14)
For adult missionary groups. Jul'49:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:45
Classroom and campus. Dec'49:30
(photo of students) Jan'50:16
Good health is important at S.C.I. (photos) Jun'50:31
Classroom and campus. Jul'50:33
News room. Dec'50:32
(photo) Apr'51:front cover
The cover. Apr'51:inside front cover
They stayed to serve... Apr'51:22
News room. Apr'51:46
For adult mission study. Sep'51:34
A visitor's pleasant experiences at S.C.I. (photo of students in
SOUTHERN COMMITTEE ON THE USE AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE BIBLE
Global highlights. Feb'57:5

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FUND
In brief. Jul'69:39

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'25:47

SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL
Jan'45:4
Global highlights. Nov'49:2

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
See also
RHODESIA
ZAMBIA
Global highlights. May'56:4
Mission in Southern Rhodesia observes anniversary. Oct'56:44
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35

SOUTHERN TENANT FARMERS' UNION
Liberty at seventy-five cents a day. Sep'36:4

SOUTHGATE, LILIETH
Personalities. May'35:17

SOUTHLAND SPIRITUALS
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43

SOUTHON, ARTHUR. TORCHBEARERS IN CHINA
Speaking of books. Apr'25:56

SOUTHWEST BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Global highlights. May'51:3

SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN WORLD MISSION
(FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS)
Adults and mission. Nov'65:36

SOUVESTRE, EMILE
quoted. Last column. Oct'57:48

"THE SOVIET UNION--AN INTRODUCTION" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'62:42

SOVIK, ARNE B
World events. Sep'71:38

SOWARDS, MYRTLE
Global highlights (photo) Nov'50:3

SOWELL, (MRS. C. L.)
Here and there... Apr'48:48

Sowell, (Mrs. R. H.)
Letters. Jun'69:33
SOWELL, ELLIS MAST, 1902-1956
    Classroom and campus. Apr'44:25
    News room. Nov'49:35
    Classroom and campus. May'54:30                Sep'55:31
Sowell, Ollie James, 1902- (married to Fairy Sowell)
    An imperative of the church. Nov'42:6
SOWELL, OLLIE JAMES, 1902-
    (photo) Nov'42:6
    quoted. Crusade progress. Feb'49:26
    Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28
SOWLEY, ADELIMA
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
SOWLEY, ADINE
    Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
SPACE EXPLORATION
    See
    OUTER SPACE--EXPLORATION
    SPUTNIK
SPAFFORD, STELLA MAY DRY
    (death) Mar'25:53
Spain, Sidney J., 1925- (married to Elizabeth Emily Geer Spain)
    Your business and your church. Feb'65:42
SPAIN
    Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:57
    Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
    Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:4
    Global highlights. Apr'49:4                Mar'50:3
    Women and world highways. Nov'50:39
    The wall between church and state. Apr'51:5
    Religious freedom and "proselytizing." Jan'53:5
    What to read. Sep'53:6
    There is always a way. Jun'55:24
    From people to people. Nov'61:29
    Mission with the military in Spain. Mar'62:21
    Any gift will help! Dec'62:20
    Global highlights.
        Feb'63:5                Apr'64:4                Sep'65:5                Feb'66:6
        Apr'63:5                Jun'65:7                Dec'65:6
    Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4                May'66:4
    Spain is a land of beginnings. Nov'71:18
SPAIN--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
    Social trends. Apr'37:26  Jan'38:24  Mar'38:23
    Europe's chief breeder of communism. Feb'52:19
    The churches face their task. Dec'54:18
    Spanish Protestants continue to suffer. Mar'56:47
    Global highlights.
        Apr'56:3                Dec'59:7                Jan'60:6
    A big step in Spain. May'63:10
    Global highlights. Jan'64:4
Spainhower, James Ivan, 1928-
    (married to Joanne Steanson Spainhower)
    Issues facing our campuses. Mar'71:9
    A Christian in the political mire. Jun'72:23
SPAINhower, JAMES IVAN, 1928-
    (photo) Apr'46:4
    Scholarship winners (photo) Nov'46:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
(photo) Jun'72:23
SPAINHOWER, JOANNE STEANSON (married to James Spainhower)
  Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:30
SPAKEEN, CLARA
  (photo) Apr'33:40
SPALDING, JULIA
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
SPANGLER, ELEANOR WHITMYER
  In memoriam. Jun'39:39
Spangler, Howard
  The Disciples in Cleveland. Oct'24:4
SPANISH AMERICAN INSTITUTE (CALIFORNIA)
  World events. Apr'72:39
THE SPANISH AMERICAN SONG AND GAME BOOK
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'42:41
SPANISH AMERICANS
  See HISPANIC AMERICANS
SPANN, J. RICHARD. PASTORAL CARE
  Book chat. Dec'51:19
SPANO, PRISCILLA
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'65:32
Sparenberg, Charles Francis, 1919-
  We are responsible to each other. Oct'69:27
SPARKMAN, (married to Alfred Browne Sparkman)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30
SPARKMAN, ELOISE ANNETTE
  See ARNOLD, ELOISE ANNETTE SPARKMAN
SPARKS, BLAIR
  (photo) Sep'42:6
SPARKS, IVA, -1955
  In memoriam. Apr'56:55
SPARKS, JOE
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
SPARKS, MARTHA
  Memorium. Sep'35:39
SPARKS, ROBERT
  (photo) May'72:3
SPARKS, RUTH MARGARET
  Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
SPARKS, WILLIAM S
  Classroom and campus. Nov'49:46
SPARKS, NEVADA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  New churches, October-December, 1960. Mar'61:52
SPARTA, TENNESSEE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
  Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
SPAULDING, (married to Benjamin Spaulding)
  (death) Aug'25:50
SPAULDING, ANNA R., -1957
  (death) News room. Apr'57:38
  In memoriam. May'57:33
SPAULDING, GAYLORD
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'66:35
Spaulding, Helen Frances, 1908-
  Our youth in conference and meet. May'35:7
Book chat. May'36:30
Youth tackles world problems. May'37:6
Young America at work... Sep'38:26
Disciple youth at Amsterdam. May'39:17
Programs for young people. Mar'40:37
Realistic social education for youth. Jul'46:7
Women involved in evangelism. Feb'67:11
Six women presidents. May'67:36
All in the same boat. Oct'68:19
Women on world highways. Jun'70:31

SPAUULDING, HELEN FRANCES, 1908-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
quoted. Missionary organizations' own section. Jun'33:35
Youth writer chosen. Jan'35:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'35:33
(photo) Nov'35:28
News room. Sep'41:42
...to International Council. Feb'43:3
...goes to I.C.R.E. (photo) Feb'43:31
(photo) Jul'46:7
Global highlights. Oct'48:3
News room (photo) Oct'50:34
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
Global highlights. Oct'61:7
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'61:35
News room (photo) Dec'61:32
Global highlights (photo) May'62:6
News room. Jan'65:34
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7
Global highlights. Jun'68:6
Ecumenical guests (pahoto) Jun'68:44
(photo) Oct'68:19
In brief. May'70:40
Women on world highways (photo) Sep'70:31
World events (photo) Apr'72:38
In brief. May'72:40
General Board deals with business, issues (photo) Sep'72:41
General Assembly to celebrate historic role of church women. Oct'73:13
World events (photo) Oct'73:38

SPAUULDING, JULIA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54

Spear, Diora Jane
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'54:32

SPEAR, DIORA JANE
See WILLIAMS, DIORA JANE SPEAR

Spear, Harry Baucom, 1930-
Letters. Jan'70:4

SPEAR, HARRY BAUCOM, 1930-
Disciples in the news (photo) Sep'65:7
In brief. Nov'70:42

SPECIAL DAY OFFERINGS
See also Names of Special Days (i.e. EASTER OFFERING)
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:34
Mar'27:1
What has become of "Special Days?" Sep'30:5

185
Straightening out the days. Jan'31:4
For a successful church year start early in the fall. Aug'31:22
Your church year. Oct'31:17
New calendar of special days. Jul'37:21
The threshold. Dec'43:2
October the beautiful. Oct'62:9
Ask about it! Oct'63:8
World outreach sounding board. Jan'67:32
? and answers. Nov'67:50
World outreach sounding board. Dec'68:31

SPECIAL SERVICE DAY PROJECT
Social trends. Mar'46:23
Speck, Donald H
Future directions in the communication of Christian faith...
Oct'71:suppl:3

SPECK, DONALD H
World events (photo) Jun'71:39
(photo) Oct'71:suppl:3

SPECK, JOHN
Make a call on World Call (photo) Sep'68:46

SPEECE, (married to William Speece)
In memoriam. Jun'45:33

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC.
A Christian layman views the economic order. Nov'35:17
The final imperative. Nov'35:19
Christian imperatives for the day. Nov'35:21
The spiritual dynamic of cooperation. Nov'35:23
The imperatives of benevolence. Dec'35:5
The life of the Brotherhood. May'38:29
Making Christ central. Jun'41:inside front cover
The Christian hope and reality. Sep'42:10
Disciples in the world today. Sep'46:8
Oxnam's Seattle address. Jan'47:16
Disciples students and higher education. Nov'48:17
The new Century—a new hope. Nov'50:20
Christianity's offensive in an hour of crisis. Feb'53:9
Adventure in missionary training. Apr'53:38
Christians in a suffering world. Nov'62:15
The future of Christian benevolence. Apr'67:30

Speed, James
A church that meets community needs. Sep'20:36

SPEED AWAY (HYMN)
Speed away. Mar'28:8

SPEER, (MRS. ROBERT E.)
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35

SPEER, ELLIOTT
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45

SPEER, GRANT
Personalities. May'35:17

SPEER, MARGARET
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45

SPEER, MITTIE MITCHELL, -1954
In memoriam. Apr'55:35

Speer, Robert Elliott, 1867-1947
The witness bearing of the church to the nations. Aug'19:6
Prayer at DesMoines Convention. Feb'20:17
China Famine Fund. Aug'21:57
On the highest authority. Oct'24:10
The indivisibility of the church's life. May'25:17
Christ, the world's hope. Oct'25:10
Approaching the Madras Conference. Jul'38:9
A half century of growing together. Jan'44:13
SPEER, ROBERT ELLIOTT, 1867-1947
(photo) Aug'19:6
(photo) Jul'25:14
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'27:52
quoted. A tonic for missionary dizziness. Feb'31:4
SPEER, ROBERT ELLIOTT. CHRISTIAN REALITIES
Book chat. Sep'35:29
SPEER, ROBERT ELLIOTT. GEORGE BOWEN OF BOMBAY
Book chat. Oct'38:43
SPEER, ROBERT ELLIOTT. THE GOSPEL AND THE NEW WORLD
The book shelf. Sep'20:53
SPEER, ROBERT ELLIOTT. OF ONE BLOOD
Of one blood. Nov'24:56
SPEER, ROBERT ELLIOTT. THE UNFINISHED TASK OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
Speaking of books. Apr'26:51
SPEERS, WALLACE C.
Global highlights. May'52:3
SPEERS, WALLACE C. LAYMEN SPEAKING
Book chat. Nov'47:16
SPEICHER, DAVID
In brief. Dec'69:45
Partners with Christians around the world. Feb'71:20
(photo p. 21)
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45
A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:23
Speicher, Helen Ross (married to Kenneth E. Speicher)
The boy who "sees" with his ears. May'68:41
SPEIDEN, MARY LOUISE, -1968 (married to Fillison L. Speiden)
In memoriam. May'68:42
SPELLMAN, (CARDINAL)
Who is "attacking?" Jul'48:6
SPELLMAN, A C
(photo) Mar'24:27
SPENCE, ALFRED
News room. Jul'51:38
SPENCE, HARTZELL. THE STORY OF AMERICA'S RELIGIONS
Book chat. Apr'61:41
SPENCE, HELEN L
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31
College activities. Jun'39:31
SPENCE, JOHN
In brief. Mar'71:42
SPENCER, (married to George A. Spencer)
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'66:35
Spencer, Claude Elbert, 1898-1979
(married to Maud Leota Mullin Spencer)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39 Nov'57:34
SPENCER, CLAUDE ELBERT, 1898-1979
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:33
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:31
Historical Society. Sep'41:42
Classroom and campus. Nov'42:30                Jul'44:27
News room. Feb'46:46
Classroom and campus. May'46:30
Disciple books needed. Jul'46:46
News room. Dec'47:30
Classroom and campus. Jan'48:30
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'48:4
News room. May'49:40
Global highlights (photo) May'51:3
News room. Mar'52:32
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo) Jul'52:30
Global highlights. Nov'52:2 (photo) Sep'58:4
They work for you (photo) Dec'58:25
Global highlights (photo) Jan'62:6 (photo) Sep'62:6
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (photo--lower right,
        middle person) Oct'62:15
Historical Society--servant and host (photo) Oct'63:14
        (photo) Feb'64:8
Global highlights. Sep'64:5
Volunteers in a creative venture (photo) Oct'65:12
Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:29
What DCHS can do for you. Nov'66:14
SPENCER, CLAUDE ELBERT. AN AUTHOR CATALOG OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
        Book chat. Jan'47:16
SPENCER, CLAUDE ELBERT. THESES CONCERNING THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST...
        Book chat. May'42:47
SPENCER, CORNELIA. MADE IN INDIA
Of many books on India. Jan'47:29
Spencer, Danny
See Spencer, Loren Danny
SPENCER, DELLA, -1947
In memoriam. May'48:37
SPENCER, EDNA EARLE COLE. THE GOOD SAMARITAN AND OTHER BIBLE STORIES
        DRAMATIZED
Religious dramatization. Aug'23:40
SPENCER, EFFIE DUBOIS
Memorium. Oct'35:40
SPENCER, ELMER L., -1959
In memoriam. May'61:35
SPENCER, ERIC LORAN, 1965-
        (birth) Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
Spencer, Frances K
Letters. Feb'67:inside front cover
SPENCER, HENRY
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:30
Spencer, Ilene V
Letters. Jun'70:4
Spencer, Isaac Jesse, 1851-1922
        (married to Sallie Louise Pendleton Spencer)
Satisfactions of the ministry. Dec'21:28
SPENCER, ISAAC JESSE, 1851-1922
Satisfactions of the ministry (photo) Dec'21:28
A worthy example. Jan'22:59
Isaac J. Spencer. Apr'22:31
SPENCER, JUSTINA K
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'54:4
SPENCER, KRYSTI LYNN, 1959-
(birth) News room. Mar'60:40
Spencer, Loren Danny, 1933- (married to Naomi Wright Spencer)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Direct line. Nov'67:37
SPENCER, LOREN DANNY, 1933-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
(photo) Nov'67:37
Spencer, Louise Pendleton
A song at Christmas time (poem) Dec'21:15
SPENCER, LOUISE PENDLETON
(photo) Dec'21:31
Isaac J. Spencer. Apr'22:31
SPENCER, MAUD LEOTA MULLIN, 1900-
(married to Claude Elbert Spencer)
Classroom and campus. Jan'48:30
Spencer, Naomi Louise Wright, 1933-
(married to Loren Danny Spencer)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
Direct line. Nov'67:37
SPENCER, NAOMI LOUISE WRIGHT, 1933-
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
Missionary register.
Oct'65:43 Apr'66:49 May'66:47
(photo) Nov'67:37
SPENCER, SALLY
Classroom and campus (photo) May'51:30
SPENCER, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
"THE SPENDERS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'64:46
SPERRY, JOHN A., JR.
Classroom and campus.
Jul'57:30 Apr'58:33
(photo) Apr'58:33 (photo) Dec'65:35
SPERRY, WILLARD L. PRAYERS FOR PRIVATE DEOVTIONS IN WARTIME
The threshold. May'43:2
SPERRY, WILLARD L. REBUILDING THE WORLD
Book chat. Jan'44:18
SPERRY, WILLARD L. WE PROPHESY IN PART
Book chat. Jul'38:22
SPERRY, WILLARD L. WHAT WE MEAN BY RELIGION
Book chat. Dec'40:23
SPICE, BETSY, 1955-
(birth) News room. Nov'55:37
(photo) Oct'67:42
Spice, Byron Leonard, 1925-
(married to Marjorie Lee Davis Spice, 1947)
Christmas came to Pabellon, Mexico. Feb'52:43
Pancho--his hope is in Christ. Mar'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'55:34 Sep'56:34
The best year yet. Oct'59:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
Lupe needs help. Feb'60:29
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36 Sep'61:34
I wonder what they will do. Apr'63:12
A pastor for Robstown. Sep'64:19
Plain talk about missionary work. Jun'66:13

SPICE, BYRON LEONARD, 1925-
- News room. Nov'48:32
  For adult missionary groups. Nov'48:34
  (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
  To meet human need in Mexico (photos) Jul'51:12
  Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:30
  (photo) Sep'53:26
  The ministry in South America (photo) Sep'56:11
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'57:32
  News room (photo) May'62:32
  Singing in a strange land (photo) Nov'62:23
  News room. Jul'63:42
  quoted. They worship in another tongue. Apr'64:23
  Adults and mission (photo) Jun'64:39
  (photo) Jun'66:13
  Disciples in the news. Apr'67:7
  (photo) Oct'67:42
  Global highlights. May'68:7
  In brief. Jul'69:38
  World events. Dec'69:37
  In brief. Sep'70:39

SPICE, BYRON LEONARD, 1925- DISCIPLULOS AMERICANOS
  Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33

SPICE, BYRON LEONARD, 1952-
  (birth) News room. Sep'52:38
Spice, Marjorie Lee Davis, 1924-
  (married to Byron Leonard Spice, 1947)
  Josephine runs the water works. Jun'51:11
  Twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. Jan'56:46
  Long-fingered Lisa. Jul'58:32
  Cornerstone laying. Nov'58:48
  Testimony from Mexico. May'59:37
  The ransom. Mar'60:46
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36 May'60:34
  Blond boy from Zacatecas. Jun'60:32
  Testimony with a diploma. Jan'61:42
  Camp at Remedios. May'61:48
  Meditations. Oct'62:37
  Read about rim of East Asia. Jan'63:40
  A name to remember. Jul'64:32
  Nabor's carrots. Jan'65:31

SPICE, MARJORIE LEE DAVIS, 1924-
  News room. Nov'48:32
  For adult missionary groups. Nov'48:34
  (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
  To meet human need in Mexico (photos) Jul'51:12
  Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'53:30
  (photo) Sep'53:26 Jan'61:26
  News room. May'62:32

SPICE, MARJORIE LEE DAVIS. MARCIA OF PARAGUAY
  Book chat. Nov'61:40

SPICE, RONALD SCOTT, 1950-
  (birth) News room. Jan'51:46
  (photo) Oct'67:42
SPICE, SUSAN LESLIE, 1960-
  (birth) News room. Sep'60:48
SPICER, CARL
  Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31
SPICER, EDITH ELLEN
  (photo) Jul'23:5
Spicer, Elizabeth C
  Prayer for a new day (poem) May'39:48
SPICER, ELLA R. -1947
  In memoriam. May'47:41
SPICER, JULIA RACENE
  Classroom and campus. Nov'43:27
Spicer, W E
  Mission study class successful. Jun'27:37
SPICHER, LAURA, -1952
  In memoriam. Jun'52:37
SPICKARD, JENNIE
  Here and there with World Call. Jul'54:52
SPICKARD, JOYCE ABRAMS
  Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'56:33
SPIEGEL, ANNE BRAWNER WIDENER, 1871-1934
  (married to Oscar Pendleton Spiegel)
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33
  Memoriam. Sep'34:39
SPIEGEL, HANS
  Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
Spiegel, J E
  Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
  The story state by state. Aug'25:14
SPIEGEL, J E
  (photo) Aug'25:14
Spiegel, Oscar Pendleton, 1866-1947
  (married to Anne Browner Widener Spiegel)
  Building a southern capital. Jan'19:53
  University School of Religion, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Feb'27:60
  A son of the Confederacy looks at race. Feb'36:6
  Southern Christians consider race. Dec'43:13
SPIEGEL, OSCAR PENDLETON, 1866-1947
  Civic pride in a new church building. Jun'21:53
  (photo) Dec'24:34
  Board of Education and work of our colleges.
  Sep'25:42 Dec'25:42
  Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
  Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:7
  (photo) Jul'40:14
  quoted. Circulation corner. Jan'43:inside front cover
SPIEGEL, S P
  Making possible a great church. Apr'24:44
  Our youngest college (photo) Mar'25:23 (reads O.P. SPIEGEL)
SPIERS, (MRS J. A.)
  (photo) Jan'21:16
SPIKE, ROBERT W., -1966
  National Council looks at its task. Mar'61:17
  (death) Global highlights. Dec'66:5
  In memoriam. Dec'66:9
SPIKE, ROBERT W. SAFE IN BONDAGE
  Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
SPIKE, ROBERT W. TO BE A MAN
Book chat. Sep'62:24 Feb'63:41
SPILIOTOPONION, MARY
quoted. Joy and recovery comes to a little girl through the world Christmas festival. Sep'50:46
SPILLMAN, GENE
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:27
SPINKA, MATTHEW. THE CHURCH IN SOVIET RUSSIA
Book chat. Nov'56:18
SPINKA, MATTHEW. NICOLAS BERDYAEV: CAPTIVE OF FREEDOM
Book chat. Nov'50:24
SPINKA, MATTHEW. THE QUEST FOR CHURCH UNITY
Book chat. May'60:41
SPIRITUAL HEALING
See FAITH CURE
SPIRITUAL HILLTOPS
Speaking of books. Jul'32:40
SPIRITUAL LIFE
See also
CHRISTIAN LIFE
PRAYER
WORSHIP
Three times a day. Dec'21:14
SPIRITUAL LIFE CONFERENCES
Two Spiritual Life Conferences planned. Apr'57:44
Plan Spiritual Life Conferences. Jun'57:37
(photo) Nov'57:front cover
The cover. Nov'57:inside front cover
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power. Nov'57:12
Spiritual life. Mar'58:48
Conferences set. Mar'59:50
Global highlights. Jul'59:4 Mar'60:6
Spiritual life project for the local church. Mar'60:23
News room. Jun'60:42 Jan'61:37
Global highlights.
May'61:8 Feb'62:5 Jun'62:5 Jun'63:5
...for the local congregation. Feb'66:29
SPITLER, RODNEY
Finding a lifework in the church (photo) May'56:16
SPIVEY, CHARLES S., JR.
quoted. Why our communions are interested in church union (photo)
May'66:16
World events (photo) May'70:36
"SPLIT LEVEL FAMILY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions (photo) Sep'57:43
SPOKANE UNIVERSITY
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Dec'22:43 Apr'23:54 Jan'24:34 Apr'25:52
Feb'23:45 Oct'23:61 Mar'25:52 Mar'26:52
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Apr'27:40 Dec'27:43 Jun'28:43
Mar'20:62
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:21
Church colleges have a good year. Aug'21:55
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:16
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:39
(photo) Jan'23:11
Roy Kenneth Roadruck. Sep'24:26
Financial program. Sep'24:59
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:10
Heroism at Spokane (photo of faculty and administrative staff) May'25:43
(photo of students) Jan'26:11
Marion Stevenson honored. Sep'26:63
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:30
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:9
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:60
Pithy news from the Board of Education. Nov'29:41
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:9
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:46
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:32
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:46
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
...meets the Depression. Jan'32:11
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:46 (photo of "Pep Girls" p. 33)
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:32
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way...
(photo of students) Jan'33:26
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
Junior work in Spokane growing. Mar'27:41
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:13
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. COUNTRY HOMES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1959. Feb'60:30
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. JEFFERSON STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'32:5
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. KENWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Christian Endeavor in the Northwest forge ahead (photo of youth)
Nov'26:47
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. NORTH HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:60
Fifteen years of service (photo) Apr'27:56
Circulation corner. Oct'40:inside front cover
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON. SOUTH HILL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Dec'50:21
SPONG, B. P.
quoted. Last column. Apr'63:50
SPONG, JOHN SHELBY. HONEST PRAYER
New books. Jul'73:34
SPONSLER, J W
(photo) Nov'25:27
SPOTTS,  (MRS. J. M.)  
In memoriam. Apr'29:44
Spottswood, C L  
Apayao--God's back country. Jul'54:31
SPRADLIN,  (married to Wesley Spradlin)  
(death) Jan'21:47
SPRAGUE, FLORENCE  
(photo) Jan'21:6  
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Sprague, Frances D  
The good that men do. Jul'27:60
Sprague, Frank William  
From somewhere in Italy. Nov'44:6
SPRAGUE, FRANK WILLIAM  
quoted. Circulation corner.  
Feb'44:inside front cover  
Mar'44:inside front cover  
Easter Sunday in Italy. Jun'45:12
SPRAGUE, RACHEL A., -1951  
In memoriam. Jul'51:37
SPRAGUE, WILLIAM L  
In brief. Sep'69:38
SPRAKER,  (married to Isadore Spraker)  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
Spratling,  (Mrs. F. J)  
Southern Christian Home. Jul'19:58  
News from the Southern Christian Home. Oct'19:43  
Big business in big service for children. Oct'22:14
SPRATLING,  F J  
quoted. Feb'19:40  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
SPRENKAL, BERKEBACH VAN DER  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:3
SPRING, DICK  
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16
SPRING, HOWARD. AND ANOTHER THING  
Book chat. Oct'46:14
SPRING HILL, WEST VIRGINIA  
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia.  
May'19:41  
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
Spring-Rice, Cecil  
The patriot's vow (poem) Sep'27:back cover
SPRINGDALE, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44
SPRINGER,  (married to John M. Springer) CAMP FIRES IN THE CONGO  
Speaking of books. Jun'28:60
Springer, Eva Alice Oldaker, 1876-1961  
(married to George Edward Springer)  
A message from the front. Feb'19:62  
Eyes and they see not... Jan'21:45  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:52  
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:25  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:57  
Nov'22:51  
Land of mystery, sunshine and rain. Dec'28:36  
The blind are made to see. Nov'29:34  
The joy of serving. Nov'29:39  
Open house at Mungeli hospital. Dec'29:60
Whereas I was blind, now I see! Jan'30:39
A quartette of babies. Sep'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'33:40

SPRINGER, EVA ALICE OLDAKER, 1876-1961

(photo) Feb'19:62
Annual Conference of Missionaries... (photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. Sep'19:50
(photo) Dec'22:47
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:63
quouted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
quouted. For a memorial of her. Mar'26:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Jan'27:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
quoted. Buried alive by his own mother... Jun'29:2
(photo) Mar'33:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'36:34 Mar'37:42 Jul'38:44
(photo) Dec'41:16
Let there works praise them (photo) Dec'41:28
News room. Sep'49:38
(death) News room. Sep'61:38

SPRINGER, EVA ALICE. AS I SAW AFRICA
Book chat. Jan'37:18,40

SPRINGER, FRANK
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:27
In brief (photo) Jun'73:39

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'19:5
(photo of young people who will enter college) Sep'19:25
(photo) Aug'21:6
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:48
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'23:53
(photo) Aug'25:front cover
The month among Disciples. May'33:4
Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:18

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. WESTSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI. BRENTWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI. NATIONAL AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. May'52:48
What's bugging your church? Jul'71:12

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI. SOUTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The budget--an educational process. Oct'43:9

SPRINGFIELD, OREGON. NORTHWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH

SPRINGPORT, INDIANA. COMMUNITY CHURCH
An outstanding rural church (photo) Sep'20:38
Actualities in a rural church. Nov'22:52
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
Good ideas. Mar'28:47
SPRINKE, J. W
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
Sprinkle, Stephen Venable, 1951-
Youth bring new life to the church. Jul'72:32
SPRUIII, (MRS. W. C.)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48
SPRUIII, SADIE S., -1949
Apr'50:39
SPURGEON, CHARLES
quoted. Last column. May'63:50
SPURRIER, NELLIE
(death) Apr'25:51
SPUTNIK
Sputnik, cheese and printer's ink. Jul'58:14
SPYRIDON, (ARCHBISHOP) -1956
(death) A great leader of an ancient church. May'56:8
SQUADRON OF ADVANCE
Squadron of advance. Jul'60:32
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32
"SQUEEZE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. May'71:29
SQUIRE, J. C. THE BIBLE TREASURY
Book chat. Jun'36:43
SQUIRE, RUSSELL N. CHURCH MUSIC
Book chat. Oct'62:43
Squires, (married to Glenn S. Squires)
Youth and the social program of the church. Jul'31:18
Squires, Beulah Greene
What shall I give? Nov'50:37
SQUIRES, JOY
(photo) Nov'52:11
STAACK, HAGEN
Global highlights. Mar'63:4
STABLER, (married to Frank Stabler)
In memoriam. May'45:33
STACEY, (MRS. NORMAN H.)
Farm for sale. Feb'35:47
STACEY, NORMAN H
Farm for sale. Feb'35:47
(photo) Dec'41:26
quoted. Advance in Nebraska (photo) Jul'63:19
The scene (photo) May'70:45
In brief. Sep'70:38
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'70:41
STACKEL, ROBERT W
quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:7
STACKHOUSE, ELMER C., 1876-1944
(photo) Feb'23:34
STACY, GUSSIE BROWN. WORSHIP FOR YOUTH, VOL. 2
Speaking of books. Sep'30:33
STAFFORD, DANIEL FLURRY, 1862-1935
(married to Mollie Lee Shearer Stafford)
Memoriam. Feb'36:39
STAFFORD, HELEN SARAH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
Stafford, Henry Erwin, 1878-1957
(married to Harriet Elizabeth Prescott Stafford)
Learning to give by giving. Aug'19:57
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:50

STAFFORD, HENRY ERWIN, 1878-1957
East Creighton Ave. Church... Aug'19:43

STAFFORD, RUSSELL HENRY
Global highlights. Mar'46:3

STAFFORD, RUSSELL HENRY. RELIGION MEETS THE MODERN MIND
Book reviews. Jan'35:44

STAFFORD, THOMAS ALBERT. CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM IN THE EVANGELICAL
CHURCHES
Book chat. Jan'43:44

STAFFORD, V. C.
News room (photo) Nov'62:42

STAFFORD, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Oct'52:48

STAGER, PHILIP, -1953
(death) News room. Oct'53:37

Stagner, Vernon S., 1902- (married to Cecile B. Stagner)
Letters. May'67:42

STAGNER, VERNON S., 1902-

Stahl, (married to Ray O. Stahl)
The story of a dollar bill. Jan'43:46

STAHL, (MRS. S. S.)
(photo) Sep'28:30

STAHL, A F
(photo) Mar'24:30
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

STAHL, ELLA NEWCOME
In memoriam. Jul'30:41

STAHL, S S
(death) Two friends of God. Aug'28:4
A will of grace and wisdom. Sep'28:20
(photo) Sep'28:30

Stahr, Elvis Jacob, Jr., 1916- (married to Dorothy Stahr)
Our right to differ. Jan'64:11

STAHR, ELVIS JACOB, JR., 1916-
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'60:8
Classroom and campus. May'62:34 Jul'62:35 Jun'66:34

STAHR, WILLIAM H
(photo) Sep'54:38

STAINAKER, LUTHER W
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:43
From the college campus. Jun'40:30
Classroom and campus. May'49:32

Stainsby, Claude V., 1889-
Where faith and perseverance won. Aug'27:15

STAINSBY, CLAUDE V., 1889-
(photo) Aug'27:15

STAINTON, ELMER STUART, 1918-
(married to Marion Susan Hitch Stainton)
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8

STAINTON, H
quoted. Proud to be a part! Oct'52:28
Stainton, Herbert Bruce, 1907-1957
(married to Dorothy Rosemae Stainton)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40

STAINTON, HERBERT BRUCE, 1907-1957
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'48:4
(death) News room. Nov'57:32

Stainton, Margaret Isobel
See
Hutcheson, Margaret Isobel Staint

STAINTON, MICHAEL STUART (married to Ann Stainton)
In brief. Jan'70:39 Jul'73:38 Sep'73:41

STAINTON, T. C.
(photo) Jul'72:16

STAIR, (married to Ralph Stair)
World events (photo) May'70:36
Write your plan of union (pahoto) Nov'70:15

Stairs, Walter Scott, 1861-1954
A Scriptural view of evangelism. Feb'41:26

STALDER, CHRISTINE
In memoriam. Jan'29:63

STALEY, CHARLES
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33

STALEY, EUGENE. NEW MATERIALS IN PEACE AND WAR
Book chat. Apr'38:34

STALEY, EUGENE. WORLD ECONOMY IN TRANSITION
Book chat. Jan'40:40

STALIN, JOSEF
Social trends. Jan'42:22

STALLING, E T
(photo) Jan'21:16

STALNAKER, (MRS. J. T.) -1951
In memoriam. Nov'51:35

Stamats, Esther C
Women and world highways. May'56:33

STAMATS, ESTHER C.
(photo) May'56:33

STAMFORD, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join home plan. Jul'59:49

STAMM, FREDERICK KELLER. THE BEST OF CHARLES E. JEFFERSON
Book chat. May'60:22

STAMM, FREDERICK KELLER. THE CONVERSATIONS OF JESUS
Book chat. Jun'39:22

STAMM, FREDERICK KELLER. SEEING THE MULTITUDES
Book chat. Jul'43:33

STAMM, HARRIET (married to L. E. Stamm), -1947
In memoriam. Jan'48:37

STAMM, JOHN S
(photo) Mar'50:13

STAMPER, A L
An outstanding rural church. Sep'20:38
(photo) Mar'24:50

STAMPER, EDNA, -1961
In memoriam. Dec'61:35

STAMPER, GEORGE
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'71:5

STAMPS
See POSTAGE STAMPS
STANBURY, WALTER ALBERT. VICTORIES OF THE CROSS
Book chat. Apr'35:24

STANCILL, R A
(death) Nov'24:50
STANCILL, ROBERT WILLIAM, 1854-1924
(married to Sallie Miriam Stancill)
(death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53
Stancill, Sallie Miriam, -1955
(married to Robert William Stancill)
Stand, (married to Paul Stand)
Letters. Sep'69:4

Standa, Eversett
I speak for the bush (poem) Jul'71:26

STANDARD LEADERSHIP TRAINING
These coaching conferences. Nov'31:21

SPANDARD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Global highlights. Mar'55:4

STANDARD TEACHER TRAINING COURSE
Progress in teacher training. Feb'19:56
Our first Standard Teacher Training graduates. Jul'22:46
Are you getting results like these? Nov'22:40

STANDIFER, DURWARD V
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:43

STANDLEY, ANNA, -1946
In memorium. Sep'46:39

STANDLEY, VICTORIA
In memorium. Nov'27:59

STANEART, SARAH
Memorium. Oct'35:40

STANFIELD, (MRS. E. R.)
In memoriam. Oct'28:48

STANFORD, JOHN D
Classroom and campus. May'66:34

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
A Chinese student Bible class... (photo) Jul'21:43
Stanger, Allen B., 1909- (married to Nelle Gray Stanger)
A religious program for the small college. Jan'55:16

STANGER, ALLEN B., 1909-
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
News room. Nov'42:34 Jun'47:34
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:32
Educating for human relations (photo) Mar'48:12
News room (photo) Mar'55:36
Classroom and campus. (photo) Jul'55:31 Jan'56:33
(photo) Dec'57:35
Classroom and campus.
Sep'61:28 Mar'63:35 (photo) Nov'63:35

STANGER, IDA BINGHAM, -1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

STANGER, MARGARET A. THE QUAIL ROBERT
New books. Oct'66:46
Stanger, Nelle Gray (married to Allen B. Stanger)
Women and world highways. May'45:29

STANGER, NELLE GRAY
News room. Oct'45:25
(photo) Jun'50:18
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'60:33
STANISLAW, EDYTHE WALTERS
Classroom and campus. Oct'67:34

STANLEY, (MRS. A. S.)
(death) Dec'23:51

STANLEY, (MRS. C M)
(death) Nov'20:49

STANLEY, (MRS. W. G.)
(photo) Jan'28:32

Stanley, Arthur Joseph, 1910-
(married to Thelma L. Parrish Stanley)
Dare of the changing city. Jun'59:14
Old church with a new challenge. Oct'60:23
Macedonian call--1962. Sep'62:16
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
Disciples and the city. Dec'63:30
Letters. May'64:46 Sep'66:43
Urban church in the seventies. Jun'67:15

STANLEY, ARTHUR JOSEPH, 1910-
Global highlights. Apr'58:6
(photo) Apr'60:19
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:4
News room (photo) Mar'63:36
I wonder what they will do (photo) Apr'63:14
News room (photo) Oct'63:35
Mountains of misery and promise (photo) Oct'64:18
(photo) Jun'67:15
Disciples in the news (photo) May'68:8

STANLEY, ARTHUR JOSEPH. CHRISTIAN CHURCHES FOR NEW TIMES
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

STANLEY, CLARA
(death) Oct'20:41

STANLEY, FRED R
Lay adventures in evangelism. Feb'60:17

STANLEY, HELEN
(death) Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:33

Stanley, June Elizabeth McDonald, 1892-1975
(married to W. C. Stanley)
Fifty remarkable years. Apr'33:30
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'37:38

STANLEY, JUNE ELIZABETH McDonald, 1892-1975
Missionary organizations' own section. Sep'34:35
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:45 (photo) Jan'40:32
News room. Mar'52:32 Apr'52:38 Jan'54:38
Missions on and off the beaten paths (photo) Sep'55:10

STANLEY, MARY
(death) Aug'21:53

STANLEY, W C
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44

STANLEY, WILLIAM AUSTIN, 1871?- (married to Spicie E. Stanley)
Presenting... (photo) Nov'66:8

STANLEYVILLE, CONGO
See

KISANGANI, CONGO

Stannifer, (Mrs. H. M.)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:59

Stansbery, Howard G
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:33
Stansifer, H M
   How to use the Year book. Jun'19:44
STANSIFER, ORA, -1954
   In memoriam. Feb'55:35
STANTON, (MRS. A. D.)
   In memoriam. Apr'33:39
STANTON, CHARLES
   Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
STANTON, EMMA
   (death) May'26:50
STANTON, H., T., JR.
   Classroom and campus. Oct'65:34
STANTON, JOHN ALANSON
   (death) Aug'20:31
STAPLES, (married to John Staples) -1955
   In memoriam. Apr'56:35
STAPLES, ARTHUR G. THE PASSING AGE
   quoted. The last page. Jun'29:64
STAPLETON, J. C. -1956
   In memoriam. Dec'56:37
STAR OF LIFE PROGRAM
   In India people are important! Apr'65:33
Stark, Hazel Minerva Hughes, 1908-
   (married to Lloyd William Stark)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'45:36
   A new missionary in India. May'46:46
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:37   Mar'57:34
STARK, HAZEL MINERVA HUGHES, 1908-
   Candidates for missionary service (photo) Oct'42:42
   (photo) Dec'42:28
   Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:7
   News room. (photo) May'44:28   Oct'45:25
   (photo) Mar'58:23
   (marriage) News room. Jan'59:38   Feb'59:42
STARK, LLOYD WILLIAM (married to Hazel Minerva Hughes Stark)
   (marriage) News room. Jan'59:38   Feb'59:42
STARK, LUCIEN
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'51:30
STARK, PHYLLIS. I CHOSE A PARSON
   Book chat. May'56:39
STARKE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Committee on War Services news notes. Jan'46:32
STARKEY, EARLE R., 1904- (married to Lorene Adele Loos Starkey)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'55:4
STARKEY, LYCURGIS M., JR. MONEY MANIA AND MORALS
   New books. Mar'65:41   Apr'65:22
STARKVILLE, MISSISSIPPI. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, July-September, 1958. Feb'59:34
STARN, KATHY
   quoted. Families can have fun together. Feb'54:22
Starn, Margaret H (married to W. Elbert Starn)
   Reconciliation person-to-person. Oct'69:22
STARN, MARGARET H.
   The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30   Mar'32:27
Starn, Olive Pauline, 1909-
   Kite flying is still a favorite sport. Sep'50:44
STARN, OLIVE PAULINE, 1909-  
(photo) Dec'42:28  
News room. Jan'43:34  
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6  
News room. Apr'46:41  
(photo) Jun'46:back cover  
Chinese youth gather in Conference. Dec'50:9  
Global highlights (photo)  
May'51:2  
News room. Jan'52:38  
Jun'54:42 (photo) Jan'63:34  
STARN, PAULINE  
See STARN, OLIVE PAULINE  
STARN, PETER  
quouted. Families can have fun together. Feb'54:22  
STARN, SARA KATHLEE, 1937-  
(birth) Station U CMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33  
Starn, William Elbert (married to Margaret H. Starn)  
The adult conference in church life. Apr'38:26  
There is not local church. Oct'50:13  
How we did it in St. Louis. Jul'52:9  
Families can have fun together. Feb'54:22  
The planning must be right. Jul'57:12  
Riverfront chapel. Jun'67:39  
STARN, WILLIAM ELBERT  
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)  
Jul'31:30  
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33  
(photo) Nov'36:43  
Personalities. May'37:19  
(photo) Nov'38:13  
News room. Jan'43:34  
(photo) Oct'50:13  
News room (photo) Oct'52:38  
Together we build (photo) Apr'54:10  
New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12  
Global highlights (photo)  
Sep'58:5  
Retirements from general ministry. Sep'71:32  
STARN, WILLIAM ELBERT. DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN THE CITY  
For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44  
STARNES, MABEL  
(death) Feb'24:40  
STARNES, RONALD  
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'56:29  
STARNES, D H  
(photo) Dec'24:23  
STARR, (married to John W. Starr)  
The scene (photo) Feb'70:44  
STARR, CHARLES W  
The month among Disciples. Dec'33:3  
STARR, LILLIAN A. TIRAH AND LESSER TIBET  
Speaking of books. Mar'25:54  
STARR, RICHARD  
The Afzals find a home (photo) May'73:6  
STARRATT, ALFRED. THE REAL GOD  
We all bleed the same color. Dec'73:30
Starratt, Mary
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51
STARS
   Woman's Missionary Societies and Circles. Feb'27:48
START, CLARISSA. LOOK HERE, LORD
   Appealing meditations. Feb'73:49
STARTZMAN, (married to Lee Startzman)
   Circulation corner. Apr'35:1
STASHER, WANDA
   (photo) Nov'50:33
STASSEN, HAROLD EDWARD, 1907-
   News room. Jan'43:34
   Christian education faces wartime needs (photo) Mar'43:27
   Spiritual foundations of enduring peace. Jul'43:5
   International Council medals. Oct'43:25
   quoted. Said at ICRE meeting. Apr'46:44
   (photo) Jun'47:31
   Global highlights. Apr'50:2
   It happened at Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:7
   (photo) Apr'51:7
   Global highlights. Oct'51:3 Dec'53:4
   Social trends. Jun'55:22
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'55:31
   Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:5
   quoted. Global highlights. Nov'59:8
   Global highlights. Jan'67:5
STASSEN, HAROLD EDWARD. MAN WAS MEANT TO BE FREE
   Book chat. Jun'52:42
STASZESKI, GUILLERMO
   (photo) Nov'28:41
STATE, HAROLD M
   College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
STATE CONVENTIONS
   See also
   Names of states
   REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
   Notes. May'19:64
   Jul'19:55
STATE MISSION BOARDS (MISSIONARY SOCIETIES)
   See also
   Names of states
   REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
   Distribution to State Boards... Sep'19:60
   Summary of appeals. Oct'19:6
   (map showing State Societies in the U.S.) Oct'27:inside front cover
   Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:5
   Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
   A postscript to October. Jan'28:28
   Brief talks. Oct'28:56
   State missions and the local church. Nov'37:8
   On state missions. Nov'39:12
   Establishing new churches. Nov'47:11
   The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:31
   They work for you. Sep'58:27
   The state society--a servant. Oct'59:27
   ? and answers. Jul'66:8

203
STATE SECRETARIES
See also
REGIONAL MINISTERS
A minister at large. Oct'52:10
? and answers. Mar'67:8

STATER, ROLAND A
(photo) Jan'70:3

STATHOPOULOS, DEMETRIUS L
Classroom and campus. Oct'57:30

STATUE OF LIBERTY
(photo) Jul'28:40

Staub, Katherine E
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60
Religious education in the Indian church that was built in a
day. Aug'23:43

STAUD, KATHERINE E
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33 Feb'38:30

Stauffer, Clarence Roy, 1882-1944
(married to Cora Coriell Stauffer)
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:31
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:24
The church board and the world task. Jan'38:23

STAUFFER, CLARENCE ROY, 1882-1944
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'23:53
(photo) Mar'24:52 Dec'24:34 Jun'28:25
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
quoted. Jewels that the giants dropped. Nov'32:24
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
The threshold. Dec'33:2 (photo) Apr'37:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
British Conference at Glasgow (photo) Oct'37:6
(photo) Feb'41:13
News room. Jan'44:34
(death) The threshold (photo) May'44:2

STAUFFER, CORA CORIELL, 1881-1952
(married to Clarence Roy Stauffer)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
Beneath the spire (photo) May'51:4

STAUFFER, HARRY W
In memoriam. Dec'44:33

STAUFFER, LAURA HOFFMAN, 1877-1933 (married to Vernon Stauffer)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'24:34

STAUFFER, MILTON THEOBALD, 1885-
Global highlights. Apr'51:2

STAUFFER, MILTON THEOBALD. WORLD MISSIONS AS SEEN FROM JERUSALEM
For a view of world missions take the local church to Jerusalem.
Jun'29:10
Stauffer, Paul Stephen, 1915-  
(married to Peggy Ann Fowler Stauffer)
  The church serving through the International Convention. Oct'45:7
  Effective evangelism for today. Feb'58:17
  Partners in conversation. Jun'64:14
STAUFAFER, PAUL STEPHEN, 1915-
  quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'39:inside front cover  
  (photo) Oct'45:7  
  Participation in united churches (photo) Mar'55:10
  Disciples launch new personal witness program (photo)  
  Feb'56:11
  The moral side of the news (photo) Nov'62:34
  From words to action on church union (photo) Jun'68:11
  Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
  The scene (photo) Feb'70:44
STAUFAFER, T. A.
  Churches send World Call to members. Dec'62:48
STAUFAFER, T. S.
  Two churches welcomed into Every Home family (photo)  
  Jan'61:46
Stauffer, Vernon, 1875-1925 (married to Laura Hoffman Stauffer)
  Early versus current evangelism. Feb'22:27
  Prayer and missions. Dec'22:4
STAUFAFER, VERNON, 1875-1925
  Among our college. Jun'19:57
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'22:48
  (death) Dr. Vernon Stauffer (photo) Sep'25:54
  (death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.  
  Oct'25:54
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'28:45
STAYTON, MINNIE DeVANEY, -1960
  In memoriam. May'60:35
STEAD, FRANCIS M
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
Stead, Jenny English Crozier, 1875-1959 (married to F. M. Stead)
  In the Jungle of Assam. Feb'19:52
  Note. Aug'19:48
  I was sick and ye visited me not. Sep'19:42
  An open door of healing in India. Jul'21:15
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:63
  Doctoring in India. Feb'24:56
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57,62  
  Oct'25:60  
  Jan'29:50
  From sunup to sodown... Jan'30:39
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:39
  Weddings and baptism. Feb'32:27
  Learning the field. Apr'32:29
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:40  
  Jan'33:39
STEAD, JENNY ENGLISH CROZIER, 1875-1959
  Notes. Apr'19:66
  May'19:62
  Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
  Notes. Apr'20:60
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'20:37
  Notes. Aug'20:46
  Notes from the missionary breakfast. Dec'20:53
  quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21
  Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
  They that are sick (photo) Jul'21:37
  quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:27
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
"Bonnie Jean" in India. Feb'23:64
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
(photo) Jan'27:40
Team work (photo) Jun'27:50
One among ten was grateful. Sep'32:31
(engagement) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
(death) News room (1927 photo) Jun'59:40
Stead, Thomas
City loans money to build temples of worship. Aug'26:16
STERN, CHARLOTTE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33
STEARNS, C. S.
A pastor's study takes a new form (photo) Nov'73:29
STEARNS, GEORGE A
Stearns, Josephine Moon McDaniel, 1870-1945
(married to Guy C. Stearns)
Questionnaire on the Executive Committee of a local missionary society.
Jan'19:58
A big drive for membership in the C.W.B.M. Feb'19:34
Development work of the C.W.B.M. Mar'19:44
Forty-fifth anniversary of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.
Aug'19:52
Our colored people Dec'19:23
The new emphasis on money. Aug'20:7
Report on development of the home base. Nov'20:26
In the land of the Rising Sun. Jun'21:13
Church night... Nov'23:43
Is the church prepared? Sep'24:27
Christian work in South America. Aug'25:26
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics. Nov'25:51
Remembering Mrs. Louis Loos Campbell. Apr'27:34
From service to reward. Jul'27:58
Missionary education in Sunday school. Jan'28:54
A house or a home. May'28:35
Lure and lessons of foreign travel. Oct'28:24
Another step toward unity. Dec'28:21
STEARNS, JOSEPHINE MOON McDaniel, 1870-1945
(photo) Jun'20:40
Leadership training and school of missions, Southern Christian
Institute. Jun'21:43
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Instituting institutes. Feb'23:57
Headquarters notes. Jun'23:52 Feb'24:53
Honor conferred on Mrs. Stearns. Mar'25:41
Our travelers return. Jul'25:1
(photo) Nov'25:58
Schools of missions. Apr'26:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
(photo no. 13) Apr'27:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44
(photo) Oct'28:32
The Disciples again are honored (photo) Dec'28:20
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'29:43      Nov'30:42      May'31:30      Jun'33:31
(death) Passing of Mrs. Stearns (photo) Apr'45:17
Stearns, Judith
My church, I want some answers. May'69:7
STEARN, JUDITH
Reply to Judith Stearns. Sep'69:45
STEARNS, JULIA A
STEARNS, RUTH
Results in the religious day school. Aug'19:56
Stebbins, (Mrs. C. W.)
Letters. Sep'71:4
Stebbins, Alcudia M
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52
STEED, HENRY WICKHAM
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'28:41
STEED, HENRY WICKHAM. VITAL PLACE
Book chat. Dec'36:40
STEEL INDUSTRY AND TRADE
Global highlights. Oct'52:2
STEEL, (married to Hugh J. Steele)
In memoriam. May'33:40
STEEL, ALGERNON ODELL. THE BIBLE AND THE HUMAN QUEST
Book chat. Mar'57:18
STEEL, ANNETTE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
STEEL, EDITH O
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:31
Steele, H E
Message. May'19:39       Jul'19:53
Interesting items... Aug'19:41
STEEL, H E
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
(photo) Jul'36:25        Dec'44:8
STEEL, HU-ELLEN
News room. Jul'50:42
STEEL, HUGH ELLSWORTH, 1888- (married to Kathryn Lotte Steele)
Benevolent Association news. Feb'44:23
STEEL, MARGARET
(photo) Jan'21:11
STEEL, SUSAN JONES, -1949
In memoriam. Jan'50:39
STEEL, VIDA
(photo) Jan'42:38
STEEL, WILLIAM SHARP
He drew a circle. Mar'52:6
STEEM
See       SHORT TERM EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE IN MINISTRY
STEENSMA, JOHN (married to Juliette Steensma)
Worthless one? Jan'62:29
STEENSMA, JULIANA. THE QUALITY OF MERCY
New books. Nov'69:29
Steensma, Juliette (married to John Steensma)
Worthless one? Jan'62:29
STEERE, DOUGLAS V. ON BEGINNING FROM WITHIN
Book chat. Feb'44:14
STEERE, DOUGLAS V. WORK AND CONTEMPLATION
Book chat. Jun'58:26

STEFFER, ROBERT WESLEY, 1934- (married to Diane DeMoisy Steffer)
In brief. May'69:42 May'71:42

STEGERMAN, LEROY C
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59

STEICHER, EDWARD. THE FAMILY OF MAN
For adult mission study. Dec'55:40

STEIDER, ALMA
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
Global highlights (photo) Apr'54:3

STEIMLE, EDMUND A. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR GOD?
Book chat. Jan'58:40

STEIN, LEO. I WAS IN HELL WITH NIEMOLLER
Book chat. Sep'42:22

STEINBECK, DAVID (married to Jo Ann Steinbeck)
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32

STEINBECK, JO ANN CRAWFORD (married to David Steinbeck)
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30

STEINBECK, JOHN. THE MOON IS DOWN
Book chat. Jun'42:23

STEINBERG, LIONEL
World events (photo) Jun'70:36

Steindorf, Jennie Trout, -1956
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:62

STEINDORF, JENNIE TROUT, -1956
In memoriam. Dec'56:37

STEINER, EDWARD A. THE MEDIATOR
Speaking of books. Sep'26:54

STEINER, EDWARD A. ON THE TRAIL OF THE IMMIGRANT
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51

STEINER, RICHARD M
Churches help those with special needs (photo) Sep'62:26

STEINHAUER, (MRS. E. U.)
Here and there... Feb'48:48

STEINHILB, PATRICIA VIOLET, -1955 (married to Karl E. Steinhilb)
In memoriam. Sep'55:35

STEININGER, HELEN D
News room. Dec'48:31

STEINKAMP, REBECCA, -1947
In memoriam. May'47:41

STEINMAN, IRENE
Classroom and campus. Sep'66:34

STEINMETZ, ADA, -1957
In memoriam. Dec'57:39

STEINMETZ, CHARLES P
The wisdom of Steinmetz. Feb'28:4

STEINMETZ, EDNA CHAIN
(death) Jan'22:59

Stelzle, Charles, 1869-1941
Are we neglecting the greatest mission field? Nov'28:25

STELZLE, CHARLES, 1869-1941
(death) A modern Christian prophet. May'41:4

Stemple, John W
Letters. Apr'64:48

STENDAHL, KRISTER. THE SCROLLS AND THE NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Sep'57:42
STENSAKER, CHERYLE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33
STEPHEN MILLS, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of Triangle Club) Jun'29:47
STEPHENS, (MRS. C. A.)
   In memorium. Nov'40:39
   (death) News room. Nov'40:40
STEPHENS, (married to Ferris J. Stephens)
   Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Stephens, (married to George K. Stephens)
   Letters. Feb'72:4
STEPHENS, (married to Robert B. Stephens)
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Jun'49:48
STEPHENS, (MRS. T. S.)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'39:inside front cover
STEPHENS, BARNEY LEETH, 1909-1989
   Churches added to EHP program (photo) Apr'60:47
STEPHENS, F  C
   (photo) Mar'24:19
STEPHENS, FERRIS JAMES, 1893-
   Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Dec'25:43      Mar'27:42      Jul'28:27
   Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
STEPHENS, HELE
   News from our colleges. Dec'36:32
STEPHENS, HERMAN
   World Convention notes. May'35:8
   (photo) Jul'55:front cover
   The cover. Jul'55:inside front cover
STEPHENS, LOUIS MARIA, -1955
   In memoriam. Jul'55:39
STEPHENS, MAY
   In memorium. May'37:39
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
STEPHENS, THOMAS J
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
STEPHENS, W  O
   (photo) Mar'24:42
Stephenson, (MRS. R. E.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50
STEPHENVIN, ARTHUR W
   quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
   (photo) Oct'47:35
   Toronto--a wrestle with ideas (photo) Oct'55:25
   Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'56:6
   Classroom and campus. Nov'60:30
STEPHENSON, CHARLES I
   (photo) Sep'46:26
STEPHENSON, CLEOTA, -1919
   In memoriam. Dec'48:37
STEPHENSON, DOROTHY DIXON, -1958 (married to E. L. Stephenson)
   In memoriam. May'59:37
STEPHENSON, EMMA J
   In memoriam. May'32:40
STEPHENSON, F  H
   (photo) Sep'46:27
STEPHENSON, IVA
   In memoriam. Feb'32:39
STEPHENSON, JACQUELINE
   News room. Oct'51:32
STEPHENSON, KEITH
   News room. Feb'60:34
STEPHENSON, LENA
   (photo) Jul'34:39
STEPHENSON, SADIE
   No time to grow old. Dec'56:10 (photo p. 12)
   They call it "home." (photo) Mar'63:28
STEPHENSON, ALLOYSUS (ARCHBISHOP)
   Correspondence from Europe. Oct'47:6
   Global highlights. Dec'50:3
   Social trends. Jun'51:16
STERLING, CHANDLER
STERLING, EUGENE. (married to L. Ruth Ratten Sterling)
   (marriage) News room. Jun'46:34
STERLING, FANNIE RUDY
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
STERLING, JAMES A
   World events. Sep'69:37
STERLING, LILLIAN RUTH RATTEN (married to Eugene Sterling)
   News room. Jun'45:34
   (marriage) News room. Jun'46:34
STERLING, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Four congregations enroll in Home Plan. Feb'60:49
STERLING, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. May'20:60
STERLING, CHARLES FRANKLIN, 1870-1958
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
   Dec'21:46
   The spiritual value of baptism. Aug'23:18
STERLING, CHARLES FRANKLIN, 1870-1958
   (photo) Jan'21:9          Mar'24:55
   quoted. The days that make us worried... Oct'31:3
STERLING, DORIS
   See ROSSMAN, DORIS STEVENS
STEREVENS, DOROTHY A.  TABLE TALK AND TIDBITS
   Book chat. Oct'53:43
STEREVENS, ELIAS SHERMAN, 1861-1921
   (death) A noble missionary gone (photo) Aug'21:55
STEREVENS, FLORA, -1947
   In memoriam. May'47:41
STEREVENS, FRANCES, -1970 (married to P. R. Stevens)
   In memoriam. Nov'70:46
STEVENS, J A
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

STEVENS, KINGSLEY
Classroom and campus. Jun'43:24

STEVENS, LORA, -1961
In memoriam. Apr'61:37

STEVENS, LOVENA GOULTER, 1919–
  (photo) Jun'23:23 May'29:48
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44 Apr'35:40
  Some unsung missionaries in the China field. Jun'36:26 (photo p. 25)
  (photo) Nov'38:18

STEVENS, MARY E
(death) Oct'20:41

STEVENS, NINA ASBURY
  quoted. Snapshots of Akita, past and present. Sep'23:10

STEVENS, P R
  (photo) Mar'24:40
  Global highlights. Apr'46:2
  (photo) Sep'46:11

STEVENS, PAUL
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'60:35
The world comes to the campus (photo) Jan'62:11

STEVENS, PAUL. THE ULTIMATE WEAPON--CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. May'61:38

STEVENS, THOMAS CARL
Classroom and campus. Jul'63:36

STEVENS, W. BERTRAND. REALITY IN FELLOWSHIP
Book chat. Mar'39:22

Stevens, W O

Stevenson, (married to Archie K. Stevenson)
Women and world highways. May'53:33

STEVenson, (married to Leo Stevenson)
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25

Stevenson, A Russell
India's door is open. Apr'55:26
Loaves and fishes. Oct'60:45

STEVenson, A. RUSSELL
Persons in the news. Sep'55:2
Global highlights (photo) Dec'59:6

Stevenson, Adlai Ewing, 1900–
On brotherhood. Feb'58:45

STEVenson, AdlAI EWING, 1900–
Candidates reply on Vatican ambassador. Nov'52:40
quoted. Last column. Jul'61:50
  (photo) Jul'64:13

STEVenson, ALEXANDER R
Global highlights. May'50:3

STEVenson, B W
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43

STEVenson, BEN C., -1963
News room. Sep'57:38 Oct'60:40
  (death) News room. Jun'63:41

STEVenson, Deloris RAY, 1907–1989
  (married to Dwight E. Stevenson)
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31
(photo) Dec'54:15
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'62:34
Classroom and campus. Dec'64:34
STEVENSON, DELORIS RAY. LAND OF THE MORNING
Book chat. Sep'56:18
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
STEVENSON, DIANE
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'63:32
Stevenson, Dwight Eshelman, 1906- (married to Deloris Stevenson)
When students go to church. Jan'35:14
Religious nationalism! Sep'35:13
Pure religion and undefiled. Dec'36:8
Let Christian missions continue! Jan'42:11
Dedication of purpose. Feb'45:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'54:36
A people remember. Jun'54:40
Churches in Philippines hold convention. Nov'54:44
A Kentucky Christian in Japan. Dec'54:14
God measures the ministry. Oct'63:23
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement. Sep'72:24
STEVENSON, DWIGHT ESHELMAN, 1906-
After sixteen years. Mar'29:44
The Campbell Club at Yale (photo)
Jul'31:30       Mar'32:27
(photo) Jan'36:13       Nov'37:32
quoted: What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
(photo) Sep'38:31
quoted. Classroom and campus. Jun'43:25
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:24
Religion in education. Jan'45:3
Classroom and campus. Jan'45:28
News room. Jun'46:34
(photo) Oct'46:46
Classroom and campus. Apr'47:31       Jun'47:33
First national laymen's retreat (photo) Oct'49:12
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:28
News room. Apr'52:38
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'53:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'54:34
Classroom and campus. May'54:31
Global highlights (photo) Jun'54:2
(photo) Dec'54:15
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Feb'55:48
Classroom and campus. Nov'57:30
Classroom and campus (photo)
Sep'60:35       Jun'62:35       Sep'62:34
(photo) May'63:45
Classroom and campus. Nov'64:34       Dec'65:35
New books (photo) Dec'69:28
(photo) Sep'72:25
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. THE CHURCH AND HER MISSION
Classroom and campus. Jan'62:30
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. DISCIPLE PREACHING IN THE FIRST GENERATION
New books. Dec'69:28
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. THE FALSE PROPHETS
   New books. Sep'65:26
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. HOME TO BETHPAGE
   Book chat. Sep'49:22
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. ON HOLY GROUND
   Classroom and campus. Feb'63:34
   Book chat. May'63:41
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. PREACHING ON THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
   Book chat. Nov'56:18
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. PREACHING ON THE BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
   Book chat. Oct'61:24
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. REACHING PEOPLE FROM THE PULPIT
   Book chat. Jul'58:44
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. WALTER SCOTT: VOICE OF THE GOLDEN ORACLE
   Book chat. Jan'47:16
STEVENSON, DWIGHT E. A WAY IN THE WILDERNESS
   New books. Jul'68:36
STEVENSON, EMMA (married to C. R. Stevenson) -1950
   In memoriam. Sep'50:37
STEVENSON, FREDERICK BOYD
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45
STEVENSON, J ROSS
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
STEVENSON, JOHN
   quoted. Last column. May'61:50
STEVENSON, JUNE MARGARET LAPSLEY (married to Paul H. Stevenson)
   (photo) Apr'20:50
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
STEVENSON, LEO
   A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23
   The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25 (photo p. 26)
STEVENSON, LOLA JANE
   (death) Aug'21:53
STEVENSON, LUCIE A. HUSTON (married to Marion Stevenson)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29
   Stevenson, Marion, 1861-1945
   (married to Lucie A. Huston Stevenson)
   How we get our Sunday school lessons. Nov'24:15
STEVENSON, MARION, 1861-1945
   The Central Regional District for Bible School work. Mar'19:46
   (photo) Nov'23:19 Nov'24:15 Apr'25:54
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Oct'25:54 Apr'26:42
   ...honored. Sep'26:63
   (photo) Nov'26:2
   The threshold. Feb'36:2
   Personalities (photo) Apr'36:24
   quoted. Religious education through the years (photo) Nov'36:20
   (death) News room (photo) Apr'45:28
   (photo) Nov'49:30
   Disciple doers. Oct'50:20
   Christian education--forty years of progress (photo) Nov'58:14
STEVENSON, Nannie M
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:62
   Stevenson, Paul Huston, 1890-
   (married to June Margaret Lapsley Stevenson)
   The trail of the little white pill. Nov'19:10
Little journeys in the land of tomorrow.
  Feb'20:25    Apr'20:17
China calls for nurses. Apr'20:50
Voices that pass in China's night. Feb'21:24
Feed my sheep. Mar'21:44

STEVENSON, PAUL HUSTON, 1890-
  (photo) Apr'20:19
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Apr'30:34    Jun'33:31    Sep'37:31

STEVENSON, R. W., 1849?–1926
  In memoriam. Feb'27:49

STEVENSON, ROBERT DOUGLASS. YELLOW GIRL, ORANGE JUICE AND BEAN PORRIDGE HOT
  Book chat. Jan'36:44

STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS
  Programs for September. Aug'29:33

Stevenson, Russell
  Let the churches march Together. May'53:19

Stevenson, Thomas E
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'33:39,40
  Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
  Echoes from everywhere.
    Dec'34:38    Feb'36:39    Jan'37:38
    Jan'36:39    Oct'36:38    Jun'37:39

STEVENSON, THOMAS E
  Building men at Boulder Dam (photo) Oct'33:8
  ...killed. Feb'38:42

STEVERSON, A  L
  (photo) Mar'34:34

STEVERSON, NELLIE GARDNER, –1963
  In memoriam. Oct'63:46

STEVICK, DANIEL B. CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AND THE CHRISTIAN
  New books. Nov'69:28

STEWARD, (married to Orval Steward)
  Here and there with World Call. Apr'52:48

STEWARD, ANNIE M
  quoted. The first page. Aug'32:2

STEWARD, EMMA
  In memoriam. May'32:40

STEWARD, JOHN W
  World events. Oct'71:37

STEWARDSHIP
  Give for your soul's sake. Jan'19:13
  Notes. Feb'19:47
  The first Sunday in March. Mar'19:6
  All standards of giving smashed. Mar'19:11
  The Every Member Canvass in a group of rural churches. Mar'19:51
  The comfort of Christian security. Apr'19:10
  Learning to give by giving. Aug'19:57
  The yellow God. Jan'20:25
  The first Lord's Day in march. Feb'20:35
  Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
  (chart of giving) Mar'20:56
  (chart) Mar'20:back cover
  Are the Disciples Christians? Apr'20:21
  The new emphasis on money. Aug'20:7 Aug'20:36
  With churches that are giving heroically. Oct'20:6
Am I playing fair? Jan'21:22
The why, when, who and what of wills. Jan'21:34
Waiting half a century for encouragement. Feb'21:11
America's most outstanding tithing advocate... Feb'21:13
My experience as stewardship and tithing evangelist... Feb'21:21
What the churches are doing about it. Mar'21:47
Putting the stew in stewardship. Apr'21:51
Excuses not to make about the Home Mission offering. May'21:16
Entry! Entry! May'21:54
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Stumps. Jun'21:19
Canary birds and Children's Day. Jun'21:38
As we see others and as others see us. Jul'21:40
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:61
Tired of giving? Jun'21:64
Stewardship column. Jul'21:42
A defender of the apron. Jul'21:44
That His house may be free. Aug'21:back cover
Stewardship and tithing. Sep'21:56
Give God a chance. Oct'21:3
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:24
A stewardship referendum and vote. Oct'21:53
Good news from the stewardship rallies. Nov'21:43
The preacher's day. Dec'21:7
A church with a money conscience. Dec'21:26
The stewardship rallies. Dec'21:45
Enlarged giving necessary. Jan'22:23
Stewardship and tithing notes. Jan'22:57
Bible study. Mar'22:48
"Broadcasting" on Children's Day. Jun'22:8
Stewardship--an appeal to reason. Jun'22:47
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:60
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:31
The how of missionary offerings. Nov'22:35
A stewardship alphabet. Dec'22:19
Should a church without a minister give to missions? Dec'22:23
Stewardship in Porto Rico. Feb'23:50
The weapons of our warfare. Mar'23:20
The relation of a man to his money. Mar'23:26
The things which thou hast--whose are they? Apr'23:3
What an editor thinks about stewardship. Apr'23:9
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:48
Promote the copper class. Jun'23:3
The Christian whose income is $5,000 or more. Jun'23:36
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38
The stewardship of life. Sep'23:4
Ours and His. Oct'23:11
Open your eyes. Oct'23:44
Organize a stewardship study class. Oct'23:59
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60 Nov'23:50
Gifts of gold. Dec'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:55
Stewardship (poem) Mar'24:39
The grace of liberal giving. May'24:30
This is stewardship. Jul'24:44
A Christian's financial creed. Aug'24:29
Our sources of supply. Sep'24:39
Growing an oak. Mar'25:20
Teaching that brings results. Mar'25:60
The Christian and his money problems—a sequel. Jun'25:18
The obligations of Christian capital. Jun'25:20
Program helps. Sep'25:48
Held in trust. Oct'25:27
Selling stewardship to the church. Nov'25:34
God's ownership. Feb'26:37
The transforming power of Christian stewardship. Apr'26:35
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:50
Another steward returns his talents. May'26:62
The big question (poem) Aug'26:6
The last page. Sep'26:64
Business in missions. Oct'26:54
Are we dishonest? Dec'26:18
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50
Christian stewardship sentiments. Jan'27:61
Missionary illustrations... Feb'27:55
A decalogue of stewardship. Mar'27:7
Studying stewardship in the Philippines. Mar'27:51
Stewardship a divine partnership. Jun'27:42
Speaking of books. Jun'27:57
The perfect gift. Nov'27:48
A significant way to observe Thanksgiving. Nov'27:54
Stewardship test successfully. Nov'27:54
Taxes and contributions. Jun'28:4
How are you giving? Dec'28:48
Here's the answer. Feb'29:2
From Moses to Mellon. Mar'29:4
Fritz Kreisler...on Christian stewardship. Mar'29:16
Missionary illustrations... Mar'29:56
A blind man who saw clearly. Apr'29:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
A call from luxurious living. May'29:5
Administers his own estate. May'29:45
An example worthy of universal imitation. Jun'29:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
India and self-denial week. Oct'29:57
Pentecostal sharing. Dec'29:5
The time for giving. Dec'29:24
Is giving a sacrifice? Dec'29:58
Between the lines. Feb'30:4
Where thy treasure is. Oct'30:21
The dimness of our souls. Mar'31:3
Apr'31:much of issue
Devotional study for missionary societies. Aug'31:38
God let me give more (poem) Jan'32:35
Speaking of giving. Feb'32:25
Some practical suggestions for personal self-denial. Mar'32:14
Hold the line by equaling last year's giving. Jun'32:10
What is necessary to accomplish it. Jun'32:11
Economy wise and economy fatal. Aug'32:4
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'32:43
An increasing and developing Discipleship. Nov'32:9
I don't know what my income is. Dec'32:31
A holy check book. Dec'32:46
What they use for money. Apr'33:3
Fools for Christ's sake. Apr'33:9
The missionary organizations' own section.
   Apr'33:35 May'33:35
Where has the money gone? Oct'33:29
Paying dividends. Oct'33:30
The last page. Oct'33:48
Noteworthy loyalty. Nov'33:3
Missionary organizations' own section. Feb'34:35
Programs for young people. Apr'34:37
My habit is to give. May'34:13
Stewardship plus. Nov'34:4
A court room trial of stewardship. Nov'34:17
What they said. Nov'34:18
Property and personality. Jan'35:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
A peril of recovery. Jun'35:3
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'35:41
Local church recovery and advance. Mar'36:20
Stewardship meets need. May'36:46
Budgeting for God. Nov'36:30
Stewardship: an educational function. Jan'37:5
Women and world highways. Jan'37:35
The threshold. Feb'37:2
That first pay check. Mar'37:8
Meeting the tragedy of the church. Mar'37:22
I have a new permanent. Apr'37:16
A period of tithing. Apr'37:27
Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'37:41
Stewardship program in the local church. Oct'37:13
The Easter to Pentecost tithing period. Apr'38:21
Empty hands--empty churches. Oct'38:16
Why I am afraid not to tithe. Oct'38:17
An account of a stewardship. Jun'39:26
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:15
The necessity of stewardship. Oct'39:8
Where the money goes. Oct'39:33
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jan'40:39
From Easter to Pentecost. Mar'40:15
A call to stewardship. May'40:14
Stewardship year. Jul'40:27
Stewardship plans of a local church. Sep'40:16
Stewardship year. Sep'40:33
Oct'40:much of issue
Stewardship year, 1940-1941.
   Nov'40:29 Jan'41:40 Mar'41:33 May'41:41
   Dec'40:29 Feb'41:44 Apr'41:42 Jun'41:27
Consecration in streaks. Jan'41:20
Stewardship in the family. Feb'41:34
The last page. Feb'41:48
Stewardship questions for discussion. Apr'41:42
Bread and butter. Jun'41:14
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'41:40
The Smiths lead the Joneses. Jul'41:17
The secret of financial success. Oct'41:16
The Christian grace of giving. Jan'42:24
Prayer for church officers. Feb'42:18
Toward a living church. May'42:20
The state of the church. Oct'42:29
The time is now. Nov'42:back cover
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Dec'42:41
The story of a dollar bill. Jan'43:46
The test of Christian faith. May'43:29
Looking ahead. Sep'43:8
Women and world highways. Oct'43:29
Making our own goal. Nov'43:4
Stewardship mottos. Jan'44:38
The way, Easter, 1944. Mar'44:10
Women and world highways. Jun'44:29
Planning for a year of dedication. Sep'44:21
I am debtor. Oct'44:13
Patterned for magnanimity. Dec'44:9
Peace through sharing Jul'45:40
We build through possessions. Nov'45:15
The more we got--the less we gave (charts) Oct'46:23
Stewardship in the local church. Jan'47:22
A stewardship specialist. Feb'48:32
An adventure in stewardship. Mar'48:16
Why do people give? Apr'48:25
Stewardship in the local church. Oct'48:9
Christ's prayer unanswered yet. Dec'48:42
(note) Mar'49:31
Whither? Apr'49:21
Partnership is taught. Oct'49:19
Tips, tithes and taxes. Nov'49:33
Money can buy happiness. Feb'50:12
Laymen to stress stewardship. Mar'50:21
East to Pentecost. Apr'50:21
What shall I give? Nov'50:37
The lesson is obvious. Dec'50:6
The low cost of giving. Feb'51:6
Women and world highways. Dec'51:33
Stewardship is the key. Oct'52:24
Poverty and plenty. Nov'52:45
Test church members' CLQ. Jan'53:47
What shall I do, Lord? Sep'54:8
Shall we serve God or mammon? Sep'54:21
The minister--key or problem? Sep'54:15
Book chat. Sep'54:45
Christian stewardship creates character. Oct'54:8
Global highlights. Dec'54:4
Completing our commitment. Apr'55:20
Global highlights. Jun'55:4
Old Filipino woman is a good steward. Sep'55:43
The gift and the giver. Feb'56:6
A basis for giving. Mar'56:45
The family's money. Apr'56:7
Let's consider our spending. Jul'56:13
Bolei's gift. Jul'56:45
Ten reasons for giving. Apr'57:29
Young stewards. Oct'57:44
Film praised. Jan'58:49
Stewardship grows on mission fields. Mar'58:11
Hidden motives for service. Apr'58:23
No money needed. Feb'59:34
Who is a steward? Mar'59:9
It can happen anywhere. Apr'59:10
Global highlights. Jan'60:6 Dec'60:5
Jamaicans grow in stewardship. Sep'61:15
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:13
Signs of maturity. Jan'62:9
The old idols must go! Mar'62:23
Global highlights. Apr'62:6
Better barns or a better world? Jun'62:48
Global highlights. Apr'63:6
Ask about it! Jun'63:8
Stewards must grow! Sep'63:23
Meeting snags along the way. Apr'64:30
Your business and your church. Feb'65:42
Why give? Mar'66:49
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'68:5
Churchmanship. Oct'69:8
Moodlin' with feeling! Oct'69:41
You're putting me on! Apr'70:22
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'70:5
Stewardship of living and giving. Jun'71:8
North American churches study what people think, why people give.
Feb'72:40
Unity walk. Feb'72:21
Shavings. Jun'72:36
To give...or not to give. Oct'72:24
New ways to give. Nov'72:10
Giving and receiving. Jan'73:25
Shavings. Apr'73:34
"STEWARDSHIP FOR ADULT CHRISTIANS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'64:41
STEWARDSHIP--STATISTICS
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
May'25:60
Read and reform!! Jun'28:inside front cover
Do figures ever lie? Jun'29:23
Flashes. Dec'36:45
Christian stewardship in 1949. Mar'50:29
Global highlights. Apr'50:4
Church contribution tops previous record. Apr'52:46
Global highlights. Oct'53:4
Giving increases. Dec'57:52
Global highlights. Mar'60:6
STEWART, (MRS. I. A.)
(death) Apr'22:52
STEWART, (MRS. J. E.)
(photo) Dec'49:26
Stewart, (married to John Stewart)
STEWART, (married to John W. Stewart)
(photo) Oct'22:58
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
STEWART, (married to Paul Stewart)
News room. Sep'53:38
STEWART, ALLEGRA
A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32
Stewart, Ann
   A home for shadow. Mar'68:31
Stewart, Annalee
   A woman's prayer for Congress. May'49:35
STEWART, ANNE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31
STEWART, CHARLENE
   News room. Apr'59:46
STEWART, CHARLES W. ADOLESCENT RELIGION
   New books. Jul'67:38
Stewart, Cora Wilson
   Illiteracy. Sep'31:11
STEWART, CORA WILSON
   Facts for the busy woman. Jul'19:50
   News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40
   (photo) Sep'31:11
STEWART, DANIEL
   quoted. appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
STEWART, DAVID
   News room. Dec'52:30
STEWART, DOLLY
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'54:52
Stewart, Donald Gordon
   This year (poem) Jan'40:48
STEWART, DWIGHT C
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'63:34
STEWART, ELIZABETH
   (death) Nov'19:28
STEWART, EMMA C.
   In memorium. Jul'40:39
STEWART, G HAYDEN
   (photo) Apr'47:12
STEWART, GEORGE A
   (photo) Oct'30:16 Dec'30:11
Stewart, George H., 1875?-1948
   (married to Nellie Agnes Westerfield Stewart)
   The story state by state. Aug'25:14
   Bound together by a common faith. Apr'47:12
STEWART, GEORGE H., 1875?-1948
   (photo) Oct'21:43 Oct'22:7,47
   George H. Stewart (photo) Feb'23:26
   (photo) May'23:32 Sep'23:38
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
   In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
   (photos) Dec'24:6,21 Aug'25:14
   Moving forward in Canada. Sep'25:14
   George H. Stewart (photo) Sep'30:2
   (photo) Sep'35:25
   Personalities (photo) Dec'35:22
   (photo) Sep'42:15 Apr'47:12
   quoted. Presidents' messages at Buffalo. Sep'47:7
   World Convention digest. Sep'47:9
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'48:3
STEWART, GEORGE S. THE LOWER LEVELS OF PRAYER
   Book chat. Mar'40:23
STEWART, HAYDEN
   (photo) Oct'35:30
STEWART, JAMES LIVINGSTONE. CHINESE CULTURE AND CHRISTIANITY
   Speaking of books. Dec'26:52
STEWART, JAMES LIVINGSTONE. GODS OF WEALTH AND WAR
   Speaking of books. Jul'31:34
STEWART, JAMES LIVINGSTONE. THE LAUGHING BUDDHA
   Speaking of books. Apr'26:51
STEWART, JAMIE E
   quoted. The last page. Jun'27:64
STEWART, JARVIS
   Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33
Stewart, John
STEWART, JOHN
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:4
STEWART, JOHN W
   (photo) Oct'22:58
   Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'63:4
STEWART, JOHN W., JR.
   The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:26
STEWART, JONAS
   A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
STEWART, LUTHER
   (photo) Apr'51:11
STEWART, NELLIE AGNES WESTERFIELD, -1968
   (married to George H. Stewart)
   (photo) Oct'21:43
   Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
   News room. Jul'41:34
   From an American woman in Germany. Mar'47:5
   (photo) Apr'47:12
   News room. Dec'49:32
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'55:4
   Women and world highways (photo) Apr'55:33
   In memoriam. Oct'68:40
STEWART, ODELLE
   (photo) Jul'48:30
Stewart, Oliver Wayne, 1867-1937
   A Governor who was more. Oct'20:23
   The Prohibition outlook. Jul'28:11
   Dry leader gets verdict for $150,000. Jul'30:11
STEWART, OLIVER WAYNE, 1867-1937
   Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:47
Stewart, R H
   Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:19
STEWART, R H
   (photo) Aug'28:19
STEWART, R W
   quoted. The state of the church. Feb'42:28
STEWART, R. W. INTRODUCTION TO JESUS FOR THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
   Book chat. Feb'48:39
STEWART, RANDOLPH
   The Chaplain runs a Sunday school (photo) Apr'62:28
Stewart, Robert E
   Get in the summer thing. Nov'70:24
STEWART, RUTH
   In memoriam. May'38:39
STEWART, VIRGINIA
   (photo) Nov'38:7
Stewart, Willie Jean
   Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'38:40
STICKEL, LEE, -1954
   (death) News room. Dec'54:40
Stickel, (married to Cole Stickle) 
   Letters. Feb'65:44
Stidger, William LeRoy, 1885-1949 
   I heard God speak today (poem) Feb'30:8
   A beatitude of the church beautiful (poem) Aug'30:7
   I heard God speak (poem) Jul'34:37
   Our church (poem) Oct'35:48
   Going to school to God (poem) Sep'38:48
STIDGER, WILLIAM LeROY, 1885-1949
   quoted. The last page. Jul'26:64
STIDGER, WILLIAM LeROY. MEN OF THE GREAT REDEMPTION
   Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
STIDGER, WILLIAM LeROY. PLANNING YOUR PREACHING
   Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
STIDGER, WILLIAM LeROY. THERE ARE SERMONS IN STORIES
   Book chat. Jan'43:23
STIDHAM, (married to Jacob Haller Stidham) 
   (photo) Jul'35:34
STIDHAM, JACOB HALLER, 1884-
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
   (photo) Jul'39:9
STIDMAN, ALLENE MARIE
   (photo) Jul'23:9
Stifler, Francis Carr
   Bible hungry China. Apr'41:20
   The Bibles of 1948. Oct'48:42
   Here is another letter. Mar'49:22
STIFLER, FRANCIS CARR
   Global highlights. Jun'46:3
STIFLER, FRANCIS CARR. EVERY MAN'S BOOK
   The threshold. Jan'42:2
STILES, (MRS. A. C.)
   In memorium. Mar'40:39
STILES, (married to Frank Stiles)
   (death) Jun'21:50
STILES, B. J.
   Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
Stiles, Edwin Lee
   Women and world highways. Jan'61:31
   Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
   Contrasts at Hazel Green. Apr'61:13
   Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44
   Yakima youth build a future. Apr'63:25
   Women on world highways. May'63:33
   Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
   Letters. Sep'67:41
   Youth and the world mission. Dec'68:33
STILES, EDWIN LEE
   News room. Jul'60:42
   Disciples in the news. 
       May'66:7    (photo) Jan'67:7
Global highlights. Apr'67:6
STILES, JOHN STAR, -1964
(death) News room. Feb'65:40
STILES, LAURA W
(death) Jun'26:50
Stiles, Lee
See Stiles, Edwin Lee
STILES, P  E
(photo) Mar'24:34
STILL, CHARLES SHELTON
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34
Still, Dorris Shelton
A story from life. Dec'28:10
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
STILL, DORRIS SHELTON
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
(photo) Mar'20:48
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape. Jun'20:4
(photo) Jun'20:55
How Smith went after Shelton. Aug'20:5
(photo) Apr'22:4
A doctor of the Jesus school (photo) Jun'22:4
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'28:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43 Dec'33:29
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
STILL, DORRIS SHELTON. SUE IN TIBET
News notes. Mar'42:43
STILLEY, (MRS. O, K.)
News from the homes for the aged. Sep'38:46
STILLEY, EMILY MARTHA WARREN
In memorium. Feb'40:39
Stillwagon, (married to A. Paul Stillwagon)
Letters. Jul'69:33
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A long preacher in a long pastorate (photos) Jul'19:48
Global highlights. Nov'47:3
News room. Jan'48:32
(photo of students leaving service) May'58:front cover
The cover. May'58:inside front cover
Here and there with World Call. Oct'64:54
STILMAN, HANNAH
(photo) Jan'21:12
STILWELL, (MRS. J. N.)
In memoriam. Oct'41:39
STILWELL, H  F
(photo) Apr'25:40
STIMPSON, DOROTHY
(photo) Jan'21:12
STIMPSON, HENRY L. ON ACTIVE SERVICE IN PEACE AND WAR
Book chat. Oct'48:44
STIMPSON, L
From the Philippines. Jul'28:47
STIMSON, ALICE, -1950
In memoriam. Sep'50:37
STIMSON, HENRY L
quoted. Listening in on the world. Aug'30:22
STINE, CORA E
In memoriam. Feb'31:39
STINE, HAROLD
(photo) Jul'52:23
Stine, John L
Message. Apr'19:58
STINNETTE, CHARLES R., JR. ANXIETY AND FAITH
Book chat. Feb'56:18
STINSON, ALFRED
In brief. Mar'69:39
Stinson, F J
Church erection to the rescue. Feb'24:34
STIPHER, KARL
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
Stipp, Frank Vennum, 1891- (married to Myrtle E. Wilson Stipp)
The Kalinga, recently a head hunter. Dec'19:36
Fulfilling his promise. Jan'20:21
Evangelizing under difficulties. Sep'20:52
Mercedes the Pastora. Jan'21:40
Playing Filipino. Jan'21:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
A Filipino student conference. Aug'22:57
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
Can you beat it? Jan'26:61
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Silvestre Morales... Aug'28:30
Big brothers for Filipino youth. Dec'29:54
Twenty Filipinos baptized. Sep'31:33
God's young men... Jan'33:30
STIPP, FRANK VENNUM, 1891-
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
Notes. Jan'19:62
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:33
Notes. Feb'20:61
Among the churches in Northern Luzon. Oct'20:53
Notes. Oct'20:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:26
(death of father) Jul'23:54
Coming on furlough. Apr'26:63
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
quoted. Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42
STIPP, JANE FELICIDAD
STIPP, MARY
(death) Jun'23:54
Stipp, Myrtle E. Wilson, 1884-1951
(married to Frank Vennum Stipp)
Into the work again. Mar'22:46
A cross country trail. Jun'22:42
Bible study campaign in Laoag. Jun'22:54
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:62
Devotional study for missionary societies. Oct'38:38
STIPP, MYRTLE E. WILSON, 1884-1951
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
Representative graduates... (photo) Feb'19:33
Notes. Feb'20:57 Oct'20:58
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:62
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
(photo) Mar'22:12 Aug'23:22
Coming on furlough. Apr'26:63
(death) News room. May'51:47

STIPP, THEODORE L., 1849-1923
(death) Jul'23:54

STIRLEN, EDYTHE, 1895?-1987
Forty-one years a radio minister (photo) Feb'67:44

STITES, HANNAH CATHERINE
(death) Aug'22:59

STITT, DALE
(photo) Apr'73:15

Stivers, Edith M. Taylor, 1863-1933
(married to John C. Breckenridge Stivers)
Christmas at the Cleveland Home. Mar'19:53
A cry of need from Cleveland. Feb'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:58
Don't cry, I will come back. Jul'21:34
The house on the hill. Aug'21:53
Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:35
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:16
Men and women in the making. Nov'23:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:61
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:54
Children's Day in the children's homes. Jun'26:34

STIVERS, EDITH M. TAYLOR, 1863-1933
Love in the concrete (photo) Dec'21:41
(photo) Aug'22:16
quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:42
(photo) Nov'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
(photo) Dec'26:2
Helping all the way. Dec'26:16
In memoriam. May'33:40

Stivers, Elijah Valmer, 1884-1935
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church. Dec'21:47
New field worker. Dec'25:37

STIVERS, ELIJAH VALMER, 1884-1935
George F. Stivers... Jul'20:38
Starting perpetual motion. Mar'31:4

STIVERS, GEORGE FRANKLIN, 1854-1920
(obituary) (photo) Jul'20:38

STIVERS, JOHN C. BRECKINRIDGE, 1855-
(married to Edith M. Taylor Stivers)
quoted. Feb'19:39

STIVERS, JOHN T
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:31
quoted. The last page. Jul'32:2

Stober, Buena Rose E., 1897-1972
Results at Lotumbe. May'31:46
The story of Mangaleta. Jun'31:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'33:40
The true measure. Mar'36:46
The year at Wema. Oct'36:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:38 Oct'37:38
"Stobie" is here. Nov'39:42
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'40:39
Dental problems in Congo. Feb'40:43
Mondombe in the heart of Afirca. Oct'40:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'41:39
Bicycle ride on Palm Avenue. Mar'41:29
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:39
Teacher-preachers needed. Jun'42:28
And peace reigned again! Jan'42:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:39 Dec'42:39
Missionary nurse reports. Feb'43:44
On a Congo mail boat. Apr'44:27
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:33 May'45:33
A busy nurse. Oct'45:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:36
Before coming home. Jul'46:42
Echoes from everywhere.
  Oct'46:36 Dec'47:34 Apr'48:36
  May'47:40 Feb'48:36
The boat brings welcomed articles. Jun'48:46
A little means so much. Dec'49:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'50:38 Jun'52:36 Jun'53:38
Babies! Babies! Oct'54:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
STOBER, BUENA ROSE E., 1897-1972
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
(photo) Jun'31:41
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:41
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Mar'35:40 Sep'37:31 Feb'38:30 May'38:34
(photo) Nov'38:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34 Apr'39:30
(photo) Nov'39:42
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'42:inside front cover
For adult mission study. Feb'53:34
Rice for sale! (photo) Jan'55:34
News room. Oct'55:36
Christian witness in today's world (photo) Mar'56:24
Seven missionaries retire (photo) Oct'61:29
To celebrate a life-and a light (poem) (photo) Jul'72:50
STOCK EXCHANGE
Opportunities unlimited. Jun'68:18
STOCKDALE, JAMES E., 1930-
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
STOCKERT, (MRS. G. I.)
In memoriam. Jan'29:63
Stockford, Donald
Letters. Jan'67:49
Two worlds. Jul'67:26
STOCKFORD, DONALD
The scene. Sep'73:34
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STOCKHOLM PEACE APPEAL
    Global highlights. Oct'50:3
STOCKHOLM, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Our scattered fellowship serves people. Jul'67:24
STOCKHOLM, CALIFORNIA. MAYFAIR CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Our scattered fellowship serves people. Jul'67:24
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
    Celebrating the Fourth in Stockholm. Sep'37:25
STOCKING, J T. THE GOLDEN GOBLET
    Christmas lists. Nov'23:56
Stockley, Frances Warner
    Citadel (poem) Oct'36:48
STOCKMAN, LARRY
    (photo) Dec'70:17
STOCKSTILL, EUGENE H
    Classroom and campus. Nov'67:35
STOCKTON, BETTIE MAE (WARDER)
    Christianity and business. Apr'19:18
    (photo) Apr'19:15
STOCKTON, NANCY JANE, -1942
    In memoriam. May'42:39
STOCKTON, ROBERT HENRY, 1842–1923
    Christianity and business (photo) Apr'19:15
    St. Louis Convention Committee. Dec'20:44
    A growing ministry. Apr'21:4
    An educational foundation in the local church (photo) Nov'22:31
    Robert H. Stockton (photo) Jun'23:4
    As others see us. Jul'23:40
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
    The children's Mr. Stockton. Aug'23:58
    Faithful and wise steward. Nov'23:26
    Pension benefits increased. Aug'25:15
    (photo) Apr'28:2
    At last. Apr'28:10
    Brief talks on the ministry. Apr'28:59
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
    Stockton saved (photo) Feb'30:40
Stockwell, Bowman Foster (married to Vera Stockwell)
    Visitors are impressed with Paraguay mission. Feb'52:47
    Echoes from everywhere. Apr'59:36
STOCKWELL, BOWMAN FOSTER
    Preparing for service (photo) Dec'28:59
    Conquered by scripture. Apr'55:29
    Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:27
STOCKWELL, EUGENE
    (photo) Nov'28:41
    Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'60:34
STOCKWELL, F. OLIN
    Other people's duties. Jul'53:6
    For adult mission study. Mar'54:36
STOCKWELL, F. OLIN. WITH GOD IN RED CHINA
    Jul'53:6
Stockwell, Vera (married to Bowman Foster Stockwell)
    Visitors are impressed with Paraguay mission. Feb'52:47
STOCKWELL, VERA
   (photo) Nov'28:41
   Preparing for service (photo) Dec'28:59
   Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:27
STODDARD, JANE
   Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
STODDARD, LOTHROP. LONELY AMERICA
   American faces the future. May'33:10
STOECKEL, ALTHEA L
   Classroom and campus. Nov'52:31
STOKELY, JAMES. SEEDS OF SOUTHERN CHANGE
   Book chat. Jun'63:22
STOKES, ALMEADE
   Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:26
Stokes, Anson Phelps
   America's interests in Africa. Mar'43:12
STOKES, CAROLINE PHELPS
   Phelps-Stokes Educational Commission in Congo. Jan'22:21
STOKES, HENRY J
   Global highlights. Nov'62:7
STOKES, MACK B. THE BIBLE AND MODERN DOUBT
   New books. Sep'71:29
STOKES, MAUD
   In memoriam. Sep'39:39
STOKES, OLIVIA PEARL
   (photo) Sep'73:33
STOLBERG, BUENA
   Classroom and campus. Jun'63:34
STOLER, LUCY
   In memoriam. Sep'30:39
STOLL, GEORGE. LAYMEN AT WORK
   Book chat. Jan'57:40
Stolp, Fred
   Youth and the world mission. Apr'66:40
STOLT, PETER
   Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31
Stoltenberg, Louise
   The churches' success story. Jul'73:19
STOLTSFUS, WESLEY
   Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia (photo)
   Nov'73:7
STOLZ, KARL RUF. THE CHURCH AND PSYCHOTHERAPY
   Book chat. Nov'43:10
STOLZ, KARL RUF. MAKING THE MOST OF THE REST OF LIFE
   Book chat. Sep'41:43
STOLZ, KARL RUF. PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY
   Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
   Book chat. Sep'41:43
STOLZ, KARL RUF. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS LIVING
   Book chat. Dec'37:28
STOLZ, KARL RUF. TRICKS OUR MINDS PLAY ON US
   Book chat. Apr'39:25
STOMBOCK, ANNIE L
   In memoriam. Apr'34:39
STOMY, (married to John Stomy)
   (death) Sep'26:52
STONE, (married to Jack Stone)
Global highlights (photo) May'65:4

STONE, (MRS. T J)
(death) Apr'20:51

STONE, ABBIE
Circulations' cozy corner. Jan'34:1

Stone, Alfred Clark (married to Bessie Russell Stone)
The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:32

STONE, ALFRED CLARK
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'56:4
(photo) Jul'69:3
World events. Apr'70:45
The scene. Feb'72:44
Voices heard by the whole church (photo) Sep'73:20

STONE, ALICE
News room. Jan'56:38

STONE, ANITA LOUISE, 1956--
(birth) News room. Oct'56:38

Stone, Barbara Jean Williams, 1928--
(married to Lurton Paul Stone)
Water of life. May'55:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'57:34
Youth in Mexico serve churches. Nov'57:42
Hope Hospital honors doctor. Jun'58:48
Signs of hope in Mexico. Jul'58:15
Livestock for a hungry world. Oct'61:31

STONE, BARBARA JEAN WILLIAMS, 1928--
(photo) Jul'51:27
(marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
Latin American journey (photo) Feb'54:19
News room. Jan'60:47
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'60:36
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16

STONE, BARTON WARREN, 1772-1844
With the pioneers of our religious movement. Oct'20:19
Educational ideals of the great pioneers... Jan'23:20
(portrait) Feb'23:inside front cover
Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:5
Spanning the Century at Cane Ridge. Sep'32:13
Disciples in the world today. Sep'46:8
(draw) Sep'54:front cover
The cover. Sep'54:inside front cover
Mission field U.S.A.--1844 and 1956. Sep'56:7
Global highlights. Jan'57:6
Cane Ridge. Nov'57:40
(photo) Sep'58:13
Adults and mission. Oct'64:40
The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension. Nov'65:28(draw p. 29)
...a quiet flame (drawing) Nov'72:5

STONE, BELL WOOD
In memoriam. Feb'45:33

Stone, Betty M (married to John A. Stone)
Reply to Judith Stearns. Sep'69:45

STONE, BRYAN
New missionaries prepare for the seventies. Jul'70:13
STONE, CECLIA
   Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:3
Stone, E. V.
   God with us (poem) Dec'73:inside back cover
STONE, ELENA MARIE, 1959-
   (birth) News room. Sep'59:41
STONE, EMILY
   In memoriam. Jun'30:49
STONE, GLENN C. A NEW ETHIC FOR A NEW EARTH
   New books. Oct'71:26
STONE, HANNAH ELIZABETH
   In memoriam. May'43:39
STONE, HELEN L. CULVER (married to Lawrence M. Stone)
   (photo) Dec'42:28
   News room. Jan'43:34
   Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
STONE, HENLEY
   Global highlights. Jun'54:4 (photo) Sep'57:3
STONE, HOWARD W. SUICIDE AND GRIEF
   New books. Jan'73:33
STONE, IRVING. LOVE IS ETERNAL
   Book chat. Feb'55:20
STONE, IRVING. THE PRESIDENT'S LADY
   Book chat. Jan'52:42
Stone, James L
   Banquet (poem) Feb'70:45
   Labor (poem) Apr'72:14
STONE, JAMES L
   In brief (photo) Mar'71:35
Stone, John Timothy
   Why I am glad to be a preacher. Feb'20:13
STONE, JULIUS, 1853-1936 (married to Marie Stockhome Stone)
   (death) Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39
STONE, L. PABLO
   SeeSTONE, LURTON PAUL
STONE, LAWRENCE M (married to Helen L. Culver Stone)
   (photo) Dec'42:28
   Recruits for world service (Kphoto) Mar'43:6
   News room. Jan'43:34
Stone, Lurton Paul, 1928- (married to Barbara Williams Stone)
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'64:36
STONE, LURTON PAUL, 1928-
   (marriage) News room. Oct'52:46
   Latin American journey (photo) Feb'54:19
   quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:11
   News room. Jan'60:47
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'60:36
   Livestock for a hungry world. Oct'61:31
   At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16
   (photo) Nov'64:36
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
STONE, MARTHA JANE
   Classroom and campus. Jun'53:34
STONE, MICHAEL K
   In brief. Sep'69:42
STONE, PERRY Lester, 1901- (married to Ruby Wiley Stone)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'53:4
STONE, RALPH
STONE, SALLIE
In memorium. Apr'40:39
STONE, VIOLET
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
Stone, Warren S
Railroad men indorse prohibition. Apr'24:37
STONE, WILLIAM T. TOWARD A DYNAMIC AMERICA
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
STONEBRAKER, ELLA DOWNS
(death) May'21:51 Jun'21:50
STONEBRAKER, GEORGE
(photo) Nov'25:28
STONEHOUSE, HAROLD
Global highlights (photo) Nov'61:4
Stoner, James Lloyd
How does your class rate? May'45:26
STONER, JAMES LLOYD
Convention ship. Mar'60:28
Disciples in the news. Nov'66:7
World events (photo) Jul'69:45
Stones, (Mrs. W. B.)
Letters. Jul'67:4
STONEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Enroll in EHP. Mar'64:49
Stonework, Eugenia
Charles Henry Hudson (poem) Dec'69:27
STONEY, (married to George H. Cashel Stoney) -1922
(death) Aug'22:59
STONEY, ELIZABETH
(photo) Sep'42:5
STONIER, G WALTER
quoted. The last page. Sep'26:64
STONUM, (married to George Stonum) -1924
(death) Nov'24:50
STOOKER, WILHELMINA. THE MISSIONARY EDUCATION OF PRIMARY CHILDREN
Speaking of books. Jul'29:44
STOOPS, ROSE MONTGOMERY, -1950
In memoriam. Jan'51:37
STOPES, MARIE
quoted. Last column. Oct'63:50
STORCH, (married to Raymond Storch)
(photo) Jun'49:15
Storer, Buena R
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39
STORER, EUGENE
(photo) May'25:43
Storey, Hazel (married to Robert Gerald Storey)
Resolution: to read with a purpose. Mar'62:50
STOREY, ROBERT GERALD, -1981 (married to Hazel Storey)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'52:4
Global highlights (photo)
Jan'58:6 Mar'58:7 Dec'60:5
Global highlights. Apr'61:7
Classroom and campus. Jul'61:34
STOREY, ROBERT GERALD, 1922?-1962

In memoriam. Jun'62:42

Storey, Violet Alleyn

Remnant (poem) Jul'27:60
A little family gives thanks (poem) Nov'27:back cover
Fall weather (poem) Oct'28:18
Those away at Christmas (poem) Dec'31:inside front cover
One Christmas Eve (poem) Dec'31:7
For the New Year (poem) Jan'32:24
A prayer after illness (poem) Mar'34:48
God seeks this house (poem) Jul'34:19
New Year's Day (poem) Jan'37:48
A country church (poem) Oct'37:36 Feb'38:37

STORIES

Sectarian shackles.
Apr'27:21 May'27:24 Jun'27:19

STORK, CLYDE

Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'61:29

STORM, BETTY

(photo) Jul'23:11

STORM, ELLA

In memoriam. Apr'43:39

STORM, GALE

See BONNELL, JOSEPHINE OWAISA COTTLE

STORM, MYRTLE PARK, 1886-1965

(photo) Mar'24:38
Personalities. May'35:17

STORM, PAUL PARKE

(photo) Jul'23:11

STORM LAKE, IOWA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

(photo) Aug'29:25

STORMS, MALISA ELIZABETH

In memoriam. Oct'37:39

STORNI, CAROLINA

Carolina Storni. Jul'32:44

STORR, VERNON F. THE LIGHT OF THE BIBLE

Book chat. Jul'39:26

STORY, (married to Chester Story)

My missionary mother. Feb'22:21

Story, Charles

Echoes from everywhere. May'55:34
Workmen for God. Sep'55:26
Some Mexicans want no contact with Protestants. Feb'56:47

STORY, CHARLES DANIEL

News room. Sep'50:38

THE STORY OF A CONGREGATION

Book chat. Feb'51:40

"THE STORY OF HANDEL'S MESSIAH" (FILMSTRIP)

Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'62:42

STORY TELLING

Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'38:40

Stotelmyer, Viola

Echoes from everywhere. May'32:40

STOTENSBERG, JOHN

Global highlights (photo) Apr'61:4
STOTESBERY, WILLIAM
   World events (photo) Apr'73:39
Stott, Rosco Gilmore, 1880-
   I saw the children coming (poem) Jun'24:15
STOTTS, JACK. SHALOM: THE SEARCH FOR A PEACEABLE CITY
   New books. Jul'73:34
STOTTS, SARAH B
   In memoriam. Sep'37:39
   (death) Oct'37:47
Stouffer, E B
   What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:12
STOUGH, (MRS. J W)
   (death) Aug'20:31
STOUT, (married to Charles G. Stout)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'44:inside front cover
Stout, Arthur
   What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10
STOUT, ARTHUR
   (photo) Mar'24:43
STOUT, C H
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
Stout, Charles Gilbert, 1868-1936
   Present-day frontier experiences. May'20:34
   The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:26
   A pioneer of today. Nov'20:44
   Pioneering in Wyoming. Jan'21:41
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
   Some by-products of church extension. Aug'21:12
   Volunteers from Wyoming Endavroreres. Feb'23:60
   The thrills of a pioneer job. Mar'23:58
   Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
   The Changing west. May'24:10
   The lure of lonely places. May'31:11
STOUT, CHARLES GILBERT, 1868-1936
   (photo) Sep'20:26
   Echoes from everywhere. May'21:61
   (photo) Aug'23:41
   What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
   The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
   A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
   In memorium. Mar'37:39
   (death) Charles G. Stout. Apr'37:42
STOUT, DOROTHY
   Classroom and campus. Dec'55:34
STOUT, RUTH E., -1951
   In memoriam. Sep'51:37
STOUT, VERNON GRAHAM
   News room (photo) Mar'56:38
STOUTNER, (MRS. O. K.)
   (death) Dec'25:51
Stovall, (Mrs. W. A.)
   Echoes from everywhere. May'32:39
Stovall, Dorothy Skinner, 1906-1991
   (married to Henry Allen Stovall)
   Missionary worship service.
STOVALL, DOROTHY SKINNER, 1906-1991
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
(photo) Jul'35:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
(photo) Nov'38:7
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
(photo) Dec'49:27
News room (photo) Nov'55:37
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
Contrasts at Hazel Green. Apr'61:14
Women and world highways. Jun'61:37
News room (photo) Dec'62:32
(photo) Jan'65:38
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'66:32
Stovall, Henry Allan, 1901- (married to Dorothy Stovall)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:62
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural groups.
May'31:19
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39
Fifty-fifth session at Hazel Green. Dec'35:34
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:40
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:12
Farmer's Day at Hazel Green. Apr'44:13
STOVALL, HENRY ALLAN, 1901-
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
The amazing story of Hazel Green. Jan'31:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
Editorial correspondence (photo) Jul'35:18
(photo) Sep'40:26
Home Missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
(photo) Dec'49:27
News room. Jan'50:45
A light shines from the hill (photo) May'51:15
Institutional missions. Sep'56:44
Global highlights (photo) Oct'60:7
Contrasts at Hazel Green. Apr'61:14
An emphasis on service (photo) Jun'61:36
Hazel Green farm produces record corn crop (photo) Apr'62:43
News room (photo) Dec'62:32
Adults and mission (photo) May'65:38
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'66:32
STOVALL, HOLLY MARIE, 1955-
(birth) News room. Oct'55:37
STOVALL, JAMES REED (married to Rosemary McLain Stovall)
(marriage) News room. Nov'54:36
News room. Oct'55:37
STOVALL, ROSEMARY McLAIN (married to James Reed Stovall)
(marriage) News room. Nov'54:36
News room. Oct'55:37
STOVER, (MRS. A. H.)
  (photo) May'23:58
STOVER, BERT E
  quoted. Partners with God. Dec'27:30
STOVER, ELIZABETH
  (photo) Jul'23:5
STOVER, MARGARET ALCOCK
  In memoriam. Oct'36:39
STOWE, DAVID
  quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:4
STOWE, DAVID.
  WHEN FAITH MEETS FAITH
  Read about India! Dec'63:41
  The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
Stowe, David M
  Evangelism in the seventies. Sep'70:18
STOWE, DAVID M
World events (photo) May'71:38
STOWE, EVERETT M
  Global highlights. Nov'47:3
STOWE, EVERETT M.
  Communicating reality through symbols
  New books. Sep'67:38
STOWE, J. EARL (married to Vera Lee Stowe)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'61:8
STOWE, LELAND.
  NAZI MEANS WAR
  Speaking of books. Jul'34:32
STOWE, LELAND.
  WHILE TIME REMAINS
  Book chat. Nov'46:16
STOWELL, JAY S.
  BETWEEN THE AMERICAS
  Speaking of books. May'30:33
STOWELL, JAY S.
  BETWEEN THE AMERICAS
  Speaking of books.
STOWELL, JAY S.
  BETWEEN THE AMERICAS
  Speaking of books.
STOY, HENRIETTA
  See       ALLRED, HENRIETTA (STOY)
STRACHAN, HARRY
  Evangelistic campaign in Porto Rico. Apr'25:36
STRACHAN, KITSI
  (photo) Jan'42:38
Straight, M H
  Carnival of the four winds. Nov'72:42
STRAIGHT, MATHILDA
  (death) Dec'21:57
STRAIN, (married to Dudley Strain)
  (photo) Jan'64:12
STRAIN, DUDLEY
  (photo) Feb'48:8
  News room (photo) Nov'49:35
  Toronto--a wrestle with ideas (photo) Oct'55:25
  Disciples look to Miami (photo) Sep'63:31
  (photo) Jan'64:12
STRAIN, JULIA
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'49:3
STRAIN, TESSA STEVENS
  (photo) Jan'21:9
STRAITON, NELLIE
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'50:4
STRAND, CHARLES
  Here and there with World Call. Mar'57:48
STRAND, ELVIRA, -1957
  In memoriam. May'57:33
Strand, Ruby A
Perspective (poem) Oct'68:43
STRANG, (MRS. A. R.), -1942
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58 Nov'25:49
(photo) Jan'28:32 Nov'29:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33 (photo) Dec'30:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'31:42
Good ideas... Sep'31:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40
In memoriam. Oct'42:39
Strang, Ella Hoffman
Come and see. Dec'21:20
STRANG, ELLA HOFFMAN
(photo) Dec'21:20
Strange, Hallie Ruth, 1899-1970
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:40
Devotional study of missionary societies. Mar'34:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:38
From Mexico. Jan'37:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'37:39 Mar'37:39 May'37:38 Nov'37:38
Christmas in San Luis Potosi. Feb'38:29
Echoes from Nogales ranch. Apr'41:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'42:42
Evangelism in rural Mexico. May'42:45
Gospel portions distributed. May'42:46
I visit the rural churches. Nov'43:23
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'46:36
La Casa del Hogar. Oct'46:28
From Venado to Pabellon. Oct'48:47
Echoes from everywhere.
Nov'51:34 May'54:34 Jun'55:36 Nov'55:32
Girls visit Mexico City... Feb'56:39
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'56:34 Oct'62:36 Apr'64:38
STRANGE, HALLIE RUTH, 1899-1970
College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
(photo) Jul'25:7
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Apr'26:54 Jul'26:53
Reenforcements to the front. Jun'31:25 (photo p. 10)
quoted. Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'32:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33 Jul'37:33
(photo) Feb'43:9,11
A preaching tour in Mexico. Jul'44:28
News room. Mar'45:28 Dec'46:38
To meet human need in Mexico. Jul'51:12 (photo p. 13)
CYF caravan to Mexico (photo) Jan'52:25
"Blues" serving well at Hope Hospital (photo) Feb'54:26
News room. Oct'55:36
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'60:36
(photo) Apr'64:38
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'67:37
In memoriam. Dec'70:46
"STRANGER IN THEIR OWN LAND" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'55:41
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Strater, (Mrs. H. P.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53
STRATER, (MRS. H. P.)
   (photo) Sep'33:4,34
STRATER, H P
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'35:33
STRATHMAN-THOMAS, WARREN K
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
STRATON, HILLYER HAWTHORNE, 1905-
   (photo) Feb'48:18
STRATON, HILLYER HAWTHORNE. A GUIDE TO THE PARABLES OF JESUS
   Book chat. Oct'59:26
STRATON, HILLYER HAWTHORNE. PREACHING THE MIRACLES OF JESUS
   Book chat. Dec'50:18
STRATON, HILLYER HAWTHORNE. SOLVING LIFE'S PROBLEMS
   Book chat. Apr'54:28          May'54:41
STRATON, HILLYER HAWTHORNE. THINKING WHERE JESUS THOUGHT
   Book chat. Oct'45:36
STRATTON, BRENT
   In brief. Nov'73:41
STRATTON, C E
   (death) Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
Straton, John P
   Students' goals reflect change. Jan'68:20
STRATTON, RUTH
   (death) Jun'23:54
STRAUBVILLE, NORTH DAKOTA
   The Church in thy house. Aug'23:62
STRAUS, OSCAR S
   (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'26:45
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
STRAUS, ROGER W
   Global highlights. Jan'53:3
Strauss, Florence Miller
   The shortest distance. May'55:26
Straw, Cenie S
   Letters. Mar'70:34
STRAWN, ANNA OLIVE
   (death) May'19:41
STRAWN, JOHN WESLEY, 1853-1919
   (death) (photo) Mar'19:59
   Casting bread--into a box car. Jan'29:23 (photo p. 24)
STRAWN, SAMUEL ALEXANDER, 1864-193?
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58
STRAWN, SILAS H
   quoted. The last page. Feb'27:64
STRAWN, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'24:10
STRAYER, MARILYN
   A chance to live. Oct'68:26 (photo p. 27)
STREATOR, JONATHAN MARTIN
   (death) May'23:55
STREATOR, MARTIN LYMAN
   Martin Lyman Streator (photo) Oct'26:57
STREET, (MRS. F. T.)
   In memoriam. Nov'31:39
STREET, JAMES. THE HIGH CALLING
    Book chat. Sep'51:24
STREETER, HERBERT A. COMMON SENSE IN MARRIAGE
    Marriage and family life. May'59:41
STREETT, JAMES CLARK, JR.
    College activities. Jun'39:30
STREIKER, LOWELL D. THE JESUS TRIP: ADVENT OF THE JESUS FREAKS
    New books deal with lively topics. Jan'72:31
STRENGTH FOR SERVICE TO GOD AND COUNTRY
    Book chat. Sep'42:46
STRESEMANN, GUSTAVE
    (death) Listening in on the world. Dec'29:26
STRESS
    Churches must deal with stress in the ministry. Sep'72:20
STRIBLING, LILLIE BRASWELL (married to W. L. Stribling)
    Beneath the spire (photo) May'54:4
STRIBLING, W. L., -1956 (married to Lillie Braswell Stribling)
    Beneath the spire (photo) May'54:4
STRICKLAND, ARTHUR B. THE GREAT AMERICAN REVIVAL
    Book chat. Dec'34:42
Strickler, J Addison
    A grain of sand (poem) Oct'35:31
STRICKLING, EMMA, -1961
    In memoriam. Sep'61:35
STRIETMANN, H
    Ambassadors for the Brotherhood (photo) Jun'56:18
STRINGFELLOW, ERVIN EDWARD, 1884-1962
    (photo) Jan'21:6
    Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'26:56
    Classroom and campus. Oct'49:31 Nov'50:36
STRINGFELLOW, JANE, -1958
    (photo) Jan'28:32
    In memoriam. Jan'59:41
    (death) News room. May'59:40
Stringfellow, William
    The incarnation and social action. Sep'66:23
    Marks of Christian involvement. Oct'66:25
    The unpopularity of Jesus. Nov'66:18
    Negro anti-semitism. Jan'67:29
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM
    quoted. Global highlights. Mar'64:6
    World Calling. Apr'64:10
    quoted. Global highlights. Sep'64:6
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. THE BISHOP PIKE AFFAIR
    New books. Jan'68:38
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. COUNT IT JOY
    New books. Feb'68:39
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. DISSENTER IN A GREAT SOCIETY
    New books. Jan'67:20
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. MY PEOPLE IS THE ENEMY
    New books. Oct'64:47
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. A PRIVATE AND PUBLIC FAITH
    Book chat. Mar'63:24
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. A SECOND BIRTHDAY
    New books. Jan'71:28
STRINGFELLOW, WILLIAM. SUSPECT TENDERNESS
    New books. Mar'72:31
STRINGFELLOW, WILMA VIRGINIA
    Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'51:4
STRIP MINING
    World events. Feb'73:39
Strite, Jacob Jay Miller, 1904-
    (married to Anna Irene Polt Zrite)
    (married to Clara Belle Fleish Strite)
    A venture in interchurch cooperation. Oct'42:8
    Letters. Apr'66:41
STRITE, JACOB JAY MILLER, 1904-
    (photo) Oct'42:8
    From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:14
STROBHAR, (married to Arthur Douglass Strobhar) -1941
    (death) News room. Jun'41:34
    In memoriam. Jun'41:39
STROBHAR, ARTHUR DOUGLASS, 1875-
    News room. Jun'41:34
Stroeh, Matie B
    How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
STROEH, MATIE B
    (photo) Nov'25:49
STROESSNER, ALFREDO
    Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:5
STROFF, ADA
    (death) Jul'24:53
STROHMENGER, MARTHA, -1955
    In memoriam. Apr'56:35
STROMMEN, MERTON P. BRIDGING THE GAP
    New books. Dec'73:45
STROMQUIST, JAMES
    News room. Mar'42:43
STRONG, AGNES
    (death) Jun'23:54
STRONG, ANNA LOUISE
    Classroom and campus. Apr'48:29
STRONG, DOVE, -1964
    In memoriam. Mar'65:46
Strong, Frances O
    Letters. Oct'72:4
Strong, Jaq M
    Letters. May'64:46
Strong, Katherine S
    Women on world highways. Nov'66:30  Oct'67:30
STRONG, KENDRICK. SAGEBUSH CIRCUIT
    Book chat. Oct'50:41
STRONG, LOIS
    Strangers in our midst. Nov'45:25
STRONG, MERTON
    Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
STRONG, ROBBINS
    quoted. Global highlights. Jan'64:7
STRONG, TRACY. WE PRISONERS OF WAR
    Book chat. Sep'42:22
STROPE, MARY JANE
    Memorium. May'35:39
Strother, J. P.
Finding the secret of racial harmony. Feb'61:14

Strouck, (married to Alfred Strouck)
Letters. Sep'67:41

STROUDE, GRACE DAY, -1969 (married to H. Clay Stroude)
In memoriam. Mar'70:46

STROUDT, JOHN JOSEPH. PRIVATE DEVOTIONS FOR HOME AND CHILDREN
Book chat. Mar'57:39

Strough, Matie B
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:49

STROUP, HERBERT. LIKE A GREAT RIVER
New books. Jan'73:33

STROUSS, HERBERT. LIKE A GREAT RIVER
New books. Jan'73:33

STROUSS, HERBERT. LIKE A GREAT RIVER
New books. Jan'73:33

STRUBLE, MAUDE
In memoriam. Dec'39:37

STRUCHENE, JEANETTE. THIS IS THE PUZZLE OF POVERTY
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40

STUART, (married to James A. Stuart)
(photo) Nov'29:2 Dec'30:2 Nov'31:29

Stuart, Alpha Mell
Letter to an unknown friend. Jun'57:30
The worst of times. Apr'65:30

STUART, ELLEN
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30

STUART, GEORGE C., 1912-1988
Classroom and campus. Nov'57:31
Global highlights. Jun'61:5

STUART, IRENE (married to Paul A. Stuart)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'60:8

STUART, J E

STUART, J LEIGHTON
Global highlights. Sep'46:3

STUART, JAMES A
(photo) Jan'39:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'39:42
(photo) Jan'43:4
News room. Jan'47:38
quoted. Youth Week... Jan'48:6

STUART, JESSE. THE THREAD THAT RUNS SO TRUE
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34

Stuart, Julian E., 1904-1979 (married to Lois Stuart)
Partnership is taught. Oct'49:19
Easter to Pentecost. Apr'50:21
Challenge of Children's Day. May'56:39

STUART, JULIAN E., 1904-1979
Fruits of the first loan. Aug'24:2
News notes--Committee on War Services. Jun'45:27
News room. Apr'47:41
Global highlights (photo) Oct'48:2
(photo) May'56:39
Global highlights (photo) Mar'57:4
They work for you. Feb'59:28 (photo p. 27)
quoted. Last column. Jun'62:50
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'69:34
STUART, LOIS, 1903-1979 (married to Julian E. Stuart)  
(photo) May'55:45  
Here and there with World Call.  
Feb'57:48       Jun'58:50       Oct'60:50  
News room. Feb'62:34  
STUART, R. MARVIN  
quoted. Global highlights. Sep'64:6  

Stuart, Ruth Day  
One increasing purpose. May'29:18  

STUART, RUTH DAY  
(photo) May'29:18  

Stubblefield, LaVelle  
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:41  

STUBBLEFIELD, LOUISE ARMSTRONG  
(death) Oct'19:58  

STUBBS, (MRS. J. L.)  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44  

STUBBS, EULA, -1963  
In memoriam. Mar'64:45  

STUBBS, J F  
(photo) Mar'24:28  

STUBBS, JOHN F., 1881-1967  
In memoriam. Sep'67:44  

STUBBS, MARJORIE  
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'50:4  

STUBBS, MARY E. McCLARY, -1961 (married to John E. Stubbs)  
In memoriam. Apr'61:37  

Stuber, Stanley Irving, 1903-  
In answer to the Bishops. Jan'49:11  
Japanese government grants charter to Christian University.  
Mar'53:45  
The Reformation--its meaning for today. Oct'53:24  
H-Bombs and our Christian responsibility. Jun'54:28  

STUBER, STANLEY IRVING, 1903-  
Global highlights (photo) Jan'52:3  
Seeks data on converts. Jul'54:48  
Global highlights. Feb'56:3  

STUBER, STANLEY IRVING. THE ILLUSTRATED BIBLE AND CHURCH HANDBOOK  
New books. Dec'66:41  

STUBER, STANLEY IRVING. PRIMER ON ROMAN CATHOLICISM FOR PROTESTANTS  
Book chat. Jul'53:42       Apr'60:43  

STUBER, STANLEY IRVING. PUBLIC RELATIONS MANUAL FOR CHURCHES  
Book chat. Jul'51:22  

STUBER, STANLEY IRVING. TREASURY OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH  
Book chat. Nov'49:45  

STUBLE, VIRGINIA M  
See BURLINGAME, VIRGINIA M. STUBLE  

STUCKENBRUCK, CARROLL O., 1886-  
(married to May Chestnut Stuckenbruck)  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:62  
(photo) Nov'36:41  

STUCKENBRUCK, EARL ROY  
(photo) Sep'37:33       Sep'42:6  

Stuckenbruck, May Chestnut (married to Carroll O. Stuckenbruck)  
A tribute (poem) Oct'27:58  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40  
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STUCKENBRUCK, MAY CHESTNUT
A rainbow luncheon. Oct'27:58
(photo) Jun'41:17

STUCKY, NELLIE McGARVEY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40

Studdert-Kennedy, G A
The fighter (poem) Feb'29:22
Peace and joy (poem) Mar'34:48 Dec'35:48

STUDDERT-KENNEDY, G A
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31

STUDENT CHRISTIAN CONGRESS
Students meet in Scotland. Jul'58:34

STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
See UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT

STUDENT CHRISTIAN MISSION (FITCHBURG, MASS.)
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47

STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT (GREAT BRITAIN)
World events. Mar'69:35

STUDENT CONFERENCE
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31

STUDENT INTERRACIAL MINISTRY COMMITTEE
Venture in understanding. Jul'63:30

STUDENT NURSES
See NURSING EDUCATION

STUDENT VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT
Student Volunteer Convention. Dec'19:39 Feb'20:18
With the missionary volunteers. Oct'20:17
Disciples of Christ Student Volunteers (photo) Oct'20:18
My reasons for volunteering for foreign missionary service.
Jun'21:inside front cover
Concerning the Student Volunteer Movement. Nov'21:58
Sep'23:24
Glimpses of the outside world. Dec'23:61
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
(photos of 1923–24 Convention) Feb'24:inside covers and back cover
The significance of the Student Volunteer Movement. Feb'24:9
Greatest International Convention... Feb'24:52
College of Missions. Mar'25:64
Into the uttermost. Oct'25:54
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'26:27 Jan'28:45
Good news from tomorrow (photo of Convention) Feb'28:31
Modern youth movements and missions. May'29:13
Another whisper from tomorrow. Feb'32:19
The threshold. Oct'35:2
Student volunteers... Feb;36:13 Mar'36:4
The threshold. Dec'37:2
Students meet at Wooster. Dec'43:35
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions. Jul'49:23
Global highlights. Oct'51:2
Meet in Lawrence. Mar'52:14
Youth and missions. Mar'52:37 Apr'52:35
Global highlights. Dec'52:4 Jul'53:3
...joins National Council. Sep'53:43
Global highlights. Dec'54:2 Apr'55:4 Feb'56:2
Youth and missions. Mar'56:37
Students will survey the church's mission. May'58:23
STUDENT VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT. INDIANA
Apr'19:62
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53

STUDENT VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT. KANSAS
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60

STUDENT VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT. VIRGINIA
Notes. May'19:62

STUDENT WORKERS' ASSOCIATION

STUDENTS
The church and the secular university. Mar'24:28
Student pastor at Berkeley. Jun'24:40
Washington Christian Foundation. Sep'24:58
The case against the church. Feb'26:29
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:53
Students as workers in industry. Nov'26:17
Helping students use spare time. Nov'26:39
Students and church attendance. Dec'26:25
Fifty thousand students earn way in school. Jun'27:60
Some have and some haven't. Sep'28:21
What shall we offer the university student? Oct'28:9
Students weigh the church. Jan'34:23
Students are people. Nov'34:15
Book chat. Dec'34:22
When students go to church. Jan'35:14
On the trail of the student. Sep'35:10
Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention...
Nov'35:25
Students in colleges and universities. May'36:12
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
The college church and the religious life of the student. Jan'37:8
Student work opportunities. Nov'37:12
Religion on the campus. Sep'38:18
Our college youth and God. Nov'39:15
Evangelism goes to the university campus. May'40:27
College students are a shifting population. Nov'40:26
The western trek of Chinese students. Mar'41:10
Student guidance in the church college. Jan'42:13
Working with students. Nov'42:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'42:39
The challenge of the state university. Jan'43:12
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32
College girls and tomorrow's world. May'43:11
Student relief activities. Oct'43:38
Students meet at Wooster. Dec'43:35
The student planning conference on the world mission of the church.
Mar'44:19
The students' claim on the church. May'46:12
Student life in Poland. Jan'47:43
World wide Christian students. Feb'47:15
Students who speak for Christ. May'47:15
The church and the student. Oct'47:14
As students meet in Japan. May'48:9
We belong to life. Jan'49:;19
The student and his faith. Mar'50:22
A program for young Disciples. May'50:24
Can youth do anything--1951? May'51:12
Praise the Lord! Jan'72:10
Youth help make the church "aware." Mar'72:19
Disorder on the campus (1870 style). Apr'72:21
Survival on the campus. Jul'73:9

STUDENTS--FINANCES

See also

SCHOLARSHIPS
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'29:31
Global highlights. Oct'53:2    Oct'56:3
Who carries the deficit? Jan'58:9
How to finance education. Jul'58:47
Classroom and campus. Nov'59:32
Why, where, how? Jan'60:15
Global highlights.
    Jan'61:7    Mar'61:5    Sep'61:7    Oct'61:5
Scholarships mean stronger churches. Jun'62:29
Global highlights. Feb'63:5
Classroom and campus. May'65:35
9 tips on financing a college education. Jan'66:50
Top priority in Africa. Jan'67:40
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'66:4
Christian Church scholarships. Apr'70:18

STUDENTS, INTERNATIONAL
Is the church in America a friend to foreign students? Sep'23:6
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
Board of Education and work of our colleges (photo of foreign students
    at Drake Univ.) Jul'26:43
Foreign students hold open house. Jun'28:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:41
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36
News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40
World youth comes to the American college campus. May'36:6
United Nations on the campus. Jan'46:13
Youth and missions. Apr'46:35
No more "black study." Nov'47:23
Global highlights. Dec'48:3
Students from other lands. Apr'50:22
Global highlights. Sep'50:2
Women and world highways. Jul'51:33
Social trends. Oct'51:20
Youth and missions. Mar'52:37
Adventuring in friendship. May'52:21
Youth and missions. Sep'52:37
News room. Jan'53:33
Youth and missions. Feb'53:35
News room. Mar'53:46
German students tour America. Jan'54:41
Global highlights. Mar'54:3
For adult mission study (photo) Jun'54:38
Social trends. Sep'54:18
Global highlights (photo) Dec'55:3
Women and world highways. Mar'56:33
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37
Global highlights.
    May'56:5    Oct'56:5    Mar'57:2    Feb'58:5
Youth exchange set. Apr'58:31
International exchange builds ties. Nov'58:22
Global highlights. Mar'60:8
Youth and missions. Mar'60:39 Nov'61:37
The world comes to the campus. Jan'62:11
Social issues. Sep'62:18
Social trends. Mar'63:18
Youth and the world mission. Mar'63:41
Our 40,000 guests. May'63:31
"Chela's" dream came true. Jan'64:21
I.C.Y.E.--Youth adventure in understanding. May'64:23
The man from I.C.Y.E. Nov'66:32
World on world highways. Mar'67:30
Church-to-church contacts through exchange students. Mar'68:21
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations. Jun'70:42
Do you like Per Hansen? Nov'72:25

STUDENTS' SOCIETIES

STUDLEY, HATTIE
(photo) Oct'54:17

STUDY CONFERENCE OF THE CHURCHES AND WORLD PEACE
The churches study world peace. May'30:47

STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE BASES FOR A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
(DELAWARE, OHIO)
Feb'42:31
The threshold. Mar'42:2
Towards a just and durable peace. Apr'42:3
Social trends. Apr'42:22
Quotations from Delaware conference. May'42:19
Interest in just and durable peace. Jul'42:3

STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCHES AND A JUST AND DURABLE PEACE
The churches consider world order. Mar'45:16
Imperatives of missions. Mar'45:3
World order and the churches. Mar'45:4

STUDY GUIDE TO THE CHURCH AND THE NEW WORLD
Book hcat. Jun'44:19

STUEVER, FRANCIS L
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'28:45

STUHR, ROBERT L
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30

STUKEY, MAGELINA, -1951
(photo) Jan'21:8
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'23:52
(photo) May'25:43
In memoriam. Oct'51:36

STULL, C. L. "THE NINTH HOUR" (PAINTING)
The threshold (photo) Apr'44:2

STULL, JOSEPH SIBLEY
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30

STULL, RUTH. SAND AND STARS
Books for your reading on latin America. Jan'52:40

STULLER, MARY
(death) Aug'25:50

STULTS, (MRS. C. M.)
quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'35:1

STULTS, C. M
Big brothers to rural churches. Jun'38:27
STULTZ, (married to Luther Stultz)
   In memoriam. Jun'41:39
STULTZ, HETTIE K
   These merry widows of ours. Dec'32:29
Stump, Eugene F
   They help people become whole. Feb'62:17
STUMP, EUGENE F.
   Modern circuit rider (photo) May'45:22
   News room. Nov'46:32 Nov'47:40
   They help people become whole (photo) Feb'62:15
STUMP, JOSEPH. THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
   Speaking of books. May'30:33
STUMPF, (MRS. J R)
   (death) Dec'19:31
STUNTZ, HOMER C
   (death) Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'24:47
STUNTZ, HUGH C
   (photo) Nov'28:41
STUNTZ, HUGH C. THE UNITED NATIONS CHALLENGE TO THE CHURCH
   Book chat. May'48:22
STUNTZ, HYLA
   (photo) Feb'46:25
STURBAUM, HELEN ELIZABETH HILL, 1931–
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
   (birth) Nov'31:47
   (photo) Feb'34:31
   Children of the India mission. Mar'38:25 (photo p. 24)
   (photo) Sep'41:21 Feb'50:33
STURGEON, BLANCHE M., -1942
   In memoriam. Dec'42:39
STURGEON, NELLIE MILLER
   (death) May'23:55
STURGESS, BEVERLY MAE WHITEHEAD, 1936–
   (married to William Krieger Sturgess)
   Classroom and campus. Feb'61:30
Sturgess, William
   The perfect congregation. Nov'64:30
STURGIS, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jul'38:1
STURM, SUE
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
STURMAN, HELEN ELIZABETH HILL
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
   News room. Oct'44:28
STYCOS, J. MAYONE. IDEOLOGY, FAITH AND FAMILY PLANNING IN LATIN AMERICA
   New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44
STYLES, JOSEPH. ACQUIRING AND DEVELOPING CHURCH REAL ESTATE
   New books. Jan'66:40
SUAREZ, AMADOR
   Blond boy from Zacatecas (photo) Jun'60:32
Suarez, M
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'59:38
SUAREZ, NARCISA
   Christmas in Zacatecas. Dec'45:26
SUBBOTNIKI
   Global highlights. Jan'59:6
SUBEDO, R G
 (photo) Mar'46:12
SUBHAN, JOHN A
 Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:4
SUBLETTE, SUE
 In memoriam. Jun'31:40
SUBURBAN CHURCHES
 Neither fish nor flesh. Apr'53:26
 New suburban churches. May'56:46
SUBURBS
 Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5
SUCHER, F J
 (photo) Jan'21:14
SUCHI, KAZUKO
 Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
SUDAN
 Notes. Jun'19:59
 Heroes of the Sudan. May'20:41
 Youth and missions. Apr'53:37
 Global highlights. Feb'54:2
 Commentary. May'72:12
 World events. Jun'72:39
SUDAN INTERIOR MISSION
 Global highlights. May'63:7
 p. 2764 Suell - Sugimoto
SUELL, LEAH HARP
 (death) May'26:50
SUFFEL, CLARA IDA (HILL), -1945 (married to Waldo Suffel)
 Notes. Aug'19:45
 (death) News room. Mar'45:28
"SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN TO COME UNTO ME" (HYMN)
 (music) Jan'49:37
SUFFERAGE
 The responsibility of Christian women at the polls. Aug'28:21
SUFFERING
 When do "all things work together for good?" Jan'43:25
 Opportunities of tragedy. Nov'43:18
 The long road to Utopia. Nov'43:19
SUGAHARA,
 Sugawara San (photo) Feb'35:28
SUGAHARA, KAY
 See KUWAHARA, KAY SUGAHARA
SUGAR, E
 Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:2
SUGGS, JACK
 See SUGGS, M. JACK
Suggs, James Clinton, 1932-
 The church must speak to the people. Nov'61:19
 Decade achievements--after two years. Sep'62:14
 Adults and mission. Nov'62:40
 Disciples look to Miami. Sep'63:31
 "Reconciliation" theme chosen for assembly. Sep'64:23
 Seeking change with responsible speed. Feb'65:23
 Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies. Sep'65:31
 That "plan" in someone's pocket. Jun'66:28
 women on world highways. Sep'66:28
 Now, it's your turn. Dec'66:14
New books. Dec'66:41
No crystal ball for Disciples. May'68:17
Why the Pension Fund cares. Oct'68:11
Rebirth to San Benito. Jun'73:5
SUGGS, JAMES CLINTON, 1932-
 All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:10
Global highlights (photo)  
    Jan'61:4     Apr'64:7
Disciples in the news. Jun'67:7       (photo) Jul'68:8
In brief.  
SUGGS, JAMES DALE, 1961-
(birth) News room. Nov'61:39
SUGGS, MARION JACK, 1924-
  Classroom and campus. Dec'60:33       Mar'63:35
Disciples in the news. Apr'67:7
In brief. Nov'69:41
SUGGS, MARION JACK. THE GOSPEL STORY
  Book chat. Feb'61:40          Oct'61:42
SUGGS, MARION JACK. THE LAYMAN READS HIS BIBLE
  Book chat. Jun'57:44
SUGIMOTO, ETSU INAGAKI. THE DAUGHTER OF THE NARIKIN
  Speaking of books. Jul'34:33
SUGIMOTO, HENRY
 A strange American home. Feb'45:8
SUGIOKA, GERTRUDE
 (photo) Nov'44:20
Sugioka, James (married to Janet McKelvie Sugioka)
  Jamaican Disciples build anew. Jul'52:12
  At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
Letters. Jan'67:inside front cover
SUGIOKA, JAMES
 ...to important post. Sep'42:20
 (photo) Nov'44:20       Apr'46:17
Global highlights (photo) Jun'46:4
 (photo) Jun'46:28       Dec'52:19
News room. Feb'53:36
A visiting ministry among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'53:15
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:4
Global highlights. Jul'60:7
News room (photo) Jan'62:32
Global highlights (photo)  
    Mar'62:7       Sep'63:4
Adults and mission (photo) Jun'64:39
Global highlights (photo) May'65:4
Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'66:7
Disciples' Amateur Radio Fellowship (photo) May'67:44
 (photo) Feb'69:20
Spotlight on James Sugioka (photo) Sep'69:11
In brief. Sep'70:39
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42
Sugioka, Janet McKelvie, 1913–1988 (married to James Sugioka)
China missions gain new impetus. Jun'46:18
A doctor takes over in Hofei. Jul'47:8
The church at work in Mexico. Mar'52:10
Now is the time. Jan'53:22
Disciples are at work with children around the world.    Jun'53:28
People help people at M.C.I. Apr'54:15
Children in Japan. Jun'54:21
Today's tools for today's tasks. Oct'54:24
Christian missions in India. Dec'54:28
When the family worships together. Feb'55:28
There is always a way. Jun'55:23
Disciples in South Africa. Nov'55:21
Christian witness in today's world. Mar'56:23
Essentials in Christian education. Apr'59:19
Schools of missions--why and how? Oct'60:21
New spirit in India. Jul'62:31
Boy from Chacarita...eight years after. Oct'67:42
New books. Feb'69:29
Books of value. Dec'72:47
Devotional aid. Jan'73:47
Appealing meditations. Feb'73:49

SUGIOKA, JANET McKELVIE, 1913–1988
News room. Jan'52:39
(photo) Oct'60:39
Spotlight on James Sugioka. Sep'69:11

SUGIOKA, KENNETH
(photo) Mar'43:16

SUGIOKA, LINDA FAITH, 1948–
(birth) News room. Oct'48:32

SUGIOKA, S., -1960
(death) News room. Sep'60:40

SUGIYAMA, MIYO
Christian welcome for servicemen. Mar'66:44

SUHARTO (PRESIDENT OF INDONESIA)
Women's role in world issues. Dec'70:26

SUICIDE
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5

SUITLAND, MARYLAND. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10

SUKHATNE, P. V.
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'65:4

SUKHNANDAH, BINDU
(photo) Jul'40:43

Sukhnandan, Lily D (married to Prabhu Dayal Sukhnandan)
Women and world highways. Apr'53:33
Missionary worship service. Dec'53:35
Serving the sightless. Jan'59:55

SUKHNANDAN, LILY D.
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'48:36
Women and world highways. Oct'52:33
News room. Oct'52:45
(photo) Apr'53:33 Sep'53:27
For adult mission study (photo) Dec'53:36
Eye camp in India. May'61:41
quoted. Women on world highways. Sep'65:39

Sukhnandan, Prabhu Dayal (married to Lily D. Sukhnandan)
My hopes for the Satnami. Nov'40:34
Hospital is better equipped. Nov'52:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
Christianity plays a vital role in India. Mar'65:24

SUKHNANDAN, PRABHU DAYAL
Missionary illustrations... Jan'31:46

250
An Indian medical student testifies. Apr'31:34
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29   Jun'40:34
Meet my friend... (photo) Jul'40:43
(photo) Nov'40:34   Jun'41:16
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:17
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
(photo) Nov'41:15
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
News room. Jul'42:43
(photo) Sep'42:12
A shining scroll of Christian nationals (photo) Dec'42:16
News room. Dec'42:34   Feb'43:34   Mar'43:34   Jun'43:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:33
(photo) Jun'45:8
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'52:38
Seeing is believing. Apr'53:13
News room. Nov'53:32
Eye camp in India. May'61:41
(photo) Mar'65:24
SUKHNANDAN, S D
(photo) Mar'36:27
SUKHNANDAN, SUDHA
(photo) Jul'40:43
SUKHNANDAN, USHA, 1944-
(birth) News room. Jan'45:30
SUKHNANDAY, AGIT
(photo) Jul'40:43
Sulanke, Robert Glen, 1913-
Relief collection center in operation. Mar'46:46
SULANEK, ROBERT GLEN, 1913-
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:5
SULFUR GAP CHAIR AND WOODWORKS CO.
Self-help breaks the poverty cycle in Appalachia. Nov'73:6
SULLENGTER, T EARLE. STUDIES IN URBAN SOCIOLOGY
Speaking of books. May'34:33
SULLENS, FRED
quoted. A southern editor on negro rights. Feb'50:20
Sullivan, (married to Arthur V. Sullivan)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
SULLIVAN, (MRS. B. C.)
In memorium. Nov'40:39
Sullivan, (Mrs. J. T.)
Our boys and girls. Mar'23:30
SULLIVAN, (MRS. J. T.)
(photo) Jan'28:32   Jun'28:19
SULLIVAN, ANNE MANSFIELD
The treasures of her own island. Jan'23:34
SULLIVAN, CHARLES C., -1973
In memoriam. Nov'73:47
SULLIVAN, ED. LEAUGHTER THROUGH AN OPEN WINDOW
quoted. Cartoons. Nov'69:44
SULLIVAN, FRANCIS V
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
SULLIVAN, GEORGE. THE STORY OF THE PEACE CORPS
Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
SULLIVAN, JU Li
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'63:32
SULLIVAN, LEO N. ALTERNATIVES TO DESPAIR
   New books. Feb'73:36
SULLIVAN, MARGARET NORMAN
   In memoriam. Oct'40:39
SULLIVAN, MARK
   The last page. May'30:48
SULLIVAN, MARK. OUR TIMES
   Book chat. Apr'36:23
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM C
   Global highlights. Jun'61:5
   quoted. What's the truth about the National Council? Mar'65:12
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM R
   quoted. Last column. Sep'62:50
SULLIVAN, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   For Christ and the church (photo of Intermediate Christian Endeavor Society) Aug'25:47
SULPES, ESTHER WACHNITZ
   (photo) Jul'25:7
SULPHUR, LOUISIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   News room (photo of board) Jul'52:47
   Together we build (photo) Apr'54:11
SULPHUR, LOUISIANA. FRENCH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:38
   French-Acadian "Gospel wagon." Jul'49:14
SULPHUR, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'31:46 Aug'32:6
SULZBERGER, ARTHUR HAYS
   Free speech and a free world. May'53:5
SUMANKHETAN, INDIA
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'41:39
SUMATRA
   Missionary illustrations... Mar'29:56
SUMIDA, TAKEHITO
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'61:34
SUMMER MISSION CONFERENCES
   Adults and mission. Apr'65:38
   (1969 schedule) Interdenominational mission conferences.
   Feb'69:40
   In brief. Mar'69:38
   New is the key word... Feb'71:30 (1971 schedule p. 31)
SUMMER SCHOOLS OF MISSIONS
   Apr'26:58
   Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
   The threshold. May'40:2 Mar'42:2
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'42:39
SUMMERLAND, CLARA
   (death) Aug'22:59
Summers, (Mrs. C. G.)
   An "every member" Society. Aug'26:46
SUMMERS, (married to Keturah Summers)
   In memoriam. Aug'27:48
SUMMERS, COLUMBUS MILLER, 1882-1934
   Examples of the Pension Plan fivefold service to the ministry (photo)
   May'32:15
First two disability claims under the Pension Plan. Mar'32:25

SUMMERS, EVA
(death) Jun'26:50

SUMMERS, HANNAN, -1948
In memoriam. Apr'48:37

SUMMERS, JESSE
(death) Notes from the Benevolent Homes. Mar'38:43

SUMMERS, JESSIE
Healing ministry. Nov'65:48
quoted. Wonderful barrels of goods (photo) Nov'66:33

SUMMERS, NANCY LOU
News room. Jul'50:42

SUMMERS, WILLIAM
A cup of cold water. Jul'69:23

SUMMERSIDE, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The wider measure of a church (photo) Oct'35:13

Summy, S. A.
A satisfied annuitant. Jan'20:47

Sumner, Kenne
The only thing that's wrong with me (poem) Feb'19:58

SUMNER, WILLIAM GRAHAM, 1840-1910
The best years--? Nov'33:3

SUMNER, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:53
Victory for oldest church (photo) Feb'20:47
No excuse for a "dead church." Nov'26:56

SUMNERS, WILLIAM. HOW AND WHERE TO FIND THE FACTS
Book chat. Apr'63:43

Sumpstine, (Mrs. S. A.)
Golden Jubilee notes. May'24:52

SUMPSTINE, PATRICIA
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30

SUMPSTINE, WILBUR J., 1901-1945
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
(death) Classroom and campus. Dec'45:30 Oct'46:31

SUMPTION, LYNDON M.
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15

SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
Notes. Jun'20:59

SUN CHUEN-FANG (married to Liu Tao-ting)
(wedding) Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:5

SUN FOH
Christianity in high circles. Jun'29:24

SUN YAT SEN (MRS.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'43:39

SUN YAT SEN
The late "war" in China. Jan'23:29
(death) Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
The funeral of the father of the new Chinese Republic.
Sep'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
(photo of mausoleum) Nov'43:16

SUNA, GOPI
From saffron robes to Christianity. Feb'62:48
SUNDAY

How to spend Sunday. May'25:53
Sunday is the day of beginning. Mar'65:21

SUNDAY SCHOOL COUNCIL
Reorganization... Aug'20:28

SUNDAY SCHOOL COUNCIL OF EVANGELICAL DENOMINATIONS
Vitamins for volunteers. Feb'47:28

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS
The superintendent looks ahead to Easter. Mar'47:27
The superintendent—the forgotten man. Apr'47:8

SUNDAY SCHOOLS
See also

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
WEEK-DAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The New Year program for the Bible School Dept. of the American Society. Jan'19:23
When is a Sunday School class a Bible class? Jul'19:51
The rural community church. Aug'19:24
Organized classes that count. Aug'19:29
Bible school progress of a decade. Nov'19:8
Teacher training and the future Bible School. Nov'19:9
Sunday Schools among foreigners. Nov'19:26
What Interchurch means to the Sunday School. Dec'19:31
The new program for the Bible Schools. Dec'19:61
Adult mobilization week. Jan'20:43
Important Bible School statistics in the 1920 Year book. Apr'20:58
Building up the Bible School attendance. May'20:44
The size of our Sunday Schools. Jul'20:33
A modern Bible School. Oct'20:44
The Bible School an evangelistic agency. Nov'20:12
Bible school briefs. Nov'20:45
Transformation of the Ziegler barn. Nov'20:49
Bible Schools cheer the start of the United Christian Missionary Society. Nov'20:60
The Bible school as an educational agency. Mar'21:22
Missionary education. Jun'21:49
And they journeyed toward the sun-rising. Nov'21:21
The Bible School as an evangelistic agency. Feb'22:12
The Kingdom of God looks toward the children. Jul'22:48
That goal of half a million dollars. Nov'22:3
Are you going through the gateway into Sunday school land. Nov'22:36
Serving the small rural Bible schools. Nov'22:42
How one church provided for its children. Nov'22:43
Actualities in a rural church. Nov'22:52
Promote the copper class. Jun'23:3
The Sunday school in the fence corner. Nov'23:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:60
Bible schools in twenty-two countries. Feb'24:42
The trail leads into the highway. Feb'24:43
The Gentian family. Nov'24:10
Full to overflowing. Jul'26:61
Planning the Bible school building (plans) Aug'26:8

Sunday schools.

Jan'28:55 May'28:51 Sep'28:37
Mar'28:51 Jul'28:37 Nov'28:51
Apr'28:51 Aug'28:37 Dec'28:51
Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:19
Sunday schools.
    Jan'29:51    Feb'29:37    Mar'29:51    Apr'29:37
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45
Sunday schools.
    May'29:37    Jul'29:37    Sep'29:37
    Jun'29:51    Aug'29:37
Is your one-room Sunday school a bedlam? Nov'29:17
Items that made the news last month. Dec'29:45
The judge hands down a decision. May'30:6
What, where, when and how. Mar'31:41
Good ideas... May'32:38
For the church school worker. Jan'33:46
How does your class rate? May'45:26
Measuring the school's efficiency. Sep'47:31
The American Sunday School. Nov'49:16
A national asset--the American Sunday School. Mar'50:29
Christian education...then and now. Apr'51:32
And the walls came tumbling down. Jul'53:17
Planning the educational building. Jul'53:18
Equipping the educational building. Jul'53:21
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'66:4
My church, I want some answers. May'69:7
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'69:5
Let's evaluate our church school! May'73:22

SUNDAY SCHOOLS--EXERCISES, RECTITATIONS, ETC.

See also

PAGEANTS
PLAYS
Thanksgiving for religious education. Oct'36:32
Till Christ is Lord indeed. Mar'41:26

SUNDAY SCHOOLS--STATISTICS
A study in averages. Apr'24:53
A study in Sunday-school statistics. Jul'24:40
The thousand dollar club. Nov'24:55
(note) Jan'29:63
The threshold. Nov'36:2

Sunder-Rao, Mark
Recent events stir Indian Christians. May'53:42
Food in India. Mar'54:45

SUDDERLAL, FELICIA
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'55:33

SUNDQUIST, (married to William Sundquist)
In memoriam. Sep'39:39

SUNDT, EDWIN E. THE COUNTRY CHURCH AND OUR GENERATION
Speaking of books. Apr'33:42

SUNG CHUAN-TIEN
The turn of the tide in China. Apr'31:4
Sung Teh-tsueng
As a chinese doctor sees us. Mar'23:18
SUNG TEH-TSUEN
(photo) Mar'23:18

SUNKLER, LAWRENCE C., 1906-
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'38:inside front cover

SUNLAND, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1958. Feb'59:34
New churches, October-December, 1958. May'59:32
Supherandan, P J
Christmas in retrospect. Dec'28:38
SUPPLE, JAMES O., -1950
Global highlights (photo) Jun'47:2
(death) Global highlights. Sep'50:3
SUPRISE, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17
Surati, Bhimjibhal
What the church means in rural India. Jul'57:48
SURGUJA, INDIA
A whole people move toward Christ (map) Mar'54:24
rough journey in Surguja. Nov'58:31
SURRELL, WAYNE
(photo) Jul'25:7
SURVEY OF SERVICE
What are we doing? what ought we to do? Apr'23:54
Headquarters notes. May'23:52 Jun'23:52
Survey of our fields and forces. Feb'24:22
A long look at Mexico. Jun'24:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'24:50 May'25:51
Appreciation for a visitor. Jan'26:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
Survey of service. May'28:20
Will the Brotherhood accept the challenge of the Survey? Jun'28:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28
Missionary societies. Jul'28:32
Who said Survey? Aug'28:1
Where does your offering go? Oct'28:16
How one Society uses "Survey of service." Oct'28:46
Brief talks. Oct'28:56
Going like hot cakes! Nov'28:1
Missionary organization programs... Nov'28:46
Sunday schools Nov'28:51
Corrections... Nov'28:61
Missionary organization programs... Dec'28:46
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
SURVEY OF THE CHINA MAINLAND PRESS
In China today everything is education. May'70:26
Susu-Mago, Charlotte Douglas
Women and world highways. Oct'43:29
SUTER, (MRS. A. H.) -1949
In memoriam. Oct'49:37
Suther, Gertrude F
Reviewed World Call. May'32:39
SUTHERLAND, (married to Mark L. Sutherland) -1935
Memorium. Oct'35:40
SUTHERLAND, ARTHUR
Global highlights. Jun'58:7
SUTHERLAND, BEVERLY
(photo) Apr'46:4
SUTHERLAND, EMILY, -1946
In memoriam. May'46:37
SUTHERLAND, FANNIEBELLE HUTCHCRAFT
In memoriam. Mar'42:39
SUTHERLAND, JEAN
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
SUTHERLAND, LON
Teamwork in church construction (photo) Jul'58:18
SUTHERLAND, MARY E., -1951
In memoriam. Apr'52:37
SUTHERLAND, WILLIAM
The first Jamaican C. E. experts. Nov'23:43 (photo p.44)
SUTPHEN, VAN TASSEL. THE SERMON ON THE CROSS
What, where, when and how. Apr'30:35
SUTTENFIELD, JOHN L
(photo) Feb'49:33
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:31
SUTTER, BERNARD M
News room. Sep'58:42
SUTTON, (married to Jack Sutton, Jr.) -1951
(death) News room. Sep'51:40
Sutton, David Nelson, 1895-
Christianity's opportunity in Japan. Oct'47:40
Japan—the remaking of a nation. Feb'49:19
SUTTON, DAVID NELSON, 1895-
News room. Apr'47:40
(photo) Jun'47:12 Feb'49:19
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
In brief. Nov'73:46
SUTTON, DAVID NELSON, JR.
General Board deals with business, issues (photo) Sep'72:41
SUTTON, GEORGE M
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34
SUTTON, GEORGE WENDELL
(photo) Jul'23:9
Sutton, Harry Trumbull,1867-
A new view of an old text. Nov'24:23
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49
Sutton, Jack A., Jr., 1911?-1985
(married to Verla Elliott Sutton)
Men's work grows in Jamaica. Jun'64:31
SUTTON, JACK A., JR., 1911?-1985
(photo) Dec'50:29
We're all on the team. Mar'51:22
News room. Nov'51:38
(marriage) News room. Sep'52:38
News room (photo) Mar'53:38
For adult mission study. Mar'54:36
News room.
Mar'54:39 Jan'56:38 (photo) Sep'63:42
(photo) Jan'68:43
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
In brief. May'70:42
SUTTON, JOHN C
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18
SUTTON, JUSTINE
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:12
SUTTON, LUCILE ANN
Memoriam. Jan'35:40
SUTTON, LULU, -1966 (married to Jack A. Sutton, Sr.)
   (death) Disciples in the news. May'66:7
SUTTON, MAUDE
   (photo) May'25:43
Sutton, Verla Elliott, 1919-
   (married to Jack A. Sutton, Jr.)
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
   Missionary worship service.
      Jun'55:37  Sep'55:35  Nov'55:33
      Jul'55:35  Oct'55:33
   Moments of worship. Dec'67:29
SUTTON, VERLA ELLIOTT, 1919-
   (photo) Sep'47:21  Jan'49:39
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:46  Sep'50:36
   (engagement to Charles O. Scott) News room. Jun'51:38
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:3
   News room (photo) Apr'52:38
   (marriage to Jack A. Sutton, Jr.) News room. Sep'52:38
   For adult mission study. Mar'54:36  (photo) Jun'55:38
SUTTON, Verna M.
   See TAYLOR, Verna M. SUTTON
Suzuki, Haru
   Women on world highways. May'65:33
SUZUKI, MASAHISA, -1969
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'68:7
   From bomb to bell. Sep'72:50
SWAB, LINDA KAY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'59:36
SWAIN, (married to George H. Swain)
   Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30
SWAIN, (married to Leslie E. Swain)
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'47:3
SWAIN, GEORGE H
   Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31  Nov'53:30
Swain, J. Carter
   Revision received with rejoicing. Jan'48:38
SWAIN, J. CARTER
   Global highlights. Apr'54:3
SWAIN, J. CARTER. WHY READ THE BIBLE?
   For study and pleasure. Dec'65:32
SWALLEN, ROBERT
   Classroom and campus. Sep'65:36
SWALLOW, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   An Acadian country church (photo) Jan'38:27
SWAMPSCOTT, MASSACHUSETTS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   With the churches that are giving heroically. Nov'20:5
SWAMY, KARUNA
   (photo) Mar'26:4
SWAN, L C
   Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
SWANDER, CLARENCE FRANK, 1874-1959
   (death) News room. Jun'59:40
Swander, Courtney Clare, 1924- (married to Lois Grimes Swander)
   The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:27
   Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:24
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
The story state by state. Aug'25:11
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:22
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
MCI serves the city. Oct'54:15
Christian educators look ahead. Apr'55:18
Ministry to the hard-to-reach. Apr'58:26
Squadron of advance. Jul'60:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32
Unexpected gift. Mar'61:52
A Disciple speaks for Mexican youth. Jun'61:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Mexican Disciples reach others. May'62:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38      May'63:36
Sacks and scales to serve the Gospel. Feb'64:26
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
Direct line. Dec'67:37
Hurricane "Beulah" damages churches in Mexico and Texas. Dec'67:42
Direct line. Mar'70:32
Spain is a land of beginnings. Nov'71:18
Open doors on the border. Sep'72:7
The return to San Pablo. Jan'73:43
Disciples make witness in Mexico's second largest city. Apr'73:46
Mexican churches develop leadership as a community. Nov'73:22

SWANDER, COURTNEY CLARE, 1924--
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
A missionary baby and Church Extension. May'19:53
quoted. Jun'19:45
Notes. Jun'20:64
quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:4
(photo)

News room. Sep'48:40      Jan'55:40
(marriage) News room. Sep'55:38
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
(photo) May'62:18
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'62:36
New witness in a growing city. Apr'63:28
(photo) Jul'65:36
Missionary register. May'66:47
(photo) Dec'67:37

In brief. Nov'70:38      Mar'71:45
Swander, Lois Grimes, 1932- (married to Courtney Clare Swander)
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32
Shining shoes. Feb'63:48
Direct line. Dec'67:37      Mar'70:32
Ministry behind prison walls. Mar'73:26

SWANDER, LOIS GRIMES, 1932--
(marriage) News room. Sep'55:38
Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:5
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
Sacks and scales to serve the Gospel. Feb'64:26
(photo p. 27)
Missionary register. May'66:47
Presenting (photo) Jan'67:8
In brief. Nov'70:38      Mar'71:45
(photo) Mar'73:27

SWANN, DARIUS L
Global highlights. Dec'48:4

SWANN, GEORGE BETTS, 1882–1970
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'48:4
In memoriam. Sep'70:46

SWANN, PERRY WILLIAM, 1902–1960
More churches join home plan (photo) Sep'60:44

SWANSON, (married to Gilbert Swanson)
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Sep'50:48

SWANSON, D. VERNER. LIFE'S CROWNING YEARS
New books. Dec'66:41

SWANSON, ELMA, -1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37

Swanson, Estella Leona
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:63       Jun'21:63

SWANSON, ESTELLA LEONA
(photo) Apr'23:50 Aug'23:22

Swanson, F  Herbert
Note. Oct'19:63 Sep'20:61
Short and true from far and near. Nov'21:41
Protestantism among the Hocos. Apr'23:50
A close-up of the Yokohama disaster. Dec'23:37
Who will come to stay? Dec'23:40

SWANSON, F  HERBERT
Notes. Jan'20:62 Feb'20:58
(photo) Apr'23:50 Jul'23:24
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52

SWANSON, HERBERT
(photo) Apr'23:50 Aug'23:22

SWANSON, JOSEPHINE

SWANSON, LELAND
(photo) Jun'23:7 Aug'23:22

SWANSON, ROBERT McLEAN

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
Women and world highways. Sep'40:35

SWARTZ, CLARA JANE
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

SWARTZ, LUVINA
(photo) Jan'21:9

SWAYNE, JENNIE FELLOWS, -1948
In memoriam. Mar'49:39

SWAYZE, BEULAH. BLAZING TRAILS IN CANADA
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40

SWEANY, DAVID NEWSON
(photo) Jul'23:4

SWEANY, MARY HELEN
(photo) Jul'23:4

SWEANY, RUTH ELIZABETH
(photo) Jul'23:4

SWEARINGEN, (married to Tilford T. Swearingen)
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:42
(photo) Dec'50:25
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'53:32

SWEARINGEN, ROBERT "BOBBIE"
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30 May'38:42

Swearingen, Tilford Tippett, 1902–
The summer school of the church. May'30:29
And still they come! Nov'30:23
...says. May'31:25
Where teacher is also student. Jul'32:23
Speaking of books. Sep'32:34
Conference character dividends. Nov'32:10
The church sees itself. Dec'35:19
The church needs a new mood. Oct'36:5
After evaluation, what? Nov'36:9
Called to important post. Apr'37:18
The case for field work in religious education. Nov'38:13
Religious education through two decades. Jan'39:21
National young people's leader chose. Mar'39:26
Christian education moves ahead. Apr'39:27
The church, its tradition and fellowship. Nov'40:14
Reach every person with Christian teaching. Nov'41:5
The mantle falls. Jul'42:20
(note) Jul'49:44
Why, where, how? Jan'60:15
Moments of meditation. May'63:34

SWEARINGEN, TILFORD TIPPETT, 1902–
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'29:41
The family album. Nov'29:6 (photo p. 7)
(photo) Nov'32:10
The threshold. Jun'36:2
...faces his new task (photo) Jul'36:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40
(photo) Oct'36:5
quoted. Religious education through the years. Nov'36:21 (photo p. 20)
The threshold (photo) Jun'37:2
(photo) Nov'37:7
Plugging in for religious education (photo) Nov'39:5
(photo) Apr'41:inside back cover Sep'41:15
 Jun'41:19 Dec'41:19
News room. Dec'41:34
...returns to pastorate (photo) Jan'42:21
quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:15
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium. Nov'42:24
(photo) Dec'50:25
Global highlights. Apr'51:20
Classroom and campus.
 Jul'51:30 (photo) Dec'53:32 Jan'56:33
 Jun'52:31
Christian education--forty years of progress (photo) Nov'58:14
Global highlights (photo) Apr'60:4
Classroom and campus. Apr'60:33
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'69:35

SWEARINGEN, TILFORD T. THE COMMUNITY AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Book chat. May'50:16

SWEAZEY, GEORGE E. THE CHRISTIAN ANSWER
Book chat. Sep'62:45
SWEAZEY, GEORGE E. THE KEEPER OF THE DOOR
   Book chat. Apr'46:19

SWEDEN
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
   Celebrating the Fourth in Stockholm. Sep'37:25
   Notes from here and there. Oct'42:47
   The state of the church. Mar'43:31
   Global highlights. Sep'54:3
   You're in Denmark now. Oct'58:10
   Churchwomen here and in Sweden. Apr'60:10
   A significant story. Dec'61:10

SWEDEN AND THE UNITED NATIONS
   Book chat. Apr'57:42

Sweeney, Elsie Irwin, 1888-1972
   Letters. Apr'68:48

SWEENEY, ELSIE IRWIN, 1888-1972
   Presenting... (photo) Dec'63:8
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:7
   Letters. Mar'64:49
   Disciples in the news (photo) Jul'67:8
   (photo) Jan'71:27
   In memoriam. Jul'72:43

SWEENEY, JAMES SHIRLEY
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'59:8

SWEENEY, JOHN
   Sectarian shackles (photo) Feb'27:17

SWEENEY, LULU
   (photo) Dec'29:62

SWEENEY, MARY
   More about Madras. Mar'39:4 (photo p. 2)

SWEENEY, RUTH
   No time to grow old. Dec'56:11 (photo p. 10)

Sweeney, William E
   Broadcasting the Gospel. Feb'23:21

SWEENEY, WILLIAM E
   (photo) Mar'37:2

SWEENEY, ZACHARY TAYLOR, 1849-1926
   quoted. Paying our debt of honor. Dec'20:5
   quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:20
   (photos) Oct'22:7,28
   College of Missions notes. Jun'23:54
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'25:43
   An outstanding figure passes (photo) Apr'26:34
   Personalities. Mar'36:19
   Letters. Apr'68:48

SWEENY, KATHARINE C
   In memoriam. Oct'30:40

SWEENY, MARY E
   News room. Feb'47:32

SWEET, (married to Glenn A. Sweet)
   World outreach sounding board. Feb'67:28

SWEET, CHARLES F. NEW LIFE IN THE OLDEST EMPIRE
   The book shelf. Sep'20:53

SWEET, GLENN A.
   World outreach sounding board. Feb'67:28

SWEET, HERMAN J
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
SWEET, LULU A, -1947
In memoriam. Apr'48:37

SWEET, WILLIAM E
Glimpses of our religious world. Jun'26:45

SWEET, WILLIAM WARREN. THE AMERICAN CHURCHES
Book chat. Jun'48:20

SWEET, WILLIAM WARREN. RELIGION IN COLONIAL AMERICA
Book chat. Apr'43:44

SWEET WATER, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:13

SWEETS, HENRY H
Outward bound. Oct'25:5
(photo) Dec'31:31

SWEIS, AIED SALIBA
Youth and missions (photo) Apr'56:37

SWEITZER, BESSIE M. -1965
In memoriam. Nov'65:48

Swen Dj-Shuh
College girls and their neighbors in China. Sep'23:42
The Jubilee campaign at Luchowfu. Oct'24:34

SWEN DJI-SHUB
(photo) Feb'24:13 Oct'24:34

Swen, Edna
China missions. May'49:13

SWEN, EDNA
(photo) May'49:12
News room. Nov'50:38

SWEN, MEI FAN
(photo) Mar'20:58

SWEN PAO-BWA
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:19

SWENERTON, R. KELS
(photo) May'43:9

SWEITNAM, FANNIE J., -1960
In memoriam. Jan'61:33

SWET, (MRS. W. W.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
(photo) Jun'50:18

SWICK, LOIS
See HAWKINS, LOIS SWICK

Swift, Carl Brown, 1888-1930
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28

SWIFT, CARL BROWN, 1888-1930
(photo) Jan'21:11
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges. Jul'22:49
Jan'24:34

(photo) Jan'25:32
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
Dean Swift passes (photo) Dec'30:16

SWIFT, CHARLES H., JR.
Late Christmas present receives recognition. Apr'52:42

SWIFT, F. ADALINE STRAIT, -1957
In memoriam. May'57:33

SWIFT, HARGREAVE
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
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Swift, John H
   Jarvis Christian Institute. Feb'26:62
SWIFT, MILTON
   (death) On the college campus. Oct'32:33
SWIGERT, LYMAN E., -1951
   In memoriam. Nov'51:35
SWIGERT, RETA COLE, -1951
   In memoriam. Nov'51:35
SWINDELL, WILLIAM JOHN (married to Blanche Swindell)
   Presenting (photo) Dec'67:36
Swindle, Cecil
   What's the truth about Restructure? Jul'65:29
SWINGLE, LAFAYETTE, 1858-1939
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
SWINDLER, REID M
   Contributing members receiving World Call (photo) Oct'60:46
SWINEFORD, EDWIN
   Classroom and campus. Nov'53:31
SWING, RAYMOND. IN THE NAME OF SANITY
   Book chat. Jul'46:46
SWINK, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   From Tin Can to Sanctuary (photo) Oct'23:58
SWISHER, PHYLLIS
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Jun'49:48
SWISHER, WALTER SAMUEL
   Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:32
SWISS PROTESTANT RELIEF AGENCY
   Swiss churches send apples to refugee mothers in Germany. May'51:45
SWITZERLAND
   Support of orphaned missions. Jan'42:37
   The state of the church. Mar'43:31
   ...serves war-swept humanity (photo) Dec'43:22
   Ring, bells, across the snow (photos) Jan'45:26
Swomley, John M., Jr.
   Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar. Oct'70;20
SWOMLEY, JOHN M., JR.
   (photo) Oct'70:21
SWOMLEY, JOHN M., JR. AMEREICAN EMPIRE
   New books. Jul'71:28
SWOMLEY, JOHN M., JR. LIBERATION ETHICS
   New books. Feb'73:35
   Letters. May'73:46
Swope, (Mrs. Ward)
   Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52
Swords, Otis Lee, Jr., 1928-
   (married to Joyce Marie Catlett Swords)
   Chrismon tree. Dec'66:29
SWORDS, OTIS LEE, JR., 1928-
   (photo) Mar'73:3
SYCAMORE GROVE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo of Women's Missionary Society) Dec'23:56
Sydney, Phillip
   A personal testimony. Oct'26:60
SYDNEY, PHILLIP
   quoted. The ministry of a missionary. May'32:5
   (photo) Mar'33:24  Mar'36:27
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:37
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA. CHATSWOOD CHURCH OF CHRIST
  An aemrican in Australia (photo of parsonage) Jan'65:24
SYDNOR, (married to C. A. Sydnor)
  (photo) Jan'39:40
SYDNOR, C. A.
  (photo) Jan'39:40
SYDNOR, MALCOLM
  (photo) Jan'39:40
SYKES, CHARLES A
  Gifts for our benevolant homes. Mar'40:42
SYMANOWSKY, HORST
  Learning by working. Dec'52:7
  Correspondence from Europe, 1956. Oct'56:7
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK. DANFORTH UNITED CHURCH
  News items that point the trend of the day. Mar'30:44
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK. SOUTH GEDDES STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo of parsonage) Oct'46:1
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK. SOUTH SALINA STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Note. Nov'19:66
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
  Global highlights. Nov'49:3
SYRIA
  Notes. Jun'19:63
  A word from Syria. Jun'28:62
  Global highlights. May'58:6  Jun'59:6
SYRIA--DESCRIPTION
  In the land where Jesus walked. Sep'24:46
"SYZYGY" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visuals. Jul'69:29
SZE, SAO-KE ALFRED
  (photo) Jul'42:30
TABER, (MRS. W K)
The Havens Home a haven of rest. Aug'19:40

TABER, LOUIS J
quoted. Facts and figures on Prohibition. Jul'32:9

TABERNACLE HYMNS NUMBER FOUR
Book chat. May'41:46

TABLADA, ARGENTINA
(photo of Sunday School class) Mar'51:3
For adult mission study. Apr'52:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
(photo of church cross) Jan'62:19
Direct line. Mar'68:37

TABLE ROCK, NEBRASKA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:41

TABLELAND TRAILS
Book chat. Nov'53:42

TABOR, MARY WILLIAMS
In memoriam. Apr'44:36

TACH'ANG, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'58:36

TACHIENLU, TIBET
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:51

TACOMA, WASHINGTON
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51

TACOMA, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
John Shackelford. Jun'22:41
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:50

TACOMA, WASHINGTON. MCKINLEY PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59 Dec'20:59

TACOMA, WASHINGTON. PINE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A bit of history. Oct'26:44
Five churches added to Every Home Plan. Dec'60:46

TACOMA, WASHINGTON, SKYLINE BLVD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Sep'51:15

TACOMA, WASHINGTON. UNITED CHURCHES SERVICE CENTER
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'45:32
Committee on War Services news notes. Jan'46:32

TACUACORA, PARAGUAY
Paraguayan are listening to the word (photo of church) Nov'56:24
Echoes from everywhere. May'60:34

TADE, GEORGE T
Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34 Nov'62:36

TADOKORO, TOSHIKO
(photo) Oct'22:23

TAEZLNER, (MRS. J. W.)
Here and there... Feb'48:48

TAFT, CHARLES P
(photo) Mar'47:19 Apr'47:19
Global highlights.
(photo) Sep'47:3 (photo) Mar'48:3 Dec'48:4
The World Council in the U.S.A. May'49:6
Global highlights. Jun'54:3
Applying Christian principles. Nov'54:6
The church speaks out (photo) Nov'54:18
Global highlights (photo) Oct'56:3
Global highlights. Mar'60:6

TAFT, CHARLES P. WHY I AM FOR THE CHURCH
Book chat. Sep'47:22

TAFT, HORACE D
The citizen and the liquor laws. Feb'26:14

TAFT, MARY SWAIL
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Dec'26:54

TAFT, ROBERT A.
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'52:33
TAFT, ROBERT A. FOREIGN POLICY FOR AMERICANS
book chat. Jun'52:42

TAFT, WILLIAM HOWARD
Notes. Oct'19:59
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30

TAGALONG, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Youth keep busy. Dec'51:45
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Global highlights (photo of leaders) Mar'61:6
Global highlights. Apr'62:4
New unity in the Philippines. May'62:28
Global highlights. Oct'62:5

TAGGARD, (MRS. J. N.)
quoted. Here and there... Jun'48:48

TAGGART, REBECCA
(photo) Sep'46:34

TAGLUCOP, ANGEL B
Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:5

Tagore, Rabindranath
Wrong methods of education. Feb'25:10
An answer from India. Nov'25:24
He comes (poem) May'34:15
A prayer for India. Sep'47:14

TAGORE, RABINDRANATH
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'25:39
India dreams again. Apr'26:23
Political blackmail. Apr'39:3
India's "these four." Nov'41:3
quoted. Last column. Jul'57:48

TAGUASCO, CUBA
An they continued stedfast. Sep'32:33

TAHITI
The child in Tahiti. Feb'45:36

TAIT, L. GORDON. THE PROMISE OF TILICH
New books. May'72:33

TAIT, WARREN R
Classroom and campus.
Apr'56:30 Nov'56:30 May'66:34
TAIWAN
Missionary illustrations. Aug'30:43
Youth and missions. Mar'52:37
Global highlights. Mar'54:2    May'54:3
The new day in missions. Jun'56:7
Missionaries without the title. Feb'57:46
Global highlights. Jun'58:6
Challenge on Formosa. Jun'58:30
Global highlights. Nov'59:7
East Asia's stormy rim. Dec'62:23
Incident in Taiwan. Jun'63:49
Something new and great. Jul'63:31
Pedi-cab man. Sep'63:18
Global highlights. Mar'65:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36
TAIWAN--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Asians want to learn. May'63:46
TAINAN THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL (TAIPEI, TAIWAN)
Global highlights. Jan'63:4
Ministry--frontier in Asia (photo of students) Apr'63:21
(photo of chapel) May'69:21
TAIYONG, TAWATCHI
Disciples help build center for Tahi youth (photo) Apr'56:29
TAIZE COMMUNITY
The men of Taize (photos) Mar'64:25
...sign of unity (photos) Sep'69:40
World events. Jan'73:39    Jul'73:37
TAJ MAHAL
(photo) Mar'30:front cover    Jan'39:31
TAKABARU, OKINAWA
Global highlights (photo of church under construction) Dec'52:2
TAKADA, JAPAN
Christmas comes to Japan. Dec'61:29
TAKAGI, FUMIKO
Pittsburg pointers (photo) Nov'33:27
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
TAKAGI, SADAJI
Global highlights (photo) Jan'59:7
Takahachi, Motoichiro
A Child's poem (poem) Oct'34:37
TAKASHI, AIKO LISANNE, 1956--
(birth) News room. Mar'56:39
Takahashi, Betty Marie Ellis (married to Yasuo Takahashi)
Beyond the church door with Christ. Nov'50:14
First impressions of Japan. Apr'51:13
Yes, the summer had been good! May'52:45
I came to Japan because. Apr'53:29
Let the little children come. Jun'53:7
TAKASHI, BETTY MARIE ELLIS
(ordination) News room. Apr'50:40
(photo) Nov'50:15
(commissioning) News room. Nov'50:38
(marriage) News room. May'53:39
TAKASHI, REIJI, 1930--
Let the children come. Jun'56:11
Women and world highways. Apr'57:33
TAKAHASHI, TAIJI
Scholarship aid. Dec'54:51
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'56:6
TAKAHASHI, TANE
Threshold of friendship (photo) Mar'67:24
TAKAHASHI, YASUO (married to Betty Marie Ellis Takahashi)
(marriage) News room. May'53:39
TAKAHIRO, TODA. "MADONNA" (PAINTING)
Madonnas from many lands (photo of painting) Dec'38:25
TAKAMINE, JOKICHI
Thanksgiving and friendship. Oct'26:46
TAKASAKI, JAPAN
Adventure in Japan. Jan'62:27
TAKASE, NORIKO
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34
Takaya, Toku
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'22:52
TAKAYANAGI, JACKSON
(photo) Nov'44:20
Takeda, P C
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'37:39
TAKEMURA,
The reward of persistent effort. Mar'23:58
TAKEMURA, FLORENCE
News room. Jan'44:34
(photo) Nov'44:20
TAKENAKA, MASAO, 1925–
Christian witness in East Asia. Jul'59:10
TAKEOFFS FROM TENSION
World outreach books. Dec'69:33
TAKESHITA, AKIKO
(photo) Oct'22:23
Takeshima, Yashiko
Japanese faith. May'19:53
TAKEUCHI, ALICE
(photo) Mar'46:22
TAKEUCHI, MICHIKO
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
TAKHATPUR, INDIA
A daily battle against heavy odds. Dec'21:11
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:40
Camp experiences in India. Oct'38:27
The desert shall bloom. Feb'41:46
(photo of church) Nov'42:32
China voyager looks at India. Jun'45:8
Thankful for what I saw. Apr'47:42
Literacy program in India progresses. Nov'47:29
Echoes from everywhere.
May'48:36 Apr'49:38 Jun'49:36
From village to village. Mar'50:44
Women of the new India. Dec'50:16
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:45
Christian testimonies. Jan'52:47
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36 Sep'52:35
From the diary of Rosa Page Welch. Apr'53:40
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
Dedication day. Jul'54:51
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36    Feb'55:34
Indian leader inspects mission. Feb'55:40
(photo) Mar'55:front cover
The cover. Mar'55:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'55:34
The local churches grow up in India (photos of church) Jul'55:20
Indian Christians assume new duties (photos) Sep'55:12
(photo of Brooks Memorial School) Jun'59:13
(photo of Abundant Life Program) Jan'60:21
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Global highlights (photo of church) Mar'62:5

TAKINO, HARUKO
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31

TAKINOGAWA, JAPAN
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:64
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:39
What happened at Takinogawa. Mar'28:12
Well, here we are again! Mar'47:15
Rebuilding the churches in Japan. May'49:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'50:38

TAKU, CHINA
How captured workers were delivered from robbers. Oct'20:38

TAKUANG, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'58:36

Talasch, Berenice
Letters. Apr'68:4

TALAVERA, ERCILIA (married to Manuel Talavera)
Women on world highways. Jun'66:44

TALAVERA, MANUEL (married to Ercilia Talavera)
Women on world highways. Jun'66:44

TALBERT, R M
(photo) Mar'24:41    Dec'24:34
quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17

TALBOT HOUSE (ENGLAND)
Toc H lamp in the United States. Jun'26:51

TALBOTT, (married to Harry H. Talbott)
quoted. Circulation corner. Nov'37:inside front cover

TALBOTT, ALICE WILLIAMS, -1955
In memoriam. Jul'55:39

Talbott, E Guy
The soul of America (poem)
Sep'29:31    Oct'30:38
The modern missionary (poem) Jun'31:48

TALBOTT, HETTYE
In memoriam. Dec'41:39

TALBOTT, JOHN
Together (photo) Nov'33:15
(ordination) College activities (photo) Feb'37:32
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33

Talbott, Leila B
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:56

TALBOTT, PHILIP M
quoted. Last column. Feb'58:50

TALES FROM MANY LANDS
A new book for both children and their leaders. Jun'39:41
TALIFU, TIBET
Reminiscences of Dr. Shelton upon his last trip to Batang.
Feb'24:29
TALKINTON, J E
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord (photo) Aug'19:19
Talley, John M
A church that dared do its full duty. Apr'21:55
TALLEY, JOHN M
Notes. Feb'20:62 Jul'20:43
TALLEY, KATHERINE
(photo) Jul'23:7
TALLEY, MARION
Personalities. Feb'38:23
Tallman, Lester E
East and west join in serving Okinawa. May'58:14
TALMAGE, FRANK
(photo) Dec'19:4
TALOGA, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The Ford special. Aug'24:38
TAMADE, JAPAN
Osaka news items. May'26:63
TAMANO, Y quoted. Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39
TAMAYO, RUPERTO
Around the circle of missions (photo) Apr'19:50
Tamke, George
Youth and missions. Jun'59:39
Tamm, Agnes
(untitled poem) Jul'29:48
TAMPA, FLORIDA
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
TAMPA, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Achievements in religious education of church schools. Nov'27:59
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
(photo) Sep'36:back cover
Saving church buildings (photo) Jul'37:12
Youth and missions. Oct'56:37
TAMPA, FLORIDA. HILLSBORO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Helping hands for young churches. Apr'56:10
TAMPA, FLORIDA. YBOR CITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Programs for young people. Oct'39:37
TAMPICO, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17
TAMURA, MICHIO
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'63:36
TAN TSUEN, CHINA
High spots in evangelism. Apr'36:45
TANAKA, (MRS. S.)
(photo) Sep'23:13
TANAKA, HIROSHI
Global highlights. Jun'64:5
TANAKA, S quoted. The spotlight on Japan. Feb'23:58
(photo) Sep'23:13
Jottings from Japan. Aug'25:60
Cherry blossom time. Oct'27:59
Tanaka, Tammy
What's the future of the family? Jul'73:23

TANDY, (MRS. A. E.) -1951
In memoriam. Dec'51:37

TANDY, ETTA
(photo) Jan'53:32

TANDY, W LOU
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:31

Tanenbaum, Marc H
Another view of the Passion Paly. Jul'71:33

TANENBAUM, MARC H
quoted. Quote..unquote.
Oct'71:inside back cover Dec'71:21

TANG, MARY
Sharers in the common day. Aug'29:14

TANG, W T
Glimpses of the religious world (photo) Jul'28:29

TANG--CHUAN, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:53

TANGANYIKA
Words have power in Tanganyika. Dec'56:13
Thanksgiving for missionaries. Nov'57:26

TANGEMAN, CLEMINTINE MILLER, 1905- (married to Robert Tangeman)
Global highlights (photo) May'58:5

TANG DE GUADALUPE, MEXICO
Sacks and scales to serve the Gospel (photo) Feb'64:26

Tankersley, Betty Lou, 1935- (married to Larry D. Tankersley)
Direct line. Oct'69:32

TANKERSLEY, BETTY LOU, 1935-
World outreach sounding board (photo) Jan'68:32
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo)
Jun'69:30
(photo) Oct'69:32
In brief. Jan'70:38

Tankersley, Larry Dean, 1935- (married to Betty Lou Tankersley)
Direct line. Oct'69:32
Father, work in me. Feb'70:45

TANKERSLEY, LARRY DEAN, 1935-
World outreach sounding board (photo) Jan'68:32
Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
A missionary partner relationship can be personal (photo)
Jun'69:30
(photo) Oct'69:32
In brief. Jan'70:38

TANNAR, (MRS. EARLE E.)
Memorium. Jan'36:39

TANNEHILL, JANE
(death) Jan'26:49

TANNENBAUM, FRANK. PEACE BY REVOLUTION
More book reviews. Sep'35:42

TANNENBAUM, MARC H.
World events. May'70:37

TANNER, BLANCHE A. C.,-1959
In memoriam. Sep'59:37

Tanner, C J
Church Extension Board a friend in need. Feb'21:48
TANNER, C J
  (photo) Feb'21:48
  In memoriam. Jun'28:48
  (death) The last of four. Jul'28:4
TANNER, JOHN
  In memoriam. Jul'30:41
TANNER, HAZEL A
  (photo) Jan'21:18
Tanner, Mary K
  Easter morning (poem) Mar'37:48
TAPE SOUND CASSETTES
TAPP, (MRS. H. K.)
  quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'40:inside front cover
TAPPAN, W J
  In memoriam. Jul'36:39
TARBAHAR, INDIA
  The church outside the fence (photo of church members)
  Feb'49:29
TARBEII'S TEACHERS' GUIDE TO THE INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS
  Book chat.
    Dec'35:47  Feb'43:47  Jan'44:36  Feb'47:23
TARDAGUILA, SATURNINO
  (photo) Nov'28:41
Tarkington, Louise Fletcher
  The land of beginning again (poem) Jan'25:back cover
TARR, HOMER
  Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:12
TARR, TERRY S
  Notes. Feb'19:48
  (death) Feb'19:51
TARSHIS, ELIZABETH K. THE VILLAGE THAT LEARNED TO READ
  Toward and understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
TATA MALAKO
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'62:34
TATE, (married to Jackson Tate)
  In memorium. Apr'35:39
TATE, (married to John N. Tate)
  (death) News room. Oct'41:34
  (photo) More Convention highlights (photo) Oct'50:33
TATE, BENJAMIN W., 1879-1937
  Notes. Apr'20:60
Tate, John A., 1884-1971
  The Disciples Council of Richmond, Virginia. Dec'19:38
  The story state by state. Aug'25:13
  Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
  Hundred year churches. Oct'32:15
  The end of the beginning. Jul'38:23
  Christianity and world crisis. Jun'41:20
  Laymen and Christian education. Sep'47:18
  A call to prayer. Oct'50:27
  The new Century--a new hope. Nov'50:20
TATE, JOHN A., 1884-1971
  (photo) Aug'25:13
  Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour (photo) Apr'26:38
  (photo) Jun'28:23
  quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
  (photo) Dec'37:33  Apr'41:inside back cover
News room. Sep'41:34
(photo) Jun'43:4 Jun'44:11
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'47:30
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'48:4
International Convention, 1949. Dec'49;28 (photo p. 24)
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:32
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:8,9
Classroom and campus. May'53:30
(retirement) Global highlights (photo) Feb'54:2
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'54:33
In memoriam. Sep'71:50
TATEBE, YOSOKO
The leaven in East Tokyo (photo) Apr'35:15
TATLOCK, CHARLES DAVID, 1954-
(birth) News room. Feb'55:38
TATLOCK, DONALD, 1960-
(birth) News room. May'60:38
Tatlock, Janice Ruth Kiser, 1928-
(married to Lloyd Eugene Tatlock, 1949)
Watermelon Christmas. Dec'55:49
Market time in Asuncion. Mar'56:31
An adventure in Christian unity. Mar'64:12
Direct line. Mar'68:37
TATLOCK, JANICE RUTH KISER, 1928-
(photo) Mar'50:31
News room. Oct'52:38
Latin American journey (photo) Feb'54:19
(photo) Mar'56:31
Missionary register. Feb'66:43 Jul'66:46
(photo) Mar'68:37
In brief. Apr'70:39 Sep'71:42
Tatlock, Lloyd Eugene, 1925-
(married to Janice Ruth Kiser Tatlock, 1949)
Watermelon Christmas. Dec'55:49
New vistas in Latin America. Apr'60:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'60:36
Revival at Belgrano. Nov'60:49
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'61:36 Mar'61:40 Apr'61:36 May'61:34
Two floods in the Chaco. Nov'61:28
Marks of progress seen in Argentina. Jun'62:49
Latin America's confused giant. Nov'63:15
Direct line. Mar'68:37
The new vocabulary of world mission. Dec'72:16
TATLOCK, LLOYD EUGENE, 1925-
(photo) Mar'50:31
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'52:33
News room. Oct'52:38
Latin American journey (photo) Feb'54:19
Change has come to Latin America (photo) Apr'62:25
(photo) Nov'63:15
Missionary register. Feb'66:43 May'66:47
(photo) Mar'68:37
In brief. Apr'70:39 Sep'71:42
Disciples make witness in Mexico's second largest city (photo) Apr'73:46
TATLOCK, WAYNE LEE, 1950-
   (birth) News room. Nov'50:38
   (photo) Jun'54:8
TATLOCK, WILLIAM LINDER, 1961-
   (birth) News room. Jan'62:46
TATUM, C S
   Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo) Apr'57:26
TATUM, ELIZABETH
   Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:32
Taubman, George Primrose, 1869-1947
   The mastery of Jesus. Feb'34:17
TAUBMAN, GEORGE PRIMROSE, 1869-1947
   The largest Bible class in the world. Feb'23:56
   Announcement. May'33:1
   (photo) Feb'34:17 (bio. sketch) Feb'34:18
TAULBEE, E O
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'52:35
TAUSEN, NEPAL
   Response in Nepal. Mar'61:47
"TAUW" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visuals. Jun'71:29
TAWAGUEN, ADRIANO
   (photo) Apr'51:17
TAWES, ROY LAWSON. LAMPS IN THE DARKNESS
   Book chat. Sep'43:37
TAXATION, EXEMPTION FROM
   See CHURCH PROPERTY--TAXATION
TAXES
   See also
   CHURCH PROPERTY--TAXATION
   INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
   Taxes and contributions. Jun'28:4
   Items that made news last month. Feb'30:44
   Safeguarding simplification. Apr'44:21
   Social trends. Oct'59:18
   Global highlights. Feb'60:8
   World events. Jul'69:45
   Ahead of the headlines. Dec'69:5  Mar'70:5
TAYLOR, (married to Alva W. Taylor), 1924
   (death) Feb'25:20
TAYLOR, (married to Alva W. Taylor) 1953
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'51:3
   (death) News room. Feb'54:31
TAYLOR, (married to C. C. Taylor) 1949
   (death) News room. Jan'50:34
TAYLOR, (married to Charles Taylor)
   (photo) Nov'35:28
Taylor, (Mrs. E. W.)
   Women as builders. Dec'33:9
TAYLOR, (MRS. E. W.)
   (photo) Jan'28:32
Taylor, (married to F. Howard Taylor)
   Facts for the busy woman. Jan'20:40
TAYLOR, (married to Gerard S. Taylor)
   Classroom and campus. Jun'47:33
   Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48
(photo) Jun'50:18
TAYLOR, (married to Hugh D. Taylor)
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:2
Taylor, (married to J. Sterling Taylor)
Shadow time (poem) Jan'22:56
They sleep—and call (poem) Jun'24:back cover
Into Africa (poem) Dec'37:9
TAYLOR, (married to Joseph Taylor)
(photo) Nov'36:27
Taylor, (married to Orien Taylor)
Good ideas... Mar'33:38
TAYLOR, (MRS. R. L.)
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
p. 2792 Taylor - Taylor, A
TAYLOR, (married to Sam Taylor) -1952
In memoriam. Feb'53:33
TAYLOR, (married to Samuel C. Taylor)
(photo) Oct'25:56
TAYLOR, (MRS. T. C.)
In memoriam. Nov'36:39
TAYLOR, (MRS. W. F.)
In memoriam. Oct'36:39
TAYLOR, ADELAIDE
(death) Mar'23:64
Taylor, Alva Wilmot, 1871-1957
A rural community work. Apr'19:8
Social service methods in church work. Jun'19:26
A movement for industrial counseling. Apr'21:22
Diagnosing your city. Aug'21:37
Church leadership in community life. Jan'22:17
The county superintendent. May'22:40
Enlisting for life service. Jan'23:16
A social evangelistic campaign. Jun'23:13
Peace through understanding. Jul'24:9
Temperance progress in Mexico. May'25:18
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics... May'25:55
Little chapters in labor's progress. Jul'25:8
The work of the Board of Temperance... Jul'25:31
Tilt up the color line. Feb'26:12
Another step on the long, long trail. Feb'26:34
Making the church effective in the world. Jul'26:4
California wins again. Jul'26:26
What I found in Mexico. Nov'26:24
He has faith in men. Feb'27:15
The peace spirit grows! Jul'27:5
Moral issues in the Presidential campaign. Jul'28:5
Constructive citizenship. Oct'28:8
Memorials made manifest--the Kellogg Pact. Nov'28:23
Why we are where we are. Jan'29:27
What is troubling the cotton mills? Jul'29:5
The churches join hands in the Caribbean. Sep'29:18
Is the Kellogg treaty making peace? Nov'29:21
The tragedy of the out-of-work. Jul'30:6
The church that community service made. May'31:21
The churches, the Wickersham Report and Prohibition. Jul'31:11
The church and Prohibition. Feb'33:19
Let's end that ancient atrocity. Jun'35:13
From share-cropper to homesteader. Oct'36:18
Poor soil makes poor folks. Oct'38:18
The negro— an American minority. Feb'39:18
The acid test. Jun'39:13
The South—our number one economic problem. Sep'39:17
Progress on the color line. Feb'46:8
Pioneer voices no. 4. Sep'63:19

TAYLOR, ALVA WILMOT, 1871-1957
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:22
(photo) Jan'21:20
From the Board of Temperance and Social Welfare. Jun'23:53
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'26:52
Another contribution from Missouri. Nov'28:20
(photo) Jan'29:27
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'29:40
Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'20:31
What's going on in the Board of Temperance... Mar'30:57
A supplement to the fireworks. Jul'30:4
...gives full time to teaching. Mar'32:20
quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23
In the field of Temperance and Social Welfare. Feb'33:25
The threshold. Jun'35:2
(photo) Jun'35:13
Social trends. Jun'35:22
Personalities. Nov'36:11
quoted. What they said at Columbus (photo) Dec'37:4
Personalities. Dec'37:17
(photo) Jan'39:7 Jun'39:13
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
Global highlights. Jun'48:4
A true prophet with honor. May'51:6
Forty years concern for a rural people (photo) May'51:24
Global highlights (photo) Jun'51:3
His dreams are coming true (photo) Oct'54:13
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'55:52
(death) News room. Nov'57:32
(photo) Sep'63:19
They made things happen (photo) Jan'69:14

TAYLOR, ALVA WILMOT. CHRISTIANITY AND INDUSTRY IN AMERICA
Speaking of books. Nov'33:34
Programs for young people. Jan'34:37
Taylor's book popular. Mar'34:4

TAYLOR, AMMIE JEAN EALES (MRS. W. B.) -1932
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41

TAYLOR, AMMIE JEAN
See
LYMAN, AMMIE JEAN TAYLOR

TAYLOR, ANGIE, -1966
In memoriam. Oct'66:41

TAYLOR, BETTY JO. WHERE THE CLOCK WALKS
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33

TAYLOR, BETTY KOLDNY (married to Jack Taylor)
They prepare children for mature living (photo) Dec'57:11

TAYLOR, BEVERLY
(photo) Jun'73:6
TAYLOR, "BOB"
quoted. The last page. Sep'26:64
(photo) May'64:front cover
The cover. May'64:inside front cover
TAYLOR, BUSTER
The poor in a land of plenty. Jul'63:14
TAYLOR, C  C
(photo) Jan'21:8         Jul'32:30
TAYLOR, CARL RICHARD, 1928- (married to Marilyn Miller Taylor)
Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:25,27
Update on the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15
TAYLOR, CAROLYN JO PARRISH (married to David Taylor)
(marriage) News room. Feb'58:40
Taylor, Carrie C
Correspondence from a war mother. May'43:5
I am the good earth (poem) Apr'47:22
TAYLOR, CHARLES
(photo) Nov'35:28
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'62:37
TAYLOR, CHARLES L.
Global highlights. Oct'56:4
TAYLOR, CLAUDE CARSON, 1873-1945
(death) News room. Sep'45:30
TAYLOR, CLIFFORD HILLARD, 1926-
Classroom and campus. Apr'47:31         Mar'48:30
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'57:6
TAYLOR, DANIEL
Another Daniel in a cage of darkness (photo) Sep'29:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
TAYLOR, DAVID (married to Carolyn Jo Parrish Taylor)
(marriage) News room. Feb'58:40
TAYLOR, DAVID C
(ordination) News room. Sep'61:38
TAYLOR, DAVID LAWRENCE, 1957-
(birth) News room. Sep'57:38
Taylor, Donald B
Letters. Sep'65:3         Jun'72:42
TAYLOR, E  A
Development at Kingman, Kansas. Dec'21:53
Taylors, E  S
The Queen City of the Ozone Belt. Jun'22:55
TAYLOR, E  W
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:43
TAYLOR, EDITH, -1965
In memoriam. Feb'66:32
TAYLOR, EDWIN (married to Margaret Smith Taylor)
News room. Jul'56:38
TAYLOR, EDWIN C
News room. Jul'59:42
TAYLOR, ELAINE
See KOKUBUN, ELAINE TAYLOR
TAYLOR, ELIZA
In memoriam. Jan'46:37
TAYLOR, ELSIE L
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
TAYLOR, EMMA P
A pastor's appeal (photo) Aug'23:1
TAYLOR, EVA. MEN ARE BROTHERS
Some books on world Christianity. Jul'39:31

TAYLOR, FINA I. SHUART
See SHUART-TAYLOR, FINA I.

TAYLOR, FLORENCE
Global highlights (photo) Oct'55:3

TAYLOR, FLORENCE M. FROM EVERLASTING TO EVERLASTING
New books. Oct'73:35

Taylor, Francesca Bellamy
Shelton of Batang (poem) Apr'22:5
Under the stars (poem) Feb'23:2

Taylor, Frederick E
The Gospel according to the telephone book. May'20:47

TAYLOR, GARDNER B
Question: how spread the good news? (photo) Sep'71:9
p. 2795 Taylor, G - Taylor, H

Taylor, George Oliver, 1902-1982
(married to Martha Taylor)
The Christian Youth Fellowship. May'39:8
Our college youth and God. Nov'39:15
The church and youth. May'40:5
College students are a shifting population. Nov'40:26
How to send young people to conference. May'41:5
Problems youth face in wartime. Nov'42:15
The student planning conference on the world mission of the church.
Mar'44:19
Twelve days at Lakeside. Sep'44:15
The task of Christian education. Nov'44:9
Sunday schools around the world. Nov'47:8
The job of Director Doe. Nov'48:8
Revolution in Christian education. May'62:15
What our church is like. Nov'64:12
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20

TAYLOR, GEORGE OLIVER, 1902-1982
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo)
Mar'32:27 Jan'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
(photo) Nov'38:14
National young people's leader chose (photo) Mar'39:26
(photo) May'39:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'39:34 Jun'39:34
(photo) Nov'39:6,15
News room. Dec'41:34
(photo) Mar'44:19
News room. May'44:28
Leadership changes (photo) Sep'44:19
News room.
May'45:28 Apr'46:32 May'47:35 Jul'47:34
United for a ministry of teaching. Apr'51:7
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3
News room. Apr'53:32
A summer at Yakima. Jan'54:46
These educational services change local churches (photo) Nov'54:8
The church must teach effectively. Sep'55:18
They work for you (photo) Jan'58:23
(photo) Jan'58:30
They work for you. Feb'58:21
Global highlights. May'58:5
Christian educators to meet. May'58:48
Essentials in Christian education (photo) Apr'59:20
News room (photo) Jan'60:32
quoted. One faith for all to teach. Nov'61:12
News room. Apr'62:34
Teachers share a global ministry (photo) Nov'62:12
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Oct'69:35
In brief. Dec'69:40
TAYLOR, GRAHAM
News room. Jul'49:47
TAYLOR, HATTIE B
(death) May'25:58
TAYLOR, HENRY C
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:32
(photo) Jul'46:3
TAYLOR, IDA MALLORY, 1877-1947 (married to Preston Taylor)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
The dedication of Lehman Hall (photo) Nov'41:33
(death) Bulletin. Apr'47:46
(death) News room (photo) May'47:35
Taylor, J A
The story state by state. Aug'25:11
TAYLOR, J A
(photo) Aug'25:11
Taylor, J C
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:21
TAYLOR, J C
New superintendent for Livingston (photo) Nov'35:41
TAYLOR, J HUDSON
Missionary illustrations for uniform Sunday school lessons. Dec'25:53
TAYLOR, J MURRAY
(photo) Dec'49:25
Taylor, J. Sterling
And in His Temple everything saith Glory...(poem) Sep'21:60
TAYLOR, JACK (married to Betty Koldny Taylor)
They prepare children for mature living (photo) Dec'57:11
TAYLOR, JAMES PRESTON, -1948
In memoriam. Jul'48:38
TAYLOR, JENNIE BETH
See BARNARD, JENNIE BETH TAYLOR
TAYLOR, JENNIE C
The vacation church school. Apr'21:48
TAYLOR, JEREMY
quoted. Last column. Nov'57:48
Taylor, John
Greek team serves ten years. Jul'61:28
Help for a hungering humanity. Feb'63:26
For Miss Mahaffey on her ninetieth (poem) Mar'71:26
TAYLOR, JOHN
He pictures hope (photo) Oct'66:42
TAYLOR, JOHN P
Spotlight on John P. Taylor (photo) Feb'70:14
Taylor, John R
Letters. May'71:33
TAYLOR, JOHN RAYMOND
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30 Jun'59:34

TAYLOR, JOHN V
quoted. No compromise for Christ's church. Jan'70:10

Taylor, Joy
See Sala, Joy Taylor

TAYLOR, JUNE (married to Robert H. Taylor)
(poto) Oct'50:25

Taylor, Kerns
A tribute to a man and minister. Sep'43:7

TAYLOR, KNOX PENDLETON, 1835–1912
The Central Regional district for Bible School work. Mar'19:46
Two new chairs of religious education. Nov'24:30

Taylor, Lela E., 1888–1955
The Montevideo Congress. Jul'25:14
Paraguay's handicaps. Oct'25:15
Correcting a distorted view. Mar'26:10
A convention among the Nopales. Dec'26:26
According to the statistics. Mar'27:15
An interesting visit. Apr'28:57
Keeping up with the Joneses. Mar'30:12
Turning over the helm. May'30:13
What's coming in Latin America? Mar'31:7
Hearing the call. Apr'31:14
Self-expression in Mexico. Apr'31:30
Devotional study for missionary societies.

Jun'31:38 Oct'31:38 Feb'32:38 Apr'32:38
Jul'31:38 Dec'32:38 Mar'32:38 May'32:38
Sep'31:38 Jan'32:38

The lesson of Mary J. Judson. Dec'31:14
The hero in thy soul. Mar'32:5
Speaking of books. Apr'32:34
The world comes to Memphis. Oct'32:17
Many have great faith in thee. Mar'33:4
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32
Tlanextepee. Jun'34:14
At the crossroads of the continents. May'35:9
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
First impressions—after twelve years. Jun'37:12
Observations in the southern continent. Jul'37:24
A new recruit for Paraguay. Nov'37:42
A doctor for Africa. Jan'38:34
Paul Andrewss receives appointment. Apr'38:43
Book chat. May'38:42
Latin American missionary children. Jun'38:5
Miss Orvis returns home. Jul'38:29
Devotional study for missionary societies. May'40:38
Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Women and world highways. May'48:33
Missionary worship service.

Dec'51:37 Feb'52:37 Apr'52:37
Jan'52:37 Mar'52:39 May'52:39

TAYLOR, LEILA E. 1888–1955
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:47
(photo) Jan'21:3
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
(death of sister, Adelaide) Mar'23:64
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
College of Missions notes. Dec'23:52
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44
Our travelers return. Jul'25:1
(photo) Jul'25:15 Nov'25:58 Mar'26:12
(photo no. 19) Apr'27:17
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50 Mar'29:39
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'31:33
(photo) Jun'31:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'31:42
Personnel shifts (photo) Oct'32:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'32:41
(photo) May'33:4
quoted. Quotation marks. Nov'33:26
(photo) Nov'34:26
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Dec'34:33 Sep'35:43 May'36:31 Jan'37:32
(photo) Jun'37:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'37:34
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4
Personalities. Feb'38:23
(photo) Jan'39:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30 May'39:34
The threshold. Nov'39:2
(photo) Dec'39:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40
Distinguished leaders in Christian missions (photo) Jan'40:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34 Mar'40:43
quoted. Anna R. Atwater. May'41:33
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium. Nov'42:24
News room. Sep'47:40 Dec'52:30
(death) News room (photo) May'55:39
News room. Jul'55:38
Taylor, Leslie
Congo a "nation." Nov'57:47
TAYLOR, LLOYD A., 1921-
Classroom and campus. Jul'57:31
TAYLOR, LUella
Notes. Oct'20:59
TAYLOR, MABEL ATWATER, -1955
(death) News room. May'55:38
TAYKLOR, MARGARET FISK. CREATIVE MOVEMENT
World outreach books. Jun'69:7
TAYLOR, MARia L
In memoriam. Mar'28:60
Taylor, Marilyn Miller, 1929- (married to Carl Richard Taylor)
Third Christian is beautiful. Feb'70:24
TAYLOR, MARILYN MILLER, 1929-
(photo) Feb'70:25
Taylor, Martha (married to George Oliver Taylor)
Women on world highways. Feb'63:33
TAYLOR, MARTHA
Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo)
            Mar'32:27    Jan'34:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
A summer at Yakima. Jan'54:46
News room (photo) Apr'57:38
Youth and missions. Feb'58:39
TAYLOR, MARY
(death) May'26:50
TAYLOR, MARY E
In memoriam. Mar'38:39
TAYLOR, MARY EMMA, -1950
In memoriam. Jul'50:38
TAYLOR, MARY FRANCES
In memoriam. May'32:40
TAYLOR, MARY HOPKINS, 1854–1939
            (married to William Benjamin Taylor)
            In memoriam. Oct'39:39
Taylor, Maude B (married to Frank L. Taylor)
The missionary organizations' own section. Feb'33:35
TAYLOR, MAUDE B (married to Frank L. Taylor)
quoted. Anent the reading contest) Apr'26:49
            (photo) Jan'28:32
TAYLOR, MAXWELL DAVENPORT, 1901–1987
            Classroom and campus.
                           Jul'57:31   (photo) Sep'57:31
            quoted. Last column. Mar'58:50
TAYLOR, MICHAEL J
Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:6
Taylor, Mildred
Letters. Oct'68:48
TAYLOR, MILDRED
            Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'49:4
TAYLOR, MURRAY
quoted. Crusade progress. Jun'49:26
TAYLOR, MYRON
The ecumenical nature of Amsterdam. Sep'48:6
Representative at the Vatican. Feb'50:6
Social trends. Oct'51:20
TAYLOR, NIXON
(ordination) Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
TAYLOR, NORA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
TAYLOR, PEARL, -1972 (married to Guy W. Taylor)
In memoriam. Oct'72:44
TAYLOR, PETER CAMERON
            (photo) Feb'70:14
TAYLOR, PRESTON, 1849–1931
            (married to
            (married to Anna Hoffman Taylor)
            (married to Georgia Gordon Taylor)
            (married to Ida Mallory Taylor)
Our colored people. Dec'19:25
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:42
(photo) Dec'24:34
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
...joins the larger convention (photo) Jun'31:23
A look at the National Convention. Jul'57:24

TAYLOR, R J
What, where, when and how. Feb'32:44

TAYLOR, RALPH
Pastoral unities bring a new day (photo) Nov'59:17

TAYLOR, REBECCA, -1951
In memoriam. Jul'51:37

Taylor, Richard Leonard, 1930-
(married to Virginia Miller Taylor)
(note) Jul'63:18
"Leap" in Congo. Jan'64:43
Letters. Nov'70:4

TAYLOR, RICHARD LEONARD, 1930-
(commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38
Global highlights.
Sep'60:6 (photo) Oct'61:7
News room. Apr'64:40
Global highlights (photo) May'64:5
Letters. Nov'70:4

Global highlights (photo) May'64:5
Letters. Jul'64:43

TAYLOR, ROBERT H (married to June Taylor)
A rural church serves a growing suburb. Oct'50:23 (photo p. 24)

TAYLOR, ROBERT M
In brief. May'70:41

TAYLOR, ROBERT T
The threshold. Feb'41:2

TAYLOR, ROBERT V
New churches--how, why, where they grow (photo) Jul'61:12

Taylor, Ron
Letters. Jun'66:41

TAYLOR, RUTH WHITE, -1951
In memoriam. Jun'52:37

TAYLOR, S EARL
quoted. Jun'19:51
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:47

TAYLOR, SAMUEL C
A layman's evangelistic vision down in Florida (photo)
Oct'25:56

Taylor, Sarah E
The divine gift (poem) May'53:44

TAYLOR, SUSANNA, -1955
In memoriam. May'56:35

TAYLOR, TRUE
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
Taylor, Vera D
  Letters. Jan'64:49
Taylor, Verna M. Sutton (married to Estal L. Taylor)
  Home missions raises its sights. Apr'47:21
TAYLOR, Verna M. SUTTON
  Global highlights (photo) Sep'46:4
  (photo) Apr'47:21
  News room. Sep'48:40
  Global highlights. Dec'48:2
TAYLOR, VICKI
  Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
TAYLOR, VINCENT. THE LIFE AND MINISTRY OF JESUS
  Book chat. Mar'55:18
TAYLOR, VIRGINIA ELLEN MILLER, 1931-
  (married to Richard Leonard Taylor)
  (commissioning) News room. Sep'55:38
  Missionary register. Sep'66:45
TAYLOR, W. H
  News room. Oct'43:34
TAYLOR, WALTER
  They work for you. Oct'58:30 (photo p. 29)
TAYLOR, WALTER J
  Global highlights. Apr'59:5
TAYLOR, WENDELL F., -1949
  (death) News room. Mar'49:41
TAYLOR, WILLIE MAE
  World events (photo) Feb'71:37
TAYLORSVILLE, ILLINOIS. DAVIS MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Churches in home plan enthusiastic. May'59:45
TAZAWA, JAPAN
  The spotlight on Japan. Feb'23:58
  ...a retreat which spells advance. Oct'29:60
TAZEWELL, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Architecture serves the church (photo) Jul'40:24
"TEACH CHRIST NOW" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'56:43
TEACHER TRAINING
  See also
  LABORATORY TRAINING SCHOOLS
  Teacher training and the future Bible School. Nov'19:9
  Help for those who help others. Aug'20:28
  Ten thousand trained teachers. Oct'20:49
  Bible Teachers Training School for Women, Nanking, China. Feb'21:45
  Leadership training schools. Feb'21:47
  Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
  Leadership training and school of methods, Southern Christian Institute.
  Jun'21:43
  Our first Standard Teacher Training graduates. Jul'22:46
  The next steps in religious education. Nov'22:7
  Nov'22:40, 41
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54
  A new plan for those interested in teacher training. Jan'29:42
  Putting teaching into the laboratory. Jul'30:28
  The laboratory training school. Dec'36:18
  Teacher training at S.C.I. Apr'39:42
  Summer laboratory training schools. May'41:28
  Laboratory Training Schools. Nov'43:14
What if I'm the best teacher a child every has? Nov'49:8
The practicum made a better teacher of me. Nov'50:7
Teachers go to school. Nov'54:42
No teacher so thorough as experience. Nov'55:9
Teaching others to teach. Nov'60:23

TEACHERS
Need for Sunday school teachers. Sep'43:36
The church turns to its teachers. Oct'44:23
And gladly teach. Jan'48:7
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8

TEACHER'S COLLEGE OF INDIANAPOLIS
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42

TECHNOLOGY
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'67:4

TEACHOUT, (married to Albert R. Teachout)
(photo) Dec'21:21
Teachout memorial. Jun'35:28

TEACHOUT, ABRAM, 1817-1912
Mrs. Teachout comes to headquarters. Jul'30:5

TEACHOUT, ALBERT R., 1852?-1922
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:58
(photo) Sep'22:2
The work of our colleges and the Board of Education. Sep'22:49
Mrs. Teachout comes to headquarters. Jul'30:5
Teachout memorial. Jun'35:28

Teachout, Alda Louise Rowley (married to Albert R. Teachout, II)
The Commission on the Ministry. Apr'26:7
Make me a little cake first. Dec'30:21
Missionary organizations. Jun'31:36
Nora E. Darnall, an appreciation. Nov'31:18
Fashions in missionary societies. Dec'31:24

TEACHOUT, ALDA LOUIS ROWLEY
(photo) Apr'27:12
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jan'28:32 Apr'28:11 Jun'30:32
Mrs. Teachout comes to headquarters. Jul'30:5
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Jul'30:33 Oct'30:34
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting Aug'31:35
quoted. Is the "Council Plan" coming? Oct'31:19
Personnel shifts (photo) Oct'32:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42

Teachout, David W
Undergirding a world ministry. Dec'22:20
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:38

TEACHOUT, DAVID W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
Mrs. Teachout comes to headquarters. Jul'30:5
Teachout memorial. Jun'35:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:47

TEACHOUT, FLOYD
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'38:34

TEACHOUT, MARY BEATTIE
(death) A great church graduates two of its saints. Mar'29:56
TEAD, ORDWAY. THE CASE FOR DEMOCRACY
Democracy in prin. Jul'41:29

TEAGAR, CARRIE BIRDSONG. ALPENGLOW
Book chat. Oct'36:43

TEAGARDEN, (married to Elmer Jay Teagarden)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39

TEAGARDEN, ELMER JAY, 1861-1924
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39

TEAGARDEN, LUCY, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39

Teagarden, Lyrel Grace, 1894-1988
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:60
Easter in other lands. Jul'24:63
Pioneering in Luchowfu. Oct'24:14
Golden chains. Oct'24:27
Not Cinderella. Oct'24:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:50
Four hours with Chinese friends. May'25:38
Missionary gratitude. Sep'27:1
For the gift of tongues (poem) Oct'28:back cover
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:40 May'31:40
A Luchowfu Pagtriarch (poem) Jan'33:back cover
He healed them (poem) Feb'33:27
Devotional study of missionary societies. Apr'34:38
Boys, girls and babies. Jun'34:26
The east hurrying itself. Feb'35:45
Ways that are dark. Jan'36:43
The long and the short of it. Jun'36:45
Tiny gold (poem) Jun'36:47
Going around in a circle. Jun'40:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'41:39
Women and world highways. Mar'41:43
Devotional study for missionary societies. Mar'41:38
For the Yakima Indians (poem) Sep'45:26
Assignment--Nantung. Jul'48:40
It happened in China. Oct'48:39
Christmas in Nantung spreads cheer. Dec'48:44
Spring meetings well attended. May'50:40
World Day of Prayer--Nantung. May'50:47
Special days are observed in China's Christian churches. Oct'50:31
Missionary finds work is fun in rural Jamaica. Oct'53:27
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38

TEAGARDEN, LYREL GRACE, 1894-1988
(photo) Aug'20:24
Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
(photo) Sep'25:52
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
One in purpose. Jun'29:41
(photo) Jun'31:26 Dec'32:suppl:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'33:31
quoted. Out of the hearts of the missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'34:33 May'37:40
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39
News room. Sep'44:28 Dec'45:32 Feb'46:38
quoted. China missions gain new impetus. Jun'46:18
News room. Dec'47:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36
Global highlights. Oct'48:4
Come over and help us. Oct'48:27
News room. Jan'49:38
Global highlights (photo) May'51:2 Jul'51:3
News room. Nov'51:30 (photo) Oct'53:27
News room. Sep'54:38 Oct'55:36
They have lived and served. Sep'56:26 (photo p. 25)

TEAGARDEN, PANSY L
She found a job in India. Jul'64:46

Teague, Baden
Religion in China 1968. Mar'70:10

TEAGUE, VIOLET. "EPHINPHANY IN THE SNOWS" (PAINTING)
(photo) Dec'42:front cover
The threshold. Dec'42:4

TEAL, DOROTHY CHRISTINA, 1932-1965
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'65:7
(death) Global highlights. Jan'66:6
(death) Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
In memoriam. Feb'66:32
quoted. World Calling. Feb'66:10

TECHNICAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION
Goodwill on a world scale. Mar'53:15

TECHNOLOGY
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'71:5
Justice in a finite world. Oct'71:16
A few pecks at the machine. Dec'71:20
Quote...unquote. Dec'71:21

TECUMSEH, RAMONA
Yamkima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:25

TEDFORD, GRACE M
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
Program helps (photo) Apr'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44 Apr'35:40
News room. May'45:28

TEE MAW, THAILAND
They look for the light in Thailand (photo) Oct'63:27

TEE-VAN, JOHN
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'42:inside front cover

TEEGARDEN, DAVID K.
Portrait of a nominee (photo) Oct'73:12

Teegarden, Kenneth Leroy, 1921- (married to Wanda Teegarden)
Churches are studying the Provisional design. Mar'67:38

TEEGARDEN, KENNETH LEROY, 1921-
Global highlights. Jan'58:4
Global highlights (photo)
Apr'58:4 Feb'65:5 May'65:7
quoted. That "plan" in someone's pocket. Jun'66:28
(photo p. 29)
(photo) Mar'67:38
Global highlights (photo) Jan'68:42
A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:8
In brief. Jun'71:43
The scene. Jul'71:44
World events (photo) Jan'73:40
World events. May'73:41
In brief. Jun'73:39
Portrait of a nominee (photo) Oct'73:11

TEEGARDEN, KIRK
Portrait of a nominee (photo) Oct'73:12

TEEGARDEN, MARSHALL
Portrait of a nominee (photo) Oct'73:13

TEEGARDEN, WANDA (married to Kenneth L. Teegarden)
Portrait of a nominee (photo) Oct'73:11

TEEL, AMBROSE W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'27:60

"TEENAGE CHALLENGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'59:46

"TEEN-AGE CHRISTMAS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'61:46

"TEENAGE LOYALTY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'60:42

"TEENAGE MARRIAGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'62:44

"TEENAGERS CHOICE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'59:43

TEEPEL, (MRS. JOHN)
quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55

TEEPEL, BEULAH
(photo) Dec'22:29

TEEPEL, DOROTHY
(photo) Dec'22:29

TEEPEL, H D
(photo) Dec'30:2

TEEPEL, HARRY D
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

TEEPEL, LUCY M
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'37:44

TEEUWISSEN, RAY
(photos) Feb'46:25
Rebuilding foundations. Jul'49:5

TEGELBERG (STEAMSHIP)
Ship of hope. Jan'54:40

TEI HASHIMOTI YUI
(photos) Jul'30:18

Teichner, Miriam
Bad little boy (poem) Jun'37:48

TELEGRAPH
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
The Telegraph in China. Jan'30:14

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION
Hold the line, please. Sep'29:8
As near as your telephone. Jun'66:21
The telephone can be a lifeline. Oct'66:15

TELEVISION
Televise our dollars. Jun'49:40
Global highlights. Oct'51:3 Jan'52:3 Feb'52:2
Social trends. Apr'52:20
Television increases... Jun'52:37
Global highlights. Sep'52:4
What's your trouble? Nov'52:41
Social trends. Jan'53:20
Global highlights. Sep'53:4
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34
Social trends. Dec'54:22
Church and TV. Sep'55:46
Protestant TV policy urged. Feb'56:42
Global highlights. May'57:2
Easter program. Apr'58:50
Focus on faith. Jul'59:31
Global highlights. Feb'60:7
Let Christians protest! Dec'61:9
Global highlights. Mar'62:7
Choose your leisure. Apr'62:10
Our double moral standards. May'62:9
Global highlights. Mar'63:4
Promoting good will. May'63:32
Global highlights. Sep'63:6
Twenty-one inch altar. Nov'63:14
World Calling... Jan'64:10 Feb'65:10
Global highlights. Mar'65:6
Letters. Mar'65:46 Apr'65:49 May'65:41
Social trends. Feb'66:16
Who watches TV? Oct'66:9
Letters. Jan'67:49
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'67:4
Chaplain a TV producer. Jul'67:49
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'67:5 Dec'69:5
What can we expect from the seventies? Feb'70:22
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5
World events. Nov'70:36
In brief. Dec'70:39
World events. Jan'71:40
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'71:5
World events. Mar'72:40 May'72:38
Patton: a salute to a rebel. Nov'72:33
Broadcasting for progress across Africa. Jan'73:13
"TELL ME ABOUT CHRISTMAS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Dec'66:49
TELLER, GERTRUDE
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36 Apr'61:33
TELLO, MARGARET POINDEXTER
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:32
TEMISBA, SOUTH AFRICA
New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa (photo of church)
May'70:40
TEMPE, ARIZONA
Church strategy in Arizona. Jan'19:48
TEMPE, ARIZONA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jun'19:52
An American missionary. May'23:7
TEMPERANCE
See also
PROHIBITION
The prohibition front. Jan'19:25
A temperance program for Mexico. Jun'19:27
Armistice or surrender? Jun'19:36
Going out of the liquor business. Jul'19:8
Temperance Board receipts. Sep'19:52
Notes. Feb'20:58, 63, 64
Apr'20:53
Notes. Jun'20:59, Jul'20:33, 45
Temperance and missions. Feb'21:9
Movement against alcoholism in China. Jul'21:9
Board of Temperance and Social Welfare Report. Sep'21:49
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'23:61, Feb'24:45
Temperance progress in Mexico. May'25:18
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics... May'25:55
Advance step in Japan. Jun'25:50
John Barleycorn in Canada. Jul'25:29
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45
The work of the Board of Temperance... Jul'25:55
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'25:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:50
Missionary illustrations... Sep'26:55
Witnessing for temperance in Japan. Apr'27:36
How temperance works in Japan. Jul'27:20
Temperance instruction. Dec'27:60
Bartlett leads Jamaica temperance forces. Jan'28:35
The drunkard's twenty-third Psalm. Feb'28:64
Missionary illustrations... May'28:57, Nov'28:54
Items that made news last month. Jul'29:31
The sailors explode a fallacy. Aug'29:23
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31, Nov'29:45, Dec'29:45
Missionary illustrations... Feb'30:41
What's going on in the Board of Temperance... Mar'30:57
Missionary illustrations... Oct'30:43
Temperance situation in Mexico. Jan'32:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:38
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Sep'32:43
In the field of Temperance and Social Welfare. Feb'33:25
Boycott beer. May'33:3
Listening in on the world. May'33:21
Speaking of books. Sep'33:31
After Prohibition--what? Oct'33:4
Speaking of books. Nov'33:34
The month among Disciples. Dec'33:4
The next move. Jan'34:5
Liquor causes accident increase. Apr'34:3
A fool's paradise. Jun'34:4
Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
Moral assassination. Jul'34:3
On the social battle front. Oct'34:26
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29
Social trends. Jul'35:14
Excerpts from address delivered at the International Convention...
Nov'35:25
Christian imperatives of temperance. Jan'36:19
Social trends. Feb'36:25
Helps for the leaders of junior groups.
   Feb'36:41    Mar'36:41
The threshold. Jul'36:2
Mexican churches cooperate for temperance. May'37:46
Outside the pale. May'38:17
Social trends. May'38:19
the threshold. May'38:2
A new course of study on alcohol. May'38:41
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'38:40
American youth lacks facts. Nov'40:30
Social trends. Dec'55:14
Global highlights. May'61:5
Ask about it! Oct'63:8
Global highlights. Feb'65:6
Another task for the church. Jun'65:9
Letters. Jul'67:4
Temperance education authorized by Congress. Apr'68:36

TEMPERANCE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
See also
ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Global highlights. Mar'48:3

TEMPERANCE SUNDAY
   Feb'36:inside front cover
   The threshold. Feb'36:2    Feb'37:2

TEMPLE, MERFYN
Making history in Zambia. Oct'72:42

Temple, William, 1881-1944
The nature of Christianity. Jan'48:42

TEMPLE, WILLIAM, 1881-1944
   (photo) Sep'42:front cover
   The threshold. Sep'42:2
   (photo) Mar'44:14
   Concerned with life's ends. Apr'44:3
   (death) Humanity's loss. Dec'44:3

TEMPLE, WILLIAM. CHRISTIANITY AND SOCIAL ORDER
   Book chat. Nov'42:23
TEMPLE, WILLIAM. THE CHURCH LOOKS FORWARD
   Book chat. Jun'45:17
TEMPLE, WILLIAM. THE HOPE OF A NEW WORLD
   Book chat. Oct'42:23

TEMPLE BUELL COLLEGE (DENVER, COLORADO)
   World events (photo of chapel) Apr'70:37

TEMPLE, TEXAS. SCOTT BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1968. Mar'69:42

Templeton, (married to John Templeton)
Letters. Jul'66:46

TEMPLETON, CHARLES B
Global highlights. Jul'51:3

TEMPLETON, CHARLES B. EVANGELISM FOR TOMORROW
   Book chat. Dec'57:16

Templeton, J D
   The New Year (poem) Jan'38:48

TEMPLIN, (married to Richard L. Templin)
   In memoriam. Nov'29:49
Reunited. Dec'29:59
TEMPLIN, RICHARD L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Reunited. Dec'29:59
TEMPLIN, WILBUR
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
TEMPO (NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES)
Ahead of the headlines. May'69:5
TENANT FARMERS
From share-croppers to homesteader. Oct'36:18
TENAYUCA, MEXICO
A rural pastor of Mexico teaches the Gospel. Oct'49:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'61:34
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32
TENGACHAYA, JAPAN
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
TENNANT, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62 Apr'24:59
TENNESSEE
Where the churches lag behind. Nov'19:33
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52 Aug'23:52
The story by state. Aug'25:10
Abundant living in the Tennessee Valley (photos) May'34:12
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
The right to lynching challenged. Feb'35:3
The land that time forgot. Apr'46:7
Global highlights. Dec'47:4
Here and there with World Call. Jan'49:48
TENNESSEE CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:24
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Listening in on the world. Nov'33:20
Abundant living in the Tennessee Valley. May'34:12
Social trends. Mar'36:23
TENNEY, MERRILL C. THE WORD FOR THE CENTURY
Book chat. Nov'60:26
TENNOJI, JAPAN.
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo of church) Jan'26:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50
Osaka news items. May'26:63
Woman's missionary societies and circles. Mar'27:49
A million souls for God (photo) Apr'27:44
Preaching the word imperative. Jul'27:58
Baptisms in Japan. Sep'27:46
(photo of kindergarten) Oct'27:41
The indigenous church is a success (photos) Dec'27:28
Both and. Nov'28:36
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50 Jun'29:50
Influence of the kindergarten (photo) Aug'30:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'31:39
...feeds the hungry. Apr'31:15
Twenty-seven years in Japan. Jun'31:30
Echoes from everywhere. May'32:39
From Tennoji Church. Apr'33:28

28
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'34:39
Tennōji's church family (photo) May'35:20
Chiwaya Kyodia. Jan'36:33
Tennyson, Alfred Lord, 1809-1892
Ring out, wild bells... (poem) Jan'24:19
TENRI CITY, JAPAN
Religion of heavenly wisdom. Oct'64:23
TENRIKYO
Religion of heavenly wisdom. Oct'64:23
"THE TENTH BLESSING AND THE POTTER'S WHEEL" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'64:45
TEOPHILIO MAKALA
Words have power in Tanganyika (photo) Dec'56:13
Terada, Shusui
Frontier in rural Japan. Jun'59:22
TERBECK, MARIE
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
TERBEEK, WILLIAM
News room. May'59:46 Apr'60:34
TERMITES
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
TERPENING, VIRGINIA SHOUP (married to Charles W. Terpening)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'62:8
TERRE-BLANCHE, HENRY S
News room. Oct'56:38
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Doorkeeper in the house of the Lord. Aug'19:18
Preachers and automobiles. Mar'22:58
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49
A Hoosier Christian Endeavor Society that does things (photo of Senior Christian Endeavor Society) Aug'26:47
Indiana churches adopt hom plan. Jan'59:55
TERRELL, (MRS. E. A., SR.)
quoted. The last page. May'30:48
TERRELL, G W
(photo) Mar'24:46
TERRELL, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25
TERRIEN, SAMUEL. THE PSALMS AND THEIR MEANING FOR TODAY
Book chat. May'52:40
Terrill, (Mrs. I. P.)
Another day. Sep'46:16
TERRILL, (MRS. I. P.)
quoted. Last column. May'51:48 Nov'51:48
TERRORISM
Commentary. Apr'73:17
Letters. Jul'73:4
TERRY, (MRS. C. E.)
quoted. The last page. Apr'27:64
TERRY, CHESTER S., 1902-1935 (married to Miriam C. Hixon Terry)
(photo) Feb'31:46
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:40
(photo) Jun'35:8
(death) Jun'35:47
TERRY, LENORA
News room. Jan'45:36
Terry, Miriam C. Hixon, 1902- (married to Chester S. Terry)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
Ramla grows up. May'46:26
Echoes from everywhere. May'46:37
Ghurao learns to read. May'52:14
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34 Jun'56:38
A second "Miss Shah" at Bilaspur. Mar'60:43
TERRY, MIRIAM C. HIXON, 1902-
Candidates appointed (photo) Jun'35:8
(photo) Jun'36:32
News room. Oct'41:34 May'42:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'42:39
News room. Jul'44:34 Oct'44:28 Apr'45:28
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
A week-end visit to a jungle camp (photo) Jan'52:28
(photo) May'52:14
Classroom and campus. Sep'53:29
Are Bible Women needed? (photo) Feb'55:32
(photo) May'56:47 Mar'60:43
Global highlights. Jul'67:8
In brief. Sep'69:39 Dec'69:38 (photo p. 39)
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'70:33
Retirements from general ministry. Oct'70:41 (photo p. 40)
TERRY, ROBERTA SAPP, -1957
In memoriam. Dec'57:39
TERRY, ROY M
In brief. Mar'68:8
World events (photo) Jan'70:36
Terry, Rosemary Augustus
The ABC's of Puerto Rico. Jun'65:29
TERRY, WALLACE
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30
TERWALT, EMMA, -1953
In memoriam. May'53:35
TESDELL, ROBERT L
News room. Feb'48:38
TESTERMAN, LARRY NEAL, 1929-
(married to Warrene Wolley Testerman)
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'59:7 Dec'60:4
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:48
TESTERMAN, SHERRELL ANN, 1951-
(birth) News room. Apr'51:38
TESTERMAN, WARRENE WOLLEY, 1924-
(married to Larry Neal Testerman)
Global highlights (photo) Sep'59:7
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:48
Testerman, Wayne E., 1904-1979
A ministry to rural youth. Apr'45:25
Teamwork in Kansas City. Jul'54:24
TESTERMAN, WAYNE E., 1904-1979
News room. Oct'44:28
(photo) Jul'54:25
Classroom and campus. Dec'60:33
TETIRICK, GUY C
quoted. Last column. Apr'59:50

TEWALT, WILL E
(photo) Apr'41:inside back cover

TEWKSBURY, HOWARD

Clinic brings new hope for Asuncion's lepers (photo) Jan'52:26

TEXARKANA, ARKANSAS-Texas. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
An appreciation. Jan'30:61
Recollections. Jun'34:38

TEXAS

Negro work in Texas. Dec'19:60
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39
Texas school of evangelists. Jul'20:29
Texas Convention goes forward. Sep'20:57
Southwestern District needs. Nov'20:45
The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:53
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Notes... Dec'24:63
The story state by state. Aug'25:12
Texas circles go over top. Oct'27:49
Triangle work in Texas. Oct'27:62
Good ideas. May'28:47
The Convention on the sidewalks. Oct'29:10
Flashlights on progress in racial recognition. Jul'32:16
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
Classroom and campus. Mar'43:33
Latin American youth meeting. Jun'46:43
Crusade progress. Sep'49:26
Here and there with World Call.
Jan'51:48 Mar'53:48
Wisdom, good will and race. Jun'56:8
Sincerely yours. Feb'63:10

TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES

See also
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE SOUTHWEST
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS
TEXAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Global highlights. Jul'63:5 Apr'64:7
Pioneering witness in two tongues. Jan'66:16
Global highlights. Jan'69:42

TEXAS BIBLE CHAIR

Notes. Nov'19:66
Snap shots... Dec'19:13
Report. Sep'21:27
Annual report... Sep'22:35
Where church and state join hands (photo) Nov'24:7
Twenty-five years in one chair. Nov'30:14
Dr. Jewett honored. Jul'35:30
Jun'45:25
Tribute to F. L. Jewett. Oct'46:31
Mexican summer. Jul'49:10
News room. Feb'50:34
Classroom and campus (photo of residence of director) Oct'50:32
Teamwork in Texas. Nov'51:18
Global highlights. Jul'56:4
The Bible Chair and center. Jan'58:14
News room. Jul'61:36
Global highlights. Sep'61:4
TEXAS BOARD OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
See
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS
TEXAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
TEXAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY CONVENTION
News room. Feb'61:34
TEXAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY FELLOWSHIP
Global highlights. Jul'63:5
TEXAS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See also
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN THE SOUTHWEST
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) IN TEXAS
TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:24
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
The missionary organizations' own section. Aug'32:35
Global highlights. Apr'60:4,5
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Feb'24:52  Apr'26:42  Aug'27:61  Jan'29:41
Apr'24:52  May'26:43  Dec'27:43  Mar'29:40
Nov'24:52  Jun'26:61  Jan'28:40  Apr'29:30
Feb'25:52  Sep'26:57  Feb'28:44  May'29:29
Jan'26:43  May'27:42  Nov'28:38
Notes. Feb'19:45
Two new departments of Religious Education. Oct'20:49
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
(photo) Jan'21:17
Report of students... Jan'21:19
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
(photo) Jan'22:9
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:16
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:40
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
(photo) Jan'23:inside front cover
(photo of Administration building) Jan'23:10
(photo) Jan'23:39  Jan'24:inside covers
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:7
Mrs. Burnett gives $4,150,000... (photos) Feb'24:18
Mind and soul according well (photo) Jul'25:17
(photos of students) Jan'26:9, inside front cover
Goes to Texas. Jul'26:56
T. C. U. gets Bowden. Nov'26:38
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:27
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:9 (photo p. 8)
A World Call program. May'28:1
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:61
College songs! Jan'29:31
Highlights from our colleges. Aug'29:29
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:41
What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:41
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30;33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
Commencement activities in our colleges. Jul'30:35
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:40
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Significant news from our colleges. May'31:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Our college colors fly... Jan'32:7
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:46
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:45
Activities in our colleges. Mar'32:31
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Our colleges look to commencement. Jun'32:33
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:45
On the college campus. Oct'32:33
Busy days on the college campus. Dec'32:45
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the Christian way... Jan'33:26
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:33
The colleges at work. May'33:33
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Students challenge Brisbane. Jan'34:4
(photo of Burnett Library) Jan'34:9
What do you consider the paramount religious need of today's students... Jan'34:10
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Mid-semester in our colleges. Feb'34:33
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:34
Activities of our colleges. May'34:44
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:46
Closing the college year. Jul'34:31
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:33
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:44
From college towers. Mar'35:44
News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:45
College commencements. Jul'35:32
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33
Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:33
From our colleges. Apr'36:31
College notes. May'36:33
The threshold. Jun'36:2
From our colleges. Jun'36:33
Personalities. Jul'36:21
College commencements. Jul'36:34
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
(photo of Burnett Library) Jan'37:6
A closeup of our colleges. Jan'37:28
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32
In our colleges. May'37:34
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:44
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32
Opening of the college year. Oct'37:30
Fall activities in our colleges. Nov'37:33
College happenings. Jan'38:29
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33
College notes. Apr'38:33
News from our colleges. May'38:32
College activities. Jun'38:32
College notes. Jul'38:42
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:31
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40
College notes. Mar'39:31
Busy days for our colleges. Apr'39:33
Springtide college activities. May'39:33
College activities. Jun'39:30
College notes. Jan'40:23
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:33
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:33
From the college campus. Jun'40:31
Campus news. Nov'40:44
News from the college campus. Feb'41:31
College notes and news. Mar'41:30
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
T.C.U.'s new president. Jun'41:10
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
News from our colleges. Jul'41:32
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:33
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
News from the colleges. Dec'41:33
(photo of Clark Hall) Jan'42:15
News from classroom and campus (photo of portrait of E. M. Waits)
Jan'42:34
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:32
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:32
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:32
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:33
News of campus events. Jul'42:31
To him that asketh. Jan'43:14
Classroom and campus.
Jan'43:28 Nov'43:27 Sep'44:26 Apr'45:27
Feb'43:33  Jan'44:26  Oct'44:26  May'45:25
Mar'43:33  Feb'44:26  Nov'44:25  Jun'45:26
Apr'43:32  Mar'44:26  Dec'44:27  Jul'45:26
May'43:31  Apr'44:25  Jan'45:28  Sep'45:22
Jun'43:24  May'44:25  Feb'45:24  Oct'45:26
Sep'43:25  Jun'44:26  Mar'45:26  Nov'45:24
Oct'43:26  Jul'44:27
(photo) Jan'46:9
Classroom and campus.
Jan'46:29  Sep'46:34  Feb'47:31  Jul'47:33
Mar'46:31  Oct'46:30  Mar'47:30  Sep'47:33
Apr'46:30  Nov'46:28  Apr'47:31  Oct'47:30
May'46:31  Dec'46:30  May'47:32  Nov'47:28
Jul'46:30
(photo) Jan'48:front cover
The cover. Jan'48:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
Jan'48:30  Mar'48:30  Jul'48:30  Jan'49:30
Feb'48:30  Apr'48:28  Dec'48:32
The making of a missionary (photos) Mar'49:8
Classroom and campus.
Mar'49:33  Apr'49:30
May'49:32  (photo of ministers' wives club p. 33)
Classroom and campus. Jun'49:30  Jul'49:30
Classroom and campus (photo of students) Sep'49:32
Global highlights. Oct'49:2
Classroom and campus. Oct'49:31  Dec'49:30
(photo of students) Jan'50:19
Classroom and campus.
Jan'50:31  May'50:32  Sep'50:32  Nov'50:26
Feb'50:33  Jun'50:33  Oct'50:32  Dec'50:30
Apr'50:33  Jul'50:32
(photo) Jan'51:17
Classroom and campus.
Jan'51:30  Jun'51:30  Feb'52:28  Sep'52:32
Feb'51:33  Jul'51:30  May'52:29  Oct'52:32
Mar'51:30  Oct'51:30,33  Jun'52:30  Dec'52:28
May'51:30  Jan'52:30
Feb'53:30  (photo of new buildings p. 31)
Christian service teams help fill a two-fold need. Mar'53:17
Classroom and campus. Mar'53:30  Apr'53:31
(photo) May'53:front cover
The cover. May'53:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. May'53:31  Jun'53:34
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:36
Classroom and campus.
Jul'53:30  Oct'53:31  Jan'54:28  Apr'54:36
Sep'53:28  Nov'53:30  Mar'54:30  May'54:30
(photo of Robert Carr Chapel) Jun'54:33
Jul'54:34  Oct'54:32  Dec'54:34
Sep'54:31  Nov'54:31
The cover. Jan'55:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
Jan'55:32  Mar'55:34  May'55:30
Feb'55:31  Apr'55:31
Global highlights. Nov'55:4
Classroom and campus.
Nov'55:28 Dec'55:46 Jan'56:33
Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants. Feb'56:26
Classroom and campus.
Feb'56:33 Jun'56:35 Oct'56:31 Jan'57:29
Mar'56:29 Jul'56:31 Nov'56:31 Feb'57:31
Apr'56:31 Sep'56:33 Dec'56:33 Apr'57:31
May'56:31
(photos) May'57:front cover
The cover. May'57:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
May'57:29 Nov'57:31 Apr'58:33 Oct'58:33
Jun'57:35 Dec'57:35 May'58:33 Nov'58:33
Jul'57:41 Jan'58:29 Jun'58:33 Dec'58:33
Sep'57:31 Feb'58:33 Jul'58:37 Jan'59:37
Oct'57:31 Mar'58:35 Sep'58:37
(photos of campus) Jan'59:46
Classroom and campus.
Feb'59:37 May'59:35 Sep'59:35 Nov'59:33
Apr'59:35 Jul'59:37
(photos of students) Jan'60:12
Classroom and campus.
Jan'60:31 May'60:33 Sep'60:35
Mar'60:31 Jun'60:35 Oct'60:35
Apr'60:33 Jul'60:37 Dec'60:33
(photos of students) Jan'61:12
Classroom and campus.
Jan'61:29
(photos) Feb'61:31
Apr'61:33 Jun'61:35 Sep'61:29
(photos of religious service) Jan'62:21
Classroom and campus. Jun'62:35
Global highlights. Jul'62:4
Classroom and campus.
Jul'62:35 Nov'62:36 Jan'63:33
Oct'62:33 Dec'62:35
Presenting... Feb'63:8
Classroom and campus.
Mar'63:36 Nov'63:35 Jun'64:48 Feb'65:33
Apr'63:35 Dec'63:35 Sep'64:33 Mar'65:33
May'63:35 Feb'64:32 Oct'64:37 Apr'65:34
Jun'63:35 Mar'64:35 Nov'64:35 May'65:34
Jul'63:37 Apr'64:35 Dec'64:35 Jun'65:35
Sep'63:33 May'64:37 Jan'65:33 Jul'65:35
Oct'63:34
Global highlights. Sep'65:4
Classroom and campus.
Sep'65:53 Oct'65:49 Nov'65:33 Dec'65:35
(photos of chapel) Jan'66:front cover
The cover. Jan'66:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
Jan'66:33 Apr'66:35 Jun'66:35

36
An afternoon and evening in Fort Worth (aerial view of campus) Sep'66:13
Classroom and campus.
Global highlights. Feb'67:6
Classroom and campus.
   Apr'67:35  Nov'67:35  May'68:35  Sep'68:35
Degrees and awards granted. Sep'68:45
Classroom and campus. Sep'68:35  Oct'68:35  Nov'68:35
   (photo of Ballet Company) Dec'68:35
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
Global highlights. Jan'69:42
In brief. Apr'69:42  May'69:42  Jun'69:35
World events. Jul'69:42
In brief. Sep'69:42
Campuses need changing but... Oct'69:24
In brief. May'70:41  Sep'70:42
World events. Nov'70:38
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:7
Students do. Mar'71:18
Spotlight on J. M. Moudy. Oct'71:7
In brief. Jan'72:39
Attending Disciples' college becomes family tradition. Mar'72:37
   Sep'72:38  Dec'72:38
Commentary. Jun'73:12
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY. BRITE DIVINITY SCHOOL
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Mar'24:57  May'26:42  Jul'27:40  Feb'29:30
   Aug'24:58  Nov'26:53  Jun'28:43
News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:41
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
Rounding out the summers sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
College commencements. Jul'35:32
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
From our colleges. Apr'36:31
College happenings. Jan'38:29
   (photo of students) Apr'38:33
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40  Apr'39:33
News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
College notes. Jan'40:25
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
College notes and news. Sep'40:31  Dec'40:31
News room. Oct'41:34
News from our colleges. Nov'41:31
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:34
Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:32
Classroom and campus.
   Jul'43:24  Nov'43:27  Jul'44:27
   Oct'43:26  Jan'44:25
Classroom and campus (photo of Navy Chaplains) Sep'45:23
Classroom and campus (photo of chapel) Dec'45:23
Classroom and campus.
Mar'46:31      Jul'46:30      Jun'47:33      Jan'48:30
Jun'46:32      Mar'47:30      Nov'47:28
News room. Apr'48:39
(photo of students) Jan'49:9
Classroom and campus.
Mar'49:33      Mar'52:31      Mar'54:30      Dec'56:33
May'49:32      Apr'52:28      Dec'54:34      Dec'57:35
Jan'50:31      Nov'52:31      Jan'55:32      Apr'58:33
Jun'50:33      Jun'53:34      Jun'55:34      May'58:33
Dec'51:31      Feb'54:32
Seminaries plan summer institutes. Jun'59:32
Classroom and campus.
Jul'59:37      Dec'61:31      Sep'62:35
Feb'60:37      May'62:35      Feb'63:35
Jun'61:35      Jun'62:35      May'63:35
Global highlights. Jul'63:4
Classroom and campus. Jan'64:35
Global highlights. Feb'64:4
Classroom and campus.
Jul'64:36      Feb'68:34      Dec'68:35
Jun'67:35      Jul'68:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
World events. May'69:34
In brief.
Jun'69:35      Dec'69:39      Nov'70:38      May'71:43
World events. May'72:38
Bridging church and ghetto. Oct'72:21
World events. Jan'73:39
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY. HARRIS SCHOOL OF NURSING
Classroom and campus.
Oct'47:31      Mar'58:35      Feb'65:33
Oct'56:31      Sep'58:37      Jun'67:35
In brief. Jun'71:41
TEXAS CITY, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches among Disciples (photo) Feb'46:17
Global highlights. Mar'62:8
TEXAS COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Global highlights. Mar'52:3      Oct'53:3
When it is not easy to speak. Feb'56:5
Ahead of the headlines. May'69:5
World events. May'69:33
TEXAS MEXICAN INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE FOR BOYS (KINGSVILLE, TEXAS)
Programs for young people. Nov'39:37
TEXAS STATE FAIR
A gala day at Dallas Fair. Dec'27:58
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE
On the plains of West Texas. Sep'36:14
THABEDE, FRED J
For adult mission study (photo) Jan'53:34
THACHER, MARJORIE
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
THACKERAY, WILLIAM MAKEPEACE
quoted. Last column. Mar'55:52
THAILAND
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'24:47
What's doing in Britain. Jul'28:20
Missionary illustrations. May'29:41
News items that point out the trend of the day. Apr'30:40
For adult missionary groups. Jan'45:32
Global highlights. Dec'49:3
Mission work in Thailand (photos) Mar'51:10
Global highlights. Jul'51:3
...welcomes Edna Gish. Jan'52:32
All of this—and only 25 beds. Apr'52:21
Outlook encouraging for Christian missions. Jun'52:13
News room. Jun'52:38
A beachhead in Thailand. Oct'52:14
Nakon Pathom—a new horizon. Jan'53:12
After a year in Thailand. Feb'53:47
Adventure for Christ in Thailand. Jun'53:13
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'53:32
Thailand mission rebuilds. Dec'53:45
Two baptisms in Thailand. Feb'54:43
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'54:34 May'54:34
Youth and missions. May'54:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'54:34
Mission dedicates hospital equipment. Sep'54:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Handel comes to Thailand. Dec'54:49
Tiny light in a dark jungle. Jan'55:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38 Jul'55:34
Disciples move forward. Sep'55:6
Social trends. Sep'55:22
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'55:32
Global highlights. Dec'55:4
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'55:38 Jan'56:34 Mar'56:34
Disciples help build center for Thai youth. Apr'56:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'56:34
Opportunities in Asia. Sep'56:46
Progress in world missions. Oct'56:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'56:34 Nov'56:32
Dec'56:much of issue
Jan'57:much of issue
Feb'57:much of issue
Younger churches reach maturity. May'57:20
Global highlights. Jun'57:2 Oct'57:5 Jan'58:8
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'58:36
Global highlights. Jun'58:7
Thai villagers listen. Jun'58:29
Global highlights. Jul'58:4
Missionary's first battle. Jul'58:29
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
Global highlights. Oct'58:5
When faith means sacrifice. Feb'59:31
Global highlights. Mar'59:5
Echoes from everywhere. May'59:36
Youth lead out in Thailand. Jun'59:28
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
Venture on the River Kwai. Oct'59:19 (map p. 20)
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
Thai youth face testing. Mar'60:49
They will come back. May'60:49
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'60:36 Sep'60:36
New spirit in the Far East. Dec'60:17
Echoes from everywhere.
  Mar'61:40    Sep'61:34    Dec'61:34
Beauty and emptiness in Thailand. Sep'62:19
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'62:36
Breakthrough on the Kwai. Feb'63:14
Global highlights. Mar'63:7
Toward a united church. Apr'63:10
A discontent with division. Jun'63:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'63:36
Moments of meditation. Jun'63:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'63:36
They look for the light in Thailand (photos) Oct'63:26
Global highlights. Feb'64:4
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36    Mar'64:38
Global highlights. Jun'64:5
Global highlights (photo of Kwai River School) Oct'64:7
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'65:34
Women on world highways. Feb'65:35
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'65:36
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Easter in Thailand. Apr'66:22
Christian witness pavilion. Jul'66:44
Progress came with the Christians. Oct'67:22
Direct line. Nov'67:37
New life for a Thai village. Mar'68:14
Direct line. Sep'68:41
Personality plus Christ. Feb'69:16
Evangelism in the younger churches. Mar'69:8
Direct line (photos) Nov'69:30
Let's expect a miracle (photos) Jan'70:25
New U.S. citizens return to Thailand. Mar'70:42
What is it? Apr'70:34
Thai church at Three Corners. Jun'70:25
World events. Jul'71:39    Oct'71:42
New pastor in the city of beginnings. Jul'72:23
Direct line. Dec'72:46
Disciples finds new role with church in Thailand. Feb'73:31
Direct line. Mar'73:42
A prayer on leaving Thailand. Jul'73:41

THAILAND—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'53:36    Feb'54:34
Youth and missions. Oct'54:37
We went to Nakon Pathom. Jan'55:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'55:36    Apr'56:34
A jungle journey among the Karens. Mar'58:29
Thailand harvest... (photo of festival) Jul'58:34
Christmas in Thailand. Dec'58:30
A trip to Nakon Choom. Apr'59:31
Now we know! Dec'59:32
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'60:32
Miracle in Thailand. Mayu'61:28
Women on world highways. Mar'64:37
Direct line. Dec'68:38
American "handyman" in Thailand. Sep'70:40
Thoughts on leaving Thailand. Nov'70:16
How crafts changed a Thai village. Dec'73:9

THAILAND--EDUCATION
Echoes from everywhere.  
[dates][pages]

THAILAND THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Direct line. Dec'72:46

THAKUR, (married to Parbathai Thakur)
Bible Women bear witness (photo) Apr'55:25

THAMES, PAULINE
News room. Mar'54:38
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
Global highlights (photo) Apr'60:7
Disciples in the news. Nov'67:8
World events. Dec'73:39

THAN, U KYAW
Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:25
quoted. Last column. Nov'61:50

THANKSGIVING
Topics for Thanksgiving and intercession. Jan'19:45
Given thanks unto the Lord. Nov'19:3
A thanksgiving service. Mar'22:58
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:58
Thou shalt rejoice in thy feast. Nov'25:38
Thanksgiving (poem) Nov'25:back cover
The friendly land. Nov'26:42
Thanksgiving (poem) Nov'26:back cover
Wouldn't you call it graft? Oct'27:50
Thanksgiving. Nov'27:50
A little family gives thanks (poem) Nov'27:back cover
On giving thanks (poem) Nov'28:back cover
Give thanks (poem) Nov'30:22
A service of worship for Thanksgiving.  
Oct'31:34 Oct'32:28
The first page. Nov'32:2
The Missionary organizations' own section. Nov'32:35
Thanksgiving service, Pendra Road. Apr'33:28
A thanksgiving service of worship. Oct'33:30
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'33:42
A thanksgiving program. Oct'34:27
By their fruits. Oct'34:27
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Nov'34:41
Thanksgiving day at White Swan. Feb'35:46
A Thanksgiving program. Oct'35:32
The threshold. Nov'35:2
Thanksgiving Day at Yakima mission. Jan'36:46
The threshold. Nov'36:2
The last page. Nov'36:48
Thanksgiving Day at the White Swan Mission. Feb'37:27
All thankfulness and praise. Oct'37:27
A unique Thanksgiving. Jan'38:44
Seekers of the light. Oct'38:29
The threshold. Nov'38:4
Thanksgiving at our White Swan Indian Mission. Jan'39:56
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39
Beneath Thy guiding hand. Oct'39:29
To Christ we own allegiance! Oct'40:29
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'40:40
The threshold. Nov'40:2
Until Thy Kingdom come. Oct'41:29
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage. Oct'42:30
Thanksgiving in a world at war. Nov'42:20
I thank Thee Lord. Oct'43:28
Great is Thy faithfulness. Oct'44:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:35
Unto the glory of God. Oct'45:28
Blessings and Thanksgiving. Mar'46:45
A time for everything. Oct'46:32
The first Thanksgiving. Nov'46:27
Gratitude. Nov'46:48
Thank God! Nov'53:8
How thankful are we? Nov'53:14
American Dependence Day. Nov'57:14
New every mornin. Nov'57:19
Last column. Nov'57:48
...for what? Nov'58:11
A venture in understanding. Feb'59:11
For more than bread. Nov'59:15
Man's reply to God. Nov'60:13
What sin brings most sadness? Nov'61:11
Opportunities unlimited in the holidays. Nov'61:17
Chipping the rock. Nov'62:11
We thank thee (poem) Nov'63:11
World Calling... Nov'64:10
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'67:4
We have many things to be thankful for. Feb'68:49
Editorials. Nov'68:9
10 tips--November reminders. Nov'68:50
Editorials. Nov'70:19
A thankful prayer. Nov'73:back cover

THANKSGIVING OFFERING
First reports from the Thanksgiving Offerings. Jan'19:53
The Thanksgiving Sunday offering. Oct'20:45
What our Bible Schools should do. Nov'20:45
Notes. Nov'21:64
Dec'21:64
Reports. Jan'22:36
Paying dividends. Oct'33:30
The threshold. Nov'33:2
The new Thanksgiving Offering. Nov'37:14
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'37:40

Thant, U
1971--International year for action to combat racism. Jul'71:19

THANT, U
(photo) Jul'64:13

THARP, (MRS. C. A.)
(photo) Oct'22:47
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50

THARP, C A
(photo) Oct'22:47

THARP, LOUISE HALL. THE PEABODY SISTERS OF SALEM
Book chat. Apr'50:21
THARP, WALLACE, 1858-1929
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
"THAT THEY MAY SEE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. May'56:41
THATCHER, FLOYD W
THAXTON, FANNY LOU, -1953
In memoriam. Dec'53:35
THAXTON, JAMES RALPH, 1901- (married to Helen Thaxton)
Presenting... (photo) Dec'65:8
THAYER, HARDING H
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'59:33
Thedens, Elizabeth
We dedicate this gift. Nov'52:45
THEIBERT, PHILIP RICHARD
Classroom and campus. Sep'68:34
THEIN, DAW HLA
Youth and missions (photo) Feb'57:37
THEOBOLD, ROBERT. THE GUARANTEED INCOME
New books. Nov'66:42
"THEOBOLD FACES THE FACTS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'62:46
THEOLOGICAL COMMUNITY OF MEXICO
Mexican churches develop leadership as a community. Nov'73:22 (photo p. 23)
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
Religious education and the ministry. Nov'21:11
Enlisting for life service. Jan'23:16
Getting men ready to preach. Jan'24:25
How can the Disciples of Christ get more and better ministers? Jan'26:4
Graduate training for the ministry. Jan'29:5
Do figures ever lie? Jun'29:23
Surveying our ministry. Jan'30:21
The 70 per cent calls for 100 per cent leadership. May'31:13
How did he get that way? Sep'33:12
Continuing education for the preacher. May'35:43
The threshold. Sep'36:2
1938 schools for Town and Country ministers. May'38:44
The 1938 short course for Town and Country pastors. Jul'38:34
1939 schools for town and country ministers. Jun'39:33
Training our ministers. Apr'41:16
Schools for country ministers. May'41:44
The threshold. Jun'41:4
Partners in preaching. Sep'41:5
The threshold. May'42:4
Clinical training of ministerial students. Jul'42:28
Ministerial education in Disciple colleges. Jan'43:13
Institutes for rural ministers. May'45:15
Religion in education. Jan'45:3
Graduate ministerial education among Disciples of Christ. Jan'45:7
Ministerial institute at S.C.I. Jul'45:24
Town and country ministers in school Nov'45:21
Global highlights. Mar'47:4
Spiritual vitamin complex needed. Apr'48:31
Grass roots of higher education. Jan'49:7
Training the negro rural ministry. Jul'49:43
When is the rural minister educated? Sep'50:14
Discovering tomorrow's ministers. Sep'50:17
Disciples study at Rhodes College. Jan'51:29
Global highlights. Feb'52:3
In-service training for the minister in town and country. Jun'52:39
Toward an effective ministry. Jan'53:5
Recruiting the minister. Jan'53:14
Proposed survey of the ministry. Jan'53:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
The student pastor and his church. Oct'53:22
Latin American missions mature under pressure. Mar'54:20
Global highlights. Feb'55:3  Mar'55:2  Sep'56:4
What every minister must know. Sep'56:20
What makes a minister? Jan'57:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38
Churches make ministers. Sep'57:32
Global highlights. Mar'58:4  May'58:7  Jun'58:4
Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:22
Seminaries plan summer institutes. Jun'59:32
Congo pastors want to grow. Feb'60:15
Global highlights. Mar'60:4
Where are tomorrow's ministers? Jun'60:15
What are Disciples seminaries to be? Jan'61:19
Seminary role vital in "new" Argentina. Feb'61:21
Theological education for younger churches. Feb'61:22
Keystone in the sixties. Jan'62:17
Global highlights. Feb'62:6
Serving the ministry. Apr'62:30
Strong ministers for the Decade. May'62:19
Global highlights. Oct'62:7
Three lives of a student minister. Oct'62:11
Missouri laymen learn to lead. Oct'62:22
Seminary students have changed. Jan'63:23
Global highlights. Mar'63:7
Hospital call. Mar'63:17
Ministry--frontier in Asia. Apr'63:21
Is our ministry adequate? Jun'63:15
An improving, growing ministry. Oct'63:9
Ministers must keep growing. Jan'64:18
Your pastor's continuing education. Apr'64:9
Disciples plan lay schools to meet need. May'64:41
Global highlights. Jul'64:6  Nov'64:4  Dec'64:7
Seminary--the churches "seed plot." Jan'65:16
Europe's laity comes to life. Feb'65:15
Global highlights. Apr'65:6
Exercising man's mental muscles. Apr'65:28
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
Who will occupy our empty pulpits? May'65:11
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'65:4
Those baffling problems before our seminaries. Jan'66:23
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'66:4  Apr'66:4  May'66:4
Depth study in a Lay Academy. Sep'66:14
Educational meat, not pablum. Sep'66:15
Changes ahead for the ministry. Oct'66:14
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'67:4
Seminarians see the city. Jan'67:14
Global highlights. Feb'67:6
The seminary and the future. Apr'67:9
Winds of God are blowing. Apr'67:17
What the seminary student does. Jan'68:14
Students' goals reflect change. Jan'68:20
Concerning continuing education. Jan'68:21
Chapel bells ring in the day. Dec'68:40
The role of the seminary alumnus. Feb'69:14
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'69:5
In brief. Jun'69:35
World events. Feb'70:36
A new seminary in Hong Kong. May'70:11
World events. Jun'71:38
Ministry in India--preparing for variety. Sep'72:12
The seminary scene: a cause for excitement. Sep'72:24
Dec'72:suppl:much of issue
World events. Jul'73:38
Mexican churches develop leadership as a community. Nov'73:22
A pastor's study takes a new form. Nov'73:28

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION FUND
Church gifts aid education projects. Dec'70:22

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION--STATISTICS
Ministerial students. Feb'61:37

THEOLOGICAL QUARTERLY (NANKING, CHINA)
An encouraging bit of work. Apr'24:37

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES
Graduate ministerial education among Disciples of Christ. Jan'45:7

THEOLOGY
How "human" is theology? Jan'31:5
Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
First principles and beyond. Oct'33:15
Book chat. Mar'34:16 Nov'38:26
Alexander Campbell on theology. Dec'42:28
The churches speak out. Nov'54:18
Multiplying the values of study. Apr'55:6
Pulpit and pew differ on issues. Sep'59:18
I believe. Feb'62:13
Does theology divide or unite? Jul'63:34
Letters. May'67:inside front cover
Global highlights. Mar'68:6

THEOLOGY, PASTORAL
See PASTORAL THEOLOGY

THERE IS BEAUTY ALL AROUND (HYMN)
There is beauty all around. May'29:10
"THERE WAS A BEAR IN THE ROAD" (FILMSTRIP)
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40
"THERE'S A NEW WIND BLOWING" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. Dec'72:33
"THESE MY BRETHREN" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'58:41

THEW, EMMA HARRIET
In memoriam. Sep'41:39

THEWELIS, BETH WILSON (married to John D. Thewlis)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40

THEWELIS, JOHN D (married to Beth Wilson Thewlis)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'36:40

THIELENS, WAGNER, JR. THE ACADEMIC MIND
Social trends. Jun'59:16

45
THIELICKE, HELMUT. I BELIEVE, I BELIEVE
   New books. Jul'69:28
THIELICKE, HELMUT. VOYAGE TO THE FAR EAST
   Book chat. Dec'62:22
THIES, BONNIE
   Who speaks for the church (photo) Dec'68:18
"THINE IS THE GLORY" (HYMN)
   Jun'49:40
   (music) Jul'49:29
THIRD WORLD
   Christians can help the Third World. Feb'71:24
THIS IS AFRICA
   Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
"THIS IS MY FATHER'S WORLD" (HYMN)
   This is my Father's world. Jun'28:8
"THIS IS OUR HERITAGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'63:46
"THIS WE SHARE" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'57:43
THISTLEWOOD, WILBUR B., -1959
   In memoriam. Jul'59:39
THOBURN, ISABELLA
   Missionary illusatraions... May'31:45
Thokey, James W
   Women and world highways. Apr'58:35
THOKEY, JAMES W
   (photo) Apr'58:35
   News room (photo) Sep'64:39
   Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'65:7
   Disciples in the news. Sep'67:8
   Global highlights. Oct'68:7
   (photo) Jan'71:17
THOKEY, LOUISE, -1971
   In memoriam. Feb'72:50
THOMAS, (married to Arthur Thomas)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'55:33
THOMAS, (married to Arthur C. Thomas) -1961
Thomas, (married to Charles Thomas)
   Missionary organizations' own section. Sep'34:35
THOMAS, (married to Charles Thomas)
   (photo) Jun'28:19
THOMAS, (married to David Owen Thomas)
   A beautiful tribute. Feb'26:62
THOMAS, (married to Harvey Thomas)
   Women on world highways. Mar'66:35
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'68:6
THOMAS, (MRS. J. H.)
   (photo) Jan'28:32
THOMAS, (MRS. J. N.)
   (photo) Jan'28:32
THOMAS, (married to James E. Thomas)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
   Global highlights. Mar'67:7
THOMAS, (married to Joe Thomas)
   In memoriam. Apr'33:39
THOMAS, (MRS. U. M.)
In memoriam. Sep'33:39

THOMAS, A  D "THE NATIVITY" (PAINTING)
Madonnas from many lands (photo of painting) Dec'38:24
(photo of painting) Dec'54:front cover
The cover. Dec'54:inside front cover

THOMAS, A  G
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47

Thomas, Aileen (married to W. Ewart Thomas)
Observance of Christian festival in India impresses missionaries. Jul'55:44

THOMAS, ALVIN
Classroom and campus. Nov'52:31 (photo) Apr'58:32

THOMAS, ANNE B
In memoriam. Feb'38:39

THOMAS, ANNIE, -1948
In memoriam. Oct'48:37

THOMAS, B  W
(photo) Mar'24:44
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6

THOMAS, BEATRICE
Circulation corner (photo) Dec'47:inside front cover

THOMAS, BEULAH
Notes. Apr'20:59

THOMAS, BURRUS W (married to Marie Freeland Thomas)
Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'53:4

THOMAS, C  L
(death) Pension Fund news. Jun'35:44

Thomas, Carl
(note) Sep'65:24

THOMAS, CECIL KERMIT, 1911-1964
Classroom and campus. May'44:24

THOMAS, CECIL KERMIT. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL AND HIS NEW VERSION
book chat. Jan'59:32

THOMAS, CHARLES ALLAN, 1900-1980
(married to Frances Carrick Thomas)
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30
Eisenhower at Transylvania. Jun'54:6

THOMAS, CLIFFORD
(photo) Sep'38:31

THOMAS, CRAIG S. FACING OLD TESTAMENT FACTS

THOMAS, D  L
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'33:29

THOMAS, DAVID
World events (photo) Mar'72:39

Thomas, David Owen, 1852-1925
A. McLean and his teachers. Jun'21:30

THOMAS, DAVID OWEN, 1852-1925
(photo) Oct'22:7
(death) The beloved physician. Apr'25:57

THOMAS, DOROTHY
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31

THOMAS, DOROTHY SHELTON, -1991
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
(photo) Mar'20:48
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape. Jun'20:4
How Smith went after Shelton. Aug'20:5
A doctor of the Jesus school (photo) Jun'22:4

THOMAS, ELBERT D. THE FOUR FEARS
Book chat. Jan'45:16

THOMAS, ELLEN
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32

THOMAS, ELZIE B (photo) Nov'25:30

THOMAS, EMILY
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32

THOMAS, EVA (married to Robert Thomas)
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34

THOMAS, EWART
News room (photo) Oct'54:38
Thomas, Frances Carrick, -1961 (married to Charles Allen Thomas)
The birth of a great purpose. Jul'34:34
Women and world highways. Apr'48:33

THOMAS, FRANCES CARRICK, -1961
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'57:6
(death) Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33

THOMAS, G  B
(photo) Mar'24:53 Jan'32:11

THOMAS, G. ERNEST. DAILY MEDITATIONS ON THE SEVEN LAST WORDS
Book chat. Feb'59:24

THOMAS, G ERNEST. FAITH CAN MASTER FEAR
Book chat. Apr'51:18

THOMAS, G ERNEST. SPIRITUAL LIFE THROUGH TITHING
Book chat. Sep'54:45

THOMAS, GEORGE BROWN. WHAT SHALL I PREACH
Book chat. Apr'48:40

THOMAS, GERTRUDE JOHNSON
In memoriam. Jun'41:39

THOMAS, GERTRUDE STREATOR
Memorium. Dec'35:39

THOMAS, GRIFFETH
quoted. Last column. Jan'54:48
Thomas, Harvey, Jr
In His own image (poem) Mar'65:18

THOMAS, HELEN BELLE, -1950
In memoriam. Apr'51:37

THOMAS, HESTER
Music hath charms (photo) Aug'31:31

THOMAS, HOMER S
News room. Jul'51:39

Thomas, Ida Pearl
Good ideas. Mar'28:47

THOMAS, J A
Last lap of the college year. May'32:33

THOMAS, JAMES
Classroom and campus. Jul'51:30

Thomas, James E
Our visitors speak. Dec'30:43

THOMAS, JAMES E
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
Diversified college programs. Dec'30:41
Global highlights. Mar'67:7
In brief. Jun'68:8
Thomas, James H., 1877-1940
The marshall of the Black Bible School. Jun'19:19
Missionary opportunities among negroes. May'21:15
Mace. May'22:20
These merry widows of ours. Dec'32:29
THOMAS, JAMES H., 1877-1940
Notes from the Negro work. Feb'19:44
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:42
(photo) Sep'25:6
A Christian negro family serves (photo) Oct'31:44
...retires. Oct'33:45
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29
THOMAS, JAMES N
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
THOMAS, JAMES SHELBY
Classroom and campus. Apr'60:32
THOMAS, JOHN V
(photo) Jan'21:10
Thomas, Katherine
Resolution (poem) Nov'42:48
THOMAS, KENETHA
(photo) Jan'21:9
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:42
THOMAS, LEO M.
Classroom and campus. May'61:30
THOMAS, LOUIS
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:42
Another nad across the sea. May'30:20
THOMAS, LOWELL
Global highlights. May'50:4
THOMAS, LUCILE
In brief. Jun'68:8
THOMAS, M. A.
Global highlights. Apr'55:4
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'55:29
A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:21
Thomas, M G
Lafayette builds a church. Jul'56:11
THOMAS, M G
Lafayette builds a church (photo) Jul'56:8
THOMAS, M M
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:19
Christian witness in East ASia. Jul'59:10
quoted. Nov'68:17
World events. Jul'70:37 Mar'71:37
World events (photo) Jun'71:37
THOMAS. M. M. MUD WALLS AND STEEL MILLS
Read about india! Dec'63:41
THOMAS, M. M. REVOLUTION AND REDEMPTION
Book chat. Oct'55:16
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
THOMAS. M. Z. ALBERT SCHWEITZER: A BIOGRAPHY FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
New books. Jan'66:40
THOMAS, MARGARET N. GRIFFIN, 1880-
A Christian negro family serves (photo) Oct'31:44
Thomas, Marjorie
From Philippines to Phillips. Apr'47:25

THOMAS, MARJORIE
News room. Feb'48:38

THOMAS, MARY A
O Zion haste. Jan'29:55

THOMAS, MARY FRANCES, 1936-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'36:30

THOMAS, MAURINE
(photo) Jan'26:31

THOMAS, MAZIE
In memoriam. Mar'39:39

THOMAS, MILDRED
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40

THOMAS, N C
Global highlights (photo) Apr'55:2

THOMAS, NANCY HENRY
Memorium. Apr'36:39

THOMAS, P. T.
Classroom and campus. Jan'66:33

THOMAS, PEGGY
Global highlights (photo) Nov'50:3
News room. Nov'50:46 (photo) Feb'51:38 Jun'51:38

THOMAS, PERCY
...succeeds M. E. Sadler. Mar'28:62
A new worker in Chesapeake area. Sep'28:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31 Nov'36:34
(photo) Nov'36:43

THOMAS, R D
(photo) Jan'19:7

THOMAS, RACHEL
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

Thomas, Richard A
We could have built upon the rock. Jan'42:10

Thomas, Robert Arthur, 1919- (married to Eva Thomas)
A call to the teaching ministry. Jun'68:21
A cause for celebration. Apr'71:10
A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:22
Let us keep awake to holy surprise. Mar'72:49

THOMAS, ROBERT ARTHUR, 1919-
News from the colleges. Dec'41:32
Home missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34
"Do-gooders" get together (photo) Jan'56:24
Global highlights (photo)
Jan'58:6 Mar'64:6
World events (photo)
Jun'69:36 May'70:37 Sep'70:37
Student center dedicated in the Philippines. Nov'70:30
The scene (photo) Feb'71:44
World events (photo) May'71:38
(photo) Mar'72:49
In brief. Apr'72:40
(photo) Feb'73:6 May'73:21
World events (photo) Nov'73:38

THOMAS, ROBERT D., JR.
In brief (photo) Mar'73:40
Thomas, Russell
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'55:2
THOMAS, RUSSELL
   Classroom and campus. Feb'53:30
THOMAS, SALLIE M., 1908- (married to Owen Guion Thomas)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'60:8
THOMAS, SARA EDREN, 1938-
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40
THOMAS, STEPHEN ALBERT
   (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
THOMAS, T
   Together we serve two hundred. Dec'51:32
THOMAS, TIMMY
   Why can't we live together? (photo) May'73:50
THOMAS, W O
   A church extension valedictory. Dec'20:56
Thomas, Winburn T
   The plight of Chinese Christian seminaries. Jul'53:46
   Christianity in Southeast Asia. Dec'56:22
   Christianity's test in Southeast Asia. Jan'57:46
THOMAS, WINBURN T.
   Global highlights. Feb'54:3
THOMAS, WINBURN T. THE CHURCH IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
   Christianity in Southeast Asia. Dec'56:23
   Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
THOMAS, WINBURN T. LOOK AT THE MISSIONARY
   Youth and missions. Mar'48:35
THOMAS, WINBURN T. WORLD AROUND PRESS
   Toward understanding Indonesia. Apr'57:7
THOMAS CAMPBELL APARTMENTS (WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA)
   Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
   Global highlights. Oct'65:5
   New projects in retirement housing (drawing of proposed building) Apr'71:17
   In brief. Feb'72:39
THOMASON, FRAZER ALLAN, 1917-
   (married to Loris Irene Hatch Thomason)
   (photo) Feb'71:30
THOMASON, LORIS IRENE HATCH (married to Frazer A. Thomason)
   (photo) Feb'71:30,31
THOMASSON, (married to Charles Thomasson) -1956
   In memoriam. Sep'56:35
THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
THOMPSON, (married to Ernest E. Thompson)
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
THOMPSON, (married to Frank Thompson) -1949
   (photo) Dec'24:34
   In memoriam. Jun'49:37
THOMPSON, (married to George Thompson)
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
THOMPSON, (married to Graves H. Thompson)
   Ecumenical guests (photo) Jun'68:44
THOMPSON, (married to Henry Clay Thompson) -1949
   In memoriam. Sep'49:37
THOMPSON, (MRS. J. B.)
   Memorium. Apr'36:39
THOMPSON, (MRS. J. L.)
  (photo) Jan'28:32
THOMPSON, (married to John Thompson)
  (photo) Jan'27:39
THOMPSON, (MRS. L. K.) -1955
  In memoriam. Apr'55:35
THOMPSON, (MRS. R.)
  Christians with aching backs (photo) Dec'55:22
THOMPSON, (MRS. R. A.)
  (death) Nov'23:49
Thompson, Alice O'Hair (married to R. Melvyn Thompson)
  Women and world highways. Oct'47:33    Jul'56:33
THOMPSON, ALICE O'HAIR
THOMPSON, AUDREY
  (photo) Jan'42:38
Thompson, Betty
  Pick and shovel Christianity. Nov'55:29
  CIMADE still serves. May'56:46
  Christmas for the homeless. Dec'56:18
  Work camps provide an example. Nov'57:29
THOMPSON, BETTY. TURNING WORLD
  Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
Thompson, C H
Thompson, Charles Caius, 1898-1969
  (married to Margaret Willard Thompson)
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:63
  The story state by state. Aug'25:13
  Forging ahead in New Orleans. Mar'27:37
  Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.   Oct'27:25
  Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
THOMPSON, CHARLES CAIUS, 1898-1969
  Evangelism of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
  (photo) Aug'25:13
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
  (photo) Mar'27:37    Oct'27:25
  Committee on War Services news notes. Sep'45:31
  Beneath the spire. Sep'49:4
  From pew to pulpit (photo) Sep'61:11
  News room. Jul'63:42
  Retirements from general ministry. Oct'66:32
  In memoriam. Oct'69:46
THOMPSON, CLEOPATRA D
  Classroom and campus. Jan'61:29
THOMPSON, DAVID
  Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
THOMPSON, DORA
  In memoriam. Feb'31:39
Thompson, Dorothy
  I knew a Christian. Mar'40:21
Thompson, E Biegelow
  How can the church reach the lumberjack? Feb'20:29
THOMPSON, E L
  (photo) Mar'24:41
  Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'59:31
Thompson, Earl Rhodes, 1897-1973
(married to Frances Congleton Thompson)
A home front honor roll. Feb'44:22

THOMPSON, EARL RHODES, 1897-1973
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
(photo) Jul'28:28
(photo) Feb'44:22
News room. Apr'46:32

THOMPSON, EARL RHODES. VOICES FROM CANE RIDGE
Book chat. Sep'54:16

Thompson, Earl Rhodes, 1928-
(married to Lois Ray Long Thompson)
The meaning of the Christian faith in my community. Nov'46:30
Good tidings in Jamaica. Jun'61:13
Japanese call... Jan'64:12

THOMPSON, EARL RHODES, 1928-
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28
(photo) Nov'46:30
Scholarship winners. Nov'46:31
(photo) May'47:15
Global highlights. Jun'48:3 (photo) Sep'48:3
News room. Nov'49:35 Dec'50:32
Global highlights. Sep'55:3 (photo) Mar'61:15
(photo) Jun'61:15 Jan'64:12
In brief. Sep'70:45

THOMPSON, EDWIN E
Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28

Thompson, Eleanor
The haven of rest at Jacksonville, Illinois. Sep'19:41

THOMPSON, ELIZABETH
(death) May'20:50

THOMPSON, EMMA
Memoium. Jul'34:39

THOMPSON, ERNEST EDWARD, 1919-
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'49:31
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'55:4
It's just what I love (photo) Nov'71:50

Thompson, Eusebia M
National Bethany Circle reorganized and renamed. Aug'27:58

Thompson, F C
Plummer Harris... Dec'19:60

Thompson, Francis
To be a child. Dec'32:23

Thompson, Guy
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38

THOMPSON, H GORDON
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50

THOMPSON, HATTIE
In memoriam. Jun'39:39

THOMPSON, HELEN M. THE ART OF BEING A SUCCESSFUL STUDENT
Classroom and campus. Oct'64:36

THOMPSON, IDA A., -1947
In memoriam. Feb'48:37
THOMPSON, IRVIN L
   (photo) Dec'50:31
THOMPSON, J. MAURICE
   Congratulations, Salem, Indiana. Dec'67:22
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
   DARF amplifies the world voice of the church. Apr'69:24
   (photo) Apr'69:24
THOMPSON, JEAN
   Classroom and campus. May'61:30
THOMPSON, JERRY L
   News room (photo) Jun'61:42
   Global highlights (photo) May'62:4
THOMPSON, JOE R
   The rural church in community life (photo) Apr'54:19
Thompson, John
   Remaining human in an age of power. Jul'58:48
   Christian task. Jan'61:47
   Evangelism means commitment and involvement. Feb'65:11
   Fiddling while Rome burns. Feb'66:39
   A prayer for the Christian pilgrim. Oct'66:35
   Winds of God are blowing. Apr'67:17
THOMPSON, JOHN
   In memoriam. Feb'30:46
   Classroom and campus. Apr'61:32
Thompson, John W
   I found the fountain of youth. Jan'38:12
Thompson, Leonard G
   A pioneer medical missionary. May'31:31
THOMPSON, LEONARD G
   In memoriam. Mar'38:39
Thompson, Lois Ray Long, 1929–
   (married to Earl Rhodes Thompson, Jr.)
THOMPSON, LOIS RAY LONG, 1929–
   News room. Sep'54:38
   (photo) Jan'64:12 Mar'67:37 Mar'69:32
   In brief. Sep'70:45
THOMPSON, LULA J., -1958
   In memoriam. Sep'58:39
THOMPSON, LURA V
   See
   PORTER, LURA V. THOMPSON
THOMPSON, M E
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'48:3
THOMPSON, MARCIA
   Youth and the world mission. Mar'68:32
THOMPSON, MARGARET ROSE
   In memoriam. Apr'31:39
THOMPSON, MARGARET WILLARD (married to Charles C. Thompson)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'49:4
THOMPSON, MARTHA K., -1927
   In memoriam. Dec'27:48
Thompson, Mary, -1935
   The sign of the times. Aug'25:63
   Echoes from everywhere. May'30:39
THOMPSON, MARY, -1935
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'32:41
Let there be no more Hardas! (photo) Mar'32:19
(photo) Mar'33:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
(death) Jun'36:27
THOMPSON, MATILDA
In memoriam. Apr'29:44
THOMPSON, MORRIS
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
THOMPSON, O C
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53
THOMPSON, R A
Half a century in the pulpit (photo) May'25:30
Thompson, Rhodes
See Thompson, Earl Rhodes
Thompson, Rose H
The house of helpfulness. Sep'34:23
THOMPSON, ROSE H
(photo) Sep'34:23
Thompson, Roy Melvyn, 1892-1964
The story of a new church in a new community. Aug'22:42
These have done it... Sep'29:21
The integrity of the church. Jul'35:5
Rice on the doorstep. Jul'43:8
We are getting ready to build! Jul'46:8
Pioneer, we salute you! Jan'48:12
On a glorious mission. Jun'48:21
THOMPSON, ROY MELVYN, 1892-1964
(photo) Mar'24:41 Sep'29:21 Nov'29:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
(photo) Dec'30:2 Nov'31:9
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches. Nov'31:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41 Aug'32:41
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
(photo) May'33:4 Oct'35:30 Jan'39:1
Jul'35:5 Dec'37:25 Mar'40:17
quoted. Church Extension at St. Louis. Jul'41:7
(photo) Jul'43:8 Sep'47:9 Apr'53:1 Apr'54:1
Board of Church Extension gains (photo) Apr'57:39
You can't talk in here. Sep'58:10
Thompson, Ruth
The vacation church school. Sep'24:20
And they grow. May'25:25
THOMPSON, RUTH G
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
Religious education is their profession (photo) Sep'23:33
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45 Jun'25:51
THOMPSON, T J
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
Thompson, Thomas K.
Ten reasons for giving. Apr'57:29
THOMPSON, THOMAS K.
Global highlights. Oct'51:3
Film praised. Jan'58:49
THOMPSON, THOMAS K. STEWARDSHIP IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE
New books. Jul'65:22 Nov'65:40

THOMPSON, VIRGINIA –1935
Memorium. Jun'35:39

Thompson, W O
Collegiate education in the central west. May'22:14

THOMPSON, WILLIAM C
Classroom and campus. Mar'67:35

THOMPSON, WILLIAM E
News room. Mar'60:40

Thompson, William R., 1910–1959 (married to Mildred Thompson)
Looking back to see ahead. Sep'59:10

THOMPSON, WILLIAM R., 1910–1959
Classroom and campus. Jun'50:33
They work for you (photo) Feb'59:28
(death) Global highlights. Oct'59:5
(death) News room. Nov'59:38

THOMSEN, ERMA JEAN

THOMSON, (DR.) (INDIA)
News from home. May'20:35

THOMSON, (MRS. J. R.)
(photo) Nov'48:7

Thomson, (married to Paul H. Thomson)
Letters. Sep'65:3

THOMSON, A J
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Aug'21:42

THOMSON, ALICE
(birth) Feb'24:63

Thomson, Bertha Mangon, 1889–1950
Medical work in India. Dec'20:54
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'22:64 Mar'22:60 Jul'22:59

THOMSON, BERTHA MANGON, 1889–1950
Notes. Feb'19:48
Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:40
Highways through the heart of Hindustan. Nov'20:17
(photo) Oct'23:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
Remembering C. H. Thomson. Mar'28:34
Station UCMS broadcasting.
(death) News room. Oct'50:34

THOMSON, C M
(photo) Oct'23:27 Feb'26:43

THOMSON, CATHERINE MYRTLE
(birth) Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:61
(photo) Oct'23:27

Thomson, Clinton Harris, 1886–1927
Evangelistic work in Mahoba District, India. Aug'19:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:62
League of peace in India. Feb'22:48
Echoes from everywhere.
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
Echoes from everywhere.

What will the harvest be? Jul'25:56
Meeting new people. Apr'26:61
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:49
Seeing and hearing they believe. Jun'27:39

THOMSON, CLINTON HARRIS, 1886-1927

Notes. Aug'20:48
Echoes from everywhere.

Visitors at Headquarters. Oct'24:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'28:42
Remembering C. H. Thomson (photo) Mar'28:34
We remember them (poem) Mar'28:back cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31

THOMSON, FANNIE RICHARDSON, 1849-1942
(married to William B. Thomson)

Mrs. G. L. Wharton. Jun'22:27

THOMSON, J R
(photo) Nov'48:7

THOMSON, JAMES

Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:26

THOMASON, JOHN F

Protestants are healthy minority in Argentina. Jan'56:26

THOMSON, MARGARET EVELYN
(photo) Jun'23:29

THOMSON, PAUL HARRIS
(photo) Jun'23:29

THOMSON, SYDNEY H., -1943

St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44
(photo) Jan'27:6

THOMSON, WILLIAM O

Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52

Thorkelson, William L

Fear, hope, despair... Mar'49:14

THORN, JULIUS L

Classroom and campus. May'48:30

THORNBERRY, JUDITH THOMAS (married to Milo L. Thornberry)
A lot to learn about China. Jul'73:14

THORNBERRY, MARY, -1942

In memoriam. Feb'43:39

THORNBERRY, MARY ELIZABETH

In memoriam. Oct'27:48

THORNMBERRY, MILO L. (married to Judith Thomas Thornberry)
A lot to learn about China. Jul'73:14

THORNBERRY, WASHINGTON

Notes (death) Jun'19:60

THORDIKE, E. L.

What makes a city "good?" Jul'39:12

THORNE, COLUMBIA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'33:40

THORNELL, HAROLD EDGAR, 1904-
(married to Mabel Elizabeth Perry Thornell)
(commissioning) Global highlights. Sep'65:5
Doctor begins pioneering work in India (photo) Jan'66:45
Missionary register. Feb'66:43
quoted. Called to serve abroad. Mar'66:17
Radiology work begins in India. May'66:32

THORNELL, MABEL ELIZABETH PERRY, 1912-
(married to Harold E. Thornell)
(commissioning) Global highlights. Sep'65:5
Doctor begins pioneering work in India (photo) Jan'66:45
Missionary register. Feb'66:43
Radiology work begins in India. May'66:32

THORNTON, (MRS. E. G.)
In memoriam. May'33:40

THORNTON, (MRS. E. W.)
(death) Washington... Dec'30:24

THORNTON, (MRS. G. A.)
quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46

THORNTON, (MRS. L. H.) -1948
In memoriam. Jul'48:38

THORNTON, EDWIN WILLIAM. LORD'S DAY WORSHIP SERVICES
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32

THORNTON, HELEN EUGENE
(photo) Jul'23:12

THORNTON, HUROLD LAVIER
(photo) Jul'23:12

Thorton, Jimmie
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49

Thornton, Lalia Mitchell
Peace (poem) Nov'42:28

THORNTON, MARTIN. THE FUNCTION OF THEOLOGY
New books. Apr'69:28

THORNTON, W L
(photo) Jan'21:17

THORNTON, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Maintenance aid. May'58:46

THORP, (photo) Jan'21:13

THORP, (MRS) (photo) Jan'21:13

THORP, (MRS. H. E.) (photo) Sep'22:35

THORP, CHARLES. STORY SERMONS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Book chat. Sep'35:29 Nov'38:33

THORP, GERALD R
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'51:4

THORP, JERRY
See THORP, GERALD R

THORP, MINTA
See DUNCAN, MINTA THORP

Thor, Roy Lovelady
Shifting populations. Oct'40:18
Stewardship is the key. Oct'52:24
Shall we serve God or mammon? Sep'54:21
Year of Stewardship moving toward climax. May'55:44

THORP, ROY LOVELADY
Classroom and campus. Jan'49:31
Global highlights. Feb'52:3
United at the "grass roots." May'52:6
THORPE, ANNA GARVER (MOM), 1896?–1972 (married to Otto Thorpe)
Hallowed rooms of home. Dec'45:6
World Call visits Mom Thorpe's shoe. Dec'53:9 (photo p. 10)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'62:6
Leaders retire (photo) Oct'62:31
In memoriam. Apr'72:42
News room. Feb'51:39
Need opened the doors (photo) Dec'72:23
"THOU FATHER OF US ALL" (HYMN)
Jan'44:26
"A THOUSAND CRANES" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'67:39
THOUSAND DOLLAR CLUB
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention.
Nov'32:18
THRAPP, (married to Russell Finley Thrapp)
Visitors in Tokyo (photo) Sep'37:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
Thrapp, Russell Finley, 1867–1952
Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:13
Church architecture. Aug'23:4
THRAPP, RUSSELL FINLEY, 1867–1952
Proposed new First Church in Seattle. Jun'19:46
quoted. A cloud of competent witnesses. Apr'21:22
(photo) Aug'22:13 Mar'24:57
Visitors in Tokyo (photo) Sep'37:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
THRASHER, ELLEN, –1959
In memoriam. Sep'59:37
"THREE QUESTIONS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'62:46
"THREE WISE BOYS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'63:44
THRELKELD, MARY
(death) Apr'22:53
THRELKELD, MARY B
In memoriam. Nov'41:39
THRELKELD, MAUDE S., –1959
In memoriam. Sep'59:37
THRELKELD, SISERA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'29:41
THROCKMORTON, LILLIAN BULLOCK, –1958
(married to John W. Throckmorton)
In memoriam. Oct'58:37
THROGMORTON, LOUIE E., 1897– (married to Grace Throgmorton)
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'54:4
THROGMORTON, OMAR
quoted. Christian laymen look at 1933. Jan'33:12
THROOP, HAROLD L., JR.
   Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34
Thrower, Juanita Staley
   Their battle cry to action. Apr'27:47
THUMM, BELLE W
   In memoriam. Dec'44:43
THURBER, NEWTON
   News room (photo) Jan'63:34
THURGOOD, C. L
   As others see us. Jul'23:39
THURMAN, CHLORO N
   quoted. Are young people's conferences worth while? May'23:35
Thurman, Howard
   For meditation. Oct'47:13
THURMAN, HOWARD
   Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35
THURMAN, HOWARD. THE CENTERING MOMENT
   New books. Dec'69:29
THURMAN, HOWARD. FOOTPRINTS OF A DREAM
   Book chat. Mar'60:24
THURMAN, HOWARD. JESUS AND THE DISINHERITED
   Book chat. May'49:14
Thurston, (married to Lawrence Thurston)
   Ginling College opening. Jan'19:58
   Women and world highways. Feb'41:35
THURSTON, (married to Lawrence Thurston)
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
Thurston, Burton Bradford, 1920-1990 (married to Bonnie Thurston)
   Jesus in the Middle East mix-up. Apr'72:13
THURSTON, BURTON BRADFORD, 1920-1990
   In brief (photo) Sep'72:40
THURSTON, ELAINE McQUARY
   (photo) Sep'42:9
THURSTON, G. H. THE BIG BROTHER OF SABIN STREET
   A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:47
THURSTON, JOHN L
   Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:16
THY GRACE IMPART (HYMN)
   Thy grace impart. Sep'28:18
"THY WORD GIVETH LIGHT" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Oct'48:28
THYBERG, LINDA
   Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:26
Tibbals, Elizabeth F
   Helps for leaders of junior groups.
   Jul'41:41  Feb'42:40  Sep'42:41  Feb'43:40
TIBBETS, (MRS. M. R.)
   In memoriam. Feb'33:39
TIBBETS, ALAN C
   The call to Alaska (photo) Apr'61:29
TIBBS, FRANK M., 1888-1970
   No time to grow old. Dec'56:11 (photo p. 10)
TIBBS, W. T
   Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
TIBET
   Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:11
   The way open to Lhassa. Feb'19:18
From the roof of the world. Feb'19:18
The near call from afar. Mar'19:3
Some contrasts... Mar'19:4
Five definite calls for advance. Mar'19:46
A new physician for Tibet. Mar'19:55
Stirring words from Tibet. Apr'19:56
Notes. Apr'19:63
Shelton of Batang. Jun'19:10
Things you ought to know about the Foreign Society. Jun'19:23
What the Children's Day offering will do. Jun'19:52
Notes. Jun'19:62
How America looks from Tibet. Jul'19:19
Notes. Jul'19:62
One year in Tibet. Aug'19:55
Look on the fields--Tibet. Oct'19:17
An orphanage requested for Batang. Oct'19:57
Good news from a far country. Nov'19:62
Notes. Jan'20:62,63
Dr. Shelton held for ransom. Feb'20:1
Opening the great closed land (map) Feb'20:6
Facts for the busy woman. Feb'20:36
Notes. Feb'20:56,56,60,61
A visit to Gartok. Mar'20:9
Five minutes in our foreign fields. Mar'20:16
The high noon of missionary opportunity. Mar'20:38
"Cast thy bread upon the waters." Mar'20:47
Notes. Mar'20:59
Dr. Shelton released. Apr'20:55
Notes. Apr'20:64
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape. Jun'20:4
A child in the land of the eternal snows. Jun'20:27
Sep'20:46
Notes. Sep'20:59 Oct'20:60,62
A house of the nations. Nov'20:9
Civil war in Batang. Nov'20:11
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59,62 Dec'20:49,58
Perilous days in Batang. Mar'21:49
A gift for Tibet. Mar'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:60
The Bible in Tibet. Apr'21:36
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:60,62
Briefly, the history of the Tibetan mission. Aug'21:52
(photo) Sep'21:inside covers
U.C.M.S. Dept of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:62
War around Batang. Nov'21:54
Last word from the Tibetan party. Nov'21:55
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:60,64 Feb'22:54,55,60
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:50,60,62
Come on. Apr'22:4
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:59,60
Dr. A. L. Shelton, martyr for Tibet (photos) May'22:7
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:62
(photo) Jun'22:front cover
The children of the Tibetan mission with Dr. Shelton. Jun'22:inside front cover
The last word from Batnag. Jun'22:1
A doctor of the Jesus school (photo) Jun'22:4
Things you ought to know about foreign missions (photo) Jun'22:20
Orphanage work in Batang (photo) Jun'22:38
College of Missions commencement. Jul'22:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:61
Tibetans share our sorrow. Aug'22:2
Lee Gway Gwang. Aug'22:36
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
Border warfare near Batang (photos) Sep'22:10
Annual report... Sep'22:24
At home in Batang. Oct'22:63
Medical work in Batang. Nov'22:22
A statement concerning the Shelton Memorial. Jan'23:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:56,58
Dr. Shelton, as a new missionary in Tibet saw him (photos) Feb'23:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49,55
(photo) Mar'23:front cover
Thirty thousand dollar men in Tibet. Mar'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:62
We have purchased the right to serve the Tibetans (map) May'23:25
Truly Try on the roof of the world. May'23:36
Report of military official. May'23:51
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:60,62
Homes are different. Jun'23:41
(photo) Aug'23:14
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:50,56 Sep'23:56,61,62
The year at a glance. Oct'23:36
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:49,63
The Golden Jubilee. De'23:8
Education in Tibet. Dec'23:14
Selling money in Tibet. Dec'23:33
A life story that is different. Dec'23:33
Tibetan customs in sickness and death. Dec'23:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50,56
God's care for Tibet. Jan'24:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51,55,59,62
Reminiscences of Dr. Shelton upon his last trip to Batang. Feb'24:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:49,50,53,54,55
Lifting the world's load. Mar'24:4
The situation on the Tibetan border. Mar'24:16
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:48,50,60
Missionaries promised protection. Apr'24:58
(photo) May'24:12
Latest word from Tibetan party. May'24:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
In memory of our dead heroes. Jun'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Where smiles and tears mingle. Jun'24:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:60
Hard at work en route. Jul'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:64 Aug'24:49,59
The weekly bath on Saturday. Aug'24:63
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:49
Safe in Batang. Sep'24:58
Annual report. Oct'24:40
A full evangelistic program... Nov'24:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:49,50
Eight days less than eight months. Nov'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49,58,59
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:11
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
Ripe for another harvest soon. Jan'25:37
Hoping and building for the future. Jan'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:51,57
The beginning of the trail. Feb'25:46
From far Tibet. Feb'25:58
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'25:63
With whistle and song. Mar'25:46
Evangelism to the front. Apr'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'25:63,64
His first operation in Batang. May'25:37
Program helps. May'25:48
Where the miles stand on end. May'25:49
Echoes from everywhere. May'25:50
(photo) May'25:58
Just like American girls. May'25:64
Garden making a part of missionary life. Jun'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:49,53,62
Speaking of books. Jun'25:54
Helping from across the sea. Jun'25:57
On the roof of the world. Jun'25:57
The dawn of reaping time. Jul'25:36
(note) Jul'25:42
The new station for Tibet. Sep'25:29
Her a little and there a little. Sep'25:43
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49,59,61
Annual report... Oct'25:37
Missionary illustrations... Oct'25:55
Reading material for Chinese and Tibetans. Dec'25:46
Plans for orphanage in Batang. Dec'25:58
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60 Jan'26:50
(photo) Feb'26:front cover
Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:50,59
Shelton Memorial Fund at work. Apr'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'26:54
Echoes from everywhere. May'26:49,50
(note) May'26:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'26:49,50,57,58
Patience needed in Tibet. Jun'26:55
Mixing fevers and dinners. Jun'26:62
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
Education in Batang. Aug'26:48
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'26:49 Sep'26:51
Baptisms in Batang. Sep'26:58
Why an orphanage in Batang. Oct'26:39
Little brown babies (poem) Oct'26:40
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49,50
Medical work in Batang. Oct'26:58
Back in Batang. Oct'26:63
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50,51
Heathen priests and parasitic fungi. Nov'26:60
Phonograph for Batang. Nov'26:63
Recent developments in the Tibetan mission. Dec'26:36
The Lord reigns. Dec'26:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:50,51
A kindergarten of boys. Dec'26:60
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'27:49
Saved his face and the girl. Jan'27:51
The Triangle palaver. Feb'27:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'27:48,49,50
The Ogdens of Batang. Mar'27:16
(photo of the image of eleven faces) Mar'27:30
Rendering a very necessary service. Mar'27:44
New building on the wa. Mar'27:62
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49 May'27:50
Will it mean much? Jun'27:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
Preaching and teaching in Batang. Jun'27:50
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'27:47,48
Quiet in Batang. Aug'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:47,48
The situation in Batang. Sep'27:52
Some priestly guests. Sep'27:60
Russell Morse coming home. Sep'27:61
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47,48
From a Tibetan leader. Oct'27:62
Missionary illustrations... Nov'27:52
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
Batang doctor busy. Dec'27:61
To our friends! Jan'28:52
Sans everything but courage and hope. Feb'28:39
Echoes from everywhere.
A round robin letter. May'28:36
Echoes from everywhere.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
A story from life (photos) Dec'28:10
About face! Jan'29:16
Our work on the Tibetan border. Jan'29:17
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:35,36,44
Ninth anniversary of Batang orphanage. Feb'29:47
A charge to keep I have... Mar'29:inside front cover
Ten reasons why we must maintain. Mar'29:7
Gezongondii. Mar'29:12
(photos) Mar'29:33
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31
Speaking of books. Jul'29:30
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49       Nov'29:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
Missionary illustrations... Jan'30:53
Christian wedding in Batang. Mar'30:57
An appreciation. Mar'30:61
Batang honors a fallen comrade. Apr'30:41
A quarter of a century in Tibet. Jun'30:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49,50,63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
The signs of the times in Batang. Jul'30:27
Ministering to the sick. Jul'30:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:40
Influence from afar. Oct'30:33
Passion week dramatized. Oct'30:44
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:39,40
The latchstring of Tibet. Feb'31:28
We're going back. Mar'31:15
The new orphanage at Batang. Jul'31:23
Echoes from everywhere.
  Jul'31:39     Aug'31:40,41,42     Sep'31:41
Not without witnesses in Tibet. Dec'1:suppl:14
A statement concerning the Tibetan situation. May'32:23
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:40
Tibet and Puerto Rico. Nov'32:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
News from Tibet. Jan'33:46
Our continuing progress in foreign missions. Jun'33:13
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Sep'33:44   Jun'34:34   Mar'35:40
At Batang again. Jun'35:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'39:36
We would see Jesus. Jan'40:16
News room. Sep'40:34
Christian colleges in Chengtu, West China. Mar'41:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'41:39
(photo) Mar'43:17
Our foreign missions go forward in wartime. Jun'44:5
Missionaries to Tibet. Jul'56:47
Global highlights. Jun'59:7
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36

TIBET—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL      Jul'28:27
On the roof of the world (photos) Jul'21:12     Aug'28:26
Batang Tibetans. Apr'22:7      Dec'28:41
In the hollow of His hand. Jul'22:22     Jan'29:41
Some things as they are on the Tibetan border. Dec'22:24
  Mar'29:40   Apr'29:30
Seedtime and harvest in Tibet (photos) Jan'23:18
      May'29:29
      Jun'29:41
Where fear reigns supreme (photos) Aug'23:16    Jul'29:25
A day of Lama ceremonies (photo) Jan'24:35
We are on the way. May'24:43
On the last lap of the journey (photos) Aug'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'24:61
Adventuring for God in Tibet (photos) Feb'25:17

65
En route to the world's roof (photos) Mar'26:36
Batang at last! Jul'26:39
Reaching the goal. Oct'26:41
Among Tibetan bandits. Nov'27:38
I must needs glory (photos) Feb'28:26
Batang at last! Dec'29:37
Through western Szechwan to the Tibetan border (photos) Mar'30:23
An outing in Tibet (photo) Oct'30:29
We're here at last! Dec'31:29
Shanghai to Batang. Oct'39:20
Visiting Tibet's "God-King." Dec'59:29

TIBET
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38

TIBETAN TYPEWRITER

TIBETANS IN INDIA
Global highlights. Oct'63:4
TICE, (married to John Tice), -1946
In memoriam. May'46:37
TICE, DORA E (death) Jul'25:51
TICE, ERIC, 1963-
(birth) News room. Dec'63:40
TICE, JOYCE FORD, 1933- (married to Robert Lee Tice)
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:5 Dec'62:6
TICE, ROBERT LEE, 1932- (married to Joyce Ford Tice)
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:5 Dec'62:6
quoted. Called to serve abroad. Mar'66:18

TICHENO, GERALD WESLEY, 1925-
(photo) Nov'48:20
TICKNOR, (married to Raymond Ticknor)
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:7
TICKNOR, RAYMOND
Global highlights (photo) Jun'63:7
TIDEWATER DISTRICT, VIRGINIA
What money will do. Sep'19:22
Tiedeman, Kent
A new world discovered. Jan'58:48
TIENTSIN, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
TIEFFIN, OHIO
Friendly town. Jul'68:15
TIEFFIN, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
We visited with Migrants. Apr'67:42
TIGARD, OREGON. VILLA RIDGE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1959. Apr'60:30
TIGERSHEAD, INDIA
The birth of Tigershead church (photo) Oct'42:26
TIGNER, HUGH STEVENSON. OUR PRODIGAL SON CULTURE
Book chat. Nov'40:25
Tigner, L J
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
TIGNER, L J (photo) Jul'36:25
TIGNISH, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. CHURCH OF CHRIST
   Discovery in the Maritimes (photo) Apr'62:21
TIH MEI FEN
   (photo) Dec'32:suppl:10
   quoted. A sheaf of prayers. Apr'33:31
Tilak, Narayan
   Vaman Cradle song (poem) Dec'38:front cover
TILAK, NARAYAN
   India dreams again. Apr'26:23
TILCOCK, MARY RICE, -1955
   In memoriam. Feb'56:35
TILFORD, BELLE
   (death) Nov'20:49
"TILL FREEDOM COMES" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'62:41
Tiller, Lynn D., 1933- (married to Villa Jean Spears Tiller)
   Direct line. Sep'67:33
TILLER, LYNN D., 1933-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
   Global highlights. Jan'66:7
   Missionary register. Jun'66:46
   (photo) Sep'67:33
   Global highlights. Oct'68:6
TILLER, STEPHEN LYNN, 1965-
   (birth) Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
TILLER, THOMAS
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'58:33
   Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28
Tiller, Villa Jean Spears, 1940- (married to Lynn D. Tiller)
   Direct line. Sep'67:33
TILLER, VILLA JEAN SPEARS, 1940-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:5
   Global highlights. Jan'66:7
   Missionary register. Jun'66:46
   (photo) Sep'67:33
   Global highlights. Oct'68:6
TILLERY, HERBERT WILLIAM, 1942-
   (photo) Jun'54:8
TILLERY, MARILYN ELIZABETH, 1940-
   (photo) Jun'54:8
Tillery, Merle Elizabeth Gulley, 1912-
   (married to Ralph Tillery)
   First impressions of the mission field. Jun'47:47
   New Ifumo--in the heart of the forest. Apr'48:47
   The Queen with the dirty shirt. Jul'54:13
   Birthday in Congo. Dec'54:42
TILLERY, MERLE ELIZABETH GULLEY, 1912-
   News room. Oct'45:25
   (photo) Jun'46:back cover    Feb'48:26
   News room. Dec'53:30    Oct'55:36
   For adult mission study. Feb'60:40
Tillery, Ralph Augustus, 1908-
   (married to Merle Elizabeth Gulley Tillery)
   New Ifumo--in the heart of the forest. Apr'48:47
   Birthday in Congo. Dec'54:42
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'62:36    Jan'63:36    Mar'64:38
TILLERY, RALPH AUGUSTUS, 1908–
News room. Oct'45:25
(photo) Jun'46:back cover Feb'48:26
News room. Dec'53:30 Oct'55:36
For adult mission study. Feb'60:40
(photo) Mar'64:38
TILLERY, RICHARD ALAN, 1948–
(birth) News room. Jul'48:39
(photo) Jun'54:8
TILLEY, JAMES, -1887
(married to Rebecca Charlotte Comfort Tilley)
She's just away. May'35:21
TILLEY, REBECCA CHARLOTTE COMFORT, 1851-1935
(married to James Tilley)
(death) She's just away (photo) Mar'35:21
(death) Mar'35:47
TILICH, PAUL, 1886-1965
Classroom and campus. May'65:35
(death) World Calling... Feb'66:10
Message of a new creation. Mar'66:48
TILICH, PAUL. THE COURAGE TO BE
Book chat. Jul'53:16
TILICH, PAUL. LOVE, POWER AND JUSTICE
Book chat. Jun'55:46
TILICH, PAUL. THEOLOGY OF CULTURE
Book chat. Jul'59:26
TILLIS, LOUISE
In memoriam. Mar'28:60
TILLMAN, EMMA RODGERS
In memoriam. May'32:40
TILLMAN, EUGENE
(photo) Dec'52:17
TILLMAN, JOHNIE
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:6
Tillman, Robert B
Scarecrows and seminaries in Yugoslavia. May'56:26
TILLMAN, VERA VANCE, -1965
In memoriam. Jan'66:49
TILLOTSON COLLEGE (AUSTIN, TEXAS)
Programs for young people. Oct'39:37
TILSLEY, EDNA, -1968 (married to James H. Tilsley)
In memoriam. Jun'68:42
Tilsley, James Henry, 1900– (married to Edna Tilsley)
Children's homes reastore family life. Dec'56:15
TILSLEY, JAMES HENRY, 1900–
(photo) Dec'41:26
News room. Sep'46:40
National Benevolent Association reports personnel change. Sep'49:35
Disciples me in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
(photo) May'55:38
Benevolence at its best (photo) Dec'55:9
Global highlights. Jan'58:5
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'58:8
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:7
(photo) Apr'60:31
Classroom and campus. Jul'62:35
News room. Sep'62:40
Disciples honor retiring leaders (photo) Oct'65:28
Disciples in the news. Oct'68:8
TILSON, EVERETT
Classroom and campus. Dec'55:34
quoted. Global highlights. Jun'64:6
TILSON, EVERETT. SEGREGATION AND THE BIBLE
Book chat. Feb'59:24
TILTON, FLORA B
In memoriam. Mar'43:39
TIMARNI, INDIA
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:45
From the India news letter. Nov'23:52
TIMBERLINE, JUSTUS
quoted. The last page.
Sep'34:48 Mar'37:48 Sep'37:48 Nov'39:48
TIMBERS, (married to Richard L. Timbers)
Here and there with World Call. May'57:48
TIMBROOK, GERALD E
(photo) Dec'44:22
TIME
Helps for leaders of junior groups. May'36:40
TIME (MAGAZINE)
quoted. On being a contemporary Christian. Sep'68:12
TIME BOMB IN THE MIDDLE EAST (MOTION PICTURE)
World outreach books. Jun'69:7
"A TIME FOR BURNING" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'67:39
"TIME PULLS THE TRIGGER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'66:43
"A TIME TO PLANT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Oct'70:29
"A TIME TO SPEAK" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'67:44
TIMES (LONDON)
The world moves. Oct'41:5
TIMMERMAN, ELMA
In memoriam. Jul'41:39
TIMMONS, (married to Garrold W. Timmons)
(photo) May'67:front cover
The cover. May'67:inside front cover
TIMMONS, GARROLD W.
(photo) May'67:front cover
The cover. May'67:inside front cover
TIMMONS, MABLE CLARE, -1952
In memoriam. Dec'52:35
TIMOTHY, G. L., -1950
(death) Echoes from everywhere. Mar'51:45
TIMPERLEY, H. J. JAPAN: A WORLD PROBLEM
Religion in a national mold. Jul'42:4
TIMPERLEY, H. J. THE JAPANESE TERROR IN CHINA
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
TIMPSON, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Jun'24:51
TIN, PEGGY
Youth and missions (photo) Feb'57:37
TIN, U MAUNG
Youth and missions. Feb'57:37
TINDALL, GLENN M
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30

TINDALL, ROBERT W
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'54:36
World events (photo) Sep'71:36

Tinder, Frank M., 1862-1951
Rural ministry. Sep'34:16

TINDER, FRANK M., 1862-1951
A church that meets community needs. Sep'20:36
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:31
(photo) Sep'34:16
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
Classroom and campus. Jul'49:31

TINDER, LISSA HOLTZCLAW, -1955
In memoriam. Feb'56:35

TING, K. H.
Editorial correspondence—III. Dec'56:8

Ting, V P
To Miss Emma Lyon (poem) Oct'28:49

TINGLE, JEDIDIAH
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:58

TINGUIAN INSTITUTE
The Tinguian Institute. Sep'34:27

TINGUANS
The fertile mountains. Mar'57:20

TINKHAM, AMELIA R
In memoriam. Jul'30:41

TINNEY, ROBERT
Classroom and campus. Jan'58:29

Tinsley, George Frank, 1888-1969
(married to Mamie Asbury Tinsley)
Working to win others. Oct'47:16

TINSLEY, GEORGE FRANK, 1888-1969
(photo) Oct'47:16

TINSLEY, GERTRUDE WILSON, -1949
In memoriam. Oct'49:37

TINSLEY, LEE, 1862-1946
(photo) Mar'24:52
Personalities (photo) Nov'37:21

Tinsley, Timothy Wilson, 1895?-1943
Missionary work in New York's bedroom. Feb'29:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:62

TINSLEY, TIMOTHY WILSON, 1895?-1943
New pastor for Ridgewood Heights, Brooklyn. Jun'24:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56
(photo) Feb'29:9
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42
In memoriam. Feb'44:33

TIoga, Texas. First Christian Church
(photo) Aug'29:24

TIPi-WAKAN LODGE (SPRING PARK, MINNESOTA)
A new advance in Minnesota (photo) Sep'20:56

TIPPING, W V
In memorium. May'40:39

Tippy, Worth M
Logging camps of the Pacific Northwest. Jun'19:8
TIPPY, WORTH M
   (photo) Jun'19:8
TIPTON, BILLIE JEAN
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
TIRADO, SAMMY
   Leadership training in two languages (photo) Apr'67:21
TISDALE, HOWARD
   My concept of the ministry (photo) Oct'69:6
TISDALE, IDA SUMMERS
   In memoriam. Jan'28:48
TISDALE, J J
   Some news items... Dec'22:45
   (photo) Feb'23:34  Oct'23:54
   quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
TISSOT, JAMES
   Sympathy the measure of true friendship. Sep'29:39
TISSUE, MADGE SCOTT, 1896- (married to W. E. Tissue)
   News room. Mar'53:38
   Here and there with World Call (photo) Jan'60:50
   News room. Dec'61:32
TITHING
   See also
   STEWARDSHIP
   Am I playing fair? Jan'21:22
   The way out. Feb'21:43
   Why I am a tither. Feb'21:43
   The money question. May'21:30
   Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:24
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:49
   A great educator paid three tithes. Dec'21:57
   Special tithing week. May'22:52
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:62
   When to begin tithing. Oct'22:19
   Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:36
   Latest bulletin... Nov'22:57
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:57
   Does it work, this tithing business? Jul'24:27
   New system of tithing. Nov'24:56
   From Moses to Mellon. Mar'29:4
   The Easter to Pentecost tithing period. Apr'38:21
   Why I am afraid not to tithe. Oct'38:17
   Stewardship year, 1940-1941. Mar'41:33
   Unanswered yet. Dec'43:25
   How to tithe. Dec'49:40
   How they manage. May'53:28
   Global highlights. Jun'53:2
   Tithing can be learned at home. Dec'54:42
   Why tithe? Nov'55:15
   Global highlights. Feb'63:4
TITO, (married to Weteto Tito)
   (photo) Feb'40:26
TITO, WETETO
   (photo) Feb'40:26
TITOV, GHERMAN S
   Man--or God? Jul'62:10
TITSWORTH, ELLA 1896-1946
   In memoriam. Jan'47:37
TITSWORTH, JOHN CHARLES  
(photo) Jul'28:34

TITTERINGTON, GEORGE A., JR.  
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26

TITTLE, ERNEST FREMONT  
(photo) Mar'45:17

TITTLE, ERNEST FREMONT. CHRISTIANS IN AN UNCHRISTIAN SOCIETY  
Some books on world Christianity. Jul'39:31

TITTLE, ERNEST FREMONT. THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE  
Book chat. Jun'52:16

TITTLE, ERNEST FREMONT. JESUS AFTER NINETEEN CENTURIES  
Speaking of books. Apr'33:42

TITTLE, ERNEST FREMONT. THE LORD'S PRAYER  
Book chat. Apr'42:23

TITTLE, ERNEST FREMONT. A MIGHTY FORTRESS  
Book chat. Nov'50:44

TITUS, (married to D. B. Titus)  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30

TITUS, BERTHA ANSLEY  
In memoriam. Jul'31:40

TITUS, CHARLES BUTTZ, 1863-  
Pioneering in Luchowfu. Oct'24:14

Titus, D Burdette, -1955  
Message. Apr'19:58

Note. Sep'19:50 Nov'19:67

More light—less heat. Jul'30:10

TITUS, D. BURDETTE, -1955  
Notes. Jun'20:59

Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'20:31

In memoriam. Mar'56:35

(death) News room. Mar'56:38

TITUS, EUNICE C.  
Pioneering in Luchowfu. Oct'24:14

Then and now. Oct'24:15

(death) Eunice C. Titus... Aug'25:36

TITUS, G. W.  
(photo) Mar'24:21

TITUS, P. J.  
quoted. Ministers build bridges in a divided world. Oct'71:13

TITUSVILLE, FLORIDA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  

TIWAN, PUNDIT DINANATH  
(photo) Feb'38:30

TIZARD, LESLIE J. PREACHING: THE ART OF COMMUNICATION  
Book chat. Apr'59:42

TO DO AND TO TEACH  
Classroom and campus. Oct'53:31

"TO EACH A GIFT" (MOTION PICTURE)  
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'57:39

TO ESTABLISH JUSTICE, TO INSURE DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY  
New books. Apr'70:28

"TO EVERYTHING A SEASON" (FILMSTRIP)  
Audio-visual suggestions. May'56:41

TO LOVE OR PERISH  
To love or parish. Dec'72:20
"TO MY DISCIPLES" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'55:46
TOA ALTA, PUERTO RICO
   (photo of church) Nov'23:15
   (photo) Feb'28:56 Sep'29:28 Nov'67:29
TOBACCO
   America wakes up to unethical advertising. Jun'29:4
   Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
   Listening in on the world. May'32:20
   What price pleasure? May'63:9
   World Calling... Mar'64:10
   Social trends. Jan'65:20
   In brief. Mar'68:8
   Editorials. Dec'69:19 Apr'70:19
   Letters. Feb'72:45
"TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL" (FILMSTRIPS)
   Audio-visuals. Jul'68:37
TOBEY, CHARLES W. THE RETURN TO MORALITY
   Book chat. Apr'52:44
TOBIAS, ANNE MARIE, 1958-
   (birth) News room. Apr'58:40
TOBIAS, CAROL LYNN, 1946-
   (birth) News room. Jan'47:38 Mar'47:45
TOBIAS, CHANNING H
   Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
   (photo) Jul'46:3
TOBIAS, E. A., -1960
   (death) News room. Mar'60:40
Tobias, Gertrude Wells (married to Robert Tobias)
   Bread on the waters. Apr'47:34
TOBIAS, GERTRUDE WELLS
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'48:4
TOBIAS, JAN DAVID, 1947-
   (birth) News room. Mar'48:32
TOBIAS, KATHRYN JEANNE, 1949-
   (birth) News room. Mar'50:38
TOBIAS, MARK ROBYN, 1951-
   (birth) News room (photo) Mar'52:40
Tobias, Robert, 1919- (married to Gertrude Tobias)
   Evangelism in working men's campus. Feb'47:18
   A green olive branch. Jul'47:29
   What does your money buy? Apr'48:26
   Lift up your head, O ye gates. Sep'48:20
   Twenty feet in need. Oct'48:18
   Europe faces her problems. Jul'50:10
   Pioneers build in the ruins of Yugoslavia. Nov'50:10
   To the glory of God. Jul'51:44
   Ghosts of Saint Paul. Oct'51:27
   Speaking in modern tongues. Nov'51:12
   Way station of hope. Nov'52:26
   Disciples help Greeks rebuild a torn nation. Nov'53:26
   Four women who cared. Dec'53:21
   Issues at Evanston. Jun'54:27
   Europe after nine years. Jul'54:9
   Through the Iron Curtain. Sep'54:44
This nation under God. Feb'55:23
Book chat. Dec'56:42
Concerned for unity. Mar'58:10
Decade of unity. Jun'58:21

TOBIAS, ROBERT, 1919–
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:21
Youth work in France (photo) Jun'45:25
(photo) Nov'45:8 Jul'46:4
News room. Oct'46:38
Global highlights (photo) Dec'46:2
Not working alone. Dec'46:6
(photo) Jun'47:27
Global highlights. May'47:2
News room. Jun'47:34
quoted. D.P.'s exist on scanty ration (photo) Jul'47:13
(photo) Jul'47:16
News room. Sep'47:40
Global highlights (photo) Nov'47:4
...visits Yugoslavia. Mar'49:21
A Christian home for German youth. Mar'49:23
Social trends. Mar'49:23
The nature of Christian fellowship. Apr'49:5
News room (photo) Oct'49:32
quoted. Crusade progress. Feb'50:26
Global highlights. Jun'50;2
...notes progress of Yugoslav churches (photo) Oct'50:29
Global highlights. Dec'50:2
(photo) Feb'51:front cover
The cover. Feb'51:inside front cover
How long must we keep on? Feb'51:6
Language and world citizenship. Nov'51:5
(photo) Nov'51:12
Global highlights. Apr'52:2
(photo) May'52:3 Mar'53:23
Global highlights (photo) May'53:2
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:21
(photo) Nov'53:26
Classroom and campus. Apr'54:37
(photo) Jun'54:27
Global highlights. May'54:2
(photo) Jul'54:9
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
The churches face their task (photo) Dec'54:17
(photo) Jan'55:24,25
A true Disciple. Jan'55:27
News room. Sep'55:38
Global highlights (photo) Oct'55:2
(photo) Nov'55:6
Global highlights. Dec'55:2
Church leaders visit Turkey (photo) Jan'56:29
Global highlights (photo) Mar'56:2
Disciple gets Geneva degree. Sep'56:48
Correspondence from Europe, 1956. Oct'56:7
(photo) Nov'56:38
Global highlights. Dec'56:5
Classroom and campus. Jan'57:29
World Christianity in focus. Mar'57:26
Global highlights. Jul'57:3
Discovery at Oberlin. Nov'57:27
News room (photo) Nov'57:32  Mar'58:32
(photo) Sep'58:19
News room (photo) Sep'58:42
Global highlights (photo) Oct'58:5
They work for you (photo) Nov'58:27
(photo) Jan'59:back cover
Global highlights (photo) Feb'59:5
Global highlights. Apr'59:4
News room. Oct'59:34
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32

TOBIAS, ROBERT. COMMUNIST-CHRISTIAN ENCOUNTER IN EAST EUROPE
Book chat. Jul'56:41  Nov'56:18

TOBIAS, ROBERT. PREACHING ON CHRISTIAN UNITY
Book chat. Dec'58:24

TOC H
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36

TODA, TAKAHITA. "THE VISITATION OF MARY" (PAINTING)
(photo) Dec'57:front cover
The cover. Dec'57:inside front cover

TODD, DAVID E
(photo) Mar'34:34

TODD, GARFIELD
See TODD, REGINALD S. GARFIELD

TODD, J. GRACE (married to Reginald S. Garfield Todd)
Disciples missionary becomes Prime Minister. Dec'53:26
(photo) Oct'56:44

Todd, Joseph Clinton, 1879-1962
The Christian college and patriotism. Jul'19:26
Christian Association Student conferences. Jul'23:30
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
Twenty-five years in one chair! Nov'30:14
Religion at state colleges. Jan'33:27
Disciples at State Universities. Jan'42:6

TODD, JOSEPH CLINTON, 1879-1962
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
 Aug'23:54  Oct'24:52

Joseph C. Todd (photo) Feb'20:56
(photo) Jan'21:11
quoted. Present service and immediate needs... Jun'22:17

The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
(photo) Nov'22:34
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
(photo)
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32

Our educational work stands in review. Jun'29:30
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:34
Our college leaders face their task. Jun'30:21
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 2) Jan'31:25, 24
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
(photo) May'33:4
College registrars busy (photo) Oct'33:32
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:31
quoted. They said at Denver. Nov'38:12
College notes. Mar'39:44
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:32
(photo) Jan'42:6
Classroom and campus. Dec'43:25
(photos) Dec'49:29
Classroom and campus. Jan'51:31
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'53:30
Todd, Joseph Thomas, 1927-1986
Out of the ashes. Apr'62:11

TODD, JOSEPH THOMAS, 1927-1986
(photo) Apr'62:12
News room. Apr'62:34

TODD, JUDITH
Justice in Rhodesia is a Christian concern. May'72:24
...peacemaker in exile. Jul'73:16 (photos p. 17)

TODD, MARY ELLEN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31       Jun'34:34

Todd, May Wilson
Trust (poem) Oct'21:62

TODD, REGINALD STEPHEN GARFIELD, 1908- (married to J. Grace Todd)
Disciples missionary becomes Prime Minister. Dec'53:26
Global highlights (photo) Dec'54:3
Disciples in Africa hold convention. Dec'54:44
Peter Ainslie Memorial Lecture. Jun'55:24
Disunity shameful. Sep'55:42
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas (photo) Oct'55:25
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'55:31
Mission in Southern Rhodesia observes anniversary (photo) Oct'56:44
Global highlights. Oct'57:4
(cont. next page)

TODD, REGINALD STEPHEN GARFIELD (cont.)
News room (photo) Jan'59:38       Apr'60:34
Global highlights. May'60:4       (photo) Dec'61:6
Classroom and campus. May'63:34
Global highlights. Dec'66:7
Disciples in the news. Jan'68:8
African-European understanding is seen as absolutely necessary.

Mar'68:36
World events. Feb'72:38
Justice in Rhodesia is a Christian concern. May'72:24
Judith Todd: peacemaker in exile. Jul'73:16

Todd, Wanda
My summer in camp. Dec'30:31

TODD, WANDA
Wichita, the things that stand out. Nov'31:27

TODHUNTER, ELLIOTT
(photo) Jan'21:17

TOFFLER, ALVIN. FUTURE SHOCK
New books. Feb'71:28

TOGETHER (COUNCIL ON CHRISTIAN UNITY)
Book chat. Sep'58:46

TOGO
Direct line. Nov'71:30
Literacy liberates! Apr'73:23

TOKIYAMA, KEN
News room. Mar'49:41

Tokunaga, Misao
Impressions of America. Mar'29:36

TOKYO, JAPAN
Seeing Tokyo. May'19:36
Notes. Jun'19:64
Tokyo news. Sep'19:36
Epoch making days in Tokyo. Jan'21:47
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:7
U.C.M.S. Dept. of Foreign Missions report. Sep'21:31
A contrast in lights (photos) Apr'22:24
The heritage of two civilizations. Jan'23:23
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
Memorial services for Miss Parker. Apr'23:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
A fortieth anniversary in Japan. Aug'23:39
Saved to serve. Nov'23:4 (map p.6)
In the wake of the Japanese earthquake (photos) Dec'23:20
What are we going to do about it? Dec'23:21
The glow of glory. Jan'24:37
Our situation in Japan. Jan'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:63
Public schools open to Christian education... Apr'24:16
(note) Apr'24:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:49
(photo) Mar'25:9
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
Advance step in Japan. Jun'25:50
International in name and in reality. Aug'25:42
The second crop in Japan. Jan'26:22
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'28:33
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:45
Missionary organizations. May'29:32
Opening the gate of Japan's tomorrow. Jul'29:17
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:49
...a student center. Nov'29:59
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:51
A twenty-fifth anniversary. Aug'30:47
Baseball in the Orient (photo of Sei Gakuin Baseball team) Sep'31:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:40,41 Jan'32:40
Feeding the hungry at East Tokyo Institute. Apr'32:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'32:40
Commencement in Japan. Jun'33:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:40
Quarter century of school graduations. May'34:29
The leaven in East Tokyo. Apr'35:14
Miss Clawson realizes a dream. Jan'36:32
Children's celebration at Asakusa. Dec'36:28
(photo of laying of cornerstone for High School) Oct'37:33
We visit Japan (photos) Mar'38:12
Echoes from everywhere. May'38:39
The Sei Gakuin Christian Church (photo) Dec'38:39
Sei Gakuin Middle School (photo of faculty and school) Sep'39:12
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
We give Kagawa a church. Jun'40:15
Disciple schools in Tokyo never closed. Dec'45:23
A milestone in Japan. Jan'46:15
Tokyo, an international city. Mar'46:29
Committee on War Services news notes. Jun'46:44
Well, here we are again! Mar'47:15
Global highlights. Apr'47:4
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:36
Enthusiasm for the future. Nov'47:47
An artist with too-large feet. Apr'48:17
Let's go to church in Tokyo. Jan'49:29
Rebuilding the churches in Japan. Mar'49:42
Farewells with a promise. Jul'49:47
School for Christian living. Nov'49:52
Global highlights. Dec'49:3 Jan'50:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:46
Global highlights (photo of nursery of East Tokyo Institute) Jul'50:3
Kanji seeks to learn the truth. Nov'50:51
Life in Tokyo brings interesting contacts. Apr'51:39
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:37
And the power. Mar'52:5
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'52:40
Face lifting and faith lifting. May'53:43
Let the little children come. Jun'53:7
(photo of East Tokyo Institute Hospital) Mar'54:front cover
The cover. Mar'54:inside front cover
A snowflake on a coal pile (photos of the East Tokyo Institute Hospital)
Mar'54:8
Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photos) Apr'54:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:35
Let the children come. Jun'56:11
Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
News items. May'58:28
(photo of street scene) Jan'68:23
TOKYO, JAPAN. ASAKUSA CHURCH
Doing the impossible (photo) Jun'56:46
A Japanese church triumphs. Mar'58:48
TOKYO, JAPAN. BOYS' HIGH SCHOOL
(photo) Apr'25;21
Our High school in Tokyo. Jul'30:46
(photo) Jul'31:28
Building for youth of Japan (photo) Mar'40:31
Japan--frontier of the Risen Son (photo) May'53:27
(photo) Apr'54:21
Global highlights (photo) May'54:2
A day at Sei Gakuin (photos) May'54:7
Echoes from everywhere (photo of construction) Jan'56:34
A new "heart." May'56:44
(photo of entering students) Dec'57:28
Journey in new Japan (photo) Jan'58:27
Christian schools out in Japan (photo) Feb'58:23
Echoes from everywhere (photo of installation of new principle) Sep'58:38
Global highlights. Feb'64:5
TOKYO, JAPAN. EAST TOKYO INSTITUTE
(photo) Mar'54:front cover
The cover. Mar'54:inside front cover
(photo) Mar'54:8 Apr'54:21 Jun'54:front cover
The cover. Jun'54:inside front cover
Children in Japan. Jun'54:23
Younger churches in action. Mar'59:28 (photo of hospital p. 27)
Kohokai--no ordinary hospital. Feb'60:21
(photo of nursery) Jun'60:front cover
The cover. Jun'60:inside front cover
Home for Japan's forgotten children (photos) Jun'60:11
Glances and glimpses. Jul'64:22

TOKYO, JAPAN. HONDO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A fire burned in the rain (photo) May'54:26

TOKYO, JAPAN. INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
See JAPANESE CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

TOKYO, JAPAN. JAPAN BIBLICAL SEMINARY
Tokyo night school. Mar'55:37

TOKYO, JAPAN. TAKINOGAWA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Encouraging news. May'29:44
Decade of service. Jul'36:32

TOKYO, JAPAN. WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
A college with a Christian cornerstone. Apr'53:21
Women and world highways. May'54:33
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'54:36
Journey in new Japan (photo) Jan'58:26
Youth and missions. Jan'58:35
Global highlights (photo of anniversary celebration) Jan'59:7
...completes 50 years. Jun'68:45

TOLAN, EDDIE
Programs for young people. Oct'33:37

TOLBERT, EZEKIEL WAYNE
In brief (photo) Jan'71:41
Tolbert, James
Thanks, All Peoples. Jan'56:16

TOLBERT, JAMES
(photos) Jan'56:16

TOLBERT, MARIE ROSS
(photo) Jan'56:17

TOLBERT, MARY JANE
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43

TOLBERT, TIBITHA
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56

TOLEDO, OHIO
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49
The Toledo plan of week day religious education. Nov'22:19

TOLEDO (OHIO) BLADE
Religion is news. Apr'60:10

TOLEDO, OHIO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:53

TOLEDO, OHIO. COLLINGWOOD AVE. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:11

TOLEDO, OHIO. MCCORD ROAD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1964. May'65:45

TOLEDO, OHIO. NORWOOD AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'27:49
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
TOLEDO, OHIO. WEST END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:51
TOLEN, AARON
   Women in the ecumenical movement (photo) Feb'72:9
TOLER, (MRS. H. G.)
   First the blade... May'23:39
TOLER, THOMAS WILBERT
   quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Oct'50:26
   Global highlights. May'60:7
TOLERANCE, RELIGIOUS
   See RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE
TOLIVER, KENNETH
   Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:12
TOLL, (Married to Emmet Toll) -1927
   In memoriam. Aug'27:48
TOLL, J. L., -1969 (married to Fred Fillmore Toll)
   In memoriam. Feb'70:42
TOLLE, CARL WENDELL, 1910-
   Four congregations enroll in Home Plan (photo) Feb'60:49
TOLLEY, HOWARD R
   (photo) Jul'46:3
TOLLEY, KENNY
   quoted. Children's Day letter from Burma. May'45:4
TOLMAN, EFFIE MAE, -1958
   In memoriam. May'58:37
Tolson, Melvin B
   Rendezvous with America (poem) Jun'43:27
TOLSTOY, ILIA
   (photo) Sep'26:16
TOLSTOY, LEO
   The story of Elisha and Efim. Aug'25:46
TOLUCA, MEXICO
   Evangelism in Mexico. Sep'49:5
TOMASE, IYONDA
   Hedge row rustlings. Jul'29:28
TOMERLIN, JANE WOOD
   (photo) Jul'23:5
TOMERLIN, T E
   (photo) Mar'24:18
Tomes, Orlando E., 1877-1935
   Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:6
   Consider the neglected adult. Mar'29:25
TOMES, ORLANDO E., 1877-1935
   Notes. Apr'20:59 May'20:61
Tominaga, Tadashi
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'46:36
TOMINAGA, TADASHI
   The heritage of two civilizations (photo) Jan'23:23
   Board of Education and work of our colleges (photo) Apr'29:30
   Campbell Club, Yale Divinity School (photo) Mar'32:27
   New leadership in our Japanese church (photo) Mar'35:30
   (photo) May'39:33
   News room. Jul'40:34
   The harvest. May'42:16
   (photo) Dec'42:21 Jan'46:26

80
TOMKINS, FLOYD
   (photo) Oct'37:4
TOMKINS, OLIVER S
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'51:3
   Global highlights. May'52:2
TOMLIN, FRANK E
   The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31
TOMLIN, J  D
   (death) After the one hour watch. Mar'25:53
TOMLINSON, DOUGLAS,-1971
   In memoriam. Jun'71:46
TOMLINSON, E. M.
   Classroom and campus. Jul'68:34
TOMLINSON, EDWIN M., 1911-1969
   (photo) Mar'34:34
TOMLINSON, LAMBUTH
   Global highlights. Jan'64:6
TOMLINSON, LAURENCE E
   News of our colleges. Oct'39:33
TOMLINSON, T  E
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'27:44
TOMOHON, INDONESIA
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36
TOMONO, M
   Decade of service. Jul'36:32
TOMONO, MITSUE
   Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
"TOMORROW" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'63:44
"TOMORROW COMES EARLY" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio visuals. Jun'73:46
Tompkins, (Mrs. D. R.)
   Letters. May'64:46
TOMPKINS, (married to F. P. Tompkins)
   In memoriam. Apr'32:39
TOMPKINS, AGNES
   Acceleration replaces vacations on campuses. Sep'42:31
TOMPKINS, F. P. -1942
   In memoriam. May'42:39
Tompkins, Harriet Hartridge
   The silent stars go by (poem) Dec'34:7
TOMPSETT, (MRS. J. M.)
   Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
TOMPSETT, J  M
   Setting the house in order. Feb'24:44
TOMS, DOLOREA C.
   Classroom and campus. Oct'60:35
TONAKI, J
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31
TONAKI, JEANNETTE
   Women and world highways (photo) Nov'58:35
TONAWANDA, NEW YORK. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   See TONAWANDA, NEW YORK. GROVE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
TONAWANDA, NEW YORK. GROVE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:60
   The younger generation at service. Sep'23:43
   Here and there with World Call. Sep'54:48
Toner, Helen L
Women and world highways. Jan'46:33

TONER, HELEN L. DISCOVERING THE UNSHAKEABLE
Book chat. May'56:22

TONER, HELEN L. WHEN LIGHTS BURN LOW
Book chat. Oct'42:23

TONG SHAO-YI
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42

TONGA ISLANDS
Women and world highways. Feb'67:32

Tongdonmuang, Arun
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34

TONKAWA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Aug'30:38

TOOF, GRACE, -1928 (married to A. K. Ward Toof)
(death) Mrs. Grace Toof. Feb'29:16

TOOGOOD, HENRY
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'43:inside front cover
Classroom and campus. Feb'49:32

Tookey, Mary
Fleeing creature (poem) Feb'63:32
Apology (poem) Nov'67:41

"TOOLS FOR THE TASK" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'57:41

TOOTLE, LILLIAN
College notes and news. Sep'40:30

TOOZE, (married to Fred J. Tooze)
quouted. Last column. Oct'61:50
Global highlights. Oct'65:6

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26

TOPEKA, KANSAS. CENTRAL PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:62 Apr'23:48
Round table conference. Aug'23:50

TOPEKA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
How we put "World Call" in every home. Jan'27:51
Grading the missionary society. Dec'27:23
Old buildings--new expressions (photo) (plans) Jul'38:25
Letters. Jun'69:4

TOPLIFFE, E
(photo) Jul'72:16

TOPLIFFE, NEIL ELDRIDGE, 1940- (married to Sandra Kramer Topliffe)
Disciples in the news. May'68:8
In brief. Jan'71:43

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:59
Twenty-three years of cooperation. Mar'36:18

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON, CHRISTIAN-Congregational CHURCH
Twenty-three years of cooperation. Mar'36:18

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON. COMERICAL CLUB
(photo) Sep'26:57

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON. FRIENDSHIP HOUSE
Spotlight on Friendship House (photos) Dec'73:28
Topping, (married to Henry Topping)
Position of Christianity gains in Japan. Feb'47:42

Topping, Helen
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
(photo) Dec'35:14

Toriye, (Mrs. T.)
Global highlights (photo) Dec'52:3

Torm, D. Frederik, -1953
(death) Global highlights. Jan'54:4

Tornados
The St. Louis tornado. Nov'27:1
Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:36
Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:4
The last word. Sep'66:50

Torney, George A. Toward Creative Urban Strategy
New books. Jan'71:29

Toronto, Ontario
Listening in on the world. Dec'29:25
Toronto--focus of fellowship. Dec'49:47
Conventions mean work! (photo) May'55:18
Come to Toronto! (photo) Jun'55:21
Facts for Convention goers. Jun'55:40
(photo of Maple Leaf Gardens) Jul'55:26

Toronto, Ontario. Hillcrest Christian Church
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Hillcrest dreams itself into stone (photo) (plans) Apr'23:34
From every continent they come. Apr'55:15
(photo) Jul'55:front cover
The cover. Jul'55:inside front cover
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas. Oct'55:25
Common concerns of the churches (photo) Jun'58:19
Adopt home plan. Jun'58:46
Apologies to Canada! Sep'58:49
Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:18 (photo of day care p. 17)

Torp, John
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33

Torp, John Philip, 1934--
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8

Torres, (married to Antonio Torres)
A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:22

Torres, Amparo
(photo) May'31:28

Torres, Cunda
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'58:35

Torres, Dehuel
(photo) Nov'69:46

Torres, Elias
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37

Torres, Eliezer
In brief. May'69:38
Which way, Puerto Rico? (photo) Dec'71:17

Torres, Gloria (married to Eliezer Torres)
Women on world highways. Jun'66:44

Torres, Irma
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34
Torres, Lucas
   Letters. Oct'73:46
TORRES, LUCAS
   (photo) Mar'50:46
   Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
   (photo) Feb'56:9
   Agonizing at the crossroads. Apr'71:20
   In brief. Mar'73:40
Torres, Manuel
   What the Gospel has done in Dajaos. Apr'23:44
TORRES, MANUEL
   (photo) Apr'23:44
   Free-born souls in mission lands (photo) Mar'24:7
   Missionary illustrations... Feb'26:57
   Sharing the old, old story (photo) Feb'28:34
   Missionary illustrations... Feb'31:45
TORRES, SAMUEL
   Children mature with missions. Jun'57:10 (photo p. 9)
   Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37
TORREVILLAS, CORAZON M.
   Women on world highways (photo) Jun'70:31
   ICWF Quadrennial Assembly (photo) Sep'70:22
TORREY, CHARLES CUTLER. DOCUMENTS OF THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH
   Book chat. Nov'42:23
TORREY, R. A. THE GIST OF THE LESSON
   Book chat. Dec'35:47
Torrey, Reuben A
   Mixing plows and prayers. Nov'24:26
TORREY, REUBEN A
   Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
TORREY, REUBEN A. THE GIST OF THE LESSON
   Book chat. Dec'36:40
TORRINGTON, JAMAICA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Dec'19:44
   A royal welcome in Jamaica. Mar'22:53
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'25:51
   A heroic task (photos) Sep'25:56
   Jamaica takes seriously her plans for self-support. Sep'30:16
   (photo of scouts) Jun'50:25
Tottle, Harry K
   Courage (poem) Dec'32:48
TOUGALOO COLLEGE (TOUGALOO SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN COLLEGE)
   A great school emerges. Jun'54:13
   Classroom and campus. Jul'54:35
   A school to serve the "new" negro. Spe'54:19
   Global highlights. May'55:2
   Classroom and campus. Dec'55:35
   Twelve Disciple schools recieve large Ford grants. Feb'56:26
   Where there is human need (photo) Apr'56:16
   Classroom and campus. Apr'56:31 Jun'56:50
   Global highlights. Dec'56:2
   Classroom and campus. Dec'56:33
   Church college needed. Jan'57:47
   News room. Feb'57:32
   Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
   ...Mississippi's most needed college (photos) Apr'57:24
   Home missions--achievement with a challenge (photo of students)
Oct'57:21
Institutions renew society. Mar'58:13
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:14
News room. May'58:40
Classroom and campus. Jan'59:37         Apr'59:35
Global highlights (photo of science building construction) Jun'59:6
News room. Jul'59:42
Classroom and campus (photo of biology lab.) Jan'60:31
Classroom and campus. Jun'60:35
Global highlights. Nov'60:4
Classroom and campus. Dec'60:33         Jan'61:29
Negro colleges go on with their task (photo of students) Apr'61:21
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33         Jun'61:35
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:29
Global highlights. Nov'61:6
Classroom and campus. Dec'61:31
News room. Dec'61:32
The world comes to the campus. Jan'62:13
Classroom and campus.
    Feb'62:33     Apr'62:33     May'62:35
    (photo of choir) Jun'62:34
    Sep'62:35     Jan'63:33
Global highlights. Apr'63:6
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
Classroom and campus.
    May'63:35    Jun'63:35     Jul'63:37
    (photo of student council officers) Sep'63:33
    Nov'63:35    Jan'64:35    Mar'64:35
    Dec'63:35    Feb'64:32    Apr'64:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'64:38
Classroom and campus. May'64:37
Global highlights. Jun'64:5
Classroom and campus. Jun'64:35
Global highlights. Jul'64:6
Classroom and campus.
    Jul'64:36     Oct'64:37    Jan'65:33
    Sep'64:33    Nov'64:35
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Classroom and campus. Apr'65:35         May'65:35
Global highlights. Jun'65:7
Classroom and campus.
    Jun'65:35    Sep'65:35    Jan'66:33
    Jul'65:35    Dec'65:35
Global highlights. Jun'66:5
What could become... (photo of model of proposed campus) Jul'66:13
Classroom and campus. Jul'66:35
Letters. Oct'66:inside front cover
Classroom and campus.
Rebels against injustice. apr'68:12
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:35         Oct'68:35
In brief. May'69:42     Oct'69:41     Jan'70:39
Tougaloo has know-how. Jul'70:22
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:8
    (photo of dormitory) Nov'71:3
Federal help vital for black higher education (photo) Jul'72:44
World events. Mar'73:39
Will black colleges survive--and serve? Sep'73:15 (photo of some students p. 14)
"TOUR WITH W.C." (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'58:43
TOURNIER, PAUL. THE ADVENTURE OF LIVING
New books. Feb'66:40
TOURNIER, PAUL. LEARN TO GROW OLD
New books. Jul'73:33
TOURNIER, PAUL. THE PERSON REBORN
New books. Mar'67:22
TOURNIER, PAUL. A PLACE FOR YOU
New books. Nov'68:36
TOVELL, (married to Amos Tovell)
(photo) Oct'21:43 Sep'23:38
TOVELL, AMOS
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:43
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
(photo) Dec'24:6
TOWARD CALVARY, 1942
Toward Calvary, 1942. Jan'42:29
Springtime at Hazel Green. Jun'42:31
Toward Calvary, 1942. Feb'42:5
TOWARD LASTING PEACE
Women and world highways. Dec'52:33
TOWER, (married to George Tower)
In memoriam. Jun'43:29
TOWER, MILTON C
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
TOWER, R B
Pendra Road Tuberculosis Sanatorium one of India's best (photo) Nov'49:23
TOWER, WESLEY
Classroom and campus. Oct'67:34
TOWER HILL, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In the land of coke and smoke. May'19:9
Notes. Jul'20:46
Coke ovens, mines and men. Sep'25:10
(photos of Vacation Church School) Sep'25:21
TOWN AND COUNTRY CHURCH
The threshold. Nov'43:2
TOWN AND COUNTRY CHURCHES
See
CITY CHURCHES
RURAL CHURCHES
"TOWN AND COUNTRY COUSINS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'59:40
TOWN AND COUNTRY INSTITUTES
Jul'44:27
TOWN AND COUNTRY PASTOR
News room. Nov'46:32
TOWNE, ANTHONY. THE BISHOP PIKE AFFAIR
New books. Jan'68:38
TOWNE, ANTHONY. SUSPECT TENDERNESS
New books. Mar'72:31
TOWNE, GOLDIE
   (photo) Oct'42:42
TOWNE, IDA
   (death) Feb'19:51
TOWNE, RUTH. -1967
   Classroom and campus. Nov'46:28
   A share in the ministry to migrants (photo) Jun'53:24
   In memoriam. Jun'67:50
Towns, Geneva Taylor, -1958 (married to John A. Towns)
   A community house. Apr'36:27
TOWNS, GENEVA TAYLOR, -1958
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'48:4
   In memoriam. Jul'58:43
TOWNSEND, CLAIRE. OLD AGE: THE LAST SEGREGATION
   New books. Mar'72:31
TOWNSEND, CLARISSA (married to Nimrod Townsend)
   Women on world highways. Jun'66:44
Townsend, Florence Hartman
   Planting time (poem) Jun'26:inside front cover
TOWNSEND, G G
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
Townsend, George Burke, 1867-
   The National Benevolent Association... Oct'20:47
TOWNSEND, GEORGE BURKE, 1867-
   (photo) Mar'24:54
TOWNSEND, IRYE L
   quoted. On the trail of the One-Day Conventions. Dec'29:22
TOWNSEND, J RUSSELL, JR.
   Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30
TOWNSEND, LULU A., -1965
   In memoriam. Sep'65:51
TOWNSEND, NIMROD
   (photo) Jan'41:34
   From Jamaica to Southern Christian Institute (photo) Apr'42:45
TOWNSEND, W B
   College enrollments increase. Oct'36:33
TOWNSEND, W. CAMERON. THEY FOUND A COMMON LANGUAGE
   New books. Oct'72:34
TOWNSLEY, INMAN
   (photo) Jul'45:37
TOY QUE RICH
   Others better than himself. Jun'29:55
TOYNBEE, ARNOLD JOSEPH, 1889-
   quoted. Social trends. Nov'47:12
TOYNBEE, ARNOLD JOSEPH. CIVILIZATION ON TRIAL
   Book chat. Jun'48:20
TOYNBEE, ARNOLD JOSEPH. EXPERIENCES
   New books. Sep'69:28
TOYNBEE, ARNOLD JOSEPH. A STUDY OF HISTORY
   Book chat. May'47:20
"TOYOHIKO KAGAWA--GOD'S MAN IN JAPAN" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'58:47
Toyotome, Masumi
   Japanese youth seek a faith. Jul'58:49
TOYOTOME, MASUMI
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'58:6
TRAAR, GEORGE
   (photo) Nov'46:25
TRACK ATHLETICS
   The Drake relays. Jun'26:35
"TRACK 13" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'65:45
TRACY, (married to Ross Tracy) -1950
   In memoriam. Nov'50:43
TRACY, J I
   Classroom and campus. May'54:30
TRACY, MARY J
   (death) Nov'20:49
TRADE UNIONS
   A movement for industrial counseling. Apr'21:22
TRADITION
   Churchman's vocabulary. Dec'63:18
TRAFALGAR, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The contribution of a rural church (photo) Oct'36:10
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
   See also
   DRINKING AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
   Ahead of the headlines. Feb'66:4    Jun'66:4
   Global highlights. Oct'66:5
   Death on the highways. Nov'66:9
   Traffic fatalities. Dec'67:9
TRAFFIC SAFETY
   Editorials. Feb'70:19
TRAIL CAMPS
   See       SENIOR HIGH TRAIL CAMPS
TRAIN, GEORGE FRANCIS
   quoted. The last page. Jul'27:64
TRAINER, PENNSYLVANIA. METHODIST CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:5
   (plans) Aug'29:6
"TRAINING FOR RENEWAL" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visuals. Sep'67:39
Tralle, Henry Edward
   When a church builds a house. Aug'26:4
TRALLE, HENRY EDWARD
   (photo) Aug'26:5
TRANQUEBAR, INDIA
   Protestant mission in India celebrates 250th anniversary (photo of church) Mar'56:13
TRANSOU, ADDIE DAVIS, -1946
   In memoriam. Jan'47:37
TRANSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Mar'23:51    Sep'24:51    Sep'25:43    Mar'27:44
   Aug'23:53    Nov'24:52    Apr'26:43    Sep'27:51
   Nov'23:52    Jan'25:35    May'26:43    Apr'28:40
   May'24:54    May'25:52    Sep'26:57    Nov'28:39
   Jun'24:56    Jun'25:52    Nov'26:53    Feb'29:30
   Jul'24:54    Jul'25:50    Jan'27:53    Apr'29:30
Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
Notes. Sep'20:47
Board of Education annual report. Nov'20:39
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:57
Church colleges close a good year. Aug'21:54
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:16
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
As we go to press. Aug'24:1
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:25
A building era for our colleges. Jan'28:9
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:61
College songs! Jan'29:32
News from the Board of Education... Mar'30:40
Nearing the end of the school year (photos) Jun'30:44
Interesting experiment of our Christian colleges. Aug'30:45
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:40
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:32
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:32
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:33
Rounding out the summer sessions in our colleges. Oct'31:27
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:33
College registrars busy. Oct'33:33
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Mid-seminister in our colleges. Feb'34:40
Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:43
Colleges facing the new school year. Oct'34:33
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:31
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34
College commencements. Jul'35:33
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:42
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:44
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
College enrollments increase. Oct'36:46
(photo of band) Jan'37:30
Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32
The threshold. Jan'38:2
College happenings. Jan'38:31
Notes from our colleges. Feb'38:33
Winter events in our colleges. Mar'38:32
In our colleges. Oct'38:33
Busy days in our colleges. Dec'38:31
College news and notes. Feb'39:32
College notes. Mar'39:43
Springtide college activities. May'39:34
College notes (photo of alumni) Jan'40:24
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
Fall programs of our colleges. Oct'40:32
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
College and university news (photo of proposed library) Sep'41:33
News from our colleges. Nov'41:30 Dec'41:33
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36
(photo of missionary children) Jan'43:29
To him that asketh. Jan'43:14
(photo of students) Mar'43:front cover
The threshold. May'43:2
Classroom and campus.

Jun'43:25 Jan'44:25 Oct'45:26 Apr'46:30
Sep'43:24 Mar'44:26 Nov'45:25 Jun'46:32
Oct'43:27 Apr'44:24 Jan'46:44 Jul'46:30
Nov'43:26 Jun'44:26 Feb'46:29 Sep'46:34
Dec'43:24 Jul'44:26 Mar'46:30 Dec'46:31
(photo) Jan'47:front cover
Our cover. Jan'47:2
By their fruits. Jan'47:18
Classroom and campus.

Jan'47:31 Feb'48:30 Sep'48:31 May'49:33
Sep'47:32 Jun'48:34 Apr'49:31 Dec'49:31
Jan'48:31 Jul'48:30
(photo of students) Jan'50:17
Classroom and campus.

Jan'50:47 Jul'50:32 Nov'50:37
Mar'50:30 Sep'50:33 Jan'51:30
May'50:32 Oct'50:33 Apr'51:30
(photo of alumni) Jun'51:30
Sep'51:33 Jan'42:31 Jul'52:32
Oct'51:30 Feb'42:29 Dec'52:29
Nov'51:29 Jun'52:30
(photo of personal chapel) Apr'53:30
May'53:30  
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:36  
Classroom and campus. Mar'54:30  May'54:31  
Eisenhower at Transylvania. Jun'54:6  
Classroom and campus.  


Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants. Feb'56:26  
Classroom and campus.  

Mar'56:29  Sep'56:32  Jan'57:29  Jun'57:49  
Apr'56:31  Nov'56:31  Mar'57:30,31  Jul'57:41  
Jun'56:50  Dec'56:33  Apr'57:31  Sep'57:31  
Oct'57:30 (photo of French class p. 31)  
Global highlights. Dec'57:2  
(photo of Morrison Hall) Jan'58:front cover  
The cover. Jan'58:inside front cover  
(photo of students) Jan'58:11,14  
Classroom and campus.  

Jan'58:29  Mar'58:35  Apr'58:33  
Global highlights. May'58:7  
Classroom and campus.  

May'58:33  Jul'58:37  Nov'58:33  
Jun'58:33  Oct'58:33  Dec'58:33  
(photo of library) Jan'59:14  
Classroom and campus.  

Jan'59:37  May'59:35  Oct'59:33  
Feb'59:37  Jun'59:35  Dec'59:35  
Mar'59:31  Jul'59:37  Jan'60:31  
(drawing of Haupt Humanities Building) Feb'60:37  
Mar'60:31  Apr'60:33  
(photo of new residence hall) Jun'60:35  
Jul'60:37  Sep'60:35  Nov'60:31  
(photo) Jan'61:12  
Classroom and campus.  

Jan'61:29  Jun'61:35  Nov'61:31  Apr'62:33  
Apr'61:33  Sep'61:29  Jan'62:31  Jun'62:35  
Classroom and campus.  

Sep'62:35  
(photo of Morrison Hall) Oct'62:33  
Nov'62:36  May'63:35  Jan'64:35  May'64:37  
Jan'63:33  Jun'63:35  Mar'64:35  Jun'64:35  
Apr'63:35  Oct'63:34  Apr'64:35  
(photo of portrait of Jefferson Davis) Sep'64:33  
Nov'64:35  Feb'65:33  Jun'65:35  Jan'66:33  
Dec'64:35  Apr'65:35  Jul'65:35  Feb'66:35  
Jan'65:33  May'65:35  Nov'65:33  
Global highlights (photo of Morrison Hall) Apr'66:5  
Classroom and campus.  

Oct'66:35  Feb'67:35  
(photo of Codell Memorial Organ) May'68:35  
Oct'68:35  
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37  
In brief. Jun'69:35
World events (drawing of Inter-American School of Business Administration) Jul'69:36
Editorials. Dec'69:19
In brief. Mar'70:38 Sep'70:45 Dec'70:43
Colleges that break stereotypes. Mar'71:8
In brief. Apr'71:41 May'71:39,42 Jun'71:41
World events. Nov'71:36
Heritage and destiny. Feb'72:inside back cover
In brief. Apr'72:41 Dec'73:40
TRAPP, VIVIAN
In memoriam. May'37:39
TRAPPE, HARRIETTA JEAN
(photo) Jan'21:11
Traugott, Jeanne Hall (married to Charles Traugott, Jr.)
Youth and missions. May'53:37
TRAVANCORE, INDIA
Youth to discuss world problems at Kottayam (photo of church) Sep'52:42
TRAVEL
Let's get a good start. Jun'26:46
TRAVEL INSTITUTE OF BIBLE RESEARCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45
TRAVELERS' AID SOCIETY
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'29:42
Traver, Edith G
Chinese village women (poem) Jan'40:33
Travers, Libbie K. Miller (married to Frank Travers)
Sectarian shackles.
Jan'27:18 Mar'27:25 May'27:24
Feb'27:16 Apr'27:21 Jun'27:19
TRAIVERS, LIBBIE K. MILLER
(photo) Jan'27:18 May'27:24
TRAVESE CITY, MICHIGAN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49
(photo) Oct'24:51
TRAVIS, JOHNNIE GOLDSTON, -1950
In memoriam. Sep'50:37
TRAYLOR, JOHN
Home missions in Indiana (photo) Nov'20:44
TREADGOLD, AUGUSTA, -1951
In memoriam. Oct'51:36
"TREASURE AT BETHANY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'60:46
TREATIES
Memorials made manifest--the Kellogg Pact. Nov'28:23
TREFFINGER, CAROLYN. LIN LUN, LAD OF COURAGE
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
TREFZ, EDWARD K
quoted. Last column. Feb'61:50
TREFZGER, JOHN DENNIS, 1923- (married to Marilyn L. Trefzger)
quoted. Churches are studying the Provisional design. Mar'67:38
Keys to church growth. Mar'73:16
Trefzger, Marilyn L. Wilson (married to John Dennis Trefzger)
Adults and mission. Jun'62:38
Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
TREFZGER, MARILYN L. WILSON
Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
TREGILGAS, F J
(photo) Nov'27:6
TREJO, RACQUEL
Mexican Christian Institute. Sep'43:37
TREMAINE, D'ESTEL
(note) Oct'24:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
TREMAINE, HARRIET, -1948
(death) News room. Mar'48:32
Tremaine, Stella, 1889-1951
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:46
Resurrection day in Wuhu. Oct'23:42
Rejoice with us. Jun'24:59
Never bowed to idols. Aug'24:64
Progress in Wuhu. Feb'25:38
The call to advance in Wuhu. Jan'25:41
A bird's eye view of Chuchow. Mar'25:49
Sunday morning in Wuhu. Apr'25:41
Cruisers versus factories. Jul'25:38
Days of rejoicing in Wuhu. Jul'25:54
China is moving. Jun'26:55
Shifting scenes in China. Feb'27:41
The burdens and blessings of industry in China. Jun'30:60
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'30:40
Aboard a Yangtse River launch. Oct'30:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
Visiting the Wuhu schools. Jan'31:30
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:47
Linking up the day school to the Sunday school Jul'31:29
Work among Chinese by Chinese. Aug'31:30
Echoes from everywhere.
    Aug'31:39      Sep'31:40,41      Oct'31:39
On the road to real Christianity. Jan'32:29
School in Wuhu flourishing. Feb'32:33
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
Caring for refugees. Apr'32:46
Schools in good shape. Aug'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39      Feb'33:39      May'33:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:39
Christmas in September. Sep'33:41
Kindergarten grows. Sep'33:45
She built a home and a church. Oct'33:27
Echoes from everywhere.
    Oct'33:40      Dec'33:40      Jan'34:39,40
Seven in one. Jan'36:29
New school building in Wuhu. Mar'36:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'36:38
Law not enforced. Apr'36:47
A Christian marriage. Jun'36:30
Echoes from everywhere.
A grateful heart. Sep'39:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:37
Eternally grateful. Apr'40:46
New Christians in China. Oct'40:30
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37      May'41:39      Mar'46:37
Impressions of free Wuhu. Jul'46:40
Echoes from everywhere.
  Oct'46:37  Jan'47:36  Jun'47:41
  Nov'46:36  Mar'47:37
TREMAINE, STELLA, 1889–1951
  (photo) Jun'21:6
  (photo) Nov'21:57
Program helps (photo) Mar'25:49
  (photo) Oct'26:44  Mar'30:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
  (photo) Dec'32:suppl:9
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'35:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40  Jul'36:40
Women and world highways. Mar'41:43
News room. Jun'46:34  Nov'47:40  Jan'48:42
  Jun'47:35  Dec'47:30  Jun'48:32
  (death) News room. May'51:47
They gave even beyond their strength (photo) Jun'51:36
TRENT, ROBERT H (married to Joanne Bell Trent)
  They prepare children for mature living. Dec'57:11
  (photo p. 10)
TRENTON, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo) Dec'62:18
TRESNER, JACK N
  Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7
  World events (photo) Apr'72:40
  In brief (photo) Mar'73:40
TRESSLER, CATHERINE
  Memorium. Jul'34:39
TRESSLER, MINNIE
  In memoriam. Mar'28:60
TREUDLEY, ELLA DAVIS
  News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
TREUDLEY, ESTHER
TREUDLEY, FREDERICK W –1935
  The work of our colleges and the Board of Education. Sep'22:49
  Mary Bosworth Treudley. Oct'22:1
  (death) News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
Treudley, Mary Bosworth
  Scaling the Tower of Babel. Dec'21:8
  Building a college overnight. Feb'24:12
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:51
  The spiritual triumph in Nanking. Aug'27:28
  Sharers in the common day. Aug'29:13
TREUDLEY, MARY BOSWORTH
  Mary Bosworth Treudley (photo) Oct'22:1
  Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
  Miss Treudley returns. Oct'28:58
  News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
TREUDLEY, MARY BOSWORTH. PRELUDE TO THE FUTURE
   Book chat. Oct'50:40
TREUDLEY, MARY HELEN MOSS, -1913
   News of our colleges. Apr'35:33
TREUSDELL, KEN
   In brief. Mar'71:35
TREVER, JOHN C.
   Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30        Sep'47:32
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:2
TREVOR-ROPER, H. R. THE LAST DAYS OF HITLER
   Book chat. Nov'47:16
TREWOLLA, JAMES A., 1906-1971
   (photo) Sep'57:front cover
   The cover. Sep'57:inside front cover
TRIANGLE CLUBS
   See also
   WORSHIP SERVICES
   Programs for Triangle Clubs
   Triangle palavers. Dec'26:46       Feb'27:46       Apr'27:46
      Jan'27:46       Mar'27:46
   You should know me... Apr'26:46
   The way it looks to one Tri Club. May'26:46
   Thanksgiving and friendship. Oct'26:46
   Friday's child in loving and giving. Nov'26:46
   One hundred per cent present... Aug'27:49
   Disciples of Christ and the new world. Sep'27:49
   Wouldn't you call it graft? Oct'27:50
   Starting them right. Oct'27:50
   Triangle work in Texas. Oct'27:62
   Why I like the Triangle Club. Nov'27:49
   A twelve-months meeting. Dec'27:50
   To our friends! Jan'28:52
   Each one win one. Feb'28:52
   Easter in Africa. Mar'28:50
   M stands for May and Mothers. Apr'28:50
   The end of a purposeful year. May'28:49
   Friendly adventures. Jun'28:50
   Things to do. Jul'28:36
   Triangle Clubs. Aug'28:34
   They support an orphan. Sep'28:34
   Missionary organizations programs... Nov'28:46
   Programs... Jun'29:47
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
TRIBBEY, IRA W. -1955
   In memoriam. Apr'55:35
TRIBLE, ELIZABETH CAMPBELL (married to John M. Trible)
   In memoriam. Sep'41:39
TRIBLE, JOHN M  (married to Elizabeth Campbell Trible)
   What money will do. Sep'19:22
      (photo) Sep'19:23
TRICE,  (MRS. J. A.)
   In memoriam. Dec'38:39
TRIESTE
   Prisoners of freedom. Jun'52:21
TRIMBLE,  (married to Grover Trimble)
   News room. Feb'41:42
TRIMBLE, BRUCE W
     In memoriam. May'32:40
TRIMBLE, C T
     (photo) Mar'24:52
TRIMBLE, CORA C (married to B. W. Trimble)
     In memoriam. Mar'43:39
TRIMBLE, GLEN W
     Global highlights. Oct'55:4
TRIMBLE, HENRY BURTON. TO EVERY CREATURE
     Book chat. Dec'39:22
TRIMBLE, HUBERET A
     Classroom and campus. Oct'62:32
TRIMBLE, JAMES H
     Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34
TRIMBLE, MARTHA NEWELL
     Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
     (photo) Aug'23:12
     Trimble, Martha Stout
     Women and world highways. Nov'36:35
TRIMBLE, SALLIE M
     In memoriam. Jun'30:49
TRIMBLE, SUSAN, -1948
     In memoriam. Sep'48:37
TRIMBLE, T F
     (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
     (death) Jan'35:47
TRINIDAD, COLORADO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
     (photo) Aug'24:8
TRIPP, DAVID M
     No excuse for a "dead church." (photo) Nov'26:56
Tripp, Thomas Alfred
     Inspecting the foundations. May'39:28
     Rural Life Sunday observance. Apr'40:30
TRIPP, THOMAS ALFRED
     (photo) Feb'41:18
TRI-STATE COLLEGE (ANGOLA, INDIANA)
     Reproducing the church's ministry. Sep'43:10
"TRIUMPHANT" (MOTION PICTURE)
     Audio-visual suggestions. May'61:40
TROCMÉ, ANDRE
     Global highlights. Apr'50:2 Dec'53:2
     News room. Jan'56:39
     Global highlights. Apr'59:7
TROCMÉ, ANDRE. THE POLITICS OF REPENTANCE
     Book chat. Jan'54:42
TROGDON, (married to T. J. Trogdon, Jr.)
     A venture in understanding. Feb'59:11 (photo p. 12)
TRON, ERNESTO
     A significant trend. Dec'28:42
"TROPICAL AFRICA" (MOTION PICTURE)
     Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'64:43
TROTH, (MRS. H. C.)
     Here and there with World Call. Apr'54:52
TROTT, JAMES J
     Echoes from everywhere. Nov'37:38
TROTT, WILLIAM HOUSTON, -1962
     In memoriam. May'62:37
TROTTER, FRANK B

TROUT, (MRS. A. E.)
(death) News room. Jul'40:34
(death) Jul'40:46

TROUT, (married to Francis Marion Trout) -1923
(death) Nov'23:49

TROUT, A E
(death) News room. Sep'41:34

Trout, Charles H
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62

TROUT, CHARLES H
Notes. Apr'20:59 May'20:64
(photo) Dec'24:34

Trout, Daisy June, 1882-1956
The new emphasis on the Woman's Missionary Society. Jun'20:40
The call to advance. Dec'24:36
Home missions councils meet. Mar'26:13
Women clasp hands across Pacific. Oct'28:27
Woman pays on her account. Dec'28:17
Life's increasing purpose. Dec'29:16

TROUT, DAISY JUNE, 1882-1956
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:10
(photo) Aug'19:27
Promotion on merit. May'20:1
(photo) Jun'20:40
Headquarters notes. Jul'21:39
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52
(photo) Dec'24:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'25:44 May'25:51
Miss Trout improves. Jun'25:1
(photo no. 1) Apr'27:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'27:38
Noteworthy changes and additions (photo) Aug'27:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44 Oct'27:56
(photo) Jan'28:32
Miss Trout goes to Honolulu. Aug'28:12
(photo) Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
(photo) Dec'29:2
The Executive Committee meets. Dec'29:29
Woman's part in the Pension movement. Mar'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41
(photo) Nov'31:29
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'35:33 Apr'35:40 Oct'35:33 Sep'37:30
Women and world highways. Sep'38:35
News room. Jan'42:38
(death) News room. Nov'56:36
Tribute to Disciple (photo) Jan'57:37

Trout, Jessie Mary, 1895-1990
Christmas in Akita, Japan. Mar'22:52
Easter in Akita. Jul'26:38
Christians in Japan. Mar'34:45
Speaking of books. Jul'34:33
Devotional study of missionary societies. Jul'34:38
Japan (poem) May'35:36
...in Japan. Sep'35:45
Shoichi Imamura--author. Dec'35:30
Young people faithful. Dec'35:46
A thirtieth anniversary. Apr'36:12
What of Japan? Jun'37:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'37:38 Jul'37:39
Whatsoever things are of good report. Oct'38:12
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
Devotional study for missionary societies. Feb'41:38
Off the record. Jun'41:11
A woman studies defense. Jan'42:16
Women and world highways. Apr'42:35
The harvest. May'42:16
A Christian yardstick. Jun'42:5
Reading maketh a full man. Oct'44:24
Circulation corner. Nov'44:inside front cover
Coming of age. Dec'44:16
Circulation corner.
Mar'45:inside front cover Jun'45:inside front cover
Canada's children. Nov'45:16
But Spring came. Jul'47:15
Women and world highways. Sep'47:35
Mrs. C. T. Harness, an appreciation. May'48:27
Women and world highways. Jul'48:33
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
Kingdom builders. May'49:31
Today's Crusade leaders say. Nov'49:26
The Lord's Disciple. Jun'51:6
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Japan revisited. Jan'53:17
Women and world highways.
Jan'53:31 Dec'57:37 Nov'59:31
Jul'55:33 Mar'58:33 Jun'60:33
He lived what he preached. Jul'60:19
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'62:36
A new church for Paraguay. Nov'62:31
Two worlds in two days. Feb'63:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'63:38
Old and new in Japan. Nov'63:46
How shall we keep Christmas? (poem) Dec'63:11
Glances and glimpses.
Jan'64:22 Apr'64:22 Jul'64:22
Feb'64:12 May'64:14 Sep'64:18
Mar'64:14 Jun'64:20 Oct'64:12
My two countries. Jun'66:24
Canadian Disciples. Jul'66:16
Dear Masako San. May'68:31
Church and community share a dream. May'73:20
TROUT, JESSIE MARY, 1895-1990
(photo) Jun'21:9
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28
(photo) Nov'21:57
Changing posts in Japan. Mar'24:52
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
quoted. Out of the hearts of missionaries. Dec'33:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
Again we apologize. Jan'35:36
Adventures in cooperation (photo) Apr'35:16
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship (photo) Oct'35:25
(photo) Mar'38:front cover
The threshold. Mar'38:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
(photo) Oct'38:12
Glimpses of Japan (photos) Jun'39:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
The threshold (photo) Dec'39:4
(photo) Jan'40:13
Missionary register. Sep'41:47
(photo) Oct'41:8 Jan'42:16 May'42:16 Sep'42:39
Mrs. O. S. Murphy succeeded by Miss Jessie M. Trout (photo) Feb'44:14
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'44:33
(photo) Nov'45:16
Global highlights (photo) Jan'46:2
...contribution. Jan'46:5
Circulation corner. Feb'46:inside front cover
(photo) May'46:19
News room. Jan'47:38
Global highlights (photo) Jun'50:3
(photo) Nov'50:26
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
(photo) Jul'52:26
quoted. Proud to be a part! Oct'52:27
News room. Dec'52:30
(photo) Jan'53:17 Oct'53:29
Global highlights (photo) May'55:3
News room. Sep'55:38 Jan'57:36
(photo) Apr'57:38
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'57:33
Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
News room (photo) Dec'57:36
(photo) Sep'58:23 Jan'59:back cover
Global highlights (photo) May'60:5
(photo) May'60:23 Jul'60:20
Global highlights. Mar'61:4
The best years of her life. Apr'61:9
News room. Apr'61:34
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'61:35
quoted. New spirit in India. Jul'62:31
(photo) Nov'62:31
Tribute to two Christians. Sep'63:10
Congo Christians aid needy in Hong Kong (photo) Sep'63:37
Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'63:31
(photo) Jul'66:5 Jan'69:25
TROUT, JESSIE M. BERTHA FIDELIA: HER STORY
Book chat. Jul'57:42
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
TROUT, JESSIE M. KAGAWA, JAPANESE PROPHET
Book chat. Mar'61:20
TROUT, JESSIE M. LIKE A WATERED GARDEN
News room. Nov'54:37
TROUT, MARION, -1968
   In memoriam. May'68:42
Trot, Paul Morton, 1892-
   Uvalena A. Poston. Sep'21:51
TROUT, PAUL MORTON, 1892-
   (photo) Nov'19:inside front cover
   Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
TROUT, REBECCA
   The ministry of service volunteers (photo) May'73:30
TROUT, WILLIAM F
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'36:31
TROUTMAN, DERL
   Global highlights. Apr'54:2
TROUTMAN, WILLIAM F., JR.
   Classroom and campus. Nov'56:30
TROWBRIDGE, LYDIA JONES. FRANCES WILLARD OF EVANSTON
   Book chat. Feb'39:15
Trowbridge, Stephen VanR.
   The first cradle roll certificate printed in Arabic. Jan'24:42
TROXEL, COLLEEN ETHEL, 1959-
   (birth) News room. Nov'59:38
TROXEL, DANIEL CURTIS, 1883-1965
   Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
   (photo) Mar'24:26
   High lights from our colleges. Sep'29:30
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
   Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
   College notes. Apr'38:32
   Classroom and campus.
      Dec'44:26      Jul'50:32      Sep'54:30      Nov'56:31
   (death) Disciples in the news. Feb'66:7
Troxell, Delbert Vern, 1921-
   (married to Martha Marie Hendricks Troxel)
   Rural center aids Japanese farmers. Oct'56:29
   Return to Gose. May'61:42
   Twenty-one inch altar. Nov'63:14
   Religion of heavenly wisdom. Oct'64:23
TROXELL, DELBERT VERN, 1921-
   (ordination) News room. Sep'50:43
   (photo) Jan'56:18,19
   Reaching rural Japan (photo) May'58:25
   Light on a hill, Jul'60:47
   Fresh witness in a "new" Japan (photo) Jun'65:31
   In brief. Sep'69:39
TROXELL, JONATHAN MARK, 1951-
   (birth) News room. Apr'51:38
   (photo) Jun'54:9      Jan'56:18
Troxell, Martha Marie Hendricke, 1928-
   (married to Delbert Vern Troxell)
   A rock at Rifu. Jan'56:18
   Reaching rural Japan. May'58:25
   Light on a hill, Jul'60:47
   Return to Gose. May'61:42
   Noriko's new coat. Jun'61:46
   Biggest little man in Japan. Nov'61:21
   Easter without frills in Japan. Apr'63:20
   Brown car. Jul'63:24
Twenty-one inch altar. Nov'63:14
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:16
Fresh witness in a "new" Japan. Jun'65:31
What is important? Sep'65:30

TROXELL, MARTHA MARIE HENDRICKS, 1928- (ordination) News room. Sep'50:43
(photo) Jan'56:18
Rural center aids Japanese farmers (photo) Oct'56:29
(photo) May'65:18
In brief. Sep'69:39

(photo) Jan'56:18

TROXELL, TERESA JUNE, 1956- (birth) News room. Sep'56:30

TROY, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6

TROY, NEW YORK. EAGLE MILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47


TROYER, MAURICE E quoted. Quote...unquote. Apr'68:22

TRUE, (married to Walter True) -1947 In memoriam. May'47:41

TRUE, ALLEN Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:33

TRUE, LYLE R
Classroom and campus. Dec'55:34 (photo) Jul'56:31

Trueblood, David Elton, 1900- A new order in the church. Oct'47:8

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON, 1900- (photo) Oct'47:8 quoted. Ideas from Interseminary Conference. Feb'50:17
Global highlights. Jan'55:4 Feb'56:3 Feb'59:7
Classroom and campus. Apr'61:33 Nov'62:36
Global highlights. Oct'66:6

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. ALTERNATIVE TO FUTILITY
Book chat. May'48:22

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. CONFRONTING CHRIST
Book chat. Jun'60:22

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. DECLARATION OF FREEDOM
Book chat. Oct'55:16

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE ESSENCE OF A SPIRITUAL RELIGION
Book chat. Sep'36:24

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. FOUNDATIONS FOR RECONSTRUCTION
Book chat. Sep'46:16

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE FUTURE OF THE CHRISTIAN
New books. Jul'71:29
Letters. Oct'71:4

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE HUMOR OF CHRIST
New books. Feb'65:41

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD
Book chat. Feb'40:21

TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE LORD'S PRAYERS
New books. Sep'66:39
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TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE NEW MAN FOR OUR TIME
   New books. May'70:28
TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
   Book chat. Oct'57:14
TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. A PLACE TO STAND
   New books. Apr'69:28
TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE PREDICAMENT OF MODERN MAN
   Book chat. Nov'44:21
TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. SIGNS OF HOPE IN A CENTURY OF DESPAIR
   Book chat. Mar'50:40
TRUEBLOOD, DAVID ELTON. THE YOKE OF CHRIST
   Book chat. May'59:26
TRUEBLOOD, GRACE A., -1960
   (death) News room. Mar'61:46
TRUELOVE, JESSIE DEANE CRENSHAW
   Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:3
Truett, George W., 1867-
   That His house may be free. Aug'21:back cover
TRUETT, GEORGE W., 1867-
   ...to speak. Sep'34:17
   Des Moines presents a strong program (photo) Oct'34:19
   quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
TRUETT, GEORGE W. WHO IS JESUS?
   Book chat. Jan'53:41
TRULOCK, HAROLD
   (photo) Mar'38:32
Truman, Harry S, 1884-1972
   The President's message. Jan'48:46
   (note) Jul'49:44
TRUMAN, HARRY S, 1884-1972
   Social trends. Dec'45:23
   Global highlights. Mar'47:2
   quoted. World Convention digest (photo) Sep'47:10
   Global highlights. Jul'48:3
   Social trends. Oct'50:14
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'51:3
   Global highlights. Jan'64:5
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'64:6
   (death) The scene. Apr'73:33
TRUMAN, ARKANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:24
TRUMBULL, W D
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
TRUMP, FRED. BUYER BEWARE!
   New books. Apr'65:41
Trusty, Charlotte F.
   The story of Tillie. Mar'32:26
TRUSTY, CLAY
   (photo) May'23:32
TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Maintenance aid. May'58:46
TSAI  (MRS C. S.)
   (photo) May'39:7
TSAI, DAVID R L
   Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
TSAI RU LING
China's youth on the march. Mar'35:18
TSAI YUING-CHING
Miracle of progress in Hohe (photo) Jun'47:30
TSAO, CHINA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36
TSAO DZI-SIN
TSAO SING YU
China's youth on the march (photo) Mar'35:19
TSHISUNGA DANIEL
Good news in Africa (photo) May'53:9
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
TSHIANG SIH-CHAO
What I owe to Christ. Feb'35:14
TSIEN SH-LIN
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
TSIEN SI-LING
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'24:50
TSO, JACK
(photo) Nov'50:33
TSU, Y Y
The Bible in China. Jan'21:39
TSU BIAO
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:9
Tsu Yu-dji
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:36
Rural service station sends exciting news. Mar'48:47
TSUCHIYAMA, MIN (married to Ruth Lonoko Tsuchiyama)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'50:38
(marriage) News room. Oct'50:47
TSUCHIYAMA, RUTH LONOKO (married to Min Tsuchiyama)
(marriage) News room. Oct'50:47
TSUCHIZAKI, JAPAN
What would you do? Jun'21:56
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:54 Jul'23:57
TSUI, H. H.
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'60:38
TSUKADA, TOMOKO
Asians serve in Nepal. Feb'68:42
TSUKAHARA, KANAME
quoted. Last column. May'58:50
TS'UNG-PEN, LIU
(photo) Jan'21:3
TSUNG TSU PI
quoted. A sheaf of prayers. Apr'33:31
TSURUOKA, JAPAN
Interacting in Japan. Feb'22:59
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60
Among the churches in the Akita District. Jul'23:44
Milestones at Tauruoka (photo of church) Feb'59:33
TU DE BAO
(photo) Feb'25:17
TU HSIN LIN
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37
TUASON, ESPERANZA
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Tubbs, Beulah R.
  Support its own native missionary. Sep'26:47
  An appreciated minister. Oct'27:58

TUBERCULOSIS
  Cure and prevention program. Jan'48:39

TUBMAN, EMILY HARVIE THOMAS, 1794-1885
  (married to Richard C. Tubman)
  Vantage ground of freedom. Feb'55:16

TUBMAN, WILLIAM VACANARAT SHADRACH, 1895-
  The cover. Feb'55:inside front cover
  Vantage ground of freedom. Feb'55:16

TUCK, MARIE J. HOLLOWAY (married to Robert S. Tuck)
  News room. Nov'48:32

TUCK, ROBERTS SIDNEY, 1898-1989
  (married to Marie J. Holloway Tuck)
  News room. Nov'48:32
  Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'59:8

TUCK, RUTH. NOT WITH THE FIST
  Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32

TUCKER, (MRS. E. W.)
  (death) Mar'26:50

TUCKER, (married to Harper P. Tucker)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'50:4

TUCKER, (MRS. M.)
  (photo) May'55:38

TUCKER, (MRS. P. P.)
  (death) Feb'25:53

TUCKER, (MRS. W. A.) -1949
  In memoriam. Oct'50:39

TUCKER, (married to Will Tucker)
  Here and there with World Call. Oct'51:48

TUCKER, ALBERT F.
  Global highlights. Feb'65:6

TUCKER, ALICE
  In memoriam. Jul'31:40

TUCKER, ALICE E.
  Memorium. Jun'36:39

TUCKER, C H
  (photo) Dec'24:9
  Notes... Dec'24:63
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
  What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41
  The latest flash from the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11
  A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6

TUCKER, CLAUDIA, -1953
  In memoriam. Mar'54:35

TUCKER, E R
  (photo) Jan'21:17
  A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:46

TUCKER, H C
  The Bible in Latin America. Mar'21:30

TUCKER, H G
  Missionary illustrations... Nov'27:52

TUCKER, HENRY ST. GEORGE
  The threshold. Jan'43:2
  quoted. ...statement. Feb'45:34
TUCKER, JOHN T. DRUMS OF THE DARKNESS
   Speaking of books. May'28:43
TUCKER, LAWRENCE
   Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
TUCKER, LAWRENCE E
   Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
TUCKER, MADGE
   (photo) Dec'54:13
TUCKER, MOZELLE
   (death) Feb'25:53
TUCKER, MYRTLE (married to James L. Tucker)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'52:4
TUCKER, P P
   (death) Feb'25:53
TUCKER, RICHARD
   No bars to learning (photo) Dec'72:5
TUCKER, RIO
   (photo) Jan'21:18
TUCKER, SARA
   Memorium. Nov'35:39
TUCKER, SID
   Youth and missions (photo) Jun'53:41
TUCKER, STERLING. BEYOND THE BURNING
   New books. Dec'68:36
TUCKER, STERLING. FOR BLACKS ONLY
   New books. Jun'71:28
TUCKER, SYDNEY
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'51:28
   Youth and missions (photo) Oct'53:35
Tucker, Terry
   Everyone has a God. May'69:9
TUCKER, THEODORE L
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'59:7
Tucker, William Edward, 1932-
   The Disciples of Christ: in transit and tension. Nov'65:28
   A Century of storm and growth. Dec'65:28
   A rush into print. Jan'69:11
   The seminary scene: a cause for excitement. Sep'72:25
TUCKER, WILLIAM EDWARD, 1932-
   They work for you. Dec'58:25
   Classroom and campus.
       Jun'59:34  Sep'61:28  Jul'64:37  Jun'66:34
       In brief. Nov'70:38
   World events (photo) Dec'71:36
   (photo) Sep'72:25
   World events (photo) Jan'73:39
TUCKER, GEORGIA. COVENANT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
TUCKIPOOR, INDIA
   (photo of Troop Carrier Hospital Ward) May'48:14
TUCSON, ARIZONA. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Jul'52:front cover
   The cover. Jul'52:inside front cover
   (photo of some members) Nov'53:1
TUCSON, ARIZONA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Outstanding work... Jun'19:55
   Sep'19:37
(photo of sanctuary) Oct'49:1
Far away places. Nov'49:24
New churches for America. Apr'51:8
News room. Jul'51:38
TUCSON, ARIZONA. PARK AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of a church school class) Jan'57:1
(photo of sanctuary) Jul'57:13
TUCSON, ARIZONA. SAGUARO CHRISTIAN CHURCH
News churches, October-December, 1961. Apr'62:49
Global highlights. Jun'62:7
Decade achievements--after two years (photo of sanctuary)
Sep'62:15
World Call brings "new vistas." Oct'63:50
TUDEEN, BERTHA
(photo) Sep'28:34
TUDU, J. W.
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:7
TUDU, WELLINGTON, 1920-1964
Progress is reported at the India Convention. Jun'51:32
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'53:4
(death) News room. Mar'64:36
TUEL, EUNICE
Here and there with World Call. Oct'51:48 Sep'52:48
TUFTS, ANNE. THE SUPER'S DAUGHTER
For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44
TUGGLE, RICHARD B
Baptismal service. Jun'28:62
TUGUIGUI, DOMINGO
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2
TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA. BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Churches receive aid. Dec'56:50
(photo of new site) Mar'59:20
TUKKITTPOOR, INDIA
Ambassador of race surmounting good will. Jan'46:30
TULL, JEWELL BOTHWELL. THE FORGOTTEN MAN
Book chat. Jan'36:44
TULLAHOMA, TENNESSEE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
Echoes of church "doings." Oct'32:30
Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
Vote to send World Call to all homes. Feb'61:46
TULLIS, DON DELANO. EVERY DAY RELIGION
Book chat. Oct'49:38
TULLROSS, REES E
(photo) Dec'31:32
Tully, Carolyn M (married to Henry K. Tully)
Migrants on the march. Apr'37:8
America's uprooted harvesters. Oct'45:23
TULLY, JAMES
quoted. Last column. Jul'62:50
TULSA (OKLAHOMA) CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Global highlights. Jan'61:7
TULSA, OKLAHOMA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1965. Dec'65:48
TULSA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:14
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.

Dec'21:46
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
(photo of Woman's Missionary Society) Sep'22:45
A field trip around the world. Dec'23:34
(photo of Women's Bible Class) Jul'25:41
How it happened in Oklahoma. Aug'25:20 (photo p. 18)
They gather no dust. May'27:44
Good ideas. Mar'28:47
 Lovest thou me? May'29:23
More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:46
Good ideas. Mar'33:38
A living sign. Nov'37:34
Global highlights (photo of service flag) Jun'46:4
The church serves its aging. Oct'57:11

TULSA, OKLAHOMA. HARVARD AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Two churches join Every Home Plan. Jun'60:48

TULSA, OKLAHOMA. MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH

They sing in appreciation. Jul'40:11
Youth and missions

(photo of Youth Fellowship Banquet) Nov'49:41
(photos of youth) Sep'53:37

TULSA, OKLAHOMA. NORTHEAST CHRISTIAN CHURCH


TULSA, OKLAHOMA. PINE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39

TULSA, OKLAHOMA. ROGERS HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH

How a church can remodel for flexibility (photos) Mar'72:10

TULSA, OKLAHOMA. WHEELING AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34

TUMBAGA, PABLO

 quoted. The hard way. Apr'47:46
 (photo) Feb'51:15
 Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
 Missionary worship service. Apr'57:35

Tumlinson, Billy A

Esfuerso--another chance for the addict. Jan'72:25
Another kind of school. Sep'72:19

TUNG HAI UNIVERSITY (TAIWAN)

Global highlights. Jan'61:5

TUNG TEH FU

 (photo) Mar'33:16
 Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42
 Hail and farewell. Jan'36:46

TUNGHAI UNIVERSITY (TAIWAN)

Echoes from everywhere. Apr'65:36

TUNISIA

Contrasts in Africa. Feb'73:29

TUNISON, DICK

 (photo) Nov'48:20

TUNISON, WILBUR E., 1896-1957

 (photo) Sep'46:11
 quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Sep'49:26
 Classroom and campus. Apr'54:36
 Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2
 (death) News room. Dec'57:36
Tunnell, Barbara Madison
On the Londo express (poem) Sep'32:48
TUNSTALL, (married to Charles G. Tunstall) -1959
In memoriam. Nov'59:35
TUPELO, MISSISSIPPI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Sep'50:26
Tupper, Charles Benson, 1890-1973
I believe in missions. Oct'35:5
TUPPER, CHARLES BENSON, 1890-1973
Woman ordained into ministry. Jan'19:57
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
(photo) Mar'24:19 Oct'35:5
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:32
(photo) Mar'45:17
quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:24
News room. Feb'47:32
(photo) Nov'48:25
Global highlights. Jun'51:2
In memoriam. Sep'73:46
TUPPER, CHARLES BENSON. CALLED--IN HONOR
Book chat. Jan'50:14
TURKETT, A. KEITH
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'68:35
TURKEY
Facts for the busy woman. Feb'19:42 Mar'19:41
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:22
Notes. Jun'19:64
A cablegram. Nov'19:1
Notes. Feb'20:59
How one American woman fought the Turks. Sep'20:49
A faithful Badwelli and his church. Feb'22:8
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'24:45
Lifting the world's load. Mar'24:4
Glimpses of the religious world.
Apr'24:45 Aug'24:47 Nov'25:45
Jun'24:47 Aug'25:45
Speaking of books. Dec'25:41
The problems of Turkey. Jul'26:54
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45 Jul'28:29
Glimpses of the religious world.
Sep'28:36 Mar'29:45 May'29:31
Fatma, arise! Feb'38:14
Global highlights. Nov'55:3
Tragedy in Istanbul. Dec'55:5
Church leaders visit Turkey. Jan'56:29
TURKEY--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Global highlights. Jul'56:5 Dec'65:6
TURLEY, (MRS. R. E.) -1960
In memoriam. Feb'61:37
TURLEY, ELLA
(photo) Jan'21:15
TURLEY, HELEN M
Turley, Hollis Lee, 1903-1969
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25
The high calling. Sep'47:21
Sustaining the ministry in active service. Sep'51:18
The church provides for its own. Sep'52:16
What shall I do, Lord? Sep'54:8
Messengers of the Gospel. Apr'58:10
What is a minister worth? Feb'65:19
No minister walks alone. Oct'66:11
In addition to pensions--service. Mar'67:36

TURLEY, HOLLIS LEE, 1903-1969
The threshold. Oct'44:2
News room (photo) Nov'51:30
News room. Jul'52:37
(photo) Nov'52:11 Sep'53:7 Sep'54:8
Global highlights (photo) Feb'55:2
It undergirds the ministry (photo) Sep'55:7
News room (photo) Mar'56:38
Global highlights (photo) Dec'56:2
(photo) Dec'57:32 Apr'58:10
They work for you (photo) Apr'58:25
Disciples at Denver (photo) Nov'59:28
News room. Feb'63:40
Honor to those who have served (photo) Feb'64:29
Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:5
Gaines M. Cook retires... (photo) Oct'64:29
(photo) Nov'65:7 Feb'68:46
(death) Editorials. Dec'69:19
(death) World events (photo) Dec'69:36
The scene. Dec'69:44
In memoriam. Dec'69:46

TURLOCK, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They support an orphan in Tibet (photo of the Christian
Endeavor Society)
Dec'26:47

TURNBO, APRIL
Classroom and campus (photo) May'62:34

TURNBULL, COLIN M. THE MOUNTAIN PEOPLE
New books. Mar'73:36

TURNBULL, EVA E
(photo) Jan'21:67

TURNBULL, HELEN BROGDEN
Global highlights. Feb'56:2

Turnbull, John A
Letters. Sep'70:33

Turner, (Mrs. B. A.)
Letters. Sep'67:41

TURNER, (MRS. C. F.)
(death) Nov'26:50 Dec'26:50

TURNER, (married to John Turner)
(photo) Jun'51:18

Turner, (Mrs. L. O.)
Blue Ridge. Sep'25:46
Missionary societies. Jun'28:46
A southern state looks at itself. Jul'38:7

TURNER, (MRS. L. O.)
(photo) Jan'28:32
Georgia women have a real treat... (photo) Feb'38:26
(photo) Jul'38:7
News room. Dec'41:34 May'52:34
TURNER, ANNIE MAY, -1952 (married to William Franklin Turner)
   In memoriam. Feb'53:33
   (death) News room. Feb'53:40

TURNER, BERTHA A. HUDGENS, -1972 (married to Lindsey Turner)
   In memoriam. Jan'73:44

TURNER, BERTHA A. HUDGENS, -1972 (married to Lindsey Turner)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'38:40

TURNER, CATHERINE M. MONSON
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53

TURNER, DON
   (photo) Nov'52:11

TURNER, DOREEN
   (photo) Jan'42:38

TURNER, E. ELMORE
   Disciples in the news. Oct'66:7
   Turner, E. Eugene
   form and force come together. Apr'73:14

TURNER, EDNA M
   quoted. Voices of judgment and hope. Jan'66:18

TURNER, EDNA MAE
   (photo) Nov'48:24

TURNER, ELENORA
   (death) Jun'20:57
   (photo) Jan'21:17

TURNER, H B
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'25:34

TURNER, HARRY BENTON
   Classroom and campus. Sep'51:32

TURNER, HERBERTENCE, 1921-
   (commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
   News room (photo) May'52:34
   ...honored in Mexico (photo) Apr'54:38
   Women and world highways (photo) Jul'54:37

TURNER, HOMER A
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:60

TURNER, INA
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31

TURNER, J J
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'23:52

TURNER, JEPSON
   (photo) Dec'22:37

TURNER, JOHN
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'62:33

TURNER, JOHN M
   Classroom and campus. Oct'64:36

TURNER, JOHN MILLS
   Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32

TURNER, KATHLEEN, -1962
   In memoriam. Oct'62:46

TURNER, LLOYD
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:63

TURNER, Maurice Elmore, 1906- (married to Irene McDonald Turner)
   What visions are young Disciples beholding? Jan'30:13
   Bombardment (poem) Feb'41:27
Upon the common road... (poem) Jul'42:17

Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33
College announcements. Jul'39:28
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32

TURNER, MARIE
(photo) May'23:35

TURNER, MARTHA JANE
See LANDERS, MARTHA JANE TURNER

TURNER, NANCY
Global highlights (photo) Nov'53:3

TURNER, NANCY ANN, -1929
In memoriam. Nov'29:49

Turner, P Margaret
Visual education in West China. May'45:36
Nanking's visual education. Feb'46:46

TURNER, ROBERT T
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo) Jul'52:30

TURNER, TEDDY E
Global highlights. Jul'53:4

Turner, Thelma M
Today's newspaper and your prayers. Feb'57:39

TURNER, WALTER
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:24

Turner, William Franklin, 1869-1961 (married to Annie May Turner)
Message. Apr'19:58 May'19:39
The great Northwest. May'20:52
Texas School of Evangelists. Jul'20:29
Commencement at Hazel Green. Aug'20:26
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49
The Japanese Christian Institute. May'21:18
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:61
A mission to the Yakimas. May'22:17
The Indian. Dec'22:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
After making Disciples, what? Apr'25:17
Widening influence of the White Swan Indian Mission. Nov'25:42
The law's call to Christianity. Jan'26:24
Junior work in Spokane growing. Mar'27:41
Dedication at White Swan. Jun'27:39
Whom we delight to honor. Mar'29:34
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
The need of the hour. Apr'35:8
A romance of home missions. Feb'43:11

TURNER, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, 1869-1961
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo) Apr'19:39
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Notes. May'20:60
quoted. In memoriam, Archibald McLean. Mar'21:4
Report. Sep'21:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:59
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
(photo) Oct'23:56
Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
An evagelistic charge through the west. Feb'25:22
(photo) Apr'25:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
(photo) Nov'25:11 Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51 Apr'30:34
(photo) Jul'34:20
Personalities (photo) Sep'34:15
Candidates appointed (photo) Jun'35:8
(photo) Jun'38:12
Correction and apology (photo) Oct'42:39
quoted. four decades of Sunday School leadership. Feb'43:7
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
News room. Sep'49:38 Feb'53:40
(1925 photo) Feb'59:16
(death) News roomm. Feb'62:34
TURNIPSEED, JESSIE, -1958
In memoriam. Jun'58:37
Turpin, James E
Caught in the chasm. May'69:8
Year of the moon (poem)
Dec'69:27 May'70:18
Project (poem) Jun'70:15
(untitled poem) Apr'71:33
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
A Brotherhood service. Sep'34:11
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
TUSKEGEE COLLEGE
Carrying religion to the grass roots. Dec'42:30
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE
Programs... Oct'29:47
Humbly, we may take heart. Mar'53:6
TUSSING, GLADYS
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
Tussing, Glen H.
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'29:35
TUSSING, GLEN H
Along the trail of home missions. Sep'31:31
TUTEN, (married to Henry Tuten) -1921
(death) May'21:51
TUTEN, INA RIVERS
See JARMAN, INA RIVERS TUTEN
TUTORING PROGRAMS
One-to-one tutors. Jul'68:17
TUTT, KATHLEEN McLIN (married to Pryce Tutt)
Echoes from everywhere. May'42:38
News room. Jul'51:39
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:14
TUTT, PRYCE (married to Kathleen McLin Tutt)
"Extras" at Hazel Green Academy (photo) Apr'64:16
Ninety years old and full of youth. Apr'70:14
TUYET, TRAN KHANH
(photo) Apr'72:28
Twain, Mark
See Clemens, Samuel

TWEDDALE, CORINNE HOLLOWAY (married to Edward Russell Tweddale)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'26:52
Eureka's sixty-sixth commencement. Aug'26:59
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'27:52
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'48:4
(photo) Jun'50:18

TWEDDALE, EDWARD RUSSELL (married to Corinne Holloway Tweddale)
(marriage) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Sep'27:52
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'27:40

TWEDDALE, RUSSELL BRUCE
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'34:31

TWEEDY, HENRY HALLAM. CHRISTIAN WORSHIP AND PRAISE
Book chat. Oct'39:22

TWEEDY, STUART KING
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:34

TWENTY STEWARDSHIP SERMONS
Book chat. Jun'56:44 Jan'58:40

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The threshold. Apr'34:2

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO. VALLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches are a good investment (photo) Mar'60:17

TWINSBURG, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1959. Feb'60:30

TWITT, VICTOR
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

TWOCALCITHE, MEXICO
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36

TWYNAM, (married to Henry Twynam)
(photo) Dec'42:42

TWYNAM, HENRY
(photo) Dec'42:42

TWYNHOLM ORPHANAGE (ENGLAND)
(photo) Dec'26:22

TYDINGS, JOSEPH D. BORN TO STARVE
New books. Apr'71:28

TYE, BRADFORD
Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'61:30

TYE, CECILIA
See

HAWTHORNE, CECILIA TYE

TYE, JUDY
(photo) Apr'50:34 Feb'51:14

Tye, Norwood Burl, 1917- (married to Wilma More Tye)
Rebuilding lives and chapels. Jan'48:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36 Apr'49:38
A Filipino brotherhood dinner. Sep'49:43
Audio-Visual evangelism--the hard way. Apr'50:34
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
Dry season best for evangelism. Oct'50:48
The chain remains unbroken. Apr'51:15
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'51:36
...presents his correspondence. Feb'52:39
Philippines report hopeful signs. Jun'52:44
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:39
Story of cooperation. Apr'56:45
Beauty baked from clay. Mar'57:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38
Joy of partnership. Mar'63:30
Leprosy is still a world problem. Jul'70:8
Leprosy: from fear to hope. Oct'73:25

TYE, NORWOOD BULR, 1917-
quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'45:inside front cover
Economic conditions in Northern Luzon. Nov'45:11
News room. Mar'47:32
(photo) Feb'51:14,15
In northern Luzon with Norwood Ty. Nov'51:16
(photo) Feb'52:39
Mission leaders seek solution of problems at home and abroad (photo)
Feb'54:28
Global highlights. Apr'56:3 Sep'56:2
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:26
Filipino Christians want church union (photo) Mar'57:14
A new witness in Manila. May'58:31
Church grows in Philippines. Sep'60:28
(photo) Oct'60:10 Jan'61:27
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
(photo) Mar'63:30
quoted. The city--a global challenge. Nov'63:25
News room. Oct'64:34
Missionary register. Jul'65:46
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'68:8
In brief. Sep'69:39
World events (photo) Jan'70:37
(photo) Oct'73:26

TYE, Vibart B., -1957
quoted. Crusade progress. Jan'50:26

TYE, VIBART B., -1957
In memoriam. Jan'58:33

Tye, William
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36

Tye, Wilma More, 1914- (married to Norwood B. Tye)
rebuilding lives and chapels. Jan'48:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'48:36 Apr'49:38
A Filipino brotherhood dinner. Sep'49:43
Keeping house in a native hut. Dec'49:44
Ilocos Norte pastors hold one-day retreat. Oct'50:44
The chain remains unbroken. Apr'51:15
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
Dreams do come true. Nov'51:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'53:34
Old Filipino woman is a good steward. Sep'55:43
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:39
Visit of typhoon "Pamela." Jun'56:48
The least coin. Nov'57:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36 Jul'62:38
Joy of partnership. Mar'63:30
The terror of Typhoon Winnie. Oct'64:26
Letters. Jun'66:inside front cover

TYE, WILMA MORE, 1914-
News room. Mar'47:32
(photo) Feb'51:14  Feb'52:39  Dec'52:21
Global highlights. Apr'56:3  Sep'56:3
(photo) Mar'63:30
Missionary register. Jul'65:46
In brief. Sep'69:39  Apr'70:43

TYLER,  (MRS. J. Z.)
Two daughters of Virginia. Jan'29:4

TYLER, BENJAMIN BUSHROD, 1840-1922
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:12
(photo) Mar'28:32

Tyler, Florence G
Women and world highways. Feb'40:35

TYLER, FLORENCE G
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'24:53
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45

TYLER, HENRY HART, 1921-
Pleased with EHP (photo) Jul'60:46
World events (photo) Jul'69:38

TYLER, JOSEPH ZACHARY, 1848-1926
J. Z. Tyler dead. Feb'26:60

TYLER, TEXAS. DARGAN AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights (photo of building of sanctuary) Jul'54:3

TYLER, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chrismon tree...an educational tool (photo of Chrismon tree) Dec'70:25

Tynan, Katharine
A time of hope (poem) Dec'58:50

TYNDALL, DAVID FRANKLIN, 1886-1964
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33

TYNDALL, J P
Classroom and campus. Nov'53:30

TYNDALL, JOHN WILLIAM, 1877-1933
(death) Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:33

TYNER, J L
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2

TYPHOONS
Visit of typhoon "Pamela." Jun'56:48
Compassion in the "Stinking mud." Dec'59:30
Global highlights. Jan'60:8  Mar'60:7
The terror of Typhoon Winnie. Oct'64:26

Tyrrell, Frank Gill, 1865-1950
Why I believe in religious education. Nov'27:7

TYRO, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Jul'20:43

TYRONE, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Aug'20:46
UBA, KATSUMI
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10

UBANGI
Notes. Sep'19:48

UBANGI RIVER
With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36

UCHIDA, YOSHIKO. THE FULL CIRCLE
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36

UD-UDIAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
(photo) Apr'50:34

UDALL, STEWART L
Global highlights. Apr'62:8

UDARBE, PROCESCO
Global highlights. Feb'52:3

UDE, JOHANNES
Global highlights. Apr'50:2

UDELL, JEROME I
quoted. Circulation corner. May'40:inside front cover

UECHI, TAKEKO
Flowers in the winter (photo) Jun'62:12

UEDA, KIMIKO (married to Masso Ueda)
Women and world highways. Dec'57:37

UEDA FAMILY
(photo) Jul'27:62

UEMURA, MASAHISA
Glimpses of the religious world. May'25:45

UGANDA
Uganda, UNICEF and you. Oct'62:29
Direct line. Nov'68:33

UGGAMS, (MRS. L. J.)
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39

UGGAMS, COYDEN H. -1944
(death) News room. Jan'45:30

Uggams, Lillian Jacobs, -1950
Devotional study for missionary societies. Sep'36:38

UGGAMS, LILLIAN JACOBS, -1950
(death) News room. Nov'50:38
Jarvis teacher is laid to rest. Dec'50:37

Uhl, Christine H
Good ideas... Sep'31:39

UHLER, JAMES R
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'45:inside front cover
News room. Mar'46:38

UHR, THELMA
Here and there with World Call. Apr'51:48

UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
building in a churchless community. May'19:29

UJIIE, JAPAN
Beams for Japanese churches (photo of church) Feb'62:31

UKAI, NOBUSHIGE
Global highlights. Mar'61:8    Feb'62:6
UL LONG DO
Bond of brotherhood. Jan'60:49
ULLON, PLACIDO
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'49:36
ULM, CHARLES T P
(photo) Jul'28:24
ULMER, J G
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
Ulrey, Orion
Rural philosophy. Apr'46:26
ULRICH, EUGENE
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28
UMMEL, VERNON DOYLE
In brief (photo) Jan'70:39
UMSTATTD, ELIZABETH
In memoriam. Feb'27:49
"THE UNBELIEVERS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'68:39
"UNDER THE BETHLEHEM STAR" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'64:43
UNDERHILL, EVELYN
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
UNDERHILL, RUTH M. RED MAN'S RELIGION
New books. Apr'66:43
UNDERWAGER, RALPH C. I HURT INSIDE
New books. Dec'73:45
UNDERWOOD, (MRS. L. N.)
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
UNDERWOOD, A E
A new building at Port Arthur. Sep'20:42
(photo) Sep'20:43
UNDERWOOD, AMANDA S
In memoriam. Dec'33:39
UNDERWOOD, C A
News room. Jan'58:30
UNDERWOOD, CAROL (married to Charles Underwood)
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45
UNDERWOOD, CECIL H., 1922-
In brief (photo) Sep'72:40
Underwood, Charles (married to Carol Underwood)
Direct line. Nov'71:30
UNDERWOOD, CHARLES
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad (photo)
Oct'71:45
UNDERWOOD, CHARLES THOMAS, 1922-1985
(married to Lois Simpson Underwood)
(appointment) Global highlights (photo) May'65:5
Missionary register. Jul'65:46
Global highlights. Oct'68:7
UNDERWOOD, JOHN
quoted. We also stand ready. May'25:21
The amenities of building a church. Jan'30:41
Underwood, Kenneth Wilson, 1917-1968
Wherever the going is toughest. Apr'44:7
The colleges prepare for peace. May'44:5
A story of Baptist missions. Jun'44:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'44:33
The church and social action. Jul'44:5

UNDERWOOD, KENNETH WILSON, 1917–1968
   Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
   Classroom and campus. Oct'43:26
   (photo) Apr'44:7       May'44:5
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'49:4
   Classroom and campus. Feb'64:32

UNDERWOOD, KENNETH WILSON. CHRISTIANITY WHERE YOU LIVE
   Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25

Underwood, Lois Simpson, 1923–
   (married to Charles Thomas Underwood)
   Education with a shovel. Jan'58:21

UNDERWOOD, LOIS SIMPSON, 1923–
   (appointment) Global highlights (photo) May'65:5
   Missionary register. Jul'65:46
   Global highlights. Oct'68:7

UNDERWOOD, RACHEL
   (death) Nov'21:50

Underwood, Tom
   The building must be right. Jul'57:15
   Love at work in Congo. Mar'66:15

UNDERWOOD, TOM
   New churches--the right way. Jul'57:12

UNDERWOOD, VERL AUSTIN, 1928–
   (photo) Jan'71:8

Underwood, W L
   Swing low, sweet chariot. Sep'34:28

UNEMPLOYED
   The tragedy of the out-of-work. Jul'30:6
   Unemployment at close range. Dec'30:5
   Listening in on the world. Feb'31:20
   Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:31
   Listening in on the world. Feb'32:21
   Mars stuffs while men starve. Oct'32:3
   A prayer for the spirit of sharing with the unemployed.
      Feb'33:20
   Listening in on the world. Mar'33:23
   Increase in unemployment. Feb'34:4
   How long will they wait. Jun'34:4
   Unemployment rising. Feb'35:3
   Masters of vituperation. Oct'35:4
   They are not bums. Oct'35:4
   Battling for independence. Oct'35:4
   Hobo employers. Jun'36:4
   The church and unemployed. Jul'40:3
   Individuals or statistics? Apr'49:5
   Social trends.
      Apr'59:24   Sep'61:20   Oct'63:18
      Nov'59:18   Mar'62:12   May'63:20
   Global highlights. Jan'65:5

UNEMPLOYMENT
   See        UNEMPLOYED

UNESCO
   See
   UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL
   ORGANIZATION
"UNFINISHED TASK" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'58:44

UNHJEM, ANNE ARNE. DYNAMICS OF DOUBT
New books. Apr'67:22

UNICEF
See
UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY FUND

UNIFIED PROMOTION
See also
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF PROMOTION
"Unified Promotion." Jun'34:4
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29,45
Cooperative Council meets. Apr'35:inside front cover
Approaching Unified Promotion. May'35:3
Hawley heads promotion. May'35:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
Pension Fund news. Jun'35:44
...turns the corner. Jul'35:4
The greatness of men. Jul'35:4
A renewed local church. Oct'35:14
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:29
Major actions of the International Convention... Nov'35:43
Central receiving agency is opened. Jan'36:47
Recovery and advance by June 30. May'36:21
All pull together. Jun'36:1
Unified Promotion. Jun'36:15
Important gatherings in Indianapolis. Jun'36:22
A fateful date. Jul'36:3
The threshold. Sep'36:2
A trend upward. Sep'36:3
Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41
Approaching June 30. Jun'37:18
Board of Review indorses continued cooperation. Jun'37:30
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:25
Important Brotherhood meetings. Jun'38:12
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:29
April, May and June. Jun'39:14
Meetings of Unified Promotion. Jun'39:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
The threshold. Jul'39:4
The importance of June 30th. Jul'39:5
The threshold. Sep'39:2
One-half? Dec'39:19
Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:28
April meetings in Indianapolis (photo) May'40:21 (photo p. 20)
A challenge of good news. Jun'40:4
News room. Sep'40:34
Brotherhood meetings. Apr'41:27
That "Emergency Million." Jun'41:5
Brotherhood meetings held. May'42:21
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:26
The story of 1942. Jan'43:7
Elections at the spring meeting. Jul'43:21
A year of achievement. Sep'43:3
Looking ahead. Sep'43:8
The causes are indispensible... Oct'43:22
Making our goal. Nov'43:4
April meetings. Jun'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
Unprecedent progress, unprecedented need. Sep'44:3
May'45:4
Disciples plan advance program. Nov'45:7
Global highlights. Jan'46:3
Disciples are preparing to launch "Crusade for a Christian World." May'46:18 (photo of Board p. 19)
Global highlights. Jun'47:4
Annual meeting of Unified Promotion boards held. May'48:27
Global highlights. Jun'48:2
News room. Jun'49:38
Elections at the Cincinnati Convention. Dec'49:29
Global highlights (photo of officers) Jun'50:3
Crusade progress. Jul'50:26
Greater things than these. Oct'50:27
Elections at the Oklahoma City Convention, 1950. Dec'50:29
Global highlights. Jun'51:2
Program ready for launching. Jun'51:21
The assurance of things hoped for. Oct'51:21
In annual meetings. May'52:31
Elections at the International Convention.
Jul'52:29 Sep'53:26
The churches answered. Sep'54:32
Global highlights. Dec'54:2
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:25
Global highlights. May'55:3 Jan'56:2 Apr'56:3
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:30
Global highlights. May'57:3
C. O. Hawley honored. May'57:13
Women and world highways. Jul'57:33
Global highlights. Nov'57:2
Women and world highways. Jan'58:31
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:37
Elections at St. Louis. Jan'59:45
They work for you. Feb'59:27
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29
Global highlights. Mar'60:6
Global highlights (photo of officers) May'60:5
Global highlights. Nov'60:5
Elections at Louisville assembly. Jan'61:41
Global highlights.
Mar'61:4 May'61:5,6 Nov'61:5 Jan'62:5
May'62:5 (photo of officers p. 6)
Jul'62:6 Nov'62:5
Elected to serve. Dec'62:45
Global highlights. Jan'63:5
Ask about it! Apr'63:8
Welcome NBA. Jul'63:9
Feb'64:4 Feb'65:6
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'65:45
? and answers. Jan'66:8
Global highlights. Feb'66:8
Disciples in the news. May'66:7
World outreach sounding board. Nov'66:36
Brotherhood promotion and distribution. Jan'67:21
Disciples in the news. May'67:7
One long day. Jun'67:28
Disciples in the news. May'68:8
Global highlights. Oct'68:6
December meetings. Dec'68:49
World events. Jul'69:37
In brief. Jul'70:39
Work of the Church at the general level. Jan'71:24
The scene. May'71:44
World events. Mar'72:39
The scene. May'73:33
World events. May'73:41

**UNIFIED PROMOTION. FINANCES**

Receipts... May'36 – Jul'37 p. 46
Comparative statement of receipts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Receipts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep'37:42</td>
<td>Sep'44:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'37:47</td>
<td>Nov'44:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'38:47</td>
<td>Dec'44 - Jul'45 p. 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'38:46</td>
<td>Sep'45:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'38:47</td>
<td>Nov'45:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'38:47</td>
<td>Dec'45:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'38:46</td>
<td>Jan'46:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'38:46</td>
<td>Apr'46:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'38:47</td>
<td>May'46:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'38:47</td>
<td>Jun'46:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'38:46</td>
<td>Dec'46:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'38:43</td>
<td>Jan - Feb'47 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'39:64</td>
<td>Mar'47:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'39:47</td>
<td>Apr - Jun'47 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'39:47</td>
<td>Oct'47:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'39:47</td>
<td>Dec'47:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'39:45</td>
<td>Jan'49:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'39:47</td>
<td>Dec'49:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'39:47</td>
<td>May'50:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'39:41</td>
<td>Sep'50:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'39:47</td>
<td>Feb - Mar'51 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'40:47</td>
<td>May'51:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'40:47</td>
<td>Mar'52:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'40:42</td>
<td>Jun'52:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'40 - Sep'40 p. 46</td>
<td>Sep'52:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'41 - Sep'41 p. 47</td>
<td>Nov'52:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'41:47</td>
<td>Dec'52 - Jan'53 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'41:46</td>
<td>Mar - Jul'53 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'42:51</td>
<td>Nov'53:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'42:47</td>
<td>Dec'53:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'42:46</td>
<td>Jan - Mar'54 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'42:47</td>
<td>May - Jun'54 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'42:47</td>
<td>Sep'54:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'42:45</td>
<td>Nov'54:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'42 - Oct'42 p. 47</td>
<td>Dec'54:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'42:47</td>
<td>Jan - Feb'54 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'43:47</td>
<td>Mar'55:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'43:46</td>
<td>Apr - May'55 p. 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'43:46</td>
<td>Sep'55:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'43:36</td>
<td>Dec'55:52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nov'43:39                                      Jan - Oct'56 p. 48
Dec'43:37                                       Dec'56:52
Jan'44:40                                      Jan - May'57 p. 48
Feb'44:40                                      Jun'57:52
Mar'44:36                                      Sep'57:48
Apr'44:40                                      Nov'57:48
May'44:40                                      Dec'57:52
Jun'44:36

Comparative statement of receipts (cont.)

Jan'58:50                                      Mar'64:49
Mar - Jun'58 p. 50                             Sep'64:42
Sep'58:50                                      Apr'65:45
Nov - Dec'58 p. 50                             Sep'65:46
Jan'59:58                                      Dec'65:44
Mar - Jul'59 p. 50                             Mar'66:42
Nov'59 - Sep'60 p. 50                          Jun'66:44
Nov'60 - Feb'61 p. 50                          Sep'66:48
Mar'61:54                                      Jan'67:39
Apr'61 - Sep'61 p. 50                          Mar'67:42
Nov'61:50                                      Jul'67:45
Jan'62:46                                      Nov'67:46
Mar'62:48                                      Mar'68:43
Jun'62:49                                      May'68:50
Sep'62:50                                      Sep'68:49
Dec'62:48                                      Feb'69:43
Apr'63:44                                      Apr'69:38
Jun'63:48                                      Jul'69:35
Sep'63:52                                      Jul'70:42
Dec'63:50                                      May'71:33

The threshold. Sep'41:2                         Sep'43:2
A record year. Sep'44:3

Global highlights. Mar'46:3                     Oct'51:4          May'56:6
A time to take note. Apr'57:7
June 30's special meaning. Jun'57:7
Global highlights. Oct'57:2                     Feb'58:7
Cooperation is on the increase. Apr'58:9
Global highlights. Mayh'59:4,5
Youth and world missions. Jul'62:41
Glances and glimpses. May'64:14
Editorials. May'69:19
World events. May'69:33
World outreach sounding board. Sep'69:30
You're putting me on! Apr'70:22
Editorials. Apr'71:19

UNION CITY, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tried and found helpful. Dec'22:49
Christian education study week. Jun'30:40

UNION LANGUAGE CENTER (THAILAND)
Missionary's first battle. Jul'58:29

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
See SOUTH AFRICA

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
See also RUSSIA
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45

UNION PORT, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39
UNION SAVINGS AND TRUST CO. (WARREN, OHIO)
  Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45
UNION STAR, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:60
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (BUENOS AIRES)
  Training leaders for Latin America (photo of students and faculty) Jan'41:33
  News room. Apr'42:34
  Building progresses in Buenos Aires. Sep'42:47
  Silver linings on a wartime journey (photo) Sep'43:22
  China visits Argentina. Oct'43:19 (photo p. 18)
  Latin America--1934-44 (photo of students and faculty) Mar'45:5
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'46:36
  Let your reach exceed your grasp. Jan'47:27
  ...serves wide area. Jan'48:27
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36 Mar'51:38
  Statistics from Argentina. Feb'52:44
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'53:34
  Seminary receives books. Apr'56:46
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38 Apr'59:36
  A visit to Argentina. Jun'60:28
  Seminary role vital in "new" Argentina (photo of Disciple students) Feb'61:21
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
  (photo of library) Nov'62:29
  In brief. Dec'69:38

UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (JAMAICA)
  Jamaica advances. Jun'55:28 (photo p. 29)
  (photo of class) Feb'56:7
  Neighbors hear the good news. Sep'58:23
  Jamaica--out of many, one people (photo of faculty) Feb'65:27

UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (MANILA, PHILIPPINES)
  What is happening in the Philippines? (photos) Apr'27:18
  Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
  The ideals of union schools. Sep'27:41
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'27:48
  Good news from Manila. Dec'27:62
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'28:47
  (photo) Jun'31:19
  Rebuilding lives and chapels. Jan'48:29
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36 Nov'48:36
  (photo) Jun'49:17
  The Philippines--yesterday and today. Jan'53:8
  Partners in the Christian task. Mar'54:15
  Global highlights. Jul'54:3
  A new epoch. Nov'54:33
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'57:34
  For adult mission study. Apr'57:36
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
  Virginia Osborn memorial clinic (photos of clinic) May'70:32
  Church finds and creates opportunity in Philippines (photo) Sep'72:29

UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (MEXICO CITY)
  A seminary on wheels. Jan'36:8
  Mexico--land of challenge. Dec'48:25
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
Union Seminary grows. Apr'54:50
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
Union Seminary's new look (photo) Feb'57:29
For adult mission study (photo of students) Jun'58:38
First writing seminar held in Mexico. Dec'59:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo of students) Jul'61:38
A new seminary in Mexico City (photo) Sep'69:16
Direct line. Sep'70:32
Mexican churches develop leadership as a community. Nov'73:23
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (NANKING)
Editorial correspondence--III Dec'56:8
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (NEW YORK)
(photo of students) Jun'22:58
Glimpses of the religious world.
Board of education and work of our colleges. Jun'28:42
News room. Jul'43:28
Global highlights.
    Oct'51:4    Jul'53:4    Nov'54:2
World events. Mar'69:31
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (TOKYO, JAPAN)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34 Oct'54:34
Training Japan's ministry. Oct'55:28
UNIONTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Get yourself a missionary. Sep'23:44
UNITARIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Jul'59:7
UNITED AUTO WORKERS
Social trends. Apr'37:26
UNITED BIBLE CHAIR (AUSTIN, TEXAS)
Global highlights. Sep'61:4
UNITED BIBLE SOCIETIES
Global highlights. Oct'50:3 Sep'63:5
In brief. Sep'68:8
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'71:5
The Bible in Eastern Europe. Nov'71:22
UNITED BOARD FOR CHRISTIAN COLLEGES IN CHINA
Sep'45:33
Global highlights. Nov'49:2
Religion in China. Apr'50:42
Crusade progress. Jul'50:26
No defeatism here. Oct'51:5
A fellowship of intercession. Dec'52:5
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'53:34
UNITED BOARD FOR CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION IN ASIA
Global highlights. Apr'56:4 Jul'56:2
Asian educators meet. Jan'57:44
Global highlights.
    Jul'57:6    Feb'60:5    Dec'62:7
Ministry--frontier in Asia. Apr'63:21
Global highlights. Jul'63:4
World events. Mar'70:36
In brief. Jul'70:38
World events. Sep'70:36
UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH
The Protestant world is united! Feb'30:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37

UNITED BUDGET
The United Budget must be oversubscribed. Jan'19:2
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
The Children's Day offering and the United Budget. Jun'19:6
Regular annual income for the year... Oct'19:2
Work to be done by the United Budget. Oct'19:3

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Global highlights. Jan'57:5
Global highlights (photo of uniting assembly) Nov'60:5
Global highlights. Nov'61:4
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'61:34
Global highlights. Dec'64:4
Command performance. Feb'67:20

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. NATIONAL STUDY CONFERENCE
College youth and a summer miracle. May'63:14

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY
Global highlights. Dec'67:7

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY IN IOWA
Command performance. Feb'67:19

UNITED CHINESE CHRISTIAN SOCIETY
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51

UNITED CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
A few steps from the campus. Sep'63:16

UNITED CHRISTIAN COUNCIL FOR DEMOCRACY
The threshold. Jan'37:2 May'45:2

UNITED CHRISTIAN EDUCATION ADVANCE
Reach every person with Christian teaching. Nov'41:5
Evangelism and Christian Education Advance. Nov'41:14
Social trends. Nov'41:22
Things which make for peace. Mar'42:16
Catastrophe or civilization. Apr'42:20
Christians and world order. Apr'42:37
Christian Advance meeting. May'42:40
The story of 1942. Jan'43:8
Now is the time. Feb'43:8

UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
The United Society. Aug'19:15
Proposed United Christian Missionary Society. Aug'19:30
Men and Millions Movement and the United Budget Committee.
Dec'19:52
(anual report) Dec'19:53
May'20:56
Jun'20:55
Jul'20:42
Aug'20:43
July Executive Committee meeting. Sep'20:inside back cover
Directory. Oct'20:4
Missionary organizations auxiliary to the U.C.M.S. Oct'20:52
Dec'20:inside back cover
Appalling famine in China. Jan'21:55
Feb'21:57
Mar'21:32
Contributions to the Famine Relief Funds. Apr'21:52
At the heart of mission lands. Jun'21:6
High points of the annual report. Nov'32:inside front cover
A Christian audit. Nov'32:3
Measured by the laymen's yardstick. Mar'33:9
High points of the annual report... Nov'33:inside front cover
...looks ahead. Nov'33:23
What they said. Nov'34:18
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:29
Some changes during thirty years. Feb'35:6
Annual field staff conference. Jun'35:30
...calls Robert M. Hopkins. Nov'38:17
Twenty years of foreign missions. Jan'39:18
Home missions through twenty years. Jan'39:20
Robert Hopkins begins work. Jun'39:10
The table top Convention. Dec'39:14
April meetings in Indianapolis (photo of field staff) May'40:20
The church in its world mission. Sep'40:10
Let there be no blackout of Christian witness and fellow-
ship. Sep'40:33
The Executive Staff of the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium
(photo) Nov'42:24
The story of 1942. Jan'43:8
Significant events in 1942. Feb'43:31
Amplifying the Christian witness. Apr'43:27
The threshold. Oct'43:2
Election of Francis W. Payne. Jan'45:14
Global highlights. Sep'46:4
Forward with the United Society. Jan'47:17
A testimony of world Christian fellowship. Feb'48:41
Of statistics and mission strategy. Jun'49:16
Mrs. Doan retires as national officer. Sep'49:31
A century of organized missions (chart) Oct'49:43
Elections at the Cincinnati Convention. Dec'49:29
(photo of entire staff) Feb'50:21
I watched the Kingdom grow. Jun'50:12
Global highlights. Jul'51:4
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
Prompt action to meet human need. Nov'51:5
Changes in national leadership. Jun'52:26
...in the Convention. Sep'53:25
New days call for new ways. Feb'54:10
Global highlights. Sep'54:4
News room. Dec'54:40
Participation in united churches. Mar'55:10
Global highlights. May'55:2 Mar'56:2
Partnership in Puerto Rico. Jun'56:9
Disciples assist strategic churches. Jul'56:46
...revises plan of operation. Sep'56:8
Through the United Society. Nov'57:21
It began with a woman's prayer. Dec'57:48
...work grows. Jan'59:52
No dull moments. Mar'59:13
World mission. Oct'59:14
United Society's fortieth year. Jan'60:9
Sit-in report. Jul'60:49
Global highlights. Nov'60:4
Elections at Louisville assembly. Jan'61:30
News room. Apr'61:34
Global highlights. May'61:4,8
Christians together. Jun'61:9
A fine new map. Oct'62:9
World mission—1964. Mar'64:22
Global highlights. Sep'64:4 Oct'64:4 Sep'65:5
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
World Calling... Mar'66:10
Global highlights. Jan'67:5,7
World outreach sounding board. Nov'66:36
Global highlights. Jan'68:6 May'68:6
World outreach sounding board. Jul'68:31
Global highlights. Dec'68:6
Changes in missionary recruitment. Jul'69:22
Women on world highways. Jul'69:31
World events. Apr'70:45
World Calling... Oct'70:50
In brief. May'72:40
...closes its program operations. Jul'73:47

U.C.M.S. GROWING WORLD MISSION
Growing world mission. Feb'60:49

U.C.M.S. HANDBOOK
The threshold. Feb'38:2 Dec'40:4
For adult missionary groups. Nov'49:40

U.C.M.S. THE MESSAGE
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32

U.C.M.S. ADVISORY COMMISSION ON SOCIAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL ACTION
See

BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL ACTION

U.C.M.S. ANNUAL MEETING
(photo) Dec'24:32

U.C.M.S. AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES
Oct'49:32 Dec'50:32 May'52:34
Sep'52:43
News room. Nov'55:38
Film services grow. Jan'57:42
Global highlights. Jun'58:5

U.C.M.S. BOARD OF MANAGERS
Dec'19:57
Meeting (photo) Feb'20:51
(photo) Dec'20:37 Oct'21:inside covers
The Board of Managers speaks again. Feb'22:inside front cover
(photo) Oct'22:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'25:44 May'26:51
Convention elections and resolutions.
Jun'28:39 Oct'29:29
...speaks out. Dec'30:5
Convention elections, actions and resolutions.
Dec'30:26 Nov'31:28
At the crossroads of America with the International Convention. Nov'32:15
Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'32:40
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:28
(directory) Dec'33:inside front cover Dec'34:40
Elections and actions at...
   Nov'35:29   Dec'37:25   Dec'39:28
   Nov'36:41   Dec'38:29
Notice of meetings. May'41:47
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:30
News room. Jun'41:34
The threshold. Jul'42:2
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:25
The threshold. Apr'43:2
Cooperation is imperative. Jul'43:6
Elections at the spring meeting. Jul'43:21
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:22
News room. Jul'46:47
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:25
News room. Jun'47:34
Elections and actions at...
   Sep'47:25   Nov'48:28   Dec'49:29   Dec'50:44
News room. May'51:38   Apr'52:38
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:29
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:27
News room. Nov'53:32
Policy changes in mission strategy... Jan'54:39
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:26
News room. Jan'56:39   Jul'56:38
Elections at the 1956 Convention. Dec'56:31
News room. May'57:36
Elections at Cleveland. Jan'58:38
(photo of 1920 meeting) Jan'59:21
Elections in St. Louis. Jan'59:45
News room. Jul'59:42
(Elections at International Conventions)
   Nov'59:30   Jan'61:30   Dec'61:28   Dec'62:41
News room. Mar'65:34
Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8   Dec'68:8

U.C.M.S. BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'35:34
Elections and actions at...Nov'36:42   Dec'37:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
Elections and actions at Denver. Dec'38:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:41
News room. Feb'41:42
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:30
News room. Feb'42:34
Elections and actions at Grand Rapids (photo) Sep'42:25
News room. Jan'43:34
The threshold. Feb'43:2
Elections at the spring meeting. Jul'43:21
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'44:22
News room. Jul'45:34   Feb'46:38   Mar'46:38
Global highlights. Apr'46:2
(Elections at International Conventions)

Sep'46:25 Dec'49:29 Sep'53:27 Jan'58:39
Sep'47:25 Dec'50:44 Jan'55:26 Jan'59:45
Nov'48:28 Jul'52:29 Dec'56:31

News room (photo of new Trustees) May'59:40

(Elections at International Conventions)

Nov'59:30 Jan'61:30 Dec'61:28 Dec'62:41

In brief. Feb'68:8

Global highlights. Mar'68:7

U.C.M.S. COMMISSION ON AFRICA. 1962

Global highlights. Apr'63:4

Off to Africa. Apr'63:9

Global highlights (photo of members) Jun'63:5

U.C.M.S. COMMITTEE ON RELIGIOUS WORK AMONG MEN IN MILITARY SERVICE

The threshold. Feb'41:2

U.C.M.S. CONSTITUTION

Dec'19:54

Convention elections and resolutions.

Jun'28:41 Oct'29:34 Dec'30:28

Constitutional changes. Oct'34:16

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES

See U.C.M.S. AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF AUXILIARY ORGANIZATIONS


Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF BENEVOLENCE

See NATIONAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHRISTIAN ACTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

Convention resolution. Apr'62:48

Global highlights. Dec'62:5 Jan'63:6

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

See

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF CHURCH LIFE AND WORK

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH DEVELOPMENT AND EVANGELISM

See also

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM

Annual report... Oct'48:45

Echoes from everywhere. May'49:38

Global highlights. Nov'49:2

News room. Jun'50:34

Dear Brad... Apr'57:19

Global highlights. Feb'58:4

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH ERECTION

See BOARD OF CHURCH EXTENSION

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH IN SOCIETY

Global highlights. Sep'68:7

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH LIFE AND WORK

Freedom's challenge. Feb'63:46

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH WOMEN

Global highlights. Jul'52:3

Women and world highways. Sep'52:31

C.W.F. Presidents and secretaries hold annual meeting (photo of meeting) May'55:33

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM
See also

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH DEVELOPMENT AND EVANGELISM
Report. Sep'21:27
Global highlights. Sep'60:7

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM AND MEMBERSHIP
See also
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH DEVELOPMENT AND EVANGELISM
Global highlights. Sep'68:7
Disciples in the news. Oct'68:8

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Sly heads Department. Jan'36:22
C. A. Weesner called. Sep'42:30

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
See also
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF OVERSEAS MINISTRIES
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF WORLD MISSIONS
Report. Sep'21:29
Annual report... Sep'22:22
College of Missions notes. Dec'23:47
Annual report. Oct'25:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:52
A statement concerning the Tibetan situation. May'32:23
Directory of foreign mission institutions. Mar'35:46
Directory of Institutions. Mar'36:43
Twenty years of foreign missions. Jan'39:18
Presenting E. K. Higdon. Jun'39:8
(directory) Mar'41:32
News room. May'45:28 Jun'51:39

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN MISSIONS. NEW DIRECTIONS IN WORLD MISSIONS
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN MISSIONS. DEPT. OF LATIN AMERICA
New secretary at Convention. May'41:17

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOME MISSIONS
See also
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF CHURCH LIFE AND WORK
Report. Sep'21:26
Annual report... Sep'22:35
A new worker in a new work. Aug'25:53
Annual report. Oct'25:37
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:37
High points of the home missionary work. Sep'29:inside front cover
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:39
Our continuing program of Kingdom building. May'33:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'35:40
Wickizer comes to Home Dept. Mar'36:21
Home missions through twenty years. Jan'39:20
April meetings. Jun'44:11
News room. Jun'44:28
Home Missions staff. Sep'44:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38
They work for you. Jan'58:23 Feb'58:21
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
Global highlights. Sep'68:7

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MEN'S WORK

See also

CHRISTIAN MEN'S FELLOWSHIP
Holloway to head laymen. Apr'45:14
Wm. H. McKinney heads men's work. Sep'47:33
Laymen's leader takes post. Oct'47:23
The Crusade—an answer to need. Nov'49:30
News room. Nov'49:35
Global highlights. Jan'51:3
News room. Feb'51:38
We're all on the team. Mar'51:22
News room (photo of conference) Mar'53:38
News room.
Global highlights. Nov'57:5
Men's retreat... May'62:13
Global highlights. Jul'64:4

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MINISTRY AND WORSHIP
Global highlights. Sep'68:7

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY EDUCATION

See also

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY ORGANIZATIONS AND MISSIONARY EDUCATION
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF WORLD OUTREACH EDUCATION
Missionary education. Mar'21:54
Report. Sep'21:41
Annual report... Sep'22:37
The year at a glance. Oct'23:38
Annual report. Oct'24:44
The new woman secretary. Jul'26:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54       Jun'27:38
Remember these in your hour of prayer. Jun'28:47
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:37
Brief talks. Nov'28:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:42
Responsibility for programs. Jun'30:48
Missionary education finds new leader. Feb'33:22
Missionary Education head. Nov'34:24
New worker in missionary education. Feb'35:23
Global highlights. May'57:2       Jul'59:6

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY ORGANIZATIONS

See also

CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH WOMEN
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY ORGANIZATIONS AND MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Thou has set my feet in a large place. Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
Remember these in your hour of prayer. Jun'28:47
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
   Oct'29:42
(photo of staff) Jun'38:12

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY ORGANIZATIONS AND MISSIONARY EDUCATION

See also

CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH WOMEN
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY ORGANIZATIONS
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF WORLD OUTREACH EDUCATION
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'39:34
Colorado introduces Mrs. H. B. Marx. Nov'40:9
News room. Sep'45:30
Global highlights. Jan'46:2
News room. Mar'46:38
Global highlights. Oct'46:4
News room. Sep'51:38

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF OFFICE MANAGEMENT
See
U.C.M.S. OFFICE DEPARTMENT

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF PROMOTION
See also
U.C.M.S. FINANCES
UNIFIED PROMOTION
Report. Sep'21:43
Get ready for a great March offering. Feb'22:48
Annual report... Sep'22:46
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
The year at a glance. Oct'23:39
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
Booth promoted to Promotion. Dec'23:11
Headquarters notes. Feb'24:53
Annual report. Oct'24:44
Promoting promotion. Jan'25:20
Annual report. Oct'25:41
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'30:41
Mr. Hawley to head Promotional Dept... Sep'30:23

U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLICITY AND AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES
See
U.C.M.S. AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICES
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The new Department of Religious Education. Nov'20:10
Strongly supporting the Religious Education Department.
Nov'20:64
Headquarters notes. May'21:53
Report. Sep'21:40
Miss Lucy Wetzel. Nov'21:47
Our young people's work. Nov'21:52
Canada and religious education. Nov'21:56
M. E. Sadler. Jul'22:53
A. W. Gottschall. Jan'23:57
Headquarters notes. May'23:52
Loaned... Jul'23:50
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
C. E. at DesMoines. Sep'23:59
The year at a glance. Oct'23:38
(map) Nov'23:13
What a visitor saw. Nov'23:17
A fruitful policy. Nov'23:37
A new field worker's impression of the staff... Nov'23:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47 Apr'24:47
Aug'24:50
Annual report. Oct'24:43
Nov'24:inside front cover
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51 Jul'25:43
Annual report... Oct'25:40
Roy G. Ross. Nov'25:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
What does a field worker do? Nov'26:15
Noteworthy changes and additions. Aug'27:24
Remember these in your hour of prayer. Jun'28:47
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:36
Anticipating the "plastic age." Nov'28:5
Brief talks. Nov'28:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
Station UCMS broadcasting (photo) Mar'29:39
Call Joshua. Apr'29:10
M. E. Sadler comes to headquarters. Aug'29:4
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:41
The family album. Nov'29:6
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Mar'30:43 Apr'30:34 Jul'30:33
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:29
The religious education calendar. Feb'31:38
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
Our continuing program of Kingdom building. May'33:25
H. L. Pickerill appointed. Jul'33:45
Young people's superintendent. Nov'33:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31 Sep'34:45
Directory. Oct'34:inside front cover
Convention glimpses. Nov'34:30
Teamwork in education. Feb'35:21
Religious education's silver anniversary. Mar'35:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'35:34
A unique anniversary. Nov'35:3
Silver anniversary plans. Nov'35:8
Religious education takes stock. Jan'36:34
New leader of children's work. Apr'36:26
The threshold. Jun'36:2
As Sweringen faces his new task. Jul'36:27
Figures that live. Oct'36:22
Religious education through the years. Nov'36:20
(photos of staff) Nov'36:43
The breaking of bread. Dec'37:24
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:31
The case for field work in religious education. Nov'38:13
Religious education through two decades. Jan'39:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
National young people's leader chosen. Mar'39:26
Plugging in for religious education. Nov'39:5
The table top Convention. Dec'39:15
News room. Feb'42:34
The mantle falls. Jul'42:20
Disciple leaders to new fields. Nov'43:21
Leadership changes. Sep'44:19
Youth leaders elected. Apr'45:34
News room. Jan'47:44 Mar'48:32
Records of distinguished service. Sep'48:19
News room. Dec'48:31 Apr'49:34
  (photo of staff meeting) Jun'49:38
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:30
News room.
  Jan'51:33 Oct'51:32 (photo of staff) May'53:38
  Sep'51:38 Jun'52:38 Dec'53:30
These educational services change local churches (photos)
Nov'54:8
News room. Nov'54:36 Feb'55:36
Christian educators look ahead. Apr'55:18
News room. Mar'56:38
They work for you. Jan'58:23 Feb'58:21
Christian education--forty years of progress (photos)
Nov'58:13
News room. May'65:36
Professor to head Christian education. Apr'69:43
Update on Christian education. Jan'70:20
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
  (photo) Apr'25:54
The glad day is coming! May'29:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'31:44
Our brain trust meets. Jun'34:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'35:31
News room. Feb'49:34
Who produces our study materials? (photos) Nov'50:25
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. STUDENT WORK OFFICE
  A program for young Disciples. May'50:23
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. YOUNG PEOPLE'S
  COMMITTEE
  (photo) Nov'41:34
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES
News room. Oct'49:32
We can't manufacture missionaries! (photo) Sep'59:19
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF SERVICE
News room. Sep'45:30
Global highlights. Jun'65:7
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL ACTION
  See also
BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Crain, James A. Social trends.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE
  See also
BOARD OF TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL WELFARE
U.C.M.S. DEPT. OF SOCIAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL ACTION
News room. Mar'51:47 Sep'51:38,40
  Apr'51:38,40 Nov'51:30
Global highlights. Jun'56:2
News room. Apr'60:34
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE MINISTRY
Report. Sep'21:35
Headquarters notes. Apr'23:52
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN'S WORK
  See also
CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
News room. Feb'51:38
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF WORLD OUTREACH EDUCATION
See also
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY EDUCATION
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY ORGANIZATIONS AND
MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Global highlights. Jun'65:7
Adults and mission. Jul'65:38
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF CHURCH LIFE AND WORK
See also
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOME MISSIONS
Global highlights. Jul'60:6
Disciples in the news. Sep'65:7
Global highlights. Sep'6:7
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF GENERAL SERVICES
Global highlights. May'57:4
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF HOME MISSIONS
See
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOME MISSIONS
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF CHURCH LIFE AND WORK
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF OVERSEAS MINISTRIES
See also
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT FOREIGN MISSIONS
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF WORLD MISSIONS
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF OVERSEAS MINISTRIES
DEPARTMENT OF LATIN AMERICA
Global highlights. Jun'64:4
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF WORLD MISSIONS
See also
U.C.M.S. DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF OVERSEAS MINISTRIES
As partners in world mission (photo of leaders) Dec'57:15
World events. Jun'69:36
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF WORLD MISSIONS. DEPT. OF AFRICA
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:48
U.C.M.S. DIVISION OF WORLD MISSIONS. DEPT. OF INDIA
Global highlights. Jan'63:4
U.C.M.S. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
International Convention minutes. Dec'20:25
(photo) Sep'21:2
Report. Sep'21:4
Church membership in China. Jul'22:34
Headquarters notes. Station UCMS broadcasting
Apr'23:52 July'23:52 Nov'23:54 Apr'24:47
A business man's view of missionary finance. Sep'24:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45 Mar'25:44
The new program of evangelism. Sep'25:15
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
Executive Committee's charge to the Commission to the
Orient. Mar'26:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
Action on headquarters location. Apr'28:4
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:39
...meets. Oct'29:5
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:30
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:38
(photo) Nov'29:2
...takes action. Nov'29:29
...meets. Dec'29:29
The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5 Feb'30:5
A world to the Brotherhood. Mar'30:31
Apropos of the Conventions. Oct'30:13
(photo) Dec'30:2
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'31:35
Convention elections, actions, resolutions.
Nov'31:28 Nov'32:28
Liaison. Mar'33:inside front cover
(photo) Sep'33:4,34
...refers Commission report. Oct'33:inside front cover
Convention elections and actions. Nov'33:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
The event of the month (photo) Feb'34:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
(directory) Dec'34:40
U.C.M.S. FIELD DEPARTMENT
Report. Sep'21:44
U.C.M.S. FINANCES
Comparative statement of receipts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Receipts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Receipts...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Receipts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep'23:61</td>
<td>Feb'29:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'23:61</td>
<td>Mar'29:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'23:59</td>
<td>Apr'29:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'23:59</td>
<td>May'29:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'24:63</td>
<td>Jun'29:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'24:61</td>
<td>Jul'29:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'24:63</td>
<td>Aug'29:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'24:63</td>
<td>Sep'29:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'24:62</td>
<td>Oct'29:64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'24:61</td>
<td>Nov'29 - Jan'30 p. 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'24:61</td>
<td>Feb'30:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'24:60</td>
<td>Mar'30:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'24:61</td>
<td>Apr'30:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'24:61</td>
<td>May'30:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov'24:60</td>
<td>Jun'30:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'24:60</td>
<td>Jul'30 - Oct'33 p. 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'25 - Jun'26 p. 64</td>
<td>Nov'33:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'26 - Jun'28 p. 63</td>
<td>Dec'33:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'28 - Sep'28 p. 47</td>
<td>Jan'34:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'28 - Dec'28 p. 63</td>
<td>Feb'34:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'29:63</td>
<td>Mar'34 - Mar'36 p. 47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(for receipts after Mar'36 see
UNIFIED PROMOTIONS. FINANCES
Report of the United Budget Committee. Dec'19:52
Counting the cost. Mar'20:36
Budget. Mar'20:57 May'20:2
Good news from the United Society. Mar'21:52
The Campaign for underwriting. May'21:6
Annuity records broken. May'21:50
Notes and news about annuities. Jun'21:43
Midnight, June 30. Jun'21:back cover
Missionary year closes June 30. Jul'21:41
Our report of annuities. Jul'21:44
The greatest missionary challenge in forty years.
Jul'21:inside back cover
Wonderful close of missionary year. Aug'21:4
Report. Sep'21:43
Annuity notes. Sep'21:51
The self apportionment plan. Oct'21:17
Financing the Kingdom. Oct'21:24
Why a maintenance budget... Oct'21:29
Statement regarding overhead expenses... Oct'21:53
Which shall it be? Nov'21:4
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:49
A new angle to the 50-50. Jan'22:64
Encouraging facts from the United Society. Feb'22:45
A frank statement and appeal to individuals. Feb'22:47
Get ready for a great March offering. Feb'22:48
Encouraging gains. Mar'22:6
What if these were your children? Mar'22:38
Some suggestions... Mar'22:56
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:61,62
A call for money. Mar'22:63
Annuity ladder. Mar'22:inside back cover
Annuities. Jun'22:inside back cover
Emergency tithe week. Jun'22:41
They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
Seed money of the Kingdom. Aug'22:3
How the United Society closed the year. Aug'22:60
This happened Monday, June 26. Aug'22:inside back cover
Annual report... Sep'22:22
Sep'22:50
A missionary rat-hole. Sep'22:64
The poor widow of a rich husband. Sep'22:inside back cover
The women lead the way. Oct'22:3
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:58
How one annuity fund is growing. Oct'22:inside back cover
Letter. Nov'22:30
The how of missionary offering. Nov'22:35
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:51
That 15 per cent increase. Nov'22:59
A $10,000 request. Nov'22:inside back cover
Should a church without a minister give to missions? Dec'22:23
The churches are responding. Dec'22:43
Another $4,000 annuity. Dec'22:inside back cover
1923 contains 365 days... Feb'23:51
Annuity bonds vs. other bonds and stocks. Feb'23:63
A decade of progress. Mar'23:45
Annunity bonds will stand the test. Mar'23:inside back cover
The missionary cause advances marvelously. Mar'23:back cover
Only five months until June 30. Apr'23:51
Receipts by states and provinces. Apr'23:58
Do not forget the May offering for home missions, May 6.
Apr'23:59
June 30. Jun'23:55
The last day is June 30. Jul'23:54
Outward bound. Aug'23:57
The leading Bible school gifts. Aug'23:57
Some victories of the past year. Sep'23:inside front cover
Mountain peaks of the United Society's report. Oct'23:35
The year at a glance. Oct'23:39
To which class does your church belong? Oct'23:62
Plugging up the missionary rat hole. Oct'23:62
The organization of the thousand dollar club. Nov'23:40
A challenge from the mission fields. Jan'24:21
A simultaneous every-church visitation. Feb'24:11
Overhead. Feb'24:30
Whose is this $8,000,000? Mar'24:17
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
The end of the year... Aug'24:20
A business man's view of missionary finance. Sep'24:13
Annual report. Oct'24:45
The call to advance. Dec'24:36
How the United Society gets its funds (chart) Jan'25:22
(cartoon) Feb'25:28
The challenge of the deficit. Feb'25:29
Dr. Shelton's comrade speaks. Mar'25:inside front cover
Do we dare to ask again? Mar'25:3
(cartoon) Mar'25:12
I am ready. Mar'25:13 Apr'25:23
(cartoon) Apr'25:12 May'25:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54
A great and growing brotherhood. May'25:3
We also are ready. May'25:21
The fields afar are watching us Christians. Jun'25:15
Keeping faith. Jun'25:31
A ten dollar bill. Jul'25:44
Midnight June 30--and the deficit. Jul'25:60
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
Annual report... Oct'25:34
Financial statement. Oct'25:42
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Mar'26:51 Jun'26:53 Nov'26:54 Jan'27:44
May'26:51 Jul'26:53 Dec'26:55
Christmas again. Feb'27:1
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Feb'27:51 Mar'27:59 Jul'27:59
A living investment. Jul'27:61
The United Society gains. Aug'27:4
The number of missionaries. Aug'27:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51
Scotching the deficit. Sep'27:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56
For those who must read as they run. Dec'27:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'27:44 Jan'28:44 Mar'28:57
Good ideas. Apr'28:47
High points in the annual reports. Oct'28:inside front cover
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50 Dec'28:43
What's the answer? Jan'29:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
Money magic! Mar'29:9
It makes me dizzy! Apr'29:4
The call to the Brotherhood. Apr'29:16
May'29:much of issue
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42
Last year. Sep'29:1
The cold matter of budget-cutting. Oct'29:5
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:44
Budget cutting and the missionaries. Nov'29:4
Between the lines. Feb'30:4
The Executive Committee meeting. Feb'30:5
Is the church guilty of a social crime? Mar'30:6
What to do with the interest. Mar'30:60
Concerning the end of the year. Jul'30:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33
What midnight, June 30, revealed. Aug'30:4
The situation of the United Society. Sep'30:4
Lord, we are able! Oct'30:4
The Board of Managers speaks out. Dec'30:5
Plain talk from the Treasurer. Apr'31:13
As a newcomer sees it. May'31:22
Look well, therefore, to this day. Jaun'31:4
Are critics of missions justified? Jun'31:11
If you were a member of the Executive Committee. Aug'31:3
As a newcomer sees it. Aug'31:4
What readjustments mean. Sep'31:4
As a newcomer sees it. Sep'31:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
The days that make us worried... Oct'31:3
Hold that line! Nov'31:14
Stark realities! Feb'32:3
High thinking for hard times. Feb'32:4
And this, also, will pass. Feb'32:4
Hold the line by equaling last year's giving! Jun'32:10
What is necessary to accomplish it. Jun'32:11
Station UCMS broadcasting Jul'32:33
Trimming the sails... Aug'32:11
Executives' statement of the readjustments... Aug'32:20
Warning! Mar'33:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
Our continuing programs of Kingdom building. May'33:24
Five year notes. Jul'33:inside front cover
Let missions share in recovery. Sep'33:inside front cover (charts)
Sep'33:30 Dec'33:47 Feb'34:55
Nov'33:55 Jan'34:47 Mar - Jul'34:p.47
The first three months. Nov'33:45
The first six months. Feb'34:45
As we face June. Jun'34:17
Recovery is on the way. Sep'34:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
As we approach June thirtieth. Jun'35:5
Flashes. Dec'36:45
The first Sunday in March. Mar'37:3
Living in two worlds. Apr'37:3
As we face Children's Day. Jun'37:10
Uniting for victory on June 30. Jun'40:19
News room. Sep'40:34
The inevitable overhead. Mar'41:8
We face the future with hope. Oct'42:21
The missionary dollar. May'46:42 Oct'48:41
Of statistics and mission strategy. Jun'49:16
What did you do with the money? Feb'51:5
Crusade progress. Jun'51:26
Capital for Kingdom Building...home and abroad. Mar'53:29
Global highlights. Nov'56:4
Stewardship grows on mission fields. Mar'58:11
Forty years of outreach. Sep'60:10
Ask about it! Dec'64:8

U.C.M.S. HEADQUARTERS. MISSOURI STATE LIFE BUILDING. ST. LOUIS.
(photo) Aug'20:38
Headquarters notes. May'21:53 Aug'23:52

U.C.M.S. HEADQUARTERS. 425 DEBALIVIER AVE. SAINT LOUIS, MO
425 DeBalivier Ave. (photo) Sep'23:52
(photo) Jul'25:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
Goodbye DeBalivier! Sep'28:1

U.C.M.S. HEADQUARTERS. MISSIONS BUILDING. INDIANAPOLIS
Why Indianapolis is considered. Mar'28:4
Action on headquarters location. Apr'28:4
A convention of decisions and fellowship. Jun'28:19
(photo) Jul'28:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'28:28
(photo of Graham Chapel) Aug'28:32
Goodbye DeBalivier! Sep'28:1
All aboard for Indianapolis! Sep'28:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
Here we are! Oct'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'29:43
(photo) Dec'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
(photo) Mar'33:9 Feb'35:7
The threshold. Dec'43:2
Symbolic setting in Graham Chapel (photo of chapel furniture) Jan'44:20
News room. Apr'47:40
(photo) Sep'49:41
Global highlights. Nov'51:2
(photo) Sep'56:43
Here and there with World Call. Sep'56:48
Global highlights. May'58:6
(drawing) Jan'59:front cover
The cover. Jan'59:inside front cover
Global highlights. Mar'59:7 May'59:6
The ministry of Missions Building. May'59:9
News room (photo) Dec'62:46
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'63:38
Ask about it! Mar'64:8
Youth and the world mission. Jun'64:40
? and answers. Dec'65:8
Worship as the day begins (photo of chapel) Jun'66:32
? and answers. Sep'67:50
Museum tells the history of missions. Apr'73:50

U.C.M.S. HEADQUARTERS. MISSIONS BUILDING. LIBRARY
See U.C.M.S. LIBRARY
U.C.M.S. HEADQUARTERS STAFF
(directory) Jan'34:inside front cover
U.C.M.S. JOINT COMMITTEE FOR NEGRO WORK
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'29:42 Jun'30:56

U.C.M.S. LIBRARY
...meets many needs. May'51:28
News room. Mar'53:46
U.C.M.S. NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Elections and actions at...
Nov'35:29 Dec'37:26 Dec'39:28 Sep'42:25
Nov'36:41 Dec'38:29 Jun'41:3
Elections at the spring meeting. Jul'43:21
(Elections at International Convention)
Dec'44:22 Nov'48:28 Jan'58:39 Dec'61:28
Sep'46:25 Sep'53:27 Jan'59:45 Dec'62:41
Sep'47:25 Dec'56:31 Jan'61:30

U.C.M.S. OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Report. Sep'21:45
Annual report... Sep'22:46 Oct'25:42

U.C.M.S. STEWARDSHIP COMMITTEE
What the churches are doing about it. Mar'21:47
Putting the stew in stewardship. Apr'21:51
Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Stewardship column. Jul'21:42
Stewardship and tithing. Sep'21:56

U.C.M.S. WORSHIP STUDY COMMISSION
Global highlights. Nov'65:5

UNITED CHRISTIAN PUBLISHERS
Youth and missions. Feb'44:31

UNITED CHRISTIAN YOUTH CONFERENCES
Jun'40:27
Mission to Latin America. May'57:26

UNITED CHRISTIAN YOUTH MOVEMENT
United Christian Youth at Columbus. May'38:11
The threshold. Nov'39:2
Youth and Christian unity. May'40:7
(photo of Central Regional planning conference) May'41:5
Realistic social education for youth. Jul'46:7
Global highlights (photo of delegates to Washington Political Seminar) Apr'47:2
Global highlights. Sep'47:2 Dec'47:4
Take home Grand Rapids (photo) Nov'48:31
Youth and missions. Feb'49:37
Global highlights. Oct'49:3
Joining hands to serve youth. Oct'49:24
News room. Oct'50:34
Global highlights. Nov'54:4
Youth leaders speak out. Nov'55:40
Disciple wins hymn award. Mar'56:46
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
Youth look at foreign policy. May'57:8
Global highlights.
Jun'57:4 Nov'58:4 Jun'59:8
(photo of Conference at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin) Feb'61:39

UNITED CHURCH BOARD FOR CHRISTIAN COLLEGES IN CHINA
See
UNITED BOARD FOR CHRISTIAN COLLEGES IN CHINA
UNITED BOARD FOR CHRISTIAN HIGHER EDUCATION IN ASIA
UNITED CHURCH CANVAS
Not just a theory. Jun'47:6
Global highlights. Mar'48:2

UNITED CHURCH MEN
Global highlights. Nov'51:4 Dec'51:4
Laymen meet. Jan'56:46
Men to meet in Cleveland. Sep'56:42
Global highlights. Jan'64:7

UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45 Jun'25:45
Why are the Disciples of Christ out of the United Church of Canada? May'26:7
Our relation to union movements. Jul'26:8
The threshold. Feb'38:2
Global highlights. Jan'47:2
Faith is individual. Mar'47:6
Global highlights. Jun'50:3 Nov'56:5 May'59:5
Nov'54:4 Feb'58:5 Nov'66:5
In brief. Dec'68:8
Church union "ship" still afloat in Canada. Jul'72:18

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (U.S.A.)
Global highlights. Jun'49:3 Jun'52:4
The right to unite. Jun'52:5
Global highlights. Feb'54:2 Jul'55:3 Jun'56:4
Jun'55:4 Feb'56:4
Approve merger. Nov'56:41
Churches speak out at Des Moines. Dec'56:41
Global highlights. Jun'57:2
A united and uniting church. Sep'57:8
Global highlights. Dec'57:2 May'58:4
Decade of unity. Jun'58:21
Global highlights. Jul'58:4 Sep'58:7
A testimony of Christian faith. Jun'59:10
Mar'61:7 Sep'61:4
The will to unity. Mar'62:9
Global highlights. Jun'62:4
Ask about it! Jan'63:8
Dreams and decisions in church union. Jun'63:19
Global highlights. Sep'63:4 Jan'64:4,5
Women on world highways. Apr'64:37
Partners in conversation. Jun'64:13
Women on world highways. Jun'64:32
Global highlights. Jan'65:7 Feb'65:6
Ask about it! Apr'65:8 Jun'65:8
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'65:4
Global highlights. Sep'65:4,5
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
Global highlights.
Wyoming tries united camping. Oct'66:29
Disciples respond to the urban crisis. May'68:12
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:42

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (U.S.A.) BOARD FOR WORLD MINISTRIES
Global highlights. Sep'65:5 Jan'67:5
World events. Jul'70:36 Nov'70:37 May'71:38

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (U.S.A.)
COUNCIL FOR CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION
Global highlights. Feb'67:7

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (U.S.A.)
JOINT NATIONAL COUNCIL OF YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS
Global highlights. Sep'60:8

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (U.S.A.)
TOWN AND COUNTRY CONVOCATION
Global highlights. Nov'59:6

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST IN JAMAICA
Global highlights. Jul'68:6

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST IN JAPAN
The state of the church. Feb'42:28
Global highlights. Nov'47:2 Jan'53:3
Japan revisited. Jan'53:18
Global highlights.
Dec'53:4 Jun'54:2 Jan'55:2 Jan'56:3
Japanese leaders meet. Oct'56:32
Christian unity in a global setting. Jan'57:21
Jan'59:4,7
Adventure in Japan. Jan'62:27
Global highlights. Dec'64:4 Mar'66:7
A challenge from abroad. May'66:18
Outreach of Japanese Christians. Mar'68:24
What troubles us most in Japan. Apr'68:20
Christian unity overseas. Nov'68:46
In brief. Dec'68:8
World events. Dec'70:37
Churches of Japan sponsor a home for A-bomb victims. Feb'71:22
World events. Mar'72:40 May'73:40 Oct'73:38

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST IN JAPAN.
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN YOUTH COUNCIL
Global highlights. Oct'62:4

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST IN OKINAWA
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'63:36
In brief. Dec'68:8

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST IN THE PHILIPPINES
Global highlights. Oct'48:3
Christianity must share. Sep'52:6
Global highlights. Nov'52:2
News room. Sep'54:39
This is my church, too! Jul'56:26
Filipino Christians want church union. Mar'57:13
Younger churches lead in unity and fellowship. Mar'57:15
Global highlights. May'58:8
Global highlights (photo of headquarters) Sep'58:7
New unity in the Philippines. May'62:28
Global highlights. Oct'62:5
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'62:36
Adults and mission. Jan'66:36 (photo of headquarters p. 37)
A challenge from abroad. May'66:18
A problem and a privilege. Jul'66:39
Direct line. Apr'70:32

UNITED CHURCH OF NORTH INDIA
Church union in North India. Sep'41:21
Church women protest "threats to freedom." Jul'53:47
Global highlights. Feb'57:2 Oct'57:6

UNITED CHURCH OF PAKISTAN
In brief. Mar'71:35

UNITED CHURCH OF THE CANAL ZONE
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'25:45

UNITED CHURCH PRESS
Global highlights. Jun'67:6

UNITED CHURCH SERVICE CENTER
See CHURCH WORLD SERVICE

UNITED CHURCH WOMEN
See also CHURCH WOMEN UNITED
UNITED COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN
Global highlights. Feb'51:3
Women and world highways. Feb'51:30
Global highlights. Jul'51:2
Women and world highways. Sep'51:31
Global highlights.
Jul'52:4 Nov'53:4
(photo of some delegates) Jan'53:2 Dec'53:3
Women sponsor program to ease community tensions. Dec'53:47
Women and world highways (photo of officers) Jan'54:33
Church women. Mar'54:44
Global highlights. Sep'54:3
News room. Oct'54:38
Global highlights. Dec'54:2
Global highlights. Nov'56:4 Apr'57:4
Free schools in a free America. May'57:44
Women and world highways. Jun'58:35
News room. Jul'58:42
Global highlights. Oct'58:7
Women and world highways. Jan'59:39 May'59:33
Disciple to serve UCW. May'60:31
Women and world highways. Nov'60:29 May'61:33
Global highlights. Dec'61:5
Women and world highways.
Global highlights. Sep'63:4
Women on world highways. Nov'63:33
News room. Jan'65:34
Women on world highways. Jan'65:35
Global highlights. Feb'66:6
Women on world highways. Nov'66:30

UNITED CHURCHES OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
Global highlights. Feb'54:2
UNITED CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH OF SOUTH AFRICA

World events. Jan'73:39
A ministry of politics and hope. Nov'73:30

UNITED COUNCIL OF CHURCH WOMEN

See also

CHURCH WOMEN UNITED
UNITED CHURCH WOMEN

Women and world highways. Feb'42:35 Feb'43:35
Calling all homes. May'43:35
The threshold. Jul'43:2
Women and world highways. Sep'43:31 Jul'44:29
...meet. Oct'44:40
Women and world highways.
Jan'45:31 Dec'45:33 May'46:33
World order studies. Oct'46:47
Global highlights. Nov'46:2
Global highlights (photo of conference) Jan'47:4
Women and world highways. Feb'47:33 Apr'47:35
Global highlights. Jun'48:2
People of the churches speak for peace. Jun'48:5
Women and world highways. Nov'48:33
Global highlights. Jan'49:3
Women and world highways. Feb'49:35
Church women ask Congress to act on Child Aid Bill.
Jul'49:34
United Council to enter merger. Jan'50:35
Women and world highways. Feb'50:35
Enrolling the first million. May'50:5
Women bring practical Christianity to National Council.
Jun'50:28
Global highlights. Jul'50:2

UNITED DAY OF PRAYER

Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62

UNITED EVANGELISTIC ADVANCE

Global highlights. Sep'49:3

UNITED FARM WORKERS ORGANIZATION

Global highlights. Nov'68:7
World events. Oct'69:37 Jun'70:36
Letters. Oct'70:4

UNITED FELLOWSHIP OF PROTESTANTS

Forward in Christian fellowship. Jan'52:45

UNITED HOME MISSIONS SURVEY

Cooperative Home Missions in Montana. Oct'19:38

UNITED LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA

See also

LUTHERAN CHURCH
LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'27:45
Global highlights. Dec'60:8

UNITED LUTHERAN CHURCH. WOMEN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY

Global highlights. Dec'49:4

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

See also

METHODIST CHURCH
Global highlights.
Oct'63:6 Dec'63:7 Dec'64:5 Nov'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'68:5 Jan'69:5
Halloween project helps children. Oct'70:45
A future for every child. Oct'71:50
Uni-walk for UNICEF. Sep'72:31

UNITED NATIONS MEDITATION ROOM
Thoughts upon entering the Meditation room at the United Nations (poem)
(photo) Jun'67:41

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION
Jan'45:39
...in action. May'45:34
A doctor takes over in Hobei. Jul'47:8
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:34
Money or rice. Jul'48:37

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY
Global highlights. Jun'62:7
The refugees we dare not forget. Jan'63:20
My neighbor in the Middle East. Oct'63:30

UNITED NATIONS SEMINARS
Global highlights. Dec'47:4
Fellows like me. Dec'47:5
Global highlights. Feb'49:3 Nov'49:3 Feb'50:3
Global highlights (photos) Jan'51:3 Dec'52:2
News room. Mar'53:38 Apr'53:46 Sep'53:39
Social trends. Nov'53:16
News room. Dec'54:40
Global highlights.
Sep'56:3 Dec'65:6 Nov'63:5
The week that was. Nov'66:19
The church's place in international affairs. Oct'69:40

UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
See
UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS (UNITED NATIONS)

UNITED NATIONS WEEK
Global highlights. Sep'50:3

UNITED NATIONS WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
Three million aided. May'53:29
A fruit of missions. Jan'57:7

UNITED PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'70:5

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
With forward movements of other churches. Oct'20:10
Global highlights. Sep'49:2
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'68:5
In brief. Apr'69:42
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'69:5
In brief. Jul'69:40
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'69:5

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. CONFESSION OF 1967
Global highlights. Apr'67:6

UNITED REFORMED CHURCH (ENGLAND)

UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Oct'42:31
Global highlights. Oct'60:8
UNITED SOCIETY FOR CHRISTIAN LITERATURE

Global highlights. Jan'55:4

UNITED STATES

America dares. Jul'19:3
Uncle Sam, missionary. Jul'19:4
How America looks. Jul'19:18
/photos) Nov'19:34
The growth of America. Aug'23:6
The greatness of America. May'24:back cover
America is a great country. Nov'24:46
America's opportunity and responsibility. Jul'25:10
Why is America great? Jul'25:16
The East tells the West a few things. Sep'25:23
/photos) Nov'25:inside front cover
America first. Jul'26:10
America's making (poem) Sep'26:back cover
Liberty and the Disciples. Sep'26:1
/photos) Oct'27:inside front cover
America the beautiful (poem) Oct'27:32
The soul of America (poem) Sep'29:31 Oct'30:38
What will wreck America? Mar'32:22
A call to America. Aug'32:32
Listening in on the world. Sep'32:24
America faces the future. May'33:10
The foundation of decency. Jun'39:4
The American dream. Jul'40:18
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Apr'43:40
For adult missionary groups. Jul'43:30
Thank God! Nov'53:9
How Christian is America? Jun'56:20
Mission U.S.A.--and you. Jun'56:36
Race relations in global perspective. Jun'57:21
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
Possible impossibilities. Jul'62:10
Prayer for the nation. Feb'63:11
Global highlights. Apr'63:6
Prayer for Americans. Jul'63:16
A decade that changed America. Feb'65:18
Americans, let's watch our step. May'65:9
American quiz for Canadians. Oct'66:23
A prayer for America for today. Nov'68:43
A nation's strength. Jul'73:50

U.S. AIR FORCE
Air Force recalls manual. Apr'60:42
Global highlights. Jun'60:5
In support of the National Council. Jun'60:10
Global highlights. Jul'60:6
More now know the facts. Jul'60:10
Global highlights. Sep'65:7

U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY
In brief. Mar'68:8

U.S. ARMED FORCES. TRAINING CAMPS
Social trends. Jan'41:22
U.S. ARMY
Global highlights. Jun'57:3

U.S. ARMY. CORRECTIONAL TRAINING FACILITY
Chaplains counsel men in correctional training. Feb'71:33

U.S. CAPITOL BUILDING
(photo) Jul'30:24

U.S. CENSUS
quoted. Facts and figures on Prohibition. Jul'32:9
Census of religious bodies, 1946. Feb'47:39
Global highlights. Apr'47:4
Complete the census. Jun'47:17
Global highlights. Feb'56:3
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'68:5

U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION
Global highlights. Jan'58:6
(photo) Mar'58:7

U.S. COMMISSION ON NATIONAL GOALS
Social trends. Apr'61:20

U.S. COMMISSION ON OBSCENITY AND PORNOGRAPHY
Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
World events. Dec'70:36

U.S. CONGRESS
More statistics. Jun'25:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'26:37
Social trends. Mar'38:23
The best that is in our hearts. Apr'51:6
Social trends. Dec'51:10  Jan'54:16  Sep'55:22
Global highlights. Oct'55:2  Apr'57:2
Peace, freedom and dignity. Feb'59:10
Lawmakers' religion. Mar'59:35
Nov'62:8  Feb'65:6
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
A Christian presence on Capitol Hill. Jul'71:8

U.S. CONGRESS. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45
A question or two. Mar'40:3

U.S. CONGRESS. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE
Global highlights. Jul'64:4

U.S. CONGRESS. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
Social trends. Dec'47:20
Global highlights. Nov'53:2
What's the truth about the National Council? Mar'65:11

UNITED STATES CONGRESS ON EVANGELISM
World events. Oct'69:37

U.S. CONSTITUTION
From the Constitution and Great Commission. Nov'21:4
Global highlights. May'64:4

U.S. CONSTITUTION. 18TH AMENDMENT
See also
PROHIBITION
...declared unconstitutional! Feb'31:24
Listening in on the world. Apr'32:24

U.S. CONSTITUTION. 19TH AMENDMENT
Oct'20:inside front cover.
U.S. CONSTITUTION. 20TH AMENDMENT
Listening in on the world. Apr'32:24

U.S. DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Jo-Anne and Jimmy and their pilot Tim (poem) Oct'21:32
Scenic routes to Seattle. Jun'29:1
What, where, when and how. Jul'30:42 Aug'30:42
Interesting humanity. Feb'41:33
I changed my mind. Dec'46:40
Whither American culture? Jan'51:7
Their ignorance--and ours. May'62:9
Women on world highways. Apr'66:33
Second thoughts about the U.S.A. Jun'67:24
What is happening to America? Mar'69:22

U.S. ECONOMICS
See also DEPRESSION--1929--
Listening in on the world.
Jun'31:20 Jan'32:22 Jun'32:22
Looking ahead. Jun'33:22
We are on our way. Sep'33:3
New dealers. Oct'33:13
Inflation furor. Jan'34:4
One-track minds and planetary problems. Apr'35:3
For such a time. Apr'35:4
Recovery? Jun'35:3
What relief does to morale. Jul'35:10
A Christian layman views the economic order. Nov'35:17
Economic chaos and the way out. Jul'36:12
The church and economic tensions. Apr'47:19
How America spends. Oct'50:6
Global highlights (graph) Jan'59:6
Social trends. Sep'61:20 Nov'65:16

U.S. FLAG
The friendly flag. Jul'24:32
The flag speaks (poem) Jul'27:31
A stainless flag. Jul'32:back cover

U.S.--FOREIGN AID
Social trends. Apr'59:24

U.S.--FOREIGN POLICY
Global highlights. May'68:6

U.S.--HISTORY
The Bible in American history. Feb'45:21
Around the world in forty years. Jan'59:11

U.S.--HISTORY. CIVIL WAR
Brothers go to war. Oct'61:26
Thoughts for a centennial. Oct'61:28
A century of storm and growth. Dec'65:28

U.S. HOUSING ACT OF 1937
Social trends. Nov'37:22

U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY
Global highlights. Jul'56:6

U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
See INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

U.S. JOB CORPS
Global highlights. Feb'65:6

U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT)
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'24:47
U.S. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON HEALTH MANPOWER. REPORT
New books. Feb'68:38

U.S. NAVY
My year as a Navy Chaplain. Aug'20:32

U.S. OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
How churches fight poverty. Sep'68:39

U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Federal control of education. Jul'45:3

U.S.--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
See also

VOTING
Will they write it in the platform? Apr'20:28
Firecracker Christians. Jul'28:9
Listening in on the world.
  Jan'31:22   Apr'31:16   Apr'32:24   May'32:20
Beer for revenue! Jul'32:7
Listening in on the world. Jul'32:21
Politics... Aug'32:14
Listening in on the world. Aug'32:22   Jul'33:28   Sep'33:22
A chief man on the chief need. Feb'34:3
940 Disciples ministers on war and economic justice. Jul'34:5
America rejects disarmament. Feb'35:9
America and the World Court. Mar'35:3
The hard way of neutrality. Feb'36:3
American fascists and the "loyalty oath." Mar'36:4
The future of compulsion. Mar'36:4
Social trends. Jun'36:21
Personalities. Mar'37:23
Vote peace! Jul'37:19   Nov'39:3
Eyes on the Orient. Oct'43:2
Safeguarding simplification. Apr'44:21
Social trends. Dec'45:23   Apr'46:16   May'46:22
Crossroads of American foreign policy. Sep'47:20
Where justice is demanded. Nov'47:5
Has the United Nations failed? Jan'48:19
Social trends. Feb'48:23
The ecumenical nature of Amsterdam. Sep'48:6
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
Social trends. Feb'49:20
Who determines national policy? Apr'49:6
Imitating the worst. May'49:5
Representative at the Vatican. Feb'50:6
Disciples examin their government. May'50:11
Our American heritage. Jul'50:8
Franco and the children. Oct'50:5
Global highlights. Mar'51:4
Asia views American policy. Jul'51:15
An ambassador to the Vatican? Dec'51:6
Global highlights. Mar'52:3
Social trends. May'52:22
Candidates reply on Vatican ambassador. Nov'52:40
Social trends. Dec'52:16
Global highlights. Jan'53:2
Social trends. Jan'53:20
No weakening of principle, please. Feb'53:5

38
Goodwill on a world scale. Mar'53:15
Social trends. May'53:16
Are we ready for peace? Jun'53:5
Social trends. Jun'53:12
Church women protest "threats to freedom." Jul'53:47
Social trends. Oct'53:12 Dec'53:20
Mexican--U.S. unions tackle migrant issue. Mar'54:14
The free heritage of youth. May'54:5
Global highlights. Oct'54:3
America is changing and so are Disciples. Oct'55:18
Social trends. Mar'56:10
Technical assistance--a missionary idea. Jul'56:22
Global highlights. Oct'56:2
Church leaders promote clean political campaign. Nov'56:47
Post-election responsibilities. Mar'57:8
Social trends. Apr'57:12 May'57:18
Global highlights. Jun'57:6
Social trends. Jun'58:24
Citizenship and tolerance. Apr'59:10
Global highlights. Nov'59:8 Apr'60:8
Social trends. Apr'60:16
Election responsibility. Apr'60:31
Social trends. Jun'60:16
Americans care about the aging. Mar'61:14
Global highlights. Jan'64:4
Horseplay at conventions. Oct'64:9
The right to vote. Oct'64:9
World Calling... Dec'64:10
Global highlights. Jun'66:5
You and the famine. Jun'66:9
As others see us. Oct'66:20
Editorials. Nov'68:9
American presence in Asia as felt in Japan. Jun'69:9
What can we expect from the seventies? Feb'70:20
Christians and their government. Jun'73:31

U.S.--POPULATION
The church and the American migration. Mar'45:12
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'68:5

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
(Photo) May'49:15
Bill aids church mailings. Sep'55:45
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
World events. Jan'72:37
Commentary. Sep'72:22

U.S.--PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON CAMPUS UNREST
World events. Dec'70:39

U.S.--RELIGION
Ten years of religious progress. Aug'20:32
The refugees in the religious war. May'26:44
Speaking of books. Jun'27:57
Christian America can make history. Dec'34:3
The perspective of distance. Jan'36:3
America for Christ. Mar'41:16
Enduring beyond the duration. Sep'42:4
Concerns of an American Christian. Mar'45:11
Americans all. Feb'46:13
Christianizing the home base. Apr'47:5
Old and new. Apr'47:46
Vigor of U.S. churches noted by English visitors. Nov'56:45
Two-thirds are "Protestants." Mar'58:44
America's changing religious patterns. May'66:29
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'66:4
World events. Feb'73:38    Apr'73:40

U.S.--RELIGION--STATISTICS
What the census shows. Jun'24:50
U.S. religious bodies and groups over 100,000 membership.
Sep'34:13

U.S.--RELIGIOUS CENSUS
Global highlights. Jan'63:6

U.S.--SOCIAL CONDITIONS
See also
CHURCH AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
RACE RELATIONS
Youth and social revolt. May'35:15
What to read. Sep'53:6
Race relations in global perspective. Jun'57:21
Social trends. Apr'64:22
Editorials. Jul'69:19

U.S.--SOUTHERN STATES
Facts for the busy woman. Jun'19:47
Increasing realism in the South. Sep'36:4
No sectional bias. Sep'36:4
Liberty at seventy-five cents a day. Sep'36:4
From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5
A southern speaks for racial justice. Feb'38:5
The south--our number one economic problem. Sep'39:17
A rural challenge to the Protestant church. Oct'40:27
Required reading... May'47:5
We are doing something about it. Feb'50:19
Global highlights. Oct'59:5

UNITED STATES STEEL
Listening in on the world. Nov'31:22
Global highlights. Jun'57:4

U.S.--STATISTICS
The church and the American migration. Mar'45:12

U.S. SUPREME COURT
(photo) Aug'20:22
...unanimously errs. Feb'35:3
New occasions, new duties. Apr'35:3
In answer to the Bishops. Jan'49:11
Global highlights. Mar'54:2
Letters. Oct'64:50
Social trends. Nov'64:14
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'69:5
World events. Sep'73:39

UNITED STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL
As we see others and as others see us. Jul'21:40
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47    Apr'28:45
Read and reform!! Jun'28:inside front cover
The threshold. Mar'39:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'40:32
American churches in Council. Feb'41:22
Global highlights.
   Nov'46:2     Jan'47:4     Jan'48:3
A National Council of Churches. Nov'49:15
Global highlights. Feb'50:2
Churchmen bring Christian stewardship to National Council...
Sep'50:27
UNITED STUDENT CHRISTIAN COUNCIL
   Global highlights. Apr'46:4     Nov'48:2     Mar'49:3
   Dec'46:4     Jan'49:4
UNITED STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
   Global highlights. Nov'56:4
UNITED THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE OF THE WEST INDIES
   Global highlights. Dec'67:7
UNITED THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL (LULUABOURG, CONGO)
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'62:36
   Ministers for the troubled congo. Mar'63:12
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'64:36     Jun'64:36
   Global highlights (photo of graduates) Jan'66:6
   Global highlights. May'66:5
   Chapel bells ring in the day. Dec'68:40
UNIVERSAL BIBLE SUNDAY
   In a thousand tongues. Dec'38:5
   The threshold. Oct'39:2     Oct'42:2
   Youth and missions. Nov'42:37
   Nov'43:36
   The threshold. Dec'45:2
UNIVERSAL CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
   Glimpses of the religious world.
      May'24:45   Jun'24:47   Apr'25:45
   A gesture in the movements of the world (photos) Nov'25:20
   The war guilt question. Jun'26:11
   Glimpses of the religious world. May'28:45
   A world adventure in Christian cooperation. Jan'37:22
UNIVERSAL CONFERENCE OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST ON LIFE AND WORK
   See also
   WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHURCH, COMMUNITY AND STATE
   Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:48
   Universal Christian Council. Jan'36:11
   Elections and actions at Kansas City. Nov'36:41
   Personalities. Oct'37:21
UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS (UNITED NATIONS)
   Social trends. Jun'52:14
   World opinion supports human rights declaration. Mar'54:10
   Social trends. Nov'58:18
   Global highlights. Jan'68:6
   Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
   A plea for human rights. Jul'70:17
   Commentary. Dec'73:12
UNIVERSAL RELIGIOUS PEACE CONFERENCE
   Glimpses of the religious world. Aug'26:58
UNIVERSAL WEEK OF PRAYER
   Jan'30:38
   The threshold. Jan'43:2
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
   Items that made news last month. Jan'30:55
Global highlights. Jul'59:7
"UNIVERSE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'61:41
UNIVERSITE LIBRE DEL CONGO
   Global highlights. Jan'65:5
   Free University of Congo. Mar'67:25
   Universidad Libre del Congo. May'67:38
   Free University of the Congo shows progress. Jul'70:34
   World events. Mar'71:39
   Congo has a new medical school. May'71:20
   Free University of the Congo (photos) Sep'71:12
UNIVERSITIES
See
   COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
   HIGHER EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MISSION
   Nov'38:5
   Evangelism goes to the university campus. May'40:27
UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
   Global highlights. Nov'66:5
   Ahead of the headlines. Oct'67:5
   Global highlights. Mar'68:6
   In brief. Jun'69:35
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA. SCHOOL OF RELIGION
   Our youngest college (photos) Mar'25:23
   Global highlights. Sep'49:4
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:49
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
   Social trends. Jan'52:12
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. BERKELEY
   Student pastor at Berkeley. Jun'24:40
   Ahead of the headlines. Oct'69:5
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
   Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'25:57
   Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. DISCIPLES CLUB
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
     Feb'26:53 May'27:42
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE
   See
      DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE (UNIV. OF CHICAGO)
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. DIVINITY SCHOOL
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43
   Global highlights. Mar'46:3 Sep'58:4
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. DIVINITY SCHOOL PASTORS' INSTITUTE
   The threshold. Jul'37:2
   Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. FEDERATED THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS
   (photo of Disciple students) Jan'51:7
   Classroom and campus. Jan'51:30
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. ROCKEFELLER CHAPEL
   Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. SCHOOL OF CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE
   Global highlights. Sep'51:3
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. URBANA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:43
Alpha of Bethany Circle. Jul'30:29

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'24:58

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
When college girls join hands. Apr'24:38

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. BIBLE CHAIR
See KANSAS BIBLE CHAIR

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (ANN ARBOR)
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'25:45
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'25:51

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. BIBLE CHAIR
See ANN ARBOR BIBLE CHAIR

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. DISCIPLES GUILD
(photo) Jan'43:12

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. SCHOOL OF RELIGION
Creating a school of religion (photos) Nov'25:6

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'2:45

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Our opportunity in state universities. Apr'27:25
Within our college walls. Apr'32:40

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI. BIBLE CHAIR
(note) Nov'24:41

UNIVERSITY OF NANKING
See NANKING UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'23:51
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
Building the Kingdom at Norman. Jul'30:21

UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA (NEBRASKA)
Global highlights. Mar'46:4

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:26

UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
A religious endeavor of a cooperative nature (photo of students) May'48:26

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND (VIRGINIA)
(photo of bell tower) May'56:front cover
The cover. May'56:inside front cover

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS. (AUSTIN)
Where church and state join hands. Nov'24:7

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS. (AUSTIN) BIBLE CHAIR
See TEXAS BIBLE CHAIR

UNIVERSITY OF THE AMERICAS
University of the Americas on today's mission frontier. Feb'71:12 (photo of procession p. 13)

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. BIBLE CHAIR
See VIRGINIA BIBLE CHAIR

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RELIGION (ALABAMA)
University School of Religion, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Feb'27:60
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:61
"THE UNIVERSITY OF TOMORROW" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'58:44
UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA (LUSAKA, ZAMBIA)
(photo) Sep'71:11
UNLACKE, RALPH
(photo) Jan'21:17
UNMARRIED MOTHERS
A right direction for unwed mothers. Apr'61:18
UNOURA, (married to Kojiro Unouro)
(photo) Mar'37:13
UNOURA, DAVID
News of campus events. Jul'42:31
Classroom and campus. Feb'43:32
(photo) Nov'50:33
Unoura, Kojiro
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'33:40
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'34:38
Japanese in California. Mar'37:13
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'40:37
Christian ministry in exile. Nov'44:19
UNOURA, KOJIRO
Notes. Aug'19:48
(photo) Aug'19:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:59
(photo) Oct'28:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64
Eager to learn. Nov'29:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'30:33 Dec'31:35
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'34:40
Richard than a lumber baron. Nov'34:20 (photo p. 21)
(photo) Mar'37:13
I didn't know that. Apr'40:14 (photo p. 15)
(photo) Feb'42:13
News room. Jul'42:43
(photo) Nov'44:19,20 Apr'47:39
Women and world highways. Jul'48:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'48:4
News room. Dec'50:32
UNRRA
See
UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION
UNRWA
See
UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY
UNTIYA, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:62
UPCHURCH, JAMES
(photo) Sep'72:front cover
Cover. Sep'72:4
UPDEGRAFF, DAVID
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:5
UPDEGRAFF, HARLAN
(photo) Jan'24:5
UPDEGRAFF, JOHN D., 1911- (married to Lela Updegraff)  
(photo) Apr'53:1  
Four congregations enroll in Home Plan (photo) Feb'60:49  
Welcome to Florida. Dec'65:9  
World events (photo)  
Mar'70:37  Feb'71:36  
In brief. Feb'72:38  
World events (photo)  
Mar'72:40  Mar'73:39  
The scene. May'73:32  
UPDEGRAFF, LELA, -1964 (married to John D. Updegraff)  
(death) News room. Jan'65:34  
UPDIKE, BARTON R., 1942-  
In brief. Jun'70:38  
UPDIKE, J V  
(photo) Feb'24:2  
UPDIKE, JAN CHARLES (married to Phyllis Ann Updike)  
In brief. Sep'73:41  
UPDIKE, PHYLLIS ANN (married to Jan Charles Updike)  
In brief. Sep'73:41  
UPDYKE, KATHERINE MARTIN, -1942  
In memoriam. Jun'42:39  
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
New churches, April-June, 1964. Dec'64:44  
UPPER DAJAOS, PUERTO RICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
In Porto Rico. May'21:28  
UPPER MIDWEST CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY PROGRAM  
Global highlights. Nov'50:4  
UPPER ROOM  
The threshold. Jun'40:2  
UPPER ROOM BIBLE CLASS (ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN)  
Gifts for the Upper Room. Sep'19:42  
Our Ann Arbor Bible Chair. May'20:45  
Professor Iden and his Upper Room ministry. Nov'22:7  
UPPER ROOM BULLETIN  
Work of our colleges. Mar'23:50  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62  
UPPER ROOM CHAPEL TALKS  
Book chat. Dec'57:42  
UPPSALA, SWEDEN  
(photo) Feb'68:6  
UPROOTED AMERICANS  
See also  
MIGRANT WORKERS  
The background is not in the picture. Apr'42:9  
The great American migration. Jul'42:27  
For adult missionary groups. Jun'45:30  
Youth and missions. Jul'45:31  
Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25  
For adult missionary groups. Jul'45:30  
Youth and missions. Jul'45:31  
For adult missionary groups. Sep'45:26  
Youth and missions. Sep'45:27  
Uprooted people. Oct'48:8  
For adult missionary groups. Oct'45:30  
Youth and missions. Oct'45:31  
For adult missionary groups. Nov'45:28
Youth and missions. Nov'45:29

Upshaw, William D
Why I am not a preacher. May'24:35

UPSHUR, AMELIE McALISTER
Classroom and campus. Jan'57:29

UPTON, ALITA FERNE (married to Charles R. Upton)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'59:8

UPTON, CHESTER E
(photo) May'36:39

Urbach, (Mrs. William F.)
Just girls. Jun'24:52

URBAN, MARCA
(photo) Nov'28:41

URBAN AMERICA
See CITY

URBAN CHURCH
See CITY CHURCHES

URBAN COALITION
Urban Coalition, continuing. Apr'68:9
World events. May'69:32

URBAN CRISIS
See CITY

URBAN TRAINING CENTER (CHICAGO)
For Christ's sake (photos) Jul'66:17

URBIG, ELIZABETH
quoted. Social trends. Feb'53:14
Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:3

URCOLA, PEDRO
(photo) Nov'28:41

UREY, HAROLD C
Global highlights. Apr'50:2

URICH, LAURA L
Memorium. Dec'35:39

URQUHART, FANNIE
In memoriam. Apr'34:39

URSO, DON JOSE
Missionary illustrations. Aug'29:41

URSO, LUCRECIA
(photo) Jun'23:30

URUGUAY
Somewhere in all the world. Feb'19:12
Notes. Feb'19:47 Feb'20:57 Sep'20:59
Mission to South America. Apr'62:29
World events. Nov'72:38

USHER, MINNIE
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55

USHER, ROLAND GREEN, JR
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30

USHERS
Expert gives advice to church ushers. Mar'56:32

U.S.O.
See UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

UTAH
World events. Jan'72:38

UTAH CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
UTICA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46
UTLEY, ULDINE
  Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'27:45
UTTER, ELLA
  In memoriam. Apr'43:39
UTTER, EVELYN
  See
  PEARSON, EVELYN UTTER
UTTER, JAMES WASHINGTON, 1858?-1951
  (married to Lydia Viley Bullock)
  Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
  A mother of missionaries. Jan'27:51
  Examples of the Pension Plan fivefold service to the ministry. May'32:16 (photo p. 15)
UTTER, LYDIA VILEY BULLOCK, 1861-1926
  (married to James Washington Utter)
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
  (death) A mother of missionaries (photo) Jan'27:51
UTTERBACK, (married to Ivan Utterback)
  Here and there with World Call. Jan'56:48
UTTERBACK, H H
  quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
UTZ, CORA CATO, -1954 (married to Benjamin Edward Utz)
  (photo) Jan'21:21
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'26:56
  In memoriam. Nov'54:33
UYECHI, ROY Y
  Classroom and campus. Oct'62:33
UZZELL, E. L.
  Global highlights (photo) Jun'67:5

VACA-IBARRA, VICTOR HUGH (married to Violet Groth Vaca-Ibarra)
  In brief (photo) Apr'70:38
  A foretaste of the future. Jan'72:22
  Spotlight on Victor Vaca (photo) Mar'72:23
  Poor church with a rich ministry (photo) Dec'72:22
VACA-IBARRA, VIOLET GROTH (married to Victor Hugh Vaca-Ibarra)
  In brief (photo) Apr'70:38
  Spotlight on Victor Vaca (photo) Mar'72:23
VACATION CHURCH SCHOOL
  See
  VACATION SCHOOLS, RELIGIOUS
VACATION SCHOOLS, RELIGIOUS
  The daily vacation Bible School. May'19:12
  Summer slump or vital service. Jun'20:14
  The Vacation Bible School. Jun'20:39
  Vacation Bible Schools. Sep'20:47
  The Vacation church school. Apr'21:48 Nov'21:52
  Building the city we want. Mar'22:10
Vacation church schools in Birmingham. Nov'22:39
Through the door of the vacation church school. Nov'22:56
The vacation church school. Sep'24:20
Mexican children and Japan. Sep'24:37
(note) Sep'24:42
Mexican Christian Institute daily vacation Bible school. Sep'24:52
And they grow. May'25:25
As the camera caught them (photos) Sep'25:20
Union school a success. Oct'25:46
Vacation schools in the Philippines. Oct'25:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'27:55
What do your children do during vacation? Jun'27:31
What the children did this summer. Nov'27:11
Daily vacation Bible school Nov'27:49
The vacation church school in the immigrant community. May'28:50
Brief talks on our children's work. Jun'28:57
The many activities of a D.V.B.S. Nov'28:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49
Getting acquainted through vacation schools. Oct'29:58
Daily vacation Bible school in Ilocos Sur and Abra. Dec'29:61
What, where, when and how. Apr'30:35
Vacation church schools in India. Jun'30:34
First national daily vacation Bible training school Aug'30:31
The vacation church school in a community center. Dec'31:27
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jun'32:44
May'33:45
Jun'34:42
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jul'34:42
Programs for young people. Sep'34:37
The missionary emphasis in the Vacation Church School. Apr'37:41
Gathering them in. Nov'38:29
...in Nanking. Nov'38:46
American youth projects. May'39:13
Missionary courses for the Vacation church school. Jun'41:41
V.C.S. program praised. Jan'44:37
January Vacation Church School. May'44:26
D.V.B.S. in rural Mexico. Oct'45:38
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'45:30
New venture in French-Acadian missions. Nov'46:26
Book chat. Jun'49:42
Vacation church schools... Jun'51:8
Vacation school pupils study their church. Nov'51:9
Jun'52:26
Bilaspur's vacation school. Oct'52:44
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'55:32
Jul'56:34
Jun'58:36
Global highlights. Apr'63:5
Vacation church school at night. Mar'69:36
The children who captured Camp Lejeune. May'73:24

VACATIONS
Thinking about vacations. Jul'52:15
It's time for vacation! Jul'58:28
Summer can bring families together. May'59:16
Togetherness--in the summer? Jul'61:25
Opportunities unlimited in the holidays. Nov'61:18
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
World Calling... Jul'66:10
Leisure, where the action is. May'67:11
When you travel. May'67:13

VACATIONS ABROAD
Book chat. May'61:39

VACAVILLE, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44

VACHIER, L
quoted. Rural church---what it means. May'57:46

VAFLOR, (married to R. D. Vaflor)
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'55:29

VAFLOR, R. D.
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'55:29

VAJTA, VILMOS. LUTHER ON WORSHIP
Book chat. Oct'58:42

VALDOSTA, GEORGIA (BLACK SUNDAY SCHOOL)
(photo) Jun'19:21

VALDOSTA, GEORGIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
They had the vision. Dec'28:48

VALENTINE, (married to Ralph E. Valentine)
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33

VALENTINE, MIGUEL A
(photo) May'49:15

Valentine, Ralph Edward, 1909-1973
The church presses on. Dec'35:18
War's alternative--missions. Nov'36:7
A pastor looks at world service. Sep'38:24
Christianity belongs to the world. May'39:18
Uniting for victory on June 30. Jun'40:19
Consecration in streaks. Jan'41:20
Money can buy happiness. Feb'50:12

VALENTINE, RALPH EDWARD, 1909-1973
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Intensive work in our colleges. Feb'35:30
(photo) Dec'35:18
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
(photo) Jan'41:20 Nov'43:15
Global highlights. Nov'63:6

VALENTINE'S DAY
A Valentine Day in China. Feb'25:32

VALENTINO, T. J.
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'48:36

VALERO, MARIA de JESUS
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'57:34
Teacher honored in Mexico (photo) Mar'61:34

VALEZ, LORENZA
When the hopes of years were destroyed. Dec'28:58

VALHERMOSA SPRINGS, ALABAMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Jun'55:38

Valance, R A
Trench lines, the tired heart (poem) Nov'26:45

VALLANDINGHAM, (MRS. R. L.) -1951
In memoriam. May'51:37
VALLANDINGHAM, CORA WILLIAMS, -1953
In memoriam. Apr'54:39
VALLANDINGHAM, MOLLIE, -1924
(death) May'24:51
VALLEDEJULI, OMAR
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'51:30
VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of parsonage) Jul'42:1 Jul'43:9
Opportunity ahead (photos) Jul'44:9
Home was not like this! (photos) Dec'45:17
VALLELY, LLOYD M
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:23
VALLERIS, JOHN
Shine? Mar'28:20
VALLEY JUNCTION, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:10
Sketches from a primary department (photo) Nov'22:46
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:63
VALLONIA, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'51:17
VALLOTTON, ANNIE
In brief. Jul'69:40
In brief (photo) Dec'70:39
VALPARAISO CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
See CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL (VALPARISO, INDIANA)
VALPARAISO, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Youth at its best (photo of Intermediate Christian Endeavor)
Jul'25:47
VALPARAISO, PERU
The land of the Incas. Jul'21:19
With our own missionaries. Aug'21:30
VAN ALMEN, (married to Jack Van Almen) -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37
VAN ARSDALE, BERNICE, -1950
(married to W. S. VanArsdale, Jr.)
In memoriam. Nov'50:43
Van Arsdale, Linda A
Letter from a youth counselor. Nov'73:31
VAN ARSDALE, LOIS MARIE LEPPERT
(married to Werdie S. Van Arsdale, Jr.)
(marriage) News room. Apr'54:42
Van Arsdale, Werdie Smith, Jr., 1917-
(married to Lois Marie Leppert Van Arsdale)
They still serve. Oct'54:12
VAN ARSDALE, WERDIE SMITH, JR., 1917-
News room. Jan'53:33
(marriage) News room. Apr'54:42
VANATTA, EDNA, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
VAN AUKEN, SHELDON
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36 Mar'53:30
Van Bavel, Henry
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'59:34
VAN BAVER, HENRY
Global highlights. Apr'57:5
VAN BILLIARD, (MRS. S. P.) -1952
In memoriam. Dec'52:35
VAN BLERK, GILLIAN

See MYERS, GILLIAN VAN BLERK

Van Boskirk, Joseph J., 1911- (married to Irene Van Boskirk)
A church serves its community. Nov'57:23
New churches--how, why, where they grow. Jul'61:13
Where are the new churches? Jul'63:23
On being the church in the city. Sep'71:26
The dynamics of the regional church. Dec'72:suppl:3
Reston: good news for the whole church. Nov'73:18

VAN BOSKIRK, JOSEPH J., 1911-
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
(photo) Jul'52:23 Nov'57:23
Global highlights. Feb'60:5
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:5
Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
(photo) Sep'71:26 Dec'72:suppl:15

VAN BUREN, ELIZABETH ANN SLY, 1929-
(married to H. Carmer Van Buren)
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
(marriage) News room. Sep'55:38

VAN BUREN, H. CARMER (married to Elizabeth Ann Sly Van Buren)
(marriage) News room. Sep'55:38

VAN BUREN, PAUL. GOD IS DEAD, THE ANATOMY OF A SLOGAN
New books. May'67:22

VAN BUREN, PAUL. THE SECULAR MEANING OF THE GOSPEL, BASED ON AN
ANALYSIS OF ITS LANGUAGE
New books. Sep'66:39

VAN BUREN, PAUL. THEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS
New books. Jul'68:36

Vance, James I
Religion rebuilding civilization. Sep'20:30

VANCE, JAMES I
(photo) Oct'26:37
quoted. Last column. Oct'57:48

VANCE, JOHN THOMAS, 1857-1927
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
May'27:60

VANCE, JOSEPH A
(photo) Apr'51:11

VANCE, MARGUERITE. A STORY FOR HANSI
Book chat. Nov'37:42

VANCE, MARGUERITE. WINDOWS FOR ROSEMARY
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41

Vance, Zonetta Mary, 1870-1953
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:60
Planting time in India. Jan'22:53
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:63
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
Missionary illustrations of uniform Sunday school topics...
Apr'25:40 May'25:55
Echoes from everywhere.
May'26:49 Aug'26:49 Dec'26:51 Jul'29:34
Where courage was required. Oct'29:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:49
Creating a model village in an India jungle. Jun'31:6
Vocational school in action. Jan'32:31
The cottage plan at Pendra. Mar'32:29
The fine art of living. Feb'33:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'35:39
Schoolroom needed. Sep'36:29

VANCE, ZONETTA MARY, 1870-1953
Notes. Feb'20:56
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Mar'21:21
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:60
Her middle name is Fidelity. Jun'24:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:50
O Lord, graciously accept it. Sep'24:29
(photo) Nov'24:44
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:57
College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'29:42
Dramatization at Jhansi. Jan'31:35
(photo) Mar'33:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:42
(photo) Mar'36:26
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'36:31 Jn'37:34 Sep'38:34 Mar'40:43
...good Indian. May'40:30
(death) News room. Mar'54:38

VANCIL, (married to Albert Vancil)
(photo) Oct'55:21

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
The call of new Canada. May'19:24
Messages from our Home Missionary. May'19:39
Notes. Nov'19:66
Board of Church Extension annual report. Nov'20:25
America the beautiful. Sep'25:60
New church at Vancouver. Jan'27:54
Where faith and perseverance won. Aug'27:15 (photo of church p. 16)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Jan'19:61 May'19:5
Notes. Aug'19:45
Bulletin. Jan'20:57

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
A personal adventure in unity. Oct'65:19

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. FAIRVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Oct'20:59

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. FIR STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Oct'20:59

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of workers' conference) Nov'22:42

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA. WOODLAND DR. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Oct'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:60 Dec'22:63

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON
Committee on War Services news notes. Dec'45:40

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Mar'58:50

VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON. McARTHUR BOULEVARD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1959. Nov'59:30
Washington, Tennessee churches enter EHP. Mar'62:43
VANDALIA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:60
(photo) Oct'27:6

VAN DEN HAAG, ERNEST
Editorials. May'70:19

VAN DEN HEUVEL, ALBERT H.
Global highlights. Apr'68:7

VAN DEN HEUVEL, ALBERT H. THE NEW CREATION AND THE NEW GENERATION
New books. Jan'66:40

Vanderbeck, H. John
Church and housing. Dec'72:suppl:15

VANDERBECK, H. JOHN
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:16

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
For a better trained ministry. Jun'28:29

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY. DIVINITY SCHOOL
See also
DISCIPLES DIVINITY HOUSE (VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY)
(photo of Institute for Rural Ministers) May'31:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'38:39
Classroom and campus. Jun'56:34
Global highlights.
Mar'57:5 May'58:8 Jul'60:8
Classroom and campus. May'61:31

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY. DIVINITY SCHOOL. LIBRARY.
(Kesler Collection) Global highlights. Mar'46:2

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY. LIBRARY
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
Jul'52:30

VANDERPOOL, JAN
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'59:35

VANDERPOST, LAURENS. THE DARK EYE OF AFRICA
We all bleed the same color. Dec'73:30

VANDERPOST, LAURENS. VENTURE TO THE INTERIOR
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38

Van Der Veer, Theodore R
Letters. Apr'70:33

VANDERVOORT, (married to Arthur W. VanderVoort) (photo) Feb'45:28

VANDERVOORT, MARIAH
In memoriam. Mar'30:50

Vandervort, Arthur W. 1883-1977
Union movement among Russians. Jan'21:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:59
The fellow who cared enough. Jul'21:10
The boat that George built. Jul'21:35
The haunted house. Aug'21:20
Russian Evangelical Christian Church of New York and New Jersey. Aug'21:44
They won't forget her, will they? Feb'22:2
The hope of the immigrant. May'22:34
Michael Matejka goes calling. Jul'22:53
They all look alike. Jan'23:30
The Christmas spirit at the Disciples Community House. Mar'23:6
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:60
The house of loving service. May'24:7
The inside that counts. Mar'27:63
Justifiable pride. May'27:41

VANDERVORT, ARTHUR W. 1883–1977
A Russian service. Jan'21:46
Short and true from far and near. May'22:49
(photo) Oct'22:43
Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'23:60  Jun'23:60
quoted. The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:10
(photo) Dec'24:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'24:51
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41

VANDERVORT, MARY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41

Van Deusen, Elizabeth
Borinquen (poem) Feb'36:36

VANDEVORT, ELEANOR. A LEOPARD TAMED
New books. Jul'68:37

VAN DIVER, D P
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'51:30

VAN DOREN, ALICE B. LIGHTED TO LIGHTEN
Book announcements. Aug'22:49
Do you realize? Apr'23:55

VAN DOREN, CARL
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
News room. Sep'49:38

VAN DOREN, CARL. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Book chat. Feb'39:15

VAN DOREN, CARL. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITINGS
Book chat. May'46:15

VAN DOREN, CARL. THE GREAT REHEARSAL
Book chat. May'48:22
Van Doren, Earl H., 1904–  (married to Zera M. Dunsworth VanDoren)
Moments in meditation. Sep'63:39

VAN DOREN, EARL H., 1904–
Beneath the spire (photo) May'53:4
(photo) Apr'55:10
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo)
Nov'57:12
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:7
Disciples to get inside view at Assemblies (photo) Sep'65:31
The scene. May'69:44
Retirments from general ministry (photo) Oct'69:35

VAN DOREN, ZERA M. DUNSWORTH (married to Earl H. Van Doren)
(photo) Apr'55:10
The scene. May'69:44

VAN DRIVER, MARTHA H., -1955
In memoriam. May'55:35

VAN DUIN, DON J
Classroom and campus. Mar'44:26

Van Dusen, Henry Pitney, 1897–
A double task. Apr'44:37

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY, 1897–
St. Louis Convention previews. Mar'41:13
The threshold (photo) May'41:2
Classroom and campus (photo) May'47:32
Study conferences for Amsterdam Assembly (photo) Jun'48:31
quoted. Ideas from Interseminary Conference. Feb'50:17
Global highlights (photo) May'50:2
quoted. Women's colleges. Mar'56:44
Global highlights. May'62:8

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. CHURCH AND STATE IN THE MODERN WORLD
Book chat. Oct'37:20

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. EAST INDIES DISCOVERIES
Let's read about southeast Asia! Jan'45:27

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. FOR THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS
Book chat. Jun'40:25
On the making of books... Jan'42:32

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. GOD AND THESE TIMES
Book chat. Oct'35:19

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. ONE GREAT GROUND OF HOPE
Book chat. Dec'61:40

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. THEY FOUND THE CHURCH THERE
quoted. Women and world highways. Jul'45:29

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. THE VINDICATION OF LIBERAL THEOLOGY
Books. Nov'63:41

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. WHAT IS GOD DOING?
Book chat. Jun'43:10

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. WHAT IS THE CHURCH DOING?
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28

VAN DUSEN, HENRY PITNEY. WORLD CHRISTIANITY
Book chat. Sep'47:22

VAN DYKE, DON P
In brief. Jan'72:39

Van Dyke, Henry
The zest of life (poem) Aug'19:37
God of the open air (poem) Aug'22:back cover
Christ of everywhere (poem) Oct'25:back cover
Little guideposts. Nov'25:36
Keeping Christmas (poem) Dec'25:back cover
(untitled poem) Apr'26:inside front cover
The Gospel of labor (poem) Jul'26:15
Comrade of the human heart (poem) Aug'27:16
One with Christ (poem) Feb'28:50
Christ of everywhere (poem) Mar'32:13
The way (poem) Apr'34:26
To our new pilot (poem) Jul'35:48

VAN DYKE, HENRY
quoted. The last page.
Apr'27:64 Jun'27:64 Mar'28:64
quoted. Christmas. Dec'71:50

Van Dyke, LeNore
Women on world highways. Jun'67:30

VAN DYKE, NANNIE, -1958 (married to J. M. VanDyke)
In memoriam. Sep'58:39

Van Dyke, Tertius
Minister wanted (poem) Jan'31:48

VAN EVERY, DALE. DISINHERITED
New books. May'66:30

Van Fossen, Sylvia M. Siegfried, 1880?-1959
(married to George VanFossen)
A new-old missionary. Feb'26:42
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:49
A reception and a farewell. May'28:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
From the Philippines. Jul'28:47
The Picketts of Laoag. Dec'28:26
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:62 Dec'29:50
Our Apayao Mission. Dec'29:55
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:50
A tribute. Feb'37:31

VAN FOSSEN, SYLVIA M. SIEGFRIED, 1880?–1959
(photo) Feb'26:42 Dec'26:58
Automobile accident. Aug'27:63
(photo) Mar'28:52 Mar'29:48 Mar'30:45
An appreciation. Aug'30:31
(photo) Dec'30:26 quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
(photo) Jan'31:19
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
A Filipino's tribute. Jan'42:37
(death) News room. Oct'59:34

VAN GOETHEM, ROBERT E
Global highlights (photo) Jul'47:2

VAN GORDER, WILLIAM
(death) N.B.A. notes and news. Nov'38:45

VANGUARD
World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32
Editorials. Jan'69:7

VAN HEURN, ANTON. JUDAS
Book chat. Mar'58:42

VAN HEURN, ELLY. JUDAS
Book chat. Mar'58:42

VAN HOOGSTRATEN, JAN
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:5

VAN HOOK, R W
With high hope, they press forward. Jun'21:47

VAN HOOUSER, (married to Lou VanHooser) –1951
In memoriam. Jun'51:37

VAN HORN, H E
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean. Jun'24:45
The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:24
In memoriam. Jul'29:36
(photo) Mar'39:32

VAN HORN, JAMES MONROE, 1849–1932
In memoriam. Jul'32:39

VAN HORN, MARIAN. YOUTH GUIDE ON CONCERNS OF NORTH AMERICAN NEIGHBORS
quoted. Youth and missions. Oct'58:39

Van Horne, Marion
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Making bird tracks talk. Sep'59:23
African women stand tall and shout loud. Apr'72:26

VAN HORNE, MARION
(photo) Apr'72:26

VAN HOUTIN, HANNA E., –1948
In memoriam. Feb'49:39
VANINWAGEN, (MRS. H. C.)
(poto) Sep'36:17
Van Kirk, Walter William, 1891-1956
Is war inevitable? Jul'35:25
American Protestants at Cleveland. Jan'43:4
A milestone in Japan. Jan'46:15
Churches plan action on peace front. Oct'46:24
VAN KIRK, WALTER WILLIAM, 1891-1956
Women and world highways. Apr'35:35
America organizes for peace. Nov'35:15
They will speak at Columbus. Sep'37:18
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:4
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'40:inside front cover
Drake lecturers named (photo) Dec'40:6
The threshold. Jan'44:2
Who's who among Drake lecturers (photo) Feb'44:5
Day by day story of the Drake Conference. Mar'44:21
Distinguished merit awards. May'44:40
(photo) Mar'45:16,17
Interpretations from San Francisco. Jun'45:16
The threshold (photo) Dec'45:2
The return to Japan. May'46:6
(photo) May'49:25
Global highlights. Jan'50:4
The voice of Religion in the News. Jan'50:5
Global highlights. Oct'50:2
quoted. Global highlights. Apr'52:3,4
Christians must wage peace. Jul'52:6
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:3
quoted. Last column. Oct'54:48
(death) Global highlights. Sep'56:6
Global highlights. May'57:4
VAN KIRK, WALTER W. A CHRISTIAN GLOBAL STRATEGY
Book chat. Sep'46:16
VAN LANDINGHAM, A. BASEY
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:14
VAN LOVELL, LOYD
(photo) Mar'24:49
Van Lund, Helen Louise
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40
VAN LUND, LOUISE L., -1953
In memoriam. Feb'54:35
VAN MATRE, CLARA
Here and there with World Call. Apr'63:50
VAN METER, (married to Samuel B. Van Meter) -1925
(death) Dec'25:51
VAN METER, B D
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'30:32
VAN METER, NELSON PREWITT, -1942
In memoriam. Jul'42:39
VAN METER, ROSA A -1945
In memoriam. Apr'46:37
VAN METER, SOL
Notes. Mar'20:64
VAN NESS, (MRS. E. C.), -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39
VAN NETER, (married to Merritt C. Van Neter)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
VAN NETER, MERRITT C.
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
VAN NICKERK, PHIL
Basil Holt going to South Africa. Jan'46:19
VAN NOPPEN, JOHN JAMES, III
Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26
Vannoy, Charles Amzi, 1878-
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:62
VANNOY, CHARLES AMZI, 1878-
(photo) Aug'19:27
Notes. May'20:59
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:64
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'24:51
VANNOY, MARY ADELINE, 1881-
(photo) Aug'19:26
Notes. May'20:59
(photo) Aug'21:31
quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
Jun'24:45
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. Nov'66:6
Van Orman, John S
The building of the church. Apr'21:46
VAN PASSEN, PIERRE. THE DAYS OF OUR YEARS
Social trends. Apr'39:24 Sep'39:22
VAN PASSEN, PIERRE. THE FORGOTTEN ALLY
Book chat. May'44:21
VANSCOY, GRACE G
(death) Sep'22:51
VAN SICKLE, ROBERT E
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
VAN SLYKE, EARL
(photo) Mar'59:19
Van Slyke, Earle Balfour, 1929-
Letters. Apr'71:4
VAN SLYKE, EARLE BALFOUR, 1929-
World outreach sounding board. Jun'68:32
VAN SLYKE, HERBERT W (married to Ruth Van Slyke)
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'61:8
VAN TUYLL, FREDERICK L
Dutch churches set example (photo) Feb'51:27
VAN VELSER, KATHERINE
In memoriam. Jul'37:39
VAN VOORHIS, DONALD
News room (photo) Jun'57:42
Global highlights. Nov'65:6
Van Voorhis, Helen
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:8
Van Voorhis, Hiram N
Message. Jul'19:52
Note. Aug'19:46 Sep'19:51
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAN VOORHIS, HIRAM N</td>
<td>Notes. Feb'20:58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth (poem) May'26:13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The contribution of womanhood. Dec'26:9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With hoops of steel. Jan'27:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pentecost (poem) Jun'30:inside front cover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Devotional study for missionary societies. Jun'37:38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN VOORHIS, MAY GRIGGS, 1879-1961</td>
<td>Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'32:42 May'36:31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(death) News room. May'62:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Voorhis, Richard</td>
<td>Choices of a college freshman. Sep'61:16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters. Mar'69:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The vacation church school in a community center. Dec'31:27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40 Dec'35:39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN VOORHIS, WILLIAM D., 1872-1947 (photo) Mar'24:44</td>
<td>quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN WAGONER, H L -1947</td>
<td>In memoriam. Nov'47:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN WEST, NETTIE</td>
<td>In memoriam. May'37:39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr'27:58</td>
<td>Jul'27:60 Nov'27:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN WINKLE, (MRS. T. P.)</td>
<td>(death) Aug'25:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Winkle, Carl S., 1874-1935</td>
<td>Importance of the church college. Jan'19:4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education and advance of the Disciples of Christ. Mar'19:29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stewardship test successful. Nov'27:54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN WINKLE, CARL S., 1874-1935 (photo) Mar'19:52</td>
<td>(photo) Jan'25:35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Oct'27:27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(photo) Nov'36:43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News room. Feb'46:38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Winkle, Charles S., 1897- (married to Mary J. Hyden Van Winkle)</td>
<td>At work in a veterans' home. Apr'46:23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN WINKLE, CHARLES S., 1897- Eastern area (photo) Oct'34:26</td>
<td>Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40 Apr'38:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VASSADY, BELA. CHRIST'S CHURCH: EVANGELICAL, CATHOLIC AND REFORMED
New books. Oct'65:20

VASSAR COLLEGE
World consciousness on the campus. Jun'25:22

VATICAN
Social trends. Feb'50:14
Global highlights. Mar'51:4
An ambassador to the Vatican? Dec'51:6
Global highlights. Mar'52:3
Candidates reply on Vatican ambassador. Nov'52:40
No weakening of principle, please. Feb'53:5

VATICAN COUNCIL (20TH CENTURY)
Toward a united church? Dec'59:10
Global highlights. Oct'62:5
The Vatican Council. Dec'62:10
...makes history. Dec'62:31
...desires unity. Jan'63:29
Contributions... Feb'63:10
The new mood of change. Dec'63:9
World Calling... Mar'64:10
Ask about it! May'64:8
Global highlights. Jul'64:7
Ecumenical journey. Dec'64:22
Global highlights (photo) Jan'65:5
A Protestant in Rome. May'65:12
New books. Jun'65:22
Global highlights. Nov'65:7
Vatican II and Protestantism. Apr'66:9
A Protestant looks at Vatican Council (photos) May'66:24
New books. Feb'67:18

VATICAN COUNCIL (20TH CENTURY) THE DOCUMENTS OF VATICAN II
New books. Jun'66:48

VAUGHAN, DAVID B
Global highlights (photo) Feb'49:2

Vaughan, Henry
Peace (poem) Sep'41:48

VAUGHAN, JOSEPHINE BUDD. THE LAND AND PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34

VAUGHN, (MRS. R. J.)
In memoriam. Nov'29:49

VAUGHN, CLARA L
In memoriam. Oct'40:39

VAUGHN, DWIGHT RICHARD, 1956-
(birth) News room. Sep'56:30

VAUGHN, E R
Another shepherd of the hills (photo) Nov'37:26
(photo) Dec'39:15
News room. Nov'42:43

VAUGHN, JACK
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30

VAUGHN, JAMES PHILIP, 1949-
(photo) Jun'54:10

VAUGHN, JOHN DAVID, 1954-
(birth) News room. Oct'54:39
VAUGHN, LEONARD EDWARD, 1916- (married to Lucile Horner Vaughn)
Latin American journey (photo) Feb'54:19

VAUGHN, LEONARD EDWARD, 1948-
(photo) Jun'54:10
 Vaughn, Lucile Horner (married to Leonard Edward Vaughn)
Women's Congress. Feb'56:47

VAUGHN, MARY P
 quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'38:inside front cover

VAUGHN, MASON
 (photo) Dec'48:9
 Vaughn, Ras
Mountain vision at Livingston. Jan'23:52

VAUGHN, WANDA JEAN
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:31

VAUGHN, WENDELL
Classroom and campus. Jan'47:30

Vaught, Grace
Letters. May'67:42

VAUSE, JOEL E
 (photo) Jul'23:5

VAUTRIN, E L
 (death) Nov'37:47
 Vautrin, Minnie, 1886-1941
Chen Da Ma. Oct'23:26
A new school for China. Jan'25:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:34
Ginling's fifteenth birthday. May'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'31:39
How Ginling College women share with their neighbors. Aug'32:28
Echoes from everywhere.
 Apr'34:39,40   May'34:39   Sep'34:39
General Chiang Kai-shek at Ginling Commencement. Oct'34:30
Practical moves toward community betterment. Oct'34:44
Notes from Nanking. Nov'39:44
Will the church of the West be faithful? Apr'41:18

VAUTRIN, MINNIE, 1886-1941
Giving the girls of China a chance. Aug'19:44
Ginling College. Mar'20:56
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'20:41
 (photo) Feb'24:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49
Sharers in the common day. Aug'29:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
 (photo) Dec'32:suppl:5   Nov'37:4
quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
We visit China. Apr'38:16 (photo p. 17)
 (photo) Apr'41:18
 (death) The threshold. Jun'41:4
 (photo) Jul'41:43
To Minnie Vautrin (poem) Sep'41:32
News room. Sep'41:42
Chinese sonnets (poems) Jan'42:7
Significant events of 1941 (photo) Feb'42:inside back cover
News room. Oct'43:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'47:36

62
Shall women enter the ministry? Sep'47:19
New Ginlin school honors missionary (photo) Nov'67:42
Missionary giants. Jan'69:32
VAUX, KENNETH. SUBDUING THE COSMOS
New books. May'71:28
VAUX, KENNETH. TO CREATE A DIFFERENT FUTURE
New books. Feb'73:36
VAVRUS, MICHAEL
Students do. Mar'71:18
VAWSER, (MRS. W. E.)
(photo) Sep'47:9
VAWSER, EDNA
(photo) Sep'47:9
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Nov'47:32
Vawter, (Mrs E D)
A pathetic but common picture. Jun'19:45
Out of the mouths of four witnesses. Feb'22:35
The greatest of these is love. Aug'22:17
In the Juliette Fowler Home. Aug'23:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:50
The heart of a little child. Oct'27:39
A record at Dallas. Nov'27:63
A gala day at Dallas Fair. Dec'27:58
VAWTER, (MRS. E. D.)
(photo) Nov'25:49 Dec'27:16
Vawter, Charles Richard Leroy, 1879-1935
As we forgive our debtors. Feb'22:19
How I became a Christian. Feb'23:43
VAWTER, CHARLES RICHARD LEROY, 1879-1935
Deming, New Mexico. Feb'19:59
Name wanted for a new relation (photo) Oct'24:59
Vawter, Edith
How our family spends its summer. Aug'25:55
Work and play at Juliette Fowler Home. Sep'25:44
VAWTER, EDITH
(photo) Aug'22:17 quoted. Annual report... Sep'22:43
VAWTER, JOHN BEVERLY, 1838-1897
Why I established a named loan fund in church erection
(photo) Aug'29:8
Vawter, Keith, 1872-1937
Why I established a named loan fund in church erection.
Aug'29:8
VAWTER, KEITH, 1872-1937
Keith Vawter. May'37:43
VAWTER, SARAH LaVINA
Classroom and campus. Nov'66:34
VAZQUEZ, (married to Fred Vazquez)
A fertile field for the church (photo) Jun'53:21
(photo) Sep'53:8
Vazquez, Fred
Home missions church. Nov'43:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'47:40
Latin American youth meeting. Jun'46:43
Easter at Mexican Christian Church. Jul'46:41
VAZQUEZ, FRED
(photo) May'44:33 Sep'44:27
News room. Jul'46:47
(photo) Sep'53:8
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
M.C.I. seeks and trains its leaders (photo) Sep'56:16
VAZQUEZ, GREGORY
In brief (photo) Mar'73:40
The scene (photo) May'73:33
VAZQUEZ, ISHMAEL FRED, -1971
In memoriam. Jul'71:46
VAZQUEZ, SARA
When all the nations say "howdy." Jan'28:51
VEALE, LULA BLACK (married to Warren Veale)
Attending Disciples' college becomes family tradition
(photo) Mar'72:37
VEATCH, A (married to Ellis R. Veatch)
Giant step in Alaska (photo) Apr'63:16
VEATCH, A D
(photo) Jan'21:6
Veatch, Ellis R
After the earthquake. Jul'64:29
VEATCH, ELLIS R
Giant step in Alaska (photo) Apr'63:16
Veatch, Ernest Wesley, 1928- (married to Joyce Veatch)
Reaching beyond ourselves at Christmas. Dec'69:8
VEATCH, ERNEST WESLEY, 1928-
Presenting (photo) Sep'65:8
Disciples in the news. Jun'68:8
VEATCH, JOYCE (married to Ernest Wesley Veatch)
Presenting. Sep'65:8
Veatch, Ursula
Church Women United in Alaska. Jun'68:28
VEGA ALTA, PUERTO RICO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:55
VEHRS, HERMAN
In memoriam. Jun'28:48
VELE, HOMERO
VELASCO, GUSTAVO
Union Seminary's new look. Feb'57:29
VELASQUEZ, FRANCISCO
Notes. Apr'20:62
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:50 Aug'32:39
VELASQUEZ, G A
(photo) Jul'19:27
VELASQUEZ, J. B. LBERON
(photo) May'49:15
Velazquez, Henoch
Go into all the world... May'49:46
VELAZQUEZ, HENOCHE
The people in our backyard (photo) Apr'65:19
Three Christian centers for Spanish-speaking persons (photo)
Apr'67:23
VELAZQUEZ, JUAN
Global highlights (photo) Jan'63:6
VELEZ, EUNICE SANTANA, 1940- (married to Wilfredo Velez)
Together for a life of "Servico." (photos) Sep'64:24
A Spanish Harlem "fortress." Oct'64:22
National Council approves new structure at Dallas. Feb'73:41
The scene (photo) May'73:33

VELEZ, FRED
See VELEZ, WILFREDO

Velez, Lorenza
What the Gospel has done in Dajaos. Apr'23:44

VELEZ, WILFREDO "FRED" (married to Eunice Santana Velez)
Together for a life of "Servico." (photos) Sep'64:24
A Spanish Harlem "fortress." Oct'64:22

VELIMIROVIC, (RECTOR)
Scarecrows and seminaries in Yugoslavia (photo) May'56:26

VELLORE, INDIA
Global highlights. Sep'50:3,4
Disciples cooperate in India. Apr'55:12
Healing on an Indian roadside. Feb'64:13

VELLORE, INDIA. ALL INDIA MEDICAL COLLEGE
See
ALL INDIA MEDICAL COLLEGE (VELLORE, INDIA)
VELLORE, INDIA. CHRISTIAN MEDICAL HOSPITAL
See
ALL INDIA MEDICAL COLLEGE. HOSPITAL (VELLORE, INDIA)

VELUNTA, ALBERTO
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:27

VENABLE, (married to Charles E. Venable) 1884-
(photo) Mar'24:22
VENABLE, CHARLES E., 1885-
(photo) Mar'24:23

VENADO, MEXICO
La Casa del Hogar (photo of girls) Oct'46:28

VENCIILL, GEORGE JUSTIN
News room. Oct'62:34

VENEILL, C. J.
News room (photo) Jun'63:41

VENEZUELA
Some next steps in Latin America. Feb'43:14
New partners in Venezuela. Sep'63:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'64:38 Jan'65:38
Global highlights. Mar'66:6
Letters of thanks. May'67:46
Unbelievable true stories of evangelism. Apr'69:17
Direct line. Jan'70:32 Jun'70:33
Venezuelan Christians entertain angels unawares. Oct'70:24
Agonizing at the crossroads. Apr'71:20
Direct line. May'71:30
Missionary chronicle. May'71:32
Cronica misionera. May'71:32
The best two months of our lives. Jul'72:25
Poor church with a rich ministry. Dec'72:21
In brief. Feb'73:40
The church matures in Venezuela. Mar'73:29

VENEZUELA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Povertyland. Jan'72:40
"VENGENANCE IS MINE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'71:29

VENICE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Every home plan family is growing. Sep'59:46
VENICE, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October - December, 1962. Apr'63:45
Tennessee, Florida churches enter EHP. Sep'63:54
A breakthrough in Christian worship. Jun'71:32
VENNUM, FRANK B., 1853-1926
(death) Jan'27:54
VENRICK, MAE, -1963 (married to James Venrick)
In memoriam. Jul'63:46
VENTER, FRANS. MAN FROM CYRENE
Book reviews. Oct'63:40
VENTRES, EVELYN F
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
VENTURA, (married to Rodolfo Curti Ventura)
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'43:39
VENTURA, RODOLFO CURTI
Echoes from everywhere (photo) May'43:39
VENTURA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good venture indeed (photo) Jun'24:38
(photo) Aug'24:8
City of the good venture. Jun'27:43
Churches adopt every home plan. Jun'59:46
"VERDICT AT 1:32" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'63:43
VerDuin, Don J., -1971
An afternoon and evening in Fort Worth. Sep'66:13
VERDUIN, DON J., -1971
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'52:4
quoted. All this is the ministry (photo) Sep'57:10
Classroom and campus. Feb'64:32
In memoriam. Apr'71:46
VERDUN, FRANCE
Christian unity in France (photos) Jul'21:28
VERGHESE, T. PAUL
Global highlights. Jul'66:5
quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
VERGOTH, JANET LOUISE HOLROYD, 1925-
(married to John Paul Vergoth)
In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jan'30:5
News room. Jun'42:34 Nov'42:34
(photo) Jan'43:29
News room. Jan'46:38 Sep'49:38
(marriage) News room. Nov'51:30
VERGOTH, JOHN PAUL (married to Janet Louise Holroyd Vergoth)
(marriage) News room. Nov'51:30
VERMES, HAL. STEP BY STEP IN THEOLOGY
Book chat. Nov'62:24
VERMES, JEAN. STEP BY STEP IN THEOLOGY
Book chat. Nov'62:24
VERMILLIAN, (MRS. M. T.)
Circulation corner. May'39:inside front cover
VERMONT COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
In brief. Jul'68:8
VERNEY, STEPHEN. PEOPLE AND CITIES
New books. Dec'71:29
Vernier, Charles
The child in Tahiti. Feb'45:36
VERNON, MARTHA
(photo) Apr'43:33
VERNON, MARY BUCIKNER, -1949 (married to Matt A. Vernon)
(death) News room. Sep'49:39
VERNON, TEXAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner. Mar'43:inside front cover
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'58:30
VERRY, HAZEL
Classroom and campus. Jul'46:30
VERSAILLES, KENTUCKY. NEW UNION CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Gleaned from the Year Book. Feb'38:18
VERSAILLES, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Building an Indian church in a day (photo) Jan'23:14
Religious education in the Indian church that was built in a
day (photo) Aug'23:43
VERSEY, J H
(photo) Dec'24:34
VERSTEEG, ROBERT JOHN. THE GRACIOUS CALLING OF THE LORD
Book chat. Nov'60:26
"THE VERY FIRST EASTER" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Mar'72:31
"THE VERY, VERY, VERY BEST CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF ALL"
(MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Nov'70:29
VESTER, BERTHA SPAFFORD. OUR JERUSALEM
Book chat. Mar'50:41
VETERANS
The threshold. Mar'37:2 Jun'44:2
Vital to vets. Jul'45:23
Adjustment for the veteran. Jan'46:20
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:30
At work in a veterans' home. Apr'46:23
GI Joe college (poem) May'46:7
A veteran and human need. Oct'46:42
An advantage of a handicap. Jan'59:9
Global highlights. Apr'66:5
Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5
World events. Jun'73:37
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION HOME. KECoughtAN, VIRGINIA
At work in a veterans' home (photo of chapel) Apr'46:23
VETERANS' HOSPITALS
Global highlights. Jul'46:4
Vetter, Harry
My most enjoyable moments in conference. Nov'27:23
VIBURS, CHRISTIAN
Social trends. Apr'49:12
VICE, ROBERTA
(death) Jun'26:50
VICEDOM, GEORG
Global highlights. Jun'59:6
VICKERS, GRACE
Here and there with World Call. Oct'64:54
VICKERY, (MRS. E. R.)
(photo) Oct'60:10
VICKERY, (married to Milton Vickery)
World Convention notes. Jul'35:47
Women and world highways. Dec'35:35
VICKERY, E R
(photo) Oct'60:10
Vickery, E. Ray
Church union moves ahead in New Zealand. May'72:20
VICKERY, MILTON
World Convention notes. Jul'35:47
VICKLAN, (MRS. F. A.)
All People's Church and Community Center (photo) Dec'44:19
Vickland, Leonora Montague
Tojiro discovers America. Oct'28:51
Thirtieth anniversary celebration. May'34:32
Where contact means understanding. Dec'34:28
Discovering our Japanese Christian Church. Mar'39:15
Living waters in a thirsty land. Apr'39:12
From our Japanese Christian Church. Jun'39:44
Kindergarten days. Nov'41:44
Japanese Christian Institute faces crisis. Feb'42:12
Susie goes to kindergarten. Feb'42:30
Japanese children at Sunday school. Mar'42:40
Oscar finds friends. Jan'42:38
VICKLAND, LEONORA MONTAGUE
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:51
(photo) Oct'28:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30
All Peoples enjoying human rights (photo) Oct'52:13
VICKREY, CHARLES V
The American Committee for Relief in the Near East. Apr'19:43
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'27:45
Global highlights (photo) Jan'48:3
VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI. BYRAN MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:4
     Jun'20:60    Aug'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:63
A correction. Jan'22:1
Sample home mission churches (photo) Sep'27:11
VICTOR, F. S.
Churches are reacting to the Provision design. Apr'67:40
VICTOR, JOHN
(photo) Nov'27:6
Global highlights. Jun'49:4
VICTORIA, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Victory at Victoria (photo) Jan'25:36
VICTORINO, MOSES
(photo) Dec'42:42
VICTORY, AMIR
Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
VICTORY CHURCH CONSERVATION CAMPAIGN
The threshold. May'43:2
This is a victory church. Jun'43:21
VICTORY CLOTHING COLLECTION
   Nov'45:34
VIDAL, JESUS MARIA
   A young man who would not down. Aug'32:29
VIENING, EDWARD. THE ZONERVAN TOPICAL BIBLE
   New books. Feb'70:29
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
   Global highlights. Nov'46:4
   (photo) Nov'46:25
   What it is like to starve. Jul'47:26
VIERLING, (married to Frank R. Vierling)
   Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
VIERLING, ARTHUR
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'34:34
Vierling, Frank R
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:58
   Contrasting Eastern and Western medical practice. Dec'25:57
VIERLING, FRANK R
   Outgoing missionaries. Oct'20:51
   Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
   (photo) Sep'25:52
VIERLING, MABEL ANNA VANCE, 1889–
   Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
   (photo) Sep'25:52
VIETH, PAUL HERMAN, 1895–
   Global highlights. Apr'47:4
   quoted. Religious education in the world's life (photo) Apr'49:20
VIETH, PAUL HERMAN. THE CHURCH AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
   Book chat. Apr'47:22
VIETH, PAUL HERMAN. THE CHURCH SCHOOL
   Book chat. Mar'58:20
VIETH, PAUL HERMAN. TEACHING FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING
   Speaking of books. Jan'30:44
VIETNAM
   We can do no less. Dec'65:15
   (photo of children fishing) Feb'66:front cover
   The cover. Feb'66:inside front cover
   ...another point of view. Apr'66:36
   Ahead of the headlines. Dec'66:4
   Global highlights. Dec'66:6
   Christians team up to help war-weary people. Feb'67:23
   Ahead of the headlines. Jul'67:5
   Global highlights. Oct'67:7
   The church in Vietnam. Nov'67:44
   A chance to live. Oct'68:26
   No place for this child. Dec'68:26
   Global highlights. Feb'69:31
   World events. Jun'69:37
   Sweet smelling, scented soap. Dec'70:24
   Happy people gripped by tragedy. Feb'72:6
   World events. Dec'73:39
VIETNAM—DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
VIETNAM WAR
   Social trends. Jun'65:14
   Global highlights. Jul'65:7
Letters. Sep'65:3
World Calling. Sep'65:10
Social trends. Sep'65:24
Letters. Oct'65:inside front cover
Global highlights. Oct'65:6
Letters. Dec'65:inside front cover
Social trends. Jan'66:14
Seek peace and pursue it. Jan'66:20
Vietnam. Feb'66:9
NCC Board looks at Vietnam. Feb'66:49
Social trends. Apr'66:16
Letters. Jun'66:inside front cover
Global highlights. Sep'66:6
? and answers. Sep'66:8
Letters. Oct'66:inside front cover
Global highlights. Oct'66:6
Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:26
Letters. Dec'66:inside front cover
Social trends. May'67:24
Letters. Jun'67:inside front cover
To mothers and wives of the United States. Jul'67:19
Letters. Jul'67:46
Subtle sabotage. Oct'67:9
Letters. Nov'67:4
Vietnam and you. Feb'68:40
War reports. Mar'68:9
In brief. May'68:8
Social trends. Oct'68:38
Southeast Asia. Dec'68:24
World events. Apr'69:8
Concerning our national crisis. Jul'70:18
Editorials. Jul'70:19
World events. May'71:37
Letters. Jul'71:4
World events. Jul'71:37,38
General Board deals with business, issues. Sep'72:41

VIEWPOINT, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Laymen evangelize. Jan'23:13

VIGA ALTA, PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:59

VIGAN, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Notes. Mar'19:61,62
Commencement at Vigan. Oct'19:43
Notes. Feb'20:58,61
Echoes from everywhere.
(photo) Jun'22:20
One memory that will endure (photos) Jul'23:15
Echoes from everywhere.
Mar'24:50 Apr'24:48
They are the victory. Sep'24:42
Some observations of a new missionary (photos) Nov'24:40
Rejoicing in the Philippines. Feb'25:53
(photo) Mar'25:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Commencement... Jul'27:63
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:47
Debate in Vigan. Aug'27:54
First impressions. Sep'28:30
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:41
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'29:35 Feb'30:39 Nov'30:39 Jan'31:40
The first page (photo of church) Feb'31:2
Echoes from everywhere.
Feb'31:39 May'31:39 Jun'31:40 Jul'31:41
A Christian home for youth (photo of dormitory) Oct'40:44
College established in Laoag. Jan'47:26
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:39 Apr'49:38
Singing their way through schol. Jan'50:47
The chain remains unbroken (photos of training school)
Apr'51:15
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'51:34
Dreams do come true. Nov'51:40
The Vigan Center. Feb'54:47
A community center succeeds. Mar'54:29
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'56:34 Feb'57:34
For God and the Philippines (photo of youth) May'57:27

VIKENTIJE, (Patriarch) -1958 (death) Global highlights. Sep'58:6
VILA, SAMUEL
Conquered by scripture (photo) Apr'55:28
VILALBA, MAXIMA
(photo) Dec'22:26
VILEY, (married to James Viley)
In memoriam. Mar'38:39
VILLA AURELIA, PARAGUAY
Paraguayan church opens new mission (photo) Jul'57:29
(photo of Church school class) Mar'59:front cover
The cover. Mar'59:inside front cover
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
Persistence in Paraguay. Apr'61:46
VILLA EMILIA, ARGENTINA
Direct line. Dec'70:31
VILLA INTERNATIONAL ATLANTA
In brief. Jul'69:40
VILLA LOS LOMAS, PUERTO RICO
An island warmed by sun and spirit (photo of sanctuary of church) Jun'72:17
VILLA NEVAREZ, PUERTO RICO
Island expansion. Mar'58:46
VILLA PALMERAS, PUERTO RICO
Partners in progress (photos of church) Jul'62:27
(photo of church) Jun'65:29
VILLA PARK, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Winning the immovable city (photo of some members) Feb'61:13
VILLA RICA, PUERTO RICO
Churches in Latin America find new life (photo of churches site) Mar'62:16
"THE VILLAGE OF THE POOR" (MOTION PICTURE)
Transformed village. May'54:43
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'54:47
"VILLAGE REBORN" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'59:41
VILLALPANDU, LUIS
   (photo) Nov'28:41
VILLALVA, MAXIMA
   The first commencement (photo) Mar'26:44
VILLANUEVA, JOHN DELGADO (married to Simone Villanueva)
   Mexican Christian Institute news. Dec'42:43
VILLANUEVA, SIMONE (married to John Delgado Villanueva)
   Mexican Christian Institute news. Dec'42:43
VILLAPANDO, MARIA
   (photo) Jan'40:28
   San Luis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
VILLAREAL, EUSEBIO
   It is worth while. Mar'24:43
   Mexican Christian Institute news. Dec'42:43
VILLARS, PAT
   World events (photo) Sep'72:39
   General Board deals with business, issues. Sep'72:41
VILLA VICTORIA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   A mission church grows. Oct'54:45
VILLETE, PARAGUAY
   (photo) Oct'25:20
Vilmont, (Mrs. V. H.)
   Letters. Jun'69:4
VINCENNES, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:62   Apr'23:48
   Form and force come together. Apr'73:14
VINCENT, (MRS. L. C.) -1923
   (death) Oct'23:62
VINCENT, ARTHUR
   quoted. Last column. Mar'62:50
VINCENT, JEAN (married to Ray Vincent)
   Presenting (photo) Jan'66:8
VINCENT, M. O. GOD, SEX AND YOU
   New books for the church library. Feb'72:46
VINCENT, MARY LOUISE
   News of our colleges. Oct'39:32
VINCENT, PHILIP
   Presenting (photo) Jan'66:8
VINCENT, RAY (married to Jean Vincent)
   Presenting (photo) Jan'66:8
Vincent, Wallace Dunbar
   The big little church. May'33:12
Vincent, Walter D
   For both ministry and laity (poem) May'32:17
VINCENTE, RAMON
   News room (photo) Jul'51:39
VINING, ABBIE
   (death) Mar'22:54
Vining, Elizabeth Gray (married to Morgan Vining)
   Young people of Japan. May'55:7
VINING, ELIZABETH GRAY
   Global highlights. Nov'46:3
   (photo) May'55:7
VINING, ELIZABETH GRAY. QUIET PILGRIMAGE
   New books. Oct'71:26
VINITA, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Notes. Nov'19:63
   Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:50
VINOBASI
   Echoes from everywhere. May'57:32
VINSTRA, NORWAY
   Our brethren in Europe. Sep'27:31
VIOLENCE
   Editorials. Jun'69:19
   The spirit of Cain among us. Dec'70:20
   World events. May'73:39
VIRGIN ISLANDS
   For adult missionary groups. Jun'48:36
VIRGIN OF COPACABANA (SOUTH AMERICA)
   (photo) Jan'19:10
VIRGINIA
   What money will do. Sep'19:22
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
   The story state by state. Aug'25:13
   Hundred year churches. Oct'32:15
   Global highlights. Oct'58:8        Apr'59:5       Jan'62:4
VIRGINIA BIBLE CHAIR
   Snap shots... Dec'19:14
   Report. Sep'21:27
   Annual report... Sep'22:35
   An account of stewardship. Jun'39:26
   Global highlights. Jan'67:7
VIRGINIA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
   Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
   Global highlights. Dec'54:4
   Adults and mission. May'63:38
VIRGINIA. CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION. 1829-1830
   Alexander Campbell on education. Apr'42:15
VIRGINIA CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
   Disciples in the news. Dec'68:8
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
   Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:45
VIRKKULA, HENRY J.
   Listening in on the world. Apr'30:20
VIRQUA, WISCONSIN. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:5
   Messages from our Home Missionaries. Oct'19:46
   Notes. Aug'20:46
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Crusade progress. Nov'50:30
   How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
Vischer, Lukas, 1926-
   A renewed church. Feb'65:30
VISCHER, LUKAS, 1926-
   Global highlights. Oct'64:4
   Ecumniecal journey (photo) Dec'64:22
   Global highlights. Oct'67:6
   World events (photo) Apr'71:36
   Living in dialogue (photo) Jul'73:31
VISION
   News room. Feb'48:38        May'49:40
"VISITATION EVANGELISM KIT" (KIT)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'65:43
"VISITING FRIENDS IN INDIA" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'55:46
"VISITOR FOR CHRISTMAS" (MOTION PICTURE)
  Audio-visuals. Dec'67:39

Vissering, Carl William, 1899--
  (married to Harriet Gibson Vissering)
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'28:33       Jan'30:62
VISSEERING, CARL WILLIAM, 1899--
  (photo) Aug'23:12
  The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
  News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
  (photo) Dec'37:24
  Classroom and campus. Jan'43:28
VISSEERING, HARRIET GIBSON, 1897--1981
  (married to Carl William Vissering)
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:60
  The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
  News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
VISSEERING, HARRIET GLADYS, 1928--
  (birth) Jun'28:63
VISSEERING, HAZEL GIBSON, 1930--
  (birth) Jan'31:47
VISSEERING, JOHN GERDES
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34
  (death) Board of Education meets. Jun'33:33
VISSEERING, MARTHA JEAN
  News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
Visser 't Hoof, Willem Adolph, 1900--
  Europe's refugee problem. Feb'48:11
  Evanston--a step forward. May'54:27
VISSE 'T HOOF, WILLEM ADOLPH, 1900--
  (photo) Mar'44:14
  quoted. The threshold. Dec'44:2
  The struggle of the Dutch church. Mar'45:4
  The threshold. May'45:2       (photo) Jul'45:2
  (photo) Jul'45:14           May'46:24,25
  Global highlights (photo) Apr'47:3
  Something new in the life of the churches. Jun'48:6
  Global highlights. Apr'49:2       (photo) Jun'49:3
  quoted. Symbol of a united church. Jan'50:28
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'50:3
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'52:37
  Global highlights (photo) Jan'54:3   (photo) Mar'53:2
  Ecumenical--still the best! Jan'54:47
  (photo) May'54:20,27
  Worship in the Evanston Assembly (photo) Jul'54:36
  quoted. Correspondence from Europe, II. Nov'56:8
  Global highlights. Dec'56:4       Sep'57:3       Sep'58:7
  Christian witness in East Asia. Jul'59:10
  Global highlights. Dec'59:4     Feb'60:7       (photo) Sep'60:7
  Councils and the global crisis (photo) Mar'61:25
  Global highlights. Nov'61:8
  (photo) Nov'61:23
  Speak and listen (photo) Jan'63:28
Global highlights (photo) Oct'63:6
World Calling... Sep'64:10
quoted. Global highlights. Nov'64:6
An important meeting of the WCC. Mar'66:9
Ahead of the headlines. May'66:4
Review and forecast (photo) Feb'67:21
quoted. Nov'68:25

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. THE FIRST ASSEMBLY OF THE WORLD
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Book chat. Sep'49:22

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. THE KINGSHIP OF CHRIST
Book chat. Apr'48:20

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. MEMOIRS
New books. Nov'73:34

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. NONE OTHER GODS
Book chat. Jul'37:26

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. THE PRESSURE OF OUR COMMON CALLING
Book chat. Mar'60:24

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. REMBRANDT AND THE GOSPELS
Book chat. Nov'58:40

VISSET'T HOOFT, WILLEM ADOLPH. THE RENEWAL OF THE CHURCH
Book chat. Sep'57:22

VITALE, SHIRLEY
World events (photo) Apr'73:40

Vivian, Jane Warren
On the heights (poem) Jul'28:23

Vivian, Jenny Warren
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'34:40

Vivrett, Waldine S., 1872-1959 (married to William R. Vivrett)
Women on world highways. Sep'69:31

VIVRETT, WALDINE S., 1872-1959
On the plains of West Texas (photo) Sep'36:15

Vivrett, William Randolph (married to Waldine S. Vivrett)
All the years of our lives. Oct'58:13
Profile of a Disciple Chaplain. Nov'66:22
Ministry to men in the armed forces. Jul'70:10
Update, the Disciple Chaplain--1970 model. Sep'70:14

VIVRETT, WILLIAM RANDOLPH
On the plains of West Texas (photo) Sep'36:15

Global highlights. May'60:7
News room. Sep'60:49
Global highlights. Dec'60:4
Disciples in the news (photo) Oct'65:7
(photo) Jul'67:49
Global highlights (photo) Jan'68:7
God's man--the chaplain (photo) Feb'68:41
Editorials. Jul'68:9
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'72:42

VIVRETT, WILLIAM RANDOLPH, JR.
Welfare needs. Apr'59:44

VLADIMIR (RUSSIAN ORTHODOX ARCHIBISHOP)
World events. Jun'71:37

VLADIMIROVA, OLGA
(photo) Dec'24:48

VLASTOS, GREGORY. TOWARDS THE CHRISTIAN REVOLUTION
Book chat. Apr'37:20
VOICATION
Youth and missions. Nov'53:37
"VOCATIONAL CHOICE: A PARTNERSHIP" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'56:40

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
When youth chooses a vocation. May'55:12
Global highlights. Feb'57:4 Nov'58:32
Youth look at their life work. Nov'64:17
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'67:4
Career clubs help raise youth horizons. Apr'71:32

VOCATIONS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'69:5

VOGEL, MAUD M
In memoriam. Aug'32:39

VOGEL, VIRGIL J. THIS COUNTRY WAS OURS
New books. Sep'73:36

VOICES FROM CANE RIDGE
Book chat. Sep'54:16

VOICES FROM THE YOUNGER CHURCHES
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29

VOICES OF THE HOUR IN A WAR TORN WORLD
Book chat. Dec'42:45

VOIERS, (married to Martin Voiers)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'58:50

VOIGHT, (MRS. A. W.)
Women and world highways (photo) Jul'58:35
In memoriam. Jun'42:39

VOKSO, PER
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:8

VOLBACH, WALTER
Classroom and campus. Mar'46:31

VOLLEMMREIDER, ETHEL HEACOS
In memoriam. Dec'32:39

VOLUNTARISM
Volunteers can offer many services. May'68:44
Second milers. Jul'68:16
Come alive! volunteer. Oct'70:17
The ministry of service volunteers. May'73:29
As hand touches hand. May'73:31
Seniors give a helping hand. Nov'73:12

VOLUNTEER WORK CAMPS
Programs for young people. Jun'40:37

VOLUNTEERS
See VOLUNTARISM

VOLUNTEERS IN CHRISTIAN SERVICE FOR CHILDREN
Service for children. Jun'43:23

VON ALLMEN, J. J. A COMPANION TO THE BIBLE
Book chat. Jun'58:26

VON ALLMEN, J. J. WORSHIP: ITS THEOLOGY AND PRACTICE
New books. Mar'66:24

VON HEYL, MAXIMILIAN
Youth and missions (photo) Apr'52:35
News room (photo) Dec'52:30

VONHOF, HEINZ. PEOPLE WHO CARE
New books. Nov'71:29
VON HUEGEL, FRIEDRICH
The missionary significance of the Lord's Supper. Apr'28:5

VON LOSSOW, NANNIE S -1946
In memoriam. Feb'47:37

VON THADDEN, REINOLD
A Christian layman visits us. Feb'52:6
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'52:36
Laymen discuss God's plan for everyday living (photo)
May'52:33

VONUHDE, FRITZ "TEACHING BY THE LAKE" (PAINTING)
(photo) Sep'37:front cover
The threshold. Sep'37:2

Voorhees, Anna
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:54

VOORHEES, JERRY
Global highlights (photo) Sep'49:3

VOORHEES, OSCAR W
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54

VOORHEES, SARAH, -1947
In memoriam. Mar'47:37

VOOS, R Q
(photo) Apr'41:25

VORIES, WILLIAM MERRILL
Missionary worship service. Apr'50:39

VORKINK, PETER, II. BONHOEFFER IN A WORLD COME OF AGE
New books. Jul'68:36

VOS, CATHERINE F. THE CHILD'S STORY BIBLE
New books. Apr'67:22

VOSE, EVA L., -1955
In memoriam. Mar'55:39

VOSE, WILLIS WASHINGTON, 1863-1937
An example in cooperation. Jun'25:56
Pension Fund news. Sep'37:45

Voss, Carl Hermann
A primer on Palestine. May'48:16

VOSS, CARL HERMANN
quoted. Study tour of Palestine. Jun'49:27

VOSS, CARL HERMANN. RABBI AND MINISTER
New books. Mar'69:29

VOTING
Get out the vote! Jul'28:3
Moral issues in the Presidential campaign. Jul'28:5
The responsibility of Christian women at the polls.
Aug'28:21
Making democracy real. Oct'42:4
Women and world highways. Oct'44:29
World Calling... Dec'64:10

Votruba, Matthew J., 1922-
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'56:36

VOYAGE AND TRAVEL
See also
MISSION TOURS
PURPOSFUL TOURS
Women on world highways. Mar'68:30

"LA VOX EVANGELICA"
Fifteen minutes of silence. Oct'52:31
Vreeland, Dorothy
   A young man speaks (poem) May'28;18
VULCAN, ALBERTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New church in Alberta. Sep'26;54
   Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26;49
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26;55
VYSOHLID, VACLAR
   (photo) Jan'47;23
   World youth training for service (photo) May'47;8
WHAS (RADIO, LOUISVILLE, KY)
The moral side of the news. Nov'62:34

W Kro (CAIRO, ILLINOIS)
World events. Jan'71:36

WLB T (JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI)
World events. Nov'70:36

Wabash County, Illinois
(photo of Junior Missionary Convention) Nov'29:55

Wabash, Indiana. First Christian Church
Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
A missionary Chautauqua. Jan'27:62
It can be done. May'28:26

Wachenheim, (Mrs. W. H.)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'56:48

Wachtel, William
Christ on Pogrom Street. Dec'45:12

Wack, (Miss)
(photo) Jan'21:13

Wacker, Robert
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30

Waco, Texas
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:15

Waco, Texas. Christian Church
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52

Waco, Texas. Herring Ave. Christian Church
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:43

Waco, Texas. Progressive Christian Church
New churches, July-September, 1962. Jan'63:45

Waco, Texas. Trinity Christian Church
New churches, April-June, 1964. Dec'64:44

WaddeLL, James
Classroom and campus. Feb'51:32 (photo) May'62:34

WaddeLL, John C
News room. Sep'60:49

WadDEl, Mary
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

WadDELL, MYRTLE BOONE
In memoriam. Sep'43:35

WadDEl, George A
College commencements. Jul'35:33

WadDElton, (Mrs. V. C.)
(photo) Sep'52:12

Wade, (Mrs. H. F.)
(photo) May'25:43

Wade, Aldis
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35

Wade, Bill
Global highlights (photo) Sep'65:4

Wade, Hazel
(photo) Jul'23:7

Wade, Helen
(photo) Jul'23:7
WADE, IRVING E., 1879-1944
   In memoriam. May'44:33
WADE, JOE, -1960
   In memoriam. Jan'61:33
WADE, LUCY
   See ANDREWS, LUCY WADE
WADE, M. D.
   Classroom and campus. Nov'55:28
WADE, VIRGIL
   (photo) Jul'23:7
WADSWORTH, JAMES R
   quoted. Last column. Sep'56:48
WADSWORTH, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47
WAFANIA, CONGO
   (photo) Sep'25:25
WAGA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32
   Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo of congregation) Dec'56:29
WAGAR, LUCIEN H., -1957
   In memoriam. Oct'57:35
WAGAR, W. WARREN. BUILDING THE CITY OF MAN
   New books. Dec'72:33
WAGENKNECHT, EDWARD. AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST
   New books. Jun'72:32
WAGER, MARY REICHARD, -1948
   In memoriam. Apr'48:37
Wagers, Charles Herndon, 1910-1990
   (married to Margaret Newman Wagers)
   If not COCU--what? Jul'72:30
WAGERS, CHARLES HERNDON, 1910-1990
   Classroom and campus.
      Sep'43:24   Mar'58:35   May'68:35
Wagers, Herndon
   See Wagers, Charles Herndon
WAGERS, MARGARET NEWMAN (married to Charles Herndon Wagers)
   Classroom and campus. Sep'43:24
WAGGONER, (MRS. J. G.)
   (death) Oct'25:55
WAGGONER, H G
   (photo) Feb'20:49
WAGGONER, JOHN GARLAND, 1844-1929
   (photo) Feb'20:49
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
      Jun'24:43
   Our fifty year club of preachers (photo) Jul'25:13
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15
   In memoriam. May'29:36
WAGGONER, JOHN GARLAND. THE BEAUTIFUL SUNSET OF LIFE
   Speaking of books. Nov'28:44
WAGGONER, JOHN GARLAND, JR.
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
   Classroom and campus. Mar'61:36
WAGGONER, LAURA
   In memoriam. Sep'31:40
WAGGONER, ORA LEE PHELPS, 1885-1959
(married to Samuel Boone Waggoner)
In memoriam. Dec'59:37

WAGGONER, PHYLLIS
A preview of the new college year. Sep'31:32

WAGGONER, WILLIAM HIRAM, 1868-1944
(photo) Feb'20:49
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:15

WAGNER, (MRS. H. H.)
(photo) Mar'24:36

WAGNER, (MRS. N. J.)
(photo) Nov'47:13

WAGNER, ARNOLD
Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34

Wagner, Bertha C
The reading contest. Sep'28:32

WAGNER, CHARLES
Invaders in the rural church (photo) May'59:15

WAGNER, CLARENCE E
(photo) Jan'27:10

WAGNER, CLIFTON
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'27:42

WAGNER, D G
Church work in border towns. Feb'20:39

Wagner, Evelyn
Four your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40

WAGNER, H C
(photo) Jul'36:24

WAGNER, H H
(photo) Mar'24:36

WAGNER, HOWARD CLARK (married to Norma Wagner)
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'55:4

WAGNER, J. H.
(photo) Sep'59:11

Wagner, James E
Laymen are the church. Mar'60:21

WAGNER, JAMES E
Global highlights (photo) Dec'54:2
(photo) Sep'57:25 Mar'60:22
Partners in conversation (photo) Jun'64:14

Wagner, John, Jr.
Outside the walls. Sep'63:22

WAGNER, JOHN H., JR.
Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:4

WAGNER, MABEL GARRETT. CHILDRE OF THE SEA AND SUN
Speaking of books. May'30:33

WAGNER, OSCAR
(photo) Jan'21:14

WAGNER, ROBERT
Global highlights (photo) Apr'58:5

WAGONER, BLANCHE
In memoriam. Oct'37:39

WAGONER, GOLDIE, –1946
In memoriam. Oct'46:37
Wagoner, Harold E
The role of architecture and the arts in communicating the
Christian faith. Oct'71:suppl:8

WAGONER, HAROLD E
World events (photo) Jun'71:39
(photo) Oct'71:suppl:8

WAGONER, JEAN BROWN. THE CAPTIVE LAD
Book chat. Jan'55:41

WAGONER, JEAN BROWN. THE SHEPHERD LAD
Book chat. Nov'53:42

WAGONER, OKLAHOMA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Out of a great heart (photo) Jan'22:40

Wagstaff, Gladys Ann
To a house (poem) Feb'27:45

WAH, NAW EH
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost (photo) Nov'61:27

WAHABI, GEORGE
Global highlights. Sep'55:3
News room. Oct'55:36
Christian with aching backs. Dec'55:23

WAHIWA, HAWAII. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Hawaii--crossroads of the Pacific (photo) Oct'58:28

WAIKIKI, HAWAII
Global highlights. Mar'67:6

Wailes, Harrie B
Women and world highways. Jul'36:35

WAISS, BEATRICE
(photo) Mar'38:32

Wait, Hazel Irene, 1916-
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'60:36
A "receiver" gets a look at missions. Dec'63:46

WAIT, HAZEL IRENE, 1916-
News room. Sep'52:38
India mission celebrates seventieth birthday. Feb'53:26
Global highlights (photo) May'64:6
India's school in the clouds (photo) Mar'65:20
World events. Mar'69:35
In brief. Apr'69:39

WAITE, RHODA
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'32:41

Waits, Edward McShane, 1871-1949 (married to Sarah Wooten Waits)
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:27
Keep our colleges Christian! Jan'32:5

WAITS, EDWARD McSHANE, 1871-1949
(photo) Jan'21:17
quoted. Present service and needs of church colleges.
May'22:40
(photo) May'23:32 Feb'24:18
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'24:54
/photos) Jan'25:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
/photos) Jan'27:27 Nov'30:41
(photo no. 3) Jan'31:25,24
quoted. Pertinent paragraphs from Convention speeches.
Nov'31:13
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:7
In what distinctive way is your college fostering the
Christian way... Jan'33:26
Personalities. Jul'36:21
(photo) Feb'37:33 Jan'39:16 Dec'39:31
Notes from the campus reporters (photo) Apr'41:32
News from classroom and campus (photo of portrait) Jan'42:34
(death) Global highlights. Feb'50:2
WAITS, ELIZABETH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'25:50
WAITZMANN, DOROTHEA. A SPECIAL WAY TO VICTORY
New books. Mar'65:42
WAKAMATZU, CHIZU
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10
WAKE, ARTHUR NORRIE, 1915- (married to Jean Cochran Wake)
Classroom and campus.
News room. May'59:40
Classroom and campus. Feb'61:30
Women and world highways. Mar'61:35
Classroom and campus. Sep'61:28 Oct'62:32
Global highlights (photo) Apr'63:7
WAKE, ARTHUR NORRIE. COMPANION TO HYMNBOOK FOR CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
New books. Feb'71:28
WAKE, GARY
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'59:35
WAKE, JEAN STUART, 1921- (married to Ann Borden Wake) (photo) Sep'42:8
World Calling... Sep'69:50
Wake, Orville Wentworth, 1909-
The church related college. Jan'58:15
You can't divorce faith and learning. Jan'63:17
Future directions for Disciples in communication of the Christian faith. Oct'71:suppl:29
WAKE, ORVILLE WENTWORTH, 1909-
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32
Classroom and campus. Sep'44:26 Oct'45:27 (photo) Feb'49:33
Classroom and campus.
Jul'49:30 (photo) Sep'49:33 Apr'50:32 quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants (photo) Feb'56:27
News room (photo) Jul'57:38 quoted. Last column. May'59:50
Global highlights. Apr'62:7 Sep'62:4 Jul'63:4
Classroom and campus. Jul'64:37 Feb'66:35 quoted. World Calling. Apr'67:10
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'67:34 (photo) Oct'71:suppl:29
"WAKE UP, CHARLIE CHURCHMAN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. May'69:29
WAKEFIELD, ARTHUR PAUL, -1942
(married to Olive Lindsay Wakefield) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40 (death) News room. Apr'42:34
WAKEFIELD, GORDON S. THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT IN THE WORLD OF TODAY
New books. May'69:28
WAKEFIELD, MARCIA SCOTT (married to E. B. Wakefield) -1947
In memoriam. Mar'47:37
WAKEFIELD, MATTIE A. SHELDON, -1923
(married to Edmund Burritt Wakefield)
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'24:34
WAKEFIELD, OLIVE LINDSAY, 1877-1957
(married to Arthur Paul Wakefield)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'35:40
quoted. From our religious neighbors. May'35:1
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
News room. Apr'42:34
WAKEFIELD, PAUL
See WAKEFIELD, ARTHUR PAUL
Wakelin, Halsey E.
Command performanc. Feb'67:19
WAKELIN, HALSEY E.
News room. Nov'46:32 Jan'49:38 Sep'60:49
WALCOTT, GREGORY
Wald, Lillian D
Then and now. Jul'30:12
WALD, LILLIAN D
Women and world highways (photo) Nov'40:35
Walden, Edith Clare, 1907-
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'43:33
Christian evangelism at Pendra. Jan'44:24
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'44:32 May'45:32
WALDEN, EDITH CLARE, 1907-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'39:32
Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'43:39
News room. Apr'45:28 (photo) Jan'55:23
WALDEN, F
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
Walden, George Tilford, 1862-1940
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
WALDEN, GEORGE TILFORD, 1862-1940
(photo) Jan'21:45
Where anti-missionary and o-missionary churches are unknown.
Aug'22:47 (photo) Dec'22:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34 May'35:31
WALDEN, LELLIE LEE, -1951
In memoriam. Dec'51:37
WALDEN, MARY SMITH
Memorium. Sep'35:39
WALDEN, W. BUSH
A new church for Columbia (photo) Jul'59:14,15
WALDENSIAN CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'24:45
Global highlights. May'48:2
They came to the Mount of Olives. Mar'56:27
Global highlights. Nov'56:6
The Waldensians. Mar'58:49
Waldo, (Mrs. R. J.)
These have done it... Sep'29:20
Waldron, George L (married to Audrey Waldron)
Youth need the church. May'56:9
WALDRON, GEORGE L
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'55:4
(photo) May'56:9
Waldron, H M
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
WALDRON, H M
(photo) Nov'36:43 Nov'38:13
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
News room. Apr'47:40
WALDRON, HAZEL JUNE
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
WALDRON, HAZEL M
News room. Feb'46:38
Waldrop, William E
A Chaplain's education in missions. Oct'44:11
Waldrop, William Earl, 1910- (married to Louise Mullins Waldrop)
Let's look at race relations as Christians. Feb'58:11
WALDROP, WILLIAM EARL, 1910-
Global highlights. May'52:3
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:22
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'53:33
M.C.I. begins new program of outreach (photo) May'56:28
(photo) Feb'58:12
News room (photo) Jul'58:42,43
(photo) Mar'59:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'67:35
WALDROP, WILLIAM EARL. WHAT MAKES AMERICA GREAT?
Book chat. Jun'57:18
WALDSMITH, ELLEN, -1948
In memoriam. Jul'48:38
WALDVOGEL, (MRS. J. J.)
In memoriam. Apr'44:36
WALES, CHARLES M
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43
WALES, KEN
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:4
WALES, LUELLA
Memorium. Sep'35:39
WALES
Children of Aberfan Church of Christ numbered among disaster
victims. Feb'67:48
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'70:5
Aberfan rises above disaster. Feb'72:32
World events. Sep'72:39
Aberfan: remembering and receiving. Feb'73:10
"WALK IN THEIR SHOES" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'70:29
WALKER, (married to John Walker)
(photo) Mar'69:8
WALKER, (married to Louis Walker) -1955
In memoriam. Apr'55:35
WALKER,  (married to Owen Walker)  
(photo) Nov'36:23
WALKER,  (MRS. S. S.)  
(photo) Dec'37:33
WALKER,  (married to William Walker)  
(death) May'20:50  
(photo) Oct'46:25
WALKER, A R  
(photo) Sep'35:26
WALKER, A. MACEO  
World events (photo) Sep'70:37
WALKER, ALAN  
Answering communism. Oct'60:9  
quoted. Quote...unquote. Feb'68:14
WALKER, ALAN. GOD IS WHERE YOU ARE  
Book chat. Dec'62:41
WALKER, ALAN. JESUS THE LIBERATOR  
New books. Nov'73:34
WALKER, ALAN. A NEW MIND FOR A NEW AGE  
Book chat. Sep'59:42
WALKER, ALAN. A RINGING CALL TO MISSIONS  
New books. Apr'66:22
WALKER, ALAN. THE WHOLE GOSPEL FOR THE WHOLE WORLD  
Book chat. Mar'57:18
WALKER, ALVA RUTH, -1951  
In memoriam. Jan'52:37
WALKER, ARTIS  
(photo) Jun'57:26
WALKER, BARBARA (married to Desmond Walker)  
Women on world highways. Jun'70:32  
A new bond of fellowship (photo) Oct'72:50
WALKER, BELLE  
In memoriam. Mar'29:48
WALKER, BILLIE ANNE PONDER (married to John Byron Walker)  
Global highlights. May'67:7  
In brief. Jun'71:40
WALKER, BROOKS R. THE CHRISTIAN FRIGHT PEDDLERS  
New books. Oct'64:24
WALKER, CAROLINE A  
quoted. The last page. Aug'28:48
Walker, Claude  
See Walker, E. Claude
WALKER, DAN  
News room. Nov'53:32
WALKER, DANIEL D. ENEMY IN THE PEW?  
New books. Mar'68:38
WALKER, DEAN EVEREST, 1898-1988  
(photo) Feb'31:33  
Oct'35:30  
Mar'37:2
WALKER, DESMOND (married to Barbara Walker)  
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17  
Operation education (photo) May'62:26  
Scholarships for future leaders of churches and new nations.  
Jun'70:42  
Scholarship aid for overseas leaders. Jan'72:19  
A new bond of fellowship (photos) Oct'72:50
Walker, Doreen  
How army wives help. Jul'53:39
Walker, E. Claude, 1934- (married to Zola Walker)
   The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:30

WALKER, E. CLAUDE, 1934-
   News room. Nov'56:36          Feb'60:34
   Classroom and campus. Jun'66:35
   In brief. Feb'69:38
   World events (photo) Nov'70:36
   World events. Nov'72:38
   (photo) Sep'73:12,30

WALKER, ELIZA JANES, -1945
   (death) News room. Feb'46:38

WALKER, ELLA O. GIVENS (married to Thomas R. Walker)
   Beneath the spire (photo) May'54:4

WALKER, EMMIE P
   (death) Dec'25:51

WALKER, ERLINE MARGUERITE (married to Granville Walker)
   (photo) Dec'42:28
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'58:8

WALKER, ERNEST G
   Classroom and campus. Oct'45:26

Walker, Evan
   From choir boys to steeple jacks. Jan'32:12

Walker, Geraldine
   Good stewards on the reservation. Apr'61:26

WALKER, GERALDINE
   News room. Apr'58:40
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'64:4
   In brief. Oct'70:45

WALKER, GRACE HOLLOWAY
   (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40

Walker, Granville Thomas, 1908-1991
   (married to Erline Marguerite Walker)
   An invitation to St. Louis. Jul'58:6
   Freedom with responsibility. May'62:25
   Where we are in Brotherhood Restructure. Sep'66:11
   Letters. Dec'66:inside front cover

WALKER, GRANVILLE THOMAS, 1908-1991
   Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
   Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
   (photo) Dec'42:28
   Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'42:33
   quoted. Excerpts from Convention addresses. Sep'46:11
   Global highlights (photo) Dec'57:2
   (photo) Jul'58:6
   Global highlights. Sep'58:5
   Disciples and the church universal. Dec'58:27
   Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
   (photo) May'62:25
   Restructure. Jun'62:44
   quoted. A look at Restructure. Jan'63:22
   Seeking change with responsible speed (photo) Feb'65:24
   (photo) Jun'66:29
   A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:8
   Update on the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
   Feb'70:18
   A breakthrough in Christian worship. Jun'71:32
WALKER, GRANVILLE T. THE GREATEST OF THESE
Books. Nov'63:42
WALKER, GRANVILLE T. PREACHING IN THE THOUGHT OF ALEXANDER CAMPBELL
quoted. The beginning. Jan'72:7
WALKER, HAROLD BLAKE. HEART OF THE CHRISTIAN YEAR
Book chat. Jan'62:39
WALKER, HARRY, -1946
(death) News room. Sep'46:41
WALKER, J H
(photo) Apr'23:13
Notes... Dec'24:63
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
WALKER, J J
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
quoted. Crusade progress (photo) Sep'50:26
WALKER, J. WILFRED
Global highlights (photo)
Mar'65:4 Apr'66:6 May'66:5
Walker, John
Let's revitalize our evangelism. Feb'64:11
WALKER, JOHN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
College notes and news. Sep'40:30
Walker, John Byron (married to Billie Anne Poder Walker)
Urban labor ministry in Japan. Jul'70:40
WALKER, JOHN BYRON
Global highlights. May'67:7
Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:20
Leave it to Johnny (photo) Mar'71:31
In brief. Jun'71:40
WALKER, JOHN H
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41 Nov'34:42
Walker, John James, 1931-
The ants and the cheese. Mar'59:29
The tug of new challenge. Jul'61:27
Do you have a historian? Oct'61:23
My city, my church. Dec'61:46
You are a Christian? Nov'62:33
Were you there? Apr'63:11
Prejudice will perish. Feb'64:15
The search. Dec'65:25
The way of God. Mar'66:45
The joy of living again. Apr'66:13
The last word. Jun'66 - Jun'67 p. 50
Editorial correspondence from Latin American Seminar. Oct'70:21
Tuesday's problem. Jun'72:24
Prayer for teachers. Sep'72:14
Being found (poem) Jun'73:22
WALKER, JOHN JAMES, 1931-
quoted. Last column. Sep'59:50 Dec'62:50
WALKER, JOHN JAMES. OUTREACH THROUGH CONGREGATION
Adults and mission. Jul'66:36
WALKER, JOSEPH EDISON, -1958
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
quoted. ...on "New frontiers." Oct'42:6

WALKER, JOSEPHINE
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'28:44


WALKER, LEONA, -1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39

WALKER, LOUISA W quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'39:inside front cover

WALKER, LOUISE quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover

WALKER, LUCIUS, JR.
World events. Jan'72:38

WALKER, MADIE (photo) Jan'21:11

WALKER, MARY E. -1940
In memoriam. Feb'41:39

WALKER, MILDRED Program helps (photo) Feb'25:49 Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43

WALKER, MINNIE B quoted. Feb'19:39

WALKER, NANCY PETERS DINSMORE In memoriam. Mar'32:39

WALKER, NELLIE V. "HER SON" (STATUE) (photo) Apr'23:front cover

WALKER, NORA (death) Mar'25:53
WALKER, NORA E. -1946 In memoriam. Oct'46:37

WALKER, O PAUL Every Home Plan continues growth (photo) Nov'60:48

WALKER, ORVAL Global highlights (photo) Jan'58:6 Classroom and campus. Jul'59:36

WALKER, OWEN (photo) Nov'36:23

WALKER, RAYMOND B. Churches help those with special needs (photo) Sep'62:26

WALKER, SARAH, -1942 In memoriam. Dec'42:39

WALKER, SUSIE FRANCIS In memorium. Sep'40:39

Walker, Virgil Reziah, 1883-1963 Building for Christian service at University Church. Apr'26:44


WALKER, W P
  (photo) Mar'24:22

WALKER, WILL R
  The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:27

WALKER, WILLIAM
  A proposed national commission on Afro-American history and culture (photo) Jul'70:20

WALKER, WILLIAM F
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40

WALKER, WILLIAM GRAHAM, 1872-1948
  A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:51
  (photo) Jul'36:24

Walker, William O
  We have many things to be thankful for. Feb'68:49

WALKER, WILMER RUSSELL, 1869-1963
  quoted. They said. Nov'33:22
  Our Columbus churches (photo) Oct'37:4

WALKER, WILMER RUSSEL. A MINISTERING MINISTRY
  Book chat. Nov'38:33

WALKER, WINIFRED. ALL THE PLANTS OF THE BIBLE
  Book chat. Dec'57:42

WALL, LETTIA BAKER
  (death) Jan'24:50

WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  (photo of Young People's Missionary Circle) May'26:39

WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:60
  Global highlights. Jan'69:46

WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
  Notes. Aug'19:45

WALLACE, (married to Ray Wallace, Sr.) 1949
  In memoriam. Oct'50:39

Wallace, Alta Jane Harper
  The rebuilding of the House of Wang. Feb'33:28

WALLACE, ALTA JANE HARPER
  There's no time for delay (photo) Aug'26:27
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:35,36
  (photo) Aug'30:28
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34

WALLACE, ANNA BYRD HARNESS (married to Jewell Wallace)
  Beneath the spire. Apr'53:4

WALLACE, ARCHER. DEEDS OF DARING
  Book chat. Dec'34:42
  Book reviews. Jan'35:44

WALLACE, ARCHER. THE FIELD OF HONOR
  Book chat. Mar'50:40

WALLACE, ARCHER. HANDS AROUND THE WORLD
  Speaking of books. Apr'31:35

WALLACE, ARCHER. I BELIEVE IN PEOPLE
  Book chat. Apr'36:44

WALLACE, ARCHER. THE RELIGIOUS FAITH OF GREAT MEN
  Speaking of books. May'34:33

WALLACE, ARCHER. THE SILVER LINING
  Book chat. Jun'37:42
WALLACE, ARCHER. STARS IN THE SKY
  Book chat. Nov'38:33
WALLACE, ARCHER. THE TEACHER'S MANUAL
  Speaking of books. Feb'34:34
WALLACE, CLARA, -1956
  In memoriam. Nov'56:33 Dec'56:37
Wallace, David M
  Beyond boycotts. Feb'68:16
  Letters. Apr'68:48
WALLACE, DAVID M
  For Christ's sake (photo) Jul'66:17
  (photo) Feb'68:17
WALLACE, DONALD G
  Classroom and campus.
WALLACE, ETHEL
  Another hand across the sea. May'30:20
WALLACE, ETHEL. TWO THOUSAND TONGUES TO GO
  Book chat. Sep'59:42
WALLACE, GRAHAM FRANKLIN, 1935-
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'35:31
WALLACE, HELEN KINGSBURY
  Women and world highways (photo) Mar'61:35
WALLACE, HELEN KINGSBURY. PRAYERS FOR WOMEN'S MEETINGS
  New books. Mar'65:42
Wallace, Henry A
  Unparalleled opportunity. May'46:9
WALLACE, HENRY A
  quoted. The threshold. Apr'34:2
    A challenge to Protestantism. Mar'35:4
  Social trends. Nov'46:24
WALLACE, HENRY A. NEW FRONTIERS
  Book chat. Mar'35:12
WALLACE, HENRY A. STATESMANSHP AND RELIGION
  Book chat. Jul'34:8
WALLACE, HENRY C
  Book chat. Mar'35:12
WALLACE, JEWELL (married to Anna Byrd Harness Wallace)
  Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'53:4
  Classroom and campus. May'58:33
WALLACE, JOHN E
  (photo) Feb'71:32
Wallace, Lenora
  How one church is developing a passion for missions.
    Oct'32:31
WALLACE, LEW. BEN HUR
  A change of view. Mar'25:31
WALLACE, R W
  (photo) Mar'24:37
Wallace, Ray W., 1917- (married to Pauline Wallace)
  Your potential of fulfillment. May'51:14
  In the immediate is the eternal. Apr'56:9
  A frontier unclaimed. Feb'59:21
WALLACE, RAY W., 1917-
  (photo) May'51:14
  News room. Oct'51:43
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'55:4
WALLACE, SADIE C., -1950
  In memoriam. Dec'50:37
Wallace, Sarah Jameson, 1843-1932
  Born June, 1874. Aug'23:49
  The evolution of the Missionary Tidings. Dec'23:7
WALLACE, SARAH JAMESON, 1843-1932
  The romance of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions
  (photo) Aug'19:11
  (photo) Aug'23:49
  Sarah Jameson Wallace. Jan'33:29
WALLACE, THIRZA
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
Wallace, Virgil Wilfred, 1887-
  What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
  Dec'21:47
WALLACE, WESTWOOD
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
WALLACE, WILBUR T
  Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:29
  Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'53:4
  News room. Sep'61:38 Oct'61:34
WALLACE, WILLIAM R
  Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30
WALLAS, ETHEL EMILY. GOD SPEAKS NAVAJO
  New books. Jan'69:36
WALLER, (MRS. J. C.)
  In memoriam. May'37:39
WALLER, GEORGE M
  Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'67:35
WALLER, MARY
  In memorium. May'40:39
WALLHEISER, JULIA, -1949
  In memoriam. May'49:39 Nov'49:43
WALLIS, CHARLES L. NOTABLE SERMONS FROM PROTESTANT PULPITS
  Book chat. Dec'58:40
WALLIS, CHARLES L. THE TABLE OF THE LORD
  Book chat. Oct'58:42
WALLIS, ETHEL EMILY. TAIRI, MY STORY
  New books. Oct'65:42
WALLIS, LOUIS. THE BURNING QUESTION
  Book chat. Jun'38:44
WALLIS, LOUIS. GOD AND THE SOCIAL PROCESS
  Book chat. May'35:23
WALLMAN, HANS
  Global highlights. Jun'67:6
WALLS, MIRIAM E. WINDSON, -1954
  In memoriam. May'54:35
WALLS, SAM
  (death) Mar'26:50
WALLS, W J
  (photo) Feb'41:18
WALMSLEY, ARTHUR E
  quoted. Concerning the race issue. Jul'63:10
WALNUT COVE, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

WALNUT GROVE ACADEMY
   See also
   EUREKA COLLEGE
      Classroom and campus. May'45:24

WALPI, ARIZONA
   (photo) May'22:front cover

WALSH, (MRS. L. D.)
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'55:3

WALSH, CHAD. CAMPUS GODS ON TRIAL
   Book chat. May'53:47

WALSH, CHAD. FAITH AND BEHAVIOR
   Book chat. Feb'55:20

WALSH, E K
   A bundle of love letters. Apr'20:45

WALSH, JAMES EDWARD
   NCC protests Chinese action. May'60:42

WALSH, THOMAS. THE WORLD'S GREAT CATHOLIC POETRY
   Book chat. Jul'40:47

Walter, Anita
   News for Mark. Jan'60:39

WALTER, FRANK ALVIN
   (photo) Jul'23:8

Walter, Helen
   North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
   Read about India! Dec'63:41

WALTER, VELMA RUTH
   (photo) Jul'23:8

WALTERS, (married to John R. Walters)
   In memoriam. Apr'41:39

WALTERS, FARRELL D
   Vote to send World Call to all homes (photo) Feb'61:46

WALTERS, HELEN ELIZABETH RAMBO, 1924-
   (birth) Oct'24:64
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'27:44
   (photo) Nov'27:44  Sep'34:33
   Children of the India mission. Mar'38:26 (photo p. 24)

WALTERS, J WILL
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43

WALTERS, MARY LOUISE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25

WALTERS, RAMONA
   Classroom and campus. Sep'64:32  (photo) Sep'65:36

WALTERS, RICHARD
   Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2

WALTERS, TOM
   Ninety years old and full of youth (photo) Apr'70:15

Walters, W T
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:62

WALTERS, WILMA
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
   (death) Jun'39:44

WALTERS, ZELIA M
   quoted. The last page. Jan'40:48

WALTERS, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Four churches join home plan. Mar'59:46

15
WALTON, ALFRED GRANT
quoted. The last page. Sep'39:48
(photo) Apr'42:4
WALTON, ALFRED GRANT. HIGHWAYS TO HAPPINESS
Book chat. Jul'39:45
WALTON, F M
(photo) Mar'24:53
WALTON, FRANKIE S
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:35
WALTON, IDA H
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
WALTON, JOHN R
(death) Aug'24:58
Walton, Mary Ethel
My prayer (poem) May'65:49
WALTON, MATTIE, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
WALTON, STEPHEN
In memoriam. Oct'43:33
WALTON, W. H. MURRAY. A TORCH IN JAPAN
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Book chat. Oct'50:40
WALTRIP, LELA. INDIAN WOMEN
New books. Feb'65:39
WALTRIP, RUFUS. INDIAN WOMEN
New books. Feb'65:39
WALTZ, (MRS. I. J.)
(photo) Jan'50:26
Waltz, Grace
Pioneering with a library. Jan'28:37
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:49 Sep'29:35
WALTZ, GRACE
(photo) Jan'28:37
Learn--do--live. Dec'28:61
(photo) Feb'31:46
WALWORTH, ED
(photo) Sep'46:22
Walzer, William C
Letters. Sep'68:4
WALZER, WILLIAM C.
Global highlights. Apr'54:2
WAMPLER, (MRS. M. W.) -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47:37
WAMPLER, LYDIA
(photo) Jan'21:14
College notes. May'36:33
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:34
WAN, YUAN PING
Personality plus Christ. Feb'69:16 (photo p. 17)
WANAMAKER, MARY
In memoriam. Nov'28:48
WAND, J. W. C.
Christian unity and the pew. Jan'49:6
WAND, J. W. C. THE CHURCH: ITS NATURE, STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Book chat. Feb'49:12
WAND, J. W. C. THE LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST
Book chat. Jan'56:20
Wang, C T
Nanking University and new China. Apr'19:9

WANG, C T
(photo) Mar'19:cover
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:60
Christianity in high circles. Jun'29:24

WANG CHI TIEN
China's youth on the march. Mar'35:18

WANG CHI-CHIEH-NAN
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34

WANG CHIH PING
News items that point the trend of the day. Jun'30:57

WANG C JI-TIEN
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'34:39

WANG, DAVID
That these shall not have died in vain (photo) Mar'38:28

WANG, EDITH
China's youth on the march. Mar'35:19

WANG KWEI SEN
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45

WANG, LELAND
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:55
The light shines brighter. May'25:46

WANG, MARY
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32

Wang, Peter
A tremor in our social structure. Jan'26:19

WANG PING-YUNG
The model city of China. Apr'25:50

WANG SHU-YUNG
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:19

WANG TSE FEN
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:9

WANG TSIANG-CHEN
quoted. A sheaf of prayers. Apr'33:31

WANG TSONG-HUEI
Christianity in high circles. Jun'29:24

Wang Wei
I am old (poem) Nov'47:48

WANG WEI-SAN
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34

WANG YOH-TUNG
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:39

WANG YUN TING
A prodigal son returns (photo) Jan'48:17
Christian laymen in China (photo) Apr'49:18

Waniko, T L K
Village responds. Sep'61:44

WANJOLA
(photo) Dec'25:33 Mar'29:54

WANLESS, (married to William James Wanless) WANLESS OF INDIA
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28

WANLESS, WILLIAM JAMES
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28

WANLESS, WILLIAM JAMES. AN AMERICAN DOCTOR IN INDIA
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42
Wann, (married to Frank Wann)
Letters. Nov'66:41

WANYA, LOUIS
(photo) Mar'63:13

WAPATO, JANE
Yakima youth build a future (photo) Apr'63:27

WAPATO, WASHINGTON. VALLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
Women on world highways (photo of church school class)
May'63:33
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Christmas play) Jan'65:38
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
Global highlights. May'65:5
Global highlights (photo) Jul'65:6
Disciples in the news. Feb'67:7

WAR
War. Mar'24:45
Resolutions adopted by the Convention. Dec'24:38
Facts of the World War. Jul'26:6
Illusions of war (poem) Jul'26:6
A challenge to outlaw war. Jul'27:34
Speaking of books. Apr'28:42
A war prayer. Jul'28:back cover
War is a crime... May'29:22
The winner loses. Mar'30:19
And on earth (poem) Nov'30:13
Listening in on the world. Apr'31:16 Jul'31:20
We have lost interest... Jul'32:12
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Oct'32:44
Whose day is Armistice Day? Nov'32:3
Listening in on the world. Dec'32:21
Building a warless world with Christ (cartoons) Jul'33:4
Vinson naval bill stampeded through. Mar'34:3
The threshold. May'34:2
The new patriotism. Jul'34:12
This is war (poem) Jul'34:13
On the social battle front. Jul'34:18
Convention elections and actions. Nov'34:45
The church and the new society. Jan'35:13
In peace and in war. Feb'35:4
The threshold. Apr'35:2
Women and the world highways. Apr'35:35
The glory of war. May'35:3
Social trends. Jun'35:22
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Nov'36:33
Protest the May bill. Jun'38:3
Social trends. Jul'38:19
Book chat. May'39:24
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:21
The threshold. Feb'40:2
Women and world highways. Apr'40:35
War and waste. May'40:3
The threshold. Nov'40:2
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:31
The threshold. Oct'41:4
What war does to democracy. Oct'41:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:28
A Chinese looks at war. Dec'44:34
An intercession in time of war. Feb'45:23
A father's letter to his son. May'45:14
Ye shall be as gods. Jul'46:13
These things I believe. Jun'54:7
Lincoln on war. Feb'54:48
Social trends. Dec'55:14
War's futility. Mar'57:7
Stopping war and preventing war. Mar'57:8
Social trends. Jun'65:14
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'67:4
Young men are troubled about war. Apr'67:16
To mothers and wives of the United States. Jul'67:19
Subtle sabotage. Oct'67:9
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'68:5
Thoughts on war and peace. Apr'70:6
WAR COMMITTEE ON CONVENTIONS
Statement regarding Conventions. Mar'45:15
WAR EMERGENCY COMMITTEE
Ware Emergency work at Norfolk. Jan'19:20
Recommendations adopted by the A.C.M.S. Jan'19:34
Digest of quarterly ACM Board meeting. Feb'19:64
Jun'19:59
"THE WAR GAME" (MOTION PICTURE)
World Calling. Jul'67:10
WAR MEMORIALS
What kind of memorial? May'19:7
WAR RELOCATION BOARD (AUTHORITY) (ADMINISTRATION)
False patriotism. Oct'42:4
The threshold. Jan'43:2
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'43:39
The Protestant church and war relocation. Feb'44:25
Pertinent facts. Apr'44:37
Resettlement of Japanese Americans. Jul'45:8
WAR TIME SERVICE FUND
The heart of the Brotherhood. May'44:3
Week of Compassion. Feb'45:6
WARBASSE, JAMES PETER. COOPERATIVE DEMOCRACY
A good sermon--but how? Jan'35:17
WARBURTON, CLARK. THE ECONOMIC RESULTS OF PROHIBITION
Speaking of books. Jun'33:34
WARBURTON, STACY R. EASTWARD!
Book chat. Jan'38:34
WARBURTON, STACY R. THE MAKING OF MODERN MISSIONS
Speaking of books Jul'31:47
Ward, (Mrs. A. L.)
The Gold tree. Jun'24:10
WARD, (married to Forrest Ward)
(photo) Feb'66:11
WARD, (MRS. M. E.)
In memoriam. Feb'28:49
Ward, (married to Robert C. Ward)
Letters. Oct'64:50
WARD, A DUDLEY. GOALS OF ECONOMIC LIFE
Book chat. Mar'53:16
WARD, A L
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
WARD, A N
  (photo) Dec'31:32
WARD, BARBARA
  quoted. Nov'68:18
WARD, BARBARA. INDIA AND THE WEST
  Book chat. Sep'61:41
WARD, BARBARA. ONLY ONE EARTH
  New books. Feb'73:35
WARD, BARBARA. POLICY FOR THE WEST
  Book chat. Jun'51:22
WARD, BARBARA. THIS LOPSIDED WORLD
  New books. Mar'70:28
WARD, BERTHA, -1946.
  In memoriam. Apr'46:37
WARD, CHARLES SUMNER
  Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
WARD, CLARA ARBUCKLE DOBSON, 1896- (married to Chester Ward)
  (photo) Aug'20:25
  Station U.C.M.S. broadcasting. Oct'24:54
WARD, D C
  Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
WARD, DEE YOHO, 1930-1932
  (birth) Aug'30:47
  (photo) Jan'32:30
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
WARD, DONALD
  (photo) Jul'28:26
WARD, DONALD C
  quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:6
  Classroom and campus. Dec'48:32
Ward, Donald Jeff, 1932-
  Hospital call. Mar'63:17
  College youth and a summer miracle. May'63:14
  Youth unanswered plea. Oct'63:30
  A campus without God? Jan'65:11
  Straight from the shoulder. Jan'67:11
  Christians in shoulder pads. Nov'67:40
WARD, DONALD JEFF, 1932-
  (birth) Nov'32:47
  Classroom and campus. Jul'63:37
  (photo) Nov'67:40
WARD, ELIZABETH B
  College notes and news. May'40:33
WARD, ELIZABETH STEWART PHELPS. BEYOND THE GATES
  Book announcements. Sep'22:58
WARD, FORREST
  (photo) Feb'66:11
Ward, Frank Barton, 1890?-1955
  Good ideas. Mar'28:47
  Is a unified Sunday service practical? Aug'28:19
WARD, FRANK BARTON, 1890?-1955
  (photo) Mar'24:20
  News from our colleges. Dec'36:31
  News room (photo) Oct'53:36
WARD, GEORGE S
The inspiration back of Colegio Americano. Jul'24:59
WARD, HARRY F
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
WARD, HARRY F. THE GOSPEL FOR A WORKING WORLD
Bargains in books. May'23:56
WARD, HARRY F. SOCIAL EVANGELISM
Book announcements. Jul'21:46
WARD, HARRY F. WHICH WAY RELIGION?
Speaking of books. Dec'31:43
WARD, HILEY H. THE FAR-OUT SAINTS OF THE JESUS COMMUNES
New books. Nov'72:36
WARD, HILEY H. GOD AND MARX TODAY
New books. Sep'68:36
WARD, INEZ SAYRE
(photo) Jul'28:26
WARD, IRVING FRANCIS, ED. THE BOOK OF LIFE
Book chat. Dec'55:43
WARD, J. W., -1956
In memoriam. Mar'57:35
WARD, J. W. G.
quoted. Last column. Apr'60:50
WARD, J. W. G. THE GLORIOUS GALILEAN
Book chat. Nov'36:16
WARD, JUNIUS, -1953
In memoriam. May'54:35
WARD, KITTY (married to Ben Ward)
Women and world highways. Apr'59:37
WARD, LESTER
quoted. Sea salt. Dec'32:23
WARD, LYND. MARTIN LUTHER
Book chat. Jun'53:14
Ward, Mae Yoho, 1900-1983
(married to Normal B. Ward)
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'29:36
Argentinians study Africa. Oct'29:62
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'30:40
Second generation Christian. Aug'31:45
A missionary mother in Argentina. Dec'31:31
Filomena and her superstitions. Jan'32:30
Alcira of Bolivia. May'33:29
Typically Mexican. Oct'41:21
Centavos and tamales. Nov'41:8
Join hands then... Dec'41:18
Why I believe in foreign missions. Mar'42:21
Constructive good will. Nov'42:26
Mexican gold. Mar'43:8
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'43:29
San Juan Church. Jun'43:35
Speaking of islands. Jul'43:13
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28
Watching the Good Neighbor Policy work. Feb'45:15
Latin American--1934-44. Mar'45:5
Mexico Jubilee celebration. Jun'45:13
A church alert and growing. Jul'48:10
Televise our dollars. Jun'49:40
Mexican mosaic. May'50:12
A church comes of age. May'51:10
Straws in the wind. Oct'51:9
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Jamaica says "Thank you!" May'52:44
Don't neglect the sandals! Dec'53:12
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33
Ten days in Africa. Mar'55:7
There is always a way. Jun'55:23
Revolution in South America. Apr'56:18
A priority for seminaries. Sep'58:22
Two lands to the south. Dec'58:15
Patterns in Latin America. Sep'59:15
Seminary role vital in "new" Argentina. Feb'61:21
Adults and missionl. Jan'62:36
Books on Latin America. Jan'62:38
Disciples voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:23
Puerto Rican close-up. May'65:29
Courage, like happiness, is many things. Sep'66:24
Letters. Oct'66:49
Creating during four decades. Oct'67:17
WARD, MAE YOHO, 1900–1983
Miss Mae Yoho (photo) Mar'25:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'25:54 Oct'26:51 Jan'27:44(marriage)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Ready to sail (photo) Jun'28:9
(poto) Jul'28:26
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34 Jul'34:41
New secretary at Convention (photo) May'41:17
(photo) Sep'41:15,16 Dec'41:19
News room. Feb'42:34 (photo) Mar'42:21
The Executive Staff at the U.C.M.S. faces a new quadrennium.
Nov'42:24 (photo p. 25)
(photo) Nov'42:26
News room. Feb'43:34 Jun'43:30 Feb'45:28
May'43:34 Oct'44:28
(photo) Oct'45:11
Global highlights. Nov'47:2
News room. Feb'48:38 May'48:32
quoted. For adult missionary groups. Jul'48:34
News room. Jul'48:39
(photo) Nov'48:27 May'49:9,10,11
For adult missionary groups. Jun'49:34
Church Extension goes abroad. Sep'49:16
News room. Jul'49:38
Here and there with World Call. Jun'50:48
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
(photo) Oct'51:9 Jan'52:21
This is the victory (photo) Jun'52:11
quoted. New days call for new ways (photo) Feb'54:10
News room. Sep'54:38
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
(photo) Mar'55:9
News room. Mar'55:36
An interview with Mrs. Bartlett and Miss Ward. Jan'28:57
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
(photo) Feb'30:3
On bicycles in Africa. Apr'31:34
From college towers. Mar'35:44
(photo) Oct'35:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
(photo) Jul'44:34
quoted. Last column. Oct'44:40
(photo) Feb'45:33    Feb'48:26
News room. Jan'48:32
I went to Jamaica (photo) May'53:10
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'55:48
News room. Nov'57:32
Seven missionaries retire (photo) Oct'61:29
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:34
News room. Jun'63:41
WARD, Normal B., 1900–1964 (married to Mae Yoho Ward)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Serving through play. Oct'29:34
A neighborly visit. Jun'30:41
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'32:39
WARD, NORMAL B., 1900–1964
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
Ready to sail (photo) Jun'28:9
(photo) Jul'28:26
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Aug'30:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'34:41
Ward, Ralph A
To build in men the mind of Christ. Mar'23:24
Ward, Ruthelma E
They call it "home." Mar'63:28
WARD, SARAH BAIN
In brief. May'69:42
WARD, VERNON
quoted. Circulation corner. May'43:inside front cover
WARD, WILLIAM B. THE DIVINE PHYSICIAN
Book chat. Sep'57:42
WARDEN, CARL J
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'27:42
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:32
WARDEN, J. ALLEN, JR.
Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30
WARE, ANN PATRICK
In brief. Mar'69:38
Ware, Charles Crossfield, 1886–1974
(married to Ida Lee Bealle Ware)
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
Planting and growing New Testament churches. Feb'26:10
New church at Boone, North Carolina. Feb'27:38
Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:10
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:26
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:27
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16
WARE, CHARLES CROSSFIELD, 1886-1974
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
(photo) Aug'25:10
Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour (photo) Apr'26:38
On the "Boone and black bear" trails. Nov'26:55
Trail blazing. Jan'27:14
(photo) Oct'27:26 Jul'34:16
Personalities (photo) Nov'35:13
WARE, CHARLES CROSSFIELD. BARTON WARREN STONE
A chat about books by Disciples. Feb'33:11
WARE, CHARLES CROSSFIELD. A HISTORY OF ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32
Book chat. Mar'57:38
WARE, EDITH E. THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Books for today. Sep'35:46
WARE, ELIZABETH M. GATRELL, -1922 (married to James Ware)
(death) Mrs. James Ware. Nov'22:56
WARE, HAROLD
(photo) Jun'26:29
WARE, LOUISE. JACOB A. RIIS
Books about the city. Jul'38:32
WARE, MARY E
(photo) Oct'47:24
WARE, RAE
In memoriam. Oct'33:40
Ware, Ritchie
What is religion? Jan'31:20
WARE, RITCHIE
 quoted. From the World Call mail bag. Dec'22:55
(photo) Mar'24:29
 quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
(photo) Jun'28:23
 quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
Warfield, Gaither P
Aid to amputees. Feb'57:47
WARNE, ALLEN H., 1902-
News room. Jul'48:39
Disciples in the news. Jun'68:8
WARNEKE, ANNA, -1949
In memoriam. Mar'50:37
WARNER, (married to Cecil Warner)
(photo) May'51:15
WARNER, (married to H. Glenn Warner)
World events (photo) Dec'72:39
Warner, Austin McHaven, 1919- (married to Margaret Brown Warner)
Christianity has made a difference. Dec'57:28
Two cultures but one humanity. Jul'63:26
WARNER, AUSTIN McHAVEN, 1919-
News room. Sep'50:38 Nov'60:36
WARNER, CECIL
From pie factory to sanctuary (photo) Mar'51:15
WARNER, EDWARD W. RELENTLESS STRANGERS
Book chat. Mar'58:42
WARNER, GERTRUDE CHANDLER. WINDOWS INTO ALASKA
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
WARNER, GERTRUDE CHANDLER. THE WORLD IN A BARN
   Helps for leaders of children's groups. Jul'34:42
WARNER, GLEN
   (photo) Oct'42:42
WARNER, H. GLENN, 1922-1990
   World events (photo) Dec'72:39
WARNER, JAMES
   (photo) Jul'28:24
WARNER, JENNIE
WARNER, JOHN
   Economic conditions in Norther Luzon. Nov'45:11
   Warner, Joseph M
   Thanksgiving Day at the White Swan Mission. Feb'37:27
WARNER, JOSEPH M
   No excuse for a "dead church" (photo) Nov'26:56
WARNER, JOSEPH MUNROE
   Brotherhood on the march. Feb'48:10
WARNER, JOSEPH MUNROE
   quoted. They sing in appreciation (photo) Jul'40:11
   (photo) Feb'48:11
WARNER, KIMBERLY ANNICE. 1957-
   (birth) News room. Mar'57:32
WARNER, LAWRENCE
   (photo) Jun'54:12
WARNER, MARGARET BROWN, 1925- (married to Austin McHaven Warner)
   News room. Sep'50:38
WARNER, MARY
   In memoriam. Apr'29:44
WARNER, MELODY LYNN, 1954-
   (birth) News room. Oct'54:39
WARNER, NANCY
   In memoriam. Mar'41:39
WARNER, NATHAN
   (photo) Jun'54:12
WARNER, PAUL
   God was there. Jan'66:30
WARNICA, HELEN, -1956
   In memoriam. Sep'56:35
Warnshuis, A. Livingston
   Support of orphaned missions. Jan'42:37
   Doctor Mott relinquishes leadership. Apr'42:13
   Tragic end of German missionaries. Jun'42:45
   A message from the churches of Europe. Mar'45:8
   Investing in a Christian world. Jul'45:14
   Protestantism in Italy. Feb'50:44
WARNSHUIS, A. LIVINGSTON
   (photo) May'39:23
   The old world and the new. Feb'45:4
   (photo) Jul'45:14
   Global highlights. Jul'46:2
WARNSHUIS, A. LIVINGSTON. THE CHURCH'S BATTLE FOR EUROPE'S SOUL
   The threshold. Jun'45:2
Warr, Samuel G
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:36
WARREN, (MRS. J. B.)
   In memoriam. Feb'33:39
WARREN, (MRS. J. H.)
In memoriam. Nov'39:39

WARREN, (MRS. J. W.)
They have builded a house (photo) Sep'26:39
quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover

WARREN, AMANDA
(photo) Nov'47:25

WARREN, ANN C (married to James L. Warren)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
In memoriam. Jun'39:39

WARREN, BELLE
(death) Aug'24:58

WARREN, CHARLES L
quoted. Action starter. Nov'70:9

WARREN, CONSTANCE
See McCUE, CONSTANCE WARREN

WARREN, D. L.
Classroom and campus. Oct'60:34 Oct'63:34

WARREN, EARL
quoted. Last column. Sep'61:50

WARREN, EDGAR LOVETT, -1956
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'34:31
News room. Sep'46:41 Apr'55:39
(death) News room. Mar'56:38

WARREN, EDWARD K
The Ancient Samaritan Pentateuch draped in mourning.
May'20:50

WARREN, EMMA
Memorium. Sep'35:39

WARREN, F. M
(photo) Mar'24:26
Warren, Francis Marion, 1883-1944
Building the Kingdom at Norman. Jul'30:21

WARREN, FRED E
Letters. May'67:42

WARREN, HAROLD COLLINS
A school to serve the "new" negro. Sep'54:20 (photo p. 19)

WARREN, HUELL
quoted. Crusade progress. Jun'49:26

WARREN, J. H
In memoriam. Nov'39:39

WARREN, J. W
They have builded a house (photo) Sep'26:39
quoted. What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover

WARREN, JAMES GARFIELD, -1949
(photo) Oct'23:55
Convention notes. Oct'23:57
(photo) Nov'25:10
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
(photo) Oct'30:16 Nov'31:10
Personalities (photo) Nov'34:13
College miscellany. Sep'35:30
(death) news room. Apr'49:34

WARREN, JOHN W
In memoriam. Apr'43:39
WARREN, JOSEPH M., JR.  
(photo) Oct'43:5  
Warren, Julia C., -1955  
A week-end with Mary Kelly. Feb'29:28  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'29:50  
WARREN, JULIA C., -1955  
...receive a marvelous gift. Aug'25:7  
Outward bound. Oct'25:5  
News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62  
(photo) Feb'26:16 May'26:55 Jun'26:52  
Mr. Warren returns. Sep'26:1  
(photo) Oct'26:31 Nov'26:4  
Goes to Ginling (photo) Sep'28:27  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43  
Sharers in the common day. Aug'29:13  
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
      Sep'31:44 Mar'33:41 Jan'34:31  
      (photo) Jul'35:34  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44  
News room. Sep'46:41  
(photo) Nov'47:25  
News room. Jan'50:34  
(death) News room. Apr'55:39  
WARREN, JULIA CATHERINE  
   See HARLAN, JULIA CATHERINE WARREN  
WARREN, KATHARINE COPE  
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43  
Warren, L. Dee, -1984  
They humble us. Mar'42:24  
And be a friend to man. Jul'56:19  
Tougaloo--Mississippi's "most needed" college. Apr'57:24  
A "home" at All Peoples. Apr'62:23  
WARREN, L. DEE, -1984  
News room. Jan'47:44 Jul'49:32 Jan'64:40  
WARREN, LOUIS AUSTIN, 1885-1983 (married to Ellen Moore Warren)  
Personalities. Jan'35:16  
Global highlights. Feb'46:3  
News room. Oct'47:32  
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'49:4  
WARREN, MARY, -1921  
(death) Jul'21:43  
WARREN, MAX. THE CHRISTIAN MISSION  
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32  
WARREN, ROBERT  
(photo) Nov'52:9  
WARREN, SALLIE MAJORS, -1946  
In memoriam. Nov'46:37  
WARREN, WALTER, -1953  
In memoriam. Sep'53:35  
Warren, William Robinson, 1868-1947  
(married to Susan Warren)  
Note: W. R. Warren was editor of World Call from its  
      beginning in January, 1919 to 1929  
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth." Mar'20:4  
The last President. Apr'20:29  
The first President. Jul'20:16  
A man bears fruit. Mar'21:26
The ministerial pension. Jun'21:52
Where head and heart agree. Jul'21:22
Why he loved his college. Jan'22:26
College of Missions commencement. Jul'22:4
The treasures of her own island. Jan'23:34
Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:5
Stand fast, Craigellachie. Apr'23:8
The Christian and his money problems. Jul'23:55
Fine progress of Board of Education. Jun'24:21
Bethany College commencement extraordinary. Aug'24:35
The Cleveland Convention. Dec'24:4
Drawing the all-inclusive circle. Mar'25:4
Cooperation in the supreme teaching. Apr'25:28
Allan B. Philputt. Jun'25:6
Learning both to do and to be by doing. Jun'25:12
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:17
America the beautiful. Sep'25:4
Outward bound. Oct'25:4
Karuizawa. Nov'25:17
Harvest time in Japan. Dec'25:26
The second crop in Japan. Jan'26:21
The Chinese puzzle. Feb'26:15
Monuments of fear and gates of hope. Mar'26:14
India dreams again. Apr'26:22
It 'twere done when 'twere done. May'26:28
On every high hill and under every green tree. May'26:29
And the well is deep. Jun'26:12
One sacr for a thousand. Jul'26:20
Independence for the Philipiines! Aug'26:24
Where the Gospel has had a fair chance. Sep'26:26
High points of a high year. Oct'26:29
Taming the lion... Nov'26:4
Shi, the story-teller. Dec'26:30
A convention of fidelity, unity and liberty. Jan'27:5
The rise and reign of a preacher. Apr'27:11
A bank president and more. Apr'27:29
The missionaries and the Chinese. May'27:30
Who gets my pay envelope? Jul'27:12
An Iowa county convention. Nov'27:55
Like stars in a dark world. Dec'27:31
Mission fields form the inside. Jan'28:30
Good news from tomorrow. Feb'28:31
At last. Apr'28:9
A convention of decision and fellowship. Jun'28:18
Where does your offering go? Oct'28:16
Christ and the woman at the American well. Dec'28:15
An old fashioned couple. Jan'29:25
Magnifying our ministry. Jun'29:26
The climax at Seattle. Aug'29:21
Laymen are named on Pension Fund Committees. Nov'29:27
There's a song in the air. Dec'29:15
Kadesh-Barnea and an Upper Room. Jun'30:22
An adventure in justice. Jul'30:17
The Brotherhood looks ahead. Sep'30:18
Not by bread alone. Oct'30:16
Churches enacting a moral miracle. Jan'31:17
Brotherhood in fact. Jun'31:21
Made good in cash. Jul'31:24
First 15 age pensions under the plan. Sep'31:21
Two sorts of Pensions from two sorts of funds. Oct'31:23
Man among men but man apart. Dec'31:21
For the preaching of the Gospel. Jan'32:23
First two disability claims under the Pension Plan.
Mar'32:25
Her rose, while she is living. Jul'32:25
A little meeting with vast implications. Aug'32:27
The church's hour... Oct'32:20
Protestant pension conference. Dec'32:22
Pension Fund completes second year. Mar'33:21
Home missions leader passes. Apr'33:17
Three churches meet Pension Fund goals in full. Jun'33:14
Our own pilgrim fathers. Jun'34:22
After forty years. Feb'35:26
Right through the Depression. Apr'35:27
The destiny of Disciples of Christ. Dec'35:20
Rose Stephens Rains. Jun'37:5
Campbell homestead should be preserved. Mar'38:15
Looking forward again. Jan'39:4
Some tithers I have known... Oct'40:15

WARREN, WILLIAM ROBINSON, 1868-1947.

...receives a marvelous gift. Aug'25:7
News from Osaka, Japan. Jan'26:62
Our "Orienting" editor (photo) Feb'26:1
To India next. Mar'26:1
Program helps. Mar'26:48
Mr. Warren's bereavement. May'26:1
(quoted. The last page. Aug'26:64
Mr. Warren returns. Sep'26:1
(phots) Oct'26:31 Nov'26:32
(photo no. 8) Apr'27:16
(photo) Mar'28:32
"Grandfather" Warren. Sep'28:1
Trustees of Pension Fund organized. Nov'28:31
Our editor's transfer. Jul'29:4
(photo) Sep'29:2
...an appreciation. Sep'29:14
Our September frontispiece. Oct'29:1
Trustees and servants of the Pension Fund. Oct'29:28
Talking shop. Nov'29:5
(photo) Nov'30:14
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Former editor honored (photo) Jan'35:10
(quoted. The threshold. Apr'35:2
Station UCMS broadcasting. May’35:31
Personalities (photo) Jul’35:20
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct’35:1
(photo) Nov’35:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb’36:44
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep’36:1
In the heart of America. Nov’36:27
(photo) Nov’36:28,34
The threshold. Dec’36:2 Apr’38:2
...retirement from active ministry. Apr’38:3
quoted. Circulation corner. Sep’38:inside front cover
(photo) Jan’39:front cover Oct’40:15
The threshold. Nov’44:2
News room. Sep’46:41
quoted. Circulation corner. Dec’46:inside front cover
(photo) Nov’47:front cover
Global highlights. Nov’47:2
(death) Our founding editor. Nov’47:6
...founding editor of World Call (photos) Nov’47:24
Here and there with World Call. Oct’49:48
(photo) Nov’49:31
Messengers of the Gospel. Apr’58:10
Salute to the past. Jan’59:10
More than a mirror (photo) Jan’69:10
(photo) Jan’69:20
WARREN, WILLIAM ROBINSON. LIFE AND LABORS OF ARCHIBALD McLEAN
New books of special interest. Feb’22:63
Echoes from everywhere. Jul’22:62
Delay in the publication... Sep’22:56
Sep’23:55
Books of the hour. Oct'23:15
Missionary reading courses. Oct’23:50
Nov’23:20
A unique tribute and notable benefaction. Jan'24:54
Fellowship edition appreciated. Feb’24:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar’24:47
Appreciation... Jun’24:43
WARREN, WILLIAM WIRT, 1865-
Letters to the Board of Ministerial Relief. Apr’20:54
WARREN, ARKANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr’20:64
WARREN, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WARREN, OHIO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of sanctuary) Mar'53:1
WARREN, OHIO. HOWLAND COMMUNITY CHURCH
A rural church serves a growing suburb (photos) Oct'50:23
WARREN, OHIO. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov’36:39
WARRENSBURG, MISSOURI
Progress in teacher training (photo) Feb'19:56
WARRENSBURG, MISSOURI. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Women and world highways. Sep’48:33
Student serves in Short Term Experience Ministry. Oct'71:34
STEEM generates new power for Christian mission. Nov’71:12
Visitation evangelism: is it worth the trouble? (photo of young people's class) Oct'72:28
WARRENTON, OREGON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
WARTIME SERVICE FUND
Sep'43:16
Week of Compassion. Dec'44:15
Wascovich, George E., 1924-
(married to Alma Frances Jordan Wascovich)
Ministers for tomorrow. Sep'56:19
New hope for city churches. Oct'57:15
Let's keep our fifth freedom! Oct'61:19
WASCOVICH, GEORGE E., 1924-
Global highlights (photo) Nov'53:3
Beneath the spire (photo) May'56:6
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'60:44
WASH, JACQUIE
Global highlights. Sep'61:8
WASH, JOAN McHATTON
In memoriam. May'27:49
WASHBURN, (MRS. A. D.) -1950
In memoriam. May'51:37
WASHBURN, (married to George Washburn)
In memoriam. Apr'45:33
WASHBURN, CLARA
(death) Feb'19:51
WASHBURN, GEORGE
In memoriam. Apr'45:33
WASHBURN, JAMES BALDWIN, 1903-1983 (married to Arvilla Washburn)
Classroom and campus.
Apr'52:29 (photo) Sep'61:29
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'62:8
Historical Society--servant and host (photo) Oct'63:16
WASHBURN, PAUL
Write your plan of union (photo) Nov'70:15
WASHBURN, WINIFRED
Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32
WASHBURN COLLEGE (TOPEKA, KANSAS)
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'26:45
WASHINGTON, (married to Peter C. Washington)
(photo) Jul'49:15
WASHINGTON, BOOKER T.
Missionary illustrations... Jul'26:52 Jul'30:44
Carrying religion to geh grass roots (photo) Dec'42:30 quoted. Last column. Oct'55:48
WASHINGTON, BOOKER T. UP FROM SLAVERY
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
WASHINGTON, E. B.
(photo) Oct'73:13
WASHINGTON, GEORGE, 1732-1799
(photo) Feb'19:inside cover quoted. Jul'25:inside front cover
WASHINGTON, JOHN E
(photo) Sep'73:30
WASHINGTON, JOHN P
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2
WASHINGTON, MARY
  Feeding both body and soul (photo) Sep'73:26
Washington, Peter Clarence, 1901–1989
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'41:38
  Jarvis College and its needs. Apr'42:28
  Ministerial Institute at Jarvis. Jul'44:39
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
  The place of the church-related college. Jan'46:40
  Jarvis, a crusading college. Jul'48:15
WASHINGTON, PETER CLARENCE, 1901–1989
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
  President Ervin finishes his course. Oct'38:28
  Team on wheels (photo) Nov'40:15
  quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19
  (photo) Apr'42:28
  Around the Jarvis campus. Jun'42:29
  Home missions heads report (photo) Jun'45:24
  (photo) Jan'46:40
  News room. Apr'46:41
  (photo) Sep'46:27
  quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
  (photo) Jul'48:15
  News room. Jul'49:32
  At Jarvis--first a life. Apr'63:29
WASHINGTON (STATE)
  The great Northwest. May'20:52
  Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
  The lure of the Northwest. May'23:4
  No man liveth unto himself. Apr'24:53
  The story state by state. Aug'25:13,14
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:47
  Through the years. May'34:38
  How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:20
WASHINGTON CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION (U. OF WASH.)
  (photo of Executive Committee) Sep'24:58
WASHINGTON CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:39
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE ON INTERRELIGIOUS UNDERSTANDING
  Global highlights. Mar'68:7
WASHINGTON, D. C.
  See also
  CAPITAL AREA
  Gleanings from early records of the ACMS. May'19:26
  New church federation in Washington, D. C. Jun'20:43
  Board of Church Extension annual report. Nov'20:25
  Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:52
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:51
  Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:26
  Echoes from everywhere. Aug'23:56 Oct'23:64
  The story state by state. Aug'25:12
  With the emphasis on "National" (photos) Jul'27:16
  (map) Aug'27:32
  Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:24
  Around the world. May'29:34
  Anticipating Washington. Jan'30:4
  There's nothing quiet on the Potomac. Apr'30:1
...invites you. Jul'30:24
Sep'30: much of issue
Problems faced by our Washington, D.C. churches. Apr'44:17
Global highlights. Nov'52:2
When city churches support one another. Jul'60:46
Global highlights. Mar'61:4
In brief. Oct'68:8
WASHINGTON, D.C. CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
WASHINGTON, D.C. CHRISTIAN CHURCH COUNCIL
Witnessing to men in service. Feb'42:17
WASHINGTON, D.C. COLUMBIA HEIGHTS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Notes. May'19:61
Who said "Shadow of the dead line?" Nov'19:29
Bright, brief, brotherly (photo) Jul'21:26
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:55
(photo) Aug'22:19
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
A high day (photo) Dec'26:43
(photo of missionary society) Jul'27:50
Around the world. May'29:34
These have done it... Sep'29:20
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)
WASHINGTON, D.C. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July 1 - December 31, 1968. Mar'69:42
WASHINGTON, D.C. FEDERATION OF CHURCHES
Global highlights (photo of officers) Jul'54:3
WASHINGTON, D.C. FIFTEENTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
Around the world. May'29:34
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)
WASHINGTON, D.C. FOUNDRY METHODIST CHURCH
(photo) Mar'47:38
WASHINGTON, D.C. H STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Progress among the churches. Mar'20:54
Notes. Jul'20:46
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
Around the world. May'29:34
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)
Reviewed World Call. May'32:39
WASHINGTON, D.C. MICHIGAN PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
For adult mission study. Oct'57:36
Global highlights (photo of groundbreaking) Dec'58:6
Churches meet the challenge. Nov'61:14
WASHINGTON, D.C. MOUNT RAINIER CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
Around the world. May'29:34
WASHINGTON, D.C. MOUNT VERNON PLACE METHODIST CHURCH
(photo) Sep'20:cover
WASHINGTON, D.C. NATIONAL CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

See also
NATIONAL CITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH CORPORATION
Our September cover. Sep'20:1
The proposed Capital City Church of Christ. Jan'27:4
Convention elections and resolutions. Jan'27:41
Why a National City church? Jun'27:4
Launching National City Church crusade. Jun'27:30
Inevitable and inescapable. Aug'27:20
The most American church most fitly builds in the American Capital. Sep'27:28
We are able. Oct'27:28
National City Church Crusade. Apr'28:57
Washington Church Sunday. Aug'28:1 (photo p. 2)
Together--we build for Him. Aug'28:15
Washington Church Sunday. Oct'28:26
News of the Washington Church campaign. Oct'28:35
Religious values of a National City church. Oct'28:59
The National City church goes ahead. Aug'29:4
...--why? Oct'29:17
Good news from Washington. Feb'30:6
The women and the prayer chapel. Apr'30:4
(photo) Oct'30:11
We dream ourselves into marble (photo) Dec'30:14
Conventions elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:29
H. H. Harmon goes to Washington. Mar'31:10
National City call. Jan'34:3
Circulation's cozy corner. Feb'34:1
A World Call bazaar. Mar'34:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'37:39
...campaign approved (photo) Jun'38:23
Preaching in Washington (photo) Jul'38:10
A Brotherhood achievement. May'39:4
In appreciation of Church Extension. Jul'39:17
Elections and actions at Richmond. Dec'39:44
News room. Nov'40:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'47:37
News room. Mar'41:34
(photo of pulpit) Sep'43:front cover
The threshold. Sep'43:2
News room. Nov'43:28
After 100 years. Jan'44:18
A dream come true (photo) Sep'45:16
Global highlights. Jan'46:3
News room. Jun'50:34
Elections at Denver Assembly. Nov'59:29
Global highlights. Sep'62:6
Elected to serve. Dec'62:41
Global highlights. Apr'64:7
World Calling... Apr'64:10
"Calling" in the Capital. Feb'66:21
In brief. Jun'69:39
Summer enrichment in the nation's capital (photo of children) Mar'70:24
Letters. Nov'70:4
The scene. Apr'73:33

35
WASHINGTON, D.C. NINTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how. Oct'20:7
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
Does a revival meeting revive? Feb'24:23
Children's Day a success. Aug'26:47
Our largest church in the east (photo) Jan'27:58
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
Around the world. May'29:34
(note) Jan'30:40
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)
Churches enacting a moral miracle. Jan'31:17
Three churches meet Pension Fund goals in full. Jun'33:14
(poto of members going to World Convention) Sep'35:25
WASHINGTON, D.C. O STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, January-March. Jul'60:28
WASHINGTON, D.C. PARK VIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What they did and how. Oct'20:7
Another achievement wrought out (photo) Mar'23:44
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
Generating circle enthusiasm. Aug'23:51
Around the world. May'29:34
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)
(photo) Dec'30:45
Circulation corner. Jun'35:1
WASHINGTON, D.C. SECOND CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Circulation corner (photo of Board) Apr'38:inside front cover
WASHINGTON, D.C. STRAUSS MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)
WASHINGTON, D.C. TACOMA PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Around the world. May'29:34
(photo) Oct'30:11
WASHINGTON, D.C. THIRD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
WASHINGTON, D.C. H STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WASHINGTON (D.C.) TIMES HERALD
Papers call for brutes. Nov'40:4
WASHINGTON, D.C. TWELFTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
(photo) Aug'24:10 Oct'30:11
WASHINGTON, D.C. UNITED STATES CAPITOL
(photo) Jul'28:front cover
WASHINGTON, D.C. VERMONT AVE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(poto of quartette) Oct'21:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:56
A page of pleasant happenings. Feb'23:52
Realities and visions at the National Capital. Aug'23:28
(photo p. 27)
Golden Jubilee notes. Jan'24:51
Christmas dinners for young and old. Feb'24:41
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:50
Religious education workers appreciated. Jul'24:60
Statiou UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
Around the world. May'29:34
Meet our hostesses at Washington. Oct'30:10 (photo p.11)

WASHINGTON, D.C. WHITNEY AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See
WASHINGTON, D.C. PARK VIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WASHINGTON, EAST, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
WASHINGTON, INDIANA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) May'29:45
WASHINGTON MONUMENT (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
(photo) Jul'27:front cover
Our cover. Jul'27:1
WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Mar'24:51
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
The church serves its aging (photo of Golden Club) Oct'57:12

THE WASHINGTON POST
Global highlights. Jul'66:6
WASHINGTON SEMINAR
News room. Feb'55:38
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (ST. LOUIS)
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:43
WASHINGTON, WEST, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:23
Good news from the states. Oct'28:30
WASHINGTON WORKSHOP OF WORLD ORDER
Global highlights (photo of delegates) May'47:3
Global highlights. May'51:3
Wassenich, Paul Green, 1911–
The church and the student. Oct'47:14
Mexican summer. Jul'49:10
The Bible Chair and center. Jan'58:14
WASSENICH, PAUL GREEN, 1911–
Back to the college campus. Sep'39:30
Texas Bible Chair. Jun'45:25
quoted. Parsonages. Jul'45:21
News room. Jul'46:47
Teamwork in Texas (photo) Nov'51:18
News room. Jul'54:42
Classroom and campus. Feb'57:31
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'58:37
Classroom and campus. Jun'63:35

WASSOM, MARY
(photo) Sep'22:42
WASSON, GERTRUDE, -1947
In memoriam. Oct'47:37
WASSON, NANNIE, -1953 (married to Fred Wasson)
In memoriam. Nov'53:35
WASSON, NORMAN
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'61:31
Wasson, Sara Joan
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'65:36
WASSON, SARA JOAN
(commissioning) 14 appointed for missionary service...
(photo) Sep'64:7
WASSON, WOODROW WILSON, 1916--
(married to Frances Marie Tallmon Wasson)
Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30 (photo) Sep'50:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'53:4
Historical project (photo) Jun'60:32
Classroom and campus. Nov'60:31
Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:6
Historical Society and its pledge to Disciples (photo--lower left, left person) Oct'62:15
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'65:34
WASSON, WOODROW WILSON. JAMES A. GARFIELD
Classroom and campus. Oct'52:30
WATANABE, KEI
Women on world highways. Jun'66:33
WATANABE, MICHIKO
Women on world highways. May'65:33
WATANABE, Z
Notes. Jul'19:62
(photo) Jan'26:22
WATCHMAN TELL US OF THE NIGHT (HYMN)
Watchman tell us of the night. Dec'28:18
WATERHOUSE, ERIC S. PSYCHOLOGY AND PASTORAL CARE
Book chat. Apr'40:19
WATERLOO, IOWA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Endorse Home Plan. Jan'60:42
WATERS, (married to John M. Waters)
(photo) Jun'21:19
WATERS, ARCHIE
(photo) Oct'37:6
WATERS, ELAINE
(death) Board of Education meets. Jun'33:32
WATERS, GEORGE H
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32
WATERS, HELEN ELIZABETH
(photo) Jun'29:18
WATERS, JOHN MAYO, 1885-1969
(photo) Jun'21:19
In memoriam. Apr'69:46
WATERS, STWIRE G
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53 Sep'21:60
(photo) May'22:17
WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'25:47
WATERTOWN, SOUTH DAKOTA
Notes. Apr'19:63 Dec'19:63
WATERTOWN, SOUTH DAKOTA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Woman ordained into ministry. Jan'19:57
(photo) Aug'21:11
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:57
Some sample home ision churches (photo) Sep'27:11
WATERVILLE, WASHINGTON. FEDERATED CHURCH
Laymen's experiments in cooperation. Jul'35:24
WATERWORTH, ELDEN
(photo) Sep'27:13
WATKINS, (MRS. S. C.)  
(death) Aug'24:58

WATKINS, (married to Wilbur Watkins)  

WATKINS, BEN PORTER  
Classroom and campus. Oct'42:33

Watkins, Carolyn E  
A memorable experience. Jul'53:26  
A growing ministry. Nov'54:39  
Rainy day. Apr'55:47

WATKINS, CAROLYN E  
Sunday in Congo was a very great day (photo) Jan'53:27  
News room. Oct'55:36

WATKINS, CHARLES  
World events (photo) Sep'73:40

WATKINS, CINDY  
Ninety years old and full of youth (photo) Apr'70:14

Watkins, Dorothy  
A Hoosier Christian Endeavor Society that does things.  
Aug'26:47

WATKINS, DOROTHY  
(photo) Aug'26:47

WATKINS, ELLA  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34

WATKINS, F A  
An experiment in practical Christian unity. Feb'21:39

Watkins, Harold Keith, 1931- (married to Billy Watkins)  
What the seminary student does. Jan'68:14  
I can hardly wait till Sunday. Jun'71:10  
Bring out the trumpets on Sunday! Dec'72:14

WATKINS, HAROLD KEITH, 1931-  
Classroom and campus. Feb'62:32  
Global highlights. Jul'67:8  
Church union: responsible realism (photo) Jun'73:24

WATKINS, HAROLD KEITH. THE BREAKING OF BREAD  
New books. Jun'66:20

WATKINS, HAROLD KEITH. LITURGIES IN A TIME WHEN CITIES BURN  
New books. Oct'69:28

Watkins, Harold Robert, 1928- (married to Evelyn N. Watkins)  
New Church Advance. Apr'54:14  
Update on the Board of Church Extension. Jul'70:14  
New churches are worth the effort! Sep'72:9

WATKINS, HAROLD ROBERT, 1928-  
New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'57:4 (photo) Apr'58:7  
They work for you (photo) May'58:28  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'59:5  
Disciples start 36 churches in 1958. May'59:32  
News room. Feb'61:34  
The younger churches are enthusiastic! (photo) Mar'61:13  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'61:34 (photo) Mar'62:3  
Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:6  
Partners in progress (photo) Jul'62:26  
New churches services (photo) Jul'64:17  
Global highlights (photo) Sep'64:4 (photo: left person) Jul'66:26
Global highlights (photo) Sep'66:5
World events (photo) Sep'70:37
In brief. Dec'70:43
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:11

WATKINS, IVOR STANLEY
Church leaders visit Turkey (photo) Jan'56:29

WATKINS, J. STEPHEN
Classroom and campus. Jun'55:34

WATKINS, KEITH
See WATKINS, HAROLD KEITH

WATKINS, MARJORIE BOOTH (married to William S. Watkins)
(photo) Aug'30:14
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'31:42
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34

WATKINS, MAUDE, -1950
In memoriam. Mar'51:39

WATKINS, Muriel
See Leach, Muriel Watkins

WATKINS, ORRA L., -1967
In memoriam. Dec'67:40

WATKINS, WILLIAM
(photo) Sep'42:8

WATKINS, WILLIAM S (married to Marjorie Booth Watkins)
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34

WATLAMETT, CASEY
Christian laborers among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'68:14
Direct line. May'70:33
In brief. Nov'73:46

WATLEMAT, JAY
Young Americans (photo) Aug'29:41

WATLEMAT, SEYMOUR
Young Americans (photo) Aug'29:41

WATSEKA, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'22:64

WATSON, (married to Drue P. Watson)
In memoriam. Apr'31:39

WATSON, (married to Mack Watson)
In memoriam. Sep'30:39 Oct'30:40

WATSON, (MRS. O. E.)
(photo) Oct'22:52

WATSON, (MRS. W. H.) -1942
In memoriam. Feb'43:39

Watson, Benjamin Ernest, 1888-1981
(married to Elisa Arnold Watson)
Seeing Tokyo. May'19:36
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:57 Mar'24:63
Her middle name is Fidelity. Jun'24:17
The Jesus way, it works. Sep'25:35
A "yellow peril" or "golden opportunity?" Aug'26:29
Suzunosuke Kato. Nov'26:21
Adventures in brotherhood. Jun'28:11
By their fruits. Sep'28:9
Christ for all men. Oct'28:55
Another dream takes shape. Sep'29:7
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:64
Richer than a lumber baron. Nov'34:20
WATSON, BENJAMIN ERNEST, 1888-1981
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:54
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Christian Endeavor forges ahead (photo) Jun'26:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
(photo) Dec'27:49
These two and many more (photo) Aug'28:40
(photo) Oct'28:55
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:49 Oct'29:63
National Benevolent Association reports personnel change.
Sep'49:33
News room (photo) Apr'54:42
News room. Sep'55:39
WATSON, CAMPBELL HAGERMAN, -1969
Board of Education and work of our colleges (photo)
Jul'26:43
Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'50:4
WATSON, CHARLES M
War Emergency work at Norfolk. Jan'19:20
quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'25:52
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:32
Watson, E D
The problem of Turkey. Jul'26:54
WATSON, E E
Here and there with World Call. Mar'49:48
Watson, Elizabeth Ready
Shadows (poem) Feb'36:48
WATSON, ELSIE
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47 Oct'24:54
WATSON, FERN
Reconciliation in Wichita. Apr'70:13
WATSON, G W
(photo) Oct'23:57
Watson, Glenda June Sawyer, 1925-
(married to Keene Watson)
We're glad we came to Congo. Jan'53:10
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'54:34
Bright prospects at Boende. Jul'57:47
WATSON, GLENDA JUNE SAWYER, 1925-
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
(marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
(photo) Jan'53:11
News room. Feb'60:34
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
WATSON, HALFORD
Classroom and campus (photo)
Feb'60:36 Jun'62:34
Watson, J Allan, 1894-1963
Wichita welcomes you! Aug'31:21
Carry Nation's spirit goes marching on! Sep'31:26
WATSON, J ALLAN, 1894-1963
(photo) Nov'31:33
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'38:34
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:31 Feb'62:32
In memoriam. May'63:45

Watson, J T
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46

WATSON, JERRY
Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:32

WATSON, JESSIE E
In memoriam. Jun'33:39

Watson, Keene Arnold, 1924-
(married to Glenda June Sawyer Watson)
We're glad we came to Congo. Jan'53:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'54:32

WATSON, KEENE ARNOLD, 1924-
(birth) Jun'24:64
(commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
(marriage) News room. Feb'50:34
(photo) Jan'53:11
News room. Feb'60:34
Global highlights (photo) May'61:4
Peace Corps and missionary motives. May'61:9
United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49

WATSON, KENNETH R
In brief. Sep'71:34

WATSON, MARGARET M
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16

WATSON, MICHELLE RUTH, 1960-
(birth) News room. Oct'60:40

WATSON, O E
(photo) Oct'22:52

WATSON, PAULINE BRIDGES, -1957
In memoriam. Jul'57:42

WATSON, R F
Crusade progress

WATSON, R T
quoted. Last column. Jul'44:40

WATSON, R WESLEY
News room. Jun'57:42

WATSON, RALEIGH KEEN, 1952-
(birth) News room. Jun'52:39
(photo) Jun'54:10

WATSON, RUTH HANSFORD
(photo) Jun'23:16

WATSON, SUSAN, 1962-
(birth) News room. Sep'62:40

WATSON, THOMAS J
Global highlights. Mar'47:3

WATSON, WARREN
(photo) Dec'56:1

WATSON, WESLEY
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23

WATSONVILLE, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What unusual thing has your soicety done? Dec'27:47

WAIT, (MRS. R. M.) -1963
(photo) Jun'50:18
Here and there with World Call. Jun'50:48
In memoriam. Oct'63:46
WATT, SUSANNAH, -1951
In memoriam. Apr'51:37

WATTANACHAN, KRU CHALAT
Educating for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:27

Watters, Archie Clark, 1887-1970 (married to Margaret L. Watters)
Disciples missionary becomes Prime Minister. Dec'53:26

WATTERS, ARCHIE CLARK, 1887-1970
quoted. What's doing in Britain. Jul'28:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
Classroom and campus. Sep'48:30
News room. Nov'48:47
(photo) Dec'53:26
Classroom and campus. Feb'56:33
Global highlights (photo) May'56:5
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'56:33

WATTERS, DONALD P
In brief. Sep'71:34

WATTERSON, HENRY. MARSE HENRY
Aug'20:43

WATTERSON, REBECCA EWING
In memoriam. Jul'29:36

WATTERWORTH, MAITLAND, -1965
In memoriam. Sep'65:52

WATTS, (MRS. E. H.)
(death) Aug'26:49

WATTS, (MRS. H. W.)
Stephen and Jane. Jul'24:46

WATTS, CLARENCE V
Classroom and campus. Oct'43:27
Watts, David Luell, 1891- (married to Hazel Bivens Watts)
Mongo-Ngombe itinerations. Jul'26:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'33:40

WATTS, DAVID LUELL, 1891-
(photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Station UCMS broadcasting.
(photo) Jan'38:32 Sep'38:34 Oct'38:34

WATTS, DELMAR ESTELL, 1928-1929
(birth) Jun'28:63
(death) Sep'29:47

WATTS, H W
Stephen and Jane. Jul'24:46

WATTS, HAROLD H. THE MODERN READER'S GUIDE TO RELIGIONS
New books. Jul'65:41
Watts, Hazel O. Bivens, 1894- (married to David Luell Watts)
Reaction of Congo Christians. May'32:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'32:39 Dec'32:39
Letters. Jul'69:34

WATTS, HAZEL O. BIVENS, 1894-
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
A double bereavement. Jun'27:63
Echoes from everywhere. May'28:48
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
Station UCMS broadcasting.
WAYMACK, W W
(photo) Jul'47:7
WAYMAN, VIRGINIA D
In memoriam. Jan'32:40
WAYNESBORO, PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56
Notes. Jun'20:59
What they did and how. Oct'20:8
Notes. Oct'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:62 Mar'21:64
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'24:45
WAYT, HUGH WILSON
(photo) Jul'23:13 Mar'24:19
WAYT, LOCKHART LLEWELLYN
(photo) Jul'23:13
WAYWARD SHEPHERDS: PREJUDICE AND THE PROTESTANT CLERGY
New books. Dec'71:28
WEAKLAND, EDGAR F
News room. Nov'54:36 Mar'59:32
WEALTH
Churches to study very current events. Jun'66:23
Affluence--danger or asset. Apr'67:26
WEANT, ESTHER, -1959
In memoriam. Nov'59:35
WEAPONS CONTROL
See FIREARMS--LAW AND LEGISLATION
Weare, Clifford Simpson, 1916-1989
(married to Phyllis Jean Bower Weare)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36 Apr'63:36
WEARE, CLIFFORD SIMPSON, 1916-1989
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
Global highlights (photo) Jun'62:5
Weare, Phyllis Jean Bower (married to Clifford Simpson Weare)
Medical witness in Congo. Mar'60:37
WEARE, PHYLLIS JEAN BOWER
(commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'57:4
WEATHER
Weather and the church. Apr'36:4
Disrupted programs. Apr'36:4
The layman's opportunity. Apr'36:4
WEATHERFORD, MARY, -1959 (married to Hubart Weatherford)
In memoriam. Jan'60:35
WEATHERFORD, SERENE, -1925
(death) Oct'25:55
WEATHERFORD, W. D. RELIGION IN THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS
Book chat. Nov'55:45
WEATHERHEAD, ADELINE
In memoriam. Apr'38:39
WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D
Personalities. Mar'37:23
What do we mean by sin? Feb'56:6
Global highlights. Jan'60:5
WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. THE CHRISTIAN AGNOSTIC
New books. May'66:30
WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. DAILY READINGS FROM THE WORKS OF LESLIE D.
WEATHERHEAD
New books. Oct'69:29
WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. HIS LIFE AND OURS
Speaking of books. Sep'33:31

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. HOW CAN I FIND GOD?
Book chat. Dec'36:40

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. IN QUEST OF A KINGDOM
Book chat. Oct'44:16

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. IT HAPPENED IN PALESTINE
Book chat. Dec'37:28

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. JESUS AND OURSELVES
Speaking of books. Sep'33:31

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. OVER HIS OWN SIGNATURE
Book chat. Mar'56:40

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. PERSONALITIES OF THE PASSION
Book chat. Mar'43:21

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. A PLAIN MAN LOOKS AT THE CROSS
Book chat. Mar'45:7

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. PRESCRIPTION FOR ANXIETY
Book chat. May'57:41

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. PSYCHOLOGY AND LIFE
Book chat. May'35:30

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION AND HEALING
Book chat. May'52:20

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE
Book chat. Mar'53:42

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. SALUTE TO A SUFFERER
Books. Dec'63:44

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SILENCE
Book chat. Apr'46:45

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. THAT IMMORTAL SEA
Book chat. Jun'56:44

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. A PRIVATE HOUSE OF PRAYER
Book chat. Oct'59:40

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. THIS IS THE VICTORY
Book chat. May'41:19

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. WHEN THE LAMP FLICKERS
Book chat. Jul'49:42

WEATHERHEAD, LESLIE D. THE WILL OF GOD
Book chat. Jul'45:39

WEATHERLY, A. D.
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'68:44

WEATHERLY, GARY
Operation education (photo) May'62:27

WEATHERLY, OWEN. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS IN MODERN PERSPECTIVE
Book chat. Mar'62:24

WEATHERMAN, LEON K., 1909- (married to Audrey Weatherman)
News room. Mar'51:40

WEATHERS, ANNA
In memoriam. Jul'41:39

WEAVER, (married to Dean McFredrick Weaver) -1960
In memoriam. May'60:35

WEAVER, (married to Harry F. Weaver)
In memoriam. Jan'34:39

WEAVER, (married to Thomas F. Weaver)
In memoriam. Oct'38:39

WEAVER, A F
(photo) Oct'47:17
WEAVER, AMY
   (photo) May'25:39
WEAVER, ANNA FRANCES
   (photo) Jan'21:3,5
      College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers
   (photo) Apr'23:13
WEAVER, B F
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'30:52
WEAVER, BEN H
   Classroom and campus. Nov'56:31
WEAVER, BONNIE MAURINE BARR
   (marriage) Mar'29:63
   (marriage) Weaver-Barr. Jun'29:57
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:43
WEAVER, CARRIE, -1948
   In memoriam. Jan'49:39
WEAVER, CLEMMIE
   In memoriam. Apr'40:39
Weaver, Clifford Selden, 1874-1950
   (married to Gustine Nancy Courson Weaver)
   Pastoral evangelism. Feb'36:18
WEAVER, CLIFFORD SELDEN, 1874-1950
   Eureka missionary service flag (photo) Jun'19:49
   Transylvania College... Jun'20:49
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'23:62
   (photo) Mar'24:52 Dec'24:23
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13
   (photo) Jun'28:20
   quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
   quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:24
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
   (death) News room. Jul'50:42
WEAVER, DIANE
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
WEAVER, EMILY
   (photo) Jan'28:37
WEAVER, ESTHER JOYCE, 1931-
   (birth) Jul'31:47
   (photo) Jun'37:24
WEAVER, G N
   As the shadows grow longer (photo) Jun'25:10
WEAVER, GALEN R
   Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:14
Weaver, Gustine Nancy (Courson), 1873-1942.
   (married to Clifford S. Weaver)
   Guess what makes it Christmas! (poem) Dec'19:16
   The art of being towed in. Apr'24:9
   The Gentian family. Nov'24:10
   Hail! Mother Ross. May'25:4
   When you and I were young, Maggie. Jun'25:25
   Patterain. Apr'26:17
   Mine inheritance. Jun'29:15
   Patrollers of the air. Apr'30:9
   Under the mistletoe. Dec'30:19
WEAVER, GUSTINE NANCY COURSON, 1873-1942
   Eureka missionary service flag (photo) Jun'19:49
WEAVER, GUSTINE NANCY COURSON. CANTICLES OF A MINISTER'S WIFE
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
WEAVER, GUSTINE NANCY COURSON. THE MINISTER'S WIFE
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
WEAVER, GUSTINE NANCY COURSON. OUR GUEST
Speaking of books. Jul'28:30
WEAVER, GUSTINE NANCY COURSON. SANTA'S COTTON DOLL FARM
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
WEAVER, GUSTINE NANCY COURSON. TOWED IN
Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
WEAVER, HAROLD E
Global highlights (photo) May'59:5 Apr'65:6
WEAVER, J. BRUCE
quoted. Last column. Oct'61:50
Weaver, Leila S
Prayer (poem) Dec'40:48
WEAVER, MARION MARJORIE, 1934–
(birth) Feb'35:47
(photo) Jun'37:24
WEAVER, MAURINE BARR
See
WEAVER, BONNIE MAURINE BARR
WEAVER, SARAH LYDIA, 1929–
(birth) Feb'30:47
(photo) Jun'37:24
Weaver, Stanley Ritter, 1900–1962
There will never be another day. Feb'28:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:39
WEAVER, STANLEY RITTER, 1900–1962
One of the new missionaries (photo) Nov'26:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44
(photo) Jan'29:54
(marriage) Mar'29:63
(marriage) Weaver-Barr. Jun'29:57
(photo) Mar'33:29
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'35:31 Jun'35:31 Sep'35:43 Feb'37:44
(death) News room. Dec'62:32
WEAVER, TOLBERT CRUSE
(photo) Jul'23:5
Weaver, Tolbert Fanning, 1876–1956
Dreams that must come true. Aug'22:7
WEAVER, TOLBERT FANNING, 1876–1956
(photo) Aug'22:7 Mar'24:27
Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:13
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6
In memoriam. Jan'57:31 Feb'57:35
Weaver, William N
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'34:40
Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
WEBH, ISAAC
Missionary illustrations... Oct'30:42
WEBB, (married to Hubert Webb)
In memoriam. Oct'38:39
WEBB, A. G
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
Webb, Charles H., 1914–1984 (married to Margaret Webb)
When one church helps another. May'50:31
WEBB, CHARLES H., 1914–1984
News room (photo) Mar'49:34
(photo) Sep'49:30
(photo) May'50:31
A look at the National Convention (photo) Jul'57:25
Global highlights. Nov'62:4
In brief. Oct'70:45
WEBB, CHARLES H., JR.
Personalizing the challenge of ministry. Jun'73:18
Ministry: care, concern, love (photo) Sep'73:21
WEBB, EDNA
(photo) Jan'21:7
WEBB, GEORGE
Eleven years ago, and now. Apr'20:46
WEBB, GEORGE TAUBMAN
(photo) Jul'23:7
WEBB, HENRY H
The tie that binds. Aug'24:1
WEBB, J. B.
South Africa's first unity lecture (photo) Jan'50:27
Global highlights. Jul'56:2
Prepare the way for unity. Dec'56:46 (photo p. 47)
WEBB, LANCE. DISCOVERING LOVE
Book chat. Mar'59:26
WEBB, LOUIS HENRY
(photo) Jul'23:7
WEBB, MARGARETTE M. WALLICK, -1963 (married to Charles H. Webb)
Women advance assembly plans (photo) May'61:14
Global highlights (photo) Oct'61:6
(death) News room. Jan'64:40
WEBB, MAX
(photo) Oct'47:35
WEBB, MAXWELL JAMES (married to Suzanne Jean Webb)
In brief. Sep'71:41 Dec'72:41
WEBB, MILDRED MAE
(photo) Jul'23:7
WEBB, MURIEL S. WEALTH AND WANT IN ONE WORLD
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40
WEBB, MURIEL S. WHO CARES?
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
Webb, Pauline M
Women in the ecumenical movement. Feb'72:8
WEBB, PAULINE M.
(photo) Feb'72:9
WEBB, PEARLIE LEE, -1948
In memoriam. Jan'49:39
WEBBER, (MRS. C. W.)
In memoriam. Feb'31:39
Webber, Aaron
Cooperative work in Puerto Rico. Jan'46:21
A school near to the people. Nov'48:18
WEBBER, AARON
Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6
(photo) May'49:15
WEBBER, EMILY ANN
In memoriam. Oct'41:39
WEBBER, GEORGE W. GOD'S COLONY IN MAN'S WORLD
Book chat. Jan'61:24
Webber, N  D
Note. Aug'19:46
Messages. Oct'19:46
Strongly supporting the Religious Education Department.
Nov'20:64
WEBBER, N  D
Notes. Feb'20:61
Webber, Olive Lancaster, 1911-1986 (married to Percy Webber)
Women on world highways. Jun'56:37
WEBBER, OLIVE LANCASTER, 1911-1986
Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:6
(photo) Jun'65:37
Webber, Percy R., -1972 (married to Olive Webber)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'58:38
Is there hope for South Africa? Apr'65:23
Communicating the Gospel. Nov'66:46
WEBBER, PERCY R., -1972
(photo) Apr'50:19
Global highlights (photo) Oct'64:6
Women on world highways (photo) Jun'65:37
In brief. May'70:40
New church buildings in the Republic of South Africa.
May'70:40
In memoriam. Mar'73:44
WEBER, C. R.
Echoes from everywhere. May'63:36
Webber, Charles Edward
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:21
WEBER, CHARLES EDWARD
(photo) Jul'52:front cover
The cover. Jul'52:inside front cover
(photo) Oct'55:21
Military service and the church's task. Oct'56:17
News room. Nov'54:36 Nov'57:32 Feb'59:42
(photo) Dec'54:40 Jun'58:30
Webber, Chester Russell
Direct line. Oct'67:31
WEBER, CHESTER RUSSELL
Crusade progress (photo) Apr'50:26
Here and there with World Call. Jun'52:48
(photo) Oct'67:31
WEBER, HANS RUEDI
Global highlights. Jul'63:6
In brief. May'69:42
WEBER, HANS RUEDI. SIGNS OF RENEWAL
Book chat. Dec'56:44
WEBER, HERMAN C. THE HORIZONS OF STEWARDSHIP
Book chat. Sep'39:40
WEBER, JAMES LAWRENCE. 1958- (birth) News room. Jan'59:38
Weber, Ruth
Letters. May'68:46
WEBER, WILLIAM
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
WEBSTER, (married to John Webster) -1961
In memoriam. May'62:37
WEBSTER, (MRS. W.)
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'56:31
WEBSTER, DOUGLAS. UNCHANGING MISSION
New books. Jul'66:24
WEBSTER, FRANK J.
News from Benevolent Homes. Sep'37:28
WEBSTER, GARY
See GARRISON, WEBB B.
WEBSTER, LARRY
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:16
WEBSTER, PETER D
Four churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Apr'61:44
WEBSTER, SHIRLEY A
News room. Oct'57:32
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'57:37
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'58:33
Webster, W A
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:58
WEBSTER GROVES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
See ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI. WEBSTER GROVES CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WEBSTER GROVES, MISSOURI. TUXEDO PARK CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Oct'20:33
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
WEDDELL, SUE E
The threshold. Dec'41:4
Youth and missions (photo) Nov'53:37
This nation under God (photo) Feb'55:24
WEDDINGS
A Hindu wedding. Sep'24:36
When wedding bells rang late. Sep'24:43
An African wedding. Feb'25:55
A Mohammedan wedding. Jun'25:56
A remarriage in India. Jul'25:36
Firecrackers instead of wedding bells. Jan'26:57
Livengood news. Oct'27:39
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'28:48
A five square program. Jan'29:36
Weaver-Barr. Jun'29:57
Christian wedding in Batang. Mar'30:57
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'30:47
A unique Congo honeymoon. Jun'30:43
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Indian wedding) Mar'31:39
The price of a bride in Africa. Aug'31:29
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'31:39
Speaking of weddings. Aug'31:46
Weddings and baptism. Feb'32:27
A Mohammadan wedding. May'32:28
A French wedding. Apr'34:28
A Filipino wedding. Jan'35:34
Arranging a marriage. Mar'35:24 Apr'35:18 May'35:26
A Christian marriage. Jun'36:30
An Indian wedding. Nov'39:30 Oct'42:46
Convention in Mexico. May'45:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37
Contrasts in wedding customs in India. Oct'48:43
A new Christian home in Resistencia. Nov'49:37
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'50:36
We attended a wedding, Jan'53:39
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'54:34
A wedding in Paraguay. Jan'55:45
That harmonious balance. Jun'55:25
A brass band for the bride. Sep'55:32
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34 Feb'59:38
Shepherds for Tenayueca. May'59:31
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
Changing brass to gold. Mar'60:45
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'62:36
Direct line. Dec'67:37
Shavings. Sep'72:35
Cassette offers wedding music. Jun'73:45

Wedel, Cynthia Clark (married to Theodore O. Wedel)
Women and world highways. Apr'47:35 Feb'70:33

WEDEL, CYNTHIA CLARK
Global highlights. Jan'58:8
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'58:35
(photo) Feb'61:28
World events (photo) Feb'70:36,37
quoted. Editorials. Jun'70:19
quoted. Quote...unquote. Oct'70:13
quoted. World events. Nov'70:37 Dec'70:39
World events. Mar'71:39 Apr'71:37
Ahead of the headlines. May'71:5
World events (photo) Jun'71:36
quoted. Voices from Louisville. Dec'71:9
Can the National Council resolve its crucial tensions?
(photo) Dec'72:19
World events. Feb'73:38

WEDEL, CYNTHIA CLARK. EMPLOYED WOMEN AND THE CHURCH
Women and world highways. Mar'60:33

WEDEL, CYNTHIA CLARK. SECOND LIVING ROOM DIALOGUES
New books. Feb'68:38

WEDEL, THEODORE O. THE CHRISTIANITY OF MAIN STREET
Book chat. Jan'51:20

WEDEL, THEODORE O. THE COMING GREAT CHURCH
Book chat. Dec'45:14

WEDEL, THEODORE O. THE PULPIT REDISCOVERS THEOLOGY
Book chat. Mar'57:18

WEDELL, ROGER
World events. May'72:38

WEDENMEYER, ALBERT C
quoted. The ultimate test. Nov'47:6

Wedge, Lucille
Jobs for everyone. Feb'68:45
WEEDE, CHARLES
   World events (photo) Sep'71:38

WEEDON, CARRIE I. VAN FASSEN, 1855-1920
   (married to W. W. Weedon)
   (death) Jun'20:57

Weedon, M. Ralph
   Letters. Jan'68:4

WEEK DAY CHURCH SCHOOLS
   Results in the Religious Day School. Aug'19:56
   Gary, Indiana (photo) Nov'19:5
   Teaching religion on week-days. Apr'21:39
   Kansas City and week day religious education. Nov'22:18
   The Toledo plan of week day religious education. Nov'22:19
   Experimenting in week-day religious instruction. Nov'25:27

   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:47
   By all paths. Dec'33:46
   ...in court. Nov'45:3
   Global highlights. Apr'47:3
   Educators air views on released time program. Apr'49:45

   Global highlights. Dec'49:4 Jun'52:3
   Jun'52:6
   Court upholds weekday program. Jun'52:8
   Global highlights. Sep'55:2 Feb'69:30

WEEK OF COMPASSION
   Humanity's hungry. Oct'43:11
   Nov'43:11
   New avenues of Christian service. Dec'43:17
   Jan'44:15
   Plans for observance... Jan'44:23
   A time of accounting. Feb'44:3
   Humanity hungers. Feb'44:6
   Feb'44:back cover
   The threshold. Apr'44:2
   The heart of the Brotherhood. May'44:3
   Dec'44:15
   For the healing of humanity. Jan'45:insert
   The threshold. Feb'45:2
   Feb'45:6
   Peace brings added obligations and responsibilities.
   Dec'45:13
   Their place is in our hearts! Jan'46:24
   (photos) Feb'46:9
   What doth the Lord require of thee? (poem) Feb'46:back cover
   Compassionate hearts. May'46:27
   A goal we can reach. Jun'46:5
   Global highlights. Sep'46:3
   (photos) Dec'46:15 Jan'47:25
   Caring and sharing. Feb'47:6
   (photo) Feb'47:24
   From an American woman in Germany. Mar'47:5
   The outreach of compassion. May'47:6
   ...gifts show increase. May'47:28
   More than relief. Jun'47:6
   (photos) Dec'47:21
   Jesus, pray send me something to eat. Dec'47:26
   They may live with your help (photos) Jan'48:24
   A call of compassion. Feb'48:5
Help give them life! (photos) Feb'48:21
Beyond all minimums. Feb'48:28
For adult missionary groups. Feb'48:34
What does your money buy? Apr'48:26
Global highlights. Jun'48:3
Twenty feet in need. Oct'48:18
Crusade progress. Dec'48:26
They still need us (photos) Jan'49:21
When life is empty. Feb'49:6
They still need us (photos) Feb'49:24
Global highlights. Apr'49:2
What you can do. Apr'49:5
The Crusade--an answer to need. Nov'49:31
Global highlights. Dec'49:3
Crusade progress. Dec'49:23
The meaning... Jan'50:5
The 1950 Week of Compassion. Jan'50:15
(photos) Feb'50:24
Crusade progress. Feb'50:26
Global highlights. Mar'50:3
Greek refugees' needs are pathetic. Mar'50:7
Crusade progress.
Mar'50:26      May'50:27      Jan'51:26
How long must we keep on? Feb'51:6
Compassion calls for sharing. Feb'51:19
(photos) Feb'51:24
...highlights concern for military personnel. Jan'52:19
Because of human need. Feb'52:5
Sharing in a needy world (photos) Feb'52:24
News room. Mar'52:32
Disciples and human need. Jun'52:5
Elections at the International Convention, 1952. Jul'52:28
Curative action now. Jan'53:6
Inasmuch... (photos) Feb'53:24
Calling people of good will. May'53:5
Elections at the International Convention. Sep'53:26
Four women who cared. Dec'53:21
(photos) Feb'54:24
Global highlights. Apr'54:2
Is unity possible? Apr'54:29
We share because we care (photos) Feb'55:18
While you sleep. Jun'55:5
News room. Jun'55:42
Disciples to help meet human need. Jan'56:12
The gift and the giver. Feb'56:6
Disciples aid vital projects. Feb'56:24
To meet human need. May'56:8
A "most promising venture." Oct'56:28
Revolution and counter-revolution in Hungary. Jan'57:9
Compassion--1957. Jan'57:15
Refugees and Week of Compassion. Feb'57:7
Disciples make world need their concern. Feb'57:19
Churches help build ties among nations. Feb'57:43
Not good enough. May'57:8
A story of cooperation. Oct'57:7
Global highlights. Dec'57:3
Whose hand is it? Dec'57:30
62 square miles of human need. Jan'58:19
Shepherds to the world (photo) Feb'58:19
News room. Dec'58:34
God's mercy in our hands. Feb'59:18
Who is a steward? Mar'59:9
World's needs demand continuing compassion. Feb'60:26
Report shows use of 1960 funds. Oct'60:18
Food. Feb'61:26
Global highlights. Mar'61:8
At the service of those who suffer. Dec'61:15
Global highlights. Jan'62:6
Poverty--second hand. Feb'62:9
That they might have life (photos) Feb'62:26
Any gift will help! Dec'62:20
Help for a hungering humanity. Feb'63:26
Global highlights. Nov'63:6 Dec'63:4
A child reborn. Dec'63:28
What gifts can accomplish. Jan'64:26
Make it a million! Feb'64:9
That we fail not. Feb'64:25
Global highlights. Jul'64:4 Dec'64:7
Food for work. Dec'64:17
New hopes for the homeless. Jan'65:19
10 tips for observing the Week of Compassion. Jan'65:50
The cover. Feb'65:inside front cover
Youth and world mission. Feb'65:38
No more milk, Oct'65:18
1965...funds distributed. Nov'65:45
We can do no less. Dec'65:15
Global highlights. Jan'66:7
Compassion--1966. Feb'66:9
A new life for $190. Feb'66:16
Adults and mission. Feb'66:36
Youth and the world mission. Feb'66:38
Refugee children use opportunities. Feb'66:44
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'66:4
Las Iglesias frente a un dia de emergencias. Apr'66:26
Global highlights. May'66:5
Chinese family resettles in Brazil. Jun'66:46
How the 1966 Week of Compassion offering was distributed. Nov'66:35
Gifts mean life itself. Dec'66:38
Tips for Week of Compassion observance. Jan'67:50
Our own war on poverty. Feb'67:9
Christians team up to help war-weary people. Feb'67:23
Show them God lives. Feb'67:26
World outreach sounding board. May'67:32 Jun'67:32
Letters. Jul'67:46
1967 Week of Compassion. Nov'67:48
Global highlights. Dec'67:7
How ten churches observed the Week of Compassion. Jan'68:27
Compassion fatigue? Feb'68:9
World Calling... (poems) Feb'68:10
Help gets through. Feb'68:25
? and answers. Feb'68:50
Letters. Apr'68:48 Jun'68:46
Global highlights. Nov'68:6
1968 Week of Compassion offering totals $745,474.57.
Nov'68:42
The receiving end of compassion. Jan'69:39
Editorials. Feb'69:23
Compassion in action. Feb'69:25
World Calling... Apr'69:50
World events. Nov'69:38
1969 Week of Compassion. Nov'69:39
Compassion is more than good wishes. Jan'70:14
Week of Compassion in our church. Jan'70:14
Good news in a boxcar. Feb'70:10
Churches respond to human need in Brazil. Feb'70:12
Week of Compassion 1970 (poem) Feb'70:19
World events. Mar'70:36
World Calling... Sep'70:50
World events. Oct'70:36
Two weeks at Bossey. Nov'70:12
1970 Week of Compassion. Nov'70:43
World events. Dec'70:36
The church helps people in times of disaster. Jan'71:30
Editorials. Feb'71:19
Partners with Christians around the world. Feb'71:20
Investments in love. Feb'71:26
In brief. Jul'71:42
1971 Week of Compassion. Nov'71:45
World events. Jan'72:39
Here's hope! Feb'72:5
Happy people gripped by tragedy. Feb'72:6
Commentary. Feb'72:12
World events. May'72:38
What Disciples are doing. Dec'72:8
To help a broken world. Feb'73:26
World events. Mar'73:39 May'73:40
Muslims and Christians fight famine together. Dec'73:15
World events. Dec'73:38

WEEK OF COMPASSION COMMITTEE
They are elected to serve. Jan'55:25
(Elections at International Conventions)
Jan'58:37 Nov'59:29 Dec'61:28
Jan'59:45 Jan'61:30 Dec'62:40
In brief. May'68:8
Work of the Church at the general level. Jan'71:25
World events. May'71:38

WEEK OF MINISTRY
Churches to observe Week of Ministry. Jul'61:46

WEEK OF PRAYER
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
The threshold. Dec'40:4

WEEK OF PRAYER FOR CHRISTIAN UNITY
Churches to offer prayers for unity. Jan'57:37
Prayers for unity. Jan'58:50
...set. Jan'60:28
Jan'63:4 Dec'64:4 Jan'66:7
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'68:5
Global highlights. Jan'69:6
The world calls man to prayer. Jan'70:18
Jan'73:inside back cover
WEEK OF PRAYER FOR THE CHURCHES
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
WEEK OF THE LAITY
World events. Nov'73:38
WEEK OF THE MINISTRY
The Week of the Ministry. Aug'32:23
A call to the observance. Sep'32:26
A rose for the pastor. Oct'32:3
Sep'33:3,19
Oct'33:5
The threshold. Oct'35:2 Sep'37:2
Sep'37:15
How to observe... Oct'37:23 Sep'38:15
The Week of the Ministry. Sep'39:10 Sep'40:15
Why observe... Sep'41:12
A new emphasis on... Sep'41:13
The threshold. Oct'41:4
Sep'42:7
A significant week. Sep'43:3
The threshold. Sep'44:2
Sep'46:inside back cover
Look to the ministry. Sep'51:5
Questions concerning the ministry. Oct'66:9
WEEKDAY RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
See WEEK DAY CHURCH SCHOOLS
"THE WEEKEND" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jul'73:45
WEEKS, (married to Carl Weeks)
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
Weeks, (married to Lowell O. Weeks)
Weeks, Barbara E. Firestone
Woman's task. Jun'21:23
How the Living Link was reached. Dec'21:24
WEEKS, CARL
Within college walls. Jan'35:29
Weeks, Clayton Dee, 1919-
(married to Helen Agnes Mitchell Weeks)
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'47:39
WEEKS, CLAYTON DEE, 1919-
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
(photo) Jun'46:back cover
First itineration experience in Congo (photo) Mar'47:29
(photo) Mar'53:13
News room. Oct'55:36
(photo) May'59:27
Global highlights (photo) Jul'61:6
Weeks, Ethelena M
Letters. Jan'69:4
Weeks, Helen Agnes Mitchell, 1918-
(married to Clayton Dee Weeks)
First itineration experience in Congo. Mar'47:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'47:39 May'53:34
WEEKS, HELEN AGNES MITCHELL, 1918-
(appointment) News room. Jul'45:34
WEEKS, LESTER
Classroom and campus. Jun'46:33
Endorse Home Plan (photo) Jan'60:42

WEEKS, LINDA LOU, 1948- (married to William Posey Watson)
(birth) News room. Apr'49:34

Weeks, Nan F
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Sep'35:41  Dec'35:40  Jan'37:41

WEEKS, RONALD DEE, 1950-
(birth) News room. May'50:34

WEEKS, THOMAS CLAYTON, 1952-
(birth) News room. Nov'52:32

Weeks, William P
Ministry to people on the move. Mar'63:21
A community in action. Sep'68:40

WEESNER, C A, 1907-1974
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:42
(photo) Nov'38:14
...called (photo) Sep'42:30
News room. Jan'43:34  Apr'46:32
(photo) Sep'46:3
Jul'48:39  May'51:38  (photo) Jan'54:38
Today's tools for today's tasks (photo) Oct'54:24
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Mar'57:34
Camera in Congo (photo) Jun'57:15
News room. Sep'57:38
Through the United Society (photo) Nov'57:21
News room. May'58:40
A picture of Paraguay. Dec'58:17
News room. Dec'59:40
Missions still serve in a changing India. May'60:26
News room. Apr'61:46
(marriage) News room. Oct'64:34
World events. Apr'70:45
Retirements from the general ministry. Oct'73:32
(photo p. 31)

Weesner, Leslie Stearns Bidwell
(marriage) News room. Oct'64:34
WEESNER, MARGIA BAILEY (married to C A Weesner) -1963
   News room. May'51:38
   (photo) Jan'53:32
   (death) News room. Dec'63:40
WEESNER, MATTIE ESTILL, -1946 (married to C. W. Weenser)
   (death) News room. Jan'47:38
Wehr, Mary
   Echoes from everywhere. May'22:51
WEHR, MARY
   (death) Aug'25:50
WEHRLI, A. G.
   quoted. Global highlights (photo) Apr'64:6
WEHRLI, ALLAN
   Classroom and campus. Apr'54:37
Wehrli, Emerson
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:34
WEHRLI, EUGENE S. THE GOSPEL AND CONFLICTING FAITHS
   New books. Sep'69:28
WEHRLY, MARGARET ANN
   (photo) Jul'40:33
WEHMANN, RALPH
   Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
WEI (married to Wei Hsioh-Ren)
   (photo) Feb'35:14 Oct'47:24
   The church is needed in awakening Asia (photo) Jun'65:25
WEI, (married to Stephen Wei)
   Chinese Christian couple do outstanding work. Apr'44:34
WEI, FRANCIS CHO
   The threshold. Dec'45:2
Wei Hsioh-Ren, 1899-1987
   What I owe to Christ. Feb'35:14
   Where shall I put my life? May'49:22
WEI HSIOH-REN, 1899-1987
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
   (photo) Dec'32:suppl:5
   Dr. Wei Hsioh-ren (photo) Feb'35:14
   The camera plays its part. Mar'37:34
   (photo) Oct'47:24
   Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:19
   (photo) May'49:22
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'63:5
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'64:34
   The church is needed in awakening Asia (photo) Jun'56:25
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'67:35
   In brief. Mar'70:38
   In brief (photo) Jul'71:43
Wei Hsui-djen
   Social service at Ginling College... Jan'23:54
WEI, JOSEPH
   (photo) Jul'23:52
WEI SIN-DJEN
   (photo) Feb'24:13
WEI, STEPHEN
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45
   China's youth on the march. Mar'35:18
   Chinese Christian couple do outstanding work. Apr'44:34
WEIDMAN, GILBERT LOUIS, 1909-
Global highlights. Sep'57:5 (photo) Oct'60:6

WEIGEL, GUSTAVE. AN AMERICAN DIALOGUE
Book chat. Dec'60:42 Feb'61:40

WEIGEL, W H
Democracy in the University of Nanking. Mar'19:58

WEIGERT, H W
Notes from the campus reporters. Apr'41:32

Weigle, Luther Allen
Training leaders in China. Jul'36:22

WEIGLE, LUTHER ALLEN
Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
...to China. Apr'35:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'35:39
quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19 (photo p. 18)
quoted. Last column. Sep'48:48
Global highlights. (photo) Oct'49:3 Nov'51:4
Christian educators meet in annual sessions (photo)
Apr'52:32

WEIGLE, LUTHER ALLEN, THE ENGLISH NEW TESTAMENT
Book chat. Apr'49:40

WEIGLE, LUTHER ALLEN. NEW TESTAMENT OCTAPLA
Book chat. Sep'62:45

WEIGLE, LUTHER ALLEN. TALKS TO SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45

WEIGLE, LUTHER ALLEN. THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN IN THE CHRISTIAN FAMILY

WEIGLE, LUTHER ALLEN. TRAINING THE DEVOTIONAL LIFE
A Yale professor tells how to develop the spirit of worship in children. Sep'20:53

Weiler, David Eric, 1939-
Letters. Nov'73:42

WEILER, DAVID ERIC, 1939-
Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'63:37

WEILERSTEIN, SADIE ROSE. LITTLE NEW ANGEL
Book chat. Sep'47:44

WEIMAN, REGINA WESTCOTT
Women and world highways. Sep'38:35

Weimer, Bernal Robinson, 1894-1970
The prospective student. Jan'58:12
Science looks at race. Nov'65:46

WEIMER, BERNAL ROBINSON, 1894-1970
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Apr'25:52 May'27:42
Opening semester in our colleges. Nov'35:46
Classroom and campus.

News room. Sep'52:38
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:27
A teacher affects eternity. Jan'57:12 (photo p. 13)
Classroom and campus.
Sep'58:36 Sep'61:28 Sep'65:36

WEIMER, BERNAL ROBINSON. GENERAL BIOLOGY
Classrooms and campus. Feb'50:32 Jun'52:31
WEIMER, BERNAL ROBINSON. OF THINGS BI-ILLOGICAL
  Classroom and campus. Mar'58:34
WEIMER, WALTER, 1892?–1956
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'40:43
  (death) News room. Jul'56:38
WEINBERG, ARTHUR. INSTEAD OF VIOLENCE
  New books. May'65:42
WEINBERG, LILA. INSTEAD OF VIOLENCE
  New books. May'65:42
WEINRICH, E L
  Classroom and campus. May'49:33
WEIR, ERNEST TENER, 1875–1957
  Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'50:4
WEIR, THOMAS
  Classroom and campus. Oct'47:30
Weisbroad, Margaret
  Every soldier is lonesome—until. Apr'43:6
WEISBROD, MARGARET
  News room. Feb'43:34
WEISIGER, CARY N
  Global highlights (photo) Jun'65:6
WEISMANN, (MRS. G. C.)
  (photo) Oct'22:47
WEISMANN, G C
  (photo) Oct'22:47
WEISS, (married to Calvin Weiss)
  In memoriam. Mar'29:48
WEISS, ANN MARIE
  Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:41
WEISS, JOSEPH W
  In brief. Feb'71:41
  Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45
WEISS, KAREL. UNDER THE MASK
  New books. Jan'73:33
WEISSINGER, (MRS. J. F.)
  In memoriam. Jan'41:39
WEIST, CARL S. FIFTY SERMON TALKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
  Book chat. Mar'37:44
WEITZEL, EUGENE K. CONTEMPORARY PASTORAL COUNSELING
  New books. Sep'70:28
Welch, Bessie May Rogers (married to John C. Welch)
  Giving the Mexican a chance. Apr'28:37
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'30:50 May'30:40
WELCH, BESSIE MAY ROGERS
  (marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41
WELCH, BYRON
  Classroom and campus. Apr'57:30
WELCH, CLARENCE (married to Lucille Welch)
  Global highlights. Feb'69:30
  In brief. Sep'69:39
  American "handyman" in Thailand (photos) Sep'70:40
WELCH, CLAUDE, –1960
  (death) News room. May'60:38
WELCH, HERBERT. MEN OF THE OUTPOSTS
  Book chat. Mar'38:34
WELCH, HOLMES. TAOISM, THE PARTING OF THE WAY
  New books. Jun'66:48
WELCH, JOHN C (married to Bessie May Rogers Welch)  
(photo) Mar'24:31  
(marriage) Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41

WELCH, LUCILLE (married to Clarence Welch)  
Global highlights. Feb'69:30  
In brief. Sep'69:39  
American "handyman" in Thailand. Sep'70:40

WELCH, MAMIE C  
In memoriam. Mar'32:39

WELCH, PAULINE  
(photo) Jan'42:13

WELCH, ROBERT  
Social trends. Nov'61:18  
Between right and left. Dec'61:9

Welch, Rosa Page, 1901-  
Missionary worship services. Jun'46:38  
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:11  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'53:36  
From the diary of Rosa Page Welch. Apr'53:40  
Women and world highways. Jun'57:37  
Letters. Sep'69:33  
Dec'73:44

WELCH, ROSA PAGE, 1901-  
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
Nov'34:34  
(photo) Jul'37:33  
May'38:34  
College activities. Jun'38:43  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'42:39  
...visits White Swan. Sep'44:39  
Race relations in a university center. Dec'46:9 (photo p. 10)  
News room. Oct'48:32  
Mar'49:41  
Classroom and campus. May'49:33  
Women and world highways (photo) Feb'50:35  
(photo) Mar'52:21  
News room. Oct'52:45  
Am embassy of song (photos) Dec'52:21  
Women and world highways. Dec'52:33  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'53:32  
Global highlights. May'53:4  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'53:38  
News room. Juan'53:42  
Global highlights (photo) Jul'53:3  
An asset in today's world. Jul'53:6  
A memorable experience (photos) Jul'53:26  
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20  
News room. Jan'54:38  
Women and world highways. Jul'54:37  
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:21  
Global highlights (photo) Nov'55:2  
Our responsibility is to act (photo) Jun'57:29  
Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo) Nov'57:12  
Christian educators to meet. May'58:48  
Global highlights. Nov'61:8  
News room. May'65:48  
Audio-visuals. Jan'66:42  
? and answers. Feb'66:8  
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:41
World Calling... Jul'69:50
In brief. Dec'70:34
WELCOME, JAMES
Peacemaking--an exciting business. May'64:12 (photo p. 13)
WELDIN, CORA
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:39
Weldon, James Brewer, 1878–
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:28
WELDON, JAMES BREWER, 1878–
(photos) Dec'24:34 May'25:39
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Mar'26:53 Jul'26:43 Aug'26:55
(photo) Jan'27:28
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'28:40
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Classroom and campus. Jun'60:34
WELDON, JESSE L
In memoriam. Jun'41:39
WELDON, W J
Spring activities of our colleges. May'30:46
Weldon, Wilson O
A nation's strength. Jul'73:50
WELE, CONGO
Mongo-Ngombe itineration. Jul'26:34
WELFARE
The why and how of welfare. Jul'53:24
Letters. Jan'73:4
WELIN, (married to Glenn Welin)
Global highlights. Apr'57:4
"THE WELL: A PARABLE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Oct'71:27
WELLBORN, DeWAYNE
See WELLBORN, EUGENE DeWAYNE
WELLBORN, EDMOND DWIGHT, 1959–
(birth) News room. Jan'60:32
WELLBORN, EMMA G., -1958
In memoriam. Apr'58:37
WELLBORN, EUGENE DeWAYNE, 1934–
(married to Lavern Dudeck Wellborn)
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
World events (photo) May'73:40
WELLBORN, LAVERNE DUDECK, 1933–
(married to Eugene DeWayne Wellborn)
Tragedy in Jamaica. Feb'64:46
Disciples in the news. Sep'68:8
WELLBORN, SHIRLEY DENESE, 1961–
(birth) News room. Sep'61:38
Weller, Jack E
Human tragedy in Appalachia. Nov'67:11
WELLER, JACK E. YESTERDAY'S PEOPLE
New books. Mar'66:38
Weller, Mary E
Promoting good will. May'63:32
WELLERSTEIN, SADIE ROSE. WHAT THE MOON BROUGHT
   Book chat. Sep'42:46
WELLES, SUMNER
   Realistic optimism. Oct'47:5
WELLES, SUMNER. THE TIME FOR DECISION
   Book chat. Feb'45:10
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
   Global highlights. Jul'48:4
WELLING, CORINNE
   (photo) Jan'21:5
   Classroom and campus. Nov'49:46
WELLINGTON, SUSAN
   (photo) Jul'66:front cover
   The cover. Jul'66:inside front cover
WELLINGTON, KANSAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Caught on the run. Mar'26:62
   (photo of Missionary Society) Apr'27:56
Wellman, C R
   Porto Rican youth face island issues. Dec'31:30
Wellman, Frank A
   Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:9
WELLMAN, FRANK A
   (photo) Jan'21:8
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'25:54
   Classroom and campus. Feb'44:26
WELLS, (MRS. C. D.)
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
   May'26:51
WELLS, (married to Carl D. Wells)
   (photo) Jan'26:30,31
WELLS, (married to Charles Edward Wells)
   In memoriam. Apr'28:48
WELLS, (married to John H. Wells)
   (photo) Apr'23:43
WELLS, (MRS. M. E.)
   (death) Nov'21:50
WELLS, (married to Samuel H. Wells)
   quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'41:inside front cover
WELLS, (MRS. W. L.)
   (death) Nov'31:47
Wells, Amos R
   Statistics prove (poem) Jan'33:48
   Brown's vacation (poem) Oct'35:48
WELLS, AMOS R
   Note. May'20:64
   Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'28:43
WELLS, BARBARA
   News room. Jan'62:32
   Disciples in the news. Jan'67:7
Wells, Carl D
   Three months at Brotherhood House. Jan'26:30
WELLS, CARL D
   Student pastor at Berkeley. Jun'24:40
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'25:53
   (photo) Jan'26:30,31
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'26:51
   What's going on in our colleges. Dec'29:40
WELLS, CECIL R., -1969
In memoriam. Jan'70:43

WELLS, CHARLES A
Classroom and campus. Apr'62:33
Reconciliation theme chosen for assembly (photo) Sep'64:23

WELLS, CHARLES A. A VETERAN CAME HOME TODAY
Read about uprooted Americans. Jul'45:25

WELLS, CHARLES L
Outward bound. Oct'25:5

WELLS, CHRISTINE
Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36

Wells, Cora E
My endowments (poem) Mar'41:48

WELLS, DOUGLAS E
Classroom and campus. Dec'56:32

WELLS, EVELYN. LIFE STARTS TODAY
Book chat. Nov'51:36

Wells, Frank
Pahano gets a second chance. Feb'63:19

Wells, Goldie Ruth, 1893-1979
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58
Ten days in the jungle. Jan'25:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'25:51
From far Mondombe. Sep'26:58
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'27:49
The serious business of being a woman in Congo. Mar'29:10
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'30:40
Hearts hunger in Congo land. Apr'32:26
Enter the witch doctor. Jul'32:46
The prayers of Congo. Jul'32:47
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'33:39 Apr'33:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'36:39,45 Jan'37:38
New school year begins. Jan'37:46
The Christ child came to Congo. Feb'48:32
Hope lies in the Crusade. Feb'49:33

WELLS, GOLDIE RUTH, 1893-1979
Appointment of missionaries. Jul'19:56
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15 (photo) Aug'19:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'20:46 Jul'20:34 Oct'20:42
Our missionaries in Africa in Convention (photo) Feb'21:50
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49
Headquarters notes. Jan'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47
Mondombe Moons (photo) May'27:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'29:43
A sample of the training given children in Congo. Jun'29:9 (photo) Feb'30:3 Mar'33:29
A new road out of Africa (photo) Mar'34:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30 Mar'38:42 Oct'38:34
Feb'38:30    Jul'38:42

(poto) Nov'38:7

Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34     Apr'40:31

News room.

Apr'43:34   Jun'45:34   Jan'48:32   Apr'54:42

Apr'45:28   Jul'45:34   Mar'58:32

Disciples seek new depths of spiritual power (photo)

Nov'57:13

WELLS, GOLDBE RUTH. SILA, SON OF CONGO

Book journeys to Africa. Jan'46:31

WELLS, HERBERT GEORGE, 1866-1946

quoted. Sea salt. Nov'32:23

WELLS, IRA K

(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'34:34

WELLS, JAMES LESENNE

Negroes who have achieved (photo) Jul'31:7

Wells, John H

Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:64   Apr'23:48   Jul'23:59

Jun'22:61   May'23:62

Moving forward in Canada. Sep'25:14

Our neighbor to the North. Sep'26:58

WELLS, JOHN H.

Notes. Aug'20:46

(photo) Feb'22:22

Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:24

Some news items... Dec'22:44

Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan (photo) Feb'23:54

Attending church service by radio (photo) Apr'23:43

Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59

(photo) Sep'23:38

Echoes from everywhere. May'24:50

In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34

(photo) Dec'24:9

Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45

American history repeating itself in Canada. Feb'25:13

What the Diamond Jubilee evangelists are doing. Mar'25:41

The latest flash of the Diamonds (photo) Sep'25:11

A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6

New church in Alberta. Sep'26:54

Echoes from everywhere. Oct'26:49

quoted. Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55

(photo) Jan'27:6

Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'27:51   Jul'28:28

Linking arms from Halifax to Vancouver. Jul'72:15

WELLS, JOSEPHINE, -1956

In memoriam. Jan'57:31

Wells, L. Nathaniel D., 1876-1963 (married to Lida Carr Wells)

The Vacation Bible School. Jun'20:39

Ministerial leadership. Aug'20:18

A community silent class. Jan'21:42

How I became a Christian. Feb'23:40

Prayer in the life of the church. Aug'23:49

A stewardship week in Dallas. Jan'27:62

The pastor's opportunity. Nov'31:8

The light of the world. Mar'34:14

The spiritual dynamic of cooperation. Nov'35:23

Let the local church play fair. Oct'36:13
The Campbell Homestead. May'38:42
Your other family. Dec'42:7

WELLS, L. NATHANIEL D., 1876-1963
quoted. Jan'19:56
Feb'19:37
Executive Committee of the U.C.M.S. (photo) Sep'21:2
Mind and soul according well. Jul'25:18
(photo) Jun'28:20
quoted. These outstanding people read World Call.
Feb'33:inside back cover
(photo) Feb'33:4
Announcement. May'33:1
(photo) Mar'34:14 (bio. sketch) Mar'34:15
(photo) Nov'35:23
Personalities. Dec'35:22
quoted. The threshold. Jan'36:2
(photo) Oct'36:13
quoted. What they said at Kansas City. Nov'36:24
In the heart of America. Nov'36:27
(photo) Mar'37:2 Dec'42:7 Feb'44:2
Sep'42:25 Jun'43:5
...chosen Crusade chairman (photo) May'47:17
(photo) Sep'47:12
Our first Crusader. Feb'48:6
(death) News room. Nov'63:40
Wells, Lida Carr, -1962 (married to L. N. D. Wells)
What giving to missions does for a church. Mar'24:13
Disciples sharing in broader fellowship. Oct'35;24

WELLS, LIDA CARR, -1962
(photo) May'23:32 Jan'25:32
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Jun'30:32
(death) News room. Apr'62:34

WELLS, LORRAINE, 1938-
Global highlights. Nov'65:6
Disciples in the news. Nov'65:7

WELLS, NINA ASBURY STEVENS, 1866-1951
(married to Elias Sherman Stevens)
(married to W. T. Wells)
News room. Nov'45:26 Jun'47:34
(death) News room. Jun'51:38

WELLS, SADIE GARTEN, -1960
In memoriam. Jul'60:48

WELLS, SARAH FRANCES MURPHY
In memoriam. Dec'31:41

WELLS, WILLIAM LAWRENCE
Classroom and campus. Sep'67:34

WELLS, ENGLAND. CATHEDRAL
(photo) Aug'22:front cover

WELLSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Endorse home plan. Jan'60:42

WELLSVILLE, NEW YORK. CHRISTIAN TEMPLE
The Christian on Main Street. Jul'30:9
Women and world highways. May'38:35

WELLSVILLE, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
What I think of the "Two-by-two plan." Feb'30:18
For adult mission study. Jul'57:36

WELMER, (married to Walter Welmer)
(photo) Jul'35:34

WELPTON, H G
Then and now. Oct'24:15

WELSFOORD, (married to Fred J. Welsford) -1969
In memoriam. Sep'69:35

WELSH, ELEANOR
In memoriam. Feb'31:39

WELSH, JAMES H
(photo) Nov'25:62 Dec'37:5

WELSH, KAY
Classroom and campus. Jun'57:34

WELSH, M. CATHERINE
Classroom and campus. Feb'59:36 Jun'60:34

WELSH, MARTHA ANN
(death) Nov'23:49
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'29:50

Welsh, Matthew Empson, 1912- (married to Virginia Welsh)
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'61:34
Benevolence meets man's real needs. Dec'61:12
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'62:38

WELSH, MATTHEW EMPSON, 1912-
Global highlights (photo) Jun'61:6
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'61:8
News room (photo) Nov'61:39
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:6 (photo) Jun'63:4
Global highlights. Jan'64:5
Global highlights (photo) Feb'64:6
Classroom and campus. Apr'68:34
quoted. A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:9

Welsh, Myrtle
Letters. Feb'70:4

WELSH, MYRTLE
World outreach sounding board. May'68:32

Welsh, Robert L
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
Do churches fail delinquent youth? Jul'58:11

WELSH, RUTH, -1963 (married to Wiley A. Welsh)
(death) News room. Apr'63:32

Welsh, Wiley Alfred, 1917- (married to Ruth Welsh)
Preaching the word. Sep'52:7
Caribbean close-ups. Jul'57:17
Words to remember. Sep'63:20
Miami to Detroit. Dec'63:19
We're playing at evangelism. Apr'64:19
Courtship and unity. Jun'64:19
Detroit--why should I? Jul'64:19
America's changing religious patterns. May'66:29
The church outside the walls. Oct'70:14

WELSH, WILEY ALFRED, 1917-
Classroom and campus.
Oct'45:26 Dec'45:31 Feb'48:30
(photo) Sep'52:7
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
Christian educators look ahead (photo) Apr'55:18
(photo) May'55:46        Jul'57:17
Serving God and man (photo) May'60:28
Global highlights (photo) Nov'63:4
(photo) Dec'63:19        Apr'64:19       Jun'64:19
Global highlights. Sep'64:5
Classroom and campus. Jan'65:32
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:6
Seeking change with responsible speed (photo) Feb'65:24
Classroom and campus (photo)
   May'65:34       May'66:35
(photo) Jun'66:29
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'68:34

WELSHIMER, CLARA (married to Pearl Howard Welshimer)
Notes. Sep'19:49
Welshimer, Helen, 1901-1954
Will the rules of Jesus work in industry today? May'28:14
Commencement (poem) May'28:16
The market place (poem) Jun'29:42
A New Year's prayer (poem) Jan'30:2
Mother (poem) May'30:30
Prayers (poem) Jun'30:28
The one way street (poem) Apr'31:48
Treasures (poem) Jul'31:22
Gypsy wealth (poem) Nov'31:42
Strangers at the doors. May'32:9
Going away (poem) Jun'32:12
In search of a manger. Dec'32:5
The Easter parade. Apr'33:7
Peace comes to Grand Street. Dec'33:11
A birthday (poem) Dec'34:48

WELSHIMER, HELEN, 1901-1954
(photo) May'28:7
Personalities (photo) Jan'35:16
(death) News room. Mar'55:36

WELSHIMER, HELEN. SINGING DRUMS
Book chat. Jan'38:34

WELSHIMER, HELEN. SINGING RAIN
Book chat. Jun'43:35

WELSHIMER, LOUISA, -1924
(death) May'24:51

Welshimer, Pearl Howard, 1873-1957 (married to Clara Welshimer)
An appreciation. Apr'20:43
Organization in religious education. Nov'22:29
Go-away-to-college Day. Sep'23:39
Every pastor his own evangelist. Feb'31:11
That they may be saved. Apr'34:11

WELSHIMER, PEARL HOWARD, 1873-1957
Notes. Jul'20:48
(photo) Apr'20:43       Dec'24:34
quoted. This is what they say (photo) Apr'33:47
Announcement. May'33:1
quoted. The threshold. Oct'33:2
quoted. They said. Nov'33:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'34:42
(photo) Apr'34:11       (bio. sketch) Apr'34:12
Personalities. Apr'36:24
(photo) Mar'37:2

69
quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
(photo) Sep'40:9
quoted. A dream come true. Sep'45:17
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'48:4
Classroom and campus. Feb'48:32
(death) News room. Oct'57:32
In memoriam. Oct'57:35

WELSHIMER, PEARL HOWARD. CONCERNING THE DISCIPLES
Book chat. Jan'36:21

WELSMAN, (married to G. C. Welsman)
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34

Welsman, G C
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'33:40 Nov'35:38

WELSMAN, G C -1940
(death) News room. Jan'41:34

WELTGE, RALPH. THE CHURCH SWEPT OUT
New books. Sep'68:36

WELTNER, CHARLES L
quoted. Global highlights. Mar'65:6

WELTY, RAYMOND L
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:44

WELTY, THOMAS. THE ASIANS: THEIR HERITAGE AND THEIR DESTINY
Books. Nov'63:41

WEMA, CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:60
New advance in Africa. Dec'20:50
We only await the workers (photo) Jun'21:51
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:59
So it goes in Congo. Sep'25:57
Where brunettes are preferred (photos) Nov'26:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'27:48 Jan'28:48 Feb'28:48
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'29:43
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:47
At journey's end. May'32:30
As it is done in Wema. Jun'32:25
Program helps for leaders of children's groups. May'34:42
(photo of hospital) Jun'35:5
The year at Wema. Oct'36:44
A look at Africa. Jan'37:23
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'37:38 Apr'37:38
A glimpse at Wema. May'37:29
Echoes from everywhere. May'37:39 Jun'37:39
We visit the Belgian Congo. Jan'38:11
(photo of church) Dec'38:14
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'39:39 Nov'40:38
A visit upriver on the "Oregon." (photo of hospital) Nov'41:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'42:39
Youth and missions. Oct'42:37
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'42:38
(photo of hospital) Feb'44:9
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'44:32
A Congo music teacher. Jun'45:28
The church at work in Congo. Jan'46:11
(photo of church) Mar'46:18
(photo) Mar'46:24
Advances in Wema. Jun'46:48
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'46:37
(photo) Mar'47:25
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'47:39
A housewarming in Belgian Congo. Feb'49:11
Africa's children. Jun'49:8
New truck initiated. Jul'49:46
The Horners have arrived... Dec'50:43
Congo's new doctor makes a discovery. Feb'51:31
(photo) Mar'53:front cover
The cover. Mar'53:inside front cover
(photo of school) Dec'54:31
Echoes from everywhere.
Dec'54:36      Jul'56:34      Mar'57:34
Little money--big results. Mar'59:42
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36
When nations awaken (photo of classroom) Dec'64:26
Love at work in Congo. Mar'66:15

WEN, KENNETH
(photo) Jun'50:front cover
Drum Tower discovers Kenneth Wen (photo) Jun'50:7

WEN PEI SHAN
A silver wedding in China (photo) Jul'24:60

WEN TZONG, DAVID
Global highlights (photo) Sep'54:2

WEN YAN CHEN
quoted. The threshold. Jun'44:2

WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Good ideas... Oct'33:39

Wendelaar, F E
Beans for Ti Cong. Mar'65:12

WENDELBORN, MARK
Global highlights (photo) Apr'62:4
The Disciples "down under." Nov'63:24

WENDJI, CONGO
A new church in Congo. Feb'44:13

WENDT, GERALD
Classroom and campus (photo) Dec'64:34
Classroom and campus. May'67:34

WENEDELE, MINNIE, -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37

Wenger, Arthur Daniel, 1916-
Why, where, how? Jan'60:14

WENGER, ARTHUR DANIEL, 1916-
Classroom and campus. Oct'50:32          Oct'52:30
Global highlights. Sep'56:2
Classroom and campus. Oct'56:30          May'57:28
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:2
Classroom and campus (photo)

Wenger, I. Boyd, -1939
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'33:40
WENGER, JUANITA BARBARA  
(photo) Jul'23:12
WENGER, THYRZA LUCILE  
(photo) Jul'23:12
WENNGREN, CARL ERIK  
The threshold. Jan'44:2
WENTZ, FREDERICK K. THE LAYMAN'S ROLE TODAY  
Books. Dec'63:42  
New books. Feb'66:40
WENTZEL, FRED. ONCE THERE WAS TWO CHURCHES  
Youth and missions. Jun'50:37  
Homes missions reading--1950. Jul'50:34  
Youth and missions. Jul'50:37
WENZEL, (married to George Wenzel)  
News room. Oct'46:41
WENZEL, GEORGE FREDERICK  
News room. Oct'46:41, Jun'47:34  
(photo) Oct'47:35
Wenzel, Jorge Federico  
Letters. May'67:inside front cover
WENZEL, JORGE FEDERICO  
News room. Sep'48:41
WERBLOWSKY, R. J. Z.  
Christian foothold in Israel. Feb'63:24
WERFEL, FRANZ. EMBEZZLED HEART  
Book chat. Feb'41:25
WERFEL, FRANZ. THE SONG OF BERNADETTE  
Book chat. Sep'42:22
WERNEKE, NELDA  
(photo) Jan'21:12
WERNER, HAZEN G. CHRISTIAN FAMILY LIVING  
Marriage and family life. May'59:41
WERNER, HAZEN G. LIFE WITH YOUR EMOTIONS  
Book chat. Dec'51:19
WERNER, HAZEN G. NO SAINTS SUDDENLY  
Books. Nov'63:41
WERNHER, HILDA. THE LAND AND THE WELL  
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28
WERNHER, HILDA. MY INDIAN FAMILY  
Of many books on India. Jan'47:28
WESENBERG, ALICE B  
Summer activities of our colleges. Sep'33:32
WESENBERG, T G  
(photo) Jan'21:5
WESER, RAYDA  
Youth and missions (photo) Jul'57:37
WESLACO, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
(photo of sanctuary) Nov'51:39, Nov'52:45, Nov'53:45  
(photo) Nov'55:38
WESLER, JACQUELINE GRENNAN  
quoted. Ahead of the headlines. Feb'70:5
WESLEY, ARLENE  
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Oct'50:38
WESLEY, FRANCES SMITH  
(death) Jan'26:49
WESLEY, FRANK. "BLUE MADONNA" (PAINTING)  
(photo) Dec'67:front cover
The cover. Dec'67:4

WESLEY, JEANETTE
(photo) Apr'49:11

WESLEY, JOHN, 1703-1791
The heroism of the Christian ministry. Feb'19:8
quoted. A basis of unity. Oct'26:36
The last page. Feb'27:64
Book chat. Apr'38:24
Methodist reunion. Jul'38:15

WESLEY, JOHN. SELECTED LETTERS ED. BY FREDERICK C. GILL
Book chat. Sep'56:39

WEST, (married to Ben West)
(death) Jul'26:51

WEST, (married to Bernard West)
Classroom and campus. Nov'54:30

WEST, (married to Ed West)
Here and there with World Call. Feb'49:48

WEST, (married to M. S. West, Sr.)
In memoriam. Mar'34:40

WEST, (married to Randall West)
Churchwoman, do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16

WEST, (MRS. W. C.) -1949
In memoriam. Oct'49:37

WEST, AGNES
(death) Jun'23:54

WEST, ANNE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'61:31

WEST, B FRANK
Classroom and campus. May'47:33

West, Charles
Justice in a finite world. Oct'71:16

WEST, CHARLES C
quoted. The churches face their task. Dec'54:19

WEST, CHARLES C. OUTSIDE THE CAMP
Book chat. Jan'60:24

West, Donald Franklin, 1912-1974 (married to Frances Hill West)
I believe in world missions. Mar'51:13
The Indian church moves ahead. Jul'51:17
New occasions...new duties. Sep'52:21
A beachhead in Thailand. Oct'52:14
In India, one million people without sight. Mar'53:24
New unity in the Philippines. May'62:28
East Asia's stormy rim. Dec'62:23
Letters. Dec'64:48
Indonesia--an old church in a new day. Mar'65:23

WEST, DONALD FRANKLIN, 1912-1974
Campus news. Nov'40:32
(photo) Jan'42:13
Global highlights (photo) Dec'50:2
(photo) Mar'51:13
News room. Sep'51:38 Nov'51:39 (photo) Apr'52:38
this is the victory (photo) Jun'52:11
Outlook encouraging for Christian missions (photo) Jun'52:13
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'52:35
News room (photo) Jun'52:38
(photo) Sep'52:21
News room. Sep'52:38
(photo) Jul'53:3
News room. Sep'53:38
quoted. New days call for new ways (photo) Feb'54:10
News room. Apr'54:42
Global highlights (photo) May'54:3
quoted. They must increase. Nov'54:5
quoted. Christian missions in India. Dec'54:28 (photo p. 29)
News room. Feb'55:39
Disciples in India make history (photo) Jun'55:44
quoted. Missions amid revolution. Dec'55:18
For adult mission study. Jan'56:36
Global highlights. Mar'56:2 (photo) Sep'56:5
As partners in world mission (photo) Dec'57:15
News room (photo) Feb'58:40
A new witness in Manila. May'58:31
Global highlights. Nov'58:5
News room. Jun'60:42
Project--Evangelism (photos) Jun'61:23
(photo) Nov'62:33
(marriage) News room. Jun'63:41
News room. Dec'63:40
Global highlights (photo) Jul'64:7
(photo) Jun'67:37
Missionary becomes professor in Indonesian university
(photo) Sep'67:37
(photo) Jan'69:35
In brief. Jun'70:38
WEST, DONNA SUE
See DeJEET, DONNA SUE WEST
WEST, DORIS E (married to William Garrett West)
Beneath the spire (photo) May'56:6
WEST, EDWARD N. THE HISTORY OF THE CROSS
Book chat. Mar'60:42
WEST, ELIZABETH HERTZOG
Memoriam. Mar'35:39
WEST, EMMA
Memorium. May'36:39
West, Frances Marion Hill (married to Donald West)
What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32
As I saw Hazel Green. Oct'49:27
Let us read about Japan. Feb'50:27
Books for your reading on Latin America. Jan'52:40
Things that last forever (poem) Apr'52:31
Let's read about home missions and human rights. Jul'52:36
Let's read about Africa. Jan'53:38
"The life and task of the church" in books. Jan'54:32
Read to understand today's world mission. Jan'56:40
Children are important. May'56:17
Let the children come. Jun'56:11
Southeast Asia comes alive in books. Jan'57:34
Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
For your town and country bookshelf. Jun'59:41
Read about Africa. Jan'60:38

74
Our heritage—our horizons. Jun'60:41
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36
Festival in Manila. Jul'61:42
Open doors for the Gospel. Dec'63:16
Read about India! Dec'63:41
Women on world highways. Jan'64:35
Indonesia—an old church in a new day. Mar'65:23
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'65:36

WEST, FRANCES MARION HILL
News room. (photo) Jun'48:32 Jan'49:38
For adult missionary groups. Sep'49:34
(ordination) News room. Oct'49:32
(photo) Nov'50:26
A summer at Yakima. Jan'54:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'62:38
(marriage) News room. Jun'63:41
Global highlights (photo) Jul'64:7
(photo) Jul'65:36 Jun'67:37
Missionary becomes professor in Indonesian university.
Sep'67:37
(photo) Jan'69:35
In brief. Apr'69:39 Jun'70:38

West, Fred
The church-centered home. Nov'47:18

WEST, FRED
Classroom and campus. Sep'43:25 May'51:30

WEST, GEORGE D
News room. Feb'46:38 Nov'47:30

WEST, GLADYS
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40

WEST, HELEN LOUISE. ADOPTED FOUR AND HAD ONE MORE
New books. Jul'68:36

WEST, IRENE
News room. Dec'58:34

WEST, J D
(death) Sep'23:54

WEST, JAMES
In brief. May'69:38
World events (photo) Sep'71:37

WEST, JAMES A (married to Roberta West)
Spotlight on James A. West (photo) Jan'72:20

West, John William, 1871-1958
The Every Member Canvass in a group of rural churches.
Mar'19:51

WEST, JOHN WILLIAM, 1871-1958
Beneath the spire (photo) May'49:4
In memoriam. Jan'59:41

WEST, L E
Children's Day in '88 (photo) May'38:27

WEST, LAUREN E
News room. May'47:35 Feb'50:34

WEST, NETTIE
In memoriam. Apr'35:39

WEST, OWEN L
Classroom and campus. Oct'68:34
WEST, RANDALL A
    Disciples in the news. May'68:8
    World events (photo) Sep'69:36
    The scene (photo) Sep'70:44
    (photo) Oct'71:9

WEST, ROBERT FREDERICK, 1916-
    (photo) Sep'42:9
    Global highlights. Jul'50:3
    The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:20
    quoted. Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo)
    Apr'57:26

WEST, ROBERT FREDERICK. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL AND NATURAL RELIGION
    Book chat. Mar'49:40

WEST, ROBERT FREDERICK. LIGHT BEYOND SHADOWS
    Book chat. Sep'59:44

WEST, ROBERTA (married to James A. West)
    Spotlight on James A. West (photo) Jan'72:20

WEST, WANDA YVONNE
    (appointment) Global highlights (photo) Sep'61:6

WEST, WILLIAM GARRETT, 1913-
    (married to Doris E. West)
    Classroom and campus. Oct'51:30
    Disciples look to New Delhi. Nov'61:25

WEST, WILLIAM GARRETT. BARTON WARREN STONE: EARLY AMERICAN
    ADVOCATE OF CHRISTIAN UNITY
    Book of the month. Oct'54:40
    Book chat. Dec'54:22,46

WEST, WILLIAM GARRETT. BARTON WARREN STONE AND CHRISTIAN UNITY
    Book chat. Jun'54:43

"WEST AFRICA: TWO LIFE STYLES" (MOTION PICTURE)
    Audio-visuals. Jan'72:29

WEST AMARILLO, TEXAS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
    Good ideas. Apr'28:47

WEST BERLIN, GERMANY
    Women and world highways. Nov'51:31

WEST CHINA UNIVERSITY
    News room. Jan'45:30

WEST GERMANY
    See also GERMANY
    Global highlights. Feb'59:6 May'59:8 Jan'60:4
    Mar'59:5 Jun'59:4
    Friendship is our contribution. Oct'60:30
    Instruments of the love of God. Nov'60:20
    Global highlights. Mar'61:8
    Report from Berlin. Mar'61:32
    Jun'61:8 Mar'63:6
    European laymen reach the outsider. Oct'63:28
    Global highlights. Nov'63:4 Dec'63:5
    God's voice in the mountains. Jun'64:23
    Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38 Jan'65:38
    Tokens of repentance. Jul'65:24
    Global highlights. Oct'65:5
    Direct line. Jul'67:37 Jun'73:46

WEST HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND. UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. BAPTIST CHURCH
An adventure in unity. May'50:14

WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA. FEDERATED CHURCH
An adventure in unity. May'50:14 (photo p. 15)

WEST LIBERTY, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
The summer work of a student pastor. Jan'36:12

WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Dec'50:21

WEST ORISSA, INDIA
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'56:32

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA, BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
Global highlights. Jun'62:7

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Growing churches in Florida. Feb'28:37
Lest we forget (photo of church platform) Aug'28:43
Disasters in the work. Oct'28:1
(photo) Aug'29:24
Overcoming obstacles at West Palm Beach (photo) Mar'33:46

WEST POINT, GEORGIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Making possible a great church (photo) Apr'24:44

WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY
See U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY

WEST POINT, MISSISSIPPI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'24:11

WEST RUPERT, VERMONT. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Dec'19:63
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:59
A Diamond Jubilee meeting in the east. Apr'25:38
Under the palms and among the pines. Feb'27:38
(photo) Feb'31:30

WEST SALEM, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A good place in which to live (photo) Aug'22:40
The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53

WEST SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Notes. Apr'20:59

WEST SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS. COLLEGE AVENUE METHODIST CHURCH
(photo) Jul'47:47

WEST UTKAL, INDIA
World concern for Orissa. Mar'58:47
Progress in West Utkal. Nov'58:47
Trained leaders for a growing church in India. Mar'64:18

WEST VIRGINIA
Spiritual investments in the Kanawha Valley... May'19:40
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52
Our chance in the magic cities of West Virginia. Apr'20:42
The story state by state. Aug'25:10
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:24
Here and there with World Call.
Jan'60:50 Jul'65:50
In brief. Jun'69:35
His parish is West Virginia. Jul'72:5

WEST VIRGINIA CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies. Oct'27:23

WEST VIRGINIA STATE MAXIMUM SECURITY PRISON (MOUNDSVILLE, WV)
No bars to learning. Dec'72:5
WEST WASHINGTON CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
See
WASHINGTON, WEST, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
WESTAWAY, (MRS. R. J.)
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
WESTAWAY, GIDEON
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Westaway, R J
On the east bank of Old Man River. Nov'24:56
WESTAWAY, R J
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
(photo) Oct'21:43
Our opportunity in Canada. Aug'22:52
Some news items... Dec'22:44
Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan (photo) Feb'23:54
In the Old Dominion. Aug'24:34
WESTAWAY, RUTH
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
WESTAWAY, Verna
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Westberg, Granger E
The local congregation's finest hour. Feb'72:22
WESTBROOK, (married to Richard W. Westbrook)
Church women to hold interracial conference. Aug'28:43
WESTBROOK, Laurence M.
Classroom and campus. Nov'67:35
WESTER, BERTHA LEE
quoted. A profile of the moderator. Jul'69:7
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'29:52
WESTERWELT, JOSEPHINE HOPE. THE LURE OF THE LEOPARD SKIN
New books. Jul'23:60
Book announcements. Dec'23:59
WESTERWELT, JOSEPHINE HOPE. THE POOL OF SACRIFICE
Speaking of books. Jul'31:35
WESTFALL, (MRS. T. M.)
In memoriam. Apr'41:39
WESTFALL, DON C. BULL AT A NEW GATE
World Calling... Mar'65:10
Westfall, Grace Wilma
What lies beyond? (poem) Dec'36:15
WESTFALL, MARGARET
News room. Oct'54:38
Three million men look to the church. Oct'55:22
(photo p. 21)
Westlake, (married to Vernon Westlake)
Letters. May'69:41
WESTLAKE CHRISTIAN TERRACE
Global highlights (drawing of proposed building) Jul'67:7
WESTLAKE, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Ohio church in EHP. May'60:45
Ecumenism with teeth. Sep'69:6
(photo of tapestry behind communion table) Jan'72:back cover
WESTLAKE, OHIO. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Ecumenism with teeth. Sep'69:6
WESTMINISTER CHOIR (DAYTON, OHIO)
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
WESTMINSTER CHOIR COLLEGE
   A new service to the rural church. Jun'39:46
THE WESTMINSTER HISTORICAL ATLAS TO THE BIBLE. REV. ED.
   Book chat. Dec'56:42
WESTON, A E
   Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'25:8
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
WESTON, ALMA, -1950
   In memoriam. Jul'50:38
WESTON, BOB
   Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'68:35
Weston, John E
   Adults and mission. Oct'63:38
WESTPHAL, CHALRES
   Church leaders visit Turkey (photo) Jan'56:29
   Global highlights. May'61:5
WESTRUP, CHRISTIANA P
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49
WESTRUP, THOMAS MARTIN, 1837-1909
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. May'21:22
WESTRUP DE GONZALEZ, ALDA
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51
WESTRUP DE VELASCO, BERTHA
   Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51
WETETO TITO
   House of God. Feb'60:48
WETHERELL, GENE W
   Classroom and campus. Dec'51:31
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'57:34
WETHERELL, R. S.
   Shavings. Jan'73:47
WETTERDAL, INGRID
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jun'49:31
WETUMKA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   A well-rounded society. Feb'27:46
WETZEL, (MRS. D. N.)
   (photo) Dec'30:2
Wetzel, Carl R
   What the Hattiesburg Church means to me. Jan'42:17
WETZEL, DAVID
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:43
WETZEL, JUDITH M
   (photo) Jul'23:6
WETZEL, KATHERINE
   (death) Mar'25:53
Wetzel, Lucy C
   See       McMillan, Lucy C. Wetzel
WETZELL, (MRS. D. N.)
   (photo) Nov'29:2
   The Executive Committee meeting. Jan'30:5
WETZELL, D N
   (photo) Dec'24:34
WETZLER, WILSON F
   Classroom and campus. Nov'50:36
WE'VE A STORY TO TELL (HYMN)
   We've a story to tell. Feb'28:20
WEWOKA, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Here and there with World Call. Apr'52:48
   News room. Jan'53:33
WEXLEY, JOHN. THEY SHALL NOT DIE
   Book chat. Feb'36:44
WEY, HERBERT. ACTION PATERNS IN SCHOOL DESEGREGATION
   Book chat. Sep'59:44
WEYARD, (married to Dallas Weyard)
   Here and there with World Call. Jun'64:50
WEYMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA
   (photo of parsonage for three congregations) Jan'54:1
WHALE, JOHN S. FACING THE FACTS
   Book chat. Nov'40:25
WHALE, JOHN S. WHAT IS A LIVING CHURCH?
   Book chat. Apr'38:24
WHALEY, BERNICE
   Beneath the spire (photo) Apr'53:4
WHALEY, FRANCES
   (death) Oct'20:41
WHALEY, MYRTLE E
   Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
   When enthusiasm ran high. Jun'27:49
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
WHALEY, SARAH
   (death) What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59
WHANG KYUNG KOH
   Women and world highways. Feb'35:35
WHANG PING-TIEN
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:60
WHARTON, B T
   quoted. Appreciation of Life and labors of A. McLean.
   Jun'24:44
WHARTON, C H
   (death of wife) Apr'22:52
Wharton, Emma Virginia Richardson, -1922
   (married to Greene Lawrence Wharton)
   Chinaswamy, Christian cook. Sep'20:10
WHARTON, EMMA VIRGINIA RICHARDSON, -1922
   Emma Richardson Wharton (photo) Apr'22:42
   Mrs. G. L. Wharton. Jun'22:27
WHARTON, GEORGE L
   Rajah the First, of Central Providences (photo) May'19:17
   quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jan'21:36
   Missionary illustrations... Jan'26:53
WHARTON, GREEN LAWRENCE, 1847-1906
   (married to Emma Virginia Richardson Wharton)
   With the missionaries who died at their posts. Oct'20:12
   They sleep--and call. Mar'22:6
   Emma Richardson Wharton. Apr'22:42
   Mrs. G. L. Wharton. Jun'22:28
   Where anti-missionary and o-missionary churches are unknown.
   Aug'22:47
   As others see us. Jul'23:39
   (photo of grave) Jun'24:18
   In the royal line of succession. Sep'24:41
Missionary illustrations... May'26:53
(photo) Mar'28:18,32
He made manual labor respectable. Apr'32:30
Through faith and loyalty. Jun'38:8

WHARTON, IANtha REBEKAH
(death) Apr'22:52

Wharton, J
Industrial development in Wuhu, China. Nov'22:60

Wharton, Joe
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:49

WHARTON, LAWRENCE RICHARDSON
Personalities (photo) Nov'34:13

WHARTON, MARION BOOGAR
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34

WHARTON, MARY L
(death) What's happening at our homes. Jan'29:59

Wharton, Nettie S
The good that men do. Mar'27:55

WHARTON, PAUL LOGAN
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'36:34

WHARTON, WILLIAM J
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'29:45

WHAT
North American neighbors in books. Jun'58:40

"WHAT EASTER REALLY MEANS" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'57:43

"WHAT HAPPENED TO HANNAN?" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'57:43

"WHAT IS HE DOING HERE?" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'64:45

"WHAT IS THE CHURCH" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'68:37

WHAT PRAYER CAN DO (GUIDEPOSTS)
Book chat. Jan'54:42

"WHAT PRICE FREEDOM" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Feb'56:40

"WHAT PRICE VICTORY" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Mar'57:39

"WHAT SHALL I READ" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'62:42

"WHAT WILL YOU DO?" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jul'66:45

WHATLEY, (MRS. R. K.)
(photo) Oct'27:56

Whatley, R K
Geneva holds a clinic. Jul'28:21

WHATLEY, R K
(photo) Oct'27:56

"WHAT'S NICE? RICE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio visuals. Oct'72:36

Wheat, Lillian A
Memories. Nov'22:63

WHEAT SWAMP, NORTH CAROLINA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Has the country church a future? Jun'28:28

WHEATLAND, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A modern rural church in the Ozarks (photo) Apr'23:28
WHEATLAND, WYOMING. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) May'19:5   Aug'21:12
   The thrills of a pioneer job. Mar'23:58
   Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:60
WHEATELY, HAROLD
   Classroom and campus. Apr'48:28
WHEATELEY, IDA JANE SNIPES, 1925-
   (photo) Jul'31:42    Jun'32:25    Jun'37:25
WHEATLEY, PHILLIS, 1754-1785
   Women and world highways (portrait) Jul'46:35
WHEATON, KATHERINE MARGUERITE NETZ
   (married to LaVerne Wheaton)
   (death) Apr'20:51
WHEATON, PHILIP. RELIGION IN CUBA TODAY
   Three books on cultural revolution. Jan'72:46
WHEELAN, V
   Global highlights (photo) Nov'67:6
WHEELER, (MRS. J. H.) -1939
   quoted. Circulation corner. Apr'39:inside front cover
   In memoriam. Oct'39:39
WHEELER, ETTA HARDY, -1956
   In memoriam. Jul'56:39
WHEELER, GLENN
   Teamwork in church construction (photo) Jul'58:17
WHEELER, JOAN KATHRYN
   Classroom and campus. Apr'49:31
   (photo) May'49:19
Wheeler, Joseph Clyde, 1910- (married to Gladys Whitt Wheeler)
   The summer work of a student pastor. Jan'36:12
   Book reviews. Jan'39:52
   Churches care about the aging. May'59:21
   Concern on a card. Sep'61:21
   How ministers see themselves. Apr'72:8
WHEELER, JOSEPH CLYDE, 1910-
   (photo) Jan'36:12
   The threshold. Mar'36:2
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'37:29
   (photo) Dec'37:32   Nov'38:14
   News room. Dec'41:34 Nov'42:34
   George Holwager wins award (photo) Feb'52:22
   The church serves its aging (photo) Oct'57:11
   (photo) Apr'72:9
WHEELER, JOSEPH CLYDE. CLAIM THESE VICTORIES
   Book chat. Jul'56:18   Nov'56:39
WHEELER, JOSEPH CLYDE. HERE LIES OUR HOPE
   Book chat. Apr'55:22
WHEELER, JOSEPH CLYDE. LIGHT FOR DARK DAYS
   Book chat. Jan'62:39
WHEELER, JOSEPH CLYDE. WINNING WHAT YOU WANT
   Book chat. May'60:41
WHEELER, JOSEPH CLYDE, JR. 1941-
   (birth) News room. Mar'41:42
WHEELER, WAYNE B
   quoted. If, to please the people. Jul'26:24
   (photo) Jul'27:11
Wheeler, William Reginald, 1889-
   This university is alive. Mar'34:28
WHEELER, WILLIAM REGINALD, 1889-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'37:32
WHEELLESS, OKLAHOMA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59
WHEELING, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
EHP church. Jul'65:45
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'22:62
Whelan, Hilda
Quickened (poem) Apr'66:49
Africa (poem) Nov'66:39
What then this music (poem) Sep'67:32
WHEN
For reading about "The city." Jul'54:44
"WHEN GOD HIDES HIS FACE" (FILMSTRIPS)
Audio visuals. Oct'73:36
WHEN HOSTILITIES CEASE
On the making of books... Jan'42:32
WHERE CROSS THE CROWDED WAYS OF LIFE (HYMN)
Where cross the crowded ways of life. Jul'28:23
"WHERE JESUS LIVED" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'60:42
"WHERE JESUS WAS BORN" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'60:44
"WHERE JESUS WORKED" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Apr'60:44
"WHERE THE NEW DAY DAWNS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'54:41
News room (photo) Nov'54:36
"WHERE THE PEOPLE ARE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Dec'68:37
WHERE WE ARE IN CHURCH UNION
Global highlights. May'65:7
WHERRY, ELWYN
(photo) Jul'24:39
WHETSTONE, BOB
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'57:34
"WHICH WAY THE WIND" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Sep'65:44
WHINNERY, LARRY
St. Mark's project shows people the church cares (photo)
Oct'69:21
WHIPPLE, EDNA M
See
GISH, EDNA M. WHIPPLE
WHIPPLE, G R
(photo) Jul'36:25
Whipple, George
Portrait of a rural pastor. May'63:11
WHIPPLE, GEORGE
Global highlights (photo) May'63:6
WHIPPLE, GEORGE, JR.
(photo) Oct'42:42
WHIPPLE, OTIS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31
WHIPPLE, WESLEY S
   (photo) May'25:43
WHISLER, HENRY M
   Colleges and universities plan for spring and summer.
   May'42:33
WHISLER, MARY
   (death) Aug'20:31
WHISMAN, CAROLYN
   Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31
WHITACHRE, ELIZA
   In memoriam. Oct'36:39
WHITAKER, BETTY (married to Lester Whitaker)
   Here and there with World Call. Oct'60:50
WHITAKER, CHARLES S
   Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
   Jul'52:20
WHITAKER, HOWARD W
   quoted. The threshold. Dec'34:2
WHITAKER, JAMES ELLIS, 1909- (married to Josephine Mary Whitaker)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'59:8
WHITAKER, JOHN. AMERICAS TO THE SOUTH
   New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
WHITAKER, JOHN T. AND FEAR CAME
   Book chat. Jan'37:40
Whitaker, Robert
   Faith of our children (poem) Dec'36:26
WHITAKER, WILLIS M
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'48:4
   Classroom and campus. Feb'52:28
WHITBECK, ALOUISE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'56:29
WHITCHURCH, IRL GOLDWIN. AN ENLIGHTENED CONSCIENCE
   Book chat. Jul'41:21
WHITCOMB, BOIES
   Classroom and campus. Sep'46:34
WHITCOMB, WARD
   College miscellany. Sep'35:30
WHITCOMB, ZEPHANIAN AUGUSTUS
   (death) Jul'21:43
White, (married to Belt White)
   Growing new wood. Oct'24:57
   Alabama's love gift. Apr'25:55
   Good ideas. Jul'28:33
   We've had company. Feb'33:46
WHITE, (married to Charles S. White)
   Memorium. Jul'34:39
WHITE, (married to Claude D. White) -1954
   In memoriam. May'54:35 Sep'54:35
WHITE, (MRS. E. R.)
   In memoriam. Apr'35:39
White, (married to Edward Franklin White)
   The Nineteenth Amendment. Oct'20:inside front cover
WHITE, (married to Edward Franklin White)
   Candidate for honor (photo) Apr'28:63
WHITE, (married to Eugene A. White)
   News room. Apr'46:41
WHITE, (married to Henry F. White)
In memoriam. Feb'34:39

WHITE, (MRS. J. D.), -1965
In memoriam. Sep'65:51

WHITE, (married to John White)
(photo) Oct'54:29

WHITE, (MRS. O. G.)
(photo) Oct'22:7

WHITE, (MRS. U. L.) -1949
In memoriam. Mar'50:37

White, A. E.
Spotlight on Peter Clark. May'71:8

White, Ada Rue Stiles, 1908- (married to LaTroy Franklin White)
Christians of India. Feb'47:45

WHITE, ADA RUE STILES, 1908-
Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
News room. Nov'40:40
(photo) Mar'42:25
News room. May'47:35 Oct'55:36 Jan'64:40
Global highlights. Feb'69:30

WHITE, ADELE
See PACK, ADELE WHITE

WHITE, ANDREW
Classroom and campus. Nov'55:27

WHITE, ANN
ECHOES FROM EVERYWHERE (photo) Jun'50:38

WHITE, B. FRANK
(photo) Sep'66:front cover

White, Belt, 1868-1957
A growing conscience. Feb'20:14
Campaigning for the children. Mar'21:48

WHITE, BERNICE (married to Fred H. White)
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'49:4
(photo) Sep'54:38

WHITE, BESS ROBBINS
See COCHRAN, BESS ROBBINS WHITE

WHITE, BEVERLY ANN
(adoption) News room. May'57:36

WHITE, CHARLES L. THE CHURCH AT WORK
Bargains in books. Jan'23:62

WHITE, CHRISTINE LOUISE
(adoption) News room. Sep'55:39
(adoption) News room. May'57:36

WHITE, CONSTANCE
World youth training for service (photo) May'47:8

WHITE, D. ARDENNE
College summer events. Sep'38:30

WHITE, E
(photo) Dec'50:29
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'52:4

WHITE, E. (PAM) -1958
(death) News room. Jan'59:38

WHITE, EDGERTON
For adult mission study (photo) May'52:36

White, Edwin
A glowing tribute from a grateful heart. May'19:37
WHITE, ELIZABETH, -1937
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:30
In memoriam. Apr'37:39
WHITE, ELIZABETH
(photo) Nov'50:21
WHITE, ELIZABETH KIRK
College of Missions notes. Dec'25:52
WHITE, ELLA
In memoriam. Mar'42:39
WHITE, ELSIE
(photo) Feb'29:36
WHITE, ERIC
News room. Nov'47:30
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Mar'54:48
EHP grows. May'58:44
Global highlights (photo) Mar'67:6
In brief. Dec'70:39
WHITE, ERNEST
Classroom and campus. Sep'66:34
WHITE, ESTHER H
In memoriam. Mar'34:40
WHITE, ETHEL. BEAR HIS MILD YOKE
New books. Mar'67:41
WHITE, EVA ESTELLE PITTMAN, -1960 (married to Belt White)
(photo) Jan'28:32
In memoriam. Dec'60:37
WHITE, FLORA B., -1951
In memoriam. Apr'51:37
WHITE, FLORENCE
(photo) Dec'50:28
WHITE, FRANCES
In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover
WHITE, FRANCES ATKINS, 1875-1960 (married to Walter M. White)
The minister's wife (photo) Mar'20:50
In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover
(photo) Jun'28:19
Fraternal delegates to Britain. May'29:4
(photo) Nov'29:2 Dec'30:2,10 Nov'31:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40 Dec'34:33 Feb'38:30
(death) News room. Apr'61:34
WHITE, FRED
(photo) Sep'35:26 Oct'45:4
WHITE, GEORGE I., -1957
In memoriam. Mar'57:35
WHITE, GRACE F. HOVEY (married to L. O. White)
Global highlights. Apr'58:7
WHITE, GWEN
(photo) Nov'50:33
WHITE, H G
Raleigh church adopts every home plan (photo) Apr'57:26
WHITE, HARRY C
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40
Campus news. Nov'40:44
WHITE, HENRY G
Counseling is a role of the church. Mar'56:16
WHITE, HUGH VERNON. ONE GOSPEL FOR MANKIND

WHITE, HUGH VERNON. A THEOLOGY FOR CHRISTIAN MISSION
Book chat. Jun'37:22

WHITE, HUGH VERNON. TRUTH AND THE PERSON IN CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
Book chat. May'63:22

WHITE, HUGH VERNON. A WORKING FAITH FOR THE WORLD
Book reviews. Jan'39:52

WHITE, J B
(death) Mid-year in our colleges. Apr'37:32

White, J Campbell
The loudest call of all--the call for leadership. Feb'20:10
India spells opportunity. Jul'50:12

WHITE, J CAMPBELL
quoted. Jun'19:51

WHITE, J. CAMPBELL. WHAT WE OWE TO CHRIST
Book chat. Dec'55:44

WHITE, J ELLA
(death) Nov'24:50

WHITE, JAMES F. NEW FORMS OF WORSHIP
New books explore wide range of issues. Dec'71:44

WHITE, JAMES F. PROTESTANT WORSHIP AND CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
New books. Dec'64:41

WHITE, JAMES TIMOTHY, 1945-
(birth) News room. Feb'46:38
(photo) Jun'54:10
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45

WHITE, JANE
In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover

White, John Fulton, 1923- (married to Kathryn Jean Palmer White)
Tagalog Disciples hold convention. Sep'55:46
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34 Jan'57:30
Ninety-four thousand opportunities. Apr'57:17
Echoes form everywhere. Feb'58:36
Hiking in the Philippines. Dec'59:31
God speaks at Athens. Mar'60:15
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
Direct line. Sep'68:41

WHITE, JOHN FULTON, 1923-
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:28
Disciples forge ahead in the Philippines (photo) Dec'56:28
(photo) Apr'57:18
News room. May'62:32
Global highlights. May'68:7
(photo) Sep'68:41
Why we came back from the Philippines (photo) Dec'69:12

WHITE, JOHN W.
A challenge to religious liberty. Dec'43:23

White, Jorgelina Lozada
See
LOZADA, JORGEFELINA

White, Kathryn Jean Palmer, 1926- (married to John Fulton White)
Church serves Filipion students. Jul'55:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34 Jan'57:30
They must be missionaries. Oct'57:29
A new witness in Manila. May'58:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'58:36
Philippine Christmas. Dec'59:46
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'61:36
Direct line. Nov'67:37    Sep'68:41
Why we came back from the Philippines (photo) Dec'69:12
My miracle happened at Purdue. Sep'70:23

WHITE, KATHRYN JEAN PALMER, 1926-
(photo) Apr'57:18
News room. May'62:32
(photo) Nov'67:37
Global highlights. May'68:7
(photo) Dec'69:12

WHITE, L O (married to Grace F. Hovey White)
Global highlights. Apr'58:7
Indiana, Oregon churches enter EHP (photo) Apr'58:48
No room. May'64:49
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Jan'70:33

White, Latroy Franklin, 1913-1976
(married to Ada Rue Stiles White)
Mungeli, India. Nov'42:28
News from a missionary in India. Feb'43:42
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'44:32
Contrasts in an Indian village. Jun'44:22
Burial customs in India. Jul'44:35
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'44:33    Dec'44:32    May'45:33
Nov'44:32    Jan'45:35    Sep'46:39

Christians of India. Feb'47:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'50:38
Moving can be exciting. Sep'52:46
Spadework in Orissa. Dec'53:38
Tragedy reveals need for hospital. Oct'54:44
"Be gone, Satan." Nov'54:46
Rice—a vital crop in India. Oct'55:46
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'55:32
Open doors in Orissa. Jun'58:14
Progress in West Utkal. Nov'58:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'59:40
Kangalu—a staunch Christian. Mar'59:49
Leaven at work in Orissa. Feb'60:46
Changing brass to gold. Mar'60:45
From saffron robes to Christianity. Feb'62:48
Trained leaders for a growing church in India. Mar'64:18
Direct line. Oct'72:46
Does the church in India have a future? Jan'73:36

WHITE, LATROY FRANKLIN, 1913-1976
Seven missionaries receive appointments (photo) Jul'40:31
News room. Nov'40:40    May'41:42
(photo) Mar'42:25
News room. May'47:35    Sep'47:40
(photo) Jun'54:10    Oct'54:10
News room. Oct'55:36
Global highlights. Mar'58:6
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jun'61:38
Global highlights (photo) Jul'62:5
News room. Jan'64:40
Global highlights. Feb'69:30

WHITE, LATROY FRANKLIN, 1943-
(birth) News room. Apr'43:34
WHITE, LAURA E
(death) Oct'21:64
WHITE, LENA, -1959 (married to O. G. White)
In memoriam. Jan'60:35
WHITE, LOIS A
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Apr'21:38
WHITE, LUCY ANITA
(photo) Jun'54:10
WHITE, LYNN, JR.
quoted. Brother Sun, Sister Moon. May'73:27
White, M W
In appreciation. Feb'28:49
WHITE, MARY
News room. Jun'48:32
WHITE, MARY -1937
(death) May'37:14
WHITE, MARY AGNEIL, -1964
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20
Miss Mary A. White (photo) Nov'23:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43 Feb'36:34
WHITE, MARY CARTER
See SCOTT, MARY CARTER WHITE
WHITE, MARY CULLEN. THE DAYS OF JUNE
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
WHITE, MARY E
(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34 Jul'38:33
News room. May'44:28
Global highlights (photo) Jun'50:3
News room (photo) Dec'57:36
White, Mary Ellen, -1959
The missionary organizations' own section. Apr'33:35
WHITE, MARY ELLEN, -1959
WHITE, MARY G
(death) Feb'25:53
WHITE, MILES H
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'31:44
WHITE, NETTIE J
(death) Dec'25:51
WHITE, R G
(death) Jan'20:53
WHITE, RAYMOND C
Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'53:28
WHITE, REBECCA
In brief (photo) Sep'69:39
WHITE, REGINALD E. O. PRAYER IS THE SECRET
Book chat. Oct'59:26
White, Richard Clark, 1926- (married to Joan Wadsworth White)
Evangelism means commitment and involvement. Feb'65:11
Get out of the church. Jun'65:11
Film deals with minister's work. Jul'72:36
WHITE, RICHARD CLARK, 1926-
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30 Nov'58:32
WHITE, ROBERT J
Global highlights (photo) Jul'48:3
WHITE, ROBERT M
   Classroom and campus. Mar'59:30
White, Roy
   Drama of world hunger. Nov'71:24
White, S J
   No greater work than this. Jun'22:49
WHITE, SUZANNE
   (photo) Oct'47:24
White, Timothy
   They chose Canada. Jul'71:14
White, Travis Alden, 1909-
   Plan the work—work the plan. Jun'47:26
   Planning and working for victorious Easter. Feb'52:9
WHITE, TRAVIS ALDEN, 1909-
   quoted. Quotes from Buffalo addresses. Sep'47:24
   Global highlights. Jul'53:3
   Classroom and campus.
   Sep'53:29   Mar'54:30   May'54:30   Jun'54:33
   quoted. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants
   (photo) Feb'56:26
   Classroom and campus. Jul'56:30
   Global highlights (photo)
   May'62:5     May'63:7
   Classroom and campus. Jun'64:34
WHITE, VERONICA
   (photo) Feb'52:20
WHITE, VIOLA V
   (death) Apr'22:52
WHITE, VIRGINIA
   (death) Apr'20:51
WHITE, W R
   College of Missions notes. Jun'23:54
   (photo) Oct'47:17
WHITE, WALLACE
   Disciples in the news (photo) Dec'66:7
WHITE, WALTER. HOW FAR THE PROMISED LAND?
   Book chat. Mar'56:20
White, Walter Madison, 1865-1948
   (married to Frances Atkins White)
   How America looks from France. Jul'19:19
   The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:24
   First the blade... May'23:39
   Mother Ross has left us... Nov'26:29
   A story of two elders. May'38:1
   For every tribe and tongue. Dec'44:29
WHITE, WALTER MADISON, 1865-1948
   (photo) Sep'20:24
   South Central Young People's Conference. Oct'20:48
   Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
   (photo) May'23:32
   In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover
   quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:40
   (photo) Mar'24:24   Jan'25:32
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42
   (photo) Apr'26:39
   quoted. The Commission on the Ministry meets. Jun'26:17
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
quoted. The revival of Foreign Missions Day. Mar'29:30
Fraternals to Britain. May'29:4
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
(photo) Jun'30:32
Washington... Dec'30:13
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
Aug'32:41 Jan'33:40 Jun'37:34
(photo) Dec'37:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'38:30
(photo) Oct'43:5
(death) Bulletin. Apr'48:29
WHITE, WENDELL. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DEALING WITH PEOPLE
Book chat. Jul'37:26
White, William Allen
Mary White. May'37:14
WHITE, WILLIAM ALLEN
Glimpses of the outside world. Sep'23:57
The threshold. Jun'37:2
WHITE, WILLIAM ALLEN. AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Book chat. May'46:15
WHITE, WILLIAM ALLEN. A PURITAN IN BABYLON
Book chat. Feb'39:15
WHITE, WILLIE
In brief. Oct'70:42 Nov'70:41
WHITE, WOODY CALLAWAY, -1947
In memoriam. Nov'47:35
WHITE, XINA
In the line of succession (photo) Jul'23:inside front cover
WHITE BAY, NEWFOUNDLAND
The doctor's work goes on. Jul'58:43
WHITE GIFTS
The spiritual benefits of White Gifts. Dec'20:32
The White Gifts offering. Dec'20:52
White Christmas gifts for the King. Nov'21:47
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:59
White gifts for the King. Nov'21:64 Dec'21:44
Spiritual values of the White gifts service. Dec'21:54
WHITE HOUSE (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
(photo) Jul'30:front cover
Our cover. Jul'30:1
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING. 1961
News room. Mar'61:46
Americans care about the aging. Mar'61:14 (photo of discussion group p. 15)
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING. 1971
Years of hope for older adults. Feb'72:10
Spiritual well-being for America's aging. Apr'72:20
World events. Jun'72:38
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON CHILDREN. 1940
The threshold. Dec'39:4
Children in a democracy (photo) Mar'40:24
Rural children in a democracy. Apr'40:16
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH. 1950
Global highlights. Oct'50:4
News room. Jan'51:33
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH. 1960
   Children and youth in the U.S.A. May'60:10
   How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON FAMILY LIFE
   Jul'48:44
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON FOOD, NUTRITION AND HEALTH
   But they're just lazy, aren't they? Apr'70:20
WHITE SWAN INDIAN MISSION
   See YAKIMA INDIAN MISSION
WHITE SWAN, WASHINGTON. CHRISTIAN CHURCH (LOG CHURCH)
   For adult mission study. Sep'51:24
   (photo of sanctuary) Apr'55:front cover
   The cover. Apr'55:inside front cover
   This church can help our people (photos) Apr'55:10
   Disciples in the news. Feb'68:8
WHITEFIELD, BESSIE A., -1961
   In memoriam. May'62:37
WHITEFIELD, J  F
   (photo) Oct'30;11
WHITEFIELD, W  K
   (photo) Nov'30:19
WHITEHALL, MONTANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Outlying states and home missions. May'22:55
Whitehead, (married to Guy Whitehead, Jr.)
   Letters. May'70:34
WHITEHEAD, (MRS. J. E.)
   (photo) Oct'29:7
WHITEHEAD, (MRS. J. F.)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'50:4
WHITEHEAD, (married to J. Fred Whitehead) -1973
   In memoriam. Oct'73:42
WHITEHEAD, (married to James Whitehead)
   (photo) Dec'73:44
WHITEHEAD, B  C
   (photo) Jan'51:29
WHITEHEAD, CORA -1949
   In memoriam. Sep'49:37
WHITEHEAD, D
   (photo) May'57:39
WHITEHEAD, JAMES F., JR.
   Disciples in the news. Dec'67:8
Whitehead, L  M
   Echoes from everywhere. May'23:49
Whitehead, Martha
   See Faw, Martha Whitehead
Whitehead, Rhea M (married to Roy Whitehead)
   Women in China today. Oct'71:20
WHITEHOUSE, (married to Albert Whitehouse)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32
WHITEHOUSE, ALBERT
   Global highlights (photo) Arp'50:2
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jul'50:4
   Laymen discuss God's plan for everyday living (photo)
   May'52:33
   Global highlights. Sep'55:3
   Classroom and campus. Dec'59:35
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'63:32
Whitehouse, Elizabeth Scott, 1893–
   Helps for leaders of junior groups.
       Jun'37:40      Dec'38:33      May'41:34
               Feb'38:40      May'40:40
WHITEHOUSE, HARVEY J
   (photo) Jul'23:12
Whitehouse, J J
   Reproducing the church's ministry. Sep'43:10
WHITEHOUSE, J J
   (photo) Mar'24:58      Sep'43:10
WHITEHOUSE, OSCAR
   (photo) May'39:17
WHITEHOUSE, SCOTT
   (photo) Jul'23:12
WHITELEY, DENYS
   quoted. Action starter. Nov'70:9
WHITELEY, ROBERT L
   World events. Sep'69:37
WHITEMAN, OLIVER MERCER
   In memoriam. May'41:39
WHITENACK, CAROLINE PRICE
   "Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:15
WHITESLAY, GRACE
   Classroom and campus. Nov'43:26
WHITESIDE, FRANCES BEALL
   Women on world highways (photo) Dec'64:33
Whiteside, Mary Brent
   Who has known the heights (poem) Aug'27:26 (incorrectly attributed to Elenaor Davidson)
   Sisters (poem) Sep'31:13
   There shall be legions (poem) Jul'37:48
   Who has known heights (poem) Jun'44:20
WHITESIDES, ROBERT
   Christ centered Assembly (photo) Jan'56:28
WHITFIELD, C L
   Old church--new field (photo) Jul'54:27
Whitfield, J F
   Stewardship meets need. May'36:46
WHITFIELD, JENNIE DEKLE
   In memoriam. Apr'31:39
WHITFIELD, KATE W
   (death) Apr'20:51
WHITFIELD, MARCUS H
   Classroom and campus. Sep'63:33
WHITFIELD, OWEN H
   The plight of the sharecropper. Apr'40:28
WHITHER WORLD?
   On the making of books... Jan'42:33
Whiting, Herbert R
   Every child (poem) Apr'24:back cover
WHITING, MILDRED
   The colleges at work. May'33:32
WHITING, THOMAS A. DON'T BE AFRAID OF THE DARK
   New books. Dec'70:28
WHITING, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Aug'29:25
WHITLEY, ELIZABETH. PLAIN MR. KNOX
Book chat. Nov'61:20

WHITLEY, JAMES M
In brief (photo) Oct'70:45

WHITLEY, MARIETTA HARPER
Classroom and campus. May'56:30

Whitley, Oliver Read, -1978
Christianity and power politics. Mar'45:13
Hope for Christianity's future in town and country church.
Dec'45:22
The church: united front... Jul'46:18
God and the four freedoms. Jul'47:9
A Christian world or none. Oct'47:12
Wanted: a touch of madness. Jun'49:11

WHITLEY, OLIVER READ, -1978
Classroom and campus. Mar'62:32

WHITLEY, OLIVER READ. THE CHURCH: MIRROR OR WINDOW?
New books. Dec'69:29

WHITLEY, OLIVER READ. TRUMPET CALL OF REFORMATION
Book chat. Dec'59:24
quoted. The beginning. Jan'72:7

WHITLEY, WILLIAM
(photo) Apr'46:31

WHITLOCK, KENNETH
Virginians honor negro youth. Feb'48:5

WHITLOW, WOODROW
Global highlights (photo) Feb'67:5

WHITMAN, HOWARD
Working together in home missions (photo) Nov'60:15

WHITMAN, HOWARD. A REPORTER IN SEARCH OF GOD
Book chat. May'53:47

WHITMAN, J LAURENCE
(photo) Jan'21:21
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
Classroom and campus. Apr'46:30

WHITMAN, LAURIS B
Global highlights. Oct'55:4
City churches can plan the right way (photo) Oct'60:15

WHITMAN, SARA LU, -1942
In memoriam. Feb'43:39

Whitmer, Jean
Problems and progress in Jamaica. Feb'61:17

WHITMER, JOSEPH LEMERT, 1948-
(birth) News room. Nov'48:32
(photo) Jun'54:12

Whitmer, Joseph S., 1916-1969 (married to Veneta Viers Whitmer)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:33
First impression of Congo. Feb'45:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:32
Day dawns in the dark Continent. Mar'48:14
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34 Apr'57:34

WHITMER, JOSEPH S., 1916-1969
(photo) May'42:25
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
News room. Feb'44:34
(photo) Mar'44:15
News room. Apr'44:28       Jun'44:28
(photo) Feb'45:33
News room. Jul'46:47
(photo) Mar'48:14
News room. Dec'49:32
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'56:32
News room. Nov'61:39
In memoriam. Jan'70:43
WHITMER, JULIAN ANN, 1951-
(birth) News room. Jan'52:39
(photo) Jun'54:12
WHITMER, LEM
See WHITMER, JOSEPH LEMERT
WHITMER, RUSSELL HOLMES, 1950-
(birth) News room. May'50:34
(photo) Jun'54:12
Whitmer, Veneta Fern Viers, 1916- (married to Joseph S. Whitmer)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'44:33
First impressions of Congo. Feb'45:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:32
A goat, a goat, my money for a goat! Dec'45:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'54:34 Apr'57:34
WHITMER, VENETA FERN VIERS, 1916-
(photo) May'42:25
Recruits for world service (photo) Mar'43:6
News room. Feb'44:34
(photo) Mar'44:15
News room. Apr'44:28 Jun'44:28
(photo) Feb'45:33
WHITNER, RALPH
quoted. Rural church--what it means. May'57:46
WHITNEY, (MRS. D. T.)
In memoriam. Jan'46:37
Whitney, Ronald G
Christianity thrives in the land of its birth. Nov'72:16
Whitney, W E
If I may understand (poem) Feb'58:50
WHITSON, (married to George M. Whitson)
In memoriam. Jul'30:41
WHITTALL, J T
The making of a Convention (photo) Oct'50:9
WHITTEN, LOUISE
(photo) Apr'43:33
WHITTIER, A GERALD
Here and there... Oct'48:48
WHITTIER, EDDIE (married to L. C. Whittier)
Presenting... (photo) Dec'64:8
WHITTIER, JENNIE
In memoriam. Aug'32:39
Whittier, John Greenleaf
Prayer (poem) Apr'28:50
(untitled poem) Sep'31:24
Steps of faith (poem) Jan'63:50
WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of young ladies' double quartette) May'26:54
How the Brotherhood helped and brotherliness prevailed
Whittles, T D. Frank Higgins, Trailblazer
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:55
WHITTLESEY, (married to Fred Earl) -1951
(death) News room. Feb'52:38
WHITTMORE, S. E. (married to Ruth Collins Whittmore)
Beneath the spire (photo) Mar'54:4
WHITWELL, ELBERT MONCIE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'28:38
News room. Jul'55:38
Global highlights (photo) Jul'57:4
(photo) Apr'60:31
Disciple leaders retire (photo) Oct'64:30
Whitworth, John, Jr
The lady of the household (poem) Feb'66:43
WHITWORTH, JOHN WILLIAM
Beneath the spire. May'52:4
WHO
Books about Spanish-speaking Americans. Jul'53:32
Youth and missions. Dec'53:37
"WHO IS A CHRISTIAN FARMER?" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'59:46
WHY ARE THERE RICH AND POOR?
Speaking of books. Feb;33:41
"WHO CARES?" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Feb'72:29
WHY CHURCH?
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
WHY WARS MUST CEASE
Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
Whyte, Alexander
The Supreme suitableness of the Gospel. Sep'20:22
WHYTE, ROBERT . PERSONALITIES BEHIND THE PSALMS
Book chat. May'42:47
WIBIRAL, FRANK
News room. May'54:38
WICHAN, ACHARN
New pastor in the city of beginnings. Jul'72:24
WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Golden Jubilee notes. Nov'23:49
All from Texas. Jan'28:47
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
Lovest thou me? May'29:23
This month among Disciples. Sep'33:4
Here and there with World Call. Jan'54:48
WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS. PARK PLACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Disciples start 11 new churches. Jan'61:43
WICHITA, KANSAS
Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:26
Wichita welcomes you! Aug'31:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'31:35
Warworkers found the church there. Nov'45:13
In brief. Oct'68:8
Reconciliation in Wichita. Apr'70:12
WICHITA, KANSAS. AREA COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
One step outside the church door. Dec'73:17

WICHITA, KANSAS. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
One step outside the church door. Dec'73:17

WICHITA, KANSAS. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
First the blade... May'23:39 (photo p.40)
Golden Jubilee notes. Jul'24:52
The church's world mission. Nov'40:16
(photo) Jul'51:23
For adult mission study. Jul'54:40

WICHITA, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5

WICHITA, KANSAS. HILLSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere (photo of missionary society) Jun'31:41
Good ideas... Sep'31:39
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'32:40
Circulation corner. May'42:2
Four churches join home plan. Mar'59:46

WICHITA, KANSAS. PINE VALLEY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

WICHITA, KANSAS. RIVERSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Dec'51:48

Wick, Connie (married to Joseph G. Wick)
Pains and pleasures of living in a student center. Dec'51:16

Wick, Joseph G (married to Connie Wick)
Pains and pleasures of living in a student center. Dec'51:16
Many to care for and few to care. Oct'58:21

WICK, JOSEPH G
News room. Dec'49:32
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:31
American Disciples serving in Britain (photo) Feb'56:19
(photo) Oct'58:21
Global highlights (photo) Feb'63:5

WICKE, LLOYD C
quoted. Global highlights. Jun'64:6

WICKENDEN, ARTHUR C. YOUTH LOOKS AT RELIGION
Book chat. Jul'39:26

WICKER, (married to Norvell E. Wicker)
Women and world highways (photo) Jan'54:33

WICKER, TOM
World events (photo) May'69:32

WICKERSHAM, CHARITY JANE, 1832-1932
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:41
Not ashamed of their ages. Sep'30:31
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'31:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
When "Aunt Jane" reached one hundred (photo) Apr'32:20
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'32:34

WICKERSHAM REPORT
Listening in on the world. Mar'31:26
The churches, the Wickersham Report and Prohibition.
Jul'31:11

WICKES, -1944 (married to Arthur Frank Wickes) (death) News room. Dec'44:28

WICKES, ANNA BLANCHE PANKE, 1901?–1990 (married to Arthur Frank Wickes, 1947)
(marriage) News room. May'48:32
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:2
Global highlights (photo) Apr'56:4
New churches--the right way (photo) Jul'57:12
Global highlights. May'58:7
They work for you (photo) May'58:28
Global highlights (photo)
Sep'58:5  Sep'61:7  Oct'64:4,6
Jun'60:7  Jun'62:4  Sep'66:5

(married to Anna Blanche Pankey Wickes, 1947)
Our plea vs. our church architecture. Nov'22:9
The people ought to know. Aug'24:10
The church plan they liked. Aug'24:11
We want to help. Aug'24:12
The first fruits. Aug'24:13
The room for worship. Aug'25:16
Planning the Bible school building. Aug'26:8
A mission and a message... Aug'27:7
What happened at Quincy. Aug'28:8
Are we wasting the Lord's money? Aug'29:5
Build ye more stately mansions. Feb'30:28
A gold medal church for the Disciples. Jun'30:24
Modern trends in church architecture. Aug'30:8
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'30:42
Do's and don't's when building. Aug'31:9
It's smart to be thrifty! Aug'32:7
Churches may help us worship. Jul'33:17
The ordinances. Jul'34:9
A village church. Jul'34:19
Utility and the beautiful. Jul'37:10
Old buildings--new expressions. Jul'38:24
Building for education. Jul'39:14
Architecture serves the church. Jul'40:24
Sanctuaries of the Disciples. Jul'42:24
The story of Gary. Jul'43:18
Every plan is different... Jul'44:20
Church architecture and the ordinances. Jul'45:6
From auditorium to sanctuary. Jul'46:24
The small church. Jul'47:24

A. F. Wickes, architectural supervisor (photo) Oct'23:14
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:54
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47
(photo) Aug'25:8
Station UCMS broadcasting.
  Feb'28:42  Dec'28:43  Mar'29:39
(photo) Aug'29:7
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:30
The Executive Committee meets. Dec'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43
Interesting facts about church extension. Jul'30:39
More leaves from the family album (photo) Aug'30:11
The evolution of a church building. Apr'31:23
Enlarge the one-room building. May'31:22
Things to remember when building a church. Aug'31:8
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41
quoted. What they said. Nov'34:18
A church that built wisely and well (photo) Jul'36:10
(photo) Jul'38:24
A unique Brotherhood ministry (photo) Jul'39:7
(photo) Jul'39:8 Mar'40:17 Jun'41:31
Architecture which interprets. Jul'41:23
(photo) Mar'43:20
Twenty years of Brotherhood service (photo) Jul'43:17
News room. Apr'44:28
(photo) Sep'46:26
Pioneer, we salute you! (photo) Jan'48:12
(marriage) News room. May'48:32
You can't talk in here. Sep'58:10
(death) News room. Sep'58:42

WICKES, BLANCHE
See WICKES, ANNA BLANCHE PANKEY

WICKHAM, CAROL ANN
Classroom and campus. Jun'66:34

WICKIZER, CHARLES MEDBURY, 1932–
(married to Elfreeda Wise Wickizer)
A profile of the moderator (photo) Jul'69:8

WICKIZER, DAVID ANDREW, 1861–1943
(married to Alice Morgan Wickizer)
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
(death) News room. Dec'43:32

WICKIZER, FRANCES, -1986 (married to Willard Morgan Wickizer)
(photo) Nov'23:19

WICKIZER, LORENE DAVIDSON
(married to Willard Morgan Wickizer, Jr.)
(marriage) News room. Jun'54:41

Wickizer, Willard Morgan, 1899–1974 (married to Frances Wickizer)
A new field worker's impression of the staff... Nov'23:39
Considering the program along with the plans. Aug'28:5
What I think of the "Two-by-two plan." Feb'30:17
Widening horizons in the local church. Oct'31:8
Trimming the sails. Aug'32:11
As Swearingen faces his new task. Jul'36:27
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
The significance of a name. Oct'36:12
Book chat. Jan'37:40
A new mood in the church. Feb'37:10
Church aid in the flood area. Mar'37:5
State missions and the local church. Nov'37:6
Evangelism in the local church. Feb'38:7
What is home missions? Apr'38:10
The League of 100,000 Disciples of Christ. Sep'38:14
Home missions through twenty years. Jan'39:20
Forward the church. Jun'39:17
Every Christian an evangelist. Dec'39:13
At Christianity's heart--evangelism. Feb'41:5
The church and the army camp. Jul'41:8
Toward Calvary, 1942. Jan'42:29
The great American migration. Jul'42:27
This is a victory church. Jun'43:21
Local church program planning. Sep'43:12
The church faces reconversion. Nov'45:12
The mission of the church in U.S.A. Apr'46:38
Home missions--concerned for quality. Apr'47:7
Backlogs of unmet needs. Apr'48:10
I visit Honolulu. Apr'49:22
The Disciples of Christ and cooperative home missions. Jul'49:22
Easter morning and evangelism's reward. Feb'50:17
Intimations of immorality. Apr'53:7
Help wanted! Apr'55:8
Disciples seek a strategy. Sep'55:19
Home missions--an interpretation for modern Americans. Sep'56:14
Dear Brad... Apr'57:19
Working together in home missions. Nov'60:14
What your church could do. Sep'62:11
Freedom's challenge. Feb'63:46
Where did those thirty years go? Jul'66:14

WICKIZER, WILLARD MORGAN, 1899-1974

(photo) Jun'23:43
Religious education is their profession (photo) Sep'23:33
Introducing the field force. Nov'23:20 (photo p.19)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'24:47 Dec'26:55
quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'32:41
quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:5
(photo) Sep'33:4 Nov'34:9 Nov'35:29
...comes to Home Dept. (photo) Mar'36:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'36:40
(photo) Oct'36:12
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
(photo) Feb'38:7 Nov'38:7 Dec'39:15
Without benefit of covered wagon (photo) Apr'40:5
quoted. American churches in Council. Feb'41:23
The weakest link. May'42:5
(photo) Sep'42:15 Nov'42:24 Jan'43:21 Nov'45:12
Global highlights. Feb'46:2
(photo) Apr'46:17
News room. Jul'47:42
(photo) Feb'48:17
Global highlights. Jan'49:2
(photo) Apr'49:22 Jul'49:22 Feb'50:17
News room. Apr'51:38
Global highlights (photo) Sep'51:3
Facing open doors. Sep'51:12
(photo) Jan'52:38
Programs are not slung together... Apr'52:24
All Peoples enjoying human rights (photo) Oct'52:12
Global highlights. Apr'53:3
(photo) Apr'53:17
Spanish-American ministers meet (photo) Apr'55:46
News room. Sep'55:38
...speaks. Jan'56:30
Protestant expansion forseen. Feb'56:44
Global highlights (photo) Mar'57:3
They work for your (photo) Jan'58:23
Global highlights (photo) Feb'58:4
News room (photo) Jul'58:42
Kingdom enterprise: 1932 and now. Oct'59:48
Global highlights (photo) Feb'60:5
quoted. Home missions--our heritage and horizons. Jun'60:23
(photo p. 24)
Global highlights.
  Jul'60:6   (photo) Feb'61:7
  (photo) Jul'60:7  Jun'61:5
Freedom with responsibility (photo) May'62:25
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jul'63:50
News room. Feb'64:34
Bethany Press--a story of service (photo) May'64:29
Global highlights (photo) Feb'65:5
World Calling... Jul'66:10
(photo) Jul'66:14
WICKIZER, WILLARD MORGAN. THE DERELICT SAINT AND OTHER SERMONS
Book chat. Sep'37:22
WICKIZER, WILLARD MORGAN. FROM FRONTIER TO FRONTIERS IN HOME MISSIONS
Youth and missions. May'60:34
For adult mission study. Jun'60:38
Our heritage--our horizons. Jun'60:41
WICKIZER, WILLARD MORGAN. A FUNCTIONAL CHURCH ORGANIZATION
Functional church manual. Oct'57:42
WICKIZER, WILLARD MORGAN, JR.
  (married to Lorene Davidson Wickizer)
  (marriage) News room. Jun'54:41
News room. Feb'60:34
Global highlights (photo) Nov'65:6
In brief. Oct'70:42
WICKLUND, GRACE P
Retirements from general ministry (photo) Feb'71:40
WICKS, (MRS. J. C.)
  quoted. Good ideas. Aug'30:39
  Here and there with World Call. Jun'52:48
WICKS, CHARLES S
Busiest men in town. Dec'65:40
WICKS, ROBERT RUSSELL
Glimpses of the religious world. Jul'28:29
Wickstrom, Margaret E  (married to Ormand Clarence Wickstrom)
Missionary worship service.
  Jun'61:39  Sep'61:35  Nov'61:35
  Jul'61:39  Oct'61:37
WIDAMAN,  (married to Theo Widaman)
  In memoriam. Feb'27:49
Widdemer, Margaret
  Prayer of a lonely girl in the city (poem) Feb'28:51
WIDDOES, (married to H. W. Widdoes)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
WIDDOES, H W
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
WIDDOWSON, MARY GAYE, -1927
In memoriam. Jul'27:48
WIDDOWSON, W. CHARLES, -1948
(death) News room. Mar'49:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
WIDENHOUSE, PHILIP M
quoted. A great school emerges. Jun'54:13
"THE WIDENING CIRCLE" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jun'62:42
WIDGERY, ALBAN G. LIVING RELIGIONS AND MODERN THOUGHT
Book chat. Dec'36:24
Widmer, Marie
Switzerland serves war-swept humanity. Dec'43:22
A beacon of light in a world of chaos. Feb'44:24
Ring, bells, across the snow. Jan'45:26
WIEBE, Walter
A crusade against darkness. Jun'62:18
WIEDEMAN, BESS, -1949
In memoriam. Jun'49:37
WIEGAN, (married to Frank L. Wiegman, Jr.)
Classroom and campus. Jul'63:36
WIEGAN, FRANK L., JR.
Classroom and campus. Nov'56:30
Wiegmann, Frederick William, 1907--
(married to Mary Smith Wiegmann)
When civilization sags. Nov'46:9
This is the victory. Apr'55:7
Three Disciples and a mission to Japan. Mar'58:22
Are we ready for marriage? Nov'60:16
Letters. Jul'68:49
Two weeks at Bossey. Nov'70:12
WIEGMANN, FREDERICK WILLIAM, 1907--
(photo) Nov'46:9
Global highlights. Sep'57:2
(photo) Mar'58:22
The scene. Dec'69:44
WIEGMANN, W T
(ordination) Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:45
WIEMAN, HENRY NELSON
quoted. Last column. Jan'63:50
WIEMAN, HENRY NELSON. PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
Book chat. Apr'36:23
WIEMAN, REGINA WESTCOTT. THE FAMILY LIVES ITS RELIGION
Book chat. Oct'43:10
WIEMAN, REGINA WESTCOTT. THE MODERN FAMILY AND THE CHURCH
Book chat. Apr'38:34
WIEMAN, REGINA WESTCOTT. POPULARITY
Book chat. Oct'36:24
WIER, MAY, -1941
In memoriam. May'42:39
WIESMAN, (married to Sam E. Wiesman)
Global highlights (photo) Feb'68:7
WIESNER, JEROME B
   Classroom and campus. Dec'64:35
WIFVAT, S J
   (photo) Jan'21:6
Wiggam, Albert Edward
   The marks of an educated man. Jan'41:11
Wiggen, Kate Douglas
   (note) Jun'25:38
WIGGINS, (MRS. M. C.)
   Here and there with World Call. Feb'50:48
WIGGINS, C E
   Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
WIGGINS, CLARA
   -1948
   In memoriam. Mar'51:39
Wiggins, H L
   Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:57
WIGGINS, H L
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
WIGGINS, JANE
   Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'51:31
WIGGS, ASHTON P
   Classroom and campus. Sep'59:34
WIGGS, DEEMS N
   Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36
WIGHT, VIRGINIA
   (death) News from the homes for the aged. Apr'39:44
WIGHTMAN, MARY D
   (death) Dec'23:51
WIKER, EVELYN SMITH (married to Gerald Wiker)
   News room. May'47:36
   (marriage) News room. Jul'49:47
   News room. Sep'50:38  Apr'57:38
WIKER, GERALD (married to Evelyn Smith Wiker)
   (marriage) News room. Jul'49:47
WILBERN, BESSIE HUTCHESON,
   -1948
   In memoriam. Jan'49:39
WILBRAHAM ACADEMY (MASSACHUSETTS)
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'27:53
WILBUR, EDWIN A
   Void--if detached. Mar'63:9
WILBUR, MARVIN
   Global highlights (photo) Jul'56:3
WILBURN, RALPH GLENN, 1909-1986
   Classroom and campus.
      Feb'57:31       Sep'57:30  Jan'58:28
   Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'62:35
   Three lives of a student minister (photo) Oct'62:13
   Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'62:37
   Classroom and campus. Mar'66:33
WILBURN, RALPH GLENN. THE HISTORICAL SHAPE OF FAITH
   New books. Feb'67:39
WILBURN, RALPH GLENN. THE PROPHETIC VOICE IN PROTESTANT CHRISTIANITY
   Book chat. Jan'57:22
WILCOCKSON, MAX
   Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
WILCOX, (married to Charles Wilcox)  
  In memoriam. Oct'27:48

WILCOX, ALANSON, 1832-1924  
  Death... Sep'24:59  
  (photo) Mar'28:32

WILCOX, ALANSON. HISTORY OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN OHIO  
  Book notices. Feb'19:63

WILCOX, ELIZABETH S., -1960  
  In memoriam. Mar'60:37 Sep'62:46

Wilcox, Ella Wheeler  
  True brotherhood (poem) Sep'38:12

WILCOX, EMMA  
  In memoriam. Apr'37:39

WILCOX, HETTIE  
  In memoriam. Jan'33:39

WILCOX, MABEL  
  (death) Sep'23:54

WILCOX, MARY, -1961  
  In memoriam. Jul'61:39

WILCOX, RICHARD  
  quoted. Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:44

WILCOX, ROY D  
  Classroom and campus. Jun'63:34

WILCOX, ARIZONA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
  (photo) May'19:5  
  Notes. Apr'20:64

WILCOXEN, ELLA  
  In memoriam. Dec'36:39

WILCOXSON, (MRS. H. J.) -1928  
  In memoriam. Oct'28:48

WILCOXSON, (married to John L. Wilcoxson)  
  In memoriam. Mar'30:50

WILDE, ALICE  
  (death) Jun'21:50

WILDER, OREN B  
  Classroom and campus. Nov'62:37

WILDER, ROBERT O  
  (photo) Jun'66:5

WILDER, ROBERT P  
  (death) The threshold. May'38:2

WILDER, THORNTON. HEAVEN'S MY DESTINATION  
  Book chat. Jul'35:31

WILDERSON, PAUL  
  (photo) Feb'24:43

WILDMAN, (MRS. J. N.)  
  Here and there with World Call. Nov'49:56

WILES, (married to L. M. Wiles)  
  (photo) Mar'50:1

WILES, (married to Thomas Wiles)  
  (photo) Aug'32:19

WILES, ESTHER  
  Colleges enter new semester. Mar'36:32

WILES, JULIA ADALINE JENNINGS, 1837-1937  
  (photo) Dec'27:10  
  One hundred years (photo) Feb'37:43  
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
WILES, L M
  (photo) Mar'50:1
WILEY, (MRS. E. T.)
  (death) Nov'21:50
WILEY, CLIFFORD
  quoted. As others see us. Jul'23:39
WILEY, D O
  (photo) Jan'21:7
Wiley, F M
  A Sunday School with a system. Aug'20:23
Wiley, George Ernest, 1928- (married to Joyce Lee Brown Wiley)
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'61:40
WILEY, GEORGE ERNEST, 1928-
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
  News room. Mar'64:36 Feb'65:48
  Global highlights. Feb'68:7 May'68:7
  World events. Mar'69:31
  Amateur radio links Disciples in mission (photo) May'72:27
WILEY, JOYCE LEE BROWN, 1935- (married to George Ernest Wiley)
  Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'59:38
  News room. Mar'64:36
  Global highlights. Feb'68:7 May'68:7
  World events. Mar'69:31
WILEY, HARVEY W
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'23:59
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'24:56
WILEY, KAREN LEE, 1961-
  (birth) News room. Apr'62:34
WILEY, NEVA
  In memoriam. Feb'30:46
WILEY, PAT
  (photo) Sep'47:11
WILEY, ROBERT MARK, 1960-
  (birth) News room. Sep'60:48
WILEY, U Z
  In memoriam. Apr'29:44
WILFINGER, FRANK S
  Every Home Plan continues growth (photo) Nov'60:48
  Illinois church sending World Call into homes (photo)
  Nov'63:50
WILFLEY, (married Earle Wilfley)
  (photo) Oct'22:7 Dec'30:10
  Letters. Jul'69:4
WILFLEY, EARLE, 1867-1936
  The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28
  The proposed Capital City Church of Christ. Jan'27:4
  Interesting people you will hear at Seattle (photo) Aug'29:2
    (photo) Oct'30:11
  H. H. Harmon goest to Washington. Mar'32:10
  (death) National City Church's first minister passes on.
    Dec'36:11
Wilfley, Katharine
  Letters. Jul'69:4
WILHELM, AMANDA, -1946
  In memoriam. Oct'46:37


WILHELM, CARL H., 1893–
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jul'26:43
News room. Oct'46:38

WILHITE, (MRS. N. G.)
(death) Sep'22:51

WILHITE, IDA B
Colleges plan for fall opening. Sep'36:33

WILHITE, J. GILBERT (married to Vivian Case Whilhite)
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'56:4

WILKE, HAROLD H.
Classroom and campus. May'57:29

WILKE, HAROLD H. STRENGTHENED WITH MIGHT
Book chat. Jan'53:41

WILKEN, ROBERT L. THE MYTH OF CHRISTIAN BEGINNINGS
New books. Apr'71:28

WILKENING, W D
(photo) Jul'22:47

WILKERSON, ADELIA
In memoriam. May'44:33

WILKERSON, BARLOW, -1966
In memoriam. Apr'66:49

WILKERSON, SAMUEL HESTER
In memoriam. Oct'30:40

WILKES, (married to Luther Wilkes)
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30

WILKES, (MRS. W.)
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

WILKES, ALONZO W
In memoriam. Apr'29:44

WILKES, B A
Notes. Feb'19:46

WILKES, H. G.
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:9

WILKES, LUTHER S
The Campbell Club in Yale (photo) Jul'31:30
Wilkes, Margaret (married to Hilbert G. Wilkes)
General Assembly to celebrate historic role of church women. Oct'73:12

WILKES, MARGARET
News room. May'62:32
The dilemma of stretching dollars (photo) Nov'65:25
Voices from Louisville (photo) Dec'71:9
In brief. Feb'72:39
Stimulating worship and witness (photo) Jun'73:21

WILKES, OLIVE
In memoriam. Mar'37:39

WILKES, SHELBURNE
Strong ministers for the Decade (photo) May'62:19

WILKES, W
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29

WILKES-BARRE, PENNSYLVANIA. FIRWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Happiness for fifty dollars. Jun'22:58

WILKES-BARRE, PENNSYLVANIA. WESTMORE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Unique evening... (photo of Christian Endeavor Society) Feb'27:47

Wilkie, Wendell L
For Independence Day. Jul'56:48
WILKIE, WENDELL L
The threshold. Feb'45:2

Wilkin, S E
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:59

WILKIN, WILLIAM S
Within college walls. Feb'33:33

WILKINS, J ACK
More congregations approve Every Home Plan (photo) Mar'61:51
Here and there with World Call. Feb'62:50

WILKINS, KATHRYN, -1956
In memoriam. Feb'57:35

WILKINS, LYMAN W. -1948
In memoriam. Jun'48:39

WILKINSON, (MRS. C V)
Notes. and Mar'19:61

WILKINSON, (MRS. M J)
(death) May'21:51

WILKINSON, (married to William Wilkinson)
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'68:34

WILKINSON, B A
(photo) Aug'23:41

WILKINSON, CLARA G. MORGAN
(death) A preview of the college year. Sep'32:32

WILKINSON, ERRETT

WILKINSON, F H
Global highlights. Sep'58:5

WILKINSON, HARMON
Global highlights (photo) Apr'49:2

WILKINSON, HARRISON GRANT, 1865-1937
(married to Rose Bush Wilkinson)
(married to Nellie D. Thompson Wilkinson)
Mrs. Rose B. Wilkinson... Oct'26:41

WILKINSON, J E
Notes from the college campus. Dec'39:30
Classroom and campus.
(Note) Nov'56:30 (photo) Jan'59:36
(photo) May'57:28 Mar'62:32

WILKINSON, MARJORIE. WALKING IN THE LIGHT
Book chat. Jun'55:45

Wilkinson, Rose Bush, 1858-1926
(married to Harrison Grant Wilkinson)

WILKINSON, ROSE BUSH, 1858-1926
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'20:34
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Jul'21:8
(photo) Sep'22:35
A good steward. Oct'24:61
(photo) Jun'25:34
(death) Mrs. Rose B. Wilkinson... Oct'26:41
(death) Oct'26:62
From a fellow worker (photo) Nov'26:51

WILKINSON, S H
(photo) Jan'27:11

WILKINSON, TYLER
In memoriam. Oct'43:33
WILKINSON, V H
  (photo) Nov'25:30
WILKINSON, W V
  (photo) Mar'24:58
Wilkinson, Wenona (Constance), 1887-1976
  "Their works do follow them" Apr'20:46
  Echoes from everywhere. May'23:55
  Coe Memorial Girls' School. Apr'25:51
  In school and hospital. Jun'32:29
  Missionary worship service.
    Jun'45:32      Sep'45:28      Nov'45:30
    Jul'45:32      Oct'45:32
  Miracle of progress in Hofei. Jun'47:30
  Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:42       Jul'50:38
WILKINSON, WENONA (CONSTANCE), 1887-1976
  (photo) Feb'19:32
  Representative graduates... Feb'19:33
  Girls and education in China. Mar'19:38
  Giving the girls of China a chance. Aug'19:44
  (photo) Feb'20:35
  Notes. Apr'20:60
  Echoes from everywhere.
  (photo) Oct'21:51      Sep'22:24
  The second generation on the mission field (photo) Dec'23:26
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'24:60
  A good steward. Oct'24:61
  Program helps (photo) Apr'25:49
  (photos) Jun'25:39      Sep'25:52
  Mrs. Rose B. Wilkinson... Oct'26:41
  (photo) Jun'28:40
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34
  (photo) Dec'32:suppl:8
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'37:42
  Our missionary--an appreciation. May'37:31
  quoted. News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
  quoted. They said at St. Louis. Jun'41:19
  Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
  News room. Sep'44:28
  All People's Church and Community Center. Dec'44:19
  For adult missionary groups. Jun'45:30
  News room. Feb'49:34
  quoted. Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
  Global highlights (photo) Jul'51:3
  News room. Apr'52:38
  A visiting ministry among the Yakimas (photo) Apr'53:15
  News room (photo) Mar'54:38
  Missionaries retire (photo) Oct'54:26
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38

"THE WILL OF AUGUSTA NASH" (FILMSTRIP)
  Audio-visual suggestions. Oct'61:43
Willard, Calla Scott, 1849-1939
  Our birthday party. May'29:30
  Echoes from everywhere. Nov'29:50
WILLARD, CAALA SCOTT, 1849-1939
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'39:34
WILLARD, CHARITY CANNON (married to Sumner Willard)
   Beneath the spire. Sep'50:4
WILLARD, FRANCES E., 1839-1898
   (photo) Jul'24:2
   Women and the world highways.
   Mar'36:35   (photo) Oct'39:35
WILLARD, JOHN D. RURAL ADULT EDUCATION
   Speaking of books. Jun'34:33
Willard, Winifred
   What I want. Jan'26:14
WILCOX, PAUL M. (married to Wilma Willcox)
   Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'61:8
WILLEM, CARRIE
   In memoriam. Oct'36:39
WILLET, DAISY, -1950
   In memoriam. May'50:39
WILLET, EMMA AUGUSTA PRICE, 1865-1949
   (married to Herbert L. Willett)
   (photo) Nov'36:41   Dec'37:33
Willett, Herbert Lockwood, 1864-1944
   (married to Emma Augusta Price Willett)
   A classic tribute to a great soul. Dec'33:8
   The value of Inter-Church Conferences. Jun'37:20
   When Christians confer. Sep'41:20
WILLET, HERBERT LOCKWOOD, 1864-1944
   College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
   (photo) Oct'22:41
   Board of Education and work of our colleges.
   Feb'26:52   Dec'28:40
   Disciples Divinity House. Oct'29:60
   Last minute news from our colleges. Apr'30:33
   quoted. The Indianapolis Convention is coming. Oct'32:8
   Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:34
   Activities of our colleges. Apr'34:34
   Personalities (photo) Apr'35:17
   Personalities. Sep'35:21
   (photo) Nov'36:41   Jun'37:20
   quoted. What they said at Columbus. Dec'37:5
   Personalities. Feb'38:23
   quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'40:inside front cover
   (photo) Feb'41:24   Jul'41:2
   quoted. They said at Grand Rapids. Sep'42:14
   (death) The threshold. May'44:2
   (death) Herbert Lockwood Willett. May'44:4
   ...a tribute (photo) May'44:16
   Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:8 (photo p. 10)
   Ministers take the lead in Christian unity. Sep'58:20
WILLET, HERBERT LOCKWOOD. THE BIBLE THROUGH THE CENTURIES
   Speaking of books. Nov'29:44
WILLET, HERBERT LOCKWOOD AND CHARLES C. MORRISON. THE DAILY
   ALTAR
   Notes. Jun'19:60
WILLET, HERBERT LOCKWOOD. THE JEWS THROUGH THE CENTURIES
   Book chat. Mar'33:15
WILLETT, HERBERT LOCKWOOD. THAT THEY ALL MAY BE ONE
Speaking of books. Oct'33:31
WILLETT, LUCY
In memoriam. May'34:39
WILLETT, ROBERT L
Book chat. Dec'35:21
WILLETT, CLARK AND COMPANY
Book chat. Dec'35:21
WILLEY, (married to Charles H. Willey)
(photo) Sep'46:23
WILLEY, (married to Fey Willey) -1957
In memoriam. May'57:33
WILLEY, CHARLES
(photo) Sep'42:7
A week in the life of a rural minister (photos) Sep'46:21
WILLEY, GILBERT STEWART
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'48:4
WILLEY, JEANNETTE, -1956
In memoriam. Dec'56:37
WILLEY, MIRIAM
Global highlights (photo) Feb'53:2
WILLEY, PEGGY JEAN
(photo) Sep'46:23
WILLFORD, MILTON D
In brief. Sep'70:41
WILLIAM WOODS COLLEGE
The Board of Education and the work of our colleges.
Feb'23:45 Oct'24:52 Oct'24:52
Apr'23:55 Mar'25:52 Mar'25:52
Jun'23:53 May'25:52 May'25:52
Nov'23:52 Sep'25:42 Sep'25:42
Jan'24:34 Jan'26:42 Jan'26:42
Feb'24:52 Aug'26:55 Aug'26:55
May'24:54 Nov'26:53 Nov'26:53
Jul'24:54 Jan'27:53 Jan'27:53

Among our colleges. Jun'19:57
Feb'20:42
Jun'20:52
(photo) Jan'21:19
Report of students... Jan'21:19
What our colleges are doing... Jan'21:59
(photo) Jan'22:16
Visiting our colleges. Jan'22:16
(photo of students) Jan'22:33
Pertinent items... Apr'22:52
Present service and immediate needs... May'22:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'22:61
The National Board of Education notes. Jun'22:45
Richard Henry Crossfield. Sep'22:51
(photo) Jan'23:11
Glimpses of our colleges... Jan'24:11
(photo of freshman class) Jan'25:10
(photo of students) Jan'26:14, back cover
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:29
A building era for our colleges (photo) Jan'28:9
Pithy news items from the Board of Education. Nov'29:40
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10 (photo p.9)
A close up of our colleges. Jan'30:43
Commencement activities in our colleges (photo) Jul'30:35
Colleges in full swing. Nov'30:41
(photo of May Day celebration) Jan'31:8
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:43
Our colleges in full swing. Feb'31:33
Significant news from our colleges. Apr'31:33
Spring activities of our colleges. May'31:33
Interesting items from our colleges. Aug'31:33
Fall news from our colleges. Nov'31:40
Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
A look-in on our colleges. Jan'32:46
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:45
Within our college walls. Apr'32:41
last lap of the college year. May'32:33
Colleges close successful year. Jul'32:45
College faculties and students get acquainted. Nov'32:40
(photo of "Dad's" day) Jan'33:25
Mid-winter season in our colleges. Jan'33:33
Student Christian activity... Feb'33:26
Within college walls. Feb'33:33
Our colleges at home and abroad. Mar'33:32
Colleges going strong in the second semester. Apr'33:33
The colleges at work. May'33:33
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34
Large college enrollments. Nov'33:33
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:34
Spring term in our colleges. May'34:30
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:46
Midsommer in our colleges. Sep'34:44
Our colleges at work. Nov'34:32
In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:31
From college towers. Mar'35:44
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:32
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:44
Christian activities in our colleges. Jan'36:30
From our colleges. Jun'36:34
College commencements. Jul'36:45
News from our colleges. Dec'36:32
The junior college. Jan'37:10 (photos p. 11)
A close up of our colleges. Jan'37:28
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32
(photo of campus) May'37:12
In our colleges. May'37:34
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:32,33
From the "Gateway city." Dec'37:33
(photo of parlors of Jones Hall) Jan'38:31
Personalities. Feb'38:23
College activities. Jun'38:43
College notes. Jul'38:42
(photo) Jan'40:6
Mid-winter news from our colleges. Feb'40:30
Notes on college happenings. Mar'40:33
Notes from our colleges. Apr'40:33
College commencement announcements. May'40:28
College notes and news. May'40:33
From the college campus. Jun'40:47
Colleges observe anniversaries (photo) Jul'40:14
Summer comes to the campus. Jul'40:32, 33
College notes and news. Sep'40:31
Fall programs of our colleges. Oct'40:32
Campus news (photo of staff) Nov'40:32
College notes and news. Dec'40:31
(photo) Jan'41:front cover
The threshold. Jan'41:4
Reports from the college campus. Jan'41:32
News from the college campus. Feb'41:30 (photo of students p. 31)
College notes and news (photo of students) Mar'41:30
Notes from campus reporters (photo of students) Apr'41:33
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
Colleges approach commencement season. Jun'41:33
News from our colleges. Jul'41:33
Colleges elect presidents. Sep'41:17
Campus news and notes. Oct'41:32
News from our colleges (photo of students and faculty) Nov'41:30
Smith inaugurated... Dec'41:21
News from the colleges. Dec'41:47
(photo of Christian Student Congregation) Jan'42:13
News from classroom and campus. Jan'42:36
News from our college reporters. Feb'42:33
Our colleges go forward in emergency programs. Mar'42:33
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:32
College and universities plan for spring and summer. May'42:32 (photo of 2 students p. 33)
Summer plans of our schools. Jun'42:32 (photo of play p. 33)
News of campus events. Jul'42:30
Classroom and campus.
To him that asketh. Jan'43:15
Classroom and campus.
Jan'43:29
Feb'43:47 (photo of Campus Players production p. 33)
Mar'43:33
College girls and tomorrow's world (photo of students) May'43:11
Classroom and campus.
Jun'43:24  Dec'44:26  May'45:24  Sep'45:23
Jul'44:27  Jan'45:29  Jun'45:26  Apr'46:31
May'46:31 (photo p. 30)
Jun'46:33 (photo of proposed dorm)
Jul'46:30  Oct'46:30  Nov'46:28
(photo) Dec'46:31
Jan'47:31  Apr'47:30  Jan'48:31  Apr'49:31
Feb'47:30  Jul'47:32  Apr'48:28
(photo of glee club) Jul'49:31
Dec'49:31
(photo of students) Jan'50:167
Classroom and campus. Feb'50:33 Nov'50:37
(photo) Jan'51:15
Global highlights. Apr'51:2
Classroom and campus.
May'51:30 Feb'52:28 Sep'52:33 Mar'53:31
Jul'51:30 May'52:29 Nov'52:30 Apr'53:31
Nov'51:28 Jun'52:31 Feb'53:31 Jun'53:34
Dec'51:31 Jul'52:32
Highlights of higher education. Jun'53:37
Classroom and campus.
Jul'53:31 Jan'54:29 Dec'54:34 Oct'56:31
Oct'53:30 Sep'54:30 Jul'55:31 Nov'56:31
Nov'53:31 Nov'54:30 Jan'56:33 Dec'56:33
Global highlights (photo of burned dormitory) Jan'57:3
Classroom and campus.
Dec'57:35
(photo of student union) Jan'58:29
Feb'58:33 Jul'58:37 Mar'59:31 Jan'60:31
Mar'58:35 Dec'58:33 Sep'59:35 Feb'60:37
Apr'58:46 Feb'59:37 Dec'59:35 Apr'60:33
May'58:33
Global highlights. Jul'60:6
Classroom and campus.
Apr'61:33 Sep'61:29 Nov'61:31 Apr'62:33
Classroom and campus.
Sep'62:35 Mar'63:35 Jul'63:37 Mar'64:35
Dec'62:35 Apr'63:35 Dec'63:35 Jul'64:36
Feb'63:35
A campus without God? (photo of some students) Jan'65:11
Classroom and campus.
May'65:35 Dec'66:35 Jul'67:35 Feb'68:34
Jul'65:35 Jan'67:35 Nov'67:35
(photo of choir) Apr'68:35
May'68:35 Jun'68:35 Jul'68:35
Higher education and the past half-century. Jan'69:37
In brief. Dec'70:34 Jan'71:41
Students say. Mar'71:17
In brief.
Mar'71:40 Apr'71:41 May'71:43 Jun'71:41
Shavings. Jul'72:42
World events. Dec'72:41 Apr'73:38
WILLIAMS, (MRS. C. N.) quoted. The first page. Aug'31:2
WILLIAMS, (married to Cap Williams) quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'35:inside front cover
WILLIAMS, (married to Charles W. Williams) quoted. Circulation corner. May'35:1
WILLIAMS, (married to Clarence Williams) News room (photo) Sep'52:38
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
News room. Jul'61:36
WILLIAMS, (married to D. Ellwood Williams) Women and world highways. May'59:33
Williams, (married to E. Lee Williams)  
The pocket radio. Sep'25:41

WILLIAMS, (married to E. Lee Williams)  
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work (photo) Sep'26:6

WILLIAMS, (married to Francis W. Williams)  
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29  
(photo) Sep'21:37

WILLIAMS, (MRS. G. A.)  
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'23:54

WILLIAMS, (married to Guy B. Williams)  
(photo) Oct'22:7

Williams, (married to Joe Williams) -1957  
These have done it... Sep'29:21  
In memoriam. Mar'57:35

WILLIAMS, (MRS. L. B.)  
In memoriam. Nov'29:49

WILLIAMS, (married to Lewis Williams)  
In memoriam. Dec'45:37

WILLIAMS, (MRS. M. C.)  
In memorium. Nov'40:39

WILLIAMS, (married to Orville Williams)  
(photo) Jan'53:32

Williams, (Mrs. R. I.)  
Yakima Indian exhibit. Mar'29:48

WILLIAMS, (MRS. T. J.)  
Seminary receives books. Apr'56:46

WILLIAMS, (MRS. W. H)  
Old letters of rare value. Dec'20:17

WILLIAMS, (MRS. W. M.)  
quoted. The threshold. Sep'33:2

Williams, A M  
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51

WILLIAMS, A M  
(photo) Mar'24:35

WILLIAMS, ALBERT  
Notes. Dec'19:64

WILLIAMS, ALBERT C  
Commencement days are here again. Jul'33:34

Williams, Alice  
Letters. May'64:48

WILLIAMS, ALICE  
In memoriam. Mar'44:33

WILLIAMS, ALICE, -1946  
In memoriam. Oct'46:37

WILLIAMS, ALICE, -1950  
In memoriam. Jul'50:38

Williams, Aubrey  
Opportunities for youth. May'36:10

Williams, B Y  
Two trees (poem) Feb'28:43  
For us who stay at home (poem) Aug'28:48  
Not given to see the star (poem) Dec'29:33  
Wanting to know (poem) Oct'31:48

WILLIAMS, BARBARA  
See STONE, BARBARA WILLIAMS

WILLIAMS, BARBARA NAN  
Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37
WILLIAMS, BEATRICE  
(photo) Feb'71:34

WILLIAMS, BELLE M  
In memoriam. May'39:39

WILLIAMS, BERT C (married to Marjorie Isabel West Williams)  
Classroom and campus. Sep'56:33  
A teacher affects eternity (photos) Jan'57:11

WILLIAMS, BEULAH MacFARLAND, -1937  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:30

WILLIAMS, BOBBY  
(photo) Mar'50:46

WILLIAMS, C N  
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17

WILLIAMS, C N  
Spiritual investments in Kanawha Valley, West Virginia.  
May'19:41  
(photo) Mar'24:40  Dec'24:34  
Evangelists of the cross (photo) Feb'30:13  
(photo) Dec'30:13  Jul'34:17  
Growth in the aging years (photo) Oct'61:25

WILLIAMS, CARRIE LOOS, -1892  
(photo) Mar'35:5

WILLIAMS, CECIL B., -1966  
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25  
In memoriam. Nov'66:44

WILLIAMS, CHARLES O  
The rural school a community center. Sep'37:12

WILLIAMS, CHARLES O  
quote. Circulation corner. Oct'37:inside front cover

WILLIAMS, CLARA  
In memoriam. Jun'28:48

WILLIAMS, CLARENCE  
Classroom and campus. Sep'52:38  
Rice for sale (photo) Jan'55:34  
(photo) Dec'55:38  
A church in Paris. Jul'57:8  
News room. Jul'61:36

WILLIAMS, CLAYTON  
(photo) Jan'46:8

WILLIAMS, CLAYTON E. THE DARK ROAD TO TRIUMPH  
Book chat. Apr'60:18

WILLIAMS, COLIN  
We were there (photo) Apr'66:38

WILLIAMS, DANIEL DAY  
Global highlights (photo) Jun'53:3

WILLIAMS, DAVID  
(death) Aug'21:53

WILLIAMS, DAVID  
Transforming migrants into individuals. Oct'48:29

Williams, David E  
Finding a better way to meet human problems. Dec'72:31

WILLIAMS, DAVID E.  
(photo) Dec'72:32

WILLIAMS, DAVID W.  
Disciples in the news. Jan'66:7

115
Williams, Diora Jane Spear, 1927–
(married to James Landon Williams)
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'56:34
WILLIAMS, DIORA JANE SPEAR, 1927–
Joy and heartbreak in Japan (photo) Apr'54:24
(engagement) News room. May'55:38
WILLIAMS, DIVINE
In memoriam. Jun'33:39
WILLIAMS, DORIS JEAN
(photo) Sep'47:11
WILLIAMS, DOROTHY
In memoriam. Mar'30:50
WILLIAMS, E D
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'49:38
WILLIAMS, E I
News room. Mar'54:38
WILLIAMS, E L
(photo) Jun'51:18
WILLIAMS, E LEE
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work (photo) Sep'26:6
WILLIAMS, E R
Associate Colored Bible School worker (photo) Jun'20:58
(photo) Oct'22:49
WILLIAMS, EDWARD THOMAS, 1854–1944
Uncle Sam, Missionary. Jul'19:5
Our pioneer missionaries in China (photo) Dec'23:33
(photo) Feb'25:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'25:42
(photo) Mar'35:5
(death) News room. Apr'44:28
WILLIAMS, EDWARD THOMAS. CHINA YESTERDAY AND TODAY
Speaking of books. Jan'33:41
WILLIAMS, EDWARD THOMAS. A SHORT HISTORY OF CHINA
Speaking of books. Apr'29:31
Williams, Edwin Lyall, 1906–
China's churches are still serving. Dec'59:15
WILLIAMS, EDWIN LYALL, 1906–
Global highlights. Oct'59:7
(photo) Dec'59:15
quoted. Disciple voices from New Delhi. Feb'62:23
WILLIAMS, EDWIN LYALL. A BIBLICAL APPROACH TO CHRISTIAN UNITY
Book chat. Mar'58:42
Williams, Ella L
See Grimes, Ella L. Williams
WILLIAMS, ELLA V
In memoriam. Feb'39:39
WILLIAMS, ERNEST O
News room. Sep'56:38
WILLIAMS, F M
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:60
WILLIAMS, FLETA
Campus news. Nov'40:32
WILLIAMS, FLORENCE
See REAGAN, FLORENCE WILLIAMS
Williams, Frances
A valid part to play. Oct'41:35
WILLIAMS, FRANCIS W
quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:29
(photo) Sep'21:37

WILLIAMS, G L
St. Louis Convention Committee (photo) Dec'20:44

WILLIAMS, H O
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:32

WILLIAMS, HELEN ROVENE
Keeping step with our colleges. Mar'34:33

Williams, Herman Porter, 1872-1958
John Shackelford. Jun'22:41

WILLIAMS, HERMAN PORTER, 1872-1958
(photo) Nov'22:34
A Filipino preacher speaks. Mar'47:40
(death) News room. Sep'58:42

WILLIAMS, HILDA
Our colleges and the new year. Mar'37:32

WILLIAMS, HOWARD R
Classroom and campus. Oct'55:30

WILLIAMS, HUGH E
In brief. Sep'70:38 Feb'73:40

Williams, Hugh Jeremiah, 1893-
(married to Winifred Williams Williams)
At church in Buenos Aires. Jan'26:54
Cities of the dead. Feb'26:58
The first commencement. Mar'26:44
The day of the race. Mar'26:60
In the barefoot republic. Apr'26:55
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'27:46
Watching Manuel grow. Nov'27:53
Various nationalities. Dec'27:61
Reunion at Colegio Internacional. Feb'28:51
Echoes from everywhere.
A forward step. Nov'28:34
Sociedad Estudiantil de Obreros Cristianos. Nov'28:41
A significant trend. Dec'28:42
Preparing for service. Dec'28:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'29:49
Special correspondence from the River Plate Republics.
Apr'29:44
A forward look. May'29:27
From the River Plate Republics. Jun'29:38
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'29:60 Dec'29:51
Colegio Americano students at Cramer Church. Jun'30:59
R. M. Hopkins in South America. Nov'30:32
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'30:39
Untouched rural Paraguay. Dec'31:suppl:5
Post convention trips to Asuncion and Iguassu Falls.
Apr'32:18
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:38
The wandering Welshmen report from Puerto Rico. Oct'43:27
Puerto Rican Seminary celebrates anniversary. Jan'45:29
Retreat for Chaplains. May'45:36
The Seminary has visitors. Oct'45:22
The future of Puerto Rico. Dec'45:20
Puerto Rican activities. Jun'46:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
Theological Seminary, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico. Mar'50:48
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'52:34  Jan'53:36
A full schedule. May'55:46
WILLIAMS, HUGH JEREMIAH, 1893–
College of Missions items. Apr'23:53
(photo) Mar'24:26
A missionary marriage. Dec'24:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
(photo)
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39
News room. Feb'43:34
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:6 (photo p. 5)
News room. Sep'43:27
(photo) Oct'43:24
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'44:33
News room. Feb'45:28
(photo) Oct'45:22  Jun'46:29
Impressions of McLean Conference Grounds. Jul'46:43
Hitting the high spots in Jamaica. Jan'47:41
(photo) May'47:27
News room. Nov'48:32
(photo) Dec'48:23  May'50:46
News room. Sep'50:38
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Feb'51:36
Puerto Rico--a fair and fruitful field. Sep'51:9 (photo p. 10)
(photo) Mar'52:25
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34
(photo) Apr'53:34
The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
(photo) Mar'54:20
Global highlights. Apr'60:6
WILLIAMS, I. STANLEY
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'65:37
WILLIAMS, IMAGENE
Shavings. Feb'73:37
WILLIAMS, J. (INDIA)
To these we hand the torch. Jan'31:31
WILLIAMS, J. E
College of Missions notes. Jan'19:60
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:62
Not in vain. Jul'27:61
WILLIAMS, J. PAUL. THE NEW EDUCATION AND RELIGION
Book chat. Jun'45:17
Williams, Jack Phillips, 1938–
   (married to Jane Richardson Williams)
Bull at a new gate. Oct'68:14
WILLIAMS, JAMES LANDON (married to Diora Spear Williams)
   (engagement) News room. May'55:38
WILLIAMS, JAMES MADISON, 1840–1932
   Perhaps there are others. Mar'28:36
Williams, Jane Fite, 1931- (married to Robert Clyde Williams)
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'65:36
WILLIAMS, JANE FITE, 1931-
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo)
      Sep'62:5       Dec'62:6
   United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
   New venture in a little land. Mar'63:25
      (photo) Mar'65:36
   (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'67:7
Williams, Jewell
   Glimpses of our colleges. Jan'24:14
WILLIAMS, JO ANN
   Global highlights (photo) Feb'51:3
WILLIAMS, JOHN
   Missionary illustrations... Aug'28:42
      (photo) Feb'56:14
WILLIAMS, JOHN AUGUSTUS, 1824-1903
   (photo) Apr'44:35
WILLIAMS, JOHN E., -1946
   In memoriam. Feb'47:37
WILLIAMS, JOHN ELIAS
   The missionaries and the Chinese (photo) May'27:31
WILLIAMS, JOHN F
      (photo) Feb'34:20
Williams, John Norton
   A personal prayer for spiritual growth (poem) Nov'56:33
WILLIAMS, JOSEPH WALTER, -1946
      (death) News room. Mar'47:32
WILLIAMS, KATHRYN, -1962
      In memoriam. May'62:37
Williams, Kathryn Taylor, 1925- (married to Clarence Williams)
   For adult mission study. Apr'60:38
WILLIAMS, L GRISWOLD. ANTIPHONAL READINGS FOR FREE WORSHIP
   Book chat. Nov'34:40
WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE
   News room. Dec'60:34
      quoted. Advance in Nebraska (photo) Jul'63:19
WILLIAMS, LETA
      (photo) Dec'46:24
WILLIAMS, LOLA, -1961
      (death) News room. Oct'61:34
WILLIAMS, LULU (married to Albert Williams)
      (death) Oct'61:34
      Notes. Dec'19:64
Williams, Marguerite
   Taken in. Jun'25:44
WILLIAMS, MARJORIE
   News room. Jul'56:39
WILLIAMS, MARTHA WEIR
   Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'53:4
WILLIAMS, MARVIN DALE, SR. 1911-1972
   In memoriam. Feb'73:43
Williams, Marvin Dale, Jr., 1935-
   Year of the materials. Oct'68:21
   Letters. Jun'69:4
WILLIAMS, MARVIN DALE, JR., 1935-
   What DCHS can do for you (photo) Nov'66:16
(photo) Oct'68:21
WILLIAMS, MARY E
  In memoriam. Mar'44:33
WILLIAMS, MARY LOIS
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
WILLIAMS, MARY LOUISE. SORROW SPEAKS
  New books. Sep'68:37
Williams, Mayme
  Feeding the facts. Aug'27:54
WILLIAMS, MICHALE. THE BOOK OF CHRISTIAN CLASSICS
  Speaking of books. Jun'33:34
WILLIAMS, MILTON
  (photo) Mar'73:3
WILLIAMS, MINNIE CROWE, -1952
  In memoriam. Mar'53:37
Williams, Morney
  A prayer for deliverance from race prejudice. Jun'24:6
WILLIAMS, NANCY J
  Memorium. Mar'36:39
WILLIAMS, NORMA
  (photo) Feb'23:34
WILLIAMS, O. ERNEST
  News room. Sep'60:49
  Disciples in the news. Apr'66:7
WILLIAMS, OLIVER
  (photo) Dec'71:47
WILLIAMS, ORA, -1959
  In memoriam. May'59:37
WILLIAMS, PATRICIA ANN
  See RUSSELL, PATRICIA ANN WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS, PHILLIP. JOURNEY INTO MISSION
  For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
WILLIAMS, R W
  (photo) Oct'43:5
WILLIAMS, RICHARD L., -1958
  In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:32
  In memoriam. Nov'58:37
Williams, Robert Clyde, 1926- (married to Jane Fite Williams)
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'63:36 Feb'65:34
WILLIAMS, ROBERT CLYDE, 1926-
  (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'62:5 Dec'62:6
  United effort seen in Africa. Jan'63:49
  New venture in a little land. Mar'63:25
  (photo) Dec'63:36 Feb'65:34
  (commissioning) Global highlights (photo) Sep'67:7
Williams, Robert W (married to Mary Williams)
  The draft is right. May'69:26
WILLIAMS, ROBERT W
  Disciples in the news. Sep'66:7
  (photo) Dec'66:8
WILLIAMS, ROGER
  Pioneers in religious freedom. Oct'48:16
WILLIAMS, ROGER
  A few hundred souls amid eight million (photo) Jul'54:21
WILLIAMS, ROGER. EXPERIMENTS OF SPIRITUAL LIFE AND HEALTH
  Book chat. Jan'52:18
WILLIAMS, ROSE SICKLER, -1967 (married to Edward Thomas Williams)  
(photos) Feb'25:51
WILLIAMS, S WELLS  
Ambassadors of good will. Sep'38:17
WILLIAMS, SARAH GREGORY HARDY, 1924-1964  
(married to John Norton Williams)  
(photos) Jan'43:29
WILLIAMS, SARAH GRIMES  
Memorium. May'36:39
WILLIAMS, SHARON  
Classroom and campus (photos) Sep'65:36
WILLIAMS, SHARON KAY  
(photos) Jun'54:10
WILLIAMS, STEPHEN BENNETT  
Classroom and campus. Nov'44:25
WILLIAMS, SUSAN EILEEN, 1959-  
(birth) News room. Mar'60:40
WILLIAMS, SYLVESTER  
(photos) Dec'71:46
WILLIAMS, T. J.  
Seminary receives books. Apr'56:46
Williams, Tessie Fern, 1897-1975  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'23:57 Apr'23:59  
A call to those who listen. May'24:59  
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'30:39
WILLIAMS, TESSIE FERN, 1897-1975  
Five nurses in College of Missions. Feb'21:64  
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7  
(photo) Dec'22:42  
Her ministry wonderfully blest. Apr'25:39  
(photos) Apr'26:43  
Station UCMS broadcasting.  
Jul'32:33 Aug'32:41 Dec'36:30 Jan'37:32
Williams, Thomas Frederick Arthur, 1871-  
Laugh, clown, laugh (poem) Dec'36:32
WILLIAMS, TINKER. JOURNEY INTO MISSION  
For your reading about Japan. Jan'58:36
Williams, V R  
A splendid fellowship society. Jul'27:51
WILLIAMS, VIOLA  
In memoriam. Apr'30:39
Williams, Virtes, 1869-1942  
The rural community church. Aug'19:24
WILLIAMS, VIRTES, 1869-1942  
A long preacher in a long pastorate (photo) Jul'19:48  
(photo) Mar'24:53
WILLIAMS, W A  
(photos) Mar'24:46
WILLIAMS, W. CLYDE  
WILLIAMS, W H  
Old letters of rare value. Dec'20:17  
Five miles on horseback. Aug'22:44  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51  
"Williams Day" in Jamaica. Apr'26:61  
Devotional study for adult organizations. Sep'30:38
WILLIAMS, W M  
(photo) Jan'27:13  Oct'28:32
The Executive Committee takes actions. Nov'29:30
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'29:51
...passes. Jan'32:27
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:47
WILLIAMS, WALTER G. THE BOOKS OF THE LAW  
Book chat. Mar'46:21
WILLIAMS, WALTER G. THE PROPHETS: PIONEERS TO CHRISTIANITY  
Book chat. Sep'56:38
Williams, Wendell  
American youth projects. May'39:12
Williams, Winifred Williams, 1901-1964  
(married to Hugh Jeremiah Williams)  
An Argentine cottage prayer meeting. Feb'26:53
What's going on in South America. Jun'30:53
The story of Juana. Sep'32:27
Music week in Puerto Rico. Jul'44:39
Music week a success. Oct'44:37
Music week in Puerto Rico. Nov'45:23
Institute of music in Puerto Rico. Oct'46:27
WILLIAMS, WINIFRED WILLIAMS, 1901-1964  
A missionary marriage. Dec'24:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'25:43
The lucky thirteen (photo) Aug'25:4
Cities of the dead. Feb'26:58
(preparing for service (photo) Dec'28:59
News room. Feb'43:34
Recruits for world service. Mar'43:6 (photo p. 5)
News room. Sep'43:27
(preparing for service (photo) Dec'48:16  Oct'49:50:46
Echoes from everywhere. (photo) Feb'51:36  Nov'52:34
The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
A full schedule. May'55:46
(death) News room. Apr'64:40
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA. BRUTON PARISH CHURCH  
(photo) Jul'40:front cover
The threshold. Jul'40:2
WILLIAMSON, BARBARA (married to Clark Williamson)  
Dialogue (photo) Oct'73:22
WILLIAMSON, CLARK MURRAY  
(married to Evangeline FloAnn McNelly Williamson)  
(married to Barbara Williamson)  
(marriage) News room. Feb'57:32
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'61:35
Question: how spreaech the good news? Sep'71:9
Dialogue (photo) Oct'73:22
WILLIAMSON, DOROTHY  
(photo) Jul'23:9
WILLIAMSON, ERNEST HOMES, 1874-1931  
(photo) May'25:39
(death) Fall activities in our colleges. Dec'31:33
WILLIAMSON, EVANGELINE FLOANN MCNELLY  
(married to Clark Murray Williamson)  
(marriage) News room. Feb'57:32
WILLIAMSON, GUY B., 1872-1954
   Jan'19:7
   Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
WILLIAMSON, LAMAR
   (photo) Mar'63:13
WILLIAMSON, MARGARET. CONCERN AND RESPONSE
   Book chat. Nov'62:24
WILLIAMSON, MARJORIE
   (photo) Jul'23:9
WILLIAMSON, MARY
   (death) May'23:55
WILLIAMSON, MERVYN W
   Classroom and campus. Jun'57:34
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'63:34
WILLIAMSON, RENE DeVISME
   Global highlights. Mar'61:5
WILLIAMSON, SAM P., 1887-1957
   (photo) Mar'24:35
   quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21
WILLIAMSON, SARAH, -1924
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
WILLIAMS, ILLINOIS. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   What they did and how. Oct'20:9
WILLIE, WILHELM. WORLD MISSION AND WORLD COMMUNISM
   New books. Apr'71:29
WILLIMAN, ELIZABETH E.
   In memoriam. Apr'39:39
WILLIS, (MRS. J. E.)
   In memoriam. Oct'28:48
WILLIS, (married to Perry J. Willis) -1953
   In memoriam. Jan'54:35
WILLIS, E J
   (photo) Mar'24:36
WILLIS, EDWARD J
   Opportunities unlimited (photo) Jun'68:19
WILLIS, GERALDINE
   (photo) Jan'21:12
WILLIS, IDA, -1959
   In memoriam. Jun'59:37
WILLIS, MIKE G
   Update of the Board of Church Extension (photo) Jul'70:15
WILLIS, ROSS MARTIN, 1928-
   Sacrifice (poem) Jun'57:52
WILLIS, ROSS MARTIN, 1928-
   News room (photo) Mar'63:36
WILLIS, ROSS MARTIN. A NEW EARTH
   Recommended books on the changing city. Jun'63:40
WILLIS, S T
   Message. May'19:39       Oct'19:46
   The Zenith City of the Un-Salted Seas. May'21:57
   What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
   Dec'21:47
WILLIS, S T
   Jeopardizing church property. Feb'19:57
   What Home Missions money does. Apr'19:56
   Notes. Jan'20:60       Feb'20:61       Apr'20:59
   Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:61
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WILLS, W  F
A pastor's call for a Tubercular Sanitarium. Feb'20:46
WILLIS, WILLIAM
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32
WILLISON, ELSIE
In memoriam. May'40:39
WILLISON, GEORGE F. THE PILGRIM READER
Book chat. May'53:47
Willke, Wendell
American foreign missionaries and American good will. Nov'43:8
WILLKE, WENDELL
quoted. The threshold. Dec'42:4
WILLOUGHBY, (MRS. R. E.) -1946
In memoriam. Apr'46:37
Willoughby, W  D
Note. Sep'19:48
WILLOUGHBY, W  D
(photo) Jan'21:21
WILLOW CREEK, MINNESOTA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A woman preacher in a village pulpit (photo) May'31:17
WILLOWS, NORTH CAROLINA
Notes. May'20:59
WILLS, (married to Milt Wills) -1929
In memoriam. Oct'29:49
Wills, Alva Lamar, 1886- (married to Othello W. Wills)
Religious values of a National City Church. Oct'28:59
WILLS, ALVA LAMAR, 1886-
(photo) Oct'28:59
WILLS, GARRY. BARE RUINED CHOIRS
New books. Jun'73:33
Wills, Kenneth S (married to Genevieve Downey Wills)
Linking arms from Halifax to Vancouver. Jul'72:14
WILLS, KENNETH S.
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'26:56
Beneath the spire (photo) Sep'56:6
Disciples in the news.
   Apr'66:7 May'68:8 Jul'68:8
Coach turned minister (photo) Nov'69:40
quoted. They chose Canada. Jul'71:14
(photo) Jul'72:16
Six retirements from the general ministry (photo) Oct'72:32
In brief. Jun'73:39
Wills, W  F
Why Clayton, New Mexico should have a new building.
Aug'19:64
Note. Sep'19:48
Message. Oct'19:46
WILLS
The why, when, who and what of wills. Jan'21:34
Your will; His will. Apr'22:inside back cover
Legal points on making wills. Oct'23:inside back cover
An actual will. Jan'24:61
Know all men by these presents. Apr'25:16
I will and bequeath. Jul'27:35
Administers his own estate. May'29:45
Circulation corner. Oct'37:inside front cover
I hadn't made a will, until... Mar'59:21
Last night I dreamed I died. Mar'60:28
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'65:4
Probate is important to you. Oct'66:28
If you died today. Jul'67:44
New ways to give. Nov'72:11

WILLSON, S R
(death) Jan'23:58

WILMER, J H
quoted. Rural church. Feb'58:37

WILMETH, FRANK LINCOLN
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Dec'28:40

WILMETH, JAMES E
(photo) Nov'30:18

WILMINGTON, MARTIN
Classroom and campus. Dec'42:32

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, October-December, 1965. Apr'66:46

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE. "SWEDE'S" CHURCH
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45

WILMINGTON, OHIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) Oct'25:47

WILMORE, GAYRAUD S., JR.
quoted. Quote...unquote. Mar'69:25

WILMOT, DOROTHY ANNE
(photo) Jun'23:21
Wilmot, Ethel Ranney, -1944 (married to Frank A. Wilmot)
As ye watch the stream of life. Mar'24:44

WILMOT, ETHEL RANNEY, -1944
(photo) Aug'19:26
Program notes (photo) Feb'25:49
(death) News room. Apr'44:28

WILMOT, FRANK A. (married to Ethel Ranney Wilmot)
Program notes (photo) Feb'25:49

WILMOT, IRVIN GORSAGE
(photo) Jun'23:21

WILMOTT, BILLY
(photo) May'42:front cover

WILSON, (MRS. A. H.)
Here and there with World Call (photo) Jan'60:50

WILSON, (married to Allen Wilson)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42

WILSON, (MRS. B)
(photo) Aug'19:27

WILSON, (married to Bert Wilson)
(photo) Apr'24:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:12
Sep'34:45
(photo) Jul'35:34

WILSON, (MRS. C A)
(death) Oct'19:58

WILSON, (MRS. E. G.)
(death) Mar'26:50

WILSON, (married to Frank E. Wilson) -1966

WILSON, (married to John H. Wilson)
In memoriam. Feb'34:39
WILSON, (married to Lamar Wilson), -1960
(death) News room. Jul'60:42
WILSON, (married to Nelson O. Wilson)
Churches are reacting to the Provisional design. Apr'67:40
WILSON, (married to Perry Wilson)
In Memoriam. May'37:39
WILSON, (married to Roger Wilson) -1954
In memoriam. Jan'55:37
Wilson, (Mrs. S. L.)
Round table conference. Aug'23:50
Something "Moore" from Kansas. Feb'28:23
WILSON, (MRS. S. L.)
(photo) Oct'22:7 Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
WILSON, (married to Sam Wilson)
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'59:33
WILSON, (MRS. W. W.)
Here and there with World Call. Jul'49:48
WILSON, A H
Commission on Brotherhood Finance... Feb'53:12 (photo p. 13)
(photo) Sep'54:38
Global highlights (photo) Dec'58:5
WILSON, A P
(photo) Mar'24:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:49
Good ideas. Feb'31:39
quoted. More ways of widening horizons. Oct'31:40
(photo) Oct'35:30
WILSON, ADDIE
In memoriam. Oct'27:48
Wilson, Allen
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:54
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:27
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:17
WILSON, ALLEN
(photo) May'23:32 Jan'25:32
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
(photo) Oct'27:27
Illinois steps out... (photo) Nov'28:32
(photo) Jun'30:32 Jul'34:17
Wilson, Andrew
If, to please the people. Jul'26:23
Wilson, Anja
Good ideas. Feb'28:47
Wilson, Annie Kendall
Summer fun (poem) Jun'65:33
To each his own (poem) Oct'66:35
Give us this day (poem) Jan'67:42
WILSON, ARLEEN
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:47
WILSON, ARTHUR R
Social trends. Nov'53:16
WILSON, BARBARA ANN STUBER (married to Paul F. Wilson)
In brief. Sep'73:41
WILSON, BERENICE ANDREWS (married to George H. Wilson)
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56
(photo) Nov'29:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'30:34
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:46
News room. May'46:38
Women make ready for Quadrennial (photo) Mar'57:22
Beneath the spire (photo) Dec'60:8

Wilson, Bert, 1877-1943
Six hobbies and a family. Jan'19:27
How Lieut. C. E. G. won the E. U. C. Feb'19:20
The adventures of Yoka... Mar'19:12
Rajah the first, of Central Provinces. May'19:17
Shelton of Batang. Jun'19:10
The Doctor Sahib of Hindustan. Mar'20:18
(a letter to) The Superintendents of Christian Sunday
Schools. Jun'20:2
Mammi Ji of Bilaspur. Jun'20:18
With the men and women of all lands who have answered our
call. Oct'20:16
Highways through the heart of Hindustan. Nov'20:17
The primacy of the missionary. Jan'21:45
Waiting half a century for encouragement. Feb'21:11
Dad's letters on a world journey. Apr'21:42
Applied Christianity in India. Sep'21:10
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'21:61
A church with a money conscience. Dec'21:26
They sleep--and call. Mar'22:5
Come on. Apr'22:4
How the United Society closed the year. Aug'22:60
Educating the church on giving. Oct'22:38
The Christian whose income is $5,000 or more. Jun'23:36
Two new chairs of religious education. Nov'24:30
Teacher--preacher--writer. Jan'25:15
The Christian and his money problems--a sequel. Jun'25:18
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:26
Introducing the President. Jul'29:19
How far we have come. Nov'31:20
Rediscover your church. Sep'33:18
Appraising a three year record. Feb'34:21
Security act leaves the preacher out. Sep'35:14
The minister indispensable. Mar'36:16
Present status of the Pension Fund. Sep'36:11
The conference table in the local church. Oct'37:14
Is the minister a part of the ministry? Sep'38:8
Church or state? Sep'39:7
Week of the ministry. Sep'40:15
Set-up and consecration. Oct'40:8
From Washington, 1930 to St. Louis, 1941. Jun'41:35
The Smiths lead the Joneses. Jul'41:17
Men who helped God. Dec'41:29
Prayer for church officers. Feb'42:18

WILSON, BERT, 1877-1943
Aug'19:27
Notes. Jan'20:62 May'20:62
In camp in India with the boys. Jun'20:42
(photo) Nov'20:18
A unique ordination service (photo) Sep'23:50
Eureka's new President (photo) Nov'23:24
Headquarters notes. Dec'23:52 Jan'24:53
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Jan'24:34 Feb'24:52
(photo) Mar'24:51
Installed as President of Eureka College (photo) Apr'24:22
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'24:52
Does it work, this tithing business? Jul'24:29
As we go to press. Aug'24:1
(photo) Jan'25:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges (photo)
Jan'25:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'25:43
quoted. Go-to-College Day--why observe it? Sep'25:28
(photo) Jan'27:12,26
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
Last lap of the college year. May'32:32
Personalities. Dec'35:22
quoted. Circulation corner. Oct'36:inside front cover
(photo) Oct'37:14 Sep'39:9
Ministers in behalf of the ministry (photo) Dec'42:26
(death) The passing of Bert Wilson. Apr'43:3
(death) ...Crusader for God (photo) May'43:17
Great teachers in my life (photo) Jan'48:8
WILSON, BERT. THE CHRISTIAN AND HIS MONEY PROBLEMS
The Christian and his money problems. Jul'23:55
(Advertisement) Jul';23:56
Books of the hour. Oct'23:15
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51
Organize a stewardship study class. Oct'23:59
Minister writes book on money. Nov'23:12
Merited praise. Nov'23:34
WILSON, BERT. DAD'S LETTERS ON A WORLD JOURNEY
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:63
Book announcements. Jul'21:46
A reading circle for young people. Aug'21:46
A reading circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:56
New books of special interest. Feb'22:53
Christmas lists. Nov'23:56
WILSON, BERT. HOW TO INAUGURATE THE TITHING SYSTEM IN THE LOCAL
CHURCH
Deserved recognition. Nov'22:47
WILSON, BERT. HOW TO USE "ANCIENT PEOPLES AT NEW TASKS" IN THE
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Jan'19:44
WILSON, BERT. IN THE LAND OF SALAAM
New books of special interest. Feb'22:53
Missionary reading courses. Oct'23:51
WILSON, BERTHA LOVELESS, 1891–1977
(married to Clayton Herbert Wilson)
(photo) Jun'21:9
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside
WILSON, BESS KIDSTON, 1885–1956 (married to Robert S. Wilson)  
(death) News room. Jun'56:42  
In memoriam. May'56:35

WILSON, BETH  
See THEWLIS, BETH WILSON

WILSON, BETTIE  
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43

WILSON, BLANCHE, -1948  
In memoriam. Jun'48:39

WILSON, C C  
(photo) Feb'23:34

WILSON, C J, -1948  
(death) News room. Jan'49:38

WILSON, C L  
(photo) Sep'42:9

WILSON, CARMELIA, -1949  
In memoriam. Nov'49:43

WILSON, CHARLES DEAN  
World outreach sounding board. Jul'68:31

Wilson, Charles E., Jr.  
Christian education--a concern everywhere. Sep'64:17  
Letters. Dec'64:49

WILSON, CHARLES E., JR.  
Global highlights. (photo) Sep'50:2  Dec'51:2

quoted. Last column. Apr'53:48

Wilson, Charles Lee  
Letters. May'70:4

WILSON, CLARENCE H  
News items that point the trend of the day. Apr'30:40

Wilson, Clayton Herbert  
Service--the test of gratitude. Oct'22:23  
Ashley Sidney Johnson--a tribute. Mar'25:38

WILSON, CLAYTON HERBERT  
(photo) Jun'21:9  
College of Missions commencement, 1921 (photo) Aug'21:inside covers

quoted. Lead on, O King Eternal! Aug'21:28  
(photo) Nov'21:57  
Headquarters notes. Jul'23:52  
(photo) Oct'23:55

Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45  
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:21

WILSON, CLAYTON HERBERT, JR  
(photo) Nov'21:57

WILSON, DORIS M  
A new day for missions (photo) Feb'56:23

WILSON, DOROTHY CLARKE. TEN FINGERS FOR GOD  
New books. Dec'66:25

WILSON, DOROTHY CLARKE. HOUSE OF EARTH  
Book chat. Jan'53:41

WILSON, DOUGLAS J. THE CHURCH GROWS IN CANADA  
World outreach book reviews. Dec'66:40
WILSON, E. C.
  (photo) Jan'21:18
WILSON, E. C. IN 1936
  Book chat. May'37:22
WILSON, EDITH
  News room (photo) Dec'51:29
WILSON, ELAINE
  See MILLER, ELAINE WILSON
WILSON, ELLIOTT M
  Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'28:45
WILSON, EMILY J
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'32:33
WILSON, FLORENCE A., -1950
  In memoriam. Dec'50:37
WILSON, FRANCES BURCH, -1952
  In memoriam. Dec'52:35
WILSON, FRED
  (photo) Sep'47:13
WILSON, G. H
  (photo) Nov'36:28
WILSON, GEORGE
  (photo) Feb'30:3
  News room. Nov'42:34
  Disciples in the news. Nov'68:8
WILSON, GEORGE H
  Personalities. Jun'38:15
  Global highlights (photo) Feb'49:2
  Retirements from general ministry. Jan'72:43
WILSON, GEORGE HARLEY (married to Bernice Andrews Wilson)
  (marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:46
  News room. May'48:38
  More churches join home plan (photo) Apr'59:48
Wilson, George Hugh, 1932-
  (married to Barbara Jean McHugh Wilson)
  Our missionaries. Mar'64:30
WILSON, GEORGE HUGH, 1932-
  Global highlights (photo) Nov'60:6
WILSON, GEORGE S
  quoted. Last column. Nov'64:50
WILSON, GERTRUDE, -1965 (married to J. H. Wilson)
  In memoriam. Nov'65:48
WILSON, H. A
  (photo) Oct'30:16
WILSON, H. M
  (photo) Mar'24:19
Wilson, H. O
  Young people's pre-Easter banquet. Feb'27:22
  Easter in Home Missions churches. Jun'34:41
  The new home on the western skyline. Dec'37:10
WILSON, H. O
  (photo) Mar'24:41
  quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'31:38
WILSON, HERBERT J
  College notes. Jan'40:25
WILSON, IDA
  NBA builds but many still wait (photo) Dec'59:21
WILSON, J. CHRISTY. INTRODUCING ISLAM
  Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44
WILSON, J. H
  quoted. The first apge. Aug'32:2
WILSON, JESSIE L
  (photo) Jul'28:28
Wilson, Jesse Rodman, 1892-
  Missionaries for new world conditions. Mar'44:8
WILSON, JESSE RODMAN, 1892-
  A story of Baptist missions (photo) Jun'44:8
WILSON, JESSE RODMAN. MEN AND WOMEN OF FAR HORIZONS
  Book chat. May'35:23
WILSON, JESSE RODMAN. STUDENTS AND THE CHRISTIAN WORLD
  Book chat. Sep'36:44
WILSON, JOSH L., JR.
  News room. Jul'55:39
  Youth and the world mission (photo) Jul'65:39
WILSON, KEITH
  World events (photo) Sep'72:39
  In brief. Sep'73:41
Wilson, Kenneth L
  A Jew (poem) May'39:5
WILSON, KENNETH L. HAVE FAITH WITHOUT FEAR
  New books. Jun'71:29
WILSON, LEIGH
  (photo) Sep'68:21
WILSON, LEITH
  (photo) Feb'71:34
WILSON, LENORE
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
WILSON, LORNA
  Classroom and campus. Feb'53:31
WILSON, LOU
  (death) May'20:50
WILSON, LOUIS. DRAMA IN THE CHURCH
  Speaking of books. Nov'33:34
WILSON, LOUIS. PRIZE MONEY
  Speaking of books. Jan'34:41
WILSON, LOUIS. TARDY APRIL
  Book chat. Jun'35:29
WILSON, LYNN
  World events (photo) Sep'72:39
WILSON, M. L
  (photo) Jul'46:3
Wilson, M. V
  Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'36:38
WILSON, MADGE TARWATER
  In memoriam. Feb'33:39
WILSON, MARGARET
  In memoriam. May'31:40
WILSON, MARGARET. DAUGHTERS OF INDIA
  Speaking of books. Jan'31:32
WILSON, MARIE
  (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
WILSON, MARJORIE
Global highlights (photo) Jun'48:2
(photo) Jul'48:31
WILSON, MARY, -1923
(death) Feb'24:50
WILSON, MARY, -1959 (married to Samuel S. Wilson)
In memoriam. Mar'60:37
Wilson, Mary Katherine Sluder, 1921-
(married to Cody Wilson)
First visit to Jewel Pool Garden. Mar'50:32
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'50:38 May'51:37
Leaders for tomorrow. Dec'51:20
WILSON, MARY KATHERINE SLUDER, 1921-
The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:10
(Commissioning) News room (photo) Jan'50:34
WILSON, MATILDA
(death) Jun'24:57
Wilson, May Ellen, 1893-1988
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'24:49 Jul'25:49
Always there was prayer. Jan'26:55
Where diversified living is practiced. Mar'26:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48 Dec'28:49
New tunes to "Home, sweet, home." Jan'29:19
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35 Nov'36:39
We visit Mexico. Sep'37:20
From music to confession. Apr'41:31
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'41:39 May'42:39
Weekend trip to Los Haro. Jun'44:37
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:33
Hope Hospital is growing up. Dec'48:46
An object of pride and joy. Jul'52:42
No dull moments at Hope Hospital. Oct'52:47
A new minister is in the making. Mar'53:39
Rain and faith. Apr'59:49
Dedicated worker. Jul'60:48
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
Honors for "Miss Ruth." Sep'63:50
WILSON, MAY ELLEN, 1893-1988
appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:34
Program helps (photo) Feb'26:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'27:48
Impressions of my first missionary conference. Nov'30:31
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Jul'37:33 Nov'37:29 Mar'39:33
Oct'37:33 Apr'38:30
San Luis Potosi workers (photo) Feb'42:45
News room.
One hundred years of missionary service. Nov'48:43
(photo) Mar'52:12
The United Society in the Convention (photo) Sep'53:25
(photo) Sep'53:27 Sep'58:35
News room (photo) Nov'59:38
(photo) May'60:25
Seven missionaries retire. Oct'61:30 (photo p. 29)
New witness in a growing city. Apr'63:28
The journey to Tenayuca. Apr'64:32
WILSON, MAY ROSELLA, -1959 (married to Cramer P. Wilson)
    In memoriam. Oct'59:37
WILSON, MYRTLE
    (photo) Jan'26:31
WILSON, NANCY JANE, 1922-1980
    News room (photo) Sep'55:38
    We can't manufacture missionaries! (photo) Sep'59:19
    Disciples in the news (photo) Sep'65:7
    World events. Apr'70:45
WILSON, NORA
    (death) May'23:55
WILSON, P. WHITWELL. IS CHRIST POSSIBLE?
    Speaking of books. Feb'33:41
WILSON, PAUL FREDERICK, 1935- (married to Barbara Stuber Wilson)
    In brief. Sep'73:41
WILSON, PAUL STANLEY
    (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'25:45
    (birth) Jan'25:64
WILSON, PEARLE MAY, -1948
    In memoriam. Sep'48:37
WILSON, R. NORRIS
    Global highlights. Sep'54:2        Apr'58:5
    Unfinished program. Jul'58:39
    Global highlights (photo):
        Feb'60:4        Mar'60:7
WILSON, R. PARKER
    Classroom and campus. Nov'56:30
WILSON, RAYMOND E
    Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'27:45
    What Cleveland means to us (photo) Jan'54:24
WILSON, ROBERT
    Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'56:33
WILSON, ROBERT D (married to Margaret Wilson)
    News room. Mar'54:39
    The scene (photo) Jan'70:44
WILSON, ROBERT E.
    Classroom and campus. Jun'64:48
WILSON, ROBERT SWANN, 1881-1951
    (death) They served in Japan, Africa and India. Jan'52:36
    (death) News room. Jan'52:39
WILSON, ROMA
    See BUTCHART, ROMA WILSON
WILSON, ROSE
    In memoriam. Jul'33:39
WILSON, ROZELLA
    (death) Nov'24:50
WILSON, RUSSELL
    Commencement at Hazel Green (photo) Sep'25:40
WILSON, SAM B
    Beneath the spire (photo) Oct'57:6
WILSON, SARAH, -1933
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'33:34
WILSON, SARAH L., -1952
    In memoriam. Feb'53:33
WILSON, SIDNEY
   An idea from the Philippines. Jan'28:36
Wilson, Stanton R
   Americans share with hungry Korean children. Nov'62:46
Wilson, T J
   The Park Christian Church, New Albany, Indiana. May'20:42
       The record of a church's life. Sep'23:35
WILSON, T J
   (photo) Mar'24:22
WILSON, VIOLET
   (photo) Nov'23:front cover
       Our cover. Nov'23:1
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'36:32
WILSON, VONNIE, -1948
   In memoriam. Jun'48:39
WILSON, W E
   College notes. Nov'36:40
WILSON, W W
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jan'55:33
WILSON, WILLIAM R. THE EXECUTION OF JESUS
   books of value. Dec'72:47
WILSON, WILLIAM W
   The Campbell Club in Yale (photo)
       Jul'31:30 Mar'32:27
Wilson, Woodrow
   The conscience of the world. Feb'19:22
       (note) Jul'26:61
WILSON, WOODROW
   (photo) Feb'19:4
       quoted. Jul'25:inside front cover
   quoted. Last column. Jun'55:52 Jan'59:58
WILSON, NORTH CAROLINA
   Day by day with the Burnham and Bader tour. Apr'26:40
WILSON, NORTH CAROLINA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'25:52
   T. T. Swearingen returns to pastorate. Jan'42:21
   Classroom and campus. Jul'57:30
WILSON, NORTH CAROLINA. WEST END CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   (photo) Feb'26:11
WILSON, NORTH CAROLINA. WESTVIEW CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   New churches, January–March. Jul'60:28
Wilton, Justin Andrews, 1915–
   What does the rural church need? May'64:15
WILTON, JUSTIN ANDREWS, 1915–
   Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:4
       World Calling... Mar'64:10
Wiltz, W. Harold, 1907– (married to Edna Maye Richey Wiltz)
   Churchmanship. Oct'69:8
WILTZ, W. HAROLD, 1907–
   (photo) Feb'32:30
   Classroom and campus. Sep'46:34
   Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'60:8
   Two churches welcomed into Every Home family (photo)
   Jan'61:46
WIMER, T. W
A church serves its community (photo) Nov'57:23

WINNER, DON
Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:16

WINAMAC, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Applied Christianity. Jan'24:40
Minister says EHP an asset to church. Jan'62:48

WINANS, BETTY
See SHARP, BETTY WINANS

WINANS, ROBERT, -1955
(death) News room. Jan'56:38

WINBIGLER, DORA
Memorial gifts to Africa. Oct'26:32

WINBIGLER, ELMA
In memoriam. Mar'39:39

WINCHELL, JANELL RAE, 1935- (married to Gerald Lee Winchell)
Classroom and campus. May'57:29

Wincher, Dorothy
They act like we are somebody. Dec'68:22

WINCHESTER, KANSAS. REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'21:49

WINCHESTER, KENTUCKY. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:60

WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'36:39

WINDER, IDA MAY
The middle of the college year. Feb'32:31

WINDER, GEORGIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57

WINDERS, (MRS. J. C.)
In memoriam. Sep'31:40

Winders, Charles Henry, 1886-1946
Preaching for today. Sep'39:5

WINDERS, CHARLES HENRY, 1886-1946
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Nov'24:52
Fifteen years of world service. Aug'26:21
(photo) Nov'32:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:44
A community house (photo) Apr'36:27
(death) News room. May'46:38

WINDLEY, HILTON AUGUSTUS, 1906-
(married to Margaret Hopkins Windley)
(engagement) News room. Dec'40:32
Classroom and campus. Jul'60:37

WINDLEY, MARGARET HOPKINS
(married to Hilton Augustus Windley)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42
(engagement) News room. Dec'40:32

WINDSON, MARGARET
(photo) Dec'24:34 Jun'50:18

WINDSOR, ILLINOIS. ASH GROVE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo of Woman's Missionary Society) Dec'23:42

WINDSOR, MISSOURI. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
In the service of the King (photo) Jul'23:26

WINDSOR, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jul'19:52
Sample home mission churches. Sep'27:12
WINE, JAMES M
Air Force recalls manual. Apr'60:42

WINFIELD, (married to Harold Winfield) -1963
In memoriam. Mar'64:45

WINFIELD, KANSAS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'21:14
Glorious Easter results. May'22:6
How the silent revival works. Feb'26:7

WINFREY, EDNORA
Board of Education and work of our colleges.
May'26:42 Jun'26:43

Wing, Dora Davis
A Christian Chinese Christmas celebration. Mar'20:41
Neighboring China in San Francisco. May'24:25

WING, DORA DA VIS
Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
quoted. The Golde Jubilee. Dec'23:9

WING, J EYRE
(photo) Dec'26:34

WINGATE, TOMMY
Youth help church see its world ministry (photo) May'73:16

WINGATE, VIRGINIA, -1956
In memoriam. Sep'56:35

WINGER, ROGER D
quoted. Circulation corner. Jul'43:inside front cover

WINGER, ONTARIO. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Buffalo awaits 10,000 Disciples. May'47:25
Canadian Disciples find new ways of witnessing. Jul'72:17

WINGFIELD, EMMA METTERT
In memoriam. Jun'28:48

WINGFIELD, MARSHALL, 1893-1961
(photo) Mar'24:37
Personalities. Mar'35:22

WINGO, CLAUDE, 1894-
Here and there with World Call. Mar'50:48

WINGREN, GUSTAV. THE FLIGHT FROM CREATION
New books. Feb'72:28

WINGREN, GUSTAV. THE LIVING WORD
New books. Jan'66:40

WINK, (married to Henry Wink)
In memoriam. Oct'37:39

WINKLE, RUTH BUNN
(death) Apr'24:57

WINKLER, E F
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'25:51
A glimpse at a great evangelistic work. Sep'26:6

Winkler, Florence
Spotlight on James A. West. Jan'72:20
Amateur radio links Disciples in mission. May'72:26

WINKLER, FRANZ E. MAN, THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS
World Calling. Oct'62:10

WINKLER, JOHN PARK, 1919-1990 (married to Mary Ellen Johnson)
(photo) Sep'42:7 Jul'46:1
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'52:4
Global highlights (photo)
Feb'65:6 Jul'67:6
quoted. Thoughts worth sharing. Jun'68:21
WINKLER, MARY ELLEN JOHNSON (married to John Park Winkler)  
(photo) Jul'46:1
WINKLER, GIBSON  
City churches can plan the right way (photo) Oct'60:15
WINN, J W  
(photo) Dec'26:34
WINN, WALTER GARNETT, -1949  
In memoriam. Jan'50:39
Winnen, Laura  
Direct line. Dec'70:30 Sep'71:31  
Ray of hope in Orthern Ireland. Mar'72:24  
Drama for the people--by the people. Jun'72:30
WINNEN, LAURA  
(photo) Dec'70:30  
Fraternal workers serve through churches abroad. Oct'71:45
WINNES, FLORA J  
quouted. The threshold. Sep'33:2
WINNFIELD, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50 Nov'24:51  
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'25:61
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA  
Notes. May'20:45  
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40  
Empire building on the frontier. Feb'22:24  
(note) Feb'28:51  
Here and there with World Call. Jun'51:48
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA. HOME STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Notes (photo) Feb'19:46  
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2  
Apr'19:55  
The western Canada conventions. Sep'20:46  
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA. NORWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Notes. Jun'19:59
WINNSBORO, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH  
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:40
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA  
Winona Lake Convention. Aug'21:56  
Going up to Winona (photo) Jul'22:inside front cover  
(photos) Jul'22:42  
International Convention information. Aug'22:54  
The threshold. May'37:2
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA. SUMMER SCHOOL OF MISSIONS  
Notes. May'19:62  
May'30:45  
Apr'31:47  
Jun'31:33  
The threshold. Apr'38:2 Apr'43:2  
News room. May'43:34  
The threshold. Jun'44:2  
Missions school planned. Apr'54:47
WINSWOLD, EVA  
(death) Jul'19:55
WINSWOLD, MYRON  
A thousand years of service form one family. Jul'19:28
Winslow, William J., Jr.

WINSLOW, INDIANA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Church life revival. Oct'53:15

WINSTEAD, EDWARD DeWITT
Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30

WINSTEAD, ELTON DeWITT
Classroom and campus. Mar'60:30

WINSTEAD, JANET
Classroom and campus. Sep'57:30

WINSTON, (MRS. M. J.)
Memorial. Jun'35:39

WINSTON—SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA. FOURTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photos of sanctuary) Jul'41:24

WINSTON—SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA. LIBERTY STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Global highlights. May'47:4

WINSTON—SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA. NINTH STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:25

WINSTON—SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA. SPRAGUE STREET CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Feb'26:11

WINTER, CHARLES ALLEN. "THE POTTER" (PAINTING)
(photo) Nov'28:front cover
Our cover. Nov'28:1

WINTER, DORA T
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'25:52
(photo) Jan'26:33
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32

WINTER, ERNEST
Classroom and campus. Dec'50:31

WINTER, GIBSON. ELEMENTS FOR A SOCIAL ETHIC
New books. Dec'66:25

WINTER, GIBSON. LOVE AND CONFLICT
Marriage and family life. May'59:41

WINTER, GIBSON. RELIGIOUS IDENTITY
New books. Dec'68:36

WINTER, GIBSON. THE SUBURBAN CAPTIVITY OF THE CHURCH
Book chat. May'61:22
Books: churches for new times. Jun'61:44

Winter, Kathlene B
Made-in-America democracy. Jan'19:46

Winter, T E
The Third Christian Church of Philadelphia. Feb'22:42
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58

WINTER, T E
The union of Protestants. Feb'19:28
(photo) Feb'22:42

WINTER
Moodlin' Mar'70:35

WINTER HAVEN, FLORIDA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Nov'50:30

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44

WINTERON, (married to James Winteron) —1942
In memoriam. Sep'42:39

WINTERROWD, (MRS. H. A.)
Circulations' cozy corner. Feb'34:1
WINTERS, EMMA
In memoriam. Jan'45:35
WINTerset, IOWA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(note) Feb'28:51
WINTIZER, LAURA, -1949
In memoriam. Feb'50:39
WINTON, G B MEXICO PAST AND PRESENT
Speaking of books. Sep'28:35
WINTZ, WILLIAM HOWARD, 1931- (married to Jeanne Long Wintz)
(photo) Feb'71:32
WIREY, TRESSA, -1960 (married to Orpha Wirey)
In memoriam. Mar'61:41
WIRICK, LODUSKA J., 1855?-1914
A life worth remembering. Dec'23:45
Wirth, Kathryn
Letters. Apr'64:48
WISCONSIN
Outlying states and home missions. May'22:56
The story state by state. Aug'25:15
Some recent gains in Prohibition. Jul'29:6
An Arctic experience. Mar'35:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'36:40
February a nightmare. May'36:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'36:38          Jan'37:39
Wisdom, Catherine
Substance, service and self. Feb'25:58
WISDOM, CATHERINE
Notes... Dec'24:63
(photo) Feb'26:50
WISE, (MRS. E. P.,)
(death) Oct'22:55
Wise, Basil Fred
Book chat. Oct'41:44
WISE, BASIL FRED
(photo)
Mar'34:34          Dec'39:inside front cover
Nov'38:inside front cover Sep'42:27
Sep'39:11
Classroom and campus. Feb'47:31
Beneath the spire (photo) Feb'49:4
WISE, CHARLES C., JR. WINDOWS ON THE PASSION
New books. Apr'67:40
WISE, CURTIS
Classroom and campus. Jun'62:35
WISE, FRANCIS H. YOUTH AND DRUGS
New books. Nov'71:28
WISE, FRED
See          WISE, BASIL FRED
WISE, GEORGE W
(photo) Mar'24:30
quoted. We also are ready. May'25:22
WISE, HILMA, -1942
In memoriam. Jul'42:39
Wise, James W
Thirty two hours can bright life. Mar'72:5
WISE, MARY F
Memorium. Apr'36:39
WISE, STEPHEN S., -1949
   Global highlights. Sep'46:3
   (death) ...the preacher. Jun'49:5
   Global highlights. Nov'53:2
WISE, SUSIE
   In memoriam. Nov'41:39
WISE, WINIFRED E. JANE ADDAMS OF HULL HOUSE
   Book chat. Apr'36:23
WISHARD, LUTHER D
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'27:45
WISHART, ALFRED W
   Personalities. Sep'35:21
WISHER, C C
   (photo) Mar'24:53
WISMAR, DON R (married to Nancy Wismar)
   Classroom and campus.
   Dec'62:34  Sep'63:32  Nov'63:34
WITH AND HUMOR
   Cheer up... Jul'19:59
WITH CHRIST WE BUILD ANEW
   Sep'45:19
WITHAM, MILDRED, -1968 (married to Carey Witham)
   In memoriam. Jul'68:48
WITHERS, (married to Guy Wither)
   (photo) Nov'36:44
WITNERS, A B
   (photo) Jun'51:18
WITHERS, GUY -1965
   (photo) Sep'30:19  Nov'36:44
WITHERS, IDA L (married to R. E. Withers)
   Notes from the Benevolent Homes. Mar'38:43
WITHERS, REBEL
   In memoriam. Sep'38:39
WITHERS, WILLIAM TEMPLE, 1825-1889
   Mortally wounded, but victorious for 42 years. May'24:22
WITHERSPOON, (married to Herbert Witherspoon)
   Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'52:29
Witnesspoon, Arthur W
   Direct line. Oct'67:31
WITHERSPOON, R B
   (photo) Nov'25:26
WITHROW, CHARLOTTE
   News room (photo) Oct'61:34
WITKAMPER, W W
   quoted. Circulation corner. Mar'37:inside front cover
WITMER, MARY ALICE
   (death) Oct'24:50
WITNESS TO THE TRUTH
   Disciples launch new personal witness program. Feb'56:10
WITNESSING
   Churchman's vocabulary. Apr'63:24
WITT, (married to Arthur Witt)
   Notes... Dec'24:63
WITT, (married to Cecil Witt)
   In memoriam. Sep'38:39
WITT, EARLINE
   Women and world highways. Jun'56:37
WITTE, CHARLES
   The seminary scene: a cause for excitement (photo) Sep'72:26

WITTENBACH, BETH
   Uni-walk for UNICEF (photo) Sep'72:31

WITTOFSKI, JOSEPH. LITTLE ROCK OF CONTEMPLATION
   Book chat. Feb'51:40

WITWER, (MRS. W. H.)
   In memoriam. Jul'30:41

WODERUF, ANNA
   Global highlights (photo) Jan'47:3

WOEHL, ARTHUR J
   World outreach sounding board. Jun'67:32

WOELFEL, NORMAN. MOLDERS OF THE AMERICAN MIND
   Book caht. Jul'34:8

WOGAMAN, PHILIP. PROTESTANT FAITH AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
   New books. Sep'67:38

Wohrley, Amanda Wing
   Outward bound. Aug'23:57
      Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:61  Sep'25:59

WOHREY, AMANDA WING
   Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
      (photo) Dec'23:41
      Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59
      Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
      Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44

Wohrley, Ivan Charles
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:59
   Hard at work en route. Jul'24:38
   His first operation in Batang. May'25:37

WOHREY, IVAN CHARLES
   Appointed to serve (photo) Jun'23:35
      (photo) Dec'23:41
   From far Tibet. Feb'25:58
   Where the miles stand on end (photo) May'25:49
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:61
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'27:44

Wolcott, Florence E
   Helps for leaders of junior groups.
      Nov'37:40  Sep'39:33  Oct'40:40

WOLCOTT, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
   The Pocket Testament League is succeeding. Jul'23:53

WOLF, (married to Clinton D. Wolf)
   (photo) Feb'71:30

Wolf, Clinton D., 1931-
   Letters. Apr'69:45  Mar'71:34

WOLF, CLINTON D., 1931-
   World outreach sounding board. Jun'68:32
      (photo) Feb'71:30

WOLF, SHARON
   Youth and the world mission (photo) Jul'63:41

WOLF, THETA HOLMES
   College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30

WOLF, WILLIAM J. THE ALMOST CHOSE PEOPLE
   Book chat. Feb'60:44

WOLF, WILLIAM J. MAN'S KNOWLEDGE OF GOD
   Book chat. May'55:16
WOLFE, (married to Dean Wolfe)  
News room. Sep'51:38 Jan'53:45

Wolfe, Carrie Austin, 1880-1966 (married to Leslie Wolfe)  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62  
Fifteen years ago and now. Aug'23:42  
From generation to generation. Apr'24:19  
Sowing and reaping in the Philippines. Mar'25:53  
Seeing the fruit of the years. May'25:35

WOLFE, CARRIE AUSTIN, 1880-1966  
Notes. Oct'20:56
(photo) Mar'21:55 Jun'23:24  
From the windows of Gastambide. Jul'23:22
(photo) Aug'23:22  
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53

WOLFE, CATHERINE FRANCES  

WOLFE, CHARLES  
Classroom and campus. Sep'66:34

WOLFE, DARRELL K., 1917-  
(photo) Sep'38:31  
News room. Jun'54:41  
They work for you. Oct'58:30 (photo p. 29)  
Global highlights. apr'59:5  
Bethany Press--a story of service (photo) May'64:29

Wolfe, Dean  
When the migrant settles down. Dec'64:18

WOLFE, DEAN  
News room. Sep'51:38 Jan'53:45

WOLFE, JAMES ERNEST  
Graduating nurses at Kansas City. Feb'21:46

Wolfe, Leslie E. 1876-1945  
Progress in Manila... Aug'20:44  
Report from the Bible College in Manila. Sep'20:41  
The Gospel in Laguna Province. Oct'20:40  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49  
Sowing and reaping in the Philippines. Jan'24:47  
Echoes from everywhere.  
Jan'24:50 Mar'24:49 Apr'24:49  
(note) Feb'25:38  
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:40  
Converts in the Philippines. Jul'25:58  
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:49 Jan'26:50  
A live church at Infanta. Feb'26:56

WOLFE, LESLIE E. 1876-1945  
Notes. Oct'20:56,58
(photo) Jan'21:8 Mar'21:6,55  
Headquarters notes. Jun'21:55
(photo) Aug'21:42  
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'22:62  
(photo) Jun'23:23  
From the windows of Gastambide. Jul'23:22
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54 Jun'26:53  
(death) News room. May'45:28

WOLFE, LESLIE E., JR.  
WOLFE, MADISON, -1956
   In memoriam. Feb'57:35
WOLFE, MARY
   In memoriam. May'28:48
WOLFE, MARY ELEANOR
   See HANSON, MARY ELEANOR WOLFE
WOLFE, ROLLAND EMERSON. OUTLINE STUDIES IN MARK
   Book chat. May'45:38
WOLFE, WALLACE EARL, 1938-1974
   Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
   In brief. May'69:42
WOLFE COUNTY, KENTUCKY
   Highways and Hazel Green. Oct'53:16
Wolfersberger, John D
   What's the secret in evangelism? Feb'66:11
   The week that was. Nov'66:19
WOLFERSBERGER, JOHN D
   (photo) Feb'66:12
   World events (photo) Mar'71:37
   In brief. Mar'72:42
WOLFF, CHARLENE, -1968 (married to Fred W. Wolff)
   N.B.A. reports changes in home superintendents. Oct'52:40
   (photo) Sep'54:38
   May'55:38
   In memoriam. Feb'69:46
Wolff, Fred Walton, 1880-1965 (married to Charlene Wolff)
   The dangers in a United Christian Missionary Society.
   Dec'25:15
   Who is disloyal? Feb'38:21
   Methods in Christian missions. Sep'40:21
   That inevitable overhead. mar'41:8
WOLFF, FRED WALTON, 1880-1965
   (photo)
   Feb'38:21 Sep'40:21 Mar'47:8 Sep'54:38
WOLFINGER, ROY J
   Last lap of the college year. May'32:33
   In the midst of the college year. Dec'34:44
WOLFORD, EDWIN BOYD, 1914-1969
   Classroom and campus (photo) Jul'62:34
   quoted. Why we stay in the ministry (photo) Oct'63:13
WOLFORD, GEORGE WILLIAM, 1926-
   (married to Mildred Hawkins Wolford)
   Four churches join Every Home Plan (photo) Apr'61:44
WOLFORD, MYRTLE A
   In memoriam. Apr'29:44
Wolfsohn, Leo
   The press during transition. Jun'35:18
Wolseley, Roland E
   Echoes from everywhere. Jul'53:36
   What is India really like? May'54:10
   Here and now men offer hope to India's masses. Jun'54:29
   That "luxurious" missionary life. Oct'54:9
   Asia is asking questions. Feb'55:12
WOLSELEY, ROLAND E
   Global highlights. Nov'51:3
   quoted. Here and there with World Call. Dec'51:48
WOLSELEY, ROLAND E. FACE TO FACE WITH INDIA
   For your reading about India. Dec'54:30
WOLSELEY, ROLAND E. INTERPRETING THE CHURCH THROUGH PRESS AND RADIO
  Book chat. Nov'51:37

Wolsey, Heber
  A visit with the Mormons. Jan'73:5

WOLTZ, R ROY
  In memoriam. Sep'37:39

WOMAN'S BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
  The Rainbow Campaign. Apr'19:51

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN COLLEGE OF JAPAN
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'31:39

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
  Notes. May'19:61
  Glimpses of the religious world.
    Nov'24:47 Apr'25:45 Sep'25:45
    Jan'25:47 Aug'25:45
  Missionary illustrations... Nov'25:51
  Flashlights on some important Brotherhood work. Nov'30:31
  Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:13
  The month among Disciples. Sep'33:4
  Scientific temperance education. Sep'39:4
  Women and world highways. Oct'39:35
  News room. Dec'44:28
  Disciple heads W.C.T.U. Dec'53:42
  Global highlights. Mar'54:2
  WCTU head, a Disciple, scores liquor promotion. Oct'55:45
  Global highlights. Nov'62:6 Nov'64:4
  It started with a prayer. Dec'64:46
  Global highlights. Oct'65:6
  World events. Oct'71:37
  U.S. alcohol consumption nearly 5 billion gallons. Nov'73:45

WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF MEDICINE (PHILADELPHIA, PA)
  Facts for the busy woman. Dec'19:41

WOMAN'S COUNCIL OF THE FEDERATION OF CHURCHES OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
  Church women at work in the Nation's Capital. Sep'38:11

WOMAN'S DAY
  Woman's Day in the church. Nov'21:50
  Woman's missionary society. Nov'21:51
  The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
    Nov'22:11 Dec'22:52
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:55
    Nov'23:48
  December seventh. Nov'24:1
  What is Woman's Day? Dec'25:13
    Dec'26:16
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'27:51
  Good ideas. Mar'28:47
  Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'28:43
  Woman's Day and woman's way. Dec'28:3
  Christ and the woman at the American well. Dec'28:15
  Life's increasing purpose. Dec'29:16
  Telling the story. Nov'30:34
  Make me a little cake first. Dec'30:21
  The seeker of the way. Nov'31:34
  Woman's Day... Dec'31:24
  Renewing the flame. Nov'32:32
With banners lifted! Nov'33:30
Women as builders. Dec'33:9
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'34:40
Christian womanhood faces new frontiers. Nov'35:30
Woman's Day. Nov'35:36
The heart of Woman's Day. Dec'36:14
Programs for adult organizations. Nov'37:36
The threshold. Dec'38:4
Women and world highways. Dec'42:35
For adult missionary groups. Dec'42:36 Oct'43:30
Women and world highways. Sep'44:29
The threshold. Nov'44:2
Prayer for Woman's Day. Dec'44:40
Women and world highways. Nov'45:27 Dec'51:33
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'56:34
New women of Congo. Feb'57:44
It began with a woman's prayer. Dec'57:46
Adults and missions. Nov'60:34
Women and world highways. Dec'61:33 Dec'63:33
Adults and mission. Nov'64:38 Oct'65:36
Woman's Day. Jun'69:46

WOMAN'S EVANGELICAL UNION (ARGENTINA)
See LIGA NACIONAL DE MUJERES EVANGELICAS

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
quoted. The eternal miracle. Jan'25:31

WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETIES
The new emphasis on the Woman's Missionary Society.
Jun'20:40 Aug'20:38

WOMAN'S NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
A call to Christian women. Oct'24:58
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'26:45

WOMAN'S UNION MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Woman pays on her account. Dec'28:17

WOMEN
See also

MOTHERS
Women's influence in the present crisis. Jan'19:35

Facts for the busy woman.
Mar'19:41 Aug'19:50 Dec'19:40 Apr'20:38
Apr'19:37 Sep'19:44 Jan'20:38 May'20:40
May'19:54

Young women's missionary circles. Jan'19:52
Effects of World War on women of the Orient. Feb'19:41
Christian leadership for women of the Orient. May'19:21
The romance of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions.
Aug'19:10
A model Ladies' Aid Society. Aug'19:23
Woman, behold, thy son! Dec'19:3
Dec'19:37
"White coal" in the church. Jan'20:53
The Mother half of the world. Feb'20:17
He found them slaves; he made them companions. Apr'20:5
The woman missionary of yesterday and today. Apr'20:36
Woman's sphere is the whole earth. Dec'20:3
Woman's task. Jun'21:23
First and last. Dec'21:3
What Christian women think of Prohibition. Jul'23:45
Dec'23: much of issue
The contribution of womanhood. Dec'26:9
O woman hearts (poem) Dec'26:15
Careers and Christian homes. May'28:17
The responsibility of Christian women at the polls.
Aug'28:21
Woman's Day and woman's way. Dec'28:3
Christ and the woman at the American well. Dec'28:15
A little Te Deum for womanhood (poem) Jun'29:16
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
Items that made the news last month. Aug'2:31
Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:13
Woman's sphere. Apr'34:3
Equality of women. May'34:4
Women and the world highways. Jan'35:35
Mass pride and prejudice. May'35:28
Women and world highways. Jan - Dec'35: p. 35
Social trends. Jan'36:27
Women and world highways.
Jan'36:35 Mar'36:35 Sep'36:35
The women toilers (poem) Oct'36:35
The heart of Woman's Day. Dec'36:14
Women and world highways. Nov'37:35
Church women at work in the Nation's Capital. Sep'38:11
Women who work for me. Dec'38:26
Women and world highways. Jan'39:43
About these women and children who work for me... Feb'39:16
Women and world highways. Dec'40:33
A woman studies defense. Jan'42:16
Women and world highways. Jan'42:39
First women of the land. Mar'42:4
Women and world highways. Nov'42:35
The threshold. May'44:2
S.C.I. serves the rural woman. Nov'45:23
Women and world highways.
Women in the life of the church. Sep'50:5
Four women who cared. Dec'53:21
Prophecy and fact. Feb'56:29
Women and world highways. Feb'56:31
The least coin. Nov'57:45
Social trends. Feb'58:24
Women and world highways. Oct'60:33
Sincerely yours. Apr'63:10
Global highlights. Dec'63:6
Women on world highways. Jan'68:30
Ahead of the headlines. May'68:5
Women on world highways. Feb'70:33
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
To laugh, to love and to wear bright orange. Sep'71:22
Letters. Sep'72:4

WOMEN, AFRICAN-AMERICAN

See
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WOMEN AS ELDERS
Global highlights. Sep'60:8

WOMEN AS MINISTERS
Jan'19:57
Youth looks at itself from the pulpit. May'26:15
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
A woman preacher in a village pulpit. May'31:17
Personalities. May'35:17 Jul'37:16
Global highlights. Jun'46:4 Jul'46:3
Shall women enter the ministry? Sep'47:19
Global highlights. May'48:4
Women and world highways. Oct'48:33
Global highlights. Dec'48:2 Oct'50:2
Women and world highways. Nov'50:39 Sep'56:31
Global highlights. Jun'58:5 Dec'58:5
Women and world highways. Sep'59:33
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
Women and world highways. Oct'59:35
Global highlights. Apr'60:7
Churchwomen here and in Sweden. Apr'60:10
Global highlights. Jun'60:6 Jan'64:7 Sep'65:4
Presenting... Oct'65:8
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'69:5
Feb'72:36 Sep'73:38

WOMEN CLERGY
See WOMEN AS MINISTERS

WOMEN--EDUCATION
Opening education to the women of the Orient. Feb'19:29
Facts for the busy woman. Aug'19:50
The deputation. Nov'19:33
Little Miss Wing goes to college. Jun'20:34
Building colleges for the women of Asia. Dec'22:40
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'24:47
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'24:52
A fellowship for university women. Jan'26:27
Women in college. Jan'59:56
Why does a girl go to college? Jan'63:12
Women on world highways. Mar'65:35 Mar'67:30

WOMEN--EMPLOYMENT
Social trends. Oct'55:22
Women and world highways. Oct'56:33
Social trends. Dec'59:20
Working mothers need the church. Oct'62:20
Should the church help mother go to work? Jul'63:29
Social trends. Jul'64:14
Letters. Nov'64:49

WOMEN IN AFRICA
Women and world highways. Feb'53:29
The African woman. Dec'53:42
Muslim women need the church. Nov'61:35
Women and world highways. Mar'62:31
Like a golden thread. Mar'67:39
All in the same boat. Oct'68:19
Spotlight on Harriet Mubanga. Feb'71:16
African women seek equal status. Sep'71:14
World events. Oct'71:37 Jan'72:37
African women stand tall and shout loud. Apr'72:26

WOMEN IN ALGERS
Women and world highways. Nov'38:35

WOMEN IN ARGENTINA
Women's work in Argentina. Mar'22:45
Training the Argentine women. Jul'26:38
Women and the world highways.
   Apr'36:35      May'36:35      Jun'40:35      Jan'52:33
She gave all she had. Jan'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
Women's Congress. Feb'56:47
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36

WOMEN IN ASIA
Building colleges for the women of Asia. Dec'22:40
Women's new role one of importance... Mar'53:39
Women on world highways. Jan'67:30

WOMEN IN AUSTRALIA
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35

WOMEN IN BUSINESS
Women and world highways. May'41:31          Jun'47:37

WOMEN IN CANADA
Women and world highways. Apr'55:33          Feb'65:35

WOMEN IN CHINA
Where human labor is so cheap. Jan'19:43
Facts for the busy woman. Jan'19:49
Opening education to the women of the Orient. Feb'19:29
Girls and education in China. Mar'19:38
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:22
Facts for the busy woman. Jan'20:38
Little Miss Wing goes to college. Jun'20:34
Notes. Sep'20:63
Bound. Jul'21:35
Miss Kelly writes from the famine district. Jul'21:42
Baptizing the women at Luchowfu. Oct'23:43
Nantungchow Woman's Club. Feb'24:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:64
Working with the women of Luchowfu. Oct'24:29
Items that made news last month. Aug'29:31
Because of the word of the woman who testified. Apr'30:21
Our sisters of the dawn. Dec'34:14
Women and world highways. Feb'35:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
Chinese village women (poem) Jan'40:33
Women and world highways. Mar'41:43          Apr'41:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'48:36
Women and world highways. Nov'48:33
Special days are observed in China's Christian churches. Oct'50:31
Women in China today. Oct'71:20

WOMEN IN CHURCH WORK
See also
CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS
CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH WOMEN UNITED
UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY. DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN'S WORK
UNITED CHURCH WOMEN
UNITED COUNCIL FOR CHURCH WOMEN
No male and female, but one in Christ Jesus. Dec'21:2
What the Woman's Missionary Society has meant to my church.
Dec'21:46
The missionary society in a country church. Dec'21:52
Tried and found helpful. Apr'22:49
Programs par excellence. Jun'22:51
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'22:59
The women lead the way. Oct'22:3
Women and missions. Jan'23:26
Bible study. Jan'23:48
Enlisting women for service. Jan'23:49
Kansas inaugurates circle meet. Feb'24:36
Equal rights for men. Sep'24:3
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'24:47
To the ladies. Nov'24:1
Program helps. Jun'25:48
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45
Woman's missionary Societies and circles. Sep'26:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'26:54
Grading the missionary society. Dec'27:23
Missionary organization Pentecostal aims. Dec'27:24
Thou has set my feet in a large place. Jan'28:32
When women pioneered. Mar'28:18
One increasing purpose. May'29:18
From a garden. Dec'29:49
Is the "Council Plan" coming? Oct'31:19
The missionary organizations' own section. Jun'32:35
Disarming woman. Nov'32:26
Women and rural missions. Dec'32:11
Women as builders. Dec'33:9
Missionary organizations' own section. Jan'34:35 Oct'34:35
What they said. Nov'34:19
Women and world highways. May'35:35
Important gatherings in Indianapolis. Jun'36:23
A pathetic incident. Dec'36:3
The place of women in the church. Dec'37:15
Women and the church. Dec'38:5,16
Women and world highways. Dec'38:35
News from Ontario. Dec'38:47
Women and world highways.
May'39:35 Jul'39:35 Jul'41:35 Nov'41:35
Church women. Dec'41:10
Women and world highways. Dec'41:35
The work goes on. Apr'42:6
Women and world highways. Jul'43:29
Susan Doe joins the Council. Jul'43:29
Women and the Great Commission. Feb'44:4
Women and world highways.
Apr'44:29 Jul'44:29 May'45:29 Apr'46:33
The life and work of women in the church. Oct'46:15
Women and world highways.
Apr'47:35 Jul'47:35 Oct'47:33
Imperative for Christian women. Mar'48:31
Global highlights. Jun'48:4
Social trends. Jun'48:22
Global highlights. Jan'50:4   May'50:3
Women and world highways. May'50:26
Enter: Christian Women's Fellowship. Jun'50:19
Women bring practical Christianity to National Council.
Jun'50:28
Women and world highways. Sep'50:31          Oct'50:35
Personal items from Geneva. Dec'50:42
Global highlights. Feb'51:3    Mar'51:2    Sep'51:4
Women and world highways. Jun'52:33        Sep'52:31
Women in the life of the church. Nov'52:5
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33
Global highlights. Apr'56:
Women and world highways. Oct'56:33        Feb'57:33
Global highlights. Jan'58:8
Women in the life of the church. Jun'58:10
Women and world highways. Mar'60:33
Global highlights. Sep'60:8
Women and world highways. Apr'62:35        Sep'64:34
Adults and mission. Oct'65:36
World outreach sounding board. Dec'66:36
Women involved in evangelism. Feb'67:11
Women on world highways. Sep'67:30
Ahead of the headlines. Oct'67:5
Global highlights. Jan'68:7
Women on world highways. May'68:30        Sep'68:28
Women behind the scenes at Uppsala. Nov'68:28
Women on world highways.
Women's role in world issues. Dec'70:26
Women can help to build peace. Dec'70:27
Women find ways to be involved. Jan'71:11
World events. Mar'71:39
Women in the ecumenical movement. Feb'72:8
World events. Mar'72:38    Apr'72:38
The future: possibilities and obstacles ahead. Sep'73:28
General Assembly to celebrate historic role of women.
Oct'73:12
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:6

WOMEN IN COMMUNITY SERVICE
Women and world highways. Apr'67:39

WOMEN IN CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'22:59
The serious business of being a woman in Congo (photos)
Mar'29:10
Missionary organizations... Mar'29:46
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Sep'29:35
Teaching the homely tasks. Jun'32:42
Motherhood in Congo. Jun'36:30
A week at Bolenge. Sep'37:8
Mali Olingo. Feb'38:44
Women and world highways. Jun'39:35
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'40:39
Women and world highways. May'40:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'45:35
Handiwork is difficult for the women of Congo. Mar'51:29
For adult mission study. Mar'53:34
Economic conditions forcing Congo women into marital slavery. Oct'53:44
For adult mission study. Feb'54:36
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'54:38
Congo's mighty women. Apr'56:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'56:38
New women of Congo. Feb'57:44
Congo women learn. Apr'57:43
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36 Nov'58:36
Women and world highways. Jan'60:33
Congo women have great needs. Apr'60:27
For adult mission study. Apr'60:38 May'60:36
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
The women wore red paint. Sep'63:13
Congo widow takes her stand. Jun'65:18
Women on world highways. Feb'66:33a
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
All in the same boat. Oct'68:25

WOMEN IN ENGLAND
But Spring came (photo of Women's Convention) Jul'47:15
Women and world highways. Sep'47:35 Dec'53:31

WOMEN IN EUROPE

WOMEN IN GERMANY

WOMEN IN INDIA
Kamila's mother, coolie woman of India. Jan'19:42
Facts for the busy woman. Jan'19:49
Opening education to the women of the Orient. Feb'19:30
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:22
The Hindu Coolie woman at a wage-earning task (photo) Nov'29:50
What a Hindu woman said about God. Jan'21:43
(photo) Aug'23:13
Sowing the seed. Dec'23:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:55
Real friends. Nov'24:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'25:47
Reaching the women. Jun'25:42
Teaching the women to earn a living. Jul'25:54
Reaching the women. Dec'25:63
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'26:45
Woman the key to the Indian home. Mar'26:54
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'26:49
Women being reached. May'27:41
Encouraging women to read. May'29:27
Coming into her own. Jun'29:43
New womanhood for the new India. Apr'31:18
To these we hand the torch. Mar'31:42
Women coming into their own. Apr'32:29
Indian women speaking. Apr'32:46
A romance of India. Jun'32:29
The missionary organizations' own section. Aug'32:35
The emergence of women in India. Jan'33:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:39
The month among Disciples. Dec'33:4
Women and world highways. Feb'35:40    May'36:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'36:39
Little women of India (photos) Sep'36:18
Women prominent on program. Sep'36:31
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:39
Women and world highways. Apr'38:35    Apr'39:35
Indian women and the social revolution. Oct'40:20
Women and world highways. Sep'41:35
Contrasts. Sep'41:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:38
Women and world highways. Jan'43:35
Youth and missions. Feb'44:31
Womanhood blessed and uplifted. Jun'48:42
Serving the womanhood of India. Sep'48:46
Bible women at work. Jun'49:43
Concerns of India's women. Jul'49:27
Women and world highways. Nov'49:39
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'49:42    Feb'50:39
Evangelists win Christians in India (photos) Jun'50:29
Missionary teas in Mugeli. Nov'50:35
Women of the new India (photos) Dec'50:16
Damoh's women study and serve. Feb'51:42
Serving and saving India's women. Feb'52:30
Women and world highways. Oct'52:33
Healing and health for Kanaklata. Jan'53:44
Are Bible Women needed? Feb'55:32
Bible Women bear witness. Apr'55:23
Women and world highways. May'55:33    Sep'55:33
Global highlights. Jul'57:2
Lessons from a mother in India. Oct'58:74
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35
Christian women meet in India. Nov'62:28
Women on world highways. May'64:35

WOMEN IN INDONESIA
An interview with Alice. Feb'69:32

WOMEN IN IRAN
Women and world highways. Jan'51:32

WOMEN IN IRELAND
World events. Oct'71:36

WOMEN IN JAMAICA
Global highlights. Jun'59:5
Back-of-the-wall. May'61:49
Women and world highways. Oct'62:35

WOMEN IN JAPAN
Women workers of Japan. Jan'19:41
Where human labor is so cheap. Jan'19:43
Facts for the busy woman. Jan'19:49
Opening education to the women of the Orient. Feb'19:29
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:23
Notes. Jun'19:56
Echoes from everywhere.
    Feb'22:61    Mar'23:60    Dec'23:63
Women and world highways. Feb'35:40    Jun'35:35
Echoes from everywhere. May'38:39
Women and world highways.
Nov'48:33      May'49:35      Mar'50:33
Japan revisited. Jan'53:17
Women and world highways. Jul'53:33
Youth and missions. Apr'54:41
Tomboys and scholars. Jan'55:46
Global highlights. Jun'56:5
Women and world highways.
Dec'57:37      Feb'62:35      May'65:33
To mothers and wives of the United States. Jul'67:19
Letters. Feb'68:4
Christian women in Japan. Feb'68:22

WOMEN IN KOREA
Women and world highways. Feb'35:35

WOMEN IN LATIN AMERICA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:51

WOMEN IN LESOTHO
Women on world highways. Nov'67:30

WOMEN IN MEXICO
Women ready for service... Feb'27:44
Women and world highways. Jun'36:35
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33
Elena and Juliana--after three years. Jul'49:34
Christian womanhood, Mexican style. Jun'51:23
Women and world highways. Mar'52:33
Mexico's Institute for Rural Women. Jun'52:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'53:36
Institute for Rural Women. Jul'54:33
Girls from Aguascalenties. Feb'55:41
Women's societies. Jul'55:47
Dedicated worker. Jul'60:48
Women and world highways. May'62:33      Jun'69:31

WOMEN IN MINISTRY
See WOMEN AS MINISTERS

WOMEN IN NEW ZEALAND
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35

WOMEN IN OKINAWA
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36

WOMEN IN PAKISTAN
For adult mission study. Apr'55:36

WOMEN IN PARAGUAY
Short and true from far and near. Apr'22:46
The women of Paraguay. Apr'23:24
Men, women and God in Paraguay. Mar'24:41
The girls are coming too... Jan'30:57
Where women have a mind to work. Oct'51:42
Women and world highways. Feb'52:33
Cooking and Christianity. Jun'59:29
Women on world highways. Oct'65:33

WOMEN IN POLITICS
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
Women urge promotion of Christian citizenship. Nov'52:47

WOMEN IN PUERTO RICO
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:62
Developing women workers. Aug'29:43
Women and world highways.
Apr'52:33      Jun'55:33      Oct'58:35
Puerto Rican women note accomplishments. Apr'59:48
Women and world highways. Oct'62:35

WOMEN IN SOUTH AFRICA
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35

WOMEN IN SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35

WOMEN IN THAILAND
Women and world highways. Dec'56:35 Feb'65:35

WOMEN IN THE BIBLE
Woman's Missionary Societies and Circles. Aug'26:48

WOMEN IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'67:4

WOMEN IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Facts for the busy woman. Mar'20:40
Baguio woman's student conference. May'29:28
An Apayao woman and her relation to her husband. Jun'32:30
Women and world highways.
   Feb'35:35 Dec'39:33 Nov'48:33
Isabel—mother, citizen and friend. May'50:28
Women and world highways. Oct'54:31
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'55:38 Feb'56:34
Women and world highways.
   Mar'57:33 Jan'64:36 Dec'67:30 Nov'70:26
Direct line. Nov'70:33

WOMEN IN TIBET
Facts for the busy woman. Feb'20:36
Tibetan women. Aug'22:38

WOMEN IN TURKEY
Oriental women working together. Apr'19:22
Women and world highways. Jan'51:32

WOMEN IN VENEZUELA
Global highlights. Mar'66:6

WOMEN IN YUGOSLAVIA
Who is a steward? Mar'59:9

WOMEN IN ZAIRE
See WOMEN IN CONGO

WOMEN IN ZAMBIA
Women on world highways. Mar'65:35

WOMEN—RELIGIOUS LIFE
When women pray. Apr'21:17
To missionary women everywhere. Aug'21:46
Come and see. Dec'21:20
Tried and found helpful. Feb'22:51
A creed for missionary societies. Oct'27:49
Missionary organizations. Jan'29:46
Fashionons in missionary societies. Dec'31:24
Our heritage—our resources. Dec'31:25
The missionary organizations' own section.
   Apr'32:35 Dec'32:35 Feb'33:35 Oct'33:35
   May'32:35 Jan'33:35 Sep'33:35
Christian womanhood faces ne frontiers. Nov'35:30
Women and religion. Dec'35:7
Women and world highways.
   Nov'36:35 Jan'44:29 Jan'53:31
   Nov'43:29 Jun'46:35
A Christian woman. Sep'61:44
Ahead of the headlines. Mar'68:5
Commentary. Nov'73:14

WOMEN--SUFFERAGE
The Nineteenth Amendment. Oct'20:inside front cover
Dec'20:front cover
Women and world highways. Sep'40:35 Oct'20:inside front cover
Jan'41:35

WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
See WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION

WOMEN'S CHURCH COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL GOODWILL
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'24:62

WOMEN'S CONFERENCE ON THE CAUSE AND CURE OF WAR
Women think on peace. Jan'35:39

WOMEN'S CONGRESS
Women and world highway. May'37:35

WOMEN'S COOPERATING COMMITTEE OF THE EDUCATIONAL ADVANCE IN SOUTH AMERICA
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45

WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE. 1967 (TAIZE, FRANCE)
Women on world highways. Jan'68:30

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
See WOMEN'S RIGHTS

WOMEN'S NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:13
Gossip incorporated! Jul'31:15

WOMEN'S NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC LEAGUE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
Where do women stand on Prohibition? Jul'31:13

WOMEN'S RIGHTS
Editorials. Dec'70:19
Women's liberation and the church. May'71:16

WON, TABITHA
Missionary illustrations... Apr'27:51

"A WONDERFUL LIFE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Global highlights (photo) Apr'52:2

"WONDERFUL WORLD" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'66:42

WONG, CATHY
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:11

WONG, ELMER
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:11

WONG, FLORENCE
Piano recital in China. Mar'20:49

WONG, GARY
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:11

WONG, K C
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20

WONG, PETER
Others have heard the call (photo) Apr'66:15

WONG, SUNNEY
A parish in a city (photo) Sep'54:11

WOOD, (married to Darrell Wood)
quoted. World outreach sounding board. Apr'68:32

WOOD, (married to John Hepler Wood)
Busy days in our colleges. Jan'39:40

Wood, (Mrs. L. H.)
The Florida Christian Home. May'22:43

WOOD, (married to L. K. Wood)
(photo) Jul'43:21
quoted. Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:11
WOOD, (MRS. M B)  
Notes. Sep'19:48,50
WOOD, (MRS. N B.)  
(death) May'19:41
WOOD, (MRS. S. H.)  
quoted. Circulation corner. Feb'40:inside front cover
WOOD, (MRS. V. T.)  
(photo) Nov'36:41
WOOD, ALBERTA, -1953  
In memoriam. Dec'53:35
WOOD, ALVA  
Nearing the end of the school year. Jun'30:44
WOOD, ANNIE M  
(death) Aug'26:49
WOOD, BEN  
News from our colleges. Dec'36:32
WOOD, BLANCHE COREY  
In memoriam. Dec'36:39
WOOD, CAROLYN  
Classroom and campus (photo) May'54:31
WOOD, EDITH  
Women and world highways. Jul'35:35
WOOD, ELIZABETH, -1951  
In memoriam. Oct'51:36
WOOD, ELIZABETH GERould, -1924  
(death) Jul'24:53
WOOD, ELSIE ANNA. KIMBO, A LITTLE GIRL OF AFRICA  
Let's read about Africa. Jan'5:38
WOOD, EMMA  
Memorium. May'36:39
WOOD, EVANS B  
News room. Sep'51:40 Feb'55:38
WOOD, FRANCES  
(death) Mar'26:50
WOOD, GALLEN, 1852-1923  
(death) Jul'23:54
WOOD, GEORGE  
Evangelism at Seattle (photo) Jul'69:10
WOOD, GEORGE M. -1947  
In memoriam. Apf'47:39 Jun'47:41
WOOD, H. S  
(photo) Mar'24:41
WOOD, HELEN  
Classroom and campus. Sep'66:35
WOOD, HOWARD THOMAS, 1897-1980 (married to Jennie Link Wood)  
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:58
If ten men volunteered... Feb'34:25
The Oregon trail--1953. Apr'53:25
Affluence--danger or asset. Apr'67:26
WOOD, HOWARD THOMAS, 1897-1980  
Here and there with World Call. Jan'49:48
(photo) Jul'52:28 Apr'53:25
Global highlights (photo) Sep'53:2
Disciples met in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20
(photo) Sep'53:26
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas (photo) Oct'55:25
Classroom and campus. Jan'63:32
WOOD, IRVING F. THE BOOK OF LIFE
Making a personal discovery. May'51:6

WOOD, JENNIE LINK, -1985 (married to Howard Thomas Wood)
(photo) Jul'52:28

Wood, John Helper, 1869-1938 (married to Susan Humphreys Wood)
A forward movement in the southeast. Oct'19:48
The best thing I know about Church Extension. Sep'20:29
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:59
In retrospect and prospect. Jan'27:31

WOOD, JOHN HELPER, 1869-1938
(photo) Sep'20:29  Jan'21:10,15
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'21:59
(photo)
Annual meeting of the Board of Education (photo) Jun'27:32
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:10
(photo) Jun'30:32
(photo no. 6) Jan'31:25,24
(photo) Nov'36:40
Activities in our colleges. Jun'37:33
(death) College enrollments increased (photo) Nov'38:30

Wood, John S
Youth and missions. Jan'59:43

WOOD, JOHN S. WHOSE WORLD?
Into all the world together. Jan'61:36

WOOD, JOHN W
Glimpses of the religious world. May'26:45

WOOD, JOSIE
(death) Feb'19:51

Wood, L H
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'22:60

Wood, Leland Foster
Home builders are world builders. Apr'49:42

WOOD, LELAND FOSTER
(photo) Jul'23:8

WOOD, LELAND FOSTER. HARMONY IN MARRIAGE
Book chat. May'39:42

WOOD, LELAND FOSTER. HOW LOVE GROWS IN MARRIAGE
Book chat. Oct'62:24

WOOD, LEROY F
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'21:39

WOOD, LESLIE CROZIER
(photo) Jul'23:6

WOOD, LORENZO K
(photo) Jul'43:21
Classroom and campus. Sep'49:33  Jun'55:34

WOOD, LORETTA
Quoted. Here and there with World Call. Oct'64:54

WOOD, LUCY
Memoriam. Nov'34:39

WOOD, M B
Notes. Sep'19:48,50

WOOD, MARTHA E
In memoriam. May'33:40

WOOD, MARY E., 1854-1937
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'38:32
WOOD, MERRITT B
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
WOOD, NANNA CROZIER, 1873-1939 (married to John Henry Wood)
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'39:30
WOOD, P A
The threshold. Dec'43:2
WOOD, PERCY A., -1958
In memoriam. Sep'58:39
WOOD, RAY
The aging can be militant, too! (photo) Mar'73:21
WOOD, RAYMOND D
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45
WOOD, ROI S
Classroom and campus. Mar'51:31
WOOD, ROSA
Beneath the spire (photo) May'52:4
WOOD, SHARON LYNN, 1960-
(birth) News room. Mar'61:46
WOOD, STAR LEAH
Classroom and campus. Mar'45:26
WOOD, SUE
(photo) Mar'48:19
WOOD, SUSAN HUMPHREYS (married to John H. Wood)
College enrollments increased. Nov'38:30
Wood, Thomas
Pastor and people share a ministry. Jun'61:22
Wood, Thomas E
Thoughts for a pulpit committee. Sep'61:19
About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
Books of interest. Jul'63:43
Set apart to serve. Oct'63:19
Chaplains don't belong on the shelf! Nov'64:23
Church and minister--a marriage. Dec'65:12
Changes ahead for the ministry. Oct'66:13
We saw the church in East Germany. Feb'68:18
Churches must deal with stress in the ministry. Sep'72:20
Continuing ministerial education--a response. Dec'72:suppl:22
WOOD, THOMAS E
Global highlights (photo) Jul'60:4
Missouri laymen learn to lead (photo) Oct'62:22
(photo) Jan'68:43
Global highlights. Jul'68:7
(photo) Dec'72:suppl:22
WOOD, V T
(photo) Jan'21:15        Mar'24:17        Nov'36:41
WOOD, VIOLET. GREAT IS THE COMPANY
Books related to world evangelism. Jul'47:31
WOOD, VIOLET. IN THE DIRECTION OF DREAMS
Home mission reading--1950. Jul'50:34
WOOD, VIOLET. SO SURE OF LIFE
Home mission reading--1950. Jul'50:34
Home mission reading--1951. Jul'51:32
WOOD, VIRGINIA MAE, -1960
In memoriam. Jan'61:33
WOOD CARVING
Wood carvers and wood carving. Jul'42:21
WOOD RIVER, ILLINOIS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
St. Louis bids Disciples welcome. Apr'41:26
WOODARD, FRANCES
In memoriam. Sep'62:46
WOODCOCK, HAZEL, -1953
In memoriam. Dec'53:35
Wooden, John Robert, 1910- (married to Nell Wooden)
Just thinking. Feb'72:18
WOODEN, JOHN ROBERT, 1910-
Presenting. Apr'63:8
Honored for achievements. Jul'69:11
 (photo) Feb'72:19
Woodfin, Katherine
Letters. Oct'67:4
WOODFORD, BETTIE
In memoriam. Jul'36:39
WOODFORD, NINA M
In memoriam. Sep'43:35
Woodhall, Chester
Making history in Zambia. Oct'72:42
WOODHAVEN CHRISTIAN HOME
See WOODHAVEN LEARNING CENTER
WOODHAVEN LEARNING CENTER
Benevolence in a big decade (photo) Dec'60:26
Echoes from everywhere (photo of new Board) Dec'60:36
...help for the handicapped (drawing of chapel) Feb'61:19
...hope for the handicapped (photo of construction) Nov'62:17
Global highlights. Oct'63:6
News room. Nov'63:40
Child care has changed! (photo) Dec'63:15
Ask about it! Feb'64:8
Global highlights (photo of dedication services) Jul'64:7
Presenting... Jul'64:8
The cover. Sep'64:inside front cover
Woodhaven extends the ministry (photos) Sep'64:11
Sermon from a wheelchair. Oct'64:19
Global highlights. Mar'65:4
Youth and world mission. Nov'65:38
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'65:4
Global highlights. Mar'66:5
Home for children received grant. Apr'68:42
Answering cries for help (photo) Dec'68:13
Woodhaven (poem) Mar'69:41
 (photo) Jan'71:18
NBA ministry of service (photo) Dec'71:2
Love—the Woodhaven way (photos) Oct'72:26
World events. Nov'73:39
Changes buttressed by faith. Dec'73:25
Woodie, Norris B
Lord...make me an abolitionist. Jul'63:21
Books.
Feb'64:44 Apr'64:43 Jun'64:44 Jul'64:42
New books. Dec'64:43 Feb'65:43 Mar'65:44
WOODIN, (MRS. W. T.)
(death) May'23:55
WOODLEY, DONALD
   (photo) May'57:front cover
WOODMENCY, VERA
   A right direction for unwed mothers (photo) Apr'61:18
WOODROW WILSON FOUNDATION
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'27:63
WOODRUFF, (MRS. J. C.) -1948
   In memoriam. Feb'49:39
WOODRUFF, A E
   (photo) Jan'21:5
WOODRUFF, C. ROY. ALCOHOLISM AND CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE
   New books. Jun'69:28
Woodruff, Elizabeth D
   Mexican Christian Institute daily vacation Bible school. Sep'24:52
WOODRUFF, HARLAN
   (photo) Nov'47:17
WOODRUFF, HERBERT
   (photo) Jul'36:24
Woodruff, Lance
   No palce for this child. Dec'68:26
WOODRUFF, VAUNA, -1952
   In memoriam. Apr'53:35
WOODS, (MRS. M. V. S.)
   quoted. The last page. Oct'26:64
   In memoriam. Jan'28:48
WOODS, ARTHUR
   Unemployment at close range. Dec'30:5
Woods, Bertha Gerneaux
   A prayer for the village church. Nov'32:back cover
   A prayer for the spirit of sharing with the unemployed. Feb'33:20
   Almost I am ashamed (poem) Jun'33:20
   A prayer... (poem) Nov'33:56
   Two cloaks (poem) Dec'37:48
Woods, Charles Coke
   Peace hymn of the world (poem) Nov'34:36
Woods, Cyrus E
   An international disaster. Jan'25:11
WOODS, ELSWORTH P
   Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30
WOODS, EVA
   In memoriam. May'29:36
Woods, H M
   The seven churches of Oklahoma City. Aug'25:24
WOODS, MARGARET ROBERTS
   Classroom and campus. Nov'43:27 Dec'54:34 Jul'58:36
Woods, Mary V S
   A reminiscence with a point. Jul'20:38
WOODS, MAUD
   In memoriam. May'32:40
Woods, Vera
   What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
WOODS, VERA
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:43
WOODSON, (MRS. M. E.)
   (photo) Jun'28:39
WOODSON, (married to Maurice Woodson) (photo) Dec'30:27
WOODSON, CARTER GOODWIN, 1875- Facts are facts. Sep'26:36
WOODSON, JUISKI The story of fifty-two pennies. Feb'32:29
WOODSON, PATTIE (death) May'25:58
WOODSTOCK SCHOOL (LANDOUR, INDIA) Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:40
School a boon to missionaries (photo) Aug'31:28
India's school in the clouds (photo) Mar'65:19
WOODSTOCK, VIRGINIA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH Things to remember when building a church (photo) Aug'31:8
When you build (photo) Jul'35:16 (photo) Jul'43:19
Woodward, Ellen S Nursing and public health under the WPA program. Jul'37:8
WOODWARD, LAURA In memoriam. Jun'31:40
WOODWARD, LILLIAN Here and there with World Call. Feb'66:50
WOODWARD, S A (photo) Jan'21:17
Woodward, T H Where the church comes in (poem) Aug'26:inside front cover
WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH The building... (photo) Sep'20:58
(photo) Aug'21:15
Good ideas... Feb'29:34
WOODWORTH, PHILIP Classroom and campus (photo) Feb'56:33
WOOFER, THOMAS JACKSON, JR. THE BASIS OF RACIAL ADJUSTMENT Speaking of books. Sep'25:50
WOOLEN, EUNICE E In memoriam. Mar'44:33
WOOLERLY, LILLIE KIRK (death) Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31
WOOLERLY, WILLIAM KIRK, 1888-1946 Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'26:55
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32
Campus news. Nov'40:32 College notes and news. Mar'41:31
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30 (death) Classroom and campus. Oct'46:31
Woolfolk, Jean A layman looks at Restructure. Mar'66:13
WOOLFOLK, JEAN
Six women presidents (photo) May'67:36
.photo) Sep'67:18
Global highlights (photo) Dec'67:6
World events. Apr'70:45
In brief. Mar'72:42
World events (photo) Jun'73:36
Woollen, Evans
Religion in business. Sep'24:30
WOOLEY, MARY E
Women and world highways (photo) Oct'35:35
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35
Women and world highways. Mar'36:43
WOOLPORT, MARY
My friends of yesterday. Dec'29:56
Woolridge, Loril
Letters. Oct'69:41
WOOSLEY, (married to Fred L. Woosley) -1957
In memoriam. May'58:37
Wooten, A M
Speaking of giving. Jun'23:39
WOOTEN, EMMA PARROTT, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37
WOOTEN, GOODALL H
Classroom and campus. Sep'44:26
WOOTEN, J M
Work of our colleges and Board of Education. Nov'22:38
WOOTEN, J N
(photo) Jan'21:7 Mar'24:48
WOOTEN, LUCILLE
Beneath the spire (photo) Jun'49:4
WOOTEN, MARY ALICIA T., -1949
In memoriam. Sep'49:37
Wooten, Ruby
Letters. Mar'64:49
WOOTEN, W I
(photo) Jan'21:16
WOOTON, E. B.
(photo Feb'56:14
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Giving the people a chance to give. Apr'19:2
Golden Jubilee notes. Aug'24:56
Worcester--story of successful evangelism (photos) Oct'56:9
WORDEN, DAVID
WORDS OF CHRIST COMMONLY QUOTED FOR AND AGAINST WAR
Two important peace documents. Jul'29:4
WORK AND PLAY IN THE PHILIPPINES
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:39
WORK CAMPS
See also
ECUMENICAL WORK CAMPS
Youth and missions. Nov'43:31
Christian youth in action. May'45:19
...at Itsukaichi, Japan. Jan'50:33
Youth and missions. Jan'50:37
"Friends in Christ" challenge youth. May'50:20
I was a work camper in Japan. Dec'50:12
Youth and missions. Nov'51:33
Highlights of ecumenical work camps. Feb'52:32
Learning by working (photo) Dec'52:7
Global highlights. May'53:3
Youth and missions. Mar'53:35
Global highlights. Jun'53:2 Jul'53:3
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Philippine work camp) Oct'53:32
They built a church in five weeks. Nov'53:10
The Gospel of the dirty hands. Jan'54:31
Youth and missions. Feb'54:37
Global highlights. Mar'54:3 May'54:3
Christian youth are building (photos) May'54:18
News room. Jul'54:42
Global highlights. Sep'54:4
Three work camps held. Deb'54:51
Work camps (photo) Jan'55:31
Global highlights. Feb'55:4
Work camps. Feb'55:32
News room. Mar'55:36
Summer work camp schedule revised. Jun'55:31
News room. Jul'55:38
Pick and shovel Christianity. Nov'55:29
Christians with aching backs. Dec'55:22
Disciples help build center for Thai youth. Apr'56:29
Youth and missions. Apr'56:37
Work campers. Sep'56:45
Ecumenical work camps. Nov'56:46
Youth around the world. May'57:23
...set. Jul'57:48
...provide an example. Nov'57:29
Education with a shovel (photos) Jan'58:21
News room. Mar'58:32
Summer ministry. Jul'58:49
Global highlights. Sep'58:4 Jan'59:4
Building friendship. Mar'59:47
New words for youth. May'59:24
Global highlights. Jun'59:6
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'59:36
Youth and missions. Apr'60:39 (photo) May'61:front cover
The cover. May'61:inside front cover
Work, worship, study, service (photos) May'61:16
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'61:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Global highlights. Jul'62:6
Youth and the world mission. Feb'63:39
Global highlights. Mar'63:4
First step--work camp. Mar'63:29
Global highlights. Jun'63:5 May'64:6 Oct'64:7 (photo of work camp at All Peoples' Christian Center) Jul'65:5
Disciples in the news. Jul'65:7
Something new at Hazel Green. Sep'67:40
Direct line. Sep'69:32 Feb'70:32 Mar'71:30
World events. Nov'71:36
They came to Hazel Green to work! Oct'73:23

"THE WORK CRISIS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. May'67:44

WORK OF THE CHURCHES THROUGH THE UNITED CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Just from the press. Mar'41:41

WORK OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST AMONG BOYS AND GIRLS OF AMERICA
Book announcements. Dec'23:59

WORK OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST IN JAPAN
Book announcements. Dec'23:59

"THE WORK OF THE MINISTER" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visuals. Jun'67:43

WORKING WOMEN
See WOMEN--EMPLOYMENT

WORKMAN, A C
Year end activities in our colleges. Jul'31:32

WORKMAN, BILLIE GLENN
Classroom and campus. Mar'49:33

WORKMAN, WILLIAM
Global highlights. Jul'49:2

"WORKOUT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'71:29

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION
Nursing and public health under the WPA program. Jul'37:8

WORKSHOP ON WORLD CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
News room. Jun'61:42

WORLD
New publication. Sep'47:45

THE WORLD (PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY)
Classroom and campus. Sep'52:32

WORLD ALLIANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP THROUGH THE CHURCHES
Declaration. Jan'19:17
Jul'19:inside back cover
Aug'19:back cover
Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:48
Echoes from everywhere.
The new loyalty. Jan'25:19
Glimpses of the religious world.
Sep'25:45 Jan'26:45 Nov'27:45
Must we have war? Dec'27:4
The threshold. Oct'38:2 Nov'39:2

WORLD ALLIANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE
Glimpses of the religious world. Sep'28:36

WORLD ALLIANCE OF PRESBYTERIAN AND REFORMED CHURCHES
Global highlights. Nov'53:2 Oct'54:4 May'60:4

WORLD ALLIANCE OF PRESBYTERIAN AND REFORMED CHURCHES.
NORTH AMERICAN COUNCIL
Global highlights. Apr'61:4

WORLD ALLIANCE OF REFORMED CHURCHES
See

WORLD ALLIANCE OF PRESBYTERIAN AND REFORMED CHURCHES
See

WORLD AND THE CHURCH
See

CHURCH AND THE WORLD
"A WORLD APART" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Jan'71:29
THE WORLD AT THE CROSSROADS
Book chat. Sep'47:44
WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
Book chat. Jun'58:44
WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA DICTIONARY
Books, Jan'64:42
WORLD CALL
Note: Most issues contain a page which has notes about World Call, its publication and circulation.
Jan'19 to Dec'30 it appears on page 1
Jan'31 to Dec'32 it appears on page 2
Jan'33 to Dec'47 it appears on pages 1 & 2 and inside front cover
Starting in Jan'48 and appearing for several years it appears on last page and is titled "Here and there with World Call"
Nov'61 to Jun'71 Editor Samuel F. Pugh wrote editorials which usually contained information about World Call.
Jul'71 to Dec'73 Editor James Merrell wrote editorials which usually contained information about the publication which appeared through the journal.
The World Call. Jan'19:3
Wanted—photographs and facts. Jun'19:1,6
Statement of ownership. Jul'19:57 Dec'19:64
Why not $2.00? Apr'20:58
Index for 1919. May'20:56
A two edged suggestion. Jun'20:54
Christian internationalism. Nov'20:56
New serial begins. Nov'20:64
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57,59
Statement of ownership. Dec'20:57
Feb'21:57
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'21:60
Missionary education. Mar'21:54
An international passport. May'21:46
Directory. Jun'21:16
U.C.M.S. report. Sep'21:45
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:61
World Call in the making. Sep'21:back cover
Echoes from everywhere.
Annual report... Sep'22:40,44
World Call week. Oct'22:15
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:60 Nov'22:50
From the...mail bag. Dec'22:55
New readers for World Call. Jan'23:64
A unique list of...subscriptions. Jan'23:64
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'23:49 Jun'23:57,59
Apr'23:60 Aug'23:59
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:52
Subscriptions. Sep'23:58
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:61
Missionary work with World Call. Oct'23:59
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:60
Our Christmas number. Nov'23:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:59
A word to the ministers. Feb'24:46
Subscription directions. Feb'24:51
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:54,55,60
World Call in China. Mar'24:18
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'24:62
When a woman forgets her shopping. May'24:40
Echoes from everywhere. May'24:62 Jun'24:61
Word to the circles. Sep'24:42
Annual report. Oct'24:45
World Call is magic. Nov'24:42
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'24:49
What can I do? Jan'25:43
Early returns. May'25:58
Affection for their magazine. May'25:62
Poster as an incentive... Jun'25:44
Soliloquy of a World Call. Jun'25:58
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'25:59
Annual report. Oct'25:41
The new subscription policy. Dec'25:49
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'25:49
New subscription policy. Dec'25:59
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51
From freezing to boiling point. Apr'26:56
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'26:51
An "every member" Society. Aug'26:46
How we put "World Call" in every home. Jan'27:50
The last page. Apr'27:64
Four leaders give an opinion. Jul'27:43
...for geography. Sep'27:39
...banquet wins praise. Sep'27:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'27:56
Our friends speak. Nov'27:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:48
World Call conference. Dec'27:52
Sunday schools. Jan'28:55
What they think. Mar'28:inside back cover
Sharing World Call. Sep'28:32
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:43
A spiritual barometer. Nov'28:4
The last page. Jan'29:64
(note) Mar'29:35
Making the pictures live. Apr'29:26
World Call puts it over. Jul'29:45
The cover contest. Aug'29:4
The free subscriptions. Sep'29:4
These have done it... Sep'29:20
But what they lose! Oct'29:3
Digest of the annual reports. Oct'29:44
Talking shop. Nov'29:5
Some results of the "World Call" cover contest. Nov'29:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:50
Living pictures. Feb'30:43
...and its Pentecostal aims. Jun'30:32
Again the cover contest. Aug'30:4
Good ideas. Aug'30:38
More about the cover contest. Sep'30:4
And still the covers came! Nov'30:4
Being a look at birthdays and barometers. Jan'31:3
The cover contest. Oct'31:4
A new feature in World Call. Dec'31:46
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb '32:41
Reviewed World Call. May'32:39
An open letter to our readers. May'32:inside back cover
Her rose, while she is living. Jul'32:25
Mr. Editor, I'm telling you. Aug'32:16
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40
This is what they say. Apr'33:47
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'33:42
World Call yardstick. Oct'33:44
Honor roll. Mar'34:43
A World Call bazaar. Mar'34:44
Our new editor. Apr'35:13
Publisher's statement of circulation. May'35:2
Honor roll churches on the increase. Sep'35:33
Publisher's statement of circulation. Dec'35:inside front cover
Large gain in honor roll churches. Apr'36:32
They joined the "plus thirties." Apr'36:34
From the World Call mail bag. Sep'36:5
...honor roll. Sep'36:42 Apr'37:33 Sep'37:26
Indianapolis men boost World Call. Mar'38:44
Honor roll. Sep'38:32
Jan'39:much of issue
L. Madge Smith retires. Sep'39:19
Honor roll. Sep'39:26
The table top Convention. Dec'39:15
...honor roll. Sep'40:28
...ten percent legion. Mar'41:28
As a pastor sees World Call. Sep'41:17
Honor roll. Sep'41:26
How we did it. Nov'41:24
Ten per cent legion. Mar'42:30
Peachtree challenges. Jul'42:17
Honor roll. Sep'42:28
...Ten Percent Legion. Mar'43:28
Calling two churches. Jul'43:11
Honor roll. Sep'43:28
Jan'44:much of issue
Mrs. O. S. Murphy succeeded by Miss Jessie M. Trout. Feb'44:14
...ten percent legion. Mar'44:24
...honor roll. Sep'44:23
Ten per cent Legion. Mar'45:23
...honor roll. Sep'45:21
Global highlights. Feb'46:3
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:27
...ten percent legion. Sep'46:30
Youth and missions. Nov'46:35
Magazines delayed? Feb'47:39
...ten per cent legion. Sep'47:28
Concerning ourselves. Jan'48:6
Subscribers, take note! Feb'48:32
With reluctance. Apr'48:6
...ten percent legion. Sep'48:26
After thirty years. Jan'49:5
Crusade progress. May'49:26
Ten per cent Legion. Sep'49:27
More ten per cent Legion churches. Oct'49:44
...to have Convention luncheon. Jun'50:30
...Ten Per Cent Legion. Sep'50:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'51:36
Ten percent Legion churches. Sep'51:27
A sad story. Sep'51:47
George Holwager wins award. Feb'52:22
A bequest to World Call. Mar'52:6
Ten per cent Legion. Sep'52:28
Club bonus announced for ...subscribers. May'53:46
Ten per cent Legion grows. Sep'53:30
A minister's report. Sep'53:30
Church with 100 or more subscriptions. Sep'53:46
Ten per cent Legion. Nov'53:48
Ten per cent Legion grows steadily. Sep'54:27
Churches with 100 or more subscriptions... Sep'54:39
A church with a plan. May'55:45
The Ten per cent Legion. Sep'55:27 Sep'56:27
For adult mission study. Nov'56:34
Raleigh church adopts every home plan. Apr'57:26
Story of a venture. Jun'57:7
New assignment for a trusted leader. Jun'57:8
Congradulations... Sep'57:8
Ten per cent legion. Sep'57:27
Builders together. Nov'57:8
Brings a continuing story. Dec'57:8
An every home plan church. Dec'57:50
Love in action. Jan'58:10
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
Churches adopt Every Home Plan. Jan'58:45
An educational experience. Feb'58:10
EHP in Houston. Feb'58:46
Concerned for unity. Mar'58:10
EHP in Georgia. Mar'58:44
Messengers of the Gospel. Apr'58:10
Indiana, Oregon churches enter EHP. Apr'58:48
EHP grows. May'58:44
Adopt home plan. Jun'58:46
...enters 40th year. Jul'58:10
The right way. Jul'58:48
Ten per cent legion. Sep'58:31
Apologies to Canada. Sep'58:49
Happy in EHP. Oct'58:47
Five churches adopt home plan. Nov'58:46
...praise home plan. Dec'58:42
Jan'59:much of issue
Southwest churches adopt home plan. Feb'59:34
Four churches join home plan. Mar'59:46
More churches join home plan. Apr'59:48
Churches in home plan enthusiastic. May'59:45
Four churches join home plan. Jul'59:49
Ten Per Cent Legion. Sep'59:29
Every home plan family is growing. Sep'59:46
...announces... Oct'59:10
Kingdom enterprise: 1932 and now. Oct'59:48
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47
For adult mission study. Dec'59:38
Home plan "tool." Dec'59:48
Endorse Home Plan. Jan'60:42
Six churches enrolled in Every Home Plan. Mar'60:44
Churches added to EHP program. Apr'60:47
Ohio church in EHP. May'60:45
Two churches join Every Home Plan. Jun'60:48
Pleased with EHP. Jul'60:46
Ten per cent legion. Sep'60:29
More churches join Home Plan. Sep'60:44
Contributing members receiving World Call. Oct'60:46
Every Home Plan continues growth. Nov'60:48
Adults and missions. Dec'60:38
Five churches added to Every Home Plan. Dec'60:46
Two churches welcomed into Every Home family. Jan'61:46
Vote to send World Call to all homes. Feb'61:46
More congregations approve Every Home Plan. Mar'61:51
Four churches join Every Home Plan. Apr'61:44
Global highlights. Jun'61:7
Two enroll in EHP. Jun'61:48
Global highlights. Jul'61:4,5
Personally speaking. Jul'61:10
Adults and mission. Jul'61:40
Salute to a Disciples Statesman. Sep'61:9
Ten per cent Legion. Sep'61:30
(drawing of new logo) Oct'61:front cover
Four churches enroll in EHP. Nov'61:46
EHP grows. Dec'61:45
Minister says EHP an asset to church. Jan'62:46
Washington, Tennessee churches enter EHP. Mar'62:43
Resolution: to read with a purpose. Mar'62:50
For the first time in our history. Apr'62:48
...receives award of merit. Jun'62:10
A new feature. Jun'62:36
Ten Per Cent Legion. Sep'62:30
Enter Every Home Plan. Oct'62:47
Churches send World Call to members. Dec'62:48
Sincerely yours. Jan'63:10
What--no World Call? Feb'63:43
Publication schedule. Apr'63:40
Ten per cent Legion. Sep'63:34
Tennessee, Florida churches enter EHP. Sep'63:54
You asked for it... Dec'63:10
Statement of ownership. Dec'63:48
Announcing a new feature for World Call readers. Jan'64:31
To say thank you. Mar'64:44
Enroll in EHP. Mar'64:49
Iowa church joins EHP. Apr'64:48
Harold E. Fey to write for World Call. Jul'64:43
Ten Per Cent Legion. Sep'64:29
Kansas church in EHP. Sep'64:45
Church sees World Call as vital tool. Oct'64:51
14 ways to use back issues of World Call. Oct'64:53
Statement of ownership. Dec'64:48
...project launched in Indiana. Jan'65:49
Every Home Plan. Mar'65:48
Ten per cent Legion. Sep'65:32
Series of 20 articles to outline changes in church life. Sep'65:35
Churches and World Call. Sep'65:50
...launches campaign. Oct'65:26
Statement of ownership. Dec'65:46
Journalism, anyone? Feb'66:41
Ten per cent legion. Sep'66:30
Statement of ownership. Dec'66:50
World outreach sounding board. Apr'67:33
Top ten states. Apr'67:45
Appreciation awards. Apr'67:45
Ten per cent Legion. Sep'67:24
Congratulations, Salem, Indiana. Dec'67:22
Statement of ownership. Dec'67:50
Ten per cent legion. Sep'68:24
World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32
Make a call on World Call (photo of 1967 International Convention booth) Sep'68:46
World Call history in "the heart of America." Sep'68:49
Statement of ownership. Nov'68:50
Letters. Dec'68:4
Churches receive awards at banquet. Dec'68:44
A new dimension. Dec'68:48
Jan'69: much of issue
World Call churchwide. Mar'69:41
Fifty year readers. Apr'69:45
Spring renewal. May'69:37
Honor roll. Sep'69:22
Additional Fifty-year readers. Sep'69:46
Statement of ownership. Dec'69:46
Honor roll. Sep'70:24
Statement of ownership. Jan'71:46
A new chapter in the life of World Call. Jun'71:5
The scene. Jun'71:44
Dear Mr. Editor. Jul'71:6
Chapter six. Jul'71:7
The scene. Jul'71:44
World Call congratulates churches with subscription increases. Sep'71:33
A photo competition.
Mar'72:inside back cover Apr'72:inside back cover
Statement of ownership. Jan'73:45
World events. Jul'73:36
Commentary. Dec'73:12
The last page and the first one. Dec'73:back cover
"WORLD CALL" (HYMN)
Nov'44:28
"WORLD CALL IN FOCUS" (FILMSTRIP)
Here and there with World Call. Oct'49:48
WORLD CALL TOUR
World Calling...
Dec'67:10 Mar'68:10 May'68:10 Jul'68:10
WORLD CALL WEEK
Oct'23:51      Nov'23:55
A trip around the world. Dec'23:34
Sep'24:1       Mar'25:1
Two new plays ready. Oct'28:23
A confession and two suggestions. Nov'28:15
Jul'29:1
Some results of the "World Call" cover contest. Nov'29:32
Sep'29:19
World Calli's birthday party. Oct'29:23
Words about the World Call Week pageant. Dec'29:1
We talk about ourselves. Dec'31:4
What, where, when and how. Dec'31:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'32:33
Jan'35:1
Circulation corner. Jan'36:1
The threshold. Feb'37:2
Circulation corner. Dec'39:2
The threshold. Dec'39:4       Jan'40:2
Is your church planning to observe... Jan'40:43
Circulation corner. Dec'40:2
The threshold. Jan'41:4       Jan'42:2
Annual World Call Week makes thirtieth bow. May'51:27
Jan'64:16
Suggestions for World Call Week. Jan'64:50
10 tips for World Call Week. Dec'64:50

WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Youth and the world mission. Jun'68:31

WORLD CHRISTIAN EDUCATION QUARTERLY
quoted. Youth and the world mission. Feb'67:31

WORLD CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CONVENTION
See
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CONVENTION

WORLD CHRISTIAN HANDBOOK, 1952
Book chat. Apr'53:42

WORLD CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
Global highlights. Feb'46:2

WORLD CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
See also
CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP
News room. Dec'52:30
Women and world highways. Feb'62:35

WORLD CHRISTIAN YOUTH COMMISSION
Global highlights. Oct'48:3

WORLD CHRISTIAN YOUTH CONFERENCE
Adventures in fellowship. Mar'40:6
Global highlights. May'47:2       (photo) Oct'47:3
Youth and missions. Mar'48:35
Global highlights. Mar'52:2

WORLD CHRISTIANITY
The threshold. Mar'38:2

WORLD CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
Share your Christmas. Oct'48:46

WORLD COMMISSION OF WOMEN
Women and world highways. Mar'46:33
WORLD COMMITTEE ON CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
Global highlights. May'57:4

WORLD COMMUNITY DAY
Women and world highways. Sep'43:31
The threshold. Nov'43:2
...observance. Jan'44:38
The threshold. Mar'44:2
Women and world highways. Sep'44:29
The threshold. Oct'44:2
Women and world highways. Oct'45:29
Oct'46:47
World order studies. Oct'46:47
Women and world highways. Oct'49:33 Oct'50:34
New pilgrims join us in Thanksgiving. Nov'50:34
Global highlights. Sep'51:3
Women and world highways.
Oct'51:33 Nov'52:33 Nov'54:29
Global highlights. Dec'54:2
Women and world highways. Nov'55:31
Global highlights. Nov'56:4
Women and world highways. Oct'57:33
Nov'59:30
Women and world highways.
Nov'60:29 Nov'63:33 Oct'67:30
Nov'61:33 Nov'66:30

WORLD CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIAN YOUTH
Disciple youth at Amsterdam. May'39:17
Programs for young people. May'39:37 Jun'39:37
The threshold. Sep'39:2
Amsterdam in retrospect. Nov'39:8
CYF and the world church. May'47:10
Global highlights.
Jan'53:2 (photo of Disciple delegates) Feb'53:2
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'53:32
Seeing is believing. Apr'53:12
The afterglow of Travancore. May'53:12
Youth and the task of the church. May'54:15

WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHRISTIAN RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Global highlights. Jun'57:4

WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY
Social trends. May'65:18
The empty pulpit. Sep'66:29

WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHURCH, COMMUNITY AND STATE
See also

UNIVERSAL CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
German representation at Oxford. Jul'37:3
Editorial correspondence (photos) Sep'37:4
Church and community. Oct'37:25
Church and state. Oct'37:26
The economic order. Nov'37:23
The church and education. Nov'37:24
The world of nations. Nov'37:25
The conferences of 1937. Jan'38:3
Jul'38:4
Book chat. Jul'38:34
Religious education at Denver. Nov'38:10
WORLD CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT
   Echoes from everywhere. Feb'22:60

WORLD CONFERENCE ON FAITH AND ORDER
   See also
   WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON FAITH AND ORDER
   World Conference on Christian unity. Nov'19:21
   Christian unity a world prospect. Oct'20:56
   Midwest Christian Unity Conference. Apr'21:47
   Glimpses of the religious world.
      Nov'25:45      Aug'26:58      Jul'27:52
   Faith and order. Sep'27:4
   Christians getting together. Oct'27:4
   Hoisting the flag of unity. Nov'27:12 (photo of Disciples at Conference, p. 13)
   A regrettable error. Jan'28:1
   Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'28:45   Dec'28:45
   Edinburgh, to Lausanne... Dec'36:17
   Editorial correspondence. Oct'37:4
   The threshold. Dec'37:2
   The Conferences of 1937. Jan'38:3
   Statements from churches. Oct'41:6
   The church and its own unity. Jan'43:19
   Global highlights. Nov'47:3   Apr'52:2
   Disciples who go to Lund. Apr'52:6
   Bring Lund to the people. Jun'52:12
   Global highlights. Oct'52:4
   World churchmen meet in Sweden. Oct'52:7
   A look at Lund. Nov'52:12
   A response to Lund. Mar'54:6
   Elected to serve. Dec'62:40
   Global highlights. May'63:4   Jun'63:6
   Does theology divide or unite? Jul'63:34
   Global highlights. Sep'63:7
   Global highlights (photo of some participants) Oct'63:6
   Message from Montreal. Oct'63:17
   (photo of 1920 Conference) Oct'68:23

WORLD CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
   See
   UNIVERSAL CONFERENCE ON LIFE AND WORK
   WORLD CONFERENCE ON MISSION AND EVANGELISM
   Commentary. Dec'72:12
   WORLD CONFERENCE ON THE CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO THE TECHNICAL AND SOCIAL REVOLUTIONS OF OUR TIMES
   See
   WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY
   WORLD CONGRESS OF RELIGIONS
   Global highlights. Apr'47:4
   WORLD CONSULTATION ON CHRISTIAN COUNCILS
   World events. Sep'71:36
   WORLD CONVENTION OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
   Global highlights.
      May'49:4   Feb'50:3
      (photo of Disciple delegates) Oct'50:3
   Christian educators to meet. Mar'58:48
   WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST
   Convention elections and actions. Nov'32:28
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'33:34
Directory of officers. May'35:inside front cover
Elections at San Antonio. Nov'35:29
Global highlights. Oct'52:3
World Convention opens new office. Feb'54:8
Pilgrimage to Ahorey. Mar'62:19
Global highlights.
   Oct'62:4   Dec'63:5   Jul'64:7   Sep'64:6
Ask about it! Sep'65:8
Global highlights. Oct'65:7
In brief. Apr'68:8   May'70:42
World events. Jan'71:36   Sep'71:39   Sep'73:38

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1930
World Convention for Disciples. Oct'29:4
Advancing to new conquests. Oct'29:6
Anticipating Washington. Jan'30:4
Reduced rates to Washington Conventions.
   Jun'30:1   Jul'30:25   Aug'30:1
The latest news on the Washington Conventions. Aug'30:19
Sep'30:much of issue
Oct'30:much of issue
   (program) Oct'30:14
Washington... Dec'30:8
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:31
   (photo) Jan'59:23
   (photo of registrants) Jan'69:21
In brief. May'72:40

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1935
Stewardship selected for World Convention. Nov'31:17
Ahoy there Britannic! Jan'35:10
The World Convention. Mar'35:4
Convention on foreign soil. Mar'35:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
The threshold. Apr'35:2
   ...notes. May'35:8
The threshold. Jun'35:2
Crusaders in friendship. Jun'35:20
   ...news. Jun'35:40
The threshold. Jul'35:2
Program. Jul'35:28
   ...notes. Jul'35:47
Sep'35:much of issue
Women and world highways. Dec'35:35

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1940
The threshold. Apr'36:2   Sep'38:2   Nov'39:2

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1947
Global highlights. Dec'46:2   Mar'47:2
   ...program. Jun'47:19
Large delegation expected... Jul'47:30
Youth features... Jul'47:30
Sep'47:much of issue
Buffalo registers 5,788. Oct'47:23
Nationals and missionaries at Buffalo. Oct'47:24

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1950
Global highlights. Sep'47:3   Feb'48:3   May'49:3

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1952
Global highlights. May'49:3   Jul'49:4   Mar'51:3
...will meet in Australia. Jun'51:18
Disciples will gather in Melbourne. Mar'52:9
...notes. Apr'52:47
Proud to be a part! (photos) Oct'52:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'52:34

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1955
Global highlights. Mar'53:4
From every continent they come. Apr'55:15
Conventions mean work! May'55:18
Come to Toronto! Jun'55:21
Youth and missions. Jun'55:39
Facts for Convention goers. Jun'55:40
Silver Jubile World Convention. Jun'55:41
Toronto delegates. Jun'55:49
The best program ever. Jul'55:26
Women and world highways. Jul'55:33
Toronto--a wrestle with ideas (photos) Oct'55:24
Global highlights. Jul'55:63

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1960
Global highlights. Jan'65:3
Meet our youngest World Convention deacon. Dec'65:1
The trip of a lifetime. Sep'65:3
Edinburgh tours. Dec'65:5
Global highlights. Jul'65:5
Global highlights (photo of program committee) Sep'65:4
Convention transportation. Sep'65:46
News room. Feb'66:34
Edinburgh ahead! Mar'66:16
Convention ship. Mar'66:28
Serving God and man. May'66:28
Global highlights. Jun'66:7
Global highlights. Oct'66:7
History at Edinburgh (photo) Oct'66:29
Women and world highways. Dec'66:35
Convention filmstrip. Jan'67:50

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1965
Puerto Rico calls. May'67:22
Global highlights. Jul'67:5
Puerto Rican preview. Oct'67:428
...a witness to unity. Feb '68:21
On to Puerto Rico. Apr'68:9
Women on world highways. Apr'68:32
Convention highlights. May'68:30
Questions concerning the World Convention. Jul'68:9

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1970
World events. Nov'69:36 Jan'70:36,38
One gospel--one world. May'70:10
Convention hosts are churches in Australia and New Zealand.
Jul'70:27
Women and world highways. Jul'70:31
World events. Oct'70:36
(photo of CWF luncheon) Feb'71:34

WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. 1974
World Convention plans for the summer of '74. Jan'74:19
(note) Dec'73:44
WORLD CONVENTION OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST. INTERFAITH RELATIONS
COMMISSION
Global highlights. Apr'67:6

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AND SUNDAY SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION
See also
WORLD SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
Global highlights. Nov'47:3
Sunday schools around the world. Nov'47:22
Global highlights.
Feb'48:4 (photo of Bd of Managers) Oct'49:3
Toronto--focus of fellowships. Dec'49:47
Global highlights. Nov'53:3 Sep'54:3 Apr'61:8
News room. Apr'62:34 Sep'62:40
Global highlights. Oct'62:5
Teachers share a global ministry. Nov'62:12
Christian education--a concern everywhere. Sep'64:17
When children express their faith. Nov'64:26
In brief. Jan'70:40
World events. Feb'71:38
A funny thing happened on the way to Huampani (photos) Nov'71:8

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
See also
CHURCH WORLD SERVICE
The threshold. Nov'37:2
Elections and actions at Columbus. Dec'37:26
The conferences of 1937. Jun'38:3
Jun'38:4
Jul'38:4,30
The Denver Convention. Nov'38:9
The threshold. Dec'38:4
Social trends. Feb'40:22
The church moves toward unity. Apr'40:12
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:43
Christian Europe today and tomorrow. Dec'42:18
That the church may speak. Feb'43:19
Peace aims common to Christians. May'43:46
The threshold. Sep'43:2
Cooperation: where are we now? Feb'44:16
For a time as this. Mar'44:13
Reporting from Columbus. Dec'44:10
The struggle of the Dutch church. Mar'45:4
...service. Apr'45:4
The threshold. Jul'45:2 Sep'45:2
Editorial correspondence... Dec'45:4
Global highlights
Jan'46:3 (photo of headquarters) Mar'46:4 Apr'46:2
...plans for future. May'46:23 (photos p. 24)
Symbols of Central Europe. May'46:28
Global highlights. Jun'46:4
Hopkins retires... Jun'46:15
Global highlights. Oct'46:3
The need of Vienna... Nov'46:25
An institute of world Christianity. Jan'47:23
Global highlights. Feb'47:2,4 Jun'47:2
Looking at Amsterdam, 1948 (photo of Provisional Committee)
Jun'47:8
Army barracks become churches. Jun'47:27
Global highlights. Oct'47:2 Nov'47:3 Dec'47:2
Rebirth of a church. apr'48:21
Editorial correspondence from Amsterdam (photo of Disciple delegates) Oct'48:6
...officers. oct'48:23
Global highlights. Dec'48:3
...in action. Dec'48:5
Women and world highways. Dec'48:27
Global highlights. Jan'49:3 Apr'49:2
The nature of Christian fellowship. Apr'49:5
...to continue aiding Iron Curtain churches. Apr'49:46
...in the U.S.A. May'49:6
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38
Issues in religious liberty. Sep'49:6
Social trends abroad. Sep'49:23
On so slender a thread. Oct'49:6
Elections at the Cincinnati Convention. Dec'49:29
Symbol of a united church. Jan'50:28
Men of the mid-Century. Apr'50:6
Global highlights. May'50:2
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'50:46
...receives a new gift. Jul'50:46
Global highlights. Sep'50:3
An expanding Christian fellowship. Sep'50:6
Global highlights. Nov'50:2
Wanted: mutual respect (photo of Conference of Protestant Churches in Latin Countries) Dec'50:11
Personal items from Geneva. Dec'50:42
The cover. Feb'51:inside front cover
Protestant displaced persons will be resettled in U.S.A. Mar'51:28
Global highlights. Apr'51:3
A message to the churches. Apr'51:21
...looks to the future. Oct'51:7
Women and world highways. Oct'51:33
Global highlights. Oct'52:3,4 (photo of Executive Committee p. 2)
Colonization in Brazil launched by World Council. Jul'53:43
Global highlights. Oct'53:3
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'54:34
Global highlights. May'54:3
When we listen as well as speak. Apr'55:6
Book chat. May'55:16
Global highlights. Jun'55:3
House of health. Jun'55:40
Global highlights. Sep'55:3 Oct'55:2,3 Nov'55:4
Parsonage sick bay. Dec'55:50
Global highlights. Feb'56:2
...headquarters. Feb'56:46
...leaders speak. Apr'56:38
Center builds useful lives. Jul'56:44
Global highlights. Nov'56:3
Ecumenical work camps. Nov'56:46
Christmas for the homeless. Dec'56:18
Music and misery in Austria. Feb'57:16
World Christianity in focus. Mar'57:26
Global highlights. Apr'57:2
Pentecost means Christian unity. Jun'57:17
Global highlights. Jul'57:3
The gospel and non-Christian faiths. Jul'57:44
Projects of aid. Sep'57:39
Prayers for unity. Jan'58:50
Working practically for peace. Mar'58:10
Global highlights. Apr'58:7,8
Pentecost and unity. May'58:10
Global highlights. Jun'58:5
Decade of unity. Jun'58:21
Global highlights.
    Sep'58:7 Nov'58:8 Jun'59:8
    Oct'58:5,8 Feb'59:5 Oct'59:5
    (photo of Disciples) Nov'59:5
He sounded like Thomas Campbell. Dec'59:17
Refugee youth find a way out. Jan'60:23
Global highlights. Feb'60:7 Mar'60:8 Apr'60:4,7
New life in Brazil. Jun'60:30
Global highlights. Jul'60:6
Challenge of the other religions. Dec'60:16
Global highlights. Jan'61:4 Apr'61:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'61:38
Global highlights (drawing of headquarters building)
    Sep'61:4
Global highlights. Sep'61:6 Oct'61:5
Fair appraisal. Oct'61:9
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'61:36
Global highlights. Jan'62:4
World Council grows. Feb'62:46
Statement of faith. Feb'62:49
Global highlights.
    May'62:5 Nov'62:6 Nov'63:7
    Jun'62:7 Jan'63:5 Dec'63:4
Adults and mission. Dec'63:38
WCC and the U.S.S.R. Mar'64:9
Global highlights.
    Jul'64:4 Oct'64:4,7 Mar'65:4,5,6
The story of Constantinos. Mar'65:16
These are our colleagues. Sep'65:9
Global highlights. Oct'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Jan'66:4
Global highlights. Apr'66:7
Man of vigor and warmth. Apr'66:25
Fear of change. Jun'66:15
Review and forecast. Feb'67:21
Show them God lives. Feb'67:26
Global highlights. Feb'67:6 Sep'68:7
? and answers. Dec'68:50
World events. Mar'69:31
World Council of Churches. Apr'69:22
Letters. Jul'69:35

178
World events. Sep'69:36,37 Jan'70:37
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'70:5
World events. Apr'70:36
Role of world church bodies faces all confessional units. Jul'70:27
World events. Jul'70:37
Two weeks at bossey. Nov'70:12
World events.
Nov'70:37 Jan'71:36 Mar'71:37 Apr'71:36
We are confident that God rules. May'71:18
The scene. Jan'72:48
World events. May'72:39 Jun'72:38
A big man for a big task. Nov'72:21
World events. Dec'72:41 Apr'73:39
Uniting the churches in faith and service. Jul'73:5
(photo of headquarters p. 7)
World events. Jul'73:38
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. AGENCY FOR CHRISTIAN LITERATURE AND DEVELOPMENT
World events. Dec'72:40
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ASSEMBLY. 1948
Study Conferences for Amsterdam Assembly. Jun'48:31
The ecumenical nature of Amsterdam. Sep'48:6
(photo of worship service) Nov'48:front cover
The cover. Nov'48:inside front cover
Amsterdam in retrospect. Nov'48:5
The message of the First Assembly... Nov'48:6
The universal church in God's design. Dec'48:30
The church's witness to God's design. Jan'49:28
God's design and the disorder of society. Feb'49:28
The church and the international disorder. Mar'49:28
Global highlights. May'49:3
News room. Feb'51:38
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ASSEMBLY. 1954
Second annual meeting. May'50:33
Global highlights. Apr'50:2
Evanston, 1953. Jun'50:6
Global highlights. Feb'53:4
Disciples of Christ name twelve delegates... May'53:44
From forty three countries they come. Jun'53:6
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:34
Hymns to be selected for World Council Assembl. Oct'53:47
Evanston notebook. Jan'54:5
Plans set for Evanston. Jan'54:17
Global highlights. Feb'54:3
Do you know about Evanston? Feb'54:27
Youth looks to Evanston. Mar'54:19
Global highlights. Apr'54:4
Take Evanston for what it is. Apr'54:5
Evanston program completed. Apr'54:31
Global highlights. May'54:2
Evanston--a step forward. May'54:27
Comment on Evanston. May'54:45
Issues at Evanston. Jun'54:27
Global highlights. Jul'54:3
Worship in the Evanston Assembly. Jul'54:36
Prayer. Jul'54:50
Christ is our hope. Oct'54:6
The churches speak out (photos) Nov'54:17
Youth and missions. Nov'54:35
The churches face their task (photos) Dec'54:17
Women and world highways. Dec'54:33
Unit at the grass roots. May'55:46

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ASSEMBLY. 1961
Global highlights. May'56:5 Apr'59:4
Elections at Louisville assembly. Jan'61:30
Light at Pentecost. May'61:43
Third World Council Assembly set for New Delhi. Jul'61:30
Challenge at New Delhi. Oct'61:24
Open letter. Nov'61:10
One people in Christ. Nov'61:23
Disciples look to New Delhi. Nov'61:24
News room. Nov'61:39
Impressions in India. Jan'62:26
Feb'62: much of issue
Looking back at New Delhi (photos) Apr'62:19
Women and world highways. Apr'62:35
Global highlights. May'62:5

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ASSEMBLY. 1968
Jun'67:6 Feb'68:6
? and answers. Apr'68:50
Next month at Uppsala. Jun'68:15
Global highlights. Jul'68:8 Sep'68:7
Things new at Uppsala. Sep'68:22
World Calling... Oct'68:10
Letters. Oct'68:48
Nov'68: much of issue
? and answers. Dec'68:50
In brief. Jun'69:39
(photo) Jul'73:5

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHurches. AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL
A story of cooperation. Oct'57:7
Global highlights. Dec'59:5

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Christians meet in an Asian setting. Apr'53:19
(photo of meeting) Oct'55:front cover
The cover. Oct'55:inside front cover
Editorial correspondence from Europe. Oct'55:5
Correspondence from Europe, 1956. Oct'56:7 Nov'56:8
Editorial correspondence. Dec'56:8
Global highlights. Jul'57:6 Oct'57:3
Correspondence from New Haven. Oct'57:8
The World Council looks at its work. Nov'58:10
Editorial correspondence from Rhodes. Nov'59:10
Global highlights. Sep'60:6
Correspondence from St. Andrews. Oct'60:10 Nov'60:10
(photo of opening session) Nov'61:23
Global highlights. Jul'63:6
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'65:4
An important meeting of the WCC. Mar'66:9
Global highlights.
World Council of Churches. Apr'69:23
Ecumenical events. Sep'69:42
World events. Nov'69:37
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'70:5
World events. Apr'71:36
...faces vital issues. Nov'73:32

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. CHRISTIAN LITERATURE FUND
Christian Literature Fund trains writers... Dec'67:46

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION OF THE CHURCHES ON
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Churches and the U.N. Mar'56:47
Global highlights. Sep'66:6

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON FAITH AND ORDER
World events. Nov'71:37

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Global highlights. Oct'46:2

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON THE LIFE AND WORK OF
WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
Global highlights. Apr'52:4
Women and world highways. Jun'52:33

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON RAPID SOCIAL CHANGE
The winds of change. Jun'62:13

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION ON WORLD MISSION AND
EVANGELISM
World Calling... Feb'64:10
The hidden Christ and commitment. May'73:18

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMITTEE FOR INTERCHURCH RELIEF,
REFUGEE AND WORLD SERVICE
See also

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DIVISION OF INTERCHURCH AID...
World events.
Mar'69:34        Feb'72:37        Jun'72:39        Dec'72:39

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. DIVISION OF INTERCHURCH AID, REFUGEE
AND WORLD SERVICE (DEPARTMENT OF INTER-CHURCH AID)
See also

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. COMMISSION OF INTER-CHURCH AID,
REFUGEE AND WORLD SERVICE
Global highlights.
May'48:3        Feb'50:3        Dec'50:2
Interchurch aid (photos) Jun'51:17
Fellowship in Christian sharing. Sep'51:6
Global highlights. Nov'51:2
1951 church aid to Europe totals $9,055,000. Jun'52:48
Global highlights. Dec'52:3
A new life begins in the ruins. Mar'53:40
Global highlights. May'53:3
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'53:35
Global highlights. Dec'53:3
Christian service--Christian thinking. Dec'53:5
World Christians dedicate a tunnel. Jan'54:26
For adult mission study. Jan'54:36
Council aids students. Feb'54:47
Global highlights. Mar'54:2        Apr'54:2
There is another Europe. Mar'55:5
Church leaders visit Turkey. Jan'56:29
Global highlights. Mar'56:3
Relief aid soars. Oct'56:42
Global highlights. Jul'57:3
Interchurch Aid and our own lives. Jun'58:9
Global highlights. Dec'58:5
Miracles through Compassion. Apr'59:47
Global highlights. May'60:7
WCC projects. Sep'60:49
Global highlights. Jul'61:4
Greek team serves ten years. Jul'61:28
Global highlights. May'62:8
Any gift will help! Dec'62:20
Global highlights. Oct'62:4
Dreams and reality in church aid. Feb'63:21
Ecumenical teams. Jul'66:48
Global highlights. Feb'67:6
World events. Dec'69:38
Feb'70:37
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ECUMENICAL INSTITUTE
See
ECUMENICAL INSTITUTE (SWITZERLAND)
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ECUMENICAL YOUTH CAMPS
Global highlights. Oct'63:7
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. ECUMENICAL YOUTH SERVICE
World events. Feb'73:39
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. FAITH AND ORDER COMMISSION
Global highlights (photo of some delegates) Nov'51:3
Correspondence from St. Andrews. Nov'60:10
Faith and order. Sep'57:48
Ecumenical journey. Dec'64:21
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. FINANCES
Global highlights. Oct'60:8
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. THE FIRST ASSEMBLY OF THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Book chat. Sep'49:22
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. HEADQUARTERS (GENEVA, SWITZERLAND)
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'59:34
Global highlights. Jul'59:7
...to erect new headquarters (drawing of building) Apr'60:28
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES.
JOINT COMMISSION ON MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Global highlights. Apr'54:2
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. JOINT SERVICE TO REFUGEES
Ship of hope. Jan'54:40
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. MAN'S DISORDER AND GOD'S DESIGN
Book chat. Apr'49:15
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. REFUGEE SERVICES
Worrying about this world. Feb'60:9
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
Global highlights. Jan'54:3
Ecumenical scholars. Dec'55:48
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. STUDY CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND SOCIETY
See
WORLD CONFERENCE ON CHURCH AND SOCIETY
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION FUND
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. U.S. COMMITTEE
Elections and actions at Columbus. Sep'46:26
Second annual meeting. May'50:33
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. U.S. CONFERENCE

Global highlights.
  May'52:3 May'53:2 Jun'53:3 Nov'53:2
  Trusted leadership assured. Nov'53:5
  Christian unity making "unprecedented advances." Jun'56:3
  ...to meet. May'57:48
  Interchurch aid and our own lives. Jun'58:9
  Aid manifesto. Jun'59:49
  Elected to serve. Dec'62:40

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES. YOUTH DEPARTMENT

Global highlights. Jun'48:3 May'50:4 Jun'52:3
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
  Retreat house opened. Mar'54:41
  Global highlights. Nov'59:5 Feb'63:5 May'64:6

WORLD COUNCIL OF YOUTH

World events. Jul'73:37

WORLD COURT

Listening in on the world. Feb'30:25 Jun'30:26
  World Court agitation reborn. May'34:3
  America and the World Court. May'35:3

WORLD DAY OF PRAYER

Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
  A call to prayer. Jan'28:63
  Call to World Day of Prayer... Feb'28:62
  One in purpose. Jun'29:41
  Who has the Christian message? Nov'20:30
  Fellowship around the world. Feb'33:47
  The threshold.
    Jan'34:2 Mar'35:2 Dec'36:2 Jan'37:2
  World Day of Prayer. Feb'37:42
  Programs for young people. Feb'38:37
  Helps for leaders of junior groups. Feb'38:41
  Programs for adult organizations. Jan'39:44
  Women and world highways. Feb'39:35
  The threshold. Jan'40:2
  Women and world highways. Feb'40:35
  Dec'40:46
  The threshold. Nov'41:2
  Christians and world order. Dec'41:37
  Women and world highways.
    Feb'42:35 Jun'42:35 Jul'42:35 Feb'43:43
  Youth and missions. Feb'43:37
  The threshold. Jan'44:2
  For adult missionary groups. Jan'44:30
  Women and world highways. Feb'44:29 Sep'44:29
  The threshold. Jan'45:2
  Women and world highways.
    Jan'45:31 Feb'46:33 Feb'47:33
    Feb'45:29 Mar'46:33
  Global highlights. Apr'47:3
Training people to help their neighbors. Dec'47:22
For adult missionary groups. Feb'48:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:36
Wrought by prayer. Feb'50:8
Women and world highways. Feb'50:35
...Nantung. May'50:47
Global highlights. Feb'51:3
Women and world highways. Feb'51:30
The world wide fellowship of prayer. Jan'52:22
Women and world highways. Feb'53:29
One church, one humanity. Mar'54:5
Women and world highways. Feb'55:33
Prophecy and fact. Feb'56:29
Who shall separate us...? Mar'57:43
The bread of life. Jan'58:46
Women and world highways. Feb'59:35 Feb'60:35
May'60:46
Global highlights. Jun'60:4
Women and world highways. Sep'60:33
Women and world highways (photo of service on Okinawa) Jan'61:31
Women at prayer in Peru. Mar'62:28
Women and world highways.
Mar'62:31 Feb'65:35 Feb'67:32
New plans for World Day of Prayer. Feb'68:36
Moments of worship. Mar'69:48
World events. Nov'70:36
Women can help to build peace. Dec'70:27
New life awaits. Mar'71:22
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER FOR MISSIONS
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'28:45
WORLD DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE
Listening in on the world. Jun'32:22
WORLD EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'27:45
WORLD FEDERATION OF EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Glimpses of the religious world. May'24:45
WORLD FELLOWSHIP MEETS
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'28:43
A suggestion of tomorrow's missionary strength in the local church (photo of meet in Frankfort, Indiana) Apr'30:24
The month among Disciples. Apr'33:4
Station UCMS broadcasting.
May'3:42 Nov'34:34 Oct'35:33 Jan'36:34
WORLD FELLOWSHIP YOUTH MEETS
Youth and missions.
Oct'51:35 Apr'55:37 Oct'57:37 Nov'60:35
Jun'53:41 May'55:37 Oct'58:39
Youth and the world mission. Sep'61:37
Echoes from everywhere. May'62:36
Youth and the world mission.
Sep'66:38 May'68:33
WORLD FELLOWSHIP YOUTH MEETS. ILLINOIS DISTRICT 7
Youth and the world mission. Apr'67:36
WORLD FRIENDS: IN NEW NATIONS
   The church's mission among new nations. Dec'64:32
WORLD FRIENDSHIP FUND
   The threshold. Sep'45:2
WORLD FRIENDSHIP SEALS
   Youth and missions. Feb'43:37
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
   See UNITED NATIONS. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
WORLD HORIZONS
   The threshold. Mar'38:2
"THE WORLD IN A WORD" (FILMSTRIP)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'60:44
WORLD MISSION INSTITUTE. MIDWEST AREA (EVANSTON, ILLINOIS)
   Adults and missions. Mar'61:42
WORLD MISSION STRATEGY CONFERENCE
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'60:5
WORLD MISSIONARY ATLAS
   Speaking of books. Mar'25:55 May'25:54
WORLD MISSIONARY CONFERENCE. 1910
   International Missionary Cooperation restored. Dec'21:36
   Councils and the global crisis. Mar'61:24
WORLD MISSIONARY COUNCIL
   Contributions of the mission fields to Christian tolerance.
   May'23:29
WORLD MISSIONS AND WORLD PEACE
   Our book corner. Dec'21:56
WORLD MISSIONS DAY
   See FOREIGN MISSIONS DAY
WORLD MISSIONS FAIR
   Youth and missions. May'55:37
WORLD MOVEMENT OF DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
   World Movement. Jun'20:57
   Treasuries and funds. Jun'20:62
WORLD NEIGHBORS, INC.
   ...reports on progress. Dec'55:48
"A WORLD ON FIRE" (MOTION PICTURE)
   Audio-visual suggestions. Sep'62:46
WORLD ORDER STUDY CONFERENCE
   Global highlights. Jan'59:7
   Churchmen speak at Cleveland. Jan'59:35
WORLD ORDER STUDY CONFERENCE. 1965
   Ahead of the headlines. Oct'64:4
   Social trends. Dec'65:16
   Seek peace and pursue it. Jan'66:20 (photo p. 22)
WORLD ORDER SUNDAY
   The threshold. Nov'44:2
   Social trends. Nov'50:22
   We are accountable to God. Oct'52:20
   Fundamental freedoms for all. Oct'58:50
   Global highlights. Oct'64:4
WORLD ORDER WORKSHOP. 1948
   Global highlights (photo) May'48:3
WORLD OUTREACH: A PROGRAM MANUAL
   World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32
WORLD OUTREACH FAIRS
   World outreach sounding board. Apr'69:36
WORLD OUTREACH INSTITUTE
Global highlights. Feb'66:7

WORLD OUTREACH MEMO AND PLANNING PACKET
World outreach sounding board. Sep'68:32

WORLD OUTREACH MISSION MINISTRY INSTITUTES
World outreach sounding board. Feb'68:31
World outreach education and CLC. Feb'69:37

WORLD OUTREACH PORTFOLIO
Pictures tell the story of world outreach.

WORLD REFUGEE YEAR
Global highlights. Apr'59:4 Jun'59:5 Nov'59:9
Social trends. Sep'59:16
The century of the homeless. Oct'59:9
Global highlights. Mar'60:7 Sep'60:7

WORLD SERVICE BULLETIN
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'29:39

WORLD STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
World wide Christian students. Feb'47:15
Global highlights. Dec'60:7

WORLD STUDENT CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Notes. Jun'19:59
Student life can be dangerous. May'57:17

WORLD STUDENT SERVICE FUND
Student relief activities. Oct'43:38

WORLD SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
See also

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Sunday School delegates seeing mission stations. Jul'20:31
An additional World's Sunday School tour part. Jul'20:31
Around the world with Sunday School delegates. Jul'20:35
Notes. Jul'20:43
Epoch making days in Tokyo. Jan'21:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'21:62
(photo of Executive Committee) Jan'23:56
Headquarters notes. Jun'23:52
The Sunday school in the fence corner. Nov'23:21
Glimpses of the outside world. Nov'23:54 Dec'23:61
Off for Scotland. Aug'24:34
A glimpse of Glasgow. Sep'24:22
Glimpses of thereligious world. Sep'24:47
Christian education, the hope of civilization. Nov'24:4
(photo of Executive Committee) Jun'25:44 Jul'25:58
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'27:53
Getting ready for Los Angeles. Nov'27:5 (photo of Executive Committee, p. 6)
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
The world's tenth Sunday School Convention... Jan'28:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'28:39
Facts and folks at Los Angeles. May'28:23
Musical features at "Los Angeles--1928." Jul'28:35
From the ends of the earth. Sep'28:14
Sharing Robert M. Hopkins. Sep'28:19
To the ancient churches of the East. Aug'29:15
Let's go sailing down to Rio! Apr'32:17
The threshold. Dec'35:2 Apr'36:2 Dec'37:2
South Africa. Sep'38:28
All eyes on Durban. Jun'39:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34
...Conference. May'41:43
May'44:20
Cross or Swastika. Mar'46:43
Global highlights (photo) Oct'47:2
Sunday schools around the world. Nov'47:8
WORLD TEACHING CONFERENCE
Strasbourg--a note of impatience and urgency. May'61:12
WORLD TEMPERANCE SUNDAY
Missionary illustrations... Nov'28:54
WORLD TOMORROW
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'26:45
WORLD TRADE
See COMMERCED
WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE
Global highlights. Feb'51:3
WORLD WAR, 1914–1918
The college and victory. Jan'19:32
The church's real business. Feb'19:51
Notes. Mar'19:61
Victory celebration in China. Mar'19:9
How German ambitions hit the Foreign Society. Mar'19:7
A message from the front. Feb'19:62
Victory makes opportunity. Jun'19:44
More than eager for the fray. Sep'19:27
Our Army Chaplains in the Great War. Feb'20:22
Shall we not keep faith? Oct'20:3
With the men who died in the war. Oct'20:13
The war guilt question. Jun'26:11
Facts of the World War. Jul'26:6
What price peace? Sep'29:3
WORLD WAR, 1914–1918. REPERATIONS
Should we have a new deal on war debts? Dec'29:28
Listening in on the world.
Oct'39:3
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'39:34
Nov'39:3
The American church and war. Nov'39:16
Who is to blame? Nov'39:23
Social trends. Nov'39:26
Our tragic blindness. Nov'39:29
When Hell breaks loose. Jul'40:8
Social trends. Jul'40:22
The world crisis strikes home. Jan'41:18
Congolese react to the war. Apr'41:30
Social trends. May'41:24
Christianity and world crisis. Jun'41:20
New beauty out of ruin. Jul'41:28
The war and missions. Oct'41:10
We could have built upon the rock. Jan'42:10
Women and world highways. Jan'42:39
Feb'42: much of issue
Let's let the sun rise. Mar'42:3
Eyes on the Orient. mar'42:40
The background is not in the picture. Apr'42:9
Catastrophe or civilization. Apr'42:30
Eyes on the Orient. Apr'42:27
Increasing activity on our college campuses. Apr'42:32
A service of love in wartime. May'42:12
Make the world safe with Christianity. May'42:30
Obligations of the church to a warring world. Jul'42:18
Eyes on the Orient. Jul'42:32
The last page. Jul'42:48
Social trends. Sep'42:16
Our problems. Sep'42:18
Thanksgiving in a world at war. Nov'42:20
Eyes on the Orient. Nov'42:29
Which interpretation is correct? Dec'42:5
Christian Europe today and tomorrow. Dec'42:18
Social trends. Jan'43:24
Eyes on the Orient. Mar'43:19
War challenges the rural church. Apr'43:8
World friendship in a world at war. May'43:18
Social trends. Jun'43:14
Eyes on the Orient. Sep'43:2
A prayer in time of war. Sep'43:9
Wartime Service Fund. Sep'43:16
Opportunities of tragedy. Nov'43:18
Ideals and the peace. Dec'43:40
A beacon of light in a world of chaos. Feb'44:24
Christian attitudes in time of war. Apr'44:19
One world, one struggle. Jun'44:16
A year of dedication. Jul'44:11
Preparing for V-Day. Sep'44:37
Eyes on the Orient. Nov'44:2
From somewhere in Italy. Nov'44:6
Report from the Pacific. Dec'44:38
Eyes on the Orient. Jan'45:2
Social trends. Jan'45:14
Eyes on the Orient. Feb'45:2
Healing is our aim. Feb'45:19
Last night we bombed Tokyo. May'45:12
For adult missionary groups. May'45:30
Healing--His aim and ours. Jun'45:18
Book chat. Jun'45:39
Investing in a Christian world. Jul'45:14
Wartime social welfare in Britain. Jul'45:18
A terrifying challenge. Oct'45:3
The prospect of world missions. Oct'45:13
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'46:37
The larger fellowship. Apr'47:44
Slamming the door. May'47:19
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945. RECONSTRUCTION
See RECONSTRUCTION. 1939-1951
"THE WORLD WE WANT TO LIVE IN" (MOTION PICTURE)
The threshold. Nov'42:2
WORLD WIDE COMMUNION SUNDAY
The threshold. Sep'40:2
Elections and actions at St. Louis. Jun'41:43
...observance. Sep'41:3
Oct'41:6
Oct'44:14
Sep'45:13
As you face Crusade Sunday. Sep'47:12
...prayer--1953. Sep'53:10
Global highlights (photo of Armed Forces Communion service)
Feb'55:2
World events. May'69:32

WORLD WIDE CONFERENCE ON THE CHURCH AND RURAL LIFE
Global highlights. Dec'56:4

WORLD YOUTH CONFERENCE
See WORLD CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIAN YOUTH

WORLD YOUTH CONGRESS
College activities. Jun'38:43
Misinterpreted and misunderstood. Nov'38:5
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40

WORLD'S CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALIST ASSOCIATION
Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'26:45

WORLD'S FAIR. 1933-34
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'28:58
Disciples at World's Fair. Jul'33:3
The threshold. Jul'34:2

WORLD'S FAIR. 1939
The threshold. Nov'39:2

WORLD'S FAIR. 1958
Global highlights. Oct'57:3 Jun'58:6 Jul'58:8
Bread cast on the water. Sep'58:9
Global highlights (photo of Congo Mission booth) Dec'58:7

WORLD'S FAIR. 1962
The church at the Fair. Apr'62:9

WORLD'S FAIR. 1964
Global highlights (drawing of Protestant Center) Dec'62:4
World Calling... Jun'64:10

WORLD'S FAIR. 1965
Global highlights. Dec'65:6
After 5,000 years. Dec'65:9

WORLD'S STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
Glimpses of the religious world.
Jul'25:45 Jun'26:45
Students of today. may'42:45
Students united. May'54:20
News room. Apr'55:38

WORLD'S STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION. ASIAN CONFERENCE
Asian students study church. Jun'59:32

WORLD'S SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
See WORLD SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION

WORLD'S SUNDAY SCHOOL DAY
(note) May'24:36

WORLD'S WORK
Glimpses of the religious world. Apr'24:45

WORLEY, BOB
Who says we won't read (photo) May'59:13
WORLEY, H B
  (photo) Mar'24:57
WORLEY, JOHN COBB
  Echoes from everywhere. May'23:54
WORLEY, ROBERT C. CHANGE IN THE CHURCH: A SOURCE OF HOPE
  New books. Jan'72:28
WORMLEY, WILLIAM
  Third Christian is beautiful (photo) Feb'70:25
WORRELL, CHARLES A. (married to Phyllis Caroline Kepple Worrell)
  (engagement) News room. May'52:32
WORRELL, JOHN
  Classroom and campus. Oct'66:34
Worrell, Phyllis Caroline Kepple, 1933–
  (married to Charles A. Worrell)
  Mission among Spanish Americans. Jul'64:33
WORRELL, PHYLLIS CAROLINE KEPPEL, 1933–
  (birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'33:41
  Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:5
  News room.
    Jan'48:32  Jul'48:46  (photo) Sep'48:31
  (engagement) News room. May'52:32
WORRELL, RUTH MOUGEY
  (photo) Nov'45:27  Jan'49:24
WORRY
  See  ANXIETY
WORSHAM,  (MRS. W. S.)
  In memoriam. Oct'28:48
WORSHIP
  Religious drama... Oct'29:21
  Speaking of books. Feb'30:31  Jan'31:32
  Book chat. Nov'34:40
  There is power in worship. Sep'35:11
  Helps for leaders of junior groups.
    Jan'37:41  Mar'37:40  Oct'38:41
    Feb'37:41  Nov'38:40
  Programs for adult organizations. Dec'39:34
  Helps for leaders of junior groups.
    Feb'40:40  Dec'40:38
  Book chat. Apr'41:23  Dec'41:44
  Be still and know. Jan'42:4
  Worship (poem) Oct'42:9
  Women and world highways. Nov'43:29
  Book chat. Oct'44:16
  Women and world highways. Dec'44:29
  New occasions. May'50:5
  Preparing children for worship. Apr'54:14
  Worship in the Evanston Assembly. Jul'54:36
  When the family worships together. Feb'55:28
  Your church and its services. Oct'58:9
  Worship is important. Apr'61:23
  Family worship yields dividends. May'61:18
  Global highlights. Dec'61:4
  Worship gives a family vitality. May'62:21
  Sunday at eleven isn't sacred. May'63:16
  Youth and the world mission. Nov'63:39
  Other ways of worship. Mar'65:9
  Worship. May'66:26
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'66:4
Renewal through worship. Jun'66:9
Global highlights. Jul'66:6
We must pray as the disciples prayed. Nov'68:20
My church, I want some answers. May'69:7
The arts in worship. Nov'69:12
I can hardly wait till Sunday. Jun'71:10
Worship in Ohio church reflects search for rhythm. Jun'71:11
A breakthrough in Christian worship. Jun'71:32
Lift up your hearts. Jan'72:30
New resources. Jul'72:49
Celebration is central. Nov'72:23
Bring out the trumpets on Sunday! Dec'72:14
Who wants to wait in the wings? Mar'73:50
Congregations join together in the people business. Dec'73:7
"WORSHIP: A FAMILY'S HERITAGE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Nov'63:44
WORSHIP AND HYMNS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
New books. Feb'69:28
WORSHIP SERVICES
Young woman's missionary circles.
Jan'19:52  Feb'19:43  Apr'19:38  May'19:56
Program helps.
Mar'19:38  Apr'20:38  May'21:52  Jun'22:50
Apr'19:36  May'20:40  Jun'21:54  Jul'22:54
Dec'19:40  Jan'21:52  Feb'22:50  Mar'23:48
Jan'20:38  Feb'21:54  Mar'22:48  Apr'23:48
Mar'20:40  Apr'21:56  May'22:50  Jun'23:48
Circle programs.
Mar'19:42  Apr'24:49
Jun'23:49  May - Sep'24 p. 48
Jul'23 - Mar'24 p. 48  Jun'26:48
Easter Week of Prayer. Apr'19:26
Easter sunrise prayer meeting program. Mar'21:51
World wide Easter Sunrise prayer program.
Apr'22:43  Mar'23:36  Apr'24:17
Programs for Triangle Clubs.
Dec'22 - Mar'23 p. 46  Aug - Sep'23 p. 47
Apr'23:47  Oct'23:48
May'23:45  Nov'23 - Dec'26 p. 46
-Jun - Jul'23 p. 46
Woman's missionary societies and circles.
Jul'23 - Sep'24 p. 48
Jul'25:49
Jun'26 - Jun'27 p. 48
Program helps
Oct'24 - Jun'25 p. 48
Jul'25:49
Aug'25 - May'26 p. 48
Sunrise prayer service. Apr'25:31
What is Woman's Day? Dec'25:13
Woman's Day... Dec'26:16
The Triangle palaver. Jan - May'27 p. 46

**Triangle Clubs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun'26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Sep'27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec'26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Oct'27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'27</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Apr'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul'27</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>May'28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Circle programs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun'27</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Nov'27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'27</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Mar'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'27</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Feb'28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Missionary societies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jul'27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Nov'27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug'27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Dec'27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Jan'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct'27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Feb'28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sunday schools.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan'28</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Jul'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'28</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Aug'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'28</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Sep'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Oct'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'28</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Nov'28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun'28</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Dec'28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Men and women courageous.** Apr'28:62

**Synopsis of Children's Day program.** Jun'28:56

**Program for Hi-Tri Clubs.** Sep'28:34 Oct'28:49

**Devoitonal study for woman's societies.** Dec'28:48

**Missionary organizations programs...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan'29</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Feb'29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adult-Young people's worship program for Sunday schools.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec'29</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Jun'30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan'30</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Jul'30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb'30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Aug'30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar'30</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Sep'30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr'30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Oct'30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May'30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Nov'30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outline of a worship service of a church school.** Jul'30:39

**An open door.** Mar'31:31

**A service of worship for Children's Day.** Jun'31:31

**A service of worship for Thanksgiving.** Oct'31:34

**Their gift and mine.** Dec'31:34

**I gave my life for thee.** Mar'32:43

**A Children's Day worship service.** May'32:31

**Devotional study for missionary societies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jun'32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Jul'32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep'32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Nov'32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Devotional study for missionary societies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan'33</td>
<td>-Jul'35</td>
<td>p. 38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A service of worship for Thanksgiving.** Oct'32:28

**Renewing the flame.** Nov'32:32

**Inasmuch as ye have done it...** Dec'32:34

**Easter worship service.** Mar'33:30

**We've a story to tell to the nations.** May'33:34

192
A thanksgiving service of worship. Oct'33:30
If Jesus came back today. Mar'34:31
The world children for Jesus. May'34:34
Missionary organizations' own section. Jun'34:35
A Thanksgiving program. Oct'34:27
The Easter message. Mar'35:31
A thanksgiving program. Oct'35:32
Of such is the Kingdom. May'36:34
Devotional study for missionary societies.
Jan'36:38
Jun'36 - Dec'38 p. 38
Jan'39:46
Feb-Nov'39 p. 38
Dec'39:36
Go to college Sunday. Sep'36:23
Thanksgiving for religious education. Oct'36:32
Programs for young people. Feb'37:37
Easter voices. Mar'37:30
Programs for young people.
Mar'37:37
Apr'37:37
May'37:37
Jun'37:37
All thankfulness and praise. Oct'37:27
Immortal love. Mar'38:30
Each heart a flame. May'38:30
Acts of worship for Pentecost. Jun'38:34
Seekers of the light. Oct'38:29
Programs for young people. Feb'39:37
Lift up your hearts. Mar'39:34
One church, one faith, one Lord. May'39:30
Beneath Thy guiding hand. Oct'39:29
Helps for leaders of junior groups.
Jan'40:38
Feb'40:38
Apr'40:40
May'40:40
Jun'40:41
Feb-Nov'40 p. 38
Nov'41:48
Feb'41:40
Mar'42:41
Apr'42:42
Dec'42:38
Crown Him the Lord of life. Mar'40:28
Litany for Christian Unity Sunday. May'40:19
The conquering King. May'40:26
To Christ we own allegiance! Oct'40:29
Till Christ is Lord indeed. Mar'41:26
The highway of the Prince of Peace. May'41:26
Worship services for missionary groups.
Jun'41 - Oct'41 p. 38
Nov'41:48
Dec'41:38
Until Thy Kingdom comes. Oct'41:29
Let the Lord Christ in. Mar'42:34
Rule in our hearts. May'42:34
Christians and world order. May'42:37
Missionary worship service.
(This column contains a worship service in every issue from Jul'42 to May'62. For exact page see table of contents.)
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage. Oct'42:30
Youth and missions. Mar'43:37
On every hill a beacon. Apr'43:31
Youth and missions. Apr'43:37
To thee we lift our hearts. May'43:33
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Juan'43:31
I thank Thee Lord. Oct'43:28
Crown Him with many crowns. Mar'44:28
Voices around the world. May'44:27
Great is Thy Faithfulness. Oct'44:25
With hearts aflame. Feb'45:27
Whom oceans part. May'45:27
Unto the glory of God. Oct'45:28
With Christ we build anew. Mar'46:32
The time is now. May'46:32
A time for everything. Oct'46:32
Bible Sunday--Congo style. Jan'52:27
Women and world highways. May'60:31 Jun'61:37
Meditations. Jun'62:37
Moments of worship.
(This column contains worship services in every issue from Jan'64 to Nov'71. For exact page see table of contents.)
Women on world highways. May'66:37
Worship for Christian Living Encounters study/action groups.
Jan'72:50
Lift up your hearts. Feb'72:48 Apr'72:49
For the study. Sep'72:49
The visible community. Oct'72:49
A fulfillment of the law. Nov'72:49
Lift up your hearts. Dec'72:48
Thoughtfulness builds fellowship. Dec'72:49
Making friends of enemies. Jan'73:49
To resist or to surrender. Feb'73:49
Conflict, conflict. Mar'73:49
What is the motive? Apr'73:49
Unanswered questions. May'73:49
Sharing in Christ's mission. Jun'73:49
Risking ourselves as Christians. Jul'73:49
Salvation: providing space. Sep'73:49
The central message in mission. Oct'73:49
Thank God for good neighbors! Nov'73:49
Today is forever. Dec'73:33
Jesus Christ--citizen of the world. Dec'73:49

WORSHIP STUDY COMMISSION
World events. Jan'70:36
Worth, Kathyrn
Gods (poem) Oct'28:10

WORTHINGTON, HATTIE HODGES, -1958
In memoriam. Jan'59:41

WORTHINGTON, INDIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A breakfast meeting (photo) Nov'28:48

WORTHY, (married to Arthur Edwin Worthy)
Heaven brought to earth. Oct'26:61
After one year (photo) May'27:40

Worthy, Arthur Edwin, 1892-1961
Letter. Nov'22:60

WORTHY, ARTHUR EDWIN, 1892-1961
(photo) Dec'22:1
Heaven brought to earth. Oct'26:61
WORTHY, PAUL
After one year (photo) May'27:40
(photo) Jul'36:25

WRAITH, LAWRENCE
Classroom and campus (photo) Oct'58:33

WRATHER, AUBREY HAYES, -1971 (married to Robert I. Wrather)
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
In memoriam. Jul'71:46

Wrather, Eva Jean
Exciting adventure with history. Jan'59:17
A day to remember. Feb'61:32

WRATHER, EVA JEAN
News room. Feb'46:46
Women and world highways. Sep'48:33
Historical Society now located in Nashville, Tenn. (photo)
Jul'52:30
Classroom and campus (photo) Sep'56:33
Classroom and campus. Apr'57:30
(photo) Jan'58:38
Global highlights (photo)
Dec'60:6       Jul'64:5

WRATHER, EVA JEAN. CREATIVE FREEDOM IN ACTION
New books. Mar'69:29

WRAY, (MRS. M. A.)
In memoriam. Jun'30:49

WRAY, (married to Pinkney C. Wray) -1926
In memoriam. Feb'27:49

WRAY, BERTHA, -1955
In memoriam. Jun'55:37

WRAY, C H
An active Senior Alumni Society (photo) Nov'26:47

WRAY, CASSANDRA D
(death) Nov'26:50

WRAY, ERNEST HUNTER, 1889-1958
Building an Indian church in a day (photo) Jan'23:14
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'24:57
The last page. Apr'27:64

WRAY, HELEN LINTHICUM
The last page. apr'27:64

WRBA, PETER
News room (photo) Mar'53:46

Wren, Lowe W
Old trees in spring (poem) Jun'25:8

Wrench, John D
Leisure, where the action is. May'67:11
Welcome to the age of leisure. May'70:6

WRESTLING
Our double moral standards. May'62:9

WRESZIN, MICHAEL. OSWALD GARRISON VILLARD, PACIFIST AT WAR
New books. Nov'65:18

WRIGHT, (MRS. A. G.) -1957
In memoriam. Mar'58:37

WRIGHT, (married to Frank M. Wright)
(death) National Benevolent Association notes. Apr'38:44

WRIGHT, (married to Frank N. Wright)
(death) Mar'25:53
WRIGHT, (married to George A. Wright)
   In memoriam. Sep'28:33
Wright, (Mrs. J. C.)
   Letters. May'65:41
WRIGHT, (married to Roger J. Wright)
   News room (photo) Mar'59:32
WRIGHT, ALFRED. ATTITUDES OF THE MINISTRY TOWARD THE DIRECTOR OF
   RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
   Glimpses of the religious world. Oct'28:45
WRIGHT, ALLEN
   Pioneer evangelism. Feb'23:7
WRIGHT, ANNA ROSE. HUNGRY HOLLOW
   Home missions reading, 1951. Jul'51:32
WRIGHT, ANNA ROSE. LAND OF SILENCE
   About persons of special need. Jun'62:41
WRIGHT, ANNIE PICKNEY
   In memoriam. Mar'29:48
WRIGHT, ARLENE ADAMS (married to Harry E. Wright)
   News room. May'46:38
WRIGHT, BERNICE
   See WRIGHT, DOROTHY BERNICE
WRIGHT, BESSIE, -1964
   In memoriam. Sep'64:44
WRIGHT, BRUCE S. PENTECOST DAY BY DAY
   Speaking of books. Jun'30:55
WRIGHT, CONRAD. THE LIBERAL CHRISTIANS
   New books. Jan'71:28
WRIGHT, DAWN
   Teens lead in book program (photo) Jun'61:17
WRIGHT, DOROTHY BERNICE, 1919-
   (ordination) News room. Dec'48:31
   News room. Jan'49:38 Jan'50:34
WRIGHT, EDITH
   In memoriam. Jun'38:39
WRIGHT, ELIZABETH
   (photo) Jul'23:9
WRIGHT, ELLIOTT. GO FREE
   New books. Dec'73:36
WRIGHT, EUNICE W
   (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'38:34
WRIGHT, FRED
   Memorium. Mar'36:39
WRIGHT, GEORGE ERNEST. THE WESTMINSTER HISTORICAL ATLAS OF THE
   BIBLE
   Book chat. Jul'45:17
WRIGHT, GUY JOHN, 1896-1965
   (photo) Mar'34:34
   Within college walls. Jan'35:29
   Scripture display service (photo) Apr'44:25
   Classroom and campus. Jan'56:32
WRIGHT, H. ELLIOTT. CAN THESE BONES LIVE?
   New books. Jul'70:28
WRIGHT, HAROLD BELL, 1872-1944
   Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:42
   The month among Disciples. Jun'33:4
WRIGHT, HAZEL J
   quoted. The latest word on the Golden Jubilee. Dec'22:50
Wright, J Elwin
   Home for missionaries. Mar'30:56
WRIGHT, JAMES L
   Digest of quarterly ACMS Board Meeting. Feb'19:64
WRIGHT, JAMES ROBERT, JR.
   EHP in Houston (photo) Feb'58:46
Wright, Jennie E
   Letters. Dec'64:48
WRIGHT, JOHN D
   Classroom and campus. Nov'50:37
   A teacher affects eternity. Jan'57:14 (photo p. 13)
WRIGHT, JOHN J.
   quoted. Therefore be it resolved. Nov'66:27
WRIGHT, L. C. (PETE)
   Classroom and campus. Jan'56:33
WRIGHT, L. WINSTON
   The scene (photo) May'73:33
WRIGHT, LEITH, -1954
   News room. Mar'47:45
   (death) News room. May'54:38
WRIGHT, LOIS
   (photo) Jul'23:9
WRIGHT, MELVILLE
   (photo) Feb'41:18
Wright, Mollie H. A. (married to Frank J. Wright)
   Letters. Apr'66:39
Wright, Mollie Poe
Wright, Nona E., 1893?-1987
   Has it paid? May'28:38
WRIGHT, O P
   (photo) Mar'24:42
WRIGHT, ORIS
   Global highlights (photo) Oct'57:2
WRIGHT, ORVILLE L
   (photo) Sep'42:6
WRIGHT, PAUL ALLAN
   (photo) Jul'23:9
WRIGHT, PAUL S
   Churches help those with special needs (photo) Sep'62:26
WRIGHT, PAULINA
   (death) May'26:50
WRIGHT, "PETE"
   See WRIGHT, L. C. (PETE)
WRIGHT, RICHARD. NATIVE SON
   Book chat. May'40:23
WRIGHT, RITAROSE M
   In brief. Sep'69:39
WRIGHT, ROGER J
   News room (photo) Mar'59:32
Wright, Rose Helen, 1905-
   A fire that a shower defied. Jul'30:28
   And on earth (poem) Nov'30:13
   Making Japan programs attractive.
      Jan'35:31  Feb'35:32
   Among the new missionary books. Jul'35:42
   Book chat. Nov'35:34
Programs for young people.

Mar'36:37  May'37:37
Apr'36:37  Jan'38:38
Sep'36:37  Feb'38 - Dec'38 p. 37
Oct'36:37  Jan'39:45
Dec'36:37  Feb'39 - Nov'39 p. 37
Feb'37:37  Dec'39:35
Mar'37:37  Feb'40 - Nov'40 p. 37
Apr'37:37

For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
Book chat. Oct'36:43  Jan'38:33
The club's the thing. Oct'38:7
Ventures in better living. Dec'39:11
New books for your missionary library. Jan'40:29
Adventures in fellowship. Mar'40:6
Youth and missions. Sep'42:37
Book chat. Sep'42:46
Toward and understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Youth plans with realism. Mar'43:16
Book chat. Oct'53:43
Women on world highways. Nov'69:31

WRIGHT, ROSE HELEN, 1905-
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:46
New worker in missionary education (photo) Feb'35:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'37:31  Jun'38:42
(photograph) May'39:17  Apr'40:21
Disciple leaders to new fields (photo) Nov'43:21
News room. Jan'47:44  Jul'51:39
Youth and missions (photo) Jun'52:35
I'm glad I went to Japan (photo) Apr'57:32
In brief. Jan'69:49

WRIGHT, ROSE. FUN AND FESTIVAL FROM INDIA
Programs for young people. Jun'38:37

WRIGHT, ROSE. FUN AND FESTIVAL FROM THE OTHER AMERICAS
News room. Jul'42:43
For adult mission study. Dec'58:38

WRIGHT, W W (death) Jun'26:50

WRIGHT, WILLIAM E
Disciples in Portland (photo) Sep'53:20
Beneath the spire (photo) Jan'57:6
In brief. Dec'72:41

WRIGHT, WILLIAM J., 1865-1938
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'38:42

WRIGHT STUDIOS (INDIANAPOLIS)
Here and there with World Call.
Mar'55:48  May'56:48  May'58:50
Women on world highways. Nov'69:31

WRISTON, ELIZABETH, -1951
In memoriam. Oct'51:36

WRISTON, HENRY M
Global highlights. Sep'49:3

WRITING
11 tips for beginning writers. May'65:50

WRONG, MARGARET
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'37:47
WRUBU, AMOS
  Missionary illustrations... Nov'30:45
WU BAO MING
  Law not enforced. Apr'36:47
Wu Dju-Sein
  Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
WU, GEORGE K. T.
  Global highlights. Dec'48:3
WU GWAN YAO
  Echoes from everywhere. Jun'30:63
WU HSIN-TAN
  Chines leaders in Chuhsien carry much responsibility. Nov'50:37
WU KWAN-TSING
  quoted. How China appreciates missionary work. Oct'29:25
Wu Mao-I
  Teaching under bombs. Sep'41:44
WU MAO-I
  (photo) Sep'41:44
WU SHUI BEH
  quoted. From Chinese schoolboys at Wuhu. Oct'23:17
WU TIAO-CHING
  Echoes from everywhere. Apr'37:39
WU, Y. T.
  Christianity in the People's Republic of China. Mar'70:14
Wu Yi-Fang
  Echoes from everywhere. May'49:29       Jun'49:36
WU YI-FANG
  Sharers in the common day. Aug'29:13
  Pittsburg pointers. Nov'33:27
  Missionary organizations' own section (photo) Nov'33:35
  Women and world highways (photo) Feb'41:35
  News room. Nov'43:28
  The church in China plans Christian advance (photo) Jun'45:19
  Women and world highways. Dec'48:41
  Ginling in postwar China (photo) Jan'49:12
  Ginling College carries on. May'49:5
  World events. Dec'72:41
WUCHANG, CHINA
  China through the eyes of a Japanese missionary. Jul'23:44
  Echoes from everywhere. Mar'36:40
WUENCH, LARRY
  Finding a lifework in the church (photo) May'56:15
WUHU, CHINA
  (photo) Jun'21:11
  Easter prayer meetings across the seas. Jul'22:41
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'22:61
  Industrial development... Nov'22:61
  (photo of Wuhu Academy) Jan'23:55
  Reaching the Ricksha men. Feb'23:50
  Echoes from everywhere. Jul'23:57       Sep'23:56
  From Chinese schoolboys... (photos) Oct'23:16
  Resurrection day in Wuhu. Oct'23:42
  Echoes from everywhere. Oct'23:49
  The Wuhu smallpox campaign. Nov'23:53
  Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:49,55
Rejoice with us. Jun'24:59
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'24:49
(photo) Sep'24:40
(note) Oct'24:61
Education in the China mission. Jan'25:13
The call to advance in Wuhu (photo) Jan'25:41
Progress in Wuhu. Feb'25:38
(photo) Mar'25:front cover
Preparing for life's work in Wuhu. Mar'25:50
(photo of pagoda) Mar'25:back cover
Sunday morning in Wuhu (photo) Apr'25:41
Going to convention in China. Jul'25:35
All joining in the chorus "Christ is Risen." Jul'25:39
Days of rejoicing in Wuhu (photo) Jul'25:54
Rice and opium. Jun'26:46
China is moving (photo of boy scout troop) Jun'26:55
Getting settled again in China. Jul'26:36
Shifting scenes in China. Feb'27:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'27:49
China, six months after. Jan'28:14
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'28:48
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
Given to hospitality. Apr'28:57
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:40
A dream come true. Dec'28:34
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:36 May'29:35
Retreats in China (photo) May'29:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'29:36
Missionary organizations. Aug'29:32
Easter in Wuhu. Aug'29:45
Not afraid of religion. Feb'30:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'30:40
An unbiased statement. Jun'30:58
Schools close in Wuhu. Oct'30:45
Visiting the Wuhu schools. Jan'31:30
Back to Luchowfu. Mar'31:30
Postscripts to Christmas. Apr'31:27
Wuhu Academy stands high. Apr'31:47
Echoes from everywhere. May'31:47 Jun'31:41
Linking up the day school to the Sunday school. Jul'31:29
Work among the Chinese by Chinese. Aug'31:30
Echoes from everywhere.
            Aug'31:39 Sep'31:40,41 Oct'31:39
Reflections of summer conference days (photo) Nov'31:24
From China's flooded district. Dec'31:46
On the road to real Christianity. Jan'32:29
Echoes from everywhere. (photo of Volunteer Preaching Band)
            Jan'32:39
School in Wuhu flourishing. Feb'32:33
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'32:39 Apr'32:39
Caring for refugees. Apr'32:46
The least of these. May'32:30
Schools in good shape Aug'32:28
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'32:39
Wuhu. Dec'32:suppl:9
Echoes from everywhere. May'33:41 Jul'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'33:44
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:39
Kindergarten grows. Sep'33:45
She built a home and a church. Oct'33:27
Echoes from everywhere.
   Oct'33:40    Dec'33:40    Jan'34:39,40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'34:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'34:40
Women eager to work. May'34:32
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'34:39    Jan'35:40
Last Easter in China. Apr'35:31
Echoes from everywhere. May'35:39
Reaching many types. Jul'35:30
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'35:39
Mother's club serves community. Jul'35:46
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'35:40
Seven in one. Jan'36:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'36:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'36:38,39,46
New school building in Wuhu. Mar'36:28
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'36:38    Dec'36:39
News and notes from China. Jan'38:21
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'38:39
We visit China. Apr'38:17
Why all this? Nov'38:42
Echoes from everywhere.
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40
A grateful heart. Sep'39:47
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'40:37
Wide observance of Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:10
Eternally grateful. Apr'40:46
New Christians in China. Oct'40:30
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'40:38    Dec'40:37
Women and world highways. Mar'41:43
Echoes from everywhere. May'41:39    Jun'41:38
Mr. Hu returns... Jul'41:28
Hurry up and laugh! Dec'41:30
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'42:38
Education in Wuhu... (photo of graduating class of Jr. High School) Feb'42:41
Churches in occupied China. Nov'44:34
Pastor at Wuhu reports. Dec'45:27
Much China mission property destroyed. Jan'46:16
Impressions of free Wuhu. Jul'46:40
Echoes from everywhere.
Wuhu Academy students win prizes. Dec'47:45
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'48:36
P'an Lao T'ai T'ai. Jun'48:29
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'48:36
Business as usual in Wuhu (photos) May'49:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'49:36
Today's China and the church. Jan'50:20
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
Christianity meets the test. May'50:9
Chinese youth gather in Conference. Dec'50:9
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'50:36
Wunder, Clinton, 1892-
Vital to vets. Jul'45:23
WUNDER, CLINTON, 1892-
(photo) Dec'44:22
WURM, (married to D. Theophil Wurm)
(photo) May'46:25
WURM, D THEOPHIL
We accuse ourselves (photo) Jan'46:8
WUWEICHOW, CHINA
Work continues under difficulties. Oct'45:38
Hopeful signs in the Hofei area. Oct'46:26
WYAND, DORA
(death) May'23:55
WYAND, FRED B. RELIGION AND THE CHURCH TOMORROW
Book chat. Mar'36:11
WYANT, CLYDE
Youth and missions (photo) Jul'57:37
WYATT, ANNE E
(death) Dec'23:51
WYATT, CLAUDE
Beyond boycotts (photo) Feb'68:16
WYATT, FORREST E
College and university news. Sep'41:31
WYATT, FRANCIS
Some things that led to Prohibition. Dec'29:56
WYATT, G C
(photo) Nov'25:29
WYATT, G D
An outstanding rural church. Sep'20:38
WYATT, GEORGE CAMPBELL
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
WYATT, NOEL, SR. -1959
(death) News room. Jan'60:32
WYATT, WANDA WILSON
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'28:34
WYCKOFF, D. CAMPBELL. IN ONE SPIRIT
Book chat. Mar'58:42
WYCKOFF, D. CAMPBELL. THE TASK OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Book chat. Sep'55:24
WYCLIFFE, JOHN, 1324?-1384
(photo) Oct'49:7 Oct'52:17
Wygal, Winnifred, 1884-
Prophecy and fact. Feb'56:29
Wyker, Bertha Frances Park, 1893- (married to J. Blair Wyker)
Women and world highways. Oct'36:35
Mrs. O. H. Greist--an appreciation. Jul'37:29
The Philadelphia Study Conference. Apr'40:23
Little pitchers have big ears. Jun'41:7
Ruth Rosamond Mei goes to Ginling. Nov'43:16
Personal items from Geneva. Dec'50:42
Women and world highways. Jan'51:33
WYKER, BERTHA FRANCES PARK, 1893-
(photo) Jul'22:2
College of Missions commencement (photo) Jul'22:7
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'23:50
A bird's eye view of Chuchow (photo) Mar'25:48
(photo) Jun'27:2 Feb'30:39 Jun'30:32
Jan'28:32 Apr'30:38 Nov'35:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'40:34
(photo) Apr'40:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'40:29
News room. Oct'40:46
Spring comes to the college campus. May'41:30
(photo) Apr'42:24
News room. Dec'44:28
Shall women enter the ministry? Sep'47:19
(photo) Dec'49:26
News room. Jun'50:34
Women in the life of the church. Sep'50:5
To the glory of God. Jul'51:44
(engagement) News room. Jan'52:39
(marriage) News room. Feb'52:38
Women and world highways. Jun'52:38
WYKER, J. BLAIR (married to Bertha Park Wyker)
(engagement) News room. Jan'52:39
(marriage) News room. Feb'52:38
Wyker, James Dwight, 1901- (married to Mossie Alman Wyker)
Over the line fence. Feb'34:19
My opportunity in a rural church. Oct'35:6
May 1-8. May'49:45
Small community program. Jul'49:28
Book chat. Oct'53:43
Cooperation out of chaos in Pakistan. Oct'57:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'58:32
Is relief the only answer? Dec'58:13
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'60:32
WYKER, JAMES DWIGHT, 1901-
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
Classroom and campus. Sep'50:32
quoted. For adult mission study. Oct'50:37
Classroom and campus. Dec'51:31
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'56:31
Global highlights (photo) Apr'57:3
News room (photo) Feb'59:42
Global highlights. Jul'60:5
(photo) Mar'63:16
WYKER, JAMES D. PROGRAM OF THE RURAL CHURCH
Book chat. Feb'54:20
Wyker, Mossie Allman, -1988 (married to James D. Wyker)
The perennial question. Nov'26:41
The rural church and religious education. Oct'37:11
Programs for young people. May'38:37
Shall women enter the ministry? Sep'47:19
An appreciation of my heritage. Jun'48:19
Women and world highways. Dec'48:27
God's design and the disorder of society. Feb'49:28
May 1-8. May'49:45
Women and world highways. Sep'55:33
Women on world highways. Apr'63:33
Servants to the world. Oct'65:21
Yes! there is hope for rural Appalachia. Nov'67:21
WYKER, MOSSIE ALLMAN, -1988
Young people plan conference (photo) Aug'26:61
(photo) Jun'48:19
Classroom and campus. Jan'50:47
We went to Oklahoma City (photo) Dec'50:25
It happened in Cleveland (photo) Feb'51:9
Women and world highways (photo) Feb'51:30
Global highlights. Oct'51:3
News room. Jun'52:38
Convention story. Jul'52:23
Classroom and campus. Jul'52:32,33
Women and world highways. Dec'52:33
Global highlights.
   (photo) Jan'53:2          Nov'53:4
   (photo) Sep'53:3          (photo) Dec'53:3
Women and world highways (photo) Jun'54:33
Global highlights. Jun'54:3
The churches speak out (photo) Nov'54:21
Global highlights. Apr'55:4
Classroom and campus (photo) Apr'55:31
   (photo) Sep'55:33
Teach Christ now. Oct'55:26
Women and world highways. Oct'55:29
News room. Apr'56:32
For adult mission study. May'56:36
Spokesmen for God (photo) Jul'56:28
Women and world highways (photo) Sep'56:31
quoted. Disciples meet in Des Moines. Nov'56:21
Global highlights. Feb'57:4
Our responsibility is to act (photo) Jun'57:29
Women and world highways. Jun'57:37
Message on race. Jan'58:49
Classroom and campus. Jun'59:34
Disciple to serve UCW. May'60:31
Six thousand miles to God. Mar'63:15 (photo p. 16)
   (photo) Apr'63:33
General Assembly to celebrate historic role of church women.
   Oct'73:12
WYKER, MOSSIE ALLMAN. CHURCH WOMEN IN THE SCHEME OF THINGS
   Book chat. Dec'53:24
WYKOFF, MINA C., -1947
   In memoriam. Jul'47:39
WYLAND, BEN F
   quoted. Committee on War Services news notes. Jun'46:44
WYLE, ALICE LOUISE DURMAN, 1881-1956 (married to Edwin Wyle)
   (photo) Feb'38:31
WYLE, EDWIN, 1877-1952 (married to Alice Louise Durman Wyle)
   (photo) Mar'24:50
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
   quoted. Lovest thou me? May'29:23
Wyle, Ewart Herbert, 1904-
   (married to Ruth Connor Wyle)
   (married to Prudence Harper Wyle)
When men worship. Jul'42:13
   Our boy. Oct'42:11
   Out of the night. May'43:16
WYLE, EWART HERBERT, 1904-
   Fathers and son in the ministry (photo) Apr'26:14
   quoted. Circulation corner. May'42:2
   (photo) Oct'42:11

204
Circulation corner. May'44:inside front cover

WYLE, EWART HERBERT, JR.
News room. May'59:46 Apr'60:34 Nov'60:36

WYLIE, FRANK
Classroom and campus (photo) Mar'63:35

WYMAN, JANE
(photo) Jul'47:33

Wyman, Forrest
How one community served migrant children. Nov'44:36

WYMAN, FORREST
News room. Mar'46:39
Classroom and campus. Nov'57:31

Wyman, Mildred
Letters. Mar'64:49

WYNDHAM, NEAL, 1917- (married to Sarah Wyndham)
Beneath the spire (photo) Nov'60:8
Disciples in the news (photo) Jan'67:7

WYNN, (MRS. R. H.)
In memoriam. Jan'34:39

WYNN, CAROLYN
Classroom and campus (photo) May'57:29

WYNN, JOHN CHARLES. FAMILIES IN THE CHURCH
Book chat. May'61:22

WYNN, JOHN CHARLES. HOW CHRISTIAN PARENTS FACE FAMILY PROBLEMS
Book chat. Jun'55:45 May'56:40 Apr'58:42

WYNN, JOHN CHARLES. SERMONS ON MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE
Book chat. Jun'56:44

WYNN, SPOESSER
Distinctions of our colleges. Jan'31:42

WYNNE, RICHARD H
What money will do. Sep'19:22

Wynters, Mary E
Life in a Children's Home (poem) Dec'38:7

WYOMING
Notes. Oct'19:59
Church Extension and the Rocky Mountain District. Mar'20:45
A pioneer of today. Nov'20:44
Pioneering in Wyoming. Jan'21:41
Volunteers from Wyoming Endeavorers. Feb'23:60
The thrills of a pioneer job. Mar'23:58
The first state convention (photo) Aug'23:41
Wyoming tries united camping. Oct'66:29

WYON, OLIVE
Global highlights (photo) Apr'48:3

WYSNER, GLORIA M. CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE
Eyes are on the Middle East. Jan'59:44

WYSNER, GLORIA M. NEAR EAST PANORAMA
Let's read about the Near East! Jan'51:38

WYSSENBACH, (MRS. E. E.)
Circulation corner. May'42:2
Y

Y JHOVY, PARAGUAY
Advance on the Paraguay frontier (photos) Jun'64:28

YADAO, EMILIO CASTRO, -1960
Hawaii—crossroads of the Pacific (photo) Oct'58:28

YAGER, (MRS. T. B.) -1924
(death) Dec'24:46

YAGER, MARY
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'37:33

YAJIMA, (MRS. Y.)
The leaven in East Tokyo (photo) Apr'35:14

YAJIMA, KAJI
Missionary illustrations... Jul'30:44

YAKIMA DRUM BEAT
quoted. Direct line. Apr'69:32

YAKIMA INDIAN MISSION
The great Northwest (photo) May'20:54
A.C.M.S. annual report. Nov'20:21
The home work... May'21:4
Echoes from everywhere. May'21:53
Yakima Indian Christian Mission (photo) May'21:58
Report. Sep'21:27
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'21:60
A mission to the Yakimas (photos) May'22:17
Annual report... Sep'22:36
(phases) Dec'22:12
The year at a glance. Oct'23:37
The Golden Jubilee. Dec'23:9
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'24:50
Christmas at White Swan. Mar'24:54
Annual report. Oct'24:41
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'24:54
At White Swan (photo) Jan'25:55
Providing the leaven (photos) Apr'25:35
Following the trail of the church's activity. May'25:12
(photo p. 11)
New jewels for His crown (photo) Aug'25:57
(photo) Sep'25:13
Widening influence of the White Swan Indian Mission (photos)
Nov'25:42
Echoes from the Jubilee. Dec'25:58
(photo) Jun'26:54
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'26:53
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'26:50
(photo) Sep'26:57
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'26:55
Appreciation of Indian work (photo) Feb'27:52
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'27:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'27:59       May'27:55
Dedication at White Swan (photos) Jun'27:39
(photo of Christian Endeavor Society) Jun'27:51
(photo) Sep'27:16
Christmas at home and abroad. Mar'28:43
By their fruits (photos) Sep'28:6
Brief talks... Sep'28:42
Herman and Casey. Nov'28:53
Echoes from everywhere.
   Dec'28:50       Jan'29:49       Feb'29:36
Yakima Indian exhibit. Mar'29:48
Missionary illustrations... Mar'29:56
Young Americans. Aug'29:41
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'29:35
Good news from Yakima. Dec'29:28
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'30:51
An all-Indian Camp Fire Girls' group. Apr'30:19
Airplane snapshots. Sep'30:26
(photo of children) Apr'31:39
Here are examples of definite service to definitely rural
groups (photo) May'31:19
Our Indian mission. Jul'31:26
The Rices of White Swan. Oct'31:45
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'31:41       Feb'32:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'32:39
Helps for leaders of junior groups. Jul'32:42
The festival of the roots. Sep'32:30
Programs for adult organizations. Sep'32:36
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'32:39
A glimpse of White Swan (photos) Oct'32:26
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'32:39
A Christian home for Indian boys and girls. Oct'33:27
Helps for leaders of children's groups. Oct'33:43
Progress at White Swan. Feb'34:41
(photo of girls) Apr'34:24
Who's afraid of a bath? Apr'34:29
Echoes from everywhere.
   Apr'34:40       Jul'34:40       Jan'35:40
Thanksgiving day at White Swan. Feb'35:46
Achievements in home missions. Apr'35:7
A bird's eye view of home missions (photo) Apr'35:28
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'35:39       Jan'36:39
Thanksgiving Day at Yakima... Jan'36:46    Feb'37:27
The Yakima Indian Mission (photo) Mar'37:26
This year in home missions. Apr'37:24 (photo p. 25)
A unique Thanksgiving. Jan'38:44
Telephones for White Swan Mission. Feb'38:44
They are seven (photo) Apr'38:9
Two decades of home missions. Jan'39:51 (photo p. 34)
Thanksgiving at our White Swan Indian Mission (photo)
Jan'39:56
Living waters in a thirsty land (photos) Apr'39:10
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'39:39       Jan'40:37
(photo) Apr'40:24
Visitation day at Indian Mission (photo) Jul'40:44
Visitors at White Swan. Jul'41:42
Soul defense (photo of Christian Endeavor) May'42:43
News room. Mar'44:34
Home missions keeps on keeping on. Apr'44:11
Christian influence at White Swan (photos) Jul'44:22
Mrs. Welch visits White Swan. Sep'44:39
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Dec'44:33
Pedro comes to White Swan. Jan'45:15 (photo of boys dorm p. 16)
Adventures in friendship. May'45:25
Home missions heads report. Jun'45:24
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'45:33
Easter at White Swan. Jul'45:36
Global highlights. Mar'48:2
(photo) Apr'48:10
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'48:37-Oct'48:36
News room. Nov'48:32
Nov'48:39
Christmas in the Longhouse. Feb'49:45
A mission to the Yakimas (photos) Apr'49:10
Migrating with the Indian migrants. Jul'49:29
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'49:38,45
News room. Oct'49:32
For adult missionary groups (photos) Oct'49:34
A slow patient people--the Indian. Oct'49:47
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'49:37 (photo) Sep'50:36
News room. Oct'50:34
Echoes from everywhere (photo of Indian Princesses)
Oct'50:38
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'51:36
Fine people inhabit both lands! (photo) Mar'51:46
Echoes from everywhere. May'51:36
Crusade progress. Jun'51:26
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'51:36
News room. Jun'51:39-Sep'51:38
The Yakimas need a church (photos) Apr'52:12
Youth and missions. May'52:37
For adult mission study. Oct'52:36
Here and there with World Call. Dec'52:48
News room. Feb'53:36
A visiting ministry among the Yakimas. Apr'53:14
A summer at Yakima. Jan'54:46
Yakima Indian church completed (photo of church) Nov'54:32
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'55:38
Doctor serves Yakima Mission. Mar'55:50
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'55:34
Far from vanishing Americans (photo) Jun'55:14
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'55:36
Our Indian neighbors (photos) Jul'55:22
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'55:34
For adult mission study (photo) Sep'55:36
For adult mission study (photo) Oct'55:34
Youth and missions (photo of church) Oct'55:35
Yakimas need the church. Nov'55:13
For adult mission study (photo) Nov'55:34
(photo of girls in pageant) Dec'55:49
Where there is human need (photo) Apr'56:17
News room (photo of log church) Jun'56:42
Global highlights. Jul'56:5
For adult mission study. Jul'56:36 (photo p. 37)
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
Global highlights. Oct'56:4
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'57:34
Beacon lights across America. Apr'57:11
New program to benefit Yakimas. Apr'57:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'57:38
News room. Jul'57:38
Seven centers of hope. Apr'58:14
Global highlights. May'58:4
Yakima poultry project. Jun'58:49
Global highlights. Nov'58:4
News room. Dec'58:34
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'58:36
Living in two worlds (photos) Apr'59:11
Echoes from everywhere.
Apr'59:36 Jun'59:36 Jul'59:38
News room. Jul'59:42
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'59:36
For adult mission study. Oct'59:38
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
News room. Feb'60:34
Echoes from everywhere. Mar'60:36
Home missions in a changing land. Sep'60:16
Global highlights (photo of wedding party) Nov'60:4
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'61:32 Feb'61:36
(photo of communion service) Apr'61:front cover
The cover. Apr'61:inside front cover
Good stewards on the reservation (photos) Apr'61:26
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'61:36
Global highlights. Jun'61:5
Kindergarten for Yakima. Jun'61:28
An emphasis on service. Jun'61:36
Global highlights (photo) May'62:7
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'62:38 Jan'63:36
Yakima youth build a future (photos) Apr'63:25
Home mission ministries of Disciples. Apr'63:31
Women on world highways. May'63:33
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'63:36 Apr'64:38
(photo) Apr'65:front cover
The cover. Apr'65:inside front cover
House of friendship (photos) Apr'65:11
Global highlights. May'65:5
Ahead of the headlines. Jul'66:4
Indian mothers help Yakima kindergarten. Jun'67:44
Direct line. Jan'68:37
Rebels against injustice. Apr'68:12
Christian laborers among the Yakimas. Apr'68:13
Direct line. Apr'69:32 May'70:33
Indian aid center opened in Yakima. Jul'71:42
World events. Dec'71:36
In brief. Mar'72:41
A half-century of dreams and miracles (photos) Apr'72:22
World events. Jul'73:37
In brief. Sep'73:40 Nov'73:46
Spotlight on Friendship House. Dec'73:28
In brief. Dec'73:42

YAKIMA, WASHINGTON. BROADWAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Here and there with World Call. Oct'56:48

YAKIMA, WASHINGTON. ENGLEWOOD CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44
Four churches enroll in EHP. Nov'61:46
(photo) Jul'65:front cover
The cover. Jul'65:inside front cover
(photo) Jul'65:16
A new day in church financing (photo) Jul'65:16
Church buildings--why? Sep'67:20

YAKIMA, WASHINGTON. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Building character through brick and mortar (photo)
Jul'27:53
Churches adopt Every Home Plan. Jan'58:45

YAKUB, SHRIMATI
(note) Dec'50:42

YALE, ONAN
(ordination) Classroom and campus. Jul'45:27

YALE UNIVERSITY
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Apr'26:43
The last page. Oct'26:64
Items that made news last month. Nov'29:45
What my Alma Mater gave me. Jan'30:11
(photo of Harkness Tower) Jan'33:front cover
Force of merit. Apr'49:43
Project of understanding. Jun'60:33
Global highlights. Feb'68:7

YALE UNIVERSITY. CAMPBELL CLUB
(photo) Jul'25:49
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
(photo) Oct'26:57
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Board of Education and work of our colleges (photo)
Jul'28:26
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'29:29
The Campbell Club at Yale (photo)
Sep'30:32 Jul'31:30
Activities of our colleges. Dec'33:44
Yale Campbell Club (photo) Jan'34:33
Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:44
Intimate glimpses of our colleges. Jun'34:31
Closing the college year. Jul'34:44
Midsummer in our colleges. Sep'34:32
Within college walls. Jan'35:30
Intensive work in our colleges (photo) Feb'35:30
From college towers. Mar'35:34
Second semester in our colleges. May'35:34
Approaching commencements. Jun'35:33
College commencements. Jul'35:32
Colleges hard at work. Dec'35:45
News room. Dec'44:28
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Apr'56:34
Higher education in the past half-century. Jan'69:37
YALE UNIVERSITY. DISCIPLES' CLUB
See YALE UNIVERSITY. CAMPBELL CLUB

YALE UNIVERSITY. DIVINITY SCHOOL
Disciples in the Yale Divinity School (photo) May'21:51
(photo of students) Jun'22:58
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Feb'25:52
Yale Divinity School. Feb'28:45
News items that point the trend of the day. Aug'30:35
College activities. Feb'37:33
The threshold. May'38:2
...fellowship for Disciples students. Jun'38:42
News room. Jan'51:46
Classroom and campus. May'68:35

YALE UNIVERSITY. ECUMENICAL CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTER
Global highlights. Mar'68:7
World events. May'70:38

YALE UNIVERSITY. LECTURES ON PREACHING
Book chat. Oct'47:22

YALE UNIVERSITY. LYMAN BEECHER LECTURES
Book chat. Jul'42:46
Global highlights. Sep'49:3

YALE UNIVERSITY. SCHOOL OF ALCOHOL STUDIES
News room. Jun'43:30

YALIFAKE, CONGO
What others are doing. Oct'33:41

YALLUP, MARTHA MANN (married to William Yallup)
Classroom and campus. May'62:35

YALOKOSA YA NSAMBA, CONGO
A visit to the outposts. Aug'25:57

YAMADA, GENICHIRO
Glimpses of the religious world. Nov'25:45

YAMANAKA, JIMMIE
A church which makes leaders. Oct'39:10
Yamamoto, Jean
A real American. Aug'29:44

YAMAMOTO, YAYE
(photo) Nov'50:33

YAMAMURA, SATOSHI
Global highlights. Jun'64:5

YAMAMURO, TAMIKO
A word from a cooperative venture. Jun'31:35

YAN SHAO-NAN
Our pastor at Nantungchow (photo) Aug'28:31

YANAGISAWA, FUMIE
(photo) Jul'28:14

YANCE, JOSEPH A
quoted. The church and the jungle. Feb'27:inside front cover

YANCEY, (MRS. W. L.)
Here and there with World Call. Jul'57:48

YANG FAN WAN TSUE
(photo) Sep'40:17

YANG HSIA-LAN
The model city of China. Apr'25:50

YANG HSIA NAN
We delight to honor. Dec'32:suppl:2

YANG HSIAO-NAN
A modern missionary journey (photo) May'25:34
YANG NIN SHENG
Pedi-cab man (photo) Sep'63:18

YANG, PAUL
Youth and missions. Mar'56:37

YANG SHAO-NAN
(photo) Oct'26:44

YANG SHEO HAN
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'26:50

YANG TIEN-FU
Dr. Shelton's captivity and escape (photos) Jun'20:6
The end of Dr. Shelton's captor. Aug'21:52

YANGCO, TEODORO R
(photo) Aug'30:31

YANGTZE RIVER (CHINA)
Through the gorges of the Yangtze (photos) Aug'29:16
The great Yangtze. Feb'32:17

YANO, DOROTHY
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31

YANTES, (married to Oakley Yantes)
(photo) Mar'59:5

YANTIS, (MRS. A. B.)
(death) Apr'25:51

YAOP, CLAUDIA, -1954
In memoriam. May'54:35

YAP, JOSE A
(photo) Apr'57:27

YAPP, ARTHUR K. THE ROMANCE OF THE RED TRIANGLE
The book shelf. Dec'19:59

Yarborough, Ruth H
Zoneetta Vance... May'40:30

YARBROUGH, ROBERT CLYDE, 1907-
Our colleges look toward commencement season. Jun'31:33

YARBROUGH, ROBERT CLYDE. MAKE LIFE COUNT
Classroom and campus. Dec'57:34

YARN, DAVID H., JR. THE FOUR GOSPELS AS ONE
Book chat. Jun'61:24

Yarnall, Elizabeth B
As the twig is bent. Jul'41:19

YARRELL, (married to Thomas Yarrell, Sr.) -1925
(death) Apr'25:51

YASENAK, GENE
quoted. Last column. Jul'59:50

YATES, (married to Edgar C. Yates)
(photo) Apr'46:1

YATES, ANTHONY H
Classroom and campus. Dec'64:34

YATES, CARLYLE
(photo) Apr'46:4

YATES, EDGAR C
(photo) Apr'46:1

YATES, ELIZABETH. RAINBOW ROUND THE WORLD
Book chat. Dec'54:47

YATES, ELIZABETH. SAM'S SECRET JOURNAL
Book reviews on the theme... Jun'65:39
YATES, KYLE M. PREACHING FORM THE PROPHETS
   Book chat. Mar'48:20
YATES, RONALD W
   Every Home Plan continues growth (photo) Nov'60:48
YATES, THOMAS
   News room (photo) Mar'53:38
YAWS
   Fighting yaws, a mission service. Dec'25:31
YAYENGA, CONGO
   What others are doing. Oct'33:41
YBARRA, JESSE R (married to Velia Yberra)
   News room. Mar'43:34 May'45:28
   Global highlights (photo) Apr'46:3
   (photo) Nov'49:11
   M.C.I. trains its staff (photo) Oct'51:18
   (photo) Oct'51:39 Mar'52:29
   People help people at M.C.I. (photo) Apr'54:17
   M.C.I. begins new program of outreach. May'56:28
   M.C.I. seeks and trains its leaders (photo) Sep'56:16
   Ministry to the hard-to-reach (photo) Apr'58:26
   News room. May'60:38
YBARRA, T. Y. YOUNG MAY OF CARACAS
   Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
YBARRA, VELIA (married to Jesse R. Ybarra)
   M.C.I. trains its staff (photo) Oct'51:18
YEAGER, (MRS. W. C.)
   In memoriam. Jul'28:45
YEALY, ADDA, -1946
   In memoriam. Oct'46:37
YEAR BOOK OF AMERICAN CHURCHES
   Glimpses of the outside world.
   Sep'23:57 Oct'24:53 Feb'25:47
YEAR BOOK OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
   How to use the Year Book. Jun'19:44
   Sep'21:5
   Headquarters notes. Sep'21:54
   Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:61
   The message of the Year Book. Feb'22:25
   Year book errors. Feb'22:59
   Corrections. Apr'22:54
   Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:62
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'24:47
   A study in Sunday School statistics. Jul'24:40
   Year book gleanings. Feb'25:1
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'25:45
   1924 Year book. Mar'25:1
   Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51
   Anticipating the Year book. Jul'25:1
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'26:51
   Speaking of books. Mar'26:55
   Echoes from everywhere. Mar'26:61
   Leakage and losses. Apr'27:50
   Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'28:44
   The Year Book. Feb'28:1
   What the 1927 Year Book shows. Mar'28:60
   Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
   ...correction. Jul'28:1
14 points in the Year Book. Feb'29:23
The new Year book. Feb'30:1
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43 May'30:41
Significant facts and figures. Feb'31:inside front cover
The Disciples of Christ grow. Feb'32:inside front cover
Speaking of giving. Feb'32:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'33:40
Things you want to know. Feb'33:inside front cover
Through the years. Oct'33:38
The threshold. Jan'34:2
What the new Year Book shows. Feb'34:inside front cover
The threshold. Apr'34:2
An early year book. Apr'34:23
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jan'35:33
The threshold. Mar'35:2 Feb'36:2
Gleaned from the Year Book. Feb'38:18
The 1939 Year book... Jan'40:inside back cover
The threshold. Feb'41:2
Gleaned from the 1940 Year Book. Feb'41:33
Nov'41:43
...corrections. Mar'42:27
The threshold. Mar'44:2 Feb'45:2
Global highlights. Dec'47:3
Increased price... Dec'47:45
Rush Year Book data. Oct'47:38
Global highlights. Feb'49:2
...is designed to be used. Jan'53:32
The story of the Year Book. Mar'54:27
News room. Apr'54:42
...ready. Feb'55:43
...reports. Mar'56:46
Global highlights. May'59:8
...facts. Feb'60:50
Global highlights. Mar'62:6
News room. May'62:32
Adults and mission. Nov'62:40
Yearbook reminder. Mar'63:10
Ask about it! May'64:8 Jan'65:8
Global highlights. Feb'65:4 May'65:4
? and answers. Dec'65:8
Your copy of the Year book. Mar'66:9
World Calling. Mar'67:10
Editorials. Oct'68:9
World events. May'70:36
In brief. Jun'70:39 Dec'70:43
World events. May'71:37
The scene. Mar'72:36
Commentary. Apr'72:17
Yearbook available. Oct'72:40
World events. Jan'73:39 Mar'73:40 Apr'73:38
...fills vital need among the churches. May'73:44
In brief. Nov'73:41

YEAR BOOK OF AMERICAN CHURCHES
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'33:41
Speaking of books. Apr'33:42
Sep'68:49
New books. May'69:29
YEAR OF DEDICATION
Reorganizing our ideals. Oct'44:5
YEAR OF STEWARDSHIP
Completing our commitment. Apr'55:20
...moving toward climax. May'55:44
YEAR OF THE BIBLE
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'65:4
Yeigh, Frank
Canada: past, present and future. Jul'19:13
YEISTER, (married to Jay Yeister) -1954
In memoriam. Sep'54:35
YELDELL, FLORIDA
Jarvis helps many build richer lives (photo) Oct'56:24
Yelderman, Robert R., 1892–
Church Extension our Good Samaritan. Jan'20:48
Note. Jan'22:57
Just about ourselves. Mar'30:1
YELLOW GRASS, SASKACHewan. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) May'19:5
Religious education in the Dominion of Canada. Jun'21:40
Cooperative evangelism in Saskatchewan. Feb'23:54
YELLOW PINE, LOUISIANA. CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Crusade progress. Jan'50:26
YEN (married to Yen Peh-Tsiao)
Dr. Yen Peh-Tsiao (photo) Nov'45:38
YEN, JAMES Y
Young men shall dream dreams (photo) Jan'41:14
YEN PEH-TSIAO
Dr. Yen Peh-Tsiao (photo) Nov'45:38
YEN, W W
Glimpses of the religious world. Dec'24:47
YENCHING COLLEGE (PEKING, CHINA)
Echoes from everywhere. May'23:58
YENG, C Y
quoted. Missionary illustrations... Apr'27:51
YENGIN, TIBET
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'21:60
The new station for Tibet. Sep'25:29
YENGONDA, CONGO
What others are doing. Oct'33:41
YERBAN, MAX
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'27:45
YERKES, JOANNE
(photo) Nov'50:33
YERRICK, JENNIE
In memoriam. Oct'30:40
"YES, BUT..." (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jan'65:45
YESHUE, ATHANASiUS
Global highlights (photo) Oct'49:2
YEUELL, GLASDSTONE H
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5
YHU, PARAGUAY
A visit to Yhu. Jul'55:41
Yi Fang Wu
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'29:49
YI FANG WU
General Chiang Kai-shek at Ginling Commencement (photo)
Oct'34:30

YI FAN WU. CHINA REDISCOVERS HER WEST
Book chat. Nov'41:23

YI SANG-JAI
Missionary illustrations... Nov'30:44

YO SOON CHO
Classroom and campus (photo) May'55:31

YOBE, STELLA, -1947
In memoriam. Jun'47:41

YOCKEY, ROBERT H
Classroom and campus. Sep'58:36

YOCOM, M W
(photo) Mar'24:52

YOCUM, ALICE JEANNETTE, 1940-
(birth) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34

YOCUM, ALICE MAE LAUTNER (married to Cyrus F. Yocum) -1946
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34
(death) News room. Feb'47:32

YOCUM, CYRUS F (married to Alice Mae Lautner Yocum)
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'27:56 May'31:30 Jul'31:42
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'38:34

YOCUM, CYRUS McNEELEY, (SR.) -1936
Personalities (photo) Jun'36:13
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34

Yocum, Cyrus McNeeley, 1883-1958
(married to Jeanette France Yocum)
(married to Edith Eberle Yocum, 1953)

With the missionary volunteers. Oct'20:17
Missionary rallies. Mar'21:49
Bible study. Jul'21:38
Drawing the nations together. Mar'22:23

Bible study.

The second generation on the mission field. Dec'23:26
Survey of our fields and forces. Feb'24:22
A long look at Mexico. Jun'24:23
Growth in membership at home and abroad. Jun'24:40
A correction. Sep'24:57

With the Yocums in Africa. May'25:36
A hike through the forest. Jun'25:37
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'25:49
The day's work at Mondombe. Jul'25:55
The Church of Christ in Congo. Sep'25:24
Queen of the Caribbean. Feb'26:24
The dynamic power of missions. Mar'26:29
Speaking of books. Apr'26:51
Turning the light on the dark continent. Oct'26:4
Here's the answer. Feb'29:2
Speaking of books. Dec'29:42
Figure it out for yourself. Mar'30:11
Jamaica taeks seriously her plans for self-support.
Sep'30:15
What's coming in foreign missions? Mar'31:5
Are critics of missions justified? Jun'31:11
What C. M. Yocum found in India. Apr'32:6
Tragic days in the Philippines. May'32:18
Tell them to come home. Aug'32:24
The missionary organizations' own section. Oct'32:35
Measured by the laymen's yardstick. Mar'33:9
Charles P. Hedges. Jul'33:21
Cooperation in foreign missions. Jun'34:6
A half century in China. Mar'35:7
Adventures in cooperation. Apr'35:16
Candidates appointed. Jun'35:8
The Christ in every land. Mar'36:24
Heritage. Jul'36:31
Exports to Africa. Jan'37:12
China situation at a glance. Oct'37:10
The final furlough of Mattie Burgess. Oct'37:34
After thirteen years. Mar'38:4
Two living witnesses. Apr'38:31
Oregon--a Gospel boat. May'38:44
Congo's royal highways. Jun'38:16
Congo's need. Sep'38:19
Joseph Edgar Moody. Sep'38:29
Twenty years of foreign missions. Jan'39:18
The Madras Conference and our Indian church. May'39:9
Trends in world Christianity. Jun'39:18
Stewardship in the younger churches. Sep'39:15
Foreign missions through the year. Jan'40:18
Evangelism in Congo. Feb'40:26
They have served nobly. Oct'40:28
David Rioch. Dec'40:29
In Congo now. Mar'41:5
Missionaries in Orient. Apr'41:44
Africa and the Zam Zam. Jul'41:18
One touch of nature. Nov'41:12
Who shall go for us? Dec'41:17
The work goes on. Jun'42:20
Those "names in shining letters." Sep'42:21
Alexander Paul. Oct'42:16
Dr. Warnshusis retires. Jan'43:33
The church in post-war Japan. May'43:24
To whom honor is due. May'44:11
Tribute to P. D. Snipes. Oct'44:24
Book chat. Mar'45:35
Puerto Rican pilgrimage. Apr'45:18
Retirement of C. W. Plopper. Jun'45:15
A woman of humility and faith. Sep'45:12
Dr. and Mrs. Louis F. Jaggard. Oct'45:27
Christian conference in Belgian Congo. Nov'46:20
The church in a free India. Jul'47:11
India after Gandhi's death. Jun'48:14
Two weeks in Japan. Sep'48:13
Preaching through the printed word. Apr'49:17
Of statistics and mission strategy. Jun'49:18
The Christian church in Japan. Jan'50:9
I watched the Kingdom grow. Jun'50:12
Said in Oklahoma City. Jun'51:40
Book chat. Mar'53:42
A century of service in India. Jun'54:17

YOCUM, CYRUS McNEELEY, 1883-1958
(photo) Aug'19:27
Headquarters notes. Nov'23:56  Jan'24:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'24:47  Jul'24:45
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Yocum going to Africa (photo) Sep'24:55
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'25:51  Jun'25:51
Appreciation for a visitor. Jan'26:44
They read like Paul's Epistles. Apr'26:59
As others see us. May'26:14
(photo) Oct'26:6
(photo no. 5) Apr'27:16
The Executive Committee takes action. Nov'29:29
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'30:56
The secretaries elected. Dec'30:6
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
(photo) Jun'31:10
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41  Jul'32:33
(photo) Aug'32:25  Feb'35:14  Mar'36:30
Dec'32:suppl:5  Nov'35:28  Jan'37:12
Nov'34:31
Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'37:32  Feb'38:31
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'38:39
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'38:30
The man who changed the world. May'38:33
The threshold (photo) Jul'38:2
Disciples at Madras. Nov'38:20 (photo p.21)
The last page. Nov'38:48
The threshold (photo) Dec'38:4
(photo) Jan'39:9  Feb'39:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
(photo)
May'39:9  Nov'39:21  Mar'40:13  Sep'40:27
quoted. Anna R. Atwater. May'41:14
(photo) Jun'41:21  Jul'41:18
Missionaries appointed (photo) Nov'41:31
(photo) Sep'42:40  Nov'42:25  May'43:24
News room. Sep'44:28
(photo) Apr'45:18  Jun'45:34
News room. Oct'46:38
(photo) Sep'47:9
quoted. Youth and missions. Feb'48:35
Crusaders in Central Province, India. Jul'48:42
Opportunity in free India. Jul'48:5
(photo) Sep'48:13  Nov'48:27
Global highlights (photo) Mar'49:2
(photo) Mar'49:9  Jun'49:15
News room (photo) Jul'49:32
(photos) Jun'50:12
Classroom and campus. Jul'50:33
News room (photo) Jul'50:40
Missions and the preacher. Sep'50:5
Yocum, Edith Eberle, 1889-1966 (married to Cyrus M. Yocum)
Christmas among our Filipinos. Apr'19:33
Report from the Laoag dormitory. Sep'19:47
When the death angel comes. Sep'20:51
Notes. Sep'20:63
Note. Oct'20:61
My missionary girl. Jul'21:34
Short and true from far and near. Sep'21:23
Commencement week at Laoag. Jul'22:52
The dream of years realized. Mar'23:53
While at home they're making merry... Dec'24:10
No longer heads but hearts. Jul'26:54
Call Joshua. Dec'26:13
Broadway's club life. Jul'27:35
The Filipino's love for the Bible. Oct'27:17
Hearing the story of Jesus. Mar'28:52
Showing the spirit of comradeship. Mar'28:54
Missionary illustrations...
Feb'28:57 Mar'29:55 Feb'30:41 Jan'31:46
Apr'28:56 May'29:40 Apr'30:43 Mar'31:44
May'28:57 Jun'29:56 May'30:43 Apr'31:45
Sep'28:41 Aug'29:40 Jul'30:43 Jun'31:46
Oct'28:55 Sep'29:40 Aug'30:43 Jul'31:45
Nov'28:54 Oct'29:56 Sep'30:42 Aug'31:44
Dec'28:55 Nov'29:54 Oct'30:42
Paragraphs to ponder. May'30:21
Speaking of books. May'30:32
More wealth from Treasure Island. Aug'30:17
Adult-young people's worship program... Apr'31:45
Speaking of books. Jul'31:34
Filipino nationals carry on. Dec'31:suppl:6
Devotional study for missionary societies.
Jun'32:38 Aug'32:38 Oct'32:38
Jul'32:38 Sep'32:38 Jun'34:38
Programs for adult organizations.
Speaking of books. Jul'32:40
Footprints along the trail. Aug'32:17
Speaking of books. Jul'33:32
Woman's Day. Nov'35:36
Programs for adult organizations. Jan'36:36 Feb'36:36
It's a boy! Mar'36:9
Programs for adult organizations. Mar'36 - Apr'37 p. 36
For your missionary bookshelf. Jul'36:43
Programs for adult organizations.
Jul'37:36      Sep'37:36      Oct'37:36
Book chat. Oct'37:42

Programs for adult organizations.

Dec'37 - Dec'38 p. 36          Feb - Jun'40 p. 36
Jan'39:44                      Sep - Nov'40 p. 36
Feb'39 - Nov'39 p. 36          Dec'40:34
Dec'39:34                      Jan - May'41 p. 36
Jan'40:34

They had a World's Fair. Jan'40:26

Devotional study for missionary societies. Jul'40:38

Toward an understanding of Latin America. Jan'43:31
Books about Christian ventures. Jan'44:28

Women and world highways. Mar'48:33

Books related to America's geographical frontier. Jul'48:28

What shall we read about China? Jan'49:32

Read about "Christ, the church and race." Jun'57:36

Book chat. Oct'60:42

YOCUM, EDITH (EBERLE), 1889-1966
Feb'19:55

Notes. Mar'19:60 Jan'20:63 Apr'20:64

Jun'19:61 Feb'20:60
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'20:57

(photo) Mar'21:55
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'21:62


Jun'24:45
quoted. Heard at the missionary breakfast. Mar'25:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51 Feb'27:51
Missionary illustrations... Sep'27:59

(photo) Jan'28:32
Station UCMS broadcasting.

Responsibility for programs (photo) Jun'30:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'31:30
Missionary organizations. Dec'31:36
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'37:34

(photo) Nov'39:25
News room. Nov'42:34

(photo) Nov'48:24
News room. Oct'52:38
(marriage to Cyrus M. Yocum) News room. May'53:38
News room. Mar'56:38
Four honored in retirement (photo) Oct'57:28
In memoriam. Sep'66:46

YOCUM, EDITH EBERLE. JEWELS THE GIANT DROPPED
Jewels the giant dropped. Jun'29:21
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'30:43

YOCUM, EDITH EBERLE. MACKLIN OF NANKING
Book chat. Jul'36:26 Jan'37:18

YOCUM, GLADYS, -1954
In memoriam. Sep'54:35

YOCUM, GRACE

Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:47

(photo) Mar'29:60

Yocum, Jeannette France, -1950 (Married to Cyrus M. Yocum)
ON the way to Bolenge. Feb'25:58
YOCUM, JEANNETTE FRANCE, -1950
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Yocum going to Africa. Sep'24:55
Station UCMS broadcasting.
    Jan'25:45    Mar'25:44    May'25:51
They read like Paul's Epistles. Apr'26:59
(photo) Oct'26:6
Station UCMS broadcasting.
...in Damoh. Feb'32:28
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'32:41    Dec'33:29
(photo) Jul'35:34
The threshold (photo) Dec'38:4
Station UCMS broadcasting. Feb'39:34
(death) News room. Mar'50:38
Yoder, (married to Daniel Yoder)
Letters. Mar'70:34
YODER, DONALD H
quoted. Last column. Mar'64:50
YODER, HOWARD W
    Global highlights. Sep'54:3
YODER, JOHN HOWARD. THE POLITICS OF JESUS
    New books. May'73:36
YODER, LORETTA
    The church speaks across the footlights (photo) May'72:11
YODER, MAHALA
Memorium. Dec'35:39
YOH, DEE
    See ELDRIDGE, DEE YOHO
YOH, JEFFERSON WYLIE, 1874-1939
    Out of the tithing mail bag. May'21:56
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'30:34
    Jan'31:34
    (death) The threshold. Mar'39:2
YOH, MELISSA J
    In memorium. May'40:39
YOH, MINNIE, -1960 (married J. W. Yoho)
    (death) News room. Sep'60:40
YOKA, JEAN
    A missionary's day at home. Apr'49:29
YOKAMURA, DOROTHY
    (photo) Oct'28:54
YOKED PARISHES
    See PASTORAL UNITIES
YOKLEY, (MRS F J)
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
    (death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'26:53
YOKLEY, FRANCIS JACKSON, -1935
    Echoes from everywhere. Mar'21:62
    (photo) Mar'24:43
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
    Echoes from everywhere. Oct'22:60
    Saved to serve. Nov'23:4
    In the wake of the Japanese earthquake (photos) Dec'23:20
    What are we going to do about it? Dec'23:21
    A close-up of the Yokohama disaster. Dec'23:37
    Echoes from everywhere. Jan'24:62
Karuizawa. Nov'25:17
First impressions of the new Japan. Dec'49:19
Christian welcome for servicemen. Mar'66:44
Each one reach one. Feb'68:13

YOKOSUKA, JAPAN
Hospital serves Christian cause. Jun'54:42

YOKOYAMA, T
(photo) Jan'26:22

YOLITO, CONGO
What others are doing. Oct'33:41

YONABARU, OKNAWA. AIRIN-EN CHILDREN'S HOME
Home of the "fortunate ones." (photo of students) Jun'64:11

YONEZAWA, JAPAN
Summer or winter, they care not in Japan. Jun'30:42

YONKER, NORA, -1959
In memoriam. Mar'60:37

YONKERS CHARITABLE TRUST
Classroom and campus. Oct'44:26

YOON, IEE NEE
Classroom and campus (photo) Nov'52:31

YORBA LINDA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, July-September, 1959. Feb'60:30

YORII, JAPAN
I walked today where Jesus walked. Jan'48:26

YORK, ALVIN CULLUM, 1887-
Sep'19:9
Items that made news last month. Oct'29:36

YORK, ANNIE
In memoriam. Jan'40:37

YORK, WALTER
Classroom and campus. Jan'65:33

YORK, WILLIAM
Church and town reborn (photo) Jul'62:13

YOSASAWA, CONGO
A Congo journal. Feb'55:27

YOSEFA, BONGA
What others are doing. Oct'33:41

YOSHI SEI GEKUIN
See MARGARET K. LONG SCHOOL

YOSHIDA, HIROSHI. "THE PLUM GATEWAY" (PAINTING)
(photo) Apr'40:front cover
The threshold. Apr'40:2

YOSHIDA, S
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'23:49
Disciples in Japan fifty years (photo) Jan'34:27

Yoshida, Teishin
A Japanese student's pilgrimage. May'34:19

YOSHIDA, TEISHIN
A richar young ruler. Nov'34:6
A rich young man of Japan... May'41:8

YOSHIE, SEIJI
Classroom and campus (photo) May'53:31

YOSHIMARA, EMI
(photo) Apr'52:8

YOSHIMITO, KINKO
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'36:34

YOSHIMIWARA, DONALD
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33
YOSHIWARA, LILY SATOW
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'28:50
Echoes from everywhere. May'29:35
(marriage) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'34:33

Yost, Casper Salathiel, 1864–1941
The church and the jungle. Feb'27:inside front cover

YOST, CASPER SALATHIEL, 1864–1941
Book chat (photo) Jun'38:24

YOST, LAURA, -1952
In memoriam. Dec'52:35

"YOU DON'T BACK DOWN" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Oct'66:43

"YOU HAVEN'T CHANGED A BIT" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'71:29

YOUmans, ALICE M, -1953
Aug'19:60
In memoriam. Dec'53:35

YOUmans, ELLEN, -1960
In memoriam. Jun'60:37

YOUNG, (MRS. D. A.)
In memoriam. Apr'38:39

YOUNG, (married to Dan Young)
(photo) Jul'48:31
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'35:40
(death) Mar'35:47

YOUNG, (married to Nat. B. Young)
In memoriam. Dec'29:51

YOUNG, (married to Sam Young)
Here and there with World Call. Jan'54:48

YOUNG, (married to Samuel Young) -1960
In memoriam. Feb'61:37

YOUNG, ALLYN A
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jun'26:42

YOUNG, AMERICA CALE, -1942
In memoriam. Oct'42:39

YOUNG, ANNETTE
In memorium. Nov'40:39

Young, Barbara
I go a-walking (poem) Jun'24:47
Life is so full (poem) Oct'24:53
(untitled poem) Feb'25:47
Lincoln (poem) Feb'26:45
(untitled poem) Mar'26:45
You'll call it dreaming (poem) Jun'26:45
Say not that beauty passes (poem) Sep'26:14
The common things (poem) Feb'27:12
Five loaves (poem) May'27:back cover
Song before spring (poem) Jun'27:56
Cathedrals (poem) Aug'27:back cover
(untitled poem) apr'28:45
May Child (poem) May'28:45
Of the beautiful (poem) Sep'28:back cover
From an old prophet (poem) Oct'30:7
For a hot morning (poem) Aug'31:48
Autumn dawn (poem) Oct'31:48
Signs (poem) Jun'32:48
Nothing by chance (poem) Jul'32:48
For youth (poem) Sep'34:29
And so to bed (poem) Jan'35:48

YOUNG, BETH
(photo) Feb'38:33

YOUNG, CHARLES A
quoted. Old letters of rare value. Sep'21:13

YOUNG, CLARA
In memoriam. Jun'30:49

Young, D E
What I think of the "Two-by-two plan." Feb'30:18

YOUNG, DAN
(photo) Jul'48:31

YOUNG, DON L
News room (photo) Apr'62:34

Young, Earle Hugh, 1920– (married to Betty Bush Young)
Letters. Sep'72:46

YOUNG, EARLE HUGH, 1920–
(photo) Sep'42:9
Churchwoman, do your own thing (photo) Oct'70:16

YOUNG, EDWARD L
Award of the Silver Star Medal. Jun'45:40
Home plan grows. Nov'59:47 (photo p. 48)

YOUNG, ELDRED
An adventure in friendship (photo) Dec'36:26

YOUNG, ELIZA KEATS
quoted. Women and world highways. Jan'36:35

YOUNG, ELIZABETH LEE MILLS, 1936–
Latin American missionary children (photo) Jun'38:7
(photo) May'40:34

YOUNG, EMILY
Memoriam. Sep'34:39

Young, Frank
If my heart were right (poem) Jan'30:48

YOUNG, FRED A
quoted. Last column. Jul'60:50

YOUNG, GENEVA
Classroom and campus. May'55:39

Young, Grace Nora, 1888–1965
Echoes from everywhere.
   Nov'26:50    Sep'27:48    May'28:48
We're going back. Mar'31:15
We're here at last! Dec'31:29

YOUNG, GRACE NORA, 1888–1965
(photo) Jan'21:9    May'23:26
College of Missions items. May'23:53
(photo) Dec'23:41
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'26:51
(photo) Mar'27:17
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'27:48
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'28:31
(photo) Dec'30:28
quoted. A challenge and a promise. Dec'30:33
The first page. Feb'31:2 Mar'31:2
Midwinter news from our campuses. Mar'31:34
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Aug'31:35 Feb'33:40 Apr'33:41
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'33:40
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Apr'34:31 Apr'38:30 Jun'38:42
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover
Shanghai to Batang (photo) Oct'39:20
News room. Mar'41:42
Youth volunteers (photo) May'42:25
News room. Apr'46:32
(photo) Jun'48:16
News room. Feb'49:34
Three China missionaries retire (photo) Jul'51:29
Retired missionary receives Pension Fund pin (photo)
May'56:31
Missionaries to Tibet. Jul'56:47
(death) News room. Apr'65:42

YOUNG, HAROLD
(photo) Sep'46:22
Young, Harriet Elizabeth, 1890-
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'29:35
Holy week in Charcas, Mexico. May'34:28

YOUNG, HARRIET ELIZABETH, 1890-
(photo) Aug'20:24
Station UCMS broadcasting.
Oct'26:51 Apr'32:33 Dec'32:40 Feb'33:40

YOUNG, IVAN J., -1967
In memoriam. Dec'67:40

YOUNG, JACK R.
In brief. Apr'71:42

YOUNG, JAMES J. BRING US TOGETHER
New books. Feb'71:28

YOUNG, JOHN
quoted. Churches are studying the Provisional design. Mar'67:38
Young, Joseph Bryant, 1891-1967 (married to Edith Marie Young)
Two by two method has twofold result. Feb'28:22

YOUNG, JOSEPH BRYANT, 1891-1967
(photo) Apr'41:25

YOUNG, KATE F., -1951
In memoriam. Sep'51:37

YOUNG, LAFE
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Mar'25:52

YOUNG, LARRY
Waling his way through college (photo) Feb'73:30

YOUNG, LESTER
(photo) Jul'20:21
College of Missions notes. Apr'25:57

YOUNG, LOI SHORTON. NO BISCUITS AT ALL!
YOUNG, LOIS HORTON. WHATEVER HAPPENED ON PEONY STREET?
World outreach book reviews. Jun'68:33

YOUNG, MARGARET FRANCES
(death) Jan'21:47

YOUNG, MARIE MAY KNOTTS, -1965 (married to Ivan Young)
In memoriam. Apr'66:49

YOUNG, MARY, -1933
(death) Mid-winter in our colleges. Jan'34:32

YOUNG, MARY, -1953
In memoriam. Feb'54:35

YOUNG, MARY BETH
(photo) Jul'48:31

Young, Nellie C
Book chat. Mar'42:45
Book review. Feb'43:41

YOUNG, OWEN D
Bonds and human relations. Mar'35:3

YOUNG, PAULINE A
(death) Jun'21:50

Young, Robert C
Direct line. Oct'67:31
The church in Vietnam. Nov'67:44

YOUNG, ROBERT C.
Disciples in the news. Jul'68:8
Moments of worship (photo) Dec'68:29

YOUNG, ROBERT D. ENCOUNTER WITH WORLD RELIGIONS
New books. Oct'70:28

YOUNG, RONNIE
(photo) Apr'64:16

Young, Stella Walker Lewis, 1881-1969
(married to Thomas A'Beckett Young)
Wanderland—wonderland: O Chiyo San. Jan'20:14
Evangelizing without sermonizing. Aug'20:13
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
What have we to teach the Japanese? Apr'25:20
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'33:39,40

YOUNG, STELLA WALKER LEWIS, 1881-1969
(photo) Dec'19:46 Jan'27:5
Disciples at Yale (photo) Jul'27:44
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'27:56 Feb'37:34
(photo) Sep'37:28 May'39:33 Jun'41:11
News room. Sep'45:30
Kingdom builders (photo) May'49:31
In memoriam. Nov'69:42

Young, Thomas A'Beckett, 1881-1949
(married to Stella Walker Lewis Young)
Cheer and challenge from the fields. Aug'20:9
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'21:58
Our situation in Japan. Jan'24:44
Golden Jubilee notes. Sep'24:50
Tokyo—a student center. Nov'29:59
Baseball in the Orient. Sep'31:35
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'31:40,41 Jun'33:39
May'32:40 Sep'33:39,48
Quarter century of school graduations. May'34:29
Toyohiko Kagawa. Oct'34:8
The Sei Gakuin Christian Church. Dec'38:39
Sei Gakuin Middle school. Sep'39:12

YOUNG, THOMAS A'BECKETT, 1881-1949

The boys will judge. Jun'25:36
Glimpses of the religious world. Jun'25:45  Jul'25:45
A well spiced life. Aug'25:42
Glimpses of the religious world.

Young, Virginia Woodward, 1895-1931

Echoes from everywhere. Nov'23:60
Convention elections and resolutions. Oct'29:32
Our colleges in convention and conference. Oct'30:33

The threshold. Jun'44:2 Feb'45:2

Global highlights.

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
College "Y" joins ranks of foster parents. Sep'42:45

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'27:45

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Americaniztion in Detroit. Oct'20:46

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. ESTES PARK CONFERENCE
Christian Association Student conferences (photos) Jul'23:30

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. GRADUATE SCHOOL AT NASVILLE
(photo) Jun'28:30

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. JERUSALEM
Global highlights. Jan'62:7

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION - YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE COUNCIL
Global highlights. Oct'51:2

Book chat. Nov'54:40

YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONFERENCE
See also

SENIOR HIGH TRAIL CAMPS
Young people's conference a success. Sep'20:48
South Central Young People's Conference (photo) Oct'20:48
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'20:59
Young people! Come on! Let's go! Jun'21:39
To the leaders of youth. May'22:56
Training camps of the Kingdom. Nov'22:23
What a Young Peoples' Conference means. Nov'22:26
Capturing young life for the Kingdom (1923 schedule) (photo)
Apr'23:10
Are young people's conferences worth while? May'23:34
Interdenominational summer conferences and schools of missions. May'23:55
In the lodge of the Great Spirit. Jun'23:27
Headquarters notes. Aug'23:52
The conference spirit. Sep'23:22
425 DeBalivier Ave. Sep'23:53
The value of Young People's Conferences. Nov'23:31
The plans for 1924. Nov'23:41
Youth and the renaissance. Mar'24:25
Our own youth movement. Apr'24:23
The value... May'24:38
Where youth meets youth. Jun'24:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'24:53
Our youth, whither are they bound? Nov'24:8
The things that stand out. Nov'24:19
As the camera caught them. Nov'24:32
The youth of the church in training (schedule of for 1925)
Mar'25:14
High points... Nov'25:34
Has youth a share? Mar'26:53
The church gets on the job (schedule for 1926) May'26:20
Station UCMS broadcasting. Aug'26:57
Young people plan conference. Aug'26:61
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'26:51
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Oct'26:56
Five points of distinction. Nov'26:18
The conference movement. Apr'27:4
The genius of the conference movement (schedules) May'27:9
The investment of my summer (schedule) Jun'27:7
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'27:59
The fine art of leavening. Nov'28:9
My how the child has grown. Nov'28:11
Conference pays. Nov'28:37
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'29:43
57 varieties of tomorrow's strength (1929 schedule) May'29:20
Vacation friendship opportunities. Aug'29:40
Station UCMS broadcasting. Oct'29:37
Processing men. Nov'29:15
Sunday schools. Nov'29:53
Station UCMS broadcasting. Apr'30:34
The summer school of the church. May'30:29
And still they come! Nov'30:23
(schedule) May'31:25
T. T. Swearingen...says. May'31:25
What, where, when and how. Jun'31:43
The pastor's opportunity. Nov'31:9
Reflections of summer conference days (photos) Nov'31:24
(schedule) May'32:25
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'32:31
What, where, when and how. Jun'32:34
Where teacher is also student. Jul'32:23
Conference character dividends. Nov'32:10
(1933 schedule) Jun'33:30
Making summer count. Jun'33:41
Conference days are here again. Jul'33:3
Programs for young people. May'34:37
(1934 schedule) Jun'34:29
(photos) Oct'34:24
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'34:39
Our youth in conference and meet. May'35:7
Conference—a world fellowship (photo) May'35:24
(1935 schedule) Jun'35:34
Station UCMS broadcasting. Sep'35:32
Building through summer conferences. Nov'35:6
A call to conference (photos) May'37:24
(1937 schedule) Jun'37:31
Youth conferences grow. Nov'37:8
Young people's summer conferences (photo) May'38:24
(1938 schedule) Jun'38:31
Conference ways are pathways (photos) Nov'38:25
(1939 schedule) Jun'39:32
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'39:34
(photos) May'40:24
(1940 schedule) Jun'40:32
News room. Oct'40:46
Summer conferences--1940. Nov'40:8
How to send young people to conference (photos) May'41:5
(schedule) May'41:27
Christian education reviews the records (photo) Nov'41:29
1942...schedule. May'42:27
(1943 schedule) May'43:27
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'44:33
The summer program of the church. Nov'44:18
An invitation to Conference (photo) May'46:10
CYF and the world church. May'47:11
Power potential. May'48:18 (photo p. 19)
...CYF in action (photos) May'49:21
Aid for summer conferences. May'49:42
Global highlights. Mar'50:2
Disciple youth are active in summer. May'51:7
Youth and missions. Jun'51:35 May'52:37
(photo) Jul'52:43
News room. Nov'54:37
Adventures in Christian living (photos) Nov'56:9
Youth around the world. May'57:23
Youth and missions. May'57:35
Global highlights. Nov'58:7
New worlds for youth. May'59:23
Camping--today and tomorrow. May'60:19
New plans for youth. May'61:23
Global highlights. Jul'61:6
Summer's exciting opportunities. Jun'62:46
Global highlights. Jul'62:5
Landmark for youth. Jun'63:32
Christian youth get involved in living. May'64:17
(photo of an early Conference) Jan'69:21
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. ARGENTINA
Conference--a world fellowship (photo) May'35:24
Intermediate Conference at Ramos Mejia. May'44:35
Summer conferences in February. May'45:39
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. BERKLEY, CALIFORNIA
By their fruits. Sep'28:9
(phto) Sep'28:inside covers
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. BETHANY COLLEGE
(photo) Nov'24:36
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. BETHANY, NEBRASKA
(photo) Apr'24:23
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. BETHANY PARK, INDIANA
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. BEULAH, COLORADO
(photo) Nov'27:25
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CALIFORNIA, NORTH
(photo) Apr'66:40
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CANADA
(photos) Oct'27:9
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CENTRAL KENTUCKY (photo) Oct'43:17
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CENTRAL REGIONAL PLANNING (photo) May'41:5
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CHESAPEAKE AREA (photo) Nov'25:32
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CHINA (photo) Nov'30:24
Reflections of summer conference days (photo) Nov'31:24
Conference—a world fellowship (photo) May'35:24
Hofei ah's a young people's conference (photo) Nov'40:31
Youth conference in China. Feb'46:30
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'47:37
Chinese youth gather in Conference (photo) Dec'50:9 (photo) Feb'51:23
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. COLUMBIA, MISSOURI (photo) Nov'24:34 Nov'25:32
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CONGO
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'47:36
Youth and missions. Apr'57:37
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. COTNER COLLEGE (photos) Nov'24:9,36
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CRYSTAL BEACH, MICHIGAN Crystal (photo) Nov'24:33 Nov'25:33 Nov'28:9
Christian education—forty years of progress (photo) Nov'58:13
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CULVER-STOCKTON COLLEGE On the college campus. Oct'32:32
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. CURRIMAO, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS Youth conference (photo) Sep'40:42
The Currimao Conference (photo) Jul'46:29
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. DRAKE UNIVERSITY Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52 Nov'27:41
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. EAST TEXAS (photo) Nov'35:6
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. ENID, OKLAHOMA (photo) Nov'23:inside covers Nov'25:33
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. EUREKA, ILLINOIS (photo) Apr'23:10 Mar'24:26
The value of Young People's Conferences. May'24:38 (photo) Nov'24:36 Nov'37:8
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. FLORIDA (photo) Nov'27:24
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. FULTON, MISSOURI (photo) Aug'21:44
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. HAWAII Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50
Another project in world friendship (photos) Feb'29:19 (photo) Nov'30:24
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. HAZEL GREEN Echoes from everywhere. Sep'41:39
Youth and missions. Sep'44:31
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. HIRAM COLLEGE Our youth, whither are they bound? Nov'24:8 (photo) Nov'24:32
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Aug'25:52

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. HOLLISTER, MISSOURI
(photo) Apr'24:24
Our youth, whither are they bound? Nov'24:8
(photo) Nov'24:35 Nov'25:32

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. ILLINOIS MID-WINTER
Notes on the social conflict. May'29:17

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. INDIA
See also
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PENDRA ROAD, INDIA
Harda 1922. Sep'23:41
(photo) Nov'30:25
Young India matches the hour (photo) May'41:11
Echoes from everywhere. Apr'45:33
India's youth go to camp. Sep'52:45
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'55:34
Youth and missions. Apr'57:37

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Youth and the world mission. Oct'66:38

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. JAMAICA
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'58:36

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. JAPAN
Youth and missions. Apr'57:37

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. KANSAS (SUNFLOWER)
(photos) Nov'24:9,35
A high point in conference. Aug'28:34
(photo) Nov'28:9
Conference character dividends. Nov'32:10

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LAKE BROWWOOD, TEXAS
Young hearts, strong hands for the church (photos) Nov'52:9
(photo) May'54:front cover
The cover. May'54:inside front cover
Youth and missions. Apr'57:37

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LAKE GENEVA, WISCONSIN
(photo) May'42:front cover
The threshold. May'42:4

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LAKELAND, FLORIDA
Five points of distinction (photo) Nov'26:18

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LAKESIDE, OHIO
(photo) Nov'36:19

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
(photo) Nov'21:25
The conference spirit (photos) Sep'23:23

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LOCH LEVEN, CALIFORNIA
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Jul'57:34

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. LYNCHBURG COLLEGE
Summer on the college campus. Oct'35:30

YOUTH PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. MAMOTH CAVE, KENTUCKY
(photo) Nov'24:37

YOUTH PEOPLES' CONFERENCE. MEXICO
Conference--a world fellowship (photo) May'35:24
(photo) May'41:7
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'47:40
Mexican youth camp. Sep'50:46
Mexican conferees learn of God's love and understanding
(photos) Oct'52:26
The letter that Leopoldo wrote. Sep'53:44
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'56:34
Mexican young people go forward (photo) Jul'56:27
Conference stirs Mexican youth. Apr'59:45
Camp at Remedios, May'61:48

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. NATIONAL
Youth plans with realism (photo) Mar'43:16

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. NEW ENGLAND
Echoes from everywhere. Aug'25:58
Five points of distinction. Nov'26:18 (photo p. 19)

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. NEW YORK
Conference character dividends. Nov'32:10

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. NORTH CAROLINA
Reflections of summer conference days (photo) Nov'31:24

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. NORTHEASTERN OHIO
Classroom and campus. Sep'44:26

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. NORTHWEST
Conference character dividends. Nov'32:11

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. OKINAWA
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'59:38

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. OREGON
(photo) Oct'43:17

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. OVOCA, TENNESSEE
(photo) Aug'25:31

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PACIFIC COAST. 1922
(photo) Nov'22:24

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PACIFIC SOUTHWEST
(photo) Nov'24:34

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PARAGUAY
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'50:38
January is conference time for Paraguayans. May'52:42
Camping venture in Paraguay. May'59:47

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PENDRA ROAD, INDIA
First Pendra Road Young People's Conference (photo) Jul'39:30
Pendra Road has a youth conference (photo) Nov'46:29
India on the march (photo) Nov'47:41

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PETIT JEAN MOUNTAIN, ARKANSAS
Five points of distinction. Nov'26:20 (photo p. 18)

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PHILLIPINE ISLANDS
Conference—a world fellowship (photo) May'35:24
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'39:39
Youth fellowships are organized... (photo) Jun'52:32
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
Youth and missions (photo) Feb'56:37
Youth and missions. Apr'57:37

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PHILLIPS UNIVERSITY
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Sep'24:51
(photo) Nov'24:34 Nov'27:25 Jul'32:24
Conference character dividends. Nov'32:11

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PIONEER, TEXAS
(photo) May'41:6

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE. PUERTO RICO
Reflections of summer conference days (photo) Nov'31:24
Puerto Rican youth face island issues (photos) Dec'31:30
Conference—a world fellowship (photo) May'35:25
(photo) May'41:7
Puerto Rican youth conference (photos) Oct'43:24
Out of every nation. Nov'27:44
Glimpses of the religious world. Jan'28:45
Items that made news last month. Sep'29:31
...celebrates. Jul'40:45
The threshold. Nov'40:2
Women and world highways. Mar'42:35  Jan'47:33

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. AFRICA
Like a golden thread. Mar'67:39

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. CHICAGO
Glimpses of the religious world. Feb'26:45

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'64:38

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION--YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE COUNCIL
See

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION--YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE COUNCIL

YOUNGBLOOD, ELIZABETH
Classroom and campus. Oct'54:32

YOUNGBLOOD, SHARON
Classroom and campus. Jan'61:28

Youngblood, Thomas J., 1920--
How to raise building fund. Nov'56:41
Let the minister help! Apr'62:48
Letters. Mar'65:46

YOUNGDAHL, LUTHER W
Global highlights (photo) Mar'54:3
No substitute for family unity. May'55:5

YOUNGDAHL, REUBEN K
quoted. Last column. Oct'56:48

YOUNGDAHL, REUBEN K. THE SECRET OF GREATNESS
quoted. Last column. Apr'56:48

YOUNGER, (married to Charles Younger)
(death) Apr'23:55

YOUNGER, GEORGE D. THE CHURCH AND URBAN POWER STRUCTURE
Books. Jan'64:42

"YOUNGER BROTHERS" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visual suggestions. Dec'57:50

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. BOARDMAN CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Jul'58:30
(photo of architect's model) Jan'60:3

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Four churches join home plan. Jul'59:49
Churches help those with special needs. Sep'62:25

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Three churches meet Pension Fund goals in full. Jun'33:14

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO. LINCOLN AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
An accounting of stewardship. Jul'47:22

YOUNKER, OLIVE MARIE
See PALENCIA, OLIVE MARIE YOUNKER

YOUNKIN, MATILDA HART (MATTIE) (married to Edwin Younkin)
The new headquarters city. Oct'20:35
The compulsion of benevolence (photo) Mar'61:28
Benevolence--then and now (photo) Dec'61:19

"YOUR AMAZING MIND" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio visuals. May'73:37
"YOUR CHURCH CAN HAVE LEADERS" (KIT)
Audio-visuals. Dec'71:29
YOUTEE, (married to George Youree) -1952
   In memoriam. Nov'52:35
YOUTH

See also
CHI RHO FELLOWSHIP
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONFERENCES
Hymns of youth. Jul'21:30
Missionary education. Jul'21:40
A reding circle for teen-age young people. Sep'21:55
Our young people's work. Nov'21:52
To the leaders of youth. May'22:56
Christian Endeavor in the local church. Nov'22:12
The fourfold plan at Lathrop, Missouri. Jan'23:45
Young shoulders to the wheel. Jan'24:29
Youth and the renaissance. Mar'24:25
Sep'24:much of issue
Our young people. Mar'25:47
The youth movement in the local church. Apr'25:47
The "otherwise engaged." Aug'25:31
Youth challenges itself. Mar'26:57
May'26:much of issue
The perennial question. Nov'26:41
The forward look of youth (poem) Jan'27:back cover
Young people's pre-Easter banquet. Feb'27:22
May'27:much of issue
A conference--a coronation--a constrast. Aug'27:41
Decalogue of Protestant youth. Aug'27:41
Young people's work in Latin America. Sep'27:50
Speaking of books. Nov'27:58
May'28:much of issue
Does the church face realities? Oct'28:19
Coming--a world youth fellowship! Apr'29:29
Speaking of books. Apr'29:31
Modern youth movements and missions. May'29:13
Youth might spill the beans. Jun'29:25
Speaking of books. Nov'29:43
Fellowship, friendship, leadership. Dec'29:38
What visions are young Disciples beholding? Jan'30:13
Working with young people. Jan'30:56
Keepers of the flame. Jan'30:58
Youth is in search of vital religion. Mar'30:21
Speaking of books. Mar'30:58
Are the churches aware of their youth? Sep'30:17
There is a tide. Mar'31:19
Youth and the social program of the church. Jul'31:18
What have students a right to expect from our church colleges? Sep'31:19
Our neighbors set an embarassing pace. Sep'31:23
What are young people thinking about Prohibition? Nov'31:16
Programs for young people. Jan'32:37
The missionary organizations' own section. Apr'32:35
Listening in on the world. Oct'32:23
Training youth for world peace and Christian citizenship.
Nov'32:13
Speaking of books. Mar'33:42
Make room for youth. Sep'33:6
Youth day. Sep'33:6
On the social battle front. Jan'34:13
Youth's call to youth (poem) May'34:37
For youth (poem) Sep'34:29
What they said. Nov'34:18
May'35: much of issue
Crusaders in friendship. Jun'35:20
Youth speaks. Sep'35:23
Young people faithful. Dec'35:46
May'36: much of issue
A Disciples youth program. Nov'36:18
May'37: much of issue
Are young people different? Jun'37:4
Youth in a disordered world. May'38:15
Outside the pale. May'38:17
Young America at work... Sep'38:26
Programs for young people. Oct'38:37
May'39: much of issue
Amsterdam in retrospect. Nov'39:8
May'40: much of issue
Youth camps in Mexico. Jul'40:31
A religion for youth. Sep'40:19
Programs for young people. Sep'40:37
American youth lacks facts. Nov'40:30
Youth and Christian unity movements. Feb'41:29
A constructive program for youth. Apr'41:10
Social trends. Apr'41:22
May'41: much of issue
May'42: much of issue
Youth and missions. Oct'42:37
Problems youth face in wartime. Nov'42:15
Youth and missions. Nov'42:37
World friendship in a world at war. May'43:18
Jubbulpore young people move forward. Nov'43:22
Youth and missions. Nov'43:31
May'44: much of issue
Youth plans for world fellowship. Jun'44:13
Youth and missions. Jun'44:31 Sep'44:31 Apr'45:31
Christian youth in action. May'45:19
Puerto Rican youth move forward. May'45:20
Women and world highways. Jun'45:29
Youth and missions. Jun'45:31 Jul'45:31
Christian youth across the border. Sep'45:20
What do teen-agers need and want? Oct'45:16
Caravans for Christian young people. May'46:9
Christian youth in Puerto Rico. May'46:29
Puerto Rican activities. Jun'46:29
Realistic social education for youth. Jul'46:7
Youth and missions. Jul'46:37
Global highlights. Oct'46:4
Opportunity in rural Mexico. Oct'46:18
Youth will not wait. Nov'46:10
Youth and missions. Jan'47:35
The church and youth. Feb'47:47
Youth and missions. Mar'47:35
CYF and the local church. May'47:10
Youth and labor. May'47:16
India's little known youth. May'47:21
Youth and missions. Sep'47:37
Youth at the gateway of tomorrow. May'48:7
May'49: much of issue
The church and youth. Jun'49:46
Joining hands to serve youth. Oct'49:24
Accommodations for youth at Cincinnati Convention. Oct'49:39
Global highlights. Dec'49:4     Apr'50:3
Youth and the second half-century. May'50:7
"Friends in Christ" challenge youth. May'50:20
A program for young Disciples. May'50:23
Global highlights. Feb'51:4
The young people are right. Mar'51:5
Youth and missions. Mar'51:37   Apr'51:35
Youth in Japan. Jan'51:14 (photos of work camps p. 15)
News room. Jun'51:38
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'51:36
The call of Christian youth. Nov'51:5
Convocation of Christian youth. Nov'51:19
Youth keep busy. Dec'51:45
Forward in Christian fellowship. Jan'52:45
Youth to discuss world problems at Kottayam. Sep'52:42
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'52:34
Youth and missions. Dec'52:37
Christian service teams help fill a two-fold need. Mar'53:17
Social trends. Apr'53:22
Youth will ask about religion. May'53:14
On making a code for youth. May'53:17
History is made by youth workers. Jul'53:13
On summer work for the young. Jul'53:14
In Japan--an unmet need. Dec'53:19
Youth looks in Evanston. Mar'54:19
The free heritage of youth. May'54:5
Youth and the task of the church. May'54:15
Christian youth are building. May'54:18
Christian educators stress youth's spiritual welfare.
Apr'55:39
May'55: much of issue
Global highlights. Nov'55:4
Youth leaders speak. Nov'55:40
Youth and missions. Dec'55:41
Youth leads the way. Apr'56:27
Youth need the church. May'56:9
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'56:34
Christian youth witness in Thailand (photos) Feb'57:23
Educating for tomorrow in Thailand. Feb'57:27
Youth exchange urged. Apr'57:46
Youth around the world. May'57:23
Strength in small numbers. May'57:38
Good gifts for youth. Jun'57:33
Independence for nations and youth. Jul'57:16
Youth in Mexico serve churches. Nov'57:42
Attitude toward Christian youth. May'58:17
Global highlights. Oct'58:7
American youth are not so bad. Oct'58:40
Global highlights. Dec'58:6 Apr'59:7
May'59:much of issue
Youth lead out in Thailand. Jun'59:28
Summer service. Jul'59:46
Teen-agers to develop sex stewardship. Oct'59:50
Global highlights (photo of Latin American youth) Nov'59:6
Young people ask about marriage. Dec'59:18
Echoes from everywhere. Dec'59:36
Will I become delinquent? Jan'60:28
Youth and missions. Feb'60:41
Facing facts with high school youth. May'60:9
Children and youth in the U.S.A. May'60:10
What does youth want? May'60:11
The Good News in the Jerez Valley. May'60:45
Global highlights. Jun'60:6 Jul'60:5
How can we help youth in conflict? Jul'60:25
Let's give youth an honest look! Nov'60:21
Youth and missions. Jan'61:35 Apr'61:39
World youth search for the answers. May'61:11
Work, worship, study, service. May'61:16
New plans for youth. May'61:23
How young is young? Jul'61:9
"F" day is coming. Sep'61:46
What makes a Christian home? Oct'61:21
Youth assembly--potential Pentecost. Nov'61:26
Frustrated youth question their role. Feb'62:24
Global highlights. May'62:7
Youth is a crisis. May'62:11
Youth and the world mission. Sep'62:39
Global highlights. Jan'63:4
Yakima youth builds a future. Apr'63:25
Youth and the world mission. Apr'63:39
Social trends. May'63:20
Pioneer voices # 3. May'63:25
Youth and the world mission. May'63:39
Youth's unanswered plea. Oct'63:30
When parents meet. FEb'64:28
Youth and the world mission. Mar'64:41
Teenagers look at parental responsibility. May'64:20
Youth and the world mission. May'64:42 Jul'64:41
World Calling... Oct'64:10
Global highlights. Jan'65:6
Youth and the world mission. Mar'65:40
Ahead of the headlines. Apr'65:7
When churches work together. Apr'65:26
Ahead of the headlines. May'65:6
World Calling... Jun'65:10
Youth and the world mission. Sep'65:41 Oct'65:38
World Calling... Nov'65:10
Japanese youth serve. Nov'65:34
Youth and the world mission. Jan'66:38
Global highlights. Jun'66:6
Our visit in Ouadi Shahour. Jul'66:28
New wineskins. Nov'66:12
Youth and the world mission. Nov'66:38 Feb'67:31
Ahead of the headlines. Feb'68:5
Youth and the world mission. Apr'68:33
How the church meets boys on "the corner." Apr'68:40
Dialogue with a silent partner (poem) May'68:27
Ahead of the headlines. Jun'68:5
Social trends. Jul'68:39
Ahead of the headlines. Nov'68:5
Youth and Uppsala '68. Nov'68:26
Hippie kingdom. Nov'68:40
Haymarket Coffee House. Nov'68:45
Ahead of the headlines. Dec'68:5
World Calling... Dec'68:10
View from the front of the bus. Mar'69:20
Ahead of the headlines. Arp'69:5
Regional youth events. May'69:25
More than an interlude. Jun'69:20
Youth cabinet. Jun'69:42
Letters. Jul'69:33
Reply to Judith Stearns. Sep'69:45
Actions on social issues. Oct'69:17
World events. Nov'69:36
World Calling... Dec'69:50
Help us. Jan'70:42
What can we expect from the seventies? Feb'70:20
World events. Apr'70:35
Letters. Nov'70:31
Crisis of participation. Feb'71:8
Agonizing at the crossroads. Apr'71:20
My world scares me. May'71:6
Congo's Carrefour des jeunes. Jul'71:20
We recommend. Jul'71:40
Ahead of the headlines. Sep'71:5
World events. Oct'71:37,38
Youth and older adults have much in common. Nov'71:20
Praise the Lord! Jan'72:10
Unity walk. Feb'72:21
World events. Feb'72:37
What you are asking. May'72:50
There's a world out there! Jul'72:11
Youth bring new life to the church. Jul'72:32
Youth help church see its world ministry. May'73:15
Commentary. Jun'73:12
If youth were in charge of the church. Jul'73:42
Letter from a youth counselor. Nov'73:31

YOUTH ARGOSY

Global highlights. Jun'49:3

YOUTH CONVENTION. 1926
Youth plans to express itself. Sep'26:29
What young people think of the church college. Jan'27:inside front cover
We must be choosing... (photo) Jan'27:16
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'27:53

YOUTH CONVENTION. 1928
Turning up for the Youth Convention. Jan'28:29
Youth gets ready for action. Apr'28:24
Brief talks on our young people's work. May'28:58
A backward glance at Columbus. Jun'28:21
Illumination from the Youth Convention. Jun'28:26
Convention elections and resolutions. Jun'28:41
Illumination on the Youth Convention. Jul'28:31

YOUTH CONVENTION. 1929
(photo of planning group) Jun'29:39
Youth searches himself (photo) Oct'29:15

YOUTH CONVENTION. 1930
Youth emphasizes personal life. Mar'29:62
Youth gets ready to take the reins. Jun'30:4
The latest news on the Washington Conventions. Aug'30:19
A whisper from tomorrow. Dec'30:15
Convention elections, actions and resolutions. Dec'30:29

YOUTH CONVENTION. 1931
Convention elections, actions, resolutions. Nov'31:30

YOUTH CONVENTION. 1935
Our youth in conference and meet. May'35:7

YOUTH DAY
Our neighbors set an embarrassing pace. Sep'31:23
Make room for youth. Sep'33:6
Sep'33:6
The threshold. Sep'34:2
Youth on the march. Sep'34:26

"THE YOUTH DRUG SCENE" (MOTION PICTURE)
Audio-visuals. Apr'70:29

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT FUND OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
In brief. Mar'73:40

YOUTH IN TURMOIL
New books. Sep'69:28

YOUTH MINISTRY CONGRESS
World events.
May'71:38   Sep'71:38   Jun'72:38   Sep'72:39

YOUTH-OHIO ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN
Letters. Sep'69:4

YOUTH SEMINARS
Youth and missions. Jan'61:35

YOUTH TOURS
See also
CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP CARAVANS
Youth tour to Mexico. Jan'54:48
News room. Nov'54:36
Tradition breakers. Jun'55:30
News room. Nov'55:37
Youth and missions (photo of group) Dec'56:39
Youth and missions. Mar'57:37
Mexico tour deadline. May'57:40
Youth and missions. Feb'58:39   Jul'58:41
Youths work on tour. Oct'58:45
Youth and missions. Apr'59:39
New worlds for youth. May'59:23
Youth and missions.
Sep'59:39   Apr'60:39   Dec'60:39   Jun'61:41
Youth and the world mission. Nov'61:37
Youth and the world mission. Apr'62:39
Operation education. May'62:26
"World tour" in the United States. Nov'62:30
Youth and the world mission. Jun'63:39   Mar'68:32
YOUTH WEEK

Christians and world order. Feb'42:37
Youth and missions. Jan'44:31
Global highlights. Jan'46:3
Jan'48:6
Youth and missions. Jan'53:35 Jan'54:37 Dec'54:39
Global highlights. Feb'55:4 Feb'57:4 Feb'58:6
Youth and missions. Dec'58:39
Observe Youth Week. Feb'59:39
Youth and the world mission.
Nov'61:37 Dec'65:38 Oct'68:33
Feb'65:38 Jan'68:31
World events. Oct'71:36

"YOUTH WORKERS' AUDIO-VISUAL KIT" (FILMSTRIP)
Audio-visual suggestions. Jul'60:44

YOUTH'S CONFERENCE CALL
Station UCMS broadcasting. Nov'24:45

YOUTI, MARY L
In memoriam. Aug'30:41

YOUTZ, H. A. AFFIRMATIONS OF CHRISTIAN BELIEF
Speaking of books. Feb'31:34

YOUTZ, TOY
(photo) Oct'29:33

YU CHIEN
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Jul'39:40

YUAN PEH-CHIAO
Christian laymen in China. Apr'49:19

YUAN SHU-LIANG
Christian laymen in Chia. Apr'49:19

YUASA, HACHIRO
(photo) Mar'39:4
Global highlights (photo) Jun'59:4

YUEN PEN TSIAO
(photo) Dec'32:suppl:9
The church in China preaches. Jan'33:34
Echoes from everywhere. Feb'35:39

YUASA, HACHIRO
Global highlights. Sep'49:2
(photo) Feb'52:24

YUCAIPA, CALIFORNIA. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches, April-June, 1964. Dec'64:44

YUGOSLAVIA
Correspondence from Europe (photos) Oct'47:6
Editorial correspondence from Europe. Nov'47:7
Global highlights. Dec'47:3
Tobias visits Yugoslavia. Mar'48:20
Interpreting a people. Mar'48:24
Lift up your head, O ye gates (photos) Sep'48:20
Global highlights. Jun'50:2
Pioneers build in the ruins of Yugoslavia (photos) Nov'50:10
Tobias notes progress of Yugoslav churches. Oct'50:29
Global highlights. Jan'51:3 May'51:2
Social trends. Jun'51:16
...welcomes visiting churchmen (photos) Nov'51:6
CARE reports on Yugoslavia (maps) Apr'52:30
Global highlights. May'52:3 Sep'52:2
Midsummer weekend (photos) Nov'52:6
A rare Christian family. Dec'52:6
Poor martyr material. Mar'53:6
Four women who cared. Dec'53:21
Global highlights. Jan'55:2
Swiss homes opened to Yugoslav children. Jan'55:27
Correspondence from Yugoslavia. Dec'55:6
Minister in Yugoslavia knew of World Council. Feb'56:39
Scarecrows and seminaries in Yugoslavia (photos) May'56:26
The ministry--a fellowship. Sep'56:7
Global highlights. Apr'57:5
When the staff of life is not enough. Jan'61:13
Global highlights. Nov'63:6 Jul'64:4 Apr'65:5

YUHANON (METROPOLITAN OF THE MAR THOMA SYRIAN CHURCH)
Global highlights. Jan'66:5

YUHOTSZ, CHINA. CHAPEL
(photo) Oct'22:19

YUI, DAVID Z
Glimpses of the religious world. Mar'29:45

YUILL, WILENNA J
(death) Oct'19:58

YUKI, MITSUKO
Station UCMS broadcasting. Jun'40:34

YUMA, ARIZONA. BETHANY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
New churches. Nov'58:44

YUNGBLUT, JOHN R. REDISCOVERING PRAYER
New books. Jan'73:33

YUNG-LING LUH
Echoes from everywhere (photo) Nov'30:38

YUNNAN PROVINCE, CHINA
How captured workers were delivered from robbers. Oct'20:38

YUNNANFU, CHINA
Australia in Unnanfu. apr'26:41

YUSA, HACHIRO
Adventure in education (photo) Apr'50:11

YUSAS, KIYOKO
Flowers express a way of life (photo) Sep'51:26

YUTANG, LIN. THE IMPORTANCE OF LIVING
Book chat. Sep'38:16
Zaarate, Daniel
San Pablo's rocky soil. Mar'60:32
ZABRISKIE, ALEXANDER CLINTON. BISHOP BRENT
Book chat. Sep'48:21
ZACATECAS, MEXICO
The heart of Mexico. May'19:49
Another chapter on Mexico. Oct'21:15
Open doors of Mexico. Sep'22:4
Making the desert to blossom. Jun'33:29
A small Pentecost. Feb'34:27
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'36:38
Opening the doors in Mexico. Mar'37:28
To these also. Nov'37:28
In the heart of Zacatecas. Mar'38:10
Wide observance of Brotherhood Dinners. Apr'40:11
Echoes from everywhere. Jun'40:39
Echoes from Nogales ranch. Apr'41:43
Echoes from everywhere. Jul'42:39
Living one day at a time. Jan'44:39
Christmas in Zacatecas. Dec'45:26
Achievements and joys in Zacatecas. May'50:42
An object of pride and joy (photos) Jul'52:42
Mexican Disciples baptize after a man-made miracle.
Mar'54:32
ZACCARO, LUKE N
Classroom and campus. May'59:34
ZACK, RAY
Station UCMS broadcasting. May'37:40
ZADROZNY, G T
Classroom and campus. Nov'45:25
ZAHNISER, CHARLES REED
Book chat. Jun'38:24
ZAHRRNT, HEINZ. WHAT KIND OF GOD?
New books. Jul'72:35
ZAIRE
See also CONGO
Commentary. Apr'72:17
World events. Apr'72:39
Letters. Oct'72:31
A new bond of fellowship. Oct'72:50
The scene. Nov'72:35 Dec'72:37
Contrasts in Africa. Feb'73:29
Direct line. Jul'73:40
Toward a true Zairean church. Dec'73:21
ZAIRE--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Direct line. Feb'72:31
Journalist sees Zaire as haven of religious freedom.
Jun'73:42
ZAM ZAM (STEAMSHIP)
Africa and the Zam Zam. Jul'41:18
A second Atlantic sinking. Sep'41:25

ZAMBIA
Global highlights. Feb'65:6
Women on world highways. Mar'65:35
Direct line. Sep'67:33
Spotlight on Harriet Mubanga. Feb'71:16
Direct line. Jun'71:30
African women seek equal status. Sep'71:14
Direct line. Jun'72:44
World events. Jul'72:40
Making history in Zambia. Oct'72:42
Christian communications--helping shape the new Africa. Nov'73:16

ZAMBIA--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Youth and the world mission. Dec'68:32

ZAMBIA--EDUCATION
Mindolo's merry-go-round. Mar'67:26

ZAMBRANO, APOLINAR
Christ centered Assembly (photo) Jan'56:28
Union Seminary's new look. Feb'57:29

ZAMBRANO, ARIEL
Christ centered Assembly (photo) Jan'56:28
Global highlights (photo) Nov'59:6

ZANESVILLE, OHIO. FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Echoes from everywhere. Sep'23:63
How it was done at Zanesville (photo of Daily Vacation Bible school) Nov'26:44

ZANESVILLE, OHIO. NORTH TERRACE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(photo) Aug'29:24

ZANGWELL, ISRAEL. THE MISSIONARY OUTLOOK IN THE LIGHT OF THE WAR

ZANKER, CORA
Echoes from everywhere. Jan'35:39

Zapata, Julian Ibarra
Meditacion sobre el discipulado (poem). Jan'71:45
Meditation on discipleship (poem) Jan'71:45
Meditacion sobre el Pentecostes (poem) Sep'71:43
Meditation on Pentecost (poem) Sep'71:43

ZAPATA, JULIAN IBARRA
World events (photo) Apr'71:38

ZAPATA de ESPARZA, OLIVIA
Institute for Rural Women. Jul'54:33

ZAPOLON, MARGUERITE W
Classroom and campus. Apr'45:26

ZARATE, DANIEL (married to Francisca Zarate)
Nine young Mexican leaders begin work. May'59:32
Testimony with a diploma. Jan'61:42
Churches in Latin America find new life (photo) Mar'62:16
Hands across the border. Nov'68:49
Spotlight on Daniel Zrate (photo) Feb'72:14
The return to San Pablo. Jan'73:11

ZARATE, FRANCISCA (married to Daniel Zarate)
Spotlight on Daniel Zrate (photo) Feb'72:14

ZARIA, NIGERIA
Pentecost with cherubim and seraphim. Jan'70:8 (photos of
worship at the Cherubim and Sheraphim Church p. 9)

ZARING, DOYLE, 1904-1972
- Global highlights (photo) Mar'64:7
- Disciples in the news (photo) Feb'68:8
- Spotlight on Doyle Zaring (photo) Oct'70:12
- In memoriam. Jan'73:44

ZECH, HARRY
- Forgotten island (photo) Apr'47:6

ZEIGLER
- See also
  ZIEGLER
  ZIGLER

ZEIGLER, SUZANNE
- Classroom and campus. May'50:33
- Classroom and campus (photo)
  Jul'50:32
  Mar'51:31
- ZEISLOFT, (married to Leon Zeisloft)
  (photo) Sep'33:4,34
  Nov'35:28

ZELLER, ARTHUR
- (photo) Jan'50:26

ZELLER, CARRIE F
- In memoriam. Jan'42:43

ZELLIE, JOHN SHERIDAN
- Echoes from everywhere. Nov'22:58

ZEMBROD, (married to Alfred Zembrod)
- quoted. Circulation corner. Sep'38:inside front cover

ZENDT, FREDERICK E
- Summer activities in our colleges. Sep'37:33

ZENDT, STEPHEN HARRIS, 1865-1941
- (photo) Mar'24:20
- Personalities (photo) Jun'35:12
  (photo) Sep'41:7

ZENGE, W. EARLE
- Classroom and campus. Nov'52:30
  (photo) Sep'61:29

ZENIAN, LEVON
- To the ancient churches of the East. Aug'29:15

ZENOBI, ROBERT
- (photo) Dec'22:11

ZEPERNICK, WERNER
- College summer events (photo) Sep'38:30
- Classroom and campus. Apr'43:32

ZEPPA, JOSEPH L
- Global highlights. Jul'54:2

ZERAN, JOHN S., 1864-1938
- Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
  Apr'19:36

Zerby, Rayborn L
- Note. Oct'20:64

ZERRY, RAYBORN L
- Notes. Jul'20:43

ZEIGLER
- See also
  ZIEGLER
  ZIGLER

ZIEGLER, A E
- Gleanings from early records of ACMS. May'19:27
ZIEGLER, E J
(photo) Nov'25:30
ZIEGLER, E MATILDA
Glimpses of the religious world. May'29:31
ZIEGLER, EDWARD K. THE VILLAGE PASTOR
Holt makes study of African place-names. Feb'60:45
ZIEGLER, JOAN
News room. Jul'56:38 Jan'60:32
ZIEGLER, JUANITA
See GONZALES, JUANITA ZIEGLER
ZIEGLER, LESLIE EDWARD, 1894-1957
Classroom and campus. Jun'50:32 Nov'50:36
Global highlights. Jan'51:2
Classroom and campus. Jul'51:30
Global highlights. Jun'53:3
Highlights of higher education (photo) Juan'53:36
quote. Twelve Disciple schools receive large Ford grants
(photo) Feb'56:26
Classroom and campus. Mar'56:29 Jul'56:30
(death) Classroom and campus. Mar'58:35
ZIEGLER, MERRILL H
Classroom and campus. Jun'67:35
ZIEGLER, OLIVE I
quoted. Circulation corner. Jun'42:inside front cover
ZIEGLER, S P
Board of Education and work of our colleges. May'26:42
ZIEGLER, V M
(photo) Nov'47:14
Ziegler, William
A church that believes in Christian Endeavor. Nov'22:45
ZIERATH, FREDERICK R
(photo) Jan'66:7
ZIFFER, WALTER, 1927-
Global highlights. Mar'65:6
ZIGLAR
See also
ZEIGLER
ZIEGLER
ZIGLER
Ziglar, Richard Vance
When families go to church. Sep'60:25
Letters. Feb'70:34
ZIGLAR, RICHARD VANCE
Disciples in the news. Apr'68:8
In brief. Dec'73:40
ZIGLER
See also
ZEIGLER
ZIEGLER
ZIGLAR
Zigler, (married to John J. Zigler)
A suggestion. Jul'23:1
ZIGLER, (married to John J. Zigler)
quoted. Golden Jubilee notes. Feb'24:51
Zigler, Ann
Echoes from everywhere. May'27:49
Building for America's tormorrow. Sep'27:36
Echoes from everywhere. Oct'27:48
By their fruits. Sep'28:5
Echoes from everywhere. Nov'28:50

ZIGLER, ANN
(photo) Sep'26:21
Daily vacation Bible school. Nov'27:49
Digest of annual report. Oct'28:38
Programs... Oct'29:47

ZIGLER, M. R.
A "most promising venture." (photo) Oct'56:28

ZILLAH, WASHINGTON
Messages from our Home Missionaries. Jun'19:56

ZIMMER, JOHANNA
(photo) Jan'21:15

ZIMMER, TIMOTHY W. LETTERS FROM A C.O. FROM PRISON
New books. Jul'70:28

Zimmerman, (Mrs. B. F.)
Letters. Apr'66:39

Zimmerman, (married to Elmo Zimmerman)
Letters. Feb'71:34

ZIMMERMAN, (MRS. W. H.)
(death) Apr'25:51

ZIMMERMAN, ALICE
Classroom and campus. Jul'47:33

ZIMMERMAN, BETTY COLLEEN MAHONEY
(married to Harold Paul Zimmerman)
Global highlights. Sep'67:7

ZIMMERMAN, DONALD W
Can Disciples fill their rural pulpits? (photo) Oct'59:24

ZIMMERMAN, HAROLD PAUL
(married to Betty Colleen Mahoney Zimmerman)
Global highlights. Sep'67:7

ZIMMERMAN, IDA H. MILLER, -1939
(photo) Nov'38:inside front cover
(death) Station UCMS broadcasting. Dec'39:40

Zimmerman, John Daniel, 1884-1964
Christian Endeavor missions. Mar'19:59
The story state by state. Aug'25:9
Seven aspects of state missions. Oct'27:9
Recent achievements...of state missionary societies.
Oct'27:25
Good news from the states. Oct'28:29
How Church Extension has helped my state. Jul'34:16

ZIMMERMAN, JOHN DANIEL, 1884-1964
The Star Christian Endeavor Standard. Feb'19:60
Mid-year Conference of Home Missions Secretaries (photo)
Apr'19:39
Four new Bible School Field workers. May'20:45
Field workers (photo) Dec'20:35
(photo)
Correction and apology (photo) Oct'42:39
Global highlights. May'47:2

ZIMMERMAN, LEANDER M. GOD'S LIVING TRUTHS
Book chat. Dec'43:38
ZIMMERMAN, LEANDER M. THE MELLOW FRUITS OF EXPERIENCE
Book chat. Jul'39:45
ZIMMERMAN, LEANDER M. PRAYERS
Book chat. Dec'39:41
ZIMMERMAN, LEANDER M. THE PREACHER'S DOORKNOB
Book chat. Jul'42:46
Zimmerman, Leslie F
Dollars and dignity for the handicapped. Jul'72:8
ZIMMERMAN, LESLIE F
Disciple chaplain back in U.S. after release (photo)
Dec'45:19
(photo) Dec'49:27 Dec'50:27 Jul'72:8
Zimmerman, Roger
Tokens of repentance. Jul'65:24
ZIMMERMAN, ROGER
News room. Nov'63:40
ZIMMERMAN, ROGER, III
Youth and missions (photo) Jul'57:37
ZIMMERMAN, WALTER B., 1887-1947
A decoration of honor. Jul'20:5
quoted. Echoes from everywhere. May'24:49
(photo) Mar'34:34 Nov'35:29 Dec'37:29
The threshold. Nov'43:2
News room. May'46:38
ZIMMERMAN, WOLF-DIETER. I KNEW DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
New books. May'67:22
ZINK, ALMA R
quoted. Here and there with World Call. Jun'60:50
ZINK, IRMA ELIZABETH, -1963
In memoriam. Mar'64:46
ZINK, REBA, -1961
In memoriam. Jul'61:39
ZINN, HOWARD. THE POLITICS OF HISTORY
New books. Jul'70:28
ZINSSER, HANS. AS I REMEMBER HIM
Book chant Oct'40:25
ZIRBES, LAURA
quoted. Intercultural education. May'49:47
ZOBENS, VALIJA
End of a long journey (photo) Feb'59:46
ZOBENS, WILLIAM
End of a long journey (photo) Feb'59:46
ZOLL, NELLE E. -1946
In memoriam. Mar'47:37
ZOLLARS, ELI VAUGHN, 1847-1916
(married to Hulda L. McAtee Zollars)
Convention notes. Oct'23:57
Board of Education and work of our colleges. Jan'26:42
Another league of laymen (photo) Jan'29:11
Great teachers in my life. Jan'48:9 (photo p. 11)
Book chat. Jul'48:47
(photo) Nov'49:28
ZOLLARS, HULDA L. McATEE, 1846-1925
(married to Eli Vaughn Zollars)
(death) Board of Education and work of our colleges.
Dec'25:42
(death) Dec'25:51
ZOLTELE, ANITA
Christian strategy for Latin America (photo) Oct'49:23

THE ZONDERVAN EXPANDED CONCORDANCE
New books. Mar'69:29

ZONDERVAN TOPICAL BIBLE
New books. Feb'70:29

ZOO, T Z
(photo) Jun'46:29

ZOOK, (MRS. L. L.)
quoted. They "tried it once." Jul'22:43

ZOOK, LESLIE LEWIS, 1880-1969
In memoriam. Oct'69:46

ZUBAY, ELI A.
Classroom and campus. Sep'55:30

ZUCCARO, RICHARD
(photo) Sep'71:35

ZUCKERMAN, ERVA BARGER
(photos) Jun'23:45 Apr'27:49

Zuker, Anne
Looking upward (poem) Sep'34:24

ZULLER, (MRS. Z.)
Station UCMS broadcasting. Mar'26:51

ZULU, A. H.
If this plan is of God (photo) Dec'71:40

ZULUS
Disciples undertake new work with Zulus. Jul'70:33

ZUMWALT, VIRGINIA
Dear Brad... (photo) Apr'57:19

ZURBRICK, J L
Personalities. Jul'35:20

ZURHIDE, HANNAH
(death) May'25:58

ZWAYER, WAYLAND
quoted. Report on conditions in Europe. Jun'49:45
Help sent to boys at Jerico. Nov'50:44
quoted. Global highlights. Feb'53:2
Global highlights (photo) May'53:3

ZWEIG, STEFAN. ERASUMS OF ROTTERDAM
Book chat. Mar'36:11

ZWEMER, AMY E. MOSLEM WOMEN
Speaking of books. Jun'26:44

ZWEMER, AMY E. TWO YOUNG ARABS
Speaking of books. Jul'26:44

Zwemer, Samuel M
The new opportunity in the Near East. Nov'20:8
The Mosque as a place of worship. Dec'21:4
First things first. Feb'25:31

ZWEMER, SAMUEL M
"Unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (photo) Aug'19:14
Items that made news last month. Dec'29:45

ZWEMER, SAMUEL M. ISLAM IN AFRICA
quoted. Islam or Christ. Dec'26:49

ZWEMER, SAMUEL M. MOSLEM WOMEN
Speaking of books. Jun'26:44